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Central Michigan T. S. A 20

Concordia 280

Consolidated 217

Cuiciunati ...119, 277

Crawfordsville 360

Dalion 380

Delaware County Country Club.. 460

Dallas 259

Page.

Dominion of Canada IJT

Dover Sportsmen's Association.. .119, 219

Duck Farm
, 73

Du Bois 240

East End Gun Club 60, 320

Excelsior Gun Club 340

Fort Smith 340

Gilbert-Klein-Burmeister 360

Gillman 320

Greenville 140

Harrisburg 280

Hillsborough 380

Haverhill Gun Club 118

Indian 239

John Parker's Annual 279

Kane Gun Club I7g

Kessler's 20

Lafayette .140

Louisiana and Mississippi T. S. L 20

Ligonier 320

Malone's Midsummer 98

Mansfield 98

Michigan State League 39

Middletown 157-

Missouri State 239, 260, 279

Monticello 159

New London 339

North Side Gun Club 300

Oakland Gun Club
, 380

Olean 160

Omaha 40

Ossining Gun Club 119

Paducah Gun Cktb 220

Parker Gun Club 219

Peters Gun Club 320

Pleasant Hill 79, 219

Providence Gun Club 120

Raleigh tiun Club 119

Sistersville 59

.Sovitheastern Towa Amateur 118

Springfield Shooting Club.. 219.

Tecumseh 160

Wabash 120

Weeping Water , 178

Wellington 40

Westchester County T. S. L 39

Whitney 59

Winnipeg 100, 178

Interstate Tournaments:

At Brunswick 159

At Haverhill 140, 159, 200

At Lewiston 299

At Marietta 138

At Napanee 220

At Kaleigh. N. C 20

x\t Titusville 80

L'niversity of Virginia 80

Vicksburg Gun Club. 79

View, Point of 20

Wanderers, The 179

Waterloo Shoot .180, 218

Watertown Gun Ckib 99, 218

Watson's Park , 119, 380

Westchester County ',....177, 218

Westsvood Gun Club 118, 159, 180

Winchester Gun Club.... 60, 99, 139, 178, 218, 260,

299, 340, 380, 460, 500.

Woonsocket Gun Club ' 160

Wright's Shoot '. 358
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More U. M. C. Records
Made D\jiring May and Jurve.

C. W. Budd defended the. Hazard cup by killing loo live birds .straight. In

contests for this cup he has killed 225 out of 230 live birds.

H. Watery made high average at Charleston, breaking 161 out of 175 targets at 20 yds.

J. W. Hoffmann won the New Jersey Live Bird Championship.

W. E. Parker broke 92 per cent, at W illiamsport, making high average.

R. O. Heikes captured high average at Cleveland, also at Memphis, breaking in

these two shoots 907 out of 960 targets. '
'

J. M. Hughes secured the amateur average at Siou.K City, score 385 outi of 400 targets.

S6e WION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,
315 IBroadway. New York. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE .32 CALIBER WINCHESTER SP^CL \
» 3A New Smokeless or Black Powder Cartridge Ai

The .32 Winchester Special Cartridge, which we have just perfected, is offered to meet the demand of many spon
Smokeless powder cartridge of larger caliber than the .30 Winchester and yet not so powerful as the .30 U. S. Army, . .

could be reloaded with black powder and give satisfactory results. The .32 Winchester Special Cartridge meets all these
ments. Loaded with Smokeless powder and a 165-grain bullet, it has a muzzle velocity of 2,057 foot-seconds, generating e

energy of 1,550 foot-pounds. At the standard testing distance of 15 feet from muzzle, this cartridge, with a full metal-.,
bullet, will give a penetration of 37 ^s-inch pine boards. Its trajectory is as follows : 100 yards, 1.23 inches ; 200 yard-
inches

; 300 yards, 16.38 inches. From these figures it wi]l be readily seen that the advantages of this cartridge are its 4; ...

striking energy, penetration, high velocity and consequent flait trajectory. Next to the .30 U. S. Army and .303 British, it th^
most powerful small-bore cartridge of to-day. With' a charge of 40 grains of black powder, the .32 Winchester Special develoj/- .

velocity of 1,385 foot.seconds, which makes it a powerful black powder cartridge.
We have adapted the popular Winchester, Mcdel 1894, rifle, to handle the. .32 Winchester Special Cartridge, and -451

pared to furnish it in either solid-frame or taijre-dowa style, wkh 26-inch octagon nickel-steel barrel, the list price bemg I23.0.
lor the sohd frame and $28.00 for the take down style, Kifles for- the .32 Winchester Special Cartridge are fitted with a new anr'

specially designed rear sight, which is graduated for both Smokeless and Black powder cartridges.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - NEW HAVEN, CON
m
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 260 pounds of steam,

WORKS: RED BANK, N.J
Handsome catalogue free.

TWP nnn-pnTa ha-pttv -orATT'n mTmo n»<rT«n Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 699 Cortlandt.THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILJSR CO.. 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

MULLINS' "cViSJ"
made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with air

chambers. Low in

, I rice. Cuts the
(freight in two al-
ways ready. Also
fit. ed with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new.

W. H. MULUNS. 216 Depot Street, Sa em, 0.

CHAS. P. McCLELLAN,
YACHT SAIL MAKER,

Tents, Flags, etc. Yacht Blocks, Patent Sail
Hoists, and Fittings. Send for Catalogue,

FALL RIVER, MASS.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

handled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON « OLD TOWR CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Street, Old Town, . Maine.

The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark Kng and, and in every state in the United
States It stands on its merits. A l joints are ground
metal to metal, t>ushuigs are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice^ and can be run at any desired speed. Write for
catalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nAROUETTE - - niCHIOAN. U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A., 8ft. 6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every
way; finished outside but not inside, being
where we can finish in any sty'e cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is of tihe recent square
stern type, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaLer craft.

8|A stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, . MAINE.

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classics

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters are
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit
of landscape^ a scene of outdoors, stand out clear
and vivid, like a startling flashing out from the
reader's own memory.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. sT™XitSoTd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, eqiuilly strong and rettm-le, and yet stiffer than one
of the same dimensions of solid sprtue, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy.fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^ ^^M^aler. Thc Spaldiflg St. Lawrence Boat Co,, Ogdensburg, N. Y.

CANVAS COVERED CEDAR

CANOES
FROM $28.00 UPWARDS.

Btiilt upon the same models as our well known and popubr all-wood canoes. \

OUR NEW CATALOGUE (No. 5) of rIw^SLI^ hf.*/*'5*:?-!!''*V*'''"»' JiQW^V J Kow Boats, and Paddling Canoes READY
THE SPALDING ST. LAWRENCE BOAT CO..

L G. ERASER, Manager. OGDENSBU RG. St. Lawrene* Co., N. Y

^
Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Close!

Vie. ««.

Pump with uprig:ht lever and bowl a solid pi«(
of earthenware with seat attached. No join
work required around closet, and no opportltni
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yaoht Plumbars,

134 Beekman St., - - New Yei^

LOOK THROUGH
THE

Steamand aail Yachts, kow Boiitb
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truthm detail about the best boats built
Write for it to-day. Address

RACISK BOAT HANFFArTrBING CO.,
Box 25, Racine. Wis. '

FORGED TOBIN BRONZE TURNBUCKLES.
With Cast

Mansanese
Bronze
Sleeve.

Our Turnbuckles, the stvle of which is shown above, are made of the verv finest oualitv of mineanese

fh'e laL'eTt'fnd*^ti°^^n-'°'^''J^''''Sr'«"
They have been subjected to mJst reverSts by"eS of

Doliihed thtv fH^i ^ h I"""^^
Builders for the pas< two years. Made with g- eat care and"^ beautifully

?re nelr;r nZf/ntiL fi? ' '° ^^^^^f'
^^^""^^ ?^ "^'"f

Strongest Turnbuckle made. These Turnbuck.es

txopr?//o?fw,?K,,i^^^
marlet,and being non-corrosive, they really do the work

If^ry^belth^e^se'^th^
""''''^ P"-^"^"^ ''""'^^ "-"^wing and belAg lost as had

IlLUSTRATED DESCRiPnVE CATALOGUE
OF YACHTS AND BOAT riTTINGS. FREE. 212

ANTHONY S.
Commercial St.,

MORSS.
Boston, Mass.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28,

Price (mailed in ^ tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. NEW YORir.

WOODCRAFT.
By "Nessmuk." A bundle of shrewd, mother-

wit, woods lore and common sense. As compact
as "Nessmuk's" famous dufHe and ditty bag.
Cloth, 160 pages. Price |1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

Canoe Han lling.

,
The Canr : History, Uses, Limitations
and Vc- eties, PracUcal Management
and Ca and Relative Facts By C
Bowye- /aux ('Tiot"). Illustrated
Cloth, pages. Price, $100

FOREST ND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

When writing uy that you saw
t^t mA. In ih» "Forest aad Sli^an.**

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as apphed to steatn yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modem practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules
specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-
ning of machinery. Contents: Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler
Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Princioal
Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hulls. Practical Construction. Small Cruisine
Steam Yachts. Lights oa Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

YACH"
REGISTER
•ndve think that j

will Rgree with us

uying tht

lALMY
boileI

i^'AYORITE BOILI
with Yachtsmen

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Proyidenee, R. I.

Boats, Skiffs,

Canoes and Launches
High grade Sporting, Athletic, Gymnastic and Boai

ing Supplies. My prices are from 15 to 86 per cer'J
lower than other reliable dealers. Catalog^ue free
application. WM. WOOD,
25 West 185th St., New Torii

BUCKLEY
Patont Water Tube Boiler for Yaehtil

Also "Aome" Launoh Enflnes.
Send for Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS
6 Center St., Rochester, N. Y.

DAN KIDNEY 4 SON, WEST DE PERE, Wl

0

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boat!
Canoes. Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boat
Send stamps for Catalogue.

Yacht and Boat SailJngf

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Navs

Architects, Price $12.
This edition has been largely re-written, and contaii'

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of mat
boats never before published, the total number of plab
exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in tl
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examination 1

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ^'Equipment of tl
Yacht ' "Seamanship," "The Management of Op««
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "Ti
Rules of the Yacht Racin? Association," "Yacht Racini
Handlmg a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,'
Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails ft

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats." "Be
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats.
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmout'
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winde.
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Sma
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehande
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO

SAM LOVEL'S BOY.
BY ROWLAND B. ROBINSON.

This delightful story originally written fo|

Forest and Stream, and which was receive)

with such delight, has been put into book form

and will have a place among the sportsman
cherished Tolumes.

Cloth, 259 pages. Price, $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

346 Broadway. New York.

When writlnff say iluit yoa wm
the ad. in the "Forest and Streaai.,'

I:



Forest and Stream
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Terms, ^ a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.
Six Months, $2. NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1902. VOL. LTX.—No. 1.

No. 846 Broadway, New York.

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

pages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents.

Subscriptions may begin at any dme. Terms: For single

copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months. For club rates and full

particulars respecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii.

A PICTURE OF THE PAST.
Our illustration supplement this week presents a pic-

;ure of the past. It is one which cannot be duplicated.

The plain still stretches away in billowy waves ; the ever-

asting mountains rear their snow-clad pinnacles to the
ikies; but the buffalo host has long since vanished from
he land. The photograph, of which the engraving is a

eproduction, was made years ago, and the negative has
leen destroyed. The picture is an unique memento of the

Vest of another age.

MONTANA'S BUFFALO.
In Montana, or on its borders, are to be found to-day

le largest number of buffalo in any State of the Union,
nd yet in all, these number only 350 or 400 head. Most
i them are under domestication, though a few are wild.

Twenty-five years ago the Southern herd of buffalo

lad practically disappeared, but twenty-five years ago fat

ow, bosse ribs, depouille and marrow guts, together'

i'ith newly dressed robes, were still, as they always had
een since the first coming of the white men, familiar ob-

ects in Montana.

It may be surmised that there never were shipped from
ny Territory in the West so many robes as from the old
lontana Territory, of which Fort Benton was so long the

lost important center of the fur trade. Other States or
'erritories in the south may have shipped out greater
umbers of hides, but northern Montana, owing to its

reat Indian population and the late coming to it of the

iilroads, was always the great country for robes.
"

To-day in the Yellowstone National Park there are a
ery few wild buffalo. These are variously estimated at

cm twenty-two to thirty-two head, but the animals are

) shy that for years it has not been practicable to count

iiem,
and their numbers can be only guessed at from the

acks found in the winter's snow.

The United States National Museum and the Amer-
.an Museum of Natural History more than a dozen
lars ago, sent out expeditions to collect a few specimens
the last remaining buffalo. A small number were found

I the heads of Dry Fork and Porcupine rivers north of
le Yellowstone, and a number of specimens secured.

;li seen were exceedingly wild. A very few individuals
this herd escaped destruction, and these—for 3'ears

most free from molestation—increased until, according
report, they numbered about sixty head. But the bunch
.d grown too large. A few years ago a concerted at-

ck was made on them by the Red River half-breeds, and
irty-two were killed. Other people say that the whole
inch was wiped out. Certainly its numbers were so
duced—if any survived—that many years must elapse,

under the most favorable conditions, before these
ifalo can again be counted. Montana has a law pro-
;ting the buffalo, but game wardens are scarce on the
lins where these buffalo range.

The largest bunch of buffalo in the world is that owned
Michel Pablo and the heirs of Charles Allard, which

nges on the Flathead reservation in Montana. Stories
ncerning it float about through the newspapers, but
finite information concerning the bunch is not easily

d. Where it came from, how it started, what are its

isent condition and its future prospects are matters of
:erest alike to historian, naturalist and sportsman. It

seemed to the Forest and Stream that the setting
wn of the essential facts about this herd was something
II worth doing, and in order to obtain information, at

26 intelligent and accurate, Mr, J. B. Monroe, of Teton
mty, Montana, was recently dispatched to the Flathead
mtry to learn everything possible about this herd. Nor
i he limit himself to inquiry concerning the herd as it

ists to-dsy. From Mr. Chas. Aubrey, of Browning,
mtana, he received a full and most interesiing account

' $he ppgifl of tbii herd from ^Ives born just twenty-

five years ago on the plains, and the next spring taken over

the mountain.

Mr. Aubrey and Mr. Monroe offer in this account con-

tributions to the history of the buffalo which will he

read with the greatest interest. We print to-day the story

of the origin of the herd, and this will be followed next
week with its development and present condition.

THE TUNA IN ATLANTIC WATERS.
Angling history has been made in the fishing columns

of Forest and Stream. There is ih them a perfect mine
of angling lore, to which must repair the chronicler who
shall record the rise and development of the several

branches of the art in American waters. The history
here covered goes back to a remote and primitive age
when there was heated discussion of the question—how
odd it sounds now—"Will the black bass take a fly?"

Later came the doubtful speculations on the possibility

of killing tarpon with rod and reel. The discovery of
the qualities of the leaping tuna and its exploitation as
the great game fish of the Pacific, make another chapter
of the history.

And now comes a corarautiication from Mr. J. A. L.
Waddell which may prove the opening page of a new
record. Mr. Waddell, who is known by his writings in

our pages as an enthusiastic, successful and well-informed
tarpon fisherman, has been investigating the tuna fishing
possibilities of the Atlantic side of the continent, and be-
lieves that he has discovered an opening for the sport in

the waters of Nova Scotia. The information given by
Mr. Waddell is so full and specific that it should induce
salt-water fishermen to make a thorough test of the
M-aters designated; and the fame which will surely attend
the capture of the first Atlantic tuna with rod and reel
should be a sufficient stimulus to provoke ambition and
enterprise. We trust that the pioneer tuna fishing in At-
lantic waters may have place among our fishing chronicles
of 1902.

In this connection it may not be amiss to say that last
summer there came to us intelligence of tuna fishing in-
vestigations conducted in certain of the Atlantic waters
of the United States, the particulars of which have not
been made public, pending their possible successful re-
sult.

THE DAY OF THE SMALL BOY.
Independence Day, Friday of this week, has brought

with it greater than ordinary cause for gladness of heart
to all, for many of the great employers of labor have
added Saturday to it as a holidaj% thus conferring three
consecutive days of liberty in fact upon thousands of
working people, who, under the Constitution, are in theory
free always.

The commercial signs of the times indicate that the
American boy—and, on July 4, in a patriotic sense, said
boy may be big or little, old or young, smooth-faced or
bewhiskered—will be better equipped for giving vent to
his annual surcharge of patriotic hullabaloo than he ever
was before.

For the making of noises and smokes and flames, all

kinds of devices, new and old, are offered for sale in
abundance at prices to please the individual or the masses,
hence it is safe to predict that on Friday Young America
will be abroad early, present to himself the keys of the
city and the freedom of the country, and make a blending
of the noises of earth and Bedlam, as becomes the day
and his opportunity. For has he not hoarded his pennies
to insure the wherewithal to purchase noise makers? Has
he not for weeks and weeks been in a fever of impatience
for July 4, a day so drearily slow in its coming? Now
that it has arrived, why should he not in his own way,
with bray of horn, explosions big, little and often, whoops
and yells, struts, quirps, marchings and cminteimarchings,
express his veneration for the day's historical significance
while revelling personally in an ecstacy of delightful
pleasure? Give him liberty.

And yet, while as one in sentiment concerning the day's
significance, the great American people will be divided
it.to two distinct classes, those who emphatically object
to the din and uproar as disturbing and unnecessary, and
those who cannot conceive of disturbance enough. The
anti-noisers journey to the country till the disturbance
ceases, or bear it with such resi^ation as they can
muster. The pro-noisers are 2«§ldus and active in pro-

m.oting the general tumult. In the light of past experi-

ence, July 4 is consecrated to hullabaloo, lost thumbs,
singed eyebrows, lockjaw and dismemberment. It is an
established institution, hence if one is disturbed by it, he
should take the disturbance philosophically.

It is the one. day on which the American boy can riot

legally. He is giving expression to certain emotions, un-
der certain > conditions, which in a way do not differ from
the manner of his elders under certain other conditions.

Aged men sometimes whoop and cheer for candidates at

election time; young collegians utter college yells apropos

of nothing, at any time or place; groups of men sing

"For he's a jolly good fellow" when their bosoms swell

with friendly feeling; thousands become idiotically ecstatic

in their demonstrations over the winner at a horse race

:

so that, if we disapprove of what has ceased to be novel

to us, we may in turn be disapproved if enthusiastic over

what has ceased to be novel to some one else.

Let Young America have his freedom for one day in

the year, July 4, as in keeping with the declaration of the

day. Let him make all the noise possible if no physical

injury is done thereby. If he does not understand in his

youth what it is all about, in his mature years, when he

does understand it, there will be appreciation of its na-

tional beneficence, blended with happy accentuated asso-

ciations.

Remember that all men were boys once, and that it is

an ill stage in the life of any man wherein he forgets

that he was once a boy himself. When the Declaration

of Independence caused cannons to fight for years in

war, we surely should be able to endure the roar for a

day in time of peace.

The bill for the creation of a Southern Appalachian

Forest Preserve was passed by the Senate last week, after

having been amended to provide that the measure shall

not take effect until the Secretary of Agriculture shall

have reported to Congress the plots of each reservation.

The bill authorizes the purchase by the Secretary of Agri-

culture, at a cost not to exceed $10,000,000, of not more
than 4,500,000 acres of land to be selected in the forest

regions of Virginia, West Virginia, North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee. The bill has

not passed the House; but on recommendation of com-
mittee will be carried over to the December session as

unfinished business.
K

The commission authorized by the New York Legisla-

ture to select lands for a State park on Long Island, have
had several tenders of available properties. The tracts

offered include one lying between Manor and Yaphank,
another on the Quogue Plains, and one in the Ronkon-
koma section. Several thousand acres are said to be

available on Peconic Bay, but the price asked would be
prohibitive. The commission is reported to be favorably

inclined to a Wading River tract of 6,500 acres, lying be-

tween Manor and Yaphank, and having a frontage on the

Sound. 1

Mr. Charles Hallock tells in a very charming manner of

the early days in the Massachusetts hills, where he first

learned the art of casting the fly. We are all creatures

of circumstance, our whole lives influenced by happen-
ings which in themselves are as slight and trivial as they

are in consequences powerful and lasting. The chance
visit of a fly-fisherman to the trout streams of Hampshire
county gave angling bent to a youth whose whole life was
affected thereby.

The Visalia, Cali., Times charges that the United
States troops detailed to the protection of the Sequoia
National Park have been poachers, killing deer out of

season and dynamiting the trout streams ; and it calls on
the Secretary of the Interior, in whose charge the Park
is, to put an end to this lawlessness on the part of the

troops. To state the abuse should be to find its quick
remedy.

An international agreement for the uniform protection

of certain migratory birds, has been entered into by Bel-
gium, France, Greece, Lichtenstein, Luxemburg, Monaco,
Austria-Hungary, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and
Spain. Absolute protection is assured for birds useful to

agriculture. It is extremely unfortunate that Italy should
not have joined in the compact, for the migrating birds
cross that country in immeaise hosts, and the industry

^|
capturing them results in an enormous destni^^/
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Old Plainfield Days.
"On revient totijoiirs a le premier amour." This

proverb is as true in English as in French, llow we
snperannnated old people do inevitably hark back in our
waning 3'ears to the old haunts and the old homes ! And
every old memory stands out as a beacon to light the
way.

It is this homing instinct which leads me back every
year, nowadays, to this delectable corner of northwestern
Massachusetts, where I was baptized in the living waters
of the Plainfield Mill Stream. Its alder-shaded pools and
sparkling riffles were then alive with speckled trout, and
we boys basketed cvcrj'thing that came to the hook ; but
at present there are few fish in it legally worth the taking.

F;ngerlings under the six-inch limit are tired of being
caught, and put back over and over again, while larger fish

keep shy. Consequently my rods are hung up under the

baby act, like Jewish harps by the waters of Babylon.
But, satis superque! I shall go to Sunapee Lake ere long,

where I am told there are eight varieties of entertaining

fish, including the much-discussed saibling, or Sunapee
Lake trout, so signally exploited by Dr. John D. Quacken-
bos, of New York, some twelve years ago. No person has
done so much as the good doctor to bring this delightful

summer resort to public notice, and to make it attractive.

As to Plaintield now. I wish that your readers could
realize the sylvan charms of these terminal hills of the

Green Mountain range. The venerated Bryant knew
them of old, and weaved his dulcet rhythms over all the

pleasant places, like summer cobwebs in the morning
lights. From every simimit there is a sweeping view, and
in every vallej'^ there is a sparkling stream, a grateful

shade and a winding drive. Ice-cold springs gush from
every hillside and are caught in great log troughs at the

roadside for the comfort of panting beasts which climb the

steeps. The very hilltops are saturated with the limpid

waters which percolate through the stubble of the hay
fields and find their way to noisy brooks that clatter

through the woods and stony ravines in their haste to

join the main streams in the valley below. Rocks and
spreading ferns are distributed with charming effect all

over the pasture lands, while wayside and woodland
flowers—Solomon's seal, Jack-in-the-pulpit, Indian pipe,

pitcher plants and moccasin flower,s—are in number and
variety sufficient to cram an herbarium. The whole coun-
try is like a park. Since it was first cleared it has been
in great part reforested, but there is no primitive forest.

Every acre of land has been cut over and cropped over

during the past centtiry, and whatever woods there are

have sprung into a luxuriant and sturdy growth from old

clearings long since tilled and run tO' waste, There is

everywhere a continuous interchange of rounded emi-
nences and abrupt slopes^ crossed in all directions by
stone walls and inter.sperscd with big boulders, granite

otUcroppings, apple orchards, cornfields and potato

patches, with here and there a farmhouse, too often desti-

tute of paint, and frequently abandoned and left to decay.

Some elevations exceed 2,100 feet in height, and look into

five States, Prof. Charles Lyman Shaw, who died last

month at Astoria, L. I., Avas a famous mountain climber,

and knew the altitudes of all the hills and knobs and
higher elevations in this region. It was through him that

Bryant Hill. Mt. Warner, and several other eminences
received their present names. At the date of his death he

was engaged on a descriptive and topographical chart

of thera. '
, I* ' «li

In early geological times a big squeeze took place right

here, while the earth's crust was cooling off, which up-

ended large areas of laminated schists and gave to some
parts of these slopes quite a graveyard aspect. Ledges
of sedimentary rocks crop out from the hillsides in all

directions: great dykes cross the lines of upheaval, and
huge boulders are grounded on summits furrowed with

glacial striae, which will be legible to the end of time.

When I was a boy I used to climb these crags to salt

sheep whose matutinal bleating resounded from near to

far. On these altitudes there is always a vitalizing atmos-
phere, so that the summer temperature is never too warm
at night. One point in particular is called the "Bellows'

Nose," where it is said one can always get a breeze, even

if he has to blow it himself.

But in winter ! Well, I do not see why even the New
England winters .should not be charming in their boreal

aspects, with every one snugly housed and little to do, the

winter supply of wood cut, and no one compelled to go
out into the inclemencj' of the weather except the doctor

and the stage driver. But my ! to think of these heroes

of the hills turning out every morning before dawn and
returning with the mails three hours after dark, dodging
snowdrifts and following the uncertain trail over stone

walls and across wind-swept pasture lots under blizzard

conditions, for such are the hyemal diversions of rural

delivery ! The bare thought provokes a shiver, suggests

an ugh-ugh-ulster

!

And just to think of a location so charming in summer
and winter having no hotel, noi typical boarding house,

no hospice for the fagged and bilious men of business

Avho eagerly scan the advertising columns for summer
elysiums which they fail to find; for retreats um-
brageous and cool, where charges are not unconscionable,

where pullets never mature, and the matutinal toast is

enriched with genuine cream instead of watered milk.

There is not even a stage coach here—only moitntam
wagons—to ply to nearest railroad points^ which are re-

spectively eleven, fifteen and seventeen miles away. But
the roads are fair, and portions of them are

_
"State

roads," costing $10,000 per mile, which vie with the

"vias" of old Rome. I have long inclined to the opinion

that a well-kept hostelry here in Plainfield could be
crammed for ten weeks in the summer season at prices

50 per cent, higher than are asked now, and give satis-

faction.

It is now fifty-six years since I cast my maiden fly into

these primitive trout stfeams. I was a stripling then,

city born and bred, and fairly reveled in my rural en-

vironment, like tt colt turfied out to grass. My whole

time was passed out of doors, and I grew hardy and
tough. I scorned a bed in summer months, and slept in a
bunk in a rough board shanty hidden in a grove which
crowned a knoll, under whose base wound a small rivulet.

In this rustic kindergarten I learned the rudiments of
woodcraft. In time I came to know every woodchuck
hole in the township, and almost every red sq-uirrel and
chipmunk by sight

;
every log where an old cock partridge

drummed
;
every crow's nest, and every hollow tree where

a 'coon hid away. I heard Bob White whistle to his mate
in May, and listened to the roundelay of the bobolink in

June. I had no passion for collecting birds' eggs, but I

Is-ncAv where many a robin foregathered, and where to

find the incubating: ledge of the night hawk. My elder

cousin and I had pets of all kinds—tame squirrels, foxes
and crows. All the live stock on the farm were our
friends. The old bay mare which once tossed my uncle
across the stable with its teeth, would let us crawl between
her legs. We rode the cows home from pasture, drove a
cosset four-in-hand, trained two Maltese cats to wagon,
and even got the little heifer so tame that I could rest

my shotgun between her budding horns and fire without
alarming her. We learned where to gather all the berries,

roots, barks, "yarbs" and huninous fungi which grew in

the woods, and
.
so unconsciously became lovers of botany

and natural objects. As to fishing, we fished whenever we
got a day off. There were sequestered ponds cinctured by
spruce belts, at whose outlets the hum and buzz of busy
saw mills were heard, and whose waters were filled with
pickerel and perch. In the solitude of the woods the
bark-peelers stripped the hemlocks for the tannery. Of
birch bark we fabricated no end of useful and dainty
things. But most glorious of all, as I have said, were the
mountain streams, foaming, purling, rippling and leaping,

with a life and a dash and a joyousness Avhich made our
lives merry and filled our hearts to overfloAving with
pleasure.

Fly-fishing was in its infancy then. It Avas an art

scarcely knoAvn in Ncav England, and little practiced in

Canada. We boys had no conception of the curious de-
Adces of feather and tinsel which we afterward learned to

• use, as I will tell you presently. To the angling fraternity
_

at large the artifices of Thorndike, Stickler and Bethune
were as mysterious as the occult sciences themselves. We
used simply a Avattle and a Avorm, and whipped the trout

out of the water vi et armis. We did not understand
'"playing" a trout. Our sport was derived from our en-
vironment, from the size of count, and the sense of free-

dom in a day off. And yet Ave were the best anglers in

the village. We caught bigger fish and more of them.
We knew every good place in the Mill Stream. There
was the old log just at the edge of the woods, the big
hole where Ave used to bathe, the bridge that crossed the

road, the rocky ledge at the pond where there Avas a .small

type foundry, the crossing log in the ten-acre pasture, the

eddy at the loAver falls, and so on from point to point
through devious Avindings and turnings, aAvaj^ dOAvn
stream three miles or more to the grist mill, the same
Avhich the old INIountain Miller used to tend in .years

gone by.

Ah ! those Avere halcyon days. No bikes nor automo-
biles disturbed the quiet seclusion of this mountain nook.
The scream of the locomotivewas not heard within tAven-

tj"-two miles of it. TavIcc a Aveek an old-fashioned stage

coach dragged heavily up the hill into the hamlet and
halted in front of the house which Avas at once post office,

tavern and miscellaneous store, and is noAV. So little has
Plainfield changed ! One day it brought a genteel pas-

senger. A Avell-knit, Aviry frame he had, Avith features

denoting quick wit and kindred qualities. He carried a
hand bag and a fa.scine of rods in a leathern case. Some-
thotight it Avas a telescope, but the village quidnuncs said

he Avas a surA-eyor. I have forgotten his name, except
that it was of tAVO .syllables and began with D. He
allowed he was from Troy, and had "come to go a-fish-

ing."

F'rom that stranger 1 toolc my first lesson in fly-lishing.

As he stood npon the tavern steps he gazed across the
barren waste of ground to the meeting house opxiosite

—

the same meeting house Avhere my reyerend grandfather
ministered with grace for forty years—a meeting house
quaint and ancient, rooster-croAvned, Avith its horse block
and rows of horse sheds at hand, and its square pews in-

side, its lofty galleries and crimson-cu.shioned pulpit, its

deacon scats and its .sounding board, long since things of

the past. He gazed and seemed to meditate, then shook
his head and remarked: "To-rhorrow will be Sunday. I

shall have to .Avait a day. Sonny, can you tell me if there

is any good trout fishing about here?" Trout fishing!

To me there Avas magic in the sound. Yes ; and I Avould

take him to the brook. "All right; it's a go!" Of course
my Sundaj' school lesson lapsed next day. Appetite de-
serted me. I even refused the "hunk" of gingerbread
Avhich my aunt supplied at the nooning from the family
lunch basket. But you should have seen that stranger fish

on Monday ! It Avas not that he took so very many fish,

but the cute way in Avhich he did it. In the first place, his

rod was so constructed ip different pieces that he could
separate or joint thern together, and it was nicely var-

nished, too. and stiffer and more supple than our long
hickory poles. I did not notice Avhat kind of bait he
used—^I didn't see him tise any—but he just gave a quiet

twist of his arm and tossed his line every time, far, far

be}'ond the most ambitious attempts of ours; and nearly
every time a fish took his hook; then he let them dart
about'for a while, as if he didn't care to save them. At
first I thought he was just fooling, but I soon discovered
that he had some system about him, and I watched care-
fully, f al\Aays kneAV that there Avere big fish out there
in that deep Avater under the alders, for Ave had seen
them break there often. Yet Ave never tried to fish there,

because Ave could not reach them from this side, and upon
the other the bushes were so thick it was useless to at-

tempt it. And it was too deep to wade. All day long while
fishing with him, I employed my nicest art. I sought out
my best holes, and crept up carefully, i took many fish,

but only a few big ones. Any dozen of his Avould have
outweighed my whole string. It aggravated me awfully.

He said I Avas an excellent bait-fisher, but thought I

Avould learn to prefer flies. Before he went away he gave
rne some instructions in casting and a fcAv samples. .Since

then T have alwciys Used flic^ in fly-time Avherever prac-
ticable, (TpARLE.'i Haixqc^
.Pi.AiNpnttp, Mass,, June 36,

The Demon Bear of Tarantula
Rldge^

Recent press rdispatches, with brief but stirring detail, !

set forth that our beloved President of the United States
has been invited by some brave bear hunters, who are
coincidentally brave and chivalrous Mississippians, to fill

the office of guest in a bear hunt to take place in some
place in the South as yet unnamed.

j

This national event in its significance recalls a bear-
hunting episode of my own life which took place some

,

years ago. I carried enormous pressures of sportsmen's
egotism. As a side phase of it, I wanted some fame as a
brave man, and to this end, concerning it, I wanted to
establish some daring deed as of record. There then
Avas no cheaper, nor quicker, nor safer way to achieve it

than to invade the wilderness, kill something in some
Avay or other, and forthwith portray the deed in proper
flame of color, pitch of key and volume of detail, all

'

properly spread before the public eye.
I have intimated that I was egotistical. I know that

I was so. but 1 also know that it Avas all in a wholesome
way. This wholesomeness certain narrow minds could

,

not perceive or concede. A thirst for fame is not a
novelty in the character of every well-organized man
and woman. In every man's life there is a stage in which
he aspires to distinguish himself favorably and pre-
eminently in the eyes of his felloAvs. If the opportunity
does not present itself naturally, he, if properly ingenious,
presents it to himself. One sensational deed accomplished
in the limelight and the trick is eternally done. A few:
moments of sixch well-chosen forwardness are sufficient

to color one's Avhole life with heroic diffusiveness. It

docs not matter much in what the heroic deed consists, so
that it is either of bloody novelty or bloodless superlative.;
In most instances, the public must necessarily take the;

hero's Avord as proof of his heroic deeds, and thus hia

private fancies may become the public's facts.

In civilized society, the law is an obstacle to heroic op-
portunities Avhen the same are premeditated, and there-
fore it checks the proper advancement of that commend-'
able infant industry called heroism.
The field of heroism perforce is narrow. The chance

to save a beautiful, wealthy, married or unmarried woman
from the thundering hoofs of a foaming runaAvay horse
comes not to one man in a million. Only to the extremely
fortunate few is vouchsafed the glorious good fortune to
kill a riotous baby-biting mad dog; an act above heroism,'
for it more properly belongs in the domains of the saints.

The demand for heroic veneering is thus far greater
than the supply. Peaceful society is a barren field from
Avhich to extract the raw material for the making of
heroes. Hie thee, then, to the wilderness! There thei

man-eaters roam at large. In silence and secrecy thei

heroic chrysalis may be wrought, thence transferred to

the public gaze for. the emergence of its beautiful hero-
butterfl3^

There being ever a close season on man himself within
the precincts of civilization, he is not available as raw ma-'
terial for bloody deeds ; that is to say, he is not safely avail-

1

able, as be is dangerous in himself and still more danger-i
ous from the mantle of safety within which the law en-
folds him. Therefore, most of us, bent on securing data,

for bloody literary deeds, have to hunt the Avild animals
of the wilderness. After Ave have succeeded in killing

one of them—bear, AvUdcat or rabbit—note that it is in

keeping Avith the vainglorious consonance of the theme
to depict the dreadful beast's gigantic size, irresistible

power, boundless ferocity, lumpy skull, dagger teeth and'
scimiter cUiavs; for by so much as these terrible attributes

are magnified, by so much are the bravery and the glory
of the vanquisher exalted.

My ambition Avas to conquer a bear. , At first this am-:
bitiim Avas merely an idea Avhich in time developed into

an imaginary exploit, but Avhich I impressed upon
my friends as a Avell-establishcd fact. I Avanted the bear".'>

skin ; not a mere bear skin, for a skin of the commercial;
world, knoAvn to be such, Avas not up to my standards or
Illy requirements, I Avantcd this skin to be a personal]

matter exclusiA- ely ; that is to say, I, myself, Avanted to be
the bear's slayer first, and next to be the one Avho de-
nuded him of his covering. At least, if I did not actu-'

ally do all tips, circumstances required that as a matter
pertinent to the record, I should be somcAvhere adjacent;
to my proxy at the time of the battle, thereby establishing'

the conventional associations so dear to the brave ones'

who do and dare, so useful in proving the validity of
the herioc act, and so necessary in successfully calling

attention to one's self Avhen perched on the tip of the,

heroic pinnacle. On that tip, innumerable heroes, mighty
hunters before the public, have perched throughout a life-

time merely by a tactful observance of the dramatic
unities. '

As I said before, I wanted a bear skin. The more I

talked and thought of it, the more firmly I believed that
A bear skin, draAvn from Ufe by me, was an essential to"

my home and reputation. Home Avas less a home with-
out one. Reputation minus a bear skin of my OAvn
flaying Avas a reputation, but it was one flawA' and moth-
eaten. Yet talking and thinking of it Avere not without
many profound constitutional disturbances to me. I con-
fess to varieties of spinal creepiness and cold Avaves at

limes Avhen imagining a face-to-face encounter with the
ferocious possessor of the skin which I coveted, the bear
whose skull had the resistance of steel plate, whose teethi

and claAvs Avere like chisels; whose skin—my skin—had a

thousand lives in storage, each of Avhich required an in-

dividual bullet to take it, and even when pierced by a

thousand bullets, the bear would remain vigorously aliA'e;

for days after he should have been dead. A bear pierced

lengthwise and crosswise with one thousand bullets, rag-

ing, roaring, bounding, fighting, glaring, gnashing, foam-
ing, charging, blood-spurting, immortal, is a garnishment
to a pen picture which is beyond price.

From a mere. A'erbal want in the first place, circum-
stances at length made it a real want. I had achieved a
reputation which I was forced to live up to. I had com-
mitted myself to a bear skin beyond power of recall.

From it I derived much equivocal prestige, for, as a

result of my friends' innumerable confabs and criticisms,

yvhich being sacred exchanges of confidences between them,
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)*-e?5'b5r each told in HTrn to tfH^ at tlip. very first oppor^
liUTi'ty. r was raled as a blufliiig pretetulor. Some saict

that if ever T got near enougli to a hoar to be i.-lciscd by
it, it would not catcli mc in a hundred years. There were
others who thought differently, holding that Iny condition
of body would be so paralytical that I would be caught
without any chase at all. A few exchanged winks and
said nothing. All agreed upon the point that I was prop-

. eriy built for sprinting or tree climbing, when in the right

Miood, which would be at its best consequent to a certain

incentive. I had some staunch friends who averred that

a singed cat is better than it looks; that no one can tell

how far a toad can jump by its mere shape.
A train of circumstances brought about an opportunity

to capture the bear's fleece. I at that time was a travel-

ing salseman for a St. Louis firm. We had a customer
in eastern Louisiana. He had defaulted three times in

the payment of a note which had been twice liberally-

extended. The firm thought that I could promote their

interests by calling on him in their behalf. I journeyed
thitherto. He proved to be the very pink of courtesy and
chivalrous hospitality, which adornments I have found to

be a trait of all true gentlemen everywhere,
I presented to him my letter of introduction, which

read as follows

:

St. Louis, Jan. 5.—M. Jean Mentcur, Tarantula Ridge,
La. Honored Sir : This will serve to introduce to you
our Major Reuben Lh-sussen, who, owing to delicate

health, is visiting your section of country to sniff its fra-

grant air and taste its limpid waters as the best of restora-
tives. We requested him to favor you with a call for
the purpose of talking over the trifle, $5,000, which we
have the honor to carry on our books to your debit. Any
attentions which you may extend to our Major Ursussen
we will consider as being extended to us. Hoping that
you will continue to esteem us as worthy of your con-
sideration, we are, dear sir,

Your humble servants,

LIarry^ Willie, Eddie & Co.

I arrived at the domicile of M. Menteur in the middle
of ;i pleasant: afternoon, and was fortunate to find him at

i-.omej or rather he was sitting on the gallery of hia

Southern home, where the shade was thickest and the
halmy breezes oftenest fanned his calm brow and tossed
liis long locks.

He read my letter with polite attention, rose, extended
his hand in confirmation of his first welcome, and in-

sisted that I must be his guest during my stay in that
region. He observed that my disease must be grave, since

[here were no external signs of it; it was therefore of
ihe insidious and alarming kind-
The more I protested my apnreciation of, and reluctance

to, impo.se on his hospitality, the more I was assured that
it was I who was conferring a favor. Finally, I accepted
with tikasure.
"Now," said M. Menteur, "we might as well discuss

ind settle this little incident so tactfully mentioned by
your firm. I know that, being now my guest, you would

. feel some embarrassment in reverting again to the subject.
Will vou be so good as to present your case to me at
once?"
"Why," I replied, "my firm advises me that you owe

t hem $5,000, and that I am to collect it if you will deign
to settle- It will take only a minute, as I plan it, to dose
ihe whole indebtedness."
"Major Rube," he rejoined. "I see that you are entirely

ignorant of the time-honored traditions of this country.
Do you know that the note, referring to what you are
pleased to term an indebtedness, has been twice renewed,
in this country, that circumstance is considered as being
full}- equal to a receipt in full. You are now in this sec-
tion of country, and whatever prejudices you may have, if

any you have, against its customs or its traditions,
while you are in our midst your own delicacy of judg-
ment will prompt you to respect them. The incident is

closed."

We shook hands cordially, for we found that our hearts
beat in unison as sportsmen, and from that moment began
a friendship which time has not cured nor death ended.
By such adventitious circumstances are warm friendships
made among your true cosmopolites, sportsmen.
"To-morrow, if your delicate state of health will per-

•ir;it," continued M. Menteur, "we will go forth on a bear
hunt. We will seek bruin (Ursus americamis lepus) in.

ihe fastnesses of his lair. I am the champion bear hunter
(of the world. I have killed more bears than all the rest of
llie hunters added together. Last year I killed over four
thousand, and in my lifetime I have killed bears enough
t^o cover the pyramids of Egypt as a bushel of wheat
would cover a hen's egg. After all, it is not any fun to
kill the bear. The sport lies in chasing him."
"Pardon me," I ventured, "you do not mean to say

that you chase bear. I have always been led to believe
that the bear did the chasing. I cannot imagine a picture-
of a bear scudding across country with a man afoot in
hot pursuit. However, it may be merely a ruse of the
bear to get the man away from a tree or cave, so that he
can turn on him at a proper time and place to devour
him at his leisure."

My host laughed in a politely modulated key, but there
were several verses to his merriment. "Major Rube,"
said he, as he viewed me compassionately, "if bears acted
in the way you thought, there would be very few bear
hunters, for one of the chief charms of a modern bear
hunt lies in its entire safet}-. When I bragged so frankly
of having killed so many bears, I was simply bragging:
of my industry in sport, as one might brag of chasing
more foxes in a year than any one else had chased. One
bear hunter of long ago, facing a grizzly after the old-time
niethods, incurred more danger than all the bear hunters,
of the Mississippi and Atchafalaya bottoms individually
and collectively ever did from the beginning of the world,
to the present time. There are differences in bears and
bear hunting as there are in everything else. Bear hunt-
ing as the public knows it is of the old-time variety. The
mlse en scene is composed of a bear which weighs a ton;
a lithe., plucky hunter armed with rifle and knife ; a forest
of giant groAvth interspersed with fallen logs and dense
thickets-. It is a duel in which rifle and knife and craft-
are pitted against giant strength and devilish courage.
It is a man, one man, against a bear. One stroke of the
mammoth's forepaw, one hug, one disemboweling scrape
with the hind foot, and the man is dead. On the other
hand, the grizzly may be shot or stabbed and he lives ore

itulefitiitely. Shot throltgli the hcAd Ahd Hertft, Ik> rfSflty

die. in a siuirt lime or a long tiine, :lccoi-diiig to the <'xi-

gencics of the story, the amount of sjiacc to be tilled, oi-

the avidity of the readers in swallowing hook, line aikl

sinker. Those were bear fights. Ours arc bear chases.

Our bears are cowardly little black bears which weigh
from 200 to 400 pounds, so timorous of nature that they
.seek the densest covers of the river bottoms for purposes
of safety. The miles of switchcane, almost impenetrable
to man, is their favorite haunt. Of man they have an
agonizing dread. Only at night will they invade the sec-

tions which he most frequents. They are impelled to do
so then only by the need of food.
"To the public, however, a bear chase is a bear fight;

all bears are bears, and all bears are grizzlies ; and also

to the public, who.se knowledge is fiction, a bear fight is

about the most dangerous scrjmmage known to mortal
man.
"To-morrow, early, before the sun pops up at the east-

ern edge of the world, you will have an opportunity to

learn the difference between a bear hunt and a bear fight;

between an ancient bear fight and a modern case wherein
a bear could not fight even if it so desired; and between a

modern champion bear killer and a champion potato
grower, concerning which there is only a very slight

difference, since in each instance the principals are largely
indebted to the work of menials. Do yon ever get
thirsty?" he suddenly asked.

I nodded feelingly in reply.

"Come within where the sideboard stands," he suavely
said, and I came. When the time for retiring had long
passed, wc were something more than friends; we wei'e as
two long-lost brothers Avho had met. Poets have sung
of many things, but of the lot not one has ever stmg in

full the praises justly due to corn, vehicle of joys and
headaches.

When I gazed around my chamber the next morning by
the rays of a lamp put in action by a sloppy-looking negro
boy, I had a feeling of comfort and contentment. The
room was large enough for four rooms. The bedstead
was a work of quantity and of art. The posts were high
and rotund; an immense canopy projected from front to

foot close to the ceiling, and there were ornamentations
in the way of carving and satin linings so marvelous in

iheir beauty as to almost distract one from sleeping.
Shortly afterward the negro boy brought to me a cup of
hot, strong coffee, and told me that the horses and dogs
were all ready, and the boss in waiting to start on the
bear hunt.

Hurriedly joining my host, I" found a number of young
men with him, whom he introduced to me as his sons,
Christian, Felix, Victor, Pierr£. Jaques and Louis. Each
was armed either with a lo-lwre' shotgun, loaded with
lieavy loads of buckshot, or a short rifle of .44 caliber.

My host asked me if I was a good shot with the rifle,

and on my not answering strictly in the aflirmative. with-
out more ado he handed me a shotgun and a half-dozen
cartridges, Avhich were to be kept in pocket till such times
as they were needed.

Three negro men, who I learned later were famous
hunters of bear, w-ildcat. rabbits, birds' nests, hogs of
slightly indefinite ownership, or anything which savored
not of manual labor, were of the paitj, and actually parti-
cipated in the hunt, though subject to service for the
party ii needed, and under orders always. Thpy were
respectively named Mose. Pete and Hcni-j-.

M. Menteur was mounted on an American horse, about
sixteen hands high, which was famous for his speed and
sureness of foot; his rider in turn was famous as the
nnost daring horseman even in that country of desperate
riders, so that it was a byword of praise when one was
said to ride like a Menteur. The rest of the party were
mcrunted on Creole ponies.
My host blew his horn, and immediately there was a

tttvmult of dogs such as no man, to the manor unborn,
could conceive. Some stood stolidly and bayed deep and
king. Same reared and barked, up and down, furiously.
Some stood uttering sharply yip, yip, yip, holding their
forelegs stiffly and rising a half-inch from the ground
with each yip. Some put their noses to the ground and
.g-ave tongue wli-ife galloping in a short circle, as if on a
true trail. Each had a dift'erent note; each gave the
Imrdest mote he ha<S. .and all together they made a babel
loT 'dog voices which would have driven me distracted but
for the fact that I was eaijoying true sport.

We at length sallied forth, a troop eleven strotig in
men, and about 100 dogs—about iii all told, men and
dogs, powerful enough to subdue a small insurrection, yet
peacefully bent(Qn sport with a little bear.

1 noticed itiiiat each of our party had a horn slung by
Iiis side, -which on examination I found to be a common
cow horn with the small end scooped out after the man-
ner !of the mouthpiece of a cornet or trumpet, and which
©m trial I found I could not blow at all, though all the
others could do so with case.

"

After riding on tortuous long paths through the switch
'cane, through tangles of vines, sheets of water and ford-
ing bayotts, I was given a stand with Felix and cautioned
to be alert and hold it with unfaltering fidelih^ till the
party returned for us later, as it was the' best" stand in

that whole region of Tarantula Ridge, and there was
almost a certainty that I would get a shot and a bear
skin.

The patter of voices grew fainter and fainter. The
babble of the dogs soon was out of earshot. I was in the
country where the bears roamed at will. Suppose that
one should roam my way of his tiUm volition? Would
that be sport for me, or would it be sport for the bear?
Every little voice of the forest sounded ver}'^ loud to

me, Earth, air and time seemed to me to be full of
grave portend. I wondered what the loved ones at home
were doing and whether they missed me much, me, ]\Iajor
Ursussen

!

I had M. Menteur's word that this was a bear chase
and not a bear fight ; I also had his note of hand that he
Avould pay a certain sum on a certain day. It was possible
that he might be mistaken in this, or any other matter. It

might be a bear chase, too, but which would be the
chaser and the chased?
The silence of the forest had in it for me nothing of

reassurance, From any part of it a dreadful bear might
pop out.

But hark ! Is that a whispering whimper far aVvay in

the distance? ]! strained my ears and listened. A. «lear^

faiiU note I his time. In a few moments the tones have
multiplied into the distinguishable cry of the ftdl pack.

Felix seemed to l)e dormant, so imperturbable was his

pose. Nevertheless, I felt that he was furtively scrutiniz-

ing me at timeSj altd seemed to be politely amused at
something.
The faint babble of dog voices grew apace into a frantic

chorus of the pack in full cry. The long, bugle note of
the hound blended with the staccato yip, yip of the cur;
for the pack was of all kinds and degrees of mongrels,
with a few ftill-blooded hounds to do the guiding truly as
trailers. I was told that a dog which would charge in on
the bear and stand his ground was sitre of death, so that
the best bear dog was one which would keep close to the
Ijear, yet always cut of reach of his forepaws and teeth,

thus holding him at bay while the champions came up
and riddled him with buckshot and bullets.

The chase came nearer and nearer in full cry. I began
to have a most unaccountable feeling of trepidation, and
I lost confidence in myself. My feeling, as near as I

can define it, Avas a combination of stage fright, buck
fever and nervous prostration. My companion, neverthe-
less, was as nonchalant as if seated in a flower garden on a
June morning. This, if anything, added to my nen^eless
condition. I wished the bear elsewhere.
Out of a narrow opening, about 200 yards away from

us, the bear broke cover. He seemed to be much in the
same psj'chical and physical condition that I was myself.
In the cane and timber further away, the dogs were fol-

lowing in fierce ci-y, and the voices of the riders sup-
ported them in yet fiercer though distant encourage-
ment. My companion gave me a nudge and a signal to

get ready, for so enthralled was I with .the beauties of
the chase that I had forgotten that I had a gun. I quaked
violently. I rose as the bear was passing about thirty

yards away, aimed quickly, and fired, bang. bang. The
bear spurted still more swiftly, and quickly disappeared
in a wilderness of switch cane.

"He's hit hard," I exclaimed to Felix.

"Monsieur is jesting," he replied. "Monsieur- did not
care to end the sport so early. There is where your first

barrel tore iip the ground, and there is where the other
cut off the high limb of a tree."

Looking in the direction he pointed, I' saw that the
earth and tree marks bore silent witness to the truth of
his statement. At this moment the pack of nondescript
dogs burst by, hot in their galloping fury for gore.
"We might as well mount now and follow," Felix re-

marked, without the slightest show of vexation.
After riding after the pack a few nainutes, the cry of

pursuit changed to one of baying.
"They have the bear treed," said Felix. He spurred

toward them. Following him with the greatest difficulty,

though out of courtesy he restrained his speed to accom-
modate mine, we came to the closing scene of the bear's
life, and the commencement of my fame as a bear fighter.

The bear had taken refuge in the fork of a tree about
thirty feet from the ground. He seemed to be very rest-

Itss at OUT appearance, and I thought that he meditated
a jump and a run as a means to escape.

Soon we were joined by the rest of our party, and we
had the bear so snrroimded that he could not then flee

without rneeUng one or the other of them, M, Menteur
Irtoked at nie, and I confess that I was fairly quaking
again. "I think that wc will all shoot together," he said,

"ai-id then we will not know exactly who did or didn't
kill the bear, so that under these circum,stances any one
then can claim the honor who cares for it. When I say
'Ready, fire,* all fife in a volley at once. Now, Ready,
fire."

There were flashes and toars of guns. The bear f«ll

from the tree stone dead. It required the most vigorous
exertions of father and sons to save, the skin from the
fangs of the infuriated dogs.
The bear looked almost as large as a steamboat when he

ran by me at the stand, and I feel that my impressions
then are sufficient grounds to warrant my solemn averment
that the bear was a monster of his kind.
"Eheu !" exclaimed Pierre, who Avas skinning the bear.

"This is the Demon Bear of Tarantula Ridge," All the
party gathered around him excitedly as he held up to view
one of the bear's forepaws. One of the outer toes was
gone.
"That foot Avas caught in a trap years ago," Pierre con-

tinued. "We have hunted him many, many times, yet
such was his almost human craft that never before to-day
have Ave been able to capture him. I think that Monsieur
Ursussen is the mascot and himter of the party, and to him
Ave owe all for our great success.'^

"Three cheers for ]Major LIrsussen!*' exclaimed .Victor;

and three cheers Avere giji'en Avith a heartj' good Avill.

I scrutinized the bear closety. He seemed to have
shrunken into an insignificant size as compared Avith the
size I had in mind when I first saw him galloping near
me, and I felt that the honors were conferred on estimates
made ante mortem.
"Major LTrsussen,'' said M. Menteur, "yett have been

in a modern bear fight, and have acquitted yourself with
average A^alor. Rest assured that being my gtlest I feel

proud in the belief that at some future time I may have
the honor to testify to your coolness of nerve and stead-
fastness of behaA'ior in this terrible bear fight. Of course
you will not fail to proclaim that I am champion, for

you haA'e been a witness to it. AVe Avill noAV return to the
house, and there while aAvay an hour or two in libant
dalliance."

In the parlor of my home is a stuft'ed bear skin, life

size, so realistic in outline and pose that one has to reason
one's self out of the belief that it is a real bear. My
friends admire it much and often. Close examination re-
veals manj^ perforations in the skin. On the stand on
Avhich it is mounted is a sih^er tablet, bearing the follow-
ing legend

:

"The Demon Bear of Tarantula Ridge, a trophy of
Major Reuben Ursussen's bear hunt in Louisiana, Jan. 6.

. Sixty bullet holes in the skin Avere put there before
the bear died, and they testify to his frightful vitality.

The skin in drying shrank to a mvtch less size than Avhen
it Avas green on the bear."
At home I am accepted as a bear hunter vi'hts has been

tried by fire and proA-en true. When discussing me pri-
vately, my male friends say : "Ursussen was dead gamq
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after all. He delivered the goods. I never thouglit that

he had so much pluck, or his whole family."

The ladies, bless them, consider me a lion iit a getitlti-

man's clothing. I note that at all social functions the tips

of fans are pointed at me, bright eyes follow me, arid

voices of sweetest music, women's voices, sound my
praises.

As I pass tlie children at play, one of them is sure to

exclaim, "That man kills bears My pa told ma that he

was not afraid of a buzz saw. He's got a whole lot of

skins and st-utTed bears at home that he killed all alone

with a knife. I'm gomg to be a bear hunter."

I do not need to hunt bears again, for I am a hero of

record, having both a trophy and a reference. But I

intend to add some moose heads, nlountain sheep and a

few big fish to my collections of trophies. •

Reuben Ursussen.

St. Louis, Mo.

'^A Walk Down South.

A FEW days ago I had occasion to "walk" down Soiith

and I took a Mississippi River steamboat
r , j

Unlike our good and interesting friend Spears, I had

uo business with the mate, and yet, Avhen on deck I

was a close observer of things going on aboard and

ashore, and, inasmuch as tlie boat poked her nose into

every bend and crook in the river to put off or take on

freight and passengers, there were few moments when

something was not going on.

I naturally watched the rousters at their work and

found the study interesting. The men were uniformly-

young "niggers," there being net a single gray-headed

man in the lot. I wondered if a gray-beaded negro

roustabout is as rarely seen as the proverbial dead mule.

iPerhaps a roustabout never survives to the gray-haired

stage any more than a mule ever dies. What a hfe!

As Spears' quondam fellow laborer exclaimed, "Work!
work! nothin' but workl"

I wonder if the eight-hour work day will ever reach

these poor devils! Except between landings, day and

night and night and day they are everlastingly at it.

Those upon our boat were a young, strong, husky lot,

yet after a landing and discharging of freight they seemed

perfectly reconciled to a pile of boxes, a row of barrels

or a collection of meal bags upon which to throw them-

selves and snatch the briefest kind of a cat nap, only to

be aroused by the bellowing of the whistle as the boat

blew for the next approaching landing.

I once read a squib about a Mississippi River captain

who suddenly "got religion" and issued positive orders

to the mate that the niggers must be "swore at" no

more. And in twenty-four hours how the niggers sent

a delegation to the captain and begged for the old con-

ditions, "cause it didn't feel natural not to be cussed.

On our boat we heard no profanity. The mate was a

thin, wiry Southerner, with an acclimated complexion.

He gave few orders, but there was a razor-like note in

his voice that seemed to stir the niggers like the lash of

a scientifically wielded blacksnake whip. His "corar

along there," "what are you doing," "get out of there,

"now! now! now!" was sufficient to keep those roust-

abouts moving at a pace that was astonishing. Let the

long line of toilers heavily laden and crawling up the

steep bank like ants show the slightest sign of lagging,

"What are you about?" shot like an arrow from be-

tween the mate's teeth, was sufficient to jump the whole

line into a quickened pace.

What a diversity in the way of burdens! Orie piece

at a time seemed to be the rule, and in the Ime and

following the m.an straining mider a 150-pound roll of

belting would come a husky darky carrying a two-pound

yeast box upon his broad shoulders. This single parcel

idea went with no protest from the observant mate.

Heavy dry goods cases, barrels of salt and weighty

and bulky packages generally were carried on a sort of

stretcher consisting of two heavy poles connected to-

gether with cross lacing of chains. Four men manned

these stretchers.

We picked up a flat coal-laden barge and fastening

it to our boat moved down the river as the roustabouts,

between landings, shoveled coal into barrows and wheeled

them into the steamer's bunkers. The sun beat down,

unmercifully, yet for hours this unloading of freight and

loading of coal alternately kept up.

There was "some" powder aboard and this had to be

landed on the line of a new railroad under grading con-

struction. The point selected for the landing was

where the river had eaten tons of earth away from the

steep bank as a hungry boy would bite into cake. To

reach the deserted house in which the canisters of powder

were to be temporarily stored, the steepest imaginary

path up the slippery gravel had, to be walked.

The single parcel rule was laid aside here and the

darkies carried under each arm a 25-pound canister of

blasting powder. There seemed to be no end of that

powder, and when we had roughly counted about 1,000

canisters we came to the conclusion that we had slept

last night over a veritable powder mine.

It was painful almost to see those poor devils grind

their toes into the bank going up and coming down on

a jog trot, slide and slip most cf the way. There was

no shouting. or singing, and yet was there a broad grm

on the countenances of the majority of them. And when

the last keg had been landed and the boat's whistle and

bell had sounded "all aboard," the men were again shov-

eling coal before the boat had gotten her nose a hundred

feet from the bank.
, , , ,

And as I watched that reeking crowd of blacks, drip-

ping with sweat and panting from their late exertion,

buckling to under the broiling, blistering sun in their

work of coal shoveling,- I worked out in my own mind

the solution of the problem of the gray-headed darkey

rousfabout.
Charles Cristadoro.
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Seeond Annual of the Uneasy Cluh.
(Concltlded /roHi lasi week.)

For two days I loafed about the river waiting for
l-ough weather, picking up a few teal and reading the
latest issue of the Forest and Stream, which an oblig-
ing friend had sent m«. While poking about with the
canoe I found a coon in a trap, the picture of injured
innocence. The foxy rascal, sitting there at the edge of
the flags with a cruel steel trap fast to a foot, was a pitiful

sight, and I was glad to see the owner of the trap com-
ing up the river, who soon dispatched the unlucky aiii-

mal with a blow from his paddle. He had three others
in his dugo.ut he had taken below. This trapper said it

was not unusual to catch a fine otter in these swamps.
That evening at dinner Steve V., manager of the

club, mentioned the fact that a flock of turkeys had been
reported that day at a point down the river, and that
he had a notion to interview them, but to do so properly
involved being on the ground at daylight, as they would
call better then than at any other time. I suggested
that we start out that night, locate the place, build a fire

in the woods near by and be on hand at daybreak, and
upon counting noses we found that there were five of
us game enough for this sort of a hunt; so at 10:30, as
dark a night as could be imagined, found Steve in the
lead with a large lunch basket. We crossed the railroad
bridge, a happy expectant party of hunters, bound for
a night of it in the woods at least. Upon striking the
corduroy road the procession swung off the railroad and
Steve collided with the dog Kiser, who evidently did not
understand the order, "Column right, march!" Kiser
howled as Steve's shoes pounded his ribs, but soon re-
covered and got in line, and the hunters were soon cross-
ing the cotton field, where a year before the "3 Bs"
were covered with cockle-burrs and cotton and filled

with disgust. The going was good through the field,

but in clirnbing the rail fence which surrounds it, there
was aii accident to the lunch basket, and when the wreck
was gathered up the butter was liberally sprinkled with
sand and chips, the sugar and salt had got together, and
in fact the whole outfit was "pi," except a piece of
bacon and several loaves of bread. Then for two hours
we plodded and stumbled through the woods and under-
brush barking our shins on fallen Hmbs and stumps,
dodging under vines and climbing over logs. The climax
came during this tortuous tramp when Steve, who was
pilot, brushed a small springy sapling so that it sprung
back and caught me a stinging blow in the face, which
made me suddenly 'stop and duck. Mr. B., who was fol-

lowing me closely, caught the muzzle of my gun in his

eye, and I was afraid he had been seriously hurt, until

he assured me otherwise and insisted that it was his

fault and not my awkwardness that caused the accident.
In the mix-up the lantern was nearly put out of busi-
ness, and as we sat down to fix it, the v/hole crowd
agreed that a little rest would not be amiss, so we filled

our pipes and Steve got reminiscent about moonlight
nights and woods full of turkeys, and we spent a pleas-
ant half hour in spite of our tiresome tramp.
As we started on Steve opined that another hour

would put us in the vicinity of the coveted game. I

thought that this trip reminded me of something I had_
read, but whether it was Stanley's Darkest Africa or a
story of a snipe hunt with the attendant bag and candle,

I had no time to decide, for we were again bumping
our shins on every convenient cypress-knee, and in a

moment more Steve stopped at the edge of a slough.

Then came the order to back up and go around the
bog, which added another half mile to this horrible walk-
ing. I was about deciding that turkey hunting in a

swampy jungle was mighty good exercise, and was wish-
ing some one would suggest that we "go way back and
sit down," when Steve stopped at a tree and proceeded
to hang up the basket and lantern. I had my suspicions

that a "snipe" game with the turkeys might be on the

programme, but was reassured when he gave us our
bearings, explaining that we now were in a narrow strip

of timber with a large lake bed on the right and a

cleared farm on the left and that the turkeys might be
anywhere in this neck of the woods, and that we must
flush one or more at once so as to be able to be near
their roost when they came off at daylight We then

struck out without the lantern, and if it was a task be-

fore, it was painful indeed now, for the woods were black

as ink, except where one looked up at the sky, which was
fast clouding over. I had zigzagged about for a quarter

of a mile when I was startled by a heavy roar of wings
in a tree just over me, and the falling of a lot of twigs

about me, and as I looked up saw two large turkeys

sailing away through an open space among the tops of

some tall cypress trees. I could not resist, and point-

ing the gun as nearly as possible at the flying birds in

the uncertain light, I fired both barrels with no effect

at least nothing dropped. The others of the party came
up quickly, Steve cautioning no talking, and we then

beat a silent retreat and struck out for the clearing,

which was on high ground and promised a better camp-
ing place than the woods.
While we made a cheerful fire beside a large oak log,

Steve went further into the clearing and shortly returned

and said, "Gentlemen, I am going to bed, when you
are ready you will find your beds ready for you about

a hundred yards to the right, just over the fence." With
that he and Mr. B. left the boys and myself broiling

slices of bacon held to the fire on long sticks, which,

with a slice of bread, was the next thing to a club sand-

wich and highly appreciated after our long walk. Then
filling our pipes and lighting them with a glowing coal,

we were supremely happy, sitting there in the bright fire-

light until about 1:00 A. M., when we decided to see

the color of the bed Steve had mentioned, which I

opined must be a haystack. On going to the fence, as

Steve had directed, we there found a shed, the floor of

which was covered to a depth of three feet with newly
plucked cotton, and in this soft nest we found Steve and
Mr. B. sound asleep. We piled in and were soon in the

same condition.

At 4:30 I awoke to find myself nearly buried in the

cotton. I crawled out and routed the others, and after

poking up the fire we again took the trail for the turkey

roost. We moved slowly and with as little noise as pos-

sible, until our party was formed in a half circle, suf-
tounding the place whefe vVe had flushed the birds, fac-

ing the Ttike bed. 1, on the eJttrelTie left, was backed up
against a tree Avhere the view was as cl&ar as possible,
waiting patiently for daylight

Just at dawn I heard several birds fly down from their

roosts, and was wondering if I had not got too far to

the left, when I heard the flutter of wings and turned
just in time to see one fly out of the top of a lone cypress
that was 500 yards or more from the strip of timber we
were in. The bird sailed in and lit in a tree about 150
yards from n.e, in plain sight Then a veritable game of

"rubbernecking" began on the part of the turkey as well
as my own. Here was a situation I had not counted
upon, as I had expected to get a shot at a turkey either

running or flying, but here was a shining mark up a
tree, but out of gunshot. Knowing the reputation a
wild turkey has for locating a hunter, I never dreamed
I could make a sneak on him. However, the bird was get-

ting uneasy and seemed about to fly to the ground, giv-

ing a slight cluck occasionally, and I decided I must
do something at once, as a gun might crack at any mo-
ment and spoil my chance. I decided to "sneak," and.
if I do say it, no Indian was ever more stealthy. I

first got a tree between me and the bird's head, and
then walked on the air. I think, for over a hundred yards,
and found that I was in range, but that was all, for the
bird had changed position and the body of the tree ob-
•structed the view, so that the head and a few inches ol

the neck showed, and I was unwilling to risk a load of
BBs at so small a target. While standing there trying
to control my increasing excitement and thinking of

some way to outwit the wily bird, he hopped to another
limb, and there stood against the eastern sky as big
as a barn. I shall not try to describe the sensations of the
[oUowing moment, just as day was breaking. My nerve
stayed by me, however, and with niy gun well braced
and a careful aim I pressed the trigger. There was not
a flutter or a sound after the gun cracked, except the
thud of the falling body, and I rushed up to the tree
and found him limp and bleeding, stone dead.

Daylight found the birds anxious to get together to
feed, and as I stood there admiring my bird I could
hear Steve calling keak-e keak-e; and in a moment, not
fifty yards from me, a bird answered. Again I was
thrilled with excitement, and was peering through the
underbrush for a glimpse of the bird, when bang-bang
went a gun in the timber back of me, and in a moment
I saw a gobbler sailing off across the lake bed. The
shots evidently startled my bird, for after five minutes
I heard him call at a long distance. Then two more
shots from the timber, I waited long and patiently for

further developments, but saw no more signs of turkeys,
although another shot from the timber assured me that
someone was still among them, and after convincing
myself there were no more birds in my vicinity, I picked
up the dead bird and headed for the camp, thoroughly
well pleased with myself as a turkey stalker. I soon
came upon Steve, who was sitting on a log looking thor-
oughly disappointed, for he had called a pair of birds
nearly up to him, when Kiser took an insane notion to

see what was doing in another part of the woods, and
bounding away frightened the birds Steve had all but
counted dead and bagged. The boys and Mr. B. soon
came up, and how their faces broadened and their eyes
opened at the sight of the turkey which hung from my
shoulder, its head nearly touching the ground. Mr. B.
had not seen a bird or fired a shot, and the boys, who
were still thoroughly rattled, admitted having done the
shooting, but were not sure whether they had seen six

or sixteen of the great birds.

Returning to our camp-fire we met a farmer boy, who
for the promise of a quarter for a pail of hot coffee,

brought it to us from the house a half mile distant.

We went at the lunch basket and were soon broiling

liberal slices of bacon, toasting bread and separating a

dozen or more biscuits from a pint or so of apple but-
ter which had swamped them in the wreck in the woods.
In due time the boy returned with a large tin pail full

of steaming coffee. We settled with him and reminded
him that he was a gentleman and a scholar, and then pro-
ceeded with breakfast, which was soon reduced to an
empty basket and coffee_ pail. Kiser refused to touch a
large sandwich I had prepared for him, and from his

manner I shall he obliged to think he was doing pen-
ance and was in deep disgrace for having ruined Steve's

chance for a pair of fine turkeys.

Our breakfast settled and our pipes puffing, we were
soon on the back track through the woods, which was
not half bad going in daylight.

We had arranged to meet the g^iides with the boats,

fishing tackle, etc., at a point on the river about half

way home, and arriving found them waiting for us. Steve
was to go on to the club house and we were to finish

up the day with the bass, which we proceeded to do.

Having seen a number of ducks flying over and hav-

ing all the fish I cared for by 3 o'clock, I decided to go
back on the river for the evening. While on the way up
to the opening where we were to wait for the ducks, a

pair of mergansers came along and I fired both barrels

and never got a feather, excusing my poor shooting to

my guide on account of the unsteady boat. In another

moment came a teal, with the wind, and he was badly

frightened, only, after two loads were fired in his direc-

tion, and I was too disgusted to even want an excuse.

In less than two minutes, while rounding a bend, we
flushed a dozen mallards, and while they swung around
in a wide circle we had time to partially hide the boat

in the flags. Back they came, and I was chuckling to

myself as they swung in to about forty yards, flying_

easily, and was thinking I would now redeem myself

and lined up on the leader^and fired. He just tilted a

little and some feathers dropped off him and he began
to climb with the balance of the flock and I gave h'm
another barrel, but he still went with the flock. I said

nothing, but was calling myself several kinds of lob-

sters and things equally expressive, when my guide "said,

rather sarcastically, I thought, "Your gun shoots pretty

close, don't it?" To write down my reply, which I

snapped out, might not look well. I was thoroughly

nettled. In reloading I happened to catch a glimpse
of the shell I was about to place in the gun, when the

trouble dawned on me; I had forgotten that the pocket
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had been emptying had nothing but BBs in it. L said
Jthing, but promised myself I would fool the next
ick that came within range, and the guide also, who,
r that time, must have wondered how in the world
happened to hit that turkey, 1 threw all the BB shells

) in the bow of the boat where they would do no more
ischief, and opened up a box of sixes and loaded the
in. Directly down the river came a lone mallard,
lich passed too far to one side for a shot; then turn-

g suddenly he cams ba'ck without seeming to notice
e boat and flew directly over us, and just as he passed
gave him the proper lead and fired.

Blankity-blank-blank!! You shore did soak him good
id plenty!" said the guide.
"Yes, if I get the shots' you will get good and busy
fore dark," I replied. He took the hint and began to
ish on in the smartweed and soon had as fine a green-
:ad as one would care to see. Arriving at the blind,

; hid our boat and were waiting for the evening flight
len a hunter came down the river with, a bunch of
e decoys, and I was glad when he anchored them in
e channel and took a stand on the opposite side. I
d the extreme pleasure of "wiping his eye" later, on
fast mallard, after he had fired four shots from his
mp gun at him, which did me nearly as much good as
ling the turkey. Out of a dozen or more shots that
ening I think I missed but two birds; bagging eight
e mallards. Then having convinced the guide I could
t)Ot a little, we pushed out for the club house thor-
ghly satisfied with the fine day's sport.
.n the language of Fra Elburtus, of the "Philistine,"
:se "little journeys" are "hot stuff," but all too short
the fellow who only has ten days' vacation and a com-

ssion from the "Uneasy Club," which is just as im-
rtant in a way as "A message to Garcia."

summing up the result of the club's second outing,
ind one member has developed a huge appetite and a
le of honest tan which will not wear off before Christ-
5, to say nothing of pleasant memories to store up
that time when "The frost is on the ppmpkin" and
cannot chase the ducks or the turkeys except at the
le, and then without the aforesaid appetite.
\t the annual business meeting this winter, in all

)bability it will be decided that the club must get a
ir next season, and if my motion prevails, your read-
may run whh some of us after the bear "is sighted.

; may also increase the membership. The only ques-
n to be settled will be the proof that the applicant
a sportsman, not a "sport," mind you.

Bill,

0 the Snow Line of the Himalayas
{Concluded from page 506.)

Ve were told of a bear at a place some miles distant,
lost a v;hole day by going in search of him. On

iving at the place we found two native hunters who
shot him the same morning and had just finished

ing off the skin, which they showed us.
n order to have a better foothold in going over bad
>und than could be obtained with English shooting
3ts,_ we had bought some native-made shoes at one of
1 villages. These had their upper parts formed of
ting made with strong cord, a leather band across-
toes and a stiff piece of leather at the heel helping
ceep the feet in position. The soles were of leather
ched across wath strong hide thongs. These shoes
'e a great grip on rocky ground, and I found it easy
mn without slipping, even over water-worn boulders
the banks of streams, but in the pine forests they were
good. On steep slopes covered with the dead needles
troo and the coolies frequently slipped down when
and I were walking securely with our English boots,
'he native

'
shoes assisted in walking without noise

jn stalking game, but ordinary shooting boots are
d for this purpose if made with very low heel and
soles studded with brads instead of hob-nails. I

e frequently, when wearing such boots, walked
3Ugh thick bushes to within ten or fifteen yards of
.r, in places where the ground was gravel or clav
ed hard by the sun. Perhaps the easiest of all shoes
walking silently with are those made for lawn ten-
with fluted soles of vulcanized India rubber.

/e would have been more successful in killing large
le if we had remained a week or two in some likely
:, so as to become acquainted with the surrounding
mtains, but then we would not have had time to go
he snow-line, and that was of more consequence than
dng a large bag. The scenery repaid for all. There
e mountainsides covered with miles of forests, bathed
;he brilliant sunshine and glittering with a million
Its of light and color that, merely to gaze at, caused
lis of ecstasy along the nerves to the ends of one's
ers,

here were valleys miles in width and many thou-
is of feet in depth, and so long that neither of the
emities could be seen; their sides and bottoms cov-
with forests or large patches of grassland,

he sides of the mountains below our paths often
led to such an immense depth that large pieces of
z, rolled down them, could be heard bounding from
e to ledge for two or three minutes before they rested
he torrent at the bottom. Jahtroo sometimes tried
plan to startle any game that might be hidden
ng the trees and rocks.
e succeeded only once, when an antelope called
w (of the chamois tribe) rushed away, giving me
a momentary glimpse of hini.

was strolling alone one day along the edge of a
ly the sides of which were so steep that it looked like
incient bed of an enormous river. Far in the dis-
e a lammergeyer {Gypaetos barbatus) was sailing
the side in my direction. Thinking there would be

lance of obtaining his skin for stuffing, I quickly
drew the charge of No. S shot from one barrel of my
and substituted an ounce of BB. When gliding past
the bird appeared so large and distinct in the clear
intain air that -I though he was only 40 yards away,
passed calmly by, without a flap of the wings, and
ag no notice whatever of the shot. There is no
Jt but that the immense depth of the valley under
and the clearness of the atmosphere, had deceived

me as to the distance. He was probably more than 70
yards _away, so that the charge of shot had dropped be-
low him.
As we approached near the snow line, the way became

more difficult, and in one part I narrowly escaped being
killed. The path sloped up the side of a mountain to a
sharp corner, and there, for a length of 50 or 60 yards, it

had broken away and fallen into the valley below. We
managed to pass around with the help of our.alpen-:
stocks, by stepping on projecting pieces of rock, and
grasping with our left hands the plants or rocks that
were level with our shoulders. At the extreme point of
the corner there was a rocky shelf about 18 inches wide,
where I stopped to say something to S., and carelessly
let go my hold with the left hand,

All at once I lost my balance and felt myself falling
backward. On the impulse of the moment I twisted
round, and seeing a little piece of rock jutting out a
fe\y inches below that on which I stood, jammed the
point of the alpenstock in it and gripped the upper end
wdth both hands. The bamboo bent for a moment like
a bow, and then sprang straight. Had it not done so, I

must have dropped about 200 feet on to the rocks below,
for there was nothing to break the fall.

On the road back to one of our camps when looking-
for game, I saw a gooral on the side of the mountain
above me, only 70 yards away, and presenting an easy
shot. I was carrying the Purvey rifle, which could be
depended upon to hit anything as small as the palm of
a man's hand at 100 yards. I took a careful, steady aim
and missed altogether. It seemed that I was fated never
to kill a gooral. I did so once, and only onc^ during
an excursion into another part of the mountains tive years
afterward.
Our path went for some days through great forests of

fir and pine, until we reached the mountains immediately
below the snow line, and from which the snow had
melted not long before. The ground was covered with
short, rich grass, and here and there patches of rho-
dodendron bushes, with blossoms white or of a light
rose color. None of them was large enough to be called
a tree—like those at a lower altitude. There were shep-
herds with flocks of sheep, brought for the summer sea-
son from the villages below. They had several large
dogs with long hair, of the Thibetan breed, for protect-
ing the sheep from leopards and other wild animals.
We pitched our tents on some level ground close to

the steep side of an immense valley which sloped down
abruptly several thousand feet below us. Its end could
not be seen, and the opposite ridge was four of five,
miles distant. The bottom and sides were covered with
great forests. From the side, about half a mile to the
left of our tents, an immense spur of dark rocks jutted
out into the valley, so that its extremity was exactly op-
posite where wc stood. It rose like a wall from a depth
of at least 1,000 feet, with its top some hundreds of eet>

above our level and not more than 400 yards away in a
straight line. From the valley behind the base of this
spur, rose the snow-covered peak of Mount Kedarnath,
soaring to a height of more than 24,000 feet above the
sea.

While we were reclining on the grass near our- tents
shortly before sunset, we saw a tiger walking along the
top of the rocky spur, exactly opposite us, his body
showing clearly against the sky. There was barely time
to examine him with the binocular glass before he
disappeared. The next morning we sent Jahtroo and
some of the men to look for his tracks, but they failed
to discover any. The rocks over which he had gone
were higher than some of the places where the snow
was still vmmelted.
There is a general idea that tigers are inhabitants of

hot countries only. This is an error, for they are found
in Tartary, a long way north of the Himalayas, where
the winters are extremely cold. There their fur is much
longer than that of Indian tigers. Atkinson, an English
artist who traveled through Kirghis Tartary about fifty

years ago, mentions the tigers there, and relates an in-
stance where one of them killed a Tartar girl. We re-
mained three days in the new camp, strolling over the
neighboring hills without meeting any except small
game. I found a beautiful flower like an orchid, having
green petals with purple spots on them, and returned to
the place on the following day with drawing materials
in order to make a water color sketch of it, but I failed
to find it or another specimen. The most common
flower met with during our journey was the forget-me-
not (Myosotis) which was growing in masses along the
banks of the rivulets and bearing blossoms much larger
than those of the European variety.

S. was very anxious to obtain a skin of the cock
monal, the largest pheasant of the Himalayas. (The
hens were leading broods of young about the hills, so
of course we would not shoot one of them.) As Jahtroo
insisted that No. 5 shot was useless for bagging so large
a bird, I loaded my i6-bore with BB, and sent him out
on two different days to search for a cock monal. He
failed to find one, but returned each day with a musk
deer, the flesh of which we found yery palatable. This
queer little animal (Moschus moschiferus) , whose native
name is kustoora, is not more than two feet high. Its
weight, as well as I could judge without scales, is about
40 pounds. The color is a dark gray, with a brown tint,

which becomes much lighter on the throat, abdomen
and inside of the thighs and arms. The coat close to
the skin is almost like wool, and outside this the hairs
are two or three inches long. Each hair is so large
that its tube-like structure can be seen with the naked
eye, if it he cut across. They are very brittle, and it is

impossible to take off the skin without breaking many
of them. The tail is about one inch long. The deer has
no horns, but the canine teeth of the male form sharp
tusks, curving downward and backward, and three inches
long. The musk, which is only found in the full-grown
male, is secreted by a kind of hollow gland, having an
external opening, and situated inside the skin behind the
navel. The deer inhabit the forests close to the snow-
line, and often sleep upon the snow.
Our camp being at a height of 16,000 feet above the

sea, the rarity of the air had a great effect upon our
breathing. Walking quietly up a geqtle slope made me
faint. We had only been affected in this way during
about the last 3,000 feet of the ascent, and one day when
I descended ^,000 or 4,000 feet into the great vallejr in

front of our tents I found myself able to run up a sharp
hdl without the least distress. While in the valley 1came across the tracks of a bear, and followed them for
a ong distance up the side of a wooded hill, but eventu-
ally lost them,,
Each morning of our stay at the camp a curiousphenomenon occurred At sunrise the sky was perfectly

cJear. When the sun had been shining a few hours thevapor from the snow on the summit of Kedarnath con-
densed so as to form a cylindrical column of enormous
Height, with Its base resting on the peak. Gradually thevapor from the top of the column spread out horizon-
tally unti It assumed the appearance of a gigantic dark
gray mushroom. Lightning Hashed in various directions
through this, and thunder rolled for an hour or two,when the who e cloud melted away; but whether it turned
into ram, hail or snow could not be seen from wherewe stood.

.}J'^^^ " regretted that I did not attempt to makesome sketches of the scenery, yet the landscapes allaround were so unspeakably grand, so gloriously beauti-
iul, that even a great artist would have despaired of liv-ing more than a faint idea of their splendor

1 know of^ nothing which draws the heart of mantoward the Creator more than the sight of mountains
covered with pure white snow, pointing upward into asky of clear, deep blue. It fills the soul with emotionswhich cannot be expressed.

• During our march back S. killed a gooral and a bark-

"ff ?u\ ^ ""^^^
^''l^^

barking deer and lost an-other that was wounded. While walking over a moun-
tain not far from the tent, I saw him in a deep valley
150 yards distant, and fired with the Purdey rifle The
bullet appeared to hit the top of the shoulder, and after
staggering a little he ran away under the trees. I hadiorgotten when raising the sight, to allow for his being
very much down hill Jahtroo and I followed the tracks
ior some distance, when we found that the bleeding had
ceased, and gave up tlie search, as evening was comiair
on, ^

_

We marched steadily every day, being unable to waitm any camp and search for game, for the time at which
the monsoon might be expected was very near and wedid not want to be drenched all day with torrents ofram. It burst two days affer we reached Mussourie with
the most terrific thunderstorm I ever saw, lasting a 'great
part of he night. For hours there were incessant
flashes of yivid lightning so close overhead that the
crashes ol thunder w'ere simultaneous. The station clubhouse was on the side of the mountain about 80 yardsabove that m which I was staying, and an Englishman
sleeping there had a narrow escape from being killedA large dog was lymg under his bed when a flash ofiightnmg ran down the wall, passed through and killed
the dog without touching his owner.
The heavy rains caused a rapid growth of ferns, andm a lew days the trunks and branches of the rhododen-dron trees were covered with them, chiefly with hearts^

tongue.
The views of the plains below us were unutterably

grand. J^rom the crest of a mountain 7,000 feet high wecould look down its steep sides into a valley called the
JJoon, soo square miles in area, bounded at its north-west end by the Jumna,' and at its southeast by the
LTdiiges, the Sewahk hills forming its southwest border
bometimes, when the slcy above was clear, the whole
valley was covered with masses of dense clouds thou-
sands of feet below us, and glistening in the sunshine
like a plam of the most brilliant snow. A large opening
\vould forna m them, through which the forests and
rivers could be seen like a painting framed with silver

f 1^™/ weather troops of great dark clouds rolledfrom the Sewahk hills across the valley, the lightning
flashing from one to the other until they struck themountain and climbed up its side to where we stood, thea
passed on over the higher peaks behind us

1 he time of my leave was drawing to a close, and Iwas obliged to return to the hot, steaming plains When
descending the mountain, I noticed that there was little
difference m tlie temperature for the first 4,000 feet so
that the stratum of heated air with which the plains w<»re
covered was only about 3,000 feet thick.

J. J. Meykick.
England.

Forest and Stream Day in St. Louis
Mercantile Library, St. Louis, Mo., June 24 —To For-

est and Stream: Thi,s is Forest and Stream day at the
Mercantile Libi-ary. I was just thinking of answering a
pleasant letter fro ni our friend E. Hough, of the-wlst-
and-the-rest-of-Chicago, when who should drop in butCoahoma. I had noticed in the papers that the Mississippi
Kiver Commission was m session here, and that the levee
associations of the lower river had their representatives
befoi e It, but I did not recognize in Col. T. G. Dabney ofthe Upper Yazoo, the kind-featured gentleman whostepped m this noon and introduced himself as Coahoma

J every-day name, but his Forest anbStream name that had sunk into my memory.
We talked of snakes, of course, and of other things ofcourse; but not of half the things that we will talk Ibout

nm'Jh^V"''' ""l^?- i Commission wouldrun the Yazpo up-hill and bring Coahoma and his coun-
try gently with st.

settled back when he had gone, to think of old-time talks with Coahoma and others around your weekly
camp-fire, and—it was not five minutes before in cameanother contributor to Fore.st and Stream, Captain Flynnof the Eighth Cavalry. His salutation was.- "I don'twant to talk business, but to talk Forest and Stream "
And we did He said: "Hike Forest and Strm be-cause ,t tens the truth about things that are toknow. That puts it m a nutshell. Captain Fljnn hasbeen serving m Cuba, but was recently ordered with hiscommand to Jefferson Barracks. I hope that he may staywith us a long time. ^
Forest and Stream, I thank you. Certainly I havenever met more pleasant gentlemen than through vourintroduction. Through you I became acquaiS with EHough and with that charming rascal, George Kennedyand with many another good fellow who loves the clean
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wofids and clean sport, "Here's to you and all your
family ; may you live long and prosper

!"

Horace Kephart.

_ [Prettily said ; but meager consolation for the New
York contingent, to whom the annual meeting of the Mis-
sissippi River Commission means by virtue of established

precedent the coming of Coahoma to the Borough of

Manhattan.]

—^—
Montana's Buffalo.

The Pablo-AIIajfd Hctd,

The Origin of the Herd,

Browning^ Mont., April 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the year 1877 1 was located on the Marias River and
engaged in the Indian trade.

A few miles above me, at Willow Rounds, Col. Ctilbert-

son, of the American Fur Company, had a winter trad-

ing post; below me a wandering trader was located.

This part of the river was a favorite winter hunting

ground for the Blackfeet, There was good grass and a

variety of we.eds for buffalo horses. The river bottom
was well timbered, which furnished plenty of fuel and
shelter. The high, level prairie to the north was a favor-

ite winter range of the buffalo. The Marias was the

main watering ground for all game between it and Milk
River, one hundred miles to the northward.
Close by, and on the north side of the river, some three

miles below me, was the great medicine rock of the

Blackfeet. All war parties paid tribute to it as they

passed. They placed articles of value upon it, and painted

it, praying that they might be successful in war. The
mothers of families here made offerings of valuables, with

prayers to this medicine rock for the recovery of their

children in case of sickness, or asked that the unborn
child might be a man. Here, in the .spring after the win-

ter's hunt was over, was the general point of gathering;

here passed the summer route of travel. At that time the

soldier lodge was held, and laws and rules laid down
for governing the summer's hunt, for friendly visits, and

for war also ; to protect their range and country from
invasion by other tribes. Here they jpurncyed on their

way to the summer hunting ground' in the Cypress Hill

far to the north. The historian of the future, when writ-

ing of the Blackfeet, with an abler pen than mine, will

find interesting material in this country.

There were three trading posts in this favorably located

country. I was called by the Indians The Man in the

Middle, for the reason that I was between the other two.

My post was called Ft. Custer, All foreign Indians gave

mc the preference in trade, for the reason I gave them
the same tail and trade I gave my own people.

Among the Indians who traded with me that winter

were the Sarcees and Stonies, from the far north; the

Blackfeet proper, the Kootenais and Klamaths, from_ to-

ward the Coast; the Nez Perces, Gros Ventres, Assina-

boines, Pend d'Oreilles and one family of Crows. All

tribes were in sympathv with each other, through the

effects of the Nez Perce war. This was what brought

these strange trade conditions about. I sold one Klamath

twelve dozen buffalo tongues at $4 per dozen, as well as

a number of fine robes. In his country there were no

buffalo.

Among the Pend d'Oreille Indians who made up the

bunting party from across the mountains, was an ambi-

tious, bright, middle-aged man—of the warrior class, but

not a chief—whose Christian name was Sam. He was
known to the Blackfeet as Short Coyote. He was a typical

Pend d'Oreille, with the economical turn of those Indians

as gathered from their early Chri.stian instructors. Fathers

De Smet and Ravalli. I often met Sam in the way of

trade, and he indicated more than ordinary friendship for

me, caused perhaps by my fairness in trade. My inter-

preter for the Blackfeet was a three-quarter blood Black-

foot, Baptiste Champaigne. His father was the noted

Michel Champaigne, trader and interpreter for the Amer-
ican Fur Company.

Baptiste's wife was a sister of Yellow Wolf, a Blackfoot

warrif r, still living here. She had a niece whose name

was Mi-sum-mi-mo-na, and who being rather a comely

girl, had attracted the attention of Sam. The Pend

d'Oreille Sam made propositions to her kinsfolk. Yellow

Wolf, Champaigne and his wife that he be permitted to

marry Mi-sum-mi-mo-na, and offered for her sixteen head

of good horses. The offer being very tempting, she be-

came his wife. A short time afterward Baptiste gave me
the story of the affair. I told him very frankly that he

had made a mistake. He asked my reasons. I said to

him : "You are a strong Catholic and j'^our Church does

not permit polygamous marriages."

By the rules and laws regulating marriage among the

Pend d'Oreilles, Sam was punishable by both fine and

flogging. This punishment is carried out by the soldier

band of the Pend d'Oreilles. Bapti-Ste was worried over

my view of the marriage. Sam's Pend d'Oreille wife

was very much opposed to his second marriage, and ap-

pealed to me to talk with him and tell him that he must

not go crazy, that the P^nd d'Oreilles were taught to

have but one wife, while the Blackfeet could have any

number they could buy and support.
"

In course of time Sam's first wife made so many ob-

jections, and so continually quarreled with him over his

•second marriage, that there was no peace in the family.

By early spring (1878) feeling had rifen to such a condi-

tion that Sam shot and wounded his first Avife. It was a

flesh wound in the shoulder. She was still assertmg the

rights of Christian marriage. She showed great love and

affection for Sam. which he did not appreciate or recipro-

cate. Conditions were such that the Blackfoot wife,

thou<^h fond of excitement and war, could not endure the

continual strife, and found life in Sam's lodge unbear-

When Baptiste spoke to me about his niece's troubles, I

informed him that from an Indian point of view she was

simply a piece of merchandise, sold for value received,

and his interference woyld not be permitted. To Baptiste
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affairs now assumed a serious turn, as he feared for the

life of his niece.

In the course of a few days, Sam, whom I had not seen
for some time, called on me. I found him in the condi-

tion called by the Indians, "my heart is bad." He had
his gun out of its cover and his blanket off. This in an
Indian means war. I noted at once that there was a
crisis in his affairs, and I signed him to sit down. I sat

down beside him, knowing that if he wanted to make a

gun play, which I apprehended from his actions, I would
be close to him, and could close with him and give him an
even showdown for the gun. I reasoned with him in the

sign language, reminding him that he was alone among
the Blackfeet, his people all having gone back home
across the mountains. I told him he had made a mis-
take, but there was time yet for him to make it right, and
advised him to come back in two days and I would tell

him what I thought best. What I wanted was time, for a

M'ild Indian in his war paint, mad and wanting to kill

some one, is a bad customer to argue with. Sam departed
without ceremony. He was faithful to my request and re-

turned in two . days' time.

In the meantime I had a talk with my interpreter,

Champaigne. I found he had counseled with his wife and
had advocated a separation of his niece and Sam. This
fact had been communicated to Sam, and led him, in his

now desperate frame of mind, tO' desire to kill Cham-
paigne, and this was the object of his visit to my store.

When Sam returned I found him in a somewhat bet-

ter frame of mind. I said to him, "When do you cross

t*he mountains to your people?" He informed me that he

was lonesome, and wanted to go, but he feared he would
be ptxnished by the fathers of St. Ignatius Mission. He
had been married at this mission in the Flathead Valley.

I carefully went over his affairs and impressed en him
the fact that he had violated the law of his people. Niiw
he must be careful and keep out of farther tremble. I

thought there was still a chance to make i)oacc with llic

soldier band of his tribe by getting a pardon through (he

fathers. To that end I would assist him by giving him
a letter to Father Ravalli, stating that he (Sam) was
not a drunken or lazy Indian. I also suggested that in

connection with my letter he make a peace offering to the

fathers, in the hope it would lighten the punishment for

marrying the Blackfoot woman. He told me he had
nothing to give, and he could not stop the punishment,

which I found he dreaded very much. I then suggested

that as he was a good hunter, an expert horseman, and
could handle a lasso well, he rope some buffalo calves

—now nearly a year old—hobble them and keep them with

my milch cows. He could use my corrals until they were
gentle, he could then drive them across the mountains

by the Cadotte Pass, and give them as a peace offering

to the fathers at the mission. He looked at me in sur-

prise and doubt. I then showed him that as there were
no buffalo in the Flathead country, I thought the fathers

would appreciate the gift. He at once said he would
try my plan. I encouraged him to go to work at once,

and soon saw him arranging for a hunting trip.

Next day I made a visit to his lodge and found him
and his Pend d'Oreille wife hard at work, and both in

r> very pleasant humor. I asked in the sign language of

the wife, "Where is the Blackfoot woman?" She in-

formed me in a very serious manner that when the Black-

feet had broken camp, her people had taken her away. I

then asked her to help Sam all she could. She smiled

and said she would. I asked Sam, "When will you be

ready for your trip?" He answered, "In two sleeps."

In answer to my inquiries as to how he proposed to

handle the buffalo, he told me he would catch the young
buffalo ; he would then picket each by one leg at the place

where he caught it. He would then take a blanket,_ peg

it down at the ground at the outer limit of the picket

line. I asked him why he did this. He replied it would
attract the buffalo's attention and keep him quiet; by
smelling the blanket it would become accustomed to the

smell of man, and would not be alarmed at his approach.

He would catch and handle two at one time on the prairie.

They woidd then be driven in and kept wijth the inilch

cows,
Sam was successful on his first hunt and soon drove in

two fine calves, then, April, 1878, nearly yearling buffalo—

a heifer and a bull. The heifer was loose, the bull side-

hobbled. The milch cows did not take kindly to the

buffalo, but the buffalo persisted in being friendly. They
finally made friends, for after a while the cows ceased to

regard them as a curiositj', and seemed to enjoy their

presence. Sam rested a fcAV days after his first trip, his

Avife joining him in telling me the story of the wild chase

and the fierce struggles with their captives. The hunt was

far away, as the buffalo were already working to the

summer range on the Saskatchewan. This would now
cause some change in his plans. Being alone, he was

afraid of the enemy—the Indians of the North. He
would only risk one more hunt, and informed me I could

look for him in eight sleeps. If he did not return then, he

had been attacked by some war party. In that event he

hoped I would make some effort to look him up. When
I got up the next morning Sam was gone.

True to his promise, he returned at the end of eight

days with five young buffalo—two bulls and three heifers.

Each buffalo was head and foot hobbled; the head and

front foot tied together, with a skin strap two feet long.

Each bull was dragging a long lariat, so as to be easily

caught for night picketing. Sam was well pleased to find

the first two buffalo so contented with the domestic' cows.

The milch cows objected as before, but the new arrivals

took kindly to their new-found friends. Sam told me
they had met with no accident. He had worked hard-
like a white man, as he expressed it—the rope skinning

his hands many times. One could never tell when a

buffalo would jump for liberty. He told me of killing

one heifer, which he would have liked to save. She had

a very fine, bright coat. In a hard chase along the side of

a steep coulee, he singled her out of a bunch of cows. He
threw his rope, and the noose settled on her neck. His

horse, a powerful roan, settled for the shock. In snub-

bing, he gave her too miich rope, and in the fall, which

came an instant later, this fine heifer's neck was broken.

His wife advised him to quit now. They already had

fi.ve on the last hunt, and she did not like the signs brought

out by the death of this fine animal. She said to him,

"This means we must stop."

Satn herded his buffalo with the milk Stock for live
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days, resting and making arrangements for his trip across
the mountains. He was feeling satisfied with his work,
and hopeful that his peace offering would be accepted. He i

told me of his route of travel, and that he would be fifteen '

sleeps on the way home. Taking a small memorandum
|

book from a parfleche, he showed me where he had six;

straight marks and then a cross for Sunday. He told me
he did not want to start on his trip home on Sunday, and j

wished to know the day of the week, as he had lost his
reckoning. I put him right, and he said he would start
on the following Monday.
His bttffalo were doing well, and were becoming quite I

docile. All preparations were made for his departure, and
he talked hopefully of getting safely across the mountains.
He always impressed me as being an Indian of marked
determination, and at no time did it occur to me that he
would not succeed in his effort. 1

On Monday he bade me a cordial good-bye, passing out,

his wife and pack horses in the lead. They had discarded
the travois with which they usually traveled, saying they
could handle the buffalo better with her as a rider. Sam
brought up the rear, the buft'alo following the pack horses.
The three bulls were head and foot hobbled, the four
heifers loose; seven head in all is my recollection of the
bunch.
Of the trip to the Teton River, to the Sun River, to

the Dearborn and up that stream to the Cadotte Pass I have
heard no word; of the crossing of these streams at this

season, of the trip over the main range, down the Black-
foot River, all trace is probably forever lost. Through
Indian sources I afterward learned that on the way over
by some accident one bull became disabled and died. Sam
arrived safely in the Flathead without further accident to

,

the other buffalo. I also afterward" learned, through In-
dian sources, that immediately upon his arrival upon the '

i cscrvation he was arrested and severely flogged, by order '

of the soldier band of his own tribe of Indians. As I

understand the story, Sam had no time or opportunity to

meet the fathers and tender his peace offering.

In course of time I heard of Sam's death, not in battle

as a warrior, but passing away peacefully in. his lodge
ur cabin. His wife followed him some time after.

Chas. Aubrey.
^

Samuelt the Pend d'Oreille.
,

From Pablo and his wife I learned that Sam returned;

to the Flathead about 1878. He brought with him five or

six buffalo. They knew nothing of the flogging that Mr;.

Aubrey tells of, or perhaps had not noticed it in those
busy times, as they have always been workers, rather tham
gossipers and visitors.

Sam ranged his buffalo ten miles below the St. Ignatius:

Mission, between Crow and Post Creek. Little is knowtn
of his life by Pablo.

In 1882 or '83 Michel Pablo and Chas. Allarcl bought:

the buffalo of Sam. There were fourteen head', but the.'

number of bulls and females could not be remerfibered..

There was still a considerable number of buffalo on the
plains, and they did not possess the interest they now
have, Sam lived on Crow Creek until 1886, and died iim

that year. He left a few head of horses and vevf little

property. His wife, who made so much trouble on the

plains, afterward married a mixed blood named Alex
Finlay. Sam died a good Christian, and his regard for

Christian teachings saved the buffalo. The widow died

last year. If she had been living 1 should have found
her at all cost.

It is to be hoped that some one else may find out some-
thing about Sam's life. I am done.

J, B. Monroe,

Dick's Fatal Fourth.
This same Dick has already been honored with con-

siderable space in Forest and Stream on three separate

occasions, namely—May 9, 1896; Jan. 22, 1898, and July

7, 1900; a final word regarding him seems, therefore,

not out of place, after a brief allusion to his career.

While yet a fledgling, this sparrow was saved from a

cat's maw, carried to a place of safety and "brought up
by hand." He soon manifested interesting traits and
became a source of study and amusement. Among
other accomplishments he learned to sing from hearing

a guitar; he also used a vocabulary of his own tribe,

comprising about a dozen distinct sounds, each having
dift'erent meaning. When Dick was rather more than'

a year old, his Loulou appeared upon the scene, she

Iseing nearly a year younger than he was. Thenceforth,

the two shared a very spacious cage provided with

three apartments, also having the freedom of a good-
sized room.
Loulou became a better singer than Dick, who coitrted

her assiduously for two years before she condescended:

to reciprocate. During four springs Loulou made an

attempt at having a family, but Dick broke the first

three eggs, laid on consecutive mornings, and all the

others lacked hard shells. Loulou's final endeavor to'

raise a family resulted in her death, over which Dick,

grieved immoderately for more than a year, in spite of^

a change of cage and other measures adopted to en-|

able him to forget. Every ddy he grew worse and
worse in temper, until his presence became a trial, and

it was impossible to make him happy or even good-

natured. At last this feathered foundling met his fate

on the, for him, disastrous Jtily 4> 1901; and it was part-

ly due to fire-crackers; not that these set his feathers

ablaze, for he was nowhere near them, but because the

noise of the fireworks brought his., friends to the verge

of frenzy, which made them less tolerant Avith the bird

and resulted in his being set at liberty, and, it is sup-

posed, perishing in consequence, he having, had no ex-

perience in earning a living out in the Avide Avorld. A
dozen sparrow pensioners were playing about Dick's'

cage, and as he ceaselessly repeated his monotone of

discontent, the cage was opened for him to come forth

and join the other birds, the hope being that he might

feel happier; but he did not even come out._ I there-

fore took him in 'my hand and talked to him, telling

him he might go if he liked to do so. He pecked my
finger very spitefully and I set him down on the window-

sill. Instead of going among the birds Avho were al-

ways around his cage and with whom he was familiar,'

he flew upward and to the northwest, and was out ol
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our sight in a moment. His cage was kept open by

the window day and night for a week, but he never re-

turned and, all things considered, he probably perished

that very day of his flight. At any rate, he had ceased

to be happy in captivity, if this word could be applied

to the condition under which he lived—and so here is the

foundling's epitaph: To the memory of Disconsolate

Dick; Born 1892—departed Juty 4, iQOi-

Alice D. Le Plokgeon.

Cats as Eclectic Httntets*

In the household where I am domiciled there are four

fine hunting cats, which range afield and bring in much
small game. One of the four is devoted to rabbits of

assorted sizes and ages; another takes to squirrels and

chipimmks ; another to birds, and the fourth to moles and

ttiice. Each has its specialtj', and neither seems to en-

croach upon the prerogatives of the others. A fifth cat,

^^bich is a fine black and white animal weighing fourteen

pounds, pays some attention to frogs and grass snakes.

He allows the little farm chicks to play about him, and

there is one small black one which climbs all over him.

His natural instinct seems to have been eliminated by

force of persistent discipline, or self-restraint.

Plainfield was once a noted place for Manx, or "rabbit

cats," and pure white Angoras, but of these there are only

a few cross breeds here now. They all have great spread

of tail, say -six inches in width, when in full plume,

Do Sqwtfels Eat Birds?

The other morning two mated robins were making a

great fuss in and about a large maple, darting to and

fro and screaming. It took some time before observers
' could discover the cause of the trouble, when at la.st a

Ted squirrel was discovered in a crotch with a young

robin in his mouth. An effective shower of missiles made
him drop it, when it was discovered that the bird's

head was eaten off. And this incident suggests that much
of the birds' nest robbery which is attributed to jays and

'crows, may be due to the Sciurus tribe, for 1 have several
' times found egg shells on the ground beneath trees con-
' taining nests, and wondered that the points of the eggs

,
were smoothly bored out instead of the large ends being

I
roughly fractured, as when the chick breaks through into

iife and being. I thought at the time that the youngsters

had managed to crawl out of a very small hole. The
shell looked as if it had been blown by an oologist col-

lector. C. H.

Tfipod^s Snake.

Clarksdale, Miss., June 2^.—Editor Forest _ and

Stream: I had hoped to inclose a rude picture of Tripod's

snake supper from a St. Louis paper, but have failed to

•secure one. The snake is represented as coiled on a table,

with head erect and mouth open, while, presumably,

Tripod is poking food into his mouth on the end of a

stick, to an accompaniment with the rattles. Another
table shows the snake at full length, apparently in a

cooked state, with the revelers seated around the board.

The snake still declines to eat. Six young rats were

placed in the box, two of which were killed from time to

time, but not eaten. The remaining ones snuggle up

against the snake, under some hay, and all repose to-

gether.

Last week I attended a meeting of the Mississippi River

Commission at St. Louis, and had the pleasure of meet-

ing Horace Kephart, and found him a very agreeable

personage. Coahoma.

^^^^ 0^—

—

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Moose—III

An Expedition- to New Bmnswick.

{Continued from page 509.)

About. 2 o'clock Ben proposed that we go over to

Lynch's Depot on Clearwater, nine miles west, for a few

days. We met John Hayes and Ed Moon coming out;

they had taken two hunters from Philadelphia over be-

yond Clearwater to Burnt Brook. We reached the depot

in three hours from our cabin, found a hunter there by
the name of Quackenbusli from New York city, and his

guide, John Scott. They had been out three weeks and
had not seen a moose. Scott could not call. They got

some birch bark and Ben made a horn and tooted it for

their instruction. A moose answered it and came close

to the house. We saw his tracks next morning down
toward the river.

After dinner, while watching a little barren of about
two acres beside Lake Brook, two men carrying a long
canoe came out of the brush. One was an Indian guide

from Moosehead Lake region in Maine, the other. Don-
ald McKay. Presently Mr, Rosengarten, of the Phila-

delphia drug house of that name, came up. He and his

partner had been moose hunting over in Maine, and not
having success there, had come into the province and
had brought their guides along, and then had to get

Donald to guide the guides. This is what I referred

to in my other letter. Ben thought there were white

men enough in the province to do all of this work-

without importing Indians from the States, and I quite

agreed with him. Theii* Guides' Association will prob-
ably look after this matter before another season opens.

Late in the evening we had a bull coming toward the

Uttle barren, but somebody began to swing an ax quite

vigorously down at Rosengarten's camp near the dam
a]id it frightened him -away.

The next morning Ben said there were too many
hunters coming in for that territory and that we were
outside of our side lines anyhow, and had better go back

to Camp Norrad. We learned afterward from Donald
ihat Rosengarten killed a moose that day just east of

where we liad been caUing, and three had been killed

'ivei- on Burnt Brook the week before. On Wednesday

morning, the 2Sth, the wind was so high that it was
not only not safe to be out in the woods, but calling

was out of the question. We fixed up our clothes and
shoe packs, sharpened knives and axes, had an early din-

ner, and when the wind died down Ed. Wilfred and I

started for Tehoe Lake, King and Ed had come up from
there the day before and reported having seen more
signs than at any place they had been, but the wind
had been so high that calling was done with great diffi-

culty; in fact, the high winds interfered greatly with

us during all of our hunt.

On Thursday we drew blanks both morning and even-
ing. It looked sometiines as if the wind would blow the

water out of the lake, and the horn could not be heard

any distance against it, the only direction from which
one can hope to have a moose come close.

The next morning we were up at S o'clock, went to the

barren at the north end of the lake and sat down in a

trail in the high grass. At the second sound of the

horn the welcome grunt of a bull came from the lower

end of the lake, he came up the ridge on the west side,

and came out into the barren about 100 yards from where
I sat. He made lots of noise, horned the bushes and
came out into the open. We kept concealed, expecting

him to come to the horn, but no amount of coaxing
could lure him within close range. After he had gone
we found that he was only 102 steps away, and there

was not a tree between us. The experience with the

bull the week before had made me too cautious. I had
lost a shot at the first one by getting on my feet and
looking for him, and now failed to get a shot at this

one because T did not get up and look. It's a case

where you are damned if you do and damned if you
don't. Guides are not slow about offering criticims on
what you do or do not do. and ours were no exception to

the rule, and one should not blame them, their reputation

is at stake and it is their stock in trade. No one wants
to go out with a poor guide, one that has not been suc-

cessful in piloting the hunter in his charge into good
territory and getting shots for him. The next thing

to a good guide is a good caller; if the two things can
be found in the same person, it is well, but if not, give

me the caller and I'll take chances on getting lost if

he does not know the country, which is not likely to

be the case.

The next day was Saturday, the 28th. We had de-

cided the evening before that by daylight we would be

up at the end of the barren where we had had the bull

out the morning before, and try to see if we could not
induce him to repeat his part of the performance. It

was, of course, assumed that I would not repeat my
part. But Ed failed to get an answer. After break-

fast we packed up and started for the cabin and got there

in time for dinner. A mile before reaching the cabin

we saw the tracks of two men, one had on boots or

shoes with hobnails in the soles. We knew that none of

our party had any such foot gear. Ed said "The Ger-
man count must have gotten out before I expected him
and had gone out to prospect a little." When we got to

the cabin we found that his surmise was right. The
Count had had an engagement with the Norrads from
early summer for Sept. 28. Our dropping down in Fred-
ericton and being disappointed in not getting in with

Braithwaite's party, had led to our arrangement with
them, as recited in my first letter, we found them open
for the first two weeks of the hunting season, or until

the 28th. Before leaving with us for the woods, how-
ever, Ed arranged with his cousin, Alex McKay, to meet
the count at Boiestown and pilot him through to the

cabin and guide him during our stay. We found Count
Von Armin, who is an attache of the German Legation

at Washington, a very pleasant and agreeable gentle-

man, and a thorough sportsman, and Alex was a prince

of good fellows.

The count had been hunting in the Flathead Moun-
tains in Montana with M. P. Dunham, and had stopped

off here to round out his trip with a moose head. He
already had elk, sheep and good mounts. We were
greatly interested in the account of his mountain hunt,

but were more interested in the arrival of his grub train.

Our cupboard was not exactly in the deplorable condi-

tion that Mother Hubbard is said to have foufld hers

in; but the addition of three more men who had brought
their appetites with them for twenty-four hours to our

already good-sized familj'', reduced our stock of some
things rapidly. The next evening, when John Hayes'

and Ed Moon's sled trains with the count's small amount
of baggage and large amount of provisions stopped in

front of the cabin door, everybody was happy, as visions

of hot wieners flitted before our eyes. These were much
in evidence, and were thoroughly enjoyed_ as a great

change from bacon, w-hich had been our chief article in

the meat line, except the few times that trout had been
substituted as an entree.

The count and Alex were very fortunate in calling.

Scarcely a day passed that they did not have an answer;

but they were not so fortunate in getting shots. They
had come in just at the right time. There were more
moose in our territory in the last week than in the two
preceding weeks. The days had been quite warm, while

the nights were generally cool; but we were told that

it took both cool days and nights to start the game on
the w^arpath.

After dinner on Sunday, Ben and I decided to chance

our luck over at our favorite ground around the Sister

Lakes. King and Ed packed up and went down to

Tehoe. Our parting was quite pathetic; each wished the

other success on the morrow and reminded him that this

Avas the last week of grace, and that something must
be done or we would leave the woods empty handed, and
could hardly hope to survive the jeers and gibes of our
friends at home.

I had a good rest after our tramp was over. Ben got

wood ready for the night. I dressed a pheasant for sup-

per, and got water from the spring. Ben said some trout

would go well with the 'bird. He shouldered the big

.45-90 and started off. I followed behind. The wind w-as

so high and the lake so rough that we did not try for

trout, but went dowii to the outlet behind a sheltered

point hoping to find quiet water, but the f^tes were
against us_; we were not to have any fish for supper

About this time the dark lowering clouds began to

gather faster and thicker, and away in the north sheet

Hghtning played hide and seek across the heavens. The
roar of distant thunder told us what was coming.
A blast from the horn went volting down the lake,

and was echoed back from the hills on the north and
west. Almost instantly the old familiar grunt of a bull,

greeted our ears. It came from the thick woods a little

to our left between the lakes and sounded as if the vocal-

ist might be a half mile or so away. We quickly hid

and awaited his coming. A deaf man could have heard

hmi come crashing through the woods. He did not stop

until he came to the opposite side of the outlet, where a

deeply worn trail led out through the brush to the open
water. About sixty yards from us he stood in six inches

of mud, and the trail had been worn to a depth of oyer

two feet. We were facing west and the sun was getting

low and a storm coming, so that it was impossible_^ to

see into the dark recesses of the woods. I knew just

where the last sound came from, and was certain that

he was there, but could not see him. Quietly laying my
hat off and getting upon my feet slowly, with only the

top of my head above the brush, I still could not see

him, but he was not so slow, he saw me, and what a

time he had getting his feet out of the mud and vault-

ing out of that traib It was all over in an instant.

There was time enough for a snap-shot, but my faith

in such shots with small calibered guns had been weak-

ened by what I had heard of their failure to stop bull

moose, unless the shot was well placed. I only saw hi.s

flanks and rump, so I ihemght it better not to shoot at all

than only to wound him. The rain, which was rapidly

coming on, would obliterate all traces of blood, and wc
could not hope to find him before it would be too dark

in the woods to see. When it was all over, Ben sat on a

log sad and dejected, his face buried in his hands. The
moose was gone, we might not see another, and Ms
reputation would suffer, and it was all my fault that the

victors were not at that moment rejoicing over the van-

quished. I knew that an explosion was coming. The
last view that I had had of him he was lying flat on the

ground fifteen feet away and urging me to keep con-

cealed. Presently I thought he said "get up." What he

really said was, "I'll tell you when to get up." My over

anxiety added another thousand years to the time re-

quired to get a moose, in Ben's opinion. I tried to con-

sole him with the assurance that we v^ould get him to-

morrow, but he had entirely lost faith in me.

Night was rapidly coming on, and having secured a

supply of birch bark for torches, we made our way to

the tent. After supper Ben said he was sorry that he '

had said so much to me. Of course I was sorry so

much had been said on my part; but as this was our

second row, we were getting used to complimentmg each

other. My assurance that the next moose that came my
way would be mine, brought forth no response, save a

smile of pity at my credulitv. For four evenings in suc-

cession the count and Alex had had answers over m
this section, but from contrary winds, thick woods and

brush and darkness coming on had failed to get a shot.

We were down at the lake early next mornmg and

called until 9 o'clock, but no answer came save the

howling of the wind. \ . ,

After breakfast Ben went over to fhe cabm xor bread

after directing" me where to go and watch down at the

lake until his return. I did as directed; but a short ex-

perience sufficed. The wind howled, the trees swayed to

and fro, the top of one that had served its usefulness

came crashing to the ground uncomfortably near, and

even when I would sit down there would be a movement
•underneath, synchronous with the swaying of the trees.'

All the roots of the evergreen trees, except the center

or heart root, which goes directly down into the earth,

run on top of the ground, covered only with moss and

leaves of ages past, which make a sort of soil and fills

the interstices between the nigger heads.

The next morning, Oct. i, we Were late getting up.

The wind and rain had played havoc with our tent, and

we had not had much sleep. Ben had gotten a thorough

wetting the night before, and could hardly speak_ when

he got up. He was coughing so much that it did not

seem possible for him to call. We were late getting

down to the outlet of the lake, but were rewarded by the

sight of a fine bull and cow feeding out in the lake at

the upper end, a half-mile away.

They were about through feeding and were working

in toward shore when we saw them, and soon disap-

peared in the woods. Crossing over the outlet we were

soon at the little barren. A bull answered the horn from

the south side and not far away, but the answer was not

repeated, and we did not hear him again.

Working on over to the outlet of the big Sister Lake,

I left the trail and went a few rods east, where a good

view could be had. Hastily casting my eyes over it and

seeing nothing, I was about to retrace my steps when

I heard Ben just behind me say, "I see one." I looked

and looked and looked, but could see nothing that looked

like a moose. Finally Ben whispered, "Where are your

eyes? Don't look so far away. Keep down and be

q:uiet. There must be a bull near by." The wind was

against us; and we could not expect this seance to con-

tinue indefinitely, but there stood a beautiful cow not

over seventy-five yards away. I had been looking over

her into the woods beyond expecting to see a bull_ step

out. She tossed her head nervously from side to side a

few times, finally looked directly toward us, and turned

her mule-like ears to catch the least sound of danger,

but there was none, unless the sound of my heart beatings

was wafted to her by the favoring breeze, but she had

her nose with her when sight and hearing fail, and %t

can always be depended upon to give notice of danger.

Her immense upper lip moved nervously a few times to

open wide her distended nostrils. She turned and disap-

peared in the brush and woods so quietly that it was as

if the earth had swallowed her up.

About 200 yards from/ there I sat down on a stone be-

side a moose trail on the bank of the lake. Ben said

he would go further up to where a rocky point jutted

out into the lake; he and Ed had had a Mr Eric, of

York city, out the year before, and he had knocked

down a fine bull at this rocky point with a Mannlicher.

but he would not stay down, the bullet was not well

placed, as our .30 caliber friends insist they must be.

He would not shoot again, and the moose staggered

off into the woods and bled so little that they could not

I
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trail it, and it probably died a slow, lingering death and
furnished plenty of bear food.

I was just comfortably seated when a grunt from a
bull, to niy right and down along the lake, gave notice
that he had heard and was coming as fast as his legs
could bring him to the love song Ben was sending forth
from the horn. The wind was blowing almost directly
from us toward him. He came tolerably close, stopped
and was not heard afterward. About this time another
bull came crashing through the woods, further out from
the Jake, grunting every few steps, He was not just
in line for the wind, so he came very close befoi-e his
powerful olfactory organs warned him of the presence
of danger. He stopped, turned and stole away so quietly
that I did not hear him go. At this time Ben was hav-
ing fun of his own. Sitting with his back to the lake, he
heard another answer behind him across the lake and
up on the hardwood ridge, which ran ]>arallel with the
southwest shore. Presently he saw the bull emerge from
the bushes and start directly across toward him. When
he reached deep water so that he had to swim, he turned
and went back and xlisappeared. In a few minutes he
crossed over to our side at the upper end of the lake,
where the water was shallow, and came slowly and cau-
tiously in a semi-circle toward the horn. It was a stand-
off as to which made the most noise, the moose or the
ealler; but on he came so slowly and might not come any
further. It was a ground-hog case, we had to get him.
I was tempted to go up to Ben to try for a shot, but it

was not possible to get through without making so much
noise that the moose was likely to be frightened away,
and then he had the big .45-90. I had played in such
hard luck from the begininng that I was willing to shift
the responsibility of getting a moose to some one else.
It so happened that my position put me at one end of the
semi-circle, which the m.oose was describing. He had
been quiet for a few minutes, and I began to fear that he
had gone like the rest and left us to meditate on what
might have been, when suddenly there was a great
crashing of brush and limbs in front and to my left.
The next instant through the thick undergrowth the dim
outline of a large animal was seen. A few steps further
on he stepped upon a large boulder with his front feet
and stopped to listen. A glance had shown that he
carried a pair of horns. Only a spot of hair could be
seen; a glance along the rifle and I was looking under
the Lyman rear sight. Quickly adjusting my head, the
front bead came into the center of the ring, the finger
pressed the trigger, and there was a sharp, wicked crack.
Quickly throwing a cartridge into the barrel I jumped
to my feet, ready for whatever might happen. The
moose was nowhere to be seen. Carefully picking my
way through the brush toward where he had stood, I
was within ten feet of the spot before the tip of his left
antler came into view over a large log, which was ele-
vated some distance above the ground. Another glance
under the log and his head, with a stream of blood gush-
ing from each nostril, was seen. Ben soon knew what
had happened, and came shouting at every step, "Give
him another! Give him another! That little popgun
won't kill a moose with one shot! Shoot as long as you
can see hair, but don't shoot this way!" He was about
out of talk when he reached the scene of the carnage.
But there lay the moose as dead as the proverbial door
nail, and he had to admit that he did not need another
ehot, and that the Mannlicher had done good execution,
and from the way the blood was coming had wrought
great havoc in his internal arrangements somewhere, for
we did not then know where the bullet had taken effect.

I forgave Ben for all the uncomplimentary things he had
said about my hunting and shooting. We buried the
hatchet, that is, I gave him one of the Marbles best, and
we were soon at peace with ourselves and all the world.
It is seldom, indeed, that the consummation of an event
equals the anticipation of it, but al that moment the
fond dream of a lifetime was a reality. I had killed a
moose.
Ben hung his coat on a bush near by, and we started

for help to handle the big brute. I stopped at the tent
and got dinner and rested, while Ben went on to the
cabin.

After a while he returned with the count, Alex and
Wilfred, with cameras, meat sacks, sharp axes and
knives, and we were soon at work. I was foolish enough
to say that the bullet had gone through his lungs; this
seemed evident from the way he had blown blood from
his nostrils. As the skinning progressed and no bullet
wound came into view in the chest or shoulder region,
I assumed then that we would find it in his neck, and we
skinned on to his ears and disarticulated his neck and
head. My embarrassment was becoming painful. In the
language of a coroner's verdict, we had not found a
wound sufficient to have caused death, much less did we
find the one that did actually cause it. The count sug-
gested that it was his deliberate judgment that the ani-

mal died from fright, and they all agreed with him.
My only consolation was in the fact that there was an
amount of mobility and looseness of the lower jaw that
indicated some trouble in the region of its articulation

with the upper. This proved to be the fact. The bullet

had entered about three inches below the ear and four
back of the eye, had passed clear through and had frac-

tured the jaw on both sides, and had cut ofif- the large
blood vessels and nerves at the base of the skull, com-
pletely paralyzing him.
Wilfred took all the meat he could carry and we started

for the cabin via the tent, where we gathered up my
sleeping bag and toiled on with our heavy load. Ben
and Alex had remained behind to try to get a shot for

tl;^ count toward evening and to bring the head and hide
over with them. About a mile or more on our way we
stopped to rest after a tramp up a long hill on a hard
wood ridge, where there was not much undergrowth and
one could see a hundred yards or moi-e. Taking up the
horn I gave the moose call as best I could. It had
.scarcely been finished and the sound died away, when
Wilfred whispered, "Get ready, Doctor, I hear one com-
ing." Instantly the horn came to my lips to coax him
on, as I had seen and heard Ben and Ed do. But he
was coming too fast. Before the horn sounded it was
evident that a gun was needed to stop him rather than
a horn to coax him on. The next instant there came
jnto view a fine bull cgrihou, an ^imal J h^A nev?r seen

before. We had remarked as he came that he did not
grunt like a moose, and certainly did not look
like one, and came on a run, which a moose .seldom
or never does. Having run by the source of the sound
and tak^en his bearings, he turned and came directly
toward us, and when twenty steps away stopped. The
Mannlicher spoke, the bullet entered a little to the right
of the center of his head almost three inches below the
eyes, passed through the skull, neck, chest and abdominal
cavities, and came out near the root of the tail. It did
not mushroon much, and the wound of exit was not
much larger than that of entrance.

Considerable damage was done to the bones of the
head, but the track of the wound through the neck, chest
aiTd abdominal cavities was not what I expected to see.
It seems that it is necessary to have great resistance on
impact in order to get the so-called explosive force of
high-power metal-patched ammunition, which is only an-
nother name for mushrooming and its effects. Army
medical officers tell us that the best illustration of this
is found in the adult human skull; here the bones are
very hard and the contents very soft and pultaceous.
The explosive effects are terrible, but in animals the
brain cavity is relatively very small and the whole head
is given up to the organs of special sense, particularly
those of the sense of smell, so that the explosive effects
of this kind of ammunition are not so well marked in
head shots.

Nature, in providing for the survival of the fittest
among animals, is lavish in her gifts of hair, hide, carti-
lege, muscle, periosteum and bone. The forehead of an
average bull moose will resist the penetration of any
high-power soft-nose bullet if it strikes above the eyes
and the head is up. I have not had the opportunity of
seeing what effect a full mantled bullet would have un-
der the same conditions, but assume it would reach the
brain if the head was in the right position, but if it

should strike high in the heavy bony ridge from which
the antlers spring, it would probably do great local
damage and might kill the animal from, concussion of
the brain, but that the bullet would enter very far into
the ivory-like bone I do not believe. We began to skin
the caribou, and as night came on made a fire so as to
see how to do it, and, beside, we knew that the count,
Ben and Alex were likely to come along at anv time,
and we preferred that they should see rather than hear
us in the dark woods. The count only had a 7mm. rifle,

not much of a gun for moose, but we did not care to try
to stop any of his bullets. After a while they came
threadmg their way along by the dim light of a lantern,
which some one had been thoughtful enough to take
along. They were glad to see the caribou and congratu-
lated me on my success, but had a hard protest be-
cause the shot that killed the caribou had frightened
away a moose which Ben and Alex had called for him.
The roads away from the settlement lack a whole lot of

being boulevards; stumps are never taken out of the way,
it is easier to pull around them, and no attention is ever
paid to logs, roots and rocks; if the horses can get over
them the sled will follow, But woes innumerable betide
the hunter who tries to hit such a trail in the dark, and
he only is wise who takes a lantern along. From Boies-
town out to the end of the settlement at the crossing of
the Miramichi there is a good graveled road. A team
of horses can trot right along with a wagon and a fair
load; but after that there are no roads worthy of the
name. The old Indian trails have simply been 'widened
out so that a team with a sled can go through. We went
over the road to Lynch's depot on Clearwater, and the
only evidence of any work ever having been done on it

was that some low wet places had been filled in with
logs (corduroyed) and were told that the rest of the
road through to Perth was just as good. While this has
been for more than sixty years the main highway into
the woods around the headwaters of the southwest
Miramichi and through to the St. John and the mouth
of the Tobique, it is little used. During the winter when
the heavy snows come and sledding is good, the supply
depots and lumber and hunting camps too are stocked
with supplies for man and beast for the year, but during
the summer only an occasional sled team and a tramp-
ing lumber man may be met once in a while.
When we reached the cabin a light came through the

west window, and Jim Moore opened the door. He had
come up from Tehoe for bread. We were in high glee
over my success—a moose and a caribou the same day.
This does not often happen, especially in that part of
the country where there are not many caribou. Our
hearts sank within us when we heard that King had not
had a shot. Only four days were left for hunting and his
case was getting desperate.

D. W. Green, M. D.
Dayton, O, ^

The Diamond Hitch.
New Haven, Conn., June 5.—Editor Forest and

Stream: In the current number of Forest and Stream
I notice a request from Mr. Hough for i'nformation
concerning the diamond hitch. In the U. S. Cavalry
Drill Regulations,

_
pars. to 1,118 inclusive, there

are full and explicit directions for lashing cargoes on a
pack saddle, with six illustrations showing the hitch in
different stages of completion. I have been under the
impression that the form of lashing there shown was the"
true diamond hitch. If I have been mistaken in this I
would be glad to learn of it,

W. G. Van Name.

Chicago, III, June 14.—Referring to the request of an
army officer of the Dutch army in Java, in regard to in-
formation on the subject of the diamond hitch, I trust
that should these lines ever come to his notice, he will
feel that he now has the question as well solved as may be
by any correspondence school. I was unable to obtain
the excellent articles on the diamond hitch published in
the Forest and Stream years ago under the signature of
Yo, but I have gotten at the' matter from another angle
through the kindness of divers Forest and Stream
friends.

Mr. F. F. Frisbee, of Detroit, Mich., states that some
years ago he wrote an article on packing and pack horses
which des?ribe4 the method of throwing the di^mojid

hitch. He refers me to this book, for what he takes to b<
an easy course of instruction in throwing the hitch for 1

my friend m Java. Still more specific is the following let-
ter from Capt. Wm. F. Flynn. of Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
wro writes me in a letter which I take the liberty of quot-.
ing below, since it may prove of service to yet others who
rnay be in search of information on the diamond hitch
Capt. Flynn says

:

"If one wishes real information on any subject all ht
need do is say so in the Forest and Stream ! I can cit(
you a book prepared by one of the best packers (probably
the best packer) in the U. S. Army, which will, I believe
give Lieut, de Waal all the information on the diamonc
hitch and ^packing in general that can be obtained fron
a book. The book to which I refer is 'Manual of In-,
struction in Pack Transportation—Daly.' It is for sal^
by the Adjutant, West Point, N. Y., and costs 50 centsJ
The U. S. Cavalry Drill Regulations,' pages 455 to 46m
(for sale by Montgomery Ward for $1), shows how thm
hitch is thrown very clearly; but Daly's book is far the?
better. I will forward you under separate cover both thest
works, so you may examine them. Trust you will fine
the information you desire and also trust that you maj',
find an opportunity of visiting me at thrs station and ob-
serving the two beautiful pack trains under my direction.'

I have sent for the books above noted, which I will for-
ward to Lieut. De Waal at his post in the Dutch East In-
dies, and believe he has now had the best service obtain-
able in this matter. If he does not learn to throw the
diamond hitch now, he will at least be able to feel that h(
lost his mind in a good cause.

E. Hough.

We quote the chapter on "Packing" from the "Cavalrj
Drill Regulations" of the United States Army:

Pack Trains.

Tt22. Active, short-coupled, short-legged, "blocky'
mules, weighing from 800 to 1,000 pounds, are consid
ered the best for pack animals.
Under favorable conditions each animal can carry

load of about 30 per cent, of his own weight; the loat
should not be much in excess of 200 pounds when lon«
or hard marches are to be made. |With 50 packs there should be 12 packers. I
Each troop should have four mess boxes, ^-inch lura«

ber, dovetailed, 11x18x26 inches; and, when packecl
in pack cover, without lids. I
In camp or garrison, logs of wood, 26 inches long, anil

sacks of corn, double-sacked and lashed to avoid breakB
ing sacks, having the weight it is intended the muleif
should carry, are kept on hand for drill purposes. I
Each pack should be provided with two coils of ?^-incll

rope, 18 to 28 feet long for lashing side packs. i
The pack saddle consists of the saddle proper; twcl

pads; crupper; corona; manta or pack cover; two piece;!
of canvas, each 84x22 inches, stitched together on th<
long edges; halter and strap; canvas cincha, 10 inches
vyide; sling rope, J-^-inch best hand-laid manila whah
line. 20 to 32 feet long; and leather cincha, with las!
rope ?^-mch whale line 42 feet long. There should be
one blind for every five packs.
The size of rope is given by the measurement of it;

diameter.

A "full-rigged" saddle has sling straps and cargo
cincha; the sling and lash ropes are then dispensed with
While saddling, loading, or readjusting the packs, tht

animals should be Winded. The mules should be trainee
to stand perfectly quiet while the blind is on; they shoulo;
never be fed or forced to move without first removingi
the blind.

To Fft the Saddle,

1123. The pack saddle is fitted to the animal in a man^
ner similar to that of the riding saddle; it is so con^
structed that it can be placed one and one-half inches!
farther forward than the riding saddle.

If the pads are not square, draw the screws, unlace
the pads from the skirts, then square and fit them to the
animal by placing the canvas cincha immediately around
the animal's girth, the front edge touching the breast-
bone (cartilages of true ribs), the middle of the cincha
being exactly in the middle of the lower edges of tht'
pads; then screw the pads to the saddle bars, keeping
the cincha in place till the adjustment is made; then re^i

move the cincha and relace the pads.
;

Adjust the canvas cincha so as to be long enough toi

go nearly around the girth of the mule, over the saddle,
Adjust the crupper by lengthening or shortening the

lace strings that attach it to the saddle, taking care not
to make it too tight.

To Saddle.

1 124. Place the corona on the mule's back, about two'
to two and one-half inches in front of where the pommel
end of the saddle is to rest; place the folded saddle
blanket over the corona; take the saddle by both yokes
and place it squarely in position, a little in rear of its
proper place; place the crupper under the dock and gent-
ly move the saddle forward to position; pass the ring end
of the canvas cincha over the saddle from left to right and
under the belly; pass the latigo through the ring and
tighten the cincha; when cinched, the ring end of the
cincha should be above the lower edge of the near pad.

Cargoes.

1125. The rations, should be carefully put up in ioo-|
pound packs lashed solidly, and carried on the best pack
mules; each pack is plainly marked with its contents and
weighed. !

Salt, sugar, coffee and beans are double-sacked and
lashed in 100-pound packages. Bacon, in loo-pound
packages, is packed in from five to eight pounds of clean
straw or hay, double-sacked, and lashed firmly.
The yeast-powder cases should be opened and hay or

straw stuffed closely around the boxes to prevent shak-
ing, and, with other articles, lashed in lOO-pound pack-
ages.

Each cargo is in two side packs of about 100 to 125
pounds each, and should match in size, shape, and weight,
as nearly as practicable, each side pack having, as nearly
as may be, the following proportions; width one-half
more than the thickness, length t^^arly one-htlf more
thai? width; e.g., 4?X 18 X as inchesv

'
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All the salt, sugar, coffee and beans should not be
placed in one cargo. Ammunition should be in cargoes.

Pads or cushions of hay 26 x 44 inches may be placed

under the cincha to keep long and rough packs from
the animal's hips and shoulders.

To Load Cargo.

1126, The packers should work by threes, designated

Nos. I, 2, and 3. No. i is on the near side. No. 2 on the

off side of the mule; when No. 3 works with No. i, h&

is nearest the croup; when with No. 2, he is opposite

the mule's shoulders.

The mule is placed near to. and with its left side next

to the cargo by No. 2, who then puts on the blind.

NOi 1, on the neat side, passes the center of the sling

rope ovef the saddle to the off side far enough to allow

the rope to pass dvef the off-side pack and come back
within his reach, the parts of the rope separated by six

to twelve inches. Nos. 2 and 3 take the off-side pack.

the right, passes the rope under the corners and lower
edge of off pad (K, L, PI. 139), and hauls taut at the

PI. 135, Par. 1126.

place it well up on the saddle; No. 2 grasps the loop of

the sling rope with his right hand, brings the rope up

against the pack and lets the loop drop over his right

shoulder, in readiness to pass it over the pack; No. 2

holds the pack in place. No. 3 passes to the near side

and with No. i takes the near side pack and places it,

flat side next the mule, well up on the saddle, lapping

the upper edge well over the upper edge of the off-side

pack. No. I, with his back to the mule's shoulder, takes

the end of the front part of the sling rope, passes it

from the outside through the loop, and pulls it down
with the right hand; he now grasps the rear end of the

sling rope with the left hand, and ties the ends together

in a square bowknot. the packs high up.

No. I calls out: Settle; Nos. i and 2 each grasps his

side of the cargo by the lower corners, lilts upward and

outward, settling the upper edges well together and bal-

ancing the load. If the packs are" tied too high, they

are easily lowered, but if iied too low they must be lifted

and placed as in the first trial.

While Nos. 1 and 2 are tying and placing the cargo.

No. 3 takes the lash rope, throws the ftee end to the

rear "of the mule, convenient to No. 2, and places the

cincha end in front of No. i. No/ tijgiftsps the rope

wuh the right hand, three feet from tht f-'ncha, and

P^ses the hook end of the cincha. uni lUile.to

No. 2, who takes the hook (H, PI. 135) irv aie icit liand;

No. I, with the left hand, grasps the rope three feet above

PI. 136, Par. 1126.

the right, raises the rope, and lays it between the side

packs from rear to front (PP), pulling it to the front,

until a long enough loop (A) is formed to pass over

the cargo and fasten in the cnicha hook ri. 133;.

The right hand, back down, holds the cincha end of the

rope, the loop (A) falling outward over the right fore-

arm; the left hand, back up. holding the other part of

the rope between the loop and the middle of the packs;

No. I now throws the loop (A) over the pack, then ets

the part in the left hand drop on the mule s neck, thus

forming another loop (A', PL 136); No. 2 passes the

PI. 137, Par. 1126.

rope through the hook, pulls the cincha end of rope till

the hook is drawn up so that, when tightened, the hook
shall be near the lower edge of the off pad; No. I now
grasps the rope at G, PI. 137, and tucks a loop, from

fear to front, under the part AA, PI. I37, over the cen-

PL 138, Par. 1126.

ter of the near side pack (G, H. 138); No. 2 passes the

free end of the rope under the part EE, PI. 138, and
throws it over on the near side of the mule's neck; No. i

'df^ws the tucked loop forward and forces the rope un-
'^ei- the corners and lower edge .of the near pad and hauls
it taut from above the rear corner; No. 2 grasps the rope
.git I, Pl. 138, with the left hand, a^nd at K, PI. KSS, with

PI. 139, Par. 1126.

front corner, No. I taking in the slack at the free end
of rope.

The lash rope is now ready for final tightening.
No. 2 removes the blind, leads the mule forward a few

steps, No, 1, in rear, at the same time looking to see if

the packs are properly adjusted. The mule is again
blinded.

The object of the final tightening is to lash the load
firmly to the saddle; pulling all the parts of the lash
rope taut, and taking up the slack, commencing at the
cincha, and continuing the process from part to part,

until the slack is taken up at the free end of the lash
rope. While No. 2 is pulling the parts taut. No. i takes
up the slack or steadies the cargo, and vice versa; the
pulling is done in such manner as not to shake the cargo
out of position.

No. 2 grasps the lash rope above where it leaves the
hook and below the edge of the pad, right hand below
left, places the left knee against the rear corner of pad;
No. I grasps with the right hand the same part of the
rope where it comes over the pack on the near side, and
with the left hand at G, PI. 139, places his right shoulder

PI. 140, Par. 1126.

against the pack to steady it; he then says, "Pull." No.
2 tightefis by steady pulls, and, without letting the rope
dip back through the hook, gives the slack to No. i, who
takes it up by steady pulls. When No. 2 thinks the

cincha is sufficiently drawn, he says, "Enough." No. i

holds solid with the right hand, slips the left down to"-

where the rope passes over the front edge of pad, and
holds solid; the right hand then grasps the continuation

,

of the rope at rear corner of pad and pulls taut; then,

with both hands, placing his right knee against rear cor- .

ner of pad. pulls the rope well homC;. No. i' taking up the

slack by grasping the rope (I, PL 139) where it comes
over the rear end of off-side pack f^^ ' nidp. No.
1 jsteps ib- tWvtciOflit :atii,4t£;a(|i.i: then
pulls taut the

;

i^Cs^,<>n'fe8>si^^ up Uje slack; this

draAvs the part'T^jf the dash rope AA, PI. 139, well back at

the middle ofc-^|}6>-pacfc; he then with the left hand at

the rear corner 'of pad (K) pulls taut, and holds solid,

while with right band at front corner of pad (L), he takes

up slack; he then with both, hands at, and placing his

knee against, the front cornec>.Qf the pad, pulls well taut.

No. I taking up the slack
,
an . his side, and then pulls

solid, drawing the part EE,- PI. 139, of the rope coming
out from the hook well forw-ard at the middle of pack,

then carries the free end under the corners and end of

pad, draws taut and ties the end fast by a half-hitch near
cincha end of lash rope. If the rope should be long
enough to reach over the load, after passing under the

corners, it is passed over and made fast on the off side by
tying around both parts of the lash rope above the hook
and drawing them well together.

1127. To tighten the lash rope on the load it is neces-

sary to take up and pass the slack as in the final tight-

ening.

To slacken the rope on the load it is necessary to begin

to slacken from the free end, and carry the slack by re-

versing the process of tightening.

When the pack cover is used, it is placed over the

cargo before putting on the lash rope.

When the side packs are of unequal bulk..or weight, the

larger or heavier should be placed on the near side; it

should then lap over the off side pack until the packs
balance.

Top packs, i. e., small packages placed in the middle
between the side packs, should be avoided. When the

sling rope is half-hitched into the saddle yokes, the load

is made more secure, but there is great danger of injury

to the mule's back.

On the full-rigged saddle, the canvas cincha is attached
to the saddle by the "spider" ; the side packs are laid on
the saddle as before, held by the sling straps and secured
by the cargo cincha. The lash and sling rope are then
dispensed with ; but use of the lash and sling rope gives

greater security to the cargo and greater comfort to the

mule.

To Unload Cargo.

1 128. Only'two men, Nos. i and 2, are necessary; they

work as when loading.

The mule is placed with head toward the center of

where the cargoes are piled. No. i puts on the blind ; No.
2 unfastens the free end of the lash rope; then Nos. i

and 2 slacken the rope ; No. 2 with the left hand removes"
the part under the end and corners of the pad on the off

side, and unhooks the cincha with the right hand; No.
I removes' the part under the end and corners of the pad
on the near side, gathers the parts of the rope together on
his side with both hands, coiling it, and lays the rope on
the ground where he intends to place the cargo, the cincha
and free end exposed on the side opposite where the rig-

ging is to be placed. No. i unties the sling rope, casts it

loose, takes his side pack and places it on the lash rope
across the line of cargo ; No. 2, at the same time, takes
his side pack and lays it on top of near side pack, and
then, holding the sling rope at center loop, doubles it and
places it on top of load, loop exposed, for convenience
when required.

The second load is placed end to end with the. first and
on the side next to where the rigging is to hfi placed

^

the end of the lash rope is coiled and placed on top of the
last sling rope, and is used for tying the mule when re-

loading.

The saddle cinchas should be slackened and the mules
allowed to cool before removing the saddles.

To Unsaddle.

1 129. Unfasten the latigo and throw the end across
the top of saddle; fold the cincha with lattgo inside

and place across top of saddle; push the saddle back, re-

move crupper from under dock, double it forward, with
crupper above cincha on top Of saddle, and remove saddle

;

the saddles are placed in line, resting on the ends of pads.

Game Notes from the Hampshire Hills*

The weather has been cold and cloudy in this north-
western corner of Massachusetts for the past fortnight,

though there have been warm sunny intervals, so that

grass is rank and the hay crop very promising. Other
crops are late, and crows are taking toll wherever they
can. The trout fishing is poor, and the samples small.

Those under six inches, which is the regulation length,

are growing tired of being thrown back after being many
times caught, and complain of unnatural selection. At
the same time, the larger ones, if there are any, lie perdu.

I have seen but two stream fishermen this month. The
ponds yield some pickerel and ring perch.

Partridges, or timber grouse, are in evidence all along
the stage lines, hence to West Hawley, Ashfield and
Savoy. Some of the old birds are flushed near occupied
buildings as we drive by. exhibiting much fluttering and
roughness of plumage, while the chicks make for con-
venient cover. Quail are increasing perceptibly. One
farmer acquaintance of mine put up four bevies on his

own premises last fall, shooting four out of one bunch of

eiglit, but considerately sparing the rest. I dare say a

"true sportsman" would have bagged the entire lot, or
tried to. A few quail have "used" in this section for half

a century to my knowledge. Woodcock are in fair nnm-
ber, a dozen or more brace being shot every July by one
of our experts, though I don't know of a dozen guns
being owned in town. It is not uncommon to see wild

deer running with the sheep and cattle, or looking over

the stone pasture walls. Of the three kinds of animals

the deer are much the tamest. They often bed in the

brakes (fens) between the roadside and the edge of the

woods. Of course, they are nobody's property, because

the game law forbids their being "liad in possfession." but

it will not be hmg, I opine, under existing signs, before

the farmers will be seeking "protection" for their -crops,

as they have done in other sections, and suing the State

for damages. Oh, deer! Oh. deerl
Blackberries are y.ery plenty, ispr will he this fall

if the. present hixltriance of blossoms be indicative. Such
-tffasses of whiteness I never saw, except on the seashore.

The roads are lined with the?R, Chakles^^Hai,lock.
Plainfield, June 24.

Beat and Cow*
Currituck, N. C, June :x).-^Ediior Forest and Stream:

Bears are becoming- too miraeroits and saucy at Coin-

jock (this county) that the farmers are losing nearly

all their hogs, and last week a very large one killed a

milk cow in open daylight for Mr. John Spry. The cow
was heard to bellow, and seven men, armed with as many
kinds of implements of destruction, were soon in pursuit.

When they caught up with him ,the bear was sitting on
the cow's back eating his breakfast out of the back of

her neck, at the same time driving the cow further into

the swamp. He guided her in "the way she should go" by

a tap on the jaw with his forefeet when she tried to

turn to the right or left. Some of the men had good shots

at the bear, but were afraid of killing the cow, and Bruin
escaped, but not until he had finished the cow, so that

she died shortly after. Many hogs, some of them large ones,

have been killed during the past few days, btit this is

the only true case of a cow being killed that I can vouch
for.

While crossing about the center of Currituck Sound
yesterday, I saw between 300 and 500 ruddy ducks and
blackheads. I have never seen anything like this before in

June at Currituck, and account for it by the gunners hay-

ing stopped shooting a month earlier than usual this

spring. I think they intend spending the summer with us,

and if so, it will be the first time in fifty years,-

Moke Anon.

Towsef.
By Edwin L. Sabin in LippincoWs Ulagasiite.

Here's to that dear old, trusty pard.

Comrade of woodland, street, and yard,

Who ne'er was wanting in time of need.

And never swerved from his loyal creed;

With his eager tail and his loving eyes,

His ears up-cocked in attention wise.

His ringing bark and his spirit bold,

His clever ways and his heart of gold.

Little it matters how goes his name:
Towser or Rover, 'tis quite the same;
Be sure that in boyhood's catalogue

His figure is blazoned as dog—true dog:
Ready to frolic, to fetch, to fight,

To run all day and to guard all night;

To follow his lord to the world's far end

—

Servant and warder and faithful friend.

Where were the odds that he would not face,

Where the path that he did not trace,

Where the stream that he could not svv'im

If a well-known whistle had summoned him?
Snowy or rainy, cold or hot,

Light or darkness, he faltered not;
Weary his limb or torn his paw,
His master's wish was his highest law.

Oh, stanch companion of by-gone days.

Who asked for naught but a word of praise

;

Whose purest bliss, and contentment sweet—
To lie outstretched at his master's feet!

The squirrel chatters adown the grove.
The grouse drums loud from the mossy log

—

ip^;t deep are thy slumbers, boyhood's dog.
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Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m FosEsr and Stekaii.

Adirondack Trout,
The ability to capture big trout where the average fish-

erman can not do so is an art of itself, and may be termed
a sort of side degree which the angler sometimes takes
after he has been thoroughly initiated into the flilysteries

of the regulation stj'k of fishing, or in other words a kind
of post-graduate course. The^ amateur fisherman will

rarely make much of a success in angling exclusively for
large trout, although it occasionally happens that at tlie

outset he ha? phenomenal luck. In order to work in-
telligently, however, and be able to capture the big fel-

lows where any are to be found, the angler must have
a thorough knowledge of the Avays of the trout, indudirlg
their likes and dislikes, their habits, .strong points and
%veaknesses. He should also understand some of their
whims and eccentricities. He cannot hope to cortipfe-
hend them all, but he can at least be prepared for theit-

doing the most improbable and entirely unexpected thing,
and thereby often times save himself from sore disap-
pointment by the losing of a splendid fish. Many of these
points can be read about in books, but the only way in
Avhich the angler can acr4uire a practical knowledge ^f
them is by actual experience and personal observation. Of
course' in ordinary fishing almost anj; angler may once
in a great while take a big trout, bttt in order to become
more expert than the average fisherman in this particu-
lar branch of the sport, one must exercise his wits, and
use caution, patience, perseverance, ingenuitv and good
judgment.

There lire certain lakes in the Adirondack region
abounding in big speckled trout, on which a party of four
or five amateur anglers might fish all day Avithoiit catch-
ing enough for a respectable mess. In fact, anglers who
have had some experience and been fairly successful in
catching small trout in other waters might also encounter
the same difficulty, for they would find that they were face
to face with an entirely different proposition Avhen utider-
taking to bring these fellows to creel. Under certain
conditions these big trout are capable of making a man
feel very miserable and thorottghly disgusted because of
his lack of success in capturing them. It is extremely
aggravating to sit in a boat on a lake and see speckled
beauties weighing from Ir^ilf a pound to two pouftds flop-
ping out of the water all around you and be unable to get
enough for supper, but such things will happen unless
a person is resourceful, observant and ingenious. The
tantalizing chaps can usually be made to succumb, pro-
vided the angler is sufficiently determined in his efforts,
but It is only the post-graduate, as a rule, whose per-
sistence and skill are equal to the occasion. If the tfout
refuse every kind of artificial fly, which the angler has iii

his book and decline angleworms, spoons and imitation
bugs with equal impartiality, the situation becomes some-
what involved, it must be admitted^ but the exjpert will
not be wholly discouraged. Of course one of his first
efforts when he found the trout reluctant to take his lure
was to endeavor to ascertain what they were feeding oft,
but having failed in this or in his siibsequent trfals to
tempt them with something resembling what he believed
them to be preying upon, he resorts to other measures.
If there are no minnows obtainable to be used for bait, he
will search in rotten logs and stumps for whitewood
grubs or go in quest of young mice and moles, or bugs and
beetles of some kind, anything which he thinks might
tempt the appetites of the trout. If he can not induce the
speckled beauties to come to the surface of the water, he
will sink his hooks. In case he should fail after going to
all this trouble, and the trout are still showing them-
.selves occasionally, he may conclude to give them a rest
for a while. Perhaps he will go ashore and smoke his pipe
for a tmie or possibly he may take a walk and be gone one,
two or three hours, but he will not give up beaten with-
oiit at least one more trial. There is a possibility of
failure once in a while, of course, notwithstanding all that
can be done by the best of fishermen, but in such cases
the post-graduate will simply suspend hostilities and re-
new them early on the following morning.
On some of the larger Adirondack streams it is possible

for the amateur angler to fish for miles without so much
as having a glimpse of a trout weighing over half a
pound, even when it is a good day for fishing, while the
man who has taken the side degree aforementioned in
subsequently going over the same ground mav place
several weighing from half a pound to two pounds in
his creel.

Several anglers with whom I am acquainted who meet
with excellent success in capturing big speckled trout,
commonly use minnows or small shiners for bait in pref-
erence to any other lure. Some of them use what is
termed "a chub's tail," being the rear portion of a small
fish mcludmg not only the tail, but a small section, per-
haps half an mch long, of the fish itself. This they im-
pale on a good-sized hook, having a double snood, pass-
ing the point of the hook through near the tail, out again
and then into the thicker portion of the bait sufficiently
deep to conceal both that and the barb. This lure is
often very effective when the big speckled fellows decline
to take a fly or worm. Good results are frequently
f-'btamed by using a whole shiner impaled on a small
gang of hooks, and also with artificial minnows. For
trolling purposes, the Archer spinner is excellent. Ordi-
narily, where angleworms are used for bait in fishing
lor big trout, it is advisable to loop several of them on
the hook at one time, so as to make a good-sized squirm-
ing bunch. The hook should be kept well baited, and
some anglers insist that the barb should always be kept
covered. The ventral fin of a small trout, with a .small
piece of the meat attached, is a favorite lure with a
number of succes.sful fishermen whom I know, and in
certain waters under certain conditions it works' exceed-
ingly well. When impaled on a hook and, drawn on
lop of the water, the fin bears a striking resemblance to
some of the artificial flies.

Some fishermen relate interesting tales about capturing
lug trout by using young mice for bait, and I have no
d.oubt as to their truthfulness^ although I have never re-

sorted to such iSei'sUi-fel ftiysei^, t haVe khowh quite a
llurnber of anglets who have b.eeii very successful in

taking large trout with, the tise of whitewood grubs, and
Clhers who claimed to have had good luck with crickets,
but, judging from,\VhiU others, say, as well as from my
own obserA'ation, 1 am inclined, to the opinion that one
of the most tempting morsels Av.iiich can be pfgsiehtea to
the speckled beauties is a big, filt gfasshoppef.
Of course grasshoppers ai'e hot always to be had. but

when ^thcy can be found the pleasitre of trout fishing is

p-iaterially enhanced by the exciting sport incident to col-
lecting_ the bait. If you are an old hand at fishing, the
probabilities are that aAvay back in boyhood's happy hours
you used grasshoppers to tempt tlie trout. You remem-
ber as though it Avere but yesterday those good old time?
Avhen a limb cltt^ from a tree by the Avayside. a cotton
line and^^a bent piii or ringed hook, constituted, the arha-
teivr outfit with Avhich niore tfo'Ot Were captured than are
taken Avith the split bamboo rod, braided silk lin^ and
artificial flies of to-day, and bigger .ones. too,, if fisli

stories ate to he relied upon. But if, you u.sed grass-
hoppers for bait you first had to catch them, and you
remember perhaps hoVv anxious you Avere to do so Avhen
the big trout that Avas in hiding in the deep pool under the
roots Sf the maple tree Avhere the rail fence cfosse.d the
stream was slapping the surface , of , the Avatef Avi^h his
tail at intervals, but Wdvild no.t look at a Avorm-baited
hook. Yon remember, also, AA'hen you laid doAvn your
pole and started out into the open field, how the grass-
hoppers got up in front of you like a bev-y of frightened
quail. Then Avhen you began the hunt in earnest and
marked doAvn a particularly large and fat fellow Avhich
Aou felt Avas just the one you Avanted, what an exciting
chase folloAved. Yon did not calctdate on a chase to start
AVith. as the big, lazy-looking grasshopper had apparently
settled on a spire of timothy t6 spend the day, but Avheri

you reached out to take him up Avith the idea.o.f putting
him in yolif bait box, he unexpectedly jumped from tin-

der your hand and
.

alighlevl on another grass stalk ,two
feet aAvay. Next Vinic }'OU Avere .a little rhofii cautioiis
and 'approached the grasshopper sloWly until your hand
was almost oyer hinj. Avheft you made a sudden grab.
But again, he iumps jiist in time, and noAV is sitting on
the leaf of a big bull thistle, six feet distant, .tterA^buSly
rnoAfing his legs, and looking around t5 sefe if you are
coming. You conclude to make .one more trial, although
the grasshopper has CA^hibited such astonishing energy and
actixaty that fou hegin to have more respect for' him.
Taking your straAv hat in your right hand, for use in
case of emergency, you draAV near to the thistle and care-
fully reach out with your left hand to grasp the big fel-

low who noAV seems to be enjoying another cat hap. S'lit

you only succeed in getting Yie'Af -eftough to warrant a
faint-hearted sGrt of grab before he is off once niofe. ahd
although yO'u strike at him spitefully Avith yduir hat. it only
makes matters worse. When yoii get oh your feet again
after a, poorly managed wrestling bout Avith the bull
thistle, ahd have picked the prickers out of yoiir hat\ds
and legs, and

. donned the remnant of thg straw hat, you
go and look for another grasshopper. But they are all

pretty much alike, and if you are really anxious' to catch
one, he is rnorally tfeftain to keep you busy aAvhile before
you get hihi Avhere you can force him to give up his
'''morasses" and become bait for the big trout.

W. E. Wohcmt:
Ut:ca, N. Y., June 26,

Inexpensive Salmon Fishing.
Editor PoT^s't and Stream:
How much does it cost to kill a sa'Mon?
Well, that depends. If you are a member of the

Ristigouche Club your bill may fUn up a thousand Of
more, but ordinary mortals can do it for a good deal
less,

I dropped oft at Campbellt&n, N. B.. on a mid-june
morning, and looked Up Billy Sproul, of the Royal
Hotel, and got a pointer or tAvo. At 6 o'clock 1 took
an accommodation train a fcAv miles Avest to Flat Lands,
hailed a fatherly old fellow, William Delaney, care-
taker of the Montgomery and Suction Water, and stated
the case. William had a canoe, but no other man Avas
presently available, so we tAvo Avent out alone. The water
Avas practically free, a nominal rental of $i.oo a day be-
ing charged per rod. There Avas perhaps half a mile of
it altogether, and the Ristigouche River been unusually
high, no pools Avere in sight. We pulled out a fcAV yards
from shore, and dropping a stone for an anchor, cast
to right and left, choosing a Durham-ranger fly of rather
large pattern. The second or third cast brought a nice
[elloA\' to the top, a little short, however, and a few min-
utes later another, shorty likewise.

'"Black salmon," said Will-iam, "and no good anyway."
These kelts or black salmon are fish that have wintered
in the rix'er, and are lean, lanky felloAVS, not fit for food,
but liable to give you as good a run as any other. Our
first victims may or may not haA^e been kelts; the guides
are good-natured fellows as a rule, and sympathetic, and
William may haA-e been letting me down easy.
The stone is pulled up, and Ave drop down a fcAV

yards further, and after a Avhile, with a moderately short
cast, a good-sized fish takes the fly, turns over, and then
trouble begins. Right out into the river he goes, the
reel screaming Avith dehght, one could almost imagine
then an eruption in the water, and three or four feet of
glittering silA^er is in the air for a second or two. An-
other run and then a sulk at the bottom, with a steady
chug, chug, as if the fish was trying to get rid of the
hook that A\'as interfering Avith his freedom of motion.
"Keep the strain on h.im," said William, "and look

out when he goes again." A few minutes of suspense,
then another rush and another jump, and away he races
up the center of the river.

"A Metapedia_ salmon bound for the club house for
sure." But towing a

,
canoe

, was a pretty heavy drag,
and soon there were signs of distress. The fish led some-
what more easily, he was reeled up. land ran out several
times, each rush a little less vigoitous. All the time
the canoe Avas being worked nearer shore, till at last
I Avas able to get out on tiie gravel. Pifty feet out the
fish was Ijing almost exhaftsted on the top of the Avater
and was coaxed jn till a stroke of the gaff impaled him
and he was kicking himself on the gravjel, when a blow

froih a stick atraightfehfed hiin .out. A Metapedia Saliilon

Rfe Wa§, deep and chunky, only a day or tAvo from salt

water, bright .and shining, and on the scales a few hotirs

later weighed 22 pounds,
They Avere not .^peeiajly keen Ih .the Elftei-n.oon., one oi^

two short rises, a run foi- a few minutes and a lost flsli,

and jtist as \Ve Avere preparing to suspend operations i.

good stiff strike. Tliis fish did not jump, but sulked for

perhaps half a hour, then a Avild rush or two. In vain
Ave tried to guide him to a snug harbor, he Avould make
for the south shore where there Avas no chance to land.
A rather stiff rapid intervened, and in the trouble of

navigating it AVith one man. the fish said good-bye, tak-
ing wi.th him the fly and half. the leader. It was neatly
trjiin7time again, and reluctantly we Avotind tip operafidns
for the day.

Going iip on the train neM iiibfhihg j. fouiid that two
othef partigfe hiid hrf-hhged to fish the Montgofnery ahd
Suction waters, so ,

Delaney and .1 betook ourselves- else-

where, on AA'ater of his OAvn, Avitli fair suc.CesS.

One of the men. had .only, a trout outfit and . a shaky
one at that, ,a Ayeak reel Avith worii-otit .fnechariiSlh. ^hd
a line that Bfol<^ easily between, the fingers. He had
rieyef Seen a saltnoh in, th^ A\',ater, but with the proverbial
luck of . a tenderfoot, hooked one early in the .day, and
being blessed Avith two good guides—Micmac Indians

—

humored and nursed him for an hour and a quarter,

never daring to trust the line, but alloAving the fish to

have his owm Avay till he Avas practically dead and offered

no resistance to the gaff. Forty pounds and a little over,

the scales said, and the record fish of the season.

A heavy Avind prevented casting the third day, and
there being ho .§ignS bf any let Up after dlhHef, the tAVo

Indians whom I had fehg^ged rah doWn the river to gel

a . few' ti^oUt. tt Avas between the seasons, yet. by dint

of hard fishing Ave got a do^eri. or So, several of fbhf

poiind's oi- ovef; At timfeS the liver is alive AVith trout

of largie. sig.C. "thii. smelts coine ttp from the sfca in itn-

mense sho.als and the trout folIoAV them, afterward going
away up the river to the spawning groilnds at the head-
AvaterS.

aii , i-
- -

Now for figut^§.^ Tiiere werfe three days*, gbod fisHing.

I,.eaving the railway, transportation out of tHe question
the, account stood thus:

Hotel, three days $4-50
One man tAvo days and two men one day. . 8.50
Incidentals 2.00

Total ... I ... I . i 1 = . 1 = = . .$IS,BO

Fbr tackle, biie can pleas.fe hi.fnself. A gbbd sttbiig

,^ahnpn rod Can be i3oUg}lt f.oi: |rd .tij, ,$i.i; iliirie h.A»,
feet Ibhg, ii St?Htihel-.Df St. John, R; B., that cost. $13.
I?vit I have, had it sixteen .years, used it for all kinds of

fishing, and it is still good for, a life tiriie. A good skl-

.mon.i-eel costs $J Up, ihine cost $4, it has a click

but doSI hot multiply, has also been used sixteen years.
A good Avaterproof silk line costs $4 for 100 yards, but
this year I used an Abbey and Imbrie, and No. 6 hard
linen braid cost $1.10 per lOb yards—a little light, per-

haps, but ansAvering the purpose. In flies one can be
as extravagant as he pleases—there is something Avon-
derfully tempting in a tackle shop=—but as good as we
need can be got in any city for 25 cents each. For-
rests at ?S Cents are prettier and neater, \}\xt nb bet-

ted. You fhlist have, foui- i<in(is anyway, Durhahi-fahgei\
silver-doctor, jock-Scott ahd hlack-dpse, and Can add
anything ei§fe.

.
you like—fairy and silver-gray will not

Come aihiss,. You Avant three sizes, I prefer double hooks
fbi" thfe srnaiier sizes, but that is a.rnatter of taste, Lead-
fei's Cost from 25 Cents to $2.50. 1 have used good cheap
Ones and had deaf ohes^—75 ^fehts is a fair priCe. They
should teSt f to 0 pbUnds dry. Your guides will likely

have a gaff, but it is just as Avell to oAvn one in case of

accident, a large gaff is necessary, Avith a spread of S or 6
inches.

Practically all the salmon fishing in Canada is reached
b}^ the Intercolonial R&ihvay. The Ristigouche, with it.?

tributaries the Metapedia, CauSapscal and Upsalquitch,

are the nearest to Montreal. The 1. C. R. foUoAvs the

Metapedia for almost 50 miles, to Avhere it em.pties into

the Ristigouche at Metapedia Station, 8 miles above
tidewater. The Causapscal joins the Metapedia 35 miles

above Metapedia Station.

The Causapscal is owned entirely by the Ristigouche
Club, Avho also control most of the Metapedia, and a

good deal of the Ristigouche,
The Upsalquitch has been reserved by the New Bruns-

wick GoA'ernment. and is leased at $2.00 per day per rod.

There is a great deal of good water and a- dozen or more
fishermen Avould not be in each other's way. Fishing
in the Ristigouche and Metapedia is good from May
until August, the Upsalquitch is at its best in July. The
salmon in each river are entirely distinct and can be told

at a glance by the guides; those in the Upsalquitch a-rc

a trifle smaller than the others.

Campbellton, N. B., at the mouth of the river, is the

only considerable tOAvn in the Ristigouche countiy, and
is a good place for headquarters. The Royal aforesaid,

is a good friendly place to stop, cheap Avithal, and Billy

Sproul is its prophet—good sportsman, with an inti-

mate knowledge of all the Avater. Decidedly a good man
to write to. The agent of the I. C. R. at Flat Lands.

Avill also answer any questions addressed to him. Good
board may be had at Flat Lands, and at farmhouses in

the neighborhood.
In the early season. May and up to middle of June,

there is considerable good Avater that is also entirely

free for salmon fishing—from the loAver limits of the

Ristigouche Club, a mile beloAV the Metapedia bridge,

to tidewater—say seven miles in all—there is no restric-

tion on catching trout anyAvhere you are likely to get

them. During my three days' stay this year some thirty-

salmon—many over 30 pounds each—^Averc" killed in the

Avater I have mentioned. Good stretches of water can

be had beloAV Metapedia at $1 to $2 per day, and still

better Avater on the Metapedia and Ristigouche up to

$10 a day. Mr. Alexander MoAvat, Campbellton, N. B.,

has several excellent stretches very accessible, good all

through the season, at varying" prices. W. A. Motr.

M. P. P. Campbellton, N, B., president of the Bay
Chaleur Tourists' Association, c;m be consulted about

the Upsalquitch. CM. YouiTG,

Ontario.
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Random^ Notes of an Angler.

Mote Afaooi ft^eisi

. Ijn" my last paper I stated, in describing my reel, that

iiie resistaiice fittilished by the click, is .only sufficient to

v^ ithstand a tension of six or seven ounces.

Oiie of my correspondents lias taketi me to task for this

statement, declaring that 1 iiKvk placed the figures alto-

gether tco low, and that from eight io teH ouiices Wollld be
nearer the mark.
Now T dare say there may be reels which require a

tension as high as he names, but mine does not, and I

do not believe it is necessary.

However, to make the matter absolutely beyond doubt, I

liMVfe jtist made a flUmbef of trials, and find that the click

;^'ields at a six-oulice ptill.if thfe feel is ffee ftoni the rod;
ahd if. it is plrtced on the tod and the litte is pass|@cl

iiiroligii all the guides, thus causing considerable fric-

tion, a straight pull, i, C.. one thrdugh the guides, the fod.

i'eing hc;Id horizoilttHy, btit tiiiben't, a teiisioii of eight

hhlices is 1-feqtiirc.ti. This is fl .siii^ll Watter, it is tfdej but
u iien oiie stiitts tacts tie must try to be accurate.

it! de.scribiiig, tlie .reel ih.a former paper T iiit;ended fo

siiy.that the i'eci click is inside ttie spool, but ina.dvertently

I dropped the ''click," which made rriy nieatiirig tatbe'r

vague.

Care lor Yoof Red,

One cannot be too particular in cariiig for fais reel, no
matter how nicel}'- the parts may be- adjusted. Mifilute

particles of sand and dust will find an entrance, and on
this account I give mine a thorough overhauling every
ptason, taking it apart and cleaning it and lightlv oiling

It with fiite ittadiitie oil,

Tr{€ks Saiiiioa to Eicajpii

iii. addition to tilosfe I have .already .rianied, tiie sstiiiiqii

if gifted with maiiy, artifices by \vhich he strives to fid

iiihiself of the Hook which is fasteiied in his n.routh.

divitig tliroiign a. tliass of stiwmergeft drift wood is a

•ommon trick with him, and it very oftefi pfofes k sttc-

tessftil one.

Running out of fifty or more yards and then quickly

returning so as to get a .bight in the line bj' wliich he gets

sufficient slack to enable him to .shake o\it tlie hook is

another, and darting here and there' -vs-ith fi .toi-liscfevt'

movement, by which the hook often gets twisted 6'ut is ail

expedient that is also often practiced. Tn fact, there is

110 end to the devices by which he seeks to ubtain his

fteedom, and the ati"ler must constantly be on the qui
' ive to tiieet and baffle. theUi.

il tliil-ty-pptiiid fisll is iiot so active' a.s Vd one of half

th^t Vfeight, .but his streiigtii is rrioi-e tlian pfdpottioliately

greatei". While tne %iit ,witli a twelve or fifteen pottftd

salmon is ofteii "short, sharp atld_ decii'i^fe." . that .With ft

Ifirge one is a "battle royal," iil wlticli slteiigth, eiidufaiTfcg

and; consummate skill on the part of the aiiglef j(re cftllefl

for; it is a battle in which no chances may be takeii, and
every possible expedient known to the craft must be
availed of.

Expjdtency of Changing Fl'es.

t Ijttve already treated of the iliipoi^tance of changing
'lifef; lot difffefeiit .stages and colors

,
of waters, and have

i-etiiaps said all that is ilecessary ; biit .1 fittd .sorilethiflg

"11 ttiis topic in tiie book "Salhiohia," which I .have

already referred to that is Wfell wortji fepriittilig here.

The 'author says : "I will mention a circtinistance wii.kb

every accomplished fly-fisher ought to know. Yoti

rlianged your flies with the change of weather, putting the

dark flies 011 for the bright gleams of the sun, and the

gaudy flies wiieti the dark clouds appeared
;
now, I will

tell you another principle, which it is. as necessary to

know as the change of flies for change of Weather. 1

tdludc to the different kinds of fly to be Used in particular

pools, and even for particular parts of pools. You have
fished in this deep pool, and if yoti wete to change it for a

sliallower one. such as that ajjove, it would be proper to

use smaller flies of the same color; and in a pool still

.deeper, larger flies; likewise in the rough rapid at tile

top, a larger fly may be itsed than below at the tail of
the water. I have often changed my flies thrice in the

same pool, and sometimes with success, using three differ-

ent flies for the top, middle and bottom. I remember
that when I first saw Lord Somerville adopt this fashion, I

thought there was fancy in it, but I adopted the lesson

he taught nie> and with good results in all bright waters,"

As to Hodks.

Every salmoli angler has had "troubles of his oWil" in

consequence of barbs breaking from hooks, or the hoolvs

Ijreaking by the severe strain to which they are subjected,

md those tl-olihles will be repeated until only the very
liighest grades are Used in tying the flies; these cost a

little more than inferior ones, but the difference is so

small it is an outrage on the angler to sell him the
cheaper ones. What can be more maddening than to

lose a good fish by the breaking or straightening out of a

hook? Yet how often does such an accident occur?
Many anglers before using their flies test the hooks

thoroughly by springing them against a piece of wood.
If they arc defective in any way it can thus be quickly
proved, and- it is vastly better to suffer the loss of a
number of such hooks than it would be to have a salmon
break one and escape.

Another source of annoyance and loss is found in" the
imperfect tying of the flies on the hook. If proper care
is not given to this work, the hook often pulls out, leav-
in.g only a bunch of feathers and tinsel dangling on the
ind of the leader as it comes back to the angler.

To guard against such a calamity, one should carefully
examine his flie.s, and if he finds any which feel at afl

loose qn the shank of the hook, he had better reject them.
If properly tied, the body of the fly is as rigid as if it

were welded to the steel. There should be no movement
whatever even with quite a severe test.

The gut loop, also, should be perfectly immovable, for
if it is not sectu-ely fastened, the chances for its being
pulled out are very great.

Tile Shape of Hooks. •

I confess I have never been able to sec any great ad-

vantages which one kind has over otbefs, although iTiost

anglers have, I know, very decided preferences. I lia'vfe' a!

well-.stocked book which on examination shows that iHy

fii'es Ure tied on almost all kinds of hooks, and it is_ not
sfraiige that tbis is the Ciise, for they have at various times
becfj bought in at least a ddzeti taekk stores in the States

and in the F^roviiices. i once pitlfled tity faith on the

O'Shaughnessy or Lifrtfef-ick I'looks, but fotlttd that the

steel Avas tempered a trifle too highly, ati.d after setefal

accidents, I lost faith in them. I am told that tb'e genuine
Limericks are quite different and more reliable tbafi those
ivhicb are tempered in England, but the latter seem iO he
tlifi ofliy kind Wihclt. reach this country; probably they cost

less. The Kifliy hook has also been a favorite with
ine, but now as T agai'fi exaniifle My stpek of flies, I believe

that, if I were to be restricted. to a s'mgU form, I should
choose the Sproat, and in this {jfobably ffiost salmon
anglers' will agree with me.

Genio C. Scott, in his "Fishing in AraeriCafl. Waters,'*

devotes considerable space to this matter, and also cfuofes

a ComintiiiiGatloii Which had been printed in the Field,

which is of tio little ifiterest and itnportance. My limited

space Will pct*mit me to offer otlly a short extract from it.

The Writer says : "Iil seven Consecutive days' fishing I

hooked thirty-six fi,sh, aiid of thcnl landed twenty-seven.
I was brokeil fotif times. Oflce iily single gut, with which
I always fish," was frayed by a heavy fish against .sharp

boulders, and. three titnes the hooks Were traitors—two
Were Lifnericksi, and one was a Sproat. Three out of

thirty-six is too large a proportiofi, and it is very desir-

able to reduce it. Eve/i ffi fishiiTg with single gcit, the

heaviest fish, if properly handled^ barring the c'ircum-

stahces of snii^s or boulders, seldom succeed in break-
ing tlie line, mlt What handling will save a hook?"
"The only Sproat hook which has broken with me v/etli

at a point just below the barb. I think it is an admirable
form of hook. It is less apt. to break than the Limerick,
both from its form, and because the pull is nearly in the
direction of the point, whereas in 'the other line of ptJll

fortils ati obtuse angle at the point."

S<!al Tfo«t Desifoy Salmon FHcs.

tio.od salmon flies are e:^peWsi^-e, and offe cannot be too

careftll in itsihg them.. I v.ehture.to say that sea trout

ruin many more fiks than do all the salrft'ori ofle kiHs in

an entire season.

They are constantly (;n the alert, Uiid the moment ofl'e

eiists his i\y they are after it. Now, the Utiglef does liot

vi'isll iti stir up the pool by bothering with these s^hSll

fry. They £tte good fighters, and when they weigh a pound
or two they do not. (iofile to. the landing net without a

good deal of struggiirtg a'ild splashing—and one must ac-

quire the knack of shaking theni off the hook quickly in

the watei'. This is an accomplishment which requires a

little study and practice to obtain, but i* is nfle that in

(lUite essential.

if the troUt is. not hooked loo badly, it may be ffefed

^tfSCtliis mgthod, and the water still remain undisturbed,

but if it, cafiffot bib thifs disposed of, the better plan is to

ciiiictly lea.d it aWay to the lurther edge of the pool and
lift it out before it, becomes very boisterous.

The numerous fifte, .sharp teeth of the sea trout work
sad havoc with the flies, and after two or three have
had one in their jaws, it is pfactiGally ruined, for the

fibers of the feathers, in fact all the immnith used in

making the fly, are cut to pieces.

Varieties of Feaifaers, etc.. Used io Making Salmon Flies,

All the regions of the earth are ransacked for materials

(pt salmon flies ; ift faci, there is no other industry which
derives its raaterials from sUeh varied andi widespread

sources.

In addition to flosses, silks, mohairs, various Wools, the

hairs of seals, various bears, fo«es, otters, hog's down, the

hairs of different kinds of squirrels and many other ani-

mals, the feathers of such familiar birds as the domestic

fowl, land rail, ducks of various kinds, bittern, snipe,

woodcock, golden and other pheasants, grouse, etc., are

used. A vast number of birds are also obtained in India

—

in fact, in all the Countries of the East and in the tropjcs

of both hemispheres, for making the deceitful lures.

1 find in an old copy of the Field, which I have kept on
file for many years, a"n exceedingly interesting communi-
cation on this subject from a correspondent in Bungaiore.

India. In describing the manner in which many of the

rare birds are obtained, he says:

"Sometimes these jungle people offer for sale birds of

brilliant plumage, as paroquets, golden orioles, honey

birds, hoopoes, the blue thrush, kingfishers, florican,

painted snipe, sand grouse, etc., and then is my time for

securing a stock of feathers for fly-tying.

"A friend in India, a Scotchman, enlightened nie a little

on the subject of feathers. He resided in a very jungly

station, and T wondered one evening to see him baiting his

compound with strychnine. I wondered still more next

morning to see two or three jackals and half a dozen of

the common Indian brown vultures stretched on the

ground. And he then explained that the brown-black back

feathers of these great, ugly birds were held in the high-

est cstilnation by salmon fishers in Norway; that, in fact,

there was no fly .so killing as one made from their dingy

feathers. Another friend sets great store on the brilliant

blue feathers in the Indian roller's wing. But that is

not surprising, because, when blue is required in the

tving of a salmon fly, there is no feather brighter than

this, not even the cerulean tint of the much-persecuted
kingfisher himself."

Tenderfoot Lock.

AVhile it is u.sually the most experienced and aCCotn-

plished angler who is most successful, one who is famltiar

v.'ith not only every device known to the art,, but is also

up. to all' the tricks that the salmon has acquired, and
there are many of them, the merest tyro is sometimes
"high line" in a day's fishing. I once invited a friend to

visit a salmon river of which I was one of the lessees.

He had had considerable experience in the gentle art. par-

ticularly in trout and black bass fishing, and had once
or twice enjoyed the early fishing at the Rangeleys. He
joined me on the train, and as we sped along to our des-

tination we - discussed salmon fishing in all its bearings,

and, of course, built. some very high castles in the air.

On arriving at the fannhouse which was to be our

headquarters, and unpacking oar rods and things, I found,

greatly to ray. surprise, that he had brought his heavj
ttoiViti^ rod along, and the multiplying reel that he used!

iii fro.lliflg, I had supposed that be knew what to bring

and therefore had not given him any advice.

Well, to make a short story of it, we had the big canoe

hauled up flie river early on the next morning and the.'

sun had hardly begun to shine above the tree tops on the

eastern .shore when we had embarked_ and started on our
day's run of twelve miles down the river.

The salmon pools were seven or eight in nuinber, andl

the water was high enough to permit us to slide dowm
in the ClfloC from one to another.

i showed niy friend as well as I could how to proceed'^

and giving him the 'begt chances I waited developments,.

They came (hide and fast. He had hardly begun casting-

on the upper pool when he rose a salmon; it was slow im

coming to the fly, and he missed it, but he soon rose an-
other, which he hooked. It was a lively fish of only about:

fjght pounds weight, but it gave my friend all he could

attend to. Darting about on the rocky shore and uttering

now and then a yell of wild excitement, he played

the fish to a finish.
' He was harsh with it. of course, for

he had never been fa.ft to such a fish before, and I ex-

pected every minute to see his old trolling rod go to

pieces or his line foul around the crank of his multiplier.

But good luck attended him, and the fish was gaffed

iriside of a ten minutes' play, and a happier man I never

saw than he was when the salmon was laid out on the

shore before him. We congratulated him, of course, and,

entering the canoe again, we started down the river for

the next pool. We worked diligently all day, and when
the lower pool was reached, we foOTd that we had five

salmon, of which my friend had killed three, and about

forty pounds of elegant sea trout. Yes, ^he tyro often

has the best success, and "tenderfoot luck'' Jias now be-

come a recognized quantity.

Edw.\rd a. S^Wi'ilEi.S.

[to bk continued.]

The Tuna in Nova Scotia.

SvDNEV, Cape Breton, Canada, June 25.

—

Editor Furcsf
and Stream: I have just learned certain facts concerning
the possibilities for fine tun^ fishing in Nova Scotia, so

hasten to send them to yoti, and thus give any of your
readers, who may so desire, a chance to try here for that

^ceat fr.sh this season.

This information was given me by an old residetit ut

Cape Eiretofl, who lives near the mouth of the Myra; Ktirer,

about fifteen miles from the city of Sydney. In hiis

younger days he S'pent a great deal of time on the water,

so had an excellent opportumty to study the habits of tlie

tuna, or. as it is termed here, albicore, horse mackerel,
herring hog or jumper.
He has killed a number of tiiem by harpooning, and

even landed one on a hand line. JSTo one, as yet, has tried!

to fake one in these waters with rod and reel; but miy
friend, Mr. A, C. Ross, of Sydney, is sending to New
York for a tuna outfit, and will make the attetnpt thiis

summer.
The tuna follow the schools of herring, wbich come

here early in Jttly and remain till about ihe first of
October. When the herring fishermen make a batii withi

a net, the tuna play around, often so close to the boats-

as to be struck by the oars, waiting for an opportiSJjit}'-'

to seize a stray fish, and occasionally rushing into tfie:

mass of herrings by tearing great holes in the netting.

The tuna are not only very'ijlentiful, but are extremely
voraciotfs, so there would be no trouble in getting strikes

when trolling for them in the vicinity of the herring
schools.

The fishermen often throw out a herring just to see the

albicore take it. I have not the slightest doubt that great
sport could be had here on these fish for three months
in the year, which is as long a tuna season as they have
at Catalina Island.

Careful inquiries enable me to state that boating ou
the large bays and harbors of this coast during Jnly andl

August is perfectly safe, and generally so in Sepltemter,,

although during the latter month there is likely to be some
wind. The summer climate is said to be delightful, quite

cool and bracing, but still warm enough to be comfortable.
Experienced oarsmen can be obtained for reasonable

compensation, and there are plenty of sound, seaworthv
skiffs.

For from fifteen to twenty dollars per day, or perhaps;

considerably less by the week or month, a steam tug or'

naphtha launch, with her crew, can be hired. This couldl

take care of several fishing boats. In my opinion, it-

Avould be well to have two oarsmen per boat, and to'

fish in couples, so, if one boat comes to grief in fighting

with a tuna, the other boat could go to the rescue.

I would use 1,000 feet of the strongest tarpon line manu-
factured, with a reel amply large to hold it, and furnished
with the usual l^eather brake and with one of Mills &
Sons' patent handles set for a tension of at least fifteen

pounds. Again, I would double the line for about twen-
ty-five feet, so as not to lose the fish by breakage thereof
when fighting at close quarters. The snell should he of
extra strong wire, fully six feet long and provided with
three swivels. The bait, of course, should be herring, oi
Avhich an ample supply would always be readily procur-
able.

Several times in the la.st two or three years I have
heard the statement that the reason nobody fishes for tuna
on the coasts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and New-
foundland, is because of the stormy weather, great waves
and consequent danger ; so I have taken special pains
to make inquiries concerning the weather that one is

likely to encounter here during the summer, and have
learned that for days at a time the waters of the large
1)ays arc as calm as a pond, and that there is no dangcr
whatever to be apprehended. The fishermen often go far

out to sea for the herrings, and no accident befalls them.
In my opinion, tuna fishing here during July, Augu t

and tlie earh^ part of September would ))e no mot*;
perilous than it is at Catalina Island, and no more so than
is tarpon fishing on the Gulf of Mexico.

I have investigated concerning the probability of finding

tuna ever3'^ day during the season, and have been to'd

that wherever there are herring there are .sure to be alsv>

these great fish, which prey upon them; and that large
srhciok of herring ran be fottnd almost any day during
the season. The first run comes early in July, and there is
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a very large run also in September, while between these

dates smaller schools keep coming in.

The)' appear first in Myra Bay, some fifteen or twenty
miles south of Sydney, then work their way into Sydney
Harbor, with the tuna following. They are very plentiful

near Scatterie in September, but the bay there is not quite

so well protected as is Myra Bay; beside, at that time
the weather is more uncertain; nevertheless, as far as I

can learn, the conditions there are by no means too un-
favorable for the tuna fishing. One would not, though, be
able to fish continuously day after day as he could in

Myra Bay and Sydney Harbor during July and August.
My informant advises that for the Myra Bay fishing,

sportsmen go by train from Sydney to Myra Gut, and
then by boat a couple of miles to Round Island, and stai-

at the house of Mr. Geo. Dillon, where good boats and
(experienced boatmen can be procured. This fishing

ground is Avell protected from all winds except those
w^hich^come from the east.

Scatterie, fourteen miles from Myra Gut, is reached by
small sailboat or occasional tug. The bay there is open
•only to the east, but it is larger than Myra Bay. The
herring spawn in September at this place. Good boats

and boatmen can be had there also, and it is probable
that the lighthouse keeper would be pleased to take care

of several sportsmen,
I think that, if the tuna fishing here be given a fair

'trial b}' some of your readers, and if they will take the

^trouble to write up their experiences for your columns, it

would not require many years to make these waters as

fashionable a resort for tuna fishermen as are those
around^Catalina Island.

Unfortunately for me, my work will take me to British

Columbia this summer, so I cannot start the ball rolling,

much as I might desire to do so, but next j'ear, and for

several succeeding years, it is possible that business will

bring me here during the summer months ; and, if it does,

you may be sure that I shall come provided with the best
obtainable outfit for undertaking the capture of the great
albicore, J. A. L. Waddell.

Fish and Fishing.

Death of Dean Sage.

The recent death of Dean Sage, of Albany, from apo-
plexy, in his fishing lodge at Camp Harmony, on the Ris-

tigouche, has caused deep regret among anglers and the

lovers of angling literature everyw^here. and serves to

recall the decease of other prominent fishermen under
very similar circumstances. Col. Walker, M. P. for Lon-
don, Ont., died a few years ago on the Grand River of

Gaspe, having been suddenly stricken down while playing

a salmon. The sudden death of Governor Russell, of

Massachusetts, in the fishing camp of Mr. Dutton, of

Boston, whose guest he was at the time on the Little

Pabos River of Gaspe, is a still more recent event, and it

ns only about three years ago that Mr. Charles Hope, of

Montreal, died in camp on th^ Moisie.

Next to his own home, it is natural that the angler

should hold his iishing lodge in higher estimation than

.any other earthly resting place, and if the summons which
comes in time to all of us should find us away from
Liome, I knoAV of no other locality whence the angler

would rather be called to cross the bar than the camp
by the side of his favorite stream. I have before me at

this moment, a letter written by the daughter of a dear old

friend who died in his Canadian fishing lodge nearly two
years ago. The writer of the letter says : "Was it not

beautiful that his last days could be spent in the place

^dearer to him than any other spot on earth?" May not

the same thought prove a consolation to others similarly

bereaved?
Camp Harmony, where the late Dean Sage expired, is

most picturesquely situated- at the juncture cf the Upsal-
quitch and the Ristigouche, and at the time of his decease

he was accompanied by a number of his dearest friends.

Not more beautiful, certainly, than many of the river

stretches of the Ristigouche and its tributaries is "Coquet'

s

Lovely Water," of which Thomas Westwood has so feel-

ingly written in the following lines from his "Dying
Angler" ;

"In the blest land of heaven, they say,

' Are rivers fair beholden;

f
That by God's throne flow murmuring on

I
.• O'er opal sands and golden.

' My lot may be those streams to see;

But, O dear son and daughter!

Shall I ne'er cast a backward glance

To Coquet's lovely water?"

It is a somewhat strange coincidence that Mr. Sage's

death should have been almost contemporaneous with the

appearance of his latest book. Like many another ^vriter

upon his favorite sport, the deceased was an enthusiastic

collector of angling literature, his library of works on

fish and fishing having been one of the most interesting of

private collections, since the presentation of that of Mr.

John Bartlett to Harvard University. His book plate, in

v'hich a salmon holds the place of honor, illustrates the

estimation in which he held the king of fresh-w;ater fishes.

Many anglers have longed to see that masterpiece of pis-

catorial literature, issued by Mr. Sage in 1888, and en-

titled "The Ristigouche and Its Salmon Fisheries," and

have never seen it. Nor is this a matter for much surprise

when it is recalled tha,t the edition of this richly illus-

trated folio was limited to 105 copies, of which five w;ent

to public libraries, fifty w'ere for private presentation,

twenty-five were for sale in the United States, and twenty-

five in Great Britain. I learn that the lamented author

has utilized much of the text of this beautiful book in his

contribution to the newly issued volume.

Killing Doubles.

I had quite a novel experience the other day in the

Grand Discharge, while fishing from a canoe with Johnny
Le -^ard as guide. The ouananiche were rising so freely

to the fly that Lessard more than once urged me to take

one of the flies from my line and fish with one only. We
had rises at both flies almost as often as single fish, and

the time required to exhaust a double rendered the guide

somewhat impatient, until he saw that it was sport and

flot g, big score that I y(as after, Th§ lightness of the rg^

FOREST AND STREAM.

and tackle, and the roughness of the water in which the
fish were rising, immediately below the Grande Chute of

the Discharge, necessitated our canoe being paddled into

the still water of some quiet bay before Lessard could
net the fish when two large ones were struck together.

Lessard is one of the most expert netters that 1 have yet

encountered. He never, as in the case of trout, attempted
to net the two ouananiche together, or to .secure the lower
one first. With the net in one hand, ready to be slipped
under the lower fish, he waited his chaftce to pass the

fingers of the other hand under the gills of the upper one
whenever I had so far drowned him that the line Would
hold his head out of the water. Of Course it was often
necessary to make several attempts before succeeding iti

lifting both fish into the canoe together. But not once
was a fish lost during the process of netting, despite the
usually very dangerous character of the tactics etftployed

by the guide. Very often he had barely darted his hand
upon the upper fish when the lower otte started off with a
wild rush to the depths of the bay. So agile and feady
was Lessard,^ however, that the monleftt there was the
slightest strain upon the line from the lower fish, his

bold was relaxed, and the upper one was dragged down
along with it. Out of five doubles hooked in one day, only
a single fish escaped, and in this case the hook was torn
from its mouth. Never before had I seen the landing net
so deftly and so successfully handled,

A Thiity-Potndef.

I picked up a newspaper the other day and saw a pic-

ture of a fish being taken out of the water of a Newfound-
land stream in a landing net. Below was the legend
"Landing a tliirty-pounder." The landing net w^as of the
ordinary size, and might in case of necessity serve for the
purpose of lifting out a five or six pound fish. The fish

in the photograph from which the picture was produced
v;as a grilse a little over three pounds in weight. The
typographer or engraver had evidently mistaken three for
thirty, but the blunder was a disagreeable one for the
v.'riter of the ilhistrated story, whose name was printed at

its foot, and the author of the error was certainly not an
angler, E. T. D. Cir.\MBERS.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Lake Minnetonk.a, Minn., June 26.—^Extremely heavy

rains have prevailed over the Northwest for the past

v/eek, the days being fairly alternated, bright weather and
driving rainstorms, the summer being thus far what is

known as a cool season in this region. Lake Minnetonka,
great sheet of water as it is, has times of high and low
water. This year it is high, and the fishing is

])erhaps on that account better than usual. While
one would not call this a sporting water, there
are bass here, and the local market-fishers—let not
Sam Fullerton think there are no market-fishers on Minne-
tonka—nearly always manage to get good strings of bass
when they go out for themselves. When they are taking
out a "sport" they are not always so sticcessfuL"

Mr. Albert Bruning, a friend of mine, who is spending
his summer here, manages by diligent fishing to take
enough bass to supply the wants of a table of four or
five persons. He casts frog in the shallow waters along
tlie rush beds. He does not seem to get any good bass—

•

that is to say, good to catch—though the small ones, a

pound or so in weight, are the best to eat. The market-
fishers and boatmen tell me that the bass have already
gone out to deep water, and that they get most of their

iish on the reefs. Minnetonka does not average a deep
water, but the lay of the bars is useful to an angler after

June I.

The Fish Commission plants a lot of bass and wall-

eyed pike annually in these waters, but the results seem
on the whole disappointing. A few wall-eyes have been
taken here this spring, but not enough to call this an
established pike water. Indeed, this seems to have been
a water better suited to pickerel (great northern pike)

than any other fish. Even yet we run across these things

every once in a while. I have taken them up to eight or

ten pounds weight, and must say they put up a bit of a

fight; but they are not popular among the ladies of our
camp, who say they taste too much like raw cotton.

Crane Rooteiy.

Yesterday, in the course of a tour of the upper bays of

Minnetonka, we passed close to the timbered island known
as Crane Island, and could see hundreds of birds already

assembling for the night roo.st. The tops of some of the

dead trees were covered with them. An enterprising boy
of our acquaintance says that there were manj' hundreds
of these birds, which nested on this island this spring, as

well as a great many cormorants. Both these

birds nest in the trees, and an enterprising photog-
rapher, interested in what they nowadays call the

new school of natural history, will no doubt get

some interesting studies here. The cranes are big

blue herons. We often see them standing here and
there in the shallows, and there are enough of them to

account for many a fish in course of a season. Once in

a while w^e see a loon out in one of the bays or hear its

wild laugh before a storm. We had never known of a

loon nesting here, but it is A^ery likeb^ they do occa-

sionally.

Mississippi High.

The falls of St. Anthony, w^here good father Hennepin
and his boatmen stole the votive offerings, buffalo hides,

etc, which they found left there by the native tribesmen,

have long been cut and filed and bound down by the dams
of the ruthless millers of the Twin Cities, so that their early

beauty is evanished. To-day they show a- lot of water

going over the many-faced dams, for the Father of Waters
is on a bit of a rampage, and is rolling a great volume
of stained water down the old channel way. I fear we
shall not get that fly-fishing trip for bass yet a while, for

the water is too high and the fish are scattered. We in-

tended, on the advice of a Chicago friend, to get Henry
Henning, or Louis Le Bras, boatmen at Alma, to take us

out. Alma is a small place below Lake Pepin on the

river. One cannot very well hire boats there, so it is well

to remember the names of the above boatmen and fisher-

men, who, of course, have boats of their own. The best

libtel to" r^oieniber :for Mxm is the Turlington House,

[July 5, 1902.

Prescott, earlier mentioned in these columns as being
worth notice for its fly-fishing for bass, is above Lake
Pepin. It is coming up as a bass point, for the best of the-

fishing used to be below that lake, or more properly
speaking, that expansion of the Mississippi Rivet, Can
it be that the protective efforts of the Fish Commission
around Lake Pepin have resulted in its increase of bass
higher up . the" river near the haunts of the market-fisher-

men?
Vet Veather and Bees.

Thousands of stands of bees have been lost this spring
in the West. The rain had the flowers and blossoms clean
of their pollen and sweets, sO that the bees have literally

starved to death, They have eaten all their stored hoHey,
killed their drofles, even killed their qUeeti to cut down
increase, but even so the famine has canght thenl sadly.

The wet sprilTg has also been bad for nesting fame birds

in the West. E. Hough,
iHARtFoitD iStritDiNG, Chicago, III.

New England Waters*
Boston, June 21.—June 17 was a holiday in Boston and

Charlestown, and some o>f the local lovers of rod and reel

took the day for trips to nearby waters. Others went
down the harbor on deep-sea fishing trips. The weather
was favorable and the fishing for cod and haddock good.
Mr. W. G. Harding and Mr. H. W. Brandenburg, of the
Boston Herald composing room, went up the Sudbury.
They tried for bass with several sorts of bait, without
success, till Mr. Harding tried a green-professor in con-
nection with a shiall spoon. With this lure he landed
several small bass. But the success of the day came to

Mr. Brandenburg's hook, baited with a live frog, on
which he took a handsome bass of four pounds. An
Arlington party is back from Moosehead—Edwin F. Far-
mer and his niece, Miss Locke, of Arlington, Mass.

;

T, X. Fitzpatrick, of Cambridge; F. Perkins, of Wake-
field, and Mr. and Mrs. George Fales, of Boston. The
fishing was fairly good. They caught a laker up to nine
pounds, and another of six and three-quarter .pounds.
About 100 brook trout of good size were secured, most of

them on the fly. No small fish were saved. A big laker

was sent home to a friend in Arlington; one who pro-

fesses to be a fisherman and to have caught about every
sort of fish that is found in the Maine waters. Immediate-
ly the fish was received it was put on exhibition for his

friends to see, with the admonition to "Look at the splen-

did landlocked salmon my friend has sent me !" There
Avere df ubters about the identity of the fish, but the

recipient was so sure that they had nothing to say.

Immediately on the arriv^al home of the party, one of the

leaders was interviewed as to that fish being a land-

locked salmon. Behold it was only a laker, after all, but
the receiver begged that it still be termed a salmon, lest

his friends get hold of his mistake.

There comes a shad story from Bowdomham Me., a

I'oted shad town on the Kennebec. The first was caught
ill a weir, by Moses Sedgley, of that town, and weighed
JO^ pounds, just after being taken from the water.

People acquainted with the shad trade say that this is

one of the largest on record.

Late Megantic Club letters tell of a salmon weighing
five pounds, just caught at Chain-of-Ponds, It is certahi
that the fish was less than six years of age. for the first

salmon put into those waters was a little less than six

3'ears ago. The rapid growth of landlocked salmon in

waters where they are well fed is a source of satisfaction

to fishcullurisfcSv J. O. Davis, stopping at the Megantic
preserve, has recently taken a "square-tail" weighing 3^4
pounds,^ At a recent meeting of the directors of the Me-
gantic Corporation, action was taken looking toward the
building at once of a new and larger fish hatchery.
The Maine Fish and Game Commissioners have been

holding numerous hearings. Their last decisions have
been in the direction of restricting fishing. One of their

last and n\Oh\ important is : "It shall be unlawful for any
one person, in any one day, from July i, 1902, to take,

catch, kill or carry away more than twenty-five white
perch in all from any one or all of the following ponds:
Mayfidd Pond, in Mayfield Plantation; Kingsbury Pond,
partly in Mayfield and partly in Kingsbury Plantations, in

the county of Piscataquis; South Pond in Brighton Plan-
^

tation, and Tomlinson, or Wyman Pond, in Somerset
county. On petition to close Adams Pond, in Somerset
county, to all fishing for a term of four years, the Com-
missioners decided adversel3^ The petitioners for all the

above restrictions set forth that fishing is excessive, espe-
cially by local fishermen, and that the ponds are rapidly

being "utterly fished out."

June 30.—The dirty brown flies that settled on the
Maine fishing waters in such numbers a year ago, have ,

been seen to some extent this year, though coming later,

and not nearly as mmierous. They have been noted on
the waters of the eastern part of the State within a couple :

of weeks, and have been something of a nuisance to fisher-

men, but their numbers are very small, compared with a

year ago. It will be remembered that a year ago the
Rangeley waters were literally covered with them, almost
in windrows, the last days of May and first of June. This
year but very few have been seen on those waters. There
has been better fishing at the Bangor salmon pool within a

week, with some good ones taken. One day last week Ed-
ward Buck caught four salmon, the largest weighing

,

twenty pounds. Mr. J. H. Peavy. another expert angler '

at the pool, also caught three salmon, the largest weighing
twenty-one pounds. The white perch season on Maine
Avaters opens July i. and great fishing is promised. Fly- i

fishing is at its prime on Moosehead Lake, with many
good catches being made by Boston and New York parties,

Fly-fishing is also improving at the Rangeleys. Mrs. \^',

W. Coolidge, of Salem, Mass., stopping at the Rangeley
Lake House, has made a record of one salmon of s%
pounds, one of 6^4 pounds, and a trout of 6^ pounds.
Mrs. E, S. Crocker, of Pittsfield, has secured a salmon
of 3/^ pounds. At Haines' Landing some good catches
continue to be made. Charles Taylor, of Washington,
D. C, has landed five salmon within a few days weighing
3/2 tg S pounds. Fly-fishing is beginning on the B^i^ i

Lak?.. Mr. E. E. Thomas, of Boston, caught forty-nine

in one afternoon last week, all of which he returned
aliYe'to the water. Mr. S. C. Dizer, o£ Boston, has lately (

^eiturned from a trip to <|jrand Lakg/ Stream. He found (
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the salmon fishing good. He landed doubles once, and
lots of singles. Mr. Felix Taussig and friend, of Boston,

are also back from the same waters. Mr, H, A. Pratt, of

Middleboro, Mass.. has added a salmon of sVz pounds to

his record from the pool. Mrs. J. H. Parker has caught
a salmon of 3 pounds, one of pounds and a trout of

2% pounds, all in an hour's fishing. Mr. Fred S. Potter,

of New Bedford. Mass., has caught a salmon of 5 pounds.

At Lake Auburn, Me., the salmon fishing has been better

lateljr. M. S. Robinson, of Auburn, has taken four sal-

mon, three of them weighing over 4 pounds each. The
fourth one weighed 6>2 pounds. The bass fishing at

Cobbosseecontee is good. E. B. Wood, W. H. Maxwell.
Cyrus C. Kimball and Frank H. Jenkins, of Boston, have
lately returned from a trip there. They stopped at J. W.
Emery's. They captured a great many bass and a few
trout. The trip is an easy one, and of no great cost from
Boston.
Boston, June 28.—Local lovers of rod and reel fre-

quently make good scores on the near-by trout streams.

Then their fellows wonder "where they got them."
Generally the fortunate fishermen are silent. A few days
ago Mr. Howard Wade and Mr. James Ritchie, both ex-

pert trout fishermen, made a voyage by rail to a stream
beyond Bedford and near Lincoln. Their expectations

were not great, but they were most happily disappointed.

The day was all that could be desired. They left their

best clothes at a farmhouse, with an agreement from the

farmer that he would "get them to the train some way."
They made an "elegant daj^'s fishing," with 34 handsome
trout as the result. Both were satisfied that they might
have gone on a long trip and fared worse. Was the
brook posted? Ask the farmer. If it was posted, or if

the farmer owned the land around it. Mr. Wade and
Mr. Ritchie know just how to treat a farmer as he
should be treated. They believe the farmers have some
rights in the brooks they own and the land about them,
and they never have the least trouble.

At the Megantic preserve the fishing has been un-
usual^r good in the waters near the club house. Many
"big ones" for those waters have lately been taken; run-
ning from 2 to 4 pounds. The last good one was taken
by Mr. O. H. Thrall, of Hartford, Conn., a trout of 33^
pounds, from Spider River.

Special.

Mooaeliead Lake NoteS4

The big dam built at the East Outlet a year ago is doing
its work in a manner that must be highly satisfactory to

the gentlemen who engineered -the scheme to flood Moose-
head. The lake has been higher this year than evef be-

fore known, and is still takitig to the Woods. Five yeai's

hence summer visitors will see thousands of dead trees

lining the lake shores, the result of high water, and the

beauty of many a spot will have "gone up higher."

Operation.s at the new State hatchery at Squaw Brook
have been ver}' successful for a beginning, and a fine lot

of young salmon and treut for ' restockitlg Moosehead
are now on hand. Much larger results will be possible

next year, now that the plant is in smooth working order.

Two more steam yachts are building at Greenville, to go
into commission this season. Mr. Benjamin Van Brunt,

of Sea Bright, N. J., has a 78-foot boat nearly ready for

her trial trip. She is named Marguerite, and will be
used by Mr. Van Brunt and family in criiising about the

kke on fishing and hunting trips. Capt; H. P. Sawyer, of

Greenville, w^as the builder- •-

W. A. St. Germaine. of Greenville, is building a 75-foot

boat for Mr. W. H. Wesson, of Springfield, Mass.. who
spends several weeks each year at his camp, Birchcroft,

on Moody Islands. The yacht will be launched in August.
A new steamboat wharf is in course of construction at

Northeast Carry. Every spring for years past the thing

called a wharf at he Carry has meandered off into the

lake when the ice went out, scarce leaving a tail behind it,

and a very slippery and wet tail at that. The new com-
pany that has acquired the'property now intend to build

a wharf that will "stay put" and meet all the requirements
of the constantly growing traffic at this gateway of the

wilderness.

Drs. Hatch, Boston physicians, are to establish a sani-

tarium on the west shore of the lake, near Squaw Moun-
tain. Ground is now being cleared and plans for the

building are being perfected.

The Maine Sportsmen's Association big day at Knieo
will be July 8. There will be races by white and Indian
guides, in canoes, on logs, and bateaux, beside the allur-

ing and seductive greased pole contest. It is rumored that

some agile State politicians are training for this event.

Ed. Harlow, Registered Guide No. 92.

Greenville, Me.

Bonny Rivet Tfout and Game*
Bonny River, N. B., June 17.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Mr. Sullivan received one of your two cards the

other day to report, so I thought I would let j'ou hear a

word from this place. I have been here from New York
State two months as log inspector for the St. George Pulp
and Paper Co. I have been traveling for j^ears in Illinois,

Wisconsin. Michigan, Massachusetts, Vermont and the

Adirondack Mountains, but this is the best for speckled

trout I ever saw. I have caught a good many myself, be-

side my ten-hour work, from one to ten a day, just fool-

ing, so to speak. Sporting parties that I could give names
from New York, Winsted, Conn., Sandy Hill, N. Y.

;

Boston, St. John, etc., have taken out great catches, 30 to

150 pounds. The fish run from one-quarter to four
pounds. Fly or bait.

We have seen moose, deer, bear, foxes, partridges, rab-

bits and squirrels. It must be a grand place in the fall.

CuAs. B. Howe.

"Fingerling PooL'*

The two illustrations, "Fingerling Pool" and the
"Bridge of Sighs." printed with the sketch signed Split
Bamboo, in our last issue, were by our mistake credited
as photographs made by the writer of the article. They
were taken by Mr. A. V. Porter, of EUenville, N. Y.. and
Split Bamboo is solicitous thttt Mr. Porter §houl4 hav$
the credit due for them.

The Aquarium's Sea Serpent.

The New York Aquarium, has received from Bermuda
a strange sea creature which was sent by Prof. Chas. L.

Bristol, of the New York University, who is now at

Bermuda collecting for the Aquarium. The specimen is

described as six feet in length, as large around as the

thick portion of a well-developed arm, and striped with
yellowish bands, which are against a background of

brownish tint. It has a snake-like head, terminating in

a bill, much resembling that of a turtle, has neither scales

nor fins, and its general boa constrictor appearance is

only dissipated by an eel-like tail.

L. D. Spencer, superintendent of the Aquarium, re-

ceived a letter from Prof. Bristol, in which the capture
is described.

"While fishing for specimens, seven miles northeast of

Bermuda, in eleven fathoms of water, and onlj' a short

distance away, the water deepened quickly to two hundred
ffithoms, and the unknown creature was caught by three

negroes," says the letter. "They had been fishing lazily

and imbibing freely of the rum to be otbained on the

island, when suddenly one of the lines refused to come
up, and they thought it caught on a projection on the

coral reef below. All efforts to clear it were of no avail,

so they buoyed it, and came to the shore for a big 'jack

lead' to send down the line, and break it from the reef,

and incidentally for more rum.
"In a somewhat maudlin condition they returned to the

fishing ground and found that even the 'jack lead' would
not do the work, and finally one fellow succumbed to

the effects of his efforts and the spirit within him. The
remaining two gave a strong pull and a long pull, and
something gave way.
"Up to the top came the mighty struggling burden,

until one of the negroes glanced over the side and saw
the head of the monster. 'The debble !' he cried, and
collapsed. The remaining fisherman hauled in the prize
with trepidation and quickly put it in the well and made
the hatch fast and tight.

"When his companions recovered they rowed to shore
and delivered to me what I believe is the greatest marine
mystery of the day. They told their strange story, and
there is no one on the island who ever saw such a creature
or can give any idea as to its nature. I respectfully sub-
mit it for any one's opinion."

"Wall-Eyed Pike in the Susquehanna.

Afton, N. Y., June 20.—Owing to the continued rains
and a record as regards cloudy dark days, the black bass
season has opened very poor. They have not as yet left

their beds. But that they are herein abundance, and that
promise for future fishing is very bright, there is no
doubt. To the credit of our local anglers I wish to say
that not a single in.stance has come to my knowledge of
a fish that has been disturbed while watching the beds.
While the bassJ3av£ .

given but poor sport t-o 5ie angler's
patience, not 50 with tliat_grand fish, the wall-eyed pike.
Fishing this morning for two hours we captured seven
very fine fish of that species, and one bass. Never have
they been so plentiful, or more eager to take the hook.
That this is possible, all thanks are due the Fish Com-
mission of the State of New York. Let every sportsman
"take off his hat" to the work the State is doing for the
angler. Five years ago the wall-eyed pike were almost
unknown, but to-day in the upper Susquehanna the fishing
is all that the most exacting fisherman could ask. A few
days ago in the sporting page of one of New York city's

daily newspapers was an article, saying that the pike
was a thoroughly worthless fish to catch in regard to its

fighting qualities. Now that this may be true in the
waters where the writer was fishing we will not ques-
tion. But if he will take the trouble to come to this

place, and after hooking a five-pound pike to the end of
a ISO-foot line, when at last the fish, exhausted, lies in
the boat at his feet, if he has not had a battle royal, and
is satisfied that he has fought with the Terry McGovern
of his class, then we will take back all we have said in
praise. True, the wall-eye will often run with the line
(and this is a trick of the family) until the inexperienced
fisherman will think him lost, and the larger the fish the
oftener will this trick be played. But the shrewd old rascal
knows that often has he succeeded in getting a little slack
and then throwing out the hook. Or when least expected
will he throw all of his mighty strength against the line,

either tearing out the hook, or smashing the tackle. But
that the pike of this section is a fighter there is no ques-
tion. And as a fish for the table, none is better. Each
year the Fish Commission has furnished for this one
place 500,000 fry of the wall-eyed pike. The only item
of any kind whatever hgs been a charge of 25 cents for a
message to meet the fish when delivered here. And we
ask that the anglers will apply for what iry they can use
next year and so keep this a home so well suited for pike.

A. T. England.

A Rowingf Medal.

Damariscotta, Me., June 16.—A few weeks ago there
was picked up at the railroad station in Newcastle, Me.,
a gold medal, evidently a valuable one. It is an eagle
with an anchor suspended from his talons, with a gold
disk backed by a pair of oars. It is inscribed in blue
enamel, "First Prize, Single Scull, Hudson," and en-
graved "Aug., 1874, 3-mile race." It is of great value to
some one without doubt. Have you any records which
will enable you to tell who won that splendid race, and
enable me to return the badge to the owner? I have ad-
vertised it in my paper, the Herald, but it was probably
dropped by some traveler who never sees the Herald.

G. W. Singer.

The Pfesefvation of Gut.

In July, 1854, a cousin of mine was killed by poachers
on the Derbyshire Wye. We still have his fly-book, and
I inclose you some of the gut out of it. After a good
soaking I think you will find it still amply strong enough
to fish with. It has been kept in the fly-book all these
years just as it was when last used, and no steps taken for
its preservation, which seems to show that the use of
glycerine or any preservative is entirely unnecessary. We
also have the cast mbich be used the day he was killed, and

which was taken ©ff his rod, put in an envelope, and!

signed by the late Sir Henry Halford, "July 18, 1854."'

This also is perfectly strong still. We are a family of fly-

fishers, and take no steps at all for the preservation of

gut other than to soak it for twenty-four hours some time

between the end of one season and the beginnings of the

next, and always find it perfectly sound, even when many
years old.—Correspondence London Field.

Ffxtotes.

BENCH SHOWS.
Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show.

John W. Bacon, Treas.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadeliphia Dog Show Association'a

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 19.—Emmetsburg, la.—Iowa Field Trial Association's (mem^

ber of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials. Louis
Stuehmer, Sec'y, Emmetsburg, la.

Aug. 26.—Salem, S. D.—South Dakota Field Trial Association's;
(member of the American Championship Club) third annual trials.

E. H. Gregory, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Aug. —.—O'Neill, Neb.—Nebraska Field Trial Association's

inaugural chicken trials. M. H. McCarthy, Sec'y,
Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member

of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.
Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.

Oct. 27. , Pa.—Monongahela Field Trial Club's field

trials, A. C. Paterson, Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3.
, Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17.—Elizabethtown, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) third annua] trials. F.
W, Samuel. Ser'v. Loui^vill*". Ky
Nov. 20.—Manor. L. 1.—Pointer Club of America's (member o£

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E,
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 24.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual!
triaK C. F Ramrhn Ser'y,

Dec. 1.—Washington- C. H., Ohio.—American Championship.
Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
St. Louis, Mo.
Dec. 1. , —. — .—Interstate Championship Field TriaB

Association's second annual trials. C. D. Cooke, Sec'y.
Dec. 15.-^Hunts^'i!1e, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

. — .

,
—. —.—Western Field Trial Association's sec-

ond annual trials. C. W. Butties, Sec'y.

Canine Diseases of the Eyes.
While dogs are very subject to affections of the eyes,

they are in most instances of a simple kind, arising from
exposure to those causes of irritation to which the dog
is particularly liable from the circumstance of the head
being so near the ground. Injuries from thorns, or from
the introduction of dust and d'rt and other foreign mat-
ters, will naturally be followed by a certain amotmt of
irritation of the mucous membrane lining the eyelids, at-
tended with discharge of a watery character in the first in-
stance, but assuming a muco-purulent condition as the
disease goes on. It was j)articularly noticed as a some-
Avhat curious circumstance that the obvious symptoms of
irritation or inflammation of the mucous lining of the e\'e-

lids only induces the owner of the animal to inquire for a
remedy, never, or very rarely, to make any attempt to as-
certain the cause of the irritation. It is perfectly well
known that a small particle of grit may remain attached
to the under surface of the upper lid in spite of fomenta-
tions and lotions, which, under such circumstances do little

or no good, whereas an examination of the eye would
lead to the discovery of the offending body and its prompt
removal. Even when an examination fails to lead to the
discovery of any recognizable foreign body, its presence
may. nevertheless, be suspected, and it is desirable to use a
-small quantity of pure olive oil, which may be applied to
the inside of the eyelids by means of a camel hair pencil.
This remedy as a preliminary step in the treatment will
often find out and clear away particles of dust or grit
which are too minute to be recognized by the unaided eye
of the examiner.
A more acute form, of irritation of the membrane lining

the I'ds and covering the eyeball sometimes occurs, and is

attributed to a cold. The sjmiptoms w-hich indicate this
active for mof disease are redness of the conjunctival
membrane, which is, of course, most apparent in the white
of the eye, and the inner surfaces of the eyelids, which are
in many cases kept nearly closed owing to the stimulating
effect which is produced by the entrance of light. The
acute stage of the disease is always followed by discharge
as in the more simple forms, and the eyelids are con-
stantly found to be glued together owing to the drying
of the discharge when the animal is asleep. At the otitset

this more acute form of disease, which is often, but
wronglj^ called ophthalmia, may be due to constitutional
disorder as well as to mechanical injury; indeed,
such cases are more commonly than not purely symptomat-
ic, and the recognition of this fact is most important,
because treatment by means of the ordinary astringent
lotions will only add to the mischief by tending to arrest
a discharge which is the natural method for relief of the
overcharged vessels of the mucous membrane. Sympa-
thetic irritation of the visible mucous membrane is a well-
known indication of febrile disorders affecting internal
organs, and at one time even the village cow doctor went
through a regular form of inspection, in the course of
which he would lift up the edge of the animal's nostril,
separate -the eyelids, and turn up one or both of them, and
slightly open the animal's mouth, and to some extent the
same form of examination is in use at the present time.
The febrile disorders which are most likely to give rise
to discharge from the ej'es of the dog are common cold,
which it is not at all improbable that they catch occasion-
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ally from their owners, and doubtless return the compli-
ment frotel time to time, and distemper in its various

Dogs wliicih are kept as pets, and which lead a pam-
pered liSe, «u]f¥er from catarrh in its most severe forms
from wen a very slight exposure to inclement weather.
l3iSt6i¥iper presumablj^ only occurs, as a rule, once in an
"aniffial's life, but there is nO' doubt that the severe forms
"of catarrh very often dp duty for it. Different forms of

indigestion may be associated with irritation of the mu-
cous mesmbranes throughout, and the eyes will suffer in

commtfla with other parts. Rheumatism is also one of the

nKaMiies which arc attended with inflammation, more or

Jltess pronounced, of the eyes, the eyeball itself and the lids

(pa'rticipating in the disorder. It must, therefore, be ob-
^vious that the common expression "a discharge from
Sllie eyes" may refer to a varietj^ of morbid conditions

which are not to be counteracted by an application of a

lotion to the eye. Perhaps a safe giiide for the tyro in

medicine may be found in the duration of the discharge.

In any case of simple irritation from the presence of dirt

or grit it n\ay be fairly expected that the symptoms will

cease very quickly upon the application of simple remedies,
that is to say, after it has been clearly ascertained that

there is no offending body adherent to the underneath
part t)f the eyelid. The continuance of the discharge week
^ifttr week, or even month after month, as some of our
icorrespondents describe it, maj- certainly be taken to mean
stbat something more than ordinary irritation of a simple

^iwd is present, and under siich circumstances the chances
iare that the common tye water, for example, three or

tour grains of boracic acid in an ounce of rose water, is

not likely to do any good, and may possibly do some harm
by checking the discharge, which is really critical in its

character. The proper course in such cases would he to

consult an expert in diseases of the dog. who will most
probably be able to find some constitutional cause to ac-

count fo-t what has been looked upon as a local disorder.

There is one form of disease which is attended with
consideratle discharge from the eyes undoubtedly pos-

sessinig' contagious qualities. This affection is known as

«GoMagious ophthalmia. The oculist is perfectly well

«.ware that an outbreak of such a malady in a school, for

example, is likely to be attended with remarkable rapidity

of its spreading; even the use of a towel which has been

employed by a sufferer from the disorder is sufficient to

convey the disease. Perhaps the most marked illustra-

tion of this variety of the affection in the dog is that

which is associated with distemper, and it may be noted

here that by the term ophthalmia is meant the disease

which implicates the eyeball itself. More or less opacity

of the cornea is one of the symptoms of ophthalmia either

of the simple and contagious variety, and, in the case of

the dog affected with the ophthalmia of distemper, the

indicatioius are of a most marked character. The con-

junctival membrane is highly injected and reddened, the

cornea becomes opaque early in the disease, and very fre-

quently a small spot of ulceration appears in the center

of it, Avhich rapidly extends, and in many cases "penetrates

the cornea completely, allowing the fluid in the anterior

cliamber of the eye to escape. A profuse discharge of a

ipurulent character continues during the whole course of

lithe disease, and one of the annoying features of the com-
-plaint is the gluing together of the eyelids, which can only

!be separated by very careful and continued fomentations
-< if warm water or, what is better, warm milk. One very

remarkable feature of the ophthalmia of distemper is the

tendency which it exhibits to rapid repair of the damaged
structures. The eye, which to all appearances is utterly

lost, gradually during the convalescent stage of distemper

recovers its normal appearance even without the use of

any local remedies; in fact, it was a maxim with the late

Edward Mayhew, who was a great authority on the treat-

ment of diseases of the dog, that the least interference

with the eye, even the attempt to remove the adherent dis-

charge by fomentation, was likely to do more harm than

good, and that nature, left entirely unaided, would man-

age the restorative work quite perfectlJ^ The modern
veterinarian does not. as a rule, share this view, but ap-

plies fomentatim and lotions during the course of the

disease, apjwmitly with average success.—London Field.

Yachting Fixttjfes, 1902.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor

by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and

also changes which may be made in the future.

JULY.
1-3 Bridgeport trial races for selection of representative for

Seawanha'ka cup contest, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.

4 City of Boston, M. Y. R., open, City Point, Boston Harbor.

4 Beverly, open sweepstakes, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.

4 Larchmont, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.

4. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.

i. Seanwanhaka Corinthian, club, Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.

4. Corinthian, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
_

4. Columbia, annual open regatta, Chicago, Lake Michigan.

4. Milwaukee, club regatta, Milwaukee, Lake Michigan.

4. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay
4, New Bedford, club, cruise. Buzzard's Bay.

4. Kennebec, club cruise, Bath, Maine.

4. Tamaica Bay Y. R. A., open, Jamaica Bay.

A-it' Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup, Shelter Island -tleiguts.

4-5 Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

4-7. Manchester, Ouincy Y. C. challenge cup races. West Man-
chester, Massachusetts Bay.

r, VVinthrop, club, VVinthrop, Boston Harbor.
ig. Royal Canadian, 30ft. class, Toronto. ^ . ,

5. Penataquit-Corinthiau, summer regatta, Lighthouse cup, Bay

B Mosquito Fleet, M. Y. R. A., open, City Point, Boston Harbor,

o. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island Cup,

Oyster Bay. Long Island Sound.

5 Beverly first Corinthian, Mon. Beach, Buzzard's Bay.

r, Riversi(ie, Y, R. A. of L. I. S., open, Riverside, L. 1. Sound.

r, Hull-Massachusetts,, club, Hull, Boston Harbor,

n-t I Xtlantic, annual cruise, rendezvous Larchmont, L. I. Sound.

lb-l£ Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Greenwich, Long
Island Sound.

10-12. New York, Newport series, Ivjewport.

10-12-14. Newport Y. R. A., open, Newport.

12 Ituxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Hay.

12 W'inthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
'12. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.

VL Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

12. Beverlv second Corinthian, Mon. Beach, Buzzard's Bay,

12. Seawaiihaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sount'.

12. Mai 'iir ai 'I Field, Y, R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New
Yo*^ Bay. - u. -

12. Squantum, M, Y. R. A., open, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
12 Royal Canadian, 25ft. class, Toronto.
12. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
12. Canarsie, J. B. Y. R. A., open, Jamaica Bay,
12. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
11-16. Newport Y R. A., Ne\vport.
19. Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup. Bay Shore.
19. Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Island Heights.
19. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island cup. Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
19. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
19. Stamford Corinthian, Y. R. A. of L, I. S., open. Stamford,

Long Island Sound.
19. Duxbury, club. Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
19. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
19. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
19. Beverly, club. Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
19. Manhasset Bay, club, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
19-26. Larchmont, race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
19-31. Royal Canadian, L. Y. R. A. circuit, Toronto.
21-26. Intel-lake Y. A., an. regatta, Put-in-Bay, Toledo. Lake Erie,

24-26. Hull-Massachusetts, midsummer series, Y. R. A., open,
Hull, Boston Harbor.

25. Ouincv, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
26. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
26. Duxbury, club, Duxbury. Massachusetts Bay,
26 to Aug. 2. Corinthian, annual cruise, from Delaware River to

Long Island Sound.
28. Beverly, third Cor., Mon. Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
28. Manhasset Bay, club, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
26. Beverly, third Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
M. MosQuito Flret. club. City Point. Boston Harbor.
26. Atlantic, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
26. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
26. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island cup, 0,yster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
26. Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, So. Norwalk, L. I. Sound.
26. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
28 Wollaston, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
28-29. Boston Y. R. A., open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29. 31 and Aug. 2. Kennebec, commodore's cup series, Bath, Me.
30-31. Corinthian, Midsummer Invitation series, Marblehead, Mas-

sachusetts Bay.

AUGUST.
1. IManhasset Bay, race for 18ft, one-design classes. Port Washing-

ton, Long Island Sound.
1. Corinthian, Midsummer Invitation series, Marblehead, Massa-

chusetts Bay.
2. New Bedford, club, South Dartmouth.
2. Indian Harbor, club Greenwich, L. I, Sound.
2. Royal Canadian, dinghy, 16ft. to 25ft. classes, Toronto.
2, Penataquit Corinthian, open regatta. Bay Shore.
2-. Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Island Heights.
2. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Winthro'p, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
2. Corinthian, annual, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Columbia, race to Macatawa Bay, Lake Michigan.
2. Manhassett, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Port Washin-gton,

Long Island Sound,
2. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
2 Brooklyn, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, N. Y. Bay.
4-5. Manchester, M. Y. R. A., open, West Manchester, Mass. Bay.

5. New York, cruise, rendezvous at New London.
6. New York, cruise, run to Newport.
5-6. Misery Island, open, Salem Bay, Massachusetts Bay.
7. New York, cruise, Astor cup races.

7. East Gloucester. M. Y. R. A., open. Gloucester. Mass. Bay.
7-9. Seawanhaka cup races, Dorval, Lake St. Louis, Canada, be-

tween representatives of Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. and
Bridgeport Y. C.

7-9. Macatawa Bay, Lake Michigan, Y. A. open races,

8-9. Annisquam, M. Y. R. A., open, Annisquam, Mass. Bay.

9. Hempstead, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Glen Cove, L. I. Sound.
9. Northport, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Northport, L. I. Sound.
9. Seawanhaka Corinthian, dub race for Centre Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
9. Knickerbocker, annual cruise, rendezvous College Poiiit, L. I.

Sound.
9. Keruiebec, open, Bath, Maine.
9. New Bedford, club, South Dartmouth.
9. Quincy, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
9. Roval Canadian, first class, Toronto.
9. South Boston, sailing tender race. City Point, Boston Harbor.
9. Duxburv, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay,
9. Beverly-Van Rensselaer cup race, Marion, Buzzard's Bay.
9, Winthrop, club, Winthrop. Boston Harbor,
9. Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.

11. American, M. Y. R. A., open, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.

15. Penataquit-Corinthian, annual cruise. Bay Shore.
16. Roval Canadian, 30ft. class, Toronto.
16. Shelter Island, open regatta. Shelter Island Heights.
16. Horseshoe Harbor, Y. R. A. of L, I. S., open, Larchmont,

Long Island Sound.
16. Huntington, Y.R.A. of L. 1. S., open, Huntington, L. I. Sound.
16. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
16. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor,
16. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club^ race for Centre Island cup.

Oyster I?ay, Long Island Sound.
16. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay,
16. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
16. Beverly, fourth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.

16. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

21. Plymouth, M. Y, R. A., open, Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay.

22. Kingston, M. Y. R. A., open, Kingston, Mass. Bay.

23. Bridgeport, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Bridgeport, L. L Sound.

23. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
23. Winthrop, club, Winthrop^ Boston Harbor.
23. Huguenot, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, New Rochelle, Long

Island Sound.
23. Royal Canadian, 16ft. class Toronto.
23. Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup, Bay Shore.

23. Shelter Island, ladies' race, Shelter Island Heights.

23. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

23. Beverly, fifth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'.'v Bay.

23. Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
23. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
23. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.

23. Duxburv M. Y. R. A., open, Duxbury, Mass. Bay.

23. Marine and Field, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, S« Gate,

New York Bay.
24. Mosquito Fleet, club. City Point, Boston Harbor.
25-26. Wellfleet M. Y. R. A., open, Wellfieet, Massachusetts Bay.

28-30. Cape Cod, M. Y. R. A., open, Provincetown, Mass. Bay.

30. Winthrop, club, Winthrop. Boston Harbor.

30. Beverly, sixth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard t Bay.

Columbia, race to Waukegan. Lake Michigan.

30. Manhasset Bay, club, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
30. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
30. Atlantic, club. Fire Island and . return, New York Bay.

30. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.

30. Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Greenwich, Long
Island Sound.

30. Roval Canadian, dinghy and 25ft. classes, Toronto.

30. Kennebec, club. Bath, Maine.
30. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. &., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.

80-31, Corinthian, annual cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

SEPTEMBER.
Indian Harbor, club, Greenwich, L. I. Sound.
Quincy, club, Ouincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Corinthian, club, Essington, Delaware River.

Corintliian, annual cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Larchmont, fall regatta. Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Sachem's Head, Y. R. A. of L. I. S.,open. Guilford, L. I. Sound.
Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. I. S,, open, So. Norwalk, L. I. Sound,
Lynn, M. Y. R. A., open, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.

Beverlv, open, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
Royal Canadian, first class, Lorne cup cruising race. Toronto.

Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup, Shelter Island Heights.-

Penataquit-Corinthian, fall regatta, Bay .Shore.

6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Y. R. A. of L. 1. S., open. Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
6. Eastern, open. Marblehead, Massaclmsetts Bay,
Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

Boston club. City Point, Boston Harbor.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
Beverlv, open, Mattapoisett, Buzzard's Bay..

Wollaston. club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.

Quincy, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
South Boston, sailing tender race, City Point, Boston Harbor,
New York C. C, Y. R. Ai of Graveseaid Bay, Sea Gate, New

York Bay.
Penataquit Cofinthiaa, Lighthouse cup, Bay shore, _|_

8. Eastern, opren, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay,
11. New York, autumn regatta. New York, Lower Bay.
13. Knickerbocker, ladies' day race. College Point, L. I. Sound.
IS. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
13. Beverly, seventh Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
13 Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
13. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sotind.
20. Manhasset, Y. R, A. of L. 1. S., open, Port-Washington, Long

Island Sound.
20. Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.—

. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
27. Riverside, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Riverside, L. I. Sound.
-7. Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts. Port Washington, L. I. Sound.

»

For Cruising: Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

m.en during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest

AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and

waterways, but will furnish information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows:

First prize. $i?o.oo. \

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited Under tht following condi-

tions: '

_
I *

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United

States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power

to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and

readable a way as possible, but should be practical and

contain all possible information and data that would be of

value to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-

graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.

5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must

be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-

lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

New York Y. C.
GLEN" COVE CUPS.

Tuesday, June 24.

The animal New York Y. C. races for the Glen Cove
cups were sailed on Ttiesday, June 24. Fifteen craft

started, and the winners in the different classes were
Vigilant, Elmina, Mineola, Hester, Humma and Dorwina.
The schooner Amorita was not timed, and the class M
sloop Cymbra did not finish.

Had there been as much breeze as sunshine, conditions
would have been ideal. There was wind enough, however,
to enable the larger craft to cover the fifteen-mile tri-

angle twice, The smaller boats in classes L and M, which
had to go over the journej'- btit once, ended the race in

good season.

The wind was fickle and shifting. At 11:40 A. M. the
time of the starting signal for classes J, -K, L and M, it

was blowing from the northwest. This gave the craft a
reach with booms to starboard to the first mark off

LIo}'-d's Point, a distance of six miles from the start.

The yawls Ailsa and Vigilant and the 70-footers

Mineola and Yankee, however, preferred to- run close up
into the wind and set spinnakers for the last part of the
journey to the mark.
The starting signal for the yawls and 70-footers was

sounded at 11:45. Ailsa slipped over the line 19s. ahead
of Vigilant. The new hollow spar and rig of the latter

appeared to like the light airs. Regardless of a soft spot

just before the first mark, which greatly handicapped
all of the starters, the old defender of 1893 rounded the

mark 3m. and 50s. ahead of her rival.

With the wind gone for the moment, this lead was of

uttermost advantage. Drifting over toward the end of
her four-mile leg to a buoy off Great Captain's Island

Light, the converted Herreshoff creation got the first of

the breeze in its journey toward the south, while the other

starters were almost becalmed off Lloyd's Point.

The wind gradually veered arotmd into the westward
v,nd finally landed in the southwest, where it remained
during the last half of the contest. The change to the

extreme southern point came at an inopportune time for

most of the boats.

Just as Vigilant rounded the hom.e tnark, at the end

of the first round of the triangular course, the remainder

of the fleet were making down from Great Captain's

Island Light on the five-mile leg. Then the wmd went
into the southwest. This headed off all of the other boats

and gave Vigilant a fair spinnaker run to Lloyd's Point

buoy.
Vigilant simply walked away. She finished the race

24m. and 32s. ahead of Mineola, the second boat to com-

plete the contest, and was 38m, and is. ahead of Ailsa.

Counting the 19s, advantage Ailsa had on the start, and a

time allowance of 2m, and a?- conceded her by Vigilant,
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the latter beat her Fife-built rival by 36m. and 17s. cor-

rected time. Throughout the contest luck faroted Vig:i

lant and Avas against Ailsa.

In the schooner class, Amorita, ttow oWtied by M.
McKec. of Pittsburg, Pa., made her first appearance of

the year. From a good start nearly a minute ahead of

Elmina and Muriel, she was left almost hull down before

the race was over. In 7m. from start Elmina had luffed

by her to windward and at no time thereafter was
Amorita a contender.

Muriel did no luffing, but kept straight on her course.,

and was a minute ahead of Elmina aromid the first mark.
Elmina forged to the front on the next two legs, and was
5m. in the lead at the home mark, ending the first round.

On the next tour of the course the sister schooners

sailed a fine contest. Muriel picked up well and was
beaten by only im. and 31s. There were no allowances

except in the yawl class.

The 70-footer Yankee and Mineola had it nipt and
tnck all day. They crossed the starting line exactly

abreast, though Barr had worked the Belmont boat into

windward position. Mineola led around the first mark
by S5S.

Over on the Connecticut shore, Yankee stood in further,

got the first of the breeze and ' rounded the home mark
leading by im. and 25s. Mineola again slipped by on

the spinnaker run to the first mark, and rounded this buoy
28s. ahead. Gradualh' increasing the advantage, she won
out by 3m. and 32s.

In class I, for imported sloops, Hester led Eelin by 9m.
and 58s., and Isolde by lom. and 5Ss, The latter two, it

is said, had a match race on, and therefore paid but little

attention to Hester.

In class J the Herreshoff flyer, Humma, gave Syce n

bad beating, winning out by 8m. and 54s. Syce had
trouble with her gaff topsail during the early stages of

the contest.

In class L Dorwina handily defeated Effort by 8m. and'

29s..

The new 6o-raters, Weetamoe, George M. Pynchon, and
Nedla, Henry F. Lippitt, were entered in the Glen Cove
cup races in hopes of being ready for the struggle. They
were not in trim to start. The summaries follow

:

Scliocjners—Class D.
Start. T^inish. JSlap.setl.

Eln-ina, F. F. Brewster 11 52 00 - 5 26 44 0 34 44

.Muriel, Charle.s Smilhers 11 52 00 5 28 15 5 36 IG

Atr.orita, T. M. McKee Not tifflerl.

Yawls—Class G.
Vigilant, Percy Chubb 11 45 ,?9 4 53 22 -5 07 43

*Ailsa, PI. S. Redmond 11 45 20 5 31 23 T, 46 OS

.Sloops—Class H.
Mineola, August Belmont 11 46 15 5 17 54 5 31 39

Yankee, J. R. Maxwell... 11 46 15 5 21 26 5 35 U
.Sloops—Class I.

Hester, C. H. Dodge 11 47 00 6 20 35 6 33 35

Isolde, F. M. Hoyt 11 45 18 29 4S 6 44 30

Eelin, F. J. Rodewald 11 47 00 t! .30 33 0 43 33

Sloops—Class J.

Humma, H. B. Diiryea n 40 57 6 10 05 C 29 08
,

Syce. C. F. Judson...>. U 41 50 6 23 05 6 38 02

Sloops—Class L.
Dorwina C. V. Brokaw .i... 11 41 .36 3 16 33 3 34 55

Effort, F.v M. Smith........ 11 41 .37 3 25 21 3 43 44

Sloops—Class M.
Cyrnbra, F. C. Hend'erson.. Withdrew.

•Vigilant concedes Aika 2m. 3s. time allowaniL'. Tliic makes
iflie corrected time of Ailsa 5:44:00.

The winners were Elmina, Vigilant, Mineola, Hester,

Humma and Dorwina.

Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay»
Saturday, June 28.

The third regatta of the Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay, held on June 28, under the auspices of

the New York C. C, was by far the best of the season.

Twenty-five craft started; two were disqualified, and one
withdrew. The winners in the different classes were
Sunol, Caribou, Cockatoo, Wraith, Stinger and Martha
M. Vivian scored a sail over.

The preparatory signal was sounded at 3 o'clock, and
the different classes were sent away at three-minute in-

tervals. The wind, at the start, was blowing a little east

of south, but gradually worked into the southwest ere the

race was ended. The craft were sent over the course in

an opposite direction from usual, leaving all marks on

the port hand.
Class M and N boats went out to West Bank Light and

return, covering the course twice. They had but little

windward work to do, close and broad reaches being in

order.

The wind afforded the smaller boats, which sail the

inside courses, a good run to the first mark of the Marine
and Field Club, a reach to Fort Hamilton buoy, long and
short windward legs to the Atlantic Y. C. mark, and a

broad reach home.
Among the larger boats going out to West Bank Light

the class N craft Gwendolin did well. She started the

contest, however, on the wrong side of the line and was
eventually disqualified. Sunol and Bonito came down for

the home mark at the end of the first round almost as one
lioat. turning the buoy exactly abreast.

During the latter part of the second tour the wind
veered into the southwest. At this time many of the
smaller craft had stood over toward the southerly side of

the bay in hopes of a long, close-hauled board to Atlantic

Y. C. mark. Others had kept out more. As is often the

case, the boats catching the first of the new breeze were
put so much nearer the tnark.

Class P craft sailed a grand race throughout. At the

finish, with spinnakers set and everything drawing, they

came down for the line separated only by seconds. Cock-
atoo slipped in ahead by Ss. Song and Dance was next
leading Karma by 15s.

Wraith got a good start in class Q and was never
headed. She was the first of the fleet to finish the race

and beat out Trouble, her nearest class competitor, by
2m. 47s.

By a lucky shift in the breeze, the Marine and Field
boat Stinger passed Kelpie on the second round and won
out ty 20S. Stinger scored a leg on a cup offered by
President Theodore L. Cuyler, of the organization, from
which the little fellows hail, to the winner of the hest

FlLinUSTER SEAWANHAKA Cl"P TRIAL P.OAT.
'yrwd-by W. Starling Dtirgess. Dwned by Frank Crowninshield. T'lioto by Willard Jackson, Marblebead.

••!s thr first contest for thetwo out of three ra

irophy. -

Catboat Ma'ttha^Clta^'^lR^al 'sr^fTTg^jsli by im. and
4s. Class R boat, Oposstmi,7-was-4i.squalifiqd for starting

out of her class, and the Marine,' and Field boat Vixen
withdrew after the first rotmd.
Among the larger craft, Sunol, well handled, headed

Bonito by 2m. and 17s. Vivian and GwendoHn made a
fine finish, the latter crossing the line by 2s. ahead.

Class N boat Caribou luffed by Squaw jttst off Sea
Gate, on the last round, and won out by 40s. Indian, a
newcomer in class N, started late. Bronco sailed the
race without her centerboard.
The next Association regatta occurs on July 12, under

the auspices of the Marine and Field Club, The sum-
maries follow

:

Sloops—Class M—Start, 3:03.

Finish. Elapsed.
Sunol, John Abbey 6 12 45 3 09 45
Bonito, ITaviland Brothers 6 15 02 3 12 02
Kangaroo, C. H. Humphreys Not timed.

Sloops—Class J>r—Start, 3:06.
Caribou. L E. Nickolson 6 22 25 3 16 25
Squaw, "H. J. Heath 6 23 05 8 17 05
Indiah, Menton Brothers 7 14 45 4 08 45

Class N—Special—Start, 3:06.
Vivian, S. E. Vernon 6 07 52 3 01 52
Gv\endoHn, H. G. S. Nobles..., Disqualified.

"Sloops^Class P—Start, 3:09.
Cockatoo. Hendon Chubb 4 40 10 1 31 10
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach 4 40 15 1 .31 15
Karma, J. C. Erskine 4 40 30 1 31 30
*Streak, .Spiedel Brothers... . ,^ ,i ^ i4-44 55 1 35 f>o

*,Streak get.s 28=. time allowance. This makes her corrected
time 1.3.5.27.

Sloops—Class O—Start, 3:12.
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins 4 39 15 1 27 15
Trouble, -W. H. Childs 4 42 02 1 30 02
Bronco. F. C. Moore 4 47 05 1 35 05
Wink, AV. A. Barstow 4 51 20 1 48 20
Flying Fish, I. M. Dean i 58 40 1 46 40

Sloops—Class R—Start, 3:15.
Opossum, R. P. Doremus ...Disqualified.

Marine and Field Class—Start', 3:18.
Stinger, A. P. Clapp 4 51 10 1 33 10
Kelpie, W. K. Brown 4 51 30 1 83 30
Jig-a-Jig, W. A. Hutcheson 4 57 50 1 39 5(J

Ouinque, L. H. Smith 4 .57 58 1 39 58
Vixen, Mahoney & Chandler Withdrew.

Catboats—Class V'—Start, 3:24.
Martha M., Richard Moore 4 57 52 1 33 52
Rascal, D. G. Whitlock ......4 58 56 1 34 56

The winners were Sunol, Caribou, Cockatoo, Wraith,
Stinger and Martha M. Vivian gets a sail over.

Points on Y. R. A. G. B. series to date—Mariquita, 5;
Bonito, 18; Sunol, 18; Kangaroo, 12; Vivian, 10; Cari-
bou. 25; Squaw, 16; Karma, 16; Song and Dance, 26
Cockatoo, 24 ; Opossum, 10 ;

Trouble, 16 ;
Wraith, 16

Bronco, 10 ; Wink, 4 ; Spots. 2 ;
Flying Fish, 2 ;

Streak, 4
Kelpie, 28 ; Stinger, 26 ; Quinque. 4 ; Jig-a-Jig, 6 ; Martha
M., 20; Rascal, 16; Indian, 6.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Chas. M, Hall's cutter yacht Chispa, 56ft. 6in. over

all, and 13ft. Sin. beam, has been chartered through the
agency of Gardner & Cox to Mr. H. Radclyffe Roberts,
of Philadelphia.

Seawanhafca-Corinthian Y. C.
OYSTER BAY, L. T.

June 26, 27, 28.

The three days of racing at the Seawanhaka-Corintli-
ian Y. C. began on Thursday, June 26. The event was .

marked by a strong wind blowing from the northwest
which made reefs advisable and cansed. a number ot ac-
cidents. Hobo, an American Y. C. 21-footer. belonging
to Trenor L. Park, at the begining of the second round
of the race, carried away her mast about two-thrids
distance from the deck and had to be towed in. She
was then leading her opponent. Howdy, Sttiyycsant
Wainwright, owner, by nearly half a minute.
In the class for Manhasset raceabout, Arizona, cham-

pion of the Yacht Association of Long Island Sountd
for 1901, belonging to G. A. Corry, broke her gaft", and,
the race went to Lambkin, owned by S. V. Roach.

Nearly all of the star yachts were entered for the con-
test, but few of them came to the line. Vigilant and"
Ailsa were tmdergoing repairs at City Island, and the
schooner Elmina had gone to New London. Barr sailed:

the Mineola to a walk-over, and did the 23)^ miles in

the fast time of 2h. iim. and 35s. She went twice
around a triangle of 11^ miles, starting from a line neai-

Center Island buoy.
Twelve craft in all started the contest. Alerion and

jMimosa tried for honors in the class for 3a-footers, and
the former was victorious. Mimosa had a good lead at
the end of the first round, but was eventually beaten out
at the finish by 28 seconds.
Gowan, Marcia and Heron competed in the race for

Seawanhaka knockabouts. Marcia led on the first round
but Gowan passed her and won out.

Two of the New Rochelle one-design class started.
Knave,, belonging to W. N. Bavier, gave Deuce, the
property of L. D. Himtington, Jr., a bad beating.
The 30-footers covered a course aggregating i6]4

miles. The 2i-footers and knockabouts had a 133/2 course
to travel, while the smaller classes were allotted a di,s-

tance of 8^4 miles. The summaries follow:

S)oops—Class H—Start, 12:4.5.

t-"inish. Elapsed.
Mineola, August Belmont, 2 56 35 2 11 35

Sloops—ClassN—Start, 1:00.
Alerion, A. H. Alker .:.3 50 57 2 50 57
Mimosa, Trenor L. Park 3 51 25 2 51 25

American Y. C. 21ft. Clas.s—Start, 1:10.
Howdy, Stuyvesant Wainwright . .3 52 35 2 42 35
Hobo, Trenor L. Park .Disabled.

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start 1:15.
Gowan, F. G. Stewart .'.3 57 55 2 42 55
Marcia, Johnston de Forest 3 58 21 2 43 21
Heron, F. R. Coudert, Jr 58 36 2 43 36

Manhasset Bay Raceabout.s—Start, 1:20.
Lambkin, S. V. Roach 2 49 00 1 29 00
Arizona, G. A. Corry Disabled.

New Rochelle 18ft. Class—Start, 1:20.
Knave, W. N. Bavier .....2 r>0 15 1 30 15
Deuce, L. D. Huntmgton, Jr 2 59 23 1 .39 23

The winners were: Alerion, Howdy, Gowan, Lamb-
kin and Knave. Mineola scored a sail over.

Conditions on Friday were a bit better. The breeze
still hovered between north and west and blew at times
as high as 18 miles an hour. Most of the craft were
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reefed. The coUtses were dotefed. in directly opposite
way from that of the first day. This gave the boats a
reach to the first mark, some httle windward Wofk on the

Second and a reach home.
Twenty-two craft went over the hne for the start. The

i^o-footer, Mineola, and the schooner Muriel, covered
the longer " course of miles, and were credited with
sail overs. Challenge, a new class L boat, started but
did not finish. She belongs to Wallace T. Foote, Jr., of

Port Henry, N. Y., and is 57ft. 6 in. over all and about
36ft. on the water line.

In the class for 30-footers, Mimosa reversed the de-
cision of the Thursday and won out by im. and 27s.

This advantage was gained on a run -when both carried

spinnakers, just before the finish.

Whistlewing, H. M, Crane's new one, was victorious
in the raceabout class, just beating out Mavis, formerly
Merry Wing, which led durmg the first round of the
654-mile triangular course. The American Y. C.'s 21-

footer, Howdy, deprived of a competitor by the acci-.

dent to Hobo on Thursday, entered this class.

Four Seawanhaka knockabouts started, the honors go-
ing to W. A. Stewart's Bobs, which led from start to

finish. Chipmunk sailed the wrong course in the race
for class R boats, and the contest went to Cricket.

Arizona, with her gaff repaired from the damage of

Thursday, suffered defeat in the class for Manhasset
Bay raceabouts—Lambkin winning. Three of the New
Rochelle one-design class started. Knave scoring her
second consecutive victory of the series.

Fidget, an i8-footer belonging to Edwin Gould, of the

American Y. _C., and Houri, J. H. Essers 21-footer,

scored sail overs. The summaries follow:

Sloops—Class H—Start, 12:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola. August Belmont 2 37 15 2 27 3.5

Schooners—Class D—Start, 12:15.

Muriel, Charles Smithers. .3 09 48 2 54 48

Sloops—Class restart, 12:30.

Challenge, Wallace T. Foote ,. Withdrew.

Sloops—Class N—Start, 12:35.

Mimosa. Trenor L. Park 3 36 47 2 01 47

Alerioji, A. H. Alker 3 38 14 2 03 14

Sloops—Class P—Start, 12:35.

Houti, J. H. Es.ser 2 34 00 1 59 00

Raceabouts—Start. 12:45.

Whistlewing-, H. M. Crane 3 16 43 2 31 4S
Mavis. G. L. Pirie 3 17 21 2 32 21

Howdy, Stuyvesant Wainwright 3 19 55 2 34 55

Scamp, A. H. Pirie \ Withdrew.

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 12:50.

Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 3 41 39 2 51 39

Lucille, H. H. Landon 3 42 50 2 52 50

Marcia Johnston de Forest 3 42 12 2 52 12

Mistral, £. I. Low 3 46 36 2 56 36

Sloops—Oass R—Start, 12:55.

Cricket, H. C. Pryer 2 .57 34 2 02 34

Chipmunk, T. S. Young, Jr Mistook course.

American Y. C. 18ft. Class—Start. 1:00.

Fidget, Edwin Gould 3 24 45 2 24 45

Manhasset Bay Raceabouts—Start. 1:00.

Lambkin, S. V. Roach 2 54 14 1 54 14

Arizona, G. A, Corry ....2 56 57 1 56 57

New Rochelle 18ft. Class—Start, 1:00.

Knave, W. N. Bavier 2 54 33 1 54 33

Deuce, L. D. Huntinefon, Jr ^.^.3 02 42 2 02 42

Caper, P. L. Howard Sailed wrong course.

_The winners were the Mimosa, Whistlewing, Bobs,
Cricket, Lambkin and Knave. Mineola, Muriel, Houri
and Fidget won sailover prizes.

"Forty craft started in the race of Saturday. It was the

occasion of the thirty-second annual Corinthian contest

and proved to be the best regatta held on Long Island

Sound this year. The Leland Challenge Cup going to

the first club knockabout finishing and a series prize

for the boat of the same type scoring the greatest number
of points in the three days' racing, was won by F. G.

Stewart's Gowan.
A brilliant array of stellar racing lights competed. The

winners in the different classes were: Vigilant, Elmina,

Mineola, Dorwina, Empress, Mimosa, Adelaide, Jolly

Roger, Gowan. Cricket, Lambkin, Knave and Esper-

anza. Neola, Gazabo and Syce scored sailovers.

Interest centered in the race between the goft. yawls.

Vigilant and Ailsa. Both were fresh from the drydock,

and it was rumored that some changes had been made
on Ailsa which would be beneficial. The breeze was west

by south and light. These conditions suited Vigilant

and she gradually drew away from the imported craft,

and won out by iim. and 34s. It was a run to the first

mark, a beat to the second and a reach home.
Mineola and Yankee met in the class for 70ft. sloops.

Although the Belmont boat was again victorious by im.

and los., it looked at times as if Barr would have to doff

his cap to J. Rogers Maxwell, who held the tiller of

Yankee. The latter boat crossed the starting line nearly

half a minute later than did Mineola.

In the contest 'for class p schooners, Elmina beat

Muriel by 6m. and 59s.

Dorwina beat out Effort and Challenge in class L.

Effort was late in starting, crossing the line 13 minutes

after the winner.
In the race for class N sloops, Mimosa scored over

Alerion by 8m. and 23s., giving her two races out of

the three sailed during the Seawanhaka series.

In the raceabout class the Crowninshield boat, Jolly

Roger, defeated IT. M. Crane's new Whistlewing by im.

and I2S, Mavis finished third 7 seconds later. The
struggle between Esperanza and Hera, Newport 30-

footers, resulted in a victory for the former by Sm. and

45s. The courses sailed in the race were the same as

used on the first two days of the series.

The new 6o-rater, Neola, belonging to George M.
Pynchon, went over the course on a time trial. She did

the larger triangles in urn. and 38. slower time than

Vigilant and iim. and /S. slower than Mineola. She is

a thoroughbred-looking craft with large sail spread.

The Manhasset Bay raceabout, Lambkin, scored her

third victory of the series as did Knave, the New Ro-
chelle i8-footer. The summaries follow:

Yawls—Class G—Start, 12:05.

Finish. Elapsed.

Vigilant, Percy Chubb .4 04 22 3 59 22

Ailsa H. S. Redmond ..,..4 15 56 4 10 56

Sloops—Class H—Start, 12:10.

Mineola, August Belmont. .4 09 53 3 59 53

Yankee, J. Rogers Maxwell .................... .4 11 03 4 01 03

Schooners—Class D—Start, 12:15.

Elmina, Fred F. Brewster .i......,, .4 14 39 3 59 39

Mvriel, Charles Smilh?rs,.,.--T A 41 66 4 Ob iSS

. ,^ r,
,Sloops-aass J-Start, 12:20.

Nfeola^ 0. M. Pynchoft. ,1 4 31 00 4 11 00

Sloops—Class K—Start, 12:20.
Syee, C. F. Judson .5 03 06 4 43 06

Sloops—Class L-^Start, 12:35.
Dorwana, Clitford V, Brokaw 3 24 .'54 2 59 34
Effort, F. M, Smith 3 36 00 3 11 00
Challenge, Wallace T, Foote, Jr 3 35 31 3 10 31

Sloops—Class M—Start, 12:,30.

Empress, G. M. Heckscher... 4 06 00 3 36 00
Hanley 4 24 58 3 54 58

Sloops—Class N—Start, 12:35.

Mimosa, Trenor L. Park 4 04 23 3 29 23
Alerion, A. H. Alker 4 12 4fi 3 37 46

Sloops—Class P—Start, 12:45.
Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer 4 35 46 3 50 46
Houri, J. H, Esser 4 44 23 3 59 23

Raceabouts—Start, 12:50.
Whistlewing, H. M. Crane 4 26 00 3 36 00
Snapper, A. B, Alley..... 4 27 53 3 37 53
Mavis, G. L. Pirie 4 26 07 3 36 07
Indian, J. R. Maxwell, Tr <) 27 41 3 37 41
Scamp, A. H. Pirie 4 36 27 3 46 27
Jolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker 4 24 48 3 34 48

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 12:55.
Marcia, Johnston de Forest 4 47 54 3 52 54
Gowan, F. G. Steward 4 38 05 3 43 05
Bobs. W. A. W, Stewart 4 49 19 3 .54 19
Lucile, H. PL Landon 4 49 49 3 54 49
Vagrant, Brown & Lord 4 39 55 3 44 55

Sloops—Class O—Start, 12:55.
Gazabo, W. P. Vulte 3 05 28 2 10 28

Sloops—Class R—Start, 1:00.
Cricket, H. C. Prver, Jr 3 14 34 2 14 34
Chipmunk, T. S. Young, Jr 3 16 39 2 16 39

Manhasset Bay Raceabouts—Start, 1:05.
'Laiiibkin, S. W. Roach 3 31 21 2 26 20
Mist, J. W. Alker 3 34 25 2 29 25
Bab, J. R. Hoyt 3 31 26 2 26 26
Arizona, G. A, Corry 3 32 55 2 27 55

New Rochelle l8-footers—Start, 1:05.
Caper. P. L. Howard 3 28 00 2 23 00
Knave, W. N. Bavier 3 17 08 2 12 08
Me Too, H. T. Foote 3 28 15 2 23 15

Newport 30-footers—Start, 1:20.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr, 3 11 30 1 51 30
Hera, Ralph N. Ellis. 3 17 15 1 57 15

The winners are: Vigilant, Elmina, Mineola, Dor-
wina, Empress, Mimosa, Adelaide, Jolly Roger, Gowan,
Cricket, Lambkin, Knave and Esperanza. Gowan wins
the Leland Challenge Cup, also the Series Cup for
knockabouts. Neola, Gazabo and Syce had sail overs.

Yacht Racingf Union of the Gteat Lakes,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your report of the action of the Yacht Racing Union

of the Great Lakes in the number of June 28 shows that
at last we are likely to see something reasonable accom-
plished in the matter of yachting classification. For the
first time an influential body of yachtsmen have placed
themselves on record as in favor of restrictions instead of
n formula for yachting classification. This is particularly
gra.tifying to me because the general trend of these re-
strictions is in line with the suggestions made by me
about five years ago for the first time, and constantly
reiterated since then. I would like to, however, suggest
that one fundamental error has been committed, namely,
the use of the erect instead of the inclined load waterlinc.
With yachts of various types the erect waterline is an in-

accurate means of comparison, as every one knows. As
I had the privilege of pointing out in your columns some
time since the requirement of minimum area of immersed
cross section is not the same as a displacement require-
ment, this relation of area of midship section to displace-
ment varying with different types at least 15 per cent.

As a consequence, all of the requirements of the Union
can be complied with and a small-displacement racing'
machine be designed. If, on the contrary, the Schedule A
had displacement substituted for immersed cross section
and a column substituted, giving the limiting length of

inclined waterline as I have already suggested, the four
cohtmns devoted to beam and freeboard could have been
omitted and the Union would have been absolutely as-

sured of boats of good accommodation, which it would
be cheapest and best to build strongly, and all of the
requirements in regard to cabin trunk, freeboard and
scantlings could have been omitted as entirely unneces-
sary. Nevertheless the principle of the change is a most
commendable one, and I have no doubt that in the course
of a few years it will be found that all my suggestions are
practical and they will be carried into effect when a new
era of yacht racing in seaworthy, fast yachts will begin.

Geo. Hill.
New York, June 28.

Dorchestef C»

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Tuesday, June 17.

The Dorchester Y. C. Y. R. A. open race for Asso-

ciation 15-footers and i8-footers, one-design dories and

sailing tenders, was sailed in Dorchester Bay on Tuesday,

June 17, in a strong northwest wind. The strong breeze

affected several of the little fellows to such an extent as

to put them out of it. No 15-footers showed up. Wa-
wenock had an easy win in the i8-footers. Anita won a

good race in the one-design dories. The Leach and

Hewes S. H. Y. C, tenders sailed a close race, and E. E.

Merrill took an easy win in the S. B. Y. C. tenders, The
summary

;

Class T—18-footers.
Elapsed.

Wawenock, W, J. Coambs & Seymour...... 1 17 15

Zetes II., John A. McKee..... 130 15

Owaissa, Walter Kelly 1 30 30

One-Design D, Y. C. Dories.

Aurita, E. L. Cutler 1 28 45

Vera, Hjahnar Lundburg 1 29 45

San Toy, J. A. Hendrie • .1 30 45

Boomerang, Cleary Withdrew.
Hobo, T. W. King....... Withdrew.
Luriine, John P. Meade Withdrew.

One-Design S. H. Y, C. Tenders.

C. H, Leach... : 0 51 25

A. P. Hewes • 0 51 50

R MacCurdy Xo
E. Keepers na nn
R. Lorlng.. • 10900
J W Will, .1 10 25

t Turner .Withdrew.

K Skinner. Withdrew.

South Boston Sailing Tenders.

E E. Merrill... 2
W. D. Colson , V X? ?r
Fred Borden w-.uj

^

F O French, Withdrew.

Seawanhaka Trial Races.
LONG ISLAND SOUND—BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Monday, June 30.

The first of the series of trial races to select a chal-
lenger for the Seawanhaka Challenge cup, now held by
the Royal St. Lawrence Y, C, was sailed on Monday,
June 30. Eight boats started, as follows; Massasoit,
Bridgeport Y. C; Tecumseh, Bridgeport Y. C. ;

Nutmeg,
Bridgeport Y. C. ; Seeress, Manhasset Bay Y. C. ; Fron-
tenac, Penataquit Corinthian Y. C. ; Crusader, White
Bear Y. C. ; Monsoon, Manchetser Y. C; Filibuster,
Eastern Y. C. Wampnissic, Shinnecock Y. C, was with-
drawn. The wind was light throughout the race, varying
from S.E. to S. The course was a triangular one of four
miles, starting from the spar buoy off Black Rock Light-
house, and was sailed over three times. The boats were
stopped at the finish of each four miles, and their times
taken, thus making the trials practically three races of
four miles each. Of these, Massasoit, the Crowninshield
boat, won two, and Tecumseh, the Western boat, finished
first in one.

The starting gun was fired at i :30, and the first leg was
a beat, the wind blowing S.E. by E. very lightly. Nut-
meg crossed the line first, followed in order by Monsoon,.
Seeress, Filibuster, Crusader, Frontenac, Tecumseh and
Massasoit. Tecumseh took the lead in the first mile and
rounded the first mark nearly three minutes ahead of
Nutmeg, the second boat. Monsoon was third, followed
by Massasoit, Filibuster, Crusader, Frontenac and Seeress
in the order named. Spinnakers were set for the reach
to the^ second mark. Tecumseh increased her lead to
five minutes over the second boat on this leg. Nutmeg
was still second, with Monsoon, Massasoit, Filibuster,
Frontenac, Crusader and Seeress following. On the run
home Nutmeg gained on Tecumseh, but not enough to
win, and Tecumseh crossed the line winner by 3m.
and 40s.

First Leg. Second Leg. Third Leg. Elapsed.
Tecumseh .....0 41 45 0 11 21 0 17 22 1 10 28
Nutmeg 0 44 35 0 13 25 0 16 08 1 14 08
Monsoon 0 45 43 0 13 54 0 IS 44 1 18 21
Massasoit 0 46 21 0 13 25 0 18 47 1 18 33
Filibuster 0 46 59 0 12 56 0 19 00 1 18 5B
Frontenac 0 48 10 0 12 11 0 18 42 0 19 03
Crusader 0 4S 05 0 13 06 0 17 32 0 18 43
Seeress 0 50 44 0 13 20 0 18 42 1 22 46

The boats were sent off over the same course at 3:05.
The wind had freshened somewhat, but was still light.

They crossed the line in the following order : Filibuster,
Crusader, Seeress, Nutmeg, Massasoit, Monsoon, Tecum-
seh and Frontenac. Massasoit liked the weather and
drew ahead at once, rounding the first mark at 3h. 28m.
33s. Crusader, the second boat, was 2m. 30s. behind, and
Filibuster, the last boat, 7m. 27s. behind the leader.
Massasoit retained her lead on the reach to the second
mark, and on the run home and won by 2m. 23s. over
Crusader

;

First Leg. Second Leg. Third Leg. Elapsed.
Massasoit 0 23 33 0 15 31 0 13 33 0 52 37
Crusader 0 26 03 0 15 55 0 13 02 0 55 00
Tecumseh 0 26 23 0 15 26 0 13 13 0 55 02
Frontenac 0 25 14 0 17 46 0 14 12 0 57 12
Seeress , 0 27 33 0 16 17 0 15 56 0 57 46
iSutmeg 0 28 24 0 17 01 0 14 49 1 00 14
Monsoon .0 29 15 0 17 37 0 14 36 1 01 28
Filibuster ,.0 31 00 0 16 41 0 14 12 1 01 53

In the third race the course was reversed, making the
first leg a beat to windward. The breeze was improving,
but was only fair. There was some confusion at the
starting line, and Monsoon finally crossed first at 4:20.
Massasoit was second, and was followed by Frontenac,
Crusader, Filibuster, Nutmeg, Seeress and Tecumseh.
Massasoit at once took the lead, and at the first mark

'

was im. 20s. ahead of Crusader, the next to round the
mark. The positions remained unchanged on the reaches
to the second mark and to the finish, and Massasoit
crossed the line 32s. ahead of Crusader, in the best-sailed
race of the day

:

1st Leg. 2d and 3d Legs. Elapsed.
Massasoit 0 23 37 0 25 29 0 49 06
Crusader 0 25 06 0 24 32 0 49 38
Frontenac 0 25 20 0 25 49 0 51 09
Seeress 0 28 42 0 23 23 0 52 05
Filibuster .0 28 10 0 24 22 0 52 32
Tecumseh 0 29 28 0 23 34 0 53 02
Nutmeg 0 29 13 0 24 22 0 53 35
Monsoon 0 29 06 0 25 17 0 54 23

Savin Hill Y» C*

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Saturday, June 28.

A CLUB race was held by the Savin Hill Y. C. on Satur-
day, June 28. The winners were Hesper and C. A. J.
Smith's sailing tender. The summary:

Handicap Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hesper, W. H. Christie.... 4 18 00 3 58 00
Harriette, C. C. Durgin. .......4 13 10 4 08 10
Wide Awake, T. H. Ricker 4 27 07 4 09 07
Icureasy, J. D. McBeath 4 32 25 4 12 25
Aikane, A. A. Swallow..... 4 38 40 4 13 40
Primrose, T. H. Spark Disabled.
Ecmance, Loring Sears Capsized.

Sailing Tenders.
C. A. J. Smith.... 3 39 00
A P Hawes.. 3 39 05

J D McBeath 3 40 30

C. H. Leach 3 41 00
H. Skinner '. 3 42 20

J. E. Robinson Withdrew.

Cohasset Y» C*

COHASSET, MASS.

Tuesday, June 17,

The opening race of the Cohasset Y. C. was sailed

Tuesday, June 17, over the regular club course in a strong

northwest breeze. The summary:

Knockabout Class.
Finish^

Delta, R. B. Williams.... 2 10 12

Moonsoon, T. A, Knowles.. : 2 25 10

Remora, G. E. Crocker 2 25 10

Heralda Alanson Bigelow 2 25 15

Eleanor, F. H. Moors Disabled.

Handicap Class.

Edith, A. Abbott Hastings ..2 30 00

Undine, Gilbert Tower 2 35 10

18ft. Knockabout Class.

Kannaka, Hugh Montgomery , 2 37 QQ
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Bcvcfly C.

MONtJMENT BEACH, MASS.

Tuesday, June 17,

In a strong northwest wind the open sweepstakes race

of the Beverly Y. C, was sailed oif Monument Beach on

Tuesday, June 17. There was a bit more wind than

some of the skippers of the one-design 30-footers cared

for, but it was an excellent chance in which to try them

out. They were all sailed hard, and throughout most

of the windward leg .the water was up to their cabin

windows. While some of the owners deem this an un-

flesirable feature, enough of tliis kind of work was done

to show that the boats are practically non-capsizable.

Four of them wore unfortunates. Gamecock's jport

spreader was broken early in the race, and the mast of

Young Miss was carried away. In shaking out a reef

Mashnee's mainsail was split from top to bottom. Zin-

gara parted a stay, but she kept on and made a good
showing. Pontiac did not relish the strong breeze and

withdrew. Praxilla established a lead early in the race

and maintained it to the finish.

There were three starters in the 21ft. raceabout class

—

Barnacle, designed by Fred Lawley, and Terrapin and
Arethusa, designed by Herreshoflf. Barnacle de-

feated the two Herresh'off boats in the easiest manner
possible, and thereon lies the tale of a scow, for Barnacle

is a scow of the most pronounced type. She has the

hardest of bilges in her forward overhang, which lies

very clo?e to the water, to give her the right entrance,

and the bilges soften amidships. She has a fin with a

bulb resembling a Whitehead torpedo, and through this

runs a ccnterboard which runs straight up and down.
Howard and Krieker broke down in the fourth class cats,

and Maori had it all to herself. Go Bye and Spider had
a close race in the iS-footers. The summary

:

30-footers—One Design.
Ekpsecl.

Praxilla, John Parkinson, Jr 2 17 56

Mashnee, R. W. Emmons 2 18 31

Ouakeress. W. F. Harrison....... 2 22 00

Zingara, E. N. Farnsworth 2 30 49

Anita, R. T. Crane, 2d 2 32 35

Notos, W. O. & C. H. Taylor, Jr.............. .2 37 14

Gamecock. Louis Bacon......... Disabled.
Young Miss, D, L. WhiUemore. Disabled.
Pontiac, J. A. Beeze .Withdrew.

21-footers.

Barnacle, W. E. C. Eustis .1 56 22

Terrapin, L. S. Dabney 2 07 08

Arethusa, C. M. Baker.. 2 14 57

Fourth Class Cats.
Maori, A. B. Hastings .> 2 15 45

Howard. H. O. MiUer .Disabled.
Krielcer, W. O. Jameson. . ....Disabled.

15-footers.

Go Bye, L. S. Stockton 2 33 02

Spider, H. M. Stone 2 34 35

Ranzo, M. H. Richardson 2 36 56

Saturday, June 28.

A club race of the Beverly Y. C. was sailed oft" Monu-
ment Beach, Saturday, June 28, in a fluky breeze froiu

the southeast. The 30-footers went over the line in a

bunch, with Pontiac in the lead. After some short tacks

Young Miss pulled away from the bunch arid held her
lead to the finish, Pontiac being second. In the si-footers

Terrapin won handily. Krieker had things all her own
way in the fourth class cats. In the 15-footers Spider won
a good race after starting long behind the time of gun-
fire. The summary:

30-footers—One Design,
Elapsed.

Young Miss. D. L. Whittemore. , 2 04 20
Pontiac, J. A. Beebe 2 05 40
Mashnee R, W. Emmons, 2d..... 2 06 54

Praxilla, John Parkinson, Jr..... 2 07 10
Notos, C. H. and W. O. Taylor 2 07 52
Gamecock, Louis Bacon 2 08 49
Zingara, E. M. Farnsworth 2 09 23
Evelyn, John Hitchcock 2 1129
Quakeress, W F. Harrison 2 19 21

21-footers.
Terrapin, L. S. Dabney 2 13 16
Sylvia, S. D. Warren............ 21713
Arethusa, C. M. Baker.., 2 17 19
Kestrel, G. B. Dabney 2 17 52

Fourth Class—Cats.
Krieker, W. S. Jameson 2 28 08
Howard, H. O. Miller.......... .Withdrew.

15-footers.
Spider, H. M. Stone......... .....1 38 54
Teazer. R. W. Emmons, 2d 1 39 34
Go-Bye, H. Stockton 1 39 42
Catspaw. S. D. Warren. .1 46 52
Ranzo, M. H. Richardson 15149

Dttxfeofy Y. C.

DUXBURY, MASS.

Saturday, June 21.

The first club race of the Duxbury Y. C. was sailed

off the club house at Duxbury, Saturday, June 21. The
breeze was light at the start, but later freshened to whole-
sail power. Miladi II. won handily in the i8ft. knock-
abouts. In the handicap class As You Like It finished

fi.rst, but took third place on corrected time. In It fin-

ished second, but Dolphin, which finished third, took first

on corrected time. TThe summary:-

18ft, Knockabouts.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Miladi II., F. R. Adams .2 04 17
KiUiwake, H. M. Jones 2 08 31
Osprev, A. R. Train 2 09 43
Aspinquid, C. R. Foster..... .....2 12 40 . .. ..

Handicap Class.
Dolphin. N. Morton 2 18 45 2 03 44
In It, Watson Brothers 2 15 38 2 05 10
As You Like It, W. T. Whitman. ............. .2 06 20 2 06 20
Nautilus, Simmons Brothers 2 19 01 2 08 33

Daxbttry Y, C»

DUXBURY, MASS.

Saturday, June 28.

A CLUB race of the Duxbury Y. C. was sailed Saturday,
Jvine 28, in a whole-sail southwest breeze. Question won
by a comfortable margin. The summary:

18ft. Knockabouts. i

r, XT TT ^ " Elapsed.
Ouestion, H. Hunt ; 2 01 05
Dominoe. C. C. Clapp .2 02 21
Miladi II., Adams .,..2 04 16
Kittawake, H. M. Jones • » ..i. 2 05 52
In It. Train ....i .2 07 58
Aspenquid, C. Foster ....,.,..2 09 12

H«II-Massaehtisetts Y, C»

HULL^ MASS.

Tuesday, June 17.

It was a keel boat day all around in the Y. R. A. open

race of the PIuU-Massachusetts Y. C, sailed over the

outside courses, off Point AUerton, on Tuesday, June

17. In the 25-footers, Calypso walked out through the

bunch on the two reaches and broke down on the wind-

ward leg of the first round. Before this happened, how-
ever, Seboomook, a Gloucester craft, designed and built

by Archie Fenton, had the best of her, and Sally VI. was
npt far behind. Chewink passed Calypso while she was
in trouble, and the three keel boats continued over the

course, another accident to Calypso putting her out of it

for good. It was Scboomook's first race, and she made a

great showing, winning by a big margin. In the 21-

footers Little Haste had things all her own way on the

two reaches, but on the windward leg the Adams boat

went up from sixth place to first. Chloris came through

the bunch to second place and Tabasco III. moved up
from fifth to third. The three keels finished in the

above order. In the i8ft. knockabout class Question led

down hill, but on the windward leg Biza, a keel, came to

the front and won a good race. The breeze was west,

northwest, strong and very puffy.. All hands were reefed.

The summary

:

Class D—25-footers.
Elapsed,

Seboomook, B. A. Smith 3 03 28

Sallv VI., L. F. Percival 3 11 45

Cht'wink IL, F. G. Macomber, Jr 3 16 22

Marion, E. W. Gilvan Withdrew.
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton ^.

Withdrew.

Class S—21-footers.

Adams Brothers 1 43 05

Chloris, Cheney & Lanning 1 44 02

Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin 1 45 10

Mildred II., S. P. Moses 1 45 20

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 50 12

Perhaps II. J. E. Robinson., 1 56 50

Rambler, W. L. Learned Withdrew,

Class I—18-footers.

Biza, Alfred Douglas 1 50 20

Question, J. H. Hunt 1 51 30

Kittiwake, H. M. Jones 152 15

Malillian, P. S. Permar 1 53 03
Tokalon, R. J. Randolph, Jr 1 .54 52

Comforter, J. M. Whittemore ..iffi!-..,...l 56 51

Nethla, C. W. Cole 1 59 24

Lollipop, H, B. Bailey Disabled.
Marion C. J. J. Moebs Disabled.

The judges were Foster Hooper, John T. Humphrey
and Louis M. Clark. There were no protests.

Eastetn Y. C
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Monday, June 23.

The first of the Eastern Y. C.'s special open races for

Y. R. A. restricted classes was sailed off Marblehead
Monday, June 23. The breeze was from the northwest,
strong at first, with a soft spot in the middle arid a

perfect whole-sail breeze .at the finish. Seboomook was
over first at the start, with Chewink 11. close"^by, Sally

VI. astern and Calypso to leeward, but in a fine position.

A shift in the wind hurt Calypso on the first leg, while
the three keels were close together, Chewink turned the

first mark in the lead, and at the second mark she and
Sally VI. were right together. They started working
short tacks. Seboomook toi:'k a long board inshore, fol-

lowed by- Calj-pso, and, in a single tack, they were first

and second, Seboomook once more showed herself- to be
a great windward boat,' and she increased her lead to the

finish.

In the 21-footers Perhaps II. was first at the start, with
the rest in a bunch, excepting Opitsah IV., which took
the leeward end of the line. Pilot pulled out ahead and
turned the first mark in the lead. Little Haste pulled up
on her on the second leg, but Pilot held the weather
berth and it was some time before Little Haste could get

by. She did it just before raching the second mark, and
at this point Chloris fouled Pilot and spoiled her
chances. Little Haste, with nothing to bother her, kept
her lead to the finish. Janet, a new Crowninshield boat,

sailed her first race, and made a close finish with Malil-

lian. The summary

:

Class D—Y. R. A. 2o-footers.
Elapsed.

Seboomook, B. A. Smith 2 04 17
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 2 09 04
Chewink IL, F. G. Macomber, Jr .......2 10 34
Sally VI., L. F. Percival 2 14 07

Class S—21-footers.

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 50 33
Pilot, Reginald Boardman 1 53 23
Tabasco III., K. H. Wiggin 1 54 29
Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster .....1 55 29

Chloris, Lanning & Cheney .1 56 32
Perhaps II.

, J. E. Robinson , 1 58 44

Class I—18-footers.

Janet, B. B, Crowninshield 1 54 54
Malillian, B. S. Permar............ 155 12-
Scrapper, Loring Brothers 2 19 24

The judges were H. H. Buck, O. B. Roberts, Henry D.
Bennett and Henry P. Benson. Protests were entered by
Pilot and Chloris, each against the other.

Cofinthian Y* C.

MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Tuesday, June 17.

The first race of the Corinthian Y. C. of the season
was sailed off Marblehead on Tuesday, June 17, only one
class filling and two boats crossing the finish line. The
summary:

Class A.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Yerico, W. H. Rothwell 1 41 00 1 36 30
Virginia, R. L. Small.. 1 52 00 1 52 00
Chasca, D. H. Follett Disabled.

Class B.
Ruth, H. S. Wheelock ....Withdrew.

Saturday, June 21.

The first championship race of the Corinthian Y. C.
was sailed, off Marblehead, Saturday, June 21. The
breeze was southeast, fairly strong outside, with quite a
chop to the sea, and. withal, a trifle fluky. The finish

was made in a drizzling rain. Sally VI. got the best of
the start, and led to Archer's Rock, with Chewink II. in

second pkcis. On the leg to HUlfway Rock, Calypso went
by the tWo keels and hfeld her lead to the finish, Little

Haste led the 21-footers over the course, and when the
breeze freshened, Opitsah IV. went up from Ikst to second
place. Two Burgess-designed iS-footfers sailed a very
close race in the 18ft. knockabout class. The summary:

Class D—25-foaters.

Elapsed.
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 1 27 51
Chewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr 1 28 40
Sally VI., L. F. Percival 1 29 05

Class S—21-footers.

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 129 11
Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster 1 33 00
Pilot, R. Boardman 1 35 05
Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin ..1 35 20

Knockabouts.
Ruth, H, S. Wheelock ., 1 24 51

Class I—^18ft. Knockabouts.
Savage, John Lawrrence ....125 16

, W. C. Lovering 1 25 22

WoIIaston Y. C
QUINCY, MASS.

Saturday, June 28.

A Y, R. A. open race, given by the Wollaston Y. C., was
sailed in Quincy Bay, Saturday, June 28, in a whole-sail
northwest breeze. Good starts were the order in all

classes, and the races throughout were good. In the 25-
fcoters Theodora got the start, but Thordis caught her on
the first leg and led the rest of the course. The 21-footers
were away in a bunch, but Chloris came into first place on
the second leg and led to the finish. Wawenock was first

ai: the start and kept there to the finish. Malillian and
Biza had a most exciting finish in the i8ft. knockabout
class, going over the line right abreast. Honors were
divided on the rest of the course. There was a good race
in the handicap class and the first four boats finished close.
The siunmary:

Class C—25-footers.

Elapsed.
Thordis, C. A. Henly 1 05 02
Theodora, Frank Burgess.... 11110

Class .S—21-footers,
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning 1 02 03
Adams Brothers .1 06 16
Opitsah IV.. S. H. Foster , 1 07 35
Micmac, Richard Hutchinson 1 07 40
Perhaps II.

, J. E. Robinson..... 1 07 47
Rambler, W. E. Learned ...110 17

Class T—18-footers.
Wawenock, Coombs & Seymour 1 05 40
Owaissa, W. C. Kelley 1 OJ 29

Class I—18ft. Knockabouts.
Malillian, B. S, Permar 1 10 42
Biza, Alfred Douglas , 110 48
Marion C, J. J. Moebs .,112 14
Tokalon, R. J. Randolph, Jr.....,,.]..., 112 49
Comforter, J. M. Whittemore, .....,.„>v'.. !!!ll3 0l>
Nobby, G. W. Glover 1 13 52
Bohemian, A. B. Holmes ..j 3500
Lollipop, H. B, Bailev 1 17 .59

J 13 , 1 20 36

Handicap Class.
Pocahontas, F. C. Merrill 1 06 22
Sheila, L. F. Hewitson 1 07 48
Neptune, A, E. Linnell 1 08 58
Cimircum, J. C. Moore. Jr , ..1 09 48
Rover, J. L. Smith ,'

1 16 15
West Wind, W. M. Chase 1 16 15
Brant, J. A. Fenno.... 1 17 00
Ruth, A. T. Barstow ., 1 24 09

The judges were C. G. Jones, S. N. Small, W. C. Lap-
ham, H. E. Nelson and Com. A. L. Baker. Protests
were entered by Takalon against Marion C, Owaissa
against Wawenock, Micmac against Opitsah IV., and
Opitsah IV. against Micmac.

Pcnataqwit Corinthian Y. C
BAY SHORE, L. I.

Saturday, June 28.

The Penataquit Corinthian Y. C, of Bay Shore, L. L,
opened the season of 1902 on June 28 with the first race
for the Lighthouse cup and the spring regatta. This
trophy goes to the club member winning the series of six
races each year, three times, not necessarily consecutively.

Five class N boats started, including two new ones
belonging to H. O. Havemeyer and John R. Suydam.
The former, a Herreshoff production, E'lectra by name,
won the race, beating out Amy Foster, winner of the
series of 1901, by 5m. and S2s.
Arrow, the Suydam craft, built this year at City

Island from the lines of Clinton H. Crane, was unfortu-
nately disabled. Richard Hyde's Gaj'etv withdrew. Win-
ners in the other classes were Dolphe and Helen.

Points scored on the Lighthouse cup were as follows:
Plectra, 15; Amy Foster, 11; Treasure, 8; Arrow, 2;
Gayety, 2. The next contest i-n the trophy series takes
place July 5. The summaries follow

:

S'oops—Class N—Start, 2:05,

...... ^ ,^ Finish. Elapsed.
Electra, H. O. Havemeyer 3 52 16 1 47 16Amy Foster. J. C. Smith 3 58 08 1 53 08
Treasure, C. H. Covell 4 03 48 1 58 48
Arrow. J. R. Suydam Disabled.
Gayet}', Richard Hyde , Withdrev/.

Sloops—Class Q—Start, 2:10.
Dolphe, J. A. Mollenhauer 3 40 38 1 30 38
Toddie, H. Peters 3 38 56 1 28 56
Dolphe v/ins on corrected time.

Sloops—Class W—Start, 2:15.
Helen, W. H. Wray 3 16 OO 1 01 00
Scud, J. B. F. Walling 3 17 04 4 12 08
Lank, E. T. Bailey : 3 08 00 1 03 09

The winners were Electra, Dolphe and Helen.

Colwtnbia Y. C
SOUTH BOSTON", MASS.

Saturday, June 28.

The Columbia Y. C. sailed its second race off City
Point, Saturday, June 28, in a strong northwest breeze.
The surhmary:

First Class.

. . „ .r
Elapsed. Corrected.

\\ apiti, E. J, Powers .1 58 25 1 48 25
Rival, Joseph Nicholson .........1 57 43 1 50 43

' 2 02 30 1 54 30
Julia, M. Roche .2 11 45 2 11 45

Second Class.
Acme, Hiram Patterson ^

.' 1 51 25 1 46 25
Strideaway, Clarence Snow 1 51 27 1 46 27
Catherine, Reuben Young 2 03 50 1 54 50
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QUINCY, IiTASa.

Saturday, J ittie 2S.

.
The Quincy Y. C. held a club race Saturday, June 28,

in Quincy Bay. There was a strong breeze from the
northwest and the. wins in each class were on good
niargins. The summary:

First Class.
Elapsed. Conectetl.

Eclipse Dr. Tones 2 19 5fi I 49 »!
Hustler, Eobbins & Whittemore ' 2 28 4S 1 MOO
.Vrgestes, Geo. Wilkins 2 32 39 2 00 40

I da J.. C. C. Collins 2 .S2 ;n 2 01 41

Moondyne, Shaw Brothers 2 34 07 2 01 4()

Marvel, Reed & Lincoln 2 3t! 10 2 02 23
Wild Duck, T. Bainbridge 2 40 42 2 07 19

Goblin, E. Ricker 2 44 40 2 OS l."")

Olive, Mr. Pond Withdrew.

Special Class.
Omeme, W. P. Barker 2 27 10

Cleopatra, F. F. Crane -.. 2 33 06

Special One-Design Class.
Elsie. S., Geo. Swift 0 49 05
Ella H., Herbert Holmes 0 51 58
Marjorie A.. Wm. Bennett 0 53'52

Betty B., R. Bowles 0 55 45

QVl'SCY, M.\SS.

Tuesday, June 17.

The club race of the Quincy Y. C. was sailed in Quincy
Bay, Tuesday, June 17, in a reefing northwester. There
was a good list of entries in the first handiacp class and
Ida J. won a close race. Edith A. won easily in the

.second class. The summary:
First Class.

Elapsed.
Ida J., C. C. Collins ' 0 59 03
Dabster, G. Keith 1 00 21

F:clipse. Dr. Tones 1 01 09

Marvel. Reed "& Lincoln 1 02 16

Wild Duck, J. Bainbridge 1 02 52

Argestes, G. Wilkins 1 04 47
Whisper AV. Harrison 105 17

<;oblin, Elmer Ricker 1 07 33

Cleopatra. F. F. Crane 109.37
.Moondyne. Shaw Brothers Withdrew.
Hustler, Robbins iNc Whittemore Disabled.

Second. Cla,s.s.

Gaycap, Frank White 1 08 09

Kitty, John Evans 1 15 50

Mabel, G., Mr. Gardner.. Withdrew.

Winthrop Y. C.

WIXTHROPj MASS.

Saturday, Jun-e 28.

A HANDICAP race was given by the Winthrop Y. C.

Saturday, June 28. Calypso finished first in the 25-footers,

hut lost on allowance. The other winners were Louise,

Ella M. and Virginia. The summary

;

2oft. Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Ideal, H. B. Whittier 1 24 20 1 11 20

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 1 12 55 1 12 55

Ariel, J. R. Hodder 1 21 25 1 13 25

21ft Class.

Louise W. H. Allen '. .' 1 19 57 1 17 57

Favorite, F. W. Bird 123 12 119 12

Mentor, F. L Cobb 1 23 3*5 1 20 36

Henrietta, J. C. McCloskey 1 30 15 1 22 15

Zetes, J. A. McKie 1 22 40 1 ^2 40

Thelma, E. K. Tewksbury..- 1 29 30 1 25 30

Hector, A. W. Hubbard....'....-...-... 1 27 33 1 25 33

15ft. Class.

Ella M. D. F. Murphy 1 24 00 1 24 00

Caper, "\V. W. Colson 1 28 55 1 28 55

Elf, Charles Kelly. 1 29-53 1 29 53

15ft Juniors.
Virginia, W. F. Traiser..... ...1 30 20 1 28 30

Flafh. W. H. Myrick 1 30 00 1 30 OO

Riverside Y. C.

The fourteenth annual regatta of the Riverside Y. C,
of Riverside, Conn., will be held on Saturday, July S, and

v.'ill be open to yachts enrolled in any recognized yacht

club. The classes are:

Schooners—75ft. and 55ft. classes.

Sloops and Cutters—80ft., 70ft., 60ft., 51ft., 43ft., 36ft.,

3Gft., 25ft., 2ift., and i8ft. classes.

Yawls—43ft. and 36ft. classes.

Raceabouts—Regular classes.

Catboats— 30ft., 25ft., 2ift. and i8ft. classes.

.\merican Y. C. 21ft., i8ft. and 15ft. one-design classes.

New Rochelle Y. C. one-design class.

Horse Shoe Harbor Club one-design class.

Manhasset Bay Y. C. one-design raceabout class.

The races will be started at 12 o'clock, and the starting.

;ind finishing line will be indicated by a mark boat and

the committee boat, anchored half a mile southeast of the

gas buoy ofif Little Captain's Island.

Entries will be received by the chairman of the Race

Committee at 21 Park Row, New York, up to noon of

Thursday, July 3; later at the club house at Riverside,

CoTln.

Kennebec Y« C*

KENNEBEC RIVER, BATH, ME.

Saturday, June 28.

The second championship cup race of the Kennebec Y.

C. was sailed on Saturday, June 28. The weather was

bright and clear, and the wind strong, with heavy flaws

from the northwest. All the boats carried reefs, Aspenet

and Hecia one, and Dewey, Swift and Pirate two. The
course was six miles. The summary:

Second Class—21 to 25ft.

Elapsed. Corrected.

Aspenet, ex-Com. F. M. Cook .0 50 17 0 50 17

Dewey, Bonney & Farrar 0 53 48 0 53 01

Third Class—18 to 21ft.

Swift, Owen J. Ledyard 0 59 03 0 59 0.3

Pirate, Jas. A. Bimson 1 04 03 1 04 51

Fourth Class—15 to 18ft.

Hecla, Geo. A. Ward 1 02 01 0 02 11

The winners were Aspenet, Swift and Hecla.

Meteor Beaten*

Emperor William's American-built yacht, Meteor, was

beaten in a race at Kiel on June 30 by the Empress' yacht,

Iduna. Meteor finished 2h. behind Iduna. The reports

say that Meteor was steered by the Emperor.

FOREST AND STREAM.

—^—
If you want yoat «hoot to be anoounced here wnd a

aotice like the following t

Niii-th

Fixtures.

July 4. Xorlh Brrincli, N. |.—Open target shoot of llio
liranch (liui Chib. H. I{. Ten F.yck, Sec'y.
July 4.—Richmond, Va.—Annual'shoot of the Kast Knd Gun Club.
July 4.—Towanda, Pa.—Annual tournament of the Towanda Gun

Club; targets, W. F. Dittrich, Sec'y.
July 4.—Palmer, Mass.—Reunion of the Massachusetts Amateur

Shooting Association; amateur and professional match. Dr. S. B.
Keith, Sec'y,
July 4.—Ilion, N. Y.—The Remington Gun Club's all-day open

shoot.
July 4.—Monticello, ILL—Monticcllo (iun Club's tournament.
July 4.—.Slielbyville, 111,-- Shclbyville (.iun Club's amateur target

tournament.
July 4.—S wanton, Vt.—Amateur tournament; open to New Eng-

land and Canada.
July 4.—Watertown, Mass.—One-day target tournament of the

Watertown Gun Club. H. A. Philbrook, Capt.
July 4.—Rutherford, N. J.—All-day target shoot of the Boiling

Springs Fishing and Gun Club. C. B. Axford, Sec'y.
July 4.—Haverhill, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Haverhill Gun

Club. S. G, Miller, Sec'y.
July 4-5.—Cripple Creek, Colo.—Cripple Creek Shotgun Club's

tournament.
July 4-5.—Mt. Kisco, N. Y.—Third tournament of the Westchester

County Trapshooting Association, J. C. Barlow, Sec'y.
July 4-5.—Houston, Texas.—Peters Cartridge Company's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Houston Gun Club.
July 4-5.—Beaver Falls, Pa,—Two days' shoot of the Recreation

Gun Club. W. R. Keever, Sec'y.
July 8,—Fremont, O.—Annual tournament of the Fremont Gun

Club.
July 8-10.—Pine BlufI, Ark,—Twelfth annual meeting and tourna-

ment of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Paul R.
Litzke, Sec'y, Little Rock.
July 8-10.—Pine BlufI, Ark.—Twelfth annual meeting and tour-

nament of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Targets.
Added money $300. Rose system. Paul R, Litzke, Sec'y.
July 15-16.—Charlottes, Va.—Annual merchandise shoot of the

Charlottesville and University of Virginia gun clubs. G. L, Bruf-
fey, Sec'y.
July 16-17,;—McConnelsville, O.—First annual tijiii-nament of the

McConnelsville Gvm ('lub. J.
1". Dover, Sec'y.

July 16-17.—Allentown, Pa.—Two days' target, tournament under
the auspices of the John F. Weiler Gun Club.
July 16-18.—Titusville, Pa.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Titusville Gun Club. T. L,
Andrews, Sec'y.
July 17-18.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two days' tournament of the Peteis

Cartridge Co., under the auspices of the Dixie Gun Club; $150
added. V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.
July 21-23.—Winnipeg, Man.—Sixth annual trap.shooting tourna-

ment of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition Association. F. W.
Henbach, Gen'l Mgr.
July 22-23.—Greenville, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap •

shooters' League target tournament. C. W, Walton, Sec'j

,

^4^sitcliCZ 1ss

July 23-25.—i3ay Ridge A. A. Co., Md.—J. R. Malone's eighth
annual midsummer tournament; $200 added money; two days
prise Gun Club. Geo. W. Mains, Sec'y.
July 28-Aug, 2.—^Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Company's tour-

nament.
Aug, 5-8.—Asheville, N. C.—Tournament given by Col. J. 1,

Anthony and Maj. E. P. McKissick,
Aug. 6-7.—Marietta, O.—The interstate Association's tourna'

ment, under the auspices of the Columbian Gun Club. Chas.
Bailey. Sec'y.
Aug. 12-13,—Birmingham, Ala.—Third annual Alabama State

target tgyrnament, under the auspices of the Birmingham Gm
Club. R. H. Baugh, Sec'y.
Aug. 13-14.—Brunswick, Me.—The Interstate Association's tow-

nament, under the auspices of the Brunswick Gun Club. L. C.
Whitmore. Sec'y.
Aug. 14-16.—Hamilton, Can.—Dominion Trapshooting and Gaac

ProteclJw. Association's tournament.
Aug. 19-20.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap-

shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, SecV.
Natchez, Miss.
Aug. 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club; first day, handicap and R. 1. clam bake; second day,
regular programme.
Aug. 26-29,—Okoboji, la.—Amateur shooting tournament, under

management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.—Haverhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.

Sept. 2-3.—Tiffin, O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-

fin Gun Club; $75 added. L. D, Arndt, Sec'y,

Sept, 3-4,—Nappanee, Ind,—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club, B. B. Maust,
Sec'y.

Sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.—Erie City Rod and Gun Club's, handicap
tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added. A. N. Aitken,
Sec'y.

Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;
open to the v/orld.

Sept. 15-20,—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth
tournament of the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.

Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.—Second annual handicap target tour-
nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs, Sec'y.

Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111.—The Interstate Association's tour-
nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H, H.
McCumber, Sec'y.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H.indicap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-
day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue, Dr, J, W, Meek, Sec'y,

First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—^Contest for

the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;

open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park. Queens, L. I,—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L, I, R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

Winchester Gon Club.

Detroit, Mich.—At the regular shoot, June 28, Brodie was
very near to the straight score silver cup, winning in Class A with
24 out of 25. Hitchcock beat out Guthard in Class B with 22, and
Barthel led Class C with 13.

The day was favorable for good scores, and was acknowledged
by the 10 and 15 straights, 14s out of 15s and Brodie's 47 out of 50.

We call this good shooting. Following are the scores, the last

being the club event:

Events:
Targets:

Brodie •••

Toll 9

T Reid •• 9

Hitchcock S

Guthard •• S

Barthel 4 3 .. .. 13

Ford ^ ^ 10 •• 15 10

Bachmann 1 •• 9

Cox 5 13 7 .. 8 • 9 11 .. ..

A Reid 14 9 15 8 14 .. 23 ..

D. A. Hitchcock, Sec'y-Treas.

123456TS
10 15 10 15 10 15 15 25 25

13
13

8 13 10
9 n 9

n 10

9 5
13 9 14

10

24
8 11 22 21

18
. 13 14 .. 22
9 13 14 19 20

Dover Sportsmen's Association,

Dover, N, H., June 14.—This afternoon the fourth shoot of the

Dover Sportsmen's Association att'orded the following scores:

Fisher 57 out of 80, St. Evens 52 out of 80, Nosroc 51 out of 80,

F F Wentworth 47 out of 90, Hallam 14 out of 60.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trap at Smith Brothers' Grounds.

Newark, N. J,, June 27.—There were several warm matches sct^
lied on Smith Brothers' grounds to-day. The weather was fair and
a good crowd was present. Mr. F. C. SchneirJer was referee; Mr,
U". Grny, scorer.

Sandirs—Pape.

The fir.st. match, was between Messr.-r. W. II, Sanders and ll.
Pape. 25 birds, $25. Sanders took the lead ,'it the first inning , and
never was headed. He won by a score of 20 to 17. The birds were
only a fair lot in this match. The scores:

VV n Sanders 2220222222200222202202221—20
tl Pape Oli}2212*21*22 '122201 012022—17

Loebel —Pape—Hainhorst—Sanders
This match was for $50, 50 birds per man, winner to pay all

expenses. Mr. Locbel .shot in fine form ana killed neatly some
very fast birds. Hainhorst also did good work. It was a handi-
cap match, and considering the distance, the back-mark men did
well. The scores:

H Pape, 28. 20101221021002211*0022222—17
020002*201000022202200220-^11—28

W TI Sanders, 27 2212220022*00202022222222—18
2221220222220202022002222—19—37

G E Loebel, 32 2222222010121222222222222—23
0122222221222110002222222—21—44

J ITamhorst. .31 02112222002220011102*2022—17
2021122122221*20222221212—22—39

Wellfarocfc—Packard

Thi.s match was at .50 birds, $50. Packard ,was entirely outclassed.

J H Wellbrock 2020*22222*2022211*122022—18
2212020202222222222222222—22—40

R L Packard 2202200122022020022201012—16
0120*02000222220200201010—12—28

Hell Gate Gun Club.

('arlstadt, N. J., June 24.—There were thirty contestants in the
nionthly shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club at Cutwater's place to-
day. Dr. Roof and A. Deitzel killed straight in the club event,
both from the 30yd. mark.

C Lang 28
R Regan 27
Dr Roof 30

J Wellbrock. ..30
Van Valkeii-
burgh 28

7 A Balden.,,. 30W G Wilson... 28
K T Deady 28

J H Voss 30
A- Dietzel 30
L T Muench,.28
E Steffens 28
L Stelzle 28
J Schlicht 28
D Kattengall...28

Hdcp. Pts. Score.
n

7

7

7

0

7

7

(iVa

7
51/2

6V2

10

8

8
6

1)

!)

10
*
8

8
6

9

9

Hdcp.
Baudentistel ...26
R Albert....... 28
I H Doherty...26
'G K Breit 28
7 Dannefelser...28
E A Merkel.,..28
P Brennen 26
1<" f^erbolini 28
C 11 Cohn..,,,28
.F Gardella 27
E Doeinck 30
P Woelfel. 28
F Trostel 28

J Klenk........28
II Foster 28

Pts. .Score.

51/2

7

5

6

7

fi •

7

9
X

4,

5
9
9

6

8

8
6
9
7
ft

.8

.9

-Sweepstakes, 7 birds, .$,3, Rose system, .5, 3 and 2:
Wilson 2102212-6 Brief 0100102—3
rt^n-on 2012222—6, Brennen 2221220—6
^lerkel 1021111—8 Voss 2101220—5.
Gardella ... 1222222-7 Doeinck 0222121-6
Meunch 1222222—7 Lang -....2021010—4
Belden 2000022—3 Dr Roof 2212212—7
Klenk ................ .0212122—6 Woelfel 0102222—5
Five birds, $2, one money, club handicap:

Dietzel 20220—3 Schlicht 2*012—3
Steffens 21121—5 Baudentistel .00102—2
Albert 01011—4

North River Gan Club.

Edgewater, N. J., June 28,—Twelve events at 10 targets each
wa.s the ijrogramme of the North River Gun Club to-day. The
scores were a% follows i

Events:
Targets:

Capt Monev 5 S Y
F Truax .' 6 8 5
Peters 6 5 6
Butler 6 :^ 6
Richter 5 1 2
C Truax , , , . 6 5
G Allison 7 7
Eickhoff 5 7
Greiff i) 8

6 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11

9
4
3
5
7
3- ..

3 ..

8 4
8 8
4 4

9 7

. 3
8 8

9 9 10 9 10
3 6 6 8 8

'8
!!

'7 '7 "s

8 8 7 8 4
9 .. 7 .. 7

7 10

7 5
7 7

8 10 8 9

9 8
8
3 ..

1 7
6 10 -fi

8 8 6
7 S ..

Pope .

Merrill 5 5 ..

Newkirk 4 3 .

.

Bittiner 1 .. 2
Morrison , 6 8
Cathcart , 8 .

.

Annett 7

New York, June 21.—The North River Gun Club, of Edge-
water, N. J., shot a return match with the Westwood Gun Club,
which resulted in a victory for the Westwood. Each man shot
at 25 targets:
North River Gun Club—Richter 22, Monahan 19, Beach 14,

Morrison 17,, Greiff 15, Annett 15, Merrill 15, Cathcart 16; total 133,
Westwood Gun Club—Ford 19, Van Buskirk 19, Hock 18, Speth

16, Gruman 22, Kreebs 18, Bahr 10, Hasbrouck 14; total 136.

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 3 4:56 7 8 9
Targets

:

Guilbert 7
Eickhoff 4 2
F Truax 6 7

Richter ^. 7 7
Allison 2 3

4 4

10 10 10 10 15 15 15 15:.i5
12
10

Blauvelt
Greenan
Monahan 7 7 6 6
Merrill 8 3 6 3
Fleischman 6 ,. 4 ,.

W EickhotE ., 5

10 11
10 8
.. 6

.. 4
3 12

.. 9
8 7

6

8 10 7
9

12

'6

10
12
8

11
10

Annett
Beach ,

.

Greift' ...

Morrison
Cathcart

8 10
14 8
11 11
12 12
7 ..

10
10

Gruman 10 13 14 11 11 13
Holdrum 4 5 .. .. 12 10
Hock .-. 5 10 14
Frank 5 14 15
Van Buskirk 7 7 11 fi

Speth 8 9 9 9

Ford 6 11 10 .. ,12 ,.

Bahr 3 10 8 ..

Hasbrouck

12

'
. Sm1,,8

J. R, Merrill, Sec'y N. R- g:

8 9

ON LONG ISLAND,

Brooklyn Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., June 28.—Enthusiastic industry marked the-

shoot to-day of the Brooklyn Gqn Club. Ten contestants par--

ticipated in the events, the scores of which are as follows:

Events: 1 .2 3 4 5 ,6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Targets: 10 15 5p 15 10 5p 5p 15 15 15 15 5p 5p 15 10.

Frost 4 10 3 6 5 6 .. 8 7 6 5 7
Fremont , 3 5 .. ,, 3 ., .. 6 5 4

Newton 7 11 .. 8 6 12 11 13

Bergen 7 13 -.10 9' 5 .. .. 10 .. 8 ,. 6 .. ..

Hopkins .11 8 13 9 .8 10 11 .. 12 10 9 7 14 8
Wright 7 . . 8 10 7 7 7 . . 11 . . 8 6 7 8 .

Hitchcock :> 6.: 7 11 8 6 . . 10 , . 8.. 4 6 11 \i

Berquist 6 9 6 .. 5 .. 7
Griffiths 9 12 7 .. 7 14 ,. 7 11

Henry 12 8 . . 9 12 . . 10 , .
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited ta send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all .such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF each week.

The Field (Londoa) concerning the late Mr. Charles Eley has
the follov;ilig: "The sudden death of Mr. Charles Eley, on the

Uth inst., at the ripe age of seventy-eight, will have caused a pang
of regret not only in a wide circle of personal friends, but among
shooting men generally to whom the name of Eley has long been
a household word. It would be beside our present purpose to

enlarge upon the benefits which have been conferred upon every
user of a gun or rifle by the eminent firm of which the deceased
was for so many years a member. On his estate at East Bergholt,
in Suffolk, he accomplished wonders in the way of partridge rear-

ing. He was wont to say that when he first went to reside in that

neighborhood fifteen or twenty brace of birds a day was about
the average bag to be expected; by judicious management he lived

to see 3,000 brace killed in a season. And yet he set his face

against what he termed mere slaughter; so much so, that in the
capacity of a genial host he never countenanced the use of a

second gun by any of his guests in a day's shooting. His opinion
was always worth having, for he spoke from long e.xperience of the
subjects that were most dear to him, and was unselfish enough to

impart all he knew if he thought others would benefit by it. Al-

though not a brilliant shot, he could hold his own with some of

the best in a long day's game shooting, and at the close of his life

he was as keen over a grouse drive or a partridge drive as many a

man half his age. Only last year, on a moor which he took with a
few friends for the season, he assisted in making a bag of some
.^,000 grouse. Mr. Charles Eley was a well-known figure at the
Gtin Club, and an occasional winner of cups. It will be in the
recollection of many that on one occasion when a cup was handed
to him he excused himself from taking it away, and with his
characteristic generosity, expressed a wi.sh that it should be shot
for again at a future meeting, During the summer months he was
wont to keep his hand and eye in training by practice at clay

pigeons at the London Sporting Park, where he would spend an
hour or two in having "birds" sent over him at all sorts of

heights and angles to qualify him for dealing later in the year
with driven grouse and partridges. Mr. Eley was a keen sup-
porter of the Keepers' Benefit Society, and a generous donor to
other associations having for their object the. encouragement of
field sports and the prevention of poaching. As a member of

committee of these and kindred societies his advice was always
valued, and in future deliberations will be much missed."

The Cincinnati Gun Club's programme for its annual handicap
target tournament, Sept. 23 to 25, is now ready for distribution.

Competition is open to the world. Targets, 2 cents. To the
seven high averages, $70 ; to the ten low guns, $80, First day, eleven
events at 180 targets. Second and third days, ten events at 170

targets. All 15 and 20 target events, four moneys, 7, 6, 5 and 4

points. Handicap 14 to 22yds. Second day, Wednesday, Sept.

24, events 9 and 10 will be shot as the Cincinnati Preliminary
Handicap, 50 targets, entrance $5, targets included, for a guaranteed
purse of $250, and all surplus added, twenty-five high guns. Third
day, Thtirsdaj', Sept. 25, commencing promptly at 1 P, M., events
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 will be shot as the Cincinnati Gun Club's annual
grand target handicap, 100 targets, entrance $10, targets included,
for a guaranteed pure of $500 and all surplus added, twenty-five
high guns. Regular entries for the above two events will close

Tuesday, Sept. 9, and must be accompanied hy $7.50 forfeit.

Penalty entries, $6, may be made after Sept. 9 up to 1 P. M.,
Sept. 24, for the Cincinnati Preliminary Plandicap, and $12, to

1 P. M. Sept. 25 for the Cincinnati Gun Club's annual grand
target handicap. All x^aid representatives, whether paid in shells,

money or otherwise, and all those connected in any way with
companies manufacturing guns, shot, shells, powder, targets and
traps, shall pa}' $2 each day extra, and every other shooter W'ill

pay $1 each day extra, and this money will be divided among all

amateurs shooting through all the ragular events and do not
draw their entrance fees out. The decision as to who such paid
men are, to be left at all times to the manager, whose decision shall

be final. Souvenir programme will follow. For further informa-
tion address A. B. Heyl, Chairman Tournament Committee, 1870
Madison Road, Cincinnati, O. Groruids open for practice Mon-
day, Sept. 22, Ten-gauge guns and black powder barred.

We are indebted to Mr. John S. Eurman, of Catonsville, Md.,
for a clipping from the Baltimore Sun, which presents some in-

teresting matter concerning some phenomenal shooting done by a
child, some excerpts of which are as follows: "Jesse D. Poplar,
Jr., seven years old, is probably the greatest shot of his age in
the world. He could shoot accurately the first time he put a gun
to his shoulder. He is now training to shoot in the big trap
tourney which is to be given at Bay Ridge, Md., July 23, 24 and
25. He began to shoot on Ajiril 8 last, when his father gave him
a 28-gauge shotgun, with which he bagged from a blind fifteen

blackhead ducks. On May 17 at the traps he killed 17 out of 20

pigeons at 18yds. rise. On May 24 he killed 18 out of 20. and on
June 7 he came to Baltimore and shot at the Baltimore Shooting
Association's traps, killing 15 out of 20, with four of his birds
falling dead out of bounds, and that with so hard a trigger pull

as 9 and 9%lbs., instead of the proper 31bs. This was enough to
make an old expert miss, let alone a tot who had to use two
fingers (o pull the trigger. On Tune 14 Jesse killed 10 straight;
on the 16th he killed 10 straight;" on the 17th, 10 straight, but on
the 18th fell down and bagged but 7 out of 10 shot at. His gun
weighs 5?^tbs. He uses i%drs. of powder and %oz. shot. At the
Bay Ridge shoot he is entered in a 2o-bird race on each of the three
days of the shoot. Jesse is a son of Jesse D. Poplar, who is the
greatest sinkboat duck shot in America."

With pleasure we acknowledge receipt of the following invita-

tion: ' "You are cordially invited to join us in celebrating Inde-
pendence Day, July 4, 1902, and the one hundredth anniversary of
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Our .business was established
at its present location, on the Brandywine, A.D. 1802. One of the
most decisive conflicts for American liberty and Old Glory was
fought in this vicinity on the banks of that historic stream. The
Dupont powder, made at the Brandywine mills, has been used in
defense of the Stars and Stripes, by the army on every battlefield,

and in every engagement by the Navy, for a century. From Perry's
victory on Lake Erie in 1812, to the destruction of Spain's navy
at Manila, and the combined victory of Santiago, Dupont powder
has proved an important factor in establishing American freedom
and seciu"ing the respect of all countries for this nation. To com-
memorate tliis important era in our business we will, during the
evening of July 4, 1902, give a magnificent display of fireworks
on the grounds of the Wilmington Country Club", Wilmington,
Del. Programme inclosed." The programme provides for fifty

elaboi^ate pieces.

The programme of the Michigan State League of Trapshooters'
second annual tournament, to be held at .Jackson, Mich., July 1
and 2, has eleven events on the first day, of which five are at 15
targets, $1.50 entrance; four at 20 targets, $2 entrance; one at 25
targets, $2.50 entrance, and one. No. 5, at 25 targets. 75 cents
entrance, the latter being a championship event for expert, semi-
expert and amateur trophies. Five of these events have $10 added
to each, and two $5 added to each._ On the. second day there are
twelve events; six at 15 targets, tour at 20 targets and two at
25 targets, of which one, No. 4, is the State championship for
three men, $2.25 per team. Three events have $10 each, four have
$5, and one $15 added. There is also $5 each day for high average.
.Ship guns to Charles Sarvis, .Jackson. Meeting of State League
on July 1. in the evening. Amateur handicaps 16 to 18yds. Shoot
rain or shine. Hotel accommodations on the grounds. Targets
3 cents, from which 1 cent is deducted for a fund to be divided
pro rata among League members shooting through the pro-
gramme. Sweepstakes open to all. Moneys divided 40. .30, 20 and
10 per cent.

K
The Fort Lee (N.i J.) Gun Club, which has beautiful shooting

grounds on the Jersey shore, opposite 125th street. New York city,
contemplates a team match with the Brooklyn Gun Club, to take
place some lime in the near futtue, if all the preliminaries can
be satisfactorily arranged. As Mr. John Wright, the Brooklyn
Gun Club manager, expresses himself as willing, the matcji is

reasonably certain to take pl^ce,
'

The following communication is of interest: "The SiStersvllle
Gun Club, of Sistersville, West Virginia, will hold their mid-
summer target tournament on July 10. For the first time in our
lives, we are going ta have a distance handicap, and we shall try
to put each contestant where he rightly belongs, without having
to stand clear off the earth, or even behind the club house. The
programme calls for twelve events: eight at 15 targets and four
at 20 targets; entrance $1,50 and $2. .Shooting will commence
at 9:30 A. M.. and will be over a magautrap, Purses will be
divided Rose system, 8, 5, 3 and 2. Programmes may be had
by dropping a card to Mr. Ed. O. Bower, secretary, .Sistersville,

W. Va."
K

Mr. A, Betti, manager, Mt. Kisco, N. Y., writes us as follows:
"The prospects for the third tournament of the Westchester
County Trapshooters' League, to be held here July 4 and .5, are
excellent, and sure will this time bring together the largest as-
semblage of shooters ever seen in this place. Several rooms are
already engaged at the Hotel Elwood, and several boxes of am-
munition have arrived for different shooters. Surely the members
of our club will not spare pains to give to the sportsmen a fine

time. Two large tents will be erected close to the club house.
One will be used for refreshment purposes; the other for visitors.

On the night of July 4 there will be a fine band concert in front
of the Hotel Elwood, and also a fine display of fireworks."

Messrs. R. A. Welch ajid D. Bradley returned last week from a
long sojourn abroad. They extended their spheres of influence
extensively on this trip, visiting Spain during the latter part of
their trip. In the latter country, they came across a distinct
novelty in pigeon shooting, the birds being thrown into the air

by hand. So deft do the trappers become that they give the
birds flights peculiar and difficult for the shooter to solve with
the shotgun.

A race meeting on the new half-mile track at Interstate Park
is fixed to take place on July 4. There will be a 2.40 class trot
and pace, a free-for-all and a 2.25 trot or pace. Several matches also
are fixed for that day and place. The Interstate Driving Park
Association was formed on June 22, at which of the large num-
ber in attendance at the organization meeting over 100 agreed to
join as charter members. The Association was formally organized
on July 1. A fall meeting on a large scale is contemplated.

The Riverside Gun Club, of Topsham, Me., announce a shoot
for July 4. the initial shoot of the club on its new grounds. A
new trap house has been built recently. Four high average prizes
will be given. Shooting commences at 1 o'clock. Competition is

open to all. There are seven events on the programme, four at
15, two at 20 and one at 25 targets. Rose system. Targets 2 cents.
Mr. Sumner Stroub is the president. Mr. George Rogers is the
treasurer.

•1

At the Interstate Association's tournament, given for the
Raleigh (N. C.) Gun Club, June 25 and 26", Capt. Ben Eick was
high average; Mr. Neaf Apgar second, and Mr. Walter HufI third.

A specially pleasant feature of the tournament was an act of

friendly appreciation manifested in the presentation of a pair
of cuff buttons to Manager Shaner by President James I. John-
son, in behalf of the Raleigh Grm Club, as a token of appreciation
and friendliness.

*t

The programme of the McConnelsville, O., Gun Club's first

annual tournament, July 16-17, has twelve events each day, each
at 15 targets, $1.50 entrance.. High average for three high guns
and one low gun. Shoot rain or shine. Rose system, 7, 5, 3 and 2.

Targets 2 cents. Magautrap. AVarm dinner served. Guns and
shells shipped to Shafer Brothers W'ill be delivered on the grounds.
Mr. J. F. Dover is the secretary.

The Carlisle (Pa.) Gun Club contemplates holding a mer-
chandise shoot of rare domestic significance on July 4. Ladies'
and children's shoes, hash grinder, umbrella, pipe, suspender
and other useful articles of virtu are the desirable prizes. In the
afternoon, if matters go as arranged, there will be a five-man team
race w-ith Chambersburg for the championship of Cumberland
Valley.

>?

The matches at Smith Brothers' grounds. Newark. N. J., June
27, resulted as follows: Mr. W. H. Sanders defeated MrJ H.
Pape, 25 birds, $25, by a score of 20 to 17. Four-cornered match,
50 birds and $50 per man, the scores were: G. E, Loeble 44, J.
Hainhorst 39, W. H. Sanders 37, H. Pape 38. Match at 50 bird's.

$50: J. H. Wellbrock 40, R. L. Packard 28.

The Hell Gate Gun Club, of New York, will depart from its

time-honored midsummer event, substituting a shore dinner for
the honored clam bake. This year it will be held on July 22,

Mr. Geo. C. Lebohner, of Dexter Park, will attend to the culinary
interests. This event is open to members only, and possibly-
some members of the press.

We regret to note that the Boiling Springs Gun Club, of Ruthcr-
foi-d, N. J., has decided to sell its well-equipped club house,
grounds and good will. This club was at one time the most
active and powerful of New Jersey clubs, though it has been far
from inactive of late.

Mr. John S. Wright, the popular manager of the Brooklyn Gun
Club, annovmces an Independence Day shoot (July 4), on the clnb-
grcunds, corner Enfield street and Liberty avenue, Brooklyn,
commencing at 1 o'clock. Take Kings County Elevated to City
Line.

*l

Mr. L. B. Fleming, of Pittsburg, on June 24, held his title to
the bronze medal emblematic of the championship of Western
Pennsylvania, by defeating Mr. W. D. Berger, of Allegheny City,
v/ho was the challenger. The scores were 93 and 81.

The Fourth of Julj' shoot at .Swanton, Vt., will be. an amateur
shcot, the main event of which will be the Robin Hood cup con-
test, $25 added, open to shooters of New England and Canada.
Mr. E. C. Fort is the secretary.

Mr. H. B. Ten Eyck, secretary, North Branch, N, J., writes
us as follows: "The North Branch Gun Club will hold an open
target shoot Friday, July 4. All are invited. Sweepstakes to suit
the shooters."

«
In a ten-man team race between the Clearview Gun Club and

the South End Shooting League, Philadelphia, June 28, the
former won by a score of 195 to 184 out of a possible 250.

II

At the W. E. Kessler tournament, held at Des Moines, la.,
June 26 and 27, Mr. C. W. Budd won high average for the two
days with the excellent percentage of .946.

Berna&d Waters.

Rockland Military Academy—^Spring Valley.

Nyack, N. Y., June 28.—The appended scores are the result of a
second match between Rockland Military Academy and Spring-
Valley. The latter team won to-day. The deciding match will be
sho^t at Spring Valley, June 26. The teams were very evenly
matched to-day:

Rockland Militarv Academy.
French ".lUOlOlllOllllllllOllOlH—20
Moeller 1010101111111011100101111—18
Gilson 1111001110111011010111001—17
Potter - 1011111111111011111110111—22
Creighton ICMXJlOlOOllllllOllOllllOl—16—93

Spring Valley Gun Club.
Smith 1111101111111001111111111—22
Babr 1101111111111011011111110—21
Addis UlOlonilinOlOOOlllOlU—IS
Make'. - - . . . - .UIIOIUOOIOIOIOOIUIOOO]—15
Fisher nillOOlOlllHlimilllll—22—98

E, E. FaeNCH, Sec'y R. G. C,

WESTERN TRAPS.

Gar&eld Gun Club.

Chicago. June 28.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasioit of the second shoot of the secoTi<l

series. Notwithstanding the extrefflcly bad day for target shoot-
ing or any other outdoor sport (as it rained steadily all afternoon
without one minute's let up), twelve members lined up for the
regular weekly contest.
Dr, Meek won Class A trophy on the score of 22, Drinkwater

won Class B on same score, and Thos. Jones w'oii Class C on 18.

The shooting was extremely unpleasant, as a head wind caused
the rain to beat directly into the shooter's face, and caused the
targets to soar and dip very badly. It was so chilly as to make
the good fire we had in the club house extremely popular.

Ninth trophy event, 25 targets:
Dr J W Meek , 111111011101110111.1111111—22'

J D Pollard..... . 0111111110011110111111101—20
L Thomas 1001111110100011110110111—17
R S Leete lOllOOOlllllOllOlOllUlll—18
A D Dormau 1101011101111111111011111—21

h D Price 0001101011111111100011110—16
G W Drinkwater ...V. 1110111111011111111101111—22

Monighan 0110110000100111010011000—1

1

Eaton 1111110011011111010111111—20
T Jones 1010011010101111101111111—18
M G Eldred OOniOOOlOUOlOOlllOUlOO—1.1

J McDonald 1001100110100111111100011—15

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 l.") Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 15

Meek 7 9 8 9 10 7 13 Eaton 9 S 6 8 7 9 14
Pollard 10 9 7 8 8 . . . . Tones 4 10 7

Thomas ..... 8 9 5 10 .. 9 8 Eldred 4 4 5.. ..

R S Leete.. 6 6 4 6 .. .. Monighan 3 5 T 7
Dorman ...... -S 8 9 ..• 8 S .. McDonald 8 5 7 3..
Price 6 5 4 9 7.... Town 7 .. ..

Drinkwater.. 6 4 7 7 8 7.. Brooks 4 7 8 -.

Morgan 3 S..

North Side Gun Club.

Allegheny City, Pa., June 2-1.—The opening tournament of the
North Side Gun Club, of .Mlegheny City, was a decided tsuccess,
the attendance being larger than any sweepstake shoot held inl

Pittsburg and vicinity since the large shoot of 1896, which was
open to the world.
Shooters were present from New Castle, Titnsville, Beaver Falls,

New Brighton, McKeesport, Rodfield, Ir-win, Sistersville, and
other surrounding towns. The shoot passed off without a hitch
of any kind. Over 5,000 targets were thrown during the day, and
the magautrap worked nicely. The targets were thrown 50yds.
A very high wind prevailed during the entire day, which kept

dov^n the scores and prevented any very long runs.
For the total of 190 shots, Lutz. of Beaver Falls, led for the

day with 177 broken.
Fleming, of Pittsburg, and Moore, of N"ew Castle, tied for

second average with 175, and Dade, the West Virginia champion,
landed third with 174.

The contest for the bronze medal representing the target cham-
pionship of Western Pennsylvania between L. B. Fleming, of
Pittsburg, holder, and W. D. Berger, of Allegheny City, chal-
lenger, was won by Fleming, with a score of 93 to 81 for Berger.
A purse df: $4 was given to each of the three high guns, and a

similar amount to each of the three low guns shooting through
the programme.
The North Side Gun Club were highly gratified with the success

of the tournament, and expect to give a two days' shoot during
the early fall with liberal added monej'.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -10 11 12 Broke.
Targets: 10 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 190

Lutz 10 13 15 15 13 14 19 14 15 20 14 15 177
Dubs 9 13 13 20 12 15 19 14 13 19 13 15 175
Fleming 10 11 14 20 13 14 IS 14 14 19 14 14 175
Dade 8 13 15 17 14 12 18 14 15 18 15 15 174
Atkinson 9 14 13 17 13 13 20 13 14 17 15 15 173
Kelsey . .i,.^ ......... 9 14 14 17 12 14 19 14 13 16 15 14 171
Early . ;. 8 14 14 18 14 12 18 13 13 19 13 13 169
Jordon 10 13 13 18 13 15 17 13 12 19 14 11 16S
Bilsing 10 12 15 17 14 12 16 14 12 15 15 13 165
North 10 13 13 16 12 11 18 12 14 IS 13 13 163
Hall 10 1.3 14 IS 13 12 14 11 14 l.T 12 11 160
Flickey 8 7 13 13 15 14 16 12 15 17 12 13 155JAW 9 13 13 13 8 12 IS 13 13 16 14 11 153
Berger 6 12 11 16 14 12 16 11 12 13 11 12 146
Brown 9 8 12 12 10 11 17 13 12 14 13 14 145
Keefer 8(1 9 15 1110 16 12 9 13 1111 136
Bad Shot 5 9 13 13 14 12 .. 13 11 13 11 . . 114
Cochran 10 11 12 17 14 12 14 12 9 19 ... . 130
Tony 10 11 18 13 13 17 13 12 17 . . . . 124
J F C. 17 13 15 16 12 13 16 .. .. 102
Bessemer 10 20 13 11 12 14 14 94
Thomas 9 10 15 9 10 17 10.. SO
Hamilton 8 9 13 17 14 14 75
Rube , 12 14 10 11 12 15 ,. 74
Holmes 11 14 11 12 .. 11 12 71
Crab 7 11 13 13 11 S 7 70
Brandt 9 13 12 1118 . . . . 63
I'^aiser , .. 14 10 14 IS . . . . 56
Wilson 6 13 .. 13 ..... 32
Gerber ,. .. 12 .. .. ,; 12
Casper , 10 JO

L. B. Fleming.

Boston Gun Club.
Boston, June 30..—The regular weekly prize shoot occurred at

Welhngton, June 25, seventeen shooters presenting themselves to
try their luck at the flying targets. Lcroy was high on the prize
match, with 23 broken targets. As to weather, slight wind and
very cloudy. As to the average, most of the shooters shot well,
as the following scores will show:
I'>ents: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Targets: 10 10 5p 10 15 op 10 10 15 5p 10

Leroy, 21 10 6 9 8 13 10
Grilfiths, 19 9 5 7 9 12 8 10
Baker, 18 8 7 5 7 13 S 7
Woodruff, 17 5 7 5 S 14 7 10 7 13 .. .

Frank. 18 8 10 4 8 10 5 .. .,

Doremus, 16 4 5 6 5 13 1 7
Hawkins, 16 6 9 2 7 9 6
Barrj', 18 6 10 6 7 11 '8

Bullard, 17 6 8 7 5 11 6
ilhams, 16 5 6 4 5 5 5 8 a "17

Howe, 19 7 6 8 10 5 .. .. ,.
Prior, 16 5 3 4 S 5
Nichols, 14 3 2 2: 6 4
Muldown, 16 5 3 13 ,

'7

Edwards, 16 4 4 •>

Whittle, 16 .... 3 1 £ ;;
Spencer, 18 g 14 '5 "g

^ Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6j 7, 8, 10 and 11, magautrap; Nos. 2, 5, and 9
Csergeant system.
Merchandise match, 25 targets—15 Sergeant and 5 oairs maeau-

trap:
*

Lcroy, 21 111111110011111 11 11 11 11 11—23
Baker. 18. llllllHOllini 11 11 10 11 10-21
\yoodruff, 17..... 111111110111111 11 00 u 01 11—21
Griflnths, 19 111011111110110 11 11 01 10 11—'^O
Barry, IS .. .

.
.• llllOlllllUOOO 11 10 10 11 11-19

Spencer, 18 OllllllllllllH 00 10 11 10 10-19
Bullard, 17 llUllllOOlllOO 01 00 10 11 11—17

18.-:, .001111101110110 11 10 01 10 00-1?
Hawkins, lb 001011101110101 11 01 10 01 10—IS
Ht.'wei ,19 IIOIIOIIOIIOIIO 10 10 01 11 00-15
ii"'™"' 1*" •- oiioiooooiiino 10 10 lo lo 10-13

Keystone Shooting League.
iloLMESiiURG Junction, Pa., June 2S.-The Keystone ShootingLeague had eight contestants m its open handicap at 20 live bird^

^r*'"^"'^.^, ^'3/ *10' two moneys. Rose system j"
Mclalls was high with 19. The scores:

"

I ^^hi 21211121011112111211-19

J-
22202222112222122102-18

kr D ?' '„^' 22222222220022222222-18

w ^Hi-- 11221012122121121110-18W Harrison, 28..
, ... .21111211111111211001-18

C Ihomas, 28 22222022220222222222-^18E Johnson^ 28 2*122211211102120112-17
An Francott, 28..,.,,,,, 2*02222122222212020S=-16

f
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A Point of View.
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^Trapshooting, in its particulars as a sport,
differs radically from those of every other recognized sport which
has a national breadth and interest. The difference is in the utter
absence of any distinction between the amateur and the profes-
sional. The latter affects to consider that trapshooting is sport,
and refers to it as such, though to him it is not sport at all; it is
a business. To him it is sawing wood.
From a small and comparatively humble start, professionalism

has grown till it dominates every branch of trapshooting. There
was a time when the salaried professionals had no higher purpose
than to sell their goods, enter all the events at a tournament and
skim off the cream from all the moneys in such cases as they
could not take both cream and milk.
At present all the manuiacturers are in frantic competition to

make the best showing in the w-ay of winnings and averages with
their products, so that at any open tournament an outsider may
well be in doubt as to whether competition is run as a sport for
th.ose who engage in it, or as a means merely to advertise goods.
There is much to deplore in this destructive ascendency of pro-

fessionalism. It eternally parades before the eyes of those who
are fond of it as a sport that they, as amateurs, are profitable ap-
pendages to the business interests of manufacturers who are seeking
advertising matter. It is the old story of kiiimg the goose which
laid the golden eggs.
Further than that, the professionals, by constant practice week

in and week out attain to such a high stage of skill that their
performances are not only sufficient to frighten ordinary amateurs
out of all competition with them, but sufhcient to discourage the
amateurs from any attempts in any kind of a competition. The
amateur reasons that, if he can miss three targets in ten, while the
professional only misses three in 300, w^hat use is there in attempt-
ing to shoot at all?

It would be greatly to the advancement of trapshooting if the
leading amateurs would immediately take steps to organize a
national association. But they will not do so.
Let the professional live, but let him live from his profession.

Let him not live as a parasite on the amateur. He has an entire
right to his profession. The amateur has an entire right to his
sport. The latter buys his guns and ammunition. He pays 'cash
for them. When he comes to use them in competition, he is
competing oftentimes against the agents of the very manufacturers
from %vhom he purchased them. In the end, his defeat serves to
advertise something or other which served to beat him. If he
wins, it serves as an adverti.sement of w^hat he had bought and
paid for already. He is subordinated to what is used. As a con-
testant, he holds a second place to the trade interests.
One may read the tournament scores week after week to learn

that who won is secondary to what won. And the trade generally
wins. The same names are dished up in first place week after
week. East, West, North and South, wherever there has been a
crop worth picking. As a consequence, all kinds of new devices
are necessarily invented and put in action to reassure the ama-
teur that the professional is rendered harmless. Club managers, if

they have not a sympathy due to substantial manufacturers' favors,
are woefully lacking in moral courage in dealing with pro-
fessionalism. Handicaps are announced which, when applied, do
not handicap at all; moneys are divided in a mystical way, which,
after all the tooting of horns concerning them, go to the men who
can shoot the best, the professionals.
Probably no amateur organization ever had as large a member-

ship as the League of American Wheelmen had. It guarded its

amateur interests most rigorously. At one time, it had far upward
of 100,000 members. That time is only three or four years ago. In
a commercial way—that is, a professional way—it afforded fat
emolument to those who knew the professional arts. Professional-
ism at length grew strong enough in the L. A, W. to make a
fight for recognition and won. The L. A. W. to-day is hardly im-
portant enough to call it a wreck of its former great self. The
principle is the same. One man cannot fatten as a business meas-
ure by monopolizing all that is of value in another man's sport,
No doubt but what there is a great deal of trapshooting done in

America even under the heavy burdens imposed on it by pro-
fessionalism. No doubt but what there w'ould be many times more
of trapshooting done but for the burdens of professionalism.
When men stop shooting, we can gather together and wonder

why they stopped. We can conjecture this, that and the other
thing, except professionalism. When the game is dead, as it will
be in time under present conditions, some Napoleon can then
start a national amateur association out of what is left of trap-
shooting.
Let us, at least, for a while longer, show more" interest in the

winner as a shooter than in what he won with. Let us make a
pretense that the shooters are honestly engaged as men, each
contesting against the others, not as agents who are using their
opponents merely for advertising purposes. It is much pleasantcr
to compete as a man than it is to compete merely as a means for
some other man to accumulate advertising data.

I write this from a conviction that the manufacturers, in their
headlong eagerness to control^ both the sales of their goods and
their use after being sold, will in time find thej'' have handled
a two-edged cutter. Sucker.

Central Michigfan Ttapshootets* Association.

Albion, Mich., June 26.—Early this season an association was
organized consisting of Battle Creek, Marshall, Albion, and Chai-
lotte gun clubs, to be known as the Central Michigan Trapshooters'
Association, the object being that of holding tournaments and
friendly contests at the traps. The first meeting was held a month
ago at Marshall; the second one at Albion, June 26. These gath-
erings have proven very interesting and created a friendly and
healthy rivalry, especially so seeing that there is a five-man team
shoot as part of the programme.
The Albion club is a large one, having good officers, and to be

up to the times, have set up a magautrap on the fair grounds,
Everj'thing is lovely save the background, and this not the best.
Targets are thrown against a hill, and there are many trees, just
now covered with a very dark green foliage. Hence, there are
m&ny low scores, as shown by the tabulation herewith.
Considering that the shoot was intended to be a local affair,

there was a large attendance. The Jackson delegation was com-
posed of R. W. Smith, Mr. Ferris and Mr. Crosier; Marshall sent
down a fine body of good shooters, viz., C. C, Smith, H. M.
Holmes, S. Swarthout, E. De Reamers, L. H. Crampton, C.
Brugel, M. F. Roberts, H. Faulkner, John Farnsworth, F. G,
Seaman. Homer was quite at home when C. A. Rafter, John
Linton and Wm. Brunson got to smashing targets. Part of the
Battle Creek club were late getting in, but they had a good team
in Fred Hovv'se, S. J. Carpenter, G, C. Willard, Max Hensler and
Al, Hensler. The home club was well represented by E. C. Gale,
W. T. Cattermole, O. H. Stecker, W. A. Sweeney, L. J. Deering,
C, H. Bliss,. C. H. Ackley, Homer Brasie, W. S. Daskam, C. D.
Baum, A. F. Andrews, Elmer Jacobs and G. W. McGuire. Char-
lotte sent Sam Robinson, Tom Waddell, Henry Robinson and
Fred Hartel, and as but two of them were shooting their team
did not compete..
The prizes were mostly merchandise, donated by the Albion

business men and women. Price of entrance, targets only. Ties
were not shot off, but were decided by chance.
Trophy team shoot, five men to the team, 20 targets to the

man. As may be expected, the team contest was the most ex-
citing event of the day. It is very seldom that teams are so
•evenly matched, as there was but one bird difference in the total
of each team, and that was in favor of the Marshall team, which
won on the former contest also. The scores:
Albion Gun Club—Bawn 18, Gale 13, Bronson 18, Sweeney 17,

C. K. Bliss 14; total 80. . ,

Marshall Gun Club—Crampton 17, Faulkner 15, Swarthout 16,
Wade 17, C. Smith 16; total 81.

Battle Creek Team—Carpenter 16, Willard 15, Howes 17, Hensler
17, A. R. Hensler 15; total 80.

Hensler trophy, open to League members, 25 targets : S. Howse
22, Carpenter 18,- Gale 15, A. R, Hensler 19. Swarthout 19, A. H.
Gale 18. Holmes 15, Robinson 17, Sweeney 17, Crampton 19,
Bronson 20, Roberts 19, Kartell 20, Willard 16.

There was little time for any sweepstake shooting, and yet the
popping of nitro powder was kept up until sundown. Max Hensler,
of Battle Creek shot a steady gaif:, losing but 10 out o£ 120 shot
at in the regular events. The scores;

Events: 1 2 3 4 B 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Targets: 10 15 10 20 15 10 IE 10 15 10 15 2,0 25 15 Broke.

C Smith 4 8 7 17 10 7 12 9 8 9 .. 16 .. 107
Wade 10 11 7 14 11 8 10 9 14 10 18 17 15 149
Holmes 6 5 5 8 7 5 5 4 8 6 5 .. IE . . 79
Crampton 7 12 5 17 11 8 14 7 13 8 10 17 19 11 159
Cattermole 4 4 1 8 5 4 9 5 6 4 ...... .. 49
Sweeney 8 12 8 13.. 711 7 11 10 . . 17 17 . . 121
E C Gale 4 8 3 17 11 7 10 7 7 5 12 13 15 m
Stecker 6 9 2.. 7 11 6 7 8........ 65
]8riegel 5,, 3,. .. y .. M ... ,. „ X4f

M Hensler 9 13 10 18 15
8 11

10
9

8

5
11

4

7 ..

3 ..

5 ..

4 ..

,. 12
4 14
3 ..

13

15 8

9 14
3 8

7
11
7

9

1 10

5 11
,. 10
^ 8
.. 9
7 9
6 14
8 10
8 9

.. 12
4 S
. 8
8 12
4 9
5 10
8 7
11

6 10

Swarthout
Bruser 6
Robinson ........... 6
Kartell 5
Roberts 5
Bliss 6
O H Gale 7
Andrews 7 8
Clark ,. 7
Dicker 5 15 10
Plunk

, 7 17 14
Clay
Crozier ]()

Acklej;
, 4.

McQuire s 5 8
Baum

, \ . . , . . . . 10 .

.

Hughes 4 10
Carpenter . 10
Faulkner U
Farnsworth ., 9
Willard U
Rafter

, 12
Pickett 7 5
Linton

, , . , . , 10
Bronson H
Seaman , .. .. 7
A R Hensler
Walvogel 10
Howes 14

10 ..

5 11
17 .. 14
16 19 ..

711

9
12
11

6

9
7
4
4
e
9
7 ..

8 14

14

17
20
19

18

5

12
11
11

ii

3 9
8 11
5 ..

9 13
7 ..

5 3
9 10
7 11

IS ..

17 is ii
15 .. ..

is

5 ..

7 13 18 20 12
5
8 12
6
8 12 17 22 U

15

141
121
31
95
75
76
89
98
31
45
SO
103
39
76
4

28
47
19
81
33
17
45

SO
12
15
81
12
35
16
87

Spi?ctator.

Interstate Tournament at Raleigh.

Raleigit, N. C, June 27.—The Interstate Association's trap-
sliootmg tournament, given under the auspice.'^ of the Raleigh Gun
Club, June 25 and 26, was not as largely attended as had been
expected by the local club, but tho-se who were there witnessed
some good shooting.
Among tlie better known shots present may be mentioned the

following: Mr. H. P. Collins and Capt. Ben Eick, representing
the Dupont Powder Company: Mr. Walter Huff, representing the
Hazard Powder Company; Mr. Charles Nichols, representing the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company; Mr. T. E. Avery, repre-
senting the Union Metallic Cartridge Company;" Mr. A. W. du Bray
representing Parker Brothers; Messrs. L. D. Thomas and J. S.'

Fanning representing the Laflin & Rand Powder Company;
Messrs. H. B. Lemcke and Neaf Apgar. representing the Peters
Cartridge Company; Messrs. P. J. Gallagher and J. W. S. Butt,
of the Portsmouth, Va., Gun Club, and Messrs. Johnson, Gowan,
Walters, Stark, Dixon, Ellington and others, of the local club.
High average for both days was won by Capt. Ben Eick, Neaf

.Vpgar second and Walter Huff third.
After the regular programme had been finished the second day,

the Raleigh Gun Club donated a purse of $50. open to all. handi-
cap by distance, to be contested for without entrance fee, the
Raleigh Gun Club members not competing for the money. This
liberality upon the pa»t of the club was appreciated by alL who
were present. '

A pleasant incident in connection with the tournament was the
presenting of a pair of cuff buttons to Manager Shaner, of the
Interstate Association. The gift was from the Raleigh Gun Club,
and President Johnson, in making the presentation speech, stated
that it was a faint expression of the club's appreciation of Man-
ager Shaner's kindly efforts to render the occasion pleasant and
agreeable to all. Manager Shaner responded in a few well chosen
words.
The Raleigh Gun Club was organized three years ago, and has

a membership of about fifty. The club has been in active life
ever since it was organized, and the interest in it has steadily
grown. Mr. James I. Johnson is President: Mr. Jos. F. Ferrall
Vice-President, and Mr. R, T. Gowan, Secretary and Treasurer!
The club has splendidly equipped shooting grounds on the car
line, less than ten minutes' ride from the capitol square, where it
holds a weekly shoot each Thursday afternoon. Just southwest of
the traps stands a clump of trees, aft'ording ample shade on hot
summer afternoons. The traps face northeast, looking away over a
gentle slope, forming an ideal shooting place. Blackbird targets
and expert traps, arranged according to the Sergeant system, were
used^ and gave the very best of satisfaction. The scores of both
flays follow:

.

Jtiae 25, First Day-
Events:
Targets

:

H P Collins. . .

.

A W du Bray.W Huff .......
B Eick
J E Averv.

1

15
12
12
13

..... 14
12

J I Johnson 11

J S Butt 13
R J Gallagher 15
T S Pierce 10
T S Gray 7
H B Lemcke 11
L D Thomas...; 12
N Apgar 15

J S Fanning..,. 14
P G Welch.. 11
G N Walters....
B Stark
T Johnson, Jr
Tas Levi
K P Dixon.....
Chas Nichols
T C Ellington
I M Proctor
E C Hillyer
T L Eberhardt. , , , ,. ..

R T Gowan

2 3
20 15
12 14
14 12
19 14
20 15
15 9
17 13
17 10
19 13
14 11

17 13
12 15
16 11
20 15
16 14
11 10

9 8
16 ..

12 10
14 7
4 5

4 5 6

20 15 20
15 11 n
15 11 16
19 11 16
16 15 18
17 10 12
18 13 15
17 9 18
17 14 17
15 10 14
17 13 17
18 13 14
13 12 12
20 9 17
19 14 19
. . 10 15
13 6 13
.. 14 17

'9 io
10 13 10
15 8 15
13 13 14
10 .

.

..7 8
. . 12 13
. . 12 10

7 8

20 20
15 10
17 15
18 17
19 14
15 14
17 17
14 13
18 18
10 13
15 18
15 15
17 11

18 17
19 19
15 ..

12 14
15 20
12 ..

.. 5
15 10
19 12

9 10
20 20
15 12
15 14
17 16
19 19
16 16
19 17
15 14
15 18
17 10
17 15
9 12

13 13
18 18
20 20

'9 io
14 17

16 18

11
14
13

Juae 26, Second Day.

Events : 1
Targets : 15

H P Collins 9
A W du Bray 12
W Huff 12
B Eick 13
E Avery 8

I Johnson 11

W S Butt 11

J Gallagher 12

S Pierce..'. 11

J
J
J
P
T
J S Gray 13
G Walters 7

L D Thomas 9

J S Fanning....-.,.,..... 10
Chas Nichols 9
Hal Worth
H B Lemcke 8

N Apgar 11
B Stark ..-..f..; 11

J Johnson, Jr..... 8

J Ellington ....^

R P Dixon...-
T B Crpwder ..

E H Fellows
F Parker

2 3 4
20 15 20
13 10 13
14 9 16
17 12 18
20 13 19
14 8 11
15 14 14
16 11 17
IG 12 14
11 11 9
19 12 15
11 7 12
16 9 13
16 11 14
17 13 15
U 7 ..

11 10 15
17 10 19
15 8 16

5 6
15 20
9 15

13 16
15 18
15 16
10 13
12 13
13 16
12 14
8 11
10 16
13 7
6 13

12 14
12 18

11 18
13 17
11 17

7 8
20 20
11 10
12 10
17 15
19 18
17 14
13 18
16 18
18 11
15 13
15 15
11 9

14 14
17 13
11 16
14 12
14 17
18 18
18 17

9 10
20 20
13 12
14 19
20 19
17 19
16 17
17 16
16 16
17 15
10 16
16 15
9 8

14 13
13 15
17 15
13 ..

15 12
17 17
18 13

10 15
9 15 11 10

10 10 13
15

9 15 13
9 10 16

Shot
at.

185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
1F5
185
185
185
185
185
105
170
135
55
90

130
135
55
20
55
55
55

Shot
at.

185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
185
95
185
185
185
15
85
90
55
60
60

Broke.
327
141
160
169
136
157
140
164
124
149
134
130
167
174
72
94
113
34
45
67

103
40
10
26
39
35

Broke.
115
135
163
169
128
143
150
141
115
146
94

121
135
143
57
131
157
144
S
25
60
33
37
35

Osslnlng Guo Club.

OssiKi^'G, N. Y.—The scores herewith appended were made at
the regular Saturday afternoon shoot of the Ossining Gun Club,
?June 28. A. Betti came over from Mt. Kisco for a little prelim-
inary practice for the Kisco shoot on July 4-5. Handicap sweep-
stakes were shot to-day, which equalized matters to a certain ex-
teht:
Events: 12 3 456789 10
Targets : 10 10 10 10 10 10 Bp 15 15 15

T C Barlow , 6 7 7 8 7 .. 7 12 10 ,.

C G Blandford 9 9 9 8 10 9 8 14 15 15
Eggs OS.... ..

Hans 9 9 8 9 8.. 7 13 12 9
Henry • ..;,»i....i.fVi','..,:.-. 5 7 9 .. ..

A Betti ..... 10 10 8 8 9 10 7 15 15 13
E Ball...,.- .. 6 9 9.... .. ..

A Befell 10 9 10 ..

A Green 5 10 9 13 12
C, G. B.

L. and Trapshooters' Leagfue*
The largest tournament that has been held in the Southern coun-

try has just come to a close at Shreveport, La. The tournament
was given by the Louisiana and Mississippi Trapshooters' League,
under the auspices of the Caddo Gun Ciub, of Shreveport. To
say that the shoot was a success, goes without saying, as the scores
below will show for themselves.
Mr. Ward Erwin, of the Greenville Club, was the lion of the day,

winning first average over all the experts, making a score of 378
put of 400 birds shot at. Taking into consideration that the shoot-mg was done over four expert traps, each set being in a different
location, making the targets pretty hard. I think that the score is
phenomenal; and also, taking into consideration that Mr, Erwin
weighs only 108 pounds. He also won the individual trophy
donated by Baker & McDowell, and led his team, which won thelovmg cup donated by the Peters Cartridge Company. The team
winning the cup was composed of Erwin, Blake and Foote: they
scored 71 out of 75 birds. This team—and in fact the GreenvilleClub—IS being very ably coached by that veteran trap shot. Major
l^oote, and a great deal of their success in their team work is due
to his wide experience.
Mr. Wilcox, of Texas, shot second; Mr. Fletcher, of Birmingham,

third. '

Aniong the experts, Mr. Wade, of Texas, representing the Peters
Cartridge Company won the high expert average; Mr, Spencer, of
bt. Louis, also of the Peters Cartridge Company, shot second, and
^^I-,

J^aurote, of the Winchester Arms Company, shooting third.
I he trade was represented by Messrs. Wade, Spencer and Kau£-

mann, for the Peters Cartridge Company; Messrs. Faurote, Hill-man and Hildreth, for the Winchester Arms Company; Messrs.
Skelly, Williams and Fanning, for the Laflin & Rand Powder Com-
pany, and the only Bert Taylor, for the Hazard and Dupont powder
companies.
One of the most pleasing features of the shoot was the presenta-

tion of diamond lockets to Maurice . Kaufmann, who managed the
shoot, and to Mr. George Hillman, who so ably assisted the man-
ager m taking complete charge of the office work.
The next shoot of the League will be held in Greenville, Miss

July 17 and 18, where $600 will be added to the purse and two
cents charged for targets. The League shoots are strictly amateur
shoots, without any handicap; all amateur shooters will be welcome.
or,r^?,.-,°* at and scored as follows: Erwin
378, W' ilcox 370, Fletcher 367, Wade 366, Mercer 362. Spencer 359,
Faurote 358, Jackson, Dick and Miller 356, V. C. 354, Fanning and
Frank. 353 Darlington 352, Burke 350, Hawkins and Skannel 348,Howard 345, Atchison and G. G. Ingraham 343, Cocke 341, Baker
Saucier Tucker and Boissau 340, Post and H. Taylor 339, Dickson,'

?n^''Hv, """P'" Adams 338, Wilson 337, Watson and McCormick
336, Flournoy Sr., 335, Guessaz 334, Blake and Conroy 333, McC,
•-^""^iSJ?

Schaffer 332, P. S. Ingraham and Dick-
son 329, McMurdo 328, Turner and Coles 327, Skelly, K. K. and
Hays 328 Boote and Moser 325. Flournoy, Jr., and Broyles 324.L J. Lockett and Scoville 323, Clements 322, Graber and Dinkins
320, Fisher 318 Stratton and Walton 315, Abbott 313, Heard 312,

§ ^•o.?^'^^,
^1°'

o^^'^'il^" ^^9' Thornton 308, John Jenkins 307
1^"," McCutcheon 304. Arnold 300, Pinkston 296
Vick 280, Cleveland 280.
Each of the following shot at 200: J. W. Atkins 177, Dillard and

Spears 1(2. Bennett 168 Francis 165, Lalland 163, Gates 162, Fisher
Fred, Bearing and C. E. Jenkins 151. Kerley and Pollard 149, Elan
and Daniel 135, Buell 154.
Shooters in attendance not completing programme either day

Laj\ Marston. Hughes, Prescott, Waxa, Helmcamp, Pendleton!
Ruple, Brady, Z. T. Luckett, Allen, Poole, Cowley, Cayle, Hil-
dreth, North. Whitside^ Nemo.

W. E. Kessler's Towrnamcnt/
Dks Moines, la., June 28.—Tournament fixed to be held June

26. 27 and 28 on the old Des Moines Gun Club grounds in this
city was fairly well attended.
The programme called for three 10 and eight 15 targets events

each day. The shooting was from three traps. Sergeant system,
largets were thrown about 50 yards.
The weather on Thursday and Friday was pleasant, but on Sat-

urday morning it commenced raining and most of the shooters
went home. Owing to the small attendance, Mr. Kessler de-
cided not to finish the programme.

S^^^ ^5 per cent„ for the two days; Sellers second
with 91.3. and McFarland third with 84.3.

Jone 26, First Day.
Events:
Targets

:

McDowell
Sellers ...

Budd ....

Patterson . *

Stone
Winfrey S
Van Winkle ,

Kirsher
,

Mitchell
Callison

,

Been
Boa
Cottrell
C Harkins
J Harkins

1 2 4 5 (.; T 8 9 10 11
10 10 io 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
9 9 8 12 13 11 15 15 13 12 10
9 9 10 14 14 14 14 14 15 13 11
9 8 -6 12 12 14 10 10 13
8 10 9 14 13 i3 14 12 15 15 15
9 9 9 13 15 14 15 14 15 15 15
9 8 5 11 S ,t 10 10 9 11 9
8 9 8 12 11 13 12 14 14 12 14
8 10 9 14 15 14 14 14 15 14 12
8 9

4 8
6 9 8 10 9 13 10

"9

9 6 6 10 12
S 7 7 11 11
8 10 10 12 13 11 13
5

.. 13 14 12 12 13 13 13 9
12 13 12 14 12 12

Jooe 27, Second Day.

13 14 13 14
10 13 15 12
13 11 15 11

Events : 1
Targets: 10

McFarland 9

Budd 9

Cottrell 9
Selbers 8
Steiner 5

French 6
Elbert 9

McDowell 8
Schlosser 5

Forney 7

McCall
Patterson
McCully
Van Winkle
Lewis

General averages:

2 3
10 10
8 10
9 10
7 7
9 10
8 9
7 9

10 10
7 9

4 5 6
15 15 15
11 11 14
14 15 14
13 12 13
12 13 15
15 10 13
11 .. ..

12 ..

14 13 13

"9 ii ii
11 12 15
. . 12 6
.. 13 12
.. 15 12
.. ., 13

7 8 9 10 11
15 15 15 15 15
14 13 11 12 13
14 14 14 14 15
11 13 12 12 9
14 15 15 14 11
12

U 14 14 15 14
.. .. 11 11 ..

11 12 .. .. ..

14 13 14 11 14
9 9 11 12 11

15 14 13 11 11
.. 11
11 13 13 15 8

Budd
Selbers . .

.

McFarland

1st day.
...143
...138

...127

2d day.
142
136
126

Av.Total.
285
274 ,913
253 .848
Hawkeye.

They Witt Close.

New York, June 27.—Editor Forest and Stream: It might interest
the shooting fraternity to know that the entire gun trade are
going to close their stores on July 5. It would probably be a
good idea if you published this fact, in your next issue. This is

merely a suggestion on our part, and if you care to publish it, we
would be glad to have you do so. Below are the names of the
people who have signed the agreement to close: M. Hartley Com-
pany, Winchester Repeating Arms Company, A. G. Spalding &
Brothers, Schoverling, Daly & Gales. H. D. Folsom Arms Com-
pany, Bridgeport Gun Implement Company. Remington Anps Com-
pany, Von Lengerke & Detmold, C. J. Godfrey, Union Metallic
Cartridge Company, E. C. Powder Company, Walsrode Powder
Company, A. H. Funke, H. Werleman.

Schoverling, Dxty & Gai.es.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The Pfemo Camera.

Amateue photographer* will be interested in the Premo- Book,
which is sent free on application tp

;
Dept. A M, ROcliftBter Optical

Co., Rochester, N. Y. The Premo i$ a standard ai^d popular
cansera of demonstrated utility aad power, : .- '
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Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc

(1st, 2d, 3d and 4th)

At the West Virginia State Sportsmen's Tournament at Wheeling,

May 20 22,

WON WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc,
J

HIGHEST AVERAGES, THE "OLb RELIABLE"

E.I.DU PONT DENEMOURS&CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

On May 8th won the

THIRD ANNUAL.

Grand American Handicap
AT TARGETS.

Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur, of New York City, shooting from the iS yard

mark, captured First Money, the Trophy (a valuable silver tea set) and High

Score, breaking 94 out of 100 targets.

SEND FOR
OATALOOUE. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salosroom, 32 Warren St.

Lefever Arms

Co.,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, shooting under the name of

Dudley, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Qun^
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER.
will please you. Send for Catalogue.

It

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will g-ive you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass.

The Gun and Its Development.
By W. W. Greener. Price S4.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. NEW YORK.

CRACK SHOT"

"FLASH"

"BANG"-

Use the new Black Powder "Crack Shot" shell

-of the new AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
and yon will be a Crack Shot.

We make Nitre cartridges too, and good ones (new ideas). Use
-cor low price, intermediate grade shell the "Flash," quick

as its name.

In the middle. Bang in the middle of the ammnnition trade, that's

where we intend to land.

FOR PRICES WRITE TO US OR OUR AGKNTS:
T. L. White, Security Builduif, St. Louis, Mo.
w L. Garber, 86 West Second St., Cincinnati, O.
A. S^'Austin, 72 West Congress St., Detroit, Mich.

Wm. Baskervill, 180 So. Charles St., Baltimore, Md
Capt. Hal. M. Smith, Springfield, Ills.

THE AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO., - CLEVELAND, 0.

IDEAL PAPER SHOT SHELLTRIMMER
SOMETHING NEW.

With it you can cut off the soft and
frayed ends of shells that have been
fired and they will be as good as
new. Why throw good shells
away ? Send us 6 cents in stamps for

latest IDMAIy HAND BOOK,
giving full information of all New
Goods and much matter of interest

to shooters. Address,

. IDEALMilNUPGGO.,HewHaven,Gonn.,U.S.t.
THE PHIL. B. BEKEART CO., San Francisco, Cal , Agents for Pacific Coast

When you write please mention Forest and Stream.

QUieK-RELIABLEr.

.

NtW-TMISDORf. SMOKaff^
I * mimUN POWDER.

Headquarters for the Sale of New Iroisdorf:

HYi^l^^^^. ^ SON. Boston. T. V. V ARICK Mmchester, N. H.
?A^5.^t^>^^^S , C incinnati. O. RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO. St.Louis.Mo.
J^ONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago. JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.KENNEDY BROS

, St. Paul, Minn. RECTOR & WILHELMY CO . Omahi, ^eb.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man. WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York.

ALL WON WITH THE SMITH GUN
at the Grand American Handicap, Kansas Gty, J902. 456 shooters? all

American and most all foreigfn-made guns were used, but the up-to-date
SMITH GUN, made by progressive gunmafcers, proved its superiority by
winning all* Our guns are made to shoot all kinds of powder.

THE HUNTER. AEtMS CO., Fvilton, N. Y.
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1I INTERESTING
1 W. Greener double haninierless gun, grade F, 16 gauge, 28 inch, Damascus steel barrels.

b lbs., length of stock 14 mches. drop S inches. Tust a little shopworn; can hardly tell from
new. Shooting quality guaranteed to be excellent. Regular price, $125.00. Now $100.00. A
genuine bargain.

1 Syracuse hammerless double gun, grade No. 3, Damascus steel barrels, 12 gauge 28-inch
barrels, <i4 lbs weight, 278 inches drop, 14 inches length of stock. Imported walnut, half
pistol grip, checkered stock and forearm. Extension matted rib, with cross-bolt and automatic
safety. Used one season only. In fine condition. Regular price, $30.00. Now, $,24.00.

1 Iver Johnson double hammerless gun, 12 gauge, 30 inch, fine twist steel, weight 714 los
Cross-bolted through the extension as well as being bolted on lug. Contains every improve-
ment, and IS adapted for nitro powders. Second hand, but in good condition! Regular
price, 25.00. Now, $17.50.

1 ^efevcr double hammerless double gun, grade H, 12 gauge, 30 inch, 7% lbs. Twist barrels
walntit stock; full pistol grip, both choke. Has been' used a little only. Regular

price, $33.00. Now, $27.50.
^

1 Winchester repeating shotgun, model 1893, 12 gauge. 30 inch, weight 71bs, 12 oz., full chokem fine condition. Regular price $25.00. Now, $10.00. A rare bargain.
1 Winchester lever-action repeating shotgun, 12 gauge, 30 inch, full choke, weight 8 lbsguaranteed m just as good condition as a new one. Regular price, .$25.00 No $15 00

'

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO..
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Wavhington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

K

S
M
ft

I
M

I

X
X
X

f
X
X
X
X
X

Self-Loading

Pistols

or Carbines

Mtuser Automatic Carbine

* or Pistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or
self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive
weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to 1000 yards. It Will shoot a mile. It will
penetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose
or full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,
and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . t22.65
10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00

' Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per iOOO, . 25.00
MAUSER Latest Mode! 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger 50.00

o\nitVTl^^^, YON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U. S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

Weight ot Pistol, 1 lb. 13 oz.

Caliber, .30 or T65 mm.
Muzzle Velocity, 1,150 feet.

Range, 2,000 Yards.

Price, $25 Not.

LDGER AUTOIVIATIC PISTOL

"°
CARBINE

Cartridges loaded with Walsrode
. Powder with either soft nose or

steel jacketed bullets, per 100, $2.50.

This pistol has been adopted by the
Ordnan-ce Board of the United. States
Army, and can be carried xn a holster or
coat pocket, and is powerful enough to
kill large game. It has also been adopted
by the Swiss Government in 1899. It has
a magazine carrying eight cartridges in
the stock of the pistol, and the magazine
can be thrown out, when empty, and
replaced with another in a moment.

At a late test 116 shots were fired in a minute, and a score of 24 bullseyes out of 80 shots was made. The
barrel and breech block is forced backward by the recoil from the discharge of the cartridge and empty shell
IS e.xtracted and ejected by this same movement. This is one of the most wonderful arms ever invented.

Agents: WILLIAM READ &, SONS,
107 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

BOATS AND CANOES.
Largest variety. Lowest prices. Best quality. Compare our boats

with same quality of other makers and you will find our prices much lower.

CAMPING GOODS.
|. All the latest and most approved kinds.

FISHING TACKLE.
For all sorts of fishing. We carry the finest tackle to be procured in

New York City. We have weekly sales of tackle at greatly reduced
prices. This week it is a Bristol Steel outfit costing $8.00 for $5.00.

Come and see us.

Grand American Handicap at Targets
Mr. C. W. Floyd, using 25 grains Ballistite, IJi oz., 1% chilled shot, defeats field of ninety-one

representative trap shots. (AMAXEUK- K.ECOII.D.)

Sola
Agents, J. H. LAU & CO., 75 CHAMBERS ST.,

NEW TOBK CITY.
Importers and Dealers in Fire Arms, Ammanition and Fencing Goods,

A Postal brings "Shooting Faols" (Second Edition).

Gasoline, Steam and Electric. Sole^New

York Agents for the

RAMBLER
Automobiles.

French design. Finest workmanship.

Noiseless, self-starting, water-cooled

motor. Heavy running gear. Automatic

An ideal machine for doctors, lawyers, merchants or anybody whogovernor,

wants great value for the money.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON.
20 Certlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A co£bpIete mknaal for Amateurs. Containing plain and compreliensiTe directions for the constroction of

Canoes, Rowihg and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlaced

edition. 264 pages, numeroos illastrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2^'<pOc'. ^his office. ^

100 STRAIGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooing

from the 30-yard mark, made the

Great Record of iOO ?kmz Straiglit,
in his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr, Budd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" 6UIIP0WDER CO., Ltd.,

WorkK Oakland, Bargdu Coautj, If. i<, Qffl«e: 818 Broadnajr, New X«rk.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks!-

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details
'

and directions are very specific and easily comprel^nded, and the jillus-
*

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE
VOL. LIX.-N0. 2.

SATURDAY, JULY 12, 1902.

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Terms, po.stpaid, $4.

Great Britain.

d, $4. )

, $5. f

Entered at New York Post Oiiice as Second Class Matter.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROAD' ^^u^p^f•"'S'

CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano s.-'tf ^qOjLj PRICE, 10 CENTS.

U. M. C.
Made Dviring May and Jurve.

C. W. Budd defended the Hazard cup by killing lOO live birds straight. In

contests for this cup he has killed 225 out of 230 live birds.

H. Waters made high average at Charleston, breaking 161 out of 175 targets at 20 yds.

J. W. Hoffmann won the New Jersey Live Bird Championlhip.

W. E. Parker broke 92 per cent, at "Williamsport, making high average.

R. O, Heikes captured high average at Cleveland, also at Memphis, breaking in

these two shoots 907 out of 960 targets.

J. M. Hughes secured the amateur average at Sioux City, score 385 out of 400 targets.

^/,e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,
515 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Bl

THE .32 CALIBER WINCHESTER SPECIAL
A New Smokeless or Black Powder Cartridge And Rifle

The .32 Winchester Special Cartridge, which we have just perfected, is offered to meet the demand of many sportsmen for a
Smokeless powder cartridge of larger caliber than the .30 Winchester and yet not so powerful as the .30 U. S. Army, and which
could be reloaded with black powder and give satisfactory results. The .32 Winchester Special Cartridge meets all these require-
ments. Loaded with Smokeless powder and a 165-grain bullet, it has a muzzle velocity of 2,057 foot-seconds, generating a muzzle
energy of 1,550 foot-pounds. At the standard testing distance of 15 feet from muzzle, this cartridge, with a full metal-patched
bullet, will give a penetration of 37 ^-inch pinp boards. Its trajectory is as follows i 100 yards, 1.23 inches ; 200 yards, 5.92
inches; 300 yards, 16.38 inches. From these figures it will be readily seen that the advantages of this cartridge are its great
striking energy, penetration, high velocity and consequent flat trajectory. Next to the .30 U. S. Army and .303 British, it is the
most powerful small-bore cartridge of to-day. With a charge of 40 grains of black powder, the .32 Winchester Special develops a
velocity of 1,385 foot-seconds, which makes it a powerful black powder cartridge.

We have adapted the popular Winchester, Model 1894, rifle, to handle the .32 Winchester Special Cartridge, and are pre-
pared to furnish it in either solid-frame or take-down style, with 26-inch octagon ni-ckel-steel barrel, the list price being I23.00
for the solid frame and $^8.oo for the take down style. Rifles for the .32 Winchester Special Cartridge are fitted with- a new and
specially designed rear sight, which is graduated for both Smokeless and Black powder cartridges.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., = NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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J
Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc.

J

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
Handsome catalogue free.

WORKd: RBDBANK, N. J.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Over 1,000 Boilers in xise. 260 pounds of steam.
RED BANK, N. J.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

have a sail or

power boat, and

we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N.J.

MULLINS'

W.

SECTIONAL
CANOE

made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with air

chambers. Low in

price. Cuts the
> freight in two. al-

ways ready. Also
fill ed with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new.

H. MULLINS, 216 Depot Street, Salem, 0.

CHAS. P. McCLELLAN,
YACHT SAIL MAKER,

Tents, Flags, etc. Yacht Blocks, Patent Sail

Hoists, and Fittings. Send for Catalogue,

FALL RIVER, MASS.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

handled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON ft OLD TOWN CANOE CO..

» Middle Street, Old Town,. • Maine.

The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the

tife Sa\'ing Service, is now working m Alaska,

Denmark. England, and in every state in the United
States It stands on its merits. All.joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze. Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-

vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write tor

catalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nARQUBTTB. - - fUCHIOAN, U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A., 8ft. 6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being

where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an

open launch. The design is of flie recent square

stern t}'pe, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller craft.

|jA stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, - MAINE.

HOLLOW-SPURS
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Price-List.
The particular con

^
Yachting Goods.

j

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH, struction employed
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reitaole, and yet sHffer thiin one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former -will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid,

^- ^-
^^ML^er. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

CANVAS COVERED CEDAR

CANOES
FROM $28.00 UPWARDS.

Built upon the same models as our well known and popular all-wood canoes.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE (No. 5) of 'nlZTj^s:^!:^^^^,^^:!^^^^^^^ ^e^^v
THE SPALDING ST. LAWRENCE BOAT CO.,

J. G. FRASER, Manager. ^OGDENSBURG, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON^S

Danvis Books.
These books Iiave taken their place as classics

ia the literature of New England village and
Woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters are

J>eculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
tiot be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;

his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit

of landscape, a scene of outdoors, stand out clear

and vivid, like a startling flashing out from the

reader's own memory.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

Canoe Handlings

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
I and Varieties, Practical Management

and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.

Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, i68 pages. Price, $i.oo.

tOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

When writing My that you »«w

the ad. la th« **F«rest and Streaak**

LAUNCHES
Steam and sail Vachts, Kow Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address ,

BACdE BOAT MANTIFACTCUING CO.,
[

Box 25, Racine, Wis. |

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. NEW YOVtV,

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80,

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies

moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.

An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive

of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and

comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders

and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler

as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.

The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines

are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous

examples of modern practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and

special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road

are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-

ning of machinery. Contents : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler

Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts,

Lloyds Rules, Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal

Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hulls. Practical Construction. Small Cruising

Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Vie. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece

of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner

work required around closet, and no opportunity

for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS &. SON,
Yaeht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUaw
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you

will agree with us in

aying ths

lALMY
BOILER
It tht

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

I

Boats, Skiffs,

Canoes and Launches.
High grade Sporting, Athletic, Gymnastic and Boat-

1

ing Suoplies. My prices are from 15 to 35 per cent,

lower than other reliable dealers. Catalogue free on
application. WM. WOOD,
25 West 125th St., New York.!

BUCKLEY
Patent Water Tube Boiler for Yachts.

Also "Acme" Launch Enrines.

Send for Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
6 Center St., Rochester, N. Y.
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Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.
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as a finish for yachts;
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fcturning white. Used!
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America Cup Races,
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CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY
Chicago. New York. Boston;

Yacht and Boat Sailing;

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Nava'i

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and containi)

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of man)
boats never before published, the total number of plate^

exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in th«

text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examination ol

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Eqfiipment of thd
Yacht." "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,'' "The General Management of a Yacht," "Thti
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing!
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats^'
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails fol:

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,'

t

"Mersey SaiUng Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-,

fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,'

"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmoutl
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the ISIorfolk Broads," "Smaul
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehandec
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,'"^ etc.
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LONG-RANGE TESTS.

The story of the preparations' for the series of inter-

national victories in long-range rifle shooting, beginning
in 1874, is being repeated in a quiet way just now. At
the Bruce dinner last winter it was resolved by the old-

time rifle shots that a renewed effort should be made to

organize and maintain a long-range rifle club on the lines

of the famous Amateur Rifle Club. It was to be a civilian

organization, devoted to any rifle as distinguished from
strictly military arms, and to be given up to shooting at

the extreme open-sight ranges of 800 to 1,200 j-ards.

Without much publicity being sought, the organization

has been effected, and on selected ranges in New Jersey
a great deal of very interesting work has been in progress
for some time. Messrs. Bruce and Hyde, of the early

American teams, have been acting as shooting masters
for a very enthusiastic group of youngsters, and some
of the spirit which animated the riflemen of a quarter-

century ago has been aroused. The co-operation of the

rifle-making and ammunition companies has been secured,

and at every shooting day for weeks past some very deli-

cate problems have been met, but as yet they have not
been mastered.

These marksmen pioneers have nothing to guide them
ir the path they have worked out for themselves. All the

old data when black powder was used must be laid aside

now that smokeless powder has been taken in hand. So
far it has proven to be a most uncertain article to handle,

and despite the assurances of the manufacturers that it

will act the same under all conditions, the marksmen
And this to be far from the fact.

A batch of cartridges is prepared and at 500 yards
give very uniform results ; so on back to 800 ; but above
this those perplexing "unaccountables" become so fre-

quent that it is evident some definite cause must be dis-

covered. That discovery is the current problem of the

Bruce-Hyde band of experimenters, and to solve it they
are determined if intelligent and persistent work can
accomplish it.

It must be borne in mind that the smokeless powders
are nitro- powders—really of a common origin with nitro

glycerine, dynamite, gun cotton and all that cla^ of ex-

plosives, and prone to the vagaries which have always
marked this group. With black powders the chemical
action of the liberation of a great quantity of gas to

create a pressure behind the bullet was governed by a few
easily understood physical conditions. The size of the

grain, the compactness of the mass and any moisture
present were factors easily allowed for, but with the more
powerful and far more sensitive mass of nitro powder, not
only are these factors magnified, but there are apparently

new ones which have yet to be detected.

We suggest as a possible cause for some of the irregu-

larity noted, the matter of temperature. A stick of dyna-
mite on a frosty morning is practically inert. The care-

less laborer who warms it up over the blacksmith fire

proves what changes warmth works in the rather un-
stable chemical mixture. May not something of this be
working out in the metallic cartridges as they are slipped

mto the breech opening? Early in the day, with the rifle

barrel comparatively cool, the powder is in very much the
same surroundings as in the cartridge case. When the
longer ranges are reached the weapon is not only much,
hotter, as every rifleman knows who has put in a day's
shooting of from fifty to one hundred shots, but the
tune taken for sighting, etc., is longer, and all this gives
opportunity for the powder to absorb an appreciable quan-
tity of heat from the metal of the barrel, and so lead to

an entirely different form and rate of combustion with an
accompanying variable evolution of gas with a consequent
change in the initial velocity of the bullet, and a miss
\vhere a bul|sg^| YfM beld for and expected,

"

BIG CATCHES AND THE BIG CATCHERS.
As a rule, we do not print the notes which come to

Us of tremendous catches of trout or bass, but now and

then they are given place to show that the count fisher-

men are still in the land, and are actively engaged in

doing what they can to prevent the rest of the world
from having any fishing after they have got through. To
impute to such anglers any deliberate motive of this

nature would be tO' do them an injustice. The man who
snakes out his two or three hundred trout and tells of

it Avith gusto, in all probability has no thought of what is

to follow his own fishing. . The idea never enters his

head that his intemperance will have any effect what-

ever upon the fortunes of other anglers. This is illus-

trated in the case of the correspondent who reported the

other day the taking of several hundred trout at a Maine
resort, and then recommended other fishermen to visit

the same place. Such a person simply does not think.

He is a good fellow who would like to have others share

his good fortune, so after fishing to Ws own satiety, he

invites others to come and take his place and have some
of the great luck after he has departed.

It is clear then that the remedy lies in education. The
unthinking, foolish and improvident angler must be made
to recognize the principle of the thing. He must be

taught to apply to fishing the ABC axiom that you

cannot eat your cake and have it too. The only way to

accomplish the education is by everlastingly proclaiming

the doctrine of temperance in fishing. The principle is

accepted more generally now than ever before. It was not

so many years ago that the success of a fishing expedition

was conventionally reckoned by the score of the fish

taken. But among the vast majority of intelligent anglers

to-day, there exists no spirit of emulation in count fish-

ing. The men who catch their hundreds and tell of it in

public are individual personalities who are out of their

place in history. They belong to an angling time which
has passed.

Camp keepers and hotel managers of fishing resorts

are very often responsible for the count fishermen who
herald their big scores to the world, for it is thought by
them that other fishermen hearing of the great catches

will hasten to get their share of the fun. The very reverse

of this is quite as likely to be the case ; for your experi-

enced angler who reads of big catches of fish reasons with
himself that fished-out waters are wisely avoided, and in

consequence he betakes himself to other scenes. The list

is not short of fishing resorts once popular and capable

of being judiciously farmed for an indefinite period, which
-have been utterly ruined by the silly connivance of the

count fisherman and the foolish landlord.

In her "Florida Days" Margaret Deland paints a sun-

set on the East Coast and makes the sun sink into the

sea. This is matched by Tolstoi, who, in "Anna Karenina,"

when describing a snipe shooting on a spring evening, tells

us that "Venus, bright and silvery, shone with her soft,

light low down in the west behind the birch trees.
4- * * Levin i-esolved to stay a little longer, till Venus,
which he saw below a branch of birch, should be above
it. * * * Venus had risen above the branch." Of
the two manipulators of the heavenly bodies, we are so

patriotic as to hold that the American woman who makes
the sun set in the east is a greater wizard than the Rus-
sian who makes the planets rise in the west. Moreover, if

Tolstoi knows as little of snipe shooting as he does of

astronomy, he would not amount to much on a jacksnipe
bog.

•t

At Mammoth Hot Springs in the Yellowstone Na-
tional Park on July 20 there will be a convention of the
State game wardens of the Northwest. The meeting is the
outcorae of efforts on the part of Mr. F. W. Scott, of Helena,
State Game and Fish Warden of Montana. There will

be a two days session, and the discussions will cover
many subjects of interest in the work of fish and game
protection. The Yellowstone Park is in peculiar degree
an appropriate place for such a meeting of game protec-
tors, for it is in itself a striking object lesson of game
protection which protects and preservation which pre-

serves. It has even some specimens of that great rarity in

the twentieth century, the native wild American buffalo—
a remnant bunch estimated to contain twenty-five in-

4ividti^ls, T|je elk, it nee^ not be said, are, extremely

numerous; they roam the Park and the country south

of it by the tens of thousands. The deer are so plenti-

ful and so tame that the delegates to the convention may
get sight of them; or failing this, may at least have the

satisfaction of seeing at close quarters the bears at the

hotel garbage piles. The antelope, under the combined
protection afford'ed by the Park and by Montana under
the new game law, promise rapid increase. The beaver

has built its dams in almost all the smaller streams. The
Park supplies also a demonstration of successful fish

stocking. In nearly all the waters visited by the tourists

of to-day, trout fishing may be had, either for the native

variety or for those which have been introduced by tftc

United States Fish Commission. There are four trouts in

the Park—the indigenous black-spotted, and the intro-

duced rainbow. Von Behr, Loch Leven, and Eastern

brook trout—and there are no restrictions on the fishing

except that trout may not be caught for market.

We conclude to-day the special report procured for us

by Mr. J. B. Monroe on the Montana buffalo herds. The
summary has special interest at this moment when the

report comes from Washington that Mr. Howard F^ton,

of Medora, N. D., has secured an option on the Flathead

buffalo, which he has told President Roosevelt he would
iTiake over to the Government, without profit to himself,

if the herd could be acquired and added to the buffalo

now in the Yellowstone National Park. The advantage

which would accrue from such a disposition of the Mon-
tana herd would be very great. It is recognized that the

Park buffalo constitute so small a remnant that their ulti-

mate extinction may be looked for. The accession of

the Allard herd would proAdde not only the strength of

increased number, but of much needed new breeding

stock. The taking over of the herd by the Government
Avould be an assurance that the day of the final passing of

this interesting American mammal was to be postponed.

The annual report of the Fishery Board for Scotland

gives the results of the series of salmon-marking experi-

ments which have been carried on on the Tay, Tweed and
other rivers. Metal labels were attached to a large num-
ber of captured kelts, the labels being numbered and the

fish when recaptured identified thereby. The records

show that the popular notion that a salmon always re-

turns- to its native river has a basis in a rule with ex-

ceptions. Of twenty-four marked fish which were re-

captured in rivers after the lapse of at least one season,

nineteen had come back to the river in which they had
been marked ; five went to other rivers, but of these five

only one went to a river very far away. The salmon
which holds the record for long wandering was a Nor-
wegian fish which, having been marked and released in

the Aadsira River, was recaptured two and one-half years

afterward on the Trondhjem Fjord, 500 miles distant.

Executive Agent Sam. F. Fullerton, of the Game and
Fish Commission, takes a rosy view of the prospects for

Minnesota game. Since the State "has got Forest and
Stream's Platform Plank securely spiked," the change in

the situation has been strikingly manifest. Indeed if the

progress in this direction now making shall continue,

Minnesota game promises to be as plentiful as it was in

the old days. The mildness of recent winters has been

exceedingly favorable to the quail, which are everywhere

reported in great abundance. It is a long look ahead to

the time when the venison-consuming lumber camps will

cease to be a factor, but just so surely as the forests afe

to go, lumbermen must go with them, and the slaughter

of deer for lumber camps will come to an end.

We have studiously refrained from calling the horse
mackerel a "horse mackerel," since the name "tuna" is so
much more taking; and "leaping tuna" has in it something
of the poetry of sport. But in Atlantic coast waters
horse mackerel it is, and horse mackerel it will remain
in popular parlance, until some angler shall follow the

lead pointed out by Mr. Waddell, Commissioner Colliiis

or Dr. Morris, and by bringing the big fish by capture

with rod and reel into the category of game fish, giye ac^;

ceptance to the name by which it is known on the P^cjfifl

coast. '
^

'-

'
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Concerning the Roustabout.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

Like your many other appreciative i-eaders, I have en-

joyed Mr. Spears' series of "Walk Down South" narra-

tives, and regret that they have come to an end. Mr.

Spears' observations on the hard lot of the negro [oust-

abouts" on the steamboat he traveled on, and Mr. Charles

Cristadoro's subsequent remarks on the same subject, no

doubt present a true picture of this interesting class of

the Southern negro, as seen by these gentlemeh, through

spectacles that admitted no side lights on the canvas.

The impression made on their minds, however, by the

partial view of the situation which they had opportunity

to see, and which they have imparted to your readers, is

that these negroes are proper objects of commiseration

and sympathy, from the hard, and inferentially unavoid-

able, lot to which they are subjected.

While Forest and Stream is no proper place for a

controversy on the "race question," I may be permitted

to cast a few "side lights" upon the picture so graphically

drawn by those gentlemen, in order to dispel the^ very

erroneous impression which they have imbibed and laid

before your readers, as a consequence of merely superficial

observation.

The negro steamboat "roustabout" is a sui generis,^ a

class by himself, a unique figure in the post bellum. in-

dustrial development of the South. His class is perhaps

the most independent of all the laboring negroes m the

Mississippi A/'alley. His servitude in steamboat work is

exceedingly hard, but is purely voluntary, and is indeed

his chosen profession, so to speak. The pay he receives

is several times as great as that of any other class ot

mere laborer, so that the proceeds of a single trip on

the boat enable him to lie off. and revel m his most

coveted luxury of crap shooting and similar mdvilgences,

until his money is exhausted, when he has no dilhculty

in making engagement for another trip.

The demands of the steamboat service on the Missis-

sippi River are, from its very nature, extremely exacting

on the "roustabout," taxing severely his physical povyers

while he is actually at work—that is, during the continu-

ance of his "trip." These -demands have led to the de-

velopment of this picturesque class of negro laborers.

But so far from being proper objects of sentimental

commisseration. the "rousters" are generally masters of

the situation, in large measure dictating the terms ot

their service; and. after the example of the white

"brotherhoods." not infrequently tie up a boat by refu.sing

to load or unload her, until their demands are complied

with. , • -

During the busy season, when cotton is moving, the

customary pay of the roustabout on Mississippi Riyer

boats is s'ixty dollars a month ; and it is not unusual for

them to strike for ninety dollars, and get it, when there

is great pressure of business.

The roustabout as a class is conspicuous even among

negroes for general cheerfulness, and that disregard of

life's vicissitudes which is characteristic of the race, ap-

pearing as happy and contented when without any visi-

ble means of support" as when receiving regular pay;

working or idling as the whim takes him. But when he

has "signed" for a trip on a boat, it is perfectly well un-

derstood what the work is to be, and that no shirking is

to be permitted. Moreover, he prefers this kind of em-

ployment to ahv other, and cannot be enticed into other

fields where both the work and pay are lighter.
_

Neither can it be considered strange that a gray-haired

rouster is rarely, if ever, to be seen, and this for several

reasons: as for one thing, he drops out of this strenuous

sort of life when he has passed the most robusl age and

i-; consequently no longer fitted for it. Another reason is

that the roustabout is perhaps the most dissolute in ins

habits of all the negro population, falling a victim to

diseases that result from such habits of ife, getting mto

fatal broils with his fellows, and furnishing the_ largest

proportion of the subjects for the police courts m river

. The roustabout is withal an indispensable adjunct to

the Mississippi River steamboat traffic, where trips must

be made on regular dates, and where freight must be

loaded and unloaded on time, day and night, and in all

weathers; and long may he continue to labor and sweat

in season, and to draw high pay, and laugh and smg and

shoot his "craps," and slash his fellow rouster with Ms

?eady razor, and dodge the "cop," and adorn the benches

of the police courts, and amuse himself m divers ways,

there being no power to compel him either to do or not

do these things.
Coahoma.

Mississippi.
,

hurt. He walked a few paces further, and then fell

again, and lost by drowning what little of life was left.

"The next afternoon we saw three large elephants,

each with fine great tusks, crossing the river ahead of

us. They walked nearly all the way over, having only

once or twice to swim short distances, and refreshed

themselves by diving and by squirting water over them-

selves. We ordered 'full steam ahead,' but failed to get

within range for a 'killing shot.' The next day we saw

another very large one, also crossing the river, but

we were out of range again. About noon a large ele-

phant undertook to cross the river almost directly be-

fore our bows. We hastily got our rifles and fired several

shots at his head, now out, now half under water, as

he lumberingly swam along. Our steamer had such

headway that it ran right atop of him, and he passed

directly under us, and soon was so far astern and to-

ward the farther bank, that it was difficult to hit him

at a vulnerable point. Though we blazed away, we had

the mortification to see him mount the bank and enter

the forest. We were, however, so certain that he was

mortally wounded and could not get far, that we sent

some of our most trusty men to follow his tracks. They

were gone a couple of hours, but did not succeed in

coming up with him, so we had to reluctantly give up

the chase and continue our voyage.

"During the afternoon, within the same hour, three

elephants, each by himself, crossed the river ahead of

us, but all of them unfortunately beyond a satisfactory

range, though we altered the sights of our Mausers and

blazed awav as usual. Soon we came suddenly upon a

huge elephant bathing in the river close to the bank.

We at once opened fire upon him, but our speed was so

great we could not get a good .shot, and though we
thought we had mortallv wounded him, he quietly walked

up the bank and into the forest. We at once stopped

and sent a canoe ashore with some men to follow him

and sec if he was seriously wounded. They returned

after awhile and reported that though he was bleeding

profusely, they had not come up with him. The next

morning, about 7 o'clock, we saw a small elephant cross-

ing the" river a long distance ahead. We at once 'put

on steam' and bore down upon him. We fired half a

dozen shots, and thought, nevertheless, he would escape,

when, just as he was mounting the bank, a bullet pene-

trated the brain, dropping him dead without a tremor.

* * * The elephant we shot this day makes a total

of four killed out of the eleven we saw on the Kuilu.''

These extracts read like the old-time accounts of

shooting buffaloes from the windows of passing trains,

and alligators from the decks of steamboats in Florida.

It is, 'of course, inevitable; it is written m large hand

in the book of fate. Ivory is in dem.and: beside, there

is not room for big game, especially of the elephantine

order, in a country peopled by civilized men. The

forests must necessarily melt away before the ax of the

woodman. Farms must be opened up if the country is

to sustain a large and -prosperous community. The red

man has been compelled to give place to the white, and

the buffalo range to the cattle ranch. The same thing-

is decreed for Africa. The native races must crowd back

and finally disappear, aSid the great beasts of the African

forests are doomed. Sic transit elephantus.
T. J. Chapman.

Doomed.

taffy, and was to be so regarded metaphorically, no

doubt. . .

[I remember that some antiquated army commissions

of Colonial and Revolutionary times which were un-

earthed from our family records, were sealed in the same

way; only there was less wax. The higher the com-

mission, the bigger the wax, of course.]

In view of the fact that the broad acres of Spencer

Grange adioin the demesne of the Governor General, it

was, perhaps, natural for me to express my pleasure

that some portions of the royal fruitage had dropped

over on his side of the fence, though it must have been

a vice-regal predecessor who shook the tree. The ap-

pointees of the Crown at Quebec have always held Sir

James in the highest esteem, and he has quite a few

elegant souvenirs from the Princess Louise and the Mar-

quis of Lome, Earl Dufferih, Lord Elgin and other royal

representatives; for they have delighted to honor our

author and scholar whose standard volumes occupy such

conspicuous places on their library shelves.^ As a further

tribute to Le Moine's worth, a few of his old friends,

headed by George M. Fairchild, E. T. D Chambers

Com. J. U. Gregory, Geo. Van Felson, Mayor Parent

and such ilk, have chipped in for a life-size portrait of

the author, which is being pamted by R. J. Wickenden,

to be presented to him. Each subscriber is to receive

one artist's auto-lithograph from the painting signed by

the artist and Sir James. En masse, they form a literary

galaxy, such as not only Canada but Forest and

Stream should be proud of, for every mother s son

of them has been a contributor to its columns, one or

the other of them, almost constantly, for nearly thirty

years It was a kind Providence which permitted me

to meet them all in June, weathered and gray, the old

commodore still at the head of the Department of Ma-

rine after 38 years' service; Chambers filling many a gap

in natural history which tlie books have left uncovered:

George Stewart, F. R. S., who published Stewarts Lit-,

erary Quarterlv in 1867, and is now editing the Quebec

Mercury and Fairchild. the breeziest author of them all

whose forest runes and volumes of Canadian sport are

the joy of many interested readers. Fairchild hves at

Cap Rouge, several miles beyond the city walls on the;

St Louis road, which is a sort of Canadian Plymouth

Rock where the earliest French settlers made a landing;

400 years ago, before Kanucks were known.
_
The spot^

in itself is extremely picturesque, but historically it is.

transcendent. I suppose the Laval Museum itself does^

not contain as quaint old curios as those which adorn

the walls of RavenscHff. Everything that the aborigines

used (or wished to use), whether Iroquois, Algonqums,

Naseaupies, or Red Indians, may be found about the

premises, inside -the house or out.
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

Wherever the invading foot of the white man passes,

he seems to leave behind him a trail of blood and rtim.

In his footsteps later on may spring up amelioration

and improvement; but before his face the native races

of men and animals give way and disappear. It has been

emSiently so in this country, and the same process of

Srpation has begun in Africa, /he spirit of gam or

of sport that has practically wiped out the buffalo heie

is n operation against the elephant over there. Mr.

Frank Vincent, noted as a traveler, author and natural-

ist, in his excellent book, "Actual Africa/', gives us a

glimpse of the work of extermination of this noble ani-

mal as it is carried on in the Dark Continent. At the

time of his writing (1895)^ he '^^^if-'^^l^f^?,^,
chants were killed annually in Africa. The modus

operandi may be seen from the following extracts .from

Mr. Vincent's description of his trip up the Kassai and

"^"The"da?" after, early in the morning, as we were

rounding a sharp point, we were greatly surprised at

seeing a large elephant quietly walking across the river

and half out of the water, just before us. Withm a

minut^e we had fired five shots at him, three taking ef-

f^cr and bringing him to his knees. He quickly re-

covered himself, however, an'd kept on his way, but soon

fell again, and kicked and rolled frantically. Then he

gained his k^X onge more, but we saw that be was badly

Knights of the QuilL

The coronation honors awarded to literary men of

England on June 26, whereby they received the title of

Sir Knight in the new Order of Merit, will be grateful

to the distinguished recipients whom the world of let-

ters knows, and admirers. No doubt the distinction

is well bestowed. Those named are: Conan Doyle,

the novelist; Gilbert Parker, the traveler and author;

Francis C. Burnand, the editor of Punch; Leslie Stephen,

president of the Ethical Society; diaries Wyndham the

actor, and Oliver Joseph Lodge, principal of the Uni-

versity of Birmingham.
In this signal bestowal King Edward has but fol-

lowed the example of his illustrious mother. Queen Vic-

toria, who thought fit, some two years before her death,

to thus recognize the literary merits and distinguished

abilities of James M, Le Moine, of Quebec, whilom

president of the Royal Historical Society of Canada,

the author of some forty valuable volumes of history,

science, legend and belle letters, in French and Eng-

lish and already the bearer of many enviable distinc-

tions conferred by dignitaries and societies on both sides

of the Atlantic. So that, whosoever may exult or revel

in the halo of present consideration, or may fall into

the line of preferment hereafter, the precedent will stand

tliat Sir James is the first and only literary beneficiary

of her gracious Majesty; bless her memory! In this

pre-eminence he will be conspicuous while he lives; and

no one will wish to gainsay or impair the prerogative

of so worthy and modest a man.
.

, , , . .
,

Long and useful has been the period of his eventful

life Many are the friends whom he has survived. Many

are' the confreres and savans who have been gathered

around his hospitable mahogany. Numerous the beni-

sons which have been called down upon his whitening

head And now, at the ripe age of 77 years, bereft as

we all are, indeed, but happy in the ministering com-

panionship of his only surviving daughter, he serenely

reclines sub tegmini fugi, literally under his own vine.

enjoying the entourage and letting the zephyrs stir the

somnolent leaves while he looks calmly toward the

shadows which are deepening in the valley because he

sees they are flecked with the radiance of the glory be-

yond. The end of such men is peace.

It was my special privilege to lunch en famiHe with

Sir James last month at "Spencer Grange,' in the staid

old city of Quebec—and renew an acquaintance which

had begun a third of a century ago. There I inspected

his patent of knighthood, which he lift-ed with a com-

mendable show of pride out of a richly embossed and

ornate velvet casket emblazoned with the royal arms.

It was an illustrated parchment, beautifully engraved with

ornamental script, after the fashion of the college sheep-

skin" which we students received at graduation, but

was ' rendered tremendously imposing by an enormous

pendant of chocolate-colored wax which looked like

Incidents in an Explorer's Life.

A Jaguar in Broad Daylight.

Once I and some companions were sitting in front

of a hut in the jungles of Central America watching the

sun set, and wondering at the volume of water m tn<

flooded river just before us; then from the other side

I saw a great animal come out of the woods where

for an instant it stood in bold outline against the sun-

set "What is that?" I cried, "a tapir or what? AiJ

Indian sitting near said, "Tiger." Then the men begaii

callin<>- to the women and children, for some peopl«

were stopping with us waiting for the flood to run down

and in an instant there was commotion in camp, bu

nremely quiet, the great jaguar stood looking acrosj

the water; then with a slow movement, his eyes fixed oi

us he walked to the river and began to swim as il in^

tent on reaching where we stood and beginning th*

attack He must have been well hungry to attack s«

many people, but a hungry jaguar will do anything

We rushed for our rifles and before the jaguar cotil

cro'^s the broad river all were prepared for him. Y0<

saw^ it your shot." whispered one of the Indians, as Wt

stood 'waiting. Then I stepped ahead of the others

feeling sure of my game this time. I wanted the skii

and had just determined to let the. beast reach shallov

water on our side of the river, feeling sure I could, kil

before it sprang on us; when one of my companion

fired over my shoulder, taking my shot, and killing thi

game while it was yet in deep water. For a momen

or two it struggled, making a magnificent effort to read

shore, then sinking below the surface, disappeared for,

ever, carried down by the swift current.

A Black Jaguar.

If one admires nature in the primeval forests of th

tropics, one is apt to become separated from travelin.

companions in order to see and admire in undisturbe

silence. Once on a beautiful clear day. I had ndde

ahead of a mule train carrying my supplies and mmin,

equipment, and was making my way alone mounted o

a stout mule, and following a trail tliat led on throug

a great forest of giant palms in Central America, ihes

giant palms spring from near the ground like ferns an

rise in graceful curves twenty-five to forty feet A
other vegetation is shut out, and as one passes on gres

archwavs of green open in all directions, like the isi«

of an enormous cathedral, only these have no end, an

blend into one another till they form, m the distanc«

one solid wall of green, with the long archways leadin

out to it. In the deep shade of such forests many varu,

ties of ferns and wood flowers grow in profusion,

rode on, lost in wonder, till, suddenly there came

rustling among the ferns, a moment of silence, a rustliti

a little before me; and then a large animal stepped ca^

tiously out on the road, perhaps one hundred yards (.

more ahead of me.
t j- 11 „ ku,>

I could see that it was what the Indians call a blat

tie-er It looked at me over its shoulders, hesitated t<)

a moment, then faced about suddenly, took a few stej'

forward, and squatted down in the road its' eyes glo\:

ing, and its great tail beating vigorously from side
'

side The Indians say if one meets a black tiger, it

kill or be killed, and it is said that if one of these an

tnals appears near an Indian village the people w
desert their houses, and that the Indians wUl nevi
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camp for the night where it is supposed the animals
are about.
On the other hand, professors of zooh:)gy insist that

there is no such animal, but as far as I am concerned
I think I saw one. It was squatting in the road just

in front of me, had a coal black skin, a thin, loose-

jointed body, a rather heavy tail with a tendency to

bush toward the end, a square head, small ears and
large, clear, yellow eyes. It looked to mc more like

a panther than a jaguar, and yet it was too heavy about
the shoulders, neck and head for a panther.

Naturally, I wanted that animal, and there it was, all

ready for fight. I drew my pistol, the only firearm I

had with me, and tried to drive the mule nearer, but
she didn't appear to like it, and began to act silly. I

kept her head on the animal, which was crouching there

jerking its tail from side to side with savage vehemence;
and from time to time seemed to gather itself as if for

a spring, and then settled back again. I was just get-

ting near enough to consider risking a shot, and was
trying to quiet the mule, when suddenly around the

corner my pack train appeared on a full run, the gold
pans clattering, the peons swearing, a tumult generally.

The animal raised its head, looked for an instant, and
then with a graceful bound disappeared among the ferns

and palm trees. I was disappointed, but I never did

have particular luck in shooting.

An lacident in Mule Life.

Once on a mining expedition we had among the

mules a strong rebellious young animal that was deter-

mined to go where and as she pleased. Sometimes her

fancy took her along the high places above the road,

sometimes she went down below it, then she seemed
to have lost something, and acted as though she ex-

pected to find it in the woods, but she had decided ob-
jections to walking on the road, and so gave the peons
a great deal of trouble. Finally there came to one a

brilliant thought. I had a steady old horse, and they
caught the ambitious mule and tied her securely to my
horse's tail; it wasn't considerate to the horse, but it

did fix the mule. She couldn't stop convenienth'', and
she couldn't get past the horse, neither could she wander
up to the hilltops or climb down among the guUeys
without taking the horse along, too, but that was in-

convenient. For a time all went well, but after a
while we came to a place where the road went down be-

tween pretty steep banks till it reached a stream of con-
siderable volume. My horse went down the trail in a

resigned sort of way, but the mule started along the

bank and wouldn't come into the trail; the result was
that presently she could go not further, and then came
a tug of war, to see whether the horse in the gully

could pull the mule down from the high bank or whether
the mule could pull the horse's tail out. I scrambled
from the saddle as fast as possible, and then the ani-

mals seemed to come to-- an understanding; the horse
backed up as far as he could, and the mule braced her
fore feet and hung her head over the bank as far as
possible, and so they stood. Presently the peons came,.-

and untied them, and I declined to have them done up
again; and so for the rest of the way that mule fol-

lowed its own sweet will, "and a 'mule's' will is the

wind's will," and the thoughts of a mule are long, long
thoughts, incomprehensibly long.

Apologies to the memory of America's great poet,

Longfellow.

Enigaas.

Probably all who travel in tropical America will have
some experience with eniguas, an insect resembling the

flea. The female fastens herself to any protected place

on one's skin, particularly under the toe nails; and then
working her way through the outer skin forms a little

nest and lays a multitude of eggs; these increase in

size, and gradually develop till numerous little grubs are

formed, which immediately begin to feed on the living

flesh of the person who is so unfortunate as to harbor
them. Then serious results may be expected, the pain

is most severe, and not unfrequently the loss of one's

feet follows, or, perhaps, blood poisoning sets in, to end
in a most miserable death. This, however, is only among
those who, from ignorance or other cause, allow the

eniguas' eggs to remain under the skin till they develop
the living grubs. Fortunately, some days pass before

the grubs develop, while an intense itching giA^es early

warning that something is wrong, and to remove the

eggs is a very simple matter; usually after removing
them an unpleasant sore is left, requiring some days
to heal. Having had one experience with eniguas, I

have learned to be careful. My plan of treatment is to

remove the eggs and then drop a little permanganate of

potash in the place from which they were taken. It

smarts for a moment, but after that the sore dries up at

once and gives no further trouble. During one of my
earlier explorations in Central America I found a num-
ber of sores on my feet looking like little boils with a
black spot in the center of each. I thought they were
nothing but boils, and was surprised to find a tough
skin covering them, but by pricking this open I cleaned
them out rather indifferently, and finding the pain re-

lieved, thought no more about it. Later my feet began
to pain again, presently swelling set in, till one morn-
ing I could not put on my shoes, and then I became
rather alarmed.

I called one of the natives and learned that eniguas
had attacked my feet, that I had allowed some of the
eggs to hatch, and that now the grubs were eating intO'

the living flesh, which might cause the loss of both my
feet. This was serious, and the remedy they proposed
was a thing that the bravest might srink from. I was
told that the only way to save my feet was to let the

ijatives strap me down on a table so that I could not
move, while they scraped the sores with bits of glass till

they had taken out all the grubs, and they might be
obliged to even scrape the bones.

I consented, of course, but the preparations sent cold
perspiration trickling down my back. Fortunately, I

was spared the suffering; an aid medicine woman hap-
pened to be in camp, who said that if I would give her a
dollar she would cure my feet in a day without cutting

them. A dollar was no consideration, and she had it at

once, though I must confess I doubted her. She seemed
\o know just what she was about, and went at once to

the woods to get sotrie herbs. Within an hour she was
back again carrying a lot of bruised leaves crushed to-

gether in one hand. These she roasted over the fire and
squeezed a black liquor out of them, which she dropped
into the sores on my feet. It seemed as though she was
using liquid fire, but the sting was only for an instant;

then as soon as the smarting had passed, the pain in

m}'^ feet became easier. I had a number of other sores
on my feet and legs which she treated, and then told

"

mc that all would be well in the morning. They cer-

t^iinly were feeling much better, and I was decidedly re-

lieved. She would not taken any more money, but or-
dered me to keep quiet and she would come back to see
me next day.

When morning came I was surprised to find that my
feet were perfectly cool and natural, that all the swelling
had gone down, and that the sores were beginning to

heal.

They never gave me any more trouble, and when the
medicine woman came back I determined to learn her
secret. It was hard work, and money would not buy it;

but finally she consented to tell me because I assured her
it would be useful to a great many people.

I found that what she had used was a common weed
growing all over Olancho in Honduras; yet I have never
met with it in any other country.

I took samples, but, when later I showed them to doc-
tors and manufacturing chemists, I was met with a smile

of incredulity for my story, and informed that the pro-
fession was abundantly supplied with antiseptics,

Francis C. Nicholas.

One Summer.
All through the spring of '96 the moot question with

the city pedagogue and his chum, Fred, was whether they

should spend their annual fishing and camping trip in the

old place, the valley of Dead River in Maine, or seek new
scenes. Odd hours and evenings had been spent at the

rooms of one or the other in smoke talks, plans and more
active preparations. Rods had been put in order. Fly-

books had been inspected and their contents overhauled,

till the old flies on the last page, kept for the good they

had done, actually failed to suggest another story. Tackle
stores had been visited and the last leader, fine-snelled

hook and bit of whipping silk, had been added till the

stained seal covers could hardly be clasped and the stray

ends would insist on proclaiming that the contents of the

book was not bank bills.

Then came the sad news of sickness in the chum's
family, a hurried packing of his trunk, the straining

hand grips, arid a sense of desolation for the pedagogue.
Who cared for a trip even to the woods if Fred was
not along? Fred, who never could understand how he
alwaj's came to be high line, who could laugh and be

jolly when wet to the skin in a cold drizzle with five

miles of paddling between him and camp, and who

—

but lack of space forbids.

After the school books had been laid aside and the
dtist;^d turmoil of the city had been exchanged for the

fresh breezes of his native hill town in Maine, the peda-
gogue felt full force again the old desire to be near to

nature's h-eart. Those who know will agree that nothing
will satisfy this craving, but such as to lie as near to

mother earth as a bed of boughs will permit, and to Hve
on the fat of the land

—

viz., venison, chops or fried trout

in their season. So with many regrets that the trip

must be taken alone and many remarks from those who
had not been thervC on the absurdity of such a proceed-
ing, the canoe was loaded on its wheels, the rods and
duffle were stowed tmder the buggy seat, and the fifty-

mile drive to Dead River begun.
On a warm, still July morning the canoe glided smooth-

ly from the bank, pointed her nose down the river into a

region where she must either convey the traveler or be
conveyed bj^ him. It is nine miles of lazy, even paddling
over the glassy dead water, between brown earth and clay

banks partly concealed by cornels, dogwoods, alders, etc..

and surmounted by the first phalanx of spruces, cedars

and other soft woods which extend back on either side in

unbroken undulations over the foothills till they are met
by the hardwoods on the sides of the distant ridges. As
the morning advanced the hot sun beat down on the

shimmering river surface and incidentally on the lone
paddler's unprotected head. There was little evidence of

animal life. Only an occasional thin piping of the dainty
little Canadian warblers broke the stillness. Where
would trout be found in -such heat?
But at length the head of the carry is reached and

here is shade, a cool drink and rest. Ah! the delight of

stretching cramped limbs on a cool mossy bank, of gazing
iirito leafy depths or through the thin screen of green that

only half conceals the dancing water! Close by is the

head of the rapids—rapids that stretch away for a mile
into the forest. But now a few lusty mosquitoes spur to

activity. The inverted canoe resting on paddles lashed to

the cross bars is first carried safely down the dim trail

marked here and there on the rocks by white scratches

and dents made by the steel calks in the river drivers'

shoes, then back for the pack. This rides easily high
on the shoulders, held securely in place by the broad
cedar bark thong across the forehead. Fine f-ellows in

their own native wilds, those straight, strong Indians
must have been. They did not numb their arms nor
round their shoulders with ill-slung burdens, but used
their heads in more ways than one, and loaded their

packs so as to be carried easily, as they knew it, over
the center of gravity, as we know it.

Now the last pitch in the rapids is reached and the
pack is portaged almost as far as the canoe. A few feet

out on this jutting point of torn granite rock and the
whole foamy mass of the river, dead no longer, is seen to

leap and thunder down between steep, ragged, gray rocks
and spread bubbling and eddying out into a delightful

pool. What a tempting cast ! But trout will not be found
in this water of 65 degrees or so. This cool, moist breeze
above the surging water will serve far better than the
fan waved over any Eastern potentate to drive dull care
away, and incidentalli' the pestiferous mosquito. An
ideal place for a limch ! A lunch with coffee over a
small fire followed by a cigar I Life is surely well worth
living ! The portage past and the afternoon well on, it

is only about four miles to the old log camp on the

bank where, last winter, in the early snows, four hunters
.stayed to track and shoot. There is the white birch stump
from which we felled firewood on to the ice. Here is

the old camp just out of sight from the river; but, oh!
how changed ! High water has floated the floor logs all

awry, the long bench is overturned, the lower bunks are
sodden and musty* the table is covered with gnawed,
stained newspapers, on which is a thick layer of brown
dust from the worm-eaten rafters overhead. A desolate,
deserted camp ! There, just over the table, is the hole in

the roof where went out the bullet, not so very far from
the head of a dear camp comrade who was standing

'

near while the new i-ifle was being wiped out and oiled.

A jerk of the lever to show the smooth action and then,
a,s the hamiper is let down, it slips under the oily

thumb, and, bang! A" smothered exclamation, a white,
drawn face peering over the smoking barrel to find the
friend iminjured. A few awkward, choking words, a
hand grasp, a mental vow, since kept, never again to take
a gun containing cartridges, even in the magazine, into

camp. How plainly it all comes back!
Biit the afternoon wanes. On this low ground the mos-

quitoes are collecting in clouds. The camp windows are
easily closed with old burlap and cedar splits from the
roof, and a small smudge fire is soon kindled on the
earth am.ong the floor logs. Another small fire outside
for coffee, and later a smudge serves to discourage some
of the less voracious of the mosquitoes at least, but the
others present long bills to be satisfied only with blood,
and hquidate their draughts at sight from neck, wrists >

and calves whenever these are left a moment out of the
.smoke. Supper eaten, the cigar smoked in silence and
alone, is not quite able to dispell the first and only sense
of loneliness of the trip, brought on perhaps by the
gathering shadows and the tormenting hordes. How-
ever, the camp is clear of the little pests, and will so re-

main, and soon all loneliness is forgotten in sleep.

A drowsy vibrant scream arouses the sleeper on the
upper bunk, but this is soon recognized as the reveille of
one or two representatives from the clouds of the mos-
quitoes outside. As the door creaks open a flood of
sunshine pours in, and the enthusiasm of the new day
puts to blush the slight homesickness of the preceding
night. A belated wood thrush sends his ringing flute

notes out over the bog at the back of the camp. A couple
of white-throated sparrows are calling "Old Ben Pea-
body" to each other, and an 'energetic member of the ever-
present tribe of red squirrel is whisking and scolding
about on a nearby cedar log. Otherwise it is very still and
very satisfactory out here alone.

dncc more afloat! Five miles further down the river
is a long dam built logs, and above it on the hill-

side, well above the mosquito line, is a commodious log
drivers' camp, furnished Avith stove, tableware and bed-
ding, to which the key is somewhere in the duffle bag.
Ah! Here is comfort and plenty, for only two miles away
is the conflitence of the Spencer Streams, Big and Little,

both good trout streams, and only a mile away the united
Spencers join the river, and neater yet is the mouth of
a cold brook, guarded alwfays by a few big trout; if only
they can be coaxed to rise.

After a day 'xv two of comfortable fishing and camping,
the canoe is carried over to the forks of the Spencers, and
as an occasional cloud rolls over, a few tentative casts
are essayed in the big pool at the foot of the cliff. No
result ! The water must be too warm or the sun too
bright. Across the pool among a lot of boulders and
down treetops, seeps in a little rill of cold water out of
the deep black spruce growth. Standing in the canoe
and paddling lazily up toward this, the lone fisher saw
down in three feet of quiet water, just where the cool
water of the brook flows along the bottom into a shallow
basin nicely cleaned and hollowed out, a good sixty lusty
trout lying closely packed together, evidently enjoying
their perpetual cool bath. A few at the sides were darting
uneasily about, flashing their white-edged fins, but most
of them lay very quiet. Enough ! One must not stare

royalty out of countenance. Very gently the canoe is

stayed, then backed aAvay out of sight and vibration
reach of those beauties. What a regal sight it was

!

Some of those vermiculated backs must have been at least

eighteen inches long, which means two and a quarter
poimds or rngre. Quickly the plan of campaign is layed.

Not till that spntce-crowned cliff throws its deep shadow
on the pool shall a fly be cast. While waiting for the
sun to sink sufficiently, a pint of luscious wild straw-
berries is gathered into a birch-bark box from an old,

half-grown-up, stumpy field, the only one in twenty
miles, cleared years ago by the lumbermen on which to

raise hay.

When the shadow on the pool is deep and the sun is

just sinking toward the horizon, the canoe is very gently
worked up into the gorge around and above the shadowy
beauties' bower, is allowed to drift down to just in good
casting distance and beached on a convenient submerged
rock in such a position that the fisherman is screened by
a big boulder. Now, very deliberately, fly-dope is applied
to neck, wrists. " etc.. and a cigar lighted. A leader is

put to soak and flies follow as fast as selected. A Parma-
chenee-belle for snapper, a silver-doctor for middle, and a

brown-hackle for dropper. The rod is set up and rigged,
leader bent on and flies looped into place. All is whist.
Trout and cailoe are in deep shadow, but far up on the
hare ledges above, the sun's last rays linger.

A preliminary cast or two up stream and the flies are
allowed to spread just over the chosen locality, then to

settle gentlj'—when, slap ! swirl—a double is on and some-
thing worth while certainly is hooked! Yes, both are on.
How they do fight ! Steady now ! By this time we are
well away from the brook mouth and waging battle in the
deep, quiet water of the pool. Will the leader hold? If

that dropper trout can be kept near the surface he will

serve as a counterweight for the bigger one below. At
length the dashes are less fierce and the steady strain

of the lithe bamboo begins to tell. Then there are no
rocks nor brush out here and the odds are against you,
my beauties. Great snakes, what a tug ! Who would
have thought it was in them ? Now, as this trip was one
of the light-marching order style and for brook trout
primarilj^, there was no landing net along. Can those
fellows be saved ! Cautiously a hand is rtm down the
leader to the thoroughly exhausted dropper fish, which
is easily a twelve-ounce trout, the fingers draw the snell

m gently till they are on the fly, all the while moving the
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trout about or leaving that to the still moving fish below.

Now, with the rod between the thighs, the other hand is

slowly brought down to inclose the fish, and simultaneous-
ly it is seized and a finger thrust into the mouth to meet
a thumb in the gill slit. But noAv the rested nether fish

takes part, giving a vicious tug at the leader and—Shade
of Isaak Walton, there are two of them below ! Three at

a cast! Can they be landed? Luckily, at this critical

moment, the hook of the dropper fly is disengaged and
trout number one is quicldy in the canoe. Now the fight

is on again, fast and furious, for a few plunges. What
chances were taken in landing that dropper trout 1 A net

!

A net ! My kingdom for a net ! After more play, till

there seems little more life left in the two trout, the mid-
dle fly is relieved of its shining game in much the same
way, and the third beauty only remains. Cautiously ho
is worked near to midships, the canoe tilted to the danger
point, and with a hand on the leader, at just the right

moment, he is led with a little lift and swing over into the

canoe.

Now their necks are pierced and they are weighed
and admired. The middle fly held a plump one-pounder,
while the snapper held the heavyweight of the three. He
weighed one pound six ounces. The place of the cast

must be well rested by this time. A repetition of these

successful tactics results in a double at the first cast, and
by rare good luck, with much time and care, they are

landed. Five trout at two casts! Who will believe it?

No one, perhaps. However, there they are, arid that's

the way they were caught.
At each of our several subsequent visits to this favored

pool, fish were taken, but after the first two or three

days the exercise of the highest art was required, and at

the last, only real live mooseflies (caught on the camp
windows) on tiny hooks, attached Avith thinnest gut and
dropped Avith lightest nicety, availed. But that's just

wherein the real sport of fly-fishing consists. Who cares

to catch them when no skill is required?

The memory of the fifth lazy evening over the dam in

that "camp of proved desire and known delight" will

linger long. The city dweller, refreshed with a plunge in

the cool river, well-sustained by a meal of crisp trout

garnished with wild strawberries and condensed milk, sat

tilted back in the light smudge smoke, enjoying a cigar

and gazing out over the wide river valley across which
streamed the level rays of the moon rising from behind

old Basin Mountain. A cool breeze was blowing, laden

with life-giving oxygen and the odor of balsams. The
night hawks (bull bats) were booming and wheeling in

great circles overhead or swooping fearlessly down to

hover over the sun-dried chips of the yard. Two little

screech owls answered and called to each other at inter-

vals out of the obscurity of the valiey. It was a situation

and a scene to fill the soul with calm and wholesome
thoughts.

The next day was one of toil. The canoe and a small

outfit were worked up the rocky bed of the Little Spencer,

now at low-water pitch. Paddling a little, poling, push-

ing, pulling and lifting, coaxed the outfit past the last

rapid, through the last pool, and finally over the dam and

afloat on the clear, sparkling waters of Spencer Lake.

Forest-girt home of the trout and togue, where few in-

deed molest or even intrude. There are a very few cabins

on the twenty-five or thirty miles of shores which are

occasionally visited by sportsmen, but the evidences of

man's visitation are very few. No steam whistle ever

rivalled the loon's wild cry and no sailboat, even, has

ever startled the bald eagle that keeps watch and ward
over this lake of the woods. Nestled among its rugged

mountains and smiling in the sunshine or rushing on the

rocks of the south shore in miles of indigo waves tipped

with white under a stor.my sky, it is ever a wild thing in a

wild setting. A couple of hundred yards from the shore

is a low log camp, sans floor, sans stove, sans everything

in the way of furnishings, except a big square hole in

the roof, and under it some big stones on which to lay

logs for the camp-fire. Ah! The glad days on the

Spencer and the delightsome evenings at the crackling

camp-fire called up by the thoughts of that old camp in

the woods ! Dear old Phil ! The college chum and camp
companion of those days whose ready wit, never-failing

good nature, and keen insight into all the moods and

ways of nature, added so much to the pleasant memories

of camp life, has finished his work here and gone into the

great beyond. In his own words, "Pax vobiscum."

On stum.bling through the low, famihar doorway of

this camp, somebody's duffle was found scattered about.

Is there no neck of the woods so securely hidden away in

these wilds that the ubiquitous camper has not found it?

Well, whoever you are, they probably won't refuse the

usual hospitality of the backwoods—i. e., to share with the

stranger. Firewood and fresh boughs for a bed are

dragged in out of the gathering darkness and arranged

under a tight-looking part of the roof. Then comes

supper, and later a smoke, as one lies stretched on the

blanketed boughs, gazing at the flickering camp-fire that

throws dancing shadows into the far corners. How is it

that an Havana so enhances its fragrance by being en-

joyed under such circumstances? How still it is!

Plump ! gently strikes a soft body on a corner of the

roof, followed by the scratching of small nails and_ a

scampering of little feet along the eaves. A flymg squir-

rel, doubtless. Wonder where those owls are that used to

practice their hooting lessons in the surrounding tree-

tops. The fire had died down and the only inhabitant,

as he fancied, of Range V., No. 3, must have been nearly

asleep. What's that? Approaching footsteps—from the

direction of the lake—two of them! What a thumping

and stumbling on the rough path! "Ah! Here's the

camp !" says one. "What !" as he sees the smoke. Then

they tramp steadily around to the door, and it creaks

back on its wooden hinges. "Hello' Room for one more

to-night?" This is sent out from the blankets behmd
the "deacon's seat." Then followed the renewal of the

fire, a glimpse of each other's faces, introductions, the lay-

ing aside of creels and rods, supper for the hungry, in-

quiries anent the route down the Spencer and up the

Dead River, where Arnold's route in '75 is struck, etc.

With the production of some information, maps and

cigars, the acquaintance with Messrs. Nichols and Whip-

ple is on. Not ordinary, coimtry rustlers these, out for a

few days' fishing, but men of discernment and informa-

tion, apparently. While Nichols is drying his only

trousers at the fire, Whipple, also wet to the hips, un-
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packs his creel and tenderly takes out a spray of white
flowers wrapped in leaves and protected from the trout by
twigs. He .shakes it out and holds its curious white
flowers to .the light, wondering what variety of orchid it

is_, and suggests that it is one of the eighty-odd varieties

of Gyrostachys, and shows us how the pinkish pistils, bent
in a bow and pointing outward, may be released by a

touch to fly upward and inward like a spring to touch
their ends pollen laden to the upright stamen.
Not till next morning, when, breakfast over, we were

about to separate, two to go down the Spencer to camp
and fish, while one went up the lake to strike across coun-
try four miles to King and Bartlett lakes, did it come out
that these were young professors, teachers of French
and higher mathematics in a New York college. Being
thorough woodsmen and ready to rough it to the fullest

extent, they had struck through the forest from Jackman
on Moose River, for some point on the stage line on
Dead River, a tramp of nearly fifty miles through an
almost trackless forest. There may have been a lingering
desire to know more of these manly, modest nature lovers,

who revelled in old French literature and differential

calculus, these doctors of philosophy who knew the birds
and flowers on sight, and never doffed shoes or garments
in crossing a ford or fishing a stream, who toted their

duflle and tent on their backs and struck through, without
map or arms, from one river valley to another unknown
river. Be that as it may, the stay at King and Bartlett

lakes was short, and the second afternoon following found
the three back on the banks of the Spencer, the profes-
sors declining an invitation to share the accommodations
of the camp over the dam on Dead River. They pre-
ferred their tent, they said, so, directed to a camp site on
the strawberry meadow, they were left.

That night it rained and blew so that the brooks more
than tripled their volume. The professors, their tent hav-
ing been blown down, appeared at the camp. Here two
"vyeeks passed all too quickly, and a chance acquaintance
soon developed into a mutual regard and friendship that

the lapse of time has only served to strengthen and per-

fect. Many were the pleasant fishing trips and experi-

ences crowded into that fortnight. On one of our trips

together, that to the mouth of Heald Brook, a tributary

of the Little Spencer, some four miles from camp, as
the trail led through a beautiful hardwood growth, a

peculiarly sweet, weird bird song was heard. A love for

the birds, vacations in their haunts and ordinary observa-
tion, with some reading, serve to acquaint one with the

commoner bird notes and their producers. Here was a

note not heard except in the deep north woods. An
elusive little sprite he must be, for many a chase has he
led off the trail, sometimes so far that the dropped pack
or rod has been hard to find again. Only tlae merest
glimpses of himself would he allow. So he came to be a
sort of tantalizing, haunting thing, and his gay, cheery
song took on a fancied note of taunting. None seemed
to know him, so for three summers he had mocked all

effort to discover his identity. "Now, Whipple, you seem
to know all the birds, whose song is that?" "That must
be the winter wren, a common breeder in this latitude, but

rarely seen away from the deep forest." So it was solve^,

and from that time on his song lost all hint of mockei^
and became the glad, wild music of the midsummer-
woods.

At the mouth of Heald Brook, overhung with alders or

banked with tough, wiry "tea wood," the matted roots of

which form the surface of so many of our northern

bogs ; it was not easy to force one's way to within cast-

ing distance of the water. In eagerly working his way
out on the bog, Whipple broke the middle joint of his

rod and was hors de combat. However, the stained old

fly-book containing things other than flies, was along, and
soon two figures were seated on a log busy with knife,,

glue, qrtills, shellac and Avhipping silk, but dividing their

attention with the mosquitoes. How the pests did bite !:

They seemed to recognize that they coifld take a mean
advantage. Meanwhile Nichols was evidently finding the

trout. We could hear faint splashes and exclamations or

chuckles of satisfaction from up the stream not intended!

for our ears. He shouted down occasionally to find how
the rod progressed, and even seemed at one time on the

point of stopping his sport to come down to us till the

rod should be finished, and no doubt, like Lowell in the

Adirondacks, though not with the same motives, he
"avoided to catch" when he could. Assured that the

rod was nearly finished, however, he kept on and—filled

his basket before he or any one else realized it. At a

subsequent visit to this place he insisted, as though in

some way to atone for his good sport, on paddling while

the other two rods fished.

Among the cherished mementoes of the chase and angle

is a stick of white maple sapling picked up that day fresh

gnawed and peeled on the beaver dam we found thrown:

across Heald Brook. Lifting over, the big dome of wood
and mud, the home of the little engineers was not far to

seek. On this trip, too, Whipple explained on request

that the so-called "tea wood" of the bog was a variety

of Rhodora, probably Canadensis, and that it was a mem-
ber of the same family—i. e., the heath family, as "Labra-
dor tea," sometimes used by hunters and Indians in lieu of

other wherewithal to "bile the kettle." The leaves of the bog
Rhodora are similar in shape to those of the tea- plant,

but the leaf of the "Labrador tea"' (Ledum) has a con-

cave, brown, wooly nether surface, while the leaf of the

Rhodora is smooth.
At length the day for breaking camp came all too

soon. Plans were made for a next summer's trip up the

Kibby Stream. The professors tramped along up the

Spencers nearly to the lake to help; with the canoe, which

had been brought down for use in fishing. A shower
coming up, the last cigars were ^'smoked as the three

sat huddled close under the overturned canoe to avoid

the raindrops. Not that the professors cared for a little

wetting, but they wanted to be sociable with one who did.

So, the shower over, with a handclasp and wishes of good
will that were not empty words, the professors set out

south to find their way to civilization by following Dead
River, while the lone "fisher made the best of his way by

land and water to the sporting camps at King and Bart-

lett lakes, where the canoe found a ready purchaser in the

person of the genial, heartjr proprietor. Next day a six-

teen-mile tramp on a buckboard road returned the traveler

to the land of sawed boards and paint, where travel by

stage and rail is easy. _ Grapho.
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"A Walk Down Sotjth,"

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read to tlieir conclusion, with unabated inter-

est, the thirty-five chapters of Raymond S. Spears' "Walk
Down South," a most misleading and insufficient title, for

v/hich I would suggest "River Life in the Southwest" as

a substitute.

I infer that it is the atlthor's intention, and perhaps
the purpose of the publishers of Forest and Stream, to

issue these very valuable letters in book form. Such a

book ought to sell like hot eakes in the river towns west
of the Alleghanies, for the sketches cover phases of river

life in the Southwest which I do not remember to have
ever seen presented except in isolated bits. Added to

M-ark Twain's steamboat experiences, they cover pretty

much the entire fluviatile economy of the continental mid-
way and its peculiar people, and add a chapter to the

volume of distinctively "American Notes," to which
Charles Dickens was pioneer contributor, and very un-

generously received, too, at the time of wi-iting them.
They are life photos of which the chance tourist, however
favored, seldom secures more than transient glimpses..

I don't know of a book or subject that should command
so wide or eager a market. The interested reader ought

to be thankful to obtain so much grist at so small ex-

pense of comfort. For my own part, I would not pro-

voke my gorge to get the information which Mr. Spears

has done in the only way in which it could be gotten—
namely, to live with the men. In these fastidious later

years of life, when I am grooming my appetite., I o'^ten

wonder how my stomach coirld have ever retained what
went into it in those years "when I went gipseying."

Charles Hallock.

—
Montana's Buffalo.

The Pablo-Allafd Hefd.

(Concluded from lasi week^)

The Pablo-AUard herd of buffalo consists this spring

of about 360 individuals, divided as follows:

Full-blooded buffalo 300
Half-bred buffalo 60
Quarter buffalo i

361

In 1898 the calves produced were 48
In 1900 50
In 190T SO

It will thus be seen that the increase is y^xy rapid, and
by proper attention and the frequent renewing of blood

the herd should last and grow. The heifer drops her

first calf at three years old and breeds thereafter for many
years. The herd is now in charge Michel Pablo.

The Conrad Herd.

In the spring of 1901 the Conrad Brothers, of Kalispell,

Mont., purchased some buffalo of Pablo and AUard estate.

They were bought as a business venture, and the owners
have since offered to dispose of some of them. They are

kept near KaHspell in an inclosure of 240 acres.

The herd consists of thirty-six full-bloods. The number
of calves born in igoi Avas nine. Three calves and one

cow died in calving, probably from injuries received in

handling and driving on the way from Pablo's in early

spring. There are eight bulls, one stag, eighteen cows
and heifers, of which three are three-year-olds. The
calves are dropped in May and June. None have been

sold.

One two-year-old bull was castrated. He went off by
himself for some time until he had recovered. The fence

which incloses the buffalo is about five feet high, with one

wire at about three feet from the ground. The same fence

would be required for domestic stock.

They have been fed about fifty tons of timothy and
grain hay. The buffalo seem to prefer the grain hay.

They all look fat and thrifty. Some of the cows were
commencing—April 5—to shed their winter coats. Every-

thing connected with the buffalo is in good shape.

Mr. Ford, who 'personally attends to this herd, is an old

Montana cattleman, and so thoroughly in sympathy with

the anim.als that they 6ught to do well in his care. The
public is not allowed to frighten or worry the buffalo, but

interested persons will be given every opportunity to see

the herd. The herd is run by business men, and informa-

tion concerning it may be had from W. A. Conrad, Kalis-

pell, Mont.

Michel Pablo and his Heme.

Michel Pablo is a half Blackfeet, half Spaniard, and
•was born on the Great Plains. When he was quite

young his parents moved to the Colville Reservation.

His early life was one of hardship and rustle, and he

seems to be a man who knows every phase of Western
life.

About 6 ft. 2 iti. in height, weighing about 240 pounds,

without any spare flesh, active and pushing, he seems

a man thoroughly awake and alive to all business veri-

tures. His ranch is run like clockwork; a skilled Chi-

nese chef runs the kitchen; two business-like men, a

French-Canadian and a German, attend to the ranch and

farm work; meals are had on time, horses curried night

and morning, stables swept out, wagons, buggies and

farm machinery under cover, fences and all buildings in

good repair. Everything denotes push and progress.

He has an elk park, and two cows, two bulls, and one.

last year's calf occupy a well fenced twent3'-acre tract.

I saw some wild geese, and some queer looking geese

around the house. During our talk he told me he had

some cross geese, between wild and teme. I forgot to

examine them in my haste to catch the boat.

He told me of having had a white mountain goat which

would get upon an ordinary rail fence and walk the top

rail for a quarter of a mile. Some hounds one day

caught it away from home and killed it. He is now
negotiating with parties in'the Northwest Territories for

some antelope.
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Large fine work horses are used on his ranch, and
lighter horses for cow and driving purposes. In win-

ter he runs a private school close to his ranch and pays

the teacher. He has tried the mission schools, but they

1\'ere too slow and worshipped the past. He wants his

cliildren to progress and look to the future, ilis wife is

a full blood Flathead.
There were three children at home, a good-looking

girl of about i6, who keeps books for her father and
keeps account of all his many business transactions; a boy
of about 12, who seemed to have his father's rustle and
go. There was a younger boy; all could answer almost
any kind of a business question.

The ranch contains some 450 acres of good farming
and grass land. It is situated on the east side of the

valley close to the belt of timber. He has large irrigat-

ing ditches. lie has a barn that will shelter 100 head
of stock. AH kinds of improved harvesting and hay-
ing machinery are carefully housed. The broad level

prairie rolls away to the west. Here is all a western
man wants, plenty of fine timber, water and grass. His
house is large and commodious, suitable £oif his busi-

ness, and he is building an addition.

The cowboys or herders of the ranch are living about
ten miles west, on the Pend d'Oreille River. They have a

good ferrj^ and a good hoitse and stable.

I talked for about four hours Avith Mr. Pablo. His
daughter got out the books and gave me the sales, which
are kept as references. The Allard estate will some day

took a chew of Climax plug, drew a long breath, turned
pale behind the ears, and climbed into the saddle. When
the bull was turned loose it was a very tame perform-
ance. He could not twist a saddle, and the rider raked
him with the spurs and rode him to a finish. They can-

not jump high or land hard. The next rider rode his

bareback, and said it was like riding work horses; a soft

job.

Range of the Hefd.

The lower Flathead Valley, or Flathead Indian Re-
serve, is the place where the bufifalo are kept. On the

north is the Flathead Lake; on the east the high snow-
capped Mission Range; on the west is the Bitter Root
Range. The valley seems to be surrounded by high
mountains. At the eastern part of the valley, at the

foot of the Amission Range, are large fbrests extendi^ng

out into the level part of the valley several miles. The
Pend d'Oreille River runs through the western part of

the valley, and between the river and timber are from
ten to twenty miles of the finest grazing prairie coun-
try in the West, comparatively level, with an occaBjona,!

hill rising abruptly and forming small round huttes. A
wagon can be driven almbst anywhere, as there ar^ low
passes and level ground on all sides of these hills. Sev-
eral small creeks come down from the Mission Moihi-
tains, and flow west across, the valley and empty into
the Pend d'Oreille River. The valley is abotit 35 nailes-

long atid from 10 to 20 miles wide. ">-•

a mile wide. The calf swam easily under the lee of itai

mother, and landed without apparent exhaustion. The
same swim is a hard job for a fat strong saddle horse.
With the herder I rode down off the butte, where we

had lain watching the herd. There were about one hun-
dred head close by, and they were slowly grazing away
from the water. We approached, giving the buffalo the
wind of us, When we were within 300 yards of them
they threw up their heads and came for us on a gallop.

They gathered around us, snuffing and looking, the
yearlings bucking and playing like domestic calves.

_
We

stood still and watched them. Most of them were within
40 to So feet of us; a few old bulls were strung out be-
hind, and they slowly came on, in our direction. There
was no sign o^ fear or wildness; there was no indication
of bad temper; just good-natured curiosity and playful-

ness. We rode off and left them standing, looking after

us. The cows were commencing to shed. All looked
19 good flesh and thrifty. Not so with the range cattle

close around, most of which were po6r and had a dis-

tressed look after being fed hay for two months.

Habits.

Accounts differ somewhat as to the temper of bufifalo.

Mi\ Ford, who manages Mr. Conrad's herd, told me they
Vij6re as qasily handled by an intelligent man as a bunch of
cattle. Mr, Pablo, who drove a part of his herd t^
Butte foe gxliibition purposes, said that as soon as they
-were out one or two days, they handled fully as easily as

have to be settled. Mr. Pablo, as I understand him, is

guardian for the smaller children. Pablo owns half, and
the Allard estate the other half interest in the buffalo.

There is a great danger of the herd being divided and
scattered (or one-half scattered), as one of the Allard

boys insists on being a Wild West showman and is rapid-

ly getting rid of his portion of the herd. I was given
to understand that there must be some kind of a definite

division this season. Herein lies the greatest menace to

the herd.

Pablo told me of an exhibition they gave in Butte
City some years ago. When they purchased the Buf-
falo Jones herd, or as they call them, the Winnepeg
buffalo, Allard, who went east to ship them out, sug-

gested that Pablo take a bunch of Flathead buffalo,

drive them to Butte City and meet the herd from the

east there. They would then give a show in the fair

grounds at Butte. The buffalo were handled easily, and
they arrived in Butte after a drive of about 150 miles.

There were present bronco busters that could ride any-
thing that walked on four legs; they were to ride the

hig bulls at the tail end of the show. The eastern herd
came in by rail, and when they were turned loose with

the others, there were many hard fights between the two
herds.

The show was a success. Broncos were ridden to a

finish, all kind of wild west roping was done with credit;

tlien came the riding of the buffalo. This was "a new
one" on cowboys. Wild Texas steers had been ridden
for July 4 celebration for generations; there was no re-

cord of a man forking a buffalo.

Two of the best riders were singled out for this.

Neither of the busters was anxious for the first ride, and
they drew cuts to see who would have to climb the hump
of the first bull. The first man to ride was a noted
horse rider. He would crawl on the wildest cayuse as

though it were pastime. A large husky bull, j'^oung and
active, was roped by Pablo and heeled by another man;
the rope was run through a hole in a post and the Dui^
head was drawn up to the post. The buster complainea
of not feeling well, when he saw the rolUng eye and
fighting attitude of the bull.

"Don't weaken now," said Pablo to the cowboy. "Go
and throw in a couple of glasses of the worst whisky
you can find; we wiU have him saddled before you get
back." The cinch had to be lengthened to jat the bull,

and the saddle was on before the would-be bi^alo buster
had returned. After a look at the trembling and now thor-

oughly aroused bull, he again complained of »ot feeling

well.

"Crawl him, son," said Pablo; "crawl him; see all these

people here who have paid to see the wild son of the
prairie ride the equally wild buffalo." The cowpuncher

About ten miles below Flathead Lake, on the west
side of the valley, and bordering the Pend d'Oreille River,
is the range of the buffalo. On the bench land and about
five miles east of the river, is the summer range. There
are a number of lakes here wJiere the buffalo usually
water, but in the hot summer Avhen the lakes go dry, the
buffalo go to the river. It is an ideal spot for this last
remnant of the greatest of American game. The range
is rather short, but the buffalo seem to be in befter
flesh than either horses or cattle.

Their winter range is on the low bald mountains west
of the Pend d'Oreille River. In December the buffjilo

commence coming from their summer range in small
bunches. They swim the river of their owii accOrd and
take up their winter range on the bald hills bordering
the west side of the river.

The snow sometimes gets very deep in the valley, and
all stock must be fed; not so with the buft'alo. In tke
coldest weather they can be found bedded down in the
snow with their h^ads to the wind, ai;.d seem to be con-
tented. A buffalo keeps his head to the storm; all other
stock turn tail and drift with it. Sometimes the ther-
mometer drops to thirty degrees below zero, but the
herder said he had never seen a buffalo which seemed
to be cold.

When the snow goes in the spring and the ice goe's

out of the river, the buffalo come to the stream and swim
to their summer range. Sometimes a small bunch will

be slow in coming, but the herder will give them a, start
toward the river, and they will keep on until they ffeach

the summer range. They are handled about the same
as range cattle; the so-called herder is merely a range
rider, although everybody here called him the buft'alo

herder.

Tame Buffalo at Home.

The herder, Jimmy Michel, is a very intelligent mixed
blood, and took me out to see the buft'alo. To him I
am indebted for much information. We were ridij:ig fOr
several hours, and he gave me a chance to see about twq
hundred buft'alo. From a high butte a hunrber Qf ^iiajl
bands could be seen, while close to us, stringing- c$it iff

single file and coming to water, was a herd of about o5ie
hundred. The day was calm and warm, and we lay in
the sun on the butte and watched the buffalo ccrnle b\
to water. Sometimes a cloud of dust would rise front-

around a water hole, and an old bull would be seen horn-
ing the gi'ound and throwing up the dust in the air.

Jimmy told me of a cow and calf which stayed oTi the
winter range until late. One morning she tame to the
river with a calf not over twenty-four hours old. They
took the water without any hesitation. The river at this

time is high; it runs like a millrace, and is a quarter of

domestic cattle. They were bedded down at night on the
open prairie, and were a great deal easier to night-herd
'than ordmary stock. A buffalo would rise in the night,
feed .close to where he had been lying, and again lie down.
Domestic cattle will attempt to graze away from the
herd.

In the ruttitlg season the bulls fight, and then all agree
that it is best to leave them alone. I failed to get any
story of any one being hurt by a buft'alo. Sometimes a
bull is seriously hijured in a fight. At this season domes-
tic bulls_ leave them alone. The buffalo usually wins a
battle with a domestic bull very easily when weights are
even. During the rut the bulls are self-willed and°hard to
manage, but every one seems to believe that at other sea-
sons they are no more dangerous than a band of range
stock. I stood in the Conrad inclosure, and two old
bulls fed up £0 within forty feet of me. They had the
wind of me. One young bull took some notice
of me, but .the others merely turned somewhat from
their course and grazed past. No buffalo of either the
Pablo-Allard or Conrad herd are branded.
Pablo told me of a buffalo bull which fought for three

days with a large muley polled angus bull. They would
fight until tired out, then rest and renew the conflict; the
buft'alo finally won the battle.
The herder told me of one cow which—when her calf

was very young—always came out and chased him and his
horse for several hundred yards. Sometimes she gave
bun a hard run to get away. After a few days, she was
all right again.

The bulls fight much as do domestic cattle. The herder
told me that when one bull got the advantage, and the
other turned to run, the stronger bull would lunge vicious-
ly, and often tore the other in the flank and hindquarters
When, the Buffalo Jones herd and the Pablo herd met iii

Butte^ there was plenty of fighting, but no serious re-
gult!^.. I dfd not learn at what season this meeting took
place. Pablo and the herder said the bulls—in season-
were Continually fighting.

Mr. I'ord. of Ccnrad's herd, maintained there was no
fighting at rutting season. A bull would cut a cow out
o£ the, herd and driTe her off to some other part of the
plisture.

M|. Ford said that a cow in calving gave no sign, as
usually shown by domestic cows. She would be uneasy
£tnd restless? then she would leave the herd, and in two
•^^^t f '^ome back with a calf by her side.
The Conrad herd are kept in confinement. There are

double the number of cows to bulls, which may account
for the atrsence of fighting at the rutting season. They
W(?ro changed from their range, where they were as free

^ M possible to be in these days, to the Conrad in-
clDSiire. This was ail done, and the actions of the herd
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noted, in one year. Mr. Ford said he never saw one seek
the shade. In the hottest weather they go up on the top
of the hill. There are plenty of large pines and consider-
able brush in the pastures. Mr. Ford said they seemed
to avoid both. A mother never cached her calf. It was
always under her eye.

Cross-Breediog.

At one time a number of Galloway cows were pur-
chased and conveyed to Wild Horse Island, in Flathead
Lake. A number of young buffalo bulls that had been
raised with, and as I understand, suckled by domestic
cows, and kept with the milk stock until full grown, were
put with the Galloway cows on Wild Horse Island. This
island is about four miles square, or nearly square. It is

called six miles by some. It rises about 1,000 feet above
the level of the lake. On the north end it is covered
by pines and other evergreens. Most of its surface is

covered with good grass, with now and then a pine tree.
It looks like a rolling prairie, slopmg from the north
end, where the hills are high and abrupt, in a gentle grade
to the south end, where the prairie meets the lake. It is

an ideal summer range.
These cows were kept there several years, but the ven-

ture was unprofitable, as a number of the cows died in
giving birth to the first calf. After the first calf was born
the cow seemed to have no further trouble in parturition.
The experiment was discontinued, and since then there
has been no effort made at cross breeding.
When the cows were taken off the island one or two of

the buffalo refused to be driven or taken off. When the
rutting season came on one bull swam off the island to the
mainland, a distance of half a mile or more. The first

herd he struck was a bunch of dairy cows belonging to a
rancher. The cows seemed to be afraid of him, with
his long beard and big black head, and they struck out
for their home corral The buffalo followed and insisted
on being sociable. When the rancher came to milk, he
also lost his nerve and would not go into the corral. He
dispatched a boy to Pablo's and left his cows without
milking for a couple of days. The rancher lived off the
reserve, and it was a long way to Pablo's. When the
herder reached the rancher's home he found that the bull
could not be driven away, and the herder threw him and
castrated him, and he was then driven ' away Avithout
difficulty.

The general impression is that if left to themselves the
buffalo will not cross with domestic cattle. The buffalo
run in bands, and while occupying the same range, they
herd together and act just as antelope, elk and buffalo
would act when occupying the same range. In order to
cross, they must be kept away from their own kind.
What half-breeds are there run by themselves and with
the buffalo, never with the domestic cattle. Half-breed
bulls are castrated, and the heifers prefer the buffalo bulls
and breed to them. There are a number of three-quarter
buffalo, but only one one-quarter buffalo.
There is no attempt made now to encourage them to

cross-breed. The band is so large that with a few years
of luck there will be all the buffalo the range will support.

Description of Cfoss-Breeds.

Tn size the half breeds are somewhat smaller than
buffalo. The hair is not so long over the hump and
fore quarters. The beard is smaller and shorter; the
coat more even and darker; the long flowing hair on
outside of front legs a great deal shorter; hump some-
what less prominent; tail a little (perhaps 6 in.) longer,
and thicker; horns lighter in color, straighter and do not
turn in at the point so much, which gives them the ap-
pearance of being longer. Pablo said the horns when
polished were always black.

In a bunch of twenty-five mixed bloods, I saw one
with a tail like domestic stock, and his general look was
more like a black domestic steer than a buffalo. The
herder told me it was a half-breed steer. Castration does
not seem to make any material difference in the full-

blood buffalo's appearance, the fattest and about the
largest bull I saw, the herder told me, had been cas-
trated, but at what age I could not say.

A full-blood buffalo, w^hich has been castrated when
young, has straighter horns than the entire animal. The
horns do not turn in quite so mixch at the point.

I could get information regarding only one quarter
buffalo. The mother was a polled angus, the sire a
half-breed.

Pablo told me it looked like a polled angus—muley
or polled ; the coat very fine and silky and very black.

I did not learn the sex. Pablo told me of one he called
a Texas buffalo, evidently a half-breed. It was yellow
with black bars on its legs. I did not get a good de-
scription of this animal.

Half-breeds are more easily handled than buffalo.

Pablo told me of a half-breed heifer whose mother was
a Hereford cow, sire a buffalo bull. She has the bald
face of the Hereford, and is without horns. She has a
long dark buffalo-marked coat. She is somewhat of

a hermit and seems to prefer being alone.

The band of half-breeds I saw seemed to be thinner
in flesh than the buffalo. When started they run like

the buffalo, breaking into an easj^ gallop, almost from a

walk. They were fully as gentle as ordinary range stock.

I could not find any evidence to support the theory that

the mixed bloods ever cease to breed. I asked the ques-
tion and they told me that all the cows have calves. I

have no doubt but there are some mixed bloods that

cannot be told from buffalo by the ordinary observer.

Deaths on the Range.

Sometimes a buffalo is found dead on the range, and
no reason can be giA'^en for the death. There must now
be some very old buffalo in this herd; the bulls injure

each other in fighting, but these causes do not cover
most of the cases.

They told me of one buffalo bull which persisted in

ranging off toward the reservation line, sometimes cross-

mg beyond the bounds. Complaints came in that the
bull was doing damage. A cowboy was sent to bring him
back. He w^ould only stay a short time and then go back
to his old range. At last he became ugly and refvtsed to

be driven.

The ranchers living in the section where the buffalo

ranged were asked if he did any damage, and they all

insisted that he did not. Pablo at last took a wagon and
drove out and butchered him. In skinning the animal his

hide was found to be loaded with all kinds of small shot.
A great number of .22-caliber rifle bullets were also found
under it. The ranchers had evidently been afraid of him

^ and shot to keep him away from their outfits, or else some
one filled him full of shot out of pure maliciousness.
Such causes as this may account for some of the deaths.

There have not been a sufficient number of these to cause
any uneasiness, and I am inclined to think they must be
from old age and injuries received in battles at the rut-
tmg. The herder said they sometimes were seriously torn,
and some had died from this effect. None had died from
lack of feed and exposure, as domestic cattle on the plains
so often do.
When a buffalo is shot on the range, the buffalo mere-

ly start or give a little jump at the crack of the rifle.

Then they gather around the fallen buffalo, and have to
be driven away before the animal can be butchered.

Sales from the Allard-Pablo Herd.

The following records of recent losses of buffalo from
this herd by sale and accident are taken from the books
of the concern. Many of them are without date, and
other particulars, yet they are interesting so far as they
go. From the dates given it probably would not be diffi-

cult to trace up many of these sales and to learn full par-
ticulars about them. It will be noted that almost all the
sales are of bulls or steers. There is always a super-
abundance of males in the herd:
No date. Sold to a Mr. Adams, of Massachusetts, six

yearling heifers and two two-year-old heifers; taken east
for breeding purposes.

Sold to a Michigan banker named Hills, two two-year-
old heifers, and one two-year-old bull.

Sold to Governor Young—and no one se&ms to be able
to tell where he governed—two two-3'ear-old heifers, one
two-year-old bull; for breeding purposes.
Three head sold to C. C. Willis, Horse Plains, Mont.

No record, but they were probably butchered.
The above imdated sales were probably made by all

parties interested in the herd.
1899—Wilkins, of Bozeman, bought one old bull

;

butchered.
1899—Five were sold to Meyers, of Helena, Mont.

—

bulls and steers; butchered. Record does not show by
whom sold.

1899—Sold by M. Pablo, to a butcher in Kalispell.

Mont, one old bull. It is stated that the butcher sold
btxffalo meat at a high price all through the winter.

1899—Sold by Michel Pablo, one old bull to Caspar
Deschamps, of Missoula; butchered.

I find the following entries made withotit date:
Sold to Howard Eaton, one bull, one heifer. Went east

for breeding purposes.
Dec. 14, 1901—^Jos. Allard sold one stag, very old. No

record of purpose.
May, 1901—Sold by Jos. Allard, four cows and calves.

Went east for some park. No record as to buyer or
locality.

May. 1901—One cow and one yearling killed in round
up. This was done while rounding up to take the Conrad
purchase out, then made.

1901—M. Pablo sold nine steers and stags to Morris, of
Seattle, Wash. They were sold for butchering, but I

heard that the city of Seattle bought them and put them
in a park.
Nov. 23, 1900—Michel Pablo killed one stag for beef

for his home.
1902—Sold to Wilkins, of Bozeman, by the firm Pablo

& Allard, three head of old steers. The buyer came,
butchered them on the range, took the heads and meat.
Their hides w^ere still hanging on the fence at the herders'
camp.
January, 1902—^Jos. Allard sold eight head, sex not

stated, buyer not known. ( ? Eaton and Talstrup. Eb.
Forest and Stream.)
March 7, 1902—Jos. Allard sold four head. There is no

record of the sex of those sold, nor for what purpose.
Feb. II, 1902—Jos, Allard sold one cow, two bulls, to

butcher at Horse Plains, Mont.
February, 1902—Jos. Allard sold one steer to butcher at

Horse Plains, Mont.
February. 1902—^Jos. Allard sold one half-breed to

Sears, of Wallace, Idaho; butchered.

How to Get There,

Parties wishing to see these buffalo should take the
Great Northern Railway to Kalispell. Here there are
good hotels, and all kinds of driving, saddle and pack
horses can be obtained if desired.

A short drive or walk of a mile north of the business
part of the city will take you to the Conrad herd.

If you wish to see the Pablo-Allard herd, an outfit can
be obtained, and you can drive down on either side of the
Flathead Lake. A distance of seventy-five miles will

bring you to them. The country is well adapted to camp-
ing; wood, water and grass are abundant, and good camp
grounds are encountered every few miles. A good way
to go is to take the steamer Klondike, which sails from
Demersville, three miles from Kalispell. The boat leaves
for the foot of the lake every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday of each week dttring the spring, summer and fall.

The round trip costs $5. Stages run from Kalispell to

Demersville, fare 50 cents.

You board the Klondike between 5 and 6 o'clock in the
morning, take breakfast on board. For sixteen miles you
steam down the Flathead River, which is bordered by
dense forests of large pine, fir and tamarack, but an occa-
sional ranch house and field is passed. At the head of the
lake you pass the post office, store and saloon comprising
the town of Holt. A run of twenty miles on the lake
takes you to Dayton Creek. Here the Flathead Indian
Reservation begins. A stop is made here, but soon the
boat moves on, and you pass down the lake by Wild
Horse Island, where, as already stated, a number of
Galloway cows and buffalo bulls were kept for a number
of years. You are due at Poison, the foot of the lake, at
II A, M.
Here Mr. Henry Terrvault keeps a general store, runs a

hotel, and can furnish almost any kind of conveyance you
may wish to take you to see the buffalo. A ride of seven
miles brings you to Pablo's ranch.

If yoii are an old hand and want to camp and look at.

things in your own way, yon can drive down the Pend

d Oreille River—which leaves the lake here—in a south-
westerly direction, and you will soon be in the summer
range of the buffalo. I advise people to see Mr. Pablo or
either of the Allard boj's.

This country is an Indian reserve, and it might be ad-
visable to be with some resident. Mr. Pablo is a busy
man, and treated me with old-time hospitality, but I do
not think he would be able to take care of very many
people at one time.
One can camp at Mr. Terrvault's at the boat landing, and

with a good saddle horse or driving team can see most of
the buffalo in a day. The country is fine for driving, al-
though with a saddle horse some of the low mountains or
high hills that rise up out of the tableland and border the
buffalo range may be climbed so that one has a wider
view. When the visit is over you can take the stage from
Terrvault's, and a drive behind four fine horses takes you
across the main Flathead Indian reserve to the Northern
Pacific, at Ravalli, The distance is thirty-five miles, and
is made in five hours. Stage connects with steamers from
Kalispell.

_
You can leave Kalispell in the morning, have a boat

ride down the river and across the lake of sixty-five miles,
then stage it thirty-five miles to the Northern Pacific at
Ravalli for supper. At Ravalli there is a good general
store and hotel kept by Duncan McDonald, who was born
and raised in this place.

If it is more convenient, one can reverse the trip just
outlined, and start from Ravalli, where, if one is used to
travel in the West, he will find everything he will need.

I found everybody kind and polite, and did not see a
bad man with a gun hung to him on the trip.

J. B. Monroe.

Catcking Fulmars in St Kilda. i

The remote island of St. Kilda is exempted from the
operation of the Wild Birds Protection Acts, for the
reason that the inhabitants are dependent for their hving
on the sea fowl which abound there, and which are most 1

easily taken from the cliffs toward the close of the breed-
ing season. This fact, it would seem, has not escaped
the notice of His Majesty the King, for in a recent letter
to Dr. C. F. Forshaw, who is about to revisit St. Kilda,
Sir Francis Knollys, writing from Buckingham Palace on
June 5, says : "I have had the honor of submitting your
letter of the 2d inst. to the King, and I am commanded
to request you to inform the inhabitants of St. Kilda,
when you next visit that island, that he trusts that they
will have a successful season in their occupation of ful-
mar catching," For the benefit of those who may have
but a limited acquaintance with northern sea fowl, it may
be well to explain that the fulmar, so called from the
Gaelic name for the bird, is a large petrel about the size
of our common gull (Larus canus) for which at a little

distance it might be mistaken. But though resembling
it in size and color while at rest, it is observable when on
the wing that the flight feathers are gray instead of black,
while a closer inspection would reveal the peculiar nasal
tubes which characterize the petrels, and cause the beak
to present a very different appearance to that observable
in the gulls.

In British waters the great stronghold of the fulmar is

St. Kilda, although of late years it has been found breed-
ing in the Shetlands, on Foula and Unst, and there are
indications that its breeding range as a North British
species is more extensive than was formerly the case.
Unlike the smaller petrels and shearwaters which lay their
eggs in crevices of the rocks, among loose boulders, and in
burrows excavated where the soil admits of it, the fulmar
makes a nest like a gull on a ledge of sea cliffs, lining it

with a little dried grass, and in this it deposits a single
w-hite egg. The number of these birds which resort to
St. Kilda for the nesting season is almost incredible, and
can only be estimated from the returns of the numbers
killed for food by the islanders. The season for capturing
them lasts for eight days from Aug. 12, during which
short period it is said that from 18,000 to 20,000 are an-
nually captured.

The method of catching these birds is peculiar to St.

Kilda, and although the process is simple enough, the
danger attending it must be witnessed to be appreciated.
Hanging* on a rope, usually made of twisted thongs of
cowhide and sheep's hide, the fowler descends the fearful
precipices armed with a sort of fishing rod with a noose
at the end. This he dexterously slips over the head of
the bird which is sitting on a ledge of rock beneath him,
and hauls it up. He then dips the bird's beak into a smalt
leather bag suspended to his waist, and there the oil is

vomited. The bird is then killed for food, the feathers
and the oil forming articles of export.
The late Rev. H. A. Macpherson, in his "History of

FoAvling" (Douglas, 1897), thus describes the fowling-rod
by which the fulmars in St. Kilda are captured, and of
which he gives a sketch: "A rod which I brought back
with me from St. Kilda measures about six feet six inches
in length. It differs in no respect from a plain sea rod
except that its upper extremity bears a slip noose mounted
on a switch. This noose is made of horse hair, and is

plaited together with strong quills, probably those of the

gannet."
It will be easily understood that no one but a practiced

cragsman could venture to engage in so perilous an occu-
pation as that of snaring fulmars on their nesting ledges.

Bishop Stanley, in his "Family History of Birds." has
collected some thrilling anecdotes of the dangers attending
the avocation of the fowler in St, Kilda, and many readers
will doubtless remember the illustration in that little vol-

ume which depicts "the perilous leap of a bird catcher,"

who, having inadvertently let go his rope while collecting

eggs, had to jump off a ledge to catch it as it swung
several feet in front of him.

In MacLean's "Sketches of St. Kilda," 1838, quoted by
Gray with approval in his "Birds of the West of Scot-

land," it is stated that the fulmars "are from two to three

pounds weight. About 200 will go to fill a herring barrel

;

yet each family, after serving the poor, shall have from
four to five barrels salted for winter use." With regard
to the alleged weight of a single fulmar, there must be
surely some mistake here; probably it was only guessed
from the size of the bird, a misleading mode of computa-
tion. So far as the writer's experience has extended with
birds of this species, taken off the east coast of England
during the winter months, the weight of an adult fulmar
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in good condition is not more than one pound, or that of

a red-legged partridge.
According to Mr. E. C. Stanford, the oil obtained from

these birds is a good deal mixed with a rougher sort

procured from the Solan goose or gannet, and realizes a

poor price as an ordinary rough fish oil. When genuine it

is of a clear dark slightly reddish sherry color, and has
a powerful and peculiar odor, of which the whole island

and all the inhabitants smell. It is certainly a fish oil (he
sa3's). and possesses nearly all the properties of cod liver

oil.—^J. E. Harting in London Field.

A Pailful of Rattlers.

A GOOD and truthful tale is told by a distinguished

alumnus of Yale, a classmate of Senator Depew. The
facts came under his personal observation and were re-

lated to me as follows: "I was visiting friends up at

Shefiield, Mass., last August, and one of the principal

amusements for all hands was blackberrj'-picking. The
only drawback to this exercise was the occasional pres-

ence of a big rattlesnake among the rocks where the
best berries grew. After several severe frights fruit

began to grow scarce upon the table and we were in

despair. Finally, one morning a couple of young col-

lege men came along on their wheels and upon learn-
ing the trouble, promptly volunteered to clear Black
Rock in one day or stand treat when we all got back to

New York. They wore thin knickerbockers, ordinary
* hose and shoes, and were each provided with a hickory

cane. This constituted their entire armament, with the
exception of a big 15-quart milk pail, which they took
along to gather berries in. They carried along a light

luncheon provided by my hostess and took matters as

easily as though starting out for a walk through Cen-
tral Park.

"Well, the hot day dragged its slow length along until

S o'clock, when the boys appeared carrying the big pail

between them. We chaffed them about snakes and final-

ly asked how much fruit they had picked. 'About 50
pounds or so,' said the slim pale youth, the more studi-

ous of the twain, who thereupon proceeded to take from
the pail rattlesnake after rattlesnake, to the number of

eight. Both men apologized for the absence of the big-

gest one they saw, which, unfortunately, had gotten
away into a hole before they could get in a killing-

blow on the neck with the hickory cane. We assured
them that no excuses were needed as the snakes were
duly displayed on the lawn before our astonished and
admiring gaze. The two largest measured exactly six

feet in length. One of these had thirteen perfect rattles,

and we called the veteran 'old '76.' The remaining four
ran from four to five feet each.

"The hunters excused themselves for not bringing
berries, saying they had been pretty busy with the rep-

tiles. After taking photographs of the eight snakes hang-
ing on a pole the boys skinned them and took their

prizes along, saying that they were to be presented to

various fair friends in New York.
"I forgot to say that inside of one of the largest

' snakes they found twenty little baby snakes, which were
promptly killed." Peter Flint.
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Proprietors of shooting' resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in. Forest and Stseau.

Moose.—IV,

An Expedition into New Brunswick.

(Concludedfrom page 8.)

The next morning Moore started back for Tehoe and
carried my rifle for King. Toward evening Ed sent a

seductive call reverberating down the valley toward Rocky
Brook. A bull answered away up on the ridge to the
west and came rapidly toward the horn. King said he
feared he might get lost and started to meet him and show
him the way down to the lake. Presently, about sixty
yards ahead, he saw a dark object move between two
trees. At the report of the gun the bull went down, he
was up in a second and went down again with a bullet
through the loins, about four inches in front of the first

one, but he did not stay down. With head lowered and
hair turned the wrong way, the very incarnation of rage,
he charged. King says he can answer in the affirmative
the question so often asked, whether a wounded moose
will charge or not. At about forty yards another bullet
caught him about in the center of the forehead, but high
up in the heavy, bony ridge, from which the antlers
spring, too high for the brain, and he went down again,
they thought, for good, but after a few convulsive kicks
he staggered to his feet and made for the lake. After
he had passed a shot from the .30-30 struck him in the
rear end of his anatomy. He did not go down but rather
increased his speed. Another passed through the web
of his right antler. By this time he had reached the lake
and started across. When almost a hundred yards out a
shot from the Mannlicher shattered his lower jaw on a line

just in front of the eyes, so that it only hung bj^ the skin.

The great shock stopped him, and another bullet struck
behind the ear, and he went down and out. I have re-

lated the killing of this fellow just as it has been told

me, because he was about the largest one that has come
out cf York County in a long time, and being so large
and old furnishes a good text for a dissertation on the
general utility of modern small-caliber, high-power rifles

for hunting big game. I went into the woods a firm
believer in their killing and stopping power, but heard
so much unfavorable comment on them by men whose
opportunities for judging of their killing qualities could
not be surpassed, and then had the opportunity of seeing
some wounds myself which caused me to weaken very
much in my estimation of their stopping power. High
velocity and low trajectory are desirable in a rifle, but
should not be attained at the sacrifice of lead; in other
words, the so-called shocking power will not offset a
large buUet at slower velocity in my judgment.

After the scalp had been taken off I removed the
bullet with a hatchet and a chisel; some of it had been
dug out with hunting knives and lost. The portion saved
weighs 120 grains, the bullet originally weighed 236
grains, so that 116 grains were lost. There was nothing
to indicate that the bullet had splattered or left the
mantle, because the first part removed was the base of
the mantle. The lead looks as if it had been melted
from the heat generated by the sharp pitch of the rifling

and the impact against bone that it could not penetrate.
One is reminded of the question we used to debate in our
schoolboy days: If an irresistible force should meet an
immovable body, what would happen? About the near-
est approach to an irresistible force that we know any-
thing about is the explosion of a full charge of high-
grade smokeless powder, and the head of a bull moose
simulates the immovable body sure enough. I have re-
lated what happened.
We were in great luck; Ed had a large, deep dish

pan in which we put our heads and boiled off all the
meat. The parts that would not go into the pan were
filled with boiling water with an old can, so that the
lining of the nose and mouth came away as well as the
rest of the flesh. This is the way to clean heads. The
taxidermists wrote us that ours were the best prepared
heads sent them last fall, and the reasonable charge
they made for rnountingf them indicates that they were
well prepared.

It was Friday noon before King got up to the cabin
with all his duflle, although the head and scalp had been
brought up the day before. If King could have had a
caribou we wauld have had our legal limit, except the
deer, but no one expects to get deer in New Brunswick;
they are not plentiiful. They tell you that many years
ago they were plent3r, but great hordes of wolves, like

the Huns of old, came down out of the north and they
disappeared. They think they are coming back. It

seems strange that they should not when they are so
plentiful just over the border in Maine.

If some enterprising maker will just give us a modern
high-power rifle of 10 to 12 mm. caliber with sixty to
seventy grains of Walsrode or some other high-grade
powder behind a 400 to 450 grain soft-nosed bullet, the big-
game hunters will rise up and call him blessed. Blake,
of Batavia, N. Y., has made a few high-power forty-
caliber guns on orders, but they are not on the mar-
ket. If I understand the situation correctly, it is this:

Those who hunt moose and the guides generally are in

favor of a heavier gun than those now in use, and, of
course, a larger and heavier bullet with more powder be-
hind it.

I think it self-evident that such a gun would be more
deadly on all large game, not moose alone. We have
no quarrel with the 7 mm., 7.65 mm., the 8 mm., or even
with those fellows who are hurrying their orders across
the great damp spot for the new Mannlicher or Matiser
9 mm. We admire the pluck of these German makers,
and are only sorry they have not seen fit to offer us a
10 mm. instead. These are all excellent guns for what
they can do, but I will venture the assertion that every
guide in New_ Brunswick, unless it be Adam Moore, who
seems to be in love with .30-calibers, would be glad to
see every hunter that goes into their territory armed
with a 10 mm. .40-caliber, instead of with a 7.6'' 30-cali-
ber, and it strikes me that Adam would look with favor
on such a gun when visions of a great, gaping, external
wound to let out the blood, one that could be found
without putting on magnifying glasses, and bruised and
lacerated tissues and fractured and comminuted bones
came up before him, and our old friend. Uncle Henry,
would find in it the consummation of all his desires in
the gun line and the old .577 cannon, which weighs about
one-fifteenth as much as Henry himself, would no longer
be a "thing of beauty an-d a joy forever;" and the trans-
portation problem would be partly solved with him, and
my old friend Ben would not apply opprobious epithets
to it, hke "popgun, pea shooter, moose bird killer, etc."

"I like to see a hole in the barrel, doctor," he said to
me one daj^ "and a place to put in lots of fuel. I have
noticed that a big chimney draws better than a small
one." He had not been in love with my rifle; said he
always felt better when he had the big .45-90 along, but
after the moose and caribou fell to it with one shot each,
he had more respect for it. Ed had no words of praise
when he came up from Tehoe. He said "Your gun was
bad enough; it took six shots to kill, but we never
would have gotten him with King's .30-30." If I had
had the same shots with the .45-90, two would have
stopped him.
Jim Moore carried a .44 Sharps, and nothing of smaller

caliber would satisfy him. Alex was particularly bit-
ter against small calibers. Two seasons before he was
guiding young Weaver, of Philadelphia, and had an ex-
perience which everybody in New Brunswick knows and
many in the States have heard about since Frederic
Ireland's article appeared in this paper last February.
As I write a letter has just come from him, in which
he says:

"You know, doctor, that last fall I advocated heavier
guns. You had good luck with your game, but you
struck them on fatal spots. The small gun is all right
if they strike the head, heart or the lungs, but the
chances are about ten to one at a 200 or 300-yard range
that any sport will aim for the middle of his game. Now
this is where the heavy gun tells, we will say .45-70,
•45-85, -45-90. You are a doctor, you must know if a
ball passes through the middle of a moose that he will
bleed on the inside a great deal faster than he would
from a .30-30, and they die so much more quickly. I
was talking to William Carson, who was up with a party
the same time you were up last fall; he told me that they
lost five out of seven, and their guns were ,30-30. He
said that one morning they were going up over a ridge
and they saw a moose jump to its feet. He pointed it out
to the sport, he fired at it and it fell, and when the gun
went oft' the second one jumped to its feet and started
oft. They followed it, thinking the first one was all

right, but they did not get a chance at the second one.
When they came back to the first one it was gone. They
followed it seven miles, but lost it after all. He also
told me that he saw Braithwaite, and he told him that
they lost eleven of their game last fall; and if so there
is something wrong somewhere, and I would like to

all you sports^ bring heavier guug next fall, an^

probably you will find out where the trouble is. So
much for the size of guns."
Late Saturday afternoon John Hays came as agreed.

We were pretty well packed up. Ed was so in love with
our acetylene lamp that it had to be left behind with
numerous other remembrances to each of the party.
Early Sunday morning our packing up was completed.
It was arranged that Ed and Ben would remain with
the count. Alex was to go with John Hays and the
sled load. King, Wilfred and Jim Moore had argued
themselves into believing that they knew of a short cut
through, via Tehoe Lake andMcKay's old camp to our
meeting point at Ten Mile Camp, where we were to
meet for dinner. I went with Ben's younger son and
the saddle horse around the road. Just before we reached
Rocky Brook a fine bull caribou jumped into the road
fifty yards from us and kept ahead for several hundred
yards. I had nothing to shoot with except a .22 Mar-
lin, so he went his way undisturbed. We beat the other
party to the meeting place one hour. Their short cut
proved to be longer than around the road. After a hard
tramp John Hays' welcome hostelry was reached in
time for late supper, and we turned in for the night on
the big feather bed, described in my first letter. Wil-
fred came early to take us to Boiestown. but Hays and
Alex did not get in with the baggage, heads and hides
until II o'clock. Their delay caused us to miss the morn-
ing train down to Fredcricton, and as the mixed train

only runs every other day and this was not their day,
we were guests of the Dufi^y House over night. Next
morning, with N. T. Do Pauw, of New Albany, Ind.,

who came in with a good head from Braithwaite's terri-

tory, I went to McMillens and photographed the head
of the Weaver moose. He bought it for $10 of the
parties who found it. We got down to Fredericton at

12:45. Our friend Allen met us after dinner and un-
folded the plan made for our entertainment at a ban-
quet that evening by the Tourists' Association and the
good friends we had made there, but we were obliged
to decline, our train was to leave at s o'clock and busi-
ness at this end of the line needed attention. King was
able to check his hide through to Detroit as baggage,
because it was in a gunny sack, mine was only baled
with wire and cost $2.50 express charges; see the point!

To the tired and careworn business or professional
man who is working from twelve to sixteen hours a day,

burning the candle at both ends and wondering why the
hair begins to silver, the eye loses its brightness, the
step its elasticit3'- and the erect form to bend with cares
when he should be at his best; if you have done me the

honor to read these letters, let me urge you to go and
do likewise. You will not find the fountain of youth
in the wilds of New Brunswick, nor a panacea for all

the ills of Hfe, but you can get close to the great heart
of Nature in a restfulness and stillness that will cause
you to., startle at the tumultuous beatings of your own
heart. The walking and exercise will whet j'our appe-
tite and improve your digestion; the coated tongue and
fermentation of ingesta will disappear, and with it the
sallow complexion and jaundiced tinge of the eyes. The
excess of uric acid, ptomaines, toxines and other prod-
ucts of imperfect digestion will be eliminated, cleared

out, so to speak, by the aid of great draughts of bal-

samic ozone-laden air, which can be yours for the tak-

ing, and you will be healthier, happier and better able to

take up your daily work than your brother who has
plodded along and denied himself the pleasure of such
an outing. D. W. Greene, M. D.
Dayton, O,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Wisconsin Fish, and Game Law Held Unconstilutional.

Chicago, 111., July 5.—There will always remain upon
the records of fame the name of that Texas justice of
the peace who declared all laws prohibiting the sale of
whisky unconstitutional. He said it was "agin reason
and agin natur'." History does not state whether the
supreme court of the State of Texas ever confirmed this

justice of the peace in his notions in these matters.

A county judge in Winnebago County, Wis., on July
2, put in his bid to join the Texas J. P. on the roU of
glory. He decided that the fish and gam.e law of the
State of Wisconsin is unconstitutional. The case will be
taken to the supreme court, but as, in the matter of the
Texas J. P., we don't yet know what the supreme court
may think of the wisdom of the lower legal luminary.
Two game wardens undertook to board a steamer on

the Fox River with the purpose of searching for contra-
band game which they had reason to suspect was carried
by the boat. The captain put the wardens off the vessel.

The wardens later arrested the captain and prosecuted
him under the game law for misdemeanor in obstructing
wardens in their search for contraband game. The
Vv'orthy judge of Winnebago county held that the law
as it stands on the statute books operates as a forfeiture
of property rights. He therefore declared it null and
void. This leaves all the steamboats plying out of Winne-
bago Lake to carry illegal fish and game with absolute
impunity. It is astounding how much mischief a small
individual can do in this world without a great deal of
effort on his part. That this is mischief cannot be
denied. The neighborhood of Lake Winnebago has been
a battle ground between right-thinking sportsmen and
wrong-thinking market-shooters and fishermen. While
we may presume that the fight will continue, it is de-
plorable that this unnecessary delay and cost should be
forced on the decent citizens of the State of Wisconsin.

Howard Eaton and the Flathead Buffalo.

The beautiful supplement to last week's Forest .and
Stre.\m and the editorial and news mention regarding the
well-known Flathead herd of buffalo received a curiou-s
addendum this week by reason of the plans of a Western
man in regard to this same herd. Mr. Howard Eaton, a
well-known character of Medora, N. D., on July 2 re-
turned from a visit to President Roosevelt at Washing-
ton. It is stated that a part of his purpose was to induce
the U. S. Government to purchase the Allard herd and
turn it loose in Yellowstone Park. Mr. Eaton has re-
cently bought several full-blood buft'alo from the Allard
herd, and is said to have secured options on nearly all the
|ull-blQo4 buffalo now to be found on the FIatheg4 reser-
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vation. He offers to turn these options over to the Gov-
ernment without any commission or profit to himself, and
states that his object is simply the preservation of the
species. It is believed that the Yellowstone Park herd
needs_ new blood before there can be any general multi-
plication of its numbers. It is stated that President
Roosevelt turned over the matter to Secretary Hitcheoc^
-Risking that action be taken in the premises.

The only thing militating against this proposition is

the old axiom which runs to the effect that it is wise to

let well enough alone. The buffalo herd in the Yellow-
stone Park was once far more numerous than the Allard
herd. None the less, poachers cut it down to its present
pitiful remnant Sometimes the buffalo Avander out of
the Park on the western side and are killed outside the
Park limits. There is no reason to suppose ijiat the same
conditions will not prevail in the future. Now the
Allard herd is at least doing fairly well in the FJ^thead
country. Unless Uncle Sam can better protect Yellow-
stone Park than he has ever shown himself ahle to do, it

is a grave question whether it would be wise to transport
these buffalo into what might prove to be the burial
ground of their race.

Vants Chickens.

Mr. Edward Banks, of New York, has a friend; a Mr.
Cleave, of Altoona, Pa., who wants chickens. I would
refer these gentlemen to Deputy Warden Stephefis, at

Detroit,^ Minn.
_
State Warden S. F. Fullerton could no

doubt give advices also. Friends of mine who shot with
Mr. Stephens last year reported very good success, and
said that then he had a good string of dogs.

About the Magnetawan,

Mr. J. W. Evans, of Steubenville, O., writes in regard
to recent inquiries about the Magnetawan River! '^You
may say to Mr. E. L. Brown that the trip down this

river is not only possible, but also pleasant, but canoes
should be used. I have forgotten the number of portages
to Byng Inlet, but they number about forty. To go in a
boat takes away the pleasure to a great extent. I have
gone down the Moon, Magnetawan. Mitsquash and 'Sevef¥

Rivers, using both kinds of boat, and will never go again
except by canoe. Mr. Brown should write to George
Ross, Magnetawan village, the best guide in all that
region."

I have a letter at this office, addressed to Mr. F, L.
Brown. If the latter will forward his address I should
like to send him this letter.

Wbete to Get Year Moose.

The number of big-game hunters in this part of the

country increases annually, and there are several men
here in Chicago who have asked me where to get a
moose next fall. Therefore, the following letter from
Adam Moore, of Scotch Lake, New Brunswick, comes
most opportunely at this time. The pistol to which Adam
refers is the Mauser which I gave him for his spring
bear hunt. His remarks regarding this arm, and aho re-

garding the new moose coimtry which he has discovered,

will be found interesting:

"I have had the best kind of luck
; got eight bears, good

ones, too, and the Mauser is just the thing to kill them
with. It punches a clean little hole that don't bleed

any, but kills them all right. The bullet is not expansive.

There is such a small part of the bullet not covered with
the patch that it is just the same as a full metal patched
bullet.

"I had John (ray son) with me, up the Tobique,_ and
a nephew of mine, that has the ambition, to be a mighty
hunter, so I took him this spring to give him his first

lesson, and he is learning well. When we got tip there we
started out to put out a line of bear traps northeast of

Nictou Lake, where we went last winter looking for

moose. I found your U. S. tin cup at the brook where
you lost it, and then my luck began. John and I climbed

to the top of the moimtain and climbed trees to take a

look at the country, and about two miles northeast we
saw water, so we started for it, and found the nicest pond
for moose you ever saw. There is about ten acres in it,

and the bull moose signs that were there was a sight

for sore eyes. I told the boys that I was better pleased

to find that pond than I would be to find ten bears in our
traps. It is about six miles from the lake, and the wo.ods

round it is a perfect park. You can see 200 yards. We
decided at once to build a camp there, and we did—a good
one—the size of the camp at Bathurst Lake, all" peeled and
finished in good shape. We even cut about two cords_ of

wood, so we could go in there and not make any noise.

1 am going to get a new light cooking stove and take it in

there when I go up in August.
"But that is not all. We struck out over the divide on

the same course, northeast, found another brook with a

chain of five nice ponds and lots of beaver.
_
These are

about two miles from our new camp. It rs a perfect

moose country, has never been hunttd, and by the horn
marks it looks as if they were all bulls. I saw nothing

to compare with it on the route we took last winter.

"We set five bear traps out in that country^ and got

five bears in them, and the place is alive with caribou, too.

I found two big moose horns near where we built the

camp that had been shed last winter, Efnd by the looks

of the sign the whole country has been a moose yard.

"If Mr. Robinson, of Chicago, will come, I will give

him John for guide and my nephew, who has been with

me this spring, for cook, and that camp and country to

himself. I never do guarantee a man a moose, but I have

so much confidence in the country and the kid, that for a

small advance on regular charges, if he is a fair hunter

and will do as John tells him, I would be willing to say,

no moose no pay, if he will stay a month. I think you

know me well enough to know that I am not overdrawing

the facts to try and get a party. I have Mr. Weed again,

and a friend, and I don't need that ground for them. I

don't think this offer is going begging very long, and if

he wants it, let me know at once.

"We cut out a good clean trail from the lake to the

furthest ponds about eight miles. But that is not all

we have done up there. We cut another camp the same
size and style, on the river, in a fine moose country, and
I have a good stove there now, the same as the one in

Nictou camp. You see, since I have got that country

alone I am going to work to develop it. I have never

seen rnore big bulls than this spring, an4 th^re is no

doubt of^it they are plentier than ever, and I never felt

as confident of being able to get every man a moose as I

do this season. We worked very hard up there ; we were
t\yo days each week tending our traps, and four days of
each week to build camps and cut trails."

So Adam found my old Yellowstone Park U. S. tin
cup ! I lost it up there last winter in the snow, five
miles from camp, and with it lost my luck. Adam found
luck again when he found the cup. Wouldn't take a
thousand dollars for that sooty, dirty tin cup, so I reckon
I'll have to draw on Uncle Adam for it,

E. Hough.
Hartpoed Building, Chicago, HI,

The Hunting Rifle,

i Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic, S. A., May 28.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have just been enjoying a
pleasure I have not had for a number of months—a chance
to read Forest and Stream—which I owe to a new-
found friend. Dr. H. W. Peard, of Coronel Suarez, an
important wheat market town south of this city. He is a
born naturalist and sportsman of the Ijetter class, whose
observations in this country have added to the world's
kijowledge of numerous birds and quadrupeds.
But the motive for this letter is to say a few words,

just -a few, about the small-bore, high-power rifle, after

having read' the interesting accounts of personal experi-

ences by Mr. C. M. Stark and Mr. Frederick Irland in

-your issue of Feb. 15, 1902. It would seem from tjoth

their accotmts that they refer to the all-jacketed .30-cali-

ber -bullet. If this is true, they are both right and both
wrong. It is, of course, well known that the steel-

jacketed projectile, long and slender, with a comparatively
sharp point, will even penetrate a bone withovit crushing
it or at once stopping the man who is hit. For this

reason, because it wounds and disables but does not kill,

its use isi^dvocated in civilized warfare. One might fill

almost airy large game animal with holes with a .30-

caliber gun, 'Using all-jacketed bullets, and never get the

animal unless he happe;ned to be hit in a vital spot, and
perhaps not then.

But 1f the ..30-caliber bullet is steel-jacketed only part

of the way, leaving a soft lead point of about .35 of an
inch in length, there will be a different, very different,

story to tell. In fact, I am quite siire, though I have
never tried it on moose, that there is no gtm made of

greater killing, crushing power than the .30-40 Winchester,
model 1895, when soft-nosed b^illets of 220 grains weight
are used, backed by from 36 to 40 grains of nitro pow-
der., specially adapted as to rapidity of burning, for this

gun and projectile. The soft-point, when it spreads upon
contact, ilnpelled by the weight of harder metal and the

tremendous force behind it, tears a hole big enough for a
•man's fist, and nothing can stand, or run, against it. I

have used it in the Rocky Mountains on deer, and have
hunted there with old-timers, men who have lived in

thi mountains for 3fears, and they are getting rid of

their big, clumsy, large-calibered guns in favor of the

small-calibered guns, simply betause they have seen what
the latter will do. Give me one good chance at any animal

with my .30-40, and I will agree to stop him. But it

would be only silly and cruel to go about punching holes

in the few game animals left in our country with all-steel-

jacketed bttUets. T have seen the difference in an experi-

ment'on a beef animal, where the steel-jacketed bullet in

the head seemed to produce no effect and the soft-nosed

bullet felled the animal as if struck by lightning.

The advantage of this gun, with its box magazine, is

very great, because the balance of the gun is preserved

and is always the same, while in the old-style guns the

heavy cartridges are in the magazine under the barrel,

and every time the gun is fired tiie balance, or "hang," of

it changes. So by all means use the neat, light, powerful
small-calibered gun. F. W. Bicknell.

Illicit Game in New Yoiffc Restatjfants.

Suits have been brought by State Game Protector

Overton, in the Eleventh District Municipal Court, Man-
hattan, against Shanley's Restaurant, Broadway near

Forty-second street; Healy's. corner Columbus avenue
and Sixty-sixth street, and the Manhattan Oyster and
Chop Hcaise, Sixth avenue near Fortj'-fourth street, for

Sf;rving quail out of season.

The penalties amount to about $1,200. Protector Over-
ton obtained the evidence by taking parties to late supper

to the places, and after ordering, carrying a part of the

carcass of each bird away, so as to allow no question as

to evidence.

Massachusetts Quail.

Boston, Mass., July 5.—It is astounding to see how
plentiful quail are. June 12 I was at Georgetown (near
Haverhill) and was driven around to several ponds by
ex-Senator Wm. Butler, President of the Georgetown
J"ish and Game Club, and Mr. Abbott, President Grove-
l^nd Fish and Game Club. All day we could hear the

\fhistle of Bob White, and on one occasion saw a big

covey fly across the road, while a pair sat on the rail

fence until we had driven by. J. W. Collins.

100 Spommen's fina$.

Some of fbe Queer Discoveries Made by These Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

84

In the Scientific American an interesting communica-
tion appears regarding a large wild goose, weighing 16
pounds, which was shot by a hunter on the shore of Lake
Liberty, Washington. On picking up his game the hunter
was surprised to see a piece of polished ivory protruding
from the breast of the goose. The ivory projected about
two inches. With great difficulty the man pulled the
stick out, for the flesh had grown tightly round it, and the
wound had entirely healed. He then saw that it was the
long, sharp point of an arrow, which was made of ivory,

about eight inches long, and as large as an ordinary lead

pencil, Th% ivory had on it some delicate carvings, and

was quite unlike any used by Indians. The bird must
have been wounded by an Esquimau, and flown several
thousand miles with the arrow imbedded in its breast.

85

Forest and Stream's list of 100 curious sportsmen's
finds presents many notable instances, but none more
remarkable than one made by Oscar Dougherty, a citizen
of Alton, although he did not go to the woods to find it.

Oscar, like many other good Americans, is fond of the
succulent chicken, and last week went to a local butcher
shop, where he bought a fine young cockrel, which he
took home for his wife to prepare for dinner. The good
lady went about this duty philosophically, until she opened
the crop of the bird and emptied out what appeared to be
a small arsenal of modern ammunition. Mr. Dougherty
was Called and picked out from the contents of the crop
twenty-four No. 2 percussion primers of standard make,
only a portion of which had been fired, and two No. 22
short rifle cartridges. The presumption, of course, is

that gravel was scarce and ammunition plenty where that
bird lived; but the writer did not push the inquiry
further. For the absolute veracity of this circumstance
as related above, however, he is prepared to vouch.

—^—
Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them m Fobest and Stream.

Random Notes of an Angler.

Salt-Water Anglers are Rarely Ecthusi? sis.

In the course of a conversation with a gentleman a
hw days ago, he remarked that "There is a strange
dearth of literature on salt-water fishing, which is most
unaccountable to me; it is only very rarely that an
angler writes for publication anything in relation to the
attractions of his outings on the "briny deep," and when
he does put pen to paper it is in a most perfunctory,
matter-of-fact way, and he never permits himself to in-
dulge in rhapsodies. I wonder why this is the case.
Sometimes I imagine that it is because of the deadly
monotony of sitting in a boat and waiting for a fish to
bite, sometimes for hours at a stretch. What is your
opinion in relation to this matter?"
The question was a diffieult one to answer offhand,

but on giving considerable thought to it I have come
to the conclusion that while angling with the fly lot
the nobler game fish is in consequence of the sUrroUnd-
mgs m which it is pursued, an art which appeals to the
.poetic mstinct in the angler's nature, fishing In the salt
water fails to arouse that Sentiment except in a very
slight degree. What can be compared with the ecstatic
feeling whh which one follows the meanderings of the
trout brook or the rush of the salmon stream through
scenej-y which is always picturesque and often sublime?
And IS It to be wondered at that the devotees of the fly
rod become enthusiastic in relation to the charms such
sport bears for them and delight in tolling of them?
But salt-water fishing has its attractions, and in the

absence of the opportunity for enjoying the higher sport,
It affords to anglers a recreation which"~is far from deSpic=
able. I daresay that all would be glad to have a chance
to try their skill on the lordly salmon or the gamy trout
of the northern lakes and streams. But salmon 'fishing
is not easily obtainable by the great majoritv of anglers;
It takes tinie, which cannot well be spared by most men
who are tied to business, and it is also an expensive
recreation, which is an important consideration with
many. Of course, almost everyone would like to own
an automobile or steam yacht, or a nice trotter, but as
all cannot do so they have to content themselves with
that which is attainable. I doubt very much if salt-
water angling ever aroused much of a poetic feeling in
any one, but it certainly affords an exhilerating pastime
that even salmon fishing does not eelipse. One cannot
be upon_ the mighty ocean breathing the ozone and
iodine with which the breezes are laden without feeling
that there is something in life worth living for; there is
no other tonic that compares with it, and it i4 free to
all. New York has exceptional fishing advantages.
The fact is not generally appreciated, but I have no

hesitation in saying that there are available to the angler
within easy reach of New York many more and better
localities for good sport than are found near any other
large city on the Atlantic coast. In fact, there seems
to be no limit to them, and no matter how persistently
they are taxed their supply of desirable game and food
fishes shows no indications of diminution; for the aver-
age catch_of the angler is as good to-day as it was ten
years ago, and of some species it is even better.
In hardly any other locality does this condition ob-

tain.

For example, within my memory the striped bass was
a common species in the Charles River, near Boston,
and it was taken in dozens of localities all along the
north shore and south shore of Massachusetts Bay, and
even in Dorchester and Quincy bays, but it is now' very
rarely met with even in waters which have not become
polluted and which would seem to be its natural abid-
ing places, and I doubt very much if anglers now- kill
fifty of these splendid game fishes in any one year
north of Cape Cod.
And so with many other species. The tautog or black-

fish, which used to be very abundant, is now so scarce
that anglers have ceased to follow it except at a very
few points, such as Cohasset, the rocky shores near Scit-
uate and the rugged ledges at Eastern Point, Glouces-
ter.

The black sea bass is, north of Cape Cod, becoming
almost a curiosity, and bluefish, which were so common
that large catches were formerly made by "trollers"
as near the city as Dorchester and Quincy bays, is, I

believe, never found in those or adjacent waters, and
Boston fishermen depend now almost entirely on Buz-
zards and Narragansett bays for their bluefishing.

From this it will be seen that tl?e salt-water anglers
of the "Hub" have hut very litt% aport left to theni. and
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they have good cause to envy the abundance which their

New York brethren enjoy.

ConcgfntDg Weakfisfa,

Among our seacoast game fishes, the weakfish or

squeteague is undoubtedly the favorite in this latitude,

for it gives more real sport to those who use the rod

alid feel than atly other s;^ecies, the striped bass, per-

haps, alone excepted, and it is followed by vastly more
anglers than is either of the others.

Indeed, so numerous are those who depend on weak-

fishing for their summer sport, if a census of them
wotdd be taken, its numbers would surprise the un-

initiated. There are four species of weakfish on the At-

lantie coast, but the squeteague whose range extends

from Cap€ Cod to the Delaware Bay, and the spotted

weakfish, commonly but improperly called the sea trout

in the South, which is found along the coast froni South-

ern New jetsey to Florida, are the two species best

khfciwn to anglers.

My first acqtiaintanee with these last-named fish was
made a number of yeafs ago Under father peculiar cir-

cuinStanceS. 1 had accepted an invitation to enjoy a

fishing exciifsibn dn a steamer Which earfied parties

from Philadelphia to the "Banks," which afe situated

ten or a dozen miles to the eastward of the Delaware
Breakwater, and had been promised that I should have

some good sea trout fishing, they being very abundant

at that time.

I thought I was pretty familiar with the habits of the

fish I had heretofore known as the sea trout, and while

I was incredulous that any of the silvery beauties that

I had known for many years were to be found so far

south, I was anxious to know what the species was that

went by so inviting a name.
As tfie steamer passed down the river that night I

heard, of course, a great deal of "fish talk" from the

excursionist anglers who Were aboard, and this chieify

related to the gamy sea trout and the black sea bass,

both of which wereio be taken at the Banks.

i listened and tried to get all the information I could,

but I obtained no facts about the alleged sea trout, ex-

cept that they were silvery bright with numerous black

spots, were very gamy and their weight was all the w-ay

from two to five pounds.
A little before sunrise the steamer approached the

wharves near the Breakwater, and here a short stop was

made befoi-e passing out upon the bay. A number of

fish efmen were pointed out to me on the wharf to which

We Were moored; each of whom had a fine string of

what I at first supposed to be squeteague, but which,

by reason of their numerous black spots, I discovered

w"cre the spotted weakfish of the South, Cynoscion

cafvlin-eiisis.

1 gave them as close an examination as I could in

the short time in which the steamer lay at the wharf,

and found them to be more round and stocky than the

Squeteague, and apparently with much greater strength,

but in most respects they dif¥ered but little from the

others.

We reached the Banks early in the forenoon, and as

soon as the anchors were dropped the hooks on the

hand lines were baited and dropped into the water.

There were, perhaps, fifty fishermen aboard and they all

kept busy.

While hand-line fishing has no charms for me, I like

to see others enjoy it, and to say that the sport "waxed
fast and furious" is to put it very mildly.

Deep-sea flounders, black sea bass, scuppaug—called

"porgies" in the tidal waters of the Middle States—and

weakfish were pulled up and sent flopping all over the

steamer deck. I found that in addition to the squeteague,

the spotted weakfish was being taken, and was told that

along that section of the coast both species mingled and

were so equally abundant that in a day's catch about

half would be of each kind.

Further north, however, along the Jersey shore, the

spotted weakfish becomes more rare and, finally, is en-

tirely displaced by the squeteague. The bait that was
used" by the fishermen consisted chiefly of pieces of qua-

hogs or hard-shell clams, although fresh herring had

been provided for those who preferred to use them.

I watched the varying success of the fishermen for sev-

eral hours and noted tSe proportionate catch of the dif-

ferent species. The black sea bass were far and away
the most abundant of all, but the "porgies" were by no

means scarce. The weakfish were rather plentiful, also,

the total catch being upward of thirty. They seemed to

take the clam bait with avidity, although the hooks and

tackle were quite coarse, very different in fact from

that which anglers who use the rod and reel are accus-

tomed to use. I saw none that would scale over three

pounds, and the average weight could not have been more
than two pounds.
They were as beautiful fish as one might ask to see,

in fact, they seemed to be of more brilliant coloration

than those which are taken on the flats and in the small

bavs along the coast.

Everyone who has caught these fish knows how beau-

tifully iridescent their color is when they are first

taken from the water. The green and purple and gold

added to and blended with the silvery sheen of their

armor, make them one of the handsomest of fishes, but

the bright colors soon fade, and in a short time they be-

come dull and unattractive.

How they are Cacght.

Weakfish are among the most abundant of our coastal

fishes, and the methods employed in their capture are

varied. Market fishermen who desire to make the lar-

gest '"possible catch familiarize themselves with the best

localities, and, disdaining to waste time with rod, reel

and fine tackle, anchor their boats in tideways or on the

edge of a channel and pull in the fish as expeditiously

as possible. A favorite method with both market fisher-

men and sportsmen is by "drifting," in which either a

hand line or stout rod is employed. The boat is allowed

to drift with the tide and breeze, keeping as closely as

possible to the silvery beauties, care being taken not to

drift so rapidly as to go by then nor so slowly as to per-

mit them to pass beyond the reach of the anglers.

The weakfish are continually on the move in pur.suit

pf the minnows, shrimp, etc., on which they feed, ^nd as

they often gather in large schools and swim near the

surface, their movements may be easily followed and a

good catch made. The bait used in drifting consists

usually of white worms, sand worms and shrimp, shedder

crabs are also a favorite with most anglers. Sportstnen

anglers who use finer tackle get their sport chiefly from
still-fishing.

Their boat is anchored "just off the edge of the tide,"

and "chumming" with shrimp is resorted to to draw
the fish about them. A stout rod is employed with about

75 yards of line (oil-boiled is preferred by most anglers).

The leader is of good single gut—a salmon leader is none
too good, and the hook that I think is most used, is

about a No. 3 Sproat.

The reel may be either a multiplier or an ordinary

trout or .salmon reel. My preference is for a click reel,

such as I use in salmon fishing, but of a smaller size.

In Vineyard Sound and Buzzards and Narragansett

bays, practically the northern limits of the squeteague,

they are much less abmidant than they are along the

coast of Long Island and New Jersey. A catch of ten

or a dozen fish in the first-named waters being regarded

as "high line," while in the others a take of fifty or sixty

in & day's fishing of a single boat is ijot at all uncom-
mon.

In the files of Forest and Stream such statements

as the following appear:

"The fishing in Jamaica Bay is at its best; catches of

fifty weakfish in three or four liotffs' fishing are not

rare."

"At Gifford's Station, Staten Island, weakfish are now
numerous. On Sunday and Monday the ebb tide yielded

from eight to twelve fish to a boat; all being of good
size."

"Weakfishing at The Raunt, Jamaica Bay, is very good

at present. Mr. George Schwind, of that place, reports

that on Friday of last week one boat got sixty-two and
another forty-five, while catches of from twelve to twenty-

five are of daily occurrence."

"The catch in Great Egg Harbor was very large, some
boats taking ISO on a tide."

"Two men caught 200, many of them very large, m
the ocean not far from Ocean City, N. J., on a single

tide." •

^
In fishing for squeteague a small swivel sinker is used,

one that is only heavy enough to carry the bait to the

proper depth, and many anglers use a float to keep the

line in proper place. The squeteague is a sharp, fear-

less biter, and the instant the hook is felt the fish gives

a vigorous run, sometimes taking out fifteen or more
yards of fine and causing the reel to ring right merrily.

The first run is always the strongest, but the fight is

sure to be an interesting one as long as it continues.

With almost electric speed the fish rushes about in every

direction, now with a quick run it dives deep in the

water, and tries to entangle the line in the weeds and

rocks at the bottom.
Failing in this, it darts to the surface and leaps high m

the air with all the agility the grilse displays, shaking

its head like a bass and making every effort to dislodge

the hook.
It is. while it lasts, as exciting a struggle as one' can

wish, but the fish soon becomes exhausted, and, lying

on its side; permits the angler to draw it nearer and

nearer, until finally the landing net is employed and the

captive is lifted into the boat.

The squeteague is, like the bluefish, exceedingly vora-

cious, the number of small fish that it destroys being

very great; but it kills only for food, while the other

continues its attacks long after its appetite is gratified.

I have watched them while feeding in the great taflks

in the New York Aquarium and could see no dift'erence

in their movements in capturing the minnows which are

thrown to them from those of the large trout in adja-

cent tanks; they rushed for their prey just as the others

did and gorged themselves to repletion.

In fact, if one did not know the difference_ between

the species he would believe them to be identical.

Edward A. Samuels,
[to be continued.]

Black Bass in Woodcock Cover.

Ottawa, Ont., June 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

As we happened to be in this city at the opening of the

black bass season, we were given an opportunity to

indulge in a rare kind of sport that our old-time friend

Throop had so often talked about to us—"gunning for

black bass with a fly over good woodcock grounds."

Hitherto, whenever he would become over enthusiastic

in discoursing about this sport, which could only be had
at a certain season of the year—the middle of June—we
Avould quietly touch the bell and order in the refresh-

ments—and change the subject to something that we
had enjoyed or might at some future time be Ukely to

be in a position to enjoy. So when he gave us an in-

vitation to accompany him with a couple of other friends

—who were thoroughly good fellows—to the locality

where the wary black bass "used" during the period of

high water in the Grand River—as the lumbermen call

the Ottawa—of course we could not resist the tempta-

tion—and we joyfully accepted his invitation.

The next morning at the station of the Ottawa and
Aylmer trolley line, we found awaiting us the well-

known trap shots—Messrs. A. W. Throop, W. Slaney,

also Mr. Sissons Throop and Master Norman Throop

—

a chip and true son of his father—the redoubtable A, W.
Our destination was the club house at Aylmer Park,

where we met for a few moments the Province of Que-
bec Fish and Game Inspector, N. E. Carnier, who was
on his way to some more northern fishing grounds. At
the club house we took a couple of skiffs for a three-

mile row across the lake to the bass-woodcock grounds.

Among A. W.'s outfit was a mammoth fish basket

about the size of an ordinary clothes basket. In reply

to our little fun regarding the size of this basket, we
were gravely and soberly assured that it would be none
too large for our catch. We had a quiet pull over across

the lake, as the enlargement of the river is here called.

On the south shore we passed around a point into a

large back bay that contained several low islands whose
shores in many places were fringed with thick cripple

brush. The yfd.\tT \r\ the river being at its high tide, the

low flat shores of these islands were covered to the

depth of several feet, and the smallraouth bass were
congregated in among the flooded bushes. By keeping

outside in the boats, so that with a long cast we could

drop our flies close up under the bushes, we would often

be rewarded with a vicious strike. While we lost many
a fine fish, with easy fishing we safely landed fifty-five

good size bass—all smallmouth. We also took one

small maskinonge, and a small pike, several perch and
rock bass.

The smallmouths were instinctively "cute;" for in-

variably, when they felt the prick of the hook, they

would dart toward the boat and out of the water, and
too often with a spiteful shake of the head, would send

the fly ayay flying.

Individually, we at first lost every fish that we raised,

but we soon learned to circumvent their wily tricks. As
soon as they struck, by giving a sharp twist of the

wrist, settling the hook well home, then throwing the

tip of the rod well back and rapidly reeling in the line,

thus keeping a stiff strain all the time on the fish, we
soon had them well under control, but they were gamy

—

true grit to the backbone—first out of the water, then

down grubbing along the bottom to find a snag to snub

the leader around; failing in this, whiz-z-z would go
the reel, as they would make a rush out for the open

water, to double back under the boat. It was a steady

fight, until at last they broke away or became tangled

up in the landing net; then only we had them safe.

Our catch, while not large in point of numbers, was
large enough for us, as we took things easy, and had
keen appetites to satisfy, which caused us to make re-

peated calls for lunch. We ate under the shady canopy

of some wide spreading branches of scrub oak—on a

clean carpet of green grass surrounded by wild flowers

and woodland song birds—which included our North
American mocking bird, libelously named catbird, and

with not a mosquito nor blackfly to give us annoyance.

We ate, we drank, smoked and related truthful anec-

dotes, some of them old enough to be historical; in fact,

we enjoyed ourselves in a decorous and rational manner.

We took all of our fish with the fly. The most kill-

ing fly was the Parmachene-belle, which, to be properly

offered so as to excite the smallmouths' cupidity, should

be dropped on the overhanging bushes, then with a

quiet movement of the rod dropped off into the water.

As it sinks below the surface, give it a Httle motion,

then look out for trouble. Our experience with arti-

ficial baits when after voracious fish has taught us to

make our lures appear like a thing of life struggling to

escape. Fish take artificial baits from one of the fol-

lowing motives: Some kinds of fish take them for

food; others from curiosity, or playfidness, and tinder

certain conditions some regard the baits as a nuisance

to be removed from their vicinity. We see an illustra-

tion of this when we drop a bait down where a bass is

guarding her spawning bed. It would take many pages

to fully cover the above subjects, so we will leave them
for some future article.

Master Throop was taken along partly for his com-

pany and partly to row one of the boats whUe one of us

older ones fished. This latter part of the programme was

not at all to his liking. While he did not break out into

actual open rebellion, he would when a fish was lost

make cutting observations and indulge in sarcastic re-

flections about our lack of skill in handling a bass. We
remembered his tender age and tried to remain undis-

turbed, which was at times a hard task, one that re-

quired strong self-controlling efforts. After our first

lunch, while we were enjoying a restful smoke, we be-

came aware of the fact that the young gentleman had

disappeared with one of the boats. We found him around

the point of the island playing a large bass, which he

successfully landed single-handed. The way that he held

the rod in one hand and worked the boat away from

the brush with the other, then used the landing net, was

an object lesson and an illustration of youthful pre-

cocity belonging to the present age. When he returned

to the landing he had added several more fish to the

score.

At first we were of the opinion that the bass were m
among those bushes for the purpose of protecting their

young, but we soon became convinced that this was a

mistake, that thev were in there where there was an

abundance of feed and also cover. In some places they

were in perfect schools. As the high waters go down
they gradually retire to the deep waters, where they are

then taken with live bait down-fishing. Though while

returning in the evening, we were thoroughly drenched

in a heavy shower, we put in one of the red-letter days

of our life. We also had learned something new about

the habits of the smallmouth bass. With the excep-

tion of the evening shower, the day was a beautiful one.

All of our fish were taken with a fly, our companions

were of the right sort, genial, whole-souled gentlemen.

And the boy—"God bless them"—he gave the spice with

an interesting flavor to the outing.

At the club house landing we found some waiting

friends, among whom was Thos. A. Duff, Esq., the

president of the Dominion Trap Shooters' League; Geo.

Ketchum and others. Of course, we had to exhibit our

full basket of fish, and received their congratulations

with due and becoming modesty. Stanstead.

Big Catches Mean ¥utute Dearth.

The piece under the title of "The Schoodics," where

one of your subscribers writes that he and a friend took

200 trout, which he says is a common occurrence there,

attracted my attention. ' Further, he says that he saw one

man bring in 120 trout up to three-quarters of a pound,

and recommends anglers to come there to fish. I will

simply say that if they expect to get anything, they had

better get there soon, or the fish will be all cleaned out,

and I cannot understand the satisfaction of killing so

manv fish unless a man is a fish hog or running a fish

market. I often meet good fellows that are fish hogs

and do not know it, and I feel sorry for them. But a

good many of them are getting educated of late years,

and learn that they cannot kill them all and have the

sport last from year to year, and they realize after a

while that in order to keep up the supply they must kill

only a few and return the rest to breed and make sport

later, on; . V'
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST»
Western Angling Situation.

Chicago, III., July 5.—Pretty much everybody in Chi-
cago left the city yesterday for some place" out of doors
and out of town. About 125,000 people decamped bodily,
leavmg behind only enough to make the streets untenant-
able with the din of crackers, guns, etc.

It would seem that the season has been a good one
thus far, the high waters having resulted in a general
movement of the fish and the cool weather having offered
conditions favorable for angling. We do not often hear
of big muscallunge in this country anv more, but a few
came down from Wisconsin last week. The Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railroad exhibited one taken by Mr. F. A,
Wheat, of this city. This fish was caught in Bullard
Lake, and w^eighed 26 pounds. A grand specimen came
also from the Little St. Germaine Lake, 42 pounds, a
beauty taken by a lady. Mrs. C. A. Wheeler, of this city.
Mr. Wuthmann. of Chicago, also sent down a 3S-pounder
from the same water. When it is remembered that the
St. Germaine country has been hammered persistently for
twenty years or so, it would seem that the angler "who
has lost a muscallunge may yet take heart of grace.
_Mr._ W. T. Davis, of the Manitow.ish Club, sends a
kmd invitation to join his party at the Divide retreat on
Turtle Lake, Wis. The club will be in camp until
July 23, and it goes without saying that among m large
a number of industrious and successful anglers some-
thing will be doing between now and then. I regret that
I cannot accept this kind invitation.

Nepigon Troot AH Right.

The Nepigon season being now at hand, and several
Chicago parties being upon the point of starting for that
historic stream, the following advices put out by the
Canadian Pacific Railway may be of interest : "A report
that has been going the rounds of the newspapers that
a disease has struck the trout of the Nepigon. on the
Canadian shore of Lake Superior, and is killing them off
by the thousands, is contradicted by the officials of the
Ontario Fishery Department. Inspector McKirdy re-
ports to Toronto that the report is absolutely false and
unfounded, and that the fishing has never been better
than it has been this year."

Tips From an Angler,

A trout fisherman well posted on Michigan waters adds
the following useful little tips on fish, fishing and fish
laws. Anglers will please cut out these fly-dope recipes
and place them in the rod case, where they are not to
forget them in case they want them in a hurry some day

:

"Inclosed find recipe for Col. Fox's fly-dope-. I have
not found it satisfactory on .some occasions. If mos-
quitoes, midges, etc., are bad, fly-dope No. i on annexed
sheet is good, in fact the best I have used; No. 2 answers
for most places where I have had experience. The best
way to use No. i or No. 2 is to put on exposed parts oi
person and let it remain, simply w^ashing palms of hands
and ej'es, as may be necessary. Not a pleasant way to
do, but effective.

"On two occasions I have caught speckled trout with
artificial flies during thunderstorms. Last Wednesday
I fished on the Boardnian from 7 to 11 A. M.. during a
rain, and caught fifteen trout with flies. When I com-
menced fishing the rainfall was light, but afterward quite
heav3^

"If the State of Michigan would charge all non-resi-
dents a license (excepting women and children) and use
the money so obtained to enforce the protective laws, it

would accornplish something. I am a non-resident; have
fished in this State for many years. Dynamite is used
freely by many persons in trout streams in this State and
does more to ruin fishing than anything else."

COL. fox's fly-dope.

Oil pennyroyal, i dram ; oil cedar, i dram ; oil pepper-
mint, I dram; fld. ext. quassia, i dram; gum camphor, 4
drams; vaseline (yellow), 2 ounces. Dissolve gum cam-
phor in vaseline by aid of heat and add other ingredients.

FLY-DOPE NO. I.

Pine tar, i ounce; oil pennyroyal, i ounce; vaseline, 3
ounces. Mix cold in a mortar.

FLY-DOPE NO. 2.

Oil pennyroyal and oil tar, each i ounce; camphor
gum, 1% ounces; vaseline, 3 ounces; carbolic acid, 2
drams. Add a little paraffin wax to above to make it a
little firmer, so that it will not be too soft on hot days.
Mr. J. M. Oliver, of this city, wants to join me in a

trip after small-mouths on the Mississippi River or some
other stream. I cannot get away just now, but would
suggest that he go to Prescott, Wis., on the C., B. & Q.

;

to Alma, Wis., on the C, B. & Q. ; to La Crosse, Wis.,
or to others of the points between the foot of Lake Pepin
and the city of La Crosse. A six-ounce fly-rod is heavy
enough, but it is belter to take special flies for that river,

the Onondago being the best, as I have often mentioned
in these columns.

Western Anglers in the East.

Mr. W. B. Mershon, of Saginaw, Mich., is just back
from his lodge on the Cascapedia River, and is good
enough to give the following information regarding the
success of himself and friends. Pretty young salmon
anglers, these, at nine and twelve years of age]

"I had a fine time on the Cascapedia," says Mr. Mer-
shon ; "the fishing was good this year—better than I have
seen it for years. The continued high water seemed to
bring in a good many fish, though at times the river was
so dirty we could not go out, and I lost a good deal
of fishing, but more than made up for it when the water
did get right.

"Mr. Thos. Harvey stayed with me about ten days and
missed the good fishing. He got six salmon, the largest
weighing 31 pounds, but his average was a fraction over
26 pounds. My beys and I had twenty-two fish, averag-
ing 26 1-6 pounds. My largest was 41 pounds. Little

Ted, nine years old, killed a fish. I hooked a small one.

9 pounds in weight, and handed the rod over to him, and
he played it until it was successfully gaffed and brought
joto the bo&t. pilly, twelve years old, wag out a fe'iY

days with his own boat, independent of his dad, and he
had the good fortune to get three nice salmon, running
from 22 to 27 pounds.

"I never saw the fish fight better. Nearly all of them
were jumpers. I used a large fly on account of the heavy
water. My best day was six, although one day with my
boys help I took eight.

"I only saw two bright, sunny days in all the time I
was away; cold wind and rain predominated, but I have
come home feeling like a fighting cock. I ran across a
good many anglers returning, and all reported excep-
tionally good fishing."

Mr. Watts Humphrey and Mr. C. H. Davis arc back
from the Little Pabo.s. They took nine salmon. Mr.
Bennett, of Minneapolis, was with them. The above is
the score of the three rods. The salmon in that fiver
are smaller, and their average was only 12 pounds.

The Weight of Fly-Rods.

Mr. E. W. Raymond, of Post Mills, Vt., oft'ers thf-

following interesting and useful hints regarding the
weight of fly-rods. His mention regarding the heavy
rods, the "choke-bore rods" of which I have complained,
is speech of gold. It is not the longest line which takes
the most trout, or the stiffest fly-rods which give the
greatest skill or the greatest pleasure. He writes

:

"I notice in the last Forest and Stream your inquiry
for advice of a 4>^-ounce rod. I do not claim to know
everything about rods, and the man who does claim this
only shows his ignorance, but for twenty-five years I
have been in touch with anglers from California to Maine
all over the United States and Canada, am also a crank on
trout fishing, and have made several trips into Maine
and other waters. I will give you my opinion, which I

think will be the verdict of the best-posted anglers in the
country. Do not have your rod over 9 feet in length for

4l4 ounces; with a 9-foot rod of this weight with proper
'hang' you can cast a fly as far as will be required in

practical fishing, and it will handle as large trout as you
can hope to hook, and if you do get hold of that big
one that always gets away, you need not be afraid of your
rod in fairly clear water. It will also be light and a
pleasure to handle it.

"I think I have read all the articles that you have ever
written and printed in Forest and Stream, and I think I

only lack two numbers of having a complete file of Forest
and Stream for the last twenty years, and I often think
of some of those 'good things' that you are giving away
in the Western countries.

"Above all things, avoid one of those tournament rods
M'hich are made for long casts; they are of no use in

actual fishing."

Chicago Fly-Casting Clutj.

Following are the records of the Chicago Fly-Casting
Club on June 21

:

Distance and Distance Bait
Accuracy, Fly, and Accuracy. Casting. Bait.

Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.
C. F. Brown 94 98 4-15 87.3 81.8
G. A. Davis .. 93.7 88.1
H. G. Hascall 99 215 98 6-15 94.7 91.3
E. R. Letterman .. 93.8 86.4
E. L. Mason ., 95.2 89.3
F. N. Peet 99 98 7-15 96.9 97.4
H. W. Perce 99 98 5-15 98 97
C. B. Robinson .. 91.2 92.1
A. C. -Smith 98 7-15 98 11-15 98.3 99
F. S. Smitli .. 95 S5

Next contest, June 28.

Winning Scores, Regular Event—Distance and accu-
racy fly, H. G. Hascall; bait-casting, A. C. Smith.

Re-entr}^—Distance and accuracy fly, A. C. Smith;
bait-casting, A. C, Smith.

English and American Fly-Rods.

There is a cock-sureness about our English cousins
which is sometimes a trifle amusing. I presume Great
Britain is the most provincial country in the world (un-
less it's New York). Not that provincialism is not quite
as well as cosmopolitanism sometimes, and not that it is

not a poor province which will not stand up for its own
notions. Here is what a firm of English tackle makers
say regarding "light and powerful rods" in the Fishing
Gazette of London. This firm makes a rod of 4j4 ounces

feet, but I infer does not approve of it, for the com-
munication noted goes on to say:

'Tn discussing what is a reasonable weight, we have to
bear in mind the strength of the angler and the condi-
tions under which he is to fish. Both vary to a consider-
able extent, and the writer (an angler of moderate
strength, who has fished many of the principal rivers in

Europe both for salmon and trout), if he may be per-
mitted to give his opinion, considers one ounce to the foot
as the maximum for trout rods. Lighter rods, down to
as low as 7l4 ounces for 10 feet, and so on, are prac-
tical weapons, and very suitable for men under the aver-
age.

"Do not let us be led away with the idea that these
2-ounce to 4^-ounce rods are universally approved in

America, because they evidently are not. It may be all

very well for American makers to produce these toys, but
the fact that we send into America a great many of our
built cane rods of our usual weights, and that at any
rate many prefer them to the rods they get in that coun-
try, and are willing to pay our price, and an added duty
of 45 per cent., is fairly strong evidence; and we might
add further the fact that we have no complaints of over-
weight, nor are we asked to reduce in any way.
"To give an example. One of our latest productions*

(which we have just had the pleasure of turning out for
our genial editor), is a rod 10 feet 4 inches in length, in-

tended for dry-fly. and sufficiently powerful to lift and
drive a medium Houghton line.

"The same style of rod can be made a good deal less in

weight for wet-fly. We make no apology for giving par-
ticulars of this rod as taken by us during manufacture.
The length, as we have said, is 10 feet 4 inches. The
rod is cork-handled, with lock-fast joint, and our patent
combined spear and butt cap. The three pieces of cane
forming the rod, before commencing to joint or do any
work on them, weighed 4^4 ounces. The handle, winch
fitting, lock joints, rings and varnish weigh 3^ ounces,
thus making a rod of 8^ ounces. The patent spear and
|}Utt g^p ^re. in comparing with a rod not sp fitted, de-

ducted; they weigh ij4 ouiices, and if we add them to the
SYz ounces, the whole rod comblfeted is 10 ouhcfes, btH-, as
we pomt out, the rod dotlsidered Without this pateiit
spear and butt cap Is 8H ouiices. Now, it will be seeh
that if a fqd of this length requires 4^ ounces of bamboo
alone (and neither the Americans nor any one else can
use a lighter, better, or stronger bamboo), what becomes
of these light rods of 4^2 ounces, or even anything under
7 ounces? As we have said, and as the editor in a foot-
note to a previous letter veiy wisely temafked, such
things were only stiitablfejor 'ladies and girls.' Now as
5 ounces out of a totafof io ounces of this rod referred
to is in the hand, there surely is not much for the avei^-
age man to complain of in the way of weight."
Another firm says on the same topic:
"With reference to light rods, we would poiht out that

we have had no inquiry for such a light rod as mentioned
or we could easily have supplied him with a 41^-ounce
or any other weight rod, made by the best firm of English
rod-makers, who can produce a rod equal, if not siiperior,
to anything made in America, both for lightfless and
strength."

The "genial editor" referred to is Mr. R. B. Marstoii,
and I am sure no angler can read his writings without
calling him brother. We would like him m Chicago.
But the first thing we would do to him would be to showhm that American split-bamboo—or, as the English term
it "built cane," rods are in the better grades called heavy
when they run so high as 7 ounces, and even a 4^-ounce
rod is thought heavy enough at least for stream fishing by
men who can walk as far, jump as high, spar as well and
do a great many other things as well as the average
athlete on either side the water. An American 4-ounce
rod IS by no means a rod fit only for "ladies and girls,"
but a tool with drive enough to it to fish in a bit of wind,
and powerful enough to kill any trout or bass up to 3 or 4
pounds. I have a 4-ounce rod with which I once killed
two bass, either of which went over pounds, and that
in a pool under a bridge on which I stood. I fished from
the upper side of the bridge, and could hear the fish jump-
ing below and behind me, the tip of the rod being popped
down under the bridge. It held, and the bass came up
stream and into the net eventually. I do not consider this
rod relatively as powerful, ounce for ounce, as others I
have owned since. In our best American makes a 5-ounce
rod is a heavy one for trout fishing in an average stream.
One of 7 ounces I have rarely seen used in any but the
heaviest kind of fishing. One of 10 ounces I personally
never saw used by any American angler who patronized
our best makers. It would be thought nearer a salmon
rod than a trout rod.
We do not use 2-ounce rods in our part of the world,

and would call that a fad. I know one angler who kills
hundreds of trout each year on a 3-ounce rod, though he
thinks 4 ounces or 4K ounces would please him better. A
6%-ounce rod, in our best make, may, and in all likeli-
hood will, prove too stiff for easy casting at short range,
especially in so short as 10 feet. And poorer and cheaper
rods run heavier.

I have always thought the English sporting gear honest-
ly made and very durable, but inclined to heaviness and
c]um.siness. I don't see how they happen to make their
dry-flies so dainty. One would expect an English fly, to
be fit for any but "ladies and girls," to weigh about 2 to
10 ounces.

It is likely that the greater part of the weight in Eng-
lish rods is in the fittings, reel seat, etc. I have seen some
of their rods with a big ball at the butt, which meant
weight of unnecessary extent. I do not hear of any
English wooden reel seats or a butt finish like our Amer-
ican Catskill pattern rods, where all the weight goes into
the essential part of the rod, and not into balls, spears
or metal butt caps.

It is much a matter of fancy, or matter of habit, in the
use of rods. It would be unkindness for one angler, or
one set or cult of anglers, to seek to impose their ideas
upon another. I imagine that, ounce for ounce, we could
beat the British with our regular angling rods, such as are
in general use; that is, of course, to say, with our high-
grade rods as against their high grades. We have a lot of
trash in our cheap American department store tackle.
But that is not to say that we want to change the English
Ephraim to another sort of idol. Their fathers have
always made rods that way, and I think it is illegal in
England to think of making them any other way. Two
hundred years from now they will still be making them
in the same old way. And the Americans will then be
selling their style of rod to the Kalmuk Tartars and the
Chinese mandarins. We are a light and frivolous people,
especially in Chicago, but we come to arrive, as we say, in
Chicago. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

The Rangfeleys,

Upper Dam, Me., July S-—Fishing is good here. The
water is high for so late in the season. Both lakes are
full, in fact, but the gates are closed, so that the Pool is
not too "lively." Some record fish are being taken ; that
is, fish weighing 3 pounds and over, caught on the fly. R.
N. Parish, of Montville, Conn., made a big record June 27,
a salmon of 6 pounds 6 ounces, one of 12 pounds 9 ounces,
and one of 10 pounds 5 ounces. June 29 Mr. Parish got
a salmon weighing 6 pounds 12 ounces. July 4 he took a
salmon of 5 pounds 9 ounces. So far this year he is cham-
pion angler of the Pool. It will also interest brother
anglers to know that he catches these salmon on exceed-
ingly small flies. No. 10 and 12, the bow of the hooks not
over three-sixteenths of an inch across. June 29 John
S. Donne got a trout of 4 pounds 4 ounces; J. Morgan, a
salmon of 4 pounds 7 ounces ; E. F. Van Dusen, of New
York, a .salmon of 6 pounds 8 ounces; July 3, J. C.
Dougherty, of Syracuse, N. Y., a salmon of 5 pounds 3
ounces; Mrs. J. C. Dougherty, a trout of 5 pounds 2
ounces, a most beautiful fish that gave the lady lots of
sport. It took nearly half an hour and till after dark
to conquer it. Prof. J. F. Moody, Auburn, Me., got a
trout of 3 pounds on the morning of July 4. That even-
ing Mr. R. N. Parish broke his rod over a salmon, and
lost him. That fish he believes to be as large, or larger,

than his fish of 12 pounds 9 ounces, noted above, which
is the largest salmon ever taken in the Rangeley waters.

J. C. Dougherty caught a salmop of 3 pounds this morn-
ing.

" '
' Specxa;^
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Tuna on the Atlantic Coast.
BOsTONj Titly 5.—I iikve read witli much iiiterest the

Cohiiiiunicatiprf concerning the tima iri Myra Bay frdrfi

Mr. j. A. L. Waddeli. which appears in Forest and
Stream of this date. If the so-caUed "tuna," which is

the same species (as has been indicated by Mr. Waddeli)
thnt the Atlantic coast fishermen know as horse mackerel,
albicpte, etc., ;\vill t^kd a hook readily off this side of the

tohtiherit, arid there sefems fto reason to doubt it, then
it. is certaiti as tnueh sport can. be had catching this fish

ivith .rod aiid reel in our coast bdys as elsewhere.
It is well. known that the hoi^se mackerel of New Eiig-

land and Novjt Scotia . is
.
exceedingly vOraciotts; it tits

herriiig. mackerel, menhaden or othei" small species suit-

able for food. But it is not always fastidious regarding
its .diet, for the Iste Capt. Nathaniel Atwopd has sdid:

"I have seeii the horse mackerel swallow dogfish whole
^v.dighing eight pounds. As fast as we got out the livers

bf the dogfish they would catch them and eat them."*
This exhibition of the gastronomic capabilities of the

horse mackerel took place in Provincetowh Harbor, atld

s.fefeins qtiite sufficient to convince any one that fish o^

this species, frequenting Atlantic coast bays, will bite at

a hook, stateinents to the contrary notwithstanding. All

that seems necessary for sportsmen to do who are

anxious to capture one or more of these fish off our east-

ern shores is to go after them at the proper time with
suitable tackle, use the right kind of bait and—go when
the fish are in the locality they visit.

Everj'body may not know that Cape Cod Bay is often

filled with horse mackerel ranging in size from 30 to 600
pounds or more. But such is the fact, and it is not un-
common for the weirs to catch hundreds of them at a

single haul. One morning in the summer of 1891, when
1 was at the "landing place," on the bay side of North
Trtiro, many of these large fish were brought on shore
from the pound nets; they mostly ranged from 60 to 100

poUtids, but the largest was estimated to weigh 400 to 500
pounds. After they were thrown on the beach I had
them photographed, and later the big fellow was secured
and shipped to Washington, where a papier ttlache cast

Was made from the specimen for the U. S. Fish Com-
mission's exhibit at the World's Fair. Reference to this

incident is made only to indicate the great abundance of

the species in Cape Cod Bay, but probably this could be
more forcibly suggested by the simple statement that a

canning establishment did quite a large business that sttm-

mer in packing in tins horse mackerel labeled "Deep-Sea
Salmon." It may, however, be remarked incidentally that

this brand of "salmon" did not prove popular, and the

business was discontinued. Nevertheless, the horse
mackerel swarms into the Cape Cod Bav now as before,

when fancy prompts it, drives after schools of herring
and mackerel with all its old-time vigor and relentlessness,

arid rips up the fishermen's nets as if they were cobwebs.
The species, though sold to some extent for market

purposes, is Coriiparatively of small comrrtetcial importance
i!ow. There is little inducement for the practical fishef-

mah to take it except to prevent the destruction of gear
and more valuable fish. But here is an opporttlriity for

the sturdy angler to secure sport with rod arid reel not
excelled, I believe, in any water under the sim. And
among all the sportsmen who frequent the Massachusetts
coast in summer it is to be hoped there may be some who
will thoroughly test this question in Cape Cod Ba.y, while
a similar test should be made, if possible, at Myra Bay.
If once it can be found that the tuna can be caught in our
Atlantic bays, there will be sport enough and to spare at

certain seasons. J. W. Collins.

* The Fishery Industries of the United States. G. Brown
Goode and Associates. Section 1. History of Aquatic Animals,
page 331.

Mr. Wapdell's article on Nova Scotia tuna, in Fosest
AND Stream for July 5, is in line with a contribution on
the same subject which I sent to Forest and Stream
last year. It seems absurd for fishermen to go from New
York and Boston to California for tuna, when they fairly

swarm in our Eastern waters. All through the herring
season the tuna are considered a nuisance by the net
fishermen, and they are so greedy that I have seen them
take herrings that were simply tossed over the side of the
boat. They show almost no fear, and if any one seriously

wants to try tuna fishing, I will be glad to give him
directions for finding the fish. I have been after salmon
when the tuna were on the coast, and did not have the
proper outfit for sea fishing. Further than that, the

local fishermen were unwilling to row the boat when I

proposed to try the tuna with the first joint of a salmon
rod and the salmon reel, they were so certain that the
boat would be upset if the tackle held.

Robert T. Morris.
New York, July 3.

Mr. Rourke^s Salmon.

The St. John, N. B., Globe says: Mr. E. Vernon
Rourke. clerk in the Savings Bank, returned on Satur-
day from Dalhousie. Mr. Rourke brought home with him
as a result of his skill as a fisherman, a monster salmon
weighing 40 pounds 4 ounces. The fish was caught by
Mr. Rourke Friday morning at the Montgomery Pool at
the Flatlands, about nine miles from Campbellton. It is

the largest fish taken this year, and is said to be one of
the largest and finest ever caught on the Ristigouche,
where the fish do not average as heavy as on the Meta-
pedia and some other rivers. Mr. Rourke's capture of
this fish was a noteworthy achievement for an amateur,
particularly as he was using a trout rod and reel. He
v;as in a canoe with two Indians, and in the hour and
twenty minutes that it took to land the fish, was towed
good mile down stream. The fish, as stated, weighed 40

potmds 4 ounces. It measured 3 feet 10 inches long, and
was 25 inches in circumference. The old sports on the
North Shore warmly complimented Mr. Rourke on his
capture, and St. John fishermen who saw the fish have
done the same.

In a letter to the Free Press Mr. John H. Fairbairn, of
the Post Office Department, Ottawa, gives an interesting
account of this notable fishing achievemeat. He says

:

"Rourke and myself, after finishing transfer of Dal-,
jDusie Qovernment Saving Bank to P. 0, Saving Bank,

went over for a day after salmon in the Ristigotfche, afld

we brought away the biggest fish of the year. VVe WWe
both perfectly green hands as regards the 'king of fishes/

"I got a much smaller one (22 pounds), and we lost

ohe over after an hour's play, which was certainly not
smaller than 20 of 25 pounds.
"The fishing is just beginning to hum. We are on

private Waters and have oft'ers of other Metapedia and
Ristigouche water galofe.

"This is a glorious country, and the Bay Chakur 13

simply grand."

Megfantic Fishing.

MegantIc FiSit AJTD Game Preserve. June 30.—The
fishing has been exceptionally good in the Megantic Pre-
serve, and is improvllig every year, both in size of fish

and number taken. Our members and guests have taken
salmon up to pounds and trout tip to 3 pounds 6 ounces
this year, ancf quite a good many 2 and 3 pound trout.

Ed. Grant, the old guide and camp owner, of Beaver
Pond, says that oUr fishing is better than it used to be
and the fish are averaging larger, which T think is good
evidence that the club rule that "only enough fish shall

be killed as are needed for the table" is a good one.

We are about to build a new and iriUch larger hatchery,

from which we expect to hatch about 40d,00o troUt and
salmon next season, which we shall rear in small potlds

until fall before turning out, and we have great hopes
that olir waters will continue to show better results etvery

year. L. O. C.

Points and Flashes.

Dr. Geo. W. Clayton, P. O. Box 914. Chicago, writes

us as follows : "Please insert in your fixtures the dates

of the fifth annual bench show of the Texas Kennel
Club, Oct. 8-1 1. Mr. John Davidson will judge sporting

dogs, and Mr. L. A. Klein will judge all non-sporting
breeds. Our prize list will be out in three weeks." Dr.
Clayton is superintendent.

ff^chHng.—^—
Yachting: Fixttfres, J902.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the followingr list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

JULY.
10-12. Indian Harboi-, Y. R. A. if L. I. S., open, Greenwich, Long

Island Sound.
10-12. Kew York, Newport series, Newport.
10-12-14. Newport Y. R. A., open, Newport.
12. Cuxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay,
12. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
12. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
12. Corinthiaii, club championship Marblehead, Mass. Bay,
12, Bevetly second Corinthian, Mon. Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
l2. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club, Oyster Bay, Long Island Soune'.
12. Marine and Field, Y. R. A, of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New

York Bay
12. Squantum, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbof.
12. Royal Canadian, 2.5ft. class, Toronto.
12, Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
12. Canarsie, J. B. Y, R. A., open, Jamaica Bay.
12. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
11-16. Newport Y. R. A., Newport.
19. Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup, Bay Shore,
19. Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Island Heights.
19. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
19. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
19. Stamford Corinthian, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open- Stamford,

Long Island Sound.
19. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
19. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
19. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass, Bay,
19. Beverly, club. Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
19. Manhasset Ba}', club. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
19-26. Larchmont, race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
19-31. Roval Canadian, L. Y. R. A. circuit, Toronto.
21-26. Interlake Y. A., an, regatta, Put-in-Bay, Toledo, Lake Erie.
24-26. Hull-Massachusetts, midsummer series, Y. R, A,, open,

Hull, Boston Harbor.
26. Ouincy, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
26. Winthrop, club7 Winthrop, Boston Harbor,
26. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay,
26 to Aug. 2. Corinthian, annual cruise, from Delaware River to

Long Island Sound.
25. Beverly, third Cor., Mon. Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
26. Manhasset Bay, club. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
26. Beverly, third Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay,
2B. Mosquito Fl^et. club. City Point, Boston Harbor,
26, Atlantic, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
26. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
26. Seawanhaka Corinthiari club race for Centre Island cup. Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
26. Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. So. Norwalk, L. I. Sound.
26. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
28. Wollaston M. Y. R. A., open, Ouincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
28-29. Boston Y. R. A., open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29, 31 and Aug. 2. Kennebec, commodore's cup series, Bath, Me.
30-31. Corinthian, Midsummer Invitation series, Marblehead, Mas-

sachusetts Bay.

AUGUST.
1. Manhasset Bay, race for 18ft. one-design classes. Port Washing-

ton, Long Island Sound.
1. Corinthian, Midsummer Invitation series, Marblehead, Massa-

chusetts Bay.
2. New Bedford, club. South Dartmouth.
2. Indian Harbor, dub, Greenwich, L. I.^pund.
2. Royal Canadian, dinghy, 16ft. to 25ft. classes, Toronto.
2. Penataquit-Corinthian. open regatta. Bay Shore.
2-. Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup, Shelter Island Heights.
2. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
2. Corinthian, annual, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Columbia, race to Macatawa Bay, Lake Michigan.
2. Manhassett, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Port Washington,

Long Island Sound.
2. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
2 Brooklyn, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, N. Y. Bay.
4-5. Manchester, M. Y. R. A., open. West Manchester, Mass. Bay.
5. New York, cruise, rendezvous at New London.
6. New York, cruise, run to Newport.
5-6. Misery Island, open, Salem Bay, Massachusetts Bay.
7. New York, cruise, Astor cup races.
7. East Gloucester. M. Y. R, A., open, Glouceater, Mass. Bay.
7-9. Seawanhaka cup races, Dorval, Lake St. Louis, Canada, be-

tween representatives of Ro3'al St. Lawrence Y. C. and
Bridgeport Y. C.

7-9. Macatawa Bay, Lake Michigan, Y. A. open races.
8-9. Annisquam, M. Y. R. A., open, Annisquam, Mass. Bay.
9. Hempstead, Y. R. A. of L. T. S., open. Glen Cove, L. I. Sound.
9. Northport, Y. R.. A. of L, I. S., open, Northport, L. I. Sound,
9. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre, Island cup, Oystej'

Bay, Long Island Sound, ' ' '

'

9.

9.

9.

91.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

11.

15.

16,

16.

16.
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16.

16.

16.

16.

16.

16.
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30.

30.
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20,

20.
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Knickerbocker, annual cruise, rendezvous College Point, L, I.

gotint!.

Kerifiebee, open, Bath, Maine.
TTew Becfford, cltib. South Dartmouth.
Qtifncy, clfJb, Qtjincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Rbfai Canadian, first class, Toronto.
South :Postoti sailing tender race. City Point, Boston Harboi.
Duxbury Cltb, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
Beverly-Van Reiisselaer cup race, Marion, Buzzard's Bay.

Winthrop, club, Wjfithrop. Boston Harbor.
Wollaston, club, QuinCy Bay, Boston Harbor.
American, M. Y. R. A., open, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
Penataquit-Corinthian, annual craise, Bay Shore.

Royal Canadian, 30ft. class, Toronto-
Shelter Island, open regatta, Shelter Island Heights
Horseshoe Harbor, Y, R. A. of L. I. S., open, Larchmont,

Long Island Sound.
Huntington, Y.E.A. of L. T. S,. open, Huntington, -L. I. bound.
Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
Hull-Massachtisetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.

. Seawanhaka Cofiflthian, club race for Centre Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
Beverly, fourth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay,
Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

, Plymouth, M. Y. R. A., open, Fiyjrtouth, MassachusetU Bay.
. Kingston, M. Y. R. A. open. Kingston, Mass. Bay.
Bridgeport, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Bftdgeport, L. I. Soundi,

, Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
Winthrop. club, VVinthrop. Boston Harbor.

. Huguenot, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. New' BaeWle, LonsE
Island Sound.

Royal Canadian, 16ft. class, Toronto.
PeHataqtiit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup. Bay Shore. >

Shelter Island, ladies' race. Shelter Island Heights.
, Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
, Beverly, fifth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'n Bay.
, Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Soundl-
South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.

, Duxbury, M. Y. R. A., open, Duxbury, Mass, Bay,
. Marine and Field, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, S«i Gate,-

New York Bay.
Mosquito Fleet, club, City Point, Boston Harbor,

26, Wellfleet. M, Y, R, A,, open, Wellfleet, Massachusetts Bay.
30, Cape Cod, M. Y, R. A., open, Provincetown, Mass. Bay,
, Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
,
Beverly, sixth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.

. Colutnbia, race to Waukegan, Lake Michigan.
Manhasset Bay, club. Port Washington, Long Island SotmiJ
Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Atlantic, club, Fire Island and return, New York Bay.
Hull-Massachusetts, dub, Hull, Boston Harbor.

, Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Greenwich, Long
Island Sound.

Royal Canadian, dinghy and 26ft, eiasses, Toronto.
Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine. '

, Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., operi, Saybrook, L. I. Sound..
31. Corinthian, annual cruise, Marblehea<J; Sfessachiisetts Bay-

SEPTEMBER.
Indian Harbor, club, Greenwich, L. I. Sound.
Quincy, club, Ouincy Bay, Boston Harbor, '

;

Corinthian, cluTi, Essinglon, Delaware River.
Corinthian, annual cruise. Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Sachem's Head, Y. R. A. of L, I. S.jopen, Guilford, L. I. SounA-
Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. 1. S., open. So. Norwalk, L. L Sound,
Lynn, M. Y. R. A., open, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
Beverly, open, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
Royal Canadian, first class, Lorne cup cruising race, Toronto,
Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Island Heights.
Penataquit-Corinthian, fall regatta. Bay Sliore.

6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., crp^n. Oyster
Bay, Long Island Sound.

6, Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay,
Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, MassachuseiSs Bajf,
Boston, club, City Point, Boston Harbor.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
Beverly, open, Mattapoisett, Buzzard's Bay.
Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Quincy, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
South Boston, sailing tender race. City Point, Boston Harbor.
New York C. C, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New

York Bay.
Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup. Bay shore.
Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
New York, autumn regatta. New York, Lower Bay.
Knickerbocker, ladies' day race. College Point, L. I. Sound.
Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
Beverly, seventh Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay,
Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Manhasset, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Port Washington, Long

Island Sound.
Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New Yo?k Bay.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound,
Riverside, Y. R, A, of L, I, S,, open. Riverside. L. I. Sound.
Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts, Port Washingtori, L. I. Sound,

For Cruising: Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records^

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and!

waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize. $.e;o.oo.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise rrmst be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of
value to men going over the same route. A descriptiom
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-
garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writers that an accurate accoitnt be kept of alll

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.
Good photographs will be considered in making the
awards.

5. The
_
story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly coiiseiited to act
judge and to pi^ke the awar45.
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Eastern Y. €
..1^ MARBLEHEADj MASS.

i Friday, July 4.

The second special open race of the Eastern Y. C, for

the restricted classes of the Yacht Racing Association
of Massachusetts, was sailed off Marblehead, Friday,
July 4, in a very light, fluky air. The breeze varied from
southeast by south to northwest. Seeboomook won in

the 25-footers, Rooster II. in the 21-footers and Savage
in the i8ft. knockabouts. At the start the breeze was
southeast by south, and as it was extremely light, all

classes were sent over the short course, three miles to

windward and return.
In the 25-footers Calypso went over the starting line in

the weather berth, with Seeboomook under her lee. Then
came Qiewink and Sally VI., with Chewink in the wind-
ward position. All went to the starboard tack after

crossing the line, and Sally VI., which was to leeward,
tacked across the sterns of the other three and took
a position at the weather side. She made by this and led

the bunch to the weather mark. All three keel boats

turned the mark close together, while Calypso, she of

the centerboard, could not find wind enough to make her
move. After turning the weather mark the breeze flat-

tened out and the three keel boats came together, about
drifting toward the finish line. As they came inshore they

met a northwest breeze. Spinnakers had to be aban-
doned and a few tacks were necessary to make the Hnev

Seeboomook laid a beautiful course and finished first, with
Chewink II. second. Sally VI. overstood the line in

looking for wind and was some distance behind. Calypso
could riot do anything in the light air.

In the 21-footers Porcupine got the best of the start,

ibut Rooster II. poked out ahead on the windwatd leg

.and turned the mark in the lead. She held her

lead to the finish. The i8-footers went over the starting

line in a bunch, and then they split tacks. In the light

•air thej'^ traveled about even, and, when they had turned

•the windward mark, they all became bunched again in the

calm. With the shift of wind Savage pulled out and
iinished in the lead. The summary:

Class D—Y. R. A. 25-footers.
Elapsed.

Seeboomook, B. A. Smith 1 32 22

Chewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr....". 1 32 .53

Sally VI., L. F. Percival 1 36 5G

Calypso. A. \V. Chesterton....,...* 1 49 48

Class S—Y. K. A. 21-footers.

Rooster 11., Adams Dros. . . « ^•^''99
Porcupine, C. 11. W. Foster. ..•. .-..-......•.< . ; 1 38 57

Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster 1 42 47

Mildred II., S. P. Moses 1 IS 28

Micmac, R. Hutchison ' .........1 49 25

Perhaps II,, J. E. Robinson 1 49 46

Chloris, Cheney & Lanning .............. .1 50 57

Class I—18ft. Knockabouts.
Savage, J. S. Lawrence 1 52 57
Rattler, I, D. Irving 1 55 36

Biza, A. Douglas 1 57 35

Malillian, B. S. Permar 2 00 10

Scra^/per, Loring Bros 2 05 41

'T^Ocalon, R. J. Randolph, Jr 2 13 45

Saturday, July S-

Another fluky race was the special open for the Y. R.

A. restricted classes, given by the Eastern Y. C, on Sat-

urday, July 5. The breeze was south southwest at the

start, but on the second leg it shifted to southeast. It

was very light throughout. In the 25-footers Seeboo-

mook was first over the starting line, and she led all the

way to the finish. She has proven superior now in both

light and strong breezes. In the 21-footers Porcupine

got the best of the start and led to the first mark, but

on the reach and the run Little Haste went out ahead and

finished first, with Porcupine second. In the i8-footers

Savage had the best of the start, but on the windward leg

Ayaya, Biza and Malillian worked out ahead. On the last

two 'legs Malillian came to the front and won, with Biza

second. The summary

:

Class D—Y. R. A. 25-footers.
Elapsed.

Seeboonrook, B. A Smith HH?
Chewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr Ho
Sally VI., L. F. Percival 1 48 02

Class S—Y. R. A. 21-footers.

ILiUle Haste. T. R. Lothrop, Jr I II
Porcupine, C. PI. W. Foster i nn co
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning 2 00 53

Booster II., Adams Bros ?
'Thelema, Livingston Davis 2 Oi IS

(Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster 2 Oo 14

I'ilot Re!?inald Boardman 2 02 40

Mildred 11, S. P. Moses 2 05 58

'Tabasco IIL, H. PI. Wiggin 2 06 12

Micmac, Richard Hutchinson ...2 10 48

Kalherine, PI. C. Sears ..2 12 28

Perhaps II., J. E. Robinson..- Withdrew.

Class I—18ft. Knockabouts.
Malillian. B. S. Permar ^ ^1 ^6

Biza, Alfred Douglas 2 14 .37

Rattler, A. D. Irving
^ }r II

Savage I. P. T.awrence 2 15 2a

-•Vvaya, W. P. Keyes 2 15 32

Scrapper, Caleb Loring 2 17 28

Tokalou, R. T. Randolph. Jr 2 18 43

No. 53, W. S. Burgess 2 21 45

Nobby, G. W. Glover Withdrew.
Nelhb, Cole & Bacon Withdrew.

City of Boston Regfatta.

OFF CITY POINT, BOSTON, MASS.

Friday, July 4.

Only two boats of the first handicap class and the boats

of the one-design dories and sailing tender classes finished

within the time limit in the City of Boston open race on

Friday, July 4, under the auspices of the Yacht Racing

Association of Massachusetts. The air was fluky

throughout, and there was no chance to bring out the

true m.erits of the different boats. The summary

:

First Handicap Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Elfreda, M. Hall 3 12 03 2 56 45

Emma C, P. A. Coupal 3 48 51 3 36 4o

D. Y. C. Dories.

Vera. H. Lundberg :

Boomerang, PI. Cleary 1 2b lb

Hobo, T. W. King 1 27 39

San Toy, J. A. Hendne 1 29 51

Xurlinef J A, Meade,. I 30 20

S, H, Y, C. Tgnders.

No 7 1 28 52

C. A. T. Smith.... 1 29 43

A A. McGuinness. ...13138

Open Tenders.
*

Ploward Stickney 1 17 28 0 57 58
E T Landers 1 19 SJ 0 59 17

J. Sullivan 1 19 40 0 59 50
F. O, French 1 21 22 1 01 IS
W. E. Gever 1 25 02 1 04 46
W, L. Coison 1 27.30 1 08 08
C. A. Norwell 1 34 30 1 11 46

An attempt was made to resail the unfinished races Oti

Saturday, but it had to be given up, as there was no
wind.

Beverly

wing's neck, bOzxard*s say.

Friday, July 4.

The open sweepstakes regatta of the Beverly Y, C.

was sailed off Wing's Neck on Friday, July 4, iri lluky

winds. The Buzzard's Bay one-design JO-footefs found
the wind very light until they had nearly reached the

turning buoy, and they kept clo.se together. After turn-

ing the buoy they took a stiff southwest breeze and
commenced to spread out. Pi-axilla went out to the

front and led to the finish line. A close face Was sailed

between Totem and Alison in the fourth Class cats.

Totem winning by 5 seconds. In the 21-footers Terrapin

won handily, and Spider had an easy win ill the ig-foot-

ers. The summary;
30-footers—One Oesigft;

Elapsed.
Praxilk, John Parkinson, .Jti -. i 3 15 36

Mashnee "R. W, iSmnlorts 3 16 58

Notos, C. H. & \Y. O. Taylor 3 19 00

Larrikeil, R. Bacon 3 20 03

Zingara, E, M. Farnsworth 3 20 59

Pontiac, J. A. Beebe 3 21 06

Young Miss, D. L. Whittemore 3 21 26

Quakeress, W. F, Harrison 3 22 43

Game Cock. L. Bacon 3 23 46

Anita, R. t. Crane, 2d .Withdrew-.
i;velyn, J. Hitchcock Withdrewi

Fourtli Class Cats.
Totem, W. W. Phinnev...... 2 54 04
Allison Stewart McLe'od», 2 54 39

Howard, H. O, Millcf 2 55 05

Krieker, W, S, Jameson Withdrew.

21-footers.

Terrapin, L. S. Dabney 2 31 03

Sylvia, S. D. Warren 2.^3^5
Arethusa. C. M. Baker 2 34 30

Edith Clark King ...•2 37 40

Barnacle, W. E. C. Eustis.... .....2 38 50

15-footers.

Spider. H. M. Stone 1 55 25

Vim' F. W. Sargent, Jr,,, 1 B9 15
Ranzo, M. H. Richardson 2 00 32

Go Bye, H. S. Stockton 2 01 40

Teazer, R. W. Emmons 2 03 41

Saturday, July 5.

A club race of the Beverly Y. C. was sailed off

Wing's Neck on Saturday. July 5. The wind was light

from the east at the start, but it died down and the con-

test was nothing more than a drifting match. The sum-
mary :

30-footers—One Design.
Elapsed,

Pontiac, J. A. Beebe 4 07 58

Praxilla, lohn Parkinson. Tr 4 10 55

Young Miss, D. L. Whittemore ....4 12 06

Mashnee, R. VV. Emmons 4 15 29

Zingara. E. M. Farnsworth 4 16 01

Ouakeress, \V. F. Harrison 4 16 31

Larriken, Robt. Bacon..,. 4 20 40

Nctos, C. H. & W. O. Taylor 4 .32 58

Grmecock, L. Bacon Not timed.

Anita, R. T. Crane ; Not timed.

21-footers.

Terrapin. L. S. Dabney 3 03 11

Edilh, Clark King 3 1139
Radiant, E, C. Baker 3 13 08

Barnacle, W. E. C. Eustis 3 19 08

Fourth Class Cats.
Krieker, W. S. Jameson 3 19 44

.Mlison, Stewart McLeod 3 20 08

Howard, H. O. Miller -...3 3106
Daisy H. Stockton 3 31 16

Hod, H. B. 1-Iolmes 3 33 23

15-footers.

Vim, F. W. Sargent 2 10 55

Spider, PI. M. Stone 2 12 08

Go Bve, H. Stockton. 2 13-32

Cctspaw. S. D. Warren 2 18 19

Ranzo. M. H. Richardson 2 19 01

English Letter,

The dangerous illness of the King has put an end for

the present to the great naval review at Spithead. Every-
thing was so far advanced that it was possible to form

a fair idea of what the scene would have been like, and
though the show of warships would hardly have been so

imposing as in 1897, the number of yachts would cer-

tainly have been greater. Even a week before the day

fixed for the review the fleet of yachts anchored in Sou-
thampton water was larger than any I have yet seen

there. The anticipated review has had the effect of spoil-

ing the German Emperor's cup race. Only seven yachts

entered, and of these, but three started—Cicely (the new
Fife schooner), Vol-au-Vent and Leander. Leander is

smart yawl of 98 tons, designed by Payne last year, and

owned by the Hon. Rupert Guiness, and Vol-au-Vent is

an old vessel of 104 tons, built by Ratsey, of Cowes, so

far back as 1875. Cicely was put scratch and had to al-

low Leander hours and Vol-au-Vent 5?/ hours^ They
started last Saturday in a smart westerly breeze and fin-

i.shed at Heligoland on Monday evening, Vol-au-Vent

saving her time from Cicely by over S hours. Leander

also saved her time. Details of the race are not known
yet, but the result shows how very difficult it is to handi-

cap vessels that have to sail on a compass course.

Cicely is the prettiest schooner I have ever seen, but

from what I hear Mr. W. Jameson's new auxiliary

schooner will be even smarter, though smaller. She was
launched last week at Fairlie, and is bound to create a

sensation. In size she is called a 40-tonner (a meaning-

less phrase nowadays), and is of much the same size

as the racing 52-footers. Her motor engine is placed

well forward in the boat, and the exhaust is led into the

foremast, which is a hollow steel spar cased with wood.

The engine is said to be of 75 horse-power and is a

"Napier." This ought to develop very great speed in

so well-designed a boat. The most startling feature (in

so large a yacht) is that her sails are scarlet, the vessel

being named Scarlet Rambler. Her draft is light, in

or4er that she may be able to enter shallow harbors on

the Irish coast. Altogether, this yacht is a notable de-
parture for our waters, as her headroorn is obtained by a
low booby hatch—a very Unusual thing in eruiSinf yaentS
of this size over here, ttow&ver, the objfect ife plaitlly to
produce a bonafidfe aU3ciliary yacht—not fnerely a sailing
yacht with a little motor in it for oily ia\m weathef,
Scarlet Rarnbler Will be able to fnake passages that Will
Compare Well with steam yachtg of twiCe nef tohhagfe
and keep the sea When thgy have tb scuttle into the near-
est shelter. She Will carry petrol in her tanks for 108
hours' continuous poWer driving. From the tirrie this

yacht's keel Was laid until she was finished, only
month elapsed. Some delay qccttrred in deliVeriiig part^
of the motor equipment, but the builder*s Work was over
in that tiilie. t don't think yoU can shoW a better record
than that even ifl ybur "greased lightning" land!
The already attenuated 52tt. clasS has teittpbrarily

broken down. Cattiellia, the Paylle boat, did n6t start in

the Nore lb DbVer Match, owing, it was said, to her
topSide§ haviftg bpeued. She ig at her builders for soni.g

".stnall alterations," but as these ihclude new garboards, it

inay possibly be a case of allerih* the.d meaSurerrient .bf

the yacht. Anyway,, the garboard! strakes do.Hot Usually
forhi part of a vessel's topsides. Secrfecy in all such mat-
ters is .

iVbwaday§ consideired absolutely essential. Ca-
Iheilia fails on the wind a little, but is a very fast boat
with sheets checked. Any improvement, even if slight,

should enable her to stop the triumphal march of Lucida
occasionally.

In the Solent class racing—confined to yachts of 36ft.

and under—the best boats in the various classes so far

are Nyama (Fife 36-footer), Sorais II. (Fife 30-footer),

Duet (Payne 24-footer). The proportion of sail to length
in the various classes is altogether uneven, and the new
rule \yi!l not work outfits Ultifflate develqpffleiit , for a

Considerable tirkle yet. The entries are few in all dasse§.
but next Winter should see a splirt in building, The
tendency of the rule is apparently ilbt to curtail beattt

unduly lent to approximate draft—so half the beaih, at

the station measured (.6 of L.W.L. aft of stein). Thi§
is the minimum amouftt of draft allowed there, but it

is not otherwise measured, so that the custom is to make
the profile triangular and thus get a lot of Useful Un-
taxed draft at the stern-pbst. This result was fore-

seeii, but neglected when the rule waS passed. It appears
likely that this will be the prevailing type, but 1 think

it is certain that a rather narrow craft in the classes of

30ft. and upward Would will many prices. The time has
not come yet to try the experiment. It Will arrive wheil

four or five boats of the other type are making dose
races in any one claSa.

Last Thursday MisS Cust, the oWner of the 36-fobter

CtickbO It., died suddenly; She was One of the best-

known yacht Women on the Solent, and her dea;h Cre-

ated much regret. Cuckoo II. is a Sibbick boat, and
fairly fast in light weather, but of too large a d mea.surt'-

ment.
- The official measurement of Mr. Cecil Quentin's

schooner Cicely is 95.67 rating, and with the deduction

made for her "inferiority of rig" she will sail as of 81.3

rating. She would have a very fa'r chance with Sybarita

and Kariad in open racing if the course gave a large

proportion of reaching. Our rule treats schooners rather

unfairly in the matter of spinnakers, for the area of sail

between the masts is of no use when dead before the

wind, and no allowance is made for this m the size of the

spinnaker. It would surely be fair to allow the whole
area forward of the mainmast to be put into the spin-

naker provided that this sail be always set on the main-

mast.
Another American motor firm has established an

agency over her, Messrs. Westmacott, Stewart & Co.,

of St. Helens, Isle of Wight, having taken a agency
for the "Standard" motor. The name is a good one

over here, and this firm are high-class builders, having
a most complete yard.

Mr. M. B, Kennedy has promised to race Sybarita at

the Clyde regattas, so that Kariad will have some racing

at home after all,

E. H. Hamilton.

Springfield Y« C4

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Friday, July 4.

The fourth annual regatta of the Springfield Y. C. was
sailed on the Connecticut, on Friday, July 4, in a very

I'ght northwest breeze. On account of the lack of wind
the races for the Commodore's, the Ladd and the Parish

cups had to be abandoned. The summary

:

Sailing Race.

Aquilon, Rev. Newton Black 4 04 21
Elapsed. Corrected.

3 .57 35

Vamoose, C. McKnight 4 03 43 4 03 43

Caroline, J. H. Jones ; 4 13 23 4 06 37

Thelma F. B. Bagg 4 16 43 4 09 57

Giralda, W. Bebler •..4 20 46 4 14 00

Launch Kace.
Wipanet, C. D. Nelson 2 46 18 2 44 18

Flora, W. L. Bunker 2 49 01 2 44 56

Glenorman, P. A. Nethain 2 51 14 2 47 06
Larorie, Hubbard & Biiiney 2 49 10 2 47 32

Winnie A. D. Copeland 2 53 10 2 50 42

Mosqttito Fleet Y.

SOUTH BOSTON, MASS.

Saturday, July 5.

The open race of the Mosquito Fleet Y. C. for one-

design dories and sailing tenders, was sailed off City

Point on Saturday, July 5, in a hght southwest breeze.

The summary:
Tenders—15ft. over all.

Elapsed. Elapsed.

H Stickney 4 06 55 W. L. Coison 4 10 37

E' S Merrill 4 08 05 J. Sullivan 4 1155
e! T. Landers 4 08 So

Tepders—13£t. over all,

W F Scott. ... .4 12 40 W. B. Geer 4 20 23

C. ' Smith , , ,4 15 48 R. Loring 4 22 09

Dory Race.
T W King ,

4 37 05 E. Cutter Withdrew.
H. Cleary .4 37 42 E, Cutter Withdrew,.

i. Lii.ndVerg.,..,..,.,,,,4 4i58 ' ~"
; J ,
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Sea^ anbaka Cop Trial Races.

BLACIv ROCK, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

June 30, and July 1, 2 and 3.

The races for the Seawanhaka cup, being the only in-

ternational matches of the year, natural^ caused wide-
s|)read interest among yachtsmen throughout the United
States and Canada.

It Was through the elforts of Cotn. Thomas H. Mac-
dottald that the Bridgeport Y. C. sefit a challenge fof the
Seawanhaka gUd to the Hdya). St. Lawrence Y. C, and
it ii a itiattef of fegret that he got So little support in the
enterprise froM \\h own club members. Not only in the
building of the boats, but in the managing of the trial

face-s much of the unpleasantness that came itp reverted
to him, and in a great measure the blame was placed on
hig shoulders. Tt wa.s not until all the boats and their

CfeWs arrived at Black Rock that every one realized that

the club had a big proposition on its hands, and that, it

vvas going to take more than one man to look after all

the detaiks, Hot only did the men of the different crews
have great difficulty in hndin& places to sleep in and keep
their clothes and dunnage, but they were astotmded to

find only one railway and cradle available, so that it was
practically iniposBihlfe to haul more than four or five

boats over one tide, which niCant that several had to stay
overboard while the others were drying otlt.

Although Com. Macdoiiald's enterprise did not seem to

impress tTie Bridfi'epoft Y. C. men, it did interest jfachts-

men all over the country, atid from theni he received cor-

djal support. Nine boats wefe btiilt to compete in the

trial race, three sailing under the Bridgeport Y. C. flag.

Two out of these three Wefe owned b3^ a syndicate headed
by Com. Macdonald, and the third by Messrs. Clinton
Barhtim Seeley, and Wilson Marshall, a well-known
yachtsman, anu owner of the schooner Atlantic.

Eight of the nine boats built were on hand for the races.

Tecumseh, the boat selected by the judges as being the

best all-round craft in the fleet, was designed and built

by Messrs. Jones and La Borde, of Oshkosh, Wis. She
is owned by a .syndicate headed by Com. Macdonald.
Tecumseh is _37ft. over all, 22ft. waterline, 7ft. 6in.

breadth and 5in. draft of hull. She was an extreme
sCow, with Considerable power and flat overhangs. Mr.
James H. Jones, her designer, sailed her, and she was
better handled than an}^ of the other craft. Her crew
was made tip of Frederick Gates, mainsheet

;
Leroy Gates,

jib, and Charles Sherwood. The team work of this crew
was remarkably good ; all the men in the boat understood
the scow type thoroughly, and in consequence got more
cut of their boat than did any other crew in the fleet. If

these ttlen are permitted to sail in Tecumseh when she
races on Lake St. Louis, the Canadians will have to look
to their laurels. In addition to a good crew, Tecumseh
had a remarkably fine suit of sails, much superior to those
seen on any other boat in the races.

Massasoit, the boat that finished second best in the
races, was designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield, and
built by Mr. W. B. Smith, of Quincy, Mass. She is also

owned by a S3^ndicate headed by Com. Macdonald. Mas-
.sasoit is 39ft. gin. over all, 26ft. 7111. waterline, 8ft. breadth
and 6in. draft. She is by far the smartest scow her de-
signer has ever turned out. Her high freeboard would
indicate that she was a boat of considerable power, but
this did not prove to be the case, for in a strong breeze
and sea she was not a match for several of the other
boats. Massasoit was sailed by Mr. W. H. Jennings, and
he was assisted by Mr. Edgar Sherwood on mainsheet;
Mr. Harold Fish, jib, and Mr. Preston Sherwood. There
v/as some criticism on Mr. Jennings' work as helmsman
of the boat, but this is often the case when a good man
is sailing a losing boat. Mr. Jennings not only sailed his

boat well, but got all there was out of her. and much
credit should be given him. Masasoit is a fast boat in

light and moderate weather, and in smooth water turned
out to windward in wonderful shape.

Crusader, the Western boat, that stood third in the

racing, was designed by Mr. George B. ReLd, and was
built by Rameley, of White Bear Lake. The boat is

owned by Mr. Homer P. Clark and Mr. L. P. OrdAvay.
Crusader was one of the best built boats in the fleet, and
was able to stand more pounding and racking than some
of the others. She was 37ft. over all, 22ft. waterline, 7ft.

breadth and 6in. draft. Mr. L. P. Ordwa}^, her lielms-

man, is a boat sailor of thirty years' experience, and has
twice sailed against the Canadians, once in Yankee and
once in Minnesota. Mr. ^Ordway was ably assisted by
Mr. Frank M. Douglas, who owned INIinnesota when slie

sailed on Lake St. Louis, and Mr. Donald Bunn and Mr.
J. J. Johnson. Crusader was perhaps the best all-round
boat in the collection. She was a match for any boat in

the fleet in fresh to strong breezes and a sea, and had she
had a good light air sail she would have finished a winner.

Seeress, the competitor sailing under the colors of the
Manhasset Bay Y. C, was designed by Mr. Charles D.
Mower and built by Thomas Smith, of Bayonne. She
is owned by her designer and Mr. Albert B. Hunt.
Seeress is 39ft. sin. over all, 26fC. gin. waterline, 8ft. 2in.

breadth, and sin. draft. She was sailed by Mr. Charles
D. Mower, with Mr. Edward MacLellan on mainsheet,
Mr. Albert B. Hunt jib, and Mr. Harry S. Fairchild.
Seeress was at her best in fresh to strong Avinds.^ In
light weather her large steel board (the largest in the
fleet) hurt her, and this, together with poor sails, ac-
counts for her indift'erent showing.

Frontenac, another of the Western-built boats, is owned
by Mr. Charles De Hart Brower, and she sailed under
the Penataquit Corinthian Y. C. flag, She looked to be
the most powerful craft of any of the contestants, owing
to her full section and high freeboard. The boat was
designed and built by Gus Amundson, of White Bear
Lake, Minn., and she Avas a remarkably well-built boat.
Frontenac was sailed by Charles De Hart Boower, Jr.,

•who, considering his age and experience, handled his boat
very skillfully. He was assisted by Mr. F. O. Came, on
mainsheet; Mr. Willis Putnam, jib, and Mr. Thomas
Hardenburg. Frontenac showed up well in all condi-
tions, and is a very good all-round boat.
Nutmeg, the only fin boat in the fleet, Avas designed and

built by Mr. Lawrence D. Huntington, of New Rochelle,
for Messrs. Wilson Marshall and Clinton Barnum See-
ley.. She is 38ft, PY?r §11, 23ft. waterline, 6ft. breadth an4

5ft. draft. "Her best chance is iji very light air or fresh

breeze and smooth water. Nutmeg was sailed by her

designer, Mr. L. D. Huntington, with Mr. R. N. Bav'er
on mainsheet, and Mr. L. Blank jib. She sailed under the
Bridgeport Y, C. colors.

Filibuster, the boat designed by Mr. W. Starling Bur-
gess, and built by Graves, of Marblehead, for Mr. F. B.

Crowninshield, was perhaps the most unlucky boat of all.

Shortly after .she was launched she capsized oiif Marble-
head, and, after being cut in two by a big sloop that ran

alongside to render assistance to her crew, had to be
ahnost entirely rebuilt inside of a week, so that she would
be ready for "the trial races. P'ilibuster was so badly out

of .shape when she arrived at Bridgeport that it seemed
almost Useless to race her. Even after she arrived it

cottld be seen she was originally a most likely looking

boat, and had she not been so unfortunate wovfld have

vmdoubtedly been a belter performer, tier owner and
skipper, Mr. Frank B. Crowninshield, deserves great

credit for bringing his boat to the starting line after

such a run of hard luck. On board Filibuster Avere some
of the best amateur sailors in the East—Mr. E. J. Horton
and Mr. Frank Burgess, Filibuster is 40ft. over all, 26ft.

waterline: 8ft. Sin. breadth and 6in. draft. She sailed

under the Eastern Y. C. flag.

Monsoon was also designed by Mr. W. Starling Burgess

and built by Mr. W. B. Stearns, of Marblehead, for

Messrs. Hoflis Burgess and T. K. Lothrop. She was the

only pointed bow boat in the fleet. Monsoon was sailed

by Mr. Hollis Burgess. On board were Mr. T. K.
Lothrop and Joshua Crane and E. Burwell. She sailed

tinder the Manchester Y. C. flag.

Wampnissic, the ninth boat, did not show up for the

trial races, as she was found to be lacking in windAvard
qualities. She was designed and built on speculation by
Sir. Benjamin Hallock, of Moriches.

The Regatta Committee was made up of Mr. Frank
BoAvne Jones, of the Indian Harbor Y. C. ; Mr. Charles

P. ToAver, of the New Rochelle Y. C, and Mr. Carl Fos-

ter, of the Bridgeport Y. C.

The rules governing the trial races were practically the

same as in previous years.

First Day» Monday, June 30»

The easterly gale that blew with considerable force all

<iay Sunday seemed to have cleared the atmosphere, for

Monday Avas fair, but hardly favorable for boat sailing, as

there Avas little wind. Two officers from the revenue cut-

ter Dallas, which had been ordered to Black Rock to

keep the course clear, were out in launches. The judges

and ncAvspaper men A\^ere on board Mr. Henry S. Burr's

poAver yacht Helys, an admirable boat, just suited for

the purpose.

FIRST ROUND.

A triangular course Avas logged off, the first leg of

which was a beat and the other tAvo legs reaches. The
Avind Avas very light from the S.E. by E. At i :20 the

warning signal Avas given ; at i -.2$ the preparatory, and
at 1 :30 the starting gun. Nutmeg Avas first across, Avith

Monsoon just to AvindAvard. then came Seeress, Filibuster,

Crusader, Frontenac, Tecumseh and Massasoit. Although
late in getting over the line. Tecumseh soon began to

draw into the lead, and Avith sheets eased a little and
Avith good heackvay on, soon left the rest behind. The
times at the first mark Avere

:

Tecumseh 2 11 45 Filibuster 2 15 50

Nutmeg 2 14 35 Crusader 2 18 05

Monsoon ....2 15 43 Frontenac ...21810
Massasoit 2 IG 21 Seeress 2 20 44

It Avas a broad reach to the second mark, and sheets

were eased off and .spinnakers set. The pole Avas allowed

to run way forward and the sheet carried out and around
the forestay and lee shroud, making a large balloon jib.

Tecumseh continued to draAV ahead a little, but the posi-

tions of the others remained Anrtually the same. At the

second mark the times were

:

Tecumseh . 2 23 06 Filibuster 2 29 55
Nutmeg 2 28 00 Frontenac .2 30 21

Monsoon 2 29 37 Crusader 2 31 11

Massasoit 2 29 46 Seeress 2 34 04

On the run home, Avith spinnakers set to port. Nutmeg
drew up a Httle on Tecumseh, but the latter already had
the race Avell in hand. The times at the finish of the
first round folloAVS

:

Tecumseh 2 40 28 Crusader : .2 48 33
Nutmeg 2 14 08 Filibuster 2 4S 55
Monsoon 2 48 21 Frontenac 2 49 03
Massasoit 2 48 33 Seeress 2 52 46

The folloAAfing table shoAvs the elapsed times made by
each beat over each leg of the course

:

First Leg. Second Leg. Third Leg. Course.
Tecumseh 0 41 45 0 11 21 0 17 22 1 10 28
Nutmeg 0 44 35 0 13 25 0 16 00 1 14 OS
Mcnsoon 0 45 43 0 13 54 0 18 54 1 IS 21
Massasoit 0 46 21 0 13 25 0 18 47 1 18 33
Crusader 0 48 05 0 13 08 0 17 32 1 18 43
Filibuster 0 46 59 0 12 .56 0 18 00 1 18 55
Frontenac 0 48 10 0 12 11 0 18 42 1 19 03
Seeress 0 50 44 0 13 £0 0 18 42 1 22 46

Tecumseh won by 3m. 40s.

SECOND EOUND.

As soon as Seeress finished, the Avarning signal for the
next round AVas set. The race Avas started at 3:05. Fili-

buster Avas first away, with Crusader, Seeress. Nutmeg.
Massasoit, Monsoon, Tecumseh and Frontenac crossing
in the order named. The breeze had shifted a little and
Avas freshening. Massasoit Avas doing much better, and
Tecumseh had pulled into third place. It took a long
and a short leg to fetch the mark. A strong tide Avas
setting the boats doA\'n on the mark, and most of the
skippers did not make sufficient alloAvance for this, and
had to make se\'era! tacks to -clear it. Good judgment
on the part of Crusader's helmsman at this point put him
ahead of Tecumseh. The times at this mark were

:

Massasoit 3 28 33 Seeress 3 32 33
Frontenac 3 30 14 Nutmeg '".3

gg 94
Crusader 3 31 03 Monsoon 3 34 It
Tecumseh 3 31 23 Filibuster

!

.' .'

!
.'3 36 00

The hauling Avind made the second leg a beat instead of
a reach. Massasoit Avas shoAving to much better advan-
tage. Nutmeg, Monsoon and Filibuster held the star-
board tack after rounding, and had a lee boAving tide,
which helped them considerably. Seeress was doing much
better in the freshening breeze, Massasoit continued tg
improy?, and the tirnes ^% the second mark were;

Massasoit 3 44 04 Seeress 3 48 51?

Tecumseh 3 46 49 Niitnieg 3 «) 25'

^ Crusader 3 46 58 Monsoon 3 51 52.'

Frontenac 3 48 .50 Filibuster . 3 52 41

It was a spinnaker run from this mark to the finish line.

Massasoit was well ahead and a sure winner barring a

breakdown. Crusader drcAV ahead of Tecumseh and
finished second. Seeress had pulled up into fifth place.

The times at the finish of the second round foUoAv:

Massasoit 3 57 37 Seeress 4 02 4(5

Crusader 4 00 51 Nutmeg 4 05 14
Tecumseh 4 00. .53 Monsoon . . .4 06 28

Frontenac . , , 4 02 12 Filibuster .4 06 53

The following table shows the elapsed times made by
each boat over each leg of the course

:

First Leg. Second Leg. Third Leg. Course,
Massasoit 0 23 33 0 15 31 0 13 33 0 52 37?

Crusader 0 26 03 0 15 55 0 12 33 0 55 51.

Tecumseh 0 26 23 0 15 26 0 14 04 0 55
Frontenac 0 25 14 0 17 44 0 16 12 0 57 12!

Seeress 0 27 33 0 16 47 0 15 56 0 57 46
Nutmeg 0 28 24 . 0 17 01 0 14 49 1 00 M
Monsoon 0 29 15 0 17 37 0 14 26 1 01 281

Filihuster 0 31 00 0 16 41 0 14 12 1 01 53

Massasoit won by 3m. 14s.

THIRD ROUND.
The committee decided to reverse the course for the

third round, which made the first leg a beat in the S.
vi'ind. At 4:20, when the boats were started, the breeze
bad increased to a fair sailing breeze. They were bunched
on the line at the start, and Seeress came doAvn and gybed
over, her skipper looking for a good berth. This caused
a mix up for a moment, but all luflFed out around the
committee boat. Monsoon got the best start, Avith the
rest of the boats following in the order named, Massa-
soit, Frontenac, Crusader, Filibuster, Nutmeg, Seeress
and Tecumseh. Massasoit soon pulled into the lead, again
shoAving her superior Avindward qualities under the pre-
vailing conditions. Crusader Avas second, with Frontenac
third. The times at the first mark were :

Massa.<;oit 4 43 37 Seeress 4 48 42?
Crusader 4 45 06 Monsoon 4 49 OR
Frontenac 4 45 20 Nutmeg 4 49 13!
Filibuster .4 48 10 Tecumseh 4 49 2S

The next tAVO legs were reaches. Crusader began to
cut doAvn Massasoit's_ lead in mo.st a'arraing fashion..
The judges took no time at the second mark. On the
last leg Crusader Avas pushing Massasoit hard for first
place. Seeress Avas sloAvly pulling up, and finished in
fourth place. The times at the finish of the third round
folIoAv

:

Massasoit 5 09 06 Filibuster 5 12 32
Crusader 5 09 38 Tecumseh 5 13 02
Frontenac .5 1109 Nutmeg ....5 13.35
Seeress 5 12 05 Monsoon , 5 14 23

The following table shows the elapsed time made by
each boat over the first leg and the course

:

r. , First Leg. Course.
Crusader 0 25 06 0 49 88
frontenac 0 25 20 0 51 09
Seeress 0 28 42 0 52 05
l;ihbuster 0 28 10 0 .52 32
1 ecumseh 0 29 28 0 53 02
N;«tmeg 0 29 13 0 53 35Monsoon 0 29 06 0 54 23

Massasoit won by 32s,
The result of the first day's racing had been anything

but satisfactory, as in the fluky breeze no definite con-
clusions could be reached.

Second Day» Tuesday, July I.

The boats were to sail a windAvard and return course
on the second day's race, and after the light and fickle
breeze that prevailed on the day previous, the majority
of the OAvners and crcAvs were glad to see the fresh N.W.
Avmd that Avas bloAving Avhen the boats Avent out to the
starting line. It was a condition of Avind and sea that
was just suited to the type of racing craft represented

—

i. c, a strong breeze and smooth water. The contestants
sailed arotmd the bay, some under tAvo and some three
reefed mainsails. Availing for signals from the committee
boat, but none appeared, and the different boats finallv ran
up to the judges' boat to find out the cause of the delay.
V\Tien the committee announced that the race had been
postponed on account of the Aveather, the majority of
them were astonished, and protested in no unmistakable
ttrnis. The committee argued that if anv of the boats
capsized some one might be droAvned, and as the Avind
Avas off shore, they might be bloAvn over to Long Island,
because there Avas no boat to pick them up. They quite
overlooked the fact that the revenue cutter Dallas never
left her anchorage during the races, and might have
been used for this purpose. Several of the men OAvning
and sailing the boats Avho had participated in races at
Lake St. Louis felt that they Avere better qualified to de-
cide Avhethei; or not the conditions Avere the same as Avere
experienced in Canada, for none of those on the committee
Avas really familiar with the Aveather that boats are liable
to meet when racing in Canada. The race Avas aban-
doned for the day, and the dissatisfied crews hung around
ashore all the afternoon. Mr. Joshua Crane, one of
Mcnsoon's crcAv. left for home soon after getting ashore.
Mr. C. M. Griggs, one of the White Bear Y. C. men also
left that night for the West, being thoroughlv disgusted
with the committee's action. It Avas a most unfortunate
incident, and the committee unquestionably made a very
great blunder.

Third Day, Wednesday, July 2

FIRST ROUND.

When the boats came to the line for this race, over a
Avindward and leeAvard course, two miles to a leg, the
Avind Avas light from S.W. by S. The Avarning signal
Avas given at it:S5, and ten minutes later, at 12:05. the
boats were started. Crusader Avas first aAvay,' foIloAved
closely by Massasoit, Tecumseh, Seeress, Frontenac, Nut-
meg. Monsoon and Filibuster. Tecumseh soon moved
from third to first place. Tecumseh came down on Mas-
sasoit and crossed her boAV, Avhile the latter Avent across
Crusader's bow. The times at the Aveather mark Avere:

Tecumseh 12 38 46 Frontenac 12 43 11
Massasoit 12 38 53 Nutmeg 12 44 ,33
Crusader 12 41 25 Filibuster 12 49 19
Seeress 12 41 45 Monsoon 12 50 06

Spinnakers were set smartly after rounding, and it was
(J close t^c^ back to the finish line. Massasoit mt down
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Tecumseh's lead slightly. Both Crusader and Seeress
made better time down the wind than did Tecumseh and
Massasoit, but their gain was not sufficient to put them
in the first place.

Finish. Elapsed.
Tecumseh 1 00 16 0 55 16
Massasoit 1 00 20 0 55 20
?jutmeg 1 10 26 1 05 26
Crusader 1 02 30 0 57 30
Seeress 1 02 55 0 57 55
Frontenac 1 05 59 1 00 59
Fihbuster 1 18 06 1 13 06
Monsoon 1 19 11 114 11

Tecumseh won by 4s.

' SECOND ROUND.

The boats were sent off for the second round at i :40,
and cro.^sed the line in this order, Tecumseh, Seeress.
Massasoit. Nutmeg, Crusader. Monsoon. Frontenac and
Filibuster. Seeress began for the first time to show
some of the speed displayed early in the season. Massa-
soit worked into the lead, with Seeress second and Tecum-
seh third. The sloop Diana, owned by a member of the
Bridgeport Y. C, blanketed or back-winded several of
the boats all over the course, and the revenue ofiicers

seemed powerless to keep her off the course. How little

interest a man has in the sport when he interferes with
an international affair ! The times at the weather mark
follow

:

Massasoit 2 10 06 Crusader 2 15 07
Tecumseh 2 11 26 Nutmeg- v...,..„. 2 26 30
Seeress 2 1122 Filibuster ....2 27 16
Frontenac 2 13 21

Spinnakers were set. but could not be carried far, for
the wind shifted to N.W., making it a beat back. Tecum-
seh agai'n showed her good windward qualities, and
passed Seeress, but could not overtake Massasoit. The
summary of the second round:

Finish. Elapsed.
Massasoit 2 35 52 0 55.52
Tecumseh 2 .36 20 0 56 20
Nutmeg 2 44 40 1 04 40
Seeress 2 36 52 0 56 52
Frontenac 2 38 08 0 58 OS
Crusader 2 38 33 0 58 33
Filibuster 2 46 52 1 06 52

Massasoit won by 28s.

THIRD ROUND.

At 3 :40 the boats were sent off for the third round.
The breeze had hauled back to S.W., and was blowing
fresher. Tecumseh was first to start, closely followed bj'

Massasoit and Seeress. Massasoit and Tecumseh stood
in on the north shore oitt of the tide, while the others
stayed outside and got its full force. Massasoit rounded
the outer mark 3gs. ahead of Tecumseh. The times at
this mark were

:

Crusader 4 12 22
Nutmeg 4 13 44
Filibuster 4 14 12

Massasoit 4 08 17
Tecumseh .........4 08 56
Seeress 4 12 04
Frontenac 4 12 19

On the spinnaker run home Tecumseh caught and
passed Massasoit and finished a winner. Seeress made
the best time down the wind. The summary of the last

round follows

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Massasoit .4 34 13 0 54 13
Tecumseh 4 33 43 0 53 4;?

Nutmeg .4 36 08 0 56 08
Seeress 4 34 27 0 54 27
Frontenac 4 34 55 0 54 55
Crusader 4 34 45 0 54 45
Filibuster 4 35 47 0 55 47

Tecumseh won by 30s.

Fourth Day, Thursday, July 3,

FIRST ROUND.

The morning of the fourth day did not hold forth many
inducements for small-boat racing, as a strong S.W. by
W. wind was blowing, which kicked up a rather nasty
sea. In the morning rain squalls made matters more
imcomfortable. The course was triangular for the first

round, and the boats were reefed when they came to the
line. The boats were started at i :io. Frontenac was first

to cross, the others following in the order named, Massa-
soit, Crusader, Tecumseh, Filibuster, Monsoon, Nutmeg
.and Seeress. Monsoon and Filibuster fouled at the start.

It was a reach to the first mark, and Tecumseh rounded
ahead. No times wfere taken there by the judges. At the
•second mark Tecumseh rounded, after some pretty wind-
ward work at 1:39:53, Crusader at 1:40:10 and Massa-
soit at r :4i •.23. The wind had let up so much that reefs

had been shaken out on most all the boats. Tecumseh
held her lead 6n the third leg and finished a winner. The
summarj' of the first round

:

Finish.
Tecttmseh 1 52 25
Crusader 1 52 21
Massasoit 1 53 45
Seeress .1 53 56
Frontenac 1 54 52
Filibuster 1 57 .54

Monsoon 1 59 24
Nutmeg 2 03 32

Elapsed.
0 42 25
0 42 51
0 43 45
0 43 56
0 44 52
0 47 54
0 49 24

0 53 32

Tecumseh won bv 26s.

SECOND ROUND.

The second round was started at 2:25. The wind was
much lighter and the sea was quite smooth. The boats
got away in the following order : Nutmeg, Filibuster.

Massasoit, Crusader, Seeress, Frontenac, Tecumseh and
Monsoon. Tecumseh again worked her way through the
fleet into first place. The times at the first mark were

:

Tecumseh 2 45 06
Crusader 2 45 29
Massasoit 2 45 53
Filibuster 2 46 20

Seeress 2 46 30
Nutmeg .2 46 30
Monsoon 2 47 08
Frontenac 2 47 30

After going on the port tack, Tecumseh weathered
Massasoit, and Crusader moved up on Tecumseh. When
nearing the second mark the wind comes out of the W.
and freshens rapid13^ Tecumseh shows a great burst of
speed, and passes Massasoit, and finished a winner. The
summary of the second round

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Tecumseh t.. 3 14 24 0 49 24
Massasoit 3 15 05 0 50 05
Nutmeg 3 16 16 0 51 16
Seeress 3 16 21 0 51 21
Crusader , 3 16 33 0 SI S3
Filibuster ....3 16 35 0 51 35
Frontenac 3 19 34 0 54 34
Monsoon 3 20 16 0 S5 16

THIRD ROUND.
The cornmittee decided to sail the boats the third time

over a windward and leeward course. Monsoon had
withdrawn, consequently there were only seven starters.
All hands had their mainsails reefed, but all carried their
largest spinnakers down the wind. The start was made
at 4 o'clock. Massasoit was first across the line but
Crusader made the best time down the wind. The
times at the leeward mark:

Crusader „ ...4 16 ^ Frontenac 4 17 37
Filibuster 4 17 04 Tecumseh 4 17 46
Massasoit 4 17 21 Seeress 4 17 55
Nutmeg 4 17 33

Tecumseh shook out one of her reefs, but she was too
far behind to cut down Crusader's substantial lead to
any noticeable degree. The times for the third round
follow

:

Finishi
Crusader 4 45 08
Frontenac 4 46 45
Filibuster 4 48 50
Seeress , 4 49 29
Tecumseh ^........4 49 32
Massasoit ,. 4 54 44
Nutmeg 4 56 55

Elapsed.
0 45 08
0 46 45
0 48 50
0 49 29
0 49 32

0 54 44
0 06 55

Crusader won by 37s.

FOURTH JROUND.

At 5 :30 the boats were again sent away to sail over
the windward and leeward course. At the start Filibuster
and Tecumseh nearly fouled each other. Mr. Crownin-
shield was nursing his boat along at the time, as his tiller

had just broken, and it was only, by very capable handling
that he avoided a collision. According to the rules of the
road, he was entirely in the right, but he was disqualified
by the judges. This looked as if Mr. Crowninshield. who
is one of the best sportsmen in the country, was being
discriminated against. The numerous fouls that had hap-
pened in the other races had been overlooked for some
reason or other, and Mr. Crowninshield was picked out in

the last race of the last day to be made an example of.

This race was Seeress' from the start; she outsailed
the fleet down the wind, turning the leeward mark first.

The times at the leeward mark were:

Seress 5 SS 22 Tecumseh 5 39 19
Crusader 5 38 52 Frontenac 5 39 31
Filibuster ...5 39 10 Massasoit 5 39 40

The two-mile beat to windward was an interesting one.
Seeress held her lead and finished a winner. Tecumseh,
after a hard battle, worked ahead of Crusader and fin-

ished second. The summary follows:

Finish. Elapsed.
Seeress 6 07 54 0 47 54
Tecumseh 6 08 21 0 48 21
Crusader 6 08 31 0 48 31
Massasoit 6 09 45 0 49 45
Filibuster 6 11 04 0 51 04
Frontenac 6 12 28 0 52 28

Seeress won by 27s.

Ten races were sailed in all, and the points made by
the boats each day were as follows

:

First Second Third
day. day. day. Totals.

Tecumseh 19 22 25 66
'

Massasoit 21 21 19 61
Crusader 18 14 23 55
Seeress 10 16 21 47
Frontenac 13 12 14 39
Nutmeg 12 7 8 27
Filibuster

8

6 11 25
Monsoon

9

1 3 13

After the races the boats were made ready for their
return to home ports, whether by water or rail.

Crusader and Seeress have been shipped to White Bear
Lake, where they will be raced.
Frontenac will be raced on Great South Bay.
Nutmeg and Monsoon will be taken to New Rochelle

and laid up.

Filibuster will be used for day sailing around Marble-
head.

Cotmthian Y. G
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Friday, July 4.

Out of 37 starters in the special invitation race of the
Corinthian Y. C, sailed off Marblehead Friday, July 4,

there were only 7 which finished. The breeze was fluky
from the start, ind in the classes that did finish there
was considerable distance between the boats. The sum-
mary:

Class D—Y. R. A. 25-footers.
Elapsed.

Sally VI.. L. F. Percival 2 44 08
Chewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr 2 50 11
Seeboomook, Smith 3 08 43

Class B—Handicap.
Ruth, Wheelock 1 42 30
Aspinet, E. W. Remick 1 47 18

Class K—Raceabouts.
Sintram, W. P. Fowle 3 24 03
Baggera, R. C. Robbins 3 35 00

An attempt was made to resail the unfinished races on
Saturday, but it had to be given up on account of lack of
wind.

fpcwmseh won by 4i§,

Newport Special Thifties.

NEWPORT, NARRAGANSETT BAY.

Friday, July 4.

Three of the Newport special 30-footers sailed an in-

teresting race on Friday, July 4. The wind was fresh
from the S.W. The course was from Brenton's Cove
to and around Dyer's Island. Barbara finished the win-
ner. The summary

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 5 42 19 2 20 19
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 44 16 2 22 16
Caroline, Pembroke Jones . .5 47 49 2 25 49

Saturday, July 5.

On Saturday, July 5, the 30-footers attempted to race
over a triangular course in a Hght N.E. breeze. The
race was won by Esperanza, and the boats sailed only
once over the course, the wind being so light. The SVIW'
mary follows

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 06 02 1 21 02
Carolina, Pembroke Jones ..,,.,.5 09 44 1 g4 44
parbars, Winthrop Jtutherfurd,,.,..,,,,.,.,,.. Withdrew,

Ch CAGo/m., Jnne 23.—When the sijull band of yacht
owners undertook the reorganization of the Chicago Y. C.
in 1897, they found the proud organization, founded more
than twenty years before, to have little to boast of in the
way of fleet or membership, and nothing in the way of a
home. .

After an interval of indecision, the club house of the
Argonauts was obtained as a home, and for five years,
from its little south verandah, the members (numbering
sixty in 1898) gazed upon the long stretch of park break-
water, which even in those days was looked upon as the
site of the future home of the club. The first steps to-
ward the realization of this hope were taken in 1899, when
the trustees obtained from the United States Government
a permit to erect a building in the harbor adjacent to the
breakwater. The permission of the South Park Board,
and finally of the city, was obtained, and in the fall of
1900—after an interval of anxiety over the building plans,
ways and means—the contract for the foundation was let.

Before the work could be started, winter closed the harbor
in her icy grasp—and another period of waiting was be-
fore the club. With the advent of open weather the work
was started and pushed to final completion.
The work upon the superstructure, though started in

April, was delayed during most of the summer by in-
junction proceedings, and the middle of October was
reached before the work was again allowed to proceed.
The building was completed during the winter, and in

May, 1902, the club moved into the new quarters.
The foundation consists of 105 white oak piles, 4Sft.

long, driven in water varying in. depth from 10. to 20ft,

These were capped with I2xi2i'n. white oak timbers, car-
ried in both directions, with lighted joists between, the
whole being covered with a 2in. plank platform laid
diagonally. The unusual strength is required on account
of the location of the opening in the protecting break-
water, which exposes the building to heavy seas from
the southeast, which had to be met by substantial con-
struction, if swaying was to be avoided. This is illus-

trated in the case of the group of piles, under the south
chimney, which, 25ft. above the point where they enter
the ground, are called upon to support a load considerably
more than 100 tons.

The club house is a three-story structure, 66x138ft.
outside dimensions, the main floor being the second above
the water level. A bridge from the park breakwater
communicates directly with the main floor. On the left,

as you enter the hallway, is the office and main stair-

way, with doorwajr communicating with the rear stairs,

from which access is had to the kitchen and service por-
tion of the house. Opposite the office is the ladies' dress-
ing room and. main cloak rooms. The entrance hall

opens into the reception hall (a room 27x33), which ex-
tends to the front edge of the porch, the east side being
inclosed with glass doors on eithef side communicating
with the north and south verandahs.
To the south of the reception room is the living room

('35x40ft.), with large double doors communicating with
porches isft. wide on the east and south exposures. Theje
doors are sufficient in number to make the porches and
living room one large apartment when thrown open for
dancing.
To the north of the reception room is the dining room

(24x40ft.), with porches and communicating doors identi-

cal in arrangement with that provided in the south wing,
except that in this case they are screened in, and in

pleasant weather the porch tables are the most popular
feature of the club house.
To the west of the dining room is the kitchen and

pantry, with servants' stairway communicating with the
store rooms and servants' dining room on the lower floor,

and with the servants' bedrooms above.
North of the kitchen, communicating with the dining

room and verandah, is the buffet -(loxioft), equipped
with small serving bar, refrigerator, sinks, etc., with
storage room reached by private stairway just beneath.

The main stairway communicates with a billiard room
(27x27ft.) on the upper floor, which opens on to a small
verandah (15x27ft.), facing the east.

To the south and north of the billiard room are cham-
bers (twelve in number) for the u^e of members. These
chambers average 11x15ft., and each suite is provided
with toilet and bathrooms.
On the west of the billiard room is the dicectors' room,

four servants' rooms, with toilet and bathrooms, occupy-
ing the northwest wing.
On the lower floor, the toilet room (10x20ft.), locker

room (17x32ft) and shower baths ^re,located at the foot

of the main entrance stairway.

The servants' dining room, storerooms and sleeping

quarters for the dockmen, occupy the northwest corner,

the balance of this floor being taken up with sail lockers,

one 3x4.6x8ft. being provided for each yacht in the fleet;

storage room for shells, with ample space remaining for
canoes, dinghys, spars and so forth.

The lower floor has an i8ft. verandah, extending around
its south, east and north sides. Along the entire east front

is a 12ft. dock, while along the west front is a 4ft. land-
ing stage for the use of the small boats.

The interior finish of the building is particularly at-

tractive. The woodwork of the living room is weathered
oak, and its beamed ceiling, expanse of bookcases, broad
fireplace, and leather-upholstered furniture of oak of the
same finish as the surrounding woodwork, makes it par-
ticularly pleasing.

The entrance hall and reception room are finished in

weathered oak and furnished with grass furniture.

The dining room is finished in birch, furnished in ma-
hoganj' and has a broad fireplace corresponding to that

in the living room.
The entire main story is floored with quartered oak,

stained and polished.

Porches are furnished with chairs, tables and settles of
rustic hickory.

The woodwork of the chamber floor is finished in white
enamel, and in the basement yellow pine, natural finish, is

vised.

Throughout the house the decoration and draperies are

elaborate and in harrhony with the woodwork. The
house is lighted by electricity, and the water supply is

pumped by the same agency.
" idea of the gener9',4§ nature of the accommo(|^ti9n^
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ii.ay be gathered from the fact that the building has near-
ly 7,000 sq. ft. of verandah space, beside the bridge,
dock and landing stage.

Messrs. Holabird & Roche, the architects, have em-
bodied in the plans many unique features, tending to
the comfort of the members in the use of the club house

;

fcir instance, all the porch railings are made solid, with
scuppers inside to drain the floors, thus acting not only
as a shelter from the wind, biit allowing the porches to
be screened in with wire or glass, by simply inserting a
frame in the openings. On the east verandah the projec-
tion of the reception room is for the purpose of affording
a windbreak, so that no matter from what direction the

wind may blow, a lea is always provided in the shelter,

where the verandah sailor may find comfort. Tliis is a
very essential provision in a climate such as this, where
the high winds make an unprotected verandah uninhabit-
able during manv of the finest nights of the summer.

G. H. A.

Western Yachts.

The Fourth at Chicago,

Chicago, 111., July 5.—The tenderness of the average
modern yacht was well brought out in the races off this

port yesterday, where no less than three accidents marred
the quality of the sport offered. The weather was warm
but clear, the wind a bit puffy, but not impossible as a
yachting breeze. Under such conditions Vencedor lost

her main mast at the start in the Pfister cup race; Colleen
split her mast in the same race, and in the first of the
Lipton cup series, Sprite, which was giving the favorite.

La Rita, a good hard run for the decision, lost her rudder
and fell out of the race.

The Lipton Cop Series,

The win of La Rita, Mr. Peare's new yacht, was a
somewhat hollow one, as Arab IV., second, was r8m. be-

NEW HOME OF THE CHICAGO Y. C. RECEPTION ROOM.
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hind. The course was tfiailgulaf, about the four-mile
crib, two miles to the leg, and twice around. The wind
was fresh and a bit puffj'. Of the five starters, Spray
v.'as first off at 1:35:10, La Rita and Sprite next, then
Privateer and Arab IV.. which got a bad start and fell

back of the judges' boat. Sprite hung to La Rita pretty-

well on the first round, but the latter boat began to edge
away at the first leg of the second round, and had estab-

lished a lead of nearl}' im. at the time Sprite broke down.
Arab IV. made a grand stand finish, coming strong out of

nowhere at the close of the last round. The times of

the boats were as follows

:

Start. Finish. Per Cent.
La Rita, G. R. Peare 1 35 15 3 55 21 lOQ
Arab IV., J. H. Cameron 4 13 05 SO
Spray, T. B. Keogh 1 35 10 4 13 35 60
Privateer, O. Daniels 1 35 31 4 16 20 40
Sprite, Dr. Pinckard 135 17

The judges were A. T. Bliss, Geo. A. Martin, C. E.
Kremer, and E. C. Berriman. The Columbia Y. C. people
turned out en masse and the guest boats were crowded, a
great popular interest attending the series for the cup
offered by the well-known and well-liked Sir Thomas Lip-
ton. The latter sent a cablegram of good wishes, which
was received just before the start in the regatta yester-

day afternoon.
It was a Columbia Club affair, Colleen and Spirte, the

Chicago Y. C. entries, both being disabled, Colleen not
starting in the Lipton cup race, and the matter was left

entirely to the Columbia boys. The Milwaukee Y. C.

entries were received too late to qualify. The matter thus
simmered down to a smaller entry and a tamer fight than
was desirable for an event of this consequence. All the

clubs of the Great Lakes ought to have boats in this

series.

The races will be run on the per cent, system of scor-

ing, the percentage standing at this date, La Rita, lOo;

Arab IV., So; Spray, 60; Privateer, 40; this being in

accordance with the Columbia Club percentage tables. At
the close of 3^esterday's race La Rita was the favorite

on the series, though what Sprite may do with mended
steering gear remains to be seen this afternoon, when
the second race of the series of three will be sailed.

The Lipton Cop.

The Lipton cup for 21-footers, Massachusetts cabin

class, is a beautiful trophy. In height it is 39in., its form

that of a vase, two graceful figures serving as handles, and

showing two scrolls, one bearing the word "Victory,"

the other "Good Will." The American eagle appro-

priately dominates the trophy.

The panels of the cup show surfaces decorated by

wreaths, lilies, yachts, etc., one panel presenting the shield

of the United States enameled in red, white and blue, sur-

rounded by a laurel wreath. The pedestal is of ebonized

wood, paneled and appropriately inscribed to Columbia

Y. C, Chicago, as well as bearing the name, "Sir Thomas

J. Lipton Competitive Cup, Instituted 1902."

It need hardly be said that the gift of this cup from

Sir Thomas was gratefully appreciated by the members

of Columbia Y. C. The trophy was formally received by

the members in a meeting at the club house June 21,

where appropriate speeches and resolutions were enter-

tained. The races of to-day and next day will be closely

watched by all the Chicago sailing contingent.

The Pfistef Cop.

The Pfister cup was presented to the Milwaukee Y. C.

3 year ago, open to competition for yachts built under the

L, M, Y, R. A. rules, 21ft. knockabouts. The first race

was held a vear ago yesterday in Milwaukee, and was won

by Colleen,' of Chicago. The latter boat made it two out

of three to-dav, and if she shall last in her present form

another year, will win the cup apparently without diffi-

culty. Colleen is owned by Dr. W. L. Baum, of Chicago,

and her victory to-day was, under the circumstances, a

plucky one, as she came in with a split mast, result of a

sudden puff of Lake Michigan's strong air, which caught

the boat at the second buoy.

Colleen was away w^ell in advance at the start, the Mil-

v/aukee boats Vagabond and Badger following m the

order named. The first leg was sailed reachiiag, and Col-

leen liked the going very much, bettering her lead to the

first turn and thereafter holding the race safe. The judges

in the race were H. S. Griswold, Messrs. Whitney, Noble

and Belden. of Chicago Y. C. ; H. Y. Brown and W. U.

Kirby of Milwaukee Y. C. The actual times m the

Pfister cup race were: Colleen, 1:45:18; Vagabond,

i:46:o9- Badger. 1:49:20.
r , .t, -r

The harbor was packed with craft during the sailing

pf this race, the big guest boat, Hackley, being crowded.

Milwaukee Y. C. sent down about fifty representatives,,

among these Com. E- P. Vilas, C. A. Vilas F. C. H.

StrficHfin, J. M- Handley. Fred Cook, John R^Ge, A. K.

Taylor, A.- Mather, J. Johnston, W. N- Kirby, Ed. Saiiger

and P R. "Krueger. Ten boats came down from Mil-

waukee a handsome fleet, which return to-day, Saturday,

accompanied bv the fleet of the Chicago Y. C which

starts to-day on its cruise up the coast to Kenoshft.

Minor Races.

It was expected that Vencedcr and Siren would have

another of their famous fights yesterday, but Vencedor s

injurv put her out of it. In the schooner raee, Alice heat

Hawthorne." The Milwaukee boat, Illinois, took the rne^^s-

We oi the Chicago craft, Prairje, in ClasB 2A. Dolphin

won in" Class 2B. The followmg are the times of the

above events:
^^^^^

Finish. Jilapsed.

T„-„ 3 55 14 1 43 44
111'"°.'^ 3 56 14 1 46 08

Sla ...„.4(!047 j§04t

nouhln ^!'''.^:....,....A^n 1 54 89go'pWn
: 4 18 24 2 01 11

'Bri^e-R::::::::::;:::;:::::::;:::::-.---:----4is23_ 20523

The foregoing races were sailed over the Chicago Y. C,

regular course, the start being made &t the Van Buren

Columbia Y. C. had out between forty and fifty craft

of all description and classifications m the general re-

gatta yesterday afternoon.

Tecomseh of Oshkosh.

So at last a Western boat really has gone down for
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the trial races for the Seawanhaka cup ! It was not a
Chicago boat, for Chicago, after all, is not the hottest
sporting town on earth when it comes to getting out and
doing business at the other fellow's four corners. Tecum-
seh comes from Oshkosh, from Oshkosh on Winnebago
Lake, which latter body of water is a good deal hotter
and sportier than Lake Michigan, mile for mile. It
hardly need be said that the selection of Tecumseh as the
challenger for the cup, after its decisive winning at
Bridgeport, leaves the Oshkosh soul in a state of exuber-
ance which only hoops of the strongest sort can be ex-
pected to restrain. One hazards it as a safe wager that
things were doing at Oshkosh yesterday, as well as here in
Chicago.

Kenosha Crofse.

Later.—In the Kenosha cruise of the Chicago Y. C.
to-day the following boats first started for the Milwaukee
and Chicago fleets: Illinois, Siren, Hawthorne and Alice,
followed twenty minutes later by Mowaja.

Second Lipton Cop Postponed.

The start in the second race for the Lipton cup this

afternoon was postponed from i :30 to 2 :30, in order that
Colleen and Sprite might be fitted better for the race.

The weather is clear, with a heavy and puffy wind.
The course is three miles to leeward and return, repeated,
the start to be made from the Van Buren street gap. The
leeward course runs to northeast to-day, the wind from
the southwest, fifteen miles 'an hour. Colleen at the start

is liked, though it is doubted whether her stick will serve
under such weather.

Colleen finds the wind too stiff' for her patched stick,

and returns a few minutes before the starting gun. At
2.40 all the boats go over the line on the starboard tack.

La Rita first, Privateer second, Arab IV. third, Sprite
fourth, Spray last.

Arab IV. is called back by the judges to cross the
line properly. Sprite and Privateer draw up on La Rita,

which breaks out spinnaker. At 2:50 Sprite breaks out
balloon jib and appears in the lead. Arab IV. begins to

show strongly.

Later.—The race is declared off, injury to the ma-
chinery of the judges' boat is reported to make it im-
possible to judge the race. It is decided to resail the

race, and the start is set for 4:10. It is stated that only
La Rita and Arab IV. will start.

July 6.—Only La Rita and Arab IV. started in the 4 :30

start, after the breakdown of the judges' boat in the first

attempt at the second race, Saturday afternoon. Sprite

had fear of a second accident, and Privateer was forced to

pull out of the race, joining Colleen in the hospital. Arab
IV. was away first, passed by La Rita shortly, and a brief

jockeying match was ended by the Peare boat forging

ahead. The revenue cutter Morrill acted as judges' boat,

and La Rita was first to turn the buoy; it dropped Arab
IV. only 6s. behind. Beating home, Arab IV. boldly

shook out a reef. La Rita holding on double reefed in a

stiff wind. As the boats began to split tacks at 5:08:15,

La Rita gradually drew away, and although Arab IV. held

up well, it could not point and foot with the mahogany
boat, and the latter won handily, finishing at 7:00:00;

Arab IV., 7:10:00.

Columbia Y. C. last night entertained the visitor, Com.
Bliss. The third race of the series will be sailed Mon-
day. It is hoped there may be more starters. It is a bit

hollow thus far,

Later,—La Rita won third Lipton cup race to-day by

3m. 25s. Sprite only other starter.

E. Hough.
Hartfohd Building, Chicago, III.

Larchmont Y. C.
LARCHMONT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Friday, July 4.

The twenty-third annual regatta of the Larchmont
Y. C. was held on Friday, July 4. For a time it looked

as though the race would have to be abandoned for lack

of wind but at 2:45 o'clock, nearly four hours late, the

warning gun was heard, a little breeze having sprung up.

The 70-footers were sent away at 3:05. Rainbow was
on hand for the first time this season. In addition to

the owner, there was on board Mr. E. A. WiUard and

Capt. Hank Haff. It was a quartering free run to the

fir.st mark, and balloon jibs were carried. Mineola was
first over the line in the best position. Rainbow was

astern and to leeward, with Yankee just a little further

behind. Yankee and Rainbow got into a luffing match on

the first leg, and after getting well under the Long Island

shore they set spinnakers and ran down to the first

mark. The second leg was the windward one and all

the boats held well under the shore getting the benefit of

the wind and tide. From the second mark across to the

finish line it was a broad reach, and in the freshening

breeze the boats made good time.

The schooners sailed over the same course as did the

70-footers. E'lmina fot the best of the start, and after a

hard race won by itn. 12s. Elmina also won the Colt

cup for schooners, as the trustees have changed the con-

ditions governing this trophy, so that it is now raced

for in class D instead of class B. :
^

The schooners Katrina and Gevalia raced in cruising

trim. The former boat allowed the latter fifteen minutes

time' over the course, but Katrina won out with minutes

to spare.

The interest of the day was centered m the two new

bronze 60ft. cutters designed by Messrs, Gardner &
Cox. The boats are remarkably well-turned craft. Their

low topsides and bronze bottom gives them a very rakish

appearance. On board Neola was Messrs. George M.

Pynchon, the owner; Frank Henderson, William Gardner

and Capt. Bob Dennis. On Weetamoe was Messrs. Henry

F Lippitt. C. Oliver Iselin, L, V. Clark and Capt. Harry

Haff Neola was well berthed at the start. On the first

leg both boats got into a luffing match and were well

across the Sound before they squared away and set spin-

rakers to run down to the mark. At the mark Neola was

25s in the lead, and it bid fair to be a close race up to

the time that Weetamoe twisted the eye in the bobstay

plate, and came jogging around the course under mam-

sail, topsail and staysail,
-d

In th -esift. class, Humma, sailed by Mr. W. Butler

Duncan, beat Syce very handily.

The two old 40-footers, Ondawa and Choctaw, had a
close race, and the former won by a small margin.
In the 43ft. class Dorwina, Effort and Challenge started.

DorAvina was well sailed and finished a winner by 2m. 9s.
Leda, in the 36ft. class, had no difficulty in defeating

her three competitors. Spasm, Empress and Possum.
Mr. John Hyslop's yaAvl Tern defeated the Crownin-

shield-designed ya^vl Columbia by 5m. 36s.
In the 30ft. class Hanley made her first .appearance, and

defeated Mimosa and the old crack Alerion.
Indian got her first race of the season in the raceabout

class.

Mr. Frank J. Gould's Rochelle won in her class.
In the New Rochelle one-design class Knave won, and

in the Manhasset Bay one-design class Lambkin won.
The wind was light from the S.W. at the start, but in-

creased so that during the last half of the race there was
2 good sailing breeze.
The summaries

:

Sloops—Class H—70 to 80 ft.—Course 15 Miles—Start, 3:05.

^ Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola, August Belmont 5 24 02 2 19 02
Yankee, J. R. Maxwell 5 25 54 2 20 54
Rainbow, Cornelius Vanderbilt , 5 29 11 2 24 11

Schooners—Class D—65 to 75ft,—Course 15 Miles—Start, 3:10.
EIraina. K. F. Brewster 5 35 59 2 23 59
Muriel, Charles Smithers 5 35 11 2 25 11

Schooners—Class D—Cruising Trim—Not Over 65ft.—Course 15
Miles—Start, 3:10.

Katrina, James B. Ford 5 49 45 2 39 45
Gevalia, T. O'Conor Sloane 6 13 56 3 03 56

Sloops—Class J—51 to 60ft.—Course 15 Miles—Start, 3:15.
Weetamoe, F. Lippitt 5 54 08 2 39 08
Neola, George M. Pynchon 5 47 46 2 32 46

Sloops—Class K—43 to 51ft.—Course 11 MUes-Start, 3:20.
Humma, H. B. Duryea 5 18 02 1 58 02
Syce, C. F. Judson 5 32 31 2 12 31

Sloops—Class K—Cruising Trim—43 to 51ft.—Course 11 Miles-
Start, 3:20.

Choctaw 5 37 51 2 17 51
Ondawa, H. J. Robert 5 36 44 2 16 44

Sloops—Class L—36 to 43ft.—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:20.
Dorwma, Clifford V. Brokaw 5 22 50 2 02 50
Effort, F. M. Smith 5 24 59 2 04 59
Challenge, Wallace T. Foote 5 32 12 2 12 12

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft.—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:25.
Leda, Flenry L. Maxwell 5 30 15 2 05 15
Possum. E. S. Ballou 5 41 04 2 16 04
Spasm, E. D. King ...5 34 59 2 09 59
Empress, G. M. Hecksher 5 43 40 2 18 40

Yawls—Class M—30 to 36ft.—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:25.
Columbme. C. A. Gould 5 46 01 2 21 01
Tern, John Hyslop 5 40 25 2 15 25

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft.—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:30.
Alerion, A. H. Alker 5 48 06 2 18 06
!Miraosa, Trenor L. Park 5 43 21 2 13 21
Hanley, Clifford Mallory 5 42 26 2 12 26
Zaza, G. P. Cranberry , .5 57 22 2 27 22
Gossip, D. B. Pratt 5 51 07 2 21 07
Iroquois, S. C. Ayer 6 02 33 2 32 33

Raceabouts—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:35.
Rogue, A. B. Alley 6 07 05 2 32 05
Jolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker Withdrew.
Mavis, G L Pirie 6 07 16 2 32 16
Indian, H. L. Maxwell 6 06 34 2 31 34
Scamp, A. Pirie 6 09 38 2 34 38

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft.—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:35.
Kochelle, Frank J. Gould 6 01 46 2 20 46
Chingacngook 6 08 48 2 33 48
Snapper, A. B. Alley 6 09 56 • 2 34 56

Larchmont 21-footers—Course 11 Milea—Start 3:45
J- •Pv^?^^'' 6 11 51 2 36 57

Adelaide, J. J Dwyer 6 14 57 2 39 57
Dorothy, L. G. Spence Withdrew.

Sloops—Class R—Not Over 18ft.—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:40.
Hope, Lewis Iselin 6 24 50 2 44 57
Cricket, .H. C. Pryor 6 27 57 2 47 57

Manhasset 18ft. Raceabouts—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:40
Firefly Gtiy Standing e 37 42 2 57 42
Mist, J. W. Alker 6 41 15 3 01 15
Bab, J. R. Hoyt 6 36 18 2 56 18
Arizona, G A Corry 6 35 16 2 55 16
Lambkin, S. W. Roach 6 34 44 2 54 44
New Rochelle One-Design Class—18ft.—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:40.
Captor, P L Howard 6 29 12 2 48 12
Knave. W. N. Bavier 6 26 39 2 46 39Ace ...y....... 6 30 35 2 50 35
Deuce, L. D. Huntington .6 27 28 2 47 28

Dory Class—Course 11 Miles—Start, 3:40.
Prize, H. H. Van Rensselaer 5 51 05 2 11 05
Cecil 6 06 57 2 26 57

The winners were Mineola, Elmina, Katrina, Neola,
Humma, Ondawa, Dorwina, Leda, Tern, Hanlev, Indian,
Rochelle, Houri, Hope, Lambkin, Knave and Prize.

Riverside Y. C.
GREENWICH, LONG ISL.\ND SOUND.

Saturday, July 5.

The fourteenth annual regatta of the Riverside Y. C.
v,'as held on Saturday, July 5. Although fifty-one boats
started, the race was a most unsatisfactory one, owing to
the light and variable winds.
After some clever jockeying before the race between

Mineola and Yankee, the former got the best start, and
kept in the lead all over the course, finishing the winner
in her class.

Neola was without a competitor, as Weetamoe could
not be repaired in time to start Neola sailed alone about
half way around the course, when she withdrew, her
owner not wanting to run the chance of wetting her nev/
sails, as a thunderstorm was threatening in the N.W.

Effort made a good showing in the 43ft. class, beating
the new Gardner & Cox boat Challenge, which withdrew.
The surprise of the day was in the 36ft. class, when

Leda was beaten by both Spasm and Possum. Leda got a

bad start, and all through the race the httle slants of wind
that came up now and then did not seem to reach her.

Leda is painted black above the waterline this year, and
she presents a very smart appearance.

At the time the boats started there was a very fair

sailing breeze from the N.W., but this gave out and
left the boats becalmed for a time. Finally a little wind
came up from the east, and after this died out it came in

from W.S.W'. The boats had a good breeze to finish

with. Just after the boats completed the race a heavy
thunderstorm broke and for a time blew very hard. The
summary follows:

Sloops—Class H—70 to 80 feet—Course 25 Miles- Start, 12:40.
Finish. Elapsed.

Mineola, August Belmont 4 43 27 4 03 27

Yankee, J. R. Maxwell. * 45 13 4 05 13

Schooners—Class F—Not Over 55ft.—Course 25 Miles—Start, 12:35.

Regina, W. Hamilton, finished, but time not taken.

Sloops—Class J—51 to 60ft.—Course 25 Miles—Start, 12:45.

Neola, George M. Pynchon. Withdrew.

Sloop'^—Class L—36 to 43ft.—Course 18 Miles—Start, 12:50.

Effort, F. M. Smith 3 55 31 3 05 37

Challenge, W. T. Foote, Jr Withdrew.
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Sloops-Class M-30 to 36ft —Course 18 Miles-Start, 12 :50.

Spasm, E. King........ ......4 38 20 3 48 20

Leda. H. L. Maxwell ...5 54 00 4 04 00

Possiim, E. S. Ballou 4 49 35 3 59 35

Yawls—Class M—Not Over 36ft.—Course 18 Miles-Start, 12:50.

Spindrift, S. C. Weld Withdrew.

Sloops—Class N-25 to 30ft.-Course 18 Miles—Start, 12:50

Eupronzi, Alfred Peats ! 5' ^5
f X?"

«

Alerion, 'A. H. Alker 4 57 52 4 07 52

Mimosa. Treaor L. Park 4 52 59 4 02 d9

Zaza, G. P. Cranberry f
09 23 4 19 23

Hanley, C. D. Mallory..... 4 51 53 4 01 53

Gossip, P. M. Brooke.......*.. 4 59 ol 4 09 51

Raceabouts—Course 14% Miles—Start, 1:00.
„

Mavis, G. L. Pirie 3 56 43 2 56 43

Scamp, J. F. Pirie 3 o9 1, 2 59 17

Indian H. L. Maxwell 3 5i 33 2 57 33

Whistlew-ing H. M Crane 3 56 22 2 o6 22

Rogue, A. Bryan Alley 3 58 ^3 i Z6

Sloops-Class P-21 to 25ft.—Course 14% Miles-Start, 1:10.

Ojibwa5^ D. P. Morse 3 58 .50 2 48 50

Chingacngook 3 52 aO 2 42 50

RobiS Hood. G. E. Gartland 3 57 59 2 47 59

Larchmont 21ft Class—Course 9 Miles—Start. 1:10.

liouri, J. H. Esser 4 41 12 3 31 12

Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer 4 14 44 3 04 44

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft.—Course 9 Miles—Start, 1:15

Enos E D Mead . 3 43 05 2 id 05

GL°abo^N°P. Vulte. 3 41 18 2 26 18

Neola, J. R. Johnson, Jr 3 41 37 IBE
Malillian . . 3 43 20 2 28 20

Catboats—21ft. Class—Course 9 Miles—Start, 1:15.

Little Joe, Samuel Lynes 3 45 31 2 30 31

Sloops—Class R—Kot Over 18ft.—Course 9 Miles—Start, 1:20.

Chipmunk. T. S. Young 3 40 09 2 25 09

Cricket, H. C. Pryer 3 45 18 2 25 18

New Rocheile One-Design Class—18ft.—Course 9 Miles—Start, 1:25.

Knave, R. M. Bavier .3 44 10 2 19 10

Ace. W. N. Bavier ......... .3 45 45 2 20 45

Caper, O. E. Howard 3 44 26 2 19 26

Manhasset One-Design Class—18ft.—Course 9 Miles—Start, 1:25.

Firefly Guv Standing 3 47 32 2 22 32

Mist, T. W. Alker 3 49 53 2 24 53

Bab, J. R. Hoyt 3 47 54 2 22 54

Arizona, G. A. Corry 3 49 24 2 24 24

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 3 49 22 2 24 22

Horseshoe Harbor One-Design Class—Course 9 Miles—Start. 1:25.

His Knibbs, L. M. Winship 3 53 13 2 28 13

Gloomy Gus. L. H. Riley 3 57 16 2 32 16

Indra, W. S. Aibee 3 58 21 2 30 21

Catherine, R. AV. Robinson 3 54 29 2 29 29

Lark Class—Course 9 Miles—Start, 1:20.

Askme. John Tyson 3 05 20 1 36 20

Lobster, 'A. M. Brush 2 59 35 1 30 35

Bantam, T. Page 3 10 25 1 41 25

Wasp, J. H. McKenna 3 08 15 1 39 15

Indian Harbor Sailboats—Course 9 Miles—Start, 1:25.

Cero 3 52 40 2 27 40

The winners were Mineola, Effort, Spasm, Hanley,
Whistlewing, Chingacngook, Adelaide, Gazabo, Chip-
munk, Knave, Firefly, His Knibbs and Lobster,

DUXBURY, MASS.

Friday, July 4.

A RACE of the Duxbury Y. C. was sailed off Duxbury
on Friday, July 4, in a fluky northwest breeze. The boats

were reefed at the start, but finished with whole sail.

The summary

:

18ft. Knockabouts.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Question, H. H.^ Hunt 1 39 52

Domino, C. C. Clapp 14132
Miladi IL, F. R. Adams 1 41 39

Aspinquid, C. M. Foster 1 43 31
Osprey, C. R. Tain 1 44 28

Bohemia, A. B. Holmes 1 46 39

Handicap Class.
Nautilus. Simmons 1 48 46 1 33 29

Scamper, Reed Bros 1 52 35 1 36 48

Challenge, E. B. Atwood 1 41 36 1 38 28

Solitaire, B. B. Baker 2 03 08 1 39 4^
Dolphin, N. Morton 1 45 20 1 41 38

In It, Watson Bros 1 44 53 1 41 40

Saturday, July 5.

Ladies' day was held by the Duxbury Y. C. on Satur-

day, July 5. The races were started in a light breeze

from the southeast, but the wind died down before the

finish, and slow times were made. The summary:
Knockabout Class.

Elapsed.
Miladi, F. R. Adams 2 12 50

Domino, C. C. Clapp 2 14 38

Kitawake, H. M. Jones 2 16 23
Question, H. H. Hunt 2 18 55
usprey, A. Train : ^ ..... ^ . . . 2 21 03
Aspinquid. C. M. Foster 2 23 45
Botiemia, A. B. Holmes., 2 34 58

Handicap Class.
In It, Watson Bros 2 15 50
Nautilus, Simmons 2 17 51
As You Like It, W. T. Whitman 2 19 33
Scamper, Reed Bros. 2 21 02
Fedora, H. Hunt 2 21 08
Aureolus, Kellogg 2 29 48
Random, S. Cushman Withdrew.

Jttbilec Y4 C.

BEVERLY, MASS.

Friday, July 4.

A REGATTA of the Jubilee Y. C. was sailed in Salem
Bay on Friday, July 4, in a puffy, off-shore breeze from
the northwest. The summary:

Class A—25-footers.
Elapsed.

Adina, E. T. Foster 1 -ii 45

Ircnsit Edward Miller 1 38 57

Elf, Charles Prescott 1 39 34

Class B—21-£ooters.

M. L. E., W. L. Maloon 1 41 40

Phyllis, C. E. Morgan Withdrew.

Class C.
Lelia, D. W. Taylor 1 54 50

Vega, Pickett 2 03 42

Rita. Jos. Rock 2 06 33

Class D.
Walter, Walter Allev '. 1 21 42

Barty, David Coleman .1 22 25
No Name, B. L. Morse , ....Withdrew.
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Fixtores.

July 14.—Bisley, England.—Forty-third annual prize meeting of
the National Rifle Association of Great Britain.

.Vug. 26-Sept. 6.—Sea Girt, N. J.—Annual tournament of the
National Rifle Association of America, New Jersey State Rifle As-
sociation and United States Revolver Association.

Clncintiatl Rifle AssociaUon.

QtNciNNATi, O.—The following scores were made in regular

competition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at

Four-Mile House, Reading Road. Conditions: 200 yards, offhand,

at the German Ring target. Payne was declared champion for the

day with the fine score of 231. Weather clearing. Thermometer
70 degrees. Wind, fish-tail from 4 to 8 o'clock. This club will

hold a return team match with the Indianapolis Club on tlaeir

grounds on the 29th. , , , .

June 22. Honor. Medal.
Payne 231 223 222 221 218 25 22 24—71 20 16 21-57

Gitidelc 222 219 217 215 213 24 25 22—71 21 21 24—66

Nestler 222 208 207 205 204 19 18 6-43 18 21 21—60

Strickmelr 220 214 211 209 208 23 24 24—71 19 19 23-61

Ha'^enzahl 218 212 212 210 210 21 20 21—62 24 20 18-62

Speth 214 211 199 196 .. . 21 21 1.8-60 22 21 14-57

Roberts 207 207 206 205 197 24 21 19-€4 15 17 17—49

Lux 210 203 201 197 195 21 19 16—56 17 23 22-62

Uckotter 205 198 197 196 183 21 23 23—57 14 IS 17—50

Tonscher 204 198 196 196 195 22 10 2.5-.57 21 23 22—66

"Hofcr 201 194 191 190 174 22 13 23—58 16 15 10—41

Trounstine 1S6 1S5 179 178 174 IS 17 19—54 18 15 23-.56

Odell 1S5 176 161 20 20 25-65 19 17 22-58

Topf 179 159 157 143 146 8 7 16-.31 16 10 22-48

Mat. Gindele now holds the range record with the fine score of

233. This beats the former record made by Payne by one point,

he having scored 232, which has stood high for several years.

The lattei- expresses a determination to go after the record again.

He has now returned to the fold, having been visiting in the

East for the past two months. The incident of the day was the

tieing of three members for lirst place on the Flonor target with

the good score of 71. ...
The following scores were made in regular competition by

members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading Road, July 6. Conditions: 200 yards, ofl'hand, at the

German Ring target. Hasenzahl was declared champion for the

day with the good score of 226. Weather, strong and clearing.

Thermometer 97. Wind from 4 to 6 in the a.m.; changing to 10

to 2 in the afternoon.
Honor.

Hasenzahl ..226 220 217 215 210 24 22 21-67

Pavne 225 213 209 209 209 20 16 20-56

Strickmeir"::.".... 219 216 214 213 212 24 23 20-67

Nestler 218 217 210 207 206 22 14 20-56
T " 213 209 207 205 201 17 21 20—58

Soeth .'. 216 214 210 209 206 23 22 21-66

Roberts''' 204 203 201 198 193 19 25 22-66

Brmi^ 204 198 187 185 167 16 10 25-51

Tonscher 202 185 179 179 169 18 19 20—57

{jckotter
'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'. 190 187 184 182 180 22 20 19-61

Trounstine 179 167 164

Rifle at Shell Moond.

San Francisco, June 30.—Yesterday proved a favor.ible day at

Shell Mound as regards weather conditions. The most notable

work done was that of D. B. Faktor, who made three consecti-

tive 72"s in the Germania 3-shot competition. Scores:

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, monthly bullseye shoot—J. von
Husen 50, F. Koch 328, D. B. Faktor 334. John Utschig 347, Louis

Bendel -380, F. Brandt 436, D. Salfield 437, F. P. Schuster 44b,

August Jungblut 483, J. C. Waller 483, F. Gooss 495. H. .Zecher

499 A Mocker 502, R. Stettin 568, John de Wit 595. S. Heino 623,

J. Gefken 683. -August Pape 829, H. Lilkendey 947, N. Ahrens 973.

Germania Schuetzen Club, monthly bullseye shoot—F. Brandt

292, F. E. Mason 324, T. Gefken 423, N. Ahrens 470, George H.

Bahrs 472, S. Heino 658, O. Bremer 682, D. B. Faktor 737.

Germania Schuetzen Club, competition for trophies—F. E. Ma-
son 225, A. Gehret 223, D. B. Faktor 221, John Utschig 221, F. P.

Schuster 220, Otto Bremer 209. ^ ^ r-o -o 1 .

Competition for cash prizes—F. E. Mason (2, T). B. taktor U,

F. P. Schuster 71, A. Gehret 71, D. Salfield 71, Louis Dendel il,

.\ugust Jungblut 69.
ROEEL.

From the Sun we take the following concerning the ^ death of

a gentleman eminent in the field of manufacture: "John H.
Hall president of the Colt Firearms Manufacturing Co., died

yesterdav in Hartford. On Friday, June 6, he suffered a stroke

of apoplexv and since that time his death had been onlj' a ques-

tion of days. Mr. Hall \vas born in Portland, Conn., March 24,

1849 He succeeded to a quarry business in his native town, which

had been in his family for several generations, and largely de-

veloped it by combinations and extensions. He was recognized

as a successful business man, when he was asked to come to

Hartford in 1888 and take the management of the Colt company.

Since Mr Hall's connection with the company began, its busi-

ness had largely developed. In politics Mr. 1-lall was a Demo-
crat He served one term as State Senator in 1895-6. Lie was a

director of many Hartford institutions, was prominent in the

Episcopal Church and was a thirty-second degree Mason. He
leaves a widow, one son and one daughter."

—®

—

If you want your ihoot to be aaaouaced here tend a

aotice like the following:

Fixtures.

July 10.—Sistersville. W. Va.—Midsummer target handicap tour-

nament, of the Sistersville Gun Club.

July 10-11.—Mobile, .Ma.—Mobile Gun Club s target tournament.

July 14-15.—Tomah, Wis,—Tomah Gun Club's target tournament.

July 15.—Kingsville, Ont,—Fifth annual tournamgijt of the Kings-

ville Gun Club.
. ,

July 15-16.—Grafton, N. D.—Grafton Gun Club .s touniament.

July 15-16.—Charlottes, Va.—Annual merchandise shoot of the

Charlottesville and University of Virginia gun clubs. G. L. Bruf-

fey, Sec'y.
July 16-17.—Wabash. Ind.—Wabash Gun Club's tournament,

July 16.—.\lgona, la.—Algona Gun Club's tournament.

July 16-17,—McConnelsville, O.—First annual tournament of the

McConnelsville Gun Club, J. F. Dover, Sec'}-.

July 16-17.—Allentown, Pa,—Two days' target tournament under
the auspices of the John F. Weiler Gun Club.

July 16-18.—TitusviUe, Pa.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the 'Titusville Gun Club. T. L.
Andrews, Sec'y.

July 17-18.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two days' tourpafnent of the Pcfeis
Cartridge Co., under the auspices of the Dixie Gup Club; ?1S0

added. V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.

July 21-23.—Winnipeg, Man.—Sixth annual trapshooting tourna-

ment of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition Association. F. W.
Henbach, Gen'l Mgr.
July 22-23.—Greenville, Miss.—^Mississippi and Louisiana Trap

shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, Sec'j
Natchez, Miss.
July 23-25.—Bay Ridge A, A, Co,, Md.—J. R. Mslone's eighth

annual midsummer tournament; $200 added money; two days
prise Gun Club. Geo. W. Mains, Sec'y.

July 24.—Pottstown, Pa.—Opening shoot of the Shyler Qm Cl»b
on its new grounds; open to all.

July 24-25.—Ann Arbor, Mich.—Third tournament of the Michi-
gan State Trapshooters' League.
July 25.—Salem, O.—Salem Gun Club's tournament.
July 25-26.—East Alton, 111.—Wann Gun Club's amateur tourna-

ment,
July 29-31.—Newton, la,—Southeastern Iowa Shooting Associa-

tion's third annual amateur tournament.
July 28-Aug. 2.—Atlanta, Ga,—-Peters Cartridge Company's tour-

nament.
Aug. 5-8.—Asheville, N. C—Tournament g^iven by Col.' J. T

Anthony and Maj. E. P. McKissick.
Aug. 6-7.—Marietta, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna

ment, under the auspices of the Columbian Gun Club. Chas.
Bailey, Sec'y.
Aug. 12-13.—Birmingham, Ala.—^Third annual Alabama State

target tavrnament, under the auspices of the Birmingham Gva
Club- K. H. Baugh, Sec'y.

Aug. 13-14.—Brunswick, Me.—The Interstate Association's tour-
nament, under the auspices of the Brunswick Gun Club. L. C.
Whitmore. Sec'y.

Aug. 14-16.—Hamilton, Ca;n.—Dominion Trapshooting and Cramc
Protectrre Aseodation's tournament.

Aug. 19-90.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap»
shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, Sec'y,
Natchez, Mise.
Aug. 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club; first day, handicap and R. I. clam bake; second day,
regular programme.
Aug. 26-29.—Okoboji, la.—Amateur shooting tournament, under

management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.—Hav<yhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.

Sept. 2-3.—Tiflin, O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-
fin Gun Chib; $75 added. L. D. Arndt, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4.—Nappanee, Ind.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club. B. B. Maust,
Sec'y,

Sept. 3-D.—Richmond^ Ind.—Richmond Gun Club's handicap
shoot.
Sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.^Erie City Rod and Gun Club'i. handicap

tournament at targets. Open to all; |200 added. A. N. Aitken,
Sec'y.

Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;
open to the world.

Sept. 15-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth
tournament of the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.
Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs, Sec'y.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H. H.
McCumber, Sec'y.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H indioap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Sattir-

day afternoon.
Chicago. 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-aecond avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.
First Saturday of each month for a year, Bumside.—Contest for

the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals: lO live birds; 25 targets;
open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, pueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Caf6 and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to
Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broad-way,
Neiv York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
D.^Y OF EACH WEEK.

The programme of the eighth annual tournament to be held
at Bay Kidge. A. A. county, Md., July 23, 24 and 25, is open to all.
there will be $200 in added money. On Wednesday and Thurs-
day, the first two days, the open-to-all programme is' alike, eleven
events, alternately 15 and 20 targets, Sl.Sv and S1.75 entrance.
Also, on the first and second days, there is a county programme.
On the first day there are eight events for county amateurs only;
of these, four are at 15 targets, $1 entrance; three are at 20 tar-
gets, $1.40 entrance; and No. 8 is at 50 targets. $1 entrance, for
a handsome silver cup. Four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent
in sweeps.^ On the second day the county programme "for County
Shooters," has five events, two at 15, two at 20 targets, and No.
5, a four-man team race, at 100 targets, entrance $2 per man.
This is open to any four men of any county in Maryland; 1st, $35;
2d, $15. Each team must send $4 on or before Julv 21, or a penalty
will be added. The third day will be devoted to" live bird compe-
tition. Event 1 is at 7 birds, .$5 entrance, high guns. Event 2
is at 10 birds, $7, two moneys, 60 and 40 per cent. Event 3 is
at 20 birds, $10, three moneys. 50, 30 and 20 per cent. The fore-
going are followed by three .$2 miss and outs. In event 3, known
as the Bay Ridge handicap, the winner, in addition to first money,
will receive a handsome sterling silver trophy, value $50. Two
shot,_ miss and out in this event. The added money, $50, each
dav in the target events, is to be given as average money to the
ten highest scores on the reverse system, as follows: First and
2d, $3 each; 3cl and 4th, $4 each; 5th and 6th. $5; 7th and Sth,
$6; 9th and 10th, $7 each, A gold medal will be given each day
to high average. Handicaps in target evetits, 14 tP 20 vards; in
live bird events, g5 tp 32^ yards. Handicap cgmmittee,' Messrs,
J. C. Hicks, L. German, W. Chew and Dr. Lupus. Grounds will
be open for practice on July 22. A contestant may shoot for tar,
gets only. Shooting commences at 10;36 sharp, Shells for sale
on the grounds. Targets 2 cents. Two gets of traps will be used.
Guns and shells shipped to J, R. Malone, 2671 Pennsylvania ave.
nue, will be received and taken to the grounds, Mr. Malone is
the manager of the tournament. Buy Ridge is situated on Chesa-
peake Bay, at the mouth of the Severn River, 36 miles from Balti-
more by rail. It has a fine bathing beach, boating and fishing.
There is a first-class hotel 011 the grounds; those who wish to
secure rooms in advance should communicate with Mr. Malone.
Trains leave Camden Station, Eutaw and Camden Streets, daily,
over the Baltimore & Annapolis Short Line, at 8:50 a.m. and 1:30
P.M. Round trip 50 cents. Leave Washington daily at 9:10 a.m.
and 11:55 p.m.

The Breeder and .Sportsman, San Francisco, in its issue of
June 28, states as follows: "Trapshooting is apparently having
a boom throughout the interior of the State. Many gun clubs
have recently been organized. The sport seems to have attracted
the attention of many new shooters and bids fair to maintain a
renewed interest among sportsmen. * » * The California In-
animate Target Association is to all intents and purposes an insti-
tution of the past. At a meeting of such representative officers and
club delegates as could be convened on the 23d inst., the senti-
ment of those present was fpr disorganizaf ion, because uufiep t}ie
existing stage of aflfairs it wouljl be impossible ' to carry out apy
proposed measures or transact any business wfiatsoeyer as the thep
status of the organizafipu was sj^ich, fjy reason of tjie jiis)3andrn'ent
of several clubs, tjiat unfler thp goyerpijig coflstittitipn and l^y-
laws nothing cpulfl be {lone by the bpard of gofernops in accor^r
ance therewith. This gontreternps cpuld jiaye been ayoijiejl ha4
there been S megtins" Igst year fjny tiine pre^n'ous tp flip 'wit|l-
drawal of several clubs and their representatives when the prppef
amendments, etc., to the by-laws, etc., cp^ald haye begn afioptgt}-
After thg affairs of the olfl insgocifttion were wpufid Un, thg
preliniinary forHi,atipn was ma,de of a new organization, based
on similar lines, liuf: further reaching in its scope. The new
associatipn was called the Papific Coast Trap Shooting Associar
tion, Temporary organization was etfected with jjir. W- S. Geofge,
of Antioch, presiflent; pi'o tem, T. L. f^ewis, vice-president; W." J.
Street, secretary. These gentlemen, (ogether with A. M. Shield's,
wre" constituted a committee to (jraft a coi-(SfitHtipn and by-laws
an.d formulate rules. The next meeting will be held at the call of
this cpmmittee, It is the intention pf t};e organizers to have an
individual .upmbership. of shobtgfs, instead pf a club representa-
tion. Membership iu ibf n.ew ggsQci'gJion \yifl |)e open to glj
sportsmen of the coast." " "' .

•
•
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At the Michigan State Trapshooters' League second annual
tpiirnament, held at Jackson, July 1 and 2, there were three ties

on 24 for the expert championship medal, between Messrs. Wood,
John Parker and Chas, Caleb, the latter wining the shoot-off by
bpeaking 25 straight, Mr, P. A. W. Fitzsimmons, of Tecumseh,
won the semi-expert and Mr, W, C.- Someryille, pf Flint, won the
amateur medal.

Mr. C. T. Chubb, secretary, under date of July 2, writes us as
follows: "There will be a tournament, held at Algona, Ja.,
Wednesday, July 16, under the direction of the Algona Gun'CIub.
Twelve 15-bir4 events, $1.50 entrance, and $3 added to each event,
jg the programme. Professionals welcome to shoot for targets
onb'. We have fine grounds; good hptels, and a very large gun
club. Send for programaies."

is

The team match, shot on Outwater's grounds, at Carlstadt, N.
J., July 2, between Messrs. E. Kattengell and Count Lenone
against Messrs. A. Dietzel and F. Gerbolini, 25 birds, $25 per man,
resulted in a victory for Messrs. Kattengell and Lenone by a
score of 4J. to 38.



SB

The secretaries of gun clubs who send the programmes of
their club tournaments to us for purposes of review in the same
week that said tournaments take place, should calmly ponder over
the fact that it is not news to state that a thing will happen after
that very thing has already happened.

It

On July 12, at 2 o'clock, East Side Gun Club's grounds, New-
ark, N. J., the Richmond Gun Club will hold a live-bird shoot.
Sweepstakes will be the main feature. Mr. A. A. Schoverling is

the secretary. His address is P. O. Box 475, New York.

Mr. J. H. Cutwater, Carlstadt, N. J., announces an all-day
-shoot at his place, July 17, the programme of which is 7 birds,
$5; 20 birds, $10 entrance; birds included in each event, to be
followed by miss and outs.

at

The third tournament of the Michigan State Trapshooters'
League will be held at Ann Arbor, July 24 and 25.

Bernaru Waters.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Cripple Creek of ColoradOf

Chicago, 111., July 5.—The following were the scores made at

the last weekly shoot of the Cripple Creek Shotgun Club:

Targets: 25 25 * 25
Events: 12 3 4

Curry 16 17 .. ..

Cunningham 16 17 17 15
King 19 20 16 21
Matlock 21 19 ...

.

Glover 20 20 15 18

announces its handicap shoot
E. Hough.

Targets : 25 25 * 25
Events: 12 3 4

Stoddard, Sr 15 19 18 21
Cameo 21 17 . . 20
Price 17 22 ...

.

Tolman 18 19 . . 22

Woodruff 12 13 11 14
Woodruff, Jr 12
*Fifteen singles and five pairs.

Richmond, Ind., Gun Club
Sept. 3-5.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gtia Club.

Chicago, July 5.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to day on the occasion of the third trophy shoot of the
second series. Marshall and Thomas tied for Class A trophy on
22; Marshall won on shoot-off. P. McGowan won Class B on 20,

and Monighan won Class C on 19. A straight south wind blew
across the traps, making the shootnig quite difficult. Owing to
the absence of many of our members from the city on Foiu'th of
July excursions, the attendance was not up to standard, only
fifteen members lining up for trophy event. The day was beauti-
fully clear, and aside from the strong wind, an ideal one for

target shooting:
Tenth trophy shoot, 25 targets:

J W Meek 1111010110011010011110101—16
C H Kehl 1011110111100101111000010—15
A Marshall 1101111101111111101111111—22
K S Leete 1001010111111000100011110—14
W T Johnson 1111100101010011111110111—18
A McGowan 1011011001101111110110101—17
P McGowan : . . .1111100110111111111100111—20
L Thomas 1011111111111111111001111—22
T Eaton 1111111101100111111011011—20
M G Eldred 0001110001111110000111001—13
Monighan 1101110101110111110110111—19
G W Drinkwater 1011111101100110010111011—17

J C Dofter 0111111111101111111111111—23

J McDonald 1010111111111111100101011—19
C T Keck 0111101010101001010110111—15

Sweeps, at 10 targets:
Events : 1

Meek 6
Kehl 7
Marshall 7
Leete 7
Johnson 8

A McGowan ... 4
P McGowan... 9

4 5 6 Events: 12 3
7 9 10 Thomas 9 8 6

4 7.. T Eaton 6 7 8
9 10 9 Eldred 6
5 5 10 Monighan 6
6 6 .. Drinkwater 7
6 6 7 Dofter

5 6
9 8
9 10
4 ..

7 ..

7 10 8
8 7..

4
10
8

t!

8

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Brooklyn Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., July 4.—The main event of the Brooklyn Gun
Club's shoot to-day was event 8, a handicap, in which all stood at
16yds. save Mr. Welles, who was at 18. The scores:

Events

:

Targets

:

T.oebel

May . .

.

Newton

Wilson .

Kelley .

Charles
Millican
Fess . .

.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

10 15 lOp 15 25 5p 25 25
10 .. 15 25 21 20
6 .. 13 21 17 18
9 .. 9 18 15 15
7 10 10 15

7
13 12

7 9 .. 12 15
7 8 13 8 14 13 19
7 9 13 8 16 12
8 10 ,

.

17 16
2 16 8

9 .. 10 14 5 11
'4

i9

Birch Brook Gun Club.

Lynn, Mass., July 5.-—Eighteen shooters faced the traps at
Lynnhurst Saturday afternoon, July 5, and among them were sev-
eral shooters from Amesbury, of whom, Lockwood, Allen, Hatch
and Spofford did some good shooting. Mr. Colville, representa-
tive of the Dupont Powder Co., was present and made over 90

per cent, breaking 113 out of 125 shot at. No. 1 was merchan-
dise; No. 2 was the medal event. Scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Targets: 30 50 15 20 10 10 10 5p 5p 10 10 10 10 25

Lambert 25 39 8 9 9 8 7 6 .

.

Everett 20 36 ... . 7 . . . . 9 10
Riley 23 38 8 9
Hastings 19 33 .. ..

Dudley 17 25 . . ..

Hebbard 24 35 . . .

.

Straw 20 35 ...

.

Rowe 24 38 .. ..

Allen (Lynn) t,^.. . 8
Barry 17
Colville 26 .. 13 20

Lockwood 11 17

Allen (Amesbury) 13 12

Hatch 12 15

Spofford 13 18

Ludden 9 10

7 8 8 ..

3 9 8 ..

8 8 20
'5

6
9 9

10 10
7
9

5 21
7 19
9 19
8 15

Henry Rood, Sec'y.

Standard Gun Club.

Baltimore, Md., June 24.—The Standard Gun Club has made
preparations for a shoot July 4 of special interest, a championship
cup race being the main feature. Any resident of Maryland is

elifi;ible to contest for it.

Tn the seventh club shoot, held to-day, Messrs. Lester German
and Harry Dupont led the club in the £0-bird event with 47

breaks. J. W. Chew was second, Storr .third, Malone, John and
A. R. M' broke 42. Following are scores made yesterday:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets: 10 15 10 15 50 Targets: 10 15 10 1? 50

Chew 10 14 9 13 46 John 8 13 . . . . 42

Dupont 10 13 10 12 47 Franklin .......... 9 12 .... .36

Peters 7 9 10 10 34 Malone 10 15 .. .. 42

ARM. 8 13 10 14 42 Clabrough 9 12 ..

Chelf 7 9 5 11 . . Roberts 10 13 .

.

German 10 13 9 .. 47 White 5 10 ..

Stbrr 10 15 .. .. 45

41
35

30

From Mr. M. F. Ltndsley.

King's Mili-s, O., July 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: If you
will kindly grant me space, I wish to thank the many friends of
Mrs. Lindsley and myself who have extended to me their

sympathy in this my time of sorrow. M. F, Lindsley.

FOREST AND STREAM.

Jackson Park Gun Club.

Paterson, N. J., July 4.—The Jackson Park Gun Club held a lit-

tle shoot this afternoon at their grounds which proved to be quite
interesting, as the scores will show.
This shoot was gotten up on short notice, since last Wednes-

day, and a few cards were sent out to some of ovu", nearby friends.
The live_ birds were ordered in New York on Thursday and were

delivered in Paterson in good condition at 9 o'clock this morning.
They were an exceptionally good lot, quick to take wing. There
were very few sitters, .and some were fast enough to suit any one.
Capt. Money came down early and went straight to the grounds,

where I found him, and proposed to him that we go over to
Ryles' Park, a beautiful place on the banks of the Passaic River,
about .300yds. from our grounds. After congratulations by Tom
Ryle,_ the Captain espied the ping pong tabic, and he was soon
exercising himself. He proposed a game with me. 1 soon had
enough, as the Captain appeared more like a youngster and was in
the best of trim. I introduced him to a friend of mine, who I did
not know could play, and they w-ere soon at the game, and gave
an exhibition which was very interesting. They played two games
which were very close and brought out plenty of encouragement for
each contestant.
Returning to the shooting grounds, we found Morgan, Hopper

and Capt. Powers. Capt. Money soon challenged Hopper to a
5-bird match for the price of the birds. They were soon at it.

Money lost his first, a corker, skimming along the grounds till

one yard over bounds. Capt. Powers was after Morgan with the
same proposal, and they started in as soon as the others finished.
The Captain got the worst of the bargain. He was game, and
they fought it out in the next event, a tie on the first 5/ and then
Powers struck his gait. Several other shooters had arrived by
this time, a large crowd. The heat was something awful for a
time.
The first regular event, 10 birds, had six entries, and produced

some fine shooting. The second event, 15 birds, produced some
more fine shooting and good birds. Morgan and Money seemed
to get the cream of them. Hopper and Doty shot in good form
and time, and took the money. The tiilrd event, .$1 miss-and-out to
finish the birds, as there were not enough for another event; they
only shipped ns 200—all they had. Ten birds, $5; 15 birds, .$7.

We soon had them at the targets, and more entries. Capt. Monev
was in great form losing but 7 out of 95. Powers, Wright and
Doty were in good form also. Capt. Money and Doty had a little
battle by themselves; first 25 each scored 21; second 2.5, Doty 24,
Capt. Money 23.

The club is under the management of a board of managers now,
and we look for more shooting. Garry Hopper drove us all over
to the Ryle Park I^odge, where we were invited to partake of
chowder, crabs, lobster.s and plenty of refreshments, which finished
a good afternoon.

No. 1. _ No. 2.

Money, 30 *1111—4 1210111111— 9
Hopper, 29 12222—5 2222002222— 8
Morgan, 29 22221—5 2122*0*022— 6
Powers, 29 11100-3 2202212221— 9
Doty, 30 2201221*22— 8
Stalter, 29 2122122102— 9

No. 3:

Money, 30 021120112120**1—10 Powers, 28 02022*121011222—11
Hopper, 29.... 022222222222222—14 Doty, .30 2222222*2220222—13
Morgan, 28. . .022202021222220—11 Stalter, 29 22*220210022121—11

Miss-and-out; Doty 2, Money 0, Stalter 2, Powers 2, Hopper 0,
Morgan 1, Wright 1, Money 2, Hopper 0.

Fifteen targets, 75 cents entrance: Money 15, Doty 9, Morgan 8,

Powers 1.3, Wright 14, Hughes 8, Plopper 9, Mathews 11, Malloy 13,
Stalter 6.

Fifteen targets, 75 cents entrance: Money 15, Powers 14, Wright
12, Hopper 7, Doty 14, Malloy 9, Morgan 10, Mathews 5, Money
14, Doty 13, Powers 11.

Match. 25 targets: Money 21, Doty 21. Money 23, Doty 24.

Dutcher.

East Side Guq Club.

Sagixaw, Mich.—The East Side Gun Club, of Saginaw, gave a
very pleasant shoot at their grounds in Stolz woods. The
threatening weather in the morning discouragea many who would
have turned out otherwise.
The shooters from out of town present were: H. Waters, of New

York, representing Laflin & Rand Powder Company; J. Cole, of

Massachusetts, representing U. M. C. Company; J. C. Graves, of
Midland; L. R. Grossell, G. W. Varnum, Wm. Grant and T.
Miller, of Vassar; W. B. Jarvis, of Grand Rapids.
Bay City sent the following delegation of shooters: J. Cotter, Sr.,

J. Cotter, Jr., C. A. Russell, S. C. Allen, E. I. Flues, F. F. Haga-
man and F. Johnson.

Events : 1

Targets : 15
Meissenburg 15
Sibbald 7
Hagaman 15
Russell 12
Zeigin 12
Allen 11
Flues 10
Lafayette 10
Popp 12
Merrill 12
Endert 9

F Wolf 9
Hill 10

J P Derby, Jr 6

J Ditz 7
Krogman 6

Schmidt 7
Smith 6
Messner 7

Scheib 11
H Henny 4
Pardrige 2
Winey 6

Baumgartner 9

J Cotter, Sr 9

J Cotter, Jr ; 8

F Johnson 13
Lown 2

Bastian , 10
Grossell 11
Grant 8
Varnum 13
Bluemlein '. .. 8

Graves 11
Slade
H Waters 14
Jarvis 8

W Davis
T Davis
Marble
Leitow
Mees
G Schaitberger .

Dietrich
Herman
Breck 13
Carrigan
Lynch
Letterman
Miller

2 3 4
15 15 15
13 14 15
3 4 5

10 10 12
12 12 12
11 13 12
11 14 12
11 12 12
11 12 6

14 9 7
9 12 12

13 12 11
6 7 8

12 6 10
7 5 5

10 13
12 14
6 9

11 10
10 7 8
13 10 14
13 6 !>

7 5 ..

7
7

10

5 6 7

15 15 10
IS 13 8

5 6 3
12 12 8

12 12 8
14 13 9
11 11 10
10 12 8
7 8 5

13 8 5
10 12 10
12 15 6
10 9 8

14 7 7
9 5 6

U 10 4
6 8 8
6 10
7 11

5 5
11 13

12 12
12 11
7 14

7
9

13 14 10
5 8

713
14

11
12

13 11 12
9 11 13
7 4

4 S

.. 1 ..

15 15 13
10 9 8
.. 9 ..

.. 9 ..

6
7

8 11 8
9 12 9
8 10 5

13 8 8

11 io
'7

12 7 7
8 9 7
8 11 9

S 4 S 4

14 15
6 5

10 10
2 4
2

11
11 12 11 14 11 9

5
7 8

13

Broke.
91
33
79
80
84
SO
75
57
68
77
77
57
66
43
62
61
54
58
44
77
54
14
20
68

69
61
79

15
69
71
68
74
19
47
1
95
49
9
Q

16
22
3«
20
22
28
81
5

5
21
22

H. W. Merrill, Sec'y.

Haverhill Gun Club.

Haverhill, Mass., July 4.—Our holiday shoot failed to draw
our usual attendance, but those shooters who toed the line kept
busy. The day, so far as weather goes, was ideal, and that fact

must surely have had an influence with the contestants, for most
of them shot very badly.
Events 5, 6 and 7, 50-target prize match, was won as follows:

Dickey, 22 yards, 1st, sole leather gun case; Howe, 21 yards; Alli-

son, 19 yards, and Miller, 18 yards, scored 38, Miller winning in

shoot-oft', 2d, Thurtiian shooting blouse. Tozier, 18 yards; Bowen,
19 yards and Lambert, 22 yards, scoring 36, Tozier winning, 3d,

a Powers cleaning rod.

Plad not a good number of out-of-town shooters appeared our
numbers would have been small indeed. Among them was W. L.
Colville, the genial representative of the Dupont brand; "Bob"
Smith, of the Iver Johnson Co.; Pryor (Liraus), Richards, Cole
and Dennison.
Those named above have never visited us before, but declared

their intention of coming again. The old reliable four in number
one squad are no strangers, and are always welcome.

[July 12, 1^2,

.
Our next attempt will probably

sion of the Interstate Association
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
largets: 15 15 15 15 20 20 10

Dickey 13 14 10 13 14 16 9Howe IS 12 11 14 18 15 5
Allison 11 11 8 12 15 17 6
Puck 11 13 11 12 12 12 7
Lambert 14 14 10 13 15 14 7
Lnmis 7 5 9 6 8 9 6
Dennison .... 12 12 14 13 14 13 5
Smith 14 13 12 11 13 15 6
Colville 13 8 12 10 10 16 6
Cole 1,2 13 15 12 15 14 5
Miller 10 13 12 11 15 15 8
Tozier 10 11 12 12 16 13 7
Farrington . . 10 9 6 7 11 12 5
Bowen 12 12 12 14 14 16 6
Childs 10 6 10 9 11 12 4
(iraffam 10 9 10 13 16 2
Dodge 6 7 10 5
Richards 14 11 7
Curtis 9 5
Orne 4

be Aug. 27 and 28, on the occo-
tournament. The scores:

8 9 10 11 12 Shot
15 10 15 20 20 at. Broke. Av.
13 8 14 16 18 190 158 .831
10 9 11 19 16 190 153 .805
9 9 14 19 17 190 148 .778
8 8 11 13 14 190 132 .694
7 6 12 14 16 190 142 .747
7 5 8 13 13 190 96 .505

15- 5 11 17 14 190 145 .763
15 8 13 16 17 190 153 .805
12 6 13 15 13 190 134 .705
12 8 13 17 18 190 1.54 .810
11 6 13 11 11 190 136 .710
13 10 11 .. .. 1,50 115 .766
10 7 11 ... . 150 88 .586
13 125 99 .792
8 7 9.... 1.50 86 . 573

•• 95 60 . 631
65 28- .430

13 7 12 14 13 130 91 .700
30 14 .466

4 7 4 14 8 90 41 .455
S. G. Miller, Sec'y.

Riverside Gun Club.

.
Top,SHAM, Me., July 4.—The Riverside Shooting Club held their

mitial shoot on their new grounds this afternoon. The weather
was fine and everything went off pleasantly. All hands had a
general good time.
Entrance fee was based on 10 cents per target. Purses were

divided Rose system, 5, 3. 2, 1. Targets 2 cents. No
the shoot was open to all. The scores:
Events

:

Targets

:

handicaps.

Dv

A.

S
C
A

J P Go
F Hall

Atkinsons
Lancaster
Luce

F E Plall
Mariner ..

Jones

12 3 4 5 6 7 Shot
15 15 15 15 20 20 25 at. Broke.
11 13 15 11 19 13 21 125 103
12 12 14 11 16 15 23 125 103
11 14 12 12 13 16 23 125 102
13 8 13 10 18 15 22 125 99
9 14 13 11 16 14 16 125 93

10 10 11 12 19 15 16 125 93
9 9 11 14 15 15 20 125 93

10 9 H 11 15 14 23 125 93
14 5 12 12 18 11 19 125 91
11 10 13 11 16 13 17 125 91
11 11 13 10 14 13 19 125 91
10 11 10 11 14 12 21 125 89
12 10 8 10 13 14 16 125 83
12 8 9 7 16 13 17 125 82
10 11 9 7 13 12 19 125 81
9 6 9 9 14 13 16 125 76
9 8 12 10 11 9 17 125 76
9 6 8 9 13 13 18 125 76

10 7 10 6 13 11 15 125 72
10 4 8 8 13 8 15 125 66
7 7 4 10 10 8 9 125 55

10 7 11 9 10 .. 15 105 62
10 8 8 5 10 15 .

.

100 56
10 7 13 45 30
7 8 11 45 26
6 6 7 5 60 24
7 4 9 45 20
3 4 6 45 13
3 4 4 45 11

.. .11 9 11 14 .. 70 45
6 16 12 19

.. . , 8 ..

80

20
53
8Whitney

Shoot-off for first prize, 15 unknown and 5 pairs: Hunnewell 19,
Dunning 16.

Fred W. Atkinison, Sec'y.

Towanda Gun Club.

Towanda, Pa., July 4.—The tournament of the Towanda Gun
Club, the 15th annual meeting held to-day, was the most success-
ful shoot ever held here. The visitors were .Spencer Reed, of
Tunkhannock; J. W. Ensign and W. H. Stroh, of Pittston; H.
D. La Plant D. lliggins, W. J. Hall, Fred Allen, of Sayre; A. C.
Sterling, of Wilkes-barre; J. N. Knapp, of Auburn; C. S. Cottle,,
of Skaneateles Junction. Messrs. Cottle and Knapp tied for high
ave.rage, and they will decide the ownership of the silver medal
at some future date. Knapp won the gun case, Stroh the revolver
and Montayne the pin. Six men made averages above 86 per
cent. The scores;

Events : 1
Targets : 10

Knapp 9
Cottle 8
MdCabe 10
Montayne 9
Stroh 10
Reed 8
lliggins 5

Ensign 8
Ward 6

Scheufler 8
M Shores 10
Curran 8
LaPlant 5
Fanning 7
Dittrich 5
G Shores
Gregg
Weston
J ShinerW Shiner
Allen
Hall
Sterling
Ruggles

2 3 4
10 20 15
9 18 13

10 17 13
9 18 13
10 20 14
5 19 12
9 19 13
8 16 9

9 14 12

8 16 12
8 14 8

6 11 ..

.. 18 ..

6 14 11
5 .. 9

7 .. ..

5 6

10 15
8 12

10 13
10 11
10 12
9 10
9 14
8 10
7 14
8 11

10 10
8 ..

9 ..

7 8

7 8 9

20 20 10
16 19 10
18 19 8
18 17 9
18 16 '9

19 18 8
16 19 10
17 17 8
17 18 6
18 17 8
16 .. 8
.. 14 ..

14 18
.. 14

10 11 12
25 25 20
24 24 20
25 22 19
25 21 19
20 21 18
22 23 18
23 18 15

20 22 17
21 .. 17
22 18 .

.

Broke.
182
182
180
177
173
173
157

8 22 20
16

i4

12 .. 12 12

5 .. ..

11 . . .

.

18 16 6
6 .. 4

.. 13 ..

15 .. .. 14

Trap at Allentown,

Allentown, Pa., July 4.—The scores made at a joint shoot of
John F. Weiler Gun Club and the Allentown Rod and Gun Club,,
at the Duck Farm to-day, are appended:
Events: "

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12:

Targets ; 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25

.

8 10
10 10
9 V

10 8

3 4

9 9

8 7
8 10
8 9
1 4

7 10
7 8
7 8

7 9

9 10 10 10

7 8 6

9 10 8 10 10

4 9
6 10

O^ H Acker sW Desch 5
H Heil 6
M Desch 10
Jones 2
A W K 8 8

C F Kramlich 10
Knauss 9
Blose .. 9

Walker 9
Englert 7
Johnson 4
Gallagher 7
Kutz 5

Smith 7
Young 10 2 7
Ed 6 6 5

C Desch 6 5 4
Black 6 ..

Ben 9 6
Black 9

Parkes 6 6 3

Meyle 7

9 ..

8 10 21
8 9 22

19

8 10 9

7 8 10
9 10 10
5 .. ..

6 6 8 3 5

2 ..

6

Clearview Gun Club.

Dartiv, Pa., July 5.—Messrs. A. Edwards and J. Barr tied on
43 for first place in the fourth shoot of the prize series of twelve,
the conditions of' which are 50 tgrgets, handicap rise, two highest
guns out of ten shoots to win. The scores:

Handicap. First. Second. Total.
A Edwards

16

22 21 43

J Barr

16

21 22 43
W Harrison

18

19 22 41
H B Fisher

18

21 19 40
F MuUer

17

21 17 38
H Leight

16

17 17 34
P Jones

16

19 15 34
Dr Plarvey

16

15 15 30

L Franklin

16

14 16 30

W Farwell

16

13 10 23.
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Michigan State Leagrwe Toafnament*

Such a continual rainfall as that of the past two months cannot

be recalled by the oldest inhabitant. On Monday a drizzling rain

fell continually, and when the morning sun shone out bright on

Tuesday morning those interested in the Michigan btate J^eague

tournament July 1 and 2, began to imagine they had been ushered

into some foreign climate where the air is purified by the glowing

sunshine. No wonder then that a large and most enthusiastic

gathering of the Michigan trapshooters were early on the grounds

at Michigan Center, the splendid grounds used by the Jackson

club, and presided over by Charles Sarvis, who shows by his

arrangements of the grounds to be the right man in the proper

position. , .

We found a magautrap and a Sergeant system facing to the north-

east, with a good background, sun shining bright with a slight

north wind that elevated the targets slightly. Taking the layout as

a whole, everything was favorable for good scores.

Jackson has an actual membership of less than ten men, but they

are workers. There was Smith in the office, Linabury doing the

squad hustling, while here and there, and all about the grounds

might at all times be seen Wolcott, Crosier, Dr. White, Dr. De
May Dr. Taft and Mr. Thompson, most of them shooting in the

events and making good scores. Thus it is not surprising that

everything passed off in clockwork order.

Beside this array of home talent, there was present that old-

timer and energetic tournament manager, the only Jack Parker,

ready to assist whenever a little advice became necessary.

A litle canvass revealed the fact that Detroit had a good delega-

tion in Tack Parker, A. Toll, J. H, Cox, H. Guthard, Jacob Klein,

A. J. Stanley, Owen Scotton, Mr. Wood' and Joe Marks. Ann
Arbor turned out with W. W. Wadhams, A. Cullom, B. F.

Schumacher and W. Carson. Flint had the good shots and medal
winners, W. C. Somerville, Chas. Caleb, A. D. Caldwell and T. E.

Houghton. Battle Creek was a little shy, but carried away
honors with Max Hensler, A. R. Hensler and Sam Howes.
Tecumseh had a good pair in C. R. Wilson and Mr. P. W. A.
Fitzsimmons. The home crowd consisted of the wideawake boys
as follows: W. W. Wolcott. II. B. Crosier. B. E. Linabury, M.
W Thompson, C. W. Sarvis, T. B. Schumaker and the trio of

doctors, C. J. White, J, H. De May and Taft. Some of the

towns were represented by pairs, viz.. Marshall with W. B. Wade
and L. H. Crampton; Grass Lake with E. A. Carpenter and B.

Scott; Leslie with F. E. Savers and V. E. Covert; Kalamazoo,
Grand Rapids and Saginaw were not represented, but^ some in-

dividual representations hailed from points, viz., H. C. Young,
Munith; W. W. McQueen, Bay City; Leonard Finletter. Adrain;
C, E. Alban, WillisT Outsiders were few, and they were dis-

posed to kick on their 20yd. handicap, viz., J. M. Hughes,
Palmyra, Wis.; Kit Shephardson, La Grange, Ind. ; Mr. Lang,
Findlay, O. Mr. G, C. Williamson, of Munfie, Ind., was a busy
man distributing souvenir badges and making new acquaintances.
The shooters were handicapped from 16 to 18yds. for State men

and Messrs. Shep. Hughes and Lang at the 20yd. limit. Three
cents was charged for targets, and one cent was reserved for a
fund to be divided between League members shooting through the
programme.
The programme consisted of eleven events, with ?60 added money.
Event No. 5 was a championship contest, three medals com-

bined in one shoot being that of expert, semi-expert and amateur
trophies. This was the center of attraction, there being three ties

on 24 for the expert medal, viz.. Wood, Parker and Caleb. On
the shoot-off Caleb won easily by breaking 23 straight. Fitzsim-
mons won the semi-expert and Somerville the amateur medal. As
the latter's win was the third he is now the permanent owner, and
will pass into the semi-expert class.

While Michigan Center is five miles from Jackson, there is

everything there to make shooters happy—hotel, lake, boats,
fishing, summer resort, with its merry-go-round, and other amuse-
ments galore. The scores;

First Day,
Events: 1 2
Targets: 15 15

Shep. 20 14 13
Lang, 20 14 13
Hughes, 20 15 14
Parker. 18 13 11
Wood, 18 14 13
Stanley. 18 12 15

Scott, 18 15 15
Marks, 18 .... 14 12
Wilson, IS 13 14
Thompson, 18 14 15
Hensler, 18 14 15
ToU, 18 12 14
Cox, 18 13 14
CoUum, 16 12 14
Carson, 16 9 ..

Scotten, 16 12 10
Guthard, 16 13 14
Houghton, 16 13 14
Wade. 16 12 13
Crampton, 16 ...10 7

Howes, 16 15 15
Alban, 16 14 13
Somerville, 16 13 13
McQueen, 16 13 14
White. 16 12 14
Sayers, 16 13 ..

Fitz, 16 14 12
Klein. 16 14 13
Wolcott, 16 11 15
Caleb. 18 14 14
Jones, 16 7
Finletter, 16
Forrey, 16
Crosier, 16
Graphine, 16
Carpenter, 16
Taft, 16 ,

Adams. 16 ,

Tobey. 16
Schumaker, 16
Smith, 16

My U
3 4 5 6

20 20 25 15
18 14 . . 14
16 17 . . 11
19 16 . . 15
18 16 24 12
18 19 24 11
14 18 23 11
19 15 21 10
19 19 23 14
19 19 20 13
20 16 22 12
20 20 23 12
18 17 19 13
19 18 22 10
16 19 22 10
16
17 16 15 12
18 19 21 11
18 18 21 13
16 16 21 13
19 16 22 6
13 17 . . 10
17 19 . . 11
17 19 24 14
17 IS 20 14
15 17 23 13
17 17 . . 14
IS 18 21 11
15 15 23 .

.

19 19 . . 15
18 18 24 14
.. 16 .. 10
12 19 21 13
.. 19 .. ..

. . 16 18 .

.

.. 19 .. 11

.. 16 .. ..

.. 13 .. 6

.. 16 38 ..

.. .. 14 ..

.. 21 ..

.. .. 20 ..

7 8
20 15
13 11

20 12
19 13
16 12
15 9
19 14
15 12
19 11
19 14
16 12
17 10
20 11
18 10

9 10 11
25 15 20

24 15 20
22 11 19
23 12 15
20 12 19
23 12 17
23 12 20
22 13 17
24 11 18
23 14 19
22 12 14
23 13 18
23 .. 19

16 8
13 12
16 12
15 12
19 ..

19 ..

17 15
19 11
19 12
IS 13
20 10
20 14

17 8
18 12

18 13 14
23 12 19
21 14 18

19

25 12 19
20 11 17
23 14 18
23 14 20
21 12 20
23 13 15
.. ..18
23 14 17
24 14 19

19

Broke.
97
71
170
178
177
168
180
186
180
185
188
158
181
163
25

151
175
178
118
118
89

154
178
182
179
147
179
98

158
189
33
84
19
34
30
15
19
34
14
21
20

Second Day, Jaly 2.

After a good night's rest at the Sarvis Hotel, the shooters were
in no great hurry to get their guns unpacked, as the weather
man had not duplicated his weather of yesterday, but instead, as
if one clear day was too much for Michiganders, had endeavored
to empty the clouds of their accumulation of the day previous
as well as that of to-day's portion. The programme called for
shoot ram or shine, but as there were no provisions for shelter
overhead at the score, the shoot was postponed until about 11
A. M., when it had cleared up sufficiently to begin the pro-
gramme. But the heavy rain had kept m.ariy away, and the at-
tendance was not nearly so large as on yesterday. All those pres-
ent shot the entire programme, and they experienced winds, cloudy
background and toward the close of the day very threatening
clouds caused much uneasiness, yet fortunately the storm passed
around, and the very lengthy programme was finished.
Twenty-five men shot in most of the events, one of which was

a team shoot of three men from a club, and that was the one
shoot which attracted the closest attention and demonstrated that
team shoots are what draws a crowd. There were six clubs that
entered, three of them from Detroit, viz., Yaller Club Ideal and
Live Bird Club. Jackson had two clubs and Flint one. The Ideal
and the Yaller boys were very even, each getting 67, with J H
Cox, the star performer with the only straight score. Flint' fell
a little short, as one of their medal winners fell off from his
championship form. The good looking Tackson team came out
for their spiirt last, and they looked to be winners before a shot
was fired. Some wagers were made, and the race was on The
first SO targets saw but one goose egg, and that Mr. White's eighth
Their next 30 ended with two gone through Wolcott's pattern'
and the remaining 15 were all smashed save Thompson's twenty-
fourth, a fast dropping target, closing with a grand total of 71—
White 24, Thompson 24, Wolcott 23.
There was a $1 sweep on the side, and Scott, shooting as did

others for the money, made 24.
Scores of teams:

Ideal Team, of Detroit.™i ioiiioiioiiiiimioumi-21Co\ ..iinimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiii-25
Parker , UllUOUUlllllllOllOlll—21—67

Live Bird Team, Detroit.
Scotten 1 111100110000110011110101-15
Guthard 0111010101111011110010011—16
Wood i ,. lOOlllimilOlllOOlllllll-21-52

Jackson Club.
White limil0111HIlllllllllll_24
Thompson -iiiiiimiuiiiiiiimioi-ll
Wolcott miinuiioiiommiiii-^71

Jackson No. 2.

De Mav •
1011100100001011011101100—13

Scott iioiimiiiiiriiiimiiu-24
Newkirk 0110101011110110101110011—16—53

Yaller Club. Detroit.

Stanlev 110111111111111 1111100111—22

Harvey 1111111011111111101111111-23

Marks 1111111111111011111010111-22-67

Flint Club.

Caleb .1110111101111011111011111-21

Houehton 1111111011 111011111111111-23

Somerville 0111111110111111111011111-22-66

Scores made not so good &s yesterday, yet Thompson held up
well and made an even 90 per cent., his nearest competitors being

Wolcott and Harvey, from Detroit, though Houghton was but

one behind. Stanley, Marks and Caleb were bunched. Max
Hensler duplicated his score of yesterday by winning two firsts

in succession and then fell away for the remainder of the day.

He does not shoot enough to withstand the punishment of con-

tinuous two days' shooting. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12

Targets: 15' 15 20 25 20 15 15 20 15 20 15 25

Caleb 12 14 17 21 17 13 14 18 9 17 14 24

Marks 14 11 19 22 13 12 15 18 13 16 14 23

Thompson H 14 20 24 16 13 14 19 13 19 13 22

Alban : . 13 13 18 .. 16 12 13 17 12 18 11 21

Cox 15 14 16 25 19 14 12 18 8 15 9 21

Wolcott 13 12 19 23 16 33 11 18 14 18 14 22

Parker 12 12 17 21 16 8 12 18 9 18 8 20

Wood 14 11 17 21 14 11 14 9 34 11 9 22

Stanley 14 14 17 22 17 33 13 18 9 17 15 22

Toll : 32 14 16 21 14 14 11 16 12 10 13 22

Wilson 15 14 16 .. 13 12 13 18 8 18 9 20

Fitz 13 13 17 .. 15 12

Scotten 4 10 14 15 6 11 11 17 9 32 10 18

Guthard 13 13 16 16 15 7 7 18 10 17 31 23

Houghton 12 15 19 23 17 13 13 18 11 37 34 20

.Somerville 13 10 19 22 20 34 33 15 13 17 15 23

McOueen 11 14 19 .. 17 12 15 19 14 18 14 39

Harvev 12 14 19 23 16 13 11 17 14 20 11 23

Newkirk 11 13 17 16 34 7 12 15 13 15 10 17

Hensler 13 13 14 . . 20 15 13 17 14 18 12 20

Cullum 15 11 38 . . 17 31 . . 19 . . 16 . . 24

White 13 20 24 19 13 12 19 13 18 14 18

Carson 10 15 .. 18 12

Scott 14 18 24 16 13 13 18 11 17 14 21

Watts 17 14 12 16 :

The programme provided for a rebate of one cent per target for

the two days. The number shooting in all events proved to be
fifteen, and each drew out $6.75 for his sticktoitiveness.

The rules and by-laws of the Association were amended so
that the rebate hereafter given will go only to those who compete
as a team, and those who do not come as a club will be barred from
this rebate.

Broke.
190
190
198
164
164
193
171
167
391
375
156
70
137
166
192
194
172
193
160
369
331
383
55
179
59

BdHor Forest and Stream:
We, the undersigned, having received programmes of the tour-

nament of the so-called Michigan Trapshooters' League shoot,

held at Jackson, Mich., on Julv 1 and 2, and after consulting said

programme wherein it is specified that the sweepstakes were open
to all, and the only mention of handicapping is that amateurs
would be handicapped at from 16 to 18yds., and considering this

a fair pronosition, we accepted the same and were present at said

shoot. After paving our entries for the day's programme, we
were informed that we were handicapped 20yds. We being the

onlv scratch men, although professionals and semi-professionals,

cornprising the flower of Michigan shooters, were placed at from
16 to 18yds., no Michigan shooter being placed at a greater dis-

tance.
Trapshooters. as a rule, are a genial lot of gentlemen, who extend

a warm and generous welcome to brother shooters, and although
there were many here who openly protested against the injustice,

yet the controlling element of this so-called Michigan Trapshooters'
League did not care to meet us on equal terms, although we were
paying 3 cents each for targets, one cent of each going into a pool
to "be divided among all League shooters shooting the entire pro-

gramme. This virtually being a tariff of .?2 per day imposed upon
non-residents for the privilege of shooting.

K. C. Shepardson, La Grange, Ind.
Thomas W. Lang, Findlay, 0.
J. M. Hughes, Palmyra, Wis.

[Concerning the above matter, we fail to find conditions which
made it compulsory to compete if any one did not wish to do so.]

Trap Afound Reading:.

Heading. Pa:, July 4.—The South End Gun Club, of this city,

held an all-day target shoot to-day on the grounds along the river,

near the Bingamin street bridge. The fine weather brought out a
large crowd of sportsmen, and the shoot was a success throughout.

The scores follow, all sweepstake events at 10 targets:

Events: 1 2
Gerhard 10 9

Miles ". S 10
Eshelman 9 9

Walters 8 10
Ball 9 8

Essick 6 7
Gicker 6 5

Wilson 4 6

Earnshaw 7 5
Miller 6 7
Shuhz 9 10
Farrer 5 6

Y'ost 7 8

Henry 9 6

Bell 8 9

Jones 6 6
Downs

3 4 5
9 7 10
8 8 7
8 7 8

9 6 10
9 9 8
6 6 7
9 7 9

8 5 7
9 7 8
8 6 9
7 8 8
8 7 9
to 9 9
6 5 10
9 9 8

6 4 4

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
999 10 10 989888879698899998778989

9 10 9 10 8 9 8 7 10
8 9 9 10 10 10 8 7 5

8 8 5 5 2

7
9

9
6 6 8

7 8 8
7 5 4
6 7 7
8 9 7
8 10 10
8 9 7
9 9 9

6 4 6

9
8 7
5 4
6 9

6 6
8 8
7 5

Events:
Gerhard ...

Miles
Eshelman .

Walters ...

Ball
Essick
Gicker
Yeager
Melcher . .

.

Rhoades ...

Smith
Grill
Geiger ...

Becker ... .

Al Shaaber

4 2 4 2 6

16 17 18 19 20 21

8 9

10
8
7
9

23 24 25
8 8 9 9 9

8 9 10 9 9 10
6 8 7 8 7 8

9 8 9
9 7 9

6 7 6
3 S
6 ..

A shooting match took place in the rear of the Reading Base
Ball grounds to-day betweeij two teams, composed of two men,
each man at 15 targets, for $5 a side. The scores follow:

Robeson Team.
Croft 001111111111111—13
Templin llOlllOOOllOlOO— 8-21

Marion Team.
McHenry 101111111101001—10
Beyer 110011001111100— 9—19

Referee, Newman. '

Pottstown, Pa., July 1.—At a meeting of the Shuler Shooting
Club, of this town, held at the Shuler Hotel, it was decided to
move the shooting house from the present shooting grounds at
Saratoga Park to the East End Base Ball grounds, which grounds
were decided upon as the club's new shooting grounds. The club
members desired the change made, owing to the new grounds
being nearer to town. The opening shoot will be held about
July 24, when a large attendance is expected, especially from out
of town sportsmen. The shoot will be open to all, and a good
time is guaranteed. Duster.

Raleigh Gan Club.

Raleigh, N. C, July S.—The weather was entirely too warm for
our members to do justice to themselves. All the good shots
fell down except Jos. I. Johnson, who held his own, beside
tieing the heaviest m.an in our club. His record was 90 per cent.
He has the best all-round record in our club, but several have
made up their minds to get in his class ere the season is over.
The following event was at 50 targets: Whitaker 26, Gowan 33,
Grav 32, Johnson 45, Pearce 35. Eberhart 7&, Parker 36, Fellows
29, Worth 21, FerreU 24,

R, T. G9WAN, Sec'y,

Westchester Cotinty Trapshootefs* Leagfwe*

Mt. Kiisco, N. Y., .July 5-—The Westchester County Trap
Shooters' League held its two days' tournament at Mt. Kisco on
the 4th and 5th, the gathering on the Fourth being a representa-

tive one. The day was extremely sultry, but no rain fell to mar
the day's sport. Among those from out of town were the follow-

ing: T. H. Keller, Peters Cartridge Co.; J. T. Skelly and J- S.

Planning, of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co. ; F. E. Butler, U. M.
C. Co.; Edward Banks, Am. "E. C." & "Schultze" Gunpowder
Co.; C. W. Dudley, L. H. "Mike" and Simon Glover, all of New
York City; G. IT. Piercy and his son, L. H. Piercy, of Jersey
City; C. G. Blandford, of Ossining, N. Y.. and many others. Of
the home club, A. Betti, manager; President Frank Bailey and
G. Sutton, all worked hard for the success of the shoot, Mr. Sut-

ton looking after the cashier's office and Mr. Betti acting as squad
hustler and general superintendent. Al. Rae's department (re-

freshments, etc.) in the big tent to the left of the clubhouse, was
patronized satisfactorily, Bert Vandeusen finding that chicken salad,

ice cream and sarsaparilla made a combination apparently well
suited to the average trapshooter's appetite on a warm Fourth of

.July. There was a good attendance of spectators, an unusually
iarge number of ladies gracing the clubbhouse with their presence,.

The trap was run by an expert from Ossining, who managed
to throw the targets far and fast enough to make a straight score
more than u.sually pleasing. The strangest thing about his_ work
was that the later it got in the day and the warmer it got in the
traphouse the further he threw the targets. George Piercy was
high average on the first day, shooting remarkably well and
evenly; on the second day Jack Fanning went to the front, with
the result that he and Piercy were tied at the end of the tourna-
ment for high general average. Fanning, however, being in-

eligible for the average money, the solatium for first average
went to Mr. Pici-cy. On the second day the attendance was quite
small, and the programme was run through quickly in order that

the visting sportsmen might be able to reach nome before Sun-
day morning. After their dep.arture several novices, residents of

Mt. Kisco, tried to equal the scores made by the experts. A3
Rac was easily high man, the four others in the squad only manag-
ing to break four targets between them, the race being at ten
targets per man, and each of the four accounting for one target.

Their names are therefore suppressed out of regar.d for the feel-

ings of their respective families.

On the night of the Fourth there was a band concert in front

of the Hotel Elwood, the music being discoursed by a large-sized

orchestra under the direction of Mr. A. Betti, who proved that

target shooting and music do not conflict. After the concert a
fireworks display in front of the hotel attracted a lot of atten-

tion, Mr. Skelly h.'mdling Roman candles with much skill, show-
ing that his acquaintance with Laflin & Rand's explosive produc-
tions enabled hitn to show off to the best advantage fireworks of

every description. His cliforts were highly thotight of.

The scores of the two days follow:

Fifst Day, Jttly 4.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
C Blandford 32 14 13 15 13 14
Fred 5 4 6 7 8 6

T H Keller , 31 9 8 13 9 11

Dr Shaw !) 12 14 12 12 15W H Dyclcman 10 S 11 10 10 13
Fanning 13 14 14 13 14 15
Skelly . 13 13 15 12 13 11
O'Rourke 9 10 14 111111
Gilson 8 10 10 8 13 12
Banks 10 15 15 12 12 13
F Dudley 12 13 14 13 15 14
Piercy 14 13 15 12 15 14

Mike 12 13 14 14 33 13
Glover 13 14 14 15 14 14

H W Bessing 10 9 13 10 10 9

W H Coleman 13 12 8 8 10 9

Lauder 7 9 9 11 10 11

D Lydicker 9 2 7 8 8 6

T Tallman 11 13 15 33 14 12
Geo Creighton 10 12 13 11 13 14
Butler 11 12 11 11 11 11

F Bailey 8 3 9 7 7 6

Hoffman 6 11 5 .. 8 11
Fowler ,

' 7 7 12

W Galil 33 14 11 9 It

S C Thompson . , 7 . . 14 10 8

C H Cone 10 . . U 14 13
R Gorham 10
Betti 12 10

A Sutton ' 8 11

A Hoyt 9 8

W Dominick 13 11

F Sutton 12 11
Carpenter '. H
Martin • .. 9

Flewellin
Reed
Green

7 8 9 10 31 12
14 14 12 13 15 14

i2
"

V.

12
12 9
15 14 12 15 U 15
12 13 13 14 12 12
13 .. 11
11
14 15 14 14 35 13
15 13 14 10 13 15
14 15 14 15 15 14
14.15 14 14 15 15
14 35 13 15 13 14
10 13 10 12 8 11
8 6 12 10 5 10

11
5

15
10 14 11
7 10 10 10 14 11

io '9 '7 '8 ..

12 12

"9
V.

11
. . 11 11 9 9 12
13 12 12 13 14 13
10 11 9
8 9
8 7

14 7 .. .. .. ..

11 14 14 11 .. ..

7 11 .. 12 .. ..

15 10 13 13 . . .

.

9 14 13 13 .. ..

4

Second Day, July 5.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Banks , 12 13 14 13 14 15 12 11 8 15 14 12
Fanning 11 15 13 14 14 14 15 15 14 15 14 14
Piercy ^ 13 15 15 13 14 35 13 13 14 15 14 12
Mike 11 14 14 11 13 12 14 14 15 13 14 15
Glover : 13 14 13 13 14 13 15 14 13 12 15 15
Butler 7 13 12 11 7 11 9 12 13 11 13 12
Gorham 8 7 7 11 9 ..

Blandford 12 14 14
Skelly 11 12 14 13 12 14 12 13 13 12 13 13

Betti 11 13 12 11 8 10 10 10 9 10 11 12

Bailey 8 9 4 4 8 6 6 7

Sutton 13 7 14 13 13 12 10 14 14 14 14 13
Roustabout.

Birch Bfoofc Gun Clab.

Lyt^n. Mass.—Owing to a tournament at Wellington run by
O. R. Dickey, of the Boston Shooting Association, there were not
as many at the traps on the 28th as usual. Riley was high man in

the merchandise and medal events. There was a tricky wind most
of the time, causing the left-quarterers from the magavitrap to duck
and some of the others to rise, so the scores of some were not so
good as usvial. Nos. 3 to 9 were practice events.

Events

:

Targets

:

HilHard 22
Dudley 17 32
Riley ...,....>.... . 27 45
Everett 20 34
Sabin 17 30
Straw 26 39
Rand 15 30
Yelmah 12
Hastings

123456789
30 50 10 10 15 5p 5p 50 20p

9 9 13 7 10 40 32

8 4 12
9 7

4 7
7 12

8 6 36 33

20 33 7 6 .. ,

Henry Rood,

Prospect Park Shootiag Associatioo.

Baltimore, Md., June 23.—The Prospect Park Shooting Asso-
ciation's shoot, held to-day, had six events on the programme,
one of which was at 50 targets. The scores follow.:

10 8

6 7
25 25
16 18

19 18 20 17
.. .. 20 ..

19 21 23 20
14 19 17 19

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 50 10 10 25 25

Prospect 36 6 S 19 20
Sampson 36
Leland ,. 43
Boyd 37
Can- 35
Becker 39
Medinger . , 39
Ruth 31 8
Clark S .. .. ..• .. .,

Yaeger 33 "7 ;. ,. .. .. ..

Newkirk , 32 ,
'

Fenhagen ,. , , 7 .. .. .. .. ..

Poehlman 32 8 18 14 15 16
Monath 30 .. 16 .. ..
TXIXIIS a k > a • a d 4 4'4 * 4 « 4 «•*#••*••••»••••«• • «o aa ov 9 oh «a mu
Berrymao $
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Boston Shooting: Association Towrnament.
Boston, Mass.—The finest tournament held in Massachusetts

since 1888, M'as the verdict rendered by the old-timers upon the
Boston Shooting Association's two-day tournament at Wellington,
Mass., .Tune 21 and 28. There were two reasons for the success
of the meet; first, the managers of the shoot were blessed with
fair weather on both days, and secondly, the team matches among
five-man teams from Maine, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and
Massachusetts, and a special ten-man team match between Maine
and Massachusetts, drew shooters and spectators from all parts of
New England, and the shooting of each member of the various
teams was keenls' watched by a large and enthusiastic crowd of
friends.
The five-man team match was the first of a series of four which

will be held in the New England States for a purse of $200,
$100 of which is the entrance money from teams from the four
States entered, and $100 which has been donated by the Chamber-
lin Cartridge and Target Company through Paul North. In this
contest Maine secured a lead of 8 birds over Massachusetts with
a score of 451 out of 50O. Massachusetts came second with 43,
Rhode Island third with 435, and New Hampshire fourth with 398.
The conditions m this match were 100 birds for each man at
unknown angles. The next shoot in this series will be held at
Providence, R. I., in July, and the winner will he. determined by
the aggregate of bifds broken in the four shoots.
The greatest interest, however, was taken in the match between

ten-man teams from Maine and Massachusetts for a purse of $100,
and it certainlj' was the closest and most exciting contest ever
shot between ten-man teams. The averages made by both teams
must surely be new records. Massachusetts averaged .912 per
cent, per man, and Maine .90S per cent, per man, each man shoot-
ing at 100 birds, 50 unknown and 50 known angles. Massachusetts
won by the small margin of 4 birds in 2,000 in a hair-raising finish,
and the members of the team were heartily congratulated by their
•courteous opponents from the Pine Tree State.
A similar match will be shot in Maine in August, and a third at

some neutral ground later.
Two sets of traps w-ere used, one Sergeant system and one set of

five bluerock expert traps. More than 20,000 birds were thrown in
the two days, and the traps worked very smoothly. The fine
breaking qualities of the birds manufactured by O'. R. Dickey
called forth many favorable comments from the visiting shooters,
as there were certainly not more than half a dozen dusted targets
during the. two days.
On Saturday every train that stopped at Wellington poured out

its quota of sljooters, so that the management was fairly swamped,
and at 3 P. M. all further entries had to be rejected in order
that the team matches might be finished. Shooting was continuous
from 9 A. M. until 7 P. M., with the. exception of an hour for
dinner. Mr. Dill, the caterer, a member of the Association, pro-
vided the dinner each day, and it was 'deserving of the many
praises it received.
Among the celebrities present outside of New England, were

J. A. R. Elliott, who shot in splendid form, winning high average
both days: E. Banks, S. Glover, T. H. Keller, Haze Keller,
Doremus, T. Morfey, Dick Swiveller, and S. Van Allen.
The weather conditions the first day were unfavorable to high

scores; the wind blew the targets about in rag-time melody, and
nearly every miss was caused by over-shooting.
On the second day the same conditions prevailed in the morn-

ing, but after dinner the wind softened down, and fine conditions
prevailed for good scores.
The scores for both days, including the record of the team

matches, follow

:

Friday, Jt»ne 27.

Events : 1
Targets : 15

Elliott 15
Wheeler 14
Fester 13
Inman 12
Sawin 13
Griffith 12
Le Rov 13
Hull 14
Randall 14
Hunnewell 13
Dickey 13
Glover 12
Herbert 14
Baker 13
Horn 13
D S D 10W H Stobie 10
Green 9
AVelles 10
Banks 14
Howe 10
Preble W .V. .V. 10
Morse 14
Van Allen 12
Morfey 14
Ccnn 12
Coffin 11
Nardini 9
Puck
Stark 12
Gate 11
Fletcher 10
Rundlett
Chapin
Woodruff
Moody ..

Bullard 12
Bond 10
Lambert
Quaker
Connor .

.

Hilliard ..

Climax
Starijey

2 3
20 15
19 13
18 14
17 15
19 13
20 13
18 13
18 15
16 10
19 14
14 13
14 14
19 14
17 15
13 13
16 14
13 14
15 15
18 14
18 11
16 13
18 12
14 15
16 12

15 13
16 12
17 13
17 15
17 12
17 9
15 11
14 11
13 11
.. 12
.. 12

16 12
18 12

4 5
20 15
18 14
19 11
17 14
18 14
17 11
18 13
17 12
18 12
17 12

17 13
17 15
15 11
16 12
16 15
15 13
17 11
16 n
16 14
16 11
14 10
19 11
14 14
17 12
14 13
16 11
17 10
17 11
15 9
14 12
15 13
12 12
11 6

16 16
15 12
15 9

11 11
10 11
18 14

6 7
15 20
15 19
14 17
15 17
15 14
15 17
15 15
15 16
13 18
14 12
15 18
13 18
14 15
10 18
13 16
13 16
12 17
13 19
12 17
16 17
13 17
13 17
13 17
14 15
13 IS
14 17
13 16
12 15
11 17
12 15

11 17
11 16
9 9

11 9

15 19
10 12

14 17
9 ..

14 ..

.. 17

.. 14

.. 15

.. 17

.. 15

.. 12

8 9 10

20 15 20
18 13 17
17 14 19
18 11 19
15 15 20

17 12 20
19 13 IS
19 11 15
20 13 17
17 13 18
15 13 19
15 12 IS
16 14 19
13 13 20
17 11 18
15 14 16
16 15 19
15 12 17
14 12 17
15 H 19
14 13 19
12 12 19
18 11 16
15 14 13
12 14 18
16 10 14
13 12 17
13 11 15
18 13 17
IS 15 14
14 10 19
15 11 17

li is i9
17 11 17
11 11 16
15 12 16

Broke.
161
157
156
155
155
153
151
151
150
150
149
149
148
145
145
144
144
143
143
143
143
142
142
142
141
140
137
138
137
137
133

19

Saturday, June 28.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets : 15 20 15 25 25 25

Elliott 14 19 13 25 24 25
Le Roy 13 17 15 20 23 22
Hunnewell 13 17 14 23 25 24
Randall 13 20 14 21 23 23
Foster 15 IS 15 24 24 24
Climax 12 20 12 22 23 22
Green 14 19 15 23 24 20
Herbert 14 20 12 18 21 23
Darton 15 16 15 21 24 22
Wheeler 13 18 10 22 22 24
D S D , 14 18 14 22 24 22
Dickey 14 19 15 20 23 21
•Connor 12 18 15 21 23 ,.

Reid 11 14 13 21 22 .

.

Rule lo IS 12 22 23 .

.

Chapin 12 16 14 23 23 .

.

Merrill 11 19 11 22 19 .

.

Preble '..w 12 18 13 19 25 ..

Doremus 9 16 13 15 21 20
Sawin 12 20 14 21 24 ..

P H 12 IS 12 23 25 ..

Lambert 13 18 12 20 21 .

.

Voelker 13 19 13 20 22 20W H Stobie 12 20 20 ..

Bain 12 17 13 21 21 22
Griffith 15 19 10 19 24 IS
Getchel 11 17 13 24 22 24
Gerish 7 13 7 16 19 21
Carlisle 10 19 8 22 19 14
Langley 13 18 11 19 20 18
Nordini 10 19 13 23 23 17
Stark 13 19 14 24 24.21
Van Allen . , 14 18 14 22 24 24
Puck 13 14 12 18 21 24
Spofford 11 16 9 15 18 19
George 14 19 13 20 22 .

.

Miller 13 16 12 14 18 .

.

Moody : 13 16 9 16 20 .

.

Worthing 11 15 12 23 21 .

.

Haihes 12 16 11 12 14 .

.

Morse .,. JO 19 14 15 22 ..

Innlan .. 14 20 12 21 23 19
Wyman 12 15 13 17 22
Hinds 10 16 12 18 20 ..

Adams 12 18 14 20 ^ .,

Welles . a; 11 17 15 20 23 ..

JCeJIer, ^r, , ,.. 13 17 6 18 21

25 25
25 25
25 24
21 22
23 23
24 20
24 23
21 21
24 Z3
22 21
24 22
16 24
20 23
.-. 23
.. 24
.. 20
.. 24
.. 16
.. 23
.. 18
.. 20

.. 21
23 21
23 21
22 ..

22 ..

24 ..

17 ..

17 ..

22 ..

20 ..

22 19
23 ..

18 14
11 13
17 12
17 13
17 13

13 9

9 10 11
25 25 25
23 25 25
24 22 25
25 22 25
25 21 24
23 22 24
25 24 22
23 25 23
25 24 24
24 24 24
24 20 24
23 23 21
22 21 23

23 25 24
21 24 24
25 20 24
24 23 23
20 23 23
22 24 24
. . 19 17
23 24 22
23 23 22
22 18 24
.. 21 ..

19 22 .

.

Broke.
243
230
230
230
229
229
228
228
228
223
221
221

.. 24

25

24

Cate 12 18
Kirkwood 11 15
Hibbard , 13 18
Coffin 13 IS
Bullard 12 20
Morfey 13 IS
Glover 12 19
Hull 14 19
Howe 13 17
Horn 13 17
Rowe 11 ..

Wood 11 16
R N Stobie
Lewis ,

Woodruff
Colville
Carpenter 8 17
Bond >13 18
Keller, Sr 11 15
Lawrence
Banks .

.

Lander
Dennison
Davis . . . • . <«4 . 4 4 1 • ..^^4 . •« . . . .. ..

Odekirk
Lander
The team matches follow:
Five-man teams

:

Maine Team.
Green 88
Darton 88
Hunnewell 93
Foster 92
Randall 90—451

New Hampshire Team.
Gerrish 73
Carlisle 72
Langley 79
Nordini 83
Stark 91—398

Ten-man teams

:

Maine Team.
Green 92
Darton 93
Hunnewell 93
Foster 89
Randall 92
Connor 95
Merrill 82
Stobie 86
Reid 93
Preble 93—908

14 22
14 19
12 17
12 17
10 IS
11 21
12 21
12 24
14 19
23 18
13 19
14 20

13 19
.. 10
13 20

9 21
11 ..

13 ..

14 18
.. 20
.. 21
.. 21

19
21
18
18
21
22
24
23
23
18
19

20 ..

18 21
22 ..

23 ..

.. 16
9 19
14 ..

20 ..

21 ..

20 ..

23 23

Rhode Island Team.
Griffith S3
Inman 87
Getchel 94
Voelker 85
Bain 86—435

Massachusetts Team.
Le Roy 90
Dickey 84
Wheeler P*?

Herbert 86
Climax yi—443

Massachusetts Team
Le Roy 95
Dickey 89
Wheeler 90
Herbert 9b
Climax 94
Sawin 89
Rule 89
Chapin 94
P H 91
Lambert 85—912

The Wellingfton Tournament.
DuNBARTON, N. H., July 1.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The Bos-
ton Shooting Association were favored with good weather and a
large attendance at their recent tournament. It was a great pleas-
ure to me to meet so many of my old friends of the shooting
fraternity, and also numerous new men whom I know only by
reputation.
First of all comes J. A. R. Elliott. I had not seen Elliott since

February, 1885, when I met him in New Orleans. Elliott was the
star of the tournament. Old gray-headed shooters and their
numerous younger brothers were eager to see and know him.
Elliott came East, hunting for clams and sea breezes—crops which
the v.'ooly West did not produce. From force of habit he came to

Wellington. As to his shooting, the scores tell the story. I can
onlj say that it became somewhat monotonous to see him break
targets. There was no variety to it—a broken target in front of
his pump and an empty shell flying from the breech at the same
time seemed to be about all.

There were many others of considerable fame in the shooting
world: T. H. Keller, of Ideal Cartridges, was on hand, as lithe

and graceful as ever. I think that Tee Kay and I mutually ad-
mire each other. Now I am quite sure that Tee Kay has dis-

covered the fountain of perpetual youth, and I think it is mean of
him that he does not print of how he found and uses it and
inclose a copy in everj' box of his best-on-earth cartridges. It

woiild beat the prize candy package out of sight. For some time
he shot in his usual old-time form. A certain event on the pro-
gramme was called, and Tee Kay was one of the squad. Some of
his ardent admirers (I think Ed. Banks started it) formed a line

and followed him to the score.
When he took his position before calling pull, his admirers

formed a half circle close by and gave him no end of advice as to
holding. Some men wouici have been rattled by such doings.
I think Tee Kay's nerves are made of the same mixture as the
shot he uses. At all events, I never saw him shoot so well, and
I decided at once to withdraw my standing offer to shoot him a
match on the Concord grounds for a million or so a side. The way
he centered target after target made me think that any one could
learn to shoot. When the score was finished, he bowed gracefully
to his supporters and said, "No charge, gentlemen, for the lesson
I have given you. Shoot Ideal cartridges, hold as I do and you
will get there every time."
As for the inter-New England team match, Massachusetts ought

to have won. For some reason their crackerjacks failed to
cracker. At the last moment New Hampshire entered a team.
For what reason that team entered I fail to see. The first match
went to the Pine Tree State, and they earned it. The Maine men
were good fellows, even if one of them did try to inveigle me
into a match.
A stranger came to me and said, "I read your offer in Forest

ATiv Stream to match two old fellow-s up your way against any two
of equal age, and I will take it up." I had no idea this man came
from Skowhegan or some other settlement in Maine where the;'

have moose, bears and other things, but when I found he intended
to put up two Maine men, I told him to read again my challenge
and he would find that it was surrounded with a barbed-wire
fence forty feet high, which ran straight around the boundaries of
New Hampshire.
We all had a good time at Wellington. Those who won did not

have to waste much time counting their winnings. Elliott has
no doubt blown his in on clams and sea air. There is just one
point I criticize about this tournament: There were not assist-

ants enough to handle it. Dickey and another man struggled with
the scores, figuring out who won and the amount, and got some-
what balled up, The scorers usually acted as judges. This is not
the way to run a tournament according to my old-fashioned idea.

C. M. Stark.

, ,, The Fourth at Omaha.
The shooting fraternity of Omaha celebrated the Fourth of

July in very appropriate style. The Dickey Bird Gun Club gave
an all-day tournament at its elegant grounds north of the city.

This is a new organization of 40 odd members, and will do much
good work before the year is out. The day was very favorable,
except for a hard cross wind, which made the flight of targets so
erratic that but few straight scores were made all day. F. C. Riehl
won first and H. S. McDonald second average on the regular
programme, and in all, fifty men participated.
Two club trophy contests were held in conclusion, for Class

A and B medals. Parmelee and Fogg tied on 25 in Class A and
did not shoot off. The Class B honor was won by W. Hooper
with 24.

This was Frank Parmelee's first appearance at the traps in many
months, and it will be seen that he has not lost form. The scores
follow:
No. 9 was Class A medal; No. 10 Class B medal.

».t It " '

'

Events: 12 3 4
Maryott U 11 10 11
Hooper 12 9 11 ..

C Olsen 11 9 11 ..

A Olsen 10 10 9 6

Grimm 11 10 14 12
Hayden 9 10 11

Stary 13 8
Koller 7 9

Sherwood '9 11
McLean 12 7

Voorhees 9 8

Riehl 13 14 12 13
Sandy 12 11
Nicholson 10 5
Toozer , 7 4
Diamond .Ut^...... S 0 5 ..

Dresbach 10 8 .. ..

Morrell 12 .. 15 12

Cheney 9 11 .. 9

Owens 5 .. 8 ,.

H Grimm 8 4 ..

Kinnear , S 13

7

9

12

9 10
24 ..

.. 24

12 ..

9 10
9 12
11 7
10 11

10 15
5 ..

5 8

21

5
12
8
9

5

20

13 12
14 9

22
22

21

19

11 13

9 ..

io is

15

.. 11
12 9 U

7
23

10 24

Brooks 4
Simpson 10
Downs 15
Pries , .. 7
Jackson 2
Gilhansen .. .. 10 5
Haynes
Christiansen 6 6
Fogg 6
Bleick 5
wuiff

; 5
Brooks 4
Townsend '. 7
Driesbach |,

''
][ 2A Christiansen 5

Black g
Sellick a

c c
: :: 7

Porterfield ,.„.,... 12
Parmelee
English
Sellick .> 8
Curtis ]. igG Nicholson , ' 9
Hayne \\ \l g
Gilmore ...j

"
Izard i.i ".'

[[ ][ 'IHamond

20

26
20

2i

13 9 9 25 ..

7 .. 24 ..

.. 20
ii 12, ii 21 ..

23 ..

8 22

12 12 ..

13 14 14 25
7
8

22

2i
20
20

IN NEW JERSEY.

Forester Gun Club.
Newark, N. J., July 4.—There were conditions as follows at the

shoot of the Forester Gun Club to-day:
,

Sergeant system, electric pulls, all-day shoot, good lunch. Event
No. 15 was the match, a squad shooting in between to give the
guns a chance to cool off after shooting at 15 targets. Events 17
and 18 were at doubles.
Next shoot Labor Day; live birds in the morning and targets in

the afternoon.

97999996

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C Smith 4 4 4 4 4 6 5
Trobridge 4 3
Bradley 3 4 8 7 6 7 9 8 8 10 7
T J Fleming 7 .. 7 8 3
Brant 4 7
See 0 6
Wheeler . . 2 2
D Fleming 3
D Fleming, Jr 3
P M Kling

i 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
7 5

446421 4 7558..5154643544..
8 10 999784.... 7

Lewis 5 9 8 9
Williams 7 5 4 7 6 6 's
Parker 1 3 g
Ferment 7 5 g 7 2

P. M. Kling vs. J. J. Fleming, for small stake:
J J Fleming 1111111011111110111011111—22
P M Klmg 1101101111111101111111111—22
The tie will be decided at some future day, as Mr. Kling ran out

of shells.

J. J. Fleming, Sec'y.

Team Match.

Carlstadt, N. J., July 2.—The two-man team race, Messrs. E Kat-
tengell and Count Lenone against Messrs. F. Gerbolini and A.
Dietzel, shot at Outwater's place to-day, resulted in a victory for
the former by a score of 41 to 38. The birds were a fair lot. though
tJiere was no wind to help them. Messrs. Dietzel and Gerbolini
had the race up to the finish, where they lost 5 birds in a bunch.
The conditions were 25 birds per man, $25, loser to pay for bird=.
The scores:

E Kattengell 1211112102122222220212102—22
Count Lenone 21212201010222012122011020—19—41
F Gerbolini 121211*12221*221002220200—18
A Dietzel 2222122220222222*12222000—20—38

Ten birds, $5, two moneys, 28yds.

:

Count *021110200— 5 Gerbolini 222*220102— T
Butler 2121102021— 8 Voss 12222*2111— 9
Kattengell 1212221222—10 Steffens 1121112210—9
C V L 2202221020- 7 John Hen 22211120*1— 8

St. Mary's Field Day.
Ballston Spa, N. Y., July 4.—The folowmg event of St. Mary's

Field Day, was at 25 targets; two, Messrs. Smith and Livinston.
tied on 23. F. D. Rood was second with a score of 20. The
scores:

Nicker Backer 1110100011001100110000110—11
C R Bubs 1010101111101111011111001—18
A J Harvoy 1111001001110010101111111—17
E Semore 1110011111.011100110111001—17
A B Oscutt 0000011000111111010100111—13
.1 Hass 0110101000101000011111111—14
J M Carey 0100011110110001000110010—11
J Chase 1001001111001110011011010—14
H K Stiles 1111101001011111111011101—19
M Killbara 0000010110100100100110110—11)
G Pratt 0100000100001000010110100— 7
E Ellswortlx r-. .. . . .1000011111001001000000110—10W Killbara 1010110110110011000111000—13
E Diamond 0000010111000000000001001— 6
F D Roods IIIIIOIIOIOIOIIIUIIIIOII—20
A Roods 0100100110001101010110111—13
G Phillips 1011100100000100010100110—10
T W Smith 0111111000110010011011000-13
"C B Coles 0111001110011111111001101—17
H Gibbs 1101110101111110101101101—18

J Pershall .

.

'. 1010111101111001111111011—19
Smith 1111100111111111111111111—23
Livingston 1111111111111011110111111—23
Livingston, Jr 1110101011000110011111111—17
W Hodges 0111001011111111110110111—19
W Schuyler 1100011110101101101111010—16
G Nahal 1101010100011111011011111—17

St. Paul Gun Club.

of theSt. Paul, Minn., June 28.—The scores
Gun Club's shoot, held to-day, follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25
Wilkinson 25 24 25 25 24 23
Irle 22 25 21 23 22 23
Morrison 24 24 25 25 25 24
Hauser 23 24 25 25 25 22

Gotzian '. 24 23 25 25 23 .

.

Thorp 23 24 24 24 23> .

.

Wood 23 23 25 24 22 .

.

Bazillp 20 19 22 20 18 ..

French 23 21 22 24 . . .

.

Dezotell 24 23 19

Holt 23 21 22

Bever 24 23 22

Danz 19 19

Charles 23 22 .. ..

Perry 23 21

Linden 22 22

Work 19 16

Plolmes . 11 7 .......

.

regular St. Paul

7 8 9
15 15 15

13 14 14
10 14 13
14 14 15
14 14 .

.

15 14 .

.

13 13 .

.

Shot

11 12

14 14
12 13

12 13
13 12

14 12
14 11

at. Broke.
210 187
210 187
195 190
180 171
155 149
155 144
125 117
140 107
130 113
105 94
105 91
75 69
80 63
SO 71
80 70
80 69
50 35
65 20

Secretary.

PUBUSHERS* DEPARTMENT.

The firm of D. I. Abercrombie & Co.,, of New York, maiiufac
tmers of camping goods, has recently been changed to Aber
crombie & Fitch. Mr. E. H. Fitch is the new member of the
firm. Mr. A. E. Gehbens having withdrawn. The company's
facilities have been enlarged to meet the increasing demand for

its goods.—̂ d?'.

The Kinstler War Bag advertised by J. Kinstler, 126 Oak street,

Chicago, is an extremely useful, convenient and economical article

of the oriting outfit. '
' '



!forest and stream.

^ Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
J

HIGHEST AVERAGES,
(1st, 2d, 3d and 4th)

At the West Virginia State Sportsmen's Tournament at Wheeling,

May 20 -2 2,

WON WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc. f

On May 8th won the

THIRD ANNUAL.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

Lefever Arms

Co.,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, shooting under the name of

Dudley, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Qun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It

will please you. Send for Catalogue.

Grand American Handicap
AT TARGETS.

Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur, of New York City, shooting from the i8-yard

mark, captured First Money, the Trophy (a valuable silver tea set) and High

Score, breaking 94 out of 100 targets.

E. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

SEND FOR
CATALOaU

Use the new Black Powder "Crack Shot" shell

of the new AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO.,"'CRACK SHOT"W l\fl \/ fl WnW I
and you will be a Crack Shot.

We make Nitre cartridges too, and good ones (new ideas). Use
our low price, intermediate grade shell the "Flash," quickFLASH"
as Its name.

CCD ANO" In the middle. Bang in the middle of the ammunition trade, that'sDn 11w where we intend to land.

FOR PRICES WRITE TO US OR OUR AGENTS:

J. L. White, Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.
W. L. Garber, 85 West Second St., Cincinnati, O.
A. S. Austin, 72 West Congress St., Detroit, Mich.

Wm. Baskervill, 130 So. Charles St., Baltimore, M<4
Capt. Hal. M. Smith, Springfield, Ills.

THE AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO., - CLEVELAND, 0.

The Gun and Its Development.
By W. W. Greener. Price $4.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK..

SMITH GL/NS

SUPREMACY

are made to shoot all makes of

powders. They won all three

prizes at the Grand American

Handicap, Kansas City, 1902,

proving without a ddubt their

SUPERIORITY OVER ALL
IVE LEAD, OTHERS TRY TO FOLLOW

Made by the Progressive Gunmakers

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
Send for New Catalogue.



FOREST AND STREAM.

I

AT
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At

INTERESTING.
1 W. W. Greener double hammerless gun, grade F, 16 gauge, 28 inch, Damascus steel barrels,

6 lbs., length of stock 14 inches, drop S inches. Just a little shopworn; can hardly tell from
new. Shooting quality guaranteed to be excellent. Regular price, $125.00. Now, $100.00. A
genuine bargain.

1 Syracuse hammerless double gim, grade No. 3, Damascus steel barrels, 12 gauge, 28-inch
barrels, 1% lbs. weight, 2% inches drop, 14 inches length of stock. Imported walnut, half
pistol grip, checkered stock and forearm. Extension matted rib, with cross-bolt and automatic
safety. Used one season only. In fine condition. Regular price, $30.00. Now, $24.00.

1 Iver Johnson double hammerless gun, 12 gauge, 30 inch, fine- twist steel, weight 714 lbs.
Cross-bolted through the extension as well as being bolted on lug. Contains every improve-
ment, and is adapted for nitro powders. Second hand, but in good condition! Regular
price, 25.00. Now, $17.50.

1 Lefever double hammerless double gun, grade H, 12 gauge, 30 inch, TY2 lbs. Twist barrels.
English walnut stock; full pistol grip, both choke. Has been used a little only. Regular
price, $35.00. Now, $27.50.

1 Winchester repeating shotgun, model 1893 12 gauge, 30 inch, weight 71bs. 12 oz., full choke,
in fine condition. Regular price $25.00. Now, $10.00. A rare bargain.

1 Winchester lever-action repeating shotgun, 12 gauge, 30 inch, full choke, weight 8 lbs.,
guaranteed in just as good condition as a new one. Regular price, $25.00, No, $15.00.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

SelMoading

Pistols

or Carbines

Mauaer Automatic Carbine

* or Pistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive
weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to 1000 yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose
or full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . $22.65
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger 50.00

Address^ourDea^
YON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.

U.S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

xxvs
Grand American Handicap at Targets

Sole
Agents,

Mr. C. W. Floyd, using 25 grains Ballistite, IJi oz, 1% chilled shot, defeats field of ninety-one

representative trap shots. (AMATEUK. M.ECOR.D.) ,

75 CHAMBERS ST.. .

NEW YOBK CITY.
Importers and Dealers in Fire Arms, Ammnnitbn and Fencing Goods.

A Postal brings "Shooting Facts" (Second Edition).

J. H. LAU &. CO.,

"virxxisrs.

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 800 Pounds Sterling

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '87.

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and 1895.,

Send for Catalogue of these noted Guns.
A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also
all other makes: Lang—-Wesiley Richards—Cla-

brough—Parker—Lefever—Smith—Ithaca— Rem-
ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Tradie;

SPORTSIVIEN*S OUTFITS,
CAMP SUPPLIES,

RIFLES, Etc.

Send 6 cents for finely illustrated Catalogtie of Highest Quality Ftshutg Rods and Tackle.

WM. READ & SONS, (^^l^slf^-^) 106 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BOATS AND CANOES.
Largest variety. Lowest prices. Best quality. Compare our boats

with same quality of other makers and you will find our prices much lower.

CAMPING GOODS.
All the latest and- most approved kinds.

FISHING TACKLE.
For all sorts of fishing. We carry the finest tackle to be procured in

New York City. We have weekly sales of tackle at greatly reduced

prices. This week it is a Bristol Steel outfit costing $8.00 for $5.00.

Come and see us.

AUTOMOBILES.
Gasoline, Steam and Electric. Sole New
York Agents for the

RAMBLER
Automobiles.

French design. Finest workmanship.

Noiseless, self-starting, water-cooled

motor. Heavy running gear. Automatic

governor. An ideal machine for doctors, lawyers, merchants or anybody who

wants great value for the money.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amatenrs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the constmction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hnnting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, nnmerons lllnstratlons, and fifty plates In envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

100 STRAIGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting

from the 30- yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 PIseons Straight,

m his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Budd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. G." & "SCHULTZE" 6UNP0WDER Gl)., Ud.,

W«rkr. OftMand, B«rgeu Conntf, K. J. Offiee: 318 BroAdwar* Kew York.

Log Cabins

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK
VOL, LIX—No. 3.

SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1902*

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Oifice as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, SI.
]_

ereat Britain, $5. i

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brenwno's.

PRICE, 10 GENTS.

UILT TO FIT YOUR. PURS

A ModerSk-te

Priced u.M.c. Shot
Shell.

Nitro Club Shells (pink color) afe- factoiy loaded with moderate charges of bulk Smokeless powder and (yellow color) with charges of dense

Smokeless powder. They are sold in response to a growing demand for reliable shells loaded with moderate charges of Smokeless powder
at. a moderate price. Netu Illustrated Catalogue, Free. Revised Shooting Records, Free.

-Bhe UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE: CO.
315 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPOR.T.ICONN.

WINCI1ESTER
METALLIC CARTRIDGES

URING our 30 years of gun making, we have discovered many
things about ammunition that no one could learn in any other

way. Our discoveries in this line, together with years of

experience manufacturing ammunition, enable us to embodymany
fine points in Winchester Metallic Cartridges for rifles and

revolvers which make them superior in many ways to all other brands
upon the market. Winchester cartridges in all calibers are accurate, sure-

fire and exact in size. They shoot when you want them to and where you
want them to

;
being made and loaded in a modern manner by exact

machinery under the supervision of skilled experts.- Remember this, and
insist upon having Winchester Cartridge^ and you will get the best.

- . NEW HAVEN, CONN.WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,



Forest and 5 stream.

Steam Launcli, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc.

THE ROBERTS SAFEH LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER

Over 1,000 Boilers In use. 250 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogue free.
W0RK4 : RED BANK, N. J.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

MULLINS I SECTIONAL
CANOE

made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with air

chambers. Low in
price. Cuts the

r freight in two. al-

ways ready. Also
iitl ed with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new.

W. H. MULLINS, 216 Depot Street, Salem, 0.

CHAS. P. McCLELLAN,
YACHT SAIL MAKER,

Tents, Flags, etc. Yacht Blocks, Patent Sail
Hoists, and Fittings. Send for Catalogue,

FALL RIVER, MASS.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, qanyas covered. Light, easily

handled and in eyery "way satisfactory. Send for
cat^alogue.

ROBERTSON ft OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Mld4l9 Street, Old Town, - - Maine.

The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark, England, and in every state in the United
States It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
Vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for
catalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nARQUBTTE. - - niCHIQAN, U S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A. , 8ft. 6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being
where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is offtie recent square

stern t3'pe, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller craft.

i^A stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, . MAINE.

CANOE CRUISING AND GAMPIN6.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price |1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
MS Broadway, New York.

Canoe Handling.

I

The Canoe : History,' Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Gare, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

When writing sax that you saw

the ad. ie the "Forest and Stream.*'

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH, sTLr^^SjCd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mas(, eqimlly strong and reitai-le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five pet cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^ ^%Ser. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

FORGED TOBIN BRONZE TURNBUCKLES.
With Cast

Manganese
Bronze
Sleeve.

Our Turnbuckles, the style of which is shown above, are made of the very finest quality of manganese
bronze centers and forged tobin bronze ends. They have been subjected to most severe tests bv several of
the largest and most practical Yacht Builders for the past two years. IVIade with gieat care and' beautifully
polished, they are a delightto the eye, as well as being the strongest Turnbuckle made. These Turnbuckles
are nearer perfection than any yet placed on tlic market, and being non-corrosive, they really do the work
expected of a Turnbuckle. Notice device used to prevent center from unscrewing and being lost as had
always been the case with old style goods. amtui-mviv _ . _ ^__
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ANTHONY S. MORSS.
OF YACHTS AND BOAT FITTINGS, FREE. 212 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.

LAUNCHES
Steam and sail Vachts, Kow Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

RACINE BOAT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Box 25, Racine, Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHIN6 CO. NEW VO»i'.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modern practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rales,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rulesof the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-
ning of machinery. Contents : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler
Mountings. The Eiigine and Its Parts. The Screw, Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal
Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hulls. Practical Constraction. Small Cruising
Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOR£ST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

^
Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fie. 6«.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece;
of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, aud no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you
will agree with us !a

•aylnc tbi

ALMY
BOILER
Ii (hi

fAVORITE BOILER;

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

Boats, Skiffs,

Canoes and Launches.
High grade Sporting, Athletic, Gymnastic and Boat-

ing Supplies. My prices are from 15 to 86 per cent,
lower than other reUable dealers. Catalogue free on

'

application. WM. WOOD,
S5 West 125th St., New Tork.i

BUCKLEY
Patent Water Tube Boiler for Yaoihts.

Also "Acme" Launeh Engines.
Send for Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
6 Center St., Rochester, N. T.

DAM KIDNEY k SON, WEST DE PERE. WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boata,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send stamps for Catalogue.

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S
,

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classics

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters are
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit
of landscape, a scene of outdoors, stand out clear
and vivid, like a startling flashing out from the
reader's own memory.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price |i2.

This edition has been largely fe-written, and coataina
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding 100, besides raore than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht,' "Examination of
the Yaeht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racine;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,"'
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "SaHs for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde SaiUng Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehaaded
Cruiseis," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

When writing say that yon saw
the ad. in the "Fereat aad Stream."



^oREsIr And stMEAM.

|2 Nayal Architects and Brokers.
^

ARTHUR BINNEY,
^ (Formerly Stkwart & Binnky),

(Naval Architect and Yacht Broker,
ii 60 STATE ST., BOSTON MASS.
I Cable Address, 'Designer. " Boston.

"
B. B. CRdWNINSHIELD,

_ Naval Architect,

steam and Sail

, YACHTS
desfription FoF Saic ot Charter.

31 State Street,

BOSTON,
HASS

;. N. BOYN, Yacht Broker,

IS, Rue de CHateaudun, Sailing

PARIS, FRftNCE. ^^..^'-'and Steam Yachts

Telegrams

:

Iharboyne
'aris.

of any size or type for sale
or for charter.

Apply to C. N. BOYN, as above.

A. J. McINTOSH,
a Broadway, ... New York.

YACHT BROKERS,
Iclniosh Yacht Basin, 26th Street Brooklyn

^
Yachts, Canoes For Sale,

|

LITTLE YACHT —Han''some cedar coasting canoe
8ft X 44 in. Polished mahogany decks, planking
ainted white. Fittings, rudder and centerboard
olished brass. Built by Joyner. Fine condition,

omplete with two sets of sai)s and spruce oars, $125.

ddress W. F. M., 9 Wall Street, New York. .3

took of the Moose
HABITS, HAUNTS, AND

ANECDOTES OF THE MOOSE.

144 pp. Cloth.

Illustrated by beautiful half tones of the species

taken in the woods. Price, $1.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized

Tiedium of entertainment, instruction and infor-

nation between American sportsmen. The editors

nvite communications on the subjects to which
ts pages are devoted. Anonymous communica-
ions will not be regarded. The editors are not
esponsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Subscriptions may begin at anytime. Terms:
"or single copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months,

iates for clubs of annual subscribers

:

Three Copies, $10, Five Copies, $t6.

Remitby express money-order, registered letter,

ftioney-order or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company. The paper may
be obtained ofnewsdealers throughout the United

States, Canada and Great Britain.

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents

—

London: Davies & Co., i Finch Lane; Sampson
Low & Co.

;

I5 per year,

Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms:

52.50 for six months.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with

wrapper address label constitutes

date on the

a receipt for

money sent us for a new subscription or a renewal.

The date on the wrapper tells when your subscrip-

tion will expire. Please note this da and
renew at least two weeks before expiration of

subscription.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line.

Special rates for three, six and twelve months.

Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one inch.

Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday

previous to issue in which they are to be inserted.

Transient advertisements must invariably be ac-

companied by the money, or they will not be
inserted. Reading notices, $1 per line. Only
advertisements of an approved character inserted.

Address all communications

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

346 Broadway, New York,

\ Fishing Tackle Manufacturers. ;

^

Has sold 3,000,000 standard Fishing Reels In 12 years to
Domesilb and Foroig^n Jobbirig trade and will mail you any
Keel yoti may select from oiir illiistrated catalogue on receipt

of list price, aitd if not satisfactory will, on return of Reel,

rvfnnd the money. ...Catalogues mailed free on application.

The Ardibw B. Hchdryx Co., Nkw Havin, Conn.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN.
Here I am again, as usual, for 1902, with colored sheet of 88 trout and black Jaass flies in

their beautiful natural colors, free, with 100-page illustrated catalogue of fine fishing tackle. Send
3 cents in stamps to pay postage.

Use J. F. Marster's hollow-point, tempered steel, snelled fish hooks. They will catch more
fish than the common hooks. Cincinnati Bass, Carlisle, Sproat, Aberdeen, New York Trout,
Sneck bend, etc., snelled on single silk worm gut, 10c. per doz. ; double twisted gut, 15c. per doz.

;

treble twisted gut, 20c. per doz. See catalogue for sizes and styles of hooks. "Something new,"
J. F. Marster's celebrated fish hooks, snelled on short gut loops: Single gut, 10c. per doz.; double
gut, 15c. per doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. See catalogue for kinds and sizes. No. 1 split-bamboo
bait-rods, lOft, 65c.; No. 2 split-bamboo fly-rods, 9ft., 65c.; No. 3 split-bamboo bait-rods, 90c.; No.
4, split-bamboo fiy-rods, 90c.; No. 5 split-bamboo bait-rods, $1.58; No. 6 split-bamboo fly-rods,
$1.58; split-batnboo trunk rods, $1.25. See catalogue for description of above rods. The celebrated
buck tail bass spoon, 23c.; buck tail bass flies, 7c. each; 75c. per doz. Buck tail treble hooks, 15c.

each. White or brown bass and trout grubs, 9c. each. Celebrated No. C multiplying reels, 40yds.,
60c.; 60yds., 70c.; 80yds., 80c.; 100yds., 90c. Quadruple multiplying reels, 80yds., $1.45. Oil silk
lines, 25yds., 19c.; 50yds., 35c.; 100yds., 70c. Greenwood Lake silk waterproof fly lines, 25yds., 50c.
Enamel fly lines 25yds., 50 cents. Braided cotton lines, 84ft., 8c.; 168ft. 15c. Gaffs, with 3ft.

handle, 35c. Nickel-plated spoons, all sizes, 10c. each. Silver-plated bass spoons, 20c. each. Gold-
plated bass spoons, 40c. each. Luminous bass spoons, 25c. Soft rubber casting minnows, 20c. each.
Fish bags, 30c. each. Automatic floats, 10c. each. I?ait boxes, 9c. each. Bass swivels, 15c. per
doz. Single gut silk wornu gut leaders, 3ft.,. 20c. per doz. The folding fishing hat, 25c. each.

JAMES F. MARSTEBS, Manufacturer of Fine Fishing Tackle.
51, 53 and 55 (near City Hall) Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for Special List No. 7 of odd lots of Fishing Tackle, Rods, R^els, Spoons, Lines, Hooks, Flies, etc.
at about half price.

GAME LAWS

WOODCRAFT

Tor Jlpril

The best thing in the April "Game Laws in Brief and

Woodcraft Magazine" is George H. Kingsley's vivacious

story of "Chamois Hunting in Switzerland." It is sur-

charged with humor, and all in all, is one of the raciest

accounts of outdoor adventure ever written.

Other features of the April number are Judge Hali-

burton's famous story "How Many Fins Has a Cod?" Phil

,

Robinson's weird tale "The Last of the Vampires," and

W. J. Dixon's story of strenuous life in the Southwest,

"La Vega de Capulin." The poetry embraces Professor

Blakie's "Musical Frogs," and F. R. Shattuck's quaint

bits of Southern plantation philosophy, "Mutable" and

"Immutable."

- THE GAME LAWS IN BRIEF AND WOODCRAFT MAGAZINE is

published quarterly, on the first days of January April, July and October.

Subscription, one dollar per y&ar. Subscriptions may begin with any issue.

Single number, 25 cents. Remit by money-order stamps, or draft on

New York.

Sent postpaid, on receipt of 25 cents, by the

I FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

346 Broadway, New York

Yachting Goods.

Jeffery's patent

marine glue
Was used in the decks of

Emperor William's ^'h^t.ettMl!

Vor»ll+ MAfAni* ""'ne Glue known
1 aClil I'lClCUl to the designers.

Send for circulars and samples.

L. FERDINAND & COMPANY,
152 Federal St., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

LIGHTEST WEIGHT, AIR CHAMBERS. CANNOT SINK
This galvanized sheet steel boat cannot leak,

never requires caulking, weighs 86 lbs. Easiest
"Get There" Safetj^k. handled. Safest in rapids.

Steel Dnek Boat. l^T Ideal boat for sportsmen-
Complete «20 np. H. MULLINS,
UtaiogneFHBB. -IP Depot-st.,Salem,01uo.

RESTFUL SLEEP
In Camp, on the Yacht, and at Home

"Perfection"Air Mattresses
CUSHIONS and PILLOWS

style 61. Camp Mattre.ss with Pillow attached.
Also showing Mattress deflated.

Clean and Odorless, will not absorb moistupe
Can be packed in small space when not in use

Sendfor Illustrated Catalogue

MECHANICAL FABRIC CO., PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Camp Life in the Woods,
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks
and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of tlie
traps, with instructions for the capture of all
fur-bearing animals. By W. Hamilton Gibson.
Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pp. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

TRADE MARK.

SPAR COATING,
A perfect Finish for all Woodwork, Spars
and Ironwork Exposed to Excessive

Changes in Weather and Temperature
MANUFACTURED BY

EDWARD SMITH & COMPANY,
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,

45 Broadway, New York.
59 Market St., Chicago, III.



FOREST ANlD STREAM.

Sportsmen^s Goods* I

Smith's Ideal
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL
10-inch lace, and G-inch Moc-

casin Shoe—have become

the standard

of all that is

good in

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

Hunting
f o o t g ear
Now used hy
thous a n d s—
no lady or

gentleman
properly
equipped

without a pair of Smith's g Q £S .
Ideal Hunting : : :

The product of fifty years' shoemaking skill and the

practical suggestions of hundreds of sportsmen.

Catalogue for the asking.

M. A, Smith &,
Spe-
and

Manufacturers Shoe
cialties, Gymnasium
Spotting Sh les

25 & 27 North 13th St..

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Exclusive se ling asrenls of

Ideal Hunting Shoes: Von
Lenarerke & Uetmold for

New York City and Brooklyr
Von LenfferUe & Antoine,
for Chicago, III.

Sporting goods
houses are invited to

send for prices and
terms.

HUNTER'S CABIN SUMMER COTTAGE

The pleasure of an outing largely depends
upon the way you are lodged.

Mershon & Morley's

Portable Houses
are admirably adapted to the requirements
of the hunt and form a valuable addition to

the city and country home. They are per-

fect in construction, ornamental, reasonable
in price, and wind aud water proof
Our superb facilities and automatic ma-

chinery enable us to deliver these houses,

ready to erect on premises, at the local price

of material alone.

Hunter's Cabins—Children's Play Houses
Automobile Houses — Summer Cottages

These houses are accurately built, easily

transported. "Unit System" of construction
prevails throughout—^ every panel inter-

changeable. No nails, no carpenter and

Ifo experience regnired to erect.

Write at once for catalogue and prices.

State your needs in detail and we will fur-

nish you with full information.

MERSHON & MORLEY,
4 Broadway, - - Saginaw, Mici.

KINSTLER WAR BAG.

For Sportsmen, Travelers,

Campers, etc.

Holds as much as a Trunk.

Weight 3 ^4 l^ouTids.

A Valine on the Cars.

A Pack-bag in the Woods.
,

Selling Fast.

Send for Description.

J. KINSTLER,
126 Oak Street, = - Chicago, III.

A CUSHION OF AIR
is the softest thing on earth.

The 1902 Model
pneumatic recoil pad is leather

covered. No Pump, No
Valve, No Recoil, No Flinch,

No Headache, No Bruised

Shoulders. No money if not

satisfactory and returned at

once. Perfect score.

Price $2.00.

J. R. WINTERS,
Clinton, Mo.

The Pure Food Company's

EGG FLAKE
is just the thing to add to your supplies while

camping out, or hunting or fishing. EGG
FLAKE is the whole egg, evaporated. It is the

real thing, not a substitute. Send for a sample

and for a copy of Mrs. Sarah Tyson Rorer's

Cook Book, which will tell you how to use it.

THE PURE FOOD COfiPANY,

73 Warren Street, New York City, N. Y.

Here's a Bullet that wili not injure your gun.

LUBRICATED WIRE PATCHED BULLETS

Just the thing you have been looking for for years.

PrcTents Fouline, leading and deposit of metal in the grooves of the rifling-.

Cleans and Lubricates the barrel with every shot, making swabbing entirely unnecessary.

Are Perfectly Adapted to any style of gun, s'ow or rapid twist. Black or Smokeless Powder, and are mc

uniformly accurate in shooting than any other form of missile knovvn to the inventor.

Perfectly fill all the GrooTes of the rifling, and are thus backed by the full charge of gas generated by

^°There b^?ng'less Friction, the velocity is greatly increased and the trajectory is flatter than with a

other bullet ever made.
. , ^ n *„i„ „

Sample bullets mailed to any address on receipt of stamps to prepay postage. Catalogue free.

AGENTS WANTED.
l^~Send $1.00 for sample box of Bullets or Cartridges by prepaid Express.

NATIONAL PROJECTILE WORKS, Grand Rapids, Mich., U. S. I

ORiaiNAL IDEAS IN

Sleeping Bags,
Tents, etc.

stamp for a Catalogue

T. C. PHELPS,
il Central St., Boston, Ma

ERECTED WITHOUT NAIL OR SCREW.
DUCKER PORTABLE HOUSES.

Number 21 in Catalogue.

RAILROAD
STATIONS.

COTTAGES.

SAMPLE FREE.

AUTOMOBILE
HOUSES.

HOSPITALS.

SCHOOLS.

DUCKER COMPANY,

CHURCHES.

All styles of Portal

and Emergency
Buildings.

Send for Catalogue F

377 Broadway, New York Ci

Experts on Guns & Shootinj
By G. T. TkasdAik-Buckell. Cloth, 390 pages. Illustrated. Price, $4.00.

il GRAPHITOLEO

A matchlesslubn
cant for bicycles

or gun locks. It

will pay you to

send for sample.

Mention Forkst And Stream

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE
Jersey City, N J

CO.

? For Sale. J

BROOK TROUT
It will pay you to correspond with me before buy-

Ferguson's Patent Reflecting Lamps,
THOMAS J. COIfEOY, Ageut,

28 Jolin Street, corner Nassau Street, JTe-wTorlt.

With Silver Plaied Locomotive Reflectors

and

Aijust-

alile

AW-
meiits.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
For Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top),
Boat Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt

and Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern,

EXCELSIOR LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting,Fish-

ing, etc. Is adjustable to any kind
of dash or vehicle. Send stamp
for Illus. Catalogue and address

all orders Lamp Department.

BROOK TROUT.
Fggs, fry, yearlings, and two year olds, for stocking-

brooks and lakes. Address
NEW ENGLAND rROUT FARM, Plympton, Mass .

BROOK TROUT FRY
packed for shipment so that we can guarantee safe

delivery. „BROOKDALE TROUT CO.. Kingston, Mass.

Of all ages for stocking

. - - brooks and lakes. Brook

trout eggs in any quantity warranted delivered any-

where in fine condition. Correspondence solicited.

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUF CO.,
Plymouth, Mass.

FOR SALE.-A VIEW CAMERA 0^x8%, FITTED
with Voightlander's Euroscope lens, 8x10, black

polish. Lens cost $65. Will sell all for $45

E. S. APPLEGATE & CO., Trenton, N J. 3

FOR SALE.—PUKE MONGOLIAN PHEAS-
ants' eggs. Three dollars per setting of fifteen.

Money must accompany order. DR.. G. J.

CLARK, Mayville, Wis^

BROOK TROUT

The work gives the practical experience and personal views founded on practice of the leac

gun makers of England. The subjects discussed are: The Evolution of Shooting During

Century; Shooting Schools; The Formation of Guns; Two Eyes in Shooting; Sights and

to Guns; Style; The Shape of the Stock and Handiness; Cast-off and Bend; The Use

Abuse of the Try-Gun; Choke-bores or Cylinders; Pigeon Shooting; Game Shooting; He£

Gun Barrels and the Effects Upon Them of Various Powders; Cap-Testing; Shotgun Patte

Hidden Dangers in the Shooting fields; Loading of Cartridges with Various Powders,

experts whose views are given are: Past-Masters Joe Manton and Joseph Lang; At

Beesley, Boss & Co. ;
Churchill, Cogswell & TIarrison, Gibbs, Grant, Greener, Holland & '

land, Jones, Lancaster, James Purdy & Sons, Rigby, Watts, Webley, Richards.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK

Wants and Exchanges.
Advertisements under this head, strictly

limited to Wants and Eschanges, will be

inserted at the specisil rate of three cent! a

word each insertion. The money must ac-

company the order. A

FOREST AND STREAM

Trap Score Boob
The only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

divisions of money.

{"•SS!!^

A NEW LINE OF MARBLE

Specialties for Sportsmen.
Some of the best tricks we have ever offered.

Send for Catalogue No. 1, free on request.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO.,
Gladstone, Mieh.

WILL PAY 25 CENTS
for copy of January 29, 1885

issue. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
NEW YORK.

WANTED.
COPIES of FOREST AND STREAM

FEBRUARY 9, 1901,

I
Forest and Stream's new Trap Score

will admirably fill the needs of clubs and coi

ants in affording a means of keeping a fai

record of contests. Each book contains a gen

number of sheets, so ruled as to make ail the

divisions of the shoot plain at a glance. Fc

stance, the horizontal spaces are numbered froni

27, every sixth line being distinctly heavier thi

fellows; hence the squads are distinguishable

glance. The perpendicular spaces are num'j

from I to 30, ample space first being left for th^

testants' names and their handicap aUowj

Heavy dark lines are between each five spacesj

the numerals 5, lo, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in b

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance,

heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. However dark a nook the scorer may be

straining of the eyes or incorrect entering of scores is possible on account of mabihty to d

guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data,

sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, anl

each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent

records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for mamfol

The book is neatly and substantially bound in cloth, and contams 150 score sheets. Theprice'

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,

346 Broadway, New York.
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Terms, $t a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.
Six Months, $2. NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1902. VOL. LIX.—No. 8.

No. 846 Broadway, New York.

The Forest and Stream is the recognized mediuin of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

pages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents.

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single

copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months. For club rates and full

particulars respecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii.

THE BUFFALO REMNANTS,
The increased interest in buflfalo preservat'on is en-

couraging, and it would seem that there is now a prospect

of some earnest action by the Government looking toward

efficient efforts in this direction. Congress has appro-

priated $15,000 for the purpose of protecting the buffalo

in the Yellowstone National Park, and for establishing

there a herd of domesticated buffalo, and the Hon. C. J.

Jones—^better known as Buffalo Jones—has been com-
missione'd to carry out this purpose. No one has had

more experience in capturing the buffalo than Mr. Jones,

whose interest in the subject, after twenty years, is as

keen as ever.

Beside the two considerable herds in Montana, described

in Forest and Stream of July 5 and 12, there are several

other bunches of importance. Of these the most con-

siderable is the Corbin herd in New Hampshire, said to

be doing well, and perhaps next after that is the one of

about forty-five head, belonging to Scotty Phillips, of

the^ Cheyenne River Indian Reservation. There is an-

other bunch of about twenty-six now on Antelope Island

iiji the Great Salt Lake.

The owner of this last bunch, Mr. Dooly, is apparently

willing to part with his buffalo and the island to the Gov-

ernment, to establish here a national buf¥alo reservation,

and the subject certainly deserves consideration by the

authorities.

The island is described as about twenty miles long,

three to five miles wide, and with an excellent water

supply. The buffalo are said to be in good order, and to

maintain themselves during summer and winter in ex-

cellent condition.

Mr. Dooly's herd is slowly increasing, and he has very

wisely arranged to make some exchanges of stock with

Dr. Frank Baker, of the National Zoological Park, and

thus to infuse fresh blood into his herd.' Such exchanges

of blood between different buffalo owners are of the very

highest importance, for it is only in this way that the

various small herds of buffalo' scattered over the country

can be kept from deteriorating and finally running out.

It has been suggested that if the Government should see

fit to secure Antelope Island and Mr. Dooly's buffalo

as the beginning of a national park in Utah, there is rooih

also on the island for many animals of other species which

are now becoming more and more scarce.

FOREST FIRES.

The danger of fire from the careless use of firearms in

the woods is so great that the Secretary of the Interior

has issued an order forbidding the carrying of firearms,

particularly shotguns, in certain of the forest reserves

without special permit. The order applies to San Gabriel,

San Bernardino, San Jacinto reserves and others. Thou-
sands of outers and campers wander over the ranges in

the summer, and fires due to carelessness are constantly

menacing the forests; on the San Gabriel reserve alone

forty-five fires were extinguished last season by the

forest rangers.

Following the example of the Federal Government,

some of the California reservoir companies which control

large mountain territory have prohibited the carrying of

firearms on their lands. It is estimated that more than a

third of the disastrous mountain fires are due to ignited

gun wads which kindle the dry brush. We now and again

hear of Maijie tirpber land owners who object to hunting

on their territory because they fear the starting of fires by
sportsmen, tjut their apprehension is chiefly of the spread

of conflagrations from carelessly bujlt or abandoned camp-
fires. The average inexperienced camper lias no realiza-

tion of the hazard attaphing to l|is fire building, but in

M^iffe every \Voods visitor is by law attended by a guide,

who underst§ndi thfi necessity of caution with the camp-

Superintendent of Forests William F. Fox, of the New
York Commission, issues these concise and comprehensive

warnings for campers in the Adirondacks

:

Fires will be permitted for the purposes of cooking, warmtli and
insect smudges; but before sucli fires are kindled, sufficient space

around the spot where the fire is to be lighted must be cleared from

all combvistible material; and before the place is abandoned, fires

so lig-hted must be thoroughly quenched.

All fires, other than those hereinbefore mentioned, are absolutely

prohibited.

Hunters and smokers are cautioned against allowing fires to

originate from the use of firearms, cigars and pipes. Especial care

should be taken that lighted matches are extinguished before

throwing them down. All persons are warned that they will be
held responsible for any damage or injury- to the forest which may
result from their carelessness or neglect.

Girdling and peeling bark from standing trees is prohibited.
Fallen timber only may be used for firewood,

WORK AND PLAY.
It is not infrequently the ca:se that, at a certain stage

of mature life when business cares multiply and worldly
interests grow in importance, men, who were once prac-
tical enthusiasts in matters pertaining to sport of the rod
and reel, gun and dog, rifle and camp life, or yachting and
canoeing, abandon entirely all active participation in sport,
giving as a reason that the burdens of many responsibili-

ties and active duties in business exact every moment of
their time. They are "chained to business," but with
chains which in the greater number of cases have links
which are wholly fanciful.

With some men of peculiar temperament, the business
habit grows into a kind of business mania ; and possessed
by this mania the victim's one reply to suggestions of
recreation is, "I haven't time."

Now the expression "haven't time" is in very many
cases only another way of saying "don't take time." No
man can righteously be so continuously busy that he can-
not find time for something outside of his business. If
he is working so hard as all that he is. doing more than
he individually has any right to do ; and if all that he does
must be done by some body, he should give some one
else a chance to do some of it. He owes it to himself, and
to others, to "have" time, which means to "take" time for
some of the amenities of life.

The fact is that the army of sportsmen—shooters,
anglers, yachtsmen and others—is recruited from the
ranks of the world's workers. The man you meet with a
rod on the stream or in the fishing boat on the bay or
casting his line into the surf, is there and then at play;
but if you follow him to his home after his outing is over
you will find him doing something else than reeling in

fish, and ten to one doing it with the same zest he dis-
played in his fishing. No rule can be made which will
cover every case, but any experienced observer of anglers
and their ways will bear out the assertion that those who
accomplish most as fishermen are the very ones also who
accomplish most in the work that is set before them.
There is no substantial ground, then, for the conven-

tional "I have no time to go fishing," because among those
who do go fishing are those who in their working days are
eVery bit as busy and as efficient and as successful as the
stay-at-homes, and accomplish as much in the end—to

make no account of what they get frbm the fields and the
streams.

Many tens of thousands of Eastern brook trout have
been put out this year in Oregon streams; In Ontario
during the last bass stocking season nearly 10,000 adult
black bass were distributed to new waters covering a dis-

tance of 400 miles. These two facts are indicative of the

extent of the transfers of game fishes which are so rapid-

ly enlarging the fishing resources of the States and
Provinces.

The recent enlargement of the Big Horn Forest Reserve
in Sheridan county, Wyo., and the creation of the Yel-
loAvstone Park F'orest Reserve, in Big Horn county, Wyo.,
bordering the Yellowstone National Park, have cut off a
large tract of country on which sheep have been pastured,

and the sheep men are holding indignation meetings to

protest against such invasion of their . ancient rights and
privileges. Concerning which it may be said that the

sheep men do not own the country and the country is

under no obligation to provide them fffee pasturage. They
have no rights in thieir idfmtr sheep ranges which the

public h bound to respect ; the pa*urin^ of sheep means

the ruin of the country they ravage, and the sheep men
should have been shut out from the public lands long ago.

Didymus, Jacobstaff and the rest of them are giving us

a delicious exhibition of human nature in their discussion

of what real sport may be; for each one of them adopts

as the criterion the particular form of recreation in which

he himself finds pleasure. In this they are only. following

in the steps of their forebears. It was so in Walton's

time ; and when the author of the "Compleat Angler" set

out to celebrate his own pastime, he ingeniously provided

for his characters Auceps a falconer and Venator a hunts-

man to contemn the contemplative man's recreation, in

order that Piscator the angler might have occasion to

praise it : •

Ave.—Why, sir, I pray, of what fraternity arc you, that you are

so angry with the poor otters?

Pisc.—I am, sir, a brother of the angle, and therefore an enemy

to the otter; for you are to note, that we anglers all love one

another, and therefore do I hate the otter, both for my own and

for their sakes who are of my brotherhood.

Ven,—And I am a lover of hounds; I have followed many a

pack of dogs many a mile, and heard many merry huntsmen made
sport and scoff at anglers.

Aug.—And I profess myself a falconer, and have heard many
grave, serious men pity them, it is such a heavy, contemptible,

dull recreation.

Pisc.

—

You know, gentlemen, it is an easy thing to scoff at any art

or recreation; a little wit mixed with ill-nature, confidence and

malice, will do it; but though they often venture boldly, yet they

are often caught, even in their own trap.

Life is so short and the growth of trees so slow that

the average person does not go in enthusiastically for

planting a forest, provided he can do anything else with

his land or his capital. But corporations are long lived

and can look to the future ; and we see railroads putting

out great plantations for their supply of ties. The Dia-

mond Match Company, which consumes a vast amount of

pine timber, has engaged in practical forestry on a large

scale, to meet its future requirements. The company

some years ago bought a tract of 30,000 acres in Massa-

chusetts, the most of it denuded of trees, and planted it

to pine. Recently it has acquired for the same purpose

50,000 acres in Butte and adjoining counties in California,

which are being planted to pine. The Diamond Match

people manage their forests on the most advanced lines

of European forestry development, cutting down only such

trees as are of proper age and size, and replacing what

have been cut with new ones.

Greenwich, Conn., salt-water fishermen have a griev-

ance against the non-residents who invade their sand

beaches and dig the sandworm useful for fish bait; and

the town fathers have been prevailed upon to enact a

decree that any outsider caught digging worms in Green-

wich sands shall forfeit to the treasury $5 and costs. Five

diggers from New York and Jersey City were swooped

down upon by the Greenwich constables last Saturday and

for the 2,000 worms found in possession paid $23 fine and

costs per man. The Greenwich law is presumably based

upon a theory that the sandworm comes under the head

of fish or game; but it will strike outsiders that the Con-

necticut people are running the non-resident law system

into the ground.

Dr. Tarleton H. Bean has secured from the Appellate

Division of the New York Supreme Court a reversal of

the judgment of the lower court in his suit against former

Park Commissioner Clausen for removal from the direc-

torship of the New York Aquarium. As Commissioner

Clausen's action in removing a competent official to make

room for an ignorant office seeker was purely a political

spoils trick, a final victory by Dr. Bean would be in line

with the interests of good government.

And now we hear of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland

anglers providing themselves with tuna outfits from New
York tackle houses, for their own use and for London

anglers who are coming across the Atlantic this summer

to make trial of the fishing for the big fish. If the de-

velopment of the tuna as an angler's fish in Atlantic

waters is thus to be an occasion of international rivalry,

American fishermen should look to it that the credit for

the first tuna taken with rod and reel does not go io the

other sidci

II

That is an extraordinary instance of ruffed grouse, i^rn^

tjess which Mr. G, Hilfe relates to^ay. '

i
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The French Cruiser's Visit.

Somehow the French men-of-war are different.

In Apia one could acquire a fine taste in cruisers.

There was the still precision of the German corvettes,

white as our own navy before war's alarms. The British
gunboats had their individuality, there was a sort of

atmosphere of being off on a good time aboard their black
hulls to which German militarism does not know how to
unbend. In times of peace at Apia one got to know
these vessels and their officers. German cruisers were
in the harbor for all of nine months of the year, or if

their anchorage were empty, the muffled boom of guns out
at sea showed that they were only out for drill. British
cruisers sailed in and out again, and with all the un-
certainty of their movements succeeded in making two
or three months' stay in the year. Even American
cruisers managed to keep just as much in the public mind
by staying away altogether. It gave scope, this unvary-
ing absence, for reminiscence of the last visit of the
Mohican or the old Adams, which once made the record
trip of fifty-nine days from Panama to Apia, or the

Iroquois, whose last voyage started from San Francisco
for Apia and ended in Puget Sound, after a cruise of wild
wreck. There was always the chance of a Yankee cruiser,

about once in so often the wiseacres on the beach had
certain knowledge that one was coming; then the trades-

men made combinations to purvey supplies, and inter-

cepting letters were sent to Honolulu to establish relations

with the coming paymaster. Prosperity was in the sight

of everybody as the recollection ran back to memory of

how the Yankee boys scattered money all along the beach,

and the round gold pieces flew in store and bar
and jingled in the pockets of the shrewd half-caste who
has acquired a competency already by syndicating the

industry of returning deserters, whom he hid in the bush
until the precise moment when they became worth ten

dollars apiece delivered on the cruiser's deck.

Somehow the French cruisers are different. Apia gives

them scant consideration; they are really regarded al-

most as naval tramps. For one thing. France had nothing
to do with the running of Samoan affairs, and its cruisers

were, therefore, rank outsiders, not authorized to fire a

single gun and call it war. Once a year a French war-
ship comes into port on its way between the two French
colonies of Tahiti and New Caledonia ; it comes unan-
nounced and unexpected, its stay is but brief and with-

out bearing on governmental affairs, and. the trades-

men say, it contributes all too little to local coffers.

The French at home legislate sharply against religious

orders, and have even gone so far as to order their ex-

pulsion, but in the Pacific they foster the work of the

mission of the Marist priests, whose labors have in

Oceanica always preceded the establishment of French
protectorates. The annual visit of the French cruiser

is solely to pay honor to the French bishop of the mis-

sionary see of Samoa, and to look to it with the foster-

ing care of a great and forever republican nation that no
quarrel should exist between the two lay French citizens

m Samoa.
If the one French moiety had begun to squabble with

the other French moiety, it would have been a sad plight,

something, perhaps, like the interdict of the Middle Ages.

For Citizen Jacques was a carpenter of coffins, and Citi-

zen Georges was also a carpenter of coffins. If the

normal business rivalry had ever reached an acrimonious

stage, it can only be imagined what a sad state of affairs

would have ensued. In the interests of the blessed dead

it was just as well that the officers of the Republican

navy should call and compose the differences which in

the year had begun to arise between Citizen Jacques and
Citizen Georges.
Early one afternoon in the fair season, when the very

clouds are not only no screen to the blaze of the sun,

but rather serve as mirrors to reflect the glare, the signal

flags unexpectedly began to flutter at the pilot station on

Matautu Point, and the tale they told in fluttering

signals was that a man-of-Avar was in sight. Between

the early morning hours and the late afternoon hours all

who can choose comfort spend the day beneath broad

verandahs. Island habit keeps one interested in the sea,

therefore you pick a shady reach of verandah where it is

still possible to know what is going on out upon the

ocean, and planting there the work and the sewing woman
with her dwarf machine, you study that empty stretch of

water until the weariness of seeing nothing for day after

day becomes an ailment, a habit of thought. But the

whole expanse of ocean is too great a contract to watch,

man or woman, every white person in the exile of Apia

does the work by deputy, never for long does one move
out of sight of the pilot's flagstaff, for Captain O'Ryan

keeps one of the savage islanders of his boat crew sit-

ting all day long and every day on a stump at the end

of the point sweeping the horizon with a spy glass that no

coming vessel may escape him. Seldom Avas a vessel

sighted except the mail steamers at four weeks intervals,

but the occupation does not pall upon the native watch-

man, every Polynesian in the broad Pacific would be only

too happy to draw salary for sitting day by day on a

stump.
, . 1 , , 1 u

On this particular afternoon the signals had scarcely be-

gun to climb the pilot's flagstaff when the sewing woman
caught them and announced their meaning. Sure enough

a cruiser was in sight, and through the glass it was easy

to make out the broad bands of the tricolor. The news

was soon confirmed, not that there was any room to

doubt. The houseboy was away in the pursuit of one

of the duties for which he drew pay, his afternoon

swim. In the dull despair of housekeeping in Samoa

this necessity of taking a bunch of hours right out of the

day, which the houseboy claimed as his right, grew on

the housekeeping mind as a part of his duty. When one

is served by attendants who look upon the assumption

of even a shirt supplementary to their waistcloth as the

equivalent of weai ing livery, it is after all commendable

as a duty well performed when the houseboy takes a

few hours off for bathing purposes. The houseboy was

far more insistent upon the niceties of official etiquette

than were those upon whom he conferred the high honor

of accepting their wages. Of course the flag at the Con-

sulate was flying from the lofty flagpole on the beach,

M'hich in itself is a memorial of the wrecked Trenton and
Vandalia, being made of a spar from each. But that did
not satisfy the ideas of his mightiness, the houseboy.
There were degrees of Stars and Stripes, and in his
judgment the dignity of a great nation was lessened
by the flying of the eight-foot flag, which was standing
cut as stiff as a board in the full blast of the trade wind.
He was for displaying the full-size sixteen-foot ensign
which the regulations allowed every day and in all

v/eathers. It broke his heart when the rule was laid

down for his guidance that the small flag must be used on
all days in between steamers, and always in rainy weather.
If it had not been for that, the Government's bill for
bunting would be enormously increased. A large flag

would scarcely last a week in that high wind. He was
only a houseboy, but he strutted under the idea that he
v^as an official of the United States. He had no hesi-

tation about encouraging such an idea, no inconsiderable
portion of Samoan politics was settled in his cook house,
where island statesmen called upon him to find out how
America would regard their conduct. Really those mat-
ters of statecraft could be settled just as well in the
cook house as in the Consular office, and a reasonable view
of Samoan affairs Avill see in the lesser building the more
appropriate place for such settlement.

When he saw the man-of-war signal on the pilot's flag-

staff, the houseboy recalled the fact that a small flag was
flying. The white people around at the Consulate in

Vaiala might be stupidly content with such a small dis-

play, they were so careless about so many of these essen-
.tial matters. But as an official of the American Union
(he never failed to call it laboriously in full the "Unaike
Sekeke Meleke"), he knew what was due to official dig-

nity, and he knew that it was measured by sixteen feet,

and hang the price of bunting. Back from the swim-
ming place under the Vaisingano bridge he came running
at top speed, almost the only Icnown instance of haste on
his part in the direction of his place of employment,
though reasonably prompt the other way. Not halting to

close the gate of the compound—a solemn necessity so

long as the pigs of the native village roam at large—he
dashed up the steps with a shout in passing of "French
man-of-war," and went at once to the closet in which the

flags were kept. With equal promptitude he selected the

largest in stock and dashed down to the flagpole. To
strike the offending banner was easy ; all he had to do was
to loosen the halliards and the wind carried the flag down
with a rush. But the difficulty came in hoisting its larger

successor, for he had not learned the sailor fashion of

hoisting the flag in a bundle, which comes loose at the

top of the mast. Now, it is no easy task to hoist some
eight square yards of bunting to the top of a staff more
than a hundred feet high, when the wind is blowing as it

does blow in the afternoons in Samoa. On his first at-

tempt he failed. Within a foot of the top the flag stuck

fast and would go no higher. He hauled it part way
down and made a fresh trial. Again it stuck obstinately

at the same place; again he hauled it down for a new
start. This succeeded, and the dignity of a great nation

was represented by its full sixteen feet of stripes, and the

houseboy felt that as an official of the United States he
had not proved remiss in the discharge of his duties.

Far more than any man can do, a woman projects her-

self to the other side of any event, and sees unerringly

what effect it is producing upon others, and, of course, this

was still more the case with the imperfectly tamed
Samoan who felt that he had done his whole duty. In

this case it was easy to understand that the officers of the

French cruiser which then was just in front of the

official residence and not more than a mile off shore would
be in a state of puzzled wonder as to the meaning of

two dips of the flag from the American Consulate. Two
dips of an ensign have no meaning. There is no naval

code or other system of the etiquette of the men of the

sea in which two dips can carry any meaning. Yet on the

other hand to touch the flag at all must mean something.

Any motion of the flag not otherwise comprehensible

would undoubtedly be taken as a signal of distress and
-action taken accordingly. There was no particular dis-

tress in Vaiala at that time; nothing, at least, beyond the

lack of ice and the general loneliness of life in mid-Pacific.

The landing of a boat load of French sailors and marines

coming to the rescue of American interests would have

been a relief to the general monotony, but it would have

entailed all sorts of official explanations that it was just

as well to avoid. It was a clumsy situation at best. The
only way out of it was to complete the ill-timed salute

and put in the explanations afterward. The houseboy, ac-

cordingly, was ordered to lower the flag once more and
finish out the salute. No sooner had this been done than

the cruiser dipped her ensign.

According to the local custom of the port of Apia, a

relic of the warring times, when it took any amount of

diplomacy to arrange an official call of the consuls on the

ships, the consuls had twenty-four hours in which to make
the first call upon a visiting warship without regard to

any questions of relative rank. But in this instance the

American representative thought that it would be just

as well to go off at once and make the explanations as to

the houseboy's efforts to be correct. After a hasty at-

tempt to reniember the convolutions of the more common
irregular verbs in the French grammar, he started out in

his boat to pay the official call.

After the first few words of reception, and before it

was possible to lead up in an unobtrusive fashion to the

subject, the French captain broached it himself. As soon

as he began enthusiastically about the eternal amity be-

tween the two great republics of the world, it was clear

that anv attempt at explanation and casting of blame on

the houseboy would only spoil a charming situation.

France was tickled clean through with the spontaneous

expression of the warm regard of America which every

Frenchman in his infancy learned to believe in, which none

the less it "deliriated" this particular French officer to

find manifested in the heart of Oceanica. Was anybody

going to apologize after that? Well, no. Not a word
said to suggest that this sort of salute was not specially

ordered in Washington for French gunboats.

When it came time for the call to end, there was en-

countered a hitch, a thing not common in warship ex-

periences, where things generally move with beautiful

precision. Samoa was very wise in the matter of guns

and salutes. Even the Samoans knew all about it. They
knew that a consul was entitled to receive his seven guns

and that a consul-general got two more in token of the

superiority of his rank. Unfortunately, their own king
was sometimes saluted (a great personal distress to him,
for he was gun vshy), and his twenty-one guns rather
tended to produce the impression that he was three times
as important as a consul. That complicated affairs, for

it was the three consuls who did all the ruling, while the
king did nothing but reign at $48.60 per month, royal
magnificence at $12.15 a week. What thp hitch was
failed to make itself clearly apprehended, as a junior
officer came up on the run. It seemed to be that the sec-

ond captain had mislaid the powder, or some such annoy-
ing event, which might happen on any man-of-war, if it

bad two captains. Meanwhile it was graciously offered

to look over the ship. There was a preponderance of

live stock, pigs beyond counting, coops of hens in every
place in which it was possible to stow the great producers
of omelets, no less than four cows were peacefully tied in

stalls on the deck. At last the powder ceased to be mis-
laid ; the steward had probably locked it up in his pantry ;

the salute could be fired and the caller could go away with
all the honors.
Next morning when the call was returned—they are

very punctilious in the South Sea, where there is nothing
larger to occupy the mind—the French captain still carried

his enthusiasm with him, as though a great international

union had just been cemented. He was charmed to find

that madame was in residence ; he should crave permis-

sion to call upon her with some of the passengers of his

cabin, ladies of the superior colonial government in

Tahiti. As to passengers, oh ! yes, when there were
.

ladies of the number it did much to add to the pleasure

of the voyage; the cruisers in the South Sea were ex-

pected to carry many. Tahiti was the whole width of an

ocean from Noumea, and it was only in New Caledonia

that it was possible to embark upon the steamers of the

return to France. It was therefore a part of the French
colonial policy that the naval vessels should carry pas-

sengers between the widely .separated French colonies of

Oceanica, for this trip he was carrying fifty-four, and it

was for their feeding that the animals were carried alive

upon the deck. His experience was that the presence of

the animals did not at all interfere with the naval duties

of the sailors. Of course, in time of war the animals

would be thrown overboard; as to the passengers in such

a case, there would be some other provision for them.

The French vessels of war in South Pacific waters are

probably well fitted to their uses, but they are inferior to

the fleets of the other European nations wliich cruise

south of the line. They are entirely imarmored cruisers

of an old type, in all likelihood vessels which have out-

lasted their usefulness elsewhere, and which have been

sent to Oceanica principally because they have the room
for passengers and their necessary live stock on deck.

That seems to be very nearly the sum of their employ-

ment, to lie for months at a time either in Noumea or

Papeete, once a year to make a slow voyage with pas-

sengers either from New Caledonia to Tahiti, or the same

voyage in the reverse order. They seldom employ their

spare time in marine surveying, such as occupies British

and German commanders. Once in a while they may be

called on to exact some punishment for a massacre on

the French islands in the west, the Loyalties and part of

the New Hebrides. If they were more earnest in their

patrol of these wild lands, it might be that the Freiich

islands would in time lose their reputation for being

populated with the mo,st intractable cannibals of the whole

Pacific sphere of barbarism, a reputation which up to the

present the native inhabitants have done their best to de-

serve at every opportunity. Instead of performing the

rigid police which the civilized powers regard a duty

when brought into close touch with the wild races of the

worid, the French fleet has no higher function than as

acting as a connecting line at rare intervals for the subsi-

dized French steamship line from Marseilles to Noumea
by way of Australian ports. Slowly carrying passengers

and live stock, they strive to make one call a year at

Samoa and Tonga and Wallis Island, and wherever else

one of the superior order of the French clergy is in charge

of a mission. Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Down the Magnetawan.
In Two Parts—Patt One.

For some time we had been studying guide books and

charts, getting all the information we could about the

Magnetawan River. Two things on which every source

of information agreed, and which we found to be true,

were, that the river was very rough and there was from

eight to ten miles of carrying to be done. We wjere fortu-

nate enough to procure a chart of the river with all the

portages marked, and felt that with two competent guides

we could now make the trip with safety. Having heard

that neither guides nor canoes could be hired at Burk s

Falls, we wrote to Captain Swartman, of Waubaushene,

to engage two guides and canoes for us there. He pro-

cured Wilson Mowers and Clayton Gillete, two thor-

oughly competent and reliable men, and two good canoes.

We niet the guides at Orillia Monday afternoon, Aug. 12,

1901. Neither of them had ever been on the Magnetawan,

but they had heard of its terrors, and one of them was

ready to go home, as there was a woman in the party.

The Pacific Express on the Grand Trunk was crowded,

until there was no longer standing room, with men going

to harvest the great wheat crop in the Northwest Terri-

tory. The proverbial "room for one more" was actually

occupied, and the crowds of men at the stations beyond

Gravenhurst were obliged to wait for the night express.

The railroad company was selling tickets to Winnipeg

for $10. The men, who had taken advantage of these,

low rates, were quiet and respectful. There was little or'

no drinking and no disorderly conduct. They were evi-

dently small farmers lured by the low rates and good

wages, many of them no doubt hoping to get land of their

own in this great wheat country.

The train was thirty minutes behind time, and the stores

were all closed when we reached Burk's Falls. Being 1

anxious to start down the river the next morning on the

little steamer that runs to Ahmic Harbor, Mr. Sharp

kindly took us into his store that night, put up our provi-

sions and sent them to the dock the next morning. We
expected to spend ten days on the river, but considered it

advisable to carry provisions enough to last four people

fourteen days, of which the following is a complete list;
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4 loaves of bread.

25 pounds of flour (15 would be enough).
1 pound baking powder.

30 pounds boneless shoulder.

5 pounds cheese.

5 pounds sugar.

4 pounds coffee.

5 pounds butter.

2 quarts beans.

4 dozen beef and vegetable tablets (Armour's).
4 pounds rice.

4 pounds prunes.
I pound tea.

I sack salt.

We took no canned goods on account of the long port-
ages, and found our provision list very satisfactory. Our
cooking outfit weighed 9 pounds, and consisted of. the
following articles : 4 tin buckets with close-fitting lids and
a tin coffee pot; these nested, and the lid of the largest
bucket (6-quart) fitted down over all. Four tin cups,
four knives, forks and spoons ; six tin plates, two fry-
ing pans with one detachable handle (we should have had
Iwo handles), and one wire broiler. We also had with us
copper wire, a few trunk nails, a mixture of white lead
and glue for stopping leaks in canoes ; six candles, 75 feet

of rope, matches, a sportsman's ax and two cakes of
Ivory soap. We always take Ivory soap, for if it falls into

the water it does not sink and can easily be recovered, and
if yon have to do any scouring there is always plentj' of
sand.

We spent the night at the Burk House, and were fur-
nished excellent meals and a clean, comfortable room and
bed. This is, I believe, the oldest house in the town. Its

location is delightful and commands a magnificent view.
We had met a young Englishman, named Bennett, at the
fetation, who intended starting down the river the next
morning. He was going to Bing Inlet, and preferred
making the trip down the river in a canoe to going around
by rail, so we arranged to travel together, and early
Tuesday morning, we commenced our voyage down the
Magnetawan on the steamer Winnona. The trip down
this part of the river in the early morning, the little

steanier following the windings of the river, sometimes
backing in order to make the bend, is enchanting. The
gently sloping banks, grass-grown to the w-ater's edge,
and the gentle current, gives no hint of the perpendicular
shores of -rock and the furious rapids beyond. When we
reached Lake Cecebee, we saw a number of tourists and
one or two camps. At Rocky Bend we left the steamer,
which runs into Ahmic Harbor, and embarking in our
canoes continued on our way. We had crossed Ahmic
Lake and had gone but a short distance down the river
when we came to Knoeffier's Dam. where there is a log
house. We cooked our dinner on this portage. On leav-
ing Ahmic Lake the character of the river is entirely
changed. Instead of the gently sloping, grass-grown
banks, we find steep, boulder-strewn shores, covered with
pine, hemlock, maple and birch. Some distance below
this portage we left the river and turned to the right into
Poverty Bay.
The water was very low, but we succeeded in pushing

our canoes through the mud and grass to the portage,
which is about half a mile long and not difficult. By tak-
ing this route through Poverty Bay we had been able to
avoid a part of the river known as the Three Snaith
Rapids, a series of falls and rapids that have cost the
lives of more than one tourist and river driver.

When we reached the end of the portage we had a beau-
tiful stretch of river ahead of rrs. The banks were well
wooded and less steep ; the water clear and cool, and a
good current. We put oirt a troll and. soon hooked a
wall-eye, but it swam off as we Avere about to lift it into
the canoe, and we did not get another strike, although we
were traveling over good feeding grounds. My husband
and I were in one canoe with a guide, and the other had
all the baggage. The Englishman had a craft ; I can
hardly dignify it by the name of canoe, made of one-
cighth-inch basswood, covered with canvas and given coat
after coat of a mixture of white lead and glue. It was
about 10 feet long, with a 28-inch beam. The ends came
suddenly to a sharp point, and the gunwales were very
small. Its lines were anything but graceful, and a crankier
craft never floated. He had a complete one-man cruising
outfit, and when it was stowed away in the canoe with
him in paddling, the stern was not more than four inches
above water. If his load had not been perfectly balanced
the canoe would have capsized long before it did. Bennett
had been down the river before, and -as we came into
Fletcher's Bay he paddled ahead to a farmhouse to get
milk for supper, as we expected to camp on the next
porta.ge. On one side of Fletcher's Bay there is quite a
clearing and two or three farmhouses. There is a bridge
across the river at the foot of the bay and a road to
Ahmic Harbor.

Bennett had beached his canoe and had gone to a house,
near the end of the portage ; when we came along the
farmer's hogs were investigating his canoe and its con-
tents, but we arrived in time to prevent any serious dam-
age. Crossing the next portage, we camped on a sandy
beach in the first bend below. Our tents were pitched on
the clean, white sand and comfortable beds were made of
balsam boughs. For supper we had bread, butter, bone-
less shotdder, coffee, and milk so fresh that it was not
yet cold.

The guides rolled logs up to the fire for seats and picked
up short boards and made a table. While we sat around
the camp-fire, prunes were put on to cook, and we enjoyed
them very much for breakfast. Although not more than
half a mile from a farmhouse, we had passed the clear-
ing and were again in the woods, witfi no sign of civiliza-

tion around us. We were camped on the sandy beach of a
beautiful little cove. Back of us was a rise of several
feet to a bench, from which the hill rose abruptly. The
falls we^'e just around the point on our left, and could
be faintly heard. In front lay a pool of calm water, be-
yond which was the swift current of the river against a
steep bank covered with forest trees. As night came on
the trees and hills appeared to close in and surround us,
and when we looked up through the opening to the stars
twinkling in the sky, %ye seemed to be down below- the
surface of the earth, while the moon shining down through
the trees, filled the forest with weird shadows, which we
were too tired to linger long around the camp-fire and
watch. Although this w^as our first night out, we slept, as

one only can sleep, soothed by the soft murmur of run-
ning water and the spicy fragrance of the pine.

The next ntorning we got almost a tin cup full of good,
rich cream off our milk. Cream for our coffee, good
liread and btttter, fried shoulder, cheese, prunes and all

the milk we could drink, did not prove a bad breakfast.
While we were packing up two men came up the river in

a flat-bottomed boat and stopped to talk awhile.
A short distance below ottr camp we came to the port-

age around the rapids known as Hell's Gate. This portage
is about a mile long, back some distance from the chute
through a beautiful bit of forest. We went through a
bed of ferns, where many of the fronds were five feet

long. By the side of the path we saw where a deer had
been dressed, tlie long hair showing it had been killed in

the winter, We were told that three men were fishing at

this chute from a canoe, when one of them, desiring to

fish from a rock near the shore, had the canoe put along-
side the rock, 'but as he .stepped out. he accidentally gave
the canoe a slight push ; it was caught in the current and
carried down the rapids, drowning the occupants,
We had a long rope attached to each canoe and Ben-

nett said they cotdd be let down the next rapid.s, so we
did not look for a portage.
The first part of the rapids we shot, then unloaded and

let the canoes down as far as we could with ropes, but the
last part had to be carried, and the sharp, loose rocks
along the shore made the carrying very difficult and dan-
gerous. To have made the portage around the entire
scries of rapids would have saved us much trouble and
anxiety. The next portage is on the left, but the right
shore looked as though we might let the canoes down.
Going into a cove on our right we beached the canoes
and walked down along the shore to investigate, but the
v.-ater was too rough. The guides and Bennett came back
to take the caiioes across the river to the portage, but the

Doctor walked on down to the end of the rapids. There
were some pieces of baggage that Doctor and I had always
carried across the portages, and as they were trotiblesome
for the guides. I thought I would carry them. I picked up
cur boat cushions, which were also our pillows, a coat,

jacket, camera, two fishing rods and a small satchel.

When I started they did not seem heavy, and the portage
was short, btit long before I reached the other end. I had
decided that, in order to maintain proper discipline, in

the future the family must all keep on the same side of
the river.

Bennett had his canoe and all his duffle across and was
shooting the last part of the rapids, when he stuck on a

rock in the middle of the river. He could not shove the
canoe off and stepped out on a rounding knob of rock
that was about four inches below the surface of the water.
When I came to the end of the portage, he was standing
in the middle of the river, holding his canoe by the rope,

and the Doctor was standing on the opposite shore.
The swift current made it impossilale for Bennett to

get into his canoe again ; he could not get ashore, for the
Avater on one side of him was six or eight feet deep, and
on the other side he could not touch the bottom with his

paddle. After several attempts he succeeded in catching a

small stone the Doctor threw to him, and tying it to the
end of the rope attached to the bow of his canoe, threw it

back, and the canoe was drawn ashore, Bennett keeping
cne of the paddles. He wore low canvas shoes with imb-
ber soles and canvas leggings, fastened with leather
strings, which were crossed and re-crossed around his

legs. How he could keep his footing on that rounding
knob of rock, even in the soft shoes, with the water rush-
ing past him and piling up over his feet. I coijld not un-
der.stand. and when he fastened his paddle in the lacing
of his legging, got out his pipe, filled it. struck a match,
lit his pipe and commenced to smoke, I thought it the
height of recklessness and folly. He must have stood
there ten minutes before the guides came down and
brought him ashore.
We shot the next rapids and came to a clearing where

the Great North Road crosses the river. There is a short
rapids under the bridge, but the ropes saved us a carry.
The river is divided here by Maple Island, which is quite
large, diamond-shaped and well wooded. We kept to the
right over a pretty stretch of river and camped for din-
ner at the first bend. The Doctor and Bennett went to a

farmhouse for sttpplies, for we had not carried either

potatoes or onions from Burk's Falls, knowing we could
get them here. This is the last place on the river where
supplies can be procured, unless some of the tourists on
Deer Lake are kind enough to accommodate 3'ou, but they
freqtiently have trouble getting their own, as all their

supplies are brought over from Whitestone. W^e got a

peck of new potatoes, a peck of onions, three dozen roast-
ing ears, one-half dozen cucumbers, pint of vinegar, bucket
of sweet milk, and what seemed to be a small watermelon
for 75 cents. By the time the foraging party had returned
the meat and fish were cooked, the coft'ee was ready,
bread and butter sandwiches were made, which, with
sliced cucumbers, we all enjoyed to the utmost of our
capacity.

Then came the watermelon, which I was to have the

honor of cutting and serving. As I made the first cut. the
hungrj', expectant look on the faces of those gathered
around me was surprising, considering the amount of

bread and butter that had so recently disappeared. At the
second cut the}' sat down in a hopeless sort of a way. their

elbows on their knees, their heads in their hands.
We had staked our hopes on an over-grown green

citron.

"Of all sad words of tongue or pen,

Tlie saddest are tliese—it nriglrt liave been."

It was a great disappointment, but we rallied and pre-
pared to move on. Below Maple Island the river seemed
to have increased in volume and to have become wilder.
Shooting a small rapids we were soon in a narrow river
with almost perpendicular walls of rock from twenty to

thirty feet high on each side. A fire had run over the
surrounding countr}', leaving nothing but bare, hard
rocks, with here and there a skeleton pine, blackened and
scarred, still standing, emphasizing the hopeless desolation
of the surroundings.

Occasionally we would see a bird of some kind perched
on one of these trees, and once a crow followed us a
short distance, flying from the top of one dead pine to

another, cawing angril}', and an eagle flcAV over the gorge
high above us.

We had been warned about the landing at the first

Burnt Chute, and as we neared it the guides paddled
along very cautiou.sly, one canoe dropping well behind the
other. The portage is on the left and the landing very
close to the edge of the falls. We had to keep close to the
.shore to avoid being caught in the current and carried
over. We made the landing without any difficulty and
found a rough portage. The path is broad and well
cleared, but it is up and down, over little ridges and is

almost a mile long. The guides said it was the hardest
carry on the river, though there are much longer ones.
The opening through which the water pours into this

gorge is not more thati fifteen feet wide. The shore on
one side is a sheer wall of rock from forty to sixty feet
high. The other shore is more broken with great masses
of broken rock in the river bed. Below this is a stretch of
broad, smooth river, almost a bay, when suddenly the
banks close in. leaving a space barely ten feet wide, called
the Needle's Eye, through which the water rushes.

There is a fall of four feet at the narrowest part and
the river is again broad and smooth. The Needle's Eye
is an interesting place. For ages these two points of rock
have stood there, resisting all the forces of nature and the
current of that mighty river, and have yielded barely ten
feet to ait apparently irresistible force. The shores, both
above and below, arc sloping, but at this point the river

cuts through a rock standing about twelve feet above its

surface. All our duffle was portaged over this rock, but
the canoes .went through the Needle's Eye attached to
threads of rope. As we continued on our wa3' the river

became more narrow and the banks were very steep and
rough. The roar of water that had slipped over another
falls could be heard, and in a short time we reached the
landing aboA'e the second Burnt Chute.
This chute resembles the one above the Needle's Eye,

but is much, rougher.. It is quite narrow and the banks
are almost perpendicular rock, no place less than forty feet

high, while the bed of the chute is filled with rocks and
boulders. In the middle of the channel lay a boulder, the
top of which Avas abottt a foot above the surface of the
surrounding water. The water from above slipped down
and piled up, covering the rock with a smooth sheet of
water instead of breaking breaking into foam. Near the
end of the poriage where we landed were two graves
showing that the chute had been taking toll from the
crews of river drivers that had dared its waters. These
graves had been carefully tended by the men who had
taken the spring drive down. They were covered with
moss, and ferns were planted around them. We were told
there are twenty-two graves on the river.

On the right hand shore, almost opposite the portage, a
small stream comes tumbling and dashing" down the steep
bank in a series of cascades. Sparkling and dancing in

the sunlight, it seemed to be in such mad haste to throw
its small torrent into the big river. This portage is about
a mile long with a bit of winding river below that is ex-
ceedingly beautiful. The sloping pine-covered banks
threw their shadows on the clear, still water, showing a
magnificent reflection. We came upon a party of two
ladies and three gentlemen in canoes getting a bucket" of
water at a spring on the .shore. They paddled out to us
and gave us a drink of good, cold spring water. One of
the ladies said that if we needed bread she could let us
have some, but we still had one loaf, and I was conceited
enough to think I could bake biscuit in the skillet. Their
summer cottage was doAvn the river a short distance, and
was a very artistic log house. Below the cottage is a
small island in the middle of the river, and a drop of a

few feet on each side. We kept to the right and made a

short portage along the shore. Bennett landed on the
island, and taking otit his tent, bedding and provisions, at-

tempted to let his canoe down with the rope. The water
was very rough, the channel full of broken rocks, and hi.s

canoe capsized. He lost his tin cup and troll, but an old
gun he had was still under the thwarts when his canoe
A\as righted. We were now in Deer Lake, and wanted to

reach a point beyond Dead Man's Rock, where we knew
there was a good camp ground. The lake this evening
was wondrously beautiful, its calm surface was dotted
with small islands, clothed in pine and silver birch. The
sun, Avell dov^'U in the western sky, threw a path of crim-
son and gold across the lake which seemed to beckon
us on.

"And the evening sun descending

Set the clouds on fire with redness,

Hurned tlie broad sky, like a prairie,

Left upon the level water

One long trade and trail of splendor,

Down whose stream, as down a river,

A\'estward, westward, Hiawatha,
'

Sailed into the fiery sunset.

Sailed into the purple vapors.

Sailed into the dusk of evening."

The golden pathway was irresistible, and we kept on
toward the setting sun until the light had died out of the
west, and our path was lost in darkness. Then we landed
on the first island we reached and ptit up our tents. Our
sttpper of roasting ears, bacon, bread, butter, cheese and
coffee \yas cooked and eaten under the stars. It rained
and was quite stormy during the night, but we slept well
and felt perfectly secure in our litttle canvas house.

In the morning we boiled potatoes for breakfast and I
baked bread in the skillet, but it was not exactly a suc-
cess. We intended spending the day on Deer Lake and
wanted to reach the river drivers' camp ground, which was
well protected, yet afforded a good view^of the lake, but
the storm clouds were rising in the west," and we did not
care to break camp unless the weather cleared.
One of the guides suggested taking a troll and trying

to catch a fish for dinner. Soon after they left camp the
sk-A' became very threatening, and it commenced to thun-
der. This put an end to their exploring, and they re-
turned in less than an hour bringing in a five and three-
quarter pound wall-eye. Tavo men in a canoe came to
our camp and Avantecl to buy bread. They said a steam
yacht came from Whitestone every day Avith supplies, but
"for some reason it had failed to come the day before.
There are scA^eral summer cottages on the lake, and Ave
saw a few tents. By 10 o'clock the sky cleared, the sun
was shining and the gray mantle of fog had lifted from
the lake. We loaded our canoes and started to hunt the
camp ground. When Ave saw the round top of Dead
Man's Rock, projecting a fcAv inches above the surface of
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the water, we knew that the landing we were hunting was
just beyond. We found a charming camp ground, about

one hundred feet back from the lake, and oil quite ail

elevation. Our tents were pitched on a betich and back
of us the ground rose gradually and was well wooded,
while the gentle slope in front had been cleared of all

but a few of the largest trees. Ferns grew all around
our tent, while the fireplace, table and benches were in

the center of a clean, cool grass plot. For dinner we
had stewed onions, cucumbers, bacon, fish, bread, butter

and tea.

One side of the fish was skinned and the firm white

meat carefully trimmed off the ribs and put into a skillet

of hot bacon fat ; then the other side was treated the same
way, the white meat never totiching water. Fish dressed

in this way retains all its delicate flavor. The wind was
quite high in the afternoon and evening, so we baked bread

and rested. In two quarts of water we cooked a handful

of rice and beans with two potatoes and two onions sliced.

When these were well done we added eight of our soup

tablets, making an excellent soup for supper.

In the evening we went out to troll, and in less than half

an hour we hooked and landed a seven and a half pound
wall-eye. This fish was dressed, put in a bucket and hung

as high up on a pole as we could reach. For breakfast we
fried part of the fish and broiled the rest of it in a wire

broiler over hot coals. The bread that had been baked in

the skillet the day before, was split in two and the inside

toasted brown and buttered. This breakfast would have

been good at home, but out in the pine forest seated

around a rough board table covered with paper napkins,

the blue sky overhead and one of the most beautiful lakes

in Canada spread out at our feet, with the sunlight dancing

•upon it, is it any wonder that five people ate a seven and

a half pound fish and great pieces of hot buttered toast?

Loading our canoes we continued on- our way to the west.

It was a glorious morning, and we left this picturesque

lake with many a longing look. . A. W. C.

The Magnetawan as a Canoe Water.

Toronto, July s—EdUor Forest and Stream: I noticed

the inquiry of Mr. F. L. Brown in a recent^ number of the

Forest and Stream as to the nature of the River Mag-

netawan, between Ahmic Harbor and Bing Inlet, and as

to whether a trip down it would be feasible by canoe or

skiff ; and as we have an officer at that point, I wrote to

him for such information as I thovight would be of use to

Mr Brown. I have this moment received his reply, in

which he says that "the trip to Bing Inlet can be inade

by skiff or canoe, but I think a canoe preferable as there

are a number of portages. There are few settlers along

the route. Supplies can be procured here (Bvtrk s i<ails).

He ought to have a guide." „ ^^ S. T. Bastedo,

Deputy Commissioner of Fisheries.

The Controversy* I

Good men will differ, and it is well.

"If all men thought as I do," said a good old brother,

"thev would all want my wife."
a ..^a\a

"And if they all thought as I do,"^^ replied his candid

neighbor, "no one would have her."

No harm is done by such men as Didymus, Carney,

et al, candidly stating their preferences m the matter

of sport, for that they are good men and sportsmen

we all know. That big game hunting does not appeal

to our Nestor is his misfortune, as it loses him some

grand sport in reality, and, in addition thereto, de-

lightful enjoyment of the sport of others, as so often

thriUingly and interestingly set forth in our sporting

journal "par excellence." ,

Though some of us are, not all of «s can be m the

matter of sport, as our Irish friend was about his fav-

orite beverage-"Good wliisky 1 Faith! ut's all good,

only some of ut is bhetter thin other."
,

It is the writer's blessed privilege to enjoy all spprt

from fishing a doodle bug hole with a straw, to big-

game hunting-barring trapshooting at live pigeons—but

he has strong preferences.
-r , ^r,

The man who really does it, even if he is only an

amateur in the matter of recounting it, whether it is

big or little game he hunts, will interest his brother

sp?rtsmen in his adventures. .
That Didymus pa^s the

writer a compliment—which is believed to be sincere

and is highly appreciated—is not due to any literary

merit in the articles that have pleased. him, for though

often writing, I am not a literary man m the true sense,

but is due solely to the fact that ^vhen tellmg of a day

afield it is the story of a real event, loved but not lust

How much sport of any kind has there been m Spears

"Walk Down South," and yet when has anything been

done by the boys in the woods or on the vvater that has

afforded such universal pleasure as has his most ex-

cellent stories. The reason is that we have the action

in every line and truth in every incident.

It is the story that drags in the telhng or savors of

the article manufactured out of the whole cloth, that

we read at and conclude to leave for another day, be

;t a tale of the .30-30, or the scatter gun; but if the

Jition is good it Jill go. let the game be big or small

If you never shot a rifle in your hfe nor hunted big

game of any description, you can enjoy a hunt wi h the

man who can really get you out, even after elephants

If you doubt this statement turn back a itw mgnths and

read any of the articles on big-game hunting contribu-

ted by Mr. Carney to Forest and Stream and prove

'^O^fNestor enjoyed them, and others of the same kind

that we have had from time to time, and is only ex-

pressing his disapproval of some of the big-game pipe

dreams that occasionally get away from the office cat

andTto the columns of this high-class pubhcation. He

Inves to stir the boys up and never means quite all he

savs except when arraigning vandals for committing

sinful was?e of the good things of the field, forest or

water in which noble work may be long continued.

This-by the way-is all rather personal, but we old

friends can be as personal as we please, ^en^re g>us^^^^_

Smith and Jones.

A Contratt.

Smith was a man whose motto was . Time.is money.
Jones was a man whose motto was : We'll he a long

time' dead.
Smith, in order to live up to his motto, set to work sys-

tematically to save time. He began by curtailing his hours
of slumber. He got up long before breakfast was ready
and fussed and fumed because he had to wait. When at

length the meal was served, he sat down and bolted it, then

seized his hat and rushed for the elevated station. If,

after turning the corner, he saw a train approaching, he
made an extra spurt in order to catch it. The stairs he
took three at a time. But usually he got left. Then
panting and exasperated, he would pace up and down the

platform swearing at his luck and more especially at the

management of the road which did not put on more
trains.

On reaching his office, if every clerk was not in his

place and everything O. K., he proceeded to work himself

into a state of mind, from which he did not recover for

half an hour at least. It was suggested by a friend who
encountered him on one of these occasions that he smoke
a cigar and soothe himself.

"What, sir! Smoke?" exclaimed Smith. "I never
smoked a cigar in my life. An idle, wasteful habit, sir."

From 8 o'clock till noon it was one continuous "hustle."

He dictated his letters at a gallop—chopping all his Eng-
lish—threw a word t® this visitor or to that—darted to the

telephone with a "Who's this?" before his mouth was to

the receiver—scolded vehemently if there was the least

delay—rushed back to his desk, yelling orders to the

clerks, then on a sudden thought dashed into the street

and went flying in one direction or another—returned out

of breath and perspiring, threw off his coat, flung him-
self into his chair and pitphed in once more.
The noon hour he dreaded, for he knew that he must

interrupt his labors to eat. Why can't we eat and work
at the same time? he would ask himself; or, Why do we
have, to eat at all? He thought seriously whether it would
not be possible to invent some device whereby the stomach
could be opened and filled from the side. What a blessing

—what a saving of time—that would be I Though obliged

to give it up, as far as opening the stomach was con-

cerned, he partially solved the problem by going to a

"quick lunch" resort, where he made two bites of a sand-

wnch and a piece of pie and away.
His afternoon was even more strenuous than his morn-

ing, and when he arrived home he was fagged out. At
dinner he gorged himself to make up for his meager
breakfast and lunch, and was stupid as a cow thereafter in

consequence. If his wife proposed the theater, or a ball,

he would beg to be left alone, and usually was while she

went out with "cousin Charlie." For an hour or two he

would dawdle over financial reports, or stock market

quotations, and then drop off to sleep like a serpent that

had swallowed a goat, his slumbers being visited by the

most horrible nightmares.

Ten years of this began to tell on him, so at his doc-

tor's imperative order, he took a vacation of a week. (His

doctor wanted him to make it a month, but he wouldn't

hear of it.) Away he went, therefore, proniising himself

to leave his business behind, as per prescription, but it

was no use. He did nothing but think of it all day and

fret and worry and bore himself to death. Whether on

water or on land, fishing or golfing, it was all one. What's

the good of wasting time with a fool line, or a fool ball?

he would say. When his week was up he shouted for

sheer joy and returned to harness, vowing that he would
never again get out of it.

For the present we will leave him and turn to Jones.

Agreeably to his motto. Jones had evolved a very differ-

ent scheme of life. When he awoke he did not jump
feverishly out of bed, but lay for a while smiling over the

recollection of his dreams, or just "soaking," as the

schoolboys say; and if, perchance, he closed his eyes

again, it didn't at all matter. Breakfast was always at his

orders, and he ate the meal deliberately while reading his

morning paper. This usually afforded him much occasion

for amusement. It was the record of the daily human
comedy. After breakfast, instead of rushing to the ele-

vated station to catch a train, he set out leisurely to walk

down town. At the office he left the attendance of clerks

and all such matters to a trusted subordinate. "I never

bother with details," said Jones. Consequently he had a

good deal of spare time on his hands, which he employed

in talking and laughing with friends who called. He
smoked a mild cigar in the morning and another in the

afternoon, and once in a while he would leave the office

with some bosom friend and come back looking particu-

larly contented and jolly. From which it was argued by

peeping Tom, the "wise guy" of the office—but no matter.

His lunch he usually spent an hour over, and he always

had a soup, a cut of roast or boiled, and a vegetable. In

the afternoon he took things dead easy—was out in the

open air much, but yet not idle. At 4 o'clock promptly

he started for home—again on "shank's mare." Before

dinner he bowled for an hour. After that meal, which was

as sensible and as sensibly partaken of as his lunch, he

read Forest and Stream for a good digestion. Twice a

week he went to some play or other amusement with the

wife of his bosom (who was never known to indulge m
one little nagging word—so true it is that good nature in

the husband begetteth good return in the wife). During

the other evenings of the week he played whist, or chess

(he drew the line at ping pong) or read some breezy

works of adventure.-

But what Jones did especially was this : Every now and

then he went off on a little sporting tour. In the spring

he went a-fishing, in the summer he went a-golfing or

a- sailing, and in the fall he went a-hunting. Oh, the

pleasant hours he spent in contact with nature !
What joy

it was to play and land a great silvery trout, or make a

=;traight drive, or reef a mainsail in a blow, or stop a

partridge on the wing! And what joy to drink in the

fresh air, bask in the sun and revel in the manifold

beauties of nature ! And then what a store of health he

'

was laying in—^how his lungs grew deep, his stomach

grew strong, his sinews grew supple, his eye grew clear

and his skin grew brown and luminous !
Talk of the

granaries of Egypt ! They were not in it with Jones' store,

Happy Jones

!

Now the reader is to know that Smith and Jones had
been boys together, but had drifted apart on the ocean
of life. It happened thirty long years ago after this event
that the two quondam friends ran across each other.

Neither did Smith recognize Jones, nor Jones Smith, but a
mere chance discovered them to each other. Smith was
being helped into an invalid chair, and Jones, passing at

the time and seeing his feebleness, with his usual good
nature went to assist the attendant.

"Sir," said Smith, in a weak emasculated voice, "you
are very kind. It would give me pleasure to know your
name."
"My name is Jones," said Jones.

"Jones, Jones," repeated the invalid, "any relation to

the family of that name of Spring Yulley?"
"Rather," said Jones, "the worthy Ephraim was my

parent."

"Is it possible?" exclaimed the invalid. "But you are

surely jesting. Ephraim had no son 'wsho could look so

young as you."
"Oh," said Jones, "I ain't so young. Fifty next birth-

day, I guess."
"You don't look forty," said the invalid. And then

ruefullv : "Do j'ou remember your old comrade. Bill

Smith?'"
"Why, sure," said Jones. What of him?"
"You see him before you, Sam."
Jones fell back in astonishment. Then he rushed for-

ward and grasped the invalid's hand.
"I'm so sorry," he cried, "to see you like this, Bill.

W^hat has done it?"

Smith leaned back in his chair wearily, like a broken
man.
"Making a million," he answered, with a sigh.

Francis Moonan.

Camp-Fire Flickerings from the

Miami Valley.

Who does not love to look back over the receding
years and recall to his mind stories of the old days, days
when the red hunter pitched his wigwam on the banks
of the lonely rivers and the furry and antlered inhabi-

tants roamed at will in the vast forests? Nothing is

more enjoyable to me than to draw my chair up to the

fireplace and listen to the stories of some old settler.

I enjoy the acquaintance of several of these and have
collected from them quite a number of amusing sketches

of the frontier, a few of which I will now relate.

At one time the early settlers of Dayton, O., were
dependent upon the Kentucky settlers for salt. This nec-
essary article was always brought from Kentucky by
way of the old Mad River Trail. It was always put up
in great bags and carried on the back of a pack horse.

The distance from Kentucky to Dayton was sixty miles,

and the trip was usually made in two days. The man
generally chosen to make the trip was David Pette-

grew. and it was from his son that I learned the follow-

ing laughable incident:

It was his usual custom when stopping for the night

to turn the pack horse loose without taking off the

packs, but on this particular night he thought he would
take the pack off and rearrange it, as it had been per-

sisting all day in sHpping off.

The salt was easily gotten off and the pack saddle

fixed securely, but when he came to put the bags on
again he found that try as he would he could not lift

them. Here was a predicament that, trifling as it ap-

peared, was difficult to overcome. Again and again he
lifted at the bags, but all to no purpose. They would
not budge an inch. Then a happy idea struck him and
he proceeded to act upon it at once. Arranging his

bags as best he could he peeled a number of sapling,

making ropes out of the bark with which he threw and
tied his horse securely. He managed to throw the horse
so that its back just fitted up to the bags. Then he
fastened the bags to the pack saddle and cut the thongs
with which the horse was tied. After a few unsuccess-

ful efforts the horse gained his feet, and the difficulty

that a few moments before seemed insurmountable, was
overcome.

A Beaver Skin for a Smell of "Whisky.

One of the chief articles of barter used by the early

traders was whisky. The Indian would pay big prices

for a drink of "firewater," often neglecting the wants
of himself and family to get the coveted article. In fact,

a trader who did not carry it could not remain long in

the business. The traders knew this and generally tried

to accommodate the Indian with all he could drink, but
one time a certain party drank all the whisky themselves

before the Indian country was reached. They knew
what the consequences would be, but their appetite for

liquor was too strong to be resisted. Upon reaching

the Indian country they realized that they would have
serious difficulty in dealing with the redskins., but, never-

theless, they unpacked their goods and attempted to

trade without any liquor. Indian after Indian came up
with rich packs of fur and everyone uttered a smothered
"ugh" and walked away when he found that he could

not get "firewater." At length some one hit upon the

plan of telling the Indians a monstrous lie. He told

them that the man that made the whisky was dead and
that no one else knew how to make it, but as they had
always liked "firewater" so well, he had saved the flasks

in which it had been kept in order that they might at

least get a smell of the beloved Hquid once more. The
traders then insisted that for each senell out of the flask

the Indian must give one beaver skin or other skins of

equal value. The demands were complied with, and it

is said that they carried on a thriving business as long as

they remained in the country. It is needless to say.

however, that the traders never ventured among those

Indians again after the cheat was found out.

A Farm for a Barrel of Whisky,

In the Great Miami valley at one time lived a man
named Fox, who was desirous of obtaining a large tract

of land. In the same neighborhood also lived a well-to-

do man, who had been at one time the owner of a large

distillery in Virginia, which was noted for the fine whisky

it produced. Upon removing to Ohio the man sold the

plant. He found that in the newly settled section into
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which he moved, whisky was not only expensive but

scarce as well, and none of it suited his taste.
_
The old

man longed for some of his own old time liquor. It

happened that Fox had a barrel nearly full of this same
man's make that had in some way been carried into

the wilds. He offered to sell it to the old man and
jokingly said that if he hadn't the money to spare his

farm would be accepted in its place. Imagine his sur-

prise when the offer was accepted. The farm was quite

large, and is now \vorth thousands of dollars, but

whisky was considered far more valuable at that time,

especiaHy to a retired whisky maker.

Another Whisky Story.

In order to show how highly "tanglefoot" was valued
by the early Buckeye settlers, I will tell another circum-

stance of a like character. Years ago when Ohio was a
howling wilderness a family of settlers emigrated from
the East and sought a home in the lonely wilds. Among
their possessions were several pigs with which they in-

tended to stock their clearing. They also had with them
several jugs of whisky which were carried on a horse's

back. As they were journeying along one day the jugs
in some way became cracked and the contents began
to rapidly leak away. A family coimcil was quickly held

and the affair decided. They had no other vessel into

which to put it, and so they concluded that the only

way was to kill the pigs and convert their skms into a

kind of skin bottle. The pigs were almost invaluable

to them, but the liquor was more so. As they were
ooliged to sacrifice one or the other, they decided in

favor of the whisky. Their plan w'as quickly carried

out, and in a little while the skins which had formed a

covering for the pigs were converted into leather whisky
bottles.

A Rattlesnake Story.

We all know that in the early days our river bottoms
were only dense swamps and that each spring the coun-
try was submerged by the freshets. This caused the

pioneers to settle on the high lands bordering the river

valleys. This was very inconvenient, for the nearby
swamps were the home of fevers and reptiles. That it

required real grit, to live in those days is shown by the

following. Two boys were one day working in a field

on the edge of a swamp when one was bitten in the hand
by a large rattler. Of course they were badly frightened,

but the uninjured one retained his presence of mind and
did the only thing he could to save his companion's
life. Ordering his friend to lay his hand upon a stump
near by he severed it with a well directed blo\y with an

ax. It was a desperate remedy, but it saved his friend's

life, as no medical aid was to be had.
V

The First Cabin Floor in Cincinnati.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century a man
named William Vandiveer (the writer's great-grand-

father) left his home in Delaware and crossed the moun-
tains to the headwaters of the Ohio River, where he
made a flatboat and descended that stream to Cincin-

nati, where he proposed to make his future home. He
erected a cabin out of the lumber of his raft, using the

bottom of the boat for his floor. This was the first

floored cabin in the "Queen City of the West." Later
this man led a party of emigrants to the newly settled

hamlet of Dayton. It is also said that this was the first

wagon train to arrive in that city. Some years after

he built a mill at_ Franklin on the Great Miami and
there did a flourishing business. The old structure stood
through the blasts of many a year until the exceedingly
high water of the spring of 1898 carried it away.
Such are the many tales of the past that are afloat

in the Miami Valley. The Indians, the Rioneers and the
game have disappeared, but a memory of their deeds
will always remain. . Clarence Vandiveer.

Tame Ruffed Grouse.
HuDSONj N. Y., July 3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Much has been said and written about domesticating the
ruffed grouse, and if I remember correctly. Jay Bee came
ihe nearest to it; but for taming this bird, I think that
Mrs. M. McKenna is in the lead.

Some two months ago Mr. McKenna said : "Come
over and see our tame partridge and get a picture." Then
he told me that in the early spring a partridge came near
the house (which is in a grove) and they threw out some
crumbs, which she picked up, and the next day she came
again, and continued to come, and finally came two and
three times each day.
One day they noticed the bird looked larger and darker,

and on close inspection found that it was not thcs same
bird, but another, which proved to be the cock bird, as
both the cock and hen bird came up the next day.

I drove over several times, but she did not come until
after I had started for home. I guess she smelt the
camera. One afternoon I went prepared, if necessary, to
stay all night, and to take a flashlight if she did not come
earlier. I sat down to the table for supper about 6:30.
About 6:4s they said, "Come." I dropped napkin, supper
and all, and started for the cottage, and there sat Mrs.
McK. on the door step and the bird was picking up pieces
of apple and eating out of her hand.
There were three members of the family present. I

istood in a doorway about eight feet from the bird, and at
last stepped out. As soon as she saw me she straightened
up her neck, with Tmit, twit, twit, and walked away.
This bird has come into the kitchen while the dog was

lying on the floor and several members of the family have
been present; has jumped on the window sill and never
shown fear. Last Sunday it was very rainy all day, and
she came to the house twice and was fed.

Now if the rainy weather does not kill all the young, we
shall not be in the least surprised to see this old cock
and hen bring their brood up to the house to be fed and
warmed by the kitchen stove.

I inclose j'ou a photograph taken by Miss Ella Mc-
Kenna, which will show for itself. H.

Can the Rattlesnake Poison Itself?

St. Louis, Mo., July 7.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In describing the capture of a rattlesnake, Coahoma says

:

"In his contortions in the sffort to get away, the fangs
were forced into the snake's lower jaw, so as to produce
a free flow of blood, but he did not appear to suffer any
harm from his self-inflicted wounds. This is a mystery,

as it seems to be a well-attested fact that the injection of

a snake's venom into its own veins is fatal to him."
There is a conflict of authorities on this point. Miss

Hopley, in her book on "Snakes," quotes Dr. E. Nichol-

son, of Madras, to the effect that venomous serpents can,

and sometimes do, kill themselves with their own venom.
She says that the keeper of the reptile house of the Lon-
don Zoological Garden has known poisonous snakes_ to

die from bites inflicted by others of their own species.

Yet she cites other instances to the contrary.

Dr. Weir Mitchell, who is our best authority on the

MRS. M KENNA S TAME GROUSE.

venom of American snakes, says positively: "The deadly
apothecary does not succumb to his own drugs. I have
over and over injected under the skin of a rattlesnake its

own venom, or that of a moccasin, or of another crotalus,

but in no case have I seen a death result."

Not long ago I saw a large rattlesnake that, after be-
ing wounded by a stone thrown by one of our party,

struck its fangs so deeply into its body that we had
trouble in extricating them. The snake's back was
broken by the stone, but it lived half a day, and its death,

so far as we could judge, resulted from the broken back
alone. There was no swelling where it had struck itself.

Can any of your readers give me details of a case of

snake bite treated by hypodermic injection of a saturated
solution of potassium permanganate, as recommended by
Weir Mitchell? I have carried the apparatus for such
treatment, but, fortunately, have had no occasion to use it.

It was recently swept overboard, with my other duffle, in

a skiff wreck on the Mississippi.

Horace Rephart.

The Bobolink^s Song.
We have had two versions by Mr. Charles Hallock of

the bobolink's song. Mr. H. H. Thompson sends this to

Mr. Hallock as another version

:

"Johp Gillet, John Gillet, scour the kettle, scour the kettle;
scour it clean."

Hartford, Mich.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed

please find a good rendition of the bobolink's song, clipped

from our paper. Sullivan Cook.

Weary of the palaver of the politicians, suppose you
go up on Belle Isle any bright day and listen to the bobo-
Imks.
This is the month of the bobolink, and as he breasts

the wind and darts over the green fields, Bob sings_ a

riotous song, which, by the way, he stole from the robin,

the field sparrow, the little wren and others, too, breathing,

into the fragments the very essence of summer time.

Swarms of warblers dart and dip carrying their glad
cries through the deep green woods, but Bob pipes as

though specially commissioned to outdo, in sweetness at

least, if not in variety, all the woodland songsters.

Manj' critics regard him as the finest singer that comes
to Michigan. Perhaps he says, in his impish way

:

My wife! My wife!

I sing to you!

Mrs. Link! Mrs. Link!

Mrs. Bob-o-Link!

Queen! Queen!
June's here! June's here!

Let's frolic over the wheat!

This free translation is the best the writer could make,
but if you try to put in words the spirit of another of his

outbursts, you find yourself watching him as he swings
en a tuft of tall grass, and imagine that he is saying some-
thing like this

:

Blubber-dubber-snipper-snapper-snee!

Mrs. Link, to thee! To thee!

Fe-fi-fofuxn-fee

!

Snicker-a-mar-ee

!

Bob's as black as tar, except for his white collar and
white cap, and his wings are shaded with fine golden
seams. He's a plump, saucy beautv' who sometimes sings :

Single! Twingle Kerdingle!

I rise 1 I risel
1

To the skies I The skies!

Up, up he goes, over the open meadow, all green like a
wavy sea; the sunlight sparkles on the dewy grasses and
the rapturous song makes rare music for tired city ears.

Poor Bob! His fate, alas, is shared by many human
beings. In the springtime of life he offers every promise
of a happy, successful career, but as time passes, he
grows lazier and lazier, and finally flies to the rice fields

of South Carolina, where he makes a living without any
trouble whatsoever, becoming more and more confirmed
in his indolence, until along comes the gunners and bring
him to the ground.

In the market he masquerades as a plump reed bird.
Perhaps he died in time, for long before that, his once
musical voice degenerated into a sorry croak. Good for^
tune proved too much for him, and when he found the
rice fields so rich for the mere plundering, he even forgot
to practice his notes and his last glory was soon gone.
The precious imp of the Michigan fields become the fat
dumpling of the rice fields ; and that's the last of onr
Bob whose riotous song was the envy of all the Michi-
gan woodland.

Alexander Dumas on Snakes.
From ike Page.

When M. de Villemessant was founding Le Grand
Journal he wrote to Dumas asking for his assistance.
Dumas at once prepared a romance in six volumes. In
the meantime the editor asked him for some articles or
causcries which were to be published immediately. "I
have the very thing!" cried Dumas. "I was just about
to start on a whole series about snakes." "On snakes?"
"Yes. I have the entire subject at my fingers' ends, I
spent half my life studying them. There's not a soul
who knows anything about the dear, interesting little

creatures. You will find it will be a great success—this
article." The editor, half-convinced, agreed to accept this
article "on snakes," saying to himself: "After all, Dumas
is very likely to hit on something effective." "If you
want a little cash in advance, you can draw on me." "I
have plenty," said Dumas, "for the first time in ray life,

I confess; but still, I really have enough." "They parted,
and the editor returned to his office. On «rriving there
he found Alexandre's secretary waiting for him with the
following paper feady signed: "Received the sum of
fifteen napoleons on account of my story. A hearty
squeeze of the hand. A. D." The next day the secretary
arrived with the first feuilleton, and a letter which ran

:

"My dear friend: Be kind enough to hand the bearer
the sum of nine napoleons. A. D." The very same even-
ing came a dispatch from Havre: "On receipt of this
please send twenty napoleons to my lodging at Erascatl.
A thousand thanks. A. D." An hour later came another:
"My Dear Boy: I should have said thirty, not twenty,
naps. You are my best friend. The feuilleton is on the
road. A. Dumas."
The finale of this capital story is no less characteristic.

The feuilleton arrived by post the following day, and was
found to contain exactly four lines of Dumas' compositiop
—two at the beginning and two at the end of the paper.
Thus it ran : "I copy from my good friend, Dr. Revoil,
the following particulars about snakes." Then came a
long essay on that subject, all copied out in his own neat
handwriting, and clo.sed by this original remark: "In my
next I will deal with the boa constrictor, the most curi-
ous of all the snakes."

The Oposstim as a Chicken Thief.

Hyde Park, Mass., June 17.—In answer to a request
for information a few weeks since in Forest and Stream,
as to whether or no opossums would kill chickens, I would
say, though I have no actual proof, I think I have enough
evidence against "Bro' 'Possum" to justify a poultry
raiser in considering him a suspicious character.
In SefFner, Fla., in March of this year, I killed two

opossums near a hen yard owned by a friend, who had, a
week or two before that, killed one inside the same in-
closure.

To-day I have received a letter from a young son of
the friend mentioned above. In it he says : "One night a
'possum came and broke into the coop and took thirty
chickens." They had about one hundred chickens hatched
in March, and as many more in April.

Mark E. Noble.

Ducks Breeding: in New York.
Watertown, Jefferson County, N. Y.~Editor Forest

and Stream: Reports from different parts of the county
show that ducks are nesting here in large numbers. Geo,
E. Bull, of Rural Hill, reports five pairs of wood ducks
and a pair of Canada geese nesting near his place. Reports
from Perch Lake and the lakes around Theresa and Red-
wood, show an unusually large number of wood duck,
mallard, black duck and teal. Even along our lake front
and the St. Lawrence River, where we met the greatest
opposition, the sportsmen are reconciled, claiming that
they had the best shooting last fall that they ever had,
and that the ducks bred there last year, and that more
ducks are staying here this year than last.

' H. Tallett.

A Htjntsman*s Grave*

More than a touch of old-world romance was displayed
at the funeral, the other day, of Prince Albert of Sach-
sen-AItenburg. After the service at the church of Ser-
rahn the coffin was placed on a hearse, and the proces-
sion went slowly toward the forest, where, in accordance
with the last wishes of the Prince, a so-called huntsman's
grave had been dug under an old beech tree. When the
mourners were all assembled the lid was taken from the
coffin, and the body, wrapped in a white satin shroud
covered with fir twigs, was taken out and placed in the
grave, which was four yards deep and lined with green
boughs. Then the prayers of the dead were said the
grave was filled with earth, and a simple white wooden
cross was planted on the mound as the only sign of the
spot where the forest-lover's dust had been given back
to the dust.—Westminster Review.
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Proprietors of shooting' resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them m Forest and Stream.

On the Meadows.
"While sitting in my blind alone,

Just watching my decoys,

I feel the subtle ecstasy

Of all a hunter's joys;

All careless of the world's affairs,

Nor to its ways inclined,

I envy not a soul on earth.

While sitting in the blind."
F. C. RiEHL.

Whoever has heard the shrill whistle of the yellow-leg,
>vhen, when-when-when, and seen the noisy sociable

birds come circling down from the clouds in response to

a skillful imitation of their own call; has watched them
jostle and hurry their companions in their efforts to join

the delusive flock of decoys, so peacefully standing in

the meadow pond, and then, alas, yielding to the ab-
original instinct that all possess, has raised up and
poured the contents of both barrels into the unsuspect-
ing ranks, well he knows by the sweet joy of experience
the sport snipe shooting affords.

When the breezes of August are sweeping in from old

ocean, bringing comfort and coolness with them, the

wanderer by the bay-side will see flocks of little snipe,

the oxeye and teeter-rail, running busily along the

beach, now hastening after the receding wave that has
laid bare a tempting morsel, then scuri-ying back, pur-

sued by a dangerous billow that threatens to overwhelm
them; piping a shrill little note of welcome to the strag-

gler off in the distance, and if the observer approaches
too closely, rising on wings that seem ridiculouly out

of proportion to their diminutive bodies, and flying away
from the unwelcome intruder, alighting again maybe a

hundreds yards up the beach, where they once more re-

sume their interrupted feast.

Presently a flock of blackbreasts will swing past, bound
for a distant sandbar from which the tide has fallen,

giving note to a sweet, wailing whistle, easy to imitate,

but difficult to illustrate or describe with the pen. Great

plump fellows, these, fattened by many an unlucky
shrimp, sand worm or some other small marine creature

that forms their daily, if not hourly, diet, for the black-

breasted plover is a voracious bird, seldom if ever

neglecting the opportunity of securing some choice mor-
sel, such as are found on the flats or sandbars of the

bays.
Then, if the stroller leaves the bay-side and continues

his course across the meadows, he will hear the clear

whistle of the yellow-leg calling from his feeding place

by the edge of some shallow pond to a companion just

discernible among the clouds, and as he slowly de-

scends, his answering whistle drifts to the earth and is

once more replied to by the relative in the pond.

'Twas in the early fall, not so many years ago, that

one of the largest flights of snipe, particularly large

and small yellow-legs, that had ever flown along old

Long Island's sea-girt shore, was welcomed by sports-

men from Coney Island to Montauk Point. When the

tidings of this wonderful flight reached my ears, business

was forgotten, the catboat hastily provisioned, gunning

box, shells, gun and all the other paraphernalia neces-

sary for comfort shipped, and the staunch little craft was
' headed across the bay for an island in the center of

which lay a most attractive pond, surrounded by the salt

meadows.
The day's flight was over when I reached my objective

point, a little cove in' the island, where the anchor was
thrown overboard for the night; only a few of those

nocturnal wanderers, quawks, were swinging in clumsy

flight across the meadows, breaking the silence with

their harsh cries, while off in the distance the bright

beacon of the Fire Island lighf glimmered cheerfully.

Lulled to sleep by the ceaseless beat of the surf upon the

beach and the gentle rocking of the boat, I slept the sleep

of the bayman, calm and deep, refreshing to both body

and mind.
Before daybreak I was awakened by the weird, noisy

screeching of the gulls, and hastened to prepare the

morning meal, which was finished with the utmost dis-

patch, and then, equipped with long rubber boots, a

gunning coat and cap of brown canvas and a heavy

sweater—for the mornings have a sharp, penetrating chill

which made thick clothing indispensable—with gun,

decoys and bag of shells deposited in the bottom of my
sharpie, and gunning box in tow, I pushed off for the

island. Upon reaching it, I pulled the sharpie up in the

sedge beyond reach of the tide and proceeded to drag

the box to the edge of the pond, where it was nicely

hidden in a tall bunch of grass. Then I set out the de-

coys, forty of them, all painted and shaped in close imi-

tation of the yellow-leg, in front of the box, and in the

shallow waters of the pond. How natural they looked in

the dim morning light, with heads all pointing to wind-

ward and some tilted at an angle suggestive of feeding,

No wonder they fool the live birds. Why, I declare! It

I hadn't put that one in that bunch of grass not oyer

three minutes ago I would not believe it was anything

but the genuine, article.
.

Hark! What was that sound I heard off m the east?

There it is again! A faint whistle—when-when ! Yel-

low-legs sure enough.
I scurried back to the box, and pulling out a couple

of shells from the hundred odd that swelled the canvas

bag I jammed them into the gun and then stretched at

full' length on the hay that covered the bottom of that

coffin-shaped creation, built of the lightest wood for

convenience in dragging it across the meadows, and

dignified by the name gunning box.

For a moment I lay there, then, so close that I was

startled into the belief that the bird was in the stool, I

once more heard the shrill whistle, thrice repeated.

Peeping over the edge of the box, I saw the fellow that

had so disturbed my equanimity, not in the stool, but

winging his way in easy circles from the heights above.

When, when-when-when, I whistled, with a longing

accent that was seemingly not lost hy the unsuspecting

object of my solicitude. With an answering note, he
set his graceful wings and came scaling into the stool.

Just a moment, and then came my time. When those
yellow-tinged legs were outstretched in preparation for
alighting, I rose in the box, gun to shoulder and eye
glancing along the rib. Then that indefinable something
that tells the shooter when his weapon is pointed at the
proper spot, whispered in my ear, and the ready finger
pressed the trigger.

Too late, old fellow. That upward jump was not
speedy enough, the No. los did their work cleanly, and
the first bird of the day lay on his back in the water,
rising and falling on the little ripples, caused by the
freshening breeze.
Old Sol was now peeping at me over the sand dunes

of the nearby beach, and as I waded out to pick up the
dead bird I thought I could see a smile of approval on
his somewhat dim but rapidly brightening countenance.
How the snipe flew that day! The little sixteen was

never idle, and my heap of game gave abundant evidence
of its prowess. Flock after flock of yellow-legs swung
into the stool and paid toll for their hardihood. A
belated blackbreast, hastening after a flock of relativ^es

that had gone before, came scaling over the decoys, but
before the smoky haze cleared away, a resounding splash
told of another victim.
Misses were by no means scarce, but they, too, were

to be expected, for the man that always kills was not
lying in the box, only a chap Avho was perfectly satisfied

with an average three of five.

Off in the distance I heard the pill-will-willet, pill-

will-willet of the bird whose whistle proclaims his name,
and presently, against the blue sky, four specks, rapidly
growing larger, caught my expectant eye.

Get down, old man! The sight of your hat brim would
alarm these sharp-eyed tattlers, wary and wise in the
tricks of man. Flat on your back in the box, and wait!

Just one calling whistle. That's sufficient. They see
the painted imitations of their species, and on tireless

wings fly easily over the meadows, low dow'il and headed
directly at the pond.
What! Not coming! For the leader suddenly shoots

into the air, closely followed by his three companions.
Keep stiil! If that restive head had not bobbed up

so prominently they would have surely stooled. Now
they mount higher and higher until they look like mere
dots against the background of fleecy clouds.

Where is that little lead whistle that every snipe

shooter should carry? Oh, yes! Just where it always
is, snugly resting in the pocket close up to the collar of

the coat.

A clear call, twice repeated, and an answer floats down
from the heights above. Once more it is sounded, and
the little dots, seemingly an infinite distance away, begin
slowly circling, gradually increasing their orbit, until

once more the varying colors of their plumage may be
distinguished—the buff and white that marks this visitor

to our coasts.

Stretch out on the hay and stay there, grasping the

gun with eager hands and longing, but hardly daring, to

peep at the near-by game.
Suddenly there is the whir of swiftly moving wings,

and over the box flash four shadowy somethings that

a moment later proclaim their reality by splashing down
in the water among the stools. There they are, with

heads upraised, alarmed at their own daring, and seem-
ingly about to leave the suspicious looking spot.

Take that one just in the act of rising. Good! He's
down! Quick! And a sharp report sounds the death

knell of two others not a foot apart and just clear of the

water.
No use hurrying to get another shell in, my dear

boy, the survivor is already a hundred yards away and
raipdly increasing the distance between him and the de-

ceiving decoys. Retrieve the three lying in the water

and get back to the box, for a faint whistle warns you
of the approach of the other game. And the three willet,

the largest birds of the snipe family that fly along our

coast, were added to the pile lying in the foot of the gun-

ning box.
And so it went, with only a short intermission at mid-

day; snipe constantly in sight, flying in flocks, large and

small, across the salty meadows, while to the east and

west there sounded the faint reports of guns. Evidently

I was not the only one enjoying the pleasure provided

by the migrating birds.

The sun had long been down before I gathered up

my decoys and returned to the boat, happy and con-

tented with such a bag as I have often dreamt about, but

never thought would have the good fortune to secure.

Oft-times I have been out and come back without put-

ting my gun to shoulder, but to-day my shell bag was

empty and my shoulder aching from the continuous

shooting.
As I mused the words of a poem straggled through

my brain:

"In spite of all the boomin', it will never seem the same;

An^ the devil take a country that hasn't any game."

Terse and to the point, somewhat forcible in its declara-

tion, but agreeing perfectly with a sportsman's views,

for what would a country be where game was not an

existing reality, and the gun lay idle year after year, not

wearing, but rusting out? F, Ari.hur Partridge.

Connecticttt Q«ail and Deer.

Essex, Conn.. July 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It

is quite a good sign of the times to mark that the Bob
White in this locality are more plentiful than they have

been for years. My father, a man of fifty-six, says he

never knew them to be thicker, and this seenis to be the

verdict of all those who take an interest in this most

desirable game bird.

I am pleased to state, too. that deer are also on the in-

cteasc. Although I have never had the pleasure of see-

ing one in a wild state, several of my friends, whose word
is authentic, have. Only this morning one was seen by

Earl Stannard while he was on his way from Westbrook

to this place.

Let us hope that the laws pertaining to the welfare of

cur game may be rigidly enforced, and that in a few years

we may have a veritable sportsmen's paradise in this

thickly settled State of Conascticut.
George W. Comstock.

More Rifle Talk.
SpragcJe, Ont., June 20—Editor Forest and Stremn: I

have been a reader of your most interesting paper for
many years and am always especially attracted by the
articles which appear in it from time to time anent guns
and rifles. When I first became a subscriber—years
ago—the controversy was "Muzzle versus Breech." Then
a strong agitation was started in favor of a repeater
with a stronger action and shooting heavier charges
than then employed (my .45-85 Bullard is now in a
gunsmith's shop for sale), and when the manufacturers
acceded to this: Behold the era of smokeless powder
and small caliber! Then it was black powder versus
smokeless, the advocates of the former, dilating on the
danger of the extreme range of the bullets projected
by the latter, the slight effect in shocking power pos-
sessed by full-mantled ones, and the mangled condition
of the game hit by the soft-nose!
Now, the cry is for wider calibers and more powder—smokeless, of course. It may surprise some of your

readers to learn that such rifles have been made in Eng-
land, now for at least two years, in double and single
barrels. The former weighs from 10 pounds 12 ounces
to 12 pounds, and the latter from 9 pounds up. The
caliber is .45, and the charge 70 grains Cordite, or an
equivalent of Rifleite.

However, for my part, I cannot see any inducement
for American arms companies .to make these hand-can-
non. They would have a very small sale, as their only
use_ would be in the hands of the comparatively few in-
dividuals who hunt moose and grizzly bear, and they,
as a rule, can afford to pay the price of the imported ar-
ticle.

As to what really constitutes the best rifle for moose,
it must to a great extent depend upon the physique of
the hunter. One man can carry ten or eleven pounds
around all day without more effort than another can six
or seven. Were the latter to invest in a heavy rifle, he
would find that, perhaps, when after a long tramp he
had come upon his game, his tired muscles would fail

him as he put his gun "to his shoulder, and the muzzle
would wobble to such an extent that the bullet would
fly far wide of the mark, and consequently the "knock
down and stay down" qualities of that particular weapon
would be of no avail; while with one suited to his
strength, although of much less power, he would have
been able to score a hit, and if a repeater, have the
power to send in several more if necessary, and so make
a kill.

To me it seems immaterial whether one bags his game
at one shot or with four! Certainly, it is much more
satisfactory to kill cleanly; but when a man has a re-
peater, the temptation to keep on shooting, so long as
his game is up and getting away, is irresistible, and I
fancy that many of the accounts of the killing of moose,
in which we read

—
"It took four shots to down him,

etc.," are simply from this reason. Not that the first

shot was not a fatal one, but having others in reserve,
they were also fired.

For myself, I am what most of your readers would
call a gun crank. I have a passion for collecting fire-

arms, not old ones for curios, but the newest things out,
and when I cannot shoot at the things which walk and
fly—and by these I mean those classed as game, and
most assuredly nothing else—I take a lot of solid satis-
faction in targeting my rifles, moving the sights, until
they are exactly fitted for me.
When I cannot even do that, I take a delight [n rub-

bing them up and handlihg them.
Now. in this collection I have four rifles, any one of

which I think a man could not be far wrong with if he
took it after moose. One, an 8-m. Mannlicher, light,

quickly loaded, of extreme accuracy and throwing a bul-
let with tremendous force; another, a .45-70 extra light,

take down, Winchester. This rifle is sighted for smoke-
less powder, and while I cannot do the shooting with it

I can with the others, it is accurate enough for big game
and strikes with force. The recoil is wonderfully light

for weight of rifle, considering the load it shoots.
My next is one of the new W'inchester .32's. It is one

of the most accurate weapons I ever put to my shoul-
der and an extremely pleasant rifle to shoot. I had it

only sighted for smokeless powder, as what is the use
of being able to use also the .32-40 black powder cart-
ridge? It is too powerful for small game, such as squir-

rels, partridge, etc., and it is only for these that light

charges are required. In this respect an "adaptor," such
as is used in England, is the only practical way to use
small charges for small game. This is a sort of false

chamber which fits into the breech of rifle, and which
is itself chambered for a short cartridge, taking a bullet

same size as the service one (I mean, of course, in diame-
ter) but light, and driven by only a few grains of smoke-
less. The adaptor slips into and out of chamber easily,

and up to its limited range the cartridge is verv
accurate.

My last big-game gun is, I think, the most perfect

all 'round weapon one can get. It is a double-barrel
hammerless by Greener, barrels 26 inches long, made of

wrought steel. The right barrel is rifled and shoots the

.303 British service cartridge, and the left is what
Greener calls a "rifle choke" of 20 bore. No groovings
are at all visible. It shoots shot beautifully, and with
round ball is accurate up to 150 yards. Its weight is

just 7Y2 pounds.
I have never, so far, had an opportunity to use it on

big game, but have no fear of failure on its part when
the time comes. That .303 cartridge is a very powerful

one, and when one of those 20-bore bullets strikes a

moose it is bound to make a hole.

For balance, workmanship and general handiness it

is superior to any repeater I have yet seen.

Can any of your readers tell me their experience with
one of the "Lee straight pull" rifles, caliber .236?

I have one—a beauty—^made to order by the Winches-
ter people, but so far as shooting is concerned its bul-

lets appear to have a positive aversion to be seen in each

other's neighborhood! It may be my fault, but I doubt
it, owing to the fact of being able to do tolerably well

with the other rifles. However, I would be obhged if

someone who has used one, on game preferably, would
state what it can do.
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The high front sight is, in atty Case, a drawback. Why
cannot the manufacturers get the height m front by

angling up to it gradually, as is done in foreign rifles,

instead of sticking up an unsupported barn door?

Expense, I suppose—but the few dollars extra it

would cost would, I am sure, be gladly paid by the

satisfied sportsman, and so many Mausers, Mannlichers,

et al, would not be sold as now.
Alert.

Goncerning Thrills,

Editor Forest and Stream:
I HAVE been very much interested in several articles

by Didymus. He talks right. He seems to be my
kind of a gentleman sportsman, not sporting man,

though he may be that also. It would not be anything

against him. I never killed an elk or moorse. but I

trapped it some time in the northern wilds of Wiscon-

sin in the so's and lived on the product of my gun, kill-

ing many deer, wolves and wildcats, sometimes because

I had to. But for genuine sport—by sport I mean

following out the instincts of a true sportsman—give

me a good dog and the stubble or variegated field.

There is something grand in following and watching

the movements of an educated dog. As you start out of

a brisk autumn morning, your dog is away off, in the

exuberance of his freedom. How he ranges back and

forth, back to you and then away almost like an An-
tonio, his bright eyes turning to you at every turn.

Let him go. He will be all right anon, after he has

run off the excitement of this his first outing of the

season. You cross that rail fence, the top rail j-ust

tinged with the first white frost. As you step carefully

over you see Carlo rigid as one of the fence posts. As
you very gingerly step up and gently nudge him with

your knee or step before him and make a clean double,

and you gather in j^our back pocket a brace of long

bills or quail, could the satisfaction be excelled if you

had slaughtered a lordly moose or elk? Or, say, you

have climbed the mountain side and tracked the royal

grouse to his lair and have made a successful bag of,

say five out of eight or ten shots ; is not that exceedingly

happy? You follow moose day after day, in all sorts

of weather, and far from camp get a shot, and perhaps

you get vour quarry. A long tote through the swales

and brush—is it fun? Not for the undersigned. As for

shooting deer I had just as leave for the fun of the

thing go out in a barn yard and shoot down a calf.

My first deer I shot in the Adirondacks—it then was

called John Brown's tract—in 1850. We camped under

a brush shanty about sun down at the "Old Forge";

and when we awakened in the morning there was a mist

or fog hanging over the water in our front. Upon look-

ing over the lily pads of the bayou or bay we discov-

ered seven deer belly deep in the shallow water, I had

m.y pick and dropped a three-year-old buck. I felt good

of course, better than I have felt since in knocking over

a deer. But was that sport? I can understand the en-

thusiasm and true sporting element in President Roose-

velt's manner in his pursuit of the cougar or California

lion. That is game worth while, and the slaughter of

which is a benefit to the country at large. That is all

right for the President and Prof. Bobo and those that

can afford it; but for an old 'un of three score and ten

and who has seen some life, give me a breechloader and

a good dog among the Bob Whites on the timber

doodles. There are certain thrills—thrills I may call

them—that come over a shooter or small game that do-

not fit or find one of the heavier kind. I can fully ap-

preciate Didymus' good luck in his unexpected three

woodcock and three grouse. That was good. He had

twelve different thrills.

To stop a lordly grouse as he essays to climb the

tree tops is great; and as one hears the thud, thud of

the beating wings on the leaves, he feels a thrill, and as

he gathers in the magnificent bird and smoothes down
the glassy feathers of the plump breast, ere he puts it

away in the pocket of his shooting coat there is an-

other and very satisfactory thrill. Dou you get that

on a deer hunt? The last deer I shot was up m War-
ren County, N. Y., in '60—a nice buck. I had a flying

crack at him about 4 o'clock P. M. on a January day.

But I only paunched him too far back. I foolishly fol-

lowed him too fast, not giving him time to lie down and

, get stiff before I jumped him again. It was 11 o'clock

of a moonlight night before I was able to give him the

coup de grace, and I was twelve miles from home. I

gralloched him and in a few minutes had his heart

broiling, and it was good. With a withe in his nose

or under jaw, I drew him home on the snow, through

those old woods, through ^brush, over logs, up hill and

down dale. Was that fun and did I thrill? Not much.

Well, hardly. No. Didymus and I are agreed, em-

phatically, notwithstanding Dr. Ambler's able and plaus-

ible article. He may be one extreme while Didymus
and Jacobstaff are the other.

I like these talks of brother sportsmen in Forest
AND Stream—the sportsmen's journal of the world. They

are a kind of a bond that keeps alive and up to date

some of lis "old 'tins" whose rifles or breechloaders

hang upon the wall to be taken down, perhaps, no more.

Give us some more.
Jacobstaff.

A Rcvolutionafy Atrok

-Recently the Goshen News-Times, an Indiana paper,

told its readers, as a bit of local news, that "Harry Toms,

living near Benton. Ava'^ in town Wednesday with a

genuine old flintlock musket bearing the date of 1807."

Not sati.sfied with adding- that the gun was still in an

excellent state of preservation, the paper went on to

say that the gun was carried through the Revolutionary

War by Harry Toms, the great-grandfather of its present

owner. The Milford Mail noticed the paragraph and

asked, as a matter of information, if the News-Times
would "explain how a man could carry through the Re-

volutionary War a musket made in 1807." It is not

recorded what the News-Times man said when he read

this comment, nor how he will reconcile the discrepancy

in dates,

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Foxest and Stkkak.

A Week on the Upper Sacramento.
My vacations are spent in fishing, and I have enjoyed a

very pleasant outing at La Moine, Shasta county, Cal.

This point is in its infancy as an angling resort, but

cannot fail to be appreciated when once visited. The
Sacramento River is within two minutes" walk of the

house, and Slate Creek is right at the door. Mr. CHtford
Coggins, the genial landlord, welcomes you most heartily

and makes you feel immediately at home. The accommo-
dations are of the best, and here one appreciates what is

hard to find at the majority of resorts; namely, a square
meal after the evening fish.

The fishing on the Sacramento River, like most West-
ern streams is best in the morning from 7 to 10 o'clock,

and in the evening from 4:30 vmtil dark. Through the

heat of the day, the trout will rarely rise to a fly, they

will frequently, however, take a spoon or spinner, but the

average angler is satisfied with the morning and evening

sport. Bait is never used when the flies are on. How-
ever, I will relate a little amusing occurrence which
greatly tickled my friend Sam. Heller and me. The sec-

ond day after our arrival a young banker from Woodland
alighted from the morning train, but^ by some accident his

baggage had miscarried. Now he certainly was an ardent
angler, "woitld sooner fish than eat," and after a brief in-

troduction by Missotiri Tom, his guide, the banker was
desirous of at once starting out, but he was minus his

tackle. He was soon accommodated in this respect, and
a careful selection of flies was added, but he .still looked
anxious. Suddenly he exclaimed, "Have you a bug or a

worm ? I am completely lost without my baggage." He
evidently had bugs and worms in his valise, but Missouri
Tom solemnly swore that he fished exclttsively with a

fly, and was much disgusted with the banker's request.

Unfortunately for the Woodland swain, w'e could not
accommodate him, and he had to wait for his bug or a

worm. He was off bright and early next morning for a

pool two miles up the river, where he succeeded in land-
ing some good-sized fish with his bait.

Great sport was had by Sam. Heller and myself every
day of our stay ; the trout averaged from a quarter of a

pound to one and a half pounds, with an occasional sal-

mon.
It is a curious fact, noticed probably by most anglers,

that no matter at what resort he may be putting up, he
invariably conceives the idea that the fishing cannot pos-
sibly be good so near "to home," and so he hies himself
ofl" either one or two miles above or below, and feels that

he has been rewarded by his forethought when he returns

with a full creel. Still, were he to drop down to the

stream in front of the hotel any evening, he w^ould be sur-

prised how many fish he would pick up. Good fishing is

to be had on the Upper Sacramento in June, July, August
and September. Slate Creek is an ideal mountain stream
well stocked with trout, which, however, do not average
as large as in the river, but a good day's sport can be had
by the angler, who is an adept at getting over bluffs, rocks,

etc. ; the creek, however, can be easily waded in July,

August and September, and good results had.

The successful flies on the upper Sacramento River are

gray-hackle (red body, silver tinsel), grizzly-king, profes-

sor, brown-hackle (yell6w bodjO and royal-coachman. A
good cast for evening, gray-hackle (red body), tail fly;

professor, middle dropper, and royal-coachman, dropper,
keeping the dropper fly a few inches out of the wmter.

James Watt.
San Francisco, July 8.

Random Notes of an Angler.

Relating to the Black Bass.

That the black bass is the chief game fish of America
there can be no question.

. It is more widely diffused than any other fish, and the
hosts of anglers who follow it almost exclusively vastly

outnumber all the trout and salmon fishermen combined.
Indeed, so many are there who depend on the bass for

sport that Dr. Henshall has been led to saj^ that "The
number *of black bass anglers at the present day may
be' reckoned by thousands, where trout fishers are

counted by hundreds, and salmon fishers by scores."

It is distinctively the American game fish, being found
in Canada and in nearly all the States of the Union, and
its merits are now well known in Europe, it having been
transplanted in the British Isles and in France, Ger-
many and other continental countries.

No matter where the angler casts his line, either in

northern, western or southern waters, he finds the bass

the same grand, indomitable fighter, and whether it is

the 3 or 4-pound "small-mouthed," such as is found most
commonly in our northern waters, or the 15 or 20-

pound "large-mouthed" that is taken in the Gulf States,

the sport derived from its capture before it is brought
to creel is, in the opinion of many anglers, hardly ex-

celled by that from any other fish.

Both species are taken in northern waters, but the

"large-mouth" never attains in them the great size to

which it grows in the Gulf States.

The small-mouthed bass which is, I believe not
found in the South, never reaches such great weight
as does the other, but inch for inch and pound for

pound, it is the gamiest fish that swims.
The black bass in the North seems to prefer small lakes

and slowly moving streams in which the water is fairly

clear and cool, to larger bodies of water which are

warmer and less limpid.

There are many thousands of lakes ranging in area

from 20 to 100 or more acres scattered through
the country which furnish ideal abiding places for this

fish, and so far as my observation has gone the better

the water is the more plucky fighters are the bass that

inhabit them.

A single example will sufhce to- show that this is the

case. I was fishing in one of the small lakes which
abound in Plymouth County, Massachusetts, Its water

was clear and free from sediment, and the bottom and
shores were of sand and fine pebbles and gravel. It was
as perfect a bit of water as one could ask for, and the

bass responded to my Im-es most generou.sly. I never

saw fish more .gamy, every one tliat was hooked being

full of fight until the landing net was brought into

requistion.

Wild dashes of ten or fifteen yards was the rule, and
every fish leaped most vigorously above the surface, and
often two or three times in succession.

They made a handsoine catch of fifteen fish which
averaged about pounds in weight. Later in the

same day we fished another pond which was well known
for the abundance of bass it contained, and caught nine,

which were of about the same size as the others; but

they did not show any pluck whatever;
_
they gave a

dogged resistance to the pull of the line, it is true, bitt

it was not the kind of a fight a bass usually puts up;

not one of them made a run of more than 6 or 8 feet,

and but one or two leaped above the surface of the

water. The pond was about one-half as large as the

other, and its water was warm and full of sediment.

the shores and bottom were almost entirely of mud,
and flags, lily pads and sedges were scattered abundant-

ly through it. It was an ideal pickerel pond, but it

was illy adapted to the black bass.

Time and again have I had similar experiences. I

know it will be said that the gamy fighters were "small-

mouths," while the more sluggish ones were of'the other

variety, but such was not the case; they were all of the

first-named variety, there being none of the others in

that vicinity. No, the difference in temperament was
owing solely to the difference in the waters.

As to Rods.

I suppose that every bass fisherman has had "troubles

of his own" through using unsuitable rods. I have al-

ways contended that an angler obtains proportionally

the best sport with the lightest rod' and tackle available

to him. That is to say, a 5-pound trout landed with a

four-ounce rod gives much better sport than it would
if an eight-ounce rod were used. Times without num-
ber have I witnessed magnificent work done with a deli-

cate little split bamboo rod, such as an old-time fisher-

man would declare to be too flimsy to kill a fingerling

trout, and there are many instances recorded of the suc-

cess which follows the use of one of these Httle rods.

Archibald Mitchell, in discussing this topic, says:

"During the past season a salmon was killed on a Ca-

nadian river with a split bamboo rod 9 feet long and

weighing only four and one-eighth ounces. The reel

used was a plain rubber click reel with 80 yards of fine

trout line. The fish weighed 23^ pounds, which is a

trifle over ninety times the weight of the rod, and it was
gaffed in exactly 27^^ minutes from the time it took

the fly. This was accomplished on a part of the river

where there is a strong current, and at the same place

where half an hour has frequently been spent in kill-

ing a fish on a regular salmon rod weighing 27 ounces,

no heavier and no gamier than the one killed on the

feather-weight trout rod." * ' * * The steady, never-

let-up strain that chngs is the one that soonest discour-

ages and tires out the fish, and it was surprising how
soon the big salmon began to weaken under the steady

strain of the little rod."

But—and there always seems to be a qualification to

every assertion one makes in relation to angling—^al-

though I love to use the small rod with trout, I have,

in black bass fishing, come to using a rod of not less

then seven ounces in weight. There is so much of real

"rough and tumble" in a fight with one of these fish that

a very light rod seeins to be rather a poor dependence.

Beside this, one needs something more than a mere fly-

rod, for when he is at a stated time fishing, with a bait

and sinker, anon is trolling with a spinning minnow or

spoon, and later is casting the fly, all, perhaps, within

an hour's time, he manifestly needs a strong rod and a

rather stiff one, and a more pliable one adapted to cast-

ing, so that he must have all these properties in a single

rod or carry two with him for use in a day's sport. I

used to employ my trout fly-rods in bass fishing, but

finding that they soon came to grief with large bass, I

had a bamboo rod built for me which has proved per-

fectly satisfactory. It has but one bottom piece or butt,

bttt interchangeable to this are two second joints, one

as pliable as that of anv fly-rod, and the other con-

siderably stiffer, and the tips also vary in strength, one

being suitable for fly-fishing only and the other adapted

to bait-fishing. A fly-rod is soon ruined if it is used in

bait-fishing and one cannot cast a fly very well with a

stiff rod.

Caprices ol Bass.

Like other game fishes, the black bass is a capricious

biter, and the angler who places his dependence on a

single kind of line will often meet with disappointment

and chagrin.

All of us have seen the time when a small frog was
the only bait that had any attractions for the dusky war-
riors; but in a half hour's time, aye, even less, the frog

went begging to be eaten and nothing but the helgramite

would suit; and later on the helgramite was spurned

with contempt, and a live minnow only would be ac-

cepted.

So great is its capriciousness that there are times when
nothing seems to have any charms for it, and though

there may be hundreds within casting distance, not one
will respond to the angler's offerings.

Of course not all its moods are caprices, for like many
other fishes the bass dislikes to move about in the di-

rect rays of the sun, and when the day is bright and no
ripple is moving, it settles down deep in the water Avhere

lurking in the shadow of a submerged rock or a bunch
of weeds it remains quietly until the light becomes less

powerful.

Favorite Bass Flies.

There are times when the bass, refusing any and all

baits, Avill come to the fly. Of course, there are ang-

lers who use nothing but the fly on any consideration,

just the same as there are others who disdain to em-
ploy anything but a jbaited hook, and though both
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classes cannot have their innings all the timfe. it ie noth-
ing but fair that each sliould have them a part of the
time.
So far as my own inclination goes, I vastly prefer fly-

fishing to any other—and am willing to take my chances
with it if fairly suitable conditions obtain.
Of course, fly-fishing for trout and for bass are two

quite difYerent things, and I never have felt the same
degree of enjoyment with the latter that I have with the
other. There is an almost indescribable difference be-
tween the^ which I have no doubt most anglers have
noticed.

Trout fishing appeals to the aesthetic sentiment which
bass fishing does not stir, but which, on account of the
greater fierceness of the struggle, arouses the combative
instinct instead. It is almost precisely the same feeling
that one has when fishing with light tackle for 2 or 3-
pound bluefish; there is nothing poetic whatever about
It, it is simply a fight from start to finish. It has its

attractions, however, and provided the fish will rise it

gives good sport, which is often exciting in a high de-
gree.

Th ere is almost as great a variety of bass flies as there
IS of trout flies, but a half dozen kinds will as well
meet all requirements as fifty would.

I have an almost endless and varied etock which were
mostly tied by father, who was an amateur fly-tier of re-
markable skill and good taste; but I have never used
more than two or three of the kinds; beautiful pieces
of handiwork they are, and I treasure them and caress
them as elegant souvenirs of an enthusiast's untiring
and painstaking industry. But if I were now to buy
an outfit I would confine myself to not more than four
or five kinds.

li IS to be premised that one cannot rise a black bass
with a fly in a considerable depth of water, and when
a fish does come it will rise to almost any fly, provided,
of course, that a judicious selection is made with refer-
ence to the condition and depth of water and the de-
gree of light.

My best success on dark water, or at morning or
early evening fishing, has been with that remarkable
all-round creation, the "Tomah-Jo." which was orig-
inally tied in honor of an old Indian guide on Grand
Lake, of that name.

1 first learned its merits when fishing for "land-locks"
on Grand Lake stream in Maine, when I found that it

was the most killing fly by all odds, that I had in my
book.

I later proved it to be wonderfully successful with
ouananiche, which are the same fish as the other; and
have often killed salmon and sea trout with it. In fact,

I have one in my book which I treasure highly for the
reason that I have taken with it three salmon anjd sev-
eral good-sized sea trout. Of course, it showed the
scars of battle, but it is yet good for one or two fish if

it is oflFered them.
Whenever I have used it in black bass fishing it has

been successful, and before all, others, too. On one oc-
(^asion with several other anglers, I was fishing in a
small lake in Massachusetts which was famous for its

stock of bass. The sky was slightly overcast and a light
ripple was on, thus making it an ideal day for sport.
The water was of no great depth for twenty rods or so
from the shore, and either still or fly-fishing, therefore,
was practicable. As we had an abundance of small frogs
and helgramites we started in with them, but with only
moderate success, for our bait was taken from the hooks
as fast as we could put it on, and we soon voted that the
baas had been educated to steal bait or some other fish

were quicker to get it than they were. The mystery
was soon solved by the discovery that a large number
of "horn-pout," a fish similar to the catfish and with
a sharp horn on each side of the head and one on its

back—were the greedy transgressors. The quickness
with which they took the bait from the hooks was as-
tonishing and they proved so insatiable that we were
forced to shift our anchorage ground, but this prQ,ved
futile, for no matter where we went the horn-pouts were
there and they seized the bait before a bass could make
up its mind to go for it. A good many were hooked, of
coarse, but as they were valueless for the creel there
was no satisfaction in taking them, and they were
thrown back into the water as fast as they were pulled
out. I am aware that this seems a good deal like a fish

story, for the horn-pout is usually regarded as a slug-
gish fish addicted to angle worms at night if they can
be obtained, but that it should be a quick-moving, ag-
gressive diurnal species, one that would dart for a mov-
ing bait and strip it from the hook before a bass could
get it seems quite incredible, but such was the fact.

At length we abandoned bait-fishing, moved our boats
again and began to cast the fly. My friends had a va-
riety of ordinary bass flies which they offered to the
dusky beauties, while I had with me none but trout and
salmon flies, which I disliked to use with such rough
fighters.

I finally put on a Tomah-Jo and threw it out.

I had hardly made three casts when I rose and hooked
a 3-pounder which, after a lively fight, was successfully
landed. A second and third fish were taken on the same
fly before my friends got a rise, and, of course, their in-

quiry soon was, "What fly are you using?" I showed
them, and as I had a half dozen or so in my book, I

distributed them among the party, and subsequently we
all made a fine catch.

Now, I do not claim that no other fly would have b^en
as successful, but we certainly found none among our
books that was. I would suggest if any of my readers

are about to have a number of these killing flies tied

that they give the tyer instructions to make the yellow
Jiackle a little more full than is usually done, and that

only pure silver tinsel is used on the body.
Another bass fly that I have had good success with

on dark water is the "Ilenshall," and the "Cheney" fly

has also been a very satisfactory lure.

For bright days, if there is a ripple on, the professor

lhas done good work.

Trolling for Bass.

f While bait-fishing and fly-fishing are most genefHtly

employed in the capture of the black ?)ass, trolling is a

4?tvQrite rnethod virith many anglers, The lim^s ijSei? jre

either a live minnow hooked so that it will spin, a phan-
tom minnow, or a spinning spoon.
Probably in no other section of Attlefica has the

practice of trolling attained the degree of a high art, if

such an expression may be used, as it has on the St.
Lawrence River. It is followed in western waters a
good deal, but in nothing Hke the degree it has there.
My experience in troUing for bass has been some-

what limited, for the reason chiefly that 1 pl-efet- the
more active sport of fly-casting, but I once utilized a
trolling rod and spoon to good advantage. The dam of
a large mill pond had gone out in a heavy freshet, which
permitted a large number of fine bass, which the mill-

owner had been treasuring for several years, to escape
into the Charles River, neat Boston, into which the mill
stream emptied about forty rods from the mill. Of
course, as soon as the escape of the bass became known
among the local fishermen, they all busied themselves
in trying to discover where the fish had located them-
selves. They were not successful, however, for a very
few fish rewarded their efforts, and the belief became
general that the large stock of big bass that the pond
was said to have contained, was largely mythical. I

knew better, however, and bided my time. The river

was about ten rods in width at the point where the mill
brook emptied and its depth varied from 4 to 8 or 10
feet.

One morning bright and early I rigged up a rod and
trolling tackle^ and with a boy to row the boat I began
a systematic investigation.

Coursing back and forth and covering the water thor-
oughly, I moved down the river an eighth of a mile, and
then returning pursued the same course up the river

about the same distance. No bass were found, and
save a stray pickerel or two, no fish were taken.
At length a ledge of rocks, together with a number

of boulders partly showing above the surface, was dis-

covered, and passing these at a distance, which was safe

for my trolling tackle, I felt a strike as my minnow
came abreast of the ledge, and in a twinkling a 2-pound
bass was scurrying about and leaping above the water
as if he had entered a jumping contest.

It did not take long to bring him to the landing net

and prepare for a fresh encounter, which soon came, and
I was then convinced that the abiding place of the
fugitive bass had been found.
To say that I had most excellent fishing for a week

or two afterward is superfluous.

Dropping my killick at the edge of the ledges I de-
voted two or three hours of the early mornings to the
sport, and with minnows, helgramites—which were
scarce in those days-—and flies I captured at least twen-
ty-five fish, and enough were left to stock the river plen-

tifully. In fact, it was from the fish that escaped from
the mill pond, which I did not capture, that the great
numbers of bass which are now found in the river orig-
inally sprang.

Edwaed a. Samuels,
[to be continued.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Foafth a Failure.

Chicago, 111., July 8.—Most of the angling parties

who went out on the Fourth of July for a trip into the
angling districts have now returned and they nearly all

report the Fourth a failure so far as fishing was con-
cerned. We have had a great deal of rain this spring
and the waters are high and roily. Our lakes are from
a foot to two feet higher than ordinary, and the dis-

turbed condition of the waters have played havoc with
the sport for the past week.
Among those who went up last Friday to the Lake

Villa district were Messrs. L. D. La Parle, John Thein,
L. Walch, James Hastings, Wm. Du Bois, P. Ambrose,
Alex Friend, Dr. Friend and W. L. Beason. These
caught a few bass, but they do not speak very enthusi-
asticalljr of the sport the past week.

Bass at Lake Geneva.

Mr. James Keely, managing editor of the Chicago
Tribune, returned from a week or so at Lake Geneva,
where he faithfully tried the bass fishing, though with
very poor .success. That lake is much patronized by
wealthy Chicago residents, and the shore line is prac-
tically built up with handsome villas. These summer
residents understand the value of good fishing, and the
lake is annually stocked with many thousands of small-
mouthed bass, and without doubt there are many bass in
the water. Everything comes high at Lake Geneva. Mr.
Keely, feeling the need of expert advice as to the fish-
ing grounds, undertook to charter a local fisherman
reputed to be exceeding wise in the matter of small-
mouths. He found that it cost him the pretty penny of
$8 a day to associate with this gent, and owing to a mis-
understanding as to who was running the boat, the fish-

ing came pretty near being nil. This ancient angler is

proud and haughty in his ways. He knows how to
catch bass, but will not agree that anybody else knows
how. A spoon hook he abominates, a frog is anathema,
and anything but a good live minnow excites his deep-
seated ire. I believe Mr. Keely likes to have a spoon
hook above his minnow upon occasion, and hence the
misunderstanding which brought him in at night fishless
and eight-dollarless.

The same gentleman reports seeing a large school of
bass in the shallow water, but they abso'utely refused
to pay any attention to any sort of lure which he could
devise for them. It is likely that they have gone on one
of their sulky spells and for some days will not do much
business. One would hardly exnect bass fishing out in

the shallow water at this time of year. The bass have
done spawning and have doubtless moved out into the
deep water. The thing to do now is to find a bar or
reef running up out of the deep water. Here is where
the gass lie during the summer months. All of which
is much easier said than done.

Bass Bars.

Speaking of bass bars, reminds me that at Lake
MlnnefcPpka la^T ^§'ek I sacw a gentl^an whose ifaine

I 5o not know, who had as fine a string of big-moiithed
bass as I have seen for some time. He . Caine to the
depot at Spring Park after a morning's fishing otit ill

the bay, which runs in close to that station on the east
side of the taiifOad. He had eight bass which weighed
33 pOUhdS, tWo or three of them running over 5 pounds.
He caught eleven in all that morning, and caught theni
all fishing deep along the edges of a bar, Whif.h WaS
shown to him by a youthful boathlah, who was the best
oarsman he could find that morning. It was a cloudy
and yety foligh day, just the kind of a. day which stirs
up the big mouths and sets them on the feed. This
angler did not anchor his boat, but poked around over
the bars, fishing with the frog in 8 to 12 feet of water-
His string of bass was a very good onei

Peealfafiti^S o! Fifeh,

1 pfesuWe thei-e will be no end to the disctission of
the whims, moods and fancies of game fishes. The
salmon anglers tell us of the moods of the salmon which
will set them on the rise all at oiice, although for hoUrS
and days they may have been proof agkinsl all wiig&.
Evety one knows the whims of the small-mouthed blaclc
bass and of the brook troUt. To-day at the Wishininne
Club several of the membets were talking of these
things Mayor Harrison was present and went on t6
describe a little experience which he had on the Salmon
Trout River with a toad and a trout. He said that he
stopped at a pool where he and his boatman saW a
number of good trout w»hich for a long time resisted
all kmds of feathered fascinations. The boatman catight
a big toad on the bank, and just for the fun of it. Mr.
Harrison threw it in among these trout. They let it

alone for some minutes. At length a big trout begail
edging its way toward it slowly, as though half a mind
to take it in. As this big fdlow did so, another fish
back of him made a lightning-like dart and swallowed
the toad, moying off like a flash. This fish was landed
and weighed 3^^ pounds. Shortly after, as the guide
and angler sat at lunch, Mr, Harrison threw his toad,
which was now dead and much disfigured, into the
pool, more to keep his leader wet than in the hope of
catching any fish. While they were eating, all at oflCe
the line began to run out again, A second trout had
taken the toad, by this time dead and not attractive.
This fish was lost by the patting of a leader when the
strike was made.
Mr. Harrison related an incident on somewhat similar

lines m regard to a bass whoSe moiinted skin adorns
his boudoir. "1 caiigrht this bass below a dam on the
Sturgeon RiVer," said he. "The water was not very
deep find was clear, and looking down into it, we could
See numbers of bass there. They would not touch aiiy
kind of fly or lure, do the best We Cotiid. At length I
took a live frog and placed a heavy bullet on the line
so as to sink the bait dbwn to the bottom where the

*

fish were Ij'ing. The sinker was so heavy that Mr. Frog
could not pull it, so he concluded to sit down quietly
on the bottom, and did so, directly in the middle of the
bunch of bass. They looked at him indifferently, oncem a while a big fellow taking a sort of circle around
him lazily, as though to get a better look. None of the
bass made any attempt to strike at the frog for several
minutes. I lay there with my face close to the water
for perhaps 7 or 8 minutes or so, when I saw the head
of a. big bass project from under the apron of the dam.
He seemed to be looking at the frog. At length he
came out, slowly and deliberately walked up to the frog
as though he would smell of it, turned around and went
back under the dam. He did this once or twice, but
seemed to take no more interest in the frog than any
of the other bass had. All at once, for no apparent rea-
son, he came out from under the apron like a streak of
greased lightning, and both grabbed and swallowed that
frog in one motion. In about one more motion I had
him on the bank. The incident seemed to me so pe-
culiar that I had the fish mounted."
Here is proof enough of my often advanced conten-

tion that you can make almost any trout bite if you keep
on hammering away at him, even with a fly. What the
motive is which induces a fish at length to rush at a
bait in this way is something left for science to dis-
cover, but that they will do so much as above described
is easily established from the experiences of many an<^.
lers.

°

Back from Wisconsin.

By the way, the two gentlemen above mentioned ac-'
companied by Mr. Wm. ElHcott and Col. Bill Flaskell.
recently enjoyed a very pleasant trip on Manitowish
range of Wisconsin. Mayor Harrison was fortunate
enough to get one muscallunge of 18 pounds, with others
smaller, 9 pounds, 8 pounds, etc. This only after fish-
ing several different lakes. Mr. Harrison d-d some bass
fishing and reports a delightful time. Col. Haskell dis-
tinguished himself by capturing a live muskrat, which
he calmly picked up by the tail after wading out into
the water where the rat was disporting itself. Had this
fact not been witnessed by gentlemen of approved char-
acter, this story would have been laughed to scorn as
that of one seeking only to add to his already resplen-
dent reputation as a gentleman of inventive turn of
mind,

Atligator in Chicago River,

Whether the saurians of the Mississippi Delta have
taken advantage of the waterway now existing between
Chicago and New Orleans is a matter not fully estab-
lished. Yet day before yesterday a couple of gentle-
men saw an alligator swimming in the Chicago River.
It was captured after an exciting adventure, in which
one of the discoverers got a soaking in the river. The
creature was about two or three feet long. There is no
place which surpasses Chicago as a big game center, as
I am sure a close study of these columns for the past
few years will have convinced any reader.

Muscallunge in 'WiECoosiQ,

The muscallunge game grows more and more of a
specslative nature every year. Nb one can depend on
catdiing a 'lunge any more. The Turtle Lake region
has produced six 'lunge this year, each of which weighed
over 30 pounds. I have already mentioned the little St.
Germarine fish weighing 4? pounds, caught twd wfefeks
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ago by Mrs. Wheeler, of this city. A gentleman who
came from that country to-day told me that Mrs.
Wheeler not only caught this fish, but stood a very fair

chance of capturing its ' mate. After taking the 42-

pounder she was worn out, tired and a little frightened,

which is natural for a woman to be after a fight with a

fish of this size. She went ashore on the island in Little

St. Germaine to rest for a while, but presently went out

in the boat again. While trolling past the place where
she struck the big fish, she had another very heavy

strike. Frightened and weak she dropped the rod in the

boat, where it was picked up by the guide, who_. with

no one to row him, played the fish for a few minutes,

until it finally broke away. It is thought to be the mate

of the fish which Mrs. Whaler took, it being an old tra-

dition among asglers that these fish lie in pairs.

The water is reported roily at Turtle Lake at the pres-

ent time, and the muscallunge fishing is not thought to

be good there. The Manitowish waters offer very good
fishing when the dams leave the lakes and streams in

their normal condition.

Tarpon.

Mr. C. H. Fargo, of this city, is back from a pleasant

trip to the tarpon country of Aranzas Pass, Texas. He
says he never sa\v such tarpon fishing as he experienced

in all his life or heard of .it. Everyone was catching

fish, one gentleman landing 'thirteen tarpon in one day.

Mr. Fargo himself killed four handsome fish, playing a

good many others which he turned loose, not wishing

to go ashore and beach the fish, as is the custom at

Aranzas Pass. One morning a fleet of fifteen boats

started out from the club. They struck into a school

of tarpon and four rods had on fish at the same time, the

four fish springing into the air at almost the sarne mo-
ment. This would seem to be an unusual scene in tar-

pon angling-. All this tarpon fishing in Texas is done

by trolling and not by still fishing, as is the case in

Florida. Mr. Fargo says that he was advised that the

best tarpon fishing had not begun at the time of his

visit, which was about June 8.

Grayling.

Mr. W. B. Mershon, Mr. Watts Humphreys, Mr. C.

H. Davis, and perhaps one or two other of the angling

contingent of Saginaw, Mich., propose a trip for gray-

ling some time in the present month and ask me to

join them. If it be a possible thing I must certainly ac-

cept this invitation, for it has never been my fortune to

see a live grayling east of the Rocky Mountains. We
think we know where we can catch two or three on a

certain remote stream in the southern peninsula of

Michigan. It will be a long and hard trip with a great

many mosquitoes in it, but if the Saginaw crowd start

out after grayling, they are mighty apt to have gray-

ling in the game bag when they come back home. 1

do not know the exact location of the stream which it

is intended to visit.

Gaylord Club of Wisconsin.

Gaylord Club had the misfortune to lose their hand-
some club house by fire last fall, and the new structure

s not yet completed, so that the patronage of the club

members has been much less than usual. There are sev-

eral up' there this week, however, and they are having
splendid sport. The branches of the Pike have been boun-
t'fully stocked by the private hatcheries of this club,

and the average weight of the fish is now fully four times

as heavy as it was when I last fished those waters. The
members of this club get good fly-fishing for bass in the

lakes now and again.

Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

Bad weather caused the postponement of the June
events of Chicago Fly-Casting Club to July 12. There
will be two entries for each event on that day. The
regular event scheduled for July 12 is postponed to Aug.
9. Matters in this club are reported pleasant and flour-

ishing.

A Fighting Pike.

My friend, Mr. Albert Bruning, and I started out for

a little quiet paddle along the shores of an arm of Lake
Minnetonka one day last week. We didn't have a great
deal of use for any fish, but we thought we would enjoy
two or three for the table if we had good luck. Good
luck is a very necessary fixture when you go fishing

in Lake Minnetonka, for that water is hammered so
hard that it takes a genius to catch more than a half

dozen fish in a day, in the average fishing. We started

in under the bridge at Black Lake and passed up the

right-hand shore of that lake directly on the course
where actuallj^ thousands of boats go every month, this

being within half a mile of the boat livery at Spring
Park. Mr. Bruning was rowing and I was seeing what
I could do with a spoon hook and frog. We got into the
lake a little way when all at once, as I looked about,

I noticed a heavy swirl in the water and felt a strike

on the line. The fish we at once saw was a good one,

but we fancied we had lost him, for he went directly

to the bottom in ftie weeds, and although I put a heavy
strain on him, I could not start him for quite a while.

We were now at the edge of a bar, with perhaps 30 or

40 feet of water out to the right in the middle of the

lake. Bruning started out for the deep water, and we
described an arc of a circle on the fish. At last, putting
on a strain as great as I thought the rod and line would
stand, we were gratified to see him come out slowly to-

\vard us. It was not so much weeds as fish which was
making the strain on the tackle. All at once the old
fellow jumped, and we saw a Great Northern pike,

short, stock}'' and A^ery heavy. We guessed his weight
at TO to 15 pounds, "wet weight," as the saj-ing goes.

It was only a pike, in fact, only what is usually called

pickerel, but he was the fightingist fish I have had on
the rod in many a day, and, indeed, I have killed many
muscallunge which did not compare with him in stub-
bornness and agility. I presume we fought him for 20
minutes before we could do anything with him. He was
so heavy that I could not lift both his gills out of the
water at the same time, and so could not do much to-

^rd smothering him. We were fishing^ in a little Mul-

lins "Get There" boat which sits low in the water, made
for a duck boat. The fish could whirl this boat around
whenever he liked, and for a time it was a question

which party had the other. At last the old fellow began
to tire so that I could draw him alongside. Then he
would take a look at the boat, give it a whack with his

tail, which sounded like hitting a wash boiler with a

club, and dive 20 or 30 feet straight down. The rod
would gradually bring him up again and then he would
take another flirt, splashing water all over us. It was
quite a session that we had with him. At last I got him
alongside, perhaps for the tenth time, and we tried un-
successfully to poke him into a landing net, there be-

ing no pistol in the boat. This sort of thing set him afire

once more. Once more he came alongside and I told

Bruning to slip his hand under the fish and lift him into

the boat. Three attempts at this failed, and it seemed as

though the life never would go out of this old warrior's

soul. At last Bruning, slowly and quietl^^', passed his

hand under, at the same time grasping the back of

the fish with his other hand, and so with a lucky lift

got him inboard, where he threatened to smash every-

thing. A few taps on the head with the club settled him
at last. We found this fish weighed more than we could
weigh on our little lo-pound pocket scale. \ye esti-

mated its weight was about 12 pounds, it certainly be-

ing more than 10 pounds. Not a very heavy fish, but
one of the gamiest ones that I ever saw of any species.

We thought we were about 25 minutes getting him into

the boat. The rod was a split bamboo bass rod of splen-

did quality and quite as game as the fish.

Th)s fish was taken in waters which are fished over
daily by scores of rods. No one can tell how many
hundreds of boats have passed over his lurking place

along the bar of Black Lake. Truly there are as good
fish in the seas as ever have been caught.

How Big Does Muscallunge Grow?

I saw the statement on Jordan and Evermann's recent-

ly published book, "American Food and Game Fishes,"
that the muscallunge sometimes reaches a length of 8
feet and a weight of 100 pounds. I should think an
8-foot muscallunge, if there ever was such a fish, would
weigh a great deal more than any 100 pounds. I have
never heard from Mr. Nevins, supermtendent of the

Wisconsin Fish Commission, who caught the 102-pound
muscallunge in Lake Minocqua, what were the measure-
ments of the fish, if they were taken. Should this come
to Mr. Nevins' eye, will he please advise the readers of

Forest and Stream what the measurements of this

monster muscallunge were? This is the biggest fish

which has ever been taken in any part of the West, so
far as known. It has before been stated that this fish

was returned to the water and is still there—one of the

fishes which are quite as good as any which have been
caught.

About Rain Coats.

To-day I started out to make myself a rain coat for

fishing purposes, not being able to find anything in the
market which just suited m£. At a rubber store I found
some light rubber cloth such as is used in camera work
by photographers. It is apparently silk, water-proofed.
The cost was only 35 cents a yard, and I got three yards.

Then I had a tailor cut my three yards of stuff' in the

middle and sew the edges together with a lap seam,
all except a hole in the middle big enough for one's

head to go through. At the edges of this hole the

seams were reinforced with pieces of cloth set in. The
material cost me $1.05 and the labor 20 cents. My rain

coat weighs just 18 ounces and will cover me well

enough, whether standing in the water in a stream or
sitting on a boat seat.

By the way, I had a chance to try the coat this very
afternoon. I was going out to meet Fred Peet over at

Jefferson Park in order to try a fly-rod. It had been
raining all the afternoon and the seats of the street

cars were very wet. I had put my rain coat in my
pocket, thinking we might need it at the park. Enter
now a tall and scornful young lady with plenty good
clothes. Seeing that she looked longingly at the seat,

I accosted her to the effect that her clothes cost about
$1,100, and were not good enough for her at that, but
if she wished to sit down, I had a little arrangement
which I always carried with me for just such cases. I

spread my new poncho on the seat, the lady sat down,
and for two miles never said a word to me. That was
just one mile beyond where I wanted to go. I was
scared to ask her to let me have the coat again. Thus
one may see that there are advantages and disadvan-
tages in the ownership of a hand-made poncho of which
one is very proud.

Trying the Rod.

By the way, as to the fly-rod, I got a box of half a
dozen from New York this morning. None of these
suited me but one, and that I held out, returning the
others at once. Fred Peet and I tried this rod this

evening. It weighs 4fi ounces, is 9 feet i inch long and
is a shore daisy. This is not so much a casting rod or
a tournament rod as it is a fishing rod. It goes into
my battery at once.

Meat Rod.

Mr. Peet brought out to the little park lagoon this

evening another rod, which I think was about the home-
liest thing in the way of a fishing rod I ever did see. It
was wound with cane and leather and things at the hand
grasp, had a foot and a half of wood above the hand
grasp, and then went into split bambo. It had a con-
tinual wrapping from one end to the other in diamond
pattern. The whole thing, I imagine, must have weighed
7^ to 8 ounces. It was a fright. Fred tried my new
rod for a while, and we both agreed it was probably
the best one ever made in the whole wide world. Then
he modestly asked me to try his rod. I smiled in a
lofty sort of way and took hold of the outfit. It was
rigged with a D line, good and heavy. I began to cast
with it.

"How will you trade rods right now?" I asked him.
"Not for a hundred dollars." said he,

"I don't blame you/' said I.

Xlus rod, was made by an amateur, or s^^emi-amateur,

over in Michigan, who builds a few each winter for

his friends at a moderate cost. The builder himself

is an angler, and I must say that in this rod he has built

a fishing rod. It will almost cast by itself and will drive
a line directly into the wind. Short line or long line,

it lays it straight and is capable of any amount of deli-

cacy in handling its flies. This is not a choke-bore rod.

I should call it a good old-fashioned, plain, homely,
cylinder-bore fly-rod, the kind that brings the meat into

camp. I don't know how I am going to get it away
from Fred Peet, but I think I shall have to have it

somehow. There is nothing like having plenty of fly-

rods in the family in case anything should go wrong.
I am afraid to count up how many I have beside this

new one I got to-day, and this one of Fred Feet's, which
I am going to have some day.

Bound for the Coast.

By the way, several of the Chicago boys will start

out in a few weeks now for the fly-casting tournament
at San Francisco. These Chicago folks want to sample
the trout fishing on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Peet, for in-

stance, is anxious to go up into the Puget Sound coun-
try, of which we read so much. He is a stranger there,

and I wish some good, honest angler of that locahty
would send me his name and address if he is wilhng to
receive Mr. Feet's call sometime in August and to di-

rect Mr. Peet to some good fishing out hi that part
of the world. He will stop at Seattle on his way back,
and any Seattle sportsman can confer a favor on me by
doing a kindness to this Chicago angler.

• - Good Gut.

In spite of the longest kind of a pocket book and the
greatest kind of care, it is sometimes difficult to get a
first-rate article of gut for leader making. Neither is

it always possible to get perfect leaders out of the stock
in trade. The best leaders I have ever seen were those
tied bj' the gentleman above mentioned, Mr. Peet, and
he got his gut from a firm in San Francisco. He has
promised to bring me two or three hanks when he
comes back from the shore. Then—after I have traded
him out of his homely old fly-rod—I think I shall be
pretty near ready to do some business with the trout
and bass.

E. Hough.
Hartford BorLDiNG, Chicago, lU.

Angling: Neat New Yoi-k.

Salt-water angling in local waters has been poor for
the past week or more, but reports from the fishing waters
show that there has been marked improvement within the"

past few days. The weal<fish have again begun to bite, and
good catches are reported from most of the waters. ' In
Jamaica Bay, where many anglers were disappointed last

v;eek, the weakfishing is now good, while the bay is full

of fluke. Sea bass are also being caught in satisfactory

numbers.
The Staten Island waters, too, are yielding good re-

sults. The weakfishing at Gifford's continues excellent;

hardly a boat returns Avithout a good catch of the fish.

At South Beach weakfish and fluke are being taken in

goodly numbers.
At Sheepshead Bay, L. I., where the weakfishing has

been very backAvard this season, there is now good fishing.

Good catches of w^eakfish are made in the bay of?

E.itchie's Point, while in the Rockaway Inlet the fluke are

plentiful. The outside waters reached from this place

are good points for deep-sea fishing.

Weakfishing at Long Beach, L. I., is unsatisfactory at

present, but great catches of sea bass and porgies are

made here. These fish are caught by the hundreds, but

only a few weakfish are taken. Some kingfish are being
caught in the surf.

Deep-sea fishing is at its best just now. The boats
running to the Fishing Banks bring in large catches of

sea bass and fluke, and enormous numbers of ling.

Some bluefish have been caught and a few striped bass,

but neither of these fine fish are yet biting in any num-
bers in the local waters. G. F, Diehl.

"Where to Get "Wild Celefy.

Mr. R. B. White, of Water Lily, N. C, on Currituck

Sound, writes : "If any of your friends should want wild

celery seed, I shall thank you if you will direct them to

me. I have beeen advertising in the Forest and Stream
to the effect that I can now supply this seed. My father,

Joseph B. White, shipped to the Tolleston Club, of Chi-

cago, a few bushels of wild celery seed to-day. He has

also shipped seed to Lac du Flambeau, Wis., and to

Denver, Colo." E. Hough.

Potomac Bass.

Passing through Point of Rocks, Potomac River, on

Monday, July 7, I saw a fisherman who had caught a fine

string of a dozen or more black bass. The river was
rather muddy on account of the recent heavy rains. At
Harper's Ferry the same condition prevailed, but I saw no
bass. The fish at Point of Rocks were about eight to ten

inches long, and I am informed that larger ones are scarce

in that part of the stream. T. H. B.

A Coney Island Tuttle.

Jacob Smyth, of Lake Street, Coney Island, while fish-

ing for weakfish at the Old Iron Pier last Sunday, caught

a turtle that weighed 413 pounds.

Peanttt Gtowing in Minjat«te.

Those who hjave never seen peanuts growing, will he
interested in the experiment. The ground should be light,

soil well manured with fresh manure from the stable. Dig
a space say about two feet square and six inches deep.

Prepare the nuts as follows : Select good firm, full shells

;

cut a small piece from the shell away from the end having

a small fibre attached; soak them a. day or two in water,

and then plant them about s'fK in a hill two or three inches

a^art and covfer -vvith soil to a depth of drtfe or two inche^^
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Pike, Pickerel, Mascalonge.
We teprint for the benefit of several inrittirers tliese

illustrations of the three fishes, with enlarged cuts of the
heads, showing the markings so clearly that there should
be no difficult3' in distinguishing one from the others.

The most marked difference, perhaps, in the pike and
mascalonge, that is constatit is the scales on cheek and

' gill covers. In the case of the mascalonge the scales cover
the upper half only (generally about eight rows of scales)

of the cheeks and gill covers ; while in the case of the pike
the cheeks arc entirely covered with scales, and the lower
half of the gill covers is bare the same as the mascalonge.
The coloring of the pike is more constant than the color-
ing of the mascalonge. The pike of this country and
Europe are the same, and always it is found with lemon-
colored, bean-shaped spots on a darker ground.
Something about the three fishes is told thus by Fred

Mather in one of his "Fresh-Water Angling" chapters in

Forest and Stream :

Here are three good American game fishes which
somehow seem to be mixed up in the minds of anglers
who fish, but do not read. They know the three names,
and in a vague way attach them to the fish found in

their local waters. To readers of Forest and Stream
the ditferences have been pointed out in print and in

picture many times, but these things require .to be ham-
mered at aiW reiterated year after year before a few anglers

in separate localities are well enough informed to begin

the education of their neighbors. There is no good reason

nCKEREL.
Cheeks and opercles completely scaled.

PIKE.

Cheeks scaly. Lower half of operclcs naked.

MASCALONGE.
Lower half of cheek? and opercles naked.

for confounding the three species, for they are not only

distinct in points of structure, but their colors differ so

greatly that there should be no confusion, and color is

more regarded by the angler than by the ichthyologist. A
man should not only know how to catch fish, but also how
to name them correctly.

Pickerel.

In portions of Canada this njutie is applied to a hard-

finned member of the perch tribe, and in parts of the

United States it is used properly,^ and also improperly,

for the great pike. The pickerel, 'E. reticulalns, gets its

specific name from the Latin reticular a net, on account

of a inore or less distinct black network on its yellowish

or greenish sides. This should be a sufficient guide to

the angler, but in some water.s" where this and the next
species exist there are anglers and fishermen who do
not separate them, or if they do they call the larger

species mascalonge when they ard simply pike.

In the three species of which this paper will treat

the .shape and position of the fins is the same. Except
in large specimens tlrere is no aldermanic abdomen, the

lines of the back and belly being nearly parallel, with

the soft dorsal fin set far back, near the tail, and Intt

slightly in advance of the anal fin. which, with its fewer

rays, comes out about even behind.

The pickerel is called "jack" in Virginia and Southern

waters, and as they have no other species there we can

get on understandingly. It is found in the clear, grassy

streams and ponds of the Atlantic coast from Maine to

Alabama, but not west of the Alleghanies, nor in the

Great Lake region. It was introduced into the Adiron-

dacks from Fulton county, N. Y., in 1842, and they

have spread from the "south woods" north to Meacham
Lake, ruining many good trout lakes and streams, for

worms, insects and their larva do not enter into the

diet of this family to any noticeable extent; they live

pjl fish ^nd are the sharks of fresh water. The pickefel

seldom exceeds 6 pounds in weight, and 8 pounds is be-
lieved to be the limit of its size.

Pifce.

The pilce grows to a weight of 40 pounds and over^ and
this fact makes some fishermen confound it with its big
brother, the mascalonge. Its color is a bluish gray,
with oval white spots about the size of a white bean. As
the mascalonge is black spotted, plain or slightly barred
the confusion in names can only exist among those who
have not seen both species. The fact that it has no scales

on its cheek and none on the lower half of its gill cover
would not be noticed by the average angler.

The pike, Lucius lucius, has probably the greatest range
of any fresh-water fish. It is found throughout northern
Europe and as far south as Italy. It occurs in Asia,

and we would not be surprised to find it scooping in

the smaller fishes in some of the lakes and streams of

Africa, when the British angler explores that Gonti-

iient in search of new fields and fishes. Ah me ! if I

were only twenty now, with the spirit of adventure that

once raged, and" the geographical knowled.ge and possi-

bilities of travel of to-day, the streams of Siberia, South
Africa and India would be a mine of fishy wealth to ex-
plore.

In America the range of this fish was originally from
Lake Champlain to northern Indiana and the northwest
to Alaska, according to Jordan. It has been extended
to the Adirondacks of New York by vandals who placed
it in the trout lakes there for reasons best known to
themselves ; let us hope that it was in ignorance of
the destructiA^eness of the fish. In places where the
pike occurs it is commonly mistaken for the mascalonge
because it is larger than the pickerel, the exceptions be-
ing where both of the larger species are found. How any
man who has once seen these two great pikes can con-
found them is a great puzzle.

The MascaIoDge«

The range of the mascalonge is tjuite limited. It docs
not exist in the Adirondacks. although the St. Lawrence
River and Lake Ontario are its home. It is found in the

Great Lakes and in Chautauqua Lake, in the southwest
corner of New York, which, althougb near Lake Erie,

drains its waters into the .Alleghany River through Cone-
wango Creek, and thus the fish gets into the Ohio Valley.

Curiously, this isolated branch of the sp.ecies is not spot-

ted, »or does it grow as large as in the Great Lalces,

where there are legends of its having obtained a weight
of :oo poinids. I have seen this fish among the Indians
about Crow Wing and Mille Lacs, Minn., in the fifties,

but never saw one that would weigh over ten pounds with
them. These were black-spotted, and as these waters flow
into the Mississippi River, the only reason that they differ

from their brothers of the upper Ohio Valley seems to

be that there must be impassable water in the rivers iaefore

they join.

The pike will go on mud Bats in spring freshets, and in

hot weather is found in shallow, warm water among the
weeds, while a mascalonge loves deep, cool lakes or
swift, clear waters. Floods do not tempt him to roam
over lands that are temporarily flooded, and with this

knowledge we may find a key to the problem of distribu-
tion and of the isolation of some members which by in-

terbreeding have lost the spots. The Wisconsin fish are
spotted,

P ckerel Fishing.

The angler for pickerel may take his fish in many ways,

/^^^^^?-',

and with as little consideration for his game as the pick-

erel has for a toothsome trout. The fish is the worst
kind of a cannibal, and one that weighs twice as much
as another thinks of his smaller relative merely as some-
thing to decorate his interior. This is the best trait in

the" character of this whole family—they destroy each
other—and as a fishculturist I wish they would emulate
the famed Kilkenny cats. The world would be better

without them. Therefore any kind of a mouthful of steel

is pardonable to vise on the brutes. I took one of about
four pounds weight which had three small trout in its

pouch, and which wanted my chub to add to its collection.

Three trout to feed a durned pickerel ! From my point of

view these three trout were sadly misplaced in the

economy of natiu'e, for they should have met a better

fate ; they were "lads of high degree," and they went to

sustain a fish which Adirondack guides call a "snake-
eater,"

In tfolling for pickerel, if you use a spoon, and it is as

good to troll with as a minnow gang, and less trouble,

let it be suited to the size of the fish which you may
reasonably expect to strike. A pickerel has an eye for

fish which will fill his bill, and seldom makes the mis-

take of tackling a fish which >s too big, although in the

South Kensington Museum, London, I saw a plaster cast

of a twenty-pound pike which had choked to death in

trying to: sw&Uw oiie .tqj(x flear ifs sazg^ and had been
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captured and set tip as a horrid example of greediness.

Therefore, let yottr spoon of minftow he in proportion to

the game which you expect to get. This is something
which the heginnet must learn, and perhaps there is no
better way than to Consult a first-class tackle dealer, hut it

is better to err on the side of snlallness. whether of-

Spoon or minnow,
In trolling from a hoat, use an ordinary trout or hass

bait rod—a fly-rod is hatdly the thing if the fish are
large. Row slowlj', with just^ enough motion to spin

the spoon well, and you can judge of this by putting
it over the side and watching it. The slower the better,

if the spoon spins and glitters well.

These remarks apply to all of this family, and therefore
there is no need of repeating them for the pike and
mascalonge. Having fed all these fishes in the confine-
ment of aquaria, and watched them take live minnows,
it may be pardoned if I say just how all the pike family
approach and take their prey. When they are very
hungry the}^ will make a sudden rush from below and
seize the living minnow and then retire with it to con-
sider the next move. Then, if it has been taken cross-
wise, or tail first, it is ejected and turned so as to be
taken head first. Avhen the fins and scales lie in the
proper manner to slip down easily.

If, however, the pike or pickerel is nOt hungry, but
would take a little something if it looked tempting, the
tactics are different. There is no sudden rush

; the game
is pointed as a setter points a woodcock. There is no
motion of the body, nor of that propeller which we call

a caudal fin, but a wary motion of the dorsal and anal
fins sends the fish slowly ahead, while its eye glitters with
suppressed excitement. The distance is gauged, there is

a rush, a flash, and the minnow or spoon is engulfed.
If using a spoon the angler knows whether his game

is hooked or not, and that the fish cannot eject the bait

if it would ; and then, after a short struggle, the fish

yields. In describing how a pickerel, which is not hun-
gry, approaches a fish, the only object is to warn the
angler not to row too fast and thereby pass too quickly
from the field in which a pickerel or other member of
the family wishes to approach its prey.

There is a gang on gut or gimp, consisting of a lip

hook for the minnow and a hook to be carried over its

back and inserted under the dorsal fin, and then one of a
triplet is hooked into the tail in a way to bend the min-
now and thereby give it a semi-rotary motion. It is a
most murderous combinati-on, but none too severe for this

cannibalistic family.

A stiff cane is used for this work, and should be from
18 to 20 feet long in order to cast 30 feet, and then
"skitter" a minnow on the surface of the water. I have,
used a ringed Limerick hook, size 4-0, but do not know-
why this has been preferred further than that it was the
first hook I used for the work, and so to use it has be-
come a habit. To-day, if a change was made, it would be
for the more modern turn-down eye Pennell hook of that
size, or of a size larger. A foot of gimp or of piano wire
should connect the hook with the line. The minnow or
frog should be hooked through both lips, and it is merci-
ful to pierce the brain with a knife, because the bait is

as good dead as alive, and it is cruel to kill it by such
lough usage as skittering.

From the shore the bait should be cast into open places
among the weeds, but from a boat the angler should stand
in the bow and cast ahead into unbroken water.
A good bait rod and reel are the proper

.
tools, and a

live minnow hooked just under the dorsal fin, or a frog
hooked firmly in the muscle of a hindleg, near the back-
bone, is the best of baits. If a float is used it should
allow the bait only three feet to go down, unless the water
is over ten feet deep, because all of this tribe seek prey
that is above them, as is denoted by their lower jaw
being longest. A float is a nuisance when a reel is used,
but is one of those evils which we sometimes term
"necessary."
When a pickerel seizes a spoon hook it is either well

hooked or lost at the moment of contact, as the fish

knows at once that it has made a mistake, and will get rid

cf the combination of steel and other ingredients if

possible. With a minnow or frog it is different. The
pickerel may take it crosswise in its mouth and run to

cover with it. Let him run and have time to gloat over
his prize, eject it, and take it head on and pouch it.

This may consume some minutes, during which there is

no sign of life at the far end of the line. Wait. After
the bait is fairly down the pickerel moves and finds itself

fast, and then the angler may begin the fight with no
danger of drawing the bait away and alarming its game by
a premature movement.

Pifce Fishfng.

The same methods are used for pike as for pickerel.
Their habits are mucb the same, and they are found in
similar waters. For the larger fish we must use larger
hooks and baits. Where pike of ten pounds may be
looked for, a 7-0 hook or larger is the right size, and the
minnow should be five or six inches long, frogs in propor-
tion. Spoons are made in so many shapes (and the
makers have a scale of sizes of their own) that the angler
must work out this problem of size.

There are spoon- baits in great variety, and all of them
will catch weeds, some more than others, and the angler
must reel up occasionally to look for weeds, since a bit

of green weed on spoon or minnow tells your game that
it is an undesirable morsel, for the fish knows that no
living minnow or frog drags weeds with it.

Both pike and pickerel are taken through the ice with
live baits, and this is the only winter sport of the fresh-
water angler. Many holes are cut and , the lines are
attached to "tip-ups," which signal the fact that a fish

is hooked.

MascaloDge.

It is in the Great Lakes where this king of the pike
family grows to its greatest size, but with an increased
population they do not live long enough to attain their
maximum weight. The clear waters of the Thousand
Islands, at the head of the St. Lawrence River, is a
famous place for them, but their numbers have greatly de-
creased in late years. It is a gamier fighter -than its

relative, the pike, and coming from clearer waters it is a
better table fisfi.

It is mainly caught by trolUng the minnow or the

spoon, with an eight-foot bait rod, a multiplying reel, and
too yards of goocl cuttyhunk bass line. The best seasons
for mascalonge are in June and again in September and
October. All fish weighing over ten pounds should be
gaffed ; the landing net is too light for them.

Maine and Elsewhere.
Boston, July 11.—George J. Raymond, J. J. Munroe,

S. R. Raymond and F. N. Ganong recently made up a
Boston fishing party to Sunapee Lake. They caught
about thirty bass; all on the fly; none were very large,

but "it was rare .sport to catch the gamy fellows." They
also caught a number of the aureolus trout, for which
Sunapee Lake is celebrated. They describe these trout
as very beautiful and weighing from ^ of a pound to

3 pounds. The fishermen were much pleased with boat-
man I. P. Rawson. who took them out. They found
him a boatman or guide worth having. This is written
to give other guides a hint, if they desire to please their
patrons. The boat was large, roomy and very steady;
painted pure white and most scrupulously clean. The
whole inside was lined with stout canvas. The seats

were armchairs, with legs sawn off and mounted on
springs, with spring bottom und»r the cushions. In
the lockers that were under the seats Was to be found
everything to make the sportsman happy. Rubber cloth-
ing was ready in case of a storniv One of the boys sug-
gested that he wished he had brought a straw hat, as
the sun was hot. Behold the locker came open and
there were straw hats. All softs of fishing tackle were
on the boat; rods, with neatly arranged rod rests, for
trolling. Guide Rawson was suggestive, but not ofii-

cious. If the fish did not take a certain fly after a fair

trial, he would say: "Now let us try this fly." Then,
if the fisherman was agreed, he would deftly make the
change. For all this service, boat and alt, ^yith four in

the boat, his charge was the very moderate one of $3
per day. Verily, it is in the power of the guide to make
the sportsman happy.
Mrs. Frank L. Hosmer, of Baldwinsville, Mass., has

just made the champion bass catch of the season—

a

beauty of 4 pounds w;eight, from Queen Lake in Tem-
pi eton. At the Upper Dam Mr. L. A. Reese recently
landed in one and a half hours 43 pounds of fish: three
trout and the balance salmon, fifteen fish in all, includ-
ing one of over 5 pounds. Mr. Eugene Lynch, of Bos-
ton, is back again from the Upper Dam with a record
of ten fish, all taken on the fly. J. S. Doan, of Boston,
and J. C. Morgan, of Norwich, have both made good
records.
Mr. N. G. Manson and Mrs. Manson, of Weston,

went up to Camp Leatherstocking, Richardson Lake,
last week, where they make their summer home. About
the first morning in camp Mr. Manson rose at 4 o'clock
to look at the weather. What was his surprise to see a
big bull moose, not 75 feet away, quietly nibbling the
grass and twigs in front of the camp. Watching the
ungainly beast did not seem to alarm him in the least,

and all hands were aroused and had a good look. Mr.
Manson writes that "he looked the property all over
leisurely, with the suggestion from his big eyes that he
might come again. Then trotted quietly awaj^ and into
the woods."
Boston, July 14.—Mr. Felix Taussig, a Boston

fisherman who lives at Sharon, fished Lake Massapoag
on the Fourth, and as the result took over to the store
of his firm four bass, one of 2^^, one of 31/^. one of 414
and one of sJ4 pounds. Mr. F. A. Perry had his Fourth
of July fishing at Black Brook, Lake Road, above An-
dover, Me. Sportsmen who formerly went into the
Rangeley region by way of Andover, will remember
this brook as one of the best trout brooks in Maine.
Though in the deep woods, it is near to the Lake Road
for nearly eight miles. Large and full of pools and deep
gorges, it is naturally full of trout, but excessive fish-

ing had reduced it to almost utter depletion, till up to
six or eight years ago, when it was legally closed to all

fishing for all but three days in a week. This amount
of protection has seemed to partlj'- restore the trout.

Mr. Perry fished from the Bridge up to the Devil's
Den, about three miles, and took thirty-five handsome
trout. Some were up to pound weight. He hears of
trout being taken from that brook this year_ of over
I pound, and a good many of them. But Andover has
a good many trout fishermen, beside a country for miles
below, from which fishermen drive with teams in great
numbers. Even the women of that section are fishing
the brooks. One Andover woman has a record of 1,000
trout taken at different times this year; mostly from
Sawyer Brook, which comes into that town. Mr. L. O.
Crane and Mrs. Crane, of Boston, at the Megantic
Preserve, write that the fishing is good, though the
water is stifl high from constant rains. At L Pond Mr.
Crane had a catch of thirty trout at one trip, nearly
all of which were returned to the water.
The Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Association

spent the most of last week in a session at Kineo,
Moosehead Lake. The most important feature of the
session was the meeting of Monday evening when the
question was discussed. "How Shall Money Be Raised
for the Protection and Propagation of Fish and Game?"
This opened the hunters' license question full blast, and
nobody was there to say much in opposition to the im-
posing of such a license. The Hon. J. F. Sprague read
a paper in which he pointed out all the necessity of
more money and what seemed to him to be the utter
impossibility of raising any more from taxation. He
then attempted to show how admirably a system of tax-
ing outside sportsmen would work. He forgot to sug-
gest that it is optional with a sportsman, who does not
live in Maine, whether he goes to that State for hunt-
ing or not; that already the tax is tremendous on those
who have been in the habit of going there; that thou-
sands are now kept out of that State by the cost; that
the imposition of a further tax, especially in the form
of an obnoxious license, that must be paid whether the
hunter is successful or not, will tend to keep thousands
more away. He seemed to forget that the great ma-
jority of those who have heretofore gone to Maine to

hunt are not bondholders and aristocrats with "money
to burn." If he could be thrown among sportsmen

outside of Maine as I am thrown among them, through
meeting them in a bu.siness away almost every day in

the year, he would soon learn that the only sportsmen
^f that class who favor a license system in Maine are
the few who happen to have wealth and are willing to
pay for a license to hunt themselves in order to keep the
rabble of hunters away. He did not touch upon the
fact that Maine's worst enemies of her fish and game
dwell within her borders, whom he does not propose
to touch with his license system. What would Mr.
Sprague think of a Boston dry goods store that should,
with a body of keepers at the doors, attempt to tax
everybody who came in to look at goods, simply be-
cause through mismanagement or otherwise, the store
was not paying? He would say, better by far let every-
body come in freely and get the needed money from the
goods sold; that is, tax the sportsmen, residents of the
State, not living in the immediate locality, as well as
non-residents, for the game actually obtained. If

Maine wants to get revenue from her big game, for
greater protection, then let her go about it in a business-
like way. Lgt her great men look thoroughly into the
license .systems of other States and see that as a system
for producing revenue they have proved almost an utter
failure.

It is a curious fact that the proposition discussed
somewhat at the Kineo meeting, to make a law not
permitting the carrying of firearms into the woods in

close season did not meet With favor. One man argued
that a rifle is just as necessary at a camp as a frying
pan or water bucket. Necessary for what?
The summer boarder and tourist are more in order at

many of the Maine fishing resorts now than the fisher-

man. Still, there are reports of good fly-fishing at

Moosehead. Some good catches are being made at

some of the Rangeley resorts. At Bald Mountain
camps and at the new camps on the Decker Purchase
there are a number of expert fishermen. Mr. C. A.
Robinson, of South Windham, formerly a devotee o£
Sebago salmon fishing, has built a fine. cottage on that
purchase this year. His last record was two salmon,
one of syi and the other 5 pounds. He has also a trout
record for the same days, four, from 2f4 pounds to 4
pounds. Mr. E. B. Newton, of Boston, has a camp
there, built this year. His trout and salmon record is

good. Mr. L. A. Reese, of Philadelphia, has lately made
another fishing record at the Middle Dam, Richardson
Lake: Trout, 2 and 3% pounds; salmon, 2, 3^, 3, 2%,
2. 2, 2}i and 4 pounds. Other fishermen are making
good records there. The Pond-in-the-River is proving
a good fishing ground with the present high water.

Special.

—

—

Some Canine Epitaphs.
Here are some epitap)is and elegies of departed dogs. Otliers

will be given in later issues; and the series, as indicated by the
present installment,, covers a wide range of time and pla*;e;

I.—The Dog's Grave.

Soft lie the turf on those who find their rest

Here on our common mother's ample breast.

Unstained by meanness, avarice and pride.

They never flattered and they never lied; 1

No gluttonous excess their slumber broke,

No burning alcohol, no stifling smoke.

They ne'er intrigued a rival to displace.

They ran, but never betted on a race;

Content with harmless sports and moderate food,

Boundless in love, and faith, and gratitude.

Happy the man, if there be any such.

Of whom his epitaph can say as much.

—Lord Sherbrooke.

II —Bosh.

In memoir of a true friend, pure and honest, an example to
humanity, more honorable than the Star or Garter, a simple canine
whose remains are interred at the root of this maple trees, by its

owner, G. F. Dyer.
Here lies a dog that was almost a man, murdered by a man who

was almost a brute. This faithful dog—

"Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been

So clear to his that his virtues ;

Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongued, against

The deep damnation of his taking off."

His name is Bush, a dutiful companion of his owner, murdered
by a Fien-d

July 26th, 1889.

The Dog was superior to its Assassin. It had a Pedigree.
G. F. D.

Ill —Poor LUtlc Boxer.

In the pets' cemetery of Marlborough House, where are buried
several of the pets of the King and Queen

:

A true friend! Man or dog, what name
Could more win love or more enhance his fame?

Through burning desert and the midnight fray,

Where his fond master led the glorious way,
]

He bravely followed, and with mtite caress :

Cheered both his labors and his idleness.

A miscreant slew him, none were near to save;

Let kindly tears bedew his honored 'grave, '

And fairest fingers twine his funeral wreath;
'

A faithful comrade is at rest Jaeneath.

IV.—At the Barial of a Dog.

Small friend, of faithful heart and liquid eyes,

We give thee to our Mother Earth again.

And thank thee for thy friendship. We are men
Who pride ourselves that we are very wise;

We throw our glances upward to the skies.

Yet cannot tell what death is. Even when
Thy little spark of life escapes our ken.

We're left to grope in sad and blind surmise,

Dear dead companion, would that thou couldst know
What human tears are shed above thy grave!

How human-like We felt thy love to be!

How much to us thou wast, in weal and woe!
Thon merry, curious, willing little slave,

Hfllf human, wondrous, wond'ring mystery!

—Arthur Ratisom,
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V.-Vite.
(From the New York Commercial Advertiser.)

A tragic story of a dog's devotion and faithfulness to his master,

even unto death, is graven deep in a tablet hewn in the face of a

rock beside the Kaaterskill Falls, at the time of the occurrence
thirty-three years ago. It has- interested many thousands of vis-

itors to this beautiful and romantic region of the Catskills, who
have made the descent into the wood-lined abysm where the falls

plash and murmur and extend in a crystal brook that serpentines

am.ong the boulders to a more level course in Sunset Gorge at the

foot of High Peak Mountain.
The epitaph is as follows:

To the Memory of
VITE,

The Bayard of Dogs,
Sans Peur et Sans Reproche.

Killed
\

" June 19, 1868, by Leaping from the

I

Platform Above the Falls to

the Rocks Beneath.

[ I This Epitah is Inscribed to His
Memorv by His Friends

J. S. McK.—W. E. P.—J. K. M.
Vite was a spaniel. His master, with his friends, went to the

foot of the falls, leaving the dog above. The animal could not see

them, as they made the precipitous descent, and was in great dis-

tress, when "at last they emerged from the woods into the open
on the rocks, nearly 280 feet below. As his master appeared, Vite
harked for joy, and perceiving no other way to reach him, un-
(hesitatSagly made the fearful leap.

VI.—Tiger Afterward Called Friend.

(From the London Field.)

In the middle of the garden of Eling Vicarage there is a life-

size figure of a Newfoundland dog resting on an oval plinth,

the monument altogether being about 6 feet high. On the sides

of the plinth are inscriptions, one in Latin, the other in English.
In the English version some slight gaps are owing to the stone
having perished and been filled up with cement at some time
or other. The following is the inscription:

In memory
Of a Newfoundland dog.

Formerly called Tiger, afterward Friend,
Eminently qualified

By acuteness of scent, quickness of eye.
Strength of body, peculiar sagacity.

For every duty of his species.

Who on the fourteenth day of October, 1789,

When one to whom he was yet a stranger.
But was in a short time to be his master.

Had unconsciously been carried- out of his depth
While bathing in the sea at Portsmouth,

And being unable to swim
His strength became exhausted and his senses overpowered

By long struggling with the waves,
Rushed spontaneously to his assistance

Seized him by the hair.

Brought him cautiously and steadily to the shore.
And thus rescued him from imminent death,

From gratitude
. . . the preserver . . .

. . . guardian of . . .

Who . . . age the 6th . . .

_
. . . Phillips

Caused this monument to be erected
Over his remains which are here deposited

A.D. 1810.

From these dates it appears that the dog was .in the possession
'of his new master, whose life he bad saved, for twenty-one years,
and obviously must have been something more than a puppy at

the beginning of that tim.e. T. Thistle.

VII.—Toby Tone.
Oxford, 'Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The inclosed lines

were printed fifty or sixty years ago, evidently from an English
source. Can you tell where they can be found, and the author?
Or can j'ou give the missing line beginning the last stanza? The
rest are fresh in mind, but this one seems to have vanished utterly.

F. G. D.ANIELS.

There's howling in the kennel. Dace,

There's mourning in the hall,

For Toby Tone has run his race,

.
^

Lamented by us all.

He ranged the stubble yesterday

With little Mike at side.

Then laid him down all. quietly

And died at turn of tide.
'

The boys were quite disconsolate,
,

Nor deeined that it could be;

They placed a partridge by him straight

.\nd fired volleys three;

But cold alike to scent or sound

He moved no tail, nor head.

And so they laid him in the ground

Convinced that he was dead.??????
Since little Mike would swear

He'd flush a woodcock in the corn

And stand it in the clear;

And I myself, and scorn to cog.

Will say beneath the sun,

Th^t Toby was as good a dog

[, As eyer followed gun.

—^—
Western Canoes.

Western Dfvisioa Meet.

Chicago, 111., July 5.—It is the expected which happens
once in a while, about ten years later than it was ex-

pected. We have always expected that the Western Divi-

sion of the A. C. A. would one of these bright days have a

meet of its own, and now the expected is to happen. On
July 12-26, at Ballast Island, this heroic little band of

Western canoeists will once more assemble and do things

to each other as well a^ to the rippling waves of .Lake

Erie and the circumambient atmosphere which is super-

impendent thereupon. We are confidently advised that

delegations will be on hand from Chicago, Toledo, Cleve-

land, Detroit. Dayton, Ciiicinnati, Oshkosh, Madison.

Wis. ; South Bend, Ind.
;
Springfield, 111. ;

Springfield, O.

;

Bloomington, III. ; Columbus, O. ; Jackson, Mich. ; St.

Paul, Minn.; Fremont, O. ;
Wyandotte, Mich.; Rochester

N. Y. ; Hamilton and Kingston, Ont. ;
Pittsburg, Pa.

;

Rome, N. Y. ; Des Moines. la. ; Peoria, 111. ; Sault Ste.

Marie, Mich.; Bufifalo, N. Y., and other seaport towns,

It would indeed be very gratifying did al lof these dele-

gations appear. Perhaps one-tenth of them may appear,

but even so, if these be of the old faithful guardians of the

honor of the little craft in the West, then assuredly the

m.eeting must be a success. If it is such, then let credit

go where credit is due. The meeting of the Western

pivision of the A. C. A. at Ba.!last is due to. the effective

interest and the personal work of Mr. F. B. Huntingtoa,
Vice-Commodore.
These Western men have clung with great tenacity to

their interest in the beautiful sport of canoeing. Hard
times and many vicissitudes wrought the ruin of the old

W. C. A. The Western Division of the A. C. A. is'

nothing better and nothing much bigger than the old

W. C. A. The reorganization makes little dilference.

The men who make the organization in this, that or the
other part of the countrj' stand for the character of the

sport itself. These rnen are drawn together at Ballast not
by the wish of winning cups so much, I am convinced, as

by the honorable and very beautiful feeling of fellowship

which has so long existed among them.
As to Ballast Island itself, it is by no means a name

with which to conjure. High, rocky, restricted, offering no
sport at all excepting in the nature of sailing. Ballast

Island never appealed to me personally. I like localities

less civilized. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

AnnooDcement and Programme of Meet at Ballast Island

Lake Erie, July 12 to 26, 1902.

For the first time in the history of its existence, the \yestern
Division of the A. C. A. will hold a meet. There is every indica-

tion and assurance that it will be a good one. A canvass of clubs
and members of this and adjoining divisions indicates a large at-

terdance from the following cities: Milwaukee, Wis.; Chicago,
111.; Detroit, Mich.; Toledo, O.; Cleveland, O.; Dayton, O.;
Cincinnati, O.; Oshkosh, Wis.; Madison, Wis.; South Bend, Ind.;
Springfield. 111.; Bloomington, 111.; Springfield, O.; Columbus. O.;
Jackson, Mich.; St. Paul, Minn.; Fremont, O.; Wyandott, Mich.;
Rochester, N. Y. ; Toronto, Hamilton, Ont.; Kingston, Ont.;
Pittsburg. Pa.; Rome, N. Y.; Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; Des
Moines, la.; Buffalo, N. Y., and Peoria, 111.

LOCATION.

Ballast Island, Lake Erie, the birthplace of canoeing in the
West, and for many years the home of the Western Canoe Associa-
tion, has been chosen as the location of the present meet.

DATE.

ackson, Mich., ?S.b9; Ypsilanti, Mien., ?>-j.di; vvyanaotte, iviicn.,

2 60 St Paul, Minn., .$19.75; Minneapolis, Minn., $19.7-5; South
lend, Ind. ?5.90'; St. Louis. Mo., .$13.30; Davenport, la., $12.87;

)es Moines, la., $18.40; Buft'alo, N. Y., $6.80; Rochester, N. Y.,

' The meet will open Saturday, July 12, and continue for two
weeks, or until Saturday, July 26. We have arranged for moon-
light during this time.

CAMP SITE ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. C. J. Stedman, of Cincinnati, and Mr. J. R. Bar.tlett, of

Fremont, O., constitute the Camp Site Committee, and have
charge of the details of all camp arrangements. Members are re-

quested to communicate with Mr. Stedman at once, announcing
the probable date of their arrival, their requirements in the way of

tents and tent floors, whether or not they are to be accompanied
Ijy members of their family; in short, a -statement of their plans

as far as possible, in respect to attending the meet.
Board for those occupying tents, $1 per day. Board for those

occupying cottages, $10 per week. Ice water free in camp. Ice

to members, 20 cents per 100 pounds.
A few cottages or rooms in same may be available for those

who wish them.
Members are requested to bring their own cots, bedding and

tents.
Mail should be addressed to Canoe Camp, Ballast Island, Lake

Erie, via Put-in-Bay, Ohio.
ENTERTAINMENT.

Mr. G. H. Gardner, of Cleveland, O,, and Mr. W. H. Yardley,
of St. Paul, Minn., constitute the Entertainment Committee, and
all arrangements for entertainment are in their hands. An attrac-

tive programme has been prepared by them for the edification of

members, their wives and families. Bring your musical instru-

ments, jokes, ping pong, games, and aid the committee in its

efforts to provide amusement.

TRANSPORTATION.

Ballast Island is reached by steamer from Put-in-Bay. Put-in-

Bav is reached by steamers from Cleveland, Sandusky, Toledo and
Detroit. The following are the one way rates from points named
to Sandusky, O., which is the nearest railroad point:

Chicago, III, $8.25; Peoria, 111. $11.25; Springfield, III, $12;

Bloomfield, 111, $10.60; Milwaukee, Wis, $10.80; Madison, Wis.,

$12 17; Oshkosh, Wis, .$13.22; Cincinnati, 0„ $5.85; Springfield, O.,

$3.90; Dayton O. $4.15; Fremont, O., 70 cents; Columbus, ().,

$3.30: Cleveland, O., $1.80; Toledo, O.. $1.45; Detroit, Mich, .$2.75;

Jackson, Mich., $3.59; Ypsilanti, Mich., $3.34; Wyandotte, Mich.
12.60 " " "-"^c-

Bene
De. , _
$8.18; Rome, N. Y., $10..56; PiUsburg, Pa., -$5.80,

The Detroit and Cleveland Navigation Company name the fol-

lowing rates: Cleveland to Put-in-Bay, and return, $1.25; ..oledo

to Put-in-Bay and return,. -$1; Canoes, Cleveland or Toledo to Put-

in-Bay, $1 each.
The .'Vshley & Dustin Line steamers name the followmg rates:

Detroit to Put-in-Bay, and return, $1. Canoes, Detroit to Put-in-

Bay and return, -$1.

The Sandusky and Island Steamship Company will make rate:

Sandusky to Put-in-Bay and return, $1. Canoes, Sandusky to

Put-in-Bav and return. $1 each.

Capt. E'. J. Dodge, steamer Ina, will make rales between Put-in-

Bay and Ballast, one way, 15 cents; round trip, 25 cents; trunks,

25 cents; canoes, 50 cents.

It is suggested that members make inquiry of their ticket agent
in respect to excursion and tourist rates to Cleveland, Sandusky,
Toledo and Detroit, and take advantage of such reduced rates as

may be in effect.

RACING PROGRAMME.

Mr. T. R. Stewart, 3535 Euclid avenue, Cleveland. O.. chairman
of the'Regatta Committee, makes the following announcement in

respect to the racing:
„. , , ,

The regatta will begin July 21 and be run oft as fast thereafter

as wind and weather conditions will permit. In addition to the

Gardner cup, \\'. C. A. trophy, and Gardner trophy, an attractive

line of prizes has been secured.

CAMP RULES.

1. A member will be appointed by the commodore dail.\^to act

as Officer of the Day, who will have charge of the camp, aiid will

be obeyed according'ly. Pie will appoint pickets to assist him.

2. Members will register and pay their camp dues of $1 at

purser's lent immediately upon arrival

3. The commodore or purser will be at headquarters for the

transaction of business from 9 until 11 A. M., and 1 until 3 P. M.
each day, but will be immediately available at all other hours.

4. Tents may be located by owners, subject to the approval of

the Camp Site Committee, and with due regard for the thorough-

fares and lines. Daily before 10 o'clock tents and grounds must be

put in order; all refuse, papers etc., must be ready for removal

bv the camp cart. Members will be held responsible for the ap-

pearance of their tents and the surrounding grounds. Due regard

to dress while at meals is requested.

5. Camp will be open daily from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. Guests

may be invited by card, obtained of the Purser. Before 10 A. M.
and after 6 P. M. no guests will be expected in camp, except by
invitation for occasions specially announced on bulletin board.

6. Visiting boats must land at the steamboat wharf, unless other-

wise directed by officers in charge. „. , „^ ^ ,

7. Reveille will be sounded at Y A. M. The United States Army
bugle calls will be used,

. , ,

8 Flags will be raised at 8 A. M. and lowered at sunset. Last

post will be sounded at 11 P. M., after which quiet will be main-

tained in camp, Hours for meals will be noted on the bulletin

board and called by bugler.
,

The observance of these rules will greatly facilitate the officers

in the discharge of their duties.
_

The Inter-Lake Yachting Association will hold their annual re-

gatta at Put-in-Bay July 20 to 27, and through their com.modore,

Mr. C. C. Warren, have kindly extended their courtesies to the

members of this Association.
., , , , ,, t ,

The original Gardner cup, last sailed for at the Mullet Lake
meet in 1896, has been lost, and diligent inquiry has failed to dis-

close it. If this circular reaches the eye of any one having

knowledge of its whereabouts it is requested that they commu-ni-

cate with the vice-commodore,
^

The annual meeting of the Division lor the election of officers

and transaction of appropriate business will be held dtiri^ig the

second w'eelc th^ w^^t. „ -n ^

Yachting Fixtutes,

Secretaries and members of race committees will conier a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

JULY.
19. Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup. Bay Shore.
19. Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup, Shelter Island Heights.
19._ Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
19. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
19. Stamford Corinthian, Y. R. A. of L. 1. S., open- Stamford,

Long Island Sound.
19. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
19. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
19. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
19. Beverly, club. Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
19. Manhasset Bay, club. Port Washington. Long Island Sound.
19-26. Larchmont, race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
19-31. Royal Canadian, L. Y. R. A. circuit, Toronto.
21-26. Interlake Y. A., an. regatta, Put-in-Bay, Toledo, Lake Erie.

24-26. Hull-Massachusetts, midsummer series, Y. R. A-, open,
Hull, Boston Harbor.

26. Quincy, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
26. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
26. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
26 to Aug. 2. Corinthian, annual cruise, from Delaware River to

Long Island Sound. '

25. Beverly, third Cor., Mon. Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
26. Manhasset Bay, club. Port Washington Long Island Sound.
26. Beverly, third Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
28. Mosquito Fleet. cluK City Point. Boston Harbor.
26. Atlantic, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay,
26. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay,
26. Seawahhaka Corinthian^ club race for Centre Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
26. Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. So. Norwalk, L. I. Sound.
26. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I, S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
28 Wollaston, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
28-29. Boston Y. R. A., open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29, 31 and Aug. 2. Kennebec, commodore's cup series, Bath, Me.
30-31. Corinthian, Midsummer Invitation series, Marblehead, Mas-

sachusetts Bay.

For Cruising: Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of FoiffiST

AND Stream olTer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.
Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First pri/p $<nnn
Second prize, $30.00.

Th rd prize, $20.00,

Contribution? are invited under the following condi-

tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
State": or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

The story must be prefaced by a description of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical angl

contain all possible information and data that would be of

value to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompan.v each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-

graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. IS, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to ar! 35

judge and to make the awards.

Atlantic Y. C. Cruise.

first squadron run—^LARCHMONT TO MORRIS COVE.

Monday, July 7.

The Atlantic Y. C. fleet gathered in Larchinont Harbor
on Sunday preparatory to making an early start on Mon-
day.

The first run was from Larchmont to Morris Cove.

Mr. George Hill, chairman of the Regatta Committee,

used his auxiliary sloop Akista as the committee boat, and
after starting the fleet headed directly for Morris Cove, in

order to be on hand and take the boats' times as they

finished. The wind was from the E. and quite light. The"

smaller classes were sent first. Class L started at 9:15,

class K at 9:20 and the balance of the boats at 9:25. The
course was E. by N., E., thirty miles to the Red Spar

Buoy off Stratford Point, leaving it on the port hand,

thence E.N.E., eleven miles, to the finish, between the

breakwaters at the entrance to New Haven Harbor.

It Avas slow work beating against the light wind, but

v.-hen off Oyster Bay the wind came out of the S. and

W., enabling the boats to carry ballooners and spin-

nakers. Before the wind shifted the sloops held in the

lead, but as soon as light sails could be used the schooners

did better, and Emerald was the first boat to finish.

Neola and Yankee had a pretty race all during the

day. Neola held her lead until she was off Stratford

Shoal, when Yankee, showing more speed, got slowly by

her and won by nearly lom. All the boats in the fleet,

with the exception of Maraquita, Ondawa and Narika,

finished by 7:30.

Yankee went aground in Morris Cove, but came off on

the flood tide without injury. The summary:
Setiooners—Class A—Start, 9 :25.

t'lnish. Elapsed.

Em -raid, "W. E. Iselin 5 39 08 9 14 OS

Schooners—Class B—83 to 90ft—Start, 9:25.

Sachem, F. T. Adams .......62131 8 55 31

•\j:3'-nna, F. F. Ames....... 5 46 Sa 8- 21 3^
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,
.Schoone)-s—Class F—Under 65ft;—Start. 9:25.

LoyW, R, P. rioreniug ,6 45 SO 9 20 50

. ^Slooijs—Class fi—fO to 80ft;—Start, {):2S;
. ,

YaHkee, j. ft. Maxwell. ; .....;.;...;;:. .9 59 26 8 34 2fi

J^eola, G. M. Pvnchon ; -rf 10 §9 8 45 39

Eelin, F. T. Rodewald 6 32 54 i) 07 S4

Sioojjs-Class J—51 to 60ft.—Cruising Trim—Start, 9:20.

Maritjuita, H. B; Shaen Withdrew.
Tsfjlti C; .W.^Nason 6 51 19 9 31 19

Ecliiise, L. J; Callaliail. 8 03 27 10 25 27

Sloops—ClaSs t—B to 4§ft.—Stait! 9!l5.

Narika. F. T; Cornell ;.;.;.;;;..;;..;;..;;..;... WitlltlveW;
Rondinella, F. H. iJaf oil; ...;;..;..;....;..;.. .7 02 00 & 47 09
Heron, F. C. Swan......... 7 24 38 lO Of) (iti

Sloojjs—Class K—4^ to §lft.—Start, 9:2(i;

Ondawa, H. J. Robert Withdrew.

Tile Wiiiriers were Emerald^ Sachem, Loj'al, Yankee and
Rbhdinella.

Second sgtiAPRdN RtiN-^MdRRls c8ve tO NeW LdNiiOJ^.

Tuesday, July 8.

Wheti Tlifesday broke the weatlier cottditioiis were aHy-
thihg but prchlisitig. The witld Was stl-oftg fi-om S.W.
and frotri the overcast sky the rain fell iii tofi'ehts. Abotlt

9 o'clock it begati to clear, and as thefe livas a tiiee i.W.
breeze blowing, the preparatory signal was fnade St 9:30
on the committee boat. The starting line was oflf the
lighthouse at the western end of the east breakwater.
The course was E. hy S., twenty-five miles to Cornfield
light A^essel, then E. j4 N. to Bartlett Reef light vessel,

then N.E. by E. two ttliles to the finish, of? Sarah's
Ledge.
The boats in class L were started at 9 :4s. Mira allowed

ih. each to Rondinella attd Heron, and ih. and 4Ss. to

Narika.
Yatikefe allowed Neola l8m. and Eelin 26m. All the

boats got away oil the starboard tack, and most of them
were carrying baby jib topsails. Yankee held close in to

Thimble Island and got out of the tide, while the athefs
stayed out in the Sound.

Just before reaching Faulkner's Island, Emerald drew
into the lead, which position she held up to the time she
finished. The boats passed Cornfield Lightship in the

order named : Emerald, Sachem, Yankee. Neola, Varuna
and Loyal. Sheets were eased well off here and spin-

nakers were set to starboard. When Bartlett's Reef
Lightship was passed. Emerald was still in the lead, hu\
Yankee had moved into second place. At this poiht spin-

nakers were doused and booms g3'bed over to starboard,
as it was a broad reach to the finish line.

Com. Robert E. Todd's schooner Thistle accompanied
the fleet, and was the fourth boat to finish, having started
at 9 o'clock. The summary:

SchoonetB—Start, 9:55.

Finish. Elapsed.
Emerald, W. E. Iselin. 2 34 24 4 39 24

Schooners—Class B—85 to 90ft.—Start. 9:55.

Sachem, F. T. Adams 2 46 54 4 51 54
Varuna, F. F. Ames 3 21 29 5 26 29

Schooners—Class F—^Under 65ft. -Start, 9:55.

Loyal, R. P. Doremus 3 34 lb 5 39 15
I ncas, Jas. Weir, Jr 4 12 52 6 17 52

Schoners—Match Race—Start, 9:55. *

\'aruna, F. F. Ames 3 21 29 5 26 29
Loyal. R. P. Doremus 3 34 15 5 39 15

Sloops—Class J—51 to 60ft.—Start, 9:50.
IsoU, C. W. Nason... 4 16 41 6 26 41
Eclipse, L. J. Callanan 4 20 58 6 30 5S

Sloops—Class 1^36 to _ 43ft.—Start, 9:45.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mira, C. L. Poor .4 09 04 6 24 04 . -.. ..

Narika, F. J. Cornell Not timed.
Rondinella. F. H. Davoll 4 28 40 6 43 40 5 43 40
Heron, F. C. Swain 4 31 48 6 46 48 5 46 48

Match Race—Start. 9:45.
Rondinella, F. H. DavoU 4 28 20 6 43 40
Heron. F. C. Swain ; 4 31 43 6 46 48

Sloops—Classes H, L and J.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Yankee

1

00 00 2 38 35 4 38 35 4 38 35
Neola

9

50 00 3 07 43 5 17 43 4 59 43
Eelin ..^...4.^. 10 00 OO 3 46 38 5 46 38 5 20 38

The winners were Emerald, Sachem, Loyal, Varuna,
Isolt, Rondinella and Yankee.

THIRD .SQUADRON RUN—NEW LONDON TO SHELTER ISLAND.

Wednesday, July 9.

A fresh S.W. breeze made the run from New London
to Shelter Island an interesting one. It was a beat across
and Yankee led the fleet.

The boats were started off Sarah's Ledge and the
preparatory signal was made at 10 o'clock.
Yankee was the last boat to start, but she walked

through the fleet in great style.

The boats passed through Plum Gut in this order.-,

Yankee, Mira, Isolt, Sachem, Eclipse, Varuna, Uncas,
Loyal and Maraquita. Some of the boats got caught
with little or no breeze in the Gut, and were delayed
some time. Yankee and Mira were the first boats through.

It was now a long leg and a short one across Gardner's
Bay to the finish line off Long Beach Point. Yankee
was first to finish, followed by Mira, Eelin, Sachem,
Uncas, Isolt, Lbyal, Eclipse, Varuna, Rondinella and
Heron. The summary follows

:

Schooners—Class B—Start, 10:25.

Finish. Elapsed.
Sachem, F. T. Adams 2 15 16 3 50 16
Varuna, F. F. Ames 2 35 00 4 10 00

Match Race—Start, 10:25.
Loyal, R. P. Doremus 2 19 00 3 54 00
Varuna, F. F. Ames 2 35 00 4 10 00

Schooners-Class F—Start, 10:25.
Loyal, R. P. Doremus 2 19 00 3 54 00
Uncas, Jas. Weir, Jr 2 27 01 4 02 01
Corrected time, Uncas, 3.55.01.

Sloops—Class H—Start, 10:30.
Yankee, J. R, Maxwell 1 41 26 3 11 26
Eelin, F. L. Rodewald 2 00 16 3 30 16

Corrected time, Eelin, 3.10.16.

Sloops—Class J—Start, 10:20.
Eclipse, L. J. Callanan 2 31 45 4 11 45

Sloops—Special Race—Start, 10:20.
C. Nason.. 2 23 05 4 03 05

Manquita, H. B. Sham : 3 02 20 4 42 20
Sloops—Class L—Start, 10:15.

Mira, Chas. L. Poor 1 55 3 40
Sloops—Class M—Start. 10:15.

Heron, Frank Swain ... g 50 33 4 35 33
Rondmella, F. H. Davoll

, 2 55 38 4 40 38
Narika, F. T. Cornell .....3 37 00 5 22 00

Match Race—Start, 10:45.
Heron, Frank Swain^ ... 2 50 33 4 05 25
Rondmella, F. H. Davoll 2 55 38 - 4 10 44

The winners were vSachem, Loyal, Eelin, Eclipse. Isolt
Mira and Heron, '

'

Yacht Racing™Association of

Gravesend Bay.
Saturday, Jtily 12.

^
The foiirth regatta of the Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Say Was held ort July 12 undef the anspieeg of
the Marine and Field Club, Bath Beach, L. 1 Twetity-
four craft started. Three did fiot finish and ofle was
disqualified. The winners in the diffcrettt classes were
Sunol, Caribou, Cockatoo, Bronco, Kelpie and Booziie.
ViviaS atid Opossum scored sailovers.

The race niafked the advent of a newcomer in class V
for catboats, which it is hoped is but the forerunner of
other additions. She administered a defeat to the hitherto
unbeaten Martha M., although the victory was by only 6s.

The new craft is from Patchogue, L. I., and belongs to
C. D. Dtirkee, of the Brooklyn Y. C. Her njinie is

Boozie.
Gravesend Bay never saw a better racing day. The

yachts were started off in a two-reef breeze, which held
true £ind did not lighten until just before the finish, and
there was almost a whole-sail breeze.
The ptepflratory signal was sounded at 3 o'clock, and

the different classes Were sent away at 3m. intervals, be-
ginning at 3 :03. The start, on the whole, Avas very satis-

factory. The signal for a reversal of the course, in which
all marks are left on tl:e port instead of the starboard
hand, was flown, according to the regulations by which
ihe Association races are governed. None of the starters
in class N or above saw the red flag, and they covered the
course out to West Bank Light and return in the usual
way.
As all of them started the same, however, rather than

throw out their entries, the Regatta Committee decided to
allow the records to stand.
Of the smaller boats, which sail the regular inside As-

sociation Course, Song and Dance started over the wrong
way, and only after she saw the other craft sailing a
dift'erent course, did she come back and start aright.

ariTia, another class P boat, failed to cross inside the
starting line, and returned to do so quite a bit after the
start.

At one time the gun used by the Regatta Committee
went on a temporary strike, and although the signals were
displayed at the proper titne, the absence of the accus-
tomed boom confused the yachtsmen soinewhat.
AH these circumstances, no doubt, were responsible for

the finishes, which, excepting in class V, were of the pro-
cession variety. There were few changes in the order of
tke craft after the first round. A strong ebb tide was
running and the Corinthian, who coped with this suc-
cessfully, providing he had started aright, in most cases
found himself in the lead.

In special class M, cruising trim, Sunol won from
Bonito. The latter did not finish. Before the race Sunol
and Bonito were tied on points, but the result of the con-
test put the former ten in the lead.

Caribou defeated Squaw in class N by 2m. and iSs,
elapsed time. Indian did not finish. Cockatoo led Streak
in class P by 6m. 37s. Song and Dance and Karma made
poor showings because of the mistakes in starting.

In class Q Bronco led Wraith by 2m. and 23s. at the
finish. Wraith was disqualified for fouling a mark, and
second place went to Trouble. This puts the latter ahead
on points for the series to date, with Bronco second and
Wraith third:

The former class R boat. Opossum, has been recently
m^easured and is found to be long enough for class Q
with three men aboard. Because of the recent action of
the Association regarding her entry in the class, she was
raced as a special.

Kelpie led the Marine and Field boats from the start.

She defeated Stinger, her nearest rival, by 35s. In the
second round Stinger passed Quinque, and Vixen got
ahead of Flying Fox. It was the first start of the year for
the latter.

Beside points on the Association series. Kelpie's victory
gives her a leg on the Cuyler cup. The series for this

trophj' now stands a tie between Kelpie and Stinger, each
having captured one leg. The two boats will sail ofl^ for
the cup at some future date.

Boozie won in the class for catboats. Rascal protested
Martha M. for crowding and eventual fouling at one of
the marks. The protest has not been decided, and figuring
the standing to stand in the dift'erent classes, the protest,
lor the present, is disregarded.
The next Association race occurs on July 26, under the

auspices of the Atlantic Y. C. Each club in the organiza-
tion has now held one race. The summaries follow

:

Class M—Special—Start, 3:03.

Finish. Elapsed.
Sunol, J. Abbey 6 03 37 3 00 37
Bonito, Haviland Bros Withdrew.

Sloops—Class N—Start, 3:06.
Caribou, F. Nicholson 6 21 08 3 15 OS
Squaw, H. J. Heath 6 23 23 3 17 23
Indian, Menton Bros Withdrew.

Class N—Special—Start, 3:06.
Vivian, S. E. Vernon 6 06 05 3 03 05

Sloops—Class P—Start, 3:09.
Cockatoo. Hendon Chubb , 4 24 28 1 15 28
Streak, Speidel Bros 4 34 05 1 25 05
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach 4 35 50 1 26 50
Karma, J. C. Erskine ,,....,..^^...4 37 45 1 28 45
Corona, J. E. Beggs Withdrew.

Sloops—Class O—Start, 3:12.
Bronco. F. C. Moore 4 36 00 1 24 00
!1 '.?"ble VV. H Childs 4 42 04 1 30 04
\\ink \V. A. Barstow 4 43 50 1 31 50
VVraith, Calvin Tomkms Disqualified.

Class Q—Special—Start, 3:12.
Opossum, R. P. Doremus 4 44 00 1 32 00

„, .
Marine and Field Class—Start, 3:18.

Kelpie, W . Is.. Brown 4 46 12 1 fS 12
Stinger, A P. Clapp [['a 46 27 1 28 47Oumque L. H. Smith... 44312^ 13012
Vixen, Mahoney & Chandler ,.4 48 40 1 30 40living tax, Cone 6; Buckman ,..4 53 20 1 35 20

Catboats—Class V—Start, 3:24.
Bcozie, C. D. Durkee 4 55 Q3 j
Martha M., Richard Moore

!
'.4 55 09 1 31 09

Kascal, D. Ct. vVhitlock 4 57 45 -y

Points to date in different classes of Y. R. A G B
series: Mariquita, S; Sunol, 28; Bonito, 18; Kangaroo
12; Vivian, IS; Caribou, 35- Squaw, 24; Mlian. 6' Cocka-
tm, 34; Song and Dance. 32; Streak, 12 » Karma 20-
Trouble, 245 Bronco, ao; Wraith, 16; Opossum, ig; Wink^

10; Spots, 2; Flying F'sh, 2; Kelpie, 38; Stinger, 34;;
Quinque, 10 ; Jig-a-Jig, 6; Vixen, 4; Flying Fox, 2;
Martha M., 28; Rascal, 22; Boozie, 10.

Western Yachts.

La Rita Wins Lipton Cup,

Chicago, 111., July 8.—As telegraphed Monday evening.
La Rita won the third race straight in the series for the
Lipton cup. Arab IV., dissatisfied with the percentage
accorded her in the earlier race, withdrew, and Sprite,.

Dr. Pinkard's well-handled boat, was the only competitjjr
to start with La Rita in the third race of 'the series.

The race was run over the rectangular course, twelve
miles, and Sprite left it by no means a walkover for the
Gloucester boat, the margin at the finish being but 3m. 25s.-

in favor of La Rita. The start was unconscionably de-
layed, and the breeze at 3:10, when the preliminary gun
was fired, had dropped considerably. For a time it was
thought that the boats would not finish within the time
allowance.
The boats went away under balloon jibs. Later, on the

windward work, Sprite had the better of it and cut down
the lead. La Rita, however, led by 25s. at the first stake,
and in the beat and reaching which followed, maintained
a lead at one time of nearly sm. The last leg of the course
showed some interest, as Sprite began to close, though not
at any time strictly dangerous. La Rita winning with a
good margin and demonstrating its superiority over the
local fleet in this series.

It is to be regretted that a more general interest and a
larger entry did not appear in the contest for this in-
teresting trophy. Owing to the small entry and the de-
cisive wins of La Rita, the matter here did not assume
the importance which it otherwise would have done andl
ought to have done. The following are the times in the
last race, start 3:20:

1st stake. 2d stake. 3d stake. Finish. Elapsed.
La Rita 4 08 -50 4 55 ^ 5 25 30 5 55 35 2 35 35
Sprite 4 08 15 4 59'30t 5 30 05 5 59 00 2 39 00

The judges were A. T. Bliss, George A. Martm, C. E.
Kremer and E. C. Berriman. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

The Twenty-one Foot Class at Islesbofo, Maine*

The raceabout, although being succeeded at Marbleheadl
by the 21-footer, and on Buzzard's Bay by the 30-footer,
still holds sway at Islesboro, and is even gaining, rather
than losing, in popularity on this part of the coast. Small
and easily handled, this boat makes an ideal craft for the
smooth waters of Penobscot Bay. The prospects for good
racing in this class for the coming summer at Islesboro
are better than ever before. In addition to the eleven
starters of last suinmer, there will be three new boats,
Idol, Persimmon and Jilt, although the last named has
been a starter in the Islesboro class off and on for the
last two years. Following is a list of the starters for the
coming season: Raider, Messrs, Derby; Mongoose, Messrs.
Starr; Peterkin, Mr. Kissel; Bagheera (knockabout),
Messrs. Greenough; Opitsah I., Mr. Daniels; Betsy, Mr.
Piatt; Day Dream II., Mr. Minturn; Loafer, Messrs.
Shattuck; Mist, Messrs. Lawrence; Pirate, Messrs. Met-
calf; Cross Patch, Mr. Silsbee; Idol, Mr. Lyman; Per-
simmon, Mr. Dodge; Jilt, Mr. Gay.

In addition to these 21-footers are two 25-footers—Flirt,

owned by Mr. Bond, and Chewink, owned by Mr. Scull..

There have already been several cups offered for the
coming season. One offered by Dr. Derb^^ is for the boat
winning the greatest number of points in four consecutive
races. Each boat gets one point for finishing, and one:

point for each boat she beats, and in addition there is a,

premium of five, three and one points for first, second and'

third place, respectively. Another cup has been offered

by Mr. Scttll in the 25ft. class, in which the same system
of scoring holds good. The Tarratine Club has also

offered a cup, in the 21ft. class, for the boat making the

best record through the season. Several other ctips have
been promised, but not yet offered.

For the last two summers the courses over which the
.reason's races have been sailed have been 'a small tri-

angle, a mile and a half to each leg, sailed over twice,

and a five-mile course to windward and return, down to-

ward Owl's Head, both in the West Penobscot Bay. But
the close proximity of the Camden Hills makes the sail-

ing in the West Bay most puffy and treacherous, and it

is more than likely that many of this season's races will

be sailed over a course in the East Penobscot Bay, espe-

cially if it proves feasible to get the boats around the
head of the island to the start.

The season's racing began with the first race for Dr.
Derby's cup on Saturday, Jul}'^ 12.

New York Y. C. Cf«ise.

Com. Lewis Cass Ledyard, of the New York Y. C, has
issued General Order No. 2, dated Flagshijf Corona, July
I. as follows

:

The squadron will rendezvous at New Londort, Aug. 4.

1902. Captains will report on board the flagship at 5
P. M. The programme for the cruise, weather permit-
ting, will be as follows

:

Tuesday, Aug. S, squadron run, New London to New-
port.

Wednesday, Aug. 6, race off Newport for the Astor
cups.

Thursday, Aug, 7, squadron run, Newport to Vineyard
Haven.

Friday, Aug. 8, squadron run. Vineyard Haven to,

Provincetown,
Saturday, Aug. 9, squadron run, Provincetown to Mar-

blehead.

The Regatta Committee will furnish details for the
runs from port to port, and for all other racing events.
The Commodore's cup Avill be sailed for on the run from
Vineyard Haven to Provincetown. Captains are requested
to supply their vessels with N. Y. Y, C. night signals.
The captains and their guests will be welcome on board
the flagjthip at any time. Attention is ca!le4 to thfe nca?
iHoutine as published in th.§ ^l«b book.
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Indian Harbor Y. C. Midsummer
Series.

GREENWICH, LONG ISLAND SCjtJND..

July 10, II and 12. i

The first of the three days of racing opened on Thurs-
day, July 10. The programme was rather an unusual
one, as the racing was confined to one-design classes.

Twenty-one boats started, representing seven different

clubs.

The day was a most unsatisfactory one for boat racing;

at the start the wind was light from N.W., accompanied
by showers, afterward shifting to S.W., and later getting

back to N.W. The larger boats sailed over a ten-mile

course, while the smaller boats covered a six-mile course.

The Regatta Committee was made up of Messrs. F. B.

Jones, C. F. Kirby, F. C. Henderson, C. E. Sipims and
R. Babcock. The summary:

American Y. C. Raceabouts— Start,

Finish. Elapsed.
Tnllv Tar. S.- Howland 6 18 44 4 13 44

"Kascal S. C. Hopkin.s 6 41 20 4 06 20

Howdy,_ S. Wainwriglit .....6 04 49 3 59 49

Hobo, Trenor L. Park ,....,.6 03 26 3 5S 26

Larchmont 21ft L.W.L. Class—Start, 2:05.

Adelaide. T. T. Dwyer G 39 40 4 34 40

Hovi-i. J. "ir." Esser 6 30 57 4 25 57
Tlorothy, L. Spencer 6 27 34 4 22 34

Man basset Bay One-Design Class—Start, 2:15.

J/dinWcin, S. W, Roach. ....................... .6 6S 05 4 43 05

SEAWANHAKA CUP TRIAL BOATS.
Photos by James Burton, New York,

New llocbelle One-Design Class—Start, 2:15.
Knave, R. N. Bavier 6 32 09 4 J7 09

Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr 7 00 24 4 45 24

Ardsley fine-Design Class—Start, 2:10.
ScDot, H. S. Shonnard....... 6 54 38 4 44 38
Ping Pong, S. Deming and IS'^, A. Campbell VVithdi-ew.
Midget, Edwin Gould 6 37 06 4 27 06

Indian Harbor Raceabouts—Start, 2:20.
Betty, E. F. Swords, Jr., and VV. M. Hyde.... 6 23 OS 4 03 08
Oueenie, Frank Tulford 6 OS 03 3 48 03
Cero, Charles Mallory 6 07 57 3 47 57
Noggin, C. .S. Somerville 5 56 30 3 36 30

Lark Class—Start, 2:25.
Wasp, I. li. McKenna .'. 5 59 06 3 34 06
Askme. G. G. Tyson 5 43 05 • 3 IS 05
Lobster. Abbott Brush 6 OS 25 3 43 25
Crab, T. Roosevelt Pell...._. ..Withdrew.

The winners were Hobo, Dorothy, Lambkin (sailovef),

Knave, Midget, Noggin and Askme.

Friday^ July H-

The, light breeze that prevailed the day previous con-
tinued on the second day's racing. There was a good list

of boats on hand, and thirty-nine started. The wind
chopped around from N.W. to S. and while most of the
time it. was light, it was 'occasionally quite puffy. The
larger boats .sailed twice around a ten-mile covlr.se, while

the "little fellows" went once around.

Leda sailed a pretty race in the 36ft. class, starting some
time after the other boats in her class, she cut down their

leads in great shape and finished only a few seconds be-

hind Spasm, the winning boat.

'Mimosa, in the 30ft. class, agaiii finished a winner, ^d^.i

MONSOON.

ing another winning flag to her already ^ood list.

The American Y. C. one-design raceabouts were
bunched in with the regular raceabouts. The old Larch-
mont 2rft. one-design class was started with the regular

25ft. class. The Manhasset Bay one-design class and the

Ardsley one-design class sailed in the regular i8ft. sloop

class. The i8ft. catboats and the Indian Harbor Y. C.

sailabouts also sailed in one class. The summary follows

:

Sloops—Mt. Class—Start, 2:05.

Finish. Elapsed.
Leda, H L. Maxwell 4 58 57 2 53 -37

Spasm, E. D. King ...4 58.32 2 53 32

Cymbra, F. C. Henderson .......5 00 51 2 55 51

Bubble, II. A. Weatherton .Withdrew.

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start. Z.'IO.

Mimosa, T. L. Park 4 55 51 2 45 51

Enpronza, A, Peats 4 56 39 2 46 39

Alerioni a; S. Alker , .4 58 04 2 48 04

Raceabout Glass—St-art, 2:15.

Jolly Tar, Slocum Howland.... ............. ....5 26 55 3 11 55

Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 5 19 17 3 04 17

Howdy, S. WainWright. , . ,
5 13 13 2 58 13

Scamp, A. Pirie 5 13 37 2 58 37

Mavis, G. L. Pirie 5 17 59 3 02 59

Viper Newcomb & Elson 5 12 00 2 57 00

Snapper, A. Brvan Alley 5 35 17 3 20 17

Rogue, B. Whiting,,.. -. 5 10 56 2 55 56

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 2:20.

Dorothy, L. Spence .• 5 13 30 2 53 30

Houri, J. H. Esser.. .
. .5 34 14 3 14 14

.'Vdelaide, T. L Dwver. , 5 59 33 3 39 23

Chingache'ook, A. W. Loekwood 5 43 19 3 23 10

Drift, C. K. Trippe ...Withdrew.

Sloops—2jJt. Class—Start, 2:25. .

Eos, iC. D. Meade 5 44 38 3 19 38

Montauk. J. S. Appleby 5 13. 19 g; 4S 19
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Maiihasset Bay One-Design Class—Start, 12:30.

Firefly, G. Standing v. 3 17 19 2 47 19

Mist T. W. Alker 1. 3 27 32 2 57 32

Lambkin, S. W. Roach.;...- iM,^.....;...._....3 11 07 2 41 07

Ardsley One-Design fclass—Start, 12:35.

Mary Baker III., F. M. Hoyt .3 16 55 2 41 55

Scoot, FI. S. Shonnard 3 22 07 2 47 07
Ping Pong, Denning & Campbell 3 31 47 2 56 47

Midget, Edwin Gould. 3 08 08 2 23 08

Indian Harbor Sailabouts—Start, 12:40.

Petty, Swords & Hyde 2 53 26 2 13 26
Queenie. Frank Tilford.. 2 52 12 2" 12 12

Cero. Cha.s. Mallory 2 .52 03 2 12 03
Bug, G. F. Dominick, Jr 2 5fi 07 2 16 07

Lark Clas.s—Start, 12:49.
Askme, G. G. Tyson 2 46 14 2 01 14
Wasp, I. H.

_
McKenna 2 48 52 2 03 52

Sloops—18ft. Class—Special—Start, l':25.

Spud, D. Abbott 3 36 42 2 11 42
Wifwaf, H. E. Sayte , 3.39.50 2 1 4 50
Chipmunk, T. S. Young, Jr Withdrew.

T!ic winners were Challenge, Leda, Mimosa, Viper,
Snapper, Penguin, Eos, Flim-Flam, Louise Bell, Adelaide,
Knave, Lambkin, Midget, Cero, Askme and Spud.

SEAWANHAKA CUP TRIAL CHALLENGER TECUMSEH.
Photo by James Burton, New York.

Gazabo, N. P. Veith ....Withdrew.
Knave, R, N. Bavier VVitlidrew.
Malillian, R. P. Tliompson 6 09 26 5 44 26

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 2:30.
Speed, D. Abbott .'.Withdrew.
Cricket, H. C. Pryer.. 6 12 36 3 42 36
Neola. J. R. Thomas, Jr 6 13 06 3 43 06
Lambkin, S. W. Roach Withdrew.
Scoot, FI. S. Shonnard 6 26 06 3 56 06
Ping Pong, Denning & Camjibell Withdrew.
Flim-Flam, A. D. Prince 5 59 08 3 29 08

Indian Flarbor Sailabouts and Larks— .Start, 2:35.
Bantam, F. H. Page 4 51 32 2 16 32
Askme, G. G. Tyson 4 45 22 2 10 22
Lobster, Abbot Brush 4 52 12. 2 17 12
Wasp, J. H. McKenna....... 4 49 02 2 14 02
Mingo. T. L. Gould 4 46 23 2 Jl 23
Crab, T. R. Pell 5 11 40 2 36 40
Louie Bell, J. M. Williams 4 45 29 2 10 29

The winners were Spasm, Mimosa, Rogue, Dorothy,
Montauk, Flim-Flam and Askme.

Satttrday, July 12.

The annual race of the Indian Harbor Y. C. held on
Saturday, July I2, proved to be a most successful regatta.

Not only was the list of starters large, but the wind had
sufficient strength to make the racing interesting. The
43, 36 and 30 footers sailed twice over a nine-mile tri-

angle. The raceabouts, 25ft. sloops, 2Sft. catboats and
Larchmont 21-footers, covered a six-mile course twice.

The 2ift. sloops, i8ft. sloops, i8ft. catboats, New Rochelle,
Manhasset and Ardsley one-design boats sailed over the
nine-mile course, while the Indian Harbor sailabouts,
small catboats and special i8ft. sloops sailed over a six-

mile course.

Out of sixty-five entries, fifty-three boats started and
fifty-one finished, a very excellent showing.
In the 43ft. class. Challenge, sailed by Mr. Wilmer

Hanan, got her first race, beating Dorwina by a small
margin.
Leda had things her own way in the 36ft. class, beatiiig

Spasm, the second boat, by over 7m.
Mr. T. L. Park's Mimosa won again in her class, al-

though Alerion showed up better than she has been doing
this season, and finished a close second.
Viper showed wonderful speed in the raceabout class.

She started over 15m. behind the boats in her class and
won by is. Jolly Roger was second.

In the 25ft. class for sloops, Chingachgook and Robin
Hood were 20m. late in starting, but picked up Snapper
in good shape, and finished only a short distance be-

hind her.

Owing to the light breeze that prcA^ailed during the
morning, a number of the boats were late in getting to

the starting line. As the day wore on, however, the
breeze freshened atid up to the time of the fiinsh was
blowing strong from the S.W. The summary

:

Sloops—43ft. Class—Start, 12.10.

Finishd. Elapsed.
Dorwina, C. V. Brokaw 3 33 08 3 23 08
Challenge, W, T. Foote 3 32 38 3 22 38

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 12:15.
Leda H, L. Max\vell. 2 48 13 3 33 13
Spasm, E. D. King 3 55 42 3 40 42
Empress, G. M. Heckscher 4 05 56 3 50 56
Possum, E. Ballou 3 59 37 3 44 37

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 12:15.
Flanley, C. Mallory 3 58 21 3 -13 21
Alerion, A. H. Alker .' 3 56 27 3 41 27
Enpronzi, A. Peats :i 58 30 3 43 30
Marguerite, I. F. Dingee 4 Til 48 3 49 48
Mimosa, T. L. Park 3 55 37 3 40 37

Raeeabout Class—Start, 12:25.
Mavis, G. L. Pirie .....3 44 37 3 19 37
Scamp, A. Pin'e ......3 34 34 3 09 34
Viper, Newcombe & Elson 33 36 3 08 36
.loUv Roger. T. B. Bleecker 3 33 37 3 08 37
Rogue, A. B. Alley ...3 39 56 3 14 56

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start. 12,20.
Snapper. A. B. Alley... .......3 45 27 3 25 27

Chingachgook, A, W. Lockwood 3 45 43
Robin Hood, G. E. Gartland 3 46 35

Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 12:20.

Drift, C. N. Trippe ....4 24.39
Penguin, (>. Bartlett 4 15 47

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 12:30.

Gazabo, N. P. Vaulte 3 20 35
Montauk, J. S. Applebv 3 16 37
Eos, E. D. Meade......' 3 01 12

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 12:.35.

Neola, J. R. Johnston, Jr 3 23 32
Cricket, PL C. Pryor 3 19 .32

Flim-Flam, A. D. Prince 3 15 .30

Tar Baby, T. A. Howell 3 17 18

Catboats—18it. Class—Start, 12:35,
Lobster, A. Brush 4 06 36
Bantam F. Page.......... 3 38 13
Louis Bell. T. M. Williams 3 34 07
Mingo, T. L. Guild Withdrew.

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:20.
Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer »...3 47 16
Houri, J. H.' Esser 3 47 30

New Rochelle One-Design Oass-Start, 12:.30.

Capor, P. L. Floward 3 12 00
Knave R. N. Bavier 3 05 29
Ace. \V. U. Bavier 3 09 29

3 25 43
3 26 35

4 04 39

3 "55 47

2 50 35

2 46 37

2 31 12

2 48 32

2 44 32

2 40 30

2 42 18

3 31 36
3 03 13
2 59 07

27 16
27 30

42 00

35 29

30 29

New York Y. C. Newport Series.

NEWPORT, R. I.

July 10, II and 12.

Early Thursday morning there was little promise of a
race. There was hardly any air stirring, and the sky was
heavy and overcast. Abottt 10 o'clock a squall of wind
and rain came out of the N.W:, and after this had passed
over there was a slight breeze, and preparations were
made on the different boats to get under way. Messrs.
Newbury Lawton, Nicholson Kane and Edw. H. Wales,
the Regatta Committee, were on board the tug Storm
King, and at 11:30 they signaled that the course for the
large boats would be S.S.E. twelve miles and return, and
the smaller craft six miles S.S.E. and return. The start-
ing line was between Brenton's Reeef Lightship and the
committee boat.

Mr. H. B. Duryea not having any competitor for Hum-
ma, was allowed to go up a class and sail against Neola
and Weetamoe. The starting gun for this class was given
at 11:50, and Humma was on the line just at gun fire.

It was a run to the outer mark, and Humma set her
spinnaker to port and moved ofif in good shape. Neola
was next to cross with Weetamoe close behind, both
these boats gybed over and dropped their spinnaker booms
to port. It was lom. before their .spinnakers were broken
cut, as they got into a lively lufitng match, Weetamoe get-
ting a shade the best of it. In the meantime Humma had
kept on her course and had a sukstantial lead, when the
long rolling sea caused the jaws on hfer gaff to give away.
This thrust the spar forward of the mast, and the sail was
lowered while temporary repairs were made. In the
n-.eantime she was kept going under her spinnaker and
club topsail.

At II :,5.5 the starting signal for the big yawls was given.
Ailsa was first across, breaking out her balloon jib as she
crossed. Vigilant, with her spinnaker and balloon draw-
ing, came down close behind her.

The schooners were the next boats to start, with Elmina
close to the light vessel, Amorita in about the middle of
the line, and Muriel at the other end. Muriel and
Amorita set their spinnakers to port, while Elmina broke
hers out to starboai-d.

At 12:15 the Buzzard's Bay 30-footers were sent away.
They came down on the line in a bunch, all having spin-
nakers .set to port. Quakeress II. was first over, with
Zingara, Mashnee, Pontiac, Wahtawah and Lariken fol-

lowing in the order named. Five minutes later, 12:20,
the Newport special thirties got away, with Esperanza in
the lead, Wawa, Breeze and Barbara following. All had

A
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The schooners were started at 12:00, Muriel going
across on the smoke of the gun. Elmina was late and
was handicapped 3s. and Amorita 31s.

The Buzzard's Bay 30-footers were sent away at 12:15,
and they crossed in the following order : Wahtawah,
Mashnee, Zingara, Quakeress II. and Pontiac. .

At 12 :20 the Newport special thirties started, with
Esperanza in the lead, followed by Barbara, Carolina,

Wawa and Breeze.
After a luffing match lasting some fifteen minutes,

Mineola and RainboAV finally kept away on their course.

Rainbow had rather the best of having Mineola under her
lee.

Muriel and Elmina had also had a luffing match on, and
while they were fighting it out Amorita had been sliding

away for the first mark.
Humma had been getting away from her competitors

while they w'ere indulging in a luffing match.
It was slow work reaching out to the first mark, and

the boats were almost becalmed when only half way out.

About 2:30 a little breeze came out of the S.W. and
sheets were flattened down and all headed for the mark.
The times were there:

Rainbow 2 42 20 Neola 2 57 39

Mineola :.: 2 48 35 Amorita 2 59 27

Elmina 2 51 25 Humma 2 59 30

Muriel 2 52 12 Weetamoe 3 00 10

It was a beat to the second mark, and all started of?

on the starboard tack. Mineola, with her new suit of

Ratsey sails, was doing beautifully, but Rainbow was
giving her a good fight. Mineola split tacks with Rain-
bow, but never got far away from her. Muriel and
Elmina fought it out tack for tack all the way to the

second mark. Neola, Weetamoe and Humma, after

making several short tacks, finally made a long leg to the

W., Neola in the lead. The times at the second mark
were

:

Rainbow 4 29 24 Muriel 4 55 28
Mineola 4 32 18 Weetamoe 4 58 48
Elmina 4 52 24 Humma 5 00 26

Neola 4 52 50 Amorita 5 01 50

It was a run to the finish line, and balloon jibs were
carried and spinnakers were set to port. The schooners
carried their main top staysails. Mineola cut down Rain-
bow's lead somewhat and Muriel pulled up on Elmina.
Humma also drew up so far as to almost get the race

on time allowance. The summary

:

Schooners'—Class D—Start,

SEAWANHAKA CUP TRIAL BOAT SEERESS.

Photo by James Burton, New York.

spinnakers set to port. It was slow work running down
to the outer mark, and it took the smaller boats nearly

3h. to cover the six miles. The times at this mark follow

:

AVahtawah 2 47 00 Mashnee 2 59 06

Esperanza 2 52 00 Breeze 3 14 30

Larikeh 2 55 20 Barbara 3 14 45

Zingara 2 56 30 Wawa 3 18 30

Quakeress II 2 57 15 Pontiac 3 18 35

After rounding they had a little windward work, but

in a short time the breeze hauled to S.W., giving them
a reach to the finish.

The big boats in the meantime were making slow

progress against the long swell, and with hardly enough
air to keep their sails filled. Elmina was gybed over aiid

her spinnaker set to port; at this time she was well in

the lead of Muriel and Amorita. Weetamoe had a good
lead over Neola, and Mr. Duryea finding that the gaff on
Humma Avould not stand, decided to withdraw, and he

started back to Newport.
When about two-thirds the distance to the mark Amo-

rita and Muriel had pulled up on Elmina, and there was
no great distance between any of them. The time at the

outer mark follows:

bay, and that there was little air out there. The commit-
tee boat Storm King anchored to the S.E. of the light ves-

sel, and sounded the preparatory at 11:40. Signals had
previously been displayed, showing the course to be as

follows: " The first leg' was S.E., the second leg W.S.W.
y2 W., and the third leg N. by E. Yz E. These legs were
of nine miles each for the schooners, the seventies and the

sixties and of five miles for the 30-footers.

Weetamoe and Neola having been measured, were
found to belong in class J instead of class I. Weetamoe
measured 60.04ft. and Neola 60.74ft.

Humma not having any competitor in her own class, again

went up and sailed against Weetamoe and Neola. The
wind was N. by E. at the start, and the first leg was a

reach. Class J w^as started at 11 :50, Weetamoe being first,

followed by Neola. Humma was handicapped 22s. Neola

and Weetamoe carried reaching jib topsails, while Hum-
ma had on her bab}'.

Mineola and Rainbow were started at 11 :55, both being

late in getting to the line. Mineola was handicapped 22s.

and Rainbow 51s.

12:00.
Finish.

Elmina, F. F. Brewster 6 05 28

Muriel C. Smithers 6 06 32

Amorita, T. M. McKee 6 14 15

Sloops—Class H—Start, H :55.

Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 5 53 23

Mineola, A. Belmont 5 54 33

Sloops—Class I—Start, 11:50.

Neola, G. M. Pynchon 6 10 04

Weetamoe, H. R. Lippitt 6 13 09

Humma, N. Duryea 6 14 39

Buzzard's Bay 30-footers—Start, 12:15.

Pontiac, T. M. Beebe 1 44 36

Quakeress II., W. F Harrison 4 47 20

Mashnee, R. W. Emmons 4 20 44

Zingara, E. Farnsworth 4 33 34

Wahtawah, A. Rogers 4 22 44

Newport 30-footers—Start, 12:20.

Carolina, P. Jones Withdrew.
Esperanza H. O. Havemeyer 4 43 01

Wawa R. Brooks 4 44 37

Barbara, W. Rutherfurd Withdrew,
Breeze, W. Roelker 4 44 38

and

Elapsed.
6 03 28
6 05 52
6 12 15

5 66 23
5 57 33

6 19 04
6 22 37
6 22 39

4 29 36
4 32 20
4 05 44
4 18 34
4 07 44

4 23 01
4 24 37

4 24 38

AmoritaSchooners—Elmina beat Muriel 2m. 24s

Sin. 47s.

Sloops, Class H—Rainbow beat Mineola im. los.

Sloops, Class J—Neola beat Weetamoe 3m. 33s. ; Hum-
ma,

;
3m. 35 s.

Buzzard's Bay Class—Mashnee beat Wahtawah 2m.;

Muriel 4 18 15

Neola 4 29 50

Amorita 4 40 02

Weetamoe 4 06 40

Vigilant 4 09 38

Ailsa 4 10 40

Elmina 4 12 50

As the wind had hauled to S.W., it was a twelve-mile

reach to the finish line. The boats had the wind slightly

forward of the beam. The boats finished in the follow-

ing order: Elm:na, Weetamoe, Muriel, Ailsa, Vigilant,

Neola and Amorita.
The surprise of the day was the manner in which Ailsa

beat Vigilant, in what was supposed to be the latter'?,

weather.
Weetamoe beat Neola as handily as Neola beat her on

July! 4 at Larchmont. The summary

:

Schooners—Class D—Start, 12:02.

Schooners—Class D.
Start.

Elmina, F. F. Brewster 12 02 00

Muriel. C. Smithers. H no ^
Amorita, T. M. McKee 12 02 00

Yawls—Class G.

Ailsa, H. S. Redmond 11 55 59

Vigilant, Percy Chubb 11 57 00

The Ailsa's corrected time is 6.19.34.

Sloops—Class J.

Weetamoe, H, R. Lippitt 11 52 00

Neola, G. M. Pynchon }}
Humma, N. Duryea U 50 15

Sloops—Class Y.

Wahtawah, A. Rogers 12 15 00

Zingara, E. Farnsworth...... \l\\f^
Quakeress. II., W. F. Harrison. .12 15 00

Larril^MJ'sf. 1"^ 1| Xl^

Pontiac, J. M. Beebe 12 15 00

Mashnee. R. W. Emmons 12 15 OO

Sloops-—Class Z.

Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer 12 20 00

Barbara, W. Rutherfurd
J2 2^

Breeze, W. Roelker 12 20 00

Wawa, R. Brooks 12 20 00

ya#ls—Ailsa beat Vigilant xm. 39s.

3m. 17s. corrected time.

60ft. Class—Weetamoe beat Neola 8m. 48s.

Schooners—Elmina beat Muriel 4m. is. and Amorita

^^Buizz^ard's Bay Class—Wahtawah beat Zingara 35s.;

Quakeress, 2m. 58s. ;
Lariken, 3m. 3SS. >

Pontiac, 6m. 20s.

;

Mashnee, iim. 57s. _ ^ . ^ ,

Newport 30-Footers~Esperanza beat Barbara, 9m. 9s.

,

Breeze, lom. 40s. ; Wawa, 14m. 28s.

Friday, July 11.

When the contesting yachts reached Brenton's Reef

Lightship they found the fresh N.W. breeze that was

blowing in the inner harbor had not reached out mto the

Finish. Elapsed.
6 12 25 6 10 25

6 16 26 6 14 26

6 27 30 6 25 30

6 17 11 6 21 12

6 19 51 6 22 51

6 13 54 6 21 54

6 22 27 6 30 42

Withdrew.

5 20 27 5 05 37

5 21 19 5 06 12

5 23 35 5 08 35

5 24 12 5 09 12

5 26 57 5 11 57

5 32 24 5 17 34

5 19 36 4 59 36

5 28 45 5 08 45

5 29 16 5 09 16

5 34 04 5 14 04

elapsed time, and

SEAWANHAKA CUP TRIAL BOAT FRONTENAC.
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Zingara, 12m. 50s. ; Pontiac, 23m. S2S., and Quakeress II.,

26m. 36s.

Newport 30-Footers—Esperanza beat Wawa im. 36s.;

Breeze, im. 37s. ; Carolina and Barbara withdrew.

Saturday', July 12.

The last day of the racing under the auspices of the

New York Y. C. was marked by some very spirited con-

tests and some unfortunate accidents. Elmina. when

rounding the outer mark, broke her foremast off about

half way up from the deck. Her main topmast was soon

after carried away, and she was almost as much of a

wreck as Muriel when the latter was dismasted off Race

Rock while on the New York Y. C. cruise last year. No
one was injured. It is really remarkable considermg the

large number of big yachts that have been dismasted dur-

ing the last few years that no personal injuries have at-

tended them.
The wind was S.W. and blowing a nice saihng breeze

when the committee boat went out to the startmg Ime at

10 o'clock. The course for the 60 and 70ft. sloops and the

schooners was twelve miles to windward and return, and

for the 30-footers six miles to windward and return.

The windward mark for the big boats was three and one-

half miles northeast of Block Island whistling buoy, and for

the small boats it was one and one-half miles southeast

of the whi:^tHng buoy off Point Judith.

The preparatory signal was made at 11:30. The 60-

footers were the first boats to start, and they set baby jib

topsails in stops. Neola was in the weather berth, and

although doing the best, Weetamoe could not get away

from the leeward position. Both boats gybed twice m the

maneuvering, but Neola still held her position. Neola was

first across, with Weetamoe under her lee, but the latter s

skipper brought his craft around and recrossed handi-

capped 26s., but having clear wind. Weetamoe tacked off

to the E., while Neola held over toward the Narragan-

sett shore. _ , , .
,

At 11:45 the 70-footers started. Both stood for the

line on the starboard tack, Mineola in the weather berth.

As the boats ran down the line toward the committee

boat Mineola bore awav and immediately Rainbow was

luffed across Mineola's stern. Rainbow did not hold this

position long, for the wind was blowing out of Mineola s

headsails, so she went on the port tack and followed

Neola. - Mineola soon followed.

The schooners got away at 11:50. Muriel was hrst

across, followed by Amorita. who had Elmina under

her lee. Muriel and Amorita went on the port tack after

crossing and Elmina followed a little later.

While Neola was holding in shore, Weetamoe was stay-

ing outside, and apparently doing well. Mineola was

leading Rainbow when they took the starboard tack. When
Muriel tacked inshore she crossed Elmma's bow, and then

stood inshore again. When Amorita came out, Elmina

crossed her bow and went after Muriel ; these two boats

had a fine struggle inshore, while Amorita held out off

^^Mineola was well ahead of Rainbow, and Neola was

in the lead of Weetamoe. ^ ,

Muriel and Elmina approached the mark on the star-

board tack, while Amorita came down on the port tack.

Amorita <^ave way for Muriel and wont under her stern,

and bv a wonderfully pretty piece of handling shot across

Elmina' s bow and went around the mark first. The timse

at this mark were:

Mineola 13134 Amorita 1 52 02

S°:.::.::::::::::::::::il^i ^ :::::::::::::::::::iiio

Weetamoe 1 42 45

It was at this point that Elmina's rig went out of her..

The tua C. P. Raymond, that had been with the Atlantic

Y. C. fleet, took her in tow and brought her m to New-

^°After rounding sheets were eased off and spinnakers

were set to port. Balloon jibs were also broken out.

Mineola continued tJ> improve her lead, and Neola drew

steadily away from Weetamoe. Muriel was surely over-

hauling Amorita, and if she had. not parted the throat

halliards her for<;sail would surely have won the race.

Humma had not been able to start, as she carried her

topmast out Vefore the race.
^. t , ^ r

Elmina vWl probably be towed to City Island for re-

pairs an-' new spars, rigging and sails. The summary

follow-
Schooners—Class D.

Start. Finish. Elapsed.

An«rita T. McKee 11 51 25 3 17 45 3 26 20

tlS C Smithers 11 50 35 3 17 00 3 26 25

Flmina, F. F. Brewster 11 51 47 Disabled.

Sloops—Class H.
Mineola, A. Belmont 11 46 56 2 49 15

Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 11 47 00 2 52 4b

Sloops—Class I.

Neola, G. M. Pynchon 11 40 19 3 03 11

Weetamoe, H. F. Lippitt 11 42 00 3 07 16

Buzzard's Bay 30-footers.

Pcntiac, J. H. Beebe ...11 05 00 2 14 20 2 09 20

Wahtawah, A. IRogers ....11 05 00 2 16 05 2 11 05

Quakeress II. W. Harrison., i.... 12 05 00 2 ZO 30 2 15 30

.r^mgara, F. i'arnsvvorth 12 05 00 Withdrew.

Newport 30ft. Class.

Esperanza. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr.. 12 10 00 2 22 03 2 12 03

Carolina. P. Jones 12 10 00 2 22 51 2 12 51

Barbara. \V. Rutherfurd 12 10 00 2 29 49 2 19 -9

Asahi L. Warren 12 10 00 2 29 47 2 19 47

Wawa, R. Brooks 12 10 00 Withdrew.

The winners were

:

Schooners—Amorita beat Muriel Ss.. and Elmina.

S'.oops. Class H—Mineola beat Rainbow, 3m. 29s.

Sloops, Class I—Neola beat Weetamoe, 2m. 24s.

Buzzard's Bay 30-Footers—Pontiac beat Wahtawah,
im. 4Ss. ;

Quakeress II., 6m. los., and Zingara.

Newport 30ft. Class—Esperanza beat Carolina, 48s.

;

.'' -ahi, 7m. 44s.; Barbara, 7m. 46s., and Wawa.

3 02 19
3 05 48

3 22 52
3 25 16

Seawanhaka Cup Trial Boats.

We publtsii this week half-tones of the eight boats that

competed in the Seawanhaka cup trial races at Bridgeport

a short time ago. While the boats were all of the same
type, still they were widely different in design. The races

satisfied all concerned that the design of the boats' hulls

counted about 40 per cent., wliile good sails and good
handling made up the balance of the result.

Mr, Frank N. Tandy has sold for Mr. John R. Buchan
Ihe 35ft. waterline sloop Rondinella to Mr. F. H. Davol.

Tarratine Y. C.
ISLESBORO, ME.

Saturday, July 12.

The second race of the season for a prize offered by

'Mr. Brown, of Dark Harbor, was sailed on Saturday,

July 12, at 3 :09 in the afternoon. The wind was blow-

ing almost a reefing breeze from the south'ard, kicking up

a rough sea against a strong ebb tide. The course, laid in

the West Penobscot Bay, was two and one-half miles

to windward and return, to be sailed over twice. Just

before the first gun the Persimmon unfortunately carrieri

away her bowsprit and was forced to retire from the

race.

The following boats crossed the line on a one-gun start

in the order named: Jilt, Daydream, Opitsah. Raider,

Loafer. Jilt, Daydream and Opitsah stood off shore,

whereas Raider and Loafer tacked immediately under the

islands in hopes of finding smooth water. Jilt and Day-
dream soon followed suit, closely followed by Opitsah.

Seeing that Raider and Loafer were doing good work in

the smooth water. Daydream, pointing higher and foot-

ing faster than Jilt, soon worked out a considerable lead,

especially when the shelter of the shore was left, and the

fleet struck out into rough water. Raider hammered out

a lead on Opitsah, but seemed unable to gain on either

Jilt or Daydream. All five boats were rapidly approach-

ing the windward mark, and were well out in the rough

water, with an ever-increasing breeze. Daydream seemed
to like the conditions, and slowly increased her lead. She
rounded the mark at 3:46:00, closely followed by Jilt,

3:46:20, and Raider at 3:46:50. Opitsah did not allow

enough for the mark and was forced to tack under it,

thus losing much time. She rounded at 3 :48 : 10. Loafer

rounded at 3:50:20, a poor fifth.

The run was uneventful, the boats gaining and losing

little. At the finish of it, however, Daydream unfortu-

nately made a mistake about the course, and started

home, thinking it was only to be sailed over once. This

mistake put her out of the race, and Jilt took the lead.

After rounding the mark she stood off shore, while Raider

tacked around and sought calm water under the islands.

Opitsah followed suit, and Jilt soon*also stood in in a

commanding weather berth. Opitsah gained consider-

ably in the smooth water on Raider, but lost all she had
gained, and more still, in the rough water. Jilt made
short tacks and Raider followed suit, holding her fairly

well. Opitsah struck out into the bay and was much
slowed up by the hgavy sea. The wind dropped a bit, but

the chop was still sharp, and it was heavy going for all

hands. Jilt increased her lead, if anything, and rounded
the windward mark at 4 :42 :35, followed by Raider at

4:44:03, and Opitsah at 4:45:45. Loafer again rounded

a poor fourth at o :48 :5o. Jilt and Opitsah gybed and set

their spinnakers to port. Raider, however, set hers to

starboard. The run in was not exciting, as the boats were
well separated. Jilt won handsomely by im. 29s from
Raider.
The beauty of the finish was much enhanced by the

presence of Vice-Com. Sloane, of the Seawanhaka Y. C.'s

schooner Idler ; Mr. Lay's 70-footer, Athene ; Mr. Steele's

steamer, Laurita, which acted as judges' boat, and Dr.

Derby's 40-footer Petrel.

The summary of times follows:

Start, 3:09. Finish. Elapsed.
Daydream, T. W. Minturn Withdrew.
Tilt, W. O.'Lay 5 01 51 1 52 51
Raider, R. Derby 5 03 20 1 54 20

Opitsah, E. A. Daniels 5 04 23 1 55 23
Loafer, L. Shattuck Withdrew.

The fact that only five boats started can be explained,
for Pirate had a mishap with her rudder just before the

start; Persimmon carried away her bowsprit, and Idol and
Peterkin were not "in racing shape. All four of these

boats are creditable performers, and in such conditions as

Saturday's race, can be expected to finish close together,

Peterkin, formerly Cyrilla, of Herreshoft' design, so suc-^

cessfully raced by Robert Emmons in Buzzard's Baj^, won
the championship at Islesboro last summer. _ She is an
excellent all-round boat, but seems to prefer smooth water
to rough. Idol, designed by Burgess, and formerly raced
at Marblehead, is a new boat at Islesboro. She won the

first race of the season, which was little more than a

reaching match in smooth water, She appears to be fast

on the wind in light airs, but is considerably slowed up
by a chop. Her rig is high and narrow, as is Peterkin' s.

Little is known about Persimmon, a Purdon design
formerly raced on the Sound. She is a smart-looking
boat, but her rigging seems to be too light for the severe
winds of Maine. Pirate, a former Marblehead champion,
of Crowninshield design, is a fair all-round performer,
but prefters a moderate wind and sea. She at times shows
bursts of speed, but seems a hard boat to get the best out
of. Jilt, designed by Herreshoff, and winner of Satur-
day's race, is one of the top boats of the raceabout class,

and has one of the most wonderful racing records. In
moderate winds she is a difficult boat to beat, but she ap-
pears too short to batter through a heavy seaway. Day-
dream, a Crowninshield design, clearly outsailed Jilt in

every particular on Saturdaj''s race, and would have won
had it not been for her unfortunate mistake. She is a
long, clean-cut, thoroughbred-looking boat that works to
windward in rough water like a charm. She is capable of
pointing very high and footing with any other member of
the fleet. She appears a bit logy in calm weather or
moderate breezes.

Opitsah is a Purdon design, and much resembles Per-
simmon,' although it is doubtful if she is as fast. Her new
sails this year do not appear to be satisfactory. Raider
was designed by Crane three years ago, and raced with
fair success on the Sound. She sails well to windward
in a breeze and rovigh water, and also in a very light air.

In all conditions between these she is not more than aver-
age. Loafer, designed by Crowninshield, much resembles
Daydream, but is not as fast. She has possibilities, how-
ever, and if she can be gotten into really good shape
should prove a winner. Cross Patch is a Lawley boat, but
is: seldom raced, as she only begins to wal-.e up when a

young hurricane is blowing. Then, however, she car
show her heels to any other boat in the bay. Mongoooe
is another old Marblehead chairpion, and is a production
of Crowninshield. She, as is Mist, also of Crownin-
shield design, is completely outclassed, and it is doubtful

if either will be raced this season. Betsy, formerly a good
performer in these waters, is also o>it of the ganie.

The weather at Isie,''boro is on the whole rough. A
.*ioutheiiy wind generally oraws up the bay during ths
afternoon, and if it nieets an ebb tide kicks up a nasty
quick chop tliat puts an end to the windward abilities

of any scow-built boat. The Regatta Committee is very
fond of laying out a windward and leeward course, and
gives more of them on the average than of triangles, it

being hoped to encourage the more or less heavy rigging
of the boats rather than the use of light rope and wire. A
fast season is looked for, as many prizes have been offered
and the owners of the boats are showing a keen, sports-
manlike attitude that bids well for the future of the
sport at Islesboro. Richard Derby.

Seawanhaka Corinthian V, C*

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 5.

Four of the Seawanhaka Club knockabouts started in
the third series race for the Centre Island cup. The boats
sailed over knockabout course 3. The wind was variable
and light. The summary:

Finish. Elapsed.
Gowan, F. G. Stewart 6 55 11 3 15 11
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 6 58 18 3 18 18
Wyntje, C. Hoyt, Jr ...7 01 45 3 21 45
Lucille, H. H. Landon..... 7 13 50 3 33 50

Saturday, July 12.

On Saturday, July 12, the Seawanhaka knockabouts
sailed a special race over knockabout course 3. The
breeze was fresh from the south. The summary, start,

3:20:
Finish. Elapsed.

Lucille, H. H. Landon,.., 5 15 55 1 55 55
Marcia, .T. de Forest 5 18 22 1 58 22
Heron, F. R. Coudert, Jr 5 ]9 21 1 59 21
Gowan. F. G. Stewart ..•,..-...5 21 12 2 01 12
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 5 23 00 2 03 00
Wyntje, C. S. Hoyt and C. Hoyt, Jr Withdrew.

Lucille won.
In the morning of the 12th the Seawanhaka knock-

abouts Gowan and Bobs sailed a race for the Leland
Corinthian Challenge cup. The wind was very light from
the south at the start, but freshened at the finish. Gowan
finished a winner. The summary follows, start 11 :oi

;

Finish. Elapsed.
Gowan, F. G. Stewart 1 59 55 2 58 55
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 2 04 53 3 03 53

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Monday, July 7.

Only two of the 30-footers started in the first race for
the Paget cup, which was sailed on Monday, July 7, over
a triangular course eight miles in length. The wind was
light from the S. Esperanza won by 41s. The summary,
start 3 :2i

:

„ „ ^ ^ Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 .30 41 1 09 41
Barbara. Winthrop Rutherfurd .4 31 22 1 10 22 •

Tuesday, July 8.

In a fresh S.W. breeze Barbara, Breeze and Esperanza
sailed an interesting race on Tuesday, July 8. The course
was to Dyer's Island and return, making the first leg a
run and the second a beat. Barbara won by nearly 2m.
The summary, start 3 :30

:

, ,
Finish. Elapsed.

Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 6 05 31 2 35 31
Breeze, W. G. Roelker. Jr 6 07 26 2 37 26
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 6 10 04 2 40 04

Wednesday, July g.

Esperanza, well handled by her owner, Mr. H. O. Have-
meyer, won the race sailed on Wednesday, July 9. The
course was to Dyer's Island and return, same as on the
day previous. The wind was fresh from the S.W.
Esperanza was 40s. ahead at the turn, and won by 2ra. 21s.
The summary, start 3:10:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 32 08 2 22 08
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 5 34 29 2' 24 29
Wawa, R. Brooks .5 35 06 2 25 06
Breeze. W. G. Roelker, Jr .5 35 37 2 25 37
Carolina, P. Jones 5 37 58 2 27 58

Corinthian Y* C. Crwisc.

The fleet of the Corinthian Y._ C. of Philadelphia will
rendezvous for the annual cruise at Glen Cove, Long
Island, N. Y., on the afternoon of Friday, July 25, 1902.
The squadron runs will be as follows

:

Saturday, July 26.—Race from Glen Cove to Oyster
Bay.

Sunday, July 27.—Fleet to remain at anchor at Oyster
Bay.
Monday, July 28.—Race from Oyster Bay to Morris

Cove."

Tuesday, July 29.—Race from Morris Cove to Shelter
Island.

Wednesday, July 30.—Race from Shelter Island to New
London.
Thursday, July 31.—Fleet to remain at anchor. Gig

and dinghy races for yachts' crews, and races for small
boats belonging to 5'achts of the fleet, will be held in the
afternoon. Entries to be made to the fleet captain.

Friday, Aug. i.—Race from New London to Newporti
Saturday, Aug. 2.—^Disband.

Manchester Y. C.

WEST MANCHESTER, MASS.

Friday, July 4.

A SPECIAL open race for i6-footers was sailed ofif West
Manchester on Friday, July 4, in a fluky northwest breeze.
Rikki Tikki finished first by a big margin. The sum-
mary :

Rikki Tikki, A. P. Loring, Jr... , io'ls W^'
Tap, Lawrence Wigglesworth 1 03 00
vVitch, George Wigglesworth 1 08 41
Kotik, Miss Esther Williams 1 10 30
Devil, C, L. Rumsey , Withdrew.

Witch was disqualified for fouling a buoy.
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. Newport Y. R» A.
Mr. H. B. Duryea, chairman of the Regatta Committee

of the' Newport ,Y. R. A., announces that- owing to the
poor Hst of entries, their races will be postponed until

after the New York Y. C. cruise.

—<$>—
li yoti want yout tboot to be aaaouaced here lead a

Qottce like the following 1

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
We are indebted to Mr. Everett Paine, Secretary of -the

Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead, for a copy of its club
hook.

. Mr. F. W. Sykes, of Leith, Scotland, has sold to Mr.
William L. Harkness, of Cleveland, O.. through Messrs.
Gardner & Cox. the steam yacht Gnnilda. She was de-
signed by Messrs. Cox & King, and was built by Messrs.
Ramage & Ferguson, of Leith, in 1897. Gunilda is 166.5ft.

on the waterline, 24.65ft. breadth and 14.15ft. deep. The
yacht is built of steel throughout, and has six water-
tight bulkheads. She is lighted by electricity and is

eqiiipped with triple expansion engines.

^ ^ ^
Hon. Edward H. Blake, of BangOr, Me., has sold his

steam yacht Aria to Mr. John R. Rhodes, of New Bed-
ford, Mass.

^
There was launched on Monday, Jtine 30. from the

>nrd of the Holmes Shipbuilding Co., AVest Mystic. Conn.,
the sloop Vayu II., built for Mr. R. H. Harte, of Phila-

delphia, from designs by Mr. Fred D. Lawley. She is

54ft. 6in. over all. 35ft. waterline, 12ft. breadth and 7ft.

draft.

1^ 8^ 8^

The Board of Trustees of the New Rochelle Y. C. have
accepted the resignation of Clendenin Eckert as Com-
modore, and the following appointments were made.
Vice-Corn. Lloyd M. Scott to be Commodore, Rear-Com.
P. E. Reville to be Vice-Commodore, Lawrence Dunham
to be Rear-Commodore.

^ 1^

The yacht brokerage firm of Messrs. Huntington &
Seaman has been dissolved by mutual agreement. The
business will be carried on at the same address, 220 Broad-
way, by Mr. Stanley M. Seaman.

4^

The Lake Yacht Racing Association has announced the

dates for the racing circuit for this season. They are as

follows

:

July 21.—Royal Hamilton Y. C, Hamilton.
July 23-24.—5loyal Canadian Y. C, Toronto.

July 26.—Citizen's Regatta, Cobourg.
July 29.—Rochester Y. C, Charlotte.

^
On July 9 the 38ft. latutch Abiel Abbot Low left New

York for Falmouth, England. The boat is in charge of

Capt. William C. Newman, who will be accompanied by

his sixteen-year-old son Edward. This is the first time

that a small power boat has attempted the voyage, and it is

expected she will take abottt thirty days to make the trip.

The boat is 8ft. wide and draws 3ft. 8in.. and is equipped

with a lo-horse-power motor, which drives her in smooth

v.ater about seven or eight miles an hour. Eight hundred

gallons of kerosene was stored in the tanks, and in addi-

tion to sufficient provisions for sixty days, 200 gallons of

water is stored in tanks. The boat was built by the New
York Kerosene Engine Co.

8^ 1^

A new vacht club has been organized at Sayville, L. I.,

to be known as the South Side Y. C. The directors for

the first year will be Messrs. Regis H. Post. Walter L.

Suydam, John E. Roosevelt, John R. Suydam and Robert

B. Roosevelt. Arrangements are being made to hold a

regatta this season.

Fixtures.

Aug. 26-Sept. 6.—Sea Girt, N. J.—Annual tournament of the

National Rifle Association of America, New Jersey State Rifle As-

sociation and United States Revolver Association.

Long-Range Shootiog,

Editor Forest and Stream:
, ,

Your article on "Long-Range Shooting" is more optimistic than

the facts will warrant. I do not know what Col. Bruce is doing,

but for myself, the only "youngsters" I am teaching is my son.

The Long Range Club is too thoroughly military in its composi-

tion to give any hope of revival of old-time glories through it.

Very few military men have any more time to give than they

want for their own arm, and the more expert they are with that

the more likely to make mistakes when they switch to the other

^"\s the files of the Forest and Stream will show, I had a con-

siderable measure of success with former style of riife and am-
munition, and after twenty years without seeing a rifle, was able

after a week's practice last summer to do fairly well with the new
tools. As ever "like causes produce like effects," and the only

change is that "causes" are greater than they used to be, and
consequently greater changes in effects.

—
You have hit the nail squarely on the head in your last para-

graph. Discharge your cartridge at the same temperature every

time, and it will send its bullet to the same place, if wind con-

ditioiis are same. But you must make greater allowances for wind
changes with the swiftly flying light bullets now used. To show
what changes of temperature will do, I will mention results of some
experiments made last fall. Shooting from a fixed rest at 200yds.,

with the rifle hot from rapid shooting, a cartridge left in the rifle

fifteen seconds longer than usual sent its bullet 8in. higher. This,

if shot at 1,000yds., would have been one of those "unaccount-

ables" the boys talk about.
The Palma has gone to Canada, and is going to stay there, so

long as the powers that be try to retain it by making a team
with a week's practice.

The beautiful cup presented by Mr. Haskell for an international

army rifl-e prize, and which I think none of our marksmen beside

myself has ever seen, is defended in Ireland by veterans of from
ten to thirty years' constant practice. What hope is there for our
bringing it home if we wait till two weeks or two months before

sending foi- it before organizing a team? We should be getting

ready for next year now. Frank Hyde.

Fiztores.

July 16-17.—Wabash, Ind.—Wabash Gun Club's tournament.
July 16.—Algona, la.—Algona Gun Club's totirnament.
July 16-17.—McConnelsville, O.—First annual tournament of the

McConnelsville Gun Club. J. F. Dover, Sec'y.
July 16-17.—Allentown, Pa.—Two days' target tournament under

the auspices of the John F. Weiler Gun Club.
July M-18.—Titusville, Pa.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Titusville Gun Club. T. L.
Andrews, Sec'y.
July 17-18.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two days' tournament of the Peters

Cartridge Co., under the auspices of the Dixie Gun Club; $150
added. V. J. Vidal. Sec'y.

July 19.—Freehold N. J.—Contest for the E. C. cup between
Neaf Apgar (holder) and VV. S. Burtis (challenger); also all-day
shoot, open to all, under auspices of the Freehold Gun Club.
July 21-23.—Winnipeg, Man.—Sixth annual trapshooting tourna-

ment of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition Association. F. W.
Henbach, Gen'l Mgr.

Tulv 22 —Brooklyn, L. I.—Open target shoot and fish dinner of
the Hell Gate Cnin Club, Dexter Park.
July 22-23.—Greenville, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap

shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, Sec'j

July 23-25.—Bay Ridge A. A. Co., Md.—J. R. Malone's eighth
an.nual midsummer tournament; $200 added money; two days
prise Gun Club. Geo. W. Mains, Sec'y.
July 24.—Pottstown, Pa.—Opening shoot of the Shuler Gun Club

on its new grounds; open to all.

July 24-25.—Ann Arbor, Mich.—Third tournament of the Michi-
gan btate Trapshooters' League, under auspices of the Ann Arbor
Gun Club. Wm. Corson, Sec'y.
July 25.—Salem, O.—Salem Gun Club's tournament.
July 25-26.—East Alton, 111.—Wann Gun Club's amateur tourna-

ment.
July 28-30.—Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Company's tourna-

ment, under auspices of the Atlanta Gun Club,
July 29-31.—Newton, la.—Southeastern Iowa Shooting Associa-

tion's third annual amateur tournament.
July 28-Aug. 2,—^Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Company's tour-

nament.
Aug. 4-5.—Moberly, Mo.—Inanimate target tournament for ama-

teurs.

Aug. 5-8.—Asheville, N. C—Tournament griven by Col. J. T
Anthony and Maj. E. P. McKissick.
Aug. 6-7.—Lafayette, Ind.—Lafayette (-iun Club's annual tourna-

ment.
Aug. 6-7.—Litchfield, 111.—Amateur tournament of the Litchfield

Pioneer Gun Club.
Aug. 6-7.—Marietta, _0.—The Interstate, Association's tourna

ment, under the auspices of the Columbian Gun Club. Cfaas.
Bailey. .Sec'v

Aug. 7.—Leamington, Can.—Annual tournament of the Leaming-
ton tiun Club.
Aug. 12-13.—Bowling Green, O.—Merchandise tournament of the

Ecwling Green Gun Club, for Wood county shooters.
Aug. 12-13.—Birmmgham, Ala.—Third annual Alabama Sttita

target tayrnament, under the auspices of the Birmingham G«BI
Cluja. R. H. Baugh. Sec'y.
Aug. 13-14.—Brunswick, Me.

—
^The Interstate Association's tOSff-

nament, under the auspices of the Brunswick Gun Club. L. C
Whitmore, Sec'y.
Aug. 14-15.—(jreenvilie, Pa.—Alexander's annual target tourna-

n;ent„
Aug. W-16.—Hamilton, Can.—Dominion Trapshooting and GaOK

Protect.«ve Association's tournament.
Aug. 19-80.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap-

shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, Sec'y,
Natchez, Miss.

Ai:g. 20-21.—Kane, Pa.—Kane Sportsmen's Club's amateur target
toi.rnament.
Aug. 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—^Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club; first day handicap (100 targets, 14 to 21yds. rise, open to
all) and R. I. clam bake; second day, regular programme.
Aug. 26-29.—Okoboji, la.—Amateur shooting tournament, under

management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.— Peru, Ind.—Peru Gun Club's sixth annual mid-

summer tournament, at Bass Lake. Frank Dunbar, Sec'y.

Aug. 27-28.—Haverhill, Mass.—^The Interstate Association's tour-
nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-28.—Ruffsdale, Pa.—Ruffsdale Rod and Gun Club's first

annual two-day target tournament. Added money, |30. Rose
system. Lloyd H. Ruff, Sec'y.

Sept. 1.—Battle Creek. Mich.—Amateur tournament of the Battle
Cieek Gun Club. M. E. Hensler, Sec'y.

Sept. 2-3.—Tiffin, O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-

fin Gun Club ; $75 added. L. D. Arndt, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4.—Nappanee, Ind.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club. B. B. Maust,
Sec'y.

Sept. 3-5.—Richmond. Ind,—Flandicap tournament of the Rich-
mond, Ind., and College Comer, New Paris and (Jxford, O., gun
clubs.

Sept. 3-5.—Richmond, Ind.—Richmond Gun Club's handicap
shoot.
Sept. 3-5.—^Erie, Pa.—Erie City Rod and Gun Club's handicap

tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added. A. N. Aitkcn,
Sec'y.

.Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa.—Three days' target tournament of the
I)u Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, $200, L. S. Munch,
Sec'y.
Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. Tohn Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 15-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth

tournament of the Missouri State Fish and (Same Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.

Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska City, Neb.—Tournament at Nebraska City.

Sept. 16-18.—Williamsport, Pa.—Tournament of the West Branch
Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 16-19.—Detroit, Mich.^—^John Parker's annual tournament.
Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs, Sec'y.

Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, III.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H. H.
McCumber, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-

ment. O. E. Fonts, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the

Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H,indicap tournament of the Green-
ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.
B. F. Downs, Capt.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for

the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;

open to all. firsft contest, March L

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park. Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
At the club shoot of the Sistersville (W. Va.) Gun Club, July

14, the president of the club won the championship trophy with

the excellent score of 24 out of a possible 25. Mr. Ed O. Bower
and C. I. Hall tied for the second medal on 23, the former win-

ning in the shoot-off.

There will be an all-day shoot at Freehold, N. T., on Saturday

of this week under the auspices of the Freehold Gun Club, The
main event is the contest for the E. C. cup, emblematic of the

championship of New Jersey.

The Ossining (N. Y.) Gun Club has issued the programme for
its tournament of Ai\g. 20 and 21. On the first day there are four
15-target events, $1.30 entrance, followed by the main event, the
handicap at 100 targets, 14 to 21yds. rise, high guns, entrance $0,
which includes a ticket to the clam bake. The latter will be
made by Mr. George Hunt, under the direction of Capt. George
Washburn, and will be more than the name indicates, as there
also will be chicken, lobster and other good things. On the second
day there are ten events on the programme, of which five are at
15 targets, $1.30 entrance; four at 20 targets, $1.50 entrance, and
one, the merchandise event, at 25 targets, .50 cents entrance; ISO
targets, with a total -entrance of $13. The Rose system will govern.
Professionals may shoot targets at 1 cent each and may shoot for
prizes in the merchandise event, which is an open one. Added
money^ for two highest amateur averages. Shooting commences
at 10 o'clock. Ossuiing is thirty miles from New York, on the .Nu'vv

A'ork Central & Hudson River Railroad. Loaded shells an'd lunch
can be obtained on the grounds. The captain is Mr. Chas. G.
Blandford.

Dr. Silas B. Keith, of Palmer Mass., writes us as follows:
"Plans are being made in the State of Massachusetts for the
broadening of the Massachusetts Shooting Association, and which
is expected to take in the entire State. The Association will be
divided into three or four divisions, each division being composed
of four or five clubs. Each division will hold shoots about four
times during a season and will finish the season with a State shoot,
which will bring all the clubs together. Each division will hold team
shoots as well as sweepstake shooting, and it is expected that the
winning club in each division will constitute the teams for the final
state shoot. The following committee is appointed by the Associa-
tion to make final preparations for next year: Dr. S. B. Keith,
Palmer, secretary of Association; Mr. E. Menett, Springfield;
Mr. LI. Lawrence, W'inchendon ; C. L. Rundlett, Jr., Worcester:
Leroy Woodard. Boston; H. Federhen, Boston. "It is expected
the committee will have a meeting at some time in the near future."

The programme of the Interstate Trapshooting tournament, given
for the Columbian Gun Club, Aug. 6 and 7. at Marietta, (J., can
be obtained of the club's secretary, Mr. Chas. Baily, 106 Front
street, Marietta, or Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Inter-
state Association. The events are alike each day, namely, five at
15, four at 20 and two at 25 targets; entrance $1.50, $2 and $2.50;
$3 added to each of the 1.5-target events, and .$5 added to each of
the others. Lunch will be served on the grounds each day. Tar-
gets, 2 cents, included in entrance. The grounds will be open for
practice on Aug. 5. Percentage system, five moneys, .30, 25, 20, 15
and 10 per cent., will govern the division of the purses. Guns
and ammunition, express prepaid, sent to the secretary, will be
delivered on the grounds free of charge. High average prize for
agents, .$8; and the same for amateurs. Shooting will commence at
ft o'clock.

We acknowledge with pleasure the receipt of the Inanimate
Bird Shooting Association's programme and rules which govern
its tenth annual clay pigeon open championship meeting, to be
held under the management of the Middlesex Gun Club, Welch
Harp, Hendon, S. W., I^ondon, July 17 to 19. Some of the general
conditions, as set forth in the programme, are of special interest,
of which we note the following: "All guns must_ be kept open at
the breech until the referee, having satisfied himself that the
shooters are in their places, calls, 'Line ready?'" ".\ shooter
from any cause whatever who shall discharge his gun otherwise
than in accordance with the regulations shall be excluded from
taking part in any further competitions during the day." "No
person is allowed to make any noise or disturbance likely to
afi'ect the competitors."

The two days' tournament under the auspices of the Providence
(R. I.) Gun Club, July 25 and 26, has ten events on the pro-
gramme each day. On the first day the events are alternately at
l.'i and 20 targets, entrance $1.30 and .$2.40. On the second day
there are four events at 15 and two at 20 targets, and four events
at 23 targets, $2.50 'Entrance, these four events being the five-man
team race between teams from Maine, New Hampshire, .Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island for a purse and the championship of
N*w England. Targefs 2 cents. Rose system, 8, 5, 3, 2. Shooting
commences at 9:15 eaci'. day. Lunch served on the grounds. Send
shells care of C. F. I'op^e Co., 33 Weybosset street. Any pertinent
information will be furnished by Secretary R. C. Root, Provi-
dence

Capt. R. B. Wadsworth, of Boston, renowned in the trapshoot-
ing world, under the nom dc- fusil of "Puck,", sends us, under date
of July 11, the following interesting item :, "T want to inform you
of a little affair that occurred at Wellington last night, Our old
friend, Mr, O. R. Dickey's fiftieth birthday occurred yesterday.
July 10, so I started a paper among his shooting friends, and la.st

night- at h'S residence presented him with an elegant diamond stud
and his good wife with an elegant cut-glass vase and a silver-mounted
inirror stand and a bouquet of fifty elegant roses. Mr. Dickey
invited eight of his friends to dine \s ith him on his fiftieth birth-
day, and the result was as above stated. I sent him a water-
melon weighing 54 pounds, and I told him I came out to cut a
watermelon. The evening was spent witi] a great deal of enthusi-
asm."

The members of "The Wanderers," the old," old club, which has
been revivified, received a -notice this week as follows from the
Secretary, Mr. Edward Banks: "The Wanderets will meet next
Saturday, July 19, at Freehold, N. J. An all-diiy shoot will be
provided, the main feature being the match between Neaf Apgar
(holder) and W. S. Burtis (challenger) for the E. f cup. Take
the 8:.30 A. M. train from foot of Liberty street, over the C. R. R.
of N. J., or the 7:25 A. M. train on the Peiinsylvania from the
foot of Cortlandt street. Central train preferred. If yOu, cannot
attend, notify me by Thursday, the 17th. or you will be lined 25
cents for tlie good of the cause."

At a meeting of the Du Bois (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club, held
recently, it was decided that the club will hold a three days' carget

tournament, Sept. 9, 10 and 11, on the local fair grounds. The
citizens of Dy Bois have liberally donated both cash and mer-
chandise prizes. A silver cup, valued at $100, will be a prize for

a four-man team match, open to members of Pennsylvania clubs.

Much energy has been evoked by the visit of Mr. Frank Lawrence,
of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., who was elected an
honorarv member.

Under date of July 12 Mr. C. F. Lambert, from Haverhill, Mass.,
writes us as follows: "The Haverhill (Mass.) Gun Club, at its

coming Interstate Association tournament, are arranging for .some
features that should prove attractive to the shooters. Most every
one, shooters included, while not specially looking for or trying
to get something for nothing, will at this particular shoot have that
opportunity offered them. To fully learn what this means they
should watch these columns closely for the next few week: .

"

The Schenectady Gun Club's team defeated the Boston Athletic

Association's team in a trophy contest, at Riverside, Mass., July

12 This is the second and final win by the Scheneciady team.

The first contest was won by a margin of 30; the second by 24, or

54 to the good in the total of both contests.

H
Keep in mind that Mr. Jim Malone's eighth annual midsummer

tournament will be held next week, July 23 to 25, at Bay Ridge,

A. A. County, Md., where the ocean breezes play freely, where
the fish bite on opportunity, and where there is good trapshooting
competition for the world.

*l

Mr. Fi C. Riehl, who recently entered the employ of the U. M.
C. Co.. is distinguishing himself as an excellent shot. He won
high average recently at Sioux City, la., and he was also in the

first flight at the Chamberlain (S. D.) Gun Club's tournament.

Tulv 10 and 11.

The North River Gun Club, of Edgewater, N. J., has most
pleasant quarters on the shore of the North River, opposite 125th

street Ferry, New York. It holds shoots regularly every Satur-

day, and extends a hearty welcome to visitors tp participate in its

sport.
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The Hampshire (W. Va.) Sportsmen's new club house was

fortnally opened on July 4, with a housewarming of large size. A
special Pullman car conveyed a large number of tlie mernbers to

the station, whence they journeyed by carnages to the club

house, with which they were greatly pleased. Fireworks engaged

the attention of some of the guests in the evening, while dancing

was the preference of others.

Mr. Llovd H. Ruflf. secretary of the Euffsdale (Pa.) Gun Club,

writes us that his club will hold its first annual target tournament

on Aug. 27 and 28. There will be $30 in added money, and the

Rose system will govern the division of the purses.

Aug. 27 and 28 are the dates fixed upon for the sixth annual

midsummer tournament of the Peru, Ind., Gun Club, and Bass

Lake the place. Mr. J. L. Head is the president, Mr. Frank
Dunbar the secretary.

The Hell Gate Gun Club will hold a target shoot, open events,

and have a fish dinner on July 22, at Dexter Park, Jamaica avenue

and Enfield street, Brooklyn. Targets IVz cents. Fish dinner, $1.

We are advised by Mr. T. H. Keller, the energetic and popular

manager of the Peters Cartridge Company, Eastern Branch, that

Mr. John Parker won the Michigan State live-bird championship.

•*l

At Mr F. C. Whitney's July 4 shoot, Des Moines, la., Mr. C.

W Budd did some phenomenally skillful shooting, scoring 166

out of 170 targets shot at, an average of nearly 98 per cent.

•S

Mr. B. Leroy Woodard, at a recent shoot of the Montello Gun
Club,' did some extraordinary target smashing by making a run

of 130 straight. He also scored 142 out of 144 shot at.

Mr I. W. Morrow, secretary, informs us that the Northside Gun
Club' of Allegheny City, Pa., claims the dates Oct. 1 and 2 for

a two-day target tournament; $100 added money.

K
At the midsummer tournament of the Sistersville (W. Va.) Gun

Club. July 10, Mr. Luther Squire made highest average, breaking

185 out of a possible 200. ^ ,„Bernard Waters.

Boston Gtin Clafc.

Boston, July 2.—The usual weekly shoot of the Boston Gun
Club was held on their grounds, at Wellington, to-day, and a

small number of shooters were in attendance, due to the fact

that another shoot day is coming in a few days. However, the

usual good feeling prevailed, and those who did attend had a royal

good time. As is usual, Leroy took the lead both in handicap

events, as well as 16yds., and there is no use talking, something

will have to be done so that some of the rest of us can have a
chance. JFirst in the match was Leroy with 21 at his usual dis-

tance of 21yds., followed by Kirkwood, 18yds.. with 19. Frank
Spencer and Bullard tied for third place with 17. Scores:

Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10 were magautrap; Nos. 2, 5, and S

were Sergeant system.

Events: 12 3

Leroy, 21 8

Frank, 18 7
Woodruflf, 17 8

Follansbee, 16 7
Bullard, 17 7
Hawkins, 16 6
M E, 14 4 3 .. 2
Kirkwood. 18 10 8 6 9

Lund, 16 •• •• 8 ,„
Spencer, 18 6 10 13

Merchandise match, 25 bluerocks, 15 Sergeant, 5 pairs

handicap

:

Leroy, 21 101111011111111

Kirkwood, 18 .11111111101] Ul
Frank, 18..... 010111111011110

Spencer, 18 11111llllUO101
Bullard, 17 101101101011111

Woodruff, 17 011010111111111

Lund 16 OUOOllOllllOOO

Hawkins, 16 110100011110011

8

8
6
4
6
8
3
8 6

5
13
.11

12
8

8 11
5 9

7
14

7
10 15

"e is

8 9

4 ..

8 14

10
14

8
14
99

4 11 13

distance

11 11 11 11 10—22
11 00 01 01 10—19
10 10 11 00 11—17
00 10 10 10 10-17
10 00 11 11 10—17
11 00 00 10 01—16
11 10 11 00 11-15
10 10 00 11 00—13

North Rtver Gun Club.

New York, July 12.—The North River Gun Cluh. of Edgewater,
N. J., had its regular Saturday shoot on their beautiful grounds at

Edgewater. The weather being clear, with a southerly wind, made
the shoot all the more pleasant. The only incident that marred the

shoot was the firing of a revolver by an idiot who was passing by
in a row boat, who thought that the members were firing at him
and promptly pulled out a large revolver and fired five shots in

succession. Capt. Cathcart and Chief Marshal Geo. Allison, of

Edgewater, in the former's launch, quickly overhauled the row-
boat and towed man and boat to shore, where he was^put under arrest,

but Chief Allison, yielding to the entreaties of tlfe ladies present,

allowed the man to go, and the shoot then again proceeded.
The Glaser trophy, a club event for members only, was at 50

targets, handicap allowance. It was won by Mr. F. Truax with a

score of 49, allowance added.
The allowances and scores were as follows: EickhofJ (7) 37,

Richter (5) 42, Allison (9) 35, F. Truax (SI 41, Annett (5) 38,

Merrill (10) 19, Morrison (5) 29, Cathcart (7) 34.

Sweepstakes:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 25 25 10

Eickhoffi 9 9 7 6 . . 6 6 13 5 16 21 10

Richter 10 8 5 6 9 7 9 11 9 23 19 .

.

Allison 5 6 4 4 9 7 8 5 5 15 20,.
Truax 3 6 8 5 4 7 13 10 21 20 9

Annett 8 5 8 9 5 9 13.. 17 21,,
Sedore 6 6 6 8 .. 13 18 ,.

Brinckerhoff >. 5 2 6 4 .. 12 17 .,

Merrill 6 5 7 .. 6 13 ..

Billey 3 5- 9 , . 9 13 .

.

Waters 7 5 12 . . 16 19 .

.

Morrison i 8 . . . . 15 14 .

.

Cathcart 7 .. ... 17 .. ..

Jas. R. Merrill, Sec'y.

IN NEW JERSEY,

Carlstadt G«n Clob..

Carlstadt. N. J.—The shoot of the Carlstadt Gun Club, held on
July 4, had several prize events, first of which was won by A.
Roemer; second by H. Krug, who also won third, fourth and fiftli

prizes, which were shot for miss-and-out. The scores:

Events: - 123456789
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Wm Rasmus, 1 3 4 7 .. 5 .. .. 5 7
A Niederer, 3 5 7 5 3 7 5 6 5 ..

A Roemer, 3 6 3 7 9 ., 6 7 4 7

H Krug, 0 7778887.. G

T Vohs, 3 7 7 4 7

J Rasmus, 1 3 3 4 .. .. 6 5 ..

M Rasmus, 0 2 7 5 7 5 ,, .. 3
T Gunpp 6 5 6 3 5

Dover Sportsmen's Association.

Dover, N. H., July 12,—Seven members and two visitors took
part in the regular shoot to-day. The hard, westerly wind gave
some difincult targets. Messrs. Langley and N. C. Wentworth
negotiated one straight each. The scores:

Shot at. Broke. Shot at. Broke.
F F Wentworth..,. 75 B6 Miller «0 27
'^t Evens 75 51 Meseroe ..30 15
Langley 110 92 Smart 60 27
N C Wentworth,...100
Hsllam 70

66 Henry 20

F. C, Whitney's Toarnament.

Des Moines, la., July 5.—At F. C. Whitney's Fourth of July
tournament, the shooting was done from one set of traps, Sergeant
system. Events 4 and 5 were at doubles. A nice lunch was served
by Mr, Whitney., and a very pleasant: -day, was enjoyed by all

present.
Budd made high average, losing but 4 targets out of 170 shot at.

In the amateur class Famechon was high with 94.4 per cent;
Kessler second with 85.7. The scores:

Events

:

Targets

:

Kessler .............
Ross
Allison
Blackburn
Dale
Layman *, , ,

,

Budd
Famechon
Calson
Sanders ,

Close
French
Harris
Martin
Smith
Morris
Bryan
Carrs
Weaver
Stotts
Fellows .............
Ferron
Towne
Knowlton

Shot
at.

Kessler 140
Allison 70
Ross 145
Blackburn 70
Dale 95
Layman 100
Budd 170
Famechon .....125
Calson 50
Sanders 110
Close 75
French 55

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
15 15 15 5p 5p 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 10
12 11 14 7 7 .. 10 8 .. 10 .. 9 14 ,. 9
II 13 13 6 5 .. .. 6 9 9 7 5 13 11 ..

10 6 12 14 ..

13 11 13 13 .

.

13 12 11 8 . . 12 13
14 14 10 8 4 8
15 15 15 10 9 15 10 9 10 10 10 .. 15 14
14 14 14 9 9 .... 10 9 10 .... 15 14

16 17
10 10
.. 9

. 8 ..

. 8 ..

. 9 ..

. 10 10
9 .. ..

10
11

12

13 8
7
10
12

9 ..

7 ..

5 ..

11 ..

13 10
5

11
10

7 ..

9 i

7 ..

8 9

11
6

8 9 6
6 ,.

10 9 4 9
.. 8
7 5
.. 10

12
13
7

., 8
5 6

6 ..

9 ..

8 ..

7 6
.. 8
8 6
7 6

Broke. Av.
120 .857

50
lOS
58
78
78

166
118
29
79
48
38

.714

.744

.828

.822

.780

.976

.944

.580

.718

,640

.690

Shot
at.

Harris ......... 60
Martin 55
Smith 80
Morris 50
Bryan 65
Carrs 35
Weaver 75
Stotts 55
Fellows 80
Ferron 50
Towne 60
Knowlton 40

Broke. Av.
47 ."iSS

37 .672

.575

.520

.723

.685

.786
,600

,625

.820

.683

.550

2rt

47
21
59
33
50
41
41
22

Hawkeye.

Boston Athletic Association.

BOSTON; July 12,—A return match between the Schenectady Gun
Club and B, A, A. Gun Club was shot off at the grounds of the
B. A, A. at Riverside, Mass., this afternoon. The matches were
for a trophy, the ^rand total on the two to count. As Schenectady,
te&m won by 30 birds at home and by 24 this afternoon, they were
rather easy winners. .

The conditions were periect, and some of the scores, especially
those of Messrs. Wagner, Green, Warnick and Leviston, of the
New York team, and Messrs. Baxter and Dickey, the B. A. A.,
were exceedingly good, inasmuch as the targets were thrown very
hard and fast. It was an eight-man team match, 50 targets to each
contestant.
As our team have been shooting remarkably well all through this

spring and summer, our defeat on our own grounds was a surprise
to us all, and the very low scores made by most of our team is
simply unaccountable. Following are the scores of the team shoot:

Boston Athletic Association.
H Baxter ,.1111101000111111111111111—21

1110101011111110111111101—20-^1
Dr Edwards, Jr OOlOOlOlUOOOOOlOllllUOl—13

1011110111001000111011001—15—28
N Ellis 1111111010110011110100010—16

1000011110111000001111100—13—29
O R Dickey 0101011111010110111111111—19

1111110111111011011111111—22-41
J H Daggett 1011101011000111111111111—19

0011010111011111110100011—16—35
C M Howell 1011111110111111111000111—20

lllllOlOlOlllllllOlCillOll—19—39
G B Clark.; 1110010100110110111110111—17

„, „ 0110111010111010000111011—15—32W L Hill 0101110110111111011100111—

m

0111011111111011101111100—19—37

Schenectady Gun Club.
V Wallbung ; 0001100111110011110101100—14

1110110110010100001010000—11—25
A A Green 1011101101110111111110111—20

1010101010110111111010011—16—36H H Valentine 1100111101110111111101001—18

^ _ „, . . 1111111111000110111011111—20—38
S K Warnick... 1111011111111111111101111—23

0111111111110111011111110—21—44H E Greene 1101011101111111111111111—22
1111101111111111011111101—22—44

B B Hull 1100111110110101110001101—16
1010101111111001111000111—17—33

C Wagner , 0111111111111111011111011—22

„ ^. . 1011111111111111111101111-23-45H M Livingston, Jr 0011111111110111111110111—21
0111111111101111111111001—21—42

J. H. Daggett, Capt. B. A. A. Gun Club,

Cincinnati Gun Clob.

CiNciNNNATi. O,—The contest for the solid silver loving cup,
presented by Mr. Theo. Fourcar, was won July 4 by Mr. Randall.
Trimble was high in the fourteenth cash prize contest with a
score of 46. The scores:
Silver cup contest:

Targets

:

Davies, 18,

Gambell, 18.

Faran, 18.

.

Harris, 17.

Jones, 18 ....

Du Pont, 19.

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Total,
13 13 12 13 12 14 11 88
12 13 15 10 U 13 14 88
11 12 12 14 13 12 13 87
15 11 13 12 12 11 13 87
12 13 13 13 13 10 12 86
6 11 15 12 14 13 13 85
13 11 10 14 13 13 11 85
12 13 13 10 11 14 12 85
13 9 11 14 10 13 14 84
10 12 13 13 12 11 13 84
12 11 12 13 12 12 11 83
12 8 11 13 15 10 13 82
12 9 12 13 12 13 10 81
12 9 12 12 13 9 11 78
14 10 12 11 12 9 9 77
13 13 8 11 9 12 9 75
10 11 14 12 9 10 8 74
11 10 11 10 11 9 11 73
10 11 7 9 13 10 11 71
7 9 12 10 8 10 U 67
9 9 8 9 11 7 10 63

Tie on 50 targets: Ahlers (19) 34, Randall (18) 37,
Cincinnati Gun Club's cash prize contest, July 5: R Trimble

(19) 46, Gamble (18) 41, Van Ness (18) 41. Herman (16) 41 Dav
(17) 41, Ahlers (18) 40. llandall (Ig) 40, Osterfeld (19) 38, J B (16)
38, Butts (16) 38, United (16) .37, Falk (17) 37, Coleman (19) 36
Paran (19) 36, Davies (18) 35, Ackley (15) 35, Boyd (15) 35 E
Tnnible (17) 34, Roll (18) 34, Corry (17) 33, Captain (16)' 32Boeh (Id) 29, '

The "Verbosity of Match Making.
Auburn, Me., July 13.—No doubt the readers of Forest andStream who read brother Stark's comment on the Wellington

shoot, have decided he is a kicker long before this. Now I canshow you that he is also a squealer.
You probably noticed what he said about the stranger fromSkowhegan or somewhere trying to inveigle him into a match on

his grandpa gray head" challenge. Now this is a surprise tome, being called a stranger to C. M. Stark. Why, I have knownhim (through Forest and Stream) these many years, and if hedoesn t know me, he can get acquainted mighty easy by acceot-
ing my offer to make a match between Maine and New HampshireHe tells me he and his pard's combined ages are 115 years We
can furnish two shooters whose ages will make 118 years, 'When
I read Mr. Stark s challenge, I said to myself he isn't one of those
parrer mmded critters" ivho Will insist on living inside New

Hampshire boimdary, and a match between the two States will set

the young men to thinking and training, so they can take their

places in a "grandpa grayhead" match when they get old enough.
So when I met Mr, C. M, Stark at Wellington, I proposed that

when the return match was shot in Maine, if he would bring
down his side pard, we would have our men ready for a friendly

match for fun or marbles, as he liked. He s^id we will make it

for just enough to be interesting. This, I thought, was an accept-
ance of the proposition, details to be arranged later.

He asked me who was to make one team, and I told him Prot,
Moody was one of them, and the other was not there, but was all

right. Now here is where I made a mistake in not giving Prof.

Moody a tip not to shoot too well, and he kept right on smashing
the asphalt crockery at a 90 per cent. gait, which. I think, took
the wind out of Brother Stark's sails, for he came to me in about
an hour and said, "You are from Maine, are you? Well you read
my challenge again, and you will see that it was confined strictly

to New Hampshire, I don't want no part of you Maine shooters.
I was down there once and paid a guide money enough to buy the
county we were stopping in, and only got one shot at a caribou
[didn't say what the result was], and I swore I would never go
there again. My challenge was for New Hampshire, and if I ever
make another it will only include Dunbarton, Weare and Heniker,
and as there isn't a shooter in Weare, and only one in Heniker and
he is most blind, I shall feel pretty safe,"
Now, I hope that a man who can shoot as well and dress as

sporty as Mr, Stark, won't crawl into a hole like New Hampshire
. and pull the hole in after him. He likes fun, and that is what we
are all after in this game, and as there is to be a match in each
State in the Interstate contest, it will cost nothing to bring about
this side match. It would create a lot of interest in trapshooting,
for there is nothing pleases me more at our shoots that to see an
elderly gentleman at the score with gun in hand and enjoying him-
self. Let's see if Brother Stark is mad when he reads this. The
comment on elderly gentlemen, which includes him, ought to cool
him off, and I hope it will—if not, brother, take revenge at the
traps. _ See E. See.

Sistersville Gun CItib.

SiSTERSviLtE, W. Va., July 11.—The midsummer target tourna-
ment by the sistersville Gun Club yesterday was quite a suc-
cess, although the attendance was not up to expectations, in all

probability because of the very heavy rain in the early morning,
which continued during the greater part of the forenoon. It, how-
ever, cleared up about 11 o'clock, and from that time on until
evening, it was a delightful day for the sport, and afiforded those
present great enjoyment.
Mr. Luther Squire, representating the Dupont Powder Corij'

pany, was here from Cincinnati; P. Schlicher, Jr,, and John M.
Speary_ from Marietta; John B. Garden and C. H. Dowler, from
Wheeling, and F. C. Percival, Esq., from St. Marys. The local
club was represented by Curt I. Hall, Frank Dunlap, Geo. Wolfe
and Ed O. Bower,
The best shooting of the day was done by Mr, Squire, his score

being 185 out of a possible 200. Of the other visitors, J. M.
Speary and P. Schlicher, Jr., of Marietta, O., did some excellent
shooting. Of the locals, Dade had a little the best of it, and
landed not far from the "top, he and P. Schlicher, Jr., tieing for
third place. After the completion of the regular programme an
extra race at 25 targets was shot, which was won by Dade, who
went out with 24, P. Schlicher, Jr., followed closely with 23,

J, M, Speary and C. I. Hall each broke 22, Cole and John B.
Garden 21.

F. C. Percival, Esq., presidtent of the West Virginia State Asso^
ciation since its organization, was a most welcome visitor. He has
not been well for several weeks, and considering the condition of
his health, and shooting a new gun, his scores were exceptionally
good. He is known among the shooters as Cole.
The rag time flight of the targets, caused by the heavy wind, was

quite a proposition for John B. Garden and C. H, Dowler,- who
were present from Wheeling, and their scores were far below their
iisual average. They promise ti do better next time, however.
Tabulated scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12 13
Targets: 15 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 20 25

L Squire 15 14 13 19 15 14 18 14 13 16 15 19 .

.

J. M. Speary 13 14 14 17 14 12 18 11 13 16 13 20 23
Dade , 12 14 13 17 12 10 18 12 14 18 12 18 24
P Schlicher, Jr 14 12 14 15 15 11 18 18 13 17 12 15 23
Cole 12 13 12 18 10 12 12 12 13 17 13 12 21
C I Hall 14 13 13 14 12 12 12 11 14 13 10 15 22
J B Garden 11 10 12 16 15 11 11 8 15 15 9 18 21
J G Wolfe S 12 13 . . 11 14 13 12 11 12 12 17 14
C. H. Dowler 6 11 6 14 S 12 12 7 10 14 9 16 15
July 14.—The regular club shoot of the Sistersville Gun Club

was held on their range Saturday afternoon, and Mr. Jos. Y.
McNaught, the club's genial president, walked off with the cham-
pionship trophy in his inside pocket on the very creditable score
of 24 out of a possible 25, from the 20y'd. mark. C. I. Hall and
Ed O. Bower were following closely, and went out with 23 each
for second medal, which, in the shoot-off, was won by Mr. Bower.
Mr. J. G. Wolfe, one of our new shooters, did well by breaking
21, considering that he had to shoot a strange gun. He is a
comer. The scores in detail follow:
Event No. 1, 25 targets, for practice: Bower 20, McNaught 21,

Hall 22.

Event No. 2, 25 targets, for championship trophy: McNaught 24.
Hall 23, Bower 23, Wolfe 21.

^
_
f j s ,

Event No. 3, 25 targets, the score of Hall and Bower to count
as shoot-off for second medal: McNaught 19, Hall 21, Bower 22.
Event No, 4, 25 targets: McNaught 22, Hall 23, Bower 24.

Leranzo.

St. Paul Rod and Gon Club.

St. Paul, Minn,—Herewith find scores made at our regular
weekly club shoot, held Saturday afternoon, July 12. Weather
bright and clear. As the magautrap was ih perfect running order,
the shootmg was fast and furious from 1 P, M. until dark:
Events: 12345678
Targets: 15 15 25 25 25 25 25 25

French 13 13 20 22 19 24 23 21
<-}?tzian - 12 13 22 24 23 24 22 21
^.ood n 14 21 25 22 25 25 25
Hirschy 14 13 24 23 25 25 23 ..
Isle 14 10 20 22 22 .. .. ..
Leiden 12 u 2I 20
Scherer u 12 21 21
ganser 13 14 24 24 25 21 ..
Holt 14 15 24 25 19 .. .. ..P«ry 11 11 19 20 20 21 .. ..MacRae 10 g 15 13
Henry 12 15 22 20 24 .. .,
Fischer 13 12 19 19
Stnder , u 10 2I 22
|?S?,o.tell ..' 12 22 22 22
)) ilkinson 15 24 24 24 25 23 24
LiottschamiTier ..ii 14 20 25 18
Schmitz '. 15 17
l^dden 24 24 18

^y^l 23 21 22 22 21Hunt , 24
Smith ,

'

' 22
Wilkinson wins the cup for the third time, and it becomes his

property. It is a solid silver troohv: cost. S.^0.a solid silver trophy; cost, |.50.

Birch Brook Gun Clob.

Secretary,

Lyn^t, Mass, July 12.--vrhe seventh shoot of the. series was held
at their grounds by the Birch Brook Gun Club on Saturd.-iy f.fter-
noon, July 12, and during the shooting there were some individual
contests. Hilliard and Riley shooting at 10 targets, broke 9each On the shoot-oi5 Hilhard broke 10 and Riley 8H ebbard and Straw ended -their bout with Hebbard 9 .Straw 8Hastings v,ns high man in merchandise and medal events
rollowin,? art the scores:
Invents: 1 2 3 4 5 g 7 8 g -^j 13 14 35Targets

: 30 50 10 10 10 5p 5p 10 10 15 10 10 10 15 15Riley 20 33 8.. 5 6 5 4 9 "
Hilhard 23 33 7 10 "

"

Emery 15 22 10 ..

5 .. 6 8
5
. 9 7 6 4 9 10 13 .. 9 '8

Rowe 19 31
Yelmah 7
Straw 19 37
Rand 23 37
Hasting.s 24 39
Hebbard 17 33
Dudley 18 32
Everett

8 6 7 7 10 12 io 9 10 i2 is

7 11

7 13
9 15 9 9 12

.. .. 4 .. .. .. 4 ..'12
Event 1 was merchandise. Event 2 was the medal contest.*

HiNKY Roop, sWy,
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East End Gun Cl«b.

R^HMOND, Va.—The second annual merchandise tournament o£
the East End Gun Clum, which was pulled off on the club grounds
July 4, was the most successful one-day shoot ever held in the
pf^ite. There were sixty-three entries, representing all the clubs
Jtl and around Richmond, and several shooters from a distant part
of the State. Among the latter was that whole-souled, good-
natured sportsman and shot, Mr. T. F. Stearns, of Newpoi-t News.
_
Two sets .of traps. Sergeant svstem, were used. The oflrce was

jn charge of Mr. Banks, brother of Edward Banks, of the All-
American team fame, ably assisted by Mr. Franklin Stearns, the
jnost popular shooter in the State,
Mr, L. D. Thomas, representing L. & R. Powder Company, was

present, and shot through the entire programme. He, 'by his
affable ways, made many friends. Programme carried six 25-
target events, ten prizes in each.
Probably the most exciting contest of the day was the five-man

tesm shoot between the four teams from Richmond and Ashland.
The result of the team shoot at 50 targets was a victory for Wc-st
End with the following shooters: Franklin Stearns 41, 'l-Iammond
37, Boyd 47, Tignor 3S, Hawes 41; total 204.
East End second: Anderson 41. Hechler 40, P. T. Fhppant 39,

Pui-die 39. Boudar 41; total 200.
.

fi:- .

Other clubs were: Deep Run—T. F. Stearns, Buckner, Johnson,
Coleman, Venable; total score ISS. Ashland Club—Saunders, Hutch-
ins. Fo.x, Cox, Trevillian; total 196.
The last event was 10 doubles, and was won by J, A. Anderson

with 16 out of 10 pairs. This carried a prize of .$5 w'orth of laundry
tickets, and the winner now claims the championship of the State
3t paiT's.

Scores in this event: Hammond 11, Stearns 11, Mills 12, Baker
8, Williamson 7,

High average for the day was won by Mr. Horace Hawes with
135 out of 150. Mr. Boyd was a close second with 133. Hawes
used 24grs, L. & R. powder, l%oz. shot in U. M. C. shells. An-
derson shot 3iAdrs. Robin Hood pow'der, lV4oz. shot.
Scores as follows:

Events: 1
V HechJer, 7 16
L D Thomas 23
E M Ford, 4 9RP Allison. 10 , 7

J W Brauer, S IS
J Jackson, 3 , 21
G A Smith, 10 ,'. 13W E Harris, 7 12
O T Thompson, 6 13
Dr Hillsman, 5 16
Hammond, 0 22
F Stearns, 0 19
Bovd, 0 23
J C Tignor, 2 20
Purdie, 0 22
Hawes. 2 22
\V M Hechler. 2 23
H C Boudar, 1 19
G D George,' 2 19.
P J Flippen, 1 21
T A Anderson, 4 22
Wiltshire, 2 15
McSweeney, 5 ." 19
S J Doswell. 6 9
Southard. 2 19
A A Slagel, 5 19
Peebles, 10 17
D Talman, 5 , 18
Tlvarslon, S 16
A J Warren, 2 21
Cushman, 4 15
Fairlamb. 4 12
S Burnett, 6 16
Houghton, 5 20
L Hulcher, S 31
Janow&ki, 6 17

J T Martin, 8 17
L. Lorraine, 2 ;.%-n4Vi-rii . . -18
Woodcock, 6 : .. , ..i^. .: - 9
Vent.ble, 2 19W C Saunders, 0 22
T H Fo.x. 3 10

J W Harrison, 4 17

J E Cox, 3.

Htii chings, 2. . .

.

T F Stearns, 2.

.

Bv'cki.er, 3

Johnson, 2
Co'cir.an, 2
Atkinson, S

E L Tiller, 6....
H M Cannon, S.

H B Flippen, 6.

Cersley, 6
Ai-wood, 7
Littleton, 2

Lakeside, 2
AVilliarnson, 3...

Trevillian, 3
Lawrence, 10. .

.

A L Anderson.

.

Mills, 3

Pitts

17
20
16
19
22
23
17
9

2 3
12 14
18 14
12 18
11 16
4 13
19 23
17 10
14 15
14 17
14 17
22 21
22 24
20 22
19 24
19 23
23 25
23 19
15 23
15 19
20 21
21 22
18 21
19 12
14 12
20 24
17 16
5 18
14 14
9 14
16 21
17 20
9 19
13 16
15 18
11 12
17 14
10 16
17 19
8 9
24 23
20 23
19 14
20 15
24 17
20 18
15 20
12 20
18 19
15 20
17 17
17 ..

13 11

4 5
14 17
17 17
8 17

17 16
15 15
22 ..

10 13
14 13
21 10
15 17
22 21
20 20
25 21
20 15
23 18
22 22
19 19
21 19
IS IS
21 21
17 20
24 20
15 18
12 ..

20- 17
19 17
6 ..

18 18
16 18
13 ..

18 17
13 16
13 14
12 18
14 ..

17 15
13 13
23 13
15 12
19 19
20 24
17 19
19 15
21 22
17 21
21 22
17 16
19 20
15 14
21 20

6

15
22
15
16
17

12
19
13
20

21
24
22
21
25

21
20
2a
20
22
22
IS
15

ii
19

21
12

19
IS
15

"s

13
15
9
20
17
20
20
20
20
17
15
23
17
16

20 15
12 14
20 17
18 17

16 16
14 16
11 12
17 19
18 16
.. 19
.. 15

7
13

19
18
8

is

12

Total.
8S

lU.
79
S3
82
85
75
S7
88
99
129
129
133
119
130
135
123
120
112
126
124
116
101
47

121
107
49
103
85
71
87
82
90

101
4S

88
82

105
62

. 12-t

126
99

106
121
116
111
99

121
104
108
26
24
39
78
49
73
69
38
33
8
8

IS
12

Team race, at 50 targets:
West End—F. Stearns 41, Hammond 37, Boyd 47, J. C. Tignor

38, Hawes 41; total 204.

Deep Run—T. F, Stearnes 33, Buckner SB, Johnson 41, Coleman
33, Venable 46, total 188.

Ashland—Saunders 40, Hutchings 46, Fox 35, Cox 42, Trevillian
33; total 196.

East End—Anderson 41, Hechler 40, Flippen 39, Purdie 39,

Boudar 41; total 200.

The winners of the merchandise prizes in the handicaps are as
follows

:

First event: Atkinson first, Hawes second. Smith third, Ham-
mond fourth, Venable fifth. Cox sixth, F. Stearns seventh, Al-
lison eighth, Fairlamb ninth. Tiller tenth.
Second event: Atkinson first, Harrison second, Houghton

third, Jackson fourth, Allison fifth, Thompson sixth, Boudar
seventh Peebles eighth, Thurston ninth, Ford tenth.
Third event: Allison first, Cucliman second, Wiltshire third,

Boyd fouTtJi. Lorraine fifth. Cox sixth, Talman seventh, DosweLl
eighth, McSweefty ninth, Woodcock, tenth.
Fourth event: Atkinson first. Cox second, T. F. Stearnes third,

P. J. Flippen fourth, j. A. Anderson fifth, Saunders sixth, Hutch-
ings seventh, Arwood eighth, Houghton ninth, Peebles tenth.

Fifth event: Thurst-ok first, J. A. Anderson second, Talman
third, Hillsman fourth, Boyd fifth, F. Stearns sixth, Harrison
seventh, Purdie eighth, Tignor hilith, Coleman tenth.

Sixth event: Hillsmaa first, Btirnett second, Southward third.
Smith fourth, Flammond fifth, Thurston or. Houghton sixth Cole-
man seventh, Buckner or Lqirraioe eighth, Lorraine, ninth, Wood-
cock tenth.

Mtchtgan Trapshootef^^ League Matters.

Detroit, -Mich., July 11.

—

Editoj- Foiiesf ai'd Stream: In your
issue of July 12 I ijotice an article Reflecting on the Michigan
Trapshooters' League and the handicap cbmm.ittee appointed at the
League shoot held in Jackson, July 1 and 2. The writer was un-
fortunate enough to be placed on the handicap committee, per-
haps because he^ knows at least two-thirds of the trapshooters be-
longing to the State League.
The programme read, "Sweeps open to all; amateurs will be

handicapped 16 to 18yds>" I will admit that the programme was
rather loosely drawn, but on its title page it plainly read "Michi-
gan Trapshooters' League."
The article mentions that a lot of professionals and semi-

professionals shot in the tournament. So far as I know, there is

but one professional shooter in Michigan, who does any shooting.
There may be pthers who would have to shoot with the profes-^
sionals if they shot; that is to say, ones who receive their shells'

for nothing, or guns, or whatever it is that makes a man a pro-
fessional; but they did not slioot with the Michigan State League.
The only one that we know of is Jack Parker, He is a. charter
member of the State League, He always shoot's with us. He can
shoot no better than a number of us, He is willing to shoot and
will shoot from the 40y|l, mark if you put him there. He will shoot
for targets; in fact, he will do ^s^ytbing and never kick, Wp have
always considered him one of our pwfi, and treated him as such,
jand the '(Vriter doubt,s if he ever took ^- cent froia ope bf oar shoots

more than he brought. This does not pertain to what he may dom other parts of the country. He has done more for the State
League than any other one man; consequently, with us, he is not
considered a professional.
The Trapshooters' League is composed of a class of sportsmen

made up of farmers, clerks, business men, almost entirely, and so
far as we know, gentlemen. When we find one that is not, we
immediately fire him. We shoot three or four times a year for our
own pleasure, but are always glad to see outsiders, if they are gen-
tlemen, and will comply with our rules—i. e., shoot an even game
with us—but when people come whom the writer thinks could not
make five shooters oi any note in the United States believe that
they are amateurs, regardless of what they say, and kick on our
rules, we can't use them. The writer does not believe that J. M.
Hughes is an amateur, neither does he believe that Kit Shepard-
son is an amateur. Mr. Lang we know nothing about, and I per-
sonally would feel like apologizing to him. so far as I am con-
cerned.
We asked these gentlemen to shoot at 20yds.,- and they refused

for a long time. It was the sense of the members to give them
_
bock their money if they did not want to shoot. They went in
and sliot. Mr. Hughes, from the 20yd. mark, got the first average
of the day. Mr. Shepardson held his own, so far as the killing
of the number of birds went until his gun got out of order. There
were but three men at the whole tournament who got their en-
trance money back, and Mr. Hughes was the only man who made
any money. It was simply a case of "shark." They thought they
had a soft thing, but we would not have it that way, Personally,
I care nothing about it, as I do not care to travel with that class
of people—"soft snap hunters."
They tried to injure the State League, but I wish to say that

at a meeting held the evening of the first day it was the voice of
this meeting that we never want to see such people on our grounds.
We cared nothing about whether they stayed or not. We consider
them no good to any tom-nament, and know that such people have
no influence with the true sportsmen either at the trap or else-
where. •
We also wish to state that we did not include Mr. Lang in this

class, and wish your readers to make exception of him. as he was
an entire stranger. Had we been given a little more time before
leaving the grounds to look up his record, we no doubt would
have modified his handicap. The other two gentlemen we are very
well acquainted with, and should have shot them from the 22yd
mark instead of the 20. J. A. Marks

Shooting in South Dakota,
The _ Chamberlain, S. D., Gun Club gave a two-days' tournament

July 10 and 11. This is a new club, with a membership of active
game shooters, who have hit upon this means of filling in the
time until chicken and quail shooting time. The bovs have a
good equipment of expert traps and convenient grounds.'and while
the attendance upon this meet was not large, the game was lively
and some good scores were made. Shooting was according to the
Sergeant system, and moneys divided on the percentage plan.
Riehl won first average for the two daj^s; Trotter second, and
Hogue third. Scores in detail are here given:

First Day, Jaly JO.

Events:

Hildebrand
Gilbert ....

Capnick . .

.

Yarish ....

Huniger . .

.

Fort
Bortine
Haas

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S
•13 12 12 12 13 10 11 14
10 11 12 11 14 9 12
14 14 12 13 13 is 15 16
15 14 13 15 14 13 15 20
12 9 8 6 2 9
12 10 7 8

'7 '5
10

14 11 13 13 11 ii 12 17
15 13 13 14 13 14 14 IS
12 13 11 11 13 IS
12 13 11 i3 14 11 13 18

11 8 9 10 11
'7

3
7 10

11

12

Second Day, July J J.

Events: 12 3
Riehl 14 14 14 __ .„
Hogue 14 14 15 13 12 15
Johnson 10 11 12 11 12 7
4X 11 11 11
Trotter 14
Irish 13 12 13
Avery 11 5 8

4 5 6

12 13 12

7 12

7 8
9 10
7 9

13 14 12 11 13
7 12 10

7 7
Miller 6 10 11 10 11 11

.. .. 6

. . 15 13
9 11 11

Bortine 2 9 lO
Hawman 12 12 15
Berry 11
Chubback 6
Mangan . . . . 5 6 . . . . ,

.

Flildebrand 8 5 6 .. ..

Bortner 8 12 15 4 ..

Brown 10
Brodis 5 5 .. ..

Wiseman 9 . , . . .

Ford 6 9 .. ..

KlLLMORE.

The Rod and Gan Club.

PiTTSFiELD, Mass., July 4.—A Field day was held on this date,
and recently having put in a new magautrap, considerable interest
has been manifested by our club in shooting bluerocks. The
day being perfect, we all enjoyed a very fine time. The scores
were- fairly good for beginners. The scores:

Events: '

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 Broke.

Shearer
Cutting 7

Dr Hubble 7
Kellog 7
Tracy 8
A Wood 0
Frish 5
Kane 5

Howarth 3
Mackev 5
Clark "

3
Dennison 8

J H Wood 6

Graves 9
E Henry .

.

T Henry ..

6
6 10
8 6
9 9

7 8 6 10

53
44
42
48
54
5

17
14
12
15
12
23
31
37
45
9

A. C. Graves, Sec'y.

9 6
S 7
7 7

Roman Gon Clab.

RoMK, N. Y., July 4.—E. B. Smith, who is a member of the
Carlstadt Gun Club, w.ade at one time a run of 38 straight, and
another at 33 straight. Mr. Smith was at Rome to represent the
Carlstadt Club.

Events: 13 3 Events: 12 3
Targets ; 20 20 25 Targets • 20 20 25
E B" Smith IS 20 23 T Servev 10 9 13
N Roussau 17 12 IC M Streeter 12 10 12W R Rayland 12 12 IS

Erie Gun Club.

Carlstadt, N. J., July 9.—The Erie Gun Club held a shoot at
Cutwater's place to-day. Only three were present. A 7-bird event
resulted as follows:

P Finnigan.............2122012—6 P Mahrman .012221*-.5
C Runge. SlOlSll—

6

Ralei^ Gun Club,

Raleigh, N. C, July lO.^Our regular weekly shoot was held to-
day under unfavorable weather Gomjitions—very cloudy, windy
and rain, a combination not desirable to make a good record. The
following scores were made out of BO J Johnson 35, Whitaker 31,
Gowan 31, Gray 30, Parker 38, Stark 28. Mitchell 28, Ferfall 25,
Pearce 24. - . T. Gowan, Sec*y. •

Holiday Shoot.

Holt, Mich,—The glorious Fourth was celebrated at this burgm a very appropriate way, in so far as noise is concerned, as
^ere was a tournament held here under the management of R. C.
Thorburn. He proved that he was the man for the place, as he
had the grounds arranged in admirable manner. Could have ac-
commodated fifty shooters. The ground under foot was very moist,
owing to the heavy rains, but the overhead shelter was of the
best, even an awning was stretched over the shooters' stand.
The manner of shooting was calculated to carry an oldtime

shooter back many years. The traps were arranged five in number
and set known angles. You will wonder why the scores were not
larger. Let it be known that the shooters were local country
boys who have not had much practice. The best shot on the
ground was the oldest man present.
Those present whose names were taken were F. C. Hess and

-.ir V,V
Thorburn, Mason, Mich. ; E. Stopple, Wm. Bascomb and

W. VV. Wi'.vnon, Lansing; F. Bates, Diamondale, Mich.; W. E.
Wagoner, A. Aldrich and A. Henniker, Holt; C. J. Raines and
E. B. Phillips, Mason. Scores:
Events: 1234B6789
Targets: 10 10 10 10 15 10 15 20 10

Franklm 5 7 8 7 11 7 10 13 7
Henniker 5624 10 34 10 6
Aldnch .....^ 787697 13 17 7
Stopple 6878.. 98 13 8
Weigman 3 5 6 4 11 8 9 11 6
Bascomb 5 8 5 5 6 8 6 11 8
Thorburn 7 5 7 6 10 6 9 13 6
Wagoner 6 8 .. 7 .. 5 .. 10 5
Hillard 6 6 6 7 .. 7 4 .. 4
Somerville 1 3 5 6
rWIlips 5 7 6 4 7 11

'7

Jatcs 5 8 12 8 .. 14 8
J W Bates..... 4 10 .. 5 .. .. ..
Hess 3 6 8 .. .. ..

^ gainer 6 12 8 7 10 7
fc'nyder 9 g .. 12 16 9
Ribby 5 6 7 12 .

Stbra 10 4 .. ..
Miller

, 10 7 .. U
Secretary.

Fremont Gun Club.

Fremont, O.—The Fremont Gun Club had an all-day shoot at
llieir grounds Tuesday, July 8. The day was a scorcher, but not
hot enough to keep the good-natured representative of the Hazard
Powder Company, Phil, from breaking 179 targets out of 195 shot
at. The hot sun made the targets hard to break, and low scores
were in order. It was suggested that Phil was shooting BBs.
Snow was delayed in getting to Fremont, but nevertheless ar-

rived in time to make it snow pieces of targets, especially in the
miss-and-out shoots which followed the regular programme.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Targets: 10 10 20 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 20 10 20 10 15

7 11
8 10

8 14
9 13
8 11
8 13
9 13
5 15

7 9

6 9

Sanford 7
Allen 10
Phil 10
Volk 8

Lincoln 9

7
7

8 12 8 12 7 8 10
7 14 5 7 8 6 12
9 18 10 14 10 10 13
8 14 6 10 7 7 11

9 11
8 10
8 13
7 11
7 11
7 9

8 14
6 14
4 15
9 12

10 10

7 -.

7 ..

5 5

5 13
7 11
8 13

8 11
7 12
9 15
8 13
8 9
8 7

8 14
5 5 16
9 10 18
7 7 16
7 S 14
7 9 15
5 7 12
7 9 19
8 9 16
4 5..

7 15
6 12
8 18
7 15
6 17
7 16
8 16
6 15
8 11
6 13

9 ..

8 ..

9 5

8 14 7 7

11

.. 12

.. 13
8 15

Burton
Call .,

RHey .

Taylor _ 7
Martin 5
Inman 6
Day 6
G W Smith.......... 4
Walters 5
Gregg 9
Clink .....( 5
Hock ' 5 12
Eisenhour 14
Snow , , . . .

.

Dosh 4
Pearson 6 5 .

.

Jones . . . . 5 . ;
.'. v.

Hewitt .. .. .. 7 15
Witt 10
G B Smith , 9
Forsythe 10
Lang ,, .. ..

Kos. 3 and 11 were at 10 pairs each.
Lost,

7 7
5 10
7 ..

7 9

9 11
8 12

6 8 8

'S 14 's

7 8
,. 13
8 15

6 7
8 13
6 15
7 ..

7 5

8 11
9 15
6 5

5 7
7 6

8 5
6 10
5 7
6 ..

. 10

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich.—The regular shoot July 12 was well attended and
enjoyed by all. Brodie was precise and very steady again, coming
withirf one of lifting the straight score silver cup and breaking 57
out of the 60 shot at. Guthard's work in the short turns was also
brilliant, and his 19 in the club event was sufficient for the Class B
medal. Ford's 17 landed the Class C medal.
Following are the scores, the last event being the club event:
Events:' 123456789
Targets: 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 25 25

Brodie 10 9 14 „ 24
Shiell .i.iv^>.i 8 5 12 ., 4 23
Gulhard 9 10 14 .. 9 9 10 20 19
Hitchcock 7 13 .. 7 9 8 19 16
McAdam • , .. .. 8 11 .. 15
Ford 4 8 5 .. .. .. 21 17
Leggett 4 4 .. 4 6 .. 14 12
Barthel 3 .. 8 .. .. 3 5 .. 11
Bachmann 6 .. 3 5 .. ,. 13
Whitmore 6 , . 9 . . 6 7 8 13 .

.

Johnson .. 5 7 .. 8

Osslntag Gun Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y.—Though the attendance was rather slim, we
managed to use up a couple barrels of bluerocks at our regular
Saturday afternoon shoot, July 12. Next Saturday there will be a
larger attendance, as a handsome prize has been offered by a club
member, the possessor of which ig to be decided by a 25-bird handi-
cap match, 14 to 20yds. A game carving set with buckhorn handles
is the prize, and all of the hot stuff of the club will try and cap-
ture it. The sweeps to-day were as follows:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25 25 25 25

Frew 11 7 6 7 6 5 ...... .. .. ,.

Hans 11 8 9 6
C Blandford 12 8 9 9W Clark 10 9 8 8W Hall .99
I Washburn 7 7 9
A Bedell .. 9 8
Dr Snow ....... ,. .. 4 3 ..

4
9

7
9 10 10

6 10
9

7 18 .. 15 ..

5 21 22 22 22
6 18 .. ..

6 25 21 . . .

.

9 22 20 17 20

C. G. B.

Cheapeake Gun Club.

Newfort News, Va., July 9.—The Chesapeake Gun Club had an
intereating shoot yesterday afternoon. Two visitors were pres-
ent as guests of the club. These were Messrs. P. J. Gallagher, of
the Portsmouth Club, and Capt. A. W. du Bray, a representati%'e
cf the Parker Gun Compan}><
Mr. Harry Westacott has donated a handsome . watch fob- to the

club to be shot for by the members. The one makkig the highest
score at three consecutive shoots will win the fob. Mr. "Thomais F.
Stearnes was high man yesterday, but he

,
will have to maintain

his position at the next two shoots in order to retain the trophy:

P. L Gallagher 20 23 22 22 F" Palmer ...18 22 19
A W du Bray. 21 22 23 ..

B B Semmes IS 21 22 22
Dr L Charles 17 19 16 ..

T F Stearnes... 23 23 21 21

G B Tames 21 IS 22 .

.

E S Robinson 23 21 20 ..

J de Pass 14 14 23 18
T Johnson .14 20 15 .

.

T. F. S.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Messrs. Heddon's Success.

DowAGiAC, Mich.-rOur ^rst purpose was to run Casting Bait ad-
vertisement but one time, but results have already proved so sat-
isfactory that we liave .coBcluded to pontinue it.

'
-

'

- ^ James Heduon & S019,
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Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
i

REMINGTON No. 6 RIFLE

It needs *' Only a Trial" to convince you that The
New Model Remington No. 6 Take Down Single Shot
Rifle is by Far the Best Rifle you can buy for the money.

LIST PRICE, $5.00.

Apply to your dealer for Catalogue and diseount.

REMINGTON ARMS CO., ILION, N. Y.

313-317 Broadway, New York. 425 Market St„ San Francisco. Cat.

CHARLES LANCASTER
(Awarded Gold Medal Paris Exhibition)

aUNHAKBR BY WARRANTS OP APPOINT-
nBNT TO HIS HAJBSTY THB KING,

H. I. n. THB BnPBROR OP aERHANY,
H. R. H. PRINCE CHRISTIAN, &c., &c.,

Invites Application for liis Illustrated

GUN and RIFLE Catalogue.

Gun Fitting with Single or Two Trigger " Try" Guns

and Targets at Private Sliooting Grounds.

'L'&ssons and Instructions given in Stiooting.

"Tfie Art of Sliooting" 6th and popular edition 2j. M.
pes age M. extra. Also of Forest and Stream.

Postage to England is 5 cents.

Guns a Specialty (see List). Established 1826, at

New Bond St., W., London, England.

DISEASESIF DOGS.

nnrsind v$. Dosing.
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and

Disease. <By S. T. Hammond ("Shadow"),

Author of "Training vs. Breaking." 161

pages, cloth. Price $1.00.

This work, from the pen of "Shadow," will have

a hearty welcome. It comes from one who
writes from full knowledge. "The results of

more than fifty years of experience are here

given," writes the author, "and I assure the

reader that no course of conduct is advised, no
treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed,

that has not been thoroughly tried and tested by
the writer and is believed to be entirely trust-

worthy in every respect." Sent postpaid on re-

ceipt of price, ?1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

Taxidermists* ?

Save Your Trophies.
Write for our Illustrated Catalogue.

Heads and Horns."
It gives directions for preparing and , preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs,
Birds and Fish, and all kmds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establlsliment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Taxidermists* Materials.
Glass Eyas for Stuffed Birds and Animals.
Oolofists' and Entomologists' Suppilos.

Send 6c. n stamps for Catalogue.

FRED. KAEMPFER,
88 Stat* Street, - - CHICAOO, ILL.

Taxidermy work done In all its branchaa.
Mention Forest and Stream.

BOWIiAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and

Oeer Heads. Call and examine work.

Xo. 182 Sixth Avenue,
Near 13th Street, NEW YORK.

PULLED DOWN.
We have pulled down prices in TAXIDER-
MIST'S work. Send your trophies to us.

Honest work, perfect satisfaction, and prices

that are Right. References to leading sports-
men. Send for price card.

W. 0. KAEMPFER, 261 Elm St., Cbicago, III.

When writing say that you saw

the ad. in the "Forest and Stream."

Haunts of Salmon and Trout.

SALMON IN CANADA. TROUT IN MAINE.

WHEN. WHERE AND HOW TO CATCH THEM.

In his handsome work " With Fly-Rod and Camera"

Mr. Edward A. Samuels gives spirited accounts of

salmon fishing in Canada and trout fishing in

Maine. It is much more than a mere fishing story,

for the chapters are filled with angling lore. The illus-

trations picture the charming scenery which contributes

so much to the pleasure of the American salmon angler

in Canada, and in the Maine fishing country. The
volume of 480 pages has 147 full-page half-tones from

photographs by the author. Sent postpaid on receipt

of price, $5, by

FQREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Kennel Special
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set Jn uniform^

display, 25 cents a line first time, J5 cents a line each time after.

Cotmt seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order. ^

POINTERS AND SETTERS.—A NUMBER
of youngsters that have been handled enough to

prove them the making of good ones; also several

thoroughly trained ones. Every dog warranted as

represented. G. W. Lovell, Middleborough, Mass.

COCKER SPANIELS, SCOTTISH TERRIERS,
Clumber spaniels. Apply by mail to NEWCASTLE
KENNELS, Brookline, Mass. Highest references

given.

WANTED DOGS TO BOARD AT $3 PER
Month. Large, shaded yards and running water.

D. J. TREAT, Modus, Conn.

Two good rabbit hounds, three years old, and one fox-

hound pup for sale. B. F. Malcolm, Highland, N. Y.

LILY POND KENNELS. — POINTERS FOR
sale. Dogs trained and boarded. 2.3 years as trainer.

C. F. ROBBINS, Box 316, Oxford, Mass.

FIRST CLASS ~BLACK AND TAN COCKER
bitch, in whelp, four years Well trained on partridge.

HANDSOME BROOK KENNEL, Franklin, N. Y. S

FOR SALE.-WHIST, BLACK, WHITE AND
tan Fine afield as well as a good brood bitch. Two
of her pups (females) ten weeks old, by Count Phillip

3d. If you want something- good, write me.
W. E. RITCH, 1310 Park Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 4

FOR SALE.—T blue blooded puppies. Lady Count
Gladstone one side, Count Danstone other. Beauti-

fully marked. $20 each. Apply Frederick Rutledge,

Asheville, N. C. ' «

5^
The Kennel*

There are more First Prize Winners reared on

SPRATTS PATENT CHICK MEAL
than any other food m the world. Spratts Patent
Chick Meal rears from the egg to the show pen.

Spratts Patent Chick Meal is a perfect and well bal-

anced Ration used by up-to-date breeders throughout
the world. Prices in Bags, $6.00, $3.25, $1.75 and 7.5c.

In Cartons, 25c.

Spratts Patent Oround neat for Poultry and
Pheasant rearing. Takes the place of insect life, ant's

eggs, etc., thus saving the Poultry raisers and Game-
keepers much valuable time Specially valuable in

winter. lOlbs
,
50c., 25 lbs., 85c , 50 lbs., $1.60, 100 lbs,,

$3 00.

We also manufacture specially prepared foods for

dogs, puppies, cats, rabbits, poultry, game, pigeons,
fish, birds, etc. Write for our free pamphlet telling

hQW to wash, groom and feed a dog.

Spratts Patent (America) Ltd., 4S0 Market St., New-
ark, N. J. Branches: 714 So. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.,
and 1324 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOOK ON

Dog Diseases
AND

HOW TO FEED
Mailed FREE to any address by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER, D V. S., 1278 Broadway, N. Y.

DOG CRATES
For shipping Dogs and Puppies.

DOG AND PUPPY CAKES
For feeding Dogs and Puppies.

DOG HEDICINES
For curing Sick Dogs.

DOG BOOKS
All the latest ones published.

Our large Illustrated Catalogue,^ free.

Excelsior Wire & Poultry Supply Co.,
Dept. A. O., 26 & 28 Vesey St.,

W. V. Russ, Prop. NEW YORK CITY.

COCKERS! COCKERS I

Everything in cocker spaniels. Fancy marked
brood bitches in whelp. Puppies, stud dogs, etc.

Rare opportunity to secure choice stock at moderate
prices. State color wanteds HANDSOME BROOK
KENNELS, Franklin, N. Y.

DOG BREAKING.
With Odds and Ends for Those Who Love the

Dog and Gun. By Gen'l W. H. Hutchinson;
42 illustrations; tenth edition. Cloth, 359 pages.
Price, $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

HITTING VS. MISSING.
By S. T. Hammond ("Shadow"). Cloth. 170 pages. Price, $1.00.

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the repute of being

an unusually good shot, and one who is particularly successful in that

most difficult branch of upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse,

or partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should write down
for others an exposition of the methods by which his skill was acquired.

The result is this original manual of "Hitting vs. Missing." We term

it original, because, as the chapters will show, the author was self-taught;

the expedients and devices adopted and the forms of practice followed

were his own. This then may be termed the Hammond system of shoot-

ing; and, as it was successful in his own experience, the publishers are

confident that, being here set forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove

not less effective with others.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.
346 Broadway, New York.

Training the Hunting Dog
For the Field and Field Trials. By B.- Waters, author of

Training," "Fetch and Carry," etc. Price, $1.50.

'Modern

This is a complete manual by the highest authority in this country, and
will be found an adequate guide for amateurs and professionals.

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and Natural Develop-
ment. Natural Qualities and Characteristics. Punishment and Bad
Methods. The Best Lessons of Pnppyhood. Yard Breaking, "Heel."
Pointing. Backing. Reading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropptng to
Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking In, Chasing. Retrieving.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,

A Charming Nature Book.
Neig^hbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild
creatures which, tlioag-h for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Korest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are
given most entertai ingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and fiom life, tamo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway H. Y
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!t Hotels for Sportsmeft*
|

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find

it profituble to have their houses advertised

under <this head.

MORLEY'S.
_ The best TROUT FISHING in the Adirondacks.
Twenty different lakes and streams well stocked

. with Brook Trout, Lake Trout Landlocked
Salmon and Rainbow Trout; 2,000 feet above the

. sea. Excellent Deer hunting; the finest open
Woodcock and Grouse shooting. We are in the

j
heart of the game preserve, and there isn't a
human habitation for thirty miles north of us. In
addition to being one of the finest sporting resorts,

' it is one of the best summer resorts in the moun-
tains. Hotel is first class; sanitary plumbing;
modern in every respect; an excellent table. No

'• pulmonary invalids. Send for artistic catalogue.
Rates from $7.50 to $15.00 per week; lower June
and September rates.

MORLEY'5,
' Xake Pleasant, Hamilton County, N, Y.

I
Routes for Sportsmen. \

Royal

Muskoka Hotel

..— .^m^^
This new modern^ up-to-date i hotel was

opened for the reception of guests in 1901. It
is situated in the centre of the finest summer
resort region in America, known as the Mus-
koka Lakes, within easy reach of the principal
points in Canada and the United States. The
interior of the hotel is planned to the best ad-
vantage for comfort and convenience, special
attention being- given to ventilation and sani-
tary arrangements. Its spacious suites, with
handsome bathrooms attached, are especially
adapted to either large or small families.
Cuisine and service are the best. Open for
guests June 15th. For further particulars
descriptive matter and aU information write

FRANK P. DWYER,
E. P. A, G. T. R. S.

290 Broadway, - New York.

<73 Beautiful Black Bass
• were caught by one rod in a few hours with a
"Dowagiac" Perfect Casting Bait—the bait is fishy,
but the story is true. A catalog descriptive of bait
in exchange for your address.
JAMES HEDDON & SON, Dowagiac, Mich.

CHARLESTON LAKE INN.—A favorite summer
•resort. Large airy rooms ; wide verandas ; excel
\lent cuisine and reasonable charges. Splendid fishing,
good boats, careful oarsmen. Salmon, trout, black
bass and other game fish. Terms, $1.50 per day.
Special rates for week or monthly boarders. Send for
folder. ROBT. FOSTER, Proprietor, Charleston
P. O., Leeds Co., Omario.

NEWFOUNDLAND. THE LOG CABIN AND BAY
St. George Hotels, Newfoundland Railway, are situ-
ated at either end of Harrys Brooks, with 12 first rate
Salmon rivers in the vicinity. The best centre to start
for Caribou or the Great Barrens. Experienced guides
and complete equipments Apply, Chas. Dodd, Bay
St. George Hotel, N. F. Ry., Newfoundland.

WANTED.
600 parties to guide for big game hunting or salmon
and trout in the unsurpassed game and fish districts
of New Brunswick, Canada. Correspondence solicited
and references furnished by the
NEW BRUNSWICK GUIDES ASSOCIATION,

Fredericton, N. B., Canada.

The Nepigon.
I furnish guides, canoes, complete outfits, pro-

visions, permits; I arrange everything in advance,
so that angling or hunting parties may start im-
mediately on arrival. I will send, on request, cir-

cular of information about when and how to come
here for the best trout fishing in America.
WM. McKIRDY, General Merchant and Fishing
Overseer, Nepigon, Ontario.

MOOSE AND CARIBOU HUNTING IN NEW
Brunswick.—We can offer sportsmen exceptional
facilities. Ladies may go with safety and com-
fort. Good camps. References of well-known
people in Canada and United States given. Ad-
dress WM GRIFFIN, Green Hill, York Co., N. B.

WOODLAND TERRACE, Wayne Co., Pa. — Fine
hunting and fishing in the immediate vicinity. Ro-
mantic drives; accommodations for families; elegant
table. Further particulars write to MRS. R. A.
CARLTON, Laanna, Pike Co., Pa.

A N A n A Shooting, fishing, trapping; trout,
wMllMl/#l» bass, ouananiche, salmon; deer,
moose, caribou; duck, geese, small game. Fur bear-
ing animals. Rates quoted for placing hunters on
selected territories, including transportation, outfit,

provisions, guides, licenses and canoes; moccasins,
snowshoes, sleighs and dog-trains in winter.

Write A. M- CALDEKON, Ottawa, Can.

Tir A TVTPT^ Parties to guide for biggamehunt-W xi.1' 1 CUq ing or trout and landlocked salmon
fishing Fish and game districts unsurpassed in any
part of the State. Correspondence solicited and refer-

ences furnished by the Jackman Guides' Protective
AssocTATiOM P. O Box 87, lackman. Me.

GENTLEMAN DESIRES engagement for his guide.
Good moose burning. J. N., 4&9 W. 47th St., N. Y. 8

TROUTING
IN

MICHIGAN.
The streams _ of this State afford the

best sport with the

Speckled Brook Trout,

California (Rainbow) Trout,,

German Brown Trout

Of any section of the country West:

of the Alleghenies. The rivers and

brooks have their source in cold, clear

springs, and flow through a country

fairly well cleared of down timber

and brush.

Millions Of Fingerlings

And Fry are planted in the streams

every year, insuring a continuation

of the Good Fishing for which the

state is famous. The best fishing

points are easy of access, the accom-

modations are good, reliable guides

can be engaged at reasonable prices,,

and splendid sport.is assured.

Tiie Pore Marquette Raiiroad

Reaches .the best fishing, territory, ^in.

the state. Write to H. F. Moeller,

G. P. A., Detroit, Mich., addressing

your request "F. 3", and a 32-page

booklet, illustrated from photographs

taken on the streams, and telling of

the Fishing and Hunting in Michigan,

will be mailed free to your address^.
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COLORADO
The way to get
commodations

the best ac-

is via the

GREAT ROCK

ISLAND ROUTI
WHY? It is the only direct line- to

Colorado Springs and Manitou.
It is the popular route to Denver.. Ilti:

has the best Dining Car Service.

It has the finest equipment and. mosti
satisfactory schedule and in the

Rocky Mountain
only one nightr,.

m.

offers the best train,

Chicago to Colorado.

It leaves Chicago daily at 5.4:5 p.
and arrives at Denver 8.45 p; m., Col-
orado Springs (Manitou) 8.30 p; m.

Another inducement to use the Rock-
Island will be the round trip rates of

$26 Chicago to Colorado and $15'
Missouri River points to Colorado effec-

tive this summer by that line. Ask
for details and free books.
"Under the Turquoise Sky'' gives the:

most fascinating description of Colorado.
"Camping in Colorado" has full de-

tails for campers.

JNO. SEBASTIAIV, Q. P. A,^

Chicago, 111.
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ri'QHINR BLACK BASS AND SALMONri^nillU. Tllustrated Guide with Maps Oi
the RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt,
Brockville, Westport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway
Broekville, Ont.

A NEW BRUNSWICK CANOB TRIP.
Sportsmen wishing to make a canoe or fis&ing- trip

through the wildest part of the province and ©n tie
famous Nepisiguit, thebest trout fishing river isi N,B.,
can make all arrangements by writing GEO, E
ARMSTRONG, Perth Center, N. B., Canaidla.

WOODCRAFT.
By "Nessjnak." A bundle of sfflrewd!,. nwSher-

wit, wooda l&re aad common se3!»«: As conspact
as "Nessmuk's" famous dufBe andi dittjj bag.

Cloth, ISO pag€». Price $11

¥OSEST AN-D' S-TREAMJ Elim CK».

^ Routes for Sportsmen. \

ii

Write for

GUIDE BOOK
IN PINE TREE JUNGLES/'

ISSUED BY THE

Bangor &
Aroostook R. R.

THE LINE OF THE
HUNTING, FISHING, CAMPING and

CANOEING COUNTRY OF
NORTHERN MAINE.

••"m PINE TREE JUNGLES" tells the

whdle story. A book of 1T5 pages. Printed on fine

Ipaper. Beautifully iJlustrated with half-tone cuts

and wiiillh two-color :p'la4es. A twentieth century pro-

idaactiora. lEvery ipage linteresting and every illustra-

ttiion (fime.

Seat for dbo tceKbts in stamps.

\Write(tp

QBO. M. HOUCiHTGN, Traffic Manager,
BANGOR, MAK^E.

Mention ithis publication.

THE KIDEAU LAKE3.

The Rideati iRiver, lakes and

canal, a unique region, comparative-

I3' unknown, but affording the most

novel experience of any trip in

America. An inlantd -waterway be-

tween the St. Lawnervce River at

Kingston and the Ottawa iRiver at

Ottawa; every mile affords & new
experience. It is briefly desoribed

in No. 34 of the "FouT-Tra^fe

Series," "To Ottawa, Ont, ¥ia ;th.e

Rideau Lakes and"River."

Copy will be mailed free on receipt of a
2-cent stamp by George H. Daniels, General
Passenger Agent, New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad, Grand Central
Station, New York.

I R E LAN D—on the Shores of LoUgh Derg.

The l^aliiable Residential Sportiijg Pfopertf',
known as TINARANA ESTATE, field in fee. frfe
of rent and all charged whatsoever^ CoihprisiAg- a
Handsome Modern Mansioii, standing in 65 acrfes 6f

old pleasure ground and wooded dettlesne, 'iyiih 386'

acres of pasture land, part let under gracing ahd oihef
agreements, reserving annual refits amounting td

;^460, picturesquely situated on the lake side, together
with 200 acres of woods, valuable for the grooving
timber and as game coveiTls, the inclusive turbary of.

30 acres of bog and sporting rights of 700 acres of
mountain and bog, affording magnificent rough shoot'
ing.

MESSRS. ARTHUR JONES and SON are in-

structed to SELL by Auction on WEDNESDAY,
JULY 30th, 1902, at two o'clock, at the Salesrooms,
135 Stephen's Green, Dublin, Ireland, the Valuable
and Attractive Residential Estate, situated by the

magnificent lake, connected to broad Atlantic by the

noble Shannon river, half an hour's drive from Killa-

loe, which is only four hours' rail to Dublin. The value
of the property as a nobleman's or country gentlemen's

Residence is evident; the noble mansion, built in 1877,

at a cost of ;S12,000, a well designed and handsome
structure, well sheltered, commanding the lake view
for 20 miles Should the purchaser not require ad-

jacent land, the tenants residing elsewhere do not

interfere with privacy of the demesne. To the sports-

man the attractions are well known, excellent rough

shooting over 1,300 acres, with 200 acres of woods for

preserved game, and free access to the second largest

fake in the British Isles, where wild duck, snipe,plover,

etc., abound. The fishing of Lough Derg needs but

little advertisement,and Tinerana Bay affords the best

sport of the lake—salmon, trout, etc , and excellent

rough fishing. For conditions of sale, illustrated

particulars, rental, permits to view, apply to the

Auctioneers, or MESSRS. LEE and PEMBERTONS,
44 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London. 3

A Big Bargain.
ADIRONDACK CAMP

When writing say tliat |^«« saw

the ad. in the "Forest and Stream."

and one share" of
stock (value $1,000)

in Adirondack League Club. House beautifully rustic.

15ft. above the lake shore. Large entry hall with
double stairways, open fireplaces, main room 20 x 30,

hard wood finish; second floor five s'eeping rooms, three

with bay windows. Completely furnished and ready
for immediate occupancy Boat house with two boats

and gasoline launch. Less than 10 hours from New
York. Three club houses, numerous camps, member-
^tiap restricted. Club owns 94,000 acres,filled with trout

»;e^ and deer Magnificent deer shooting and trout

fisliin!,j All conveniences. Cost $13,000. Owner
neeas^^oney quick. Price, $8,000. Part may remain.

For.^i^^^ils and photographs address

vQWNER, 188 West 34th Street, New York,

JFOR SALE.
By the Boffin'g Springs Gun Club, their well

equipped club hous€-.and grounds situated at Rulher-

ford. N. J ,
80 minutes from City Hall, N. Y., by the

Erie R. R to either Rtn-thei ford or Carlstadt, 5 min-

utes' walk from either dep«><t. Two lines of trolleys

from Newark, Hackensack, Paterson and Hoboken
pass the grounds Valuable charter allowing per-

petua' shooting on these grounds. Six acres of land

.,and complete outfit for target or live bird shooting.

X9t particulars apply to A. W. VAN WINKLE &CO.
iRi^tJtiprford, N. J^

MOUa^iT,AIN LAKE, 1000 FEET ALTITUDE
surrotts^eid bv 72 acres of forest, Morris Co.. N. J.,

IJ^ hours (^o-'ijew York. Price $5,000. Terms liberal.

Might eK&ange
COSDlfCT, 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City.

When writing say that you saw

the ad. in the ^'iFoire^t and Stream."

270 Tons of Trout
were caught and
expressed during

1901, ^ ^ ^ ^ J*
KBi

BUT THERE ARE MORE LEFT

in the waters reached exclusively by the

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY,
than all ithe aaglers of this continent could catch in a hundred years.

Per Fishing and Shooting Guide Books apply to

E. V. SKINN Eft, - 363 BROADWAY, N. Y.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seraeca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This co>3n^Dilation comppises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points aud sug;gestions for tfee shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied pha ses of h^s activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraees a wild field, and Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful wor-fcs of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST Am) -STUEAM PUBUSHING CO.. NEW YORK.

Canoe and Camp Cookery.
APradlical Cook Bodk for Oinoeists, Corinthian Sailors and Outers.

By Seneca. Cloth, 96 pages. Price, $1.

rOltEST /iND STREAM PUB. CO.. NEW YORK.



POOREST AND STREAM. ^1

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
Ji

97%
WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
At Wilmington, Del, July 4 and 5, Luther J. Squier brolce 194

out of 200 targets, 97 per cent, each day.

E.LDU PONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

Lefever Arms

Co.,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, shooting under the name of

Dudley, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Qun,
Brokfe 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun. Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER.
will please you. Send for Catalogue.

It

H. C. HIRSCHY,

Smith Gun.

C. G. SPENCER,

Smith Gun.

R. O. HEIKES,

Smith Gun.

456 Starters.

THE SMITH New Automatic

Ejector took every one at

the last Grand American
Handicap, the Largest Shoot

Ever Held.

Send for Catalogue.

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY
Fulton, New York.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc

THE "OLD RELIABLE"
On May 8th won the

THIRD ANNUAL.

Grand American Handicap
AT TARGETS.

Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur, of New York City, shooting from the i8 yard

mark, captured First Money, the Trophy (a valuable silver tea set) and High
Score, breaking 94 out of 100 targets.

E. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
SEND FOR

OATALOOU

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

"CRACK SHOT"-
Use the new Black Powder "Crack Shot" shell

-of the new AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
and you will be a Crack Shot.

We make Nitro cartridges too, and good ones (new ideas). Use

"BANG"

-our low price, intermediate grade shell the "Flash," quick
as its name.

In the middle. Bang in the middle of the ammanition trade, that's

where we intfend to land.

FOR PRICES WRITE TO US OR OUR AGENTS:
J. L. White, Security Building-, St. Louis, Mo.
W, L. Garber, 85 West Second St., Cincinnati, O.
A. S. Austin, 72 West Congress St., Detroit, Micli.

Wm. Baskervill, 180 So. Charles St., Baltiniofe, Mi3
Capt. Hal. M. Smith, Springfield, Ills.

THE AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO., - CLEVELAND, 0.

QUICK- RELIABLt.

,

NtW-TKOISDORf SMOMEff
smrom powDeA

Headquarters for the Sale of New Troisdorf:
WM. READ & SON, Boston. J. V. V.ARICK. MaMchester, N. H.
BANDLE ARMS CO , Cincinnati, O. RAWLINGS SFTG, GOODS CO.. St.Loiais,Mo.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago. |OHN MEUNlER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
KENNEDY BROS

, St. Paul, Minn. RECTOR & WILHELMY CO , Omaha, Neb.-
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man. WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Onl

GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York.

in* •

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mas$.

MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.
\ POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and thelnte state Assoc iat'ou
rules for target and! ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cover
lears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
1 complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
af the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used,
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather Price goc. postpak'..

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

SMALL YACHT5.
Small Yachts, Their Design and Construction. By C. P. Kunhardt
Enlarged and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations, and 87 full-page

plates. Size of page, i4>4 x 12^ inches. Price, $10.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHIN8 CO., NEW YORK.
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INTERESTING.
1 W. W. Greener double hammerless gun, grade F, 16 gauge, 28 inch, Damascus steel barrels,

6 lbs., length of stock 14 inches, drop S inches. Just a little shopworn; can hardly tell from
new. Shooting quality guaranteed to be excellent. Regular price, $125.00. Now, $100.00. A
genuine bargain.

1 Syracuse hammerless double gun, grade No. 3, Damascus steel barrels, 12 gauge, 28-inch
barrels, 7% lbs. weight, 2% inches drop, 14 inches length of stock. Imported walnut, half
pistol grip, checkered stock and forearm. Extension matted rib, with cross-bolt and automatic
safety. Used one season only. In fine condition. Regular price, $30.00. Now, $24.00.

1 Iver Johnson double hammerless gun, 12 gauge, 30 inch, fine twist steel, weight 71^: lbs.

Cross-bolted through the extension as well as being bolted on lug. Contains every iraprove-
^ ment, and is adapted for nitro powders. Second hand, but in good condition. Regular
price, 25.00. Now, $17.50.

1 Lefeyer double hammerless double gun, grade H, 12 gauge, 30 inch, IVs lbs. Twist barrels.
English walnut stock; full pistol grip, both choke. Has been used a little only. Regular
price, $35.00. Now, $27.50. . . .

1 Winchester repeating shotgun, model 1893 12 gauge, 30 inch, weight 71bs. 12 oz., full choke,
in fine condition. Regular price $25.00. ISlow, $10.00. A rare bargain.

1 Winchester lever-action repeating shotgun, 12 gauge, 30 inch^ full choke, weight 8 lbs.,

guaranteed in just as good condition as a new one. Regular price, $25.00. No, $15.00.
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IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
SuccMsora to JOHN P. LOVBLL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

Self-Loading

Pistols

or Carbines

r Automatic Carbine

• orPistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking

the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive

weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose

or full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds

and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and

light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary,

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model,
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined,
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, .

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, .
!

With Double Set Trigger

$22.65
25.00
25.00
45.00
50.00

onTt/rA?fnS YON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U. S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

Grand American Handicap at Targets
Mr C W. Floyd, using 25 grains Ballistite, 1^ oz, 7% chilled shot, defeats field of ninety-one

representative trap shots. (AMATEUR RECORD.)
Sola
Agents,

75 CHAMBERS ST.,
NEW YORK

Importers and Dealers in Fire Arms, Ammunition and Fencing Goods.
A Postal brings "Shooting Facts" (Second Edition).

J. H. LAU & CO., CITY.

1STITE

PATENT FOLDING TIN

"PLOVER" & "SNIPE" DECOYS

Most Portfible

and

Best Decoys

IMade.

These decoys are made of two oyal shaped
parts or sections, which, when closed to-

gether, make the exact form of the bird.

They pack or nest one into another, so that
a bo.K containing one dozen measures only
10 in. by 9 an. and in. deep; are nicely
painted to represent the bird.
Varieties made: Black-breasted Plover,

Green Plover, Red-breasted- Plover, Turn-
stone or Chicken Plover
and Yellowleg Snipe.
Prices for Plover, $4

per doz.; Yellowleg, |4,50.

Discount to the trade.

Ask your dealer for them.

GOLDEN and GREEN PLOVER.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
107 Washington street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

Dealers in Fine Guns and Shooting Tackle.
Send stamps for catalogue and list of bargains in second-hand guns. Ask your dealer for them.

BOATS AND CANOES.
Largest variety. Lowest prices. Best quality. Compare four boats

with same quality of other makers and you will find our prices much lower.

CAMPING GOODS.
All the latest and most approved kinds.

FISHING TACKLE.
For all sorts of fishing. We carry the finest tackle to be procured in

New York City. We have weekly sales of tackle at greatly reduced

prices. This week it is a Bristol Steel outfit costing $8.00 for $5.00.

Come and see us.
'

AUTOMOBILES.
Gasoline, Steam and Electric. Sole New
York Agents for the

RAMBLER
Automobiles.

- French design. Finest workmanship.

Noiseless, self-starting, water-cooled

motor. Heavy running gear. Automatic

governor. An ideal machine for doctors, lawyers, merchants or anybody who

wants great value for the money.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., Naw York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.

A complete manaal for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 364 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

too STRAIiiHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd,shootmg

from the 30- yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Piseons Straight,

his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Budd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SGHULnE" GUNPOWDER CO., Ltd.,

WAm OaOni, B«rg«B C»iu»ty, i. J. ««••« «18 Bro«*w«y, New Utk.

Log Cabins

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the ilms-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO,



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
VOL. UX.—No, 4.

BOOK CATALOGUE
SATURDAY, JULY 26, 1902.

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, $4.

Great Britain, $5.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.
PRICE, 10 GENTS.

NEW U. M. C. BIG GAME CARTRIDGES
Loaded with HigK Power Smokeless Powder

.32-40 Marlin High Power.

.38-55 Marlin High Power.

I

Two new cartridges made to fit the regular .32-40 and .38-55 Marlin rifle with smokeless steel barrel. High velocity,

flat trajectory and great smashing power. Can be reloaded with black powder, as the twist is adapted for both velocities.

.32 Winchester Special.

A new cartridge for the new Winchester Special and Merlin High Pressure rifles, mid-way in power between the

.30-30 and .30-40. Can be reloaded with black powder.

Catta-logue Free.

^he UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
315 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPOR.T. CONN. SiS First St., San Franciscp, CaL

WINCH ESTER
METALLIC G A R T R I D G E S

URING our 30 years of gun making, we have discovered many
,
things about ammunition that no one could learn in any other

|
way. Our discoveries in this line, together with years of

experience manufacturing ammunition, enable us to embody many
fine points in Winchester Metallic Cartridges for rifles and

revolvers which make them superior in many ways to all other brands
upon the market. Winchester cartridges in all calibers are accurate, sure-

fire and exact in size. They shoot when you want them to and where you
want them to; being made and loaded in a modern manner by exact
machinery under the supervision of skilled experts. Remember this, and
insist upon having Winchester Cartridges, and you will get the best.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc.

THE ROBERTS SUET) LAUICII Utmi BilLER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER

Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 360 pounds of steam. Handsome catalotrue free.
WORKS : RED BANK, N. J.

Cable Ad-dress: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO.. 89 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

have a sail oiGRAPHITE
power boat, and

we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jsraey City, N.J.

MULLINS' SECTIONAL
GANOE

^H^j^^^^^^^^ made in Galvanized

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ steel. Fitted with ait
^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^ chambers. Low in

trice. Cuts the
I freight in two. al-
ways ready. Also
iiti ed with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new.

W. H. MULLINS. 216 Depot Street, Sa'em, 0.

CHAS. P. McCLELLAN,
YACHT SAIL MAKER,

Tents, Flags, etc. Yacht Blocks, Patent Sail

Hoists, and Fittings. Send for Catalogue,

FALL RIVER, MASS.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

handl d and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON ft OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Street, Old Town, . . Maine.

r The "SUPERIOR" besides bemg used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark. England, and in every state in the United
States It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for
catalogue. '

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

riARQUETTB. - - niCHIQAN, U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A., §ft. 6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being
where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is of the recent square
stern t}'pe, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller craft.

J|A stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, . MAINE.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards c&noeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing awa^ leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that' appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
MS firoadwar, New York.

CO.

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

HOLIOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. s^c.^'SSCd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and renoi-le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, (depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^ ^^'ilfi.r. The Spalding SUawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

LAUNCHES
Steam and jail Vachts, Row Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

BACINE BOAT MATOFACTTJRINe CO.,
Box 25, Racine. Wis.

i

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. NEW VORy.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively -with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construciion and fitting, including laying-off, taking beve's, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt, With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modern practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules,

specifying their construction. The U.-S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-
ning of machinery. Contents : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler
Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal
Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hulls. Practical Constrection. Small Cruising
Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

SMALL YACHTS.
Small Yachts, Their Design and Construction. By C. P. Kunhardt
Enlarged and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations, and 87 full-page

plates. Size of page, 14^ x 12^ inches. Price, $10.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

I
Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet

Fig. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid _pie<

of earthenware with seat attached. No joini

work required around closet, aud no opportuni
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New Yorl

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACH

register:
and we think that y(

will agree with us

saylne the

ALMY
BOILE
ii \\*

'AYORITE BOILEI

with Yachtsmen.

ALiyiY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

Boats, Skiffs,

Canoes and Launches
High grade Sporting-, Athletic, Gymnastic and Boai

ing Supplies. My prices are from 15 to S5 per cen
lower than other reUable dealers. Catalogue free g
application. WM. WOOD,
25 West 135th St., I7ew 7orI

BUCKLEY
Patent Water Tube Boiler for Yaoht(

Also "Aome" Launch Engines.
Send for Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORd
6 Center St., Rochester, N. T.

m KIDNEY k SON, WEST DE PERE, M

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boat

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boat;

Send stamps for Catalogue. "

Has No Equal

NAVALITE

as a finish for yacht

canoes, and expose:

woodwork. Drit

. quickly, and weaj

wonderfully wlthoi

(turning white. Use

on Vigilant, Defend*

and Columbia

America Cup Races

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY,
Chicago.. New Yorlc. Bostoii

Yacht and Boat Sailing

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Nav^

Architects. Price $i 2.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contaili

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of v "t)

boats never before published, the total number of pi-
'

exceeding loo, besides more than 3S0 wbodcuts in
3,

text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination 1

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of -t^

Yacht,"- "Seamanship," "The Management of Of
Boats,*' "The General Management of a Yacht," "T.
Rules of the Yacht Racing: Association," "Yacht Raciji;

Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats^
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails ft

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bd
fast Lough Boats." "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmout
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winde
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Sma'
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehandc
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels, etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CC^

When ivrUIng lay that you aav
tk« ad. ia tke "Forcct Md Stream,*'
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THE BLOOMING OF THE CHESTNUT.

With the coming of mid-summer comes also, in these

temperate climes of ours, the beginning of maturity for

all growing things. The time of adolescence is at an end.

It is true that before the process of ripening is complete

months may elapse ; nevertheless the period of growth

is well nigh over, and one feels that henceforth, until the

coming of the autumnal frost, animal and vegetable life

alike are but preparing for that time of bitter cold which

pinches and kills. If early spring is the time when life

first starts into being, and May and June are the months

of increase, July and August may be called those of pause

and rest, while the months of early autumn are those of

fruition and the garnering of the fruits of the earth.

Who does not know the signs of this season—so evident

to him who walks or runs or rides—visible by every bit of

roadside, in every field, along each hedgerow or bit of

woodland.

Meadows are shorn of their once waving crops of grass,

or in billowing grain fields the yellow wheat or rye or

oats stand ready for the reaper's cradle—or that more
ir.odern but less ^.oetic engine, the reaper and binder.

Asters, daisies and rtiilk weed bloom along the roadside or

in brushy fence corners, and crowning the tops of the

chestnuts in the woodland are seen the feathery blooms

which always appear after the summer's solstice has

passed and gone.

Already many of the birds have reared their first and

second broods, and their young are well able to take care

,of themselves. Even the chimney swifts, late breeders as

they are, have young almost large enough to leave the

nest, which make their presence known throughout tbe

house by harsh grating cries, as they hungrily call for

food. The number of robins on the lawn has mightily

increased since the spring, for those of the new genera-

tion are not less busy now in digging worms for them-

selves than Avere their parents when the first nests were

building in April. Now from many quarters of the land-

scape comes the mellow call of Bob White, sometimes

near, again further off, the different birds answering each

other in exttltant emulation, yet each no doubt contented

with his lot and calling for the ear of his own dear mate.

The kingbirds are beginning to get together for the

autumnal flight, and woe to the unlucky hawk whose

course brings him near to one 'of these gatherings.

Snapped at, buffeted and dismayed, he is only too glad

'to hurry on heav}^ wing to the shelter of the nearest

wooSs.

Over the wet meadows along the rivers and the shore

the whetstone clinks merrily against the ringing scythe,

and already the notes of blackbird and bobolink, prepar-

ing for their southward journey, may be heard as the

airds swing on the tall stems of the maturing wild rice.

Is there any connection between the blooming of the

chestnut and the getting, out the gun? In old times—

happily now past for most of the country—the woodcock

shooting opened when the flowers of the chestnut ap-

peared. At that time, too, the bay birds were wont to

show themselves in numbers along the shore, and there

was much shooting under the hot sun of summer. The
work was hard. Low shoes, a pair of linen trousers, a

hirt and a straw hat were all too heavy covering as one

waded through the woodcock swamps, dripping with

perspiration, stung by mosquitoes and flies, and scratched

oy the briars, getting now and then a shot and stopping to

pour in powder and shot and to ram the load and put on

he cap. In those old days we suffered indeed what would

t»e hardships from the point of view of the sportsman of

[O-day, but also we had joys of which the modern sports-

man scarcely knows, for then there were birds. The
i^^'vver of branches, the green umbrella, and the various

^her devices which the beach bird shooter used as shelter

ire unknown to the present generation. Unknown, too,

the great bags of rail which formerly were boated;

5b or 70 for a good day, loo or 125 or 150, or even more,

for a great tide. Indeed, if in those days of rail plenty

we had had also the guns of to-day, how many might we
aot have killed. But we charged our muzzleloaders from
iwo cigar boxes, one containing powder, the other shot,

ach having its measure, while the loading rod lay in the

aottom of the boat, one of its ends resting on a thwart.

Surely it is well that in his killing the gunner of to-

day is forced to be more moderate than him of forty years

sgo. It will bfi well, too, if this m6d6ration shall be con-

tinued until a time when birds shall have so increased as

to be found in something like their old-time plenty. In

many, even of our most thickly settled, States, there is

much to encourage us. The ducks of northern New
York, protected in some localities, have there bred in num-
bers. Even in some New England States, where, though

the law permits, public sentiment forbids spring shooting,

black ducks and wood ducks are breeding this season. In

many parts of New England, too, quail are singularly

abundant, as they are in many portions of the West. We
may hope for a good shooting season.

Let us be glad that the blooming of the chestmtt no
longer marks the opening of the shooting season.

THE YACHTING SEASON.

The season of 1902 will go down in the annals of yacht-

ing as the most successful one ever known. This healthy

condition of affairs is due in a great degree to the fact

that there has been no America's Cup race this year. The
popular impression has always been that the Cup races

have helped the sport, but the contrary has proven to be the

case. The thousands of people who attend the Cup races

are not yachtsmen, but rather represent the crowds that

gather at baseball and football games and horses races or

at any event of public interest. Another reason for the

unusual prosperity in yachting circles is to be found in

the grov/ing popularity of the smaller yacht, for it is in

these boats that the best type of yachtsmen is developed.

It is well that such is the case, because of the tendency •

toward luxury and extravagance in the larger craft. Dur-
ing these latter years many wealthy men have abandoned
the larger boat and built in the smaller classes. This is

easily accounted for, as boats are outbuilt almost every
year, and it therefore becomes necessary for the racing
man who desires to be in the front rank to build a new
and faster boat every Season. The cost of construction
of the modern large boat is very large, and to this must
be added the great difficulty of securing able and reliable

paid hands ; hence it is that the smaller boat is looked to
for a solution of the problem. The attitude of the New
York Yacht Club toward the smaller boat is perhaps the
best evidence of the change of public sentiment on the
.subject. For the first time in years the club has offered

prizes for boats of 30 feet waterline length. During the
recent races at Newport prizes were offered for the New-
port special thirties as well as for the Beverly Yacht Club
cne-design class; and there is every indication that next
year the club will give an open regatta on Long Island
Sound for all classes. If the New York Yacht Club can
be persuaded to do this it would prove of the greatest
benefit to yachting, as it would not only stimulate the
sport, but would create a new following. This club is the
one to do this, because it is the largest organization of
the kind in the United States, and its action carries great
weight in yachting circles, both at home and abroad.

Unusual interest has been shown the past few years in

the one-design classes, and to-day nearly every club on
Long Island Sound has made this a special feature. Since
the Larchmont 21-foot one-design class was introduced in

1894, there has been a number of others started, including
the Newport special thirties, Manhasset Bay 15-footers,

American Yacht Club 21, i8 and 15 footers, the Seawan-
haka Corinthian Yacht Club 21-foot knockabouts. Marine
and Field Club is-footers and a great many others. The
unsettled condition of the measurement rule question has
done much toward developing the one-design class. Last
winter the Yacht Racing Association of Long Island
Sound and the Larchmont Yacht Club adopted a rule
which has proven most satisfactory to boats of over 30
feet waterline length. The conditions of this rule are not
easily evaded, and the result is that the boats produced
under it are of a wholesome type. The rule is a vast im-
provement over the old Seawanhaka rule, which has pre-
vailed since 1882, although many yachtsmen have been
skeptical regarding it, owing to the complicated formula
that is embodied in it, but on close examination the con-
riitioiis are found to be simple and fair in every way. The
committee selected by the New York Yacht Club to ex-

amine the matter of measurement rules went into the sub-

ject thoroughly and will make its report in the fall.

The change in the construction of yachts during the last

two or three years has been very noticeable, there having
been a reaction in favor of heavier building, with the

result that the racing and cruising boat of this year is

better able to stand the strains to which it is subjected

than has heretofore been the case. There is yet much to

be done in improving and strengthening the rigging, how-
ever, the experience this year has shown alarming weak-

ness in this particular. Hardly a race has been sailed

without a mishap, and the fact that no serious accident has

resulted is a matter of congratulation. In two instances

large yachts have been dismasted in consequence df the

light rigging.

The season opened very early this year, the spring

weather being most favorable for fitting out, consequently

the racing has been good everywhere all along the coast.

With Larchmont race week under way the height of the

racing season is therefore here. The cruise of the New
York Yacht Club is the next event of importance, and it

promises to be of great interest, the owners of a larger

number of boats having signified their intention to par-

ticipate than ever before. The Seawanhaka cup trial races

held at Bridgeport early in July also created much atten-

tion; eight boats competed for the honor of being sent

to Canada. It now remains to be seen whether or not

Tecumseh, the boat selected, can beat the production of

the hitherto invincible Canadian, Duggan. An event of

much interest will be the races for the Quincy cup, which

are to be held at Manchester early next month. The type

of boat which is to compete in these races is most ab-

normal in that the only restriction in design is on the

waterline length, which must not exceed 21 feet. The

three boats that have been built for this purpose are about

53 feet over all, 15 to 17 feet breadtR, and carry in their

mainsails and jibs from 1,500 to 2,000 square feet of

canvas. Such extreme craft will never be seen again, as

the clubs all over the country are sure to legislate against

them. It was never thought that boats of these dimen-

sions would ever be constructed. Interest in yachting on

the Great and Inland Lakes in recent years has been very

great, and the strength of these Western yachting organi-

zations is a matter of surprise to the Eastern yachtsmen.

These men are, as a rule, good sportsmen and splendid

boat sailors, and they are doing a great deal in their

different localities to increase interest in the sport. Re-

ports from Kiel, Germany, state that the success of Amer-

ican-built boats in those waters has been marked. Nava-

hoe and Virginia 11^ (ex Oiseau) have done remarkablj?

well, the former having won eight first prizes out of nine

races sailed. The latter having done equally well. The

little boat, Uncle Sam, designed by Crowninshield, beat

all her competitors with the greatest ease. Meteor, the

German Emperor's new American-design and built

schooner, has so far made but an indifferent showing with

the English and German boats, but she will undoubtedly

show up to advantage when she is in better shape, and her

crew become acquainted with her.

MEAT AND DRINK.

It is a well-known fact that at all seasons of the year

the majority of men eat and drink much more than their

actual physical needs require. In winter, when the body

needs abundance of fuel, the ill effects of overeating are

not to any important degree in evidence. In summer,

however, when bodily comfort is largely a problem of

. keeping cool, what and how much one eats, and what one

drinks, are of paramount importance for the best well

being of mind and body. While the fields and streams,

beside their witcheries of beauty, give, to those who will

take, a balm for minds aweary and a restorative for bodies

worn by business labor, one may nullify all by over-

indulging his palate and his stomach. In the torrid season

it specially behooves him to eat sparingly and plainly, to

drink nature's wholesome drink, pure cold water. In

sum.mer, alcoholic drinks are specially abhorrent to the

system, though, whether in winter or summer, the person

who indulges habitually in alcoholic drinks, as sliown by
statistics, has incomparably less power of resistance and
endurance than has one who eschews them. Eat lightly

and plainly, drink all that is required, but drink water or

mild, thirst-gratifying but unstimulating beverages, and
at this torrid season comparative comfort will' be secured.

To those who fish, or camp out or sail, the'bienefits of the

outing' will be many times multiplied by observing

steniiousness in food and drink, •

•
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Through the Parsonage Window.

m.—Tlie Winter Camp,

After my partners had gone I set about the construc-
tion of the camp. With the spade I shoveled the uneven
face of the embankment at the first bench to a straight
wall six feet high. In the center of this I carved out a
fireplace, digging it wide and deep. In the top of the

bank near the face of the wall I then dug down and con-
nected with the fireplace. Around this connecting link I

next built a sod chimney, and the fireplace was done.
Next I set two posts against the wall twenty feet apart

on each side of the fireplace, and two more opposite,

twenty feet out, forming a square. The sides I built up
with poles, willow brush and a thatch of blue stem. The
roof I made in the same way, using three heavy logs for

ridges and plates, and covering the whole with dirt; the

front was left open with only a thicket of willow to pro-

tect it. It was a slight deviation from the usual dug-
out, but when lined Avith dried buffalo hides, fur side in,

made a very comfortable place to drop into of a stormy
night when aweary Avith the day's hunt. So comfortable
indeed was it that many came iJiat way and tarried long,

and did literally eat us out of house and home, as it cost

four hundred dollars to provision it for the winter, with
meat for the finding.

After supper, at the dose of my first day's work on the
camp, I took the Sharps and strolled down the ravine

below the pooL Sitting on a knoll to rest, for I was
tired, I watched the sun set and the red glow of the

sky after it was gone. Alone in the solitude of the hills

the coloring of the sky or passing cloud meant more
than it did when one was closely associated with his

fellows. In dense populations man is apt to forget the

works of the great Over-ruling Power and see only his

own conceited efforts. Colonel was my constant com-
panion. He was good company, listening with rapt

attention to the minutest details of any exploit I was
minded to recount, a quality I have seldom found in

men.

I was about to ^et up and start back to camp, when
a queer-shaped shade in the blue stem two hundred
yards down the ravine attracted my attention. The
shade was the shape of a deer, but motionless. I

watched it for some time, but could make nothing out.

It was perhaps only a shade in the grass, but I leveled

the half-breed on it and pressed the trigger. When 'the

smoke cleared the shade was gone. It was deep dusk
and the shade might have run off without my seeing it.

yet I walked down, and there found a fine whitetail

buck stretched in the grass.

Two days finished the camp, and I had, presumably,
three days' leisure before the fellows were likely to

get back. Hunting would be mere wasteful slaughter,

as game would certainly spoil in the warm weather that

prevailed, and I had seen only one deer and a few ante-

lope. Not a buffalo had been visible since the stampede.

There were ducks and geese flying about all the time, and
quite a number of ducks made their home on the pool

near the camp.
I had never shot a white swan and resolved to put in

the next day trying for one. The fellows had taken the

shotgun on the return trip with them, so that I had to

depend on the Sharps and a Remington "revolver. This
revolver was a heavy-weight of .44 caliber, and would
shoot as accurately as any of the rifles. I carried it in a

holster attached to a belt, and it was a great nuisance,

with its constant thumping when riding or walking. In

stalking game on foot it was still worse, and I usually

unbuckled the belt and left all on the prairie until the

staUc was over. This caused many long side trips to

retrieve it, and I finally traded it to a passing hunter for

a nice briar-root pipe.

This was the best trade I ever made, as the pipe took
fire and burned up the first time I filled it, and forever

relieved me 'from owning the two greatest nuisances ever

invented—a revolver and a pipe.

There were at least a hundred swans in the big basin,

together with thousands of ducks and geese. These lat-

ter increased the difficulty of getting a shot at a swan by
fifty per cent. The tall grass made a complete girdle

round the lake, and I had no trouble in getting into it

without alarming the birds, but the swans were in the

center nearly half a mile out. Ducks and geese were all

about, but no swan. I must wait for something to turn

up, and concluded to while away the time by doing a

little sharpshooting.
The birds were to windward, with quite a gale blow-

ing, and there was little danger of the swans becoming
alarmed at the report of my gun and leaving the marsh.
I fired several shots at the white bank, but could not

locate the planting of the bullets on account of the

constant splashing of the water in the wind. After half

a dozen shots, a commotion among the birds showed
that I must have landed somewhere near them, as there

was considerable squawking and a number of swans rose

and inade several circles before they settled again, send-

ing their distance-withering cry far over the water. A
half-dozen more shots failed to raise any further dis-

turbance, and I gave it up and lay waiting and listening

to the wild tales of the blue stem as it whistled and
gesticulated in the wind.

I had lain thus perhaps three hours, when a rush of

wind overhead attracted my attention, and looking up
I saw four swans passing not twenty yards above me.
With a shotgun I might have been sure of a double, but
I was slow in getting the half-breed leveled. When I

fired a jet of feathers flew from the side of one of the

swans and buried off down wind, but the bullet had not
raked deep enough to do any damage.
Soon after this I noticed something white drifting

across the water. I watched it closely and soon made it

out to be a dead swan. It was coming toward me, but
lodged 200 yards away. Colonel had been lying beside

me all day, and I ordered him to get il. He was a

fine retriever, and soon laid the great bird at my feet. I

estimated its weight at thirty poujiicis, A rifle ball l)a4

passed through its body and it was fresh killed. It had
evidently been hit by the shot that had raised the dis-

turbance among the birds.

Colonel seemed to suffer no inconvenience from a
cold bath. During the winter I shot a mallard on the
pool near camp, and broke its wing. Except for a few
rods of open water in the middle, the pool was covered
with ice. The duck, falling on the ice, slid into the
water. Colonel saw it and plunged in after it. Round
and round the pool went duck and dog. The dog could
swim faster than the duck, but when he came close the
duck would dive. After being foiled in this way a num-
ber of times, Colonel took to diving after the duck.
Then an interesting diving match took place. He easily

worsted the duck at this, and after several efforts caught
it deep under water.

Unfortunately for me, when he came up with the duck
it was under the ice. The ice was thin and clear, and
when I saw him struggling beneath it, I was not long in

landing on it with both feet. It broke and I caught
Colonel by the collar, and, getting under, boosted him
out on solid ice.

But when it came to getting out myself, I met with
obstacles. The ice was smooth as glass and slippery as a
trout's tail. I could only raise myself a certain height
and then would slide back again. At length I got out
my pocket knife and opening it reached back as far as I

could and drove the blade through the ice. By this aid
I climbed out. Colonel came out of the scrimmage as

happy as a clam at high tide, but I got a disagreeable
cold bath.

When I got back to camp with my swam, there were
two more on the pool near camp. One of these I shot,

and emptied several shells at the other as it circled

about, but failed to hit it. In the morning the swan
was back on the pool again. I had heard that a
swan losing its mate would mourn itself to death, and
thought I would anticipate such a melancholy event with
a bullet. This time I succeeded in laying its back open
from wing to wing, cutting it half in two,

I skinned the swans and treated the skins with a solu-

tion of alum, and the next winter a young lady of our
settlement disported herself in swan-skin cape and muff.

It was six days before my friends got back, bringing
with them four extra teams and half a dozen men. I

had scarcely made a start toward eating the deer I had
killed, but with this addition to the eating force, only the
.skeleton remained after breakfast next morning, and it

was necessary to get meat before dinner.
Pete and one of the new men volunteered to bring in an

antelope in time, but they failed even to bring them-
selves. They lost their bearings, and were out till mid-
night. After that some one was lost almost every night,

and a signal lantern hanging on a tree was seldom taken
down except to be refilled and lighted. More ammuni-
tion was wasted in firing signal shots in a week than we
fired at game all winter. But no game was brought in,

and we went without meat for four days.
With so many enthusiastic hunters in the hills, even

the antelope were soon driven away. Yet one there was
that remained. He came one morning to take a survey
of our camp. Eight rifles spoke to him at once, and
some spoke several times, and the poor antelope fell with
both forelegs broken. One ball broke both legs, two
inches above the ankle, but we had fresh meat for a
couple of meals.

In the gray of dawn a few days later the hills were
again discovered to be a living mass of buffalo. It was
the signal for a busy day, and before night fifteen buffalo
had been killed and everybody was in good humor.
Nathan and myself did most of the execution, having
strayed off by ourselves and got into a pleasant little mix-
up, where nine big fellows were dropped in a bunch.
Nathan in particular was in high feather that night in

camp, and went so far as to compliment my performance.
He said I faced the music bravely and kept the Sharps
spitting fire to the tune of Fourth-of-July firecrackers.

"For a beginner," said he, "Darby kept his nerve splen-
didly."

It was pleasant to be thus flattered, especially by one
whose position was assured, the more so that I had a
secret suspicion the half-breed had accounted for eight of

the buffalo, with probable lead from it in the ninth. Take
it all round, it was a very pleasant evening, and the cards
were not once mentioned. It took all next day to get the

meat in and cut up and the hides stretched, which was
done by turning the hair-side to the grass, spreading
them on the prairie, cutting holes round the edge of the

hides and driving sharp sticks through and into the
ground. When the hides were all staked out and the meat
cut up and spread round in quarters on the little smooth
strip of tableland just back of camp, it made quite an
imposing show. I can see Colonel strutting round among
the quarters yet, as a dog will at butchering time. I

went out after a while and cau.ght him eating from one
of the quarters, and took a switch to him. Afterward I

gave him a piece of meat for his own, and he never again
helped himself, though the ground was covered with meat.

Colonel and I never got the camp to ourselves again
that winter. , There was always some Kansas sufferer,

none too well fed at home, who volunteered to keep us
company while the teams were on a trip. Five times, I

think, the teams made the round, and always got more
or less meat. The buffalo were a great help to the
settlers ; without them the march of civilization across
the plains would have been much slower and likely a

great deal better founded. It was with a pang of regret
that I packed the things belonging to the camp and went
out with the teams one day in February. They were
coming back no more.
The night before starting a dispute arose as to the

distance between the camp and the settlements. One old
settler, who had hunted buffalo in that country for several
years, said it was one hundred and fifty miles. This
was generally accepted as the distance, though several
declared it was nearer two hundred. It had finally come
to take eight days to make the round trip, and every man
knew his team could make fifty miles a day. The coun-
try had all been newly surveyed, and there was a corner
stake near camp.

I went out and got the numbers from it. I knew the
numbers of the land I had located, and it was a simple
matter pf a few figures |o tell how far it really wasi The

figures showed it to be just ninety miles. There was a
hoot of derision when I announced this, and a good
many sarcastic remarks were made about boys who

;)

thought they knew it all. However, two men in the party
understood something of the survey system and backed
me up. A riot was barely averted. If there is anything
that will make a would-be plainsman hot it is to hint that J

he does not know distance or direction. Of course I had
not disputed with any one, but had simply gone to the '

figures for my facts and was surprised at the result my-
self.

The first night out on the return trip we camped in a
|

bewildering jumble of small hills, and in the morning ;

a snowstorm was upon us.
^
Six inches had already fallen.

A strong wind was blowing and the snow was being
swept almost horizontally across the plain. There had .

been little snow during the inter, and this took us com-
pletely by surprise. Nothing could be made out in the
misty whiteness at any great distance ahead. The teams f

had not followed the same trail in their trips back and
forth to the settlements during the winter, but had struckv

'

oft' to the right and left in attempts to find a better route. '

The faint trail we had been following the day before was |

entirely lost under the snow, and our course was now
wholly a matter of guesswork.
When the teams started out it seemed to me as if they

turned almost at right angles to the course we had been
keeping. Knowing the fate of the boy who presumed tq <

knowledge sttperior to his elders, I kept still as long as I
could. But at length our lives seemed to hang in the

'

balance, and I broached the subject of my fears. My
|

audacity won me a hearing and the wagons stopped for
|

council. I argued that we were traveling due north.
Some claimed we were moving almost east, others had no

'

opinion. One man said he had been on the plains for '

years and had never been turned round; we were going
directly northeast, which was the proper course.
At this juncture there was a rift in the clouds and the~(

sun shone through. It was directly over our left hind
wheel; we were going due west. We had made nearly a
half-circle in less than two miles. So much for the
homing instinct of man. Relying on instinct, man is much
less sagacious than the brute. Reason is his true guide,
if only he could be brought to exercise it.

The fleeting glimpse of the sun gave us our course, .

but Fknew it could not be kept unless by the exercise of
great caution. I now started to walk ahead of the teams,
taking an object as far in front as I could see, and going
straight toward it, singling out other objects as we ad-
vanced, with my gun, which was coated with snow, for a
pointer. At night all we could do was to cower down in

the snow and wait for morning. We had no wood for
fuel.

I marked our course by the bearings of one of our
wagons. In the morning the men were all thoroughly at 1

sea, and there was no dispute about direction. I took the
|

lead as before. It was still snowing furiously, though
j

not cold; about twelve inches of snow had fallen. Our '

progress was slow through the drifts, but by 3 o'clock we
j

came out on the Arkansas River. Fuel was plentiful. We
j

soon had a great fire roaring, and perhaps you think S

its warmth was not grateful to a lot of tired men—far \

too tired to argue over who had brought us through.
|

I have seen much of the unerring instinct of the plains-

man in the wandering imbecility of some of the great I

trails of the old-time West. Even in a much-traveled
|

thoroughfare like the Santa Fe trail, I have noted a half-

circle when a better grade could have been had by taking
|

a direct course. Mainly, the trails were laid out by taking
;

the high ground between streams, between the heads of 1

the draws running either way, and by following the bot- '

toms along the streams. This made crooked trails, but on '

level tableland I have seen the trails just as crooked as if

nature had compelled their making in corkscrew fashion. I

This was the work of instinct, and it resulted just as
\

badly there as it does in letting it guide in politics, re-

ligion or business. Close application of reason is what
|

made great plainsmen as well as great engineers in any .

line. The Parsoi?.
I

Fishing Rod vs. Toy Pistol.

Taklng of inventory at the close of the business year is '

to the merchant always an occasion of more or less

anxiety, but it is not in any sense to be compared with
the anxiety of the mother of the growing boy as she sits

in dread all day and prays that when an inventory of
fingers and eyes are made at bedtime that there will be
found no shortage in the stock.

The advent of the mud can and the blank shooting pis-

tol has added a thousand fold to the terrors of the day
,

when only firecrackers, "nigger-chasers" and torpedoes
filled the measure of happiness of the growing and
patriotic boy.

The only remedy for a situation that involves the pos*
(

session of pistols by every boy in the block, helped out by' 'j

a programme of mud can and potash-sulphur abomina-
tions, was to offer a counter attraction, and I offered my
boy a fishing trip. Well, going fishing was, of course,

good enough, but it had no flavor of the glorious Fourth
in it. So as a compromise and a further inducement, I

promised to take a small rifle and a supply of cartridges

along. This closed the bargain. Then there were my
nephew and niece, and I included them in the party, and !

early Fourth of July morning we took train and off we '

v/ent.
\

It was somewhat of a proposition to turn over to those
j

children your rods and reels, but I did so, and braved the '

outcome. We intended to try for bass, but concluded
that wall-eyed pike would perhaps be more in order, as it

^

involved trolling well down toward the bottom. Casting

Would hardly have proven a success. My boy sat up well

forward ; next came the oarsman, then the writer, and in

the stern seat sat the two other children. It took some
1

time to rig them all up, and once their lines were in the
,

water I laid fresh hooks within easy reach and drew the

minnow and crayfish'bucket close up.

And then the trouble began ! What with baiting hookv
unsnarling tangled lines, unloosening or tearing hool-

loose from snags, supplying fresh hooks, baiting lines and
removing fish, I certainly had a busy time of it.

,

The fish were not voracious, but by noon we had a
|

couple of nice bass and some goodly sized wall-eyed pik^, '



more than sufficient for our canip-cooked dinner. It was
a great experience for the children, and the playing of the
larger bass certainly worked them up into a frenzy of ex-
citement as he leaped clear of the water and did his best

to pull the rod from the owner's hands.
It was near noon time, and we pulled for the shore.

The clouds were forming, but we felt that good fortune
might favor us yet and but a passing shower would re-

sult. Before we could gather our firewood, down came
the rain in torrents, but we did not propose to give up.

We shaved off some chips from the inner surface of some
pine driftwood and when a match was called for but two
solitary matches were forthcoming. The first one mjser-
ably hissed and went out. Here we were with but a
single match between us and starvation. Gathering from
the pocket of my shooting coat some paper as dry as

tinder, I poked this under the shavings, struck my match
and at once the paper blazed up, then the shavings ignited
slowly, and with a little care we soon had a blaze strong
enough to warrant fresh additions of more or less damp
wood.
The rain kept up and for a time the dripping from the

trees overhead threatened to wash our fire away, but it

had now gotten a good start and bade defiance to the rain.

The frying of the bacon over the coals, the cleaning and
skinning of the fish and its cooking was enjoyed by the
children, who, when they were not gathering fresh wood,
stood around in more or less of a bedraggled condition.

It was not a pleasant job to bend one's back to the
pelting rain and stoop over that more or less smoking
fire with the fat in the pan sizzling and spluttering as the
beating rain flew into it. But the fire held out and the
bacon was tried ottt and laid one side upon a sheet of pine
bark taken from the river (the guide had forgotten the
tin plates) and cooled off in the rain. The fish was dusted
with damp corn meal and in time was cooked, during all

of which process my broad back proved a goodly water-
shed for the pelting rain that ran in rivulets down my
spine, finding final lodgment in my shoes. But then it

was all done in a good cause, and the children were get-

ting lots of fun out of it. Improvised plates of additional
pieces of pine bark were secured, the steaming coffee was
poured out and bread—a little moist, undoubtedly—was
cut and buttered, and so they ate their hot fried fish and
]aughed and enjoyed the novelty of the situation, while
between spells I ruminated over my prospects for a good
attack of lumbago or rheumatism "after the Fourth."
The children cared not for the rain ; in fact, I think they

had more real fun out of the fact that they were camping
out during a pelting rainstorm than had the sun been
shining brightly. It was a novel experience, a new sensa-
tion to them.
And when I moved about, drenched to the skin, my

clothes sticking to me like a porous plaster, I consoled
myself with the fact that unless the boat capsized we
should not be numbered with those helping to swell the
accident columns after the Fourth. Yet the fish was
good and the coffee warming, and the judges, the children,

voted the dinner a great success. In due course the clouds
brightened, when we again rowed out upon the river, the
blistering sun and warm breeze made us soon forget it

had rained only a short time ago.
And when we reached home, a little late, of course, be-

cause of Fourth of July travel, we took inventory and
found all members present or accounted for.

Charles Cristadoro,

Down the Magnetawan*

In Two Parts—Part Two.
A FEELING of dread, almost of fear, of what lay before

us was curiously mingled with our regret on leaving
Deer Lake, for we felt that we were leaving every vestige
of civilization behind us, and we knew only vaguely of
the dangers ahead. Soon after leaving the lake and en-
tering tlie river again we heard the roar from the Canal
Rapids, and keeping to the right, we crossed a glance
boom into a large bay. As we turned into the bay I
had a feeling that we were going down hill.

^

What there was in our surroundings to' give me this
impression I do not know, but I felt that it was down
grade to the portage landing at the head of the bay. This
portage is a tote road about three miles long that the
river drivers use, but we did not carry more than a mile
and a half. The road is through a beautiful forest and
some distance back from the river. The soft ground on
the road was covered with footprints of deer. They were
all sizes, from the tiny ones of the little fawn up to some
very large ones where a big buck had crossed from the
river into the forest.

- We saw a flock of six or eight ruffed grouse, and while
we were not more than fifteen feet away from them, they
paid no attention to us, but went about their business
hunting their dinner, as if no one was near.
The Canal Rapids are a mile long. From the Govern-

ment dam at the head of the rapids the water rushes
through, a gorge about twenty feet wide with perpendicu-
lar walls of rock varying from forty to eighty feet in
height. In places the faces of these walls are broken and
great masses of boulders lie in the water at their foot,
while at other places they are absolutely straight and clean
cut to the water's edge. The current is very swift, the
waters rough and broken by masses of rock. We cooked
and ate our dinner on a rock-strewn beach at the end of
the portage. Back of us was a bank of shale about fifteen
feet high. Clear, cold water was trickling from all the
cracks and crevices, over the little shelves and running
in tiny streams on to the beach. We caught a bucket of
water while we cooked our dinner. The bank was cov-
ered with delicate green moss and small ferns. Growing
on top of the bank just over. the spring was a large maple
tree which leaned slightly toward the riA^er. We were
sitting in the cool shadow of the maple, enjoying the
beauty of our surroundings, when Bennett broke the
silence by saying, "Bah Jove ! I like this Canadian coun-
try. If I owned it I would build a barbed-wire fence
around it and leave it just as it is."

Below this the river makes several sharp elbow bends,
and we let the canoes down over a short rapids and then
had a long stretch of clear, open water ahead. A small
stream flowing info the river on our left attracted us and
we paddled up it to a log chute. Here we left our canoes

F6r£:sT and stream.

and, following a winding path some distance through a
pretty bit of woods, came out on the shore of a beautiful
lake. We had beached our canoes on the shore of an
eddy about twenty feet across, and when we returned to
them we put out a troll to see if there were any fish. In
passing the foot of the chute five times, we hooked five

bass and landed four, weighing from two to three poimds
each. This was enough fish for supper, and we pulled
out into the river, where we found a stiff breeze blowing
up stream, and when we came into Trout Lake the water
was quite rough. Rounding a bend in the river where
tlie South Branch breaks off, we came to the river drivers'

camp with a river of floating logs ahead of us. The wind
had been blowing the logs up stream for several days, but
a boom stretched across the river below the camp kept
the logs from scattering, and for two miles below this

boom the logs were packed together as close as a high
wind could pack them. Captain Beasley, the foreman of
the drive, received us very cordially. He said that about
300,000 logs had gone down the river that summer. After
quite an interesting talk he invited us out to the kitchen
tent to have supper. It was not yet supper time, but
the cook had prepared supper for us, and how we did
enjoy it. We had goo.d Ijread and butter, tea, fried

potatoes, ham, cheese, pickles, .stewed prunes, pie, small
sweet cakes and fruit cake that was simply delicious.

When we Avere ready to start, the foreman sent three of
the drivers with pike poles to help us through the logs.

So, bidding good-by to the men who had treated us so
royally, we started for the logs, accompanied by three
"Knights of the Spike-sole Boots."

It was wonderful to see the men walk on the logs and
with their pike poles open up a way for our canoes. The
soles of their shoes being full of small nails or spikes
about one-half inch long, kept them from slipping off

the logs, but they had to be very quick when a log would
turn, or go down under the water. No wonder these
men become reckless and daring. Their life is one of
continual hardship and danger.
Working our way through a log drive was a new

experience, and if we had been compelled to do it un-
aided, we would have looked a long time before we could
have sef;n the funny side, but as it was, we had lots of
sport. When at last we were through the logs, the sun
was almost down, and we were still two miles from a

place where we could land and pitch our tents for the
night.

It was dark by the time we reached a camp ground, and
to cut poles and put up the tents was all we could do

—

the beds had to go unmade. A camp-fire was started and
we made coffee, for we were chilly. No one was in a
hurry to retire that night, and we sat in the cheerful glow
of the camp-fire till quite late. I was very tired, and was
afraid to go to our tent, but I did not want any one to
know it. I knew we were camped just above the moun-
tain chute, and we could hear the falls in the distance, but
it \vas dark when we landed; I had not seen the place in
daylight, and beyond that charmed circle of firelight all

was shrouded in mystery and gloom. We had heard a
lynx away off in the distance, and occasionally I would
hear the rustling of leaves as some small animal made its

way through the underbrush, which did not increase my
desire to go to the tent that lay just outside the circle of
light.

I believe the others sat up because they felt that sleeping
on the bare ground was getting a little too close to nature
for comfort; a fact that I fully realized before morning.
If the floor of our tent had not had such a beautiful
slope I would have slept fairly well even though I could
not keep the ground under me warm, and the lumps
seemed to increase both as to size and number toward
morning. We went to bed with our feet down hill, for
I thought if I should start to roll I would perhaps land
in the camp-fire. As it was, my head had completed a
quarter-circle when I awoke in the morning and my pil-

low was lying where I put it when I went to bed. The
early hours were not wasted in slumber the next morn-
ing, and one man who is usually averse to early rising
was quite anxious to get up and start the fire.

The guides had pared potatoes and boiled them for
breakfast, and when they were cooked I took a tin cup
and mashed them, adding butter, pepper and salt, and we
found this a great improvement on plain boiled potatoes.
We had been told to stop on Carved Island, which is

somewhere in this part of the river, but we failed to see
it. All the river drivers that can carve anything have for
years left specimens of their work on this island, till there
is now quite a collection, and among them some very
beautiful things. We were very much disappointed when
we found that we had passed the island without seeing it.

The portage around the Mountain Chute is short, but
we had to go through some logs in the river just above it,

and there were more logs in the river below. About a
mile below this chute we crossed a glance boom into a
bay on our left, which we followed to the head, where we
made a short portage into an arm of the Lake of Many
Islands. This lake is connected with the river about two
miles further down, and by taking this route we were
avoiding a stretch of river that was full of logs. We
camped on a point commanding a good view of the lake
and made comfortable beds. for. this being Saturdaj', we
would not break camp before Monday.
Dinner over and our tents in good shape, the guides

cut down some small pine trees and set them up around
our table, which was not well shaded. The table was
made with pieces of board we had picked up, and two
short pieces of logs served as seats. We were about out
of bread, and after dinner I mixed up some more biscuit
dough, which we baked in the skillets. I had made the
cakes the size of the skillet and quite thick, but they
burned before they baked through. They should' be
rolled very thin, of if thick, the size of biscuit. To bake
both sides, of course, they must be turned. We have
found boiled dumplings to make a very good substitute
for bread.
After the baking was done we went out in a canoe with

one of the guides to explore the lake. Just as we were
starting the other guide called to us to bring in enough
wall-eyes for supper, but said he did not want any bass.
We found the fishing in this lake about what we think
it must have been a hundred years ago. There are no
cottages or camps on it, and but few tourists come down
the river. Market-fishermen could not get fish out, for
there is nearly five miles of carrying to be done. We

could decide what kind of fish we wanted for a meal, go
out and in a short time catch all we needed, putting back
the ones we did not want. We had wall-eyes for supper
Saturday, bass for breakfast Sunday, and catfish for
breakfast Monday.
About sundown wc were on the lake and could catch fish

as fast as we could bait our hooks, but such fishing was
not sport. We caught no very large ones, for the smaller
ones would take the bait, even our largest troll, as soon
as it touched the water.
Looking over the lake in any direction we could see the

fish jumping, and we saw some very large ones, so we
knew the big fish were there. I do not know whether they
were feeding or not, but it was a wonderful sight to see
them jumping all around us, sometimes quite close to the
canoe. One of our guides, who was a fisherman, said he
had never seen anything like it before. As the light died
out of the sky, the fish became quiet again, and we re-
turned to our camp, but the same thing was repeated
in the morning about sunrise. The first thing I heard
when I awoke was the splashing of water, and I opened
the tent and looked out and could see the fish jumping on
the lake. We saw this repeated each morning and even-
ing we spent on this lake.

We returned to camp with three wall-eyes, which the
guide cleaned, and cutting each one into four pieces put
them in the skillet with four or five sliced onions and a
pint of water.
When the onions were well done he added salt, pepper,

butter and a little flour. He called it "a la " (some
unpronouncable French name), but we thought we had
never eaten anything better.

For our Sunday dinner we took some boiled rice and
spread it about one-half inch thick on the center of a small
square of clean muslin, and in the center of this we put a
spoonful of stewed prunes that had been seeded. Gather-
ing up the corners and edges of the muslin and tying them
with a thread, we had a dumpling ready to drop in boiling
water. It only required a few minutes to make one apiece
for each of us, and fifteen or twenty minutes in boiling
water to cook them. They were served with a dressing
made of the sweetened prune juice, and were always a
welcome addition to our bill of fare. They are delicious
if fresh berries can be had to use instead of prunes. In
the afternoon we boiled a piece of shoulder with beans
for our supper. We should have poured the water off
the meat when it commenced to boil and put on fresh
water before putting in the beans, for they were salty
enough to make i;s very thirsty. We cooked a large piece
of meat, for according to our chart we would "hit, the
trail" over a three-mile portage the next day, and that
meant work enough without cooking. That evening the
sunset was gorgeous, and the sunrise next morning was
even more brilliant. The glow, the profusion of color, the
wonderful radiance was simply marvelous. A small divi-
sion of the river drivers were camped at the Three Snaith
Dam, about two miles below the lake, and we got bread
from them on Sunday. Monday morning we \yere up
early, for the wmd was coming from the east and the
logs were already moving down the river. We hastened
our packing, for there were more than enough logs in
the river ahead of us to make work without waiting for
those above to come down.
One of the guides had robbed the sunset of part of its

sentiment the evening before by saying, "That is a dirty
sky; we'll have rain to-morrow," but the gray clouds that
were now settling down proved him a good prophet.
Nolhing but the alternative of working our way through
or carrying around acres and acres of floating logs would
have induced us to break camp that morning.
While we were eating breakfast I spoke of having heard

a dog bark in the night, and the guides laughed and said
that it was a fox. I, had entirely forgotten that we were
miles away from a settlement. While the tents were being
taken down, I sliced the boiled meat and filled a bucket
with ham sandwiches for our dinner. When -we came
out iiito the river it was full of scattered logs. After
traveling some distance we all at once found ourselves in
a very swift current, and seeing that the logs were being
rapidly drawn into it, we hastily steered out of danger.
We learned afterward that th,e current had been caused

by letting the water off the dam. In one place the logs
had become wedged across the river, holding back those
above and leaving a clear space below. Bennett started
ahead with his little canoe, but the guides told him he
could not get through there, and they kept closer to the
shore, but he would not follow. His canoe became wedged
in among the logs, and he could make no headway, so
taking a paddle he stepped out on a log and was meeting
with more success when the log' turned and he landed
astride of it. He sat still and continued to work his way
through till one of the guides asked him if he was going
to leave his canoe and go to Bing Inlet on the log. He
had forgotten all about his canoe, Avhich was wedged in
among the logs twelve feet or more behind him.
The whole performance had been so absurd that we

could stand no more, and the guides just shouted, while I
laughed till I could hardly sit up.. With some difficulty
he worked his way back and got in his canoe, but we could
see he was very angry.

After making our way through these logs we had no
more trouble till a half-mile above the dam, where we had
to beach our canoes and carry vv^hat we could the rest of
the wa3^ The river water was cool and palatable, until
we reached the logs, when it became very warm, iDut as
soon as we got beyond them the water was again cool.
The heat is no doubt due to some chemical action.
We had heard what we thought was thunder soon after

entering the river, but it had gradually grown louder, ua-
til at last we began to realize that it was the noise made
by the logs as they went thundering down the chute below
the dam. We had a hard, rough carry and a drizzling
rain was fallmg, but we reached the dam without any
serious difficulty. The river drivers helped the guides
take the canoes down through the logs.
There are three dams across the river here, but the

logs were only going over one, a glance boom keeping
them away from the others. We had never seen the
drivers at work before, and we stayed here a long time
watching the two men on the glance booms, one on each
side of the opening in the dam, guiding the logs through
end first; many of them came up in the eddy below
looking the worse for the trip. By the time the guides had
everything over the portage, the cook had dinner ready.
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for the drivers, and they kindly asked us to take dinner

with them, an invitation we gladly accepted. They took
our flour and gave us bread enough to last us the rest of

the trip, and filled a two-gallon bucket full of crisp, fresh

cookies. Wherever we met any of the river drivers _we

found them exceedingly kind, and they did everything

they could to add to the pleasure of our cruise. If the

river below this dam is full of logs the three-mile portage

commences at the dam, but the foreman said we would
have no trouble with logs, and by making two or three

short portages we could save a mile of carrying. Bidding
the drivers good-by, we launched our canoes a short dis-

tance below the chute. The first portage was rather diffi-

cult, for the logs had drifted in along the shore, but the

next one., over an island, was not hard. We were now
in a A'^ery large eddy, almost a lake, the center filled Avith

slowly moving logs. Making our way around the logs

we crossed the eddy and beached om canoes on the left

bank at the end of a two-mile portage.

Bennett, who was still angry, had pushed on ahead of

us and we had not seen him for some time, but when we
were part way over the portage we saw him with his

canoe on his head, struggling up the steep bank through a

dense growth of underbrush. We learned afterward that

he had attempted to go through the Thirty-Dollar chute,

but had been compelled to give up, and not being able to

get back to the portage landing, had carried his canoe

and dufHe up that steep hill through the bush. It com-
menced to rain soon after we landed, but we thought it

would be only a shower, such as we had been having

all day, and we each took Avhat we could carry and turn-

ing the canoes over what remained, started over the

portage, which is a tote road, and I believe, goes to

Bing Inlet.

The first part of the way was through the woods, and
the bushes along the sides of the road poured their share

of the rain down upon us, while the weeds that grew on

the pathway added theirs. It was now raining hard, with

everjr indication that it would continue all day; every-

thing about us was dripping and we were just about as

wet as we could be. Nothing turned the water; my hat,

shoes, even my storm coat leaked. When we reached the

level plateau a more desolate prospect could not be im-

agined; there were no trees nor bushes; nothing but a

gray, desolate waste of bare rocks with here and there

a charred and blackened stump, and the rain pouring down
from a leaden sky. If any one had looked on it from a

distance, they would have seen four little black specks

creeping, one after the other, slowly across the plateau, all

of them wet and miserable and one of them miserably

cross. We had lost sight of the river, but could hear the

roar from the falls, and walked over to the edge of the

cliff to see what the river was doing.

This is a terrific gorge, two miles long, with broken

Avails varying from eighty to a few feet in height, and is

a continual series of falls' and rapids throughout its entire

length. The river drivers call it the Thirty-Dollar Chute.

On our way liack to the path we saw a bark shelter that

one of the drivers had put up to protect himself while he

watched the chute, for there was danger of the logs form-

ing a jam at the Thirty-Dollar Falls.

Our tramp was not without interest, wet and disagree-

able though it was. Looking over this desolate plain to-

Avard the Avest, the gray fog was more dense and we be-

gan to realize that v/e were not far from the Georgian

Bay. On our right was the gorge Avitli the river boiling

and surging from 100 to 150 feet below the level on

M'hich we stood, and a similar plain beyond.

When at last we reached the end of the portage around

the Thirtj^-Dollar Chute,' Ave found the guides Avith every-

thing ready to put up our tents. The tote road was some
distance back from the river along the edge of a dense

growth of young maple and birch trees that extended

doAvn to the river bank. Our tent was pitched on the

lower side of the road in the edge of the bush. The rut

worn by the sled served as a drain to carry off the water.

I reached the end of the portage wet through; the

rain was dripping off my chin and ears and slowly

trickling down the back of my neck, and with the feel of

v.'et shoes and stockings, I thought nothing could add to

my discomfort; but when I saw the guides put our tent

up OA'er those Avet leaves, the rain dripping off the bushes

all around, it was too much. It Avas still raining hard; I

Avas wet, tired and cross; I could not see the river and

had seen no pine, and the thought of those wet leaves for

a bed was not cheerful. I looked for some place to sit

doAvn, but everything, even the logs, Avere sopping Avet. If

I had found a dry place I would probably haA^e sat down
and Avept, but there is no comfort in crying if you have

to stand up.

• About this time some one remarked how much good

the trip had done me, I was looking better every day. I

know I just looked ridiculous in my wet and bedraggled

clothes, but I had not the courage to even smile_. Com-
pletely out of heart I turned to go doAvn to the river.

_
A

road had been cut through the bush, and the ram falhng

from the branches that met overhead made a very wet,

disagreeable walk. At one side of the path, near the

shore, was a large arbor vitse tree that made an excellent

shelter, for the rain Avas not coming down throxigh its

branches. Just at the foot of the tree was a natural

range Avith a Avall of rock from one to four feet high

around three sides, leaving an opening for the fire about

five feet across. I began to feel more hopeful and went to

the tent for matches. The guides had gone back over the

portage for the provisions. Our blankets were perfectly

dry, and the Doctor had found balsam and was niakmg a

bed' I got the matches and Avent back to the river. By

pullin<» dry bark off the arbor vitje tree and gathering up

somelmall twigs, I soon had a fire, and there was an

abundance of fuel. I took off my storm coat and jacket

and hung them on the limbs of the tree above the fire, then

I sat down on the rock Avith my feet in the fireplace. L

was perfectly happy. I could look out over an eddy m
which logs were arranged like spokes in the Avheel of a

wagon and the great wheel was slowly turning round and

round These eddies were very fascinating; I; could

v.'atch them by the hour. The great wheel, like some

huge monster, Avould release its hold on one log to grasp

another, which would sloAvly adjust itself into place.

Before long th« Doctor came down, and I thought I

saw a look of relief on his face when he found there were

no tears The coffee pot was filled with water and put

on to boil, and when the guides returned we had hara

sandwiches, cookies and hot coffee, and how Ave did enjoy

our supper. It stopped raining about dark, and Avhen

Ave went to bed our clothes were quite dry, even our shoes

and stockings. That was one of the most comfortable

nights we spent on our trip.

When wc awoke the next morning the sun was shining,

the sky was a deep intense blue, nature was in her most
charming mood. The path to the river was a beautiful

green archway. The sunlight spilled down through the

leaves and fell in great patdies on the ground and the birds

were singing in the branches overhead. Oh! the joy, the

pleasure of living in this beautiful world and breathing the

pure, clean air. Surely this is God's country where,

".^way from the toil and strife of our daily life.

Let lis pause awhile in silence and adore."

The guides had breakfast ready, and we did it ample
justice. After breakfast they went for the canoes, Ave

Avashed the dishes, put beans on to cook for dinner, hung
our blankets out in the sun and then went back over the

portage to get a better view of the chute. Following the

road which ascends gradually to the plateau, we turned to

our left down a gentle slope to the edge of a cliff' fifty feet

above the surface of the Avater. Following along the

cliff Ave came to a more broken place and succeeded in

getting down to the water Avhere we could get a good vicAV

of the Thirty-Dollar Falls. The logs were coming down
and occasionally one Avould come over the falls, plunge

entirely under water, then slowly rising, end first, it would
stand straight up, fully two-thirds of it above the water,

when it would balance for an instant, then fall and con-

tinue on its way down the gorge. If Bennett had gone
down the Thirty-Dollar Chute he would have fared worse
than the man who went through the "Hulling Machine."
After an hour or more spent watching the logs, we returned

to camp, ate our dinner, packed up and continued on our

journey. Shooting some rapids as we followed the

beaittiful winding of the river, we came to a long stretch

of straight open water, sometimes called Long Lake. We
caught a p'ke on a troll here; it was the only one we
caught on the river. We saAV a porcupine feeding on the

branches of a yoUng tree about 20 feet high, and a deer on

the shore. "Reaching what is known as the Fourteenth

Chute, early in the afternoon, and finding a good camp
ground, we' put up our tents. There is a dam here and

quite a fall, from which Ave could see the mist rising when
wc were still some distance up the river. The river is

A^ery wild and full of boulders below the falls. The water

falls over the dam and is dashed into foam, while

a rainbow suspended in the mist hangs oYer it all day

long. It is a wild, beautiful place.

After supper the guides look the canoes and we went up

the river about two miles, hoping to see some deer. A
short distance above our camp Ave came upon the most

perfect and beautiful reflection Ave had ever seen. It was

a grove of red pine on a slope that rose gradually from

the shore, and was free from underbrush and fallen trees.

Here were two beautiful groA^es, one sloping from the

.sky down to the water, and the reflected one from the

water back till it met the reflected sky, the light falling

through the trees on both, and thrown over all was the

brilliant color from a gorgeous sunset.

We thought we had seen wonderful reflections before,

but this one was a revelation to us, even the guides were

astonished. In the first place a more beautiful bit of

nature than that grove is seldom seen, and when we add

to this the fact that it lay in exactly the right position

to get the best possible light from the setting sun, which

was very brilliant, we could account for the unusual beauty

of the reflection.

The guides saw two deer and tried to point them out to

us, but we had not learned to see things at a distance.

On our way back Ave heard a splash on the shore ahead of

us, and one of the gttides pulled over in that direction.

After quite a scramble and splashing in the water, a deer

struck out across the river.

The other canoe came up on the other side, and we
drove the deer doAvn the river between the two canoes,

almost to the landing, when we held back and let it swim
a,shore, for if it had been caught in the current it would

have been carried over the dam and killed. At times Ave

were so close to it that I could have touched it with my
hand.

I was up early the next morning, for I wanted

to see the falls as the sun came up. and while standing

on the shore a diick flew over, scarcely ten feet above my
head.
We walked up along the shore oi the river a short dis-

tance, and saAV a little ground squirrel making its winter

home. It was not the least bit afraid of us, but worked

away, carrying out dirt and piling it up around the door

while wc stood but a few feet away. The guides were

preparing breakfast, and we left the squirrel and went

back to camp. We Avere standing by the fire when one

of the guides called us to come and see a deer. We rushed

along the path, and not fifty yards from where we were

cooking breakfast Avas a deer drinking at the river. Abotit

all wc saw was a red streak and a white flag waved as it

went over the rocks at the top of the hill, but the red

streak was quite exciting while it lasted.

We were going to make rice dumplings for dinner, and

hoping to get some fresh berries, we climbed the steep

liill back of our camp to the level plateau above. We
found no berries, but had a delightful tramp, and en-

joyed the dumplings made with prunes.

We had expected to get berries whencA^er we wanted

them, but owing to the dry season, there Avere none on

the river. After an early dinner we were again on our

Avay. Shooting a small rapids we came to a portage on

the right. The landing was very close to the fafls, but

the carry was short. The next portage was on the left and

was rather hard. We let the canoes down Avith ropes part

of the way, but everything else had to be carried, and the

path Avas narrow and along the side of a hill. The next

portage is on the right bank around a falls of about two

feet, and is short. While we Avere making this portage

two Indians from the reservation near Bing Inlet went

ever the falls in their heavy fishing boat. After we had

crossed the portage the baggage was put aboard and Ben-

nett and the guides, each in his own canoe, paddled out

itito the rapids. We Avalked along the shore to get a

picture of the falls.

The canoes had gone safely through the rapids and Avere

in quiet waters. Avhen Ave heard a call for help, and look-

ing around .saw Bennett strtiggii«.g in the water, his canoe

bottom up and Avell under Avater, and his dufile bag floating

down stream. No one had seen his canoe capsize, for Ave

had been watching the Indians shoot the falls, but we
supposed he had turned around in his canoe to see them,
and leaning a little to one side the canoe tipped over.

He was not far from the shore, but was so frightened
he did not know what to do, and climbed on top of the
canoe. One of the guides paddling quickly to him, made
him take hold of the boAV of his canot and took him
ashore. The other . guide rescued his dufile bag and
paddle, and the Indians brought back his canoe.
Learning from the Indians that we were but a short dis-

tance from Bing Inlet, we decided to push rapidly on
and take the Wednesday instead of the Friday boat to

Parfy Sound. We had no more carrying to do, but shot
scA'eral rapids, and reached Bing Inlet about 3 o'clock, a

few minutes before the steamer came to the dock. As it

lays here an hour taking on fuel, we had ample time to

get everything on board and see the town.
We had a delightful trip down the bay, arriving at

Parry Sound about 10 P. M. We spent the night at a
hotel and reached the Iron City Camp on the Moon River
on Thursday. A, W. C.

One Thousand Miles for ]^est.

Last summer my business was such that I was unable
to leave town. Later it seemed as if I must have some
rest for a few days at least. So taking the last day of
August, that being Saturday, and the first two days iti

September, the latter being Labor Day, I had three days
at my disposal. With another weary toiler I discussed

variotts plans for a canoe trip. At last the course was
.settled. The chart Avas nearly worn out with the numer-
ous lines we had drawn Avhile measuring distances.

Leaving Boston at 4 o'clock on Friday afternoon we
awoke next morning in Winn, a small town in the north-
ern part of Maine. Here Ave ate a hearty breakfast at the

local "hotel," engaged a team to carry the canoe tO' Bottle

Lake, Avhere our real trip began. Paddling across this

we encountered a half-mile carry to Lake Dobsis, a pic-

turesque sheet of water, studded Avith wooded islands of

Aarious sizes from a few hundred feet to two miles in

length. Late in the afternoon we arrived at Shaw's Camp,
situated at the other end of the lake. Here we remained
all night An early start the next morning carried us
through a small lake into Grand Lake, and thence to its

outlet, where we ate dinner. Here we found another
carry of a quarter of a mile to Princeton Lake, and ar-

rived at the tOAvn of that name in time for supper. The
following day Ave went down the stream into the St. Croix
River, passed Calais and spent the night at St. Andrews.
It was only a short paddle from here to Eastport, where
we took the Boston and Halifax boat, arriving home
Wednesday morning. The round trip by rail, water and
steamer is about 1,000 miles, and its total cost was only

$22 apiece.

It would be useless to attempt to enumerate the benefits

to be derived from such a trip. Its results are miraculous.
Any one who has been in the woods even for a day knows
how much better one feels afterward. Combine with this

the panorama of ever-changing scenerj', the delightful ex-
ercise of paddling, the long sea voyage home, and you
have in a nutshell the remedies for more ills than a year
of medical treatment. A. L. S.

Boston, June 22.

Ftench—^Montagfnais Dictionafy.

Thkre has recently been published by Messrs. W. B.

Cabot and P. Cabot, of Boston, a volume that possesses

not a little interest for all sportsmen who visit those por-

tions of northeastern North America inhabited by Indians

of Algonquin blood. Its title is_ "Dictionaire Franqais-

Montagnais, by Father G. Lemoine, a priest of the O.

M. I." The volume is one of considerable size, the

French-Montagnais portion occupying 261 pages, Avhile

the A-Iontagnais-English vocabulary has a dozen, a list of

geographic names 3. and the Montagnais grammar 63.

The angler or big-game hunter Avho visits Maine or

Canada can hardly fail to feel a considerable interest in

the guides of Indian blood whom he meets there; and
rnany a man, visiting the region year after year, picks up
from these Indians a good many words of their language.

"A was precisely in this way that Mr. W. B. Cabot became
interested in this language and in Father Lemoine's studies

in it. Mr. Cabot encouraged the father to pursue these

studies, and at last Avith his brother Avent to the very con-

siderable expense of publishing the dictionary. In doing

this Mr. Cabot has performed a genuine service to science,

and we believe has also done much to stimulate among
ins brother sportsmen an intelligent interest in these In-

dians, and in other allied tribes. From Maine all through

southern Canada and quite to the Rocky Mountains, the

Indians speak some dialect or other of the Algonquin
hinguage, though these Montagnais and Naskapis occupy

only the country lying between the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

the' Straits of Belle Isle, the North Atlantic Ucean and

Hudson's Bay. Nevertheless, in all these dialects there is

much similarity, and a copy of this dictionary might

profitably form a portion of the luggage of every man
who expects to employ Canadian Indians as guides.

Pack-Hotses and Theit Packs.

AsHEviLLE. N- C, July iQ.—Editor Forest and Stream:

We read with interest the article in one of your recent

issues on "Camp-Fire Flickerings from the Miami Valley."^

The incident mentioned of one David Petigrew, who in^

the early days packed salt from Kentucky to Dayton, O...

with a pack train, gives one the impression that the men
or the horses of those days were entirely different from

Avhat they are noAV. David PetigrcAV must have had won-
derfully strong horses, or else he must have been a very

weak man. It hardly seems possible these days that any

one Avould put tAvo packs, "each of which was so heavy

that a man could not lift it," upon a horse and not re-

move the packs for tAvo days and a night. Any packer of

to-day Avould be considered a very inhuman man who
Avould turn his pack horse loose at night without remov-

ing the load. After considerable experience with pack

trains in the West, I have yet to find a packer who is not

exceedingly careful of his pack animals, and who does not
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upon" every occasion possible remove the load and look
carefully after the backs of the animals.

It would be interesting to hear if any of your numerous
readers know of instances occurring to-day where heavily

loaded pack horses are turned loose at night without their

loads being removed. C. P. A.
[The Miami Valley stories, we assumed, were given as

they liavc come down and are current; and are not to be

judged liy the strict standards of historical records.]

—
St. Augustine Tame Birds.

St. Augustine, Fla., July i8.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: T feel somewhat elated to find myself the target
nf such a cloud of compliments and cusses as I have
brought upon my innocent head by merely saying I'd

rather bag a woodcock than a moose, though the cusses, I

am happy to say. are all of a mild and gentlemanly type,

while the compliments do me proud, especially when com-
ing from such inodel sportsmen as Jacobstaff and Lewis
Hopkins.

I'm always delighted when I'm able to get up a little

sparring for pastime without staining the pages of Forest
.AND Stream with blood, but the simple stuff that follows
this heading will not admit of even the mildest opposition.

I have been stirred up to this by reading the account of
Mrs. McKenna's wonderful work in taming what I sup-
posed to be the untamable grouse.
My wife and I sit here on our wide piazza day after day

enjoying the delightful sea breeze, and to make time pass
more pleasantly, we cultivate the company of several
kinds of birds.

For a long time we had a pair of cardinals, but an ill-

natured mockingbird drove them off.

Then we turned our attention to a beautiful red-winged
blackbird, and soon got him very tame, but the before-
mentioned bully fell foul of him and refused to let him
come near the house. This was a trifle too much for my
angelic nature, and I put a squib in my "scatter gun" and
killed him as dead as Homer. Since then sweet peace
has reigned among our birds. The banished red-wing has
returned and brough two of his children, and now, while
my wife is sewing and I am reading, two or three of them
are feeding on the table at once apparently unafraid. They
are quite entertaining, but our most interesting little pet
has gone to parts unknown.
Every summer I tame hummingbirds when the young-

ones appear, from the first to the middle of June, but this

year the mother bird found the bottle at the same time
with the young one, the result being that the youngster
had to leave.
' They are intensely selfish, Oft accdtlrit of which only one
can be tamed, with .satisfaction, at a time, and as the old
birds are difficult to tame, I paid but little attention to this

one, though she would feed from my hand. To my sur-
prise, the male bird, a perfect beauty, which we called
Ruby, came to the bottle—which was prettj^ good proof
that he was a pet of the year before—but his wife was
boss, and sat on a tree near by from morning till night
to keep him from meddling with her bottle, though once in

a while he would slip in on the sly.

As this was not to my liking, I refused to let her have
anything to eat, and she left. I fed Ruby every time he
came, and he soon got so tame that he would hunt for me
in search of his bottle.

(To digress—^a beautiful "nonpareil" is feeding on the
grass seeds just before me.) To tame hummingbirds so
that they will come to me anywhere about the place is an
easy matter, but how Mrs. McKenna tamed that grouse is

a mystery to me. About the first of July the flowers have
almost disappeared from this region, and nearly every
Inunmer leaves, but why our well-fed pet should leave I

:an't imagine, unless his Avife commanded him to go with
her. The male is a trifle smaller than the female, and she
appears to be always boss. Didymus.

The Snake Skin in the Bird's Nest.
Ak inquirer asks the Outlook: "When a boy. I was

:old that an atheist was turned from the error of his way
jy seeing the parent birds carrying in their bills leaves of
the white ash and placing them upon their nest of young
to protect them from a climbing snake reaching out for
'hem. The leaves instantly drove the snake away. Please
nform me through your weekly whether there is positive
5roof that such a protection is used by birds, or is it only
;o be found in Sunday school books, but not in authorila-
live natural history works?"
To this the Outlook makes reply: "It would seem that

here are many miracles e\ident out of doors that might
turn an atheist from the error of his way.' The incident
recited by our correspondent—namely, the use of the
eaves of the white ash by parent birds for protecting their

/o\mg from climbing snakes—possibly has some founda-
;ion in fact. In a long experience as a field ornithologist.
Mr. William E. D. .Scott, a trained naturalist, saj^s he has
.bserved nothing of a like nature. He adds, however, that
rhe great crested flycatcher, which builds in deserted
ivoodpeckers' domiciles as well as in natural cavities in

Ttes, habitually does something quite as extraordinary. A
^ist .snake's skin almost always figures as a part of the
ining of the nests of this kind of bird. Presumably this

nav be to prevent intrusion on the part of enemies, as
well ;ih III other birds seeking similar localities for nest-
ng or sleeping."

This purpose has more than once been suggested to ex-
plain the use of the snake skin, and by observers whose
opinions carry weight. But after all, we know nothing
ibout it, and the explanation seems somewhat fanciful,
^ere are some quotations on the subject, however, and any
ibservations by readers of Forest and Stream will be
•ery gladly published if sent in to us. r

On this habit Miss Florence Merriara, in her "Birds of
tillage and Field," says: "Whatever may be the historic
eason for this peculiar habit, the lamented Mr. Frank
P.olles watched two nests in which the skin was apparently
3sed to scare away intruders. The morning he found

the firs't nest It had one egg and no snake skin, but that

evening he was startled to be met by the raised head of

a snake (skin) in front of the nest, and on examination
found that the body of the snake—six or seven inches
long—was coiled around the eggs. The second year the

birds built in the same place, and after each of Mr. Bolles'

visits to the nest fresh pieces of skin were added. This
was done with an eye to his intentions, Mr. Bolles believed,

from the evident disapproval of the birds, for they scolded
him severely whenever he came, and as long as he re-

mained in sight. A similar use of the skin is suggested in

the instance quoted by Major Bendire, in which the skin

was arranged to hang out of the hole. Mr. Burroughs
throws a side light on. the question by stating that he has
found onion skins, fish scales, and even oiled paper in

nests where there was no snake skin. If originally pro-
tective, the instinct seems to have run to seed as a morbid
taste for the grotesque in house furnishing."

The case noted by Major Bendire is mentioned in his

"Life Histories of North American Birds (Parrots to

Crackles)." p. 261. He .says: "Exuvite of snakes seem
to be present in the majority^ of the nests of this species;

they are sometimes incorporated in the nest proper and
again they are placed around the sides of it, in all prob-
ability for protective purposes, and are changed and re-

arranged from time to time. But few nests are found
which do not contain more or less of this material, occa-
sionally whole skins enter into their composition.
"Mr. W. E. Loucks, of Peoria, III., writes me: T

found a very remarkable nest of the crested flycatcher

some years ago. The curious feature about it was that

the birds had taken an enormous snake skin, probably that

of a black snake, and had so arranged it within the en-
trance of the cavity that the greater part of it hung out-

side. What other motive could the birds have had than
that of alarming intruders?'

"

The Mexican crested flycatcher (Myiarchus me'xicmus)
while also commonly using bits of snake skin as nest ma-
terial, does not, it is said, use it as generally as does its

more northern relative (.M. crmitus). On the other hand
the Arizona form (M. mexicanus magister, Ridg), is

reported to use "bits of snake and lizard skin" as nest
lining, and one observer speaking of a ne.st he found, says:
"It was entirely similar in construction to that of Musci-
capa crinitus even to the traditional snake skins."

Wild Animals of the North.

The Arctic Fox.

From Richardson's "Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the Zoology of
the Northern Parts of British America."

The Arctic fox. as is well known, has two color phases,
the one white the other bluish or brownish slate color.

This was originally believed to be the result of a seasonal
change, the white being the winter dress, and the dark the

pelage of summer. It is known, however,- that not all

—

perhaps not even a majority—of these foxes change their

color with the seasons ; and since the breeding of blue
foxes has become an industry in Alaska, it has been
learned that these animals, if brought to the south, remain
dark in color throughout the year, one which is white, or
partly white, being only occasionally found among the

many litters of dark animals. The Arctic fox is smaller
than the red fox, the weight usually being about eight

pounds, while some are as low as seven, and a few as high
as nine and a half. Dr. Richardson quotes at length, as to

the habits of this species, from Capt. Lyon, who, during
two winters passed on a Melville peninsula, studied with
care the manners of several of these interesting animals,
which were taken alive and kept as pets. He says

:

"The Arctic fox is an extremely cleanly animal, being
very careful not to dirt those places in which he eats or
sleeps. No unpleasant smell is to be perceived, even in a
male, which is a remarkable circumstance. To come un-
awares on one of these creatures is, in my opinion, im-
possible ; for CA'cn when in an apparently sound sleep,

thej^ open their eyes at the slightest noise which is made
near them, although they pay no attention to sounds when
at a short distance. The general time of rest is during
the daylight, in which they appear listless and inactive

;

but the night no sooner sets in than all their faculties

are awakened; they commence their gambols, and con«
tinue in unceasing and rapid motion until the morning.
While hunting for food, they are mtite, but when in

captivity or irritated, they utter a short growl like that of
a young puppy. It is a singular fact that their bark is so

modulated as to give an idea that the animal is at a dis-

tance, although at the very moment he lies at your feet.

Although the rage of a newly caught fox is quite un-
governable, yet it very rarely happens that on two being
put together they quarrel. A confinement of a few hours
often sufficed to quiet these creatures, and some instances
occurred of their being perfectly tame, although timid,
from the first moment of their captivity. On the other
hand, there were some which, after months of coaxing,
never became more tractable. These we supposed were
old ones.

" 'Their first impulse on receiving iood is to hide it as
soon as possible, even though suffering from hunger, and
having no fellow prisoners of whose honesty they are
doubtfttl. In this case snow is of great assistance, as
being easily piled over their stores and then forcibly
pressed down by the nose. I frequently observed my
dog-fox, when no snow was attainable, gather his chain
into his tnouth, and in that manner carefully coil it so as
to hide the meat. On moving away, satisfied with his
operations, he. of course, had drawn it after him again,
and sometimes with great patience repeated his labors five

or six times, until in a passion he has been constrained to
eat his food without its having been rendered luscious by
previous concealment. Snow is the substitute for water
to these creatures, and on a large lump being given to
them, they break it in pieces with-t4ieir feet, and roll on
it with great delight. When the snow was slightly scat-
tered on the -decks, they did not lick it up as dogs are ac-
customed to do, but by repeatedly pressing with their
nose, collected small lumps at its extremity, and then drew
it into the mouth with the assistance of the tongue.' In
another passage Capf. Lyon, alluding to the above-men-
tioned dog-fox, says 'He was small and not perfectly
white, but his -tameness was so remarkable that I could
not afford to kill him, but confined him on deck in a
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small_ hutch, with a scope of chain. The little animal
astonished us very much by his extraordinary sagacity, for
during the first day, finding himself much tormented by
being drawn out repeatedly by his chain, he at length,
whenever he returned to his hut, took this carefully up in

his mouth, and drew it so completely after him, that
no one who valued his fingers would endeavor to take
hold of the end attached to the staple.'

"Hearne says that when taken young, the Arctic fox
may be domesticated in some degree, but he never saw
one that was fond of being cares.sed ; and they are always
impatient of confinement. Notwithstanding the degree of
intelligence which the anecdotes related by Capt. Lyon
show them to possess, they are unlike the red fox, in be-
ing extremely unsuspicious, and instances are related of
their standing by, while the hunter is preparing the trap,
and ruiming headlong into it the moment he retires a few
paces. Capt. Lyon received fifteen from a single trap
in fom- hours. The voice of the Arctic fox is a kind of
yelp, and when A man approaches their breeding places,
they put their heads out of their burrows, and bark at
him, allowing him to come so near that-they may be easily
shot. They appear to have the power of decoying other
anirnals within their reach, by imitating their voices.
'While tenting, we observed a fox prowling on a side hill,

and heard him for several hours afterward in different
places, imitating the cry of a brent goose,' They feed on
eggs, young birds, blubber and carrion of any kind ; but
their principal food seems to be lemmings of different
species.

"The Arctic fox is an inhabitant of the most northern
lands hitherto discovered, and in North America their
southern limit appears to be about latitude 50 degrees.
They are numerous on the shores of Hudson's Bay, north
of Churchill, and exist also in Behring's Straits; but the
brown variety, mentioned in the following pages, is the
more common one in the latter quarter. They breed on
the sea coast, and chiefly within the Arctic circle, form-
ing burrows in sandy spots—not solitary, like the red fox,
but in little villages, twenty or thirty burrows being con-
.structed adjoining to each other. We saw one of these
villages on Point Turnagain, in latitude 68}4 degrees.
Toward the middle of winter they retire to the southward,
evidently in search of food, keeping as much as possible
on the coast, and going much further to the southward in
districts where the coast line is in the direction of their
march. Capt. Parry relates that the Arctic foxes, which
were previously numerous, began to retire from Melville
Peninsula in November, and that by January few re-
mained. Toward the center of the continent, in latitude
65 degrees, they are seen only in the winter, and then not
in numbers; they are very scarce in latitude 61 degrees,
and at Carlton House, in latitude 53 degrees, only two
were seen in forty j^ears. On the coast of Hudson's Bay,
however, according to Hearne, they arrive at -Churchill, in
latitude 59 degrees, about the middle of October, and
afterward receive reinforcements from the northward,
until their numbers almost exceed credibility. Many are
captured there by the hunters, and the greater part of the
survivors cross the Churchill River as soon as it is frozen
over, and continue their journey along the coast to Nelson
and Severn rivers. In like manner they extend their
migrations along the whole Labrador coast to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence. Most of those which travel far to the
.southward are destroyed by rapacious animals; and the
few \yhich survive to the spring, breed in their new quar-
ters, instead of returning to the north. The colonies they
found are, however, soon extirpated by their numerous
enemies. A few breed at Churchill, and' some young ones
are occasionally seen in the vicinity of York Factory.
There are from three to five young ones in a litter.

"The Esquimaux take the Arctic foxes in traps, which
are described by Capt. Parry as being 'extremely simple
and ingenious. They consist of a small circular arched
hut built of stones, having a square aperture at the top.
but quite close and secure in every other part. This
aperture is closed by some blades of whalebone, which,
though in reality only fixed to the stones at one end, ap-
pear to form a secure footing, especially when the decep-
tion is assisted by a little snow laid on them. The bait
is so placed that the animal must come upon this platform
to get at it, when the latter, unable to bear the weight,
bends downward, and after precipitating the fox into the
trap, which is made too deep to allow of his escape, re-
turns by its elasticity to its former position, so that sev-
eral may then be caught successively.' They are also
taken in the wolf traps of ice, described on page 65, and
all the rocky islands lying off the mouth of the Copper-
mine Ri\i.er are studded with square traps, built of stone
by the Esquimaux, wherein the fox is killed by a flat

stone falling upon him when he pulls the bait.
"The fur of the Arctic fox is of small value in com-

merce when compared with that of any variety of the red
fox. Its flesh, on the other hand, when "particularly
young, is edible; while that of the red fox is rank and
disagreeable. Capt. Franklin's party agreed with Hearne
in comparing the flavor of a young Arctic fox to that of
the American hare. Capt. Lyon considered it to resemble
the flesh of a kid."

Canada Lynx.

Loup-cervier is a name familiar to most hunters in the
north, and this is one of the best known—by name at
least—of our North American mammals; yet, when Rich-
ardson wrote the list of synonyms of this cat, it was a
short one. He says that the Canada lynx is "rare on the
sea coa.st and does not frequent the Barren Grounds, but
it is not uncommon in the woody districts of the interior,
since from seven to nine thousand are annually procured
by the Hudson's Bay Company. It is found on the Mac-
kenzie River as far north as latitude 66 degrees. It is a
timid creature, incapable of attacking any of the larger
quadrupeds, but well armed for the capture of the Amer-
ican hare, on which it chiefly preys. Its large- paws, slen-
der loins, and long, but thick, hind legs, with large but-
tocks scarcely relieved by a short, thick tail, give it an
awkward, clumsy appearance. It makes a poor fight when
it IS surprised by a hunter in a tree, for, though it .spits
like a cat, and sets its hair up, it is easily destroyed by a
blow on the back with a slender stick, and it never at-
tacks a man. Its gait is by bounds, straightforward, with
the back a little arched, and lighting on all the feet at
once. It swims well, and will cross the arm of a lake two
miles wide

; but it is not swift on land. It breeds once a
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year, and has two young at a time. The natives eat its

flesh, which is white and tender, but rather flavorless,

touch resembling that of the American hare.

"The early French writers of Canada, who ascribed to it

the habit of dropping from trees on the backs of deer, and

destroying them bv tearing their throats and drinldng

their Wood, gave it the name of Loup cervier. The
French-Canadians now term it indiflferently Le Chat, or

Le Pesshoo."
Of late years, as is well known, the Canada lynx has

been accused of killing calf moose in Maine and Canada,

as well as of killing calf elk in the Yellowstone Park;

but we do not know that any actual evidence of such acts

has been secured by any one. It is conceivable, of course,

that this might happen, but, on the other hand, it is to

be remembered that at the season of greatest stress, when
food for the lynx is most difficult to obtain, the calves of

moose and elk alike are well grown, strong, and hardy

animals, perhaps too much so to be destroyed by a small

creature like the lynx. While ferocious enough in appear-

ance, the power of the lynx is limited. Its total length is

less than three and a half feet, and its height, at the

shoulders, less than a foot and a half. At the same time

the lynx is not devoid of courage ; we have known of its

coming up to a camp at night and boldly carrying off a

ham of meat, and then defeating and driving away two

small dogs that were set upon it.

The Doom of the Mosquito.
From the Paierson (A*. J.) Chronicle.

The present State administration is taking gigantic

steps toward covering itself all over with glory several

inches deep. The mosquito, which has added so much

to the renown of New Jersey, is to be exterminated to

the great relief of suffering humanity and a material

reduction in the usual volume of profanity. Physically

and morally the human species withm the borders of

this State is to be improved.
r 1 • j • -ui

The first step toward the attainment of this desirable

end was the dissemination of useful information in re-

gard to the enemies of mosquitoes, and people were in-

formed that sticklebacks and minnows subsisted to a

great extent upon the larv^ of mosquitoes and upon

the fully developed insect, the latter being placed withm

reach of the fish whenever the mosquitoes attempt pro-

creation of their species. The result was a number of

applications to the Board of Fish and Game Commis-

sioners for consignments of sticklebacks and minnows.

Unfortunately, sticklebacks live only m salt water; if

transfertred to fresh water they Avould show about as

much activity as smoked herring, but a little mistake

like this should not be noticed when the great end to

be attained is remembered. It is to be hoped that the

fish and game authorities will fill every requistion for

minnows, if not for sticklebacks, for such a course would

not only tend toward the extermination of the insect

pest but would also start up a new industry in New
Jersey. There is no doubt that minnows are fond of

young and tender mosquitoes; the fact that the fish and

game authorities would have to take their supply of min-

nows from one insect-breeding water in order to supply

another is hardly worthy of consideration, for the reliet

the mosquitoes would obtain in one place would be

counterbalanced by the warfare to be waged on them in

the water where they are to be placed. The new indus-

try which would be developed by this plan of killing

mosquitoes would be the establishment of canning fac-

tories in numerous places, giving employment to hun-

dreds of hands. Mosquitoes breed only during a short

period of the year, and consequently it would be neces-

sary to supply the minnows with mosquitoes during the

spring, fall and winter months. For this reason it would

be necessary to can a lot of mosquitoes during the sum-

mer months in order to prevent minnows from starving

to death during the rest of the year. Then people would

have to be employed to feed the canned mosquitoes to

the minnows, and care will have to be taken not to give

them too much food, for mosquitoes are a rich food for

fish apt to develop dyspepsia, gout and similar diseases.

But just think of the millions of mosquitoes that would

be killed both by the minnows and by the canning pro-

cessl , . • r • .1

Having settled this matter to their satisfaction, the

State mosquito authorities have now applied to the fish

and game authorities for a permit to kill certain kinds

of birds, the object being to ascertain what birds devour

the most mosquitoes. It will be seen that in the wisdom

of the mosquito authorities the insects are to be at-

tacked both in the water and out of it. They will not

be given any rest until they have been exterminated.

The fish and game authorities have no more right to

grant permits for killing insectivorous birds than has the

Board of Aldermen of Paterson a right to issue permits

for horsestealing, but when the constitution is set aside

for the attainment of great objects, a little thing like

granting a permit to kill birds ought not be deemed

worthy of consideration. The State mosquito authori-

ties evidently intend to secure their information first

hand, from the stomachs and crops of birds; they evi-

dently do not intend to rely on the extensive investiga-

tions into this subject made for some vears past by the

Department of Agriculture of the United States. From
these reports it might be learned that the swallows de-

vote most of their lives to killing mosquitoes, but there

is nothing like knowing a thing by direct information

and not depending on hearsay. After the State au-

thorities have killed a few thousand birds and analyzea

the contents of their crops and stomachs, they will prob-

ably inform the public what steps they expect to take

next. There will be no use in passing a law prohibiting

the killing of these birds, for such a law has been on

our statute books for many years. The chances are that

they will invent some artificial method of propagating

these birds, just as scjentists propagate trout. Whether

the birds will be permitted to die when their usefulness

for the season has expired or whether they will be fed

on canned mosquitoes for the rest of their sojourn in

New Jersey will be a matter for subsequent considera-

^^Great is science, especially as developed by the State

mosquito authorities, and what a fortunate thing it was

that we have a governor who has kindly given the use

of a part of the $10,000 fund in his hand for the noble

purpose of ridding New Jersey of mosquitoes! In the

meantime the world is waiting with bated breath for the

next step to be taken by the State mosquito authorities.

Locked Antlefs.

Boston, July 20.—Fish stories are good, but they should

have some shadow of truth. Stories of hunting and game
animals should not be surrounded with impossible condi-

tions. The latest comes from Maine, concerning the find-

ing of the bodies of a couple of buck deer, with antlers in-

terlocked. So firmly were the heads locked together that

it was not possible to separate them, and the story says

that the heads are being mounted in that position. To a

well-known Maine guide the find is attributed. Now the

story is all right, if told at the proper season, and the

fact' that buck deer do get their antlers locked together

and die in that position is well known, but when such a

find is made in late July, conditions are somewhat at

contraries. In the first place, the deer and moose of

Maine all shed their antlers not later than the middle of

January, and in Julv the new horns are but mere knobs, a

few inches in length, "in the velvet." If the deer of the

recent find had locked their horns when they had them

last fall, and died in that position, their bodies would

have decayed at the first approach of spring weather, even

if every shred of flesh had not long before been eaten

by foxes and other anir^als. This story has appeared in

several papers, but if buck deer are to lock their horns and

die in that position, let us have them do it at the season

when they have horns. Special.

nn[t und §mu—^—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Fokest and Stkeau.

An Adventure with Buffalo.

This story is taken from the British Naval and Military Gazette of

1835. It is a sturdy tale such as they knew hew to tell m
those days.

The extraordinary adventure and miraculous escape

of Lieutenant Clerk, of the Bombay Army, from death

by the jaws of the lion, is one of the many astonishing

interpositions of Providence, and strikes not only re-

ligious and reflective people, but the most thoughtless,

with awe, admiration, gratitude and wonder. Such nar-

ratives are not only entertaining, but useful in a moral

and religious point of view. They instruct mankind how
much, under all and every circumstance, their lives are

in the hands of the Creator of the Universe.

When I was a lieutenant in the Fifteenth Regiment,

Bengal Native Infantry, I experienced almost as miracu-

lous an escape from death from a wild buffalo. There

was a long, though inaccurate account of it given in

the Bengal papers at the time, and again copied from

them into some of the London journals. An authentic

narrative, however, even at this distant period, may be

amusing to your readers, and if you think so, you are

welcome to the following statement of facts, to which I

pledge m3rself:

I was at breakfast one morning, in March, I6I3> the

battalion of the Fifteenth Regiment, N. I., to which I

belonged, then being stationed at Kissenjunge, when

an orderly of the commanding officer of the regiment

and station, Lieutenant-Colonel Morgan, came with the

Colonel's compliments desiring to see me. I sent word

back that I should be Avith him as soon as I had break-

fasted. The orderly returned a second time with the

Colonel's compliments, desiring that I should repair to

his quarters instantly, and breakfast with him. The

Colonel, when I entered the room, said: "What the

d—l did you stay for your breakfast for; did you sup-

pose there was none here?" adding, "there was a whole

herd of wild buffaloes in my compound or back lawn."

"Come." said he, "sit down and eat your breakfast and

we will talk to them afterward." I replied: "Stuff, sir,

you are gammoning;!" To which he said, "No, by

Jingo! come and see for yourself." I accompanied the

Colonel to the back of his house, and upon the plain,

at a distance of aboiit 200 yards, was a herd of seven

buffaloes, and a three-parts grown calf. I was so aston-

ished I could hardty believe my eyes, and expressed

myself that they mtist be tame buffaloes. The Colonel

replied, "Tame bufTaloes. indeed! Where were the like

ever seen before?" Upon my asking how he could ac-

count for their being there at such a long distance from

the forest (about thirteen miles), he said that the only

way he could accoant for it was their having wandered in

the night; and daylight having broken upon them, they

were lost. We retired to the breakfast table, and the

Colonel sent his orderlies round the cantonments to call

the officers to his quarters.

Most of the officers having arrived, and expressed their

surprise at the extraordinary visit of such company, the

Colonel wished to know what was to be done. The
Colonel stated that his elephants, and also the company's,

were gone for charra, or food. The other two private

elephants, one mine, the other that of another officer,

were also gone. The Colonel then said the only way
to attack them and prevent their escape was that of

hunting them on horseback and spearing them. No one

seemed to relish the Colonel's ideas of encountering so

formidable an antagonist with a mere hog spear on

horseback. The Colonel, however, to stir up our pluck, said:

"There was time when I wouid not have looked at

them before I had been at them; I am now too old and

too heavy to ride" (about 17 storie); and returning to

mc, who had professed to be a spcnrtsman, added. "Come,
send for your horse and set them ah example." I felt

very little relish for this, and to giet off, made some ex-

cuses as to the strength of my horse and its incompe-

tency; but this was overruled by the offer of horses of

other officers, one of which I accepted. After some
persuasion several others sent for their horses, and when
mounted, we consisted of five— Capt. Cooper, Lieut.

Stirling. Lieut. Shuldham, myself ant? Pf- Swiney. Armed

with spears, we advanced upon the herd, who imme
diately set ojt at full speed. After a chase of about i

mile and a half, the calf being Unable to keep up with

the herd, separated from it; we rode it, and having

despatched it, continued our pursuit after the herd. We
had very hard riding before we came up with them.

Thev were almost immediately lost in a grass jungle,

hut through which we followed them, and o:>cs more
drove them out upon the plain. Their speed had Hitherto;

)).-eu .so great we had not been able to close ufCn them
so as to deliver a spear. We had ridden about seven

niltf'S, when all on a sudden a very large male about 17

hritid'^ high, with horns at least six feet long, the lender

of 1^"". herd, turned round, and having allowed the iiprd

lu proceed on, he charged most furiously, first one horse,

then another. He was not, however, able to come i-n

'

contact with our horses, and after the herd had pro-

reeded at least a mile and a half, and could only be

traced by the clouds of dust they raised from the burn-'

inc sands over which they traveled, he set off at a full

gallop after them. Now was the time when our spears'

fir.et hiegan to have effect. He was closely pursued for

nearly two miles, and, although the spears, which had'

been delivered, had very severely cut his hind-quarters,

he still kept up his pace. Seeing that the system pursued

was not likely to bring him down and that we should

losf" him. I called out to the other huntsmen to "keep

off." <:o "keep clear." and I would "job him," a system:

sometimes resorted to by first-rate hog hunters, and.

which consists in not delivering the spear from the hand.i

but to wait until the horse is sufficiently near to the

ho? to drive it through him, holding the shaft in the|

hand. Very few sportsmen, however, will venture upon!

it. as it is attended with much danger to the horse from

the ttisks of the boar. I rode in upon the buffalo, who
was most eagerly continuing his course in chase of the

herd, which he was fast closing up on. He took no notice

of the horse—not even when neck and neck together.

In that situation, not being able with single hand to

drive the spear far in, I dropped the reins upon the neck

of my horse, and with my two hands drove the spear

with my utmost force in between his ribs. When I

found l' could get it no further, I laid hold of the reins

and endeavored to wheel the horse to the left, to make
way for the other sportsmen to close in; but the horse,'

instead of answering the bit, made a quarter wheel, and

stood still, refusing the spur. The buffalo missing the

horse, halted, turned round, and faced the horse. Imme-
diately I saw this, without looking round to the sports-

men, who were close upon my heels, I called out to

them—"For God's sake, keep off, for I am gone." As
I spoke these words, I saw the buffalo preparing to

charge; his ears were drawn close to his neck, he tossedl

his horns back, sunk his Head, took his level, and with

his eyes flashing like two balls of fire, down he came with!

a tremendous crash to the charge, and threw me and tlie

horse a considerable distance. I alighted upon my back,

aad the buffalo ran up to my feet. There he stood, with,

the spear in his side, the blood flowing in torrents from

his wounds. My companions were sitting upon their

horses at a respectful distance, exclaiming: "My God!

he is killed." "Poor fellow," said another, "It is all

over with him." A third exclaimed: "I would not have

come and seen this for all the world!" A consultation

was shortly held as to what was to be done to get my
body, one observing that they could not return without

it. Upon this a certain gallant cock, whose name, per-

haps, it may be as well to withhold, said: "I will gc
back and get a gun and shoot him." So saying, off he

went; but, alas! never more to return.

I had begun to get exceedingly tired of my situation,

and to think very seriously of having to wait until mj;

friend should reach the cantonment and come back with

a gun. Indeed, I was fearful that when arrived in con-

tonments, he would be fatigued; and if he once got ir

company of Hodgson's pale ale or saw the Tiffin table

smoking with the savory curries and chicken cutlets,

his senses would be so absorbed in gastronomic reflec-i

tions that he would forget the object of his journey,

and we should see no more of him. So it turned out.,

He had been very shy all the day of the monster. Cir-

cumstanced as I was I felt a great delicacy in doing any-

thing which might offend His Majesty of the Plain,

however, after a little consideration, I resolved to raise

my hand, and beckon therewith to the remaining hunters

to indicate that I was alive and to draw the buffalo ofl*

from me. I accordingly waved my hand. This was re-

plied to by exclamations. "Good God, he is not dead!"

"See. he moves his hand!" "Get up and run away, for

God's sake, or you will be killed." This, I thought

pretty advice; easier given then followed; and if fol-

lowed, sure almost of meeting with death. The sun

was now in the meridian, very powerful, burning my
faee and eyes sadly. After some further consideratior

I rolled over from my back to my belly. I then cas!

my eye behind me and found my fierce companion stil

quiet. I then began seriously to think of escaping froir

him, despairing of being extricated by the assistance

of my companions. After a little hesitation, by way o,

experiment to see how the buffalo would take ray move
ment, I rose gradually upon my hands and knees, keep-

ing my eye over my shoulder upon him. In a scconc

he went through all his former evolutions of ears, horns

and eyes, took his level, and made another furiou^

charge; the dreadful consequences of which I escaped bj

prostrating myself flat upon the ground as soon as I

saw that he had taken his level. By this maneuver his,

horns merely grazed my back. The force of his heac

broke on the ground off my left shoulder, he rolled heac

over heels and lay upon the ground upon his forefeet

close to me, we looking at each other in the face.

It was now time to think seriously of getting away

I felt I had been much bruised; but I experienced bu:

little pain. I thought the moment favorable to try ano

escape, and I calculated that before he could get up :

could lie down again. Up I got but with difficulty, thf;

pain in my loins was so great; I supported them witl

both my hands. He permitted me gently to walk away;

for fast I could not, and rejoin my companions. Thi

buffalo never offered to move. My companions were ful

of sympathy, such as exclaiming: "Make haste, make

haste!" "Look, look at the blood," and at last, "Wha
can we do for you?" Irritated and vexed,, I said: "Gc
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and pick up my hat," which lay at the buffalo's feet.

This they declined; I vented my spleen and angef m
volleys of abuse at their cowardly conduct throughout,

and said: "If you will not do it, I will do it myself.'

In vaiti they endieavored to restrain me by riding be-

tween me and the buffalo. 1 Wa§ determined to accom-

plish it, after daring them to do it, if it cost me my hie.

I went and picked up my hat, my old acquaintance never

offering to take the slightest notice of me. We retired

to a village about 300 yards distance, to where my horse

had retreated, and several hundred people were collected.

The buffalo ttiissitlg his own and new companions,

shortly after got Up Upon his legs, appeared to be quite

revived, and for some time amused hifflself, to the great

entertainment of the spectators, with galloping after sev-

eral pariah dogs that were traversing the plain. At
length he walked into and immersed himself, all but his

head, in a large tank. The other sportsmen had rode up

to the tank and were quietly sitting on their horses

upon the banks, the buffalo not taking the least notice

of them. Seeing the tranquil state of the animal, I

mounted my horse, which was verj'- lame from the effects

of the violent blow he had received, and rode up to the

tank. Before I had time to pull up my reins the buffalo

immediately selected my horse out and furiously rushed

out of the water after him. I had but time to get to the

fight about and into a smart gallop, retreating, when I

found my old companion following close to my heels.

He continued the pursuit for 150 yards and gave it up.

After looking about him for a few minutes he started

'of? across tiie plain at a furious rate. He had pro-

ceeded about half a mile when we observed an object,

at some distance ahead of him, crossing the plain;

he directed his course toward it, speedily came in con-

tact, knocked it over and proceeded on.
_
The other

sportsmen and a number of the villagers imrnediately

went to give assistance, but it was of no avail. The
unhappy creature proved to be a middle-aged woman.
She was killed and dreadfully- mutilated; her arms were
broken in several places, her ribs driven in and her head
smashed. She was on her return home from a neigh-

boring village. This awful spectacle strongly impressed
'us all, but none more particularly than myself, with a

most powerful feeling of wonder and gratitude to Provi-

dence at the miraculous escape I had a few minutes be-

fore experienced b}- Divine interposition, for it ap-

peared a perfect miracle how I could have escaped. We
now went our way home. On our arrival we found the

little Captain snugly at home, three sheets in the wind,

or half seas over, with a large party assembled most
anxious to hear the fate of myself and the issue of the

day's sport. On the following day some peasants came
into the cantonments to inform us that the buffalo had
traveled about two miles from the spot, had taken refuge

in a large lake, and was found dead in the morning.

The ''Massacre'' at the Alders.

It was a hot, sultry afternoon, succeeding a terra of

intense heat of long duration. The mountain streams were
either ver,v low or entirely dry, the remaining pools looked
green and uninviting. The long curled corn was loosen-

ing its sun-baked coils in anticipation of an approaching
storm. The potato vines were sun-dried and brown be-

fore maturity ; and Lewis' '"spuds" were all new potatoes

in their miniature development. The fields looked dust
colored and yellow through lack of nourishment. The
cows could only find pasture in the neighboring meadow,
and this was equally true of the woodcock. They had
left their accustomed haunts and followed the cows.

In those cowpaths between the tussocks, where the ''co-

boss" wended her way, clipping the rank growth as she

•went, the woodcock would follow, boring for the coveted
worm. During the hot hours of the day cow and wood-
cock alike would seek the short growth of alders, seeming-
ly strangely planted in an oblong path entirely alone in that

long, narrow tussock-ridden lowland, too low to drain, too

uneven to mow. It was only good for what it was now
being used for, sort of auxiliary refuge for the surviving

descendants of the ark, planned so very many years ago by
a far-seeing, all-knowing wise Providence for just such
emergencies. Such places are the storage reservoirs, the

unleaking basins of time, the safeguard in the time of

drought of thousands of well-regulated farms; they are

the haunt of the artist, the inspiration of song. We can

all recall the chorus at night; the early heralding of spring

emanates thence; we have been lulled to sleep by its awk-
ward-gaited inhabitants, and have longed to hear its croak-

ings and chattering again. We have been "in swimming"
in the "Old Run." and killed the water snake on the drift-

wood. That tender age has, however, multiplied itself by

two, three, and yes, four for some, imtil now, only in

fancy can we dream those innocent dreams.
Again, in the full maturity of age, and as graduates in

the knowledge of local woodcraft, we entered once more,

the old meadow, followed by Jennie, her tongue hanging'

low and dry from the side of her mouth. The heat w^as

oppressive, but in the distance could be heard the roll of

thunder proclaiming relief to all. We struggled and
stumbled from tussock to tussock, and were drenched in

perspiration until the "greenhead" flies slipped. We came
to the alders; there I took up my position in imitation of

"the Colossus of Rhodes" overlooking and covering (with

my gun range) that little lonesome swarnp, while John
N. mounted in excellent imitation to the left of opposite

me. I pointed to the brush and commanded Jennie to

enter, which she did with glad alacrity, and disappeared

entirely. All that could be heard was the patter of her

feet in that oozy bottom, and the noise of the coming
storm. All that could be seen was the moving alder tops

as she forced her way beneath them. The pattering

ceases; the Wshes are motionless—a point, unseen, but

still very still, a point. I call, "Go on, Jenn, go on." She
moves, the branches part to fluttering wings, and reveal a

woo<lcock at twenty-yard rise. A kill. I call, "Fetch,

Jenn: dead bird." and soon the bushes at my feet are

parted and my little mottled beauty appears, black with

mud, but w^ith tlie coveted prize. She returns to the cover.

Again the pattering feet stop, and although she is hidden

from view, I know she is on three feet, her lip drawn in

and held by her teeth lest its escape be heard, and her

brave heart's action suppressed nearly to bursting. Again

she is urged on by a kindly word, which thos? ears know

so well ; and another woodcock comes into view, is killed

and retrieved. The first act is repeated, the second re-

hearsed, and repeated again, and the third opened to the

tune of the first with the characters of the second. Busi-

ness is good, and we go on playing at the old stand. But

darkness comes on, flashes of lightning gild the alder

leaves with gold, the territory has been covered, crossed

and covered again, and not a living woodcock remains.

The "massacre at the alders" is complete; and the crash-

ing thunder renders a weird applause. As w-e enter the

farmyard gate the storm bursts in all of its pent-up fury

and the drought is broken. Thomas Elmek.

California Duck Notes.
Los Angeles, Ca\.—Editor Foi'est and Stream:

It is with a feeling of satisfaction that one lays down
Grinnell's "American Duck Shooting," after reading its

interesting and instructive pages. The volume is well got-

ten up, and its completeness makes it a most desirable book

for the sportsman's library. The reproductions of Audu-
bon's plates of the canvasback, redhead, black duck and

shoveller add materially to the work.

In the article on the shoveller (called on this coast

the spoonbill) it is said that "the note of the shoveller is

a weak quack, somewhat like that of the greenwing teal."

This has not been my experience. Often I have seen a

single spoonbill swing over the decoys and drop into the

water a hundred yards or so horn the stool, and then

while swimming slowly about call at frequent intervals—

a

loud, harsh qua-a-ak, fully as loud as that of the mallard,

and more discordant. When come upon suddenly and

flushed, the ' spoonbill quacks loudly and vociferously,

much as the mallard does.

In the chapter on the widgeon, there is a quotation from

Elliot's "Wild Fowl of North America," where one reads:

"The widgeon is one of the wariest of our ducks, sus-

picious of everything, and not only is unwilling to ap-

proach any spot or object of which it is afraid, but by

keeping up a constant whistling alarms all the other ducks

in the vicinitv and consequently renders itself very dis-

agreeable, and at times a considerable nuisance to sports-

men." On the Pacific coast, and particularly along the

coast of Southern California, the widgeon are very plenti-

ful during the winter months, and, with the greenwing

teal, fortn the mainstay of the shooting. With us the

above description does not fit the widgeon at all, for here

it is one of the least suspicious of ducks, coming readily

either to decoys or whistle, and frequently by its boldness

leading in other ducks that wotild not otherwise come in.

The widgeon is one of the easiest ducks to kill, owing to

the fact that thev do come in so well to decoys.

The wariest birds we have are the mallard and pintail

(called here the sprig), except during the early fall, when
shooting is had on young pintail and mallard, which then

decoy readily. Later in the season, however, it is only

after repeated circling that sprigs will drop to decoys, and

then only if the flock be small, for large bands are very

suspicious and wary, and will rarely come to decoys.

A method of calling canvasback within range that is

emploved bv some of the market-hunters in California is

by thumping with one's boot heel on the bottom of a

wooden skiff or platform, which -will give forth a dull,

hollow sound. This was told to me by an old market-

hunter, a man who has bagged thousands of canvasbacks,

and I afterward tried it with success. This method rare-

ly fails to call in a single bird or small band, and once last

season I called in a "flock of fifty or more birds, which

otherwise would not have come in at all, by thumping on

the platform on which I was standing.

At the commencement of last season, in October, the

fulvous-bellied tree ducks were seen in large numbers, and

many Avere killed on some of the grounds. The birds are

slow, labored fliers, when compared to other ducks, and

are lacking in watchfulness, and their flesh is exceedingly

nnor ROBERT ErSKINE RoSS.

Memories of Northeastern Wisconsin

If you will leave the railroad where the large jagged

rocks line the road bed, climb the cut bank on the west

and follow your compass westward about two miles, you

will come to two small lakes, which in their relation

to each other, resemble a pair of nose glasses. You will

not only come to the lakes, but you will stand on the

nose of the giant that wears the glasses. To your right

and left glitters the glassy surface of the lakes, bordered

with native forest. The ridge on which you stand, taper-

ing for all the world like a gigantic nose, leaves the

timber line near the middle, ending in shrubbery and

finally a sand bar that connects with the shore Hne on

tlie west.

I stood on this nose of an imaginary old man of the

forest. The sand bar was cut up with deer tracks, while

the stillness of death was relieved by the soughing of

the topmost branches of the pines, and the more cheer-

ful sounds from chattering pine squirrels and occasional

drumming of the great northern woodpecker. There is

beauty in nature no artist nor poet can paint. The
sportsman, who in the depths of the forest is alone but

not lonely: who feels that he is just where he would wish

to be, with no occasion to hurry nor worry; can enjoy

the fullness of nature's blessings. Thus, I reasoned;

then picking my way eastward, I stopped near a hem-
lock whose youthful companions were sheltering its de-

caj'ing roots, and speculated on its probable age. I had
not speculated long, however, before I lost all interest

in the dead tree, except as a means of concealment, for

down through a hollow came a buck, his nose sniffing

the breeze, and then again pointing to earth in order to

catch up the scent of the doe he was trailing.

He stopped to hsten and look. An enemy might be

lurking near. Possibly he scented danger. His instinct

taught him to be ever watchful and apprehensive, but his

amorous nature mastered his caution and spurred him
on. Unfortunate love affair!

There was Ithunder and lightning on the hilltop and
a sting in his shoulder. He lost his interest in the

trail as suddenly as I had lost interest in the dead tree,

and, turning to the right, bounded off through the dense
forest. We had. each in turn, done foolishly. He in

nmning into danger and I in reckless shooting. He
wag hard hit, as th? bl<?9d t^-ail evidenced^ but rpanaged

to keep going for a mile and a half before lying down.

I trailed carefully and slowly, and when he jumped took

a snap shot and then followed the fresh trail to within

an eighth of a mile of the railroad, where I lost it in

the fast disappearing snow and innumerable tracks, blood

having ceased to flow soon after the shot. Since the

trail had led me near the railroad and_ directly toward

a deer crossing. I went straight out to it and was much
surprised to see our neighboring camp of hunters from
IMilwaukee loading a deer on a hand-car preparatory to

going to camp. They invited me to ride, and while

standing over the deer. I had time and opportunity to

notice the similarity between the deer shot by Mr.
Brown and the one I had shot at, and not only the

similarity of the two bucks in size, color, antlers and
other characteristics, but I noticed also that the bullet

wound was in the left shoulder, and, to be frank, had
these men told me that he was my buck, tEat he had
run to the railroad and dropped dead, I would not have

disputed the statement.

But it was a day of sport, and as I look back at this

picture of the old man of the forest with his nose glasses

and watery eyes, I wish I was there to count the deer
tracks on his pointy, sandy old nose.

G. W. Cunningham.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Minnesota National Park.

Chic.'^go, 111., July 13.—So we are, after all, to have

a national park in the Middle West. The patient efforts

of the unselfish advocates of this enterprise are to, re-

ceive at least some reward, and we are to have left to

us, at least, a part of that beautiful pine forest which was

once the glory of the upper West, but which, of late,

has come to be a glory paling and diminishing.

We are all glad we are to have a park in Minnesota.

It will be useful to all of us, a delight to those who will

follow us. We do not realize how big a thing has been

done here. Even the men most interested do not know.

No one has ever been able to dream big enough for

America. No crazy real estate dreamer has ever dreamed

half big enough as to the swift march of American civi-

lization, the swift passing away of American wild life,

wild things, wild country. It is a tremendously sig-

nificant thing that Congress has passed an irrigation

act, whose purpose is to reclaim for the clamoring set-

tler, at great expense, lands which ten years ago were

scoffed at. The country is overrun. There is no West.

Then it is a tremendous thing that Congress has at

the same time given us a little oasis to keep forever; that

Congress has said. Here, in the midst of change, is a

part of the West which should not be changed, which

remains forever as a sign of the West that was.

It must be a proud day for Col. John S. Cooper, of Chi-

cago. This park ought to have been called the Cooper For-

est Park. The name Minnesota does not belong on it, for

the whole State of Minnesota is part recreant, in part

traitor, in part inefficient, in part lukewarm, and

only in part loval and earnest, allowed itself to be over-

shadowed in ail essential and desirable qualities by the

energv and staving qualities of one man. There were

cheap' hangers-on in this work, a lot of men who were

out for what notoriety they could get, but they did

nothing in the way of actual aid. The pluck and the

brains and the needed funds came from one man, he did

Httle asking of an.vone else. If he had wanted anything

—

and it is impossible to make the hangers-on believe that

he did not want anythmg—if he had sought for any

political capital, as plenty of the hangers-on did, then

I would be the last man to add a word of praise, for

practical politics is something I detest. It would not

do for me personally to add any word of praise at all

were it not fit that the public should know the facts

from one who has exceptional opportunities for know-

ing Col. Cooper's real attitude throughout the long fight.

It wasn't a land deal—there was no steal and no graft

to it. It wasn't done because Col. Cooper wants to go

Congress. He doesn't have to go to Congress to make
a living. He didn't want anything. He was unselfish.

He wanted this park and nothing else. He wanted it

primarily because he had a sportsman's soul and_ sports-

man's imagination. It is hard to believe this, isn't it?

But it is true.

The Closing Scenes of the Fight.

It was a fight to get this park—a fight, not all of whose

details in print would redound to the credit of certain

of our public men. Of the latter, a few big men, such

as Theodore Roosevelt, stood to their guns on principle,

knowing what was right. For the others, the politicians,

the lumbermen who produce funds for the politicians,

the hangers-on who cut up the game and serve as

stool pigeons for lumbermen and politicians, it makes

little difference, anyhow. The first stages of the fight

have been faithfully reported in these columns. The last

scenes ran somewhat as follows:

After the failure of the friends of the Minnesota Park

in getting any recognition from the Speaker of the

House of Representatives at Washington, so that the

matter of the Joint Commission might be brought on

for decision, and after Governor Roosevelt, of New
York, had gone to Washington to see the speaker, and

then had written him, all to no purpose, and the friends

of the park movement had rather become discouraged

and lost heart and hope. Congressman Tawney and Col.

Cooper began to work on the lines of getting such of

their adversaries as were fair men, especially those at

Cass Lake and Duluth, to make some kind of a compro-

mise by which they might introduce in the treatment of

the forests in the four Indian Reservations around the

headwaters of the Mississippi, in Northern Minnesota,

the elements of forestry, as applied for generations in

Europe, and in this country to some extent, through

the influence and services of the Hon. Gifford Pinchot,

Forester of the Department of Agriculture, Dr. Schenck

and other foresters.

Last fall Col. Cooper went with some friends to Casa

Lake and met the most effective opponents of the park

there, viz.. the Hartley brothers and Mr. Bernard. Mr.
Tawney. Mr, Pinchot and Col. Cooper kept in co«imuni-

cation 00 that line, and finally in January the latter
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ceived a telegram from Mr. Tawney that if he would
come to Washington immediately a compromise could
perhaps be made. Col. Cooper got some lawsuits post-

poned, put his business out of the way and went. He
persuaded one of his companions on the trip to Cass
l-ake last fall, Hon. Ferdinand W. Peck, to accompany
him, and they arrived the night before the day on which,
at 3 o'clock P. M,, the meeting of the Minnesota dele-

gation was to be held. Mr. Tawney having said that it

was very important that Col. Cooper should see Mr.
Pinchot and go over the matter with him before the
meeting, he, fortunately, was able to spend the evening
with Mr. Pinchot. The result of it all was that Col.

Cooper found if the matter could be carried through
as he and the Hon. Page Morris, Congressman from
Duluth, had talked, that it would be very much better

than half a loaf, which we know, is better than no bread.
The great thing, in Col. Cooper's mind, was to get a

part of this region out from under the control of the

Indian Bureau and Public Lands Department, and he
could see, from what Mr. Pinchot told him, that Judge
Morris had come around to that conclusion, and that

the Forester of the Agricultural Department, Mr. Pin-
chot, was to have charge under the plan of the pro-
posed law as an amendment to the Nelson Law. We
can be very sure that Col. Cooper left Mr. Pinchot's
residence that night prett}' happy. The next day, be-
tween II and 12 o'clock, he met the President and told

him soniething about what was in the wind, and he was
delighted. He said several complimentarj'- things, and
tirged Col. Cooper by all means to get the best for the

public he could out of the matter on the lines of forestry

and a natural park.

At 3 o'clock that afternoon all assembled in Mr.
Tawney's committee room. There were present Sena-
tor Clapp, of Minnesota, Congressmen Morris, Tawney,
Stevens, Fletcher, Eddy and others, also Mr. Pinchot
and several people from Cass Lake. They all had their

talk, and it ever one saw what is called a "practical"

man turned down cold, and big enough to admit it, it

was Congressman Eddy at the hands of Mr. Gifford
Pinchot, the Government Forester. At the last. Judge
Morris, in a little talk very complimentary to Col.

Cooper, asked him what he thought of the measure pro-
posed, and requested that he tell the meeting his judg-
ment. Mindful of the fact that there were in the meet-
ing two of the close friends and representatives of such
men as the Hon. Thomas H. Shevlin (the Minnesota
traitor who pretended friendship). Col. Cooper was a
little cautious, and not inclined to slop over with en-
thusiasm over the proposed arrangement. But he said

in efifect that it might be the best thing that the friends

of the Park and Forestr}'- Reserve could obtain, and so
far as he was concerned personally, he would stand by
it. And, to make a long story short, it was agreed
to accept the terms of the compromise. Since then
Judge Morris is thought to have done better for the
Forestry end of the proposition than the compromise
provided for.

Vfaat We Get.

We all know what we wanted. I shall let Col. Cooper
give the details as to what we actually get. He says,

in a communication now at hand: "No pine or other
timber is to be cut on the islands in Cass or Leech
lakes, or on the two great peninsulas in front of Walker.
The extent of those amount, as near as I can figure, to

about 17,000 acres. All the balance of the four reserva-
tions amounting to about 594,000 acres of land, are dis-

posed of about as follows: The Indian separate allot-

ments, it is estimated, will amount to 140,000 acres.

That will leave 454,000 acres. That land is subdivided
into 40-acre tracts, the 40-acre tract containing merchant-
able white or Norway pine, are called 'pine lands,' fol-

lowing the Nelson Law and the Rice Treaty there-
under. All the other tracts containing no merchantable
pine, are called 'agricultural lands'

; 206,400 acres of

'pine lands' are to be selected by the Forester of the
Agricultural Department, and designated as 'Forestry
lands,' which are to be under his charge, and upon
which 95 per cent, of the merchantable white and Nor-
way pine is to be cut, and the tops or slashings burned
or removed, so as to prevent forest fires, and to be re-

forested with white and Norway pine. The other tim-
ber on each 40-acre tract is to be protected, and the
whole region of forest lands is to be policed and pro-
tected from spoliation and forest fires under the direc-

tion of the Forester. In addition to the 206,400 acres

of forest lands, the Forester is to select 25,000 acres of

agricultural lands to aid in protecting the forestry lands,

and as a part thereof, making altogether of 'Forestry

lands," 231,400 acres; of natural forests where no trees

are to be cut, 17,000 acres; altogether 248,00 acres; leav-

ing after the Indian allotments' are taken out, 22g,ooo
acres of agricultural lands to be open to settlement un-
der the Homestead laws.

The Great Game.

"The pine ojn all .the reservations in Minnesota is td

be sold under Scribner rules, the pine measured in the
log on bank scales. But the great object that will be
accomplished by the new law is the securing of 231,400
acres, or 360 square miles, of primeval forests, to be
treated under modern forestry rides, the merchantable
pine to be cut, and in such way, as not to injure the rest

of the forest, and to be re-forested with white and Nor-
way pine, and the whole region protected from forest

fires.

'T wish to pay my tribute of respect to Judge Morris
for his unswerving loyalty to the forestry and park
proposition in all that has occurred since the compro-
mise of last January; he has made it very much stronger

on those lines than was even agreed to at that compro-
mise. Mr. Pinchot and I both telegraphed Dr. Schenck
to come up to Washington and look the matter over,

I paying his expenses. He did, and he wrote me after-

ward, that while the terms of the conference were not
everything that might be expected, they were so much
better than had ever been done by the Government be-
fore, that it was very satisfactory to him."

Col. Cooper then adds a few personal words which I

shall take the liberty of giving to his many friends:

"So all the labor of love, and the worry and fretting

of the last three or four ^years haye pot gone for noth-

ing. To get the Government of the United States com-
mitted through Congressional action to a system of this

kind, the first in our history, is something; and to do
something better for those forests around the headwaters
of the Mississippi than any other of our public forests

is something more. I am delighted with the result, and
I trust you will be."

Forestry Idea Grows.

St. PAur>, Minn., July 14.—C. C. Andrews, State Fire

Warden, in charge of forestry in Minnesota, to-day
made public a letter to General Land Commissioner
Binger Hermann, recommending that certain townships
in Cook and Lake counties, all public lands, aggregat-

ing 500,000 acres, be set apart by the President as a

forest reserve. Ten of the townships are unsurveyed and
all the lands are practically vacant, with specified minor
exceptions. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. 111.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them m Fokest and Stream.

Tarpon Fishing.

Kansas City, Mo.,- June S.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Those of your readers who have waded through my
series of papers on tarpon fishing (if there be any who
have done so) may remember that I still owe a final

paper on the subject of "allied fishing." This paper I

have concluded not to write for the following reasons:

First. The lack of interest shown by your readers,

in that they have almost without exception, failed to dis-

cuss the various points that I have raised, and to add

to the general knowledge of fishermen concerning the

habits, etc., of the king of game fishes.

Second. My series of papers is nearly complete with-

out the said paper on "allied fishing; and,

Third. In a way I am not well fitted for writing on
the subject, because, when angling in tarpon waters, I

never try specially for any other fish than the silver

king, when there is any probability of the latter strik-

ing. It is true that I catch a good many jackfish and an

occasional jewfish, kingfish or shark; but these are al-

ways taken on tarpon tackle, except that once in a

while, when jackfish are very plentiful, I use a compara-

tively light rod, fine line and smaller hooks, so as to make
surer of hanging the fish and in order to obtain all the

sport practicable. Sometimes, though, I merely change

snells on my tarpon outfit, because the jackfish puts up,

pound for pound, the hardest fight of all game fishes

that I have ever encountered, and is, consequently, the

most destructive on tackle of all fishes of its size.

One objection to the use of lighter tackle for jack-

fishing is the risk one runs of hanging thereon a tarpon

too heavy for the outfit.

So much for the promised paper; but, as it is not to

be written, why then this letter? Well, I have lately

had a short outing at Tampico that I think is worth
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describing, and in the last twelve jiionths I have learned

a few things about tarpon tackle which I desire to

tell to my brother anglers.

On the night of March 9 I arrived at Tampico and
was met by my friend, Mr. A, B. Ross, the engineer in

charge of the construction of the Government wharf,

Avho had very kindly made for me all the necessary ar-

rangements for a boat, boatman, chair, bait, etc. In

consequence, I was able to make a fairly early start

the next morning, Mr. Ross accompanying me in an-

other boat;. The weather was fine and the conditions for

fishing appeared to be favorable. It was not long before

I hooked a large jackfish and brought it to gafif, but the

boatman muffed it three times and finally succeeded in
' knocking it off the hook. Soon after I liung a six-foot

tarpon, which, after it had put up a brilliant fight, I

drew belly-up alongside the boat. Fearing that my
man would make another fizzle with the gaffing, I put

a couple of bullets through it, then told him to galf it in.

He made an attempt to do so. but only succeeded in

pulling the hook out of its mouth, after which he made
a couple of unsuccessful lunges at it before it sank out

of reach.
Unfortunately, my Spanish gave out just then, and he

failed to fpjnpreheiid th? complimentary rgmarks tha|

I made about him in English. However, Mr. Ross, who
was near by and who was playing havoc among a school

'

of jackfish, seemed to appreciate them, as I heard him
repeat them that night to a select circle of his friends,

including the British Consul, who all had met at their,

usual evening resort.

Luck seemed certainly against me, for I soon had two
,

fine strikes and failed to hang.
We had started from the office of Mr. Ross and

worked down stream about a mile to the mouth of the
j

little river that flows into the Panuco, opposite the lower
end of the city, then back. When I left my friend at

eleven o'clock he had in his boat seven jackfish and two
fair-sized tarpon, while I had nothing; and while oppo-
site his office he struck another small tarpon and landed

'
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it. Meanwhile, I was proceedi'ng up stream, and when!
opposite "The Palms" (a grove of a dozen cocoanut|
trees on the south bank), I hooked a big fellow and suc-

ceeded in landing it inside of half an hour, on a muddyl
bank without permitting the boatman to use the gaff.

It measured 6 feet 2 inches by 36 inches girth, and
weighed, several hours later, after it had dried some-
what, 117 pounds. According to the standard formula,
viz., weight in pounds is equal to square of girth in

inches, multiplied by length in inches and divided by
800; this fish would have weighed when first caught 120;

pounds, which it probably did.

After wasting an hour in going up town for luncheon,
Mr. Ross and I started out again and had not gone
more than 200 yards before he struck a tarpon, which
he soon landed, then returned to his office for the rest

of the day. His six hours' catch is shown on the ac-
companying photograph, the weights of the fish being
as follows:

I Tarpon 104 pounds.
I " 84
I " 55

"

I " 45
"

7 Jackfish 94
"

Total .382 pounds.

This is a catch large enough to satisfy any reasonable
man, but it is a very easy matter for any skilled fisher-

'

man to equal or beat it on a good day at Tampico.
Leaving Mr. Ross struggling with his last fish, I pro-,

ceeded up river, and when opposite "The Palms," I

struck another, but did not hang it well, so it soon go.t

off. Shortly afterward I struck another, and after about
twenty minutes' fight beached it in the mud. It meas-
ured a little more than the one I caught at noon, and
probably weighed over 130 pounds. I presented it to

a native who resided near where I landed. Meanwhile,
a rather stiff breeze had sprung up, which proved too
much for my young oarsman, so we gave up fishing and

'

pulled slowly back to the city against wind and tide.

About this time I was in an uncomfortable frame of

both mind and bodj'—six tarpon strikes and only two
fish! It is true that I had actually killed one more
and lost it through no fault of mine, but it did not
count. Beside, I was so worn out physically with the

unusual exertion that I actually feared that I had be-

come too old to indulge in such strenuous sport, and
that my tarpon-fishing days were fast drawing to 3 close.

However, a night's rest put a different aspect on af-

fairs, so with another but still younger boatman, who,
by the way, soon learned the business fairly well and I

was plucky enough to pull against a stiff breeze, I made
an early start and succeeded that day in landing five

.

large tarpon and one jackfish. One measured 6 feet 8
inches in length, but as the girth was only 36 inches,

'

the estimated weight was only 130 pounds. The aver-

age length of the five tarpon was a little over 6 feet.

Strange to say, when night came I was feeling first-

"

rate and not excessively tired, so I came to the con-
clusion that my dread of the effects of advancing years

was unfounded.
.'\s I had gotten on\y eight strikes on the second day,

making fourteen altogether for seven fish, I had caught
up to my usual average of 50 per cent.

Next day I landed two out of three tarpon in the

forenoon; but it blew so hard in the afternoon that \

took pity on my little boatman and did not go out.

Next forenoon T was out of luck; for, in spite of t\v'j

or three strikes, I failed to score, and jn the afternoon

I took a lady out with me, having promised to show her !

how to catch tarpon. The promise was a rather rash

pne, as the fish were npt striking yypW, the water being
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too smooth. Out of three strikes I managed to land one

little fellow and one jackfish; but when trolling slowly

in shallow water at the mouth of the river opposite the

city, I hung a little jewfish and beached it. I guessed

its weight at 45 or 50 pounds; but, when it was put on

the scales it tipped them at 75 pounds. Unfortunately,

I did not take the measurements, so am unable to state

haw well the formula for weight applies to jewfish.

I had gone to Tampico with the intention of putting

in there two solid weeks, but on the second day I re-

ceived a telegram calling me to Texas on important

business for the 17th, and the next day I received an-

other stating that I was wanted in British CoUimbia, so

had to leave on the morning of the 14th, thus giving

me only five days, of which, as previously stated, I lost

half a day on account of windy weather.

As the next day was to be my last, I got to work
quite early and fished around "The Palms" iii the fore-

noon, landing three big fellows and faihng to hold sev-

eral more. One of them was my record fish to date,

measuring 6 feet 8 inches in length and 40^ inches in

girth, and weighing exactly 160 pounds. The formula
gives a weight of 164 pounds. As in the other case,

there was a delay of several hours in getting the fish

gentlemen from the same city arrived while I was there.

Mr. Farley, th^ taxidermist from Aransas Pass, did not

go to Tampico last season, but expects to go there

every winter in future.

It is probable that before next winter there will be

a comfortable hotel at La Barra, mainly for the accom-
modation of sportsmen,
As soon as they begin to be numerous it would pay to

put a small naphtha launch on the river to tow each day

a fleet of boats to and from the best fishing ground,

which varies with the wind and weather.

Sometimes the best sport is to be had between the

outer ends of the jetties, and, again, it is to be found from
seven to ten or twelve miles up river therefrom; and they

say that in the neighborhood of Tamus, some nine miles

above the city, there are more tai'pon than at any other

point on the river. Had I been able to remain the

two weeks that I had coutited upon, I certainly would
have tried Tamus, It is conveniently located for sports-

men, as one could leave his boat there and could take

the early morning train up and return just after dark
by the evening train.

I stronglj' advise all tarpon fishermen who can spare

the time to give Tampico a trial during the months of

fish, and I can usually guess fhat -WttJiiii two or three

inches.

In respect to how far tarpon travel up rivers, I have
learned that many have been seen forty or fifty miles

up the Panuco, and a small one was caught in a net in

the Papaloapam River, where we have lately built a

large bridge, about 125 miles from where it reaches the

Gulf at Alvarado.
It is possible that good tarpon fishing will be found

at Boca del Rio some ten or twelve miles south of Vera
Cruz, where the branch line of the Vera Cruz and Pa-
cific Railway crosses the combined mouths of the Rio
Blanco and several other streams. Although I gave our
assistants, who are working on the bridge there, instruc-

tions to make inquiries about tarpon, and spent three

or four hours there myself last February, I have not yet

learned anything very definite about the possibilities for

good tarpon fishing at this locality. The boatmen in-

forined me that there are a few tarpon in the river, but

plenty of them just outside. Next Noveinber I purpose
wetting a line there so as to obtain some reliable ififor-

mation on the subject.

At Coatzacoalcos, the eastern terminus of the Teh-
uantepec Railway, I do not think there will ever be good
tarpon fishing, as the mouth of the river is infested with
sharks. It was only a few months ago that a drunken
boatman upset while crossing the river, struck out im-
mediately for the nearer shore, and was torn to pieces

before he had gone a dozen yards.

And now a few words about what I have learned con-
cerning tarpon tackle and apparatus during the last twelve
months.
The leather-butt socket for screwing on to the seat

of one's chair is an excellent contrivance, and every tar-

pon fisherman should possess one and use it. Edward
vom Hofe keeps them and charges for them, if I re-

member rightly, $2.50 each.

The patent handle drag offered for sale by Wm. Mills

& Sons is the best thing of its kind yet evolved, although
it. needs a couple of improvements to make it perfect.

In the first place, the thumb screws should be taken
out and replaced by ordinary screws like the others of

the attachment, otherwise the skin will surely be taken
off one's knuckles if the handle slips. I took this pre-

caution before using the apparatus.

In the second place, the friction should be increased
fully 100 per cent, by the insertion of washers. My
handle gave an initial resistance of seven or eight

pounds, which soon reduced to five pounds, which is not
enough for tarpon fishing. I have since had the manu-
facturer increase the tension to ten pounds, but would
like to be able to augment it to fifteen; and tliere is no
reason why this cannot be done.
One great advantage of this brake is that with it no

sound line can ever be broken. Another advantage is

that when the fish pulls too hard it is not necessary to

drop the handle and risk the skinning of one's knuckles.

I prefer to supplement this patent handle with the or-

dinary leather brake, so that when the fish is close to

the boat I can put on more resistance than the appara-
tus affords, and thus stop the fish frora getting any
further away.
In order to prevent breakage of the line under such

conditions, I double it for about twenty feet and take

care to fasten it to the swivel by running the doubled
line through same and fastening by a bowline knot.

The placing of this new brake on the market has in-

cited Mr. Ed. vom Hofe to improve his patent drag,

so that it can now be adjusted for any resistance up to

the breaking strength of the line. I had suggested
this to him several years ago, but he paid no attention

to my suggestion. He has fixed one oi my reels with
this improved drag, and, as soon as I have had an op-
portunity to give it a test, I shall report upon the merits
of the modification.

My tarpon fishing experience has convinced rne that

not only one's hands but also his legs need protection;

for, when the fish pulls at right angles to the boat, one's

leg gets pinched and bruised by the butt piece of the

rod. To prevent this I am going to have made a pair

of stiff leg-pads, each about eight inches long and six

inches wide, and furnished with two broad straps to pass
around the leg. The stiffening is to be effected by nar-

row longitudinal ribs of wood sewn into the padding.
As I am not patenting this device, anyone is at lib-

erty to manufacture, use or sell it. Later on I shall re-

port concerning its efficiency.

By this time I had hoped to be able to report finally

upon the best kind of wire for snells, but cannot, as yet.

Thus far I have tried fine steel wire (such as furnished
by Ed. vom Hofe), coarse steel wire, copper, brass,

phosphor-bronze and German silver, but not one of

them is satisfactory. The fine steel wire soon gets too
brittle, the coarse steel wire curves after being put un-
der tension and is too stiff to bend back; the copper is

too soft, the brass too. brittle and weak, the phosphor-
bronze, which is composed of fine twisted strands, is

so refractory that it untwists at the connection, no mat-
ter how many turns may have been used, and the Ger-
man silver breaks at the connection.

,

I have found a coarse, soft, Bessemer steel wire,

which is sold in straight pieces of four feet length, and
have mounted a number of hooks with this. It promises
to prove satisfactory; but I cannot recommend it until

after it has been tried.

The requisites for a good snell wire are as follows:

A. Straightness before being used.

B. Strength.

C. Pliability.

D. Resistance to corrosion.

E. . Lightness.

The soft Bessemer steel wire has the first three prop-
erties, and on account of its comparatively large diame-
ter has probably also the fourth; but its weight may
be so great as to sink the bait too great a depth.

I am trying to arrange for a few days' tarpon fish-

ing at Galveston next September, as I am anxious to

experiment Upon, those, as yet, practically untried tarpon

waters. If I find time to go there I shall report to you
latest, not- only about the fishing, but ?ilso concerning
the new wire 9n4 the merits of the improved brakes
previously mentiQ.t3-pd,

"
_^ _ J. A. L. WAmstu

MR. A. B, KOSS AND ONE DAY S CATCH AT TAMPICO.
Photo by Dr. Howe.

to the scales, so it may have lost the four pounds by dry-

ing; or, perhaps, the girth measurement was not - quite

accurate, being made with a piece of tarpon line.

Dr. Howe took several photos of my two largest fish

of this morning's catch; but they were all failures. A
Mr. Sargent, of Chicago, who spent several days with

me on this fishing trip, took a couple of shots at the

same fish with a larger camera, and promised to send
me prints therefrom, but has not yet done so. Perhaps
this letter will jog his memory. If it does, and if the

said prints be good ones, I shall send you one later on.

In the afternoon I went up stream som.e four miles

to the mouth of the Tamise River, where I found many
tarpon, getting six strikes and as many more bites, and
landing but one. My line had become weak and failed

me, thus losing a fine fish, and there was not sufficient

time before sunset to put on a new one.

As the wind was blowing pretty stiffly up river, we
went through a small canal over to a chain of lakes,

then down the small river that flows through Tampico
and empties into the Panuco, or main river, some two
miles below the center of the citJ^

In the four and a half days I had thirty-six tarpon
strikes and landed fourteen, beside the jewfish and the

three jackfish previously mentioned. Had I had a strong
and experienced boatman I could certainly have landed
half a dozen more fish, as I had ofi several occasions
to ease up on my small boy, and I could not trust him
to gaff a fish into the boat, so had him haul them out
on to the bank by the snell, generally after 1 had put a
bullet or two into them.
On this trip I had with me Dr. Howe's gun-camera

and an ample supplj'' of films; btit to my great regret all

the photos taken with it before I left were failures,

owing, probably, to the inexperience of the operators.
Dr. Howe afterward took a number of shots at leaping
tarpon, but with rather poor success. I send you three
specimens thereof for illustration, if 3'ou see fit to vise

them. The fish were hooked by Mr, Sargent and photo-
graphed by Dr. Howe,

I secured also an excellent photograph of Mr. A. B.
Ross with a 6-foot 8-inch tarpon caught earlier in the
season. Its weight was only 125 pounds, which is very
small for a fish of that length.

As a matter of curiosity, I would like to know how
much a 6-foot 8-inch tarpon can weigh. The Tampico
fishermen vow that there must have been some mistake
made by Dr. Howe in weighing his 223-pound record
fish, of which the length was just 6 feet 8 inches; for
they say it is impossible for a fish of that length to at-
tain such a great weight. In future the dimensions as
well as the weight of all record fish should be taken;
The month of March is probably the best month in the

year for fishing at Tampico, because the weather there
is perfect, the thermometer ranging from 75 to 85 de-
grees P'ahrenheit, and the heavy northers being about
ever.

This fishing ground is "beginning to become known to
sportsmen; for one day I counted seven boats, each con-
raining a tarpon fisherman.
My friend, Dr. Howe, of Mexico Gty, arrived two

days before I left; apd Mr. Geo, Ros§ ^nd two other

December, January, February and March. Probably De-
cember and March are best, btit excellent Sport can be

had in January and February, and I ^understand that

the fishing is fine in November and April or even May;
but the weather is pretty hot after the middle of April

and does not begin to cool off much before the middle
of November. Beside, there is a little risk of fever be-

fore Dec. I and after April i, although last year there

was only one case of yellow fever at Tampico, and that

was imported from Vera Crtiz, Still, there are other

fevers beside yellow fever, but there is no danger of

contracting them during the four cool months, unless,

perchance, one were to get caught out in the swamps
after dark and let the mosquitoes bite him, in which case

he would be likely to become inoculated with simple
malaria. " "

.

It appears to me that the tarpon at Tampico average
more in both length and pounds per foot than do those'

LEAPING l.'VKPON.
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on the Texas coast. Tlirowing out one Uttle fellow that
I caught, the remaining thirteen woidd average 6 feet

in length.

Again, I am certain that the Tampico tarpon strike

more voraciously than do those at Aransas, and I be-
lieve that they fight harder and jump higher. One that
I had on this last trip jumped fully twelve feet high and
afterward escaped, while never before ha:d T seen a tar-
pon leap over ten feet high—these heights, of course,
are merely estimated, but I believe they are quite ac-
curate, jbepause I judge the height by the length of the
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Random Notes of an "Angler*

The Passing of the Striped Bass.

.That the striped bass is decreasing both in size and
numbers no one who has followed the fish or observed
or studied its habits, will deny.

In the memory of all of us Avho have used the rod
a quarter of a century, the average size of the bass was
in earlier days much greater than it now is, and it is

no exaggeration to state that a day's catch was then at
least double what it is at the present time.
The cause of this decrease cannot be attributed to

overfishing with hook and line, for there are fewer
englers for it now than there were then; in fact, T be-
lieve I am safe in stating that there were double the
number of bass anglers ten years ago than there are to-
day. In fact, outside a few fishing clubs, such as the
Cuttyhunk, there are but a small nnmber of fishermen
who devote much time to this species, preferring to
follows others which are more certain to afford satisfac-
tory catches. Time was when there were all along the
New_ England coast favorite localities at which fisher-
men in parties of three or four made magnificent catches
of this truly magnificent fish, the gamest, by all odds,
of the salt water fishes of America, but they are mostly
abandoned for the reason that there are no b^ass to be
found there.

Of course the pollution of some waters in which they
were formerly abundant affords a sufficient explanation
of their disappearance from those locaUties, but they
have becorne scarce in waters which have not been con-
taminated in any way.
For example, Thatcher's Island, a Governmerft light-

house station off Rockport, Essex County.. Mass., the
most eastern point of Cape Ann, used to be a famous
locality for bass, and a number of enthusiastic anglers
always made it their headquarters during the fishing
season every- year. The success they had was phenoni-
enal, and good-sized fish, too, 15 and 20-pounders, being
often taken, Those anglers have now. I tliink, all passed
away, at any rate, I know of one that is left.

They were mostly artists an^ members of the theatri-
cal profession, and many of them bore illu&trious names,
such as Junius JBrutus Booth, John Gilbert and Thomas
Barry. Like the anglers, the bass have also gone from
that locality, a very few only being taken annually; in
fact, one might say that the catch is merely nominal, the
total number reported by the Massachusetts Commis-
sioners of Inland Fisheries and Game for the four years
prior to 1901, being only 35 caught in all the gill and
sweep nets, and the pounds and weirs of Essex County!
In my younger days we used to fish for the striped bass
at the tide gates of the milldam between Boston and
Brookline, using the scarlet ibis fly mostly, but some-
times changing to the shrimp and minnows, a sinker
and float being used with the latter.

At that time the fish were so plentiful, a good catch
was the rule.

They -were of good size, 8 and lo-pound fish being, not
tmcommon, and I have seen an i8-pounder taken there
with a fly-rod and rather light tackle. When one. re-
members that the striped bass is .as gamy and active as a
salmon, the sport that the big fellow gave can be. imag-
ined. As the fiver became polluted by sewage and by
the refuse of numerous mills along its course, the bass
became more and more scarcCj. and finally they entirely
disappeared from that locality.'

In the Piscataqua River and in the vicinity of Bidde-
ford Pool, Me., they were also formerly quite abundant,
the Piscataqua River with its deep, cool and rapid tide
being a particularly favorite abiding place with them.
The size of the fish was in that locality much greater

than it is at the present time, there being records of
bass weighing 52 and 70 pounds having been taken,
while now a lo-pounder would surprise the angler who
caught it.

In the waters of Nova Scotia I have never seen very
large bass, and in the Sale des Chaleurs, where it is
also found, I think it never attains anything like such
a mammoth size as I have mentioned, the largest that I
ever saw there weighing not over 5 pounds.
In the Bale, particularly about Chatham, they are

often quite abundant, and in the Miramichi River they
are taken as far up the stream as "Red Bank," but com-
paratively small sizes prevail. To show how great has
been the decrease in numbers and size of this noble fish
in our own waters, I will quote a portion of the evi-
dence that was given at the great hearing in relation to
food fishes, a report of which is given in full in Prof.
Baird's U. S. report published in 1873. One witness, a
Mr. Swan, stated that "About fifteen years ago, one
Fourth of July, I trolled for bluefish while going out to
my lobster pots and I got a striped bass that weighed
30 pounds. After I had hauled my pots I got two more,
one weighing 19 and the other 21 pounds. On July
8 I went again, and after hauling my pots I cut up a
little lobster and fixed my bait; that day I got eight that
weighed in the aggregate 276 pounds after they were
cleaned."

Nathaniel Smith said:
"There are no school bass here in the fall of the

year. In old times, thirty or forty years ago, the bass
were around in schools in September and would run
until cold weather. I have caught them as late as Dec.
10. I would get from i to 200 a day. I used mackerel
or menhaden for bait ; I used dead bait, but of late years
I fished with lobster bait. That would not answer, only
when there was a heavy sea and the water was thick;
I_ used to catch a boatload in a day in that way. I got
isixteen one morning, four of which weighed 206 pounds,
and the rest would weigh from 30 to 40 pounds apiece.
Four or five years ago I could not catch any. The
bass are very scarce now."
Mr. J. M. K. Southwick, in his argument printed in

the same report, says: "At this writing, July 28, 1871, a
boat is in the harbor witli 9,000 pounds of bass, the re-
sult of one haul with a shore-seine, for which they will
probably realize $900. One day this month one man
caught with hook and line 1,000 pounds of bass in two
hours! I know of a locality near Tappahannook, on the
Kappahannock Riy^r, v^'here there is good fishing fof

them. Have caught them there in January with troll

lines, but they are most abundant in February. In Feb-
ruary, 1867, I saw 6,000 pounds that had been caught
there at one haul. There was one fish among them that
weighed 80 pounds, the largest I ever saw. The small-
est of this -lot would probably weigh 10 pounds."
At the hearing the great weight of evidence was that

the diminution in the numbers of the bass was chiefly
attributable to the nets, pounds and weirs which were
abundant long the shores.
Those engines of destruction continue to exist and at

the present time they are looked upon with great disfavor
by those who are interested in our food and game fishes.

In addition to these much stress has been laid on
the rapacity of the bluefish which kill vast numbers of
the menhaden and other fishes upon which the bass sub-
sist.

But most of all the menhaden fishermen are blamed
for the mischief that has been wrought; they not only
capture immense quantities of the favorite food of the
bass, but they also take vast numbers of the bass them-
selves, together with other valuable food fishes.

^ In the 1896 Transactions of the American Fisheries
Society, there is a paper on the "Waste of Food Fishes,"
by L. D. Huntington, ex-president of the N. Y. Fish
Commission, in which occurs the following:
"Mr. E. G. Blackford, the well-known fish dealer of

Fulton Market, before same committee, stated that from
his own knowledge every year those fishes which feed
upon menhaden, grow more scarce, that there had been
several instances which had been spoken of there of his
own loiowledge where the menhaden vessels have taken
large schools of food fish and have brought them to
market; the very large catch of 1891, just about that
time of the year, was principally of weakfish. Some
four or more vessels came up to Fulton Market with a
cargo or quantity of at least 200,000 pounds, nearly all

weakfish, and out of that 200,000 pounds about one-quar-
ter were marketed; the balance of these cargoes was sent
to the factories and rendered into oil and scrap. Mr.
Blackford fm-ther stated that in his opinion the effect
of the great amount of fishing that is carried on for
menhaden all along the coast breaks up the schools of
fish which are followed by the striped bass and blue--
fish, and has a tendency to make these fish seek other
feeding grounds."
Now, if weakfish are destroyed in such great num-

bers, there can be no doubt that bass, with similar feed-
ing habits to theirs and moving, as a rule, in the same
waters, south of Cape Cod, should also be captured by
the menhaden fishermen.
As for a remedy for the waste that is thus wrought,

I have none to propose other than that the operations
of the menhaden fishermen should be restricted to a
three-mile limit from the shore. Mr. Huntington says
of this:

"The indiscriminate use of the purse net by the men-
haden fishermen within the three-mile limit is an abuse
of the rights of all citizens. * * * There should be
proper restrictions that would be just to all. to the men-
haden industry, as well as to millions of hardworking
citizens who depend upon the continual food fish sup-
ply for a livelihood, the many thousands who at times
take fish for food for their families, the many thousands
who, of choice, prefer to catch their supply of food fish
from the waters adjacent to them, instead of from the
market, as well as thousands who resort to the waters
along our coasts for food fish as well as for recreation
and health; the food fish should be protected within the
three-mile limit before it is too late. If the use of the
purse net was. properly restricted, or prohibted within
a reasonable distance from the shores, and used only in
waters beyond the depth of the net used, it would go far
to stop the present Avaste and to insure a continued
supply now so seriously threatened."
Some idea of the destructiveness of the purse nets and

by the menhaden fishermen may be formed when it is
stated that a haul of one of them inclose about three
and a half acres of water and capturing, of course, every
fish within its limits.

Like the salmon, which it resembles in many respects
in its habits, it comes into the fresh water rivers and
ponds to spawn, and it will thrive perfectly if it is per-
manently restricted to them.

It is a most voracious fish and a promiscuous feeder,
accepting almost any bait that is offered.

Its favorite food, however, is the herring or alewive,
although it is very fond of shedder crabs, shrimp and
minnows.

It seems to be attracted by gaudy colors and will take
the sqarlet ibis or other red and white fly in fresh or
brackish water without hesitation. A bright spininng
spoon or metal or natural squid is also readly taken.
The rod and tackle may be either that which is

adapted to salmon fishing, or the heavier so-called bass
rod, shorter and stiffer than the other and better adapted
to bait-casting.

My best success has been with a split bamboo rod
ten feet in length and weighing about fifteen ounces, on
which I have used a multiplying reel carrying 100 yards
of salmon line, the reel being placed on the grip about
fifteen inches from the butt.

This tackle I have used for casting menhaden bait,

for trolling with squid, spoon or eel skin, and for still

fishing with float and sinker.

The tip funnel of the rod is made of cornelian and
the guides a.re large enough to permit the line to run
absolutely without friction.

In still-fishing I have found that a sinker which is

barely heavy enough to carry the bait down in the flow-
ing tide, is preferable to a heavier one, in fact, many
fishermen dispense with a sinker when it can be done.
We used to have capital sport on the bridge at Ware-

ham, Mass., using for bait either shrimp, shedder crabs
or the belly of a soft-shelled clam. The tdie there flows
with considerable rapidity, and on the quarter or half
ebb it carried our bait and floats a considerable dis-

tance; in reeling .up our lines we struck a bass at least
one in three casts, which we considered was having very
good success.

Mr. Robert B. Roosevelt, in his "Game Fish of the
North," state§ that ttie pca^llop is an excellent bait early
in the fall.

I have also taken many bass when using small crabs
an inch or so in diameter for bait while fishing for
tautog. On one occasion I took five very fine fish

with this bait, and in a locality which I had no idea
contained a single bass. This was in the Fore River,
between Quincy and East Weymouth, Mass.
On the submerged piles of the bridge which spans

that stream, are myriads of mussels upon which the
tautog greedily feed.

I used the small crabs in preference to any other bait,
and have always found that tautog will accept then'
when they will refuse everything else.

On this occasion, as I was moving my bait around
which was well down toward the bottom, I felt a fierce
tuo- quite different from the bite of the tautog and then
my line was run out in a most lively manner.

I saw that I had a good fish on, but was puzzled as to
its identity until after playing it a while I brought it

to the landing net, when I discovered that it was a 4-
pottnd bass.

That I was highly elated goes without saying. I sup-
posed, however, that it was only a wanderer, and con-
sequently had no expectation of taking any more.
Four others, however, came to my creel, and that lo-

cality became for a while an established bass station.
But before the summer was ended it came to grief, for

the authorities, wishing to deepen the channel of the
river m order that larger vessels and coal barges might
ascend to the wharves, blasted a number of large rocks
which lay at the bottom. Heavy charges of dynamite
were used, and at the discharge great numbers of fish
arose to the surface, killed by the concussion.
Among them were many large tautog and striped

bass, one of the latter weighing 37 and another 32
pounds. I doubt very much if there are any bass there
now, although there may be, but I will assure my Bos-
ton friends that there are a great many tautog left and
probably there are some good-sized ones.

Casting for striped bass with the rod is really the-
most sportsmanlike method. Like fly-fishing, however,
it requires considerable practice before one may become
an adept at it. It has been described so many times
that I will not enlarge upon it here. Casting without
any rod is also practiced by many. The baited hook and
sinker are whirled around above the fisherman's
head until a proper impetus is obtained, and is then
thrown as far into the ocean as possible, and is then
drawn back to the fisherman, hand over hand, to be cast
again and again until it is seized.

Edward A. Samuels,
[to be continued.]

Small Flies.

Mr. Frank M. Trafton, summering at Sharon, was^ut
on Lake Massapoag the other evening, and brought home
several good pickerel and a bass or two. Mr Charles S
Robertson, of Boston, a gret lover of flv-fishing, was one
of the many fishermen who were on hand at Grand Lake
Stream the day the extended close-time law was off In
order to get ahead of the rest of the crowd, he and his
fishing companion got up at 2 o'clock in the morning on
the opening day. The moon had not set and the weather
was clear; they could see to cast their flies onlv bv the
ghnt ot the moonlight. But Mr. Robertson made the catch
ot his life, and that is saying a good deal. At breakfast
tn-ne he had landed eighteen landlocked salmon, the united
weight of which was forty-three pounds. All of these
could not be kept, nor did Mr. Robertson want them,
ihe smaller fish were returned to the water as soon as
weighed. He says that never before has he had such fly-
fishing. He remained for a week, and caught salmon
e\'ery day, though the weather was cold and disagreeable
i he fishmg begun to flag by the end of the first day, as it
naturally must with so many anglers whipping ail the
desirable water.

Fly-fishermen are much interested in the recent ac-
counts of experts using small flies for salmon and trout in
Maine. I have lately been questioned a dozen times con-
cerning those new flies." There is nothing new about
them, except that they are being used for landlocked sal-
mon and trout, and even sea salmon. They are on No 8
to 12 hooks, and the only new feature is the small size
Mr. R. N. Parish caught his champion landlocked sal-
mon at the Upper Dam the other day, weighing 12 pounds
9 ounces, on a No. 12 fly. Other experienced anglers are
using small flies for both trout and salmon. Mr. Robert-
son, mentioned above, used smaller flies than ever at
Grand Lake Stream

; scarcely larger than No. 8. Bangor
salmon anglers are using smaller flies. The bow of a
No. 12 hook is but three-sixteenths of an inch across, and
the hook itself is but one-half inch long. The whole fly
on a No. 12 hook, is almost covered by a dime, and com-
pletely hidden under a nickel. A No. 8 hook is but three-
quarters of an inch long, and the bow is but a quarter
of an inch across. The only question concerning these
dnninutive flies is the strength of the hook and snell to
which it is tied. Both must be first class, and capable of
standing a reasonable strain. No light fly-rod in the
world will stand more than these hooks and snells will
hold; say a strain of four or five pounds. Once a large
fish is hooked, the elasticity of the rod, if in the hands
of a skillful angler, keeps him hooked. If he makes a
run, the reel takes care of that, if properly handled. The
fish is carefully drawn, all the time on the elasticity of
the rod, or humored with the reel when he runs, plunges
or leaps, till he gives up in utter exhaustion. What
greater skill than this; a ten-pound fish brought to net on
a five-ounce rod, hooked on a No. 12 fly? Mr. Robertson
mentions a singular experience or two. One salmon
jumped squarely into the boat, when being drawn up to
the net. Another plunged and went under the boat, com-
ing up on the other side. The line was quickly passed
around the bow of the boat, when the salmon leaped out
of water again, striking the arm of the guide. This dis-
engaged the hook and the salmon was free.

Special.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and jiot to any individual connected with the paper,
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Pike, Pickerel, Mascalonge.

A Revised Illustralion.

By an extremely unfortunate, mortifying and regretted

transposition of cuts and titles in the last issue, our well-

intended efifort to illustrate the characteristic markings
which distinguish these three fish was rendered nugatory.

We accordingly repeat the illustrations, with the titles

now given as they should have been printed last week, and
we trust that the correction may undo the confusion
caused by the error.

The accompanying figures of heads show the charac-
teristics that are constant in the mascalonge (which is

sometimes called a big pickerel and great pike), the pike
and the pickerel.

Without regard to color or other markings, each of
the fishes named may be identified from the peculiarity of
scale formation shown in the accompanying cuts.

The mascalonge, the pike and the pickerel have each the
same number of fins, placed in the same position on each
fish. The mascalonge has scales only on the upper part

FIG. 1.—PICKEREL.

Clieeks and opercles completely scaled.

FIG. 2.—PIKE.
Cheeks scaly. Lower half of opercles naked.

FIG. 3.—MASCALONGE.
,

,

IjOVt^V half of cheeks and opercles naked.

of cheek and gill covers, as shown in Fig. 3. The fish may
be the mascalonge from the St. Lawrence River, with
round brown spots on a light ground, or the mascalonge
from Chautauqua Lake with blotches or splashes of

brown, or it may be without spots of any kind, and it may
be called Chautauqua pike, or Kentucky River or Mtts-
kingum River pike, and yet it will be a mascalonge and
have scales on cheek and opercula, as shown in Fig. 3.

The pike is commonly called pickerel in New York
State : there is a marked difference between the two fish.

The pike grows to a weight of 50 pounds and more, as
one was recorded from Ireland of 54 pounds in weight.
Our pike and the European pike are the same. The cheek
and gill covers of the pike shown in Fig. 2 will explain
how the scales are placed ; they cover the cheek and part
of the gill cover. The pike is the fish sometimes called

the great northern pike, although a claim was made a
few years ago for this title for the mispotted ntascalonge.
The pickerel, proper, is a small fish as compared with

the pike, as it averages in weight from lyi to 2;-^ pounds,
and one of 5 pounds is a very large fish. Fig. i will show
how the scales are placed on cheek and gill covers, ex-
tending over both.

The fish are of the same species, and exactly alike

structurally, but one fish is spotted with spots that are
nearly rotmd, while the other has oblong spots, and the
dark lines are more regular in the pond fish than in the
river fish,

The Chautauqtta Lake mascalonge, instead of having
round brown spots on a light ground, has splashes of
l:rown. quite irregular in shape, on a light ground. The
Wisconsin fish, like the Ottawa River fish, is unspotted.

Theresa, N. Y., July 19.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
"Ts it trtte there are no pickerel here?" The aboA'e ques-
tion was asked me to-day by a party who had been told

that I had said that the fish catight in this vicinity Avere

not pickerel, but pike.

In answer I reached for the current number of Forest
AND Stream and showed him the article under the head-
ing, "Pike, Pickerel, Mascalonge" (which I had not
read). In examining the illustrations given, we con-
cluded that the names under the full-length cuts were as
mixed tip as is usually done by the typo. I do not claim
TO be an ichthyologist, nor even an angler, as Forest and
Stream well knows. But I could not make the head cut

XmascaJonge) fit only on (He jUiastration of pickerel, which

WESTERN BROOK PICKEREL (EsOX UmbfOSUs).

PICKEREL {Esox recticu-latus)

.

^iKE {Lucius lucius).

MASCAtdNGE {Esox nohilior)^

without doubt shotdd be mascalonge; and the pike head
would not go with pike (L. Indus), which I th'nk must
be intended for "western brook pickerel {Esox tim-
brosus)" {which I have never seen), while the head
"Pickerel" Avould go only with the illustration "Masca-
longe (£^-0.1- nobiiior)," which should have been pickerel
{Esox rexticulatus) , I think.
Only last week I had occasion to decide the identity of

a mascalonge caught in Red Lake, near this village. A
party of six, of which I was one, was spending the day on
the lake at the Lotus Club house. About noon a man liv-

ing on the lake brought some letters which he wished
niailed at the village. I had seen some one trolling near
his house all the morning, and asked him what luck he had
fishing. He said that he had caught two "pickerel"
(pike) and a thirteen-pound "tmiscalunge" (mascalonge).
I asked him how much he would sell the mascalonge for.

He said, "A dollar." I told him that I would take it.

He then said that he had cleaned it all but cutting off the
bead. I got into his boat and went to his house. I was
a little skeptical about the fish being a mascalonge (as I

am not an ichthyologist nor an angler), and frankly told
him so. He then brought the head of the two pickerel
fiiike) he had cleaned. I saw the difference between
them and the head that was on the larger fish, and imme-
diately gave him a crisp new $1 bill and took the fish,

which I think was the smallest mascalonge taken from
Red Lake in several years. More have been caught
weighing over forty potinds than under twenty. Last
year one of sixteen was taken. A few weeks ago a young
friend of mine living on the lake found a dead one on
the beach that measured four feet and three inches, that
would have weighed nearly fifty pounds alive. I saw the
lower jaw bone. The teeth were an inch long; the first

tooth on the right side was gone and the bone seemed
to be diseased; the fish had probably carried a trolling
bait for some time. In 1882 about two hundred pike
v.-ere put in Indian River here, which undoubtedly caused
the extermination of the mascalonge and to a certain ex-
tent of the black bass, although there is very good bass
fishing yet. A Mr. O'Harra, of Syracuse, came up from
Red Lake yesterday with twenty-five good bass and
"pickerel" (pike). J. L. Davison.

All communications intended for FoitEST and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., l>few

Yofk, an4 flO* 1» in4ividual coiviie9te4 with the paper.

Jottings of a Fly-Fisher.

M.ANY anglers are delightful companions, not only
those who can tell a good story, but others who narrate,
when in congenial society, a few of their thoughts and
experiences. Very few have time or inclination to write
for publication, and the sporting press is thus deprived
of mttch material of great value. I can think of no
pttblication at present devoted exclusivel}^ to angling,
but some of my friends complain of the comparatively
small space giA'en to this subject in our periodicals.
This could easily be remedied hy sending reports of
interesting experiences to our favorite paper. Chat
about rods, flies, new wrinkles, etc., w^ould, no dottbt,

be welcome.
These remarks were suggested by one of the friends

aforesaid, who, alter complaining of the dearth of fishy
news, proceeded to give me a*tew details of his own
sport, which, if written down as told, would have made
a very interesting article. How he lost two 4-pound
trout, for instance. We always relish these stories of
the big fish that got away.
This gentleman is one of the comparatively few who

use Pennell eyed hooks for fly-fishing, but he has snells
lashed to them. This seems entirely unnecessary, when
a good knot would answer the purpose, and it does away
with nearly every advantage possessed by the eyed hook.
Convenience of storage and carriage in a small box.
durability and strength, bj^ reknotting gut when worn
and rising any strength of gut required for a particular
(,)ccasion.

I had used these hooks for two years, both up-eyed and
down-eyed. The former. Hall's eyed hooks, were made
of very fine wire, and failed me several times with large
fish (one glorious "rainbow" I shall never forget), as
the wire sprung or broke. This may have been the
fault of this particular manufacture, as in England these
hooks are used for the largest chalk (limestone?) stream
trout. The Pennell hooks gave perfect satisfaction when
the real thing was got. Pennell's hooks should have
his signature—H. Cholmondeley Pennell—on every pack-
age of 25, or box of 100. The eye is small, and the
jam knot never failed me, as I left a scrap of surplus
gut pointing downward in the hackle.
As dry fly-fi-shing is being more and more practiced

every year, these hooks will probably become more
popular, as ther^ ?an be no dotibt of their great ad-
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vantage for this style of fishing. The body of the fly

can be made much thimier and lighter, and if the hackle
is not crushed in a book, the fly cocks up and floats much
better.

Carry a little bottle of kerosene or a tin pill box of
vaseline and just touch the wings and legs of the fly, if

you wish to save yourself labor in drying it. This dodge
•will, however, ruin the bodies of many flies. I tie floaters

xvitk quill body usually, and have discovered a quill of

which I expect great things. I have not tried it yet.

Hackle flies float very well and are always in the proper
altitude upon the water. If a soft hackle is tied or wound
\n front of the cock's hackle, it gives the cf¥ect of wings
or of a fly just hatching out from the nymphie case.

No doubt more interest will be taken in entomology,
and this certainly lends additional inteixst to the art of

fly-fishing. The flies bred on the trout streams are most
interesting and beautiful insects, and will some day be
the subject of a great work fully illustrated in colors.

The man to undertake it should be an artist as well as

an entomoiogist. There are some English books 011 this

subject, but climatic conditions are very different here,

and !i\y impression is that while we have insects closely
resembling those found there, we have a greater number

species, much greater. We have, at least, two early

browns, for instance, and a host of duns of various
sizes and shades, which change into spinners of many
tolors.

Many stone flies are found, the comrnon Eastern stone

fly may be seen all through the season when the tem-
perature is not too high. I have never seen this in great
quantities, but there is a 5rellow stone fly that hatches
out in immense numbers on some streams in May. I

have reason to belicAi-e that this fly, or one like it, is

found in the West and would like to hear from your
Western readers on the subject, and, indeed, on that of

the flics of Western trout streams generally. I think
that we have many varieties of this species which only
hatch out at night. One of the stone flies is known lo-

cally as the "May fly," but we have several true Ephe-
mera approximating the May fly of Europe.
I Iiave heard of several American grammarus, but only

know one well. This rises abundantly in June.
The Ephemera are probably the most important fam-

ily, with the stone flies a close second. The case worms
or caddis, are very abundant of all sizes, with their

houses of sticks, pebbles, sand and gravel.
_
The big

brown trout take in the big "stick bait," as it is called

in Western North Carolina and Tennessee, case and all,

tiie fornier can hardly prove nourishing. One becomes
very much puzzled as to the life history of many species.

Even in Europe they are in doubt on many points. The
Ephemera are probab^^ best understood, as they have
been more carefully observed. First the egg is dropped
on the water, sinks to the bottom and finds a lodgment
among the sand and gravel. In a few weeks it hatches
into a hungry larva, which feeds voraciously on minute
organisms or particles of vegetable' matter. Some ob-
servers say that it changes its shell or covering several

times as it grows, but this is uncertain. It lives in this

state from one to two years, then grows wing-cases,

and is called a nymph. Then, when the temperature of

the water is suitable and it has passed its allotted time
as a lower form of life, it swims upward to the surface

of the stream, splits down the back and appears as an
imago or dim. Sometimes it takes wings immediately,

at others it floats jauntily down its native element, until

its wings dry and gain strength for a flight to the shore,

where it clings to a leaf or twig. In from three to nine
days it undergoes anothei' transformation, shedding its

whole outer covering and becoming a much brighter and
more beautiful insect. The males may then be seen to-

ward evening or when the weather is not too warm,
dancing up and down in small swarms or companies.
Tbey are in wait for the females which are hidden in

some leafy retreat, but which fly out from time to time.

Courtship is not prolonged, and the female soon drops

her eggs upon the stream, becomes a mere sliell and
dies. The stone fly drops her eggs in the same way, but
the larva crawls out upon a ^tone to change its coat;

then it seems to live under stones and gravel until its

wings are fully developed, and does not undergo a sec-

ond transformation.
There is so much to learn that we are discouraged

sometimes, but I advise' any one who has the oppor-
tunity or time to make such studies as he can. If the

water is shut oft from a race and he turns over the

stones, he will be astonished at the numbers of larvae of

all colors and sizes (principally yellow, olive and brown).
The caddis are very abundant in June. Duns of the

Ephemera will be seen as early as March on some
waters, and appear all through the season when the

weather is sufficiently cool. They seem to be very hardy,

and the early broods are the largest and darkest in

color, though some of a dark brown and lead color

appear later. I have seen large liatclies of small duns
with light blue and also with orange bodies as late as

July, the former on pleasant days with cool breezes, and
the latter on blustery days with gusts of wind and rat-

tling showers.
1 could go on for hours with my random and doubt-

less often inaccurate remarks, but will have mercy upon
those who have been brave enough to follow me thus

far. I would be glad to correspond with any who are

interested in the subject of the flies that feed the trout,

and means and ways of imitating them successfully,

I am particularly curious in regard to natural flies

found in trout waters in the West. Some species seem
to be quite local in their habitat, while others are com-
moii to all or nearly all, although you will find some
large flies on small brooks. As a general rule,_ the big-

ger the water the larger the flies. Yet, agairij piany

of the smaller flies will be found on the large streams.

Now to conclude, tell your brother anglers what inter-

ests you, .it will probably interest them, I am taking

great chances. Relate your curious or rare experiences.

Talk about flies is eagerly read by many anglers, I think.

As a class they are as full of theories and fads as an
egg is full of meat.
A fisherman I know caught and returned to the water,

in one day. 300 black bass, iti the presence of two wit-

nesses. That must have been a wonderful experience.

Many of our friends have at least booked one of the

}mm§n3^ ^T^^y^^ trout "^ow found in some of our rivers.

The stories of these fights with light tackle, often 4-
ounce rods and No. 10 or No. 12 flies, would be quite
exciting. I know that the actual experience is very.
Large salmon have been landed with light trouting

tackle, but these big German trout always seem to get
away when hooked with small flies. About 3 pounds
is the heaviest I know of as having been killed in this

\va,y. One or two 5-pound fish have succumbed to bass
flies, and I heard of one weighing 8>2 pounds being
caught by a boy. 13 years old. But enough said.

Good luck to all the fraternity of genial fly-fishers.

Badger Hackle.

Fish and Fishing.

Royal and Select Anglers,

In ilie tnass of anecdotal matter which has appeared all

over the world within the last few weeks concerning King
Edward VII., it is not surprising to find lengthy reference
lo his career as a .sportsman. Like President Roosevelt,
His Majesty has an enviable record as a successful hunter
of large game, though whatever may be the reason for
it, w^e hear of few of his performances as a fisherman,
compared with those of other members of the British
royal family, and of many more, who, like him, are much
in the public eye. Perhaps it is because he has been so
very much in the public eye all his life long, that few
opportunities were aft'orded him for the contemplation and
retirement so helpful to the education of a successful
iingler. His eldest son, on the other hand, who has been
styled "the angler-in-chief of the royal family," was so
far removed from the throne in the days of his youth, that
he had ample opportunities for careful study and fre-

quent practic^'of the gentle art, and is recognized as quite

a 'master of the salmon rod. As long ago as when his

aimt, the Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll, was liv-

ing in Canada, the present Prince of Wales, then Prince
George, enjoyed good salmon fishing while visiting her
upon her salmon river, in company with his elder brother,

the~late Duke of Clarence. The Duchess was quite an
accomplished fisherwoman when in Canada, and met with
splendid success upon both the Ristigouche and the Grand
Cascapedia rivers. The 54-pounder killed by her was not
far from the record fish killed by rod and line in Canadian
waters. She and her husband, then the Marquis of Lorne,
Governor-General of Canada, erected a pretty fishing lodge
for their own u,se, on the banks of the Grand Cascapedia.

In those days the Government reserved the fishing of the

waters controlled by it in the Cascapedia, for the personal

use of the Governor-General and party. Now this fishing

is leased for no less than $8,500 a year, including that of

the estuary. On one of her fishing expeditions, H. R. H.
had a very narrow escape from drowning, I think it was
in the Rock Pool of the Ristigouche t,hat the canoe in

which the Princess was seated was on the point of capsiz-

ing, wdien one of the Indian guides leaped out of it into

the water and held it upright.

Princess Louise is not the only keen fisherwoman of

the British royal family. Her niece, the Duchess of Fife,

one of King Edward's daughters, is an expert angler for

both trout and salmon, both of which abomid in the waters

upon her husband's estates in Scotland.

Queen Alexander is no novice with the salmon rod, and
the fact has lately been recalled, by an English sporting

paper, that at the 1901 dinner of the London Fly-Fishers'

Club, the late Sir Courtenay Boyle, who presided, stated

that he had assisted her present Majesty in landing from
the Blackwater her first salmon.

In the Highland Dee, the angling members of the royal

family enjoy exceptionally fine sport, rising fish being

found in some of its stretches throughout the entire sea-

son. The King is absolute proprietor of the right bank of

the Balmoral water, and rents the fishing of the left bank
from one of his neighbors.

When His Majesty visited Canada in i860, every efl^ort

was made to afl^ord him some good fishing in the

Saguenay country. The late Senator David Price enter-

tained the young prince at the famous Marguerite, but

the fates were not propitious, and a few small trout were
all the whole party had to boast of, beyond the experi-

ence that there is no royal road to fishing. Mr. Price

booked a large salinon and gave it to the Prince to land,

but his attempt was not successful. The Prince had

not had sufficient practice in salmon fishing to enable him
to accomplish that most diflicult of all feats to a beginner—
tlmt of landing a very large fish with a very smaU line.

The historian of the expedition amusingly adds : 'Tt was
not for the want of advice, however ; there was plenty of

that. Every one called out what to do, and, as a matter

of course, every one suggested a different mode from

every one else, so that His Royal Highness was be-

wildered, and the salmon proved the truth of the old

proverb, that 'in a multitude of counsellors there is safety',

and, l)reakiug the line, got clear away."

Marine Biological Station.

Every student of fish life in North Atlantic coastal

streams and adjacent waters will rejoice to learn of the

good work being accomplished by the comparatively new
Marine Biological Station of Canada, which has just en-

tered upon the fourth season of its operations. Its posi-

tion is already established as the center of original marine

and fishery researches for the Domiiaion of Canada, and
an arrangement has been completed with Dr. C. O. Whit-
man, director of the Wood's Holl Biological Station,

whereby an investigator's table at that station is placed

at the service of a nominee from the Canadian station, in

exchange for a similar courtesy extended at the latter to

an American investigator. It was contemplated at the

inception of the scheme for the establishment of the sta-

tion, that the huildmg should be floated to a different point

each yean So fruitful a field for scientific research was
found to exist, however, in Passamaquoddy Bay, near St.

Andrews, N. B., that operations were continued there for

two seasons, and now the staff of the station have entered

Upon their second year's work at Canso, on the coast of

eastern Nova Scotia. Canso is a great center of the Gulf

and Atlantic deep-sea fisheries, forming a connecting link

between the fishing industries and marine fauna of the

southern waters of the Dominion, as found in Passama-
quoddy Bay, and the more northerly fisheries and fauna

(jf the Gulf of St. X„awrence proper. The paperg in course

of preparation upon the work of the station are expected
to be of peculiar interest. Trawling, tow-netting, dredg-
ing, line fishing and other methods of testing the neigh-
boring sea and of procuring specimens are being adopted
with great success, and experiments have been made with
dynamite, for the purpose of securing accurate informa-
tion as to the effect of the explosive upon schools of

fish at different depths of water.

Sammer Netting ia the St. Lawrence.

Prime Minister Parent of Quebec, in whose depart-

ment rests the control of the provincial fisheries, is

nothing if not thorough and practical. The fishery de-

partment of the Dominion of Canada, with which rests

the right to entirely prohibit fishing in any Canadian
waters, lately asked his advice as to the propriety of en-

acting a partial or entire prohibitton of net fishing for

two or three seasons, in that part of the St. Lawrence
and Ottawa rivers extending from the foot of Lake St.

Peter to the head of the Lake of Two Mountains. Be-
fore proffering any advice on the subject, Mr. Parent
ordered a thorough inquiry into the matter. Mr. L. Z.

Joncas, Superintendent of Fisheries, accordingly spent

a fortnight going over the entire ground and taking the

evidence of fishermen and others on the spot. Upon
the 'two banks of these 140 miles of river and lake, it

was found that some 270 families depended alone upon
the result of the fisheries, and that the closing up of the

^

industry for a couple of years would mean ruin and ex-
patriation to them. It was established, however, that the

'

principal waste of fish from these waters occurs in the

months of July and August, when it is not easy to take

the larger specimens, and when, consequently, millions

of small and immature fish are captured and destroyed
in the hot weather. Almost unanimously, these poor
people urged the prohibition of netting during the

months of July and August, fully realizing the fact that

if the present slaughter of immature fish is persisted

in there will soon be none for them to take. This
recommendation will be forwarded to Ottawa, and will

most likely to be acted upon. Over 10,000 pounds weight
of these small fish, taken out of the waters in question,

have been seized during the present season, mostly small

pike-perch, bass, pike and maskinonge.

Reducing the Limit.

There is a move on foot in the Province of Ontario
to reduce the limit of catches of bass and maskinonge.
At present the law allows twelve bass and four maski-
nonge to each rod. District Overseer Thwaite, of

Oshawa, recommends that the limit be reduced to eight

and two, and he says that nearly all of the local over-

seers in his district would make it six bass and two
maskinonge. ,^

Dynamiting,

Several reports have been received of late that dynamit-
ing, was being resorted to in many of the inland waters of

Canada, most of the complaints coming from the shores
of the St, Lawrence, It is feared that the practice is

much more general than supposed, and that it is not at

all confined to poachers from the other side of the Amer-
ican line, though many undoubtedly cross the river at

night in order to indulge in the forbidden work of de-

struction, under cover of the darkness. A scientific in-

vestigation into the effects of dynamite explosions upon
fish life, not only upon adult fish, but upon fry, fish eggs
and all other kinds of life found in the water near the

spot of explosion, has been made by Dr, A. P. Knight,
professor of Animal Biology, at the instance of the fed-

eral government, and his report upon his experiments
is awaited with considerable interest.

A New "Wiiitefisfa.

The Ontario department of fisheries was recently

asked to identify a fish taken in Lake Simcoe, which re-

sembled somewhat the common whitefish, though dif-

fering therefrom in some well-defined respects. Dr,
Bensley, who made the examination, reported that "the
specimen belongs to the genus Coregonus, but does not
correspond to any of the species described by Jordan
and Evermann in their 'Fishes of North and Middle
-America.' From Coregonus clupeformis it differs in

the coloration, in the number of scales and in its more
elongated form. The fact that it occurs in Lake Sim-
coe, with the common whitefish, makes it extremely
probable that it belongs to a different species. Its

characteristics approach more closely to those of Core-
gonus lahradoriciis, of which it may be a local variety.

It shares with the Labrador whitefish the following char-

acteristics: Color, dark bluish above, sides silvery, scales

with dark punctulations on edges. Dimensions corre-

spond very closely. Teeth on tongue present in both.

The more important difference is in the number of the

scales, of which there are 71—76 in longitudinal series

in C. labradoricus, 83—88 in the specimen submitted. The
characters are not intermediate between the common
whitefish and the lake herring as has been suggested.

The gill rakers, which are numerous in herring, are

few in this specimen, even fewer than in the common
whitefish, and the relationship of the jaws to one another
IS characteristically coregonoid. The occurrence of two
distinct species of whitefish in such a small body
of water as Lake Simcoe, is, in all probability, rendered
possible by a difference in habits, or in the nature of

;

the food. In the summer of 1899, I examined, at the

St. Andrew's Marine Station, the stomachs of a num-
ber of whitefish obtained by Prof. Prince from fish

caught in the northern part of Lake Huron, the con-

tents of which were quite exceptional as whitefi.sh food,

consisting for the most part of small fish, sticklebacks

and others. This is a matter of some interest, as I am >'

told that these Lake Simcoe fish are taken with minnow
bait. It is possible that the species is distributed over a (

certain area of the northern portion of the province, and
that individuals reach a greater maximum size in the

larger bodies of water. The largest specimen submitted

was 13 inches in length and a little over i pound in

weight,'' E. T. D. Chambers,

.4.11 communications iptended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the roiest and Stream Publishing Co., Ne>y

yof^, and nof |;p Sfaj fn^jyidual connected w?th the papefr
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Maine July Fishing:.

BosTONj July 2/.—At Belgrade Lakes, Me., though the

trout season is corisidered over, twelve were caught last

week. The largest, taken by A. B. A. Bradley, New York,
weighed 4^2 pounds. Bishop Paret, of Maryland, caught
the largest bass of the week, weighing 4^4 pounds. At
Clearwater and Varnum lakes, near Farmington, Me., the

camps are full of guests, with some fishii^j being done,
and an occasional salmon or trout taken. Mr, E. C.

Stevens, of Boston, is at Lake Dunmore, Salisbury, Vt.,

and the big pickerel, for which that lake is noted, may as

well yield at discretion. At Moosehead Lake fishing is

holding out well. A gentleman writes me, sending his letter

through the care of the Forest and Stream, concerning
the prospects of "bass and pickerel fishing" there in late

August and early September. The answer is positive,

there are no bass nor pickerel in Moosehead Lake. Trout,
togue and landlocked salmon are what that lake is noted
for, especially brook trout fishirtg with the fly. All the

near waters to that lake are supplied with the same sort

of fish. The gentleman also desires the address of some
mie who will give him information concerning the chances
for side trips to lakes, pond and streams, near Moosehead,
and the facilities for stopping at camps away from the

hotels. The chances are all that could be asked for, with
side trips numerous and camps by the hundred. In fact

this side trip business in the Moosehead region is one of

the most common features in the late summer and autumn.
The proprietor of the Kineo House will put our friend

L. M. K. on the right track, even if he does not desire to

stop at the hotels.

The Birches. Mooselucmaguntic Lake, now has about
TOO guests, with a little fishing being done. Waldo B. Fay,
of Southboro, Mass., took a salmon weighing 8 pounds
there last week. Mrs. Fay got one of 4 pounds. The
women anglers are making a good record at the Pool. Up--

per Dam. Mrs. J. S, Doane, of Boston, has made a record
of two salmon in one day, on the fly, one weighing 4
pounds 3 ounces, and the other 3 pounds 4 ounces. Mrs.

J. C. Dougherty, of Syracuse, N. Y., has lately caught a
salmon weighing 5 pounds 3 ounces. Mr. R. N. Parish,

the champion angler of that section, and who uses the
wonderfully small flies, has just added to his record sal-

mon of 9 pounds. 5 pounds 14 ounces, 3 pounds 11 ounces,

3 pounds 10 ounces, 3 pounds 10 ounces, and 3 pounds 2
ounces. The Rangeley Lake House is full of summer
guests, and still angling is not wholly neglected. Mr.
E. E. Allen, of Watertown, Mass., caught 10 pounds of

salmon in one day's fishing last week. Mrs. J. H. Tower,
of North Weymouth, Mass., caught a trout of pounds
one "day last week. The same day Mrs. L. B. Curtis, of

the same town, landed a salmon of 3% pounds.
Special,

Massachusetts Fish and Game.
It seetos timely now that mid-sUmmer is here and the

trout season is passed in the four western counties, and
within a few weeks of its termination in the rest of the
State, while the hunting season is yet more than two
months in the future, to take a glimpse at the fish and
game conditions in this State, so far as that can be done
from observations already made. A consideration of these
matters may be all the more interesting at this time be-

cause it is not so long ago when there were grave doubts
as to the feasibility of securing anything like • desirable

conditions in Massachusetts, so far as fish and game are
concerned.
Forest and Stream has already published more or less

this year regarding the abundance of trout in the streams
of this State, and therefore many of its readers will not be
si'.rprised that a prominent member of the Legislature be-
came very enthusiastic a few days ago in discussing the
condition in the streams in and near his town. Indeed,
he declared with much positiveness that in some of those
streams, which were practicallj' barren of fish life three
years ago, there is now better fishing than might be found
in many of the brooks of northern New England. Natur-
ally, he felt a pride and satisfaction in this, since he per-
sonally obtained the trout and stocked the 'brooks with
them.

Mr. George Pogue, of Grafton, writing on July 15, made
the following statement : "The trout fry we had are doing
fine, and in the brooks stocked here a few years ago there
have been some nice fish caught in one stream. A friend

of mine caught eight fine ones one morning, which
vreighed from 14 ounces to i!4 pounds, * * * and
there haven't been any trout caught in the same brook
for years. * * * We are beginning to think that the

Fish Commis.sion is doing a good work."
Statements like the above might be multiplied, and the

chief difference of opinion regarding trout in this State is

as to what the outcome may be in Berkshire county, where
there is no protection either as to the catching or sale of

trout of any size. The result of non-protection will be, of
course, the catching of everything in the shape of trout -

that may be big enough to take a hook, and some believe

that this may liave a bad effect on the streams, in making
it impossible to have troitt of reasonable size in them.
Some contend that trout will not grow much above six

inches in the mountain streams of Berkshire, while others
hold a contrary opinion and furnish facts to maintain it.

A citizen of Berkshire, who is interested in this question,
writing irnder date of July 12, made the following state-

nient, which speaks for itself, and seems tO' indicate that

there is more than the possibility of. trout attaining fair

sixe in the Berkshire brooks, declarations to the con-
trary notwithstanding:
"While out at So. • Wilhamstown to-day I fished for

trout for a little while in the New Ashford Stream, and
out of one hole in about three minutes I caught three
trout, each weighing one-half pound, and measuring eleven
inches in length. And still they say there is no trout ov^er

six inches in length in Berkshire."
The most interest, however, attaches to the outlook for

game next fall, when the shooting season opens on the first

of October, and if the information which comes from
all sections of the State can be relied upon as a basis for
forming a correct judgment, it is undoubtedly true that
lhe game conditions this year will far surpass anything
seen in this State for many seasons. It is practicable to
quote only a few of the many statements which have come

to the Fish and Game Commission, all of which are pre-
cisely of the same tenor as those quoted below.
Mr. W. N. Prentiss, of Milford, in the central part of

the State, who is a very keen observer, writing on July
4, says : "Quail are very plenty. As I sit here I can see
three old cocks on the walls in as many directions, not one
over ten rods from the house. * * * j have seen sev-
eral broods of young partridge. There are at least two
broods of pheasants on the golf links, about a half a mile
from here, and the caretaker of the club tells me he sees
them nearly every day. There is a deer in this neighbor-
hood, but the dogs drive it more or less (it will be less if

I catch them at it)."

Deputy Commissioner John F. Luman, of Palmer, who
has been over nearly all of the four western counties, writ-

ing on July ]3, makes the following remarks concerning
the outlook for game in the western part of the State:
"From every quarter comes the report that birds never
were so plentiful. Big sport is in store for this fall. All

compliment the State Commissioners on their endeavors
to make good hunting and fishing." W^riting on July y,

he .said : "The woods and covers are filled with partridge,

and you cannot go out in any direction in the country but
you can see and hear the familiar Bob White. Hunters
whom I have spoken with about the matter all say that

this vear promises to be a record breaker for all kinds of
birds'."

Mr. Henry A. Mower, of Worcester, in a letter dated
July 15, says: "I was trout fishing July 4 and found three

broods of young partridge. The partridge were all good
size and apparently quite large broods. One nest I saw
this year had 15 eggs in it, one 14 and one il. From all

reports I get, it bids fair for sport this fall."

Mr. Pogue, to whom reference has previously been
made, writes: "There seems to be more birds than for

years—especially partridge and quail, I mean."
Statements of this kind could be multiplied indefinitely,

and they certainly indicate a most desirable outlook for

the hunters and likewise demonstrate the wisdom of good
laws well enforced. J. W. Collins.

The American Fisheries Society*

The thirty-first annual meeting of the American Fish-

eries Society will be held at Put-in-Bay, Ohio, Aug. 5,

6 and 7.

.

United States Fish Commissioner Bowers writes: "In
connection with the meeting of the American Fisheries

Society at Put-in-Bay, I shall be pleased to place at your
service the steamer Shearwater for the purpose of taking
the members of the Societj' about the islands, and also to

assist in any other way that will contribute to the success
of the meeting."

Put-in-Bay enjoys special advantages as to hotel ac-

commodations, easy access, a*id, being an island in Lake
Erie, a most cool and comfortable place. The waters .sur-

rounding the island are among the best for black bass
fishing in America.

Correspondence intended for the president or secretary,

mailed too late to reach their regular post office address
before Aug. i, should be mailed in care of Llotel Victory,

Put-in-Bay, Ohio.
Every member is urged to be present at this meeting,

and to bring as many candidates or names for member-
ship as possible. Membership fee only one dollar per
year. Intending members are invited to Be present at this

meeting.
The officers are: E. E. Bryant, President, Madison,

Wis. ; Geo. F. Peabody, Secretary, Appleton, Wis.

Prince's Bay Weafcfishingf*

Prince's Bay, Staten Island, N. Y., July 18.

—

Editor
Forest amd Sfremn: I have noticed lately short notices of
"Fishing Near New York," and as far as Staten Island
was concerned the news only reached as far as Gifford's,

but why not report about the weakfishing a little further
on—say. Prince's Bay, for instance? We have just as

good fishing here as anywhere just at present. Last even-
ing I saw a man with a few flounders and some fine blue-

fish, and I asked him where he caught them. He said

:

"I just went out and got them off the 'bunker' boat (men-
haden fisherman) ; they have got a ton of weakfish

;
going

to take them to the city and sell them." And this is not
one case, but the bay is full of slooos hauling their nets

every day, catching barrels of food fish in an illegitimate

manner, They, sell the menhaden to fishing smacks and
oil factories, but the weakfish and food fi.sh in general
they take off to market. If any one wants to get a good
mess of fish, just come to Prince's Bay. S. I., and row out
to the menhaden sloops and they will give you all you
want to take home at a very low price. They are good-
hearted fellows, kind and generous, and seem to want the
good will of the people, but I am afraid before this goes
to print that it will be over. I cannot say, as the work-
ings of justice are sometimes peculiar, ***

Exhibition of Fishery at St* Petersburg-* ^

Consul-General W. R. Holloway writes from St.
Petersburg, June 21 : "The official report of the Interna-
tional Exhibition of Fishery, which was held at St. Peters-
burg. Jan. 28 to March 9, 1902, has just been published.
The countries participating were Russia aiid Finland,
Austria, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Egypt. India,
Spain. Italy, Monaco, Norway, Persia, Roumania, Siam.
France. Sv/eden and Japan, the first making much the
best exhibit ; but as a whole, the exhibit was not up to
the standard of previous ones, the participants. Russia ex-
cepted, taking little or no pains to make a creditable dis-
play. Belgium was the onl ycountry that sent live fish."

European Grayling in America.

Editor Forest and Stream:
With present advanced knowledge of fishculture, there

is no reason why the European grayling- should not be
naturalized here. With rainbow trout and grayling in
the lower portions of our large trout streams, good fly-

fishing would be possible until very cold weather. See
the success of the rainbows in the Esopus and other large
streatns, Theodore Gordon,

Fishingf on the Delaware*

- For the past month or more the fishing' on portions of

the Delaware River has been v^ty unsatisfactory on ac-

count of the heavy rains. Recently, however, conditions

have changed and good fishing for bass attd wall-eyed pike

is regarded as assured.

—^—
Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Sept, S-IL—'Coronto, Can.^Twelfth annual show of tlie Toronto>

Industrial Exi)osition. Fred Jacobi, $ec'y.
Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show;,

John W. Bacon, Treas.
Oct. 8-11.—Dallas, Tex.—Fifth annual show of the Texas Kennel

Club. Geo. W. Clayton, Supt.
Oct. 21-24,—Frederick, Md.—Frederick County Agricultural So-

ciety's annual bench show. J. Roger McSherry, Snpt.
Oct. 21-24.—^New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y-
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug-. 19.—Emmetsburg, la.—Iowa Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials. Louis
Stuehmer, Sec'y, Emmetsburg, la.

Aug. 26.—Salem, S. D.—.South Dakota Field Trial Association's
(member of the American Championship Club) third annual trials,

E. H. Gregory, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sept. 2.—Inaugural trials of the Minnesota-North Dakota Field

Trial Association. Dr. W, A. Moore, Sec'y. St. Paul, Minn.
Sept. 4.—Carman, Man.—Sixteenth annual trials of the Manitoba

Field Trials Club, Eric Hamber, .Sec'y, Winnipeg.
.Sept. 11. , Man,—Fifth annual trials of the Brandon KenneS

Club. Dr. H, James Elliott, Sec'y, Brandon, Man.
_

Scj)t. 11.—O'Neill, Neb.—Nebraska Field Trial Association's
inaugural chicken trials. M. H. McCarthy, Sec'y.
Oct. 20. ,

.—Western Field Trial Association's second)
annual trials, C. W. Buttles, Sec'y^ Kansas City.
Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member

of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S-
Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C, O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial'

Club's field trials. A, C. Peterson. Sec'y.
Oct. 28.—Whitby Island, Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F". R, Atkins, Sec'y, Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3,—Lake View. Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's
(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind. '

Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith, Sec'y, New Haven,
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17,—Glascow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F.
W. Samuel, Sec'v. Louisville. Ky.
Nov. 18.—Ruthven. Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, §ec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 20.—Manor. L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 24.—Washington C. H,, Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annuaJl
trials, C. E. Bauehn. Ser'y.
Dec. 1.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—American Championship

Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
Richmond, Va.
Dec. 1.

,
—

.
—.—Interstate Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials. C. D. Cooke, Sec'y.
Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. Jokm
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs,
Readers are mvited to send for this column any epitaph or

elegy of departed dogs of which they may have knowledge. Wa
continue the series from last week

;

VIII —Elegy on a Mad Dog.

Good people, all of every sort, '

"

Give ear unto my song;

And if you find it wondrous short.

It cannot hold you long.
y

In Islington there was a man,

Of whom the world might say

That still a godly race he ran.

Whene'er he went to pray.

A kind and gentle heai't he had.

To comfort friends and foes;

The naked every day he clad.

When he put on his clothes.

And in that town a dog was found.

As many dogs there be,

Both mongrel, puppy, whelp and hound.

And curs of low degree.

This dog and man at first were friends;

~ But when a pique began.

The dog, to gain his private ends,

Wtnt mad and bil the man.

Arotmd from all the neighboring streetij

The wondering neighbors ran.

And swore the dog had lost his wits.

To bite so good a man.

The wound it seemed botii sore and sad

To every Christian eye:

And while they swore the dog was mad.
They swore the man would die.

Hut soon a wonder came to light,

That showed the rogues they lie4;-

The man rgcovered of the bite;

The. ciog it was tha,t di^d.
—Oliver Goldsmith.

IX —Mad Dog.

(From the Chicago Herald.)

A dog goes trotting down the street;

"He's mad! He's mad!" they cry; .

His temp'er may be mild and sw-eet,

His aspiratjoijs high;
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He may be out to take the air,

But seven women ^ee him there,

And rush to save their loved ones where
The monster saunters by.

He pauses, wondering what is wrong:
"He's mad! He's mad!" they shout;

A fool or two now comes along

And wildly dance about;

The children in their terror bawl

—

"Mad dog! Mad dog!" the women call.

The culprit looks at each and all,

And backs away in d^tibt.

A boy with one susp^dtr on

Runs in and throws a bifcck;

A hired man swoops o'er a lawn.

Armed with an. ugly stick!

The gathering hoodlums wildly whoop.

The dog permits his tail to droop,

And, turning, tries to loop the loop

Upon the double quick.

They chase him through a vacant lot.

They raise the hue and cry,

And now and then a random shot

Mtikes dust and gravel fly;

Wild-eyed, he runs with all his might,

And nearly dead with sudden fright,

He hears them yell: "He's mad! He'll bite!"

A'nd vaguely wonders why.

A dog lies dead beside the track;

One foot is shot away, '

Another bullet broke his back

—

" There's little more to say.

A score of trembling mothers raise

Their eyes to heaven, giving praise

To Him "who in mysterious ways

Has shown his love this day."

X,—Rovcf.
(On a tablet in Ipswich, England.)

Poor Rover's dead;

His loss deplore,

Lament his early fall;

Pity he didn't die before

—

^ Thank God, he died at all.

Reason, or "What?

Up on the c'«rner of the postoffice, with his back
against an electric light pole, sits a blind old man. His
sole companions are two small dogs, and his vocation

is the soliciting of alms with the use of a dilapidated

street organ and a wretched appearance.
I was stari-ding in the postof^ice yesterday at noon,

and through the window saw him put one of the dogs
in his box, rise to his feet and come tottering toward the

postofifice door, his little dog Fannie preceding him
and tugging at her chain with all her little might. She
led him straight to the delivery window, and as soon as

the clerk had informed him there was no mail, the little

thing turned and led him back through the door and to

his seat on the sidewalk. I asked the clerk how the

little dog knew where her master wished to go. Her
answer was—-"He tells her." She further said that Fan-
nie would slacken her chain when she came to the curb-

ing or other stumbling blocks, and that was a sign to

her master of some obstruction or uneven condition of

his path. While we were talking the old man got up
again and tottered off, Fannie tugging at her chain

as before. I followed, and the little dog went stra'ght

to a restaurant, where she lay at her master's feet while

he partook of soup. G. W. Cunningham.

F4 O. Dc Luzc*

The long-time treasurer of the Westminster Kennel
Club, Francis Ogden De Luze. died on July 17. at his

home at Southampton, L. I. He was 66 years old. He
also belonged to the Knickerbocker, Metropolitan and
Union clubs, the Downtown Association, the New York
Yacht Club, the New York Whist Club and the South
Side Sportsmen's Club of Long Island. He was the

senior member of the firm of F. O. De Luze & Co., of

18 South William Street. He is survived by a widow
and two daughters.

A Fisherman's Boy.
Down on the string-piece perhaps you'll find him,

Sturdy and brave and brown,
Leaving the world and its cares behind him,

' Up in the fishing town;
Over and over his old hooks baiting,

Just for a flounder or two in waiting.

If he's not there, then he's in his glory.

Off in the outer bay,

-

Paddline about in a patched-up dory
Half of a summer's day;

Proudest of captains and crew's together.
Gathering cargoes in any weather.

Out before daylight in every season,
Down to the waterside,

Truly forecasting with sailors' reason
Weather, and v/ind, and tide;

Happy, contented and glad sea-rover,
Living the days of his grandsires over.

—Youth's Companion.

One of Washington's noted fishermen is Major "Dick"
Sylvester, the Superintendent of Police for Washington
and president of the National Associatien of Chiefs of

Police.

The Major went fishing a few days ago and returned
with a S-pound black bass, which he sent to the Presi-

dent with his compliments.
Two of the Major's friends heard of his catch and

asked about it a few days later when they were fishin.g

at the same place. They met a country boy and said

:

"Is there good fishing up here?"
"Yep," replied the boy, "it's fair. Major Dick was

up last week fishin'."

"He caught a 5-pound bass, I understand," observed
one of the party, "and gave it to the President."

"I dunno nothin' about his givin' it to the Presi-

dent," the boy said, "biit gran'pap, he caught the fish,"

Yachting: Fixtures, J902.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

JULY.
24-26, Hull-Massachusetts, midsummer series, Y. R. A., open,

Hull, Boston Harbor.
26. Quincy, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
26. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
26. Duxbury, club,_ Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
26 to Aug. 2. Corinthian, annual cruise, from Delaware River to

Long Island Sound.
26. Beverly, third Cor., Mon. Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
26. Manhasset Bay, club, Port Washington. Long Island Sound.
"•e. Beverly, third Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
>38. Mosquito Fleet, club. City Point. Boston Harbor.

Atlantic, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
i. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

..i. Seawanhaka Corinthiarr club race for Centre Island cup, Qyster
Bay, Long Island Sound.

26. Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. I. S„ open, So. Norwalk, L. I. Sound.
16. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. L S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
i8. Wollaston, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
28-29. Boston Y. R. A., open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29, 31 and Aug. 2. Kennebec, commodore's cup series, Bath, Me.
30-3L Corinthian, Midsummer Invitation series, Marblehead, Mas-

sachusetts Bay.

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
"aen during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
-iND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records
flf pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows:
First prize. S.so.oo.

Second prize, $30.00.
Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of
value to men going over the same route. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
pos'^ible. articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.
Good photographs will be considered in making the
awards.

5. The story should contain about seven thousand
words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to arl a.i

judge and to make the awards.

Larchmont Y. C. Race Week.
larchmont, long island sound.

July 19-26.

Forty-seven boats started in the different classes on
Saturday, July 19, the opening day of Larchmont race
week. The strong wind that prevailed throughout the
race made the contests exciting and interesting.

The preparatory signal was given from the committee
boat at 11:30. At this time the wind was blowing about
fifteen knots from the E.N.E. Triangular courses were
selected. The course for the 70-footers, schooners and
special class (cutter Isolde and schooner Katrina) was
thirty miles, twice around a fifteen-mile triangle. The
first leg was to windward, E. ^4 N. 6 miles; the second
leg a run. S.W. 5/g, W. 6 miles, and the third leg a close

reach. N.N.W. 3 miles. The boats in classes K, L, M
and N sailed twice over an ii-mile tringle, and the rest of

the boats went twice over a 5J4-mile triangle.

Five minutes after the preparatory signal, at 11:35, the

70-footers were started. Rainbow was first away, some
30S. after the gun; next came Mineola, and Yankee last;

both boats were handicapped by over a minute. These
boats were swinging club topsails, and in the hard wind
were moving very fast. Mineola began to cut down Rain-
bow's lead, and after a pretty bit of sailing rounded the

weather mark first. It was a run to the next mark at the

mouth of Hempstead Harbor. Mineola carried a balloon

jib in addition to her spinnaker, the other two boats were
content, however, without the big sail. Mineola increased

her lead on this leg, and Yankee closed up on Rainbow.
After gybing around the second mark it was a reach across

the Sound, with the wind about abeam. Mineola and
Rainbow tried carrying small jib topsails, but soon took
them in. The times at the end of the first round were:
Mineola 1 16 05 Yankee 1 18 58

Rainbow 1 18 35

The boats now hauled on the wind again for the second
round. Mineola continued to increase her lead. The race

was easily hers, and it was now a contest between Rain-
bow and Yankee. Small spinnakers were carried on the

run across, Yankee being close up on Rainbow, but .could

not seem to pass her. Mineola won by over 5m.
The schooners and the special class started at 11:40.

Elmjna was first away in her class
j
Muriel was over a

minute and a half late, while Quisetta was over 8m.
behind. These boats also carried club topsails, but on
board Elmina working topsails were substituted, and she

seemed to dg tetter undef ^educed canvas. It was El-

mina's race from the start, and on th& second round she
increased her lead and finished a winner by lom. 25s.

In the special race between Isolde and Katrina, the
latter was to allow the former 8m. Isolde, however,
found the weather just to her liking, and beat Katrina
boat for boat over lom.

_
The 43-footers were started at 11:50; just before this

time Dorwina carried away one of her peak halliard blocks
and was unable to start. Mira and Effort were the only
starters, and Effort had matters her own way and won
easily.

Leda as usual won in her class, beating Spasm and Pos-
sum_ without any difficulty.

Five boats started in class N, and Alerion won, after ^
very close race by 7s. At the end of the first round
Mimosa was im. 30s. in the lead, but on the second round
Alerion passed her and came in first. Empronzi carried
away her inast and was towed into the harbor by the steam
yacht Flelenita.

Good sport was seen in the raceabout class, eight b:ats
starting, and at the end of the first round Mavis was 43^.

ahead, with Whistlewing second. On the second round
Whistlewing passed Mavis on the second leg and won
by 15 s.

Three boats started in the class for Larchmont 2X-
footers, but only one boat finished. D-rothy was dh-
masted and Houri did not finish. The summary

:

Sloops—Class H—70 to 80ft. Racing Length— .'itart, 1J:!!5.

F'lish. E'ar)=-d.
Mineola, .\ugust Belmont 2 5' 3 19
Rainbow. Cornelius Vanderbilt 3 00 0' 3 2" 07
Yankee, J. R. Maxwell 3 00 44 3 25 44

Schooners—Class D—65 to 75ft. Racing Lens;th—Start, 11:"0.
Elmina, F. F. Brewster 3 19 45 3 39 45
Muriel, Charles .Smithers 3 30 10 3 ."0 10
Quissetta, S. C. Darks 3 47 .33 4 07 30

Fpcca; CUiss—Start, 11:40.
Katrina, I. B. Ford 3 35 16 3 55 16
Isolde, F." M. Hoyt 3 25 12 3 45 12

Sloops—Class L—S6 to 43It. Racing Length—Start, 11:.5'^.

Effort, F. M. Smith 2 52 h') 3 02 33
Mira, C. L, Poor 3 05 12 3 15 42

Corrected time, Mira. ".''1 f'?.

Sloops—Class M—30 to Z",? . RaJng Length—Start, 11:55.

Leda, H. L. Maxwell 3 04 .30 3 09 30
Possum, E. S. Ballou 3 24 56 3 29 56
Spasm. E. D. King 3 10 07 3 15 07
Corrected time: Possum, 3.2^.14; Leda. 3.09.09.

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft. Racing Leng'th—Start, 12:00.
Mimosa, Trenor L. Park 3 29 57 3 29 57
Alerion, A. H. Alker 3 29 50 3 29 50
Marguerite, O. H. Jenning- 3 32 57 3 32 57
Iroquois. J. C. Ayer Withdrew.
Enpronzi, Alfred Peats Disab.ed.

Raceab'-uts—Start, 12:05.
Rogue, A. B. Alley 2 17 03 2 12 03
Whistlewing, H. M. Crane 2 03 51 1 58 51
Scam.p, A. Pirie 2 10 23 2 05 23
Mavis. G. L. Pirie 2 01 Oi' 1 5ci U?
Sis. F. T. Bedford, Jr 2 15 Ki 2 10 Ki

Tolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker 2 09 20 2 04 20
Hobo, Trenor L. Park 2 (,9 35 2 04 25
Indian, J. R, Maxwell. Jr Withdrew.

Larchmont 21-footers—Start, 12:05.
Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer 2 09 45 2 04 45
Houri, J. H. Esser Withdrew.
Dorothy, H. T. Spence Disabled.

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:0.".

Rochellc. F. L Gouid 2 02 29 1 57 29
Chin.gachgook. E. A. Stevens 2 08 45 2 03 -JS

Snapper, A. B. Alley 2 38 03 2 31 03

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:10.
Ouoc, A. D. Tappan WitI d ew.
Gazabo, N. P. Vulte .- 2 35 17 2 25 17

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft. Racing Leng'h-."^trrt. 12:10.
Cricket. II. C. Pryer ; 2 21 23 2 L- 23
Flim Flam, A. D. Prince 2 50 43 2 ,:0 43
Microbe , Withdrc.v.

Manhasset Raceabouts—Start, 12:10,
Lambkin, S. W. Roach Diffiiialifi d.

Firefly. Guy Standing 2 J] n.", 2 3' "^5

Mist, jr. W. Alker 2 59 S2 2 •19 2
Arizona, G. A. Corry 2 59 32 2 ^9 52

New Rochelle Raceabouts—Start. 12:10.

Caper, P. L. Howard 2 52 21 2 -'2 21

Deuce, L. D. Huntington, Jr 2 -t4 :» 2 31 33
Ace, W, N. Baker Jr 2 41 50 2 31 50
Knave, R. N. Baker 2 38 CO 2 28 00

, Ard-sley One-Design Class—Slart, 12:10.

Ping Pong, Denning & Campbell 2 53 56 2 43 55
Midget, Edwin Gould 2 53 10 2 43 10

The winners were Mineola, Elmina, I=o'dj, Eff~rt. Leda,
Alerion, Whistlewing, Adelaide, Rochelle, Gazabo,
Cricket, Firefly, Knave and Midget.

New York Y. C* Meeting-.

The fourth general meeting of the New York Y. C.

vas held at the club house on West Forty-fourth str>:et

on Thursda}^ afternoon, July 17. Vice-Com. Frederick G.
Bourne presided, and there was a very fair number of

yacht owners present. Aside from the general rout'ne
business transacted, a resolution was considered on chang-
ing Chapter I of the by-laws so as to make foreign mem-
bers and members absent from the United States pay the

usual dues, from which they have been cxcht t up to tlic

present time. This amendment will eome vn f r a fnal

vote at the October meeting. The following m-mb- r^

were elected: Frank W. McCulIough. Capt. Gecrge C.

Thorpe, U. S. M. C. ; Read-Admiral Henry L. HoNf'ison,

U. S. N. ; Benjamin Seymour Ginniss, Naval Cadet Ed-
ward C. S. Parker, U. S. N. ; Naval Cadet William Lee
Pryor, U. S. N. ; W. T. Helms, chaplain, U. S. N.

;
Sidney

Dillon Ripley, W. C. Taylor, David L. Whitteinore, Pay-
master John H. Merriam, U. S. N. ; Lieut-Commander
P"rank A. Wilmer, U. S. N. ; Lieut. Albert M. Beecher,

U. S. N. : Lieut. Walter J. Manion, U. S. N. ; Naval Cadet
George Blair, U. S. N. ; Surgeon Oliver D. Norton, U. S.

N. ; Alan W. Wood. Harold J. Pratt, George D. Pratt.

Theodore D. Buhl, Charles M. Schwab, Surgeon Frank
Anderson, U. S. N. : Lieut. Charles F. Preston, U. S. N-,

and Surgeon P. M. Wheeler, U. S. N.

Manhasset Bay Y. C.

PORT WASHINGTON, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 19.

After finishing the race at Larchmont, the Manhasset
Bay raceabouts returned to Port Washington and sailed

another race under the auspices of their own club over
the inside course. Com. Stephen W. Roadie's boat Lamb-
kin, sailed by Mr. W. Swan, was the winner. The stim-

mary, start 3 :40

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Lambkin, S. W. Roache 5 12 15 1 32 15

Firefly, Guy Standing 5 13 16 1 33 16

Arizona, George A. Corry... 5 14 28 1 34 23
Mist, G. W. Alker ,-,....5 15 24 1 35 24
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Atlantic Y, C. Cruise.

NEWPORT TO SEA GATE.

July 14, IS.

After arriving at Shelter Island on Wednesday, July 9,

the fleet lay at anchor over the day following, so that the

launch, gig and dinghy races could be lield there on
Thursday. On Friday the boats were to race from Shelter

Island to Newport, but owing to the light breeze the fleet

niade slow lime of it, being becalmed most of the way.
The majority of the boats did not reach an anchorage in

the harbor at Newport until late Friday night. Saturday
and Sunday were devoted to putting the boats that were to

race to Sea Gate, in the best possible shape for the contest.

Monday dawned clear with a light S.W. breeze stirring.

The tug C. P. Raymond lay to the westward of Brenton
Reef light vessel, which made the starting line. At 11

o'clock the starting .signal was given and the topsail

schooner Thistle, owned by Cora. Tod, was first over the

line. Thirty seconds after the gun the yawl Ailsa fol-

lowed by the schooner. Varuna. Next came Mira, and
last, iSm. after the signal, came the schooner Endjanion,
her sailing master having made a mistake in the signal.

The wind had increased in strength, and at tliis time was
blowing about ten or twelve miles. The boats were to

sail in cruising trim, and no light sails were carried. At
the staxt all the boats \\T:re under lower sails and working
topsails, with the exception of Mira, which craft was un-
der lower sails OJily. Ailsa stood over under the N&rra-
gansett shore, while the rest of the boats held oft" shore.

About lialf an hour after the start Varuna came about
and going under Thistle's stern crossed ali^d of Endy-
mion and Mira. At this time Mira also tacked and stood
over towtu'd shore in order to get hito the smoother
water.

Ailsa ;^nd Mira held along the Rhode Island shore as fer

as Point Juditb, and they then took a lou^ tack oft" shore
going on the north side of Block Island. The rest of

the boats went o<ut to sea, going to the eastward of Block
Island.

When near Montauk Point, just before night shut in,

Ailsa broke down and withdrew from the race. She
was picked up Uter and towed to City Island, where re-

pairs will be made- About this time Mira also withdrew
from the race. This left only three boats, Endymion,
Varuna and Thistle.

The wind was blowing straight down the Long Island
coast, making it a beat for the boats all the way, and the
strong breeze had kicked up a big sea.

The night was an ideal one for the three big boats ; there
was a good moon, the weather was very clear and there
Vv'as a strong breeze. In the early evening Varuna tacked
and stood off shore, crossing Thistle's bows.
During the night the different boats lost sight of one

another. Just before daybreak the wind had increased in

strength and as it lightened up a little those on board
Thistle could see that A^aruna, which was to leeward of

them, had lost her topsails, they having been bloAvn to

pieces. Shortly after 4 o'clock Varuna crossed under
Thistle's stern, but when she was seen again two hours
later she crossed Thistle's bows. At this time Endymion
was made out several miles in the lead.

The wind continued to increase in strength and the
boats were heading for Fire Island Light. Just before 9
o'clock the strain on Thistle's fore topgallant mast caused
it to break, and it fell away to leeward. It was a big job
clearing away the wreckage, and nearly two hours elapsed
before everything had been snugged down in shape again.
This accident greatly handicapped Thistle, as she was un-
able to carr}^ her flying jib. and consequently Varuna im-
mediately began to get away from her. At 10 o'clock En-
dymion was abeam of Fire Island Light, with Varuna
some distance astern, and Thistle a mile behind Varuna.
Endymion drew away from her competitors fast on the

beat from Fire Island Light Vessel to Sandy Hook Light
Vessel, and after rounding the latter she eased sheets well
off and raced up into the harbor. A thimderstorm broke
as she was passing Roamer Beacon, and she was jogging

• along under reduced sail. Endymion beat up to the
finish line and crossed at 3 :2i :05. The squall killed about
all the wind and Varuna and Thistle made slow progress
up the harbor. The wind finally freshened, and it reached
Varuna first, and she finished nearly half an hour ahead of
Thistle. The summary:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Endymion. E. A. Thompson 11 14 15 1 30 00 26 15 45
Varuna, F. F. Ames 11 01 30 3 21 05 28 19 35
Thistle, R. E. Tod 11 00 30 3 50 .30 28 50 00
Ailsa. H. S. Redmond 11 01 00 Disabled.
Mira, C. L. Poor ...11 03 00 Withdrew.

Endymion won in 26h. 30m. The second boat was
Varuna. She covered the course in 2Sh. 21m. 53. Thistle's
time was aSh. 50m. 30s.

A close race was looked for between Ailsa and Endy-
mion, and it was very unfortunate that the former broke
down, for the weather conditions were much to her liking.

The showing made by Varuna was rather a remarkable
one, for she was built twenty j-ears ago. and her perform-
ance with two modern boats, both larger than herself, was
greatly to her credit.

Had the wind been from a dift"erent quarter. Thistle
would have undoubtedly done better, for windward work-
is not her best sailing point, as she cannot carrj"^ her top-
sails and get any benefit from them. She also had fifteen
tons of ice and coal on board, which tended to make her
rather logy.

Newport Special Thirties.
NEWPORT, R. I.

Monday. July 14.

The first race given by the Newport Y. R. A. for the
30-footers was sailed on Monday, July 14. in a strong
S.W. wind and a rough sea.

The course was to leeward and return, the first leg
being to Dyer's Island, and then a beat back to the finish
line. Out of four starters two of the boats finished.
Wawa carried away her spreaders soon after hauling on
the wind and withdrew, Barbara being well behind at this
time, also withdrew.
The boats got away in a bunch, but Carolina soon drew

into the lead and rounded the outer mark 15s. ahead of
Esperanza. The beat back to the finish line was an ex-

citing one, both boats holding well over to the west shore.

Carolina increased her lead on Esperanza slightly and
finished a winner by 395. The summary, start 3 :17:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones.. 5 25 42 2 08 42
Esperanza, H. O. Havenieyer, Jr 5 26 21 2 09 21
Wawa, Reginald Brooks Disabled.
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd Withdrew.

Tuesday, July 15.

The second race given under the auspices of the New-
port Y. R. A. on Tuesday, July 15, proved to be the
most interesting that the thirties have been in this year.

There was a two-reef breeze from the S.W., but the

30-footers swung all sail and carried it in good shape.
The boats sailed over the Dyer's Island course, which
made it a run up the bay and a beat back, same as yester-
day.

Wawa was unlucky again, as she spnmg her mast just

before the start, and ran back to the harbor under her jib.

The start was a very close one, Breeze having a shade the
best of it. Soon after the start Esperanza pulled into the
lead and continued to leave the rest, and rounded the
mark nearly a minute ahead of the second boat. On the
beat home Esperanza did still better, and finished a win-
ner by 2m. .I2S. The summary, start 3:27:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza. H. O. Hevemeyer, Jr 5 36 21 2 09 21
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 38 33 2 11 33
Asahi. Llovd Warren 5 40 02 2 13 02
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 41 29 2 14 29
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd Withdrew.

Wednesday, July 16.

The Newport Y. R. A. was fortimate enough to have
good weather again for their third day's racing. The
breeze was from the N.W., and blew with considerable
strength. The course was across to Jamestown, a distance
of two and one-half miles and return, sailed over twice.

Breeze was first over the starting line, but Asahi pulled
into first place, and at the end of the first round was 9s.

in the lead. On the second round on the windward work
Breeze again worked into first place. She was first around
the mark, and- was fast getting awa}' from the rest of the

boats and looked like a sure winner, when an accident
happened to her spinnaker. The sail was taken in and
she was withdrawn from the race. The summary, start

3:18:
Finish. Elapsed.

.A.sahi, Lloyd Warren 4 30 26 1 12 26
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 31 16 1 13 16
Barbara, V\'. Rutherfurd 4 31 51 1 13 51
Wawa, Regrinald Brooks 4 32 04 1 14 04
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 4 34 29 1 16 29
Breeze, \V. G. Roelker, Jr Withdrew.

Thursday, July 17.

The 30-footers experienced all kinds of weather in the
sweepstake race sailed on Thursday, July 17. At the start

the atmosphere was clear, and the prospects seemed fair

for a good race. Before the boats finished, how^ever, a

heavy squall was met, accompanied hy rain, thunder and
lightning.

The start was made from Brenton's Cove, and Breeze
and Carolina got away slightly in the lead. The boats
sailed over the Dyer's Island course. On the run to the
first mark Esperanza soon left the rest of the fleet, and
was 30s. ahead at the mark. The wind had increased and
the boats had all they wanted. On the beat Esperanza
increased her lead and finished a winner by im. 29s. The
summary, start 3:30:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 45 19 2 15 19
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 5 46 48 2 16 48
Asahi, Lloyd Warren & W. S. Miller 5 47 22 2 17 22
Breeze. W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 47 47 2 17 47
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 5 49 36 2 19 36
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 50 46 2 20 46

Fridajr, July 18.

The race sailed on Friday, July 18, was one of the
closest of the season, the three leading boats crossing the
finish line within eleven seconds of one another.
The wind blew fresh from the N.W., and the boats

sailed twice over a triangular course, making the total

distance covered about twelve miles.

At the end of the first round Asahi was in the lead, but
on the second time around she was passed by both Esper-
anza and Wawa, the former finishing a winner 4s. ahead
of Wawa. and its. ahead of Asahi. The summary, start
3:18:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr /-. 5 10 09 1 52 09
Wawa. Reginald Brooks 5 10 13 1 52 13
Asahi, Lloyd Warren & W. S. Miller 5 10 20 1 52 20
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 5 11 48 1 53 48

Saturday, July 19.

On Saturday, July I9„ the 30-footers sailed twice over
a windward and leeward course, two and one-half miles
to each leg. The wind was light from the S.E. Barbara
got into the lead soon after the start, and was never
headed. She finished a winner by nearly 3m. The race
was for a cup offered by Mr. Pembroke Jones. The sum-
mary, start 3 :32

:

Finish. Elapsed,
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd .5 00 07 1 28 07
Esperanza. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 0.3 03 1 31 03
Asahi, Warren & Miller .5 03 27 1 31 27
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 03 41 1 31 41
\\ awa. Reginald Brooks 5 07 58 1 35 58

Winthrop Y. C*

WINTHROP, MASS,

Saturday, July 19.

The regular handicap class race of the Winthrop Y. C.
v/as sailed on Saturday, July 19, but on account of the
extremely light air there were fewer entries than ususl.
The summary

:

21ft. Class,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Mmeola, C. L. Haskell , 1 26 15 1 11 15
Grayling, D. G. Langtand 1 11 21 1 11 21

18ft. Class.
Plector, A. W. Hubbard 1 08 26 1 06 26
Zetes, John A. McKee 1 OS 15 1 08 15
Henrietta, J. A. McCloskey 1 20 35 1 10 35
Louise, W. D. Allen 1 13 16 1 13 16
Favorite, Fred Bird 1 19 00 1 15 00

15ft. Class.
Elf. W. I. Kelly 1 14 37 1 14 37
Caper, W. W. Colson 1 20 23 1 19 S3

15ft. Juniors.
Flash, AV. H. Myrick 1 08 03 1 08 03
Eva, L. B. Flinn , 1 08 22 1 08 22
Virginia, W. H. Traiser.../..... 1 11 55 J 09 55

I [Eastern C.

MARBLEHEADj MASS.

Saturday, July 19.

An open race of the Eastern Y. C. was sailed off

Marblehead on Saturday, July 19. As there were only
three entries in the schooner classes, all sailed in the same
class and received time allowance on their actual waterline
length. There were two 35-footers in the seventh class

sloops. Golden Rod, a Gardner & Cox scow, and Cossack,
a cruising sloop designed by Crane. It was a fluky day
all through, the wind holding true in neither direction
nor force. Although there was not much prospect of a
breeze at the startmg hour, the yachts were sent away
over the same course, the shortest of the club courses,
twenty and one-quarter miles in length. Even this was a
bit too long, for the best the big schooner Constellation
could do over it was a little over five and a half hours.
The breeze came from the N.E. at the start, and, between
calms, it hauled as far as S.W. and backed again to N.E.
At the finish a nice little breeze came in, just at a time
v,'hen nobody cared whether it would blow or not.

Under the circumstances it was a most miserable day
for a test of any of the classes. The feature of the race
was the manner in which the 35ft. schooner Redskin hung
to the los-footer Constellation and the 7S-footer Amorita.
Her crew, composed almost entirely of amateurs, worked
unceasingly to keep their boat in a leading position, and,
as a matter of fact, she did lead the big fellows for almost
two-thirds of the coiirse. Redskin was first over the
starting line, well clear of Amorita. Constellation was slow
in getting to the line, and, on account of the light air and
tide, came near fouling the flag mark. She was handi-
capped im. and 40s. Redskin led to the first leg in a
drifting breeze. She tacked around the mark, while
Amorita stood on and tacked to windward. Constellation
tacked abound the mark and followed Redskin. They got
a little breeze until they were off Magnolia, when it left

them, coming in again S.W. Constellation had pulled up
on Redskin, but Amorita could not find the breeze and had
lost all she gained by her tack. Redskin arrd Constellation
were having it out. Constellation being unable to get by
the little schooner, when the breeze again left them. It

came in again N.E., when Constellation caught it first

and turned the second mark in the lead. Redskin was a
close second, while Amorita brought up in the rear. Con-
stellation and Amorita set spinnakers on the run to the
finish and both caught and passed Redskin. Redskin had
no spinnaker, but her foresail was winged out and she
held on well. If her fore and main sheets were trimmed
a little more she would have done better. When near the
finish her ballooner w^as unhooked about half-way up the
luff and the foot poled out. This improvised spinnaker
helped her. Although she finished last her time allowance
gave her the race, and she deserved it.

In the seventh class sloops Golden Rod was first over
the line and led throughout the race, but this was only
what might have been expected. It is much to Mr. Morss'
credit that he went out and raced Cossack when he knew
that his chances of winning were very remote. The
summary

:

Schooners.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Redskin, Sturtevant B«ros. .12 16 06 6 06 28 5 50 22 5 07 00
Amorita, T. M, McKee 12 18 46 6 04 26 5 45 40 5 32 05
Constellation. F. Skinner.. 12 20 00 0 59 47 5 39 47 5 39 47

Sloops.
Goldenrod, G. M. Bruce.... 12 30 42 6 10 05 5 41 05 5 41 05
Cossack, H. A, Morss 12 30 54 6 23 32 5 53 32 5 49 20

The judges were Henry Howard, H. H. Buck, H. D.
Bennett and H. P. Benson.

Gty of Boston Open.

OFF CITY POINT.

Saturday, July 19.

The postponed races of the City of Boston for the
classes which did not finish in the Fourth of July regatta
were sailed off City Point on Saturday, July 19, in a very
light N.E. breeze. Chloris, one of the Y. R. A. 21-
footers, entered in the 25ft. class, and won easily. In
the i8-footers there was a good race between Lobster and
Wawenock. They were only a few seconds apart during
the race. Lobster leading at the start, then Wawenock,
and Lobster on the last leg to the finish. In the handicap
class there were fourteen starters. Ida J. got the start, but
the big cat Pilgrim soon went out into the lead and held
it to the finish. The summary:

Class C,
Elapsed. Correcjted.

Chloris, Cheney & Lansing , ,,.1 46 27 . ,. ,,
Thordis. C. A. Heney g 03 03
Ideal, PI. B. Wheeler .,.,.,..2 12 00 . , ,,

Class T,
Lobster, C. J. Hendrie '. 1 44 44
Wawenock, Coombs & Seymour i 46 19

Handicap Class.
Pilgrim, Joseph Turner 1 40 52 1 19 45
Owaissa. Walter Kelly 1 49 2f 1 20 50
Eclipse, Tones & Crocker 1 43 03 1 21 16
Hustler. Whittemore & Robbins , . .1 48 56 1 22 14
Ida J,. C. C, Collins 1 47 49 1 24 13
Marvel. Reed & Lincoln , ,,,.1 58 13 1 31 49
Harriet, C. C. Durgin..,. , .2 00 25 134 10
Tacoma, John Ring , . . ., , ,1 59 08 1 36 39
Silva 2 04 41 13739
West Wind, H, C. Chase , 2 13 18 1 3g 01
Belcher Circle, W. A, Cross ,., 2 12 40 1 41 20
Swirl, G. H, Dean .., 2 12 54 1 47 15
Lulu S., Bush & Sanford , 2 14 57 1 50 09
Wmona, D. T, Pinkhara 2 i4 37 1 52 50

A«sisq«am Y. C*

ANNISQUAM, MASS.

Saturday, July 19,

The recond club race of the Annisquam Y. C. was sailed
in Ipswich Bay on Saturday, July 19, in a lig^it N.E.
breeze. Three classes sailed and the dory class was the
only one to fill. The summary

:

First class.

Comforter, John Whitemore ^^^Oo'
Third Class.

Evelyn. D. H. Woodbury 2 20 48 •

Dory Clafs.
Ventus. I. Pevear "

2 35 52
Pooh Bah, Finch. , , 2 36 42
Clare ,,,, Withdraw,
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Tarratine ¥ C*
ISLESBOROj ME.

Saturday, July ig.

The first race of the series of four to be held for a cup
offered by Dr. Derby for the 21-footers, was held on Sat-
urday, July 19, at 2:4s P. M. The first race of a like

series for the 25-footers was started at 2:40 P. M., the
prize being offered by William E. Scull, of Philadelphia.
The overcast sky and light airs of the morning gave

little promise of a breeze in the afternoon and of any
possibilities of a race. A large triangular course was
laid out, to be sailed over once, the first leg bearing S.W.
from the starting line, and being three miles distant, it

being expected that whatever wind there was would come
from the south'ard. Mr. Steele's steamer Laurita, which
acted as judges' boat, took up her position on the line at

2 :30 sharp, and found a brisk breeze blowing in from
the S.W. that gave indications of holding for the after-

noon. She fired the preliminary gun for the 25-footers at

2:3s, and the final gun at 2:40. Chewink and Flirt were
the only starters, and, after some pretty maneuvering
crossed the line in the order named, Chewink having a

good lead. They both went over on the port tack, and
held along together for some time. Flirt seemed to like

the conditions better, and began tO' slowly pick up on
Chewink, weathering her and footing a slight bit faster.

It was a pretty race, with little to choose, both boats

appeared to be sailing on about even terms. When they
flung over on the starboard tack Flirt established a lead

and began to steadily increase it, until she rounded the

windward mark at 3:11 :oo, Chewing following at 3:11 :i5.

Both boats set their spinnakers to port and began one of

the prettiest runs seen here for some time. Flirt held her

lead until she unfortunately carried away some of her

spinnaker gear and dropped part of the sail overboard.

Tbis brought her up into the wind and allowed Chewink
to pass her. Flirt soon recovered her sail, got it set

again and started ofif after Chewink. Again she had
trouble with the sail, and it was this that cost her the race.

Chewink had stolen a considerable lead and managed to

get comfortably clear of Flirt's blanketing. She rounded
the second mark ahead.

The next leg was a close reach home, a matter of only

two miles, and was not long enough to allow Flirt to

regain her lead. Chewink got her winning gun at 3 -.49 130

and Flirt crossed at 3:50:55.

Start, 2:40. Finish. Elapsed.
Chewink, W. E. Sctill 3 49 30 1 09 30

Flirt, E. A. Bond 3 50 55 1 10 55

The raceabouts took their preliminary gun from the

25's start, and began scrapping for the choice of posi-

tion on the windward end of the line. Opitsah made
a beautiful start, crossing with the gun on the port

tack, and was closely followed by Raider, who crossed

her wake on the starboard tack, and headed in under the

islands. Daydream, next over, followed Opitsah out into

the bay in hopes of getting the benefit of the strong ebb

tide. Persimmon kept close to Daydream, and Peterkin

and Pirate, after holding on for a short time, flung

about on to the starboard tack and followed Raider. Peter-

kin and Pirate had a short luffing match, which Peterkin

got the best of and established a lead. Raider swung
over to port tack and was forced by Peterkin, but after

a few minutes' sailing had to ask for room on account of

the rocks. Peterkin and Raider tacked almost together,

and both crossed Pirate's bows.

The rest of the fleet was by this time standing in imder

the islands, having been greatly aided by the strong ebb

tide out in the bay. All of them crossed the bows of

Peterkin, Raider and Pirate and soon came about on the

port tack. Persimmon had gotten a big lead and showed

an immense liking for the conditions of light breeze and

fairly choppv water. Daydream showed her usual wind-

ward abilities, but it was not blowing hard enough for

her; she appeared a. bit logy in comparison to her per-

formances in a breeze of wind. Opitsah was doing very

well, but could not prevent Peterkin from working out a

lead on her. Raider was sailing wretchedly, not pointing

within a point and a half of any of the other boats and

moving in a perfectly lifeless sort of way. Pirate worked

to windward of her and passed her with ease.

All the boats w^ere near the windward mark, but there

were no evidences of an exciting rounding. The fleet was

pretty well strung out. Persimmon having a comfortable

lead. She rounded at 3:20:00, followed by Daydream at

3 :20 :30, Peterkin at 3 :2i :o8, Opitsah at 3 :2i :25, Pirate at

3 :23 :25 and Raider a poor last at 3 :23 :3s.

All spinnakers were set to port, although they would

have done better if set to starboard.

Opitsah luffed out to windward of Peterkm, blanketed

her and passed her. She then began to gain a lot on

Daydream, but not enough to pass her. Daydream

blanketed Persimmon and shot ahead only to be agam

passed by Persimmon, who cleverly gybed and set the

spinnaker to starboard. By doing this she blanketed Day-

dream and carried her sail on the side where it was domg
by far the most work. Daydream attempted a gybe, but

swung her boo mover on her spinnaker and carried its

gear entirely away. This lost Daydream the race, for

Persimmon shot ahead into a comfortable lead, which she

maintained till the finish. The fleet rounded the second

mark in the following order: Persimmo/i, Daydream,

Opitsah, Peterkin, Pirate and Raider.

The reach home was pretty, all the boats except Raider

and Pirate being well bunched. Opitsah gained con-

siderably, but not enough to pass Daydream. Persimmon

crossed the line in the pride of place at 3 :57 :i5- The sum-

mary of times follows:

Start. 2:45. fmisk Elapsed.

Persimmon, E. Dodge 3 57 15 1 12 15

Daydream, J. W. Minturn 3 57 47 1 12 47

Opitsah, R. H. Daniels •] 58 28 1 13 28

Peterkin, Y. E. Kissell 4 00 40 1 15 40

Pirate, 1'. Metcalf 4 03 07 1 18 07

Haider, R. Derby 4 06 86 1 21 36

Persimmon won ii points for the series; Daydream, 8;

Opitsah, 5 ; Peterkin, 3 ; Pirate, 2, and Raider, i.

Persimmon had a new set of Ratsey sails that worked

beautifully and seemed to set better than any others in the

fleet. Peterkin has her mast cut down and a wider

headed mainsail put on. She did very well, considering

it was the first time she had used her new sails.

Richard Derby.
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Designed by Gardner & Cox.

•WEETAMOE.
Owned by Henry F. Lippett. Photo Tjv James Burton, New York.

Inter-Club Racing.
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, which has been par-

ticularly active in years past in bringing about inter-
club racing, has now succeeded in making an arrangement
with the Beverly Y. C, of Monument Beach, Mass., by
which a series of races will be held for the next three
seasons. The boats representing the Seawanhaka Cor-
inthian Y. C. win be towed to Newport by Com. A. Cur-
tiss James' flagship. Aloha. The Aloha will leave Oyster
Bay on Aug. 2 and the races will be held on Aug. 4, 5
and 6.

The date of the series for 1902 has been arranged so as

to correspond as nearly as possible to the date of the
arrival of the New York Y. C. at Newport, so that those
who are taking part in the races may also participate in

the cruise to Marblehead.
The terms of the agreement, signed by Johnston de

Forest, chairman of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Race
Committee, and R. W. Emmons, 2d, chairman of the

Beverly Regatta Committee, is as follows:

Agreement covering the match races between the 21ft. race-
abouts of the Beverly Y. C. of Massachusetts and the Seawanhaka
Corinthian Y. C. of New York:

ARTICLE I.

The match shall be between yachts of the 21ft. raceabout class of

the .Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. and the 21ft. restricted class of

the Beverly Y. C. Any yacht shall be eligible to compete which
conforms to the rules of either club governing these classes now
in force, or as such rules may hereafter be changed by the con-
sent of the two clubs, and which is the bonafide property of a
member or members in good standing in the cKib which it repre-

sents.

ARTICLE II.

The match shall consist of an anntial series of races to be sailed

each year for three successive years, or until one club has won
two of the annual series. Each annual series shall consist of three

races, and the match shall be awarded to the club whose representa-

tive yachts win two of the annual series.

ARTICLE IIL
The system of scoring shall be that now in use by the Beverly

Y. C. The scores by that system of the respective representative

yachts of each club in any race shall be added together and the
race awarded to the club making the highest total score in that

race.

ARTICLE IV.

Each club shall be represented by three yachts in each race, ex-

cept in the contingency provided for in this article. Should one or

more yachts of either club be disabled before the starting of any
race, a corresponding number of yachts shall be withdrawn by the

other club; the yacht or yachts to be so withdrawn to be selected

by the club withdrawing. At least ten days before the day set for

the first race in each year, each club shall, give in writing to the

other, the names of the yachts which it enters, the names of their

owners and a certificate by the official measurer of the club

showing that the yachts conform to the rules as required by
Article I. of this agreement.

ARTICLE V.

Should any ties result in any of the annual series, they shall

be. sailed of? on a date to be settled by the committee.

ARTICLE VT.
The courses for the races shall be not less than eight and not

over twelve miles in length, and fur the first and third races in
each year shall be to leeward or windward and return, and for
the second race triangular. The start shall be "one gun," and
shall be made between 1 and 4 o'clock P. M. each race day.

ARTICLE VII.
Each yacht shall be steered by a member of the club which it

represents, and, except as herein modified, the racing rules of the
Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. shall govern all races held pursuant
to this agreement.

ARTICLE VIIL
Protests must be filed with the committee within twelve hours of

the starting of the races.

ARTICLE IX.
The certificate required by paragraph 4 of Rule IX. of the

Racing Rules may be filed with the committee at the close of the
series if required, but the committee may dispense with all or any
of the same in their discretion.

ARTICLE X.

No yacht shall be hatded out or laid on shore within the six
days preceding the first race, or during the races of any series,
except in case of accident for necessary repairs,

ARTICLE XI.

A committee to consist of one member from each club, and one
other to be chosen by these two, shall have complete charge of
the races, and their decision on the interpretation of this agree-
ment and on all protests shall be final,

ARTICLE XIL
Each club shall subscribe $100 to be used for the purchase of a

cup, to be held for a year by the club winning an annual series
and to become the permanent property of the club winning the
match.

ARTICLE XIIL
Each club shall bear one-half the expense of conductina; the

races in 1902, and in succeeding years the club in whose waters the
annual series is sailed shall bear the whole expense.

ARTICLE XIV.
The series of 1902 shall be held at Newport, R. L, on .'\ug. 4,

5 and 6. In succeeding years the races .shall be held in the home
waters of the club which won the previous series, the dates to be
mutually agreed upon.

South Boston Y, C*

OFF CITY POINT.

Saturday, July ig.

The regular race for sailing tenders of the South Bos-
ton Y. C. was sailed off City Point on Saturday, July 19,

in a very light air. The summarj'

:

Klapsed. Corrected.
E. Merrill 4 52 50 4 52 09

P. Wineman 5 07 39 4 52 39

T. O. French 4 58 40 4 52 40

W. Colson 4 53 09 4 52 09

The day was scheduled for Ladies' Day, and it was in-

tended to cruise down the bay in the larger yachts, but on
account of the lack of wind this had to be abandoned. A
hop was held in the club house in the evening.
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Fifth Class—40ft. and not over 46ft.

Sixth Class—3Sft. and not over 40ft.

Seventh Class—29ft. and not over 35ft.

HANDICAP SLOOPS.

Class A—All over 40ft.

Class B—2gft. and not over 40ft.

In each class there will be a first prize. If four or more
yachts start in a class there will be a second prize, and if

seven or more start a third prize will be given. Special

prizes will be given to the Buzzard's Bay .30-footer mak-
ing the fastest time in the seventh class sloops. In the

racing classes the prizes will be .silver and in the cruising

classes they will be pewter.
The Puritan cup for the year will be awarded to the

Eastern Y. C. yacht making the fastest time lover the
courses sailed by the larger yachts.

Entries in the racing classes must be received by the
Regatta Committee in writing by 8 on the morning of the
race. For the handicap classes entries must be received

by 8 of the evening before the race.

Seawanhaka-Cormthian Y. C.

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 19.

The Seawanhaka knockabouts sailed the fourth series

race for the Centre Island cup on Saturday, July 19. The
wind was strong from the N.E., and the boats .sailed over
the inside course. The boats that finished first and sec-
ond—Wyntje and Lucille—were protested for fouling one
of the marks. The summary, start 3 :20

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Wviitje, Colfrate Hoyt, Jr 5 49 4G 2 29 46
Li.cille. n. H. Landon 5 50 43 2 30 43
Marcia, Johnston lie Forest 5 51 21 3 .31 21
(iowan, G. G. Stewart 5 53 21 2 33 21
Nakodo, J. C. Sherman 5 53 30 2 33 30
Heron, F, R. Condert, Jr 5 54 24 2 34 24
li.vli^ \V. A. VV. Stewart 6 04 45 3 44 45

NEOLA.

Designed by Gardner & Cox. Owned by George M. Pynchon. Photo by James Bmton, New York.

Comments on Proposed Restrictions of the

Y. R* of the Great Lakes*

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your interesting summary of the report of the Rule_

Committee to the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes,

on page 515 of your impression of June 28, shows that

the main matter for discussion was the question whether a

rating rule should be employed, or not—in the latter case

the classes being subject to various restrictions.

Mr. Stephens, of New York, appears to have been the

only expert who voted for a rating rule, all the others

being in favor of restrictions, thinking that a better class

of yacht would thereby be developed than under a rating

rule.

The words "better class of yacht" no doubt means a

better average yacht, and there can be little doubt that

restrictions if settled with only a freer amount of com-
mon sense, are bound to produce a better average yacht

than a rating rule. If, therefore, a good average and a

strongly marked cousinship be the ideal, if all the yachts

built for racing on the Great Lakes are to be very similar

in speed and other capabilities, the restricted classes

adopted will no doubt be the best means possible for pro-

ducing same.
In my mind, however, the ideal of yacht racing is dis-

covery, and this can only be attained by some very simple

and untrammeled rating rule, such, for instance, as the

Seawanhaka rule of 1882, and a multitude of yachts differ-

ing considerably.

The result of the racing then shows how speed can

best be obtained under that rating rule, and important

facts relative to speed soon become known. Racing under

the length and sail area rules for about twenty years has

certainly taught us a great deal in naval yacht architec-

ture. Would we have made the same advance if in 1882

restrictions had been used instead of a rating rule? The
answer is probably self-evident. If then we adopt re-

stricted classes now the reason must be:

I. That we do not believe in the advantage of any
further development—although the same be unknown to

us, and may be of more startling importance than any-
thing yet discovered; or

II. That we prefer one-design class racing to the

-worries and expense of the other.

Thalassa.

Beverly Y. C*

wing's neck, buzzard's bay.

Saturday, July 19.

The club race of the Beverlj-- Y, C. was sailed off

Wing's Neck, Buzzard's Bay, on Saturday, July 19, in an
extremely light easterly breeze. It was so light that it

would be more properly termed a drifting match. Un-
der the conditions it was no test of the boats. Arabian

won in the 30-footers, Sylvia in the 21-footers, Vim m
the fourth class cats and Krieker in the 15-footers. In

the 2i-footers only Sylvia and Barnacle rounded buoy 8,

and so their times are given first in the summary. There

was a misunderstanding in this class as to the course to

be sailed, and this will be fixed up by the jtidges later.

The summary

:

Buzzard's Bay 30-footers. .

Elapsed.

Arabian, Robert Winsor 3 30 41

Praxilla. John Parkinson ? o? 00
Pcntiac, J. A. Beebe 3 jo

Young- Miss, D. L. Whittemore 3 06 40

Zirgara, E. M. Farnsworth 3 38 59

Gamecock, Louis Bacon j;
40 Si

Mashnee, R. W. Emmons, Jr S?;

Notos, W. O. & C. H. Taylor, Jr 3 44 38

Evelyn, John Hitchcock 3 47 l.j

Quakeress. W. F. Harrison 3 50 42

21-footers.

Sylvia, ..D. S. Warren ^. :,..3 57 33

Barnacle, W. E. C. Eustis Hf
Terrapin, L. S. Dabney o 33 05

Wyona, Howard Miller 3 44 05

Edith, Clark King -4 09 20

Arethusa, C. M, Baker.... Withdrew.

Fourth Clas.s Cats.

Krieker, W. S. Jameson .3 09 19

Allison Steward McLeod o 12 15

Hod, tr. B. Holmes ^ 3 16 21

15-footers,

Vim. F. Sarsent 2 15 38

Go Bye, H. Stockton 2 15 53

Spider, IT. B. Stone. 2 17 28

Eaglet, R. Bacon 2 18 09

R.anzo, M. Richardson. ~ 22 .'jy

Eastern Y. C. Open Race*

The Regatta Committee of the Eastern Y. C. has an-

nounced that the annual open race will be sailed off

Marblehead on Monday, Aug. 11, and that it will be open
to yachts of the Eastern and New York yacht clubs. The
New York Y. C. fleet will be in Marblehead on that day.

The start will be made at 11. The following classes

will be provided:
SCHOONERS.

First Class—All over 75ft, waterline.

Second Class—53ft. and not over 75ft.

Third Class—30ft, and not over S3ft.

handicap schooners.
Class A—^AU over 53ft, waterline.

Class B—30ft, and not over 33ft.

SLOOPS.

First Class—^AU over 71ft. waterline.

Second Class—61 ft. and not over 71ft.

Third Class-^S3ft. and not over 6ift.

Fourth Class—^46ft. and not over ssft.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
On Tuesday afternoon, July 15, Mr. George M.

Pynchon's new cutter, Neola, was dismasted in a vicious
squall wheii off the Norwalk Islands on Long Island
Sound. The yacht was returning from the New York
Y. C. races at Newport to the owner's home at Belle
Haven, Conn. The squall had been making for some
lime, and the canvas on the boat had been reduced to
mainsail and jib. When the storm broke about 3 o'clock it

was more severe than was expected, and after standing
the strain for a short time, the mast finally gave way and
the spars and gear fell off to leeward an don deck. Mr.
Pynchon was accompanied by his wife and niece and Mr.
Fred M. Hoyt, OAvner of the cutter Isolde. The ladies
were below when the accident happened, and no one on
deck was injured. After the wreckage was cleared away
the yacht as towed into Greenwich, and was afterward
t;;ken to Shooters Island, where a new mast was fitted.

The squall was one of the worst ever experienced on the
Sound, and for a time the wind reached a velocity of
nearly sixty miles an hour.

^ 1^

The- following sales have been made through Manning's
Yacht Agency: The steam yacht Aria for Mr. John B.
Rhoads, of New Bedford, Mass., to Mr. Edward H.
Blake, of Bangor, Me. ; the steam yacht Whisper for the
estate of the late Thomas Manning to Mr. W. H. Burgess,
of Oyster Bayj L. I. This agency has chartered the steam
yacht vSperanza to Mr. Charles H. Mellon, of Morris-
town, N. J., for Mr. Ogden D. Wilkinson, of Philadel-
phia, Pa. /I

^ ^
Mr. T. Jenkins Plains has purchased through the agency

of Mr. A. J. Mcintosh the 30ft. L.W.L. Burgess cutter
Saracen.

^ ^ ^
The HerreshofY Mfg. Co. has built for Mr. Harold

Vanderbilt a cruising sloop to take the place of the 25ft.

w aterline knockabout Alyce that he had last season. The
boat is 34ft. on the waterline and has a pole mast rig.

She has liberal freeboard and under a cabin house has
a large amount of accommodation. The Vanderbilt boat is

quite like Azor, a sloop turned out this spring by the
Herreshoffs for Mr. J. Malcolm Forbes. Azor is 34ft. on
the waterline, and 40ft. over all. She is a combination
keel and centerboard boat. These boats are arranged on
deck and below very much the same as the Beverly Y, C.
one-design 30-footers.

8^ 1^

Mr. Percy Chubb's yawl Vigilant will not be seen in the
racing this summer, as her owner is to make an extended
cruise in the yacht as far as Labrador. This is rather
rnfortunate for Ailsa, as she is now without a competitor.

^
The English schooner Elmina, owned by Mr. W. Ex-

shavv, of Portsmouth, England, now on an American
cruise, anchored off Bay Ridge on Friday, July 18. Elmina
was designed and built by Messrs. Camper & Nicholson, at
Gosport, in 1874. She is 128ft. over all, 2sft. breadth and
T3ft. deep.

"

Mr. Charles F. Herreshoff, who was for some time head
draughtsinan at the Herreshoff Mfg. Co., Bristol, R. I.,

and who has recently been associated with Prof. Byles, of
Glasgow, Scotland, has gone into partnership with Mr,
T. D. Wells, and has opened an office at 11 Broadway,
New York city. In addition to their professional work as
naval architects and engineers, they will also' do a yacht-
brokerage business.

^ ^ ^
The American yacht Uncle Sam, designed by Crownin-"

.shield, and which won the Kai.ser's prize in the Kiel re-

gattas, has been bought by the Kaiser himself from Mr.
F. R. Riggs, of New York city.

^ ^ ^
Mr. Francis W. J. Hurst, one of the most prominent

and oldest members of the New York Y. C, died at
Mount Kisco, N. Y., on July 22. He was 62 years old.
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Fixtures.

July 23-25.—Bay Ridge A. A. Co., Md.—J. R. Malone's eighth
annual midsummer tournament; $200 added money; two days
targets, one day live birds.

July 24.—Pottstown, Pa.—Opening shoot of the Shuler Gun Club
on its new grounds; open to all.

July 24-25.—Ann Arbor, Mich.—Third tournament of the Michi-
gan State Trapshooters' League, under auspices of the Ann Arbor
Gun Club. Wm. Corson, Sec'y.
July 25.—Salem, O.—Salem Gun Club's tournament.
July 25-26.—East Alton, III.—Warm Gun Club's amateur tourna-

ment.
July 28-30.—Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Company's tourna-

ment, under auspices of the Atlanta Gun Club.
July 29-31.-—Newton, la.—Southeastern Iowa Shooting Associa-

tion's third annual amateur tournament.
July 28-Aug. 2.—Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Company's tour-

nament.
Aug. 1-2.—Excelsior Springs, Mo.—Target tournament of the

Excelsior Springs Gun Club- VV. E. Tenipleton, Pres.
Aug. 2.—East Orange, N. J.—E. C. Medal contest for champion-

ship of New Jersey, between Neaf Apgar, holder, and Dr. W. L.
Gardiner, challenger.
Aug. 2.—East Orange, N. J.—Dr. W. L. Gardiner's target shoot

and succotash party, given to the \\'anderers.
Aug. 4-5.—Moberly, Mo.—Inanimate target tournament for ama-

teurs.
Aug. 5-8.—Asheville, N. C.—Tournament given by Col. J. T.

Anthony and Maj. E. P. McKissick.
Aug. 6-7.—Lafayette, Ind.—Lafayette Gun Club's annual tourna-

ment.
Aug. 6-7.—Litchfield, 111.—Amateur tournament of the Litchfield

Pioneer Gun Club.
Aug. 6-7.—Marietta, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the .auspices of the Columbian Gun Club. Chas.
Bailey, Sec'y.
Aug. 7.—Leamington, Can,—Annual tournament of the Leaming-

ton Gun Club.
Aug. 12-13.—Olean, N. Y,—Two davs' tournament of the Olean

Gun Club; $30 added; open to all. B. D. Nobles, Sec'y.
Aug. 12-13.—Bowling Green, O.—Merchandise tournament of the

Bowling Green Gun Club, for Wood county shooters.
Aug. 12-13.—Birmingham, Ala.—Third annual Alabama State

target tournament, under the auspices of the Birmingham Gun
Club, R. H, Baugh, Sec'y.
Aug. 13-14.—Brunswick, Me.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Brunswick Gun Club. L. C.
Whitmore, Sec'y.
Aug. 14-15.—Greenville, Pa.—Alexander's annual target tourna-

ment.
Aug. 14-16.—Hamilton, Can.—Dominion Trapshooting and Game

Protective Association's tournament.
Aug. 14-15.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap-

shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, Sec'y,
Natchez, Miss.
Aug. 20-21.—Kane, Pa.—Kane Sportsmen's Club's amateur target

tournament.
Aug. 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club; first day handicap (100 targets, 14 to 21yds. rise, open to
all) and R. I. clam bake; second day, regular programme.
Aug. 26-29.-—Okoboji, la.—Amateur shooting tournament, under

management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.—Peru, Ind.—Peru Gun Club's si.xth annual mid-

summer tournament, at Bass Lake. Frank Dunbar, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-2S.—Haverhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-28.—Ruffsdale, Pa.—Ruflsdale Rod and Gun Club's first

annual two-day target tournament. Added money, $30. Rose
system. Lloyd H. Ruff, Sec'y.
Aug. 29.—Pleasant Hill, Mo.—Sixth annual merchandise and

sweepstake tourney. T. H. Cohron. Sec'y.
Sept. 1.—Battle Creek. Mich.^—Amateur tournament of the Battle

Creek Gun Club. M. E. Hensler, Sec'y.
Sept. 2-3.—Tiffin, O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-

fin Gun Club; $75 added. L. D. Arndt, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4.—Nappanee, Ind.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club. B. B. Maust,
Sec'y.

Sept. 3-5.—Richmond, Ind.—^Handicap tournament of the Rich-
mond, Ind., and College Corner, New Paris and Oxford, O., gun
clubs.

Sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.—Erie City Rod and Gun Club's handicap
tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added. A. N. Aitken,
Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Open tournament of the Con-

solidated Sportsman's Association. Eber Rice, Sec'y.
Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa.—Three days' target tournament of the

Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, $200. L. S. Munch,
Sec'y.
Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. John Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 15-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—^Twenty-fifth

tournament of the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.
Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska City, Neb.—Tournament at Nebraska City.
Sept. 16-18.—Williamsport, Pa.—Tournament of the West Branch

Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 16-19.—Detroit, Mich,—John Parker's annual tournament.
Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs. Sec'y.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City^ Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-

ment. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the

Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H mdicap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey. Sec'y.
Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.

B. F. Downs, Capt.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, I!!.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for
the Troisdorf live bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;
open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK,
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. li. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Mr, Chris, Gottlieb, of Kansas City, Mo., writes us as follows:

"The Excelsior Springs Gun Club will give a target tournament
on Aug. 1 and 2. Traps will be open for practice on July 31.

There will be ten IS-target events each day. Targets 1 cent each.
Moneys to be divided Rose system. This is their first tourna-
ment venture, and they will endeavor to give everybody a good
time, The waters of the famous Siloam, Sulpho Saline, and
Regent Springs are world renown. The Wabash have seven
trains daily from Kansas City to the springs; time, one hour and
fifteen minutes; round trip, $1, The following well-known gentle-

men will handicap you from 16 to 22yds.: Louis Erhardt. Atchi-
son, Kans. ; F. B. Cunningham, St. Joseph, Mo.; Frank Hodges,
Olathe, Kans,; Harry Davis, Richmond, Mo.; Thps. Hearn,
Kansas City, Mo. Ship your gun and shells to W. E. Temple-
ton, president Excelsior Springs Gun Club. The Snapps tavern
and Hotel Maple will be shooters' headquarters."

Dr. W. L. Gardiner made glad the hearts of the Wanderers, of
which dignified body he is an illustrious member, by informing
them at Freehold last week that he contemplated inviting them
to a target and succotash carnival at his home in the Oranges, in

the Republic of New Jersey, on Aug. 2. The Indian compote,
the succotash, will be reinforced by other dishes and wholesome
beverages, selected with an eye to quick fermentation and vivacious
enjoyment.

The Interstate Association, through its able manager, Mr.
timer F. Shaner, announces its programme for the trapshooting
tournament given by it for the Brunswick (Me.) Gun Club, Aug.
16 and 14. Each day has a like programme, namely, ten events
at 20 targets each, $2 entrance, alternately at known and unknown
angles. Lunch and shells can be obtained on the grounds. Two
sets of trap.s will be used. Targets. 2 cents. Rose system,
ratios 5 3, 2 and 1, will govern. Shooting will commence at
9 o clock. Gtjns and ammunition forwarded to G. B. Webber
Brunswick, will be delivered on the shooting grounds free of
charge. The Brunswick Gun Club will give $15, $10 and $5 to first
second and third high respectively, open to all who shoot the
entire programme. The secretary, Mr. L. C. Whitmore will
cheerfully furnish all pertinent information.

Mr. C. F. Lambert, of Haverhill, Mass., under date of July 19
writes us as follows: "Here is a quiet tip for those shooters who
contemplate attending the Interstate Association tournament at
Haverhill, Mass., Aug. 27-28: Don't limit your ammunition to the
bare necessities of the programme, but bring an extra supply.
The wingless bird may fly from other traps than the two sets from
which the regular programme will be pulled off. Each of the
committee has provided himself with a dark lantern, and is using
It these nights looking for those two things most interesting to
those who shoot, and are alive to the fact that the aforesaid 'things'
consist of cash and merchandise. It is among the probabilities
that an extra day's shooting may be added. If so, there will be
an interstate, interclub and an individual hanaicap contest with
cash prizes for each."

•I

Mr. Ed. Banks, the secretary of the organization mentioned, has
sent out the following notice: "The Wanderers will meet on Sat-
urday afternoon next, the 26th inst., on the grounds of the South
Side Gun Club, Newark. N. J. The P. R. R. station at Emmett
street, Newark, is five ro.inutes' walk from the grounds; or Newark
trolley (South Broad street line) two minutes' walk getting off
at terminus of the line. Please notify me bv Thursday, the 24th,
whether you will be in attendance or not. 'Dr. W. L. Gardiner,
our treasurer, has kindly invited the Wanderers to a 'Succotash
Party' at his home. East Orange, N. J., on Saturday afternoon,
Aug. 2, on wliich dale Dr. Gardiner will shoot a match with Mr.
Neaf Apgar for the target championship of New Jersey."

»^

At the Interstate tournament given for the Titusville, Pa., Gun
Club, Mr. B. Leroy Woodard was high average for the first two
days, by breaking 160 out of 170 on the first day and 163 out of
170 on the second day. On the third day Mr. J. S. Fanning was
high with 163 out of 170, which tied Leroy for high average for
the three days. Mr. Fanning was second on the first day with
167 out of 170, and tied for third on the second day with Mr. L. V.
Byers. On the first day for third average, Messrs. A. H. Fox
and H. D. Kirkover tied on 156 out of 170. On the second day
for second average Messrs. J. F. Mallory and J. T. Atkinson tied
on 146.

Mr. A. B. Richmond, of Grand Rapids, Mich., writes us as
follows: "The Consolidated Sportsmen's Association of this city
will hold a grand shooting tournament on Sept. 4 and 5, open
to everybody. There will be between $300 and $500 added money.
The club has one of the finest shooting grounds in the country,
nicely located near the river, and no effort will be spared to make
it most enjoyable for all. For full information and particulars
address W. B. Jarvis, chairman executive committee. Grand
Rapids, Mich."

'

After a two days' visit in New York, Mr. Frank Lawrence, on
Monday of this week, returned to Pennsylvania, which territory
he is caring for in the interest of the Winchester Repeating Arms
Co., of which he is a representative. He had been absent on
a six weeks' trip, and reported gratifying success. Mr. Lawrence
has been engaged in the sporting goods business for many years,
and knows all its details from beginning to end.

On Thursday of this week the Shuler Gun Club, Pottstown. Pa.,
holds its annual shoot. A team shoot, four men to a team, is on
the programme for 1:30 o'clock. Moneys divided by the per-
centage system. There are twelve events on the programme, at
10, 15, and 20 targets, entrance 50 cents, 75 cents, $1 and $1.50.
Competition is open to all. Shooting commences at 9:30.

We acknowledge with pleasure the receipt of the following in-
vitation: "The committee in charge of the trapshooting tourna-
ment, by permission of the president and directors of the Win-
nipeg Industrial Exhibition Association, request the pleasure of
your company to a supper at the grounds on Monday night, July
21, at 10 o'clock."

e
,

J J'

Interstate Park^ L. I., the scene of some world-famous trap-
shooting contests, is now aswirl with horse racing activities. On
Aug. 2 there is an opening meet of the members of the National
Trotting Association, four races on the programme, namely, a
free-for-all trot and pace, a 2:35 trot and pace, and a 3-minute trot
and a running race for a silver cuj). Later in the season target
trapshooting will have special attention.

Mr. John S. Wright, manager of the Brooklyn Gun Club, an-
nounces an all-day shoot for July 30. He contemplates a pro-
gramme of special interest to his select clientele. Competition
commences at 10:30 sharp. As he always has something of prac-
tical value as an object of competition, his shoot is of the kind to
keep in mind and attend.

In the 25-target handicap event of the Ossining, N. Y., Gun
Club's shoot of July 19, Mr. J. Hitchcock, at 14yds., and Mr. H.
W, Bissing, at 16yds., tied on 23 for the Terwilliger prize. In
the shoot-oft' Mr, Hitchcock won by a score of 12 to 10 out of a
possible 15.

The contest for the E. C. cup, emblematic of the championship
of New Jersey, between Messrs. Neaf Apgar. holder, and Mr.
W. S. Burtis, challenger, took place at Freehold, N. J., on Satur-
day of last week and was won by Mr. Apgar. The scores were
46 to 38.

Mr. T. M. Craig, of Sherbrooke, Can., defeated Mr. N. G. Bray
in a contest for the individual championship Provincial trophy,
July 12, by a score of 45 to 42. Each man shot at 50 targets, of
which 20 were at known angles, 20 unknown angles, and 5 pairs.

The Wanderers and the Freehold Gun Club had a nine-man team
race on the grounds of the latter on July 19, and the former woij
by a score of 187 to 184. each man shooting at 25 targets.

Mr. B. D. Nobles, secretary of the Olean, N. Y., Gun Club,
writes us that his club will hold a two days' .shoot Aug. 12 and 13.

There will be $30 added money. CompetitiorL is open to all.

Bernard Waters.

Towson Gun Club.

TowsoN, Md., July 19.—The scores made at the first shoot of

a series of three, between members of the Maryland Country
Club and the Towson Gun Club, were in favor of the latter, 221

to 208. The conditions were 50 targets to each contestant. The
scores

:

Towson Club—C. Tracy 42, Geo. Marley 48, Brady 42, B. C. Mar-
ley 45, Geo. Tracy 44; total 221.

Marvland Country Club—J. Lassel 42, Richards 40, Hollander
44, Street 43, P. Lassel 39; total 208.

The next shoot w-ill take place at the Maryland Country Club's
grounds.

Dov«r Sportsmen's Association.

Dover, N. H., July 19.—The scores made on the Dover Sports-

men's Association grounds to-day were as follows:

Shot at. Broke. , Shot at. Broke.

F F Wentworth 84 65 Chesley 14 9

N C Wentworth 50 33 Meserve .30 14

St Evens .77 ' 50 Tibhetts 10 2

Hallam 90 48

The Duck FarmlShoot at Allentown.^
The John F. Weiler Gun Club, of Allentown, Pa., held its mid-

summer shoot at Its grounds, near the Duck Farm, on Wednes-
day and Thursday of last week, July 16 and 17. On the first day
there was quite a good attendance, but the heavy rain in the early
morning of the 17th had its effect on the number of shooters
gathered together on that day.
From out of town, representing the trade, were T. W. Morfey

and F. E. Butler, of the U. M. C. Co.; T. H. Keller and Neaf
Apgar, of the Peters Cartridge Co.; Edward Banks, of the Ameri-
can E. C. & Schultze Gunpowder Co.; Simon Glover, of New
\ork; D. S. D., of South Bethlehem; C. E. Mink, Howard Ridge
^"d Sanford, of Philadelphia; Fen. Cooper, of Mahanoy City; and
W. N. Stroh, of Pittston, were among those who took part in the
shooting.
The weather on the first day was all that could be desired, the

air being cool and the sunshine quite enjoyable. On the second
day things were different. It rained hard early in the day, and be
tween 9 and 10 a thunderstorm of full growth took part in the
proceedings. Before noon the sun came out, and the afternoon was
close and muggy, myriads of black flies making things very un-
pleasant for shooters and onlookers. As, too, both traps worked
exceedingly ill, the delays at the score, while the flies were busy
were trying to even the most earnest disciple of Job in the bunch.
On the first day Glover was high, losing but 10 targets, while

on the second day Apgar did the trick with the same number of
losses, Glover losing 12. For trie two days, Glover was high with 22
niissed, C. F. Kramlich, the club's hard-working secretary, well earn-
ing second place by shooting consistently well under the most
severe conditions. Mink took third place and Apgar fourth.
All the purses were divided under the Rose system, Mr. Gurnard

looking after the cashier's office in a capable manner, assisted by
Mr. Hausman. Scores of both days follow:

First Day, Jaly 16.

Events : 1 2
Targets : 10 10

Ed Banks 10 8
N Apgar 10 10
S Glover 10 8
D S D 9 8
T W Morfey 9 9M H R 8 6
Stroh 7 9
Ritter 8 8
Murphy S 9
Parker 7 7
Mink 10 10
Miller 7 6
Hahn 10 9
Acker , 8 7
Butler 9 7
Brey g 10
Rehrig 9 9
Graf? 7 8
Kramlich 9 9
Cooper
Sanford
H Ridge
C F H
Burk
T H Keller
T W^eiler
XBurk
Somers
Gillette
Steckel

3 4
20 15
13 15
17 13
19 15
17 14
16 11
19 12
15 13
16 11
15 13
18 12
18 14
17 14
18 12
17 11

15 15
19 13
17 13
12 10
19 15
20 13
17 12
18 14

5 6
15 20
12 19
14 18
15 20

12 17
13 19
13 19

10 15
12 19
11 15
11 17
13 20
12 16

13 15
10 14
13 16
14 20
15 19
11 10
14 18
12 18
13 19
12 17
10 20

7 8
15 15
11 11

14 15
15 14
13 11
10 13
9 14
15 11
10 12
12 9

14 12
14 14
13 12
13 14
13 10
14 13
14 13
15 14

12 10
15 15
15 14
13 12
11 14
11 10
.. II

9 10
20 15
16 14
18 15
20 14
18 11
15 13
19 13
17 13
16 15
12 7
19 13
20 14
19 11
17 14
17 9

18 12
18 14
19 14

11 12
15 20
14 19
15 19
15 20
15 19
14 16
11 18
14 15
13 17
8 16

is 26
13 ..

14 ..

12 17
18 16
14 17
14 20

18 13 13 20
19 14 13 17
19 14 14 16
18 15 15 17
17 12 13

10 13

Second Day, Jaly J 7.

4 5

15 10
14 9

15 10
13 9

12 18
.. 10
.. 10
.. 6

2
11

Events: 12 3
Targets: 15 15 20

Ed Banks 11 11 17
N Apgar 15 14 IS
Sim Glover 15 15 18
D S D 12 14 17
T W Morfey 14 14 17
Mink 13 14 19
Butler 14 14 17
F Cooper 14 15 20
Kramlich 15 14 19
T H Keller 10 9 18
M H R 17
George 12
Rehrig 15 19
Acker
Miller
Showalter
Brey

14 10
15 10
11 ..

14 9

8 4
15

6 7
20 20
17 18
18 19
20 18
18 18
20 16
20 17
16 19
19 19
17 16

8 9
10 15
7 10
8 15
9 14
9 13
9 11

10 14
9 12

10 ..

10 15

10 11 12
15 15 25
15 14 22'

14 15 24
15 14 23
15 14 25
10 13 20
14 15 24
11 12 20

14 is 24

18 19 3 11
9 10 4 6

16 14 6 10
14 11 6 .

.

17 16 . . .

.

15 16 . . .

.

Birch Brook Gun Club.

Lynn, Mass.—The Birch Brook Gun Club held its regular shoot
on Saturday afternoon, July 19, and some good scores were made.
Hilliard and his son Everett made 15, 10 and 7 each out of a total
35 in practice shooting. The rivalry is getting a little exciting, as
several of the high men are not very far apart, but as the hig^
ones maintain about the same average, the outcome may be pretty
safely judged.
No. 1 was the medal ; No. 2 the merchandise shoot. The handi-

cap allowances in yards follow the names:
Events: 123456789
Targets: 30 50 10 15 15 15 10 10 10

Yelmah, 15 17 25 7
Hilliard, 20 27 42 7
Riley, 17 „ 25 42
Rowe 18 26 41
Straw, 16 26 43
Dudley, 16 19 27
Everett. 19 26 40 15 10 7

8 14 15 10
8 11 12 .. ..

7 7 13 .. ..

6 11

Hastings, 17 21 31
Hebbard, 19 26 44
Rand, 17 19 34
Sabin, 16 17 30

.. 12 7 7 e
13 13 8 10 10

Henry Rood, Secy.

Pabqaisque—Danbury,

Danbury, Conn., July 21.—We append herewith the scores of
match between ihe Pahquisque Rod fnd Gun C"uh pnd the Wf"'-
Danbury Gun Club. This gives the Pahquisque Club the second
match in the series for the Tasch challenge cup, winning by tnree
shoots to one:
Cup shoot. There was a high wind and poor light:

R Hall 1000111111111011111110010—18
Stevens 1111111111110111111110111—23
Gardner 1111011101001101111110111—19
Gregory ; 0101110111011010111010101—16
Ottman lOOOllOlOOOlOOOOOOlOOllOO— 8
Olmstead lOlOOlllUUlOOlOOOOOlllluO—11
Brown 0111011101111000110111100—16
Snell 1101000111011011000000010—11
Wilkins 01000110011101110.00000010—10
Van Scoy 0011010101100010010001101—11

West Danbury Gun Club—R. Hall 18, Gardner 19, Ottman 8,

Brown 16, Wilkins 10; total 71.

Pahquisque Club—Stevens 23, Gregory 16, Olmstead "A. Snell 11,
Van Scov 11; total 72.

C. W. Stevens, Sec'y P. R. and G. C.

Baltimore Shooting Association,

Baltimore, Md., July 19.—The third trophy shoo': of Jul/ was not
strongly attended. The weather was hot. Capt. J. R. Malone
made high score in the dub race with 48 and 50, breaking his
last 25 straight. Dr. H. E. Lu[!ius was second with 47, W. R.
Bid die third with 44.

Dr. Lupus now leads in Class A with 135 out of 150. In Class B
J. W. Chew is first with 123. In Class C, C. E. Peters has the
lead with 117. The handicap committee has decided to use the
average system for the next handicap. This is the svstem which
gave such general satisfaction on last Thursday at the Standard
Club:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 10 15 10- 15 H 50

Peters 10 11 7 11 16 39

Edwards 8 9 . . 8 16 37

Biddle 5 9 6 12 14 44

Chew 6 13 9 15 16 43

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 10 15 10 15 H 50
Lupus 6 14 .... 18 47
Malone 9 12 .... 16 48
Hart 8 13 9 10 16 43
Roberts 7 7 .... 14 35
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IN NEW JERSEY.

Emerald Gun CItib.

The postponed May shoot of the Emerald Gun Club was held

to-day, July 15, on Smith Brothers' grounds, Newark, _N. J. Mr.
W. Hassinger is a new member. The birds were a fair lot. The
handicaps are distance and points:

W Corbet, 25 5. .. .0111*01022— 6 A Hawes, 28 1121022102— 8

T Moore, 28, 61/2. . .1011101021— 7 H Koegle, 30, 7....2202122202—

8

R Regan, 25, 6 1111222022— 9 J Fischer, 28, 6....1122121000—

7

DrO'Conneli, 32, 7..1212222202— 9 Dr Hudson, 28, 7..1112111210—

9

F Kali, 28 0111222001— 7 T Short, 28, 7 1220211222— 9

W Catton. 28, 7...0212111201— 8 F Hansman, 25. 6. .0.1111*1112—

8

T Henry, 28, 6 1120110021— 7 W Hassinger, 30, 7.1122112121—10

R May, 28, 6 110221200*— 6

Five birds: Koegle 4. Dr. O'Connell 5, Hansman 5, Dr. Hud-
son 4, R. May 3.

Freehold Gua Club.

Freehold, N. J., July 19.—The Freehold Gun Club held quite a
successful shoot to-day, the event being marked by a strong at-

tendance of "the Wanderers," some ten in number, most of whom
shot through the entire programme. The weather was clear and
Warm and calm. The light in the midday hours was rather high,
but in the late afternoon it was softer, and favorable for good
scores. There were ten events on the programme, of which two
were special contests, namely, the Championship of New Jersey, of
which the E. C. cup is the emblem, between Messrs. Neaf Apgar
and W. S. Burtis. and a nine-man team match between teams of
the Wanderers and the Freehold Gun Club.
The grounds, situated at the edge of the town, are level, beauti-

ful and, as to background, favorable for_ good work. The club
contemplates^ building_ a new club house in the near future, on a
plan in keeping with its greater scope and greater needs.
The visiting shooters were most courteously treated. The sweep-

stakes:

Events

:

Targets

:

Banks. 12 13 10
Apgar 14 14 8
Glover 13 14 7
D S D 12 13 9
Morfey 15 12 6
Gardiner 13 11 8
Skeliv 12 13
Waters 13 13
Dudley 13 13
Butler 13 11W Danser, 1... 10 14
Burtis 12 11
Muldoon. 1 11 14 10
J Laird, 5 7
Van Derveer, 0 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15 15 10 10 20 30 15 15

Ewing 6 16

8 20 29 13 10
9 20 29 12 14

7 9 20
9 8 18 29 12 11
6 7 16 25 14 10
8 9 18 23 14 12
9 10 15 29 13 14
6 8 16
8 9 17 29 14 12
7 9 17 19 9 14
5 6 15 23 13 13
7 10 20

17 24 14 12
.. 22 .. ..

9 16 25 13 12
9 12

14Ellis, 0 19
J T Laird, 4 30W Walling, 6 SO .. ..

Matthews, 2 28 9 ..
S B Walling, 5 20 .. ..

Hance. 0 25 ..

Campbell, 2 14 ..
Ferriday 9 ..

No. 6 was the Freehold Gun Club handicap, the allowances
following after the names of the contestants. The winners were:
First. W. Walling; second, J. T. Laird; third. J. Matthews;
fourth. Van Derveer.

The E, C. Cop Contest.

The New Jersey 5tate championship contest, between Messrs.
W. S. Burtis and Neaf Apgar, was the main event. It proved,
however, to be an easy victory for the latter by a score of 46 to 38.
The first 15 targets practically decided the contest, and at the end
of the first 25, Mr. Apgar had scored 24, with 4 to the gpod, so
that with such a lead there was no hope for his opponent.'
Mr. Burtis' gun was pounding his cheek severely, which may

account for the falling off in his form. The scores:
N Apgar 11111111111111101111111111011111111111111111111001-46W S Burtis llllllOllOlOOlOlllllllimOllOlllllOmOlOOllllOll—38

The Waaderers—Freehold Team Race.

The nine-man team race proved to be quite close, the victors hav-
ing but a narrow margin of superiority—that is, 3 targets, 187 to
184, out of a possible 225, or a little better than an average of 83
per cent. The scores:

The Wanderers' Team.
Banks iniOllllUmillllllim—24
Apgar lUOinilllllOOllOlllllll—22
Glover 1101111111111111111111111—24
Morfey 1110111111111001111100101—19
Gardmer ; 1111011111011101110110110—19
Skelly 1111110111111111110010111—21
Waters 1111110111111101111101111—22
Dudley 1110111111111101111111111—23
Butler OOlOOOtillOlllllOllllOOlOl—14^ (>

.

Freehold Gun Club Team.
Hance 1110110101101111111100011—18
Burtis 0111110101011110101111110—18
Danser llllllllUOUlllllOOlllOl-21
Ellis 0011001111111111110011111—19
Van Derveer 1011111111110111111101111—22
Matthews 0101001111011110111111111—19
Muldoon 0111111111111111111111011—23
Daudt 1111111111111111111111111—25
Ewing 110110101110111101110111—19—184

North River Gun Club.

Edgewater, N. J., July 19.—The sweepstake events of the North
River Gun Club's shoot are appended:
Events : 1
Targets

:

3456789 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25

6 16
6 11
8 10

19
11
16

Eickhoff 5 5 3 5 5
Merrill 5 6 8 6 5 5
Truax 7 7 7 8 5 3
Richter 9 9 4 9 6 5
Allison 5 6 7 6 4 6
Morrison 9 6 6
Johnson . . . 0
Fred 3 3 2 2 V. e
Herrmgton 6
For members only, 25 targets, handicap, for brass cleaning rod-

Eickhoff IIOOOUIOOIIIIIIOOOIIOOU—15+4—19
Morrison , 0100101111011101110101011—164-4—20
Richter 1 llllllllOOOllOOUllOllll-19+3—22
Merrill 0101010100110101000001101—11+7—19
Truax 0011100100000100100111010—10+3—13
Allison 1111001010001110100000010—11+6—17

Jas. R. Merrill, Sec'y.

Saffern Gun Club.

Paterson, N. J., July 20.—Ten members of the Jackson Park
Oun Club, of Paterson, paid a visit to Suffern yesterday after-
noon as the guests of the Suffern Gun Club. The latter had a.

delegation at the depot to meet us when we arrived. We were
overdue m getting to Suffern, as" our train was 45 minutes late
on leavmg Jersey City. We arrived at Suifern at about 3:15. We
were escorted by the delegation to the grounds, about 300yds. from
the depot, and down a steep embankment formed by the Erie
railroad to the bottom of the Ramapo Valley, where are situated
the grounds and club house. A large crowd was there to greet
our coming. There was a squad shooting when we arrived but
they soon finished, and then followed a general introduction all
around and a welcome hand extended to the Paterson boys. The
visitors included Capt, Money. Count Lenone. Capt. John Powers
former game warden, Wm. Stalter, Garry Hopper Ed Morgan'
Aaron Doty. G W. Hopper, Wm. Dutcher, James McGuire and
two other gentlemen.
While the boys were being made welcome the writer Wm

Dutcher, made himself generally useful, and by the time the
Paterson boys got ready, he had all their names down on a score
pad and entrance money collected. Within ten minutes from the
time we arrived at the grounds he had the first squad banging awav
to the wonderment of the crowd. He kept them at it at so fast
a clip that after shooting at five events, all at 15 targets the
operator of the electric pull over the magautrap came to him' and
invited him to come . and take some refreshments and something to
eat. Then he told the writer that he was making it prettv hot
work; for the boys, as they were not used to sucl? f^t shooting

The crowd seemed to enjoy the lively work, and there was plenty
of encouragement. AH the "while the writer was hustling things
along he could hear the boys enjoying themselves on the inside
of the club house.
They shot six events at 15 targets and one or two 10-target

events, and then shells were nearly all gone. It was getting
dark. At the request of the officers of the Suffern Gun Club,
Capt. Money and Aaron Doty finished up the afternoon's sport
with a 25-bird race, which was very interesting to spectators,
ending with 21 for each man, a tie, and no more shells on hand.
The members of the Suffern Gun Club, whose names I failed

to get, proposed three cheers and a tiger for the Paterson boys,
and they were returned with interest by the Jackson Park Gun
Club till the echo resounded between the hills where the grounds
are situated. The Paterson boys extended an invitation to the
Suffern boys to come to Paterson next Saturday, 26th, when
they will hold a shoot, and enjoy an afternoon with us.
Capt. Money, and Doty after first event and Capt. Powers shot

in pretty good form for a strange grounds. Reeves shot in fine
form.
The writer was referee:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Count Lenone.. 13 8 9 9 8 10
Capt Money.... 14 13 13 11 14 12

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Rehling 11 10 11 13 .. ..

Gillette 6 10 . . 11 8 .

.

A "Doty 7 13 14 13 12 11 Wm Stalter .... 11 8 13 10 10 12
Wanamaker . , . 10 . . 9

Hotaling 10 11 10 6
Becraft 8 11 11 13 6

J Powers 12 11 10 10 11 12
G Hopper 6 6 11 6 8 5
G W Hopper.. 11 10 13 7 11 6

E W Morgan... 13 9 5 10 8 9 Hicks 10 .

Reeves 12 14 13 14 10 Preston 10
Randolph 14 9 11 12 11 .

Match: Money 21, Doty 21.

11

12

Christopher

9 .. 10
.. 9 ..

8 .. 8 .. 8
Wm. Dutcher.

Jeanette Gun Club.

July 18.—The first shoot of the Jeannette Gun Club on its new
giounds at Guttenburg was held to-day. Mr. Schortcmeier (Job
Lott) won Class A medal after a close race, which included a
shoot-cff on 13 birds. StefTens won the challenge medal. The
scores:

F Ehlen, 28 100*100222— 5
H Pape. 28 12*1101022— 7

C Meyer, 28 2111121221—10
C Steffens. 30 1212112111—10

J H Kroeger, 28. . .0111110212—

8

C Intermann, 28. . .1111112122—10
C Meyerdiercks, 28.2011212101-- S

A Schumacher, 25.0012021012— fl

Job Lott, 30 1222111112—10

Class A shoot-off:
Job Lott 1121222122222
Intermann 111111122121*
Meyer 11111210

Class B shoot-off:
Luhrman 2

Cliallenge medal, 15 birds:
Steffens, 30. . . .2211212111*1122—14

Shoot-off, miss-and-out:
Steffens 212

Team race;
Capt Steffens U221—

5

Intermann 21221—5
Hainhorst *1011—

3

Rohlfs 11212-5
Meyerdiercks 12101—4
Pape 21222—5
Koenig 10122—4
Pape, Jr 10222—4—35
Ten-bird race, loser to pay for

Pape. 30 1212001122— 8
Thyssen, 25 0022122001— 6

H Gerdes, 25 1021212222— 9W Rohlfs, 28 2111111111—10

J Hainhorst 28. .. .2121232122—lO
C Thyssen, 25 220*022222— 9

H Luhrmann, 25. . .0212122122—

9

H Lohden, 25 100220:J122—

6

R Mohrmann, 28. .1021212*12— 8
C Koenig, 25 00*1*21111— 6

Rohlfs 12220
Steffens 20

Gerdes

Mohrmann, 28.112221111102111—14

Alohrmann 220

Capt Meyer 12211—5
Kroeger 10101—3
Mohrmann 21211—5
Thyssen 22221—5
Gerdes 11110—4
Ehlen 01122-^
Schoen 01021—3
Schumacher '.02022—3—32

Rohlfs. 30 2011*22021— 7
Hainhorst. 30 1000212211— 7

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, HI., July 19.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the fifth trophv shoot of the
second series. Notwithstanding the rain, which fell steadily until
2 o'clock, fifteen shooters put in an appearance for the trophy
event. Dr. Meek carried ofi' the honors of the dav, breaking 24
in the main event, winning Class A trophy. P. IVIcGowan did
the trick for Class B. scoring 22, while J. Monighan captured the
trmket in Class C on 14.
The day was a fairly good one for target shooting, except for

bemg dark and gloomy. No wind, but abundance of water

:

Twelfth trophy shoot. 25 targets:

J D Pollard OOlOlOlOOlOOmiOlOlllllO—14
C H Kehl 0100000100101111100001100—10
L Thomas ....11111111100111111)10111111—21
J. C. Kissack lOlOlllOlOlOmn 01 10001010—12
J McDonald 1011111111111110] 00110111—20
J W Meek lllllllimillimilOllll—24A McGowan OOllOOllOOOlOlOOOOllOlOlO—10
P McGowan 1111011110111111101111111—22
R S Leete 0011011101110010000111011—14
T Eaton lllllllllOllllOmillllOl—22
-J-

E. Dafter 1001001001100001110111111—14W Drmkwater 1111101111111001001111010—18 .

A Hellman 1111111111111011111011111—23M G Eldred OOOlOllOOllUOOOlllllOlOO—13
J Monighan 0110101111011111001010000—14
Events: 12345678

^Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Pollard 6 5 10 7 9 ,. ..
Kehl 4 3 6 7 5 7 ....
Thomas 5 9 6 8 9 8 6 ..
Kissack 6 6 6 5 7 « 7
McDonald 5 7
Meek , 10 10

5
8 10
5 ..

7
9

10
10
7

8 10 10
9 .. ..

. 10 ..

7 10 10 10

"s
'7

9 10 .. ,.

A McGowan 6 S
P McGowan 9 8
R S Leete 8 7
Eaton 7 9
Dafter 5
Drinkwater 9
Hellman 7
Eldred 3
Monighan 4 4 1 2 6 ..;.
Pollard 6

Dr. J. W. Meek," Se'cV-

Tournament at Pleasant Hill.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The sixth annual merchandise and sweepstake (colored") tournev

will take place at Pleasant Hill, Mo., Aug. 29. Our fifth shoot
was to the negro race what the last G. A. H. was to the Anglo-
Saxon one, as it brought together more colored shooters of the
scatter gun than ^yas ever known of before. This was due largely
to the liberality of the manufacturers, aiding us in the encourage-
ment of more trapshooting among our race.
We expect our comJng shoot to surpass any previous one in

every respect, as our programme will be more inviting than ever
and everj- colored lover of trapshooting should begin to prepare
to make it a point to attend this shoot.
Owing to the death of the late E. R. Nuttall. of Ohiowa, Neb

holder of the colored championship cup, emblematic of the colored
champion wmg shot of the United States, it will be put up in ooen
competition at this shoot.
Programmes will be out about the first of August and can be

obtained by addressing T. H. Cohron, Secretary, Box 345
Pleasant Hill, Mo.

Vicfcsborg Gun Club.

ViCKSBURG, Miss.—The eighth annual shooting tournament ofthe Mississippi and Louisiana Trapshooters' League will be heldunder the auspices of the Vicksburg Gun Club at Vicksburo-Miss Aug. 14 and 15 instead of former dates advertised. As
will be remembered, the yicksburg Gun Club gave a fine tourna-ment last August, having m attendance over 100 trap shots Thevexpect to exceed that number this time. Their handsome cata-lague will be issued in the next ten days
Reduced rail rates will be given to Vicksburg from all pointsShooters attending the. Birmingham Gun Club tournament^ Aug

12 and 13 can leave Birmingham the night of Aug. 13 over theOueen & Crescent route and arrive at Vicksburg by 7 A MAug. 14. Any further information wfll be cheerfully furnishedby J. J. Bradfield, secretary, Vicksburg, Miss
lumisnea

Please note we have changed d^tes of onr shoot to Auo- 14and 15, instead of Aug. 19 20,
^y^w sbqoi to Aug. 14

Algona Gun Club.

Algona, la., July 16.—The Algona Gun Club tournament was
fairly well attended, twenty-eight taking part in the shooting. The
weather was warm, with a strong south wind blowing directly in
the faces of the shooters.
The programme called for twelve 15-target events, with ?3 added

to each event. The shooting was from one set of traps, Sergeant'
system. Gilbert was high man with 173; Budd and Konvalinka
second with 168. The scores:

Events:
Mortenson
Castle
Patch
J G Smith
Bastian
Hcnshaw
Klein
Konvalinka . . .

.

Emerson
Sunderstrum .

.

Budd
Gilbert
Moore
Lampright . . .

.

West
Shoen
Brown
Cramer
Nelson
Loss
McIntyre
H Smith
Hoon
Carver
Wange
Finkle
Drayton
H L Simmons.

1 2
14 IS
5 7
15 13
14 12
12 13
12 12
16 12
14 15
13 14
11 14
13 14
15 15
13 13
14 14
8 ..

11 15
12 13
3 6
6 11
7 8
9 13

15 13
10 13
11 S
10 6
11 ..

11 14

3 4 5
15 13 12
10 12 15
13 13,12
13 13 14
9 10 13

11 13 12,

12 13 14
13 14 13
10 15 12
14 10 13
12 15 15
14 15 14
10 11 13
11 12 .

.

6 7 8
13 15 15
12 14 13
12 14 15
13 12 14
13 13 14
13 15 11
15 14 13
15 15 12
13 14 14
11 11 15
14 13 15
13 15 15
li 11 12

9 10
14 14
14 10
10 14
14 10
13 13
14 14
14 14
14 14
13 13
13 11
15 14
14 14
12 13

11 12
14 15

iz ii
9 10
12 12

14 14
14 13
15 14
12 12
10 15
15 13
15 14
12 11

Total.
167

iss
148
147
155
163
168
155
148
168
173
145

Av..
.927

!877

.822

.811

.861

.905

.933

.861

.822

.933

.961

13 13
11 11
5 4
9 11
7 10
12 13
14 12
15 14
9 8

9 13 14 12 14 12 13 14 153 .850

10 11 11 11
12 13 9
14 14 i3 13 i4 15 i2

13 13 8 14
15 12 12 13

Ossinlog Gun Club.

. .. 14 14 14 13

. 15 12 12 11 10
10 9 9

Hawkeye.

OssiNiNG. N. Y., July 19.—There was a good turnout of shooters
at the regular Saturd.ay afternoon shoot of the Ossining Gun Club
to-day. The main event. No. 6, was at 25 birds, distance handi-
cap for the TerwilHger prize, a set of game carvers. H. W,
Bissitig, at 16yds., and J. Hitchcock, at 14yds., tied with 2S
out of 25. In the shoot-off at 15 birds, Hitchcock broke 12 to
Bissing's 10. The win was remarkable for the reason that Mr.
Hitchcock has been on the sick list for some time, and has not
nearly recovered his accustomed strength.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 25W Fisher, 16 7 5 17 ...

E D Garnsey, 15 6 3 .. •. . 6 19 ..D O'Connor, 16 8 8 7 6 ,. 15 ..

R Kromer, Jr, 16 6 7 7 9 7 20 ..
A Rohr. 14 7 13 ..W Clark, 16 7 7 5 9 9 16 .,
E Ball, 16..... , 6 7.. .. 16 ..

J Hitchcock, 14 23
E N Garnsey, 0 5 3 7 4....
C Barlow, 16 9 6 9 9 21 ..
C Blandford, 18 9 8 8 20 24
A Bedell, IS. 9 . . 21
G Edgers. 14 19
A Betti, IS , ii.i 8 8 21 21H Hutchings, 0 66 ..W Coleman, 17.. 77 ie 26H Bissing, 16 10 .. 23 18

C. G. B.

Provincial Championship Trophy.
Sheebrooke, Que., July 19.—I inclose you a clipping from one

of our city papers of July 12, and would like to publish that part
of it referring to the Provincial championship trophy, as many
of your subscribers know the contestants and are interested in the
late of the old cup:
"Considerable interest was manifested in the shooting at the

grounds of the Sherbrooke Gun Club on July 12, as in addition
to the regular matches, there was a shoot between T. M. Craig
and N. G. Bray for the individual championship Provincial trophy
held at present by the former. Last Saturday Craig again came out
ahead with a score of 45 points. The conditions for this shoot are
-50 birds, 20 at known angles, 20 at unknown angles, and 5 pairs.
The scores were:

T M Craig 16 20 9-45 N G Bray 17 18 7-42
The scores in the other two matches were:
Robin Hood, 15 birds: C. H. Clark, 16yds., 14; J. B Goodhue

19yds., 14; Dr. Stockwell. 17yds., 13; N. G. Bray, 23'yds., 13; T M.'
e raig, 22yds., 13; C. G. Thompson, 22yds., 12. Clark and Goodhue
tied, and in the shoot-off Clark won out with 11 to the latter's 10.
Club trophy, 15 birds: Dr. Stockwell, 16vds.. 14; C. H. Clark.

}^^^^-' J- „9o?dhue, 19yds., 13; C. 'G. Thompson. 24yds.
11; T. M. Craig. 24yds.. 10; N. G. Bray, 24vds., 9. C. H. Clark
won second place in this match, as none of the scratch men are
eligible for second place in this competition

Pawtuxet Gun Club.

Pawtuxet, R. I., July 12.—The first event was the tenth handi-
cap for silver spoons. The second event was for the silver trophy
representing the championship of Kent county:
Events: 1 2 Events: 1 2

„ Targets: • 25 25 Targets: 25 25W Stainton, 16..... 20 17 ShernTan, 16 14 12Armstrong 18 16 19 Monteith, 14 12 13
Sheldon, 20 18 .. R Sheldon, 14 n

16 19 16 Jordan, 16 12
"7

Wilhs, 16 , 15 13 J Staiiiton, 16 6 ..
Julj^ 19.—Event No 1 was eleventh shoot in the handicap for ster-

ir.g silver spoons. The next shoot will be the last of the series, and
will be interesting. W. H. Sheldon, at 20yds., beat Dr. Inman by
2 targets only who in turn led Armstrong by 1 target; thto cameSherman, Willis and Stamton in a bunch with equal scores, fol-lowed by Ray Sheldon, the twelve-year-old, and Monteith inorder. Ihe last shoot may change positions somewhat
Armstrong won the Kent county trophy again to-day; he seems

to have a cinch on this.
The ne.xt shoot will be two weeks from to-day, as we postponedour regular shoot to allow the boys to see the Interstate teammatch at Providence next Saturday:
Events : 1 2
Targets: 25 25

Willis, 16 21 13
Tnmaii, 16 21 19
Sherman. 16
Armstrong, 18...
Sheldon, 20,,,.,.

Events : 1 j
Targets: 25 25R Sheldon, 14 15

21 19 Monteith, 14 15 14
20 20 Perkins, 14 . .• ;.• 13
19 22 Stainton, 16 19 ij
19 19 Kent.

Metropolitan Gun Club.
St Joseph Mo., July 13.-Besides the regular monthly troohvshoot of the Metropolitan Gun Club, two teams were chosen fromthe members present, and shot a match at 25 targets oil ma^losing side to pay for supper. Scores as below • ^ '

i-No. 1 learn—Zim 24, Arnold 23. R Con-ser 1Q <;tr.i,+ 1'7 o,„
16. Moore^lS, Loderhose 14, Toole ll/ Downs" sftofal 144'^'

•'0 Clindke'^i^ K,>e"f Hh^^^^ 20. Netherton
total 161 ' ' • Walker 13, Padfield 3;

Trophy shoot: Cunningham (1) 22, Zim (1) 24, R Conser C^-) 2H

Ch'a'^dfeT(9?°2tt4.kS"^T2f ^^^""^ ^^'^ ® 25,

C9?21.''''°"'^
shoot-off: Libbe (5) 25, Chandlee (9) 25, Walker

Tie 'third shoot-off: Libbe (5) 24, Chandlee (9) 25.

Raleigh Gon Club.

^?^^^^j^ ^L*°4r"^d ^^t¥Dupont in this . territorv for vears to come
see him represent

T£ sf&fpfie'ss,' :?IHf
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Boston Gun Club,
Boston, July 9 —The Boston Gun Club's ninth serial shoot was

held on their grounds at Wellington to-day, and just an even
dozen shooters were present to do justice to a delightful day.
Straights were few and far between, Leroy being the only lucky
one in the bunch, securing one from the 21yd. mark, and the other
from the 16yd. mark, in the prize match Frank and Spencer
were the real thing, and occupied first position with 19 both handi-
capped at ISyds. Leroy took care of second position with his
lowest score of present series, but it did no harm to his standing,
as he still has a clear lead of 8 birds over his next competitoi".
Other scores as follows:

Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 10 5p

Leroy, 21...... 7 10 7
Prank. 18.... 8 7 6
Barry, 16 4 7 6
Prior, 16 5 3 4
Lund. 16 3 4 3
Hawkins, 16 6 5 6

" 5 2..
7 6 3

4 5
10 15
5 8
8 12

9

7

11

6

7
7
0
1

5

7 S 9 10 11
10 15 5p 15 25
10
9

7
3

12 4 10 21

5
7
7
3

12

11 11 01 11 00—19
10 00 11 11 11—19
10 10 10 11 11—16
11 10 10 00 01—16
10 01 11 11 10—15
11 00 10 10 00—11
00 00 00- 00 00— 9
00 00 00 00 00— 8

M E, 16W K, 16
Whittle, 16...
Spencer, 18...
Fred, 14
Henry, 16.,»..

^ Nos. 1, 3, 4. 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11, magautrap; Nos. 2, 5 and 8,
Sergeant system. - - - ...

Merchandise match, 25 targets, 15 Sergeant, 5 pairs magautrap:
Frank, IS 111111101001111 " " " -

Spencer. 19..... 101111011011111
Leroy, 21 100011011101011
Hawkins, 16 111110101011011
Barry. 16 , IIUOOIIOUIOIOOW K. 16 001101011010i.;01

Prior, 16 OOlOlOll.OOiJlOlO

Lund, 16 OOmOlOOKiOlOl
.Tuly 16.—The final shoot of the Boston Gun Chib was held on

their grounds at Wellington to-day, and though the difficulties
encountered were more than the usual, there was just as much
good time connected with the affair as any one of the year.
Through a mistake, the haymakers had taken possession of the

field in front of the traps, which necessitated our shifting our
whole location, which was done in a short time, and things were
moving with the usual lium, though not as convenient as is the
usual case.
Much merriment was secured watching the ineffectual efforts

of the contestants to break them all, and when scOres were an-
nounced, the smallness of them was, to say the least, extremely
lai-.ghable.

With all the faults, there never was any shoot enjoyed more
than this one,, and if it is a necessity we will see that conditions
are similar on some future dates. In the prize matcli of to-day
Frank easily led with 19, followed by Spencer with 17. In the
serial match, five scores out of ten to count, Leroy captured first
honors, having the excellent total of 108. Second postion was
taken care of by Woodruff with 98; Frank, Ihird, 95; Bullard,
fourth, 95; Barrj', fifth, 94; Spencer, sixth, 93; Hawkins, seventh,
87; Kirkwood brothers, eighth, 85.

^

Events

:

Targets:
Frank . . .

,

Bullard ..

Barry
Lund

1 0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
10 10 10 5p 15 Sp 10 10 15 5p 10
7 7 9 7 13 7 9 6 12 7
6 7 6 7 9 7 4
7 5 6 6 12 4 4

'0
11

3 4 5 3 7 1 9 1 8
2 4 2 2
1

'3
2 3

8 5 8
0

"5
9

10
6

'2

4

'6

3
6

1
6
4

'b

8

2

5 8 8 14

M E
Kirkwood
Muldown '.

Powers
Spencer
Frederick
Henry
Merchandise match, 15 singles, and 5 pairs; distance handicap:

Frank 18.... 111111011111110
Spencer, 18 * .:.> 111111111111110
Bullard, 17 110101101010110
Barry, 16 UllOlllUllOJO
Muldown, 16 010011011111110
Lund. 16 001001100101101
Kirkwood, 18 UOOlOOimiOOl
Winners of serial pri:

count:

Leroy, 21
Woodruff, 17
Frank IS
Bullard, 17
Barry, 16
Spencer, 18.

Hawkins, 16
Kirkwood, 18.... 19

11 11 01 10 01—20
10 00 10 01 00—17
01 10 11 01 11—16
00 00 11 10 10—16
00 11 00 00 11—14
00 00 00 00 10— 8
10 00 00 00 10—11

five best scores out of ten to

Total.
.23 22 22 21 20 108
.23 21 18 18 IS 98
.21 20 19 18 17 95
.21 20 19 IS 17 95
22 20 19 17 16 94
19 19 19 19 17 93
20 19 17 16 15 87
19 19 10 It 11 85

Univetsity of Virginia Shoot.

Chaelottesville, Va.. July IS.—The scores made at our mer-
chandise shoot here Jul}' 15-16 are appended. George shot a blue
streak, making an average of 95 per cent, in regular events during
first day, running 45 straight, capturing both the $5 gold pieces
given for best average and longest runs open to amateurs only.
His average for the two days', regular events was 88% per cent.

Regular events and the two special handicap events he made
86 2-3 per cent. His long run also captured the So gold piece
offered for longest rtm, open to experts as well as to amateurs.

Bruffey made 921,-2 per cent, first day in regular events. OOVz^ in

the two days' shoot, regular and handicap events counted, tieing

with Eicli for $5 gold piece for best average open to experts and
amateurs.

G. L. Bruffey won the Winchester shotgun in the handicap
event on the score of 24 out of 25 at 20yds.. and E. W. Bruffey
and Warren tied on 24 out of 25 same event, second day, and
divided. Former was at 16yds.. and latter at 17yds. Capt. Eick
ran our slioot for us in the best manner without a hitch, for

which our club is under obligation to his house, Dupont Powder
Company.

First Day.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Targets : 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
F Stearns 10 15 14 14 14 13 15 15
Du Bray 13 13 12 12 12 12 14 13
Tignor 11 14 12 10 7 11 11 13
Buckner 10 11 9 9 10 10 10 10
T Stearns 12 14 11 12 12 13 15 13
Hammond 13 14 13 11 14 12 15 13

Purdie 13 15 IS 13 14 12 14 12
Warren 8 13 12" 9 11 14 12 13

Atkison 7 9 9 9 7 11 9 11

Lipop 14 14 13 14 12 9 9 14

Meeks 13 14 11 10 12 13 14 13

Baskerville 12 11 11 11 7 13 9 12
E W Bruffey 12 10 13 14 13 13 15 13
Sproul 14 6 10 10 10 10 9 9

Eick 13 15 14 15 14 14 13 14

G L Bruffey 13 13 14 14 14 14 15 14

George 14 14 15 14 13 14 15 15_

Marshall 14 13 12 14 10 10 14 IS

anow 10 14 11 11 12 13 11 12

Kiracofe 13 13 14 14 12 13 13 12

Sillings 14 14 10 13 11 14 14 11

Smith 9 9 13 11 11 12 11 11

McDaniel ........... 12 12 12 15 11 12'15 IS

Wayman 11 11 14 14 11 12 13 13

L D Thomas 11 11 11 10 11 13 12 11

Johnson 13 13 11 6 6 7 13 11

Cochran 11 11 9 9 11 13 7 12

Link 12 L2 7 12 13 12 13 10

Dennis 12 14 13 11 12 12 10

Scott 15 13 12 13 10 13 14

Taylor 11 11 10 12 10 11 13

Randolph 12 7 9

Hawthorn 12 7 10

Walker
Keller
Peyton - • 12 10

Irvine
Gorr . . • . < • •

Neese •• • ••

Craig . . . . . . • ' - • •

Coyner . . . . • • •

Special handicap event for Winchester gun
G Bruffey. 20

jCiracof«, 20.

.

Second Day.12345678
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
9 11 9 12 13 12 11 10

10 10 13 14 12 11 12 10
12 11 14 11 13 12 11 12
8 9 10 10 S 12 7 12

11 11 12 9 11 11 14 11
14 14 13 14 12 12 13 15
15 12 12 13 13 15 10 11
12 12 11 9 7 14 13 13
10 12 6 9 . . 9 9 6
5 14 14 12 13 11 11 12

11 14 13 13 11 14 13 11
11 11 14 13 12 14 13 11
12 14 12 11 11 13 11 14
8

13 15 14 13 13 13 14 13
14 14 14 13 14 13 13 14
13 13 11 12 14 11 13 11
9 10 12 11 5 10 7 10

14 13 10 10 12 12 12 12
11 14 13 10 12 13 13 13
. . 13 9 12 12 13 12 14
6 11 10 10 10 9 7 10

8 11 12 ..

11 12 U 12 8 8 10 10

15
11
6

11
11 11 ..

13 10

11 10

9 11
12 10

9 10 11 14 13 12
9 8 13 9 8 10

9 9 5 .. 10 6 9

12 .. .. ..

11 .. ... .. .. ..

9 .. .. .. ..

first day;
jiiniliininnniiiiioi—24

. . , .
ninmminmmmmi—2.1;

Sillmgs, 19 1110111111111111110111111—23
"T Stearns. 18 , , 1101111111111111111110011—22
Warren, 17 1111110111111111110111011—22
Meeks, 16 1111111111111011111111110-23
George, 20 1111011111111111111011110—22
F Stearns, 20 1110111111111000111111111—21
Eick, 20 11111111111111111110011 00—21
Baskerville, 16 1111111111110111011001111—21
Purdie, 20. . 1011111111111010111011101—20
Wayman, 19..., OlllllllllOUllllOlOllmi—20
Lipop, 18 , 1011111001111010111111111—20
E Bruffey, 17 0111111001110111101111111-20
Snow, 17 .lllllOllllOOUOllllllOlll—20
i homas, 17 1011111011111110010111101—19
Tign or, 16 lOllllUOllllllOlOllUlOll—19
McDaniel, 19 ., .0111111101100101111111010—18
Du Bray, 18 1100011111011111100110111—18
Marshall. 18 1110111101110110111110100—18
Hammond, 20 1101111110110101101010101—17
Scott. 19 1111111011011000101011110—17
Dennis, IG 1110111100011100110101110—16
Buckner, 16.. ... . , 1001010011111100100100011—13
Atkison, 14. » . . , lOOlllUOw
Sproul, 14 lOOllOw
Smith, 14 llOOlOw
Johnson, 14.. OlUOlw
flawthorne, 14 lllOOOw

Second Day:
E Bruffey, 16.. 1111111111111111111111101-24
W^a rren, 17 1111111111111111101111111—24
Eick, 20 1101111111111111101111111—23
Meeks, 16 1111011111101111101111111—22
Tignor, 16 llllllimilOllOOllllllll—22
Snow, 17 -• 0110111110011111111111111—21
Baskerville, 17. . . .-. 1111110010111111011111111—21
.Sillings, 18 1011110001111111111111111—21
T Stearns, 18 1111110110110011110111111—20
Thomas. 17 1010011011111010111111111—19
Lipop, IS 1111101010110110011111111—19
G Bruffey, 20 1100101111111001111111101—19
I^Iammond. 20 0111010111111011111100101—18
Du Bray, IS 1110001101011111101101110—17
Purdie. 20 1100110110111011011110101—17
Kiracofe, 20 ,. » 1011101110011010100111111—17
George, 20 1100000111111111111100011—17
F Stearns, 20 1001010101010100011110100—13

G. L. Bruffey.

Interstate Towrnament at Titttsville.

TiTUSViLLE, Pa., July 19.—The Interstate Association tourna-
ment given at Titusville, Pa., July 16, 17 and 18, under the auspices
of the Titusville Gun Club, was a decided success in every particu-
lar.

The Titusville Gun Club is a comparatively new organization. It
was organized in October, 1900, and has grown steadily in member-
ship since that time. The shooting grounds are situated a miie
west of the city limits, within easy access, being but fifteen min-
utes' ride by tlie electric cars. The location of the grounds is

one of the most picturesque spots along beautiful Oil Creek, and
a first glimpse of it never fails to elicit the admiration of visitors.
A background of trees and shade, not too dark for good shooting,
presents to the sportsman a picture that arouses his enthusiasm
for the beauties of nature, Last year a cozy and convenient club
house was erected on tlic grounds for the accommodation of tlie

gun club and visiting sportsmen. It is neat, commodious and
comfortable. The membership is composed of representative cit-
izens of llie town, among them many of the most successful busi-
ness and professional men. They are noted for their hospitality
and every visiting sportsman declares they are royal good fellows.
The officers of the dub are: Mr. C. F. Emerson, President;

Dr. Hugh Jamison, Vice-President; Mr. T. L. Andrews, Secretary;
Mr. Sol Mayer. Treasurer, and Mr. W. W. Kellog, Captain.
The opening day of the tournament was replete with interest,

Tlie weather could not have been better, with the possible ex-
ception of a breeze, -which blew rather strong from the west at
times. At the No. 2 set of traps, situated at the south side of the
grounds, the targets were particularly erratic at times. When hard
right-quarterers started over the gravel bank, the brislc wind
coming down the creek would raise tlrem several feel almost in-
stantlj', and he was a fortunate gunner who hit one of them.
In the day's shooting Leroy carried off first honors by breaking

160 out of a total of 170. J. S. Fanning was second with 157, and
A. H. Fox and H. D. Kirkover, Jr., tied for third with 156.

One of the stellar attractions of the day was the Mallory
brothers' squad. In the day's shooting they were inside the
money in about every event, and always attracted an audience. In
the evening they entertained the visiting sportsmen by taking
tlrem around the city in their automobiles, each of the brothers
coming to the tournament'with one of these machines.
The second day of the tournament was ushered in with a wind

that started at about twenty-five miles an hour and increased
to a gale before 10 o'clock. The shooting began at a few minutes
before 10, and all the regular events were concluded by 2 o'clock.
Several practice events were indulged in for the benefit of spec-
tators who arrivd too late to see the work of the experts.
The attendance was not so large as on Wednesdaj', but there

were as many shooters on the grounds, not all of whom were
willing to risk their reputations and money in such windy weather.
Considering the weather, the shooting was excellent. The shooting
of Leroy, losing but 17 targets out of 170, may be considered re-

markable. He was again high gun for the day. J. F. Mallory and
J. T. Atkinson tied for second honors with 146. Third place was
also a tie between J. S. Fanning and L. V. Byers, each having
143 to liis credit.
The closing day of the tournament was an ideal one for making

higli scores, and Fanning succeeded in putting up the fine score
of 163 oiit of 170, tieing Leroy for first general average for the
three days of the tournament. The attendance was rather

_
light,

and the shooting was rushed through in order that the visitors
could get away on early trains.

The scores of the three days follow:

July I6» First Day.

Events: 1

Targets : 15
F E Mallorv .14
S T Mallory 12
Dade 13
L E Mallory 12

J F Mallory 11

J Hull 14
L J Squier 11

J S Fanning 14
H D Kirkover 14

Moore 11
Alexander 7

Geo Cochran 13

T T Atkinson..... 11
L V Byer 10
T L Andrews 14

T T Graff 9

H North 13

F S Bates 9

Chlay 13

Riblet 12
Sizer 13
Millin 12
Nitlirow 9
Williams .12
Bilsing 14

A H Fox 15
Lynch 11

Sheldon . 11
Dinsmore • 11
Guinzburg .

Leroy 14

Jordan , 10
Carnahan 10
Peebles
Tessop ..4

Donely ...... ..

Althop
Schwartz
Hall
Kellog ,

Brown ...i...........

McLouth
Mayer .•

2 3
15 15
13 11

10 12
15 14
13 11
15 14
13 13
13 13
14 14
11 13
14 14
8 9

14 15
14 14
12 12
9 13

13 12
14 15
12 12
13 11
11 10
12 15
12 12
9 13
13 12
10 11
15 14
12 14
10 13
., 11
9 .:

14 15
12 14
11 9

4 5
20 15
16 14
18 9

17 12
16 14
17 13
16 9

16 11
19 14
20 14
13 13
14 6

17 12
18 15
16 15
17 13
13 12
14 14
17 13
19 14
17 12
14 13
13 15
15 13
16 11
12 14
16 14

io
.. 10

19 14

16 13
16 13

16 ..

18 14
.. 10
.. 10
.. 9

6 7
25 15
21 14
24 15
21 11
22 12
21 11
21 10
23 15
23 14
24 14
18 11
19 10
22 14
23 13
23 15
19 14
21 11
22 14
21 14
16 10
21 14
14 11
20 14
23 12
22 13
21 13
23 12
.. 10
17 13
16 ..

.. 15
24 14
22 12
15 12
16 ..

15 14
18 10

8 9 10
20 15 15
19 13 13
18 13 13

18 12 13
18 13 14
18 13 13
16 12 8
18 15 14
17 14 14
18 14 14
13 13 13
11 9 6
18 14 14
17 15 13

20 13 14
15 12 12
17 7 12

17 13 15

16 13 12
17 11 13
16 13 11

13 13 10

16 15 12
17 8 6
18 12 12
17 12 13
20 12 14
,. li 12

14 11 12
14 11 10

17 ik 15
16 12 11
12 11 12

17 io
"9

13 10 12

14 10 11 6 8
. .. 10 13
... 9 8
... 10 9
. .. 10 10

Jaly J7, Secood Day.

Events:
Targets

:

F E Mallory.....
S T Mallory....,

123466789 10
15 15 15 20 15 25 15 20 15 15
12 11 12 15 13 21 12 15 14 13
10 9 11 18 12 19 15 la 13 13

Total
Broke.

148
144
146
145
146
132
149
157
156
133
99

153
153
149
138
127
152
139
137
137
128
141
125
141
137
156
70
111
83
24
160
138
121
32
97
73
10
9

57
23
17
19
20

Total
Broke.
138
133

Dade 14 13 12 16
J F Mallory 13 13 12 16
L E Mallory 13 9 10 16
J R Hull.... u 11 13 14
L J Squier 11 12 10 16
Leroy 12 14 14 19
J S Fanning I4 15 11 IS
Ifooi-e . 12 12 13 16H D Kirkover. Jr 11 14 10 15
Bilsing 12 10 11 14
Cochran 9 14 14 15
Atkinson 15 13 13 17
Jordan 13 11 15 15
r Andrews 14 13 12 16
L V Byer 13 13 13 IS
F S Bates ]2 9 12 14
A H Fox 13 13 12 16
Carnahan ...,.,,„, 13 8 13 12
Williams 10 11 14 19
Dougherty 9 12 10 13
Crawford 8 8 8..
Thompson 12 10 11 12
Riblet , '12 12 12 15
Haliinan , , 9 11 11 12
J T C 9 12 13 12
Baird ,. U
Guinzburg

9 19
12 21
11 22
12 17
9 21

15 22
10 20
11 16
12 18
9 16

14 21

14 18
9 14

13 20
14 20
14 13
13 IS
8 14

11 15
11 15
12 ..

10 17
13 22
8 14

12 12
8 16

13 ..

July J8, ThJfd Day.
Events : 1
Targets : 15

F E Mallory 12
S T Mallory 13
Dade 10
T F Mallorv.' 13
F E Mallory 13
Hull 11
Squier 9
Leroy 14
I^anning 15
Kirkover 12
Andrews 11
Jordan 12
Atkinson 13
Moore 12
Loomis 13
Fox 12
Hall 5

Williams 11
Schwartz 11
Carnahan
Peebles
Myer

2 3
15 15
14 13
14 15
13 12
14 13
14 13
15 13
14 9
11 10
13 15
12 13
14 11
11 13

14 12

14 12
12 11
14 14
6 4
11 14
11 11

4 5 6
20 15 25
18 12 22
20 11 20
17 13 21
20 14 22
19 10 17
19 12 21
14 10 22
18 13 24
20 15 24
16 13 24
15 14 19
16 15 24
19 14 24
17 11 24
16 13 19
20 11 24
12 .. ..

17 15 21

12 14
11 19
14 14
12 11

12 17
14 16
11 15
10 13
11 17
8 11

12 17
14 13
11 16
9 17
12 18
12 18
13 15
11 13
13 15
11 13
5 ..

10 16
11 13

10 14
7 ..

12 12

7 8
15 20
14 20
14 17
14 19
14 19
10 14
14 19
15 20
13 19

13 20
14 20
8 17

13 15
15 17
12 IS
12 17
14 20

12 10 131
15 14 146
11 14 134
12 10 128
10 11 129
13 14 153
15 14 143
13 14 130
11 13 132
11 9 111
14 11 141
14 15 146
10 14 128
8 13 135

11 11 143
14 1 0AIdU

14 12 139
9 10 111
6 10 124
8 9 111
7 48
8 is 119
8 13 131
9 9 m
9 8

68
76

12 33

9 10
15 15
14 14
14 13
13 12
14 14
11 14
15 25
14 15
14 14
13 15
12 14
13 12
14 15
15 13
11 14
13 9
14 15

11 20 14 12

13 10 ..

12 12
10 ..

Total
Broke.
153
151
144
167
135
154
142
150
163
150
134
151
156
145
135
158
27
146
33
23
24
10

The Vetbosity of Matcli Making.
DuNB.\RTON, N. H., Jtily 18.—Friend See E. See kindly relegates

nie to the class of kickers and squealers. I object to the squealing
part. No one ever knew of, my squealing out of any match I ever
made, and I have been in a good many. Having shot. I think,
in moi:e open contests in various parts of the country from Canada
to New Orleans, than any trapshooter in See E. See's State, I
ought to know something of the rules of frapshooting.
See E. See quotes me (or rather misquotes) as saying that I

did not want any part of the Maine shooters. What I said was,
''I am not hunting for matches,"

_ As far saying that I was down
in Maine once and paid my guide so much for one shot at a
caribou that I swore I would never go there again, I certainly did
not make such a statement. I said that I spent once six weeks
in the late fall hunting with John Danforth, of Parmachenee Lake,
and saw but one caribou, which I killed with the only cartridge I
used on the trip. Why, friend See E. See. I have made seven
trips to the backwoods of your State, spending from one week to
two months at a time on the hunting or fishing grounds, and
alwaj's had a good time.
As for my offer as published in Forest and Stream, it means

precisely what it says, tlie object being to stir up some interest
among the shooters of our local clubs. If See E. See wants
something different, why does not he challenge New England or
all creation in behalf of the Maine shooters. Just at present, I
should think the Pine Tree men had a ten-man team race on their
hands which -will maJce them trot some to win. As for the wind
being taken out of my sails by seeing Prof. Moody break targets, I
did see a quiet gentleman of about m}' age do some shooting.
According to the scores as published in Forest and Stream, the
only man shooting under the name of Moody shot in about half of
the events on the programme, and broke less than SO per cent.
As for kicking: In my account of the Wellington tournament, I

did criticise the manner of judging and keeping the scores, and I
am not the only one who did. I entered every event on both
days, including three extras on tlie 'first day, and paid in some-
thing over $47, and I think I was lucky in winning back some
three-fourths of it. Late in the afternoon of the second day it

was announced that all regular events were shot out. I was very
sure that there were two of 25 targets each in which I had not
.shot, although I had paid my entrance to them. Dickey said
th.-it I had shot. The printed scores show that I was right.
Therefore. I criticise that part of the tournament. (See E. See
calls it kicking.)

_
I would do the same again under similar con-

ditions. Now, friend See E. See, we do not want to get into a
personal controversy. Such things are not interesting to readers
of Forest and Stream. If, as David Harum says, "I have done
or said anvthing I am sorry for, I am willing to be forgiven."

C. M. Stark.

Ashland G«n Club.

Ashland, "Va,—We inclose you newspaper clipping, showing
account of shoot on the 12th inst. We arranged the distances 21yds.
for 90 per cent, average, and decreased 1yd. for each 4 per cent,
less, down to 14yds. This we thought the fairest that could be
done, but from the small attendance—especially of the cracks—it

looks as if they did not agree with us. What is the usual rule for

distance handicapping, if any? A. G. Club.

The cup is a handsome silver one, fashioned after the Carteret
Gun Club style. It was donated by Mr. George B. Hutchings, of
Asliland. It is about Sin. m diameter, 4in. deep, and beautifully
engraved and embossed.
This is the first time a distance handicap was ever shot by any

club in "Virginia, and it is conceded by all shooters as being the
fairest system of handicapping,
At the 21yd. line W. C. Saunders made the best score—^71 out of

a possible 100. At the 20yd. line M. D, Hart, with 70; at the 18yd.
line George B. Hutchings, 72; at the 17yd. line Thos. H. Fox, 78;
on the 16yd. line, W. D. Cushman, 70; on the 15yd. line S. J.
Doswell, and on the 14yd. line line McLelland, 48.

The following are the scores: W. C. Saunders (21) 71, F.
Stearns (21) 63, W, A. Hammond (21) 63, J. Harrison (21) 67, M.
D. Hart (20) 70, G. B. Hutchings (IS) 72. Dr. Bridgeforth (18) 65,

J. E. Cox (IS) 64, R. H. Johnson (18) 59, H. Brown (IS) 68, T.
H. Fox (17) 78. W, D. Cushman (16) 70. J. A. Anderson (16) 64,

S. J. Doswell (15) 72, Wm, Sands (14) 47, McLelland (14) 48, H.
W. Paine (14) 36.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Mr. Fred Gilbert, the shotgun -wizard, of Spirit Lake, la., has
shot at 5,765 targets since Jan. 1, of which number he has broken
5,532, or .959 per cent. He used a Parker gun.

—

Adv.

All field shooters know that in cover most birds rise within a
very few yards of the gun, and, thus before a choke-bore are likely

to be missed altogether or cut'all to pieces. In these days, when
all guns are choked, the shot spreader is a very useful part of the
equipment of a cover shooter.

—

Adv,

At the Interstate Association's tournament given for the Titus-

ville, Pa., Gun Club. July 16 to 18, there were trade representa-

tives as follows: Chas. G. Grubb, Pittsburg, of the Peters Car-
tridge Co.; J, R. Hull, Meriden, of Parker Bros.; L. J. Squier,
Cincinnati, Dupont Powder Co.; J. S. Fanning, New York, Laflin
& Rand Powder Co.; A. H. Fox, Philadelphia, and Frank
Lawrence, New York, Winchester Repeating Arms Co.; B.
Leroy Woodard, Campello, Mass., Dupont Powder Co., aii4

Parker Bros, -• -
'



FORfiST AND STREAM.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc. j

97%
WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
At Wilmington, Del, July 4 and 5, Luther J. Squier broke 194

out of 200 targets, 97 per cent, each day.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

Lefever Arms

Co.,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, shooting under the name of

Dudley, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Gun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It

will please you. Send for Catalogue.

H. C. HIRSCHY,

Smith Gun.

C. G. SPENCER,

Smith Gun.

R. O. HEKES,

Smith Gun.

456 Starters.

1/

THE 5/VLITH New Automatic

Ejector took every one at

the last Grand American
Handicap, the Largest Shoot

Ever Held. Oft

Send for Catalogue.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

The World's Greatest

Shooting Record
Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la,, since Jan. 1st, 1902,

has shot in competition at 5T65 targets, breaking' 5582

or 95.9^, using' a

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

PARKER GUN.
At Shot at Broke.

Natchez, Miss , 400 896 99 %

Fort Dodge, la , 290 286 98.6^

Lakeiield, Minn., 205 203 99 %

Sioux City, la., 860 -361 9T %

Dubuque, la., 360 851 9T.5^

The "OM Reliable" IS Reliable.

. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

Use the ne-w Black Po-wder "Crack Shot" shell

-of the new AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO,,
and you -will be a Crack Shot.

We make Nitre cartridges too, and good ones (new ideas). Use
our . low price, intermediate grade shell the "Flash," quick

as its name.

"CRACK SHOT"

"FLASH"

"BANG"- In the middle. Bang in the middle of the ammunition trade, that's

where we intend to land.

FOR PRICES WRITE TO US OR OUR AGENTS:

J. L. ^HiTE, Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.
W. L. Garber, 85 West Second St., Cincinnati, O.
A. S. Austin, 72 West Congress St., Detroit, Mich.

Wm. Baskervill, 180 So. Charles St.. Baltimore, Md
Capt. Hal. M. Smith, Springfield, Ills.

THE AUSTIN CARTRIDGE CO., - CLEVELAND, 0.

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY
Fulton, New York.

NEW-TR015DORP

QUICK- RELIABLE:..

5H0T0UN POWDER
Headquarters for the &alti ot New Iroisdorf:

WM READ & SON, Boston. J. V. RICK M'-nchester, N. H.
BANDLE ARMS CO , ( incinnati, O. RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO. St.Louis,Mo.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago. JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Mmn. RECTOR & Wl LHELMY CO . Omah:i, Neb.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man. WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, Indianapolii, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 Wiliiam Street, New York.

WOLFF SMOKELESS
A new semi-dense smokeless powder made by Messrs. Wolff

& Co., makers of

WALSRODE POWDER.
Ask your dealer or send $2.40 and we will send you 100

sample shells, 12 gauge.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 & 304 Broadway, New York.

WIY TRAP SCORES"
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book confaining 50 pages of score sheets and the Inte state Associatiob

rales for target audi ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cover

bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record

of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used,

events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather. Price soc. postpait*.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

When writing say you saw the ad. in the Forest and Stream*^

»
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I IVEfi JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mi

IF
YOU are thinking of buying a new gun

or rifle, or exchanging your old one, drop

us a line, giving us a description of what

you want and we will make you an interest-

ing proposition.
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Self-Loading

Pistols

or Carbines

llttiser Automatic Carbine

* orRstal

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking

the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive

weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 1 7 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one

second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose

or full mantled bullets. 10 shotscan be reloaded in a couple of seconds

and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and

light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . S22.65
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00

With Double Set Trigger . . . . . 50.00

^r'ttVTlS^S, VON LENGERKE & DEtMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U.S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

"never FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 97'X
-

Illinois State Shoot, 1st average, 95^ (considering the

number of targets won).
. ,

Brooklyn, N.Y., June 7, 1st average, 97^, with 105

straight.

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average, 385 out of 400.

Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD.

Jl_l I M I I o f^r\ 75 CHAMBERS ST.,
. ri. LMU CL K^KJmf NEW YORK

Importers and Dealers in Fi-e Arms, Ammunition and Fencing f^^s.

A Postal brings "Shooting Facts" (Second Edition).

Sole
Agents,

CITY.

Telephone 1747 Franklin.

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 8oo Pounds Sterling

Won' at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '§7.

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and 1895.

Send for Catalogue of these no'ed Guns.

A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also

alt other makes: Lang—West ley Richards—Cla-

brough—Parker^—Lefever—Smith—Ithaca— Rem-
ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS,
CAMP SUPPLIES,

RIFLES, Etc.

Send 6 cents for finely illustrated Catalogue of Highest Quality Fishing 'Rods and Tackle.

WM. READ & SONS, (
Established

1826 ) 106 Washington St., Boston, Mass,

A New English Gun.
" Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET
We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has - won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. 'I'he stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nic'ely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. English guns have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

iin weights from 6^^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600,00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated guns of W. W.
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., Now York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.

A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stjiphens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, nnmeroos illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. , Price, $2.00. This office.

100 STRAIBHT m Log cabins
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha. Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting

from the 30- yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Piseons Straight,

his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Budd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERIGMI "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" 6UIIP0WDER GO., Ltd.,

Werfcu Oakland, B«rg«ii County, M. I, 01U«et 818 Broftdwaj, Kew T«rk.

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINO CO.



SEND rOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
VOL, LIX.—No. 5.

BOOK CATALOGUE.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 2,

Copyright 1902, hy Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.Terms, postpaid, $4. i

Great Britain, $5. ) CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.

NEW U. M. C. BIG GAME CARTRIDGES
Loaded with High Power Smokeless Powder

.32-40 Marlin High Power.

.38-55 Marlin Higli Power.

SMOKELES

VMC

Two new cartridges made to fit the regular .32-40 and .38-55 Marlin rifle with smokeless steel barrel. High velocity,

flat trajectory and great smashing power. Can be reloaded with black powder, as the twist is adapted for both velocities.

.32 Wmchester Special.

A new cartridge for the new Winchester Special and Marlin special High Pressure rifles, mid-way in power
between the .30-30 and .30-40. Can be reloaded with black powder.

CsLtatlogue Free.

B/>e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
513 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 88 First St., Sarv Francisco, CaL

WINCHESTER
High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges.

.45=70, .45-90 and .50=110 Calibers, Loaded with Smokeless Powder and Soft Point Metal Patched Bullets.

FOR BIG GAME SHOOTING AT DISTANCES UP TO 200 YARDS.
We are now able to furnish, through* the regular trade channels, the above new Winchester High Velocity, large bore, cartridges for Winchester Model 1886',

. 45-70, .45-90 and

.50-110 caliber rifles. These cartridges, although they give high velocity and great muzzle energy, develop only slightly increased initial pressure. - By their use, owners of Win-
chester Model 1886 rifles of the calibers mentioned can greatly increase the power of their guns. For fine shooting, a slight alteration of sights may be necessary when these

cartridges are used. When ordering new rifles in which it is intended to u^e these cartridges, it shoald be so stated in the order, so that the proper sights may be fitted.

The following table shows the muzzle velocity, penetration and trajectory of these High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges:

Name of Cartridge.

.45-70

.45-90 Winchester

.50-110 Express

Weight of Bullet, grains.

300
300
300

Velocity at Muzzle,

Feet per second.

1875
1980
2225

Penetration in }i inch dry pine boards
at 15ft. from muzzle. Soft point bullet.

13

14
12

With the great increase in velocity which these cartridges have, their trajectory is proportionately flatter, and, at 200 yards, their remaining energies are practically the same as

those of the small caliber high-power cartridges. It is a desirable feature of these cartridges that they can be used by persons who fear to use the highrpower small caliber cartridges

'on account of their great range. These points considered, and the fact that the results are <)btained with bullets of large cross section; make these cartridges unsurpassed for

striking and killing power at the distances at which most big game is killed.

Trajectory.

100 Yds. Height at 200 yds.

50 yds. Inches. 100 yds.

1-47

1. 41

1.07

Height at

Inches.

7.40
6 63
5.82

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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^ Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc,
^

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
Over 1,000 Boilers in use.

WOR
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 CortlandtTHE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOIIiER CO., 89 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

260 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogue free.
Ki: KBD BANK. N. J,

MULLINS

W.

f SECTIONAL
CANOE

made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with air

chambers. Low in

,

price. Cuts the
» freight in two. al-
ways ready. Also
fitied with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new.

H. MULLINS, 216 Dapot Street. Salem, 0.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

handled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON * OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Street, Old Town, - Maine.

' The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark. England, and in every state in the United
Sutes. It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze. Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for

catalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nARQUBTTB, - - niCHIQAN, U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A.., 8ft.^6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being

where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an

open launch. The design is of ftie recent square

stem t)'pe, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller craft,

jjfA stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, . MAINE.

GANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping

_
outfits, clothing, firearms and

ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in

general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
Mf Broadway. New York.

CO.

CANVAS CANOES
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents.

FORESTANDSTREAMPUBLISHING CO. ^
346 Broadway, New York.

Canoe Handling.

, The Canoe: History, Ifees, Limitations
' and Varieties, Prae*i«aJ Management

and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.

Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

HOLIOW-SPARS
Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List,

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. s^i^ct^'^pCd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reitaole, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five per cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

(SPRUCE).

J. G. FRASER,
Uanager. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

I

RACHfE BOAT MAjrUFACTXJRISfl CO.,

I Box 25, Racine. Wis.

FORGED TOBIN BRONZE TURNBUCKLES.

1 IHl'

With Cast

Manganese
Bronze
Sleeve.

Our Tumbuckles, the style of which is shown above, are made of the very finest quality of manganese
bronze centers and forged tobin bronze ends. They have been subjected to most severe tests by several of
the largest and most practical Yacht Builders for the past two years. Made with gieat care and beautifully
polished, they are a delight to the eye, as well as being the strongest Turnbuckle made. These Turnbuckles
are nearer perfection than any yet placed on the marlcet, and being non-corrosive, they really do the work
expected of a Turnbuckle. Notice device used to prevent center from unscrewing and being lost as had
always been the case with old style goods.

ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
OF YACHTS AND BOAT FITTIN8S, FREE. 212

ANTHONY S.

Commercial St.

MORSS.
Boston, Mass.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. NEW VQBl^.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80,

This work enters into the whole subject of 'the laws which govern the resistance of bodies

moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.

An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive

of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders

and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler

as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.

The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines

are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modem practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-

ning of machinery. Contents : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler

Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.

Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal

Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hiills. Practical Constraction. Small Cruising

Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Usj^al Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fie. 6«.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid^piece'

of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, aud no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THB YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think ihit you

will agree with us ia

laying Iht

lALMY
BOILER
la tk*

mORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

Boats, Skiffs,

Canoes and Launches.
High grade Sporting, Athletic, Gymnastic and Boat-

ing Supplies. My prices are from 15 to 86 per cent.

lOwer than other reliable dealers. Catalogue free on
application. WM. WOOD,
25 West lS5th St., New York.

BUCKLEY
Patent Water Tube Boiler for Yaehts.

Also "Acme" Launoh Engines.
Send for Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
6 Center St., Rochester, N. T.

DAN KIDNEY k SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pkasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue.

The Trapper's Guide.

A Manual of Instructions for Capturing . All

Kinds of Fur-bearing Animals, and Curing
their Skins; with observations on the fur

trade, hints on life in the woods, narra-

tives of trapping and hunting excursions.

By S. Newhouse and other trappers and
sportsmen.

This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It gives full descriptions of all the animals which
the American trapper is likely to meet with,
tells how they live, how to trap them and how to
care for and cure their pelts. No man who is

interested in trapping animals, whether it be
muskrats or bears, should be without this com*
plete manual of instruction.

Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustrated. Price ?1.00.

^ FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

'

346 Broadway, New York.

Yacht and Boat Sailings

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and containa
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates

exceeding loo, besides more than 3S0 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examination o<

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht." "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management 0? a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," ','Yacht Racings
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmoudi
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,''^ etc.

FOJLEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CQ,
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WARDENS IN CONVENTION.
The meeting of game and fish wardens at Mammoth

Hot Springs in the Yellowstone Park last week was the

beginning of a system of co-operation which, it is hoped,

may result in much benefit to the States of the Northwest.

The convention was the outcome of activity on the part of

State Game and Fish Warden W. F. Scott, of Helena.

Montana, who has long been convinced of the practical

results of associated action by the authorities of contigu-

ous States in the work of protection. There were present

representatives from eight States—Warden Scott and Dr.

Jas. A. Henshall, of Montana; Executive Agent Sam. F.

Fullerton and Commissioner H. G. Smith, of Minnesota
;

State Game Warden D. C. Nowlin, of Wyoming; State

Game Warden C. W. Harris, of Colorado; State Game
Warden L. P. W. Quimby, of Oregon, and Commissioner

John Sharp, of Utah.

A permanent organization was effected under the name
of the National Association of Game and Fish Wardens

and Commissioners. W. F. Scott, of Montana, was

elected President, and H. G. Smith, of Minnesota, Secre-

tary and Treasurer.

Several well-considered papers were read and discussed.

Commissioner Sharp made a strong argument for the

abolition of spring shooting—an expedient which he

reckoned absolutely necessary if the migratory species are

to be saved. Mr. Fullerton discussed the benefits of co-

operation between the States, and cited from his own ex-

perience instances where game illegally shipped from

other States had been intercepted in Minnesota, where-

upon the authorities of the State from which the game

had been shipped had been supplied with the evidence thus

obtained, and the culprits had been punished. Such co-

operation if carried out systematically will go far to break

up the business of a lawless border element which pro-

motes the underground game traffic between the States.

The system may well be extended to international co-

operation between this country and Canada; among the

possibilities of the immediate future is an alliance between

the Dominion Marine and Fisheries authorities aiid those

of the Great Lakes States for the efficient protection of

the boundary waters. Mr. Fullerton urged as to legisla-

tion which should be adopted in such States as do not

already have such features in their laws: (i) A declara-

tion in the statute that the game is the property of the

State and may be taken only as the statute itself expressly

gives the privilege. (2) A non-export law. (3) A limit

on the bag, "say twenty-five birds, two or three deer, and

one moose." (4) Specific provisions respecting heads

and hides ; for the hide and head hunter does perhaps

Hiore damage than the meat hunter. (5) Above all else a

prohibition of the sale of game birds, animals and fish at

all times. On this point Mr. Fullerton said

:

When Forest and Stream first proposed this measure years

ago, they were laughed at from one end of the country to the

other. Strong editorials were written on the subject by the

leading newspapers of the country, accusing Forest and Stream
of working Jn the interests of the "dude" sportsmen and trying

to deprive a large majority of our citizens of the privilege of

buying their game in the open market. But sentiment has
changed since then, and I bring you a message from Minnesota
vouching for the benefits we have' received from that excellent

section in our gaine laws stopping the sale of all game.

(6) A provision making contraband all implements of

shooting and fishing illegally used. (7) Wardens' right

of search. (8) Abolition of spring shooting. (9) A
shooting license. >

Warden Nowlin, who has made a study of the operation

of the Wyoming non-resident hunting license system, read
a paper strongly supporting the wisdom and utility of the
tax, as an expedient for providing revenue, for keeping
out the meat hunter, and for enabling the authorities to

know what is done in the woods.

Years ago a New York city dweller having achieved an
outing in the elk ranges of the Northwest, in reporting

his experiences for Forest and Stream, told how the

allurement of the mountains had taken hold upon him, so

that henceforth he could live no longer in the East, but

amid the scenes which had attracted him in the West.
He was one of an unnumbered host of men for whom the

chance of a hunting trip has meant a permanent change
of residence and of fortune. The place of fish and game
as advertising mediums for a country was the subject of

a paper read by Warden Scott, of Montana, who de-
clared that miUions of dollars had been investe^ in the

Northwest by persons who had first been attracted to the

country by the hunting and fishing. This with the other

papers to which reference has been made will be printed

in full in our next issue.

NATURE IN IRVING.

The beauty, majesty and variety of the natural world,

whether viewed in its entirety, or in its infinite com-

mingling of variegated detail, have been ever a source of

constant delight to the true sportsman. Merely catching

the fish or bagging the swiftly flying bird is in itself but a

fragmentary part of the sport. The witchery of nature's

setting must be allied to it, else it is sadly marred or

depreciated, or, indeed, entirely ceases to be sport. This

is materially felt by sportsmen when they attempt to gHe

reali.stic descriptions of their outings. The pleasurable

emotions, excited by the beautiful, the sublime and the

transformations in nature, so clear to the beholder's own
consciousness, seem almost inarticulate in the attempt to

depict them and their causes to others. And yet, inso

m.uch as a writer falls short of giving a full, realistic

description of his mind picture, insorriuch is the descrip-

tion imperfect in itself and lessened in value to the

readers of it. Word painting, like color painting, is an art

which requires- nice judgment, nice treatment and delicate

blendings. There is quite as much difficulty in painting

a mind picture in words so that it will be truly clear and

pleasing to the minds of others as there is in painting in

colors a picture which will be clear and pleasing to the

eye and mind. Even among writers of established emi-

nence, this art is rare. Washington Irving, whose works

rank with the products of the world's best writers, pos-

sessed in an eminent degree the art of describing natural

scenes, though, for that matter, he was a thorough. master

of any vein of literature which he engaged in. Much of

his writings, however, are purely descriptive, and so fertile

was his imagination, so airy and vivid his description, and

so delicately and well chosen the matter, that continued

reading of him is a continued delight. As a case in point,

what could more delightfully portray a country home

than the following, in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"

:

A great elm tree spread its branches over it: at the foot of

which bubbled up a spring of the softest and sweetest water, in

a little well formed of a barrel; and then stole away sparkling

through the grass to a neighboring brook that bubbled along

among alders and dwarf willows. Hard by the farmhouse was

R vast barn that might have served tor a church; every win-

dow and crevice of which seemed bursting forth with the treas-

ures of the farm; the flail was busily resounding within it from

morning to night; swallows and martins skimmed twittering about

the eaves; and rows of pigeons, some with one eye turned up
as if watching the weather, some with their heads imder their

wings or buried in their bosoms, and others, swelling and cooing

and bowing about their dames were enjoying the sunshine on
the roof. Sleek, unwieldy porkers were grunting in the repose

and abundance of their pens, from whence sallied forth now and
then troops of sucking pigs, as if to sniff the air. A stately

squadron of snowy geese were riding in an adjoining pond, con-

voying whole fleets of ducks; regiments of turkeys were gob-

bling throvigh the farm yard, and guinea fowls fretting about it

like ill-tempered housewives with their peevish, discontented cry.

Before the barn door strutted the gallant cock, that pattern of a

husband, a warrior, and a fine gentleman, clapping his burnished
wings and crowing in the pride and gladness of his heart—some-
times tearing up the earth with his feet and then generously
calling his ever-hungry family of wives and children to enjoy

the rich morsel which he had discovered.

Can any one read the following without recalling to

mind a brook just like it?:

Our first essay was along a mountain brook, among the high-

lands of the Hudson—a most unfortunate place for the execution

of those piscatory tactics which had been invented along the

velvet margins of quiet English rivulets. It was one of those
wild streams that lavish among our romantic solitudes unheeded
beauties, enough to fill the sketch book of a hunter of the pic-

turesque. Sometimes it would leap down rocky shelves, making
small cascades over which the trees threw their broad balancing
sprays; and long, nameless weeds hung in fringes from the
impending banks, dripping with diamond drops. Sometimes it

would bawl and fret along a ravine in the matted shade of a
forest, filling it with murmurs; and after this termagent career.,

would steal forth into open day with the most placid demure
face imaginable; as I have seen some pestilent shrew of a house-
wife, after filling her home with uproar and ill humor, come
dimpling out of doors, swimming and curtseying and smiling
upon all the world.

The following conjures up thoughts of the ruffed

grouse

:

It is a nigged region; full of fastnesses. A line of rocky hills

extends through it like a backbone, sending out ribs on either

aide; btit thMe rude hills are for the mos^ part richly wooded

and inclose little fresh pastoral valleys watered by the Neperan,

the Pocantico, and other beautiful streams along which the In-

dians built their wigwams in the olden time.

Could anything be more reaHstic in the way of describ-

ing where to dine, to fish or to shoot?

That question of the qualities of true sport has the

perennial freshness of spring and the endurance of the

everlasting hills. It has been discussed over and over

again by correspondents of Forest and Stream^ and on

each occasion has been settled for all time; yet but a

spark is needed to kindle the flame anew. Just now the

talk happens to have been prompted by Didymus, who
made some invidious remarks about moose hunting and

has brought out a vigorous defense from the big-game

hunters. This is an admirable illustration of the bearing

which the particular view-point may have on such a ques-

tion. In his notes on tame birds last week, Didymus

pictures himself as sitting on a shady porch, fanned by

the Florida sea breeze, and for diversion winning the

confidence of wild birds. How may one under such con-

ditions be expected to view with any sympathy whatever

the arduous enterprise of reducing to possession a set of

moose antlers in the Canadian wilderness ?

Whether advocates and followers of bird shooting or of

big-game hunting, we are all agreed on this one thing, that

the allurement of the sport is in the pursuing, be the

pursuit indolent or arduous. In this the sportsman of

to-day is the sportsman of two thousand years ago, as

witness the Greek Callimachus, who lived and hunted and

loved in the third centurj^, before the Christian era

:

The huntsman o'er the hills pursues

The timid hare, and keenly views

The tracks of hind amid the snow,

Nor heeds the wint'ry winds that blow.

But should a stranger mildly say,

Accept the game I kill'd to-day

—

The proffer'd gift he quickly scorhs.

And to th' uncertain chase returns:

Such is my love; I never prize

An easy fair, but her who flies.

Rather severe on "The Future George V. of England"

is a writer in Harper's Weekly, who recently gave six

columns to a description of that Prince and his charac-

teristics. The writer says: "Shooting and fishing are

his chief recreations, and in both he is above the average."

He also declared that the Prince is a "keen sportsman,"

and followed up this with the statement that he "has shot

turkey buzzards in Buenos Ayres." One wonders—so

different are men's ideas concerning sport in different

countries—whether in all the wide world there is a place

where turkey buzzards are regarded as game, or even

where it is legitimate to shoot them. In many countries

they are protected by law as scavengers. What is of

course most probable is that Prince George never in all

his life shot a turkey buzzard, but that the statement is

merely the phrase of a writer who knows nothing about

sport, but thought the combination of words sounded well.

The amount of misinformation on. sport and natural his-

tory that creeps in to the most carefully edited periodicals

is astonishing. It is not long since, in a valued exchange,

mention was made of shooting wild turkeys in the Altai

Mountains in Siberia ! Thi^k of it

!

Interesting evidence of the efficiency of the non-sale of

game system comes from Florida, which was one of the

last States to take up in earnest the protection of its deer

and birds. The Legislature of 1899 enacted a stringent

law, limiting the take of deer to five for any one person,

and forbidding absolutely the sale of hides and venison.

The law as to limit might be evaded, but with popular

sentiment in support of the sale prohibition, excessive kill-

ing is a negligible factor. The market-hunter cannot sell

his game; he is therefore to be counted out. The people

other than market-hunters who would kill more than five

deer in a season are not so numerous as to affect the

situation. In counties like Kissimmee, where the non-

sale law is rigorously enforced by the power of popular

sentiment, the good results are convincingly manifested It^

a renewed deer supply.
^
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Yellowstone Park from a Car
Window.

1; li*
•

In Two Parts—Part I.

Though the title of this article is to a slight extent a

misnomer, and we did not actually see the Park in that

Vv'ay, still our trip was so lacking in all the elements of

romance and discomfort, that I deem it only proper to

prepare the reader's mind for what is to follow.

Since Forest and Stream is allowing Mr, Sears to

"walk" all over the South on rafts, in farmers' wagons,
canoes and various other prosaic methods of locomotion, I

hope I shall be pardoned if my account of our vacation is

Jacking in elements of the picturesque, for we didii't camp,
didn't tramp or pack our grub. On the contrary, we
traveled in the most Philistine manner possible and had
the best of everything we could get.

The first stage of our journey brought Us to Ogden, a

city which has for me a strong interest: first because it

was named after Podgers ; second, because it don't amount
to anything, and third, because it ought to. The location

in the prairie just at the foot of some grand mountains, is

ideal, and the fact that it is a railroad junction should

make it important: but the view from the top story of the

hotel where we breakfasted showed that the inhabitants

had hardly lived up to their opportunities. Having some
few liours to wait, we wrote letters and took pictures after

a good breakfast and then put in a little time in the elec-

tric cars, some of which were very good and others so re-

markably dilapidated as to suggest the thought that the

line was either in liquidation, or else an instance of

municipal ownership.
We had to get tickets at Ogden so long that the agent

intimated that we had better do the town while he was
getting them ready, and the train was twenty minutes

late in its departure, but we were off at last in a car that

was hot enough to fry eggs. There was the usual congre-

gation of passengers, and the inevitable small boy. We-
• • • had had one before, but a kind Providence had removed

I
. I

him from our midst at Reno, This small boy was pretty

sick and vei-y miserable, with a severe dose of whooping
cough, and a very inexperienced mother who was hurry-

ing him to the sea coast for a change of air, but meantime
was filling him with alkali water and cake. As fast as he

coughed himself empty, which he did at frequent intervals,

fi she filled him tip again. I think that if she liad given him
half a chance Jje .would have been quite a cheerful little

beggar, for he seem«;d that way inclined, but between the

cough and the cake he had a pretty hard time.

At Pocotello, in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, which

has lately been the scene of .some exciting land locations,

we saw several specimens^ of the "noble red man," and
likewise of "Mrs. Lo." '

Fie' "favored" some startling

effects in his costumq, combiAingithc; rnost striking por-

tions of the habiliments of the cowboy wjth some of his

own. One young brave, to. whose grace of carriage and
eclecticism of dress we immediately succumbed, wore a

cowboy hat and boots of the most aggravated type, a red

calico shirt, a vol^ininpus scarf of: blue mosquito net

around his neck, a;id no coat or vest. Another older brave

had added a feather to his hat, moccasins and a gorgeous^,

hued blanket. The squaWs. 'werei equally 'taking in their

apparel (at a distance). •,ii > <i»i '-'i I'l

We passed over some miles of laya plains, relieved at in-

tervals by what looked fo;- all,the world like ruined Ticon-

derogas, and though I knew that these were not the

famous "lava beds" wh«re the Modocs made it warm for

... [Can,by onqe, I couldn't help tliinking that some first-class

of)portuiiities for an Iildian fight had gone to waste here-

'libo'Uts'.-. " •
'

'

'
•

' " "

As it grew dark the engine livened up the landscape by

setting fire to the grass alongside the track, until we
seemed to be traveling in the iiiidst' of a torchlight pro-

,

cession got tip especially in our hondr.'

Monida (the name is made up! ;of, the first syllables of

iVlontana^.and, Idaho^ and it lies just pn the boundary be-

tween those
,

States) did not .seem very imposmg as we
left the train; in fact, my first impressions of it were

'"'liriiited to a big lantern and a streak of board walk shining

in its glare; There were- no attentive gentlemen , of color
^

in red or any other caps, lying in wait for quarters, and T
.

'
, was under the disagreeable necessity of loadmg Mrs. ***

'""'with the cameras and smaller impedimenta, while T

grasped the handles of two ver).' heavy bags. Fortunately

ii
-

,, the distance was less than it appeared..^

The hotel at Monida would hardly compare fdvorably
^

with the'^'Walled-off Hysteria," 'but Ve managed to make'
- out fairly well, and after breakfast next mbrning I went

©ut and made the acquaintance of a big dog of, the blue-

^l.j ?rilDbon-St.-Bernard kind, and found him "a perfect gen-

• ,t)eman," Avith ^i, pedigree and all the trimmings.
' ' This lnetropoHs lies in a''p]ain surrounded by moun-

^^' ' tains, and is in fact located near th« summit of the range

whicin divides IdahQ. and Montana,, ^t an elevation of 7,000

feet, which is about the. average elevation of the Pa.rk, so

there is little or no climbing to do in the stage ride.

The box seat of the" "coach," as it is quite properly

j . called, was. pre-empted by a female, who popped up sud-

.'(Benly from somewhere, and whose appearance was far ,

"hotn prepossessing. There were two other 'feminmes m
i^-xi' the party, both younger and infinitely' better, looking, btit i.

3n-jniMhU didn't count, on this occasion, and the la,dy,. whom we.

,

„^ rame to know subsequently as Missouri, and not unfr^.-t-

" guently "as Misery, was not to be disturbed; her' passive _

''^'^^"rfeSistance being proof against all our eff^^^^^^ <
<

•^alifq-M.There is a great deal of country .about, here lymg ,

..IIM ariound out, doors,, and- once in j\ great, very great while

M the va?tnesses were punctuated by^ a collection ot lom,,

,
"squatty looking log " cabin farm buildings; which are all

•^"""^'tne sees, except a fcAV fihe-dooking cattle, of the famous

•.^"i^ (stocbi-angeis of. Montana and Wyoming.., ,,.,1,

^il- The , stage rpad .hardly yma^ jip
,

%o our ideas of^what

i Stage road should be! Ia the first 'pTice; it was nearly"
'

lev^l, and'fouf horses-dra'gged k rather heavy e&ach along
Ki),lKO^''^]i,^^jpi[^^ij^- ciifBcultyHhei-V t:he4-;ei#a-s-:jvery, littk dust, and

w ^^Ko'' *-^ehuck - holes." -, N<w^ fv &tage - road wittiout ...
chucTc'

'

. holes, and no places just w,i4f^,,^P0ug| f^r the^ stage to^;^

squeeze wp and through, while you gaze in learspme

miration at the tops of big pines, more feet below you
than you like to think, was to us a novel experience, and
we found ourselves joining in the conversation of the

others and with them perpetrating moss-grown conun-
drums and anecdotes of a hoary antiquity.

At various places in the dim distance we saw floatitig

white specks which we were told were swans (wild, of

course), and they possibly were, though they might have
been pelicans ; we were too far off to make .sure even
with the binoculars. Misery on the box scat borrowed
Mrs. ***'s sunshade, admired the scenery and took copious
notes of everybody's yarns, while she poked the driver's

eye out with the parasol. He found her a most engaging-

companion, and traded off with an extra driver the first

chance he got, "so he could get his eye put out for a

while,"

Somewhere between 5 and 6 we drew tip at "Dwelle's,"

or, as it is more appropriately styled, the Grayling Inn, a

log structure of considerable picturesque pretensions.

Two large striped tents serve the purpose of annexes.

The interior of the inn was quite prepossessing. A large

central living room, with fireplace and comfortable chairs,

and opening on to the dining room and various cham-
bers, extended to the roof, while a gallery running round
all four sides gave access to a second-story tier of sleeping

rooms. The railing of this gallery, and the walls of the

room, were ornamented with skins and heads and other

trophies of the chase, and skin rugs were also plentifully

bestowed about the floor.

The manager of the establishment was a lady of Ameri-
can nativity and administrative ability, and she rounded
us up for dinner when we were trying to take photographs
of the inn, with a polite but decided firmness that showed
that she had a lively appreciation of what was due a

good cook.

After dinner we crossed a stream on a narrow foot

bridge to- inspect a store kept by the proprietor of the

hotel for tlie benefit of campers, and his own health. It

was on the outside an unpretentious log structure, but

inside it held the most heterogeneous collection I ever

saw—shoes and candy, rifles, rubber boots and dishpans,

baking and gun powder, beside all kinds of edibles in

cans. In the rear was a room with a sawdusted floor

about a foot below the level of the other room, and here

were dispensed liquid refreshments, while on. all sides,

above' and below, the space was encroached upon by big

bags and barrels of staple supplies.

The proprietor, who was barkeeper as well, was ex-

tremely emphatic in his denunciations of some unknown
party or parties who had effected an entrance into this

sanctum the night before, by prying some fly-screen stuff

from a window, and, as he supposed, helping him, or

themselves, to what they wanted—the joke of the thing

being that he had been unable to find out what they did

want,' since, after diligent search, he could not dkscover

that anything had been taken. The money in his strong

box (a cigar box without a cover in plain sight behind the

bar) had not. apparently, been meddled with, and nothing

else .seemed to be missing. He hadn't taken the trouble

tc nail up the screen again, but with loud animadversions
on the advance of "civilization," threatened to lie in wait

. \\ith a rifle and a bear trap if there were any more
"fooli!5hness."

That portion of our stage load which hailed from Chi-

cago had arranged for a "private conveyance," which left

Mrs. myself and one other passenger (Misery) to be

disposed of ; we were therefore stowed in a light wagon
,which just held four, and putting Misery on the seat with

the driver, we set out in the morning on a rather hot and
dusty ride. Misery, however, tortured the driver, and
that, made the time pass more pleasantly. To do her jus-

tice,, though, she got off a conundrum yesterday none of

us had heard, and gave me a chance to perpetrate one a

man, had told me thirty years ago. Hers was, "What are

the. three quickest ways of spreading the news? Tele-

graph, telephone, tell a woman."

,,The Grayling Inn is "just outside the Park," but

whether that means a rnile pr a f-ew yards, I don't know

;

there was [HO triumpl^al arch in our honor at the entrance,

and after a ride of some hours over a country not par-

ticularlv i-emarkable for anything, we arrived at the

Fountain House, making a detour just before reaching it

to look at the Paint Pots, Firehole Lake and RIack War-
rior Geyser. I could discover no resemblance to a black

.or j^ny other colored warrior, and the fire hole was full

,
of,. water, but,,tlie paint pots did look for all the world like

boiling
.

paint. There was also a certain "Mushroom
Geyser," -yvhich Misery was very anxious to see, on the

general principle of getting her money's worth, hut for

some reason we fell between two (toad) stools as it were

and didn't get
,

there. As the geysers were only pools of

boiling water, they were not sp interesting that we felt

' compelled to see ,
every last one. The geyser country is not

replete with picturesqueness, being composed principally

of discolored deposits of silica and lime left by the over-

flow and cooling of the heated water. Everything, there-

fore, in the immediate vicinity of a geyser is as absolutely

wlDare of vegetation, as a cement ,
cellar, and.,the, air is full

of the odor of wash day. The geysers, broadly speaking,

are built on two plans : one a 'chamber deep down in the

earth, where steam gradually accumulates until it grows

powerful enough to force the water (above: it,_ through a

more or less crooked and contracted chamiel, out into the

air with a tremendous roar. The other on the champagne

glass principle, a wide shallow basin like an open trurnpet

flower, and a deep center, through which the steam rises:

r:and breaks eontinuou.sly as the bubbles ©.f champagne do.

I The "gushers" when quiescent, look like a mound of

. discolored plaster, with an irregular hole, in the top. but

the boiling kmd have their bowls ornamented Avith all the

colors of." the rainbow, like a, mussel ,
shell, and rather

darker and more intense than mother-of-pearl, as a rul^i

though some were very delicate in- their coloring.

After getting located at the hotel, we .strolled around a

little and devoted considerable time,. .very -pleasantly to

watching .some of the smaller geysers (they w^re much
larger than any we had ever seen before), which played,

at frequent intervals to heights varying from a few inches

'• to ten leet. ' Oii!e, the Clepsydra (water cl0ck)i was par-

ticularly complaisant, and played in the most .engaging-

manner for our sole benefit, and somevvhere on our jour-

ney' (It is''impossib1e""f6 iffetai'n any-tlefar-'idfea' of -the geo- -

• graphv),-SVe^saw a paii^'^high •'MVi; **««i[Hfte*ife*''*'Mama,

"Baby;" l3ecaii#~#fei|^vef 'tteiaf-^i5n*^f^wRJch wp

some feet in diameter, gushed, the sraallef one adjoining,

which was only inches in diameter, gushed also a few
seconds later, and in proportion to its size, as a little child-

imitates the motions of its mother.
Quite late in the afternoon Mrs. Chicago came to tell

us that the Fountain Geyser, the largest in the Park, was
scheduled to "gush" in a short time, and that a coach
was waiting to take those who wished to gaze upon it at

fifty cents per "gaze." That wasn't exactly the way she
put it, but that .was what it amounted to. The distance
is about tliree-quarters of a mile, and on the way the

coach stopped at the Surprise Geyser, a pool that re-

mains placid until something is thrown into it, when it

breaks into silvery bubbles in the track of the intruder. It

i:; one of the prettiest surprises in the Park. This geyser
deposits on the bottom of its shallow basin, concretions
which look like white pebbles. From the circumstance
of the driver plunging his bare arm into the water, I

judge it to be much less heated than most of those I

tested. Some of the highly colored literature published
for the benefit of "gee?ers" shows this geyser in a mag-
nificent state of eruption, but we saw no signs of any
such action, nor did the driver say anything about its

doing anything more than boil when pebbles were thrown
in. It is given in the list of active geysers, but with an
uncertain interval, and it may be that this is where the
surprise really comes in.

By the way, there are no trees that any one would want
to carry away, no^ glorious weeds, and almost no flowers'.

Trees are like telegraph poles, and there is no under-
growth. Millions and milions of feet of timber have
fallen, with more millions of burnt skeletons than won't
decay, but will stand, a blot on the landscape for years to

come. What to do with the dead and fallen timber is a

problem which I fear will never be solved. It is of no
use to any one, and would cost a million dollars to re-

move, and the snows of winter and the fires of .summer
add to its mass faster by far than decay can diminish it. '

The Fountain Geyser was reached after a time, and
there were mild symptoms of disturbance on its surface

which the driver said surely portended an eruption very
soon. The water we were told would gush to the height

of a hundred feet. There was considerable delay in the
performance, but so much was evidently being done by the

geyser in the way of preparation that we ail waited with
patience, and we were at length rewarded.
With a grandly increasing roar and volume the mass

of water rose in the air, not quite as high as they said it

did, I think, but about eighty feet, with a diameter at the
base of-a hundred, and played like a gigantic fountain for

several minutes, while clouds of steam floated away over
the "formation," then it gradually subsided, and the show
was over. It was our first view of a real geyser, and
though it had been a little spoiled by the exaggeration
of the drivers, etc., it grows larger and more satisfying

as we look back upon it.

We returned to the hotel in time for dinner, the driver

of one of the coaches taking the precaution to collect the
"fifty per" before we left the geyser, which seemed to

show a lack of faith in the probity of the average tourist..

Fie probably understood his business.

In settling my bill at the hotel next morning, I paid for

board and lodging for the rest of the trip in the Park,
getting in exchange for my good coin a couple of cards
which nearly everybody seemed to desire to pimch holes

in, but the system is somewhat irregular, as at some
places they declined to make any holes, and simply took
the numbers. •

_

'

It was at this—the Fountain—hotel that Mrs, *** di^=-

played that recldess disregard of danger when in the pur-
suit of art which so distinguishes her. We were informed,
probably by Misery, who was indefatigable, that a number
of entirely untamed specimens of the genus "bar" of the

species "black" were in the habit of breakfasting and
supping on the tin cans and other relics of our feasts,

M'hich were deposited some distance in the rear of the

hotel.

I had, up to the time of which I speak, lost no bears, and
my natural timidity would have prompted me to remain
where I was; but heartened by the dauntless bearing of

Mrs, who being a very small woman, naturally fears

nothing, and Misery's childlike confidence in the good
nature of bears, I accompanied these redoubtable females
on their morning call.

There zvere bears, more than any of us had ever seen
together at one time in our lives, and they were certainly

not tame. They were of all sorts and conditions, from
solitary and very stolid looking gentlemen, to the watch-
ful mother with a pair of rollicking cubs. This lady

seemed to regard all the world with a liberal measure of

disapprobation. Upon sight of Misery the cubs scrambled

up the nearest tree, with a rattle of claws that sounded
bke castanets, accompanied by snarls and growls, as large

and emphatic as they could make them, while the old

lady, stationing herself at the foot, greeted every bear

that approached with a sight of her teeth and a taste of

"the .Eptigh side of her tongue."
,

Tlie hinjian visitors had the wit to keep at a respectful 1

dista'ii'de from this touching picture of maternal solicitude,

but the' ardor of the camera fiend was not entirely to be
overcome, and Mrs. *** and Misery approached so near

tP;, sonie bears feefling, as to get them on the plate large
' enough to be visible to the naked eye. A scientific friend

wtli' a differential ' r'lile, atid a lot of abstruse calcula^

tions figured out that the camera and the bear were sixty

feet apart, but I am; sure the distance ;was less. Accord-

iug to my count there were eleven bears attending this!

matineej but Mrs. *** detected two others rnore timid in

the shades of the woods.
'

'

As we> bent' our steps toward the-hotel again,- -v^e found

,

1 th^at a paitriarchal looking bear was between us and our'

(lestination,, and was slowly and with dignity pacing along

the path that led to it. At a respectful distance we fol-

lowed hiril, carefully abstaining from anything likely to

give him the idea that we considered his presence anJntru-

,
siouii In |f-gict,|,.we, erideaYOred, to. convince him., that we

..j^eg^rd^ci it as, an hpaor. to appear in, his
_ train. As fari

asdisfahce 'went, there wais' fiothing to prevent' our taking
• a picflit^ 6f"'t!he geritlemaH,' but there Was a lack Of expres-,

, si**: about; the-ehd p'resented to us; whichjmd:de->it doubt-

1 ,.{ui; tha.t the.pietiir,e would- he. recognized as a.,speaking

likene.?s,..'VV^- fpllovyed him. for,,a hmdjed yards or so,

when he'ob'ligingly turned off apd dj?ftppeared aniong th":

I
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Our -first stopping place to-day was the Prismatic Lake,
a very large and strikingly beautiful pool, but the air

was so full of steam, and the soap-sudsy odor was so

strong, that combined with the altitude and the heat of

the day, we found it impossible to stay long. We could
not determine exactly where the prismatic part came in,

but the bottom was covered with a formation resembling
brain coral and displaying a great variety of coloring.

The driver said it got its name from the changes in the

hues of the stream as it rose from the surface, but we
were unable to discover them.
Our way until lunch time lay through a country that

was a good deal more than half hot water, most of it

being just as near 212 degrees as an open vessel could be
at that elevation ; one has to be very careful about testing

the temperature with the fingers even .at the edges of

the pools.

Speaking with only an approximation to scientific accu-
racy, an elevation of 6,970 feet corresponds to a baro-
metrical height of 24 inches, and this to a boiling point of

201 degrees. An elevation of 8,130 feet corresponds to a

barometric height of 21 inches, and this to a boiling point

of 199 degrees, which would indicate a fall of one degree
in the boiling point for about 570 feet increase in elevation.

As the Park lies somewhere between these elevations, I

should judge that the heat of the boiling geysers where
the water first rises, would be about 200 degrees, quite

enough to scald any one seriously.

One geyser, about as large as an ordinary room, was
an almost perfect shell shape, covered and colored with
an iridescent coating that made it look like a pearl oyster.

Our driver showed himself ready to stop anywhere and
to make little side trips to enable us to see everything
possible, with the result that we saw so many pools and
geysers that the names in my note book fail to identify

them. There were the Emerald Pool, the Jewel, the

Sapphire, the Morning Glory and the Excelsior.

The Emerald Pool I have utterly forgotten (one might
as well be honest about it), while Mrs. *** says it was
strikingly beautiful. The Jewel I remember more be-

cause I could see no reason in particular for the name.
The Sapphire didn't seem any bluer than many of the

others (it couldn't), but the Morning Glory was a won-
der. It did certainly look like a gigantic flower, in all

its variety of color, with the deep dark blue cup for the

bees to poke their heads in after honey. It was nearly

as large as a ball room, so it would hardly do for a

boutonnier. The Excelsior on the other hand was a

tremendous big pot of boiling water, with clouds of steam,
too dense to allow one to see much of its surface.

In ample time for lunch we arrived at the hotel at "Old
Faithful" Station. This hotel had been until recently only ^

a lunch station, and its sleeping accommodations were
far from satisfactory, consisting of several large tents,

each divided by canvas partitions into sleeping apartments
about six feet square. The Grayling was luxury in com-
parison; the table, though, was much better than these

accommodations had led us to expect.

Having made things as comfortable as possible in our
One-sixth of a tent, we set out to get a nearer view of old

Faithful.

I don't think much of the name, it hardly seems fitting

for so grand a subject, but it at least has the merit of

indicating the regularity with which this, the greatest

geyser in the world, and one of the greatest wonders,
gushes. At almost exact intervals of seventy minutes this

magnificent geyser throws a column of boiling water
eight feet in diameter a hundred and fifty feet in the

air, accompanied by clouds of steam and a stupendous
roar. It plays for ten minutes or so, and then subsides,

the water in the funnel receding to a depth of fifteen feet.

The water rushes through an irregular opening in the top
of a mound built up by precipitation of the materials .held

in solution, and this opening has evidently been at some
time not very far distant, much larger than it is now.
This outlet will, I have no doubt, be entirely closed

in course of time, and then there will be a grand explo-

sion, the whole top will be blown of? and it will in all

probability become, like the Excelsior, only a big boiling

pot, and wall gush no more, but this will not happen for

many years.

After the eruption most oi the party went on a tramp
over the "formation" to view some of the lesser won-
ders, but a small thunderstorm came up and sent them
liurrying for shelter. I was rather in hopes that we
should have a real good specimen of a thunder and
lightning display among the mountainSj but it soon passed
away.

We had a good deal of a night. The gentleman in the

next canvas cell seemed to have a good many troubles on
his mind, and effectually prevented any one else from
sleeping. WhUe I lay awake I several times heard a big
mule wagon belonging to the "post" drive past the

hotel, and wondered what on earth it wanted around at

that hour. In the course of time it dawned upon my be-

numbed faculties that it was the roar of Old Faithful, and
no lunatic in a wagon. During the day the incessant tur-

moil of a hotel, even though so primitive as this one,

drowns the roar of the geyser which is about a thousand
yards away, but in the stillnes* of the night it sounds like

distant thunder.
As a consequence of our neighbor's troubles, I did a

little unwonted early rising, and joined a party of other
disconsolates on the hotel porch, where I had my reward
in seeing and hearing the Lion, which was gush'ng and
roaring at a great rate. He throws a stream, which seems
largely steam, nearly, if not quite, as high as Old Faith-

ful, but it is not so large. All about, the valley was dotted
with steam jets, and clouds of vapor hung over every-
thing, the cold morning air condensing the steam and
making it much more apparent than in the heat of noon-
day. I should have mentioned, too, the Castle Geyser,
which we stopped to view as we came to the hotel yester-

day, and which is partly described by its name. It is

one of those that are active at imcertain intervals, and
does not rank as one of the great ones, but it was spout-
ing away this morning about fifty feet in the air.

Both the accommodations and the management at this

.hotel (?) leave considerable to be desired, but we were
told that it was intended to change both and make this

.station the equal of the others,

We bade adieu to Old Faithful with many regrets, but
we left the hotel without a tear, and set out for Yellow-
Stone Lake. On this day's Journey we crossed the Con-

tinental Divide twice, for the continent on this part of the
world seems affected with curvature of the spine, and its

j'ocky backbone is considerably out of line. We reached
our greatest elevation at 8,390 feet, but as there was no
walking to do, nobody suffered any inconvenience in

consequence. If our stage had rolled off the road on
one side, we should have been "Pacific Slopers," and on"

the other "Easterners," but it would have been a very
gentle roll either way. ***

Two Glorious Fourths.—

L

JiFLY 4, rgoi.—-After a long night in which fleas and
mosquitoes had taken turns in keeping me awake, I rolled

out of my hammock, and out of the palm-thatched hut
irito the gray dawn. The Indians, oblivious to insects and
temperature, were snoring on the ground. The four huts
at Mecanche were all that was left of a large mahogany
camp, and they were deserted except by vermin. Shaded
by cocoanut palms they faced the blue waters of Lake
San Andres, across which we had paddled on the preced-
ing day. Far out on the water was a lazy cormorant, the
only animate creature in sight. There were no alligators

near, and everything was propitious for a bath. Over
the low rolling, verdant hills of Yucatan, into a cloudless
.sky, rose the sun. There was none of long, roseate-tinted
golden dawn of more northern latitudes. Not a breath of
air was stirring. The lake was glass, and in the jungle
not a leaf fluttered. Suddenly the forest broke into life.

The doleful howl of the babboons and the roar of the
jaguar had not been intermitted during the night! Now
came the noisy chattering of monkeys, the derisive
screams of parrots and yells and shrieks from countless
beasts and birds that I coidd not identify in the pande-
monium. Remembering the day, I labeled this part of the
programme "The Sunrise Salute."
Coming from the water infinitely more coinfortable

than when I entered it. I aroused my two men and pre-
pared breakfast. These natives can cook first-rate, but
somehow I don't like their style. They have serious ob-
jections to washing either their hands or the dishes, or to
properly cleaning game. Breakfast consisted of coffee,
tortillas, chili and delicious whitefish, that had been caught
in the lake the previous evening. The natives made the
tortillas, I did the rest. I had not tasted bread, nor seen
a person who could speak the English language since
Aprdl 22. The Indians knew only a few words of Spanish
and I had picked up still fewer words of the Maya dialect,
.so we were not very sociable. Naturally my thoughts
were on better meals in the land of firecrackers and cele-
brations. '

--i -
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After breakfast the Indians rolled their cigars from the
tobacco leaves which they always carried and packed up.
Each took a gourd full of water. The guide had a light
pack, a machete and a shotgun. I walked second. As I
was just up from a hard tussle with fever, it was all that
1 could do to keep pace with the others and carry n»
weight, but notebooks and writing material that I was
afraid to trust out of my hands. Indian No. 2 brought up
the rear Avith a load of about eighty pounds. His sole
weapon was a machete. There is a venomous little green
snake in the jungle, one only of hundreds of species, but
the meanest of them all, that delights in disputing tbe
trail with travelers. On this account, if on no other, I
was glad to have a native before me. Every few mo-
ments he would lop off a snake's head with his machete,
and he took as much pride in the operation as a Western
boy takes in .stoning a rattler.

Near the huts we passed through several abandoned
in Upas (cornfields), that had been burned off in the days
of the mahogany camp. Great squared logs of mahogany
lay beside the trail, and there were the remains of an old
saw pit. The timber will probably lie there until it rots,
unless some piece strikes the fancy of an Indian who is
about to make a new canoe. All the canoes on Lake San
Andres are of mahogany. When we had traveled for half
an hour, clearings and trail disappeared. The dense, ap-
parently impenetrable jungle was on every side. The
guide swung his machete with his right hand to clear a
way through the thorns and vines that blocked our pro-
gress. In his left hand he carried his gun, and at the same
time he kept up a good three-mile gait that it was diffi-

cult for me to follow. We were not the first that had
penetrated the montana that juts out between the Gulf
of Campeache and the Caribbean Sea. All about us were
rubber and chicle trees, scarred from base to apex with
the rude incisions of Indian sap gatherers. Most of these
trees were more than half-dead, as the native thinks of
only the present and bleeds a tree for all that it is worth,
sometimes killing it outright.

But it was not all travel. Both the Indians were keen
after game, and often when we came to a little spot where
the undergrowth was not thick, and the sun shone down
through the branches, drying the ground that had been
soaked by yesterday's rain, I was forced to lie down and
rest. The first game of the day would never have been
discovered had it not been for the sharp eyes of the guide
—a little brown creature shuffling through the brush and
nosing the soft earth for insects and succulent roots.
Pablo jumps after it. The thing waddles along clumsily
for a few steps and then disappears. Where it had been
there is now a dirty, brown football. Pablo gives it one
or two hard raps with the heavy handle of his machete,
when, lo ! the thing relaxes and a dead armadillo lies on
the ground. Of all the meat that the jungle produces, that
of the armadillo is the most dehcious. When boiled
sliced and eaten cold, it is even better than veal.
Pablo did most of the hunting, while Pedro and I

rested and smoked. At first we tried to sleep, but soon
gave it up as a bad job. Whenever we would get com-
fortably settled, the little monkeys would commence their
chattering right over our heads, and would pelt us with
twigs and rotten fruit until we were glad to leave them
in undisputed possession of the territory. We were a

month too late for the fruits of the jungle, but the sapote
tiees, covered with half-dried or decaying fruit, were
visited by flocks of cojolitos—a bird as large as a sage
hen and very wild. Pablo stalked one pair for an hour

I and then vvas imable to get a shot. He did, however,
bring down a male pisano that dressed about 12 pounds.

This bird had a large black crest, back black, abdomen
and lower tail coverts white, cere brilliant gamboge yel-
low, immense. The prevaihng color of the female is red
and her cere is neither immense nor brilliant. When
the pisano and the armadillo were put on Pedro's pack he
became quite indignant, and, if I could understand liim
correctly, swore that he would not carry another ounce,
i could not blame him under the circumstances. None
the less we were blessed with plenty more game, more
than we had any need of, the Indians' destructive instinct
being the only excuse for slaughter. After the water
.supply in the gourds was exhausted we quenched our
thirst by cutting bujuju vines and collecting the sap in
cup.s, perhaps half a pint from each incision. This sap
was much cooler than the water in the gourds, and was
tasteless, but a trifle sweet.
About 2 o'clock we neared Xtinto, a seep hole in the

jungle. From this point for thirty-six hours we would
be dependent upon the bujuju vines for our water supply,
unless we should be fortunate enough to catch some dur-
ing the regular afternoon rain on the morrow. Pal;>lo
told us that he would blaze a trail that we could follow'
and darted on ahead. It took but an instant to lose sight
of him. Llalf an hour later we heard a shot, and when
we reached our man he was seated On a large, fat doe.
This deer was as large as the Rocky Mountain black-
tail, and much larger than the deer that I had shot in
Mexico. It was only 200 yards to the laguna at Xtinta,
and Pablo easily shouldered his game for that short dis-
tance.

Xtinto
!

Even amid the peace and plenty of the beau-
tiful mountains, my stomach revolts and a kind of a sea-
sick feeling comes over me at the thought of Xtinto. A
pool, stagnant, slimy, covering less than an acre of
ground. Beside the water, an alHgator was sunning
himself and loathsome snakes wriggled in and out
through the scum. Coiled up by a stump was a boa con-
strictor. He had just made a hearty meal and was not at
all irritable. Pablo dispatched him easily. He meas-
ured thirteen feet ten inches in length, and was the largest
reptile that I saw in Yucatan. Then there were wild
turkeys galore about the water. It was the genuine ocel-
lated turkey, the most beautiful of its genus and the first
of Its species that I had ever seen. As it was within the
political confines of Guatemala, the interrogation marl;
may as well come out of the last edition of Ridgway's
Manual. Probably these turkeys had never before seeii,
a human being. They were so tame tliat at first we could
kill them with .sticks.

About the pool the ground was marshy, suggestive olj
fever and noxious insects and venomous reptiles. The
very smell of death was about the place. Before any-
thing else could be done a champa must be built. The
regular rain might come up at any moment. Literally
these tropical showers often commence from a cloudless
sky, the approaching sound through the forest being the
only monitor. The champa is a hut of palm leaves that
may be built in ten minutes. It sheds water, but is no pro-
tection against the creeping, flying or four-footed crea-
tures of the tropics. Then came the skinning and dressing
of the deer, and the cooking of the supper. Even the
coffee was spoiled with the thoughts of the water from
which it was made. I made my supper of pisano; the
armadillo was boiled for the next day's lunch, and the
Indians feasted on the deer's lungs, which they consider a
great delicacy. After supper the Indians took the gun and
went for a hunt. This seemed a useless undertaking, as
we were so loaded already that we could not take any
of the venison with us. But they were bound to go any-
way. I heard several shots fired and just at sundown
they returned, each carrying a wild hog, which they called
javile. These were dressed and then the natives explained
that they were going to smoke the meat and take it home
with them on the return trip. I may as well remark
that long before we got back to Xtinto the meat had gone
the way of all flesh. First they made a framework of
green wood, about two feet high, on which they placed
the venison and pork, after cutting it into small pieces.
Over this they built a champa, both to retain the smoke,
and to keep off the rain, which had not yet put in an ap-
pearance. The operation was completed by building a
fire under the meat. In this green wood and dry w^ere
so mixed that there vvas great heat and dense smoke
without much blaze. Meanwhile I was tired out and went
to bed, but not to sleep. There were no large trees near
by from which to swing a hammock, so I laid my blanket
on the wet ground, put up my mosquito net pavilion anc|
stretched out without undressing. The Indians smoked
silently and kept up the fire. I shall have to confess that
sickness and fatigue had made me very nervous. A dozen
boils made it impossible for me to he long in one position.
The roar of the tiger, the howl of the baboon, the splash
of the alligator, all seemed very near. Each rustle i

the brush made me tremble at thoughts of the deadly
lancehead snake. In fact, had I not been a total ah
stainer ever since entering the fever zone, I might have
imagined that I had "snakes in my boots." Hours rolled
on. Still the Indians smoked and fed the fire. I lay,
bathed in a cold perspiration. By and by there was a
s'.gh in the distant forest. It came nearer and grew
louder—the moaning of surf on a rocky shore. Neare
yet nearer. All other sounds were drowned. Fla.shes o'
lightning flared through the jungle and thunder crashes
made the earth tremble. Dead trees snapped with noise
like rifle shot, and the verdant crown was twisted from
more than one stately palni; Then the storm burst. Th.r
rain fell not in drops, but in sheets. Crash I Thunder!
Lightning ! Rain ! Chaos !

Silence !
The .storm has passed far away. The beasts

commence again their nightly prowling. Drip, drip, drip
fall the drops from the plantain tree overhead, I dream of
fireworks and salutes on Union Square. Another glorioits
Fourth has gone into history. Shoshonk.

"Thanks to the human heart by M/hich we liye,

Thanks to its tenderness, its joys and fears.

To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.'*

—Wordsworth,
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IV.—Holding Down i Claitoi

The wiiitel- oti the Wtfailo rahge hdd beeh oile of the

pleasantest in my experience, just enough of exercise and
adventure to keep one thoroughly alive. And, oh! the

glorious rest and sleep. It was a brief glimpse of what
might have been, but for the backslidings of Adam the

First.

I expected life on a claim was to be much the same, for

a time at least, but I was sadly mistaken. After a short

time it grew to be the most hateful thing ever endured by

man. I did most of my farming by proxy, which left me
with much leisure on my hands. In summer when there

was no outlet in the way of hunting- this burden of leisure

became greater than I could bear, and I took on side lines

in the way of herding Texas cattle on the range and mak-
ing long drives to other parts of the country. In this I

found relief, but in peace times even this became fear-

fully monotonous. In times of storm and flood, how-
ever, it was lively enough.
One of the bright spots of my herding experience was

my association with a cowboy. Among the settlers and
cattlemen, a person who knew^ anything of books was a

rarity. There were plenty of well-educated men, but

seldom one who knew anything of books and authors.

A few quotations from Shakespeare, or rather from the

almanac; and a brief rigmarole about the Bible being, after

all, the greatest literary work, was the stock in trade of

the educated who pretended to litei-ary knowledge. I was
always looking for people who could talk of literature in

a common-sense way, and who took real interest in it.

Through this yearning for companionship in books, I

asked many leading questions, but whenever I saw any

one getting out those musty old chestnuts about Shakes-

peare and the Bible, and brushing the dust off them, I. fled

to the hills.

There are several books that became enshrined m my
memory in ineffacable tracery by coming unexpectedly

upon me during this literary dearth. I used to make
long journeys on horseback between my homestead and

the ranches where I found employment. On one of tlaese

trips I stopped at a deserted sod shanty to try and get

a drink of water. There was a well, tightly boarded up

to keep out vermin, but no way to draw the water. In

rumaging about for an empty tin can that I might attach

to my lariat, I found an old book on the top of the sod

wall under the eaves. The cover and some of the front

part of the book were gone, but the body was intact,

though nibbled at the edges by mice. I glanced at the

first lines, became interested, and sat down in the shade

of the wall to read more. It was high noon when I sat

down, and when I got up frorh the feast the^ sun was

just dipping behind the western hills. It was "Tempest

and Sunshine," by Mary J, Holmes. To-day the same

story has too much of sugar and melancholy in it, and I

grow impatient. i ^
Another was'"Opening a Chestnut Burr," by E .P. Roe.

That book transformed the vexing winds of the pra:nes

into thrilling rhythms of song and story for several days.

Later came "The Lady of the Aristook," the first I read

of that author's works. Like the Kansas prairies, it was

grand at first sight, hut, unmixed with stirring events, it

soon became a monotonous dead level of excellence.

Another book that came like a ray of light through

inky blackness, was "Tow Sawyer." It was a copy of a

pirated edition printed in Canada and smuggled into the

United States, where it was sold cheap. A cowboy bought

it on account of the cheapness, and brought it into camp

at a time when I was convalescing from the effect of

three broken ribs, and I verily believe it saved me from

limacy.

I want to apologize to the author for reading that

pirated copy, but under the same circumstances would not

you have done just as I did?

Among the cowboys was a literary crank like myself.

Not that his knowledge of literature was extensive, any

more than my own, but what he did know was never

covered with the dust of conventionalism, and lying on the

prairie beneath the stars and talking with him was a

great treat. Sometimes the crimson dawn caught us still

talking. We had grand times nearly all one summer, and

then fate decided that we were getting too much enjoy-

ment out of the situation and changed the deal. In

my collection of gems, Cale Hodson is still in the same

pigeon hole as Tom Sawyer, Burns, Milton, Walter

Scott, Longfellow, Jim Bludso and the man he made

famous, Artemus Ward, and many others.

Adventures, humorous and otherwise and more or less

dangerous, were of almost daily occurrence. One that

stands prominently among the many took place during a

stormy period in May. Floods of rain had fallen and

were falling at intervals of a few hours apart at most.

Small ravines were turned into mighty rivers, and the

levels into seas. Two of us were handling a bunch of

400 Texans, I taking the day and my partner the night

shift. We had no camp, but rode back and forth from the

main ranch. .

One evening when the west was black and sullen, witn

occasional rumblings of discontent, the night man came

out early, bringing a roll of blankets, a frying pan, some

bacon, coffee and other provisions, and requested that I

help drive the herd to a corral further back in the hills

and stay the night with him. There was a sod shanty at

the corral where we could stay during the night, and also

prepare our meals. The weather was so threatening that

he was afraid to risk the cattle on an open bed ground.

The shanty consisted of a sod wall, with pole, hay and

dirt roof.
. • . u 4.

With the cattle safely corralled, we went into the shanty

to prepare our evening meal. To boil coffee and fry a

little bacon was all the preparation we had to make, the

bread being ready baked and well dried. As the bacon

sat sizzling before the fireplace on a few coals raked out

to give a steady heat without burning, we were surprised

by a couple of snakes falling into it. The snakes were

twisted together in a knot and fell squarely into the

frying pan, and the way the hot grease flew when they

began to thrash about sent us flying out of the shanty

When we ventured back a few mmutes later we had

"a pretty kettle of fish," and well cooked, too.

An examination of the roof showed it to be a literal den

of snakes, The mice had eome first to nest in the dry
bay, which kept the dirt from falling thtoligh, Then
the shakes had Come to prey upon the mice. Snakes in

dirt roofs of the sod shanties were a common thing in

those days. We concluded that dry bread and coffee

were all we needed for supper, and ate that in the open
air. We also made up our' minds without dissension to

sleep outside, but alas for our hopes! We had no more
than got snugly rolled up than the storm sprang upon
us with demoniac howl and the rain came down in sheets,

blankets and coverlids, and drove us inside again. I called

a meeting and resolved that as the night man had been
sleeping all day and was relieved from duty by reason
of the corral, he should put in the night by herding the

snakes off me .while I slept. Rolling in a blanket on
the pole bunk, I lay for an hour or so. in restless wake-
fulness and finally dropped to sleep, there to be imprisoned
in a den of snakes. Everything I grasped was snakes,

everything I stepped on was snakes. At last the struggle

became so fierce that I awoke. The night man had curled

up at the foot of the bunk and was snoring lustily. The
oil had all burned out of the lantern, which was left burn-

ing, and not the faintest trace of light sliowed anywhere.
Softly I stepped out of the bunk and thrust my foot

into six inches of water which covered the floor. Gingerly

I sat on the edge of the bunk and felt round till I got

hold of my boots, and draAving them on, waded outside.

The storm had broken and the moon was just beginning
to top the black mass of clouds that was retreating to the

eastward. Saddling my pony I mounted and rode down to

the stream I must cross to reach the main ranch. The
creek, which ordinarily was a mere thread, was a boil-

ing race of mud and water. Plunging in, my pony swam
for the opposite shore, but fell below the landing and
came out against a perpendicular bank some six feet

high. The water was nearlj' level with the top of it, but as

the pony had no footing below, it was impossible .
for

him to climb out, and we were carried down the stream.

As we were swept along I grasped an overhanging bush

and pulled myself out on the bank, then walking close

along the bank, I pulled the pony up against the current

to the landing Ijy the bridle rein. Just below was a tliick

tangle of willows, where he must surely have been

drowned. Riding hard, I reached the main ranch just in

time to begin the duties of a new day.

Such is a brief chapter of life on a cattle ranch in

early days. I have slept out under the stars for months
without being bothered with a drop of rain, and I have
seen more rain fall in a month in Kansas than in any
other country. In the wilder country where the range

was wide, I have known a cowboy to follow a herd for

weeks at a time, and take care of it day and night alone.

This of course was considered the work of two men, but
under stress of circumstances, I have often known one to

do it alone.

A Summer Evening*
RUTPIERFORD, Cal., July^iS.—I have just come in from

watching one of the prettiest sights I have ever seen since

I have been here—one that I never tire of.

C. and I sat on the steps of the porch reading, and look-

ing up I happened to see a flock of quail standing out on
the gravel path, looking at us. There were the father and
mother and thirteen little ones. They trotted a few steps

at a time and then, when they were near enough, all flew

into the big live oak on the right hand side of the lawn.

In a little whfle the lawn was covered with families of

them, as well as a number of unfortunate pairs that did

not seem to possess an}' offspring.

I noticed an occasional forlorn bachelor, and one of these

clucked too sweetly to a demure hen near the fountain. I

don't know whether he had received any encouragement
from the lady or not, but her spouse pounced on him
and soon chased him off. We counted seven flocks of

young ones, and there must have been fully fifty pairs of

grown ones.

They roosted in the palms in front of the house, and in

the old madrona tree on the left. Before they flew into

the trees they ate the mulberries lying under those trees,

and a few took dust baths in the road just as a hen would
do. They also drank the water that dribbled from the

faucet, and picked around the lawn in the most fearless

manner. I sat and watched them until it was time for C.

to go to bed.

Last night after supper he took his gun and we went
down the avenue on a hunt. Pretty soon we saw a jack-

rabbit sitting in the hay field. Of course, C. flew to-

v/ard the rabbit, and the rabbit departed. It did not

lake long to get out of sight, and then right in front and
near us we saw' another. C. aimed carefully—or at least

he says he did—and he took three and I one shot at that

animal, and it just sat there and only raised its long ears

when we fired. Then we crawled up closer, and all at

once it too departed .and we saw it no more.

Thus do I spend my evenings.

The magnolia trees are covered with their huge white

flowers, and the cape jassamine on the porch smells nearly

as strongly. The peaches, apricots, figs and mulberries

are ripe, also blackberries, raspberries and melons.

How He Stated It.

When Representative Tompkins, of Ohio, was a young
lawyer in the State, and was winning his spurs, he occa-

sionally found it profitable to accept a case in a justice's

court in the country. He tells the following story of the

argument made by a rural barrister beiore such a magis-

trate. The case was one in which the plaintiff sought

to recover damages from a railroad company for the

killing of a cow. During the course of his argument the

country lawyer used this expressivesfsentence: "If the

train had been run as it should have%een ran, or if the

bell had been rung as it should havcbeen rang, or if the

whistle had been blown as it should have been blew, both

of which they did neither, the cow would not have been

injured when she was killed."—Richmond Dispatch.

—^—
IMr* Lenander's Buffalo*

Bancroft, la., July 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

was interested in tlie articles on the Pablo-Allard herd
of buffalo by Mr. Monroe, in your issues of the 5th

and I2tb. Mr. C. J. Lenahder, banker and land agent of
this' place, has a herd of eleven buffalo, eight of them
l.)eing the sale of January last by Jos. Allard, listed in the

article of Mr. Monroe's, but the buyer and sex not being
given. Mr. Lenander is a lover of animal'/ generally, and
first took a liking for the buffaloes at Lincoln Park,
Chicago, while visiting with Mr. DeVry, the head keeper
of the zoo there. At that time he bargained for a pair of
the bulls (they would not sell a cow), one and two years
old, and though the park board nearly doubled the figures

for which he had bargained with the keeper, he ordered
them shipped, and they came by express, crated, early last

THE LENANDER HERD.

fall, arriving with bruised and skinned rumps, but other-
wise all right. Under his generous care they have grown
rapid!}', and are a handsome pair. Getting into communi-
cation with the Allard boys through a mutual friend, Mr.
Lenander went out to the reservation last January and
brought~back eight head; he had bargained for cows, but
so much of the herd they had started with broke away
from the drivers before they got to Sellish, where they
were loaded, he was unable to secure that number, and so

took a steer (that he expects to transform into buffalo

steak and robe next winter) and a four-year-old bull to

fill out the car. Until last month he kept them in his

barn lot, but last month turned them into 3 thirty-acre

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always tie addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New

York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

BUFFIN IS AMIABLE.

pasture on the edge of town, which he had bought and
fenced for that purpose. One of the cows dropped a bull

calf while they were in the small yard, but it was dead
\vhen found the next morning, doubtless resulting from
an injury a short time previous when the mother got

tangled up in a hay rick in the lot. Last Sunday a heifer

calf was born, and the little one appears strong and
hearty as can be. The animals do not appear to be very

shy; the bulls and one of the cows have frequently eaten

from our hands—in fact, the two bulls he got from Lin-

coln Park are almost rude in the manner they crowd about

v/hen there is corn in sight. I have sent you under sepa-

rate cover three snap shots of the animals, the light-

finished one being Mr. Lenander in the act of handing

Buffin an ear of corn. Mr. Lenander and myself were
cut in the pasture this morning getting some snap shots

at the new addition to the herd, and as soon as finisher!

will send you one, as well as a snap taken by C. J. while

I was handing an ear of corn to the bull brought from the

Allard herd, just as an evidence that the wild buffalo is

fairly domestic when treated right.

Mr. Lenander is negotiating with a party in this State

for a pair of cows, now on exhibition at "Arnold's Park,

and will doubtless swell the number of his herd to thir-

teen soon. Beside the buffaloes, he has, at present, twenty

wild geese and brant, a pair of sandhill cranes, twenty-five

wild ducks—mallard, canvasback, widgeon and pintails—
and a pair of Chinese pheasants, but as soon as he gets a

place fixed for them he will get in three more pa'rs of

the latter. An antelope will be added to his collection in
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ac
pasture next week, and he also contemplates closing a
gain for a half-dozen elk. In his pasture are eight

ead of Polled-Angus cows, with which he intends trjang
rossing the buffalo, and is promised several results of the
scperiment next season. W. F. Laidley.

The Parrot and the Crows.
Staunton, Va., July 25.—Editor Forest and Stream:
have not fired a gun since forty j-^ears ago, when, as a
onfederate soldier, I used to chase, and be chased by,
- brother Americans over the Virginia fields. I have

cast a fishing line since the days of "Tippacanoe and
ler too," when the Richmond boys of that day used to
quent Blakey's mill pond on the outskirts of that now
stone city. And as for boating, I can't remember ever
ng on anything smaller than a passenger steamer,

'hat on earth, then, does he subscribe to Forest and
PREAM for? you will ask. Well, I get my natural history
om Its columns, where it is served up in the most un-
Eected, intelligible and informatory style of any source
at I have yet found. Especially do I get a good idea
the annnal, man, from its correspondence, for of all

urces where that animal is exhibited with unaffected
turalness, the sporting camp is the best place to see
tn. It is there that he exhibits his true self—his good
d bad traits.

What I write you now is in the natural history line, and
IS resurrected by seeing in Forest and Stream some
:eresting specidations about crows talking. I live oppo-
e to a large college for girls, on the grounds of which
2 many trees. Next door to where I live lives an aged
rrot, with nothing very brilliant about him except his
image. He cannot talk English, and makes no effort
that line that I can see. He can imitate no sound that
recognizable, except the gleeful laughter of children at
ly, and their cries to each other. Over the house where
t parrot lives there sailed every morning during the early
mths of the past spring a flock of crows, going from
; college trees, where they had spent the night, to a
le mountain called Betsey Belle, a half-mile from town,
night they sailed back by the same route. Their

:s on the passage were incessant. In less than a week.
Gh to my surprise, my dull parrot had caught, and
lid and did, reproduce those cries so exactly, that I
lid not tell which was which. By the end of the first
ek the crows plainly noticed it. At first one or two
,uld drop from the flock to a tree near the parrot, re-
im a few seconds, rise, and rejoin the flock. Gradually
• number increased, until I have seen as many as from
een to twenty crows in the tree, apparently chattering
3Ut their imitator, who was on the porch only a few
t off, and who replied in what seemed to me the very
ae chatter. This went on as long as the crows roosted
the college—say about six weeks. It was in the early
ivn only; for in the evening the cautious crows saw
many people astir to venture down. So much for the
rot's ability as an imitator; he could fool the very
ws themselves.
Tow for the parrot as the imitated. At the house I live
^here is a very clever quadroon cook, Alexander Jones,
0 is also a clever imitator. He often opens a conversa-
1 with the parrot by imitating the bird's attempt at
nng. He can make the bird "talk" just as long as he
nts to, and when the bird is silent can start him up
any time with his parrot jargon and keep him going.
imitates the bird as' exactly as the bird does the

ws; and it is impossible to listen to the two day after
without being -convinced that Poll thinks he is talking
mother bird.

-ike_ all wise professors treading on new ground, I
3t either draw no conclusion at all, or draw so many as
jewilder the student. I -prefer the former and safer
I, and will leave it to the class in natural history with
simple assurance that the statements are fates.

H. C. T.

Pike and Potholes.
,HARLEST0WN, N. H., July 25.—Editor Forest and
'am: I am very glad to see in this week's Forest and
EAM your correction of the typesetter's blunders of
week, in the cuts of the "pike family." If there is any
ect on which I have preached persistently for more
1 twenty years, it has been' the continual" perversion
lames as applied to this race of fishes. Not only are
names of the different species misplaced, but the
thern and Western correspondents insist on writing
atching- "pike," when they mean "pike-perch," but the
thern ones call them jack salmon, or Susquehanna
ion.

they wottld Temember that neither the pike nor sal-
families have any spiny fins at all, and the pike, no

)er dorsal fin, what answers for that purpose being a
small fin; set nearly back toward the tail, they would
themselves from some erroneous descriptions of their'

t.

have been intending to write you for some days in
rd to^ Mr. Stewart's very interesting letter describing
holes" in North Cardlina, and especially as to the
ry that they are due to glacial action, which I do
believe in.

have been familiar with both potholes and glacial
ivings, since my childhood, though it was not till many
s later that Prof. Agassiz explained the true cause
ie groovings and scrapings with which the rocks of
Connecticut River Valley are furrowed. There are
i very fine and large potholes in the granite rocks at
3WS Falls, eight miles below here, and another set
Linoskeag Falls, on the Merrimac, about forty miles
east of here; but the rotary action which produced
I could never have been given by the slow downward
i of any glacier, such as has scored all the rocks of
valley with furrows leading down .stream, and left
e collection of what he called roches moutonnees, on
top of one of the ranges of hills between here arid
ipee Lake, about 1,000 feet above sea level. I used
3te when a boy a fine show of these groovings by the
of a hill road, leading to a neighboring town, and in
(oyish ignorance attributed them to wagon wheels and
ninnei-s, getting out of the road; but when the rail-

road was built up the valley some fifty years ago, wherever
the old sod and soil was taken off the rock, a beautifully
planed and polished surface was revealed, corresponding
exactly with the old marks by the roadside, which I had
seen twenty years before. Now it is easy to see how a
slowly moving mass of ice loaded with stone and gravel
could do this planing, but it could not stop to bore
"auger holes" in the rock ! That required an eddy below
a waterfall to give the necessary motion.
One of the largest potholes at Bellows Falls has the

lower edge split out, leaving a semicircular cavern, as if
it had been thrown out by the freezing of the water which
once filled it,, and the same thing is shown in the largest
and most remarkable pothole I have ever seen. This one,
known as "The Devil's Pulpit," it located on Shirley Hillm Goffstown, N. H., about six miles west of Amoskeag
Falls, in the valley of the little trout brook which comes
down from the Uncanoonuc Mountains, and must be 700
or 800 feet above the level of the Merrimac River. It is

many years since I saw it, but I should say from memory
that It was ten or twelve feet in diameter, and as much in
visible depth. The bottom was covered with forest debris,
and a pme tree six or eight inches in diameter had fallen
mto it, top down, so that it was not convenient to get at
the bottom. The brook fell into it, over the upper
nm, and escaped through the wedge-shaped cleft, which
had been split out of the lower side. It was, when I saw
it, a very diminutive brook, with no such volume of water
as would be supposed necessary to bore out such a hole,
but all the visible rocks above it, for it was in a thick
forest, were smooth and waterworn, and it seemed as if
the whole Merrimac River might have flowed up at that

Potassittm Foi? Snake Wounds.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your paper of the rgth instant Horace Kephart, in the

course of an article about rattlesnakes, asked for the ex-
perience of others in regard to the efficacy of potassium
permanganate injected subcutaneously as an antidote to
the poison of the rattlesnake.
The only-occasion on which I ever met a rattler on his

native heath was many years ago, when as a small boy I
ventured into the brush on the banks of the Genesee
Kiver^ north of this city, for the purpose of cutting a
pole wherewith to yank from the placid stream the

perch, rock bass and sunfish which in those happy days
did much abound in the river below the falls. This par-
ticular snake was comfortably coiled on a site where he
could enjoy the sun rays and the balmy breezes of spring,
and as I had no quarrel with him, and no weapon of at-
tack or defense, I thought discretion the better part of
valor, and did not disturb him, but cut a rod at another
point and caught a good "string" of fish. This incident
sheds no light on the value of permanganate in snake
wounds, but it tells of one way to treat snakes when one
has a choice. However, if I was never stung by rattler,
one of my fellow citizens of Rochester was, and he has
had experience enough with the reptiles to illuminate the
subj ect.

Peter Gruber, better known as Rattlesnake Pete, has an
extensive collection of snakes in his restaurant and mu-
seum on Mill street. I am not sure that his knowledge
of snakes is deeply scientific, but there can be no doubt
that It is practical. He has them in all forms and sizes
dead and alive. On special occasions he dresses in a'

A MASSACHUSETTS NESTING WOODCOCK
Photo by H. A. Mower, May 23, 1902. Photo copyright, 1902, by H. A. Mower.

level at some previous prehistoric time. I am almost in-
clined to think that these holes are pre-glacial, and that the
downward thrust of the ice cap broke out the lower edges
ot the nm of both this one and the big one at Bellows
Falls.

Beside, the geologists tell us that the "ice cap" only
reached down into Pennsylvania, and Mr. Stewart's pot-
holes must be far bej^ond its reach. However, I am more
of an angler than a geologist, and do not set up for an
authority on such questions. My angling has been naught
this year, a severe attack of "the grippe" last spring
eaving me too weak to tramp the trout brooks, and I
have had to content myself with reading about other
fishermen in Forest and Stream.

I have enjoyed the discussions on the subject of cali-
bers of rifles, and although I never had a chance to shoot
big game,

' and my experience has all been of the old-
fashioned muzzleloading pea-shooters on squirrels and
such ' small deer," I am inclined to agree with Mr. Irland
and Henry Braithwaite that the weight of the projectile
should be proportional to the size of the game.
No doubt the small bullet in the right spot will kill, but

we are not all Leatherstockings nor Robin Hoods, and
cannot boast of such skill as Walter Scott describes, when
he says

:

"And when in turn he shot again.
The second cleft the first in twain,"

Speaking of squirrels, I had a good laugh a few weeks
since at a letter in Forest and Stream, describing an
imaginary conflict between a red and a gray squirrel, and
I say imaginary, because in describing the red squirrel the
writer drew a very good picture of a chipmunk, with his
tawny back and the black stripes on his sides.
Now, a chipmunk never chased a gray squirrel up a

tree, and the writer's imagination played a strong part
somewhere!

"

Von W.

"We get queer men on our ships sometimes," said
Rear Admiral Schley while he was telling stories of his
experiences, "although they are all brave and loyal.
"There was a landsman on one of my ships once who

was a bright fellow, apparently, and I took him as an or-
derly. One night I was in my cabin and a gale of wind
came up. I called the orderly and said, 'Find out how
the wind is blowing and report to me.'
"The man was gone a few minutes and then came

in and reported, 'Captain, the wind is blowing rieht
over the ship.' "—New York World.

suit made of the skins of rattlesnakes, and the visitor to
his collection can see several large specimens of that snake
any day with nothing but a plate of glass between him-
self and the venom sack. Pete handles his snakes freely,
and has been struck by rattlers several times. A few
months since a large rattler drove its fangs into his
hand, and it was doubtful for a day or two if he would
recover. The arm became alarmingly swollen in a short
time, and the pain was excruciating. In anticipation of
such accidents, he has constantly within reach a supply
oi permanganate of potassium, and on this occasion he
attributes his recovery from the wound to the prompt
application of the drug by subcutaneous injection. I
believe that he also washes the wound with the antidote.

E. R.
Rochester, N. Y., July 22.

A Nesting" Woodcock.
Boston, Mass., July 26.~Editor Forest and Stream

Mr. Mower had the good fortune on May 23 to photo-
graph a woodcock on her nest at the so-caled "Sawmill
Privilege' of the Kettlehook system of Worcester Water
Works. I inclose copy of an enlargement which will
clearly show ho>v nature contrives to have birds simulate
their surroundings for protective purposes. You will seehow difficuk it is to distinguish the bird from the brush
grass, etc., among which it has made its nest. This
photograph was considered so rare by Mr. Mower that he
had It copyrighted, but has given me the privilege to use
It, if Forest and Stream cares to publish it. I hope itmay be considered of sufficient importance for pubUca-
tion, not only because such pictures are rare but also
because this is tangible evidence of the fact that the wood-
cock is breeding m this State. Mr. Mower says that the
mother bird bravely stayed on her nest despite the fact
that one leg of the tripod which held his camera was onlv
eight inches from her. But it was a critical time for the
little creature, as was evidenced by the fact that when the
nest was visited the next day there was proof that her
brood had been hatched, and she had taken her young
^^^^y-

,
- J. W. Collins.

First Rahbit—That town boy has been around here
nearly a week and never once tried to kill us •

Second iiabbit—Yes; he seems to be devoid of allhuman attributes.—Indianapolis Press,
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Second Occurrence of the Black Brant (Bern-

icla nigfricans) in Massachusetts.

Cambridge. Mass.—I have just had the pleasure of ex-

amining a black brant which was shot by Mr. William
Ayery Gary at Chatham, Mass., on April 15, I902,_ and
mounted by Mr. J. T. Clark, who ascertained, by dissec-

tioii, that the bird was a niale. It is a fine specimen m
fully adult and perfectly typical plumage, having the char-

acteristic belt or collar of conspicuous white marking
almost completely encircling the neck, and the normal
amount of sooty slate on the under parts. In company
with six other brant it came Avithin long gun range of a
shooting stand or box on the Monomoy Island Flats. As
its companions escaped capture, and hence close examina-
tion, it is uncertain whether or not they were of the

same kind, but the presumption is, of course, that they

belonged to our common Eastern species, for the black

brant is an exceedingly rare straggler (from the Pacific

coast of North America) to our Atlantic seaboard. It

has been taken once before, however, in Massachusetts—"at or near Chatham," in the spi-ing of 1883 (Cory,

Auk. I, 1884. 96). Mr. Cary, to whom T am indebted

for most of the above details—as well as for permissioa

to make them public—is, no doubt, personally known to

many readers of Forest and Stream, for he is Secretary

of the Monomoy Branting Club, and one of our most
prominent Boston sportsmen. He has. in his business

office, a small but choice collection of mounted birds,

chiefly waders and waterfowl, all of which have fallen to

his own gun. The black brant will be added to this col-

lection as soon as it leaves the hands of the taxidermist.

Mr. Clark. Wili-tam Brewster.

"Weather Lore in Verse.

Dr. Jenrier, of vaccination fame, foimd time, writes a contributor

to American Medicine, to worsliip occasionally at the shrine of

the muse. While he was not noted as a poet, yet some of hi.s

tneU-ical compositions were quite clever. It is said that on receiv-

ing an invitation from a friend to make a country excursion, he

sent his excuse in the form of a poem, As this poem shows
very acute power of observation, 1 think it worth reciting. It is

entitled, "Signs of Rain":

The hollow winds begin to blow.
The clouds look black, the glass is low,,

The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep,

And syiders from their cobwebs creep.

Last night the sun went pale to bed,
The mr^on in lialos hid her head.
The boding shepherd heaves a sigh,

For, see! a rainbow spans the sky.

The walls are damp, the ditches smell,

Clos'd IS tlie pink-ey'd pimpernel.
Hark! how the chairs and tables crack I

Old Betty's joints are on the rack.

Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry,

The distant hills are looking nigh.
How restless are the snorting^ swine—
The busy flies disturb the kmc.
Low o'er the grass the swallow wings;
The cricket, too, how loud it shigs.

Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws.
Sits smoothing o'er her whiskered jaws,
Tiiro' the clear stream the fishes rise.

And nimbly catch the incautious flies.

Tlie sheep are seen with early light

Cropping tlie mea^s with eager bite.

Though June the air is cold and chill,

The mellow blackbird's voice is still.

The glow-worms, numerous and bright.

Illumed the dewy dell last night.
At dusk the squalid toad was seen
Hopping, crawling, o'er the green,
The frog has lost his yellow vest.

And in a dingy suit is dress'd.
The leech, disturb'd, is newly risen
Quite to the summit of his prison.
The whirling wind the dust obeys.
And in the rapid eddy plays.
My dog, so altered in his taste,

Quits mutton bones on grass to feast;

And see yon rooks, how odd their flight

They imitate the gliding kite,

Or seem precipitate to fall.

As if they felt the piercing ball,

'Twill surely rain—I see with sorrow
Our jaunt must be put off to-morrow.

'^ni^ Hiul 0mk
proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Sport*
I AM not certain that I read Jacobstaff's article in

Forest and Stream for July 19 right, but if I did his idea

of what constitutes sport is somewhat peculiar. If I un-
derstand him correctly, sport, in his judgment, is genuine
just to the extent that it is free from exertion, and to

insure this indispensable feature, the game must be small

so the sportsman can carry it easily.

Now this is, to say the least, a novel view of the

matter to me, and if all sport is to be measured by this

new standard I cannot help wondering what will become
of our rowing contests, our boxing contests, our baseball

contests, our football contest.s—in short, all of our sports

which demand supreme physical effort. Again, if size of

game is to count for nothing, and the ease of the sports-

man is to be the sole gauge of sport, we shall no doubt
see salmon and tarpon anglers catching chubs and min-
nows from nearby ponds and brooks, while the disciples

of the mighty Nimrod sit in easy chairs and .shoot the

ubiquitous English sparrow through the open window.
I have cherished the belief tliat the true .sportsman de-

lights, yes, glories, in the mo.'-:t arduous labor involved in

his sport. I once saw a little dog kill a woodchnck almost

as large as himself, and then lug it for a mile or more,
finally laying down his prize near the spot where he killed

it, I know of a hound that ran a trail steadily for three

consecutive days. Now dogs cannot^ speak and give us,

who profess to be sportsmen, definitions of sport, but a

trite saying avers tliat "actions speak as loud as words,"

and we have in the action of these dogs an exemplification

of sport wliich I think we may study with profit.

Jacobstaff speaks of moose hunting and other hunting

as though he thinks that all the fun lies in the killing

of game, and that all the rest of it is repulsive labor

which should be shirked and avoided as one would avoid

a plague.

I do not know how it is with others, but with me a

moose hunt is a grand crescendo and diminuendo of
sport, to which the killing of the noble game is but a
fitting climax. The pleasure begins when I coinmence to
outfit for_ the trip, and ends when I return and exhibit
my trophies to my friends,_ No, it does not end then, for
I have its memories to enjoy indefinitely. And what are
those memories? I remeinber with pleasure and satisfac-

tion the clean and sportsmanlike manner in which I killed
the antlered monarchs, but far dearer and more pleasur-
able are my memories of the rushing rivers, the placid
lakes, the primeval forests, the vast solitudes where I

studied nature—nature unscarred by man.
And this is not all, for I remember with pleasure the

storms and other discomforts which I endured, the weary-
ing tramps, the contests with rushing waters as I pushed
my canoe up .stream through rapids for mile after mile,

the sweating under havy packs—in short, the overcoming
of each and every obstacle, obstacles which only served
to give zest to the sport. I pity the sport.sman who can
see nothing btrt labor in all of this.

I have no desire to belittle the sport which Jacobstaff
seems to regard as the only genuine sport, although it

must necessarily appear somewhat tame when compared
with moose hunting. I enjoy "following and watching
the movements of an educated dog" through "the stubble
or variegated field," and cutting down the whistling cock,
whirring quail, or booming grouse, and I have had the
g6od fortune to enjoy my fvdl share of this sport in my
day. I think I have reason to be thankful that I can en-
joy this sport, as well as many other kinds, some of which
require the expenditure of more energy and mu.scle and
less powder and lead, and feel that they are all genuine.
Jacobstaff, you have my sympalliy.

Jo.s. W. Shurter.
G.JlNiSEVOOR I

, July 19.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

A Sheep Hunt ia Mexico.

Air. E. E. Bliss, of Denver, Colo., has been feeling

around for a good bighorn head, and I take pleasure in

giving the story of his hunt in Old Mexico, where he was
successful in getting his bighorn, under rather discourag-

itig circumstances. Interest turns more and more to

Old Mexico as a .sporting country, and I am sure many
readers of Fore.st and Stream will take pleasure in read-

ing Mr. Bliss' story of his hunt. It is especially in-

teresting to myself, because of my familiarity with the

Southwest during a residence there of .soiue time.

E. Hough.
Shortly after hearing from you, says Mr. Bliss, I went

to El Paso, intending to try for an Acapirico deer—if that

is tiie name—and turkey in the Yaqui couiUry. I had
killed the small deer a few years before in the State of

Durango, but saved no head.

The taxidermists, Townsend & Barber, and Messrs.

Ramsay and Meade, of the Sierra Madre line, said the

deer and turkeys are there all right. They also told of

mountain sheep recently classified as a new species, only

about eighty miles south,

You know the things they do to you for Icilling sheep
in Colorado? Well, this looked like a good chance, al-

though Mr. Meade confessed to ticing King Bruce's spider

with seven unsuccessful attempts,

I lay my first failure to the poor quality of the Mexicans
I had for guides. No. t didn't Icnow the water holes at

all. No. 2 did, but had other business after a couple of

days.

The next outfit from Ahumada on the Mexican Central

was good. Pedro knew the holes, but nothing aboui
Icilling sheep. Burns & Daily, the all-right merchants of

that place, had told me this, however, so the fact that I

didn't get a shot, is to be charged to me.
Jack Boyd, born in the Southwest and raised on a

cattle ranch, is the only man in that section who knows
the sheep. At the time of my visit he was running the

Plaza Hotel, but is now on his cattle ranch. With him as

a companion, the third and last trip was begun.

Hough, if you wish to be real kind to some friend who
thirsts for the gore of a mountain sheep, let him addres.s

this rnan at El Paso. He would, I think, act as guide the

coming Avinter, and has all the qualities to be desired.

This should be a good place to say something of the

Mexican officials, also. A writer in one of the sporting

monthlies a short time ago was displeased with most
everything at the customs office. I went there alone and
discovered an inspector who speaks English. In fifteen

minutes I had a thirty-day permit for my rifle and one

hundred cartridges. This cost me twenty-five cents of

their inoney. Of course there was a little red tape, but

the trouble was theirs, not mine.

On each of the three trips the grub was packed in drill

bags and each time was duty free. No tips or bribes and

nothing but kindness was my experience.

At Ahumada we learned that a party of naturalists was
camped at the spring west, where we intended to make
our headquarters, so we decided to go east into a country

unknown to all of us. This time we liad trouble getting

an outfit, but finally started with two small mules hitched

to a small wagon with Francisco as driver, and two sorry-

looking saddle horses, all for six dollars Mexican money
per day.

The first day's journey was south of east to a water

hole known to Boyd. Here we camped and filled our

barrel and keg. The second day's course was the same.

Toward noon Boyd got a nice antelope, and about 4

o'clock discovered a second bunch. This time I got a

small but very pretty head, and as it was rather late we
camped.
While we were caring for the heads and meat, Fran-

cisco got supper and watered the horses, giving them a

bucket and a half each, a little more than was intended.

The third day in the same direction would take us to

the Iron Mountains, and two miles out from the high

part of these we had been told we would find Red Spring.

Late that afternoon we had passed well down beyond
the high part and 110 spring. Neither had we crossed

a trail. The Mexican who had told us of the .spring also

said San Antonio ranch laid fifteen miles south of this

same range. Should we go on and look for this, or should

we strike back for the water hole, two days away? Ap-

proaching darkness made us prudent enough to decide in

favor of the known water, but in the morning we were
agajp brave, so we went on south to look for the ranch.

The forenoon was half gone when we can;ie to an oldj

little-used road, running east and west. We followed this

east into the hills at the south end of the mountains.
Here Boyd took a climb and with his glass looked south,

but could see no ranch. From his point he could see that

our road turned north on emerging from the hills. Con-
sulting, we decided to take the road west, hoping to strike

the railroad by morning, as it runs southeasterly below
Ahumada. The night would be cool and our poor old

horses could travel better. Saddles and harness were
taken off at noon as usual to give the animals a rest.

Heretofore they would feed around camp with trailing!

ropes, but to-day they had to be tied to keep them away
from the wagon. Three or four swallows for each of

theiu had eiuptied the barrels the night before.

About 5 o'clock that evening we saw three horses of¥

to our right feeding, and a little later as we reached the

top of one more swell, a 'dobe appeared in the distance
that an hour or so later proved to be San Antonio ranch,

fifteen miles east of the mountains instead of south. A
twenty-foot well is the only water, but it looked pretty

good to us.

That night Boyd killed a coyote that came right into

camp after our antelope meat.
The next morning we filled our barrels, took a few pic-

tures of the Rurales, or country police, who are stationed

here with their families, and also got them to set us right

in regard to the water. Red Spring lies as the Mexican
had told us, only east of the Iron Moimtains, at the end
of the road we had followed, instead of on the west
side, where we had understood it to be.

Yes, there were sheep in these mountains, and wild
hogs too. At noon we turned east on our back track,

camping near the pass at night. With our horses we
hunted around the south end the following forenoon, this

time for sheep. Our water hunt was about ended.
At noon we met the wagon just through the hills. That

night we camped at the water, having seen nothing favor-
able all day.

Leaving Francisco and the wagon at the spring, we
spent the day hunting north along the mountains, seeing

old sign of wild hogs, for which we hunted a little, but no
sheep tracks. We had now seen these hills from most
every point, scanning the sides with our glasses and occa-

sionally looking for sign on a low ridge or knoll at the

foot.

This is Boyd's method. The Mexican will take you toi

the very top, believing the sheep are always there. Boydl
says they sometimes go there, after a run along the base;,

when alarmed.
A small group of mountains about twenty-five miles;

east of north from our camp looked good to Boyd, so in

the morning, with our barrels filled, we made for them.
At about 5 o'clock that night we reached the base and

camped. As it was early, we hunted a little near by, Boydl

afoot over some of the ridges, and myself on hoarse

around. On returning to camp Boyd said: "Well, we
will get our sheep to-morrow. There is plenty of sign

here, but it is a few days old. We will probably find they

are in some other part of the mountains."
In the morning we rode around the east side, sending

Francisco the other way with instructions to watch for

signs of water and to camp out in the flat from the

north end.

We reached the small hills at the north end before,

seeing anything except a few tracks. Here we crossed
through and continued on north, stopping frequently to>

look. Coming to a long ridge about 150 feet high, we'

tied our horses and went to the top of it. Along the crest"

to the right Boyd found deer sign, and while we stood'

^

there we discovered four deer just at the base of thei

ridge in front of us. We admired them for some time.;

till they scampered away to our left. Another ridge simi-

;

lar to and parallel with the one we were on laid in front-

of us a short distance. Boyd started for this, promising
to give me the high sign if he should see anything. When'
half-way across the flat he glanced back at the deer which;,

were still in sight at the end of my ridge. As he turned'
further to let me know there were now six of them, he'

sank to the earth and pulled off his old sombrero. The
sign ! With the little .30 carbine ready, I looked along,

the top of the ridge just as a nice old ram stepped up'i

in sight, head on at about seventy-five yards.

In the three trips I had spent about thirty days looking'

for just this. Very, very carefully I touched the trigger.

With a bleat the old fellow laid over dead.
Presently Boyd's gun cracked. A smaller ram had been

behind. When his big brother fell he ran down across the

flat in front of Boyd, making around the other ridge.

'

Boyd can run some, too, but he couldn't head that sheep.

One of his shots had drawn blood, however, so he fol-

lowed the train. After a while I heard another shot, then,

in a few minutes he came in sight with red hands, as the^

glass revealed. Jack is a true prophet, you see. He had
kept the trail to where the blood stopped, and here the

small sheep had cut the trail of a large one which Boyd

;

saw and shot as he turned to run, hitting him from be-

hind in the center of one horn, yet the .25-35 was instantly, I

fatal.
_

i

We luckily found the wagon and camped with the

sheep. Sixteen inches for my horns and sixteen and a
half for his, was the way Boyd made it.

Twelve o'clock found us ready for bed, Boyd having
measured and skiimed his sheep to be mounted wholev
Hough, do you know where he could sell it? It's a fine

specimen and in good shape.

We had found no water, but that was not so very im-
portant now. A half-bucket apiece was all the animals
had.

Isn't it hard to believe that these sheep and the deer
were at least twenty-five miles from water? Boyd says

he never found a sheep track around any water hole, and.

he certainly has a keen eye. He claims they iion't drink.

I think so, too, now. •;

In skinning 6ut my head the chin muscles were found to

be just filled with small spines, evidently from the prickly

pear cactus. Isn't this where they get the necessary

moisture? We found the ears of these sheep entirely

closed with scab. They say that all the sheep in that'

I
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section are similarly affected, but this does not harm the

appearance of the heads at all.

Early in the morning we were off for the spring. Dur-

.
ing the noon rest the horses and mules preferred the scant

shade of the palmillas to the grass, as it was very warm.

We wore very little clothing, but never suffered from

cold. Duck shirt and pants, socks, shoes and leggins. with

an Upthegrove coat tied to the saddle, was my rig. Boyd's

was much the same, except socks. He sometimes fol-

lowed the example of the natives and left them off, too.

Rubber soles or something similar are quite necessary, but

will soon wear out. The rocks are the worst I ever saw.

The rest of the way to the spring was made mostly on

foot. Our horses were played. Boyd's had been without'

shoes behind for several days, and his heels were bleeding

For this reason he had been favored a little in dividing

the water the previous night. About 3 o'clock my horse

got so he didn't even feel like carrying his own_ weight,

We emptied our canteens into the bucket. This small

amount of water braced him up, and at_7 we reached the

spring. Here we rested one day and just drank water.

Francisco found two or three old horseshoes left by some
prospector. We had no nails, but on arriving at San An-

tonio ranch we got a few ,and with Boyd's horse shod

made Ahumada in due time.

Every one soon learns the Mexican expression for

'very far." If there is one for "near by" I never heard

it. There doesn't seem to be any occasion for it.

The Writings of Special.

F.diior Forest and Stream:
Your regular correspondent under the name of Special

writes well and entertainingly. I am sure the majority

of the readers of Forest and Stream are interested in

v^hat he says. Special is a personal stranger to me, yet I

always read what he says. He has a way of stating cold

facts which is interesting.

I object to New Hampshire being called a hole. Liter-

ally (as I understand) a hole (that is comparing Maine

with New Hampshire) means a receptacle for the dollars

which outsiders deposit. If New Hampshire is a hole in

this sense, Maine is a cavern with no bottom. You Maine

men, whether of the Fish and Game Commission or pri-

vate citizens, read carefully what Special says as to this

non-resident hunting license. Get out of your heads that

your State is the only one where a man of moderate

means can take his annual outing. You have a small

class (comparatively) of transient visitors, who would be

glad to have all expenses of such visitors trebled, and

also to have a license of a large amount added, as Special

says. Try it for a few years and note carefully the falling

off of receipts.

Here in this smaller hole (as compared with Maine) we
are glad to see transient visitors. We do not pretend to

allure as does our neighboring State; we have deer,

feathered game and some good fish. If you know how
to kill or catch them, they are yours, and it will cost one

considerably less than to try it in Maine, and sometimes

the result will be fully as satisfactory. In this "hole

of New Hampshire" we think we know the value of our

transient visitors. They are the best crop we can culti-

vate. We do not want to choke them off by making them

pay a special license for what they may not get. You
Maine men read what Special says and ponder over it

before you decide to kill the goose which lays the

golden egg. C. M. Stark.

DuNBARTON, N. H., July 28.

\m mid ^iv^f S^^¥^S*

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them m Fokest and Stkbah.

A Mouth-to-Mouth Talk,
If the salmon is king, and the brook trout a prince of

the blood, surely the black bass is entitled to have at

least that much misused appendage. Esquire, hooked to

his patronymic. But precisely here we are in deep water.

If, in accordance with the threadbare jest, we "drop a

line" to the large-mouthed gentleman from Oswego, bear-

ing the alluring title of Esquire, should we not present to

his nimbler and daintier-mouthed congener letters patent

conferring the title of, say, Knight Commander of the

Bath? We have no taste for raising family dorsals, there-

fore we shall leave this moot case in somewhat the same
state of uncertainty as that in which the two petty rival

Irish chieftains left the question of their superiority.

One claimed the overlordship of the other, and the feudal

service and emoluments appertaining to the tenure. The
claimant dispatched a scowling kern, fortified with a

primitive shillalah, who delivered his message, punctuated

with thuds of his blackthorn on the gate (not the pate, in

this instance) of the putative vassal:

"Pav me m'rint, O'Toole! An' if y' don't I!"

The" addressed chieftain arose, muttering, "Sufferin'

sods !" smote his shield with the handiest weapon at the

moment, his fist, and thundered forth the.ultimatum

:

"I owe ye no rint, McFod ! An' if I did !

!"

Probably the "rint" is yet unpaid.

But though we do not desire to decide oracularly

whether it shall be Micropterus Dolomieu, K. C.

B., and Micropterus Salmoides, Esq., or vice versa, there

i^ no reason why the interested parties themselves should

not thresh out the subject. The opportunity to overhear

such an interesting discussion was afforded us one day

I&st summer at Greenwood Lake, where both species of the

fresh-water bulldog occur. A more charming environ-

ment could not easily be found. Here nature emptied her

horn of plenty long ago, and still sits smiling amid the

beauties she has lavislied. Doubtless there be lakes as

blue and as placid as Greenwood, but with a more con-

sciotts, tricked-out insistence; there may be embosoming
hills clad in more luxuriant summer verdure, but you
shall find them in the infected air of the tropics; and the

Greenwood hills in their autumn dress are unsurpassable.

For the true sportsman, whose avocation is but a peg

whereon to hang, in the gallery oi his memory, pictures

whose appeal is as varied to the mental as to the physical

eye, this is an enchanted land. True, the mountain-fed
waters do not now so teeem with their pristine life ; the

deer have been buffaloed, if we may be permitted the

word, and the drum of the ruffed grouse and the fife of

Bob White do not stir the blood so frequently as they

did when Frank Forester trod the Warwick woodlands.
But her majesty the lake is to-day as fair, and her sur-

rounding knights, the hills, are still as majestic and ob-

sequious in their bravery, throwing their gorgeous mantles

at her feet, as was Sir Walter when, with the gesture

of a king, he spread his cloak beneath the foosteps of

his queen.
It was in these slirroundings that my guide and I lay

on a bank at the water's edge, one broiling summer
afternoon. The chorus of the birds was hushed. The
"drowsy hum" of insects fihed the air. Here and there a

dragon fly needled his gaudy length among the golden

A QUIET NOOK.
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globes of the pond lily that "lolls upon the wave," as it

does forever in Poe's exquisite line. Leaves turned their

pallid faces to the wilting sim as if beseeching him for

mercy. Great fleece clouds mirrored their snow in the

nether blue, or flung their giant shadows athwart the
hills. A breeze, dropping from its wings the sappy odors
of the woods, fluttered lightly on the surface of the lake.

"See !" cried John, suddenlyj "there's a big bass under
them lilypads."

A dark shadow glided through the anchoring stems. It

was a large-mouth bass.

"That fellow will go five pounds good," he added. "An'
by Christmas! there's another—a small-rnouth—he's a
two-pounder."
The second shadow seemed a little shy of the first. It

was quicker in its movements, but kept a respectful dis-

tance. Just then we heard from the floor of the lake—it

was shallow here—in snappy tones, the greeting:

"Hello, Stumpy!"
"Howdy, Redeye! What air yew a-doin' here?" came

back the drawling answer, with an unmistakable implica-

tion of authority.
'

"Well," said the small-mouth, "the spring's been cold,

ROCKY POINT,
I
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an' I thought I'd lazy a spell like yerself an' take a look at

the sun."
"Hugh ! Yew did, naow," grunted tlie Oswegoan.
"How d'y' Stan' this hot weather, with all that fat on.

Stumpy ?"

"I hain't bin right smaart fer some days, young feller,

ef y' want t' kiTOw bad. Th' lake's purgin' ongodly, an' I

feel it alonger th' backbone—I hain't riz in a week, I

hain't. I'm thirsty more than common, an' I drink hke a
fisherman 1 Y' look ez chipper ez a yaller perch yerself."

He looked at the two-pounder enviottsly.

"Oh, yeh; I'm able to shake a fin, thanky—but you
cer'niy look pale aroun' the gills, ole man."
Redeye was rubbing it in, but the loquacious old fellow

had a failing conmion to the aged—he liked to talk about
his ailments.

"Like's not I do look kind o' bad- Whiskers, thet cat-

fish thet live in the hole at the maouth o' the crick, tol' me
last night I'd oughter git a niess'o' shiners t' ]5righten

up on."

"Why, say, yer back fin ain't on straight, Shorty, an'
y' got that greenery-yallery color on th' sides, from loafin*

rouo' weeds. You look fierce! What's the worst word?"

"Waal, I may look green an' I may look yaller, ez yew
say, but I feel blue. Ef I must tell, my health hev bin

pore sence I lose thet single o snelled hook thet stuck into

m'jaw, an' three foot o' double gut a draggin' onto it,

sence nigh onto a month. Yew seed it, hain't y' ? Waal,
I kind o' got use to it, I did. I drug it araoun' an[ drug
it araoun', an' when it rusted an' bruck off otito' a stump
a few days ago, I feel 1-o-n-e-some like. 'Pears t' me ez

ef I lose a fin." Here he rubbed his opercles gingerly

against a lily stem.

"Don't worry about that, Shorty," said Dolomieu, mov-
ing slyly away. "You'll soon get another single o into

that big gob o' yours."
Salmoides squared himself and set his sp'incs, biit did

not follow. He knew he was no match for his sprightly

half-brother in a swimming contest.

"Don't be so bristly, will y'? I didn't mean anythin'.

I'm sorry y're under the weather," And Redeye ventured

a little nearer.

"I don't take no stock in sich small fry ez yew, no
haow," replied Stumpy. "Yew hain't wuth a tin frawg !"

"You seem t' be 'quainted with tin frogs. Did y' ever

drop one down y'r fish car in a thunderstorm?"
"Say, mister fingerlin'," growled Stumpy, quivering

with unavailing rage,- his accent expanding in the heat of

excitement, "my maouth bawthers yew awful, don't it?

Ect's a handier maouth than yourn t' ketch reel live min-

nies into. Yew air stuck on yer shape big, hain't y' ? But
y' hain't no brook trout yerself, by a long fish line!"

"Now, see here. Stumpy, I don't want t' be too finical,

init y' mustn't use such spressions as 'stuck on youj- shape'

when addressin' me. I ain't used to it, an' I'll snub y' the

next time I meet y'." Redeye picked up some diminutive

substance from the sand, pebbled it out again with super-

cilious delicacy, and added: "Yoit're as vulgar as a

sucker, Shorty ! Did y' ever go t' school ?"

"School ! Hugh ! I bin jawstled araoun' into this here

lake tew much t' go t' school. I never sot fin in no
school, an' I hain't seed any."

"Then y' might 'a' hooked on to sornethin' from the

fishermen that come here, beside vulgarity an' tin frogs.

That's the way I polished up m' grammar an' icktyology

—ahem !"

"Wow ! Say, yew must 'a' swallered what thet do-

minie thet use t' fish here on Sundays, with a wooden
bait an' a bottle, calls a 'dictionairy.'

"

"Well, y' see. Stumpy," replied Redeye, without moving
a fin, "I'm a produc' o' fishculture." He turned in a flash,

darted forward, and snapped out "Scat! Scat!" at a re-

treating object.

"What air yCw a-scattin' about naow?" mquired

Stumpy, irritated. "Yew're wusser'n one o' these here

dawgfish."
"There's that ugly catfish jtist been here," said Redeye,

i-eturning.

"Caatfish ! Say, hain't yew got sence enough into yer

head t' know that no caatfish is a-comin' into this shaller

water this time o' day? Thet's Spikey, the pick'rel,

snootin' 'raoun' them weeds fer a minnie. Caatfish ! Oh !

Glob-glob ! Glub-glub !" laughed the hulking fellow, roll-

ing on his side, his gills rising and falling. "Yew bin t'

school an' learn codology or sornethin', yew hev! Oh,

glob, glub ! My sides ! I'll bust sornethin' a-lafin'."

"I ain't used t' these weeds," explained Redeye, weakly,

"an' I didn't look sharp."

"Oh ! Ho ! Glub-glob ! Glob !" came the fat, bubblmg
laughter again. "Yew hain't the only fresh fish thet's

chock full o' book learnin', an' hain't got ez much^nat'ral

gumption ez a phantom minnie! I knowed slews o' fish, I

did, what mout be ketchin' spinners to-day ef they leave

these here fly-books alone. Oh, glob-glob!"

This outburst riled Dolomieu. The fire flashed vicious-

ly in his eye. His spines bristled "like quills upon the

fretful porcupine." Round and round Salmoides he

rushed, as a predatory street arab capers around an apple
.

cajt, not daring to approach within striking distance of

the enraged Greek; or. to change to a more appropriate

metaphor, like a swift cruiser about a sluggish
_
battle-

ship. The large-mouth merely turned within his own
length, slowly, head to the enemy.

"Ain't you done chawin' of your mouth yet?' Redeye

burst out. "When that gullet o' yours is open, y'r head's

off an' the lake's afire ! If I could throw a grain o' salt

on y'r tail, vou'd grow up t' be a jewfishi Y' look flab-

bier than a' piece o' pork rind after a' evenin's fishin'.'

He was forgetting his boasted good manners under the

barb of wounded vanity.
' The five-pounder also began to lose his head at this

Billingsgate, and started in to plow water. "Yew'll call

me names oncet tew often, yew little blaack trash! I'll

rip—
—" He stopped short, his prow toward the shore

where we were lying.

"What y' starin' at. Stump?" asked Redeye, surprised.

"Y' look as scary as Goggles, the wall-eyed pike
!"

"Gosh all sinkers!" heaved out the huge one in great

alarm. "They's Jawhn Smith, the guide, a-sittin' on to

that bank, right there
!"

"Tohn Smith! Y' don't say!"

Both turned tail instantly and fled to the shelter of the

further pads. We could still discern the two shadows,

however, and hear the voices gurghng upward. Fear of

their common enemy settled their squabbles temporarily.

Thev drew closer together.

"Do vou know John, too?" said Redeye.

"Do I know Jawhn ! Yes, yes I Jawhn come mOuty

near givin' me the gapes, oncet upon a time, he did ! It

were the wuss turn I ever hev I"

"How'd it happen?"
"Waal, it were this-a-wayi This June, one fine morn-

in', an' a ripple onto the lake, I sot eyes on Jawhn drappin'

into his boat an' sneakin' aout t' fish, all by his lonesome.

He were castin' a small frawg on a six-ounce fly-rawd.

Yew seed him do it, hain't y' ? Naow. thinks I, y' hain't

a-gittin' no riz outen me t'-day, Jawhn! Waal, he kep

a-wavin' an' a-wavin' thet little rush o' hisn, like a strip

uv eel grass, an' I were tempted, I were, to foiler him up

an' see him ketch some fool fish on to it, livin' in hopes, I

were, thet a loose frawg niout jump overboard outen his

frawg car. 'Long about 'leven o'clawk. Vane come along,

tew, an' I git kind o' kerflummixed with the tew boats, I

reckon; an' I were feelin' terrible hongry by then, doin'

nawthin' but follerin' all day. E'mi)''haow, I were just

behind a big stump, front o' Jawhn's raft, when I see a

pice, bright- frawg a-floppin' an' a-skitterin' an' a-shakin'
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of his legs fer home, perpetual. Slosh—0! I sez, an'

struck thet frawg like a musskylunge."
"Did y' get the frog?" asked Redeye, eagerly.

"Did I git th' frawg ! Yes, yes ! I git th' frawg, I did,

an' a heap more t' boot! I struck thet frawg, head fust,

an' run thirty foot t' swaller him, an' all t' wunst some-
thin' hit me a jab in the jaw an' sock me tew good foot

offen bottom,"
"Did y' spit him out?"
"I couldn't spit nawthin' out, I tell y' ! Thet air frawg

were tied tew a string, he were, an' Jawhn Smith were at

t'other end on it."

"Snells alive! How'd y' pull out, Stumpy?"
"Waai, I med fer the stump an' got snarled 'raound it,

kind o', an' busted the gut near the line—it were some
frayed, I reckon—an' thet were the same snelled hook I

drap t'other day !"

Before Stumpy finished relating his thrilling adventure
a small sunfish had stolen to the edge of the lilj'pads.

When Stumpy got his eye on the intruder, he swung his

helm hard aport instanter, headed for him, and opened
with his usual interrogative broadside:

"Say, Sunny, what air yew a-doin' here? This hain't

no plaace fer the likes o' yew. I guess y' sort o' like the

sun, but yew'U find this here summer resort a leetle tew
hot ! Me an' Redeye is a-havin' a quiet talkee, an' we
don't want no disruption !" He waved his tail threaten-

ingly.

"You'd better take Stumpy's advice," admonished Red-
eye. "Paddle along now, Sunny—swimmin's good !"

The sunfish did not wait for a third invitation.

"Say," said Stumpy, weaving himself again into the pat^

tern of the lily stems, with the important manner in which
an obiter dictum is usually delivered, "say, them sunnies

is cu'r'us little cusses."

"Yeh," assented Redeye, just tickling the old fellow's

side with his tail tip, "they think themsel's some punkin
seed."
"Waal," continued Stumpy, "ez I were a-sayin' when

thet little tadpole disrupted me, Jawhn's ez slick ez a

mother eel, an' y' don't ketch this here 'specimen o' the

CASTING FOR BLACK BASS. ^
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finny tribe* ez yew say, a-foiler in' of his boat no more.

But, say, hain't yew had no hair-bread escapes, Redeye?"

"Only one. Stumpy, when I took a scarlet-ibis off a fly-

fisherman last year; but I shook'm out on the second

jump."
"I hain't much on th' jump m'self. Gimme a stump, or

a lawg, or a bunch o' weeds, an' I'll tear loose tew outen

three times, ev'ry sqush. But talkin' o' flies, yew wuz
on to the beds when y' took thet air red-headed fly, I

reckon?"
"I was that—early in June, in fly time, before the law

was changed."
, , , ^ ,

' "Flies don't bawther me much, but on the beds 1 11 fight

'any ole thing,' ez them Npo York still-fishers sez. Our
beds hev got-tew-be-purtected, Redeye—sot thet down
oncet fer all. I tell y', I hain't skeered uv a wooden spin-

ner an' thirteen hooks on to it, in spawnin' time."

"The law allows only three hooks on 'em now, an' they

don't ketch to yer outsides so offen ; but I don't want one

of the flyin' devils stuck into my gullet, anyhow!" said

Dolomieu, with a tremor. "I like mine soft, thank y'

!

What are you takin' now, Stumpy? What grub are y'

livin' off?"

"Waal, a little of anythin' I kin git, but mostly mmmes
an' daubsons. I'm a great favoryte o' daubsons, I am—

I

like daubsons, special."

"Dobsons? I call 'em hellgrammites," corrected Red-

eye, unable to keep from showing off his "book learnin'."

Stumpy resented this display of pedantry. His caudal

twitched angrily. "Yew do, naow?" he drawled.
^
"Waal,

say, I don't keer what the cuss word yew call 'em, I'll

call 'em daubsons. They taste jest as good, an' they air

good tew, I'll tell y'." He snapped his jaws together, half

in warning, half in appreciation. "I wish I hed a nice

bunch o' daubsons or nightwalkers, right naow !"

"How would a plump young frog go ?"

"Naow, say, thet hits me tew a tender spawt! This here

pouch o' mine's a-gittin' terrible slack. Ef I see a frawg

naow, I'd show y' what a riz looks like—I kin make the

water bile ! I heerd a fisherman say oncet thet yew fellers

fit like one o' these here salmon when y' wuz hooked, but

y' don't rise tew a frawg good."

"Let's throw 'em a live frog," said John, "and see who
gets it."

He took one from the frog box and threw it on the lily-

Immediately the water began to "bile' wickedly enough

to cook the amphibian while they waited. Stumpy's curved

bronze shot out of the lake, and he jumped clear over the

frog, to take it head first, but missed it. Redeye came up

beneath his rival, in the twinkling of an eye, sucked in

deftly, rather than pounced on, the frightened victim, and
made a run out to deeper water with his prey, while the

old man sulked in the pads, poising his bulk between two
roots. When Redeye had pouched the frog, he returned

T,varily, feeling his way. He knew he had committed the

unpardonable sin.

"Yum, yum, Stumpy!" said he, playing with fire, "that
frog goes good, an' there ain't no string tied to him
neither."

"I knowed I'd miss him," said Stumpy, keeping his eye
on the victor. "I'm all upsot sence I lose thet snelled
hook o' Jawhn's, I tell y'."

"Sour minners !" retorted Redeye. "You always was
thick, ole greeny, but how did you miss him—^with—that

—

big
"

Redeye had the last word, but it was lost in the mad
race for life to the depths beyond, where, we are glad
to say, "strikes" are sometimes arbitrated.

Split Bamboo.

Random Notes of an Angler.

The Tatttog as a Sportsman's Fish.

Among my friends is a gentleman who devotes most
c.f the time that can be spared from his business to hunt-
ing and fishing. He is an expert with rod and gun, and
is an enthusiastic and thorough sportsman in every way,
except that he prefers to catch tautog with a hand line

rather than with rod and reel.

This trait in his character—I call it crankiness—I have
never been able to change. In vain have I quoted from
angling books and sporting papers and given him my own
experience and that of others who enjoy fishing for this

species with rod and rather light tackle ; he simply shrugs
his shoulders, or laughs good naturedly at my argu-
ments, declares that the way he fishes is the only fit way to

catch tautog, and goes out in his boat early in the morn-
ing, anchors over his favorite ledges, and pulls up his

two or three pounders hand over hand, like so many cod
or haddock. Well, I suppose "a willfu man mun gang his

ain gait," and if my friend will not be convinced, it is

nobody's business but his own, but it is a great pity that
he loses such a lot of capital sport as he does every
season.

Now I do not claim that the tautog is pre-eminently a
game fish when compared with the salmon, bass and
squeteague, but that it is capable of affording most ex-
cellent sport with rod and reel there are hosts of anglers
who will testify.

On a rather stifiish bait rod a four or five pound tautog
will, if hooked in rough water, give an angler all he
wants to attend to before it is landed. While the tautog
is as a rule a bottom fish, it does not always restrict it-

self thus, for I have repeatedly taken them in breakers in

which even the striped bass would have to "hustle" to

keep in safe water.

Time and again have I fished from ledges and rocky
shores for these fish when breakers six or eight feet high
were dashing all around me, and the tautog found no
difficulty in "stemming the tide" and in seizing my baited
hook as it moved about in the foaming water. And then
what a battle ensued! The tautog does not make such
wild runs as does the striped bass, but it is an immensely
muscular fish—examine one and note how broad and
thick it is—and when it starts to go it generally goes, and
the angler needs to handle his captive with good judg-
ment or it will break away.

Frequently have I had my line taken out twenty or
more yards at a run, and have had this repeated before
my fish was landed.

The gait was not a fierce one, but there was a dogged
determined pull, such as no ordinary line, if not running
from a reel, could withstand.
The worst trick that this fish has is to carry the hook

(the second one) beneath shelving rocks or in holes be-
tween jagged points of ledges, in which it becomes
fastened and the fish escapes.

As to Tackle.

For tautog fishing my favorite rod is a split bamboo
ten feet in length and weighing about eight ounces; the

tip is stiff enough to be available for bait-casting and
pliable enough to afford a proper degree of sportsmanlike

play in handling a good fish.

For reel I have found that a substantial click reel, such
as I have described in a previous article as a salmon reel,

but smaller, is better than a multiplier. I know very
well that there are anglers who will not agree with me in

this, men who believe that a multiplier is the reel for surf

fishing, for the reason that it permits one to take up line

more quickly than an ordinary reel does, but I have seen

so many accidents from the use of the former, have seen

tangled lines, and dogged reels and lost fish, and "lan-

guage" that I will "hae none o' them."
For a line I have settled down to using one of linen

rather than one of braided silk, such as is used by many
other anglers.

For hooks, the kind sold in the tackle stores under
the name of blackfish or tautog hooks are undoubtedly

the best; care should be taken to have them well tied on
strong, doubly twisted gut, and when two hooks are

used one should be set at least six inches above the other.

It is well to have a variety of sizes along and a supply of

Nos. 3 to 10 will suffice to meet any and all emergencies.

A swivel sinker is preferable to any other in surf or

breakers, but if bottom still-fishing is followed the tracing

sinker through which the line moves freely is the better

one. I am inclined to believe that the tracing sinker is

not valued as it should be by most bait-fishermen. With
the ordinary sinker which often rests on the bottom the

fisherman does not feel the bite unless the sinker is

dragged along; but with the tracing sinker the weakest

bite is felt, for the reason that the line moves in response

Vvithout any check whatever from the sinker.

While the tautog usually prefers a rocky bottom and
loves to lurk among reefs and ledges and about sunken
wrecks, it does not limit itself to such surroundings, for

it is taken on great stretches of sandy bottom in Long
Island Sound.

In former days it grew to a considerably larger size

than is taken now, fish weighing ten or twelve pounds
then being common, while in recent years a five-pounder

is a rarity.

Scott in his "Fishing in American Waters" says that

"The blackfish, or tautog, is not to be disdained by the

disciple of rod and reel. Though he is eminently a con
mercial fish, yet a tide-runner of his family which weigh
from eight to twelve pounds makes such dips and runs as
try both the angler and his tackle. A somewhat cele-

brated Senator of Rhode Island (Burlingame) used an-
nually to spend several summer weeks in fishing for
tautog with an artistically rigged hand hne. He sculledi

his boat to the edge of the tide, on the bank between a

rapid current and nearly slack water, and near an islet or
reef of rocks in the Seconnet River, where the water is

about fifteen feet deep, anchored his punt firmly, stand-
ing up in the stern, and cast some seventy-five feet of

line, armed with two hooks about two feet from the
sinker, and baited with clam. In this way I have known
him to take one hundred pounds of tautog in one hour."
The tautog has not only diminished in size, but it has

decreased in numbers very considerably also. In Prof.',

Baird's report of the Rhode Island hearing which
alluded to in my last article, I find quite voluminous evi-

dence from fishermen relating to the diminishing supply
of these fish.

One witness stated that compared with the fishing twen-
ty years ago, under the same conditions, the number oi

tautog caught now (1871) would not be more than one-'

eighth as many. He said that he used to go outside for

his fishing -principally, his car holding from 100 to 15c

pounds. In the ordinary condition of weather he could
fill it and be home by 9 o'clock in the morning, but now
twenty years later, fishing the same time, under the samt
conditions and on the same ground, if he got twenty-fivt

pounds of fish, he considered he was doing well.

Another witness said that when he was a boy he used
to see men who followed tautog fishing go off early ir

the morning, and come back with as many as they coulc
sell by 7 or 8 o'clock in the forenoon; now one cannor
get any to sell by going all day.

Among more recent data I find in the report of the

Massachusetts Commissioners of Inland Fisheries anc
Game for 1900 that the total catch in that State of tautog
in all pounds, weirs and seines in 1900, was only 12,473
while the average annual catch for the nineteen years
1882 to igoo, inclusive, was 63,802.

The catch for 1895 was entirely phenomenal, it being

recorded as 436,090. If we omit this and strike an aver-

age for the other eighteen years, we find that it is 43,119
or considerably more than three times the entire catct

for 1900.

The food of the tautog is varied and consequently thi

angler is not confined to only one or two kinds of bait ; i'

is fond of small mussels, which it strips from the rocks
and sea clams, crustaceans, such as fiddler crabs, hermi
and sand crabs, and small lobsters are greedily eaten by it

To small lobsters it is very destructive, as the following

example will show;
"A fisherman put a tautog which weighed half a pounc

in a lobster car in which there Were three hundred pound;
of living lobsters. It was kept in the car from the firs

of May to the end of October, six months, when it hac
destroyed all the lobsters and weighed three-quarters 0
a pound,"*
The bait which I use in preference to all others is

small crab such as is found hiding in the shale or beneatl
the rocks on the shore, and which may readily be obtaine*
by turning over the rocks when the tide has gone out
I have found them so abundant at times that one hundrec
or more could be obtained on a stretch of shore not ove
ten rods in length. Little fellows they are, about an inc)
in diameter, but they make a most capital lure. The hoo!
is passed through them from belly to back, care bein|
taken not to crush them more than is absolutely neces
sary. If a number of these are captured, they may be kep
in damp sea weed, in which they will live a long time.
The tautog is pretty abundant in most of the watel

which surrounds Long Island, and is taken in many lo
calities in Long Island Sound and Fisher's Islant
Sound. It is a favorite market fish in New England, an<
is found along the New Jersey shore as far south as Dela
ware Bay, and although it is generally a near-shore fish, i'

is often captured on the ocean banks off Sandy Hook.
It is not a free-swimming, wide-ranging fish like thi

bluefish, bass and squeteague, but makes its summer hom.'
in a given locality, from which it moves only on the ap
proach of very cold weather, when it goes out into deepe
water, where, like the striped bass, it hibernates in th
mud or beneath shelving rocks until spring returns.
One of the interesting peculiarities of the tautog is it

inability to endure very cold weather, there being mam
instances on record of its having frozen to death unde"
the water, the inside of the fish becoming a lump of icei

Although in New England the tautog is most abundan
south of Cape Cod, it is found in many localities along
the shore from Provincetown to Cape Ann.

I have had good tautog fishing from the rocky shore a'

Eastern Point, Gloucester; have taken quite a number a'

Nahant, and have known of many being caught at Cohas'
set and from the bridge that crosses the river betweei'
Quincy Point and East Weymouth. At the first-nameci

locality the fishing is done from the rocks, a strong, heavAj

rod being used, and the bait cast out into the surf anc
allowed to sink near the bottom. But at Weymoutf
bridge, unless one fishes from a boat, a hand line is neces-
sary, it being almost impossible to save one of the heavj
fish by lifting it with a rod. On one occasion, at Easti
ern Point, while fishing with two baits, I hooked a heav}
fish, which darted at once beneath a rock and fastened tht

other hook securely. For several minutes it remainec
firmly fixed, and the prospect seemed good for losing botll

fish and tackle, when it suddenly became released, and the

discover}^ was then made that another large. fish had taken
the disengaged bait and was hooked.

For a quarter of an hour they gave me all I could at

tend to, but the steady strain of the rod proved too 'mucl

for them, and they' were finally led into a quiet cove
where the landing net soon secured them.

They were very dark-colored fish, almost a deep bluf

black; they weighed four and one-half and five pound;
respectively, and wre as handsome a pair as one wil

now find in a season's fishing.

Edward A. Samuels.
[10 BE OOKTimTlB.]

• Report of V. S. Com. of Fiiherics, I871-JS78.
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^A^ New Whitefish,
'

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last issue I notice that yotlr able correspondent.

Mr. E. T. D. Chambers, of Quebec, quotes the finding of

a new whitefish in the waters of Lake Simcoe, and that it

has been identified bj' Dr. Bensley as Coregomis lahra-

doriciis, or at least that its characteristics approach more
closely to that form than to any other. As I had some-
thing to do with the identification of this little fish, I feel

for the sake of science that we ought to place it where it

belongs before the public, for already the best scientists in

fishery matters have recorded its existence as Coregomis
richardsonii.

These fish up to a year ago were classed as herrings

by the local fishermen about Lake Simcoe, and nothing

was thought of it until some Scotchman said that he knew
they were Loch Fyne herrings such as he had so often

seen in the old countr3^ This opinion was given as an
item of interest in the Toronto Globe, where it met my
eye. Of course, I knew that such an opinion must be
wrong, for probably Loch Fyne herrings would not live

in fresh water, so I at once wrote to Mr. S. T. Bastedo to

see if he could have a specimen sent to me. Apparently
last season he could not get one for me, although he had
Dr. Bensley to examine a specimen. This spring, how-
ever, he w-as good enough to have three of the little fish

sent to me from Barrie. I saw at once that it belonged to

the Coregomis family. However, I was not able to satis-

fy myself as to its particular identity, so I forwarded a

specimen to Dr. H. M. Smith, of the U, S. Fish Commis-
sion at Washington, who has so ably written up some of

the small whitefishes of Lake Erie. He very promptly
acknowledged its receipt and stated that he and Dr. Ever-
mann were surprised to find that it proved to be a speci-

men of Coregonus richardsonii, and said that as far as
they knew it was the only recorded specimen beside the
type fish, and that they were very anxious for more
specimens.

I believe the type fish are dried specimens in the British
Museum, and they were named after John Richardson, a
noted author on subjects of natural history.

Gunther, Cat VI., 185, 1866, says "its exact locality is

unknown."
The fish is found associating with the common fresh-

water herrings in Lake Simcoe, and the fishermen say
that it is not found at all in the adjacent waters. It sel-

doin reaches more than a pound in weight, and is a most
delicious fish for the table, being much finer and better
flavored than its big relative, Coregomis clupeiformis. It

is said that at certain seasons it will take the hook freely
and rnany are caught in that way, but they are mostly
taken in nets with the herring.

G. A. MacCatxum.
London. July 28.

Ncw England Fishing:.

SdstON, July 2§;—Coftespofidents in Maine are in

eiirttest about something being done to prevent too much
fishing. The law permitting the sending out of ten
p(5unds of fish is beiiig assailed by the more thinking, and
legislation will doubtless be asked to make a change. Box
after box of fish goes out over the lines of railways tap-
ping the fishing resorts. The express companies have not
a Word to say j it is money to them. If information is

Rsked concerning the number of boxes they forward, they
l:ave tione to give. The tone of the letters is that fishing

in Maine is doomed ; is .slowh^ being reduced to the posi-
tion of that of the Adirondacks. Severe restrictions of
excessive fishing can only save the fish from being too
soon exhausted.
Mr. E. C. Stevens, of Boston, fishing at Lake Dun-

rnore, Salisbury, Vt., sends out one of his scores : Four
pickerel, 6%, 4. 3^ and 2 pounds; three bass, 3, 2 and i

pound. The monster pickerel, for w^hich that lake is

famous, have not yet come to Mr. Stevens' net, but a
more peculiar catch has. Mr. Austin L. Baker, of Bos-
ton, and Mr. Stevens' fishing companion, has caught a
live mink in that net. Another big salmon was landed
at Lake Auburn the other day. Mr. N. G. Manson, of
Camp Leatherstocking, Ridiardson Lake, writes me of a
day of experiences. On the carry between the two ponds,
Big Richardson and Pepperpot, a bear that must have
weighed four hundred pounds, was seen. At the pond
Mr. Manson caught a trout weighing fully five

pounds, the largest trout on record from that pond.
Eight deer were sighted on the same afternoon. Mr. Man-
son writes that he is in a first-class fishing and shooting
country : the only drawback is the fact of the great
amount of poaching that is constantly carried on in that
section, with no warden nearer than Rangeley village,

nearly twenty miles away. Mill Brook, flowing from the
Richardson ponds, was legally closed several years ago,
but the Commissioners have neglected to post the brook,
and nobody pays any attention to the law. The same con-
ditions exist in regard to Metaluc Brook, flowing into the
same lake, several miles below. Capt. Fred C. Barker
looks out for Bemis Stream, flowing into Mooselucmagun-
tic Lake at Bemis. He employs out of his own pocket a
man to watch "the spring" or natural hatchery up that
stream, or the brook that joins it, every fall. In the bot-
tom of the spring, about fifteen feet in diameter, hundreds
of trout may be seen any day in the spawning season, the
bottom fufl of spawn. It is easy to see that this care of
that spring does more to keep up the supply of trout in
that lake than any restocking that has ever been done by
the Commission. The building of a fishway from Moose-
hicmaguntic Lake up into Rangeley Lake is being agi-
tj.ted, and late reports say that it is to be done, Nobody
dares mention the building of a fishway at the LTpper Dam',
where the need is much greater. Two priests were appre-
hended by Game Warden Templeton at Jackman, Me.,
last week for fishing Parlin Stream, which is closed to
all fishing. The Rev. Joseph Forest and the Rev. John
Blair were caught fishing there by the warden. It cost
the Rev. Forest $50. he paying all the bills.

Belgrade Lake, Me., has the reputation of being great
for black bass. There is a story out that Monday over
2.500 bass were taken, and five trout, the largest weighing-
0t pounds. While J. L. Ogden, of Newark, N.

J., was

playing a small bass there, it was seized and swallowed by

a big pickerel. Mr. Ogden had considerable sharp work
to land the pickerel on a six-ounce fly-rod. Charles

Peeling, of Ncw York, has two mounted trout hung in the

ofiice of the Belgrade, one weighing 8 pounds 14 ounces,

the other 7 pounds 8 ounces. Continued cool and wet

weather has caused the fly-fishing to hold out remark-
ablj'^ well at Moosehead; it is as good as it was three

weeks ago, the height of the usual season. At Haines
Landing Mr. Dexter C. Tiffany, of New York, has lately

taken salmon of 4^^, 4, 3|4 and pounds, and trout of

5^ and ^Yz pounds. New Hampshire fishermen are hav-

ing great sport with bass in Ashquam and other waters.

W. H. Thompson, of Chelsea, and H. H. Howard, of

Worcester, caught a string Tuesday weighing 17^^

pounds. At Newfound Lake, a few catches of lake trout

are still being made, the largest lately by Master Carl

Bradden, weighing loYz pounds. Congressman Frank D.
Currier, of Canaan, recently took a string of thirty fine

trout from the brooks near Dorchester. The Pemigewas-
set River is also yielding some good strings.

Boston, July 26.—Boston trout fishermen continue to

make some good catches. C. A. Mentzer and W. J. Lamb
recently made a trout fishing trip to Hancock, Vt., to a

brook that Mr. Mentzer is acquainted with. They struck

a good pitch of water for trout^ and made a score_ of about

ninety, some of good size for brook trout. As is almost

ever the case nowadays, the camera went with them, and
some pictures that they treasure were made. Another
Boston trout fisherman—it is not best to give his full name
for obvious reasons—went to a town in New Hampshire
one day a couple of weeks ago, where he was to meet a

fishing friend and try a trottt brook that the friend knew
about. Our Boston man did not know the country very

well and had never been to the brook. He arrived at his

friend's place at night. The friend could not go afishing

the next day. Important business had come up and
must be attended to. But the Boston fisherman could

take his team and drive to the brook and fish that day,

and both would go next day. The directions to find the

brook were quite explicit: "Drive to the second turn in

the road and turn to the left, then to the first turn and
turn to the tight, then to the forks of the road and go up
a hill," etc. Our fisherman drove and drove, about as

directed. Soon he came to a brook. He rigged his tackle

and began to fish. The trottt bit remarkably well and
were of good size. Soon he caught a fish that did not
look like a trout ; one of a sort he had never seen. He
caught another of the same sort, and then another. He
filled his creel with handsome fish, and concluded that it

was time to go back to his friend's house. He reached
there much pleased with his luck. His friend looked the

basket over, and began to look rather pale. "Keep those

fish out of sight for heaven's sake. You've been on the

wrong brook. Those are landlocked salmon, That brook
is closed to all fishing, and if the wardens find out that

you have caught them, they will cost you $10 apiece, beside

the cost of prosecution !" The jaw of our fisherman
dropped, and he felt like starting for Boston by next train.

The brook was really posted, but he had waded right in

the middle, and was so interested in fishing that he
neither looked to the right or left, and did not see the

signs.

Secretary L. Dana Chapman says that fishing continues
good at the Megantic preserve. The cool, wet weathel"

has prolonged the fishing remarkably. Restocking has
also done much to help the sport there, beside the prac-
tice of fishing with the fly only, and that of returning all

fish not needed to the water alive. L. O. Crane has made
another record at Big Island Pond, a trout weighing 2
pounds 10 ounces.

Fishing has held out well at Lake Auburn, Me. Sev-
eral good salmon were taken there on Tuesday last. One
was caught by Frank Merrill, one by Mr. Thompson, and
a third by Mrs. Curtis, of Boston, who has been a guest
at Mr. Merrill's. I am not aware that these people used
anything but the ordinary rigging, but I have it from
good authority that local fishermen in that lake use a
big spinner made at a tin shop, which the salmon take.

;
Special.

Captwfe of an Ocean Sunfish.

There was captured last Saturday near Seabright, N. J.,

a specimen of the ocean sunfish, an extremely curious but
not very rare fish.

The sunfish is known to science as Orthagorisciis mola;
it has a compressed disc-shaped body, no tail at all, but
very long dorsal and anal fins. The sunfishes grow to be
seven or eight feet long, and about the same breadth, and
weigh from 600 to 800 pounds. They are found in the
Mediterranean, on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean, and
have been taken on the coasts of California and Japan.
Their distribution is general throughout temperate and
tropical seas.

The sunfish has no economic value. Its flesh is thin
and tasteless, and when cooked separates into oil and
bunches of tough fibers. However, the fishermen of Cape
Cod sometimes make from the livers an oil which is

highly prized as a remedy for sprains and bruises.
Nothing seems to be known of the time or place of the

breeding of this species, but the young are occasionally
taken.

The sunfish gains its name from its habit of floating on
the surface of the water, with fins partly exposed. They
are con.spicuous objects when seen in this position, and
are often captured and brought to cities, where they are
exhibited as curiosities.

The river has been higher this month than usual at this

season, and the fishing was spoiled for the time being by
the heavy storms of July 18-20, when the stream ros&
several feet.

At Hale's Eddy the pool of that name is well known
among anglers, and I am told good catches are made there

every year. The village is five miles below Deposit.

Boats can be hired, but I have seen few persons trolling

on this part of the river. The local anglers stick to their

barnyard hackle, and perhaps for this reason they catch
more catfish than bass.

The best bass pool I have seen on the West Branch is

less than two miles above Hancock. It is adjacent to the
railway and may be approached from that side of the
stream. One can fish from shore there by casting, as a
series of ledges extend into the pool. Above these is a
fall, in the tail of which, I am told, some famous catches
of bass have been made. The water is deep and full of
eddying currents. A nearer pool may be reached from
Flancock by way of the road to Deposit, which passes
nearby. This pool is also deep and dark, full of ledges
where game fish can hide. It can be fished from the west
bank by casting, and from a boat. Below it the river is

swift, but deep for a long distance, even to Hancock.
One who wishes to fish the West Branch can find lodg-

ing at very reasonable rates in Hancock or Deposit, and
the farmers along the river are accommodating and will

no doubt find bed and board for the angler.

Perry D. Frazer.
Stockport, N, Y., July 21.

A Morehea<d City Shaft.

KiNSTON, N. C, July 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Herewith is a clipping from the Raleigh News and Ob-
server of to-day. Take it for what it is worth

:

"MoREHEAD City, N. C, July 25.—The largest shark
that was ever caught in these waters was to-day landed
by Mr. Russell J. Coles, of Danville, Va., with a rod
and reel after a most desperate fight, and before the shark
was finally killed he was shot twenty times with a heavy
revolver. Mr. Coles used 600 feet of No. 36 Cuttyhunk
line on a heavy tarpon reel with short trolling rod, and
his boatman had to hold him in the boat when he was
trying to check the fierce rushes of the shark.

"After the shark was killed six men were unable to lift

him- from the water, and he was finally hauled up by block
and tackle after several failures, as his great weight broke
the first chain that was used.

"The shark is twelve and one-half feet long and his

w'eight estimated to be over i,20o pounds.
"Dr. Milligan, of the Government Fish Commission

boat. Fish Hawk, says that he has fished all over the
world, and that he does not believe that as heavy a fish

as this was ever caught on rod and reel in the world
before.

"Mr. Coles is justly proud of his great catch and has
had him photographed and will preserve his skin."

This will be of interest to tarpon and tuna fishers who
are prepared to believe it. To those whose credulity is

not in good working order, it will doubtless prove in-

teresting from an entirely different point of view.
Having lost several costly lines fishing for sheepshead

down there, I am prepared to take it all in and hope that
"it is the fish of my acquaintance.

T. H. Faulkner,

Adirondack Notes*

Louis Wat.so, the Wabannake Indian, who years ago
was a successful guide, died recently at his home at North
River, aged about eighty-one years. Very few of the old-
time guides are left. Mr. Watso belonged to a genera-
tion of men mostly of lasting remembrance. All who
knew any of them will wish that each may find his

"eternal camp" in the "happy hunting grounds."
Fred Bird and Frank Fuller, two young men raised

at Blue Movmtain Lake, this week visited a pond some
mJles away and returned with thirty-five pounds of
brook trout. Bird handled the raft while Fuller cast the
flies. The trout were nearly all taken in one day, and
Fuller was lame and sore from the exercise. One trout
was twelve inches long and the average weight was
aboirt one-quarter pound. It was a fine catch, and the
boys were heartilj' congratulated. They also reported
seeing twelve deer on the trip.

The weather continues wet. Juvenal.

Fistiing: in the Delaware West Branch.

The fishing in the West Branch of the Delaware River
near Deposit, N. Y., has been fair recently until July 17,
v-hen heavy rains roiled the water somewhat for a day.
After that some fair catches were made just below this
village. The river at this point has at different times
been stocked with both black bass and wall-eyed pike fry,

but I have heard of none of the latter fish being taken
during my stay in this vicinity. Some fair-sized black
bass were caught last week. Good catches have been
made in Oquaga Lake, two and a half miles distant in
the hills. Bass, wall-eyed pike and tropt ^re found there.

The New Jersey Coast*

Newark, N. J., July 28.—Since my last letter hut little

of interest to the surf angler has been presented. While
a few bass of large size have been taken at Deal Beach
and at Avon, the catches have been so far between that
interest has been on the wane at all times. The prize
so far is to the credit of Niart Rogers, weight 26^4
pounds. Last Sunday a school of weakfish broke in shore
in pusuit of a school of butterfish. Those on the shore
who were properly equipped had a gala day, as many
specimens weighing from 5 to 8 pounds each were pre-
sented. I have made a personal review of the entire ocean
front between Atlantic Highlands and Barnegat City, and
the results are as above reported—but few bass, no blue-
fish and weakfish only of small size in the bays'and rivers,

Leonard Hulit.

''The Earth Is Our Own/'
The eartli is ours? Nay, tenants are we all,
Tenants at will of unreknting fate;
Even now, before life's opening outer gate

They stand, to whom the earth full soon will fall.

Theirs are the streams ye drain for fancied needs,
The trees ye fell, and leave a place of death
Instead of forests with their healing breath,

The falls that vanish to exploit your deeds.

What will ye answer, when of you they ask,
"Where is the beauty which you held in trust?
What use to us these heaps of goJden dust.

With earth a prison where we do our task?"
—Ninette M, Ixiwst^r in N. Y, Sun.

Rock Elm, Wis,
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Ftaufcs.

BENCH SHOWS.
Sept. 811.—Toronto, Cati.—Twelfth annual show of the Toronto

Industrial Exposition. Fred Jacobi, Sec'y.

Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show.
John W. Bacon, Treas.
Oct. 8-tl.—Dallas, Tex.—Fifth annual show of the Texas Kennel

Club. Geo. W. Clayton, Supt.
Oct. 21-24.—Frederick, Md.—Frederick County Agricultural So-

ciety's annual bench show. J. Roger McSherr}% Supt.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y-

Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association s

show. -M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 19.—Emmetsburg, la.—Iowa Field Trial Association's (mern-

ber of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials. Louis
Stuehmer, Sec'y, Emmetsburg, la.

Aug. 26.—Salem, S. D.—South Dakota Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) third annual trials.

E. H. Gregory, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sept. 2.—Inaugural trials of the Minnesota-North Dakota Field

Trial Association. Dr. W- A. Moore, Sec'y, St. Paul, Minn.
Sept. 4.—Carman, Man.—Sixteenth annual trials of the Manitoba

Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 11. , Man.-Fifth annual trials of the Brandon Kennel

Club. Dr. H. James F.lliott, Sec'y. Brandon, Man.
Sept. 11.—O'Neill, Neb.—Nebraska Field Trial Association's

inaugural chicken trials. M. H. McCarthy, Sec'y.

Oct. 20. ; .—Western Field Trial Association's second
annual trials. C. W. Buttles, Sec'y, Kansas City.

Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member
of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.

Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O.. Ohio.—Monoiigahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson. Sec'y.

Oct. 28.—Whitby Island, Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

E. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 3.—Robinson. III.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W,
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, HI.
Nov. 3.—Lake View. Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials

C. D. Stuart. Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (metti

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials,

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind,
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials

F. W. Smith. Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa^

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth

annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 17.—Glascow, Ky,—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F.
W. Samuel. Sec'y. Louisville. Ky.
Nov. 18.—Ruthven; Ont.^Fourth annual trials of the North

.\merican Field Trial CHib. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov, 20.—Manor. -L, I.-r-Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials, R. E.
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 24.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Banarhn. Sec'y.

Dec. 1.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—American Championship
Field Trial Cluli's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,

Richmond, V,3. ' '
_

Dec. 1. ,
—

. —.-Interstate Championship Field Trial

Association's seccJnd annual trials. C. D. Cooke, Sec'y.

Dec. 15.—HuntsviUe, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member
of the American Chamj>ionship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletchar, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.
Readebs are invited to send for this column any epitaph or

elegy of departed dogs of which they may have knowledge. We
continue the series from last week:

XI.—On the Death of a Lap-Dog Named Echo.

In wood and wild, ye warbling Ye jarring, screeching things

throng, around,

Y'out heavy loss deplore; Scream your discordant joys;

Now half-extinct your power of Now half your din of tuneless

song, _ sound
Sweet Echo is no more. With Echo silent lies.

—Robert Burns.

XII.—Lion.

[This may be neither epitaph nor elegy, but more of the nature
of an obituary; but it belongs with these rehearsals of the qualities

of deceased canines.]

Death of an Imported Dog.
To the Editor of the World:
A large Newfoundland dog departed this life at half-past three

this morning. Lion was the name of the terrific animal who was
the terror of the neighborhood, btit, alas, is no more, as he hath
"gone where the woodbine twineth." His voice, resembling
mufHed thunder, will sound no more along the silvery Potomac.
Weeping men and children ask themselves in vain, "Where art he?"
All of his many virtues may be expressed in the following words:
"He was a noble dog." He used to wander mid the sylvan forests,

and his clarion notes that echoed from crag to crag and were
listened to by an admiring neighborhood, are heard no more. "The
good die young," and so let it be with this noble, courageous
brute. Peace to his manes.
Mr. Editor, will you please insert this in your paper, as the dog

was known far and wide, and whose death we would like to' have
proclaimed by the leading papers of America and Europe. We
are much pleased with your paper. Pax Vobiscura.

Joseph Reinhakt.
Moler's, Jeff, County, W. Va.

XIIL—On Fop.

A dog belonging to Lady Throckmortoni Augustj 1792.

Though once a puppy, and though Fop by name,

Here moulders one whose bones some honor claim.

I No sycophant, although of spaniel race,

And though no hound, a martyr to the chase;

Ye squirrels, rabbits, leverets, rejoice!

Your haunts no longer echo to his voice;

This record of his fate exulting view,

He died worn out with vain pursuit of you.

"Yes," the indignant shade of Fop replies,

"And Worn with vain pursuit man also dies.''

r—William Cowper,

XIV.—On a Greyhound.
' He who outbounded time and space,

The fleetest of the greyhound race,

Lies here! \xt length subdued by death,

His speed now stopped, and out of breath.

XV.^Old Charley.

A BRINDLE AND WHITE BULLDOG, BY HIS OWNER, THE REV.
JAMES ADCOCK, SEPT. I, 1859.

This lowly spot, inscribed with Charley's name,
;

Acquires fre§J} interest ivgm his well-earned fame, : \\,

^^Ji^'-J

For while he lived no sturdy rogue or thief,

Approached the house to supplicate relief;

And many a time has laughter made me weep
To view his horror of an unwashed sweep.

Yet had he not the shadow of a fear.

Nor heeded odds when other dogs were near;

Venus and Mars held o'er him equal sway,

And cither call he scorned to disobey.

Tlis knotted shoulder and his vise-like jaw

Serv'd well to keep the mongrel curs in awe;

But when some worthier rival grac'd the stage,

Full of high mettle, void of needless rage.

He'd dare the onset, nor would seek retreat,

Till prostrate lay that rival at his feet.

His pluck and bottom were above all praise,

And scars the prowess told of bygone days;

Yet was he ever faithful, ever true-

Gentle and playful as a kitten, too.

Curious in food, how fond was he of cake!

And every sort of biscuit one could bake!

While with a nut to see him was a treat—

He'd crack the shell and then the kernel eat.

Biit iiow at length invidious disease,

Ih league with time, has wrought his health's decease,

And chemistry, in shape of prussic acid,

Hath stopped his breath, and rendered him q.uite x>lacid.

Charley, farewell! and as thy looks no more

Shall scare the beggar from thy master's door,

So all who knew thee best shall fondly tell

How kind a heart did in thy bosom dwell.

Peace, then, to his remainsl Here Charley lies,

And if his race can claim a Paradise,

May he the best of kennels there obtain

And livfe to bark and play and fight again.

"Wolf Dog Hybrids in Canadai*

From my friend Mr. Septimus Field, who is living at

Ases,sipipi, near the fotjt ol the Riding Mountains, in a

sportsman's paradise abounding with moose, wapiti,

black-tail deer and jumpers, I have received a very iii-

tevfeslilig account of the habitual breeditlg of tiie lirSss-

bred wolf dogs in that locality. T'ht Writer iftfornis me
that the cross between wolf astxi domestic dog ,is

common in hi,^ localiiy, As both are so j^leiit.iftili TI16

Indians in the fesefves havte tMny of VSridtls colors. They
tie up a bitch h\ the bush, tile pairing takes place the

first night. Aw rnidikl'i named See Moose has one a cross

b'etwe'eh k dog wolf and collie bitch. It is a little darker
Cift thfe back, but in all other points so much like a Wdlf

that at a short distance no one coulxl distinguish it frorri

one. The Indiah,s use them fof their flat slel'ghs in \'fift-

ter, as they make good traiti dogs 5 ahd> What is of more
importance, can get their bWn living when meat is scarce

with their o-fl^ftelf'S. The agent of the Pelly Reserve had
thein all shot, as they worried his sheep so that he eoUld

scavcely keep any. A settler near Asessippi has a light-

colored one that he would not hesitate shooting anywhere
if he were seen without his owner. Mr. Field does not

like them. They are a lurcher-looking kind of dog. The
production of these cross-bred animals from parents of

both sexes of either breed is a sufficient proof, if, itl-

deed, any were wanting, of the well-known close affinity

between the dog and the wolf, which is now recognized

by naturalists as one of the ancestors of the domestic dog.

—W. B. Tegetmeier in London Field.

Ohio FitU tHdl Association,

GOLtTMSUS, 0., July 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
At a meeting of the Board of Governors of the Ohio
Field Trial Association, held at Columbus, 0., July 26) it

was decided, owing to circumstances beyond eotltfol of

the club, to hold the trials of the Association on the old

dates, Nov. 4, beginning with the Members' Stake, to be

followed with an open Derby and an open All-Aged
Stake, with purse of $400 in each of the stakes.

At an inspection of the club grounds at Washington
Court House, this week, the same were found in pros-

perous condition, abundance of stubble which contained
m.ore old birds with fine broods than was ever before
known there.

Names of judges will be announced soon. Entry blanks
and any other information will be forwarded by C. E.

Baughn, secretary, Washington Court House, O.
C. E. Baughn, Secretary,

A Stat«e to a Monkey*
The municipal council of the French town of Grenoble

has recently voted a large sum of .money for a bronze
statue of the famous chimpanzee named Charlemagne,
v.'ho not long since died there. For nine years the chim-
panzee, which was brought to Grenoble by an African
explorer, had enjoyed the freedom of the town, being
privileged to enter practically every house and to help
himself to anything he fancied in fruit and vegetable

shops. The chief reason of the town's great regard for
the chimpanzee was that about five years ago he rescued a

child from drowning in a well. Charlemagne had seen
everything, and for him to swing himself over the lop
of the well was the work of a moment. Descending by the
rope used for the buckets, he grasped the child and
quickly carried her back to her friends, climbing up by
the rope. Charlemagne increased his popularity by spend-
ing hours in the children's hospital of the town, playing
in different wards and amusing the children, who were all

very fond of him. In such respect was this chimpanzee
held that when he died the inhabitants of the town fol-

lowed his remains to the grave.—The Beacon.

Paris has an official pack of dogs trained to rescue peo-
ple from drowning. The other day an unfortunate man
threw himself into the Seine for the purpose of commit-
ting suicide. Diane, for such is the name of the quadruped
heroine, happened to be close at hand, led by a police
officer, who, pointing to the struggling man, bade the ani-
mal to enter the river, Diane swam vigorously, caught
him and dragged him, nolens volens, to the shore, whjlet

the bystanders shpwed their delight by loud applause.

^> —

Yachting Fixtwtes, J902.

Secretaries and members of race comm^ittees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list attd
also changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.
1. Manhasset Bay, race for 18ft. one-design classes. Port Washing-

ton, Long Island Sound.
1. Corinthian, Midsummer Invitation series, Marblehead, Massa-

chusetts Bay.
2. New Bedford, club. South Dartmouth.
2. Indian Harbor, club, Greenwich, L. I. Sound.
2. Royal Canadian, dinghy, 16ft. to 25ft. classes, Toronto.
2. Penataquit- Corinthian, open regatta, Bay Shore.
2-. Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Islatid Heights.
2. Duxbury, club, Dukbury, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
2. Corinthian, annual, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Columbia, race to Macatawa Bay, Lake Michigan.
2. Manhassett, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Port Washington,

Long Island Sound.
2. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
2 Brooklyn, Y. R. A, of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, N. Y. Bay.
4-5. Manchester, M. Y. R. A., open. West Manchester, Mass. Bay.
5. New York, cruise, rendezvous at New London.
6. New York, cruise, ruti to Newport.
5-6. Misery Island, open, Salem Bay, Massachusetts Bay.
7. New York, cruise, Astor cup races.
7. East Gloucester. M. Y. R. A., opeti. Gloucester, Mass. Say.
7-9. Seawanhaka cup races, Dorval, Lake St. Louis, Catiada, be-

tween fefjresentatives of Royal St. Lawrence Y. C, atid
Bridgeport Y. .C.

7-9. Macatawa Bay, Lake Miehigah, Y. A. opeh fates.
8-9. Annisquam, M. Y. R. A., ojleh, Aritlist}uaili, Mass. Bay.
9. Hempstead, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Glefa Cove. L. 1. Sound.
9. Northport, V. R. A. of L. 1. S., open, Northport, L. I. Sound.
9. Seaw&llhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island clip, OysteJ-

Bay. Long Island Sound.
9. Knickerbocker, annual crliise^ rehdetvohs College t*oiht, t». I.

SoUtld. ^ J. . ... , . ; ,

I - ^i!

9. KeililBBea, opeia, Bath, Maine.
9. New Bedford, club, South Dartmouth.
9. Ouincy, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor. "I

I

9. Ro5'al Canadian, first class, Toronto.
9. South Bostoti sailing tender race, City Pqlnt, Bostoti Hafbefs
9. Duxburv. dug, Duxbury, MasSachhsfetts BS^; ,. ,,

9> Bevetly-Vah Eetigseia^ir cUH rate, Marldii, BMi&m'i. mf:
9. WiBthrbp, club, V>''Kthro5>, Bbstoti Harbor..

_

9. Wollaston, cliiii, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbbh ^
11. AraeHcan, M- Y. R, A., open, Newburyport, Massafchtisettg Bky.
15. Penataquit-Corihthiati, khnuaV ci-ui^e. Bay Shote:
16. Royijll Cahjidiali, 3Qfh Glstgs, X-dt-bHtK:,

:

,

I'e. ^helteV tslahS, opeii regatta. Shelter Island Heights.
16. Horseshoe Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Larchmont,

Long Island Sound.
16. Huntington, Y.R.A. of L. I. S., open, Huntington, L. I. Sound.
16. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. 1. Sound.
16. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
16. Seawanhaka Corinthiah, cluk race foSr Cefttre Islsufd cut*,

Oyster Bay, jLohg Iglafia Sotlha.
16. Duxbury, clhb, DjixBUr*^, SlassEichlisfeUs Biy.
16. Wihtn'rop, cilib, Winthrop, Boston Harbor. .

IB. Beverly, fourth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay,
16. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bfly. p
21. Plymouth, M. Y. R. A., open, Plymouth, ,Massa(c!iti8^lU Bat:
22. Kingston, M. Y R, A., operi; -KthgltoH, Mass. Bay.
23. Bridg£.Dort, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Bridgeport, L. 1. Sound.
23. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
23. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
23. Huguenot, Y, R, A. of L, I. S., open, New Rochelle, Long

Island Sound. , .

23. Royal Canadian, 16ft, class. Torotlto.
2,3. Penataquit-Corinthiftti, Lighthoti.sfe eup, Bay SJi6fei
23. Shelter Island, ladies' race, .Sheltei- Islahd .HfeifemS:.,
23. Corinthian, cliib cliahiBibiistiibi Ma.i-6lfcHfeaa, WMs. BiSf^
21 Beyei-ly, fifth CBi-Lhthmh, Mohument Beack, Biiziard's* Bi>.
23. WollaBtbft, clhb, Qhincy Bay, Boston, Harbor.
23, Seawanhaka Coruithian, ,club. Oyster Bay,JLong Isliliid SbliHd.
23. South Boston, club handicap, C.ity Point, Bostqp Hafboh
23. Duxbtlfv, M, Y. R. A., oben, Duxbtii-y, Mkss, B^y.
23. Manhe'and Field, Y. R. A. 6f Gi-^vesehd BMjr, S«k Gatfe,

New Yoi-k teiy.
, ., , ^ ,

'
,

,

gi..Mbsbuito flefet, clhbj tlly Po!jrii,.Bostph Hdi-boi-.
, „

28-2B. Welltteet. M. Y. R. A., open, Wellfleet, Massachusetts Bay.
28-30. Cape Cod, M. Y. R. A., open, Provincetown, Mass. Bay.
30. Winthrop, club, Winthrop. Boston Harbor.
30. Beverly, sixth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'* Bay.
30. Columbia, race to Waukegan, Lake Michigan.
30. Manhasset Bay, club. Port Washington. Long Island Sound
30. Larchmont, club, Larchmoat, Long Island Sound.
30. Atlantic, club, Pire Island and return, New York Bay.
30. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
30. Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. 1. S., open, Greenwich, Long

Island Sound.
30i Royal Canadian, dinghy and 2Sft. classes, Toronto,
30. Kennebec, club, Bath, Mainev
30. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. SoUnd.
30-31. Corinthian, annual cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay;

SEPTEMBER.
1. Indian Harbor cltib, Greenwich, fe-, J. Sotitid.
1. Quincy, club, Ouihcy. Bay, Boston Hatboh
1. Corinthian, eluli, Essington,. Delawate Rivet.
1. Corinthian, annual cruise. Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
1. Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
1. Sachem's Head, Y R.A. of L. I. S.,open. Guilford, L. I. Sound.
1. Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. So. Norwalk, L. I. Sound.
1, Lynn, M. Y. R. A., open, Nahant, Massacliusetts Bay.
1. Beverly, open, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
1. Royal Canadian, first class, Lome ciip cruising race, Toronto.
1 Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Island Heights.
2. Penataquit-Corinthian, fall regatta. Bay Shore.
4-6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
5-6. Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
6. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
6. Boston club, City Point, Boston Harbor.
6. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
6. Beverly, open, Mattapoisett, Buzzard's Bay.
6. Wollaston, club Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor,
6. Quincy, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
6. South Boston, sailing tender race, City Point, Boston Harbor,
6. New York C. C, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New

York Bay.
6, Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup. Bay shore.
8. Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

11. New York, autumn regatta, New York, Lower Bay.
13. Knickerbocker, ladies' day race. College Point, L. I. Sound.
13. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
13. Beverly, seventh Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
13 Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
13. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
20. Manhasset, Y, R. A. of L. I. S., open. Port Washington, Long

Island Sound,
20. Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.—. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
27. Riverside, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Riverside, L. I. Sound,
T.. Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts. Port Washington, L. I. Sound.

'

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
f With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
Avaterways, but will furnish information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same wa.t.ers.
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Prizes will be awarded to the tht^ best stofks as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00. I

Second prize, $30.00.
Third prize, $20.00.

Cotitributiotis are invited tinder the following condi-
tions :

1. iTlife ei-lilse inUst be hlade ih Wdtefs of tbe Uiiited
States or Canada in the seasoti of icjdi.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yadit, poiVei'

to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
Contain all possible inforrnation and data that would be of
vftltie to iilefi goitig Ovef ' the satne route. A description
bf tile hahdlilig of the ship jtt dll Weathefs Will be I'e^

garded Vfet'y iayM^hlf iii makirig dW^rds, atld, it is sug-
gested to writers that an acctirate Sccohtit be kept of ^l!

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs Will be considered in making the
avvtirds.

5. The stofy sliottld coHtaiii abotit seven thousand
iVoi'ds, Wl-itteh oh oHe side of the pciper otlly, Shd niiist

bt? Mcthtd Ett the office of the Fofest and Sti'eflril Pilb-
lislihtg Cojup&ny, 346 Broadway, Kew Yofk dt^i oh of
before Nov. 15, 1962.

Mr. T. C. 2eregct h&s vefy kifidly consented to act as
judge ahd to mk& thte awnfds,

Larchmont Y. C» Race Weefc.
I.ARCHMONT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Monday, July 21.

. nfiiE tiriife oi starting Monday's face was postponed
f.toirl ii:§d id Is •jQ.o'eloek, owing to the Weathef eon-

Hitiofis that pi^evail'ed ifi .ihe ,nioriiin)|. There Wjis V^fy
little wind and a he^yy fog Hufig ov6r the' Sound. The
kegatta Cpinmittee decided to start, the boats dt Hid^,
is M imi Motif ilH fpfe.h^d lii^tgd and there Was some a:f

stirring from the iS.N.Ei All the boats \ycre to sail

over triangular courses, the first: leg of sill bciHg rieairly

due E. TKe schooners and 70-footcrs sailed twice aroiiiid

a thirty-mile triangle, the sloops of classes L, M and N
tWige HfOlind an eleven-mile triangle, and the small boats

iwi'ee {tfoUHd a'flve-atid-a-hiill-ttu'k triangle.

it ms iiil uiisatis^actofy day fdf ffidlhg, mim to the

Elikjfi.fcoiidhiotls. .At the stSrt the, wifid WSs ffoni the

E.f.E., iilbWihg mlM fi^fe hilles; liuri,Tig the fifterHoOri

it increased in strength to aBSdt iMWi ffliJ.eS, |i«aUy

petering out until it was almost a flat calm. Late ifl tnc

afternoon the wind veered to the N.W. and blew hard.

At T2;,3S the 70-fnoters started. Mineola was sailed by
Charles Barf, whilt Yankee was handled by Mr. Harry
MaSWell and Mr. Herbert Jennings. Mineola was first

Ovfef thl^ i'lMi ¥^hkee beiiig a little .behind and to leeward.

fh^y fifossfed oh th^ starboard tack, but Werit abotit sOon

^ftef gQiiig.Dver ahd stood oUt ihto tnfe .©otifid ori ftie

pbi-t tsick. Yankee worked out on Miheola's Weiithef an^
at .thfe hi-st hi'irk was ,almost two minutes in the lead.

After rounding, spihifflKers Wef,e set to port and balloon

jihs were brpkeii out. Yankee inct'cijiSea her lead oh this

]eg,.btit oil the thr^e-miile reach across the Sound MitiAolk.

agSih drew up on Yahkee. On the first leg of the second

round Yankee gained ahd rounded the rnark oyer two
minutes in the lead of Mineola. The wiiid -Was dro'pping

when they ran to the mark off Hempstead Harbor, atid

for a time the boats were almost becalmed. On the sec-

ond leg Mineola picked up some, but on the reach to the

finish line Yankee got the best of the fiuky breezes and

drew weh into the lead and finished with minutes to

SpElfe;

feltaina, Muirid ahd Quisetta started at 12:40 in the

bfdfef named. On the beat to the first mark Elmina beat

Muriel about one rriinute, and Quisetta over tWo itlittutes.

Oh the fun to the next mark, Elmina had to^ gybe her

spinnaker ovet, having set it on the wrong side in the

first plaeci At the end of the first round Elmina led

Mllfiel by 2ni, 355. Out on the second round Muriel did

much better and was only beaten Irh. 20s.

In Saturday's race Dorwina broke down just before the

start, but she had been fixed up for the day's race, and
sailed against Effort. Effort won by im. 21s.

Spasm raced Possum and won by 46s. Leda did not

start. . ^
Mimosa had no competitor and did not finish.

In the raceabout class Mavis got the best of the start

and led all through the race, beating Sis, the second boat,

2m. 8s.

Some good racing was seen in the one-design classes.

Lambkin beat Firefly, of the Manhasset raceabouts 49s.

In the New Rochelle class the finishes were close. Ace
winning from Caper by los. Three boats started in the

American Y. C. one-design class; Jolly Tar won, beating

Howdy 5s. In the Ardsley one-design class Mary Baker
No. 2 beat Ping Pong 2m. 43s.

A special race was made up between Chingachgook,
Adelaide and Cricket. Adelaide won by 7m. 56s. The
summary follows .v

.Sloops—Class H, 70 to 80ft. Racing Length—Start, 12.35.

Finish. Elapsed,

Mineola, August Belmont 5 22 34 4 47 34

Yankee, J. R. Maxwell 5 11 50 4 36 50

Schooners—Class D, 65 to 75ft, Kacmg Lengrth—Start, 12:40.

Elmina, F. F. Brewster............ 5 51 05 5 11 05

Muriel, Charles Srnithers..; 5 52 25 5 12 25

Quissetta, Samuel C. Davis 6 17 13 5 37 13

Sloops—Class L, 3S to 43ft. Racing Lengtli—Start, 12:.50.

Dniwina. Clifford Brokaw.-.s... ............... .5 07 04 4 17 04

Effort. F. M. .Smith ......i 5 05 43 4 15 43

Sloops—Class M, 30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:.50.

Spasm. E. D. King 5 OS 05 4 18 05

rr.^sum, E, S. Ballou 5 08 .51 1 18 51

Sloops—Class N. 25 to 30ft, Racing Length—Start, 12:50.

Mimosa, Trenor E. Park...,..,,.. .....pid not finish.

Sloops—Raceabout Class, 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:55.

Mavis, G. L. Pirie....; 3 21 10 2 26 10

Rogue, A, B. Alley 3 27 52 2 32 52

Sis, F. T. Bedford, Jr .......„.,..*.•.... .3 23 18 2 28 18

WUisilewing, H. M. dao? 3 27 32 2 32 32

QUISSETTA.

Owned by Samuel C. Davis. Photo by Jaffies Barton, New York.

2 4S
2' 56 00
•2 55 15
3 5& 25

30 IS
27 01

Scamp- A. fele,. ..•...•.•.•....3 26 06 2 3156
Hobo, Trenor L. -Pafle. 2S (^6 2 34 06

Mariliasset f. C. fete^affeotftS—SfSff, i'M
Fiffefly , Cuy- Standing. . . . .-4 Og 25 2 00 25

Arizona, G. . A; . .Cofry .• .-.>... , . . - Withdrew.-
Lambkin, S. W. KoSefe.-. A ^ ?^ 3 OB 36

. New Rochelle OM-'&esim Class—Start, l:(Kf.

Knave, R. ,N., Bavier .-z^, .3 55 4.5

Deuce. 1; D" Huntington, Jr J 56 00'

Ace, W. N. BSvier-,, ..g 95 155-. 2

Caper, P. L. Howard ....,3:55 2S 3

American Y. C. ftsceabouts-Start, 1:00.

Jolly Tar, S. Rowland ',....3 25 15 2

Rascal, J. C. Hopkins 3 22 01 2

Ardslev One-Design Class—Start, 1:00.

Ping Pong, Demin'g & Campbell 4 03 13 3 03 13

Midget, Edwin Gould 4 07 07 3 07 07

Msry Baker No. 1 4 04 55 3 04 SS

Mai-y Bskef No. 2 4 00.30 3 00 50

.Special Race—Start, 12:55.

Adelaide, T. J. Dwyef 3 28 20 2 33 20

Chintjachgiok. E. A. Stevens.. 3 36 16 2 41 16

Cricket, H. C. Pryer 3 53 50 2 58 50

The winners were Yankee, Elmina, Effort, Spasm,
Mavis, Lambkin, Ace, Jolly Tar, Mary Baker No. 2 and

Adelaide.

Wednesday, July 23.

Tuesday was Ladies' Day, and during the afternoon the

launch, gig and dinghy races were held.

Wednesday proved to be the most unsatisfactory day

of the week,' as the wind, which blew from the N. at the

start, died away and for two hours some of the boats

were becalmed, while others got a little air from the

S.W. that seemed to hold in the middle of the Sound, and

this enabled them to draw up on the leading boats. In

several cases boats were not able to finish within the

time limit, one-half hour after sundown.
The first leg of the course for the larger boats was

E.N.E., three miles; the second, S. three and seven-

eighths miles, and the last, N.W. There was really^ no
windward work.
The first leg was a close reach on the port taek, the

second a run with spinnakers to port and the ;{hird a

close reach on the starboard tack.

The three 70-footers started at 11 ;35, and all got away
on the port tack, with Mineola ahead. On the reach to

the first mark in the puffy wind, first one boat 'Wpuld

be favored, then another. Mineola rounded the mSrk
first with Yankee next and Rainbow last. On th.e"j:un

to the next mark, off Red Springs, spinnakers were- car-

ried to port. Yankee got .slightly in the lead and at the

second mark was one second ahead , of Mineola.

It was a close reach across the . Sound, and
Mineola carried a reaching jib topsail while the other

two boats carried baby jib topsails. In the light air

Mineola did much better with this sail, and at the end of

the first round was ahead by over half a minufe, At the

first mark on the second round the boats were all hunched,
there being only ten s?con4s between the thrge,

nakers were set fof the run to the next mark; ballooners

were set on Mineola and Rainbow, and these seemed to

do more harm than good, as Yankee passed both of them.

After being becalmed for some time, the boats got a

little air that enabled them to round the mark. Spin-

nakers were set to port and Mineola finished first, with

Yankee second, while Rainbow was far astern. These

boats were to have sailed three times over the course, bun

were stopped at the end of the second round.

Elmina and Muriel started at xx -.40 in the order nameu-

Several times Muriel drew up on her competitor, but the

fickk breeze favored Elmina, and she finally finished ai

winner by over three minutes.

Neola and Weetamoe again met. Neola had the best

of the start. Neola got away from Weetamoe rapidly, and

2t the end of the first round was ahead by nearly fourteen

minutes. On the second round Neola got becalmed when
near the Red Springs buoy, and lay there for a long time.

Weetamoe still carrying along a little breeze- with her and

nearly caught up with Neola. However, this boat finally

got a slight breeze that enabled her to round the mark
and work slowly over to the finish line, which she crossed

a little while before the time limit expired. Weetamoe
did not finish.

In the 65ft. schooner class Miladi beat Gevaha on every

point of sailing. The latter was not able to finish within

the time limit.

Mira lost the race in the 43ft. class through the fickle-

ness of the wind. She got a beautiful .start, being right

on the line at gunfire with lots of headway on. At times

Challenge was reasonably close to Mira, but never dan-

gerously so. At the beginning of the second round Dor-

wina and Effort were nearly a leg behind Mira and Chal-

lenge was also well astern of her. On the second leg

of the course Mira ran out of the breeze and lay becalmed,,

vdiile Effort and Challenge still held some wind and
passed her. Dorwina did not finish within the time limit..

Challenge won handily.
.

•

None of the boats in the 36ft. class finished within the

time limit. The same was true of the 30ft. class,

The yawls Term and Spindrift were in collision before

the start, and Tern's bowsprit was carried away. '

There was a close race in the raceabout class, Indian

winning, beating Hobo 36s. Scamp finished third.

Snapper won in the 25ft. class by over fifteen minutes.

Pixie was second.

Microbe and Marguerite were disqualified for fouling

the mark boat at the start. Firefly also was discjualified for

booming her jib out on the run home to the finish line.

The summary; follows

:

' Schooners—Class' D:—65 to 75ft. Racing Length—Start, 11.40.

- -Finish. Elapsed.

Elmina, F. F. Brewster ..6 13 43 6 33 43

Muriel, Charles Srnithers .6 16 58 6 46 58

Quisetta,- Samuel C. Davis Withdrew,

Sloops^Class H.-^70 to 80ft, Racing Length—Start, 11:3-5.

•Miiieola, Augvist . Pelpiorit:. , A 3 48 30 i 13. 20
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Yankee, J. R. Maxwell... 3 62 58 4 17 58
Kainbow, C. Vanderbilt 4 04 48 4 29 48

Schooners—Class F,—Under 65ft. Racing: Length—Start, llt40.
Gevalia, T. O'Connor. Sloane Withdrew.
Miladi, S._H. Mason 7 50 00 8 10 00

Sloops—Class I.—60 to 70ft. Racing Length—Start, 11 ;45.

Neola, George M. Pynchon 7 30 00 7 45 00
Weetamoe, Henry F. Lippitt Withdrew.

Sloops—Class L—36 to 43ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:50.

Dorwina, Clifford V. Brokaw. . .r. . Withdrew.
Effort, F. M. Smith ,..7 35 36 7 45 .S6

Mira. C. L. Poor .7 42 52 7 52 52
Challenger, W. T. Foote, Jr .....7 36 26 7 31 26

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:55.
Leda, Harry L. Maxwell .Withdrew.
Possum, E. L. Ballon ll. Withdrew.
Spasm, E. D. King Withdrew.

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:00.

Alerion, A. H. Alker Withdrew.
Mimosa, Trenor L, Park Withdrew.
Gossip, D, B. Pratt .Withdrew.

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft. Racing Length—Start, 12;05.
Rochelle, F. J. Gould 6 22 55 6 17 55
Chingachgook, E. A. Stevens 5 48 24 5 43 24
Pixie, E. L. Hopkin 5 14 Oa 5 09 09
Snapoer, A. B. Alley 4 58 55 4 53 55
Ojibway, 5 15 06 5 10 05

Raceabouts—25ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:05.

Rogue;, A. B. Alley 3 57 11 3 52 11
Mavis, G. L. Pirie 4 29 10 4 24 10

Scemp, A. Pirie - 3 56 .52 _ 3 5152
Indian, J. R. Maxwell, Jr.. -4... 3 52 34 3 47 34

Whistlewing. H. M. Crane i.i 3 58 48 3 53 48

Hobo, Trenor L. Park 3 53 10 3 48 10

American Yacht Club—One-Design Class—^21ft, Racing Length.
Start, 12:05.

Jolly Tar S. Howland 4 22 26 4 17 26
Rascal, ^. C. Hopkins 4 20 49 4 15 49
Howdy, S. Wainwright 4 11 00 4 06 00
Cricket, Howard Willetts 5 42 19 5 32 19

Kid, O. Harrinian, Jr 4 21 15 4 16 15

The Ping-Pong, W. H. Browning Withdrew.

Larchmont 21ft Class—Start, 12:05.

Adelaide, T. T. Dwyer 5 07 09 5 02 09
Houri, J. H." Esser 5 10 58 5 05 58

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:10.

Ouoc, A. D. Tappan 5 24 50 5 14 50

Gazabo, N. P. Vulte 5 24 44 5 14 34
Eos, 5 08 40 4 58 40

Montank, J. S. Appleby 4 43 44 4 24 44

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:10.

Cricket, H, C. Pryer , 5 42 19 5 32 19

Flim Flam A. D. Prince. .. ....

Nike, Guy Forbes 5 43 55„ - 5 33 55

Microbe, J. Mitchell ...Disqualified.

Manhasset Yacht Club Raceabouts—Start, 12:10^,

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 5 35 54 -f 5 25 54

Firefly. Guy Standing 5 50 11 5 40 11

Mi.st. T. Alker 6 23 32 6 13 32

Arizona, G. A. Corry 5 50 07 5 40 07

New Rochelle One-Design Class—Start, 12:10.

Caper, P. L. Howafd 5 18 40 - 5 08 40

Knave W. N. Bavier. . .r. 5 00 10 4 59 10

Deuce, L. D. Huntington, Jr.. 5 28 45 5 18 45
Ace. W. A. Bavier, Jr Withdrew.

Ardsley Club One-Design Class—Start, 12:10.

Scoot. Morgan Cowperthwait 5 47 01 5 47 01

Ping-Pong, Denning & Campbell 5 48 23 5 48 23

Midget, Edwin L. Gould 6 00 00 5 50 00

Calboats—Class W.—Under 18ft, Racing Length—Start, 12:15.

Wif Waf. Howell Sayre 4 00 30 3 45 30

Setid, Donald Abbott Withdrew.

The winners Avere Elmina, Mineola, Neola, Challenge,

Snapper, Indian, Howdy. Adelaide, Gazaboo, Cricket.

Lambkin, Knave, Scoot and Wif Waf.

Thursda}^, July 24.

The unsatisfactory racing of Wednesday was fully com-
pensated for by some wonderfully exciting racing on
'J'hursday.

There was a fresh breeze at the start from the S. Later

it went to the S.E. and dropped a little.

The large boats sailed twice over a fifteen-mile triangle,

the course being six miles east three-quarters north to the

middle of the Sovtnd ; six miles southwest five-eighths

west to a buoy oflf Prospect Point, Hempstead Bay, and
ihree miles north-northwest to the stakeboat ofi: Larch-

f.tont, twice sailed over, mak'ng the total distance thirty

jniles. That for the 43, 36 and 30ft. sloops was four miles

east to the middle of the Sound, four miles southwest to

the White Spar buoy in Hempstead Harbor, and three

rniles north-northwest to the home stakeboat, twice sailed

over, making the distance twenty-one and a half miles.

For the raceabouts and other small boats the distance

was eleven miles, twice over a couse, two miles east to

the, middle of the Sound, two miles southwest, and one

and a half miles north-northwest to the home mark. This

made the first two legs reaches, and the third leg a run

for all boats.

When the seventies started at 11:35 they crossed in the

follow.'ng order : Mineola,, Rainbow and Yankee. On
the reach to the first mark all three boats got in a luffing

match, but their position remained unchanged. They
rounded the second mark very much in the same order as

when they started. On the second leg Rainbow did bet-

ter, and worked up on Mineola' s weather. Running home
on the first round, Rainbow and Yankee both closed up on

Mineola a little. On the second roimd Mineola did much
hcttcr than the other two boats. On the second leg of

the course a baby jib topsail was set in place of a reaching

one on Yankee, and she did much better, passing Rain-

bow and closing up on Mineola. However, Mineola man-
aged to keep far enough in the lead to win by im. 23s.

Muriel and Elmina started at 11 140, the former cross-

ing almost on gunfire. Elmina was forced across on the

wrong side of the mark boat, and had to recross, so that

when she finally went over she was handicapped nearly

two mJnutes. On the reach to the first mark jib topsails

and small main top staysails were carried, and Muriel

slowly drew away from her competitor. Some minutes

after rounding the first mark Muriel's fore topmast broke

just below the topsail halliard block and the jib topsail and

fote topsail dropped away to leeward. The wreckage

was cleaned up smartly and a small main top staysail

was set. The accident allowed Elmina to come up on

Muriel a little, but at the second mark the latter was
about one minute ahead of Elmina.

After rounding, sheets were eas,ed off and spinnakers

were set to port. Remarkably clever work was shown on

Muriel for her fore topmast had been carried away and

no spinnaker could be set forward. No time was lost

before rounding in sending all blocks and spinnaker gear

aloft on the main mast, so that sail could be set on the

after spar. Elmina finally gybed over and set her bal-

looner. Both boats had been holding well to the west-

M URIEL.
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Avard, and Muriel held on for a time, when she, also,

gybed over and reached down to the mark. Elmina had
cut down some of her rival's lead on this leg.

On the first leg the second time around Muriel again set

h£r small main topmast staysail and improved her lead.

After tack'ng at the mark thej' had a close reach on the
port tack to the second mark and on this leg Elmina came
lip on Muriel fast. At the second mark Muriel was only
thirty seconds ahead. The run home to the finish line

Avas a fitting wind up of a sensational race. Both boats
gybed to port after rounding. A luffing match followed,
I'ut nothing Avas gained by this move by either boat.

E'm.ina's spinnaker was broken out and then Muriel be-

gan luffing again. Then Elmina's spinnaker Avas doused
and both boats gybed over. Muriel Avas in the Aveather

position, and was gybed over, all standing, and by that

Tt'.OA^e her spinnaker was torn and the pole broken.
Muriel's foresail Avas swung out and she came down
before it "wing and Av'ng." Elmina Avas overhauling
Muriel fast, but her spinnaker split and had to be taken
in. Muriel crossed the finish line five second ahead of

Elmina, but lost the race oti time alloAA'ance. She gives

Elmina seventeen seconds.

What bade fair to be a very close race between Weeta-
moe and Neola was spoiled by an accident. On the third

leg of the first round, when setting up the throat halliards,

a white brcnze pin in the throat halliardblock parted, letting

the sail doAvn on the run. There was a man stand'ng on the

gaff at the time, and he fell over backward to the deck. It

Avas a long tumble, but the man was not very badly hurt.

Neo'a withdrew and ran into Larchmont Harbor at once
to get medical assistance for the injured sailor. Neola
had juFt worked ahead of Weetamoe and was leaving her
rapidly when the accident happened.

After an interesting race in the 43ft. class Mira won
en time alloAvance. The .sucimary

:

Sloops—Class H—70 to 80ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:35.

Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola, August Belmont 2 29 23 2 54 23

Yankee, T. R. Maxwell 2 30 46 2 55 46

Rainbow," Cornelius Vanderbilt. 2 32 18 2 57 IS

Schooners—Class D—65 to 75ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:40.

Muriel, Charles Smithers 2 45 45 3 05 45

Elmina, \- . F. Brewster 2 45 50 3 05 50

S oops—Class 1—60 to 70ft.- Racing Length—Start, 11:45.

Neola, George M. Pynchon.,,. Withdres/.
Weetamoe, H. F. Lippitt 2 49 45 3 04 45

Sloops—Class L—36 to 43ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:50.

Dorwina, Clifford V. Brokaw .....2.34 51 2 44 51

Effort, F. M. Smith 2 35 40 2 45 40

Challenge, Wallace Foote, Jr 2 40 30 2 50 30

Mira, C. L. Poor 2 38 20 2 48 20

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:55.

Possum E. S. Ballou •. 2 59 54 3 04 54

Spasm, 'E. D. King 2 50 29 2 55 29

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft, Racing Length—Start, 11:55,

Marguerite, O. H. Jennings 3 08 00 3 13 00

Mimosa, Trenor L. Park 3 09 11 3 14 11

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:00,

Cbingachcook, E. A. Stevens 2 10 11 2 10 11

Pixie! E. L. Hopkins ...e-, 2 03 40 2 03 40

Raceabouts—2lft. Class—Start, 12:00.

Rogue, A. Bryan Alley 2 04 .50 2 04 50

Mavis, G. L. Pirie ,
2 03 42 2 03 42

Scamp A. Pirie 2 04 15 2 04 15

Indian. J. R. Maxwell 2 02 50 2 02 50

Hobo, "Trenor L. Park 2 00 10 2 00 10

Larchmont 21it. Class—Start, 12:00.

Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer....... , 2 03 30 2 08 30

Houri, J. H. Esser 2 09 05 2 09 05

American Yacht Club One-Design Class—Start, 12:00.
Jolly Tar, S. Howland 2 03 15 2 u3 15
Katical, S. C. Hopkins 2 03 15 2 03 15
Howdy, S. Wainwright 2 03 15 2 03 15
Cricket, Howard Willetts....... .....2 03 40 2 113 0
The Kid, O. Plarriman, Jr 2 02 22 2 02 22

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:C5.
Cricket, H. C. Pryer... 2 09 05 2 04 05
No. .52 2 08 04 2 03 Dl

Manhasset Bay Yacht Club One-Design Class—Start, 12:0"

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 2 24 28 2 19 28
Firefly. Guy Standing... 2 25 18 2 2- 18
Mist, J. H. Alker Withdrew.
Arizona, G, A. Corry.,... 2 28.32 2 23 32

New Rochelle One-Design Class—Start, 12:05.
Caper, P. L. Howard 2 22 53 2 17 53
Knave, R. N. Bavier.. , 2 20 04 2 15 Ot
Deuce, Z. D. Huntington, Jr.-. 2 20 41 2 15 41
Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr... 2 21 35 2 16 35

Ardsley Yacht Club One-Design Cass—Start, 12:05.
Scoot, Morgan Cowperthwait 2 31 16 2 26 16
Ping-Pong, Denning & Campbell 2 31 04 2 26 04

Sloops—Class Q—IS to 21ft Racing Length—Start, 12:05.
Gazabo, N. P. Vulte 2 12 00 2 07 f'O

Neola, J. R. Johnson, Jr 2 06 ,38 2 01 .38

The winners were Mineola, Elmina, Weetamoe, Mira,
Spasm, Marguerite, Pixie, Hobo, Adelaide. The Kid,
No. 52, Lambkin, Knave, Ping Pong and Neola.

Friday, July 25.

A fair sailing breeze from the S.E. enabled the Regatta
Committee to send the boats ofif on scheduled time. In the
early morning it rained and all during the day the sky was
overcast and it was rather chilly and unpleasant. The
cour.se chosen AA'as a triangle of ten and three-quarter
n-\iles, to be sailed twice over by the small sloops, and
three times by the schooners and big sloops. It Ava; a
beat to the first mark, a reach to the second and 'a close
reach to the home mark of? Larchmont.
The three 70-footers Avere just on the line Avhcn the

starting signal for that class was given at 11:35. Ra n-
bow was in the weather berth with Mineola n xt and
Yankee to leeward. On the beat to Red Spring.^ buoy
Mineola Avorked into the lead and rounded the i-nark first.

On the reach to the second m.ark ofif Parsonage's Po-nt
Yankee passed Mineola and Rainbow took second place.
They rounded the mark in the order named, Avhere they
gybed over, then eased sheets for the reach to t'^e mark
off Larchmont. Rainbow and Mineola both closed up on
Yankee on this leg. On the first leg of the second round
Mineola worked up on Yankee, while Rainbow dropped
astern. At the second mark Mineola was only a short dis-
tance aAvay from Yankee, but Rainbow was several min-
utes behind. Yankee and Mineola had a luffing match on
the third leg and got some distance off their course,
which enabled RainboAV to pull up on them perceptibly.
Mineola Avas first around the second time, and on the
Avindward leg of the third round increased her lead. On
the second leg Yankee again pulled up on her a little, but
on the last leg Mineola got away from her competitors
fast and Avon by three minutes and a half.

Muriel was on hand with her new fore topmast in
place. Elmina led over the line at the start, Avhich she
held all OA^er the course, finishing a Avinner by two min-
utes and thirty-three seconds. Muriel pushed Elmina
hard for first honors, however, and the boats fought it out
all over the course.

A special race had been arranged between the schooner
JCatrina and tlie cutter Isolde. Just before the letter boat
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left her mooring to go to the starting line it was foUtld

that the steward who had been ill for some time needed
medical assistance, so there was considerable delay in

gettittg him ashore. Isolde was handicapped over seven

minutes, and even then cut down Katrina's lead on the

windward work, but on the two reaching legs on each

found the schooner with her big main topmast staysail

would get away from the cutter in the light breeze.

Neok and Weetamoe had another good race. Weeta-
moe led over the starting line by a few seconds, but Neola
with good headway on drove through Weetamoe's lee.

She did not hold her lead very long, and at the first

mark Weetamoe was some little distance ahead. This

lead she improved on the two reaching legs, and at the

end of the first round was over one minute ahead. Wee-
tamoe continued to leave her competitor and won by

7m. 49s.

The 43-footers sailed twice over the same triangle that

the big boats covered three times. Mira did not race, as

her owner was away. This left Dorwina, Effort and Chal-

lenge to fight the race out. Dorwina was first to start,

and after a close race won by the narrow margin of 12s.

In the 25ft. class Mimosa turned tables on Marguerite,

beating her with the greatest ease.

Mavis won in the raceabout class, beating Hobo 2m.

32s. Four boats started.

Lambkin again won in the Manhasset raceabout class.

She beat Mist 2m. 46s. In the New Rochelle raceabout

class Kjiave beat Ace im. 42s.

Four boats started in the American Y. C. one-design

class, and after a close race Rascal beat Jolly Tar 36s.

The summary:

Sloops—Class H—70 to 80ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:35.

Finish. Elapsed.

Mineola, Auctust Belmont 3 50 09 4 15 09

Yankee, J. R. Maxwell 3 53 40 4 18 40

Rainbows Cornelitis Vanderbilt 4 00 46 4 25 46

Schooners—Class D—65 to 75ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:40.

Elmina, F. F. Brewster 4 72 37 4 32 37

Muriel, Charles Smithers '. 4 15 10 4 35 10

Mixed Class—Start, 11:40.

Katrina fschooner), James B. Ford 4 35 15 4 55 15

Isolde (cutter), F. M. Hoyt 4 52 29 5 12 29

Sloops—Class 1—60 to 70ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:45.

Weetamoe, H. F. Lippitt 4 20 24 4 35 24

Jvfeola, George M. Pynchon 4 28 13 4 43 13

Sloops—Class L—36 to 40ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:50.

Dorwina, Clittord V. Brokaw 3 09 45 3 19 45

ElTort. F. M. Smith 3 10 OO 3 20 00

Challenge, Wallace T. Foote, Jr 3 10 47 3 20 47

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:55.

Mimosa, Trenor L. Park 3 39 52 3 44 52

Marguerite, O. H. Jennings ,, 3 50 53 3 55 53

Larchmoiit 21ft. Class—Start, 12:00.

Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer 3 25 09 2 25 09

Houri, J H Esser 2 28 00 2 28 00

Raceabout' Class—21ft.—Start, 12 :00.

Rogue, A. B. Allev .(...,. 2 19 04 2 19 04

Mavis G. L. Pirie 2 12 40 2 12 40

Scamp A. Pirie 2 21 00 2 21 00

Hobo, T. L. Park 2 15 12 2 15 12

Manhasset Bay Y. C. One-Design Class—Start, 12:05.

Lambkin. S. W. Roach 2 51 35
,

2 46 35

Firefly, Guy Standing 2 55 03 2 50 03

Arizona, G. A. Corry 2 57 15 2 52 15

Mist, J. H. Alker 2 54 21 2 49 21

New Rochelle One-Design Class—Start, 12:05.

Caper P. L. Howard 3 01 02 2 56 02

Knave, R. W. Bavier 2 47 46 2 42 46

Deuce, L. D. Huntington, Jr 2 52 30 2 47 30

^ce. W. N. Bavier, Jr - 2 49 28 2 44 28

American Yacht Club One-Design Class—Start, 12 :00.

Jolly Tar, S, Howland 2 18 50 2 18 50
Rascal, S. C, Hopkins 2 18 14 2 18 14
Howdy, S. Wainwright 2 18 55 2 18 55

Cricket, Howard Willetts 2 25 25 2 25 25

Sloops—Class O—IS to 21ft Racing Length—Start, 12:05.
Gazabo, N. P. VulTe 2 42-59 2 37 59
Neola, J. R. Johnson, Jr 2 46 40 2 41 40

Cricket, H. C. Pryer 2 45 30 2 40 SO

The winners were Mineola, Elmina, Katrina. Weeta-
n\oe, Dorwina, Mimosa, Adelaide, Mavis, Lambkin,
Knave, Rascal and Gazabo.

Saturday, July 26.

Saturday, the last day of race week, proved to be one
filled with surprises and popular victories. The most
prominent of these was Muriel's success. Mr. Charles
Smithers, owner of Muriel, has for two seasons sailed Lis

own boat against Elmina, while the latter has been
handled by one of the cleverest professionals in An erica,

Capt. Dennis. Heretofore Muriel has not been successful,

but on Saturday it seemed as if Mr. Smithers had solved
the problem and knew just what to do, for he won the
race handily. When Muriel finished a winner, all the
steam yachts in the vicinity blew prolonged blasts from
their whistles, and cheers were given from the boats in

the fleet. So enthusiastic was the greeting it reminded
one of the finish of an America's Cup race.

When the preparatory signal was given at 11:30 the
wind was E.N.E., and blowing a good sailing breeze, and
it held true throughout the race. The course for all boats
over 30ft.. racing length, was E.N.E. 3 miles, then S. 3^3
miles, then N.W. 3% miles. The schooners and 60 and 70
footers sailed three times around this triangle, making
32J4 miles, while the others went around twice, making
2iy2 miles.

When the 70-footers were sent away at 11:35 they all

came down to the line on the starboard tack. Rainbow
worked around the mark boat, with Mineola under her
lee, and as they Crossed Yankee was swung on Rain-
bow's weather. All three boats stood in along the shore
as long as possible, and then Mineola and Yankee made
a long tack out into the Sound, while Rainbow made short
hitches along the beach. At the first mark Rainbow was
nearly a minute ahead of Mineola. On the reach to the
next mark Rainbow increased her lead. All gybed at this

mark, and on the next leg Mineola picked up on Rain-
bow a little. On the first leg of the second round
Yankee worked, the shore and caught Mineola, Rainbow
was still ahead at the mark. At the end of the second
round Rainbow was nearly two minutes ahead of Yan-
kee. Mineola did not do well on windward work on the
third round, but on the two reaching legs she picked
Yankee up considerably and they had a hot fight up to the
finish for second place.

When the schooners started at 11 :40 Elmina was a
shade in -the lead. Both were on the starboard tack, but
Muriel took a port tack immediately after crossing, in

order to get clear of Elmina. When Muriel took the
starboard tack again she crossed Elmina's bows, and from
that time on Elmina never troubled her. At the weather
m.ark Muriel was nearly two minutes in the lead. On
the reaching legs Elmina came up a little, but was never
dangerous. Muriel continued to make slight gains up to
the time of the finish, when she was 2m. 36s, ahead.
Taking off the I7s._ that she allows Elmina, she won by
2m. 19s. corrected time.

The cutter Isolde and the schooner Katrina again went
in a special class. I.^olde beat \v:r on every point of .?a I-

iug, and after the first round the race was devoid of

irterest. The showing made by Isolde with the new
brcnze sixties was really remarkable. Isolde, with her

very small rig, nearly held the new boats with their

large rigs on almost every point of sailing.

The sixties, Weetamoe and Neola, again sailed another
close race. Weetamoe had rather the better of the start,

and after numerous short tacks under the shore, rounded
the weather mark a minute ahead. Weetamoe increased

her lead slightly as the race progressed, and won by a

good margin.
The race in the 43ft. class could not have been closer

without having it a tie, as Mira won by is. corrected
time. Effort was sailed by Mr. Addison Hanan and Mira
by Mr. A; H. W. Johnson. Effort finished first, but had
to allow Mira 4m. 33s. Challenge finished third and Dor-
wina last.

In the 30ft. class Alerion finished ahead. Both Alerion
and Mimosa protested each other for a foul 'that occurred
on one of the marks on the second round.

In the raceabout class Sis won ; Hobo finished in sec-

ond place, and Mr. Bucham, who sailed the boat, pro-
tested Whistlewing and Pompillia for trying to force him
when close hauled on the starboard tack. If the protest
is upheld the race may be resailed.

The summary follows

:

Sloops—Class H—70 to soft. Racing Length—Start, 11:35.

Finish. Elapsed.
Rainbow, Cornelius Vanderbilt 3 32 08 3 57 08
Mineola, August Belmont 3 34 12 3 59 12
Yankee, J. Rogers Maxwell 3 33 50 3 58 50

Schooners—Class D—65 to 75ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:40.
Elmina, F. F. Brewster 3 47 35 4 07 35
Muriel, Charles Smithers 3 44 59 4 04 59

Special Race—Mixed Class—Start, 11:43.
Katrina (schooner), J. B. Ford 4 38 25 4 55 25
Isolde (cutter). F. M, Hoyt 4 12 44 4 29 44

Sloops—Class I—60 to 70ft. racing length—Start, 11:45.
Neola, George M. Pynchon 4 08 31 4 23 31
Weetamoe, Henry F. Lippitt 4 06 21 4 21 21

Sloops—Class L—36 to 43ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:50.
Dorwina, Clifford V. Brokaw 3 16 45 3 26 45
Effort, F. M. Smith 3 11 25 3 21 25
Mira, C. L. Poor 3 15 45 3 25 45
Challenge, W. T. Foote, Jr 3 16 01 3 26 01

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft., Racing Length—Start, 11:55.

Leda, H. L. Maxwell 3 31 18 3 36 IS
Possum, E. S. Ballou 3 49 34 3 54 34
Spasm, E. D. King 8 41 00 3 46 00

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:00.
Mimosa Trenor L. Park 3 54 00 3 51 00
Iroquois 4.3151 4 3151
Marguerite, O. H. Jennings 4 06 15 4 06 15
Alerion A. H. Alker 3 51 55 3 51 55
Gossip, D. B. Pratt 4 09 24 4 09 24
Zaza, G. P. Cranberry , Withdrew.

., Yawls—Class M—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:55.

Tern. John Hyslop..., 4 06 58 4 11 58
Spindrift Withdrew.

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:05.
Rochelle, F. J. Gould 2 35 43 Disqual.
Chingachgook. E. A. Stevens ....2 24 45 2'19 45
Snapper, A. B. Alley 2 34 00 2 29 00
Pixie, E. L. Hopkins , ....

Prestis, T. O'D. Iselin 2 30 03' 2 25 03
' Raceabouts—21ft.—Start, 12:05.

Rogue, A. B. Alley 2 24 12 2 19 12
Mavi.s, G. L. Pirie 2 23 33 2 18 33
Scamp,. A. Pirie 2 25 Of) 2 20 00
Sis, F. T. Bedford, Jr 2 17 05 2 12 05
Whistlewing, H. M. Crane 2 23 28 2 IS 28
Hobo, Trenor L. Park 2 22 31 2 17 31

Pompillia, J. R. Maxwell 2 21 03 2 16 03

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:10.

Gazabo, N. P. Vulte 2 41 0-5 2 31 06
Neola, J. R. Johnson, Jr 2 31 00 2 21 06
Montauk, J. S. Appleby Withdrew.
Ouoc, A. D. Tappan 2 48 44 2 38 44

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:10.

Adelaide. L J. Dwyer 2 22 05 2 12 05
Houri, J. H. Esser 2 27 .38 2 17 38
Dorothy, L. G. Spence 2 26 56 2 16 56
Celia, C. Gould 2 25 33 2 15 33

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft. Racing Lena:th—Start. 12:10.

Cricket, H. C. Prver 2 45 13 2 35 13
Chipmunk, T. J. Young, Jr 2 58 01 2 48 01

New Rochelle One-Design Class—Start, 12:10.

Caper, P. L. Howard 2 40 59 2 30 59i

Knave, R. W. Bavier... 2 46 54 2 36 54
Deuce L. D. Huntington, Jr 2 42 21 2 32 21

Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr 2 45 06 2 35 06

Manhasset Bay One-Design Class— Start, 12:10.

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 2 53 59 2 43 59

Firefly Guy Standing 2 54 09 2 44 09

Mist,' J. H. Alker 2 58 28 2 48 28
Arizona, G. A. Corry 2 54 39 2 44 39

The winners were Muriel, Rainbow, Isolde, Weetamoe,
?dira, Leda, Tern, Chingachgook, Sis, Neola, Adelaide,
Cricket, Caper and Lambkin.

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Monday, July 2i.

The 30-footers sailed a race in a very light southerly
breeze on Monday. The contest was most unsatisfactory,
for it was hardly more than a drift all over the course.
The course chosen was from Brenton's Cove to Codding-
ton's Cove, five miles to leeward and return. Carolina
won by gm. The summary, start 3:40:

Finish. E"apsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 53 37 2 13 .37

Barbara, Winthrop Rutherford 6 02 26 2 22 26
Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 6 06 03 2 26 03
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 6 12 01 2 32 01
Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller. .Withdrew.

Tuesday, July 22.

Carolina won the sweepstake race sailed on Tuesday
over a triangular course. The bi-eeze was light from the
south. Barbara led to the second marlc, at which time
Carolina worked ahead and finished a winner. The sum-
mary, start 3 :27

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 4 43 02 1 16 02
Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 4 44 03 1 17 03
Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller 4 44 21 1 17 21
Esperanza. Harry O. Havemeyer. ,, 4 45 00 1 18 00
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherford 4 45 58 1 18 58
Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr 4 46 16 1 19 16

Wednesday, July 23.

In a fresh southwest wind Carolina took another race
on Wednesday. The boats sailed over a triangular course.
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Carolina got he best of the start, and was never headed.
The summary, start 4:06:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones.. 5 26 09 1 20 09
Esperanza H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 28 0?. 1 22 03
Asahi. Llovd Warren and W. Starr Miller 5 28 49 1 22 49
Barbara. Winthrop Rutherfurd ...5 31 11 1 24 11
Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 5 33 09 1 27 09
Breeze, G. Roelker, Jr 5 40 27 1 34 27

Friday, July 25.

Carolina seems to be the best light-weather boat among
the 30-footers. The raee sailed* on Friday was the fourth

she has won this week in light airs. The course chosen

wa.s from Brenton's Cove to Beaver Tail and Seal Rock
and return. Asahi got the best of the start, but was
passed early in the race by Carolina, which boat won by
Itm, The summary, start 3:52:

Finish. Elapsed.
I'arolhia, Pei-nbrokt Jones 6 03 39 2 11 39

1?spera"n£a. TT. O. Havemeyer, Jr .6 14 37 2 22 37

T-!arbara, WinthToii Rutherfurd 6 18 48 2 26 48

-Asahi, Lloy^l Warren and W. Starr Miller. .6 21 09 2 29 09

Veda, I.aiii«ii- Wittslow 6 22 21 2 30 21

Hull-Massachusetts Y. C.

Midsummer Series.

HULL, MASS.

Never in the history of yacht racing in Massachusetts

Bay has a more successful series of races been held than

the midsummer series of Y.. R. A. open races given by

the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. on Thursday, Friday and

Saturday, Jidy 24, 25 and 26. Although the cash prizes

were liberal, the most inviting feature to the racing men
v^as the set of cups offered by Mr. Thomas W. Lawson
for the Y. R. A. restricted 25-footers, 21-footers arid

i8ft. knockabouts. These were beautiful trophies, two in

each class, and the boys all worked hard to get them. It

may have been that the natural desire on the part of the

yachtsmen to "get together" would have brought about a

good attendance anyway, but it is safe to say that the

prospect of winniiag these cups kept some of them at it

stronger than they otherwise might have.

Throughout the series the most perfect conditions of

weather were obtained. The breeze that prevailed

(throughout was from E'. by S. to E.S.E. On the first

«]ay it was moderate. It was a little stronger on the

isecond day, a good whole-sail breeze for all classes, and

"(jn the last day it was for light-weather racing. Under
(these conditions it was inevitable that no one boat would
capture all the honors, and in the dividing up of leading

positions throughout the series, a greater interest was
maintained at all times. When first and second places

go shifting around among the boats it stimulates an in-

terest atnong the individuals and helps to make the classes

more strong.

A peculiar combination of figures was found in the

number of entries. On each day the total number of en-

tries was forty-four. On two days the number of re-

stricted boats of the Y. R. A. classes wa.s thirty-four, and,

on one day, thirty-three. On each day there were eleven

boats in the restricted 21ft. class and on two of the days

there were four boats in the knockabout class. There may
or luay not be luck in the 4-1 1-44 combination, but there

was certainly luck throughout the series. At the close all

hands voted that it was a most successful meet.

The Lawson cups were awarded for the best averages

on the three days' races, figured by the percentage table

of the Y. R. A. Only one award was made. That was

in the 2Sft. class, where Calypso, last year's champion,

beat out the newer keel boats. In the 21ft. class and in

the i8ft. knockabouts it was impossible to award the

cups, as there were several protests to be acted upon,

wlrch will have to be decided later. With eleven boats

;starting in the 21-footers and seventeen in the i8-footers,

iit was inevitable that they would get together and rub

.sides at the start, and as they are all very closely rnatched,

•they continued this performance at different points on

ithe courses.
Thursday, July 24.

On the first day of the series a moderate breeze pre-

vailed, E.S.E. The boats sailed a triangular course, giv-

ing a beat, a run and a reach. The 25-footers made a

good start, going over the line in two divisions, one on

the port ^tack and the other on the starboard. On the

first leg Seboomook pulled out' a lead, but on the run

Sally VI. caught and passed her. On the reach, on the

first time around the triangle, Calypso came up and took

second place, but on the beat. Seboomook gained it again,

Sally VI. holding the lead all the time. Seboomook took

the lead again on the run, and then came a hot scrap to

the finish. Sally VI. was given a rap full and she pulled

llu-ough Seboomook's lee. Then both were driven. Sally

iranaged to keep just ahead of Seboomook, and when
liie flag mark at the line was reached, she shot into the

wind and across. Seboomook shot with her, just one

second behind. There was a hot start in the 21ft. class,

all coming to the line in a bunch. Opitsah IV. caused

t'onsternation by coming along on the starboard tack and

sweeping the line. Chloris pulled out a lead to the first

mark and lield it until she was to have come to the

finish line. There was a misunderstanding, in which the

leading boats turned the wrong buoy, and Micmac came

up and finished first. Up to that titne it had all been

Chloris' race. Spinster won in the knockabouts and

Lurlinc II. in the dory class, after a hot race. The sum-

mary :

Class D—25-Footers.
Ac. time.

.Sally V'l, L. I''. I'crcival 1 38 50

.Seboomook, B. A. Smith 1 38 51

Thewink it, F. 0. Macomber, Jr 139 10

Calypso A. W. Che.sterton 1 42 20

lisrly Dawn, I. F. Doherty 1 44 06

J^'.^iglon, E. W. Hodgson 1 44 35

tittle Peter, G. B. Doane Withdrew

Class S—21-Footers.

Mkmac, Richard Hutchinson ...1 53 40

Mildred II, S. P. Moses 1 54 05

Rooster II, Adams Bros 1 55 00

Litl'e Haste, T. K. Lothrop. Jr 1 55 01

Perhaps II, T. E. Robinson ,
,...,1 55 30

Pilot, Reginald Boardman ^t. 1 58 05

Opitsah IV, S. H. Foster. ........1 58 20

Thecla, G. W. Chapin , .......1 58 45

TfttesCO 111, !I. Ih Wiggin -r-rr-r /..g 01) 03

Knockabouts.
Dabster, George Keith 117.35
Chloris, Cheney and Lanning. 2 00 40
Porcupine, C. H. W. Poster 2 01 E56

Tunipoo, C, A. Cooley....... ' 2 07 45

Class K—Raceabouts
Spinster III, L. M. Clark 1 16 10
Bonito, John Fallon.. 119 45
Jacobin, "T. W. King 1 18 30

Class I—18-Foot Knockabouts.
Biza, Alfred Douglas 113 02
Kittiwake, H. M. Jones 1 15 52
Malillian, B. S. Permar .,,116 10
Dominic, C. C. Clapp 116 20
Question, J. H. Hunt 1 16 30

Sliladi IT, F. R. Adams 1 16 45
Savage, J. A. Lawrence 1 17 59
Snapper, Loring Bros..,,.;., 118.50
Gertrude, 1 19 22
Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 1 20 20
Aspinquid, C. M. Poster 1 20 20
Nethla, C. W. Cole 1 20 45
Tokalon, R. T. Randolph, Jr 1 21 22
Stroller, Goodspeed Bros 1 26 58

Patrice, W. F. Scott 1 27 58

Alcedo, J. Linder ...Withdrew

Dorchester Y. C. Dories. *

Lurline II, J. P. Meade 1 84 42
Boomerang, H. Cleary 1 34 49

Hobo, T. K. King 1 38 10
San Toy, ,T. A. Hendrie 1 39 05
Amorita. H. Cutter 1 49 50

The judges were Foster Hooper, C. E. Lauriat, Jr., and
S. N. Small. There were, many protests in the 2i-footers,

mostly on account of the misunderstanding of the course.

The protests were as follows : Micmac against Chloris,

Pilot, Opitsah IV., Little Haste and Porcupine; Perhaps
11. against Mildred II. and Little Haste; Opitsah IV.
against Micmac and Perhaps H.

I Friday, July 25.
,

In the second race the wind came from the same direc-
tion, but was a trifle stronger. In the 25-footers Chewink
II. was over the line first at the start, but in a strengthen-
ing breeze Calypso went -out to the front and remained
there all through the" race. In the 21-footers, Mildred II.

led to the first mark, but Chloris pulled out a lead on the
run which she held until they were on the same leg the
second time around. Then Chloris forgot to set a spin-
naker and ballooner until after Little Haste had got by
her, and this cost her the race. In the iSft. knockabouts
Savage went into first place soon after the start, and she
remained there to the finish. Darthea won in the race-
abouts ; Dabster took an easy win in the knockabouts, and
there was the usual hot finish in the dory class, the race
going to Lurline II. he summary:

Class D—2.5-rooters.

Ac time.
Calypso, A, W, Chesterton 1 57 45
Seebomook, B. A. Smith ....1 58 56
Sally VI, L. F. Percival .'...2 00 16
L'Aiglon, E. W. Ftodgson 2 04 53
Chewink II, F. G. Macomber, Jr 2 05 25
Early Dawn, J. E. Doherty 2 10 10

Class S—21-Footers.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrcp, Jr 2 04 09
Chloris. Cheney and Lanning 2 04 45
Mildred II, S. P. Mo.ses 2 05 40
Opitsah IV, S. H. Foster 2 07 50
Pilot, Reginald Boardman 2 10 51
Micmac, Richard Hutchinson 2 11 55
Tabasco III, H. H. Wiggin 2 13 40
Perhaps II, J. E. Robinson... 2 16 46
Katherine, H. B. Sears ,2 19 09
Thecla, C. W. Chapin ,.2 22 10
Porcupine, C. H, W. Foster, Withdrew

Class K—Raceabouts.
Darthea, W. B. Lambert 1 08 .30

Tunipoo, C. A, Cooley. 1 22 05

Knockabouts.
Dabstei-, George Keith 1 09 55
Jacobin, T. W. King 1 12 10
Bonito, John Fallon 1 13 30
Spinster III, L. M. Clark 1 14 00

Class I—18-Foot Knockabouts.
Savage, J. A. Lawrence..,-. 1 10 00
Dominio, C. C. Clapp .1 10 15
Malillian. B. S. Permar. i 10 .30

Miladi II, F. R. Adams 1 10 32
Question, J. H. Hunt 1 H 14
Kittiwake, H, M. Jones 112 28
Biza, Alfred Douglas 1 12 32
Aspinquid, C. M. Foster 1 12 55
Nethla, C. W. Cole 1 13 55
Gertrude, J. M. Lynch 1 11 10
Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 1 15 00
Patrice, Finley 1 15 35
Stroller, Goodspeed Bros 1 16 00
Topalon, R. J. Randolph, Jr 1 16 02
Scrapper, Loring Bros 117 10
Marion C, J. J. Moebs ....1 24 05

Dorchester Y. C. Dories.
Lurline II, J. A. Meade 1 24 00
Vera, H. Lundburg 1 24 05
Boomerang, H. Cleary 1 24 35
Amorita, H. Cutter ..1 25 25
Hobo. T. W. King.... 1 25 31

The judges were Foster Hooper and C. E. Lauriat, Jr.

Ivlicmac protested Opitsah IV.

Saturday, July 26.

For the last day of the series the breeze was lightest of
all, E. by S. All classes were given the short course, the
points of sailing being the same as on the previous days.

In the 25-footers it was all Chewink II. Sally VL was
pushed over the line too soon at the start, a feature which
did her no good. Chewink II., however, sailed her race
of the year, in comparison with the other boats, and
came home an easy winner, after leading all over the
course. In the 21-footers, Rooster II. took the windward
position at the start and pulled out a lead to the first

mark. After this Little Haste went into the lead and
she sailed a great race, making faster than any of the 25-
footers, with the exception of the leader. In the 18-

fcoters there was a general mix up at the start. Caprice
came down the line on the starboard tack and mowed
Malillian. Malillian went into the lead after the start and
held it until the short beat from the last mark to the
finish, when Savage came up and won out by seven sec-

onds. Tunipoo won a good race in the raceabouts ; .

Jacobin took an easy win in the knockabouts, and Hobo
and Vera sailed a dead heat in the dory class. The sum-
miary :

Class D—25-Footers.

Ac. time.
Chewink II, F. G. Macomber, Jr 1 51 25
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton... 1 56 30
Sally VI, L. F. Percival......... , ..........15714
Seboomfok, B. A? iSfflith.. ....-.?,.(.,.,,.,,.,., 57 J6

L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgson .............1 58 30
Early Dawn, J. E, Doherty.... ........20151
Little Peter, G. B. Doaiae..' ..........2 07 02

Class S—^21-Footers,

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop 1 55 00
Rooster II, Adams Bros. .1 57 50
Chloris, Cheney and Lanning 2 02 20

Opitsah IV, S. H. Foster ...2 03 25
Tabasco III, H. II. Wiggin 2 03 47

Pilot, Reginald Boardman 2 04 39
Mildred II, S. P. Moses ..2 06 20

Micmac, Richard Hutchinson 2 07 01

Thecla, C. W. Chapin 2 10 45

Perhaps II, J. E. Robinson , 2 13 30

Katherine, H. C. Sears ...2 15 28

Class K—Raceabouts.
Tunipoo, Cooley and Humphrey.. 2 09 03
Darthea, W. B. Lambert 2 09 15

Knockabouts.
Jacobin T. W. King 2 19 00

Dabster, George Keith 2 21 03
Spinster III, L. M. Clark ...2 2150

Class I—^18-Foot Knockabouts...
Savage, J. A. Lawrence , , . .2 14 40

Malillian, B, S. Permar 2 14 47

Gertrude, H. E. Lynch .2 16 00

Biza, Alfred Douglas 2 16 24

Miladi II, F. R. Adams 2 18 20

Domino, C. C, Clapp 2 18 45

Scrapper, W. C. Loring 2 20 00

Kittiwake, H. M. Jones 2 20 11
Ayaya, W, P. Keyes ..2 2144
Question, J. PL Hunt 2 23 09

Stroller, Goodspeed Bros , ..2 23 40

Aspinquid, C. M. Foster 2 29 10

Nethla, C, W, Cole , 2 29 35

Tokalon, R, J. Randolph 2 30 34

Alcedo, J. F. Linder Withdrew
Lollipop, H. B. Bailey Withdrew

Dorchester Dories.
Hobo, T. W, King 1 19 40

Vera, H, Lundberg 1 19 40

T.urline II, PL L P, Meade 1 20 50

.San Toy, J. A, Hendrie ....12141
Boomerang, H, Cleary 123 10

The judges were Foster Hooper, Charles E. Lauriat,

Jr., and John T. Humphrey. Caprice protested Malillian

and Savage and Malillian entered a counter protest

against Caprice.

John B, Killeen.

New York Y* C. Annual Cruise.

Rcodcrvoos, New London.

The Cruise.—^Aug. 4, meeting of captains on the flag-

ship at 5 P. M.
;
Aug. 5, to Newport; Aug. 6, the Astor

cups, off Newport; Aug. 7, to Vineyard Haven; Aug. 8k

to Provincetown ; Aug. 9, to Marblehead. (From the

Commodore's General Orders, No. 2.)

Squadron Runs.—There will be the customary runs
from port to port in ertiising trim. A yacht alone in her
class will sail in the class next above (R. R. IX., Sec. 5).
Yachts alone in their respective classes, and with the

clas.ses next above not filled, will be bunched in a mixed
class, difference in rig being allowed for as in R. R. IV.
On application to the committee, special classes will b-

arranged for yachts in either racing or cruising trim, and
for "auxiliaries." Final classification lists will be issued
at the rendezvous.

Cruising Trim.—"Anchors at the bow and at least one
cable bent; cruising complement of boats carried
(launches optional)

;
cruising deck, cabin and galley fit-

tings and fixtures in place
; topsails extending above the

truck or beyond the end of the gaff barred. Water can
be taken into the tanks up to 8 A. M."

Club Prizes.—In each class there will be a prize for

first, if two or more start, and a prize for second, if four
or more start.

Special Cups.—The Commodore's cups will be sailed

for on Run No. 3. The Navy Challenge cups will be
awarded, respectively, to the schooner and the single-

masted vessel or yawl winning the greatest number of
runs, schooners sailing in one class and the other rigs in

another. Terms for the cups offered by the flag officers

and captains, Royal Phelps Carroll and Cornelius Vander-
bilt, and for those which may be offered by others, will be
announced at New London.
Owl and Gamecock Colors will be rowed for at such

port as the Commodore shall decide. Entries.
—"Game-

cock," $10; "Owl," $5. Dinghies, $2; launches, $10. The
club will add $2 an oar and $5 for launches.
The Astor Cups.—Newport, Aug. 6. A $1,000 cup for

schooners and a $500 cup for sloops, cutters and yawls,
The start will be off Brenton Reef Light Vessel, at 10:3c
A. M.

Club Steamboat.—For the Astor cups the Gay Head
(New Bedford and Vineyard Haven Line) has been char-
tered for metnbers and their guests. She will leave the
foot of Old Colony Dock, Newport, at 10 A. M., and
will touch there on her return. Tickets, at $2 each, in-

cluding lunch, can be obtained from the committee. Mem-
bers of the Eastern Y. C. can obtain tickets for them
selves, and also extra tickets, on the same terms.

Sailing Directions.

Courses.—The start and finish lines will be between a

white flag on the coi;nmittee boat and the points mentioned
below:

No. T. New London to Newport. From a stake boat
one-quarter mile east of Sarah's Ledge Buoy to Brenton
Reef Light Vessel, the committee boat being to the west-

ward of the light vessel. Forty miles.

No. 2. Newport to Vineyard Haven. From Brenton
Reef Light Vessel to West Chop Buoy (Red Nun, No. 2),

leaving Vineyard Sound Light Vessel to port and the

Liicas Shoal and Middle Ground Buoys to starboard.

Thirty-seven miles.

No. 3. Vineyard Haven to Provincetown. From a

stake boat one-quarter mile north of East Chop Buoy to

a stake boat one mile west by south three-quarters soutli

of Wood End Light, Wood End and Long Point Lights

being in range, and with the committee boat to the west-

ward of the stake boat.

Course No. i. Classes A, B, C, G, H and I, will leave

Great Round Shoal Light Vessel and the Whistle Buoy
nine and a half miles east of it, to port. Ninety-five miles.

Course No. 2. Classes D, F, J, K, L and M, will leave

Handkerchief Light Vessel to port, §hovelfull Light Ve^-
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Bel to starboard and Pollock Rip Light Vessel to port.

Seventy-nine miles.

No. 4. Provincetown to Marblehead. From a stake

boat placed as at the finish of No. 3, to a stake boat one

cable's length west of Half Way Rock. Thirty-eight and

one-half miles.

The marking point on light vessels will be the foremast,

and on stake boats the mast. The stake boats will dis-

play the club signal by day, and after dark they will carry

two red lights hung vertically.
_ ^

When at the finish, the committee boat will hoist a rea

ball by day, and at night will show a white light, and

also three "red lights hung vertically, and will burn the

club signal at ten-minute intervals. In fog—except at

finish of Run No. i—the committee boat will "at intervals

of not more than one minute, ring the bell rapidly, for

about five .seconds," and at intervals of two minutes will

sound three short whistle blasts.

Starting Signals.—Preparatory : A gun will be fired,

the club signal lowered, and the blue peter set.

Ten minutes later a gun will be fired, the blue peter

lowered, and a red ball hoisted for the start of classes

i-, K, L and M. ^

Five minutes later a gun will be fired and a second red

ball hoisted for the start of classes G, H and I.

Five minutes later a gun will be fired and a third red

ball hoisted for the start of classes D and F.

Five miimtes later a gun will be fired and a fourth

red ball hoisted for the start of classes A, B and C.

Five minutes later the balls will drop.

Handicap Time.—Each division will be allowed two

minutes for crossing the line.

Five minutes after the balls have dropped a gun will

be fired and a red ball hoisted for the start of "auxili-

3.1'ICS
"

Ten minutes later a gun and the dropping of the ball

will give their handicap time.

Should a signal gun miss fire, a prolonged blast of the

whistle will be given.
. • , <

Entries.—Crossing the line with private signal and rac-

ing number displayed, as directed in R. R. IX., Sec. 3, will

be regarded as an entry.

S. Nicholson Kane,
,

- Newbury D. Lawton,
- " Edward H. Wales,

. T Regatta Committee,

Tarratine Y. C.
ISLESBORO, MK.

The ladies' race for the 21-footers which bad been post-

poned since Monday was sailed Thursday afternoon at

2-55 P M, The prize was a cup offered by Mrs. Steele.

The second race of the 25-footers' series was ahso sailed

on the same afternoon, the start being made at 2:50.

Flirt and Chewink were the only two entries in the 25ft.

class, whereas Pirate, Opitsah, Loafer and Peterkin were

entered in the 21ft. class.
1 •

The wind was light from the S.E. and gave little in-

dication of holding for the afternoon. Signals for the

large triangle reversed were sent up on the Vancluse, it

being hoped that the second leg would be to windward;

the wind shifted to the east during the race, however, and

made the second leg a long fetch and a short one. I he

first mark had drifted considerably to the south ard, so

that, the 2S's had some diihculty in finding it. This caused

Chewink a good deal of inconvenience, as she had her

spinnaker set to starboard, whereas Flirt held hers to

port and was not forced to gybe as was Chewink. Flirt

crossed the line before the gun and had to swing back .

and recross it. Chewink was far behind, and Flirt got off

with a big lead. Chewink headed too much to the

north'ard and upon seeing the mark was forced to gybe

and set her spinnaker to port. Flirt gained greatly by this

and rounded the first mark at 3:06:15, followed by Che-

wink at 3:07:15, a minute behind. Both hauled close

on the port tack and headed very nearly for the mark,

Flirt, if anything, making the best of the conditions and

running into a slightly heavier spot of wind. Chewmk
looked out of the race, as Flirt was weathering her and

footing faster. Both had to make short hitches before

rounding the mark, but Flirt rather overstood it, and

.lost a little time. The wind began to lighten considerably

'on the reach home and Chewink gained a lot on Flirt.

She got her reaching jib set quicker and came alpng

with the tail end of the breeze. It looked as if she might

even pass Flirt before they reached the line, but Flirt

managed to skin in at 3:47:30, 30s. ahead of Chewink.

The summary:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Flirt F L Bond... •••2 50 3 47 30 0 57 30

Chewink, W E Sculi ! ! . ! 2 50 3 48 00 0 58 00

The starting gun for the raceabouts was fired at 2:55,

Ophsah crossing the line with it and well in the lead.

Loafer and Pirate went over next without clear water

l)etween them, Loafer being in the lead. Peterkin fol-

lowed three or four lengths astern. Opitsah increased her

lead astonishingly on the run and left the other threj

boats far behind. Pirate, Loafer and Peterkin had an

exciting time of it, all three being lapped. Pirate man-

aged to pass Loafer, but Peterkin was unable to. Opitsah

rounded the first mark at 3 :o8 :25, followed by Pirate at

2:10:40, Loafer at 3:11:00 and Peterkin at 3:11:03-

All hauled close on the port tack, and Pirate began

to gain on Opitsah. Peterkin lost, if anything, on Loafer.

It was not an exciting beat, as the boats did not change

their positions, and there was no tacking. All four had to

. hitch for the mark, as the 25's had done, Opitsah round-

ing at 3:30:30.
, ,1 .1. 1, .

The wind dropped on the reach m and all the boats

gained on Opitsah. Peterkin and Loafer had it close, hut

Peterkin was unable to get the lead. Pirate sailed second

in little danger of winning or being overtaken. Opitsah

crossed at 3:57:40, wiiming easily.- Peterkin and Loafer

had an exciting luffing match, and it looked as if Peter-

kin would establish a lead. She was unable to do it, how-
ever, and finished with her bow well lapping Loafer. The
summary : ^ ^. . ,

Start. Finish.

Opitsah, Miss Howe.... ""55 3 57 40

Pirate, Miss Metcalf 7 21 ?r
Loafer, Miss. Sbattuck . . 1 no
feterkin, Miss Kissel . .

"J 0.5.17

Saturday, July 26.

The second race of the series for Dr. Derby's cup was

sailed on Saturday, July 26, at 2:45 P- M. The wind

started blowing from the south'ard early in the morn-

ing, but did not carry much strength until late in the

afternoon, when it came in briskly. The course was

three nautical miles to windward and return, to be sailed

over twice, making an entire stretch of twelve knots.

The club steamer Vancluse took up her position or

the line at 2:30 P. M. and fired the preliminary gun at

2:40. Idol and Daydream had left their moorings late

and were so far away from the line that they had n<.

chance of getting there in time, thus reducing the starters

to Persimmon,
^
Opitsah, Raider, Peterkin and Pirate,.

Opitsah crossed the line in the middle with the gun and

got clear of the fleet; Raider went ov?r on the windward

end on top of Persimmon, Peterkin and Pirate putting all

these boats in a bad pocket. Persimmon took to the

condition better than any of the other boats and gradually

drew from under Raider's lee. until she was in a position

to tack and cross her bows. Opitsah was to windward of

Raider on the starboard tack when Persimmon crossed

urider her stern so she flung about and put Persimmon

in a pocket. Persimmon forereached her and soon tacked

about to .starboard in a commanding lead.

Pirate Hung over to the port tack soon after the start

and headed way out into the bay in hopes of getting the

benefit of the strong ebb tide. She appeared to be con-

siderably slowed up by the heavy chop. Peterkin could

not get out of Raider's pocket, so finally had to split tacks

and stand out into the bay also. Raider tacked after her

and met Opitsah coming in under the islands.

She swung about on Opitsah's weather quarter and fol-

lowed her well in under the land. She was unable to gain,

however, and soon split tacks and went off after Peterkin.

Opitsah kept further in under the land until she could

fetch the mark, when she flung about on the port tack, fol-

lowing Peterkin. Raider hitched under their lee and

headed after them. Pirate came in from the bay where

she had been doing splendid work, and tacked around the

mark close behind Per.simmon, who rounded at 3:26:00.

Pirate followed at 3:27:51, Peterkin at 3:28:11, Opitsah at

3:28:40 and Raider at 3:29:05.
. , t-, .

,

Peterkin soon passed Pirate on the run in and Raider

gained a great deal on Opitsah, who was the only boat

that set her spinnaker to port. Pirate also lost to Raider,

who, just before the mark, passed both Pirate and Opit-

sah
' Persimmon rounded in a comfortable lead at

3:56:50. Peterkin came next at 3:S9:oo, followed by

Raider at 4:00:15. Opitsah at 4:00:18 and Pirate at

4:00:21, in a close bunch.

Raider stood in imder the islands, closely followed by

Pirate, whereas Persimmon, Peterkin and Opitsah stood

well out into the bay. Raider easily beat Pirate, who m
turn crossed Opitsah's bows. Persimmon increased her

lead in a commanding weather berth and Peterkin lost to

all the last three boats. The wind freshened considerably

and the boats all began to pick along faster. Next to Per-

simmon, Raider did the best work. Persimmon rounded

the windward mark at 4:32:10, followed by Peterkin at

4:36:40. Raider came next at 4:38:30, Pirate at 4:39:10

and Opitsah at 4:39:50.

For the last three boats the rua home was most ex-

citing. Both Pirate and Opitsah began to gain rapidly on

Raider, who luffed out to windward of both of them.

Pirate bore down under Raider's lee and was promptly

blanketed by Opitsah. As Opitsah passed Pirate she shot

itnder Raider's mainsail and was in turn blanketed her-

self. These three boats raced along together for a_ mile

and a half, now' one ahead now another, all on practically

• even terms. Just before the finish line was reached

Pirate bore off with Opitsah on top of her, whereas

Raider headed for the Vancluse, the windward end of the

line. Opitsah shot ahead with Pirate, but bore off too

much and fouled her. She crossed the line at 5:07:34,

beating Pirate by is. and Raider by 5s. Persimmon won
at 4:50:30, beating Peterkin, second boat, by 5m. and 40s.

The summary:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Persimmon, E. Dodge 2 45 4 59 30 2 14 30

Peterkin, Y. E. Kissel 5 05 10 2 20 10

Opitsah, E. A. Daniels 5 07 34 2 22 34

Pirate, P. Metcalf 5 07 35 2 22 35

Raider, R. Derby 5 07 40 2 22 40

Pirate protested Opitsah after the race, but no decision

has been yet given. The score for the cup now stands

:

1st Race. 2d Race.

Persimmon • • • U ^0

Peterkin , • • • 3 7

Opitsah

5

4
Daydream •< 8 0

Pirate 2 2

Raider

1

1

Richard Derby.

Emperor's new vessel. It is stated in ouf papers that the'

German yachtsmen are rather disgusted at the ill success

of Mr. Cary Smith's creation, but it is not very easy to see'

why. These huge vessels are not suitable for ordinary

regatta racing, and the draft of Meteor III., while

eminently suitable for an ocean-going cruiser, is all too

light for a racing craft. Anyhow, it is pretty .safe to think

that Meteor is quite as good as any schooner that haa

made Cary Smith famous.
The King's illness, of course, necessitated the postpone-

ment of all the Coronation festivities, including the naval

review at Spithead. An enormous number of yachts had

arrived in the Solent and Southampton to witness it, but

as the fleet remained for a week, the loss of the actual

review was of less importance. Next week, it is stated,

the King will join his new yacht, Victoria and Albert.

Her moorings are to be shifted out of Cowes Roads into

Osborne Bay. No doubt a certain number of private

yachts will also find it convenient to take up moorings

there too.

An unfortunate accident occured the week before the

proposed review, in which the owner of a little ten-ton

yacht was drowned. She belonged to Commander Grtffen,

R. N., and he was coming round from Dartmouth to see

the review. At Portland there was not enough wind to

help the yacht clear of the Race, and a motor dinghy was
sent ahead to tow, with Commander Griffen and a boy on

board. ' She could not keep the yacht clear of the Race,

and both were drawn into it. The dinghy capsized and

both the boy and the owner were swept away from it.

However, they got hold of her again, but Commander
Griffen was swept away a second time and drowned.

There is always a race at Portland, and the only way to

avoid it is to keep well out to sea, or hug the rocks. The
flood tide sets out of West Bay and will soon sweep a

vessel into the Race, unless her bowsprit is kept pointing

close up to the rocks.

Kariad has been unfortunate on the Clyde, for up to the

time of writing, Tutty (the ex-65-footer) and Bonajiave
been too much for her with their time allowance. Tutty

is sailing in exceptionally good form this year.

No doubt you have heard of the sinking of the German
torpedo boat by the British tramp steamer, Firsby. The
torpedo boat was bringing a party of Englishmen from
Heligoland to Kiel, and Professor Busley was also on
board. When the collision took place the German com-
mander ordered that the Englishmen should be saved

first. Fie himself and seven of the crew were drowned.
Professor Busley is one of the most popular figures in

German yachting, and has done enormous good in promot-

ing good fellowship between the yachtsmen of the two
countries.

The entries for the Heligoland-Dover match, for the

handsome prize presented by Mr. Carl von Busch are

Meteor, Navahoe, Lasca, Clara, Comet (the old Cup chal-

lenger Thi.stle), Wanderer and Lussane. If all these

start, it will be returning good for evil, for the starters in

the Emperor's race were shockingly few. By the way.

Cicely was a very long way ahead of Vol-au-Vent in

that match, but got becalmed. They had the wind aft

all the way.
Of the many boats built for the Eniperor's new 32ft.

class, particulars of which I gave, Uncle Sam, a Crownin-
shield craft, appears to be the best.

Many yachtsmen on your side will be sorry to hear of

the death of Mr. Richard T. A. Grant, formerly Secretary

to the Royal Yacht Squadron. He died on June 30 very

suddenly.
Although not officially announced, it is pretty well

known that Mr. Fife has been commissioned by Sir

Thomas Lipton to design a new Cup challenger. The
vessel will be built by Denny Bros, at Dumbarton. Sir

Thomas has received the honor of a Baronetcy from the

King. I think you will lose the Cup this time if the vessel

is as well sailed as Shamrock 11. was. Certainly you

will have to turn out a faster craft than Columbia. It

would be rather amusing if that craft should prove to

be Constitution—and it is quite on the cards, too !

E. H. FIamilton.

English Letter.

During the past three weeks the most notable feature in

our racing has been the slight but marked improvement
in the form shown by the 52-footer Camellia. When she

left the Thames she went to her builder's yard and some
alterations, the nature of which is not known, were made.

Her next appearance was on the Clyde, where she has

proved quite a match for Lucida. The Fife boat is still

a wee bit better on the wind—particularly in working
short tacks—but it is very little, and Camellia is the

faster with sheets checked. The racing between the two
is now perfect, and Mr. Fife's triumphal march has at

last been checked. In the 36ft. class on the Clyde, too,

Barrabel is apparently a faster craft than either of the

two Fife boats, except in very moderate and light weather.

•She was designed by Mylne. The measurements of the

three boats is very much the same, and the success of

Barrabel ought to bring a considerable amount of business

to Mr. Mylne. This will mean better racing, for the

sport cannot floitrish for long when one designer has it all

so nnrch his own way as Mr. Fife has for the last year or

so. I am very much mistaken, too, if it does not lead to

the speedy development of our rule, which so far has not

been rapid.

Mr. Fife's greatest achievement this year—perhaps his

very greatest—Is undoubtedly Mr. Cecil Quentin's

schooner Cicely, which, as you know by now, has turned

out a great success, and is more than a match for the

Beverly Y* C.

wing's neck, buzzard's bay, mass.

Saturday, July 26.

A CHAMPION Corinthian race of the Beverly Y. C. was
.sailed off the club house. Wing's Neck, on Saturday,

July 26, in a light easterly breeze. The 30-foolers went

over the starting line in a bunch, and off the wind
Quakeress II. led the fleet. On the beat home Pontiac

worked out into first place and won easily. In the 25-

footers Thorana took an easy win from Kalaina. In thei

21-footers Edith led to leeward, but Terrapin won out on
the windward work. Krieker won in the fourth class cats

and Go Bye in the 15-footers. The summary:

30-Footers.
Time.

Pontiac, T. H. Beebe ..3 17 50

PraxiUa, J. Parkinson 3 21 40

Quakeress I [, W. F. Harrison 3 25 23

Mashnee, R. W. Emmons ,3 26 37

Ycimg Miss, D. L. VVhittemore 3 27 3G

Gamecock, Louis Bacon 3 27 38

Arabian, Robert Winsor .,• 3 28

Zingara, E. N. Farnsworth. ....... . . ,, .5..,,. 3 29 32

Evelyn, John Hitchcock 3 31 22

Notos, W. O. & C. H. Taylor, Jr Withdrew

25-Footers,

Thorana, T. B. Wales.. 2 30 40

Kalama, David Rice... 2 3i 10

21-Footers.

Terrapin, E. S. Dabney 2 36 25

Sylvia, ' S. D. Warren . .2 38 25

Arethusa, C. M. Baker ...2 4127
Wynona, Tfoward Miller 42 00

Barnacle W. E. C. Eustis 2 43 40

Edith, Clark T-Cing 2 44 32

Radiant, e. M, Baker.... 2 4S 35

Fourth Class—Cats.

Krieker, W. S. Jameson 1 56 50

Allison, Stewart McLeod 1 59 05

Hod, H. B, Holmes 2 15 25

IS-FoQters.
Go Bye, PI. .Stockton 1 54 20

Teazer, R. W, Emmons 1 56 15

Vim, F. Sargent..... 1 56 30

.Spider, H. B. Stone ..1 57 07

Ranzo, Maurice Richardson.... 1 57 50

Varda, Jack Perkinson 2 08 10

Peacock. Robert Winsor 8 12 20
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Yacht Racing Association of

Grav^send Bay.

Saturday, July 26.

The fifth regatta of the Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay was held on the afternoon of Saturday,

July 26, under the auspices of the Atlantic Y. C.
_
Twenty-

eight craft started in the contest, three^ were disquaHfied

for various reasons, and one did not finish.

It was one of the best races sailed thus far. The win-

ners in the different classes were Bonito, Vivian, Caribou,

Song and Dance, Opossum, Pickaninny, Kelpie and Mar-
tha M.

In general the struggles in the different classes were

won by good margins. The race between the old rivals

Song and Dance and Cockatoo was an exception, how-
ever, and the former won the contest only after the

hardest kind of a fight, and by the small margin of 24s.

At no time were the two far apart. Song and_ Dance,

being of centerboard construction, would gain a bit when
sailing with a free wind, while the fin-keel Cockatoo

picked up on windward work. They are now tied on the

standing of the Association series with 42 points each.

In the race for class M boats in cruising trim, Bonito

led Sunol at the finish by im. 40s. Kangaroo started in

this class. She was minutes astern in getting away and

was never able to overcome the handicap.

The neat little class N flyer, Vivian, and Gwendolen,

another clean-cut boat of beautiful model, were oppo-

nents. The first named, from a poor start, won by

3m. 43s. It was the second meeting of the two craft in

the Association races. At the end of the first they were

separated by only a few seconds.

In special class N Caribou got a victory from Squaw.

The latter d'd not finish the race. The Association boats

were given warning before the contest to carry their rac-

ing numbers in the correct position—that is, above the last

row of reef points and midwaj^ between the luff and

leach. Squaw had not fulfilled these requirements and

was disqualified. This gave Caribou a sailover.

In class P Song and Dance led Cockatoo by 24s. Opos-

sum, now sailing in regular class Q, beat Trouble, her

nearest adversary, by im. iis. The light southeasterly

breeze blowing was jiist suited to the lighter craft in

which Herreshoff has "succeeded in turning out a very

speedy creation.

In class R, Pebble led Pickaninny, starting for the first

time this year, by a good margin. Pebble, however, fouled

one of the marking buoys and was disqualified. Picka-

ninny also got into trouble during the race. There were

no protests lodged against her, but eventual disqualifica-

tion will undoubtedly be the outcome. She was credited

with a, win until the case is decided.

In the Marine and Field special class, Kelpie, cham-
pion of last year, led Jig-a-Jig, the second boat, by iin.

42s. The latter was unfortunate enough to be disquali-

fied for net having her' number in the proper position, and

second place in the Association race went to Flying Fox,

whom Kelpie defeated by 3m. 34s.

The disqualification of Jig-a-Jig is inoperative in the

fourth struggle for points on the Snedeker trophy, in

which the one-design boats were engaged. So Jig-a-Jig

is credited with second place in the race on this series.

In the catboat class Martha M. led Rascal by 3m. 43s.

Boozie, the Long Island creation, which carried off honors

in the heavy wind of the race before, made a poor

showing.
The protest by Rascal against Martha M. in the

Marine and Field Club race of July 12, has been allowed.

This disqualifies Martha M. and takes away the eight

points put down to her credit for that race. Rascal gets

second place and an additional two points.

The protest by the owner of Karma against Song and

Dance for fouling Wraith in the same contest, was not

allowed.

The usual Association courses were sailed. The small

e

craft had a reach, a run, another reach, and long and

short windward boards to the home mark. The larger

craft going oitt to West Bank Light had a close fetch and

a run home.
The sixth regatta of the Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay takes place on Saturday, Aug. 2, under the

auspices of the Brooklyn Y. C. The summaries follow :

Class M^Special—Start 3:03.

Actual. Corrected.

Bonito, Haviland Bros .3 20 49 2 17 49

Sunol, John Abbey 5 22 29 2 19 29

Kangaroo, C. Ji. Humphreys 5 33 41 2 30 41
' Sloops—Qass N—Start 3:06.

Vivian S. E. Vernon 5 14 48 2 08 48

Gwendolen, H. G. S. Nobles 5 18 31 2 12 31

Class N—Special—Start 3:06. -

Caribou, T. E. Nicholson 5 19 48 2 13 18

Squaw, H. J. Heath Disqualified

Sloops—Class P—Stan 3:09.

Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach 4 36 14 1 27 14

Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb 4 36 38 1 27 38

Carona, J. E. Beggs 4 38 14 1 29 14

Streak, Speidel Bros. 4 38 56 1 29 56

Sloops—Class Q—Start 3:12. .

Opossum, R. P. Doremus 4 40 08 1 28 08

Trouble, W. H. Childs 4 41 19 1 29 19,
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins ,.4 43 05 1 31 05

Bronco, c. C. Moore 4 43 49 1 31 49

Flying Fish, L. M. Dean 4 49 22 1 37 22

Wink, W. A. Barstow 4 50 53 1 38 53 -

Sloops—Class R—Start 3:15.

Pickaninny, L. R. Connett 5 02 11 1 47 11

Pebble, R. W. Speir Disqualified

Marine and Field Class—Start 3:18.

Kelpie, W. K. Brown 4 53 42 1 35 42

Flying Fox, Cone and Buckman 4 57 16 1 39 16

Stinger, A. P, Clapp .4 57 29 1 39 29

Ouinque, L. H. Smith 5 03 23 1 45 23

Jig-a-Jig, W. A. Hutcheson Disqualified

Catboats—Class V—Start 3:24.

Martha M., Richard Moore 4 51 44 1 27 44

Rascal, D. G. Whitlock 4 55 34 1 31 34

Boozie. C D. Durkee... ..4 58 58 1 34 58

Jean, F. Nickerson Did not finish.

Points to date in Y. R. A. G. B. series: Mariquita, 5;

Sunol, 36; Bonito, 28; Kangaroo, 12; Vivian, 30; Gwen-
dolen, 16; Caribou, 40; Squaw, 24; Indian, 6; Cockatoo,

42; Song and Dance, 42; Karma, 20; Streak, 16; Corona,

6; Trouble, 32; Opossum, 34; Bronco, 24; Wraith, 22;

W'ink, II
;
Flying Fish, 4; Spots, 2; Pickaninny, 5 ; Kelpie,

48; Stinger, 40; Quinque, 14; Flying Fox, 10; Jig-a-Jig,

yjiten, 4; Rascal, 32; Martha M., 30; Boozie, 16.

Points to date on Snedeker trophy. Marine and Field
class: Kelpie, 15; Stinger, 9; Vixen, 4; Jig-a-Jig, 3;
Quinque, 3; Flying Fox, i.

Western Yachts.

Lake Mtchigan Yachting Association.

Chicago, 111., July 24.—The seventh annual regatta of
the Lake Michigan Yachting Association will be held un-
der the auspices of the Macatawa Bay Y. C, Aug. 7-9
This will be quite a sporty little event, with plenty of sil-

ver cups as class prizes. Measurements under the rules
of the Association ; the course a six-mile triangle, two
miles to the leg, twice around.
The second annual Venetian night of the entertaining

club will be held Thursday, Aug. 7, a general illumina
tion, followed by dances, etc. On Saturday night there
will be a yachtsmen's ball. The local club will hold a
daily regatta on the inside course, open to boats of inland
water types, with proper silver cups as prizes. Measure-
ments under Inland Lake Y. A. rules.

The second annual cruising race of the Macatawa Bay
Y. C. from Chicago to Macatawa will strrt from the Van
Buren street gap Saturday, Aug. 2, at S o'clock P. M.
There will be three prizes awarded, for classes A, B and
C. Ample hotel accommodations and good steamer facili-

ties across the lake add to the interest of this event, which
will be patronized. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Rivefton Y. C*

RIVERTON, DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, July 19.

A NUMBER of boats belonging to members of the Bev-
erly Y. C, the newest organization on the Delaware, par-
ticipated in the regatta given by the Riverton Y. C. on
Satttrday, July 19.

There was no wind in the morning, but in the after-

noon sufficient breeze came up to allow the Regatta Com-
mittee to start the fleet.

On the- run home Sea Gull drew away from the boats
in her class and won by 26s,

Isit demonstrated her light-weather qualities by beat-
ing the boats in her class handily. The summary

:

Catboats—Start, 3:05.

Fin. E. T. C. T.
Carolyn, Ch. C. Rinahard 5 26 02 2 21 02 2 18 56
Titiania, John W. Hamer Withdrew.
Gertrude. G. W. Holoway Withdrew
Sea Gull, L. C. Cook ....5 17 48 2 12 48 2 08 34
BuUerfly, C. C. Fitler Withdrew.
Leila. Blair, Fergueson ...Withdrew.
Priscilla (no owner) 3 34 22 2 29 22 .2 24 19
Vampin (no owner) 5 47 58 2 42 58 2 30 41

Sloops—Start, 3:10.

Kaloola, E. A. Waters Withdrew.
Fiona, J. H. Hillman .5 28 50' 2 18 50 2 16 01
Dorothea (no owner) 5 26 50 5 29 25 2 25 50

T-sit (no owner) ....5 26 50 2 16 50 2 07 06
Pumpkin, J. C. W. Frishsmith 5 37 50 2 27 50 2 17 12
Tadpole (no owner) 5 42 03 2 32 03 2 17 03

Mosquito Boats—Start, 3:02.

No. 1, Somervell Solomon Withdrew.
No. 2, Biddle Brothers 5 39 10 2 27 10
No. 6, Dr. C. S. Mills 5 39 10 2 27 10

No. 7, R. M. HolHngshead 5 34 18 2 22 18
No. 10, Harry Cook 5 36 40 2 24 40

No. 11, A. G. Cook 5 28 52 2 16 .52

No. 12 H. McI. Biddle 5 38.18 2 21 18
No. 14; T. Harry Walnut -..5 32 43 2 20 43

Quincy Y* C*

QUINCY, MASS,

Saturday, July 26,

A REGULAR club racc of the Quincy Y. C. was sailed off

the club house at Hough's Neck on Saturday, July 26, in

a light easterly breeze. In the first class Eclipse won
easily. In the second class Mable won in a close race.

,Cleopatra won in the special class, and Marjorie in the

Lark class. In the race for launches, Mildred won by
3m. and 36s. on corrected time. The summary:

First Class.
Act time. Cor. time.

Eclipse, Dr. Jones 1 39 15 1 14 59

Hu.stlcr Whittemore and Robbins 1 45 01 1 17 11

Goblin,' Elmer Rickey.... 1 49 55 1 20 47

Marvel, Reid and Lincoln 1 48 21 1 21 15

Ida J C. C. Collins 1 46 21 1 21 41

Moondyne, Shaw Bros ,....1 52 40 1 26 48

Stay King, Mr. Laird , 15104 not m'd

Second Class.

Mabel G, George Gardner , 2 07 18 not m'd.

Kitty, John Evans 2 07 29 not m'd.

Special Class.

Cleopatra, F, F. Crane 1 46 27 0 00 00

Omeme, W. P. Parker 1 48 38 0 00 00

Larks.
Marjorie, Mr. Bennett .1 00 20 0 00 00

Ethel S, George Swift 1 02 31 0 00 00

Ella II, Herbert Holmes 1 09 51 0 00 00

Mosqtiito Fleet Y. C
SOUTH BOSTON, MASS.

Saturday, July 26.

A CLUB race of the Mosquito Fleet C. for handicap

class and sailing tenders, was held off Marine Park on

Saturdav. July 26, in a light easterly breeze. Sentinel

finished 'first in the handicap class, but lost to Venture on

corrected time. F. O. French won a good first from E.

Merrill in the tender class by 3s. The summary:
Handicap Class.

Act time. Cor time.

Venture, W. C. Cherrington 2 18 52 2 25 52

Sentinel N. C. Robinson 2 13 47 2 26 47

Halen, 'W. Tracy .•-••2 27 42 2 32 42

Egeria, R. S. Lauders , 2 35 33 2 40 33

Myth, J. T. Powers 2 36 06 2 44 06

Alcyone F. W. Coombs 2 42 00 2 42 00

Alder, C. P. Mooney Withdrew.

Ustane, C. J. Moriarty Withdrew.

Vand I, E, Leach Withdrew.
Open Tender Class.

Time.

F. O. French...... 112 34

E. Merrill.... • 1 H 37

W. L, Colson, , 1 32 50

PL Stickney ?o
E. T Landers...- - 1 12 58

Seawanhafca-Cofinthian Y» G*

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 26.

The fifth series race sailed by the Seawanhaka knock-
abouts for the Centre Island cup was sailed over knock-
about course No. 2 on the afternoon of Saturday, July 26.

Seven boats started, and Vagrant won. The breeze was
fresh from the E. The summary, start 3:40:

Finish. Elapsed.
Vagrant, Brown & Low 5 11 09 1 31 09
Marcia, Johnston de Forest 5 12 20 1 32 20
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 5 13 16 Disq.
Gowan, F. G. Stewart 5 14 56 1 34 56
Wyntje, Colgate Hoyt, Jr 5 20 49 1 40 49
Lucille, H. H. Lander 5 21 01 1 41 01
Heron, F, R. Coudert, Jr 5 25 37 1 45 37

In the race sailed on Saturday a week ago Lucille and
Wyntje, which finished first and second, were protested
and the Race Committee has disqualified these two boats,
and Marcia, which finished third, wins.
On Saturday morning Gowan and Wyntje sailed' a race

for the Leland Corinthian Challenge cup, and Gowan won.
The summary, start 10 145 :

„ ^ „ ^
" Finish. Elapsed.

Gowan, F. G. Stewart... .,. 1 05 30 2 20 30
Wyntje, Colgate Hoyt, Jr Did not finish.

Portland C„
PORTLAND^ ME.

Saturday, July 12.

The Portland Y. C, held its first race on Saturday, July
12, in a strong S.W. breeze. Eight boats started in the
three classes. Class C was made up of one-design boats
from the board of Mr. W. Starling Burgess. Lobadoba
won by one minute. The summary:

Class A.

^ Start. Finish.
I^anshee ...2 04 25 4 20 43
Clique ...2 04 45 4 26 51

Class B.
Burgomaster ...2ia.43 4 02 03
White Wings 2 11 50 4 24 15
Whist 2 10 40 4 37 37

Class C.
Lobadoba ...2 20 15 4 00 09
Skid 2 20 20 4 01 09
Krisheim 2 20 03 4 04 37

The winners were Banshee, Burgomaster and Loba-
doba.

'

American Y. C.

MILTON POINT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 26.

The 18 and 21ft. one-design boats of the American
Y. C. raced over a ten-mile triangular course off Milton
Point on Saturday, July 26. Zeleika 11. lost her. rudder
and did not finish. The wind was fresh from the E. The
Kid won in her class

; Jolly Tar was second, but was pro-
tested for fouling one of the marks. Mr. Simon Ford's
boat won in the i8ft. class. The summary

:

21-Foot Eaceabouts—Start, 2:30.

Finish. Elapsed.
The Kid, D. Harriman, Jr 4 43 17 2 13 17
Jolly Tar, S. Howland 4 43 58 2 13 58
Cricket, Howard Willetts 1,.^.4 44 14 2 14 14
Howdy, S. Wainwright 4 46 18 2 16 18
Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 4 48 18 2 18 28
Ping-Pong, W. H. Browning 5 13 08 2 43 08

18-Foot Raceabouts—Start, 2:30.

S. Ford 5 08 13 2 38 13
Hustler, J. T. Downing 5 18 42 2 48 42
Rattler, J. E. Bowles 5 17 37 2 47 37
Zeleika II, H. A. Sherman Disabled.

"Winthfop Y. G,

WINTHROP, MASS.

Saturday, July 26.

The regular handicap race of the Winthrop Y. C. was
sailed on Saturday, July 26. The breeze was light and
fluky from the eastward, making the race decidedly un-
interesting. The summary:

25-Foot Class.

Ac time. Cor time.
Ariel, James R. Hodder 1 41 47 1 38 47.
Thordis, C. A. Heney 1 49 02 1 46 00

21-Foot Class.
Greyling, Mr. Langland 2 12 38 2 12 38
Mineola, 2 45 40 v?- 36 40-

18-Foot Class.
Zetes, J. A. McKie 152 16, ' ' r52 16'
Hector, A. W. Plubbard 1 53 59 1 51- 59
Favorite, Fred Bird 2 06 59 2 02 59
Martha, Mr. Jenkins 2 16 59 2 07 59

15-Foot Class.
Elf, J. W. Kelly 1 05 30 1 05 30
Coper, J. W. Colson.., Withdrew.

15-Foot Juniors.
Flash, W. H. Myrick 1 14 37 1 14 37
Virginia, W. H. Traiser 1 17 45 1 15 45
Knox, .Withdrew.

Colttmbia Y* C.

SOUTH BOSTON, MASS.

Saturday, July 26.

A CLUB race of the Columbia Y. C. was held off City

Point on Saturday, July 26, in a light easterly breeze.

The summary

:

First Class,
Act time. Ct' time.

Julia, M. Roach 2 12 30 2 12 30

Grandee, Albert Baker 2 30 53 2 30 53

Nelka, G. Coy 2 34 30 2 26 30

Wapita,' E. Powers..... 2 42 25 2 32 25
Second Class.

Strideaway, C. Snow 2 10 30 2 05 20

Cathryn, J, R. Young 2 18 25 2 09 25

Acme, H. Patterson 2 14 40 2 09 40

Walrus, F. R. Granger 2 12 50 2 12 05

Rifle at Shell Moand.

San Fkancisco, July 14.—Yesterday was red-letter day at Shell
Mound range. T. E. Gorman, our local revolver expert, badly
smashed the 100-shot record at 50yds., Standard target. C. S.

Richmond, of Savannah Ga., is now deposed from the pedestal,

Gorman's score is 924, Richmond's being 318. Scores of the day:
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Golden Gate Rifle an4 Pistal ClUb.—tistal. Iianifllcap; M. T<

viiite 86, 86, 87 87; F. S, Washburn 91, 90; W. F, Blasse 89, 80;

1 F. Blasse 80; B. A. Galloway 54, '10.
„ ^ ^

Revolver, gold medal: J, K. Trago 86, 82. Handicap, J. .K.

' Tra',0 S6; [. W. Tompkins 77, 72. 71, 68. 61; L. C. Hmkel %,
94, Si2 90 90; P. A. Becker 91, 89; J. E. Gorman 100, 96, 95, 93, 92,

y2, 91, 91, 88, 86.

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Clut, iihontlily medal shoot rifle,

handicap: W, F. Blasse 210, 209; Glindermann trophy, W. F.

Blasse, 215; gold medal, G. Tammeyer, 321; W. Fhrenpfort, 199,

164; silver medal. O. H. Bremer, 223, 209; gold and silver bars, M.
F. Blasse, 221, 213, 210. 207; H. ITinkel. 212, 211. 205, 200.

The Shell Mound Rifle Club bullscye shoot of .Tuly 6 resulted

as follows: W. Siebe 33. K. Wixson 45, J. Rineen 451/2, P. Ramm
46 Capt. Siebe A. Niehaus 78%, C. Heissenberg 85, G.

Mitchell 90. L. Siebe 98. H, Htiber 98% C. Parson 99, A. Thomp-
son 1131/^.

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, monthly medal shoot.—Cham-
pion class: Best string, D. B. Faktor 434; champion class medal,

Herman Huber, 436; first class, not won; second class, S. Heino,

383; tliird class. F. Hensel 362: fourth class, D. Dunker, 351;

best first shot, F. P, Schtister, 24; best last shot, F. P. Schuster,

24.

Germania Schuetzeli Club, monthly medal shoot: First cham-
pion class, F. E. Mason, 228, 223; second champion class, O.

Bremer, 208. 202; first class, J. Gefken, 208, 202; second class, D.
Salfield, 211, 208; third class, J. Beuttler, 172; best first shot, G.

H. Bahrs, 23; best last shot, S. Heino, 25; competition for trophies:

D. D. Faktor 226, F. E. Mason 225, O. Bremtr 218, L. Bendel 217,

J. Gefken 211, N. Ahrens, 211: competition for cash prizes: F. E.

"Mason 73, D. B. Faktor 73, H. Huber 71, N, Ahrens 71, L. Bendel
69, O. Bremer 69.

ROEEL.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, July 6.—At the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club's

regular shoot there were fine weather and fine scores. Maiiy vis-

itors were present, among them Henry Kroeckel, secretary of

Stockton Pistol and Rifle Club. He said they would extend a

formal invitation for us to visit and have a friendly shoot with
them at Stockton in August. Dr. Twist tied the .22 rifle club

record. 16, to-day. Cady and Daiss pressed him closely, but were
not quite equal to the occasion. Capt. Fred Kuhnle, our veteran rifle

shot, put up an 8 on his first three-shot score and did wonderful
work for a man over sixty-six years of age. We know of no man
of his age who can beat him. Hinkel was high again with re-

volver. 'He was presented with a gold Columbia button for the
Columbia target record, 30, of last shoot.

At our last regular meeting we voted to give E. E. Patridge,
qf Walnui Hill, Mas.-., a Columbia button for his 50-shot record on
Columbia target, 1C5. it being found to be 2 points better than
Anderton's 476, on Standard. We recognize it as the world's 50-

shot pistol record.
Scores to-dav, Co'umbia target:
Rifle, 200yds!, 8-shot match: Capt. Fred Kuhnle 8, 11, 14, 14, 15,

16, 16, 15 16, 20, 20, 22; F. O. Young, 16.

Ten-shot rifle match: F. O. Young 55. 58. 67, 72, 73, Dr. Twist
(.22 rifle) 143.

Military match. Creedmoor count: H. Hinkel 46, 44, 44.

Pistol: Ed Hovey 37, 42, 47, 47; Young 57.

Revolver: L. C. Hinkel 41, 46. 54, 54, '56. 56, 58, 62; A. H. Pape
48. 50, 58, 61, 63, 63, 64; F. O. Young 48 55, 57, 59, 60, 60 62; Dr.
Hunsaker 70. 74. 78 SI ; T. R. Trego 84, 85, 94.

.22 and .25 rifle match: Dr. T. F. Twist 16, 22. 24, 26, 28; A. H.
Cady 17, 18. 26 26, 26, 28; C. Til. Daiss 1.8, 19. 20, 22, 24, 27; F. O.
Young 20, 20. 26; E. A. Allen 30, 32, 34, 37; Mrs. Waltham 42, 43;
Dr. Harvey 42, 63.

Mr. E. E. Patridge's target, certified to by the secretary of

Walnut Hill, was received by us.
Fred. O. Young, Sec'y-

Ctnciaaatt Rifle Associatioa.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular com-
petition by members of the Cincimiati Rifle Association, at Four-
Mile House, Reading Road. July 20. Conditions, 200yds., oflf-

hand. at the German ring target. Payne was declared champion
for the day with the good score of 224. Weather cloudy in the
morning, clearing in the afternoon. Thermometer, 86; wind, un-
steady, from 4 to 6 o'clock:

Payne ; 224 217 215 212 210 22 17 21—60
Gindele 221 220 217 216 213 18 24 22—64
Hasenzahl 219 211 210 215 209 22 18 22—62
Nestler 219 214 213 210 195 21 19 22—62
Odell 219 209 207 200 199 20 20 22—62
Strickmeier 218 217 215 204 202 24 19 20—63
.^peth 218 218 216 215 208 24 17 23—64
Drube 211 203 193 195 175 20 14 22—56
Roberts 211 200 198 198 196 19 17 19—55
Jonscher 202 198 196 191 182 24 21 14—59
Lux 199 196 195 189 187 20 21 23—64
Uckotter 198 197 195 191 189 21 21 10—52
Hofer 197 195 195 191 189 14 15 19—48
Hoffman 197 192 190 187 187 21 21 15—51
Freitag 191 175 171 167 165
Weinheimer 189 187 186 184 183 23 10 21—54
Topf 189 170 159 141 129 17 19 9—45
Bruns 204 198 195 171 ... 22 21 23—66

If jofs want 70tft ilioot to be anaoaaced hete leid a

aotlce Uke fbt following t

Fixtures.

Aug. 1-2.—Excelsior Springs, Mo,—Target tournament of the
Excelsior Springs Gun Club. W. E. Templeton, Pres.

I Aug. 2.—East Orange, N. J.—E. C. Medal contest for champion-
ship of New Jersey, between Neaf Apgar, holder, and Dr. W. L.
Gardiner, chalk nger.
Aug. 2.—East Orange, N. J.—Dr. W. L. Gardiner's target shoot

and succotash party, given to the Wanderers.
Aug. 4-5.—Moberly, Mo.—Inanimate target tournament for ama-

teurs.
Aug. 5-7.—^Troy, Ala.—The Peters Cartridge Corhpany tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Troy Gun Club.
Aug. 5-8.—Asheville, N. C.—Tournament given by Col. J. T.

Anthony and Maj. E, P. McKissick.
Aug. 6-7.—Lafayette, Ind.—Lafayette Gun Club's annual tourna-

ment.
Aug. 6-7.—Litchfield, 111.—^Amateur tournament of the Litchfield

Pioneer Gun Club.
Aug. 6-7.—Marietta, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, urder the auspices of the Coltimbian Gun Club. Chas.
Bailey, Sec'y-
Aug. 7.—Leamington, Can.—Annual tournament Jot the Leaming-

ton (lun Club.
Auf. 12-13.—Olean, N. Y.—Two days' tournament of the Glean

Gun L.ub; $30 added; open to all. B. D. Nobles, Sec'y.
Aug. 12-13.—Bowling Green, O.—Merchandise tournament of the

Bowling Green Gun Club, for Wood county shooters.
Aug. 12-13.—Birmingham, Ala.^—Third annual Alabama State

target tournament, under the auspices of the Birmingham Gun
t i:b. R. H. Baugh, Sec'y.

.\urr. 1214.—Americus, Ga.—The Peters Cartridge Company
I. urnament, under the auspices of the Americus Gun Club.
Aug. 13-14.—Brunswick, Me.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Brunswick Gun Club. L. C.
Whitmore, Sec'y.
Aug. 14-15.—Greenville, Pa.—Alexander's annual target tourna-

tcent.
Aug. 14-16.—Hamilton, Can.—Dominion Trapshooting and Game

Protective Association's tournament.
Aug. 14-15.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap-

shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, Sec'y,
Natchez, Miss.
Aug. 19.—Holyoke, Mass.—Holyoke Shooting Club's annual

tournament. J. R. Blamy, Sec'y.
Aug. 20-21.—Kane, Pa—Kane Sportsmen's Club's amateur target

tournament.
Aug. 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club; first day handicap (100 targets, 14 to 21yds. rise, open to
all) and R. I. clam bake: second day, regular programme.

Aug. 2G-27.—Peru. Ind.—Pent Gun Club's sixth annual iriiti-

stimriier tournament, at Bass Lake. Frank Dunbar, Sec y.

Aug. 26-29.—Okoboji, la.—Amateur shooting tournament, undet
management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.—Haverhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.

Miller, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-28.—RufTsdale, Pa.—Ruffsdale Rod and Gun Club's first

annual two-day target tournament. Added money, $30. Rose
system. Lloyd H. Ruff, Sec'y.

Aug. 29.—Watertown, Mass.—First all-day open tournament of

the Watertown Gun Club. Chas. H. Philbrook, Acting Sec'y.

Aug. 29.—Pleasant Hill, Mo.—Sixth annual merchandise and
sweepstake tourney. T. I-I. Cohron, Sec'y.

Aug. .30,—Watertown, Mass.—All-day tournament of the Water-
town Gun Club.
Sept 1.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Amateur tournament of the Battle

Creek Gun Club. M. E. Hensler, Sec'y.

Sept. 1-2.—Meriden, Conn.—Parker Grni Club's annual Labor
Day Shoot and Sheep Bake. C. S, Ploward, Sec'y.

Sept 2-3.—^Tiffin, O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-

fin Gun Club; $75 added. L. D. Arndt, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-4.—Nappanee, Ind.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club. Ed. J.

Bowers, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-5.—Richmond, Ind.—Handicap tournament of the Rich-

mond, Ind., and College Corner, New Paris and Oxford, O., gun
clubs.

Sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.—Erie City Rod and Gun Club's handicap
tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added. A. N. Aitken,
Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Open tournament of the Con-

solidated Sportsman's Association. Eber Rice, Sec'y.

Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa.—Three days' target tovirnament of the
Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, .$200. L. S. Munch,
Sec'y.
Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. John Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 15-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth

tournariient of the Missoviri State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.
Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska City, Neb.—Tournament at Nebraska City.
Sept. 16-18.—Williamsport, Pa.—Tournament of the West Branch

Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 16-19.—Detroit, Mich.—John Parker's annua! tournament.
Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.-—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs. Sec'y.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistowri, 111.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-

ment. O. E. Fonts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the

Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H tndicap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey. Sec'y.
Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.

B. F. Downs, Capt.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.
First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.-Contest for

the Troisdorf live bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;
open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

I.. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shuoting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Chib secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues^
DAY OF EACH WEEK.

Mr. B. B. Hull, Schenectady, N. Y., writes us as follows, un-
der date of July 26: "At the semi-annual meeting of the Schenec-
tady Gun Club, held Jvily 8, careful consideration was given to
the subject of ways and means for successfully conducting the
New York State Shoot, which is to be held at Schenectady next
year. The matter was taken up energetically and discussed quite
fully. A general committee was organized, from which sub-
cornmittees were appointed to handle the various lines of pre-
liminary work which this tournament will demand. Already we
are assured of grounds which approach perfection in the eyes of
the trapshooter, and that within from five to ten minutes of the
hotels, -depot and business district of the city. The State Shoot
is nearly a year away, but the Schenectady Gun Club realizes
that it means a great deal of hard work, and it is the object of
the club members to do as much of the work now as is possible,

' and spare no effort to make this tournament an unqualified suc-
cess. At this meeting Captain Valentine VVallburg was presented
with a solid silver loving cup as a token of esteem for the
founder and president of the club."

Mr. C. F. Lambert, of Lynn, Mass., writes us interestingly
as follows: "The Watertown (Mass.) Gun Club are arranging
to entertain their friends by means of an all-day tournament on
Aug._30 next. Those who in the past have attended their shoots
unanimously report the Watertown boys as royal entertainers,
and they, without question, have the finest grounds and equip-
ment to be found anywhere. Details of this shoot will be fur-
nished later, or, in ample season to allow those who will be
shooting in the State that particular week tu make thei'r arrange-
ments for attending. Enough money will be added to the pro-
gramme events to excite competition, at least."

The second of a series of three contests, between 5-man teams
of the Tcwson Gun Club and the Maryland County Club, was
shot last Saturday on the grounds of the latter club. The Tow-
son Club won by a score of 201 to 199. Eacn man shot at 50
targets. This concludes the series. The Towson Gun Club ?/on
both shoots. Its team defeated the Maryland Country Club at
Towson last Saturday by a score of 221 to 208, out of a possible
300.

IS

The Virginia Trapshooters' Association anounces that its third
annual shoot will take place on Sept. 1, 2 and 3, on the grounds
of the LjTichburg (Va.) Gun Club in Riverton. Sweepstakes
open to all amateurs. Targets, 2 cents. The Association team
and Individual championship are the only events closed to the
public. Programmes and badges will be ready by Aug. 20. J.
A. Anderson, of Lynchburg, Va., is the secretary.

Mr. C. F. Lambert, of Lynn, Mass., announces an additional
day's shooting the day following the Interstate tournament at
Haverhill, Mass., Aug. 27 and 28. Elsewhere in our columns
will be found his communication on this subject. It is an at-
tractive additional programme, and contains much of interest to
all trapshooters who wish to" compete for fun or seriously.

K
To the peripatetic shooters known as the Wanderers. Dr. W. L.

Gardiner, the distinguished treasurer of that organization, has
issued invitations to a succotash party at his home, Elliott Place,
East Orange, N. J., on Aug. 2. The afternoon will be devoted to
food and targets. No handicaps. Take 12:10 train for Brick
Church. Conveyance will be at the depot.

Mr. J. H. McKibben, secretary of the Peters Cartridge Company
Cincinnati, writes us as follows: "Aug. 5, 6 and 7, the Peters
Cartridge Company tournament, under the auspices of the Troy
Gtin Club, Troy, Ala. Aug, 12, 13 and 14, the Peters Cartridge
Company tournament, under the auspices of the Americus Gun
Club, Americus, Ga."

Mf. Belt B. Adaitis, secretary of the Limited Guil Club, In-
aiahap.oliS) Ind., writeis us as follows: "The Linlitea Gun Club,
of Indianajjolis, Ind;, will hold a two days' tournahient on Augv
iiO and .21. The, first day jit targets, and the second at sparrows.
This vvill be a hanaicap) shoot. Prograihnies will follow in a few
claysi"

The Parker Gun Club, of Meriden, Conn., announces a two-
days' tournament, Sept. 1 and 2, which is known to fame as the
Parker Gun Club's Annual Labor Day Shoot and Sheep Bake.
Programmes will be forwarded, to applieants on application to the
secretary, Mr. C. S. Howard.

At the Providence Gun Club's tournament last week, in the
Interstate team race of New England trapshooting clubs, the
Massachusetts team won by a score of 441. There were four
teams, the others being of Maine, New Hampshire and Rhode
Island. The race was 5-man teams, 100 targets per man.

Mr. John J. Levy, of Annapolis, Md., won the Bay Ridge Handi-
cap, a 20-l3ird event, at Mr. J. R. Malone's midsummer tourna
ment last week. Three, Messrs. Levy, Eick and Uond, tied with
straight scores. The tie was shot miss and out, and Levy won
in the sixth round.

K
The Wanderers last Saturday met defeat at the hands of a

team of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark. There were
nine men on a side, 25 targets per man. The scores were: South
Sides, 196; Wanderers, 189. The victors made an average of over
87 per cent.

Secretary Ed. J. Bowers, of Nappanee, Ind., informs us that
the Nappanee Gun Club will add $100 to its Interstate shoot
Sept. 3 and 4, of which $50 will be added to the events and $.50

will be given in average moneys to professionals and amateurs.

Mr. C. M. Stark, of Dunbarton, N. H., has issued a challenge,
published elsewhere in our trap columns this week, which is of
special interest to Maine trapshooters. It is a straightforward
challenge, meriting frank and straightforward consideration.

In a 7-man team match, 25 targets per man, the Rockland Mili-
tary Academy team, of Nyack-on-the-Hudson, defeated the Spring-
Valley Gun Club by a score of 111 to 107. This was the third
contest of a series.

At Mr. J. R. Malone's eighth annual midsummer tournament,
held at Bay Ridge, Md., last week. Dr. H. E. Lupus, of Balti-
more, won high average. He broke 359 out of 380 for the two
days.

*t

At Westchester, Pa., July 26, a team race, between the Clear-
view Gun Club, of Philadelphia, and the Westchester (5un Club,
15 men on a side, 25 targets per man, resulted in a tie on 287.

Secretary Frank Dunbar, of Peru, Ind., writes us as follows:
"Please announce in your columns change of date of Bass Lake,
Ind., tournament, from Aug. 27-28 to Aug. 26-27, 1902."

Secretary J. L. Barlow, of Ossining, N. Y., informs us that at
Pleasantville, N. Y., the Westchester Trapshooting Association
will hold a tournament on Labor Day.

The next meeting of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association,
1903, will be held at Jonesborough, Ark.

The Holyoke (Ma.ss.) Shooting Club will hold its anrtual tour-
nament on Aug. 19.

Bernard WAfERS,

IN NEW JERSEY,

South Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., July 26.—The shoot of the South Side Gun Club
to-day was added to by the attendance of a delegation from the
\yanderers. A^ two-man team race, Piercy and Welles against
Gardiner and Skelly, resulted in a win by the latter. The scores
follow

;

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 25 15 15 15 15 15 25

Welles

18

14 12 14 12 12 ..

Gruman

18

14 14 12 13 9 ..

Skelly

20

12 13 15 14 14 ..

Goetter

18

11 13 13 14 12 ..

Piercy , 20 13 13 13 13 15 21
Keystone 20 12 13 14 14 15 ..

Jacks

19

12 10 14 13 11 ..

Morfey

23

11 12 11 11 9 ,.

Gardiner

18

14 12 13 12 14 ,.

Dukes

16

11 13 11 13 10 ..

Guenther

8

10 12 8 12 21
Heinisch ; 13 12 12 12 9 ..

Capt Money .^-rj-.-. ... . . * 10 12 12 11 16
Colquitt

13

14 14 15 ..

Hassinger

13

H 11 ..

Knevels

12

.

.

Griffith

14

22
Schwartskopf

10

,

.

Wilson 14

Team match, two men on a side, 25 targets per man:
Piercy 111011111111101111 1111111—23
Welles 1111111101111111111111101—23—46
Gardiner 1111011011111111111101111—22
Skelly 1 millllllOllOOll 1110110—20—42
Money, targets 1111111101111111111101111—23

A team race resulted as follows:
South Side Gun Club team: Terrill 17, Guenther 23, Dukes

21, Coluquitt 24, Herrington 23, Griffith 20, Heinisch 20, Piercy 24,
Knevels 24—196.
Wanderers' team: Skelly 23, Keystone 24, Morfev 18, Money

20, Goetter 19, Welles 22, Jacks 22, Gardiner 21, Gruman- 20—189.
New Troisdorf medal, handicap:

Gardiner 1101111111111111111111100—22+ 3—25
Morfey 1101111111110001110101110 IS
Piercy 1001111111111101111111110—21-1- 3—24
Skelly 1111111110111111110111111 23
Welles 0111111101111110111111111 22
Guenther 1101111111111111111011011—22-f 4—25
Keystone 1101111111011111111101111 22
Jacks 1110110101111111011111111 21
Money 1011101111111111110111111 22
Knevels .Ollllllllllllllliunlllll—23-|- 3_.25
Dukes lllllllOlllUlllimiOOll—22-h 4—25
Heinisch ! 1011111100301101100101110 16
Colquitt 11111111111111111111:1111—25-1- 3—25
Hapsinger 1011100110100111111001111—174- 7—24
Terrill 0001111111111010111011100-17+ 7-24
Ties for Troisdorf medal all scratch.

Gardiner 1011110101— 7
Guenther 1101111001— 7
Knevels 0111100111— 7
Dukes 1111010111— 8
Colquitt lllllimi—10
Messrs. Piercy, Skelly, Keystone and Dr. Gardiner shot for tar-

gets only.

North River Gjn Club.

Edgewatcr, N. J., July 26.—The scores of the North River Gun
Club's shoot of to-day are appended:
Events: ,1 3; 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Targets: lO 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 5

Eickhoff 7885575743
F Truax 7 7 5 8 8 3 6
Beach 5 6 8 5 9 6 5
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Allison , S 6 4 9 7 6 5 .. •. ..

Morrison 1 4 3 5 8 7 6

Merrill B 6 6 5 7 7 3

Hainhorst , S 7 7 5 5 4
Xeys .... 5 5 ..

Glaser trophy. 5(1 targets; shoof for members only:
Eickhoff : llllOinil'ilOlOOllOOlOOlO

]010111111110101100110110-33-[-14—47
F Tniax 0010111111111111111100101

11 10000111110111111110111—38+ 8—46
T Morrison 0010000101101011010101111

0111010110101111101000101—28-f- 8—36
Merrill 0001111111100010010101101

1110101011111110101110110—32+20—50
A 11 i son IIOWIOIOIIIOOOJ 010111101

0011110000101011011 1111] 1—30+14—44
J AS. R. Merrill, Sec'y.

Ttap at Mansfield, La,

One o£ the most successful toxirnamenls and one of the largest

in point of numbers ever held in this section was the one at

Mansfield, La., July 15 and IB, 1902. ,
Repre.sentative shooters from all parts of the State and ad-

joining regions were present, and all enjoyed one of the most
jjleasant outings possible.

The programme consisted of eight 15-target events each day,

with $1.50 entries and 2-cent targets. Division by Roe system

factors, 7, 5, 3, 2.
'

, ,

All told, thirty-seven shooters took part, most shootmg through.

The ladies of the interesting historic little city prepared and
served a most excellent dinner. All this was done in the very

best manner possible. In fact, this part of it was more nicely

arranged than at any tournament I have lately attended. The
people of the town all treated us with the greatest possible kind-

n c s s. "

The shooting was done according to the Sergeant system.

The traps were set in a valley and targets thrown toward a hill

on the front and a wood on the right. The background was
very bad. Birds were thrown wide, acute, low and very fast.

When not striking the hill, they dropped seventy-five yards away.

Numbers of the shooters, who at home make high records, were
constantly wondering at their poor ' shooting. The extra speed

alone would explain it, leaving out entirely background and th5

very acute angles.
Tha-e was an interesting race for first during the opening

day. Only one target separated the leaders when the last event

was reached, then Picket dropped four, leaving Welch winner

by four birds on the day. H. Marsten missed with 14, Mr.

Elam a close fourth with 93, Woodrow was fifth with 91.

Again on the second dav the race for first was between Picket

and Welch, the former losing by 5 targets on the day and 9

on the entire shoot.
-.-^ r

Bosley was third on the second day with 90, H. Marsten fourth

with 87, Elam fifth with 86. Mr. Elam shot a strong regular

gait. He will develop into a good one, as will Woodrow and
the rest of his squad.

, , n ,
Hon. J. H. Caldwell, of Robeline, shot through the first day,

but loft for home at evening, feeling ill. The major is a good
90 per cent, shooter, but was out of practice. His geniality Was
sadly missed.)

. . . ^,
There were certainly some nervy shooters m attendance. Ihose

worthy of mention in this respect being Avington, Darnell, Flem-

ing, Wemple, Warren, .Simmons and Booth. To this should be

added Guy Winfree. Lyons and Sims, who entered the second

day. Some of these men went the entire route without getting

a prize, and yet hung on like grim deatJi, Such perseverance

must eventually conquer. .

We had more "Nabors" in this shoot than ordinary, and they

shot some, too. Mr. J. M. Nabors is never excited, shoots easily

and gracefully; the writer is indebted to him for a nurnber of

courtesies, one being a kind invitation to his home, which un-

fortunate circumstances prevented me from accepting.

A number of rising young shots were present, who will be

heard from in the future, among them are the Marstens, Picket,

Bosley, Douglass, Jenkins and Judge Lee, the latter furnished

much good humor for the crowd. He, like his boon companion.

Major Caldwell, was not shooting up to his record. They will

arrive later, however. Mr. Lindsey had lost the fine- form in

which he so conspicuously shone two years or so ago. If grit

will win he will be again on top.

A. T. Manhein was also, as the writer well knows, shootmg be-

low the standard he usually sets. In fact, this shoot was a "rec-

ord breaker." Atkins shot well; he is a comer. Dr. Nabors also

is in the same class; Simm^ons, Wadley and Eraser steadily im-

psoved. '
.

A. J. Manhein, of Elorem, was also, as the writer well knows,
shooting below his usual average.

In fact, thie was a record breaker in this respect, at least.

Mr. Atkins was in good form. His 14 was a nice exhibition of

shooting, as was the same by Woodard.
Drs. Nabors and Parsons did some very good work for ama-

leurs. The Booths, Simmons, Wadley and Eraser steadily im-

proved. Simmons took sick the last day.

The shoot was remarkable for several things. One was the

fact that only one straight was made and this right after a bet

was taken that one could not be made. Welch made it in the

second event of tJie second day and tried to duplicate it in the

last, but fell on the final.

On the right of the traps, 96 yards distant, is a tall dead pme.
A shooter at No. 4 trap at one shot broke a target and killed

a woodpecker from this tree. I took the distance to the tree,

guessed at its height, calculated the hypothenuse of the resultant

triangle, and found it approximately 98 yards. Mr. Woodard
testifies to the above.
Rain prevented a number of extras being shot the second

day, so quite a number staid over. While the scores reached

me too late for publication, I see there was some good shoot-

ing.
At the close of the second day a 25-bird extra was shot, Welch

winning on a score of 21, Cowley second on 20.

This tournament will result in much good to trapshooting in

this region, as all went away delighted.

A case of shells was oiTered to the squad making best spore

for the two days; this excited much interesting rivalry. It soon

became evident that the prize lay between East Point and Mans-
field. The former won on a small margin.

It would probably excise greater interest if individual prizes

were offered to the four or five highest scores for the entire

shoot. This, no doubt, in most cases, would have a tendency to

induce a greater number to shoot through and more to remain
in longer. Another mistake clubs make is in having squads

composed entirely of home or nearby shooters. This always

starts the cry of easier targets for some than for others. I have
never known shooters to encourage or even tolerate such par-

tiality, but no doubt the trap boys are frequently guilty. By the

above plan it is very easily avoided.
This was certainly a meet of typical sportsmen—men all of

whom shoot merely for the recreation without thought of gain.

No manufacturer's agent was here, nor expert, nor professional

shot of any kind. All were Simon pure amateur.

There is a bond of union between all true sportsmen that is

hard to define or understand to the true lover of wood and field.

Nature has a richer blending of her wondrous colors, as she

strikes the myriad notes that thrill all who have a sense of finer

harmony; to him there is a low subdued melody that others never

hear. It is strangely sad, yet he loves to hear its soft vibrations

as it pervades his whole being with a sweet gentle melancholy,

to him the breaking of a twig or -rustle of a leaf beneath the

forest's canopy is music. The cry of our edcuators is now "On
'to Nature Study," and the 'mechanic grind has begun. No mat-

-ter how low the brow or dull the eye or weak the brain, if this

curtain that shrines the Holy of Holies cannot be lifted, it must
be rent and the manufactured product thrust within. The mul-

titude have mouthed the "Sighing of the breezes," "The, whisper-

ing of the pines," "the merry music of rippling waters," until

they have become meaningless phrases; those who utter them
un-derstand them not; those who understand them do not utter;

the full essence may be treasured within the heart but cannot

be ehcompassed with words.2 Standing in a primitive wood, deeply

awed by the holy silence, there is a feeling more deeply relig-

ious than pervades a gigantic cathedral, thrilled by the organ's

deep diapason or echoing with prayers voiced in song. His
lips are silent. He utters no invocations. He bends not the

knee in supplication, and yet, in one entrancing moment of

holy joy and peaceful calm a' happiness that seraphs might envy
steals Into his enraptured being and he truly "sees God in the

storm and hears Him in the wind." "His mind to him a

kingdom is," and his heart a throne upon which sits gloomy
melancholy in solemn state, yet supremely happy, though in awful

solitude. Only he who has breathed or drank this heavenly

nectar in forest, dale or dell, or woodland bower; only he whose

heart has Ijeen touched by the finger of God can fefel What hecannot utter. Binding the hearts that swell with these emotions
aie cords to the mind tangible yet to the senses invisible, vi-
hrant, mystic that makes us one and undivided, and shall never
be sundered.

First Day, July 15.

Events: 12 3
K'api 10 12 12
-Tenkins 8 13 13
Woodard 9 13 14
t^owley 9 g 13
Lee 9 10 8
Bosley 11 10 13
I'lcket 13 13 11
IT. M.arsten

, 9 8 10
J. Marsten 12 10 11
Avington 6 8 5
Welch 13 13 14
Manhein 8 13 1()

Caldwell 7 n 5
Darnell 5 6
J M Nabors 10 11
Atkins 10 11
J M Booth 10 9
Wadley 10 9
Simmons 7 H
Fleming 6 6
AVemple 4 8
Douglas 11 7 6
Warren 7 5 5
Dr Nabors .; 6 6 8
Fra.ser 10 10 9

4 5 6 7
10 12 13 13
9 10 10 12
9 12 13 11

13 8 11 10
11 11 6 7
11 8 12 12
12 13 13 12
12 13 11 9

13 11 11 12
6 7 9 8

14 11 11 12
8 7 10 7

11 9 11 9
6 7 3 8

11 7 12 12
11 14 11 11
11 9 11 10
11 11 9 10
8 10 11 8
6 7 7 6
6 7 4..
9 12 10 10
4 8 7 6

6 7 12 10
11 10 8 .

.

8

12
11
10
9
12
11

10
8

14
3

13
9
9

3
10
12
9

9

9

5
n

6
6

8

II

Second Day, July 16,

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Elam 10 11 9 11 12 12
Jenkins 11 9 10 13 8 12
Woodard 7 11 9 7 10 8
Cowley 9 8 13 13 8 11
Lee 9 10 8 11 4 6
Bosley 9 10 12 12 13 12
Picket 13 10 10 11 13 12
H Marsten 11 12 12 11 0 8

J. Marsten 8 9 11 10 11 9
Avington 7 6 . . . . 7 11
Welch 10 15 11 13 12 10
Manhein U i , 9 10 9 11 10 11
Lindsey 9 8 11 8 10 12
Darnell 5 6 4 6 7 3
J M Nabors 10 11 12 13 12 9
Atkins 10 10 11 13 & 11
J M Booth 10 12 12 9 11 11
Simmons 8 8 11 9 . . .

.

Wadley 9 11 10 8 10 11
Wemple 5 6
Douglas 9 4 6 .. ..

Farmer 12 11 8

7 8
11 10
10 12
11 14

10 9

7 12
11 11
11 12
12 11
13 12

12 i4
11 8
12 12
8 3

8 9

11 10
12 11

12 9

Lyons
Winfree 4
Dr Parsons 8
Guy 6
Sims 10
W Pegues 10 13 7
Warren 7 . . .

.

Eraser .....r. 7 .. ..W Nabors 12 .. ..

Herndon

6 6

9 11
7 12
8 S

9 0

12
7

8
12
7
8

7

6

8
7

7

7
10 10 11

"s

11 ..

7 7

8 11
11 ..

's '?,

CI -~ L
r^hOt
at. Broke.
120 93
120 78
liO 91
1^0 81
120 72
120 88
120 97
120 80
120 94
120 52
120 101
120 72
120 73
120 42
120 69
120 88
120 SO
120 74
120 72
120 46
105 . 42
120 71
120 48
120 63
105 61

shot
at.. Broke.
120 86
120 85
1 OAiZO 77
120 1078
120 70
120 90

92
10A 87
1 OA 83
60 31

1 OA 97
-\ OA1^0 79
i OA oo

1 OA 42
ci

120 85
120 84
60 36

120 80
30 11
45 19
75 49

120 52
120 67
105 54
90 44

120 56
105 68
15 7
30 15
15 12
15 2

J. F. Welch.

J. R* Malone's Mid-Swmmet Totitnament.
The eighth annual midsummer tournament of Mr. J. R. Malone

was held at Bay Ridge, A. A. Co., Md., July 23 to 25. The first

two-days \yere devoted to target competition, the third to live-bird
competition. Targets were thrown Sergeant system.

First Day, July 23.

The programme had eleven events, open to all, alternating at

15 and 20 targets, $1.30 and $1.75 entrance, $50 added money; and
eight events open to amateurs only. Of these, four were at 15
targets, $1.00 entrance, three at 20 targets, $1.40 entrance, and one
at 50 targets for a handsome silver cup, which was won by Mil-
lard Cantler, of Annapolis. In the county events the moneys
were divided into' four parts—40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent., and
there was a gold medal for the highest average of the day in the
county events. This was won by Ridgley li. Bond, of Jessups,
scoring 152 out of a possible 170. Edgar Basil, of Annapolis, was
a close second with 151.

Master Jesse H. Poplar, Jr., of Havre de Grace, the boy
wonder, killed 18 live pigeons out of 21. He is only seven years.

He uses a gun constructed especially for him. It is a 28 bore and
weighs only 5%lbs. The shells used contain l%drs, of powder and
i/^oz. shot, and the trigger requires a pull of 91bs, The youngster
was the most cool and collected shooter on the grounds.
In the experts' open event, German and Storr tied with an aver-

^
age of 178 out of a possible 190 targets. Elliott, while not the

"

highest average, did the cleanest shooting, breaking three perfect

events of 20 targets. About the seventh event ne and Ben Eick
were changed from a handicap of 18yds. to 20yds., which no doubt
lost them to a great extent their chances for first prize. They were
money events, and given as average money to the ten highest
scores on the reverse system: First high average, $3; second, .$3;

third, $4; fourth, $4; fifth, $5; sixth, $5; seventh, $6; eighth, .$6;

ninth, $7; tenth, $7, The handicaps were from 14 to 20yds.

This division was made to help the weak shots. As those finish-

ing high in average will of course win more money than those
finishing lower, this division of the purse gave the weaker shot

a better chance.
Scores, experts' Open events, 190 targets:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Total

Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 Broke.
Lupus 12 20 14 18 14 19 13 19 13 18 15 175

Storr 14 19 15 18 14 19 14 20 14 18 13 178

Hicks 12 19 13 17 13 14 14 IS 13 19 14 166

German , 14 17 14 18 14 18 15 19 15 19 15 17S

Malone 15 11 13 18 13 19 14 19 14 19 14 169

Elliott 14 20 13 20 14 IS 14 15 13 20 14 175

Fox 13 17 14 IS 15 17 15 19 14 19 14 175

Ben Eick 14 20 15 19 14 19 13 18 10 19 13 174

Fleming 14 17 12 18 15 18 14 IS 13 18 15 172'

Kellar 10 15 12 18 14 16 13 20 13 IS 15 164

Du Bray 15 19 13 19 14 17 11 15 15 17 12 167

Butler 11 12 11 13 10 15 11 13 12 13 12 133

Le'and 12 20 11 18 13 IS 12 13 14 17 13 161

Chew 13 IS 15 16 13 19 11 18 14 17 13 168

Hart • 13 19 14 17 13 20 14 17 15 20 12 174

Steubner 13 16 13 17 15 19 14 17 13 17 13 167

Edwards . . 8 15 12 16 13 16 12 17 10 16 11 146

Peters 10 13 13 13 14 17 9 IS 13 16 14 158

Wilson . . . . IS 11 19 11 17 12 88

Coleman 16 12 ., 12 16 12 68

Carr 12 20 13 16 9 70

Boyd'
' 14 20 12 18 14 78

Hunter 19 8 .. .. ,. .. 18

Bond 15 20 13 48

County Events : '
, ^

Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 15 20 Broke.

C W Hart 14 14 17 12 18 13 17

C Kirk 12 11 16 14 18 14 15 100

Gefford 12 13 17 12 16 14 18 102

H P Jackson 14 13 18 13 19 12 18 107

R R Smith..^ 9 11 9

Knackstedf^'..;,, .f,.. 13 9 .. 12 .. 9 ..,

Basil 14 14 17 12 17 14 16 104

R. L Chance....... 8 8 8 ..

Tydings 15 13 15 13 ., 12 14 ...

H Barnes 10 12 16 11 19 12 14 94

J Owings 9 11 17 13 12

M Cantler 12 12

Bond 13 14 19 13 17 12 20 108

Levy • • • 13 11 15 14 . . 15 17

Wilmer •<• •- • •• 1^

Cup race: Bond 44, Knackstedt 42, Chance 33, Smith 42, Gefford

47 Barnes 42, Kirk 44, Stubner 44, Basil 47, Levy 42, Cantler 48,

Tydings 34, Wilmer 40, Coleman 45, Jackson 40.

Second Day, July 24.

The programme in the open events was of the same number and
kind as on the first day. There were five events for county shoot-
ers—two at 15, $1, and two at 20, targets $1.40 entrance. The
fifth vvas a team race, open to any four men of any county in
Maryland; ,$35 to fir.st, $15 to second. There was a gold medal
for the high average of the two days' open events at targets, which
was won by Dr. H. E. Lupus, of Baltimore, with the high average
of 184 out of a possible 190, Yesterday his average was 175 out of
190.

_
The third, fourth, fifth and seventh events he shot straight,

and in the face of a strong wind shot the ninth, tenth and eleventh
straight, making in all seven straight events.
A. H. Fox, of Philadelphia, broke 104 out of 105 to-day.
Possibly the event that caused the most interest was the county

.shoot, which was captured by Anne Arundel two teams, taking
both first and second prizes.
The teams' membership were: Anne Arundel first team—Basil-,
Cantler, Tydings and J. A. Watts. Anne Arundel second team-
Strange, Levy, Coffin, and Knackstedt. Prince George's County-
Harrison, C. Watts, Baldwin and Cronmiller. Prospect Park
Club, Baltimore County—Hart, Medinger, Brehm and Upton.
Cecil County—Miller, Wilson, Jackson and Cole.

Basil was the only one in the county events who shot 25
straight. It was his shooting that gave the first Anne Arundel
team the first prize of $35. Levy and Coffin did the best shooting
for the second team of Anne Arundel county, which, until the
last two events, were behind Baltimore county. The second
prize was $15.

Master Jesse D. Poplar, the seven-old-shooter from Havre de
Grace, eclipsed his record of yesterday.
The tournament was more largely attended to-day by spectators,

among whom were- many ladies. Scores:

18.

18.

18.,

Events:
Targets

:

''Elliott, 20
Eick. 20...

Fox, 20...

'''Lupus,

*Malonc,
*Fleming,
*Storr, 18..,
*German, 18
*Hicks, 16,

*Hart, 18,..

Keller, 16...

Butler, 16...
Du Bray, 16
Chew, 16...,
Edward, 16,

Upton, 16,,
Wilson, 16.
Coleman, 16
Levy, 16
Strange, 16,

Miller, 16 14
Wilmer, 16 11
Watts, 10 12
Frey, 16
Benson, 16
Boyd, 16

Dr Smith, 16
Murphy, 16

2 3 4
20 15 20
20 14 18
IS 9 19

15 14 18
19 15 20

16 12 16

19 15 20
IS 14 19
19 15 19

14 9 14
19 15 IS
17 14 16

15 7 15
16 14 19
19 13 19

14 11 17
17 12 18

15 17 12
17 14 19

5 6

15 20
14 17
14 19
14 19
15 17
12 19

13 19

14 19
14 17
12 17

13 17

10 14
12 16
15 17

13 18
14 17

13 18

12 14

13 14

7 8

15 20
14 20

14 20

14 20

15 19

14 18

14 19

15 19
15 19

13 15

13 19

14 19
15 18
13 20
12 17
12 17
12 ,,

14 10
13 15

9 10 11
15 20 15
15 19 13
14 18 13
15 20 15
15 20 15
15 17 14
15 19 15

14 20 12

14 17 n
13 17 la
14 19 11
12 18 12
12 18 13
14 20 15

14 19 13
11 15 10
.. .. 10
10 14 13
13 18 9

Total
Broke,
178
172
181

1S4 .

140'

182
179

,

174
^

173

177
170

12 .. 11
5 .. 9

13 20 14
8 15 15

12 .. 8

shot for money prizes, while all shot

Events: 12 3 4
Levy 11 20 14 17
Dew 12 .. ,, 16
Boone 11 16 , , ,

Harrison 10 15 12 17
C Watts 13 19 14 .

Jackson 13 18 13 17
Hart 13 19 in .

Cantler 20 15 .

Owings 13 17

Only tliose marked with a
for gold medal.

County events:
Events.^ 12 3 4

Murphy 11 7 11 4
Baldwin ,...,10161217
Fulton 5 14 . , ,

.

Hunter 8 12 9 14

Kemp , . 12 16 14 ,

.

AVarren 11 11 . , 15
Wilmer 12 15 13 17
Watts 12 . . 14 .

.

Miller 12 20 15 ..

Team race: Annapolis No, 1, 347, first; Annapolis No, 2, 330,
second; Baltimore coutity, 312, third; Cecil county, 311; Prince
George's, 262.

Third Day, July 25.

The competition of the third and last day was at live birds.
There were six events on the programme, of which four were
miss-and-outs. The birds were fast. The unsettled look of the
weather prevented a large attendance.
In the Bay Ridge Handicap of 20 birds, John J. Levy, of An-

napolis, won the sterling silver trophy, valued at $50. There was
the keenest competition in this event, Great credit is due Mr.
Levy, who is a beginner. His pointing was excellent. While he
used his second barrel occasionally to make it more than sure,
it was but a few times necessary. For the 20 birds he tied straight
with Ben Eick, of Chicago, and Ridgely B, Bond, of Jessups, Md.-,
and on the shoot-of¥ his fifth bird was a most difficult one and fell

dead just out of bounds. Ben Eick had failed on his fourth bird
and Bond failed on his fifth, Levy and he each shooting 24 straight.
Bond winged his sixth bird with one barrel and failed, leaving
Levy the winner of the trophy, while the three divided the first

money, $50, less cost of birds. The second money, $30, was tied
and divided between J. C. Hicks, of Baltimore; Millard Cantler,
of Annapolis, and Capt. Malone, each killing 19 out of the 20 birds.
Ilicks had the largest straight score of the day, killing 27 straight

birds, and he, with Levy, had the best average for the day, the
former killing 50 out of 52 birds, and the latter 25 out .of- 26 birds.
Capt. Malone far surpassed the rest in pointing, for he killed 18
birds with only one barrel each, Ben Eick's shooting could not
be called his usual form, for he has been shooting a Winchester
gun for three years, and to-day was his first trial with a Parker,
A. R. Middleton, of Baltimore, and A, W, du Bray, of Cincin-

nati, tied for third money, $20, which was divided, each killing 18
otit of the 20 birds.

Jesse D. Poplar, the seven-year-old shooter from Havre de Grace,
Md,, was not up to his usual form to-day, killing 15 out of the 20
birds trapped, but his pointing on those killed was excellent, as he
only used one barrel. He complained tnat his arm troubled him
from soreness on account of his recent shooting. He certainly is

a wonder, and bids fair to be the coming crack shot of the world,
for his eye and nerve are perfect, and his judgment excellent.
The live-bird events were handicaps, high guns. The scores:
Miss-and-out No. 1 : Hicks 13, Eick 2, Bond 10, Malone 4, Arm

Nutting 12.

Hicks 9, Eick 8, Du Brav

Malone

Malone

Malone 4,

2, Dr. Funk 7,

4, Du Bray 4,

7, Du Bray 7.

Nutting 4,

1, Fox 13, Du Bray 13,

Miss-and-out No. 2:

Malone 9.

Miss-and-out No. 8: Hicks 4, Eick 3.

Nutting 3, Dr. Funk 3.

Miss-and-out No. 4: Hicks 1, Eick 7,

Nutting 6, Bond 4.

Miss-and-out No. 5: Du Brav 2, Eick 4

Dr. Funk 3, Llicks 4.

Bay Ridge Handicap, 20 birds, entrance $10, birds -ncluded;
three moneys, 50, 30 and 20. Besides first money,, the winner re-l

ceived a sterling silver trophy, value $50:

Hicks, 31 212220^2222222222222—19
Arm, 28 2122222121012^211220—18
Malone, 31 11111121111110111111—191
Cantler, 28 22222111112111012111—19'

Nutting, 29 2*2222*2120w
Chew, 27 1201212111011101111*—16
Eick, 31 22112111111121112112—201

Levy, 25 21221222121121121212—20

Du Brav. 30 1*1112*2121111122211-18

Bond, 30 2111211212111121111—20,
Wilson, 28 , 122000210000*2211001—

Coleman, 2S ]20010112111*2102112-l.'5l

Franklin, 28 221121101 10110*011 10—14

Ties, miss-and-out:
Eick 2120 Bond : 112100

Lew 221101

All coMinjunicatioas intended for Forest and Stream shquld

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.
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Arkansas State Shoot.

Again has Father Time made his circuit of the seasons, and the

twelfth annual tournament of the Arkansas State Sportsmen s As-

sociation dwells with the pleasant memories of the past. ihiB is

the fifth in succession that the writer has attended. The shooters

number about the same each year. While never a record-breaker

in this respect, those who come almost all shoot the entire pro-

gramme through.
, 1 , J i.1

The weather, while warm, was all that could be asked at the

season, being bright, clear and generally calm. As on last year,

the air and roads were full of dust. It is no trouble to dust one s

pants at Tine Bluff in July. .

Mr. De Long represented an automobile mantifacturer. He
treated a number of the visiting sportsmen to the delightful

sensation that only riding in an auto can create.

In the absence of Taylor, Messrs. Hawkins and Elliott tried not

to let the calm of nature be too placid. They succeeded very well

indeed, considering the gigantic task of filling Taylor's place.

Mr. W. B. Powell, of English, is a royal good fellow, of the

old school. Always shoots an average of 13, no matter what targets,

good bad, fast, "slow, high or low. If he gets 14 once, he is sure

to get 12 next time. If a straight is made on 15, then an 11 must
intervene to average 13. '

, , c,
I heard some remark that Farmer resembled timer bhaner

somewhat, neither having but few gray hairs on top of his head.

Pemberton shot a great race up until the individual medal race

the last day. He then went all to pieces. I was just pointing

him out to a few friends as the pride of Little Rock. In fact,

explaining that he was the Rock, the rest being the Little. As
.fohn swung his artillery into action and missed 7 out

_

of 9, the

parties turned away in disgust, thinking I had been "stringing

them." After this event no one saw him the remainder of the

shoot. I presume he went straight to the train and home, or

possibly he has never reached home, whieh papers please copy.

Coles certainly shot in remarkable form. He told me it was his

brother who shot at Shreveport. As he said it, it is so, but they

look more alike than twins.

How those tv/o Tennesseeans, Brady and Joyner, did shoot!

They kept it up continually. No one envied their good fortune,

as both are gentlemen of the type it does one good to know. The
meeting of such men is to me not only the best but the most
enjoyable part of our tournaments. Both are amateurs, who have

no thought of their winnings, yet strive hard to make a good
score for the pleasure it gives. Abe Frank was sadly missed.

Abe is no financial contributor, but his antics, tricks of ledgerdc-

main and general fund of good humor always preclude any stagnation

of spirits, Messrs. Christian and Harris, scorer and referee, re-

spectively, were quick, accurate, reliable, all the positions required.

And the cashier, assisted by Hillman, left nothing to be desired in

the box office.

In the individual medal contest the shooting was hard. De Long
and Dr. Gallagher tied on 45 out of -50. As the tie was to be shot

off, it was a foregone conclusion that De Long would win, as it

was expert against amateur, experience against the lack of it.

The Doctor shot a much better race than might have been ex-

pected. Twice he had the lead, but each time failed to hold it.

His shooting was well timed and steady, and lacked nervousness.

Once De Long took the lead, it was never relinquished. He shot

a steady, winning gait, like the fine shot he u«doubtedly is. Coles

bitterly' disappointed his admiVers in the medal race. The fine form

in which he^had been shooting all day placed him as an odds-on

favorite. He fell down badly, however, getting only IS. He at

once resumed his regular work in the tournament by breaking 20

.straight. I think Mr. Loyd is right when he says Coles is one of

the very best tournament shots in the South, but a poor medal or

individual match .shooter. Sandy tried to give all kinds of excuses,

such as wanting to cure his friends of betting on him, etc. The
fact is, as Howells put it, "His sand run out." He is a good, big,

whole-souled fellow, an enemy to himself, but a friend to everybody
else. The same may be applied to Powell.

Lloyd was sadly out of form. Always one of the very first and
a leader here. In this meet his shooting was a wreck of its former

self. He is not "all in"yet by any means, and the future will yet

record some of his achievements with the gun. Clements was not

as great as formerly, but he did remarkably well, considering all

he was engaged in. He was constantly fixing traps or pulling,

selling shells or doing something for the shooters' welfare. Taking
all in all, he stood well up in the race.

Speers shot his usual gait. He is a steady 85 per cent, shooter.

He did one commendable thing in taking Farmer, Powell. Litzke

and ye scribe out to the theater and giving them their first "pecan
flappe." This is probably what Farmer thought .of when he made
his sudden exit.

Probably Howells and Arnold showed greatest improvement.
Both did remarkably well. Howells is now a star and Arnold
will be.
Conrey is a new man at the trap, as are Inman, Ambrose, Cook,

Bunch and Mathews. They stood well up all the time, and are

comers. Broadway, I mentioned last year; he did not shoot as

well this, yet stood high in the average. He will show belter

speed next time at Tonesborough.
Mr. Litzke made "the first straight of his life in this tournamcut.

On the advice of John Pemberton, Paul cttt of! part of his "pull"

and began at once to do better.

One peculiar feature was a squad from Little Rock, consisting

of J. K. Thibeault, his two sons and nephew. They all could

shoot, too, from senior to junior, all over S4 per cent. Three are

beginners.
The grittiest shooters there were Lloyd, McKeiizie, Cook, Sor-

rels and Inman. Though constantly shooting "out," they stayed

in to the bitter end. This is the way to learn. Sorrels has only

himself to blame, as he is now a good shot.

Vick was_ one time high man, another time low, and it was a
penny's toss as to which it would be.

As to the visitors, I have already mentioned the very fine shoot-

ing of Joyner and Brady. Hawkins and Burke are two excellent

fellows and good shots- In any shooting tournament they will be
close to "shooter's row," while Avery will be "thar or tharabouts.''

This man well represents his company, as does Mr. D. Elliott.

The latter did not shoot up to his record, but got going toward
the last. He is a very graceful shot, and the ladies can't see any
one else. In the Winchester trio, Franz, Hillman and Elliott, are

a trinity that certainly coalesces well to the interests of the com-
pany, felliott does the shooting and disturbance raising generally;

I'renz, the quiet, suave, account keeping and mixing, while Hill-

man makes friends of every one he meets just because he can't

help it.. "There's, not a better boy than that, sure," was often

iieard.
We like to see such men as Dr. Williams take part. He is as

enthusiastically fond of it as a child of a new toy.

Association Meeting.

The Association met Tuesday night, with President J. B. Speers

in the chair. Routine business was soon finished, and then the

question of next totirnament introduced. Three places were sup-

ported—Little Rock, Jonesborough, and Pine Bluff. The latter

place wished it to be held in some othej- city if it could be properly

handled. On a close vote of 6 to 5, Jonesborough was selected

against Little Rock, time and manner to be decided by the home
club.
The election of ofScers was then taken up. Mr. Gordeii Mathews,

of Jonesborough, was selected President. Mr. Mathews is quite a
yoiing man, and thought one older and more experienced would do
better, but the Association ruled otherwise, so he will sustain the

honors. Mr. W. B. Powell, of English, was unanimously elected

Vice-President. Mr. Paul R. Litzke, of Little Rock, was elected

Secretary. This is Mr. Litzke's seventh successive term in the

same office, and this speaks more than words of his ability and
labors for the interest he has in charge. In my report last year I

remarked that it was like to becoming hereditary, Mr. Litzke
seems n'ow still nearer forming a dynasty.

• A young man" of sterling integrity, Mr. E. A. Howell, was re-

elected Treasurer. One look into Ed's eyes of honest brown,- would
Convince any one the funds are safe.

Pine Bloff Sportsmen.

The Pine Bluff boys are hard to excel as entertainers. They do
all in their power to make the visitors feel at home. If an error

is ever made, it is of the head, not of the heart. The sole aim was to

do just what the shooters wished. Long may they live and prosper.

If the Writer may never again meet the boys of the City by the

Bluil. here's to them and theirs in the toast of Rip Van Winkle,
"May you live long un' been 'appy." May the sunshine and.

shadow of life so gently blend that when comes the final summons,
may it be nature's low sweet whisper of love into the ears o{ a

true sportsman, as she Jcindly draws th§ wanderer home.

Fitst Day, Joly 8.

Events: 1

Tai gets : 15

Lloycf 10

Howell 15
Coles 14
Clements , 14

Speers 13

Thibeault, Sr 12
Farmer 15
Thibeault. Jr 11

G Thibeault 8

Hobbs K)

De Long 13

Bicadway 13

IMatthews 15
Ambrose 15

Bunch 13

Powell 14

Welch 15
McKenzie 9

Cook 14

Arnold • 13

Joyner 14
Bradv , 15

Burk' 13

Howkins . . 15

Litzke 10
Avery 11

Conrey ..........>..... 10

Williams 10

Vick 10

Inman .,; 13

Henry 8

Sevier 10

Morgan 12

Patterson 12

Voss 9

Lark in 9

1) Elliott - .

Gallagher
Cromwell
Wiegel

3 4 5 6 7
15 20 15 15 15
14 11 9 12 8

12 20 14 11 14
15 20 14 11 14
12 19 12 13 13

14 18 13 13 13

12 13 13 14 12
13 19 14 14 14
12
13 15 15 15 14
11 .. ,.

14 18 14 14 14

13 17 14 14 14

13 18 13 14 13

14 18 14 11 15

14 17 12 12 11

13 18 13 12 15

15 17 14 13 13
n 16 8 .. ..

12 16 2 11 14
13 18 11 14 10

13 18 15 15 13

14 19 13 15 13

15 19 11 14 14

12 19 11 14 14

9 14 9 11 7

15 17 14 14 15
14 18 14 13 12

12 17 13 9 9

12 17 13 13 18

11 . . 13 11 10

7 14
11 13 11 .. 8

9 12
11 14
.... 5 8 ..

.... 8 10 ..

.. 17 14 14 11

. . 13 11 10
13

8 9 10

20 15 15
14 11 14
19 14 14
19 14 14

18 14 15
17 13 15
17 13 15
19 14 14

19 15 13

18 15 14

17 13 11

16 14 10

16 14 12

19 10 II
12 11 9

17 14 13

13 12 13
17 15 14
19 15 12

16 15 15
20 12 1*
20 12 li

14 11 13
18 14 14
14 .. ..

12 13 io

12 .. ..

.. 9 ..

.. 15 13
15 13 9

17 11 13
16 .. ..

10 .. ..

.. .. 11

Shot
at.

160
160
160
160
160

160

160
45
160
45

160

160
160
160
160

160
160
80

160
160
160
160

160
160
160
160
1,30

95
160
100
70
95
115
95
60

45
115
65
.30

15

Second Day, Jtily 9.

Events: 12 3

Targets: 15 15 15

Lloyd 10 12 9

Howell 14 13 15

Coles 15 14 15
Clements 15 14 14

Speers 15 14 14

Thibeault. Sr 13 12 13

Farmer 14 13 14

G Thibeault 13 10 13

D Elliott 11 12 13

Vick 15 13 13

De Long 13 12 14

Broadway 12 13 13

Matthews 12 11 11

Ambrose 12 14 12

Bunch 14 13 14

Powell 11 12 13

Welch 14 13 12

McKenzie 10 14 10

Cook 13 12 11

Arnold 12 14 11

Joyner 14 12 14

Brady 13 15 14

Burke 14 14 14

Avery 14 13 13

Hawkins 14 13 13

Sorrels 13 13 13

C^onrey 15 13 12

Litzke 15 12 10

Voss 10

Morgan 10

Henry 10
Gallagher 12
Patterson . -

Wyman ..

Cromwell .......... .

.

Byrd
Inman - .-

4 5 6

20 15 15

16 12 12

18 15 15
19 14 13

14 13 12
17 13 12

16 14 14
18 14 13
16 13 14
17 11 15

17 14 11

20 15 14
19 14 13

15 13 14

19 11 15
18 14 12

15 13 15
18 14 13
12 11 13

13 6 11
18 13 14

20 13 15
19 13 15
19 13 15
19 15 14

19 15 14
14 14 14

16 12 13
10 9 ..

, 10

7 8

15 20
9 12

15 18

14 20
14 19

11 19

13 19

13 19
12 IS

13 19
11 13

15 18
11 17

14 17
13 16

12 18
14 17
13 IS
10 15
13 15
15 18
14 19
15 20

12 19
15 19
15 20

12 16
13 18

io io

9 10
15 15
12 10

14 15
15 15
13 10
14 14

14 12

11 14

13 13
15 14
13 10

15 15
14 13
14 12
14 15

13 11
10 12

14 14
13 11
H S

14 11
18 15
15 13
14 15
13 15
13 14
14 13
15 12

7 10
10 10

9 13
9 ..

9
.. 8

12
14 12

14 ,.

7 12
.;. 14
.. 16

, .13

, 9

12
'9

14 14

Broke.
112
116
150
143
142
135
149
32
132

28

14S

139
138
141
332
130
145

53
114
137
149
150
147
145

108
145

108
69

129
S3
38
66
78
62

34
27
97
50

23
11

Av,
.700

.912

.937

.893

.887

.843

.931

1825

'.925

.868

.862

.881

.825

.812

.906

!7i2
.856

.931

.937

.918

.906

.675

.906

.806

Third Day, July 10.

Events: 123456789 10

Targets: 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 20 15 15

Lloyd 13 5 10 12 8 8 4 8 7 14

Howell 13 14 13 18 12 13 12 16 14 12

Coles 15 15 14 20 15 14 15 20 13 9

Clements 12 12 11 17 13 12 8 18 14 14

Speers 15 12 13 19 11 10 13 17 14 10

T K Thibeault 14 13 14 19 13 14 12

Farmer 14 14 13 20 15 14 13 . . . . .

.

G Thibeault 14 12 12 17 13 13 10 .. ..

D Elliott 14 14 13 17 14 14 12 IS 11 12

Vick 13 11 14 16 9 10 7 13 .. ..

Broadwav '15 12 14 18.10 14 9

De Long 14 15 13 20 13 12 15 18 12 ..

Matthews. 14 14 15 17 14 14 10 15 ...

.

Ambrose 14 13 14 IS 13 13 12 16 12 ..

Bunch 14 14 15 19 13 13 12 17 . . .

.

Powell : 13 14 13 17 13 13 12 16 14 .

.

Welch 15 14 13 17 13 13 12 16 11 .

.

Sorrels . . 9 9 12 16 11 14 10 11 6 .

.

Toyner 15 14 14 20 15 13 15 18 13 13

Bradv 14 15 14 19 13 14 12 18 15 13

Hawkins 14 14 15 20 14 14 14 20 13 11

Averv 12 13 14 13 14 14 12 14 15 11

Conrey 11 12 13 17 14 14 14 19 14 15

Arnold 15 15 14 IS 12 12 14 16 13 .

.

Cook 8 12 12 16 8 9 8 9 .. ..

Burk 14 14 13 19

McKenzie 11 12 14 13 14

Gallagher 14 13 13

Inman ^. 10 12 . . 20 9 11

Wells 7 12 7 ............
Wvman 10 11 14 11 10

Patterson 6 10 14 10 9 9 12 11 ..

Cromwell , 14 .. ..

Mann 9

Last event was thrown out. as it was too late,

tered the last event did so as a sweepstakes event

Averages for three days:
Shot
at. Broke. Av.

454 .945

434 .941

451 .939

446 .929

444 .925

428 .920

393 .913

436 .908

415 .893

390 .892

408 .873

419 .872

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
160 114 .712

160 151 .943

160 154 .962

160 138 .862

160 143 .893

160 140 .875

160 143 .893

160 135 .843

100 140 .875

160 130 .812

160 151 .943

160 139 .8.56

160 137 .856

160 142 .887

160 139 .868

160 132 .825

160 143 .893

160 119 .743

160 113 .706

160 140 .875

160 152 .950

160 149 .931

160 149 .937

160 150 .937

160 150 .937

160 136
160 139

110 73
15 10
45 32

30 19
60 47

100 66
35 23
20 16
30 21
30 28

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
160 86 .531

160 137 .8.56

160 150 .937

160 130 .812

160 134 .837

110 99
110 103
110 91
160 139 !868

130 93

110 92
145 132 '.gis

130 113
145 125 !862

130 117
145- 125 '.862

145 127 ,875

145 98 .680

160 150 .937

160 147 .918

160 149 .931

160 141 .881

160 143 .893

145 129 .888

1.30 82

65 60
80 64
45 40

95 62
45 26
80 56

130 81
15 14
15 9

Those who en-

Coles 480

Howell 480

Jo3'ner 480

Brady 480

Hawkins 480

De Long .,.,,.465

Farmer 450

Averv 480

Welch .465

Conrey. 435

Ambrose ......465

Speers 480

Shot
at.

Arnold 450

J K Thibeault.. 430
Matthews 450
Bunch ...450
Broadway 430
Clements 480

G Thibeault.... 430
D Elliott 435
Powell 465
Vick 4.50

Lloyd 480

Cook 4.50

Broke.
406
374
388
388
370
411
.358

370

387
352
312
209

Av.
.871

.870

;862

.862

.860

.856

.832

.850

.832

.782

.605

.464

The Hamilton G«n Clafe.

H.\Mii.TON, Can., July 21.—Appended please find Saturday's

scores at- Hamilton Gun Club traps. This was undoubtedly the

worst day's shooting weather we have had for a long time, and the

attendance was drowned out, only a few of the old ducks being

web-footed.
Programmes for the D. T. and G. P. x^ssociation tournament will

be ready in a week or ten days:

T Upton, 18 6 19 .. G Crawford, 15.. 7 8 ..

Dr Hunt, IS .. 5 17.. Dr Wilson, 19.
,

, 514..
W Work, 17.. 4 15 8 E A Clifford, 15........ 4 15 ..

T Hunter, 20 2 12 C Brigger. 22 8 15 ,

.

W Bowron, iQ 6 17 -. Ben It, 18.. 15 ..

No self-respecting member j)vit in an appearance, an^ the dead
gam^'sports shot It put alQne. - ^

' ^EfT It.

Petefs Caftfidgfe Company Toatnament.

Pensacola, Fla.—The two davs' tournament of the Peters Car-

tridge Company, held here on July 17 and 18, was one of the most

successful trapshooting events ever given here. Mr, Maurice Kam-
man was the manager, energetic and genial always. Mr. John L*

Saunders managed the office work,
Harold Money took first place among the professionals ssr the

two days' average, breaking 316 bluerocks out of a possiblk 350-,

He was presented with a handsome gold locket. Bleeker Forbes

won the gold medal offered by the Peters Cartridge Company ton'

the highest average in the amateur class. He broke 312 out of a

possible 3.50, falling only four behind Money, and leading all

of the other professionals. Muldon was a close second to lorbes.

and besides Money and Huff,.Jie led the professionals as well as

the amateurs.

First Day, Jaly 17.

Events: 1

Targets: 15

Avery 13
Collins 11

Huff 14
Lawrence 12
Kaufman 12

Vidal 10

Yates 15

Turton 9

Robinson 14

Kupfrian H
Chamberlain 13

Sirmon 12

Zimmerman . . . , , .v.. 9

Forbes 14

Muldon 14

Pinney 13

Morgan .1.1.. 13'

Bullard ^ H
Beers U
Money 13
Hamel • V
Marshall 10

AVilson
Clifford
Hooten
Pon
Wolf

2 3 4 5

15 20 15 15
11 19 14 13
14 9 10 13
12 20 12 15
14 14 11 9

12 17 12 10
14 16 13 14
13 IS 11 18
12 13 10 10

14 18 12 11
12 16 11 13
10 16 12 14
12 11 10 11
13 10 12 7

14 17 12 10

11 19 13 12

11 12 11 14
11 16 11 11

4 8 8 7

9 J3 9 8

14 19 14 14

4. 6 7 8

10 15 11 11

7

fi 7 S 9 10

20 15 15 20 25

16 13 11 17 20

14 10 1.3 16 17
17 13 15 19 20
14 n 9 17 19

19 10 8 13 2Z
16 12 12 17 19

19 12 11 19 17

17 11 11 11 ,.

17 11 14 17 24
16 11 14 W 21
16 10 14 17 2;^

20 7 12 17 2'2

13 8 12 16 21

15 15 12 18 21

17 13 13 19 23

16 11 13 19 21
16 12 12 14 15
7 6 6 7 13

15
17 12 14 18 24
6 7 8 11 14

9 12 15 17
2 10 11 13
... 6 ..

8 11 13 .

.

10

Total
Broke.

147
127
157
130
136mm
100
152
lit
145
TMm
151
1,54-

139
131
81
65

159
78

120

111
11
15

Second Day, July J8.

Events:
Targets

:

Avery
Money
Huff
Lawrence
Kaufman
Yates
Forbes
Robinson
Kupfrian
Chamberlain
Vidal
Muldon
Zimmerman
De Briere
Sirmon .

Wells
Turton
Wolf
Morgan

General averages:

I 2
15 15
13 13
12 13
14 12
12 9
13 14
12 13
14 14
12 11
12 14
13 11
14 15
12 14
9 14

II 10-

11 8

11 13

6 8
.. 3

.. U

3 4
20 15
14 14
19 15
17 13
13 13
16 12

19 12
19 13
17 10
15 14
16 12
18 11
16 13
16 11
13 13
13 9

14 12
.. 7

5 6
15 20
11 10

15 16

15 14
11 14
15 16

12 19
13 19
13 16
12 17
13 17
13 IS
14 18
13 15
H 14
13 17
12 ..

7-..

T 8

15 15
13 .14

13 14
14 13
10 10
14 11
13 11
12 13
12 13
13 10

12 14

S 13

11 9

11 10
8 10

9 12

9 10
20 25

15 21
19 21
15 20
18-18
14 20
16 18
15 23

16 20
17 19
14 17
17 18
13 22
15 16
15 14
15 15

Total
Broke.

141

157
147
12S
145
145
161
140
146
139
145
142
130
119
122

13 11 11 14 9.16 16 .

First. Second
day. day. Total

Avery .... 147 141 288

159 157 316

Huff , .157 147 •304

Lawrence . .,..130 128 258
145 281
145 293

151 161 312

Robinson
Kupfrian ...

Chamberlain
Vidal
Muldon
Zimmerman
Sirmon —

First. Second
day. day. Total.
.152 140 292
144 146

...145 139
,...143 145
....154 142
...121 130
....134 122

290
284
288
296
231
256

To the Maine Trapshootets.

DuNBAKTON. N. H., July 22.—When issuing a challenge for a
match, of any kind, the challenger usually has something to say as

to conditions,
I will shoot the follovdng match against any man in Maine who

has been a legal resident of that State for six months prior to

date, jiaid experts (if you have any) barred.
One hundred single bluerock targets per_ man at 16yds. rise,

targets thrown from magautrap under American rules, both men
up. This match to be for $100 a side, and to take place on grounds
of Concord Gun Club, Concord, N. H.
Should I win, I will shoot a similar return match on the grounds

of any gun club in Maine which m.y opponent may name, within
two weeks' time after the first match. I have placed in the hands
of F. W. Sanborn, secretary of Concord Gun Club, ?25 forfeit to

bind this match. Whosoever accepts must cover this amount.
I5alance of stakes to be put up on morning of match.
As soon as I am notified of the acceptance of my offer, I will

name date and time of contest, and give my opponent not less

than a week's notice.
Friend See E. See kicks at my calling him a stranger and says

I can get better acquainted at the traps. Therefore, T would
prefer See E. See as ray opponent. Should he be inclined to
squeal as to this manner of a better acquaintance, he can send some
other representative of the Pine State,

Now, you Maine men, do not fall over each other in your rush
as to who shall have the privilege of doing mp up. The money
is here, and all you have to d.o is come and win it. If the_ ver-

bosity of my offer is beyond your comprehension, you must issue
a challenge on your own account; make it broader if you will-
open to all creation—and you may get such a flood of acceptances
that you will .all grow gray-headed before the end is-reached.

If what I have said does not please the Maine men, and also

my old-time Worcester friends, I give it up. There is no use try-

ing to make them happy in this world. C. M. Stark.

Concord, N. H., .July 21,—I hold check ?or $25 on Mechanics'
National Bank of Concord, as forfeit on above challenge.

Fr.^nk W. Sanborn, Sec'y C, G. C.

Watertown Gaa Club.

Watertown, Mass.—The Watertown Gun Clut) will hold an aU-
day tournament Friday, Aug. 29, the day following the Interstate
Association tournament at Haverhill. The programme consists of
twelve events—six at 15, four at 20, two at li; targets, with a total

entrance of $11.40. Rose .system to govern division of moneys.
There will also be five average moneys, aggregating $20. Targets
2 cents each. '

-

'

Manvifacturers' agents are invited to display their goods and shoot
for price of birds Only, excepting in specified events...

Shooting on regvilar programme to commence at 9:30 sharp.
Traps ready for practice at 9 o'clock. Lunch and ammunition ob-
tainable on the grounds. To reach grounds take B. & M. R. R.,
or Boston elevated to Watertown; thence by Waltham line of
electrics to Hersom street. Programmes will be issued this week,
and further information may be obtained by addressing

Chas. H. Philbrook, Acting Sec'y-

In his book. "With Rimington,'' Mr. March-Phillips tells a
couple of good stores of Tommy Atkins. One of them was getting
out of range of a hot Mauser fire at his best pace, when his officer
angrily called, "Why the devil are you running?" "Because I
ain't got no wings," was the perfectly sincere answer. At another
time a soldier was telling his comrades roimd the camp-fire of a
particular engagement, painting it luridly, as Tommy often will:
The Boers was a rippin' into us, and rippin' into us, with

Mausers." "But why didn't ye get behind a ant 'ill?" some one
interrupted. "Ant 'II, he blowed!" said the story teller, "there
wasn't enough ant 'lis for the orfficers!"—Shooting Times.'

Scene in the Law Courts: Stout carman giving evidence—"Well,
my lord, I was drivin' down Old street, when I see this er feller
a-pullin' of 'is dray across the road. 'Get out o' the road, yer
silly ass,' I calls out to 'ini, easy like, same as I might to V^r
lordshio there," (Sensatiop,)—Shooting Times, " ~

'



100 FOREST AND STREAM.-^

"Winnipeg: Exposition Tournament.
Winnipeg, Man-, July 25.—A three-day target tournament was

given here this week as one of the features of the annual Winni-
peg Industrial Exhibition. The meet was nominally under the
management of the local gun elub, on Avhose grounds it was held.
It was more than a success, and satisfactory from every point of
view. Tliere were more American visitors, more home shooters
and a better atendance all through than ever before. In fact, the
awakening of interest in trapshooting in this vicinity within the
past few years it little less than wonderful, and this bids fair to
become the center of activity along that line on the American
continent.
W. R. Holland, of the Winnipeg Gun Club, managed the shoot,

and H. C. Hirschy, of St. Paul, handled the office work, both
acquittmg themselves with such marl ed ability that they were
presented on the last day with testimonials of appreciation from
the club.
Targets were thrown from two magautraps and three expert traps.
Liberal purses were added, and the Rose system of division

prevailed. The weather was line throughout, but this brought out
a local condition in the famous midsummer mirage of the north-
western plains which set all the boys guessing on the flight of
targets, and resulted in some very low averages by men who other-
wise rarely drop below the 90 per cent. mark. Gilbert, Hirschy
and Sprague w^on the top places and shot far ahead of all com-
petitors, Messrs. Gilbert, Hirschy and Riehl being barred from
participation in purses or prizes. The so-called sliding scale handi-
cap system was used, and proved, I believe, entirely satisfactory.
Of special honors and prizes, T. H. Sprague, of Grafton, N. D.,

on the first day won the Smith gun event with a score of 50
straight. It was a splendid win, upon which he is to be con-
gratulated.
The contest for the international championship was won by Harry

Morrison, of Minnesota. He tied with O'Connor and Gilbert oh
a score of 49. Gilbert being barred, the remaming two shot a tie
on 23, and on the third string Morrison won. Score 23 to 22.
The Western Canada championship at 50 targets was captured by

W. G. Simpson, of Winnipeg; score 46. Mr. Simpson has thrice
won this distinguished honor, and he is a gentleman upon whom
honors rest easily.
The international team race for the possession of the flags <Jf the

two greatest powers on earth were for the third consecutive time
carried away by the American team.
On the first evening of the meet a banquet was tendered at

the exhibition grounds to the visiting shooters. Toasts were re-
sponded to by Messrs. Whitla, Putnam, Simpson, Holland, Dr.
Irigs and others for the Cajiadian side, and by Messrs. Sprague,
Gilbert, Hirschy, Riehl, Hale, Duis and Seymour for the Ameri-
cans. The keynote of the meeting was the better, broader, feeling
of fellowship and international courtesy steadily growing between
the people of the Anglo-Saxon race, and it was an altogether happy
occasion.
In the matter of customs inspection and duty, everything pos-

sible was done to facilitate matters for the visitors from the States.
Detailed scores of the week's events follow:

First Day, Jaly 2U
Events; 1 2 3 4 5-6 7
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Gilson 14 14 12 13 15 14 11
Riehl 13 10 15 15 13 13 14
Ager 12 13 13 13 12 10 12
-Brown 7 11 11 11 13 7 10
Shaw ; 9 8 10 15 12 9 12
Burmister 14 12 13 9 9 10 11
Mansaur 13 15 14 12 15 11 12
Darr 12 13 13 14 15 15 15
Van 7 10 13 12 9 . . .

.

Parker 9 14 14 12 13 14 12
Gilbert 15 15 14 14 14 15 15
Seymour 15 12 13 14 13 13 14
Hirschy 13 14 14 14 14 14 15
Sprague 15 15 15 14 13 14 14
Wilkinson .' '. 11 14 15 12 11 14 12
Ferguson 14 11 12 13 14 14 14
Evander 14 13 14 14 12 11 10
Hale 14 17 13 11 11 12 12
Simpson 14 12 13 11 14 12 13
Robbins 15 13 14 14 12 11 14
Stair .13 15 13 11 12 18 13
O'Connor 13 14 14 13 13 10 14
McGahey 14 15 15 14 11 14 14
Duis 14 13 15 14 14 13 13
Xen-ell 14 12 12 14 12 12 12
Baftf"...' 14 12 13 12 14 13 11
Britton 12 14 12 14 12 10 10
Cavalier 13 13 13 13 15 14 11
Hostetter 12 12 12 13 13 15 14
Grover 12 11 13 13 13 11 11
McKay 12 14 13 12 14 11 12
Mavbie 10 12 11 11 11 13 13
Carruthers 13 15 13 12 9 13 12
Johnson 11 15 14 12 12 9 14
Baldwin 12 14 11 12 7 13 12
Lemon 12 13 13 12 13 12 11
Andrew 12 12 10 13 11 11 13
Kirkby 11 13 10 15 11 13 12
Spence 10 13 13 15 10 12 13
Wellband 8 10 10 11 10 11 10

Rhoda 12 14 13 12 9 13 13

McTaggard .12 14 10 14 9 11 10
Main 10 14 11 12 10 11 12
Freeman .10 14 15 14 10 13 12

Sopp 12 14 12 12 13 15 14

Orchard ;.. 11 11 12 12 12 11 14
Lang 12 13 12 IS 13 9 14
Cadham 11 11

Court 9 7 8 11 7 14 13

Crawford , 14 10 14 13 11 U 12
Dr Ings 11 13 12 13
Whalen 11 11 8 9 9 .. ..

Smith 6 9 8 11 12 12 .

.

Lane 11 10 12 14 9 12 12
McKay 12 .... 12 >

Hopper 14 13 10
Patterson .. 13 11 11 13 9 10 19 .. 13

Miller 12 10 13 12 12 12 19 12

Bailey 13 9 11 9

Lightcap 13 14 14 .. 13 14 20 12 15
Elliott 11 11 21
Stanley . . . . . . 11 14 10 . . 14 . .

Atkinson 15 .. ..19
Robinson 12 . . 15 22 . . 15
Putman 11 12 14 19 11 12
Sutherland .... 9 .... 12
Crawford 9 .... 18
Campbell , .... 12 17

Dr Bell 14 20

Scott •• 11 21 ,. 13

Armatage ..4 14 20

F Scott 13 21

Whilla .... 12 21
Stratton . . 5 12

Ballock . . 19 14 15 . . 14
Boeing 20 12 14 .. 12

Cverson 18 13 12 .. 12 ...

Gowles - - . . 13 . .

Shoot-off for Smith gun, 25 targets:

Stair 1111111111111110110101111—22

Spragile 1111111111111111111111111—25

8 9
25 15
19 13

20 12

19 11
17 10

17 10
17 10

24 14
24 7

21 is
22 15
22 13
25 15
25 14
22.15
22 12
22 12
1810
24 12
23 14
25 14
22 13
22 12
23 10
20 12
22 12
19 11
19 12
22 14
21 13
23 11
22 15
19 13
23 13
17 10

20 12
17 11
23 14
19 13
19 13
19 14
16 9

16 9
23 13

12 S

14 8

13 7

20 ..

17 9

19 ..

17 ..

15 11
18 ..

15 ..

24 ..

10 11 12
15 15 15
15 14 15
14 14 15
9 11 12

12 6 10
12 6 10
11 12 12
15 13 15
14 14 15
.. 11 9

14 IS 14
14 12 15
13 13 15

15 13 15
15 14 14
15 13 12

15, 12 14
12 11 15
14 15 13

15 15 13
15 13 14
14 14 13

15 12 15
15 12 14
14 14 14
15 14 14
15 14 15
11 10 12
14 12 15
12 13 15
13 14 13
15 13 14
13 13 12
14 12 13
12 .. ..

12 12 14
7
12 11 14
13 14 13
14 14 14
10 12 11
13 13 13
8 12 9

12 10 11
13 8 12
10 .. ..

13 12 10
12 .. 13
14 .. ..

13 .. 7
14 .. ..

13 .. ..

15 .. 12
13 .. 11
. . . . 11

Total
Broke.

167
167
147
127
127
137
173
172

168
ISO
170
181
182
166
167
160
154
168
172
172
158
172

•

171
163
152
147
164
168
160
164
158
158

146

i47
158
161
135
158
134
137

140

Second Day, July 22.

Events: 12 3 4

Targets : 15 15 15 15

Gilson 15 14 13 13

Riehl 14 13 13 11

Agar 11 13 13 10

Parker 15 14 13 13

Iverson 9 10 12 8

Burmister 11 11 12 6

Stratton .... 14 12 10 11

Chapin 6 10 13 6

Fairburn 10 7 13 5

Robinson 14 15 11 12

Gilbert 15 14 15 11

Seymour 13 12 13 15

Jlirschy .14 IB 15 14

5 6

15 24
13 16
14 16
13 ..

14 16
9 17
7 ..

7 12
9 11
9 14
14 18
14 21
14 19
15 20

8 9 10 11 12 13

15 50 15 15 15 15
12 45 14 15 15 11
14 38 13 12 14 10
11 , . 12 7 11 11

14 34 10 10 13 13

11 39 14 10 14 10
7 .. 12 9 .. 7
9 .•.

10 31 ...... ..

9 .. ..

15 39 12 15 13 12
14 49 15 14 15 15
13 41 15 11 14 13
14 46 14 14 X4 14

Total
Broke-

180
166

163
146

172
191
174
189

Sprague ........... .... 14 15 13
Wilkinson 13 15 15
Ferguson 14 13 15
Evander 13 13 15
Hale 10 9 9
Simpson 14 15 14
Robbins 13 13 11
Bain ..i.... 13 14 12
Cavalier 13 14 12
Hostetter 15 12 10
Grover 12 11 11
Maybie 13 14 13
Stair 15 12 13
O'Connor 12 14 15
McGahey 14 11 13
Darr 13 14 14
Morrison .13 15 13
Shaw 13 11 8
Andrew 13 IS 11
Cadham
Britton ,..<-,- ,.

Putnam -i i li .. .

Freeman 11 14 15
Caruthers 8 13 13
Main 14 11 14
Duis 10 12 15
Ballock 15 14 13
Boeing 11 13 12
Johnson 14 15 14
Spence 14 12 12
Sopp 9 13 12
Rhoda 12 14 13
Lane 12 IS .

.

McKay 13 14 .

.

Orchard 12 .

.

Whalen 11 ..

Smith 14 ..

F Scott
Lang
Baldwin
D McKay
Ings ,

No. 6 was the Ogilvie doubles—

;

national championship.

14 15
14 15
12 15
14 13

11 13
15 13
15 14

13 13
12 14
12 12
7 13
7 13
11 15
10 12
9 13

15 13
14 12
9 11
10 14

18 12
19 13
16 11
23 12
13 8

15 13
15 13
.. 10
16 11

' 6 12
.. 8

..12
21 13
19 13
21 10

18 13
20 14
.. 8

20 12
.. 16

47 14
45 14
47 11

45 15
40 14
45 12
.. 15
.. 11
16 14
.. 13

15 14 14
15 11 12
13 15 14
12 13 12
12 13 11
14 12 14
14 12 15
9 .. ..

13 14 13
10 .

5 .

187
183
179
177
148
181

12 14
9 12

13 13
12 15
13 14
11 13
11 13
14 13
11 13
10 14
13 12

.. 14

.. 12

.. 13
16 15
.. 14

44 14
49 12
49 15
43 13
49 15

.. 11
;. 12
.. 13
.. 13
.. 14
.. 14

44 U
42 10

.. 15

11 14
10 12
15 15
15 15
13 15
10 13 10
11 13 12
13 .. ..

11 .. ..

12 i5
"

.. 12 ..

12 10 ..

11 12 ..

12 13 .

.

.. 11
16 19
.. 11

11 .. .. ..

13 13 11 14

16 .. 40

38 11 9 14 .

.

.. 12

.. 9
10 9
15 11
11 13
9 14
11 13
.. 12

12 pairs. No. 9 was the inter-

.. 12 .

-.45
12 .

..45

Internatioaaf Team Match.

American Team.
Gilson 19
Parker 18
Seymour 18
Sprague ' 19
Wilkinson 16
Ferguson 18
Evander ....i.sm.n 15
Hale 18
Robbins 18
Cavalier 14
Hostetter 20
Stair 17
O'Connor 16
McGahey 18
Duer 20
Morrison .^s., IS
Freeman ...........16
Main • 14
Ballock 18
Rhoda 13
Miller 14
Grover 16
Iverson 17
Maybie 14
Ager i

«f
16

Burmister 16—436

Canadian Team.
Cadham 18
Bell 11
Spence 16
Lemon .17
Lightcap 15
Baldwin 13
Andrew 18
Johnson ,.',,,,,,....,18

R McKay ...........15
Armitage .....14
D McKay 15
J Cadham .14
Dr Ings 13
Britton 16
Simpson 17
Whitla 16
Orchard 14
Putnam ........13
Bain 17
Lane 15
Lang 13
Holland 8
Manning 17
C Scott 14
Robinson 15
Caruthers ....12—384

'W^est Canadian Team Championship.

Lightcap 34 D McKay ...

McKay 36 Scott
Dr Ings 39 J H Cadham.
Robinson 37 Dowling
Bain 40 Manning ....

Armitage 39 Baldwin
Johnson .38 Hopper
Britton 32 Lane

39
42
38
37

....i „..40
,. 32

80
43

Caruthers ....40 Elliott 27
Spence 45 Campbell 16
Lemon 43 Holiday 42
Dr Bell 39 Simpson ....46
Whitla 36 Putnam 30

KiLLMORE.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Hell Gate Gan Clab.

The annual dinner and tournament of the Hell Gate Gun Club
this year was held at Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I., on July 22.

It was more restricted this year as to competition, none but club
members being eligible. The main event was the merchandise
prize handicap, the scores of which follow:

Roof 1111111101111111110111011—22
1111111111111101111111100—22—44+ 5—49

Muench 1100101011111011111111101—19
0001011111111111000110110—16—354-12-^7

Voss 0011110011110111110001111—17
1001101011100111111001111—17-34+ 9—43

Dannefelser 1110110100010001111011000—13
0011111011110110011110001—16—29+13—42

Klenk 0011101101001110010111100—14
1010110000100000000011110— 9—23+15—38

StefTen s lOlOlOlllOOOOOUOUlOlOOOO^lO
1000111111001111011111011—18—28+12—40

Weber 0101110110101001110111011—16
0110101010011111001101010—14—30+13—43

Woelfel 1101001110011001010110011—14
1101100010010001110111101—14—28+18—46

Wilson 1011011010110011001111111—17
1011110011010101111111010—17—34+13—47

Kohla ; 1100110000100111010010100—

U

0010110010101110111011111—16—27+13-40
Lange 0000110001010111101011011—13

0001101010000011101111011—13—26+20—46
Deady OllllOOOOOllOOllOOOOlOlOO—10

0101001001000100111000101—10—20+18—38
Dietzel 1100011011110110110100111—16

1010001001011101111101111—16—32+12—44
Meckel .0111011010101110001001000—12

1101101101111011011011001—17—29+13—42
Doeinck 1100111110011101001110100—15

1110011111101100100110001—15—30+13-43
Baudendistel 0101100110110011000111111—15

1001010000110011110001010—11—26+13—39
Albert 1101110101110010001100011—14

0100010110001101000111110—12—26+14—40
Neumann 1100001000000010110111000— 9

0100001110010100010000100— 8—17+18—35
Wellbrock 0110111111100101010111001—15

1111111011110101010100110—17—32+12-44
Garms .1100001110011000001010010—12

1101101100101000000010100—10—20+18—38
Breit .0000100100001101001101101—10

OOOOOOlOOllOOllOOOOOOOOOO— 5—15+20—35
Trostel 1110100101110010011011100—11

0111011100101101010111010—15-26+15-^1
Forster .1111011111011011011111101—20

1101011000111011101111011—17—37+12-^9
Ficken 0000000010000000101110001— 6

1110000001000000110101001—10—16+20—36

Sweepstakes

:

Events: 123456789 10 11
Targets 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 20

Dr Roof 12 13 13 . . 14 18 . .

Voss 8 11 11 13 13 .. .. 15 .. ..

Muench 14 9 10 .. 12 .. .. ,. ..

Dannefelser US.. 7 8.. .. .. .. 13
Klenk 7 7.. 7 .. .. 10 ..

Woelfel S U

12
20

Dr Wilson
Dr Haassber
Kohla
Lange
Steffens .,

Webber
Deady . , ,

Meckel
Wells
Wellbrock
.Schneider
Trostel
Breit
Ficken
Woeller
Schollett
Dietzel
Baudendistel

Events

:

Targets

:

Dr Roof ..

Voss
,

Muench
Dannefelser
Klenk ,

Woelfel ..

Dr Wilson ................. ..

Kohla , .

.

Lange
StefTens
Deady
Meckel 17
Wells 19
Wellbrock
Schneider 19
Trostel 12
Breit
Ficken .

.

Woeller
Schollett
Dietzel 14
Baudendistel
Albert 10
Garms
Foster
Manken
Loch .

.

6
11
10

10

9
10

11

.. .. 11
12 .. ..

14 18 17
16 18 ..

.. 19 ..

.. 7 ..

.. 9 ..

13

15

13

9

ie

i9

11

io

14
25
23
17
15

.. .; .. 5 .. ..

.. .. .. 11 13 ..

.. 8 .. ..'

12 15
.. .. .. .. 11 ..

16 17 18 19 20 21
20 20 20 20 20 20
18 .. 16 19 .. ..

13
17

'9

16
18
9

11

16
11

13

io

17

ie
6

15

i9

10

10

9

15

io

.. .. 6

.. .. 11 ..

13 .. 12 12
.. 8 .. ..

6
10

10

9
11

12
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Blfch Bfoofc Gan Club.
Lynn, Mass. July 28.—There was a lively time at the grout

of the Birch Brook Gun Club Saturday afternoon, July 26.
was a fine day for shooting and the members got into a lit
teani shooting; three teams, three men each. In the first it v
25 singles and the second 15 singles and 5 pairs.
In the second team shoot there was a change of one man

two of the teams.
Team Shoot No. 1, 25 singles—Lambert, 23; Horace, 22: Ev

ett, 18. Total, 63. Hastings, 19; Hilliard, 22; Hibbard, 20. Tot
6L Straw, 18; Rand, 15; Bullard, 23. Total, 56.
Team Shoot No. 2, 15 singles and 5 pairs—Lambert, 12, 8—1

Hastmgs, 13, 8—21; Everett, 14, 6—20. Total, 61. Hebbard,
6—17; Hilliard, 12, 6—18; Horace, 13, 6-19. Total, 54. Bulla
14, 7—21; Rand, 10, 6—16; Straw, 10, 6—16. Total, 53.

Events: 12 3 4 5
Targets: 30 50 I5 10 15

J-^iPbert 20 21 34 14 .. 14'

Bullard 17... 20 32 10
Horace 18 24 37 14
Rand 17 ..: 24 41 13
Hastmgs 17 19 27 13
Hebbard 18 23 35 11 7 10
Hilliard 20. 24 43 13 9 U:
Yelmah 16 13 20 . . 7 8:

Straw 16..... 24 37 13
Everett 19......................... 12 8
Rowe 18 is 25 .,
Dudley 16 22 34
Emery 16 ji
Skinner 16....... 29
Southwick 16 [[

"9
8

No. 1 was merchandise; No. 2, middle event.
Henry Root, Secretary

U
12.

Winchester Gon Club.

Detroit, Mich.—The hot weather and the races held down (

attendance and the former also held down the scores at the regu
shoot, July 26. In the club event, Brodie with 24s in the t'

previous shoots, started missing on his first bird, and Shiell w
the medal with 20. Hitchcock just managed to beat 17 in Class
and McAdam can wear the Class C medal by breaking only
However, all enjoyed the event. Following are the scores, the I-

being the club event:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 15 10 15 10 25

Brodie 6 8 14 7 9 9 ..

Shiell 7 7 .. 7 .. 7 ..

Guthard 7 3 8 8 12 8 19
Hitchcock 6 .. 9 .. 9 4 19
McAdam 5 .. 2 8 5 ..

Bachmann

..

4 2 4 .. 1
Leggett 7 3 .. 6 .. 1 ..

Catton 9 .. 10 .. 14 8 18
D. A. Hitchcock, Sec'y and Treas,

Cincinnati Gun Club.

Cincinnati, O., July 19.—The fifteenth contest of the C.
C.'s cash price series resulted as follows: Roll (17) 45, Phil ('

44, Verges (17) 44, E. Trimble (17) 44, R. Trimble (20) 43, Ahh
(18) 39, Van Ness (18) 39, Falk (16) 38, Gambell (18) 38, J. B. (;'

38, Boyd (16) 37, Goodman (18) 36, Herman (17) 35, Coleman C
35, Randall (18) 34, Butts (17) 34, Faran (19) 33, Corry (17)
Colonel (15) 26.

Race No. 1 at 50 singles, two high runs, 18yds. : Ahlers
Gambell 44, Van Ness 43, Coleman 42, Roll 39..

Race No. 2, 30 singles and 10 pairs; two high guns, 18yds.:

S. D. Total. S. D. Toi
Ahlers ..27 16 43 Roll 26 9 3
Van Ness 28 14 42 Coleman .........20 15 3i

Gambell .........23 16 39

Dover Sportsmen's Association.

Dover, N. H., July 25.—Only seven aiembers of the Dot
Sportsmen's Association showed up at the weekly shoot this afti

noon. The scores were as follows

Shot at. Broke.
F F Wentworth....70 60

St Evenes.... ...... .75 42

N C Wentworth.....90 46

Hallam .............80 34

Smart
Henry ........

E Wentworth.

Shot at. Broi
....50 21

....20 m

....10

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The Savage Arms Co., of Utica, N. Y., are now ready to st

ply orders for the Savage Micrometer Wind Gauge Hunting a.

Target sight. It is a rear si§:ht, simple of construction, capa'i

of the most precise nicety m exact adjustments, and adapt
to all makes or rifles which have a rear slot in the barrel. 1
elevation is changed as desired by turning an elevating scrt.'

and allowances for windage, right or left, are made by turni

a wind gauge screw. It is the invention of Mr. Arthur W. S
age, who invented the Savage rifle.

Dr. H. E. Lupus, of Baltimore, Md., at Mr. J. R. Malonj
midsummer tournament, held at Bay Ridge, A. 'A. County, M
July 23 to 25, won high average in the target competition, wh'
occupied the first two days. The first day he scored 184 out
190; the second day, 175 out of 190, He used U. M. C. ammti'
tion. ,

- .
,

. '

,



FOREST AND STREAM.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
i

5532 out of 5765
TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.

Such continued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
SMOKELESS POWDER.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

The World's Greatest

Shooting Record
Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., since Jan. 1st, 1902,

has shot in competition at 5765 targets, breaking 5632

or 95.!)^ using a

PARKER QUN.
At Shot at Broke.

Natchez, Miss , 400 896 99 %

Fort Dodge, la , 290 286 98.6i«

Lakefield, Minn., 205 208 99 ^

Sioux City, la , 860 851 9T %

Dubuque, la., 860 851 91.5%

The "Old Reliable" IS Reliable.

SEND FOR
GATAL0Q4IE.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U N V The MAN
Who Shoots

The

Lefcver.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, Mr, C. W. Floyd, an amateur
of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Qun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It
will please you. Send for Catalogue.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE, N. Y.

"MY TRAP SCORES 9f

WrLL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.
A POCKET trap score book contaiaing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Associat^ou

' rules for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting ander the Sergeant system. The cover
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in nnmber and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record

of the place, date, weather conditions, nnmber of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used,
ereats, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather. Price 50c. postpaif'.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. NEW YORK.

When writings say you saw the &<L in the .''Forest and- Stteam.*'.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

H [ QUICK- RELIABLt. >

-N£WTP015DORP MOKtl^fS]mM% I • moTouN powDtn
aEAN AND UNIfORM. NOTAFFECTED BYANYCllMATt
WHtH ORDtRINO HAND mr eg. g

(XL FACTORY LOADED SHELL5.^y/>:*>C/7/t9m<e/;
I

SPECIFtHEW-TROISDORF. ^ sowiuiAMST.n.Y.

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass.

FOREST AND STREAM

Score Book.
The only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules

;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

divisions of money.

f^iM *fltf Stnom Tnp Scan

9^

FoRBST AND STREAM'S new Trap Score Book

will admirably fill the needs of clubs and contest-

ants in affording a means of keeping a faithful

record of contests. Each book contains a generous

number of sheets, ao ruled as to make all the chief

divisions of the shoot plain at a glance. For in-

stance, the horizontal spaces are numbered from i to

27, every sixth line being distinctly heavier than its

fellows; hence the squads are distinguishable at a

glance. The perpendicular spaces are numbered

from I to 30, ample space first being left for the con-

testants' names and their handicap allowance.

Heavy dark lines are between each five spaces, and
. ., c „ - . . i-

j.jjg numerals 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in heavy-

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance. The

heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. However dark a nook the scorer may be in, no

straining of the eyes or incorrect entering of scores is possible on account of inability to distin-

guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each

sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet

each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent club

records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding.

Thebookisneatlyaad substantially bound in cloth, and contains 150 score sheets. Thepriceis |i,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,

346 Broadway, New York,
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TF YOU are thinking of buying a new gun

or rifle, or exchanging your old one, drop

us a line, giving us a description of what

you want and we will make you an interest-

ing proposition.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.
it
it

ft
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Self-Loading

Pistols

or Carbines

'Automatic Carbine

• orPistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive

weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose
or full mantled bullets, i o shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . $22.65
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger 50.00

^^MTI^^ m LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U.S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

" NEVER FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln, 111., ist average, W.
Illinois State Shoot, 1st average, 95% (considering the

number of targets shot).

Brooklyn, N. Y., June 7, 1st average, 91%, with 105

straight.

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average. 385 out of 400.

Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OT THE WORLD.

Jl_l I A I I A /^/^ 75 CHAMBERS ST.,n . L-MU OL WV^. , NEW YORK CITY.
Importers and Dealers in Fire Anns, Ammunition and Fencing Goods.

A Postal brings "Shooting Facts" (Second Edition). Telephone 1747 Franklin.

Sole
Agents,

PATENT FOLDING TIN

"PLOVER" & "SNIPE" DECOYS
These decoys are made of two oval shaped

parts or sections, which, when closed to-

g'ether. make the exact form of the bird.

They pack or nest one into another, so that
a box containing one dozen measures only
10 in. by 9 in. and in. deep; are nicely
painted to represent the bird. -

Varieties made: Black-breasted Plover,
Green Plover, Red-breasted Plover, Turn-
stone or Chicken Plover
and Yellowleg Snipe.

Prices for Plover, $4
per doz.

;
Yellowleg, $4,50.

Discount to the trade.

Ask your dealer for them.

Mosl Portable

and

Best Decoys

Made.

GOLDEN arvd GREEN PLOVER.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
107 Washington Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

Dealers in Fine Guns and Shooting Tackle.
i^W" Send stamps for catalogue and list of bargains in second-hand guns. Ask your dealer for them.

A New English Gun.
** Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET
We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. English guns have long been the .standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from 6^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

Jnd are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated guns of W. W.
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON.
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

GANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amatetirs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the constmctipn of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This oflSce.

100 STRAIGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. G. W. Budd, shooting

from the 3o-yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Pigeons Straight,

511 his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Budd's

load was

RAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. G." & "SCHULTZE" GUNPOWDER CO., Ltd.,

W«rks: Oaklwid, Bttgvu CooBty, S. i» OSlm 818 Broadwar, New T«rk.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO.



SEND fOP( OUR ILLUSTRAtEb B66K CATALOGUE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 9, 1902.

VOL. LIX—No. 6*

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
Matter.

Terms, poid^paid, $4.

Great Britain, $5.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YuitK.

CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.

•^'MvSptyi
!J<^6jj^

Office as Second Class :

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

A HIGH AMATEUR SCORE U.M.C.
I

was made July 24th and 25th at Bay Ridge, Md,, by Dr, H. E, Lupus

With U.M. C. Shells.
Dr. Lupus broke 359 out of 380 targets from the J 8-yard mark, shooting

against a large field of professionals and expert amateurs. ^ ^ %m

-Bhe UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,
313 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPOR.T. CONN.

WINCHESTER
High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges.

/5=70, .45=90 and .50=110 Calibers, Loaded with Smokeless Powder and Soft Point Metal Patched Bullets.

FOR BIG QAiHE SHOOTING AT DISTANCES UP TO 200 YARDS.
We are now able to furnish, through the regular trade channels, the above new Winchester High Velocity, large bore, cartridges for Winchester Model 1886, .45-70, .45-9° and

.50-110 caliber rifles. These cartridges, although they give high velocity ajid great muzck energy, develop only slightly increased initial pressure. By their use, owners of Wia-
chester Model 1886 rifles of the calibers mentioned can greatly increase the power of their guns. For fine shooting, a slight alteration of sights may be necessary when tbcie

cartridges are used. When ordering new rifles in which it is intended to uae these cartridges, it should be so stated in the order, so that the proper sights may be fitted.

The following table shows the muzzle velocity, penetration and trajectory of these High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges:

Name of Cartridge.

.45-70

.45-90 W^inchester

.50-110 Express

Weight of Bullet, grains,

300
300
300

Velocit}' at Muzzle,
Feet per second.

1875
1980
2225

Trajectory.

Height at 200 yds.

Inches. 100 yds.

147
I.41

1.07

Height at

Inches.

7.40
6 63
5.82

Penetration in y% inch dry pine boards 100 Yds.

at 15ft. from muzzle. Soft point bullet. 50 yds.

13

14
12

With the great increase in velocity which these cartridges have, their trajectory is proportionately flatter, and, at 200 yards, their remaining energies are practical>y the same as

those of the small caliber high-power cartridges. It is a desirable feature of these caitridges that they can be used by persons who fear to use the high-power small caliber cartridges

on account of their great range. These points considered, and the fact that the results arc obtained with bullets of large cross section, make these cartridges unsurpassed for

striking and killing power at the distances at which most big gajne is kiiied.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - NEW HAVEN, CONN.



FOREST AND . STREAM.^

Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 250 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogne free.

WORKS s RED BANK, N. J.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you
have a sail or

power boat, and
we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N.J.

MULLINS' SECTIONAL
CANOE

made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with air

chambers. Low in

,

price. Cuts the
• freight in two. al-
ways ready. Also
fiti ed with detach-
able live box.
Send for ovir

handsome free
catalogfue, new.

W. H. MULLINS, 216 Depot Street, Salem, 0.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
• Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily
handled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON ft OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Street, Old Town, • Maine.

The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving- Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark, England, and in every state in the United
States. It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze. Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for

catalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nARQUBTTE, - - niCMIQAN, U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
'35ft. O. A,, 8ft. 6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

buHt of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being
where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is of the recent square
stem type, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller craft.

HA stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, . MAINE.

GANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer.

Price $1.

Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

This interesting little volmne is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,

• Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.M Broadway, New York.

CANVAS CANOES
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents.

FORESTAND STREAiVlPUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

i
1

HOLLOW-SPARS
Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Price-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT SFRENGTH. It^f^'Z,^,
by us enables us to produce a Hollow MasI, equally strong and renavle, and yet stiffer than one

of the same" dimensions of solid sprtue, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five per cent, (depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

(SPRUCE).

J. G. FRASER,
Manager. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

BACISE BOAT JUNTFiCTtlRIIie CO.,

B0.1C 25, Racine, Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00,

rOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.- NEW YOBV,

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construciion and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive

of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders

and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modem practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-
ning of machinery. Contents : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler

Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules, Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal

T3T>es of Yacht Machinery, The Design of Hulls. Practi«il Construction. Small Cruising
Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

SMALL YACHTS.
Small Yachts, Their Design and Construction. By C. P. Kunhardt
Enlarged and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations, and 87 full-page

plates. Size of page, 14)^ x 12% inches. Price, $10.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fiff. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, aud no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON.
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and ve think that you

will agree with us in

•aying th«

ALMY
BOILER

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

Boats, SkifFs,

Canoes and Launches.
High grade Sporting, Athletic, Gymnastic and Boat-

ing Supplies. My prices are from 15 to 85 per cent,
lower than other reliable dealers. Catalogue free on
appUcation. WM. WOOD,
25 West 135th St., New Tork.

BUCKLEY
Patent Water Tube Boiler for Yaehts.

Also "Aome" Launoh EnKlnes.
Send for Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
6 Center St., Rochester, N. Y.

DAN KIDNEY k SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

NAVALiTE

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boata,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue.

Has No Equal
as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

» quickly, and wears

wonderfully without

^tumingr white. Used
on Vigilant, Defender

and Columbia in

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists.

GHIGAGO VARNISH COMPANY,
Chicago. New York. Beaton.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Nayal

Architects. ' Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding 100, besides more than 3^0 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examination of

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racine;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,' etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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Every believer in manliness, and therefore of

manly sport, and every lover of nattire, every
man who appreciates the majesty and beauty of

the wilderness and of wild life, shotfid strike

hands with the far-sighted men who wish to

preserve otir material resources, in the effort to

keep oar forests and oar gfame beasts, gfame birds

and g:ame fish—indeed all the living: creatures of

prairie, and woodland, and seashore—from wan-
ton destruction.—Theodore Roosevelt in **The
Deer and Antelope of North America/'

PLAY.

Play, amusing, exercising and recreative, is essential

to the wellbeing and development of mankind, mentally

and physically, from childhood to the years of senility.

Indeed, of the phenomena of all animal life, none other is

more conspicuously or more universally displayed. To
the youth, in the formative stages of mind and body, it

is a factor which is constant in activity and paramount in

importance. It is a popular fiction that, with the advent

of maturity, play should cease. It is not considered by the

-average man or woman that for every stage of life there

is a befitting developmental diversion.

Adult men and women periodically need relaxation and.

recreation. In such manner do they best renew and re-

pair their energies, dulled by workaday cares, or ' relieve

the ennui of purposeless existence. To each stage of life

there is some one or more forms of play best befitting it.

Some of them are so well defined and established as to

be considered as being conventionally standard. They
may be obscured, in their play significance, by their nomen-
clature, though the golf and other games signify much
the same to the adult that blind man's buff does to the

child. One is recreative and diverting; the other is de-

velopmental and -diverting. In each there is the dominant
principle to excel one's fellows, to succeed better than

one's opponents; to be distinguished as the conqueror

among the conquered.

From the viewpoint of mature life, the play of children

is commonly considered as being a frivolous and mean-
ingless display of childish traits. That it is a wise and
useful provision of nature for the development of the

physical and mental powers of children is not commonly
known. Yet by play, and play only, is the young of ani-

mals, man included, developed and educated by nature's

most beneficent methods. A characteristic so universal

cannot be meaningless.

Play, in most of its aspects, is mimetic of life's most
serious activities. The play of puppies and kittens, while

devoid of actual hostility, is a realistic counterpart of

actual attack, defense and strategic maneuvering for ad-
vantage in destroying or capturing prey or enemy, such
as is seriously applied in adult life. The play of the

boy is similarly mimetic. The mass plays and individual

plays of the football teams have all the elements of force

and strategy, peacefully applied, that are used in actual

combat.

Nearly every game that can be mentioned, if con-
ceded to be a manly sport, has the dominating principle

of competition, man against his fellows, which embodies
the factors of greater physical force, greater mental re-

sourcefulness, and a general manipulation of means to

ends to insure success in life's struggle.

The playful competitions of childhood fit children for

engaging in the actual competitions of youth. The playful

competitions of youth in turn qualify" for adult occupa-
tions. By engaging in competition with one's fellows, the

limitations both of one's own powers and those of one's

fellows, are learned; self-reliance and discipline are in-

culcated; the habit of initiative becornes characteristic;

and respect is conceded and exacted when mingling with

associates.

The best manhood is not attained where the powers and

activities of youth are balked or entirely checked. In

city streets, where boys are restricted in their natural

inclination and opportunities to engage in wholesome play,

their energies, so restricted, are sure to burst out in mis-

chievous or lawless acts ; or, if the restriction is passively

accepted, the boy develops into a passive nonentity.

But the dormant, subserviently deferential boy, with no

initiative or aggressiveness of his own, is not of the ma-

terial of which the best men are made. The powers of

mind and body are both developed by exercise. The best

men and women are those who develop according to na-

ture's own laws. No artificial systein of mankind can im-

prove on that of nature. Life is an endless competition.

To engage in it at one's best, full capacity of mind and

body should be secured. The play of the boy therefore is

as importantly essential to him in his developmental life

as the play of the man, be it termed golf, fishing, shooting,

yachting, or what not, is to the recreative life of the

adult. —=-=====:= '

THE TREE-PLANTING STATE.

There are not a few men who can remember the State

of Nebraska when it was absolutely without timber, except

in a few places along the streams. At that time, say

thirty years ago, the wooded area of the State is esti-

mated as having been, only three per cent, of its area. The
chief cause of this absence of timber is believed to have

been the frequent prairie fires which swept over the land.

Not very long after the completion of the Union

Pacific Railway settlements began to creep westward

along the Platte Valley, and each farmer who made his

home there planted a few trees, willows or cottonwoods.

These trees acted as windbreaks, protecting from cold

and snow in winter and from hot winds and consequent

evaporation and injury to crops in summer. They were

useful for shade, and after a few years began to yield

more or less fuel to the land owner, a yield which in that

treeless country was a matter of the very greatest in-

terest to the settlers.

As settlements extended further and further, more and

more trees were planted. Beside this, the prairie fires be-

came constantly fewer; the tender seedlings were no

longer destroyed in their first year, and from the stream

valleys and the canons which had long supported an

ancient growth of trees and brush, this forest growth
gradually began to extend itself up the sides of the

ravines, and even to the prairie.

These conditions have been studied by Dr. Chas. E.

Bessey, who, writing some years ago of the counties of

eastern Nebraska, says : "In practically every case where

one travels up the streams, passing out to the side

branches, to the little temporary rills which water the

upper basins, the trees are of smaller size and are much
younger. It is a very rare occurrence to find large trees

near the upper end of a forest belt. I have seen a few
such cases, but their rarity is such that one is always

surprised when they are found. The general rule is that

near the upper limit of the tree area there are many
shrubs, and mingled with them many young trees no
larger than those which under cultivation are known to

be not more than fifteen to twenty years old. * * *

No one who has seen and studied the forest areas in

eastern Nebraska will be able to doubt that they are

spreading where they are given a fair opportunity, and
are not prevented by man or his domestic anirnals."

At first practically all the planted timber of Nebraska
v/as Cottonwood, set out either for wind protection, shade
or fuel, but in recent years many thousands of acres have
been planted with orchards, and in not a few cases black

walnut, black locust, red cedar, mulberry, and osage

orange have been set out, to the great advantage of the

land owner and the State.

In the northern and northwestern portions of Nebraska
is the "sand hill" country, well known once as a hunting

region, and later as a cattle country. Investigations made
in the sand hills show that this barren region will support

certain species of pine, which are doing well, and which
will ultimately attain a size suitable for lumbering.

It is suggested that tree-planting reservations should be

set apart in the sand hill region, and an extensive forest

there wogld be likely to be of great value to the neigh-

boring region, as modifying wind and temperature over a

large part of western Nebraska. In the course of fifteen

or twenty years such a forest would begin to yield a

revenue from the sale of fuel and posts, and a little later

it would furnish larger timber, and thereafter would be

self-supporting.

LIVE QUAIL FOR STOCKING.

The stocking of depleted covers with quail brought

from other districts has been an important factor in re-

storing and maintaining the game supply in several States.

Numerous individual owners of shooting grounds, game

preserving clubs and State game commissions have in

times past secured thousands of birds and put them out

on private and public lands for private and public benefit.

When the Lacey Act was adopted by Congress, it was

hailed by many persons interested in this work of restock-

ing as a measure which would enlist the co-operation

of the Federal Government in the restoration of depleted

game grounds. The text of the act declared: "The
object and purpose of this act is to aid in the restoration

of such birds in those parts of the United States adapted

thereto, where the same have become scarce or extinct,

and also to regulate the introduction of American or

foreign birds or animals in localities where they have

not heretofore existed."

But any notion that the restoration of the -game supply

would be advanced through the agency of the Department

of Agriculture has by this time been dissipated. No game

birds have been brought into the country from foreign

lands by -the Department, nor have any American game

birds been transported from regions of abundance to those

of scarcity. On the contrary, the Department has inter--

fered in a manner which is claimed to be wholly arbitrary

and without warrant of law in various private enterprises

of live quail transportation for stocking purposes. By
what those who feel themselves aggrieved characterize as a

sheer assumption of an authorization which the ^Lacey

law nowhere contains, it has interfered with a lawful

traflSc in live game, and by the seizure of such quail

passing through the States has thwarted numerous at-

tempts to restore shooting.

The business of transplanting quail has in past years

been conducted on a large scale by a New York city

dealer, who has acted as an agent for obtaining and for-

warding live birds to a large number of clients, among
them many well-known game associations and the New
Jersey Commissioners. The birds have come from the

Indian Territory, whence, under the existing United

States statute relative to game, their export is not for-

bidden; but United States marshals, acting under the

direction of the Department of Agriculture, have seized

the birds en route, and practically broken up the business

of quail transplanting. Now one of the dealers in live:

quail whose interests have been affected, has sent to the

Forest and Stream for publication an advertisement

calling on the sportsmen of the country to secure an

amendment to the Lacey Act, to permit the transportation

of quail for stocking purposes. But if the Lacey Act now
contains no provision respecting the transportation of

live quail between the States, no amendment of it is re-

quired to permit such transportation. If the Depart-

ment of Agriculture in its present interference with live

quail transportation is acting without authority conferred

by the Lacey Act, to amend the Act would not reach the

Department, unless the amendment should be so worded

as to prohibit interference by the Department.

On the other hand, if there is any provision of law under

which the Department acts, this should be made patent

to the understanding of the sportsmen who now feel

aggrieved because they cannot obtain the birds they want

for stocking.

The mosquito pest at a Long Island town bordering

a salt marsh has been abated by a system of some five

miles of shallow ditching, which by removing the stand-

ing water left from high tides has destroyed the breeding

grounds. There are scores of places where some simple

action like this would materially add to the comfort of

living, to the value of real estate and to the prosperity of

towns; and the public is gradually being educated to a
point where mosquito-plagued places will work out thei?!

speedy salvation. ' ^ _j
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The Sea Ghost of the Catsfcills.

r The sea ghost haunts the Catskills in the night

L- When to the surging pines the forests hark

\ And tides throb dimly in the pale moonlight

Up from the valley, fathoms deep in dark.

At morning on the hills the mists roll in—
White waves of gossamer, light crests flung free

—

* Deep as death is and as the air is thin.

Till all the world is in the phantom sea.

On rock-bound tablets is the record writ:

Once in the lowland was the ocean's bed,

Rose these sheer mountain steeps to Hmit it

1
With rugged shore lines in those jeons dead;

And when the sea its mighty arm swept back

Down through the Palisades from these far hills,

Receding waters plowed the Hudson's track

And left a silver trail of lakes and. kills.

In what dark kloofs the mermaids c®mbed their locks

Who knows, who plucks the pale green maidenhair?

Their shells are fossils, bedded in the rocks,

And speckled trout leap in the brooklet there.

The laurel's rosy tips of light are born

Where branched the coral slowly in the dark;

In what far cavern Triton's wreathed horn

Wound merrily, oh, ask the meadow larkl

Before there rose the Indian camp-fires' smoke.

Or HcHdrick Hudson brought his Dutchman crew

;

Before Pan played for fauns and forest folk,

Lo, Pagan Neptune and his nereids, too.

Danced in these spectxe waves that billow white

Up to the mountains' topmost purple coast

—

Oh, watch and you shall see, by day or night,

Shaped in the Catskill mists, the pale sea ghost

!

I" > Mary Worswick.

Yellowstone Park from a Car
Window.

In Two Parts—Part If.

The animals in the Park show unmistakeably that they

know you dare not shoot, and seem to have very little

fear of tourists. The chipmunks do condescend to run

away, but not until the stage is close upon them, and then

with much vituperation and flirting of tails. There seem

to be two kinds, one slightly larger than the other, and

these likewise appear to be of several ages, for one speci-

men we saw madly carreering along the road did not seem

much larger than a walnut plus a tail.

Passing the toe of an old moraine, I caught sight of an

animal about the size of a rat, which ran toward us f9r

some distance and then sat up like a prairie dog and said

"E e" at us, with a riote like an old-fashioned penny

trumpet. The driver said it was a young hare, but ad-

mitted that he had never seen the animal before. As I

pointed out that its ears were hardly larger than those of

a rat, he abandoned that idea.

After consulting the Kid's Natural History, I am of the

opinion that it is a kind of m&rmot which frequents

stony ground. That animal has a short tail, and this we
saw seemed to have no more tail than a guinea pig, but

distance may have caused us to miss the tail. The other

parts of the description seemed to fit all right. We found

none of them in the adjoining green spots, but when we
came to another moraine, there were the "stone marmots"

again. [No doubt a pika or little chief hare {Lagomys).]

We arrived in time for lunch at a station on the shore

of the lake, where we were regaled not too sumptously in

tents of various sizes and purposes. It was here after

lunch that some of the party boarded a small steamer
_
to

make an excursion on the lake. This is a sort of side

show, of which perhaps the less said the better.

The principal attractions here seem to be a beehive-

shaped cone rising a couple of feet above the water of the

lake, and full nearly to the brim of its orifice with boiling

water. It is possible if you are a good fisherman, and the

fish are blind, for you to stand on this cone and catch a

fish from the lake, and without removing him from the

hook or removing yourself from your stand, to cook him

in the water at your feet. The dther attraction is "pamt

pots," which are in great number hereabouts, and con-

sist of pools of from five to twenty feet in diameter, filled

to within one or two feet of the brim with what looks

more like slowly boiling paint than anything else. Bubbles

eight to ten inches in diameter grow on the surface, bjurst,

emit a puff of steam and subside, while others imme-

diately take their places. They are of course similar to

the one we saw at the Fountain Hotel, but they are of

different colors, some pots being pink, while others are

m.ore of a lead color, but all are hot and to two of them

a melancholy interest attaches. They were, I should

judge, about six or eight feet in diameter, and separated

by a narrow path, rendered slippery by steam, and sloping

on both sides to the pots. Two ladies, mother and daugh-

ter, attempted to pass along this division between the

pots and the elder woman slipped and fell into the boilmg

mud. The younger clutched her clothing in an attempt

to save her or drag her out, and the clothing giving

way, she fell backward into the other pot. Both were

got out as soon as possible, but not until the mother had

been fatally injured and the daughter very seriously. I

fear that greater precautious will have to be taken as the

Park comes to be more generally visited, for it is full of

dangers to the heedless and unwary. There was in this

instSnee no necessity for going between the pots; the path

has been blocked since the accident, yet as good a vew
be obtained without any risk at all.

From this station the road lay for most of the distance
either through the woods or along the shores of the lake,

of which we had most gratifying views. It is incon-
testably a very beautiful lake, irregular in form and
rimmed around with mountains. In fact it is so irregular
in form that one cannot see more than half of it at once.

It is almost as long and wide as Lake Tahoe, but with a

much smaller area, and there are several islands break-
ing the surface, an advantage not possessed by Tahoe.
In a short time it came on to rain with thunder and
lightning, but we put off having the side curtains down,
and very soon the shower passed away without doing us
any damage. A doe and a young buck with antlers "in

the velvet" crossed the road in front of the stage and
stopped to gaze as we rode by. Misery and Mrs. ***

wanted pictures of the buck, but he was too far off and
too much in the shade to make that feasible, though not
too far for us to see his big eyes with their expression of

mild wonder.
On the other hand, when we left the wood and came out

on the shore of the lakcj we saw at close quarters several

magnificent white pelicans. Pelicans and deer in such
close proximity were something we had not expected to

see; and there were seagulls also, almost two thousand
miles from the nearest salt water.

Our driver had by this time become quite one of the

family, and sang the most melancholy and moral songs
in a "south-of-Market-street" voice—tenor, I believe.

Then he spouted lurid passages from a "Morosco" drama
in broken French-English, and informed us that he was
an actor of some note, who when he was not driving the

Yellowstone stage, trod the boards of that at Salt Lake
and other centers of culture, in a number of dramas of

v/liich we had never heard even the names. He was an

extremely patriotic American, because his father being

English and his mother French, he naturally had to be

something different from either. His songs were "gems,"
and I sometimes catch myself whistling the air of one of

the longest and most lugubrious of them all.

He pointed out to us from a turn in the road, one of

the best natural profiles I have ever seen. It was in the-

outline of the distant mountains, and was a most perfect

and majestic profile of a sleeping giant.

Though this afternoon's drive was singularly devoid of

discomfort or startling incident, the time passed very

pleasantly away. In fact, it was something of a relief to

have no wonders to be astonished at, and only beauties of

nature to admire.

At dinner we all came together and had a jolly time

comparing notes, though the others declined to believe

that we had seen any deer with horns "in the velvet."

After dinner we sat before a big fireplace, with a roaring

fire of logs, smoking and talking until it was time for

bed; and I was up betimes in the morning to get a view

of the lake.

It was a beautiful morning, and had beside all the

charm of novelty. I had not, of course, so far jeo-

pardized my reputation as to see the sun rise, but it was
still so early in the day, that I felt quite a virtuous glow

as I gazed at him.
There was a boat house and it was full of boats, but

they were not the boats of Bow River, and the oars were

not "spooris" from Winnepeg; far from it, they were

more like clubs from the wood pile, I think the man
who kept the boat house built the boats and made the

oars himself, and this and a lack of time determined me
to forego a row on the lake. There were more fishing

poles in racks aroimd the room than I ever saw in one

place in my life, for this is a great place for fish. Two
of the members of the other party had a good deal to say

ai- times about fishing, but the occasion never seemed

exactly ripe and the fishing was for some reason always

postponed for the morrow—always manyana. Leaving the

Lake Hotel, the first "wonder" that we came to after a

delightful drive through the Avoods over a smooth road

was the "Mud Geyser." Now the Mud Geyser did really

seem to satisfy the aesthetic longing. It was about the

most infernal thing I ever saw. On the side of a steep

mountain (a favorite location of geysers) was a hole about

sixty feet in diameter and filled to within about ten feet

of the lower side with water the color of lead. From
it rose a cloud of steam so charged with earthy matter, for

the very good reason I am going to state, that it too was
colored like the water. The water itself was a seething

mass of tumult, for from three openings in the side of

the mountain three enormous jets of boiling spray were

hurled at intervals of a few seconds each to the center of

the pool, and as they gushed in rotation the water was
never quiet for an instant, nor did the horrid grunting

of these infernal pumps ever cease. The air was heavy

with the clav-laden steam, and wherever it rested, on

cameras, clothes or hat, it left its deposit of tiny specks.

The Fountain was beautiful, and Old Faithful, both beau-

tiful and grand, and the geysers big and little had each

some claim to our attention and admiration; but the Mud
Geyser was the most devilish nightmare of a thing I ever

met in nature. What I can't understand is why some-

body hasn't tumbled into it; I never saw a better chance.

It actually seems as though it were expected that the

Park would be visited only by people of sense; people

with their eyes about them and accustomed to taking care

of themselves. This is all very well, but it is possible to

trust too much to the common sense even of the native,

and beside the native there is the foreign contingent,

which is accustomed to being taken care of. I say again

I don't see why there are not more casualties.

Leaving the mud devil to its own devices, we followed

a trail through some trees and came to another hole

much smaller, where a single jet a couple of feet m
diameter was thrown out into a similar pool at mtervals of

half a minute or so. I should judge that the water m
this pool flowed back into the opening in the side, tem-

porarily checking the escape of the steam, which presently

gathering force, hurls the water_ out again mto the pool

in a never-ending succession of jets.

Regaining our "coach," we drove on, and after an in-

terval of minutes, or hours, or something, came to the

Sulphur Mountain, a hill of yellowish deposit on the

mountain side, with a geyser boiling vigorously and throw-

ing up clouds of the usual highly scented steam: The
ground in the vicinity of the geyser is evidently hollow,

and the team stopped some distance away, our footfalls

sounding rather too sonorous for comfort as we ap-

proached it. The driver said somebody would go through

the crust there some day, and we were very much in-

clined to agree with him ; but it seemed to me that there
were plenty more places of the same kind that he had not
said anything about. For my part, I am afraid the bot-
tom will drop out of the whole thing eventually, but I

guess not in our time.

Our next stop was at the Canon. This is one of the
most curious freaks of nature in the world, and the road
lies so near it that there are not only many fine views
of it, but many ,_opportunities to leave the coach and take
one's stand on jutting points, like pulpits in a cathedral,
where views such as no other section of the world can
show are spread before and around one. One of the most
striking features, the one which distinguishes it from
almost everything else, is the wealth and variety of
color. Nowhere in the world, save in the woods in
autumn, can one see such gorgeous extravagance of color.

Reds and yellows predominate, but most of the colors of
the painter's palette are there. The Cafion lacks the
massive and dignified grandeur of Yosemite, but its friable

material on the other hand, has allowed the elements to
sculpture at their will their most eccentric fancies. Pin-
nacle succeeds pinnacle in endless recession, all brilliant

in the sunshine with the hues of the rainbow. Closer ex-
amination reveals a powdery waterworn surface which
looks as though it would change its form with every
shower—^but why look closer? It is a picture which you
need not approach too near.

The sides of the Canon, which is something over a
thousand feet deep, slope so rapidly as' to make a de-
scent to the stream at the bottom a matter of the greatest
difficulty, probably an impossibility to the ordinary per-

son. Slopes so smooth and unbroken hardly exist except
in snow.
Our first real acquaintance with the Caiion was at a

point where a series of steps and ladders led down to the
Upper Yellowstone Fall. This is a fine fall of water,
flowing in full volume over the edge of a cliff, and falling

a hundred and nine feet. Not quite equal to Mont-
morencie in height, nor quite so wide, but a very beauti-"

ful fall. There are solid rocks and tall trees all about, for

we are not yet really in the Caapn, and we stand and
watch the rusliing, tumbling waters until we are reminded
that there are many other things to see, and that it will

bt a very good time to see them after lunch.

The Canon as we take our seats in the coach shows by
glimpses through the trees, and its varied coloring is

heightened by the contrast with the dark green in the

foreground, and we decide that it is not far from the

greatest thing we have ever seen. Mrs. *** so far wavers
in her allegience to Yosemite that she faintly admits that

the Caiion is something finer than she has ever seen; but
I in my obstinacy maintain that there is nothing on earth

quite equal to Y'osemite, though visions of Niagara and
Banff both rise up to ask me if I am quite sure.

After lunch our wagon appeared again and took us for

quite a drive along the brink of the Caiion, giving tis

ample opportunity to see it from every vantage point, and
what is not always the case, time to photograph to our
heart's content, with the result, I regret to say, that we
got nothing that bore the faintest resemblance to the

scene, the colors in the rocks being almost without ex-
ception non-actinic. The pictures hadn't even the merit
of recalling anything we had seen.

As I am sometimes charged with an inclination to

"kick," I would like at this point to record my satisfac-

tion with the manner in which we were carried through
the Park on this journey, and the efforts which were made
by the stage company to give us a sight of everything

possible under the circumstances.

The view up the Canon was indescribable, for this gorge
is most peculiar in its formation. The^ sides rising in

steep slopes are cut into perpendicular ridges, and these

again are worn by the elements into fantastic pinnacles

which appear in series one behind the other, like the wing
scenes in a theater, giving an amazing succession of varied

forms, the effect being heightened to a marvelous degree

by the lavish display of color. The scene is strikingly

different from the ordinary, and excites_ the unbounded
wonder and admiration of the average sightseer. While
the Canon as a whole appeared to me to lack something
of perfection, there were points of view and special bits

that called for nothing less than thorough admiration.

One promontory in particular, which stood out from the

side of the Caiion, like a gigantic pulpit of red stone, was
large enough to hold a full convocation of preachers and
gave a magnificent view of the Canon both up and down,
with the Lower Yellowstone Falls 308 feet high to hold

the center of the stage.

At one point from the road was visible what one en-

thusiast christened the "Gate of Paradise." A sheer de-

scent of ocherous yellow, too smooth for even a foothold,

was terminated at the bottom by a transverse wall ap-

proximately a hundred feet high, broken by an opening op-

posite us which gave a view of the rushing river at the

bottom of the Canon, aqua marine and foamy white. The
background of parti-colored cliffs rose towering to the

skyline, terminating in a fringe of pines and cedars. This

slope was bounded on either side by walls at right angles

to the river, worn into varied outline and interspersed

with occasional trees ; and wherever the rock was visible

it was of a brilliant reddish hue shaded with browns and
darker red. Some of the rocks were even blue.

Perched on various pinnacles, but several hundred feet

below where we stood, were the nests of eagles with the

young ones clamoring for food as is their wont, and the

old birds swinging in large circles far below us, few of

them flying as high as our level. Looking down on
eagles is a novel experience to most people.

We had spent a couple of hours very pleasantly driving

along the brink of the Canon, getting out at intervals to

reach the various points from which the best views were

to be obtained; when the driver drew up at the junction

of two roads, telling us that we were close to the hotel

and could either go back with him, or take a trail a little

further down the road, and by its means reach the brink

of the Lower, or Great Falls. We didn't find the right

trail, of course, but all got safely at last to the railed

platform at the edge of the fall.

The Great Fall pours over the brink in a solid sheet,

filling the channel of the river completely, but just as it

passes over the ledge it arranges itself in seven or eight

flutings of different colors. One near the center, owing to

^ slight projection m the rock over which it passes, was
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forced up into a sharp ridge, quite transparent, and the

foaming edge of this ridge constantly fell over on itself in

a lace-like fringe, ever changing, but never disappear-
ing. This lace as the light passed through it looked like

strung crystals, or the beautiful dew plant.

After dinner at the Canon Hotel it was announced that

numerous bears would be present in the gulch at the
rear, and Mrs. *** and some other courageous amazons
went out to beard them ; but Mr. G., of the Chicagos, and
I, held down a couple of chairs in the office, and left the

more adventurous spirits to dally with danger in the

immediate vicinity of wild bears. They returned after a

short intervals with glowing accounts of numerous "sil-

ver-tips," which were "almost as dangerous as grizzlies,

and nearly as big." Mr. G. and 1 congratulated ourselves

on having escaped such dangerous acquaintances, but the

ladies with great satisfaction announced that so far on
the trip they had seen twenty-one bears. This idea of

having the bears come to the second table at the hotel

is all very well, but at a camp near the Lake Hotel a

bear did not wait for the second table, but presented him-
.self at the first, and, the campers having, as it were, ab-

sented themselves, ate up everything in sight, and broke
n.ost ol what he couldn't eat. Therefore I maintain that

a bear may become objectionable as a guest at a hotel, and
unless something is done to dissuade him, may take pos-
session of the establishment.

Our stop for lunch the next day was at the Norris
Geyser Basin, and as soon as we arrived, or very shortly

thereafter, the Chicagos were informed that owing to

press of business and orders from headqtiarters, our
coaches would have to turn back from that point, and all

passengers proceed to Mammoth Hot Springs on regular

stages. T. and G. kicked vigorously; they took a long

walk in the blazing sun to interview the local agent, but

he was too smart for anything of that sort, and knew
nothing beyond his orders, which had reached him that

morning. I think the telegraph was not available. At
any rate, after some demur the Chicagos had to recon-

cile themselves. I was not particularly interested myself,

as I had made no arrangement for a "private conveyance,"

and we had as it was fared much better than I ex-
pected. From incidental conversation and remarks over-

luard, L am of the opinion that this lunch station is the

point of a general surrender of private rigs (so called), for

unless I am mistaken, everybody who came had one, yet

every one left on a regular stage. As it happened, it did

not make the slightest difference to us, for the Chicagos,

with whom we have to all intents and purposes been
traveling since we entered the Park, and ourselves, just

comfortably filled the stage alloted to us, and no stranger

was added to the company.
The change to a new stage was not without its advan-

tages. We had four horses and rolled along very pleas-

antly, the road perhaps not presenting any remarkable
features, but shady and diversified and full of quiet in-

terest. The first thing for which we stopped was to gather

specimens from the foot of the Obsidian Cliff, a tall cliff

of black volcanic glass towering at least 200 feet above
tlie road. Fragments of all sizes have broken off and
fallen from above, and a few of these we ventured to ap-

propriate, there being no soldiers to prevent, and I think,

by the way, though I am not sure, that this obsidian does
not come under the prohibition. Anyhow, we got a piece,

and this and a pebble from the lake shore, and a very small

handful of "geyser eggs," are all we have t& show as

souvenirs of travel.

A mile or so further on we came to a turn in the road
where it twists sharply pa.st and around the base of a big

boulder, which bears the appropriate title of the "Devil's

Elbow." At this point the road is very narrow, and just

clear of the narrowest places of all a wood team was
stalled. We slipped through without difficulty, but the

other stages some distance behind were not so fortunate.

I think they were obliged to help the team out of its

predicament before they could get by, and then, when all

had passd but one belated one, the team started up, went a

little way, and stalled again, this time effectually blocking

the road. The passengers got through somehow, but only

after a long delay. This, of course, we did not know at

the time, but went gaily on our way unconscious of the

misfortunes of our fellows.

Stopping for a few minutes at the Apollinaris Spring,

we drove on to Ri:stic Fall, where Glen Creek crosses the

road. Near this point the road has to be carried around
a bluff on a series of concrete arches, making a view very

much resembling scenes in the Tyrol. Soon after crossing

these arches we passed between towering masses of rock
sculptured by the elements in the prevailing "Yellowstone
Order" through what is termed the Golden Gate, its

brilliancy of color lending appropriateness to the name,
and found ourselves in "Hoodoo Land."

I don't think I have ever seen nature in a comical

mood before. I have seen her grand, weird, terrible, mag-
nificent, gentle, smiling, beautiful or repelling ; but never
before did I experience as in Hoodoo Land, an irre-

sistible impulse to smile, which grew and broadened into

a hearty laugh.

Imagine a section o£ about half a mile square (it may
be very much more or very much less) itpon which a

deposit of the "formation" has been laid to a depth of

from ten to twenty feet. Imagine this crust blown up in

its entire extent at one and the sam.e moment, into frag-

ments of every conceivable size and shape. These frag-

ments have been thrown just far enough to disturb their

continuity without breaking them into small pieces, and
when they fell they sim.ply placed themselves in the

wildest, and at the same time most comical confusion.

Fragm.ents of every imaginable eccentricity of outline lay

jumbled together, big rocks on top of little rocks, with
apparently an utter disregard of the laws of gravitation.

It is impossible to give in words a realization of the irre-

sistibly comic aspect of the whole scene; there is nothing
to describe, for everything was as nearly formless as

possible, and nature in this square half-mile or so seemed
to have bidden defiance to all her rules and committed
every vagary her fancy had ever suggested. We left this

'"Witches' Playground" by what is called the Silver Gate,
a portal similar to the one by which we had entered it.

A short distance from this point the driver stopped the
stage, and suggested that we get out and walk across the
"Terraces" and on down to the hotel. All got out except
G. and myself, for having learned that sections in the
Pnllnian could be secured at the Mammouth Springs

Hotel, we thought it would be the part of wisdom to do it

before the crowd on the stages behind arrived. We there-
fore stayed in and were driven to the hotel, passing on the
way around the base of the finest of all the terraces, the
Minerva, and getting a splendid view of it.

The formation of the Terraces is similar to that of the
"quiet geysers" (which is a contradiction of terms, but
will have to pass); a supply of hot water charged with
silica, etc., finds a number of outlets in a small plain on
the summit of a declicity. The water boiling up through
these openings first forms a series of very shallow basins
of considerable extent, varying from six to a hundred
feet in diameter, and the silica and other minerals are de-
posited in lacelike patterns all over the bottom of these
basins, while the margins are fluted in varied designs.
These basins have in the course of time and by reason of
the materials held in solution by the hot water, been
formed all over the plain and at various levefs, and many
of them have evidently died of old age, their outlets being
choked and their waters obliged to find another channel.
My theory of Hoodoo Land is that it was a somewhat
similar tract where all the outlets became stopped, and in

consequence the steam lifted the whole thing at once, the
material giving way with comparative ease, so that the
fragments were not pulverized nor hurled any distance.
I have seen a skillfully graduated blast work in the same
way. But to return to the Terraces. The water in most
of the basins wells up just fast enough to keep a constant
series of small streams flowing through the flutings of the
rims, and these streams cooling the more rapidly for their
diffusion, deposit their burden as they flow along, the re-
sult being a scries of terraces something like pulpits or
the boxes in some theaters, arranged one above the other
and apparently supported by clusters of columns. The
further the water has to travel the less material it retains,
so in the latter part of its course it forms long, smooth
slopes which groAV but slowly in comparison with the
terraces above.

I should judge Minerva Terrace to be about a hundred
feet above the road, and to extend over an arc some
thousand feet or more long. It probably extended some
distance below the road, but a ditch has been cut here, and
all the water which flows down the slopes is caught in this
ditch and conveyed away through a channel instead of
flooding the whole space as it otherwise would. It is still

hot enough to steam, as it flows along in this ditch. On
the upper level I found it too hot for comfort, but un-
fortunately I had no means of testing the temperature
accurately.

I enjoyed this view of the Terraces immensely, and am
only sorry that circumstances did not limit me to a sight
of the slope and prevent my exploring the level above.
We drove slowly along, G. vowing vigorously that he
would come back from the hotel for a picture of it. I waa
less enthusiastic on that score, for I knew that the lovely
pearl hues, and the pinks, yellows and blues which made
it so fascinating would fail utterly in the photograph, and
I determined to refrain from perpetrating a caricature. G.
did also, for circumstances so arranged themselves that
he didn't go back there either.

On arriving at the hotel we were met by a placard to
the effect that the Pullman office opened at 4:30. The
driver had told us 2 :30, so we had our hurry for our
pains, and hadn't got a bit ahead of the people in the other
stages, but we had seen the Minerva Terraces from the
best point and to the best advantage. Finding that we
had several hours on our hands, G. and I hadn't sense
enough to sit down and keep quiet, but set out on what
proved to be an extremely hot and rather uninteresting
walk to rejoin the others of the party. On the way we
passed the Pulpit and the Cleopatra Terraces, but they
were by no means equal to the Minerva in size or color-

ing, and beside we could get too close to them.
The hotel at Mammoth Hot Springs is a tremendous

wooden barrack, where we were treated very well, getting

a very good dinner, but to my great disappointment they
took away our tickets, instead of punching some more
holes and leaving them with us as souvenirs, as I had
hoped they would.
A ride of an hour or so brought us to Cinnabar, where

we got our Pullmans, and a ride of another hour in the

train found us at Livingstone, where some of the cars

went east and some others were cut in to the west-bound
train; and after a- journey which carried us across the

greater part of Montana, a little piece of Idaho, the

length of Washington (or most of it), the breadth of

Oregon, and half the length of California, we found our-
selves at home once more without mishap.
There were a great many interesting incidents of this

part of the journey, but only such as befall nearly every
traveler, and this chronicle is probably already too long.

***

Two Glorious Fourths.—11.

The stars begin to pale above the eastei'n hills. There
is a gentle rustling up in the pine tops. A faint chirp,

here and there down the canon, indicates that the winged
heralds of the day are awaking. Up here, at the boun-
dary line between the highest ranch in the valley and
the untamed forest, I watch the day break. Dawn may
come 'early, but the sun comes late between these nar-

row, steep, verdant walls. In the great valley eight

miles distant, the sun has been shining for a couple of

hours, and the busy farmers have stacked their first load
of fragrant alfalfa, before the first bright ray glints upon
my cabin roof. There is scarcely enough light to see

what I am doing as I kindle my fire, put on the skillet

and breakfast bacon and prepare the coffee. My noise

has startled the little western house-Avren that is raising

a querulous brood under the protection of my eaves.

She scolds me roundly for disturbing her rest at such
an unearthly hour, for this house-wren is a sluggard
among birds, and then concludes that it is too early to

get breakfast for the birdlings, and settles back for a
morning nap. But if she sleeps, other birds do not.

The western yellow warbler is sending up his song from
the hedge-fence just below, and a thrush and mountain
song sparrow are caroling a duet in the timber back of

the cabin. There is other music, too, that blends with
the drowsy hum of the tea kettle. It is the silvery tinkle

of a stream, trickling between mossy logs and splashing
over slippery rocks. It is the song of a stream that is

born of the melting snows of the Wasatch, a stream
where the trout hide. I wonder if they know to what
perils they will be subjected to-day, for the sportsmen
will all be in the canon. On the barley fields and in the
hay stubble they will murder the innocent mourning dove.
In the thickets by the brook, where the white blossoms
are just beginning to turn into choke-cherries and serv-
ice berries, they will unscrupulously break the law and

.
decimate the broods of half-growij grouse. By the water
they will try to inveigle the wily spotted ones with flies

of every size and description, with worms, grasshoppers
and what not. And the wily ones will swim under some
black arching bank, or amid the submerged branches of
some fallen tree, and laugh a fishy laugh at the fisher-
men, and only a few, young and foolish ones, will chal-
lenge the responsive reel, and eventually find their way
to basket and creel. There will be picnic parties, and
sparking bees, lumbering farm wagons and rubber-tired
buggies, cold ham, salads, cheese, beer and champagne
in the cafion to-day.
Thank the Lord, the good road ends at the ranch be-

low, fourteen miles from the nearest settlement! Very
few will come above that spot. The majority will halt
miles below. The few who will coiue up to the nar-
rows, to the mountains, will be sportsmen to the manor
born. But, practically, the stream above the cabin will
be my private preserve, and for to-day I shall make the
best of it. I don't Avant to be at home if any straggling
picnickers should happen to call. They would Avant to
borrow the cook stove and the teakettle, to try my gun
and bend my rod. More than all, they would drive away
the songsters that, after a month's petting and feeding, I
have coaxed into awakening me every morning.
What shall be the impedimenta for the day's tramp?

Lunch is out of the question. It takes both room and
time. First will be the rod and fly-book, with the ac-
companying creel. Next, and fully as essential for en-
joyment as the tackle, a camera. Last of all the field
glasses. The cabin has not been fastened since Jime i,

but on this particular morning it is locked and pad-
locked. The visitors will not bring letters of introduc-
tion, nor will they leave cards. I start on the trail up
creek. Already I can hear guns cracking in the valley.
I want to get out of their sound, before commencing to
fish. Where the cailon is Avide the path is arched with
oak and maple. There are partridge tracks in the dust
and chipmunks frisk about me in absolute indifference
to my presence. Even the bushy-tailed ground squirrels
sit up and watch me Avith much more curiosity than fear.
The brook is fringed with Avillows, and as the sunlight
comes down into the canon, green-tailed towhees hop
amid the shimmering leaves, and scores of black-chinned
hummmgbirds dart from flower to flower. The trail
reminds me of a New England Avoodroad. It Avas built
a generation ago, before the adA-ent of railroads, by the
soldiers, as a military higliAvay from Fort Douglas to
Fort Duchesne and the posts of Colorado. Now sheep
herds, bands of cattle or a logging outfit are the only
ones that make use of it.

The mountain walls draw closer together. The creek
bed- becomes more rocky. Pines take the place of oaks,
and the little side canons shine Avith the brighter green
of aspens. The water no longer wanders peacefully be-
tAveen the willoAvs. It dashes in cascades through granite
walls and rests in long, deep, dark pools, Avhere the
trout lurk. Down the road toward me comes a coyote.
We each respect the other's rights. He turns around
and retraces his steps Avith as much dignity as he can
command. I turn aside to an inviting pool and bring
out my fly-book. For an hour it is enjoyable Avork—this
casting and retrieving, this trial of cunning against the
mherited instinct of ages. Sometimes the first cast over
a pool or upon a rifiie will bring a rise. More often I see
the little trout dash away before me. It may have been
my shadoAV on the water, the violent motion of a bough,
the reflection of the polished reel, something scares them,
and as I am not fishing for numbers, but only for a Httle
mess, I do not care how many get aAvay. There is a
time in fishing when it takes one particular trout or
salmon to put a sportsman on his mettle. These brook
trout are little fellows, at best. They average scarcely
a fourth of a pound dressed.
Again the canon opens out and the water flows more

gently. Here is the spot where I am to make the effort
of the day. The creek is dammed bv a huge, moss-
grown, pine log and in the artificial pool lives the mon-
arch of the upland Avaters. ^ut willoAvs and underbrush
press close upon the tranquil stream, making a constant,
cooling shade, also making it impossible to cast a line. .

Only the length of a leader can be dropped carefully over
the log, and the plan of campaign must be well defined
before commencing active operations. Day after day
the experienced old fellow has eluded me. I have heard
his splash, and once I had him hooked, but he knew
enough to wrap the leader about a root and break away.
Another time I was attracted by a magnificent clump of
n-oss and liverAVorts that grcAv on the further side. In-
cautiously I raised my head, only to see a dark outhne
scurrying through the water to the protection of the
cascade. Only one fly can be handled. The first trial is

made Avith a cow-dung. Off comes my hat. I crouch
beneath the shelter of the log and drop the fly, then care-
fully push out the rod and let the lure float gently on the
water. There is a splash, but the trout jiunped short.
It is some satisfaction to know that he is still here.
There will be no trouble with the small fry as they respect
the king's domain. The coAV-dung is worked for all that
it is worth for a fe-AV minutes, but there is no second rise.
Hot day, water clear as crystal; black gnat on No. 12
hook may fetch him! So I made the change. I did not
hear the splash nor see the leap, but I did feel the sharp,
nervous tug as the fly struck the water, and it was reflex
action and no skill of mine that gave the Avrist the proper
turn at the A-ery instant of fate. Glory! He was fairly
hooked. Now to land him! No. need of further conceal-
ment. I peer over the log and see the quarry struggling,
fighting for liberty. He splashes the Avater, darts this
Avay and that, and for a mere brook troiU seems a mon-
ster. I can play the rod horizontally, but it is only six
inches from ^the tip to the ' overhanging willoAvs and a
foul at this juncture Avould mean irreparable loss. The
only thing possible is to work him down, around the
lower end of the log, into rapid water and net him among
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the rocks before the strength of the current adds to

his own fury. All this is easier to plan than to accom-
plish. Now he sulks at the bottom, again he makes a

break for the upper water and then, as he begins to

tire, I gain on him, inch by inch. It is no longer a ques-

tion of endurance, but will the tiny hook hold fast until

I get him ten more feet? Slowly he follows, as I lead,

along the log. Does he know that he is leaving forever

the black pool under' the willows that he is so loath to

wander from its icy solitude? At length the end of the

log is reached. He feels the thrill of the swirling, boil-

ing torrent. He is not too exhausted for one final,

desperate contest for life. He lashes his tail. The reel

sings for an instant, then hushes responsive to a finger

touch. Up flies the tip and the landing net is under him,

just as the frayed leader snaps. The battle royal is ended.

A two-pounder, the largest fish that I have taken from
The stream in four years!

I may have spent ten minutes with him or I might
have worked an hour. One takes no heed to the lapse

of time; but it was high noon when I dressed him and
put him in the basket. No more fishing to-day. The
rod and creel are cached. Only the camera is needed on
the old mountain road, that now strikes sharply upward
toward the snowbanks under whicli are forests dense of

pine, groves of quaking asp, and upland meadows, where
the starting grass is but a background for blue lupines,

scarlet paint-brush, golden poppies. Even now the air

is chilled by the midsummer drifts. Little streams fur-

row their channels down the steep side hills, and the

road, erstwhile a trifle dusty, turns dark and damp, and
has a certain loamy, springlike fragrance of its own.
Here, in the mud, I see the clear cut autograph of deer.

Yonder the mother grouse has led her brood, and yet

again some lynx or bob-cat, coming down with cautious

step to stalk his prey, has left his padded imprint in the

mould of clay.

Film after film is exposed amid these ever-changing

scenes. At length a well-worn boulder, an arm chair in

granite, invites rest. This is the liinit of the day's ex-

cursion. Square in front of me, into the afternoon

blue, rises a peak with naked crest. I have seen it hun-

dreds of times before, but to-day it looks strangely

new, strangely old. Yes, I know! It is old Graylock,

reincarnated among the rugged fastnesses of the Wa-
satch. Old Graylock! Just twenty-one years ago to-day

I saw him for the last time, as I went down the peaceful

Housatonic Valley from North Adams to Pittsfield. So
I sit and dream of every trout stream on both sides of

the mountains from Rutland to Great Barrington; of

the Deerfield massacre and childhood tales of the Green
Mountain boys, until the lengthening shadows warn me
that I am a long way from the cabin, and that an old

man is invariably weary at the end of the day. Down
hill I wander, light-hearted as a school-boy, down toward

the glorious sunset. The one large trout and the eight

little ones are an easy burden, and the camera and field

glasses are unnoticed. In the gloaming I reach the

clearing. The visitors, if there have been any, have de-

parted. The damage that they have done will not be

visible until morning. Soon the trout are frying in the

pan and the teakettle is simmering over the coals. The
door is wide open and I draw up my bed, so that I can

look out into the starlight. The pine branches soothe me
with their lullaby, and the whippoorwill sings "taps." I

lie down devoutly thankful that from this Fourth I

do not have to awaken in a Central American jungle.

Shoshone.

Nature Books Worth Readings

Among the Waterfowl. By Herbert K. Job. Cloth,

224 pp. Profusely illustrated. Price, $i.35 net.

We are becoming so accustomed to the wonderful work

done by photographers that the marvellous results which

they attain no longer astonish us. The birds especially

have been subjects for the photographer's skill, and withm

the past few years we have had many examples of the

beautiful bird pictures that lens and dry plate will give.

Mr. H. K. Job's book, "Among the Water Fowl," pos-

sesses a singular interest to the sportsman and naturalist

from the great number of its illustrations, all of which

are photographs from life, and most of them by the

author. The book is divided into five parts, whose happily

chosen titles are: "The Submerged Tenth." treating of

the grebes and loons; "Modern Cliff Dwellers," telling

about gannets, guillemots, auks, puffins, kittiwakes, etc.

;

"Ocean Wanderer," the shearwaters, jaegers, petrels and

phalaropes; "The White-Winged Fleet," that is gulls and

terns, and last, "Wild Fowl of Wild Fowl,," treating of

the true wildfowl, or the ducks and geese.

The volume, which is written in very pleasing style, tells

the story of such adventures as were had in taking the

100 pictures which make the book so beautiful. The style

is pleasing and will attract, but after all the great beauty

of the book is found in the splendid photographs which

Slu^rate it. An astonishing amount of time and labor

piust have been required to take these pictures, which

-unquestionably represent the trips of many years. The

author very truly says: "Far more skill and resource are

Ife'auired to photograph a wild creature than to shoot it.

^£nd the picture when secured is ordinarily of far greater

Value than a few mouthful' s of flesh. * * * Would it

.not be a wise policy to interest our boys in nature study

and the camera as applied to it."

Mr. Job's bird studies cover a wide range of territory,

extending from the great plains of the West to the bird

rocks at the mouth of the St. Lawrence, and even still

further out into the broad ocean. He tells his story enter-

tainingly, and the volume ought to have a wide circula-

tion, for it represents a side of bird life of which we

know too little.

Naiure Biographies. By Clarence Moores Weed.

Cloth, 164 pp. Illustrated. Price, $1.50 net.

Another volume to which photography has contributed

much to make plain many of the processes of nature is

Mr Clarence Moores Weed's "Nature Biographies,"

which tells us quite full}^ and very simplj^ and plainly facts

about the lives of .some every-day butterflies, moths,
grasshoppers and flies. Several of these brief chapters
have appeared in current publications, and parts of two or
three others in the Official Bulletin of the New Hampshire
College Experiment Station. All deal with forms of life

and objects which are familiar to persons who spend
much of their time out of doors, and the information

WESTERN GULLS.

By Otto Von Bargen.

From "Among the Waterfowl."

given in text and illustration answers many questions that

are constantly occurring to people who have made no
study of entomology. Here are chapters on the making of

a butterfly, the tent caterpillar, a rural imposter—the

sweet fern caterpillar—the destructive forest tent cater-

pillar, the walking stick, the chokecherry tent maker, the

MXIRRES AND AUKS.
From "Among the Waterfowl."

v/ork of photographing insects, studies of insect parasites

and insects in winter. The volume is illustrated by 150
photographs by the author, and no single one of these

photographs fails to have a distinct relation to the text

or to illuminate it. Not one could have been omitted
without lessening the book's usefulness. Thus in the

COMMON TERN ABOUT TO SETTLE UPON HER EGGS.

From "Among the Waterfowl."

chapter on the making of the butterfly there are just

twelve admirable illustrations, which show the transfor-

mations gone through by the insect from the time the

caterpillar begins to feed until the butterfly has been de-

veloped in all its perfection.

The volume abounds in information about the common-
est things, yet things about which most outdoor people

are quite ignorant. How many people, for example, know
that many caterpillars only feed at night, remaining quiet

during the day in order to avoid the attacks of birds.

How many are aware that there is at least one cater-

pillar which so closely resembles a leaf of the plant on
which it feeds that it is exceedingly difficult to find even
by one who is carefullj' searching for the specimen.

It is not easy to appreciate the good that is done by
books such as this, which aid us to comprehend the

familiar objects seen in our daily walks through the

country treating of them in so plain and simple a

fashion that no effort is required to understand the

fascinating story told of each object described.

The Brook Book. By Mary Rogers Miller. Cloth, 241

pp. Illustrated. Price, $1.35 net.

This is another attractive volume on the familiar things

seen by the observant wanderer abroad. Taking for its

title the brook, we are told of the different things seen
along its course from spring through summer, autumn
and winter. The book is illustrated by sixteen half-tcnc
full-page engravings, beautifully printed in a soft brown
ink, which gives a good effect, and by a multitude of line

drawings of plants, insects, birds, fishes and many other
things.

In" a preface or foreword the author says : "Through-
out the year the brook is captivating. It is as companion-
able as a child and as changeful. It hints at mysteries,
but does it tell secrets other than its own? Does it tell

where the wild things come down to drink? Does it tell

where the birds take their baths, or where the choicest

wild flowers lurk?" It was to learn all these things, we
may imagine, that the author took her journeys at the

different seasons of the year along the brook's course, and
about these journeys and what she saw on them she tells

us in most charming and discursive style. To some
people the "Brook Book" will be more attractive than the

"Nature Biographies," but it is written in an entirely

different style, the information which it gives is far less

directly presented, yet there is quite as much of it. More-
over, Miss Miller's book covers a far wider field than does
Mr. Weed's. The two are not to be compared. Each in

its own way is admirable, and each gives something that

the other does not present. The two may well be read
together. It is not only to the nature lover that Miss
Miller's book appeals. Here the angler also may learn
much of interest concerning those insects which dwell
along the brook, many of which pass some stage of their

existence under water, and either in the depths or above
the surface become food for trout and other fish. A goodly
measure of success is to be predicted for these three vol-

umes, each most attractive and each covering a different

field.

Tame Gfowse.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Didymus says it's a mystery to him how Mrs, McKenna

tamed the grouse. Others seem to think the grouse un-
tameable, but this is not the fact.

When farming in Maine several times I placed grous,
cggs under hens and the chicks were easily tamed,

I remember an even half-dozen that were brought up
in a large hen house with a ground floor. The birds wer.
not so wild as the hens confined with them, doubtless be-

cause they were petted and fed fruit and hemp seed.

When about two-thirds grown, a weasel killed five before
I succeeded in killing the "varmint," The remaining
grouse wintered well, but developed a peculiarity. When-
ever I, or my wife, entered the hen house the grouse
would fly to the shoulder and utter the most heartrending
lament that ever issued from the throat of a bird.

It would not eat while we were present, but the little

scamp the moment we were outside would eat with th

hens, seemingly w"ell content. In the spring I allowed tl

grouse the freedom of the dooryard with some blac:

ducks. In June an Angora cat came into the kitchen one
morning dragging the poor grouse, the life completely out

of its little bod}'.

Since I have lived in the woods of Cape Ann, I have
tamed grouse that come to- my dooryard, so that they will

eat in my presence. One pair became very tame th-

second year, but ih the fall a sportsman made a doub
on them, not over ten rods from my cabin. He was ver

sorry when I told him their history. Hermit.

Mr, Harland in his novel "The Lady Paramount," says

:

"There are very few birds that can't be tamed. You've
only got to familiarize them with your presence at a cer-

tain spot, at a certain hour, and keep very still, and be

very, very gentle in your movements, and croon to the;

and bring them food. I have tamed wilder birds thai

greenfinches, in Italy. I have tamed goldfinches, black-

caps, and even an oriole. And if you have once tamed a

bird, and made him your friend, he never forgets you.

Season after season, when he returns from his migra-

tion, he recognizes you, and takes up the friendship where
it was put down—^until at last there comes a season when
he returns no more."

Golgfas*

In tropical America there are many varieties of insects

capable of, inflicting painful and sometimes even danger-
ous wounds. Of scorpions, centipedes and tarantulas

one frequently hears, but other insects are rarely men-
tioned.

Returning from qne of my explorations in Honduras
and expecting to be in New York after a reasonable

time, I was particularly anxious to secure a collection

of orchids, and at one place saw what I thought a de-

sirable specimen near the top of a tall tree, I bargained

with a bright little Spanish boy, who agreed to climb

after the orchid and bring it to me- for ten cents. He
went up lightly enough, and as he cut the plant from
the tree, it suddenly swarmed with black insect-s. The
people who were looking on shouted "golgas! golgas!"

and called to the boy to come down. He knocked thei

plant off first and then slid rapidly down the slender^

tree to the ground, blood dripping from one hand. As
he reached the ground he said proudly, "I got it and
only one bit me." He had a deep cut in the fleshy part

of his hand below the thumb, which we bound up care-

fully, the men explaining to me that the golga is a big

ant capable of inflicting such a deep wound that a per-
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son could be killed by them in a short tinie if a number
should get under the clothes. Later, when I began to

look over the plants, one of these fellows ran up my
sleeve and started vigorous work at once. I caught

him on the third bite, and I think his jaws must have

been red hot, and were developing rapidly to- a white

heat by the time I killed him. From my own experi-

ence I shall always feel pretty well satisfied that a num-
ber of these cuts could do serious damage if they all

got at it at once. Francis C. Nicholas.

The Bobolinfc^s Songf.

Passaic, N. J.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am not

all pleased with my version of the bobolink's song, as

printed in a recent issue. It was my own blunder. Kind-
ly reprint it as follows

:

John Gillet, John Gillet,

Scour the skillet,

Scour the skillet,

Scour it clean.

Scour it clean.

H. H. Thompson.

Birds that Sin^ in the Night.

Perth Amboy, N. J., Aug. 2.—Editor Forest and
Stream: About 12 :30 last night a cuckoo in a maple tree

near my bedroom window startled me with a loud tut,

tut, tut, tut, cluck, cl-uck, cl-uck, cl-uck, cow, cow, cow,

cow, cow, cow ! Is it not unusual for this species to utter

its notes at night? J. L. K.

A Twffcey Buzzntd Roost,

Near Brunswick, Md., on the B. & O. Railroad, is a

famous buzzard "roost." On one of my trips west I saw
several hundreds of the birds on trees or flying near. It

would be hard to find- a larger community of buzzards
in the region. Tarleton H. Bean,

100 Sportsmen's finds.

Some of the Qtfeet EWscovcrfes Made fcy Those Who Ate
Looking for Game or Fish.

86

An Aug. I dispatch from Fresno, Cal., reports that

what undoubtedly is the largest known tree in the world
was recently discovered two and a half miles from the

Sanger Lumber Co.'s mill, at Converse Basin, in the

Sierras, in this county. The discovery was made by a

party of hunters, but little credence was given to the

report, as every one thought the description of this

colossus of the forest was exaggerated, but it has since

been visited by people who have verified the finders'

statement.
The monster was measured six feet from the ground,

and it took a line 154 feet and 8 inches long to encircle

it, making it over 51 feet in diameter. The tree is a few
rods from the company's boundary line and is on the
Governm,ent reserve. It will therefore be of interest to

sightseers and will escape the woodman's axe.

§^ttiB §Hg mul §mu—<$>—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Game and Fish Interests*
Paper.s read at the meeting of the National Association of Game

and Fish Wardens and Commissioners at Mammoth Hot
Springs, N. Y.

NON-RESIDENT HUNTING LICENSES.

BY D. C. N0WLIN_, STATE GAME WARDEN OF WYOMING.

"Tariff for revenue" with incidental protection is prob-
ably a fair definition of the non-resident hunter's license

law. Like all questions, it has two sides. While the con-
stitutionality of the statute imposing this tax upon non-
residents is beyond the aim or scope of this paper, the
mere fact that the U. S. Supreme Court has held,^ in

effect, that the State has absolute ownership and control
of all the wild game within its borders, oufjht to be suffi-

cient warrant for such legislation. As a financial ex-
pedient it has been fairly satisfactory in Wyoming, while
as a protection measure it has been far more effective

than many casual observers would be willing to admit.
The true sportsman from the East (always a gentle-'

man), who spends his money freely for guides and equip-
ment, is a pleasant and profitable acquisition ; he needs
no supervision, and the law as it stands may seem to him
unnecessary and oppressive.

Were all men upon the same moral plane, no restric-

tive legislation would be necessary. But it is a fact, well
known to every sportsman, that many men, who, in ordi-
nary transactions are honest, honorable and scrupulously
observant of statutory law, will, if turned loose in the
hills with a gun, ignore all laws, and develop into the
worst species of the "game hog." This may be due to

an inherent taint of savagery, common to aJl men; but
whatever the reason, this tendency to "kill e^?erything in

sight" must be checked and controlled by law. If the
non-resident license law needed any special defense or
apology—which the writer will not for a moment admit

—

then the State of Wyoming is in a peculiarly favorable
position to enter a plea of necessity.

Two sides of the National Park abut against territory

controlled by the State. The Park (and the country south
and east) is the natural home and breeding ground of
vast numbers of elk. (It may be safely said that nine-
tenths of the elk in Wyoming range in the territory now
embraced in the Teton and Yellowstone Forest Reserve.)
When these elk are not actually within the Park limits

—

and most of them are never there—where they are pro-

tected by Federal authority, they are convenient to the

meat, head and tusk hunters, not only of our own State,

but of Montana and Idaho as well.

Actual observation and experience qualifies the writer

to assert that had it not been for the $40 tax upon non-
residents (coupled with the statute prohibiting traflic in

game) there would be not more than one elk, where we
can count four to-day in Wyoming. The license is suffi-

ciently high to practically bar from our State that class of

hunters who kill for speculative purposes; it serves to

identify those who hunt for sport and trophies, and
enables the officers to locate and supervise hunting parties

in general. With some necessary amendments, and with
a more careful administration of the law, it would enable
us to make a very close estimate of the number of game
animals killed each season by non-resident hunters. The
non-resident license law has been thoroughly tried in

Wyoming. Originally $20 per season, it was deemed
wise to double the amount four years ago. The revenue
derived from this source during the past three seasons
aggregates in round numbers, $20,000, every cent of which
has been expended for game protection.

The Wyoming game laws can, and the writer trusts

will be, amended to advantage ; but it is not believed that

any proposition looking to the repeal of the non-resident
license law would meet with approval.

ABOLISHMENT OF SPRING SHOOTING.
BY JOHN SHARP, STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSIONER OF

UTAH.

"Spring shooting" in the general meaning of the terra

applies strictly to the shooting and killing of wild water-
fowl in the spring of the year, and the practice has been
so generally and wantonly indulged in all over the Union
in the past to such an extent that these birds are almost
exterminated in most places throughout the land when
their numbers at one time seemed countless, and the sup-
ply inexhaustible. As a general thing, the other varietie?
of game and upland birds have had some protection under
the laws of the various States at this season of the year,
but not so the wild waterfowl, until very recently in a
few States. The reason for litis lack of legal protection
at a time when most needed is perhaps due to the
migratory nature of this class of game birds, and the
seemingly inexhaustible supply as they used to appear in

their habitual migrations from their winter feeding
grounds in the south to their breeding grounds in the
north, returning again in the late fall and early winter
with their broods to escape the rigorous cold of the
northern latitudes, which they know from instinct and
experience freezes up their food supply and compels them
to seek the milder climate of the south for their winter
feeding home. The half-yearly flights from south to
north and from north to south again of the vast numbers
of wild waterfowl, have probably led to the erroneous
belief in the past that, the supply could never be lessened,
and that it was not necessary to give them protection

;

and I have heard it argued by some market-shooters and
pot-hunters in Utah that, if there were two or three hun-
dred thousand ducks killed each season at Bear River
Bay, there would be just as many as there were before.
Profound reasoning this, but I have had to contend with
it before a legislative committee, and it goes to show
the dense ignorance and mercenary instincts engendered
by avarice that game protectionists have to contend with
in their efforts to secure the much-needed protective laws
for otir game and birds. When such ideas and sentiments
prevail so largely, it is little wonder that our wild animal
and bird life is disappearing so rapidly.

The springtime of the year being the breeding and pro-
pagating season of nearly all wild birds, and wild anima''
as well, it is a shame and disgrace in a highly civilized
nation that they should be killed or destroyed by man at
this season for sport, -pleasure or any other purpose. It

is a barbarous crime against nature's laws that should be
prohibited by the most stringent legal enactments, and
is worthy only of the dark ages and savage nations, at

a time when they depended upon the results of the chase
for a subsistence. There is no way more sure or quicker
to exterminate any class of wild birds or animals, how-
ever numerous they may be, than to harry and distur'
them by shooting during the propagating season. It is

not alone the destruction of the parents that may be killed,

but the loss of the young that would in few months
later be as large and valuable as the parents; and in the
case of most game birds the numbers would be increased
from two to ten fold, and more in some cases. Further-
more, the birds, with very few exceptions, are not in a
fit condition to be used as food, at this season being poor
and ill fed, and_ lacking in the healthy, fat and plump
condition in which they are found in the late summer
and fall of the year after the young are all hatched and
strong on the wing. There does not appear to be any
valid reason or excuse for the improvident waste or
thoughtless destruction of our wild waterfowJ from sprina:

shooting. It is not only a crime against nature that should
be suppressed from a moral standpoint, but it is also a
barbarous waste of nature's bounteous gifts that have
been so lavishly showered upon us in the past, that should
be prohibited from motives of economy, in the conserva
tion of a natural supply that costs nothing, beside being
the source of much pleasure and recreation to all classes
of citizens who may have the desire and inclination to take
them at reasonable times and in resonable ways; and
taking a retrospective view of the conditions that have
existed, and that exist at the present time, it is a matter
of wonder and regret, and a doubtful commentary on
cur boasted civilization that such a cruel, wasteful and
unnatural practice should have been permitted so long
without restriction. It is true that a few States have
recently enacted laws abolishing spring shooting. New
Hampshire, Vermont, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Utah and California have practically wiped spring shoot-
ing from their statute books by closing the season before
Feb. I. But just think of it, only seven out of forty-five

great States of this Union have awakened to the shameful
sense of abolishing a practice that should never have ex
isted, and the other thirty-eight still in a lethargic slumber
oblivious of their shame, while our wild animal and bird
life continues to dwindle year by year, until there is

hardly anything left for the true sportsman and lover
of nature, but regretful memories and oft-told tales of

the wonderful profuseness of the wild animal and bird
life that once existed all over the continent of North
America. We have glaring examples of the infamous
treatment that has prevailed in the past Regarding our
wild animal and bird life, in the utter extmction of the
great auk and the wild piegeon, together with the buffalo,
excepting the pitiful remnant in this National Park; and
but for the powerful arm of the United States Govern-
ment, these would also have been completely annihilated.
Two other grand game birds, the woodcock and Avood
duck, are reported as being so rare as to almost amount to
extinction; and everything else in the shape of wild ani-
mal and bird life is following in the wake of these, and
disappearing at a pace that is truly alarming, excepting
perhaps a few species of camivora like the universally
despised coyote and cougar, that we out here in the
West would be glad to be rid of, but which, like the
English sparrow and the German carp, are with us, and
likely to stay, in those places where they have been intro-
duced.

The universal abolishment of spring shooting in all the
States is an object greatly to be desired, and which would
prolong the existence of our wild waterfowl very ma-
terially, but there is another feature bearing on their
preservation of equal, if not greater, importance thah
this, and which in my opinion has been the chief cause
and king pin in the depletion of our wild game animals
and birds. We know from sad experience that it has
been the chief factor in the extinction of the buffalo,- the
wild pigeon and the great auk. I refer now to the bane-
ful results of the traffic in these commodities, with an un-
1-mited market demand at all times, both in and out of
season. The markets of our large cities all over the land
keep on crying for more venison, more grouse, more ducks
and geese, more trout and bass; and the conscienceless
dealer and market man in their efforts to supply the
demand and make a few dollars, will offer inducements
to market-hunters and market-fishermen that would tempt
them to kill the last nursing doe on the earth, and take
the last pair of spawning trout off their spawning bed.
The market has no conscience, and the dealer and market-
hunter have still less, if possible, and until the blighting
effects of the traffic in these commodities that nature has
given to all alike, can be abolished by uniform laws in
all of the States, I fear that our wild animal and bird life

will continue to dwindle until it disappears from off the
earth. Can it be done? Can the abolishment of the sale
and traffic of all kinds of game and game birds in all

the States and at all times be accomplished? Some of
the States have already taken this commendable action,
and all the others should speedily follow the example;
it is the only salvation for our game, and all of those
States that have not taken action in the matter, cannot
move too quickly in the enactment of laws to prevent
the extermination of our wild animal and bird life from
the baneful effects of barter and sale. The complete and
uncompromising abolishment of the sale aad commercial
traffic in all kinds of wild game at all times, seems to be
the only solution to the question of how to perpetuate
the existence of the game animals and birds in this
country; and the stubborn question of how to achieve
this most desirable result, is a fitting one to engage the
most earnest consideration of this convention of the fish

and game wardens and commissioners of the Northwest-
ern States assembled for the first time—but to be hoped
not the last—for the purpose of exchanging views and de-
vising plans for the better protection and advancement
of the fish and game interests of our several States. It is

said that "a rolling stone gathers no moss," but let us
indulge the hope that from this little meeting held up
among the majestic peaks of these grand old Rocky
Mountains, a stone may be started rolling down the
mountainside and across the great plains to the sea,
gathering as it rolls all the fish and game wardens and
commissioners in the Union into one grand fish and game
league ; and joining hands with the grat league of Amer-
ican sportsmen that has done much good work since its

organization, in securing both State and National legis-
lation for the better protection of the game, birds and
fish of the entire country, and in helping to enforce ex-
isting State laws—a combined effort may be made for the
abolishment of the two main causes of the destruction
of the game and birds of the country, spring shooting,
and the sale of game at any time.

A uniform law abolishing spring shooting, and the sale
of wild game and birds at all times, should be upon the
statute books of every State, but how to get it there is the
rub. I fear that a measure of this kind will result in a
great deal of legislative wrangling, and meet with bitter
opposition from the dealers, the market-hunters and mar-
ket-fishermen, as well as hotel and restaurant keepers;
and many people who think that they should not be cur-
tailed in the privilege of bujdng game or game fish when
they can get it, either in or out of the market. This has
at least always been the case in Utah whenever any game
or fish protective measure has come up before the Legisla-
ture. It has been a continuous struggle between the
sportsmen on the one hand, and the market-hunters and
vendors, with the restaurant keepers, on the other; and
I presume that this condition prevails in many of the other
States.

_
But the struggle will have to be continued until

the desired object can be attained; and if this object' can
be more speedily consummated through the deliberations
of this meeting, our coming together will not have been
in vain. It is gratifying to note that the parent Govern-
ment by extending the powers of the Department of Agri-
culture, is taking a hand in certain directions for the
preservation and propagation of our birds and game, and
I offer the suggestion that, if a national law for the abol-
ishment of the sale and traffic in all kinds of wild animals
and ^irds in any form could be enacted by the Congress
of the United States, it would solve the vexed problem,
and end all cavil that would naturally arise from climatic
and other local conditions in the various States, in the
consideration of such a measure by the State legislatures
that have not as yet passed upon the question.
Furthermore, there is one particular feature connected

with the preservation and perpetuation of our game ani-
mals and birds which in my opinion is worthy the seri-
ous consideration of our national lawmakers, and espe-
cially of the War Department; and that is in the oppor-
ttmities off&red for the making of good soldiers. I hear
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some one say, How in the world do you make that out?
It is now conceded, I believe, among the nations, since

our recent war with Spain, and in the Philippine Islands,

that our soldiers, sailors and generals are the best upon
the globe, and that our comiiion soldiers, both regular and
volunteer, have the instincts of generalship so strongly in

them, that, it is said, if all the superior officers of a

command were to be Idlled in action their places would
be competently filled from the ranks. How is this?

there must be some reason for it. It is true that we have
good military, training schools, but perhaps no better than

some other nations have ; then there must be some other

reason for it ; and who may say that these qualities of

bravery and independence in such high degree have not

been inherited from the fathers of our country who had to

guard continually against the savage native inhabijiants

of the land, and be prepared at all times with rifle in

hand to defend themselves against savage wild animals

while establishing their frontier homes in the wilderness?

This frontier wilderness life, as we all know, necessitated

a continued familiarity with the rifle as a means of defense,

and for killing the wild game—which was found in such
profusion everywhere—and used as part of their daily

subsistence. The rifle was their constant companion Avhile

in the woods, and hung with the powder horn and bullet

pouch on a convenient antler rack perhaps over the fire-

place, where it could be instantly reached in case of a

surprise, when at home, and the constant handling of the

weapon brought the wonderful perfection in shooting that

we read of as being done by Davey Crockett and other

worthies at shooting matches. And we haA',e shooting

matches yet, at which Davey's shooting would have to

take a back seat, but this is due perhaps to the superiority

of rifles and ammunition now in use. May > we not then

safely presume that the superiority of our soldiers and
generals is due largely to the opportunities for field sports

that have existed in the past in the hunting of wild game,

and which develops a ira-tural aptitude in the use of the

rifle and gun? And if this be so, .should not every pos-

sible effort be made to preserve our wild game for the

purpose of giving our young men practical field oppor-

tunities to. perfect themselves in the use of the rifle and

gim and the exercise of considerable generalship neces-

sary in the successful still-hunt and capture of all of

cur wild game animals, insted of permitting them to be

killed by market-hunters. Taking this view of the matter, it

would seem that the general Government would be justi-

fied in making a national law prohibiting the farther de-

struction of our large game animals, at least for market

and sale.

WHAT FISH AND GAME MEAN TO A STATE.

BY F. W. SCOTT, STATE GAME AND FISH WARDEN OF MONTANA.

Few people realize that the fish and game of a State are

one of its most attractive natural resources ; they seem to

think, and especially in the West where they have been

in the habit of killing whenever they so desired, and at all

times of the year, that the fish and game are of no ma-
terial consequence other than to be killed whenever found.

They have been so accustomed to paying no attention to

the game laws, that as soon as these laws are passed and
enforced, these people rise up and exclaim that these

laws are for a lot of sports and dudes that live in the

cities, and are enacted for no other purpose than to pre-

serve the game for these people to come from the towns

and cities each year to hunt and fish. They claim that the

fish and game belong to everybody, and that it ought to

be killed whenever they see fit to do so; that the laws

for the protection of fish and game are oppressive, and

that the expense attached to their enforcement is a need-

less and useless tax upon the State and the people. These

arguments of course come from people who are either un-

friendly to the protection of game or who have not studied

the question.

As an advertising medium for the West, the game and

fish cannot be over-estimated. Most people would con-

sider one a fit subject for the insane asylum if he put

forth this argument; but let us stop and consider the

proposition for a few minutes. There is hardly a capi-

talist or rich man in the East who does not enjoy the sport

of fishing and hunting, and who does not look forward

each year to the pleasures of his hunting trip. He is

constantly inquiring about the best localities for_ hunting,

and is looking over the sporting papers at all times and

noting the sections of the country where the most game

is to be found. If he is looking for large game, and he

almost always is, he finds that the West or Northwest

affords the best opportunities in this line; he finds that al-

most all species of bear can be found in the Rockies, that

the lion and cougar are also there, that the noble elk are

found by the thousands, that the black and white tailed

and mule deer are plentiful, that on the crags and peaks

can be found the almost now extinct Rocky Mountain

sheep; that the Rocky Mountain goat is also found in

larger numbers than in any other locality in the country;

that the -stately moose, too, frequents these haunts; that

most of the animals native of North America are there,

such as the wolf, both timber and prairie, the coyote,

lynx, bobcat, fox, swift, martin, otter, beaver, mink, and

all the others; that the feathered game are more than

plentiful, the grouse in the high mountains, pheasants

along the streams, quail and prairie chickens in the

valleys; that on the lakes and rivers ducks, geese, brant

and swan are found by the thousands ; aside from its

grand game resources, the finest trout fishing is to be

had, almost every little rivulet and mountain stream is

abundantly stocked with the little speckled mountain trout,

while in the larger streams and rivers, the three and

four pounder is to be found with not a few of those

larger ones which make the angler's heart so glad. After

finding out these things he naturally considers the West

for his next hunting trip in the fall, and at last decides

to come to Montana (using my own State for example).

When he got to the Crows' Reservation in Montana

and looked out of the car window, he was more than

surprised to find that the country was a vast expanse of

tilled fields, well fenced, with stack after stack of hay

and grain; he noticed that those working the fields were

peculiar-looking, and after making inquiry found that

they were the Crow Indians tilling the soil on their

reservation, and that all these fields and ranches, grain

and stock, belonged to these Indians and they had some

of the finest land in the United States; he also found
out that instead of these Indians being blood-thirsty and
wild, they were civilized and industrious, and that on
their reservation they had good schools and churches,
comfortable frame and log houses instead of teepees, as

he had supposed; that they raised their own crops and
tilled their own soil under the direction of the "boss
farmer," who is a white man and employed by the Gov-
ernment; that they owned thousands of fine horses and
cattle, and were in a very prosperous condition, if not to

say rich. He was surprised, if not awed, at the revela-

tion; he could not believe his eyes, and what he had
heard; could it be possible that all that he had heard of

this country in the East was false? But he journeyed
along all eagerness and excitement; he saw from the train

ft most beautiful country; on each side of the track were
farms with comfortable houses and fine barns, and stock

in countless numbers on every hand. In the course of a
few hours they ran into Billings, and there he saw the

hustle and bustle everywhere of business and city life, so
imlike the towns of its size in the East; he saw the

large flour mill puffing and humming and the line of teams
hauling away its product; he saw the magnificent brewery
which would be a credit to a city five or six times its

size; he saw the great wool depot where hundreds of

men and teams were working, and out of which last year
was shipped and handled 14,000,000 pounds of wool; he
also saw the large department stores and mammoth ware-
houses, the beautiful business blocks, and residences,

streets lined with trees, lawns even and green. This was
his introduction into the wild and uncivilized West; and
as he continues his journey to Bozeman, a hundred miles

distant, he sees the same continued li'ne of fine farms and
the thousands of stock. As he passes the little town of

Big Timber he finds that they have a woolen mill located

there, and that this town of only a few hundred inhabi-

tants has an electric light plant and other modern im-

provements and two large department stores whose stocks

will amount to half a million of dollars; this is the out-

fitting and supply point for the vast stock country sur-

rounding it. His next stop is at Livingston, where the

first thing that meets his gaze is the beautiful depot

of the Northern Pacific Railroad; it is indeed an elegant

structure, one of the finest in the country, far surpassing

like structures in most Eastern cities. This, too, is a

bustling town, and surrounded by an immense amount of

productive farming country. From here on to his des-

tination he passes through the Gallatin Valley, one of the

most fertile and productive spots in the whole world. As
far as his eye can see, even to the foot oi the majestic

mountains in the distance, is one vast area of grain

stubble, where here and there a threshing machine and its

crew are hard at work. His eyes and mind are .still fixed

on the scene when the brakeman's call of "The next stop

will be Bozeman," arouses him. He jumps and hurriedly

gathers together his effects, at the same time wondering
what other revelations and surprises are in store for him.

The train stops and he alights, and the first object that

meets his eye is the fine large brewery across from the

depot; to his right and left are immense grain elevators, in

the distance the flour mills, and before him stretches

"Bozeman the beautiful." At this jimcture he is asked if

his name is Smith, and turning sees a somewhat peculiar

individual, who wore a slouch white hat, brown overalls,

blue flannel shirt, canvas coat, and a handkerchief around
his neck. He was a man about fifty, and his hair and full

beard were streaked with gray. He assured the man
that his name was Smith, whereupon that individual in-

formed him that his name was Pete Jenkins, better known
as Alkali Pete. Pete helped him on the car with his

baggage and together they rode up to the hotel. Old
Pete was anythkig but what he had expected to find him.

When they arrived at the hotel he found that affair a

most up-to-date institution. In. the evening Pete came
to the hotel and together they -walked around the town
and talked, and he was very much impressed with the old

guide; he did not have much education, it is true, but

he was bright and interesting. He found that almost

everybody knew Pete and respected him; they said "that

he was an old-timer and was as honest as the day was
long, and as true as steel." During the few days in which

they were assembling the necessary articles preparatory to

starting on the trip, he grew to like the old man better

each day, and they would sit in the hotel office in the

evening and talk of the country, and the old man would
introduce him to the prominent men of the place as they

would happen in, and in this way he learned of the many
resources of the country; he found that instead of being

a barren waste, it was the most productive in the world.

He hears of tlie barley so famous tha* most of it is ex-

ported, of soil that produces 50 bushels of wheat, go

bushels of oats, 400 bushels of potatoes to the acre on non-

irrigated land. He is told of the wonderful fields of

alfalfa that are cut three and four times a year. He has

heard of the mines, and interested in what he has already

heard, he inquires about them, he learns that the output

of the minerals of the State for the last two years has

been $128,000,000. Pie hears of opportunities of invest-

ment and development. He meets men of highest educa-

tion, bright, restless, energetic, the most progressive on

earth, and he decides that as soon as he returns from his

hunting trip he will look over the State before he returns

home, which he does, and surprise follows surprise;

everywhere the same gigantic enterprises; on all sides

the same great natural resources ready to reward the in-

vestor a hundred fold; these things appeal strongly to his

trained sense of sagacity; it is not a fever of speculation

as in his own part of the country; it is legitimate busi-

ness enterprise. Before he has started on his return

journey, some piece of land, a particularly nice bunch of

cattle or sheep, some mining or milling proposition, an
opportunity for a mercantile establishment in some grow-
ing town has interested him to such an extent that he has

concluded to make an investment. He returns home the

best possible advertisement that our great commonwealth
could have. He knows how to interest others, and he

tells his friends of what he has seen and done, and about

their false impressions of the West. The following year

his hunting party consists of five or six of his friends;

they too become interested—perhaps a company is formed

and some business enterprise of great value is the result.

It should not be forgotten that the social attitude of

these men, brought into the State solely with a view of
recreation, is entirely different from what it usually is at
home; there is a comradeship known only to sportsmen,
the humblest hunter or fisherman is "a hale fellow well
met," they are friendly and approachable. In the boat or
camp they are as different from what they are in their
Eastern offices as day and night. They are in a receptive
mood and they will listen with interest to the story of a
prospect, that in their buisiness hours at home would not
command a single thought. During the quiet hours of
rest after a successful day's sport, in company of men who
have located valuable prospects, but are without means to
develop them, occurs the opportunity of a life time to
secure the assistance of the capitalist; under no other
circumstances would or could the two men get so close to-
gether. We need capital to develop our resources. The
Eastern man is looking for favorable opportunities for in-
vestment. The certainty of being rewarded for his long
journey in quest of game will surely attract him to this
part of the country, and a knowledge of the actual con-
ditions will in many cases secure him as a permanent in-
vestor. In this way the protection of game plays its part
in the upbuilding of our great Northwest. Millions of
dollars of Eastern capital have been invested here whose
owners were- first attracted by the hunting and fishing,
and nothing should be overlooked that will induce others
to come and do likewise.

THE BENEFITS OF CO-OPERATION BETWEEN
THE STATES.

Gcntlemein mid Brother Game Protectors:
I have been asked by Mr. Scott, the efficient State Game

Warden of Montana, to prepare something for this meet-
ing along the lines of "The Benefits of Co-operation Be-
tween the States," also on the "Need of Legislation, If
Any."

"in union there is strength" is an old saying, but it is

true as gospel when applied to co-operation between States
in the matter of game protection. We live in a favored
age, in a time when men—thoughtful men—are paying
'close attention to game protection. Our prominent men
are not afraid now to be classed as in hearty accord with
every move that is for the enforcement of good game
laws. I am glad to say that at the head stands our
honored President, Theodore Roosevelt. His very ex-
ample has strengthened and will help the cause we are
here to promote. In my own State the men who hold
prominent positions are with us. Our Attorney-General,
W. B. Douglas, knows the difference between a rifle and
a shotgun, and as a legislator in our State house and now
as Attorney-General, has always been found enthusiastic-
ally advocating strict game laws and their enforcement
He is the author of several of the laws v^e have now on
our statute books in regard to game legislation. So with
our Governor, Van Sant; in fact, very few of our public
men of to-day are not in hearty sympathy with our work.
But to accomplish the best results we must get to-

gether. Let me call attention to a few examples of the
benefits of co-operation that this paper has to deal with.
Take a shipment of game for example. Say it leaves
Bismarck, N. D., its destination Chicago. There is com-
plete harmony between the States it will pass through. It

reaches St. Paul, where it has to be transferred ; there the
warden is on the look out. It may be shipped as butter,
household goods, dressed poultry, or a score of other
devices known to the game dealer may be used; but an
alert warden notes at once that it looks suspicious, and
upon investigation finds that it contains game from North
Dakota, a State that prohibits shipment outside her own
borders. It is immediately seized and the game warden
of North Dakota notified, a complete report made, a copy
of the way bill or_ express receipt, with the man's name
or number who shipped it, secured; and all the informa-
tion that he could gather that would be of use to the
North Dakota authorities is furnished.
This is a sample, but thousands of cases have actu-

ally happened under our supervision in Minnesota of a
similar nature. You all ixnderstand the tricks resorted to_
by the game and fish dealers. We have seized shipments
in milk cans, in egg cases, in butter tubs with a thin
layer of butter on top, shipped in barrels as potatoes, in

cars as wood, and they have even shipped it in coffins

and had a fake certificate purporting to have been issued
by the Board of Health. I could give a great many in-

stances of the workings of co-operation that have come
under my observation in connection with our work in

Minnesota. I will simply notice a few.

In 1897 we had a man named Davis, of Detroit, Minn.
He was a persistent game law violator, and one of the
vi'orst ever known in Minnesota, and our warden had
instructions to watch him closely; but with all our vigi-

lance he managed to smuggle out a lot of game, for he
was a past master in the business and had been engaged
in it for years. He was veiy successful in getting his

game to the Eastern markets, where large prices awaited
him. We were aware of the fact that he was preparing
to ship at one time sixteen hundred birds to Boston and
New York markets, and with our warden watching him
he managed to get them out of the State and into Fargo.
N. D. Our warden found it out immediately and wired
me at St. Paul. I took the first train to Fargo and called

to my assistance the then State Game Warden, the Hon.
Geo. E. Bowers. He and I were working in. harmony
and had rendered each other some assistance before. The
game was in a Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul car, and
sealed ready to be shipped; on my arrival I made a de-

mand on the agent, telling him that it Avas Minnesota
game; he simply gave me the laugh, saying that I might
have some authority in Minnesota, but in North Dakota
I was a dead one. Then the practical workings of co-
operation were put in play. Bowers got a search warrant, 1

broke open the car, got the game and handed it back to

me as a representative of Minnesota. We indicted Davis
on four different counts before the Clay County Grand
Jury, but through the hostility of the presiding judge to-

ward all game laws, Davis was fined $40 and costs—a«

mere farce—but I am satisfied that you gentlemen have
had similar experiences, and we have got to put up with
them. We did get the game, however. I am glad to

say that in Minnesota, occurrences of this kind are very
rare, as our courts have invariably upheld the game lawK
and punished offenders to the full extent.

I
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Another case: A shipment started from Staples, Minn.,

and was going to New York by way of West Superior^,

Wis.; I was notified that the shipment would take place

and tried to make the seizure before it left the State, but

was prevented by the train crew. I boarded the same
train and when I "told the express agent at West Superior

who I was, and made a demand on him for the game, he

was very agreeable, but declined to recognize my author-

ity in Wisconsin. I hunted up the game \yarden, Mr.
Elackadder, and told him my troubles, and in less than,

one hour had the game back in Minnesota ; another ex-

ample of practical co-operation. I could cite at least a.

hundred cases where, I have received assistance from;

the authorities of other States, but these two show the

practical workings of reciprocity between the States. In.

every case we have brought the guilty parties to justice

with the additional loss of their game.
In my estimation, co-operation is the best system that

can be devised to bring the lawless element, the game
•dealer and the people who want to make merchandise out

of our game and fish, to time. For years the lawless ele-

ment on the boundarj'- of our State and the Dominion of

Canada has had full sway, and when our officers got after

them they simply went over to Canada, and wlien the

Canadian" authorities tried to apprehend them, they came
back to us. To show you that men are thinking along the

lines of co-operation, I had a letter from the Hon. F.

Gourdeau, Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries for

the Dominion Government, suggesting an alliance between:

the two departments for the better protction of the fish-

ing interests along the boundary, and in a very short time

we hope to have such a system in good working order

that it will be impossible for the law breaker to be har-

Ijored in either country, when he attempts to violate the

laws respecting game.
A very interesting case is now pending in the Wis-

consin courts, which will bear materially on this ques-

tion. That is, the right of the wardens of one State to

make arrests and destroy property when being used ille-

gally on waters that form a common boundary between
the several States. You know that the State of Wiscon-
sin lies east of Minnesota, and that the Mississippi River
and Lake Pepin form the boundary between these twO'

States for 150 miles. Lake Pepin is the great breeding:

ground of the upper Mississippi. We have endeavored to

keep the net fishermen from destroying the fish and in our
raids have got over on the Wisconsin side of the. lake

and more or less trouble has resulted, guns being trump
Tiiore than once. But I am glad to say that the matter is.

before the courts now and we are going to have a settle-

ment that Avill last for all time to come. Our contention

is that the wardens of one State have the right to arrest

and bring to justice all law breakers on any waters be-

tween their own State and that of a State bordering:

thereon, and that the arrest can be made at any time be-

fore the violator reaches land; and our Attorney-General
Douglass has given us an opinion, with which Attorney-
General Hicks of Wisconsin has coincided, that accord-

ing to the Enabling Acts, admitting the States of Minne-
sota and Wisconsin to the Union, both States have con-
current jurisdiction on all waters which form a common,
boundary between the States. Of course, to bring this

about we must have the most thorough co-operation be-

tween the diiferent State game wardens and their deputies,

and assistance must be rendered to each other if necessary

to bring the offenders to justice. We know that there

are cases on record where requisition papers have been
asked by the Governor of one State from the Governor
of another to bring back men who have violated the game
laws of that State, and under proper conditions this is to

be commended.
One of the best agencies ever put in force to help carry

out this reciprocity is the Lacey Law. None of us yet
realize how far reaching this law is, because it is only in

its infancy, but in my humble opinion it will be the

strongest agency we can employ in stopping the illegal

marketing of game, and will make it so unprofitable that

in ten years the market-hunter and game dealer will be
a thing of the past. Mr. Lacey, member of Congress from
Iowa, is entitled to the respect and gratitude of every
lover of game protection. Mr. T. S. Palmer, Assistant

Chief of the Biological Survey, stationed at Washington,
is one of the best men who could be found to carry out
the provisions of this law. He and his assistants are

doing a great work by seizing every shipment coming
from any State where the laws of that State prohibit the

shipment of game out. They are not only doing this, but
each congressional game warden is provided with blanks
like the one I hold in my hand. This is filled out with
the shipper's name or nixmber, the station shipped from
and the date; then a copy of the way bill or express re-

ceipt is secured and the tag on the shipment. These
are all pinned together and forwarded to the State author-
ities, where the shipment is made from, and conviction

usually follows when such evidence is furnished. An-
other example, only on a larger scale, of the benefits of

co-operation.

Now, to carry out this system of co-operation more
successfully between the States, we want the hearty co-

operation of all common carriers, the railroads and ex-
press companies. The railroad and express agents have
to be appealed to because without their aid the fight is an
uphill one. I am very glad to-day that the different car-

riers in our State of Minnesota render the Game and Fish
Commission great service, and none of the higher officials,

if they know of it, will allow any game to be carried

contrary to law. We have more to do with the two great

iranscontmental lines, the Great Northern and Northern
Pacific, than with any others. The management of both
roads, from the highest to the lowest, are in hearty accord
with game protection. Then we want the co-operation

of the public, especially the farmers and pioneers. I need
not tell you that a strong and vigorous public sentiment
is the best help we can secure, and will often deter a law
breaker where wardens fail.

I want to see this meeting, that has beeen called on a

Spot for which nature has done so much, accomplish
much. I don't w"ant the different States' representatives

sim-ply to meet here, have a pleasure trip and go home;
but hope that each of us will go back to our several States

with additional enthusiasm and added knowledge, as well

as with a firm determination to not only protect the

'game of his own State, but to render every assistance in

'his power to his neighbors. If we do that,- this meeting
will be a success and will be a lasting benefit to the States
ihere represented.

Some Nee<ied Legislation.

Now Mr. Scott has asked me to point out some needed
legislation. I should have preferred that this be dele-

gated to abler hands than mine, but Montana and St.

Paul are quite a ways apart, and for that reason I obey.
In the first place, I think every State in the Union

ought to declare and have it incorporated in its game
laws, that the game and fish of the State belong to the
State—i. e., to the people in their sovereign capacity, and
tthat no one can acquire any right in it except as the Legisla-

ture gives them permission. Then we will have some-
thing uniform and a basis for all the States to work on.

Then every State should have a non-export law, strictly

forbidding the shipment of any game bird, animal, or
game fish outside the limits of the State. Then when a
shipment is found by the authorities of any State in the
Union that has come from a neighboring State, every war-
(den will know that it has to be seized because it has been
:shipped contrary to law. Then every State ought to in-

corporate in her laws a limit to the killing, say twenty-
five birds, two or three deer, and one moose. The law
ought to be clear and specific in regard to the hides and
'heads of animals, making it just as much of an offense to

have the hides and horns in possession as it is to have
the carcass. This will put out of the business the hide
and head hunter, because we all know that he does a
great deal of damage, perhaps more than the meat hunter.
Then, above everything else, every State ought to have a
clause prohibiting the sale at any time of all game birds,
animals and game fish.

When Forest and Stream first proposed this measure
years ago, they were laughed at from one end of the coun-
try to the other. Strong editorials were written on the
subject by the leading newspapers of the country, accus-
ing Forest and Stream of working in the interests of the
"dude" sportsmen and trying to deprive a large ma-
jority of our citizens of the privilege of buying their game
in the open market. But sentiment has changed since
•then, and I bring you a message from Minnesota vouching
for the benefits we have received from that excellent sec-
tion in our game laws stopping the sale of all game.
We ought to incorporate in our laws a section (we have

it in Minnesota) declaring contraband all devices used
or maintained for the purpose of violating the law; that
if a man went fishing contrary to law, with a net, to
make that net liable to seizure and destruction. The
same with a man's dog and gun ; declare both contra-
band when being used illegally. It is a splendid law and
ought to be put in practical operation. Such laws have
been held valid by the Supreme Court of the United
States; see Lawton vs. Steele, 152 U. S., 133.
Then we ought to have embodied in our laws, and every

State ought to have it to make it effective, a section giving
the wardens the right of search, when, in their judgment,
a. package contains game illegally shipped. It ought also
to be made an offense for any one to ship game without
having the contents plainly marked on the package; this

would do away with a great many of the sneaking methods
employed by the game dealer and market-hunter.
As for spring shooting, no true sportsman will kill

ducks or geese in the spring of the year and the other
fellows ought to be prevented by a rigid law, backed by
strong public sentiment.
Then every State ought to have a license law, which

should be uniform, or as nearly so as possible. Person-
ally, I have never been in favor of a license law, but in

self-defense every State must adopt it; for if one State
allows free shooting, it will be made the dumping ground
of all the shooters from the East, and its game will soon
disappear. As I said before, personally I am not in favor
of it, but when we come to study it we find that it is not
:so bad as it at first appears. In the first place, it helps

to raise revenue to protect the game of that State, and
it is a check on the hunter who may come to that par-
ticular State and not be particular whether he obeys the
law or not.

Now no one realizes better than I do how imperfect
this paper is. I want this convention to take it for what it

is worth, and if there is any good in it, to adopt it; the
bad is easily gotten rid of.

"Wigf-Waggfing^js'fof [Pigeons.

Pigeons are necessary for the squab market, but that

does not seem to be the reason why there are so many
flocks of pigeons in the city. Small boys have them
for pets—it just answers the small boy's idea of having
fun: the doing with great pains of something which can
have no possible value. As soon as a pigeon-keeping
boy is out of his own bed, he hurries down into the back-
yard to let his pigeons loose. Then he bolts his break-
fast, and rushes out to tole his flock back to their coop.
It's nip and tuck whether he can succeed before school
time, and up to the last moment he keeps up his en-
deavors, yielding only when the birds have come home
or his mother calls out of the window that if he doesn't
leave at once he'U be late. To tole a flock of pigeons
needs unlimited patience, and a fishing pole with a rag
at the end. When the boy begins operations, the pigeons
are usually perched in a row on the eaves of some house
far down the block. He begins by whistling monoton-
ously through his teeth. That seems to have the effect
of causing the birds to snuggle up together. Then he
begins to wave his rag at the end of the fish pole in
circles over head. At once the pigeons leave their perch,
and begin to fly compactly in wide circles, which may be
a block or more in radius. Without resting, they fly

this Way for a long time about the place where the boy
is waving the rag like an army signalman. All of a
sudden, and it may be after an hour of such circular
flight, they swoop down into the coop ana begin to pick
up the grain as though they had never left confinement.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.
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. Proprietera of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Foxest and Stkkah.

Newfoundland Tuna*
SydneYj C. B., July 2&.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with a great deal of interest an article in

Forest and Stream by Mr. J. L. L. Waddell on tuna
fishing in Nova Scotia. This gentleman evidently pos-
sesses the soul of a sportsman and is to be commended
for his exhaustive descrixjtion of the habits and haunts
of this noblp fish. He says: "Several times in the last

two years I have heard the statement that the reason
nobody fishes for tuna on the coast of New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland is because of the stormy
weather, great waves and consequent danger." I pre-

sume the gentleman's information is local, as in dealing

with the comparative dangers to be met with in the two
former places when engaged in tuna fishing, nothing is

said about any dangers to be encountered while in pur-

suit of this ocean beauty in Newfoundland waters. I

will be glad to fill in the gap about this latter place, and
with your permission furnish your readers with some in-

formation about the opportunities for good and safe

fishing there.

The waters all round the coast of Newfoundland is the

resort of the horse mackerel, as it is locally called.

It makes these waters its hunting ground and finds it

can always appease its voracious appetite on the old,

middle-aged and young silver herring, which are to be
found at all seasons, and to be had for the catching;

and as this is a case where the race is always to the
swift, the tuna is invariably the winner. At all seasons

some of the feeding grounds of the tuna are certainly too
rough to make fishing for it anything but safety and
pleasure. This would apply to the places unprotected
from the rough waves of the Atlantic. But the great

bay of Notre Dame and Bonavista, which may be said

to be the choice habitats of the tuna, are certainly the

places where, if anywhere, this aquatic sport can be in-

dulged in with the least peril and the greatest immunity
from rough or dangerous seas. Especially is this true of
Bonavista Bay. Here within the great bay extending
from Cape Bonavista to Cape Freels, are nine smaller

bays and sounds whose waters are almost landlocked,
and so completely fenced with islands as to form a nat-

ural barricade that marks the bounds of the angry At-
lantic. Within these almost inclosed but extensive
smaller bays, some of them running inland from twenty
to forty miles, is to be found the tuna from May till

October, sporting in their placid waters, feeding in
spring and early summer on the herring which go into

those bays and arms to spawn, and later in the season
making its menu of choice young fry, which become its

easy prey. In many of these places, which are the re-

sort of the tuna, the fishermen who live there in the

month of September and early part of October, catch
them and salt them for food, and indeed, when fresh

and properly cooked, it is a dish that would tickle the

palate of an epicure.

I have never engaged in the pursuit and capture of one
of those scaly beauties, but I have watched the fisher-

man from my boat when so engaged in what must be
to them a most exhilarating sport and a grand contrast
to their ordinary prosaic fishing for cod and herring.
The mode of capture by our local fishermen is the har-
poon, and this in many cases of a very primitive make.
Great caution has to be exercised when a fish is struck
not to allow too sudden a strain on the line, as there is

tfee danger of both giving the fish its death blow and
still losing it by jerking out tlie harpoon. But when
a good "holt" is made then begins the real sport, and
the shouting of the captors become as contagious as the
enthusiasm of the race course, and sometimes bets are
taken by the onlooking fishermen—small coin and tobacco
plugs—on the size of the fish fastened, and some of the
older gamblers make shrewd guesses as to the size of the

fish from the rate of speed it can tow the boat. I have
seen a skiff twelve feet keel with three men in it towed
for thirty-five minutes by one of those fish before it be-
came exhausted. This fish measured from tip of nose to

tip of tail five feet nine inches (many have been taken
much larger), and was the most beautiful denizen of
the sea I ever beheld. The morning sun playing on its

glittering scales, tinted the great fish in rainbow colors
and displayed such a picture as could only be produced
by the hands of nature's own artist.

For any of your readers wishing to engage in a few weeks'
tuna fishing I can bespeak good sport and an ideal spot
among the hundred islets, sounds and arms of Bonavista
Bay, Newfoundland- There are good and safe sporting
grounds to be found both in White Bay and Notre Dame,
but at Bonavista I have seen the fish taken and know
that nowhere can greater natural facilities be found to
warrant the safety of the sport than here. Parties com-
ing here to fish for this big game would require to bring
along their tackle with them. I mean the rod, line and
reel outfit. I would advise going prepared with camping
equipment; this can be got at St. Johns. There are

.

houses in nearly all the fishing villages where lodging
*

could be had, but for a party taking an outing in August,
I should think the camp preferable. Fresh meat, vege-
tables, milk, butter and eggs can be also had in these
places. Men could be hired in the different places who
are veterans In the chase, and boats also could be fur-
nished by these men. I do not think a steam or naph-
tha launch can be obtained on the bay, but if notice were
given with sufficient time, one could be got ready, and
certainly to make the fishing a success, a pleasure with-
out pain, a launch is indispensable.

It would be as well for any parties coming to bring
along their shooting outfit. Sometimes there is rare
sport in shooting seals. This is not the kind of seal,

taking of which is one of our famous industries. This
kind first referred to does not belong to the families of
the harp and hood seal, which have its young on the ice
floes in March, but this kind has its j^oung on the shores
in the month of June, and is not migratory. Being pre-
pared with a shooting outfit would enable any who
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wished to vary their sport to change off from tuna fish-

ing to caribou hunting. The Reid Newfoundland Rail-

way and Steamboat system can take intending visitors

right to the waters where the fishing is to be had. In
fact, at Port Blanford the railway taps the headwaters
of the finest sound in Bonavista Bay for this big game
fish. I will be glad to furnish information to any who
propose coming, and will forward you later a colored
chart showing the dilTereht fishing grounds and the
absence there must be of any rough water on those
grounds. Jon. Noseworthy.

Eastern New York Trout Streams.
Fishing was unusually good in July, owing to the

abundant rainfall.

It has been more like "old times" on the streams in

Eastern New York and Pennsylvania, and some really

good trout have been taken.
Many of these well-known rivers flow at considerable

elevations, and years ago maintained a low temperature
in July and Aupast.
They do so always in the upper reaches, but the warm

water line had crept upward just as the frost line has
moved downward in Florida during the last decade.
This season we found the water cooler on July 6

than it was at one time during the month of May.
It is the best summer for fly-fishing we have had for

many years and is full of- promise for the future, if fol-

lowed by a good spawning season.
If the earth is thoroughly saturated with moisture

when Jack Frost appears, we may expect a long, cold
winter. This should be favorable to fish life, in the
absence of ice gorges and heavy floods.

The recuperative power of a good trout stream is

really wonderful. Last year the Willowemoc suffered
from a great disaster. One of those preventable mis-
chances that are so exasperating. A tank at the Wood
Alcohol Works, above Willowemoc, emptied its acid
into the stream, killing great numbers of trout. Big
and little suffered alike, and it was thought that several
years would pass before the loss could be made good.
On the contrary, the fishing at De Bruce is now bet-

ter than it has been for years at this season. With
plenty of water the trout have run up from below, prob-
ably, and as the Willowemoc has been regularly stocked
with fry and yearlings, there was, no doubt, a large sar-
plus to draw upon.

In fact, the number of trout in many of our hafd-
fished streams is far and away beyond anything we
can imagine. It is only when some great mortality
among the fish reveals the secret that we can realize what
the stock must be.

Summer fishing in our mountain streams is fascinat-

ing sport, and with the cool weather we are having,
August should be a good month.
The fish are there, though you may not think so.

Use fine tackle and have a good vai-iety of flies, size

and color may make all the difference between a fair

creel and an almost empty one.

The white-winged coachman has always been a favor-
ite, but his royal brother is preferred by many experts
now. It may be taken for a glorified ant, or simply be-
cause it is so pretty that the trout must have it for a nose
jewel, but that is of no importance if it takes the fish.

We usually prefer flies of more somber coloring. The
Cahill is a good killer and all the tribe of duns. The
Wickam's Fancy is an excellent fly at times, and the pro-
fessor always of service. We usually tie the latter with
a very pale yellow body.

It is an old saying that the best fly is the one that is

always wet or in the water, but it pays to make changes
occasionally.

Very large brown trout are now found in many of our
streams, and they are dangerous ant;igonists. Just after

a freshet, when there is till a shade of color in the water,
is the best time for these big fish.

If you locate one of them, it may pay to devote some
little time to his capture. While very timid in low water,

they are sometimes extremely bold after a freshet. We
have seen one of these large fish rise slowly in plain sight

and take a fly within fifteen feet of the angler.

We think that they can fast for long periods, but
when really on the feed are almost insatiable. They fre-

quently take in the large case worms with theii: cover-
ings.

Special's remarks on the use of small flies for sal-

mon and large trout in Maine in F. & S. for July
26, were very interesting. Two years ago a friend

wrote me that he had good sport at the Rangeleys
when using the old Beaverkill fly on No. 8 hooks.
He also returned a plain little fly I had given him,

saying that it had killed the largest salmon. Tail a few
sprigs of ibis over gold tinsel, peacock herl body, with
red-brown legs, red-brown over white under wings and
jungle fowl sides.

'

The large fly has its place, howcA'cr, and no hard and
fast rules can be made. To take large fish with small

flies and light tackle is most satisfactory to a sportsman.

It is much less difficult we think in boat fishing than
when wading a big rocky stream. A good man with the

paddle or oars fights almost half the battle.

In i88s the parmacheene-belie was queen of the Maine
lakes and was sometimes dressed on very large hooks.

We never offered the most costly salmon flies in ex-

change for our blonde belles, and they seemed fascinat-

ing in all states and conditions of weather and water.

A northwest wind is the breeze of breezes on a Maine
lake, and we remember driving tandem with the parma-
cheene-belle and scarlet-ibis, when the fun was fast and
furious. What a combination for the Brook fisher who
has been studying entomology.
The plain little flies had their day, however, when the

lake was without a ripple and the trout rose under the
long shadows cast by the late afternoon sun.

As one grows old, we care less for numbers and more
for size and quality. We are satisfied with a few good
fish, thinking more of the futu^ of our sport and of

those who will follow us. Theodore Gordon.

All communications intended lor Forest and Stkeav shoul4

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream ISnblishing Co., Ne^

Fish and' Fishing.

The Salmon Season of 1962»

The salmon season fioW drawing to a close has heen
one of the most peculiar on record. The. early March
thaws seemed to presiige an early and long fishing season,

and undeterred by the later leBgthy lingering of winter
in the lap of spring, a ilunlber of American salmon fisher-

men left for their rivers very early in June, only to fihd

that the water was too high to be fishabte. . The fesiilt

was that those anglers who had Hot uiilimited time at

their disposal left the best fishing of the season behind
them wfhen they had packed up their rods and gone home.
,'\.s soon as the rivers fell to their normal level, which, iti

consequence of the long-continued and heavy raii\s. aVeIs

not till late in the season, the fish f03.e fi"cely, and Beinig

very abundant in all th& best fivers, afforded better sport

than has been eXpefieticed for some years past. I hear
that the fishing oh the waters controlled by the Risti-

gouche Salmon Club, though late, was excellent, and that

no fewer than eighteen hundred fish were killed during
the season in the Ristigouche and its tributaries.

Among the earliest anglers on the Catiadian salrtioii

streams this year were Mr. Iveirs. W. Adanis aild pSrty,

who went down to the Moisie.oh jtiile t, arid Prof. Johh-
son, of New York who left for the jupitagan about the

same time. The latter fiver being much smaller than
the Moisie. fell .Very much moire quickly, and Dr. johilsph

enjoyed e^ccellent sport fairly early iti the seasoti. The
Moisie party were twenty-eight days oil the river before

they took a fish. Thett the sport was fast ahd furious.

The same experience fell to the lot of the fishermen on
nearly all of the north shore rivers. Mr. E. C. Fitch, of

Waltham, and his two friends only killed thirty fish oh
the Romaine during the whole mohth of Jurie, while in

July it was quite easy to take as many in one day. One of

Mr. Fitch's salmon turned the scales at forty-one pounds.

Mr. Mortott Paton, of New Yoric, who fished the Trinity

with a couple of friends, reports that his party look piily

eleven salm.on during their first three \veek3 oh trie fiver,

and in the following four days killed twenty-four. Mr.

J. J. Hill, who has soitte of the best waters on the north

ijhore, was obliged to return home before the fishiiig was
at its best. Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke femaiiied loiig

enough on the Riviere-des-Truites to kill soWe thirty s^il-

mon. and Mr. F. S. Hodges, of Gostori, \vas the last to

leave the Natashquan. Mr. R. E. Plumb, of Detroit, Was
one of the fortunate anglefs who enjoyed the sport of

kings on this most spofty of Canadiail sEllfflptl fiVgfs.

It was generally supposed by lishei-meti that the heavy

floods in the spfilig of the year, after the arrival of the

^almon in the estuaries of the rivers, had so befouled the

water that the fish had for the most part remained out of

the streams just so much longer than usual. But from
the enormous number of fish found in the upper waters of

the rivers as soon as the floods subsided, and from
_
the

fact that many of them, were far from Wearing the bright

livery of freshly run salmon, 1 im inclined to think_ that

instead of being kept out of the streams, most of the

early arrived fish took advantage of the high Water to

quickly overcome the usual difficulties encountered by
them on their way to their spawning beds.

Even on the' Grand Cascapedia there were sorrte blank

Azys in the early part of the season, though as a whole
the summer of 1902 was one of the most .successful ever,

experienced on the river. Such of the members of the

Cascapedia Salmon Club as desired to do so had no diffi-

culty whatever in reaching their limit of seventy-five fish.

The present membership of the Club includes Mr, Cal-

wallader, Mr. Vanderbilt, Mr. Harry Hollins, Mr. H.
De Forrest, Mr. John Kennedy, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell and
Mr. E. W. Davis, of Providence, but not all of them
fished the river this year. Mr. Davis controls personally

some of the best portions of the Grand Cascapedia, and a
immber of other fine pools, including^ the water formerly

fished by H. R. H. the Princess Louise, are the property

of Mr. C. B. Barnes, of Boston. Both of these gentle-

men fished the river this summer, and among others who
had good sport there were Messrs. Mershon, of Saginaw,
Mich. ; Mowen, of Philadelphia, and John G. Heckscher,
of New York. Mr. Heckscher fished Avith Mr. Davis, and
killed a splendid lot of fish. Mrs. Davis, than whom
probably no lady angler has so many big fish to her credit,

killed a 43-pound salmon in the third week of July, and
several of her forty-four fish of the present season
weighed forty pounds and upward.

Killing Salmon at Night.

An interesting peculiarity of the fishing in the Grand
Cascapedia, toward the end of the season, when the water
is clear, and the weather bright and Avarm, is the large

proportion of fish killed after sundoAvn. The great bulk
of the fish taken in July are killed betAveen 7:30 ahd 9:30
at night. It is almost impossible to cast the- fly in the

daytime in some of the pools of this and other south
shore streams, without being observed by the salmon.
Such fish as are successfully raised in the hours of sun-
light, usually take a small black-dose. After 7:30 or 7:45-

at night a large fly is cast. It is often tAvo inches and
OA-er in length, the most killing patterns being found to he
the silver-gray and dustj^-miller. Sometimes half a dozen
fish are taken after sundoAvn by a single red, and Avhen,

as frequently happens, the opalescent hues of the leaping
salmon at the end of the line are seen by the silvery light

of the moon,- the effect is weirdly picturesque.

The Gift of a Fish Hatchery.

Mv. C. H. Simpson, whose place of business is at Chat-
ham Square, New York, but Avhose summer residence
is among the Laurentian Hills in northern Quebec, has
just made a very generous offer to the Fishery Depart-
m.ent of that Province. Fishing, pisciculture, and the
stocking of barren waters with rare forms of game fish

life, are the chief amusements of Mr. Simpson upon his
beautiful Canadian estate. For soma years past he has
operated there a fish hatchery, in which he has artificially

reared immense quantities of jwung fish for stocking the
waters of his preserve. These have included, not only the
common brook trout, but rainbow trout, ouananiche, and
Jhc beautifiil Canadian red trout f,Marsfomi) . Having

satisfactorily stocked the yirhole of his own waters, Mr.
Simpson has generotisly offered the hatchery as a gift tQ

the Provincial Government, providing it will undertake to

operate it. The Department how has the matter Itrtdef

consideration, ahd p.s there is much need for the work of

an inland hltchery for assisting in the maintenance of the

purely fresh-water game fishes of the Province, it is to

be hoped that the offer Avill meet Avith ready aGCeptang^.

Mi^stimmcf flies.

i have had several letters of inquiry within the last

fcAv days from anglers Avho intend to fish some of the in-

land Avaters of this Province during the month of August,
and who ask for information relative to the best, flies fof
midsummer fishing in Canada, ^or otiahanichfe

,

fishiiig in

the Grand Discharge during the remainder of the s8a-
son, which ends on Sept. 15, I can confidently recorrimend
the B. A. Scott, which is tied to represent an insect of
Avhich these fish, seetn to be particukrly fond, and A^hicli

abounds throughont . the heated tefrn oh the AVatef s of
Lake St. John, "this insect is one ol those familiafiy
known as shad flies. The artificial fly is intended to

represent male .specimens of Brachycentrus fuUginosus
(Walker), Avhich belohg .l:.o the fkrnily Sericostoniidce
in the oi-def .A''<?M'0/»^^f*fl. The General Hooker, Avhich is

an effective imitation of one of the Phrygdnidce or stohc
flies, differs very little from the S. A, Scott, and is almost
as good a killer. Both flies, and in fact all varieties used
for ouananiche in the rhoHth of Ahgiist, should, be tied on
Nos. 6, 7 of 8 hooks. Larger flies A^ill ceftaihiy at tiiiles

attract the fish, even in the hottest weather, but the
smaller flies are. the safer, and less likely to frighten the
fish. A good deal of nonsense has been written about
the difficulty of saving Ijlrge Ouananiche tippn sm,^il hooks,
but I have seldom found atty trouble in killing thehi iipoll

the smallest sizes of queen-of-the-water, professor, hare*s-

ear. Reuben-Wood or Jock-Scott. There is no reason
whatever why the ouananiche of Lake St. John should not
be killed on as small flies as those described by Special in

FoRESt Afro SxteAM of jiily 26 ds having beert success-
fully employed Avith the same fish in Grand Lake Strearti,

In the hottest and clearest weather of the short, hot
Canadian summer, it requires, indeed, all one's skill to

entice the ouananiche, and then, too, as Mr. Creighton
so Avdl pilts it; "tf ydii tirtderstand the fine art of dry fly-

fishing, and can maneuver a tiny dun on a li or 13 hook
so as to look like the real article, and can also handle
large fish on the fine tackle required, you will get good
sport and the satisfaction Avhich comes of catching fish as
Rfeynolds miiced his colors—-^Vith brains."

Almost all that has been said of oUaHaiiiehe is equally
applicable to trout, which even in northern Canadjl grdW
more or less shy of large flies in tlie midsummer months.
For both ouananiche and trout, some of the most at-

tractive tours that can be made in the months of August
and September, are those up any of the great feeders of

Lake St. John by birch bark canoe.

E. T. D, Chambers,

Delaware River Fishing.

There was another rise in the Delaware River the
night of Jnly 24, but it amounted to nothing and roiled

the water not at all, so that it was still clearing next
day. Our party Avas in camp midway of Crooked Rift,

near Kellam, Pa., and in the little eddies alongshore we
took some fine bass during our stay there. The farmers
had told Us there Avas nothing but eels in that part of

the river, and it was with some surprise that AVithin an
hour Ave should land five nice bass, lose two and get
three strikes that missed. A two-pound perch was also

taken there. All of the bass were killed with No. 2
Skinner spoons while casting in the rift and along the

wiiloWs*

There are two fine eddies near Hankins, in Sullivan
County, both near the village, and good catches were re-

ported from both of these. Then there is Hankins Creek
nearby, Avhere one can catch a creel of trout if he is

lucky and the conditions are favorable.

BetAveen Hankins and Callicoon Station there are
some glorious places fof bass and wall-eyed pikes Be*
tween these two towns the river is quite rapid, as it

twists and turns a great deal in passing betAveen narrow
banks, and the rifts are strcAvn Avith large rocks on the

Pennsylvania side, forming excellent hiding places for

the game fish. One cannot safely wade these rifts, but
casting from shore is possible, as a general thing. So
far I have had the best luck Avith small spinners and a
single hook, though a phantom niinnoAV has proved a

successful lure. Live minnoAvs are successfully used,
too, and these may be obtained in the numerous small
streams that empty into the DelaAvare.
There is a bridge at Callicoon, and a walk of a mile

from the tOAvn will bring one to an eddy on the Pennsyl-
vania side, where I saw bass as I passed by. It is at
the lower end of an island, and within a half mile one
may choose between two rifts and a fine .pool, all de-
cidedly fishy in every aspect. At Callicoon this is knoAvn
as good bass water. But there is a pool within ten min-
utes' Avalk of the station Avhere good catches have re-
cently been made. One Avas twenty-five bass to two rods
in an afternoon. This pool may be reached by crossing
the bridge and Avalkingt^down the shore road a short dis-
tance. It is a short piol but a good one. It may be
fished from shore or boat, and the rift below it during
loAV water by Avading.

Callicoon Creek enters the Delaware at this village^
but trout Avill hardly be found short of three miles from
there, and bait is generally used. This creek has been
stocked at different times with flainboAV, brown and brook
trout. It is a pretty stream to visit.

One can go to Kenoza Lake from Callicoon by stage,
the distance being nine miles. There is good fishing
for pickerel and bass, they told me at Callicoon. Swago
Lake is but five miles distant, in Pennsylvania, and the
fish are bass, pike, pickerel, etc. So far I have heard
no reports from there.

There were a few anglers on the river near Callicoon
July 26 and 28, and the river was falling and growing
clearer. On the 29th, however, heavy rains filled Calli-
coon Creek, which in turn, roiled the river for a 4qgg
distance. Then the pelaw^re rose steadily, and is i«lf
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rising, as I write. The many boats at Callicoon are tied

lip and few anglers are to be seen. _
Further down the river, say two miles below Calli-

coon, there are two fine eddies, and another one at

Cochecton, N. Y., while at the latter town one can go

to Laurel Lake, four miles distant, in Pennsylvania, for

pickerel, perch and bass; to Huntington Lake, about six

miles from the town, in New York State, for similar fish.

Then Tyler's brook is near, and the trout fishing, I was
told, is good in low water.

One of the deepest eddies on the Delaware is reached

from Nar-cowsburg. N. Y., distant about 125 miles from
New York city. Like Callicoon, Narrowsburg has an
abundance of boats and guides for hire, and in some
places the pool is easily fished from shore, especially a

short distance above the town and on the Pennsylvania

side. Some big wall-eyed pike are taken, and all varie-

ties of bass. Parties go from Narrowsburg to Mast
Hope, about six miles, in large flat-bottomed scows, fish-

ing the rift and eddies en route, and return by train.

While passing down I saw numerous camps and talked

with anglers, but while each one praised the fishing in low
water, they were taking no game fish at the time, so

high and muddy was the river. But there are good pools

all the way.
There is an eddy a mile above Mast Hope, and Ten

Mile River enters the Delaware at its head. Inquiries

as to this pool should be sent to Tusten Postoffice, N.
Y., which is alongside the eddy and immediately below
Ten Mile River. This stream has a good reputation for

trout and is easy to follow, as a road is adjacent.

There are several lakes near Mast Hope and .two
creeks. Campfield and Simms ponds and Westcolang
Lake are all within five miles of the village, which is

prettily located in the pines, and they contain the usual

varieties of game fish.

It seems unlikely that the fishing in the Delaware will

be good before August 8, even if the storms blow over
and the river falls and clears in its usual time. To-day
there is little encouragement in the skies, which are still

overcast, and rains hare fallen all about, as well as here
at Mast Hope. Better luck next time.

Perry D. Frazer.
Mast Hope Falls.

New England Waters*
BosTONj Aug. 2.—Still there is good fishing at most of

the Maine resorts, although the season is usually practi-

cally closed to trolling by the middle of July, and fly-

fi.?hing is generally poor the rest of that month and all of

August. It is likely that the cold and wet summer has
had much to do with prolonging the fishing. The water
in most of the Maine lakes is almost up to full banks,

which is A^ery unusual so far into the summer. C. G.
Brown writes friends here that he has good sport at the

Birches, Mooselucmaguntic Lake. There was one great

day last week, Avhen almost everybody got fish. Mr. C. A.
Robinson, of South Windham, Me., formerly a devotee
of Sebago fishing, but who has built a fine camp this sea-

son on the Decker Purchase, Mooselucmaguntic Lake, is

having great fishing. He writes a Boston friend a glow-
ing account of what he did in one day last week. Mr.
B. D. Stevens, a Lake Auburn angler, keeps on fishing

as opDortunity offers. He landed a salmon of five pounds
the other day.

Bass fishermen are having some very good sport. Mr.
W. C. Harding and Mr. Howard Brandenburg, both Bos-
ton printers, went up the Sudbury to Wayland Monday.
Luck seemed "to turn against Mr. Harding. He hooked
four apparently good fish, but succeeded in landing
neither. Mr. Brandenburg caught seven bass, from one
and a half up to five pounds, though he too lost four or
five fish. The big bass Avas a surprise to both fishermen.

Plump five pounds of fighting bass give an experience that

does not often fall to the lot of an angler within a few
miles of Boston.
Aug. 4.—For one I rejoice in the position the Granite

State will take on the hunter's license question, through
her Fish and Game Commissioners, and such sensible

writers as Mr. Stark, provided Maine is foolish enough
to adopt such a system. I can assure him that in that

event a great many hunters will turn New Hampshire-
ward. In speaking of the proposition to license hunters
who go to Maine, a gentleman who has hunted several

s-easons in Maine recently said that New Hampshire
would be left to hunt in without paying toll, and he should

go there. He also remarked that he admired the good
sense of the New Hampshire Commissioners in that they

have gone straight forward, and have not been disposed

to dabble in all sorts of schemes for getting fnoney.

"They have not invented spoon hooks and spinners, nor
have they made September license laws, and have not
taken the moose law into their own hands, if the illegal

shooting happened to have been done by the sons of

rich men."
Mr. E. C. Stevens is back from his summer fishing at

Lake Dunmore, Salisbury, Vermont. Mr. Stevens speaks

in the highest terms of this lake and its fishing, as well

as the surroundings. He was out every morning, before

the sun was warm, and fished again in the evening. He
caught bass up to three pounds, and his biggest pickerel

weighed 6^2 pounds. One morning he was out with a

guide and a minister—^the minister to fish, of. course.

Trolling across a place noted for its big pickerel, he had
a strike that satisfied him that he had struck the fish that

he "had been laying for for ten years." The splash was a
great one, and the fish turned. With a single dart the

bamboo rod
—

"nearly as big as my wrist," Mr. Stevens

says, was in two pieces. "Even then I thought I could

hold him, for the line was a good one, and I had him by
the top of the rod, with fifteen or twenty feet of line out.

But after half a minute the line came to me. minus hooks
and leader. The vicious old shark had cut the line off

with his sharp teeth. I did not swear, because I never

do, and beside there was the minister in the boat. He
mildly remarked that 'it is very provoking. That fish

weighs ten pounds if he does an ounce.*
"

At Kineo, Moosehead, the fishing is reported to be good.
Lenox Smith, o'f New York city, has lately taken some
good strings, trout of three and a half and three and
fhree-quarter pounds—large ones for Moosehpsd, At

Upper Richardson lake the camp owners are assembling,

including Mr. Emerson McMillan, of New York; the

Messrs. Bayard, John E. and E. V, R. Thayer, of Bos-

ton, and their families. Mr. E. V. R. Thayer has built a

beautiful camp on the Camp Stewart lot that he pur-

chased last fall. At the Upper Dam some trout and
salmon are still being taken. At the Birches Mr. John
S. Hall, of Southbridge, Mass., got a trout of six and a

half pounds last week. Mr. Isaac R. Thomas, of Boston,

caught a four-pound and a five-pound salmon, and Master
Arthur Thomas got a trout of four and three-quarter

pounds. Mr. Fred E'. Jones, of Brookline, Mass., at the

Mooselucmaguntic House, landed three salmon on Friday,

one of three and a half, four and a quarter and six and a
half pounds. John Alberger, of Philadelphia, also got

some good fish, including a salmon of three and a half

pounds. At the Bangor salmon pool a great many fish

are being seen, some jumping on to the apron of the dam.
But few are taking the hook. Fishing parties are now
in order for Aroostook county, particularly the northern

part. The Oxbow region is good, and also the region

further north. Many fishing and camping parties are

making the great carry trip through from Norcross to

the Allaguash waters and down that stream to Van Buren.

Great numbers of deer and moose are being seen, with

now and then a caribou. Fine strings of brook trout are

being taken in the vicinity of Plymouth, N. H. The
waters of the Pemigewasset River are well spoken of. A
string of thirty trout was taken from Hancock Brook last

week by a conductor on the Boston & Maine system.

Last week Mi". Hull and Mr. Thornton got 100 trout

from the streams in that valley. Guests at the Profile

House, and other summer resorts, improve the time in

fishing. The very cold and wet season has been favor-

able thus far.

Mr. J. H. Jones, of Boston, has lately had some rare

sport bass fishing at Crystal Lake, Canaan, N. LI. He
fished with his little son, and the youngster enjoyed the

sport as much as his father, if such a thing is possible.

They took sixteen bass at one trip of only about an hour
and a half, and twenty-one at another trip. Even the

boy was not satisfied, and wanted to "catch one more,"

although it was nearly dark. A curious feature of Mr.
Jones' fishing was that the inhabitants around were not

aware that there were any such fish in the lake, till

presented with a mess of bass, all nicely skinned and
dressed by Mr. Jones. Special.

Rotten Pond in Bloom.
Rotten Pond is purging at present and has been

undergoing that process for some time. Some people

imagine that purging prevents fish from biting, but the

trouble is that those people do not know where to look

for the fish, for the latter are just as hungry whether the

water is clear or clouded. Fish do not like the state of

the water when the purging is going on, no more than

the people here like the black smoke of the soft coal.

Fish will get away from it just as people get away from
the smoke. Purging in a pond is due to the ripening of

vegetation under water; the little seed bulbs arise to the

surface and remain there until they ripen, when the live

seed is precipitated to the bottom in order to produce
more vegetation next year. The hulls which contained

the seeds remain on the water until they decompose or

until the wind blows them to shore. Some ponds, like

Green Pond and Hanks' Pond, never purge, because

they do not contain that pecuhar vegetation which
causes the purging process. As said above, fish try to

get out of the clouded water and betake themselves to

parts of the pond where the bottom is composed of

rocks, gravel and sand and where are consequently no
ascending bulbs or descending seeds. Consequently, in

such places the fishing is better than usual. But to pur-

sue the simile of the black smoke further, there are

places like Pittsburg and Cincinnati where nothing but
soft coal is burned and where, consequently, there is al-

ways moke. Rotten Pond is one of the Pittsburgs among
ponds; it produces the vegetation which causes purg-
ing, all over its entire area. In such cases the fish do
as the people do in Pittsburg, get used to it. In such
ponds purging does not interfere with fishing, although

it forms a convenient excuse for want of luck or skill.

Purging is not a very remarkable feature of Rotten
Pond, but the character of the bass there is. Rotten

_

Pond was stocked from Oldham brook and the Passaic'

River, and in neither of these waters are the big-mouthed
bass particularly gamj-. But it is a question whether
there is a pond in the country where the bass possess

more gamy qualities than they do in Rottten Pond. The
big-mouthed, excepting in swiftly flowing streams, is a
sluggish fish compared to the small-mouthed, but in

Rotten Pond, for some unexplained cause, the- big-

mouthed is about as gamy as nature ever made fish.

Instead of going to the bottom when hooked, as the

big-mouthed does in Greenwood and most other lakes,

the fish in Rotten Pond come straight to the surface and
frequently jump out of the water five or six times before

they are landed. Captain Simonton, of the local fire

department, who fished Rotten Pond on Monday last,

took up the better half of half an hour in landing a big-

mouthed" bass which did not weigh more than two and
a half pounds. In Greenwood Lake, Wawayanda Lake
and other waters, where there are plenty of big-mouthed
bass, the captain could have easily landed half a dozen
fish of that size in the time it took him to land that one
in Rotten Pond. This peculiar characteristic of the bass

in Rotten Pond has never been explained and probably
never will be.

The question has frequently been asked what makes
fishing so good in nearly every newly constructed pond,
and this question is easily answered. There was, per-
haps, never better fishing than was afforded by the

reservoirs of the East Jersey Water Co. above New-
foundland three or four years after the water was first

let into these ponds. The cause of this good fishing is

the large volume of food to be found there. Vegetation
which grows under water spreads very quickly, and when
lands have been submerged the soil is very rich. The
result of this abundance of vegetation is the production

of a great deal of food for the small fish and the latter

Oi^ijtiply in proportion, thus affording an abundance of

food for the larger fish. There is one principle true of

all fishing waters; the amount of fish produced is in di-

rect proportion to the quantity of food to be found there.

When there is plenty of food there will be plenty of fish.

Rotten Pond was stocked some eight or nine years ago;

it has passed' its prime as a fishing place and its future

will depend more upon the food placed in it for the big

fish than on the number of big fish put in there. Mr.

Frothingham is well versed in such matters, and it is

safe to say that as long as he controls Rotten Pond
there will be good fishing there. It is not as good now
as it has been; in fact, frequently it is very poor, but a

year or two of intelligent stocking will soon bring back
the fish.—Chas. A. Shriner, in Paterson, N. J., Chron-
icle.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Back from the Nepigon,

Mr. Oswald von Lengerke and Mr. Charles Lester are

back from their trip to the Nepigon River. They were
gone two and a half weeks. It takes four days to get

to the fishing from Chicago, and four days to get back

again. These gentlemen had excellent success on their,

trip, and are delighted with the country, which they de-

scribe as beautiful and interesting. They had fine suc-

cess in fishing, taking about 75 pounds of trout
_
daily.

They brought back birch bark mountings of skins
_
of

several very handsome trout, their heaviest fish weighing

5^4 pounds. Mr. Von Lengerke took three which weighed

4?4, 4^2 and 4% pounds, these being his three first fish.

They came near to tiring him out.

The record trout on the Nepigon is pounds, there

haying been only three fish of that weight taken in twenty

years. The numbers of trout seem unexhausted in this

famous stream, and although the trip is one oflfering no
.special interest or news, the fishing itself is exciting and
thoroughly satisfactory.

Mr. Von Lengerke says that the Canadian Government
has this year set an Indian to destroying the great north-

ern pike in the Nepigon River below the lake. This In-

dian is working with gill nets. In one night he caught

170 pike. Mr. Von Lengerke saw one pile of sixty pike

which would average over twenty pounds each. These

fish are all buried, no use being made of them at all. The
intention is to rid the stream of these fish and to keep the

trout. The anglers complain that these great pike ruin

their tackle and there is no stopping them.

These gentlemen report that there were seven parties

beside their own on the Nepigon at the time they were in.

Of these, one-was from New York, two from Minneapolis,

the rest unknown. Mr, Von Lengerke states that, so far

from the supply of trout in the Nepigon being cut down,

it is abundant to the limit of any anglers desire.

The Mississippi River Small-Mottths.

I used to think I was a good deal of a fisherman, and

then I used to think I was at least something of a fisher-

m.an. I know better now. I have' been mixed up with

those Mississippi River small-mouth bass again, and they

li#\-e convinced me that I don't know very much about

bass fishing.

I wanted to go out to Lake Minnetonka to see the folks

last week, and on the way out thought I would stop on

the Mississippi river for a little bass fishing. Of course

there was no one to go along. One's friends always fail

at the last moment. Moreover, I knew that the Mis-

sissippi River was extraordinarily high, as it has been for

a month. But such little matters as this ought not to dis-

courage a man who really feels he ought to catch a mess

of bass. Hence I did not change my intention of stopping

for a try on the Father of W'aters. I got off at Wabasha,

Minn., below the mouth of Lake Pepin, and Just below

the mouth of the Chippewa River. I did not know any

one here excepting Mr. H. B. Jewell, a sportsman of

some thirty years' or more experience in Minnesota. Oh
the way up from the depot I heard of Ira Weeks, a man
who owned a good gasoline launch. I chased Ira all over

town, and at last found him, big. quiet, good natured, and

he in turn chased all over town until he caught Louis

Longhway, a local boatman who says that is the way he

spells his name, although I suspect him of being French

and believe the way ought to be "Longuet." There was

a circus in town that day at Wabasha, and Mr. Jewell and

Ira Weeks and Louis and I all saw something of the

circus, which made us feel young again. Hence it was

after noon before Louis and I started down the river m
his fishing skiff, with the understanding that Ira was to

go down with his launch and take Louis up later in the

evening ten miles below Wabasha.
Louis and I found the Father of Waters much excited,

very high indeed, and getting higher. All the flat lands

on both sides of the big river were filled with sloughs and

cut-offs. The main stream itself looked so turbirlent and

uninviting that we determined to try the sloughs, thinking

that the fish might have been driven in there by the

freshets. We wandered off into one of these sloughs

away from the main river, and traveled five or six

miles in this way before we came back to the river again.

Everything looked very bad for fly-fishing, and it Avas only

fly-fishing which I cared for. And yet there were good

signs of bass even under such unpromising conditions.

I saw a big pool along the bank where the bass were

feeding, and cast the fly over that place. As it sank, 1

felt a heavy tug and for a moment thought I had the fish

fastened, but he ran deep and broke away. Accident

No. I. I made light of this and told Louis that it was not

in the least important. Pretty soon something very simi-

lar happened again, and it happened five or six times m
the same hour before we managed to get a bass into the

boat. This was a fish weighing about a pound and a

half. , . 0-1
We passed out into the old Beef River cut-oft, where

the Chippewa River logs used to be sent through, and

where we now found plenty of good fishing country. A
little stone pier looked likely to me, and I got Louis to

row me over. I cast at the edge of the stones, and at once

had a very heavy strike, raising this fish to the surface

of the water. Once more I cast in, and again had a

strike, the bass running very deep and feeling tremendous-

ly heavy. A third time I cast, and a third tirne had
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a strike in this ittle place, not bigger than a table cloth.

I lost him. This made half a dozen bass which I had
lost in two or three hours. It was a little discouraging,
but I told Louis that luck did run that waj' sometimes.
We now ran down the cut-off until we came to the

mouth of the Beef River. This is not ordinarily a good
bass ground ; but Louis said he sometimes found one
under the old bridge which runs across near the rail-

road track. As we stopped at the mouth of this river,

meditating whether we should try to ascend it, we saw a
big swirl close along the planked sides of the bridge
pier. There was a mass of wreckage in the river which
prevented the boat going up, so I told Louis to sit still,

after putting me ashore, while I went on up to see if I

could raise the bass. I made a dozen or twenty casts

along the planking before I got a response. Then, all at

once, there was a most terrifying tug at the line, and the
rod tip went down sharply. This time the bass was
hooked solidly, and then we had the biggest fight you
ever did see. I was directly above the fish and the
fighting room left me was only about thirty feet square.

The old fellow evidently had a hole somewhere in the

plank wall into which he wanted to go. Making a strong
run for this hole, he bucked into the plank like a ton of

brick. This stunned the fish a little bit, but presently

he revived and began to run up and down the sheathing,

very deep, and onlj^ once in a while jumping. The strain

put upon him by the powerful rod, added to the injury

which he had done himself, ended the fight in a few
minutes, and we put him into the boat; a splendid red-

eyed, small-mouth bass weighing 4I4 pounds,
This was something in the way of decisiveness, and I

began to tell Loiiis Avhat a devil of a fellow I was with
black bass anyhow. We lost a couple more "strikes and at

last, just as the next town appeared in sight around the

bend, we struck the last bass of the day, a little fellow

of about two pounds. This bass Avhen he struck came
out from the logs, skipping along the water for about a

dozen feet. Then he sounded and jumped alternatively,

making as pretty a fight as any fish I ever felt on the rod.

In this heavy current he felt as if he might weigh 5 or 6
pounds. It strained the rod to get him up to the land-

ing net.

Total result for the day, more than a dozen strikes and
only three bass landed, two of them small ones. When
we werft into shore and told Ira Weeks of our success, he

looked a little bit incredulous and a little bit scornful at

the same time. As for me, I did not say .a word.
As to getting out to this bass fishing. I would sug-

gest that one go in at Wabasha on the C, M. & St. P.

R. R., or some point above Lake Pepin. If you go in at

Wabasha, fish up toward the Chippewa River, and up into

the Chippewa. La Crosse used to be a good point, but I

don't believe the-fishing there is as good as it used to be.

At Wabasha get Ira Weeks and his steam launch, who will

get for you Louis Longhway, or old Hiram Degneavt, an-

other local market-fisherman of considerable experience.

1 am sure Mr. H. B. Jewell, of Wabasha, Minn., would
be glad to answer any questions as to the stage of the

river and the like, and so I think would the gentlemen
mentioned at any of the river points.

The fishing above Wabasha toward the mouth of the

Chippewa River is grand at the proper stage of the

water. In Lake Pepin the sport is not so good, but the

bass are now beginning to work up above Lake Pepin.

They tell me^that even above St. Paul on the Mississippi

River the fishing is good. Personally, I should prefer

to go below Lake Pepin and above Winona. Mineaska, on
the C, M. & St. P. R. R., or Winona, or La Crosse, are

other points where one might go in. This trip is a very

handy one from Chicago. One can take the evening

train here, get on the river early in the morning, and

after one or two days' fishing, take a night train on the

river which will land him in Chicago in the morning.

The scenery along the river is bold and picturesque. Dur-
ing the high waters one can get out into the sloughs and

traverse what was once a magnificent duck and wood-
cock country, and which even now occasionally turns out

good sport. Wabasha is a point very well worth remem-
bering for quail or <iuck shooting, and I think, indeed,

that one could get very fair woodcock shooting across the

river from Wabasha even now, if he had a good dog. No
one seems to hunt these birds very much, and the

country looked to me ideal for them.

At Wabasha I met Henry Trudeau, a French half-

breed, more than eighty years of age, who comes as near

being a typical trapper as any one I have met in my life.

Henry says that last fall he caught fourteen otter in the

Mississippi bottoms across from Wabasha. He asked me
to come up this winter and see how he trapped otter. The
old man has a shack of his own hid over in the wilderness,

and here he intends to spend his next winter, as he has

for many winters before, trapping and living alone by

himself. He does not leave the woods until the very cold

weather of January comes, when the fur does not move
very much.

Altogether, I find this upper Mississippi country very

interesting and well worth investigation by the sportsman,

either rod or gun. Especially as to these small-raoutlis, I

most publicly "register a vow to get even with them. I'll

tell later what happened the next day.

How to Carry Fly Dope.

Dr. W, H. Snyder, of Toledo, O., offers the following

tip on carrying fly dope

:

"To repay my use for Fox fly dope formula, I will tell

you an easy way to carry it. Have your chemist put the

stuff in these collapsible tin tubes. One of the smaller

ones just fits my whistle pocket and lasts nearly a

week. No glass to break and it can be thrown away when
empty- I have tried everything, and this is the best I

have struck."

Bass*

Mr. Wm. Johnson, of this city, caught the small-mouth

bass of Lake Geneva on the feed day before yesterday, and

brought twenty-two beauties into camp with him. These

bass were mostly taken by minnows in deep-water fishing.

Mr. Bert Waldo, of Fox Lake, Wis., caught twenty-

one black bass we'ghing 40 pounds one day last week.

The largest bass weighed pounds.

Mr, J. Bickford, of Excelsior, Minn., caught thirty-eight

black bass deep fishing with frog in Lake Minnetonka one

day this week*

There has been a much-touted fishing match on Crooked
Lake, Wis., between two teams, two men each, of anglers
who are not averse to fishing a side match. There was
$100 up on the result, and the funny part of it is that the

four anglers together caught less than a dozen fish in

two days' fishing. The judges called the thing a tie and
the gentlemen are to try it all over again to see if they
can catch a mess of fish. I withhold names, because it is

rot nice to have one's name mentioned in connection with
.1 side hunt or side fish in these enlightened days of the

world.
Mr. F. G. Browning, at Eagle Lake, Wis., last week

killed nine handsome bas.s, and at the same place Mr. A.

Ahrend caught six bass, nice ones. Mr. F. Sandahl, at

Cedar Lake, near Lake Villa, on the Wisconsin Central

Road, caught thirty-two bass one day this week, his best

fish weighing eight pounds.

Bass Bitiagi.

Chicago, 111., Aug. i.—The big-moutlis are biting

again in the upper Illinois waters, and most of the

parties who went out last week had good luck. About
the best reported was at the old and much over-fished

water. Lake Beulah, in Waukesha Comity, Wis., where
Messrs. Chas. Lawrence and H. Miner took 21 bass and
II pickerel in one day's fishing, the bass running from
I J/2 to 4^ pounds each. Similar good fortune is re-

ported from the Fox Lake and Lake Villa region along
the Wisconsin Central line. Among others to start this

afternoon for the latter locality were Messrs. Lawrence
and Miner, F. Doremus, Lester Williams, Chas. Hanson,
George Harrison, Carl Hurtle, Geo. Warren, Chas.
Oik, H. Greenwood, Jas. Maloney, Dr. Beeler and oth-

ers. The weather is warm but not glaring to-day, and
granted a similar day to-morrow, these gentlemen should
hit it about right on the big-mouth proposition. Few of

our anglers are going to Indiana now, it being supposed
that the best of the angling seasori there is over. The
bass fishing in upper Wisconsin is better than in the

lower part of the State, of course, and we hear more of

the catches from that region than we formerly did, for

the simple reason that the muscallunge are getting so
scarce there that the anglers turn to bass fishing, which
formerly was so common and so easy that no one cared
for it. The season has not turned out very many good
'lunge thus far, though we have still the fall to hear
from, during which season some of the largest fish are
usually taken,

Chicago Fly-Casfing Club.

The following are the records of the last three events

of the Chicago Fly Casting Club. The records as orig-

inally reported for June 21 were incorrect, owing to error

figuring percentages, wherefore the score is rescinded
by the secretary, Avho offers the corrected sheets as fol-

lows :

Long Obstacle Accuracy & Bait- Delicacy
Distance Fly, Delicacy, Casting Bait
Fly, Feet. Per Cent, Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.

C. F. Brown 70 91 1-3

H. G. Hascall ... 9-5 2-3 92
F. N. Peet 95 92 1-3

H. W. Perce 95 91 2-3

A. C. Smith 92 1-3 93 2-3

The scores in distance and accuracy fly hereon are to correct
record sheet dated June 21. All distance and accuracy scores on
that sheet are wrong, owing to an error in figuring percentages,
and are hereby rescinded.
Winner—Distance and accuracy, fly: H. G. Hascall.

I. H. Bellows 93 1-3 94 1-3 92 2-3 91 1-2

C. F. Brown 88 2-3 85 1-2

W. T. Church 93 5-6 94 1-6

*H. G. Hascall 89 1-3 gi 1-3 98 1-2 97 1-2

N. C. Heston 87 1-6
-

91 97 97 5-6

94 1-3 89 1-6

*F. N. Peet 94 1-2 94 5-6 97 5-6 97 1-2

*H. W. Perce 80 1-6 81 5-6 84 2-3

C. B. Robinson 95 1-6 95
*A. C. Smith 93 1-3 92 5-6 98 2-3 97 5-6

*F. S. Smith :. 92 2-3 97 2-3

Re-entries

:

J

Hascall 97 1-2 98 1-6

94 1-6 97 2-3

94 2-3 96 2-3

96 2-3 97 1-6

A. C. Smith 89 98

Winners—Accuracy and delicacy, fly: F. N. Peet; delicacy, bait:

A. C. Smith.

I. -H. Bellows 91 97 87 1-12 96 2-3

94 5-6 94 5-6

*W. T. Church 96 5-10

*H. G. Hascall..... 87 1-6 86 7-12 98
98 2-3 97 7-10 99 1-6

G. A. Hinterleitner, 91 i-Z 89 8-10 96 5-6

89 1-2 91 2-3

86 7-12 95
96 1-3 94 1-10 90 1-3

Re-entries:
Peet 97 2-10

97 4-10

97 2-10

Winners—Bait casting: H. G. Hascall; delicacy, bait: N. C.
Heston.

Back from Minnesota.

Mr. W. P. Mussey returned to-day from a six weeks'
trip in the forest country of Miimesota, where he has
been fishing for bass and having a good time, much to

his physical benefit. The heavy rains which have pre-

vailed over the West have not extended to the headwaters
of the Mississippi River.

Back from the Mississippi.

Mr. Byron D. Veatch, of this city, returned this week
from a two days' trip among the small-mouth bass on the

upper Mississippi River. Mr. Veatch went in at Pres-

cott and floated down the river as far as Diamond Bluff.

He met some rain, but had good fishing m spite of the

high water. He took some bass on the fly, but also used
some bait, which is "agin the statoots" of this Mississippi

River small-mouth fishing. On one Aving dam near Dia-
mond Bluff he caught eleven grand bass at one station,

and he was entirely satisfied with the sport he had. He
found the most killing bait to be a California wabbling
copper spoon, arranged with two hooks which carried two
minnows side by side. With this contrivance he caught

only the largest bass, and had better luck than his friends

had with any other arrangement whatever. Mr. Veatch

is infatuated with this Mississippi River fishing, as well

he might be. His guide was Charles Stapf, of Prescott,

who charges $2,50 a day. Mr. Veatch says the best fishing

was above Red Wing, near Diamond Bluff. There is

nothing in Lake Pepin of any consequence.

Vhere to Fish.

Mr. O. D. Wheeler, of the passenger department of tlie

Northern Pacific Railway, has brought his yearly rail-

way books to so great a point of excellence that thty
have come to be awaited with considerable interest by
sportsmen. His latest hand book of the Northern Pa-
cific Co. is called "Where to Hunt and Fi.sh." It is

about as thorough-going and as beautifully illustrated a
railroad publication as one has ever seen. The horns of

some of the mountain sheep are curled a little bit ex-
tensively, but we will let that pass. The best resources
of the grand sporting country crossed by this railroad

are placed before the reader in pleasant and effective

form.

Called.

Mr. Calvin S. McChesney, of Troy, N. Y., my old
Rocky Mountain hunting companion, passed through
town yesterday, and I grieve very much that he passed
so quickly that I was unable to see him during his brief

sojourn here. Mr. McChesney, by card, reports himself
well and happy.

Chickens and Ducks.

Mr. James K. Boyd, of Hempstead, N. Y., wants, to

knov/ where he can find duck and chicken shooting
.Sept. 15. That date is a little late for the best of the

chicken shooting in the lower latitudes, but not too late

for a certain amount of sport. I would sitggest that he
try the country in the neighborhood of Detroit, Mich,,
where he could get a few ducks and possibly a few chick-
ens. By the way, I believe that if any gentleman wanted
to find out about the shooting points in Minnesota, he
might do much worse than write Executive Agent S.

F. Fullerton, St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Fullerton is, of

course, in close touch with the game supply all over the
State, and his advices would be more direct and authen-
tic than anything I would be apt to have. Mr. Sher-
wood is busy but good natured, and I would like to
make him a little trouble if I could.

For North Dakota, nearly all the little stations as far

north as Larimore on the Great Northern, will be found
good. Dawson has lost something of its earlier glories,

but can undoubtedly furnish duck shooting and some
small amount of chicken shooting in season. The Turtle
Mountain country will be found good for ducks, and for

geese later in the season.

As to prairie chickens, I dislike very much to give
definite advice, because this bird is very uncertain. In
general it is well to be on hand on opening day if pos-
sible. The State of Wisconsin will have about as good
prairie chicken shooting as any State in the Northwest,
this fall. Sept. i in these latitudes is usually pretty hot,

and the sport is pleasanter later on, but the difference

of a week or two may mean the difference between birds
and no birds.

Sells Frogs.

The train butcher on the Wisconsin Central fishing
trains which run out of Chicago to the Lake Villa dis-

trict, has worked up a fine trade in live frogs, which lie

sells in bags or baskets on the trains to the anglers
who are going out for bass fishing. In the better part
of the season this man has sold as much as 1,000 dozen
bait frogs in the course of one week.
Mr. E. E. Bliss, formerly of Saginaw, Mich, (but later

of Denver, Colo,), writes regarding the .sporting resources
of his newly adopted home: "The dove season opened
on the iSth in Colorado, I went out on my wheel on
the morning of opening day and got 19 nice birds. Fish-
ing is, of course, the popular theme now. Early in the
season it was good near here, but for two or three weeks
now has been poor on most of our trout streams."

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. III.

Guileless Lo!
A FRIEND just down from a fishing trip in northern

Minnesota, within the boundaries of the new Minnesota
National Park and Forest Reserve, tells the following
story :

"We had thirty miles to make by the team before we
reached the lake we intended to fish. My friend and
self occupied the rear seat, the half-breed driver sitting in

front, A short distance down the forest road we espied
a Chippewa buck, rifle in hand, and a gunny sack over his

shotdder.
"Ride? Yes, he could ride, and he jumped into the

front seat, carefully resting the gunny sack upon the
bottom of the rig and between his feet. When he turned
our way and replied to our queries regarding inoose and
deer, we became fully aware of the fact that he had run
across John Barleycorn when in town.

"Presently he reached down into the depths of the

gunny sack and brought out a full pint flask of whisky and
at once proffered it to us. Having scruples against in-

dulging in Lumber Jack's whisky, we declined. The half-

breed driver threw back his head and allowed the amber
liquid to guggle-guggle-guggle down his throat, and our
Indian brave did the same thing, and when the two drinks
had been scored and the cork replaced, but half the

original contents remained in the bottle. The flask was
carefully replaced in the gtmny sack.

"Realizing that the Indian was inclined to talk, we plied

h.im with questions and learned more or less regarding
the Indian customs of his tribe. How much was truth

and how much plain, unadulterated lie was left for us to

determine. It was a long, rough drive and a correspond-
ingly long time between drinks, for Lo reached into his

sack and produced a second fresh bottle filled to the neck.

Again was the cork drawn and a tender made to and
refused by us, but due justice was done to the situation

by the driver and the Indian, the half-emptied bottle being
corked and again returned to its resting place.

"The Indian now began to talk on his own account, and
was given to bragging as to his marksmanship, and volun-

teered to give us a demonstration. We let him, and, as we
imagined would be the case, he did not come within a

rod of his target, at which he was somewhat crestfallen.

"We continued to pound along in_ and out and around
stumps. It v/as a long, tiresome ride, and appreciating
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that fact, the Indian reached again into his gunny sack

and pulled forth a third pint bottle full and untouched, and
again was this bottle returned to its resting place minus
half its contents.

"A turn in the road brought lis to the trail where the

Indian's way and ours parted, for only a little distance

back in the woods was the Indian village. Before leaving

the rig the Indian again re'ached into his storage ware-
house and pulled out a fourth pint bottle of whisky un-
opened. Holding it out to our gaze that we could be
assured that it was a full bottle, he slipped it into the

recesses of his blouse. Then gathering up his gunny sack
he left the wagon and walked straight to a small brook
by the roadside. As the horses inoved on we kept our
gaze upon the Indian and saw him take the three half-

emptied bottles and carefully replace the missing aqua
fortis with aqim piira from the brook, and then jam the

corks in good and hard, replacing the mixed drinks in

his sack and moving along the trail to his village.

"And this is the way it appeared to us—viz., that three

other bucks tliirstj'^, but too lazy to go after it, placed in

the hands of our late companion fitnds sufficient to secure
four pints of whisky, one pint to be allowed the runner
as commission for his trouble.

"So having helped himself liberally to the whisky of

his principals, he covered up his shortage as above de-

scribed, and if any criticism was made on the weakness
of the fire water, he no doubt blamed it upon the ras-

c;i!ly liquor seller.

"The Indian may be a child of nature and wholly un-
sophisticated, but when it comes to a question of manipu-
lating whisky he certainly is an adept."

Charles Cristadoro.

Fish Choke the Paddle Wheels of a Steamer*

Yearly, as the dticks and geese hurry south, leaving
freshly frozen rivers and lakes in their wake, we read of
the farmer who goes early to the slough on his farm to

break the ice that the cattle may drink. How that
farmer notices the lake dotted with clumps of feathers,

which on closer investigation turn out to be mallards and
canvasbacks, frozen solid in the ice. And when he has
chopped them all free his two-horse wagon load is all

the team can haul.

But down near New Orleans emanates the following,
v.'ith all the ear marks of tritth :

The high tides filled the sloughs with salt water and
drove the buflalo fish into the fre,sh-water canal. Had
tliere been' a few of them only things would have gone
well, but as it was, the canal was literally choked with
them and the breathing room in the water giving out
myriads of them turned belly up.

The pilot of the steamboat traversing the canal plowed
his way through the dead and living fish alike, choking
his paddle wheels and finally running aground upon a
solid mass of dead and alive fish.

The suffocating fish died and then the odor appealed
to heaven. Darkie.s were hired to pitchfork them out
upon the bank as they would throw hay, and lime was
sprinkled on them. But this was slow and unsatisfac-
tory, because there were six solid miles of fish in that

canal, Something had to be done, and it was proposed
to cut 100 feet of levee and let in sufficient water to sweep
the fish into the Gulf. Another proposition was to sta-

tion a nimiber of large tuge in the river near the locks and
flush the canal by pumping. I understand this latter plan
was followed.

The fact that these fish were buffaloes gives credence
io the story ; one might readily believe it of carp. In fact,

if the carp of the country could be driven into the Erie
Canal, suffocated and flushed into the Atlantic Ocean, the
country would be the gainer. The German carp, like the
little German band, has become considerable of a nuisance,
and we can easily dispense with them.

Charles Cristadoro.

The Connectic«t Wotm Law*

IEditor Forest and Stream:
Having read the editorial in last issue of Forest and

Stream, in regard to digging sandworms in Greenwich,
Conn., I thought perhaps I might be able to throw a little

light on the subject. As I understand it, the law pro-
hibiting the digging of sandworms was passed in order
to protect the long clams. My informants are oystermen,
and they claim that in digging the worms great havoc is

wrought by disturbing the youiig clams—that all small
clams thus disturbed die. Whether the law applies only
to non-residents I have been unable to definitely ascer-
tain, though I have carefully looked over the "Public
Acts of the State of Connecticut" for the last four years.
There ai"c some who claim that this law is simply a re-

laliatory measure, That New York discriminates against
non-residents thi'ough a like law. Whether this is true
or not, I cannot venture to say.

William H. Avis.
HiGHWOOD, Gorm., July 21.

The Big Fish Eat the Little Ones.

Jamaica Plain, Mass., July 26.—^While fishing for

pickerel in Charles River yesterday, I found a dead
pickerel. Its death had been caused by a smaller pickerel

which the larger one had attempted to swallow. The
larger pickerel would weigh about a pound, and the
smaller one fully half a pound.

Quail must have wintered well in this section, for wc
can hear them calling from any part of the woods near
the river.

July-ig in going around a sharp bend we flushed four
Avild ducks, and yesterday about half a mile from this

point we saw a wild duck with her brood of three little

,ones.

The weather was just right for pickerel yesterday, and
we captured thirteen. The bass have not been biting very
good for the past two weeks, and a little sunshine will

make fishing better in that line. I caught one small-moutfi
black bass there last year that weighed four pounds two
ounces. E. C. D.

Fish-Scale Flowers.

Domestic industries travel in a manner that often

astonishes the careful student. The Indians of Venezuela
and Northern Brazil have from time immemorial been
skillful makers of fish-scale flowers and leaves. The
denizens of the ocean in the tropics are notable for the

color and brilliancy of their scales and fins, the range
of chromatic tints, including pink, rose, scarlet, sky-

blue, ultramarine, apple-green, emerald, and oHve-goId,
orange, gray, lilac, and purple. The scales are easily

fastened together or to wires with strong fish glue,

which is singularly durable and permanent. The indus-

try passed to the West Indies, where it was adopted by
the Spaniards, and during the Cuban War came over
to the mainland and found a home in Florida. In the

present year it. has come northward, and now finds a

habitation in New York city.

One of the shops is not far from the Waldorf-Astoria,
and is presided over by a clever nimble-fingered woman
whose work table looks almost as delicate as a jeweler's.

Her tools arc a pair of scissors, a needle and thread,

cloth or thread-wrapped wire, wire cutters, glue pot
and brush, and some compressors for changing the

curvature of the scales. The scales themselves are usual-

ly flat when they reach the operator, and must be con-
caved or curled in order to simulate petals, sepals, and
many forms of leaves. A finished flower possesses a

fantastic beauty which is unique. The shape and color
of the vegetable world are present, but there is a cer-

tain transparency to all the tissues, a firmness to the

lines, and a resilience to the leaves and blossoms which
are never found in the floral kingdom. The play of color
is often startling, and sometimes so brilliant, and yet
so subdued, as to seem a new variety of the best and
richest mother-of-pearl.—Evening Post.

The Lttck of a Pearl Hunter*

Chicago, 111., July 24.—It might come under the classi-

fication of "Lucky Finds of Sportsmen," or then it might
come under the general classification of hard luck stories.

The facts are these : Tamis Haines is a clam fisher of the
upper Mississippi River, and has been for some years. A
week ago he took his net results of pearls, which he had
been some months abstracting from clam shells, and went
to Minneapolis to have a look at the city. He sold his

pearls to a local dealer for $100, the latter not discovering
in the lot anything of special value to his notion. Then
along came the agent of Tiffany's, of New York, who ex-
amined the sweet water pearls which had been collected

by this same local dealer in Minneapolis. Without much
ado the Tiffany man sorted out a single pearl from the
bunch which Tamis Haines had sold for $roo, and paid the
Minneapolis man $1,500 for the same, without batting an
eye. Tamis, according to last accounts, is still fishing for
clams on the upper Mississippi.

Good Fishing^ in Buffalo*

Buffalo, July 30.—Although practically no perch have
been caught in Niagara River this season owing to the

numerous rains that roiled the water, residents on the

cast side of Buffalo are able to get the toothsome fish

without any effort. They arrange with the water de-

partment to turn on a hydrant almost anywhere in the
Broadway district and the fish will be thrown wriggling
into the gutters by the stream. Nearly all the service

pipes leading from the mains to the houses are clogged
with perch, so much that it is impossible in some places

to get any water. The fish average about six inches in

length. The water department has not yet discovered
how the fish got into the pipes.—N. Y. Sun.

Kawartha Lakes*

Clevelanb, O., Aug. 3.—I am contemplating a trip

to Canada about Sept. i in quest of good bass and mas-
kanonge fishing, and at present have two places in view,
viz., Bobcageon and Burleigh Falls, in the Kawartha
Lakes district, but having no knowledge of which is

the best point, except from railroad folders, I would be
pleased indeed if some of the Forest and Stream read-
ers would enlighten me as to the merits of either or both
places, stating whether good bass fishing may be had,
also if guides are necessary.

A. N. WiRLS,
SO Bank street, Cleveland, O.

Staten Island Fishingf

Great Kills, S. I., N. Y., Aug. i.—Weakfish are run-

ning very good at Great Kills, S. I. All boats got large

catches to-day. M. Fitzgerald.

The Lobster Hatchery.
Jfrotn the London Chronicle,

'

' Nature grim, in remorseless mood,
\ Undoes the work that she has done.

And out of every lobster brood
|i Slays ninety-nine and keeps but one.
1

Art stretches o'er the horrid scene
? Her skillful and remedial sway

—

f And when I speak of "Art" I mean
% The Fish Commission, U. S. A.

It takes the tender lobsterlet,

' And gives him food and kind advice,
5 Changes his boots if they are wet,

\ -\ Brushes his hair and makes him nice.

'
t And lo, this baby of the sea

' In gratitude begins to thrive

;

Where one per cent, it used to be,

Fifty, all fat, remain alive.

% O noble work, heroic, grand,
That saves in scientific ways

Those little lisping lobsters, and
Keeps them for me and mayonnaise.

—^—
Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Sept. 8-lL—Toronto, Can.—Twelfth annual show of the Toronto

Industrial Exposition. Fred Jacobi, Sec'y-
Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show.

John W. Bacon, Treas.
Oct. 8-11.—Dallas, Tex.—Fifth annual show of the Texas Kennel

Club. Geo. W. Clayton, Supt.
Oct. 21-24.—Frederick, Md.—Frederick County Agricultural^ So-

ciety's annual bencli .show. J. Roger McSherry, Supt.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y-
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Aug. 19.—Einraetsburg, la.—Iowa Field Trial Association's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials. Louis
Stuehmer, Sec'y, Emmetsburg, la.

Aug. 26.—Salem, S. D.—South Dakota Field Trial Association's
(member of the American Championship Club) third annual trials.

E. H. Gregory, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sept, 2.—Inaugural trials of the Minnesota-North Dakota Field

Trial Association. Dr. W. A. Moore, Sec'y, St. Paul, Minn.
Sept. 4.—Carman, Man,—Sixteenth annual trials of the Manitoba

Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept 11.- , Man.—Fifth annual trials of the Brandon Kennel

Club. Dr. II. Tames Elliott, Sec'v, Brandon, Man.
Sept. 11.—0"'Neill, Neb.—Nebraska Field Trial Association's

inaugural chicken trials. M. H. McCarthy, Sec'y.

Oct. 20.- —,
.—Western Field Trial Association's second

annual trials. C. W. Buttles, Sec'y, Kansas City.

Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member
of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.

Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.

Oct. 28.-Whitby Island, Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, III.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, III.

Nov. ,3.—Lake View, Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's
(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith. Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North Americaii Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourt.h

annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.

Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's
fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 17.—Glascow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's_ (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F.
W. Samuel. Sec'v. Louisville. Kv.
Nov. 18.—Ruthven, Out:.—Fotirth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Chib. Alfred Wigic, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 20.—Manor, L. I.—Pointer' Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 24.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E Bauehn. Se<-'v.

Dec. 1.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—American Championship
Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B, Cooke, Sec'y,
Richmond, Va.
Dec. 1. ,

—. — .—Interstate Championship Field Trial
Association's second annual trials. C. D, Cooke, Sec'y.
Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) thitid annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Virgfinia Field Trials Association.

Richmond. Va., July 31.—I inclose clipping from to-

day's Dispatch, .showing the organization of the Virginia

Field Trials Association, which starts off with very bright

prospects.

The gentleman elected president, Mr. Wm. H. Col-

quitt, is an old-time sportsman, although a young man.
He was the original owner of Count Gladstone IV., and
is still posted in dog matters generally.

Chas. B. Cooke.

The Virginia Field Trials Association was organized

recently at an enthusiastic meeting of sportsmen. The
Association starts out with encouraging prospects and the

list of possible members includes all of the well-known
sportsmen of the State.

Letters were read from gentlemen in various sections of

the State, offering their co-operation and support, and it

is quite likely that by the time the bird season opens the

Association will be one of the largest in the country.

The meeting last night was called together by Mr.
Cooke, and Mr. J. C. Tignor was elected temporary chair-

man and Mr. Todd temporary secretary. Upon motion of

Mr. Vaughan, the Association was formed, and Mr. W-
H. Colquitt was elected President, and Messrs. W. W.
Collins, of Houston, and Clarence W. Robinson, of New-
port News, Vice-Presidents. Mr. Charles B. Cooke was
elected Secretary and Treasurer, and the Executive Com-
mittee, as elected, embraces the above, and Messrs. J. T.

Tignor and John Jackson, of Richmond, and George C.

Herring, of Harrisonburg.
The Richmond members of tiie Executive Committee

and the Richmond officers were named as a Committee on
By-Laws and Membership. They will meet in the next
few days and formulate a report to be presented to a

meeting of the Association at Tignor's on Friday night of

next week.
Mr. Cooke read a letter from Mr. Edward Herbert

Manle, manager for Mr. William C. Whitney, inviting the
Association to hold its first trial at the Bellesville pre-
serves.

Ohio Field Trials Association.

CiRCLEViLLE, O., July 31.

—

Editor Forest and Stream,:
On account of my being absent in the Northwest for
some weeks, please announce through your columns that

Mr. T. D. Krinn, of Circleville, O., will act as secretary
of the Ohio Field Trials Association during my absence.
.A.11 inquiries for entry blanks and general information
should be addressed to him. C. E. Baughn,

Secretary Ohio Field Trials Association.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.
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Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
%y sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
:also changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.
15. Penataquit-Corinthian, annual cruise. Bay Shore.
16. Royal Canadian, 80ft. class, Toronto.
16. Shelter Island, open regatta, Shelter Island Heights.

. 16. Horseshoe Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Larchmont,
Long Island Sound.

16. Huntington, Y.R.A. of L. I. S.j open, Huntington, L. I. Sound.
16. Hartford, Y, R. A. of L. I. S., open. Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
16. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor,
16. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
16. Dnxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
16. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
16. Beverly, fourth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
16. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass, Bajr.
21. Plymouth, M. Y"". R. A., open, Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay.
22. Kingston, M. Y. R. A., open, Kingston, Mass, Bay.
23. Bridgeport, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Bridgeport, L. I. Sound.
23. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
23. Wintlirop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
23. Huguenot, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. New Rochelle, Long

island Sound.
23. Itoyal Canadian, 16ft. class, Toronto.
23. Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup, Bay Shore,
23. Shelter Island, ladies' race. Shelter Island Heights.
23. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
23. Beverly, fifth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'r Bay.
23. Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor,
23. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
23. Sovith Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
23. Duxbury, M. Y. R. A., open, Duxbury, Mass. Bay.
23, Marine and Field, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, S«« Gate,

New York Bay.
24. Mosquito Fleet, club. City Point, Boston Harbor.
2S-26. Wellfleet. M. Y. R. A., open, Wellfleet, Massachusetts Bay.
28-30. Cape Cod, M. Y. R. A., open, Provincetown, Mass. Bay.
30. Winthrop, club, Winthrop. Boston Harbor.
30. Beverly, sixth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'* Bay.
3V). Columbia, race to VVaukegan, Lake Michigan.
30. Manhasset Bay, club, Port Washington, Long Island Sound
30. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
30. Atlantic, club. Fire Island and return. New York Bay.
30. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor
30. Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. L S., open, Greenwich, Long

Island Sound.
30. Royal Canadian, dinghy and 25ft. classes, Toronto.
30. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
30. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S.. open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound,
30-31. Corinthian, annual cruise, Alarblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

SEPTEMBER,
1. Indian Harbor, club, Greenwich, L. I. Sound.
1. Quincy, club, Qvuncy Bay, Boston Harbor.
j1. Corinthian, club, Essir;glon, Delaware River.
1. Corinthian, annual cruise, Marblehead. Massachusetts Bay.
1. Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound. •

1. Sachem's Head, Y. R. A. of L. I. S.,open. Guilford, L. I. Sound.
1. Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, So. Norwalk, L. 1. Sound.
1. Lynn, M. Y. R. A., open, Nahant. Massachusetts Baj\
1. Beverly, open. Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
1. Royal Canadian, first class, Lorne cup cruising race, Toronto.
1 Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Island Heights.
:Z. Penataquit-Corinthian, fall regatta, Bay Shore,
4-6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, R. A. of L. I. S., open, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
B-6. Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
'6. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
'6. Boston, club. City Point, Boston Harbor.
•6. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
6. Beverly, open, Mattapoisett, Buzzard's Bay.
6. Wollaston. club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
6. Quincy, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
6. South Boston, sailing tender race. City Point, Boston Harbor.
6. New York C. C, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New

York Bay.
6. Penataquir-C^nrinthian. Lighthouse cup. Bav shore.

8. Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
11. New York, autumn regatta. New York, Lower Bay.
13. Knickerbocker, ladies' day race, Collegg Point, L. 1. Sound.
13. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
13. Beverly, seventh Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
13 Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gale, New York Bay.
13. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
20. Manhasset, Y. R. A. of L. I. .S., open. Port Washington, Long

Island Sound.
20. Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
—. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
27. Riverside, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Riverside, L. I. Sound.
7. Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts, Port Washington, L. I. Sound.

For Cruising Yachtsmen*
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by_ cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest

AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same water
Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-

tions:

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United

States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power

to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and

readable a way as possible, but should be practical and

contain all possible information and data that would be of

value to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-

graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must

be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-

lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. iS, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

^udge ^n4 '^^ swards.

Quincy Y. C. Challenge Cup.

Trial Races to Select the Defer ^ef.

In i8g8 the Quincy Y. C. offered a $500 silver trophy
for yachts of 21ft. ' watcrline. Wishing to develop boats
in Avhich speed was the primary requisite, the only re-

striction in the original deed of trust was the restriction
of competitors to the 21ft. waterline, but later, after

Dominion, designed by Mr. G. H. Duggan, had been built,

the following clause was added in order to bar out double-
hull boats.

"No point of any cross section of a yacht shall be lower
than its center."

The intent of this clause is plain enough, and yet it has
not accomplished its object, for this j^ear a boat has been
built which, although complying to this_ rule, is yet
clearly not of the typt intended to be allowed. But of
this more later.

In 1898 the Lynn Y. C. challenged for the cup, and sent
to Quincy as its representative Duchess, designed, owned
and sailed by C. D. Mower. Ricnist, designed by S. R.
Purdon, owned by Com. Fred B. Rice, and sailed by
Henry M. Faxon, successfully defended the cup, although
she lost two races of this series.

In 1899 four j'acht clubs challenged, and as the condi-
tions of the deed of trust allows a simultaneous accept-
ance of any number of challengers, four competitors came
to the line to compete against the new defender Hostess,
v/hich was designed by Arthur Keith for his friend, H. M.
Faxon, to uphold the honor of Quincy. Hostess was
sailed in her races by Mr. Faxon, who has had the honor
of sailing the representative of the Quincy Y. C. in the
cup races since the beginning. The four challengers were
Pompano, from the Beverly Y. C, owned and designed by
W. E. C. Eustis ; Thelma, from the East Gloucester Y. C.
designed by Crowninshield, for W. B. Pigeon ; Oogrook,
designed by Purdon for Walter Abbott, of the Hull Y.
C, and Heiress, designed, owned and sailed by C D.
Mower, of the' Lynn Y. C. Suffice it to say that althoitgh

some close races ensued, Hostess successfully defended
the cup.

In 1900 three clubs sent in challenges, and the Beverly,
Manchester and Harvard yacht chibs all had representa-
tives at the starting line. Pompano, extensively altered,

represented the Beverly Club
;
Tashmoo, owned, designed

and sailed by John S. Lawrence, the Harvard, and Look-
out, designed and built by David Fenton, for a syndicate
headed by Reginald Boardman, and A. H. Higginson, the

Manchester Y. C. The Quincy people pinned their faith

again to Hostess, and they were badly disappointed, as
except for the first day, when an accident to Lookout's
canvas-covered hull compelled her withdrawal, she won
three straight races, thus bringing the cup to the custody
of the Manchester Y. C.

In 1901 no challenge was forthcoming, but early in April
of this 3'ear the Quincy Y. C. sent in one, which was, of

course, promptly accepted. At a meeting of the repre-

sentatives of the two clubs, Mr. L. M. Clark was chosen
to pass upon the eligibility of the boats, and the designs
were submitted to him.

Tv,'o boats were built by members of the Manchester Y.
C. to compete for the honor of defending the cup. The
first of these. Hades, is designed bj' B. B. Crowninshield.
and built by Timothy White, of Manchester, for a syndi-

cate of Manchester men, headed by Richard D. Board-
man. This boat is the one spoken of earlier, which, al-

thcugh complying with rules, is still really an evasion.

Hades is ssft. over all, 17ft. beam, and iSin. draft. She is

built en two distinct hulls, each 5ft. wide, and connected
by a deck, to which a great truss gives the required
strength. These two hulls show a sharp reverse curve
at the waterline in order to give the required displace-

nient. They have vei"y little flare to their bilges, which
are round in section; they are built of Y^'wi. stock cov-
ered with canvas. Inside they are well tritssed and
braced, and the wire trusses set up with turnbuckles, and
coming 3ft. above the deck, aid in keeping up the ends.

In order to comply with rule that no point of any cross

section should be lower than the center, a so-called middle
hull of some 40olbs. displacement, has been constructed.

It amounts practically to nothing more than a centerboard
case having for its longitudinal section the section of

the two side hulls. Through this hull is hung a dagger
board of moderate dimensions, and the structure—she can
hardly be called a boat—is steered by a wooden rudder
of the balance type. The whole is surmounted by a jib

and mainsail rig of stupendous proportion.s, amounting in

all to 2,000 sq. ft.

This boat is sailed in her races by either E. A. or R. D.
Boardman, with Geo. Lee, Mathew Bartlett and J. A.
Bttrnham as crew.

The other boat which will compete with Hades for the

honor of defending the cup, is a scow of the most ex-

treme type. She was designed by W. Starling Burgess,

and built by David Fenton, of Manchester, for a syndi-

cate of some forty members of the Manchester Y. C, and
she is managed by A. H. Pligginson, and sailed in her

races by Reginald Boardman, with James Jackson, Frank
Burgess and Aleck Jansen, as additional crew. Outlook,

as this boat is called, is S2ft. 7in. over all, and i6ft. beam.

Her section shows one hull with a very flat floor, no dead

rise, and a great deal of flare to her bilges, i8in. on each

side. Her deck plane shows her ends a little drawn in,

but only enough to give a fair sweep to the rail. Her
longitudinal section shows a certain amourit of reverse

curve, but her shoal draft, 9in., reduces this to a mini-

mum. In construction her designer has hit upon a very

clever plan for strengthening her. A steel truss goes

through her, fore and aft like a back bone, and from this

truss 'are six cross trusses running into the bilges, two at

the mast step, one forward of it, and three aft of it. This

truss weighs only i,40olbs., and it adds enormously to the

strength of the boat. The mast is .stepped in the truss,

the shrouds, runners, backstays, deck blocks, cleats, rud-

der, bowsprit, centerboard, in fact everything on the boat

that requires strength, leads to the truss. The ^in.

planking, covered with canvas, keeps the water out,

that's all.
, , , •

Outlook has an ordinary wooden centerboard, and is

steered by a deep rudder of ordinary type, with no bal-

ance. She has j,8poit:. ia }ier jif) a?id mainsail.

Both boats have hollow spars, those of Hades coming
from Geo. F. Lawley's, while Outlook's are from the
works of the Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co. at Ogdens-
burg, N. Y. Neither boat has any ballast.

First Trial Race, Monday, July 28.

Monday morning dawned hazy, and with little wind.
At 8 A. M. Outlook came down the river from Fenton'

s

yard in tow of her steam launch, and took a mooring
near the starting line off West Manchester. At 8 140

Hades came out of the harbor in tow of her launch, So
Long, and took a mooring near Outlook. The wind came
in from the west and gave signs of increasing, and the

judges, Messrs. H. B. Pearson, H. M. Mason, W. A.
Tucker and E. S. Green, delaj^ed the start fifteen minutes.

Both Hades and Outlook had their mainsails up at 9:15.

and at 9:30 both hoisted No. i jibs and stood out a bit

to try the wind, which was freshening fast. Outlook was
pot-leaded to her rail, while Hades had black lead on her

bottom only, and her yellow hull glistened in the sun-

light.

At 9:3s the course, No. o, was hoisted on the steam
yacht Velthra. which was acting as judges' boat, designat-

ing a dead beat to buoy No. 11 off Little Haste, a r-n

back, and repeat; distance, twelve miles. At 9:40 the

preparatory gun was fired, and at 9:45 the starting gim,

the boats having two minutes in which to cross the I ne,

Outlook crossed first with Hades on her weather quarter.

Both boats stood half a mile on the starboard tack until

ever under Misery Island. Outlook tacked to port at

0:52, with Hades fifteen seconds later astern, and to lee-

v.ard. Outlook had gone fast, both outfooting and out-

pointing her rival. The breeze had now freshened, and
both boats had a good heel on. At times the weather
hull on Hades was well out of water, but even when this

was the case she could not seem to foot with the scow,

which was footing fast and standing up well, although

she is not so stiff as Hades. At 10:05 Outlook tacked

again to starboard, followed a little later by Hades, which
seemed to be falling slowly back. Both stood on this

hitch some ten minutes, and then tacked inshore aga'n.

At 10:23 Outlook was sent out again on the starboard

tack, her crew far out on the weather rail, as it was now^

blowing a good whole-sail breeze. At about 10:09 Hades
tacked half a mile astern of Outlook, and had stood but

two minutes on this tack when the turnbuckle on her bob-

stay parted, her bowsprit broke short oif, and her mast
buckled badly aft, leaving her a hopeless wreck and out

of the race. She was towed in by her launch.

Outlook was kept at it, turned the windward mark an 1

ran down tmder her mainsail, not needing to set lier spin-

naker. As she was about to start on her second round, the

judges expressed themselves satisfied, and so she came
up into the wind, lowered her sails and was taken in tow
by her tender. All hands were much disappointed at the

accident to Hades", although Outlook demonstrated clearly

her ability to beat her to windward in a whole-sail breeze.

Second Race, Tuesday, July 29.

At 9 A..M., when the judges came on board the Velthra

ly ng off West Manchester, there was a very faint north-

east wind blowing, which later in the day came southeast

and remained there. At 9:30 both Outlook and Hades
came down the river in tow of their tenders. The wind
outside was very light, but it seemed quite steady, and al

9:40 the signal for course 10 was displaved. This meant
a beat out to red can buoy No. 2 on the outer breaker

to the southeast of Baker's Island, a spinnaker run to

Archer's Rock buoy, off Marblehead, anrl a reach home.

As a matter of fact, the wind on the last leg hauled so

much to the eastward that both boats had to make a short

hitch on the way home, making practically a windward
and leeward course.

The wind was so light, that the start was delayed some
t'lTie in the hope of a better breeze, and ''t was 9:45 before

the preparatory gun was fired. Both boats hung near

the line, but they had such Httle way on, that the handi-

cap gun at 9:52 was fired before either boat crossed. At
9:53 Hades crossed the line, followed 21s. later by Out-

look, which was just to windward. At the time the wind
was just strong enough to -give the boats steerage way,

and both crews were sitting to leeward to give the boats

a list. Both boats crossed on the port tack and before

they had gone two hundred yards Outlook had passed

Hades to windward. She footed much faster, p /ntrd as

high, and seemed to hold on to windward better. Hades
slipped to leeward, owing, I think, to her small center-

board. When about a mile out, both boats tacked to s'ar-

board and stood to the eastward. The wind had -n-

creased, but was still very light. When half a m'le had
been covered on this tack. Hades tacked to port again,

while Outlook stood on to the eastward. At first Hades
seemed to gain by this, as the wind favored her a go-^d

deal. However, when the boats came together again it

Avas seen that Outlook had just about held her own. Out
to the eastward a little blue streak on the water showed
that at last a little breeze was at hand. Both boats tacked

to catch the first puff. Outlook, a little to windward,
caught it first, and heeling to the fresh puff began to move
very fast. Hades, when she felt it, heeled down too, but

although her weather hull was well up, she did n~t seem
to move fast. The wind hauled a bit to the eastward, and
both boats were now reaching for the outer m.ark, with

their sheets a little started. Outlook gaining fast. At
11:55:30 Outlook gj'bed around the red can buoy and
quickly set her spinnaker to starboard. Hades followed

at 11:38:02, and also set her spinnaker on the same side.

The wind had dropped again until it was very light, and

the two boats ran down toward the Marblehead shore

slowly. When near Satan Ledge Outlook gybed to star-

board and set her spinnaker to port Three minutes later

Hades followed suit, but did not set her spinnaker again.

Up to this time Hades had gained a bit, but now Outlook,

with her spinnaker drawing better, drew away again and
at Ti :5i :4i gybed around Archer's Rock buoy and with

flattened sheets and her crew all lying to leeward, the

big scow started on the beat for the finish line. Hades
foUcwed at 11 :53 :3i- She had gained 40s, on the run, and

j

(.his was the only gain she made throughout the race.

Once on the wind again Outlook took on a surprising

gait and dropped Hades very fast. Both boats tacked to

port off Eagle Island, and after standing out about quart*:!'
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of a mile, were able to fetch across the finish line. The
work of Outlook on this last leg was very fast, and she

gfOssed the line at 12 :32 :oo. with a lead of eight minutes

6vei- ttades, which crossed at 12:40:00. It was a very

decisive victory for Outiook, and cleatdy ddmonstrated

1ier ability to travel very fast in light airs. The crew Ot

Hades were quite 'satisfied with the race, but said that

they thought that Hades would go fat hettet Irt El steady

whole-sail bf flei§. Thg sunlmarv

:

Start. 1st Marie.

Outlook 9 52 00 10 55 00

Hades 9 52 00 11 58 02

2fl Mark. Finisli.

11 .^i 41 12 32 (10

11 53 :31 12 40 UO

This shows a grain of 2m. 32s. for Outlook on the first

leg, a gain of 38s. for Hades on the second leg, and a

pih of 6rri. IdS^ for OHtlCok on the last leg,

Thitd Race, Wednes<iay> joly 36.

The third, arid what proved to be the final race Of tlle

series, was sailed in a strong whole-sail breeze frorii

the northeast. Both boats had full sad. arid both had

flii tjiey coiild stagger to.from start to finish. At o o'dock

there was a sH'orig puffy north^ wind blowing, and whei'I

Outlook came down the fivef in tow of her tender, she

had two reefs tucked in her mainsail arid a No. 2 jib on

her bowsprit. About 9 o'clock the breeze moderated and

"rir'a^ied cjown to a good whole-sail breeze, and when the

crew on "MadeS hqistcd who]c mainsail and No. i jib at

9:05, Outlook followed suih . and at 9:10 both
_

boats

, were sailing around under whole sail. At g,:i5 the judges

on the Velthra sent up the signal for course No. a reach

tS starboard off Hospital Point, another broader reach tO

Gooseberry "Ledge, and a dead beat back to the finish line,

a distance of nine and oiie-half knots.

Promptlv at 9:30 the preparatory gUri was fired, and

when the starting gun went at 9 :35 both boats daffle for

{hg lilie with booms to port and a good move on. Out-

look was to leeward, but, a little in the lead, and crossed

the line at 9:35:14, with Hades on her weather quarter at

9:35:2^. At once Outlook began to draw away, and

although Hades had her weather hull well out, she could

Hot seem to hold the scow, which was footing very fast

and standing tip vVeli. Off Prides Rock the wind fresh-

,
ened a bit and the boats took on a little more heel, and

moved very fast. Down for the Hospital point mark they

went, the breeze freshening and coming iri stiff puffs off

' the shore, and the boats going at such a rate that the

.Stfeaffl teliders following them were unable to keep up the

pace. At 16:66:65, Outlook gybed around the mark, and

with boom ,to starboard started for tlle windward mark.

The wav to Gooseberry Ledge had kriogkabouts, launches

and sailboats all along, but none of theni were able to

keep pace with the racers. Outlook continued td gairt

steadily, and when she tacked around the windward mar1c

for the' beat hSrile at 10:23:52, she had a lead of over

seven minutes on HadeS. which followed suit af 10:31 :iS.

The beat home was made in the best breeze of the day,

and Outlook not only beat Hades badly, but made a very

fast performance. She stood up well, pointed high, and

footed very fast, easily dropping raceabouts and 25-

feotefs, which were watching the race. She continued

to gain ail the way to the mark, and crossed the finish

line more than a rilile ahead of her rival Outlook

crossed at 11 :oS -.44, with tlades at 11 :2s :o6. The victory

was so decisive that the judges decided that there was no

need of more trial races, and selected Outlook as de-

fender. The summary:

Start. 1st Mark. 2'd Mal'lf, Finish, Elapsed.

Outlook 5 85 14 10 00 05 10 23 52 11 f»S 44 130 30

Hades 9 35 So 10 0^ 32 10 31 15 11 2S 06 1 49 41

Outlook's victory was a very popular one, as the oddit.y

of the triple hull boat had caused much worriment and

a little feeUrig oti the part of many. The owners of Hades

frankly admitted that the boat had been merely an ex-

periment, and that she was a failure. The trouble with

Hades, in the writer's opinion. Is that in the first place

her construction is such that even had her lines been

good, the boat was imable to keep her shape. In the sec-

ond place, the disturbance made between the three hulls

by the water passing ra^jidly through, was so great that

it must have retarded the boat greatly. Both boats had

very good sails, those of Hades being made by Wilson &
Sils'by, while Outlook carried a mainsail made by the same

firm and a jib made by Cousens & Pratt, of Boston. Out-

look's steel truss has proved a great success—in fact, her

construction is in every way good and fitted to stand the

great strains put on a boat of this kind. On Thursday

morning after the final race a new mainsail made by

Cousens & Pratt was tried on Outlook. It is made of

lighter material than the Wilson sail, and seems to be

far better in Hght airs, and just as rigid in the stronger

breezes. A new silk jib has been ordered from Cousens

& Pratt to use in extremely light weather. Outlook will

be tuned up the rest of the week and hauled out to pot

I
lead for the cup races on Saturday.

' A. Henry Higginson.

Seawanhaka-Cofinthian Y. C«

OYSTER BAY,, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday. Aug. 2.

Five boats started in the race for the Robert Center

I Memorial cup, held on Saturday, Aug. 2. The boats sailed

over one of the inside courses in a fair south breeze. Lu-
' cille won by over a minute. The summary, start 3 :20

:

Finish. Elapsed.

Lucille. W. H. Landon 5 33 49 2 13 49

Bobs.. W A. W. Stewart o 34 oO 2 14 oO

Wynt e, Colgate Hoyt 5 o7 4S 2 17 48

Gowan, F. G. Stewart o 40 04 2 20 04

Heron, J. R. Coudert, Jr ..Disabled.

Newpoft Y". R. A.

The Regatta Committee of the Newport Yacht Racing

Association announces they will hold a series of races off

Newport on Monday and Tuesday, Sept. i and 2. Prizes

will be given in egch class where two or more boats start.

Entries are to be made to George E. Plumer, secretary

of the Regatta Committee, at the office of tlie Association,

N5. 152 Bellevue avenue, on or before Saturday, Aug. 30,

gt 6 o'clock ia the evening.

Manhasset Bay Y. C.
PORT WASHINGTOPf, LOKa tStAND SOUND.

Friday, Aug. i.

The first of the two days' racing given by the Man-
hasset Bay Y. C. was devoted entirely to one-design

boats. Twenty:slx boats started in the seven different

classes. Coiti. Stephen W- Roach's flagship Emeline was
tuthed over to the newspaper men, and the Regatta Com-
mittee, which is made up of EdAvard MacLellan, Charles

t). Mower, Robert Jacob and George Bowles.
There was a good sailing breeze from the south. The

American Y. C. one-design boats and the Larchmont one-

design boats sailed over a triangular course of eleven

miles. All the other boats, with the exception of the

dories, sailed over a triangular course of nine and one-

half miles.

The pfeparatory signal was given at 2 o'clock, and the

Affie'fieafl and Larchmont one-design boats were sent

away five ffliflUtes later at 2:05. The American Y. C.

boats got away in a bunch, and at the first mark were still

close' together. On the windward work, however, The
Kid took the lead and was never headed. In the Larch-
mont Y. C. dass, Dorothy, well handled by her owner,

Mr. H. T. Spence, made an excellent showing, and de-

feated Houri by nearly six minutes.

Three of the New Rochelle Y. C. boats turned up, Ace
beating Kliave out and Caper coming in last.

Some good racing was seen in the Manhasset Bay one-

design class. Pup, the new boat in the class, owned by
Mr. T. W. Ratsey, created quite a sensation with her red

sails. She did not show up very well, but this was her

first ract!. Lambkin, Com. Roach's boat, won by over

four minutes.
Only one of the Afdsley one-design boats turned up,

but she sailed over the course.

In the Huguenot Y. C. dory class/ Prize won, beat-

ing Ketch II, by nearly half an hour.

After a close race in the Pelham Country Club class

Echo won from Gloria by thirty-two seconds. The sum-
mary :

American Y. C. 21ft. Class—Start, 2:05.

Finish. Elapsed.
Howdv, S. Wai'riU'right 5 19 38 3 14 38
Jolly Tar, S. Howland.,- 5 10 58 3 05 58
Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 5 12 32 3 07 32
Hobo, T. L. Park 5 11 29 3 06 29
Ping Pong, W. H. Browning 5 10 17 3 05 17
The Kid, O, Harriman, Jr., , 5 07 24 3 02 24

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 2:05.

Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer 5 39 06 3 34 06
Houri J. H. Esser....,., 5 36 25 3 31 25
Dorothy, H. T. Spence 5 30 27 3 25 27

New Rochelle iSft, Class—Start 2:10.

Caper, P. L. Howard 5 18 25 3 08 25
Kisave. R. N. Bavier 4 56 12 2 46 12
Ace, W, N. Bavier, Jr 4 55 09 2 45 09

Manhasset Bay Raceabouts—Start. 2:10.

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 5 05 50 2 55 10
Arizona, G. A. Corry 5 12 04 3 02 M
Mist. J. W. Alker 5 12 28 3 02 28
Fireflv. Guy Standing 5 09 58 2 59 58
Pup, T. W. Ratsey Not timed.

Ardsley Club Class—Start, 2:10.

Mary Baker, No. 3, F. M. Hoyt 5 IS 30 3 08 30

Huguenot Y. C. Dories—Start, 2:15.

Ketch, S. C. Ketchum 4 58 40 2 43 40
Prize. H. H. Van Rensselaer 4 30 10 2 15 10
Marguerite, W. F. Johnson 5 24 00 3 09 00

Pelham Country Club Lark Class—Start, 2:15.

Gloria, G. B. Mott '
3 56 22 1 41 22

Echo, T. A. Weatherlv 3 55 50 1 W 50
Skidoo, M. S. G. Davies 3 56 26 1 41 26
Yeno\v Jacket G. B. Robinson, Jr 3 57 55 • 1 42 35
Go To, 'G. G. Smith 4 07 20 1 52 20

The winners were The Kid, Dorothy, Ace, Lambkin,
Mary Baker No. 3, Prize and Echo.

Saturday, Aug. 2.

Saturday was the day set aside for the annual regatta

of the Manhasset Bay Y. C. Nearly eighty boats were
entered for the race, but owing to the very light breeze

in the morning many of them found it impossible to get

to the line in time to start. The boats in the 36 and 30ft.

classes sailed over a course nineteen miles long. All the

rest of the boats, with the exception of the larks, dories

and naval reserve cutters, sailed over a nine and a half

mile course, while these latter boats covered a four-mile

course. At the time of the start the wind was light from
the southwest. Shortly after the start a squall broke out

of the northwest, many of the boats carrying sail through
it, however, although some of the smaller craft lowered
away. After' the squall the wind backed around to the

southwest again, and during the last part of the race

freshened up to a good sailing breeze.

Com. Roach's steam yacht Emeline was again used as

the committee boat.

The two 43-footers Effort and Dorwina arrived late, but
the Regatta Committee were ready to give them a race.

Dorwina's owner was not satisfied with the arrangements
made and would not start. This left Effort without a

competitor, and this boat not wishing to take a sailover,

did not cross the starting line. Mira was at Greenport
preparing for the New York Y. C. cruise, and conse-
quently could not get to Manhasset. Challenge, the other
43-footer. has been taken back to the lakes by her owner.
Leda was the only starter in the 36ft. class, and she

sailed over the course alone.

In the 30ft. class Alerion, Marguerite and Mimosa
started. Mimosa soon worked into first place and beat
Marguerite by over two minutes.

Five boats started in the raceabout class. Rogue, well
sailed by Mr. A. B.^ Alley, led Hobo, the second boat,
over the finish line by over five minutes.

In the Larchmont 21ft. class only two boats started,

Adelaide and Houri. The former won by over three
minutes.
Montauk in class Q had matters pretty much her own

way, and won with ease.

In the New Rochelle one-design class Ace again won.
In the light air the New Rochelle boats made better time
over the course than did the Manhasset boats. In the
Manhasset one-design class Firefly won, although Lamb-
kin pushed her hard for first place. Mary Baker No. 3
won in the Ardsley one-design class by over two minutes.
Mr. Robert Jacob's new sloop Eleanor, which is fitted

with red sails like Mr. Ratsey's Pup, did not do very well

ip class Mr- Thomas Clapham's Jag^ won in this clasg,

A special class was made up for Scoot and Plover, the

former winning by a small margin.
Gloria won in the Pelham Country Club lark class.

Only one boat finished in the Huguenot dory class.

In the Naval Reserve cutter class five boats started, but
only one finished. The summary

:

Sloops—Class M—,30 to .36ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:40—Course,
19 Miles.

Finish. Elapsed.
Leda, H. L. Maxwell 4 28 24 3 48 24
Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:45—Course,

19 Miles.
Alerion, A. H. Alker 4 36 52 4 51 52
Mimosa, T. L. Park 4 26 42 4 41 42
Marguerite, J. F. Dingee 4 29 12 4 44 12

Raceabout Class—Start 12:50—Course, 11 Miles.
Pompilia, J. R. Maxwell, Jr 3 56 52 3 06 52
Hobo. T. L. Park 3 50 34 3 00 34
Rogue, A. B. Alley 3 45 18 2 55 18
Mavis. G. L. Pirie 3 51 50 3 01 50
Sis, F. T. Bedford 4 01 43 3 11 40

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:55—Course, 11 Miles.
Adelaide, .L J. Dwyer. < 4 12 10 3 17 10
Houri, J. H. Esser 4 17 38 3 22 38

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:00—Course,
91/2 Miles.

Montauk. J. S. Appleby 3 40 15 2 40 15
Gazabo. N. P,' Vulte 4 02 13 3 02 1.5

Quoc, A. D. Tappan 4 31 32 3 31 32

New Rochelle 18ft. Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 9^ Miles.
Caper, P. L. Howard 4 13 50 3 08 50
Knave, R. N. Bavier 4 05 .51 3 00 51
Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr 4 06 05 3 01 05

Manhasset Bay Y. C. One-Design Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 9^-
Mile-s.

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 4 14 50 3 09 50
Arizona, G. A. Corry 4 17 18 8 12 18
Mist. A, H. Alker 4 18 28 3 13 28
Firefly. Guy Standing 4 13 05 3 OS 05
Pup, 'T. W. Ratsey 4 34 08 3 26 08

Ardsley One-Design Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 9^4 Miles.
Mary Baker No. 1, H. M. Inman .....
Mary Baker No. 2, Charles Smithers 4 20 35 3 15 35
Mary Baker No. 3. F. M. Hoyt 4 18 28 3 13 28

Pell'am Country Club Lark Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 4 Miles.
Gloria, G. B. Mott 4 43 14 3 38 14
Echo, F. A. Weatherlj^ Withdrew.
Skidoo, M. S. G. Davies .Withdrew.
Yellow Jacket. G. B. Robinson, Jr 5 16 30 4 11 30
Go To. G. G. Smith 5 03 .30 3 58 30
Flirt. D. Carll 4 36 24 3 31 24

Special Knockabout Class—Start, 1:10—Course, 9V> Miles.
Scoot, J. V. P. Wicks 4 20 45 3 10 45
Plover, H. Place 4 21 06 3 11 06

Sloops—Class R—18ft Racing Lensjth and Under—Start, IrlO—
Course, 9% Miles.

Eleanor, R. Jacob 4 21 45 3 11 4-5

Jag. T. Clapham 4 13 03 3 03 03
Cricket, H. C. Prver 4 15 27 3 05 27
Pagan, R. W. Jackson 4 11 41 3 11 41

Catboat Class—Start, 1:10—Course, 4 Miles.
Wif Waf. H. E. Sayre 4 15 52 3 15 52

Huguenot Y. C. Dories—Sta^rt, 1 :15—Course, 4 Miles.
Ketch II., S. C. Ketchum
Prize, H. H. Van Rensselaer 3 55 46 2 40 46
Marguerite, W. F. Johnson ....
Rudder. Harold Stevenson

Naval Reserve Cutters—Start, 3:05—Course, 4 Miles.
Second Division, First Battalion 5 10 45 2 05 45

The winners were Leda, Mimosa, Rogue. Adelaide,
Montauk, Ace, Firefl}^ Mary Baker No. 3, Flirt, Scoot,
Jag, Wif Waf and Prize.

Indian Harbof Y* C.

GREENWICH, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 2.

The second handicap, race held by the Ind'an Harbor
Y. C. this year was sailed on Saturday, Aug, 2. Twelve
boats started in the handicap class. Four prizes were
offered for boats in this class. The first was won by the
scratch boat, Empronzi, the second by Mignon, the third
by Robin Hood and the fourth by Neola.

No.ggin won in the class for Indian Harbor sailabouts,
with Queenie second.
The r?.ce for launches was won by Vivienne.
The boats in the handicap class sailed over a ten-mile

triangle, and the sailabouts sailed over a six-mile tri-

angle. The wind was light from the S.W., freshening
a little toward the finish. The summary

:

Handicap Race.

^ „ „ Start. Finish.
Eos, E. D. Mead 3 10 00 5 47 17
Osseo, H. C. Nash 2 40 00 5 54 34
Neola, J. R. Johnston, Jr 3 05 00 5 44 52
Penguin. G. H. Bartlett 3 00 00 5 58 22
Malilhan, R. B. Thompson 3 10 00 5 48 30
Mignon. Joseph Fournier .3 20 00 5 40 05
Louie Bell, J. M. Williams 2 50 00 5 54 38
Viper, Newcombe & Elson 3 25 00 5 45 34
Robin Hood, G. E'. Gartland 3 05 00 5 43 53
Empronzi. Alfred Peats... 3 30 00 5 38 5S
Crab, T. R. Pell 2 35 00 Not timed.
Bantam, H. H. Page 2 45 00 Not timed.

Indian Harbor Sailboats—Start, 2:55.

Finish. Elapsed.
Stingy, E. E. Zittel 4 52 00 1 57 00
Cero, Charles Mallory 4 56 17 2 Ol l?
Queenie, Frank Tilford 4 51 07 1 56 07
Noggin. C. S. Somerville.. , 4 42 47 1 47 47
Betty, Swords & Hyde 5 29 32 2 34 12

Launches.
Racing Length. Start. Finisih

Vivienne. E. S. Wheeler 18.00 5 02 00 6 02 06
Thistle, R. E. Tod 45.00 5 20 42 Withdrew
Kit, F. B. Jones 16.67 5 00 00 6 10 30
Kentucky, L. Crawford 19.81 5 04 24 6 06 52

Centre Island Ctjp for Knockabouts*

The fifth series race for the Centre Island cup for Sea-
wanhaka knockabouts was sailed on July 26, over the
knockabout No. 2 course, shortened. The weather was
fair and a southeast wind was blowing. Bobs was dis-
qualified for fouling boat. The summary:

Finish. Elapsed.
Vagrant, T. M. Brown & W. G. Low, Jr 5 11 09 1 31 09
Marcia, Johnston de Forest 5 12 20 1 32 20
Gowan, Francis G. Stewart 5 14 56 1 34 56
Wyntje, C. S. Hoyt 5 20 49 1 40 49
Lucille, H. H. Landon 5 21 01 1 41 01
Heron, F. R. Coudert, Jr 5 25 37 1 45 37
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 5 13 16 1 S3 16

In a special race for the Leland Corinthian Challenge
cup on same date, over same course, the result was

:

Start, Finish. Elapsed,
Gowan, Francis G Stewart., ,10 45 00 1 05 30 2 20 30
Wyntje, C. S. Uoyt,.M.,Tr.i>Msr'WitMrew, '

'
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Lake Yacht fRacing: jfAssociation.

Following the practice of earlie years, a racing cir-

cuit was arranged for this summer, beginning at Hamil-
ton with races for all classes, on Monday, July 21. The
fleet assembled on Sunday, the weather being very miser-

able, a cold east wind prevailing, with continuous rain,

which began on Saturday - afternoon, lasting with only

occasional breaks until Monday morning. The fleet was
on the whole better than for several years, the various
classes being well filled with material for lively racing,

although as usual there were many boats entered that

failed to start. The first, 45 and 40ft. classes, consist en-

tirely of boats from two to ten years old, but as they are

fairly well matched, there is always enough uncertainty

about results to make interesting racing. The 35ft. class

includes the Canada cup boats, particularly Genessee, win-
ner in 1899, and Invader, winner in 1901. These two had
never con;e together before, and, in fact, until Invader
squarely oiUsailed her at Toronto on July 23 Genessee was
an imbeaten boat, and is still very fast. The 30ft. class

ccntained some old boats and a new Crowninshield
craft, Naomi, built to fit the new restrictions which are

to be in force next year. She is a comfortable, roomy
boat, and quite as fast as her older unlimited competitors.

In the 25ft. class are two new yachts, Whirl and Helen,

designed by Geo. Owen, of Hamilton, to conform to the

new rules, and although under some disadvantage this

year, they easily outsailed all comers.

Monday, July 21.

The morning promised a fine day, the rain having
ceased and given place to fog, a very unusual thing on
Lake Ontario. At the time of starting it was thick about

the piers and the vicinity of the line, but as the sun was
shining, everybody expected it would rapidly dry up ; and
d? the steamer was starting to lay the marks just ahead
of the yachts, no difficulty was looked for. Heavy fog

is so unusual on the lake "that it scarcely enters into the

calculations of racing men, but on this occasion it simply

-Spoiled the race, swallowing up the fleet for an hour after

the start, and sending them all mark hunting with vary-

ing success. It was said that the compass bearings of

the triangle in the printed instructions were not closely

followed, but anyway most of the boats found their way
around eventually, while Aggie, Chinook, Invader and
,'iome smaller craft lost their waj^ and withdrew. The
Weather cleared about noon, and then followed more
lieavy rain, which made everybody afloat and ashore un-

comfortable. This was fortunately followed by a fine

breeze, but owing to the fog there were no close finishes

except in the 25ft. class.

The owner of Chinook addressed a letter to the Re-
gatta Committee, complaining that the course was not well

laid, and asking for a resail. At an informal meeting of

the yacht owners, however, it was decided on a vote that

there were no good reasons for asking a resail. The
Regatta Committee met and considered the whole mat-

ter carefully, and decided to allow the results to stand

and award the prizes. The times were

:

First Class—Start, 10:30.
Finish. Corrected.

Vreda 4 01 00 5 30 04

Merry Thouglit 4 07 10 5 37 10
Aggie did not finish.

45ft. Class—Start, 10:40.

Canada 4 56 35 .

Zelma did not ^nish.

40ft. Class—Start, 10:50.

t'lytie 4 26 10

Vivia 4 26 50

Chinook did not finish.

35ff. Class—Start, 11 o'clocli.

invader did not finish.

4 17 50

,4 52 40

2 08 15 2 57 11
-2 08 50 2 58 04
2 09 00 2 58 14

3 06 00

.:30.

2 18 50
2 19 40

2 09 40 2 49 28

2 12 30 2 52 07
2 14 08 2 53 42

2 57 32

, 2 18 15 2 58 15

25ft. Class—Start, 11:20.

On Tuesday the fleet sailed to Toronto, making a

comfortable passage in light winds. Here two days' rac-

ing was offered by the Royal Canadian Y. C, the course

being a triangle in the open lake, starting off the south

shore of the island.

Wednesday, July 23.

The races for the 35, 30, 25ft. and knockabout classes

were fixed for the first day in order to give the smallei-

craft two days in which to sail to Cobourg. The wind
was light in the morning, particularly about half an hour

before the start, and as a result several yachts were be-

calmed in the channel and failed to get to the starting

line. As most of the boats were there and ready at the

lime appointed, it was impossible to wait indefinitely for

others, and the races were started on time. This may
.seem rather drastic to yachtsmen accustomed to starting

when everybody is ready, but it is really the only satis-

factory way to do things on a racing circuit. The yacht

owners know and understand the custom and usually

ijbject very vigorously to any postponement whatever.

Tlie interest of the day centered in the race between
Genessee and Invader, and while the result was not un-

expected, they made a thoroughly good match well worth
watching. In the evening a concert was held at the town
club house and prizes distributed. The times were:

35ft. Class—Start, 11:00.

Finish.

Invader 3 47 00

<ienesee 3 55 15

Beaver did not finish.

30ft. Class—Start, 11:10.

Naomi 2 23 30

Carlotta . .2 23 42

25ft. Qass—Start, lliSO.

^^'hi,l 2 26 00

Ko Kg . • 2 52 20

Helen did not finish.

Knockabouts.
Petrel 3 40 00

Enid - 3 41 40

Thursday, July 24.

The first and 4Sft. classes were bunched, making a nice
fleet of six starters, the forties sailed by themselves
and the second and third prizes unearned on Wednesday
were again offered for the small classes, but only one boat,
Helen, turned up at the line. The -wind all day was
light and fluky, but otherwise the weather was delightful,

and the uncertainties and streaks of good and bad luck
kept up the interest until after 7 o'clock in the evening.
Aggie and Merrythought had a great fight for first place,

the former leading on the first round, but dropping into
second place with a freshening breeze, and eventually
winning on time allowance. The 40-footers failed to

finish by 7 o'clock, and their prizes were awarded on the.

first completed round. Chinook was still leading, how-
ever, when talven in tow for home. The following are
the results:

First and 45ft. Classes—Start, 11:00.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Aggie 6 23 42 7 23 42 7 18 57
Merry Thought 6 21 46 7 21 46 7 21 46
Canada ,6 53 20 7 53 20 7 46 55
Vreda ,,7 07 45 8 07 45 8 06 19
Zelnia . . . . . ,^.^.-.7 13 25 8 13 25 8 06 22
Clorita did not finish. v

40ft. Class-Start. 11:10.

Finish.
Chinook 3 49 50
Clytie 3 51 53
Vivia 4 14 15

Mr. John Wright very kindly placed his handsome
steam yacht Electra at the disposal of the club, and she
made an excellent judges' boat.

From Toronto to Cobourg is a passage of over seventy
miles, and most of the small craft took advantage of a
fair wind on Thursday to get as far as possible; while
the boats which had to race on that day kept canvas up
and crews together to get under way as soon after dinner
as stores could be shipped. The next day, Friday,
brought a light to moderate head wind, making a tedious
but not unpleasant passage, and nearly all the boats got
into port early in the evening. There is no yacht club at

Cobourg, and the regatta was arranged entirely by the
citizens and siunmer residents. The course was five miles

to wiiidward and return, the wind being light from the

southeast. Most of the boats worked out into the lake

on a long tack, but Zelma, of the first class, and Chinook,
of the 40-footers, worked the shore on short tacks and
gained a great advantage, Chinook, although starting five

minutes after the big fellows, showing the way around the

weather mark. The wind held true for the run back, and
spinnakers were showing on either side. Merrythought
tried hard to blanket Zelma. but the latter, very smartly
handled, managed to keep clear and hold a lead on her
longer competitor to the end of the first round. As for

the rest, Invader had Genessee Avell astern, while the
new Owen boat Whirl was leading in her class, with her
sister boat Helen a close second. On the second round
the wind shifted a bit to the eastward, making a long and
short leg out. It also freshened and the final run home
with balloon jib topsails was the finest sight of the day,

and, in fact, of the whole circuit, the leaders being closely

bunched, ten of them finishing in as many minutes. The
Limes were as follows:

First and 45ft. Classes—Start, 11:00.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Zelma 3 52 25 4 52 25 4 46 32
Vreda 3 51 44 4 51 44 4 50 32
Merry Thought 3 50 40 4 50 40 4 50 40
Aggie 3 54 58 4 54 58 4 51 01
Canada 3 59 14 4 59 14 4 53 54

40ft. Class—Start, 11:05.
Finish.

Chinook .....3 59 20
Clytie ...4 07 13
Neola Withdrew

35ft. Class—Start, 11:10.
Invader 3 57 48
Genessee 4 05 36

30ft. Class—Start, 11:15.

Nox 2 41 45
Naomi 2 57 10
Chitta 2 59 15

25ft. Class—Start, 11:20.
Whirl 2 32 45
Helen V. 2 34 13.

Pedro 2 56 08

Knockabouts—Start, 11:25.

Petrel 2 52 20
Enid -. Withdrew.

The distribution of prizes took place early in the even-
ing, several of the yachtsmen taking occasion to heartily

thank the local committee who had so well managed the

regatta, and the citizens and summer residents who gener-
(. usly subscribed the prize money. A dance at the Arling-
ton followed, breaking up at midnight, of course, so that

the yachtsmen Avere astir early on Sunday morning, and
finding a fair wind, all hands made sail for Charlotte. A
thunderstorm and sharp squall were encountered in the

afternoon, no harm being done to the racing fleet, but a
small yacht from Hamilton capsized off the north shore,

one young man being drowned and the others rescued
with difficulty. Many of the boats made Charlotte early

Sunday evening, others arriving during the night, so that

all hands had a day up town in Rochester on the Monday
following.

Rochester Y. C, July 29.

The course Avas triangular, ten miles around, and the
wind light throughout the day. Merrythought maintained
first place in her class, with Vreda second, although Zelma
crowded her closaly. The celebrated cutter Yama came
into port, but not in time toi race. She has been pur-
chased by W. H. Pearson, Jr., of the R. C. Y. C, Toronto,
and will add much interest to the first class. All the
boats, though old, have been famous in their day, and
still give fine racing. The new restrictions will prevent
their being rapidly outbuilt, and at the same time there
will be more encouragement to build new craft. Nobody
wants a freak or a racing machine in this class on Lake
Ontario, and none have been built even when there was
a chance to do so.

Some disappointment was caused by Invader not turn-
ing up at Charlotte, but the freak boat Canadian was in

port, and made a race for Genessee, dropping out, how-
ever, before the finish. Some local craft added to the
interest in the smaller classes. The times were:

First and 45ft. Classes.—Start, 11:00.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Merry Thought 5 30 10 6 30 10 6 30 10
Vreda .5 40 25 6 40 25 6 39 12

Zelma .....5 55 03 6 55 03 6 49 10
Canada ...........6 03 00 7 03 00 S 57 40
Aggie ..........6 10 05 7 10 05 7 06 08

40ft. Class—Start, 11:10.

Finish.
Chinook 6 28 45
Clytie 6 45 00
Neola , , Withdrew

35ft. Class—Start, 11:20.
Genessee 6 33 15
Canadian Withdrew

30ft. Class—Start, 11:30.
Nox 3 00 35
Teaser 3 15 30
Naomi 4 03 38
Iris ..4 38 32

25ft. Class—Start, 11:40.
Whirl

, 4 07 20
Anatok 4 18 45
Pedro 4 24 15
Naomi II.,.. .4 24 20

Knockabouts—Start, 11:50.
Petrel 4 09 30
Veritas 4 38 50

The Rochester Y. C. has just opened a fine new house
on the lake shore, the old house up the river being retained
for boats and storage. This club has evidently taken on a
new lease of life, and under Com. Van Voorhis and other
able officers is maintaining its reputation for hospitality

and racing. Next year it sends a challenge for the
Canada cup, while an Association meet will likely be ar-

ranged at Kingston, the best port on the lake in many
ways for such an event.

This year's circuit was a great success, the attendance
being good and the racing much more lively than usual.

Wm. Q. Phillips.

Boston Y. Q
marblehead, mass.

Monday, July 28.

The Boston Y. C. field a Y. R. A. open race off its

station at Marblehead on Monday, July 28. The breez.e

was from the west, light at the start, but strong and puffy
at the finish. In the 25-footers it Avas Chewink's race
from the start. Chloris led the 21-footers over the

course, and Question led the i8ft. knockabouts. Tunipoo
v/on a good race from.Opitsah II. in the raceabouts. Sally

IV. won in the first handicap class, and Apache in the
second. The summary:

Class D—25-footers.

Elapsed.
Chewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr ; 1 28 44
Sally VI., L. F, Percival 130 19
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 13112
Seboomook, B. A. Smith .^-j.^.'..., ... .1 32 30
L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgson 14105

Class S—21-footers.

Chloris, Cheney & Lanning ..,.1 32 33
Little Haste. T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 37 39
Pilot, Reginald Boardman ...1 37 41
Micmac, Richard Hutchinson 1 39 04
Rooster II., Adams Bros 1 39 19
Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin 1 41 26
Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster.. 1 42 46
Porcupine. C. H. W. Foster ,.. ..143 10
Thelma, Livingstone Davis...,.,.,.-. 1 43 54
Thecla. C. W. Chapin 1 46 55

Class I—^18ft. Knockabouts.
Question. J. H. Hunt 1 48 25
Biza, Alfred Douglas 1 49 35
.Savage, J. A. Lawrence 1 51 47
Miladi II., F. R. Adams 1 52 21
Malillian. B. S. Permar 1 54 12
Rattler, A. D. Irving 1 54 15
Aspinquid, C. M. Foster 1 58 55
Comforter. J. M. Whittemore 1 59 29
Scrapper, Caleb Loring 1 59 31
Tokalon. R. I. Randolph, Jr 2 03 12

Class K—Runabouts.
Tunipoo, Cooley & Humphrey.,.. 148 12
Opitsah TL, C. F. Tillinghast ,.149 15

Class A—Handicap.
Sally IL, H. W. Mason 1 43 14
Kiuna, W. D. Learned 1 53 53

Class B—Handicap.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Apache, L. C. Wade 1 50 32 1 50 32
Aspenet, E. W. Remick ., 1 54 13 1 52 00
Scapegoat. C. H. W. Foster ...2 01 50 1 59 47

Rivefton Y. G
KIVERTON, DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, July 26.

A SPECIAL race was sailed on Saturday, July 26, be-

tween bo^ts of the Riverton and Beverly yacht clubs. A
good sailing breeze from the east held throughout the
race. Peertess, one of the Beverly boats, Avon in her
class with Sea Gull second, In the sloop class Isit again
v.'on, making her third victory in three weeks. T. Bon-
field won in the Lark class by seven minutes. In the
Mosquito class, A. Cook won by nearly two minutes. The.
catboats and the jib and mainsail class sailed twice over
the course. No. 3, making a distance of twelve miles. The
larks and mosquito boats covered course No. 2, twice
around, a distance of ten miles. The summary:

Catboats—Start, 3:10.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Peerless 4 56 35 1 45 35 1 39 16
Sea Gull 4 56 25 1 46 25 1 42 01
Leila 4 57 43 1 47 43 1 42 35
Priscilla 5 01 58 1 51 58 1 45 39
Titania 4 56 15 1 46 05 1 46 05
Gertrude Withdrew.
Vampire Withdrew.

Jib and Mainsail^Start, 3:15.

Isit 4 57 30 1 42 30 32 56
Tadpole 5 12 53 1 57 53 1 43 19
Pumpkin 5 09 15 1 54 15 1 48 37
Fiona 5 03 00 1 48 00 1 45 11

Kaloola ...5 02 00 1 47 00 1 47 00

Larks—Start, 3:17.

No. 3 5 14 32 1 57 32

No. 4 5 21 33 2 04 33

No. 1 5 22 21 2 05 21

No. 2 5 27 03 2 10 03

No. 5 5 28 01 2 11 01

Mosquito Boats—Start, 3:19. •

No. 11 5 09 40 1 50 40

No 14 5 11 39 1 51 39

No. 6 5 14 01 1 55 01

No. 2 5 15 32 1 56 32

No. 7 5 19 40 2 00 40

No. 10 '. 5 25 15 2 06 15

The Avinners were Peerless, Isit, No. 3 and No. 11.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.
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Corinthian Y, C.
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Midsummer Series.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, has held a most

si.icccssful race week. First came the postponed Fourth

of Julv race, which was sailed on Tuesday, July 29. The
Boston Y. C. gave up one of its Marblehead open races

so that this race might be sailed. Then came the annual

midsummer series on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

and on Saturday was sailed the special invitation race.

The weather was good every day, and there was not one

on which there was not enough breeze to furnish good

racing. This is certainly a rarity for A/[arblehead race

week, and the committee has been congratulating itself.

There was a good attendance every day, and there was,

throughout the series, everything from light to strong

jjreezes, and everybody was satisfied.

Tuesday, July 29.

On this day the Fourth of July special race, which was

twice postponed previously on account of light air, was
resailed. Before the start it looked like a Marblehead

fluke day, but it breezed on from the southeast and a

good race was sailed. In the 25-footers Chewink II. had

things all her own way. She got the start and led at

every mark. There was the usual hot finish between Sally

VT. and Seboomook for second place. In the 21-footers

Little Haste got the start and led all over the course,

while Chloris and Porcupine had a tussle for second

place. In the raceabouts, Tunipoo got the start and held

Sintram under her lee to the first mark, but after this it

was all Sintram. A close race was sailed between Rattler,

Savage and Question in the i8ft. knockabouts. Rattler

winnmg. In class A handicap, Yarico won on corrected

time, and in the handicap knockabout class Opitsah II.

won. The summary:

Class D—25-footers.
Elapsed.

Chewink II.. F. G. Macomber, Jr }}^'^.
Sally VII., L. F. Percival I
Seboomook, B. A. Smith 1 15 56

L'Aiglon, i:. W. Hodgson 12111

Class S—21-footers.

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 15 M
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning } }l il
Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster 1 17 5b

Pilot, Reginald Boardman <1 1» fJ

Rooster II., Adams Bros 1 18 46

Micmac Richard Hutchinson •! Ij

Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster } B If.

Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin 1 21 82

Thclma, C. VV. Chapin 1 21 U
Class K—Raceabouts.

Sintram, W. P. Fowle 1 18 20

Tunipoo, Cooley «& Plumphrey 1 'U

Class I—18ft. Knockabouts.
Rattler, A. D. Irving Hq oq
Savage, J. A. Lawrence „n

H. Hunt 1 19

!. S. Permar....- 1 20 49

F. R. Adams 1 21 05

Scrapper, W. C. Loring, Jr lltfH
Comforter, J. M. Whittemore ..1/9 0U

Aspinquid, C. M. Foster Withdrew.

Class A—^Handicap.

Question
Malillian,
Miladi 11.

Chasca, D. H.
Sally IV., H. V
Babs. E. B. Ah

Opitsah II., C.
Aspenet, E. W.

Class B—^Handicap.

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 17 49 1 15 32

1 16 14 1 16 14

1 17 38 1 17 38

,1 19 30 1 17 39

1 18 08 1 18 08

1 23 17 1 20 09
1 22 38 1 20 17

1 22 40 1 20 19

1 21 17 1 21 17

The judges were George W. Mansfield, W. W. Keith

and H. S. Goodwin.

Wednesday, July 30.

On this day the first of the midsummer series of invita-

tion races was sailed in a light breeze, east northeast. In

the 25-footers Chewink II. again carried away the honors.

In the 21-footers Chloris led to the first mark, but on the

second round Little Haste pulled out a lead just before

the mark was reached, and she led to the finish. It was

all Sintram in the raceabouts, and in the i8ft. knock-

abouts Savage won after a hot scrap with Question. In

the handicap class Sally IV. was an easy first, in the

handicap knockabouts Opitsah II. led the class. The
summary

:

Class A—Restricted 25-footers.
Elapsed.

Chewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr 2 25 09

.Sally VI., L. F. Percival 2 32 24

Seboomook, B. A. Smith ..2 33 32

L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgson... 2 52 57

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 2 54 05

Class B—Restricted 21-footers.

Little Haste, I. K. Lothrop, Jr 2 35 24

Chloris, Chenev & Lanning 2 41 08

Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster 2 4124
Rooster IL, Adams Bros .2 43 04

Pilot, Reginald Boardman 2 49 45

Opitsah IV.. S. H. Foster 2 50 51

Thelma, L. C. Davis 2 51 09

Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin 2 54 32

Micmac, Richard Hutchison .2 56 58

Class C—Raceabouts.
Sinu am, W. P. Fowle 2 24 36

Tunipoo, Cooley & Humphrey 2 51 57

Class E—18ft. Knockabouts.
Savage. J. A. Lawrence 1 38 08
Ouestion, J. H. Hunt 1 39 45

Miladi IL F R. Adams 1 42 04

Rattler, A. D. Irving 1 42 10

Scrapper, W. C. Loring, Jr 1 42 57

Aspinquid, C. M. Foster 1 49 55

Comforter, J. M. Whittemore Not timed.

Class D—Handicap.
Elapsed.

Sally IV., H. W. Mason 2 39 04

Chasca, D. H. Follett.. 2 56 46
Virginia, R. L. Sewell 2 59 36

Yarico, W H. Rothwell 3 04 10

Babs E. R. Alvord ..l 3 10 06
Louise, E. McWilliams 3 14 36
Nokolo. B. K. Saffor^ Withdrew.

Class F—Handicap.
Opitsah IL, C. F. Tillinghast 1 33 30
Ruth, H. S. Wheelock 1 39 00
Aspenet, E. W. Remick 1 43 00
Dabster, G. W. Keith....... ............1 43 04
Retriever, H. P. Brown Not timed.
Spinster III., L. M. Clark .....Not timed.
.Suzanne, Frank Brewster Not timed.

Thursday, July 31.

The second of the midsummer races was sailed in a

Corrected.
2 39 04

2 53 36
2 58 01
2 59 35
3 05 21
3 08 16

1 33 30
1 35 16
1 39 16
1 42 08

whole-sail breeze, south southeast. Seboomook won in

the 25-footers. She and Sally VI. got in a mix up, in

which Sally's boom was broken. In the 21-footers Opit-

sah IV. sailed a great race, leading for the greater part

of the course and losing at the last through the greater

size of Little Haste. In the raceabouts it was again Sin-

train. In the i8ft. knockabouts Miladi II., Question and
Savage headed the class, Miladi winning. In the handi-

cap class Babs won, and in the handicap knockabouts
Suzanne won, both on corrected time. The summary:

Class A—Restricted 25-footers.
Elapsed.

Seboomook, B. A. Smith 1 31 38

Chewink IL, F. G. Macomber, Jr 1 33 OS

.Sally VL, L. F. Percival Disabled.

Class B—Restricted 21-footers.

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 37 58

Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster 1 39 04
Pilot, Reginald Boardman.. 110 09
Porcupine C. H. W. Foster 1 43 38

Tabasco IIL, H. H. Wiggin 1 44 23

Katherine, H. C. Sears 1 45 50

Rooster IL, Adams Bros Disabled.
Thelma, C. W. Chapin.. Disabled.
Perhaps II.

, J. E. Robinson......... Disabled.
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning 1 Withdrew.

Class C—Raceabouts.
Sintram, W. P. Fowle 1 45 57
Tunipoo, Cooley & rtumphrey 1 48 18

Class E—18ft. Knockabouts.
Miladi IL, J. H. Hunt 1 24 18
gtrestion, F. R. Adams 1 24 48
Savage, J. A. Lawrence 1 25 35
Scrapper, W. C. Loring, Jr 1 27 00
Rattler, A. D. Irving 1 27 57
Comforter, J. M. Whittemore 1 33 26

Class D—Handicap.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Babs, A. W. Alvord 1 44 11 1 38 05

Chasca, D. H. Follett 1 42 04 1 39 01
Yarico, W. H. Rothwell 1 46 56 1 40 50

Louise, E. McWilliams 1 48 47 1 42 41
Sally IV., H. W. Mason 1 42 56 1 42 56
Nohoko, R. K. .Safford 1 57 35 1 47 25

Class F—Handicap Knockabouts.
Suzanne, Frank Brewster 1 23 04 1 20 34
Opitsah IL, C. F. Tillinghast .1 20 40 1 20 40
Ruth, H. S. Wheelock 1 26 55 1 22 45
Dabster, G. W. Keith 1 26 5.S 1 23 35
.Spinster IIL. L. M. Clark 1 26 44 1 24 14
Jacobin, T. W. King 1 28 04 1 25 34
Aspenet, E. W. Remick 1 31 02 1 27 42
Scapegoat, C. H. W. Foster 1 35 12 1 31 02

Pilot protested Little Haste on two counts, and on one
of these Little Haste entered a counter protest against
Pilot. i ,

Friday, Aug. i.

The last of the midsummer series of invitation races

was sailed in a whole-sail breeze, south by east. Calypso
got the start and led over the course, while there was the
usual hot scrap for second place between Sally VI. and
Seboomook. It was all Little Haste again in the 21-

footers, and in the i8ft. knockabouts Miladi II. won a
good race. Chasca won all around in the handicap class,

and in the handicap knockabouts Scapegoat won on cor-
rected time. The summary:

Class A—^Restricted 25-footers.
Elapsed.

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 1 29 08
Sally VL, L. F. Percival 1 31 19
Seboomook, B. A. Smith 13127
Chewink IL, F. G. Macomber, Jr , 1 33 36

Class B—Restricted 21-footers.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 34 05
Pilot, Reginald Boardman 1 38 20
Rooster Adams Bros 1 39 15
Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster 1 40 12
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning 1 40 16
Tabasco IIL, H. PL Wiggin 1 40 35
Porcupine, C. H, W. Foster .1 41 04
Micmac, Richard Hutchinson 1 41 IS

Class E—18ft. Knockabotits.
Miladi IL. J. H. Hunt 1 12 58
Question, F. R. Adams 1 13 12
Rattler, A. D. Irving 113 55
Malillian, B. S. Permar ,..,,.,-.,..115 26
Savage, J. A. Lawrence 1 15 36

Class D—Handicap.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Chasca, D. H. Follett ...1 35 20 1 35 20
Louise, E. McWilliams 1 41 35 1 35 52
Yarico, W. H. Rothwell 1 44 40 1 39 54
Babs, A. W. Alvord 1 44 46 1 41 54
Sally IV. IL W. Mason 1 43 30 1 43 30
Nohoko, R. K. Safford; 1 57 42 1 46 16

Class F—Handicap Knockabouts.
Scapegoat, C. H. \V. Foster 1 48 45 1 41.34
Opitsah IL, C. F. Tillinghast 1 42 44 1 42 44
Dabster, G. W. Keith 1 49 10 1 43 00
Aspenet, E. W. Remick 1 50 52 1 43 41
Spinster IIL, L. M. Clark 1 49 41 1 44 02
Ruth, H. S. Wheelock 1 52 5i 1 47 44
Jacobin, T. W. King Disabled.
Suzanne, Frank Brewster..... , Disabled.

Saturday, Aug. 2.

In each of the classes a cup was offered to the winner
of the series, and on Saturday morning the tied classes

sailed off, in a southeast breeze, light at the start and con-
stantly strengthening to the finish. In the 25-footers
Seboomook finished first, but was disqualified on pro-
test and Chewink II. won. In the handicap class Sally

IV. won, and in the handicap knockabouts Opitsah II.

won. Both of these wins were without question. With
the ties settled, the winners of the cups were Chewink
IL, Little Haste, Sintram, Miladi II., Sally IV. and
Opitsah II.

The special race was sailed in the afternoon in a whole-
sail breeze, south southeast. Calypso led the 25-footers
all over the course. In the 21-footers Tabasco and Porcu-
pine led to the first mark, Thelma led on the beat and then
Little Haste won. Miladi II. won in the i8ft. knock-
abouts after a hot finish. Louise won in the handicap
class, and Suzanne in the handicap knocka'bputs, both on
corrected time. The summary: -

- Class A—Restricted 2o-footers.

Elapsed.
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 1 22 02
.Sally VL, L. F. Percival.;...: 1 23 52
Seboomook, B. A. Smith 1 24 46
Chewink IL, F. S. Macomber, Jr .1 25 57
L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgson '

4. ...1 30 17

Class B—Restricted 21-footers.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 .30 35
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning 1 32 48
Micmac, Richard Hutchison 1 32 56
Thelma, Livingstone Davis 1 33 18
Tabasco IIL, H. H. Wiggin. 1 33 26
Pilot, Reginald Boardman 1 33 42
Opitsah IV., S. N. Foster „........,., 1 35 25
Rooster IL, Adams Bros Disabled.
Porcupine, C. H. W, Foster Withdrew.

Class E—18ft. Knockabouts
Miladi IL, J. H, Hunt 1 11 45

Rattler. A. D. Irving......... 11154
Question, F. R. Adams 1 12 35
Savage, J. A. Lawrence 112 56
Malillian, B. S. Permar 1 13 82
Tokalon, R. j: Randolph, Jr 1 14 58
Scrapper, VV. C. Loring, Jr 1 16 32

Comforter, J. M. Whittemore....... 1 17 26

Class D—Handicap.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Louise E. McWilliams 1 33 64 1 30 14
Chasca, D. K. Follett.. 13141 13141
Yarico, W. H. Rothwell 1 37 24 1 32 49
Sally IV., H. W. Mason 1 34 53 1 :{4 53

Class F—Handicap Knockabouts.
Suzanne, Frank Brewster... 1 38 25 1 35 00
Jacobin, T. W. King 1 42 23 1 36 01
Spinster, L. M. Clark 1 42 35 1 30 IS
Ruth, H. S. Wheelock 1 44 20 1 37 29
Scai=)egoal, C. H. W. Foster 1 43 23 1 37 31
Aspenet. E. VV. Remick 1 43 28 I 37 36
Opitsah IL, S. IL Foster..' 1 37 50 1 37 50

Seboomook protested Calypso, but the judges decided
in favor of Calypso.

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Monday, July 28.

The 30-footers sailed a race on Monday, July 28, for
a cup «ffered by Mrs. Herman B. Duryea. The breeze
was fresh from the southwest. The boats .sailed from
Brenton's Cove up to Dyer's Island and return. Wawa
was first away, but she did not retain her lead very
long, for Carolina soon worked into first place. Carolina
was first around the leeward mark, and on the beat home
she did still better. The summary, start 3 :23

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones „ 5 53 14 2 30 14
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 5 54 16 2 31 16
Asahai, Lloyd Warren & W. S. Miller.... 5 55 49 2 32 49
Breeze, VVilliaiii G. Roelker, Jr 5 57 32 2 34 32
Veda, WilKam L. Stow 6 00 08 2 37 08
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 6 02 04 2 39 04
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 6 05 57 2 42 57

Tuesday, July 29.

On Tuesday the thirties sailed a sweepstake race over a
triangular course. The wip-i was light from the south.
Asahi got the best start 3 A held her lead on the first

leg, which was a reach, and on the second leg, which was
to windward, Esperanza got by Asahi and finished a win-
ner. The summary, start 3:30:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, IL O. Havemeyer, Jr j U9 21 1 39 21
Wawa, Reginald Brooks ; 5 1106 14106
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 5 11 10 1 41 10
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 17 24 1 47 24
Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr ..5 19 06 1 49 06
Veda, William M. Stow 5 32 04 2 02 04
Asahi, W. S. Miller & Lloyd Warren..-. Withdrew.

Wednesday, July 30.

All of the 30-footers now at Newport started on
Wednesday in onie of the closest and most interesting
races sailed this season. The wind was fresh from the
north, and the course was six miles to windward and re-
turn. Breeze and Barbara were just on the line at gun
fire, but before half the windward leg was covered
Esperanza had taken the lead and from that time on it

was a most exciting race between Esperanza and Bar-
bara, the former winning by eleven seconds. Three sec-
onds only separated Asahi and Wawa, the third and
fourth boats, and Veda came in last, only eight seconds
behind Breeze. The summary follows, start 3:22:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, H. O, Havemeyer, Jr 5 02 47 1 40 47
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd.' 5 02 58 I 40 68
Asahi, W. S. Miller & Lloyd Warren.... 5 04 27 1 42 27
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 5 04 30 1 42 30
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 05 26 1 43 26
Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr 5 05 58 1 43 58
Veda, William L, Stow 5 OC 06 1 44 06

Thursday, July 31.

Esperanza again won in the sweepstake race for the
thirties sailed on Thursday, July 31. At the start there
was a moderate southwest breeze, which died out consi-
derably when the boats turned the leeward mark, and it

was slow work beating back to the finish. The course
was from Brenton's Cove to Dyer's Island and return.
Esperanza took the lead early on the run to the first mark,
and was two minutes ahead in rounding. On the beat
home she increased

, her lead and won by three minutes
and thirty-five seconds. The summary, start 3:20:

Finish. Elapsed,
Esperanza. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 6 17 01 2 57 01
Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr 6 20 86 3 00 36
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 6 22 00 3 02 00
Veda, William L. Stow 6 23 42 3 03 42
Carolina. Pembroke Jones 6 24 09 3 04 09
Wawa. Reginald Brooks 6 27 26 3 07 26
Asahi, Lloyd ^Varren & W. S. Miller 6 32 00 3 12 00

Friday, Aug. i.

Owing to the light wind the race sailed by the 30-
footers on Friday was a most unsatisfactory one. The
wind was from the south and the boats sailed over a fiv«-

mile to leeward and return course. Barbara led to the
leeward mark, but after the boats hauled on the wind
Carolina took first place and won by over four minutes.
The summar}', start 3:24:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones... 6 43 39 3 19 39
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 6 46 37 3 23 37
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 6 48 07 3 25 07
Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr ,.6 48 29 3 25 49
Asahi, L. Warren & W. S. Miller Withdrew.
Esperanza, IL O. Plavemeyer, Jr ..Withdrew,
Veda, William L. Stow Withdrew.

Saturday, Aug. 2.

The cup offered by Mr. George D. Widener, of Phila-
delphia, was raced for by the 30-footers on Saturda,y,
Aug. 2. The course was to Dyer's Island and return.

The wind was fresh from the S.W. Veda was first

around the outer mark, but on the beat home Carolina and
Esperanza both passed her. The race lay between
E.speranza and Carolina, and the latter won by eleven
seconds. The summary, start 3:35:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina. Pembroke Jones 5 55 28 2 20 28
Esperanza, H, O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 55 39 2 20 39
Wawa, Reginald Brooks... 5 55 58 2 20 59
Veda, W. L. Stow 5 57 57 2 21 57
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 5 58 09 2 23 09
Asahi. Warren H. Miller Withdrew.
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Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay.
Saturday, Aug. 2.

The sixth regatta of the Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay was sailed on tlie afternoon of Saturday,

Aug. 2, under the auspices of the Brooklyn Y. C. Twen-
ty-seven craft started in the contest, and all but five

iinished. The winners in the different classes were Bonito,

Caribou, Cockatoo, Bronco, Quinque and Martha M.
The day was one of surprises and minor accidents,

which upset calculations. What promised to be the

keenest struggle of the regatta, that between the class P
boats, Cockatoo and Song and Dance, was marred early

in the contest by an accident to the last-named craft, in

which she lost her bobstay.

This deprived Song and Dance of her jib, until a tem-

porary slay could be arranged, on which was bent a

smaller head sail. At the time of the accident the boats

vvere having it nip and tuck, with Cockatoo slightly in

the lead. The mishap to her rival greatly increased the

advantage.
The best Song and Dance could do under the circum-

stances was to fmish fourth in the class. Before the race

the two were tied on points for the Association series,

with 42 each. The standing is now 52 to 46, in favor of

Cockatoo.
The star feature of the regatta was the excellent work

of the class Q boats, Bronco and Wraith, hailing from

the New York C. C. These 21-footers have been working

nobly all the season, and in this contest led the Avhole

fleet of smaller boats at the finish. Bronco was first

over the line, only thirteen seconds ahead af Wraith.

During the middle of the contest Cockatoo carried

away one of her backstays. This accident necessitated

reefing for the time being, until the southerly breeze had
lightened somewhat. She did not finish until one minute

and fifty-three seconds after the class Q boats, which led

the fleet, and her elapsed time was four minutes and

fifty-three seconds more than that of Bronco.

The Regatta Committee of the Brooklyn Y. C. placed

the little Herreshoff boat, Opossum, in special class Q for

open boats. She had no competitor, and did not finish. The
'result of the race evened matters quite a bit in the way
of points in class Q on the Association series. Trouble

now leads, with 36 ; Bronco has 34, and Wraith 30,

The whole of the Marine and Field Club one-design

class was out, and made most interesting racing. The
struggle was characterized by two of the tail-enders com-
ing to the fore and winning first and second positions,

while the craft which have been monopolizing the honors

had to be content with less glorious results.

Quinque won the race, heading Flying Fox at the finish

by one minute and forty-five seconds. Kelpie and Stinger,

leaders in the series, finished fourth and fifth respectively.

These little Wyckoff creations were also sailing the fifth

race for points on the Snedeker trophy. There is but

one more struggle for this prize, which occurs on Aug.

16 in a special race held by the club. The winner of a

contest in this series scores four points. The second

boat gets three, while the others secure one^ each. Kelpie

now leads the series with 16 points, Avhile Stinger is sec-

end boat with 10. Barring accident, Kelpie should win

the trophy.

Martha M. made a show of the other starters m class V
for catboats. She carried full sail throughout, while the

other boats were reefed.

The entry in classes M and N which journey twice out

to West Bank Light and return, was not gratifying. In

special class M the old rivals Sunol and Bonito contested,

and victory this time went to the latter. Kangaroo started

in the race, but when half way home on the first round

broke her main sheet, and eventually withdrew.

Neither Vivian nor Gwendolen, the regular class N
boats, started. This was disappointing, as the two are

evenly matched and always sail a fine race.

In special class N Squaw did not come to the line. This

left but Caribou and Indian as starters. The former did'

well on time, and won easily. Indian did not finish the

race.

Class R boat. Pickaninny, went over the Ime at the

starting signal, but as she had no opponent withdrew.

The southerly wind blowing gave the smaller boats

which sail the inside courses a run to the Marine and

Field Club buoy, a reach to the mark off Fort Hamilton,

windward work to the Atlantic Y. C. stage boat, and a

run home. Classes M and N, which journeyed out to

West Bank Light, had a beat out and a run home.

For the next two weeks there will be a lull in Associa-

tion regattas. The next does not occur until Aug. 33, un-

der the auspices of the Marine and Field Club. The
summaries of the race and the points to date follow

;

Chss M—Speeisl—Stprt, 3:33,

Bonito, HaYilanrJ Jiros .7 W 00 3 ?8 00

Sunol, John Abbey , , • • - , 7 §6 45 3 53 45

K^ngfiroo, C H- Humphreys,,., Withdrew,

Chss N—Speci^l^Stwt, 3:36.

Cariboy, T. E. Nicholson,....' 7 19 40 3 43 40

Indian, Menton Brothers Withdrew.

Sloops—Class P—Start, 3:39.

Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb 5 09 50 1 30 50

Corona, J. E. Beggs.. 5 1^ la 1 33 15

Streak, Speidel Brothers ^ 25 1 |o ro
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach 5 17 52 1 38 52

Class Q—Cabin—Start, 3:42.

Bronco F. C, Moore 5 07 57 1 25 57

Wraith, Calvin Tomkins .5 08 10 1 26 M
Flying Fish, I. M. Dean ,.,......5 12 50 1 3.0 50

Trouble. W.' H, Childs .5 14 00 1 32 flO

Wink, W. A. Barstow.. .5 15 38 +^3^^
j^lsie, C. P. Jioseinon, ^ 22 2^ 1 40 26

Class O—Onen—Stiirf, 3:4?.

Opossum, |l. p. Boremus..,.,..,,,,,,,,,...... Withdrew.

Sloops—Class R—Start, 3:45.

Pick?ni«ny, ^. R. Comiett..... .Withdrew,

Marine and Fipld Class—Start, 3:4§,

Quinque, L. H. Smith...'. ••••5 24 30 ^ f f
Fl'ving Fox, Cone & Buckman... .5 Ih } 4» ig
Vixen^ Mahoney ^ Chandler. .5 27 50 1 39 ^
Kelpie, W. K. Brown .vv • 5 27 54 1 39 54

Stiriger, A. P: aa8B....,.,...,,...,..,.,,,,M,.|f 58
.

1 42 5,0

Jig-a-Jig, W. A. liViteheson. -5 31 30 ^ 43 30

Cat>^oats-=Class V—Start, 3:48.

Martha M., Richard ' Moore ..5 21 45 1 27 45

Boczie. C. D. Durkee. .5 29 50 1 35 |0
Rascal D. G. Whitlock. ....... , .........5 35 ^ 14129
Jean, P, Nickerson .Withdrew,

Points to 4^te on Y, R. A. Q. B, seFies-^Maric^uita, 5;

FOREST AND STREAM. [Aug. g, 1902,

Sunol, 44; Bonito, 38; Kangaroo, 12; Vivian, 30; Gwen-
dolen, 16; Caribou, 50; Squaw, 24; Indian, 6; Cockatoo,
52 ;

Song and Dance, 46 ; Streak, 22 ; Karma, 20 ; Carona,
14; Trouble, 36 Bronco, 34; Wraith, 30; Opossum, 24;
Wmk, 13; Flying Fish, 10; Spots, 2; Elsie, i; Pickaninny,
5; Kelpie, 52; Stinger, 42; Quinque. 24; Flying Fox, 18;
Vixen, 10; Jig-a-Jig, 7; Martha M., 40; Rascal, 38;
Boozie, 24.

Points to date on Snedeker trophy—Kelpie, 16; Stinger,
10; Quinque, 7; Vixen, S; Jig-a-Jig, 4; Flying Fox, 4.

English Letter.

The International races for the French i-ton cup have
been won by Scotia 11. She was designed by Linton
Hope for Mr. Lome C. Currie, and is a very fine ex-
ample of good construction and building. L'August
was the French challenger—^not nearly so taking a craft

—and she is fast in light winds. The first race was sailed
in a fresh breeze, and while it served both equally, Scotia
romped away, particularly on the wind. She led the
other by eleven minutes on the first round. The other
two races were close, but Scotia had the wininng cards
all the time. The course was- off Seaview in the Isle of
Wight.
The Clyde regattas had rather dismal weather, though

on the south coast we were favored with brilliant sum-
mer at the time. They produced nothing very startling,

the chief items of interest being the improved sailing

of Camellia in the S2ft. class and the marked success of

Barabel against the Fife 36-footers. She is the crack
boat of the class now. This will, in all probability, lead
to a strong class next season, and it seems possible that

the Clyde will produce more boats of this size than the
Solent. If so, we shall soon see whether a long lean
type will be of use. It would be possible to build a 36-
footer of good sail area, with a loadline of 38ft. and 8ft.

beam with fair draught, too. I cannot sae how such a

boat could fail to pick up many prizes against the pres-

ent boats of about 9ft. beam aiid 34ft. L. W. L. Cer-
tainly it would be worth the trial.

Kariad has been deserted again by Sybarita, which
made a brief appearance on the Clyde, with no success,

however. S3'^barita may not be going as well as she
ought to, but I have never seen any reason to con-
sider her even a moderately good boat. She was able

to beat Meteor II. (as a yawl) in very light airs, but the
older boat was by far the faster in anything like a breeze,
Kariad, on the other hand, is obviously a very speedy
craft and should shape well for many years to come.
These big boats are not easily outbuilt, and a good sail-

ing master means a long lease of life to them—Charlie
Barr and Columbia supply an excellent instance of this.

CameUia has also deserted Lucida, leaving her to sail

over the Irish courses alone. It is possible that she is

having some trifles attended to before the Cowes week,
where last year's crack Magdalen will meet the two new
boats for the first time. I am not sure that I was right

in guessing that Camellia had a slight alteration before
the Clyde races, though her form seems to indicate it,

and her garboards were certainly removed. Harley
Mead has just launched a 30ft. L, R. boat designed and
built by him last winter at his yard in Cowes. She is an
extremely pretty boat, and he deserves all success for

his pluck. He built the boat on the chance of getting

a purchaser, and, unfortunately, such persons have been
peculiarly scarce for the last year or two. I believe he
means to race the boat himself now. He has done this

once or twice before and his boats have been very suc-

cessful, but it seems rather hard lines that in the pro-
fession of yacht designing one should have to supply

one's own patronage. It would be different in the case

of a duft'er, of course, but Mead has show real talent.

We are all now trembling with excitement over the an-

ticipated delights of the Cowes week. Many of your
readers who have never been to Cowes must think it is

quite a magnificent place. These may be surprised to

hear that in the High Street (the only important thor-

oughfare) there is not room enough for two vehicles to

pass! When two have the bad luck to meet, one must
back down to some distant widening before the other

gets a fair wind. And the anchorage is awful. The tides

run very hard through it, so that getting under way
when it is crowded is extremely difficult. But it is a

pretty Uttle place, and having been pitched upon as the

original yachting center of England, it can very well

hold its own. The open classes will have a fair share of

races in the Weehi, but the chief racing will be handi-

caps, including those of the Squadron's, King's Cup and
German Emperor's Cup. The conditions of the latter,

by the way, exclude Navahoe, for it is open only to

yachts built in Eitrope.

The King has been at Cowes on board his new yacht,

Victoria and Albert, during the last ten days. The sea

air has hastened his recovery in a remarkable way. This

may be said to be the first appearance of the yacht in

public, and after all has been said, she is a grand vessel.

I was told by one oi the men who was in her when she

was sent purposely to look for bad weather in the Bay
of Biscay that a finer seaboat never floated. Her speed

is over 22 knots, and she is a handsome ship. She can-

not be compared to private yachts in appearance, for

she is quite unlike any, and that is as it ought to be.

The only fault I can fancy to exist is that her masts

are just a little short, and the mainmast is a little too

far aft.

Navahoe appears to be little injured by her change to

yawl rig. Her skipper managed a very complete smash-

up of the old Irex at the start of the channel match
from DoA^er to Ostend last week, by trying to force a

passage in complete defiance of rules. The old cutter

had her bulwarks smashed and her rnainsail split, and

Creole was within an ace of being rammed. There was
a fresh breeze during the day, giving a reach to Ostend

(70 miles), and Cicely scored a remarkable wm. She

finished ten minutes ahead of Navahoe, over 23 minutes

ahead of Clara, over 45 minutes ahead of Brynhild, cov-

ering the course at an average of over twelve knots.

Cicely oontinues tQ de well, but in light winds, with a

fair a?nount of beating, she cannot quite hold Navahoe
and does not show up so well with Bona and Brynhild.

This is only natural, mi 'm a schooner class it would

take a very slippery ves.^el to beat her in any weather.

One would expect that at this season of the year the

motor makers would be dull, but over here the reverse
is the case. There is a decided boom in motors, and evi-
dently the_ yachts and launches fitted last winter have
proved satisfactory object lessons. Next winter will see
many auxiliary yachts on the stocks—of that there is no
doubt. Our makers stick to the 4-cycle engine, and for
what photographers call "serious work." I am strongly
inclined to think them right. I have seen some pathetic
efforts being made to coax 2-cycle engines out of the
sulks. These incidents only seem to endear them to the
owners, however. Our deep type of small cruising yachts
permit the motors to be installed in a very compact
way, interfering little or not at all with the accommoda-
tion. E. H. H.alMii*on.

Shelter Island Y* C
SHELTER ISLAND HEIGHTS, L. I.

Saturday, Aug. 2.

One of the best regattas seen off Shelter Island in
many a day was sailed on the afternoon of Saturday, Aug.
2. There was a stiff breeze blowing from the southwest
at about a twelve-knot velocity.
The best racing of the day was in the competition for

class R sloops. After a close race, Harp, belonging to
J. W. Limning, crossed the line about looft. ahead of M'.
Edson's San Toy. Psi, Andrew Bancker, was third, while
John Webster's Snook and Howard KeiriT's Arrow
brought up the rear in the order named.
Four of the star boats competed in class N. Flosshilde,

belonging to Oscar Webber, won the contest. George
TroAvbridge Hollister's new Gardner & Cox boat, Kalmia,
Avas second, and Helen, belonging to Mortimer Fuller,
Avas third.

Senta, another Gardner & Cox creation, belonging to
Otto E. Lorke, met with an accident, Avhich put her out
of the rtinning. One of her spreaders gave way, which
alloAved the mast to go by the board about 15ft. from the
deck. Quick work saved the yacht from further damage
and she Avas towed into anchorage by the steam yacht
Magnet, belonging to Hamilton Fish.

Eelskin, Guy Hutchison, owner, carried off the honors
in the class for small sloops. .Second place was taken by
Winnewish, belonging to H. N. Shickel, Avhich beat out
Kard Pickard's Duchess by a slight margin.

It was the first victory of the season for Flosshilde
and for Harp.^

Penataqtjit-Cofinthian Y» C»

BAY SHORE, L. I.

Saturday, Aug. 2.

The annual regatta of the Penataquit-Corinthian Y. C.
Avas sailed on Aug. 2. Ten classes filled, and the races
Avere the equal of any in South Bay yachting history.
Honors of the day went to Com. Regis H. Post's sloop

Constance, which Avon the Queen of the Bay cup from
Charles De Hart Brower's Winnabust. This trophy goes
lo the yacht making the best elapsed time over the longer
coiirses. The Post boat covered the distance in 1:19:58,
while Winnabust did it in 1:30:21.
The class N sloops which are competing this season

for the Lighthouse cup presented by J. Campbell Smith,
had a lively contest, although the race did not count on
the series.

John R. Suydam's ncAV Crane boat, Arrow, won, finish-
ing nearly tAVO minutes ahead of H. O. Havemeyer's
Herreshoff production, Electra. T. R. Macy's Don was
third. Gayety, Richard Hyde, owner; Pinkie, belonging
to Allan Pinkerton, and Amy Foster, the property of J.
Campbell Smith, Avinner of the Lighthouse cup series of
1901, also started. Amy Foster did not finish.

The Avinners in the other classes were: Class H, 2Sft.
sloops, Frontenac

; Westhampton Country Club one-design
class, Charon; Moriches Bay catboats, Merry Jest; classW W, Scud; catboats, class W, Grace; catboats, class 4,
Toddie; class M, special, Wildojna; catboats, class P,
Jupiter, sailover.

American Y. C.

MILTON POINT, LONG ISLAND SOUND. ^
Saturday, Aug. 2.

The American Y. C.'s 21 and i8ft. one-design classes
sailed a race off Milton Point on Saturday, Aug. 2. The
boats sailed over a small triangular course in a very light
southwest breeze. In the 21ft. class Jolly Tar and Rascal
tied for second place. Cricket won in the 21ft. class, while
Rattler Avon in the i8ft. class. The summary:

21ft. Class—Start, 3:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Cricket, H. Willetts 4 17 14 1 07 14
Jolly Tar. S. Howland 4 17 26 1 07 26
Rascal, S. C. Hopkins..., 4 17 26 1 07 26
Howdy, S. Wainwright 4 18 30 ' 1 08 30
Ping Pong. W. H, Browning 4 19 14 1 09 14
The Kid, O. Harriman, Jr 4 20 09 1 10 09

18ft. Class—Start. 3:lfl.

Rattler, J. D. Bowles ...4 4fi 03 1 36 03
Hustler, John R. Downing 4 43 22 1 33 22
Mongoose II., Simeon Ford.... 4 46 34 1 36 34
Zuleika III., H. H. Sherman 4 49 51 1 39 51

Seawanhafca Cap Defender*

At a meeting of the Regatta Committee of th- Royal
St. Lawrence Y. C, held on Satttrday, Aug. 2. it Avas

decided that Trident Avas the boat best suited to defend
the Seawanhaka cup against Tecumseh, the Bridgeport
Y. C.'s challenger.

Challenger for Fisher Cttp.

The Regatta Committee of the Royal St. Lawrence Y.
C. has been authorized by ex-Com. George H. Gooderham
to send a challenge to the Rochester Y. C. for the Fisher
cup. Invader is named as the challenging boat.

Western Canoes*

Chicago, 111., Aug. 2.—Mr. A. W. Friese, of Milwau-
kee, just back from Ballast Island, reports that he be-

lieves there is at least some chance for a, general A.

A. meet at Ballast Island in the near futuiev E'. H.
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Szawanhaka-Cofinthian Y, C One-DesigfH Class,

A SHORT time ago the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

opened a designing competition through the columns of

Forest and Stream with the idea lliat some of the designs

sent in might prove good enough for general adoption.

One of the conditions governing tlie competition was that

the boats should be designed under the new measurement

rule. It was found afterward that the rule could not be

appHed with any satisfactory results to such small boats,

and although the prizes were awarded, none of the de-

signs were actually used. Some of the club members who
wished to build in this class got Mr. Clinton H. Crane

to make a design for them, and the one submitted by him

proved satisfactory. The boats which are to be built wiU

be known as the Seawanhaka 15-footers, will measure as

follows; is'ft. waterline, 24ft. 6in. over all, 6ft. breadth

and 3ft. 9in. draft. The boats will have a regular knock-

about rig, and will carry 325 sq. ft. of sail. They will

be keel boats with outside lead ballast, and will have

bronze watertight bvdkheads. The boats will be double

planked with mahogany, and will cost not over $650.

Those who are certain to build are ex-Com. Henry C.

Rouse, Frank J. Gould, Ccm. Alexander Van Rensselaer

of the Philadelphia Corinthian Club, James A. Burnet,

Frank D. Pavey, Daniel Bacon, Emlen Roosevelt, C. W.
Wetmore, T, S." Young, Walter James, Franklin A. Plum-
mer, Johnston de Forest, William J. Mattheson, Colgate

Hoyt and Percy K. Hudson. The four who will prob-

ably build are L. L. Lorillard, Jr., E. S. Willard, H. M:
Crane and C. A. Sherman.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
We are indebted to Mr. A. F. Bancroft, Secretary of

the Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia for a copy of its

club book.
8^ 8^

Mr. Stanley M. Seaman has made the following sales

through his agency: Auxiliary ketch Cero, 52ft. l.w.k,

for Messrs. W. K. Mathews and A. B. Claflin, of New
York City. Yawl Yram, for Mr. J. P. Bartram, Jr., of

New York city. The 51ft. sloop Whitbv for Mr. N. L
Tuck, of Brooklyn, N. Y., to Mr. W. E. Haskell, of New
York city. The 30ft. sloop Kathleen to Mr. Daniel

Bacon, Seawanhaka Y. C, for Mr. E. L. Hopkins, of

the same club. The launch Spray for Mr. Henry Bul-
lard, of Middletown, Conn., to Mr. L. B. Huntington, of

New Rochelle, N. Y. ; she is a cruising launch 40ft. over
all, designed and built by Henry Burdeau this spring;

Mr. Huntington contemplates an extended trip to Florida

this coming winter. The 25ft. sloop Quivette for Mr.
Walter Burgess, of Boston, Mass., to Mr. Henry A.
Robinson, of New York city.

1^ ^ ^
Mr. Frank N. Tandy has sold for Mr. Guy Norman

his steam yacht Hope to Mr. E. Pierson Beebe.

*li

The Geo. Lawley & Son. "Corp., South Boston, Mass.,

is building for Mr. Charles Fletcher, of Providence
R. I., a steel steam yacht. Mr. Fletcher recently sold

his steam yacht Alvina to Mr. Chester GrLscom. The
new boat Avas designed by Mr. A. S. Cheseborough, who
also designed Alvina. The new vessel is 171ft. over all,

139ft. waterline, 21ft. 6in. breadth and loft. draft. She
will be completed May i, 1903.

^ ^
The 40-footer Nymph, recently purchased by Mr. John

Reilly, of New York, was beached at New Rochelle on
Tuesday, July 30, to have her bottom painted. To keep
her on an even keel guy ropes were run out from the

masthead. One of these parted and let the yacht fall

over on some rocks, making a bad hole in her port side.

The captain of the yacht, who was working on the keel,

had a narrow escape from being crushed.

4^ 4^

The Northport Y. C, of Northport Harbor, will hold
their fourth annual regatta on Saturday, Aug. 9. It is

open to all yachts of the 75ft., S5ft. schooners, the 80ft.,

70ft., 60ft., 51ft., 43ft., 36ft., 30ft., 2Sft., 2ift., i8ft. .sloops

and cutter classes; 43ft. and 36ft, yawls; raceabouts regu-
lar class, 30ft., 25ft., 2ift. and 18ft. classes; Manhasset
Bay Y. C. one-design class, Northport Y. C. one-design
dory class (Greenwich type). The races will be started at

12 o'clock. It will be high water at Northport Harbor
at 3 :2i P. M:. on the day of the race.

^
Mr. Hollis Burgess, who attends to the brokerage de-

partment of the business of Mr. W. Starling Burgess, has
recently made the following sales : 21ft. knockabout Geisha,
owned by W. T. Whitman, of Paris, Texas, to A. B.
Shepley, of St. Louis; Herreshoff, one-design, Buzzard's
Bay 15-footcr Twinkle, owned by Augustus Hemenway,
of Boston, to C. E. Hodges; 30ft. yawl Katharine, owned
by Walter Burgess, of Boston, to the Hon, F. W. Rol-
lins, ex-Governor of New Hampshire; 31ft, steam launch
Freebooter, owned by Walter Pansons, of Boston, to E. B.
Phillips, of Pepperell, Mass; 28ft. sloop Norseman (ia
conjunction with McConnell Bros.), owned by F. W.
Bridge, of Boston, to Rev. G. A. Strong, of Quincy; 41ft.
steani launch Hermes, owned by C. W. Downer, of Bos-
ton to W. H. Elliot, Commissioner of the Interior at
Porto Rico, to be used as a Government launch; 30ft.
sloop Elmer, owned by Thomas Harrington, of Boston,
to Capt. Johnson, of Melrose; 21ft. raceabout Margaret,
owned by James E'. Graves, of Marblehead, to William
CothroU, of Chicago; i8ft. knockabout Tern, owned by
Mrs. L. B. Gibson, of Roxbury, to William Cothrojl, of
Chicago; i8ft. sloop Osprey, owned by W. H. Child, of
Hingham, Mass., to R. L. Scaife, of Boston; 21ft. knock-
about Meander, owned by E. B. Merriman, of Boston, to
Henry W. Peabody, of Boston; 25ft. sloop Querita.
owned by C. C. Williams, of Boston, to B. D. Amsden, of
Boston; 21ft. knockabout Polly, owned by Ray Taft,' of
Boston, to Frank Damrosch, of New York; 21ft. Massa-
chusetts Y. R. A. cabin sloop Quakeress, owned by Quincy
Bent, son of Major Bent, Commodore of the Annisquam
Y. C, to Mr. Joyfce, of Philadelphia; 21ft. keel sloop
Frolic, owned by Albert F. Bigelow, of Boston, son of
.A-lbert S. Bigelow, Commodore of the Eastern Y. C, and

owner of the fine new steam yacht Pantooset, to Dr. W.
H. Litchfield, of Hull, representative of Boston; l6ft. keel

sloop Pollly II., owned by Eliot Wadsworth, of Boston

( sold in connection with F. S. Nock, of West Mystic,

Conn.), to Mr. Dodge, of New York; 2Sft. Bar Harbor
kncckahout Oeewah, owned by Alfred Douglas, of New
York, to Walter T. Wallace, of New York.

This firm has chartered the looft. steamer Genevieve,

owned bv Capt. Burgess, of Onset, to C. N. Shaw, of

Dedham,' with option of purchase ; 105ft. steam yacht

Josephine, owned by William H. Gwynne, of Cambridge,

to the Quincy Y. C, for the Quincy cup races held off

Manchester Aug. 4, S and 6, with option of more.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

^ifle ^mge md ^ntlerg.—

—

Columfafa Pistol and Rifle Clofa,

San Fkancisco, Julv 20.—H. Kroeckel, secretary of tire Stock-

ton Pisto] and Rifle Club, joined our club, the Columbia Pistol

and Rifle Club, and was high man in the .22 rifle contest. His
shooting will stimulate our boys. Capt. Fred ICuhnle, who comes
all the way from Petolunia, found his .38 black powder cartridges

would not work, so Yotmg prevailed upon him to shoot his

loaded with smokeless. Fred proceeded to roll up 44 in 10 straight

shots with it, beating Young on the 3-.shot match with his own
gun. "VVell,"" said Fred, "you can't keep them out of the cen-

ter, can't you load mme that way.'" Ed Hovey led in the pistol

match and Papc in the Creedmoor.
By the way, why has New York or the National Rifle Associa-

tion found Creedmoor unsuitable for team-match shooting? We
notice the team match is to be on the Standard with military guns.

There has been some good -military shooting done in the West
on Creedmoor, and the vandalism in this instance remains with
New York.
Scores on Columbia target, off-hand shooting:
Rifle, 200 yards; three-shot match: Capt. Fred ICuhnle, 11, 12,

IS, 17, IS, 19. 19, 20. 20, 22. F. O. Young, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 18, 18, 20.

H. Kroeckel, 19, 26. Ten-shot match: F. O. Young, 53; A. 11.

Cady. 67. Military and repeating rifle match, Creedmoor count:
A. H'. Pape, 47; P. Becker, 46, 45, 43; F. Knostman, 42, 39, 38, 37.

Fifty-vard range, pistol: Ed Hovey, 39, 43; F". O. Young, 53,

53; R. Schneider, 55, 61, 65, 67, 79; G. Barley, 57; P. Becker, 59;

Dr. IT. W. Plunsaker, 64, 66. 69, 78; J. R. Trego (revolver), 67, 68,

70, 74, 76; Miss Magnin, 129; Mr. Magnin, 133. Revolver, L.
Hinkel 57; F. O. Young, 62, 67; .22 and .25 rifle, H. Kroeckel,

18, 21, 21, 22, 22, 22, 24, 25, 26; Dr. Twist, 21, 22, 23, 23, 24, 25, 28, 28;

Dr. Hunsaker 35, 35.

Fred O. Young, Sec'y.

—
<$>
—

Fixtures.

Aug. 13-14.—Brunswick. Me.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Brunswick Gun Club, L. C.

Whitmore, Sec'y.
Aug. 14-15.—Creenville, Pa.—Alexander's second annual trap-

shooting tournament; $.50 average money. John A. McNary, Mgr.
Aug. 14-15.—Greenville, Pa.—Alexander's annual target tourna-

ment,
Aug. 14-16.—Hamilton, Can.—Dominion Trapshooting and Game

Protective Association's tournament.
Aug. 14-15.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap-

shooters' League target; tournament. C. VV. Walton, Sec'y,
Natchez, Miss.
Aug. 19.—Holyoke, Mass.—Holyoke Shooting Club's annual

tournament. J. R. Blamy, Sec'y.
Aug. 20-21.—Kane, Pa.—Kane Sportsmen's Club's amateur target

tournament.
Aug. 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club; first day handicap (lOO targets, 14 to 21yds. rise, open to
all) and R. I. clam bake; second day, regular programme.
Aug. 21-22.—Milton, Pa.—Two days' tournament of the Milton

Rod and Gun Club. G. Dal Fox, Pres.
Aug, 23.—VVestwood, N. J.—Tournament and clam bake of the

Weslwood Gun Club. E. L. Greenin, Sec'y.
Aug. 26-27,—Peru, Ind.—Perti Gun Club's sixth annual mid-

summer tournament, at Bass Lake. Frank Dunbar, Sec'y.
Aug. 26-29.—Okoboji, la.—^Amateur shooting tournament, under

management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.—Haverhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, tinder the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-28.—Ruflsdale, Pa.—RufFsdale Rod and Gun Club's first

annual twO-day target tournament. Added money, $30. Rose
system. Lloyd H. Ruff, Sec'y.
Aug. 30.—Watertown, Mass.—First all-day open tournament of

the Watertown Gun Club. Chas. H. Philbrook, Acting Sec'y.
Aug. 29.—Pleasant Hill, Mo.—Sixth annual merchandise and

sweepstake tourney. T. H. Cohron, Sec'y.
Aug. 30.—Watertown, Mass.—All-day tournament of the Water-

town Gun Club.
Sept. 1.—^Battle Creek. Mich.—^Amateur tournament of the Battle

Creek Gun Club. M. E. Hensler, Sec'y.
Sept. 1-2.—Meriden, Conn.—Parker Gun Club's annual Labor

Day Shoot and Sheep Bake. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.
Sept. 2-3.—Tiffin, O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-

fin Gun Club; $75 added. L. D. Arndt, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4.—Napjanee, Ind.—-The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gtm Club. Ed. J.
Bowers, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-5.—Richmond, Ind.—Handicap tournament of the Rich-
mond, Ind., and College Gornec, New Paris and Oxford, O., gun
clubs.

Sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.—Erie City Rod and Gun Club's handicap
tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added, A, N. Aitken,
Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Open tournament of the Con-

solidated Sportsman's Association. Eber Rice, Sec'y.
Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa,—Three days' target tournament of the

Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, $200, L. S, Munch,
Sec'y.
Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. John Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 10,—East Liverpool, O.—East Liverpool Gun Cluh'e tOur*

npment. R. W. Sample, Sec'y,
Sept. 15-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo,—Twenty-fifth

tournament of the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective As--
.sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y,

Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska City, Neb.—Tournament at Nebraska City.
Sept. 16-18.—Williamsport, Pa.—Tournament of the West Branch

Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 16-19.—Detroit. Mich.—John Parker's annual tournament.
Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs Sec'y.
Sept. 29-80.—Lewistown, HI,—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistpwn Gun Club. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City; Ind-—Piarejit Groye Gm Club's fall tourna-

ment. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the

.Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H indicap tournanient of tjig Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.
Oct. 15-16.—Springfield. O,—Springfield Gun Club's tournament

B, F. Downs, Capt.
Newark, J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.-Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.
First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for

the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets-
open to all. First contest, March 1,

'

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK,
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica on

L. 1. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appoiiited
,

shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations,

The programme of the Interstate Association tournament,
given for the Plaverhill (Mass.> Gun Club, August 27 and 28, has
tien events each day, alternately 15 and 20 targets, known and
unknown angles, $1.50 and .$2.00 entrance. Lunch will be served
on the grounds each day. Rose system ratios 5, 3, 2 and 1 will
govern the division of the moneys; targets 2 cents; sweepstakes
optional. First class shells for sale on the grounds. The Haver-
hill Gun Club will give .$50 in gold to the four lugh guns of
entire programme, as follows: First, $20; second, $15; third, $10;
fourth, ,$5. To reach the shooting grounds, take Main-Rosemont
electric cars to Dustin Square, from which it is a short walk to the
grounds. On August 29, the third day, the Haverhill Gun Club
will give an extra programme of ten events, 25 targets each,
$2.50 entrance, 250 targets in all, with a total of $25 entrance.
These are alternately regular and Sergeant systems. The first
four are grouped into a 100 target event.
The Interstate (five men) team match, entrance $15 per team,

the total amount of this entrance, with $10 added by the, club,
goes to the winning team; should less than three teams enter for
this event, the committee reserves the privilege of transferring
added money to either the interclub or individual rnatches. Nos.
5 and 6 and the interclub (five men) team match, open to all
regularly organized gun clubs, any of which may 'enter one or
more teams. To the winning team of this event the club presents
$15. Nos. 7 to 10, inclusive, are the individual handicap, 16 to.

28yds. Handicapping will be done by three competent men. The
club adds $30 to this event, $15 to first, $10 to second, ,$5 to third,
high guns.
For further information address the Secretary, Mr. S. G. Miller,

25 Washington Square. Mr. Elmer E, Shaner, the Association
manager, will manage the tournament.

The programme of the Olean, N. Y., Gun Club's tournament,
the dates of which are Aug. 12 and 13, provides twelve events each
day. 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, $1, .111.50, $2 and $2.50 entrance. The
programme contains further information as follows: "$20 in gold
will be given for first; $10 to second; $5 to third, and $;i to lowest
average. Moneys will be divided Rose system, 8, 5, 3, 2. Shoot
will commence promptly at 9 A. M. Loaded shells for sale on the
grounds. Shoot rain or shine. Shells shipped to Mr. B. D.
Nobles, 111 North street, will be delivered on the grounds free of
charge. Mr. H. D. Kirkover, Jr., of Fredonia, has donated an
elegant trophy to be given to any shooter residing in Cattaraugus
county who makes the highest average during the two days'
tournament. There will be a lOO-target race between B. D. Nobles,
of Olean, and H. D. -Kirkover, of Fredonia, for the Olean challenge
trophy, which Mr. Kirkover now holds, having won it at the last
Olean tournament. Handicapping Committee: F. D. Kelsey, of
East Aurora; L. V. Bycr, of Rochester; Otto Miller, of Olean;
E. H. Vaughan. of Olean. and one other selected by the com-
mittee." B. D. Nobles is the secretary.

The programme of the Parker Gun Club tournanient, to be
held at Meriden, Conn., on September 1 and 2, provides like
events each day, ten at 15 and 20 targets alternately $1.,30 and
$2.40 entrance, or a total of 175 targets, ,$18.50 entrance. The
tournament is open to all. Grounds open at S:30, Programme
begins at 9:30. Rose system, 5, 4, 3, and 2. Targets 2 cents, sweep-
stakes optional. Shells for sale on grounds. Take electric cars
to Hanover Park, Guns and shells prepaid and shipped to Mr.
C. S. Howard, will be delivered on grounds free.
A Bristol Sheep Bake—Dinner will be served on the grounds,

consisting of baked lamb, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes, fried
sweet corn, etc. Tickets, 50 cents. Served first day only. Second
day a substantial^ lunch will be supplied.
Mr. Elmer E. Shaner has been enjoying a much-needed outing

at Rainmakers' Camp, indulging betimes in the gentle art of
fishing, in which art he was gratifyingly successful. The Marietta
and Brunswick tournaments are next to engage his attention.

The Middletown (N. Y.) Gun Club has issued the programme
of its tournament, to be held on August 12. There are eight
events, with extra events to be arrang'ed later. The events are
at 10, 15 and 20 targets, except No. 8, which is the Wallkill Chal-
lenge Trophy. This trophy was first offered by the Wallkill
Gun Club, and they were the first winners,', bv a score of 101, on
their own grounds. It was then won on the Deckertown Gun
Club grounds by the Middletown Gun Club by a score of SO tie
—30 tie and 30. The Wallkill Gun CUib won the next contest on
the grounds of the Warwick Gun Club bv a score of 89. The
fourth contest for this trophy will take place on the grounds
of the Middletown Gun Club, on Tuesday, August 12 1902 at
2:30 o'clock P. M. Contestants: Wallkill Gun Club, Deckertown
Gun Club, Warwick Gun Club and Middletown' Gun Club.
Shooting will commence at one o'clock. Purses divided. Rose
system, one money for each three entries. Events open to all
shooters. Lunch served on grounds. Take State Hospital car.

The Vicksburg, Miss., Gun Club has issued the programme of
Its eighth annual tournament, which is to be held Aug. 13 to 15
Cash to the/ amount of $400 will be added, and $100 will go to the
six high averages. The first day is for practice. The regular
programme begins on the second day. On the second and third
days there will be ten events each day, with a total of 200 targets
each day. Entrance each day, $20. Targets 2 cents. Rose system
will govern. Railroads will give reduced rates from all points on
certificate plan. All visitors should secure certificate when buying
ticket, as fifty certificates are required. Shooters attending the Bir-
mingham, Ala., shoot, Aug. 12 and 13, can leave Birmingham at
10:10 P. M. over Queen & Crescent route, Aug. 13, and arrive in
Vicksburg 6:50 A. M. next morning. Aug. 14, in time foi- regular
programme of the Vicksburg Gun Club shoot.

The programme of Alexander's second annual tournament, to be
held at Greenville, Pa,. Aug, 14 and 1,5, provides eleven similar
events each day, five at 15. five at 20 and one at 25 targets en-
trance $1,50, $2 and $2,-50. The shoot will be held at Packard Park
which is only 3 fgw minutgs' walk from the hotels. Average money
$50, divided in four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent'. Prizes for
two low guns, On Thursday gvening, Aug. 14, the participants in
the tournament will haye a Seji Food Dinner, given Ijy Mr Chas
G, Grubb, of Pittsburg, and Ale.xander, at the Elks Club '

'Vmagautrap will be used for tf^rggt throwing- The Rose system wiH
govern. Lunch served on the grounds. Manufacturers' agents and
for-targets-only go together. Guns and ammunition sent to the man-
ager, Mr, John A, McNary, will be delivered on the grounds free
of charge.

*£

The programme of Messrs. Budd and Plenshaw's amateur tourna-

l?'^?''«.o'>S. ^''M'^ at Arnold's Park, Iowa, Aug. 26 to 29, announces
that $/!00 will be added, and that the programme for each day is
alike; that is, twelve events, eight at 15 and four at 20 targets $150
and $2 entrance. Further information is presented as 'follo-ijs-
"Shooting will commence at 9 A. M, sharp. Interstate Association
rules to govern, Price of targets. 2 cents. yVll ties"^ divided
Purses will be flividefl as follows: 40, 30, 20 and 10 ner cent in 15^
targej: events, and 30, 2.3, 20, 15 'and 10 per cent, in 20-target events
For information or programmes write E. C. Henshaw Okoboji la'
Ship shells and guns care C. W. Budd, Arnold's Park Iowa' A
hanjisonie frophy will be given to manufacturer's age'nt making
high average ifi all programnie evepts.'' ' ' '

©

It

Mr. Chas, H. Philbrook. acting secretary, writes us as follows:
At the request of^ Mr. C. F. Lambert, in behalf of the HaverhillGun Club who wish to extend the Interstate .Association shoot

through Aug 29, the Watertown, Mass., Gun Club have changed
the date of their all-day open tournament to Saturdav, Aug 30Otherwise our plans are unchanged, and we will endeavor to make
the day an enjoyable one for all in attendance."

«
In the shoot of the Baltimore Shooting Association last "^at

urday, Mr. E, H Storr made a spore of »T out of 100 targets, a
performanee of the first class, .

- « s, »
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President G. Dal Fox writes us that "The Milton (PaO
Rod and Gun Club will hold a two days' shooting tournament,
August 21 and 22, at Ranyler's Park, one mile east of this borough
limits. The club already has the assurance that some o( the best
shots in the county will be present,"

There are some rumors floating about, the purport of which is

that the Grand American Handicap at Live Birds completed its

end with the reeeut tournament at Kansas Cit)'. It is to be re-

gretted that one, a final one if need be, is not positively arranged
to be held at San Antonio.

The succotash party and tournament given to the Wanderers
by Dr. VV. L. Gardiner, at his chaj-ming home in East Orange,
N. J., on Saturday of last week, was well attended, twenty-five
shooters participating in the competition. Every nne seemed to
have enjoyment unalloyed,

The Haverhill, Mass., Gim Club is most energetically endeavor-
ing to make a success of the forthcoming tournament given for it

by the Interstate Association. The Haverhill tournaments are
noted for good competition, good fellow.ship and skillful manage-
ment in all particulars.

The Wanderers will visit the Jackson Park (nin Club, of Pater-
son, N. J., on Saturday of this week, and the Saturday following
they will visit the North River Gun Club, at Kdgewater, N. J.
Aug. 23, they will visit the VVestwood, N. J., Gun Club's clam
l)ake. They will shoot actively at each place, in a modest way,

.'\t the tournament of the Southeastei-n Iowa Amateur Associa-
tion, Newton, la., July 29 and 30, Mr. Fred Gilbert was higii

average with the extraordinarily high percentage of .989. Eight
others shot 90 per cent, or better.

The Wanderers are rapidly fattening their treasury, though why
they need a treasury at all, there being no expenses of any import-
ance, is not at all apparent. The qupfition then is: Why is it?

On Sunday last, Mr. Theodore R. Itostetter, of Pittsburg, Pa.,

died. He was a member of the Herron Mill GUn Club, and quite

famous locally as a trap shot of skilL

The secretary, Mr. R. W. Sample, informs us that the East
T-iverpool (Ohio) Gun Club will hold a tournament on Septem-
ber 10.

There is open target shootinjr at Watson's Park; Burnside Cross-

ing, lU., every Saturday.
Bernard Waters.

Southeastern Iowa Amatettr Association.

Newton, la., July 30.—The second tournament of the South-

eastern Iowa Amateur Association, held in this city, closed to-

night on account of small attendance. The programme was not

completed, some Association events being left out on account of

sn-all entries. The shooting was from one set of traps. Sergeant

system. One hundred dollars was to have been paid for averages,

but owing to light attendance but $50 was paid. Hughes won
first; Burnside. second; Selbhers, third; Klein, fourth; Cool, fifth;

McKelvey and'Ellett. sixth.

Budd and Gilbert shot for targets and birds. Gilbert was high

with .&89, while Budd made .948. On the first day Gilbert made
a run of 112 straight. No meeting of the Association was held,

and no location decided on for next meeting. Geo. Selbhers won
the Schmelzer Arms Company's cup; Russel Klein won the cham-
pionship medal given by the St. Louis sportsmen; Hoon won a

diamond model pistol: Ellett a shell box, given by Von Lengerke
& Antoine; Klein a metal cigar case, donated by Parker Bros.,

and Dove a gun. _ . . , -r

Quite a number of the boys will go from here to Spirit Lake, la.,

to attend Burmeister and Klein's tournament, Aug. 6 and 7.

First Day, Joly 29.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 12 Total.

Targets- 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 Broke.

Gilbert 15 15 20 14 15 20 15 15 20 . . 15 19 183

Budd 14 13 20 15 14 20 14 15 18 .. 14 20 177

Ri,rnside 13 15 20 15 15 18 14 15 20 .. 13 19 177

J Jughes 15 15 20 13 15 19 12 14 19 . . 14 18 174

Selbhers 11 14 19 12 15 18 14 15 20 15 14 20 172

McKelvev 14 13 20 15 13 20 15 13 15 .. 15 19 172

T 14 13 18 14 15 20 12 13 17 .. 14 19 169

Klein ; 14 12 19 10 15 18 13 13 20 14 15 20 169

Fllett 13 14 19 10 12 20 14 14 20 .. 14 IS 168

Cool 14 14 20 12 13 18 12 13 18 . . 15 19 168

Hoon
"

11 12 18 1 2 11 19 14 15 20 .. 15 17 164

Campbell 12 15 19 15 13 19 13 13 17 .. 11 16 163

Geo Marshall 12 12 16 15 14 17 12 13 19 13 14 18 162

McFarland 14 14 17 14 13 17 13 14 18 13 14 15 163

Dove 14 18 IB 14 12 18 11 11 19 14 14 18 160

Marvin"..' 13 11 19 14 14 16 7 10

Forney 13 15 17 11 11 18 11 .. ^0 „ 14 17 ...

Anderson 12 9 16 12 8 . .... 10

Conger 12 10 5 5 7 .. 11

No. 10 was the cup event, for members of the Association only.

Second Day, July 30.

Events: 12 3 4

McKelvey 15 12 19 14

McFarland H JHa i?
Hughes 12 15 20 15

Klefn 13 14 20 13

I )ove 12 14 19 14

iudd 14 15 17 14

Gilbert 15 If ?S
Burnside 12 14 17 15

FHett 15 12 20 13

Campbell- 13 132014

&^":!':..:::;;::-;:;:::::.-:Mi8l5'!
Selbhers 15 15 17 15

Marshall J* H IE
Tool 11 10 17 ..

Whitney
Fifteen live birds, handicap,

cent. ; 26 to 32yds.

:

Hughes, .31

Budd, 32
Gilbert, 32

Guy B, 32

Klein, 32

Cool, 30

McKelvey, 31

Ellett, 30
Selbhers, 31
Hannawalt, 28

General averages July 29 and 30:

Shot
at. Broke. Av.

Gilbert 365 361 .989 Klein

Huffhes ...365 348 .953 Cool

Bv"dd . 365 346 .948 McK.
Burnside ......365 346 .948 Ellett

.Selbhers 365 344 ,942

5 6 7

15 19 13
. . 16 14
, . 20 15

15 19 13
13 18 15
. . 18 15
. . 20 15
. . 19 14
. . 17 11
15 20 12
, . 18 14

17 15 13
. . 20 14

8 10 11 12
13 11 12 17
14
14 15 15 20
11 14 15 18
15
14 14 13 20
14 15 15 20
15 15 14 20
14 13 14 18

15 10 14 18
8

. . 12 13 19
15 14 15 20

Broke.
145

iei
150

154
163
155
147
149

150
160

entrance, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per

...210221122222202—13

. . .121211121211122—15

...112112112112212—15

...212121222022211—14

...222222022112122—14

...212011121212112—14

...201022202221222—12

...212222121120121—14

...00i!202222222222—12

...212102012112111—13

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
365 333 .912

365 332 .909

329 .901

329 .901

Hawkeye.

A certain
whether he
vertised in
gamekeeper.
"Birds, yer
the shootinf
lake. "Are
it's jostling

they has to

wealthy English gentlemen, being in doubt as to

would become the tenant of a sporting property ad-

Cotinty Clare, entered into conversation with the

"And you say that there are plenty of birds about.?"

honour, it's bewildered ye'd be wid them." Finding
• report so satisfactory, the "foreigner" turned to the

there fish here?" said he. "Fish, yer honour, why,
each other they are, and if they wants to turn roirnd

lep out of the water to do it."- Shooting Times.

IN NEW JERSEY.

North River Gun Club.

Edgcwater, N. J., Aug. 2.—The handicap prize shoot was won by
Mr. Allison. The day was exceedingly hot.

Events:
Targets

:

M(

Barsotti

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
9 6 6 7 5 6 6 7 7
4 7 7 8
7 8 6 7

'7
5 7 6 7

7 8 8 7 6 5 6 5
4 7 6 8 S 8 8 9

'7

I 5 3 5
5 6 8 ,5 4 4 4 7 7
1 4 1 2 1

3 4 5 5 7
4

Handicap shoot, 25 targets, for prize donated by Miss Annie
Oakley:
Eickhoff 1111001110111101111110110-^19-i- 6—25
Annett 0101000111110111011100111-16+ 5—21
Merrill 0111100001101001000110111—14+ 7—21
Richter 1010110101100110011101011—15+ 5—20
F Truax 0110110011111111111111111—21+ 5-25
Morrison 0111011011110110011111111—19+ 5—24
Banardi 1000000100000000011110000— 6+15—21
Cathcart 0011111110000001011001011—13+ 8—21
Allison 1010101111110111110010111-18+ 7—25
M ei ser 0000011 111 Oil lOlOOl 000000—10+10—20

Shoot-oiT:
Eickhoff 1001100011 Alli.son 0111100111
Truax lOlMllOOl

Second shoot-off:
Truax 1010101101 Allison llOllUlll

Jas. R. Merrill, Sec'y.

The Westwood Gun Club.

Westwood, N. J., Aug. 3.—The regular annual clam bake to be
given by the Westwood Gun Club will occur on Saturday, Aug.
23, at VVestwood, N. J. Shooting will begin promptly at 9
o'clock A. M., on the grounds, which are light and appropriately
situated, thus affording a grand opportunity for making some
excellent scores.
.Some of the most noted shots of the country have volunteered

to be present to enliven the occasion, including the Wanderers'
Gun Club, those jolly fellows of the North Itiver Gun Club, and
representatives of many other clubs will participate in the numer-
ous events of the day.

I
The bake will be under the immediate direction of Mr. Geo. C.

Bennett, whose long experience as a caterer on occasions of this
kind, makes him. master of his profession.
Westwood is situated along the line of the New Jersew «& New

York Railroad, about twenty-one miles from New York, among
the hills of northern New Jersey, making it a most delightful
spot for all out-door sports. Trains leave the foot of Chambers
street (Erie depot) every hour. Excursion tickets for round trip,

90 cents. Ammunition can be obtained on the grounds at New
York prices. Parties wishing to forward their guns, ammunition,
etc., can do so by expressing, prepaid, consigning same to them-
selves, in care of B. L. Gruman. Captain, Westwood Gun Club.
Goods forwarded in this way will be delivered on the grounds free
of - charge.
The management will spare no means to make this a most de-

lightful day's outing for all those who wish to enjoy themselves,
(lood music will lead the march from the shooting grounds to the
bake, which will open at about 5 P. M., and will be present to
enliven the occasion while the diners are participating in all the
good things pertaining to a genuine clam bake.

E. L. Greenin, Sec'y.

Rahway Gun Club.

Regular weekly shoot Saturday afternoon, JulyRahway, N. J
26, 1902.

Targets: 25 25 25

Dunn 13 18 15
Browne 14 12 17
Gaskill 16 14 20

Gibson 21 21 ..

Targets: 25 25 25
Acken 14 14 ..

Wyckoff 15 16 ..

Housman 6 .

.

Mayberry , 8 . . .

.

Haverhill Gun Cljb Tournament.

Haverhill, Mass., July 31.—The committee of the Haverhill

Gun Club are busy these days arranging matters that should prove

both interesting and profitable to those who will participate, and
who are capable of such co-ordination of brain and trigger fingers

that shot and target will meet at a given point during the Inter-

state Association tournament, Aug. 27-28.

The club is the fortunate possessor on its membership roll of

those who, while they rarely take an active part in shooting, are

ready at all times to further any project that will cause visiting

shooters to retain pleasant recollections of Haverhill.

These members, together with the merchants and business men,
have made it possible for the club to offer, in addition to the

regular Interstate Association programme, a special event, which
carries with it both cash and merchandise prizes.

The committee are not at this writing in a position to state ac-

curately what these prizes will be, although they are willing to go

on record as saying that a few halves and quarters of our "glori-

ous bird of freedom," as represented by what the "gold bugs"
term sound currency, will head the list of these special prizes.

This event will be run on an extra trap throughout the two days,

under conditions that should be unique and interesting, as well

as sportsmanlike and fair.

The programmes for the extra day's tournament are out, and
the committee are of one mind that all who figure in the ten

events will realize they have recently attended a shooting match.

Would again advise those who will attend this tournament to

either bring or send an extra supply of ammunition.
The committee have arranged to have an abundance of the

standard loads on sale. Those who anticipate attending, and who
prefer a different load than those standard loads before mentioned,

should notify the secretary at once, and they will be ready.
C. F. Lambert.

Baltimore Shooting Association.

Baltimore, Aug. 2.—The new average handicap system intro-

duced by T. C. Hicks was used to-day for , the first time on the

Baltimore 'Shooting Association grounds and gave perfect satisfac-

tion. This is the only system ever used whereby every shooter

handicaps himself, and every shooter is placed on equal footing.

In the club event J. R. Malonc, J. W. Chew, W. R. Biddle and

C. C. Peters made clean scores of 50 each with their bird allow-

ance. . ,.,,11
Capt. E. H. Storr, who was using a new gun which he had

never shot' before, made the remarkable score of 97 out of 100.
_
He

was high gun in' the open events, giving a beautiful exhibition

of trapshooting. ^ , , • ^1

The handicaps used yesterday will be continued during the

month. Every one will be allowed to shoot up one back score,

giving those who did not attend a chance to shoot up next week.

Capt J. R. Malone and Dr. H. E. Lupus will leave to attend

a four' days' shoot at Asheville, N. C. The scores:

F.vents- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Targets- 10 15 15 10 10 .. 50 Targets: 10 15 15 10 10 . . 50

Malone .... 9 12 .. .. 6 50 Menah 7 10 13 8 9 .. ..

Chew . . 7 10 14 9.. 7 50 Roberts 5 9 .. 8. .17 45

Peters
'

8 13 10 8 6 14 50 Storr 10 15 15 9 10 . . 49

Richardi ... 6 12 11 8 . .. .. Jones 5 12 10 . .. 16 48

Biddle 9.. 8 8 15 50 Hanna 6 . .. 6

Lupus 9 . . . . 8 . . 3 47 Jack 8 10 9 7

No. 6 is handicap allowance.

Leach—Richardson.

SwANTON, Vt., Aug. 2.—There was an interesting 100 bird race

on the Robin Hood Powder Company's grounds, Swanton, Vt.,

this afternoon, between the veteran trap shot, who is sixty-three

years of age Mr. N. P. Leach, and E. H. Richardson, secretary of

the Robin liood Powder Company.
A strong wind made the shooting difficult. Ihe shooting was

irom five different positions and over the magautrap. The scores:

N P Leach..................... f^ 23 25 2^95
E H Richardson........... 21 24 2^^2^91

Clearview—'West Chesfer.

Wbst Chester, Pa., July 26.—The scores of the shoot between
tlie Clearview Gun Club of Philadelphia and the West Chester
Clnb was at 25 targets per man, from Magautrap:

Clearview. Broke
Miller 22
Downs 20
Bevins 15
Smith

, 18
Sanford 22
Bye 17
Urion 23
Jones 23
Leicht 20
R Bevins 17
F Fisher 19
Edwards 12
filwell 20
Davison 17
Reid 21—287

West Chester. Broke.
Peters 19
Haines >. .. 19
Mack 21
Lumis 20
Sellers ... 18
Comfort 12
Howard IS
P Bunton 13
H Howard 20
Mowere 15
Lee 18
Eachus 23
Rogers 22
Ferguson 22
Gill 17-2,S7

1-. H. E.

Trap at Watson's Parfc.

Burnside Crossing, 111, Aug. 3.—The Troisdorf medal contest,
.shot to-day, resulted m a victory for Mr. Young by a score of 23.
1 wo sweeps were shot also, one at 10, the other at 15 tai-gets.
the scores:

R"Pel, 19 llllllOlOllllllllllllllOl- -22
J^arto, 16 1111100011111111110111111—21
GnlLS, 16 ....1010011111111111111111011—21
Young 16 1111011111111101111111111—23
jJay. Jfi

, 011110000100011000011000(1-9
Smitten, 16 0010101100001001111111001—13
.Sand.s. 16 0010110111001111010111111—19
C Bellman, 111 1100011100110111001001111^ )5

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 Events: 1 2

Parto 9 12 Sands ,S

Young 2 n Gillis 8 11
Day fi . . Rnpcl 14
Smitten (J fj

Ravelrigo.

Sistersville Gun Clofa.

Sistersville, W- Va., Aug. 3.—Because of a red hot baseball-
game that the local team had on for Saturday afternoon, Aug. 2,
the attendance at our regular weekly club shoot was very light,
several of our shooters taking in the game. McNaught and Bower,
two of the, regulars were on hand as usual, and had as visitors
F. C. Percival, Esq. (Cole), president of the West Virginia State
Sportsmen's Association, of .St. Marys, and A. Bruce Hunt, Esq,,
a prominent local attorney. While Mr. Hunt is one of the finest
field shots in West Virginia, he has, until just recently, done no
shooting at the trap, but with a little practice he will no doubt
rank among the best. The following are the scores made:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 Tl 4 5
Targets: 55 25 25 25 25 Targets: 25 25 25 25 25

Ed O. Bower..... 19 21 22 24 23 .J Y McNaught... 17 22 21 20 ..
Cole 21 23 25 20 17 A B Hunt 21 19 21 18 22.

- Leranzo.

Ossining Gun Cltib.

OssiNiNC, N. Y.—Herewith please find scores made at the regu-
lar Saturday afternoon shoot of the Ossining Gun Club July 2ti.

Many favorable answers have been receiveif from manufacturers'
agents and other shooters regarding the two days' shoot of this
club, Aug. 20-21. This promises to be a record shoot for tlie
Ossining:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p 10 15 15

Ila"s
•, 8 6 8 7 10 5 0 7 12 10W Clark 5 8 8 9 6 9 9 5 11 13

C Blandford 10 10 9 10 10 . . 9
J C Bartow 8 9 7 9 7 7 8 9W Coleman 7 8 7 9 10 6 4 6 11 12-W Fisher 9

C. G. B."

Raleigh Gun Club.

Raleigh, N. C, July 24.—Rain, just at the hour of the time
for the Raleigh Gun Club shoot, prevented several from attend-
ing. But the ones participating enjoyed it and tried but failed
to reach the percentage of our president, Jas. I. Johnson. They
must content themselves to do better next time. Mr. Johnson
holds his record, 90 per cent, and above, and the conditions mu.St
be very bad to lower it. We expect to have a four-days' shoot
the last week in October with about $400 added money.

Shot Shot
at. Broke. at. Broke.

Johnson 75 07 Parker .50 38
Whitakcr 75 48 Gowan 50 35
Pearce 50 35

R. T. GoWAN, Sec'y.

Dover Sportsmen's Association.

Dover, N. H.,'July 30.—The weekly shoot of the Dover Sports-
men's Association was brought off to-day in order to attend tlie
Exeter tournament to-morrow and day following. J, Edmond
Doremus and Jack Fanning contributed largely to the interest of
the day. The former is an old-time acquaintance, and the latter
will never be a stranger again in Dover. The scores were as
follows

:

Shot at. Broke.
Fanning lOO 92
Doremus ...v....*. .100 70

St. Evenes 90 59
Nosroc 60 39

F F Wcntworth.... 60 32

Smart 40
Hodsdon 10

Meserve 20
N C Wentworth... .50

Hal lam 20

Shot at. Bfoke.
20
17

n
25
7

Cincinnati Gun Club.

Cincinnati, July 26.—The first contest for tlie Troi.sdorf medals
took xilace to-day, and as there are two medals, it was decided
to have two classes. The "A" class is composed of those who
are placed at from 18 to 22 yards. The "B" class from M to 17
vards. Scores

:

"A" Class: Coleman (19) 4.3, Peters 0:9) 42, J, B. (IH) 41,

AWers (21) 41, Heyl (20) 39, Van Ness (20) 38, Verges (.J) 37,

Gambell (20) 3b' Roll (19) 31.

"B" Class: Harris (17) 41 Ward (15) 41, Falk (17) 32. .Ander-
son (16) 29, Colonel (14) 26. Herman (17) w.
Harris won shoot olf.

Team Race—50 targets; 2 high teams out: Gambell 43, Verges
45; total 88. Coleman 43, Peters 45; total 88. Ahlers 41, Van Ness
44; total 85. 1. B. 39, Heyl 37; total 76. Roll 34, Herman 34;
total 68.

Birch Brook Gun Club.

Lynn, Mass.—Mr. Jack Fanning and Mr. Doremus were present
on Saturday, Aug. 2, and Mr. Fanning had a little fun with (he
shooters, throwing targets from a hand trap. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Targets: 30 50 15 15 20 5p 15 Targets:' 30 .50 15 15 2t» 5p I.v

Lambert .... 23 37 11 12 . . 6 13 Dudley .21 35 8 11 11
. , .

.

Fanning .... 24 42 14 13 . . 8 13 Straw 21 37 11 13 15 5 11

Yelmah 9.. 9 7 Rowe 21 35 10 .. 13 4 ..

Doremus .... 22 36 7 12 .. ..10 Hebbard .... 25 .... 13 . . 5 ..

Hastings ... 22 35 12 9 .. 4 .. Emery 12

Rand ........ 22 37 11

No. 1 A#as the merchandise. No. 2 the medal event.
Henry Rood, Sec'y,
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Ttap Afound Reading.
Reading, Pa., July 21.—The Independent Gun Club of this

ity to-day defeated the Keystone Gun Club of Lebanon in the
hird of a seiies of team shoots on the Independent's grounds in

Spring township.
The visitors scored 475 out of a possible 700, while the Inde-
endents scored 489 out of the same number. The contest through-
lUt was very exciting, and was enjoyed by a large crowd of

•portsmen, many of whom were from Lebanon. The scores follow;

Team shoot—^Tcams of 14 men, 50 targets per man:
Independent. Broke. Keystone. Broke.

Veidner , 34 Brubaker ; 47
Larkin 38 Haddon 37
Trout 40 Zellers 42
-loffert 36 Kleinfelter 28
jcorge Lutz 42 Bollman 28
D Lutz 36 Beamsderfer 35
Doerrman 31 Blucher 35
!;harles Henry 41 Dufifenbaugh 36
J. Ball 33 White 31
jeorge Weber 38 Ehrhorn o.,.,.., >. 24
Harner 29 Shanaman r<-^..kii.. 34
^unkelman .„ 26 Dissinger .'.^.....i. 39
Sucks 38 Trafford 40
Smith 27—489 Reinoehl 19—475

July 26.—The Midsummer tournament of the Reading Shoot-
ng Association will be held at Carsonia Park, Aug. 27 and 28.

Phe committee is composed of John Shaaber, Charles H. Diet-
ich and George W. Ritter. Following is the programme for
;ach day :

Added Added
Targets. Entrance. Money. Targets. Entrance. Money.
10 $1.00 $2.00 5, 15 1.50 2.00

15 1.50 2.00 6, 25 2.50 2.50

20 2.00 2.50 7. 15 1.50 2.00

15............ L50 2.00 8. .20 2.00 2.00

Purses will be divided as follows: Of 20 shooters, 30, 25, 20,

l5 and 10 per cent.; if less, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.; if less
ban ten shooters, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. All ties divided.
There will be extra events to suit shooters. Loaded shells will

3e for sale on the grounds.
Carsonia Park is easily reached from Reading, Penn street, by

irolley car every 5 minutes, and the new grounds are consid-
:red by sportsmen to be the finest in the State.
Lee Wertz, the champion target shot of Berks Cotinty, to-day

lefeated Geo. H. Ritter, the champion of Reading, in a 100-

arget match, $25 a side and county championship, by the score
if 81 to 74. The scores made were low, owing to the cloudy
iveather, which made the targets hard to see. Several hundred
dollars changed hands on the result. Another match will likely
)e made. Fred Wertz and Luther Showalter officiated as judges,
vhile Albert Fink, of Reading, was scorer. The match was wit-
lessed by over two hundred sportsmen. The contest took place
jn the new Friedensberg shooting grounds, Friedensberg, Pa.,
ibout seven miles from this city, on the Oley Valley trolley line.

Sweepstake events followed, the scores being as follows:

Events: 123456789
Targets; 15 10 10 15 10 15 10 15 15

Jitter

10

9 9 12 9 15 9 12 13
Murphy

13

10 5 12 5 12 9 10 10
.ee Wertz

9

10 8 14 9 15 9 14 10
rwin

11

7 7 11 8 10 .... 11
Dietrich

9

8 9 11 8 12 8 14 13
Jail

12

9 9 11 10 12 .... 13
Jortz 10 6 5 4 7 9
howalter

14

9 7 12 9 13 8 13 11
i-red Wertz

13

7 8 15 10 11 10 12 14
Monzkos

12

6 8 10 8 14 9 13 9
schaeffer

7

6 9 10 8 14 7 12 10
ack

11

9 8 13 6 14 6 14 12
Iwoyer

6

9 11 7 .. 9 7 ..

fas. Wertz w. 6 8

Df, Gardinet^s S«ccotasIi Toarnament.
On Aug. 2 the Wanderers had a day of superlative enjoyment.

For it they were indebted to their worthy and alert treasurer, Dr.
W. L. Gardiner, who on that day extended to them the hospitality
&f his home at East Orange, N. J., a section famed for its natural
beauties, and domiciles of modern art,

Dr. Gardiner some time since conceived the idea of a succo-
ash party and target tournament, all arranged and liquidated by
limself, with the Wanderers as his guests. In accordance with
this hospitable purpose, he issued an invitation to each member
of the VVanderers, and to some of his friends, as follows:
"Elliott Place, East Orange, N. J., July 23.—You are invited to

attend a succotash party, Saturday, Aug. 2. Lunch at 1 o'clock.
Take 15:10 D., L. & W. train for Brick Church. Conveyance at
dfpot. The afternoon will be devoted to trapshooting."
This invitation came neither to the blind nor the halt, neither to
he heedless nor the dormant. The members responded affirma-
tively, and attended in full force, with the exception of a few
who could not participate owing to other cares, and who accord-
'ugly sent e.N:cuses and regrets to the host.

_
Never was invitation sent to a body of men more capable of

living up to its possibilities, more promptly cheerful in so living
Or more gratefully appreciative of the honor. The members are
eminently qualified to enjoy life's highest form of enjoyment in a
wholesome way, when time, place and opportunity properly com-
bine for it. In this respect, they probably are excelled by none,
or, if it be conceded that they are excelled, slightly, at all, then
Cinly by the Ancient and Honorable Artillery of Boston, the
Putnam Phalanx of Hartford, an"cl a limited few other bodies of
tried and true trenchermen, who have been much longer in ex-
stence as organizations, and who have been favored by far greater
numbers of opportunities. Nevertheless, though the older or-
ganizations may be surpassingly clever, touchui' on an' appertainin'
lo the art of dinner knife and fork, they yet are lacking in the
all-round proficiency of dining well and shooting better. The
Wandcrer.s shoot exceedingly well at a maximum of expense-
that is, some ot them do—and if any of them are deficient as
apicures and shootists, time and opportunity will cure it, so that
t is not an unwarranted prediction that the Ancient and Honorable
iVrtillery, et al., may be forced to a subordinate position as func-
lionists by this new, merry, peripatetic organization of trap-
ihooters.
The invitation in itself contained nothing of information as to

the full length and breadth of the good Doctor's generous pur-
joses. Nevertheless there were rumors, vague, yet of fair reliability
IS coming from knowing sources, that the succotash party and
lonrnament, bountiful and pleasing, would add a new red-letter
lay to the annals of trapshooting. The rumors treated of valuable
merchandise prizes gratis, handicaps of invincible potency, fra-
g:rant waters from the springs of old Kentucky, and amber aqua
citse of a kind to tickle the palate of jolly old King Gambrinus;
iUccotash galore, and all croNvned by the gracious hospitality ot
he amiable host.
Aug. 2 was swelteringly hot and humid, nevertheless guests

arrived promptly on time and were received at the station by Dr.
Gardiner, who had provided for their carriage an omnibus in
iize something less than that of a ferry boat. It had a capacity for
ibout twenty-four first cabin passengers, with a few stowaways,
ind it was packed to its full limit. In numbers they appeared
.pmething like an army without banners—all healthj^ able-bodied
men, some of ample girth, all sharp of eye—whom to fill with
;\iccotash was a feat not lightly to be considered. The I3octor with
varm cordiality welcomed his guests to his home, assuring them
hat they were at Liberty Hall, where each was at liberty to do as
le pleased to promote his best comfort and happiness, and every
)ne thereupon was instantly at his ease. Tables were ready, set
in the broad veranda, the guests fell to and forthwith displayed
1 speed and execution of admirable degree. Succotash and many
other dishes were in abundance, and a popular dark ruby liquid
n which sliced lemon floated, was passed around, the name of
vhich I did not learn. After lunch the Doctor showed the prizes
or which the shooters were to compete. They were much ad-
fnired. He explained that a contestant could w"in but one prize;
hat ties of one event would be shot off in the following event or
ivents; that there was a prize for high average and one for low
iverage; that all the prizes were donated by himself; that there
was no entrance fee other than the price of targets at 2 cents;
hat, after deducting the expenses of targets, trappers, etc., any
surplus would be turned into the Wanderers' treasury, and that
^e. while participating in the competition would shoot for targets
)nly, all of which was received with much commendation by word
ind look. The grounds are beautiful and spacious. Although the
hooting was toward the house, which was large, modern, and in
n admirable setting of smoothly shaven green lawn and thrifty
rees. the distance was too g^reat for the shot to reach it. A tent
ifforded shelter, camp chair* afforded seats, an^ large noble treeg
umisbed shade,

•
. „

The traps were obtained from the South Side Gun Club, of
Newark, and were famous for their perfect work. They were set
Sergeant system. The screen was high, and therefore the targets
flew high. The shooters faced the sun, so that the conditions
were not favorable to the making of good scores, and yet some of
the shooting was excellent. Mr. Neaf Apgar made the excellent
percentage of .956, missing but seven targets out of 160. He won
high average. Mr. L. Colquitt won the prize in event 1, a silver
watch charm and fob, which disqualified him from further win-
ning. Mr. E. A, W, Everett, of Pompton Lake, N. J., won the
prize, a silk umbrella, in event 2. Mr. B. Waters won the prize
in event 3. Mr. O. L. Yeamans won the rocking chair, the prize
of event 4. Event 5 had a carving set for a prize, which was won
by Mr. T. Dukes. Event 6 was a two-man team event, in which
there were several ties which were reduced to four, and it being too
late to shoot them oli, they were decided by lot; Messrs, Dukes
and Colquitt won the prizes, a scarf pin for each. Mr. F. V.
Carlough won the prize, a fishing rod in event 7, and Mr. F. E.
Butler won a box of cigars, the prize in event 8. The programme
was not finished. A number withdrew from event 8 to give op-
portunity to shoot off the ties, and No. 9 was not shot at all.

About 4,000 targets, more or less, were thrown in the afternoon.
Mr. M. Herrington acted as referee; Mr. D. F. Pride as scorer;
Mr. W. R. Hobart as cashier.
After the shoot ended all repaired to the Doctor's home, where

the prizes were distributed. Mr. Colin S. Wise, the president
of the Wanderers, and Capt. A. W. Money addressed the host,
felicitously expressing thanks and appreciation of the entertain-
ment so bountifully bestowed on the Wanderers by their host,
who modestly replied in a few well-chosen words. The partv
then took seats in the elongated bus, and as the ponderous craft
started for the depot the melodious voices of the Wanderers burst
forth in the- time-honored song, "For he's a jolly good fellow,"
which punctuated a day of which every moment was enjoyable.
The list of shooters, handicaps and scores, with allowances added
to events, follow

:

Events: -12 3 45678 Shot Total
Targets : 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 at. Broke. Av.

Morfey, 2

17

20 17 16 20 17 20 19 160 130 . 811
Money, 2

20

19 20 20 16 19 IS 19 160 140 .880

Apgar, 1

20

20 19 20 20 20 20 19 160 153 . 956
Jacks, 4

20

20 20 17 19 13 18 . . 140 103 . 735
Banks, 1

20

20 17 17 18 20 19 .. 140 126 . 900
Everett, 5

17

20 20 20 20 20 20 . . 140 110 . 785
Skelly, 3

20

20 20 20 17 20 20 20 160 138 . 862
Brigham, 1 19 15 19 17 15 17 18 . . 140 113 . 807
Keystone, 2 20 17 19 20 19 20 20 20 160 143 .894

Welles, 2

20

20 20 20 18 20 20 18 160 144 . 900
.Schneider, 4 20 16 17 14 20 19 19 . . 140 99 . 707
Yeomans, 3 20 20 19 20 20 20 20 20 160 146 . 913
Von Lengerke, 3 20 20 15 17 20 20 20 18 160 127 . 793
Terrill, 5

20

20 20 17 20 20 19 . . 140 103 . 735
Goetter, 5

19

20 20 17 20 18 19 .. 140 103 . 735
Dukes, 4

18

17 20 20 20 20 -120 100 . 769
Butler, 5

20

20 20 20 20 17 20 20 160 127 . 793
Dudley, 1 ; 18 20 20 20 19 20 18 . . 140 129 . 922
Sinnock, 2

20

20 20 18 20 20 20.. 140 130 . 929
Colquitt, 3

20

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 160 145 . 906
Seelev, 5..

20

19 19 20 18 20 20 20 160 131 .819

Guenther, 4 20 19 19 19 20 18 20 16 160 121 .756

Waters, 5 19 20 20 20 20 19 20 . . 140 112 . 800
Schoftel, 6 12 17 14 60 28 . 622
Gardiner, 0

14

16 16 13 17 16 17.. 140 109 . 778

The averages are based on what the contestants actually broke.
No. 6 was the two-man team race, the same handicap allowances

of the other events holding good. Following are the scores:
Welles 20, Seeley 20; total 40.

Sinnock 20, Von Lengerke 20; total 40.

Guenther 18. Butler 19; total 37.

Yeomans, 20, Keystone (F. V. Carlough) 20; total 40.
Dudley 20, Waters 19; total 39.

Dukes 20, Colquitt 20; total 40.

Terrill 20, Morfey 17; total 37.

Gardiner 16, Goetter 18; total 34.

Apgar 20, Brigham 17; total 37.

Schneider 19, Skelly 20; total 39.

Jacks (C. S. Wise) 13, Banks 20; total 33.

Everett 20, Money 19; total 39.

Mississippi—Louisiana Trapshooters* Association.

The Mississippi .Louisiana Trapshooters' Association have just
completed in three days' shoot, one of the most successful held
in the annals of the Association. The shoot was attended by a
great number of distinguished trapshooters from all over the
country.
High average was won by Ward Erwin, of Greenville, 364 out of

400, a gold medal. He also won the individual championship of
the Association, after shooting off the tie with Percy Benedict, of
New Orleans, breaking 24 out of 25. Walter Blake, of Greenville,
and Harold Money, of St. Louis, tied for second place with 354
out of 40O. As Mr. Money was a professional, Mr. Blake was
awarded the medal for second high average. The cup donated
by the Peters Cartridge Company, emblematic of championship
for three-man teams of the Association, was won by Greenville
team, composed of Erwin, Blake and Sharkey, scoring 65 out of 75.
After the programme was finished on the second day a lOO-bird

race was shot by Ward Erwin and Harold Money. Money won
by 2 birds. Both were strongly backed by friends, and the race
was a pretty one throughout.
They shot four strings of 25 birds as follows: Money 25, 24, 23, 22:

Erwin 21, 24, 22. 25.

^July22. ^July23.~ Total Total
Shot at. Broke. Shot at. Broke. Shot at. Broke.

Money 200 182 200 172 400 354
Avery 200 151 200 154 400 309
Burke 200 146 200 179 400 325
Lawrence 200 169 200 157 400 326
Wade 200 170 200 166 400 336
Frank 200 160 200 159 400 319
Brady 200 162 200 173 400 335
Paston ,.20O 152 200 146 400 278
49

200

148 200 146 400 294
Joyner 200 157 - 200 169 400 326
Foote 200 155 200 163 . 400 318
Erwin 200 180 200 184 400 364
Blake ..200 178 200 176 400 354
Sharkey 200 166 200 168 400 334
McCutchen 200 153 200 169 400 322
Duncan 200 159 200 168 400 327
Adams .200 163 200 150 400 313
Shanahan 200 157 200 175 400 332
Cameron .200 106 200 ... 200 106
Benedict ..200 168 200 167 400 335
Wheeless 90 68 75 55 165 123
Walton 200 124 200 147 400 271
Sessions ..200 164 200 171 400 335
Wilson .....4....200 142 200 152 400 294
Clinton 200 156 200 153 400 309
Hebron

50

30 95 65 145 95
Thomas 160 91 160 91
Saxon

50

32 170 145 220 177
Barnard ..200 140 200 158 400 298
Baggett

50

31 50 31
Powell 200 151 200 162 400 313
Arnold

70

44 25 14 95 58
Taylor 130 89 170 144 300 233
Love

55

25 ... ... 55 35
Baker

33

22 115 99 150 121
Crauch

40

24 ... ... 40 24
Lee 150 97 65 34 215 131
Anderson 70 44 155 114 225 158
Kaufman 200 140 20O 160 400 30O
Fletcher .....^ 130 98 130 98
Bradfield ... 130 86 130 86
Hays ,130 110 130 110
Miller 130 111 130 111

Gallatin Gttn Cltib.

Gallatin, Tenn., July 26.—Our club is very proud of a beauti-
ful gold medal presented by the Peters Cartridge Co. This medal
was put in competition for the first time to-day. It will be con-
tested for weekly the balance of this season and all of next, and
will then belong to the member who has won it most often.
The medal was this time won by Bright.
Each event was* at 25 targets.

Seay 15 9—24 Brown , 14 19—33
Murphroo 20 17—37 Bright .20 23—43
Green ,.21 20—41 Hickman i...l6 17—33

Anderspi^ ...21 16—37
yf' C, Hajuus, Sise'y,

WESTERN TRAPS,

Richmond Shoot.
Chicago, III., July 24.—The combination handicap at targets,

Sept. 3-5, at Richmond, Ind., seems to be about as attractive a
little card as looms up on the Western horizon at this moment-
There will be $200 average money divided between 10 high gunt»
and 10 low programme guns. In the last event there will be a
guaranteed prize of .$100, with .$15 extra to higli gun. Ths Riclv-

mond Gun Club openly announces that it proposes to give the
biggest shoot ever held in Indiana, 0. V, Porter, secr«tary,,

Richmond, Ind.
E. HouoH. ,

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111. '

Garfield Gvn Clttht

Chicago, 111., July 26.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the sixth trophy shoot of sec-
ond series. Hellman won class A trophy on 25 straight, A. Mc-
Gowan won B on 20, and C. H. Kehl won C on 15.

The day was a fine one for target shooting in all respects, ex-
cept being a little too hot for cofnfort, about 90 in the shade
and a rather stiff breeze across the traps made the left quarter- -

ing targets very fast and low; The attendance was fairly goodf,
seventeen shooters showing up for trophy event.
Thirteenth trophy shoot: Dr. J. W. Meek 20, C, H. Kehl 15„

R. S. Leete 17, G. W. Drinkwater 14, J. Monaghan IZ, W- R-
Johnson 18, J. D. Pollard 2-3, L. Thomas 24, A. McGowan 20„
G. Barnard 17, C. P. Richards 23, J. E. Dofter 20, M. G. EldredJ
10, Bowers 21, A. Hellman 25, S. E. Young 21, Dr. J. H. HufJ 22,

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Meek 10 8 8 9 10 7 9
Kehl 5 3 .. 6 7 .2 5
Leetc 7 . , . «• 9 3 7
Drinkwater S 4 .. 7 8 4 8
Monaghan .•. 4 7 .. 6 6 3 7
Tohnson ' •. 9 .. .. 8 9 S K
Pollard 10 9 9 7 8 fi 9
Thomas 6 8 10 9 10 4 9
A McGowan 7 .. 7 6 5 6
Barnard 6 .. .: 7 6 .. 6
Richards > 8 .. .. 10 10 W
Dofter 6 5 4 8 7.. 81

Eldrcd ; 4 6.. 2 7 .. 3
Bowers .7 7 9 8 7 ., 6
Hellman 10 8 .. 10 10
Young 8 7 10 5 7 . ..

Huff
Chicago, 111., Aug. 2.—The appended scores were made on our

grounds to-day on the occasion of the seventh and last trophy shoot
of the second series. A. Hellman and C. P. Richards tied for Class
A trophy on 23, and Richards won on shoot-off. Leete won Class
B trophy, on 22, and Eldred won Class C on 18.

The day was a good one for target shooting, and s5x;teen shooters
lined up for the sport.
The next shoot b .'gins a new series under a reclassification. The

scores for the present series have not been figured up yet, but I
will report winnings and standings of this series next week:
C P Richards 1011111111111111101111111—23
C H Kchl.. 1011011101100001111000111—15

J W Meek lllllOlllOlOOllimiUm-21
F G Barnard 1110100011001101001100111-14
R S Leete , lllllOllllllinillOOllUl—22
J A Russi 1010011011111111011111111-20
J Gerstner 1111111110111111111111111—24
L Thomas ' 1111111001010110001111111—18
A McGowan 1101101110111011111111010—19
T Eaton .-1111111111001111011101111—21
T L Smedes lOOlllllllUU 11101101111—21
N P Johnson 1101011110110110101011111—18
M G Eldred 1011001111110000111111111—18

J A Fluff .-.r.r-.TT lOOllUmilOOnoOIOOllll—17
A Hellman .1101111111111111111110111—23

J E Dafter 1110110111100011111101101—18

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 1 10 10 , 10

Richards 10 9 9 . . .... 9 10
Kehl 6 6 5 7 .... 3 4
Dr Meek 9 9 10 10 9 9 10 8
Barnard 9 5 10 8
Leete 6 7 S 9 .. . fi 8
Russi 8 S 8 8 . . . , 7 .

.

Gerstner 8 9 8 ..

Thomas 9 5 6 7 .. .. 8 8
A McGowan 6 8 6 8 7 .. 7 7
Eaton 9 10 8 7 7 9 7
Smedes 7 9 .. 10 .. 8 8
Johnson 9 8 8 7
Rldred 9 6 6 10 .. 9 7
Hellman .i..,.. 10 7 9 9 .. 7
Dafter 9' 8 10
J H Huff 5

Br. J. W. Meek.

Haverhill Gon Clvb.

Lynn, Mass., July 25.—The shooting committee of the Haver-
hill Gun Club have for some time been discussing the advisa-
bility of giving an extra day's shoot following the dates of the
Interstate Association tournament, and having lieard favorably
from many prominent shooters, will arrange a programme that
.should cause the fraternity to polish up their specs. The club
will add fifty cold "plunks" and on the following terms:
The_ programme will call for ten 25-target events, numbers 1

to 4, inclusive, will constitute an Interstate tive-mau team match,
which calls for $15 entrance fee from each team, one money, and
to which the club adds a medal and $10 in gold to first high
team and $5 to second. Events 5 and 6 is the inlerclub team race;
any regularly organized gun club may enter one or more five-
man teams. Entrance $10 per team, one money. Those wishing
to do so may enter for price of targets only. The club presents
team scoring highest $10 in gold.
The remaining events—four in number—should cause the fur

to fly, as the articles of agreement call for a distance handicap,
16 to 23 yards, knovs'n. Sergeant, reversed and unknown angles
respectively for each of the fom- quarters of this 100-target event.
The club will "sweeten" this particular argument to the extent
of $25; $15 to lirst and $10 to second high guns.
They are also arranging to open a bank through which tem-

porary loans may be negotiated by those shooters who would
otherwise be obliged to "hit the gravel" to get home.

C. F. Lambert.

I.

Baltimore Shooting Association.

Baltimore, M'd., July 26.—The shoot on the Baltimore Shoot-
ing Association's grounds to-day resulted in good scores. Dr.
H. E. Lupus led with 46 out of 50; W. R. Biddle was next with
43, and J. W. Chew third with 42. The prizes for July were
awarded as follows: Lupus first, with 181 out of 200; Malone
second, with 167; Peters third, with 151; Edwards and Biddle
fourth, with 150 each. Capt. A. W. Du Bray, Capt. Ben Eick
and Dr. Funk were visitors. For the month of August the new
average system of handicapping will be used. There will be three
prizes offered.

Targets

:

Peters, 16 , 8
Edwards, 14 5
Malone, 16 g
Mowell, 16 7

Biddle, 14.

Evans

10
Club

15 10 10 Score.
13 46

io 13 io 's 42
8 12 7 9 34
5 8 9 39

i,^ 40
11 36

'e 40
9 12 8 9 42
9 7 9 43
5 5

Hopedale Gun Clob.

Hopedale, Mass., July 28.—Th6 Hopedale Gun Club hold a
shoot at their grounds at Hopedale every Saturday afternoon.
The best scores made this season so far are out of a possible 25
Sergeant system: F. Day 23, C. W. Arrand 22, A. Smith 2L Ti
Smith ZX, h, Wright 20, yfmm Ha^Iey 20.

C. W. AsaAND, Pre?,
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Providence Gun Cluh*
Providence, R. I.—The tournament of the Providence Gun Club,

July 25 and 26, was well attended. Secretary Robert C. Root,
iamous as an expert in trapshooting and tournament management,
was active as a vv'orker in everything tending to the success of
the tournament.
Sim Glover, of New Yorlc, was high man, with 162 out of 175.

For second place, "Jack" Fanning, of New York, "Gene" Griffith,
of Pascoag, and Herbert, of Boston, were tied with a score of 159.

July 25, First Day.

largets: 15
Apgar 12
Van Aljen 13
Fanning 12
Glover 14
Gate vv... 12
Francotte „., 13
Coffin 13
Getchell 10
Griffith 13
Inman 12
Hepner U
Dickey 12
Herbert 15
LeRoy 14
Wheeler 14
Doremus 12
Puck g
Doten S
Eggers 10
Bain 13
Lewis 13
Greene 12
Preble 14
Hunnewell 11

Climax 13
Rule 10
McArdle 15
Mack 9

Bring 10
Coggeshall G

Gavitt
Mead
Power
Carhp
Rose

15 20 15
13 IS 12
12 18 14
14 18 14
13 17 14
12 17 10
14 IS 12
9 18 7

14 19 12
13 20 14
10 15 14
14 20 12
15 18 15
12 17 15
15 19 13
13 15 14
11 16 12
13 14 12
9 14 8

11 16 9

13 17 12
11 12 11
13 16 1?.

14 19 11
12 20 15
14 18 14
8 18 11
9 16 11

11 13 6
10 .. ..

20 15
19 13
16 15
20 14
20 14
14 12
13 11
19 12
16 12
19 15
16 15
19 11
19 12
17 11
19 13
15 12
14 14
13 12
14 7
13 13

17 15
16 13

15 13
17 14
19 12
15 15
16' 11
17 11

15 6

20 15 20
17 15 20
16 11 16
19 12 18
17 14 20
15 11 15
19 9 14
14 14 13
19 13 17
14 15 17
19 12 16
13 15 16
16 13 17
18 14 20
14 14 20
17 15 19
13 12 16
16 11 15
12 13 15
18 13 16
14 11 16
13 12 13
17 13 18
20 13 16
15 13 16
15 14 16
IS 11 14
18 12 16
13 10 14

14 15 10
11 14 11
4 8 9

12 16 11

.
". .. 12 10 6

16 11 13 12 .

.

16 10 16 13 15
10 4 10 7 15
17 11 15 12 IS

10 10

Jjl uivc
17f.A*

XIO
17fiJ. 1 u 151

X 1 u

i f "J xoo
1 to xoo
J. (

D

JLOO

Til±01.

J. 1 0 I'll

J. 10 X'liJ

175 152
175 159
175 157
175 152
175 135
175 134
175 US
175 131
175 145
175 129
175 152
175 158
175 155
175 152
175 130
175 134
175 115
50 32
105 46
120 91
140 105
140 67
140 112
35 20

July 26, Second Day.

The team race was of dominant interest. The teams as made
up were: Maine—Capt. Hunnewell, Pi-eble, Green, Randall, Dal-
ton; New Hampshire—^Capt. Stark, Langley, Morris, Nardini;
Massachusetts—Capt. Herbert, Dickey, LcRoy, Climax, Wheeler;
Rhode Island—Capt. Griffith, Getchell, Inman, Bain, Francotte.
The individual scores of the team members were as follows:
Massachusetts—Herbert (captain), 88; LeRoy, 88; Climax, 87;

Wheeler, 86; Dickey, 92. Total, 441.

Maine—Hunnewell (captain), 86; Preble, 92; Randall, 85; Dalton,
85; Green, 90. Total, 438.

Rhode Island—Griffith (captain), 94; Inman, 91; Getchell, 90;
Bain, 80; Francotte, 75. Total, 430.

New Hampshire—Stark (captain), 76; Langley, 76; Nardini, 79;
Morris, 70.

The next shoot in the team contest for the New England
championship will take place at Exetei, N. H., July 31 and Aug. 1.

Griffith was high for the day with 187 out of 200 targets. The
ftill scores for yesterday were as a follows:

. Targets : 15 20 25 25 25 25 15 20 15 15
Apgar 12 16 21 21 24 22 14 19 15 15
Van Allen 12 20 23 21 21 22 15 16 15 13
Fanning 15 19 20 24 25 24 12 18 14 13
Glover 13 18 24 23 23 23 12 19 10 14
Gate 12 17 20 18 20 18 13 16 13 14
Coffin 11 17 22 17 19 19 10 14 13 8
F Arnold 12 13 18 20 14 21 12 15 12 13
Doremus 12 20 18 19 19 17 11 17 11 11
Puck ; 14 14 13 23 18 16 11 16 11 15
Campbell 11 15 21 23 19 IS 12 15 12 11
Greene 9 17 22 21 24 23 15 18 ....
Herbert 15 18 22 24 19 23 14 18 14 13

- Langley ...^.^j.,,.,^-.....^. 14 18 20 19 18 19 12 14 12 13
Griffith ..........N..; 14 18 24 22 23 25 12 20 15 14
Mack 9 15 17.20 15 15 7 14 11 10

Dalton 13 17 22 22 23 19 -11 18 13 13

Inman 13 16 20 .23 24 24 13 19 14 13
Stark 12 13 19 17 19 21 12 15 9 .

.

Le Roy 14 IS 22 22 23 21 15 18 13 14

Norton .J.... , 9 13 12 20 19 16 10 13 10 11
Preble 13 18 24 24.23 21 12 14 15 14

Climax 11 16 25 22 19 21 13.20 15 13

Haiden 13 15 19 20 17 23

Getchell 13 18 22 25 22 21 1 2 20 14 14

Rule 11 15 22 22 20 23 8 20 13 12

Hunnewell 13 20 21 23 21 21 14 19 12 13

Wheeler 9 14 20 23 20 23 15 17 15 12

Morris 13 16 19 15 17 19

Bain 13 16 20 20 17 23 13

Tackson 10 16 20 16 20 19 13 . . 13 .

.

Randall 13 17 21 20 21 23 14 18 14 13

Dickey 12 19 25 23 21 23 12 17 10 14

Porter 21 13 13 19 13 13 . . .

.

Francotte 9 18 18 19 19 18 11 17 15 11

Barstow 13 19 17 21 18 22 11 17 11 14

Worthing 11 17 13 20 13 12

Buffington 7 8.. .. 711
Power! 4 12 .... 12 9

Hall 8 12 .... 13 15

Moore 9 16 .... 15

Cook 14 17

Smith 12 17

Rose ..».--.• • .»»..

Thorne 1^ 10 11

Nit 12

P Mandell , 21

Kennedy °

Dunne 9

Norton 11

Phetteplace 1'^

5 8 7 8

io 16
7 10 6 8

8 11 7 9

9 14 13 12

Broke.
179
178
185
178
161
149
152
155
152
157
140
180
159
187
143
171
179
137
180
133
181
175
102
181
166
177
168
99
122
127
174
176
92

156
162
86
33
66
48
66
62
64
48
39
12
21
8
9

11
13

Wabash Gwn Cltib*

Wabash, Ind., Julv 21.—On July 16 and 17 the Wabash Gun
Club gave its fourth annual tournament under their new organi-

zation. It proved to be the very best ever held here, and one

of the most successful ever held in the state, both in respect

to numbers and staj'ing qualities.
-r , j

The morning of the first day gave promise of a beautiful day,

but about 10.30 it clouded up and began raining, and it looked

to the management like indigo, but after a good scare the rain

ceased. Old Sol showed his face, and from that time to .
the

close of the tournament the weather was all that could be de-

The arrangements were as near perfect as possible. A large

tent had been generously provided by Col. Allen Powell, and

with the club house, the cashier's tent and the large native trees

that lined the banks of the Wabash river, the shooters were as

comfortable as they could have been anywhere.
Our club member, Mr. Beck, had furnished a lunch that ap-

pealed to the most fastidious appetite. Sirloin steak, fried

chicken,^ black bass rapidly disappeared. Here is where every

one made a satisfactory score.

We had but two protests respecting our open programme, and
from an entry list of nearly forty there were but six profes-

sional shooters, and a significant fact is that the second average

and second winner of purse was a Simon pure amateur, the third

winner was also an amateur. We think the amateurs need not

be frightened by the shadows of professionals. We append score

of the various contestants:

July 16, First Day.

Events- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Targets- 15 15 25 15 15 20 15 15 25 15 15 20

Houser 14 13 2l 12 13 17 14 14 .. .. .. .,

Ed Foust 13 13 21 14 11 20 12 15

Wiilard Thomas « H 12 18 13 18 17 15 14 23 IS 13 19

M W Thompson...... 13 12 19 13 9 20 15 15 25 15 14 18

Ed Vorhis 13 10 20 13 13 19 14 14 25 14 13 14

fhojnas Long ........ 13 14 2S 12 J5 18 14 IS 24 1§ 16 19

C W PhelHs.
L H Reed...W R Crosby.
R S Trimble

H M Clark.
C Lamme .

Gill

Chas S Rose
Hart 10
Wolcott 10
Dr Renner 4
Miss Renner 4
Smiley 8
Aumanson 11
Hood Waters 14
Ri.s.sei- 12
Wiggins 10
E H Tripp 12
C Foutz , 13
Foote .

.

M Smith
Douglas
Kuthman
Leeson
Korm
Kirbv , 13

12 13 22 14 IKJLU IP xo IK 1K10 1Qlo
12 14 17 14 15 16 13 14 20 14 14 18
10 14 25 14 13 20 15 15 20 15 15 20
14 14 22 12 13 19 13 15 24 13 14 18
14 IS 20 14 13 17 15 14 23 12 13 18
12 13 24 13 11 17 13 15 18 13 15 15
13 13 17 11 13 17 14 12 IS 14 13 18
15 15 22 13 13 17 14 15 19 13 14 20
11 12 17 11 14 18 15 12 21 14 14 17
10 10 12 11 12 20 H
12 12 15 is
12 13 18 12 18 11 11 13 16

5 .. 6
6 .. 5
9 15 10
8 21 ..

12 21 13
7 17 10
12 23 13
11 24 12
9 18 13
13 21 12

6

5
11 15 12 12
10 16 15

13

15 18 15 15 23 14 10 18
12 15 12 9 21 10 14 14
14 19 15 15 24 14 14 18
15 16 15 15 23 15 14 17
15 15 14 15
11 15 12 12 21 12 10 20
14 18 13
12 17 11
11 16 12
13 15 13

14

13

12 23 14
12 12

15 16 13 14 24 14 11 14

July I7i Second Day.
Events:
Targets

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
15 15 25 16 15 20 15 15 25 15 15 20M W Thompson 13 14 23 15 10 17 14 12 22 14 15 14

Kirby 14 15 20 11 12 17 12 11 20 14 10 18
Hood Waters 14 14 25 15 15 19 14 13 23 14 11 18
C Lamme 13 13 20 13 11 16 11 10 23 14 13 1.6

C Wiggins 12 14 23 14 15 17 9 11 21 12 15 19
Lang 15 13 21 15 14 20 13 14 22 11 12 13
PhelHs 14 13 22 12 12 17 12 11 21 14 15 20
Trimble 13 15 23 14 15 19 14 12 21 13 13 19
Reed 12 12 20 13 14 17 15 13 20 12 14 16
Crosby- 15 15 24 15 15 20 15 13 25 15 14 18
Clark 13 11 21 12 11 16 12 14 22 13 13 17
Dunbar 15 14 19 12 13 12 12 11 23 10 12 15
Rose 13 14 18 14 13 12 8 9
Aukerman 11 10 13 10 9 15 .. 7 20 13 U 15
Head 13 14 23 11 15 19 14 13 25 14 13 19
Tripp 14 15 21 12 14 18 11 12 23 14 11 15
Voris 13 11 23 13 15 18 13 13 22 13 12 20
Thomas 13 15 20 13 10 18 12 13 23 14 13 16
Robinson 12 10 20 12 10 15 15 11 18 13 32 17
Risser 10 10 15 13
Miss Renner 10 11 12

8 11 8 12 19 11 9 17
9 12 6 11

Dr Renner 11 10 18 11 16 7 13
C North 9 10 18 8 12 .. 9
Radebaugh 6 4 12

Not a word of complaint speaks volumes for the tournament.
C. O. Ferry made a very acceptable referee.
The trade was represented by T. L. Head, R. S. Trimble, C.

W. PhelHs, W. R. Crosby, Hood Waters, L. H. Reed, P. C.
Smith and Chas. North, every one a gentleman and thorough
sportsman.
The largest winner was Billy Crosby, who was certainly right, a

total of 17 misses out of 420 hard targets is a record that should
show well in the purses.
Thomas Lang, of -Findlcj', Ohio, won the second average. He

tied the only "Bill" the first day, but was somewhat stale the
second, but landed next to "William" just the same. Tommy is

every inch a gentleman, and will always receive the glad hand
when attending a local tourney.
One of the interesting features was the shooting of Miss Edith

Renner, a lass of sixteen summers, who shot in several of the
different events, and considering the strangeness of the grounds,
people and natural diffidence of a young lady of that age, she
shot well. With proper coaching, Miss Edith will make a second
Annie Oakley.
The Lobster Quartette. Did you ever hear .it? We have, and

once heard is never to be forgotten. This af'',jhibious
.1 tmed ag-

gregation of music killing singers are composed principally of

J. L. Head, H. M. Clark, C. W. Phellis and L. H, Reed, and
collaterally, of anybody on the side who think they are singers,
but no one else does. These gentlemanly "singers" rendered a
number of "choice" selections. They were not particularly di-

versified either as to tune or subjects, and the meter must have
been long for they did hang on so. Yet, seriously, the gentlemen
above named were the life of the tourney, and things had *o
move wherever they were. We admire the quartette very much,
and cordially invite you to come again, and ^-'"l be only too glad
to listen to "the familiar strains of that old "fashioned pump gun"
rearranged by our only J. L. Head.

Spencer.

Springfteld Shooting Club.

SmiNGFiELD, Mass., July 25.—You will notice we had three
professional shooters with us. The exhibition shooting of Fan-
ning, Le Roy and Doremus resulted as follows: Le Roy shot at

100 birds and broke 96. Fanning shot at 100 birds and broke 94.

Doremus shot at 100 birds and broke 84. The following scores
were made by members and out-of-town shooters from Worcester
and Palmer

:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5pl0 lOplO

Fanning 10 10 10 10 9 10 8 10 .... 17 ..

Coffin 10 7 9 8 10 9 10 5
Le Roy 9 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 .... 19 ..

Doten 8 9 7 7 9 7 9 10 .... 17 ..

Worthens 5 9 10 10 10 9
H R Mcrritt 9

Doremus 9

Runledtt 9.. 7 S 6 6 5 12..
Pinney 8 .. 8 8 7.. 7 .. .. 9 ..

Dr Keith 8 ..' 9 8 7
Geisel 4

9 10 10 9 .. 9 9
8 8 10 9 8 .. 9 14

Coats
6 6

9 8 8 8 7 8
10 10

7 ..

Downing 9 8 7
Douglass 9 10 8 9 9

Kites 8 2 9 5 8 8 9.. 7 6....
Le Noir 8 10 7 10 1 10 7
Bagg 9 . . 8 10 ... . 7
A C Mcrritt 8 .. 9
Rollins 7 .. 7 V

Abler 5
Coffin 16 ..

C. L. Kites.

Highland Gun Club.

GORGAS Station, Pa., July 26.—At the regular monthly shoot
of the Highland Gun Club, the Meehan cup was the main event,

a sweepstake contest at 25 targets. The scores were: W. Dalton
22, McMichael ^, Dedier 21, M. Wentz 20, Wayne 19, E. Wentz
19, Aiman 19. Dunlevy 15, Pinkerton 14, Green 13, Hammil 12.

Second event, for the Laurent trophy, 25 targets, 16 yards rise,

unknown angles—M. Wentz 23, Aiman 22, Dedier 21, Laurent 21,

Dunlevy 21, Pinkerton 20, Green 18, Plammil 18.

Third event, open sweepstake, 20 targets, 16 yards rise, un-
known angles—M. Wentz 18, McMichael 18, Laurent 18, Aiman
18, Pinkerton 18.

Match event, 25 targets, 16 yards rise, unknown angles—M.
Wentz 23, P. Laurent 20.

Rocfcland Military Club—Spring Valley Club. -

Nyack-on-Hudson, N. Y., July 26.—The tie match in the series

of three was shot at Spring Valley Saturday and was won by
Rockland by score of 111 to 107. With the exception of French
and Lauder, the best shots of both teams did not come up to

their usual high standard. The day was cloudy, but there was
no wind. The Spring Valley Club have a very excellent place

for trapshooting and are splendid entertainers. The scores:

Rockland Military Academy Gun Club—Casse 17, French 21,

Potter 17, Gilson 17, Lauder 20, Moeller 16, Casse, Jr., 6. Total 111.

Spring Valley Gun Club—Smith 19, Singer IS, Addis 18, Cruik-

shank 14, Fessenden 16, Fisher 16, Mapes 8, Total 107.

The contest fixed to t3ke place between Mr. Neaf Apgar holder,

and Dr, W. L. Gardiner, challenger, at East Orange, N. J., on
Aug. 2, for the championship of New Jersey was postponed in-

definitely.

Bonesteel Gttn Q«b*
BoNESTEEL, S. Dak.—The first annual tournament of the Bone-

steel Gun Club was run ofl: on schedule time on the afternoon
of July 22. The attendance was good and the local boys staid'
with the game as long as it lasted.
Peters cartridges were very much in evidence, winning first,

second and third high averages, and the longest consecutive run;
and the championship of Gregory County.

)

The championship trophy, given by the Peters Cartridge Co.,
was won by Mr. Carl Porter after shooting off a tie with hisi
brother and Spatz and a second tie with his brother.
There were in attendance Messrs. Carl and Orion Porter of;

Fairfax, and among the locals were W. W. Law, Cliff Law, J. A.
Kenaston, E. E. Jones, A. G. Blanchard, E. L. Cantrell, J. F.'
Spatz, T. J. Thompson, S. F. Lucas, Earl McHenry, H. O. Noble,
Avery Graham and W. A. Leach.
Judge J. A. Kenaston, who is named among the locals, is the,

father of Dr. H. R. Kenaston of our city, and is visiting thei
Dr. and incidentally waiting for the young chickens to get ripe.!
He is 76 years and shoots without glasses, and is as enthusi-'
astic over the sport as a boy. Verily, the average brapshooter is
long lived and always young.
The thanks of the Bonesteel Gun Club are due and are hereby

tendered to all those gentlemen who assisted the management m
making the shoot a success, and to the merchants who so gener-
ously donated the substantial merchandise prizes. Bonesteel has.
demonstrated on more than one occasion that she does nothing'
by halves.
The race for high average as well as the championship event

were keenly contested, and at the end of the day five birds cov-
ered the extreme difference between the four higli men, C. Porter,
Leach, Spatz and Thompson.
Carl Porter won the championship of Gregory County, and the

Peters Cartridge Co.'s trophy representing same and also high
average for the day.
Leach won second high average and made the longest consecu-

tive run, 172, while third and fourth high average went to Spatz'
and Thompson, in the order named.
There were three uncontested events on account of darkness,

and the merchandise left over will be contested for at some date
the near future.

Following are the scores in the regular events:

2
15
10
11
14
12
11
7

10
10
5
9
7
6

3
15
12
10
13
12
10
6
8
6
5
8
8
12
4

5
15
14
10
10
11
12
9

10
8
5

6
50
39
38
39
34
39
34
23
30

9 21

7'

15
11
15

t
91

14
12

13,

6(

6

Events: 1
Birds: 15

C Porter 14
Leach 12
Spatz 10
Thompson 10
O Porter 7
Tones ,, , 5
Lucas ;., ..jj j ,j ... 5
C Law 4
Blanchard 6
Cantrell 10W W Law 3
Mctlenry 5

Kenaston .. 4
Noble . .,

Graham
The winners of merchandi.se prizes were as follows:
Event 1: First, Blanchard; second, O'Connor and Stanton;

third, Jones, Lucas, McHenry.
Event 2: First, Jones; second, W. W. Law.
Event 3: First, Cantrell, Lucas, W. W. Law; second, G. Jonesj.

and C. Law.
Event 4: First, Cantrell, W. W. Law, C. Law and Nobleji

second, Blanchard, Lucas, McHenry.
Event 5: First, C. Law and Noble; second, Blanchard.
Event 6: First Orion Porter; second, Spatz.
Event 7-: First, Carl Porter; second, Spatz and Graham.
Winners of special prizes were as follows: First high average,

Carl Porter; second high average, W. A. Leach; third high aver-
age, J. F. Spatz; fourth high average, T. J, Thompson; first low
average. Cliff Law; second low average, S. F. Lucas; third low
average, E. E. Jones; longest consecutive run, W. A. Leach.

4
15
13
14
14
10
10
11
7
9
7
9
9
7

'9

4 9i

No notice taken ol s^nnvmons communications.

MiTRC-'' ^'^-bureh. Pa., July 31, 1902.—(1)—Will silk worm;
gut detei.- '--^ for a year, and if so, is there any|>

preparation th.^. to prevent it from so doing? (2)—!

Will you kindly give >. .pe lor --aking same mist color? (3)—
^!

Is 5J^ ounces heavy enough for 9-foot fly rod for brook fishing!

for trout? Kindly reply through Forest .\nd Stream. Ans.— (1)

—

\

Ciood silk worm gut will not deteriorate by keeping. A recent
writer in the London Field tells of gut nearly fcuy years old'

that was as strong as ever. Of course, the gut should be soaked

'

before using. (2)—A simple dye may be made of Arnold's fluid ,

ink and water in equal parts. Soak the gut in mixture for some
hours. (8)—Yes.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Proctor's Theaters.

Three of Manager Proctor's Metropolitan play houses have re*}

mained open all summer, playing to enormous crowds and de-
lighting all who have been in attendance. On Aug. 25 his fourth
New York theater—Fifty-eighth street—will open for the regular
season. Meanwhile the Fifth Avenue and One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth Street are open and prosperous. The Proctor Stock
Co. is presenting a series of clever comedies, and excellent vaude-
ville is shown as an additional feature of the entertainments. The
Twenty-third Street is wholly given Over to the best vaudeville,

and the performances are continuous from noon until midnight.
Proctor's Newark is enjoying a very prosperous summer season,
of vaudeville at special prices for the heated term. Artificial aids
are employed to keep the Proctor theaters cool and comfortable,
and a more agreeable place to spend an afternoon or evening is

not to be found anywhere. Proctor's theaters in Montreal and
Albany are presenting the Proctor Stock Co. in comedy revivals,,

and the summer is and has been altogether a period of gratifying
prosperity for this enterprising theatrical manager.

W. R. Crosby, writing from Atlanta, Ga., to the company whidi^
he represents, the American E. C. & Schultze Gunpowder Co.jl

says: "I did quite well here, winning the general average by ft

good big lead, and two daily averages out of the three, tieing for,

the third. I made 96 per cent, from 20yds. on the first day out of

175 targets shot at—not so bum for an old 'has been'." Mr.
Crosby's favorite load is 44grs. of E. C. No. 1, with l^ioz. of No.
IV2 chilled.

At the Mississippi-Louisiana Trapshooters' Association tourna-,

ment the trade was represented by the following shooters: Mauricei
Kauffman, of the Peters Cartridge Co. ; Herbert Taylor, of the?

Dttpont Powder Co. ; L. C, Lawrence and Louis Williams, of the,

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. ; Luther Wade, of the Peters Cartridge
Co.; John E. Avery, of the U. M. C. Co.; Harold Money, T. A.
Divine and G. IT. Hillman, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.

"The Handy Book for Trapshooters and Sportsmen" is the titl^|

of a work replete with information to sportsmen, the 1902 edition!

of which has" recently been issued by the Peters Cartridge Com-
pany, of Cincinnati, O. It can be obtainad of dealers in Peters
ammunition, or of the company.

Mr. V. C. Dargan. of Dallas, Tex., scored 159 out of 160 at

Ardmore, I. T., shoot. He used the Ideal factory-loaded shells'

on this occasion. A. W. Kirby, of Greenville, O., shooting Ideal
factory loads, won the amateur average at the Troy shoot.

The Marlin Fire Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., has issued a ne
cuitalogue for 1902 which is exefellent in artistic design and com-
plete in the information presented. It will be sent to all applicants,

Three stamps are required to pay for postage.

At a recent shoot of the Sioux Falls. S. D., Gun Club. Mr. F.,

C. Riehl, who represents the U, M. C. in that region, broke %
out of 50 targets-



AND STREAM.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
^ i

won all three prizes

at Grand American
H a n d I c a Kansas
City, J902 ; proving

their s ttperiof ity.

Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
FuItoiT, N. Y.

5532 out of 5765
TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.
' •

Such rrnnri cnryri^c: prnyf^ fpliabilitv of TDIJPONT

SMOK

V I He yviAiN
Who Shoots

The

Lefever.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur
of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Qun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It
will please you. Send for Catalogue.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE. N. Y.

"MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU^ TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Inte state Associat'oL
mles for target andi ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The covei
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in nnmber and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used,
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather Price 500. postpair'.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

The World's Greatest

hooting Record
Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., since Jan. 1st, 1902,

lias shot in competition at 5T65 targets, breaking- 5532

or 95.9^, using- a

PARKER GUN.
At Shot at Broke.

Natchez, Miss ,
400 39G 99 %

Fort Dodge, la , 290 286 98.6i<

Lakefield, Minn., 205 203 99 ^

Sioux City, la , 3G0 861 97 %

Dubuque, la., 360 851 97.5^

The "Old Reliable" IS Reliable.

SEND FOR
CATAL06„c PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

AX QUICK- RELIABLt.

NEWj^ROISDORP S/lOKElfff I^ • • smmuN powDui
CLEAN AND UNIFORM. NQTAFFECTEDBrANYCllHATE
WHEH ORDERING HAND ^ c- t. ,

OR FACTORY LOADED SHELL5.^y/>r<>W/W^i/*?/;
|

specifyHEW-TROISDORF.C' somufAMST./V.Y. *

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

WOLF SMOKELESS
A new semi-dense smokeless powder made by Messrs. Wolff

& Co., makers of

WALSRODE POWDER.
Ask your dealer or send $2.40 and we will send you 100

sample shells, 12 gauge.

MreR uHi Streun Tn|i Scar* SMI

"When writing say you saw the a<I* in the*" Forest and Stream.^,

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 & 304 Broadway, New York.

FOREST AND STREAM
Trap Score Book.

The only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

divisions of money.

Forest and Stream's new Trap Score Book

will admirably fill the needs of clubs and contest-

ants in ajffording a means of keeping a faithful

record of contests. Each book contains a generous

number of sheets, so ruled as to make all the chief

divisions of the shoot plain at a glance. For in-

stance, the horizontal spaces are numbered from i to

27, every sixth line being distinctly heavier than its

fellows; hence the squads are distinguishable at a

glance. The perpendicular spaces are numbered

from I to 30, ample space first being left for the con-

testants' names and their handicap allowance.

Heavy dark lines are between each five spaces, and
~ the numerals 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in heavy-

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance. The
heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. However dark a nook the scorer may be in, no

straining of the eyes or incorrect entering of scores is possible on account of inability to distin-

guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each

sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet

each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent club

records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding.

The book is neatlyand substantially bound in cloth, and contains 150 score sheets. The price is $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANf,

346 Broadway, New York
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i^OREST AND STREAM.

K
St IF YOU are thinking of buying a new gun

or rifle, or exchanging your old one, drop

us a line, giving us a description of what

you want and we will make you an interest-

ing proposition.

IVEfi JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

Self-loading

Pistols

or Carbines

Iteliser Automatic Carbine

• or Pistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
the place of tbe larger revolvers and more' complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive
weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 1 7 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose
or full mantled buljets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . $22.63
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . , . 25.00
" Cartridges, -either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAUSER Latest Model 7.m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger 50.00

o^/?hTy:rA^.fn5 YON LENGERKE & OETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U.S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

" NEVER FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 97^.

Illinois State Shoot. 1st average, S5% (considering the

number of targets shot).

Brooklyn, N. Y., June 7, 1st average, 97^, witU 105

straight.

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average. 385 out of 400.
Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.
Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD,

J
» I lAllJL^/^ '^^ CHAMBERS ST.,

. n - L-MU QL . I NEW YORK CITY.
Imoorters and Dealers in F?i-e Arms, Ammnnitlon and Fencing- Goods.

A Postal brings "Shooting Faas" (Second Edition). Telephone 1747 Franklin.

Sole
Agents,

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 8oo Pounds Sterling

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '87.

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and 1895.

Send for Catalogue of these noted Guns.
A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also
all other makes: Lang—Westley Richards—Cla-
brough—Parker—Lefever—Smith—Ithaca— Rem-
ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

SPdRTSMEN'S OUTFITS,
CAMP SUPPLIES,

RIFLES, Etc.

Send 6 cents for finely illustrated Catalogue of Highest Quality Fishing Rods and ' Tackle

.

WM. READ & SONS, (
Established

1826 ) 106 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

A New Eng^lish Gun.
"Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET
We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throuj^hout are up to the

English ^ '^Q/^^ ^ ' -V 4i f \2n the standard

of the
- - price"^

as well as (Quality. t^V^e hare never belore been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from 6}^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrat.d guns of W. W.
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amateurs. Contaialng plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 364 p^es, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope, Price, $2.00. This office.

100 STRAIGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting

from the 30 yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Piseons Straight,
ju his match with Mr. C. W, Phellis. Mr. Budd's

load was

RAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. G." & "SCHULTZE" GUNPOWDER CO., Ltd.,

Vr»rlu: Oakland, B*cg«tt Conutjr, K. J. gmt*t »18 Bnw«wa;, Sen York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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NEW U. M. C. BIG GAME CARTRIDGES
Loaded with High Power Smokeless Powder

U.M.C.

.32-40 Marlin High Power.

.38-55 Marlin Higli Power.

Two new cartridges made to fit the regular .32-40 and .38-55 Marlin rifle with smokeless steel barrel. High velocity,

flat trajectory and great smashing power. Can be reloaded with black powder, as the twist is adapted for both velocities.

.32 Winchester Special,

A new cartridge for the new Winchester Special and Marlin special High Pressure rifles, mid-way in power
between the .30-30 and .30-40. Can be reloaded with black powder.

CdLtaclogue Free.

^^e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
513 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPORT. CONN. 88 First St., San FrBLiicisco

WiNcncsTCR ,33 Caliber
A NEW LARGE CALIBER HIGH POWER RIFLE.

IG game hunters who have advocated a large caliber high-power rifle will find in thenew Winchester .33 Caliber a gun that will meet their requirements. The popular
and reliable Winchester Model 1886 Rifle has been adapted to handle this new
cartridge, which is large enough and powerful enough to kill any big game known.
The Winchester .33 Caliber Rifle is made in solid-frame or take-down style, with
a 24-inch round nickel steel barrel and weighs about 7 3-4 pounds. The '*Take
Down" lists at $30.00 and the Solid Frame gun at $25.00. The Winchester .33
Caliber belongs to the high-power Smokeless-powder class of cartridges, having high

^'^Iv^'^J^^J
ti"ajec(ory, and which develop great striking energy and penetrating power. The

.33 Caliber bullet weighs 200 grains, and with the load of Special Smokeless powder used in the
cartridge develops a muzzle velocity of 2,050 foot seconds and a muzzle energy of 1,868 foot
pounds. The penetration of this cartridge with a soft-pointed metal patched bullet at a distance of
15 teet from the muzzle is 12, 7-8-inch pine boards. Soft pointed bullets used in this cartridge
nave special upsetting, or mushrooming, qualities, owing to their high velocity. This makes the
wmcnester .33 Caliber a particularly desirable cartridge for big-game shooting, as mushrooming
Duiiets ot this size, have terrific killing power. For all practical purposes this cartridge is as
powertiil as the .30 U. S. Army or .303 British, and the fact that it is of considerably larger
caliber is considered by some an advantage in its favor. Send for full description of it.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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J Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc.
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Yachting Goods,
^

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAIINGH and YACHT BOILER. °"''~»»''«"'"ij„si?rEV'B!iSK». N«r"-''""'°'^^
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.fal"* a^d 4t'cSaia,dt St^rtet New'°YS.°"'"'''-

Send for oiirMULLINS

W.

i SECTIONAL
CANOE

made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted wtli aii

chambers. Low in
(nee. Cuts the

' freight in two al-

ways ready. Also
fit- ed with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome fref
catalogue, new.

H. MULLINS, 2 6 Depot Street, Salem, O.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
' Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily
handled and in every way satisfactory. Send, for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON « OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Street, Old Town, - - Maine.

The "SUPEBIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark. Eng and, and in every state in the United
States. It stands on its merits. A l joints are ground
metal to mf'tal, bushings are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the bead without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for
catalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,

riAROUETTB.
119 East Washington Street,'

niCHIQAN, U. S. A,

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A., Sft. 6in.beatn, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being
where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is of ttie recent square
stern type, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smalier craft.

stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer aind Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, _ MAINE.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer.

Price $1.

Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of,practical information and suggestion
that appeals to -those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOREST.AND STREAM PUB. CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

i
P
i
I HOW TO BUILD THEM. g
I

CANVAS CANOES
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

§ With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

PricCj 50 cents.

FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHINQ CO.
,346 Broadway, New York.

j

SAM LOVEL'S CAMPS.
A sequel to '"Uncle Lisha's Shop."

By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth.

Price, |i.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
/'846 >Bijoadway, New York.

HOLLOW-SPARS 1
(SPRUCE).

o. 4
Booklet and^
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. swcS'etp'Cd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reaat le, and yet stiffer tJuin one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five per cent, (depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^%Ser. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg. N. Y.

LAUNCHES
otctiiu dua jcUi VdCutb, R-OW Boats

'anoes. Our catalog gives the truth
n detail about the best boats built
Write for it to-day. Address

KACINK BOAT MAMIFAOTURISG CO.,

Box 25, Racinp. Wis.

FORGED TOBIN BRONZE TUrNBUCKLES.
With Cast

lVIang;anese

Bronze
Sleeve.

Our Turnbuckles, the style of which is shown above, are made of the very finest quality of mang'anese
bronze centers and forged tobin bronze ends. They have been suojected to most severe tests by several of
the largest and most practical Yacht Builders for tne past two years. Made with gieat care and beautifully
oolished, they are a delight to the eye, as well as being the strongest Turnbuckle made. These Turnbuckies
are nearer perfection than an> yet placed on the market, and being non-corrosive, they really do the work
expected of a Turnbuckle. Notice device used to prevent center from unscrewing and being lost as had
always been the case with old style goods. aivitli
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ANTHONY S. MORSS,
OF YACHTS AND BOAT FITTINGS. FREE. 212 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.

1

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

<^QREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. NEW VOBIf.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute Of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam pr^ pulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construciion and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plate^ (exclusive
of over thiity devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises tne lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modern practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rales,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-
ning of machinery. Contents : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler
Mountiags. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screwr, Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal
Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hulls. Practical Constraction. Small Cruising
Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PiUBLISHiNG CO.

Yacht Pump Water Ciosii

Fig. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid pi

of earthenware with seat attached. No joi
work required around closet, and no opportus
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS &. SON^
Yacht Plumbsrs,

134 Beekman St., - - New Yo

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACH

REGISTEI
andwe think that'

will agree with u,

uying the

ALMY Z
BOIL!
ia iba

^AVORITE BOii

^^^^^^^^^^^^ with Yachtsme

ALMY WATER TUtilE BOILER Cj
Providence, R. I.

Boats, Skiffs,

Canoes and Launchei
High grade Sporting, Athletic, Gymnastic and B

ing Supplies. My prices are from 15 to 35 per c|

lower than other reliable dealers. Catalogue freei

application. WM. WOOD,
25 West 135th St., New To

BUCKLEY
Patank Water Tube Boiler for Yaeh

Also "Aome" Launch Engines.
Send for Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORr
6 Center St., Rochester, N. Y.

DAN KIDNEY & SON, WEST DE PERE, V

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Bq
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Be
Send stamps for Catalogue.

If you want to PAIN
anything

THAT FLOAT
WRITE

THE CHILTON PAINT C
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

Yacht and Boat Sailin

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of N
Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and con
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of r
boats never before published, the total number of p
exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in-

text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examinatio
the Yacht," ''Building a Yacht," "Equipment of
Yacht " "Seamanship," "The Management of C
Boats, "The General Management of a Yacht," '',

Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Raii
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Bpi
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Safl
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yacl
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "

fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Bo;
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falm
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Wir,
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "S
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Ratine," "Singlehai
Cruisers," "Types of Sailuig Vessels,''^ etc.

'

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING

When writing say that you 1
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The Forest amd Stream is the recognized mediuin of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

pages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. . While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents..

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single
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SHEEPMEN AND CATTLEMEN.
The battles in the West between the sheepmen and the

cattlemen, of which we frequently read in the newspapers,

are not without their interest. Yet it may well enough
be that few except those who have spent more or less time

in the West have any very clear understanding as to

what these battles are about.

From the time of the early Spanish settlements there

have always been sheep in the extreme Southwest, but

for many, many years they were confined to Mexico, New
Mexico and California. So long as hostile Indians were
found in the- West and Southwest, there was little spread

of the sheep, and, as of course is well known, there were

practically' no cattle in the West and Northwest until

about forty years ago. Between i860 and 1880 the cattle

business in the Northwest grew and flourished enormous-

ly, following closely the extermination of the buffalo and

the driving out of the Indian.

As the flocks of sheep in the Southwest gradually in-

creased and proved more and more profitable, the industry

naturally expanded. The sheepmen needed more range,

and drove their flocks further and further from home;
while along the lines 'of travel which were gradually be-

ing extended out into the Western country, new sheep

ranches were started in regions that had never before

known sheep.

Now, it is well known that sheep, in large bunches, eat

off the grass from the ranges over which they are driven

down to the very- roots, and sometimes eat off the roots

themselves. The soil, cut up by a multitude of hoofs into

fine dust, is often blown away, leaving bare the subjacent

gravel or sand, from which nothing will grow. Also the

odor left by the sheep is disagreeable to horses and cattle,

which will not pasture on a range which has been run

over by sheep.

From these facts it results that sheep are very unpopu-

lar with men who have horses and cattle on the range, for

they believe that if sheep are introduced to the country

which they have been occupying they will be obliged to

move, partly because the grass will soon all be destroyed,

or if not that because their cattle will not remain on the

range polluted by the sheep, but will desert it for some
other place. Now the cattlemen and horsemen have no
more right to the range than the sheepmen have, but

because they have occupied it for a long time, and per-

laps have made improvements on certain small areas to

which they possess title, they feel that they do have rights

there, and that they are injured when sheep are driven in.

On the other hand, the sheepmen say that they have as

much right there as the cattlemen, which is true. Since,

lowever, there seems to be no lawful method of getting

!"id of the sheepmen, force has frequently been resorted

:o, and for years we have heard of large bunches of sheep

:eing destroyed and their herders being frightened out of

^he country or sometimes even killed. It is but a year or

wo since we were told that the residents of Jackson's

Hole, in Wyoming, and the neighboring country, had de-

ermined to resist the advance of the sheepmen by force

of arms, and such conflicts are now taking place in

Wyoming.
To some extent one's sympathies are enlisted in behalf

if the cattlemen, because they are permanent dwellers in

he' country. They have taken up land, built houses, taken

DUt irrigation ditches and made hay meadows, built fences

nd corrals, and generally acted as if they had come to stay

nd to help build up the country. The sheepherder on the

ither hand is a real nomad. He has his sheep, his dogs,

lis tent, and his wagon. He moves from place to place,

ats up the grass here, and to-morrow goes on somewhere
Ise, and where he has passed too often it is as if a blight

lad fallen on the country.

The interest of the sportsman in advance of the sheep

nust be a keen one, and is two fold. Sheep destroy the

:ood in ft co«ntry as other domestic animals do not, and

game will not graze where large bodies of sheep have
been, any more than will horses and cattle. Beside this,

in many sections of the West the sheep are driven into or

through the forests, and destroy the young and growing
vegetation. We are told of a section of Oregon where a

tribe of Indians, who from time immemorial had sub-

sisted largely on the huckleberries that grew there, were
recently in a starving condition, because the sheep driven

in there had exterminated over a territory about forty

miles square the huckleberry bushes, the fruit of which

these Indians used to gather.

It is unnecessary to write of the harm the sheep have

done in California, not only by their browsing, but by the

forest fires set by the herders. We may all watch with

interest the progress of this conflict between the sheepmen

and the cattlemen. It is a quarter of a century old in

this country, and is still going on, and it may last much
longer. The damage done to forests and range by the

sheep is quite comparable to that done in France three-

quarters of a century ago, and which France endured until

about the year i860, when it began its fight for reforest-

irig the country of the Rhone.

INDIAN TERRITORY QUAIL.

We print elsewhere two communications in comment
upon our remarks last week on the exportation of live

quail from the Indian Territory for stocking purposes.

One correspondent avers that the intercepted quail had

been exported in violation of law, and he says, "If it is

unlawful, under the State law, to net or trap quail in

Illinois, it is consequently unlawful under the Lacey Act

to ship them from one State to another." We will all

endorse the proposition that quail should not be exported

in violation of a State law ; but the "consequently" in

our correspondent's quoted assertion does not follow.

The Lacey Act has nothing to do with the transportation

of live birds ; it has to do only with "the dead bodies or

parts thereof of any wild birds or animals, where such

animals or birds have been killed in violation of the laws

of the State, Territory or District in which the same

were killed." The "consequently" that does follow is

that the seizure of live birds in transit under an assump-

tion of authority conferred by the Lacey Act is arbitrary

and outside of the law. This is all that was suggested in

the comment alluded to; but it is not to say that the un-

lawful exportation of game should not be suppressed and

punished. It should be—by the proper authorities and in

the proper way.

The statement is made by our other correspondent that

the Federal courts of the Indian Territory hold that the

export of quail is forbidden under Sec. 2137 of the Revised

Statutes of the United States.

If this interpretation of the court is correct the author-

ities of the Territory should take all proper measures to

prevent the exportation of live birds for stocking pur-

poses.

This Sec. 2137 is an interesting bit of game legislation.

The law of 1873 is a re-enactment of a law adopted in the

thirties just after the setting apart of the Indian Terri-

tory as a district for exclusive occupancy by certain In-

dian tribes. It reads

:

Revised Statutes of the United States, 1878.—Sec. 2137. Every
person, other than an Indian, who, within the limits of any tribe

with whom the United States lias existing treaties, hunts or traps,

or takes and destroys any peltries or game, except for subsistence

in the Indian cotlntry, shall forfeit all the traps, gtins and ammu-
nition in his possession, used or procured to be used for that

purpose, and all peltries so taken, and shall be liable in addition

to a penalty of $500.

The intent of this provision was to prevent hunting by

white men in the Indian country, for the two-fold purpose

of protecting the Indians in their sole hunting rights and
of preventing friction between red man and white caused

by hunters in Indian territory. A few years ago when
the question came up in the courts whether quail were in-

cluded in the prohibition of Sec. 2137, the claim was ad-

vanced that the birds had not been present in the Terri-

tory, as a recognized factor of the game supply at the time

when, seventy years ago, the statute was framed. There
were two aspects in which the question might be con-

sidered—one of the letter of the law, the other of its

spirit. By the letter there could be no question that the

quail were game within the statute. Considered in the

spirit of the law, there was rooru for debate. If applied

to quail the statute would mean that white residents in thfe

Terriixjry might not take any <|tiail. Would such a pro-

hibition assure to the Indian any existing right he sought
to maintain, and would it prevent friction between In-

dians and white killers of quail? These questions prob-
ably would have been answered negatively ; and the

statute being construed in the light of its intent, the quail

would not have been included as coming under the desig-

nation of game. The point was, however, construed ac-

cording to the letter of the law, and as a consequence it

follows that no white man in the Indian Territory,

whether resident or visitor, has any right to take any
quail either by shooting or trapping, except "for sub-

sistence." This exception was made in favor of those

white men who were obliged to depend on the game of

the country through which they were traveling or in which
they were stationed; it Avas a provision which was essen-

tial at the time, but could hardly be considered as perti-

nent now, except in very rare instances, for in a settled

country men do not kill game for subsistence. The de-

fense of an Indian Territory quail shooter that he killed

the game for subsistence would be specious in the ex-

treme.

In considering the question of the exportation of quail

from the Indian Territory, then, it must be remembered
that the white people of the Territory, since they are

absolutely forbidden to take quail in any way, have no
shadow of right or privilege which requires protection.

The only interest to be considered is that of the Indians

;

and those who are familiar with the attitude of the In-

dian toward quail, know of course that the only use the

Indian has for quail is to market them dead or alive.

Under these conditions, the white people being denied

them by law, and the Indians not desiring them by reason

of Indian nature, the best possible disposition to make of

the birds would be to send them to States where citizens

have both the right and disposition to work their dogs

on them.

The exportation of quail from the Indian Territory is

perfectly lawful, if the birds are captured by Indians in

districts which are outside of the Chickasaw Nation ; for
,

having lawfully been reduced to possession by the In-

dians, the birds become lawful subjects of commerce, and
may be sent out of the Territory by and to the agents of

game clubs. State commissioners and others. In the

cases of seizure alluded to by us in our issue of last week,

the information given respecting them was that the birds

had been taken under lawful conditions—that is to say, by

Indians ; and that they were therefore legitimate subjects

of commerce. If this was the case, the seizure of them

by United States marshals under the assumption of

authority conferred by the Lacey Act was not erroneously

characterized as arbitrary.

If it was arbitrary it was indefensible. The protection

of game is an important interest, but it is not an interest

of such moment as to justify resort to measures not clearly

w^ithin the sanction of law. There is to be noted in cer-

tain quarters—and to note it is to deplore it—a tendency

on the part of zealous game protectors to accomplish their

purpose at all costs ; and the rulings of the courts in game
cases are not always conclusive as to their wisdom and

justice. In Illinois, for example, where a bungling Legis-

lature failed to prescribe any close time for quail, shooters

have been arrested for killing quail at times which the

Commissioner considered improper; and have been

nmlcted in fines by justices, who in taking their money
were as truly robbing them as if they had robbed them

on the highway. Indeed, it was worse than highway rob-

bery, because done under guise of law by those whose
high duty it is to uphold the law and to do justice.

Our correspondent's suggestion that State laws should

be modified to permit the interchange of game birds for

stocking is an excellent one. There are a few States in

which, under supervision of proper authorities, certain

birds might be taken for export in restricted number. Un-
til we have such a system, the Indian Territory appears to

afford the best available supply of game for stocking

purposes. It is a region fertile in quail. The whitf

people there have no right to take any quail ; the Indians

use them only for market purposes, and the best market

use to put them to is to sell them alive for stocking pur-

poses. If the Department of Agriculture can do nothing

in the work of game stocking because of lack of appro-

priations, it can at least j)romote the work of replenishing

Eastern game fields by Encouraging the Indian Territory;

red men to export their birds.
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Just Fishing.
There were three of us, to say nothing of the boy,

Three of a kind, all disciples of Blackstone. We de-

termified to have a good old-fashioned day's fishing, if

the wheels of justice ceased revolving. The Blind God-
dess laid aside her blinders and took up her knitting for

a day's solid enjoyment on that fair July morning after

seeing so many of her wards safely disposed of.

J We were in the mountains of southwestern Virginia,

on the summit of the divide, in the quaint and interest-

ing little village of Wytheville. A delightful summer
resort combining the essentials to health and pleasure,

good climate, good water and good society.

Situated on the crest of the water shed, 2,500 feet above
sea level, on a calm clear day (as the guide books say),

from the top of the loftiest building in the town, you can
gaze upon the yellow waters of the Mississippi, on the

one side, and the billowing Allantic upon the other

—

provided your eyes are focused for the necessary dis-

tance—they are both there.

Way back in the mountains there were said to be
trout streams filled with the dappled darlings (speckled
beauties revised) ; and fifteen miles away was New River,

reported to be teeming with bass, but these distant possi-

bilities quickly lost their charm, and were relegated to

the "some other times," wlien the boy assured us with-
out reservation or qualification that: "The creek was
full of bass, red-eye perch, chub and sunfish, beside
slashin' big old hog suckers."

We went .to the creek with some misgivings and a

promise to the boy of a' swim in his clothes if the con-
ditions as set forth did not materialize—but he made
good, and the day was a success every way.
The boy promised to provide the bait-worms, but as

the ground was dry, he failed in his quest, so the start

was delayed half an hour while all hands dug bait.

The four-mile drive through the beautiful blue grass

country in the early morning was a bit of unalloyed
pleasure. The homes, meadows and stock were strik-

ingly like what one sees in the bhte grass region of

Kentucky, save that the land is more rolling.

My two companions were natives and Virginian gen-
tlemen.
As dignity never goes beyond the city limits with a

fishing party, ours was no exception, and so our town
names had to be relegated for the time being.

The most dignified member was christened Talk Easy,
the other native Walk Easy and the writer Take it

Easy; the latter being irony of a pronounced type.

We all had things; Talk Easy a throat, Walk Easy
and I stomachs, but all convalescent. Arrived at our
destination, an old mill site with the dam partly broken
away, we put the horse in a shady place and prepared to

enjoy ourselves.

it was but a few moments thereafter until we had an-

other illustration of how unreasonable a boy is.

"Get the net and bucket and come back with me up
the road to the branch and let's try to catch soine min-
nows," said L

, As he laid down his pole and started to obey, traveling

with, that broken back snak^ gait that a boy always af-

fects when he has plans of his own that are interfered

with, he was accosted by Talk Easy, who requested him
to search among the rain coats, lunch baskets and other

dufifle in the conveyance for his fish line.

As the boy swelled up with injitred indignation, but

before he. could voice it, the third member of the party

called to him, and in a most polite tone of voice requested
that he "look up the bait and carry all the cushions ovei-

to the place selected to fish."

Speechless for a moment, the unreasonable little

heathen then howled: "How in ihunder-m I goin' to do
half a dozen things at once? I ain't no triplets. Some-
body else ought to do something, too."

Then somebody promptly offered to do something, and
as the somebody was the boy's avuncular relation, the

small boy did a sprint across a bit of clover and hurdled
over a high rail fence, and then retired to a thicket to

meditate until time, the great healer, worked out a

condition favorable to his return to our society.

My minnow fishing was not a success, and I soon con-

cluded to return and take chances with the others, using

the plebian angle worm. They were hard at it, and Talk
Easy had hooked, played and s.afely landed a fine fish

of the genus chub that weighed all of 2>4 ounces and
was nearly as long as the longest finger on his hand.

After modestly acknowledging our hearty congratu-

lations and recovering from the fatigue incident to such

exertion, the gentleman calmly resumed his fishing.

Determined that there should be a show of scientific

fishing, I rigged up a fly outfit and proceeded to indus-

triously whip the water that looked favorable, hoping to

take a bass.

The conversation that immediately ensued between my
companions was not calculated to encourage me. "What
is he doing?" said the fisherman who had scored.

"Practicing to drive a dog tram on the Klondyke," was
the reply.

"Does he think it possible that fish eat feathers?"

"No; his idea is to scare them to death with a near

view of the fearful and wonderful insects."

I cut short this brilliant show of pleasantry by drop-
ping a large stone in the water's edge between them,
splashing some muddy water on each.

My further efYorts to educate creek fish up to a feather

diet proceeded without criticism or comment.
When thoroughly discouraged, I put away my fly ^out-

fit* and got down to business with a worm. Talk Easy,

who seemed to be the real fisherman of the crowd, had
caught another fine chub, almost as large as the first,

and several red-eye perch that were clearly visible to the

naked eye, and was in a fair way to become very un-

popular with the less successful members of the party.

He and Walk Easy had fished on down the stream to-

gether, and when I followed them and came near enough
to hear their conversation, I saw again that oft recur-

ring, but ever deplorable sight, "man's inhumanity to

man," in confidence betrayed. Talk Easy would find a
likely hole, cast in and take a fish or two; then, if no
further success rewarded his efforts, he would call to

Walk Easy to come there where he had found a good
place, and with the arrogance born of success and a be-
lief in his superior skill, direct hira as to the proper bait
to use and spot to cast in, and then leaving his grateful,

but deluded friend to fish exhausted waters, hurry on to

the next good hole.

It was a case calling aloud for foreign intervention,

but added to the fact that I had no gun, was the further

fact that it behooved me to get ahead of the trouble in

question and find some unfished water so as to save my
own reputation.

Returning about noon to where the unequal partners

were operating, I found the head of the firm laden with
conceit and fish, while the junior was struggling with
physical exhaustion and the problem of why it was that

he had found the only worms in the can that the fish

would not eat.'
.

'

We now proceeded to enjoy one of the most pleasant

events of even the most eventful outing, the lunch hour.
The boy was called, and canae in with two fish, and vol-

uminous explanations of how it was that his string was
not full, and after making proper apologies for the short-

comings of early morn, was restored to limited fellow-

ship on probation. The lunch basket assayed well and
proved entirely satisfactory, until Walk Easy produced
from its profoundest depths a small brown bottle about
half full of fluid and other things, which he said had
been placed there by order of the supreme dictation of

his household, with express instructions that he proceed
to take a little as antidote for lunch in excess.

Merely out of curiosity, we agreed to join him in par-

taking of the contents of the bottle, as it
_
had some

queer objects that we had never seen used as ingredients

in any beverage.
Cork cocktail we found it to be, and give the formula,

as it will probably become more popular than the famous
drink of the commonwealth—mint julep.

Fill up a bottle with corks and stuff the interstices

with spirits fermenti. Let stand until all the flavor

of the cork is extracted. Two teaspoonfuls of this

—

which was our share after Walk Easy had worried down
his prescribed dose—made us think we were two bits of

thistledown; and our poor friend, with a full dose to con-

tend with, had to sit holding a large stone in his lap for

some time.

It is a great discovery, this cork cocktail, but the man
who fully exploits it had best provide himself with the

footwear of a deep sea diver if he wants to retain his grip

on terra firma.

We resumed operations after dinner and the luck

held. The man who knew the game continued to catch

fish, while his partner industriously fished exhausted wa-
ters.

The boy joined them for a season, but when Talk
Easy, under the impression that he had a large fish, tore

a minnow out of the water with such force as to jerk its

head half off, his frankly expressed opinions and hilari-

ous shouts of laughter revived his unpopularity of the
mornitig, and he concluded to join me for a while.

There is always something original about a boy's fishing

outfit, and our boy was no exception.
His pole was so long that he either had to fish across

to the opposite side of the stream all the time, or else

sit well back from the water's edge.
His line was long ?ind strong and carried two hooks

of generous size., • •

But the artistic finishing touch of the outfit was the

float. This consisted of a cork disk about as large as a

batter cake of generous thickness, and of such buoyancy
that no ordinary fish could have pulled it

, under the

water.

The effect produced by the casting of the boy's line

was to be compared only with the explosion of a sub-

terranean mine.
We got on fairly well together—the boy and —^but

his method of fishing was too strenuous for results.

Every few moments he would pull in and cast out, the
first half of the process sounding like puUing a stump,
and the return being a s-wish-s-sh, ker-plunk, su-wash!
The climax being the settling of the float.

At my earnest insistance, he finally removed the float,

and shortly thereafter fished for several minutes with his

hook hanging from a bush on the opposite bank, where
it had lodged when cast, without his noticing that fact.

His disgust was great, and no amount of argument could
convince him to the contrary of a great opportunity lost

in the few moments that he had fished up a tree.

This was much more amusing than the next incident,

as any one but a boy would know, but he thought the

contrary. I had caught a minnow and was fishing a

long stretch of water for a bass. A fine strike showed,
and when I pulled I was fast to something J^ig and
strong. The boy observed it, and greatly excited, aban-

doned his own business to rush over to offer me advice

and assistance.

"Pull him in! Snake him out! Don't let him get

away," he shouted; "What you reckon it is?"

"A bass," I coolly replied, "and a good one. Stand
back and I will show you how to properly land a large

fish."

Having no clear water to play it in, I was steadily

reeling and pulling in my catch, which was fighting in a
jerky, stubborn way rather unusual in a game fish, but I

believed it to be such, and a good heavy one, too.

Setting well back, pulling hard and reeling fast, with
the boy jumping and shouting with excitement, I brought
my catcii to the surface, and with a lunge and splash, it

came into full view, proving to be a long, slender, green
switch that my line had become fast to in the center, so

that in .pulling it through the water it offered the jerky
resistance described.

I was both disappointed and chagrined, and for one
brief instant thought that even my companion was going
to be considerate and sympathetic, as he seemed to share
my disappointment, but this was a violent presumption

—

he was only a boy.

After one look at my prize, the boy proceeded to roll

over and over on the ground with whoops and yells,

occasionally choking and smothering with his efforts to

be sarcastic: "Oh I what a bass." "Ain't he a big one,

though," and other remarks of like nature, until I was'
minded to wonder how a boy could be such a brute, nat-
urally.

I do not believe in punishing other people's children—
having sma.ll troubles of my own—^but after the insuffer-i
able row kicked up by that young hopeful had continued
to a point beyond human endurance, we separated.

|

He never knew that the vicious slashes made at him
with that stick, as he sought safety in flight, were only
intended to frighten him; nor the further fact that they^
might have done so to the extent of shortening his
earthly career without causing regret. The cool of thei
evening found us all back at the starting point at the:
dam, and a canvass of the returns showed Talk Easy
high hook, with his deluded and confiding companion,
yet like the small boy who said: "When I catch the one
I am after, and two more, I will have three."
But the law of compensation now intervened, and the

weary, unsuccessful fislf^rman came to his reward. With;
all of us fishing as near him as we could crowd, hel
caught the four largest fish of the day, and was once;
more happy.
The ride home was uneventful with one exception.

In fording the creek we drove in the deepest water and!
.succeeded in entirely submerging the floor of the buck-
board, where sat the boy.
We .have heard Nilsson, Patti and Campanini—none

of whom discoursed music as sweet as the sound of the
yells of rage and anguish that proceeded from the throat'
of the boy as he slashed around in the cold water of
that spring-fed stream. ,1

The glory of a mountain sunset was full in our faces^
as we drove home. A grand sea of molten gold dotted!
with crimson islands.

!

The miracle that we call the sun going down, that
was old Avhen these lofty mountains were the levels
of the great deep, that is as old as the first day of the
creation and yet is ever new.
But this is not fishing, and the inevitable must be met.'
"How many feeshes, Daddie?" is the question in sweet

chorus that meets us at the gate.
Then to the house we go with deep longing for the

welcoming caress that each has looked forward to all,
through the long ride home; and the hearty words of
praise that sound so sweet from loved ones to the weary,!
yet successful fisherman, only to be met with that
query—replete with subtle wit, and old, oh! how old—
not dating back, perhaps, to the first sunset, but ante-
dating many, many sunsets: "Why, how nice.' What did
you say they cost you?" Lewis Hopkins.

On a South American River.
The revolutionary movement now going on in the

United States of Colombia began in November, 1899.
In February of that year, with a companion, Col. Dun-
stan, I visited Colombia and spent more than two
months in

„ the interior, returning in May. It is ten
days' voyage from New York to Savanilla. Just after

!

startmg, we were caught by the great blizzard of thati
year, as we ran southward along the coast, and had to lie
to for. many hours; after that we had fine weather for
the rest of the trip. We stopped at Fortune Island for
perhaps half an hour, to take on some cargo handlers,
who would be dropped off again on the return voyage, i

and then made for Kingston, Jamaica, where we lav
twenty-four hours. After jounding the east end of
Jamaica, the jun along the southern coast to Kingston is
famous for its magnificent mountain views.
From Kingston we ran a straight course for Savanilla,

.

which, being right across the Caribbean Sea, was out of
tlie track of ordinary travel, and we saw no sail on the

'

way, but as the weather was fine, contented ourselves:
with the sight of flying fish and dolphins and grand sun-i
sets. The Magdalena River is to Colombia what the
Mississippi is to this country, a great commercial high-'
way. Unfortunately, its mouth is too shallow for steam-

1

ers or any large craft to enter, so that, while the custom I

house is at Barranquilla, not far above the mouth, ves-'
sels discharge and take on cargo at Savanilla on the
coast, eighteen miles west of the town and connected

'

with it by railroad. Savanilla is merely a railroad station
and a collection of a dozen or so thatch-roofed houses, 1

but there is a fine steel pier 4,000 feet long at the outer
end of which vessels tie up and discharge their cargo into
cars, which are then sealed and run to the custom house
at Barranquilla. Travelers get their baggage after it is
inspected at the latter place. We reached Barranquilla'
at 11:15 A. M., when of course everyone had gone to
breakfast and its following siesta, so we had to wait a

'

couple of hours for the officials to return, which time we
utilized by driving to the English hotel ahead of our

'

fellow travelers and engaging the only vacant room, a '

corner one looking out on the plaza and flanked by a
church. It being against the law to take rifles into the

i

countrjr, I \\ibs doubtful as to what would be done with !

my little .44-40 Winchester, but after I had been intro- 1

duced by a friend, Don Luis Pochet'—an American cit- I

izen, by the way, who served in our Navy in the Spanish
war—and had shown how a one-armed man handled the
gun, and had, in pantomime, disposed of a half dozen 1

imaginary assailants, leaving them dead upon the cus- 1

tom house floor, a proceeding which brought a chorus
;

of "Bueno!" from the crowd of officials and spectators, 1

I had no trouble, and carried my gun off in peace. Late
in the afternoon we found that a boat for our river was

,

to leave next morning at 7 o'clock, and decided at once 1

to go by it, as another might not leave for weeks. This
'

left little time in which to see the town, but Dunstan
had been there often and knew where to go, so I saw
enough then and on my return to give me an idea of it.

It is a town of say 20,000 people, built on sandy soil,

sloping gently to the Magdalena, on the west bank of
which it lies. As a rule, the streets are narrow and
the buildings low, one or two stories high, but with high

,

ceilings and all brick, stuccoed and whatnot, either brill-

iant white or pale yellow. There are the usual courts,
'

balconies and barred windows. A well planted, well-kept .

plaza is faced on opposite sides by a church and club
house, business houses occupying the rest of the space.
There are electric lights, street cars drawn by mules
and an ice plant. There is a garrison with the cuartel

]

near enough to the hotel for the guests to hear the ca3\%
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the buglers seem to be fond of blowing. There are saw-
mills, boat yards, printing offices—one run by ex-U. S.

Consul Pellet—and other industries, but the place is es-

sentially a shipping point. Perhaps the principal port
of entry in the country, it distributes its imports by the
Magdalena River and its tributaries over an extensive
territory, and receives by the same streams large amounts
of articles for export—hides and coffee the principal
ones. The Magdalena is navigable for steamboats from
Barranquilla to Honda, where one leaves the river for

Bogota, the capital
Its principal affluent, the Cauca, is perhaps longer than

5l is, but with more current and shallower. It joins the
main stream 200 miles above Barranquilla, and is navi-
gable to Caceres when the water is high; otherwise to
Boca del Nechi, 70 miles from the mouth. When there
is good water, boats run up the Nechi 60 miles to Zara-
goza, a town of some 2,000 people.
Our destination being a landing called Matanzas, 24

miles below this place, we had to take passage wheii we
did, as boats left Barranquilla for the Cauca and Nechi
only when the water was right and cargo offered. Bar-
ranquilla is a healthy place; the sandy soil it is built on
allows no stagnant water, and there is always a fine,

strong breeze. We rose at 5:30 A. M., with the air as
bright and clear as on a northern October morning, so
that I could see the huge peaks of the Sierra Nevada of

Santa Marta away to the east.

Several of the large shipping and importing houses in

Barranquilla run lines of steamboats on the Magdalena.
These are metal-hulled, shallow draft boats, with stern
wheel, an upper deck with four to six staterooms on
either side amidship, the space between used as a dining
room; the forward part covered and fitted with side

curtains for use against sun and rain. Some were built

in Pittsburg", and put together and finished in Barran-
quilla.

We set forth on the Antioquia, an hour or two after the
appointed hour, of course, time being little thought of

where we were. The hold was filled with cargo. The
after part of the main deck showed the boiler and hori-

zontal engine, while its sides and available space amid-
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our coming by the steamer's whistle, lining the top of
the bank from one end of the place to the other, some-
times a half or three-quarters of a mile—men and
women variously clothed or partially so; little children
unclothed, Caballeros on prancing horses, fishermen
with brown and white hats, all sorts of odd-looking peo-

aOirSE <>F *MtE NEWLY WEDDED GOUPLE.
i^linto by Cecil Clay.

pie came to hear the music and followed up stream as

far as the water street or roadway permitted. Not far

from Barranquilla we pas.sed a field of huge cacti, of

which I was sorry n<Jt to get a photograph. Soon after,

we stopped at a house on the bank to let a newly mar-
ried couple get on board. At 11:30 we breakfasted, the

captain .of the bftat at the head of the table. It seemed

near shore, and large white cranes were numerous. We
saw many canoes, some of them large cargo canoes, as
they arc called. At Savannah was a very large one,
Ijrilliantly painted, loaded with crockeryware made in the
interior, and on its way, probably, to Barranquilla. Later
in the day we saw some caimanes, fifteen or twenty. On
one point lay a large one, 15 or 16 feet long. On another
l.'iy eight or nine, one of them larger than the solitary
one. They seemed to know we were not allowed to
molest them. At intervals, flocks of parrots flew chat^
lering across the stream, and I saw one small bunch of
ducks.
Early in the afternoon we stopped for wood, and an

hour later reached Magongue, 160 miles from Barran-
quilla. It is quite a place, the business street, as usual,
running along the river front, with a long string of
white and yellow stuccoed buildings. Part of the front
was disfigured by Syrian or Turkish peddler booths,
placed on the edge of the bank, some hanging over it

and all with their backs turned to the river. Along the
bank were remains of the old Spanish brick work to
protect it. Queer cargo canoes with thick thatched tops
lay along the shore and a pack train for the interior was
loaded just before we started away.

After some delay we got off again and crossed the
river to a brickyat'el, where the crew went ashore with
their machetes to j.-nt grass for the cattle we carried.
At midnight we tied up at a woodyard at the mouth of
the Cauca, forty miles from Magongue, tht: law allow-
ing steamers lo run that river by daylight only, because
of its swift current, changing- channel and many snags.
We went on again at half past 5. As we went up the
Cauca, mountains began to appear in the distance, and
later in the day hills came to the stream. One peak,
the Cerro Corcovado (Himchback) loomed up splendidly
at a distance of thirty miles. We saw a number of
caimanes, big and little. One village, La Raya, at the
mouth of a small river of that name, on a title If at at the
foot of a fine wooded hill, was pointed out as a bad town,
where one should not stop over night. The people go
up the Rio La Raya after ivory nuts. We tied up for the
night at a woodyard two leagues below Boca del Nechi,
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ships were piled high with firewood. Forward there
w ere some deck load for nearby points and a few cattle.

We secured adjoining staterooms next the captain's,

put all our belongings inside, and opening our steamer
chairs, had time to sit and look about us. There is a
long island opposite the whole front of Barranquilla, so
that the town faces a rather narrow back channel, with
the main stream beyond. The upper end of this channel
is closed; why, I could not understand, imless because
the large firm.s located at the lower end of town did not
wish trade to draw away to the other end, so ail tiie

boats have to go down stream, round the lower end of

the island, then turn back up the main river. As we
went down this chamiel we passed a washing and water-
ing place, where a crowd of washerwomen occupied the

bank rxnd the water, too, among whom the water carriers

drove their barrel carts into the stream to be filled. As
we swung out into the main stream we saw a caiman,
and soon after, another on the bank. The law forbids
shooting at the.se from the steamers under a penalty of

$200. This is not to protect the caimanes, but
persons on shore and their property, for the ordinary
people are such poor shots that they are more likely to

hit a horse, cow or fellow citizen on top of the bank
than the caiman at the water's edge. We had quite a

number of passengers, among them two young girls, who
had been at school near Barranquilla, and were going
home in care of a priest. There was also an American,
then in charge of the Magdalena end of the Cartha-
gen'a and Magdalena Railway at Calamar. He
was a Grand Army man who had been in the Second
Massachusetts Cavalry. We enjoyed his company until

he went ashore at his station, and he seemed as much or
more pleased to have a couple of fellow countrymen to

talk to.

A band of twelve pieces was on board, going home
after having been to Barranquilla for the carnival. Some
of its members were mere boys, swarthy-faced Indian-
looking fellows, with long, black hair. All had excellent

rs for harmony, and their time was capital. When-
ever we approached a village or came to a town the band
played, and we found the inhabitants, already warned of

to be etiquette for no one to leave the table until the

captain rose, and for him to keep his seat as long as

any guest was still eating. This was annoying to us,

for the other passengers bolted their food so fast that

we were away behind, and had to let part of the meal
go untouched or keep the rest of the guests in their

seats watching us. In the evening there was dancing
on the passenger deck-—waltzes, Spanish and Colombian
dances. Our part was confined to helping the fun for

the band and applauding the dancers from our coign of

vantage next tht- forward rail, where we smoked our
cigars, fashioned of the fragrant Ambalema tobacco.

About 8 o'clock we reached Calamar, a busy-looking
place, with a crowd at the landing, white and yellow
stiiccoed buildings glaring in the moonlight, lights

streaming from their windows, in one a party of young
people in gay attire. .\ couple of leagues beyond this

the band left us. The boat simply sidled up to the

bank, which, although in shadow, the moonlight showed
to be covered with thick brush; a gangplank \yas puslied

out a few feet, .some one held a lantern aloft, possibly

to disconcert those who could see a little by the un-
meddled-with moonlight, and the musicians, one by
one, sprang into the darkness of the brush and disap-

peared like the point of a pen stuck into an ink blot.

As we steamed away after a chorus of "Adios," we could

hear their calls to each other as they scrambled their

various ways to the upper ground. We ran all night.

About an hour and a half after midnight, we stopped

at a wood yard for fuel. The little settlement in the

mystery of the moonlight, the flaring lights and moving
figures made a delightfully picturesque combination.

We did not like to go to sleep, but rest was necessary;

however, we rose at 6 o'clock. Presently the boat stop-

ped at Savannah, a small, neat-looking village, where
the captain bought fowls and other supplies for the

table fare. The air continued to be most delightful; like

one of our spring mornings, so that as I sat clothed in

a linen duck coat and waistcoat, with corduroy trousers,

I wondered when and where the "tropical heat" was
to come in. The river teemed with fish, as did all the

streams I saw, big and little j lots of them were leaping
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which place we reached about 7 o'clock next morning.
Tliis is seventy miles up the Cauca, or 270 from Barran-
quilla. Our steamer was to go from here up the Cauca
to Caceres return and then go up the Nechi. We pre-

ferred to go on by canoe ratlier than to wait for it, so

engaged two men to take us to Matanzas in a dugout
and started up the Nechi the next morning, the captain

with a huge l)road-bladed paddle in the stern, we with our
effects amidships, and the crew with the forward third to

himself and his inish pole. When we set out the crew
was clothed, but when we left the village out of "sight

Leliind a point he kicked off his sandals and removed his

attire piece by piece, as his work wanned him: blouse,

shirt, trousers, everything, came off tmtil there was left

only a short skirt reaching froni the waist to near the

knees, When uncomfortably warm, he jumped into the

river for a minute, then climbed to his place again. At
10 o'clock the crew ate a few l)ites of fish and bread, and
at noon we lunched. There are no villages on the Nechi
from the moutli to Zaragoza. We passed a lew houses
during this day, and occasionally cattle or a canoe, to re-

mind us that the country was inhabited. The usual flocks

of parrots flew back and forth across stream, and gangs
of monkeys made racket enough for a menagerie in

uproar, but we did not see them. We found mosquitoes
plentiful where we spent the night, but put up our toldos

(nets) and defied them. A traveler leaving Barranquilla

supplies himself with a bright-colored matting rug, pil-

low, sheet, striped cotton blanket or other coverlet, and
a mosquito net, made up in oblong box shape with a

stick across each end at the top, and cords to hang it up.

On the steamboats cots are placed all over the passenger
deck, and each traveler puts his sleeping outfit on one
of them to secure it. If not sleepy, he lies under his

net and smokes.
The people in this region are descendants of the In-

dians and negroes. When the Spaniards occupied the

district of Guomoco, they found a population of 90,000

Indians. These, after some years of toil and working in

the mines, were reduced to 15,000, mcstly women. Then
slaves were brought from Africa and a mixed race re-

placed the original. The people are strong, well built
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and good workers. On the Nechi and around Zaragoza
and Remedies they are nearly all miners.
The hext day we traveled better, as the Abater had

fallen some 2 feet. We saw but two or three caimanes
and not more people except the family at a house near
which we stopped for lunch at noon. At 7 o'clock in

the evening we reached Matanzas, where a trail leaves the

river for a mine forty-five miles back through the forest.

There is a house for shelter of men or goods, and a

pasture field for pack animals. In Colombia everj' lo-

cality is given a name, whether there be anything there
or not, a method which has the merit of avoiding long
descriptions when arranging a meeting point or stating

a destination. When I left Matanzas six weeks later, I

had a larger canoe, witli a crew of three and two other
passengers, Harry Dunstan and a storekeeper from
Liana, a hamlet four miles from the river by the trail.

After two hours' travel, one of the men broke a prong
oft' his push pole, so we stopped while he went ashore to

cut a hardwood crotch with which to mend it. A gang
of red monkeys was making a great row not far of?, and
from where I sat I caught an occasional glimpse of one
moving in the treetops a hundred yards back. Pres-
ently I saw one clearly squatting on a limb away up in

an enormous tree, so far off that it looked like a little

chipmunk. I put up my Winchester, but found when I

sighted that a slender horizontal branch of a sapling on
the bank completely shut out the monkey. I explained
this to my companion by word and pantomime, then

sighted again, when just as I said, "Now, as I sight,

that little branch completely covers," my finger touched
the trigger and the branch fell. I threw in another car-

tridge, fired again, and down came the monkey. The
crotch and the monkey both in the boat, everybody had

. to smoke while we awaited the mending of the push
pole. Gathering from chance words and gestures of the

crew that the death of the monkey was bein.g discussed,

I asked what they were talking about, "Oh," said Dun-
stan. "they are saying, 'Wonderful! wonderful! The
general says there is a limb, I cannot see the monkey.
He fires and cuts away the limb. He fires again, the

monkey is dead. Santa Maria, what shooting!' Your
having but one arm makes it more extraordinary to

them. I doubt whether one of them could hit it at 20

yards." The monkey measured, body, 21 inches; tail,

23 inches, standing, 30 inches. We saw no caimanes until

afternoon. Just after lunch I killed one 16 feet long, a

difficult shot at 150 yards, and toward the sun. I missed
another huge one by underestimating the distance

and the motion of the canoe. An American trader in

caiman skins who buys them from the natives ana ships

them to the States said recently, in answer to a question,

that the largest skin he had shipped was 21 feet long by

5^2 feet wide. This of course was the belly skin only;

that of the back would be one-fifth wider, so that the

creature was 22 feet long and 12 feet around the body.

Several miles below Zaragoza the river cuts through

,.a range of hills, where for several miles the stream is

narrow, deep and swift. The densely wooded hills come
to the water's edge, sometimes with clif?s and every-

where rocky. We went through these narrows by moon-
light, a delightful experience. Just above, the river is

spread out over constantly shifting sandbars and is very

^shiallow. We made a number of attempts before we suc-

ceeded in rounding a rocky point, where we emerged
•'from the narrows and struck the converging currents.
' About 9 o'clock we reached Zaragoza, our journey's end.

When the insurrection began in Colombia the Govern-

ment seized all the steamboats on the river, so that for

.two years there has been no internal commerce. Only
'"a few dozen people are left in Zaragoza, and a good part

.of the place was hurried as being a nest of the Liberals.

The country round about and up and down the Nechi is

denuded of men who are in one army or the other or

.hiding in the woods to avoid service. Supplies are ex-

•'.hansted, no crops are being raised, and that section of

'country is in bad condition. All the mines, English,

French and American, are idle. Officials of some of

them have been in Barranquilla more .than a year, unable

to get permission to go to them, either by Government

boat or canoe. In whatever way the civil war may end,

it will take the country a good while to recover from its

effects. Cecil Clay.

WHd Animals of the North.

•^'rom .Richardson's "Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the Zoology of

.
• the Northern Parts of British America."

The Beaver.

No animal has been the subject of moje essays and of

more imaginative writing than the beaver; and Rich-

ardson, who, of course, passed through the region of

the beaver's greatest abundance in North America, has

much to say about it, and quotes, plentifully from

Hearne, for reasons given in his own Avords:

"The beaver attains its fuU size in about three years;

but breeds before that time. According to Indian re-

ppr^^ it pairs in February, and after carrying its young

about ten weeks brings forth from four to eight or

nine tubs, toward the middle or end of May. Hearne

states the usual number of young produced by the beaver

• at a time to be from two to five, and that he saw six

iOnly in two instances, although he had witnessed the

capture of some hundreds in a gravid state. The fe-

male has eight teats. In the pairing season the call

of the beaver is a kind of groan; but the voice of the

cubs, which are very playful, resembles the cry of an

infant. When the beaver cuts down a tree it gnaws if

all round, cutting it, however^ somewhat higher on the

btie side than the other, by which the direction of its

(all is determined. The stump is conical, and of such

a height as a beaver, sitting on his hind quarters, could

make. The largest tree I observed cut down by them

was about the thickness of a man's thigh (that is, six

or seven inches in diameter) ; but Mr. Graham says

that he has seen them cut a tree which was ten inches

in diameter.
"Pennant fixes the southern range of the American

beaver in latitude 30 degrees, in Louisiana, not far

'fi^om the Gulf of Mexico; while Say mentions the con-

fluence' of the Ohio and Mississippi as. their limit, which

is about seven degrees further to the northward.. In

high latitudes they are confined to the WObde^ ' dis-

tricts, there not being even willows enough for their

subsistence on the banks of the small lakes and rivulets

of the Barren Grounds. Their most northern range is,

perhaps, on the banks of the Mackenzie, which is the

largest American river that discharges itself into the
Polar Sea, and is also the best wooded, owing' to the
quantity of alluvial soil deposited on its banks. Beavers
occur in that quarter as high as 67^4 degrees or 68 de-

grees of latitude, and their range from east to west ex-
tends from one side of the continent to the other, with
the exception of the Barren districts. They are pretty

numerous in the country lying immediately to the north-
ward of Fort Franklin; and from the swampy and im-
practicable nature of the country, they are not likely

to be soon eradicated from thence. The Iroquois are

the greatest beaver takers in Canada, and their hunters
now allot the beaver districts among themselves and
endeavor to preserve these animals from extinction by
trenching the beaver dams of any one quarter only once
in four or five years, and taking care to leave always a

pair at least in a dam to breed. Further north the In-

dians, when they break up a beaver lodge, destroy, as

far as they are able, both young and old, and the num-
bers of beaver are consequently now very much reduced.
Gangs of Iroquois were also introduced into the fur

countries to the north some years ago; and by setting

traps, which destroyed indiscriminately beaver of all

sizes, they almost extirpated the species from their hunt-
ing grounds. The Hudson's Bay Co. are, however, en-

deavoring to remedy this evil, by laying plans to insure

an adequate supply of the very useful beaver fur, al-

though it is not likely that it can ever be so plentiful

as it was formerly. In the year 1743 the imports of

beaver skins into the ports of London and Rochelle
amounted to upward of 150,000; and there is reason to

suppose that a considerable additional quantity was at

that period introduced, illicitly, into Great Britain. In
1827 the importation of beaver skins into London, from
more than four times the extent of fui- country than
that which was occupied in 1743, did not much exceed
50,000.

"In some seasons a great mortality occurs among the

beavers from some unknown cause, many being found
dead in their lodges. Toward the north the fur of the

beaver is better, and continues in prime order through
a greater portion of the year. At Great Slave Lake, in

latitude 61, July, August and September are the only
months in which the beaver fur of inferior quality is

procured. In commerce, beaver skins cut open, stretched

to a hoop and dried in the ordinary manner, are named
beaver parchment, and form by far the greatest £art
of the importation. When the beaver skins have been
made into dresses and worn by the Indians, it is termed
beaver coat; and, though it may have been in use a

whole season, it still brings a good price. Inferior-sized

skins are named beaver-cub. An incisor tooth of a
beaver is fixed in a wooden handle by the northern In-

dians and used with great dexterity to cut bone. This
was the instrument with which the people fashioned the

horns of the reindeer into spear-heads and fish-gigs; but
these bone weapons are now generally replaced by iron,

and the beaver tooth has been supplanted by an Eng-
lish file.

'The best account of the manners of the beaver, and
the most free of extravagancies, is that given by Hearne;
and it agrees so exactly with the information I received
from the Indian hunters that were I to record the latter

it Avould appear to be borrowed almost entirely from
that traveler. I therefore prefer giving it in Hearne's
own words:

" 'The beaver being so plentiful, the attention of my
companions was chiefly engaged on them, as they not
only furnished delicious food, but their skins proved a
valuable acquisition, being a principal article of trade,

as well as a serviceable one for clothing. The situation

of the beaver-houses is various. Where the beavers
are numerous they are found to inhabit lakes, ponds and
rivers, as well as those narrow creeks which connect
the numerous lakes with which this country abounds;
but the two latter are generally chosen by them when
the depth of water and other circumstances are suitable,

as they have then the advantage of a current to convey
wood and other necessaries to their habitations, and
because in general they are more difficult to be taken
than those that are built in standing water. They al-

ways choose those parts that have such a depth of water
as will resist the frost in winter and prevent it from
freezing at the bottom. The beavers that build their

houses in small rivers or creeks in which water is liable

to be drained off when the back supplies are dried up
by the frost, are wonderfully taught by instinct to pro-
vide against that evil, by making a dam quite across the

river at a convenient distance from their houses. The
beaver dams differ in shape according to the nature of

the place in which they are built. If the water in the

river or creek have but little motion, the dam is al-

most straight; but when the current is more rapid, it is

always made with a considerable curve, convex toward
the stream. The materials made use of are drift-wood,
green willows, birch and poplars, if they can be got; also
mud and stones intermixed in such a manner as must
evidently contribute to the strength of the dam; , but
there is no other order or method observed in the dams
except that of the work being carried on with a regu-
lar sweep, and all the parts' being made of equal
strength. In places which have been long frequented
by beavers undisturbed, their dams, by frequent repair-
ing, become a solid bank, capable of resisting a great
force, both of water and ice; and as the willow, poplar
and birch generally take root and shoot up, they by de-
grees form a kind of regular planted hedge, which I

have seen in some places so tall that birds have built

their nests. among the branches.
" 'The beaver houses are built of the same materials

as their damS, and are always proportioned in size to

the number of inhabitants, which seldom exceeds four
old and six or eight j^oung ones; though, by chance, I

have seen above double that number. Instead of order
or regulation being observed in rearing their houses,
they are of much ruder structure than their dams; for^

notwithstanding the sagacity of these animals, it has
never, been observed that they aim at any other con-
venience in their houses than to have a dry place to He

on; and there they usually eat their victuals, which th(

occasionally take out of the water. It frequentlj' ha;

pens that some of the large houses are found to hai

one or more partitions, if they deserve that appellatiol

but it is no more than a part of the main building, hi

by the sagacity of the beaver to support the roof. G
such occasions it is common for those dift'erent apaii

ments, as some are pleased to call them, to have t

communication with each other but by water; so tht

in fact, they may be called double or treble hous«
rather than different apartments of the same house,
have seen a large beaver house built in a small islai.

that had near a dozen apartments under one roof, ai

two or three of these only excepted, none of them hii

any communication with each other but by water. /
there were beavers enough to inhabit each apartmei'
it is more than probable that each family knew the'

own and always entered at their own doors, witho
any further connection with their neighbors than
friendly intercourse, and to join their united labors
erecting their separate habita.tions and building the
dams where required. Travelers who assert that tl,

beavers have two doors to their houses, one on the lai

side and the other next the water, seem to be less a;

quainted with these animals than others who assig
them an elegant suite of apartments. Such a constrti
tion would render their houses of no use, either to pr^

tect them from their enemies or guard them again
the extreme cold of winter.

" 'So far are the beavers from driving stakes into tli

ground when building their houses, that they lay most
the wood crosswise, and nearly horizontal, and witho,;

any other order than that of leaving a hollow or cavi
in the middle; when any unnecessary branches proje
inward they cut them oii with their teeth and thro
them in among the rest to prevent the mud from fallii

through the roof. It is a mistaken notion that t)

woodwork is first completed then plastered for tl

whole of their houses as well as their dams are, fro'

the foundation, one mass of mud and wood, mixed wi
stones, if they can be procured. The mud is alwa
taken from the edge of the bank or the bottom of t'

creek or pond, near the door of the house, and thouj
their forepaws are so small, ye-- it is held close up b
tween them under their throat, that they carry both mi
and stones, while they, always drag the wood with thi
teeth. All their work is executed in the night, and th
are so expeditious that in the course of one night I ha'

known them to have collected as much mud as amount'
to some thousands of their little handfuls. It is a gre
piece of policy in those animals to cover the outsii

of their houses every fall with fresh mud, and as late
possible in the autumn, even when the frost becom
pretty severe, as by this means it soon freezes as ha
as a stone, and prevents their common enemy, tl

wolverine, from disturbing them during the winter. Ai
as they are frequently seen to walk over their work, ai

sometimes to give a flap with their tail, particularly whi
plunging into tha water, this has, without doubt, giyi

rise to the vulgar opinion that they used their tails as
'trowel with which they plaster their houses, wherea
that flapping of the tail is no more than a custom whi(
they always preserve, even when they become tame ai
domestic, and more particularly so when they aj

startled.

Their food consists of a large root, something r

sembling a cabbage-stalk, which grows at the bottom
the lakes and rivers. They also eat the bark of ire(

partitularly those of the poplar, birch and willow: b
the ice preventing them from getting to the land
the winter, they have not any barks to feed on in th
season except that of such sticks as they cut down
summer and throw into the water

.
opposite the doc

of their houses; and as they generally eat a great dei
the roots above mentioned constitute a principal pa
of their food during the winter. In summer they vaj
their diet by eating various kinds of herbage and sni
berries as grow near their haunts during that seaso
When the ice breaks up in the spring the beavers alwa;
leave their houses and rove about until a little befo'
the fall of the leaf, when they return again to their o
habitations and lay in their winter stock of wood. Tin
seldom begin to repair their houses till the frost con
mences and never finish the outer coat till the cold
pretty severe, as hath been already mentioned. Whf
they erect a new habitation they begin felling the woe
early in summer, but seldom begin to build until tl

rniddle or latter end of August, and never complete
till the cold weather be set in.

[to be continued.]

Eugene Blackford, the ex-Fish Commissioner, wj;
standing in the door of his office in Fulton Market ot
day last week, when a literary woman came up to hii

and said: "Mr. Blackford, I am gathering material f(

an article on crabs. Do you think those little crus'J
ceans have the faculty of reasoning?"
"Well, madam," replied Mr. Blackford, "I have nev(

given the subject a thought, but I have known crabs t

do some remarkable things. Last summer I was fisl

ing for flounders in Jamaica Bay. The water was shai

low, and I could easily see the bottom. A crab sidle

up to my bait, picked up the hook with one claw, too
oft' the bait with the other, ate it, and then chmbed U
the hue hand over hand, tumbled into the boat, and wei
nosing around looking for the bait box. If that isn

reason, it certainly is a very high de,gree of instinct.

New York Times.

A negro named Floyd Goiiyer and his men of Ceds
Key. Fla., met with a peculiar adventure with a tarpo
a few nights ago. While sailing along there was a sui;

den splash in the water and a heavy object fell on th

deck, which proved to be a tarpon, between five an
six feet long. After striking the deck it gave ano.ha
leap and struck the sail, which knocked it back upo
the deck, and into the hatchway, where they succeede
in capturing it. The negroes were frightened nearly 01
of their wits. They thought it was a mermaid or som
horrible sea serpent, and were almost ready to desert tW
ship.—^Jacksonville (Fla.) Times-Union.



Forest and stream, 1^0

Items from the Pacific Coast,
Because of the long drought last winter, and lack of

rain during the late spring, nearly all precipitattion oc-
curing during the month of March, many of the moun-
tain brooks are nearly dr3' and the mountains are bare
of pasturage. Though plentiful at the begininng of the
season, trout have been difficult to take on account of

shallow water. Mountaineers report deer sign scarce
throughout the best country. A reduction in the reserva-
tion force and the unusual number of campers this 3^ear

make it necessary for the rangers to be exceedingly
watchful. Fires have been burning for a fortnight among
the Big Trees near Yosemite and are now reported as
having entered the park. Under a recent order from the
Interior Department, allowing guns to be taken into the
forest reserve only by those who have a permit from the
supervisor, attention is directed especially to shotguns,
as the ammunition used for these is deemed more likely

to result in conflagration.

The recent tour through the south of President H. T.
Payne, of the State Game and Fish Protective Associa-
tion, appears to have awakened some enthusiasm in in-

terests of this character, as nearly every week one hears
of cases in which the law has been enforced or other
beneficial work has been accomplished. A notable in-
stance occurred in one of the parks in Los Angeles.
The nearest residents found during the spring that the
waters of Echo Lake were full of black bass and carp,
and though it was out of season, everybody had a good
time fishing. All would have gone well perhaps had
not W. M. Meece, who had boating privileges for the
lake, discovered he could catch bass' by rocking a skiff
near shore, and thereupon supplied the anglers with these
fish. Deputy Pritchard heard of this "performance, ar-
rested the offender, and later in the Police Court had
Meece fined for catching bass out of season.
Those of your readers who visit this State for the ex-

cellent salt-water fishing may be pleased to learn that
a compromise has at last been effected with the canning
companies in regard to Avalon Bay, near the island of
Santa Catalina, where the purse netters have been so
destructive to sport the past winter, though supposed to
be prohibited by a county ordinance from entering such
waters. - Secretary Ryder and President Holder, assisted
by other members of the Tuna Club, had obtained suffi-

cient evidence to convict the crew aboard one of the
most persistent launches, but consented not to prosecute
if the sardine company withdrew from the island all of
the offending boats. Undisturbed by nets the fish have
come into the bay as never previously and sport is ex-
cellent.

Hunting and fishing are well looked after in Santa
Barbara County, where a strong club upholds the efforts
of Game Warden Abels to enforce the law, and during
the close season beast, bird or fish may consider itself

comparatively safe, or the pot-shot who would kill il-

legally may know that his act immediately puts him in
jeopardy. The manner in which the Game Warden ap-
pears where least expected has aroused no end of con-
sternation; though a very large county, rough, too, he
may pervade all of its extremities upon the same day,
almost as^ if doubles or worse had assumed the pro-
tective office. Zeal of this order seems worthy of imi-
tation elsewhere. The above official is now employed in
stocking the streams with rainbow trout. Untiring ser-
vice of this kind is rendered only in communities that
give wardens assurance of moral support from the resi-
dents.

A decision rendered lately by the Supreme Court of
this State, though seemingly in direct opposition to the
opinion delivered several years ago, really conforms with
the latter in every point, indeed throws further light
upon the view then assumed. To state the case in the
former action briefly, James Knapp, of Stanilaus County,
California, in December of 1899, upon being convicted
of shipping ducks out of the county in direct violation
of an ordinance passed by the supervisors, brought his
cause before the Supreme Court, which ordered his re-
lease and wrote the following opinion: "The State
regulations upon this particular subject seem complete,
and restrict the rights of citizens so far as is necessary
to prevent the unlawful killing of game. Serious ques-
tion has been made as to the power of any board of su-
pervisors to add either restraints or regulations to the
right to take and kill game to those made by the legis-
lature. We do not find it necessary for the purposes of
this case to decide that question. If such further re-
strictions upon the right to kill game may be made by
the county boards, such regulations must be reasonable,
not oppressive to any class, and must not contravene
any established policy of the State. Having taken the
game lawfully and at a time when it is lawful for any-
one to shoot ducks, the ordinance prohibiting its ship-
ment is an unreasonable interference with the right of
private property, and an unnecessary restraint of trade.
It was stated in the argument, substantially, that the
ordinance was aimed at pot-hunters. Relatively, a small
part of the community only are sportsmen. , A law or
ordinance which would discriminate in their favor would
not be a proper exercise of the so-called police power.
If that be the manifest or admitted purpose of the ordi-
nance, it is void for that reason also."

The test case recently decided was brought at the in-
star.ce of the commission merchants of San Francisco
who wished to ascertain the validity of the State lawm regard to the sale of game. One of their clerks sold
a quail, was arrested, pleaded guilty, was fined $25, and
at once appealed the case. He asked for a writ of
habeas corpus, on the ground that the law was class
legislation and that when a man killed any game if be-
came his property, with which he could do as he pleased.
But the Supreme Court held that all game is really the
property of the State, that sportsmen kill animals only
through sufferance, and that the Legislature in granting
favors can make whatever qualifications may seem
proper, nor does the prohibition in reference to the sale
of game destroy a property right. Two of the seven
justices, however, dissented on the ground that the law
discriminates in favor of sportsmen and hence is class
legislation. The opinion upholding the State measure
following as it does that overthrowing the county ordi-

nance, defines clearly the right of legislature and board
of supervisors to enact game regulations.
A young bird, said to be a California condor, was

caught the other day by a ranchman in the mountains
near Santa Maria. Your correspondent, however, is
somewhat incredulous as to the variety. He heard in
the spring that a condor's egg had been found by two
boys m the mountain near Santa Barbara: but investiga-
tion proved that the egg was only one of "another kind"
of condor. The great California variety still exists,
though, for specimens infrequently cross this valley, one
large individual only several months since, and are easily
identified by the observer. The egg of these creatures
sells readily for $1,500, or about at the market price of
great auk eggs, nor has one been forthcoming at even
these figures for years.
Golden eagles, the eggs of which are now deemed so

rare that oologists will give $35 for a good specimen,
may still be seen frequently about the Ojai Valley, espe-
cially during winter or spring, and up to a few seasons
ago one pair built annually upon a hillside scarcely a
mile from our postoffice. The collector, who secured
their egg, informed me that the old birds did not con-
duct themselves at all with the conventional ferocity
reputed to these creatures by the writers for certain
juvenile papers, but when the nest was approached, sailed
away n^ver to return. The spot chosen for building
was easily accessible and did not have to be attained
by him through the aid of a rope secured to one foot.
Conduct so unheard of in the parent birds, with such
commonplace choice for their home, if persisted in gen-
erally, would make the writer of adventuresome stories
weary, even as he often makes his readers weary.
An eagles' nest on a high peak thirty miles from town,

from Its being near the point at which Supervisor Slos-
son has located one of his reservation guard, has ac-
quired no little fame among the forest rangers, even a
degree of veneration, as the lonely individual whose mis-
fortune has isolated him up there has no other com-
rades than the restive occupants, and nearly every mem-
ber of the force has had his opportunity to become inti-
mately acquainted with the pair. Though all the world
lies within view, to the ranger in distress it appears
quite remote. For this Jove there can exist for imme-
diate entertainment no Venus, no freaky Juno, no am-
brosia, but only wide prospect for his delectation. His
lightning defies and scares him. Assuredly ownershipm the royal birds must be a solace. Should they steal
young lambs, the herds are a pest to the range.

Camping for Women.
It is well to make up one's mind in the beginning

of a camping season to abandon starched garments, both
outer and inner. The woven gauze union suits are the
simplest and in every way the best things that may be
had in underwear. These require no ironing, and' are
warmer in cold, damp weather, and safer, because ab-
sorbent, in hot weather than are muslin. An extra pair
of tights for unusual cold should also be taken. A di-
vided underskirt of pongee for hot weather should serve
instead of petticoats. Corset covers should be of the
gauze sort.

In a hot camp a short denim skirt of dark color is ad-
mirable; in cooler places, corduroy is better. But in
either place the woman who really expects to accompany
the men of her party on expeditions will have to be pro-
vided with a divided skirt. In mountain regions, where
the horse is the favorite means of locomotion, any other
sort of a riding skirt is an absurdity, and in any un-
beaten forest hunting knickerbockers are a necessity.
For these, again, either denim or corduroy, according
to the climate, should be selected.
Thin flannel shirt waists should be substituted for any

starchable varieties; and a sweater to slip on over them
when sunset or showers chill the atmosphere is also
desirable.

_
Soft, starchless stocks may be worn if the

camper insists upon being conventionally dressed through
everything, but a more comfortable and picturesque
fashion is to knot a soft silk handkerchief about the
throat above a collar cut sailor-wise, or even turned
back.
A waterproof bag for one's extra clothes is a prudent

purchase, and a set of waterproof pockets, to be at-
tached to a short pole set in two crotched sticks in the
tent, is a necessity. In it, if it is of at all generous pro-
portions, everything, from hairpins—of which no supply
can be extravagant—handkerchiefs, cosmetics, medicines,
to needles and literature, may be kept.

If you are going into a region of mosquitoes or flies,

take a head net. It is a sort of bag of bobbinette, which
is fastened around the rim of the hat and in yoke fash-
ion about the shoulders.- It is unlovely, but not so un-
lovely as the face which has needed its protection and
failed to find it.

High canvas leggings, double-bottomed shoes, a rub-
ber or waterproof coat—these should complete the outfit
of the amateur camper, so far as mere material appen-
dages are concerned. The immaterial necessities will be
at once perceived by every woman of common sense.
Having invaded the masculine realm of pastimes, she
must adopt the masculine virtues. She must learn to
regard discomforts with gayety, to reserve all her tears
until she is home again, and in the seclusion of her own
room, to divorce her "moods"~a woman of moods is a
scourge and an abomination in a camp—to subdue all
whims of appetite and to be indifferent to all vagaries
of weather. Unless she can make up her mind to all
these things, let her at the beginning of the summar seek
her well-piazzaed hotel, and decide to busy hei'self with
her ^Renaissance lace-work or five-hole golf, as in years
gone By.—Anne O'Hagan, in Collier's Weekly.

While Amos Cartright was fishing in the Big Bush-
kill Creek, Sullivan County, he hooked a large trout,
and while playing it in the pool a large fishhawk pounced
upon the trout and rose with it from the water. Cart-
right was so excited he did not stop his reel, and the
hook holding fast in the fish's jaw the line parted at the
tip of the rod. The hawk disappeared from view with
not only the trout, but the fly, leader and 50 feet of the
fisherman's line.—Oswego Times.

A Theory of Animal Instinct.
Paper read before the Pairhaven Men's Club by Joseph K Nye

Fairhaven, Mass. "
'

For ages men have been observing some apparentmethod of communication which one animal holds with
another. To be sure, the order of intelligence in such
communications is very low, nevertheless we have all ofus noticed the ability with which some familiar animal,
family cat, house dog, horses and other animals share
A^Tth each other the sentiment of joy or fright Howoften iiave we seen a dog sensible to the approach ofGanger of Avhich a human being is totally unconscious?How often have we seen a flock of half a hundred birds,
so bunched up that it is impossible to observe the leader
turn instantly in their whirling flight, as one bird? Noknown method of human thought could be devised bv
v/hich a command and its execution could be compassed
v.ithm the space of a hundredth part of a second: and
jet the phenomenon is familiar to us all ; and the scientific
question comes to us, what method of intelligence is em-
ployed by the leader of that whirling flock by which he
maneuvers his little army?

I have questioned closely a large number of whalemen
and it seems to be an established fact that, when on^
whale of a school is struck, all others in the immediate
vicinity are aware of danger. Certainly some means of
ccmimunication exists among these animals beyond thatwhich can be attributed to sight and hearing.
Ernest Seton Thompson, in a recent articles, describes

very vividly the actions of two herds of antelope, who.
although two or three miles apart, were made aware of
danger one to the other; and although his explanation
goes so far as to say that certain physical changes in the
patch of white hair would make it possible for these
animals to communicate by sight, I want, later on, to sug-
gest another means which may be possible, and which
It remains for science to develop. Go further than this
what is It that guides the wildfowl high in the air, through
days of fog and nights of darkness, unerringly in its
thght north or south? Surely some power other than
the sight of familiar landmarks, and as an indication ofmy tram of thought, I will say, why not the same power
that points the delicate little magnetic needle in the same
direction.

Now, I cannot state facts, that is, so far as asserting that
this is so, but let us hold up to the light of this suggestion
some of the recent discoveries in science, which, I ftiink,
can be truly claimed to have some bearing on *is
phenomenon.

In 1888 Prof. Hertz, by a series of experiments, which
have been widely discussed and studied, discovered that
throughout all nature in all matter, solid, liquid or
gaseous, there exists an attenuated, intangible substance
which, for want of a better name, he called ether He
round that by means of certain electrical instruments
which would produce what we call an elctric spark, this
ether would be set in motion, and start out in all direc-
tions a series of waves or vibrations, which certain other
electrical contrivances would be sensible to; and out of
this sprung the present method of what is known as ware-
less telegraphy.
No human eye is delicate enough to feeJ or in any way

receive an impression from these ethereal waves, that is
stating It specifically, but in a general way there is no
doubt m the scientific mind that all human sensations
oi heat and light are truly produced by these vibrations
of ether; and does it follow that because our eye is not
sensible to certain ether vibrations, that the eye of some
animals may not be?
The theory of light is nothing new. We know that a

beam of light can be decomposed into its seven primary
colors

; ranging from the highest, violet, down through the
blue, green, yellow, orange, to red, the lowest color in
the spectrum, or, at least, the lowest which any human
eye can see; and we know that these color effects upon
the human eye are produced by vibrations of the aforesaid
ether, and even the rapidity and length of these vibra-
tions has been proved, until to-day science says the high-
est color, violet, is produced by a vibration of ether equal-
ing 700 billions per second. And now comes Prof. Hertz
to prove that his little electric spark, in itself scarcely
visible to the naked eye, can start out a series of these
vibrations so much longer and so much lower down in the
scale of color that no human eye can detect it. But the
scientific mind has not been content with the mere theory
tliat these low vibrations do exist, and after months and
years of research, the discovery has been made by young
Marconi, that a small pinch of nickel filings become vio-
lently sensitive when placed within a radius of these lower
frequency waves.

It is wonderful to think of, that this little pinch of nickel
filings should so far surpass the human eye in delicacy,
and see colors which we know nothing of, but such is th^
case. To be sure, our filings have no nerves or gray
matter to translate their sensation into human intelli-
gence; but for an instant suppose they had. Away off
yonder on a distant coast, through houses, trees and hills
a,minute spark flashed between two electrical points would
be- gathered m by the filings, the sensation transmitted to
ink brain, and we could count them one, two. three and so
ort'with a prearranged sequence, which would carry intelli-
gence around the world. In fact, the sensation would b-
--^sight.

Is it not possible that our dumb animals, deprived as
they are of the power of speech and reason, should have
within them some physical organ through which thev may
be sensible to this ethereal vibration which is knoWn to
exist far below the range of human sight? Does not some
power within the leader of that whirling flock of birds un-
derstandingly transmit its order to turn? Does not the
wonaerful phenomenon of life admit of some power hy
which the frightened antelope sends forth its ethereal
warning to its fellows, miles away? Why not the same
thing, far more comprehensive than what we call instinct
transmit the agony of the wounded whale to its kind
vvithm the danger radius?
What are the electric currents which surround the

earth but a stream of ethereal vibrations, which for the
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sake of distinguishing we call electricity. Electricity sur-

rounding a bar of iron will produce a magnet, with all the

phenomena of north and south poles. The earth itself

has long since been regarded as a great magnet, with

the same phenomena of polarity. Currents of ethereal

vibrations moving either from its rotation, or some other

means of transmission, produce this great magnet; and

if our little pinch of filings are sensitive to it, and they

are, is it beyond the bounds of science, or rather nature,

that the lonely wildfowl far up in the depths of darkness

should be possessed of the same sensitiveness, and perhaps

a far keener one? Is it not possible that they may be

.'gensible to this north and south producing vibration which

guides him forward unerringly to the pole?

Why is not this an explanation of the powers bl a car-

rier pigeon? The little receiver within his brain sensible

to the ethereal waves which are producing the polarity of

the earth instantly teaches him in what direction he is

crossing, and upon being liberated from a distant point,

his mind teaches him to follow the reverse.

There is nothing supernatural or beyond the bounds of

reason in believing that the brains of some animals should

contain elements as delicate as the common glass tube

filled with filings, and when is added to this
_
nerve .sensi-

. tiveness to feel the changed conditions of this little brain

receiver, and the mental intelligence to translate it into

actual knowledge, it seems almost simple that these bu'ds

^ who actually do from practice know north from south,

. should be possessed of the same function wliich can be as

readily acted upon by the Hertzian wave, as the little tube

of filings which is visible to our eye.

The little metal particles which in the trembling mag-

netic needle feel the force of these Hertzian waves, and

as a result point unerringly north and south, has no brain

to translate its sensitiveness or feeling into intelligence,

and is made up of an arrangement of chemical elements

far less wonderful than animal brain matter ; but it proves

that there is a mechanical power which a certain arrange-

ment of chemical atoms is sensible to, and why not this

same mechanical power acting upon the brain of a bird.

Take the case of the turkey buzzard. The sky may be

dear and cloudless, giving a range of human vision for

many miles around, with none of these animals sho\Ymg

above the horizon, but throw upon the ground, even in a

remote spot, a piece of decaying fish or other animal

matter, and the quickness with which these birds will

arrive upon it from all directions is startling; a common
explanation for which is that they smell the food from

'

, . afar, but I do not think this explanation was ever made
• • .without an imspoken feeling of doubt ; it serves for a

popular explanation, but not a scientific one.

It is well known that putrifying animal matter will

give off a phosphorescent glow. If all light is the result

• of ethereal vibrations, why not this phosphorescent glow?

And simply because it produces no effect upon the retina

of our eye, except feebly in the night time, is hardly a

reason that some physical formation of the eye or other
" "'function of the buzzard, should not receive a definite im-

pression from the ether vibrations given of¥ by the mass

of decaying material.
. We all know the wonderful provisions nature has made
"in plant life, carrying the pollen from_ flower to flower,

- - sometimes by the passing breeze, sometimes on the leg of

a bee or other insect, and doubtless in other ways which

-we know nothing of ; and given the fact which is now
. = established beyond a doubt, that various phenomena.

• which do truly occur in nature, are constantly throwing

,'off copiously these imperceptible ether waves, why is it

impossible, that in the great design of nature some animal

: life should be sensible to them ? Human beings were given

"":a mind to investigate and make use of these phenomena
- -of nature, but the dumb animal must do it through

his inherent instinct, and I believe he does,

Mosquitos and Music.
Letter to the MdUor of The London Times.

Sir:. I find the folowing In a recent scientific pubH-

cation:
, t

"Mr. Brennan, of the Public Works Department, Ja-
' maica,'is responsible for the following interesting com-

• munication: 'You will pardon me for drawing your at-

tention to the fact, if you have not already noticed it,

that the mosquitoes (I do not know if every variety)

will respond to such sounds as a continuous whoop or
'

hum. I have tried the experience lately and find swarms

\gather around my head when I make a continuous whoop.

-There may be, however, some particular note or pitch

"-'that would be more attractive to them.' This observa-
' tion would afford an interesting subject for experiment."

In 1878 I made and erected an apparatus for lighting

the- grounds of the Grand Union Hotel at Saratoga
' - Springs, N. Y., by electricity. The lamps employed were
"""

'
i-athei- large and each was provided with its own dynamo

• t machine. One of the lamps worked something like a

telephone and gave out a note, the pitch of which corre-

- sponded exactly with the strips on the commutator pass-
'

ing under the brushes of the dynamo machine. Some
•

'

of the other lamps would occasionally give off a musical

note, but only for a few minutes at a time. With this

• one, however, the note was practically constant, and no

adjustment of the carbons had the least effect upon it.

One evening, while examining this lamp, I found that
-.-

•'•^everything in the immediate vicinity was covered with
' ' small insects. They did not appear to be attempting to

. ,
get into the globe, but rather into the box that was giv-

•^ "'ing off the musical note. Upon a close examination of

rtisis flvgigeMsems L^found that they were all the same kind—
-gsi .f^f;; mosquitoes, and, what is more, all male mosquitoes.

Although there were certainly 200 times as many female

mosquitoes on the grounds as males, I was unable to

find a single female mosquito that was attracted in the

least by the sound.

When the lamps were started in the beginning of the

evening, every male mosquito would at once turn in the

direction of the lamp, and as it were face the music, and
• then fly off in the direction from which the sound pro-

' "
ceeded. It then occurred to me that the two little feath-

ers on the head of the male mosquito acted as ears, that

• they vibrated in unison with the music of the lamp, and
as the pitch of the note was almost identical with the

buzzing of the female mosquito, the male took the music

10 be the buzzing of the female. I am neither a naturalist

nor an entomologist, still I was much interested in this

pecuHar and interesting phenomenon. I wrote down a

full account of it at the time and sent it to a scientific

paper, but it appeared to be too stupid to find a place

in that particular publication. However, it now appears
that others have stumbled across the same thing. I would
advise Mr. Brennan to continue his experiments, espe-

cially as regards the sex of the mosquitoes which are

attracted by a musical note. The male mosquito is much
smaller than the female of the same species, never bites,

but feeds upon vegetation, and is easily distinguished

on account of two little feathers on the head, which re-

semble to some extent the antlers of a stag.

; A very interesting experiment may be easily made
in the following manner: Obtain a tuning fork which
gives a musical note as much like the hum of the female

mosquito as possible. If you strike this fork within

twenty feet of a male mosquito he will at once turn about,

face the music, and erect the two little feathers on his

head, something after the manner of a cockatoo.

Yours faithfully,

Hiram S. Maxim.

§Hni^ §dg Httil §mu—^—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise'

them in Forest and Stream.

Potholes and Glacial Action*

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am at a loss to understand how your correspondent,

Von W. (Forest and Stream Aug. 2) got the impression

that I had connected pot holes and glacial action together.

As I think I referred to both in the same communication,

it may be that I confused the two so as to cause this mis-

take.
" But my impression is that I mentioned the pot

holes as occurring in North Carolina, and the glacial ac-

tion as being shown in northern Wisconsin and Michigan.

There has never been any glacial action below the old

Mason and Dixon line, and we have none of the grooved

rocky surfaces, such as I mentioned as occurring in

northern Michigan, nor have I ever seen any pot holes

elsewhere so well developed as I have found them in

the rapid mountain streams. Pot holes cannot be a result

of glacial action, only of water rapidly flowing and whirl-

ing. Since my communication I have discovered an im-

mense number of these holes, in embryo, as may be said,

on the surface of the bare granite rocks, down the slight

slopes of which on the rounded surfaces the rain has

flowed, following the slight depressions, and making min-

iature cascades as the stream runs from one to another

of these, has hollowed out small bowls two, three, or more
inches in diameter, and half an inch or more deep, all

along the course of the little streams. In some places

these bowls are two or more inches in diameter, and an

inch or less in depth; biit some are six or eight inches

in diameter and three deep, showing what a long time

has passed since the beginning of them. Necessarily in

the course of swift mountain streams, the wear of the

rock in this same way must have been much more rapid,

and thus in the beds of the .streams, but mostly in the

swift rapids and the courses of the waterfalls, these holes

are much larger and deeper. But it seems very clear that

the grinding out of these holes has been done by the ac-

tion of the water whirling in eddies, for the power, and

the gravel or larger stones as the implements, by which the

work has been done. H. Stewart.

Macon County, N. C .

The Opossum as a Chicken Thief.

Llano, Texas.—To add to your notes on this subject, I

send clipping irGxn our town paper: "B. Lange is a

champion opossum killer, but he don't always kill.
_
He

overtook one raiding his chicken roost Monday night,

beat it to jelly, and left it on the wayside for dead. Un-
derstanding the traits of the animal, that he does not

always appear to be what he really is, he concluded to

shoot it, so took his lantern, and while one of his folks

held it by the tail, he placed the muzzle of the gun close to

its 'possumly breast and pulled the trigger. But presto

!

change! The 'possum had vanished away like the pris-

matic tints of the rainbow. In common parlance, he had

vamoosed. How.it was done he is unable to say; but it

is certain that Lange and the 'possum in a one-act tragedy

before the footlights, would make a hit, for their magic

would surpass Hermann himself."

I have captured many 'possums in hen houses, trees, un-

der rocks and other places, but can any of your many
readers explain what went with this 'possum? Mr. Lange

is a straight man and what he says is sure to be correct.

He is much woried over the incident, because he thinks

lie tried to capture a spirit. J. H. Carter.

An Elephant's Memory*

Memory is usually the strongest point with an elephant,

and an amusing instance of this quality was recently told

us by an indigo planter, whose veracity we have no reason

to doubt. Some twenty-five years ago our friend bought a

fine female elephant. Shortly after, his purchase pro-

duced a fine calf of her own sex, and both mother and

daughter throve exceedingly ; the latter as she grew up
becoming a regular domestic pet. and being allowed into

the dining room at dessert and fed on fruit and biscuits.

Both the young one and her mother were then sent off

to another factory belonging to the same concern, a good
many miles away, and remained there for twenty years or

more. After that the youngster, now a fine and well-

grown animal, was brought back to her birthplace. Im-
m.ediately, remembering the dainties of her babyhood, she

made a valiant attempt to get into the dining room. Un-
fortunately, the verandah round the house was rather a

low one, and the elephant had not allowed for her increase

in stature in the meantime. The result was a shower of

about half a ton of masonry, and very frightened dusty

miller of an elephant, who bolted tail on end doWn the

nearest road for two or three miles.—The Asian,

Quicker than Ligrhtningf***

Plainfield, Mass.—There is a red squirel living on the

Mill Brook in this town, which beats all records for speed.

Old Joe Beasley says he saw the critter running down the

big maple when lighting struck the tree, and he kept ahead

all the way to the ground ! > C. H.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream shoald

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

The Deer of America.
Of the three volumes for the American Sportsman's

Library, edited by Caspar Whitney, which have appeared!
during 1902, that on the "Deer Family" will, of course,,
seem to big-game . hunters by far the most important.
There is cause enough for this feeling in its title, but
when in addition the papers which it contains are by
such men as Theodore Roosevelt, T. S. Van Dyke, D. G,
Elliot and A. J. Stone, there is a special reason for this
interest. The four writers for the volume of about 330
pages contribute to it in unequal sections. Mr. Roose-
velt's portion furnishes about one-half the book, Mr.
Van Dyke about 100 pages, Mr. Elliot 30 and Mr. Stone
about the same amount. Each of the contributors has
done his work well and interestingly, and no big-game
hunter can afford to be without this volume in his
Pbrary.

Perhaps the most important portion of the whole vol-
ume is Mr. Roosevelt's introductory chapter of twenty-
seven pages, in which he sets forth with great force and
earnestness the value of big game to our people at large
and the advantages to be gained from following it, and
hence the importance of preserving this big game, not
necessarily so that it may be killed, but in order that
it may serve as an incentive to men to lead wholesome
outdoor lives. Incidentally, he points out, as he has
done before in written and spoken word, that proper game
laws are essentially democratic, that is, are in the inter-

ests of the people as a whole, because it is only through
their enactment and enforcement that the peopl'e as a
whole can preserve the game and can prevent its becom-
ing purely the property of the rich, who are able to create
and maintain extensive private preserves. The very
wealthy man can be certain to have hunting, but the man
of small means is dependent solely upon wise and well-
executed game laws for his enjoyment of the sturdy
pleasure of the chase. Surely this is good doctrine, and
doctrine to which every intelligent man can subscribe.
It would be hard to find a stronger and more effective

sermon in flavor of intelligent game legislation than is

offered in these ringing words of the President.
The same; thought—and it is well that it should be

often repeated—occurs elsewhere, when he says: "If we
are really alive to our opportunities under our democratic,
social, and political system, we can keep for ourselves

—

and by 'ourselves' I mean the enormous bulk of men
whose means range from the moderate to very small

—

ample opportunity for the enjoyment of hunting and
shooting, of vigorous and blood-stirring out-of-doors
sport. If we fail to talce advantage of our possibilities, if

we fair to pass, in the interest of all, wise game laws, and
to see that these game laws are properly enforced, we
will then have to thank ourselves if in the future the
game is only found in the game preserves of the wealthy;:

and imder such circumstances only these same wealthy-
people will have the chance to hunt it."

Beside this introductory chapter, those of tlie first sec-
tion of the book treat of the "Mule Deer or Rocky Moun-
tain Blacktail," the "Whitetail Deer," the "Prong-Horned
Antelope" and the "Wapiti," Or round-horned elk. Mr.
Roosevelt very wisely does not attempt to deal with the

various species and races of the different groups of deer
found in America. That is something for the syste-

raatists to do; and as yet the systematists are hardly
agreed among themselves as to the species or sub-species

in the different. groups. Or the names of each. What he
docs is to give clear ideas of the ways and habits of the

different forms of deei- and the different modes of hunting
them, and this is done very largely by the relation of his

own experiences in the West and elsewhere.

Few things are more interesting than to observe the

very different conclusions concerning an animal or its

habits which will be- dra-wn by two different observers,

whose experience, powers of observation and honesty are

perhaps the same. It ife interesting to note that Mr.
Roosevelt considers that^the chase of the wapiti and the

mule deer calls for morfe hardihood, power of endurance
and moral and physical soundness than that of the white-

tail deer. There are luany old hunters who would scarcely

assent to this, biit adrhitting its truth, there comes in, of

course, the question of ikill—here "stealth and noiseless-

ness" among other qualities—which, practiced success-

fully, is in many instances the chief pleasure of the chase.

The man who accomplishes something which requires real

skill in the performance is likely to be better satisfied with

himself, and to take more pleasure in his feat, than he
who performs, an 'act requiring only strength and endur-

ance. There are many hunters we fancy who will con-

tend that still-hunting— i. e., tracking or stalking—the

whitetail is the most difficult big-game hunting of Amer-
ica, except possibly stalking the moose. We should be

inclined to consider the whitetail deer the hardest of the

North American deer to hunt.

Of course these are only matters of taste. One man
may think that the pear is the best of fruits^ while an-

other may prefer the peach.

W^e read with special interest the chapter on "The
Prong Horned Antelope," that extraordinary species con-

cerning whose habits too niuch cannot be known. _ We are

glad to see that Mr. Roosevelt" refet-s to the extraordi-

nary abundance of the antelope in old times, when in'

traveling across the prairies, or over the great tablelands

of the central plateau, antelope seemed almost as abun-

dant as buffalo used to be, herd after herd appearing as

each succeeding rise of the prairie was crossed; and '

in winter when the animals were bunched up on the win-

ter range they commonly appeared in close herds, remind-
|

ing one of the flocks of domestic sheep of to-day. This

is a matter that has been overlooked by most writers.

Beside the active pleasure to be felt by each big-game
hunter in the matter contained in Mr. Roosevelt's con-

|

tributions to this volume, is the elterm of his literary \

style. This means only that he writes with strong feeling ,

about the sport that he is describing, and that he thus
,
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^communicateH to the reader a part of the enthusiasm that

"he himself feels. - -

Mr. Van Dyke's contribution to this volume covers

'Lhree species—"The Elk of the Pacific Coast," "The Mule
Deer" and "The Columbia Blacktail." He describes the

Grange of the elk in California, Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia, and their practical extermination in

California, except for the small band near Bakersfield

and in the extreme northern part of the State, and tells

of hunting amid the giant forests of Oregon, concluding

that the elk of the Pacific coast is probably the hardest

game animal to secure by any means of hunting. His
paper on the mule deer contains much that is new to us,

especially the common practice of the deer feeding on
cactus and the damage which they do to the crops in

California. His description of the mule deer calls atten-

tioti to certain differences among deer of different sec-

tions, many of which have often been noticed. Mr. Van
Dyke's account of the Columbia blacktail is very full and
ii. interesting reading.

Mr. Elliot's account of the caribou is notable not only

for its interest, but for the wealth of its illustration of

lieads and of antlers. There is extraordinary diversity

among these, and one can easily understand the position

'of the writer when he hints that conclusions drawn from
the antlers are valueless in determining specific characters.

One of the most interesting chapters in this interesting

book is Mr. A. J. Stone's paper on the moose. It con-

tains much material that is new, and much which if not
new is put in a fresh way. Mr. Stone declares—^and the

editor disagrees with him—that the bull moose is not

attracted by the call of the horn, because he believes it to

be the cry of the female. Probably we never shall know
the precise motive which attracts the moose, but it is

certain that during the rutting time males of the deer

family do many strange things. While -watching a bull

t'lk which was herding his cows during the rutting; time,

we have called him up alarmingly close to us by the simple

expedient of breaking a stick. No doubt in this case the

bull believed that another bull was liidden in the brush,

and wanted to fight the intruder. In the same way we
have known the whifetail deer in rutting time to make
an unprovoked attack on a man. »
Extremely interesting and valuable are five maps pre-

pared by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of the Biological Sur-

A'ey, which show the range of the mule
,
deer and of

Caton's California mule deer, of the whitetail deer and the

Arizona dwarf whitetail, of the antelope, elk and black-

tail deer all in 1900. In the map showing the range of

the elk, should not an area of Vancouver Island have
heen shaded? Certainly within a year or two there have

heen elk there in considerable abundance, according to

our information.
The illustrations in the volume are chiefly by Mr.

Rungius, whose skill as an animal painter is well known.
The frontispiece, an artotype, is a very striking and
beautiful thing, and all the illustrations are admirable,

but there are two unhappy cases of the misnaming of

plates, which should not ha^'e occurred. The deer shown
facing page 50 is certainly not. "The Blacktail of Colo-

rado," nor are the animals shown facing page 76 "White-

tail in Flight." It is difficult to understand how these

blunders should have occurred, since, of course, both the

artist and the editor know the mule deer and the white-

tail, but their occurrence is unfortunate.

Coons.
Editor Forest and Strenm:
Our survey was in an unsettled region on Goldwater

River. From the railroad station we went by wagon over

a "blind road" to Edwards' Ferry, where Lee and I found

room to spread our pallet on Mr. Edwards' floor and a

welcome at his table. The four negro axmen pitched

their tent in the woods near by, and sang into the late

hours, ostensibly because they were happy, but in reality

fo scare off the supposed "varmints." In the morning
the men, who were new to the work, were cautioned to

use sparingly the wat^r that each carried in his half-gallon

iug, but by early afternoon the supply was exhausted, and
by mid-afternoon they had begun to suffer from thirst.

With a detachment to carry iugs, a search was made,
which was rewarded by the discovery of a small "puddle"

in a large cypress brake nearly gone dry, about half a

mile from the line, and through undergrowth that made
traveling difficult. The wa±er covered a small surface

and was very shaUow. Four large moccasins were peace-

fully reposing therein, beside tadpoles, spiders and bacilli.

After these had been frightened away the jugs were filled

and were soon delivered to the thirsty workmen, who
asked no questions. The initiated can quench his thirst

with the bugs and reptiles in sigljt, but the novice must
have his medicine sugai-coated. Blissful ignorance was
the sugar coat.

One day the men discovered a 'coon on a limb, and
surveying operation were suspendled. Henry, the "lead

axman," is not a brave man about some things. He will

walk far around a toad or a snake. But Henry has plenty

of 'coon bravery. With a cane knife, he climbed that tree

till he came to the coon, about forty feet above ground,

and chopped its head open before it could get into a hol-

low already congested with 'coon. This sounds akin to

Antoine's 'coon story, but it is not.

Under the stimulus of a sharp-pointed stick, another

young 'coon was induced to seek fresh air, and he, too,

was dispatched with the cane knife when his head was
well out.

The dead 'GQojas were half-grown and looked sweet and
lender. By the: growls now coming from Uie hollow
limb when the stick was punched in, we knew that the

third one would need parboiling to make her tender.

The old one wouldn't come out, so the tree was cut, a

notch taken out of the side at the hollow, and Mrs. 'Coon
killed "in situ."

Some field notes were needed from the county site at

Belen, which was said to be twenty miles by road, fol-

lowing some of the windings of the river. The map
showed Belen only twelve miles away, and on the theory
than one can come back if he can't go on, I started.

The woods and cane were thick in places, but the river

was struck again after some hard walking, and a settler

ferried me over in his dugout. The trip to Belen occupied

five hours, and' it was late afternoon wh«n th? start back

was. made, with little hope of getting through, but a
chance to get so far on the way back as to finish the
journey in the first' daylight next' morning, and get the
party started to work on time. A pocketful of matches
bad been provided in anticipation, and when at late dusk
ihe river was left, I drank enough for all night. Half an
hour later I was in a tangle of cane and vines, where
further progress was impossible in pitchy darkness, and I
decided to camp.
Over my leafy bed the dark, heavy foliage had spaces

through which the sky was seen, with the stars shining
very brightly against the blue, and the fireflies tried to
shine as brightly against the dark tree leaves ; then my
little fire would flare up and bring out strongly the mainy
strange shapes of the leaves and boughs, lighting them
till the. sky beyond, was black, and the fireflies made dim-
mer sparks.

It is good sometimes to be alone in the broad woods.
Unmistakably something alive crawled in the dead

Icav-es around me, almost against me, and on several sides.
It proved to be katydids, attracted by the firelight.

With the first light of day I awoke and resumed the
nmrck A cow bell is very sweet music at times ; then as
one conies nearer, there is the lighter tinkling of the
sheep bells mingling in, and after a while the numerous
untraceable cow paths in the cane merge into one that is

plainer, and this with others more defined, then the
bells sound louder and a rooster crows in the distance.
At Mr. Crutcher's house, where we are now boarding,

there is plenty of fresh water and a good breakfast. wait-
ing-

The "town man" has no realization of the interest
which such surroundings lend to a comfortable meal at a
table, and especially to having enough drinking water.

Cutting a line through a continuous tangle of cane and
briers where the tree growth is too scant for much
shade—in an old "deadening" or "hurricane"—five miles
from the nearest palatable water, and with a July sun
pouring down, one guards zealously the few warm drops
in the jug. that must last till night, and takes a min-
ute's breathing spell under a shading bush to indulge in

wistful reveries of and longings for the "old oaken
bucket" and broken gourd dippers and cool, decaying well
curbings under big elm trees. At night when you have
come out of the woods, you linger round the cool pump,
reluctant to leave while there is a possibility of drinking
a few drops more.

In one such brier patch, six miles from Mr. Crutcher's,
the big rattler was met. He was carried out, over very
rough ground and through several cypress brakes, bound
full length to a hickory pole. Joe himself weighs eight
pounds by the scales, and the pole weighed about thirty.

Joe is now in the box with Jonah, whom Coahoma told

about.

After the survey the party was on a march back to the
railroad. Near the trail four 'coons were climbing a

tree that looked impossible for any one but Henry. It

was not for him, and he didn't hesitate. Fifty feet from
the ground he had them cornered on a small limb. With
a pole cut with his ready cane knife he punched them off,

one at a time, and each 'coon, in turn, found himself sur-
rounded by a "cordon" with clubs. The four 'coons were
triumphantly swung at the backs of the four darkeys.

Tripod.

Mississippi.

More About Sport.

Editor Forest mid Stream:
The subject, "What constitutes true sport?" has been

discussed at large by a number of your contributors of

late, very entertainingly, and doubtless with profit to your
readers, as throwing many lights on the subject from
different view points.

While not a partisan myself for either the big-game or
the small-game side of the controversy, the issue, being

merely a question of taste, based upon habit as the result

of environment, I may be permitted to offer some reflec-

tions upon the fundamental principles involved in the

question, What is sport? I may, however, remark by the

way, that as between the desirableness of small-game and
large-game hunting, there is one feature about the latter,

in its present-day pursuit, that invariably arouses my
deep aversion when reading of the exploits of big-garne

hmiters. It is the fact, which appears conspicuously in

all these narratives, that the "sport"^ of big-game hunt-

ing has degenerated from the pursuit of the game for

itself to the pursuit of the horns carried by the game—
the trophy, instead of the good meat of which little ac-

count is taken. And in this I believe a fundamental prin-

ciple of "true sport" is violated; which brings us again

back to the "previous question." In order to consider the

question intelligently, and get at its fundamental prin-

ciples, it seems proper to inquire into the origin and
genesis of field sports.

Your latest contributor to this discussion, Mr. Jos. W.
Shurter, embraces in the general category of "sport" all

the athletic games that are practiced, which would appear

to be wholly unwarranted from the viewpoint of the

Forest and Stream confraternity. These games, it is

true, are conventionally denominated "sports," but as be-

t^veen such form of diversion and true field sports, the

pursuit of nature's children in nature's haunts, there is'no

kinship either in character or genesis. The athletic games
are contests between men and men, a kind of mimic war.

having for their basis the struggles for supremacy between

men and tribes in the primitive history of the race, causes

that still persist in more or less modified form and keep

alive the spirit of conflict between man and his fellow, a

spirit that it is the mission of the higher moral culture to

eliminate from man's nature. Field sports on the other

hand had their origin in man's, necessities, during the

whole period of his racial infancy, and to a large degree

tu a much later period in the race history, when his sub-

sistence depended absolutely upon his proficiency in the

capture of the wild creatures around him for the food

and clothing which they yielded for his use, and which

were necessary to his survival.

This trait in man's nature, like other deeply implanted

instincts in men and animals, still persists after tlie condi-

tions that gave it birth have ceased. Hence it may be

conchtded that the procurement of something u.seful to.

man as the result of the chase, is an essential element

of true sport. By way of illustration, it is suggested that
n:y good friend Didymus, who experiences such ecstatic

delight in a day behind the pointer on the stubble, not a
small part of which is derived from exhibiting a plump
game bag at the end of the day, to those who will share
with him in the gustatory sequel to his performance, I

say that neither friend Didymus nor any other true sports-

man, would enjoy the killing of a big bag of swallows, for
instance, though more skill in handling the gun might be
required.

It may be concluded, therefore, that the destruction and
absolute waste of half a ton of good meat for the sake of
a head and pair of horns to be exhibited as trophies of
the chase, is in violation of the basic principle of true
sport, and is contrary to the ethics of nature, so to speiak,

by which man finds justification for slaying his fellow
creatures.

The terms "head hunter," "skin hunter," are mentioned
with much obloquy by your "true sportsman" when ap-^

plied to some one else; but when I read in Forest and
Stream some months ago—and I mention this merely as a
sample—that a party of two sportsmen with two guides,
spent two or three weeks in the Rockies, and very con-
scientiously limited their slaughter to the strict permis-
sion of the law, yet triumphantly paraded a record of four
elk, four bear, eight deer,, with an assortment of mbtm-

itaitt sheep, goats, aptelope. and what not (I write from
memory; and perhaps exaggerate some, but the wasted
meat must have run up into the thousands of pounds), and
all for the sake of heads and horns, I turn from such a
recital with feelings of deep aversion, and think of the
aphorism of whose ox is gored.
There are many big-game hunters who refrain from

killing more meat than can be utilized; an9,it is common
for fishermen to restore to their native element, none the

worse for their novel experience, the superfluity of fish

caught; but the insensate greed for "trophies," that car-

ries so many into the woods for the sole purpose of secur-

ing heads and horns with an enormous sacrifice of meat in

the process, must greatly hasten the final extinction of

those animals of the chase that have afforded sport, and
food and raiment, to man, from the earliest infancy, of his

race down to the present time. Coahoma.

Taking in a Buck.
Bellevue, Pa.

—

Editor Forest amd Stream: As the

titue for our annual vacation is approaching, and as the

Georgian Bay district is the objective point this year, I

am reminded of a story my father once told me of how he
captured a big buck, back in the forties, in the same
region. The interest in the story was revived a few
years ago froin a somewhat like experience, when with
a party of friends from Pittsburg we were hunting deer

near Romney, W. Va. Our deer ran near to the last

crossing, having passed two of our party unhurt, when
the third man started in the direction of the deer, and
coming to a large hound chained near by, unloosed him
and started him on the trail of the deer, which he soon
overtook and threw in front of an old lady's house on the

mountain. Seeing so rich a prize at hand, she quickly

ran to the house, and returning with her wood ax, killed,

skinned and had nearly all of the deer stowed away when
our party arrived to demand the share due us, which she

reluctantly surrendered.
Father had spent the fall months with his brother, help-

ing at clearing and getting out timbers for his house, and
as he was somewhat skillful with the ax, they persuaded

him to stay over the winter until they had the house

finished.

One clear moonlight night he lay awake listening for

some time to the barking of the dogs some distance off in

the bush, and prompted by curiosity, got tjp, pulled on a

pair of trousers without suspenders and quietly set out on

the lumber road to investigate. After a brisk walk, he

came upon the scene of the two dogs with a large buck at

bay, in iront of a big rock. He got down in the grass and
crawled up as close as he could to watch them a while.

Finally to set things going, he spoke to one of the dogs

to "Get him, Doc." At the sound of his voice the deer

cleared the road, landing with both dogs having good

holds, and thus the buck could not get up and away. As
the deer lay there for an instant, the now enthused spec-

tator also pounced upon the deer and took hold of him
by the horns. He now had him sure, but what was he

going to do with him. Father had no knife with him, and

after a while he had to encourage the dogs to hold on.

Then he began calling to the house, from which for some

time there came no answer, but his brother's wife heard

the voice and wakened her husband, when he started in

a hurry. Upon arriving, he took in the situation, and

after a good laugh and some queries as to what father

was going to do, he, too, was soon at his wits' end; but

having a pair of suspenders loosely tucked round his

waist, father suggested that they could tie him with the

suspenders and take him home, which they accordingly

proceeded to do. With the one suspender they tied his

forefeet and with the other his hind ones. As soon as the

buck found himself in that condition, he became as sub-

missive and gentle as a Mount Washington goat.
_
Find-

ing a stick near by, they strung him on it, and with the

end of the pole resting on their shoulders, the deer swmg-
ing between them, took up their march for the house, the

two dogs bringing up the rear.
, . , .

When they got to the house they placed their burden at

the door to look him over and decide what to do with

him. Opening the door, they placed him on the kitchen

floor, and after lighting a lainp, proceeded to take, off his

suspenders. As soon as the buck felt himseif Hff.ee again

his spirit returned, and he sprang across, the-" room, up-

setting a small table at the same time, then faced about.

The two men were standing at the door watching the

deer, which with a toss of his high head made a dive for

them. The glare of the lamplight gave additional gleam

to his now wicked eye, and prompted the spectators to be

doing something. Father sprang behind a large table and
uncle out of the door and he closed it to keep the deer in.

Running to the \voodpile, he returned with an ax and slid

into the room again. A short discussion decided the fate

of the deer. Using the table for a guard, they rolled it

toward the deer, and having him sufficiently cornered, the

experienced hand soon dealt the blow that turned him into

venison for future use. Jas. H. Taylor.



Ducks at Cape Hatteras.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Every fall finds me suffering from an attack of duck
fever,_ and last season it seemed more severe than usual,
knowing that I could not make my accustomed trip to

Dawson, N. D., so when I received an invitation to make
one of a party of four bound for Cape Hatteras, N. C, I

at once accepted. The party was made up as follows

:

Dr. L. S. Blades and O. F. Gilbert, of Elizabeth City,
N. C; N. W, Green and C. E. Wilson, of Troy, N. Y.,
Mr. Green and myself arrived at Elizabeth City, N. C, on
pec. 28, where we found the Doctor and President wait-
ing for us, with all stores aboard, and the Captain ready
to sail. As we had a little over 100 miles to run, we
were anxious to be off. Our vessel was a three-masted
schooner, 125 feet by 23^^ feet, owned by Blades Lumber
Company, and engaged in carrying lumber from one of
their numerous mills to their distributing point at Eliza-
beth City.

_We left the wharf at 4:15 P. M., and, owing to head
winds, made but ten miles, anchoring in the Pasquotank
River. The next morning we got under way in good sea-
son, and when the steward announced "Breakfast ready,
sah," we all responded promptly and enjoyed it as one
only can after taking a constitutional on deck, and
inhaling the fresh morning air.

; Crossing Albemarle Sound the Avind increased as the
day adranced, and when off Roanoke Island a heavy
squall carried away the gaff on the mainsail. This was
spmewhat exciting to us land lubbers, but the Captain and
crew seemed to act as if it was an every-day occurrence,
and at once lowered sail and lay to for repairs, which used
up the rest of the day.
Monday morning found us trying to make time against

a stiff head wind, with poor siiccess, and after beating
about all day we were again compelled to anchor about
ttn miles south of the island.

Tuesday morning we arose early and found that the
Captain was an early bird and had been under way for
some time, and we were going at a glorious rate, and our
spirits rose accordingly, until we arrived at the Cape
Channel, when the Captain made an error in the buoys
and put the vessel on a reef with all sails set. After
considerable effort on the part of the crew in carrying
off the anchors from bow and stern, owing to the heavy
seas, we commenced our tug- on the lines and found we
were in a dangerous position; we had but three feet of
water forward and were on a hard bottom. The Captain
fearing she would pound badly, set his signal of distress

for the life saving crew, who reached us shortly after we
got her afloat. I never fully appreciated the necessity of
the life saving service before, but when Captain Gray
and his crew came alongside, we gave them three hearty
cheers, and were fully convinced that in the establishing
of life saving stations along our coasts Uncle Sam is do-
ing a glorious work. Captain Gray and crew assisted
our Captain in getting the schooner back into the channel
and stayed by him until out of danger. Our boatmen
expecting us, and seeing us go on the shoal, came off and
transferred our baggage and party to shore, where we
found Dr. J. J. Davis waiting.

We had been in our room but a few moments wben we
thought we could smell smoke, and after one of the party
made some uncomplimentary remark about the cigar I

was smoking, we commenced to look around, and thought
;We saw smoke coming through the floor. We rushed
downstairs and found the sitting room on fire. After
forming a bucket brigade we. went to work, and soon
had it out. Dr. Davis had secured for us as guides N. T.
Jennett, R. W. Midget and several others whose names I

do not recall. We found them to be good men and always
looking after our comfort, and were more anxious for us
to get game than we were.
The second day after our arrival being very still, and

the prospects poor for birds, we decided to go in the tim-
ber for deer. The timber extends from the sound to the
ocean, being ten miles long and four wide, and a most
'beautiful spot. The principal timber is the North Caro-
lina pine, growing, as it does, tall and straight out of
the white sand, with here and there a holly tree with their

red berries and green leaves, palms and bay trees in abun-
dance, which all gives it a verj' tropical appearance, and
one imagines he is in a foreign country. The deer are
h'ke our Adirondack variety, but much smaller, and in

hunting them we took stands on the runways, using shot-

guns, as at timesr our watches were close together and
rifles would have been dangerous. The guides had a

.small mongrel dog which was used to run the deer out of

the swamps, and after running a short time they would
return to us for another run, and in this manner we
would sometimes make six runs in a day. I was much
surprised to see how easily the deer were killed. They
.cannot carry off the loads our Northern deer do, and one
of the party killed one with No. 4 shot, and the three

killed were dropped in their tracks.

We saw some gray squirrels in the timber, and were
told they lived on buds, as there are no nut trees in that

section.

The yeopon tree, which I forgot to mention, grows in

abundance, and has a bright red berry similar to the

holly. The leaves are gathered by the natives, who make
a tea of them, which is used in place of Sir Thomas Lip-

ton's, but, upon the advice of Dr. Davis, we did not try it.

On the sound we found ducks, geese and brant in

countless numbers, but also found them well educated, as

I never saw birds that understood blinds better; and we
were told that in many sections of the sound they were
decoying poorly. We shot from pier blinds six days and
got about 150 birds, so I don't think we can be classed

with the game hogs, as this was but an average of six

birds .per day per man; but of course this record is gen-

erally beaten. We had planned a 'possum hunt, but our
president entertained us so pleasantly evenings with his

guitar and plantation songs, we^ did not have the neces-

sary enthusiasm, and his playing and singing were a

delight to us all.

Our trip returning was made on a tug, which arrived

off Cape Channel Saturday, Jan. 11, at 10 A. M., and, after

getting aboard with our game and baggage, we all took a
hand in decorating th^ tug, and by evening had her well

covered with holly, palms and game* We had been ran-

kling all day in quite » Heavy .sea, and hj 9 P, M, it got
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so bad that we decided to run for harbor, which we
found west of Roanoke Island, where we lay until 2
A. M., when we got under way, only to get caught in
another heavy blow in crossing Albemarle Sound. The
boiler leaked, and we could only keep eighty pounds, and
were making about three miles per hour. The engineer
and fireman worked for seven hours trying to keep the
water below the fires. Sea after sea boarded us. freezing
as it struck, so that moving

_
about was dangerous ; in

fa£t, we rolled so that it was impossible to walk, and we
were very thankful when we tied up to the wharf at
Elizabeth City, where we left the boat. With all of our
unpleasant experiences, our trip was a delightful one, and
will be long remembered. We are under many obligations
to our goods friends in Elizabeth City, who made our
trip possible, and our stay in their prosperous city so
pleasant. If any of your readers care to try the shoot-
ing at the Cape, I would advise them to stop, if possible,
with Dr^ J,. J. Davis and his good wife, to whom we are
greatly Indebted for their kind attentions.

C. E. Wilson.

Adirondack Notes.

A Bear Mortality Tfaeoty,

The crop of Adirondack bears has been larger than
usual this season, and the reason is not particularly ob-
vious. Harvey Alford, of Lake Placid, accovmts for the
abundance by stating that the past winter was particu-
larly favorable for bears in that there were no hard
thaws and freezes. Alford believes that hibernating bears
are often frozen in their dens, and either frozen to death
or starved as a result,

"In Canada," says Alford, "when the bears den up they
make a big nest for themselves of cedar bark and one
thing or another under the roots of a tree or on the sur-

face of the ground, where they can have some protection
from the weather. I have seen dozens of such places

where they secured the bark and made their dens, but I

never saw where they denned in ledges.

"Here in the Adirondacks our country is very rough
naturally, and the bears almost always go in the ledges.

They crawl into some crevice in the rocks, and if by
chance a heavy thaw sets in and the water runs down and
freezes, they are caught in a trap. The ice does not thaw
out in such places till late in the spring, and if they
are not killed outright they have lots of chance to starve

before they can get out.

"Bears are naturally prolific. They are apt to have
two cubs at a birth, and they are long-lived animals. If

the supply did not suffer from nattu-al causes, there would
be more bears than there are at present in the Adiron-
dacks.

"The number of bears trapped is not very great, and
practically none are killed st^ll-htxnting. Most of the bears
killed are small bears, large bears being verjr exceptional.

This, I think, indicates that the big ones die from natural

causes. They have just so many chances to escape being
frozen in, and the number that sur\nve to maturity is

limited.''

Theft of a Bear.

Walter Derby, a farmer, collector of geological speci-

mens, and trapper who lives in the town of Lewis, in the
eastern Adirondacks, has had bad luck in his bear-trap-
ping operations recently. Several bears have pulled out
of his traps, leaving portions of their feet, and the other
day a bear, trap and all was stolen by some tough charac-
ters living on a mountain farm in a neighboring valley.

Derby, following the trail left by the trapped bear, came
to a point on a wood road where the trail suddenly ended.
There was evidence to shoAV that the bear had been killed

and afterward loaded on a wagon. The wagon had been
drawn by mules, and Derby, noting this fact, was able a
few hours later to locate the mules and the men who had
taken the bear.

At first the thieves denied their guilt, but eventually
thej'- gave up the trap, and now Derby proposes to sue
them for the value of the bear. Had they left the trap
and taken only the bear, it would probably have been im-
possible to convict them, as Derby would have had hard
work to prove that the bear was his while it yet had a
chance of liberty.

An Adirondack Cave.

In company with Derby^ Mr. H .B. Walmsley and my-
self visited a cave which Derby discovered not long ago
near Black Mountain. Derby, while looking for graphite
in a limestone ledge above a tributary of Roaring Brook,
accidentally stumbled on the entrance, which is a narrow
cleft half-way up the face of a forty-foot cliff. The en-
trance is so well concealed that the chance trout fishermen
who pass down the brook have never seen it, and as far as

we could ascei'tain, the cave is absolutely virgin soil.

A small brook runs through the cave, which is in all

probability the subterranean outlet of Jack McCann's
Pond, half a mile away, as it is said the water from this

pond runs into the ground and disappears.

Derby, Walmsley and I entered the cave in the order
given. We wore rubber boots and were provided with
enough candles to have supplied us with food for a week
had an accident imprisoned us in the cave.

A hundred feet beyond the entrance was a side channel
opening on an off-shoot of the cave which proved upon
investigation to be only about fifty feet in length. Just
beyond this a slab of rock which had fallen from, above
alr.^ost barred the passage, but by stooping so that the
water almost ran in our boots, we managed to get under
the obstruction.
- Two hundred feet from the entrance rocks again barred
the way, but by crawling over them and worming our
way upward at an angle of forty-five degrees, we soon
came into a chamber twenty or thirty feet in diameter
and twenty feet high. Beyond, one of tht channels ex-
tended fifty feet, but fallen rocks blocked the way, and
this proved the limit of the cave as far as we were con-
cerned. As there was a strong rush of air at this point,

sufficient to l^w out a candle, it is probable the cave has
a much greater extent, and by removing some of the

boulders it is not unlikely a way would be disclosed to go
in much further.

wer? cont^it, !»w^y«r, t« sit ip the chapilKir an<?
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smoke and speculate, as to what would happen if some
of the loose rocks nearer the entrance should fall and
m.ake us prisoners in the cave. As we had the discoverer
of the cave with us, our chances of receiving external
aid in such a predicament were, to say the least, not very
encouraging.
The sides, floor and roof of the cave were covered with

corruscations, which appeared to be miniature stalagmites
and stalactites. Breaking off some of the precipitated
limestone surface covering, we discovered graphite par-
ticles in the crystalline native limestone rock beneath. Be-
low our feet we could hear the noise of the water where
it had found a lower channel under the fallen rock. There
was absolutely no evidence to indicate that this chamber
had ever before been visited by man. and no charred birch
bark or candle grease on the rocks or torch remnants such
as would have been left if white men or Indians had en-
tered the cave. There was also nothing to indicate the
presence of animals. The place would have made a good
bear den, but the running water had no doubt served as a
barrier to animal ingress.

This cave is, I believe, the largest found so far in the
Adirondacks. where limestone is not common, and the
geological conditions generally unfavorable for cave for-
mation. J. B. BUSNHAM.

Indian Territory Quail.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Mr. Woodward's advertisement in the Forest and
Stream is based on a misapprehension of the law.
The Lacey Act does not prevent the transportation of

any dead or live birds or other game, except such as are
caught or killed in violation of the local laws. If it is

unlawful, under the' State law, to net or trap quail in

Illinois, it is consequently imlawful tmder the Lacey Act
to ship them from one State to another. The amendment
Mr. Woodward really needs is to the local laws, so that
quail may be lawfully caught for propagation. There are at

present no States that are willing to have' their quail netted
for shipmemt, and if there had been no Federal law to
prohibit the transportation, the parties engaged in net-

ting or trapping the quail would be liable under probably
all of the various State laws.

The laws of the Indian Territory were not changed by
the Lacey Act, and remain just as they were in the Re-
vised Statutes of 1873, as follows:

"Section .2137.—Every person, other than an Indian,
who, within the limits of any tribe, with whom the
United States has existing treaties, hunts or traps, or

takes and destroys 2.ny peltries or game, except for sub-
sistence in the Indian country, shall forfeit all the traps,

guns and ammunition in his possession, used or procured
to be used for that purpose, and all peltries so taken, and
shall be liable in addition to a penalty of $500."

All of the live quail shipped by any one out of the

Indian Territory have been caught in violation of this sec-

tion of the Revised Statutes of the United States of 1873,

The people in the Indian Territory could have en-

forced this law at any time since 1873 by penalty of $500
for each capture for shipment. The trapping and netting
of the quail there has been a Federal crime for thirty

years. J. F. L.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Permit me to call your attention to several inaccuracies

in the editorial on "Live Quail for Stocking" which ap-

pears in the Forest,and Stream for Aug. 9. Not Only in

what is said, but in what is implied, the article is very
wide of the mark, and is calculated to convey an entirely

erroneous impression to readers who are not familiar Avith

the facts in the case.

(i.) The editorial states "any notion that the restora^
tion of the game supply would be advanced through the

agency of the Department of Agriculture has by this

time been dissipated." It is true that no game birds
have been imported from foreign countries, or native game
birds distributed, but this is simply because there has
been no appropriation for such work. With an adequate
appropriation and the legislation necessary to establish

game preserves in the forest reserves, there will prob-
ably be no ground for complaint of inaction. As a matter
of fact, persons desiring to secure game birds have been
aided whenever possible and no opportunity has been
lost to urge amendment of local laws so as to provide for

export of game for propagation. Every facility has
been extended to importers of foreign game and assistance

has been rendered in securing the removal of the prohibi-

tion against importation of eggs of game birds. This
long-desired object has now been accomplished, and eggs
have already begun to come in, although the law only
went into effect in June.

(2.) "The Department has interfered in a manner
which is claimed to be wholly arbitrary and without war-
rant of law in various private enterprises in live-quail

transportation for stocking purposes." If any private
enterprises have been interfered with, it is because their

operations were conducted in an illegal maner.

(3.) "It has interfered with a lawful traffic in live

game, and by the seizure of such quail passing through the

States has thwarted numerous attempts to restore shoot-

ing." This broad statement rests on a very slight founda-
tion. So far as I am aware, the only live quail "passing
through the States" which have been interfered with en
route were two consignments intercepted by deputy mar-
shals because illegally forwarded from the Indian Terri-

tory b}' a shipper already under indictment on a similar

charge of shipping game, and who has since been con-
victed in the United States Court.

(4.) "The birds have come from the Indian Territory,

whence under the existing United States statute relative

to game their export is not forbidden." This statement
is purely a matter of opinion, which is not supported by
records of the courts. The inclosed copy of a notice
signed by the United States Attorney for the Southern
District of Indian Territory, warning all persons against
shipment of game, was published in the local papers in

the spring of 1901, and shows how the law is interpreted

in the Territoiy. During the past year there have been
at least four ^mjvictions for shipping quail from two
4iffereiit distrwra of the Indian Territory, which shows

I
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that in the opinion of two Federal courts the present law
proliibits export of quail.

WARNING TO THE PElOPLE.
Ardmore, I. T., Match 27, 1901.

To the Commissioners:
The department of justice is very anxious that every effort be

exercised to suppress the shipping of quail and other game out of

llie Indian Territory, and your attention is respectfully called to

Section 2137 Revised Statutes, and also to an Act of Congress ap-

proved May 25, 1900, which provides the penalty.

Judge Townsend last week at Purcell, passing upon this ques-

tion, explicitly held that quail was included in the term game.
_

The deputy marshals will seize all nets, guns, traps aiid ammuni-
tion and write me a complete description of same, giving the full

name of the defendants and their residence, also stating where and
to whom the game was consigned.

If the employes of the railroad or express company persist in

receiving same for shipment, have Ihcm arrested also.

You are at liberty to give this publicity, that all people may be
duly warned- " Wm. B. Johnson,

United States Attorney.

The article is entirely correct in stating that existing

difficulties will not;b,e met by amendtnent of the Lacey
Act, but it fails to point out that the way, and the only

way. lo overcotTie them is by amendment of the State and
Terr'torial laws, so as to permit export of live game for

propagation. Washington.

mid ^iv^t ^mJjing.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Streak.

Tafctng Sport Too Scriottsly.

One of the evils of the day is thoroughness as applied

to sports and recreations. There is no game, however
difficult or however simple, but it is hedged about by diffi-

:iihies which actually turn pleasure into pain. Time was
when a game at whist, for example, was a genuine diver-

iion ; now it has become so scientific that it is distinctly

lard work to play a good game. So as to bicycling, golf,

aing-pong—everything, in a word. We have got so into

;he habit of taking our pleasure seriously that those pleas-

Ares are no longer recreations, or at least not the recrea-

:ions they might be were perfection not so persistently

n.sisted upon. In these days no sooner is a game invented

3r imported from other lands than somebody has to go to

work to make its playing a science, and in order to this

;nd a newspaper or magazine devoted to that particular

rame is indispensable and inevitable. So that the drain

ipon the mental faculties produced by the playing of the

;am.e is rendered more drastic by the reading one has to

lo lo keep up with the times. Oh. for a game that can-

mi be made scientific, that will for eve'r escape a literary

jrgr.n. and which will always and for ever be just good
'un and n thing more I—Boston Transcript.

July Woodcock in Pennsylvania.

Sayre, Pa., Aug. 9.—A particularly unfortunate fea-

I'.re of the game laws of this State makes legal the shoot-

ng of woodcock during the month of July. No swifter

rethod of exterminating the supply of long-bills can weii

)e' devised than this July provision, and the next session

)f the Legislature should witness the prompt repeal of this

:1au£e of the game code.

The July woodcock, as a rule, is only a partially grown,

mmattire Irrd, with but little substance and greatly de-

cient in the delicious flavor that makes the October

;ock a sovereign prince among table delicacies.

INIoreover, there is an incomparably finer measure of

;port in bagging one of these great, athletic October birds

han in blanketing a July weakling that pitches from a

Gleaming marsh on listless wing.

For the sake of the sportsmanship that hath its hap-

iest and most beneficent compensations, we say : Abolish

nly woodcock shooting, M. Chill.

Not a Bird.

The only time Justice Gray, of the United States Su-

ireme Court, -was ever known to make a joke while

seated on the bench, was one day when Judson Harmon,
;hen Attorney-General, was arguing a case before him.

Mr, Harmon had occasion to display a map, quite a

small one, and he referred to it as a "bird's-eye view."

The Justice could barely see it from the bench, and
liter peering at it for a moment he said: "Mr. Attornej'-

General, I regret to tell you that I am not a bird."—
"hicago Daily News.

Mongolian Pheasants in Massachusetts.

Gloucester, Mass.—^The Mongolian pheasants are do-

ng well in this locality. I hear the cocks crowing every

ncrning. The male has a peculiar way of crowing. When
f chance to come upon one in the brush he crows, then

laps his wings and runs like the deuce through the t;nder-

3rush. Hesmit.

Called for his Gwn.

A RECENT visitor to Chadwick (formerly "Bill" Chad-

tvick's) was a gentleman who called there to get a gun
md some fishhooks that he had left at his last visit, thirty-

ive years ago. He get the gun and thinks that the peo-

e about the place are the most honest in the world.

W. H. Eddy.

'Benefits of Co-operation Between the States."

The admirable paper on this subject printed in our issue

f last week should have been credited to Executive Agent

aam. F.. Fullerton, of the Minnesota Commission.

100 Spommen's finds.

iome oi the Q«ee« Discoveries Made fay Those Who Are
Lookiag for Game or Fish.
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A sensation was caused in New Westminster, near Van-
ouver, the other day, by the discovery of $12 worth of

fine and coarse grain gold in the crop of a wild goose.

The goose was shot at Pitt Lake, which is fed by numer-

ous mountain streams. The sand bars along the shore

were known to contaiu gold, but had never be(?n pros-

pected.

Anglers of the St. Lawrence.
The Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River

held its nineteenth annual meeting in the parlors of the
Thousand Island House at Alexandria Bay on Aug. 6
last. There was a large attendance and a great deal of
interest was taken in the proceedings. This organization,
which is made up in the main of wealthy men from vari-
ous parts of the country, who own summer residences
among the Thousand Islands, and prominent citizens of
river towns on both the American and Canadian sides,

has during its existence accomplished a grand work, and
is constantly supplying fresh evidence to prove the de-
sirability and necessity for its existence. Through its

energetic efforts the St. Lawrence River has been, freed
from the thraldom of the net fishermen who formerly held
unrestricted sway in those waters, and violations of the
game laws are now rare. As an immediate result of this

work and the important and wise laws regulating the fish-

ing which have been enacted through the influence of the
Association individually and collectively, game fish have
increased rapidly in numbers and anglers no longer have
reason to complain of their scarcity. The Association is

also entitled to credit for the splendid work it d'd in se-

curing the establishment of the_ international park known
as the St. Lawrence Reservation, and the many other

benefits it has ,sccured for the island region.

Among those present were Henry R. Heath, Brooklyn

;

Hon. Charles R. Skinner, Major J. W. Pond, Albany;
Gen. I. B. Van Petten, Claverack; Major C. E. Britton,

Gananoque, Ont. ; D. C. McEwan, Brooklyn ; G. De Witt,

Col. O. G. Staples, Washington, D. C. ; Frank H. Taylor,

Philadelphia, Pa. ; Thomas B. Kerr and Hudson P. Rose.

New York city ; Wm. H. Thompson, A. C. Cornwall,

Joseph Northrup, Walter Fox, G. L. Olds, Dr. J. D. Cole,

Alexandria Bay; R. P. Grant, Clayton; Alexander Robb,
Brooklyn; N. L. Tunks, New York; W. E. Wolcott,
Utica.

The meeting was called to order at 11 A. M. by First

Vice-President Henry R. Heath, of Brooklyn, upon whom
the duties of presiding devolved in the absence of Presi-

dent William C. Browning, who was unable to be present.

W. E. Wolcott, of Utica. was elected secretary of the

meeting. Mr. Heath congratulated the members of the

Association on the fact of this being its nineteenth annual
meeting, and he expressed the pleasure it afforded him to

see so many in attendance.

Alexander Robb, of Brooklyn, and Hudson P. Rose, of

New York, were appointed _ as an auditing committee.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Mr. Heath announced that there was no formal report

from the President to present. He said, however, that

there had been a good deal of correspondence during the

3ear in regard to legislation and the prevention of objec-

tionable legislation. It seemed to him that no other class

of people took such an interest in benefitting this region

as a resort. See the parks which have been established

through the efforts of the Association, and what has been

done to prevent netting and improve the fishing. The
Anglers' Association has accomplished a great deal and
there is more for it to do. It is the oiily thing you can

depend on to protect the river and build it up as a popular

resort. The Thousand Islands are known the world
over and there is no reason why they should not have the

necessary protection. I think that if you take away the

fishing you take away half of the life at least.

Treasurer R. P. Grant, of Clayton, presented his an-

nual report, which made this showing : Balance on hand

last year, $307.17; receipts, $rS4-57; disbursements,

$104.05; balance on hand, $357-69-

Secretary W. H. Thompson, of Alexandria Bay, said

that letters had been received from, many members who
were unable to attend the meeting, containing assurances

that they were with the Association heart and soul in its

\vork.

The Auditing Committee reported that it had exammed
the Treasurer's accounts and found them correct.

The following new members were elected : Alfred Cos-

tello, N. L. Tunis, Charles A. Terry, New York city;

Alex. Robb, Brooklyn; R. C. Vilas, Chicago; Dr. J. D.

Cole, Henrv Folger, Howard S. Folger, Alexandria Bay;

Thomas W. Bakewell, Pittsburg, Pa. ;
Hugh Mellon, Clay-

ton ; P. Bailey, Redwood ; Chester Inglehart, Watertown.

The Secretary reported that the following members

d':ed during the year : John G. Baker, Rev. Charles Eaton,

H. F. Inglehart, Judge I. C. Spencer. The followmg

committee was appointed to draft appropriate resolutions:

Hon. Charles R. Skinner, D. C. McEwan.
Secretary Thompson in his annual report stated that

Assemblyman Day of Jefferson county had assured the

Association that he would do what he could in regard to

protecting bass in the vicinity of Sacket Harbor. The

old law only protected the bass a mile from the shore, and

beyond that thev were netted by the ton. Mr. Day said

he would do what he could to obtain the legislation de-

sired by the Association, and he did. We got the co-

operation of Senator Brown and Commissioner Middle-

ton and secured the law which we have to-day, which

protects bears in the St. Lawrence Reservation and the

county of Jefferson. We got the law without expending

much money. I think we owe Mr. Day a vote of thanks

for what he did for us. Secretary Thompson then read

the present bass law, and said he thought it would work

very great good to the bass. He understood the law

protected bass up to Oswego, and to the State line in

Lake Ontario, Fishermen say that bass are already more

plentiful in the lake. We can not propagate bass as other

fish are propagated, and have to depend on their natural

breedint^ Mr. Thompson then alluded to the migration

of black bass. He said that Judge Van Cleef, who had

looked up the matter thoroughly, concluded that bass do

migrate. They have their natural breeding grounds, and

o-o down the river from there. There is a time when the

bass are quite plentiful in the river, then they become

more scarce, and in September when they go back again

they are more plentifiil. This establishes the fact that

they migrate and the new law will he a benefit to them.
The netting of bait in front of residences along the river
in places where property owners had bnited the minnows
became such a nuisance that an attempt was made last

year to secure legislation regulating it, but it was finally

thought best to devote our entire attention to the bass
bill, or we might lose both. Every effort has been made
along the river, and especially in this vicinity, to interest
people in the protection of fish, but I am sorry to see that
the interest is not as great as it was at one time. Per-
haps some had rather fish than attend our meetings.

Secretary Thompson then broached a subject concern-
ing which there seems to be quite a difference of opinion
among those who are interested in the protection of black
bass. He said : There is a petition to Ipe presented to
the next Legislature to allow the netting of certain coarse
fish in the St. Lawrence Reservation, which is being cir-

culated and signed by quite a few at Cape Vincent and
Clayton. I am told it is signed by the Treasurer, but he
can speak for himself. I once heard a member of the
Legislature arguing on the subject of netting, and he said
that if he were drawing a net for coarse fish and should
catch a muskallonge he would throw out the others and
keep the muskallonge, [Laughter,] Unless, something is

done that petition will go before the Legislature, If such
a petition should go to the Legislature, backed up by one
of the Forest, Fish and Game Commissioners, it will

have a powerful influence, I have worked in the interests

of protection until I have grown gray, and do not feel

like having the laAvs revamped. We had a change in the
netting law once and it injured the fishing and prevented
people from coming to the river. Then our Association
put up a brilliant fight, and we got the St. Lawrence
Reservation and had it protected. We have good fishing

now, but even with the present law the protectors have to

work to save the bass. It seems to be an immutable law
that some men will go further to violate the law than they
will to observe it. Fortunately we have a good protector
who does his work well and makes offenders settle. In
order to have the laws enforced, we must have protectors

who will do the wOrk. Last year we got an increase
of protectors, and the number in the State is now Mty.
On the river we have one at Chippewa and one at Alex-
andria Bay, Every business man along the river should
be interested in preventing the passage of the bill to allow
netting. We know what such a law would do, When
we had the law before nets came here by the hundred and
one man alone had forty of ,them. I once went out with

the protectors, and we ptdled up some nets, and the owner
was arrested. The man when questioned as to what fish

he took, replied, "When I fish I take all I can get," and
his boy told us that they took their coarse fish to Clayton
and the scale fish to Cape Vincent, When you allow a

man to go in and net he will not discriminate in the kind

he takes, and if he does he will keep the best and let the

rest go. The laws are in good shape as they are now, and
I believe that every man interested in the river should try

to prevent the passage of a law calculated to permit netting

in, the St, Lawrence Reseiwation.

Treasurer Grant—I fully agree with what the Secretary

has said in regard to the fight which we put up to prevent

r.etting in the St. Lawrence, but there are two sides to

the question of which he speaks. If I have signed the

petition to which he referred T have no recollection of it.

The object of preventing netting in the river was so that

summer visitors could have fishing. We learned, as Mr.
Thompson said, if netting was allowed the fishermen

v,'ould take the best fish. A man who netted fish once

told me that when he found game fish in his net he took

them out and threw them back—"back under the seat,"

he added. [Laughter.] We can not propagate black bass

in the river as we do other fish. The Anglers' Association

has stocked the river with two millions of wall-eyed pike

fry and millions of muskallonge fry. In order to have

black bass, it seems to me we ought to have some kitsd

of restrictive netting in the river. The bass lay their eggs

on the shoals, and suckers, bullheads and eels are gor-

mandizers of their spawn. When no restrictive netting is

allowed these fish come in great numbers and subsist on

the bass spawn, I claim if the restrictive netting of coarse

fish could be allowed, under the inspection of State author-

ities, it would unprove the bass fishing,

Hon. Charles R. Skinner—Is it a new thing for coarse

fish to eat the bass spawn?
Mr. Grant—No, but netting has taken away many of

the coarse fish. '

, , . ,

A. C. Cornwall—Do not bullheads and eels frequent

muddy places?

Mr Grant—Yes. they like muddy bottom.

Mr, Cornwall—They and the bass are not apt to get"

together then, are thev?

Mr, Grant—The suckers, bullheads and eels go on to

the bass spawning beds. The lives of these coarse fish

are protected by the prohibition of netting, and I think

if restrictive netting were allowed under the supervision

of a State official it would be a good thing for the bass.

I am not in favor of general netting in the river as it was

alloAved once, but there is quite a sentiment in favor of

netting coarse fish.

Thomas B. Kerr, of New York—It seems to me the

situation is peculiar. Many of the members of this Asso-

ciation who do not permanently reside here are inter-

ested in the fishing, but if the people who live here and

have votes want to pass a law to allow netting, I do n9t

see what we cotild da If the prohibition of netting is

to result in the destruction of the bass, we seem to he

between Scylla and Charybdis. I think the danger is with

the side Mr, Thompson presents—from the greed of men
and not the greed of fish. It is possible we could get

u pa petition against a bill to permit netting. I think that

those who live on the river can get more money out of the

people who come here in the summer than they could

from winter fishing,
_ , . «t

Vice-President Heath—The question seems to be Is

restrictive netting detrimental to black bass?" My experi-

ence during the past thirty-two years has been that net-

ting destroys the fishing in the river. The fishing was

poor when netting was allowed, whereas now that it is

prohibited good catches of bass are reported.
^ _

Chief Game Protector Pond heing asked for an opinion,

said he was not there to advocate the passage of any

bill. His duty was to see that the laws are enforced. He
said, though, that tliere was quite an argumerit that coarse
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fish which hve on bass spawn are increasing. He told

about a New Yorker who was in the habit of spending
,

the summer at Point Salubrious, Lake Ontario, who a

few years ago objected to t)ic use of nets, but had since

changed his mind, as lie liad been convinced that the

netting of suckers, bullheads and other coarse fish which
was conducted itnder the supervision of a State ofilicial in

Mud Creek and Mud Bay had improved the 1)ass fishing

in that vicinity.

Mr. Grant—These coarse fish also cat the muskallonge
fry which we put in the river. I believe that the white-
fish is the only fish in Lake Ontario which is a vegetarian.

All the others arc cannibals. I am not in favor of general
netting.

Mr. Skinner—Are not the black bass brave defenders of

their spawn?
Mr. Grant—They are, but the coarse fish go on the

shoals in a great army and devour the spawn.
Mr. Thompson—My remarks applied to the time when

there was a law permitting the netting of coarse fish, but
providing that the game fish must be separated, not to the

time when promiscuous netting \Vas allowed. Things
have changed within fifty years. People who cofne here
now want to cdtch fish. You cinqot have' basB fisliirig and
have netting. '

'
'

'

'

Major C- E. Briltori, of Ganauoquc, Out.—In regard to

discretion in netting, I am opposed to opening the door
to netting. I have no faitli in the honesty of the man
who fishes for a living. He will do just as Mr. Grant's

man said, tlirow the game fish back tmder tlic seat.

There were just as iriany rough fish in the river years ago
as there are now. Much of the talk you hear comes from
those who want the privilege of selling fish in open mar-
ket. If you allow netting you arc bound to lose your
game fish, for they will then have l)oth enemies, their

natural enemy, the coarse fish, and man as well. I saw
in a newspaper recently the report that some party in

Alexandria Bay had caught 125 bass in one day. I never
fish or eat fish, but am always glad to help the fishing

interests. Major Britton suggested tliat a .special com-
mittee be appointed to confer with S. T. Bastedo, Deputy
Minister of Fislicrics for Ontario, in regard to certain

fishing matters.

Protector Joseph Northrttp, of Alexandria Bay, .said

he had investigated the case referred to by Major Brit-

ton, where 125 bass were caught in one day. It fre-

quently happens that some man takes out a party in a

yacht with several skiffs for a day's fishing. When the

party comes in the man is credited with the entire catch

made by five or ten men.
Hon. C. R. Skinner—I am a good deal like Mr. Britton.

I would not care about catching aU the fish in the river.

I live principally xipon scenery while on the river

[laughter], but there are (jthers who delight to fish and
there is no mistaking the fact that fishing makes the

river more popular as a resort. That ^^e now have good
fishing is due to the efforts of this Association. We
ought to do all we can to preserve the attractions. If we
let up one iota we are gone. I have no more faith in

those who fish for a living than Mr. Britton has, and that

is nothing at all. They take everything they catch. If

any netting is done tlie nets should be drawn under the

supervision of a State officer. The only other way would
be to have a provision in the Jaw that all men shall be

. honest. [Laughter.]
.

I

Mr. Skinner offered the -following

:

Resolved, That the Anglers' Association is unalterably opposed
to anj' legislation licensing the netting of cnll fish in tlie water.s,

bays and creeks of the St. Lawrence River, and wc call upon all

representatives in the Senate and Assembly representing districts

bordering upon the St. Lawrence Kivcr to oppose any and' all

measures permitiing such netting.
'Resolved, That the secretary of tins Assocjiation be directed to

procure a supply of petitions for circulars against any modification
of the present law in this respect.
Resolved, That the executive comtnittee be instructed to use all

honorable means to carry out the wishes of this Association.

H. P. Rose, of New York—I do not think there arc very
good grounds for the belief that suckers and other coarse

fish should "be netted.

D. C, McEwan, of Brooklyn—I regard all these stories

of catching bass here as fish stories, for I have not fished.
' 1 think the only practical way to preserve bass is to pro-

hibit netting.

Mr. Cornwall—I agree with what Secretary Thompson
has said. I am totally opposed to any legislation allow-

ing netting in the river excepting with minnow nets.

Gen, I. B. Van Petten, of Claverack—My .sentiments in

regard to the matter are well expressed by Mr. Skinnei-.

I am rather of the opinion we had better keep all the

legislation we have against netting.

Col. O. G. Staples—When I go out fisl)ing I take four or

five oarsmen and never take as many bass as the law
allows. Unless there is good fishing on the river the great

n'lass of people will not come here. When I first built

.

- this hotel, nearly every person who came here was a

fisherman. I indorse Mr. Skinner's resolutions and sug-

gest that the Secretary send out petition blanks and see

if we cannot counteract this action regarding netting

legislation.'

Mr. Robb—I am in favor of the resolutions and feel

that I can aid proper legislation in some way. There is

no doubt fishing is what brings people to the river.

Major Britton—One of our fishermen says he has seen

tnore black bass this year than ever before, but they would
not bite. I think tlie bass can take care of their spawn
themselves.
Mr. Skinner-^Perhaps the reason the bass would not

. bite Avas that they were living on the spawn of the bull-

"heads.

^ Walter Fox—I thmk we should hold on to all the laws
we have ancl'g'et as many more as we can to improve the
fishing.

Dr. Cole—I have lived on the river twenty years and
have been fishing three times. I indorse the resolutions of

Mr. Skinner and think they should be adopted.
Vice-President Heath—I am delighted that the news-

papers are able to report big catches of fish. T think it

would be a sad day for the river if wc opened up to net-

ling in any form, if we indorsed anything in the way of
netting they would liavc everything inside of two years.

I think the thing is wrong all through.

The resolutions offered by Mr. Skinner were then
unanimously adopted by a rising vote.

Messrs. Cornwall, McEwan and Robb >yere appoiijtetjl

as a Nominating Comrnittee,

A letter from S. T. Bastedo, Deputy Minister of Fish-

eries for Ontario, in regard to angling matters, was read
by the Secretary.

The Nominating Committee reported in favor of the
following officers, and they were duly elected : President,

W. C. Browning, New York city; First Vice-President,
Henry R. Heath, Brooklyn; Second Vice-President, Hon.
Charles R. Skinner, Albany; Secretary, W. H. Thomp-
son, Alexandria Bay; Treasurer, R. P. Grant, Clayton.

Executive Committee—A. C. Cornwall, Alexandria Bay;
Frank H. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa. ; A. E. Clark, Chicago

;

C. W, Crossmon, Walter Fox, G. T. Rafferty, Alexandria
Bay; George C. Boldt, New York; Col. O. G. Staples,

Washington, D. C. ; T. A. Gillespie, Pittsburg, Pa. ; C. E.

Britton. Gananoque, Ont. ; Charles G. Emery, New York;
W. H. Nichols, New York ; T. B. Kerr, New York.
Mr. Grant—But for the action of Major Britton

American anglers would have to pay $10 for going into

Canadian waters to fish. I move that we extend him a
vote of thanks. Carried.

Mr. Grant then moved that the Executive Committee
be empowered to appoint the necessary sub-committees to

meet Mr. Bastedo or other officials in regard to fishing in

the International Park. Carried.

Mr. Kerr offered the following, which was adopted

:

Resolved, That the executive committee take measures to secure

legislation at the next session of the Legislature prohibiting the

netting of minnows for bait within 100 feet of any privatfe dock,

without the consent of the owners of the dock.

The Association extended a vote of thanks to Vice-

President Heath for the efficicfnt manner in which he per-

fortned the duties of presiding officer; to Major J. W.
Pond for what he has done to regulate the catching of

minnows, and to Col. O. G. Staples for his courtesy and
hospitalitv.

Hon. Charles R. Skinner invited the As.sociation to hold

its next annual meeting at Central Park, and the invita-

tion was accepted.

,A.t the conclusion of the meeting the members of the

Association enjoyed a sumptuous dinner at the Thousand
Island House, tendered to them by the proprietor, Col.

O. G. Staples, and subsequently they were taken on a

trtur among the islands on the latter' s pretty steam yacht

Nereid.
The petition which occasioned so much discussion at

the meeting of the Anglers' Association has the follow-

ing preamble:
"Owing to the elimination of the net fishing in the .American

waters of the River St. Lawrence for the past fifteen years, it has

increased the numbers and qualities of cull fish to such an extent

that furtlier efforts of the ronimission to propagate the said

waters by introducing fry of llie dififerent game fish amount to

simply the furnishing of food for the cull fish named below, viz.:

Imllheads, catfish, dogfish, suckers, eels, rock bass, sunfish, perch,

billfish, chub and menhaden. Wc recommend a law to license

I he netting of cult fish in the waters, bays and creeks of the

River St. Lawrence bounding on the county of Jefferson, State

of New York."

Several rules and regulations in regard to the matter are

also recommended m the petition.

W. E. WoLCorr.

UricA, N. Y., Aug. 7.

Fishing on the Delaware River,

It was impossible to learn much of the fishing in the

Delaware between Mast Hope Falls and Pond Eddy, for

the reason that the river was in flood and rain fell every

day; but there are many rifts and small fishy-looking

eddies all the way, while the mountain scenery and the

surroundings are pleasing to any angler. Lackawaxen
is one of the best towns at which to stop, as at that

point the old dam forms a long pool into which the

Lackawaxen River debouches, and this is a noted place

for trolling for bass, while they told me the Lackawaxen
coiitains pickerel and perch as well. Then York Lake
is within a mile. It is deep and clear and good catches-

are made there. It is a good place to go if the river is

muddy.
Shohola is on the river, and if has its eddies and

rifts, the latter being more rocky than those further up.

Washington, Highland and Montgomery lakes, in New
York, and Walker Lake in Pennsylvania, are all within

six miles, while Panther and Shohola brooks in Penn-
sylvania and Little Mill, Half-way, Beaver and Stoiiy

brooks on the other side are still nearer, and all contain

trout in season.
At Parker's Glen, four miles from Shohola, one has a

choice of the Delaware, Walker and Twin lakes, Samen-
tine and Parkers Glen bro'bks in Pennsylvania, all with-

in a few miles and easily accessible, as at all of these

little towns one can find some one who will take him in a

conveyance at a moderate charge.

. Pond Eddy is the nearest point to New York city

that is on the river, although Mongaup—at the mouth
of the stream of that name—Mill Rift, Sparrow Btrsh

and Port Jervis each boasts good fishing. The eddy at

the twin towns of Pond Eddy is long, wide, deep, and
some big bass, pickerel and wall-eyed pike have been
taken there this season. The water clears quickly after

a freshet, and it is beautifully situated for trolling or cast-

ing. Small catfish are the best bait, and if one uses
these the bass cannot resist them. Grasshoppers,
crickets and live frogs arc also niuch used. There are

boats and boatmen to be had for a small fee, and there

is a bridge across the river within a half mile of the

villages. The rifts, both above and below the eddy, can
be fished from. shore, where ledges of stone jut out into

the water. The old towpath follows the New York side

of the eddy, and when the river is low and clear the
boulders along that side form clean spots from which
one may cast into the deep water that is but a few feet

off shore. Unfortunately there are not very good ac-
commodations at either village for anglers, but the fish-

ing will make up for this deficiency. One may camp on
the shores of the eddy in shady places near the bridge,
where there is good spring water. One spot is withi'fi

five hundred yards of the station, and another is at the
mouth of Carpenter's Brook and just above the suspen-
sion bridge. We have been at this eddy five days, dur-

ing which time the river rose, fell and cleared, so that to-

day trolling in the eddy has been accompanied by re-

sults in the shape of big small-mouths. One of the
anglers took a bass of which we had a momentary
glimpse, and it was a very large one, indeed.

One who visits this village should by no means fail

to visit Fish Cabin Brook, on the New York side and
distant something over a tnile from the station. Take
the camera along. The brook flow.s through a deep
gorge and reaches the river after a descent of 1,500 feet

or thereabout, in beautiful ' cascades. Station Creek is
'

at the village and Bushkill is two miles distant, both on 1

the Pike County side, while Middoux and Strassers
ponds are in New York, distant six and two miles, re-

spectively. But Carpenter's Brook is of goodly size,

and it is within a mile, in Sullivan County. It was once
;

a well-known trout stream, btit the floods of last winter
were disastrous to these fish, and while some good
catches have been made this season, better ones will no 1

doubt be waiting the angler when open time comes next
year.

Any angler who contemplates a visit to the Dela-
i

ware this month will do well to write to the postmaster
or the station agent at the village he intends to visit

'

and inclose a card for the reply he will receive promptly.
We found every person we met willing and ready to tell I

us all they knew concerning the fishing, and they are
courteous and thoughtful of the welfare of others who
come to their vicinity. They do not all fish as anglers
do. and. as a consequence, they .sometimes believe the
fishing, is not so good as it really is, because they will >

not go to the trouble or expense of procuring the
'

proper bait and lure. But they are familiar with all

(he best places for fishing, and in this respect we found
them reliable. As the Delaware rises and falls rapidly '

and is affected by countless smaller streams that find an
'

outlet in it, it is well to ask for information as to the
'

condition of the river as late as possible before starting
'

from home. There are so many lakes, however, near
all the stations, and streams as well, that one can go to

'

one of these for a day or two if the river is high or col- \

ored from freshets. It should be low all of this
]month, but there has been a great deal of rain this sea- ij

son in the region it drains, and may be iiiorc, so the
lakes are well to remember.

Perry D. Frazer.
Pond Eddy, Pa., Aug. 6.

Random Notes of an Angler.

TtolHog for Bluefish.

Yiis, one may obtain capital sport in trolling for blue-
fish, provided the essential conditions obtain, such as a
good yacht or sail boat, an experienced skipper and a-plenty
of free-biting fish. The invigorating sea breeze, the
swiftly gliding boat upon the bright and rippling waves,
the unclouded sky and a number of jolly comrades along
all make an environment that is truly exhilarating, and
added to this the sport of capturing one of the mo,st
gamy of fish affords a recreation that is alinost unsur-
passed.
My reminiscences of this sport are -many and varied

and they are always pleasaiit in their recalling. While
it may not be a strictly sportsmanlike method, it has a
special fascination, and there are many who make if their
chief salt-water fishing, provided the fish are to be
found, but this is not always the case, for the bluefish
is a wanderer and one so capricious in its migrations
that it has been known to visit a given locality by
myriads in one year and perhaps will not return to it

'

for several succeeding seasons.
'

It is a well known species on the Atlantic coast from
New England to Georgia, and is known by a multiplicity
of names, such as horse mackerel, skip-jack, green fish,

etc. So wide are its, wanderings, it has been found on
the coast of Brazil and British Guiana, at the Canary
Islands, in the Mediterranean Sea, and is a common
market fish in Australia and even at the Cape of Good
Hope. •

.j

In its spring migration it appears on the South Caro- '

lina coast in March or early in April, and moves stead-
ily northward, its arrival in Vineyard Sound being about
the last of May. Until the middle of June it is chiefly
a bottom feeding fish, but after that period and until it

leaves for the South late in the autumn, it is a higher-
moving species and takes the troll or other bait near or
at the surface. My bluefishing has been done entirely
in New England waters, and consequently, I cannot
speak of my own knowledge regarding the best locali-
ties near New • York.

Scott, in his "Fishing in American Waters," says:
"The best grounds for large bluefish are outside and

,

near the inlets of Fire Island. These- inlets are formed
by the tides of the Atlantic passing through Fire Island
into the south bay; the principal ones are opposite Islip
and South Oyster Bay, but late in the fall the best trolling
is off Rockaway and Jamaica Bay, the grounds extend--
ing from the Highlands, off the Jersey shore, to some
ten miles below the light-ship."

In New England it is now rarely found north of Cape
Cod, and it is most abundant in the waters around Nan-
tucket and as far east as Provincetown.
The bluefish is undoubtedly the most destructive spe-

cies that we have; it kills, absolutely for the sake of kill^

ing. Rushing into a school of mackered, or menhaden,

'

it cuts a swath as wide as it can reach, its path being
marked by a trail of blood and by the pieces of fish that
it mangles and scatters around. The statement has

j

been frequently made that it destroys more than twice
its own weight, daily, of other. f|§hy ,and il-i-s.. e.Q' glutton-
ous that it eats to repletioiti and tHe^.-disgorgG.s j«i order
that it may again be filled.

A hand-line fisherman states in the 1871-1872 Report
of the U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries that

he has taken forty-two scup about two inches long out'
of the stomach of one bluefish. The scup referred to is-

tlie scuppaug of Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode
-Island, and is identical with the porgie of New York,
New Jersey and localities fiirther south.
- Another fisherman states that he has seen hundreds
of little scup in them, and when no other food is' to be
obtained crabs and siuall shellfish are eaten by them. 1

Lieut.-Gov. Stevens said: "I have found bluefish with'
young scup in them; when taken in gill nets we almost'
always find scup in them. Bluefish caught with a drail:

ofteti vomit up the {cod in them. Sometimes thre«'
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fourths of the food would be young scup. To-day I

picked up one and pressed on the belly of the fish and
found that he was full of them. I have seen the little

striped smelt (capelin) packed in them and looking like

a row of pencils." Another witness stated that a blue-

fish will destroy a thousand fish in a day. When they
get into a school of menhaden there is a stream of blood
as far as one can see. They go into them and they will

destroy the whole school before they hold up.

All the evidence that was given at the hearing re-

ported by Prof. Baird, seemed to show that the bluefish

had decreased very considerably both in size and num-
bers, and the diminution was attributed to the traps,

pounds and weirs.
I have before me the Report of the Massachusetts

Commissioners of Inland Fisheries jnd Game for 1900,
and the statistics printed therein are valuable and inter-

esting, particularly so for the reason that that State
seems to be at the present time the northern limit of the
migrations of the bluefish.

I find that in all the pounds and weirs, traps, fykes
and seines there were taken in the nineteen years, 1882-

1900, inclusive, an annual average of 116,000. Approxi-
mately, the greatest catch, 325,473, having been made in

T882 and the smallest, 20,325, in 1899, that for igoo be-
ing 9,650 more than the catch for the preceding year,

the 1900 catch thus being only about one-fourth of the
average for 19 years.
A rather curious fact appears in the tabulated returns

and that is that fully one-half were taken in the waters
around Nantucket, and in 1899 of a total catch of 20,325,

14,170 were also taken at Nantucket.
Now, the diminution that I have noted- may possibly

have been caused to some extent by the erratic migra-
tions of the fish, as some pound owners declare, but as
the fish was pretty regular in its visits during the years
I have named, it would seem that the traps and pounds
have been largely to blame, and no doubt we may look
for a further decrease in the ranks of this species, which,
despite its destructiveness, have proved to be not only
one of the most delicate and valuable of our food fishes,

but a game fish also of no little importance. Genio C.
Scott well says of this fact: "Were it not that the elec-
trical jerk of the bite of a large bluefish has such great
power in it as to make the angler sometimes feel that
he, too, is being fished for, and that its teeth are so
sharp as to make strong and heavy tackle necessary, it

would be considered incomparably the highest game
fish of the American coast.

"When estimating the value of angler's fishes by the
play they give, and the scenes into which the angler is

led in search of each kind, the bluefish must occupy a
foremost rank; and the man who has neither trolled nor
still-baited for this peculiar fish—the best breakfast fish

on our coast, except the Spanish mackerel—has two
treats in store, which, the sooner he improves the earlier
he will regret that he had not tasted before."

In trolling for bluefish, an imitation squid made of
metal, bone, ivory or mother-of-pearl, which is at-
tached to a very strong line, fifty or more yards in length,
is used; an eel skin drawn inside out over the heavily
leaded hook makes also a capital bait; in fact, my best
fishing had been done with one of these homely lures.
A bluefish will seize anything that is in motion in

the water, and almost any bait, therefore, will answer
provided it is tough enough to withstand the sharp teeth
of the fish and remain intact on the hook. The eel skin
meets all requirements, and as it has a peculiar glisten
when being dragged through the water, it makes as good
a bait as one can have.
The lure is trailed astern the swiftly moving yacht,

which is sailed in different directions over the shoals,
quartering the water as the trained pointer covers the
ground until the presence of bluefish is discovered by
the practiced eye of the skipper, the fact being estab-
lished by a "slick" of oil, which escapes from the feed-
ing fish and makes a greasy scum on the water.
The oil slick, however, is not always to be seen; in

fact, if menhaden or mackerel are not being eaten there
is little show of oil.

In former days we used to get a good many bluefish
in Dorchester Bay, Mass., and even further in shore in
the small bay at Quincy. There were no menhaden or
other oily fish there, and in trolling we had no "signs"
to depend o^i. We used the eel skin bait and got a
good many fish. They were not large, a ten-pounder
being the heaviest that I ever knew of being captured
there, but they gave most capital sport. I have no doubt
that they visited that particular piece of water in pursuit
of smelts, which are very abundant there; an adjacent
river, the Fore River, being probably the greatest breed-
ing ground for those dainty little fish on the Atlantic
coast.

In more recent years the bluefish became more scarce
there, and now I doubt if there is one to be found in that
neighborhood; in fact, there has been taken in all the
pounds, weirs, etc., of Eastern Massachusetts only a few
scattering fish in the last six or seven years, for example,
1895: Swampscott, 3; Gloucester, 81; Magnolia, 18. In
1897, Gloucester, 8. In 1900, Nahant, 7.

So beggarly a showing as this is hardly worth men-
tioning, and it shows pretty conclusively that no matter
how abundant the bluefish was in earlier times above
Cape Cod, Provincetown now seems to mark its north-
ern limit.

As before stated, the course of the yacht is changed
in various directions in search of a school until finally
the bait is seized by a voracious fish and the sport be-
gins.

The fisherman feeling a sharp tug and heavy pull at
his line, excitedly begins to "haul in," but he soon finds
that he has no puny antagonist to deal with, for the blue-
fish is one of the strongest and quickest moving fish that
swims. It darts about in every direction, now diving
down deep in the water and anon leaping clear of it,

ind while refusing to yield an inch, attempts in every
way to shake the hook from its mouth; and the fisher-
man, to secure his prize, must be strong of hand and
arm and ready to meet all the feints and artifices of his
antagonist with coolness and dexterity. A pair of thick
woolen gloves is a necessity, for the strain is so severe,
when a large fish is hooked, that unless the hands are
thus protected, the line is sure to gut them severely.

The battle continues sometimes for a number of minutes,
but the fish is at length conquered, and finally, with a
quick pull, the glistening prize is lifted out of the water
and swung into the boat.
And what a beauty it is with its silvery sides and blue

and green and leaden-colored back! A difi^erent fish

it seems, indeed, from the specimens which are seen in
the markets; fish that have been out of their native ele-

ment for days and weeks and perhaps for months.
When the bluefish is swung into the boat it jumps

around in the most energetic manner, apparently anx-
ious to continue the fight, and the fisherman does well
who quickly gives the jumping captive its quietus; for
its sharp teeth and vice-like jaws are capable of inflict-

ing dangerous wounds, as many a man will testify.

Many a time have I seen a boot bitten through as cleanly
as if it had been cut with an axe, and more than once
have seen feet cut and toes severely injured when they
were incautiously exposed to the jaws of the bluefish.

Still-fishing for bluefish is really the most sportsman-
like method, and when the fish are abundant is an in-
tensely exciting sport. I was initiated into this mode of
taking these very gamy fish by my old friend, Charles
Lovett, Esq., who was for. many years connected with
the Massachusetts State Government. He was a keen
sportsman and angler, and a most estimable gentleman.
He was, I would say, en passant, the only angler with
whom I ever was acquainted who succeeded in captur-
ing the shad with the fly and light tackle. He used to
get considerable sport out of this novel and apparently
impossible angling, for the shad is a heavy fish with a
very tender mouth, one that would seem to "break out"
at the least pull of the hook.

Mr._ Lovett asked me on one occasion if I would like
to enjoy a day's bluefishing with rod and reel. Of course
I answered in the affirmative; and with the proper tackle
a short time subsequently we found ourselves in a boat
anchored on the edge of a shoal; the water was hardly
six feet in depth on one side of us, but on the other
there was a quick drop of twenty or thirty feet.

For rods, lines and hooks we had tautog tackle, such
as was described in my la.st article, but the hooks were
attached to a fine piano wire for leader, any other leader
being easily cut through by the sharp teeth of the fish.

We used a variety of bait, clams, sand worm and cape-
lins all being greedily taken, and for a quarter of the
flood and three-quarters of the ebb tide we had most
capital sport. The fish did not run large, the average
being not over three pounds, but they were gamy in the
highest degree. Long runs were frequently made, our
reels singing right merrily as the lines ran out, and the
fish often jumped two feet clear of the water. We cap-
tured eighteen fish in all, and no fish of equal size and
nurnbers ever excelled them in out and out gaminess.

Since that time still bait-fishing for bluefish, with rod
and reel, has become a common recreation, but prior
to it, it was, I think, never practiced. If one likes an
abundance of labor in fishing, he can get it by bait-
casting from the shore. A heavy sinker with hook at-
tached is fastened to the end of a strong linen line which
lies coiled up by the side of the fisherman on the beach.
The hook is baited with a reversed eel skin, and after
being whirled around the fisherman's head several times,
in order that sufficient impetus may be obtained, is cast
out into the ocean as far as possible and then is drawn
back hand over hand. If a bluefish seizes it he is drawn
ashore, but if one fails to take it the operation is re-
peated.

It is hard work. I have tried it and can speak under-
standingly. I have pulled in several September fifteen-
pounders, and they gave me all the work I wanted, but
I am not yearning to pull in any more in that way.

Edward A. Samuels,
[to be continued.]

New England Waters in August.
Boston, Aug. 11.—Mr. George Loud and Mr. A. I.

McLauthlin, of Boston, with wives and children, have
gone on a fishing and vacation trip to Clearwater Lake,
near Farmington. The fishing is said to be moderately
good there, even in hot weather. They will occupy
Camp Runaviay, the property of the F. E. Whiting party,
of which Mr. Loud is a member. This camp was built
last year, and is said to be a model of convenience and
comfort. Mr. Walter L. Hill, of Arlington, will start this
week for a fishing trip to Pond-in-the-River, below the
Middle Dam, Richardson Lake. Later he will take his
two boys, aged 10 and 12 years, to the Richardson Ponds
region, at the head of the same lake. They will camp
there; a great treat for the boys. Mr. Prentis Cummings,
of Boston, is at Bemis, for his usual summer fishing
trip. Mr. John S. Doane, of Boston, has made another
trip to the Upper Dam. This time he has caught a sal-
mon of 5 pounds and 7 ounces, one of 3 pounds and 7
ounces, and a trout of 3 pounds. Mr. L. H. Witherell,
o£ Boston, stopping at Pleasant Island camps, spent one
day at the Upper Dam last week and landed a salmon
of 7 pounds. S. _G. Hamilton, of Boston, also got a
salmon of 3 pounds 14 ounces. These record fish were all

caught on the fly. At Haines Landing considerable fish-
ing is yet being doxie, with the women making the best
catches. Miss Alice M. Nelson, of Maiden, Mass., has
lately made a catch of three salmon, weighing 2, 2, and
3^ pounds. Mrs. R. H. Chandler, of Thompsonville,
Conn., has landed a salmon of syi pounds. It took 30
minutes of close work to conquer this fish. Miss Rob-
inson, of Maiden, has taken a salmon of 4j4 pounds.
Hon. Millard Voorhees, of New Brunswick, N. J., has
made a catch of three salmon in one day, weighing 3,
4 and 5 pounds. At the Birches all is summer gayety,
with little fishing being done, though a number of Bos-
ton anglers are there. At Kineo, Moosehead Lake, the
summer vacationist is in the ascendency, but side trips
for fishing and camping continue to be in order. In the
neighborhood of Rangeley Lake, Kennebago Lake, Loon
Lake. Quimby Pond, Seven Ponds and Rcddington, the
fly-fishing is reported to be excellent by a number of
Boston sportsmen, who are there or have recently re-
turned. At Belgrade Lake trout fishing has not been
very good of late, though Otto von Kimbusch, of New
Yorkj has lately taken one of 4^4 pounds. Fly-fishing,

for bass is said to be remarkably good thele. Dr. I. H.
Hartman, of Baltimore, caught a bass there last week
that weighed 3 pounds and 13 ounces. The law does
make close time on trout in the northern New Hamp-
.shire waters on Aug. i, though it does on the waters of

the southern counties of that State. Grafton, Carroll
and Coos counties are still legally open, and a good deal
of trout fishing is being done. Col. IT. C. Fisher, of Bos-
ton, is^ at his estate, Woodstock Road, and is taking
some fine strings of trout. In the towns of Hoiderness
and Campton the brooks are being fished with good suc-
cess. The wet summer and high water have been particu-
larly favorable to trout fishing. A salmon weighing S
pounds has been taken at Tufts Pond, Kingfield, Me.;
another instance of the rapid growth of landlocked sal^
mon, that pond having first been stocked only five years
ago. Row Ponds, Bingham, Me., are famous for the late
tly-fishing, and this year is no exception. Brook trout
of two and three pounds are on the late record.

Secretary L. Dana Chapman continues to receive word
. . of remarkable fishing on the Megantic preserve, espe-
r qially near the Megantic club house. D. D. Clapp, of
Boston, recently caught 114 trout of good size, in one
afternoon, from Spider River, not far from the club
hoitjSe,;; P. W- Lea.vitt, of Cambridge, has alsp made a

,
catch of seventy-five in a few hours. The steward -writes
that other fishermen are also doing about as well, but
are too modest to say much about it. Fishing has con-
t-nued to be the best ever known at the preseiwe, and it is

a matter of great satisfaction, both to members and
officers, since the rule is to kill no fish not needed for
food at the camps. Hence the good fishing is being con-
served, and will continue to be good. A new fly is the
latest invention in tackle that has been brought out.
This fly is called the William F. Beal, the name of the
inventor, a man prominent in real estate circles and a
fisherman, who has invented the fly for his own amuse-
ment. The fly is made on a body wound with tinsel, and
the wings are all tinsel, curled in such a manner as to
give a good deal of realistic motion in the water. They
are made in both silver and gold tinsel, with no feathers
whatever.
Boston gunners are not doing much at shore bird shoot-

ing, although the open season begun immediately after
July 15. The season has been unusually cold and wet,
and very few flights of what are termed "big birds" have
been seen. C. H. Tarbox and Senator Bailey, of Byfield.
went down to their blinds on the beach the last day of
July. They spent a part of the day in the blinds and shot
about eighty peep, but saw no yellowlegs or plover. They
account for the lack of "big" birds, under the theory
that the birds are late in rearing their broods north, and
hence the flights southward have not begun. Gentlemen
interested in gunning, and summering down on the Cape,
say that there have been no flights yet of summer yellow-
legs, though these birds are due. One gentleman spent
part of the day Thursday off shore in the neighborhood
of Brant Rock, but saw no "big birds." Peep are un-
usually plenty. Special.

American Fisheries Society.
The thirty-first annual meeting of this national asso-

ciation of fishculturists and other persons interested in
fish, fishery and allied subjects, was held at Put-in-Bay,
O., Aug. 5-7, and the sessions were notable on account
of the attendance and the practical value of the papers
read and discussed.
Put-in-Bay is not readily accessible on account of its

isolated situation, and yet the attendance represented the
fish commissions of the United States, of Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin. The meai-
bers present during the sessions were from fifteen States
and the District of Columbia. Among the new members
elected at Put-in-Bay were persons from five additional
States. This will serve to show the wide distribution of
the membership of the Fisheries Society and its capacity
for influencing public opinion.
A portion of the first day was devoted to routine busi-

ness—reports of officers and committees—and to the elec-
tion of officers for the ensuing year. The officers elected
are as follows

:

President—Hon. Geo. M. Bowers, U. S. Commissioner
of Fish and Fisheries.

Vice-President—Prof. H. B. Ward, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln.
Recording Secretary—Geo. F. Peabody, Appleton, Wis.
Corresponding Secretary—J. E. Gunckel, Toledo, O.
Treasurer—C. W. Willard, Westerly, R. I.

Executive Committee—G. T. Mathewsou, Enfield,
Conn.; W. H. Boardman, Central Falls, R. I.; Prof. E.
A. Birge, Madison, Wis.; J. J. Stranahan, Bullochville,
Ga.

; Dwight Lydell, Mill Creek, Mich.; Tarleton H.
Bean, New York city.

A committee was appointed to urge upon Congress the
desirability of estabHshing a biological station at Put-in-
Bay for the study of natural history problems related to
fishculture and the fisheries.

The report of the Treasurer showed the prosperous con-
dition of the finances of the Society, and the character of
the papers read and discussed indicated its ability to con-
tribute materially to the discovery of important facts and
to make them known.
The following is a complete list oi' the articles pre-

sented :

"The Role of the Larger Aquatic Plants in tlie Bioloev
of Fresh Water," R. H. Pond. .-4:,/^°"'"

"A Successful Year in the Propagatioiuol .the' White-
fish," Frank N. Clark.
"The Brook Trout Disease and Cement Ponds " M C

Marsh.
"Some Remarks on the Time of Planting and Habits

of the Rainbow Trout. ' Geo. A. Seagle.
"Fishculture on the Farm," J. J. Stranahan.
"The Habits and Ciflture of the Black Bass," Dwight

Lydell.

"Discouragements in the Culture of Black Bass," H. D.
Dean.
"A Few Points on the Black Bass," J. B. Lamkin.
"Food and Game Fishes of the Rocky Mountain Re-

gion," J. A. Henshall.
"Feeding

: Its Effects on Growth and Egg Production "

W. T. Thompson. -
^
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"Inbreeding Pond-Reared Trout," Arthur Sykes.

Two very important papers on the surface life of the

lakes were unfortunately omitted, because of the lack of

facilities for lighting the lantern slides necessary for their

illustration. The discussion of the articles was animated
and highly interesting, especially of the paper on black

bass by Mr. Lydell. which is a very valuable contribution

to our knowledge of an important game fish.

During the course of the meetings the Society was ad-

dressed by Dr. Bean, on behalf of the World's Fair at

St. Louis, regard'ng the advantages of St, Louis in 1904

as a place of meeting. Woods Hole, Mass., was selected

for the sessions of 1903.

Through the courtesy of Commissioner Geo. M. Bowers
the Fish Commission steamer Shearwater was placed at

the disposal of the Society for visits to tlae great hatchery

on the island and to the adjacent fishing grounds. This
meeting was unquestionably the most interesting and
enjoyable ever held in the West, and it will be remem-
bered for its effective handling of a remarkably good pro-

gramme. T. H. B.

Fish and Fishing.
cir

Newfouadland Angling.

Mr. W. F. J. McCoRMicK, of Biscayne Bay, Florida,

who has made his headquarters, as usual, for the greater

part of the summer, at Lake Edward, left a few weeks

ago for Newfoundland, after salmon and sea trout. He
is now on the coast of Northern Labrador, and will

probably go as far as Nain. Writing me from St. John's

on July 24, Mr. McCormick reports having found the

ouananiche in Sou'west Brook and the Gander River,

and has sent to Lake St. John for skins of the fish taken

there, in order to be in a position to make careful com-
parisons. There is no doubt whatever that the fish to

which Mr. McCormick has reference is identical with

that of Lake St. John, for specimens which could not

be mistaken, were identified in 1899. in Newfoundland, as

true ouananiche, by both Colonel Haggard and myself.

The distribution of the fish is very much more extended

than was supposed up to a few years ago, and as ex-

ploration and industrial enterprise cont'nue their north-

ward march, we are likely to learn much more than we
at present know of other sub-Arctic varieties of the

Saimonida;.
It is gratifying to learn that no more netting of sal-

mon is now allowed in the estuaries of the Newfound-
land rivers, and as a result. Mr. McCormick reports

that a number of splendid fish have been taken this year

out of the Humber in the vicinity of the Bay of Islands.

When I visited the island with Colonel Haggard, we
found the Humber perfectly honeycombed with nets, and
promptly reported the matter to the Hon. Mr. Morine.

of St. John's, who was at that time Min'ster of Fish-

eries. It is only justice to Mr. Moi'ine to say that he

took prompt measures to remedy the evil, dispatching

his deputyi. Mr. Watson, to the scene of the poaching
by the same train with us.

Mr. McCormick reports splendid sport with the

ouananiche and also with the sea trout at Main River
Bridge, Bay St. George. His only complaint of the

latter locality is that the fish are too plentiful, and that

he had as much of the sport as he could stand in two
tides.

Effects of Fish Planting.

Specimens of the steelhead salmon have been lately

taken in pound nets on the north shore of Lake Su-

perior, which indicates that some of the fish deposited

by the Fish Commissioners of Minnesota had found their

way into Canadian waters. In consideration of the fine

game qualities possessed by these fish, arrangements have
been made with the fishermen for the preservation of any
caught, and their transfer to a small spring water lake

in the vicinity for distribution therefrom, as may be re-

quired. It would seem to be only right that these fish,

having been planted by a friendly neighbpring State,

should be returned to the waters whence they were taken,

and not transferred to other and inland lakes. However,
it appears that only a few specimens have been so far

taken in Canadian waters.

The wholesale planting of black bass is still continued

in Ontario waters, but it is understood that they are not
being' introduced into natural trout waters, except in

cases in which the trout have wholly or almost wholly

disappeared, for it is a pretty well recognized fact that

where bass have been introduced and have largely in-

creased, the trout have all disappeared. The provincial

authorities are understood to favor the introduction of

landlocked salmon in preference to black bass in some
of their waters, but find it impossible to obtain either the

fish or their spawn. The Quebec authorities might as-

sist their neighbors of the sister province if they cared

to, but apparently prefer to keep to themselves whatever
good things they have. This policy may succeed for a

time, but it cannot endure in the long run, in our pres-

ent advanced state of civilization. A good many anglers

and students of fish life are of the opinion that it would
pay the Ontario people better to plant steelhead salmon
and lake' trout, or better still, to replenish worn-out
brook trout waters with he young of this latter variety,

artificially hatched, than to continue the planting of black

bass in so many of the inland waters of the province.

Undesirable Fish,

It would be difficult to overestimate the evil that may
be caused by the planting of undesirable fish. It is said

that much injury is likely to be caused to the many
splendid species of Salmonidje in Lake Sunapee by the

introduction there of black bass. From the beautiful

Nepigon come loud complaints of the rapid increase

of pike. Fishermen on the great lakes are very much
roncerned at the vast increase of suckers, and suggest

that those taking them in nets should be required to

bring them all ashore and to burn or bury what they

cannot market of them. One correspondent says: "On
the grounds here where our fishermen used to take

their large catches of whitefish. they get as much as from
five to ten tons of suckers. These are all thrown back

jptp t\if- water, II the fishermen cotjld get about 25 cent§

per cwt. for bringing them ashore and burying them, or
selling them for manure, there is no doubt that hundreds
of tons of them would be destroyed, and the fisheries

tremendously benefitted." The Ontario Department of

Fisheries reports that carp are making great headway
and becoming established almost everywhere, being no
longer confined to international waters. They are in-

creasing to an alarming extent in Lake Sijncoe, and al-

ready hundreds of acres of rice fields in the vicinity o^

Holland River have been destroyed. All legitimate
means of caputure have been approved and encouraged
by the department, but there seems to be no feasible

means of exterminating them or even of checking their

inroads.

North American Association.

Hon. F. R. Latchford, president of the North Ameri-
can Fish and Game Protective Assoc ation, has fixed
the third Wednesday in January. 1903, for the annual
meeting at Ottawa, of the association, and notices to
this effect will be received bj^ the members in due time.
It will now be in order for members to set about pre-
paring papers and addresses for the coming meeting.
The city of Ottawa is the center of a grand sporting
country, and the home of many rod and gun enthusiasts,
from whom the association may expect a warm welcome
to the capital of the Dominion.

An Interesting Report.

T am indebted to Mr. S. T. Bastedo, of Toronto,
Deputy Commissioner of Fisheries for Ontario, for a
copy of the third annual report of his department. Not
only is it full of valuable information from cover to
cover, but it is very fully illu.strated. containing not'only
figures of all the principal fish found in the province,
but several very interesting views of the different pools of
the Nepigon River, as well as of Lake Nepigon and of
the Virgin Falls. It is gratifying to note the beneficial
results attributed to the prohibition of the sale as wel!
as of the export game fish in Ontario. The report cor-
rectly states that there is no agency for protection so
potent as prohibiting sale.

E. T. D. Chambers,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
M jre FuQ with the Mississippi Smal'-Mooths,

Chicago, 111., July 28.—In an earlier letter I spoke of
the fun I had with the small-mouths on the Mississippi
River below Wabasha, Minn. On my first day out I

fi.shed but a few hours and sundown came all too soon.
We landed at the little town of Alma, which is on the
C, B. & Q. Railroad, or the side opposite from Wabasha,
the Burlington Road and the St. Paul Road paralleling
each other for some distance on cppcsite sides of the
river, I had telegraphed a friend to meet me at Alma,
but of course the friend did not materialize. Hence I let

Ira Weeks take my boatman Louis back to Wabasha on
his launch, and I cast about for a local guide. I found
Henry Henning, who was recommended to me by Mr.
Emmet, of Chicago, as a good man, the latter having
employed him several times with great success. Hen-
ning is a market-fisherman, and he and his partner Louis
Lc Bras, rely upon the rod and line altogether for a
living. They fish exclusively for black bass and wall-eyed
pike, and if they do not make $3 or $4 a day each they
are disappointed. One hi:ndred pounds of small-mouth
b'ack bass a day is not an unusual amount for them.
Henning charges $3.50 a day for his services, with boat.
At least this gave promise of one thoroughly acquainted

with the lurking places of the bass, and I must say that
the promise was more than fulfilled. Henry told me
that he did not intend to go out fishing that next day
himself, because the river was too high to offer any
chance of success. However, he agreed to take me, and
hence earlj' on the following morning wc started. I having
spent the night at Alma. Henry had a good boat, and I

quickly saw that he was a good river man. He began to
tell me all kinds of bass stories, including some of the
experiences of his fr'end, Mr. Emmet, of Chicago. He
told me that the latter gentleman at one time had fifty-

seven bass on in the course of one day's fishing with the
fly. Only a few of these bass were landed, as the tackle
which Mr. Emmet had along was not strong enough.
As for myself, I had a powerful 6>4-ounce rod with
plenty of backbone. My leaders were especially strong
and my flies of the special McHarg pattern, tied on hand-
forged hooks, and in the Onondago pattern, which I have
always fancied for this Mississippi River fishing. With
this tackle anything like delicate casting is impossible.

The fly is so heavy that it sinks down as soon as it

lights. I pointed out to Henry that with this rig of mine
the black bass of the Mississippi River were entirely at

my mercy, that they could not get away if I once sock"d
the hook into them, etc. Henry had seen other people

come there fly-fishing. Hence he maintained a respectful

silence.

We worked on down the rivfer that morning under a
glaring sun, which would have made fly-fishing almost an
unpossibility even had the river been in decent condition,

which it certainly was not. It was a tremendously power-
ful flood which poured down the ancient Mississippi. That
any one should go out on that waste of waters and expect

to catch bass on the fly seemed the height of folly. I

dcn't think any one less foolish than myself would have
itndertaken it. Indeed, perhaps there was not a fly-rod

out on that part of the Mississippi excepting mine.

Henry showed me different favorite spots of his as we
v.orked on down the river four or five miles. These
proved fruitless. The wing dams were buried under two
or three feet of w^ater. Here we saw great schools of

fish chasing minnows, but though we cast repeatedly and
changed our flies through our Avhole repertoire, we
were unable to inveigle those small-mouths in any way
whatever. By noon I had taken only one small-mouth, a

fi.sh of 1 7^ pounds weight, which made a good fight, but

which was snubbed into subjection early in tl:e game.

We made coffee near the end of a wing dam, where
Henry told me we ought to get four or five bass. I had

two strikes here, one of a white bass and one o£ ft ,^ack

^85s, both of them breaking aviray, Henry looked rather

m.ournful at my endeavor, but did not make any criticism.

I now suggested that we take to the sloughs, as the bass
did not seem to be working in the big river, and after

lunch Ave made for the mouth of the Belvidere Slough, or
rather one of the mouths. Here there was a swift cnr-
rent of water flowing between high banks. At the mouth
of the slough, buried now well beneath the surface of the
waters, there was one of the Government wing dam'^.

Just below this wing dam as we pulled into the slough
we could see fish dashing about and playing among the

schools of minnows. Henr}^ thought some of these m'ght
be black bass, but we saw that most of them were the

worthless fish known as the hickory shad,
"I'll see if I can't hook one of those fellows," said I,

and casting, I had what I thought to be a strike. To
make a very long story short, we played this fish for

twenty-three minutes, not having any idea of what kind of

a fish it was. I thought it was a 12-pound catfish, and so

did Henry. I could not feel any head motion or jerking
on the line. Never were two anglers more deceived.
When at last, at the risk of breaking the rod, we lifted

the fish to the surface, we found it to be a hickory shad,

hooked deep in the side 1 When this fish got deep down
and square across the current of the Mississippi, it gave
my fly-rod all it wanted to do.

Meantime Henry's eyes had discovered bass play'ng
around a certain cut bank, where he and his partner very
often made heavy catches. "They are always in there,"

said he. We gradually pushed over and ran along this

bank, which ran in a semi-circle out to the mouth of the
slough. I cast a few times and then all at once got a

smashing strike. At once Htnry reversed the boat and we
shot out into the current of the slough. It was fifteen

minutes now of rough and tumble with this red-eyed
fighting bass. I must say that the hook held, and so did
everything else, and at last we got him into the net.

"Now we'll g A another," said Henry. And we d'd get

another strike, and still another, and still another. EA'cry

one of these fish seemed to be hooked, but every one of

them broke away. All the time we were never more than
twenty-five feet from the bank, and could see the e big

bass smashing among these schools of minnows and
sometimes jumping into the air. On further under the

bushes, and also to our right out into the main current

of the slough, there were dozens and scores of hickorj/

shad leaping out of the water in their assaults upon the

minnows. It was certainly as exciting a little corner as I

have got into in all my angling experience.

We saw an occasional heavy swirl under a bunch of

grass which hung out from the bank, and casting in

here at a distance of twenty feet, I felt a heavy sudce,

We pulled this fellow out into the wdter and fi:!Ught h-Ui

for a few minutes.

"Only a pickerel," said Henry. He w^eighed abot t Fiv^:

pounds, and the fly-rod killed him much qicker t'.an it

did a bass of half that weight, I struck four of these

pickerel in the course of my fishing, and of the four wo
landed two, and purposely broke away from a third, which
latter nearly cut through the sextuple gut strands of my
favorite McHarg fly.

I went back once more under the bank and again I g
n heavy strike. This fish I think was the quicke.^^t 1

ever saw in all my hfe. It struck, went under, and came
out again liigh in the air, almost in the winking of an

eye. Then it made a run straight out, struck a sand

bar, doubled, came back, and went up into the air higher

than I ever saw a bass jump. It was a beauty, wi-ighing,.

1 should judge, something over three pounds. The hook
held for three jumps, but I got nervous and ex:L_d at

this bass, it was such an excitmg .sort of bus'ness, and I

imagine I put a little too much strain on my rod and finally

wore a hole in his jaw. After playing h.m five or six

minutes he went into the air once more, shook himself

until he looked like a sort of l)lurred bu.zz saw, threw

the fly back into the boat and k'ssed us good-by. Henry
was very gloomy over this, but I was rather thankful. I

don't know what that bass wou'd have done to us if he

had ever gotten into the boat. He might have chased us

overboard. He was the savagest thing I ever did see !

Henry was beginning to think I couldn't fish a little

bit. We crossed the river to change the luck, and Henry
pointed out several places where he had seen bass at

different times. We saw them now feed'ng along the

banks. I lost six bass one after another, caught a pickerel,

then caught two more bass, and then lost a whole lot

more. As nearly as I Could figure out, dur.ng the day's

fishing I had something like twenty or twenty-five strikes,

had hooked ten or a' dozen bass, and had saved just i:ur,

only one of these of any great size.

I don't know what it was about this fishing wh ch made
it so difficult. I only lost one fly, which broke at the

head of the hook through a fault of my own in putting

it on the leader. The bass would take held and go down
deep, but the hook would be released as though they were

simply holding on to the feathers. I know that a bass will

sometimes hold on to a frog in this way, but I should be

slow to think that they would hold on to the feathers of a

fly. I can only say that I fished my best and prettiest, and
in a day and a half of exciting fishing I landed just seven

bass all told. This experience persuaded me that I was
not so much of a fisherman after all, for I went there

knowing something abottt this game, and had an equip-

ment with which I can find no faiilt whatever. I came
away convinced that this Mississippi small-mouth bass

fishing is absolutely the best to be found in the United

States.

Henry told me my hooks were not big enough, that the
"

bend in my hooks was not right, that the flies had too

much feathers on them, etc. Of course one is used to

that sort of talk, but there was considerable ground for

dissatisfaction on his part.

"That's the poorest day's fishing I ever had in all my
life," said he. "I w^ouldn't go out with any one to catch

a half-dozen bass.,"

Yet he admitted that very frequently he had fishermen

out who had similar experiences with the bass. The fish

find some way of breaking away, and I would consider

the man who landed half the bass he raised at his fly very

k;cky in the ordinary fishing of that locality. Henry told

me, and so did Louis, my other guide, that as quick as

the' river begins to fall the bass fishing will be prime. He
told me that Mr. Emmet and Mr. Comstock, of this city,

vvere to meet him at Alma on July 2$ for a few days' fish-
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ing. Mr. Emmet has a new lot of flies and he expects to
do serious business with the bass this time. He has had
very gcod success at diiTerent times with Henning at this
part of the river above and below Alma, on the Q., and
has taken more than twenty bass in one day's fishing. I

shall be interested to hear of his hick this time. It ought
to be very good hick, for as I came across the Mississippi
River later. I saw that the wing dams were beginning to
show, and that the river was falling and becoming clear.
As quick as the water turns and begins to recede, the fish

go on the feed.

Contrary to some reports, this fly-fishing does not end
with June nor yet with July. Henry Henning told me
that the fly-fishing lasted as late as November. He
said that in the month of August or September, very fre-
quently in October, one could have sport on the wing
dams which is simply indescribably good. Old market-
fiiherman as he is, and contemptuous of frills and furbe-
lows, Henry Henning still expresses admiration for thesfe

fighting bass. He and his partner catch them on long
poles and stout lines, but they like to see the fly-rods and
flies used for a change.

If any one wishes to go to that country, I would say
don't risk your pet trout rod in these waters. You
want a powerful fly-rod, weighing at the least six ounces.
The strain is too heavy for a light stream rod of
to ounces. Use double gut leaders, heavy and per-
haps not more than three feet in length. One fly is

enough. I did not try the bucktails, as my hooks were all

very small, No. i. You want big hooks. Your flies ought
tc be tied so that they will spread when in the water, but
not tied with too heavy a feather. The extremely large
fl-es, according to Henning, are not the ones which raise
the biggest bass, but the best killing flies in that country
are still very large bass flies. There is always a.chance
of running across a pickerel in that fishing, and of course
a pickerel may take off a fly in a short time. Hence the
necessity for reinforced gut at the heading of the hook.
One of these days I am going back to that country to see

if I can get revenge on those black bass. At this stage
of the game they have got away the best of me. I thought
that a fellow who had knocked around a good deal could
certainly circumvent almost any kind of a fish after he had
tried it for a little while. I have fished for these bass
several days now, and I have more respect for them than
when I started in.

E. Hough.
Hartforo Building, Chicago, 111.

The Buffalo Fish in Harvey's Canal
New Orleans, La., Aug. S.—Editor Forest and

Sireain: In your Aug. 9 issue Charles Cristadoro seems
to think the storj' of the buflfalo fish in Harvey's Canal
somewhat exaggerated. It is absolutely true. The steam-
boat stopped by the fish was a tug towing a raft of logs
to a sawmill behind the levee on the right bank of
the Mississippi River, opposite New Orleans, at Na-
poleon Avenue. The canal is eight miles long to Lake
Salvador, through which and connecting bayous light-
draft vessels reach the Gulf. It extends to within a block
of the river, with which it was to connect. An expen-
ive lock was built but was never used, as the permit
was revoked when it was completed on account of the
damor of the people through fear of a crevasse. This
tug, for a long distance, had to back up like an engine
vvith a snow plow and then take a run for it, and finally
lad to give it up. This large sawmill, said to employ
150 negroes, turned them all to work for three days
ind nights when the stench became unbearable. Lime
and also burning were freely employed. The river is

nore than half a mile wide at this point, and St. Charles
\venue more than half a mile further, where it was de-
idedly unpleasant, especially when the wind favored.
Dur efficient, conscientious and determined president of
he City Board of Health, Dr. Quitman Kohnke, after
everal personal inspections, decided that something must
)e done. The canal is in Jefferson Parish, the city
u- Orleans Parish. He had no right to interfere, but
hey gladly gave him free rein. You might as well at-
empt to fence in a cyclone as to wash those thousands
if tons—miles of decaying fish to Lake Salvador. "Cut
he levee," says the doctor. But riding a horse or allow-
ng cattle to run on the levee is a very severely pun-
-^hed offense. Putting an iron pipe through to flood the
ice fields with Mississippi's water—jamais.
From highest to lowest he chased the officials; all

aid, "I have no authority to allow cutting of the levee."
Dr. Kohnke said, "I shall cut that levee, and vou can
rosecute me afterward if you choose." With a thousand
r more dollars of the money of the Parish of Orleans
^hich he found was hard to get, he did the work in an-
ther parish in which he had no jurisdiction. It took
le Mississippi a week or more to wash the canal of
nose putrid fish. The levee was restored as good as
ew, and people there returned to their homes. Dr.
:;ohnke, although guilty of a very grave offense, has
eard no intimation of prosecution; on the contrary, the
ratitude of every one. The end justified the means,' but
took nerve.

J. A. Sampsell, M.D.

West Virginia Fish and Game.
ROMNEY, W. Va., Aug. ^.—Editor Forest and Stream:
nil endeavor to write you a few notes on our fishing
lis -summer and prospects for hunting this fall. The
outh Branch has more young bass in it than for the past
n years, and some good catches have been made. I

ive seen four bass that Aveighed four pounds or over
ken m the vicinity of Romney. The bass here have all
:en so fat from eating locusts, and so many minnows
1 the river, that they have not been biting very well
here are any number of people camping on the river and
1 catch more or less fish, so that as there is prac-
:a]ly no protection on our fish, it keeps them pretty well
:inned out. With some of our so-called sportsmen who
g and snare them under the ice in the depeer water in
inter, the floating of cross ties and pulp wood down the
ver, and the river being full of large carp, which eat
) bass spawn, it is no wonder that this stream is not
goo4 fishing as it was once upon a time.

We now have a club house built on a trout stream four
miles and a half above this town. It is an extremely
pretty situation, being only a quarter-mile from the
rjver, and has two fine springs a few hundred yards from
the club house. They have a natural trout stream for
about eight miles, and will only have to build two or
three dams to keep it stocked. The stockholders are prin-
cipally from Wheeling and P'ttsburg. In a short distance
from the club house they have fine hunting grounds for
deer, turkey, pheasants and, in fact, there a7e some black
bear within five miles of the club house.
Our hunting this fall promises to be above the aver-

age. Quail are more numerous than for a long time. The
winter here being as a rule milder and the snows not
staying on the ground as long as usual, the birds did not
starve last winter. It will be good shooting here this
fall for turkeys, pheasants and quail.

I noticed on our streets the other day one of your con-
tributors. George Beall, who, with his friend favored us
with an article in Forest and Stream some time ago
entitled "Midst Reef and Rapids." He was on his way
with two canoes to the headwaters of this river, to make a
trip down it. Am sorry, but the river is now as muddy
as it could possibly be, and their trip, as far as fishing
goes, will be spoiled. Suppose they will favor us with an
account of this canoe cruise. J. B. Brady.

To Tell the Weight of a Fish*

Can you give in the Forest and Stream any table of
the weights of fish according to lengths that is reasonably
accurate? The reason for this question now is, I slipped
down to the river last Sunday morning at 5:30, kindled a
fire, boiled coffee and ate a breakfast by moonlight, and
just at the break of day I caught a large bass, for this

stream. On account of the day I had no chance to weigh
the fish, but one of the leading merchants here measured
him with a yard stick, and he was just 17^2 inches from
point of under jaw to end of tail, and no one here can
estimate the weight satisfactorily.

Fisherman.

The formula given by Mr. J. A. L. Waddell, for deter-
mining the weight of fish is this : Weight in pounds is

equal to square of girth in inches, multiplied by length
in inches and divided by 800. This formula was repeated
by Mr. Waddell in our issue of July 26, where it was ap-
plied to estimate the weight of a tarpon 6 feet 2 inches in

length by 36 inches girth. The square of 36 is 1,296.

The length in inches is 74, 1,296 X 74 = 95,904 800 =
nearly 120 pounds.

Bass in Lake Nipm«ck,

Hopedale^ Mass.—I have been having some good sport
with rod and reel at Nipmuck Lake in the town of
Mendon, Mass. In three afternoons' fishing I have taken
fifteen bass, the largest weighing two pounds. There are
three kinds of bass in the lake

—"Oswego," small-mouth
black bass and rock bass ; also yellow perch and pickerel.

It is a very pretty little lake, and the electric car company
have fitted up a theater, dancing pavilion and restaurant,

and have made it quite attractive.

I write this, hop'ng that some of our brother sports-

men in Boston and Worcester who want a day's outing
will try their luck in Lake Nipmuck, as there are some
large bass in it. C. W. Arrand.

Pennsylvania Higfh Waters*

Sayre, Pa.—A succession of heavy rains during the past
month has reduced the angling situation in the Susque-
hanna and Chemung rivers to a condition anything but
satisfactory. In fact, it is scarcely worth one's while to

fish either river at present. Occasionallj^ some unusual
turn of luck rewards the angler with a catch of bass or
pike which under the most favorable circumstances might
be esteemed good, but on the whole the fishing may be
declared nil. M. Chill.

Canada Fshing CIt»b,

A valued friend and correspondent wishes to join a
good Canadian fishing club. A moderate entrance fee
and annual dues are essential. Trout or bass fishing^,

vvith camping-out opportunities are desired in connecT-
tion w-'th the advantages of a club, as compared with
the average free-for-all fishing resort.
Any friend who can recommend such a club, with

particulars, is requested to address M. J., care of the
Editor.

To a Trout.

y. y. Montague in Portland Oregoniati.

Thou solitary tenant of tny creel.
Thou only victim of my feathered hook,

Though "skunked" I scarce could more disgusted feel
Wert thou still swimming in thy native brook.

For thee alone I've walked ten wearv miles,
And, what is worse, must walk them back again-

For thee alone I've crawled through stinging brush
And clambered over harsh barb-wire stiles

Slept troubled slumber in the ice-cold rain.
And soaked myself in grasses all too lush.

And what art thou, thou slim and speckled mite?
Scarce large enough to save thee from the act

That makes it crime for five-inch trout to biteA worthy "speckled beauty," for a fact!
Where, tell me where, were all thv sluggard kind,
That I coHild not inveigle them 'to rise?

In all the summer season they will find
No more persistent fisherman than I,

No bait more tempting than my high-priced flies.
Vet thou alone art here. Dost thou know why?

And now my tired footsteps must I turn
Along that hilly road that homeward trends,

And spent and footsore, bear with unconcern
The jibes and jeers of all my loving friends.

For once they cast their scornful eyes on thee.
Thou smallest of thy kindergarten school.

They'll take a keen delight to point me out,
For all the mocking, scoffing world to see

As that weak-minded, idiotic fool,

Wb« fisbftS two (iays, and only caught one trot^t,

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.
Readers are invited to send lot this column any epitaph o

elegy of departed dogs of which they may have knowledge. W
contmue the series from last week:

XVI —Byron's Boafswain.
The inscription on the monument in Newstead Park reads:

Near this Spot
' Are Deposited the Remains of OneW ho possessed Beauty without Vanity,

Strength without Insolence,
Courage without Ferocity,

And all the Virtues of Man without his Vices
This Praise, which would be unmeaning Flattery

If inscribed over Human Ashes.
Is but a just Tribute to the Memory of

BOATSWAIN, A DOG,
Who was born at Newfoundland, May, 1803,And died at Newstead Abbey, Nov. 18, 1808.

EPITAPH.
When some proud son of man retlirns to earth,.

Unknown to glory, but upheld by birth.

The Sculptor's art exhausts the pomp of woe.
And studied urns record who rests below;
When all is done, upon the tomb is seen.
Not what he was, but what he should have been;
But the poor dog. In life the firmest friend,

The first to welcome, foremost to defend.
Whose honest heart is still his master's own,
Who labors, fights, lives, breathes for him alone,
Unhonor'd falls, unnoticed all his worth.
Denied in heaven the soul he held on earth

;

Vain man, vain insect! hopes to be forgiven.
And claims himself a sole exclusive heaven.
Oh, man! thou feeble tenant of an hour,
Debased by slavery, or corrupt by power.
Who knows thee well must quit thee with disgust.
Degraded mass of animated dust!
Thy love is lust, thy friendship all a cheat,
Thy smiles hypocrisy, thy words deceit!
By nature vile, ennobled but by name,
Each kindred brute might bid thee blush for shame.
Ye! who perchance behold this simple urn,
Pass on—it honors none you wish to mourn;
To mark a friend's remains these stones arise;
I never knew but one—and here he lies.

XVII—On a Tombstone in Stamford, E g.

Pause, stranger, here; beneath these stones there lay
The dumb companions of a bygone day;
As we life's onward journey still pursue
MayVe find human friends as staunch, as true!

National Beagle CI«b of Anterka.
Aug-. If.—^At the last meeting of the executive com-

mittee of the National Beagle Club of America, the
thirteenth annual field trials were ordered to be held in
the week commencing Nov. 3. 1902. The place of hold-
ing the trials, the judges who will act and the headquar-
ters of the club will be named later after the committee
have taken action and reported.
The following are the committees appointed who will

have charge of the thirteenth annual trials: Field trial
committee—James W. Appleton, New York city H D
grims M Orleans, La.; G. Cadwallader.

_
Philadelphia; John Caswell, Prides Crossing, Mass.; A.
H. Higginson, Boston, Mass.: H. S. Joslin, Boston
Mass.; H. T. Peters, IsHp. Long Island; George B
Post, Jr., New York city; George F. Reed. Barton Vt •

W. G._ Rockefeller, New York city; Will'am Saxby'
Ilion. N. Y.; Charles R. Stevenson, Haddonfield. N. J.:D. F. Summers. Downingtown, Pa.; B. F. Turpin, Rox-
bury. Mass.; Harry Pavne Whitney. Westburv '

Lon<^
Island; A. J. Purinton, Palmer, Mass.; S. E. Thurston''
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; and Ernest Gill. Baltimore. Md.
Committee on grounds—James W. Appleton. William
G. Rockefeller and Chas. R. Stevenson. Committee
on judges—George F. Reed. A. J. Purinton and
Wilham Saxby. Committee on arrangements—Geo.
h. Reed, John Caswell and Charles R. Stevenson. Com-
mittee on premium list—Jas. W. Appleton A. J Purin-
ton and W. G. Rockefeller.

Air. J. Otho Paget, who will judge beagles at tiip
coming show of the Ladies' Kennel Club, was elected
an honorary member of the club.

Ch.'\s. R. Stevenson, Sec'y.
106 Market St., Camden, N, J.

Massachtisetts Kennel Qob.
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 7-—The Massachusetts Ken-

nel Club is to have its inaugural show in conjunction with
the Worcester Agricuhural Society Fair, Sept. i and 2.

It being the first bench show of the season, large en-
tries are expected, and we haA^e the assurance of many
of the best dogs in this part of the cottntry.
The first day is Labor Day, and on the second day

President Roosevelt will be present, which assures the
c'ub of a large attendance.
The show is held under the American Kennel Club

rules.

The list of the judges and the dogs which they are
to judge: Foxhounds—Robert M. Perrv. PhilliDston
Mass. Fox-terriers, wire and smooth—C W Keyes'
East Pepperell, Mass. St. Bernards, Great Danes mas-
t'lTs, pugs, King Charles, Prince Charles, Blenheims and
ruby spaniels—Miss A. H. Whitney, Lancaster Mass
Greyhounds, pointers. English, Irish and Gordon setters"
fie d spaniels, cocker spaniels, rough-coated collies, Eng-
lish bulldogs, English bull-terriers. French bulldogs
Boston terriers, Airedale terriers, Irish terriers, Scot-
tish terriers, dachshunde. poodles, miscellaneous, and any
other kmds--Mr. G. Muss-Arnolt, Tuckahoe, N Y
Beagles—Arthur D. Fiske, Worcester, Mass.

Herman S. Hastings, Secretary.

All communications^ intended for Forest and Stream shouW^ways be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. Newyork, and not to any individual connected with the pap«-
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Yachting Fixtwfes, J902.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.
15. Penataquit-Corinthian, annual cruise, Bay Shore.
16. Royal Canadian, 30ft. class, Toronto.
16. Shelter Island, open regatta, Shelter Island Heights.
16. Horseshoe Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Larchmont,

Long Island Sound.
16. Huntington, Y.R.A. of L. I. S., open, Huntington, L. I. Sound.
16. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
16. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
16. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club race for Centre Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
16. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Massachusetts Bay.
16. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
16. Beverly, fourth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
16. Corinthian, cMab championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
21. Plymouth, M. Y. R. A., open, Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay,
22. Kingston, M. Y. R. A., open, Kingston, Mass. Bay.
2.3. P>ridgeport, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Bridgeport, ,L.. J. Stsund.
23. Hull-^lassachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor. ,

.

23. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harhor.
23. Huguenot, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. New Rochell*, Long

Island Sound. ; , .
......

23. Royal Canadian, 16ft. class, Toronto. . -

,

2-3. Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup. Bay Shore.
23. Shelter Island, ladies' race. Shelter Island Heights.
23. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
23. Beverly, fifth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
23. Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
23. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
23. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
23. Duxbury, M. Y. R. A., open, Duxbury, Mass. Bay.
23. Marine and Field, Y". R. A. of Gravesend Bay, S«» Gate,

New York Bay.
24. Mosquito Fleet, club. City Point, Boston Harbor.
25-26. Wellfleet. M. Y. R. A., open, Wellfleet, Massachusetts Bay.
28-30. Cape Cod, M. Y. R. A., open, Provincetown, Mass. Bay.
30. Winthrop. club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
30. Beverly, sixth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'* Bay.
.30. Columbia, race to Waukegan. Lake Michigan.
30. Manhasset Bay, club, Port Washington. Long Island Sound
30. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
30. Atlantic, club. Fire Island and return, New York Bay.
30. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
30. Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Greenwich, Long

Island Sound.
30. Royal Canadian, dinghy and 25ft. classes, Toronto.
30. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
30. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
30-31, Corinthian, annual cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furni.sh information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00.

.Second prize, $30,00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-

tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of

v.ilue to men going over the same route. A description

(if: the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-

graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

New York Y. C. Cruise.

RENDEZVOUS, NEW LONDON.

Monday, Aug. 4.

No foier Beet of sailing and steam yachts ever assem-

bled than that which gathered in New London Harbor on

Monday, Aug. 4, to journey eastward on the fifty-seventh

atunial cruise of the New York Y. C.

In an extremely light wind the white-winged pleasure

craft drifted into the anchorage at the old Connecticui

town until long into the night. At colors upward of 100

craft were moored off the club station No. 4 by the

|)0pular Pe^jitot House. Among the best known were the

• fdllowing

:

Schooners—Corona. Com. Ledyard; Emerald, W. E.

Iselin: Constellation, Francis Skinner, Jr.; Shenandoah,

( iibson Fahnestock ; Marguerite, Thomas E. Stillman

;

(Juickstcp, Edward Shearson; Iroquois, Price Collier;

j^ndym^on. E. R. Thomas; Ingomar, Morton F. Plant;

]^lm.ina, F^ F. Brewster; Muriel, Charles Smithers

;

Sylph. C. Fabyan Monroe; Katrina, J. B. Ford; Gavalia,

T. O'Connor Sloane; Hildegarde, Edward D. Coleman;

Chanticleer, George W. Weld; Water Witch, David

Banks.
Sloops—Mineola, August Belnwnt; Rainbow, Cornelius

Vanderbilt; Yankee, J. Rogers Maxwell; Ncola, George

M . Fynchon ; Weetamoe H. F. Lippitt ; Hester, Cleveland

il. Dodge; EeUn, ¥, L. Rodewald; Cymbra, F. C. Hen-

derson; Eclipse, L. J. -Callanan; Queen Mab, L. H.
Smith; Ailsa, H. S. Redmond.
Steamers—Colonia, Vice-Com. Frederick G. Bourne;

May, Col. Alexander Van Rensselaer; Waturus, Randal
Morgan; Intrepid, Lloyd Phoenix; Narada, Harry Wal-
ters; Lady Torfrida, Col. R. M. Thompson; Rheclair,

Daniel J. Reid ; Ariadne, H. W. Putnam, Jr. ;
Idler, Henry

T. Sloane ; Tuscarora, Walter Jennings ;
Roamer, N. G.

Herreshoff; Celt, J. Rogers Maxwell; Columbia, James
Stillman: Pantooset, Albert S. Bigelow; Anemone, J.

Murray Mitchell.

At 5 o'clock P. M., in answer to signals previously dis-

played, a meeting of the captains was held aboard the

flagship Corona, Com. Lewis Cass Ledyard presiding.

Enthusiasm ran high and never before in the history of

the premier organization were Corinthians more eager for

the fray.

Representative captains of the world were there, in-

cluding such well-known names as Cornelius Vanderbilt,

William E. Iselin, S. Nicholson Kane, J. Rogers Max-
well, August Belmont, Jr., Newbury D. Lawton, Edward
TI. Wales, Vice-Com. Frederick G. Bourne, F. D. Rode-
wald, Henry W. Putnam, Jr., H. F. Lippitt, Charles

Smithers, F. V. Brewster, Gibson Fahnestock, Francis C.

Skinner, Jr., Edward R. Coleman, Morton G. Plant, James
B. Ford, G. Shearson, E. A. Thomas, Willard P. Ward,
George A. Cormack, C. Fabyan Monroe, Anson Phelps

Stokes, William M. Ivins, H. B. Duryea, F. C. Hender-
son, Cleveland H. Dodge and many others.

Several important questions regarding the conduct of

the cruise were decided. The owners of the 70-footers,

Mineola, Yankee and Rainbow came forth with the plan

of carrying club topsails during the squadron runs. The
proposition was referred to the Regatta Committee, which

decided that the boats should contest in strictly cruising

trim. This barred the big sails from all but the race

for the Astor cups off Newport on Wednesday, Aug. 6.

It was decided to make the course from Vineyard

Haven to Provincetown the same for all classes. This

made a run of seventy-nine miles through Pollock Rip,

leaving Handkerchief Lightship to port, Shovel Full

Lightship to starboard and Pollock Rip Lightship to port.

There was some talk of classes A, B, C, G, H and I going

out to the whistling buoy nine and a half miles east of

Great Round Shoal Lightship, which would make a jour-

ney of ninety-five miles to the picturesque town on the tip

end of Cape Cod. This plan was abandoned.

On considering the question of time limit to the differ-

ent runs it was agreed that for those from New London
to Newport, Newport to Vineyard Haven, and Province-

town to Marblehead, the time limit should be 10 o'clock

P. M., and that no yacht would be timed after that hour.

On the run from Vineyard Haven to Provincetown no
time limit was set.

A nimiber of special classes were arranged by the Re-

gatta Connnitlee and given out late on the evening of the

rendezvous as follows:

Keel Schooners (Class I)—Thistle, Endymion, Shenan-

doah and Hildegarde.
Special Schooner Class—Shamrock, Katrina, Quick-

step and Seneca.
Special Sloop Class—I-Iester, Eelin, Senta and

Queen Mab.
Isolt and Eclipse also decided to run in a" special class,

as did Cleona and Mermaid. Mira and Hebe were_ put

together, as were the auxiliaries Lady Torfrida, Mohican,

Ariadne and Idler.

Special classes were also arranged for keel schooners

betwejen 70 and looft. waterline, and all under 70ft., and
for sloops and schooners in the motor auxiliary classes.

Among the Eastern cKift noted in the harbor was the

steam yacht Pantooset, belonging to Com. A. S. Bigelow

cf the Eastern Y. C, which had journeyed around the

Cape to do honor to the organization soon to be enter-

tained at Marblehead.

First Squadron Rao.

NEW LONDON TO NEWPORT.

Tuesday, Aug. S-

The first run of the magnificent squadron from New
London to Newport, a distance of some forty miles, was
characterized bv the excellent work of the amateur skip-

pers on board the class D schooner Muriel, and the 70-

footci" 'YsnliCcc

Muriel led the fleet to anchorage and incidentally gave

her old rival Elmina a good beating, heading her at the

finish by i7nL and 3s. Charles Smithers, the owner of

Muriel, was at the tiller of that craft, and the victory

came as a fitting tribute to the dogged, sportsmanlike

persistence which has characterized his conduct through-

out the season.
.

Yankee, resplendent in a new well-fittmg suit of Ratsey

sails, was the third boat to end the journey from the

rendezvons. J. Rogers Maxwell, Jr., handled the 70-

footer, and brought her over the finish line 23m. and 33s.

ahead of Mineola, and 26m. and 30s. in front of Rainbow.

This victory, too, came as a reward of the "never-say-die"

spirit which dominates the owner of the Herreshoff crea-

tion. • , „
Rainbow and Mineola had a stubborn luffing match to

the southward of Watch Hill, which cost them many
minutes.
Com. Lewis Cass Ledyard's schooner Corona was the

second craft to finish the run. During the latter part

of the contest, when the wind had freshened a bit and

was blowing from the southwest, the flagship began to

overhaul Muriel, the leading boat. A stern chase is al-

ways a long one, and the best Corona could do was to

wrest second position from Yankee and get within less

than 3in. distance of Muriel.

Corona made the best elapsed time over the course and

w on in her class, beating the new schooner Chanticleer,

belonging to George W. Weld, of Boston, and William E.

Iselin's Emerald.
In sloop class I Queen Mab was an easy victor. She

had no trouble in defeating the new 6o-raters Weetamoe
and Neola. The latter, after a poor showing, did not

cross the finish line.

Effort, sailed by Addison Hanan, did remarkably well

on the run, and gave the other boats in class L a bad

drubbing.
There was hardly enough wind for the big schooners

Shenandoah and the ocean record-holder Endymion. The
former did not finish.

Fifty-two yachts made the journey from New London
to Newport. The first signal of the morning from the

flagship ordered the yachts to get under way by g o'clock

A, M. .

When the committee boat Navigator reached the start-

in gline, off Sarah's Ledge Buoy, there was hardly a
breath of wind blowing. The start was consequently post-

poned, and not until 10:40 A, M. was the preparatory

signal sounded.
Ten minutes later the small sloops were sent away.

Saunterer led, followed by Eclipse, Alcatorda, Hebe,
Humma, Bonnie Kate, Cleona, Effort, Altair, Yvette,

LotoWana, Challenge, Mira and Ondawa in the order
named.
At 10:55 the 70-footers and class I craft were sent away.

In the former class Yankee got away first, Mineola was
second and Rainbow third.

The smaller schooners got the gun at 11 o'clock. Muriel
timed the signal well and was first over the line, followed

by Gevah'a. Elmina, Indra, Quisetta, Amorita, Agatha,
Seneca. Shamrock. Quickstep, Ingomar and Katrina.

In going over the line the auxiliary Ariadne came very
near hitting the committee boat. The latter was started

ahead t© avoid a collision. The other classes got away
without mishap, the last going over shortly after 11

o'clock.

At the start the yachts had a beat to windward. After
a while the breeze freshened and hauled a bit to the

southward, allowing sheets to be eased somewhat. The
last part^ of the contest was a close reach to the finish

line.

Charles Lane Poor, owner of Mira, protested Hebe and
Eidolon for passing inside the whistling buoy off Point
class for single-masted vessels and yawls. The sum-
maries follow: •

Schooners.
Start. Finish Elapsed. Corrected.

Elmina 11 13 36 3 26 04 4 12 28 4 10 44

Muriel .11 10 44 3 24 42 4 13 56 4 12 2f>

Amorita ..11 15 00' 3 20 16 4 15 16 4 1.5 16

Single-masted Vessels and Yawls.
An5.a 11 06 03 2 41 38 3 35 35 3 35 :ir,

Mineola 11 14 23 3 03 03 " 3 48 40 ^39 5!i

Yankee 11 07 55 2 56 42 3 48 47 3 40 OK

Rainbow 11 06 52 2 .55 56 3 49 04 3 40 23

Hester 11 09 02 3 28 00 4 18 58 4 02 22

Senta 11 07 57 3 39 54 4 31 57 4 05 35

Second Squadron Run. 4

NEWPORT TO VINEYARD HAVEN. '1

Thursday, Aug. 7.

The second squadron run of the cruise, a thirty-seven

-

mile journey into picturesque Vineyard Sound, was held

on Thursday, Aug. 7. The yachts had a fair wind for

the greater part of the distance, and fast time was made.

J. Rogers Maxwell's 70-footer Yankee led the fleet of

fifty-three boats to the anchorage between East and West
Chop. She beat August Belmont's Mineola 2m. and 8s.

and Cornelius Vanderbilt' s Rainbow 6m. and 55s.

The big schooner Constellation, belonging to Francis

Skinner, Jr., of Boston, made the best elapsed time for

the thirty-seven miles, doing the distance in 3h. 32m. and
15s., close to the record. She was also a winner in the

larger class for schooners.
Elmina defeated Muriel, but by only 8s. The flagship

Corona headed class B schooners. Queen Mab was a

winner in class I for sloops, Humma in class K and On
dawa in class L. Yawl Ailsa scored a sailover.

The breeze was rather fresh coming up the sound and
a number of mishaps resulted. Sloops Ondawa and
Isolt carried away their topmasts. Weetamoe again ex-

perienced trouble with her steering gear
;
Endyrnion had

her hig main topmast staysail in trouble for a while, and a

host of other minor accidents were recorded. C, W.
Nason's Isolt ran aground on the shoal running off from
West Chop. The boat got off, however, without damage.
The day was one to stir the most sluggish yachting

blood to action. The preparatory signal was fired_ at

9:55. At that time a fine ten-knot breeze was blowing
out of the northwest. The air was clear and sparkling

and the boats, as they maneuvered for the line, made a

picture of unusual animation.

At 10:05 the first of the fleet got away on the seven

teen and one-quarter mile leg to Vineyard Sound Light-

ship. The wind was almost astern and the yachts broke

out spinnakers to starboard.

Wahtawah, one of the Buzzard's Bay thirties, sailed

by Archibald Rogers, Avas first over the line. The re

mainder of the smaller sloops started on this gun.
.

At 10:10 the signal for the larger sloops was sounded.

Ailsa, winner of the Astor cup on the day before, led.

She appeared no worse for the humping received from a

poorly managed steam yacht which ran into her while ,nt

anchor in Brenton's Cove the night before.

Yankee, Mineola and Rainbow followed the yawl close-

ly, the former going over the line with a huge balloon jib

topsail drawing to perfection.

The other yachts were sent away at 5m. intervals, the

smaller schooners going first, and the auxiliaries last. All

of the fleet were away by 10 :40.

After the craft had traveled about five miles the breez'

began to back toward the wesk Spinnakers were taken in

for the time being and, under balloon jib topsails, the

racers bowled along at great speed.

The 70-footer Yankee showed a determination to lead

from the start and before the lightship was reached had

passed Ailsa. On rounding the mark the leading boats

were timed as follows: Sloops—Yankee, il :59:40; Ailsa,

12:01:45; Mineola, 12:03:45; Rainbow, 12:05:15; Neola.

12:09:10; Queen Mab, 12:11:30; Weetamoe, 12:11:30,

Humma, 12:12:30. Schooners—Elmina, i2:o6.^5-; Con

stellation, 12 :o6 :20 ; Corona, 12 :o6 :45 ;
Muriel, ^12 :o8 :45.

On rounding Vineyard Sound Lightship spinnakers-

were broken out to port for the run to the finish off West
Chop, a distance of some twenty-six miles. The wind

went into the southwest for good now and the run wa^
dead before it.

The craft presented a scene of indescribable beauty

with booms broad off they proceeded up the sound be-

tween Martha's Vineyard on the starboard and the little

chain of Elizabeth Islands to port.

About a mile from the finish spinnakers were taken

in and the fleet started to reach for the finish line. The
wind had by. this time increased to about eighteen knot^

and some of the smaller boats had they could . do to

carry sail into the harbor.
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The tide was running to the eastward and favorable to

the yachts until about 3 o'clock, and this undoubtedly

helped the boats materially in making fast time.

Yankee was first to finish. Then came Mineola, Ailsa,

Corona, Rainbow, Constellation, Elmina, Muriel, Chan-

ticleer, Hester, Queen Mab, Quisetta, Amorita, Neola and

Endymion.
-ri

"*
In the following summaries given out by the Regatta

Committee, corrected times are not figured

Schooners—Class A.
Start.

'Constellation 10 22 00

Hildegarde - 10 22 00

Endymioii 10 22 00

Shenandoah 10 22 00

Class B.

Corona 10 20 42

Chanticleer 10 21 50

Emerald 10 21 20

Iroquois 10 22 00

Class D.
Elmina 10 16 31

Muriel 10 16 51

Katrina 10 17 00

Quisetta 10 16 55

Amorita 10 16 41

Seneca 10 17 00

•Shamrock 10 17 00

Quickstep 10 17 00

fiigomar 10 17 00

Class F.
Agatha 10 16 15

Mlvis 10 17 00

(Jevalia 10 17 00

Indra 10 17 00

Yawls—Class G,

Ailsa 10 10 11

Sloops—Class IT.

Yankee 10 10 40

Mineola 10 1146
Rainhow .,10 11 21

Class I.

Hester 10 11 24

iVeola 10 12 00

Queen Mab ....10 12 00

Caress 10 12 00

Senta 10 12 00

Weevamoe 10 12 00

Class J.

Humraa 10 07 00

Eclipse ,.10 06 25

Isoll „,..,, ,..,..10.07 00

.'Mtnir 10 07 00

Class K.
Ondaw.'i .10 07 00

<;ossoon 10 07 00

Class L.

Effort 10 07 00

Hebe 10 07 00

Mira 10 07 00

Eidolon 10 07 00

Alcatorda .10 05 27

Buzzard's Bay Class.

A. e 10 07 00

A '

3 10 06 08

\., 0 10 07 0(J

\.; 7 ,-..,......10 06 n
VVahtawah 10 05 38

Finish.
'

1 54 01
2 02 U
2 13 02
2 38 28

1 53 11
2 05 08
2 H 41

2 16 42

2 01 34
2 02 02
2 09 14
2 to 57

2 10 56
2 17 14
2 21 57

2 26 04

2 26 54

2 31 11

2 33 06
2 37 07
2 49 34

1 50 23

1 46 23

Elapsed.
3 32 01
*3 40 11

3 51 02
4 16 28

3 32 29
3 43 18

3 50 21

3 54 48

3 45 03
3 45 11
3 52 14

54 02
54 15
00 14
04 57

09 04
09 54

49 37

53 59

2 06 50
2 09 13
2 10 47
2 15 16
2 15 26

2 43 02

2 15 58
2 31 49
Withdrew.
Disabled.

2 39 09
3 30 44

2 25 34
2 35 53
2 37 12
2 51 00

•

3 33 19

2 56 50

2 56 45
2 59 30

3 00 47

3 04 13

4 14 56
4 16 06
4 20 07
4 32 34

3 40 Ic

3 35 43
3 37 51

3 42 38

55 26
57 33
58 47

03 16
03 26
36 02

08 58
25 24

32 OX
22 59

18 08
28 53

30 12
44 00
29 52

4 49 50
4 50 37
4 52 30

4 54 16
4 48 55

The winners were Constellation, Corona, Elmina
A.gatha, Ailsa, Yankee, Hester, Humtna, Ondawa, Effort

:ind A., 6. Special classes—Chanticleer beat Hildegarde,

Endymion and Shenandoah; Katrina beat Seneca, Sham-
rock, Quickstep and Ingomar; Hester beat Queen Mab,
Caressa and Senta; Eclipse beat Isolt; Hebe beat Mira;
.:uxiliary Ariadne beat Idler, Intrepid and Lady Torfrida.

Third Squadron Ron.

VINEYARD HAVEN TO PROVINCETOWN.

Friday, Aug. 8.

The seventy-nine-mile run from Vineyard Haven to

T'rovincetown, on the tip end of Cape Cod, was made on

Friday, Aug. 8. With a fair wind and, tide the yachts

fairly tore through the water in record-breaking time.

Forty craft started in the race, including sixteen sloops,

twentv-one schooners and three auxiliaries. The 70-footer

Rainbow, owned by Cornelius Vafiderbilt, was the first of

tlie fleet to finish. She made the seventy-nine miles in

7h. 2m. and 7s. August Belmont's Mineola was beaten

by 2m. and 6s., and J. Rogers Maxwell's Yankee by 3m.

and 40s.

Of the schooners, Constellation, belonging to Francis

Skinner, Jr., of Boston, covered the distance in 7h. im.

and Ss., and the flagship Corona, owned, by Com. Lewis

Cass Ledyard. in 7h. 2m. and 35s.

Once more the two sister schooners, Elmina and Muriel,

Avcre at it. The former was victorious by only.sra. and

35s., actual time.

The wind was whistling in a merry way throughout the

riin. A number of accidents to spars and rigging were

recorded, although none of them resulted seriously.

Among the mishaps noted were the loss of topmasts on

lite schooners Shamrock and Mavis.

The Regatta Committee was aboard Col. R. M. Thomp-
son's steam yacht Lady Torfrida. Early in the morning
Judith. The schooner Hildegarde also flew a protest flag

av. she crossed the finish line. The summaries follow:

A,
Elapsed.
6 55 09
7 13 52

7 33 18

42 15
27 33
48 36

Schooners—Class
Start. Finish.

( nnstellation 11 07 00 6 02 09

l-..:dyniion 11 07 00 6 20 52

UiMegarde 11 07 00 6 40 18

Shcnahdoah 11 07 00 Withdrew.

Class B.

Corona 11 05 53 4 48 08

Chanticleer 11 07 00 5 34 33

F.nierald U 07 00 5 55 36

Class C.

Iroquois (sails in Class B) U 07 00

Class D.
.Muriel J.......... 11 01 26

Rlmnna.. •. ; . . .^Kf ' -V'*-- • • --rt ^
Ouisetta....-.v— .-.-...•-.U 02 00

Amorrta . . . . . / • -H 02 00

Seneca 11 02 00

Katrina 11 02 00

Ingomar 11 02 00

Shlmrock 11 02 00

Quickstep ....11 02 00

Class F
Indra » ^ 11 02 00 6 50 11 7

GevaHa ..i .,.,....11 01 42 6 53 26 7

Agatha 11 02 00 6 56 02 7

Sloops and Yawls—Class H.
Yankee 10 56 49 4 49 28 5 52 39

Mineola.. 10 57 00 5 13 12 6 16 12

Rainbow 10 57 00 5 16 53 6 19 B3

Queen Mab. ,.^!!!l0 56 54 5 14 61 G 17 57

Weetamoe .: 10 55 26 5 23 30 C 28 04

.6 23 36

4 45 35
5 03 12
5 16 24
5 33 20
6 12 55

6 14 09
6 31 29

6 46 04
7 07 39

7 16 36

5 44 09
6 01 12
6 14 24

6 31 20

7 10 55

7 12 09
7 29 29

7 44 04
8 05 39

48 11
51 44
54 02

llester 10 57 00 - 5 42 11 6 45 11
Caress 10 55 36 5 52 52 6 57 16
Edin ...10 56 22 6 19 32 7 23 10
Senta

.10

57 00 6 27 07 7 80 07
Neola 10 55 36 Withdrew.

Class J.
Altair . , , 10 52 00 ,

'5 23 03 6 31 03
riumm,i 10 50 56 5 40 59 6 50 03
Isoit 10 52 00 6 08 20 7 16 20

Milicete 10 52 00 6 55 08 8 03 08
l^clipse 10 50 25 6 58 2G 8 OS 01

Class K.
Ondawa 10 52 00 C 58 07 8 06 07
Lolowana 10 52 00 7 09 58 8 17 oii

Gossoon 10 52 00 7 23 45 8 31 45
Cleona 10 51 39 7 23 40 8 32 01

Class L.
Effon 10 51 29 5 29 33 G 38 04

Hebe 10 50 52 6 28 18 7 37 26
Mira 10 52 00 6 38 26 7 46 26

Eidolon 10 50 44 6 42 51 7 52 07

Challenge 10 52 00 7 03 04 8 11 04
Alcatorda 10 50 38 7 18 39 8 28 01
Ronnie Kate 10 50 38 Withdrew.

Class M.
Saunterer 10 50 13 7 09 18 8 19 05
Yvette 10 51 51 7 37 32 8 45 41

Keel Schooners—Class I—Special.
Chanticleer 11 07 00 5 34 33 6 27 33
Hildegarde .11 07 00 6 40 18 7 33 18

Shenatfdoah 11 07 00 Withdrew.

Schooners—Special.
*S€neca 11 02 OO 6 12 55 7 10 55
Katrina 11 02 00 6 14 09 7 12 09

Shamrock 11 02 00 6 46 04 7 44 04
Quickstep 11 02 00 7 07 39 8 05 39

* The corrected time »f Seneca is 6.13.53 ; that of Katrina is

6.15.07.

.Sloops—Special.
Queen Mab 10 56 54 5 14 51 6 17 .57

Hester 10 57 00 5 42 11 6 45 11
Eelin 10 56 22 0 19 32 7 23 10

Senta 10 57 00 6 27 07 7 30 07
Hebe 10 50 52 6 28 18 7 37 26
Mira 10 52 00 6 38 26 7 46 26

Sloops—Special.

Isolt 10 52 00 6 08 20 7 16 20
Eclipse 10 50 25 6 58 26 8 08 01

Steam Auxiliaries—Special.
Ariadne 11 07 00 6 48 37 7 41 37
Anemone IV 11 07 00 Withdrew.

Motor Auxiliaries—Special.
Alcatorda 10 50 38 7 18 39 8 28 01

The winners were Constellation, Corona, Muriel,
Indra, Yankee, Queen Mab. Altair, Ondawa, Effort,

Saunterer. Special classes—Chanticleer, Seneca, Queen
Mab, Isolt and Ariadne.

Race for Asior Cups.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Wednesday, Aug. 6.

In a heavy wind and rough sea the annual struggle for
the beautiful cups given by Col. John Jacob Astor took
place on Wednesday, Aug. 6. Frederick F. Brewster's
Elmina won the trophy for schooners, valued at $1,000,
while Henry S. Redmond's 90ft. yawl Ailsa captured the

$500 cup for single-masted vessels and yawls.
Three schooners, one yawl and five sloops started the

contest. Ailsa being a yawl and racing against sloops, was
rated at 93 per cent, of her regular ineasurement. She
had to concede each of the 70-footers, Yankee, Mineola
and Rainbow, 8m. and 41s. for the thirty-eight-mile
course.
At the finish Ailsa on corrected time was 4m. and 24s.

aliead of Mineola, 7s. more in the lead of Yankee, and 4m.
and 48s. ahead of Rainbow.
Mineola sailed a good race. She started 7m. and 31s.

after Rainbow and 6m. and 28s. after Yankee, yet she
outsailed the former 24s. and the latter 7s. actual time.

Elmina's victory in the schooner class was wrested
from her old rival Muriel, after the hardest kind of a
fight. On corrected time she won by im. and 36s.

Amorita was defeated by 4m. and 32s.

Astor Cup Day is always a gala one at Newport. So-
ciety is afloat for the time being, weather permitting. In
spite of the rottgh conditions encountered in the contests
of 1902 a large nttmber of cottagers witnessed the struggle
from numerous steam yachts.

The day was replete with accidents, one of which re-

sulted fatally. Schooner Quisetta, Samuel C. Davis,
owner, came to the line off Brenton's Reef Lightship for

the start. While maneuvering a seaman was swept over-
board, and although a life buoy was thrown, the unfortu-
nate sunk before the eyes of his shipmates. After cruising

around some time in hopes of finding the body^ Quisetta

returned to harbor.:

A steward aboard Mineola was also washed overboard.
At the time the mishap occurred the man fortunately held

a capstan bar in his hands. He could not swim, but the

wood kept him afloat tmtil a dinghy could be lowered.

The 6o-raters Weetamoe and Neola were slated for

the event, but did not start. The former deranged her
steering gear and during the trouble lost a man over-

board. He was, however, quickly recovered. Neola went
out to the lightship, but a taste of the weather there sent

her to harbor. Her owner, George M. Pynclion, did not

considered his chances of the best in the heavy sea run-
ning.

At the start of the race the wind was blowing about
southeast by south. As the contest progressed it hauled

toward the southward, until at the finish it was almost

due southwest.
Col. Astor's steam yacht Nourmahal acted as judges'

boat, having among others on board, beside her owner,
the Regatta Committee, consisting of S. Nicholson Kane,
Newbury D. Lawton and Edward H. Wales.
Many of the yachts before leaving the harbor had set

club topsails. When the heavy winds of the outside were
m.et, however, these sails were lowerd on all but Yankee.
The preparatory signal was sounded at 11 o'clock A. M.

Five minutes later the signal for single-masted vessels

and yawls was given.

The course was seventeen and a quarter miles east

southeast to the Vineyard Sound Lightship, then four

and a half miles north to the Hen and Chickens Light-

ship, then sixteen and three-quarter miles west, three-

quarters north, to the finish off Brenton's Reef Lightship.

Ailsa crossed the line first. Mineola was way to the

northeast of the start and did not cross until long after

the others. The times and order of the start were : Ailsa,

11:06:03; Rainbow, 11:06:52; Yankee,^ 11:97:55; Senta,

11:07:57; Hester, 11:09:52; Mineola, 11:14:23.

The schooners were started at 11:10. Muriel crossed

the line at. 11:10:44; Elmina at 11:13:36, and Amorita at

11:15:00. Soon after they got away the wind started

on its journey toward the south. This aided the boats,

who were all close hauled, in fetching the first mark of

the course, the lightship at the entrance to Vineyard
Sound.

AiLsa had established a fine lead on the. first leg. The
Ijoats gybed around the lightship and set spinnakers to

port for the four and a half mile journey to the next

'mark, which the shifting wind had turned into a run.

Times taken at this stage of the contest showed Ailsa

had beaten Mineola 4m. and 20s. ; Rainbow, y^^^- a"'^'

IIS.; Yankee, 7m. and 33s.; Hester, 13m, and is,; Senta,

19m. and 31S. Elmina beat Amorita im. and 13s. and
Muriel 3m. and 21s.

On the run to the next mark Yankee beat Ailsa 353.,

Rainbow im., Mineola im. and sos., Senta 6m. and Ss.,

Hester 7m. and los. Amorita did well and gained Ss- on
Muriel and 33s. on Elmina.
The next leg was a reach to the finish. A number of

the racers set club topsails. Ailsa gained on the others

and crossed the line ainid a loud cannonading from the

assembled fleet of pleasure craft out to see the finish of

the race. ^
;;-;* '

.
,.,

"
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C8i4his stret:c%: Ailsa;.beat Rainbow 5m. and 51s.; Yan-
kee, 6m. and'i2S.^^Mine61aj 7lii'. and 28s.; Hester, 14m. and
45$. ;,. Senta, 2ira.' aod'29s. In the schooner class Muriel
beat Elmina im. and 14s., and Amorita 3m. and 4s.

After the race was over August Belmont, owner of
Mineola, visited the Regatta Committee and said that no
one aboard his craft had heard the preparatory gun or
had seen the blue peter set. The committee decided that
although Miiieola was handicapped at the start, her actual
time should be taken. On actual elapsed time Mineola
beat the other 70-footers.

Muriel was the first schooner to finish, Init Elmina
won on time allowance. Ailsa scored the victory in the
the flagship Corona signaled the harbor start for 5 :30
o'clock. An hour later the race was begun off East Chop
Light.

It was an early start, but the yachtsmen were on hand.
The signal for small sloops was sounded at 6:30. Eidolon
was first over, followed by Humma, Effort, Notos, Mira,
Hebe and Altair in the order named. They all went
over on the starboard tack with sheets started slightly.

The 60-footer Weetamoe was the first craft to cross on
the next signal. Yankee came next, followed by the
yawl Caress, Neola, Mineola, Senta, Hester and Rain-
bow. The Vanderbilt boat crossed im. and 25s. astern of
Yankee, and 51s. after Mineola.
The small schooners were sent away at 6:40. Agatha

was first over, followed by Katrina, Shamrock, Quickstep,
Seneca, Quisetta, Amorita, Elmina, Muriel, Gevalia and
Indra. Elmina led Muriel by los.

The class for larger schooners was the last to leave the
Haven. Chanticleer was away first, followed by Corona,
Constellation, Emerald, Endymion, Iroquois, Mayflower
and Hildegarde, in the order named. The last craft

crossed the line just before 7 o'clock.

The course was a close reach to Cross Rip Lightship,
twelve and a quarter miles away. Then keeping off a
bit, the yachts had another reach of nine and a half miles
to Handkerchief Lightship. From here sheets were eased
for a freer wind to Shovelful Lightship. A close fetch
brought the craft to Pollock Rip Lightship, the next
mark on the course. Here booms were eased broad off

and spinnakers set for the run toward Flighland Light.
All along the course the yachts had been sailing fast.

Lee rails were awash nearly all of the time, and, sailing

with eased sheets, the white-winged pleasure craft sent

clouds of spray into the air as they bowled along to the
eastward. It was a real test of seaman.ship and sea-

going qualities, and pleased the Corinthians immensely.
From the first the 70-footer Rainbow did well. She

gradually worked by Yankee and Mineola, and was the
first of the class to round Cross Rip Lightship. At
this mark Corona headed the schooners of the larger

class, while Elmina was slightly ahead of Muriel. Here
the breeze flattened a bit and working topsails were sent

aloft on the sloops, while some of the schooners put up
main topmast staysails.

The 70-footers Mineola and Yankee had a luffing match
half way between Cross Rip and Handerkerchief Light-

ships, which put hem quite a little off the course, and
allowed Rainl>ow to increase her lead. Mineola was
still ahead of Yankee when. .they., .squared away for the
lightship.

Schooner Constellation was first to pass the mark. The
70-footer Rainbow was second and the flagship, Corona,
third. Elmina headed Muriel by 30s. at this mark.
At Shovelful Lightship the order was nearly the same.

Mineola and Yankee were sticking to each other, sepa-

rated by less than a minute. Elmina gained slightly on
Muriel. At Pollock Rip Lightship the boats were still in

almost the same order.

Off Nauset the fleet ran into a series of rain and wind
squalls which made things decidedly lively while they

lasted. As the 70-footers caught it they heeled over to

an unusual degree. Mineola and Yankee were sent up
ir'to the wind and with difficulty topsails were housed.
The wind was blowing hard as the yachts sped along

toward the finish, and the big schooners were down to

lower sails only. The whole sweep of the sea as it rolled

in from Massachusetts Bay was encountered.
^

The finish would have been a superb subject for some
marine artist. Vice-Com. Frederick G. Bourne's steam
yacht, Colonia, acted as judges' boat. At i :38 :53 Rain-
bow, heeling at a great angle, came tearing across the

line. Mineola was but 15s. astern and . Yankee im. be-

hind Mineola. --uiv -^r -

The other leading craft ended the long^-joitr-ney in the

following order, the seventies on the last part of the race

having passed the big schooners : Constellation, Corona,
Hildegarde, Chanticleer, Endymion, Emerald, Elmina,
Muriel, Hester and Mayflower.

Unless time allowances materially change the order of

finishing. Rainbow won the Commodore's cup for single-

masted vessels and yawls, and also a trophy offered by
Royal Phelps Carroll for the winner in class H. Corona
won the Commodore's cttp for schooners, and Elmina cap-

tured the trophy offered by Cornelius Vanderbilt for- the

winner in schooner class D. The ofiicial stunmaries

follow

:
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Schooners—Class A,
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

tonstellalion .6 46 46 , 1 46 33 6 59 47

EndTOiion 6 47 00 ' 1 59 30 7 12 30

Shenandoah 6 47 00 ^ 05 49 ^ 8 18 49

Hildegarde 6 47 00 1 51 57 7 04 57

Class B.
Corona 6 46 44 1 49.02 7 02 18

Emerald 6 46 00 2 03 03 7 16 05

Chanticleer 6 46 13 1 55 34 7 09 21

Itoquois 00 2 22 43 7 35 43

Class D.
Amorita 6 42 00 2 03 53 7 21 53

Quissetta ' 6 41 44 2 33 36 7 51 52

Katrina ....6 40 38 2 27 32 7 46 54

Muriel 6 42 00 2 06 54 7 24 54

Elmina 6 42 00 2 04 08 7 22 08

Seneca 6 41 13 2 27 59 7 46 46

Oiiickstep 6 40 58 Withdrew.
Shamrock 6 40 33 2 34 51 7 54 18

Charmer .....6 42 00 5 11 38 10 29 38

Class F.
Gevalia 6 42 00 5 01 57 10 19 57

Mavis 6 40 30 3 39 24 8 58 54

Indra 6 42 00 5 03 31 10 21 SI

Agatha 6 40 27 3 28 26 8 47 59

Sloops—Class H.
-Rainbow 6 37 OO 1 38 53 7 01 63

Yankee 6 35 41 1 41 09 7 05 28

Mineola 6 36 19 1 40 09 7 03 50

Class I
Hester 6 37 00 2 07 09 7 30 09

Senta 6 36 34 2 35 27 7 58 53

Neola 6 36 00 3 32 00 8 56 00

Eelin 6 36 31 3 01 46 8 25 15

Weetamoe 6 35 25 2 30 32 7 55 07

Caress 6 35 55 2 52 32 8 16 37

Altair !?i'.^.^.!6'32 00 3 06 59 8 34 59

Humma 6 31 52 2 58 45 8 26 53

EtTort ^.'i^.^.^.e^Sl 52 4 35 58 10 04 06

Hebe 6 32 00 Withdrew.
Mira 6 32 00 4 48 55 10 26 55

Eidolon 6 31 31 Withdrew.

Class M.
Notes 6 32 00 Not timed.

Last Squadron Rod.

PROVIiSrCETOWN TO MARBLEHEAC
Saturday, Aug. g.

The last squadron run of thirty-eight and one-half miles

frorE- Provincetown to Marblehead was sailed on Satur-

day, Aug. 9. It was a tedious journey across Massachu-
setts Bay, many of the fleet not anchoring in Marblehead
Harbor until well into the night.

The breeze, when it blew at all, was light. More than

half of the time the yachts drifted about %yith hardly

steerage v/ay on. The 70-footer Yankee, sailed by her

owner, J. Rogers Maxwell, led the fleet at the finish. She
beat Mineola 4m. and 53s. and Rainbow xini. and 24s.

Elmina was the first of the schooners to end the jour-

ney. She heat Muriel im. and 21s. and also captured the

cup oflFered by Vice-Com. Frederick G. Bourne, for the

schooner making the best time on the run, all sailing in

one class with full allowance.

Frederick F. Brewster, owner of Elmina, may justly

feel proud of the record made by his craft on the cruise

of 1902. Elmina won the $1,000 Astor cup, the Com-
modore's cup for .schooners sailing in one class from
Vineyard Haven to Provincetown, the Vice-Commodore's
gup, the Navy Challenge cup for the schooner winning

the greatest number of runs and the trophy given by
Cornelius Vanderbilt to the schooner in class D winning
the run from Vineyard Haven to Provincetown. Beside

these trophies, Elmina won two first and two second
prizes given by the New York Y. C. for the daily runs.

Among the smaller sloops, Effort ended her brilliant

record of the week by again crossing the line victorious.

All through the cruise this boat has done excellent work
under the management of Addison and Wilmer Hanan,
In the last race she beat out Mira, her nearest class com-
petitor, by 15m. and 32s.

Efi^ort, with a big time allowance from Yankee, won
the Vice-Commodore's cup for the race. She also cap-

tured the Navy Challenge cup, going to the sloop winnmg
the greatest number of runs, all sailing in one class. Be-
side these trophies, Effort got four first prizes for

squadron runs.

The 70-footer Rainbow won the cup offered by Royal
Phelps Carroll to the winner in class H in the run from
Vineyard Haven to Provincetown. Yankee was first in

three squadron runs.

The winners in the other classes in the last race were

:

Constellation, Corona. Agatha, Weetamoe, Humma, Mee-
m.er and Ariadne. In the special classes. Chanticleer,

Katrina, Hester and Mira. A list of prizes won during

the cruise as given out by the Regatta Committee follows

:

Schooners, Class A—Constellation, 4 first; Hildegarde,

I second; Endymion, 2 seconds.

Schooners, Class B—Corona, 4 firsts; Chanticleer, 2

seconds.
Schooners, Class D—Elmina, 2 firsts, 2 seconds; Muriel,

1 first, 2 seconds; Amorita, i first.

Schooners, Class F—Agatha, 3 firsts; Indra, i first;

Mavis,. 2 seconds; Gevalia, i second.

Sloops, Class H—Yankee, 3 firsts ; Rainbow, i first.

Sloops, Class I—Hester, 2 firsts; Weetamoe, i first, 2

seconds; Queen Mab, i first; Neola, 2 seconds.

Sloops, Class J—Humma, 3 firsts, i second; Altair, i

first; Eclipse, i second.

Sloops, Class K—Ondawa, 2 firsts
;
Lotowana, i second.

Sloops, Class L—Effort, 4 firsts ; Hebe, 3 seconds.

Sloops, Class M^—Saunterer, 3 firsts
;
Cherokee, 3 firsts.

Special classes

:

Keel Schooners—Chanticleer, 3 firsts, I second; Hilde-
garde, I first, I second.

Special Class for Class D—Katrina, 2 firsts, 2 seconds

;

Seneca, 2 firsts, i second.

SloopS; Class I—Hester, 3 firsts, i second; Queen Mab,
I first, I second ; Seneca, 2 seconds.

'

Sloops, Class L—Special—Hebe, 2 firsts
;
Mira, 2 firsts.

Sloops, Class J—Special—Isolt, i first; Eclipse, i

first.

Auxiliaries—Ariadne, 4 firsts ; Idler, 2 seconds.

Signals from the flagship Corona early Saturday morn-
ing announced that the yachts were to leave harbor at

8:15. The wind was then light but steady, with every in-

dication of holding. The start was made about a mile

to the southwest of Wood End Light.

The preparatory signal was sounded at 9:15 o'clock.

Ten minutes later the start of the smaller sloops was in
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order, Effort Was first oVer the line, followed by Meemer,
Mira, Altair, Cherokee, Humma and Hebe in the order
named.
On the next gun the larger sloops started. Rainbow

got away first. Then followed Neola, Hester, Mineola,
Yankee, Weetamoe and Caress, the latter two crossing
after the handicap gun.
The smaller schooners were sent off at 9:35. Elmina

was to the windward and led Muriel by 3s. Quisetta came
next, then Katrina and Amorita. Seneca, Agatha, Geva-
lia, Indra, Mavis and Charmer all went over after the
handicap signal.

At 9:40 the big schooners were sent off. Emerald led,

followed by Constellation, Corona, Chanticleer, Hilde-
garde and Endymion.
The wind, which was at first in the westward, began to

back after they had been on the journey a bit over an
hour and grew much lighter. Around 11 o'clock it died
cut altogether. %

At that time the boats were in the following order:
Effort, Mineola, Rainbow, Hebe, Mira, Hester and Yan-
kee. Elmina was leading the schooners. During the
calm the 70-footers drifted close together. A light wind
sprang up just before i o'clock. Yankee gradually forged
ahead and was soon leading boat.

The finish was off Half Way Rock, and the yachts
passed the judges' boat in the following order: Yankee,
Mineola, Rainbow, Weetamoe, Neola, Elmina, Muriel,
Corona, Effort, Hester, Quisetta, Amorita, Mira, Chantic-
leer, Constellation, Katrina and Emcrakl.
Com. Ledyard was seen after the squadron had been

at anchor some time. He expressed himself as highly

pleased with the success of the cruise, and thought it

would be one long remembered. In the following sum-
maries, the times of the boats finishing before 9:30
o'clock are given

:

Schooners—Class A.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Constellation 9 42 00 6 52 48 9 10 28

Hildegarde 9 42 00 7 23 23 9 41 23

Endymion 9 42 00

Class B.
Corona 9 42 00 6 23 43 8 41 43

Emerald 9 41 42 6 59 24 9 17 42
Chanticleer 9 42 00 6 42 02 9 00 02

Class D
Amorita 9 36 16 6 32 19 8 56 03

Quissetta 9 35 50 6 32 13 8 56 23
Katrina 9 36 04 6 53 30 9 17 26

Muriel 9 35 13 6 20 14 8 45 01
Elmina 9 35 10 6 18 49 8 43 30

Seneca 9 37 00 7 14 02 9 37 02

Class F.
Agatha 9 37 00

Gevalia 9 37 00

Mavis 9 37 00
Rondina -....9 37 00

Class H.
Rainbow 9 30 19 5 49 34 8 19 15

Yankee .9 31 53 5 39 43 8 07 50

Mineola 9 31 16 5 43 59 8 12 43

Class I.

Hester 9 30 45 6 31 12 9 00 27

Senta 9 31 28 7 28 39 9 57 11

Neola 9 30 20 6 17 OO 8 46 40

Weetamoe ' 9 32 00 6 07 35 8 35 35

Caress 9 32 00 7 13 44 9 41 44

Humma 9"'^

26 25 6 16 02 8 49 37

Altair 9 25 58 ,.

Effort ^.'^^.^ 25 14 6 26 08 9 00 52

Hebe 9 26 30

Mira 9 25 31 6 41 55 9 16 24

Class M.
Cherokee 9 25 29

Meemer . . 1 9 26 59 7 14 26 9 47 36

Auxiliaries.
Intrepid 9 25 45 Withdrew.
Ariadne 9 54 29

The winners were Constellation, Corona, Elmina,

Agatha, Yankee, Weetamoe, Humma, Effort, Meemer,
Ariadne. Special classes : Chanticleer, Katrina, Hester

and Mira. ,

Seawanhafca-Cofinthian Y, C*

OYSTER BAY, L. I.

Saturday, Aug. 9.

The sixth race of the series for the Center Island

cup for Seawanhaka knockabouts was not sailed on Aug-

9 as scheduled, because the absence of a number of the

Corinthians, who had not returned from the recent races

with the Beverly Y. C. at Newport.
In its place a special contest was provided, in whicii

Francis G. Stewart's Gowan was victorious. The race

was for Seawanhaka knockabouts, over a twelve and

three-quarters mile course. The wind was light and hov-

ered between south and west. H. H. Landon's Lucile

was the second boat to finish, crossing the line im. and

4s. after Gowan. The summaries follow:

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 3:20.

Finish. Elapsed,

Gowan, F G.Stewart : 5 46 05 2 26 05

Lucille, 11. H. Landon 5 47 09 2 27 09

Heron F. R. Coudert, Jr 5 58 10 2 38 10

VVyntje, Colgate Hoyt 6 04 23 2 44 23

Hempstead Harbor Y. C»

SEA CLIFF, L. I.

The annual regatta of the Hempstead Harbor Y. C,
Avhich was scheduled to take place on Saturday, Aug. 9,

was called off because of a lack of wind.

It was a contest on the Yacht Racing Association of

Long Islaivi Sound series. A good entry was on hand,

upward of forty boats being at line for the gun. They
waited until 4 o'clock P. M., when the regatta commit-

tee signaled "no race." No attempt will be made to hold

the regatta this season.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The final regatta and dance- of the racing circuit of the

Southern Golf Coast Yachting Association, West End,

New Orleans, La., was held Saturday, Aug. 9, under

the auspices of the Southern Y. C.

[Aug. if}, tgdi,

Seawanhaka-Corinthian"—Beverly Y. G Races.

Aug. 4, s and 6.

The first of a series of three races between boats of the

2ift. restricted class of the Beverly Y. C. of Massa-
chusetts, and the 21ft. raceabouts of the Seawanhaka
Corinthian Yv C. of Oyster Bay, L. I., was sailed in

.iNarragansett Bay, off Newport, on Monday, Aug. 4.

The contest was won by W. F, Harrison's Quakeress,
class champion of the Beverly Y. C. for the past two
seasons.

Jolly Roger, owned by T. B. Bleecker, of the Oyster
Ba}' organization, was second; Terrapin, a new Herre-
shoff creation belonging to L. S. Dabney, of the Bev-
erly Y. C, was third; H. M. Crane's Whistle Wing fin-

ished fourth; Indian, owned by J. Rogers Maxwell, Jr.,

and sailed by Sherman H;oyt, of the Long Island Club,
was fifth, and Sylvia, a new Herreshoff boat, owned by
S. D. Warren, of the Beverly Y. C, was sixth.

Sylvia took the lead early and was 2m. ahead of her
nearest rival, Quakeress, when she lost her bowsprit.
This was on the second round of the course. As the
series was on points, Sylvia finished the contest.
The course was a leeward and windward one from

Bishop's Rock to Dyer's Island and back, twice over,
aggregating about twelve miles. The wind was light
throughout, hovering between south and west.
Steam yacht Lavrock acted as judges' boat. Messrs.

Walter C. Kerr and Daniel Bacon were the officials.

The contest of 1902 between the Seawanhaka-Corin-
thian and

_
B<everly Y. C, is but the first of three to

be sailed in succeeding years for a cup valued at $200,
which goes to the organization winning the greatest,
number of points. On the record of the first day the
Beverly Y. C. took first, third and sixth positions, while
the Seawanhaka-Corinthiajis scored second, fourth and
fifth places. On points the Buzzards Bay Club was one
ahead. The record of the first day follows:
Beverly Y. C.—Quakeress,' 6; Terrapin, 4; Sylvia, x.

Total, II.

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.—^Jolly Roger, 5; Whistle
Wing, 3; Indian, 2. Total, 10.

The second contest was sailed over a triangidar course
on Tuesday, Aug. 5. In this the Crowninshield creation,
Jolly Roger, was victorious. Quakeress, winner of the
first race, held the Seawanhaka boat throughout, and
only by clever handling was the raceabout able to win.

Indian finished third, Terrapin fourth, and Whistle
Wing fifth. Again the Beverly Y, C. boat Sylvia, which
started out so well at the beginning of the initial con-
test, met with a mishap which threw her out of the run-
ning. While rounding a mark boat off Conanicut Point
she fotiled the same,- being in fifth position at the time.
Steam yacht Lavrock acted as judges' boat. The start

was made off Bishop's Rock in the bay. The course
was a beat, to Dyer's Island, then a spinnaker run to a
stake boat moored off Conanicut Point and a broad
reach home. The standing on points at the end of the
second contest show the Long Island Club slightly in
the lead. The records follow:
Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C.—^Jolly Roger, li; In-

dian, 6; Whistle Wing, 5. Total, 22.
Beverly Y. C—Quakeress, 11 ;

Terrapin, 7; Sylvia, i.

Total, 19.

The third and last contest was sailed on Wednesday,
Aug. 6. The course was a dead beat to windward and
return, a distance of six miles, covered twice. There was
a good breeze blowing. Quakeress, winner of the initial
race, was again victorious. Jolly Roger was second, In-
dian third, Terrapin fourth, Sylvia fifth and Whistle
Wing sixth.

Qtiakeress got off in the lead and remained in that
position until the finish. x\lthough the Beverly boats
scored the greatest number of points for the race, the
Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C. won the series with a total
of 32 points against one of 30 for the fieverly Y. C, A
record of the three days of racing follows:

Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C. Beverly Y C
Races: 12 3 Races: l' 2 3

Tolly Roger 5 6 5—16 Quakeress 6 5 6—17
Indian 2 4 4—10 Terrapin 4 3 3_io
Whistle Wing... 3 2 1— 6—32 Sylvia 1 0 2—3—30

Sachem*s Head V. C.

sachem's head^ n. y.

Tuesday, Aug. 5,

The third race for points in the series of the Sachem's
Head Y. C. was sailed on Tuesday, Aug, 5, The con-
test of the day was among the Seawanhaka knockabouts.
Frances eventually won out only 2s. ahead of Katty-
wynk. The same time separated Senta and Midge,
third and fourth boats respectively. Senta leads in the
.series with seventeen points. Midge and Gloria are tied
for second place with fifteen each. The summaries fol-

lows
Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 10:13.

„ „ _ . ,
Finish. Elapsed.

Frances, C. G. Lincoln 11 59 18 1 40 18
Kattywynk, J. J. Phelps 11 59 20 1 46 20
Senta, R. C. Mitchell.." 12 00 23 1 47 23
Midge. W. E. Peck

, .,12 00 25 1 47 25
Gloria, E. C. & R. B. Seward ..12 02 06 1 49 06
Ariel, Forbes Hawkes .12 02 59 1-19 59

"

Thelga, C. B, Clark 12 03 36 1 52 36
Sachem's Plead One-Design Class—Start, 10:1?.

Kydart, Elliot 12 23 39 2 r^S 39
Possum, S. W. Sharp 12 30 03 2 ]2 03
Chipmunk, T. E. Wayland 12 58 08 2 40 08
Goorhka, J. P. Elton 1 18 00 3 00 00

Dories—Start, 10:23.

Gretchen. W. H. Deming 11 29 05 1 06 05
Hunky Dory, Thomas Prentice 11 50 25 1 27 25

The winners were Frances, Kydart and Gretchen.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

Seawanhaka Fifteen Footers.

The race committee of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y.
C. report that at the meeting of those interested in the
proposed class of "Seawanhaka fifteen-footers," held at
the clubhouse July 26, the following members agreed to
build in the class: Henry C. Rouse, Daniel Bacon,
Henry H. Landon, Emlen Roosevelt, C. W. Wetmore,
Franklin A. Plummer, Frank J. Gould, Johnston de
Forest, William J. Matheson, Colgate Hoyt, James R.
Burnett, Frank D. Pavey, Percy K.^ Hudson, Walter
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James, Commodore Alexander Van Rensselaer.

Others, among whom are the Messrs. L. L. Lorillard,

Jr., and E. S. Willard„' 'have intimated that they will

probably build.

In addition to the above; many members of the Phila-

delphia Corinthian Y. C. have signified their interest in

the class, and it is confidently expected that Commo-
dore Van Rensselaer's order for one of the boats will be
only the first of a number .to be built for inembers of that

club.

Commodore Robert E...Tod, of the Atlantic Y. C,
has signified his interest, and intimated that perhaps the

class may become popular in the Atlantic Y. C.

The interest aroused seems to justify proceeding at once
with the construction of the boats. Contracts will be
signed at once for the construction of these boats al-

ready ordered.

Seawanhaka Cup.
Challenger—The Bridgeport Y. C, Bridgeport, Conn.

Defender—The Royal St. T^awrence Y. C, Montreal
and Dorval, Canada. Conditions of match: Boats iiot

to exceed the 25ft. class under Seawanhaka rule and not
to carry more than 500 square feet of sail. General
conditions, including scantling restrictions, same as last

year. Five races to be sailed if necessar}', one alternate

triangular and windward and return courses, three races
to be won to secure the cup. Crew limit four men,
total weight r.ot exceeding 650 pounds.
The Tecun-.sth selected by the Bridgeport Club as its

representative boat, has already been described in For-
est AND SxiiEAM, her superiority over air competitors
in the trial races making her ^election a foregone con-
clusion. Buih by Jones on Lake Oshkosh, she is a
typical scow of the type so successful on the small west-
ern lakes. She is not pretty, she is out of place in a

fresh breeze and sea, but in light to inoderate weather,
when it is possible to keep her under delicate control,
and sailing at her best angle of heel, she is fast and at

times capable of great bursts of speed. The inspection
by the judges showed that the builder had honestly lived
up to the construction requirements, and she stood the
hard pounding in the first and third races without ap-
parent straining.

The defender Trident, the second of two boats built
this year, is not a wide departure in general model from
the Duggan boats of, the last two seasons. Compared
with Tecumseh, she is deeper and with flaring sides,

giving much more power to carry sail. Trident has a
handsome spoon bow. Tecumseh a shovel nose. Trident
was originall}^ fitted with three boards—a main center
board and one in each bilge set at an angle which made
the lee one perpendicular in ordinary sailing. After
some trials the main centerboard was discarded and
entire reliance placed on the bilge boards. This and
nothing more apparently led to a lot of gossip to the ef-

fect that the Bridgeport Club would protest against the
selection of Trident. No protest was made, however, and
it Avould be difficult to discover grounds for any.
The division of the board is an old expedient, and

while the application in Trident was novel for a racer,
there is no rule against it, and no practical objection
to it.

As usual, tbe races were managed by three judges,
all selected outside the membership of both elms. The
renresentative of the Bridgeport Y. C. was Mr. Chas.
P. Tower, secretary of the Yacht Racing Union of Long
Island Sound; for the Royal St. Lawrence Club, Mr.
W. Q. Phillips, of the Royal Canadian Y. C._, Toronto.
The two judges selected Mr. Owain Martin, of the
Queen City Y. C, Toronto, who kindly consented to act
as the third. The club steamer St. Louis, was used for
starting and timing, and Mr. Post, of Ogdensburg,
placed his steam yacht Karma at the disposal of the
judges for logging the windward courses.

Thursday, Aug. 7.

Both boats being ready, sails were measured in the
morning by the judges, the figures being as follows:

Official Measurements.

; Tecumseh. Trident.
Gaff :i . 15ft. 4>4in. 13ft. 3in.

Boom . 22ft. 5 in. 24ft. oin.

Hoist . i6ft. S^in. i6ft. gin.
Leach 3Sft. o in. 32ft. 7in.

Throat to clew 26ft, oj^in. 27ft. 2in.
Area mainsail ^.369 sq. ft. 375 sq. ft.

Area fore triangle 99 sq. ft, 106 sq. ft.

Area spinnaker triangle . .202 sq. ft. 202 sq. ft.

Tecumseh being under the limit of working sail al-
lowed, raised her jib and spinnaker haUiard blocks and
was remeasured, not that it was intended to carry more
sail, but it permitted the headsails to be set high if

required in light winds.
A toss deeded that the first one should be to Avind-

ward and return. Fortunately, the wind was blowing
fairly down the lake, making it easily possible to log
two miles clear of all .'shoals and obstructions. The
boats were started at 1.35 with the wind fresh and a
choppy sea. Tecumseh had the advantage over the line
of both a lead and a weather bearth. but to the as on-
ishment of everyone, Trident simply romped through
her Ice and in a very few minutes established such a lead
as to leave no doubt as to tlie result except in case of
a breakdown. Trident traveled fast, cutting her way
cleanly and holding on well with her bilge boards. Tc"-
cumseh jumped and pounded, her heel was at times ex-
i..-sve, showing her centerboard, and naturally she
rc-ther footed, pointed nor held on with her competitor.
She lost four minutes on the windward work, but did far
better on the run back, the first round being timed:
Trident .2 17 S5 Tecumseh 2 22 02

The second round was but a repetition of the first.
Trident gaining steadily on the wind, some little of it
being due to a favorable slant, for, although the wind
was brisk, it was not perfectly steady, and the boats were
so far apart that slants and shifts counted—always
against the Tecumseh. so it seemed. The second round
was timed:

Trident 3 00 to Tecumseh 3 1105
When Trident had completed the third and final keat to

windward and had set spinnaker for the home stretch,

Tecumseh was over a mile to leeward and had not made
the weather mark b}^ the time Trident finished the race.

There was, in fact, more than the length of the course
between them, and as a spectacle the race had long
ceased to be interesting. The finish was timed:

Trident 3 33 21 Tecumseh 3 48 13

[The report of the subsequent races, owing to delay in

the mails, had not been received at the time of going to

press. Tecumseh won the second race Friday by im. 22s.

Trident won in Saturday's race; and again on Monday,
winning decisively by 5m. 27s. The Oshkosh Y. C. has
challenged for next year.]

Opitsah scored 10 points on the series, Persimmon 7,

Pirate 4, Daydreams and Raider i.

The score now stands; Persimmon, 28; Opitsah, 19;
Peterkin, 10; Daydream, 10; Pirate, 8; Raider,, 3.

Richard Derby.

Tarratine Y. C.
ISLESEORO, ME.

On Thursday, Aug, 7, the first of a series of two races

for the i5-footers was sailed. A first and second prizt

has been offered by the club, the scoring to be done by
a system of points. The course laid out was windward
and leeward, to be sailed over twice, and logged seven
and one-half knots. The start was made in the middle
of the windward leg and was a windward start.

Mr. Forbes' launch Firefly took up her position on the
line at 2:30 P. M. and blew the preliminary whistle at

2:35. Five minutes later came the final whistle, and the
boats crossed well bunched. Water Rat ahead and Lap-
wing and Breeze following closely. The wind was light

to the south'ard and gave little indications of holding for
the afternoon, but had strength enough to keep the
boats sailing along fairly well. Water Rat tacked to
starboard soon after the start and lost all her wind.
Breeze and Lapwing held along well together on the
port tack, Lapwing seeming to point higher than Breeze,
but not foot as fast. Breeze soon fore-reached her and
established a considerable lead. Water Rat was far

astern and seemed to be losing. Breeze rounded the
outer mark at 3:07:07, followed by Lapwing at 3:11,
and Water Rat at 3:14:30; all boats held their booms to
port on the run. Breeze gained, if anything, as did
Water Rat.
The leeward mark was rounded by Breeze at 3:54;

Lapwing at 3:58, and Water Rat at 3:59. Just as
Breeze hauled in her sheets for the second beat the
wind freshened into a very brisk blow and started the
boats along at a good gait. Breeze made long tacks
across the harbor, followed by the other boats. She
continued to gain, whereas Water Rat lost to Lapwing.
Breeze rounded the windward mark for the second time
at 4:28:30; Lapwing at 4:36:20, and Water Rat 4:39.
The run was uneventful, except that the wind died

down at the end of it, and Water Rat again gained on
Lapwing. Breeze hauled around the leeward mark well
in the lead. Water Rat and Lapwing being close to-
gether. The beat home was slow and fluky work, but
fortunately the boats did not alter their positions.
Breeze finished at 5:21:00; Lapwing at 5:30:15 and

Water Rat at 5:32:30.
The summary of times follows:

„ ^ . Finish. Elapsed.
Breeze, T. Lewis 5 2100 2 41 00
Lapwing, Kissel 5 30 1-5 2 CT 15
Water Rat, W. Markoe 5 32 30 2 r>2 30

Saturday, Aug. g.

The third race in the series for Dr. Derby's cuo that
has been postponed since last Saturday, was sailed on
Aug. 9, at 2:50 P. M. The course was a large triangle
three miles to a leg, the first being to windward and the
wind at the start light to the south'ard. Shortly after
the start, however, it increased to a heavy blow that
ran into an ebb tide and kicked up a nasty sea. The
starters, Opitsah, Pirate, Raider, Persimmon, Daydream
and Peterkin crossed the line in the order named". Pir-
ate was slightly to weather of Opitsah, but did not stay
there long and lost what little advantage she had. All
were on the starboard tack, but soon flung around to
the port. The boats were all getting different puffs and
none sailing on equal terms. Peterkin and Daydream
tacked to starboard again and headed under the islands,
whereas Raider went out into the bay on the port tack,
Opitsah, Persimmon and Pirate kept making short tacks
dead to windward. The wind suddenly increased to a
heavy blow, and Opitsah, Persimmon and Pirate took it

first, thus gaining a big lead. Daydream and Peterkin
took it next and Raider last. All the fleet but Raider
stood out into the bay in hopes of getting the benefit of
the strong ebb tide, whereas Raider sought smooth wa-
ter under the islands. It was an ideal breeze for a race
and the conditions made it a splendid thrash to wind-
ward. Persimmon passed Pirate and was in hot pursuit
of Opitsah, who was, however, too fleet for her in the
heavy sea.

Opitsah rounded the windward mark at 3:45:25, fol-
lowed by Persimmon at 3:45:28, Pirate at 3:46:00; Dav-
dream at 3:48:00; Peterkin at 3-57-32, and Raider at
4:00:57.

The reach to the second leg was one of the fastest ever
sailed up here. The wind was quartering, and all the
boats had about all they could carry. Pirate gained
fast on Persimmon, and it looked as though she Avould
beat her, Peterkin and Raider were far behind. Opitsah
rounded the second mark at 4:i5:55, Persimmon at
4:14:27; Pirate at 4:14:32, Daydream at 4:16:08. The
times of Peterkin and Raider were not taken.
The reach home was also fast, and again Pirate threat-

ened Persimmon. Both gained on Opitsah. Pirate was
sailing beautifully and had the leg been a bit longer
would have beaten Persimmon.
Opitsah crossed at 4:37:10, Persimmon at 4:38:16-

Pirate at 4:38:25; Daydream at 4:40:30. Peterkin d'd
not finish and Raider's time was not taken. The sum-
mary, start at 2:50:

r> t, -n TT • ,
Finish. Flpncod.

Upitsah, K. K. Daniels 4 37 10 1 47 10Persimmon E. Dodge 4 38 I6 i 48 16
Pirate, P. Metcalf 4 33 25 1 48 95
Daydream, J. W. Minturn 4 40 30 1 50 30
Peterkin, 1. Kissel Did not finish.
Raider, R. Derby Did not finish.

Great credit is due Opitsah and Pirate for the splendid
performances they made in the heavy wind -and seaway.

Western Yachts.

Macatawa Meet.

Chicago, III., Aug. 9.—Misfortime seems to have at-

tended the seventh annual regatta of the Lake Michi-
gan Yachting Association. On day before yesterday
something more than half a gale postponed the sailing

of the first race of the regatta. The Macatawa Bay Y. C.
having a course much more sheltered, on the inner bay,
pulled off the first of its events with five starters, among
these Macatawa, Raven, Defiance and Pi-oblem. The
wind was stiff and puffy at the start, 11:21 A, M,, and
the boats had bad heather of it. Defiance lost her jib

on the second leg and withdrew. The fight narrowed
down between Raven and Macatawa. Raven had the
race at her mercy, when, on the starboard tack close in

shore, Macatawa crowded Raven and forced her to leave
her course and come about, thereby losing the lead.

Macatawa won by 21 seconds. Raven filed a protest,
which will probably be sustained.
In the second day's races at Macatawa yesterday, Aug.

8, the bad luck seemed to continue, and the contests
practically broke up in a misunderstanding, which
amounts to complete confusion. The yacht Klondike
was sent to mark out the end of the second leg of the
triangular course, the buoy having drifted a mile or more
away by reason of the high seas of the night and day
before. Klondike held her place as stake boat for a
time, her her crew found the sea too rough, and were glad
to abandon the spot and get home. As a consequence,
all sorts of confusion existed as to the turning point.
Some of the boats even turned the old buoy, which had
drifted entirely out of its proper position. It could not
be said that any race was sailed. The heavy sea caused
several accidents. Snipe, Mildred, Red Devil and others
getting into trouble. The latter boat sprung a leak and
had to be beached.
Among the big ones, Vencedor finished first, La Rita

second, Illinois third. Columbia fourth. The race sched-
uled for to-day is to be sailed, barring accidents, over the
triangular course, six miles to the round and twice over.
Among the. Macatawas yesterday. Problem was first,

Macatawa second, Raven third. Accidents caused others
to withdraw from the race.

Third Day at Macatawa.

Aug. 10.—The last day of the regatta of the Lake
Michigan Yachting Association was' also unsatisfactory,
though from causes different from those which worked
disaster to the regatta on the first two days. A calm
came off and in the regatta only two boats were able to
finish within the time limit, 4^ hours. These were
Illinois and La Rita, which established superiority
enough early in the game to enable them to finish. Illi-
nois had 50m. to spare, but La Rita had a close thing
to get in under the t'me limit, having but 24s. margin.
Macatawa Bay Y. C. had trouble in pulling off its side-

walk races for similar reasuu-s. I-tr -f^a a d^riftmg taatch
throughout. Macatawa won with Raven second-, .The"
former boat now has two winnings to its credit on the
local cup.

The disputed race of the previous day was allowed by
the judges to stand in its earlier • unsatisfactory form.
There would seem to be little merit in a win where no-
body knew whei-e the turning point was stationed. Un-
der the ruling of the judges, Sallie won in the schooner
class, Vencedor in class i A, Illinois in class 2 A, La
Rita in class 3 A, Beatrice in class 2 B, Elinor 11. in class
4 A, Snipe in class 4 B.
The following summaries will cover the racing of the

meet for the different classes, all the events having been
unsatisfactory for reasons above cited.

Class 1A—Start, 10:15.
Finish. Allowance. Corrected.

Vencedor Did not finish.
*^allie Did not finish,

Class 2A—Start. 10:10.
Tjlino's, 2 00 00 0 00 35 3 15 00
Kaybosh Did not finish.

Class 3A—Start, 10:05-
Rita 2 34 36 0 05 22 4 24 14

Columbia Did not finish.
J^yniph Did not finish.

Class 2B— Start, 10:10.
Beatrice Did not finish'.
America Did not finish'.

Class 3B—Start, 10:10
Vixen Did not finish^

Class 4A—Start, 10:00.
Eleanor II Did not finish."
J^^iWred Did not finish;
Alpha Did not finish.
^nipe Did not finish;
Imp Did not finish:
Blackbird Did not finish.
Bacchante Did not finish.
2-eta

, Did not finish.
Vision Did not finish.

a T, ^. • x„ ' Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Brooklyn Y. C
BENSONHURST, L. I.

Satvirday, Aug. 9.

Open launch races were held on Saturday, Aug. 9,
under the auspices of the Brooklyn Y. C. over courses'
on Gravesend Bay. The winners 'in the different classes
were Gaviota, Ainericus, Isabel and Columbia.

It was rather a poor time of year for a large entry
and only thirteen starters came to the line. The races
were exceedingly well handled, however, and ably illus-
trated the possibilities of such contests under proper
management. The following craft competed:
Launches 15ft. and under—Gaviota, C. P. Rosemon-

Zmgara, Coburn Brothers; Rain-in-the-Face, T. Hatch'
Launches over 15ft. and not over 20ft.—Americus a"

P. Dunlap; Coyotte, Wells Brothers; Elsie, A F Knox-
Nemesis, F. D. iMaltby.
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Launches over 20ft. and not over 25ft.—Isabel, R. M.
Haddock; Jean, W. F. P. Feeley; Anna M., F. A. Meyer.

Launches over 30ft.—Columbia, C. H. Pope; Cora, G.

Ashton Kay; Mystic, R. P. Leavitt.

The Graef system of handicapping proved satisfactory,

fhe elapsed time in nearly all cases showing about the

relative merits of the contestants.

In the arrangement the boats are put in classes ac-

cording to length, and later beam and horse power are

taken into consideration in figuring allowances. The

contention is, that beside the evident handicap caused

by the difference in horse power, a narrow craft has a

distinct advantage over one of greater beam.

The speediest boat in the race was A. P. Dunlap s

Americus, winner in the class for launches over 15 and

not over 20ft She was built for speed purposes and is

4ft. 4in. beam. 17ft over ah, draws 4^n. water and car-

ries a 4 H.P. Palmer engine.

The two smaller classes sailed once over a triangular

course, between 4 and 5 miles in extent. The third

class covered the distance twice, and the larger boats

three times. Actual, starting time was taken. The sum-

maries follow:
Launcli€S—15£t. and Under.

Start. Finish. Elapsed Corrected.

Gaviota ....3 35 20 4 08 53 0 33 23 0 30 38

/fngarl ..Z" ....[... ' 3 35 43 4 15 12 0 .38 29 0 32 50

H ain-in-the-Face 3 35 45 4 10 30 0 34 45 0 34 45

Launches—Over 15ft. and Not Over 20ft. „ ^
Americus 3 40 54 4 08 15 0 27 21 0 24 00

PMe ::..3 40 28 4 12.34 0 32 OG 0 27 85

Covotte
"

3 41 11 4 08 38 0 27 27 0 27 27

Nemests 34100 41349 03249 02834

Launches—Over 20ft. and Not Over 25ft.

-r^abel 3 46 04 4 35 43 0 49 39 0 49 39

Teln ; : J ... 3 45 40 4 44 .51 0 59 01 0 50 34

AnniiW/ 3 4G 41 4 46 14 0 59 33 0 53 27

Launches—Over 30ft.

Columbia 3 56 46 4 59 56 1 03 10 1 01 36

MvstTc : . ...3 56 42 5 18 10 1 21 28 1 08 45

Com " 1* S 13 00 1 17 46 1 10 19

Shelter Island Y* C
SHELTER ISLAND HEIGHTS.

Saturday, Aug. g.

The regular club races of the Shelter Island Y. C. an

Saturday, Aug. 9, were gratly marred because of an ab-

sence of wind. On this account the course for small

))oats was considerably reduced, one leg of the regular

journey being sailed.

Howard Keim's Arrow won in the contest for class K
boats, crossing the line nearly a hali mile in front of

J. N. Lunning's Harp. The latter was disqualified for

not rounding one of the marks in the proper manner,

and second honors went to San Toy, belonging to Mar-

moii Edson. Psi, Andrew Bancker, owner, was third.

Snook, John Weber and Awa, A. W. Cochrane, did not

finish.
T-. . . 1 1 , f

The disqualification of Harp puts Psi in the lead tor

the trophies presented by Messrs. Weir, Edson and

Brigham for competition in this class.

In sub-class R, Guy Hutchinson's Eelskin won out

from much larger rivals, having nearly two minutes the

best of the other contestants at the finish. Winniwish,

H. N, Schickel, was second, and Duchess, Carl Dick-

hardt, third. Eelskin now leads in the point contest for

the season cud in sub-clas-; R-
, t 11

ihe annual regatta of the Shelter Island Y. L., for all

classes, occurs on Saturday, Aug. 16. A good entry is

expected.
"

—

—

Willow Rifle and Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., Aug, 9.—The Willow Rifle and Gun Club held its

annual picnic and prize shoot on Aug. 3, at Schelle's Grove, Lin-

coln and Lawrence avenues. The shoot as well as the picnic was
the most successful one ever held by any short-range rifle club in

the West. The weather was fine, and consequently the picnic was
well attended by shooters from all over the city, accompanied by
their families and friends. Shooting commenced at 9 A. M. and
closed on account of darkness at 7 P. M. Four hundred scores

were shot by about fifty shooters for tKe twenty-two prizes, which

consisted of
" two solid gold medals and twenty merchandise prizes,

some of which were a Stevens target pistol, parlor lamp, 100

Peters Ideal shells, hunting knife and sheath, cut-glass ice-water

decanter, photo album, etc. The booby prize was a comical doll

made of sea weed, which was won by one of the five lady con-

testants, Miss Roushe.
. , . ,

The first prize, gold ^medal, was won by Geo. Spnngsguth with

the extraordinarily goo'd score of 74, 73, 73—220.

The second gold medal went to Alf. Rieckhoff with 72, 71, 70—213.

I. W. Grace won third with 72, 68, 67—207. The seven others

of" the tirst ten prizes were awarded as follows:

Fourth W Wittmeyer, 206; fifth, F. M. Garden, 202; sixth, Chas.

Oestreich, 2i)l; seventh, Phil Wagner, 199; eirghth, Nitche, 197;

ninth Von Tesmar, 196; tenth, Klinkert, 193.

The shooting was at 75ft., any .22cal. rifle; lens sights and palm

rest not allowed. Target was the target of honor, with a 2in.

black and ^/4in. bullseye center. Vain, rings. Bullseye possible

single shot counts 25. Three shots at each target; the best three-

shot scores of each shooter to count for prize.

Shooting Committee: Alf. Rieckhoff and S. Fischer.

Aug. 23.—Westwood, N. J.—Tournament and clam bake of the
Westwood Gun Club. E. L. Greenin, Sec'y-
Aug. 26-27.—Peru, Ind.—Peru Gun Club's sixth annual mid-

summer tournament, at Bass Lake. Frank Dunbar, Sec'y.
Aug. 26-29.—Okoboji, la.—Amateur shooting tournament, under

management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.—Haverhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-28.—RufTsdale, Pa.—Ruffsdale Rod and Gun Club's first

annual two-day target tournament. Added money, $30. Rose
system. Lloyd H. Ruff, Sec'y.
Aug. 30.—Watertown. Mass.—Fi«t all-day open tournament of

the Watertown Gun Club. Chas. H. Philbrook, Acting Sec'y.
Aug. 29.—Pleasant Hill, Mo.—Sixth annual merchandise and

sweepstake tolirney. T. H. Cohron. Sec'y.
Aug. 30.—Watertown, Mass.—All-day tournament of the Water-

town Gun Club.
.Sept. 1.—Edgewater, N. J.—North River Gun Club's handicap at

100 targets, .$6 entrance, for new piano.

Fbctufes*

Aug. 14-15.—Greenville, Pa.—Alexander's second annual trap-

shooting tournament; $50 average money. John A. McNary, Mgr.
Aug. 14-15.—Greenville, Pa.—Alexander's annual target tourna-

ment.
, ^

Aug. 14-16.—Hamilton, Can.—Dominion Trapshootmg and Game
Protective Association's tournament.
" Aug. 14-15.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi and Louisiana Trap-
shooters' League target tournament. C. W. Walton, Sec'y,

Natchez, Miss.
Aug. 16.—Cape May, N. J.—Cape May nine-man team against

Philadelphia nine-man team.
Aug. 19.—Holyoke, Mass.—^Holyoke Shooting Club's annual

tournament. J. R. Blamy, Sec'y.

Aug. 20-21.—Kane, Pa.—Kane Sportsmen s Club's amateur target

tournament.
Aug 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club ; first day handicap (100 targets, 14 to 21yds. rise, open to

all) and R. I. clam bake; second day, regular programme.
Aug. 20-21.—Rensselaer, Ind.—Rensselaer Gun Club's tournament.

C E. Hershman. Sec'y.

Aug 21-22.—Milton, Pa.—Two days tournament of the Milton
Rod and Gun Club. G. Dal Fox, Pres.

Aug. 23.—Chicago, 111.—First annual tournament of the Chicago
Gun Club. G. V. Weart, Sec'y,

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The ijrogramme of the Milton, Pa., Rod and Gun Club's grand

tournament at targets and live birds, Aug. 21 and 22, has ten
target event.s, 10. 15 and 20 targets, on the first day, of which No. 7

is a merchandise event, with thirty-two prizes; 15 targets, entrance
$1; No. 8 is at 15 targets, $2 entrance, tinknown prizes, exceeding
entrance fee in amount. On the second day three of the eight
events are at live birds, each of which is at 7 birds, respectively
$2.50, $3 and $5 entrance. The- programme presents other in-

formation as follows: "Each day shoot to begin at 9 A. M.
Shooting to be done over a new magautrap, Sergeant rapid-fire sys-
tem. All ties in sweepstakes will be divided. Expert and paid
shooters can shoot for price of targets only. All moneys divided in
three purses—50, 30 and 20. One and one-half cents will be
charged for targets on all sweepstake events, included in entrance
fee. Dead birds will belong to the shooter, (irounds situated
east of city, at Rangler's Park. Club house and covered stands.
Hacks will be run from the Riverside Hotel, and will meet all

trains. Refre.shnients and loaded shells for sale on grounds. Guns
and ammunition sent: by express to G. Dal Fox & Bro., will be
delivered on the grounds free. The shoot will take place rain or
shine."

The programme of the Interstate Association's trapshooting
tournament, given for the Nappanee, Ind., Gun Club, Sept. 3 and
4, has ten events each day, alternately 15 and 20 targets, $1.50 and
$2 entrance, $5 kidded to the 20-target events. Lunch will b^e

served on the grounds. Targets, 2 cents. Rose system, ratios 5,

4, 3, 2. Guns and ammunition marked with owner's name, for-

warded to Carpenter & Hamblin, Nappanee, Ind., will be de-

livered on the grounds free. The Nappanee Gun Club will give

$50 average money, divided as follows: $10 to the manufacturers'
agent making highest average, and $5 to the manufacturer's agent
making second highest average; $10 to the amateur making highest
average, and $10 to the amateur making second highest average;
$5 to each of the three lowest averages. To participate in division
of average money the entire programme must be shot both days.
Free 'bus leaves the hotel for the grounds in time for the shooting,
which commences at 9 o'clock. Air. Ed. J. Bowers is the secre-

tary.

Mr. L. B. Fleming, secretary, writes us as follows: "The
weekly prize shoot of the Cape May, N. J., Gun Club, held to-day,

.Vug. 9, was won by L. B. Fleming with a total of 45 out of 50

bluerocks. J. W. Ilarvey was second with 44 and Barr third with
43. On Saturday, Aug. 16, beginning at 10 A. M., the Cape May
Gun Club will contest against Philadelphia shooters in a team race

of eight men on a side. Invitations have been sent to the shooters

of Baltimore, Trenton and New York^^ and a large crowd is ex-

pected. During the day sweepstakes will be shot, whith are open
to all. The Cape May Gun Club will offer several fine prizes, to

be given the shooters making the highest average for the day. All

shooters are cordially invited to attend. First class loaded shells

for sale on the grounds. Ship shells care of the Cape May Gun
Club."

The Wanderers, an informal body of New York city shooters

which recentlv banded together on lines first suggested by Capt.

A. W. Money, has great opportunities and possibilities for the

good of trapsliuuting il it follows the principle it first declared
prospectively. "This was simply to promote trapshooting and
good fellowship by going in a body to one club ground after an-
other in successive weeks, thus insuring a good shoot at one club
or another each week. To this, however, from their active be-
ginning was added a policy of financial profit to the

,
body. The

prospectus and practice were widely different. As there is a

,
possibility that the Wanderers in the near future may adopt a

policy of sport instead of a policy of bargaining and profit, we
suspend judgment for the time being,

The sixth annual merchandise and sweepstake tournament of

the Pleasant Hill. Mo., Colored Gun Club, to be held on Aug. 29,

has ten sw-eepstake events on its programme, alternately 10 and 15

targets, 75 cents and $1 entrance respectivelv. High average
prizes; first, $5; second, $3.50; third, $2.50; fourth, $1, and a

merchandise prize to low gun competing in all the events. Per-

centage system of moneys in 15-targets events; Rose system in

10-target events. The merchandise events are six in number, all

useful in the matter of prizes. The management extends an in-

vitation to white shooters, for whom an extra set of traps will be
provided. Much credit is due the management for its earnest work
and broad purpose to advance and uplift its people.

The programme of the Indians' fourth annual tournament and
pow wow, Sept. 9 to 12, Battle Creek, Mich., provides twelve
events each day—eight at 15 and four at 20 targets, $1.50 and $2

entrance. Cash, $900 added. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. The
Sergeant system will be used. Purses divided, 40, 30, 20 and 10

per cent, iii 15-target events; 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 per cent, in the
20-target events. Ship shells to Mr. John Parker, Battle Creek.

For programmes and information concerning this tournament, ad-

dress Mr. C. W. Budd, Des Moines, la. There are ten cash
prizes for the ten high guns for the four days, as follows: $20,

$15, $12.50, $10, $10, $8, $7.50, .$7, $5, .$5. All sportsmen are in-

vited.

The Pawtuxet, R. I., Gun Club, recently finished the scries of

twelve contests for silver spoons. The best six scores were to

count. There were eight prizes, won as follows: First, W. H.
Sheldon, 123 out of 150; second and third, J. Armstrong, Jr., an'd

Dr. Inman, 120; fourth. F. Sherman. 118; fifth. W. Stamton, 116;

sixth, J. Willis, 113; seventh, Ray Sheldon, twelve years old, 95;

eighth, W. Monteith, 78. The Kent County Championship trophy

was won by Dr. Hammond, one of the best shots of Rhode Island.

Mr. Barstow, who tied him, was incligible.

*^

The list of merchandise prizes to be awarded at the Interstate As-
sociation's trapshooting tournament, given for the Brunswick Gun
Club, Aug. 13 and 14, is varied and valuable. There also are

high average prizes for each day. Competitors will be divided

in Classes A, B and C. respectively 90 per cent, or better, 80 to

90 per cent., and Class C will include all others. Distances, 22, 19

and 16 yards. Entrance fee $1, re-entries unlimited, high guns. The
committee on prizes is Messrs. Geo. B. Webber, Oscar B. Nason
and Samuel Whitmore.

The programme of the Rensselaer, Ind., Gun Club's first annual

tournament, Aug. 20 and 21, provides fifteen events the first day,

fourteen on the second day, a total of 200 targets, $20 entrance

each day. Three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Shooting com-

mences at 9 o'clock. The gold medal contest is open to residents

of Jasper, Pulaski and White counties. Targets 2 cents. All

shoot from the 16vd. mark. All known 90 per cent, men barred.

Loaded shells can be obtained on the grounds.

H
Mr L. W. Graves, secretary, North Adams, Mass., luider date

of Aug. 11, writes us as follows: "We have started a club here

under the 'name of North Adams Gun Club. The officers are:

President Mr. E. H. Pratt; Vice-President, Mr. Albert Hawkins;
Secretary," Mr. L. W. Graves; Treasurer, Mr. F. J. McHa'le; Cap-

tain Trap Team, Mr. A, J. Adams; Captain Rifle Team, Mr. Chas.

Hamel. We have secured good grounds, and have three traps

set and a 200yd. rifle range."

Mr. John M, Lilly, of Indianapolis, Ind., writes us as follows:
"After an extensive correspondence with the prominent shooters
throughout the country, we have decided to make the fees for
admission to the National Gun Club, for charter members, as fol-

lows: Membership, initiation and dues to and including Dec. 31,

190,3, $2; annual dues after that date. $1.'"

Mr. Everett Brown, of Pleasant Grove, Ind., writes us as follows:
"I wish to notify the trapshooters that we have organized a gun
club at Rensselaer, Ind., with twenty-nine members. The club is

doing well, and I think we will have forty members in a short
lime. 1 send vou programme of shoot, to be held on Aug. 2<)

and 21."
"

The Hell Gate Gun Club Annex, the target shooting contingent
of the Hell Gate Gun Club, held its first shoot at Dexter Park,
Urooklyn, L. I., on Friday of last week. Nearjy all the events were
team races. The regular shooting days of the Annex are the sec-
ond Friday of each month, excepting July and December.

Mr. J. T. Atkinson was high average on each day of the later-
state Association's two-day tournament, given for the Columbian
Gun Club, of Marietta, O. He scored 181 out of a possible 190 on
the first day, and 177 out of a possible 190 on the second day, a
fraction over 94 per cent, for the total of the two days.

The Baltimore. Md., Shooting Association contemplates giving
an open shoot in .September next, the date of which will be an-
nounced later. The main contest will be for a cup, open to all.

The average system of handicapping will be used.

On the first day of the Burmister and Klein tournament, Mr.
Fred Gilbert broke 200 straight, the total of the entire programme.
On the second day he lost 9 out of 200; thus he scored 391 out Of
400 for the two days, a total of .977 per cent.

Mr. C. F. Lambert, of Lynn, Mass., contemplates a change of
domicile to Syracuse, N. Y., some time the latter part of this
year. No doubt he will imbue that section with the trapshooting
enthusiasm for which he is noted.

On Sept. 1, Labor Day, the North River Gun Club, of Edgewater,
N. J., will hold a handicap at 100 targets, $6 entrance, targets in-

cluded, for a new piano.
Bernard Waters.

Cinctonatl Gun Club.

Cincinnati, O., Aug. 2.—Two matches were .shot on Friday,
Aug. 1. Herman and Geo. Osterfeld shot a race at 60 targets -for

a private stake; George managed to win out with his handicap of
20 added targets. George's in-and-out scores are the result of
using three different guns.
The race between Ilerman Osterfeld and Van Ness was inter<?st-

ing all the way through. ' It was a tie at the 87th round, when
Van came to grief on his favorite target, a straightaway, and
missed two more of the same kind before his string was finished.
Van says 83 is no good, but if he shoots on these grounds he will

find out it will win more than lose at 18yds., barring experts, and
some of those have their troubles.
Hood Waters paid us a visit Saturday, and though he did not

break 'em all, he landed on top in the medal race, but stood at
16yds. Cincy is always glad to see the experts, and no one more
than the Superintendent. Come, see us again. Hood.
The sixteenth contest for the C. G. C. cash prize. The scores:

Waters (16) 44, Roll (17) 43, Harris (17) 42, Coleman (18) 39,

E. Trimble (18) 39, R. Trimble (20) 39, Van Ness (18) 39, Peters
(IS) 39, Gambell (18) 38, Hoosier (18) 37, Smith (18) 36, Butts (17)

36, Du Bray (17) 36, Falk (17) 35, Heyl (17) 35, Herman (17) 33,

J. B. (17) 30, Boyd (16) 29, Ahlers (18) 28, Braig (16) 27, Jack 0S)
26, Corry (17) 26, Brown (16) 25, Anderson (16) 24.

Fifty targets, two high guns, 18yds.: Gambell 43, Peters 41, Cole-
man 39, Roll 39. Van Ness 35.

Aug. 1.—Match race, 100 targets, $10 a side, 18yds.: H. Oster-
feld 83, Van Ness 80.

Match race, 60 targets, 18yds., handicap added targets: H.
Osterfeld 50. Geo. Osterfeld (20) 53.

Birch Brook Gun Club.

Lynn, Mass.—There are only three more shoots in the Birch
Brook Gun Club series, and in just what order the five highest will

finish is not easy to guess. At the shoot Aug. 9 some bettered the
totals of their eight shoots, and some did not. Hebbard was high
man in merchandise, with Straw a close second.

Events: 123456789 10 11
Targets: 30 50 10 10 10 5p 10 10 10 15 10

.Straw, 17 23 39 9 8 7 7 9 7 .. 12 ..

Rand, 17 21 36 9

Hebbard 18 24 42 8 . . 6 . . 7 7 9 . . .,

Dudley, 16 20 35 4 .. 4 7 8 .. 4 .. ..

Yelmah, 16 12 .. .5 6 5 2
Hastings, 17 21 35 10 .. 7 .. 9 4 6 .. 7
Rowe, 18 18 32 8 .. 5 2 5 .. 6 .. 4

Mose, 16 5

.Stevens, 16 , 6

Riley, 16 - 8 .. 12

No. 1 is handicap distance; No. 2, merchandise; No. 3, medal.
Henry Rood, Sec'y.

Ossining Gun Club.

UssiNiNG, N. Y.—Herewith please find scores of the Ossining
Gun Club, made at the regular weekly shoot, Saturday, Aug. 9.

'That the time for the bake and big handicap of this club, Aug.
20-21, is drawing near has been brought to our mind by the arrival

of several boxes of ammunition. The merchandise shoot on the
second day is taking on big proportions, about twenty prizes hav-
ing been received to date, with more to come:

Events: 123456789
Targets: 10 10 10 5p 10 10 10 10 5p
W Henry 3 7 4 7 10 8 8 fi 8

1 C Barlow 978687 6 68
C G Blandford 10 .. 10 8 9 9 9 10 .

.

A Bedell 10 8 10 6 ..

E Becker 9 10 6 9 ..

The striped bass fishing here is fine, plenty of large messes
have been caught. Thursday of last week tlie best catches were
by B. F. Kipp 29, J. Terwilliger 31, Chas. Washburn 23. ranging

size from Yz to 4V2lbs. C. ( . H.

Biltimore Shooting Association.

Baxtimore, Md., Aug. 9.—The attendance at the Baltimore
Shooting Association to-day was slim. The scores were ii(,l up' to

the usual standard.
In the club race, under the new handicap system, Edwards and

Biddle made clean scores of 50 with their extra target al.owance.

E. H. Storr made high score in the open events, breaking 93 out

of a possible 100. Scores:

Targets- 10 15 10 15 * 50 Targets: 10 15 10 15 * 50

Edwards 8 12 6 12 16 50 Biddle 10 8 7 12 15 50

Chew 8 14 8 14 7 46 Sterr 9 13 9 15 . . 47

Tones 5 13 .... 16 46 Street 811 10 12 .. ..

feoberts 5 10 12 17 44

* Allowance.

Cheapeake Gun Club.

Newport News, Va.. Aug. 6.—Mr. G. B. James won the gold

watch fob which was given by Mr. Harry Westacott as a trophy

to be shot for by the members of the Chesapeake Gun Club. He
w-on the trophy with the excellent score of 90 out of 100. Mr.
Thomas F. Stearncs was second with 86.

Each contestant was allowed 100 targets, the largest number in

any shoot ever held here. Some remarkably good scores were
made. A large number was on hand to witness the shooting.

Mr! E. S. Robinson, one of the best shots in the club, who was
expected to shoot, was unable to attend.

Following are the records of the seven trapshooters who com-
peted for the prize: G. B. James 90, T. F. Stearnes 86, Dr.

Charles 80, W. K. Stow 80, B. B. Semmes 79, H. Westacott 70,

F. T&ltaa 68. T. F. S.
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Shooting: on the Watef*
The Beardstown, III., Gun Club gave another of its unique

floating tournaments on the Illinois River, Aug, 7. The fact that

a good crowd can always be depended on shows how popular this

plan of tournament is with those who have once tried it. To-day
there were in all forty participants. The day was clear and cool,

but a gale blew steadily so hard as to make accurate shooting
impossible. Scores follow:

Events:
Targets

:

W Gilbert
Groves 10 10 11
Masters
Brennan 'i'

Workman

Wilson

1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 12 13 12 13 12 13 12 13 12

9 6 9 9 11 9 6 11 9 8 11

10 10 11 8 11 10 11 11 10 11 9

11 13 10 10 10 11 12 10 11 11 10

9 11 9 9 7 8 8 8 8 10 10

10 12 10 9 10 10 12 10 12 10 10

11 8 9 10 6 10 11 11 S 11 10

7 6 9 7 10 6 11 11 9 9 8

10 11 10 11 10 8 7 9 5

9 9 10 6 7 8
'9

8 n 2 11 11 7 11 8

6 7 8
'7

10

6 10 io
'8

10 8 9

6 5 3 6 6 8 1 7 6

12 10 . 9 10 11 10 8 10 11
9 9 6 11

Grant 9
Stucke 10
Hager 8
Mohlman"";..... .. 10
Pleger 8 ..

Hershburger 7 4
Henry 11

Scott
Todd
Rubley
Nye

8 .. 11 11 7 ..

10 10 8 12 7

5 11 11
.. 7 ^ .. 11

9 10 10 8
11 10 11
9 9..
8 9 11

4 12 9
8 11 12

11 10 7
9 10 11

Thompson .. .. 9 9 11
9 10 12 10 11 11

Estes
10 8

Lippert 9

Vandeventer 8
Lightfoot 4

10 11 11 11 10 10

Kraft
Grammer
Bauman
Fish
Peacock
W Grammer . . . .

^

Events: 12

'

Targets: 13

W Gilbert 13

Groves 10
Masters 13
Brennan S

Riehl ^ 11
Coleman 4
Grov? 10
Davis
James 9
Workman' 12
McCumber 12
Wilson 7
H Coleman 12
Cummings 11
Grant ,^ ..... . 6
Hager
Mohlman 9

Pleger 8

Henry 9
Scott 11
Todd 12
Rubley 12
Nye 13
Thompson 12
Estes 10
Lippert 11
Vandeventer 9
Lightfoot 9
Kraft 10
Grammer ...,^(...,.r>««».> 8
Bauman
Fish 11
Peacock
Peters
Elliott
McClane ..

J Estes

10

11 10
7 9
7
7
9

10
7

12
.. 10 10

.. .. 10

.. 12 11

.. .. 9

8 6..

9

8
'9

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
12 13 12 13 12 13 12 13 12
9 U 12 12 12 13 12 11 12

10 11 11 12 12 12 12 13 12
12 12 10 13 11 13 11
10 10 10 11 10 10 12 io 12
9 12 11 12 10 13 12 12 11

11 13 11 13 12 13 11 12 11
9 10 11 11 8 11 12 11 9

11 12 9

8 7
12 12 11 11 11
10 10 9
8 10 5 10
8

6

9

U 12 13 12 10 11 7

12
12 13 12 13 10 12 12 13 11
10 10 11 10 11 .. 9 11 6
10 10 11 10 11 .. 9 11 6
9 11 9

11 8

10 13
10 8 11
11 10 11 10
8 .. .. 7
10 11 9

.. n
6 5

9 10
.. 10

8
10

WESTERN TRAPS.

Chicago Gon Clob Toornament.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 9.—The Chicago Gun Club, of this city, will

give its first annual tournament on Aug. 23, and the event ought
to be one of general reunion to all the local shooters and many
who do not live in this city. We have, for obvious reasons, had a
very dull season in trapshooting, and it is pleasing to believe that

this little event will liven things up a bit for a time. There will

be two sets of traps, targets 2 cents. The tournament is open to

all, except that professionals and manufacturers' agents shoot for

birds only. The purses will be Rose system; $5 goes for high av-
erage, $3 for second, and $2 for lowest average to all programme
shooters. To reach the club grounds of Chicago Gun Club, take
Wentworth avenue cars to Seventy-ninth street and Wentwortli
avenue. This event will be targets only, twelve events of 10, 15
and 20 birds each. G. V. Weart, secretary, 115 Dearborn street,

Chicago.

Tom Marshall for Congress.

Advices are received from Monmouth, 111., bearing date of

Aug. 8, that Thomas A. Marshall, the well-known trapshooter and
immemorial mayor of Keithsburg, 111., has been nominated by the
democrats of the 14th Congressional district as candidate for

Congress. Mr. Marshall's great popularity in lower Illinois ought
to be of great service to him if he really cares to go to Congress.
Hitherto Tom has borne a very good reputation. If live-bird shoot-
ing were not forbidden in this neck of woods I doubt if he would
have time left to run for Congress.

E. HOUGB.
Hartford Building, Chicago. Ill,

Garfield Gtin CIttb.

Chicago, Aug. 9.—The' appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the first trophy shoot of third
series. In the trophy event Dr. Meek and T, W. Eaton tied on
24 each. Eaton won on shoot-off only by breaking 20 straight,

Dr. Meek 19. McDonald won Class B trophy on 23, and Eldred
Class C on 21.

The trophy shoot was immediately followed by a shoot at 15
singles and 5 pairs for the club cup, an elegant silver cup, gold
lined, valued at $75. This was shot on a distance handicap, from
14 to 18yds., and was won by Dr. Meek from 18yd. mark on a
score of 21. Rupel, a visitor, tied the score. The club cup shoot
will be a regular featpre of our shoots hereafter, A small entrance
fee will be charged each contestant:
First trophy shoot, 25 targets:

L D Price OOUllllOlllOmillOmU—20
C H Kehl 0111001110001101101100010—13

M F Wilson 0001101011WlllOOllOlim—15
Dr J W Meek 1111111111101111111111111—24
R S Leek 1111111111111110111101101—22
Rupell , 4i

1111111011111111111111111—24
F Barnard V.. 1111001110111011110111110—19
A D Dorman 1111111111111011101111111—23

A McGowan ..1111100110101110111111000—17
Johnson lllllllOllllllllimillOl—23
tichenor ; 1000111110011010001101111—15
Mrs L D Price 0010100000000000010000000— 3
T L Smedes OlllUOllimiOllllllllOl—21
T Eaton 1111111111110111111111111—24

M G Eldred.; 1111110111101111111101110—21

L Thomas i ; 1101110101111110101110111—19
A Hellman 1111111101111111101111111—23
W A Jones 10001001lOlOOUOllUlOUl—15
J McDonald .5 1111101111110111111111111—23

Shoot-off of tie:

Meek millllllllllllllll—20
Eaton inmmmiuioiii—IS

11 11 10
11 11 10
10 10 01
10 10 11

11 11 01
11 11 11
11 10 01

. 01 11 00
01 01 11
11 00 00

11 10 11

11 11 11

01 00 00
10 00 01

00 00 11

00 01 11

00 10 11
Dr. J. W.

11 01—13
10 00-17
11 00—14
11 01—21
11 01—18
01 10-21
01 10—12
10 10—11
10 01—19
01 10—13
01 10—17
00 10—19
01 00—11
10 10—18
11 10—19
11 11-17
10 10—17
Meek.

Cup shoot, 15 singles and 5 pairs:
Price 010000001011110
Kehl IIUIIIOOIIOIIO
Wilson 100011000111111
Meek .111111111111110
Leek 011011111010011
Hupel oiiioiumiiii
Dorman 001000101011001
A McGowan llOlOlOUOOOllOO
Johnson 101111111011111
Tichenor 001111010101101
Smedes 11*311011101110
Eaton llOOOimilllU
Eldred 110101101001110
Thomas 111111011111111
Hellman 110111111111111

Jones lOmoiOlHUUll
McDonald UlllOlUOlOlll

Nonpareil Gun Club.

Watson's Park, 111., Aug, 9.—This is a new club. It shoots every"
other Saturday for trophies and a $2 sweep additional. The sweep
is shot from scratch; high guns and ties shoot off for place:
Shoot No. 1: Mack 41, Kuss 45 Roll 45, Willard 47, Dr. Carson

41, Shaffer 43, Adams 47, Young 31, Barto 41, Simonetti 35, Lockie
35, Antoine 44, C. Von Lengerke (visitor) 36.

Ties, four high guns: Willard 13, Adams 12, Kuss 15, Roll 14.

Sweeps: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Shafter 9 6 9 17
Kuss 10 10

Roll ... J

Richards
Adams 10 10
Willard
Mack
Dr Carson 9 . . .

.

Lockie .,, 7 . . .

.

Simonetti 6 . . .

.

Barto 7 17 ..

Young S 14 15
Antoine 13 15
C Von Lengerke IS 12

20 20 23 14

9 10 10 18 18 20 14

7 8 9 20
20

10 10 17 16 21 11
8

Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were at 10 targets each, 50 cents entrance; Nos.
4 and 5 were at 20 targets each, entrance $1; No. 6 was at 25
targets, entrance $1.50; No. 7 was at 15 targets, %\.

Ravelriog.

Interstate Tournament at Marietta*

Marietta, O., Aug. 9.—The Interstate Association tournament
given at Marietta, O., Aug. 6 and 7, under the auspices of the
Columbian Gun Club, was a most successful affair. Something
over thirty shooters, but three of whom were manufacturers' agents,
took part in the tournament. There was not a hitch of any sort,

and everything went like clock-work from beginning to end. The
cashier's office was in charge of Mr. W. M. Bryant, of Elwood
City, Pa., and ten minutes after the close of the last event he was
ready to pay off the dift'erent winners.
The Columbian Gun Club is one of the oldest organizations of

the kind in the State of Ohio, is composed of first-class, genial
sportsmen, and is represented by the following officers: Peter
Schlicher, Jr., President; J. M, LofHand, Vice-President; Charles
Bailey, Secretary-Treasurer, and George L. Alford, Captain.
The club house and shooting grounds are situated on the Fair

grounds, overlooking the Muskingum River, and surrounded by
beautiful trees, affording, as they do, shade for all who attend
the tournaments. The grounds being but ten minutes' ride from
the heart of the city, are easilj' accessible by trolley lines.

Shooters were present from different sections of the country.
All expressed themselves as highly satisfied with the treatment
which the local boys accorded them.
The opening day was an ideal one for shooting, with the excep-

tion of two showers of rain, which delayed the competition for a
short time. J. T. Atkinson made high average for the day, with
E. M. Stout second, and T. H. Bibbee third.
The second day, like the preceding one, was a fine one for

making good scores, yet for some reason the scores did not rank
high; this was especially the case with the manufacturers' agents,
and caused them to receive some good-natured "joshing." At-
kinson was again high man for the day, with Schlicher and
Bower tied for second place, and Stout ond Lang tied for third
place. The scores of both days follow:

Aug. 6, First Day,
Events : 1
Targets : 15

Bibbee 15
Sperry 12
Nelson 11
Schlicher U
Bailey 11
Cole 13
Hobbs 13
Smith 9

Du Brav 13
Alkire 9

Bower 12
Watson 12
Atkinson 14
Cochran 13
Stout 15
Gambell 13
Squier 14

Don Minto 12
Trimble 12
Lang 14
Shafer 13
Deecker 11
Deedrick 11
Mellor
Sla5'ton 11
Toffland
Funk

2 3
20 20
20 18
18 18
17 15
18 18
17 15
18 17
15 17
12 9
17 12
12 16
17 15
17 18
20 20
18 18
18 20

16 10
15 15
16 14
19 16
17 16
14 12
13 10
9 13

4 5
15 25
14 23
7 19
13 22
13 21
14 21
10 20
11 20
11 ..

11 20
10 17
14 23
13 25
15 23
13 21
12 22
12 20
12 18
12 22
11 16
12 24
10 17
7 ..

10 12

6 7 8 9 10
15 20 20 15 25
15 19 16 13 21
15 19 18 13 23
12 17 16 14 21
10 20 19 11 22
11 18 17 12 18
11 16 16 11 18

12 14
6 12

14 19
13 19
15 20
14 17

15 18
9 17

12 13
11 18
13 17
13 17
13 16

18 12 23
12 7 15
17 12 20
18 13 23
18 15 21
16 12 21
20 15 23
18 13 20
14 12 18
14 14 18
19 10 21
20 15 25
15 9 ..

17 12 12 20

.. .. 8 4 19
11 15

11 13 15 10 15
10 11 16 10 25
10 13

Aug. 7, Second Day.

Events ; 1
Targets: 15

Bibbee 12
Sperry 13
Nelson 13
Schlicher 13
Bailey 11
Cole 9

Harris 14
Beechwood 8
Du Bray " 12
Alkire 11
Bower 14
Watson 14
Atkinson 15
Cochran 13

Stout 14
Gamble H
Squier 12

Don Minto 12
Trimble 14
Lang 8

Farmer Jones 10
Trapp 7

Deedrick
Toffland
Riddle
Ritchie
Senator

2 3 4
20 20 15
18 18 13
13 16 15
18 20 17
19 17 15
18 17 11
16 15 14
18 19 12
18 13 10
15 14 11
14 13 9
15 18 15
18 17 11
19 15 IS
19 17 8
19 19 11
17 16 11
IS 16 13
15 19 12
13 16 12
18 20 12
12 15 12
11 14 13
9 13 ..

.. 17 11

5 6 7
25 15 20

23 14 16
19 10 15
18 10 14
21 14 18
18 11 17
20 8 16
22 11 15
18 8 13
19 10 17
23 9 17
23 13 17
21 14 17
24 15 19

22 12 19
24 13 17
17 10 17
20 11 17
21 13 19
20 13 15
25 12 20
18 11 14
15 8 12

8 9 10
20 15 25
14 11 21
14 15 18
17 15 22
18 10 25
16 13 22
17 11 18
18 13 21
12 14 18
14 9 19
12 17 20
19 15 21
19 8 22
20 15 21
17 14 20
15 13 23
15 14 12
15 13 16
19 12 20
18 15 19
16 14 23
12 10 16
10 10 17

18 12
16 9 16

,. 20
,. 21

Shot
at. Broke.
190 174
100 162
190 158

190 163
190 154
190 150
95 76
70 41

190 152
190 116
190 163
190 171
190 181
190 163
190 178
190 148
190 143
190 151
190 154
190 173
165 119
70 41

155 86
40 26

190 136
95 72
50 23

Shot
at. Broke.
190 160
190 148
190 159
190 170
190 154
190 154
190 163
190 132
190 140
190 145
190 170
190 161
190 177
190 161
190 168
190 140
190 149
190 162
190 155
190 168
190 130
190 117
40 22
75 58
60 41
25 20
25 21

Chesapeake Gun Club.

Newport News, Va.—Although it poured down rain all yester-

day afternoon, the Chesapeake Gun Club held its weekly shoot
July 30, Some good shooting was done, although only a small
number of shooters were present. The scores were as follows:

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3

T F Stearnes 24 21 24 22

B B Semmes 20 21 20 21

G B James 22 20 23 19

H D Turner 11 15

J De Pass 17 12

IN NEW JERSEY.

Jackson Gun Club.

Paterson, N. J., Aug. 9.—In event 9 each contestant shot a
strange gun. Several members of the Wanderers were visitors.

The latter held an informal meeting, and elected a board of
Governors, The scores follow:

Events : 1 2
Targets

V'an Houten 5
Lenone 9
Bowker 8
Wright .1. 9
Stalter 4
Heritage 2

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 10 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

.. 7 9 7 4 •- .. •-

11 12 11 11 It 9 11 IS
8 10 9 8 12 10 5

3
7
6
8 10
8
8

G A Hopper 4 6
Morgan 7 H
G W Hopper 6 9
Doty .

^

Gerow
Lyon

.. 11 U 11 13
7 9

12 11 13
9

6 5

7 12 11
9 14 10 12
6 14 .. 8
7 8 11 9 20

Keystone 8 13 14 14 12 14 12 14
Reeves .. 8 13 11 14 15 11 13 12 21
Welles

10

14 12 10 14 12 14 14 19
Skelly 13 13 11 14 11 14 14 23
Everett 9 11 10 10 14 12 ..

Banks 14 14 15 13 13 15 9 2©
Powers 9 9 13
Brigham 14 13 15 13 11 12 14 2C»

14 12 13 14 12 6 22
9 12 14 14 12 14

Wise
Engle
Gruman

12

10 13 13 12 ,. 22
Gardiner

11

11 9 12 11 10 22
Van Vleet 4 4 .. ..

Gillett i.i,. ..9 6 7 4 ..

George , 10 3 ..

North River Gun Club.

Edgewater. N. J.—Two matches beside the regular sweep'
stakes were shot. The scores follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 15

5 8 8 8 9 n 10
1 6 4 4 10 7 11
3 3 5 2
6 7 7 8 9 9 6

8 6 9 7 8 14 10 12
8 7 8 6 12 9 8

8 8 6 3 3 4
4 9 9 8 7 8 is

Match between Fred Truax and Wash. Annett, 20 targets:
Truax lllOimillllOiOllU—17
Annett IIOIIUOOIOII1111111—16
Match between Fred Truax and C. E. Eickhoff, 21 targets:

Eickhoff 111100001111110000101—12
Truax 111111111111111100111—19

Clearview Gun Club.

Fairview, N, J., Aug. 9.—The club grounds are pleasantly
situated on the boundaries of Hudson and Bergen counties, one
minute's walk from the railroad station.
The scores made at the shoot to-day follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 25 25 25 10 10 25 10

Con Sedore

15

18 14 7 .. 12 9
F Buttler

19

21 19 .. 9 23 5
E B Smith

14

16 14 6 .. 12 4H Krug , 16 17 17
L Lambrix

19

.. .. 5 .. .. 7
G Dodds

19

.. 10 8 ..

H Brinkerhoff 4 7.. 6
E Schomp 3 ,. ..

Twenty-five target handicap for a Powers brass cleaning rod,
presented to the club by Henry Krug; entrance 25 cents. All
money went to club: E. " B. Smith (8) 17, F. Buttler 21, Chas. ^

Sedore (6) 25, G. Dodds (4) 21, H. Brinkerhoff (9) 22, Con. Sedore
(6) 25, H. Krug (5) 25, L. Lambrix (5) 19, C. D. Williamson (9)
18, R. McLees (4) 21.

Shoot-off, miss-and-out: Chas. Sedore 1, Con Sedore 0. H.
Krug 0.

'Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich.—The regular shoot, Aug. 9, was much enjoyed
by llie members present, and the goodly number of visitors,
among the latter being old Mr. Osmun, of Pontiac, who did his
first event of 15 straight. Maybe his forty years of shooting has
helped to keep him strong and affable as he is and pleasant to
meet.
In the club event of 25 targets, in spite of that killer of good

scores losing the first, Henry Guthard, Class B, ran 23 straight
and missed his last. If he hadn't dropped the first he surely
would have got the last, and no one would be more welcome to the
silver cup. Shiell won in Class A with 22, and Ford in Class C
with 18. Following are the scores:

12

Events

:

Targets

:

Brodie 6 8
Shiell 6
Guthard 3 9
Hitchcock 8 5
Bachmann 5
Barthe!
Ford 9 7..
Leggett 4 .. 8 ..

tcane
hafer 8 11

Bent 7 .. 12
Buxton 10
Chapman .. 14
Osmun 15
Calow 11

5 9 10 11
10 10 10 15 10 15 15 15 25 25 25

9 8 13

12 10
4 4

2
.. 5
.. 2
.. 9

8

8 13 10 13
10 ..

U

15 22 19
22
23
19
9
14
18
9

10

.. .. 13
8 .. 11 .. .. ..

9 16 15
9 .. .... 12 9

Dover Sportsmen's Association.

Dover, N, H.—The soft west wind that blew over Gage's Hill,
the white clouds in the eastern sky, interspersed with great
splashes of blue, made an ideal day for shooting at targets at the
grounds of the Dover Sportsmen's Association, Aug. 9.

That the contestants enjoyed the meeting and were satisfied with
the results of their efforts, go without the saying.
To the surprise of all, little Dixey alighted from somewhere

with her flying machine, dismounted and advanced to the firing
line, smashed the first two objects of art into the dust whence
they came, although she modestly said that she could not hit "a
flight of barns." Then her good man Charlie, not to be out-
done by hrs spouse, advanced alone with sangfroid, drove the
broken pottery in minute fragments to settle amid the luxuriant
grasses that grow at the foot of Gage's Hill.

Frank blew his horn, challenged the best among us. Captain
Nat advanced to the contest, and although he did not win, he had
a good run for his money. - One cannot win when the other fellow
is selfish enough to break them all—15 straight..
The summary—well, that is immaterial—we found what we

sought—social converse, health and pastime. D. W. .H.

F.F.S.

Bristol Gun Club.

Bristol, Conn., Aug. 6.—At the weekly shoot of this club held
on Saturday, Aug. 2, the following from the Colt Gun Club, of
Hartford, were present and participated: R. Hollister, L Hub-
bell. R. McFetridge, S. Colt and J. Alger.
Scores, 50 targets per man: A. F. Rockweir47, H. J. Mills 45,

R. McFetridge 44,^ J Alger 41, W. Moran 41, R. Hollister' ,40.
F. L. Fairbanks 36, S. Colt 34, E. R. Simons 34, L. Hubbell 33,

§• ^f<?o^ f.' ^r \,'^^T^ 29, A. H. Porter 28, W. Casey. 27, E. R.
Burwell 23, W. H. Merritt 19.
R. McFetridge broke his last 25 birds straight. There will be no

club shoot this week, as all members are invited to attend the
Colt Gun Club shoot in Hartford. There is quite a friendly
rivalry existing between these two clubs, and no doubt some in-
teresting matches may result before the season closes.

DUXB.
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Lafayette Tottmament*
Lafayette, Ind., has been noted for many years for its large

well-conducted tournaments. They are ever popular with the State
shooters and also draw from all the adjoining States.
This year is memorable as being that in which was held the

sixteenth annual tournament. It drew shooters from Illinois,

Kentucky and Ohio. There has been a great deal of shooting in
Indiana this year, yet the shooters do not seem to tire. They
were here from almost all the towns in the State. In all, there
were over sixty shooters present, yet I am sorry to mention that
a number of those who came on the first day shot in a few events
only and then sought early trains for home. This can be ac-
counted for in this way : there wa.s a strong wind facing the
shooters, and the targets were quite uncertain in their flights.

Then the traps were screwed up so that the targets were alighting
in the next township, and as the • boys could not get in the
money, they declined to shoot.
The dates were Aug. 6 and 7.

The rules provided for the Sergeant system, American Associa-
tion rules, revised. What the revised rules were was hard to find
out. Part of the time the Interstate ' rules were used, and a part
of the time the old American rules governed.
The grounds are first class. They face to the northeast and are

situated quite near the street car line. There is nothing elaborate
in the way of club house and amphitheater such as the old grounds
were provided with, yet the small club house was ample for office
work. There was a large tent provided for the shooters, with
tables and benches.
The club has not a large actual membership such as it once had,

but the same men are at the head, as they have been for about
ten years, viz.: M. W. Thompson, President; Dr. J. W. Mullen,
Vice-President; Jas. Blistain, Secretary; Louis Krauss, Treasurer;
Alva Livinguth, Captain. Of these, Krauss and Mullen have given
up shooting, owing to imperfect vision, but Thompson, Blistain
and Livinguth are the same old target smashers of yore. They
shot in every event. Blistain also kept the books, yet he made
a few straight scores just to keep the boys thinking of him..
"Slow's" system of bookkeeping was -well worth copying, and if

adopted would save much work and delay in figuring and paying
out the money.
Using but one set of traps, the programme was not finished at

sundown, and three events were carried over to the second day.
Considering the wind and flight, Thompson, who was high man
with but 14 goose eggs, while Phellis was second and Kirby third,
some of the regular old-timers like Partington fell away below
their average.
Following is a list of those present: M. S. Wills, N. Judson,.

Ind.; W. W. Washburn. New Richmond, Ind.; J. G. Miller,
Oxford, Ind. ; John A. Sutton, Otterbein, Ind. ; las. T. Crane,
Joe Bourell, J. C. Axtel, and A. T. Jacobs, Earl Park; C. E.
Hershman, Ransaleer; T. J. Blessing, C)xford; Dr. J. A. Martain,
Lafayette; J. W. Murphy, Morocco; A. G. Sheets, and G. W.
Dewey, Wingate; C. E. Adamson, Muncie; C. B. Lamb. Attica;
Joe Blistaine, Lafayette; Mr. Flynn, N. Manchester; J. M. Lilly,

Indianapolis; Frank Sn}'der, Crawfordsville; C. B. Hind, Lafay-
ette; C. W. PhelHs, Cincinnati, O.; H. M. Clark, Wabash, Ind.;
E. H. Tripp, Indianapolis; J. R, Johnson, Greenhill, Ind.; Sam
Gay, Shodeland; W. T. Knowles, Mount ISIorenci; W. F. Baker,
Greenville, O. ; John W. Cooper, Indianapolis; Ed Vories, Craw-
fordsville: Dr. O. F. Britton, Indianapolis; John Deitrich, Craw-
fordsville; M. F. O'Brein. Lafayette; C. M. Gay, Shodeland;
Max Stillwell, Crawfordsville; Gus Mohler. Indianapolis; H. C.
Meyers, tafayette; A. W. Kirb}', Greenville, O. ; Milton Forbs,
Muncie, Ind.; W. A. Wildhack, Indianapolis; Frank Dunbar,
Peru; J. W. Farrel, Muncie; F. B. Nichols, Meadowville; H.
Schumach, Muncie; T. Sherwood, Bedford; J. L, Plead, Peru;
H. Dando, Springfield, 111.; W. M. Glover, Bedford; C. O. Le
Compte, Eminence, Ky. ; M. W. Thompson, Lafayette; H. W,
Veitmeyer, Chicago, 111.; A. D. McDonald, Montpelier; A. Liven-
guth. Lafayette: J. T. Kinney, Chicago; W. B. Sayles, Indian-
apolis; W. B. Anderson, Mount Morenci; W. W. Bell, Hoopston,
111. The scores:

Fffst Day.

Events

:

Targets:
'Head
Kirby
Le Compte
Dando 9

Thompson 10
Veitmeyer 6

McDonald 7
7% 8
JJoi U !)

Kinney 9
Sayles 9
Sheets 7

Glover
Bell 8

Murphy 9

Adamson 8

Flynn 9

Butler 7
Slow 9
Anderson 8
Wilson 8
Johnson 8
Tripp 9

Clark 7
PhelHs 6

9 15
8 12
7 10

8 14

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 15 20 10 15 15 20 10 15 15 15 10 15
14 11 15 8 15 13 17 9 12 12 11 9 13

5 13 14 18 10 14 13 17 9 14 13 14
12 15 19 -9 8 12 19 8 13 11 13
14 8 17 10 12 12 18 9 9 11 14
15 14 18 9 13 14 19 10 13 11 14
13 12 16 10 12 12
9 12 13 6 9 12 16 7 14 13 .. 11

11 14 18 8 12 13 _S 11 14 13 7 .12

11 12 20 10 12 13 13 6 12 13 13 8 14
11 10 14 7 8 11 "

8 6 9 5 10 10 18 7

4 .. .. 6

12 8 12
10 11 18 . . 7
8 11 13 4 . . 11

10 11 .... 12 9 18 5 13 9 . . 9 12
13 14 16 7 10 12 15
10 . . 15 7 7 12 16
10 13 17 7- 9 15 19
11 15 U 8 10 ...

.

12 7 16 6 13 11 13

io i4 19 9 is n ii "sik is ii io ii
12 14 IS 9 12 12 17 8 11 11 12 8 11
13 14 19 10 14 14 17 10 12 15 13 8 13

8 12 10 ..10 9

9 10 11
S 11 12 15 9 11
9 14 ... . S 9

Total
Broke,

168
181
169
160
182
141
139
im
168
70
79

17
32
54
54
lie
185
104
165
lOfi

86
13

172
162
178

Second Day.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets : 10 15 15 20 10 15
Cooper 5 11 13 14 9 10
Voris 10 12 14 18
Helm 7 8 6..
Partington 8 11 10 16
Deitrich 9 13 13 14
Moller 7 12 8 17
Stillwell 6 11 13 12
Forbes 8 10 12 IS
Farrell 9 10 . . 17
Shumack 7 10 11 .

.

Farrell 10 ..

Knowles 7 . . .

.

B Gay 8 ..

Johnson . - 9 .

.

Tack 12 18
Williamson 9 .

.

Blessing 7 8
Heishman 7 13
Bonsell 11
Dunbar 9

O'Brein 12
Grain 10
Nichols 10
Jacobs
B Sayles
Lilly
Sherwood '.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 20 10 15 15 15 10 15
13 13
14 16

io is
15 17
13 15
13 14
14 17
.. 13

9 13. 12 9 7 14
9 13. 8 13 10 13.

5
7
7

5

13 13
12 ..

11 12 8 13

10 . 11
6 11

12 14

12 13 18 . . 12 . . 12 8 12

12 8 11
.... 5 9 11
12 16 8 9
14

887

8 11 5 9 .... 10 12
11

. . 12 3
14 7 11

12 8 IB

Total
Broke.

152
166
139
117
120
138
84

133
86
42
36

13
]8
14

117
40

40
65
25
32
32 .

19
65
11
15
32
33

The 'morning sun was bright, and the day promised fair, but be-
fore noon the clouds gathered and there was a slight rainfall,

which, howevei", delayed the shoot but a short time; but this was
sufficient to cause the wind to blow for the remainder of the day
and in a different direction from 3'cstcrday, and coming mostly from
behind, caused many a target Io jump douii and out of the load
of 71/2 shot. Especi.slly was the wind heavy during the badge
shoot; hence no phenomenal scores were made, and yet that ot
Phellis with 47 and Thompson and Glover with 46 were above the
average, if the conditions are considered. Several neAv faces were
seen on the grounds to-day, and many present yesterday were
absent. After the medal shoot was over the delegations from In-
dianapolis and Crawfordsville look their leave.
The center of attraction was in favor of Thompson to win the

diamond badge. He did win out, but with a struggle, as he was
tied by Glover, and had but one to spare in the shoot-off. This
is the first time dttring the ten years that the badge has been shot
for that it has been v/on by a member of the Lafayette Gun Club.
Thompson is nov/ the most prominent man in the shooting line in
the State, being president of the Lafayette Gun Club, president of
the Indiana State League, and v/inner here of high average for first

day, and the wearer of the diamond badge—good many honors for
one jjian, but he is modest and bears them all without undue
emotion. The scores:
Glcver 46 Farrell 43. Williamson 44, Dunbar 39. Pard 44, PhelHs

47, Clark 42, Mark 32. Slow 42, Washburn 40, Tack 40, Wildy 36,
Dando 45, Partington 42, Sherwood 39, Head 43, Kirby 41, Voris 45,
Le Compte 43, Thom.oson 46, Forbes 37s Murray

B. and K. Toatnament.
Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 7.—Burmister and Klein's two-day tour-

nament, Aug. 6 and 7, had about thirty shooters each day The
programme called for eight 15 and four 20 target events each day;
$7 was added to each of the 20-target events.
The tournament was open to amateurs only. Manufacturers'

agents were welcome to shoot for targets. Budd and Gilbert were
the only two agent's in attendance. The shooting was from one
set of traps. Sergeant system. A high wind each day made the
shooting quite difficult.

Gilbert was in fine form, and made a remarkable store, shoot-
ing the entire programme of 200 the first day without a miss and
losing" but 9 out of the 200 on the second day. On the last day
a 15-live-bird handicap was shot. A high wind prevailed. Some
of the birds were quite fast, but the majority were slow and hard
to make fly.

Aug. 8.—Klein will take a party of his shooting friends fishing,
and promises them some fine sport.

Aag. 6, First Day.

Events: 1
Targets : 15

Baldwin 12
Linell 14
Morrison 14
Kerr 10
Bird 12
Klein 15

J M Hughes -15

Mortensen 13
Barber 13
Maytum ,.,...4..... / 12
Selbhers 13
Rhoades 13
Culver 12
Campbell 12
Hartman 6
H H Van
Budd 13
Mrs Cop 10
Gilbert 15
B B Van 12
Burmister 13
Hinshaw 12
Shear 12
Dubb 15
Zinsburger 8
Berger
Johnson
Harker
Barron
Schuck
Blasdell
Snook
Swartz

2 3
15 20
11 11
14 18
13 18
9 15

11 17
12 19
13 19
12 16
13 15
13 15
15 17

12 15
11 17
13 17

9 12

4 5
15 15
.. 11
14 15
13 13
9 13
n 14
12 14

14 14
12 12
13 12
12 14
11 13
12 10
8 14

12 12

6 7 8 9 10
20 15 15 20 15

11 12
15 20

20 14
18 13
16 9
16 13
19 12
18 15
17 13
17 14
16 12
19 15
14 ..

15 11
17 12

14 17 13
15 19 15
14 13 .

.

14 17 13
14 19 15
15 19 14
13 16 14
14 IS 15
14 18 14
14 18 11

14 17
14 20

14 17
13 18
14 19

13 19
15 17
]o IS
12 18

13 12 11
7 20 13

12 15
14 15

10 16

12 13
15 20
10 14
10 15
11 20

13 15
la 12

14 13
6 4

15 15
10 12
13 15

12 13
12 11

13 10

IS 14
4 4

20 15
15 14

17 12
15 11
20 15
13 14
9 9

6 8 9
. . 14 13
..8 9

.. 13 13

.. n 7

13 14

10 ..

19 10
14 11

13 8
12 9
14 12
19 14

9 14 14
14 19 14
7 9 5

15 20 15
11 14 8
10 17 15
15 17 12
15 14 9

13 19 12
7 .. ..

.. .. 13

15 16

is 26

io is

15 16
12 19
14 17

Total
Broke.

isi
185

iri
182
189

170
176
173
176

isi
163

176

260

i62
162
172
165

15 19 12
12 .. ..

9 16 12
12 15 10
14 18 11
15 18 12

11 ..

ii is

13 9
10 14

is i4

Aag. 7, Second Day.

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20
14 14 12 12 15 13 13 14
12 14 12 13 15 12 14 15
13 20 11 9 17 12 12 16

10 12 12
9 19 8

13 19 14 15 16 13 13 17

14 16 11 11 18 12 12 16
13 16 10
10 14

12 17
12 16
12 19
13 19
12 18
10 18
9 7
15 19
14 13
11 11
13 19
12 17

12 13 18 11 15 19
12 13 13 11 12 19
13 13 17 14 11 16
14 13 16 12 14 19
11 13 15 14 13 17
14 11 12 12 13 19

i4 i4 i9 15 is ig

is i2 i4 io '9 ii
. . 13 18
13 12 18 14 14 17

9 1813 15 12 12 18 14
9 14
9

8 12 16
13 10 18

14 12 14

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15 15 20 15

Bird 12 10 14 12
Selbhers 14 15 18 14
Dubb 18 12 17 13
Culver 10 14 18 11
Campbell 11 12 14 8
McKelvey 15 15 19 12
Spear 10 11 14 11
Barber 13 14 IS 10
Maytum 9 11 13 14
Snook 9

Klein 15 13 16 12
H Morrison 15 13 15 15
Schwartz 14 12 19 12

J M Hughes 15 14 20 15
Mortensen 12 14 16 14
Budd 13 11 17 14
Mrs Cop 8 9 4 6

Gilbert 14 15 19 15
B B Van 10 11 16 10
Burmister 11 10 15 11
Harker 15 13 19 13
Linell 15 13 18 15
Schuc^k. 9 10 16 10
Henshaw 13 12 15 14
Pillsbury 11 12 15 11
Blasdell 12 .. 7
H Van
J McClelland
Nefzger

Fifteen live birds, handicaps 27 to 32yds.; $10 cntrarice, 40,
20 and 10 per cent.

:

Selbhers, 30 222222222222222-
Swartz, 28 222211212222112-
Budd, 32 .222111121211211-
Henshaw, 30 121121121112112
Gilbert, 32 221121121112112-
McKelvey, 29 . . : 222210221 121002-
H Morrison, 29 112111112222*12-
Shear, 28 112112111222120-
Klein, 31 222112221211122-
Linell, 29 ^ 222221111111222-
Mortensen, 29. .

.' 111121222222222-
Mrs. Cop, 25 111100112020222-
Burmister, 28 122212111121222-
Dubb, 29 0211221*1112110:

General averages of the two days:
1st day. 2d day.

Gilbert 200 191
Linell 184 178
H Morrison 185 166
Bird 169 155
Klein ....182 173

J M Hughes 189 184
Mortensen 170 169
Budd .176 164
Selbhers 176 168
Burmister 162 141
Henshaw 162 165
Shear 172 . 156
Dubb 165 165

Total
Broke.
155
168
165

181
156

173
166
172
184
169
164

i9i

iii

178

i65

Total.
391
362
351
324
355
373
339
340
344
303
327
328
330
Hawkeye.

30,

-15
-IS
-15
-15
-15
-12
-14
-14
-15
-15
-15
-11
-15
-12

Av.
.977

.905

.871

.810

.887

.932

.847

.S5f)

.860

,757
.817
.820

.825

Greenville Tournament*
Aug. 9.—Situated not far from the center of the State, which is

almost surrounded by the Great Lakes, may be found the lively
city of Greenville, Mich. There are enough shooting men here
to organize and maintain a good shooting club,, and to get in

touch with the shooters they advertised a tournament to be held
during the Good Roads Convention, which carried with it half
fare rates on all the railroads. The club is fortunate in having
enterprising officers, as Mr. C. H. Rich as president, "and Mt,
J. M. Fisher as secretary are a team hard to beat, both at
shooting and hustling shooters. These gentlemen were a little dis-

appointed in riot having more shooters present, yet most of those
who were here kept the trap going all day, though some of the
visitors found attraction.s in the base ball and other amusement.
that were "on tap."
As to iNlr. Fisher, to whom had been intrusted almost the sole

management of the shoot, and whose name will not appear in the
scores. 1 am sorry to mention that, while wrestling with a load of

targets he was thrown from the wagon by a sudden start of the
team, and falling on his shoulder, was so much shaken up that he
could not even be present on the grounds. However, as the trap
worked well—yes, too well, as its, throwing capacity was beyond the
limits of "fair targets"—and there was a good man in the office

to handle the cash-—and Mr. Rich was busy all the time when
not shooting—there was only one complaint, that of poor scores,
and that was caused by too much speed on the targets. Many of

the shooters put up their guns on this account and sought other
sources of amusement. Here the scribe feels constrained to re-

mind all clubs deserving to hold tournaments to avoid dates
which are holidays or when there is some other attraction in town.
Even the club members cannot attend the shoot on such days.
The club has good grounds, facing north, situated west of

town, easily reached by foot or wagon. While there are no build-

, ings, ample shelter in the way of tents was provided.
Among those present were A. D. Caldwell, of Flint, Mich,;

Max Flensler. Battle Creek, Miph. ; T. S. Cole. Hinsdale. Mass.

;

Dr, S, M. Gleason, Jr., M» Debtees E> A. Kemp, C. H. Rich and

J. M. Fisher, of Greenville; J. A. Skinner, John Beuchas, J. W.
B. Turk, R. C. Blackburn, of Cedar Springs, IMich.; W. W. Mc
Queen, Bay City, Mich.; M, H. Spanogle, Orleans, Mich., and
Geo. E. Flint, F. A. Wright, S. J. Case, and Luther Bishop, of
Carson City, Mich.
Mr. McQueen was easily high man and few straight scores were

made. The scores:

First Day.
Events: l
Targets : 10

Tiensler 9
McQueen 10
Rich 8
Skinner 6
Beuchas 8

Debree 7
Blackburn 5
Kemp 2
Spanogle 4
Gleason
Turk
Flint
Wright .

.

Case . . ;

Wallace
Middleton
Wolf
Anderson
Remer
Bishop

2 3 4
15 15 15
9 11 14

13 13 33

12 13 11
4 7

30 11
12
13

5 6 7 S
20 10 15 15
17 9- 11 13
IS 10 13 14
11 9 12 12

.. 7 14 13
20 8 12 13
.. .. 5 ..

9 10
15 25
14 21
14 19

12 21
13 24
13 22

10 12 12
12 11 10
9 10 10

.. 5

16
15

17
lb
13

12

9 10

8 18
14 19

11 17

8 H
9 ..

.. 4

.. 5
10
8

13

Second Day.

Events

:

Targets

:

Hensler .,

McQueen .

Rich

8 6
10 12 12 16
12 11 10 15
9 10 10 ..

5

Beuchas
Debree 7
Blackburn 5
Kemp 2
Spanogle 4
Gleason '

Turk
Flint 17
Case 13
Wright 15
Wallace
Middleton
Wolf
Anderson _.

.

Remer
Bishop

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10
10 IS IS 15 20 10 15 15 15 25
9 9 11 14 17 9 11 13 14 21

10 13 13 13 18 10 13 14 14 19
8 12 13 11 11 9 12 1^ 12 21
6 4 7 12 7 14 13 13 24
8 10 11 13 20 8 12 13 13 22

12 .. 8 18
. . . . 14" 19

10 .. 11 17
11

10
8

n

Interstate at Haverhill.

ITaveehill, Mass., Au^. 9.—^Those readers of your entertaining
paper who have no speaking acquaintance with trapshooting could
with reason be excused for thinking that instead of an Interstate
Association tournament, together with Manager Shaner and all

the "fixings,'-' there was to be just an ordinary tlwee-ring circus
showing in Haverhill, Aug. 27 and 28.

The committee who are doing the hard work are of -one opin-
ion, that some features of this tournament will caiise the prospect

• of a circus to look small in comparison.
Should the dreams of the said committee materialize, a certain

little lady shooter will grace the occasion. Miss Annie Oakley;
and should nothing serious occur to prevent his attendance, such,
for instance, as a radical advance in price of U. M. C. goods, the
President will be one of our number. President Roosevelt?
Oh, no! President of the Interstate Association, Dressei. During
the progress of the Association programme the committee will re-
spectfully suggest to those who find the time between events
hanging heavily on their hands, that they step due northeast from
the club house about ten paces, where the uneasy ones who pos-
sess a close-shooting gun and who have the capability of pointing
it right may secure some one useful article, ranging from a gold
coin to a tooth brush. Judging from present indications, Manager
Shaner will • have on his hands a large, healthy and boisterous
crowd.
The outlook for a good number of teams in the Interstate event

is excellent. New York and possibly New Jersey will be repre-
sented, while at least four of the New England States are a fore-
gone conclusion.

It should be well to remember this point. Express trains for
Haverhill leave Boston at 8 and 8:30 A. M.

C. F. Lambert.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

$100.00 Cash Prize for a Name.
I'or the new Daily Limited train to California to be placed in

.Service Nov. 1, 1902, by the Rock Island System and Southern
Pacific Company, via the El Paso Short Line. The competition is

open to the public, and conditions involve no fees of any kind.
For circular of instructions, address at once John Sebastian, Pas-
senger Traffic Manager, Rock Island System, Chicago.

Mr. A. H. Funke. 98 Duane street. New York, has inti-o-

duced a new model Mannlicher rifle, 8 mm. (.315cal.), known as
No. 3. It is made in 24, 26 and 28in. barrels, in genera! appearance
like the high-priced models, but the finish will be American style,
round barrel and plain stock, pistol grip and shotgun butt. The
new catalogue is now ready, and can be obtained on application
to Mr. Funke as per address herein given.

—

Adzr.

To get up in the dark, hunt for a match, find the lantern or
candle and light it, is to most of us an old story, and we know
what a nuisance it is. Such inconvenience is abolished by the
Evening Star Flash Light, which, by a mere pressure of the
thumb, gives a brilliant light. Every camper should at least see
the catalogue of the Electric Contract Co.

—

Adv.

The still-hunting shoes made by E. A. Buck & Co., of Bangor.
Maine, arc especially well thought of in the New England and
Adirondack woods, and will no doubt continue to be popular.
They are very easy on- the foot and at the same time it is claimed
for them that they are noiseless. They are said to be very use-
ful in light skiffs and canoes, which they never injure.

—

Adv.

There arc few gunners or anglers who do not possess among
their himschoid ornaments, mammals, birds or fishes, wliich are to
them tire visible representation of some especially happy day
afield. The glass eyes in most of these come from the manu-
factory of J. Kanofi'sky, who has been, for so many years an
advertiser in the Forest and Stream.—Adv.

Mitchel! rods have had a goodly fame among American anglers
for, lo, these many j'ears, and it is satisfactorv' to know that the
business so long and so successfully conducted by the father is

still carried on by the son., whose advertisement appears in another
cdl\iixxn.—Adv.

Most of us like to announce our membership in gun or
vacht club by wearing the pin or badge adopted by the olub.
Van Sise & Chapter, manufacturers of fine. Jewelry of this city,

make a specialty of designing and making such emblems.—

It is a good deal more than twenty years since the Thompson
hunting boots were first talked of. Their usefulness has stood the
test of time, and they are still popular and are now being adver-
tised by Mr. T. H. Guthrie, of Newark, N. J.—Adv.

Mr. W. Starling Burgess, the naval architect, of Boston, Mass.,
continues to furnish designs and plans for yachts. At the con-
clusion of the present racing season it may be imagined that a
great building season will set in.

—

Adv. - ,

'
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Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

J

B

5532 out Of 5765
TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

TARGEI S—nearly 96 per cent.

Such coniinued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
?! SMOKELESS POWDER.

i E.I.DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
§ WILMINGTON. DEL.
D
g

U N V The MAN
Who Shoots

The

Lefever.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur
of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Gun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It

will please you. Send for Catalogue.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and tlie Inte state Associat'ot
rales for target and! ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cove
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in namber and form, are arranged to mak«
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a recori

of the place date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for as targets. Bound in leather Price 50c. pcstpaii .

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

The World's Greatest

Shooting Record
Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lalre, la., since Jan. 1st, 1902,

has shot in competition at 5765 targets, breaking 5582

or 95.W, using a

SEND FOR
CATALOQUE.

PARKER GUN.
At Shot at Brolce.

Natchez, Miss , 400 896 99 %

Fort Dodge, la , 290 286 9S.6%

Lakefield, Minn., 205 203 99 X

Sioux City, la , 360 851 91 %

Dubuque, la., 360 8.51 97.5^

The "Old Reliable" IS Reliable.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

When writiiig say yotf saw the ad. in the Forest and Stream/'i

QUlCK-RELIABLt.

NEW_rPOISDORP SMOKEUff
M m% I • MOTOUN POWDEH

CLEANANDUNIFORM.NOTAPFECTEDBYANYCUMAre
WHEN ORDERING HAND fl^mr €• £. *

OR FACTORY LOADED ^naSX^jTiTOCaWeCiCr,
\

SPECirrHEW-TROISDORF.^^ sowiluamst.N.Y. '

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full

description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass.

FOREST AND STREAM

Trap Score Book.
The only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

f^ivisions of money.

4l llwiJ'y'gwJin Vef itm% a**^^^^

s

faced typ~. .
, ,

heavy ruling a...

straining of the eye^ j-

guish the lines of the so^.. ^ . .

sheet is perforated, so that

FORBST AND Stream's new Trap Score Book

will admirably fill the needs of clubs and contest-

ants in affording a means of keeping a faithful

"cord of contests. Each bools contains a generous

' tiber of sheets, so ruled as to make all the chief

ions of the shoot plain at a glance. For in-

, •, the horizontal spaces are numbered from i to

ry sixth line being distinctly heavier than its

1 .
• hence the squads are distinguishable at a

,
The perpendicular spaces are numbered

J. to 30, ample space first being left for the con-

nts' names and their handicap allowance,

avy dark lines are between each five spaces, and
'

i (numerals 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in heavy-

birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance. The

hts. However dark a nook the scorer may be in, no

of scores is possible on account of inability to distin-

the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each

readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet

firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent clubeach sheet is strong enough to h<

records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding.

The book is neatly and substantially bound in cloth, and contains 150 score sheets. The price is (i

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING

346 Broadway, New York.

COMPANf,



FOREST AND STREAM.
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IF YOU are thinking of buying a new gun

or rifle, or exchanging your old one, drop

us a line, giving us a description of what

you want and we will make you an interest-

ing proposition.

I

1

H

I
I

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOYELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

SelMoading

Pistols

m Carbines

t Automatic Carbine

Of Pistol

sre the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
;the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

vself-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive
\weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
;and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

jpenetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
.'Second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose
for full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
rand it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
\whoIesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

rand nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
Uight weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . S22.63
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAySER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger . . . . . . . . 50.00

r—"-^ m LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
- FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

" NEVER FAILS"

bmuListite won
(Grand American Handieap at Targets, 1902. Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average, 385 out of 400.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 91%. Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Illinois State Shoot, 1st average, 95^ (considering the Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

number of targets shot).

•Brooklyn, N.Y., June 7, 1st average, 91%, with 105 (AMATEUR RECORDS.')
straight.

Most Portable

and

Best Decoys

Made.

PATENT FOLDING TIN

"PLOVER" & "SNIPE" DECOrS
These decoys are made of two oval shaped

part« or sections, which, when closed to-
gether, make the exact form of the, bird.
They pack or nest one into another, so that
a box containing one dozen measures only
10 in. by 9 in. and 2^ in. deep; are nicely
painted to represent the bird.
Varieties made: Black-breasted Plover,

Green Plover, Red-breasted Plover, Twrn-
stone or Chicken Plover
and Yellowleg- Snipe.

Prices for Plover, |4
per doz.; Yellowleg, f4.50.
Discount to the trade.
Ask your dealer for them.

GOLDEN and GREEN PLOVER.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
107 Washington Street, - BOSTON, MASS.

Dealers in Fine Guns and Shooting Tackle.
Send stamps for catalogue and list of bargains in second-hand guns. Ask your dealer for them.

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD,

JLJ i ail JL ir^f\ '^^ CHAMBERS ST.,
. n. t-MU QL WW. , NEW YORK CITY.

Importers and Dealers in Fire Arms, Ammanitlon and Fencins' Goods
A PosUl brings "Shooting Faats" (Second Edition). Telephone 1747 Franklin.

Sol*
Agents,

A New English Gun.
"Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET
We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. "English guns' have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from 6^^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated guns of W. W.
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Certlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete mannal for Amatetirs. Containing plain and comprehendve directions for tlie constraction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eightli and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerons iUnstrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

100 STRAIGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting

from the 30- yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 t'mmz Straight,
hi his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Budd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHOLTZE.

THE AMEBIGAN "E. G." & "SCHULHE" GUNPOWDER CO., Ltd.,

Omm SIS Broftdwfijr, New ¥«rk.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBUSHlt^Q CO.



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
VOL. LIX—No, 8.

OOK CATALOGUE.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 23,

Copyright 1902i by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New Vork Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, $4.

ereat Britain, $5.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, i46 BRO/»j«nf^-^^^^W YORK.

CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. Pi ,^,
' q''''^'?^8'

'

PRICE. 10 BENTS.
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R.eliaLble SKot Shells""
shells which are sure fire, uniform in pattern, velocity, recoil,

hard hitting, "shoot in any weather" shot shells, in a word

U. M. C. Shot Shells
will add to the pleasures of your hunting

[
trip this fall.

NEW CLUB brand for black powder, NITRO CLUB for

moderate charges of smokeless powder and ARROW for

heavy smokeless loads,

SPECIFY U. M. C.

I?

r

m J

-Qhe UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
315 Broadway, New Yorlt. BRIDGE:P0R.T. CONN. 86 First St., San Fra.ncisco, CaL

Wl N CH EST CR
BOX MAGAZINE REPEATING RIFLE MODEL

.35 CALIBER.
' q En
t Wi W >

w
E have adapted the Winchester Model 1895 t)ox magazine repeating Hfe -

> aandie a
new Smokeless Powder cartridge, known as the Winchester .35 Caliber wnich is the
most powerful shooting cartridge, at both long and short ranges ever oSered, Rifles

for this cartridge are made with 24 inch round nickel steel barrels and weigh about
8 1-2 lbs. The Winchester .35 Caliber Cartridge embodies high velocity a;-d consequent fiat

trajectory, great energy and striking power, making it a very desirable cartridge for hunting
the biggest game known. Some idea of its tremendous killing power may be gained from the
fact that the striking energy of this cartridge at 200 yards equals the muzzle energy of the

.45-70. This cartridge is loaded with a 250 grain soft point metal patched bullet, and special

Smokeless powder, jArhich imparts to the bullet a muz2:le velocity 2,200 foot seconds, thereby
developing a muzzle energy of 2,685 foot pounds. The penetration at 15 feet from the muzzle
is 15 7-8 inch pine boards. Owing to their size and higii velocity, .35 Caliber soft point bullets

upset, or mushroom, in a most perfect manner,. Send try.: circular fully (describing this rifle.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONN.



FOREST ANt) . STREAM..

Steam Latinciv Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builckrs, etc

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER

OTcr 1,000 Boilers iji-jise, 260 pounds of steam.
WORKi : RED BANK. N. J

Handsome catalogue free.

IRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you
have a sail or

power boat, and
we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
- ' Jersey City, N.J

~^
MULLINS' "^.Toe"

made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with aii

chambers. Low in

\ nee. Cuts the
Ere ght la two al-
ways ready. Also
fit- ed with detach-
able live box
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new.

W. H. MULLINS, 216 Depot Street, Saiem. 0.

CANOES. BOATS. VACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar,- canvas covered. Light, easily

handh'd and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON i OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Street, Old Town, • . Maine.

The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now workmg in Alaska,
Denmark. Eng and, and in every state in the United
States. It stands on its merits. "Ail joints are groimd
metal to metal, busiiings are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for
catalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

riARQUBTTB, - . niCHIOAN. U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A., 8ft. 6m. beatn, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished omside but not inside, being
where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is of the recent square
stern t)'pe. and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller craft.

8|A, stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, . MAINE.

CHILTON
RED and GREEN
COMPOUNDS

for the bottoms of Yachts give a hard surface

and are the .best anti-foulers.

THE CHI LTD N PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

OANOE GRUISiNG AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $1,

This interesting little volume is a practscaLgtiide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdobr life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practicar information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
snanuals which shoiild- stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part. ;

• [Vj .

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.m Broadw^r New Y^k.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and^
Price-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. s«c.r'™;Cd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, eqimlly strong and reliab le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five per cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid,

j ^ ^^flfi^r. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. .Y.

steam <tad jail Vacnts, Kow Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built
Write for it to-day. Address

RACISE BOAT MATOFACTURrsO CO.,
Box 25, Racine. Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

-This spirited picture of tfie American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

i^OREST AND STREAM PUBLiSHIN6 CO. NEW YORy.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
~

By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-
ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80. -

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 260 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by "" Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50,

This compilation .(Jo^prises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. NEW YORK

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery^ and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler

as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.

The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Siniple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modem practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-

ning of machinery. Contents : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler

Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal

Tyi)es of Yacht M^ifiljineii^j » The' De^^ Constraction. Small Cruising

Steam Yachts. L^hts b&?Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

I
Yachting Goods. \

Yaclit Pump Water Closet.

Fig. 66,

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK YACHT
REGISTERS
ndwe think that you
will agree with ns in

saying tba

lALMY
BOILER
la iha

'AVOBITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER Cd
Providence, R. I.

BUCKLEY
Patent Water Tube Boiler for Yaohts.

Also "Acme" Launch Engines.
Send for Catalogfue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
6 Center St., Rochester, N. T.

DAN KIDNEY 4 SON. WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue.
"

Has No Equal

NAVALITE

as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

> quickly, and wears

wonderfully without

(turning white. Used
on Vig;ilant, Defender

and Columbia in

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY,
Chicago. New York. Boston.

Yacht and Boat Sailings

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $I2,

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding loo, besides more .than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination of
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ''Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a iSfatch," "Centerboard Boats,
"C6nterboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"iVIersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded I

Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Ifees, Limitations
j

and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaui ("Dot"). Illustrated.'
Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $i.oo. "

;

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO-

'

When writing say that you saw

'

the ad. in the "Forest and Stream.**
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c 5
^ Naval Architects and Brokef&

^

ARTHUR BINNEY,
(Formerly Stkwart & BrauxY),

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker,
60 STATE ST., BOSTON MASS.

Cable Address, ' Desisrner," Boston.

B. B. CROWNINSHIELD,

Naval Architect,

steam and Sail
boston'*'

YACHTS ^^v^nAss
description FoF SsIb OF diafter.

•

W. STARLING BURGESS

y ^^Q/"^^ Naval Architect,
^C/jfL Exchanges:., Boston, Mass.

Tel. 40T7 Main

TZ'/^e ^ V^V/r'^*^^^^^ "Burgess"

A. J. McINTOSH,
32 Broadway, ... New York.

YACHT BROKERS,
nclntosh Yacht Basin, 26th Street Brooklyn

Book of the Moose
HABITS, HAUNTS, AND

ANECDOTES OF THE MOOSE.

144 pp. Cloth.

Illustrated by b autiful half tones of the species

taken in the woods. Price, $ 1 .50
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

Manual of Taxidermv for

Amateurs
A complete guide in col'ecting and preserv

ing birds and animals By C J May ard

Illustrated New ed tion. Piice,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB CO.

Camp Life in tlie Woods,
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks
and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of tlie-
traps, with instructions for the capture of all
fur-bearing animals. By W. Hamilton Gibson.
Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pp. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized

medium of entertainment, instruction and infor-

mation between American sportsmen. The editors

invite communications on the subjects to which
its pages are devoted. Anonymous communica-
tions will not be regarded. The editors are not
responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms:
For single copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months.
Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies^ $J0, Five Copies, $16.

Remitby express money-order, registered letter,

money-order or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company. The paper may
be obtained ofnewsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents

—

London: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson
Low & Co.; Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms:

$5 per year, $2.50 for six months.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.
The receipt of the paper with date on the

wrapper address label constitutes a receipt for

money sent us for a new subscription or a renewal.
The date on the wrapper tells when your subscrip-

tion will expire. Please note this da and
renew at least two weeks before expiration of

subscription,

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line.

Special rates for three, six and twelve months.
Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one inch.

Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday
previous to issue in which they are to be inserted.

Transient advertisements must invariably be ac-
companied by the money, or they will not be
inserted. Reading notices, $1 per line. Only
advertisements of an approved character inserted.

Address all communications

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, (XX,
346 Bcoadway, iNew YoA.

i - c
Fishing Tackle Manufacturers.

Has sold 3,000,000 standard Pishing Reels in 13 years to
Domestic and Foreign Jobbing trade and will mail you any
Reel you may select from our illustrated catalogue on receipt
of list prioe, amd if not satisfactory will, on return of Reel,
refund the money. » Catalogues mailed free on application.

The Amdrkw B. HciwaYX C*., New Havim, Conn.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN.
Here I am again, as usual, for 1902, with colored sheet of 88 trout and black bass flies in

their beautiful natural colors, free, with ICS-page illustrated catalogue of fine fishing tackle. Send
3 cents in stamps to pay postage.

Use J. F. Marster's hollow-point, tempered steel, snelled fish hooks. They will catch more
fish than the common hooks. Cincinnati Bass, Carlisle, Sproat, Aberdeen, New York Trout,
Sneck bend, etc., snelled on single silk worm gut, 10c. per doz. ; double twisted gut, 15c. per doz.

:

treble twisted gut. 20c. per doz. See catalogue for sizes and styles of hooks. '^Something new,
J. F. Marster's celebrated fish hooks, snelled on short gut loops: Single gut, 10c. per doz.; double
gut, 15c. per doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. See catalogue for kinds and sizes. No. 1 split-bamboo
bait-rods, 10ft., 65c.; No. 2 split-bamboo fly-rods, 9ft., 65c.; No. 3 split-bamboo bait-rods, 90c.; No.
4, spht-bamboo fly-rods, 90c.; No. 5 split-bamboo bait-rods $1.58; No. 6 split-bamboo fly-rods,
fl.58; split-bamboo trunk rods, $1.25. See catalogue for description of above rods. The celebrated
buck tail bass spoon, 23c.; buck tail bass flies, 7c. each; 75c. per doz. Buck tail treble hooks 15c.
each. White or brown bass and trout grubs, 9c. each. Celebrated No. C multiplying reels, 40yds.,
60c.; 60yds., 70c.; 80yds., 80c.; 100yds., 90c. Quadruple rhultiplying reels, 80yds., $1.45. Oil silk
lines, 25yds., 19c.; 50yds., 35c.; 100yds., 70c. Greenwood Lake silk waterproof fly lines, 25yds., BOc.
Enamel fly lines 25yds., 50 cents. Braided cotton lines, 84ft;, 8c.; 168ft. 15c. Gaffs, with 3ft.

handle, 35c. Nickel-plated spoons, all sizes, 10c. each. Silver-diated bass spoons, 20c. each. Gold-
plated bass spoons, 40c. each. Luminous bass spoons 25c. Soft rubber casting minnows, 20c. each.
Fish bags, 30c. each. Automatic floats, 10c. each. Bait boxes, 9c. each. Bass swivels, 15c. per
doz. Single gut silk worm gut leaders, 3ft., 20c. per doz. The folding fishing hat, 25c. each.

JAMES F. MA.RSTEBS, Manufacturer of Fine Fishing Tackle.
51, 53 and 55 (near City Hali) Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for Special List No T of odd lots of Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Spoons, Lines, Hooks, Flies, etc.
at about half price.

GAME LAWS
IN BRIEF
WOODCRAFT

Cbe July Brief

Contains all the fish and

game laws of the United

States ' and Canada to

date* ^

THE pAME LAWS IN BRIEF AND WOODCRAFT MAGAZINE is

published quarterly, on the first .days of January April, July and October.

Subscription, one dollar per y&ar. Subscriptions may begin with any issue,

single number, 25 cents. Remit by money-order stamps, or draft on

New York.

Sent postpaid, on receipt of 25 cents, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

346 Broadway, New York

Yachting Goods.

JEFFERY'S PATENT
MARINE GLUE
Was used in the decks of

Emperor William's ^r^VelVut

Yacht Meteor ll^'tuf'.^^sST

Send for circulars and samples.

L. W.FERDINAND & COMPANY,
I« Federal St, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

LIGHTEST WEIGHT. AIR CHAMBERS, CANNOT SINK
This galj^nized sheet steel boat cannot leak,

never requfres caulking, weighs 85 lbs. Easiest
•Set Then" Safetj^^ handled. Safest in rapids.
Steel Daek Bant. Ideal boat for Sportsmen.
Complete «30 ap, VV. H. MtTLLINS,
t«t.logne FUEi. Depot-st., Salem,Ohlo.

RESTFUL SLEEP
In Ctunp. on the Yacht, and at Home

"Perfection"Air Mattresses
CUSHIONS and PILLOWS

Style 61. Camp Mattress with Pillow attached.
• Also showing Mattress deflated.

Clean and Odorless, will not absorb moisture
Can be packed in small space when not in use

Sendjbr Illustrated Catalogue

MECHANICAL FABRIC CO.. BROVIDENCE. R. I.

cmi) Pins, YacMing EiWems, Medals, Badps, Etc.

Let us have your requests
and ideas for S •ci>.l De
si?ns which will be sent
with qooiat'on lor making
accor \xis 'o qiiantity.
(.'rif inali'y in desigring
ard high grade wi'ikman-
ship. Send for (irculai

YASi SI E & tllAPTEB,
Mfrs of Fine Jewelry,
T0-7T Kassau St., K. 1. tlty

Yachts, Canoes For Sale.

FOR SALE.-18FT. CENTERBOARD CANOE
yawl. All mahogany. Cast lead ballast Very fast;
able. Inventory No reasonable offer refused
EDWARD THOMAS, 24 State Street, New York. S

SAM LOVEL'S BOY.
BY ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

This delightful story originally written for

Forest and Stream, and which was received

with such delight, has been put into book form

and will have a place among the sportsman s

cherished volumes.

Cloth, 259 pages. Price, $1,25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.'

346 Broadwav. Npw VorV

TRADEMARK,

SPAR COATING,
A perfect Finish for all Woodwork, Spars
and Ironwork Exposed to Excessive

Changes in Weather and Temperature
MANUFACTURED BY

EDWARD SMITH & COMPANY,
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,

45 Broadway, New York.
69 Market St., Chicago, III.

When writing say that you saw
the «d. in the "Forest and Stream.'*

fl



Iv FOREST AND STREAM.

TO SHOOT WELL
ONE MUST SEE WELL

We carv Kelp you
do both

We adju-t these spec-
tacles to the rifle or shot-
gun
We examine the eyes

or make them fion pre
scru tion
We slightly tint them

for trap shooting' to
reduce the glaie.

SPENCER
OPTICAL CO..

15 Maiden Lane,
New York.

(Write for paiticulars.)

THE BARKER

HUNTINB SHOE
Leads for Still Hunting
Leather top. Pure rub-
ber vamp and sole. AD-
snluteiy waterproof.

ry up to-date Sport-
ing House carries
them Price,

00 Per Pair.

Send for circular to W M. E. BARKER, 20'?

Congress Street, Boston, Mass. U.S A.

The ' Sole" Of Comfort
and of the greatest durability. 1 am
ihe "solt" maker of these Boots and
Shoes. Send your measurements and

senl for my catalogue.

T. H. GUTHERIE,
33 WilUams St., Newark, H. J.

Ferguson's Patent Reflecting Lamps,
THOMAS J. CONROY, Ageat,

28 John Street, comer Nassau Street, Hew York.

With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors

and

Aijnst-

alile

Attacli-

ments.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
For Sportsmen's use. Combines

|

Head Jack (Front and Top), I

Boat Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt
and Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern,
etc.

EXCELSIOR LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting,Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any kind
of^aash or vehicle. Send stamp
for lUus. Catalogue and address
all orders Lamp Department.

S6e

KINSTLER WAR BAG.
For Sportsmen, Traveler5,

Campers, etc.

Holds as niUi.h as a Trunk.
Weight 3 5^ pounds.

A ValUe on the C^its.

A Pack-bag in the Woods.
Selling Fast.

^end for Description.

J. KINSTLER,
126 Oak Street, = = C^?icago, III.

*'THE HUMMER"
SHOr SPREADER.

Improved and Patanted May Cth, 1902

DAWIEL BROWN, Thornton. R. I.

A NEW LINE OF MARBLE

Specialties for Sporlsmen.
Some of the best tricks we have ever offered.
Send for Catalogue No. 1, free on request.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO.
Gladstone. Mich.

A CUSHION OF AIR
is the softest thing on earth.

The 1902 Model
pneumatic recoil pad is leather
covered. No Pump, No
Valve, No Recoil, No Flinch,
No Headache, No Bruised
Shoulders. No money if not
satisfactory and returned at
once. Perfect score.

Price $2.00.

J, R. WINTERS,
Clinton, Mo,

Sportsmen^s Goods.

FINE CUSTOM SHIRTS

AND TAILORING.

FULLENCAMP & McGONIGAL,
229 Fifth Ave., New York.

For Sale.

8,000 FERRETS. TRAINED FER-
,www • aaaw. rets. They will

clear your place of rats and drive rabbits from bur-
rows. Pure blooded and best working strain in Amer-
ica. Stnd for wholesale list and book, guide to care
and working. S. & L. Farnsworth, New London, O.

TWO GREAT -BARGAINS. SAVAGE RIFLE,
.303, half Oct., pistol grip, sling, 250 ctgs., modern
sights. $25.00. Cost, $37.00. Also Daley shotgun,
12ga., 30in., Krupp steel barrels, fancy walnut,
hammerless, ejector, cross-bolt, a. beauty; listed

at $275.00. With leather English trunk case,

$1.50.00. Neither arm shot ten times. DOCTOR,
care Forest and Stream. 9

BROOK TROUT.
It will pay you to correspond with m.e before buy-

ing eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guaran-
tee a safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Spring Troui
Farm, L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass,

BROOK TROUT.
Fggs, fry, yearlings, and two year olds, for stocking
brooks and lakes. Address
NEW ENGLAND TROUT FARM, Plympton, Mass.

"brook trout fry^
packed lor shipment so that we can guarantee safe
delivery.
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

BROOK TROUT Of all ages for stockirg
brooksand lakes. Brook

trout eggs in any quantity warranted delivered any-
where in fine condition. Correspondence solicited.

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.,
Plymouth, Mass.

FOR SALE.—Si.xteen Silver Pheasants, 11
Golden Pheasants, 10 English Pheasants, 24

White Fantail Pigeons, 12 Red Tumbler Pigeons,
12 Black Tumbler Pigeons. Wm. A. Rasener,
Belvidere, Warren Co., N. J. 8

COMBINATIONS.
The price of Woodcraft is $1 a year.

The price of the engraving Alert is $3.

The price of The Challenge is $3,

We will send Woodcraft and either

of the engravings for $2.50.

The price of the Forest and Stream
Outdoor Scenes is $1.50 each.

Price of Woodcraf^ $1.

For $1.25 we will send both.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

1 CANVAS CANOES 1

5«(

i

AND S
HOW TO BUILD THEM. g

BY PARKER B. FIELD. ^
With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents. ^
FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHING CO. ^

.i'46 Broadway, New York. ^

SAM LOVEL'S CAMPS.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop."

By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth.

Price, $1.

FOUi:ST AND STKKAM PUB. CO.

816 Broadway, New York

I Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc. \

TOMLINSON CLEANER For SHOTGUNS.
Guaranteed to remove all rust spots and foreign matter from inside
of shotgun barrels. It will fit any standard rod, and is made for any
barrel, choked or otherwise. With a new pair of sides now and then
it will last a lifetime. For sale by All Gun Dealers.

CLEANERS, any Gauge, $1 00. WIRE SIDES, per pair, lOc.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO., 313-317 Broadway, New York.

Here's a Bullet that will not injure your gun.

LUBRICATED WIRE PATCHED BULLETS,
Just the thing you have been looking for for years.

Prevents I'oulinff, leading and deposit of meta in the grooves of the rifling,
CleanB and Lubricates the barrel with every shot, making swabbing entirely unnecessary.
Are Perfectly Adapted to any style of gun, slow or rapid twist. Black or Smokeless Powder, and are more

uniiormly accurate in shooting than any other form of missile known to the inventor.
Perfectly All all the Grooves of the rifling, and are thus backed by the full charge of gas generated by the

powder explosion.
There beingr less Friction, the velocity is greatly increased and the trajectory is flatter than with any

other bullet ever made.
Sample bullets mailed to any address on receipt of stamps to prepay postage. Catalogue free.

J^^Send $1.00 for sample box of Bullets or Cartridges by prepaid Express.

NATIONAL PROJECTILE WORKS, Grand Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.

ORIGINAL IDEAS IN stamp for a Catalogue.

Sleeping Bags, T. C. PHELPS,
Tents, etc. II Central St., Boston, Mass.

EVENI^JG STAR FLASH LIGHTS
sportsmen
will find

our

INVALUABLE when in camp, or when hunting and fishing.

Always Ready. No Dirt, ^^iillnyh No Smoke. No Danger from Fire.

Will last Two to Six

Months before Exhausted,

Write for Catalogue showing other

sizes and prices and ether electric

novelties, and mention this paper. ,iiiP'''™l'P'™ No. 9. Price, $3.00

ELECTRIC CONTRACT COMPANY, ^ffic^T^F^^E^^Ss^"^'

The Gun and Its Development.

By W. W. Greener. Price $4.00.

• forest and stream publishing CO.. new YORK

Boston Sells the Brief.

Chicago Sells the Brief.

New York Sells the Brief.

St. Louis Sells the Brief.

Philad'a Sells the Brief.

Costs a quarter. Illustrated. Gives the Game

and Fish Laws of dl North America.

AT CLOSE QUARTERS.

This spirited painting of Ripsey by Mr. Edmund H. Ostliaus is one of the

most popular dog pictures ever printed in Forest and Stream. We have

reproduced it effectively in artotype 15 x 19, on paper 22 x 28, for framing.

Price $3, prepaid, carefully packed.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLlSHINa CO.
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AMONG WILD CHERRY BOUGHS.

Above the growth of thick weeds and hushes that stand

like a fringe along the old stone wall, the wild cherry

tree towers high. Yet it is high only by comparison with

its nearer neighbors, for a little further along the fence

stands a sturdy hickory, which is much taller,' and again

beyond, a superbly symmetrical sugar tree. Later these

greater trees may claim more attention, the one for its

'rich fruitage of sweet nuts, dear to the small boy and the

squirrel; the other for the glorious and changing colors

which it will assume when sharp nights and full ma-
turity shall paint its frondage with a hundred dilferent

hues. But the wild cherries are ripe now, and to its

branches come many birds to feast on the luscious berries,

and so Just now the cherry tree is the one that shows

most life and most interest.

Though taller than its nearest neighbors, the outlook

that the wild cherry tree commands is not a very wide

one. To the west is the Weed-grown pasture in which, day

after day, the same horses feed, standing during the mid-

day hours under the shade of a gnarled and ancient apple

tree, where the grass has been worn away by their stamp-

ing to drive away the persistent flies. They are old

friends ,now after all these years—the horses and the

tree. 01¥ to the east is the yellow stubble of a shorn

wheatfield, where pale green tips of the new springing

ragweed are just beginning to show above the polished

straw left standing. Along the wall are the blooms of

the goldenrod and the fruit of the blackberries now
changing from red to black. Over the stubble, back and
forth in wide and ceaseless circles, noAv high, now low,

swallows are swinging on tireless wing. There are white-

bellies and cliff swallows, and the forked-tailed beauties

that have been reared within the barns and—higher in

air—the sooty and less graceful familiar friends which

we call chimney swallows—but which are not swallows

at all.

Each bird coming here for cherries shows something

of its character by the method of its approach. Only a

few fly boldly into the tree from a distance, but one of the

confident ones is the robin, who comes from across the

field, alights with a great plunge and spreading of wings

and tail, and almost at once begins to feed hungrily. The
kingbirds are beginning to gather for their autumnal flight

southward, and now and then one comes into the tree

openly, alighting in the very topmost branches, snatching

a cherry or two and then darting away, as if he regretted

the time lost for the meal. The little chipping sparrow

seems to have no thought that he must conceal his move-
ments. He comes straight as an arrow's flight, from a

- blackberry bush twenty yards away along the wall, alights

in one of the lower branches, picks a cherry, which is

far too large for him to swallow, tries to break it to

pieces, drops it in the inost stupid fashion and then

plucks another, which he also drops. Then seemingly dis-

. couraged, he flies back to his thorny resting place, to re-

turn a little later for another trial.

Flying by easy stages along the wall and at last stop-

ping in the very top of a butternut tree, not far from
the cherry, comes a silent, sleek recluse, named from

the fruit it is approaching, the cedar bird, wax^ying or

cherry bird. He is an interesting fellow, the more so

no doubt because we know so little of him. He is cautious

and prudent, but not a bit timid, very quiet in his habits,

a thorough gentleman in deportment, reserve and dress.

Perhaps it is the mystery that surrounds him that leads us

to- credit him with all sorts of qualities that some humans
have. He sits for a long time in the butternut, sometimes

crouched low on the branch or again standing absolutely

erect with pointed crest raised to its fullest height. At
last, moved by hunger, he flies to the cherry, but when he

has reached there he is in no hurry to begin, but stands

for a long time considering the meal. Then, moving side-

ways along the branch like a parrot, he reaches up and
takes a berry, which he swallows deliberately. The fruit

is thicker than his neck, and its passage down his gullet

can be traced. After a pause, another cherry is eaten, and
then another, and then presently the waxwing nielts away
and is no longer seen.

Suddenly, without warning, a long, smooth bird ap-

pears, crouched low along a branch close to a tent cater-

pillar's nest. We cannot tell where he came from, nor
how he reached his perch, but he is there, looking keenly

aboiit him, but without moving his head. It is a- black-

billed cuckop^ Sfi9J|}?r ^Viw recittse, wl^o yet oi» OQ«ft-

sion may be evident enough to ear if not to eye. We
might call him the detective among birds from the quiet

way in which he slips about. Rain crow he is named, and

his loud calls are familiar enough to coiintry dweller, even

though their source be not always known. One of the

most useful of insectivorous birds, who can tell whether

he has come here to have a taste of cherries or to de-

stroy some of the tent caterpillars whose webbed nests, in-

closing brown dead leaves, ornament the ends of several

branches of our tree. Whatever the cuckoo's motive, he

keeps it to himself, as befits the most shy and secretive of

our birds. He moves a little nearer to the caterpillar's

nest, seems to pick something from the branch, and then

suddenly disappears.

A little later the peevish notes of a catbird sounding

from the mid.st of the branches tell of a new arrival. But

is not injustice done the catbird when we call his note

peevish and imagine that it denotes ill temper or distress?

He is graceful, active and talkative, and—^because of his

note, perhaps—unpopular, but, of all the Northern birds

what one has sweeter and more varied strains ?

A long chapter on bird habits might be written con-

cerning what one sees among the boughs of the wild

cherry even at this season of the year, when the birds

are least obtrusive. Spend an hour near one and see for

yourself what goes on there.

MINNESOTA FOREST.

We print to-day a review from the pen of Mr. Charles

Cristadoro of the work and the workers in the cause to

preserve some of the primeval pine forests of Minnesota.

It was a noble object, and as Mr. Cristadoro's review

shows, enlisted the active co-operation of a host of in-

dividuals, societies and associations, representing the men
and the women of Minnesota and the Northwest. If in

the final outcome all was not accomplished that had been

hooed for and striven for, that which was won was never-

theless a rich reward and an achievement of public good

which entitles those who labored for it to gratitude now.

Where so many gave unsparingly of time and effort it

would be. ungracious in a public review to overlook the

part which each one had in the common cause; and it is a

pleasure then to put on record the names of those who
thus contributed to the reforestation of Minnesota. In

one respect only is Mr. Cristadoro's review incomplete.

It will be recalled by those who followed the struggle

that Mr. Cristadoro was himself one of the most intelli-

gent, active, devoted and effective of all who talked and

wrote and labored in season and out of season; and no

record of the Minnesota forest preservation movement can

be a true one which does not write large the name of

Charles Cristadoro.

THE COMMON INTEREST.

The Los Angeles County Game and Fish Protective

Association, of California, is one of the successful protec-

tive organizations of the day, and one important factor

in its success is its adopted principle that game protection

is to be desired as a benefit, not by the sportsmen only,

but by all-the citizens of the community. In other words,

the Association acts upon an assumption directly the oppo-

site of that recently advanced by Judge Van Dyke in a

California case, when he declared that the game laws

were for the benefit of a favored class. The game laws,

says the Los Angeles Association, are for the common
good ; and the membership is drawn from the community,

irrespective of the shooting or fishing proclivities of those

who are invited to join. The aimual dues are $i,.oo; the

funds go to enforcing the game and fish laws, and the

Association does not limit its concern to game species, but

aims to prevent the wanton destruction of harmless birds

and animals. All the wild animate things that minister

to the pleasure of man are under its care.

The success of the Los Angeles Association should en-

courage similar movements elsewhere. It is a common
mistake of the promotors of game and fish protection

movements to confine themselves too narrowly to the

ranks of those who are active with rod and gun. Such

organizations are made distinctively sportsmen bodies;

and this naturally tends to set the sportsman's interests

apart as something distinct from those of the public at

large. This, of course, is unfortunate. The interests of

the entire community, both of those who go afield and

those who do not, lie in the preservation of the game;

a«4 a recognition p{ this principle by the sportsman will

inevitably be followed by its recognition on the part of

others. The sooner and the more completely we get away

from the notion that the sportsmen of a district are in any

sense a class apart by themselves, whose good is not the

good of the people at large, the more quickly shall we
come to the time when the community as a whole will

sustain effective game and fish protection.

CONCERNING CLASSES.
The courts of California in rendering decisions on the

game statutes speak of the "class of sportsmen" or "the

sportsman class." Is this a correct use of terms? Do
sportsmen constitute a class?

Used in this sense, a class may be defined as a body of

individuals grouped together as possessing certain com-

mon characteristics. What are the characteristics com-

mon to all sportsmen? We fancy they are very few.

Sportsmen are drawn from the ranks of the rich and the

poor. They may be educated or illiterate ;
rough diamond

or highly polished; they may be pious or irreligious;

Roman Catholics or Methodists; Episcopalians or Dutch

Reformed. They are long and short, fat and thin, with

blue eyes or green.

In what are they all alike? The sportsman delights in

recreation, but in this he does not differ from all other

members of the human famil}^ He takes his pleasure by

preference out of doors, but so do all sorts and condi-

tions of men, women and children, whether they attend

fetes champetres or lawn parties, or simple picnics andl

May parties. The sportsman kills game and fish, or sails

his boat over the waters, but these are recognized avoca-

tions the world over, and have nothing to do with sports-

manship. Even the judges of the California courts do not

call the Chinamen and ItaHans, who comb the beach of

San Francisco Harbor, sportsmen.

Sportsmen appear to possess one characteristic; that

they—usually, but not always—pursue game or fish or

toil over their yachts or canoes for pleasure, rather than

for gain; but does an eccentricity like this entitle them

to be put in a class by themselves?

Mr. WilHam K. Vanderbilt, Jr., has bought all of the

land which was held by private owners surrounding Lake

Success, -in Roslyn, Long Island, and all the interest in

the lake itself which was in private ownership. A part

title to the lake is vested in the town of North Hemp-

stead; and the town also owns three rights of way to the

lake. To make his control of Lake Success complete and

absolute, Mr. Vanderbilt has offered the town authorities

$50,000 for its title. The town can do nothing without

legislative action, and it is probable that a bill will be

introduced at Albany next winter to empower the town

to alienate its interests in the lake and approaches. The

price offered is an alluring one, and the people of North

Hempstead may perhaps not be blamed for adding such

a substantial sum to their treasury. Nevertheless the

policy of surrendering public waters—or waters open to

the public—into private control is a wrong one. The

number of lakes-in the vicinity of New York to which

there is access for fishing, boating and other recreations

is extremely small, and is constantly diminishing, be-

cause one after another, they are passing 'into the control

of clubs and individuals. Those that are left should be

kept for the people. Their value as public pleasure resorts

will be all the greater as the years go by Legislatures

should be very slow to remove the obstacles to aHenation

of such waters now contained in^town charters.

The humors of the political campaign have already be-

gun in New York, where a letter has been written to

Senator Piatt (and of course given out to the press for

-advertising purposes before Mr. Piatt himself could re-

ceive it), "averring that in the event of the renomination

of Governor Odell the writer of the letter would cause

25,000 sportsmen to vote against him. The reason as-

signed for the opposition to the Governor is that his acts

have , been inimical to the interests of the sportsmen

of the State. The humor of this lies in the assumption

that, whatever may have ^been Governor - Odell's record

with reference to game legislation, there are 25,000 men

in the State who would be controlled by a consideration

of it and would be influenced by it to vote the Republican

or the Democratic ticket. As a matter of actual fact and!

the cold arithmetic of election returns, there are -not ini

the whole length and breadth of New York. twenty-fiy|

who would be so controlled; probably there ia not one, .

I
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The Organ Grinder*

A Day in His Life.

NicoLo Brignati was tired. He had traveled miles
over a tiusty road beneath the blazing sun. Beads of
perspiration stood on his swarthy lean face, and he limped
along laboriously with his organ strapped to his back and
his monkey perched above.

Suddenly he stopped and looked about him. The place
was inviting. A great cool umbrageous tree stood by
the roadside, while underneath was a cai-pet of rich green
grass, bedecked wth daisies. And hark! What was
that? Yes, it was a gurgling stream, which presently
revealed itself along the fence as it reflected a sunbeam.

Nicolo's eyes brightened and he heaved a sigh of satis-

faction. Uttering a word of command, he glanced up at

the monkey, which instantly jumped to the ground.
Then Nicolo unwound his organ and proceeded toward
the stream. Taking a little tin cup from his pocket, he
filled it three times with the pellucid water and drank.
It refreshed his weary soul and he muttered his thanks
to "Sancta Maria." Before putting the cup aAvay he filled

it once more and held it to the monkey's lips, with a

"Chico, amico !" Chico took a little sip and turned away
his head. Nicolo then put up the cup and seated himself
on the grass with his back to the tree. Diving once more
into his capacious pocket, he took out some nuts, which
he gave to Chico. who expressed his feelings with a great
chirruping and began to crack the nuts in, such a comical
way as would have made any one smile but his sombre
master. Having furbished in his pocket for the third

time, Nicolo produced some stale bread and an onion,
with which he began to regale himself, with eyes fixed far

away, as one in a dream. His frugal repast ended, he
stretched himself on the grass and was soon wrapped in

slumber. As he lay there he presented a spectacle at

once odd and pathetic. His hair was matted and covered
with dust, and his careworn face was covered with several

days' growth of beard. As for his clothes, they were not
much rriore than an assortment of rags patched together,

while his stockingless feet were encased in a pair of heavy
rawhide shoes, studded with nails.

The birds came to look at him. First a robin cried

from the tree: "Who are you? Who are you? Wake
up!" Then a vireo cried: "What is it? Great Scott!

Hi, there! Do you hear me?" Then an oriole (that

exquisite among the birds) cried : "Oh my, oh my ! How
really very shocking, don't yoit know !" Then a yellow
warbler cried: "Tut! Tut! Asleep on such a day as

this!" Then a song sparrow chipped in: "Wake—wake

—

wake ! Get a move on you !" And then a crow flew past

and laughed a hoarse "Haw—haw—haw !" as it espied the

queer, unkempt figure on the grass.

The insects, too, were filled with curiosity. First came
the flies and mosquitoes and lit on the face and hands of

the sleeper. Then came the ants, and wandered all over
him. Then came a darning needle and lit on his nose.

Then came a bee and buzzed in his ear. And then came a
butterfly and lit on the collar of his. red flannel shirt.

But through it all Nicolo slumbered undisturbed, for

he was tired, as we have said. At length as the sun began
to decline and was gilding the trunks of the trees, the

sleeper started up and rubbed his eyes. One glance to-

ward the west sufficed to tell him that evening was nigh,

so he hastily arose and .strapping his organ about him
and bidding the monkey mount, set off at a brisk gait, or

at least at a gait that was brisk for him.
In half an hour he came to a little village. As he

entered the slumberous street children seemed to spring

out of the ground and set up a great shout as they ob-

served the monkey. Crowding about it, their eyes shone
. with mingled fascination and fear, and though some
were bolder than others, the majority hung back as if

ready to flee at a moment's notice. Nicolo, blase with
many a similar scene, paid no attention to all this, but
selecting a likely looking cottage, unslung his organ and
began to grind away, while Chico, who was held by a

string, jumped up on the veranda. A woman with a

babe in her arms was the only occupant of this. The babe
at sight of the monkey gave vent to a cry of terror and
clung to its mother. It was in vain that the latter used
reassuring words, so Nicolo was ordered away. He had
better luck at the next cottage, where Chico, cap in hand,
collected three cents from as many young ladies,

_
who

were not so much taken with the attentions of the Simian
gallant as melted at the strains of Nicolo's organ, wheezy
and dismal though they were. At the third cottage a

maiden lady, apparently, of severe aspect, put her head
out of the window and declared shrilly that if "that

hideous beast," referring to the monkey,_was not taken
away instantly she would send for the village constable.

With varying luck like this Nicolo, without any dis-

play of emotion, made his tour of the village, until he
came to the poorer quarter. The crowd of children

here was much greater than at the upper end, but the

pennies were few and far between. At length Nicolo, ap-

parently discouraged, ceased grinding and slung his organ
over his shoulders. Then he looked about him inquir-

ingly for a few minutes, and finally approached a man
who sat on his doorstep.

"Italiano mans liva here?" asked Nicolo-, evidently with
the object of finding a lodging for the night.

"Eh? Haow's that?" drawled the man, condescend-
ingly. ... . , ,

-JJil

"Italiano mans liva here?" repeated Nicolo.

"Oh!" exclaimed the man. "You want to know if

there be any Eytalians here?"
"Si, signor."

"No. No dagoes, no monkeys, here," adding in a lower
tone, "Thank God !"

Nicolo received this rude rebuff without any open show
of resentment, though a keen observer would have seen a
lightning flash in his dark eyes as he turned away.
There was a little provision store across the street, and
to this he made his way and purchased five cents' worth
of bologna sausage. Then he plodded down the street,

the children continuing to follow him to a little stream

spanned by a rustic bridge, which marked the limits of the

village,, Here the youngsters gave the stooped, retreating

figure, or rather we should say the monkey, a parting

cheer and returned to their play.

Onward Nicolo plodded through the dust, while the
shades of evening began to fall around him. The village

was left behind, the shouts of the children died away and
he once more found himself alone with nature. His mind,
singularly enough, ran on the rebuff he had just received,

and to his customary mood of vague melancholy was
added the bitterness of wounded feelings. It is triie he
had not been used to much consideration in his own
country, but in even the contempt of an aristocrat, or rich

man, of his own race, there was a certain sympathy.
Here his portion was scorn unmixed. Once he had re-

belled against it, in his fierce fiery way, with the only

result that he got felled to the ground. As he thought ot

it all, his heart swelled with bitterness and a sob rose

to his lips.

Suddenly a woodthrush began to pour forth its vesper

hymn from a grove by the wayside. The rich, measured
cadence of the notes, instinct with serene joy and happi-

ness, floated on the evening air like a divine summons to

troubled mortals to be at peace. Nicolo halted and
listened. His eyes were fixed on the western sky, where
the after glow of the sun, full of a gracious sentiment, yet

lingered. For some time Nicolo continued to gaze and
to listen, and then with a sudden impulse he raised his

C3'es, welling with tears, and crossed himself reverently.

It was the tribute of this poor, unlettered soul to the
beautiful, beneficent Mother Nature.
The thrush ceased its song, and Nicolo, calmer in mind,

resumed his plodding march through the dust. But night

was glooming apace across the country, so the wayfarer
began to look about him for a lodging. He had not gone
far before he espied a little rivulet which ran by a wood.
His eyes lit up with pleasure: this was the very spot he
had been looking for. Unloading his organ at once he
proceeded to quench his thirst, as well as that of the

monkey, and then lifting himself and his belongings across

a rail fence, entered the wood. The fireflies flashed in

the gloom and lit his way to an open space, which was
covered with moss. Here the weary wanderer threw him-
self down with a sigh. How sweet and cool it was here
after the hot dusty highway! And how solemn and still

and suited to repose. When he was a little rested he sat

up and made a sop of bread and milk (the latter he carried

in a small medicine bottle) for the monkey. The animal
appeared not to be hungry, but Nicolo coaxed it as a

mother might her babe, and finally succeeded in having
the sop eaten up. Pleased with his success, he took out

his bologna sausage, with some remnants of bread, and
fell to himself in a manner very different from that of

the monkey. The world might be hard on Nicolo, but
his appetite seldom failed him. The sausage and bread
disposed of, he filled an old black pipe and lit it. With his

back to a tree he smoked on pensively and gradually there

stole over him a sense of comfort and contentment even
which only the old black pipe ever brought him. The
weed is a blessing to the rich, but what an infinitely

greater blessing it is to the poor and miserable

!

The last faint glimmerings of day at the edges of the

wood died out and all was cimmerian gloom, set off, as it

were, by the flashings of the fireflies. But soon a soft

mysterious light began to steal through the trees and
fret the mossy ground beneath. As Nicolo observed it

his heart leaped with a sympathetic joy. Ah ! here was
something that reminded him of his dear Italia, if nothing
else did. "Bella luna!" he muttered fondly, gazing up
through the trees. At the words memory awoke in him,

and his youth, with its wild romantic glamor, came back
to him. Unconsciously he fell into an old love song of

Lombardy. This he sang in a subdued droning key with

occasional mournful pitches, the effect of which as it

echoed through the wood was at once weird and pathetic

in the extreme.
When the song came to an end the singer's head fell

on his breast, and he remained thus for awhile; then he
rolled over on the ground. And there, beneath the whis-

pering trees, with a quiet moonbeam on his face, Nicolo

Brignati slept. Francis Moonan.
New York, June,

Maudellon.
'*Cowie into the garden, Maude,

I'm weary here alone."

So I was. 'There had been no garden, however, just

to walk into for months.
^
Only gray walls and stone

pavements and streets sometimes dusty, sometimes muddy.
There was a library to go to where illustrations in

magazines simulated country life quite truly and where
1 have looked into many pretty garden paths in this

country, and, on hot afternoons, I have even made sea

trips across to France, and there in his voluptuous Midi
helped Monsieur Alphonse pick his beloved Jacqueminots.

But this did not satisfy to-day, for the full tide of

summer is in in Tennessee, so I looked up impatiently

from my book several times before Maudellon's eyes

from the' phaeton at the curb said. "Come." My smile in

return was as loud as the rules of the library allow, and
I left Miss Wharton and her "Hour in Italy" quite un-

ceremoniously and hounded to Maudellon's side. As
we turn out the Boulevard I will add that when her

eyes have just this look it means we are to seek this

day country lanes and lonely hilltops and glades with

only a stream's noise in them, so I was more than con-

tent to give her the lines.

The city's borders had scarcely been passed when we
delved into a place so like the one I had seen in Maudel-
lon's yes that I had to rub my own to be sure that her

wand was not still waving over the lovely creation be-

fore us. It was Melrose, reached through a, lodge gate

half-hidden in trees, and then on by_ a circuitous drive

over a stream which twists itself as if by contract, and
is lost in wild hydrangea bushes and woodbine. This

drive being circular, is always a surprise, and I know
of no lEnglish park which is more effective and pleasing.

Blue grass is lush and riotous everywhere under great

trees, and when at last the house is reached one drives

through the porte-cochere and forgets it in the wide

view of undulating corn and pasture lands to the south,

relieved by the fine soft outline of the Knobs. Here we
stopped to chatter with children, eager to blend with our

adventure, as they always do in such things, and feringi
,

ing always an imagination which is beautiful and en-
couraging to see. How admirable is the man who
sprinkles this youthful faith in the unseen things (but in

the things possible) all through the days of his life! So
we would live in a new world for three hours, we said,

and drove on down intoi the wood again, accompanied
hy a gay troupe of bluebirds, ever leading us on, and
from the glen the wood pewee called with a mournfjjl
September soimd and the wood thrush tinkled his sad
chimes to the closing day.

Outside the gates again me turned into a new road
which neither knew, but this was better, it would lead

to that delightful somewhere v^here our gypsy supper
would be spread. After the promises of several turn-

ings, the next always hidden from the last by plumed
corn rows, we debouched finally into the Franklin road
only. But this was not bad, the hills being topped by old

colonial houses, the white columns shining through the
lawn trees, and the rich meadows of the opposite side

covered with, short-horn and Durham cattle, their deep
bay sides outlining against the green with an effect as

soft and placid as a picture.

Later came into-'view the turrets of the famous Oak
Hill country place. The lawn and drive is better kept,

but less alluring than that of Melrose, and the house
in plain view from the road, has lost somewhat of its

exckisiveness by this. The crenelated rock fence also

is too low and gives every passer, like ourselves, too

complete an idea of the garden seats, summer arbors and '

the vivid patches of flower color, relieving the walks.

But we will learn some day that four feet more of lime-

stone wall makes us entirely English, so let us hope. We
should have been sorry, however, not to have seen the

paddocks, with the brood mares grazing and the colts

gamboling under the trees. We had turned into a lane

which seemed interminable, and at the sound of sheep
bells clinking in the distance we stopped. A cardinal

began his whistling in a hedge near by and from a fence

post a vesper sparrow took up his long-drawn and mel-
low note. An indigo bunting, tireless as he is always, and
bubbling over all day long with happiness, still sits gayly
on his tiptop bough and warbles away the hours. Maudel-
lon alone of all this group of fragile and errant beauty
is not quite happy, but says "Let us drive on. What we
seek is just there, where that shower of golden arrows is

falling through the vines," The bright pink of her
dress blunted every arrow, however, and I was then
content to drive on. Further on in this enchanted lane

we saw rabbits playing by the roadside, as is their cus-

tom late in the afternoon. She dapped her hands joy-

fully and the rabbits ran, and, friend of the rabbits as I

am, how could I stop those hands from clapping?

We spread our lunch in the rabbits' tracks for luck and
1 learned Maudellon how to drink from a bottle, making
it gurgle, and she learned me how to eat cherry syrup
from a knife blade, and so we made a feast as simple but
a? royal as any of Marie Antoinette's on the green around
her thatched cottages in the Little Trianon.
Great masses of gold and purple clouds hung in the sky

as the sun of our day set. The pink in her dress began
to soften and her gray eyes grew dark as though grieving
at a passing happiness. Here the thin crescent of the new
moon came out. Her hands were raised ecstatically

again—but she looked at me reproachfully as they fell

back in her lap and we drove on homeward. E. M.
NASBViLtE, Tenn

,
Aug 7.

Sport*

Webster defines sport as "That which diverts and
niakes mirth : game ; diversion ; mirth."

Coahoma tells us in Forest and Stream, page 127, that

field sports had their origin in man's necessities during
the period of his racial infancy, when he captured wild
things for food and clothing; that this trait .still persists,

and "That the porcurement of something useful to man
as a result of the chase is an essential element of true

sport." In elaborating this definition of sport he makes
it very plain that the "something" which is "essential" is

in his judgment "goot meat."
Now it is plain that either Webster or Coahoma is

wrong, because these definitions of sport antagonize each
other. As a rule there is very litde diversion or mirth
in what we do to maintain our existence. I think a little

investigation will show that Webster's definition is the

commonly accepted one, and that Coahoma's conclusions

are fallacious, and his position untenable.

I regard his teaching as pernicious, because if generally

inculcated it would degrade our fields and forests to the

level of abattoirs, our game to the level of swine and
our sportsmen to the level of gluttons.

Words are used to convey ideas. What idea does the

word sport convey? An effort to secure food? No. It

does not convey that idea now ; it did not convey that idea

in Webster's day, and I dare say if the word was used
during the period of the racial infancy of man it did not

convey that idea then.

To illustrate : I have a great admiration for our illus-

trious President, as a man, as a warrior, as a statesman,

but most of all as a true sportsman. He exemplifies all

that is best in field sports, yet we have no reason to be-

lieve that he ever ate any of the California lions which
he has killed.

Fox hunting is undoubtedly,a true sport, and is prac-

ticed by a large number of genuine sportsmen and sports-

women, yet what is procured by it that is useful to_ man?
Certainly Reynard has never been regarded as a choice tit-

bit hy the devotees of the sport. Then
_
we have coyotes,

wolves, and many other unsavory "varmints" which figure

largely in true sport. Again there are anglers who turn

away from the toothsome trout and salmon to catch tarpon

that is comparatively worthless as a food fish.

It cannot be successfully denied that men, of whom
J. A. L. Waddell is a type, have a clear conception of

v/hat constitutes true sport.

Field sports may, or may not, have had their origin

during the racial infancy of man, but the contention that

they had their origin in man's necessities is a square con-

tradiction of facts as we find them at the present time.

How long would the pursuit of any sort of game continue

to be sport to the sportsman who should be compelled to

pursue it continually to maintain his existence? Agricul-

r
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tr re was also faund n-ecessary to maintain man's existence,

nnd was co-existent Avith the killing of game for man's
nupport. Why is it then that the labor of agriculture

has .not hecome a trait in man's nature, and have been
raised thereby to the realm of sport along with the pursuit
,of game? Is it not because the labor of agriculture is

performed almost solely to procure something useful to

man' while the pursuit of game has becohie largely a
diversion? Exceptions prove the rule. I know of a few
cases where wealthy persons have turned to agriculture as
a diversion, from other business, and who. regard it as

sport. But how is it in the case of the laborers they cm-
ploy, who dig their potatoes and ditches at $1 per day?
On the other

,
hand, T have seen market-shooters and

fishermen who got about the same amount of sport out of
their avocation that they would out of digging potatoes or
ditches.

Coahoma'tells us the including of athletic games in the
^categoi-y of sport is unwarranted. To maintain this con-
tention he must show that there is no diver.sion in these
games.

I must take issue with Coahoma in another matter. He
tells us- the sport of big-game hunting has degenerated
from the pursuit of the "good meat" to the pursuit of the
1 rophy. • .

•

It is true that sportsmen are pusuing big game more
for the sake of the sport and less for the commercial value
'jf the game than formerly, but if this be degeneration let

lis have more of it.

1 can see why a sportsman spends valuable time, and
say $200 in money, and endures privations and hardships
to secure a fine head of moose, elk or other coveted
trophy, for mounted in the semblance of life it becomes "a
thing of beauty and a joy forever." It is not only a
handsome embellishment of his home, but is also a con-
stant and pleasant reminder of his sport.

I cannot see why a sportsman should spend valuable
time and $200 in money and endure privations' and hard-
ships to secure say $25 worth of meat.
No one can deplore the unnecessary waste of game

more than myself. However, when a person kills game
lawfully and allows all of it but the trophy tOi lie and
rot where it fell, tlie loss is solely his, and no' one else

suffers greater loss than they would had he eat the good
meat. It docs not follow necessarily that the person, who
l-'ills big game for the trophy wastes the meat. There are
I'sually luflibermen, trappers, or residents near by who
iire only too glad to get it and niake good iise of it when
iiotified by the person who killed the animal. This I
think is done in a majority of cases, and I sincerely hope
it will always he done in all cases where otherwise the
meat would be left to rot.

Jos. W. Shurter.
Gansevoort, Aug. 16.

The Reforestation of Minnesota.
The Chippewa Reservation, situated in northern Minne-

.lota, with its thousands of acres of primeval pine forest
jjiterlaced and interwoven with placid lakes and running
streams, was to be thrown open to the lumberman, and
what existed as a sylvan paradise was to be speedily
turned into a desert waste of stump-covered, cut-over
lands.

Early in the winter of 1897 the Minnesota State Medical
"

Society, the State Educational Society and the Minnesota
Federation of Women's Clubs, started the movement to-

ward saving the pines upon this reservation.
The Forestry Committee of the Federation of Women's

Clubs, headed by Mrs. Bramhall, visited the Governor
of Minnesota and urged the appropriation b}"^ the Legis-
lature of a sum sufficient to enable the State to purchase
some wooded islands and promontories in this reserva-
tion. This being impracticable because of the many
other appropriations then being asked of the Legislature,
the committee appealed to^ the Secretary of the Interior
to withhold the entire reservation from public sale, and
at the same time requested of the Minnesota Legislature
that a memorial to that effect be passed, which was done,
and the Chippewa Reservation was withdrawn from the
market.

This was tmquestionably the most vital step taken in

the whole history of the strt:ggle to save this reservation,

and to the cltib women and doctors of the State belongs
this credit. Had this effort not been made, long ere this

would the land and pines have passed into the hands of
private owners.
And now comes Col, John S. Cooper, of Chicago, an

enthusiastic lover of the piney woods, who, after a visit

to the reservation, learning of the efforts being made to

save these pine forests, enthusiastically- entered into the
project. With a view of enlarging the scope of the work
and bringing influence to bear beyond the State of Minne-
sota, a meeting was called at Chicago. This was at-

tended from St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and other
parts of Minnesota and from Chicago.
A map was shown at this meeting, of the proposed na-

tional park and forest reserve. It embraced an area of
territory far in excess of the Chippewa Reservation, so

much so as to include a number of villages and settled

tracts many miles in extent, in the aggregate about 7,000,-

000 acres. It was stich an enlargement of the original

plan that it at once aroused the ire of the Duluth delega-
tion and war was declared then and there throtigh its

spokesman, Judge Morris, who pledged himself to fight it'

to the death.

The mistake of expanding the Chippewa Reservation
over scores of miles of more or less thickly populated
territory already in the hands of settlers and private own-
ers, was manifest, and it was immediately corrected, and
the Chippewa Reservation was held to only, which molli-
fied the opposition somewhat.

Printed matter issued subsequent to the meeting con-
tained what was known as a compromise site, which was
simply the area of the reservation originally asked for.

The women's clubs throughout the State of Minnesota
and the medical associations were daily discussing and

'

exploiting the subject of forest preservation. Petitions
and private letters poured in upon Minnesota's representa-
tives in Washington, making life a burden to them.
The village of Cass Lake and the greater part of

Duluth were violently opposing the permanent closing of
the reservation.

A Congressional visit was planned and made to the
reservation, but unfqi-tunately sorne of those selected as
moving spirits on this trip were so notoriously against
timber preservation that this Congressional excursion was
looked upon with more or less suspicion, and the advo-
cates of the National Minnesota Forest Reserve were ac-
cordingly regarded by many as tools of the lumbermen,
helping them to keep a large body of timber out of the
]uarket temporarily, until they were ready to purchase.
The papers publishing the enlarged area , of the pro-

posed park were circulated among the villages and settlers

interested and much hostility to the measure resulted
therefrom.

Trips to Washington and other points were made at

various times by Mrs. L. P. Williams, Miss Sanford and
Mrs,' C; S. Cairns, representing the Federation of

Women's Clubs of Minnesota. President McKinley was
visited, as well as the members of the Minnesota delega-
tion. Col. Cooper likewise visited Washington on this

same mission. There were others not herein mentioned
who were, in their own way, persistently spreading the

gospel of forestry.

The Federation of Women's Clubs met at Duluth, the
hotbed of the opposition, and Dr. Schenck was brought
from Biltmore, N. C, to explain the meaning of practical

forestry. The meeting, if inharmonious, was neverthe-
less instructive and interesting.

Meetings were being held throughout the State, and
people were gradually being educated as to the neces-
sity of saving some of the remaining pine trees.

Mr. Tawny was prepared to bring the matter before
Congress, but Mr. Morris prevailing upon the Speaker,
Mr. Tawney failed to get recognition atid Congress ad-
journed.

The Federation of Women's Clubs once more,, through
their representative. Mrs. Bramhall, approached our State
Legislature for endorsement of the measure to save the
reserv'ation, and succeeded in securing it. Failure to se-

cure favorable- action from Congress had well nigh dis-

couraged every worker in the cause, even the most en-
thusiastic. The endorsement at this time o.f the Minne-
sota Legislature was not only opportune, but of the
highest nnporlance. It was, a notice to our representa-
tives that the struggle to save some of the forests had
not been abandoned.
Cass Lake village, anxious for more lumber-jack pros-

perity, sent a delegation to St. Paul and Minneapolis urg-
ing the opening of the reservation, but received no en-
couragement. In the meantime the cutting of the "dead
and down" timber on the reservation was again allowed
under the Nelson Bill, and the usual infamous thievery
and scandals followed. Then in. due course the Morris
Bill was framed, and after much negotiation and com-
promise, was whipped into the present form.
Mr. Tawney, of all the Minnesota delegation, was the

one and steadfast friend of this forest reserve movement
from start to finish.

Final conferences having been held, at which at vari-

ous times were present the Minnesota Congressional dele-
gation, Prof. Pinchot, Prof. Schenck, Col. Cooper and
Cass Lake representatives, the clauses relative to refor-
estation in the Morris Bill were agreed upon, and it was
duly presented, passed and finally signed by the President
and became law. . • '

"

The bill was not what the forest reserve advocates
hoped for, as the timber cutting was reversed, instead of
cutting approximately ten per cent, annually and thus
perpetuating the forests under forestry rules, it is pro-
posed, under the Morris Bill, to cut at once ninety-five

per cent, and depend on reforestation for the future.

The sum of results is that about 20,000 acres of primeval
forest are saved intact for the people, and the forest

lands, outside of the allotments to the Indians, are to be
turned over tq the Bureau of Forestry for reforestration
after ninety-five pei^ cent, of the pine timber has been cut.

The Morris Bill gives the first great impetus to re-

forestration in Minnesota, and although Judge Morris has
consistently and persistently fought every attempt to save
the timber on the Chippewa Reservation, and although
he no doubt would much prefer that his bill contained no
forestry clauses whatsoever, yet in spite of all this, Judge
Morris is doomed to have his name go down to posterity
inseparably conected with forest preservation in Minne-
sota. One hundred years from . now, when new piney
giants will have grown and matured from between the
stumps of those now about to be cut, and when the
reservation will have once more taken on its primeval
appearance, then will a grateful public come forward and,
amid the pines he loved so well, will it erect a statue

to Judge Morris and will his name go down upon tlie

receding waves of the ocean of time as the father of

forestry in the great Northwest.
It certainly has been difficult to educate the average

citizen of Minnesota up to the necessity of saving the
remnants of the pine forests, btit during the educational
campaign of the past five years much sentiment toward
forest preservation has been created:

To the initiators of the movement, our medical men and
our cltib. women, is due all credit. Drs. Bell, Craft and
Dunning, and Profs. Northrup and Green were ever on
the alert in the interests of the movement. Mrs. L. P.

Williams, Miss Sanford, Mrs. Bramhall. Miss Margaret
J. Evans and Mrs. Cairns, representing the Women's
Clubs of our State, and Miss Obenauer, editor of the
Courant,, were more than enthusiastic and absolutely tire-

less and indefatigable.

Then there was Gen. Andrews, who loved the forest,

and who from the first gave valuable aid and advice, and
who stood always ready to serve the cause. His lec-

tures on forestry throughout the .Siate and his annual
forestry reports as Chief Fire Warden, giving muchi
space to forest preservation, did much to create sentiment
in favor of forestry.

And immediately upon the passage of the Morris Bill,

at the solicitation of Gen. Andrews, are 400,000 additional
acres of pine forests along the shores of Lake Superior
set aside for future generations as a forest reserve.
Our commercial bodies, the Chamber of Commerce, the

Jobbers' Union and the Commercial Club, were eventu-
ally strongly committed to the scheme of forest preserva-
tion.

Our chief paper, the Pioneer Press, has pictorially and
editorially stood by the forestry cause from the incep-

tion of the work and done immeasurable good through-
out the 'State. '

.

Outside of our own State, there is Col. Cooper, of
Chicago, a man whose enthusiasm for the cause of forest
preservation has known no bounds, whose time, energy
and pocket book have been ever at the disposal of the
good cause, and who has made at times the cause of
forestry his daily work, leaving his law business to. Sun-
days and such other moments as he had to spare.
To his enthusiasm and tireless energy and persistence

arc the people of Minnesota largely indebted.
It was on the part of all a labor of love and philan-

thropy throughout. Not a single forestry advocate had
an ax to grind. The ladies, God bless them, went into
the work with no reward awaiting them other than suc-
cess. The doctors were selfish, for did they not want to
save to the people a healing, balm-producing breathing
spot among the pines where their racked and fever-con-
sumed patients could be nursed back to^ health and
strength ?

Gen. Andrews had no ax to grind other than to save the
pines we had left, and, if possible, to make two trees
grow where one grew before.
As to Col. Cooper, he is not even a citizen of our State,

so that no imputation of hoped-for political preferment
can be lodged at his door.
Those forwarding this movement on the face of it have

not gotten what they wanted, but as 'a practical fact it is

a question as to whether they have not builded better
than they knew. Heretofore "reforestation" has been a
missing word in the dictionary of Minnesota. It is there
now, and to. "stay pitt." Yes, more, to spread and en-
large until thousands of cut-over acres of barren, rocky,
sandy, stump-covered soil will in time begin to grow, un-
der reforestation, their crops of pine. In other words, we
will now begin to do what Germany and Austria began to
do over a hundred years ago, conserve and reforest our
pine lands.

Generations may come and go, but the Federal Govern-
m.ent will go on, and under its protection the Minnesota
pine forests will grow and thrive, until once more the
white pine of Minnesota will take its place, although to a
comparatively limited extent, among the merchantable
lumber of commerce. ' Charles Cristadoro.
St. Pacl, Aug, 2. .

A Binary Mother.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A freak of nature has recently come under my observa-

tion, which has interested me not a little. It is a case of
divided allegiance or duplex devotion to two mothers;
and a refutation, therefore, of the postulate that one can-
not serve two masters.; and a signal proof that the diffi-
cult problem which the all-wise Solomon was called to
solve might have otherwise worked out its own solution
in a manner quite agreeable to all concerned, the judge
included.

It is a case of two well-favored fowls, a white Leg-
liorn and a Plymouth Rock, who "stole a nest" together
one day last July, and after the customary' period of
patient incubation came off with a lone, diminutive white
chick as the sole product of nine fresh-laid eggs duly set
cn. Whereupon an entente cordiale was established all
around which three continuous weeks have failed to
lireak. but rather seemed to strengthen. The brace of
biddies'" cluck and scratch together like a working team,
and brood together as far as they can, for whichever
hen gathers in the chick, the other nestles alongside quite
contented, and the buntling slips from under the one to
the other just as if it were one common canopy of
feathers. The mutual solicitude is marvelous to behold.
The Siamese twins were not in closer accord, for what
attracts or frightens one affects the other, and the chick
conforms to both, nmning two ways at "once as far as it

can, and when both hens happen to scratch a bug or worm
coincidently, the chick is heroic in its attempts to do
double duty.

Notwithstanding this dual maternity, and this joint
commissariat, and conserving care, the runt is hardly
larger now at the end of three weeks than it was when
it bursted the natal shell. But the mothers are still assidu-
ous. Neither seems to be jealous of maternal preroga-
tives, though each claims preemption rights, and per-
sistently hold down the 3ame claim, as they say in
squatter's parlance. Great expectations are manifestly
banked on the future growth and development. The
strongest part of the composite paradox is that neither
fowl has shown the slightest interest to discover why a
full clutch was not hatched out in the first place, according
to the laws of incubation. Were this a case of natural
selection or survival of the fittest, or an operation of the
Malthusian process, the fact would remain and is sadly
in evidence that the chick does not thrive well under the
binary tutelage. It is. obliged to "rustle" more than is

good for its constitution. Too much effort at its callow
age is exhausting ; makes it thin and puny, bantling the
antithesis of Banting, as it were.

Charles Hallock.
Plainfield, Mass.

Wild Animals of the North.
From Ricliardson's "Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the Zoology of

the Northern Parts of British America."

" 'Persons who attempt to take beaver in winter should
be thoroughly acquainted with their manner of life, other-
wise they will have endless trouble to effect their purpose,
because they have always a number of holes in the banks
which serve them as places of retreat when any injury
is offered to their houses; and in general it is in those
holes that they are taken. When the beaver which are
situated in a small river or creek are to be taken, the
Indians sometimes find it necessary to stake the river
across, to prevent them from passing, after which they
endeavor to find out all their holes or places of retreat in
the banks. This requires much practice and experience lo
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accomplish, aa-d lis pej-formed in the following manner:
Every mar hzi-ng f^;:;J^hed with an ice chisel, lashes it

to the end of a smaK staff, about four or five feet long

;

he then walks along tie edge of the banks, and keeps
knocking his chisel against the ice. Those who are ac-

quainted with that kind of work, well know by the sound
of the ice when they are opposite to any of the beavers'
holes or vaults. As soon as they suspect any, they cut

a hole through the ice big enough to admit an old beaver,
and in this manner proceed till they have found out all

their places of retreat, or at least as many of them as pos-
sible. While the principal men are thus employed, some
of the understrappers, and the women, are busy in break-
ing open the house, which at times is no easy task, for I

have frequently known these houses to be five or six feet

thick, and one, in particular, was more than eight feet

thick in the crown. When the beavgr finds that their habi-
tations are invaded, they fly to their holes in the banks for
shelter, and on being perceived by the Indians, which is

eaisily done by attending to the motion of, the water, they
block up the entrance with stakes of wood, and then haul
the beaver out of its hole, either by hand if they can reach
it, or with a large hook made for that purpose, which is

fastened to the end of a long stick. In this kind of hunt-
ing, every man has the sole right to all the beaver caught
by him in the holes or vaults, and as this is a constant
rule, each person takes care to mark such as he discovers

by sticking up a branch of a tree by which he may know
them. All that are caught in the house are the property

of the person who finds it. The beaver is an animal which
cannot keep under water long at a time, so that when their

houses are broke open, and all their places of retreat dis-

covered, they have but one choice left, as it may be called,

either to be taken in their house or their vaults ; in gen-
eral, they prefer the latter, for where there is one beaver
caught in the house, many thousands are taken in the

vaults in the banks. Sometimes they are caught in nets,

and in summer very frequently in traps.'

"

"* * * Hearne goes on to say he had 'kept several of

them till they became so domesticated as to answer to

their name, and follow those to whom they were accus-

tomed, in the same manner as a dog would do; and they

were as much pleased at being fondled as any animal I

ever saw. In cold weather they were kept in my own
sitting room, where they were the constant companions
of the Indian women and children, and were so fond of

their company, that when the Indians were absent for any
considerable time, the beaver discovered great signs of

uneasiness; and on their return, showed equal marks of

pleasure by fondling on them, crawling into their laps,

lying on their backs, sitting erect like a squirrel, and be-

having like children who see their parent but seldom. In

general, during the winter, they lived on the same food as

the women did, and were remarkably fond of rice and

plum pudding; they would eat partridges and fresh veni-

son very freely, but I never tried them with fish, though

I have heard they will at times prey on them. In fact,

there are few graminivorous animals that may not Jbe

brought to be carnivorous.'
"

Richardson speaks of the occasional occurrence of

beaver which are entirely black, but do not differ in any

other respect from those of the ordinary dark brown
color. He quotes Heame as saying that it was rare to

get more than twelve or fifteen of their skins in the

course of one year's trade.

A Pair of Rain Crows.
All winter I observed, especially on my linden trees

in front of my house, a number of dried leaves which per-

sisted in sticking to the branches in spite of wind and

rain and snow. In early spring I discovered that each

of these leaves was doubled over and pasted fast, and m-
side were hundreds of small, white, hard-shelled eggs,

about the size of a pin's head. They were, as I believe,

the eggs of the white tussock moth (Orgyia leucoshgma).

All fall I had been making war upon the caterpillars of

these moths. They had been exceedingly numerous, and

for them I had a great dislike, as I have for everything

that crawls. I immediately cleared the trees of these

leaves as far as I could; but many of them were awa,y

beyond my reach, and I liad to let them go. I anti-

cipated a host of caterpillars, and I was not mistaken.

When the summer opened up they were traveling every-

where, and it was impossible to walk under my trees

even for a few minutes without coming away with one

or more of the loathsome creatures crawling over me. I

thought of Killingworth after the slaughter of the birds

:

"In the orchards fed

Myriads of caterpillars, and around

The cultivated fields and garden beds

Hosts of devouring insects crawled, and found

No foe to check their march, till they had made

The land a desert without leaf or shade."

I was getting really nerv'ous over it, when a couple of

birds put in an appearance. They came mostly in tlie

early evenings. I did not know what hey were at first,

but I saw them hopping briskly among the branches of

the lindens, and to my joy I perceived t-hey were_ feast-

ing on the dreaded white caterpillars. They manifested

their satisfaction occasionally by calling out Ick-ick-ick-

ick; ko, ko, ko. They were rain crows (Coccyzus

erythrophthalmus) . They come every evening for a

couple of weeks or so, and still come occasionally; but

1 have not seen a caterpillar of that description for a

month. Bless the rain crow ! What a ©ower of good

one pair of birds did, not only on my own small place,

but I suppose in other gardens over a large region.

Shame befall the man, and severe punishment, who would

harm an insectivorous bird. T. J. Chapman.

The Dftjmmingf Gfo«se.

Fox Lake, Wis.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:^ Several

years ago there was quite a warm discussion in Forest

AND Stream as to what caused the noise made by a drum-

ming gro'use. I have forgotten how the matter was finally

decided, but in talking with a hunting companion the

other evening who is not only a keen hunter and a crack

shot, but a close observer, I asked him what he thought

about it. He said the noise was caused by the grouse

striking the buts of his wings on the distended skin of his

neck, that being filled with air, acted like a drum. Speak-
ing of bitterns, he said he had often watched them in the
early morning at a distance of a few yards, and the clack-

ing noise was caused by striking the bill together; then
they would distend the skin of their necks and shooting
their heads out straight would make the booming sound.
He gave us a perfect imitation of these noises, and it

took us back very forcibly to a morning on th-e marsh.
We still have a little game here, and if the laws could be
enforced it would last, but as fast as laws are made some
way is invented to get around them. There's only one
thing to do, and that's stop the sale of game.

W. E. Warren.

Reclamation of Shifting Sand Dunes.

The protection of valuable property from the encroach-
ment of shifting sand dunes is becoming an important
problem in some portions of the country. The regions
most severely affected are the Atlantic and Pacific

coasts, the lake district of Michigan, and the Columbia
River district of Washington and Oregon. >

Two field parties from the Bureau of Forestry are at

work on this problem. One will investigate the worst
dune districts along the Atlantic coast, and will study
carefully the grasses, shrubs, and trees that can be used
either for temporary or permanent retention of the sand
dunes, and will also inquire into other methods of hold-
ing the active dunes, or changing their direction. Very
successful work in holding the sand by grass and shrub
planting has already been done by the State of Massa-
chusetts on a portion of Cape Cod known as the "Pro-
vince Lands."
The problem along .the Columbia River is somewhat

different from that along the Atlantic Coast, owing to

the different origin and character of the sand. It is ex-
pected, however, that the control of the sand there, like

that of the coast sand, can be effected by means of grass
or shrub planting, and afterward by forestation. Pri-

marily the object of controlling the sand is to protect
valuable property which is endangered by the dunes.
The bureau has undertaken this work in order to give

practical assistance to persons who have requested its

aid in the protection of their property.

She Bear and Mother Moose*

Wellesley Farms, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Vvhen in Maine last May at my camp, I visited a bear
hunter who had quite a collection of bearskins. In our
talk he described the various methods used in trapping
which are well known, but one of his experiences was very
interesting.

With another woodsman, they saw a cow moose and
her two calves in a shoal water bay. The cow was evi-

dently disturbed by something, and they quietly watched
her. She faced the woods, but gradually worked her

young into the water. Shortly a bear was seen coming
in for the calves. The cow waited until the bear was close

and deep in the water, when she rose on her hind feet

and with her forefeet struck the bear as hard as she

could, knocking her down and then pounding her with

her feet until the hunters found the skin unfit to pre-

serve. The men did not dare to meddle, because they

could not shoot.

Another interesting experience of another hunter was
as follows : Setting his bear trap, he used as a clog an

.

old sled shoe of oak. Coming up the old logging road
he saw what at first he thought was a man with a big stick

in his arms, but coming closer he saw that it was a bear
carrying his clog. He got the bear, but one must feel

sympathy for such an animal, Evidently the black bear
of Maine is no. fool, and no fool can trap him.

C. A. D.

§^nie §Hg und §mu—^—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Streak.

Big Game and Little,

Boston, Aug. 16.—Megantic Club sportsmen have the

advantage of sportsmen who propose to spend the month
of September in Maine. In Canada the open season on
moose, deer, caribou and partridges, begins Sept. i, while

in Maine the law is off on partridges Sept. 15; on deer,

Oct. i; on moose, Oct. 15, while caribou are under a

close season from Oct. i, 1899, for six years. Now the

Megantic Preserve is partly in Canada and partly in

Maine, with its fishing waters largely in Maine, and
since the close season on trout and landlocked salmon in

Maine does not begin till Oct. i, the Megantic Club hunter

has the month of September for both hunting and fishing.

Club members and their guests will take advantage of

this situation. The Megantic Club register is already

about full for September, and the guides are about all

engaged. Secretary L. Dana Chapman has most satis-

factory reports concerning the fishing so far this year.

Returning members and guests express themselves as

greatly pleased, not only with the fishing they have en-

joyed, but also with the management, and the care that

is being taken to conserve the fish by requiring that all

the fish not actually required for the club tables be re-

turned alive to the water. Among the members and guests

lately returned from the preserve may be mentioned
Henry W. Butterworth, wife and family, of Philadelphia

;

George Hayward, of Gardner, Mass. ; G. N. Proctor,

Fitchburg, Mass.; Harry T. Brown, of Winchester,

Mass.; William. L. Quimby, and party of friends, of Bos-

ton ;
George A. Gibson and son, of Boston.

Several Boston gunners went down to Chatham to-day

to be gone till Monday. They hear of some good flights

of birds, and want to be among them. A Boston gunner,

A. T. Brown, returned yesterday with the report that he

had seen a flock of eight curlew, an unusually large num-
ber for this coast. He got a long shot at them, getting

three. But the Sunday law is troubling again, and the

officers were out last Sunday, as well as the gunners.

One of them, a Boston broker, saw a man coming down
the beach of whom he was suspicious. He secreted his

gun behind a blind and walked off the other way. The
suspicious personage passed along, and our Boston gun-
ner went for his gun, and also turned off in another
direction along the beach. Soon he saw a man coming,
and really it looked like the first man he had seen. There
was no opportunity to turn aside, and he came boldly
up and met the stranger. The stranger asked the man
with the gun if he was out shooting, and he allowed that
he was out walking. The stranger asked the gunner his

name, and was answered, "Brown." The stranger sug-
gested that "It's a very common name," with a twinkle
in. his eye, as much as to say, "I don't believe it." The
gunner then asked for the stranger's name, and he turned
back the lapel of his coat and showed a badge. It cost the
gunner about $15 to settle the matter quietly. The gun-
ners tell me that they dread the jobs that are constantly
being put up on them by other gunners—sometimes
friends having practical jokes—even more than the)-- dread
the officers. Other gunners who are strangers will get
tin imitations of badges and play officer to anybody they
happen to see near the blinds on Sunday, even though
they ma3' have their own guns secreted not far awaj'. In
this way they can easily dislodge hunters from blinds or
desirable positions, and the dislodged gunners dare not
return. One Boston gunner tells me of a job he had put
up on him last year by other gunners, and he was a good
deal annoyed, and is watching his opportunity to get even
with the same party. Special.

Jefferson County Fish and Game.
Watertown, N. Y., Aug. 10.—On Lake Ontario from

Cape Vincent to the county line we have the finest small-

mouth black bass fishing in the world, and along its shores
and the St. Lawrence River vast flocks of wildfowl con-
gregate and feed, aft'ording fine sport during the fall

and winter months. Since the spring shooting has ceased
large numbers rem.ain here and nest along our creeks and
inland lakes. Even the young of the wild goose, that

most wary of birds, has been seen on Black River Bay
this month. Within the borders of this county we have
hundreds- of acres of grouse and woodcock cover, where
but a few years ago these birds bred in countless numbers,
v.'here they are still to be found, but in rapidly diminish-
ing numbers each year.

Trout streams are abundant, and would if the law was
properly observed afford fair fishing for years to come.
With the big-game hunting and the trout fishing of the
Adirondacks and Canada just across our border, we are
offered opportunities which no other county can give.

Wise laws are enacted by the State for the presentation
of our fish and game, and thousands of dollars are appro-
priated each year to secure their enforcement.
Why is it that the violators of these laws go unpunished

year after year? Is it because there has been no< expres-.

sion of public sentiment in favor of these laws? I be-

lieve that a large majority of the citizens of this county
are in favor of their rigid enforcement, and if we have
any laws that are not right and just they should be re-

pealed. I believe that a large majority of the residents

who fish and hunt respect these laws, but there are a
few persons in this city and in each town in the county
Avho violate these laws without fear of punishment. The
law protecting song birds is a dead letter, and even within
the city limits they are slaughtered without mercy. Every
day parties are seen leaving this city with guns to hunt
in the surrounding country. Already complaints have
come to me of the killing of young partridge and ducks.

The law limiting the length of black bass that may be
legally taken to ten inches has been openly disregarded,

and thousands of bass are killed each year that should
have been returned to the waters alive. Black bass were
peddled from house to house in this city last spring two
weeks before the season legally opened.

Last winter the law permitting licensed netting in Chau-
mont Bay was extended to permit fishing during the
month of May, at a time when the bass return in large

numbers to spawn. Not satisfied with this extension
some of the fishermen permitted their nets to remain in

the waters a week or ten days in June in direct violation

of the law.

The annual killing of our game birds before they are

able to fly has begun and unless the law abiding sportsmen
of this county act promptly, we can expect the usual

result, plenty of empty shotgun shells and few birds in

our covers.

I would suggest that a petition from each town and a

personal letter from each sportsman be addressed to- Gov-
ernor B.. B. Odell, Albany, N. Y., asking for his aid and
influence in securing a proper enforcement of the fish and
game laws in this county. It would show that public

opinion was in favor of their enforcement and would
secure active support from the -Governor.

W. H. Tallett,
President Jefferson County Sportsmen's Association.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

"Where to Go for Prairie Chickecs.

CHICAGO) 111., Aug. 9.—A letter Just at hand from one
of the best-posted gentlemen in the Northwest contains
the following cheering news regarding the game prospects
in the State of Minnesota for the coming season

:

"In regard to the good points for chicken shooting, I

think I am safe in saying that Minnesota this year will

furnish the finest chicken, grouse, quail and duck shoot-
ing that the State has furnished for years. This is not
an idle boast, but comes from every quarter of the

State where game abounds. I think the foremost places

in the State this year are on the line of the Northern
Pacific Railway, beginning at Ulen—in fact, we might be-
gin at Detroit—and then say Lake Park, Winnipeg Junc-
tion, Ulen and clean up to Fertile—and Fertile is a good
place, too. Red Lake Falls, on the same line, and Thief
River Falls, still further up, are also good. Then if you
want to go far enough the Great Northern line, beginning
at St. Vincent, which is the boundary between Canada
and our State, then coming toward St. Paul, through
Hallock, Kennedy, Stephen and Argyle, and Warren

;

then Crookston: then coming down the Great Northern
to Ada, and Feltcn, then down to your old hunting
grounds, Campbell and Tintah. And, of course, any-
where around Fergus Falls is good hunting. Then com^
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ig down still further toward St. Paul, we have Morris
n the Great Northern line, Benson and Hancock. Then
iking the Wilmar Division of the Great Northern line

cm St. Paul, there will be elegant shooting along that
ne from Montevideo, Granite Falls, Marshall and Han-
ly Falls.

Of course there are lots of other places in the State;
lese are the principal points where a man cannot go
stray. My own shooting will be done with our war-
sn, Jimmie Jones, and his "meat dogs" are in splendid
lape, so he writes me.
You know that last winter and the winter before were

reat winters for the feathered game. I have lived in
.innesota since '79, but I have never seen anything like

le amount of birds that wintered in the State, and my
3S6rvations are borne out by every one of our wardens,
here is no need of leaving our State to go south to
int quail if we have winters such as we have had in

100 and 1901. They have multiplied rapidly, and then
opping the sale of course has been a great factor, as
ell as the winters. The market-hunter had pretty near
tinguished our ruffed grouse, but they are now getting
entiful again, and a man can make a good bag in almost
,y direction.

'Sorry that I did not see you when I was in Chicago,
It expect to be down there in the near future, and hope
have better success. Whenever you feel like coming
Minnesota to have a quail hunt, let me know and I

ill see that the dogs are furnished, with some ice in
b back of the wagon."

Kliaois Sooaers.

There has been considerable shooting on local plover
d ducks in the upper part of this State, and in lower
isconsin, even' in this mid-summer month of August.
general complaint has been issued to the Governor of
; State of 'Wisconsin by the residents of that State who
fell near some of the summer resorts. The local men
Y that the Chicago visitors to the summer hotels do not
sitate to bring in guns with them and shoot every
ing thing that flies. A report comes from Kenosha
t man}' hundred snipe and ducks are being shot each
y. This is more than can be killed in the open season,
d it looks as though the sooners were, as usual, getting
; best of it.

A Drama of Sooners.

St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 12.—Here is a little comedy, a
ama this week enacted out in Minnesota, a drama of
iners. In it the villain is foiled, and virtue is tri-

iphant. It also has a moral, which, however, belongs
the other end of the drama.
The principal figures in the comedy are D. C. Shepard,
millionaire of St. Paul, with a tendency toward sport
on occasion, sport of the private-car sort. His per-
lal and private car figures in the play. Also comes one
ed Noble, a dog trainer and dog accumulator. His
pther, Arthur Noble, runs a creamery. The place of
action is Twin "Valley, Minn., and the Noble boys live

;re. Non-resident parties to the action, in addition to
aforesaid millionaire, Mr. Shepard, are one Mr. Nes-
ostensibly of Fergus Falls, and one Jno. T. Swan-

, who has blue eyes and talks Swedish as though born
der the flag of King Oscar, which he wasn't by any
ans. A bird dog known as Trump, lost last year in
Paul, is a sort of incidental and side-line actor,
^r. "Nesbit" doesn't live in Fergus Falls, but in St.

ul, and has offices in the State Building. He was out
the State fish hatchery one night last week, when a
one message tame for him. He was in bed, and the
itral operator had forgotten who rang up, by the time
got to the 'phone. The next day he got a message
ich said a good many chicken feathers had been seen
Mr. Shepard's buggy at Twin "Valley. The caller
nted Mr. Nesbit to meet Mr. Shepard's private car
en it pulled into St. Paul. There might be feathers in

car. This was Tuesday, Aug. 5, a little early for
cken feathers.

t was too late to meet the car, so Mr. Nesbit tele-

phed to Detroit for Mr. Swanson, and they both went
to Twin "Valley. Mr. Nesbit went out and found Mr.
ble, the dog trainer, who was reported to have been the
hpanion of Mr. Shepard. Mr. Nesbit didn't want to
a dog without seeing him tried in the field. "That's

y," said Mr. Noble. "We always show the dog on
is and prove he's a shooting dog."
Is that so?" said Mr. Nesbit. "Well, let's try this

, then." So presently they started out. Mr. Noble
n unbosomed himself fully. He said Mr. Shepard
ited to get a dog, and he was anxious to get some birds
Mr. Shepard, so he shot eleven chickens and had
m waiting for him when he came. He also shot some
re after Mr. Shepard came.
Ir. Nesbit made a deposit on a certain dog, and said
would come up later and get him. Then he and Mr.
anson went home. It was night when Mr. Nesbit got
iSt. Paul, but he called up Mr. Shepard at his resi-
ce.

Who's there?" asked a voice.

Why, I'm Noble, of Twin "Valley," was the answer,
d I want to see Mr. Shepard."
Well, Mr. Shepard is lying down," said the other
of the 'phone, but I'll see about it."

Ir. Shepard was apparently interested in this word
n Mr. Noble, for in a moment he was at the wire
asked, "What is it? What's the matter?"
Why, the devil is to pay," said the false Mr. Noble
o was the alias Mr. Nesbit). "Those fellows we
=cd in the buggy have informed on us, and I'm pinched,
're all up against it."

The - - you say !" ejaculated Mr. Shepard. "Lord,
r- you don't say so?"
What are we going to do about if?" asked Mr. Noble,
iously.

I don't know," came the reply. "I'll see you in the
ning about it."

[r. "Swanson" took care of the rest. In a couple of
s Mr. Shepard's lawyer came around to intercede for
wealthy client. For need we explain, gentle reader
"Mr. Nesbit" was State Game Warden for Minne-

. and "Mr. Swanson" his able deputj-, Stephens, of
roit? Need we add that the "fellows we passed in
buggy" were simply a guess—a bluff, a subterfuge that
luckily correct and practical?
r. Shepard's lawyer saw Mr. Fullerton and besought

him to keep the case out of court and to say nothing
about it. "Mr. Shepard is sick in bed," said he, "and
can't be disturbed just now (!). He admits that he
brought those chickens home with him." (Which Mr.
Bullerton couldn't have proved before that.) "He'll pay
any fine you like. He didn't do any shooting himself,' and
he told Noble not to shoot, but Noble kept on shooting.
Don't arrest Mr. Shepard. He is innocent. It's just a
case of Dog Tray, you see." This last in a burst of
affability.

Mr. Fullerton is going to fine both Noble and Shepard.
In the matter of breaking game laws it isn't always safe
to be even a Dog Tray.
Mr. Joe Henry, of the Hackett Hardware Co., of St.

Paul, says that Noble ordered a case of shells Aug. i, and
he refused to ship him the shells.

Mr. Fullerton, or Mr. Nesbit, thinks this is one of the
funniest game cases he ever had to do with. A
special cause for content on his personal account is to
be noted in 'connection with the dog Trump, earlier men-
tioned. In brief, Mr. Fullerton found his own bird dog
in Mr. Noble's string. He took an "option" on his own
dog, paying down a sum on the purchase. "Here's where
it was hard," said Mr. Fullerton, or Nesbit. "I wanted to
kick the tar out of something, but I knew the best way
to do was to leave the dog there as a sort of bond of
sympathy between Noble and myself."
No one knows how Noble got Trump. The dog is

valuable. It probably drifted to Noble's well-stocked
kennels in the course of trade. At any rate, if this isn't
a nice little comedy in game matters, I don't know where
you'd find one.

Other Sooners.

"I appointed one warden up north," said the State
Executive Agent to me some time ago, "and. they said
he'd never do. I said if he'd catch the secretary of the
Fergus Falls Gun Club he'd do for me. Since then he's
caught that secretary twice, and a leading banker there
three times. They've both promised to be good now.
The deputy still holds his job."
Asked as to sooner shooting up at Thief River Falls,

where a great many birds have been killed already, the
hustling agent told the complainer that there is a warden
m there now, that he had lost a jury case there last week,
and that local sentiment was so lawless it is almost im-
possible to make a case stick. About half the popula-
tion turned out with guns last year and tried to rescue
some prisoners who were arrested for illegal shooting.
The ofifieers had to draw their own guns, and it looked
like a fight for a time. The prisoners were held.

The Birds.

The game laws may be seen to be anything but a dead
letter in Minnesota, and for that reason there are birds in
Minnesota; lots of them. Some sooners shoot ahead of
season, but they don't always lay up enough money at it

to make them keep at it forever. At the gun stores and
among sportsmen the feeling now in regard to the game
supply is one of cheerfulness and confidence. A list of
good Minnesota localities has already been given.

T'he summer in this part of the Northwest has been
cool and damp. If this prevails for thirty days ,a good
shooting season is assured. Hot, dry weather on Sept. i
IS the cause of many a poor chicken hunt. No chicken
hunt IS better than one's dog, and no dog can do much in
very hot, dry weather.

In the Minnesota National Park.

There is good duck shooting in the region included in
the Minnesota National Park. At the foot of Itasca Lake
there is abundance of wild rice, and good duck shooting is
often possible there. Park Rapids is a good place to re-
member. One can there get muscallunge fishing and duck
shooting on the same fall trip. There is a good hotel at
Park Rapids. One can get boats or canoes, as he likes.

, In the big waters of Cass Lake there are fish, big fish,
gianf muscallunge sometimes, but it is slow and uncertain
getting them. Sometimes they strike old whales which
break up everything and go off as they like.

Big Pike.

Mr. L. M. Ritten, of Minneapolis, fishing at Lake
Carlos, one of the Alexandria lakes, recently caught a
great northern pike that weighed 22^ pound's, and was
43H inches long. A fine, symmetrical fish, and one of the
largest recorded in Minnesota for some time.

Victim of Confidence,

At our cottage on Lake Minnetonka we had a pet crow,
the property of Louis Gates, a neighbor boy, but which
had adopted our place for its own use. This crow, which
was named Jimmy, was entirely tame, and a most curious
and interesting pet. It was fond of frogs, and would
throw back its head and open its mouth, begging for
frogs. If one were writing, Jimmy would perch himself
on the table, carry off pen or pencil, and peck at the paper,
all in the most charming familiarity. He would come up
to one and allow himself to be taken into the hand, some- *

thing which a crow rarely will do, no matter how tame.
He had a hundred odd tricks of act and voice which
made acquaintance with him a continued surprise and de-
light. "What with our pet squirrels and this pet crow, we
were very happy. That was until this week. One day
Jimmy followed the boat down to Spring Park dock,
something like half a mile, alighted on the boathouse
porch, where he proceeded to make friends with the boat-
house hand. The latter, seeing a bird so close at hand
and so defenseless, picked up a paddle and killed Jimmy
with very little difficulty before any one could prevent it.

Comment is not necessary. E. Hough.
Hartfokd Building, Chicago, 111.

—^—
"That reminds me."

Mephitis Mephitica and the Deacon.
Reading Mr. Hough's interesting letters from Minne-

tonka, remmded me of skunks, because, for certain rea-
sons, I always associate skunks with Minnetonka and
when I am reminded of skunks I revert to old man
Eassford s yarn about the deacon and the skunk
Bassford was born down in old Calais in the State of

Maine, and he can tell more stories of happenings in
Calais than Chauncey Depew ever conjured out of the
classic precmcts of Peekskill-on-FIudson. And when hemakes one of a fishing or hunting party there is no lack
of merriment over the exhaustless fund of stories he
spins out. His fishing and hunting experiences fifty
years ago m the wilds of Maine have charmed many an
interested listener around the campfire. He tells the
lollowmg story on himself, and partly on the deacon, as
well

:

"When I was a boy down in Calais I was apprenticed
to a machine shop proprietor, whose place of business
was on the banks of the St. Croix River. The boss was
a deacon m the church, and if there was one thing ab-
horred by him above all other things, it was profanity ^
Let a slip be made by any of the hands in the shop within
the hearing of the boss, and he at once felt either the
deacon s good right hand or the toe of his number 0
boot. ^

"There never was a heavy job of lugging or lifting
but what the boss would sail in and help the rest Manywere the tight places they crowded him into, at suchimes pinching his fingers and bruising his shins, only
for one purpose, just to hear the deacon swear—just
once. But all to no avail, the deacon was proof aeainst
temptation. *

.

"A new well was needed'for the shop. A windlass wasrigged up and with rope and bucket we boys took turns
at digging and lifting. Before work commenced eachmorning the boss would have himself lowered in thebucket to look over and inspect the work
-One morning I was early at the shop, and as Ipassed the well I looked down for signs of water, and

instead saw the finest, prettiest and liveliest skunk I ever
laid my e3^es on walking around the clayey bottom of that
\vell, making fruitless attempts to climb up the smooth
clay walls.

•T said nothing to my mate, who came up in a fewmoments, but having hitched on the bucket, I kept it
suspended over the opening of the well and waited for
the boss, who came bustling along before the seveno dock whistle ceased blowing.
"Getting into the bucket, he ordered- us to lower awayand we slowly allowed the crank handles to reverse!Al went well until the bucket reached within six feet ofbottom when the deacon let out an unearthlv yell andordered us to hoist. At this I let go my crank handle,

the mcreased draft on the windlass pulling the othercrank handle loose from the other boy's grasp, sendinghim sprawhng on the ground and letting^ the bucketdeacon and all drop kerchunk to the bottom of the well!And then I ran to the shop and gave the' alarm, andthe men flew out .like a swarm of bees and ran for theopening.
"One by one they hurriedly looked down, only todraw back their heads and snort with suffocation, because

ot the ascending etfluvium. Every fresh face that ao-peared above the opening was hailed by the deacon andordered to hoist up, but after a dozen idiots had lookeddown, snorted and done nothing, then the deacon broke
loose and began to swear, and he swore only as a down-
east \ankee deacon can swear, when he is drove to itBut the more he swore the more the men fumbled
the rope and windlass, but finally the good old manwas reeled up spluttering and swearing and smelling
worse than a tanyard. The moment he reached the sur-
lace he ran for the river and waded out up to his neckAs soon as a change of clothes could be gotten for
liim Irom miscellaneous sources in the neighborhood
he emerged from the river and set to hunting me.

But i had flown and remained away for a couple of
days, and when I returned the explanation that the wind-
lass crank slipped from my hands alone saved me from
the worst hiding ever given a sixteen-year-old boyBut the deacon never swore again after that, although he
certamly knew how." Charles Cristadoko.

Death of the Mtisfc-Ox.

The little musk-ox, which was so fully described in
Forest and Stream last winter, and which, through the
generosity of Hon. W. C. W^hitney, became one of the
chief attractions of the New York Zoological Park is
dead.

'

A few -vveeks ago it seemed in fine health and spirits, but
last week it was attacked by pneumonia, and after a short
illness succumbed. There are very few muek-oxen in cap-
tivity, and the death of this one deprives the Zoological
Society of its chiefest treasure.

Lord Justice Mathew is possessed of a mild and kindly
exterior, which at first sight gives the impression that
Its owner is a simple country gentleman rather than an
expert lawyer. At any rate, this was evidently the view
ot a professional seller of painted birds, who one daymet Sir James in the neighborhood of the Strand Law
Courts, and, showing him one of his birds, asked thateminent dispensator of justice to what species he would
take It to belong. The Judge stopped, carefully exam-
ined the gaudy little creature, and then replied that hehad not seen a bird exactly like that one before butjudging from the old proverb that birds of a feather
flock together, he should say that it was a jail bird The

Post
^^"^o"^ not wait for more !—Liverpool

Mr. Jasper Reynolds, a prominent citizen of Fords-
viUe, O IS sitting in the shade trees these days enter=taming himself with visions of wealth from a fish pondTwo years ago he bu.lt a dam across a ravine near hishouse and put ,n a few catfish and thirty-six game fishThey have increased to such an extent that the water ii-alive with them, although the pond covers a qulrter ofan acre, and is eight feet deep. The people of the townand visitors feed them to see them eat, and Air Ity-nolds only has to watch them grow. The largest ofthe game fish now weigh over a pound, and the catsweigh tvvice as much. Nobody thinks of catching themand no fish has ever been taken from the pond.-^LoS
ville Courier-Journal.

.^uui:>-
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Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m Fokest aho Stksah.

Random Notes of an Angler.

The Pickerel is the Poor Man's Game Fish.

I WONDER how many there are to whom it had occurred

that the pickerel or pike is the chief game fish for the

poor man of the rural districts. The game fish for

farmers and farmers' boys, small traders, naechanics, fac-

tory operatives and others to whom the higher game fish

are by reason of pecuniary and other conditions forbid-

den fruit ; and although many of us who have for many
years handled the rod and reel do not consider the fish

to be of much value either for game or food, yet what
a lot of sport there is derived from its pursuit by those

who are accustomed to follow it.

A Fish that is Widely Distribtited.

You see it is more generally diflEused throughout a

great portion of the country than is any other species.

I think I am perfectly safe in stating that there are at

least twenty acres of water in which these fish are found
to one acre containing black bass or trout. I am speak-

ing now collectively of the pickerel and pike portions of

Canada, of the Eastern States and the Middle and mast
of the Western States, and the pike or jackfish of Vir-

ginia and further south, almost every river, pond and
lake having its "long-snouted" denizens, which in some
localities are veri' numerous.

It is sufficiently gamy in the opinion of many to be well

worth following, and its pursuit is one of the few recrea-

tions that a large number of persons indulge in.

I know that the general impression is that the brook
trout is the farmers' boys' game fish, but that honor, if

it may be so called, belongs to the pickerel. To' all who
are familiar with rural affairs it is a common thing to

see these boys at the end of the haying season rig up
their tapering maple, ash or alder poles, to which is

attached a strong line with a stout hook at the end on

v.hich is impaled a frog's hind leg or a strip of the skin

of salt pork cut somewhat in the shape of a minnow, and
sally forth of a cloudy day when the Avind is in. the

"south'ard" or "so'westward" and "skitter" their bait

on the surface of the water among the lilypads and
aquatic weeds for the fish wHch "always are hungry."

They really get a lot of sport out of it, and if success

favors them and they return at night with a "good
string," they exhibit their catch with as much pride and

- complacency as does the fly-fisherman offer for your ad-

miring inspection the elegant creel of .spotted beauties he

has succeeded in taking.

Various Phases of Spoftsmaoship.

The older I grow the more I am becoming convinced

that "sportsmanlike" is after all not a positive but a

comparative term; that there is and can be no unwaver-
ing line -drawn wliich shall decide arbitrarily that the

capturing of certain species in certain ways is en regie

only, while the .taking of other species in- other ways,

more commonplace, if you will, is poaching, or rather

"potting," because there are hosts of anglers who have

never handled a fly-rod. yet who have all the true sports-

man's instincts and really get "sportsmanlike" enjoyment

out of the methods that are familiar to them. Of course

I do not wish for a moment to imply that fly-fishing with

light tackle is not the acme of the angler's art, for it is,

but there are many who claim that in other methods there

is as sportsmanlike enjoyment to be obtained.

For example, I have a friend who contends that fishing

a trout stream with a live minnow for bait is the high-

est sport with the rod that can be named. He insists that

it requires vastly more skill to quietly follow all the

meanderings of the stream by wading and drop his min-
now into every little eddy and deep hole down among
submerged tree trunks and rocks or overhanging banks

and to hook and save his fish in such places than it does

to fish in the open with the fly.

I have another friend who- is the veriest crank you
ever saw in relation to fly-fishing. If he cannot take

his trout with the fly and on a four-ounce rod at that, he
will go- without until doomsday. He would scorn to

take one with bait, yet he just simply delights in fishing

with a hand line for scup (porgies), black sea bass and
biackfish or tautog.

Another gentleman who is quite celebrated as a sports-

man, and whose views arc as rigid as steel regarding

the. killing of game, both large and small, actually ap-

proves of and delights in trolling with a minnow or a

spinning spoon for trout and landlocked salmon in the

great lakes of Maine. He would rightly regard with dis-

gust a man who would fire into a covey of running quail

or at a partridge in a tree, yet he is oblivious of the fact

that trolling for trout and salmon is, in localities where
they may be taken with the fly, in the opinion of most
anglers, simply potting, and is not a "sportsmanlike"
method in any degree.

Value of the Picfeerd as Food.

I have said that the pickerel or pike in the domestic
economy of a large number of persons occupies an im-
portant position ; in fact, it is aJmost the only food fish

that is available tO' them, and it furnishes not only food,

but sport also. I know something of farmers' boys and
the slim opportunities they have for recreation with rod
and Ijne, for I was one myself. It was not very often

that I had a chance to get away from the hayfield or

cornfield to go a'-fishing, but now and then the opening
presented itself and it is not necessary to state that 1

availed myself of it.

The first large fresh-water fish that I ever caught was
a five-pound pickerel, and though it occurred over a
half-century ago, it is as fresh in my memory as if it

had happened yesterday. It was in the brook known as
the Pine Tree Brook, in. Milton, Mass. It had formerly
been a famous trout brook, and it is to this day, away up
under the shadows of the Blue Hills toward its sources a
home for the spotted beauties.

But below the dam at the Old Mill—so called on the

crossroad running between the main road in Milton and
the old Scotch woods road—and down thr-ough the long
stretches of swamps and meadows the pickerel have ex-

terminated all other species.

At the period I refer to a few fair-sized fish ha.d from
time to time been taken from it, but a two-pound fish

was the largest thai had been seen, and that was con-
sidered a good size, considering that the brook was not
a large one.

On the occasion to which I refer, I started down the
brook from the bridge on the crossroad, and working my
u'ay through alders and swale and thickets of brier bushes,
1 cast niy bait over every foot of the brook.

I doubt if many anglers had ever preceded me through
a portion of that jungle, but I was full of enthusiasm and
determined to see just what there was to be obtained in

the line of pickerel that day. It was not exactly a case
of woodchuck and prea.cher, but I was simply determined
to get fish.

As I moved along I found that there often were
stretches of four or five rods in length in which the brook
Avidened considerably, and among the masses of yellow
lily plants and weeds that abounded there, were many
•quite deep holes. From these I succeeded in taking three

or four good fish, and I felt mighty elated at my success.

At length I came to a wide stretch of the brook in

which there was a large area of deep black water, and as

1 wormed my way out of the jungle and prepared a fresh

bait of a frog's hind leg. I felt certain that here I was
to get a good fish.

I cast my lure as far out into the pool as I could and
then began to play it about cn the surface of the water.

I had not moved it more than a yard or two. in fact. I

had hardly begun to- give it the peculiar motion that suc-

cessful pickerel anglers practice, ulicn a great circle of

water moved toward the bait an enormous pair of jaws
opened and with a heavy splash- the pickerel seized my
bait and turned back to its lurking place, where it cou'd

swallow it at leisure.

I had, I remember, an old-fashioned bamboo pole, which
had been a present to me, and which I prized most highly.

In my excitement I raised it pretty sharply, and as I saw
it bend into a half-circle, I expected it would go to

pieces, but it proved sound and strong, and with a "long
pull and a strong pull" I drew the fish to the bank where
I was standing.

It was a bad place to land a fish on account of its

steepness and the abundance of rushes that grew on it, but

there was a little patch of aquatic grass a yard or two
down the stream, and to this I led my prize ; it came along
rather passively, and I had fairly drawn the fish its length

across the grass when the hook sprang out of its mouth.
The fish on finding that it was free began to flap around

most vigorously, and it was just on the point of slipping

back into the deep water, when I threw myself upon it

bc-dily, and clasping it tightly in my arms, struggled back
away from the water. I lost no- time in giving it its coup
de grace, and then, panting with excitement, T paused to

admire my prize. And what a beauty it was, and such a

monster, too-. I thought I had never seen a pickerel half

so large.

It did not take me long to string my fish, my big one
on top, of co'itrse^ and work my way out of the swamp and
start for home. I am inclined to think I ran most of the
distance, for when I entered the house I was quite breath-
less. Well, the fame of that pickerel spread far and
Avide, and 1 was for a time "high line" among the boys
of the neighborhood.
That it was a highly colored, beautifully reticulated

fish, I remember quite distinctly, but further than that I

can say nothing regarding its identity. It may have been
a pike, for it is said that five-pound pickerel are few and
far between, but as we did not pay any attention to the
scales on the cheeks of the fish in those days, we called it

a rousing big pickerel, and so let it rest. How many
years it had made that pool its home, lurking there like a
Giant Despair for victims to whom no- mercy was ever
shown, who can tell? But that it had destroyed a large
number of trout which had tried to pass up and down the
brook there is no question.
The voracity of pike and pickerel is a matter of common

observation, almost every angler being able to give his
testimony in relation to it. The most striking example of
it that ever came to my knowledge occurred in Lake
Umbagog, the lower and second largest of the great
Bangeley chain of lakes in Maine.

Until pickerel were introduced into its water it was one
of the finest trout lakes in the entire system. Now
scarcely a trout is to be found in it. The planting of
pickerel in the lake was, according to one account, acci-
dental, but another story which seems to obtain the great-
est credence is that they were placed there out of revenge
by a party who had been arrested for taking trout out
of season, and who vow^ed that if settlers near the lake
could not have the privilege of taking trout for their own
use (some versions are that he caught the fish for market
purposes) when they pleased, he would prevent all others
from o-btaining any forever after.

No^matter how the pickerel found their way there, they
are now so abundant that parties in fishing through the
ice for them catch "cords of them," as one of the .settlers

told me, "they bring tenting outfits and remain by the
lake a day or two, and when they go home they have a
two-horse sled packed full."

The.se fish have multiplied and increased and diffused
themselves so thoroughly that they have found their way
down the Androscoggin River to and beyond the Erroll
Dam, have been seen two miles or more up the Rapid
River or Five-Mile Falls, and have ascended the Magal-
loway River as far as the Aziscohos Falls, a distance of
fifteen or twenty miles from the lake, in most oi which the
water is shoal and sometimes quite rapid. The popular
notion is that pickerdl will not traverse quick water, but
this example proves to the contrary.

They cannot ascend the falls, for they are too high and
steep, they proving an effectual barrier to the ascent of
trout, but in the pool below they are abundant, but all

other fish have been exterjninated.

It is a great pity, for I always regarded that pool as
one of the finest in New England, and it used to^ be famous
for its trout; bright colored gamy fish they were, the
delight of anglers whO' were so fortunate as to^ reach
them.
When I state that on June 17, 1860, I stood on a rock

on the edge of this pool, and though it was snowing and

hailing most of the time, and my fingers were so cold I

could hardly take the fish off my hook, I landed upward
oi fifty elegant trout with the fly (red-hackle) in less than
three hours, and I could have taken hundreds if I had
Avished, Avhile ten years later not a trout Avas to be found
there, one can form some idea of the destructiveness of
the pickerel. At the southern end of Lake Umbagog,
where the Cambridge River empties into the lake, the
pickerel are especially numerous all through the stretch of
riA^er for a half mile or so below the dam, and one may
catch all he desires, and with the fly, too. I have often
taken a boat into- the river—it is really almost dead water
—and with an eight-ounce rod, strong trout line and big
ba.ss flies, particularly the red-ibis and the red-and-Avhite-
ibis, have had all the success I could have wished for.

'they Avere not gamy in the slightest degree, for the
pickerel comes right into the boat Avithout even a protest,

reserving ' its energies for a tremendous "knockabout"
after it is landed, and Avhich it continues to indulge in
imtil it is knocked on the head. Noav those fish, coming
as they did out of clear, cold Avater, were very good o-n

the table, their meat being firm and SAveet, quite different
from that of ordinary summer pickerel, and, really, I used
to enjoy taking them. To be sure, I did not need to have
used flies, for the fish wotdd have come to any moving
lure I might have cast tO' them, but it seemed a little more
like .sport to use a sportsman's tackle. In speaking of bait
for pickerel, one of my friends says that "any old thing
will ansAver; a frog's leg, a minnow, a strip of pork rind,
a mouse or small snake, a flannel rag, a strip of lemon
peel or an old tin can will fetch 'em." While I may not
agree with him as to the value of all these items, I am
certain that there are but very fcAv lures which AA'ill be
refused. Although the pickerel have diffused themselves
Ihroughout Umbagog, they do not as a rule like cold Avater
as. an abiding place, preferring quiet bodies of more shal-
low Avater, Avhich have an abundance of aquatic vegeta-
tion growing in it, and Avhich have muddy bottoms. This
is well shown by the folloAving example:

It Avas during an outing on the Schoodic Lake (St.
Croix system), in Maine, where I was enjoying myself
among the landlocks. In passing up Grand Lake my In-
dian guide asked me if I Avould like to catch a few
pickerel. I replied that although I Avas not craving for
si'ch sport, a little change in our Avork Avould be accept-
able, upon which he headed the canoe for a stretch of
loAV marshy shore, and Ave soon entered, not a stream, but
a stretch of dark-colored dead Avater, which after many
Avindings tapped a small body of water Avhich the Indian
called Muddy Lake. It Avas of perhaps twenty-five or
thirty acres, and lilypads and other aquatic vegetation was
abundant.

I rigged up a strong bait-rod, and with a spinning spoon
for lure commenced operations. At the first cast I hooked
a black-backed monster, Avhich weighed at least ten
pounds Avhen it was landed in the canoe. The guide, after
knocking the fish on the head, held it up for my inspec-
tion, and opening its jaws to their full Avidth, Avhich was
at least eight inches, exclaimed, "What a m6uth ! These
devils kill more young ducks than a few in the summer

!

How big Avould one look in that?" said he, again opening
wide its mouth. "They eat everything and anything, even
their OAvn young ones."*
We remained among the pickerel an hour or so, during

which I caught a dozen or soi very large fish—they must
have been pike—and then we returned through the outlet
i.'ito Grand Lake, trolling the spoon behind the canoe all

the Avay out, but not obtaining a single strike.

I mention this incident to sho-Av that if these fish can
find such Avater as that oi the small lake, they Avill not
leave it for colder and clearer Avater. I doubt if any
ever get out into Grand Lake, for its bottom is rocky and
its shores are free from reeds, etc., among which they
love to lurk. It is fortunate that this is the case, for if

they Avere to diffuse themselves through that lake, the
landlocks Avould soon begin to dimini.sh in numbers, and
it Avould not take many years to extirpate them.

Edward A. S.-vmuels.
[to be continued.]

* With Fly Eod and Camera. Page 178,

New England Waters.

Boston, Aug. 18.—In New Hampshire the mountain
streams are yielding some good baskets of trout. A party
of five Avent to Elbow Lake last Aveek, Avhere they occu-
pied the new Knights of Pythias camp for several days.
They caught twenty-three trout, the largest weighing two
pounds, and fifty-tAvo pickerel. In the streams above
Plymouth some good fishing has been enjoyed lately,

though the season is late. John Webber, of Boston, and
Harry Batchelder, of Exeter, caught a good string of
trout from the upper waters of the Pemegewasset Wednes-
day. Other good strings have lately been taken. At the
Rangeleys all is summer gaiety, with little attention be-
ing paid to fishing. True anglers are waiting to try these
Avaters for the September fly-fishing. At the Pool at the
Upper Dam an occasional trout or salmon is taken. At
Reddington some fly-fishing is being done. E. P. Bliss,
of Lexington; A. M. Aldrich, of Pepperell; B. E. Wood,
E. A. Sprague, and A. J. Roberts, of Boston, have been
taking some good trout the past Aveek. Mrs. Arthur
Hammond, and Miss Helen B. Withee, of Danvers, have
taken some good strings of trout lately, at Reddington,
though both have had little experience till this season.
.A^t Kineo, Moo.sehead, parties are going daily to the back
ponds and lakes and returning as often with good strings
of trout. On these trips camping out is in order, and is

greatly enjoyed by boys and younger men. Big game is

seen constantly, with the report that it is more plentiful
than a year ago. Parties are in order making the long
trip by canoe and carry to the Alleguash waters, and home
via the Provinces; or the reverse, starting in at Van
Buren, or further doAvn, and out via Norcross or Moose-
head. Multitudes of big game are reported. From the
several stations and hunting and fishing resorts on the
Aroostook Railroad come reports of excellent fishing, and
big game in Avonderful abundance. A Boston gentleman,
interested in hunting, is just in from a business
trip up the line of the Bangor & Aroostook. He says
that he has seen more deer than he ever dreamed of see-
ing, and a great many moose. But he concludes that it is

easier to run on to a dozen deer in midsummer than it

is to find one in legal open season. Speciaj^.
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Fish and Fishing.w '

Saw Mills vs. Fish Protection.

The recent action of the Maine judge who granted a
perpetual injunction against no fewer than forty-six saw
mills and three pulp mills, forbidding the proprietors to

throw the refuse of the mills into the Kennebec or any of

its tributaries, might be repeated with good effect in many
parts of Canada, where the laws forbidding the con-
tamination of streams by sawdust or other mill refuse

. have been set at open defiance by numbers of mill men.
Many of those operating establishments on the Ottawa
River have been great transgressors in this respect, and
at last, wdien their continued violation of the law
began to produce its deadly result, the nuisance has been
to a certain extent modified. I know rivers within, a few
miles of the city of Quebec which contained salmon up to

a few years ago, but which not a single fish now enters

because of the pollution of the water. They order these
things better in New Brunswick, where the law requiring
the burning of sawdust is strictly enforced.

Increased Supply of 'Whitefish.

Reports from the Great Lakes are to the effect that the
catch of whitefish in- the Georgian Ba}' has been better
than for the last fifteen years, and the fishermen are re-

joicing at present indications of a permanent increase in

the supply of this important commercial fish. Two- rea-

sons are a'dvanced for this increased catch. One is the
provision introduced into the Provincial law and licenses

some three years ago, making it illegal to capture white-
fish and lake trout under two pounds in weight, which has
enabled a greater number of whitefish to come to maturity
and to reproduce their kind. The other is the prohibition
of the export of Canadian logs to the United States, which
has been enforced for the last two or three years. At
first sight there would seem to be no connection between the
trade in logs and the supply of whitefish. Under the old
condition of affairs, however, the large number of logs
towed from Canada to American ports, especially by^ way
of Georgian Bay, resulted in ar large accumulation of
bark in the waters of the bay, and especially upon the
feeding grounds of the fish. Marked improvements have
also followed the planting of fry in various parts of the
Great Lakes, and large catches of whitefish off Inver-
huron, in Lake Huron, where only solitary specimens of
the fish have been seen for many years past, is attributed
to the deposit of fry at Kincardine some years ago.

To Dye Casting Lines.

A short time ago I was comparing salmon fishing tackle
with a gentleman from Galway, who has fished most of
the Irish salmon rivers, and many on this side as weU.
The various shadings of his casting lines attracted my
attention, and he was kind enough to give me his simple
recipe for staining the gut. Instead of using ink he boils

the outside skins of onions for his dye, or pours hot water
on the peel, and when it cools, bathes the gut in the
solution. If the casting line should not be dark enough
after one- bath, it is given another. It is useful to have
castings of different shades when setting out for a salmon
river, for it is almost always impossible to know what
color the water may be found in, or how much it may
vary during one's stay on its- banks by the influences of
freshets or continued hot weather.

Where Salmon Take Bait.

As almost always happens when the relative merits of
salmon fishing in Europe and America are discussed, the
gentleman from Galway and the writer soon fell to talk-
ing of the apparent difference in the feeding habits of
the salmon of European and of eastern American coastal
streams. An American angler would as soon think of
fishing for sturgeon with a fly as to endeavor to take
salmon in the fresh water of a Canadian river with bait.

Yet I have met and talked with numbers of English
anglers who appear quite puzzled at the fact that there
is no bait-fishing in America for Salmo salar, as there
certainly is m the fresh-water habitat of the sarrie fish in
Great Britain. In the Irish waters fished by Mr. Mul-
holland—the gentleman already referred to—he tells me
that the most successful baits for salmon are worms,
shrimps and small spoons, the fresh shrimps being a
particularly killing bait. Mr. Mulholland was very care-
ful, too, to have me understand that European salmon
take the baits above mentioned, far above tidal or salt

water, or even brackish water. It is not very strange
that this experience of British anglers, in taking salmon
freely with bait, should strengthen the belief, which so
many of them now^ hold, that Salmo salar fares sumptu-
ously every day, whether in fresh water or in salt. When
worm'S or shrimps are carefully thrown into a European
salmon pool in which the movements of the fish can be
observed, they may at once be seen nosing and often swal-
lowing the food. It is a part of the theory of Mr. Mul-
holland and of other British anglers who' share his views
as to the feeding of salmon in fresh water, that these fish

expel the contents of their stomachs upon being hooked
or otherwise interfered with, exactly as black bass have
been observed to do when hooked in clear water.

More About Whitefish.

From information which has lately come into my pos-
session, it would seem that the taking of whitefish lipon
a fly-hook in northern waters is not quite so novel a
performance as some people have imagined. Trolling for
them in the early spring near the surface of the water, as
mentioned to me some time ago^ by Mr. J. W. Titcomb,
is by no means uncommon in some of the Northern
States, and now my very good friend, Dr. John Duncan
Quackenbos, the well-known authority on the fishes of
North and Eastern America, writes me that thirty years
ago he took whitefish on a fly in the Mettomee River be-
low the falls; the fly used being a small black one. The
Mettomee flows through Granville, N. Y.. and discharges
irto Lake Champlain. That the success of this and simi-
lar experiments was not very generally known until com-
paratively recent times, is proved, I think, by the fact
that the late Mr. "Cheney, in his work on the fishing in
and about Lake Champlain. makes no mention of-^the
taking of these- fish oh the fly, though he does, report, on
page 253 of "Lake:- Champlain and Its Shores," by Murray

and Cheney, that "it is not so unusual for wliitefish to
take a baited hook as it might be supposed."

I have to thank Dr. MacCallum, of London, Ontario,
for correcting the report of Dr. Bensley, recently quoted
by me from the report of the Ontario Department of
Fisheries, upon the identity of the so-called new white-
fish of Lake Simcoe. Of course there can be no better
authorities than Dr. II. M. Smith, of the United States
Fish Conimission, and Dr. Evermann, as to the correct
classification of the whitefishes, and it is interesting to
note in this connection that Coregonus richardsonii,
which, accordng to Dr. MacCallum, they declare the speci-
men sent_ to them to be, is described by Dr. Evermann
himself, in his monumental catalogue of the fishes of
North and Middle .A-merica, prepared in collaboration
with Dr. Jordan, to be "a doubtful species, perhaps iden-
tical with Coregonus kennicotti, or possiblv with Core-
gonus nelsonii." E. T. D. "Chambers.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Sjccessfol Grayling Trip In Michigan,

Chicago, 111., Aug. 2.—In time past I believe I have
chronicled my ambition to one day take a grayling. My
angling experiences in this part of the world came long
after the grayling had ceased to exist in the sporting
equation. For many years we have heard that the gray-
Img is extinct in the waters of Michigan, where in the
recent memories of man it fairly swarmned. The best
of anglers for a dozen years last past can scarcely report
a grayling a year, no matter how extensive their fishing
in the State of Michigan. Scientists have admitted that
the species was extinct or doomed to early extinction,
and sportsmefl have ceased to hope any further experi-
ences with the fish which once so delighted them.
Within the past year or so, I have been able to report

some instances which would lead one to believe that the
grayling is not altogether extinct in Michigan, and that
with proper care it could be retained indefinitely as one
of the sporting fishes of that State. In an issue of
Forest and Stream of last May I reported the catch of
forty grayling made by a gentleman on some unknown
stream in northern Michigan. The name of this angler
I could not learn, but there was no doubt of the authen-
ticity and extent of his catch. Later, I heard of a catch
of grayling made by Mr. C. H. Davis and Maj. Farnham
Lyon of Saginaw, in July of last year. These same gen-
tlemen made another trip this spring to some unknown
water, and again they came out with grayling. I heard
of a few grayling being taken in the Little Manistee,
and of still fewer in the Au Sable tributaries. I heard of
the ineffective attempt of Mr. W. B. Mershon of Sag-
inaw, to induce the Legislature of the State of Michigan
to close the upper twenty miles of the Manistee River,
making of it a grayling preserve. It was stated by many
anglers that a few grayling, among those many smaller
ones, had been seen in the Manistee. (This stream is not
so good a grayling stream as it is a trout stream. It is

hoped by many Michigan anglers that the Legislature
will yet es^tablish a preserve of this nature.)
So much for all the grayling data available up to the

past week. My Saginaw friends had made mysterious
threats about a grayling in my behalf. All at once came
the invitation to get ready to start. Mr. C. H. Davis
was this time the engineer of the party, and the latter was
to consist of his friends, Mr. W. B. Mershon. Maj.
Lyon and myself. Destination unknown. "Come! Come
quick! Keep quiet and you will get your grayhng."
This was the bill of advice.

It is only fair to say that the predictions of my Saginaw
sponsors were more than fulfilled. I got my first gray-
ling, and got several others. The party of four rods "in

all killed numerous grayling. I am here to say now that
the fish is not extinct in at least one stream in the State
of Alichigan, that this is perhaps the only stream where
it has any chance whatever, and that in all likelihood
another two years will see its finish even in those re-
rnote waters. It would be obviously unfair to hasten
his finish by publishing the location of this stream, es-
pecially as I went under pledge of secrecy; and as a
guest has no more privileges than those accorded by his
host, I can only refer inquiries to Mr. Davis and Mr.
Mershon, much as I would like to give all the readers of
Forest and Stream the benefit of my own investiga-
tions.

Far In the Woods.

We left Saginaw on Friday evening, July 25. aod
reached our destination far up in the south peninsula of
Michigan on the morning of the 26th. That is to say, we
reached our railroad town. Thence we drove something
like thirt}^ miles overland, across a sand}' wilderness,
where for twenty-five miles we did not see a house nor a
settlement. I presume this is about as far as any one
can get from a railroad in the State of Michigan. We
were between the railroads and in the heart of what-
ever wilderness may be said to exist now in that region.
It is a wilderness of sandy barrens and slashed off pine
lands and scattered clumps of Norways still untouched.
In the middle of it we found a mile or so of untouched
forest, mostly hemlocks and Norways, a magnificent and
beautiful vision of the primeval forest. I cannot picture
its grandeur and beauty. Our road took us through
what is without doubt the grandest hardwood forest in
the West. Such maples and elms are not to be found
anywhere else in this part of the world.

The Stream.

So at last, well on in the evening, we reached our
destination. A beautiful vision of a winding, rippling
stream came upon our view. We paused in front of a
deep, bright pool, and decided here to pitch our camp.
It was a beautiful spot, and here we passed four as pleas-
ant days as ever have fallen to ray own experience.
The Saginaw crowd go well equipped, and practically

equipped, when they are on one of their sporting expe-
ditions. We had in all'four tents, one for the men, one
big fly tent for a dining room, and two sleeping tents.
The latter tents were made of water-proofed silk, and
one of them, a gift by Mr. Davis to the Saginaw crowd,
was about 14 feet square by o feet high, forming a wide
room, the sweet interior of which was very comfortable
indeed. The whole tent rolled into v<ery small com-

pass. Then there were sleeping bags and air mat-
tresses, folding cook stoves, aluminum dishes, and all

sorts of things delightful to the camper out. Harry, the
helper of the Saginaw crowd, was on hand of course, and
we had with us two splendid woodsmen, George King
and George Higgins, both of whom are old pines woods-
men and well posted in this region, as we were later to
discover. With this force we soon had things in com-
fortable shape. We did not find the mosquitoes and
black flies very bad, the days were not too warm, the
nights were not too cold, and everything was delightful
in the extreme.

The First Grayling.

But I run slightly in advance of my story. Pray you,
believe me, brothers, that if you want anything in all this
world it shall be yours, provided that you want it badly
enough and follow it sternly enough. For years I have
been wanting a buffalo, a grizzly, a moose and a gray-
ling. I got my buffalo when they were nearly all gone.
I will get my grizzly some time, and my moose—that is

to say, the rest of my moose. Also I got my grayling!
I caught him on the second cast I made in the little

river.

In the pool in front of our camp we saw fish rising.
"Get your rod together," said Major Lyon. "You are
just as hke to get a grayling here as any other place."
We all four of us put together our rods, and Mr. Davis,
standing on the corner of the pool furthest from me,
took out two or three trout. "Now cast across that pool
under that tree," said Major Lyon, "and see what you
can do." I had on tvvo flies, a No. 10 Beaverkill and
a No. ID Wickham's-fancy. I made one cast over the
pool to straighten the line, and with the next dropped
the flies in the place indicated by Major Lyon. Instantly
there was a double flash of white. The lower fish missed,
but the upper one struck the Wickham's-fancy, and in a
moment I knew that my ambition was on the point of
lealization, provided only that I was careful. I had
been warned many times of the tenderness of the gray-
ling's mouth. Be sure I did not need Major Lyon's ad-
vice. I took no chances. Very gently I kept the line

tight as the fish started across the pool. I did not crowd
him when he jumped once, twice and three times, nor
force him when he ran. At last I quietly led him into
shallow water, and there we had him, a beautiful picture,
plainly visible above the sands. We called for a landing
net, but none was forthcoming. At last, fearing some-
thing might happen, I gently lifted the captive out on the
grass. Then there were whoops of exultation. I am sure
that every one of- those gentlemen was gladder than
myself that I had caught my grayling, and done it so soon
and so easily. This indeed was one of the purposes of

the trip.

My fish was a beautiful, splendid, iridescent creature,
bearing upon his back the banner of the Stars and
Stripes, the sweetest flag that ever floated over land or
sea. The sunlight played strange pranks on his shining
sides as I held him in my hands. It was a fish 8 or 9
inches long, not a mammoth grayling to be sure, but yet
a grayling.

This taking of half a dozen fish in one bend of the
river even before we had camp finished set everybody
in good humor. "If this keeps up," said Mr. Mershon,
"we'll do a lot of business with these fish before we quit."
It did keep up to greater or less extent, and we had a de-
lightful trip all the way through.

The Fishing.

After lunch on the first day Major Lyon -and Mr.
Davis went up stream a little way, while Mr, Mershon
and I worked down stream. In this wild country of
course one has to be careful where he goes, for the
river runs through a great deal of swamp, and a Michi-
gan fishing stream is by no means an easily accessible
proposition for the most part. Mr. Mershon and I cut
off our experiences a bit earlier than we- might other-
wise have done, and left the stream in the early dusk,
hopeful of finding a possible pathway back to camp. We
found the fish suddenly gone off their feed after the
fashion of trout and grayling in general. I turned over
a couple of grayling which I did not fasten. I think
Mr. Mershon did not have any grayling that first even-
ing, though, if I recollect correctly, both Mr. Lyon and
Mr. Davis brought one each into camp. Mr. Mershon
and I could not do much with the trout. They were
jumping along the edges of the pools, but would not
take any fl}' we could offer them. At last my companion
produced from his plethoric fly-book an English May-
fly, of the cork-bodied, floating pattern. Casting this

lightly closely against the opposite bank and nearly
directly across stream, he let the current carry this

floating fly down and outward from the bank. This
scheme worked, and he caught half a dozen trout on
this fly.

The totals that evening were: Mr. Mershon nine fish,

Mr. Davis, five. Major Lyon and myself three each. If

memory serves, we had three grayling in camp that

night.

The next day Mr. Davis and Major Lyon took a
longer strip of water above camp, Mr. Mershon and I

going down stream once more. I presume that each
party fished about three to five miles of water that day.
Mr. Davis had excellent sport, and left fifty-two trout
and grayling in his live box up the stream, where he
stopped his fishing to come to camp. Mr. Davis had
three grayling in his catch, two of them nice ones. Major
Lyon was also fortunate in getting a grayling and had
seventeen fish in his basket when he struck camp. Mr.
Mershon and I also brought in five grayling, he taking
twenty-three fish in all, and myself twenty. It may be
seen that the grayling was a frequent visitor of our fly-

hooks, and we were elated to find that the fish consti-

uted a considerable factor in the fishing. We of course
did not keep nearly all of our grajding, but turned back
the small ones to the stream.

Schemes.

Mr. Mershon and I again found that we were against
a hard July trout fishing game in our part of the stream.
There were a great many berry pickers in the huckle-
berry plains below us, and a great many of these had
fishing rods. We learned that five parties went down the
stream before us. At any rate, when we went down the
trout were even more capricious than before.
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/'I'll fix them yet," said Mr. Mershon. Again he
dived into the fly-book. This time he brought out a lot
of tiny English midges or sedge flies tied on the most
flimsy of leaders. With this we began to cast as deli-

cately as we knew how, dropping the fly as before,
straight.- across stream from us, and allowing it to float
downward. The scheme worked, and on these small flies

we had considerable sport. We did not raise any very
big fish, but made nice baskets of trout, running into the
8 and 9 inch class. We were all of us very happy when
we rounded up at camp that night.

Hatd Watets.

On the morning of the third day we inaugurated a
change of campaign. Our guide, George King, insisted
that Mr. Mershon and myself should go with him and
fish a strip of almost inaccessible water some eight miles
above our camp. Here he said were several miles of the
deepest water on the stream, and here he promised us
that we would find big trout and big grayling. To fish

this v?ater meant that we would need to drive six or eight
miles through the plains and woods, get into the river at
the upper end of a heavy alder swamp and then fish down
until we got out at the"foot of this swamp. Once in the
river, there was no getting but at either side, for the
stream passed through an impenetrable jungle of alders,
cedars and the like, through which not even a black bear
could penetrate. King promised to drive down and
meet us at the foot of the stream, and he counseled us
to fish fast, for we would find the trip a long one. The
stream was very crooked, he. said, and he could not tell

how many miles it was. No one went into it, because
everybody was afraid of getting stuck in the swamp.
But King knew how to get out. He had gone through
there once or twice, and he assured us it was worth the
eflFort.

This sort of thing directly appealed to Mr. Mershon
and myself. Before noon we were into this stream at
the head of the swamp. We found the water here en-
tirely different from what it had been at our camp. Be-
fore the river had been broken up by bright shallow
places, Avith now and then deep holes or wide pools.
The bottom was in some cases rocky in the lower waters.
Up here in this swamp the stream had an entirely differ-

ent aspect. The water was much colder. The river was
much more crooked. The bottom was entirely of sand.
At one side or the other of nearly every bend there
would be a deep black hole, cut out under the bank,
overlapped by a wide mat of alders. In places the alders
nearly met over the stream, but for the most part it was
possible to cast the fly, although one needed to be care-
ful with his back cast.

It was a hard water to fish, yet as quick as we put foot
into it we saw its possibilities in the way of big fish.

Although we had breast-high waders, there were holes
through which we could not pass with impunity. A.^"in

late Jul3^ all the fish have taken tn the deep water", we
knew in advance that we had gotten into the hiding place
of the big fish. Mr. Mershon went on below for a ways
with a last injunction to King not to forget to call us
when he reached the bank at the foot of the alders in the
late evening. The 5un was very bright and warm, and I

must confess as I started fishing T had very little hope- of

doing anything. The water was entirely bright and clear,

and it seemed impossible under the circumstances to lay

out a fly to a distance which would be effective. I tried

the plan which Mr. Mershon liad found effective pre-
viously, allowing the fly to float down stream, trying
meanwhile to work it in under the alders in the deep
black water where I was satisfied the trout were lying.

I did no good at if, nor did T expect to do anything,
but moved down stream, honing for a change of condi-
tions. At last I found Mr. Mer.shon sitting on a sand
bank at a bend of the st'-r-am Viokin.? intrntly into his

fly-book,
"There's a half dozen awiul bi^ .^raviiiiii ui that hole."

said he. pointin.g at the water in front of him, "and I

can't get them to rise to anything T have got." Indeed
we could see the fish there, one grayling more than a

foot long, possibly 15 inches long. Mr. Mershon had
one nice trout in his basket, bttt when I left him at this

pool he had not succeeded in inveiglfn.g any grayling. I

went on down stream, still sticking tn the long h'ne and
the floating f]y, prjd still meeting with no success what-
ever. I changed flies as best T might and cast my pretti-

est. At last I put on a fly which I suppose is called the

^'bee," which is a brown hackle, a "body of black, with

yellow bands, like the body of a bee. Noticing the trout

rising at a little patch of grass where the cufrefifswung
around, I made a long castr and at the second try I

hooked a beauty and qtiickly put him in. my basket, a

nice lo-inch fish. This roused my flag.ging spirits, and
I concluded tO'try a little harder, Tn less than five min-
utes I noticed apot^er trout rise under some heavy cedar
boughs. I floated my bee here also-, and just as it was
in the right place, began to take it back for fear of get-

ting ,snagged. The fish struck as T lifted. Away went my
leader and three flies. This fish was heavy that I did

not start him up at all, nor did I again see any signs of

him. I had one more bee left, and on this I got another
strike or so, but in adjusting my leader I unfortunately

lost my fly, which got into the water and so floated

down stream. Then I tried a brown hackle and began
to get some signs of life.

At this time, Mr. Mershon waded down on me.
"Put on a bee, if you have one," said I.

"I haven't any bees," said he, "but I'll try a McGinty."
He showed it to me. It had the same body and hackle

as the fly I had been using, with a red tag and a black
wing with white tips. Altogether it was a big and
clumsy looking fly, and not what one would fancy for a
bright day and a clear stream. Mr. Mershon passed me,
stating that he intended to use this fly for a while.

The Other Fellow's Luck.

Perhaps an hour now elapsed before I again came up
to him on the stream', we having both by this time
worked far down into the swam.p. When I did find him
he was standing up to his waist at the head of a deep
^nol and was playing a fish. I had had no more success

myself, although using the McGinty fly which he had
,n;iven me. I could hardly believe him when he told me
h'e 'htid his bfi.sket. nearly fyll o| nm trout;. "Why," said

he, "I've bee ncatching them right along. What's the
matter with you?"

I think the matter was that I had been using a tapered
line and a long leader, and hence did not have as good
control over the fly as I needed. Mr. Mershon was cast-
ing close into the bushes in the deep holes and giving the
fly a twitching motion. Once more he had solved the
problem of the day! Telling me to go in advance, I
picked up three or four fish, but he picked up as many
below me. He simply was a better fly-fisherman than
myself, and that was all there was to it.

Dark la the Swamp.

Now it began to get dark and we had not the slightest
idea in the world where we were or how far it was to any
place of rest or comfort. The river was dark, deep and
a bit uninviting in the twilight. We supposed we had
perhaps half a mile or more of it to go, but in this sup-
position we were wrong. Mr. Mershon obHged me to
stop fishing, and rolling up our lines, we started down as
fast as we could go. We had traveled perhaps a mile
when at last we heard a shout below us. We answered,
and in the course of ten or fifteen minutes we came upon
George King, our guide, who had waded up stream.
He had been fishing a bit on his own account and had
20 fish in his basket.
"Do you know how far it is out of this swamp?" said

he. He told us that it was over two miles. You may be
sure that we were tired when at last we plunged out of
the last reach of this difficult water and got up on the
bank. We were then in the darkness and in an unknown
country, but King, a very good woodsman, found a trail

back to an abandoned logging camp, where he had
cached his horses. We only lost our way once on the
way back to camp, which we reached at 10 o'clock in the
night, to find our friends somewhat stirred up over our
absence. Mr. Mershon's basket of fish included three
beautiful big grayling, like the old-time sort, every one
of them a foot long and one I think over 14 inches.
Naturally everybody was much elated over these grand
fish.

Still More Grayling.

As to Major Lyon and Mr. Davis, they had gone down
.stream below the pools where Mr. Mershon and I had
left off the previous day. They caught five grayling btit

had no very heavy fish. The records for the day were:
Mr. Mershon 15, Mr. Davis 17, Mr. Lyon and myself
6 each.

Now came still another day of sport, and by this time
wc all had our blood up. Mr. Davis wanted to have a
go at this alder swamp fishing, and Mr. King agreed to
take him in at the lower end of the stretch over the old
river drivers' tr^il, which would enable them to fish per-
haps half of this water. Mr. Mershon said he would
wade up the stream and fish below Mr. Davis in the
alder swamp. Mr. Lyon and myself took the stream
where Mr. Davis had made his big catch on the sec-
ond day. As for the Major and myself, I found him to
be a most lovable companion, quiet, steady and skillful.

I must say that Major Lyon is a gentleman 73 years
of age, or rather 73 years of youth. One Would not take
him to be over 55. He .shoots and fishes right along with
all the members of the Saginaw crowd, and holds up his
end of the log in every particular. One may imagine
that the water of a trout stream is none too warm in the
misty morning. It was a novel sight to see so old a
gentleman as Major Lyon go out in the morning and
take his plunge in the pool along with the younger mem-
bers of the party. I must say that he beat me on the
.stream fishing that day, for his fish were more numer-
ous and better in size than my own. This he did in
spite of the fact that he met the misfortune of breaking
the tip of his fly-rod. This latter we mended as best
we mi,ght, but it left him only a stiff stick about suitable
for bait-casting. The Major never whimpered, but cast
on with the short rod, and beat me fishing even with that
sort of rig. Once we stood together at a deep water
where a heavy spring broke in. Casting with the short
line the Major yanked out four beautiful trout under my
nose. Again he turned over or half turned over a very
heavy trout, which he could not stop or do anything
with. Again, as we stood side by side at the edge of a
deep run over white sand, he cast in and at once was di-

rectly into a 12-inch grayling, which he promptly brought
into his basket. He took three or four grayling that day,
and I had as many to my own rod, although I kept but
two. We came into camp that night, had supper a little

after sundown, and then waited an hour or two for our
. friends who had gone on the upper stream.

During the afternoon, as I was wading down the
.stream in advance of Major Lyon, I saw at a distance
of 200 or 300 yards ahead a glimpse of some red-colored
object moving among the bushes at the edge of the
stream. Of course, I l<new at once that this was a deer,
and as the presence of a long and noisy bit of fast water
made the matter more practicable. I concluded to see
what I could do in stalking it. T could see that it was
a small deer and one much persecuted by flies. Its head
was directly away from me and with its ears turned side-
ways and its tail upright, all three switching in discord
or union, as the cast might be, the animal resolved it-

self into three moving points of white and gray. When-
ever it put down its head, I moved down stream through'
the rapid water, and whenever its switched its tail with
the peculiar signal a deer gives when about to raise its

head, I paused motionless in mid stream, the gray color
of my clothing rendering me inconspicuous in the sur-
roimdings. In this way I worked on down within 50
feet, 40 feet, even within 30 feet of the deer. It was a
fawn, well-grown, but still in the spotted coat, and very
beautiful, indeed, it seemed. It would stand and look
at me curiously and half apprehensively, then, with a
peculiar sidelong turn of the head, would go to feeding
again at the edge of the water, with one eye on me the
while. At this close range I dared not attempt to go
nearer, and finally the little creature accepted me as part
of its surroundings, and went on feeding undisturbed.
I examined it very closely, the beauty and strangeness
of the situation appealing to me very keenly. No doubt
the fawn'i mother was near by in the thicket, but if so
she did not get any hint of danger, for there was no

signal to the little one on the narrow beach. We stood
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thus, not a biscuit toss apart, for several minutes. Ou]'
little session was brought to an end in a manner some,)
what singular. My quiet advance had brought me to thf.

end of the rapids, and to the head of a bit of still watet^
near whose edge the deer was feeding. I dared not gc
into this still water, for I knew that the ripples would
give the alarm. Meantime, just at my left, at the fool
of the rapids and in the still water, a good-sized trouf
broke water two or three times. The ruling passion was
too strong, and at last, while the deer had its head dowrl
feeding, I gave a switch of the rod and tossed my fl\|

over the rising trout. In an instant he had it. and ii

another instant he was out in mid pool, splashing on thti
surface as a hooked trout will do. This disturbance in
the water sent up the deer's head as though by an elec-
tric shock. Now the whole expression of its faq
changed. There was fear and apprehension written al'

over it. It looked at me steadily, curiously, with ear^
upHfted and tail interrogative. I stood entirely quiet
with my wrist firmly at my side, holding the butt of th<
rod. I doubt if the splashing of the trout in the poo]
would of itself have alarmed my little companion. Fvoh-
ably it saw the twitching of the tip of the rod, whici
the trout was jerking somewhat violently. At any rate
after about half a minute of this intense staring, my littli

friend turned slowly aside and went off into the thickei
with the most dignified, high-stepping, stiff-legged gaii
one_ could imagine. Its ears were rigid and its tail ai
straight and stiff as a spike above its back. It did noi
snort nor bound nor run, but with the utmost pcrfectio
of inimitable nonchalance, dignity and scorn, edged its

way into the thicket, and I neither saw nor heard of jj

more. I fancy but few sportsmen have ever been thus
close to a wild deer and a wild trout at the same time
nor have many anglers ever scared a deer in the playing
of a trout. The picture was one to remain long in mem
cry.

A Great Day.

It was a great day that Mr. Davis and Mr. Mershoii
had had. King had taken in the live box of Mr. Davis!
and they reported just fifty splendid trout and grayling
safely floating in the water where they left the river.
Mr. Mershon brought home the biggest catch made oi|

the trip, 44 trout, nearly a big bass basket full, even whep
they were cleaned. In this catch he had three whaling
big grayling. "McGinty did it," said Mr. Mershon. H{
later told us that he had fished with a single fly of the
McGinty pattern much as he had the day previous with
myself. In a water which King had told him was goodi
he took 12 trout out of one pool, 6 from another. Aftel
that it was easy. He had the trout beaten, and it wa^
simply a question to fish still, go quietly, wait until thd
water cleared and then cast directly over the deep holesi

"I waited sometimes 20 minutes at the head of a deei*
pool," said he, "before I would begin fishing. The
grayling think then you are a stump, and if you keep youj
feet still, so that no sand or mud will run down streaiti

before you, and if you .cast with as little motion of the
arm as possible, you will catch fish. But it takes fishing
to catch fish in there."
Thus two rods had that day taken nearly 100 fish!

among them some splendid specimens of this "extinct']
fish, the grayling. You may be sure that we had anothet
grand reunion in camp that night, and congratulated
ourselves upon the success of our trip. All the rods re
ported grayling, though all returned most of the grayi
ling which were taken. In the day I probably took some,
thing like 30 trout and grayling fish, but put back all

the small ones.

The Grayling's Habits.

The grayling in habits is different from the ttoUt. II

does not lie under the banks but sticks to the open waJ
ters. Instead of biting best in the morning, it bites best
in the middle of the day. Instead of preferring a cloudjf
day, it likes best bright days for its feeding operations.
Instead of jerking and yanking at the hne like a trout
when hooked, it makes a long swift run, going across tlie

pool with its back fin up against the current. It jumps
oftener than the trout, fights more rapidly, rises cleaner,
and is a quicker fish. It does not fight as long as the
trout and its mouth is more delicate. It is a quickd
riser, and is, on the whole, a sportier fish than the trout;

"I call the grayling a gentleman fish," said Mr. Mer-'
shon. "It is the prince of all the American fishes except
the salmon."
That night we put up all our grayling in a compart-

ment basket filled with ice. We now had enough of them
to make a beautiful display, and we simply gloated over'
our beautiful trpphies.

The Last Day.

The next day was to be our last in camp, and we had
to get back over the long drive to the railroad. The
breaking of camp necessarily took us several hours,
but by noon we found ourselves packed and en route.
We made a pause at the part of the road close to our
celebrated alder swamp. Major Lyon said he would
fish below this point for a little way, while Mr. Davis
and Mr. Mershon offered me my ciioice of the water
above. We three started up stream wading, and I must
record my honest admiration for the length and tough-
ness of Mr. Davis' legs. He is built for high stepping
arid far going. The latter gentleman contented himself
with a half mile or so of water at the lower end of the'
swamp. Mr. Mershon and I went up a half mile further
until we found the trail which King had taken the prev-
ious day. Mr. Mershon gave me my option of staying
back or taking the up trail. I choose the latter course
and decided to fish the water deeper into the recesses of
the swamp.
"You had better walk for half an hour before ycu

stop," said Mr. Mershon. "You'll then be somewhere ,

not very far from the stream, and maybe you can bre
through the alders, as the others did yesterday."
The cedar swamp through which the old river drivers'

trail led, was like all other cedar swamps, hot, thick and
decidedly nasty in every respect. Two or three times Ii

had to pause, since the heat of my big waders, intensi-

fied by the glare of the mid day sun and unrelieved
any breath of air, made the going at times almost insup'
portably bard. None th? l^ss, I walked for 2§ minutef

;
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and tlien saw a glimpse of water on my right, over tlifi

heads of the heavy bushes. Iiito this I broke, and for 20

iiiiHutgS i sat on' a log waiting for the stream to clear

[rolrl the Stirriiig tip T had giveli H.

The Day cf Jtefeng^.

Th's was the day on which I was to have niy f^'i^ffige

^ii these tl-QWt of the alder swamps. The sky now rapidly

jj'ecairie qvercaSt. 1 saw ftn occasional splash tinder the

fnishes, the str^aiij pi-eSentiiig more life than it had on

tlie day when 1 first Saw it.. Tlie air Was cooler. All

at once—evgi-y angler knows how it. is—-the ffdttt W^ilt on

tii.e.feed. . From >vhere I sfoocf, iiip, cleepi .iti the Wafef,

with ihy fee.t carefully iinbedded in the sand and tuj-riifig

nfeitker .to the .right nor to the left, I saw a great, gleafii-

:ng flash of silver greet tne dropiprig of my first fly-. I

s.aw that old .Col, McGinty was going to be the thing that

day,- also. I fished McGinty and royal-coachmari, ^Ha
they did the business, espec'ally McGinty, which for

some reason oi^ Othei", pfote?} to be a hot favorite in that

particular alder thicket.

I remembered Mr. Mershon's injmictioii,s itDoiit eafdwl

going and moti^jnless casting. I was an fioiir in fisHin§

two bends. I did not know how far I was above me
rendezvous where I was ins ructed to report at half-

past three in the afternoon. I did not mind the thunder
gtorlti wjiieh t goilld. naw heht approaching across the

foi-e§t: 1 Was alike tiie happiest and tih fttost, tinhappy

man in tiie world—happy becajase i knew f Ka!d .tfoHt

coming, and unhappy ucciiiig'i 1 knew I ought to hiirfy

home. It was two o'clock before I llad time to ttirri

around, and I had four beauties in my basket. I lm4,

even though by coimsel of a superior officer, learned

how to ^lay the game. The loose bottom of this stream

gives Wide herald of one's approach, and the water is so

smooth thst bm daliiiOt Wade without gtartittg tip a series

bf i-ij)ple§. Whigh •WOttld Je tile feest possible announce-
hieiit of his coming. Thef-efore I adopted Mf. Mef-
Shor^'s piiiti, piditjng 6k{ my pool—and there vi'ere sCSf e.S

of them from which to select—Siid getting into a. posi-

tion -H'tiieh gave tne. the best chance for frOij.t aiid, fc/aek

ciist. Tlieh I Wdiild stand ujitil the water cleared. riiOc

daring to niove ihy foot brie. iiiCll.for fear it would start

floating sand. I cast with the wrist jiltogetli^r, showing
as little motion as possible, and always standing as deep
in the water as possible. I laid out my line with more
eagnerness than I ever did in all my life before, and
used Wliat. little art there wa§ in my reper.oire to the

very last degree, it ^bald neVef do to go out of that

swamp on this morning witliout smrie f)sh to jshow!

I must say that the fish did their part,. FinaHy. I

begun to see the great flaming flashes of brillitint eblofea

trout as they rose from the black holes under the bank
and struck the alluring McGinty. Time after time I felt

the sharp tug of a well-hooked trout at the end of my
line. I had not time for ceremony. I fought them fierce

and hard a^td sharp, for I wanted to get as many in

the basket as I could before nty t'nie was up, and the

stoi-fn Wag eoming on fast. One big fellow, which

Weighed an el'en pound, a trout iS^i inches long, did

give liie a beaiitiftil tiltie of it. He wanted to go under the

alders aiid I didll't wattt him to go there. I crowded
hiffl so hard that at last he came to the surface and
simply qti:t, several minutes sooner than other smaller

fish did. Then I lost a fish which broke through' my
landing net; lost still another in basketing, and still an-

other, which corkscrewed of? at my feet. They came
and., kept on coming, in spite of the thunderstorm, and
my basket grew heavy at my side. I had 8, 10, a dozen
fish! I dared not look at my watch. Wheji I did I

found that I was an hour past the meeting time, and
with no one knew how much space between the river

and the appointed place.

I may have been a very wicked man in my life, but if

so, I think I suffered for it all then. There is no pen-

alty worse than passing hole after hole filled with big

trout which are eager to be caught, wading as for dear

life, your fine rolled up, your face tiathed with perspira-

tion and your heart sinking in your bosom with regret.

I passed a mile or a mile and a half of beautiful trout

waters, indeed, passed the best chance I had on the trip

to malce a fine basket of trout.

At length I came to two bushes stuck up in the water
which marked the place where Mr. Mershon had started

in to fish. This was a mile from the bivouac. Presently

I heard a shout and hurried on as fast as I might.

There was one special hole which Mr. Mershon had
showed me where he had seen some good fish. I recog-

nized it as I passed by some logs which lay at the bot-

tom of it. "I'll fish this hole," said I to myself, "if I

never get out." I allowed myself two casts, and at the

first one I hooked a grand trout, which I bustled into

my basket as quickly as most trouts ever travel over

that road. Then, half choked with the misery of it, I

rolled up my line for the trip, cut oft my leader, and
ended it by 15 minutes of as hard walking through the

water as I ever had in all my life. I was wringing wet
when I struck the team. I had 13 trout at that time.

In an hour more I could have made it 26. Had the day
held with the fish rising as they were when I was in the

stream, there is no telling how many beautiful trout one
might have taken. My only regret was tfiat I did not
secure a big grayling. Indeed, of my grayling, of which
I caught ten or a dozen during the trip, none of them
went over ID inches or perhaps 11 inches. The record of

that day showed other grayling, however, Mr. Davis
having a. nice one and Mr. Mershon bringing a couple

more grand ones out of the alder swamp with him. The
latter gentleman took 8 fish. Major Lyon 8 and Mr.
Davis 9 that afternoon, there being only about 2 or 3

hours' fishing in all. Much of my own time had unfor-

tunately been lost in the walk up the stream and the

necessarily hurried walk down stream. This came of

not thoroughly knowing the waters to be fished. As a

matter of fact. I had gone into the river nearly where
Mr. IDavis and Mr. King had the day before. I do not

think I fished more than half a mile of water in all.

and must have gone over more than three miles of it

that day.

Homeward.

jO.ur 5torm blew over after giving jusrc enough rain

cool things nic.ely. We had a hurrie4 cup of tea and

then proceeded to hit the trail for the railroad. We drove

agaiit across that wilderness of the slashes, across the

jack pine plaitts and over the huckleberry flats, among
the Norway clumpS atld across the magnificent niaple

forests. We saw the stofffl dottds gather on the horizon

like the peaks of some titanic itlountain range. We
pitfnged iflto the black pockets of the overlapping forest

trees', and here and there crossed a rushing little trout

river, SMnS bf these streams once historical as trout_ and
grayling streams. And so in time we ended our trip, a

grayling trip in the year igoi, one which was not only

pleasant but successful. I shall very long remember it

in the bright pages of my lengthening sporting calen-

daf . 1 ^ - - -

Totals.

Mr. Daivi§ kept § fieeofd of otlf fish, and we find that

the totals for.tfie first day Wefe 20 trout and grayling,

for the second day lof, trottt and grayling, for the third

day 44 troilt and graiyling, for the foHfth day 125 trout

and grayling, for the iMi dSy 3'8" tfotit And grayling. On
the first and last day we fished i^botit 3 hours each. We
found that the total taken on the difi^efeftt rods on these

five (kv^ were; Mr. Davis 118 fish, Mr. Mershon 99
fisii, Majof hfon gO.fish, and myself 57 fish. Geo. King,
our guide, tool ^?*h mt day and 20 the day previous.

We had a total of 33^ ifOlit arid grayling. Of these 295
were trout and 44 were grayling\ Of the grayling, we
brought home but 30, returning the others. At the

railroad we counted up our baskets of trout, wiped them
all dfy, put them back in the refrigerator baskets atlfl

admired^ ffiefil onee more- We found that we had 22I

troiit. This I consider tb be a remarkable catch for

the iiSt -H'^ek in jtily. 1 do not need to state that this

was strictly fly-fishiftg. There is no meinber of the Sagi-

naw crowd who wotltd arly iriofe think of using bait

than he would think of shooting a bird on the ground.

As to our take of grayling, if Mr. Mershon's photographs
come out nicely, metfiinks we can show a ba,sket of gray-

ling whieh will ofter more interest as a sporting picture

to-day than almost any other which could be devised, un-
less it Were olte of a floek of wild pigeons or a bunch of

wild htifMo. For myself, I was entirely gratified. I

took no very large grayling, and I kept only 3 or 4 of

those which 1 landed. The main thing was that I saw
th's beautiful fish In almost its last fastnesses, just as

once I saw the reffinant of the buffalo far down in the

Pan Handle o! Texas. Two years after that the buffalo

were gone. Two yeafs after this, I imagine, and in

spite of all the care which can be exercised, in spite of

the fact that this last Michigan stream has a .good stock
of grayling in it at this date, the grayling will have dis-

appeared and have disappeared forever. The State of
Michigafi hag grayling enough now in this stream to keep
theni forever, but it will not do it.

E. Hough.
Hartford BtritDiUG, Chicago. II!.

The First Pifce Egg Hatching.

FranxvLin, "Vt., Aug. 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In Fred Mather's book, entitled "Modern Fish Cldture,"

Mr. James Nevin states that he (Mr. Nevin) hatched
pike-perch in 1877. and that these were the first pike-perch
ever hatched artificially. Without wishing to detract

from the credit oi Mr. Nevin's early labors with pike-

perch, it is only fair to< Mr. Livingstone Stone to say
that Mr. Stone preceded him several years in hatching the

eggs of this fish. Mr. Stone began experimenting with
these eggs, I think, in 1869, but at first without success,

of course, the eggs being treated like trout eggs. Mr.
Stone at last succeeded, however, in hatching pike-perch
eggs by taking one layer only on pares cf common win-
dow glass, and placing them edge down in a current of
water. In 1872 I saw these eggs on glass myself, as I

v/as there on the Missisquoi River, assisting Mr. Stone in

making preparations for taking living fish to the Pacific

coast in the first California aquarium car.

I do not know hoiw much earlier Mr. Stone may have
hatched pike-perch, but I am certain that he succeeded
in doing it in 1872, which is five years earlier than Mr.
Nevin claims that he hatched, them.

Myron Green.

FishetmanV, Rare Lock. '

A REMARKABLE affair is reported from Morehead City,

which is vouched for by reliable parties here. A fisher-

man living near Bogue Sound in a small shanty, saw
a large school of fish go up one of the creeks or blind
guts that enter the marshes in that vicinity. He had a

quantity of nets on hand and a numerous family, and
they all turned out and closed up the mouth of the short
creek, capturing the entire school of fish, which were
mainly large trout. The lucky fisherman has kept the
fish inclosed in the place, taking them out as fast as he
could handle them, selling large quantities* to the fish

dealers at Morehead City. His sales have amounted to
$4,000 worth of fish, and several thousand dollars' worth
still remain in the pond. The facts were learned from a
dealer who came here for additional funds with which to

handle the fish for shipment. It is considered one of
the most remarkable incidents on record on this part
of the coast.—Raleigh (N. C.) Post.

Florida Lobsters.

Below Miami we have a substitute for the lobster that

lives in the crevices of the coral rock till his season
comes, and then he sprawls over acres of sand, fat and
fine. This Florida sea crawfish is of excellent flavor,

grows to four pounds in weight, is abundant and easily

taken. He is not only the equal of the lobster, but bet-

ter. It only remains that he be introduced to the gour-
mand with proper pr^,aration, and he will immediately
become a favorite. "We would much prefer to see some
Floridian grow rich on thistv^lorida dainty, but if none
of us will do so, let the fisirers of the North Atlantic
come down and take possession; it is not well that such
good eating be left to the watery world alone.—^Jackson-
ville (Fla.) Times-Union and Citizen.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to wy i»4ividu»l conn^ct^d with the paper.

ThelWeigfhts of Fishes.

Wellesley Farms, Mass., Aug. 14.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: In your issue of Aug. 16, referring to the

"weight of a fish," you say Mr. J. A. L. Waddell gives

the formula for arriving at the weight of a fish by rrieas-

iiremcnt. I do not think that Mr. Waddell would wish to be
held responsible for this rule. In 1892 I was given tllis

method by Dr. Cornell, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and gave this

to others, and no doubt to Mr. Waddell. This rule will

not hold good on all fish, but does on most varieties I

have tried it on. Even Dr. Cornell did not claim to be the
first, as he gained his information from some formula
for weighing beef cattle. C. A. Dean.

h0 Mmml

Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Sept. 8-11.—Toronto, Can.—Twelfth annual show of the Toroftto

Industrial Exposition. Fred Jacobi, Sec'y.
, „ .

Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show.

John W. Bacon, Treas. ... . „
Oct. 21-24.—Frederick, Md.—Frederick County Agricultural So-

ciety's annual bench show. J. Roger McSherry, Supt.

Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's
show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 2S-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 26.—Salem, S. D.—South Dakota Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) third annual trials.

E. H. Gregory, Sioux Falls, S. D.
. „ ,

Sept. 2.—Inaugural trials of the Minnesota-North Dakota Field
Trial Association. Dr. W. A. Moore, Sec'y, St. Paul, Minn.

_

Sept. 4.—Carman, Man.—Sixteenth annual trials of the Manitoba
Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'v, Winnipeg.

Sept. 11. , Man.—Fifth annual trials of the Brandon Kennel
Club. Dr. H. Tames Elliott, Sec'y, Brandon, Man.
Sept. 11.—O'Neill, Neb.—Nebraska Field Trial Association's

inaugural chicken trials. M. H. McCarthy, Sec'y.

Oct. —.—Drakes Branch, Va.—Inaugural trials of the Virginia

Field Trial Association. C. B. Cooke, Sec'y.

Oct. —.—Independence, la.—Eastern Iowa Field Trial Associa-
tion's inaugural trials. J. C. Burk. Sec'y.

Oct. 20. ,
.—Western Field Trial Association's second

annual trials. C. W. Buttles, Sec'y, Kansas City.

Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member
of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.

Eddins, Sec'y. Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson. Sec'y.

Oct. 28.—Whitby Island, Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins. Sec'y. Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, 111,—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y. Marshall, 111,

Nov. 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America. Charles E. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,

Camden. N. J.
Nov. 3.—Lake View, Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor. Mich.
Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial A.ssocia-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club), fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn. Sec'y.
Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, 111.—Western Irish Setter .Club's inaugural

trials, T. L. Fenn, Secv.
Nov. 17-—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Fipld Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.

Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey. Sec'y. Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith. Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 17.—Glascow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F.
W. Samuel. Sec'v, Louisville. Kv.
Nov 18.—Ruthven. Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 20.—Manor. L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
Wcstlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs,
Readers are invited to send for this column any epitaph or

elegy of departed dogs of which they may have knowledge. We
continiie the series from last week:

Byfon's Boatswain.

A Rochester correspondent sends us these comments on Byron's

epitaph on Boatswain, which was printed in our issue of -Jast

week, and to which wc hope the reader of AVm. Redmond's Id^tter

wiU turn again:

Editor Forest and Stream

:

In the opinion of at least one reader j'ou have added new interest

to the ever-interesting pageis of Forest and Stream through the

establishment of the "Canine Elegies and Epitaphs" department,

and I should have presumed, long ago, to offer my contribution,

had I not supposed momentarily that I would be anticipated by
some one, and I see now that you have published it—Byron's

epitaph on his Newfoundland, Boatswain. It is probably the most
famous epitaph and eulog}' ever written upon a dog. It is need-

less to remark that, as the subject of such lines, tie noble canine

has been for more than ninety years, one of the immortals. It

will be noted that the great poet, who was born in 1788, was only
twenty years old when the epitaph was written. Let those who
will carp at the misanthropic tone of the verse; but who with any
knowledge of dog nature, will presume to question the absolute

justice and truth of the prose part of the eulogium?

E. M. Redmond.

XVIII.—Neptunr. On an Urn near OIney, Eng.

Here Hes one who never drew
Blood himself, yet many slew;

,

Gave the gun its aim, and figure

Made in field, yet ne'er pulled trigger.

Armed men have gladly made
Him their guide, and him obeyed;
At his signified desire

Would advanve, present and fire.

Stout he was, and large of limb,

.Scores have died at sight o,f him;
And to all this fame he rose

By only following his nose.

Neptune was he called; not he
Who controls the boist'rous sea,

But of happier commaad.
Nepttine pf tbe fnrrowvd land; J
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And your wonder, vain to shorten,

Poiitter to Sir John Tlirockmorton.

; —William Cowper.

XIX.—Kaiser Dead.

„ What, Kaiser dead? The heavy news
Post-haste to Cobden calls the Muse,

Prom where in Farringford she brews

r The ode sublime,

,? Or with Pen-bryn's bold bard pursues

( A rival rhyme.

t
' Kai's bracelet tail, Kai's busy feet,

,' Were known to all the village street.

' ''What, poor Kat dead?" say all I meet;

"A loss indeed!"

O for the croon pathetic, sweet,

Of Robin's reed!*

Six years ago I brought him down,

A baby dog from London "town;

Round his small throat of black and brown
A ribbon blue.

And vouch'd by glorious' renown
A dachshound true.

His mother, most majestic dame.

Of blood unmix'd, from Potsdam came;

And Kaiser's race we deem'd the same

—

No lineage higher.

And so he bore the imperial name.

But, ah, his sire!

• Soon, soon the days conviction bring.

The collie hair, the collie swing.

The tail's indomitable ring,

The eye's unrest

—

The case was clear; a mongrel thing

. Kai stood contest.

But all those virtues, which commend
The humbler sort who serve and tend,

Were thine in store, thou faithful friend.

What sense, what cheer!

To us. declining tow'rds our end, 1

A mate how dear!
"

• For Max, thy brother-dog, began
' To flag, and feel his narrowing span.

And cold, besides, his blue blood ran,

Since, 'gainst the classes,
,

~ He heard of late the Grand Old Man
' Incite the masses.

' Yes, Max and we grew slow and sad;

But Kai. a tireless shepherd-lad.

Teeming with plans, alert and glad

In work or play.

Like sunshine went and came, and bade

Live out the day!

Still, still I see the figure smart

—

Trophy in mouth, agog to start.

Then, home return'd, once more depart;

Or prest together

Against thy mistress, loving heart.

In winter weather.

5 I see the tail, like bracelet twirl'd.

In moments of disgrace uncurl'd.

Then at a pardoning word refurl'd,

A conquering sign;

Crying, "Come on, -and range the world,

And never pine."

Thine eye was bright, thy coat it shone;

Thou hadst thine errands, off and on;

In joy thy last morn flew; anon,

A fit! All's over;

And thou art gone where Geist hath gone,

And Toss, and Rover.

Poor Max, with downcast, reverent head.

Regards his brother's form outspread

;

Pull well Max knows the friend is dead

Whose cordial talk.

And jokes in doggish language said,

Beguiled his walk.

And Glory, stretch'd at Burwood gate,

»,i Thy passing by doth vainly wait;

f And jealous Jock, thy only hate,

" The chiel from Skye,

// Lets from his shaggy Higliland pate

t Thy memory die.

•1 Well, fetch his graven collar fine.

And rub the steel, and make it shine,

And leave it round thy neck to twine,

Kai, in thy grave.

There of thy master keep that sign.

And this plain stave.

—Matthew Arnold.

Come, join the melancholious croon
O' Robin's reed.

(Burns' Poor Maiiie's Elegy).

XX,—On an Ingo'dsby Legend Dog.

Simple and few, tepder and true,

The lines o'er his grave. They have, some of them, too,

The advantage of being remarkably new.

Affliction sore long time he bore.

Physicians were in vain

Grew blind, alas! he'd some Prussic Acid,
And that put him out of his pain.

Foot Sofeness Spoftingf Dogfs.

At this period of the year, •winch comprehends tlie time
immediately preceding and following the opening of the
shooting season, sporting dogs, whether at full exercise as
in the first instance, or in full work as. in the latter, are
more than likely to suffer from foot soreness. Dogs, both
young and old, which have been regularly and fully exer-
cised over some length of time, are far less likely to suffer
from foot soreness than those suddenly put to exercise
or work, and its occurrence is best guarded against by
gradually bringing the dogs into full exercise. Old dogs
suffer, as a rule, more freciuentljr than do the young ones,
and with the former the trouble lasts longer and is less
amenable tQ treatment than with the Isitter, Foot sgrenes.s

jiroper is due, in the first instance, to the quick wearing
Eiwaj'- of the thick cuticle of the pad of the foot. - Under
circumstances of regular wear, when daily exercise Or
work is in full swing, this cuticle grows as quickly as it

is worn av^ray, but when put to
_
sudden stress it not

only wears away more quickly, but is very slowly replaced-,

the sensitive portion O'f the pad of the hoOf being ex-
posed, and, beside becoming inflamed itself, sets up sym-
pathetic inflammation and fever in the other portions of
the dog's feet. This, however, will pass away when the
chief cause is dealt with.
Footsore dogs should have their feet carefully bathed

with tepid water, all grit, sand, and the like being care-
fully washed away, and the feet carefully dried. A lotion
of chloride of zinc and water (two grains of the chloride
to each ounce of water), with a little essential oil of ani-
seed, should be applied to the injured and inflamed por-
tions of the feet, and then they may be bandaged with
linen bandages, well soaked with the lotion.' A dbg's boot
or similar means must be employed to- keep the bandages
in place. This must be repeated daily, until the soireness

goes off, and the dog be slowly brought back to work
again. As a rule, a week or ten days shoiild cover a
complete cure if the dog be taken in hand at oftce.

Pointers are much more susceptible to foot soreness
when working over hard, dry ground, especially where the
cover is low and lying close to- the. ground, but all dogs
that have not been regularly worked and examined over a
period of time are liable to be affected, and frequently
the redness showing between the toes and betwCn the pad
of the foot and the toes is taken to be the cause of the
foot soreness, or leg weariness, as it is frequently _ mis-
called, whereas this is only a symptom of the actual cause.
The lotion recommended is always beneficial to dogs

showing slight signs of foot soreness, and should be kept
on hand for use overnight upon the feet of dogs which
may be liable to^ develop this simple but distressing ail-

ment.^—Shooting Times.

Seawanhaka Cup.
Friday, Aug. 8.

A TRi.A.MGULAR course with light to^ tno-dera'te wiiid' and
no sea gave Tecumseh what eVery ohe said . she wanted,
and the result was a filie face, clos'e and exciting through-
out. The .start was ma'de at 1:55, the boats being ih-
structed to keep all marks to port, giving windward Wofk.
a reach, aird a run home. Tecumseh again led at Ih'e sbft,
having an advantage o^ some fifteeit secoflds, and with
conditions to. her liking made a pr'etty face to the weather
mark, both boats working out iii short tacks. Trident led
around by half % iiiinute, but Tecumseh showed her
quality OR the reaching and running, and the first round
was completed

:

Trident .. -.^ 47 45 I'ectimseh 2 47 53

Then followed the finest work of the day, a series r{
short tacks and sharp work in stays. Tlfe boats wei^e
always on opposite tacks, diverging for a couj^le of mih-
utes and then spinning around to try cohclusions, only to
stand off again just before, questions of right of way
v.-ere involved. Neither of the skippers cared to risk the
chance of the other fihding a better wind, and both avoided
close quarters uiitil they came together at the mark.
Tecumseh should have made it first, but she failed to
stand on far enough, and had to make a short hitch to
ietch it. Trident turned with a lead of two seconds only,
and on the reach to the second mark Tecumseh fairly
established a lead, the leg being timed;

Tecumseh 3 22 52 Trident

On the run home Trident gained a trifle, kit 'fteUiii-
seh was still leading when she tackled the windward Work
of the third and last round,, and it was evident that if

she eoUld even hold her own Trident would never catch
lier when once around the first mark. As a matter of
fact, she gained steadily all around, leading hy a fair
margin at the finish as follows;

—®

—

Yachting Fixtures, 1902,

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and '

also changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.
21. Plymouth, M. Y. R. A., open, Plymouth, MassachusfetU- Bay.
82. Kingston, M. Y. R. A. open, Kingston, Mass. Bay.
23. Bridgeport, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Bridgeport, L. I. Sound.
23. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
23. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
23. Huguenot, Y. R. A. of L. 1. S., open, New Rochelle, Long

Island Sound,
23. Royal Canadian, 16ft. class, Toronto.
23. Penataquit-Corinthian, Lighthouse cup. Bay Shore.
23. Shelter Island, ladies' race. Shelter Island Heights.
23. Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
23. Beverly, fifth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'sv Bay.
23. Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
83. Seawanhaka Corintnian, club, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
23. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
23. Duxbury, ,M. Y. R. A., open, Duxbury, Mass. Bay.
23. Marine and Field, Y, R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Stti Gate,

New York Bay.
24. Mosquito Fleet, club, City Point, Boston Harbor.
25-26. Wellfleet. M. Y. R. A., open, Wellfleet, Massachusetts Bay.
28-30. Cape Cod, M. Y. R. A., open,- Provincetown, Mass. Bay.
30. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
30. Beverly, sixth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'* Bay.
30. Columbia, race to Waukegan, Lake Michigan.
30. Manhasset Bay, club. Port Washington, Long Island Sound
30. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
30. Atlantic, club, Fire Island and return. New York Bay.
30. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
30. Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Greenwich, Long

Island Sound.
30. Royal Canadian, dinghy and 25ft. classes, Toronto.
30. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
30. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
30-31. Corinthian, annual cruise, Marblehead, M-assachusetts Bay.

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furni.sh information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following I condi-
tions:

1. The cruise -must be made in waters of the tJnIted
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting 'and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical' and
contain all possible iftformatijon and data that would be of
value to men going over the same route. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-
garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writer.s that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany "'each article. When
possible, articles should be accoinpanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of thcrboat.
Good photographs will be considered in mal<;i.Ug ;.the^

awards. - .y
'

''^
'

5. The story should ' contairf about sevejt\ .itKoji'^nd
words, written on one side of the. paper pjily,' m'^st
be received at the office of the Forest ana^^^re^m Pu|)-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New IjJi'Qflcj'c^tyj^iiOn .oj .-,

before Nov. 15, 1902.
: V, .,r. r

'

J '

.,f

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act a&
judge and to make the awards.

Tecumseh .4 22 2!) trident w;-.-.-... 4 23 47

Saturday, Aug. Q:

This face w;as in many vvftys a i'ep'eiiitioii of Thursday's
f-7-a Wiiidward and retUr'n. course, with a fi'esh breeze
blpWing down the.lake.^ There was.enongh sea. to niake
things lively and both boats showed single reefs at the
start, which was niade at 1:15, with the usual preliminart
signals.

.
For some unexplained rert^soh tile Bfew cif

TVideiit failed to notice the sighals, and only redlized that
the race had started wheil. Tecumsyi w^is .seeH crossing
the line. This cost something like two minutes, ^n.d it
would have spoiled any ordiftai^y race; As.it wis, Tri-
detlt Aveathered her opponent before tui-riihg the fir,st

mark, and cohtimied to gain steadily to the finish. Tecum-
.sen certainly did better than on Thursday, but the race
was uninteresting, and the following times pretty well
tell the whole story

:

1st Round. 2d Round. 3d Roimd.
i ndent <jj--*f 2 00 D7 2 41 IS 3 21.31
lectimseh , , ..2 02 47 2 44 22 3 25 42

Monday, Aug. ti:

Thfe race .on this day beitij^- pVel' vl triahguiar co.tii-se, fi

nioder.ate wind Was earnestly hoped foi" |:o give Tefelini-
seh a fair chatics "to gSt oh eveh terms. The niohiint wft.s
fino, the wind about the i-ifeht strehgth, but variable, with
.smooth watfel--.

.
Shoi-tly after nooii, when the boats were

read.y tS start for the course, there was a nice breeze up
the lake, with a very obvious thunderstorm working down
agamst it. Trident kept all canvas under cover and towed
to the line, but TecUniseh's skipper insisted on sailing;
On the way the storm broke, more rain than wind,- clear-
ing at I .o'clock and leaving a light breeze from the south-

^J'^,^*^-
This -dropped entirely in a few minutes. Then

-Skipper Jones of the Tecumseh hailed the judges, asking
for time to send for a dry mainsail, a request which pro-
voked some amusement. He was informed that no start
would be ordered until sufficient wind came, and that he
might do as he pleased in the meantime. Com. Mac-
donald hailed the Karma and Mr. Post at once consented
to run back to the club house for another main,sail, re-
turning with it in about forty minutes. By this time
tliere was a nice sailing breeze, and no reason for further
delaying the start. The sun had come out, Tecumseh's
sails w-ere drying rapidly, and to attempt a hasty change
looked foolish. However, Mr. Jones still seemed anxious
to do it, saying it would take only fifteen minutes. After
consultation the judges announced a start at 2:40, the time
being 2:18, giving twenty-two minutes, so the crew of
Tecumseh at once got to work. The sail-bending was
completed at 2 -.35, by which time the wind had freshened
to a squall. Trident's crew turned in two reefs, and
Tecumseh's followed suit, anchoring to leeward of the line
to do so. Just as they got under way the starting whistle
hlew. Trident crossed thirty second's late, while Tecum-
seh lost four minutes working up to the line. It was a
bad start, and evidently unnerved both skipper and crew.
The triangle was sailed with marks to starboard, giving
a hard beat to windward to the first mark, with the wind
squally and freshening, and a short sea rapidly working
up. Eyerything seemed to go against Tecumseh, and
there was not a man or woman in the fleet but sympa-
thized with the Bridgeport men. To make matters still

more uncomfortable, it began to rain hard, and the sight
of Tecumseh hopelessly astern of her competitor, pound
ing away to windward, but losing at every jump, was
almost pathetic. Once round the weather mark she did
better, and the first mark was timed:
Trident ....3 16 00 Tecumseh 3 22 2S

The second rotmd was* but a repetition of the first, both
boats carrying whole mainsails down the wind. Trident's
lead was so great, over a mile in fact that before the end
of the round she sagged down again to guard against
niishaps, and completed the race under easy canvas. The
rourid- was timed :

;*

Trjdent -.3 52 36 Tecurnseh 3 39 00

As a last resource Mr. Jones turned over tlie {itler^fo .

Mr. Jennings, who verj' pluckily took Tecumseh to wind-
Avafd for the last time iinder full mainsail, and by clever
handling and keeping the crew aft. gained a minute or .so

on' the' round," the finish being:

Trident ...4 29 55 Tecumseh 4 :J5 22

This made three races fca" the representative of the
Royal St. Lawrence Y, C., and there being no protests or
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objections, the Seawanhaka cup remains with them for

anotljer year.

So far as the challeiigitt* t\hh .is coiieel'rIeiL tk^fe bul <

G-f the Work aiid fes^ohsibiTitj-,ffell oW GM,- Mritpdn?ild,
\vHo e^WSiilly pdesei'yes creait..foi- pulHilg, things throii| i

uir-tn'e race of uiiexpccted and somewhat embarrassing
difficulties. He first of all headed a syndicate which biiiit

.'assasoit, Mr. Jennings being retained as helmsman, with
u thoroughly representative Bridgeport erew, Than: when
It appcared^to he d&sirnbie td get a host ffolli ]bms k
La Bo|-elc, Com. Macdotlald agaih came. to i:iie fropt, alid

lijade her sfileclioh a. foregone .coPclusioii, and Mi^. jeii-

h;h|s was theft a?lied to tjik^e Biairfce of hei", but dfecliiied

in da f^D,, sUfegbsiihH iKiil: .It wbUlU fetM'.to g^t
ijikh .wiio.was niore fdmiliar witji the typfe of cfaft. U^i;
nef thB tii-bliiiistaHcfcs tljc UuiUlei-s wei-a appealed to for
fifelviee, flhd Ml\ joilljl? dffei-fcli i6 sEll l•h&l-l^»fl^hlntsftlf,

to bring with him the Messrs. Gates, two Western nicii

who had sailed on the boat at the trial races. This offer
was somewhat embarrassing, as it was desired on the one
hand to have a Bridgeport crew, even- with a Western
skipper, and on the otiief hfliid. thete wfis some doubt as
to whether Mt; Joiies was feallv eligible to sail the boat;
I1ie conditions ulidet Whifeh the' hi§tcbefl iof th** SSaWad-
haka eup are sailed call foi^ .CorihtWaii crews Eilid skiC^

Pi-V^. wild h\Us.t.be theiribfei^s of thfe eltibs i^epresfeiitM; Trie
aclejjted d&fihiticil H.f Cbl-itithiail iibki ridf dk»eMf i^HtU^^
Jqhes^. bui; he is cei'taiiily- a, .pi-ofessionfd lioiit btiildef.

pVe tm-fil Si LaWrehefe b wils Ssked td corlserit fo
His apjjOilllmeiit, but tteciitied to eXpi'dss M 8pihioii oii

tne subject, pi-eferring to leave the iTiattfei- etitifely tq the
Bridgeport Clyb. Uiidei: the cifcimistaiices Cora. Mafc-
UohaTiJ decided to flcfept thfe .s.ei"tices of .Mr. Jones arid

tli^ Wf'stei-h nifeh, togetlief .Witll.that of, Mn SHefWodd'
Mi". Jehnihgs, howeA-ei", sailed in the boat Jri the l^st

three races. It certainly was iiot .very gratifying to.tne
Bridgeport Club to,have to depend upon a, Westerri boat
Hiid Westei^h ineh, htif^ onGe. Tecuniseh had beeti selected
Cfjiti. Macdolikia' could naruly be Dlkitigd, fof uAing every
ipeahs to ^ive the boat 3, fair chaPce. There wa^ a godfj

deal of coinijieiit oii the inatter, atid sortie Aitieficjin

yachtsiiaeii who. were present expVessed themselves as
ailythihg but satisfied with the arrangemeiit. . It is certain-

ly- to be hoped that .the next challenge, will be accepted
ffom fi club.whieh will Sf. leMst pfoti^e thdrdughly fifst-

' lass tii-ew ffoiii antoiig. its own rhember^.

.

W''^l\ to. tile defenders, it is, of iriterest to tiotfe

^hat this is the tii'st year that tlie Royal St. Lawrence
Y: C. has sailed a match foi^ the ciip without fhe personal
slip.erihtendehfe of Mh Diiggati. Hfe desigiiefi.both 0sm^
and .Trident, but o-wiiig to his removal to Sydney, C. B..

all the details had, to be worked out and the coflstructiori.

superintended by his trusty lieutenant, Mr. F. P. Shear-
wood, who completed with the pfeseat series his twenty-
fifth race for the Seawanhaka cup. Trideiit .was handled
in' the races by Mr. Charles Routh, a woftK^ suec^ssoi:

to Mr, Duggan, and both in the building and sailing of
tli€ boat the traditions of the club have been ably up-
hfeld- The crew eonsisted of Mr. Macdonald, Mr. Mc-
MSiigbtoh ahd ,Mf. Sliearwood, although a temporary
'Cn^H|^ Wits iiiade oii the secoiid d|y.

,

'

Asiab firphi.the fSct thS.t certaiii advjtHtafes tisiiall^

Seefiife to thfe, defehdei-s, ahd tbat 13uggaii boStS jlre hard
In beat anyivhfei^e.. fespgcialiy oii L§ke St; Lotiis, it ftiay §.s

well be said at once thjtt much of the siiccess of thg I^o^al

St Lawrence Y. C. in the present iristaiice was due to

superior racing organization. The class tO' which the
boat belongs is well established, and in constant use and
they began the season with several good boats, which
were regularly raced, well tuned up, and constantly im-
proved. The two boats built this year were not available

iihtll qilite fefeetitly, biit ollce they Were ready the trained
ti'fews Wefe plit oii board aiid a few races With the existing

boats vety soori showed how matters stood. The dub, in

fact, enjoyed the great advantage of a high standard with
which to comjiare the new boats, and although Trident
Was not remarkably superior to the bunch, and had
scarcely been tested in strong breezes, there was the
Satisfaction of knowing that she had proved herself a
good boat in competition with other boats whose qualities

had been well tested in all weathers.
Now on the other hand the challenging club began the

season with no fixed standards whatever, and while com-
manding a much greater range of talent in every way,
the boats came to the trial races so many unknown quan-
tities, necessarily imperfect for lack of racing and requir-
ing a great deal of tuning up. Once the trials began there
was little time for work of this sort, and perhaps little in-

ducement owing to the decided superiority of Tecumseh.
but after all, it could only be said that she was the best
of an untried lot, almost every one of which no. doubt
have been greatly benefitted by a season's hard racing and
careful attention to details. For the good of the sport it

is to be hoped that the most promising of these boats will

lae brought together again, and made to serve some use-
ful purpose for the next challenger, which apparently will
be some United States club. It can only be regarded as
a profligate waste of means, to employ so' many good de-
signers and builders in tiirning out boats which are al-

lowed to relapse into obscurity after a single short and
unsatisfactory trial. The Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. fully

reahzes this, and in less than twelve hours after the final

race declined an offer for Trident from a wealthy Chicago
yachtsman, on the ground that a proved boat should not
be carelessly lost to the club.

A challenge for next year from the Oshkosh Y. C.
v.'as received immediately after the final races, and the
next day challenges by wire came from the White Bear
Y. G;. and the Manchester Y. C, so that a race next year
is welL assured. ' Wm. Q. Phillips.

Mi\ Frank Bowne Jones has recently made the follow-
ing sales through his agency: Yawl Sultan, sold by Mr.
C. £

.

'Somerville to Mr. Charles A. Van Iderstein : sloop
yacHt Matahka, sold by Mr. R. T. Wainwright to Mr.
W. jC. Buckley ; raceabout Viper, sold by Mr. D. H.
Warner to Mr. A. B. Newcombe; raceabout Spindrift,
sold by Mr. Samuel Comly to Mr. J. A. Dinning; steam
yacht Chetolah, chartered by Mr. A. J. Wise to another
member of the N. Y. Y. C. ; cutter Infanta, sold by Mr.
H. S. Wood to Dr, A. C. Knudson; schooner yacht
Romono, chartered by Gen, B. F. WhitlcK-k to Mr. Fred-
erick W. Crosby.

Eastern Y. €
A MbsT fitting wifidltp of fbe rgciffg ev^fits Ofi thft Mew

thm mhh y.ttisfe \Vas, tlie, ahmi^l race of tte ESstefii Y.

C. sM^ off 'mjm4m Moftdiy, Aug. . if,, wiik^
was open to yachts of tlik £^a\sterri ii0 ^^^w J'ork ^a61it

clubs. The Regatta Committee of the New idflt.Y. C;

\vas the guest of the Regatta Committee of the Eastefff

V, C. en board the eommittee boat, and both committees
tobk. pat-fc In the tnanagenient of the race. There was
all i^iiid^ of WeStbg.f for the I'acing, atld at times there was
Id-diiilse Qf I t>teiilaf^ M,^rbleliead fluke day, but the luck

whicb atteiiae;d tn& fiichis (iilfjllg tb*; pfevioiis week stuek

by thebi, ijid the race ehded iip iff H stroiig ScHitheftst

brCfcse; Whiji- f.fjfc to'ufse was beifig covered
sqi

wei;e _ , _
,

-

ft ^^m^V(Vs Hay 3o'-footer, w'^s disiWasted.-
,

..

The larger offsSe^ Wefe sent o.yef a^ cou'fse 6'f thWt;^-

four and a quarter miles, fifld tHf? siUftller classes Wefe
sent twenty-two and three-quarter iriueS, Uh4 both were
found plenty long enough. The breeze was veffAi§hifi
the start and about southeast. It later shifted to.ffi'e'

southward and, when about half of the first leg had been
sitiled, k sti-eilftheiled with a rain squall, Later it fell

again, afid wbeii the J^»ehts were coming to the finish

hhi it.btefezed oii. I1li§ ffe8ttffe imda the finishes much
fiiofe ifitei->sti*ig, tbari tbey itiiglit dtbefwise have been,

, Tiife'ft_.\Wfe Ib€!..sS.nie close conte.sts between the 70-

foiptei-s Raiiibo\\v, YkixktS KM Miiieola, afid betweeti the
.scbopiiei-s Elmifia aiifl Muf-i^I iMi ijM, e\i»fMiefrZei all

oi the s(i(ta4ro<i riins. Raifibpw arid Mifieoja Went ofei
the startitig, liii^ oii siJlit tacks, Raifibow b'fsi .

A§ she
crossed .the lifie Miiiepia we^it fo tm port tack With.fiairi-

bow. Yaiik^e crossed the line, oft flic pcJft i^ek,-. After sLlj

had Si'oSSed Mineola and Yahkee took if. .slioff hMH
to th.e soutHwaf-'d. to^get jjearer tbe wiftjd, While Sainbpiw
stood oh w^ll ufid.ef Pig l;iofc'k§; This proved a good thm§
for her. She took a ff-eshefiiijf Di;eez,e ifi there and. when
she went out.ofi the starboard t^ck she .soofi opened up i

big. ieSd. Mineola was second aiid Yafikee was ihit4,

This order wiis kept tfp to the first .m'arlc.. Thefe Wa's

much rain and. Avihd a:s fpey ^pproacbed this mark, a!nd

all hands traveled lively. Affef tiirfliflg the mark Mineola
picked up Rainbow in a .lightejiitig p'reez'e, aiid thg tWo
bad a lulifing match, which brought tliem . iiSto'

quSftSi's, so close that they 'rubbed. Mineola werif \yf

Rainbow ai.tef ttiet bad both s.tood so high that they had
to gybe and run for the secofld. mafk with spinnakers set.

This was also favorable to Yankee. Tne breeze had
hauled at this time to southwest, and it was a beSt back
to the first .iiiai'k. Mineola and Yankee took short taclfs,

while Rainbo'W a'gaifi took a long board to the westward.
Again the judgment used wais good, and she turned the
mark in the lead, with Mineola second afi4 Yankee third.

This order was maintained to the finish, but it 4oes not
tell \vhat a sight these three made as they came td tiie

finish with spiiifiakets find ballooners set, only a few
seconds apart.

In the fighting schooner class Mtififet fOt the best of the
start, and she sailed a great race all tbfoUgh against

such a conibination of schooner talent on board filiiiina

as Capt. Dennis and Capt. Nate Watson. The two were
close ajl over the course, Muriel hanging to just a little

lead. Mtli-iei finished a little over half a minute ahead,
but as Elhiina started later, her elapsed and corrected
times were both faster, AiilOirita sailed a good race and
finished well up. Wettanio.g. and Nepla were having one
of the hottest races they have yet sailed, until Weetamoe
was obliged to withdraw. They were working short tacks

all the way out tO' the first mark, with Weetamoe in the
weather berth. Another close race was between Shark
and Humma. Humma was first to start and she led all

over the course, but Shark pulled up on her when the
breeze freshened and they finished close. This gave the

race to Shark; which was handicapped at the start. Effort

had a cruising sloop, Cossack, for a competitor, and she

had no difficulty. In class A of handicap schooners
Katrina won easily. In class B Mavis led the bunch, but
lost to Colleen Bawn on corrected time. In the seventh
class sloops Meemer, an old Y. R. A. 30-footer, sailed a

good race and won. In this class a special prize was
offered for Buzzard's Bay 30-footers. This was won
by Notos, which had sailed a very fine race. In class A,
handicap sloops and yawls, Ondawa finished alone, and
this was the case with Intrepid in the special auxiliary

class. The summary:

Second Class—Schooners.
Start. Finish. Elapsed Corrected.

EhTiina 12 17 00 4 56 10 4 39 10 4 37 48

Muriel 12 16 09 4 55 32 4 39 23 4 38 06
Amorita 12 16 54 4 58 05 4 41 11 4 41 11

Ouissetta 12 16 20 Withdrew.

Second Class—Sloops.
Rainbow 12 15 27 4 52 34 4 37 07 4 37 07

Mineola 12 15 43 4 53 11 4 37 2S 4 37 28
Yankee 12 16 55 4 54 42 4 37 47 4 37 47

Fourth Class—Sloops.
Neola .12 15 55 5 05 19 4 49 24 4 49 24
Weetamoe 12 17 00 Withdrew.

Fifth Class—Sloops.
Shark 12 22 00 5 38 32 5 36 32 5 35 45
Humma 12 20 18 5 58 09 5 37 51 5 37 51

Sixth Class—Sloops.
Effort 12 20 56 4 34 16 4 13 20 4 13 20
Cossack 12 22 00 4 50 45 4 28 45 4 26 09

Seventh Class—Sloops.
Meemer 12 20 38 4 46 43 4 26 05 4 20 01
Notos 12 22 00 4 54 46 4 32 46 4 24 27
Zingara , 12 21 20 4 57 30 4 36 10 4 27 51
Syren 12 21 00 4 53 45 4 32 45 4 32 45
Gamecock 12 22 00 5 15 53 4 53 53 4 45 34
Wahtawah 12 21 10 Disabled.
Halaia 12 22 00 Withdrew.

Class A—Handicap Schooners.
Katrina 12 31 20 5 13 00 4 41 40 4 41 40
Adrienne 12 31 12 5 48 54 5 17 42 5 06 26
Seneca 12 30 38 5 42 12 5 11 34 5 11 34
Hope Leslie 12 32 00 Withdrew.

Class B—Handicap Schooners.
Colleen Bawn ..12-37 00 5 00 50 4 23 S") 4 1102
Mavis 12.37 00 4 53 06 4 16 06 4 16 06
Rondina 12 36 12 Withdrew,

,

Magnolia 12 37 00 Withdrew.
Gerfalcon 12 34 48 Withdrew.

Class A—Handicap Sloops and Yawls.
Ondawa 12 32 00 6 .38 00 6 06 00 6 06 00
Virginia 12 31 48 Withdrew.

Special Auxiliaries.
Intrepid 12 42 00 4 55 06 4 J3 06 4 13 06
Amoureuse 12 45 00 Withdrew.

Newport Special Thirties*
' NEWPORT, R. r.

Tuesday, Aug. 5.

IiJ a. sweepstake race sailed over a triangiilar cour.se ort

Tuesday, Aug. S, Carolina won. The wind was light from
the E. ^awa wa!s first away, but at the first mark Caro-
liifa. ^Ad Espefan.za were .both

. ahead of her. Carolina

held lief le>i4un't-ii the finish. The sifmfrfafyy staft 3:49;

t'iriisli. .telap>sefl!,

Carolina, Pembroke Jones . .5 0^ 02 1 20 22,

Esperanza. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr. 5 1.^ 00 1 24 0<J
Barbara, VV. Rutherford .-. v/.S 17 47 i 2& 41
Wawa, R. Brooks § SO M 1 Ol
Vs4a, VV, L. Stow 5 S(l S() i 4i W

Friday, Aug. 8.

The 30-footers sailed a sweepstake race on Friday, Aug.
8, ills iW-lf a gaie of wind. The first leg was a run, and at

the staf-t tte Wind wis. S.W.. When about at the mark
the wii,id hauled id M/W.', inakiiTg it a reach to the finish

line. Esperafiza; led /f'Oiii Hbs .<?t*rt and won by avef 3ni.

IMie summary, start ^*:'So':'

: finish.- Kiapsed,
Espemua. K, O, Haveirieyer,- J^r..... .-..^ 47 &? 1 S8 §7
Veda. VV. L.- .^tow,, -.SJ 5-3 04 ^ 02 04
Wawa. R. Broofe.^... S 52' 3'6 2 02 Zfi

Barbara, VV. Ruth'crttir4. , t,n..j 5 5^' 47 2 02 47
Carolina Vcmhroke JorfiS. in J 1 .'i. 5' 5-3 -58 g 0^
Asahi, L. Warren aJid V\^ S. OT>fU-»-.- 5 56 2!9 2 0'6 29'

Hera, R. Guinness i 56 52 2 06 52

Saturday, Aug. 9.

Thi sweepstake race that was sailed by the :^iaaiefii

on Saturday, Aug, 9, was won handily by Espe'ta'nzak-

There was a good sailing breeze from the S.W., and so'Citrf

after the 'start Esperanza took the lead,, which she held
up to tbe fi'flisb, The summary, start 3:20:

Finish. Elapsed.
EsperkixMf jf. O.- EfaVetSeyei', Jf,,,,,.,,,..,,,.,5 58 44 2 28 44
Wawa, K..

,
iM-'ooks. ,5 59 14 2 29 14

Veda. VV. L. Stow. , ..A 00 U 2 30 13
Barbara, W. Ktitfierfof 6 fX) 47 2 30 -IT

Asahi, L, Warren and W. §. Millet -6 01 04 2 'M 04

Hera, R. Guinness ,. .. .w<i<//<<**^*^/6 01 &7 2 31 57

Monday, Aug. il.

The 30-fo<jtei'.« sjailed a sweepstake race ovef the Dyer^'
Island course on Moti&df, Aug. li, in a strofig S.W,
breeze. Esperanza wbile gybing around the outer mark
earried awaj' her mast. At this Hinlc she was 2ttt. ahead
of W#Wa, Which took the lead aftei" Esperattzla's accident
and won whit e*se.- The summary,- start ^ '24 ;

Finish. KlajT»se<l,

Wawa, R. Brooks . .5 31 2 IS 31

Carolina. Pembroke Jones. .-5 38 04 2 14 04
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller'v/y.r^.<^,..5 40 3!8 2 WM
Veda, W, L. .Stow S 41 09 2 17 09
Barbara. W. Rtttherfurd S 41 46 2 17 46
Breeze, VV. G. KoeLWcf, jr.. 6 42 M 2 18 16
Esperanza, H. O. Haveffieyer, Jr VV' ithcffg*..

Tuesday, Atig, 12.

The race for the 30-footers sailed oh Tuesday, Aug. i2,

was won by Carolina by the small MSt§lif of 14s. The
boats sailed twice over a triangular course. The wind
was strong from the K.W, The summary, start 3:20;

Fini.sh. Elapsed,
Carolina Pembroke Tones ,,....5 06.32 1 38 32
Barbara, W, Rutherfiird .'c 06 46 1 38 46
Wawa, R. Brooks 5 ()t {>S 1..39 021

Breeze, W. G. Roelfcef, Jr 5 Of if 1 39 17
Veda, W. L. Stow . 5 08 l<i 1 40 191

Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller Withdrew.

Wednesday, Aug. 13.

Esperanza was well in the lead of the" fleet in the race
for the 30-footers sailed on Wednesday, Atfg. 13, when
she got afoul of a lobster pot. Before she (;oiild! clear
herself all the rest of the boats had passed. When*
Esperanza got hung up Wawa was in second place, anc?

she won easily. Tbe wind was from the N.W., and blew
with considerable strength. The boats sailed twice over a
triangular course. The summary, start 3 :23

:

Fiflish. Elapsed.
Wawa, R. Brooks 08 44 1 45 44
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd ,.-5 09 2(i 1 '46 26
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. MiUer S 11 21 1 48 21
Carolina, Pembroke Tones 5 11 'i§ 1 48 49
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 11 &|i I 48 &4
Veda, W. L. Stow : 5 15 .56' 1 52 5S
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr Withdrew.

Thursday, Aug. 14.

The first race for the cup offered by Mr. William L.

Stow was sailed on Thttrsday, Aug. 14. The wind was
fresh from the S.W., and the boats sailed over the Dyer's
Island course. Wawa got the best of the start and led
all over the course, winning by i6s. The summary, start,

3:18:
FMisti. Elapsed.

Wawa, R. Brooks B 32 4S 2 14 48
Esperanza. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 33- 04 2 15 04
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller 5 ^ 2 15 19
Barbara, VV. Rutherfurd 5 33 M 2 15 31
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 .33 49 2 15 49
Carolina. Pembroke Jones 5 34 06 2 16 06i

Veda. W. L. Stow Withdrew.

Friday, .'Vug. 15.

The second race for the cup offered by Mr. William L.
Stow was held on Fridaj^ Aug. 16. The wind blew strong
from the S.W., and Veda and Wawa were forced to with-
draw, owing to broken rigging. Asahi was first around
the outer mark, but on the home leg Esperanza did bet-
ter, and got ahead. When near the finish Barbara passed
Esperanza and won b}' 5s. The summary, start 3:22:

Finish. EL'ipsed.
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 5 38 46 2 16 46
Esperanza. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 38 51 2 16 51
Carolina. Pembroke Jones ...-.•,...5 .39 38 2 1 7 .38

Asahi, L. Warren and W- S. Miller. .......... ,5 40 29 2 IS 29.
VV^awa, R. Brooks Disabled.
Veda, W. L. Stow .Disabled.

Mr. Stanley M. Seaman has made the following trans-
fers through his agency : 35ft. sloop Saona, owned by Mr.
J. Hunt Smith, to Mr. J. Langdon Ward. Chartered the
40-footer_ Choctaw to Mr. Harold W. Buck.

^
j\t the annual meeting of the Sea Cliff Y. C, held on

Thursda}' evening, Aug. 12, the following officers were
elected: Com.. Theodore W. Sheridan, Vice-Com., C. E.
Silkworth; Sec'y. C. Sackett Chellborg; Treas., Clarence
S. Dunning; Trustees, Garrett Smith and Paul Grimm,



Quincy.YjC; Challenge Cup Races.

In the issiie of Aug. 9 Forest and SxREAit had an
account of the two boats built by the members of the
Mancliester Y. C. to defend the Quincy cup and of the
scries of races between the two before the Burgess de-
signed Outlook was chosen to meet Flashlight, the chal-
Itnger from Quincy. It is now meet that they should take
u glance at the tAVo latter boats, and to go into a detailed
comparison of ihem.

Outlook has been already pretty well described in these
columns, and I sliall not describe her more fully than to
^ay that beside her rival she seems a ship. And yet
:nothing is unnecessarily heavy, for the strains on a boat
carry:"ng nearly 2,000ft. of sail are very great, and when
one stops to consider that Outlook carries nearly as much
sail as a 46-footer, and that her spars are as large, it is

net odd that much "gear is needed to handle them.
Flashlight is also of the scow type, but very different

iin many wavs from her rival. She was designed by
Arthur Keith and built by Smith, of Quincy. Unlike
Outlook, she is not covered with canvas, but is double
i/lanked with two layers of wood, laid at right angles.
The inner planking is run across the boat, while the outer
layer is nm fore and aft. This construction makes a
very strong bit of work, and one that holds its shape very
A^-elk Her rig is very light as compared to that of Out-
look, and yet it seems to h'-ld. and her crew seems to be
-nble to handle her sails. She has a .sa'1 area of 1,500 sq.
fl., or 3CO .^q. ft. less than the Manchester .scow. 'She is

45ft. 'ovrr nil. has iiin. draft, with sin. of dead rise, and a
i^eam of 15ft. Her bilges arc absolutely square, and show
no flare at all, so that her extreme beam is the same as her
hiam -r<t the waterline. Except for her bow she looks
ncre V.Ui a square-sided punt than anything, as her sides
l-'ave almi: t m svv'eeo. But the bow is very odd, and it is

Jiard to describe; she has three bows in reality, for on
icach side there is a hollow between the bilge and the
center of thc section. This queer conformaticn runs back
Mbout 2o't.. gradually growing less and less evident, till

at ihc w.ntrrline, or just aft of it. the hollow disappears
crttirely. rnd the section again becomes square. Tlie idea
;''f tly's ho'low on each .=ide I do not quite under tand, un-
Ics it i^ to give her an easy entrance. Of course the lack
•of swee-1 cn Flashlieht gives her a very long side to reach
on, arid hc-r square b'Iges make it easy to heel her over, so
that in l-Trht^airs ='he is very fast. Out'ook 'n a very
nowerful boat, nujch more .so than. Flashlight, and she
hiH a gzrd deal less sail for her power. Her f'-rm is noi
quite ^o'cT v to drVe p.nd her wetted s'lrface when heel -

l

over is r--,ch greater. hu_t to counteract all this she has a
.f;3od d':;!l more sail to drive her.

Ncif r-i-.tent with an o'-dinary board and rudder, Flash-
I'ght hp-; two of each. JTcr two b-^ards are of the da'^ger
f 'vie. ar'l are placed one in each bi'ge. Her two rudders,
r'aced ciirectly in line w'th the boards, are connected with
r[ Jong <-ross rod. which mns on deck from two short
li'lpr-. v.'iiich are arranged iu the usual way.
Her smoort i-^ whoHv of wof^d. and no truss is evident

above C^ck as m Outlook.. Flashlight is comparatively
tipeakiirj an open boat—that is to say. she has two large
cockpits. whiV Outlook is com.nletely decked over, having
only tv. o small hatches used to .get into her to bail out
whatever small amoun*: of water she m?v make'.

Flasiil cht was sailed in her- races by Henry M. Faxon,
with Arthur Keith, Frank Crane, H. B. Faxon and FT.

Morrisrn as crew. Outlook was sailed bv Reginald
Boardm.an, with A. H. Fligginson. Frank Burgess, James
.Tackson and .A.lec Jansen as crew. Both -skippers and
crews are old hands at the game, and used to each other,
thev be'ng almost th^ Fame crews that handled Hostess
and Lookout in the Quincy cup races of 1900, when the
c-To wa.s first won by the Manchester boat Look-out. With
such skipners and crews both boats Ave re done full justice
to, and there was very little to choose betAveen their
handling.
On Thursday July 3h Flashlight came down from

Quincy to Marblehead, where she remained til] the mprn-
jng of the first race, The judges for these raf^ were

three in number—ex-Com. Fred B. Rice, of the Quincy
Y. C. ; Richard De B. Boardman, of the Manchester Y.
C, and Geo. W. Mansfield, of the Corinthian Y. C. These
gentlemen had as judges' boat the steam yacht Velthra.
The Quincy Cup Committee, composed of Edward S.
Grew, H. M. Masott, Horace B. Pearson, Reginald iSpard-
man and A ,Henry Higginson, had as a committee boat
a steam yacht, Messrs. Boardman, and Higginson being, of
course, on Outlook-.

A small fleet of Quincy boats were in Manchester Har-
bor, and members of the club followed the races in the
steam yacht Josephine, while the Eleanor, another
Steamer, was packed with the backers of the Manchester
boat. A large fleet of yachts propelled by sail and sleara

followed the Yaces, arid altogether the event as,;umc>

J

almost the importance of ah international race.

Fitst R xe, Molidayj Aug* 4.

Monday morning dawned fair, with a light sou:hcrIy
breeze coming in. -At 8:15 A. M. Outlook came down
from Fenton's yard, up the Manchester River, in tow ( f

her tender, which Avas managed by her designer W.
Starting Burgess. In the tender Avas also Mr. C. 11.

Cousens, senior partner of the firm of Cousens & PraU,
,

whose suit of sails Outlook used. Outlook \a as pot-
leaded to her rail only, her stem transom showing the \

priming coat of dark green, with a strip of faded canvas
bearing her name Outlook, it having been cut from the 1
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amid the screeclr'ng of whistles, tlie banging of cann n
and the cheers of the ascimb'.ed fleet. She was at cnce
taken in tow by her tender, and went to Manchester.
FlashHght crossed at 12 :5o 140, the hghtness of the breeze

at the finish unquestionably accounting for her crushing
defeat. The summary:

Start. 10:20. 1st Mark. 2d Mark,
Outlook 10 46 55 11 13 20
Flashlight 10 52 35 11 23 02

3d Mark. Finish.
11 41 03 12 10 40
12 03 50 12 50 04

Second Race, Tuesday, Auj?. 5.

The race on Monday was so one-sided that every one in-

terested hoped for other condition than those which had
e^iisted at the time of the first race. Even in their wildest
dreams the supporters of Outlook had not looked for such
a- victory, and it was admitted by every one that for the

best interests of sport the racing should be closed. The
elements of design in Flashlight and Outlook were pretty
well tested for light weather, and the first race demon-
strated two things prett3' clearly: First, the hard square
bilges on the Quincy boat were a failure. She was very
hard to heel, and when once heeled had no supporting
bilge on which to sail as had Outlook. Second, that the

more powerful boat had by far the best of it, and that

the limit of beam and power had not been reached on the
Quincy boat, if even on Outlook. What the result was in

a breeze no one knew. Mr. Faxon held that his boat
would go much faster in a breeze, and so when the wind
gave indications of being strong on Tuesday morning,
every one was glad. At lo A. M. the judges displayed
the signal for course 9—a reach to Archer's Rock Buoy
off Marhlehead, a beat to the red can on the outer breakers
east of Baker's Lsland, and a reach home. Flashlight

came over from Marblehead under whole sail and Outlook
came out in tow of her launch as usual, and hoisted whole
sail. At io:io the preparatory gun was fired, and at lorii
the gooseneck on Outlook broke. She at once lowered
her sails and was taken by her tender to Fenton's yard.
Flashlight sailed a solitary race. One hour before she
finished Otitlook was out again with a new gooseneck
kindly loaned by Mr. Boardman, manager of Hades. As
Flashlight approached the finish line the wind backed
to the northeast, making a beat in. Half a mile from
the line Outlook was tacked under Flashlight's stern, and
in the half-mile beat to the line she beat her over a minute.
Later in the day Mr. Faxon came forward in a most
sportsmanlike spirit and refused to take the race, he
sa5'ing that Outlook had not started and that if Flashlight
couldn't beat her, he didn't want the cup. Therefore the
second race was sailed on Wednesday at lo o'clock.

In the afternoon Outlook defeated a fleet of thirty boats,
including four 25-footers. for the Crowhurst cup. Flash-
light started, but parted her jib halliards on the last leg,

two miles from the finish. At the time Outlook was five

minutes ahead of her. Outlook had two reefs in her
mainsail, carried a No. 2 jib, and set No. 8 sails.

Postponed Second Race, Wednesday, Aug 6.

Early Wednesday morning it was quite discouraging.
A thick fog enveloped most of the course and a light

southerly breeze only made the weather more damp and

FLASHLIGHT QUINCY CUP CHALLENGER.
Photo by W. B. Jackson, Marblehead.

stern of the old successful Lookout, and the letters

changed so as to spell the name of the new defender. On
board beside her regular crew, were David Fenton, her
builder, who, with his head rigger, John Brown, was busy
putting final touches to his creation.

At 9:15 Flashlight came over from Marblehead under
her own sail, slipping along easily in the light air. She
was also attended by a steam tender. At 9 '.40 Outlook
hoisted her jib and mainsail, but did not cast off from her
tender. At 10 o'clock the judges hoisted the signal for
course X, which meant a start off the western end of
Misery Island and a beat toi a mark boat two and a quarter
miles to the south'ard and return. This course was
repeated, making in all a race of four and a half miles to

windwrd and return. Outlook immediately started off in

tew of her tender, while Flashlight proceeded under her
own sail. At 10:15 the preparatory gun was fired, and
both boats hegm to manauver for the start. Both seemed
to move fast, but Outlook was faster in stays.

At 10:20 the gun Avent, and Otitlook crossed the line

four seconds behind the gun on the port tack. She- had
Flashlight under her lee and astern, which followed on
the same tack at 10:20:47, forty-three seconds behind.
Just after .crossing Flashlight tacked to starboard, and
was instantly followed by Outlook, which kept her under
her lee.- Accordingly Flashlight tacked again, and again.
Outlook followed. Anxious to get out from the lee, Mr.
Faxon tacked once more, and was instantly followed by
the Manchester boat. In these short tacks Outlook gained
a good deal, and seeing he could not shake his adversary,
Mr. Faxon settled his beat for the outer inark, with Out-
look on his weather bow. Then for the first time the
difference became apparent, for Outlook outwinded and
outfooted the Quincy punt, which could not hold what she
made, but slid off to leeward. The wind hauled a bit to
the eastward, so that Outlook fetched the mark, and at

10:46:55 tacked around it and with started sheets reached
for shore again. Not so with Flashlight ; she had to make
two short tacks before she was able to follow suit, which
she did at 10:52:35. I did not mention that Flashlight
carried a small club topsail, which in my opinion did her
more harm than good.. Once off the wind, in addition to
this sail, she sent her working jibs out on a pole beyond
her bowsprit, and set a balloon jib inside of it, but Out-
look reaching along with her working jib and mainsail
drew steadily away from her. Half way in, off Baker's
Island, she broke out her spinnaker to starboard, and
with the pole eased way off it drew well. Flashlight fol-
lowed her example. At 11:13:20 Outlook gybed around
the mark and set out for her beat on the second round.
Flashlight followed at 11:23:02, nearly ten minutes astern.
The race had become a procession, Outlook in the lead
doubtless profited by her lighter sails, which were better
than those of her rival, and by perhaps a little better air.
but she pointed higher and footed faster,, and made the
outer mark at 11:41:03.,,. Flashlight tacked twice to
weather the mark, and by the time she rounded it for the
second time Outlook was two miles ahead, her spinnaker
tp starboard and drawing fmely. She crossed z% 12:10:40,

yPIf.T »« IBS J^IENSS Of IHE QUINCY cyp. Photo by W. B, Jackson. Marblehead,
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raw. However, as the day wore on and the time foj the

start -drew near the wind increased in strength, till at

9:30 o'clock, when Outlook came out of the harbor in

tow of the club's launch, it was blowing a strong whole-

sail breeze. Flashlight came over from Marblehead un-

der whole sail, while Outlook lying at her moorings
hoisted a two-reef mainsail. At 9 :55, however, the breeze

.became less strong, and the whole mainsail and No. 4

jib was hoisted on Outlook, while Flashlight set her club

topsail. At 10 o'clock the signal for course 7 was hoisted

on the judges' boat, which meant a reach to a mark off

Hospital Point, a beat to Gooseberry Ledge and a reach

back inshore to the finish line, a distance of nine and a

half miles. At :o:io the preparatory gun was fired, and
the boats began maneuvering for the start. Flashlight

took up a position east and to windward of the line, while

Outlook reached up from the leeward end. The two
boats approached the judges' boat, Flashlight running
almost dead before it and Outlook close hauled. Mr.
Higginson on Outlook called for room, and Mr. Faxon
luffed Flashlight a bit, but not enough. Had Outlook
chosen she could have forced Flashlight to windward of

the judges' boat and the line, but not wishing to make
the trouble, Mr. Boardman swung Outlook off_ sharply and
allowed Flashlight to go between him and the judges' boat.

She thus crossed on Outlook's quarter, a position which
she had no right to hold. Outlook, however, had a clear

wind, and inside of a minute she had two lengths to the

good. The two boats reached off at a fair pace, and
Flashlight sent two men forward of the mast to set her

balloon jib. Outlook was satisfied with her working jib,

and it seemed to do the work as well or better than Flash-

light's sails, as she drew away steadily from the Quincy
boat. When off the northern end of Misery Island Mr.
Faxon took in his balloon jib, and used his working jib

the rest of the way to the first mark. Off Pride's Rock
Outlook set her spinnaker to port, and with it eased away
forward she went very fast. Flashlight did not follow her

example. At 10:45 Outlook took in her spinnaker and
htffed around the mark at 10:49:50. Flashlight followed

at 10:52:00. This showed a gain of two minutes and ten

seconds on the first leg for Outlook. Once around the

mark Outlook was held inshore on the port tack for a

few minutes, and then s^nt about on the starboard hitch

for a long tack to the easKvard. Flashlight followed suit,

and taking in her topsail went far better than in any

of the earlier races; she stood up to her sail and footed

very fast, although she did not point as high as her Man-
chester rival, she dropped behind very slowly. As the

boats got further out, the wind increased very much and
the sea slapped the flat bilges with great force, sending

the. water in showers. Both boats staggered under their

great sail .spread, but both were kept steadily at it, and

made great speed. After standing on the starboard tack

for about half an hour, Flashlight was stayed to port

again and was held far over under the Cat Island shore

to get smoother water. Outlook followed. Both boats

received an awful pounding on the way out, and the way
the lee bow of Outlook came up with each sea that she

struck Avas appalling. Had it not been for the fact that

Outlook has a steel truss running from bow to stern, she

would never have reached the windward mark, and how
Flashlight did it is beyond the writer's comprehension.

It speaks volumes for the work of W. B. Smith, who
built her. From Cat Island both boats were sent out to

sea on the starboard tack again, and held there till they

could nearly fetch the weather mark, when both were

tacked to port again. The sea on this tack was the

worst that the boats encountered during the day, and
while on this reach Outlook broke two hard pine stringers

in her starboard bilge forward of the mast, allowing it to

give badly. She was accordingly eased off a little and this

cost her some of her lead over Flashlight. At 11:34:00

she tacked to starboard, and at 11:38:30 she was eased

off around the mark for the reach home. Flashlight fol-

lowed at II :42:oo, showing a gain of one minute and ten

seconds for Outlook on the windward work. With booms
to port, and with preventer backstays far aft, the two boats

raced off at a most terrific rate. Flashlight came a shade

the faster of the two, but Outlook had a long lead, and it

was too much to cut down. At Pope's Head Buoy the

two boats were hauled a little more on the wind and the

speed became terrific. The fast speed launch Helma, act-

ing as patrol boat, was unable to catch the boats, although

she was running at over twelve knots an hour. Both

crews were sitting to leeward to give the boats the de-

sired list, and both reached aloug with a smother of foam
under their lee bows. At this rate Outlook raced over

the line at 11:57:30, with Flashlight at 12:00:11, two
minutes and forty-one seconds astern. This showed a
gain of forty-nine seconds for Flashlight on the last leg

of the course. Outlook was greeted by cannon, whistles

and cheers as she crossed the line, and Flashlight received

as warm a reception when she flew across, beaten, but

having sailed a very game race, by far the best of the

series. A look at the figures shows that Outlook is faster

to windward than her rival in any breeze, but that on a

reach in strong breezes it is a very even thing, with the

odds rather in favor of Flashlight. After the race Outlook
was towed up the harbor to be overhauled for the next

race, while Flashlight was reefed and sent for Marblehead.
That the rigging and gear on both boats held through

the race speaks well for the judgment of those in charge,

but the pounding and straining that the boats received

from the sea while beating to windward inclines one to

the view that they are by far too lightly constructed.

What those on Flashlight felt I cannot say, but I know
that Outlook's crew breathed a sigh of relief when the

weather mark was reached. The summary

:

Start. 10:15. 1st. Mark. 2d Mark. Finish.
Outlook 10 49 50 11 38 .30 11 .57 80

Flashlight 10 52 00 11 42 00 12 00 11

^ Third Race, Thursday, Aog. 7.

The first Quincy cup race was sailed in a light wind:
the second in a strong whole-sail breeze, and the third in

a wind that came in heavy puffs off the shore and forced

both boats to tie in several reefs. Luckily it was an off-

shore northwest breeze that did not kick up a heavy sea

as on the flWCeding day, when both boats received such
hard punisMJent in the southeast slop. At 8 :30 it was al-

ready commg- in fresh from the northwest, and the little

white wind clouds, rising fast on the northern horizon,

gave evidence of more breeze. Outlook was towed out

pf the harbor at 9:15 with her No. 2 jib on the bowsprit

and two reefs tied in her mainsail. After looking at the

v.'eather, however, her manager put two more reefs
_
in,

making four in all, and when Mr. Boardman, who sailed

her, came aboard at 9:25, he quite agreed in the matter.
Flashlight had come over under whole sail, but seeing the
tactics of her rival, Mr. Faxon promptly lowered his

sail and tied in three reefs. Even then Outlook carried
the larger sail of the two. At 10 o'clock the judges dis-

played the signal for course O, a beat to buoy 11 on Little

Haste, a run back, and repeat, a distance of eleven miles.

The preparatory gun went at 10:05, and both boats began
maneuvering for position at the start. As in the previous
races Mr. Boardman proved himself the best at this game,
and Outlook crossed the line on the starboard tack eight

seconds behind the gun, with Flashlight thirty-two seconds
astern. Shortly after crossing Flashlight was tacked to

port, and Outlook quickly followed the move, both boats
working up close under the Manchester shore. Hard
puffs came off the shore, and at times both took on a
very great angle of heel. The No. 3 jib on Outlook did

not draw well, and must have made quite a difference in

her windward work during the race. She did not go to

windward as well as usual, and seemed not as fast in

stays. Flashlight, on the other hand, carried her sail

well and went to windward far better than in any previous
race. The race to the first windward mark was as close

as could be imagined, and it was nip and tuck as to which
boat would first round it. Just off Misery Island both
boats came together, Flashlight on the starboard tack;
Mr. Boardman was not quite quick enough in coming
about, and had Mr. Faxon chosen he could have fouleS
Outlook and had her ruled out, as it was clearly her
fault. Mindful, however, of the courtesy shown him at

the start on the previous day, Mr. Faxon luffed his boat
and avoided an accident. His action was appreciated by
those on Outlook, and when some minutes later Flashlight
was in a similar position, Outlook was kept off under her
stern.

The two boats were not five seconds apart at any time
during the beat to the buoy, and it was with a lead of

only five seconds that Outlook was kept off round the
mark at 10:54:45. With booms to starboard both boats
were headed for the mark boat off West Manchester. On
rounding Outlook's spinnaker boom was dropped to port
and the No. i spinnaker was run up in stops. The stops
seemed to be too strong, and it was some minutes before
ii; drew well. During this time Flashlight, which had set

a balloon jib, had luffed out on the weather quarter of
Outlook, and it looked for a few minutes as if she might
get b}'. But as soon as Outlook's spinnaker began to pull

she drew out from under her rival's lee and began to pull

slowly but steadily ahead. Flashlight's crew did not set

a spinnaker, but merely poled out her balloon jib. Out-
look took in her spinnaker at 11 :i5 :02, and at 11 •.16:26 she
was gybed around the mark and with flattened sheets sent
to windward on the starboard tack. Flashlight gybed at

11:17:32, one minute and six seconds behind the leader.

Outlook had gained sixty-one seconds in the run down
from Haste. Once down to windward work again, Out-
look seemed to travel better than before. The wind had
become much steadier, though it had increased some-
wliat in force, and lioth boats made better time. Out-
look gained but little, and the boats wtre timed as follows
at the mark

:

Outlook 11 52 12 Flashlight 11 53 55

As Outlook rounded the mark her spinnaker pole went
out to port, and her spinnaker was broken out. So' hard
was it blowing that the sail and boom went high in the
air, and for a minute it looked as if there was going to
be trouble. It was finally steadied, however, and one of
the crew sent out on the main boom, which was far off to
starboard, to cut out the reefs in the mainsail. When
he came in all hands went forward of the mast to sway up
the great 1.400ft. mainsail. When this was up and draw-
ing Outlook fairly flew through the water. Every one
except Mr. Boardman was forward of the mast to keep
the boat down, and she went through a long lane of steam
yachts and launches, which she passed with seeming ease.
Half a mile from the finish a new broom was sent up to
her masthead, and a club burgee hoisted at each of her
spreaders. Thus attired she crossed the line, and was
greeted by guns, whistles, and cheers from the assembled
fleet. Astern, but sailing gamely, came Flashlight. She
had set no spinnaker for some reason which I cannot un-
derstand, but she came fast under her whole mainsail
and balloon jib. She, too, was given a warm reception
when she crossed the line. The summary:

Start. 10:10. l.st Mark. 2d Mark. .3d Mark. Finish.
Outlook 10 54 45 11 16 26 11 52 12 12 11 34
Flashlight 10 54 50 11 17 32 11 53 53 12 15 58

So the Quincy cup will stay in Manchester till such
time as some boat can lower the colors of victorious Out-
look. The Quincy men went away badly disappointed, but
fully satisfied that the best boat had won. All credit to
Mr. W. Starling Burgess for his design and construction
which stood the strains so well. Credit, too, to Mr. Board-
n-\an who sailed her in her races, and who proved him-
self without equal in the steering of big scows. The
crew should not be omitted, nor yet the builder, David
Fenton, who, with his head rigger, John Brown, were in
constant attendance, and worked night and day to make
Outlook a success. And yet perfection in all this without
the sails to drive it is useless, and Messrs. Cousens &
Pratt, of Boston, produced a most perfect jib and main-
sail. The light sails were made by Messrs. Wilson &
Silsby. and were all that could be desired. All these
little things went to make up the perfect whole, and with-
out them Outlook would not have been such a perfect
tool with which to weld another link in the chain which
holds the Quincy cup in Manchester.

A. Henry Higginson.

Capt. Newman and his son Edward, who left New
York on July 9 on the kerosene launch Abiel Abbot Low,
arrived at Falmouth, England, on Thursday, Aug. 14. In
the voyage of 3,103 miles, they were only spoken twice.
The launch made most of the trip under power, .sail being
only occasionally used. Bad weather and heavy gales
were experienced, and Capt. Newman and his son suffered
considerably from exposure.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

Scawanhaka-Cofinthian Y. C* vs. Bevcfly Y* C.

A MATCH was recently made between the Seawanhalja-
Corinthian Y. C. and the Beverly Y. C. for a cup su5-

scribed for by both clubs and to be sailed for by yachts

of the 2ift. restricted class or raceabquts. The terms
of the match are briefly : Each club is to be represented by
three yachts. There shall be three races in each of three

successive years, the club winning two out of three races;

of any year to be the winner of that series and hofd the

cup till the next year, and the club winning two out of

the three series of races to hold the cup permanently.
The winner of each race is to be determined by the system
of scoring and tables in use by the Beverly Y. C. in its

championship races, the races to be sailed under the

rules of the Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C, the first and"

third races of each year or series to be to windward and
leeward, the second triangular, and with one gun starts.

The first series was sailed at Newport Aug. 4, 5 and
6, and won by the Beverly Y. C, and the subsequent
series are to be sailed in the home waters of the club
winning the next preceding series.

First Series, 1902.

The Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C. was represented by
the Jolly Roger, Indian and Whistle Wing, all open keel

yachts, and the Beverly Y. C. by the Quakeress, Terra-
pin and Sylvia, the last a keel, the other two center-

boards and all three having cabins and houses, as re-

quired by the rules of the club. Jolly Roger and Indian
were designed by Crowninshield, Whistle Wing by Crane,
Quakeress and Terrapin by Herreshoff, and Sylvia
by Purdon.

First Race, Monday, Aug. 4.

The weather was fine with a moderate southwesterly
breeze. The course was From the compass buoys to the

buoy off Dyer's Island and return, twice round, about
II miles. A good start was made before the wind. The
run was very even and all rounded the first mark within

thirty-two seconds of each other. In the windward work
Sylvia secured a good lead, which she held till halfway
home on the .second round, when her bobstay parted and
she lost her bowsprit. After clearing away the wreck-
age she lashed a storm jib to her stem and worked her
way to the finish line. The summary, start 2:10 P. M:

1st Mark. 2d Mark. 3d Mark. Finish; Elapsed.
VVhistlewing 2 38 38 3 26 17 3 53 56 4 39 09 2 29 09
Quakeress 2 38 46 3 27 09 ."^ .53 58 4 36 .50 2 26 50
Terrapin 2 39 10 3 27 00 3 54 02 4 40 1 3 2 30 13
Indian 2 .39 02 3 29 49 3 56 26 4 40 58 2 30 58
Tolly Roger 2 38 42 3 26 29 3 53 33 4 41 00 2 31 00
Sylvia 2 38 50 3 24 50 3 52 55 4 ,58 48 2 48 48

Points.—Seawanhaka C. Y. C—Whistlewing .833, Indian .500,

Jolly Roger .333; total 1.666. Beverly Y. C—Quakeress 1.000,

Terrapin .667, Sylvia .167; total 1.834. Won by theTJeverly Y, C.

Second Race, Tuesday, Aug. 5.

The wind was light from the north northeast. Course
triangular, from the compass buoys to the buoy off

Dyer's Island, thence to a mark boat half a mile east of

North Point Light, thence to the compass buoys, once
round, a little over 8 miles. It was windwork to the first

mark, a run with spinnakers to the second and a reach
home. In taking it in at the second mark, Sylvia's

spinnaker caught in one of the snaphooks of the jib, and
in the confusion resulting she fouled the mark boat.

No protest was made, and as it made no difference in the
result of the race, the judges took no notice of it. The
Seawanhaka yachts showed their superiority in light

airs. The summary, start 2:30 P. M:
1st Mark. 2d Mark. Finish. Elapsed.

lolly Roger 3 11 36 3 42 09 4 13 43 1 43 43
"Quakeress 3 12 11 3 43 03 4 14 31 1 44 31
Indian 3 14 31 3 44 26 4 15 58 1 45 58
Terrapin 3 13 28 3 44 52 4 16 07 1 46 07
VVhistlewing 3 16 29 3 45 28 4 16 28 1 46 28
Sylvia 3 15 02 3 45 03 4 24 34 1 54 34

Points.—Seawanhaka C. Y. C—Jolly Roger 1.000, Indian .667,

Whistlewing .333; total 2.000. Beverly Y. C—Quakeress .833, Ter-
rapin ..500, Sylvia .167; total 1.500. Won by the Seawanhaka C.
Y. C.

Third Race, Wednesday, Aug. 6.

There was rain in the morning and a fierce southeast
wind, but before the time for the race the weather cleared

and a strong southwesterly wind gave assurance of "a

good race. The course was from the buoy off Dyer's
Island to the compass -buoys and return, twice around.
Most of the yachts had tied in reefs, but nearly aU shook
them out before the stqrt. As in the other races, all

crossed the starting line within a very few seconds of

each other. Sylvia was again unfortunate and parted
her jib sheets four times in the race. Quakeress ob-
tained a long lead in the windward work and fairly out-
classed all the others. Her performance throughout the
series proved her easily the best of the competing yachts.

The summary, start 3:10 P. M:
1st Mark. 2d Mark. 3d Mark. Fitilsh. Elapsed.

Ouakeress .3 48 36 4 12 03 4 52 46 5 17.34 2 07 34
Tolly Roger.. .,3 52 20 4 16 42 4 55 44 5 20 51 2 10 51
Indian 3 53 30 4 17 22 4 56 15 5 21 02 2 11 02
Terrapin 3 52 27 4 17 08 4 55 .51 5 21 10 2 11 10
Sylvia 3 50 50 4 15 00 4 57 38 5 22 51 2 12 51

Whistlewing 3 52 00 " 4 15 41 4 59 03 5 24 06 2 14 06

Points.—Seawanhaka C. Y. C—Jolly Roger .833, Indian .667,

Whistlewing .167; total 1.667. Beverly Y. C—Quakeress 1.000,

Terrapin .500, Sylvia, .333; total 1.S33. Won by the Beverly Y. C.

G. H. RiCHABtDS.

Moriches Y. C.

MORICHES, LONG ISLAND.

Saturday, Aug. 16.

Melody continued her successful season and won
handily in the one-class cat regatta of the Moriches Y.C,
Aug. 16. Wind was northeast and northwest, shifting

continually during the race. Melody took the lead soon
after the start and finished one minute and fifty-three sec-

onds ahead of Dodo. The summary:
Elapsed. Corrected.

Renelche, Dr. Carr 2 07 50 2 07 50

Esther, C. T. Keily 2 00 50 1 52 43

Dodo. John McAleenem 2 00 .32 1 52 15

Melody, Harry Growtage 1 59 1<1 1 50 22

Julia, T. B. Sayre Withdrew.
Lady Margaret, C. M. Marvin,. Jr Withdrew.,. .

Starboard Light,.E..N. Evanhoe 2 05 30 1 54 53
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Hiuntmgfton Y. C Annual Regatta*

HUNTINGTON, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 16.

Twenty boats started in the annual race of the Hunt-
ington y. C, held on Saturday, Aug. 16. The boats sailed

over two courses. The one for the 36 and 30 foot sloops

was from West Beach in Huntington Bay to a stakeboat

off Eaton's N^ck to a stakeboat off Lloyd's Neck, .to the

starting line, to the red and black striped buoy
off : Eaton's Neck, to the bell buoy off Lloyd's Point,

to the starting line, a double triangle, distance of sixteen

rniles. The course for all other classes was from the

starting line to the stakeboat off Eaton's Point, to the

stakeboat off Lloyd's Point, to the starting line, a distance

of five miles. AH the boats but the dories sailed twice

over the course.

In the 36ft. class three boats started, but Cymbra and
Windora broke down and Empress finished alone.

In the 30ft. class Mimosa won. She had only one

competitor, Marguerite, which boat she outsailed on evei-y

leg of the course, and won by over 2m.
The race in the raceabout class lay between three boats,

Whistlewing, Jolly Roger and Hobo. After a well-con-

tested race, Whistlewing won hv over a minute.

Trouble and Ojibway had a close race in their class, and
the former won by 23s.

In the 25ft. catboat class Vagabond had no competitor

and she sailed over the course alone.

There were three starters in the i8ft. sloop class. Viper
II. did not finish, and Chipmunk beat Vim by over 2m.

Six of the Northport dories started, and the boat sailed

by Mr. W. Donohue won.
The wind throughout the race was strong from the

N.W., and the smaller craft had rather more breeze than

they wanted.
The Regatta Committee was made up of H. H. Gordon,

chairman; O. W. Ingersoll and F. K. Lord. The sum-
mary follows

:

Sloops—36{t. Class—Start, 1:35.

Finish. Elapsed.
Empress, G. M. Hecksher 4 27 13 2 52 13

Cymbra, F. C. Henderson .v. Withdrew.
VVindover, John Green ,. Withdrew.

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 1:40.

Marguerite, T. F. Dingee 4 25 08 2 45 08

Mimosa, T. L. Park 4 23 36 2 46 3G

Raceabouts—Start, 1:45.

Tolly Rogers T. B, Bleecker 3 31 25 1 46 25

Hobo, T. L. Park 3 32 46 1 47 46

Whistlewing. H. M. Crane 3 30 21 1 45 21

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 1:50.

Ojibway, D. P. Morse 3 39 47 1 49 47

Trouble, W. H. Childs 3 40 10 1 50 10

Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 1:50.

Vagabond, C. H. Fancher 3 49 00 1 59 00

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 2:00.

Chipmunk, J. S. Young, Jr 4 10 06 2 10 06
Viper II., W. D. Henmen Withdrew.
Vim 4 31 10 2 31 10

' Northport Dories—Start, 2:05.

No. 3, F; L. Acherly ..3 42 45 1 37 45
No. 4, H. D. Acherly 3 30 13 1 25 13

No. 5, W. ' Donahue ; 3 28 25 1 23 25
No! 6, Moi-se Brothers ...3 36 17 "1 31 17

No. 8;' A. QuackiribUsh 3 34 40 1 29 40
No. 9, C. A. Van Iderstine ••••••• 3 .34 04 1 29 04

The winners were Empress, Marguerite, Ojibwaj',
Whistlewing, Chipmunk, No. 5 dory and Vagabond (sail-

over).

Horseshoe Harbor C* Annttal Regatta*

LARCH MONT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 16.

The annual regatta of the Horseshoe Harbor Y. C.
was held on Saturday, Aug. 16, and forty-five boats
started. The day was an ideal one for small-boat racing, as
the weather was clear, the sea smooth and the breeze fresh
from the N. by E. The course was a five-mile triangle,

the turning points of which were the home mark off the
Horseshoe Harbor club house, the easterly buoy on Exe-
cution Reef, and the striped channel buoy north of
Whortleberry Island. The 36 and 30 footers sailed three
times around the triangle, fifteen miles in all. The 25. 21

and i8ft, classes and the New Rochelle and Manhasset
Bay raceabouts sailed twice around, ten miles in all, and
the smaller boats went once around. The first leg was a
run, the second a reach and the last a beat to^ windward.

In the 36ft. class Possum was the only starter, and her
owner went over the course and took a sailover.

Two boats started in the 30ft. class, Zaza and Leavita,
the former broke the jaws of her gaff just after the start.

Hef owner kept the boat going and covered the fifteen-

mile course and won by the i\arrow margin of 6s.

In the 30ft. catboat class Nymph and Oconee started.
The former proved to be superior on windward work and
won by nearly 3m.
Only two raceabouts started, Mavis and Scamp. Mavis

won by over 2m.
In the Larchmont Y. C. 21ft. class Celia fouled a stake-

boat and was disqualified. Dorothy won in this class by a
small margin.
Four of the New Rochelle one-design boats started.

Deuce was disqualified for an accidental foul and Knave
won.

In the Manhasset Bay one-design class there were also
four starters. Bab won by a small margin from Lambkin.

Messrs. Thomas J. McCahill and G. C. Allen were the
Regatta Committee. The summary follows

:

Sloops—Class M—36ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:05.

^ „ „ „ Finish. Elapsed.
Po£.sum. E. S. Ballou 3 43 39 2 38 39

Sloops—Class N—30ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:00
Zaza, H. P. Granbery 3 17 26 2 07 26
Leanita, H. Leroy 3 17 32 2 07 32

Catboats—Class S—30ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:10.'
Nymph, VV. A. Marble 4 07 22 2 57 22
Oconee, C. G. Gaubert 4 10 16 3 00 16

Raceabouts—Class P—25ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:15.
Mavis, H. L. Pirie : 3 03 24 1 48 24
Scamp, J. T. Pirie.., 3 05 37 1 50 37

Sloops—Class P—25ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:20
Pnstis, Iselin & Law 3 13 24 1 53 24
Chicken Coop, O. Adams 3 17 21 1 57 21

Catboats—Class T—25ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:20
Adeline, C. W. Trippe 3 43 57 2 23 57
Kipple, Bloom-Downey 3 43 39 2 23 39
Arrow, A. C. Miller . .'.'3 43 31 2 23 31

Sloops—Class J—21ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:25.
Montauk, J. S. Appleby. .3 XL XI 1 46 17

Gazabo, N. P. Vulte .......3 14 37 1 49 37
Eos, E. B. Mead Withdrew.
Neola, J. Johnson, Jr... , ..3 12 10 1 47 10

Larchmont Y, C. 21ft. Class—Start, 1:25,
Adelaide, J, J. Dwyer 3 12 38 1 47 38
Plouri, J. H^. Esser 3 14 04 1 49 04
Dorothy, L. G. Spence 3 12 23 I 47 23
Celia, W. S. Gould Disqualified.

Sloops—Class R—18ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:30.
Cricket, H. C. Pryer 3 26 07 1 .50 07
Flim Flam, A. Prince .......3 23 28 1 55 28
Pandora, H. B. Towle 3 25 37 1 55 37

Catboats—Class W—18ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:30.
Erma, G. Wigman 3 57 28 2 27 28

Sloops—Special—New Rochelle Class—Start, 1:35.
Knave, R. N. Bavier 3 42 18 2 07 18
Ace. VV. IV. Bavier 3 44 43 2 09 43
Caper, P. L. Howard 3 44 31 2 09 41
Deuce, L. D. Huntington Disqualified.

Sloops—Special—Manhasset Bay Y. C. Class—Start, 1:35.
Bab, J. R. Ployt 3 45 36 2 10 3G
Firefly, G. Standing 3 49 16 2 14 ]6
Lambkin, S. W. Roach 3 46 04 2 11 04
Arizona, G. A. Corry , 3 51 40 2 16 40

Sloops—Special—Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. Class—Start, 1:40.
Indra, VV. S. Allen 2 48 21 1 OS 21
Catherine, R. E. Robinson.,..,.....,,. ....2 49 21 1 09 21
Joan, W. Hammett 2 51 22 I 1122
Jessie, F. Blauvelt 2 54 32 1 04 .32

Catboats—Special Class—15ft. and Under—Start, ] :40.
Bouncer, A. S. Tappan 2 50 27 1 10 27
Sneaker, F. W. Vulte 3 19 48 1 39 48
Kid, R. Kitching 3 17 05 ] 37 05
Champion, T. Dee 3 35 22 1 55 22
Scout, A. Zerega .Withdrew.
Scud, D. Abbott , 2 48 &8 1 08 58

Indian Harbor Sail Boats—15ft. and Under—Start, ] :40.
Cero, R. D. Mallory 2 57 23 2 17 23

„ . ^ Dories—Special Class—Start, 1:40.
Prize, R. N. Kitching, Jr 3 37 04 1 57 04
A'larguente, W. F. Johnson 3 31 57 1 ,51 57

The winners were Possum, Zaza, Nymph, Mavis,
Pristis, Arrow, Montauk, Dorothy, Flim Flam, Erma,
Knave, Bab, India, Scud, Marguerite. Possum, Erma
and Cero won sailover prizes.

Class A—Handicap.
Chasca, D. H. Follett 1 55 56
Yarico, W. PL Rothwell 2 03 30

Class B—Handicap.
Ruth, H. F. Wheelock 1 26 05
Retriever, H. B. Benson...... 1 29 03
Scapegoat, C. Foster 1 34 .38

18ft. Knockabouts.
Rattler, A. D. Irving 1 24 07
Scrapper, A. P. Loring 1 25 37
Savage, J. Lawrence 1 25 52

G>rinthian Y. C
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Friday, Aug. 15.

A POSTPONED race of the Corinthian Y. C. was sailed
off Marblehead on Friday, Aug. 15, in a strong westerly
breeze. Calypso and Seboomook had a hot scrap, in
which Seboomook was victorious. Little Haste took an
easy win in the 21-footers, and in the i8ft. knockabouts
Rattler, Scrapper and Savage sailed a great race. Rattler
wummg. Tunipoo and Yarico took sai lovers, while Ruth
took a clean win from, Scapegoat. The summary:

25ft. Cabin Class.

Seboomook, B. A. Smith !l'45^3(f'
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton .....1 iG 26

r .
, ^ 21ft. Cabin Class.

Little Haste. T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 44 20Micmac, R. A. Hutchinson
:l 50 13

Pilot, K. Boardman
"

t

-"

' 1 51 10
Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster

""^
"15126

Tabasco IIL. H. H. Wiggin ....!!!"'! "l 52 08
Ihelma, L. Davis i 53 40

„ . T T XT ,

Raceabout Class.
lunipoo, J. 1. Flumphrys j 54 ,33

,r „ Class A—Handicap.
Yerico, W. ft Rothwell ^Withdrew.

- Class B
'

Ruth, H. S. Wheelock 1 o,

Scapegoat, C. Foster !!!!!.'!!." .'i!! [l .36 11

,
18ft. Knockabouts.

Rattler, A. D. Irving -.. 1 91 07
Scrapper, A. C. Loring ••.....•..v.l: i^!'! 1 22 05Savage, John Lawrence ; .

. , .'.'.'.V.'.'....l 22 31

Saturday, Aug. 16.

Another postponed race was sailed Saturday morning,
Aug. 16, in a strong breeze from the north. Chewinic
II. was the first 25-footer to cross the line, but Calypso
went ahead at the first mark and led all through. She lost
on protest of Seboomook for forcing at the first mark
In the 21-footers Little Haste was the first boat to cross
the line, and she had things all her own way all over the
course. Tunipoo sailed a walkover. Ruth won in the
handicap class and Savage in the i8ft. knockabouts,
Savage being disabled. The summary:

25ft. Cabin Class.

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton
.

^19^91^'
*Seeboomook, B. A: Smith. 1 22 50
Sally VL, L. F. Percival

.
'. '

1 2'' 54tChewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr 12.3 06
* Awarded the race on a protest against the Calypso
T Disqualified.

^. ,
21ft. Cabin Class.

Little Haste. T. K. Lothrop Jr 1 97 n7
Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin.. .'.

. . 32 21
Pilot, R. Boardman "'1 'ij aa
Porcupine, C, H. W. Foster ...W'.'.]'.'.'. 1 35 06Micmac, R. A. Hutchinson

1 38 30

. Raceabout Class.
Tunipoo. J. T. Humphreys 1 39 37

Class B—Handicap.
Ruth, H. S. Wheelock , 1 54 29
Scapegoat, C. Foster

.1 57 50
18ft. Restricted Class,

Savage, John Lawrence 1 a7 99
Rattler, A. D. Irving

.'i i! i.' .Disabled.

In the afternoon the fourth regular championship race
was sailed. The wind at this time had shifted to south-
west and was still strong. Chewink II. was the first 25-
footer to cross the starting line, and she was never headed.
Little Haste again had things all her own- way in the
21-footers. Darthea beat Tunipoo in the raceabout class.
In the first handicap class Chasca won easily. In the
second handicap class Ruth scored another win, and in
the i8ft. knockabout class Rattler woii a good race. The
summary:

25ft. Cabin Class.

Chewink IL, F. G. Macomber, Jr ^^^J^^na'
Sally VL, L. F, Percival

! ! ! ! !

.'

! !

! ' ' '

'l 43 23Seeboomook, B. A. Smith
[ 1 47 27

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton ......1 AT 4S
21ft. Cabin Class.

Little Haste, T K Lothrop, Jr......... 1 43 14Tabasco III H. H Wiggm 1 49 59
Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster j 59 43
Pilot, R. Boardman '

-1 50 55
Thelma, L. Davis , 1 ri 07
Opitsah IV., S. H. Foster 1 55 igMicmac, R. A. Hutchinson

. . . .... .155 46
Raceabout Class.

Dorthea, E. B. Lambert 156 12
Tunipoo, J. T. Humphrey......^......,....,..,/,..]]]^! i 67 46"

American Y, C.

MILTON POINT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 9.

The 21 and i8ft. one-design classes of the American
Y. C. sailed a regular race over one of the club courses
on Saturday, Aug. 9. The wind was very light from the
S.S.W. and the times were taken at the end of the first

round, as the race was called off before the second round
was completed. The summary:

aft. Clas.s—Start, 3:05.

Finish. Elapsed.
Howdy, S. VVainwnght 5 46 26 2 41 26
Jolly Tar, S. Howland 5 54 18 2 49 18
Cricket, H. VVilleUs 5 55 06 2 50 06
Kid, O. TIarriman, Jr 5 59 41 2 54 41
Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 6 07 02 3 02 02
Ping Pong, VV. H. Browning 6 11 19 3 06 49

18ft. Class—Start, 3:10.
Mongoose IIL, S. Ford 6 14 53 3 04 13
Hustler, J. T. Downing 6 17 55 3 07 55
Rattler, J. E. Bowles.. 6 21 20 3 11 20
Zuleika IIL, IL S. Sherman Withdrew.

The winners were Howdy and Mongoose III.

Saturday, Aug. 16.

Ten of the American Y. C. 21 and 18 footers sailed a
regular Saturday race on Aug. 16. There was a fresh
northerly wind blowing all through the race, and the
boats sailed over a ten-mile triangular course. In the
21ft. class Rascal won by 12s. The summary:

21ft. Class—Start, 2:50.

Finish. Elapsed.
Rascal, S. C. Hopkins.... 2 54 14 2 04 14
Cricket, H. VVilletts ........2 54 26 2 04 26
Jolly Tar, S. Howland ..2 54 46 2 04 46
Howdy, S. VVainwright 2 55 40 2 05 40
Kid, D. Harriman, Jr 2 55 56 2 05 53
Ping Pong, W. H. Browning 3 07 21 2 17 21

18ft. Class—Start. 2:55.
Mongoose ITf., S. Ford 5 19 03 2 24 03
Zuleika III.. H. S. Sherman... 5 25 11 2 30 11
Rattler, J. E. Bowles ,5 27 04 2 32 04
Hu.stler, J. T. Downing^ .Not timed.

The winners were Rascal and Mongoose III.

Beverly Y. C.

WINCES NECK, buzzard's BAY, MASS.

Saturday, Aug.' 16.

A Corinthian race of the Beverly Y. C. was sailed off
the club house at Wing's Neck, Saturday, Aug. 16, in a
light northeast breeze. The one-design 30-footers went
over the starting line in a bunch, and they kept well
bunched all over the course. Praxilla kept a little ahead
on the run, and she bettered her lead slightly on the wind-
ward work. In the 21-footers Terrapin and Arethusa
sailed almost side by side all over the course. Terrapin
winning. Krieker had an easy win in the fourth class, and
Spider won a good race in the 15-footers. The summary:

30-footers.

Elapsed.
Praxilla. J. Parkinson, Jr 3 09 15
Pontiac, J. A. Beebe 3 1105
Quakeress II.. W. F, Harrison !.!3 11 48
Arabian, R. Winson ....3 12 53
Zingara, E. M. Farnsworth .3 13 45
Young Miss, D. L. Whittemore /!!3 13 50
Evelyn, John Hitchcock .. 3 16 13
Notos, C. H. & W. O. Taylor V.V.'.'.S IT 10
Gamecock, L. Bacon 3 17 33
Mashnee, R. VV. Emmons 2d !!!3 18 23

21-footers.
Terrapin, L. S. Dabney 2 29 50
Arethusa, C. M. Baker... ^2 31 38
Amanita, Joshua Crane, Jr [...2 39 20
Barnacle, W. E. C. Eustis..^.. ........2 45 25
Wynona, Howard Miller. ; .T'. . Withdrew.

Fourth Class Cats.
Krieker, W. S. Jameson 2 48 35
Allison, Stewart McLeod ....3 00 35
Hod, H. B. Pfolmes !..'!3 04 23

15-footers.
Spider. H. B. Stone 1 37 32
Vim, F. \V. Sergent, Jr '.] '.!'.'.

!l 38 02
Catspaw, S. D. Warren '.

1 38 03Go Bye H Stockton '. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.1
40 40

\arda, .1 Parkinson, Jr i 43 qI
Eaglet, R. L. Bacon 1 44 4^
Kanzo, M . H. Richardson, Jr .1 44 45

Winthrop Y. C.

. WINTHROP, MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 16.

Four classes sailed in the regular handicap race of the
Winthrop Y. C. on Saturday, Aug. 16. L'Aiglon came
in first in the 25-footers, but lost to Thordis on corrected
time. Favorite was first in the 15-footers, but Martha
won on corrected time. Elf won in the is-footers and
Virginia won on corrected time in the 15ft. juniors. The
summary

:

25ft. Class.

„, ,. <- A TLT
Elapsed. Corrected.

Thordis, C. A. Heney 1 29 03 1 26 00
L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgdon 1 28 00 1 28 00
Ariel, J. H. Hodder 1 32 57 1 29 57
Ideal Withdrew.

18ft. Class.
Martha, W. H. Jenkins 1 05 12 0 50 12
Henrietta, J. S. MacCloskey 1 06 08 0 52 08
lavonte, F \\ Bird... 1 04 00 0 53 04
Hector A W Hubbard 0 57 05 0 54 05
Zetes J. A VVekie. q 56 17 0 54 17
Grayling, W A Layland 0 54 50 0 54 50
Louise, W. H. Allen 0 59 48 0 56 48

'

16ft. Class.

r"- ur- w 0 57 52 0 57 52
Coper, W. W. Colson 1 02 10 0 59 10

_, 15ft. Juniors.
Virginia, W. E. Traiser .0 54 45 0 51 45

Bubble W. A. Learned , .0 55 23 0 54 23
Flash, W. H. Mmck 0 56 28 0 56 28Buzzy Bee ....Withdrew.
N autilus Withdrew.
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Slieltet Island Y, G
SHELTER ISLAND HEIGHTS.

Satlifday, Aug. 16,

The annual open regatta of tlie Shelter Islanc! Y. C.

was sailed on Saturday, Aug. 16, over courses in Gardi-
ner's Bay. Twenty-four craft entered the contest. The
winners were Scapha, Leda, Flosshilde, Indian, Psi, Eel-

i-k-n and Bother Effort and Syce scored sailovers.

Flosshilde won the cup presented by Mortimer Fuller,

c ( Scranton, Pa., for the sloop making the best corrected
e, all sailing together in one class. The yawl Scapha

wen ihe Weber cup, offered for yawls under like ccndi-
tic^.^.

1 !)r races for class R boats were sailed in the morning
to n\ oi.i confusion. Psi, owned by Andrew Bancker, was
fiflvMwo seconds ahead of J. N. Lunning's Harp, The
other b- ats finished in the following order: San Toy,
Snook. Arrow. Arva did not finish. In sub-class R, J.

L. Hutchf^'^n's Eelskin carried off the honors.
When the first of the larger boats were sent away at

2:10 in the afrernoon, there was hardly a breath of air

stirring. Thi-e conditions lasted until the craft reachetl

Crow Shoal B'lcy, marking the end of the first leg of the

course. At this stage of the contest a breeze from the

north sprang up. The boats astern were the first to get

the new wind, wli'ch aided them materially in picking up
the leaders.

Effort was the first to gybe around the buoy. She
immediately squartd away for the mark off Cedar Island

Point, at the end of the second leg. Syce was the second
craft to round the first mark, followed by Indian. Pom-
pilia and Scapha well bunched. At the second mark
Effort led Syce by a g cd margin, while Scapha, Indian

and Pompilia were over a minute astern. Effort was the

first of the fleet to finish.

Flosshilde, winner of the sloop class N competition,

sailed a fine race. Beside capturing the Fuller cup for

the best corrected time, she defeated her nearest class

competitor, Helen, by over tl'.ree minutes. Alerion was
third boat of this class to finish. She crossed the line

about 20oft. astern of Helen. Kalniia. George Trow-
bridge Hollister's new Gardner & Cox boat, was about
the same distance away.
Frank C. Swan's sloop Heron a.'-.d William Fallert's

yaAvl Scapha sailed in one class on special time allowance.

The yawl won.
The family of the noted yachtsman, J. Rogers Maxwell,

was well represented in the contest, no less than three

craft sailed by boys of the family entering. In sloop class

P, Indian, with J. Rogers Maxwell, Jr., at the tiller, beat

his bro'ther, Howard L., in Pompilia. In class M Leda,

another of the Maxwell fleet, defeated E. D. King's Spasm
by two minutes and seven seconds.

In the class for catboats, Bother, belonging to _W. ^t.

Simmons, carried off first honors. The summaries fol-

low :

Sloops—aass K—Start. 2:10.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Syce, C. F. Judson 5 44 08 3 34 08 3 34 08

Sloops—Class L—Start, 2:10.

F.fforl, F. M, Smith 5 43 00 3 33 OO. 3 26 37

Class L—Special—Start, 2:10.

Scapha, yawl, Wm. Fallert 5 54 30 3 44 30

Heron, F. C, Swan 5 57 46 3 47 46 .....
Sloops—Class M—Start, 2:15.

Leda H. I.. Maxwell 5 49 19 3 34 19 3 20 51
Spasm, E. D. King 5 51 26 3 36 26 3 22 58

Sloops—Class N—Start. 2:15.

Flosshilde, O. B. Webber 5 55 48 3 40 48 3 19 08
Helen, Mortimer Fuller 5 59 05 3 44 05 3 22 15
Alerion. A. H. Alker 5 59 41 3 44 41 3 22 51
Kalmia,' G. T. Hollister 6 00 37 B 45 37 3 23 10

Sloops—Class P—Start, 2:20.

Indian J. R. Maxwell, Jr 6 07 00 3 47 08
Pompilia, H. L. Maxwell... 6 08 50 3 48 50 .....

Sloops—Class R—Start, 10:05.

Psi, A. O. Bancker 12 02 57 1 57 57

Harp, J. N. Lunning 12 03 49 1 58 49

San Tov, T. B. Edson 12 06 48 2 01 48
Snook, J. W. Webber 12 07 37 2 02 37
Arrow, G. H. Keim ,12 07 63 2 02 53
Arva, A. De W. Cochran Withdrew.

Subclass R—Start, 10:27.

Eelskin. J. L. Hutcheson 12 47 02 2 20 02
Winniwish, H. N. Schickel 12 49 08 2 22 08
Duchess, Carl Pickhardt 12 54 11 2 27 11

Caiboats— Start, 2:20,

Bother, W. M. Simmons 6 17 00 3 57 00
Altair, Geo. Little 6 21 17 4 01 17

Wenoa, A. Kuthoff Withdrew.

Kennebec Y« C.

BATH, ME.

Com. Edwaed W. Hyde presented a $ioo cup to the

Kennebec. Y. C. to be sailed for by the club boats of 20
to 25ft. waterline length. The cup is to be sailed for in a

series of three races each season, and the boat winning the
cup three years in succession becomes the owner.

First Race, Thursday, July 31.

The first series race for the Commodore's cup was
sailed on Thursday, July 31. The day was bright and
clear, and the wind was strong from the south. The
boats sailed over a seven-mile triangular course. It was a
run to the upper stake at Winslow's Ledge, the boats
turning in' the order they started, Aspenet, Dewey, Swift,

Dewey being reefed, as it was too strong for her. .After

turning to' windward Swift crossed Dewey's bow, going
into second position, which she held to the lower stake,

Aspenet turning first, folowed by Swift and Dewey, for

the run to-' the finish, all setting spinnakers. Shortly after

setting thpni Swift caried away her spinnaker boom near
the inner end, which lost her the race. As Dewey passed
her she gat it reset, but Swift took second on corrected
lime. The summary

:

Start. Finish. Elapsed Corrected.
Afpenet, e^'Com. F. Cook. 2 36 3t 3 50 08 1 13 34 1 13 34
Dewey Bon-ney & Farrar. . .2 36 58 3 51 44 1 14 46 1 13 57

Swift, b. Js, Ledyard 2 37 08 3 52 31 1 15 23 1 13 41

Second Race, Saturday, Aug. 2.

The second series race for the Commodore's cup was"

sailed on Saturday. Aug. 2. The wind was light from the

east, and the weather was cloudy. The boats covered a

seven-mile triangular course. It was a reaching race all

over the conrse, with the light breeze just Dewey's day.

Dewey and Aspenet sailed a close race, leaving the smaller

boat Sw'ft, far behind, Dewey winning by one second
elapsed and fifty seconds corrected time. Dewey is a
jib-and mainsail, Aspenet a cat with a jib, and Swift a

cat without jib. On tHe reach on the last leg Aspenet
carried her spinnaker as a balloon jib, and Dewey carried
her balloon jib, thus leaving Swift still further behind.
The summary.

Start. Finish, Elapsed. Corrected.
Dewey, Bonney & Farrar... 9 41 16 11 07 13 1 25 57 1 25 08
Aspenet, ex-Com. F. Cook.. 9 40 38 11 06 36 1 25 58 1 25 58
Swift, O. J. Ledyard 9 40 54 11 34 15 1 53 21 1 52 39

Third Race, Saturday, Aug. 9.

The third race for the Commodore's cup was sailed on
Saturday, Aug. 9. The day was clear and the breeze fresh
from the south. The yachts sailed over the same course
as in the two previous races. Dewey had just her breeze,
full sail, while both Aspenet and Swift could have stood it

decidedly stronger. Aspenet met with an accident at the
upper turn, which delayed her somewhat. Dewey wins
series for a leg for the cup with a total percentage of

225, average 75 per cent.
;
Aspenet, total percentage, 185,

average 61 2-3 per cent., and Swift, total, 145, with aver-
age 48 1-3 per cent. The summary:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Aspenet, ex-Com. F. Cook.. 2 35 25 4 20 58 1 45 33 1 45 33
Dewey, Bonney & Farrar... 2 35 12 4 09 27 1 34 15 1 33 26
Swift, O. J. Ledyard 2 35 22 4 15 51 1 40 29 1 38 47

The races were well managed by Messrs. S. Cuyler
Greene, Owen J. Ledyard and Wni; F. Stevens, who
made up the Regatta Committee.

> Matine and Field Club,

BATH BEACH, L. I.

Saturday, Aug. 16.

A SPECIAL sweepstakes race was held on Saturday, Aug.
16, for the one-design class of the Marine and Field Club,

ir. which Jig-a-Jig, belonging to W. A. Hutcheson,
evolved victorious, beating Stinger, her nearest rival, by
twelve sec6nds.
The event was arranged in place of the sixth contest

for the Snedeker trophy, in which series Kelpie, owned
by W. K. Brown, had a great enough lead to win first

honors without sailing the last scheduled contest. The
final standing in the struggle of five races for the trophy
follows: Kelpie, 15; Stinger, 10; Quinque, g; Vixen, 6;
Flying Fox, 5; Jig-a-Jig. 4.

The tie between Stinger and Kelpie for the cup pre-

sented by President Theodore L. Cuyler, each having
won a race, was recently decided. After leading for the

first part of the struggle, the throat halyards on Kelpie

broke, forcing her to withdraw, thus giving the race and
trophy -to Stinger.

Next Saturday, in the seventh regatta of the Yacht
Racing Association of Grnvescnd Bay, under the auspices

of the Marine and Field Club, these one-design boats will

sail the first race for a cup presented by F. L. Dauchy, to

be won by the craft capturing the best two out of three

races. The suminaries of the sweepstakes race follows:

Marine and Field Class-Slart, 3:05.

Finish. Elapsed.

Tig-a-Jig, W. A. Ihi'clieson 5 07 00 2 02 00

Stinger, A. P. Clapp 5 07 12 2 02 12

Quinque, L. H. SmiUi 5 07 22 2 02 22

Kelpie, W. K. Brown 5 07 33 2 02 33

Flying Fo.x, Cone & Buckmaii o 07 53 2 02 53

Vixen. Mahoney & Chandler 5 09 06 2 04 06

Sachem's Hc.:d Y* C.

GUILFORD^ LONG ISI AiNI) SOUKD.

Tuesday. Aug. 12.

The fourth club race of the Sachem's Head Y. C. was
sailed on Tuesday, Aug. 12, in a heavy south wind and
a lumpy sea. The Seawanhaka knockabouts sailed over a

windward and leeward course of eight miles, while the

Sachem's Head one-design class sailed over a triangular

course of five miles. Senta beat Gloria by two minutes,

and Possum beat Chipmunk two seconds. The summary
follows

:

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 11:02.

Finish. Elapsed.

Senta, R. C. Mitchell 12 24 24 1 22 24

Gloria, E. C. & R. B. Seward ......12 26 24 1 24 24

Frances, R. C. Lincoln .......12 30 21 1 28 21

Ariel, Dr. Forbes Hawkes .12 31 13 1 29 13

Kittywink, 1. J. Phelps 12 31 58 1 29 58

Midge, W. 'E. Peck 12 32 04 1 30 04

Sachem's Head One-Design Class—Start, 10:46.

Possum S. W. Sharpe 11 47 58 1 01 58

Chipmunk, J. E. Wayland U 48 00 1 02 00

Ghoorka, J. P. Elton r 11 50 05 1 04 05

Mosquito, A. Goodfellow. U 53 33 1 07 33

The present standing of the yachts in the series in which
they are competing is as follows

:

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Senta, 24 points ; Gloria, 21

;

Frances, 19; Midge, 17; Kittywink, 16; Ariel, 10; Thel-

ga, 4-

Sachem's Head One-Design Class—Chipmunk, 18; Pos-

sum, 16; Ghoorka, 13; Mosquito, 3; Minnie C, 3.

Seawanhaka-Cofinthian Y* C.

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 16.

Two. races were held by the Seawanhaka Corinthian

Y. C. on Saturday, Aug. 16. The one in the morning

was for club knockabouts, which sailed a series race for

the Leland Corinthian Challenge cup. Gowan won by 22s.

In the afternoon six of the club knockabouts sailed in

the sixth series race for the Centre Island cup. The boats

covered knockabout course No. 3. Wyntje was dis-

masted during the race. Lucille, Bobs and Vagrant were

disqualified for fouling the outer mark. The race went

to Heron. The summary

:

Leland Corinthian Challenge Cup—Start, 10:45.

Finish. Elapsed.

Gowan, F. G. Stewart 1 33 26 2 48 26

Lucille, H. PL Landon. 1 33 48 2 48 48

Center Island Cup—Si.xth Race— Start, 3:20.

Heron, T. R. Coudert. Jr 5 44 26 2 24 26

Nakodo, J. T. Sherman 5 46 12 2 26 12

Wyntie, C. S. Hoyt Disabled.

Lucille, H. H. Landon Disqualified.

Vagrant. Brown & Low Disqualified.

Bobs, ^\^ A. W. Stewart Disqualified.

piled by Mr. A, %' Aldirrdge; which contains the siini-

maries of all races sailed on New York Harbor, Long
Island Sound and off Newport during the season of
1901.

We have received the following announcement from
Mr. Bryce Metcalf, Secretary of the South Side Y. C, of
Bayport, L. I.

:

We beg to advise you that with a view of encouraging
yachting and yacht racing in this locality, a club has been
duly organized and incorporated under the name of the
South Side Y. C, The annual dues of the club are $5,
and it is intended to devote the major part thereof toward
prizes. The club burgee adopted is a cross composed of
twelve five-pointed stars in white on a red field, eight
stars lengthAvise and four crosswise at the third star from
the luff.

All persons joining the club will be entitled to receive a
number in accordance with the time of their acceptance,
and before the first of September will be without initia-

tion fee and will rank as original members.

If yott want your thoot to be anaounced here tend a

aottce like the foUowtogt

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
We have received from Thomson & Co., publishers, a

copy of the Yachting Record, a valuable little book com-

Fixtures*

Aug. 20-21.—Kane, Pa.—Kane Sportsmen's Club's amafeur target

tournament.
Aug, 20-21.—Ossining, N. Y.—Two days' shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club ; first day handicap (100 targets, 14 to 21yds. rise, open to

ail) and R. I. clam bake; second day, regular programme.
Aug. 20-21.—Rensselaer, Ind.—Rensselaer Gun Club's tournament.

C. E. Hershman. Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Milton, Pa.—Two day.s' tonrnament of the Milton

Rod and Gun Club. G. Dal Fox, Pres.
Aug, 21-23.—South Omaha, Neb.—Tournament of the South

Omaha Gun Club.
Aug. 23.—Chicago, 111.—First anaual tournament of the Chicago

Gun Club G. V. Weart. Sec'y.
Aug. 23.—Westwood, N. J.—Tournament and clam bake of the

Westwood Gun Club. E. L. Greenin, Sec'y.
Aug. 25 27.—Greenview, 111.—^Amateur tournament of the Green-

view Gun Club,
Aug. 26-27.—Peru, Ind.—Peru Gun Club's sixth annual mid-

summer tournament, at Bass Lake. Frank Dunbar, Sec'y.

Aug. 26-28.—Paducah, Ky.—Second annual tournament of the

Paducah Gun Club.
Aug. 26-29.—Okoboji, la.—Amateur shooting tournament, under

management of Messrs. C. W. Budd and E. C. Hinshaw.
Aug. 27-28.—Muscoda, Wis.—Target tournament of the Muscoda

Gun Club.
Aug. 27-28.—^Haverhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-28.—RuflEsdale, Pa.—Ruffsdale Rod and Gun Club's first

annual two-day target tournament. Added money, ?30. Rose
system. Lloyd H. Ruff, Sec'y.
Aug. 29.—Concord, N. H.—One-hundred target match between

Messrs. H. B. Darton, of Portland, Me., and Mr. C. M. Stark,

of Dunbarton, N. H., for $100 a side.

Aug, 30.—Watertown, Mass.—First all-day open tournament of
the Watertown Gun Club. Chas. H. Philbrook, Acting Sec'y.

Aug. 29.—Pleasant Hill, Mo.—Sixth annual merchandise and
sweepstake tourney. T. H. Cohron, Sec'y.

Aug. 29-30.—Menominee, Mich.—^.First annual tournament of the
Menominee Gun Club. E. W. Nowack, Sec'y.
Aug. 30.—Watertown, Mass.—All-day tournament of the Water-

town Gun Club.
Sept. 1.—Edgewater, N. J.—North River Gun Club's handicap at

100 targets, $6 entrance, for new piano.

Sept. 1.—Akron, O.—Shoot of the Akron Gun Club.
Sept. 1.—Lebanon. Ir,d.—Lebanon Gun Club Park Association's

tournament.
Sept. 1.—Muncie, Ind.—Annual fall tournament of the Magic

City Gun Club.
Sept. 1.—Dover, N, H.^—Labor Day tournament of the Dover

Sportsmen's Association. D. W. Hallam, Sec'y.

Sept. 1.—Battle Creek. Mich.—Amateur tournament of the Battle

Creek Gun Club. M. E. Hensler, Sec'y.

Sept. 1-2.—Meriden, Conn.—Parker Gun Club's annual Labor
Day Shoot and Sheep Bake. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.

Sept. 1-3.—Lynchburg, Va,—Third annual shoot of the Virginia
Trapshooters' Association, on the grounds of the Lynchburg Gun
Club in Rivermont; sparrow shoot on third day. J. A. Anderson,
Sec'y.

Sept. 2-3.—Central City, la.—Wapsie Gun Ckib's handicap tour-

nament.
Sept 2-3.—Tiffin, O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-

fin Gun Club; $75 added. L. D. Arndt, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-4.—Nappanec, Ind.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club. Ed. J.

Bowers, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-5.—Richmond. Ind.—Handicap tournament of the Rich-
mond, Ind., and College Corner, New Paris and Oxford, O., gun
clubs.

Sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.—Erie City Rod and Gun Club's handicap
tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added. A. N. Aitken,
Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Open tournament of the Con-

solidated Sportsman's Association. Eber Rice, Sec'y.

Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa.—^Three days' target tournament of the

Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, $200. L. S. Munch,
Sec'y.
Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. John Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 10.—East Liverpool, O.—East Liverpool Gun Club's tour-

nament. R. W. Sample, Sec'y.

Sept. 10.—Bristol, Conn.—All-day tournament and sheep bake
of the Bristol Gun Club. E. M. Dailey, Sec'y.

Sept. 15-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth
tournament of the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.

Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska City, Neb.—^Tournament at Nebraska City.

Sept. 16-18.—Williamsport, Pa.—^Tournament of the West Branch
Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 16-19.—Detroit. Mich.—^John Parker's annual tournament.
Sept'. 23-24.—Concordia, Kan.—Second annual tournament of the

Concordia Blue Ribbon Gun Club.

Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs, Sec'y.

Sept. 26-27.—Matthews, Ind.—Second annual target and live-bird

tournament.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111.—The Interstate Association": tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. II. H.
j\IcComber, Sec'y.

Oct 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Fall tournament of the Parent
Grove Gun Club. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—^jVusterlitz, Ky.— Hill Top Gun Club's live-bird tourna-

ment. Alfred Clay, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-

ment.' O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the
Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H mdicap tournament of the Green-
ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.

Oct. 9-10.—Fort Wayne, Ind.—Annual target tournament of the

East End Gun Club. F. W. Leidelf, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—New London, la.—Sixth annual tournament of the
New London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's iournament.
B. F. Downs, Capt.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon. . .

Chicago, in.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday
afternoon until October. Grounds. West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avepue. Dr. J, W. Meek, Sec'y.
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First Saturday of each month for a year, Eurnside.—Contest for

e Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 live tirds^ 25 targets;

len to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, pueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

J. R. li. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
ooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

actice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

tblicafion in these columns, also any news notes they

ay care to have published. Mail all such matter to

orest and Stream Publishing Company, S46 Broadway,
ew York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
ly of each week.

Two days of target shooting and one of live-bird shooting are

ovided by the programme of the West Branch Rod and Gun
ub for its second annual fall tournament at Williamsport, Pa.,

pt. 16-18. The target programme each day has ten events, 10,

20 and 25 targets; handicaps 14 to 20yds. Shooting com-
mces at 9 o'clock. Targets 2 cents. Magautrap will throw
gets. Rose system will govern moneys. Manufacturers' agents
ly shoot for targets only. From each target shot at one-
arter cent will be deducted for high guns. Refreshments and
(ded shells can be obtained on the grounds. Guns and shells

nt by express to Mr. B. S. Piatt will be delivered on the
ounds free. Handicaps changed at the discretion of the nian-
ement. The live-bird programme has six events, 7 birds, ?5
trance; 10 birds, $6; 15 birds, $10; 10 birds, %o, and two.^ miss-
d-outs, $2 entrance. Moneys governed by the Rose system,
tios 7, 5, 3 and 2. Handicaps, 26 to 32yds. The secretary is

r. H. A. Dimick, 344 Pine street.

There are eleven events on the programme of the Dover, N. H.,
ortsmen's Association's tournament, to be held on Sept. 1.

ght are at 15 and three at 20 targets. Shooting commences at
o'clock. Fifteen dollars subdivided in sums of $5, $4, $3, $2, to
i four highest scores; handicap, at 100 targets, to be the limit
i shot for in actual contest in a squad of five shooters. This
test to begin with event No. 1. Five dollars to him who makes
highest score shooting the entire programme, namely, 180 targets,
booby prize to the shooter making the lowest score. The club
1 furnish free to contestants a good lunch—coffee, lemonade,
. Targets, 1^ cents each. Shells for sale on the grounds. A
'dial invitation is extended to every one, here and elsewhere,
e officers of the Association are: President, Mr. N. C. Went-
rth ; Vice-President, C. E. Mitchell; Treasurer, Eugene Smart;
retary, D. W. Hallam.

Jlsewhere in our trap columns this week Mr. C. F. Lambert,
Icerning the Haverhill Gun Club and the Interstate tournament
Aug. 27-28, with an added third day, Aug. 29, gives some iinal

ormation. The medal to be given to any one expressing dis-
isfaction is sure to be won by some one or other, for, though
;rything be ever so perfect, there are always people who have
certain misfortune of character which distorts externals and
kes the good seem bad to themselves. The idea of such a medal
good, and we further make bold to suggest that a standard
dal be made for use at all tournaments. In our opinion, an
;ellent material for such standard medal would be a piece of
skin of I'.ie Mephitis mephitica, with a cochon rampant roughly

ivm thereon. There are three or four men who would make
ilose contest for the ownership of a medal of this kind.

'he Magic City Gun Club, of Muncie, Ind., has issued the pro-
mnie for its annual fall tournament, Sept. 1. It provides twelve
;nts at 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance based on 10 cents per
get. There is a total of 190 targets for ,?19. The shoot is

ictly for amateurs. All known 90 per cent, men will be barred
m the^ purses. Manufacturers' agents will be permitted to dis-

y their wares. Targets 2 cents. Shooting commences at 9
lock. Dinner served. Guns and shells shipped care of the
jtain, Mr. Claude Stevens, will be delivered on the grounds

The programme, beside the information it contains, is

asing to gaze upon, it being artistic botli from a mechanical
I pictorial point of view.

'or its second annual amateur tournament, Sept. 2 and 3,
Tiffin, O., Gun Club has twelve events on the programme

h day, eight at 15 and four at 20 targets, $1.50 and $2 entrance,
ere are five cash prizes to the first five high guns shooting
ough the programme, to wit: First, $20; second, $15; third,
fourth, $10; fifth, $8. To low gun, ,$5; and $5 to high gun of
per cent, contestants and manufacturers' agents. Targets

:ents. Rose system, ratios 7, 5,' 3, and 2, will govern. All 90
cent, shooters and manufacturers' agents are barred from the

'ses. Shoot rain or shine. Competition begins at 9 o'clock,
mnds open for practice on Sept. 1. Bluerocks and magautrap.
nch served on grounds. The secretary, Mr. L. D. Arndt will
lish all necessary information on application.

[r. Paul Franke, of Kansas City, Mo., as secretary of the
isouri State Game and Fish Protective Association, has isstied
ird, on which is set forth the main features of the' programme
the twenty-fifth annual tournament, Sept. 17 to 20. There will
51,100 in guarr-nteed purses, and $700 added in cash and valu-
: prizes. Sep'. 17 and 18, live birds only, the main events of
ch will be the Missouri team shoot, Missouri State champion-
» shoot, Interstate championship shoot, and Hazard Powder
apany trophy event. Sept. 19 and 20, targets; ten 15 and five
arget events each day. Distance handicap and Rose system,
e birds from two sets of traps. Targets from two sets of traps,
grammes wil. be ready for distribution on Sept. 1.

n Wednesday of last week the Cape May Gun Club team de-
ed a team of Philadelphia shooters by a score of 73 to 67. The
nbers and their scores were: Cape May—Bar 16, Dando 17,
ning 22, Harvey IS; total 73. Philadelphia—Allison 14, Park
itevenson 19, Mrs. Park IS; total 67. The programme provided
:ral 10-bird sweepstakes arid a 50-bird club handicap, R. J.
ning, of Pittsburg, won the club handicap with a score' of
R, Wister Harvey, of Philadelphia, was second, and Mrs. Will-
Park took the third prize.

sewhere in our trap columns this week Mr. W. B. Darton, of
:land. Me., has accepted Mr. C. M. Stark's challenge, as pub-
;d in Foukst and Stheam of Aug. 2, under the caption "'To
Maine Trapshooters." The conditions were 100 bluerock lar-
per man, 16yds. rise, magautrap, American rules, both m.;n up,
a side; the match to take place on the grounds of the (_ou-

, N. P.. Gun Club. A further condition was that the acceptor
t I ave oeen a legal resident of Maine during six months prior
le match, and that paid experts were barred.

n events, alternately 15 and 20 targets, $1.30 and .$2.40 entrance,
on the programme of the Bristol, Conn., Gun Club for its
nament, to be held on Sept. 10. To the two high guns, $3
\Z respectively. A Bristol sheepbake, served on the grounds
special event. Traps ready at 9:30. Rose system, 5, 4, 3 and
Targets, 2 cents. Any one may enter for targets only. Guns
shells shipped to Mr. H. J. Alills, Bristol, will be delivered
ihe grounds free. Loaded shells will be obtainable on the
nds. Mr. E. M. Dailey is the secretary.

the Interstate tournament, given for the Brunswick Me
Club, last week, Messrs. E. C. Griffith afid Mr Neaf Apo-ar'
men of mighty fame in shotgun annals, lied for high average
an exceedingly close race. Mr. Griffith was one target ahead

•'o.S^'"' ,°M
^''^

^'r* A"^; 3 total of ISO to 179
01 iW, while on the second day Mr. Apgar led Mr Grif-
jy one target, 191 to 190. The totals for the two days there-

Twere 370 out of 400, .925 per cent.
^

Mr, Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association,
was a visitor in New York on Friday and Saturday of la^t week.
He was en route to Pittsburg from Brunswick, Me-, where he had
been managing an Interstate tournament. His outing at Slip-

pery Rock, Pa., ended just before his departure for Brunswick,
and the benefits derived from it were pleasingly in evidence in the
way of elastic step, clear eyes and glorious tan. Mr. Shaner has
recently taken up fishing as an art, over which he is enthusiastic.

The team races held at the shoot of the Auburn, Me-, Gun
CluB were of more than usual interest. In the five-man race be-

tween teams from New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Maine, 100 targets per man, Massachusetts won with a score
of 447. Maine was next with 436. In the ten-man race between
Massachusetts and Maine, the latter team won with a score of

839 to 822, The two latter are thus leg and leg.

The shooters who have personally been within the immediate
zone of influence of the Haverhill Gun Club management, are
earnest in their praise of the good preliminary work done for the
forthcoming Interstate tournament. Everything indicates perfect

success. The energy, skill and methods are exemplars for others
to copy.

The Sistersville, W. Va., Gun Club announces a fall amateur
target tournament, to be held on Oct. 21 and 22. There wil] be
added money and prizes. Mr. Jos. Y. McNaught is president.
Mr. Ed. O. Bower is the secretary.

At the tournament of the Olean, N. Y., Gun Club, Aug. 12 and
13, Mr. B. D. Nobles, of Olean, won the Olean challenge trophy,
with the excellent score of 94 out of 100 targets.

Mr. E. O. Bower, of Sistersville, W. Va., won the club roedal
at the shoot of the SistersvtlJe Gun Club, Aug. 16, with a score
of 22, from the 18yd. mark.

Bernard Waters.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Jackson Gun Club.

Paterson, N. J., Aug. 17.

—

At the shoot of the Jackson Gun Club,

given in honor of those gentlemen calling themselves the Wan-
derers, they brought with them as their guest Mr. Peter P. Van
Vleet, of Memphis, Tenn., who shot in two events with a strange
gun, which seemed to handicap him, but otherwise he enjoyed
himself during the afternoon conversing with the different members
and watching the shooting, which was continuous all the after-

noon, upward of 3,000 targets being shot at from about 2 o'clock
until quitting time.
The Wanderers did not arrive until about 2:30 o'clock, and

everything was in readiness for them except getting their names
on the score pad.
Every one of the Paterson shooters constituted himself a com-

mittee of entertainment, and everything began to move along
nicely. Mr. George Hopper took charge of the squad hustling, and
he did his work in great shape, keepnig one event ahead all the
afternoon. Alderman Chris.' Wright did the refereeing; e.x-Game
Warden AVm; Stalter did the scoring; Wm. Dutcher looked after

the cash and paid off in record time. Mr. Arthur Crooks looked
after the magautrap, which he always does, and he kept the
machine at its best work all the afternoon. Mr. Crooks is our
ground keeper, and he has a pride in keeping it in first-class

shape. He is an expert in handling live birds.
There will be many good birds produced at our grounds this

fall for those who wish to come this way for a day's shooting. We
hope that we will have the pleasure of again entertaining those
pleasant gentlemen, the Wanderers, who strive to see who can
furnish the most pleasure for his fellow shooter. Our entertain-
ment committee was headed by Garry Hopper, and he was
backed up by Ed W. Morgan and Capt. John Powers—a committee
hard to beat when it comes to look after the comfort of its visitors.
Everybody was well pleased at the reception he got here, and the

way things were run, and thanked the Paterson boys for doing all

the work. It was the first time since organization that some of
them did not have to do something, and at this shoot all they had
to do was keep shooting and enjoying themselves.
There were several straight scores and plenty close up during

the afternoon. Banks, Reeves and Brigham had straight scores.
The Paterson boys' "scores suffered on account of other work
which they undertook for the pleasure of their visitors. Event 9
each of the shooters shot a strange gun. Some of them dropped
down quite some below their average.
The Jackson Park Club expect to make some improvements

around the grounds by cutting down some small trees about 100yds.
away and otherwise fix up everything around the grounds as soon
as possible. Garry Hopper left last Tuesday for Bryant's Pond, in
Maine for a three weeks' vacation. Dutcher.

MiddletowQ Tournament.

Middletown, N. J., Aug. 12.—Tliere was a good attendance of
shooters at the tournament of the Middletown Gun Club, held
here to-day. In the sweepstake event there was one money for
every three entries.

In the five-man team contest for the Wallkill trophy, the War-
wick Gun Club- was victor, with a score of 91. The scores follow:

Events:- 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 15 20 10 15 10 Targets: 10 15 20 10 15 10

Welles 7 13 17 10 10 8 Whvte 6 9 14 6 6 ..

C M Wood 9 10 16 8 .. .. O Edsall 5 8 10 .. .. ..

McManus 3 10 Clearwater 5 8 12 6 . . .

.

Ogden 9 12 15 10.... P Duff 7 9 13 5 11..
Van Seekle 4 4 10 5 S 6 Predmore 9
Wilcox 6 10 11 Musbach 10 12 7 10 8
Cox 8 11 17 Godfrey 15 .

.

T D Wood 6 9 12 .. .. 6 Thomas 5 8 4
tedsall 8 11 16 S . . . . Ward 3 .

.

C B Smith.... 9 6 10 6 .. .. Van Sickle 2 .

Lines 7 11 14 7 .. .. M Wood ..15 8
Davis 6 10 12 Hunt 7W D Steele... 6 8 11 3.. .. Rogers 7 8.. ..

Blandford 8 11 Martin 6 . . 11 . . .

"

Cohn 7 7 14 Lyon 6 9 14 .

Coleman 7 11 B S Smith....... 7 6 .'.

Barlow 3 10 Brown 8 12 14 7 12 9
J M Steele 7 9 16 10 9 7 Walling 8 1115 8
Watts 47 14 668
Cup, AValkill rhallrncc trophy, 23 targets, five-man teams:

W'lTwicIc Gun Club.
Rogers 1101111011001111101111000—17
< >gden 1101110110011110111110110—18
Walling 0101010011001011111111111—17
Lines 1111111101010111101111111—21
Edsall .1111101111101011011101001—18—91

jMiddletown Gun Club.
J V, Wood

. .1111111000100010101001101—14
Davis , ..1011001011011111111111100-18
G R Smith 1110111001001001110101111—16
1
'
f& 110011 1001100010111110101—15

V crnon 1101111000111111111111111—21—84

Wallkill Gun Club, Middletown, N. Y,
C 5f Wood 0111011011001011111111111—19
Musbach 0001100000111110110110110—13
,T!r"wn ..0111110001101110111111110—18
^y'-^'te

A 1111001011011011111111001-18W D Sleele. = 1010011010111101100010011—14—82

Oeckcriowti Gim Club, Sussex, N. T.

\Vi:c;x 1010101101101010011101101—15
Co:k 1101111101101101111111111—21
Cal- r , . .—^ 1101100010001111001101111—15
M cMau ua .. : , . .lllOOlOOlllOOOOlUOOOilOl—13
Hunt lOlOlOllOlOimillOOllOlO-16-80

The Westwood'Gun Club.

WestWQod, N. J., Aug. 17.-^Don't forget the clam bake and all-
day shaot of the Westwood Gun Club, Aug. 23.
Don't forget thai Westwood is on the line of the Newjersey &New "i'Ork Railroad, only twenty miles from New York, and that

you can get a tram fiom the foot of Chamber street, Erie Denot.
at 8 A. M 9:50 A. M 11 A. M.. 12:30 P. M., 1:15 P. ii., pf jS!;

Don't forget that it ot;') takes fifty minutes to get there,

Don't forget that the fare i? only 90 cents for the round trip

—

excursion ticket
Don't forget that every day adds now attractiops to the oc-

casion.
And above all, don't fotget lo .set aside this date for vqur own

Jiersoiin! enjoyment. E. L. Guis-entn, 'Scc'y.

Eric Gun Club.

Carlstadt, N. J., Aug. 13.—Members of the Erie Gun Club met at
Cutwater's place lo-day. In the club event, Plate killed straight.
l''ollowing are the scores:

C Plate, 28 1002122-5 R Mohrman. 28 ........ 2110100-4
F Greff, 28 1202020—4 W Meader, 27... 0201210—4
H Dohrman, 28 022*220—4 C W Luhissen, 2'7 2iJ2()100—

3

Three sweeps, 3 birds each, three moneys, club handicap:
Plate 111—3 122—3 121—3
Creff 210—2 201—2 102—2
Dohrman 001—1 101—2 222—3
Mohrmann 121—3 "'11—2 121—3
Meader 200—1 211—3 *00—

0

Luhissen *00—0 200—1 00*—

0

North River Gan Club.

Edgewater, N. J., Aug. 10.—There was a rallying of shooters to
the grounds of the North River Gun Club, the like of which is
not a common occurrence about New Y'ork. About 40 shooters
participated. Shooting continued till dark. A feature of the event
was a visit f*om the Wanderers, which evolved into a friendly
visit, the monetary features having been abandoned. The scores
follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15

Engle 11 11 .. 13 13 11 Voss 11 10 13 S 11 ..

Keystone ...... 9 14 14 10 14 14 Schneider 5 12 12 14 12 12
Fred -. 6 9 8 Dannefelser ... 10 8 7 8 4 ..
Reeves 13 14 9 13 12 12 Merten 11 11 .. 11 10 7
Cathcart 9 8.. 8.. .. Pope 10 9 .. 14 13 10
Gardiner 12 13 13 11 12 13 Hvland 11 13 .. 10 12 8
Skelly 14 13 .. 10 15 14 Slkples 11 11 .. 11 13 14
Money 12 8 10 10 12 13 Meckel 9 8 10 8 6
Dudley 13 13 13 11 14 14 Heritage 10 . . 8 8 .

.

Goetter 8 8 . . 7 13 15 Eickhoff 13 . . 9 6 11
Glover 13 11 .. 11 15 12 Monahan 11 .. 10 11 10
King 9 11 13 12 12 .. Beach 9 6 9 12 ..
F Truax 11 12 12 10 11 13 Hexamer S 12 7 9 ,.
Hawes 7 7 9 8 4 6 Wagner 6 2 ..

Morrison 7 12 .. 12 7 11 C Truax 11 ,. ..

Stevens S 14 .. 12 15 13 Morris ., , 4 ., 5
Allison 6 .. .. 8 10 7 Radel 12 13
Van Buskirk... 11 9 .. 5 .. 8 Ackerman 5 9 .

Merrill 8 11 7 12 13 13 Rape, Jr 4
Welles nil 12 13 13 13

Team match, nine men ott a side, 25 targets per man:
Team No. 1—Gardiner 22, Skelly 23, Keystone 24. Dudley 25,

Welles 20, Reeves 19, Hyland 19, E:cI<hoff 10, Merrill' 17—total 179.
Team No. 2—Morrison 21, Stevens 22 Money 23, Glover 21 F

Truax 19, Engle 22, Schneider 17, Harrington 17, C. Truax' 13;
total 175.

Baltimore bhoot rg A.s. c a;ion.

Baltimore, Md., Aug. 16.—Tc-day at the third weekly August
shoot of the Baltimore Shooting Association G, E Edwards Ed-
ward Jones. J. H. Roberts and Dr. H. E. Lupus, with their al-
lowances in handicap, made clean scores. The race has now he-
come a very pretty one, as the leaders are all bunched so closely
that the winners will be uncertain until the very last.
Out of the 150 targets shot at this month Lupus', Malone, Bibb'e

and Edwards have each made 146, Chew and Jones each have 144,
and Roberts has 139. This showing speaks well for the average^
system of handicapping which is now being used.
The directors ot the Association have decided to give an open

shoot on Thursday, Aug. 28, in which a number of prizes will be
donated by the club in a 100-bird race, handicapping to he the
average system. The scores:

Targets

:

10 15 10 15 23 50Ch^w 8 14 9 11 .. 7 48
l^dwards s 10 S It 19 50
.^"b'^J'ts 6 13 U .. 19 50
fhomas 0 9 5 8 18 . . ..
fcnes 6 9 6 .... 17 50

7 S 6 10 15 .. ,.
Jlen!'/ 5 8 5 .

I^hjl'^ S 9 7 10 20 ., ..
Middle 5 11 18 9Lupus 9 4
Malone.

5 49
By the new average handicap system every shooter handicaps

himselt and all are placed on an equal footing. The committee
takes the scores of each member who has shot in at least three
club events during the season. If A has an average of 93 per cent

'

which js high, he will be scratch, and the ba.sis of the others'
'

handicap.
Now B has an average of 84, C, 78, and D. 70. The object is toplace b, C and D m a position by extra bird allowance so that if

they break their average per cent, of their allowance they will all
score 93 per cent., so as to tie the scratch man.
In other words B's average is 84; by allowing his 11 extra birdshe will mamtam his club average (84 out of his 100) and with 84

per cent, of the 11 extra birds he will score 93 per cent. C with
78 per cent., would get an allowance of 20, so if he will 'break
78 per cent, of his 120 targets he will score 93 per cent D with

P?'' "?V' will get 33 extra birds, and by breaking 70 per cent.
01 his 133 he will score 93 per cent.
Every shooter can score a possible 100 and no more in a 100-bird "

race, or 50 m a 50-bird race, and if there are any ties they will beshot off at 25 targets with a proportionate handicap allowance. It
will thus be seen that every shooter, by simply holding his aver-
age, can tie the scratch man. -

Birch Brook Gun Club.

The regular shoot of the Birch Brook Gun Club was held Aug
16, with but nme shooters present. The day seemed a good one
lor shooting, but the scores were low. Dudley led in merchandise
and medal events. There was quite a little amusement created ia
a race between Emery and Riley. Emery was the challenger.
Kiley IS just getting over a spell of sickness, and during the shoot-
ing his left barrel became useless, and he thought that a good reason
tor his deleat. Emery used a pump gun, and as that kind does,
not give out, especially a Winchester, he was only handicapped by
having to run occasionally for a rod to push out an empty shelf
as his shells were reloaded. New ones do not act that way,

'

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Targets: 30 50 10 10 25 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 10Hebbard 21 33 8 8 . . 8 6 8 6 12 10 9 8

Riley 16 10 7 6 8 6 .

Emery 7 9 15 5 7 8 7 12 5 9
"7

Rowe 18 33 7 8 . . 8 8 4 5 17
Rand 17 28 6 6
Dudley 23 37
Straw 22 32 7 6 .. 8-.. .. 's 10 "s

" ""

^arry .. 8 9 8 'o "eDerry 3 4 5.. 6 6 6
No. 1 was merchandise event; No. 2, medal; No. 5 was a match

Henry Rood, Sec'y.

Sistersville Gun Club,

Sistersville, W. Va. Aug. 18.—The following scores were madeon the grounds of the Sistersville Gun Club this afternoon, eventNo. 2, at 25 targets, being for the club medal, handicap by dis-
tance.. Mr. Ed. O. Bower at 18yds„ carried of? the honors bybreaking 22. Other scores follow: ^
^''^''T- 1 2 3 4 Total

r,}^'r^^^i'- 25 25 25 25 Broke.

J^^n^^u^^; • 13 18 .. .. . ;

k ^ • 19 18 21 22 80Reynolds .., 8 13 16 .. .;"

- Leranzo.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, aiid not to any individual connected with the paper.
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"Disappearing: Bird** Tty-Gun Tatgct.
_At the invitation of Messrs. Manton & Co., the eminent and

jpioneer gun-makers of India, we journeyed down a few mornings
ago to tlieir private rifle and shotgun range, to inspect tlicir new
"Disappearing Bird Tarffet," whicli has recently been erected.
We were agreeably surprised on arrival to see this large structure
and onr surprise gave place to admiration when we were shown
the ingenious method of working it. There ai'e many devices
of this sort, such as running rahbits, compo.site birds thrown
from traps, etc., which apijear iiseless, except for the purpose
of seeing \vhether- the object is hit or not, for they do not afford
the means in a case of a miss of telling exactly where the charge
has gone; and this, from the view ot a gun-titter, is the chief
consideration. These defects do not exist in this thoroughly
practical target, \v))ich shows exactly after each shot where the
charge was placed.
With this number of The Indian Field we issiie as a supple-

ment a photograph of the target under review. We will now
endeavor to describe it.

The target is constructed of sheet steel, 18 feet long by B feet
high, and in several places on its face are punched out represen-
tations of snipe. Behind each of these openings a white-washed
plate is suspended, the lower half of which (not visible) is painted
black. The entire surface of the target is white-washed so, when
the plate is at rest, the birds are very faintly indicated, hut when
the plate is drawn up the birds show up black and in bold relief.
Any of these plates, by an ingenious arrangement of wires and
pulleys behind the target, can be pulled up by the operator be-
hind the target, singly or two or three at a time.
The shooter now takes his stand at a suitable distance (about

20 yards in front of the target) and on the word being given the
Operator e.xposes one of the five birds. The shooter must fire at

once as the plate is dropped agaitt almost immediately, and having
fired the pattern will be registered on the white-washed surface
of the target, covering the bird or wide of it. The advantage of
this idea is that the shooter docs not kno^' at which of the five

Ibirds he will be called upon to shoot. Another great advantage
to our minds is that two birds can be exposed at the same time;
this qalls for quick sighting, as the birds at top and bottom
corners are about 15 feet apart. Consequently, a larger area has
to be covered, corresponding or we may say indentical with shots
which occur constantly when out after the wily long-bill. While we
were shooting an exposure of two seconds was given, and we
found that we had no time to dawdle,
Having to shoot immediately on a bird being exposed greatly

enhances the value of the system. With every shot it is possible
to see exactly where the shooter has placed the charge, and
after firing a score or so of shots it is easy enough to see whether
the shooter's general tendency is to shoot high or low, or to the
right or left.

Besides the disappearing birds on the screen a vertical moving
bird, shown on the middle half of the target, has been added,
which works rapidly ujiwards; this greatly assists the "fitter" to
arrive at the amount of "cast of!" necessary.
We are informed that Messrs. Manton & Co. have already been

very successful in finding out and correcting faulty shooting on
the part of those who have placed themselves in their hands. It
must be obvious to all who shoot that of late years the number
of sportsmen in Calcutta and the Bengal Presidency has largely

increased. To these—old hands atid recruits—the Try-Gvm Target
must be of special interest, for though it cannot be claimed for

it that it is of much use in teaching the shooting of live game,
it is invaluable to the gunmaker in testing for bend, cast-oiJ,

and length of stock. While the shooter, by snap-shooting, is

"killing" his birds (or failing to do so), on the target, the gun-
inaker or gunfitter is all the while taking notes as to the former's
manner of throwing up the gun, where the shot has gone, and
the other points necessary for stock-fitting, with the try-gun.

When he has observed the peculiarities of the shooter—and every
shooter, young or old, has his own particular peculiarities—^Ite

adjusts the try-gun as he thinks it likely to suit him. The stock

is lengthened or shortened, as the case may be; the bend is in-

creased or diminished, as is the cast-off; while some gunmakers
are very particular in adjusting the heel or the toe of the stock

to meet the physical shape of the shooter's figure, with as much
precision as a first-class tailor observes in the fitting of a coat.

Besides the shot gun target under notice, Manton & Co.'s

r.inge has a revolving screen target for placing shot guns, a six-

foot square target for testing duck guns, and a mound at which
all rifles arc tested. The firm makes a specialty oi gun-fitting

and rifle-sighting.

We congratulate our old friends on the complete success of

this costly experiment; they have undoubtfedly placed local sports-

men and their own clientele under obligations. It is evident

that ^jrogress in the gun trade need not be confined to houses in

the Western hemisphere. W'e strongly recommend sportsmen in

doubt as tOi the fit of their guns to pay a visit to the range,
•where they will soon ascertain if their weapons fit them correctly

or not. We wish otrr "Pioneer" gunmakers success in this new
departure, and feel confident that sportsmen will be well served

should they place themselves in their hands. The Indian Field.

Fitchbttfg: Rifle and Gun Cluh.

FiTCHBUTtc, Mass., Aug. 16.—The Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club

he'd a very successful invitation prize shoot on their grounds
Friday, Aug. 15, The programme consisted of twelve events, all

unknown iingles, alternating between magautrap and expert traps

Sergeant system.
'1 he .shoot wa.^ largely attended, shooters bemg present from

Boston, Bellows Falls, Winchester, Winchendon, Greenfield, Leo-

min.ster, Worcester and West Fitchburg. The trade was repre-

sented by Neat Apgar and B. Leroy Wnodard, whose presence

gf.ve tone to the occasion. The weather conditions were jierfect,

as well as the excellent system of traps, which made a good com-
liination for high scores.

, . , ,

Fvent J\o. 9, 25 targets, was a five-man team race, for which the

tlnb offered a $25 silver cup. Five teams entered for this event,

and it proved to be a very close and exciting race, the Fitchburg
team, winning bv 2 birds.

Fvent No. 12, 25 targets, was a two-man team race, tor which a

p&ir of $15 silver loving cups were offered. Thirteen teams entered

lor this event, which proved as close and exciting as the other.

It was won by Herbert and Leroy, of the Boston Shooting Asso-
ciation with a straight score.

A $10 folding pocket kodak was offered for the high gun shoot-

ing the entire programme, which was won by M. A. Cutler, of the

home club, who gained a lead of one bird at the end of the fourth

event and maintained it dnring the- entire twelve events, winnifig

otit over Leroy by 2 birds.
A $5 gun case was offered for the second high gun, and this

was vvon by Lergy, who donated the same to the Winchester,
is'. .H., Gxvn Club, to be shot for as an individual prize. Leroy
also donated the silver cup won by him in event No. 12 to the

Bellows Falls, Vt., Gun Club, uitder the same conditions.
Wilder tied Apgar for third place. It was anybody's race up to

the last, as both of these shooters were bunched with Cutler and
T^eruy from the start.

Straight scores yere made by seventeen different shooters dur-

ing the day. Tlie following completed the entire programme of

175 birds:, Apgar 159, I-.eroy 160, Wilder 159, Converse 134, Cutler

11)2, Ray 150. Norwood 150, Gibson 161, Knight 137, Capron 134,

Russell 142. Morrison 136, Newton 83,

Between 6,000 and 7,001) targets were thrown during the day.
Below are the complete scores;

Events: ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S 10 11 12

Targelis^ " 10 10 15 15 10 15 15 10 25 15 10 25
Apgar ; :. 8 10 15 13 6 15 14 10 20 14 9 25
Leroy 9 9 13 13 7 14 15 10 23 14 8 25
Wilder 9 8 14 14 7 15 14 10 22 15 23
Converse 10 9 10 12 6 13 12 7 20 10 6 19
Cutler 9 9 14 15 10 14 12 10 23 12 9 25
Kay 9 S 13 11 8 14 13 9 21 15 4 25
Norwood S 10 10 13 8 13 10 10 21 14 10 23
Gibson 9 12 10 14 9 13 11 10 22 14 4 23
FCnight 8
Capron 7
fiu5.se!l S
Newton 3

Morri?,on , 6

Donovan ., '»••• 3
Strecker 4
Dix 6

Lesure S

8 8 13 6 14 11 6 19 13 8 23
8 8 14 9 10 14 8 17 10 9 18
9 9 12 9 12 12 10 20 13 9 19
6 7 7 4 S 17 6 1 8
8 10 12 7 14 9 9 18 13 6 34
4 7
4 6 5 5 5
7 14 13 10 14
9 7 11 5 12

Lincoln 6 9 10 10 6 13

.. 14 ..

.. 15 ..

9 14 ..

8 11
9 .. la

21
IS

22

Lamb 5 5

Roby

3

7 7 7 8 13 8 8 .. 10 ., ..

Dickenson ... 6 7 13 5 13 8 8. .,10 5 22
Estey .. 5 12

, 6 9
Hebbard 6 11 11 8
tyrant . = 8 9 7 13 .. ..

MANTON S DISAPPEARING BIRD TRV-GI'N TARGET.

Andrews 4 13 7 10 19 ..

Rob .

.

'. 7 15 14 8 17 .

.

Landers 10 10 11 10 19 15
Ball 2 10
Slade

, , 7 11
G Beer 4 6
J Coulter 4 10
Mechan 3 gM Beer 12 9 18
Stickncy 11 10 17 .

.

Farrar 11 7 21 15
P H 14 10 19 .

.

Herbert 14 9 22 .

.

E Coulter 6 5
Buck JO

Event No. 9, five-man

23
24

WESTERN TRAPS.

14
13

8 ..

.. 11

102,

. . 7 .

.

12 . . IS
6 6..

. . 10 19

. . 12 21

.. 23

.. 21

.. 25

.. 21

Leo-9, five-man teams, 25 birds: Fitchburg
minster 100, Bellows Falls 99, Scrub S9, Crockerville 67.

Event No. 12^ two-man teams, 25 birds:
Boston Shootmg Association—Herbert 25. Leroy 25; total 50.

Bclio.ws Falls Gun Club No. 1—Ray 25, Norwood 23; total 48.
Bellows Falls Gun Club No. 2—Morrison 24, Knight 23; total 47.
Bellows Falls Gun Club No. 3—Capron 18, Gibson 23; total 41.
Leominster Sportsmijn's Association No. 1—P. H. 21, Andrews

23; total 44,

Leominster Sportsmea's Association Noi 3^Lande*g 24, Parrar
23; total 47. .

_ _

Greenfield Sportsmen's Club—Newton 8, Strecker 21; total 29.

Winchester (iun Club—Lesure 22, Dickinson 22; total 44.

Crockerville (iun Club—B. Beer 18, G. Beer 21; total 39.
West Fitchburg—Coulter 21, Meehan 19; total 40. -<

Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club No. 1—Converse 19, Dix 18: total
37.

Fitchburg Rifle and. Gun Cliib No. 2—Rob 25, Russell 19; total 44.

Fitchburg Rifte Attd Gwa CJhb No. 3—Cutler 25, Wilder 23; total
48; E. W. GiLSON, Sec'y.

Lewistowa, Mo., Gan Club.

Lewistown, Mo.—^The gun cdub ol Tje-wistowft, Mp., Held a
pleasant meet on Aug, 12, with a total attendance of thirty guns.
Expert traps, blackbird targets and Rose system were the order
of the dav. Scores follow:

Events: 1
Targets : 10

Grimmer 8
Lem(m 9

Riehl 7
Millbank 9

Sagwa 9
Roberts 8
Bates 7
(iali^an ..;r,.-, . 8
Mexico 10
Knapp 7
Whit 5
Gloves 9

Rust 8
Wade 7
Dinner 6
Grave.s 5

Dronsun 4

Hampton
Goetz ..

Ccndit
Upinghouse .

.

F Graves
Green
Day
Burford
Nerman
Leggett
Dance .......... .

.

Richardson
R (Iraves

2

10 15
8 13
9 14
9 13
8 13
7 13
9 12
7 14
7 S
10 U
9 13
6 13

10 12
6 12
8 10
9 13

1(J Iff

.. 9

4 5 6

10 10 15
9 10 15

5 13
9 14
8 13
10 14
6 14
8 10
8 9

10 10 11
8 5 13
7 6 11
8 10 13
8 10 10

8 8 12
8 9 13
8 8 11

8 6 8
. . 10 12
.. 6 14
.. 9 12
- . 6 14

7 8 9

10 10 15
10 9 14

8 15
10 14
9 13
9 11
8 12
6 12
7 10
9 13
7 11
7 10
8 13
9 13

10 11
6 13
8 9

7

7

7
7

10 11
10 10
8 8

10 10

8 9

7 10
8 9

8 8

7
7

10

6
8

10

12 13 14 15
15 10 10 10

13 8 10 10
9 9 7
8 10 10
8 9 10

8 9 8

8 10 9

8 9 8

15
14
12

8 15
% 7

9 10
8 9
8 8

7 ..

8 ..

9 10
8 9

10 10
10 S

4 ..

3 5
4 ..

G ..

2 ..

2 ..

14
14
15
14

12
10
10

13
13
13
12
12
12

13 10
13 ..

4 4

Mr, C. M. Stark's Challenge Accepted.

Portland, Aug. 15.—EcHlO'r Purest and Stream: I have this day
accepted the challenge of C. M. ^?tark, Dunbarton, N. H., issued
in Forest and Stream Aug. 2, 1902 (page 99), and have notified
,him of my acceptance. I have to-day forwarded to Frank W.
Sanborn, secretary of Concord Gun Club, Concord, N.' H., check
for $25 to cover amount deposited by Mr. Stark.
All communications should be addressed to me at Portland, Me,

W. B. Darton.

Concord, N. H., Aug, 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. W^. B.
Darton, of Portland, Me,, has accepted Mr. Stark's challenge,
published in your paper Ang. 2. Match to take place Aug. 29.

F, W. Sanrorn, Sec'y Concord G, C.

Ralefgh God CItib.

RAr^EiGir, N. C, Aug. 14.~We did not hold put- weelcly shoot
last Thursday, so many of our members being away, and the at-

tendance remains small yet. We will have to get up some amuse-
ment to get a better attendance. The following scores were made
to-day: Gowan shot at 50, broke 37; Johnson shot at 50, broke 35;

Pearce shot at 50, broke 32; Gray shot at 50, broke 28; Parker
shot at 35, broke 26; Whitalkef sho.t"at 25, broke l4; Fellows shot at

15, broke ,5. R. T. Gowak, Sec'y.

National Gun Club.

Chicago, Til., Aug, 10.—Mr. Tohn M. Lilly, the originator of the
National Gun Club, with headr|unrters at Indianapolis Ind., write>
that after consultation with the leading sportsmen of the country
it has been decided to make the price for admission to charter
member.ship, including initiation and dues up to Dec. 31, 1903, $2,

with annual dues thereafter of $1. This surely is a very low
charge upon any shooter, and in view of the representative char-
acter of the organization, it is fair to suppose that the shooters ot

the United States will respond very generally to the invitation.

Come forward. E. liouGH.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gun Club*

Chicago, Aug. 16.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to day on th£ occasion of the second trophy and second
cup shoots of the third series. Pollard won Class A trophy on 2!.

Tom Jones won Class H on 21. Wilson won Class C on 15.

The trophy shoot was immediately followed by the cup shoot
at 15 singles and 5 pajrs. It was vvon by Al. Hellman on a score
of 19. .

The day was a fine one for target, shooting, and the attendance
was good, twenty-four shooters taking part in the various events
of "the day.
Owing to duf trap house being broken into and the Triagau,trap

badly damaged by some contemptible, destructive curs, we were
compelled to resurrect our old set of ground traps for the day, and
as they did not work very well, our scores were not qiute as good
as usual,

M F Wilson omioioiioioiioiionoioo-15
C H Kehl llllOOOOOmOlOOOllOlOOlO -12
R S Leete 1110000100000110100001001— 9

Dr J W Meek 1111111111101011111111011—22

L Thomas 1101101110111101011011001-17
T Eaton 1110011111011101110111111—20

T McDonald 0101011110010110011110110—15
"A McGowan 0010101100111111110000101—14
C P Richards. 1001111111110011101111111—20
F I Cooper IIOIIOIIIOIIOIIOIIOIOIIII—IS

J D Pollard 1111111111111111111111011—24
S E Young 1111010110000001010110100—12
T Smith 0100011101110100111000110—13
Tichen or 1011 10011 01 1011111 0000110—1

5

J E Dafter 0111010111101111111110101—19
Drinkwater 0000011011111111001111111—17
T Jones , , 1110100110111111111111111—21
A D Dorman ...i,,,„-^i, 1011011111111010111111111—21
A Hellm;in 0111111111101101111011111—21
W A lones 1110001111011111111111111—21
A Mathews IllOllOlllOlOOlOWtllOlOOl—14

Sixteenth trophy shoot, 25 targets:
Event No. 3, secorid cup shoot:

Young lOlllllOOUmi 10 10 11 10 OO—IT
Hellman 111011111111111 10 10 10 10 10—19
Pollard OmOOlllllllW 00 10 11 10 10—15
Dorman OUIIOIOHIIUOO 00 01 10 10 10—13
Meek 1 UOllllOlllOU 10 10 11 10 01-18
Eaton 110101101101111 00 00 01 10 00—13
Thomas 001101101110110 00 10 00 00 00—11
Dafter 110101111110111 11 00 10 10 01 -17

Richards 111111011111000 00 11 11 10 10—17
Drinkwater 111101111111101 00 10 00 10 10—16
Leete IOOIIIIOOIIOOOO 11 10 00 00 11—13
T Smith 100110101100011 lo 01 (11 01 00—12
McDonald 11 11011lOUOlOl 00 01 01 10 10—14
A McGowan 111111001111011 00 01 00 10 11—16
W A Jones 110110111111011 10 11 01 OO 10—18
Mathewjs 111110011111001 10 10 11 11 11—19
T Jones 111101101011111 10 01 11 11 00-17
Tichenor 0011001 lOOlOOll 00 10 10 00 00— 9
Kehl 101100100000000 00 00 01 Oj 00— '<

Wilson 111110100010101 <XI (X) 10 10 10- l:;

Dk. J W. .Mekk.

Cbeapeake Gun Club.

Newport Nt?ws, Va.—The most remarkable shooting' ever seen
olt the Cliesapeake Gmi Club's grounds \^as done Aug, 14 by Mr.
Thomas F. Stearnes. Out of 100 targets Mr. Stearnes broke 9S,

breaking 25 straight in two events. It \yas certainly the best ever
made by amateur or professional on the local grounds. Mr. F
S. Robinson, who shot second, broke 88 targets out of 100, and as
this is a good score, it will be seen that Mr Stearnes went ' far
ahead of the average. •

.

Several yeai's ago, Mr. G. B. James broke 96 targets (ait of 100.

and until yesterday this record has never been broken.
Mr. Stearnes' shooting was really better than the records .shou'

it to be, as the 2 birds which did not break were "dusted.''
The shoot yesterday was the regular weekly meeting uf the club.

The scores follow:

Events: - 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 25 25 25 25 Targets: 25 25 25 25

T F Stearnes 25 24 25 24 J De Pass 13 15 17 13
E S Robinson 21 22 23 22 Saiinders ITia .. ..

Dr Jos Charles 19 17 20 .. G B Tames 21 :. ... ..

F Palmer 14 14 13 17

c. n. i
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Attbum Gttn CIttb.

Auburn, Me.. Aug, 14.—I send you herewith programme of a

tournament hela on grounds of the Auburn Gun Qmb on Monday
and Tuesday, Aug. 11 and 12; I also inclose the detail of scores

made at this tournament, and newspaper clippnig, giving some
data relative to the contest between the New England trapshooters.

The first day of our tournament was extremely unfavorable,

rain descending in torrents all day. But by having a covered

blind, we were able to pull off part of the programme. The second

day was all that could be desired, and we had a very successful

shoot. Had both days been pleasant, we have no doubt we should

have thrown as many as 20,000 targets.

The New England team race summary of the four shoots, pos-

sible 400; team possible 2,000:

McCann ........... 10 ID 19 •- 65 89 .709

Jordan .. 12 1& 12 .800

Apgar, first high gun; Fanning, second; Le Roy, third; Darton
and Hunncwell, fourth.

Le Roy
Wheeler
Herbert
Climax

Massachusetts. Maine,
.358 Green 363

.362 Darton 345

.359 Hunnewell ' 367

.359 Preble /354

Dickey 344—1782 Randall .353—1782

Summary of Tuesday's New England team race, fourth of the

series

:

Massachusetts,
Le Roy 89

Climax ."...91

"Wheeler 92
Herbert 92
Dickey 83—447

Maine.
Green 83
Preble 83
Hunnewell 96
Foster 80
Randall 84—436

Rhode Island.
Griffith 93
Inman 86

Coffin .72

O^tc • >•«• bTI

Bain 80-^2
New Hampsliire.

Gerrish 73

Langley 87

Frizzell 80
Carlisle SO

Robinson 81-401

Massachusetts thus beat Maine H targets and tied the score on
the four shoots.
Summary of ten-mean shoot, Maine vs. Massachusetts:

Massachusetts.
Events

:

Wheeler
Herbert
Dickey .

Coffin .

.

Rule ...

1 2 3 4 Shot at. Broke
21 23 24 24 100 92

20 23 23 100 89

20 23 22 100 87
23 21 16 20 J 00 80
'2 21 22 20 100 85
17 17 20 20 100 74
20 19 20 23 100 82
20 23 24 20 100 87
17 15 18 18 100 68
.22 18 19 19 100 78

Maine.
Green 22
Randall 20
G Darton 25
Davison ..21
Preble 22 23 22
Reid .....17 20 17
Foster 15 21 25
Stobie 20
Hunncwell 22 21 22 21
Ashley 22 17 21 19

21 21 24
21 23 23
24 20 24
23 18 17

19
20
22

22 23 19

1000

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1000

822

87
93
79
86
74
83
84
86
79

839

Maine thus won this event by 17 targets. The previous shoot at
Boston, the Massachusetts team won by 4 targets, but as this con-
test was to be decided by best two out of three contests instead of
by total targets shot at, the race is thus tied on this event.

Aug. I J, First Day.

Events:
Targets

:

Apgar
Van Allen.
Fanning ...

Le Roy

1
20

.....20

.... 19

.... 20

.... 20

Griffith ............ 17
Wheeler 19W Darton 20
Doremus 13
Coffin 18
Climax 18
Hunnewell ....... 19
Conner 16
Snow 18
Ashley
Emerton 16
Jordan 17
Dickey 15
Conner , ..

Cushman
Prebble 18
Parsons 16
Green 18
Foster 20
Ray 9
Clark 10
Norris 14W P Robinson..,.. 12

2 3

20 20
20 19

16 17

19 18
15 20
19 19
16 19
18 IS
14 14
17 12
18 18
19 18
15 18
15 19
.. 16
13 13
17 18
18 18

4 5
20 20
19 18
15 20

20 20
19 18
17 19
18 19

19 17
15 16
16 17
20 15
16 18
16 19

6 7 8
20 20 20
19 20 19
16 19 18
20 20 20

20 18 19
18 20 18
19 18 20
IS 17 18
14 13 17
14 14 17
15 20 17
19 19 19
17 19 IS

9 10
20 20
18 19

20 19

19 19
20 19
18 IS
IS 19
15 17
16 17
14 20
19 19
19 19
18 19

18 20
12 14
19 19
18 ..

.. 19

17 18 IS 16 17
U 14 33 14 17
17 17 17 20 18

17 18 14 18
18 17 15 13
19 19 15 16
17 18 18 18
8 ., .. .. ..

12 13 13 . . 10
10 16 12 . . 12
9 17 16 .. 15

Fanning, first high gun; Apgar, sei

and Hunnewell, fourth.

18 16 18 19
15 18 18 18 IS
17 16 16 19 16
17 19 18 20 17
20 16 19 19 19

Aug. 12, Second Day.
Events: 1 2
Targets: 15 15

Le Roy 14 15
Green 14 13
Griffith 13 13
Frizzell 12 14
Reid 14 11
Gerrish 9 14
Climax 14 14
G Darton 12 12
Prebble 13 13
Inman 10 13
Carlisle 11 13
Davison
Wheeler 13 14
Hunnewell 34 13
Coffin 9 10
Langley 14 13
Conner 12 11
Herbert r 13 13
Foster 12 14
Cate 12 12
C E Robinson 7 8W Darton 11 13
Bain 12 12
Dickey 10 14
Randall
Noble 9 14

Stobie 14 13
Jordan 11 9
Apgar 14 14
Fanning 14 15
Van Allen 14 14
Doremus 13 11
Parsons 12 14
Merrill 14 15W Wyman 12 13
Cushman ...1112
Snow 12 15
Ashley 12 12
Rule 11 12
Chapin ............ 12 14
Puck 10 13
Adams 10 13
Gray" 12 7
Horton 10 8
Bullard 10 15
Day 9 11
Droincll
E T Wyman 13 12W P Robinson.,.. 8 9
Norris 6 10
Hunt
Moody ...... IS U
Littlefield
Conner 18 ..

3 4 5
25 25 25
22 23 21
23 23 24
23 25 21
18 22 19
19 20 17
17 18 18
21 23 23
21 23 24
20 20 20
23 23 19
19 21 18
. . 20 22
22 24 23
24 24 24
17 17 17
21 24 20
22 21 17
23 23 23
20 20 19
20 17 21
21 19 23
20 21 20
19 21 20
19 22 20
20 21 22
21 20 19
23 23 17
21 23 20
23 23 22
22 24 25
21 24 22
18 17 16
19 18 20
18 22 21
18 22 19
21 20 16
21 21 19
21 23 24
21 23 IS
21 23 22
21 23 21
21 23 19
11 19 17
17 16 IS
16 18 15
20 17 20
15 16 18
19 22 22

6 7
25 25
23 21
23 24
24 22
21 16
24 20
20 ..

24 23
24 24
23 19
21 ..

22 ..

21 17
23 22
24 21
21 17
22 22
18 23
23 23
21 22
14 17
18 17
24 20
20 ..

22 22
21 23
20 ..

23 19
22 ..

24 23
24 19
24 17
20 11
18 19
21
24 ..

22 15
19 22
22 19
23 20
23 20
19 17
24 23
19 ..

22 20
21 22
15 ..

19 19
19 ..

8 9 10
25 25 25
23 24 24
21 21 22
20 24 23
16 18 18

17 20 17

20 23 23
20 24 25
22 23 22

18 23 21
20 23 22
22 21 22
17 20 20
23 23 22
19 21 24
21 16 20
25 21 15

M
21 21 21

21 22 26
23 21 20

23 22 26

25 22 23
24 22 23
23 18 21
20 16 19
19 19 22

20 24 ..

20 .. ..

21 17 22
19 20 23
23 24 20
15 18 18

18 19 19
.. 17 ..

18 ..

20 19 .. ..

20 19 16 17
isao .. ..

19 ..

Shot Per
at. Broke. Cent.
200 191 .955

200 179 .895

200 195 .975

200 188 .9-10

200 183 .915

200 185 .925

200 180 .900

200 149 .745

200 159 .795

200 182 .910

200 185 .925
200 175 .875
tfO 52 .866

160 140 .875
200 137 .685

200 180 .900
80 69 .862

20 19 .950
80 71 .887
200 172 .860
200 163 .815
200 178 .890
200 184 .920
40 17 .425

100 58 .580
100 64 .640
100 69 .690

sy, third; Wheeler

Shot Per
at. Broke. Cent.
230 210 .913
230 208 .904
230 208 .904

230 174 .756
230 179 .778

130 96 .738
230 208 .904

230 209 .908
230 195 .847
130 109 .8.38

130 104 .800
175 142 .811
230 206 .895
230 209 .908
230 165 .717
230 201 .871
230 188 .817
230 198 .860
2.30 189 .821
155 113 .729
189 134 .744
230 192 .834
130 104 .800
230 192 .834
200 171 .855
130 103 .792
230 197 .856
130 106 .815
230 213 .926
230 212 .921
230 198 .860
230 164 .700
230 180 .782
130 111 .853
130 108 .830
205 161 .782
180 150 .833
230 193 .839
230 190 .826
230 202 .877
230 175 .760
155 133 .858
130 85 .653
155 111 .716
230 173 .752
155 109 .703
150 105 .700
130 107 .821
30 17 .566
80 65 .687

100 72 .720
80 62 .775
25 19 .760
16 12 .800

Interstate Tottrnament at Brunswick*

Brunswick, Me., Aug. 16.—For a number of years past the In-

terstate Association when arranging its circuit has invariably in-

cluded the State of Maine in its list of States for holding tourna-

ments. This year was no exception. Brunswick was the point
selected, the dates being Aug. 13 and 14.

. .
^

Brunswick is a progressive little place of about 6,000 inhabitants.

It is made very- attractive by the stately elms which adorn the

roadsides and private estates. It is also the home of Eowdoin
College, one of the oldest colleges in the country, having just

celebrated its centennial. On Federal street may still be seen the

house where Mrs. Stowe wrote "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and where
Longfellow began his career as poet and professor.

The Brunswick Gun Club, under whose auspices the tournament
was given, was organized on April 19, 1901, largely through the

elTorts of Mr. G. M, Whe'eler, who was the first president of the

club, and Mr. G. B. Webber, the present president. The club

has steadily gained in membership since being formed, until to-

day it has about one hundred members, making it one of the

largest gun clubs in the State. Several towns are represented in

the club, members belonging in Brunswick. Bath, and Topsham.
Every pleasant afternoon a shoot is held by the club at its grounds
at Merrymeeting Park, and at these shoots some very good scores

are made.
The officers of the club at present are as follows: G. B. Webber,

President; D. W. Scribner, Vice-President; L. Cecil
'
Whitmore,

Secretarv-Treasurer; G. B, Webber, O. B. Nason, J. D. Foster,

Samuel Whitmore and G. M. Wheeler, Executive Committee.
Through the courtesy of the street railway, the club has been

allowed the use of a part of Merrymeeting Park as its shooting
grounds. The club erected a splendid trap house, with buildings
for the scorers, cashier, etc., making a cozy home.
Thirty-three shooters were present the first day, quite a number

of them being visitors, and fine sport was enjoyed. The scores
did not rank high, but one contestant, Mr. E. C. Griffith, making
90 per cent. The shooting could not be classed as hard, and
numerous straight scores were recorded. However, a nasty wind
blowing across the traps made the targets take some queer flights

and wrecked the aspirations of several of the contestants.
Griffith was high man with a score of ISO out of 200 shot at;

Apgar was second with 179; Wheeler, third with 178, and Dickey
fourth with 177.

The second day of the tournament there were thirty-eight shooters
present, and the tournament was brought to a very successful
conclusion early in the afternoon. The weather conditions were
nearly perfect, a slight wind being the only drawback.
In addition to the regular programme, a merchandise shoot for

some thirty prizes kept the boys busy during their spare mo-
ments. It was a side issue, and but one trap was used; yet it

afforded an immense amount of enjoyment to all. Out of several
hundred trials but two straight scores of 15 were recorded.
Some of the local club members claim that there would have

been ten or a dozen more shooters present at this tournament
were it not for the concluding tournament between Maine and
Massachusetts being held at Auburn, Me., on Monday and Tues-
day, Aug. 11 and 12, of this week. The;y stated that it was too
much to ask a man to put in four consecutive days at a tournament,
to say nothing of his neglecting business for that length of time.
As Auburn is only nineteen miles from Brunswick, and both
places would naturally draw from about the same shooters, it

would seem that Brunswick's claim is well founded.
Apgar was high man on the second day with a score of 191 out

of 200 shot at. Griffith was second with 190, and Darton was third
with 185.

Griffith and Apgar were a tie for general average, and they
divided first and second moneys, and Wheeler finished in third
place.
The trade was represented by the following: Messrs. T. H.

Keller, Neaf Apgar, S. M. Van Allen, T. W. Morfey, E. E.
Thompson, B. Leroy Woodard, B. H. Norton, O. R. Dickey
and T. P". Doremus.

Aug. 13, First Day.
Events : l
Targets : 20

Apgar 19
Van Allen 17
H G Wheeler 20
Le Roy ..„ 19
Griffith 16
Morfey 15
Dickey 17
Puck 14
Merrill , IS
Cate 15
Doremus 14
Coffin 16
Norton ..... 14
Bullard 16
Darton 18
S Whitmore 16
Fisher 16
Webber .• 10
Maxwell ... 17
Gunning 15
Hunnewell 15
Preble 17
Foster 20
Stobie 16
Wyman 20
Dwinell 18
Warren 15
Keller 16
Langley 17
Goud
Varney ,

McLean

2 3
20 20
18 20
15 16
16 19
18 18
19 20
16 15

18 16

15 17

17 18
17 12
16 18
17 14
14 14
16 16
13 15
16 14
16 18
11 18
15 12
15 17
19 IS
15 17
15 19
18 18
17 14
11 8
12 11
13 15
16 15

4 5
20 20
17 17
17 15
18 IS
19 15
20 19
15 15
17 20
17 14
16 18
16 14
14 13
16 11
14 7

15 17
15 20
15 17
11 16
17 13
16 18
15 16
14 16
17 19
15 16
20 18
17 15
14 14
10 9
14 18
16 17

6 7
20 20
20 17
12 16
19 16
17 16
19 19
17 15
20 17
15 16

14 IS
17 15
14 11
16 14
13 16
15 IS
15 17
15 17
12 13
13 10
13 19
12 10
18 18
15 13
16 14
17 18
17 17
9 12

8 9 10
20 20 20
18 18 15
17 IS 18
18 19 15
16 16 18
18-16 14
17 16 16
16 20 16

15 11 18

12 15 12
9 12 15

14 15 1(i

9 15 17
8 15 11
15 13 14
14 17 12
12 17 IJ
14 17 16'

16 11 15
15 14 16
13 16 10
17 18 13
15 17 16
17 17 17
18 15 16
15 16 12
12 12 8

9 18 14 17 13
17 17 16 13 14

14 8
.. .. .. 13 13

11 14

Aug. 14, Second Day.
Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 20 20 20 20

Apgar 20 16 20 18
Van Allen 15 17 13 15
Wheeler .i...,;,.^.. 16 20 20 15
Le Roy .1^1....... 18 18 18 19
Griffith 20 15 19 19
Morfey 14 12 17 18
Dickey 17 17 18 17
Fnck 18 17 18 17
Keller 14 18 17 15
Gate 16 17 16 IS
Doremus 13 17 18 19
Coffin 17 15 13 16
McLean 9 13 14 11
Bullard 16 14 18 17
C Whitmore , - 15 13 19 18
S Whitmore

, 14 17 18 14
Fisher 18 14 16 13
Webber 17 10 13 12
Maxwell 15 14 16 16
Merrill 13 15 15 15
Hunnewell IS 16 20 16
Darton 20 19 16 17
Foster 15 12 18 17
Miller 16 12 15 16
Reid 18 17 18 16
Scnbner 12 13 16 13
Rogers 14 16 16 12
Hall 14 15 14 14
Dunning 20 U 17 19
Vannah 11 14 13 9
underbill 16 10 14 15
Fuller ........ 16 15 10 12
^orton .....i . .. 1113 13
Randall 10 g
Nason 10 13
Tibbets 13 g
Toothaker .

.

Aris "
" "

5 6

20 20
18 20
14 16
19 19
17 18
18 19
13 17
18 18
19 15
15 16
18 15
17 16
19 ..

14 12
18 15
17 16
16 16
13 13
15 12
17 16
18 13
IS 15
20 18
18 12
17 16
19 16
17 12
17 18
15 ..

16 16
14 ..

7 ..

12 ..

13 12

7 8
20 20
20 20
20 19
19 17
19 20

20 20
17 18
20 19
16 15
17 11
16 ..

15 16

is Y!
17 18
16 11
18 12
18 10
13 13
17 17
IS 13
18 17
18 19
13 17
17 18
18 18
17 11
14 ..

9 10
20 20
20 19
17 17
18 17
17 18
20 20
18 17
15 19
14 15
17 15

16 18

15
*8

20 20
16 17
15 19
14 9
13 12
16 15
16 15
17 15
19 19
14 13
17 17
18 18
14 10

16 14 18 17

13
13

10 6 15 11
18

Total
Broke.
179
161
178
172
180
157
177
152
158
142
145
145
126
155
156
156
149
134
155
139
166
161
169
174
160
118
57

147
158

- 22
26
25

Total
Broke.

191
163
180
182
190
161
178
164
155
116
165
80

12s
173
15S
159
138
130
159
151

170
185
149
161
176
135
107
72

164
61

62
65
62
18
23
21
66
31

All communications intended for Forest and Stheam should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Pnblishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with Omt ysper.

Monticello Tournament.
MoNTicELLO, 111.—Something out of the usual order of shooting

tournaments was pulled off here during the progress of the Emery
tournamenL Aug. 11 and 12, a regular scheduled 50-target race. Sa

entrance. Though the entries were not large, the scores were good.

Rupert lined out 47, Keistcr 45 and Kinney 43.
j ,

For some time past the sporting fraternity has heralded the in-

formation abroad that Monticello would give a tournament, as a

large attendance was expected, but the all-day shooters were no8

so plentiful as had been anticipated. During the summer and
harvest time—especially when it rains a large part of the season--
is not the best time to hold a tournament in this, the center, of
the best part of the great agricultural State of Illinois; yet there
were twenty-five shooters on the ground during the day.
The day was very favorable, slight wind and clear sky. The

frounds are ample and well situated. The traps were not in the
est working order. There was a variety that kept the boys

guessing; targets went high and low, fast and slow, and many a low
score may be attributed to this variation. The score of Mr. Rupert
was very creditable, while McKinney was second and Farmer
Jones third.
Those present were Lewis Meyers, DeLand, 111.; L. J, Standish,

Bridgeport, Conn.: B. F. Garver, Farmer City, 111.; S. T. Kinney,
Rodgers Park, 111.; T. L. Perry, Toulou, III.; Dr, H. B. Max-
field, Fairmont, 111.; II. B. Harris, Monticello, III.; Geo. Rupert,
Decatur, 111.; Farmer Jones, Farmer Cilv, 111.; Robert Emery,
Solomon, III.; W. T. BrjKlen, Monticello, 111.; W. N. Gray, Lane,
III.; Ezra Smith, Cerrogordo, III.; Ed. Miller, Lane, 111.

Then Monticello was represented by Chas. Doss, T. M. Plum,
E A. Thorp, O, Lubbers, Philip Widderheim, Ed. Williams and
C. E. Emery.
Mr. Emery was the manager and general hustler, and had a

good bookkeeper in the cashier in the office. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total
Targets

:

10 15 15 10 20 15 25 10 15 50 10 10 10 Broke.
Kinney 9 14 U 6 19 8 20 8 13 43 10 7 9
Bryden 3 6 11 8 . . 5 .. 5 .. .. 3 .. ..

Garver 7 8 7 8 13 12 18 8 6 41 9 7 8
Jones .-...II.. 9 14 11 8 15 12 21 7 12 42 8 ' 8 7
Perry S 10 11 7 11 10 . . 6 9
Rupert 6 13 13
Tubbers 5 8

9 14 11 22 9 13 47 9 10 8

8 9 10
11

7
7Miller

Gray
Kiester 7 18 12 14 9 14 45.. 9 ..

Haspstripe 8 13 13 20 10 13 .

Smith 10 16 13 22 10 10 .. .. 10
Maxfield 10 18 13 21 10 14 37 9 10 8
Emery 10 8 9 10
Meyers 9 6 5
Williams ,. 3
Bartley 4
Thorp 7 . . . . 5
Plunk 6
Harris 6 .. .. 7
Yazel , 4 ., 7
Covet , , 7 . . ... 4
Tabetz ................. , 6 .. ..

177
41
152
174
72
184
27
.39

32
128
77
91

150
.37

20
12
15
25
21

23
19
21

11

Interstate at Haverhill.

Haverhh-l, Mass., Aug. 16.—Editor Forest and Stream: This
being the last opportunity of reaching the shooters through the
medium of your entertaining journal ere the Interstate Association
tournament at Haverhill becomes a matter of history, would say
that the committee have, so far as their facilities would allow,
spared no effort looking to a successful tournament. _ They are
most anxious that all who participate shall'have a pleasant visit,
and also carry away something substantial.
The hotels of Haverhill are fully up to the standard in com-

parison with cities of corresponding size when the location of such
is near a large city, and they will he found to prove very satis-
factory.
With two sets of traps, an adequate supply of the standard

loads, barrels of targets, money and prizes to struggle for, an
abundance of good food at very reasonable prices, conditions of
competition that are as nearly equitable as can be devised, and
with energetic Manager Shaner to make tlie wheels go round, don't
the prospect look good?
The committee are designing a medal, the composition of which

IS peculiar, to say the lea.st; same to be presented the first one
expressing dissatisfaction as to conditions of this tournament.
A word regarding the committee who have done the hard work

preparing for this shoot—Messrs. Miller, Tozier, and George. To
any who have not the pleasure of a close acquaintance with these
three, they are true sportsmen, good fellows, and all colors of a
darker .shade than pure white was left out of their composition.
Should casual readers of the above imagine it to be an obituary
notice, by making Haverhill, Mass., their headquarters Aug 27,
28 and 29 the mistake will become apparent. C. F. LamberI!.

Bristol Gun Glob.

Bristol, Conn., Aug, 14.—The Bristol Gun Club went to Hart-
lord Saturday and participated in a match shoot with the Colt
Gun Club, of_^that city. The previous Saturday members of the
Colt Club visited Bristol and won the match by 6 birds. Bristolwon m Hartford by a score of 104 to 103.
The following are the best individual scores made at 25 birds,

unknown angles: Mills 25, Hermann 25, Hubbell 23, HoUister 23,
Bassett 23, Bolton 22, Colt 21, McFetridge 21, Fairbanks 20, Sim-
mons 19, Porter 19, Casey 19, Large 19, Stone 18, Burwell 18,
Jones 18 Hyde 17, Hart 16, Bullock 16, F. Stone 16, Pelmas 15,
VVilcox 15. Cleveland 15, Barbour 13, Jones 12, Daniels 11 Wilson
11, Thompson 10, Edgerton 10, T. McFetridge 10. Adams 10,Watson 8.

The Bristol Club will conduct the State shoot here Sept. 10, and
preparations are under way by the- members to make it an event
that will leave pleasant impressions of Bristol in the minds of
visitors. Improvements will be inaugurated at the grounds. Twonew traps will be added to the present equipment and everything
placed m first-class condition. One of Bristol's famous old-
fashioned sneep bakes will be a feature. It is expected that
seventy-five men will participate in the shooting that day, in-
cluding several cracks. Duke

Fisher—Miller.
Philadelphia Aug. 13.—To-day on the grounds of the Key-

. °°*'"fT^^'*S"?T'^<' mteresting and close matches wereshot between Messrs. H. B. Fisher and F. W Miller The con-
ditions of the first match were 100 targets per man, 50 Sergeantsystem and a like number over the magautrap. Each mandiiphcated each of his scores on both styles of shootingThe second match was at 50 targets. Sergeant system. Millergamed 2 targets in the first string, each man breaking 22 in thesecond string. The scores;
Harry B Fisher 1111101011011111110111111—21

1111111101111110111111111-23
1011110111111011111110111—21

v,-nA w ^fi. 1111111101111113110111111-23-88
Fred W Miller 1011133331101111110111010-20

1111033113333111131111101-23
10100111110311133013 11111-20

Second match, 50 targets:
UHUmOll3311111011111-23-86

Fred W Miller
1111111111111010imillll_22

vr n -c.- t-
1111101111111111133111100-22—44Harry B Fisher 00101 111101111ll0llimii_20
1111011110111311111110111-22-42

Ossining Gun Clab.
OssiNiNG N. Y.-The scores herewith were made at the regularSaturday afternoon shoot of the Ossining Gun Club Aul fiThe turnout was not very large as the hove %

Wednesday and Thursday of this week ^ holdrng off for

Event No 4 was for a Winchester rille. presented bv H WBissmg, to be shot for by members who havp n^^^r^
ti. W.

Some of tliose who entered were in foTtL s veeo onK Thr^'^''ditions were 25 bluerocks; to be won twice >
^t^*"

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events- 1 9 4 t: e

VVllVm ^oioioMioi
EDGarnsey 5 8 6 ^ 7 A R^hl^™'" ^ I ?2 ^ 13

A Jtsedell,,, . ... 8 10 91S t n t> 1
< xn ..

R Krcmer. Jr.. Vi Z. V. llVS^! V. [: .'i If
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Tecttmseh Tournament.
Despite the fact that "shoots" in this section have been as

thick as flies on tanglefoot fly-paper for the past sixty days, the
"biggest little shoot on earth," which is the annual fixture, and
which was pulled off by the Tecuniseh Gun Club on their grounds
at Tecumseh, Mich., Aug. 8, was more largely attended than any
previous event in Michigan.
Cleveland, Toledo and Detroit, as well as all the minor towns

for an hundred miles about were well represented by expert
marksmen.

Fifty-five men faced the traps, and including the scores of those
who shot onl}r for birds, and the extra events, 12,000 targets were
thrown. The large attendance was handled with nicety, and there
was practically no dela3' at the traps.
The brethren Stanley, of Norlhville, carried off the honors of the

day for high averages, G. Stanley averaging 87, while M. Stanley
averaged 85 per cent. Some one suggested that "G" stands for
Goodshot and "M" for Marksriian.
Ad. Collum, of Ann Arbor, won low average for the day with

72 per cent., and was presented with a handsomely engrossed
order on a local dentist to have two teeth extracted.

Scotty, of Grass Lake, was third high man, and had to content
himself with a silver cake dish, an article which pleased him more
than the $90 medal which he won at Kansas Citv.
Perhaps the most interest centered in the Finletter cup event.

Pontius Pilate Wood, of Detroit, won the cup originally at Adrian
with a sti-aight score of 25, but here he tied with seven others on
22. It looked as if there might be an exciting shoot-off, but
Sayers. of Leslie, quenched the ardor of the other aspirants bv
breaking 23. The decisive score will be made by Mr. Wood and
Mr. Sayers, at Battle Creek.
Appended is a tabulated list ot scores and percentages. It is

unfortunate that the train schedule compelled Mr. Wood and
the balance of the Deti-oit contingent to -leave before the last
event; otherwise Wood might have made it interesting for high
average. - •

Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 12, 13 and 14 were sweepsi Nos. 3, 6, 8 and
11, merchandise events. No. 7 w-as the trophy.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total Per
Targets

; 10 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 25 Broke. Cent.
G Stanley 10 15 14 19 12 14 21 13 14 17 10 15 18 16 208M Stanley 8 14 13 15 14 11 .18 15 13 18 12 15 16 21
Scott 9 12 14 18 14 13 22 14 12 15 10 15 17 16
Mills 8 12 12 IS 12 14 21 13 12 18 11 14 11 20
Thompson .... 6 12 12 15 12 13 19 14 14 16 8 15 17 17
Hensler 5 12 14 IS 12 13 22 15 13 18 8 13 12 15
Rich 8 9 15 18 13 12 16 11 n 19 10 14 13 21
Fitz , 8 13 12 20 13 12 22 7 13 16 13 14 11 16
White 9 9 13 14 11 12 18 13 12 17 10 14 13 16
McQueen 9 12 11 15 10 12 22 11 9 17 6 13 13 20
Wi^on , 9 11 7 14 13 14 17 13 11 17 7 11 15 21
Collum , 8 .15 10 17 10 13 21 12 9 15 4 10 9 19
Wood 8 15 13 19 12 14 22 14 11 19 11 15 17 .

.

Snow 8 13 13 19 15 13 20 14 10 18 10 12 15 .

.

Alben 9 13 14 19 13 13 .. 14 13 16 8 13 15 19
Parker 9 12 13 17 14 11 17 13 13 12 G 11 16 .

.

Sayers 6 11 13 IS 13 13 23 12 11 17 3 1 0 .

.

Marks 7 8 9 15 12 11 16 14 3 16 4 10 9 .

.

Kells 2 8 7 11 4 10 11 11 4 10 12 . , 5 .

.

Guthard 10 11 11 20 13 15 22 13 11 14 12
Corson 8 13 12 17 9 12 9 7 16 12 15 .. ..

Howes 8 13 12 16 12 11 22 12 10 15 3
Wolcott 6 11 14 19 10 9 .. 12 11 16 U ^. ..

Hubbard 8 13 11 15 11 14 .. 14 .. 14 12 9 ..
Remley 5 8 9 18 11 14 12 12 11 10
Scotten ....... 3 6 6 13 8 9 14 11 8 9
Jackson ....... 7 14 12 13 12 14 .. 14 11 18
Schumacher . . 7 12 8 17 9 13 . . 10 5 11 . . -

Scudder 6 , . 13 . . 9 13 22 13 4 12 3 . .

Smith 7 9 13 14 8 9 11 12 .. 15
Taylor 6 11 13 14 11 11 14 6
Allen 6 10 10 16 6 9 14 5
Coverdale 10 15 .... 16 13 8 12
Blackstone ... 5 7 4..
Heck 5 .. 6 . . .. 2 ..

Wallinger : 10 3 13
Church 5 4 . . 12
Williamson 5 2 4
Britton 15 .... 12 .... 21
E Harris 9 12 6
Meade 12 .. 8 . 12 "

"

Wright 9 12.. ,.6..!!
Bradd 10 .. 8 .. T ..
Burtless 4 6.. 5

'.

J Harris 11 '.

.

.

Aldrich 11 .

.

C A Wright IS
Parker 13
De May

[ ] [ [

'

[

"9

Gilkenson 6 .
.'

..
Adamson . . . . 6
C Wallinger 4..
psterhouse 2 . .

'.

.
'..

Cotton ,
*

[ 2 '.

.

".

Hatch '

. . X . . ,

"

7 4
8 ..

9 ..

5 ..

9 ..

203
201
196
190
190
190
190
180
180
180
172
190
180
17S
164
141
134
95
162
130
134
119

121
110
87
115
92
95
98
86
76
74
27
35
35
24
20
48
27
32
27
25
15
n
11
18

13
9

87
85
84
82

80
75
75
75
72
88
84
83
76
66
62
48
90
76
74
77
76
66
53
82
66
66
65
68

New Haven Goa Clob.

67
36
60
54
37
31
87

67
64
60

50

33

73
73
72
65
45
40
40
27
14
14
7

F.

New Havjen, Conn., Aug. 14.—I inclose you the conditions gov-
ernmg a slioot held here yesterday, as follows:
"The New Haven Gun Club will donate $8 per month, to be

» ^^i ^V^^
second Wednesday afternoon of the following months

:

Aug. 13 Sept. 10, Oct. 8, Nov. 12, Dec. 10, and Jan. 14, in a 50-
target handicap race. Handicap will be changed each month;
?o cash for first prize; $3 cash for second prize. All ties shot off.
Entries close 3 P. M."

I append the scores made at this shoot, and respectfully ask
you who should have received first and second moneys? The
scores and handicaps were as follows:

'

Shot at.
Clark ...5n
Claridge 50
Whitney ...50
Merwin 50
F Bassett 50
Bristol

, ,50
Orty 50
Brown 50
Bates 50
Potter !..;;;5o
Jreat 50
Savage 50
J Bassett 50
Dr Ross 50
Robertson 50

Broke. Handicap. Total.
40
46
47
29
45
40
41
18
46
47
28
43
39
16
35

7

5

5

12
10
10

6
14
8
6

12
5
10
15
10

47
51
52
41
55
50
47
32
54
53
40
48
49
31
45

Frank A. Bassett
[The competition is unfinished. Messrs. Claridge Whitney F

Bassett, Bristol. Bates and Potter tied on the possible 50 'and
as one condition enjoins "all ties shot off," the competition is not
finished till that condition is fulfilled. Handicap allowances do
not permit of a score greater than the possible, which 'is thenumber of targets in the event.]

"Woonsocket Gun Club.
WooNsocKET, R. I., Aug. ll.-Appciided are the scores made

at the tournament of the Woonsockct Gun Club, Aug. 9. Events
4, 5, 6 and 7 were for the State cup:
l^^ents: 12 3 4 5 6 7 Total,
rargets: 15 20 15 25 25 25 25 Broke.

15 19 15 22 21 22 20 85 134

>;^fI

12

16 11 19 20 19 20 78 117

Vt'"^ • 10 11 10 17 19 20 14 70 101

^^^i 7 15 7 17 17 20.... 83
• 14 16 13 23 24 24 24 95 138

Campbell

12

17 13 17 19 19 19 74 116
{"'".gn

• 15 1!) :l 3 21 23 19 19 82 129

if;,^ • 13 17 14 21 24 23 24 92 136
• 12 14 13 17 20 2« 17 74 101

At the tournament of the Alabaraa State Association at Birming-
ham, last week, there was a protracted struggle for high average
between the two renowned shotgun artists. Messrs. R. O. Heikes
and W. R. Crosby. Heikes was in the lead on the first day, but
on the second day Crosby caught up, and the tie continued to the
last event, which _\vas at 25 targets. Near the finish, Crosby lost

frosby^Sfia mTf, JJfSkej .968,

Olean Towtnament*
Olean, N. Y., Aug. 14.—The two days' tournament held in this

city under the auspices of the Olean Gun Club, Aug. 12 and 13,
was a decided success in every particular. Shooters were present
from Fredonia, Dunkirk, Rochester, Randolph, Conewango East
Aurora, Bolivar, Allegany, Indian Creek, and other places.' The
weather was fine, but a strong wind made the shooting difficult.
Sen Sen won high average for the entire programme, and $20 in

gold, breaking 313 out of 370 targets. Nobles won second average,
$10 ni gold, breaking 311 out of 370. Mason won third average,
.$5 in gold, breaking 306 out of 370. Wayne won low average. $5
in gold, breaking 255 out of 370.
The trophy donated by H. D. Kirkover. Jr., for the champion-

shiij^ of Cattaraugus county was won by B. D. Nobles, of Olean,

The great feature of the shoot was the contest for the Olean
challenge trophy, held by H. D. Kirkover, Jr., of Fredonia, N. Y,,
representing the championship of western New York and north-
western Pennsylvania. The contestants were H. D Kirkover, Jr.,
J. R. Hull, F. F. Mason and B. D. Nobles. Frank E. Butler acted
as master of ceremonies, and George R, Ginn as referee. There
was a large crowd present, and every one took a great amount of
interest in the match. The conditions were 100 targets per man at
10yds., and Mr. Nobles proved to be an easy winner, being always
in the lead from the first crack of the gun.
The crowd present went wild with enthusiasm, and it was with

difficulty that Mr. Nobles succeeded in getting into the club
house without being carried on the shoulders of his club mates.
This decisive victory of Mr. Nobles over such a renowned shooter
as Mr. Kirkover puts him in the front ranks, and we hope he
will be present at the big handicap shoots, and there is no doubt
he will make all the top-notchers hustle. Following are the scores:
Targets: 25 25 25 25 Total.

Kirkover 22 23 22 24 91
Nobles 25 21 24 24 94
Hull 24 23 22 23 92
Mason 22 23 22 22 89

'We herewith append you scores made each day, the programme
of which called for 185 targets:

Aog. 12, First Day-
Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 15 15 15

Sen Sen 10 13 13 12
Kelsev 9 13 13 9
Byer '

8 13 11 13
Kirkover 17 15 13 11
Hull 10 13 10 11
Nobles 10 15 10 14
Daniels 7 14 13 13
Wayne 9 10 11 12
Mason 8 11 14 12

6
12 11 11
12 11 10
6
11
8

10
9

7 10
9 12
9 9

8 13
11 7
9 6

Butler , , 9
Crandall .. 8
Seager , 9
Zimmerman .>.<...-.>....». 7
Rounds 10
Miller
Studd 6
VVertman 4
Patton 6
Cooper 5
Day
Root ........i.

Owens .ii.^^^,.,
Bozard
MUes
Oakleaf
Fields
Neff . . k^... ^. ... . a^... , . . . .y... p . ^. , ..

Eaton i , . . , . . .

.

Ross .. ..

Rivenburg
I^imbocker 4
Stohr

5 6

20 15
18 10
15 10
15 11
17 12
19 13
17 14
15 13
14 6

17 12
10 9

16 13
15 10
12 7
17 10
14 ..

14 10
7 8
S ..

7 8

10 15
9 12
8 13
9 12
8 U
9 12
13
9

13
13
9

8 12
7 12
7 10
7 ..

. 13
8 12
6 9

9 10

15 25
13 21
7 23
15 17

14 20
11 21
15 20
11 19
11 18
10 23

8 19
12 20
10 16
7 16

11 12
15 15
15 12
12 11
14 13

12 10
12 12
12 10
12 12
8 11

11 14
11 12
10 13
12 11
10 11

14 17 10 .

.

.. 19 .. 12
9

18 10

13

4 9 8 11 12 .

.

8 9 10 16 13 11
9 10 12 23 U 1:

I 4 .. 14 ..

3 4 13 14 6
6 8 9 17 9

. . 11 14 14 .

.

. . 11 13 . . 11

.. .. 8 .. 7

. . . . 10 U 9

. . . . . . 19 10

6

10
9

Aog. 13, Second Day,
Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 15 15 15 20

Sen Sen 7 11 12 13 18
Kelsey 8 12 13 15 17
Byers ' 9 14 11 13 17
Kirkover 9 12 11 15 16
Hull 9 12 14 12 17
Nobles 9 12 8 13 16
Wayne 6 9 11 12 13
Crandall 9 14 12 8 17
Mason 9 10 14 11 15
Daniels 9 11 11 13 17
Seager 5 10 11 14 17
Day 7 12 13 12 17
Butler 8 9 12 13 18
Studd 10 12 13 . . .

.

Moore , 10 11 13
Doster 5
Ross ,

Fields

6 7
15 10
13 7
11 9
13 9
14 10
11 8
13 9
10 6
12 6
11 9
12 8
15 8
14 9

12 9

8 9 10
15 15 25
14 12 23
14 13 21
13 11 21
13 11 21
15 15 22
14 13 22
11 12 18
12 11 22
11 14 20
12 13 17
12 15 23
12 14 21
11 12 21

11 12

15 15
12 13
13 14
10 13
11 12

9 13
14 11
12 8
13 10
15 12
13 11

13 13
12 12
10 11

7 11 10 21
5 5 10 7

. . 12 12 16

12 9

12 "s
13 11

Peters Gan Club of New Paris, O.

New Paris, O., Aug. 9.—The Peters Gun Club, of New Paris,
was organized here to-day with sixteen members, and the Peters
trophy was contested for in a 25-target event. The day was dark
and rainy, and many shooters who had intended to come were
on that account not here. However, the onlookers were numerous,
and a lot of enthusiasm was stirred up during the medal event.
L. H. Reid, the Peters Cartridge Company's agent, and Snakes
Clark, a local crack shot with a very enviable record, undoubtedly
star-ted in with the intention of one or the other of them winning
the trophy easily, but the expression on their faces bore evi-
dence of undeniable sadness and disgust, when it was discovered
that Reid's little brother Jim had slipped up on them and won
the coveted trophy with a score of 25. And the way Jim
"swelled tip" over his success was wonderful. In fact, the town
would hardly hold him, and his wife says that she is very proud
of him now.
Jim says that the targets looked as big as barrels to him, and

he couldn't miss them.
The trophy event scores, with allowances added, are as follows:

L. H. Reid (0) 22, H. Brown (5) 17, Snakes Clark (0) 19, S. J Dun-
lap (0) 16, E. O'Neill (3) 14, C. C. Hawley (9) 15, Geo. Arnold (5)
23, G. L. Lyne (3) 24. Harry Smith (7) 23, J. S. Cole (2) 17, C.
Kirkpatrick (11) 23, E. Clements (5) 19, Jim Reid (5) 25, E.
Sherer (9) 23, E. French (0) 19, J. Tillman (5) 15, J. Addleman
(lO)' 20. >

The Richmond (Ind.) Gun Club has challenged New Paris for a
five-man team shoot, to take place at the Richmond Shooting
Park, Friday, Aug. 15, and the event bids fau- to be of a very in-
teresting nature. There are some good shots at both places, and
each team will put forth special efforts to win the contest.

G. L. Lyne, Sec'y.

MU Kisco Rod and Gun Club.

M r. Kisco, N. Y., Aug. 14.—^The scores herewith appended were
made at the regular Thursday afternoon shoot of the Mt. Kisco
Rod and Gun Club, Aug. 7 and 14. Handicap sweepstakes were
shot to-day for a little preliminary practice for the Ossining shoot,
Aug. 20 and 21, which equalized matters to a certain extent. The
scores made Aug. 7 follow:

Events: 12345678
Targets: 10 10 15 15 15 15 15 10

G E .Sutton 8 9 11 11 12 11 12 10
H Dielh , 7 7 9 10 9 9 10 7
F Baley 6 7 9 10 8 9 11 6
R Gorham 9 9 H 10 11 12 10 9
G Blandford 13 12 12 13 13 9
A Betti 9 10 12 11 13 14 13 9
Scores made on Aug. 14 follow:
Eventst 1234567^9 10
Targets: 10 10 15 15 10 15 1^ 10 15 10

R Gorham 9 9 12 10 7 13 12 9 14 10
F Baley , 7 8 10 9 .. 9 .. 7 10 6
A Rae ; 10 6 10 11 ' 6 10 . . 7 10 5
Van Deuser 5 7 6 6 3 7 ,. 4 7 5

Sutton „ 9 10 12 13 10 14 12 9 13 9
H Dielh 7 8 10 10 7 11 .. 8 9 6
E Martin 6 7 11 9 6 9 .. 6 9 5
A Betti 12 13 9 14 13 10 14 9
A Barpum .. .. .. i 1 .. 3 4 4

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular con>-
petition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at Four-
Mile House, Reading Road, Aug. 3. Conditions: 200yds., off-
hand, at the German ring target. Hasenzahl was declared cham-
pion for the day with the fine score of 230. Weather clear and
very warm. Thermometer 100. Wind from 3 to 7 o'clock:

Hasenzahl .230 215 214 213 209 25 24 24—73
Payne 227 220 220 218 218 24 23 21—68
Gin dele 223 210 210 208 207 21 19 20—60
Strickmeier 222 210 206 206 205 22 20 13—55
Speth ....220 201 199 196 ... 21 24 20—65
Bruns 215 212 1.94 177 ... 15 20 21—56
Nestler 213 213 211 208 204 24 24 25—71
Roberts 212 209 206 206 199 24 19 21—64
Odell 212 205 196 186 183 15 8 20—43
Lux .208 199 195 195 194 24 20 17—61
Drube .203 185 183 182 158 13 21 20—54
Trounstine ...199 175 174 130 ... 18 7 16—41
Hoffman 197 195 195 192 191 16 22 16—54
Hofer ...195 191 184 179 177 19 4 21—44
Uckotter 190 188 187 182 181 16 21 20—57
Jonscher ,.,w..,v-i...... 189 185 182 181 174 19 24 22—65
Freitag 185 168 168 160 160
Weinheimer 184 179 172 168 167 21 23 21—65
Topf , , 164 160 154 151 150 21 6 12—39
Mr. V. K. Dodge, of Lexington, Ky., was present and fired 100

shots, making an average of 202. He being a young shooter, this
can be considered a fair average. He used his new Stevens-Pope-
Ballard.
In the Interclub team shoot the Cincinnati teams made the

following scores, 20 shots per man

:

First team—Payne 438, Gindele 433, Strickmeier 418, Hasenzahl
416, Nestler 414, Speth 397; total 2516.
Second team—Odell 398, Roberts 394, Brutis 392, Drube 368,

Lux 366, Jonscher 353; total 2271.

Columbia Pfetol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, Aug. 3.—The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club
scores, made to-day on the Columbia target, off-hand sheoting,
follow:
Rifle, 200yd. range: Ed Hovey, .32-20 Winchester repeater, 73,

76, 80, 87, 90; Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 77, 83, 89; Dr. Twist, .22 rifle,
142
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Three-shot match: F. O. Young, 12, 25.
•

Military and repeating rifle match, Creedmoor count: Ed Hovey,
consecutive shooting, 46, 47, 47, 47. 46; Dr. Hunsaker, 40.
Pistol match, 50yd. range: F. O. Young, 37, 41, .45, .46, 54; G.

M. Barley, 40, 45, 45, 45. 51, 55; A. H. Rape, 41, 51, 55, 57, 63;
A. J. Brannagan, 42, 43, 51, 52, 52; H. Baker 51, 54, 62; Dr. Hun-
saker 52, 53, 65, 67, 68, 70; H. Hinkel, 78; J. R. Trego, 85, 97;
H. Kroeckel 86, ,

« . ,
.

Revolver match: L. C. Hinkel 43, 45, 46, 50, 65, 68.
.22 and 25cal. rifle match: A. H. Pape 16, 20, 21, 21, 22; H.

Kroeckel 18. 19, 21 21, 22, 24, 23; Capt. Kuhnle 22, 22; Dr. Twist
22, 24, 23; Mrs. C. F. Waltham. 25, 33, 43; C. F. Merrill, 25, 27, 34;
A. H. Cady 28, 31, 32.

Mr. C. F. Merrill, of the Stockton Pistol and Rifle Glub, was
present, with Mr. Kroeckel, and participated in the sport.
The light and wind were unfavorable for finest scores.

Fred. O. Yoxjng, Sec'y.

No notice taken ot anouymona eommunlcatlonB.

D. P. M., Olney, 111.—A farmer brought to town this morning
(Aug. 9) a bird that is a stranger here. Its description is as fol-

low's: Weight 5%lbs,, legs 22in., bill S^^in., neck lOin., wings 5ft,

from tip to tip. Color.—Head gray, body white, primary and sec-
ondary feathers black, legs black, tail feathers black. The farmer
that shot it says it was in a tree and was accompanied by nearly a
hundred otliers like it. Can you tell us what it is? Ans. 'The
description in many respects fits the wood ibis, so-called (Tantalus
loculator), which is really a stork and not an ibis. In some respects
your description does not agree with the wood ibis. It is hard to
identify birds from these general descriptions. If a wood ibis,

the bird was a young" one.

PUBUSHEB^' DEPARTMENT.

The new .33 caliber rifle now being sold by the Winchester
Company will no doubt prove popular with big-game hunters. It
is a powerful arm, using a specially designed cartridge, which is

said to furnish "terrific killing power." Its appearance at this
date, when big-game hunters are making their preparations for the
autumn hunt, is especially timely. A full description of the new
arm may be had on application to the Winchester Repeating Arms
Company, New Haven, Conn.

There are few things about a boat more important than the
covering which protects it from the ravages of the water, and the
yacht or boat builder needs the very best paint that is made.
Needing this excellence, he will do well to write for information
to the Chilton Paint Company, whose advertisement is found in
another column.. '

The name of Park & Tilford has been famous to those who buy
fine groceries in New York for more than a generation, and there
are now plenty of middle-aged men who can remember, as small
boys, how their fathers used to depend on Park & Tilford. The
camper needs goods of the best quality, and these he can obtain
from this firm.

1278 Broadway, New York City.—^Inclosed find my check for bill

rendered. I now have an extensive trade with Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, Hawaii, Morocco, and have distributed over
600,000 of my pamphlets "Diseases of the Dog" as advertised in the
Forest and Stream.—H. K. Glover, v

Those of us who have been handling the gun for a long time
find that we do not see as well as we used to, and at last we
have to come to glasses. There are various sorts of glasses, but
those made by the Spencer Optical Company are worth investi-

gating. They seem to be just about right.

At the tournament of the Olean, N. Y., Gun Club, Aug. 12 and
13, tlie following trade representatives were present: Mr. George
R. Ginn, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.; Mr. Frank E.
Butler, of the U. M. C. Co., and Mr. J. R. Hull, of Parlcer Bros.

The rubber sole of the Barber Hunting Shoe is noiseless, and
yet sticks to the ground, two important points for the still-hunter,

who must travel silently and must never slip. A circular of this

shoe will be sent on application by the manufacturer.

All sportsmen wear shirts—the rule has no exception. Fullin-
camp & McGonigal make shirts. Hence sotne—or all—sports-
men wear Fullincamp & McGonigal's shirts, or wotild if they knew
of them.

At the shoot of the Chesapeake Bay Gun Club, Newport News,
Va,, Mr, Tbos, F. Stearnes broke 98 out of 100 targets.. He used
24grs. of Ballistit^ I^oz, oi sho^ and Leader shells, i



FOKiiST AND STHEAM^

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
i Kennel Special.

REMINGTON No. 6 RIFLE

It needs "Only a Trial" to convince you that The
New Model Remington No. 6 Take Down Single Shot

;Rifle is by Far the Best Rifle you can buy for the money.

LIST PRICE, $5.00.

Apply to your dealer for Catalogue and discount.

REMINGTON ^K^^S COMPANY,
313-317 Broadway, New York. itiON, N. y: 86-88 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

CHARLES LANGASTEI{
(Awarded Gold Medal Paris Exhibition)

QUNnAKER BY WARRANTS OP APPOINT-
AENT TO HIS HAJESTY THE KINO,
H, I. n. THE BHPEROR OP QBRnANY,
H. R. H. PRINCE CHRISTIAN, &c., &c.,

Invites Application for his lllustrateil

GUN and RIFLE Catalogue.

Gun Fitting with Single or Two Trigger " Try" Guns

and Targets at Private Shooting Grounds.

Le«5sons and Instructions given in Shooting.

"The Art of Shooting" 6th and popular edition 2f.

pes age M. extra. Also of Forest and Stream,

Postage to England is 5 cents.

Guns a Specialty (see List). Established 1826, at

New Bond St., W., London, England.

Taxidermists* J
J. KANNOFSKY,

Practical Glass Blower

i Taxidermists.

Save Your Trophies.
Write for our Illustrated Catalogue.

'

Heads and Horns."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs,
Birds and Fish, and all liinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establlsliment,

ROCHESTER, N- Y.

Taxidermists* Materials*
Glass Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals.
Oologlsts' and Entomologists' Supplies.

Send 5c. n stamps for Catalogue.

FRED. KAEMPFER,
88 Stata Street, - - CHICAQO, ILL.

Ttzldermy work done In all Its branchai.
Mention Forbst and Strbam.

ROWIiAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and

Deer Heads. Call and examine work.

No. 182 Sixth Avenue,
Near 13th Street, NEW TOBK.

LILY POND KENNELS. — POINTERS FOR
sale. Dogs trained and boarded. 23 years as trainer.

C. F. ROBBINS, Box 816, Oxford, Mass.

Advertisements ttnder KENNEL SPECIAL hea<^ set in ttnifown
^

display, 25 cents a Imc first time, J5 cents a line c'ach time after.

Cottnt seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order. ^ J**

POINTERS AND SETTERS.-A NUMBER
of youngsters that have been handled enough to

prove them the making of good ones; also several

thoroughly trained ones. Every dog warranted as

represented. G. W. Lovell, Middleborough, Mass

COCKER SPANIELS, SCOTTISH TERRIERS,
Clumber spaniels. Apply by mail to NEWCASTLE
KENNELS, Brookline, Mass. Highest references

given.

PARTRIDGE DOGS THAT STAY AT TREE;
foxhounds coon hounds, rabbit hounds. E. H.
HAYES, Dexter, Maine.

WANTED.—A setter or pointer thoroughly trained

on partridge and woodcock. Good retriever. A. H.

CARTER, Lebanon, N. H. S

WANTED DOGS TO BOARD AT $3 PER
Month. Large, shaded yards and running water.

D. J. TREAT, Modus, Conn.

The Spaniel and Its Training.

By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are
added the American and English Spaniel
Standards. Cloth. Illustpated. Price,

$1.00.

rOKEijT AND STREAM PUB. CO.

4 % The Kennel*

IJ^a^VeVt dog soap
Is of the greatest value to dog owners, as it is entirely

FREE FROM POISON, and at the same time most
effective in the destruction of lice and fleas. More-
over, it keeps the skin free from scurf, prevents Mange
and other skin diseases. No other soap should ever
be used in preparing dogs for exhibition; it leaves the

coat smooth and glossy.

Spratts Patent Dog Soap contains no Carbolic Acid
or Coal Tar, but is nicely perfumed and produces a

fine lather. Recommended by kennel owners through-
out the world. Once tried, always used.

It is the greatest

KI^KA SOAP
in the universe. Price 20 cents per. Tablet by maH.
Write for our Catalogue "Dog Culture," wiih prac-

tical chapters on feeding, kennelmg and management
of dogs, mailed on receipt of two cent stamp. We
alsomanufacture specially prepared food fordogs, pup-
ies, rabbits, cats, poultry, game, pigeons.fish, birds, etc.

Spratts Patent (America) Ltd., 450 Market St.. New-
ark, Ji. J. Branches: 714 So. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.,

and 1824 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

DOG CRATES
For shipping Dogs and Puppies.

DOG AND PUPPY CAKES
For feeding Dogs and Puppies.

DOG HEDICINES
For curing Sick Dogs,

DOG BOOKS
All the latest ones published.

Our large Illustrated Catalogue, free.

Excelsior Wire & Poultry Supply Co.,
Dept. A, 0., 26 & 2S Vesey St.,

W.'V. Russ, Prop. NEW YORK CITY.

And Manufacturer of

Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufactur-

ing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All

kinds of Skulls for the fur trade. Please mention

Forest and Stream. 369 Canal St., New York.

When writing say that you saw

the ad, in the "Forest and Stream."

PULLED DOWN.
We have pulled down prices in TAXIDER-
MIST'S work. Send your trophies to us.

Honest work, perfect satisfaction, and prices

that are Right. References to leading sports-

men. Send for price card.

W. C. KAEMPFER, 261 Elm St., Chicago, III.

When writing say that you saw

the ad. in the "Forest and Stream."

Haunts of Salmon and Trout.

SALMON IN CANADA. TROUT IN MAINE.

WHEN, WHERE AND HOW TO CATCH THEM.

In his handsome work " With Fly-Rod and Camera"

Mr. Edward A. Samuels gives spirited accounts of

salmon fishing in Canada and trout fishing in

Maine. It is much more than a mere fishing story,

for the chapters are filled with angling lore. The illus-

trations picture the charming scenery which contributes

so much to the pleasure of the American salmon angler

in Canada, and in the Maine fishing country. The
volume of 480 pages has 147 full-page half-tones from

photographs by the author. Sent postpaid on receipt

of price, $5, by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

BOOK ON

Dog Diseases
. AND

HOW TO FEED
Mailed FREE to any address by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER, D V. S., 1278 Broadway, N. Y.

COCKERS I COCKERS I

Everything in cocker spaniels. Fancy marked
brood bitches in whelp. Puppies, stud dogs, etc.

Rare opportunity to secure choice stock at moderate
prices. State color wanted HANDSOME BROOK
KEMNELS, Franklin, N. Y.

DOG BREAKING.

With Odds and Ends for Those Who Love tk«
Dog and Gun. By Gen'l W. H. Hutchinaoa;
42 illustrations; tenth edition. Clotb, 369 MCM.
Price, $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

HITTING VS. MISSING.
By S. T. Hammond ("Shadow"). Cloth. 170 pages. Price, $1.00,

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the repute of being

an unusually good shot, and one who is particularly successful in that

most difficult branch of upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse,

or partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should write down
for others an exposition of the methods by which his skill was acquired.

The result is this original manual of "Hitting vs. Missing." We term

it original, because, as the chapters will show, the author was self-taught;

the expedients and devices adopted and the forms of practice followed

were his own. This then may be termed the Hammond system of shoot-

ing j and, as it was successful in his own experience, the publishers are

confident that, being here set forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove

not less effective with others.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.
346 Broadway, New York.

Training the Hunting Dog
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author ol '^Modern

Training," "Fetch and Carry," etc. Price, $1.50.

This is a complete manual by the highest authority in this country, and
will be found an adequate guide for amateurs and professionals.

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and Natural Develop-
ment. Natural Qualities and Characteristics. Punishment and Bad
Methods^ The Best Lessons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. "Heel.'*

Pointing. Backing. Reading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping to

Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot; Breaking In, Chasing. Retrieving.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY.

A Charming: Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild
creatures which, thoi^h f ^rthe most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and t-orest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are
given most entertai ingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life, izmo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. Y,



L Hotels for Sportsmen* T

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find

it profitable to have their houses advertised

under this head.

MORLEY'S.
The best TROUT FISHING in the Adirondacks.
Twenty different lakes jind streams well stocked
with Brook Trout, Lake Trout Landlocked
Salmon and Rainbow Trout; 2,000 feet above the
sea. Excellent Deer hunting; the finest open
Woodcock and Grouse shooting. We are in the
heart of the game preserve, and there isn't a
human habitation for thirty miles north of us. In
addition to being one of the finest sporting resorts,
it is one of the_ best summer resorts in the moun-
tains. Hotel is first class; sanitary plumbing;
modern in every respect; an excellent table. No
pulmonary inv^ids. Send for artistic catalogue.
Rates from $7.50 to $15.00 per week; lower June
and September rates.

MORLEY'S,
Lake Pleasant, Hamilton Counter, N, T,

Royal

Muskoka Hotel.

^ Routes for Sportsmen.
^

n^HIMf! BLACK BASS AND SALMON
I ion 111 U. Illustrated Guide with Maps of
the RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A GEIGER, Supt.
Brockville, Westport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway,
Brockville, Ont,

Wants and Exchanges* 2
Advertisements under this head, strictly lk

limited to Wants and Exchanges, will be V
inserted at the special rate of three cents a Sk

- - ^_ ^word each insertion
company the order.

The money must ac-

Prpperty for Sale.

GUNSMITH, EXPERIENCED MAN, ONE
capable of taking charge of shop. B-28, Care of
Forest and Stream Pub. Co. lO

New Nature Books

This nev? modern, up-to-date hotel was
opened for the reception of gfuests in 1901. It
is situated in the centre of the finest summer
resort region in America, known as the Mus-
koka Lakes, within easy reach of the principal
points in Canada and the United States. The
interior of the hotel is planned to the best ad-
vantage for comfort and convenience, special
attention being given to ventilation and sani-
tary arrangements. Its spacious suites, with
handsome bathrooms attached, are especially
adapted to either large or small families.
Cuisine and service are the best. Open for
guests June 15th. For further particulars
descriptive matter and all information write

FRANK P. DWYER,
E. P. A, G. T. R. S.

290 Broadway, - New York.

WANTED.
500 parties to guide for big game hunting or salmon
and trout in the unsurpassed game and fish districts
of New Brunswick, Canada. Correspondence solicited
and references furnished by the
NEW BRUNSWICK GUIDES ASSOCIATION,

Fredericton, N. B., Canada.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Hotel Montreat, Western
N. C, ''Land of the Sky."

An ideal spot in which to spend the fall and winter
months. Fine hunting. Quail, etc. Large areas held
exclusively for hotel guests. New hotel with all
modern comforts—bath, toilet, open wood fires, etc.
No consumptives taken. Location 15 miles from
Asheville, N. C, and but two miles from Black Mt.
station. Southern Ry. Address for particulars W. D.
PAXTON, Prop., Montreat, N. C.

PANADA Shooting, fishing, trapping; trout,wnimwn. bass, ouananiche, salmon; deer,
moose, caribou; duck, geese, small game. Fur bear-
ing animals. Rates quoted for placing hunters on
selected territories, including transportation, outfit,

provisions, guides, licenses and canoes; moccasins,
snowshoes, sleighs and dog-trains in winter.

Write A. M. CALDERON, Ottawa, Can.

"VfJ k TVTTpj'TV Parties to guide for biggame hunt-
TV rill 1 L^xJ » iug or trout and landlocked salmon
fishing. Fish and game districts unsurpassed in any
part of the State. Correspondence solicited and refer-
ences furnished hy the Jackman Guides' Protective
Association. P. O. Box 87, Jackman, Me.

BAQLEY FARM,
Bagley's Mills, Va. South Hill Station.

Fine deer shooting, fishing and bathing. Bears'
element mineral springs water, proves fine for con-
valescents, as does our pure country air and frfsh
produce. Guides, dogs and horses lurnished. Families
accommodated. Apply directly, or R. W. BAGLEY,
Colonnade flotel, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Trapper's Guide.
A Manual of Instructions for Capturing All

Kinds of Fur-bearing Animals, and Curing

I

their Skins; with observations on the fur
trade, hints on life in the woods, narra-
tives of trapping and hunting excursions.

j

By S. Newhouse and other trappers and
sportsmen.

This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It gives full descriptions of all the animals which
the American trapper is likely to meet with,
tells how they live, how to trap them and how to
care for and cure their pelts. No man who is
interested in trapping animals, whether it be
muskrats or bears, should be without this com-
plete manual of instruction.

Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustrated. Price |1.00.

^ FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
'

j_ 346 Broadway, New York.

AMONG THE WATERFOWL
BY HERBERT K. JOB.

A volume on the wajs of water birds, pro-

fusely ilust'ated by p-otographs, chiefly bv

the author. Cloth, pp. 224. Prxe, $1.35 taet;

$1.48 pos paid.

NATURE BIOGRAPHIES
BY CLARENCE MOORES WEED.

Stu lies of tVe lives of some every day butter-

flies, raotbs, grasshoppers and flies. Cloth

pp. 164, vith 150 p^ otogr^phi.; illustiations

by the author. Price. $1.50 net; $1 62 postp-id.

THE BROOK BOOK
BY MARY ROGERS MILLER.

Lecturer on 1 ature study at Cornell Univer-

sity. Cloth pp. 241. Piofusely illustrated.

Piice, $1.35. net; $'.48 postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

New York.

DISEASEIOF DOGS.

nursing p$. Dosing.
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and

Disease. By S. T. Hammond ("Shadow"),
Author of "Training vs. Breaking." 161

pages, cloth. -Price $1.00. -

This work, from the pen of "Shadow," will have
a hearty welcome. It comes from one who
writes from full knowledge. "The results of

more than fifty years of experience are here
given," writes the author, "and I assure the
reader that no course of conduct is advised, no
treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed,

that has not been thoroughly tried and tested by
the writer and is believed to be entirely trust-

worthy in every respect." Sent postpaid on re-

ceipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

WANTED.—EXPERIENCED MARRIED MAN
to take charge of Private Trout Hatchery in this
State. Answer, stating age, experience, size of family
and salary expected to box No. 12, Forest and Stream.

10

Will PAY 25 CENTS
for copy of January 29, 1885
issue. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
NEW YORK.

WANTED.
COPIES of FOREST AND STREAM

FEBRUARY 9, 1901.

LOQ CABINS
AND

COTTAGES

;

How to Build and Furnish Them.
New and enlarged edition with numerousnew designs

BY WM. S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
methods of building log cabins, from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or to
permanent homes, with full and clear instruction
and illustration in every matter of detail. Sent,
post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

FOR SALE.
- The False Cape (W. O. Ewell) Gunning Marshes.
1.000 acres on Back Bay, PrindS^s Anne County. Va.
Good shooting. Ducks of all kirids, geese and snipe.
Apply to J. M. KEELING, Norfolk, Va.

VALUABLE ATLANTIC COAST ISLAND
for Sale Cheap. Teh hours from New York,
eight hours from Philadelphia. Good shooting.
Geese, ducks, and shore' birds. For full particu-
lars, price and terms, addre's P. O. Box 552, Nor-
folk, Va. g

_
SHARE IN DUCK CLUB. BEST SHOOT-

ing on Great Lakes. Deep-water and marsh
ducks, rail, snipe, plover. Address Box A, For-
est and Stream.

A SIDE SHOT
By C. a. Zimmerman,

This is one of Mr. Zimmerman's well-

known series of pictures of duck

shooting in the West. The canvasbacks

have come in over the decoys and the

gun is held true. Marsh, woodland

and sky are aglow with the colorings

of autumn—the surroundings are such

as give the poetry to duck shooting

Size, 17)4 XII, on paper 22 x 14.

Postpaid, carefully wrapped

in lube, $2.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classics

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters are
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit
of landscape, a scene of outdoors, stand out clear
and vivid, like a startling flashing out from the
reader's own memory. '

FOREST AND .STREAM PUB. CO.

The Leaping: Ouananiche.
What It Is, Where and How to Catch It. By

Eugene McCarthy. Paper, 66 pages. Price

50 cents.

The ouananiche is rapidly coming into promi-
nence. This book tells where, when and how to
catch this gamiest of all game fish. Seven years'
experience in catching and studying the ouan-
aniche has thoroughly fitted the author to speak
with authority on his s-ubject. The book con-
tains a large number of half-tone cuts from pho-
tographs and a correct portrait of the fish itself.

This work is the recognized authority.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

ALERT.
This spirited engraving of the noblest game

animal of Eastern North America was drawn for
the Forest and Stream by Carl Rungius, and
has been reproduced as an artotype by E. Bier-
stadt in the full size of the original drawing.
The plate is 12i/^ x 19 inches, on paper 22 x 28
inches. It is the most faithful and effective pic-
ture of the moose we have ever seen and makes
a magnificent adornment when framed for hang-
ing on the wall. Price (mailed in a tube, post-
paid), ?3.00. t-- r

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

WOODCRAFT.
By "Nessmuk." A bundle of shrewd, mother-

wit, woods lore and common sense. As compact
as "Nessmuk's" famous duffle and ditty bag.
Cloth, 160 pages. Price %1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.
THE BEST FISHING AND SHOOTING IN THE WORLD

is to be had aloUgf tte line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. For information and

Fishing and Shooting guide, write

A. C. SHAW, General Agent, Passenger Department,

228 South Clark Street, = - - CHICAGO, ILL.

SHOOTING
on the

DELAWARE,
LACKAWANNA &

^ WESTERN R. R.

Scas n opens in New Yoik

State Sept. 15 (except some

countie-); Pennsylvania, O^t. I^;"

New Jeisey^November ro.

For Anglers and Big Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New Brunswick.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick
a map of that province, giving^ the localities where big game—moose and
caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found
and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only
just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a
stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price $i.

FOREST AND STREAM: PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.
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Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc. Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

5532 out of 5765
TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert lias broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.

Such continued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
SMOKELESS POWDER.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURSeLCO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U N V the MAN
Who Shoots

The

Lefever.

'At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur
of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Qun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It
will please you. Send for Catalogue.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE. N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES 99

WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Inte state Assoclat'i/L
roles for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The covei
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to makt
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a recorc
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather Price 50c. postpalr'.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK,

The World's Greatest

hooting Record
Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., since Jan. 1st, 1902,

has shot in competition at 6T65 targets, breaking 5532

or 95.9;*, using a

PARKER QUN.
At Shot at Broke.

Natchez, Miss , 400 366 99 %

Fort Dodge, la , 290 280 98.6){

Lakefield, Minn., 205 203 99 %

Sioux City, la , 360 851 ' 97 %

Dubuque, la., 860 851 91.5%

The "Old Reliable" IS Reliable.

SEND FOR
CATALOOUE. PARKER BROS., Msriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QUICK-RELIABLE:.

W • I • SHOTGUN POWDEIl
CLEANANoUNIFORM.NOTAFFEaEDBYANYCUMATE
WHEN OttDEUrNO HAND <• *. »

OftFAaoW LOADED SH^Ll5.^^//r<>Ci7/t>«3fe/r
I

SPEanrHW-TROISDORF.'^ bowiuiamst.n.y. '

N. T» is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. . For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only Is required.

WOLF SMOKELESS
A new semi-dense smokeless powder made by Messrs. Wolff

& Co., makers of

WALSRODE POWDER.
Ask your dealer or send $2.40 and we will send you 100

sample shells, 12 gauge.

When writing say you saw the ad* in the Forest and Stream,'* •

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 & 304 Broadway, New Yofk.

FOREST AND STREAM
Trap Score Book.

The only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

ciivisions of money.
Forest and Stream's new Trap Score Book

will admirably fill the needs of clubs and contest-

ants in affording a means of keeping a faithful

record of contests. Each book contains a generous

number of sheets, so ruled as to make all the chief

divisions of the shoot plain at a glance. For in-

stance, the horizontal spaces are numbered from i to

27, every sixth line being distinctly heavier than its

fe lows ; hence the squads are distinguishable at a

glance. The perpendicular spaces are numbered

from I to 30, ample space first being left for the con-

testants' names and their handicap allowance.

Heavy dark lines are between each five spaces, and^ \ f
^jjg numerals 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in heavy-

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance. The

heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. However dark a nook the scorer may be in, no

straining of the eyes or ircorrect entering of scores is possible on accoimt of inability to distin-

guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each

sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet

each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent dnb

records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding.

The book is neatly and substantially bound in cloth, and contains 1 50 score sheets. The price is fx

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANlT,

346 Broadway, New York.
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FOREST AN13 SfREAM.

IF
YOU are thinlcing of buying a new gun

or rifle, or exchanging your old one, drop

us a line, giving us a description of what

you want and we will make you an interest-

ing proposition.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

1902 GRAND PRIX

If

I

Self-Loading

Pistols

or Carbines

' Automatic Carbine

o» Pistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive

weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose
or full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
light weight make it a &ost desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stocic, New Small Model, . . . S22.69
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger 50.00

^^t{.TVTlS^X VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U. S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

" NEVER FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 97^.

Illinois State Shoot. 1st average, 95^ (considering the

number of targets shot).

Brooklyn, N. Y,, June T, 1st average, 9T^, with 105

straight.

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average. 385 out of 400.

Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Championship of Kentuclcy, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD.

J
11 I A I I JK. f^rS 75 CHAMBERS ST.,

. n. L.MU Ob S^SJ.f NEW TORK CITY.
Imoortens and Dealers in Fire Arms. Ammtinitlon and Fencing Goods.

A Postal brings "Shooting Faots" (Second Edition). Telephone 1747 Franklin.

Sole
Agsnta,

and 8oo Pounds Sterling

"Won at Monte Carlo by a

i
- t

Also same prize won in_i893 and '87. I

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and' 1895.

(11^^ Send for Catalogue of these noted Gunjs,

A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also

all other makes: Lang—Westley Hichards—(21a-

brdugh—Parker—Lefever—Smith-plthaca— Remr
ington—Baltimore Arms—WQrcester, etc., etc,

. Other Guns Taken in Triade.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS, •

CAMP SUPPLIES,
RIFLES, Ete^

Send 6 cents for-finely illustrated Catalogue (?/ Highest. Quality Fishing Hods and Tackle.

WM. READ & SONS, (
Established

1826 ) 1 06 Washington St., Boston, Ma$s.

A New English Gun.
"Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PWCE$65NET
We have just received the first few cases of a, new English

gun which we have named "The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. 'I'he stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. English guns have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in; weights from 6^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrattd guns of W. W.
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Certlandt St., Naw York.

GANOE and BOAT BUILDING.

A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stkphsns. Cloth. Eiglith aiid enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numierous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

100 STRAIGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting ,

from the 30 yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Piseons Straiglit,

in his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Budd's

- load was

31 d"rams new schultze.

THE AMERICAN "E. G." & "SCHULTZE" 6UIIP0WDER CO., LM.,

rM< ©»kl*«d, B«rg«n C«iu>tr, I. h tffflees «8 Brwlwar. Sew S«rk.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

J ...... . . . SENT PpSTPiVip BY
. : , . ,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO.



SEND rOI^ OUR
VOL. LDC.—No, 9,

ED BOOK CATALOGUE.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 30» Jm

Copyright 1002, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co, Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, po!d;paid, $4.

Great Brita

0!d;paid, $4. >

ritain, $5. )

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISH5NG COMPANY, 346 BROAl/^^^ NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hanford Buildine. LONDON: Davies & Co. PAC^'^'^O" fr.f,;

^ -'kL^^
PRIDE, 10 CENTS.

Relie^ble Shot Shells^
shells which are sure fire, uniform in pattern, velocity, recoil,

hard hitting, "shoot in any weather" shot shells, in a word

U. M. C. Shot Shells
will add to the pleasures of your hunting

|
trip this fall.

NEW CLUB brand for black powder, NITRO CLUB for

moderate charges of smokeless powder and ARROW for

heavy smokeless loads.

SPECIFY U, M. C.

Bhe UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
513 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPOR.T. CONN. 86 First St.. San Fra-ncisco, Cal.

W I N C H E S T E
High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges.

.45=70, .45=90 and .50=110 Calibers, Loaded with Smokeless Powder and Soft Point Metal Patched Bullets.

FOR BIG GAME SHOOTING AT DISTANCES UP TO 200 YARDS.
We are now able to furnish, through the regular trade channels, the above new Winchester High Velocity,' large bore, cartridges for Winchester MoJel 188'6, .45-'76,'.4g-gb and

.50-110 caliber rifles. These cartridges, although they give high velocity and great muzzle energy, develop^only slightly increased initial pressure. By their use, owners of Win-

chester IVlo?lel 1 886 rifles of the calibers mentioned can greatly increase the power of their guns. For fine shooting, a' slight alteration of sights may be necessary when these

caitridges are used. When ordering new rifles in which it is intended to use these cartridges, it should be so stated in the order, so that the proper sights may be fitted.

The following table shows the muzzle velocity, penetration and trajectory of these High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges: >
•

'- ^ r r i
,

Trajectory.

100 Yds. Height at 200 yds. ]|Height at

50 yds. Inches. 100 yds. Inches.

1,47- 7.40
1. 41 o 63
1.07

, 5.82

Name of Cartridge.

.45-70

.45-90 Winchester

.50-110 Express

Weight of Bullet, grains.

300
300
300

Velocity at Muzzle,
Feet per second,

1875
1980 '

2225

Penetration in % inch dry pine boards

at 15ft. from muzzle. Soft point bullet.

.13

12

With the great increase in velocity wWch these cartridges have, their trajectory is proportionately flatter, and, at 200 yards, their remaining energies are practically the saine as

those of the small caliber high-power cartridges. It is a desirable feature of these cartridges that they can be used by persons who fear to use the high-po wer small caliber cartridges

on account of their great range. These points considered, and the fact that the results are obtained with bullets of large cross section, ma.ke these cartridges unsurpassed for

striking and kilhng power at the distances at which most big game is killed.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
m.1



11 OftfiS'f AND . StREAM:

Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOII.ER

MULLINS'

W.

SECTIONAL
CANOE

made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with air

chambers. Low in

I

price. Cuts the
* freight in two. al-

ways ready. Also
fitied with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new,

H. MULLINS. 216 Dapot Street, Salem, 0

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

handled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON ft OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Street, Old Town, Maine.

The "SUPERIOR " besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark. England, and in every state in the United
States. It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze. Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for

atalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

riARQUBTTB, - - niCftlQAN, U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A., 8ft. 6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being
where we can finish i^i any style cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is of the recent square

stem type, and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller craft.

IfA stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, - MAINE.

CHILTON

YACHT WHITE.
A thin finishing coat for yachts, giving a

beautiful high gloss.

THE CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

CANOE CRUISING AND GAMPIN&
By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short tiine to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all ttiat pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
{>art.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.m Broadway. New York.

Canoe Handling,

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages. Price,, $1.00.

jPOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 250 pounds of steam. Handsome catalosrue free.

„ ^, .
W0RIC4 : RED BANK, N. J.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York, Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Send for oi.ir

HOllOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. s^uC'Ti^Ca
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and renoi-le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

J
^^"ilfi^. Th8 Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

KACISB BOAT MAKUFACTUBING CO.,
Bo;j 25, Racine, Wis.

FORGED TOBIN BRONZE TURNBUCKLES.
With Cast
Manganese
Bronze
Sleeve.

Our Turnbuckles, the style of which is shown above, are made of the very finest quality of manganese
bronze centers and forged tobin bronze ends. They have been subjected to most severe tests by several of
the largest and most practical Yacht Builders for tne past two years. Made with gteat care and beautifully
polished, they are a delight to the eye, as well as being the strongest Turnbuckle made. These Turnbuckles
are nearer perfection than an;? yet placed on tlie market, and being non-corrosive, they really do the work
expected of a Turnbuckle. Notice device used to prevent center from unscrewing and being lost as had
always been the case with old style goods.

ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ANTHONY S. MORSS.
OF YACHTS AND BOAT FiTTiWGS. FREE. 212 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28
Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construcLion and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C, P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modern practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rales,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rulesof the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and ran-
ning of machinery. Contknts : Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler
Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steain Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal
Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hnlls. Practical Constrnction. Small Craising
Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO.

^
Yachting Goods. \

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fi?. 66,

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piect
of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, aud no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that yoa
will agree with ua in

aaylng tha

ALMY ~
BOILER

i^AYORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

DAN KIDNEY fc SON, WEST OE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. '|

Send stamps for Catalogue.

SAM LOVEL'S BOY.
BV ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

This delightful story originally written fof

Forest and Stream, and which was received

with such delight, has been put into book form

and will have a place among the sportsman a

cherished volumes.

Cloth, 259 ps^es. Price, $1.25,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

346 Broadway. New York.

Yacht and Boat Sailing,

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of "Naval

Architects. Price f12.
This edition has been largely re-written, and containa

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination of
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,*' "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small CenterboaJd Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y, R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,' etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

s

CANVAS CANOES
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents.

\ FORESTANDSTREAMPUBLISHING CO.
g 346 Broadway, New York.

When writing say that you saw *

the ad. in the "Forest and Stream."
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A SUMMER SHOWER.
The hot August sun shines brilliantly on shorn mea-

dow, weed-grown pasture, and dusty yellow road, but the

fleecy clouds which drift across the -sky make cool

shadows, and a fresh breeze tosses the branches of the

trees in the wood lot. It is hot in the sun, not with the

moist heat commonly felt at the end of the summer ; rather

with the dry warmth of the arid country, such as one feels

among the mountains in Wyoming or New Mexico.

Since it is August, and the hottest part of the day, the

birds are quiet. Yet the pair of wood ducks hidden be-

neath the shade of the alders at the head of the pond
have energy enough to feed among the weeds and to sift

the mud of the bottom through their bills. Not far. from
thern in the shoal water of the margin stalks a little green

heron, intent on the insects playing on the water's surface,

or clinging to the stems of the grass.

In the field above the pond, fall plowing is being done, and
the bright share turns over a sod as dry and dusty below
as it is parched on top. With 'loud monotonous shouts

the farmer calls to the patient oxen, which toil along with

slow^ sidewise motions, their tongues hanging from their

mouths.

Up from the western horizon drifts slowly a thin veil

of cloud, which at last overshadows the whole heavens.

The sun obscured, the breeze takes on an added coolness.

Birds which have been hiding in the shade, emerge from
their concealment and begin to move hither and thither.

Robins and kingbirds fly to the wild cherry tree and
pluck its fruit, their efforts shaking other berries from
their stems, which other robins gather from the ground.

Little yellow birds, brilliant still in spring plumage, show
themselves on the trees, hunt for food along the branches

or fly to the crowns of the thistles, from which the bird

takes one of its names. The loud croaking call of the

rain crow sounds from a great elm, chimney swifts and
swallows begin to fly lower as the insect hordes they

have been pursuing lower their flight, and long-winged
nighthawks, which in loose companies have begun their

migration, fly nearer to earth, so that the white' spots on
their wings are plainly seen.

The little wood ducks in the pond feel the coming
change.- They dive and bathe, and go over their feathers,

straightening and oiling each one; the heron stops feed-

ing, stands erect, ruffles up his plumage and then smooths
it out again, and stands motionless, looking like a stick

projecting a foot above the water's surface. The farmer
stops his oxen and gazes shrewdly at the sky, wondering
whether this is to be a mere thunder shower which will

pass, or a hard, continuous rain that will drive him from
his work.

Now the surface of the pond is dotted with a few
circles where the rain drops are falling, and soon they
come thickly. Immediately the whole aspect of the land-
scape changes. When wet, the leaves of trees and brush
change color, and so does the grass, whether it be the
closely shaven -lawn by the house, or the meadow beyond
from which the harvest has been taken, or one still further
away, where grass and clover stand eight or ten inches
high in a crop of rowen.

By this time the farmer has driven his team under a
spreading oak which shelters him from the rain. The
birds delight in the shower, and hop about in tree and
over grass as though they imagined that the moisture
would instantly bring food to the surface. The rain
patters noisily on the broad leaves of the trees or on the
shingles of the house, and tiny rivulets run down from
the roof, and gather- in little pools about the house
corners.

Suddenly, without warning, the rain ceases, and a mo-
ment later the sun comes out. flooding the landscape
Avith yellow light, and casting long shadows over a world
gleaming and glistening with moisture. The , brilliancy
lasts but for a few moments. Then again the clouds roll

up, obscuring the sun and the rain begins to fall from a
sky now darker than before. Slowly clambering up from
the west are thunder heads, dull white and gray on their
upper edges, but blacker below, and as these rise higher
and higher and overspread the sky, mutterings of thunder
are heard, at first low and distant, but gradually coming
near and nearer, and flashes of lightning, too distant to be
seen, distinctly, are visible from time to time. As the
moments pass, the blackness grows- deeper, the rain falls
more heavily, the thunder grows louder, the lightning
fnore vivi4, gpoR tj^e storm is imTOediately ^boye us, and

all around sounds the deep crashing of the heavenly

artillery, while vivid flashes of lightning play in

every direction. A few moments more and the storm

has passed ; the lightning grows fainter, the thunder more

distant. Toward the west the clouds break away, and

once more the sun shines through and lightens up the re-

freshed earth. The farmer drives back his team to the

furrow and recommences his plowing, while the birds and

the animals resume their search for food.

FROM FINGERLING TO GIANT.

The direct and pi'actical participation in sport afield

and afloat is not necessarily the beginning and the end
of its enjoyment. Indeed, there are many self-conscious

philosophers, of marvelous acuteness of mind, who have
learnedly and plausibly debated whether there is not more
pleasure in the anticipation than in the realization of

pleasure, with, however, the usual result in matters of

speculative discursiveness; namely, that each disagreed

entirely, or presented some nice distinctions opposed to

his felloiAvs, and that each one considered his own argu-

ments and conclusions as sound and final.

Anticipation and realization are interdependent. They
cannot be sharply differentiated, but in any case they do
not constitute all the pleasures of the mind. There is

another important phase of it in this connection, the

pleasures of remembrance. Anticipation, realization and
remembrance may be considered as making in sport the

sura total of a complete whole.

Anticipation has its place in the fairy land of the im-
agiiiation, but remembrance is based on the actual experi-

ences of the objective world.

Nevertheless, in the exercise of their memories, men
have an exceedingly variable capacity. Some have past

events set in fields of flowers and song birds, while others

have all events set in a bald desert of facts.

In the pleasures of memory, he who has the most
nimble imagination will have the greatest, groupings of

detail stretching away from the clear present into the

hazy past. Descending from the general to the particular,

let us consider, for instance, the vivacious angler, whose
m.ind is so accommodatingly elastic that it can compass
both what will happen and what should have happened.

Let us further consider that, about ten years ago, our
angler friend, after an all-day whipping of a stream whose
rugged banks were a teasing tangle of brush, boulder
and forest, humbly plodded homeward in the evening
shadows with a fingerling trout in his creel, the net result

of fishy anticipation and reality. As he nears home, his

heart grows heavier, his visage more somber, his feet

more weary. He skulks betimes, as he shamefacedly
anticipates an empty-handed meeting of friends from
whom he had so cheerily and boastfully parted in the

glories of the morning. Note now the compensations
of remembrance. Failure was only of the moment; for

as time passed, failure was mellowed and transformed
into success. The fingerling grew progressively apace.

At the end ofjhe first year it as a large fish justly bore
first position in a fish story worthy of the telling and
the hearing. At the end of five years, by a thousand
recountals, the fingerling had grown .to be a veritable

demon of a fish in pugnacity, resourcefulness and endur-
ance as a fighter; a veritable leviathan among great fel-

lows; a veritable event in the realism of memory, over-
topping and overshadowing all others. How the water
swirled

! How fiercely the fish jumped, circled, plunged,
sulked, ran, glared! The fight was long, uncertain, ex-
hausting. At last victory ! The fish was caught. Antici-
pation was ended. Memory began.

In the thousand tellings, the fingerling that was, is

caught and caught again, progressively growing larger and
larger, so that the one catching in fact gave birth to a
thousand catchings in memory, each successively better
and more exciting than its predecessors. The angler, if

his imagination be of the proper order, does not merely
tell his story, he lives it. The fingerling of the past is a
really great fish of the present, as it would have been had
It actually lived and grown with the passage of the years.
But all anglers are not blessed with such memories

If we concede the pleasures of anticipation, an im-
aginary phase of the mind, why shall we not also concede
the pleasures of retrospection which refers to actual fish

as a beginning, with the same fish grown larger and larger

as an ending?

May not the long shots at game, the hair-breadth escapes

from death in a thousand fierce forms, the enormous bags

of game, etc., all have a useful place in memory for the

recurrent happiness they bring in the realism of telling

and acting the part ; or by making success of a failure ; or

by exalting one's self innocently among one's fellows, and

thus have a life-long pleasure for a few moments' dis-

appointment?

Nevertheless there are men who derive much pleasure

from the actual occurrences of life, leaving anticipation

and imagination to those who derive most pleasure from

them, choosing the world of fact in preference to the

world of fancy.

THE CARP.

The carp has been widely introduced into American

waters, and for good or for evil it is here to stay. There

is no necessity of saying that in numerous localities the

complaints have been made that the fish is for one rea-

son or another an unwelcomed factor in the fish supply.

That it destroys the eggs of other fish, that it roots up the

bottom and keeps the water muddy, destroys the vegeta-

' tion and ruins ducking grounds, that it has no qualities as

a game fish, nor any merits as a food fish ; that it is a

spoil-sport, and a nuisance—these are some of the counts

in the indictment. A typical complaint is that contained'

in the last report of the Ontario Department of Fisheries,

in which it is said

:

Carp is making great headway, and is becoming established

almost everywhere, being no longer confined to international

waters. It is increasing to an alarming extent in Lake Simcoe,

and already hundreds of acres of rice fields in the vicinity of

Holland River have been destroyed. All legitimate means of

capture have been approved and encouraged by the department,

but there seems to be no feasible means of exterminating it, or

even checking its inroads.

That there is another side of the question has been

maintained strenuously, and it must be conceded con-

vincingly by those who have made the economic value of

the carp a study. We print as pertinent, because of re-

newed recent interest in the subject, a debate on the carp,

which formed part of the proceedings of the American
Fisheries Society meeting of igoi ; and a reading of the

facts and figures there contained is urged upon those who
have believed nothing but ill of the carp.

The suggestive report comes from the Adirondacks

that Mr. William G. Rockefeller has purchased for $85,000

6,000 acres of land comprising Meacham Lake, with the

intention of adding the territory to his other holdings, to-

be converted into a private park. The transaction is quite

in line with the Vanderbilt buying of Lake Success on

Long Island, to which we made allusion last week. The
two incidents illustrate the growing tendency toward the

acquirement for individtial holdings of mountain and

water resorts which formerly have been accessible to the

public. In the Long Island case the project involves the

surrender of a public right of way which gives access

to the lake for fishing and boating; in the Adirondack

transfer the transaction was wholly between private own-

ers, but nevertheless it means that a portion of the

Adirondacks which has hitherto been open to visitors will

now be closed. Fortunately there is a legal prohibition of

the transfer of the Lake Success public right of way, and

if the people of North Hempstead are vsrise in their day

and generation they will not consent to any removal of the

condition which assures to them their preserit rights.

There is on the other hand nothing in the law to pre-

vent the acquirement of private territory like the Meacham
Lake tract; but in this case as in the other, the principle

involved is contrary to public policy. The lakes and the

woodlands should not all be closed to the people. Some
way should be found for securing to the public the free-

dom of what now are free, both for the present time and
much more for the future.

The note which Kelpie sends of the cloud which has
come over the 1902 Camp of the Kingfishers, will be read
with extreme regret by all who have in years past fol-

lowed, the ever-entertaining chronicles which Mr. Hick-
man has contributed to our columns. And all of courae
must cherish the trust that there may yet be other camps in

store for Kingfisher, or Old Hickory, as h|s cpi^irades

affectionately call him, aiid Kelpie and the others pf
band.
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Tales of the Frontier.
Pi,-'- __

I.—The Stolen Horse.

In the settlement of any portion of the American con-
tinent many occurrences entirely out of the line of every-
day experience served to break the monotony of pioneer
life; and now, after most of the actors in the drama of
olden times have passed away, some of the happenings
of long ago may prove of passing interest to the readers
of Forest and Stream, whose lives are passed in more
quiet times.

In these days of bench shows of htinting dogs, and
tournaments of the shotgun men for the breaking of
"mud saucers"; when the people who eat the flesh of
thousands of cattle, sheep and hogs, daily slaughtered
for their food, are grown so tender-hearted that pigeon
shooting for sport is becoming a dangerous pastime; and
when the wave of immigration from the East is fast
filling every nook and cranny of our mountains, and a
fresh deer track has become something to cause one to
stop and look twice at; my thoughts wander back to the
old days when the keeping of one's scalp in proper place
was often a matter of serious question. Among the trap-
pers of my acquaintance on the old Minnesota frontier
were Bill Humphrey and Jude- Phillips, who, in the year
1859—if I recollect aright—undertook a somewhat risky
trip to the head of the Des Moines River to trap the coun-
try around Lake Shetek and the Great Oasis, a few miles
to the westward.
The Sioux were known to be already inclined to hos-

tility, and not at all disposed to welcome any intrusion
upon their hunting and trapping grounds, and constant
vigilance and carefulness on their part became imperative
\yith the white trappers from the time they left the outer
line of the settlements.
With a two-horse wagon and^ driver to convey their

traps and supplies, they Journeyed Up the left bank of the
river until n^ar Lake Shetek, when a camp was made
upon the bank s>t the river near the mouth of a small
creek.

On their journeying up the river a small party of Sioux
was met upon the prairie, and Bill Humphrey—from
whom, by the way, I obtained this tale—walking at some
little distance from the others, was met by the largest
Indian in the party, who, stalking up squarely in front of
him, and looking, as Bill said, "savage as a meat ax,"
stared for an instant straight into Bill's eyes and mut-
tered an imprecation—evidently the only English he
knew.

Bill said he wanted to knock him flat, just where he
stood, but their numbers were too great for any foolish-
ness, and just then discretion was manifestly at a big
premium.

After the driver had returned to the settlements the
trappers were annoyed to find that quite a party of Sioux
was camped on the shore of Shetek, but a short distance
above their camp. However, as they did not then ap-
pear disposed to make trouble, the boys proceeded to
string out a long line of traps, and as furred animals
were very plentiful, they were kept busily employed.
A very few days passed hefore the white men began

missing their traps. No matter how carefully set and con-
cealed, on their next visit to the place the trap was miss-
ing. Not only the trap, but the furred animal evidently
caught in it was nowhere to be found.
And now the Indians began taking great pains to make

a show of innocence. Time after time an Indian riding
past their camp would stop near by and readjust his
saddle or its blanket—often unsaddling and shaking out
and refolding the blanket—to show that he carried nothing
^contraband; and yet in spite of all the watchfulness of
'th^ trappers their traps kept vanishing.

Finally when it became manifest that the thieves would
soon leave them empty-handed, and no chance for righting
their wrongs appearing, one of them returned to the set-
tlements and again brought out the wagon to move them
back to safer ground.
The return journey to the settlements was begun at

early morning in the hope to cOyer over half the dis-
tance before night.
During all the forenoon's march the trappers brooded

over the loss of more than half their traps ; and as the
nopn halt for dinner was made they agreed to send the
driver forward as rapidly as possible, while they turned
back upon their trail in pursuit of revenge.

It was at the time of the full moon, and they planned
to reach the Indian camp soon after dark, when by the
help of the moonlight they hoped to find some of the
ponies of the savages.

Halting on the prairie until nightfall at a distance from
the Indian camp, they then hurried on, and after some
careful maneuvering succeeded in securing a good pony.
But they wanted another; and having led the captured

horse down to the creek and fastened him to a small
tree, they again approached the camp, and finding a teepee
pitched at quite a long distance from the others, they
crept near it and there found what Bill declared was the
prettiest pony he had ever seen—and which they had
noticed among the Indians before they had thought of go-
ing horse stealing. It was a coal black stallion, fat and
sleek; but, as they now discovered, as savage as a wolf!
It was picketed a few hundred yards from the teepee, and
as they crept near it the horse, with open mouth and ears
laid flat, charged furiously to the extreme length of his
picket line, and it appeared impossible to capture the
savage brute.

"What we ought to have done," said Bill, "was to have
gone down to the creek and cut a couple of long willow
poles, leaving a fork at the end, and when he charged us
twist these into his mane, and one of us could then have
held him while the other bridled him with his picket line
But we didn't think of it in time; and finally we had to
give him up.'

For now the disturbance had roused the dog of the
Indian, and he began barking furiously.' Soon the tent
door opened, and as the boys sank into the grass and the
pony agaii? stood quipt, aji Indian stepped forth' into the

moonlight, arid 'took a long careful look around; and
as peace evidently reigned over the now silent prairie,

went back again into the teepee.

After waiting for nearly an hour the' trappers concluded
to make a final effort to capture the coveted pony.
Again the savage stallion raved and charged

;
again the

dog barked and tore around the teepee; and again the
Indian stepped forth into the moonlight.

After another long and critical survey of the scene the
Sioux turned and kicked his dog, and muttering an im-
precation at this disturbal of his rest, again disappeared
within the teepee. But the moon was climbing rapidly
toward the zenith, the night was swiftly passing, and re-

luctantly turning their backs upon the wished-for "pony
the two men started for home.
While one rode the captured pony the other ran along-

side holding on to his mane, and taking turns in the
riding as the footman grew fatigued, the rapid march con-
tinued steadily during the remainder of the night, and
morning found them so far cm their journey that all fear
of successful pursuit vanished.
Reaching the settlements about the same time as did

the driver of their wagon, they promptly sold the pony
for ju.st about sufficient to pay for the stolen traps—but
without stating how they had obtained it—and the next
day two Indians appeared at the upper end of the settle-

ir.ent in search of the missing horse.

Here the Indians were promptly discouraged from
further prosecution of their search, and they turned back
again.

Soon the rumor reached the new owner of the pony
that the Indians were in search of his horse, anS the
tired brute was hurried on to Estherville, la., and sold;
and again the rumor reached him, frightening the man
vvho. had purchased him, so that he immediately took
him down to Ft. Dodge and disposed of him.
Again the proceeding was repeated, the pony taken to

Ft. Des Moines and sold; and still once again was the
Scripture verified which declares that "The wicked flee

when no man pursueth," and the last word that reached
the frontier starting point of this famous race was that
this much-traveled animal was being hurried on toward
the Missouri River in the vain hope of outrunning a
flying rumor. "x\nd," added Bill, at the end of the story,
"fer all I know, that durned boss is a-runnin' yit!"

Orin Belknap.

Old Gabe Acquin, the Milicete

Guide.
Did you ever meet, in your tramps through New Bruns-

wick, the Indian Sagamore, Gabriel Acquin? He was
the best hunter, trapper and guide in New Brunswick and
Nova Scctia in his time. He died last year at the age of
ninety, and a good Indian has gone to the happy hunt-
ing grounds, if there is any such place in God's universe
for a dead Indian.

'

In the '40' s. '50's and '6o's Gabe was in his prime. He
was the "guide, philosopher and friend" of all the officers

attached to the various regiments which, in those days,
were stationed m Halifax, St. John and Fredericton. He
was so interesting a character, his sayings so quaint and
pithy, his manners so self-respecting and dignified, that
the officers treated him as an equal and had him to mess
whenever he would condescend to accept their invitations.
When I first met him he was nearing his sixtieth year,

but was as lithe and sinewy as in his younger years, and
could handle a birch canoe better than any white canoe
man I ever saw, and this is saying a great deal. With
my Fredericton Overseer of Fisheries for the County of
York, I took rail from that town to the mouth of the
Shiktahawk. crossed a portage of fourteen miles and
came out on the extreme headwaters of the Southwest
Branch of the Miramichi (where it was a mere brook),
once the most wonderful river in the Province for salmon
and trout. There we were met by Sachem Gabe in a
fine birch canoe, and proceeded at once on our voyage of
inspection down stream to Boiestown. I need not dwell
on that delightful trip. You have been on the river and
know its charms.

In 1883, when the Department of Fisheries was getting
up its exhibit to send to the great Fisheries Exhibition
held in London that year, it occurred to me that if a live
Indian in his wigwam, sur-rounded by the various things
conuTion to nomadie life, his squaw making moccasins,
baskets, etc., the Indian himself making fish spears, pad-
dles, miniature toy canoes, etc., while he paddled a real
canoe on the ponds of South Kensington, where the
Canadian Court was to be erected, the Canadian exhibit
would "take the cake." So, having in due course ob-
tained the assent of the Department of Marine and Fish-
eries, I secured Gabe's services for $2 per day and ex-
penses paid, and he agreed to be ready within two weeks'
time to meet the steamer at Halifax, which was to take
the various exhibits across the Atlantic. * * * As I
foresaw wouW be the case, Gabe's camp in the Canadian
Court was really the greatest attraction of the whole
show, for perhaps no one of that generation had ever seen
a real live Indian before. Young officers who, thirty
years previous, had hunted and fished with Gabe as guide,
no^v grown into old men, were simply wild to see Gabe
again. Not a single living man who had known him
in Canada failed to call on him; and many took him to
their clubs and to their homes, as the greatest lion in
London.^ After the show was over several of these officers,
now majors and colonels, and generals, took him to their
country homes, and did all they could to show their real
pleasure in again meeting their companion and guide in
the best sport they had ever enjoyed. The presents Gabe
got in England were far more valuable than his salary,
and as these were chiefly in British sovereigns, except for
watches and valuable gems, they and his salary made
Gabe comfortable for the rest of his life.

Gabe knew every caribou barren in New Brunswick-
north, south, east and west. No white man or Indian
could equal him in calling moose, and he could perfectly
imitate the voice and call of both beasts and birds. I
myself saw him calling a mink. He imitated the squeak
so perfectly that the mink actually crossed the stream
and approached Gabe's hiding place behind a rock on the
shore. He was an admirable cook, and had always some
appetizing comestible when in the woods,

Perhaps I am the only one now living, except Bob Or'
(whom_ you knew as my host of the Barker House h.

Fredericton), who could tell of the man as he was in hiii

prime.
All the fisheries officials connected with that show o

1883 are now dead—the Minister, the Deputy Minister, thi

Commissioner of Fisheries, the Superintendent, Wilmot
the Overseer, John Mowat—all except myself, my son ij

Ottawa, and some others, who, like him, were jtinio:

clerks in 1883. Huxley, Tyndall, Cunliffe Owen, Fathe,
Francis, Frank Buckland. Lord Dufferin, James Russell
Lowell, and, indeed, most of the men who took part in thi

speaking at the several meetings and discussions, hav'
gone the way of all flesh, and I feel that in my own case
"superfluous lags the veteran on the stage."
My memory of past events is vivid. Of John Mcwai

(whom you knew), of Sammy Wilmot, of Walte;
Brackett, with whom I have several times fished ; of Tha<)
Norris, with whom I have fished the Ristigouche and tb
Nepissiquit; of Ned Sotliern, Johnny Raymond am'
Charles Couldock, with whom I have' fished, my menior
is very clear, and as you knew all these good fellows, ni

doubt my recollections of them would interest you. I
you care to have me do so, I will put my recollections up
v.'riting, and thus while away an idle hour or two whd«
in the mood. Wm. H. Venning.
Sussex, N. B.

Note.—Mr. Venning, who has so happily favored ou
readers, is now in his 8ist year. For forty years he wa.
Inspector of Fisheries for New Brunswick and Nov;
Scotia. We shall certainly be glad to have more of hi'

reminiscences, as he suggests.

Through the Parsonage Window

Retrospect.

Again at the window looking out. It is idle time
monotonous time that hangs and drags. In other year
when time was long one might have taken a rifle ant
wandered off into the hills there after antelope. What ;

great treat it would be to take a far-shooting Spencet
far-shooting for those days, but wonderful with its arch'
ing trajectory, and chase antelope over those sun-crowne(
slopes again. Real live antelope on their native heath, frei

and untrammeled! What illusive things they were \i

those days, too, more especially when hunted for pastime
Pastime hunting usually resulted in no bloodshed. la

difference to the game led to taking long chances, an<
long chances, with the guns of half-moon trajectory, onl]
netted a splendid jet of dust, thrown up from the sun
baked sod, ten feet beyond or ten feet below. It wai
only when the demand for meat was imperative that wf
got down on our marrow bones and wormed along, or la'

for an hour watching for a chance to make another move
that any blood was likely to be shed. Then we worlcet
until we got within such range that trajectory cut bu;
little figure and brought back our saddle of venison, oi

more often the whole antelope.
No, we did not do any wonderful shooting in the olt

times. That was done by word of mouth or with pen ant
ink in after years. More phenomenal shooting can be see^
any day at a circus or even among a lot of boys with .2a
caliber rifles than could be seen in ten years of plaini
life of ye olden time. The guns used were not sighted nol
intended for fine shooting. Few plainsmen fired mon
than a hundred shots in a year, hence might be said t<

be always out of practice. How could you expect them t(

compete with the small boy who, with a finely sighted, a©
curate target rifle, often shoots two or three hundrer
shots in a day. Leaving out accidents, all stories of ex,
traordinary long-range shooting are pure fabrications. O.
course there are greater or less degrees of skill, but th<
real wonder is why we cannot do better than we do.
The real feat was in getting an easy shot at an ante-

lope in the middle of a flat stretch of table land with n(
cover even for a rabbit, and the antelope shifting
the searchlight of his keen eye in all directions. One ex-
pedient by which I got a needed antelope was using s

bleached buffalo skull as a flag, and tolling the antelop<
within reach through its own curiosity. The antelope
were on a wide stretch of table, and I followed up s

shallow ravine until it ran out and afforded no furth
cover. For some time I lay speculating and had abc
given up, for there seemed no possible way to res'
them, when I thought of the bleaching skull that la>i
near. It was very large and snow white. Picking it um
ar.d stooping low, I carried it in front of me until ill

was discovered, and then lay down. There was a ram-f
rod with the gun I was carrying—though it was a breec:
loader—and_ thrusting that into the ground I hung tn.
skull upon it, and while the antelope were engaged with
the skull I crept away unobserved. The antelope charged
on the skull and retreated a number of times, and at last

started on a circle round it. When they got round on
my side they came within easy range and I got one.

It was seldom though that flagging antelope was a
success.

How different is the big-game hunting of to-day to
what it was then ! Think of the man in New York or
Chicago receiving a telegram in the morning from his
guide in the Rocky Mountains, saying he had the bear'
or elk, as the case might be, located. The sportsman in
palace sleeping car thunders away to the scene of action,!
Arrived there he is led up to the game and gives 't

the fatal shot with the demeanor of a Leatherstockin-
then the photographer is summoned and takes views fron.i
various points of vantage, which are hurried to the maga-

1

zine office, together with an article by the press agent,!
giving all the harrowing details. What would Boone or*
Crockett have thought of such hunting? It cannot
claimed that a love of nature incited it. It may be thg^
Hn de Steele sportsmanship, but for my part I would pjfl|
fer to be a genuine hunter, and kill one head of game thsSP
I needed for food, or could trade for needed gear, rather!
than to spatter the whole range of the Rocky Motmtair
with such gore.

It has been claimed, and diligently urged, that gar
should be protected by law in the interests of sporti...
afield. Let us put it in less oflFensive words. Protect thesi
game and fish as an incentive to more general exercisel
and recreation in the o^ep %o the betterment of the'
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general health. Nature made man to live and exercise in

the open air diiring a greater part of his time. To en-

I'orce attention to this provision of law she made it neces-

isarj^ for him to gather most of the gear required for his

well-being by means of the chase. The arts of man have
• rrgelj' done away w"ith the necessity of the chase as a

'iicans of livehhood, but the needs of a healthy body are

mchanged. Then if game is preserved by statute law
In the end that man may observe nature's law and con-
vinue the chase, let whoever goes in pursuit of such game
iTOt evade the exercise and recreation by shifting it upon
a guide. The guide should not carry the pack. Neither
ihould he paddle the canoe or pitch the camp. The guide
should be the professor who should teach the beginner

how to do these things for himself. When he is compe-
tent to fake care of himself alone in the woods, then he
may be instructed in the art of stalking game and so

forth. When such a course is pursued and the sports-

man brings in his moose, then we may know that the

claim of the sportsman has been lived up to. So long,

however, as the angler in search of healthy outdoor ex-

ercise requires an attendant to row his boat, bait his hook
;md take off the hsh. so long will the falsehood of his

claim be made apparent and he. with many deserving a

I'.ctter fate, together w-ith the laws they advocate, be

held in more or less contempt.
All mankind and most animals have the hunting iir-

stinct. E.xercised, it is a safe element. Dormant, it is

fiangerous, and accounts for much of the wantonness in

war, riot and revolution. Only a few days ago on the

outskirts of a small town I saw this. A butcher was pre-

j/aring to kill a beef. He had the animal tied by means
of a rather long rope, giving it considerable play. A rifle

was to be used to kill it. The village schoolmaster was
]>resent, and asked the privilege of doing the shooting.

Me had no use for hunting or hunters, and was unskilled

ill the use of a rifle. The consequence was that it took

four shots before the poor brute was finally murdered, and
for five minutes it was bellowing, straining at the rope

and charging its tormentor in helpless agony. No such-

brutal scene could have been enacted had the man been in

the habit of exercising his hunting instinct.

There is no reason why the man who does not need

game should be debarred from shooting it, provided he
sees that none of the game he shoots goes to waste, and
provided, of course, the shooting is done by rule as laid

down by law. The rich man is as apt to have a relic of

ihe barbarism (?) of his ancestors, who got their living

by the chase, in his nature as is the poor man. -Neither

should the poor man be debarred from shooting the game
he needs in the interest of any one except in the interest

of the game supply which should not be allowed to become
extinct or dangerously near it. But one thing is certain,

v/hoever kills any game for heads or skins and leaves the

meat to w-aste is guilty of a crime against nature and of

wanton destruction, and is a disgrace to the very name of

hunter.

Where one shoots for sport he should make it the oc-

casion of a grand outing, as prolonged as possible, and
limit his kill to the circumstances. As wild game and
fish is the connecting link that leads men back to nature,

they should let it lead them to its very heart and make
them better thereby. If a man is unfortunate in not
having a long time to spare, he should not be debarred
from his share of field sports, however.

It is the strenuous life of the cities that drives men in-

sane, and, no matter how long that strenuous life may
he continued, when release from it does come the healthy

mind turns back to green fields, woods and waters, and
all things that are "fresh from the hand of their Creator.

Primeval man was a hunter; he was nearer to his

Creator than man is to-day. The last man will be a

hunter, for no matter how far removed from it we may
be, at some period we always turn back to nature. Then
let us not weigh too seriously the claim of the ultra good
that all hunting is cruel and vicious. Let us not be wiser

than our Creator ; and above all, let us not hunt too as-

siduously our fellow man while crying aloud against the

hunter of beasts.

Of course there are low degrees among hunters. Un-
der the guise of sportsmen, men wantonly destroy that

A"hich should be held in trust, but there are those who
violate manhood in every other line that is followed by
men. I once knew a man who had a supreme contempt
for "gun loafers," as he called them. He was perfectly

vicious at the mere mention of hunting. Said he could
not understand how- man could be so cruel as to kill

the birds. He was, however, a great consumer of j^el-

low-legged chickens, which had to be killed before they
could be eaten. One day riding along a road far from
timber, he noticed a large fox squirrel running in the

road : as there were no trees near for it to climb, he
thought he might catch it, and after it he went, whip in

liand. Well, he ran till he was completely exhausted, and
finally, by accident, he stnick it with the whip and stunned
it, and then and there whipped it to death with the car-

riage whip. The hunting instinct of his nature had been
pent up and when it broke out it was a fury that would
flisgust any one who hunted squirrels for sport and in-

cidentally lor the pot. I have noticed, too, that those
who have a general contempt for habitual sportsman, but
who occasionally go out with a gun themselves, are the
ones that shoot into every flock of harmless birds that
l omes along. Too lazy or indifferent to find game, the3-

take it out in shooting song birds.

If societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals
Avill turn their attention to the cruelties that are prac-
ticed on men, women and children in every community,
:and especially in large cities, imtil they have done away
w'ith that I will think more of their efforts; but so long
as they go round neglecting people to prevent cruelty to
wild beasts or even preventing the shooting of pigeons at
the trap, which seems a far less abhorrent way of killing
tlum than that practiced in poultry houses, where they
are bung up by the feet and bled to death, I shall think
tliey are only playing to the grand stand and are frivolous
in their motives.

But let us turn to the green fields again. We of the old
times have lived too long to understand the rules laid
down for our guidance in the new. We only grope
blindly on hoping we may not stray too far to one side or
the other. Running to extremes is bad. Zigzagging back
and forth has kept the old world crossing and recrossing
the right path of equal and exact justice to all, but never

following it long. I would dispossess the farmer I see

plowing in the field over there and have the antelope back
on the hills beyond. Then I woidd go out there and hurl
vengeful lead at them, ripping great trails in the sod and
Imrling handfuls of loosened earth into the air, and the
poor frightened beasts would bound away and disappear
over the hills as of old. But what a thrill it would give
to do it all once more and even follow on to the top of
the next rise and hurl other vengeful lead at them as they
pause to look back a thousand yards away.
Perhaps I should have the satisfaction of seeing the

dust fiy fifty, sixty or even a hundred yards to the rear
as they sped away again. But more often, at such ex-
treme range, I should only have the satisfaction of know-
ing I had sent a bullet over that way somewhere. But
it is no use, I can see from where I sit that my progress
would be barred by at least two tall hedges before I

got half a mile, and if I succeeded in breaking through
them I would be stopped by the farmer on the other side,

who would tell me he did not allow hunting on his farm.
And that too in the face of the fact that I trod thone
hills when he was still a subject of Germany. Well, well

!

Have things come to such a pass? We must give way our
dearest rights to ameliorate the condition of crowded
humanity. I doubt if we would, though, if we could help
ourselves. With the human societies who devote
their efforts to bettering the conditions of beasts, we
would say "Never mind humanity, w^e must protect the
antelope"—in the interest of the antelope, of course.
After the antelope come the wild geese to feed on the

first few scattered fields. How many there were, and
how they swarmed ttpon the green wheat fields and
aroimd the scattered corn shacks. What a fine thing it

was, too, to go out in the early morning and watch for
the first gray line against the breaking day. The pin-
nated grouse came, too, and boomed out a thunderous
welcome to the spring. What a soothing sound it was,
uiufiled by distance, through which it penetrated for
miles, it was one of the most impressive sounds that
ever swept a western landscape. But that made no differ-

ence when they thundered from the sedge at our feet, we
bowled them down right and left—and fried grouse was
a common thing. Too many people came, though, and
there Avas no room for geese or grouse, and they followed
the antelope. Could we have stayed the march of progress
at that point I could have been content.

I remember the first mockingbird I ever saw in Kansas,
or anywhere else for that matter. There had been a lot

of peach trees planted close together, so that when they
got eight or ten feet tall they made quite a thicket. One
night a bird commenced to sing there, which I took to be
a brown thrush, but the song continued incessantly all

night long. The next night it was the same. On the
third morning I was out l^efore daybreak trying to get
close to the singer, so that I might see it when light
came. But wherever I went the song came from some
other part of the grove. I w^ould creep cautiously upon
the; sound, but before I could get very close it would break
out again in some more distance place. At last, just at
daylight. I saw the bird Iea\-e a tree I was approacbing.
but one glimpse was the best I could do. The same year
they became quite numerous and sang all day and night,
and might also be seen anywhere, on top of chimneys, imi-
tating the song and dance of a bluejay, and later, after
the quail came, on fence posts imitating the whistle of a
quail. Their song was the song of any bird that chanced
to be neighbors with themselves. I suppose mockingbirds
were in the wooded districts of Kansas from earliest

times, but only moved out on the prairies when timber
culture made it possible.

After the grouse and geese came the quail and the
rabbits

; poor sub.stitutes. These remain with us still, be-
ing plenty where in early days there were none. One
cannot hunt them, though, without trespassing, and that
kills sport, and so as the evening is far spent and it is too
late to wander into far fields, we will obey the admonition
in the old song, and "pull down the blinds."

The Paeson.

The Adirondack Forests.
The Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks

has issued a statement in which it says:
In November, 1896, 702,802 votes were cast in this

State against a proposed amendment designed to les-

sen the protection throwm around the State forests by
the present constitution which guarantees the inviolabil-

ity of the State Forest Preserve.
That overwhelming expression of public opinion, taken

together with other abundant evidence, goes to show
that any measure which tends to protect this great
park, so vital to the material interests of the State and
.'o valuable as a pleasure resort to thousands of its citi-

zens, will be most heartily approved by a large majority
of the people.

Convinced of this fact, the Association for the Pro-
tection of the Adirondacks has requested George W.
Dunn, Esq., of Binghamton, N. Y., chairman of the
Republican State Committee, and Frank Campbell, Esq..
of Bath, N. Y., chairman of the Democratic State Com-
mittee, to have inserted in their respective party plat-
forms this fall, a plank substantially as follows:

"We regard the Adirondaclc Park, with its forests, waters and
ffiima, as one of nature's priceless legacies to our imperial State,
wliich the dictates of prudence, wise public policy and foresight
require should be carefully safeguarded and protected, not only
as a pleasure ground for the people, but as a conservator of tfie
water supply for our rivers and canals which are so necessary for
the continued commercial supremacy of the State. We therefore
favor the resumption by the State of the purchase of lands within
the limits of the Adirondack Park."

The policy of the State in relation to its forests, from
the time of Governor Hill's administration and through
the successive adimuaistrations of Governors Flower,
Morton, Black and Roosevelt, looked to their protection
and conservation, and the effort made in the last Legis-
lature to change that policy, has occasioned widespread
surprise and alarm.
The State of New York was the first to create a for-

estry commission, the first to grant money for the man-
agement of its forests, and the first by legislative action
to appropriate money for purchasing and enlarging its

holdings of forest land. The wisdom of thus making
provision for protecting it.s water-sheds has been so
manifest, that its example has been followed by almost

every State of the Union. What is more, the general
government some time ago set the stamp of its approval
upon the policy of forest conservation by the passage
of laws creating those great preserves or parks, the
safeguarding of which has now become one of the
marked features of our national economy. Any hesita-
tion, therefore, on the part of New York Legislatures
in regard to preserving the State's forests cannot fail

to be a matter for deep concern and apprehension
throughout the commonwealth.

Woods-Loafing Near Manhattan.
TiTE average New Yorker knows little of the grand

sport of canoeing as it is followed by a large number of

enthusiastic lovers of healthful outdoor recreation, and
sees less of it than of other sports, for the reasons that
canoes are small craft, and their owners are not given to
parading for the benefit of the public. All they ask is a
fair wind or favorable tide, for Saturday afternoons and
Sundays are their own; and a quiet spot where they can
rest until the lengthening shadows of Sunday evening
warn them, it is time to start homeward and again
take up the cares of business on Monday.
Passengers on the Albany boats on Saturday after-

noons no doubt wonder what becomes at nightfall of all

the canoes they see sailing or being paddled along the
river between the city and the Tappan Zee; but the main
channel is near the New York shore of the Hudson,
and only the canoeists themselves and persons who
cruise along the New Jersey shore in small yachts and
Iratnches know how these Nomads pass their day of rest.

Canoeing on the Hudson is somewhat different in
many respects from that in other parts of the country,
as one mttst be prepared for storms and boisterous seas,

for cold north winds following a sultry day. and for

sudden squalls or rain when least expected. Strong
tents that will stand up against a blow; heavy woolen
blankets when there is every indication of 90 degrees
of weather, and seaworthy canoes that will float with all

on board though swamped or capsized—in fact, one
must be prepared for anything that may come along. It
is not like the inland cruising, where open canoes and
summer outfits are efficient.

The feature of this sport so many New Yorkers now
follow from choice is the short distance from town it is

necessary to go to find pleasant camp sites and peace.
Of course there are no spots this side of Croton Point
on the New York side of the river where one may
camp, for the railwaj^ follows the river's shore too closely
for that; but on Croton Point, in the Croton River, and
all along the western shore below Piermont, there are
many beautiful little spots where there is shade near
some cold spring, and which places are not near houses
and are seldom visited save by canoeists and small boat-
ers. Some of these spots are near quaint old relics of
the one-time shipbuilding villages of the '20s and '30s,

with their equally quaint folk, who fish a little when a
run of shad is on, work a little at odd jobs, and gossip
with every stranger they can hold up for that purpose.
But they are honest and feel kindly disposed toward
canoeists, whom they have learned are quiet persons,
who merely wish to be let alone that they may get a bit

of rest after their week of toil in the hot offices of Broad-
waj-. Other camp sites are far from any houses, and
have come to be regarded as the property, tor two days
each week, of the canoeists. It is not difficult, while sit-

ting there by the camp fire, for one to fancy himself in
the depths of the wildwood, so quiet and peaceful are
the surroundings, while there is only the faint roar of the
trains on tlie New York side, and a glimpse of some
steamboat or yacht passing far out in the channel, te
remind one that he is in a camp within three or four
miles of Grant's Tomb.
Nearly all of these canoeists are young men who are

hard workers during five days and one-half of the seven
in the various lines of business and professional life, and
>'ho have come to a realization of the benefits they may
derive from these short but healthful cruises near home.
One need but look at them to understand that they enjoy
good health. They are manly men in these days of gilded
youths and effeminate persons of the male persuasion.
While any young fellow in possession of a fair salary
can canoe in the most appro.yed style, still there are
many wealthy men who prefer it to other pastimes they
can as well afford, for they like the independence and
the ^elf-reliance that are part and parcel of it. And
although some deny it, himian beings must have recrea>
tion, some change, to act as a safety valve for the
precious health that will otherwise be imdermined and
mined. There are business men who prefer to die "in
the harness," as they call it, otherwise at their desks, of
some disease that healthful recration might prevent or
cure. But the day of the men who prefer to work seven
days and some nights every week is passing, and Ameri-
cans arc better for the change.
The canoes that are seen along this great river are

modern in every way. Of course some open canoes are
used, but they are not in the majority. The average
canoe is i6ft. in length, and has a beam of 30in. It is

decked completeh', save for a cockpit 5 to 6ft. in lenglh.
There are two water-tight bulkheads, wdrich separate
the compartments from the midship section, and these
compartments are provided with, round hatches carrying
pneumatic rings, which, when the thumbscrews are
turned down, fill the space between deck and hatch
completely, keeping out all water. Even wdten the decks
are under water—as they sometimes are in heav^y seas
only a drop now and then finds its way into these large
dry compartments, and being water-tight they must be
almost air-tight, too. To be sure, some of the skippers
carry their duiTlIe in water-proof bags, but these are for
use in camp as well as while afloat, and are provided
agamst all emergencies. A majority of the canoeists
sail to and from camp, but others paddle. Again, it is
a general thing to see one man in each canoe, although
several go and come in company, but experience has
taught that each man should carry his own complete
outfit. A number of men now cruise and camp every
week with their wives, to whom the little vacation is a
source of much pleasure, so agreeable are the natural sur-
roundings along the Palisades.

It is worthy of mention that all of the men wJiQ sail
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cling- to the sliding seat, and nearly all of them to the

small cockpit, with its canvas bag. Those canoes which
have long cockpits are provided with cockpit hatches, the

open space holding the bag being merely large enough
for the skipper's feet. The average sail area carried on
these cruises is about 65sq.{t. The favofite sails are the

old and new Bailey, rigged to be reefed from the cock-

pit. These canoes are cruising canoes in one sense,

but strictly speaking, they are either converted racing

machines or converted cruisers, the result being alike in

all cases, for they are serviceable and safe. When a

canoe of this class is ballasted with loolbs. or more of

duffle, it is a steady craft, and capsizes under these con-
ditions are rare. One of these canoes and its skipper

then represent Independence with a big I. The skipper

cruises leisurely along, safe in the knowledge that he

can handle his craft under all conditions without as-

sistance. His blankets, spare clothing, provisions, shel-

ter, cooking outfit, and perhaps a camera or rifle, are

safe and dry in the compartments. If the wind is at all

favorable, he sails; if it and the tide are against him he

paddles; if the opportunity presents itself he takes a

line from some good-natured schooner captain and gets

a tow to his destination; if rain comes on, he pulls out

a waterproof jacket, cap and blanket, dons these, turns

his pipe bottom up and smiles in a "let-'er-rain" fashion.

It is great fun, and it is a pity more young men do not

go into it. The first cost of the outfit is the only item

that need be considered, for the cost of maintaining it

and providing supplies is a very small item indeed.

In other days these Hudsonian canoeists slept in cock-

pit tents or on the ground, and passed half their time

in camp in searching for driftwood with which to build

their fires. Much of the remaining time was devoted to

attempting to clean the soot off their cooking utensils

and persons, for with this watersoaked wood the smoke
anS soot were truly awful. But they now use kerosene

vapor stoves, which make no soot or dirt; and they

sleep on comfortable folding cots or on pneumatic mat-
tresses, saving time, space and their peace of mind as

well.

The active season, begins in April and camping in

May. Its end is decided by the weather, but gener-

ally camping is kept up until late Octoljer or early

November by the enthusiasts, and late November sees

a few of them out for the day if the Sundays are mild.

At one of the clubs there are a few members who boast

having camped over night Christmas, New Years,

Washington's Birthday, and on other wintry occasions.

But, while they certainly did not enjoy the cold nights,

it is a fact that they suffered no ill effects, and they

enjoyed the novelty of the thing.

Two o'clock on Saturday afternoon at one of the

large canoe clubs finds confusion where order is the

rule. Canoes are on the floor instead of in their proper
berths; dufifle, tent poles; paddles, sails and groceries

litter the floor, the gangway and the float; members are

constantly arriving from their homes or places of busi-

ness down town, laden with supplies or new wrinkles

picked up during the week. They disappear in the

locker room and soon return, dressed in old comfortable
knickerbockers and flannel shirts, or in bathing suits.

Then they hustle, turn out the contents of their lockers

and add to the accumulating stacks of odds and ends.

• But in a surprisingly short time the racks are cleared

of canoes, the floor of dufifle, and the float becomes the

scene of confusion for a time, until each_ craft is loaded

and gets away to give room to newer arrivals. It seems
impossible that the ten to thirty canoes which are in-

volved can carry away such a raft of bags and packages
and boxes, but they do, and in two hours only the mem-
bers who remain over Sunday at the club are left be-

hind.

The favorite camping places are from three to seven

miles distant, and the time required to reach them is

from one to three hours, depending on the wind and
tide. For a while, then, the river is dotted with white

buterfly-like sails and paddle blades that flash in the

sunlight, all making for some favorite spot at the foot of

the Palisades. One by one the canoes disappear on
. shore and tents appear to mark the place. Often the

members of one club camp together, but generally they

scatter somewhat, while on days life the Fourth of July

and Labor Day some of the camps assume large pro-

portions and are composed of members of a number of

clubs. Fifteen, twenty and even forty tents are not

uncommonly seen on these occasions, with perhaps five

persons to every three tents. Last Fourth there were
at one place sixteen palmetto tents of similar design

and a number of others.

After one reaches the place where he intends to camp,
a few minutes suffice to pitch the tent, blow up the air

mattresses or rig up the cots and make everything

snug. Then, if the tide is well up, a swim is in order,

and a long rest in the shade while other friends are

arriving-or passing by to other places. Some sail along

wing-and-wing before the prevailing southerly breeze;

others paddle indolently, as though they had no destina-

tion nor a care, while some of the truly lazy ones get

.a tow behind some creeping schooner or wheezing
jttaphtha launch, often called a headache machine. All

a^ithey pass hail those in camp cheerily with their club

war cries or some outlandish yawp of their ovvn inven-

•don, and by which they are identified at a distance.

Sometimes one or two swing in and stop at the beach be-

'.lOiXe the tents for a chat; others «»pnclude that they will

-riot go any further anyway, and come ashore; but all

'•are happy, for have they not a night and a day in which

to breathe pure air, drink crystal spring water and rest

their Aveary bodies and brains?

Dinner time comes and the vapor stoves are put into

commission, while the legs are attached to the grub

box, its hinged lid is braced back, and there is the table.

A piping hot meal puts all hands in rare good humor,

and with the pipes comes the daily procession of night

boats en route to Albany. Some of these boats are seen

to the best advantage after their lights have been lighted,

for they are ricketty old hulks that creep along like

huge beetles. One wonders how they manage to keep

afloat. A few are trim enough, however, but after their

searchlights are turned on they all present a magnificent

sight until the haze of the Tappan Zee swallows

them up. .

Sometimes there are camp-fires, and all hands sit

around and spin yarns of other days. Often friends

camping at other places come along for a visit, and
now and then one of them brings a mandolin or
guitar, with which to enliven the gathering. Generally,

however, all hands turn in early tor a long and refreshing
sleep: Any person who wakes the camp before 7 o'clock
finds himself in trouble, and often it is 8 before all

hands turn out for the morning swim and a substantial

breakfast. There are many paths along the hills and
cliffs, and often a number of persons make up a party for

a climb and a walk in the woods on the summit of the

Palisades. In season there are wild flowers, raspberries,

blackberries, apples, grapes and other wild and tame
fruit to be found here and there. The clierries, apples
and other fruits are all that is left to mark the one-time
homes of persons who lived there when villages were
numerous all along the Palisades.

Luncheon is a seriovis meal in these camps, for it is

not difficult, after SAviming or climbing, to feel hungry
as a bear. And afterward, if the sun is out, the shade is

sought while one watches the fleets of river craft which
enliven the view. They are of all sorts, from the great
sound steamers to the trim bay boats, with here and there

a catboat, a sloop, a working schooner carrying brick

and the numerous steam yachts en route to and from
the homes of their owners in the Highlands and on the

New York shore near Sleepy Hollow.
The day wanes and breaking up time comes all too

soon. Down comes the tent, duffle is stowed in the
canoe, and all hands push off together and loaf along the
shady shore, where the air is laden with the perfume
of flowers and trees. But one must cross at last and
return to the club, where members are constantly arriv-

ing and packing their duffle away in the lockers until

the next Saturday, and get into the stiff armor-plate of

civilization before returning home.
Perry D. Fr-azer.

Lake Manawa*

Behold a tiny inland sea

!

Pale beryl set in paler gold:

King's ransom does this jewel hold,

The price to set the spirit free.

With zest the trackless path we seek.

To speed us on the waters sing,

•The sail sighs like a living thing

And to the north wind leans her cheek.

'Neath screening fingers soon we spy

A feathered fleet that hires each gun.

Little live boats a-bob in the sun,

Rocking at anchor under gray sky.

The rustling silks of ladies fair

Who trail in grace o'er ballroom floor,

Charm less than when the wild ducks soar

And music tingles all the air.

In spite of weeds that would restrain

We near the beckoning bevied teal,

The sting of sport our pulses feel.

Our guns are mad and mercy vain.

At length, deep-laden with our spoil, •

We seek the boat house on the shore, *

Exultant count our treasures o'er

And are well paid for pleasant toil. ^.

"Belle" greets us with her melting eyes ^

And "Dan" gives praise with eager tail

—

Reflects his aid was no avail

And sniffs disdainfully each prize.
,

Sleek teal with wings barred green or blue.

And lordly mallard emerald-trimmed

Who erst the lake's thick fringes skinned

Or shrilled the air with wild haloo

!

Soon cosy in the upper room
^ 4

We bar the weather from the door.

And from the stove rich odors pour.

Announcing rice-hen's juicy doom. , i.

We little heed the knocking blast.

We care naught for the world outside,

To frolic feast our hearts are wide

We only pray this joy may last! .§

Potatoes shaking in their skins .\,

Shall lend fresh mirth to every jest, #

And canvasback on buttered nest i i

Will set a-quiver all our chins. i
. 4.

And what rare wine to ruby nose t I

That sniffs ere sated mouth sips up,

Like fragrance that a huge tin cup '
. %

Brimful of steaming coffee shows? i.-

We seek the stove and slight the storm ^ I

And sing old songs and tell old tales, ^

And lapped in blankets mock the gales.

When all within is snug and warm.

Until in dreams strange fish we take \

And shoot a curious monster duck— t:

We wake to bid the world "Good luck!" s

With hope fresh-gathered from the lake!

M. R. Nixon,

Wild Animals of the North.

From Richardson's "Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the Zoology of

the Northern Parts of British America."

Some Smaller Mammals.

The white-footed mouse is one of the commonest and
most widely distributed of our Eastern mammals ; and
it is quick to take advantage of the comforts which ci^•ili-

zation offers it. Indeed, Dr. Richardson says that, no
sooner is a fur post established than this little animal
becomes an inmate of the dwelling houses. In the same
way. as soon as a cabin is built on plain or mountain, by
ranchmau or miner, the white-footed mice move in and

—

especially at night—make themselves very much at home.
Dr. Richardson says: "We observed it as far norih a^

Great Bear Lake ; and if the synonyms prefixed to this

article are correct^ applied, it is not uncommon in the
United States. It also extends from Hudson's Bay across
the continent to the mouth of the Columbia River. The
gait and prying actions of this little creature, when it

ventures from its hole in the dusk of the evening, are so
nuich like those of the English domestic mouse, that most
of the European residents at Hudson's Bay have con-
sidered it to be the same animal, altogether overlockhig
the obvious differences of their tails and other peculiar-
ities. The American field mouse, however, has a habit of
making hoards of gi^ain or little pieces of fat, which, I

believe, is unknown of the European domestic mouse;
and what is more singular, these hoards are not fcrmed
in the animal's retreats, but generally in a shoe left at the
bedside, the pocket of a coat, a nightcap, a bag hung
against the wall, or some similar place. It not iinfre-

quently happened that we found barley, which had been
brought from a distant apartment, and introduced into a

drawer, through so small a chink, that it was impossible
for the mouse to gain access to its store. The quantity
laid up in a single night nearly equalling the bulk of a
mouse, renders it probable that several individuals unite
their efforts to form it. This mouse does considerable
mischief in the gardens, and in a very few nights will al-

most destroy a plantation of maize, by tracing the rows
for the purpose of collecting the seeds, and depositing
them in small heaps under the loose mould, generally by
the side of a stone, or piece of wood. From the facility

with which it seems to transport the substances it preys
upon, I suspected that it had cheek pouches, but none
were found on examination. The ermine is a most in-

veterate enemy of this species, and pursues it into the
sleeping apartments."
The curious animal known as the sewellel, or moun-

tain beaver, after having been two or three times de-
scribed with more or less vagueness, was at .last fully

characterized by Richardson under the name Aplodoiitia
leporina. Although quite a large asimal'—fourteen or
fifteen inches long—it is very seldom seen, as it spends all

the daylight in its burrow. ' It bears a fine fur, and robes
made of the skins of a number of the animals sewed to-

gether were formerly used by the Indians of Washington
and British Columbia. Of its habits, Richardson knew
little or nothing, and not very much more is known to-

daj', although some notes on this species have been fur-

nished by members of the United States Biological Sur-
vey. It is now known that there are two or more species

of Aplodontia, described in recent years by Dr. C. Hart
Merriam.
Richardson tells us that the Canada porcupine "is found

on the banks of the Mackenzie, as high as latitude 67 de-
grees, and, according to American writers, it ranges as

far south as latitude 37 degrees. It is said tO' be very
rare in Virginia, but to be numerous in some parts of
Kentucky. * * * Jn. the fur countries, it is most nu-
merous in sandy districts covered v/ith the Pinus hank-
siana, on the bark of which it delights to feed. It also eats

the bark of the larch and spruce firs, and the buds of

various kinds of willow. In the more southern districts

it is said to feed chiefly on the bark and leaves of the

Pinus canadensis and Tilia <rlahraj and to be fond of sweet
apples and young maize, which it eats in a sitting posture,

holding them to its mouth with the forepaws. It travels

slowly, and Hearne remarks, that -the Indians, going with
packets from fort to fort, often see them in the trees; but
not having occasion for them at the time, leave them until

their return, and should their absence be a week or ten

days, they are sure to find them within a mile of the

place where they had seen them before.' Mr. Hutchins
observes that 'in walking, the tail is drawn along the

snow, making a deep track, which is often the means of

betraying the animal ; but its haunts are most readily

divScovered by the barked trees on which it has fed; which,

if done the same winter, is a sure sign that the porcupine
is near the spot. They are usually found on the branches,

and on approaching them, they make a crying noise, like

a child. The tree, being cut down, the animal is di.;-

patched by only striking it on the nose.' It is readily at-

tacked by the Indian dogs, and soon killed, but not with-

out injury to its assailants, for its quills, which it erects

when attacked, are rough, with minute teeth directed

backward, that have the effect of rendering this seemingly

v/eak and flexible weapon a very dangerous one. Their

points, which are pretty sharp, have no sooner insinuated

themselves into the skin of an assailant than they gradu-

ally bury themselves, and travel onward, until they cause

death, by wounding some vital organ. These spines,

which are detached from the porcupine by the slightest

touch, and probably by the will of the animal, soon fi'l

the mouths of the dogs, w^hich worry it, and unless the

Indian women carefully pick them out, seldom fail to kill

them. Wolves occasionally die from the same cause.

The Canada porcupine makes its retreat among the roots

of an old tree, and is said to pass much of its time in

sleeping. When disturbed, it makes a whining or mewing
noise. It pairs in the latter end of September, and brings

forth two young ones in April or May. Its flesh, which
tastes like flabby pork, is relished by the' Indians, but is

soon nauseated by Europeans. The bones are often deeply

tinged with a greenish yehow color. Like other animals

which feed on coarse vegetal)le substances, it is much in-

fested by intestinal worms. The quills or spines are dyed
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3f various bright colors by the native women, and worked
uto shot pouches, belts', shoes and other ornamental
irticles of dress."

Hni^ §Hg mut ^ntu

The Detroit Aquarium.
The new aquarium of the city of Detroit, now under

construction by the Commissioner of Parks and Boule-
k'ards, is rapidly nearing completion. The building is a

very substantial and attractive one, and the work thus
ar has been carefully done. When I visited the park,

\Vig. 8, the workmen were placing the angle-iron fronts

Df the tanks in position.

The tanks will be a new departure in aquarium con-
itruction, composed as they are of enameled steel, with
I slightly roughened surface, for attachment of spores of

aquatic plants. In a general way the plan of the aquar-
wm includes two grotto-like halls, interrupted at the
Lenter by a great pool. The lighting of the halls is

light and can be reduced to nothing. The tanks are
veil lighted from above, and the light will pass into the

tvater, and thus ilkmiinate the contents of the tanks.
The arrangements for heating the building, and for the
leating, refrigeratiori and aeration of the water are of
he best modern type.

One section of the aquarium will be devoted to salt-

vater animals and plants, and the remainder to fresh
vater. It will be practicable to flow either fresh water
)r salt water, or both, into each of the tanks. The stor-
ige reservoir for salt water is a brick and cement cis-

ern outside of the building. This will be so arranged
hat a portion of the supply of salt water can be resting
vhile the other portion is in circulation.

The aquarium is a distinct building, but it is con-
lected by a corridor with the horticultural building,
vhich is somewhat larger in size.

Belle Isle Park contains 700 acres, and is an ideal
jleasure ground for the citizens of Detroit. It is well
imbered, and the presence of manjr species of birds, adds
reat interest to the resort. Jus at this time the hickory
rees are suffering grievously from the attacks of the
lack hickory borer, a small beetle which penetrates at

base of the foot stalk of the leaf to deposit its eggs,
le process causing a wound so severe that the cluster
f leaves soon falls to the ground, carrying with it the
urden of useless eggs.
The Detroit Boat Club has just finished a new club
ouse on this island, a beautiful structure, principally of
teel and cement, richly finished inside, the whole es-
abli.shment having been completed during the last nine
nonths, to replace a total loss by fire of the former club
lOuse. This is one of the most astonishing feats of con-
truction that has recently come within my knowledge.
Detroit is exceedingly rich in public parks, having

bout twenty-eight of these pleasure resorts. The old
ity is a charming one, but it is doubtful if many of its

esidents appreciate the wonderful advantages conferred
pon it by the noble river which sweeps along its front,
arrying freights of almost unequalled value.

Tarleton H. Bean.

^

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stbbam.

Why Do Crows Sh«n This Cownty?
Llano, Texas, Aug. 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
S.S, every one knows who has hunted in Texas, crows
re plentiful. When I came to the town of Llano every-
body told me that a crow had never been seen in the
ounty. This I did not believe, so set about to investi-
ate. I have been here now five years, and I have hunted
rows as hard as any man could hunt game of any sort,

ot that I counted crows game, but I was trying to find
ut why the crows shunned this county. Not a one have
seen in the county. The Colorado River is the dividing
ne between Llano and Burnet county, and one of the
,atives told me the following story, and I have every
eason to believe it true. He stated that he had a large
lelon crop on the west bank of the Colorado River, and
le crows would fly as if they intended to cross, but as
c:on as they reached the middle of the river they would
irn and go back,
I would like the man who talks "crow" to explain this.

0 doubt he has heard some of his Northern crow
riends talking of this forbidden land and may also have
eard why they shunned it.

1 am not writing this as a yarn, but it is a true story,
nd any one can write to any responsible man in Llan-j
Dunty and he will tell you the same as I have.
You will find crows on the north, east, west and south

f us, but not a crow feather in the county.
The deer season will begin on Sept. i, and all of the
oys are cleaning their guns. The dove season is now at
s height, and such bombarding as you never heard takes
ace along the river each afternoon.

J. H. Carter.

He Had to Take Time at Last.

From the Chicago News.

He was "chilly old business," he used to say,
And early and late he worked;

Each day in the week was his busy day;
He hated a man who shirked.

Dollar to dollar and dime to dime.
But for anything else he had never the time.

He liardly could spare enough time to sleep.
Nor time for his meals by half.

He boasted he never had time to weep.We knew he'd no time to laugh.
Golf, he maintained, was a cardinal crime—
The very worst method of murdering time.

He wouldn't take time for a friendly chat;
He wouldn't take time to read.

Excepting, of course, in his ledger—that
Was enough to supply his need,

His family knew him but slightly, for he
Had no time at all for societj^.

. A time came at last when he rushed no more
To his office with breathless haste;

He took time at last, though he must have felt sore.
At havmg the time to waste.

This necessity may make some other men sigh-
He's had to take time to fall sick and die!

'

Elk Tooth Charms*
The Elks are now in conclave at Salt Lake City.

Nothing further would be needed to indicate the lusty

and prosperous growth of the order than the successful
nieeting now being held.

And i'et one who stops to think must readily conclude
that in the ratio to the prosperity and increase of the
Elks must the furred and hoofed inhabitant of the hills

decrease, until the time comes when the elk will stand
alongside the buffalo in our museums.
That this prophecy will come true no one can doubt,

unless something is done to make the wearing of the
elk's tooth by the members of the fraternity unpopular.

Tlie hunting of the elk for his tooth's sake becomes
an industry per se of a unique nature. The very nature
of the quest makes it a comparatively safe one for the
law breaker to follow.

To hunt a moose or deer one docs so for a purpose,
for meat and the trophy of the head and antlers. Fol-
lowing these animals during the closed season becomes,
even in a thinly game warden-covered country, a hazard-
ous occupation, the disposition of the bag being some-
what difficult. It may be a matter of safety to the
poacher to kill a moose in the depths of the forest, but
to get the head out and realize upon it and escape ar-
rest is entirely another proposition. It is the hazard
of disposing of one's plunder that keeps the head hunter
in check in both closed and open season.
This same fear of detection extends down even to

the quail hunter, the vigilance of the game wardens mak-
ing the industry of market-hunting in some States more
than precarious.
But against .such barriers the elk tooth hunter is im-

mune. He carries away neither hide, meat nor horns.
He does not even go to the trouble of bleeding the
freshly slain animal. Meat, hide and horns cut no figure
with him, what he is after is teeth, just two eye teeth in
the upper jaw, that's all. A blow from a hammer or
a pry or two and the coveted tooth is secured, and this
done, the noble animal is left to feed the wolves and
bears.

An elk's tooth is a small object, much smaller than a
set of spreading antlers or a massive head. A pocket
in a himting shirt might carry a score or two, yes a
hundred dental trophies, and yet give out no warning
sign to the vigilant warden.
And this being so, the tooth hunter can work with

comparative immunity. Unless caught red-handed in the
act of runnmg down the ^yoimded beast, there is no prac-
tical way of detecting him. As a market-hunter he be-
comes, perhaps, .the most dangerous one of the tribe.
He can have the "goods on him" and yet escape detec-
tion. There really is no way to prevent his working at
his nefarious calling except to people the hills and val-
leys with scores of wardens; of course, impracticable.
A perusal of the hunting publications frequently dis-

closes letters upon the subject of elk slaughter by the
tooth hunters, but to what good if the members of the
Order of the Elks will continue to demand the elk tooth
for a watch charm. Make a demand for an article and
the supply will be forthcoming, if the article can be
had. There is a demand for elks' teeth. The jeweler
who mounts them must fill his orders, and whence
comes his supply matters not to him—so long as he
gets it.

It is stated that the demand for elks' teeth incites
the slaughter of more animals than are secured for their
meat and heads. It is agreed that there is no practical
way of killing the indu,stry of tooth hunting because of
the comparative secrecy with which it can be carried
on in the matter of handling the spoils. Yet the prin-
ciple stands that man will not exert himself and assume
risks without the hope of returns for his industry Re-
move the market for elks' teeth and the elk-tooth hunt-
ers occupation will be gone. The tooth of the elk
Will be no more sought after than that of the butchered
cow—if no one stands ready to buy it.

_
That this tooth hunting in and out of season is go-

uig on industriously can be readily proven. That it
can mean but tiie speedy extermination of the elk no one
will question. That the fashion of wearing an elk's
tooth for a watch charm is the impetus behind the hunter

'^^""^n
doubted. It is, therefore, up to the Order of

the Elks. Our elk will remain or di.sappear dependent
upon the abolition or retention of the fashion of mem-
bers of the order wearing the elk's tooth as an emblem
of membership. Charles Cristadoro.

tember. I consider upper Minnesota one of the best of
our sporting regions at this time. It is also especially
to be borne in mind that the quail shooting of lower Min-
nesota is now as good as it is in almost any of the
Western States. A trip to these high and breezy uplandsm the early fall is something which would not be re-
gretted by any Eastern sportsman who found opportunity
to make it.

rr T, E. HOUGBL
JtiARTFOED Building, Chicago, 111.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
ways be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
ork, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Westefn Game Points.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 22.-1 am just in from Minnesota,
and they tell me out there that this is going to be a.
rattling good year for prairie chickens, and that there
will be more birds than have been known for fifteen years
the impression is that Minnesota has been better pro-
tected than the Dakotas, and that this will be a good
place to keep m mmd during this season, I would sug-
gest points north of Fergus Falls, and indeed along the
railroads north up to Thief River Falls country one is not
apt to go very much astray. Mr. L. F. Kennedy, of
Minneapolis, tells me that last fall he and his frknds
shot at Elbow Lake, and had all the sport they cared for
at chickens and ducks. The shooting at ducks was on
perfectly dry ground, and there was enough of it to satis-
fy the most exacting of the party. Although I have never
shot at Elbow Lake myself, I infer that this would be a
good place to remeniber. All this Minnesota country from
Fergus Falls up to Ottertail county, what is known as the
park region of Minnesota, was once well known by Chi-
cago shooters. Now again it seems to be flourishing and
as It IS naturally a beautiful region, it is sure to commend
Itself to those who want a Western trip the first of Sep-

Connecttc«t Rail.

Essex Conn., Aug. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:A friend of mine, who being a farmer, spends much of
his time at this season of the year on the meadows
'haying it," informs me that rail are unusually plentiful.
I do not doubt that his statement is correct, for never
to my knowledge, were the wild oats thicker in the
coves, and we sportsmen have always averred that a big
crop of oats likewise meant a big crop of rail, and plump
ones, too.

Of course, one cannot state positively that there will
be more rad than usual this fall simply because the birds
reared in this locality are plentiful, for we have to wait
till the flight birds arrive before we get the cream of the
shooting. Still, with all conditions favorable, it is safe
to assume that the sport will be as good if not above the
average.
When one considers the number of rail killed here an-

nually, it seems a wonder that there are any left at all
and yet I do not see that they are any less scarce now
than they were eight years ago when I did my first shoot-
ing. East year several large bags were made, many of
the shooters getting more than once the legal number
fifty birds. George W. Comstock.

'

Callingf Moose,
St, Augustine, Fh.—Editor Forest and Stream- As

the smoke of the big-game battle has cleared away, and asone of your correspondents like Oliver, calfe for more,your humble servant will put up another question for
the other fellows to settle while he sits a-straddle of the
fence. These little inendly fights give even greater zest
to I< CREST AND Stream for a majority of its readers
than a page of trapshooting reports.
There are questions of honor still unsetUed; though

the wor d would probably jog on In its old accustomed

1^1 I 7^
'^^'5 "^ve^". settled by debate-such as luring

ducks to their destruction by dishonorable decoys, etc

.

and although I know what dangerous ground I am
i?/7/",l°"'r ^ ^^^^iion the luring of a moose to
his death while intent on answering the love call of his

mfihi
honorable man (I don't mean myself)might look upon as a "low down" trick

finn
P^'"tS' I submit this ques-

o hT; I'.tl, K
^"d. honorable To lure the noble n?ooseto his death by "tricks that are vain?"

I pause for replies. Didymus.

A Chance to C«t the Cham.
Some of the most pleasant memories I can recall inmy hunting ife was when the other fellow did the kHl ngThe work of the dog in trailing over difficult ground fnpursuit of ei her coon or fox, or a piece of gfod head-work by pointer or setter has many times been suffi-cient re^vard for the day's outing. I own four hmuinldogs a pointer, coon dog and fox hounTairbroken bfmyself. The pointer dog will be started Sent i Toany sportsman who is a subscriber of Forest and

himThT^-^ i'^':^""''''
have too closefy drawS

^rSn hin. nTv'
^""^ 'h^^ ^ days among thegreen hills of Vermont m pursuit of rufifed grouse woulddo him good, I extend the following invitation- I w 11

Is'SuideSn'n ^^^"^' dog, and will acas guide^for one week commencing Sept. 8. The followmg conditions must be agreed tof No protest shall bemade as to crankiness of guide or dog a^d he o^e ruleof field etiquette shall strictly be adhered to, viz.: t"^^un shall not at any time be pointed at the gude- hes already carrying around a load of No. 6s. It shall -

e fur her agreed that at the expiration of his onSghe shall put m readable form the result of his tr?p andorward to Forest and Stream for publication for the

Wri 7^^K ^^-^^ "chained" at home.

BaIIk, Vt
occupation. B. A. Eastman.

Elfc for the Adirondacks.
William C. Whitney has shipped from Lenox Mas<?Hventy e k to the Adirondacks, to be released S fheStft;:Reservation This makes a total of fifty elk shfpoed froSLenox to the Adirondacks by Mr. wSfney ^^He

s^r^tfn^ Lenol.^^""
^^^^-^^ ^'-^ab pre!

Interstate Commefce m Birds and Game.

Biological Survey Cffctslar No. 38. United States Depatt-ment of Agricultarc. ^

\J''u-^-
Department of Agriculture, Office of ih^ cWashington, D. C„ Aug. 23, 1902.-In ordpr tn I

Secretary,
general observance of the Act of Mav k win 5^P'*J'®>,*
to enlarge the powers of tlie Department of Act

.
the.transportaHon by interstate c^Se of /ame^^^^^^^^lat.on of local laws, and for other purposes " fhfr. "^"^
vites; attention to the provisions of th^ Tr«^ ,

-^JepartiTient in-
relating to shipment of birds and game ThtZ^] ^""^ ^tate Jaws
to preserve for the common good^ce"tain irfimJ^"^' S''! "i^"'^^^are, valuable as food, for spoft or as T.fr-^ f^^^ ^'""^^ *''at
are 'generally suppor'ted by"^ publ?c sentimen/^K ^hey
violated through ignorance as romnt^^l^ V ' ^''"'^ ^''^ frequently
the rapid increase in pvoiectiYru^S^!^^^^ ^^^I

P^^^°^^ realize
strictions which have been imnosed ?.n A °i numerous re-
men, market hunters, ramrdealers ro^^J'''-^ ^^"J'^'

Sports-
road and express agentf and a 1 otfie^T "merchants, rail-

familiarize themselves, so far as no..;hlP^
in force. Copies of 'state laws^mav h'.'^nfj

^^^^ regulations now
game wardens or Secretaries of

obtained from fish and
Federal, State, and cSy llws fn, hl?,!,'''^'^

a summary of the
No. IGO) may be had orapplicTtfon^o Iht ni'' f^^frs' Bulletin
mponant provisions of ^^''^'^IZt^s''^^^^^^^^^^^

another, or for any common carrier or cons\S taowTng?"'? r^?
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ceiye any wild animals or birds killed in violation of local laws.
This prohibition applies not only to game killed out of season, but
to that captured in an illegal manner (by traps, nets, etc.), or for
illegal purposes, as, in some States, for sale or shipment.

3. Packages Must be Marked.—Every package containing game
or birds, or any parts thereof, when shipped by interstate com-
merce, must beai- a statement of the contents and the shipper's
name plainly marked on the outside. Inattention to these details
renders the shipper liable not only to loss of his game, but also
to heavy penalties for evasions of the law.

3. Evasions.—Shipping game in trunks, butter boxes, or egg
cases; concealing it among other goods; marking it "butter,
"dressed poultry," or "houseliold goods"; addressing it with a
tag made specially to hide the shipper's name and statement of
contents; or resorting to any other device to conceal the nature
of the shipment—are all evasions of the law and subject the ship-
per to the same penalties as for its direct violation. False marking
of packages is treated as a serious olTense under some State laws,
and is pimishable by special penalties.

4. Special Restrictions.—Four-fifths of all the States and Terri-
tories prohibit export of deer at any season; all those in which
quail occur, except three in the South, prohibit export of these
birds at all seasons; and practically every State where prairie
chickens are found prohibits their export. As a result of these
restrictions, it is almost impossible in the West to ship quail or
prairie chieckens to market outside of the State without violating
some law.

.5. Western (Jame.—^^\11 the States and Territories west of the
Mississippi River except seven prohibit export of game protected
by local laws. Of the seven exceptions, Louisiana and Texas pro-
hibit export of all game except a few birds; Minnesota prohibits
export of all birds, wliile Arkansas, Missouri, Montana and Wyo-
ming eitlier prohibit export of certain species or israclically cut
off export trade in game by means of other restrictions. Eastern
dealers in ordering or receiving such game from these .States en-
courage direct violations of local laws and may render themselves
liable to the penalties provided for violating the Federal law.

6. Alaska Game.—Under the Act of June 7, 1902, the shipment
from Alaska of any hides or carcasses of deer, moose, mountain
sheep, mountain goats, or parts thereof, or any wild birds, or parts
thereof, is prohibited at all times. Trophies, specimens for scien-
tific purposes, and live game may, however, be shipped under permit
fiom the Secretary of Agriculture.

7. Game for Propagation.—States which prohibit export of dead
game frequently allow shipment of live birds intended solely for
propagation, in some cases vmder jiermit from State authorities.
Persons contemplating shipment of live b'-'ts should inform them-
selves fully as to all local regulations. No permits for the ship-
ment of game from one .Stc' 'o another are issued Ijy this De-
partment.

8. Game for Private Use.—^isome States, especially those which
issue non-resident htmting licenses, permit sport.smen to carry a

limited amount of game out of the State for private use. En some
cases this game must be tagged, carried openly, «nd accompanied
by the owner. To insure safe transit of game, careful attention
should be paid to such local regulations.

9. Insectivorous Birds.—Robins, swallows, cedar birds, meadow
larks, flickers, night hawks or bull bats, and a few other insectiv-
orous species, as well as such birds as longspurs, snow buntings,
and shore larks, which are useful in destroying seeds of weeds, are
occasionally killed ss game. They are, however, generally pro-
tected, and iinder no circumstances should they be. geftt to market
or shipped out of the State.

10. Birds for Millinery Purposes.—Statutes even more stringent
than those protecting game birds have recently been enacted by
many States for the preservation of birds which are not' included in
the game list. Under these statutes birds which are in demand
for millinery purposes are protected throughout the year, and sale

and possession, as well as killing, are prohibited. It should be
remembered that the principal centers for millinery supplies are
nearly all located in States which have such laws, and the pur-
chase of native song birds, as well as of herons, pelicans, gulls,

terns or sea swallows, grebes, or other plume birds, should be
avoided. The shipment of these birds or any part of their plum-
age is prohibited bj; the provisions of the Federal law. Ostrich
feathers are not subject to these restrictions an<l their use should
be encouraged. James Wjl.son, Secretary.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fokest and Stbkau.

Random Notes of an Angler.

ConcerQicg the Black Sea Bass.

There are not many anglers, comparatively, who have
had much experience in fishing with rod and reel for the

black sea bass. If by chance you happen to mention the

fish you are shut off with the hasty reply, "Oh, yes, that's

a great fish. I've caught hundreds of them with the hand
line off at the Banks, and it is the best chowder fish that

swims, far and away ahead of the cod ; in fact, it is also

an elegant fish to boil—one of the best." And that seems
about the extent of infonnation that you can obtain from
the ordinary run of fishermen.

Now, although it is a bottom-feeding species and is not
generally classed among game fish, it affords a degree of

sport that is by no means despicable if you use rod and
proper tackle with it. Of course j'ou must use bait, and
you will be obliged to sink it down to near the bottom,
but there are hundreds of reefs and ledges all along the

coast over which there is not too great depth of water to

prohibit the use of the rod, and when a school of these

fish are found in such desirable locations one can have as

exciting sport as he wishes.

The sea bass is a prodigiously strong fish; examine one
and note the depth and thickness of the body and you
will see that its lines are exceedingly robust; in fact, it

is one of the most powerful fish for its size that we have,
and when you find that you have hooked a ten-pounder
you will acknowledge when you get hiin in your boat that

you conquered him only after a good fight. It is true he
does not dart away like a bluefish or squeteague, but he
makes fairly good runs, and his strength is such that j'^ou

will be obliged to humor him somewhat before you at-

tempt to "give him the butt."
His resistance is of a most dogged character, and, hug-

ging the bottom, nose down, he holds out until thorough-
ly exhausted.

It is a most ravenous biter, and its mouth is so tough
and leathery that if the hook is once imbedded in it there
is no chance for its springing outj. as it often' does from
the mouth of the tautog.

Meagre Literature on tbe Sea Bass.

I have examined quite a number of books on fishing and
find that the literature relating to this species is rather
ineager—much more so than the value of the fish ought to
call for.

Genio C. Scott, in his "Fishing in American Waters,"
gives more prominence to the sea bass than others have
given. He says in part:

"It is eminently a coast fish, and seldom ventures far
above the estuaries, bays and back waters or bayous. The
sea bass, porgie and tautog banks along the coast of New
Jersey form one of the attractions of Long Branch, and
they are a real blessing to the members of the hand-
line committee, who realize in them a cheap relaxation

from business and the lassitude caused by too constant
work in a city during the heat of summer.
"In a commercial point of view the sea bass ranks with

the tautog, and next to the cod, being consumed an-
nually to the number of millions. For capture with rod
and reel, the comnicn striped bass tackle is used. I have
taken hundreds of small ones in a day while angling for
sheepshead. They take with equal voracity shrimp, clam

°

and shedder crab. A shoal of a single pair of fish number
probably five thousand which attain to the weight of half
a pound and over; not more, because ground sharks and
other marine carnivora thin their ranks when fingerlings.
Their feeding time is during the lull of the waters, be-
tvveen the turn of the tides, when they yield themselves
willing victims to the angler's captivating art. They
v/eigh from half a pound to five pounds, and some shoals
run from eight to fifteen pounds."
The geographical range of this fish is very wide, it

being found more or less abundantly along the entire
coast from Cape Cod, Mass., to Florida. It is now
rarely found above the Cape, the entire number taken in
all the nets, pounds and weirs north of Provincetown
having been for the six years, 1895- 1900, only 35.^, while
along the shore south of the Cape and in Vineyard Sound
and Buzzard's Bay, etc., there were taken in the same
years about 252,500, the principal portion being annually
captured at Gosnold and Cuttyhunk. What the cause of
their stopping in their northern movement is I am unable
to say, but Cape Cod, stretching away as it does for
many miles, seems to be to them an effectual barrier,
Provincetown at the extreme end of the Cape being the
point at which they pause; in fact, the proportion which
reach even that locality is quite small, the entire catch
in the six years I have named haA^ing been only 356 fish,

and this notwithstanding that the nttmber and extent of
the pounds, etc., were as large as were those at almost
any other point on the coast.

Tackle.

For sea bass I have foimd that a rod, line and fed such
as I have mentioned in a previous article as being suitable
for tautog fishing are heavy enough for these fish. The
tautog hook is also the better one for this fishing.

The favorite haunts of the sea bass are reefs which are
covered with marine plants and upon which there are beds
of mussels and numbers of crustaceans. I have found
these reefs scattered about in Buzzard's Bay and in the
neighborhood of Martha's Vineyard, to which I readily
rowed my boat, where, dropping anchor, I have often
obtained very fine sport.

Of course it was just simply bait-fishing, and the
bass were not very gamy, but in the absence of a more
satisfactory recreation it answered my purpose very well.

Sharks a Great Nuisance.

The monotony of my fishing was occasionally broken
by a heavy tug of a large fish at my line, which on my
reeling up refused to come. I could feel by the dragging
motion that a fish was hooked, but it was too strong for
my tackle, and finally I was obliged to pull up the line
hand over hand, breaking off the hook, 'of course, in order
to release the line. Sometimes the head and shoulders of
a bass came up with my hook, the body having been bitten
off by sharks or dogfish; and, more than once, have had
these vermin follow my mutilated fish to the surface of
the water, and even seize it and carry it down to the
bottom again.

It is rather startling to have a big blue maneater come
up alongside one's boat and seize his fish, throwing the
water around him in its splashing descent. I cannot re-
call anything more wicked looking tlian these marauders
are; their eyes are perfectly typical of a horrible male-
volence, and their mouths with their serried rows of sharp,
pointed teeth are as savage looking as any object that I
knc^w of.

The brown shark, which also abides in the same lo-
calities, is as predatory as are others, but it does not
come to the surface in pursuit of prey; at any rate, I
have never seen one do so.

Where sharks alx>und, lx)ttom- feeding fish are preyed
upon very heavily, and it is probably owing to their on-
slaughts that scup (porgies), tautog and sea bass have
in many localities become almost extinct. These rapacious
fish arc much more numerous than is generally known.
I have often been out "sharking" in the neighborhood of
Nantucket, and our party has taken as high as eight or
ten in a few hours' fishing; the brown sand sharks Avere
perhaps more numerous than the blue maneaters, but
there was not much difference. I have seen the deck
of a good-sized yacht covered with these brutes which
we had captured, and among them were specimens eight
or ten feet in length.

The black sea bass is not a free swimming species like
the striped bass and squeteague, and therefore, like the
tautog, it makes its winter home in the deep water not
far from its summer haunts. It is, therefore, not mi-
gratory in the way that some writers describe, but is

rather of a "home body," and does not wander. Like the
tautog, it is very susceptible to the cold, and instances
are on record of its having been frozen, even in deep
water, in very severe weather, and the fish have come
ashore in great numbers. The sea bass deposits its spawn
in the sea weeds which cover the reefs and banks, and
fishermen have accused the parent fish of cannibalism,
they devouring their young as soon as they are hatched
and until they are large enough to take care of them-
selves.

This is not impossible, although I have never of my
own knowledge proved that they pouch their progeny, and
I have examined the stomachs of a great many specimens.
But even if it is true they are no worse in this respect

than are many other species. The salmon does not devour
its young, simply because it is not feeding while it is in
fresh water, in which the young are reared; but I have
no doubt that if by any chance a number of parr or
.smolts were to find their way to the ocean in which the
salmon naturally feed, they would be seized and swal-
lowed as quickly as so many smelts would be

; they would
not be spared on account of relationship.

The trout is one of the worst cannibals among fishes.
It will devour its own offspring with as much avidity as
it will eat anything else that swims; in fact, it seems to
prefer small ones of its own race to any others, and they

1

need not be so very small, either, for we have all secj
them with others nearly as large as themselves protrudinj
from their mouths. If they get their prey ended aroun<
head foremost they will continue gorging and digestinj
tmtil the tail of the unfortunate victim disappears frori
sight.

Many a trout culturist has had cause for loud lamenta
tjons when by chance a two-year-old trout found its wa^
into a preserve or rearing pond in which frv or fingerling
v/ere confined.
As for the pickerel, no one doubts its cannibalism, ari<

instances are on record of these gluttonous fish havinf
been found choked in endeavoring to swallow members O'
their own family which were as large as themselves.
The fresh-water black bass protects its yovmg, and s(

does the perch and bullhead and sunfish (Pomotis), an*
n number of other species ; but the bluefish will eat it
own offspring, and so will the striped bass and squeteague
As for out and out cannibals, I think the common froj,

IS entitled to the medal. I dare say that almost every on
who has fished in fresh water has noticed a couple 0
frogs jumping about, one in pursuit of the other, an<
uttering now and then a playful yelp, and apparently hav
mg a jolly game of "tag" or some other innocent recrea
tion.

Such, however, is not the case, for instead of indulginj
m sport they are attending strictly to business ; the leade:
in the game does his best to escape from the other, fq
if he is overtaken he is swallowed at a gulp.
An acquaintance of mine had been out collecting frog

for the purpose of using them in a college lecture in thi
way of illustrating the circulation of blood, etc. He ha«
caught fourteen, three of which were large bullfrogs, an«
the others were smaller, some being but wee things.
He had a covered basket in which he brought then

from the country where he had caught them to the city
and when he arrived home and put his captives in i

wire cage, he found that three were missing. Supposinj
that they had in some way escaped, he did not pay mucl
attention to the others, but during the evening he missec
three more, and when he went to the cage on the follow
ing niorning to show me his captives, he exclaimed
They re all gone but five! The big ones have eaten a!

the others."

So that if the sea bass does devour its progeny it is no
the only transgressor that swims. Now, I agree with yot
perfectly that this fish is not a game fish par excellence
but that it is a bottom feeder only, and it must be taker
with bait at still-fishing; but, and this is often an im^
portant word, you can obtain a lot of sport in fishing foi
It which you may at some time be very glad to get.

I can fancy you domiciled at the shore for a few week)
in summer, say at Martha's Vineyard or some other plac<
near which there are reefs and seaweed-covered bank!
upon which the wild mussels grow, and ennui has markec
you for Its own. You are in desperate straits for som<
recreation which will prove more exciting than th<
"lawn sports" in which you have perchance been parti
cipating, and when a friend proposes that you rig uj
your bait-rod and tackle and go out with him upon th<
brmy deep and fish for sea bass, something you hav<
probably never done before, you embrace him, not exactljl
a la Gaston and Alphonse, but metaphorically speaking
and away you go as "chipper as a two-year-old."
You discover when you have hooked an eight-pounc

fish that you have something worth living for, and afte)
a good fight with it, deep in the water—for the sea bass
never breaks water until it is ready for the landing net-
and it comes into the boat, you will feel like kicking your^
self that you have not before had an opportunity for mato
ing the acquaintance of such a sturdy and persisteni
fighter.

The sea bass makes its first appearance at Martha's
Vineyard early in May and remains among its favorite
haunts until late in the autumn.

All along the New Jersey shore it is quite a favorite
species, both with rod and hand line fishermen, and al
sorts of crafts are utilized to carry the fishermen out tc
the "banks," where the bass abound. In the height of the
season it is not an uncommon occurrence to see fifty oi
more yachts or other boats lying at anchor at some favor-
ite locality, and even steamers are run from New York
and Philadelphia for the accommodation of those whc
wish to participate in the recreation of "bassing."
This is a standard market fish in New York and Phila-

delphia, but is not so commonly sold in Boston, although
if its good qualities were better known it would un-!
doubtedly become as great a favorite as it is in other
localities. Edward A. Samuels.

Rangeley Trout and the Smelts,
Boston, Aug. 23.—Mr. Henry W. Clarke, of Boston

a veteran angler in the Rangeley waters, has just re-

turned from a stay of seven weeks at the Mountair
View, foot of Rangeley Lake. This was Mr. Clarke't
t\vent3r-eighth successive annual trip to those waters, and
his opinions naturally carry a good deal of weight oti'

angUng subjects. He says that of all the seasons he
has ever spent there the past has shown the poorest fish-
ing. His idea is that the poor fishing is largely due tc
the putting of smelts into the Rangeleys. He says that
the smelts are in deep water the most of the season; only
going up into the streams to spawn in spring. The trout
have found them better eating than the old-time min-
nows, for which the Rangeleys have always been noted,
and like the salmon, they follow the smelts into deep
water. Mr. Clarke says that he caught one trout, hardly
three pounds' weight, which had in its throat and maw
53 smelt. He adds: "It must have taken my hook out
of idle curiosity. There could have been no other reason
for its biting." Mr. Clarke regards the stocking of the
Rangeleys with smelt as a dangerous experiment at the
best. He believes that the trout fishing has been greatly
injured thereby, Mr. C. P. Stevens, another veteran
angler at the Rangeleys, has the same idea. He say&
that never has the trout fishing been so poor in the vi
cinity of his cottage, in the Narrows, Richardson Lake.
It IS the opinion of other "old timers" at the Rangeleys
that the big trout of that region are done for, and it is
certain that not half the usual number have been caught
the past season, while the catch of salmon has been
greater.
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Mr. G. S. Wright, of Boston, has returned from a trip

1 the home of the Inglewood Club. He is pleased with

le location and the fishing-. Ex-Mayor Cobb, of New-
m, fainily and guests, have been at the clubhouse since

ily I. W. J. FoIIett. one of Boston's most devoted

.vers of the angle and the Avoods, started yesterday for

le Inglewood, with Mrs. FoUett. His two sons have

3en there for a month and report much fashing and ;'i

"tod time.

Aiig. 25.—The correspondent of the daily press is stili

iixious to make it appear that fishing is good at the

irious New England resorts, but he well understands

.at but little fishing is being done, with summer gaieties

le rule. He carefully chronicles all the successes, but

ever mentions the thousand failures. The season on

out fishing closes in the streams of Grafton, Carrol

id Coos counties, N. H., Sept. i. and the fishermen

•e improving the last opportunity. But the season

miains open on he lakes in that State till Sept. 15.

ond bass fishing is being had at Asquam lakes, with

>mc large catches made last week. Dr. Fernald, of

oston, caught a good string of trout last week from the

emigewasset River, near the famous Starr King View.

fard O. Perkins, of the same city, also caught a rain-

nv trout from about the same location, that weighed

/2 pounds. Dr. Fernald's largest trout weighed 2

3unds. Herbert M. Worcester, of Dorchester, Mass..

lught a fine basket of pickerel Thursday from Ells-

orth ponds. Conductor E, B. Lane, of Boston, took a

indsome string of trout from the streams of Randolph
,st week, one weighing 1% pounds. Fishing has con-

niied good in all Coos County, the cool, wet weather
:ing favorable. At Haines Landing, Mooselucmagun-
: Lake, Maine, they are still taking trout and salmon.

'ne little fellow. Master Randolph Bartlett, son of

. J. Bartlett, of Boston, only a little over eight years

age, has taken scA'^eral good strings of fish lately. He
Js succeeded in landing, unaided, a salmon of

xmds. Miss Anna Norcross, the little daughter of
T. J. Norcross, of Brookline, Mass., has landed recently

te trout and a salmon, her largest fish weighing 4]4
unds. The big fish fought an hour and a half before
iccessfully landed, one landing net being broken in the

tempt. Mrs. A. M. Williams, of Boston, has made a
3od record there recently, getting a string of 25 fish

.at weighed from 2 to 4 pounds. Good strings of bass
e being taken from the Belgrad lakes and Maranacook
id the other Winthrop and Monmouth, Me., ponds,
'r. G. S. Wright, of Boston, speaks in high terras of

e pleasures of camp life at the Inglewood Club, New
runswick. He occupied a log cabin with his wife, son
id daughter. They think such a vacation is worth
iving. They had one or two days of good fishing, al-

lough midsummer, with the weather delightfully cool
1 the time, Inglewood people do not desire all the
olf, tennis, ping pong and dress suits that are being
fought to other fishing resorts, and hope that such
movations will stay away. SpeciaKi,

Fish and Fishings

Salmo saUt ia Ontario 'Waters.

Some days ago my attention was directed to a ncws-
aper paragraph alleging that a specimen of the true

tlantic salmon had been captured in the St. Lawrence
iver at Brockville. The matter seemed to me to war-
int investigation and I forwarded the paragraph to my
lend, Mr. S. T. Bastedo, Deputy Commissioner of

isheries for the Province of Ontario, who has under-
ken to inquire into the facts of the case. Though the
leged capture has not been reported to the Department
'- Fisheries by its overseers at Brockville, Mr. Bastedo
lys that he has no doubt that the present paragraph is

jrrect, and that a real salmon was taken last year at

ornwall. It will probably be a surprise to many anglers
I learn that any salmon at all remain in Ontario waters,,

lough it is a well-known fact that almost every tribu-

iry of the St. Lawrence as far as the head of Lake On-
rio contained large quantities of this fish in the early

irt of the last century. A writer in one of the Ontario,

iports quoted a well-known authority as stating that its.

lal disappearance from Lake Ontario had occurred
ibsequent to 1875. He mentioned the fact that the
reams and creeks flowing into this lake used to be
•Qwded at spawning time with salmon, and added that

,heir disappearance is unquestionably due to the dry-

g "up of these streams consequent on the altered con-
tions of the land drained hy them, to obstacles like

.ill-dams preventing the ascent of the fish toward the
jadwaters, and to the pollution of the streams by saw-
ist and other refuse." It would seem, from the fact

lat solitary specimens of the fish still ascend to On-
rio waters, that there is no reason why the planting of
ilmon in suitable Ontario tributaries of the St. Law-
;nce. with a proper sj'^stem of protection should not
rove successful in restocking western streams in which
ley were formerly so plentiful. At all events, there
e many westerly Quebec rivers flowing into the St.

.awrence, such as the St. Charles, the St. Francis, the
te. Anne, the Portneuf and the St. Maurice, in which
le experiment could certainly be made to succeed. It

only because of the careful protection accorded to the
3h which frequent its waters, that there are salmon
ill to be had in the Jacques Cartier River, which is

early thirty miles west of Quebec.

"The Compleat Angler.*'

Can anybody tell me how many copies of the first

lition of Izaak Walton's "Compleat Angler" are now
nown to be in existence, and how many of them are in

duerica? I am under the impression that not more
lan twenty copies, and perhaps not more than fifteen

spies of this much prized little volume are known to
ave been preserved. I have been already told of eight
pies which are owned in America, and it is not unlikely

lat this is even more than are now owned in the land
f its origin, for it has long been a cause for regret on
le part of English collectors of angling literature that
Sie rarest books upon the sport whiob they loye, find
leir way to America, _ _

Raptd Growth of Aoadromous Ftsh.

The recent results of certain fish-marking experiments
which have been carried on in English waters, furnish

interesting illustrations of the rapid growth of those

species of the salmonidas which run down to salt water.

.\ sea trout, which weighed three pounds when it was
captured and marked on July 8, 1901, was re-caught

in the Deveron in July, 1902, and then weighed six

pounds, having thus doubled its avoirdupois in one year.

A kelt of 13 pounds, which was labeled in January, 1901,

weighed 21 pounds when recaptured in July, 1902, and
a salmon of 16 pounds weighed in August, 1901, had at-

tained to 22 pounds when again taken and weighed in

July, 1902.

Fish Breeding at Lake St. Joho.

Within the last few days salmon have been caught in

the Lake St. John waters weighing over a pound and a

half, and showing that so far the young fish planted

there three years ago are doing well. Mr. Marcoux,
who has charge of the fish hatchery at Roberval, writes

me that he has over five hundred parent ouananiche
inclosed in a pond for stripping as soon as their eggs

are ripe. He expects to have over a million eggs for

hatching this autumn.
Anglers may be interested in learning that the ouan-

aniche in the Grand Discharge are now moving up the

stream, and are at present plentiful in the vicinity.

E. T. D. Chambers.

Retriever and Dynamite Stick.
From the ^fiw York Times Saturday Review.

Since the days Avhen Mark Twain proved to the sat-

isfaction of his friends, if not to his enemies, that he

did not steal his story of 'The Jumping Frog" from a

Hellenic source, there has been nothing more remark-
able than the varied interpretations given by Frank Nor-
ris, Jack London, and Charles Forrest McLean to what
was once, in all probability, an actual occurrence. Some-
where in the mining section of the great West a dog,

Avhich had -been trained to retrieve, chased a stick of

dynamite to which a lighted fuse had been attached and
brought it unwelcomed to his master. The expected
happened and both master and dog suddenly disappeared.

S. T. Clover, the editor of The Los Angeles Express,

with considerable patience and without malice, shows
how this episode figures as the principal incident in

Frank Norris's "The Passing of Cock-eye Blacklock,"
published in the July Century ; in Jack London's "Moon
Face; a Story of a Mortal Antipathy," which appeared
in the San Farncisco Argonaut of July 21, and in Charles
Forrest McLean's "An Exploded Theory," which ap-

peared in The Black Cat of November, 1901. In spite

of the fact that names and localities are changed, as well

as the motive improving the thrower of the stick of

dynamite, and the extent of mortality following its ex-
plosion:—still the circumstances attending the tragic

death .of the three dogs remain conspicuous in each.

As a literary study it seems worth while giving the

synopses of the stories as they emanated from the pen of

the editor of The Los Angeles Express:
He (Cock-eye Blacklock) was a "short-card" artist,

whose business had been shamefully curtailed by the

Marshal of Ophir Camp, Placer County, Cal. This puts
Cock-eye out of touch with his fellows and he retires

to a dilapidated cabin to become a terror of the settle-

ment. But wdth all his killings and maraudings he is

cunning enough to evade the law. One of his devilish

delights is to dynamite a favorite trout stream, gather
in the dead fish, and sell them "down Sacramento way"
to the market. It is determined to catch Cock-eye red-
handed; many attempts are made by the Marshal and
his posse, but they prove fruitless.

It is a yellow, worthless fool pup named Sloppy
Weather that finally brings Cock-eye to grief. Sloppy
has been trained to retrieve in the water, and thereby
hangs the tale. He goes out chasing jack-rabbits one
day and doesn't return to camp, for, as is afterward dis-

covered, he "meets up" with Cock-eye and visits with
that outlaw to his everlasting undoing.

It is the day following that the Marshal and his assist-

ants again lay for Cocke-eye. They hear him dynamit-
ing up creek, but cannot catch him in the act. After
a while they hear a dog j'arp, and soon Sloppy comes in

sight of the men lying concealed, followed by Black-
lock. The latter looks cautiously around; all is quiet.

Taking a stick of dynamite out of his hip pocket, he ties

two stones to the stick and "heaves it into the drink."
But the rocks slip off and the dynamite floats with the
lighted fuse still burning.
Meanwhile the fool pup, unnoticed by Cock-eye, has

plunged into the stream at the moment the stick leaves
Blacklock's hand. The man sees the dog's head almost
within touch of the burning fuse and tries to call him
back. Useless, the pup is too well trained. He gets
the stick of dynamite in his jaws and turns for shore
with the fuse sputtering like hot grease. Blacklock
heaves a rock at the brute, yells, capers, dances. Sloppy
conies right on. Then Cock-eye lights out, but the dog-
is after him; he thinks that is part of the game.
No use, Cock-eye cannot evade his fate! The dog

catches up, cavorts around, jumps up and down on
Cock-eye, having lots of fun. Then all at once "some-
thing big happens," and when the watchers look again
there is a hole in the side of the cafion. When the
smoke clears away they find many fragments of Black-
lock, but nor hide nor hair of Sloppy Weather.

Well, that is the story told by Frank Norris, author
of "The Octopus" and other stories. Now for the sec-
ond. In The San Francisco Argonaut of the current
week (dated July 21) is a weird j^arn by Jack London
called "Moon Face; a Story of a Mortal Antipathy." It
purports to have been written in San Francisco. July,
1902, and it is so much worse than anything that Jack
London has written heretofore that, but for the denoue-
ment, one might fancy it was one of his earliest juve-
nile efforts in the literary line.

There is a morbid person in this story of Mr. Lon-
don's, who entertains an intense aversion to the irre-

pressibly good-natured John Claverhouse. The reader
pannot doubt this, for John i§ hftf^ssed and plagued by

his bete noir until anybody but a glutton would have
been satisfied. Not so this revengeful chap; only John's

life will appease him, and he proceeds to plan for it.

How? That is the question. Ah, he buys a water

spaniel, a young one, teaches it retrieving, and when
Bellona is well trained, with devilish intent he presents

the dog to John Claverhouse. He knows John is fond

of trout fishing, and is cognizant of his private and civic

sinful methods of catching fish. A week later John
takes his dog, his dip net, and gunnysack and starts ofif.

His Nemesis follows swii^ly and stealthily after. From
the top of a bluff he sees John arrive at his favorite

pool, throw down his dip net and sack and draw from
his hip pocket what appears to be a large, fat candle.

Reader, you have guessed it. Yes, it was a stick of

dynamite. He attached the fuse by wrapping the

"giant" tightly in a piece of cotton.. Then he ignited

the fuse and tossed the explosive into the pool.

But why continue? Mr. Norris already has told the

sequel. Of course Bellona plunges in after it, retrieves

the "stick," pays no attention to the yells of Claver-

house, nor the rocks he pelts at the well-trained spaniel.

When John realizes his danger and runs, the dog takes

after him hot-footed.

"And then, just as she caught up, he in full stride, and
she leaping with nose at his knee, there was a sudden
flash, a burst of smoke and terrific detonation, and
where man and dog had been the instant before there

was naught to be seen but a big hole in the ground."
But the queerest phase of these literary coincidences

remains to be told. In The Black Cat of November,
1901, appeared a story by Charles Forrest McLean, en-

titled "An Exploded Theory." This also is credited

to the Pacific Coast, Howe's Pool, half a day's ride from
Seattle, being the locale of the story.

Same idea as before, or, perhaps, as tliis" one saw
light six months in advance of either the Norris or
London effort, it is only fair to say—after. "Fishing"
party, illegal dynamiting of stream, retriever dog, de-

nouement! But in this instance the water spaniel is the
only victim.

Really, this begins to be funny. Listen to the finale:

The cartridge has been tossed into the pool and the
"fishermen" are awaiting the result. But they suddenly
hear another and a louder splash. Of course, it is the
dog, faithful to his instincts, intent on retrieving the
"stick-." As with the others, his master alternately calls,

raves, and swears. No use! The dog makes for the
shore with the "long-timed" cartridge between his teeth.

.A:ll the men take to the woods. The spaniel follows his

owner, a fat man, who is in a panic of fear. He stumbles
over a log just as the loaded spaniel is upon him. He
shouts and drops behind the prostrate tree trunk. The
next instant the cartridge, explodes; the man iS' safe,

but Tips, oh,. where is he? '
"

Of course, the only fair explanation of this extraordi-
nary literary verisimilitude is that the fishing incident
was told to Frank Norris, Jack London and Charles
Forrest McLean about the same time. Each saw in
it possible "copy," and clothed it in his own form. It
must be confessed that The Century story is by far the
most pretentious of the three versions. One can under-
stand that it may have been written by Mr. Norris long
before The Black Cat yarn was in manuscript even, for
every one knows the length of time it takes for an ac-
cepted story to see daylight in the big magazines.'
But how about The Argonaut infliction? Granting that

Mr. London had overlooked The Black Cat production
of last November and had let the July Century pass his
eye unnoticed, what has the publisher of this usually
carefully edited literary weekly to say of his remissness?
He owed a double duty; first to his readers, next to his
contributor, for Mr. London has achieved deserved fame
as an original, virile writer, and he should have been
spared this.

Curious, isn't it?—.New York Saturday.

Orange County Bass Waters.
Orange County, N. Y., August.—I am spending the

summer up in Orange County and I thought perhaps
some information about the fishing in this locality might
be of use to you. I have fished in several of the lakes
here and with very good success.
One week ago last Sunday with two friends I fished

Watton Lake, near Monroe (on the main line of the
Erie.) and we took six large-mouth bass averaging two
pounds each. This lake contains small-mouths, too, but
of recent years few of them have been taken. However,
you sometimes get a good one. John Proctor, of Grey-
court, took one there last week which weighed S pounds.
Mon Basha Lake is another lake which is reached from

Monroe and it is a famous one for large-mouth bass.
Last -week two friends of mine from Warwick fished
there and took eight bass and two of them weighed 4
pounds each. I can recommend a good guide in the
person of Peter Fitzgerald, of Monroe. He is a good,
faithful fisherman, will meet one at the station with bait
at any tirne, can keep a party over night, is very reason-
able in his charges, and the fellow that employs Pete
will come pretty close to getting some fish.

A very humorous and interesting event occurred at
Warwick last week. The town reservoir lies on the
mountain side and has been stocked with brown trout.
The recent rains so filled this reservoir that some fear

was felt that the dam would not stand the strain, and so
last Thursday the gate was raised to relieve the pres-
sure, and one Pete Eager surmised that some trout
had escaped to the stream below and investigated the
matter on Friday with the result that he took twelve
trout, three of which weighed 2 pounds each and the
others were by no means small. On his return to the
village and while exhibiting his catch to an admiring
audience, he remarked to one "Gore" Smith, also a fol-
lower of old Izaak, that one fish that he hooked but
;^ad lost, would put anything in the present collection
m the shade. Smith suggested to Eager that they go
nut together the next morning and try for the big fellow,
Init Eager, realizing the mistake of his hasty remark
and considering that fish his own private propertv, said
lie couldn't go, and they decided to postpone the trip
until the following Monday. Daylight Saturday morn-
ing, hoAvever. fowd Smith on the stream, and he hooked
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and after a time landed the famous trout just as Eager
appeared on the scene, rod in hand. Mr. Eager's re-

marks were forcible but scarcely edifying. Tliis fish was a
brown trout 24 inches long and weighed 4^ pounds,
which I can vouch for, as I saw it that morning be-
fore leaving for New York. Another lake is Wick-
ham's or Clark's. It is situated on the Lehigh & Hud-
son R. R., four miles this .side of Warwick. Last Mon-
day afternoon my brother-in-law, F. H. Sheppard, took
two large-mouth bass, three of which weighed 4 pounds
each. Frog casting is the most successful method of
fishing in this lake.

This season so far has been the best one for bass in
some years, and as September is my favorite month for
this sport, I am anticipating some great fun.

H. C. Kelsey Morford.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Work of Iowa Fish Commfssfon.

Chicago, III., Aug. 22.—The U. S. Fish Commission,
Department of Iowa, has finished the building of a boat
known as the Curlew, which will be devoted to the work
of fi.sh propagation and preservation in the State of Iowa.
Superintendent R. S. Johnson, of the U. S. hatchery at
Manchester, la., is much delighted over this addition to
his resources. The Avork of the Iowa Commission is

practically on the line struck out years ago bv Super-
intendent Bartlett of the Illinois State Fish Commission,
and includes the seining out of the cut-off sloughs and
bayous^ of the thousands of young fish which would
otherwise be left to perish from the drying up of the
waters. Superintendent Johnson has been practicing this
in a somewhat restricted fashion since 1899, the base of
his operations being at Bellevue Station. Last year the
State Commission took out 100.000 bass. 50.000 croppies
and 150,000 mixed fishes, beside about 1,500,000 fish seined
out of bayous and restored to the main river (the Missis-
sippi), and not taken to Bellevue Station. The U. S.
Commission

_
appropriated $S.ooo for the building of the

Curlew, which is a stem wheeler 80 feet long, pro-
vided with eight tanks, which are capable of carrying
about 1,000 fish each.
As to the extent of this reclamation industry, it may

be stated that last year Mr. Johnson's crews seined out
about one-half million of young .sun fish which would have
been left to die, and which were restored to the Mis-
sissippi. This work of reclamation is particularly useful
along the bayous lining the Mississippi, and it can be
followed to advantage along the valley of the Father of
Waters clear up to the neighborhood of St. Paul and
Minneapolis. There is no more valuable form of fish pro-
pagation than this, and it is surely of much greater value
than the importation and attempted acclimatization of
fancy and foreign species of fish. These latter experi-
ments have been most disastrous in the West.

Drowned on'theHNepigon-

Ersldne Andrews, aged seventeen yars, and^on of
Marvin A. Andrews, of Chicago, was drowned on a river
emptying into Lake Nepigon, near Fort Williams, Canada,
this week. His father was in the boat with him at the
time of the accident, as were also two guides. The boat
was caught in a bit of fast water and overturned. The
young man had been on similar trips with his father in
previous years, and in this same locality.

Sad News for Chicago Anglef.'l

I was called up by 'phone to-day by Mr. H. C. Hascall,
one of the members of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club,
who attended the tournament at San Francisco early in
this month. Mr. Hascall said that he had news of- the
death of a brother-in-law of Mr. F. N. Peet, another
of the Chicago party. Mr. Peet asked me some time ago
about fishing in the Puget Sound countrv, and I gave him
the address of Mr. W. S. Phillips, of Seattle, as a man
who would be able to give him some instructions about
that country. At last accounts Mr. Peet had left San
Francisco for Puget Sound, intending to have a little
trout fishing. Numerous telegrams have failed to reach
him, and it is to be hoped that he can be found in care
of Mr. Phillips at Seattle. Reports of the tournament at
San Francisco are given elsewhere. .

Fly Dope.

Mr._ J. W. Barney, of Southboro, Mass., writes as fol-
lows in regard to fly-dope:

"I have been so much interested in your queries about
fly-dope that I take the liberty to forward to you by this
mail a medicine I have used for years. It is dear old
Nessmuk's formula, only I have substituted white vaseline
for his castor oil, because I could fill the tubes with the
mixture warmed and when it solidified I could close the
end better than with a liquid. It is a simple mixture, and
I have always found it effective. The base is vaseline, add
tar and pennyroyal to suit. I believe in a very pungent
odor. I have put it up this way for years because you
avoid breakage, and it is handier than a box. I never
put it upon the market, but have always labeled it as you
see. I wish you would try it."

The tube of mixture sent by Mr. Barney seems to be
admirable for the purpose intended. I have found it de-
sirable in the winter time, when the thermometer is

about 20 degrees below zero, to occasionally get out my
bottle of fly-dope and have a smell at it. This is just
as good as going fishing and much cheaper, and I think
this last addition to my fly-dope repertoire will prove
itself_ good either in winter or summer. It is a very
fetching smell—-for humans. I shall try it on the streams
later.

Terrapins.

Mr. P. B. Plummer, of Chattanooga, Tenn., wants some
information about a certain brand of live stock which
he^ owns and does not fully understand. He writes

:

"I have a species of terrapin in ray lake that I will try
to describe. Its under shell is a bright yellow, top shell
black with a slight yellow streak and both look like th«y
were 'blocked out,' as it were. Its claws are about one-
(iuarter inch in length, m4 the skin on t^il, le^s J|n4 peck

a very decided black and yellow stripe. Tail very short
and head small. The average weight about four to fiye

pounds. Occasionally I get one red in place of yellow.
Can you tell me what it is by this description? The
restaurants here claim it is the best to be had in this

market, and I can dispose of them very readily when I

desire. I will appreciate very much any information you
can give me, and would not think of taking up your valu-
able time did I not know how you feel toward a brother
lover of the rod and gun and Forest and Stream.

It would seem that the only things needed by Mr. Plum-
mer in order to enjoy life are a lake full of canvasback
diicks and another lake of good Burgundy. These terra-

pins, as nearly as I can tell from the description, closely

resemble those which are, or were, found along the sea
marsh of Texas, and market-hunters of that country told

me that these Texas terrapins were considered as good
as those of the Chesapeake Bay, and brought fine prices.

What a real terrapin is doing in this fresh-water coun-
try, however, is something which I myself leave to those
better posted, and I hope that some reader of Forest and
Stream will come forward with the desired information.

San Francisco Fly-Casting ToofEament

Mr. H. C. Hascall, of this city, furnishes an interesting

story of the memorable meet of the San Francisco Fly-
Casting Club, Aug. 8 and 9. The occasion was one of
record smashing, in all particulars, and the Chicago at-

tendants are literally delighted with the treatment they
received from the big-hearted coast men. Mr. Hascall
writes as below

:

of New York, in 1888, was a wonderful exhibition of skill.

There were also eleven other contestants who cast over
100 feet in this event.
On Saturday morning the accuracy and delicacy fly was

pulled off, and in the afternoon the long-distance fly with
heavy rod was started at i :30, and was not finished until

7 o'clock, and in a heavy fog and drizzle. Here again
Mr. Mansfield did himself great credit, breaking his own
record of 133 feet with a cast of 134 feet. This cast was
made in the team contest, and as their rules provide that
feet shall score as points against percentage in the other
events, we thought we had little chance to win the team
contest, as the Chicago team had only about 4 per cent,
the best of it up to this event. However, we made a

'

lucky fluke and pulled the cup out of the fire, and were
contented to return home with this trophy alone had we i

won no other.

I inclose you a memo of the scores and trust you may
find space in your paper to publish same. r

I found the gentlemen of the San Francisco Fly-Cast-

'

ing Club a most loyal and sportsmanlike body of men

'

with hearts and pocketbooks open to their visitors. The
one aim of each and all seemed to be the entertainment of
their guests. Nothing was left undone to make our visit

an enjoyable one, and none could have done it as Avell as
they. It was with regret that I had to take myself away
from these fine fellows at Truckee, Cal., after spending
three or four most delightful days fishing that beautiful
stream bearing the same name, and I assure you this
visit to the Golden Gate will be forever the brightest spot
in my memory. The scores:

Totals,

Light Rod,
Feet.

H. Battu 94
Dr. W. E. Brooks 90
T. W. Brotherton 116
W. T. Church
F. E. Daverkosen
G. C. Edwards
Ed Everett 113
H. C. Golcher 127
F. M. Haight
C. Huyek
C. R. Kenniff 98

J. B. Kenniff 97
W. D. Mansfield 1291/^

E. A. Mocker
H. F. Muller....
F. N. Peet , Ill

F. H. Reed
H. E. .Skinner.. 95
P. J. Tormey
T. S. Turner
T. Waddell 101

"H. G. Hascall * 112

C. G. Young ;

Vogelsang

Distance,
Feet.
104

nWz
120

iii
109
115
130

"94

118
131
132
106
110
123

112
II8V2

Hi

Accuracy,
Per Cent.
91 21-36

91 28-36

94

Accuracy,
Per Cent.
92 10-12

87 6-12

90 8-12

-Delicacy

—

Delicacy,
Per Cent.
80 10-12

76 8-12

SO 10-12

Net,
Per Cent.
86 10-12

82 1-12

85 9-I2

Lure Casting.
82 3-15

81 32-36

87 20-36
92 12-36

92
89 12-36

93 24-36

91 8-36

96 4-36

92 32-36

92 12-36

94" 8-36

89 32-36

88 16-36

86 28-36

S9 16-36

92
93 32-36

91 20-36

94 8-12 82 6-12 82 7-12
90 2-12 77 6-12 83 10-12
90 77 6-12 83 9-12
90 6-12 70 80 3-12

90 4-12 79" 2-12 84 9-12
91 4-12 SO 10-12 86 1-12
93 10-12 90 10-12 92 4-12
92 10-12 76 8-12 84 9-12
91 2-12 77 6-12 84 4-12
92 86 8-12 89 4-12
93 85 10-12 89 5-12
82 10-12- 70 76 5-12

"v

92 77 6-12 84 9-12
89 6-12 85 87 3-12
89 2-12 80 84 7-12

93 12-15

96 2-15

91 8-15

85 8-15

97 9-15

94 4-15

94 8-15

95 5-15

94 11-15

82 13-15

97 5-15

General
Average.
454 126-180

509"
' "gg-iso^

518 51-180

489 10-180

504 83-180

541 46-180

512 160-180

472 111-180

508 175-180

East and West Team Contest.

-Delicacy

-

F.
II.

W
T.

Distance.
Chicago Club.

N. Peet 118

G. TIascall 127

Team Percentage 245

San Francisco Club.
D. Mansfield 134

W. Brotherton 116

Team Percentage 250

Accuracy,
PenCent.

Accuracy,
Per Cent.

Delicacy,
Per Cent.

Net,
Per Cent.

Lure Casting,
Per Cent.

92 12-36

95 8-36

93 28-36

93 20-36

9.? 16-36

93 18-36

P 92 6-12

92 2-12
82 6-12

75 10-12
87 6-12

84
85 18-24

S9
82 5-12

85 17-24

97 7-15

97 8-15

97 15-30

95 1-15

93 6-15

94 7-30

92 2-12

87 4-12
85 10-12

77 0-12

Total.

399 5-10

398 24-60

I have just returned from San Francisco, Cal., where T

attended the fly-casting tournament given by the San

Francisco Fly-Casting Club at Golden Gate Park on

Aug. 8 and 9. sharing the honor with Mr. F. N. Peet in

representing the Chicago Flv-Casting Club in that affair.

The Grand Raoids Consolidated Soortsmen's Club was

also represented by Mr. John Waddell and Col. E. Crof-

ton Fox, Avho unfortunately was called aAvav on business

the next day after his arrival. Conseqttently there were

onlv two clubs renresented in the team events.

This undoubtedly Avas the finest and most extensive fly-

casting tournament ever held in the history of the Avorld.

The San Francisco Club is most fortunate in having

an ideal spot for this sport. Golden Gate Park as a whole

is the most beautiful park I have ever set my eyes on, and

StOAV Lake, situated in the western edge of this park,

could not be exceeded in location for fly-casting.

On the Avestern shore of this lake are two platforms

facing east. Looking to the west from these platfornis

and over a deep valley can be seen, one-quarter of a mile

aAvay. the mighty Pacific, from Avhich a steady breeze is

ever blowing.
The distance and accuracy fly and the accuracy and

delicacy fly are cast from the north platform, the buoys

being placed along the shore so that the casting is done

across the wind and parallel to the shore. They have,

hoAvever. a wind break in the shape of a twenty-foot

fence, which does its duty as a rule, but which we found

at times, and much to our sorrow, slips a cog and allows

enough wind to sweep through and around to swing your

fly, accurately started, six, eight or ten feet away from

its mark. Nevertheless this is a most pleasing arrange-

ment, as the tiers of benches provided along the shore

enable the spectators to see the event disthictly at all

times.

The sotith platform from which the long-distance fly

and the bait contests are cast, is unprotected^ from the

Avind, and right here is where the Eastern contingent had

most of their troubles.

We have always maintained that the back cast in the

East should be at an angle of 45 degrees, but such a cast

there is almost an impossibility, OAving to the_ strength of

the Avind. We Fasteners therefore had to begin anew and
learn to make a back cast just as low as possible and yet

clear the ground behind, and owing to the limited time

we had for practice Ave did not succeed very well.

The tournament started Friday morning at 10 o'clock

with the distance and accuracy fly, followed in the after-

noon with the bait contest at i :30 and the long-distance fly

with five-ounce rod about 4 o'clock. Taking everything
into consideration the work done in these contests was
most remarkable. The bait contest was a very warm
affair, and we found at least one Westerner who could
take our measure, although the margin was rather small.

Mr. Mansfield's cast of 129^^ feet Avith the five-ounce rod,

breaking the record of 95 feet made by Mr, It C. Leonard,

^ List of Winners,

Accuracy Fly—J. B, Kenniff; second, F. N. Peet; third'
r W. Brotherton; fourth, H. G. Hascall; fifth, C.
Huyck; sixth, W. D. Mansfield; seventh, E. Everett"
eighth, E. A. Mocker; ninth, J. Waddell; tenth, H. C.
Golcher.
Lure-Casting—C. R. Keniff; second, H. G. Hascall :i

third, W. T. Church; fourth, F. N. Peet; fifth P JTormey; sixth, W. D. Mansfield; seventh, J. B Kenniff-'
eighth, T W. Brotherton; ninth, G. C. Edwards; tenth;
H. C. Golcher.

Distance Fly (With Light Rod)-W. D. Mansfield;
second, H. C. Golcher; third, T. W. Brotherton; fourth;
E. Everett; fifth, H. G. Hascall; sixth, F. N Peet'
seventh, J. Waddell; eighth, C. R. Kenniff".

Fly-Casting, Delicacy and Accuracy—W. D. Mansfield-'
second, F. H. Reed; third, F. N. Peet; fourth, G C Ed-
wards; fifth, H. G. Hascall; sixth, H. Battu; seventh, J.B. Kenniff; eighth, T. W. Brotherton; ninth E A
fiHHvH?'^ J- Waddell; tenth, C. G. Young; eleventhi
H. b. Muller.
Long-Distance Fly—W. D. Mansfield; second J Bi

Kenniff; third, H. C. Golcher; fourth, F. N Peet- fifth"
T. W. Brotherton; sixth, H. G. Hascall; seventh, 'c R.
Kenniff; eighth, E. Everett; ninth, W. E. Brooks; tenth'
Alex T. Vogelsang.

Bass Biting.

We are having cold Aveather for August in this part
of the country, and the drop in the thermometer seems
to have improved the fishing all over lower Minnesota
and Wisconsin and Upper Illinois. Mr. Jesse Sher-
Avood of this city starts to-day for Pistakee Bay in the Fox
Lake chain, and says that he has reports that the bass
are biting there in fine shape. About 100 Chicago
anglers left to-day for points in Illinois and Wisconsin
mostly along the Wisconsin Central R. R. The Fox-
Lake chain, hard hammered as it is, neA^ertheless ap-
pears to be the favorite sporting ground of the Chicago
angling contingent.

Going West.

Mr. W. li. Mullins, of Salem, Ohio, maker of the
famous, and justly famous, Mullins metal boats, will to-
morrow pass through the city on his way to Black Lake
Colorado, where he goes Avith his family to hunt and,
fish for a \A'hile.

Correction.

Mr. W. B. Mershon writes me as below: "I have justi
sent a correction to Forest and Stream in regard to a
statement in your_ grayling article of this week. When,
you said the Manistee is not as good a grayling stream
as it is a trout stream, I know you meant just the rei
Y^rse, and I Uf^ye so \vritten." Mr. Mershon is «^y?t«;
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right, of course, and I do not understand how the in-

version occurred. The Manistee offers the sandy reaches

•which the grayling specially loves. It certainly ought
to be made a grayling preserve by the State of Michi-

gan.
E, HOUGK.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

The Carp.
Frdni the- Proceeaings of the Aflrerican Fishefies Society for 1901.

Dr. Baktlett: From a practical standpoint I want to

say to you that the United States Fish Commission
builded a great deal wiser than it knew when it intro-

duced carp in the waters of Illinois. I am here as repre-

sentative of the United States Fish Commission, and I

want to say to you that the waters of Illinois have proven
more acceptable to carp tlian many of the other waters. I

want to speak of that of which I know. The work of the

Fish Commission depends entirely of course upon the

money they have to run their business. It is getting to be
practically a matter of dollars and cents, this Fish Com-
mission business, and ought to be in the various States,

but that is particularly true in Illinois. There is, per-

haps, no one here that has been a stronger advocate in

years gone by of protection than myself. I early made up
my mind that any law the enforcement of which would
kill a fisherman was next to gospel. I have changed my
mind as to that considerably and believe now in propaga-
tion rather than protection. The last Legislature of

Illinois enacted laws which prohibit the taking of black

bass, wall-ej'cd pike, etc., except with hook and line dur-
ing the whole season. The carp on the other hand have
been subject to a little more of the open season and are

permitted to be caught more months in the year. I want
to say to you briefly, however, and without giving you
any reasons for it, because you all know what my rea-

sons are, that the carp have produced in the State of

Illinois more money than all other fish put together. That
seems like a pretty hard statement to make, but it can
be verified, and I want to say to A^ou that there are more
carp eaten on the hotel tables in the State of Illinois than
any other fish, I have been Served with "red snapper"
which turned out to be carp. This cry against the carp is

a great big humhug—it is all outrage—they are a good fish

if you know how to cook *hen1, but not so good if you
don't know how. Most of yoli ai'c meli of leisure and like

your black bass and whitcflsh, but what about the one dol-

lar and ten cettt a day mail? He, has got to take earf).

Illinois produced three-quarters of a million o^ dollttfs

in coarse fish last yean It Would be as much && yotif

life is worth to take a trip down to the Illinois River
and tell the men there that cfirp !b not a good thing.

They would take veil out and duek y. u gracefully into

the river. More tlmn phe-half the towMs oil the Illinois

jRiVeP depend mostly for their p.Kisteiide oil the fish in-

dustry, snti chHsidetfibly over two-thirds of the? fish taken

ai'e carp. They grow anywhere and everywhere; they

grow with the blaclc bass, and the black bass are as plenti-

ful as ever. Illinois can furnish otte-half the black basS

for strck in the United States, and yet there will be

no dihiinution in nnnHtity; We take just as nmiiy black

basS W'lh the hook ahd line this year as ever, while the

carp are steadily on the increase. I have no patience with

the newspaper talk that says that the carp are an enemy
of the game fish. I do not believe anybody can prove it.

1 would like to hear it if it ie so.

The earj) in this State are accused of eating up all of

the water plants—in fact, they have been accused of de-

stroying the duck hunting in the State of Illinois and
Indiana; they have been accused of almost every crime

that fish can be accused of, but I do not believe any one

can prove that the carp has ever been an enemy of the

game fish or destroys its young or spawn. That is a

pretty bold statement to tnake, but we have representa-

tives here from all over the country, and I would like to

hear what they have got to say on the subject. I hold the

position that the United States Government made the

most practical plant of any of its plants when it planted

carp in the muddy waters of such States as_ Illinois and
Indiana. Twenty-five years of experience with people in

the State of Illinois in the fish business has been up-hill

work. I took the Commission there when there was not a

line on the statute books for the protection of fish, and

I have followed it up until now, and previous to the intro-

duction of the carp the muddy waters qf' Illinpis were

almost depleted of coarse fish, and to-day it is shipping to

the East more and better fish than any other Western

State.

Mr. Peabody: I am very glad that Dr. Bartlett, the

friend of the carp, has introduced the subject, because we
want to get some information in that line. I have run up

against a number of very strong statements regarding the

injury that carp do the fishing and shooting interests of

Wisconsin. Only a day before this meeting began I

attended a meeting of the directors of the Diana Shoot-

ing Club, and some of the directors stated emphatically

that the carp were ruining our shooting, that they were

eating up the wild rice and wild celery. One of the

gentlemen said that the introduction of carp in Lake
Koshkonong had destroyed the fishing of black bass and
pike; that they roiled the waters and kept them in

that state all the time, and that therefore the black bass

and pike were driven out and did not propagate. I was
in hopes that Mr. Ravenel would be here, because he has

been the one defender of the carp at all these meetings,

and I have always relied on him as to the value of the

carp. He stated last year that the highest priced fish sold

in New York during November and December was carp;

that they came in with the turkey and were considered

edible and valuable. Now some of the fishculturists here

undoubtedly can give information that will be of value to

us in this State especially as to just how much injury

carp are and do. and if there are any gentlemen here who
can answer the question, do they destroy the wild celery

and the wild riee on such marshy ponds as are fre-

quented by ducks, to the injury of the duck shooting, and
do they roil the water so as to prevent the propagation of

such game fish as bass and pike, and do they destroy the

spawn, and do they go on the spawning beds of the black

bass and destroy them, the information they give us will

be very acceptable. Those are questions that I wish might
he ooened up here and discussed freely, so thj^t those of

us who are not thoroughly posted on the subject may be-

come so.

Mr. Townsend: It may be that the carp has been in-

troduced in some places where it was not needed, where
other kinds of fish were more important; it might not
be advantageous to introduce the carp into the beautiful

little lakes of Mr. Peabody's State; but there are many
waters in this country teeming with carp, and people are

finding out in many places that carp is a food fish. There
is a market for carp in the big Eastern cities and carp

will sell there. They sometimes sell even for a higher

price; generally they sell for a low price and are bought
by poor people. There are many foreigners in our East-

ern cities that are steady consumers of carp, and take all

that come to market. Carp go to market_ generally in

good shape; they can be packed in ice in Illinois and will

reach New York alive. If they are properly cooked they

are very good fish. Now we have in our waters a pretty

good suoply of coarse fishes. There is a tendency on the

part of Legislatures to cut off the commercial fisheries, to

leserve more and more waters for hook and line fishing.

This harvest of coarse fishes still remains.
_
If the crop is

not harvested it is lost. In the Illinois River they catch

over 14,000.000 pounds of fish a year, chiefly carp and

buffalo. That affords employment to 1,000 fishermen,

who incidentally catch other fishes. It can be shown_ by
statistics in the Fish Commission office that the yield

of black bass in this great carp river, the Illinois River,

has increased along with the carp. They now Catch more
bass than ever, and the chances are that the young carp

are food for the bass and the more predatory fishes.

The work of the net and seine fishermen in the Illinois

River results in the capture of these coarse fishes, carp,

buffalo, catfish and dogfish, and the other fishes taken do
rot count for much. At the same time there are plenty

of game fishes for those who want them for sport—such

fishing is better than ever. So there are undoubtedly

many waters in this country that will support the coarse

food' fishes and the fine game fishes without the one being

an injury to the other. That may also be the case in

Lake Erie, where the carp catch is already important and
marketable.

'

The dealers of Sandusky and Port Clinton are ship-

ping all the earn they can get, not only to the Eastern

markets, but to St. Louis. Cincinnati and Louisville.

On the Pacific coast the carp is abused just as much
as it is elsewhere, and yet the Chinese of California are

consuming carp and catfish more than any other kind of

fishes.

In New Tersey the carp have taken to living in the

slightly brackish water, and most of the catch comes from

those wafers which lie between the more salty bay waters

and the fresh waters. The carp there are in places where

ihey appear to hurt nothing, and they are beginning to find

their way to market. If I had a big lake I should not

hesitate to stock it with carp, and I should expect it to

pav before very long.
'

Mr. Clark: Mr. Townsend said that he did not think

that the fishermen were yet catching many carp in Lake

Erie, l3Ut last year in Maumee Bay, according to reports.

c3rp'were being caught by the ton, and I understand from

Mr. J. N. Dewev that they are establishing there a sys-

tem of keeping the carp when the market is low and put-

ting them on the New York and Philadelphia markets

when nrices are high, also that they are making ponds

along Maumee Bay and they catch the carp and hold

them in the ponds until they wish to send them to market.

Mr. Townsend : It should be 3,000,000 pounds for Lake

Erie—the figures Avere put too low.

Mr. Clark: I understand they do not catch so very

many carp down in the lake along the islands, but the carp

are there. In Detroit River during the last two years

but few carp were caught, but it is possible that the carp

will remain in great numbers in Lake Erie and will stay in

such places as Maumee and Sandusky bays. They have

some up about the flats. There is some kicking about the

The President : I can tell you about the Flats. I go

up on the boat to the Flats twice a week, and every time

I come down on the boat I get a damning from some bass

fisher that claims the carp are destroying the bass fish-

ing But notwithstanding their claims the bass fishing

on St. Clair Flats has been better during the last three

years than ^t any time during fifteen years previous, and

we have not planted any bass either. I cannot account

for it in anv other way except that the environments of

the carp and black bass are absolutely different. Black

bass likes a clean, pure, sandy bottom, and tiie carp lives

on a muddy, weedy bottom. I believe that the carp is a

good thing in many waters where black bass thrive. I

believe that the bass fishing at the Flats has increased by

reason of the food that young carp make for the bass,

though he was not planted there. Millions of them are

up there and you will see their backs sticking up out of

the bull rushes. The only injurious thing that I believe

ihey do is to destroy the food for the perch. Our perch

fishing is not what it used to be, and the carp living up

among the weeds and rushes cleans out the weeds at the

bottom so that there is not as much vegetation there_ for

food for the perch as there otherwise would be; so it is

my judgment that the carp has injured our perch fishing

but improved our bass fishing.

Mr. Titcomb: We all know that Mr. Bartlett is an

authority on the carp ; we also have here an authority on

the bass. The question which I was going to ask and
which Mr. Peabody did ask, was whether carp destroyed

the spawn of bass. I say no, but I am not an authority.

Now in Buffalo there is a strong fish and game associa-

tion which obtained permission of the New York Fish

Commission to seine the carp out of the river for the

alleged reason that they destroyed the spawn of the bass,

and when I passed through there they asked me to bring

that question iip at this meeting. Now, I should like to

hear from Mr. Bartlett in answer to those questions

which Mr. Peabody fired out so rapidly, he answering
them as direct questions and as an authority, and I should

like the views of others who have had experience with

either the carp or bass, on that question, so that we can

have a direct record on our minutes of these questions

which have been asked directly and answered directly, in

addition to the valuable information which we have been

getting through the Remarks of Mr, TQ\vnsend and
vourself,

The President: Do the carp destroy the spawn of

black bass?
Dr. Bartlett: You are placing upon my shoulders

rather more honor than belongs to me. I am not an
authority on the carp further than an intimate associa-

tion with them during a number of years has given me
the privilege of a good deal of observation.

Our Illinois River is really a series of lakes from one
end to the other. The river itself is_ anywhere from
seven to fifteen miles wide, and there is a considerable

chain of lakes, or low places, on either side of the river,

extending the whole length of the river, and making an
immense body of sluggish water. Interspersed are a
large number of spring lakes. In order that I might know
positively what amonnt of injury had been done by the
introduction of the carp in the waters of the Illinois, I

took occasion when carp were first brought upon the
market and the hue and cry raised as to their destructive

qualities, to open and be present while hundaeds of carps

were opened, to see if I could find in their stomachs any-
thing that would indicate that they took the fry of other

fish or spawn of other fish. I can no^t say that I have
never found the spawn of other fish in their stomachs,

but when I have found such spawn it Has been of such a

nature as led me to believe that it was such spawn as

floated on the surface of the water, and that the carp

took them in. in that sucking motion that he has, going
around on the surface of the water.

So far as their eating up the growth in the water and
destroying that is concerned, that is to some extent true,

but I dp not think that it is extensive enough to drive

away the black bass from their breeding grounds or in

any way interfere with them ; and I think, Mr. President,

you struck the key note exactly when you spoke of the

increase of bass being due very largely to the immense
supply of young fish fwr food. My work on the Illinois

River is of a very peculiar nature, and I say this to show
you why I gave you the figures that I did. Our work is

simply saving these fish out of the overflow. There are

thousands of acres of land planted to corn to-day where
the land was water a few months ago. and thousands and
thousands of acres more will dry up before the season is

over. Into those places we go and take out the young
fish, and a very careful estimate made after years of in-

vestigation, shows that not over fifteen per cent, of fine

fish are taken out of those places under natural con-

ditions. That is, go into a place that is not disturbed and
eighty-five per cent, of the fish will be the coarser varieties

and fifteen per cent, perhaps of the gamey varieties of

fish, and not over one per cent, of black bass. When
we take into consideration the fact that is so well known
of the voracious habits of the black bass, it shows an all-

wise provision of nature to supply a very large quantity

of coarse fish to feed the other fishes, and I believe as

firmly as I am standing here that if the carp had not been

introduced in the State of Illinois, the buffalo having

become almost extinct in our waters, although it was
once the great commercial fish that the bass would have

been gradually taken out entirely from the list. As it is

now, 1 want to repeat the statement that we have more
black bass than ever, and our carp certainly have in-

creased in a greater ratio than ever before. ^ -

Mr. Townsend: The figures prove that you have more
black bass than you ever had.

Dr. Bartlett: Yes, sir. In our work for the United

States Fish Commission we took this year from Barlow
Lake, which would cover perhaps a mile in length and
five hundred feet to a quarter of a mile in width, low and
shallow, 51,000 black bass for distribution. Now that is

in a mud hole, and there is no estimate as to the amount
of carp that were removed at the same time and put into

the rivers—thev have been simply beyond computation.

As I said before, I have worked faithfully for carp all

these years. For the first few years, fishermen would
take the carp, open them up and dress them for sale the

same as buffalo, and I had free access to the stomachs of

the carp and failed to find to any considerable extent

evidences that the carp has interfered with the spawn
of other fishes. That is true at least for the muddy
waters of Illinois that abound with plenty of other food

for the carp. What might be the result in some of your
cold water lakes in Wisconsin I can not say. The carp

have a very peculiar value in that it is not necessary to

dress them for shipment. The buffalo fish you might ice

down as carefully as possible and within a very few hours

he becomes soft, and therefore you have to dress the

fish before shipment, and I believe about two-fifths is

allowed for dressing. But the carp is shipped so to

speak, with guts, feathers and all; he is taken right out

of the water, covered with ice and frequently shows signs

of life after being in a refrigerator car forty-eight to

sixty hours, and e\'ery pound that is taken from the

water by the fisherman is utilized to bring back so much
per pound from the market.

It is only justice, however, to state that these carp are

used in the East by a class of people who will not eat

anything unless it is pretty nearly alive—Russian Jews,

Poles, etc.

If there is any direct question that I can answer from
personal observation I shall be very glad to do it.

Mr. Peabody : What do you know about the roiling of

the water?
Dr. Bartlett: At certain seasons of the year they do

make the water very roily. But we are to consider that

our black bass are taken from waters that frequently have
six or seven inches of mud at the bottom, and so it

makes no difference.

Mr. Peabody: You do not think that that is im-
portant?

Dr. Bartlett: Yes, sir. There are a great many
places in Illinois where the introduction of carp has
proved a disadvantage. I know that to be a fact, in

small spring lakes, take a lake of four or five acres, some-
thing of that kind.

Mr. Peabody: You would not think that a lake of one
to three miles in size would be affected at all?

Dr. Bartlett : No, sir. My observation has been that

the very best fly-fishing in the LTnited States dfen be had
upon the Illinois River to-day.
Mr. Titcomb: Is it not a base slander upon the bass

to intimate tlxat it would allow a carp to touch its spawn?
Dr. Bartlett: I should thmk so.

Mr. Bovi^.R; I think that where hss^ ^iii4 Q*rp inhabit
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the same water it is natural tlrat fhe bass should incS-ease.

We have been hatching black bass for a mtmber of sea-
sons in ponds where we have an opporfQility to obsen^e
their spawning operations from the time the male fish

begins to prepare the bed until a good man}- days after

the hatching is completed, and we know that the male
bass guards the bed against all intruders. He will put vCp

the stiffest kind of a fight against any animal that ap-
proaches the bed with a view of preyiiTg upon the 5pa\Vn.
There is no danger of a carp ever looting tile spawn from
a black bass bed. On the other hand I do liot think the
carp can retaliate against the basS ii"i ally way, shape or
form. While the bass is preying on the carp, ihe carp
can not come back at tlieili in any way. lii otlier words,
in the interchange of hostilities between the two species,

the bass gets the better of it at every stage of the pro-
ceedings, and I think it is a perfectly natural result that
the bass should increase in waters where there is an abun-
dance of carp.

Mr. Peabody: I would like to have Mr. Lyde'lfs
opinion on this subject.

Mr. Lydell: I never have known but a single instance
v/here the carp has destroyed the .spawn of the black
bass, and I never knew of their destroying aily oVhfei-

spawn. I have handled and opened what few cMjp Avere
caught at the Detroit River, Belle

,
isle. Fisheries, dur-

ing the last ten j'ears, but never found any spawn in

them.

Every one here seems to be friendly to^vard the car^i,

but a gentleman a while ago said be did not know hoAV to
cook them. I think it would be a good idea tOf this So-
ciety to educate the people how to cot'k these carp. The
c^nly experience I have ever had in cooking carp 1 got
from a German friend of mine at Mill Creek. He was a
saloon keeper and had been at nle fov- a number of years
to get him some carp. Last spring I procured him two
that weighed about four pounds apiece. They were
cooked by his wife and 1 Was invited down to dinner. I

enjoyed the carp very much and I asked him how' he
cooked them. He said they were stutTed with sauerkraut
and boiled in beer. (Great laughter.)
Mr. Townsend : Just another point iii this connection

that may save discussion: We hear a great vll'eal from
sportsmen's clubs and from other sources iis to how the
carp can be exterminated.' It can s\ut be exterminated.
It is like the English sparrow, it is here to stay. At a
meeting of the American Ornithologists' Union a while
ago, one of our foremost ornithologists stated thai the
European sparrov.'- could not be exfertninated in this
country. I think it is the same with the carp. It is
here to stay, and we can not exterminate it any tyiore than
we can exterminate the green grass of the fields. I do
not wish to pose as an advocate oi the carp—1 pf-efef
other fish for myself—but I maintain that the carp has
a place in good and regular standing ivi oUr big Eastern
markets, and I do not think that 'our great republic with
Its rapidly increasing populatiDrt can aiiford to sneer at
even so cheap a .source of food.

Dr. Parker: 1 wish to say just a. little bit in regard
to this matter. The carp is the most omnivorous of all
fishes. He is a hog and will eat everything. He will eat
spawn if he gets it, but I do not thil\k he will search it
out. I believe, as the President here has said, that the
black bass will increase as a result of ihe presence of the
carp, but we will see a depletion of the perch. As I said
in my paper, you must go back to the vegetable for the
rehabilitation of waters. If you destroy vegetation and
the larvae, you destroy the minnows, and the perch have
no mmnows to feed on, unless thev can eat the young
of the carp, which they do not appear to do. but thr
black bass will eat the young of the carp and will thrive.
Therefore you may look for an increase of the black-
bass, a decrease of the minnows, and also of those fish that
feed upon the smaller minnows. I shall look for thatm the balance of life that would natnrallv occur in a
stream like the one described. That the carp do make
the water roily goes without question. The old German
(Hessel) who brought the first carp to this country told
me in Washington that a clear carp pond would be an
anomaly. They stir up the mud at the bottom of the
stream, and live on the larval and vegetable life they find
there. I believe then that the black bass will certainly
increase with the carp unless the carp gets so numerous
as to feed on the bass beds. Of course with a carp weigh
mg twelve or fifteen pounds, an ordinai-y black bass
weighing four or five pounds will not have much show
Mr. Clark : Yes, he would.
Dr. Parker : He might whack away at him—they are

not a very scary fish. I think that the carp has got more
brams m his head than any other fish lhat swims. When
u

^'^^ commission over at Glcnwood where they
had the beds I tried time and again watching the carp
that would be feeding on the edge of the pond there, bv
starting the slash-board, and every one of them would put
right for the center of the stream, knowing at once where
they were safe. I experimented a good deal with them
and they are certainly the most wily fish I ever met.

4.J^u-
I jiist want to make a statement about

the bass, because this talk will be read not only with in-
terest by absent members, but by sportsmen everywhere
ihe Doctor intimated that a bass would not keep a twelve
or fifteen pound carp off from the spawning bed. I want
to make the statement, and if I am not correct, I want to
be corrected here, that the bass uses his dorsal fin as a
weapon of attack and defense, and when a tw-o or three
pound bass runs his dorsal fin against a fifteen or twenty
pound carp, Mr. Carp will move off, if he is not dead

GENER.4L Bryant : I wish to make a friend of some
of these friends of the carp, and get them to tell me their
methods of catching, sliipping and cooking him, and I
would suggest that a paper be prepared next year upon
that subject, rhe greatest trouble wc have in some of
our lakes m Wisconsin is that the carp have got in there
1 do not know of a fisherman in Wisconsin that would
catch one if he could, and I never heard of one being
eaten either by anybody in the circle of my acquaintance
They were originally put into the muddy ponds but in
the high water they washed into the streams and have
found their way into our lakes and are there by millions
They occupy the shallow sedge and muddy bottomed por-
tions of the lakes, and I h£ive often Avished that some-
body that knew how would start a method qi catching
fhem and ghipping them, because I have hear'd so much

said about it, and I always belieVe what th'e Illinois j^eti>t)fe

say about the carp, Sn^ t do Jnot iiiiest!(5^ft their veracity
or their judgment at. all, byt tffe people in our sectiop of
the country are not.pvivteaidd up to the idea pf appreciiti^Jg
the

.
gospel ntCgrding to St. Bartlptt (ap'plause and

laughM-)' a'nd other disciples aild br^lhren of that faith.
I ttl'n not questioning the. tnith of the gospel, but I am
lamenting. that it is \vot spread in our section. Within a
radius of^five miles of Madison there arc bihiofis of tMp-,
Everj- fisnerman sees them, curses them, and iteftts'|i.t'&

dsitcn them. They seem to thrive thef<e ih tJVe tlfeat Wisr
cousin lake waters. There a^* m%.\\S: 6priiigs,in part ok
these lakes, there are ba^s. ^yherfe tlip bksh hatch aEd fir'dr

pagate and little img^ SiWets, .ifn^eiitatiofts, b^ys, and
sloughs, Of whatever you:inay e^W ,\;Aem, where the sedge
growSs mul vegetation s;pri\'igs u.p Uirongh the water, ahd
there the carp mii to be found in vast n\ultituyes. Of
(.purse thiey can not lie seined out from that kind of water.
Now. what is the best .wavy Iti catch them under such
conditioiis in large ^nough quantities to ship? When you
get then.1, what Is the best way of cooking them? You
tell Vis 'tli'ey are served in the restaurants in, Ne\\' York
a? a luxury, how can they be made sQ? ,If yoii ca'h con-
vince our brewers that to boi.l the'm it] beer is the true
way to prepare theffi, W'c will certainly have a strong
auxiliary right hand to help 'lis. (Applause.)

Dr. BARTtETT: While 1 am a strong advocate of the
Carf) a.nd their increase and value and all of that, yet a
note of warni'lVg ought to be sounded in every .State, of
the UiViou as to legislation on the subject of td.tp, aftd it

should be of such a nature as ^to keep them down, tf
the people of the State of Illinois, ha^ had tfteit Wa^ two
years ago, the Illinois Ri.ver and all th'e WAters of the
State would have been so full of cMp iis to. have crowcjed
out all of the other §:{Vtt\ife!t"' varieties .of .fish. Carp in-
crease so rapidly that legislation ih all Suites Siight to
be had to allo\y th.em to take these eoSl'se ifish. We have
thrown open the State of tlliftois to the seining of these
coarser fish-, .

.To ai'isWfelr my friend's query as to cooking them^ per-
ir\it me to say that a carp taken out of the vety iriUddiest
of water, killed and bled as. soo» as. taken out, laid ih
salt water ovei- night pttVboiled and baked with t3ro^er
sauce, can not bte di-stiiiguished from th'e finest red
snappcf:.

Dil. Pari-cer:. Anothei' hiode of preparation of, carp is

by smoking,and cUring them, 3s is done with hiihbut ahd
sturgeoii. A gentleman who had eateh them said to me
he liked them better J:huh halibut, though not quite so
v, ell as sturgeo.h, Which he considered the finest smoked
fish in the World,
Mr, Dunlap:- In the line of General Bryant's sug-

gestion, I would like to move that Dr. B^rtlett bfe ir6-

quested to prepare a paper on the . subject of carp, cover-
ing the subject as fully as pd'S.sible, tb be read at th^
meeting of the. Society a. yeki" from now, and I would
say that the' "t^lsb Coitlriiissipn would be very glad to
publish that jpelpfr ih the bulletin, as we all know thete
is very little literature on that subjeCt ;. and t thijdk from
wlYeA we have heard that Dr. Bat-tl'ett is prepared to dis^
cuss the subject in all its phases.

(An.inqui.ry was made as to the value of the carp as a
game fish, that is as to there being any sport in getting
him with hook and line.)

The President : Yes. If you can get him, it is great
sport. But the only way to do it is to take a piece of
potato or dough and sink it to the bottom, and when you
have got him on your hook there is no fish in the world
equal to him for sport.

Dr. Parker: A kernel of corn will do very well for
bait.

Dr. Baktlett: A man who has been many years in
my employ tells me that the best bait for a carp is a
dough ball incorporated with cotton to make it firm, and
that a potato fried, but not too crisply, is the next best
bait. I have seen three hundred and fifty people fishing
at one time for carp with hook and line. These fish make
a big fight because you cannot drown them.
Mr. Townsend: I brought with me a bundle of

statistical sheets of the Mississippi region and the Great
Lakes region, and if any members want them, they can
have them.

JMr. Titcomb : I wish to suggest some topics for con-
sideration at our next meeting. We get our calls for
these meetings a short time beforehand and arc busy and
do not think just what we want to talk about. Now, on
a recent trip I met a friend who Joined the Society at
this meeting, Mr. Parker, of the Province of Quebec, and
we traveled over thirty lakes in a canoe and caught trout
in every one of them. One of those lakes was eight
miles long and just teeming with trout. There seemed
to be an abundance of food and the conditions were just
the same as in the other lakes, and yet none of those
trout that we caught there Avonld Aveigh over one-third of
a pound, and the average would be about a fourth of a
pound. The next lake might give you trout Avhich would
aA-eragc a pound, some of them going as high as four
pounds. Passing on to another lake you would get trout
the average of Avhich as taken with the fly Avonld be half
a pound, and another lake three-quarters. You could
l)ass on' to the last lake and pick up trout at every cast in
six to ten inches of Avater with the waves a foot high, so
that the fish wonld jump right out of the Avater and
land on the sand if thiey did not happen to catch your
fl.v. and the fish would run about three to a pound. Noav
the question Avhich I haVe raised and put in the form of
a topic is given here this Avay

:

"Given the same kind of water, food, etc., the same
environment so far as appfears from a superficial examina-
tion, Avhy such a great variation in the growth and
average size of adult trout in various lakes?"
There is one other question Avhicb comes up A'ery often

and wlnich T think has never been ansyvered, and I Avould
like to see a paper on it if any one has an opportunity
to study into the subject, namely

:

"The cause of variation in color of flesh of speckled
trout from any given body of A\^ter."
Of course the general variation relates to difBerejit

bodies of water, but frequently you can take fish ri^t
out of the same pool, or Avithout moving your boat from
a certain spot, Avhich have a distimctly white meat, a lie ht
pink meat, and a rich salmon colored flesh. The gene^ral
answer prdinsrily given to that questipn is "food and

environment,"- bu't it floes ^^xyt answer th^ question when
you cj\ri take th^sfe fish Avith three colors of flesh out of a
space ten feet in diameter.
Mr. Peabody: Mr. Lydell is a specialist in bass euh

ture and I have had the question asked ffi'e ahd the
-statement made boldly that the ISi'ie-'rjtouthed bass ;ca,s'i:

their spawn iil tht- We,eds ihd Against the Aveeds,, ahd,do
tlot Itlak'e a. he'd likfe the ..srailbn^outhe'd bass; ,ahd i.^that

cju'estioh can tie ahsW'erea. 'a'utliorit'ativel-y, I thihk . it

would bfe )i ^s'Qntpe Oi satisfactioh to a great rnah-y ^ho
are interesteu in bass culture and in bass fishing, , ,

Mr. LvbELL: This last, season oijr
j
big-moulh MsS

spawned, on several differeW. kih'ds 61 beds, but in ho
instance ha.A'e I k!io\V't\ them . to spaAvn without first clean-
ing fiAVay the Vegetation and getting toi the roots of the
Weeds. Some of their eggs were found on the weeds ad-
joining the beds cleaned off. This year they also spawned
on prepared gravel beds, and on. other artificial beds hav-
ing various materials o!l th'e surface and imbedded in the
cement mixtUffe of Avhich the beds were made, such as

Spartish ihoss, cocoanut shreds, sea grass and excelsior.

The President: But Avhere is the natural spawning
bed of the wild big-mouthed bass?
Mr. Lydell : It seems to be on roots of the difleretit:

Aveeds that groAv in the lakes around the shores. The-,

bass there also .spaAvncd on roots ahd bark that wfete ih

the bottom, of the i^oud, aud also oh, lily fodts ih ths^

olid that is prepared at that station fof large-nlouthed
ass; Irhis pond had.beeh.sfet oUt to poiid lilies, and they

cleaned thfe roots bff Uii.der the lilies and spawned oii

theffi. -Sb t say 1. think the large-mouthed bass will

spaAvii oh most ahythihg, but they prefeir thi; grass fOots.

Whitefish on the' Fly.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Chambers' comment.s on the subject of catchint?

ivhitefish (Co^-t'^'OiiW^ itlbus) ou the fly ih. EbftE^f AKd
STRaAN;t for AUg. ^.j indicHte that those pf up \vho arc
fond of th,e sjport h?lve, iibt written e;iough about it.

j

ever tliiuk bf ^olhg into, a Avhitefisli Country Avithout
laVliig a lot of flies for this particulai- sort Of fishing,

and it is no trouble at all to teach a tractable rnan hpA^'

the thing is done. The only diffiHuIty is in finding- thh
ti actable jilaii. Tile Wfly td ^et Whitefish is to go out in

the iholHiihg or evening Avhen the school of back fins is

rippling the Avater in quiet bays, and the fish are "on the
feed." Put about six No. 14 flies on the leader; no mat-
ter Avhat color or form of fly, so long as the number is

14. Cast the collection among the circling; lins, , and riH

not iuo\'c the cast. Lbt It sink fbt ii lliile beibw ill*'

surface il heteSSahy, bul ketp it still, When the cast is

teaily near the bottom, draw it back gently and make au-
bthcr Cast;

,
,

I have often, had two or three whitefish on dt but;
time and oF an aggtegate -vVelght that nb troUt tba AVoUld
stahd, txteplih^ iot the fact that all two or three of the
fish iislialiy get off promptly. • It is almost impossible for
the average angler to resist the temptation to move
his cast, and to evolve out of his inner consciousness
a kind of Avhitefish that likes to chase after a fly. I

have even found it difficult to persuade a fisherman in
my OAvn canoe to do tlie thing right, even when the fish

were after my flies like ducks after a panful of corn. I
bought a lot of No. 14 flies yesterday, and at about the
time that this is being read there Avill be some fat white-
fish sizzling over the camp fire.

Air. Hough kindly gave liie, the names of some guides
in the muskellunge country in Wisconsin, and Avhen 1

wrote to them they asked me to come right on, and said
that they had comfortable houses, good roads, and tele-

phones. I shied at that Avorse than a colt at sight of an
automobile, and planned a trip from northern Minne-
sota into Manitoba, and out at Rat Portage, Avhere 1

can get wet and cold and hungry, and not hear anything
like a telephone nearer than the howl of a wolf at night

Robert T, Morris.
New York, Aug. 2],

The Grayling: of the Manistee.

SAfUNAW, Mich., Aug. 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In Mr. Hough's article in your issue of Aug. 23, headed
"Successful Grayling Trip in Michigan," he is made to
say as folloAvs in speaking of the Manistee River : "This
stream is not so much a grayling stream as a trout
stream." I am sure my friend Hough did not mean to
say this, and Avhat he did intend to say, and Avhat he
knows as well as I do, is that the upper portion of the
Manistee is not a natural trout stream, but is good
grayling water. It never Avill be a good trout stream,
but grayling can be kept in it indefinitely, with proper
protection. Nearly all of the Southern Peninsula streams
Avere originally grayling streams, and the trout are arti-
ficial.

' Many of the streams, hoAvever, w'ere just as good
for trout as for grayling as far as the nature has gone in
building the stream. But it is different Avith the Manistee
River, the upper portion of it, at least. It lacks those
deep, dark holes that trout love so Avell, and abounds in
sunny shalloAvs with a shifting sand bottom that old-timt
grayling anglers know so Avell.

It is to be hoped that public sentiment will be sufii-
ciently strong to get the Michigan Legislature to get out
of its narrow rut of indifference and really improve the
opportunity to do a decent thing for once ; that is, proteci
Michigan grayling in the Manistee River in a practical,
.scientific and thorough manner.

W. B. Mershon.

Camps' of the Kingfishets.

Camp Hickman, Glen Lake, Leelanau County, Mich.,
'Aug. ip,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: We had a very
pleasant camp at this place last siunmer, and hoped tu
repeat it this season, but a shadoAv, deep and dreary, has
settled over us, for Old Hickory, my long-time com-
panion in many delightful outings, Avas taken seriously ill

last Saturday, and left us this morning Avith Dr. Wise-
man in charge, for his home in Cincinnati. We all hope
for the best, but the head of the old Kingfisher is

Avhitened Avith the snoAvs of many Avinters, and it may
Avell be that this shall prove the last "camp of the King-
fishers," .Sorrowfully. KEWfir
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.^i^ik^i'h ,t.'a'., Augiigt—i liayq |3een,,.reacliii.)^ Forest
^^ND .SxREAM.ior. spine lime, ^ad reading it with pleasure

as. well as profit: in a great .many .way^-.

. I have a little incident- to relate that differs from any-
thmg that ^ have rfoticed in your columns. ,

,

1 The. fishing in J:his
,
neighborhood is not very good,

tne^'gti'eams bc;ing 'all sinall, an'd there are no lakes at all.

Hovyeyer, as ,in most places, there are a few that will

angle if they have to use the proverbial "mother's pail."

Such an one is Santford Haxtoti, a veteran of the Civil

War and a veteran angler as well. A short time ago he
invited me to accompany him to Grand River. We got
an early start, and were soon enjoying ourselves along
the river banks. As the water was very muddy We had
no success fishing in the stream, so as a last resort tried
a bayou that looked invitingly full of fish. The water
was shallow at the edge, and We could not reach the deep
Wdler from the bank, .^o Santford retrioved liia shoes and
Wkded olit. It was not bng- until, he Was "slinging"
ejtttifeh olii; oil. to tht baiik aS fast ils he colild Irianipliiatfe

'he "pbl.c." On (interihg the Watci" he,hacl i-oiled iip hii?

l-b,u§et-s' ,lfeg. blit ih the exciteinfent that followed they
lad .i-olled,do\vn to their regulation position. Soon after
le shouted .excitedly to me that he "had a catfish up his
pants' leg."

. He grasped the trousers at the ankle to
i etain the fish and hobbled out on the bank and d.epositcd
the fish in the pail., This was i-epeated during the aftei"-

iib.bH iihtil he hrld .added hint fish to his c;olint, tWo
being taken at One halil.

We think this schefne well Worthy of the attention
of readers of Forest and Stream, and hope that tHet
will all profit hereby;

,
Have yOu been fortunate enough Lo have experienced

this Systein of ti-apt)ing fish? tf sq. we would like to
hejii- fi-oiil yoti. Wal*. W. SlOcuj^.

]^elawafe j^ivef Fishing:,

''You .should have postponed your trip three weeks,"
said a friend of mine a few days ago in telling me what
Hit ahglers had been doing along the Delaware last week.
It stt;iiis thit at .last .clear skies have taken the place of
the sodden clouds of. Jtily and early August, the river
has been clear, and the bass have grown huHgry again.
And when this occurs they will take ahnost aiiy sort of
bait, especially grasshoppers. Otherwise they are sorrie-
ivhat particular in their feeding hours, and prefer 1am-
bf-eys aiid small bullheads, the latter three to four inches
Ih length.

There may be better lures at other times and places on
this stream, but during our party's recent three weeks'
trip down the Delaware, No. 2 Skinner spinners arid
either live minnows or grasshoppers of goodly size seemed
thfe.best lures although live frogs were at times taken
it» the rifts, and.crickets sometimes on the few bright days
we enjoyed. The advice of the natives was misleading in
nearly every instance, and we caught liice bass in pools
said to be good for eels and catfish only. I leartled as late
as Aug. 22 that the river was quite low again and clear.
1 he fishing is good. Perry D. Frazer.

Fish Flout in Norway.
Unber date of July 25. 1902, Consul V. E. Nelson

writes from Bergen : "A great deal is done in Norway
to improve and preserve the provisions produced in the
country and to procure a market for them abroad. The
fisheries represent one of Norway's chief industries, and
quantities of fish are sold at very low rates, particularly
during summer. One way in which these are utilized is
by means of an invention which quickly dries and pul-
verizes the flesh of fresh fish. The resulting product
called fish flour, is easy to transport from one place to
another and has great nutritive value. A new and profit-
able branch of industry might be established in America
by utilizing fish in this way."

Bass at BelgfradelLakes*

Belgrade Lakes, Mc, Aug. 24.—Bass fishing is at its
'zenith at Belgrade Lakes, and the big beauties, for which
these waters are famed, are brought in every day and duly
displayed on enormous platters on the office desk. Every-
body fishes here, man, woman and child, and strange to
say, the women are not a whit behind hand in landing
big fish. Most skillful and fortunate among the ladies
this year has been Mrs. Liska Burger, of New York,
vyhose four-pounders have again and again ornam^ented
tlie stand—for great is the sport-sman's spirit at this
l»lace, that one and two pounders are simply thrown back
again into the waters.

A Cathance Lake Salmon.
SroRTSMAN-'s Home, Cathance Lake, Cooper, Me.. Aug.

11.—Editor Forest and Stream: On Aug. 8 in Cathance
f.,nke we landed a landlocked salmon weighing sH pounds.
It took fifty minutes to land him. Our catch beside con-
sisted of one trout, 3^ pounds

; one, 2^ pounds, and one
\ pounds. The woods are full of deer and moose, and
V'ou can see them any morning or evening feeding near the
'^l^t:- R. A. Roach,

Wm. Leyeukn.

Adirondack Lake TtouU
Blue Mountain Lake^ N. Y., Aug. 23.—Mr. C. H.

I 'owns, with his assistant, Byron Delano, captured a lake
rcnit weighing 8'A pounds on the 21st. They were
rolling in deep water.
Good catches of bass and of brook trout are still made,

i'lie hotels are full and obliged to refuse more guests.
Rifle practice for the hunting season has begun.

Juvenal.

Great Luck.—First Guide

—

"1 was out with a dude
jportsman from the city to-day." Second Guide—"So?
Did you have any luck?" First Giude-~"Sure. Ain't I
lome agai^ safe and sound?"—Philadelphia Press.

Ftxtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Sept. .S-ll.—Toronto, Can.—Twelfth annual show of the Toronto

Industrial Exposition. Fred Tacobi, Sec'y-
Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show.

John W. Bacon, Treas.
Oct. 21-24.—Frederick, Md.—Frederick County Agricultural So-

ciety's annual bench show. J. Roger McSherry, Supt.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Mi.ss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's
show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 2.—Inaugural trials of the Minnesota-North Dakota Field

Trial Associatioh. Dr. W. A. Moore, Sec'y, St. Paul, Minn.
Sept. 4.—Carrhan, Man.—Si.xteenth annual trials of the Manitoba

Field Trials Club. Eric, ttamber. Sec'y. Winnipeg.
Sept. li. , Man.—Fifth annual trials of the Brandon Kennel

Club. Dr, H. Tames EUiott, Sec'y, Brandon. Man.
Sept. 11.—O'Neill, Neb.—Nebraska Field trial Association's

inaugural cliicKeh trials. M. H. McCarthy, Sec'y.

Oct; —.—Drakes Branch, Va.—tn.attgural trials of the Virginia
Field Trial .Association. C. iS. .Cooke, Sec*y-

. ^
Oct. —.—Independence, la.—Eastern Iowa Field Trial Associa-

tion's ipaugural trials. J. G. Burk. Sec'y.

Oct. 20. -,• .—Western Field Trial Association's second
annual trials. C. W. feuttles, Sec.'y, Kansas City.

Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member
of the American Championship Clut)), sixth annual trials. L. S.

Eddins, Sec'v. Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Moiiongahela Field Trial

Club's field trialj;. A. C. Peterson. Sec'y.
Oct. 28.—Whitbv Island. Wa.sh.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle. Wash.
Nov. 3.—Robinson. 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth afinual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America. CJiarles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,

Camden. N. J. ,

Nov. 3.—Lake View, Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's
(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart. Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 4.—Washington C, H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tloti's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn. Sec'y.
Nov. 7-8.—Robifisoti. III.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T..L. Fenn. Secy,
Nov. 17.—Glasgow, ICy.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Club.' S. B.
.
Hays, Sec'y-

Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind,—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-
ber of .the American Charnpionship Club) fourth arinual trials.

H., S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, .Conn.—Conftecficut Field Tfial Club's trials.

F. ,W. Smith. Sec'y, New Haven..
Nov. lo.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member _ of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont,
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Clab's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17.—Glascow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F.
W. Samuel. Spc'v. Loii'^villc. Kv
Nov. 18.—Rulhven, Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov.i 2(0.—Manor. L. L—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
Westlake, Sec'y. Scranton. Pa.
Dec, 1.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—^American Championship

Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
Richmond, Va.
Dec. 1.—

,
.—Interstate Charnpion.'ship Field Trial

.Association's second annual trials. C. D. Cooke, .Sec'y.

Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member
of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

National Beagfle Ciuh*

Camden, N. J., Aug. 21.—The National Beagle Club
of America desires to state for the benefit of those who
may own beagles and who may not be familiar with
beagle field trials, that the thirteenth annual trials of the
club, which will commence on November 3, 1902, will be
open to all owners of beagles, which are registered in the
American Kennel Club Stud Book, whether they are
members of the club or not.

Also, if any person will send his name and address to

James W. Appleton, chairman of the field trial com-
mittee, 21 Maiden Lane, New York city, entry blanks
and a premimn list will be forwarded by mail as soon as

prepared.
And also, if any person desires any information rela-

tive to the trials, and will communicate with the secre-
tary, such information will be .gladly furnished.

Chas. R. Stevenson, Secretary.

Philadelphia Dog- Show*
Philadelphia.—I take pleasure in announcing that

the fourth annual International Show of the Philadel-
phia Dog Show Association will be held upon Nov 26,

27. 28, 29, 19.02, at Horticultural Hall, as heretofore.
Specialist clubs and individuals who intend offering

special prizes will confer a favor by communicating with
the undersigned at an early date, so that they all may
be properly announced in the schedule of prizes.

Marcel A. Viti,
Honorary Secretary,

Philadelphia Dog Show Association,

National Foxhantets' Association.

Lexington, Ky., Aug. 20.—At a meeting of the di-

rectors of the National Foxhunter's A'ssociation held in

this city Aug. 17, it was decided to hold the next meet-
ing at Bedford City, Va., Nov. 17.

All conditions are favorable and it promises to be the
most succpssft^J meeting in our history.

Roger D. Williams,
Secretary-Treasurer.

Spratts Patent (America), Limited, 450-456 Market
street, Newark, have been oflicially notified that they have
been chosen to feed the Wakefield-Reading Dog Show, to

be held Sep^. 23-26. Mrs. E. H; Seagrave is the secretary,

and froin her premium lists and all information concern-
ing the show mav be obtained.

Yachting: Fixtufes, 1902.

Secretaries and members of race comm^ittees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.
28-30. Cape Cod, M. Y. R, A., open, Provincetown, Mass. Bay.
30. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
30, Beverly, sixth Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard'* Bay.
30. Columbia, race to Waukegan, Lake Michigan.
30. Manhasset Bay, club. Port Washington, Long Island Sound
30. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
30. Atlantic, club, Fire Island and return. New York Bay.
30. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor
30. Indian Harbor, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Greenwich, Long

Island Sound.
30. Royal Canadian, dinghy and 25ft. classes, Toronto.
30. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
30. Hartford, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Saybrook, L. I. Sound.
30-31. Corinthian, annual cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

SEPTEMBER.
Indian Harbor, club, Greenwich, L. I. Sound.
Quincy, club. Qaincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Corinthian, club, Essington, Delaware River.
Corinthian, annua! cruise Marblehead. Massachusetts Bay.
Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
.Sachem's Head, Y. R. A. of L. I. S.,open, Guilford, L. I. Sound.
Norwalk, Y. R. A. of L. 1. S., open, So. Norwalk, L. I. Sound.
Lynn, M. Y. R. A., open, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
Beverly, open, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
Royal Canadian, first class, Lome cqp cruising race, Toronto.
Shelter Island, club race, Loehrke cup. Shelter Island Heights,
Penataquit-Corinthian, fall regatta, Bay Shore.

6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Y. R. A, of L. I. S., open. Oyster
Bay, Long Island Sound.

6. Eastern, open, Marblehead^ Massachusetts Bay.
Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay*
Boston, club, City Point, Boston Harbor.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
Beverly, open, Mattapoisett, Buzzard's Bay.
Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Quincy, M. Y. R. A., open, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
South Boston, sailing tender race. City Point, Boston Harbor.
New York C. C, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New

York Bay.
Penataquit-Corinthian. Lifrhthouse cup. Bav shore.
Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
New York, autumn regatta. New York, Lower Bay.
Knickerbocker, ladies' day race, College Point, L. I. Sound.
Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
Beverly, seventh Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay,
Atlantic, fall regatta, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Manhasset, Y. R. A, of L. I. S., open, Port Washington, Long

Island Sound.
Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
Riverside, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Riverside, L. I. Sound.
Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts, Port Washington, L. I. Sound.

11,

13.

13
13,

13
13,

20

210.
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For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
and Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00.

.Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20,00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of
value to men going over the same route. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat,

(aood photographs will be considered in making the
awards.

5. The story should contain about seven thousand
words, written on one side of the paper only, and must,
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadwa::, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr, T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as
judge and to make the awards.

All compunicaUons intended for Forest and Stkeam should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Ne^
York, and pot ta jiJiy in4ivi4ual connected with tbe paper.

Winthrop Y. C.

WINTHROP., MASS.

Saturdaj'-., Aug. 23.

A club handicap race of the Winthrop Y. C. was sailed
Satuixlay, Aug. 23, in a fresh northeast breeze. Five
classes filled and the racing was good. The summary:

20ft. Class.

T . V , t:' Tj TT 1 .
Elapsed- Corrected.

L'Aiglon, E. H. Hodgdon .1 32 30 1 32 30
ArieU J. R. Hodder 1 35 go 1 32 50

18ft. Class.
Hector, A. W. Hubbard I 03 24 1 00 24
Mentor, Cobb & Brainard 1 13 04 1 05 01
Favorite, F. W. Bird 1 12 L"; 1 0,5 iri

Zetes, L. B. Mekie 1 06 00 1 06 00
Mineola, F. C. L. Haskell ...1 28 20 1 08 20
Henrietta, J. S. MacCloskev 1 23 OO 1 09 00
Louise, W. D. Allen '. 1 12 49 1 09 49
Greyling, Langland & Tripp 1 11 28 1 11 28

15ft. Class,
Elf, C. H. & W. L Kelly 1 09 50 1 09 50
Caper, W. W. Colson , 1 13 30 1 10 30 •

15ft. Juniors.
Flash W. H. Mirick ...1 02 04 1 02 04
Bul?ble, J. N, Lfonard .,.,.,,f.ifi.,,.rrft>>'-%U ^ 117 25
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Tarratine Y.
ISLESBORO, ME.

The preliminarj' round of a tournament race for Dr.

Daniel's cup was sailed in a heavy northwest gale on

Wednesday, Aug. 13. Daydream II. drew Opitsah ; Peter-

kin drew Persimmon ; Pirate drew Idol, and Raider drew

a bye. The course was two and one-half miles to wind-

^vard and return, to be sailed over twice, but owing to

the severe conditions, the course was only sailed once.

Opitsah—Daydream Match,

Daydream and Opitsah crossed the line at 3 P. M.,

Opitsah being slightly in the lead and to windward. Both

boats had single reefs in their mainsails, but Opitsah

carried her large jib, whereas Daydream carried her

stormer. At first Opitsah appeared to be doing the bet-

ter work. She pocketed Daydream and broke her wind

badly. Daydream held too high, and did not foot with

her rival. Later she was allowed to take a good full, and

she showed a noticeable improvement, eating to weather

of Opitsah and footing fully as fast. The wind was

heavy and treacherous, coming down in vicious puffs

from the Camden Mountains and knocking the boats over

dangerously. .

Just as Daydream was beginning to horse up on Opitsah

a squall struck her and carried away her mast. This, of

course, put her out of the race. Opitsah immediately hove

to and put another reef in her mainsail. She rounded

the windward mark at 4:09:55 and ran over the finish

line at 4:28:15. The summary:
Start.

Opitsah, R. H. Daniels 3 00 00

Daydream II., J. W. Minturn 3 00 00

Persimmor.—Petitiin MaUh

Peterkin and Persimmon took their preliminary gun

from the first pair's starter, and crossed the line, with

Peterkin slightly to windward. She did not have the

headway of Persimmon, and soon was forereached and

passed. Persimmon was eating to windward fast and

footing with Peterkin, who seemed to be slowed by the

heavy chop. Persimmon gave her a bad beating to the

windward mark, which she rounded at 3:56:35, followed

by Peterkin at 4 :oo : 10. Persimmon set her spinnaker to

starboard and set a pace on the run Avhich was hard to

beat.- Peterkin set her spinnaker on the wrong side and

lost considerably. Persimmon crossed the line'at 4:19:38,

Peterkin at 4:24:39. The summary

Finish. Elapsed.
4 28 15 1 28 15

Withdrew.

Start.-

Persimmon, E. Dodge 3 05 00

Peterkin. T. Kissel 3 05 00

Finish.
4 19 38
4 24 39

Elapsed.
1 14 38

1 19 39

Idol -Pirate Mafch.

Finish.
4 28 25
4 28 40

Elapsed.
1 18 25
1 18 40

Pirate got the start of Idol in the last pair, and was

slightly to Avindward. Idol forereached her, however, and

soon established a lead. Both boats were reefed down

to the least amount of sail they could carry, and both

were making poor weather of it. Idol forced Pirate twice

and got her into a bad pocket. The wind freshened, how-

ever, and Pirate commenced to pick up considerably. She

])ointed higher than Idol, and soon put her in a pocket.

Pirate rounded the windward mark at 4:01:15, Idol at

4 :02 :20.

On the run in Pirate unfortunately lost her spmnaker

aloft and had cUfficulty in regaining it. Idol passed

her about half way down, but not until then did Pirate re-

gain her spinnaker. Idol crossed the finish line at

4 :28 :25, followed by Pirate at 4 :28 :40. The summary :

Start.

Idol, F. Lyman 3 10 00

Pirate, P. Metcaif 3 10 00

Thursday, Aug. 14.

The semi-finals of the tournament race were sailed on

Thursdav. Aug. 14. at 2:35 P. M. The course was tri-

angular, 'three miles to a leg, the first leg being to wind-

ward, the next a quartering run, and the third a broad

reach. A fresh breeze blew from the northwest that gave

promise of a fast race.

Opitsah—Persimmon Matcb.

Opitsah and Persimmon crossed the line at 2:35 in the

order named. Persimmon soon began to work to wind-

ward, and about half way through the beat got the lead.

Opitsah pushed her hard, and as they got into smooth

water gained perceptibly. Persimmon, however, rounded

the windward mark at 3:23:00, twenty seconds ahead of

Opitsah, who rounded at 3:23:20.

Opitsah blanketed Persimmon on the run and ntan-

aged to pass her. Both boats were sailing remarkably

even, an dit was a toss up to tell who would win. Opitsah

sailed well and rounded the second mark at 3:59:00, fol-

lowed by Persimmon at 3:59:30- The reach home was a

long luffing match. Persimmon gained, but could not pass

her rival, who crossed the finish line at 4:29:00, thirty-

five seconds in the lead. The summary :

Start.

Opitsah, R. H. Daniels 2 35 00

Persimmon, E. Dodge 2 35 00

Idol—Raider Match.

At 2:40 Raider crossed the line to windward, but a

little bit behind Idol. Seeing she was being backwinded.

she tacked to port with Idol on top of her. Raider did

good windward work, and not only forereached Idol, but

worked to windward of her. Idol's wind was badly

broken, and she lost -steadily to Raider, who rounded the

windward mark at 3:32:35, followed by Idol at 3:34:45-

Idol gained much on Raider on the run, partly owing to

the fact that she luffed far to windward and came along

with a better wind. Raider rounded the second mark at

4 :o6 :oo, Idol at 4 :o7 :oo.

The reach home was a Waterloo for Raider. Idol came
along like a race horse and half way through the leg

passed Raider and won in a walk. She crossed the line at

4 :3i :20, two minutes and ten seconds ahead. The sum-
mary

:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Idol F Lyman .2 40 00 4 31 20 1 51 20

Raider, E. Derby .....2 40 00 4 33 30 1 53 30

Friday, Aug, 15.

The final heat of the tournament race was sailed be-

lY^eei? I4o^ mi Opitsali 9^ Aug. 3 :|o M. A five^

Finish.
4 29 00

4 29 35

Elapsed.
1 bi 00

1 54 35

TRIDENT—SEAWANHAKA CUP DEFENDER.

Photo by Wm. Notman & Son, Montreal,

nii^e to windward and return CQUrse was logged out, and a
strcug southerly breeze was blowing up the bay. Idol
thoi-.ght it wise to put in a jmall reef, but Opitsah carried
whole sail.

Opitsah crossed the line in the lead on the starboard
tack, closely followed by Idol, who did not point as high,
but certa;n]y footed faster. Both held along verv evenly,
though it was hard to tell which was getting to windward
fastest. When they tacked to port, Opitsah seemed to
have gained, but both boats were close together. At
3 :2i :3o Opitsah tacked back to starboard, followed by
Idol. Idol had gained considerably, as she shook out her
reef, but Opitsah took to the conditions better. She
rounded the windward mark at 4:01:12, Idol at 4:02:30.
A heavy squall that had been threatening for some

time from the nor'ard broke out just as both boats
squared away for the run. There was not much wind in

it, but it meant another beat back. Opitsah got the wind
first and began gaining fast on Idol. She crossed the
finish line at 4:36:50, winning by two minutes and fifty-

nine seconds, thereby getting the cup. The summary:

Start. Finish. Elaos'^d,
Opit-nh, R. H. Daniels 2 50 00 4 36 50 1 46 50
Idol, F. Lyman 2 50 00 4 39 49 1 49 -it)

Saturday, Aug. i6.

The last of the Saturday series races for Dr. Derby's
cup was sailed on Aug. i6, at 2 :35 P. M. A four-mile to
windward and return course, to be sailed over twice, was
logged out, the first leg being to windward in the teeth
of a fresh northwesterly breeze.

The entries were Idol, Persimmon, Peterkin, Raider,
Opitsah and Pirate. Raider crossed the line first, fol-

lowed by Persimmon, Idol, Peterkin, Opitsali and Pirate
in the order named. Raider stood off on the port tack,

with Persimmon, Idol and Peterkin, whereas Opitsah and
Pirate went off on the starboard tack. Raider did good
work and walked out a considerable lead on the fleet.

Persimmon tacked soon to starboard, and went over
after Pirate and Opitsah. She soon ran out of the wind,
that was light in the middle of the bay, but strong on the

sides.

The boats were separated and, except in the case of

Raider, it was hard to tell who was doing the best work.
Raider rounded the windward mark at 3:49:20, followed

by Pirate at 3:50:01, Idol at 3:51:02, Persimmon at

3:52:56, Opitsah at 3:54:01 and Peterkin at 3:55: 14,

The wind canted much on the run, and the boats had
to gybe their spinnakers considerably. Pirate bls^nketed

Raider and passed her. Raider in tmn bla,v\l^f|ec^ Pirate,

^1^4 making a lon| Ivtff t9 windward ran.^ -^^I'l aheAd,

None of the other boats altered their positions, though
Persimmon gained considerably. Raider rounded the lee-

v,rard mark again in the lead at 4:35:06. Pirate came
next, only fifty seconds behind her at 4:35 :56. The other

boats roimded in the same order a- befor. Idol at 4:36:47,
Persimmon at 4:37:00, Opitsah at 4:39:50, Peterkin at

4 :42 :oo.

Raider hauled around on the p^rt tack and held a g-ood
breeze. Pirate tacked immediately across the bay on the
starboard tack, followed by Persimmon. Idol, Opksah
and Peterkin followed Raider, Raider soon also stood
across the bay and forced Pirate crossing Persimmm's
bows by a good margin. Pirate was sailing fast and fore-

reached Raider, thus establishing a lead for the sec;nd
time. Raider, however, began to improve her sailing, and
again wrested the lead from Pirate. She rounded the

windward mark at 5:36:35, Pirate at 5:37:53 and Per-
simmon at 5 :39 :oi. Opitsah beat Id"l around, passing the
mark at 5:43:32, Idol at 5:46:09, and Peterkin at 5:48:17.
The run home was without doubt the most exciting ever

sailed at Islesboro. " Per.simmon and Pirate both gained
on Raider, and about the middle of the run drew up
to even terms. Pirate and Persimmon were considerably
out to windward, and both were blanketing each other.

Raider had a clear wind, but even then could only hold
her own. Just before the finish line all three were on
exactly a dead line. First Persimmon gained a bit. but
was blanketed by Pirate, who forged ahead too late, Bbw-
ever, to catch Raider, who crossed the line at 6:33 : 16, one-
half second in the lead. Pirate beat Persimmon also

by half a second, thus making the first three boats' finish

within a second of each othex. Peterkin also gained fast

on Idol, and beat her by one second. The summary:
Start. Finish. Elapsed,

Raider, R. Derby 2 35 00 6 33 16 3 58 16
Pirate, P. Metcalt 2 S5 OO 6 33 16^ 3 58 16^
Persimmon, E. Dodge 2 35 00 6 33 17 3 58 17
Opitsah, R. IT. Daniels 2 35 OO 6 37 08 4 02 08
Peterkin, T. Kissel .2 35 00 6 38 55 4 03 56
Idol, F. Lyman 2 35 00 6 38 57 4 03 67

Persimmon won the cup, securing in all 33 points
; Opit-

sah came second, with 22 ; Pirate third, with i6 ; Raider

,

fourth, with 14; Peterkin fifth, with 12 ; Daydream sixth,
:

I

with 10, and Idol seventh, with I.

Richard Derby.

j\Ir. Charles G- Davis, who for some time past has
beefi' superintcudeiit of cf Tich uclicn tor the Electric

Tauncfa Works, Bayonne, N. J., is now manager of the

:^{[9tropoUtafl ' Boat and l-,ap9h , ^o.,^ Astori^^ I<,
|,
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Marine and Fie'd Class—Start, 3:18.
Kdpie. W. K. I!rov,n 4 55 17 1 3:17
Ouinque, L. H. Smith 4 59 55 1 41 55
Flying Fox. F. D. Anderson 5 02 20 1 44 20
Ji^-a-Jig, W. A. Ilutcheson 5 05 25 1 47 25
Stinger, A. P. Clapp ...5 22 30 2 04 33

Catboats—Class V—Start, 3:24.
Martha M., Richard Moore », 4 51 48 1 30 48
Boo2ie, C. D. Durkee 4 55 ."iO 1 31 30
Ra-scal, D. G. Whitlock 5 01 25 1 37 25

Points to date on N. Y. R. A. G. B. series : Mariquita,
5; Sunol, 54; Bonito, 46; Kangaroo, 12; Vivian, 35;
GwcndoJen, 16; Caribou. 55; Squaw, 24; Indian, 6;
Cockatoo, 56; Sons; and Dance, 52; Streak, 24; Karma,
20; Corona, 20; Trouble, 46; Bronco, 40; Wraith, 34;
Opossum, 32 ; Wink, 13; Flying Fish, 12; Spots, 2; Elsie,
9; Pickaninny, 5; Kelpje, 58; Stinger, 46; Quinque, 32;
rlymg Fox, 24; Jig-a-Jig, 12; Vixen, 10; Martha M., 50;
Rascal, 44; Boozie, 32.

TRIDENT—SEAWANHAKA CUP DEFENDER.

Photo by Wm. Notman & Son, Montreal,

Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay.
Saturday, Aug. 23.

The seventh regatta of the Yacht Racing Association

of Gravesend Bay was sailed on the afternoon of Satur-

day, Aug. 23, under the auspices of the Marine and Field

Club. Twenty-three craft started and all but one finished

the contest. The winners in the dififerent classes were
Sunol, Song and Dance, Trouble, Kelpie and Martha M.
Vivian and Caribou scored sailovers.

The season is drawing to a close. There remain but
two more regattas, one at the New York C. C. on Sept. 6,

and the other given by the Association itself, for special

prizes, on Sept. 20, off the Atlantic Y. C. In the Asso-
ciation race of last year points for the series prize still

continued. There is a question, however, whether this

precedent will be followed in the schedule of 1902.

Opinion in the matter is divided according to the stand-
ing of the different contestants. Leaders naturally care
for but one more race in which points for the series prize
will count. In cases where the margin is a small one, two
contests might inake "a miaterial difference in the final

standing.

The uncertainty of the point system is well illustrated

by the race on Saturday among class P boats. Before
the contest, Cockatoo appeared to have a safe lead over
her worthy rival. Song and Dance. Points stood 52 to

42 in favor of the former. Yet when the race ended, Song
and Dance had romped in a winner and Cockatoo finished

no better than fourth. This unexpected outcome evened
matters quite a bit in the standing for the series prize.

Cockatoo still leads with 56 points, but Song and Dance,
with 52, is only four behind.

The upset in calculations was caused by the terrific ebb
tide running off the stake boat at Atlantic Y. C, the
second mark of the quadrangular course.
The breeze was blowing northwesterly. This gave

the boats a fine spinnaker run from the start at the Marine
and Field Club to the first buoy off the Brooklyn Y. C.
It was a reach from there to the troublesome turning
point off the Sea Gate organization. The next long leg to
the Government buoy off Fort Hamilton afforded the
finest kind of windward hitches. From the Fort it was a
reach home, and the whole journey covered twice con-
stituted the usual Association course.
Promptly at 3 o'clock the preparatory signal was hoisted,

and three minutes later class M was sent aawy for the
journey to West Bank Light and return. Class N fol-
lowed in three minutes more, and the same interval
separated signals for the other classes. Sloop class R and
the larger catboat class did not fill.

Vagabond, owned by T. Edward Vernon, of the At-
lantic Y. C, was a newcomer in class P, and with Cocka-
too soon after the start led the fleet. Song and Dance
was minutes astern when the three boats had rounded the
mark off the Atlantic Y. C, and stood in shore to avoid
the tide. The first two, resembling each other closely,
were sailing a fine race with Cockatoo leading and a bit
to windward. In this order they passed the starting line
at the end of the first round.
When Cockatoo and Vagabond again turned the mark

off Atlantic Y, C, with a good lead on Song and Dance
^ey took tack out im tlie full fprc? of the tide ancj

thereby lost all chances of winning. Song and Dance re-

peated her tactics of the first round and won out by two
minutes and 5 seconds over Elsie, and was six minutes
and thirteen seconds ahead of Cockatoo. On a long leg

in shore some time after rounding the Atlantic Y. C.

mark, Vagabond had an accident to her head stay and
withdrew.

In class Q the Boston-built boat. Trouble, well

handled by Mr. C. D. Mower, covered herself with
honor. Beside winning in the class, she made
the best elapsed time of any boat sailing the inside

courses. The former class R craft, Opossum, finished

second in excellent time. She was protested by Bronco,
the third boat, on the starboard tack ground. In figuring
points, however, this protest until settled, is disregarded.
Trouble now leads for the series prize with 46 points.

Bronco has 40. Should the protest against Opossum be
allowed, Bronco would be given second position for the
race, with an additional 2 points. Trouble beat Opossum
two minutes and headed Bronco by thirty-two seconds
more.

Before the race, in the struggle for the series prize
among the Marine and Field one-design class, Kelpie and
Stinger were separated by only 4 points, the former in

the lead. Stinger was another victim of the never-stop-
ping tide of Sea Gate. Kelpie won, beating Quinque four
minutes and thirty-six seconds. She also scored a leg on
the Dauchy cup, for which the one-design boats were
contesting. Stinger finished a bad last. The points now
stand. Kelpie, 58 ; Stinger, 46.

Martha M. led the open catboats at the finish. She
v.'as forty-two seconds ahead of the East Bay creation,
Boozie. sailed by her btiilder. Gill Smith, of Patchogue,
Long Island.

The wind grew so light toward the latter part of the
contest that the Regatta Committee decided to call off

the race in classes Mi and N. after the end of the first

round. The iHerreshoff boat, Vivian, led the fleet in from
West Bank Light, and with Caribou scored a sailover.
Sunol beat BonitO by thirty-one seconds. The boats
had a reach out and some windward work home.
A j'acht in order to be eligible for an Association series

prize must have entered a majority of the races given
for her class, and have defeated a competitor. Barring
i-nusual accidents and judging from the work thus far, it

looks as if the winners of the series prizes of the year in
the different classes would be: Sunol, Vivian, Caribou,
Cockatoo, Trouble, Kelpie and Martha M. The sum-
maries of the race of Aug. 23 follow

:

Class M—Special—Start, 3:03.

„ , T , At,u
Finished. Elapsed.

Sunol, John Abbey

4

54 33 1 51 33
Bonito, Haviland Bros 4 55 01 1 52 04

Sloops—Class I^-Start, 3:06.
Vivian, S. E. Vernon

4

48 45 1 42 45
Class N—Special—Start, 3:06.

Caribou, J. E. Nicholson

5

00 20 1 54 20
Sloops—Class P—Start, 3:09.

Song and Danf-e, E. F. Luckenbach 4 35 10 1 26 10
Elsie, C. P. Rosemon

4

.37 15 1 28 15
Corona. J, E. Beggs ..

4

3s 20 1 29 20
Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb

4

41 23 1 32 2''

Streak, Speidel Bros ....4 56 50 1 47 50Vagabond, T. Edward Vernon ...Did not finish.
Sloops—Class Q—Start, 3:12.

Trouble, W. H. Childs 4 37 fg 1 25 '^5

Opossum, R. P Doremus

4

39 25 1 27 25
Bpnfo. F. C, Moore ,4 39 57 1 2?57
Wraith, Calvin lomkms

4

42 04 1 30 04

H«gf«enot Y. C*
NEW ROCHELLEj LONG ISLAND SOUND. -'

Saturday, Aug. 23,

The eighth annual regatta of the Huguenot Y. C. was
sailed on Saturday, Aug. 23. The event was marked by
splendid weather and a good list of starters, some forty-
seven boats entering.
The 30ft. class of sloops sailed twice over a triangular

course, making a total distance of fifteen miles. "The
25ft. and 2ift. sloops and raceabouts sailed three times
over a triangular course, in all a distance of eleven and
one-quarter miles. The first leg of the course was a
spinnaker run, the second leg a beat and the third leg a
close reach. The preparatory signal was given at 12:30,
and five ininutes later boats in the 30ft. class were sent
away. There were four starters in this class, the old
champion Alerion, Zaza, Mab III. and the Newport 30-
footer Hera. Zaza withdrew and Alerion, well sailed by
Mr. Edward M. MacLellan, won out, beating Hera, the
second boat, by nearly two minutes. Five of the race-
abouts started. All were on the line just at gunfire, ex-
cept Snapper, which boat crossed too socn and had to
return and recross. Whistlewing was pushed hard for
first place during the early part of the race, but after a
trnie she drew away from her competitors and established
a comfortable lead and won by nearly three minutes. Ade-
laide and Houri had a close race in the Larchmont 21ft.
class, the latter winning by thirty seconds.
Three boats started in the 25ft. sloop class. Ojibway

sailed a good race and finished first, but Pristis gets the
race on corrected time. In the Manhasset Bay one-design
aass there were five boats to start. The race was won
by Bab, which boat is showing up to very much better ad-
vantage than she did in the early part of the season.

iM ?T°
^^^^ Rochelle one-design boats started, and

IhU Howard's Caper won by forty-five seconds.
Cero and Microbe had no competitors in their respec-

tive classes, and they went over the course, takino- sail-
over prizes.

Nine of the Pelham Country Club larks started. Echo
one of the boats in this class, capsized on the second leg
ot the course, and was towed into the harbor. In the dorv
class Ketch II. capsized just before reaching the starting
hne. °

The day was an ideal one for small boat racing The
weather was bright and clear, and a fresh wind from
the N. by W. blew throughout the race. This is an off-
shore breeze, and m consequence the water was quite
smooth and the boats made good time over the course^

Messrs. H. C. Ward, L. C. Ketchum and G. C. Allen
made up the Regatta Committee. The summary follows

:

Sloops-Class N-25 to 30ft. Racing Length-Start, 12:35-Course
15 Miles.

'

Alpi-Inn A T-T A 11 „ Finished, Elapsed.

zltrdA Gra'Xerrv-::::;;:::::: ^^^^^n^ f^ni'J'

Hera"R••^^"r'' & Littlefield . .
. .[^-[[[^ilT ''"f36 46nera, K. N. duinness

, 3 Qg 09 2 33 09

Tnll
p^=^<^eabout Class-21ft. Racing Length-S^art, 12:40.

\fjj
T Bleecker 2 36 18 1 56 18

Snapper,'' A. ' B. Alley
' i i ] ! i f 1 37 1 1 ^7

Whistlevving, H. M. Crane :::::::2 33 20 1 ^3 20
Sloops—Larchmont 2lft. Class—Start, 12:45

JJorothy, J. G. Spence 2 12 =;i 1 07 ki
Adelaide J J Dwy er

! . i ; [ \wi f^ \ |Hour,, J. H. Esser 2 09 54 1 24 54
Sloops-Class P—25ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:50.

Instis, Isehn & Lane 3 04 38 91490
0„bway, D. P. Moore i::::;::! 03 40 ilsfo

Sloops-Class Q-18 to 21ft. Racing Length-Start, 12:.50
(jazabo, N. P. Vulte ,. 3 07 IS 9171s
Montauk, J. .S. Appleby . . . ! . . . 1 i i ! i ! i j 56 io 2 06 lo

Sloops-Class R-_under 18ft. Racing Length-Start, 12:50.

\Teol/ t"'r -^""''^ Did not finish.Aeola, J. R. Johnson, Jr 3 05 08 2 15 08Pandora, H. B. Tovvle 3 09 56 2 19 5fi

T u,
^l^"'?,^,-"set Bay One-design Class-Start, 12:55.Lainbkm S. W. Roach 2 31 3? 1 Q9

Mi^'t l^r''"^ :.:::::::::yd not finish''^

Arizona. G. A,° Co^^y' I 34 13 \New Rochelle Yacht Club One-design ciass-Start 12 55
'

Caper, P L PImvard ...2 32 02 ] 37 02Knave W. ^ Bav.er 2 24 32 1 29 32Ace, L. D. Huntington 2 32 47 1 37 47Indian Harbor Sailabouts—Start, 12:55.
Cero, 1\. Alallory, Jr 2 4q 07 1 at

^Sloops-18ft. Class-Start, 1" P. M.
^ °'

Microbe, M. Mitchell 3 15 15 9 11 1'
'^''^^P.ft^-^^t. Class-Start, 1 P. M.

"

Arrow, Thomas Miller, Jr 2 37 90 1 97 on
Ripple, Bloom and Downing 2 40 19 1 iJn iq

Catboats-18ft. Class-Start, 1 P M ^
•

Bantam, Francis Page 94011 1 ,q 1-,

Scud, Donald Abbott ""2 4113 ] 41 1 qPelham Lark Class-Start, l:05-Com-se 3% MilesStreak E. Cunningham 1 59 ^4 q ^

Halo, W. B. Short 1 57 qfi a w
Echo, T A Weatherby

! ! ! i . Capsifed.
"

Gloria, G. B. Mott jxA tim^rl
Flirt. David Carri ^f""^- „ ,

,

?aK' iSirt^k •};.;:: : ::

•

gl s L°

I

Pri.e H°H'v!rp''^
Class-Start, V.^-Comse Z% Miles.

1 nze H H Van Rensselaer 2 12 58 1 07 58Ketch II Edmond Devme Capsized.
Marguerite, W. T. Johnson 2 19 33 1 14 33

The winners were Alerion. Whistlewing. Llouri Pris
tis, Montauk, Bab, Knave, Cero (sailover), Microbe (sail
QY?r). Arrow, S?ttd, Sneaker, Halo ^nd Prize, '

"
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Ovaei by Herman B. Duryea. Photo by Jaxnes Burton, New York.
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fhe White Bear ¥. §.

Vcstern Clofc wite a Recora.

i , -X. 1
. BY. L.,i>. ORDWAY.

^

The Whiie Bear Y. was brg'j|.nized eleven years
ago by a, few young, nien,. enthnsias.tic sa.ilqrs, whiose
ambition was to deyeloR an interest in rates in tfie

West. From this small beginning the growth has, been
steady and strong, until to-day the organization has a

membership of 250, a substantial and well equipped club-

house, with no financial obligations, and is a recognized
factor in Western yachting.

The early boats of the club were of the skimming dish

type, the successor of sand bagger, over-canvassed, slow
and cumbersome; but the spirit of advancement was
keen among the members, and very early in its history

the club showed a positive desire for something better.

It was fortunate in having among its members a few men
of enthusiasm and persistence, who enjoyed the study
of every possible improvement in design and rigging;

winter e\cnings were given to working over '"Linton

Hope" and any other yachting authority obtainable, and
tills persistent effort resulted in a steady development of

the better type. As was to be expected, most of the

desirable ideas and many of the boats have come from
the East, Herreshoff having built a number. But it was
soon demonstrated that the boats designed and built

on the local waters proved the faster under the pi'evail-

ing conditions. In the desire to obtain faster and bet-

ter boats, there has been an interchange of ideas, and no
attempt at secrecy in the new work.
The club has been fortunate in having a number of

progressive builders of Scandinavian origin, who were
quick to grasp new ideas in design and construction,

and wIku started in the right direction have shown
great skill and originality. The spirit of rivalry and a

desire to build boats that would win, combined with

the interchange of ideas between the different designers,

builders and sailors, has resulted in the rapid advance-
ment of the club. The White Bear men were the first

to develop the pronounced scow. In 1895 and i8g6

several fast boats of the modified scow type, were built,

which easily defeated Eastern boats in the Inter-lake

contest at Minnetonka and at Milwaukee on Lake Michi-

gan. In 189;^ five pronounced scows were built which
proved to be faster than the old type of boat. About a

year later experiments were made with the scow in the

East, but it was at least two years before the superiority

ni the pronounced scow as a racing machine came to

be appreciated on the coast. No radical improvement in

the scow design has been made within the last few years,

ris Yankee, built and designed in '97, is much on the

same lines as Tecumseh, the improvement having been
largely in construction, rigging and a better understand-
ing of handling and sailing.

The White Bear Y. C. has always appreciated that

advancement required the construction of new boats each
year. The old ones have been sold to other lakes, thus
Stimulating- the sport in new localities, and as a conse-
quence over one hundred and forty boats have been btlilt

for members of this club during the past ten years, and
thus far with some improvement each year. Desiring to

iitimulate yachting interest throughout the countrj', this

club has always been ready to take part in foreign re-

gattas, and during the past eight years has sent sixteen

hoats to various parts of the West, to Montreal and to

Long Island Sound, covering a distance of over 12,000

miles by tail.

The Inland Lake Yachting Association, the largest
{iCid most enthusiastic small boat organization in the
country, composed of over twenty clubs from as many
different lakes, hailing from five States, was organized
and carried to completion by the White Bear Y. C,
The boats of this club are of two classes: Class A

ra Trying 500 feet of sail, and similar to Seawanahaka,
the International Class introduced to the West at the
time of the adoption of the present rules by the Royal
St. Lawrence Y. C. and the White Bear Y, C. for their

races in 1899; and a smaller class called B, carrying 350
feet of sail, but similar in other ways. The rules under
which the boats are built and sailed are eminently fitted

for the Western lakes and have given general satis-

faction. The White Bear Y. C. has won four out of

eight events in the races of the Inland Lake Yachting
Association—besides taking part during the same years
in two races at Montreal with the Royal St. Lawrence
Y. C. In addition to the outside races, the White Bear
Y. C. holds a local regatta every Saturday in June, July
and August and sails about twenty races from eight to

ten knots each season; from fifteen to twenty boats
taking part in each regatta. The club racing fleet at

the present time is composed of seven A class boats,
limited to 500 feet of standing sail, 38 feet over all;

eight B class boats with 350 feet standing sail, 32 feet

over all; seven C class boats built from a design of G.
Herrick Duggan, with 200 feet of sail, 20 feet over all;

eight open class boats, the same as the A class, com-
])osed of older boats too slow to race in the A class.

All races are without time allowance. Courses are sailed
triangular as well as windward and return, and are ar-
ranged to give as much windward work as possible. Al-
though the lake is small the depth of water is good, and
as a rule the winds are strong and true. The type of
boat which has been developed in the West may not be
thoroughly suited to Eastern waters, but it is eminently
titted for the Western lakes, where the winds are strong
and there is never much. sea. They are fast, safe and dry,
luyond question faster than any other type of boat,
and will live and make the best time where the old type
will make no showing, notwithstanding the fear of the
liridgeport judges in the recent trial races—"That
sumeojie would get wet or drowned if allowed to sail in
wliat the Western yachtsmen considered fine saihng
Avinds."' Many races have been sailed on the Western
lakes in winds having a speed from thirty to thirty-five
miles., and ihe Westerner feels that the stronger the
waid the greater the_^ sport and the faster the time.
The White Bear Y. C. allows no one to take part in

its races whose livelihood depends upon designing, build-
ing or sailing of boats, and as a result each Saturday
from sixty-five to seventy men and boys, strictly ama-
l^tU'g. take part in the weekly regatta?, '

-

English Letter,

The Cowcs Week this year was mainly remarkable fot
its very disagreeable weather. It opened on Aug. 4 with
the regatta of the Royal London Y. C, which has a
house >»t Cowes. The day was fine, with a nice westerly
breeze, but unfortunately Sybarita was the only starter
in the first class match. Both Navahoe and Meteor III,
were entered, but did not start, because by so doing
they would have been rendered ineligible for racing in

subsequent handicaps, a condition of which Usually is

that entrants must not have raced in an open match for
a certain number of years. On the satiie day thefe
were three handicaps, which Were all productive of large
entries. Indeed, to judge from the number and quality
of the yachts under way, the regatta was quite up to the
highest standard. And the same may be said of the
Royal Yacht Squadron's regatta, which followed each
day until Friday. The Squadron's first day was on Tues-
day, when a big entry honored the match for the King's
cup, This is only open to yachts belonging to the cltlb,

and is a handicap. Therefore Cicely was tmablc to enter.

The wind was light and southeasterly, which gave a lot

of turning to windward. This did not suit Meteor,
and she was quite out of it, the cup falling to Sir James
Pender's fine yawl Brynhild. This is her first King's
cup, but, with the Squadron's conditions 'being such as
they are, it ought not to be her last.

The next day, Wednesdaj', was very wet, with a good
southerly breeze that held all day. . This gave a reach
all over the long course, and Meteor III beat Sybarita
by over twelve minutes in fifty miles. I see that .Sybarita
is handsomelj' slated by one of our journals for getting
beaten by so much, but to me it seemed quite natural.
I wonder wdiat other result could be looked for from
Meteor's great length. It seems that a very large num-
ber of people have made up their minds that the Em-
peror's vessel is a mere slug. On what the opinion is

based it is not easy to see. To my mind, she is a par-
ticularly fine vessel, but I never expect to see her at her
best hiside the Isle of Wight. I should like to look at

her log after an hour of a 30-knot quarterly wind!
On Wednesday, when she was doing over twelve

knots, there was a noticeable absence of fuss at her bows
and her delivery was beautifully clean, She stood up to
her canvas like a house. On the same day in a race be-
tween fifteen vessels for the German Emperor's cup,
the famous old Irex carried off the prize. Cicel^r came
home first, leading Navahoe by about a minute. As
Navahoe must have traveled quite as fast as when she
was a cutter, if not faster,^ you may be able to get a line
through this for comparing her with your schooners.
The course was the same as that sailed by Meteor—

a

strong reaching wind all the way. I think this was a
very creditable win for the old Irex. She is one of our
old plank-on-edge boats of about Soft, waterline and
hardly 75ft. beam. Her draft is about 14ft., and she has,
I believe, just over 70 tons of lead on the keel. In fact,

she is very much like Genesta, and most people think
she wotdd have won the America's cup had she gone
out instead of that vessel.. It is astonishing that Bryn-
hild should have headed her home by some five minutes
only, and that she shoidd actually have beaten such boats
as Leander, Namara and Cetonia.
On the next day Sybarita had her revenge on Meteor,

giving her a sound beating in a .^ttiart breeze ov?r 3

course that gave some windward work. But this race

supplied the tnost notable feature of the whole week in

the smart sailing of the 65-fater Tutty, which came within

a minute and a half of saving hef time from Sybarita

This was a very remarkable performance in so strong

a wind, for the race was sailed, not as a handicap, btlt

under the ordinary Y. R. A. time scale. In order to pre-

vent the possibility of a yacht of this size carrying off

prizes in the large class, the Y. R. A. limit the class to

yachts over 79 linear rating. But the Squadron refuses

to be fettered by the Association, and an excellent result

was achieved ill this case at all events.

During the week Lucida was uniformly successftil

against Camellia, except on Thursday, when she spHf

her hollow tnast when leading. The fault of these spari^

seems to be that they Split easily with a twisting strain.

To obviate this there are now three distinct makes of

hollow spars in this cotmtry, and so far as I can hear,

they have answered Well in all cases where they have
been tried.

An unfortunate accident happened in a small cruiser'*;

lumdicap at Southampton last week, when one of the

hands of a 16-ton yawl was washed overboard and
drowned. He could swim well, but the yacht—a new'

craft of modern type—would not bear up, and had to
stay instead of gybing. This, too, although she was
carrying a jibtopsail. I fancy very many people would
be chary of racing in such a hard-mouthed boat. Eyerj'-

thing was done to save the man, but in vain.

The postponed review of the fleet by the King is

bringing a large number of vessels together again in the

Solent. Lord Crawford's race for auxiliary yachts will

be started immediately after. His 'full-rigged ship.

Valhalla, will sail in the race—with very little hope of

success unless it blows very hard indeed. This vessel

used to be manned with a crew of 130 men, and every-

thing was done in navy fashion aboard. She makes
about eleven knots under steam, but under sail she is

said to have made over seventeen knots. She is now
painted white, and the change from black is not an
improvement. E. H. Hamilton.

American Y. C.

MILTON POINT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 23.

The 21 and i8ft. one-design classes of the American
Y. C. sailed a race on Saturday, Aug. 23. The boats
sailed over a ten-mile triangular course in a fresh N.
wind. The summary:

21-footers.

Time.
Howdy, S. VVainwriglit 2 20 2S
Cricket, Howard WTllet , , .2 21 37
Ping Pong, W. F. Browning 2 22 12
Rascal, S. Hopkins 2 24 49
Kid, Oliver Harrtman Disabled'

18-footers.

Driftwood, Oliver Townsend 2 S3 S"
Mongoose III., Simeon Ford . , .....t. 2 35 14

Rattler, T. E. Bowles , 2 38 37
Zelita III., H. A. Sherman ......2 42 30
The Hustler, J. J. Downey , Disqualified

The winners were How'dy and Driftwood.

The 51-footers Humma, Altair and Shark will meet at

Newport on September i and will sail a series of si?;

races.
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Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I. -

Monday, Aug". 18.

The third series race for the cup offered by Mr. Will-

iam L. Stow was sailed on Monday, Aug. 18. The wind
was light from the W., and the boats sailed twice over a

triangular course. Esperanza was first to start, and held

her lead on the beat to the first mark. On rounding the

mark she fouled it and withdrew. Barbara, which was
then in second place, took the lead and finished a winner.

The summary, start 3:20:
Finished. Elapsed.

Barbara, Winthrop Rutherford 5 40 37 2 20 27
Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 5 4.5 04 2 25 04
Veda, William L. Stow .....5 57 52 2 37 52
Asahi, W. Starr Miller and Lloyd Warren. .Withdrew.
Jisperanza, Han-y O. Havemeyer, Jr... Withdrew.

Tuesday, Aug. 19.

The. 30-footers sailed a race to Dyer's Island and re-

turn on Tuesday, Aug. 19, a distance of eighteen miles.

At the outer mark Esperanza fouled Barbara. The race

was won by Wawa. This gives Wawa two points for the

William L. Stow cup, and Barbara has the same number.

Wednesday, Aug. 20.

In a light "S. breeze the 30-footers sailed twice over a

triangular course on Wednesday, Aug. 20. At the end of

the first round Esperanza was ahead, but on the second

round Breeze worked into first place and won by nearly

two minutes. This race gives Breeze one point in the

William L. Stow cup. The summary, start 3:19:

Finished. Elapsed.

Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr 6 01 26 2 42 26

Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller 6 03 19 2 44 19

Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 6 04 31 2 45 31

Barbara, Winthrop Rutherford 6 fl4 40 2 45 40

Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 6 05 39 2 46 39

Veda, William L. Stow .....6 06.57 2 47 57

Thursday, Aug. 21.

The race for the William L. Stow cup, sailed on Thurs-

day, Aug. 21, Was won by Asahi. The course was six

miles to leeward and return. The wind was very light

from the S. Barbara got the best of the start, but was
soon passed by Asahi, which held her lead up to the finish.

Carolina fouled Esperanza and withdrew. The sum-
maries, start 3:51: '1

'

Finished. Elapsed.
Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller.... 5 16 01 1 28 01

Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 21 04 1 30 04

Barbara, Winthrop Rutherford 5 21 08 1 30 08

Breeze, Willim G. Roelker, Jr 5 21 51 .1 30 51

Veda, William L. Stow 5 22 26 1 31 26

Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks Withdrew.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones Withdrew.

Friday, Aug. 22.

On BYiday, Aug. 22, the 30-footers sailed a six-mile to

windward and return race for the William L. Stow
cup. The wind was light from the S., very much the

same as it was on the two previous days. The race proved
to be the deciding one, for it was won by Barbara, mak-
ing the third race necessary to win the cup. Wawa had
two points and Asahi and Breeze each had one. The
summary, start 3:27:

Finished. Elapsed.
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherford 4 48 44 1 21 44
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 4 49 21 1 22 21
Breeze, William D. Roelker, Jr 4 ,51 04 1 24 04 ^

Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller. .4 51 38 1 24 38

Veda, William L. Stow 4 52 19 1 25 19
Esperanza, Harry O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 52 48 1 25 48

Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 4 55 17 1 28 17

Saturday, Aug. 23.

In the sweepstake race sailed by the 30-footers on Sat-

urday, Aug. 23, Carolina beat Barbara, the second boat,

by nearly four minutes. The wind was fresh from the

N., and the boats sailed twice over a triangular course.

The summary, start 3:33-
Finished. Elapsed.

Carolina, Pembroke Jones .5 31 58 1 53 58
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherford 5 35 49 1 57 49
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 36 2C 1 58 26

Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 5 37 03 1 59 03
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr..... 5 37 21 1 59 21
Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller. .Withdrew.

I

DUXBURY, MASS.

Friday, Aug. 22.

The second Y. R. A. open race in the South Shore
circuit was given by the Duxbury Y. C. on Friday, Aug.
22. The wind was light, E. to S.E. In the 2S-footers
Chewink II. came down from Marblehead to keep up the
sport. Calypso led for the greater part of the course,
with Areyto second. Chewink gained on the two on the
last round, and when she and Calypso got into a luffing

match, Areyto pulled out ahead and finished first. In
the 2i-footers Chloris led for about two-thirds of the
course, when she was overhauled by Little Haste, which
finished with a lead of three minutes. There was a good
rate among the iSft. knockabouts, although they did not
finish as closely as usual. Question won by more than a
minute and a half. In the first handicap class Thordis
made the fastest time, but lost to Rambler on handicap.
]n the second handicap class Rooster won on actual and
corrected times. The summary:

Class D—2oft. Cabin Yachts.

4 Time.
Areyto, L. D. Baker 2 06 35
< alypso, A. W. Chesterton , 2 07 35
Chewink II., F. A. Macomber, Jr.. 2 08 02

Class S-21ft. Cabin Yachts.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 2 08 40
Chloris, B. P. Cheney 2 11 40
Thecla, C. W. Chapin "2 13 28
Mildred II,, S. P. Moses 2 13 29
Micmac, H. Hutchinson !2 26 19

• Class I—18ft. Knockabouts.
Question, J. H. Hunt 2 27 52
liertrude, H. E. Lynch .' 2 29 ISDomino C C. Clapp .."...2 33 50
Kittawake, H. M. Jones , , 2 37 0''

Stroller, L. B. Goodspeed !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !2 38 10
Miladi II., F. R. Adams .i.-^. 2 38 26
Osprey A R. Train

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 12 38 27
Biza, A. Douglas 2 40 09
Tokalon, R. J. Randall, Jr,.,..i»i,,i,,i., 2 42 12
Aspenquid, C. M. Fosteter .. ""'"94719
Patrice, A. W. Finl^ ..-.^-..'i^'.'.'.'li.'.W.I I9
Bohemian, A. B. Holmes 2 50 23
Alcedo, J. F. Lynder

.".".V.".".'.2 58 38

First Handicap Class,
_ Elapsed. Corrected.
Rambler, W. A. Leonard 2 27 34 2 17 34
Thordis, Charles A. Henry ..2 17 40 2 17 40
Alma, S. Hendredge 2 52 04 2 37 04
As You Like It, W. T. Whitman... .2 44 24 2 39 24
Maude, Lane Withdrawn.

Second Handicap Class,
Rooster, S. G. Ethcrington 1 15 50 1 15 50
Quivet, L. A. CrowcU 1 29 30 1 16 30
Dolphin, C. Morton 1 24 35 1 16 35
Challenge, E. B. Atwood 1 19 45 1 16 45
-•Vureolus, II. F, Kellogg 1 29 30 1 17 30
Biddy, Warren & Atkins ..1 29 09 1 18 09
Emcrell, W. Low 1 24 40 1 19 46
In It, A. Watson 1 22 08 1 20 08
Adele, Fred Wadsworth .,1 38,38 1 20 38
Sigrid, E. W,-itson 1 28 56 1 20 56
Scamper, E. G. Reed 1 32 00 1 22 00
Nautilus, J. Devere Simmons 1 34 34 1 26 34

Saturday, Aug. 23.

The _sccond Y. R. A, open race of the Duxbury Y. C.
was sailed Saturday, Aug. 23, in a fresh breeze from the
N.E. In the 25-footers Areyto got the start, but was
soon overhauled by Calypso, which led to the finish.
Areyto left the judges' boat on the wrong side and was
disqualified. In the 21-footers, Mildred II. led all over
the course. Chloris, which was w^ell up, made the same
mistake as Areyto and was disqualified. In the i8ft.
knockabouts the contest was again between Domino, Mi-
ladi 11. and Kittawake. They finished in a bunch, with
Domino in the lead. This gave Domino the Adams cup,
ofi'ered for the season's races in the Duxbury Y. C. In
the first handicap class Thordis led over the course, but
lost on corrected time. Rambler, which would have won
on corrected time, fouled Seconset and was disqualified.
In the second handicap class Challenge won on both actual
and corrected times. Th.e summary:

Class D—25ft. Cabin.

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 129*48
Areyto, L. D. Baker Disqualified

Class S—21ft. Cabin.
Mildred II., S. P. Moses 1 ,35 34
Theckla, C. W. Chapin

,

'. '.

V. '.l 36 19
Micmac, R. H. Hutchinson ...1 42 00
Chloris, Cheney and Lanning Disqualified
^ . , - Class D-18ft, Knockabouts.
Do"imo,^C. C. Clapp v.,.....,....,; 1 43 55
Miladi, F. R. Adams .. 144 10
Kittawake, H. M. Jones '. 1 44 25
Osprey, A. R. Train

[

'. ', '.

.1 46 48
Biza, A. Douglass "l 47 47
Gertrude, H. E. Lynch !l 48 15
Aspinquid, C. M. Foster '.'.'.'.!'.'.'."."

'.!l 49 23
Tokalon, R. J. Randall '

1 49 24
Question, J.- H. Hunt-.. ' '.

1 49 50
Stroller, L. B Goodspeed 1 51 00
Patrice, A. W..Fmley 1 55 10
Alcedo, J. F. Lmder, 2d 2 05 14

First Handicap Class.

c TT T-i 1 • , Elapsed. Corrected.
Alma, S. II. Eldridge 1 54 25 1 39 25
Seconset, C. Stranger 1 49 40 1 34 40
Thordis, C. Heney 1 40 ,50 1 40 .50
As Yon Like It, N. W. Whitman..., 1 46 17 1 41 17
Rambler, W. L. Leonard ..Disqualified.

Second Handicap Class.
Challenge, E. B. Atwood 1 48 37 1 46 37
.Sheila, L. F. Hewitson 1 48 40 1 46 40
I? A. Watson 1 50 00 1 48 00
-Sigrid, L. Watson 1 58 08 1 50 08
Nautilus J. .Simmons 1 58 40 1 50 40
Ouivet, L A CroweU

, 2 03 47 1 ,50 45
Rooster, S, S. Etherington 1 53 43 1 53 4'-'

Emerell, W. Lowe
!
.'2 00 45 1 55 4.5

Dolphin, C Morton 2 05 52 1 57 52
Aureolus H. Kellogg Withdrew.
Biddy, Warren and Atkinson Broke down.

15-Footers.
Vim, F. W. Sargent, Jr...; 1 45 38
Spider, H. M. Stone 1 46 50
Go-Bye, H. Stockton 1 47 41

Teazer, Mrs. R. W. Emerson, 2d 1 48 49
Ranzo, M. H. Richardson 1 60 32
Uarda, John Parkinson, Jr 1.5130

Beverly Y. C.

wing's neck, buzzard's bay.

Saturda}?-, July 12.

The 324th Corinthian regatta of the Beverly Y. C. was
held on July 12. The weather was clear and a strong
S.W. breeze blew throughout the race. Three classes
filled; the 30ft. one-design boats were racing at Newport.
The summary:

Raceabouts—Start, 1:19,

„ , „ ^ „ . Finish. Elapsed.
Barnacle, W . E. C. Eustis 4 02 02 2 43 02
Amanita, Joshua Crane, Jr...... 4 14 25 2 55 ''5

Terrapin, L. S. Dabney Disabled.
Radiant, C. M. Baker .i.. , Distabled
Sylvia, S. D. Warren Sailed wrong course.

, ^_
Fourth Class Cats—Start, 1:22.

Hod, H. B. Holmes 3 15 13 1 53
Allison S McLeod 3 ig 14 1 56 14Howard, H. O. Miller Disabled.

^ ,
15ft. One Design—Start, 1:25.

^- W. Sargent .. ....3 02 09 1 37 09
Warda, J Parkinson, Jr 3 04 13 1 39 13
Spider, H. M Stone .3 04 29 1 39 29Go Bye H. Stockton 3 11 09 1 46 09
Ranzo, M. H. Richardson, Jr. 3 11 24 1 46 24

The winners were Barnacle, Hod and Vim. J. S. Pal-
frey acted as judge.

buzzard's BAY, MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 23.

A Corinthian race of the Beverly Y. C. was sailed off
the clubhouse at Wing's Neck on Saturday, Aug. 23,m a whole-sail northeast breeze. In the one-desigti
class Quakeress II. got the start and led all over the
course, closely followed by Pontiac and Pravilla. In
the 2S-footers Kalama got the start and led Thorana all
over the course. It was just the weather for the 21-
footer Barnacle and she won easily in her class. Allison
II. won in the fourth class cats and Vim m the 15-
footers. The summary:

30-Footers.

Quakeress IL, W. F. Harrison
Pontiac, J. A. Beebe "5 35 45
Praxilla, J Parkinson, Jr. " " "

! ! ! ! ! 12 35 56Mashnee, R. W. Emmons, 2d 2 36 59Young Miss, D. L.Whittemore 2 37 2'
Zingara, E. M. Farnsworth ....*,.'.'.". 2 37 45
Arabian, R. Winsor ..".'.".'.'.'.',*.'.".".

.2 38 20Gamecock, L. Bacon 2 39 45*
Evelyn, John Hitchcock

. . . ]
', '. '. '.

[
'. '.2 42 45

, „^ ^ 25-Footers.
Kalama III., David Rice 2 47 59
Thorana, T. B. Wales , .2 49 03

21-Footers.
Barnacle, W. E. C. Eustis 1 50 14
Terrapin, L. S. Dabney .

,
'1 57 03

Arethusa, C. M. Baker
. 2 05 37

Sylvia, S. D. Warren .. .. .

..'.'." '. .'.'."Withdrew

„ Fourth Class—Cats.
Allison IL, Stewart McLeod ....2 13 01
Kricker, W. S. Jameson ,

° '2 15 40Howar^ H. O. Miller '.','.2 18 35
Hod, H. B. Holmes 2 19 S5

Riverton V. C.

RIVERTON, DET-A\yARE RIVER,

Saturday, Aug. 16.

Fourteen boats started in the Riverton Y. C. race sailed
on Saturday, Aug. 16. The race was to have been a
handicap, but was changed and the boats sailed on regu-
lar time allowance as usual. The wind was strong and
puffy from the N. The course was from the starting
line to and around Hen and Chickens Buoy and return.
In the catboat class Sea Gull had things her own way and
gave the other boats a good trimming. Katherine held
second place for a time, but was passed by Priscilla. Isit
gave the rest of the boats in her class a good beating,
and among the mosquito fleet boats Albert G. Cook
finished a winner for the fourth time this season. The
Bummary

:

Catboats—Start, 3:18.

„ ,,
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

'^ea Gull 5 24 22 2 06 22 2 02 06
-Priscilla 5 26 28 2 10 28 2 06 02
Katherine 5 37 22 2 19 22 2 18 20
Titania 5 40 15 2 22 15 2 22 15
Leila Withdrew.
Gertrude Withdrew.

Sloops—Start, 3:23.
Isit .5 40 40 2 17 40 2 07 56
1;lona 5 47 03 2 24 03 2 21 14
Pumpkin 6 07 26 2 42 25 2 41 37
Kaloola Withdrew.

Mosquito Boats—Start, 3:25.

11 Au * /-- r- I

Finished. Elapsed.
li~Albert G. Cook 5 16 00 1 51 00

'^^"K VrM?'"'
•••• 5 29 03 2 04 02

n- T^- 5 29 20 2 04 2010—H. Cook Withdrew.

Cofinthian Y. C.

MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 23.

The fifth championship race of the Corinthian Y. C.
was sailed off Marblehead on Saturday, Aug. 23, in a
strong breeze from the northeast. In the 25-footers
Sally VI. took a sailover. Little Haste came over from
Duxbury and won in her class. Savage won handily in
the 18ft. knockabouts.' Chasca finished first in class A,
handicap, but lost to Yarico on allowance. Suzanne ledm class B, handicap, but lost to Scapegoat on allowance.
The summary:

25ft. Cabin "Class. -

aajlx VL, L. F. Percival
!

['53^43

, 21ft. Cabin Clas.s.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr ..*. 1 <>j 47
Pilot, R. Boardman •

1 w ir
Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster "

\ V7 to
Tabasco IIL, H. H. Wiggin ...;!:'.::::i ,39 07

. ^ Raceabout Class.
J unipoo, J. 1. Humphrey ...1 42 57
„ ^ , ^ 18ft. Knockabouts.
.Savage, John Lawrence 1 d<?
Rattler, A. D. Irving l lttl
Scrapper, A. P. Loring " . " ! ^

!

'. ! ! il 49 50
Class A—Handicap.

Yarico, W. H. Rothwell fTm' ^Tsolf

'

Chasca, D. H. Follett
. .l Um 1 39 IJ

Class B—Handicap.
Scapegoat, Carl Foster ...1 45 54 1 40 45
.Su.sanne F Brewster .1 42 54 1 42 54Ruth, H. I. Wheelock 1 48 52 1 43 43

Qtjincy Y. C,

QUINCY, MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 23.

A regular club race of the Quincy Y. C. was sailed
Saturday, Atig. 23, in a fresh northeast breeze. There
was a good fleet of starters and the racing was close,
especially between the special 21-footers, Omeme and
Cleopatra. The summary:

First Class.

-r- ,. -n IT « T Elapsed. Corrected.
Echpse, Dr IT. A. Jones 1,30 42 1 09 28
Hustler, Whittemore & Robbins 1 34 56 1 10 34
Marvel, Reid Lincoln 1 ,35 22 1 11 39Ida J C. C. Collms 1 34 44 1 13 09Moondyne, Shaw Bros Withdrew.

Second Class.
Dabchick, H. B. Brazer 0 58 41 0 42 44
Clover, John Wood 1 00 30 0 44 19
Kitty John Evans 1 01 55 0 48 55
-Vlabel G., Air. Gardner 1 04 54 0 49 48

Special 21-Footers.
Omeme, W. 1'. Barker 1 37 30
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane

i ! i !

"
! ] ! !l 38 19

Special One Design Class.
Ethel S., George F. Swift q 53 30
Marjorita, Adams & Bennett "".'..".!..! l.'.O 56 17
Ella H., Herbert Holmes ,,.

'

1 01 14
Betty B., R. liolles

1 ! ! ! i5id "not finish
Motor Launches.

Marjorie A H Tabor q 48 17
Alepo, \\ . J. I dley 0 48 59

Cottage City Y. C
COTTAGE CITY^ MASS. •

'

Saturday, Aug. 23.

The annual regatta of the Cottage City Y. C. was
safled Saturday, Aug. 23, in a fresh northeast breeze
There were three classes and the races were close in alL
The summary:

Special Class—Knockabouts.

Onward, P. Case V^%>
Gadfly, E. E. Silvey .'..'.'.".'.'..'.".......'.,........2

1.3 07
„. . ^, Second Class—Cats.
Wasis, R. Clapp ,. 9 ftq 11
Gem, A. Mills ' 9 11 nl
Just Right, F. Prada •^i;;"';;;!":":;;::;:::"::;"2 11 37
_ ^ - Third Class—Cats.
lotem, John Luce 9 10
Viola, Miss Clapp ..'..'.'.'.''J..'.'.'.'..'. 2 16 11Quaker, H. Montgomery •.."!! .".2 21 09

Major J. Fred Ackerman has sold his schooner Vesta
to Mr. Howard Slade.
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Plymouth Y. C.

PLYMOUTH, MASS.

Thursday, Aug. 21.

The South Sliore circuit of Y. R. A. open races was
opened on Thursday, Aug. 21, by the Plymouth C.

The race was sailed in a light to moderate breeze, from
east to sovttheast. Onlj' two of the 25-footers were on
hand to start, Cal3fpso and Areyto, both centerboard
boats. Calypso got the start and held a lead over the
course, althotigh Areyto made a good showing and held
her well. In the 2i-footers Micmac got the start and
then went mto a lufhng match with Liitle Haste. When
this was finished Little Haste went after Mildred 11, and
Chloris, and won out by over 8 minutes. There was the
usual good start and good race among the i8ft. knock-
abouts ; Miladi, Kittawake and Domino made a close race
throughout, Miladi finishing 15s. ahead of Kittawake
and 25s. ahead of Domino. On protest Miladi was thrown
out and the race went to Kittawake. A bronze cup is oftered
ill this class by ex-Com. C. C. Clapp, of the Duxbury
Y. C. for the whole ciixuit. The cup is made from one
of the plates of Independence. In the handicap class

Rooster got the start, and As You Like It led for the
greater part of the course. She finished first, but on
corrected time the race went to Challenge. The sum-
mary:

Class D—2.5ft. Cabin Yaclits.
Time.

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 1 49 45
Aveyto, L. D. Baker 152 15

Class S—21ft. Cabin Yacbts.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 50 45
Mildred II., S. P. Moses ,-,.,,,,.,.,'....1 59 00
Chloris, B. P. Cheney 1 59 35
Micmac, R. Hutchinson '. 2 0128
Rambler, VV^. L. Learned 2 04 10

Class 1—^18ft. Knockabouts.
*Miladi, F. R. Adams ; 1 42 00
Kittawake. H. M. Jones 142 15
Domino, C. C. Clapp 1 42 25
Question, J. H. Hunt 1 43 15
Biza, A. Duuglass , 1 44 50
Stroller, L. B. Goodspeed 1 45 15
Tokalon, R. J. Randall, Jr 1 46 35
Gertrude, H. E. Lynch 1 46 50
Aspenquid, C. M. Foster 1 47 20
Osprey, A. R. Train 1 49 25
Patrice, A. W. Finlay , 15145
Alcedo, J. H. Linder , 1 46 35

Protest against Miladi and Question allowed and race awarded
to Kittawake.

Handicaps.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Challenge, E. B. Atwood 1 43 49 1 39 49

Rooster, S. G, Ethermgton 1 42 50 1 40 50

Biddy, Warren & Atkins 1 55 10 1 41 10
As You Like It, W. T. Whitman 1 41 15 1 41 15

Dolphin, C. Morton 1 54 25 1 44 25
Maude, Lane 1 45 40 1 45 40
Scamper, Edgar G. Reed 1 52 38 1 46 38
Sigrid, E. Watson 1 54 57 1 46 57
In It, A. Watson 1 52 00 1 48 00
Quivet, L. A. Crowell 1 58 00 1 48 00
Aureolus, H. F. Kellogg 1 52 00 1 48 42
Adele, Wadsworth. Withdrawn,

type, and Class 3 will be open to f]ow Bay skiffs of the
i6ft. class of the i^at bottom type. The winner of each
race will be awarded a championship pennant and a cup
emblematic of the championship. The latter he must
defend for one year, but he need only sail against the
challenging bo'at. If he loses' the championship of his
class he is to- return the cup to the American Catboat
Club, which will deliver it to the winner.

Western Rifles*

Seawanhaka-Cofinthian Y. C*-

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug, 23.

The annual Corinthian race of the Seawanhaka Y. C.

was sailed on Saturday, Aug. 23. The boats were manned
entirely by Corinthian crews, and they sailed over knock-
about course No. 3. The breeze was light from the W.
Gowan and Bobs had a fight for first place, but the former
finally drcAv into the lead, and won by over three min-
utes. The summary:

Start, 3:30.
Finished. Elapsed.

Gowan, F. G. Stewart 6 07 35 2 37 35
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 6 11 50 2 41 50
Vagrant, V. W. Brown 6 12 51 2 42 51
Heron, F. R. Coudert, Jr 6 15 50 2 45 50
Lucille, H. H. Landon .^.....,,.6 18 10 2 48 10

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
On Aug. 16 there was launched from the j^ard of the

builders, the Gas Engine & Power Co. and Charles L.

Seabury & Co., Consolidated, the steam yacht built from
Gardner & Cox's designs for Mr. A. E. Austin, of Provi-
dence, R. I.- The yacht is 155ft. long over all, 120ft.

waterline, 20ft. breadth and 8ft. 6in. draft. She has a
teak deck house seventy feet long and is schooner
rigged and has a single funnel. In the after end of the

deck house i.' a large lounging room, while in the for-

ward end is the dining saloon and pantry. The owner's
qxiarters are below aft of the boiler and inachinery
space and consist of four single and two double state-

rooms and two bathrooms. Forward of the machinery
.space is the galley, ofificers' staterooms and forecastle

with accommodations for sixteen men. On the davits
are carried four boats, one launch, one cutter, one dinghy
and a sailboat for the owner. The yacht is lighted
throughout by electricit}^ She is fitted with a triple ex-
pansion engine, wdth cylinders 11, 16 and 26 inches in

diameter and with 15 inches stroke of piston, and a
Seabury water tube boiler. The speed contract calls

for fourteen knots, but she will undoubtedly exceed this
requireinent. The yacht will be finished about the middle
of September.

^
Mr. August Belmont's 7a-footeT Mineola is now at

the Jacob yard. City Island, where she is being dis-
mantled preparatory to laying up. The sails and spars
have been stored in the lofts and the yacht will be hauled
out in a few days.

8^ 4^

A new yacht club has recently been organized. It is

to be known as the American Catboat Club, and a few
days ago thejDrganizers of the institution met and elected
the following officers: Commodore, Arthur E. Rendle;
Vice Commodore, Thornton Smith; Rear Commodore,
James C. Summers; Secretary-Treasurer, A. P. Rascher.
The headquarters of the club is to be at Port Washing-
ton, L. I. Races for the championship of Cow Bay will

be sailed on Labor Da^'. The yachts will be divided into
three classes. The first class will be open to cabin or
or open catboats belonging to Cow Bay, Class 2 will in-

clude Cow Bay skiffs of the r6ft. class of the half-round

Long: Rang-e Rifles.

Experiments at rifle practice on the ranges at Creedmoor and
Sea Girt have just shown to the satisfaction of many leading shoot-
ers of the country why the American riflemen vvere defeated last
year by the Irish and Canadian teams. In their search for a reason
for the triumph of the Irish and Canadian teams, those who have
been pushing forward their experiments to this end seem to have
come to the conclusion that the American army rifle and ammuni-
tion are all right up to SOOyds., but beyond this distance the service
bullet wabbles. This wabbling at 900 and 1,000yds. is due to the
fact that the twist in the riflmg is not quick enough to keep a
bullet of the American standard length rotating with sufKcient
velocity.
Gen. Bird W. Spencer, Dr. W. G. Hudson, William Hayes, Col.

Leslie C. Bruce and others have been unremitting in their efforts
to find why the Americans suddenly began doing poor marksman-
ship after the 800yd. mark was passed. It was evident to many
riflement that something was radically wrong when one contestant
would make two or three good shot.s" in succession, with the next
one going not within 30 or 40ft. of the target. Some, however,
ascribed it to a poor eye and lack of practice.
The result of the experiments is that the National Rifle Asso-

ciation and the New Jersey State Rifle .'\ssociation, for the purpose
of assisting if possible in perfecting the national arm and of
giving an opportunity for a test as to the present rifling of the
United States .30cal. tifle compared with the best obtainable, have
just issued conditions which will admit to the individual matches,
except the president's match, at Sea Girt, in September, service
rifles that have been fitted with barrels by private makers. These
conditions are as follows: (a) The barrel must be capable of
using the standard Government ammunition; (b) the competitor
rnust accurately describe, in writing, the details wherein his barrel
difiers from the Government barreL (c) no clianges other than
those in character and pitch of rifling will be permitted, and all
outside dimensions, sights and prevailing weights must be re-
tained.
Perhaps no member of the National Rifle Association has been

more earnest or accomplished better results than Dr. Hudson, who
last year was a member of one of the American teams. He is con-
vinced by his experiments that if the bullet is reduced in length,
even though some weight has to be sacrificed, its accuracy will be
greatly improved at 900 and 1,000yds. The fact that the army rifle
and ammunition are all right up to SOOyds. and inaccurate beyond
that distance, has led many riflemen to believe .that representatives
of the Ordnance Department who tested the rifles and cartridges
evidently did not consider any range beyond SOOyds.
"From the experiments I have made," said Dr. Hudson yester-

day, "I think the following deduction may be drawn: (a) That a
.30cal. barrel, with a lOin. twist, will shoot a 200-grain bullet far
more accurately at 1,000yds., than a 220-grain bullet, unle.ss
the latter, as it issues from the muzzle, has become larger than the
.307in. diameter heretofore in vogue, and therefore shorter; (b) the
difference in accuracy is due to' the greater gyrostatic stability of
the shorter bullet at the same rate of rotation; (c) the shorter
and lighter bullet must of necessity be more sensitive to wind than
the 220-grain, therefore the proper way to rectify the trouble is
rather to make a barrel with a quicker twist, unless other objec-
tions arise, which can only be developed by experiment; (d) but
if barrels of quicker twist are not available, it is far better to
shorten the bullet, whether by decreasing its weight or increasing
its diameter, than to go on shooting a combination which is
liable at the most inopportune time to throw a wind shot. I do not
believe that the best way to attain this result is by shooting under-
sized bullets in oversized guns, and depending on the uncertain
upsettage of a jacketed bullet."
Attention was first directed to this as the possible source of the

trouble by measuring the barrels of those .30ca!. rifles used by the
United States Government, which appeared to be doing the best
work at the long range with the sen'ice ammunition. Dr. Hudson
found that they were not those approaching most nearly the
standard diameter, .308in. to the bottom of the grooves. Instead,
they were of a larger diameter, up to .3095in. The question then
arose, Why should a .309in. barrel shoot a .307in, bullet better than
a barrel of the correct size?
Repeated experiments, with frequent changes of ammunition,

barrels and bullets, finally proved the whole matter, and gave Dr.
Hudson at Creedmoor a few days ago the best shooting he had
ever done with a high-power outfit of American production. He
feels that the score would have been several points better had
the rifle been shot by an experienced long-range rifleman, as his
experience has been confined chiefly to short and middle raiige.
A standard United States rifle was used, which had previously in

the experiments given very poor results, even at 800yds., when am-
munition and gun appeared to be all right. This gun was selected
because it accurately fitted the bullets which had caused so much
trouble. The barrel used was fitted with large sights.
A few rounds at 800yds., with service load, gave, as usual, a miss

every few shots in what appeared to Dr. Hudson a perfect hold.
It was not due to irregularity of ammunition, for every charge of
powder (34% grains) had been weighed and perfect bullets (220
grains) selected. He then tried a charge of 36 grains of .30cal.
powder and a 210-grain bullet. Immediately great improvement
was noted, so great inded that he at once abandoned the 800yd.
range and moved back tc the l,0OOyd. firing point The good
work continued, except that he got two misses in 15 shots, the
score being 5, 5, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 0, 4, 5, 0, 5, 2, a total of 58.
Next he tried the 200-grain bullet, which seemed to remedy the

trouble entirely. A few shots were fired with shells containing
36 grains of .30cal. powder, and others containing 28 grains of
7 mm. powder. The 28 grains gave almost equal accuracy, but im-
mistakably less velocity, and shot 7ft. lower than the 36 grains of
.30cal. powder. At the lower velocity the wind seemed to aflfect
the bullets much more, but with the 36-grain load he could not see
that the bullet was any more affected than when the 220-grain bullet
is used, although sucfi, he thinks, must be the case.
The experiment v.'as finished with a score of 70 at 15 shots with

36 grains of .30cal. powder and with a 200-grain bullet, and with a
score of 67 at 15 shots with 28 grains of 7 mm. powder and a 200-
grain bullet. The 30 shots were fired consecutively.
Since then even better work has been done with the 200-grain

bullet, Lieut. Leizear making a score of 72 in 16 shots at 1,000yds.
This is the highest score ever recorded with an American high
power rifle, and it is all the more creditable because it was made
with plain military sights.

The highest score at 1,000yds. made by the Canadians last year in
the match against us was 64, by Capt. Davidson. In the other
match one of the Irish team, Major Richardson, made 72 at
1,000yds., but that was with a fine match rifle, fitted with target
sights. One other Irishman had 70, but aside from these two
scores, none of our competitors on either team made over 68.

Gen. George W. Wingate, vice-president of the National Rifle
Association, and one of the best rifle experts in the cotmtry, says
in regard to this matter: "The Boer war has shown that battles
are to be decided by sharpshooting at small marks on long dis-
tances. If the gun can be made accurate by changing the bullet
the conditions would not be so difficult as if new barrels of a dif-

ferent twist should be supplied. With the object of doing all they
can to advance the accuracy of the shooting of rifle experts, the
National Rifle Association and the New Jersey .State Rifle Asso-
ciation will this year admit to the majority of individual matches
at Sea Girt service rifles that have been fitted with barrels by
private makers under special conditions.
"In its action in this matter the National Rifle Association is

assuming its proper place in assisting the Government to perfect^
the national arm. The members of the Association bring to their^
task much skill and knowledge. Being men of independent means,
they are in a position not bound by precedent or swayed by preju-
dice, and in their search for the most accurate rifle they are able
to disregard the question of cost.

"We believe that when once this matter of accurate rifle shootini?
is earnestly taken up' by Americans they must go to the front and
stay there. The great difference between Americans and foreign-
ers is that the latter will accept what has been absolutely tested
and proven, while the former are willing at all times to give new
things a fair trial."—New York Tribune.

Chfcago later-Club Shoot.
^.Chicago, 111.. Aug. 22.—Mr. Alfred Rieckhoff, shooting-master of
the Willow Rifle and Gun Club, of Chicago, furnishes the follow-
ing facts regarding the forthcoming inter-club shoot, small bore

'

rifles, which will be held in this city on the last day of the
month :

^

•iP? A"^" ^^'^'^ combined short range rifle clubs of Chicago
will hold their third annual team and prize shoot at Schelle's
drove, Lawrence and Lincoln Avenues. The following clubs will
participate for team prizes: The 'Vi''il!ow Rifle and Gun Club, the
Schuetzen Section of the Lincoln .Turn Verein, the Wilhelm Tell
Schuetzen Club, the Schuetzen Section of the Chicago Turnge-
memde, the Brazilian Rifle Club.
The Peters Challenge Cup, presented by the Peters Cartridge

J j' J
Cincinnati, Ohio, for annua! competition, with $18 cash

added mone3', w'lll be the prize for the winning team.
The rules to govern the team shoot are as follows: Each club

to put up a team of five men, who are to fire 20 shots per man on
the Standard 14-incli ring German target with a 2-inch black at
75 feet. Ihe highest team score to win. The name of the win-
ning club and the names and scores of its team to be engraved
upon the cup. The team shoot to commence at 9 A. M after

the prize shooting—open to .all—will start and continue un-
til 11 P. M.
Three beautiful gold medals and fifteen valuable merchandise

prizes will be put up for the open-to-all prize shooting
All shooting to be off-hand at 75 feet, with .22 caiber rim-fire

rifles. Palm rests and magnifying sights barred.
To reach the grove from downtown, take Lincoln Avenue cable

cars or Northw^estern Elevated Railroad to Wrightwood Avenue
then Bowmenville cars north to Lawrence Avenue, and you're
there."

Willow Rifle and Gun Clob.

The following scores were made Friday afternoon, Aug 15 at
the range of Willow Rifle and Gun Club, 760 North Halsted Street,
Chicago, III:

'

All shooting offhand at 75 feet with .22 caliber rim-fire rifles
no palm rests or magnifying sights allowed. Two strings of 10
shots each on i/4-inch ring target. Possible in ten shots 250
points and 3 shots on Ys-inch ring target, possible 75 points:'

Class A.
Geo. Springsguth
Alf. Rieckhoff
S. Fischer

P, Hollstein

J .W. Grace

E. Otto
H. Wehnert
A. Fleig ....

Class B.

R. Theilenhaus '..

F. E. Halbert

220 52
210 65
221 64
225 64
216 59
211 60

201 57
188 47
179 18
202 38
199 22
211 55
222 47

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Clttb,

San FRANcrsco, Cal., Aug. 17.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club
scores to-day on Columbia target oft"-hand shooting:
T\vo hundred-yard range, rifle: Ed. Hovey, 50, 60, 66, 69, 73, 82.

83; F. O. Young, 59; Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 60, 67, 73 79.
Three-shot match: Young, 13, 13, 16, 17, 22; Kuhnle, 20, 27.
Military and repeating rifle match, Creedmor count: Ed. Hovev.

49, 49, 48, 47, 46, 46; Miss C. Kreudner, 42.
Fifty-yard range, pistol: F. O. Young, 36, 44, 45, 51; A. H.

Pape 40, 41, 45, 45, 4.3, 48, 48, 50, 50; A. 7. Brannagan, d, 42, 42,
49, 50; G. M. Borley, 41, 41. 52; Otto Feudner, 49, 66; L c!
ITinkel, 59; R. Schneider, 56; Ft. Baker, 67, 70, 74; Dr. Twist,
61, 61, 67.

Revolver: L. C. Hinkel, 42, 52, 59.

. Twenty-two and .25 caliber rifle match: A, H. Cady, 18, 21 24,
26. .30, 25; E. A. Allen. 50; Mrs. Leach. 53: Mr. Leach, 79.
Ed. Hovey did splendid work with his .32-20 Winchester repeat-

ing rifle. He beat the fine rifle on ring count and his fine Creed-
moor scores put him one point ahead of Youna for 10 best scores
of the season with a Creedmoor total of 472. Hinkel is within 10
points of the highest bar in the revolver expert class and expects
to make it, and he is only a beginner. Many of our members
have been on vacations and hunting the deer, venison being
plenty in camp.

Fred O. Yodng.

National Rifle Association.

The tournament of the National Rifle Association of America,
New Jersey State Rifle Association, and United States Revolver
Association, at Sea Girt, N. J,, commencing on Tuesday of this
week, and ending on Sept. 6, will probably be one of the most
interesting rifle competitions ever held in this country. Not only
will this great event be interesting in itself, but it further will be
interesting as foreshadowing more or less accurately the victors in
the International Palma trophy match, between teams represent-
ing the United States, Great Britain and Ireland and Canada,
fixed to take place on Sept. 13. The American team has made
more earnest effort both in the way of theoretical study, experi-
ment and practice than has obtained among the devotees of long-
range rifle shooting in many years past.
The revolver competitions are also exciting much interest, and

with the greater expertness in the use of this weapon, there is
every likelihood that old records will be broken. The new re-
volver range, ten targets at each range, 25, 50 and 75yds., will
afford every facility for active competition.

Fixtures.

Aug. 27-28.—Muscoda, Wis.—Target tournament of the Muscoda
Gun Club.
Aug. 27-28.—Haverhill, Mass.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G.
Miller, Sec'y.
Aug. 27-28.—Ruffsdale, Pa.—Ruffsdale Rod and Gun Club's first

annual two-day target tournament. Added money, $30. Rose
system. Lloyd H. Ruff, Sec'y.
Aug. 29.—Concord, N. FT.—One-hundred target match between

Messrs. H. B. Darton, of Portland, Me., and Mr. C. M. Stark,
of Dunbarton. H., for ?100 a side.
.Aug. 30.—Watertown, Mass.—First all-day open tournament of

the Watertown Gun Club. Chas. H. Philbrook, Acting Sec'y.
Aug. 29.—Pleasant Hill, Mo.—Sixth annual merchandise and

sweepstake tourney. T. H. Cohron. Sec'y.
Aug. 29-30.—Menominee, Mich.—First annual tournament of the

Menominee Gun Club. E. W. Nowack, Sec'y.
Aug. 30.—Watertown, Mass.—All-day tournament of the Water-

town Gun Club.
Sept. 1.—Edgewater, N. J.-—North River Gun Club's handicap at

100 targets, $6 entrance, for new piano.
Sept. 1.—Pleasantville, N. Y.—Shoot of the Westchester County

Trapshooters' League.
Sept. 1.—Akron. O.—Shoot of the Akron Gun Club.
Sept. 1.—Lebanon. Ind.—Lebanon Gun Cltib Park Association's

tournament.
Sept. 1.—Muncie, Ind.—Annual fall ' tournament of the Magic

City Gun Club.
Sept. 1.—Dover, N. H.—Labor Day tournament of the Dover

Sportsmen's Association. D. W. Hallam, Sec'y.
Sept. 1.—Battle Creek. Mich.—Amateur tournament of the Battle

Creek Gun Club. M. E. Hensler, Sec'y.
Sept. 1-2.—Meriden, Conn.—Parker Gun Club's annual Labor

Day Shoot and Sheep Bake. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.
Sept. 1-3.—Lynchburg, Va.—Third annual shoot of the 'Virginia

Trapshooters' Association, on the grounds of the Lynchburg Gun
Club in Rivermont; sparrow shoot on third day. J. A. Anderson,
Sec'y.

Sept. 2-3.—Central City, la.—Wapsie Gun Club's handicap tour-
nament.
Sept. 2-3.—Tiffin. O.—Second annual tournament of the Tif-

fin Gun Club; $75 added. L. D. Arndt, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4.—Nappanee, Ind.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club. Ed. J.
Bowers, Sec'y.
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Sept. 3-5.—Richmond, Ind.—Handicap tournament of the Rich-

niuiid, Ind., and College Corner, New Paris and Oxford, O., gun

*^'sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.—Erie Citv Rod and Gun Club's handicap
tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added. A. N. Aitken,

Sec'y.
r ,

Sept. 4-5.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Open tournament of the Con-

solidated Sportsman's Association. Eber Rice, Sec'y.

Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa.—Three days' target tournament of the

Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, $200. L. S. Munch,
Sec'y.

Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. John Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 10.—East Liverpool, O.—East Liverpool Gun Club's tour-

nament. R. W. Sample, Sec'y.

Sept. 10.—Bristol, Conn.—All-day tournament and sheep bake
of the Bristol Gun Club. E.' M. Dailey, Sec'y.

Sept. 11-12.—Annual f.ill target and live-bird amateur &hoot of the
Harrisburg Shooting As.socialion.

Sept. 15-20.-Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth
tournament of the Missouri State lush and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.

Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska Citv, Neb.—Tournament at Nebraska City.

Sept. 16-18.—Will iamsport) Pa.—Tournament o£ the West Branch
Rod and Gun Club. •

Sept 16-19.—Detroit. Mich,—John Parker's annual tournament.
Sept. 23-24.—Concordia, Kan.—Second E^anual tournament of the

Concordia Blue Ribbon Gun Club.
Sept. 23-25.— Cincinnati, U.—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs. Sec'y.

Sept. 26-27.—Matthews, Ind.—Second annual target and live-bird

tournament.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under tlie auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.
Oct 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Fall tournament of the Parent

Grove Gun Club. O. E. Fonts, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Auslerlitz. Ivy.—Hill Top Gun Club's live-bird tourna-
ment. Alfred Clay, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Jnd.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-
ment. O. E. l-"uuts, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the
Northside Gun Cktb;'$100 added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H mdicap tournament of the Green-
ville Gun Club. M. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.

Oct. 9-10,—Fort Wayne, Ind.—Annual target tournament of the
East End Gun Ciub. F. W. Leidelf, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—New London, la.—Si.Kth annual tournament of the
New London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook, Sec'y.

Oct, 15-16.—Springfield, O,—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.
B. F. Downs, Capt.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek. Sec'y

First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for

the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;
open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

I.. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The programme of the Dubois (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club, ar-

ranged for its tournan^ent of Sept. 9, 10 and 11, has twelve events
each day, of which n ne are at 15, two at 20 and one at 25 tar-

gets; entrance, $1.50, YZ and $2.50; added moneys, $3.50 $4.50 and
$6. Totals of each day, as follows: Targets, 200; entrance, $20;
added moneys, $46.50 "There also is a merchandise events each
day, of which there are eleven or twelve prizes, with more to

be added. Besides the regular events mentioned, there are special
events as follows: Second day, Iroquois Cup, value $50, open
to a squad of five members (bonafide) of any club in DuBois
or vicinity, which the DuBois team can convenieiatly visit, hold
shoot and return home on same day; emblematic of local cham-
pionship; 25 targets, 25 cents entrance. On the third day there
is a special event for members of the DuBois Gun Club for silver
medal emblematic of club championship, 10 targets, 25 cents
entrance; to be contested by members only at each weekly club
.shoot. Also four-man team contest for the Hibner Cup, valued
at $100 and $20 in gold, open to any recognized gun club in
Pennsylvania. For conditions in full apply to Mr. L. S. Munch,
secretary. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Magautrap; blue
rocks, 2 cents. High averages, first and second days, 1st $5; 2d,

$3; 3d, $2.25. High averages, three days, 1st, $10; 2d, $6; 3d, $4.

Guns and ammunition shipped to Mr. F. Guinzburg, DuBois, Pa.,
will be delivered on the grounds free. Rose system. Manufac-
turers' agents and paid shooters (other than -for averages) for
targets only.

The annual fall target and live-bird shoot of the Harrisburg
(Pa.) Shooting Association, Sept. 11 and 12, is for amateurs onlj'.

There are on the first day twelve target events on its programme,
at 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, a total of 205 with a total entrance fee
of $11. Three events are handicaps and one is merchandise. On
the second day, beside the target programme of the first day,
there are two events at live . birds. No. 1 is at five birds, $2 en-
trance, birds extra, handicaps 2S and 30 yards. No. 2 is at 20
birds, $10 entrance, birds included, 28 yards. For both days at
targets there are $3 for high average. Shooting commences at
8:30 o'clock. Shells and refreshments may be obtained on the
grounds. Shooters may enter for targets only. Moneys divided
50, 30 and 20 per cent; over twelve entries, 40, 30, 20 and 10 pe.»

cent. Targets, tv. o cents. The members of the committee are
Messrs. Geo. L. Doehne, I. Ross Conway and H. B. Shoop.

The Erie City Rod, and Gun Club has arranged a like pro-
gramme for each day of its forthcoming handicap shooting tour-
nament Sept. 3 to 5. Competition is^open to all. There are ten
events, five at 15, three at 20, one' at 5 pairs and ten singles, $1.50,

$2 and $3 entrance, $5, .$10 and $15 added. Total entrance for each
day, $18.50. Handicaps, 15 to 21 yards. Shooting commences at
9 o'clock. Magautrap will be used. Nos. 4 and 10 each day will
be class shoot. ng, 40, 30, 20 and 10. In other events the Rose
system will govern in ratios, 8, 6, 4, and 2. Ship shells, etc., to
Mr. Seth -Clover, Erie, Pa., and they will be delivered on the
grounds free of charge. Mr. A. N. Aitken is the secretary.

The Grand Hotel Cup, contested for at the tournament of the
Limited Gun Club, Indianapolis, Ind.j on Au'g. 21, was won this
year by Mr. H. M. Clai-k, of Wabash, Ind., by a score of 49
out of 50 targets. His oppenent was Mr. H. J. Sconce, of Sidell,
who was the holder and who scored 47. Mr. Sconce and Mr.
C. W. Phellis respectively killed 99 sparrows out of 100 in the
sweepstake sparrow events.

•I

Mr. F. M. Berkey, of Kansas City, Mo., lost his life by a shoot-
ing accident a few days ago while returning from a hunting trip.
Riding in a wagon, he was leaning on his loaded gun, which from
some unknown cause was discharged. Death was instantaneous.
He shot in the G. A. H. at Kansas City this year and had charge
of the check room at that tournament. His untimely death was a
grievous shock to his many friends.

I?

In the club event of the Baltimore Shooting Association, Messrs.
I dwaids and Lupus lead with a score of 196 each out of 200,
tlicir handicap allowance being added. Mr. Malone is one less.

The allowances are based on the averages of the contestants.
The average of the best shot is taken as scratch anel standard,
and the other contestnts are allowed enough extra to equal the
average of scratch, if all shoot equal to their averages.

At Abbottsford Inn, Stone Harbor, N. J., commencing on Sept.
1 and continuing to Sept. C, there will be a contest at 100 tar-
S;ets, with a handicap allowance. The prize will be a fine cup,
and the only entrance fee vvill be the price of targets. Re-
entries will be allowed. The marshes thereabout abound in shore
birds and mudhens. Mr. W. IT. Wolstcncroft is the manager.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner passed through New York on Monday

TROPHIES AND PRIZES SHOT FOR AT THE DOMINION OF CANADA TRAD SHOOTING AND GAME DROTECTIVE ASSO-

CIATION SECOND- ANNUAL TOURNAMENT HELD AT HAMILTON, ONT., AUG. I4, IS, 16, I902.

9"]

of this week en route to Haverhill, Mass., to manage the Inter-

state tournament, Aug. 27 and 28. After that he will have some
busy moments hurrying to Nappanee, Ind., to manage the next
Interstate, Sept. 3 and 4.

H
The Morris (Minn.) Tribune reports a trap shoot as follows:

"A gun shoot at Cottonwood Lake attracted a large number from
Morris last Sunday, and we understand they had a jolly time.

Jim Pearce carried away the honors with two birds out of a possi-

ble ty."

H
On Sept. 1, Labor Day, the Westchester County Trapshooters'

League will hold a shoot at Pleasantville, N. Y., under the
auspices of the Pleasantville Rod and Gun Club. Mr. A. C. Hoyt
is the secretary.

m.

The Winchester Gun Cub, of Detroit, Mich., have installed a
new magautrap and added other improvements to their grounds.
They are now pleasingly and fully equipped for trap competition.

The enterprising captain of the Ossining Gun Club, C. G.

Blandford, was high gun for the first day of the Ossining tour-

nament, Aug. 20, with 147 out of a possible 160.

The Bristol (Conn.) Gun Club is actively preparing for a good
attendance at its tournament and sheep bake, Sept. 10. Mr. E. M.
Dailey is the secretary.

m.

The official signs of the times seem to indicate quite reliably

that there will not be another Grand American Live Bird Handi-
cap.

The shoot of the North River Gun Club, of Edgewater, N. J.,

fixed to take place on Sept. 1, has been cancelled.
Bernard Waters.

Birch Brook Gon Club

Lynn, Mass.—The last but one of the series was shot by the

Birch Brook Gun Club on Aug. 23. Straw was high man, and if

he can do that again he will be high man in the series. There
are now two men tied for first place, Hilliard and Hebbard, with
199 each out of a possible 240, and it now looks as though there
m.ight be some ties to be shot off Labor Day, as there are two
other men tied.

In the 25-bird race between Riley and Emery, Emery again was
victor, 17 to 16; but Riley thinks that is not conclusive that

Emery is the best shot.

The following scores were made on (he above date:

lunch to their guests. An}' sportsman attending can be assured
of a good day's sport and will be well satisfied that the Pleasant-
ville Rod and Gun Club is a live, flourishing organization.

.Shooting wdl commence at 10 A. M. There will be cash prizes

offered for the two best general averager. For further iutorma-
tion write to A, C. Hoyt, Secretary, Pleasantville, N. Y. . ,

Dominion of Canada Tottrnan-xnt,

Aug. J4, First Day.

F
AW
R
T

Events: 123456789 10
Targets: 15 20 25 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
A Henry 9 16 16 21 7 13 14
Reid.. 10 15 24 17 16 17 17 18 17 15
A Smith 10 17 22 15 15 IS IS 19 13 11
Hutchinson..... 10 15 23 6 14 15 15 17 14 16
M Craig , 12 20 15 16 19 15 15 20 18 15

Conover 9 18 19 14 18 . . 14 IS 19 18
F Westbrook 12 IS 20 16 17 20 17 18 18 17

J Wayper 13 16 24 17 17 . . 16 16 18 17
G Bent 9 15 IS 16 18 16 16 16 16 18
G Thompson 10 19 18 13 19 . . 12 18 16 16
Dr Wilson 4 15 22 13 17 14 15 17- 13 15
A W Throop '12 13 18 13 18 16 17 16 12 15

Ben It 7 14 11 10 14
T A Duff 13 17 22 15 20 13 15 18 15 12
T Upton 9 15 24 10 15 14 16 IS 15 16

14
11
13

9 17 . . 14

16 18 16 13
16 18 17 16
13 18 14 14
15 16 12 18
18 16 18 19

.. .. 15 ..

15 19 19 14
.. .. 16 ..

10

12 IS 9 .

.

14 18 11 IS
14 15 13 10 13

Events:
Targets:

123456 7 89 10

30 50 25 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p
Straw 28 43

Hebbard 24 42 .

.

Rand 18 28 .

.

Hastings 18 29 .

.

Riley 19 33 16

Emery 17
Rowell 14 26 .

.

Rowe 20 32 .

.

Dudley 20 29 .

.

Mason ...... 8 7 10

8 5

6 6
4 6

6.377
6 9 7..
7 .. 3 7

9 6

5
'5

5 .. 6
6 .. 5
6 8..

No. 1 was the merohandise event. No. 2 the medal. No. 3 the
match.

Henry Rood, Sec'y.

Cheapeake Gun Club.

Newport News, Va., Aug. 20.—The Chesapeake Gun Club held
one of the most successful shoots of the season at its park yester-

day afternoon. Twelve shooters were on hand and some excellent
scores were made.
Mr. G. B, James was high gun. breaking 90 ©ut of 100 targets.

Messrs. Stearnes and Butt each broke 88 targets and were second.
The best score, however, was below that established by Mr.
Stearnes last week by 8 targets. The results follow:

Thos F Stearnes.. 19 22 24 23—88 B B Semmes 16 21 24 21—82
J W S Butt 23 22 22 21—88 E S Robinson.... 2] 19 .20 21—81
Dr O F Bird.... 17 24 17 20—78 Fred Palmer 22 18 20 18—78
P J Gallagher.... 21 20 23 22—86 H Westacott 17 16 22 21—76
P A Agelasto.... 20 23 18 20—81 Dr Jos Charles... 21 23 .. ..

G B James 22 24 22 22—90 F Saunders 17 13 .. ..

T. F. S.

Westchester County ^^rap^hcolert,* Assc cietior.

Pleasantville, N. Y.—The fourth tournament of the W^est-
chester County Trapshooters' Association will be held at tli s

place Labor Day
,^
Sept. 1, 1S02, under the auspices of the Pleasant-

ville Rod and Gun Club.
The programme calls for twelve events, and it is expected that

about two hundred shooters will be in attendance. The members
of this club are working hard to make this the banner shoot of
the association, and neither time or expense will be spared to
attain that end.
The magautrap will be used on that day. Loaded shells can

be had on the grounds, and the local club will serve an enticing

20

17

13

19 15 20 19

17 19 17 18
14 16 15 14

C H Whettleton... 6 14 14 10 17

Slaney 7 15 13 11 .

.

T H Thompson.... 8 16 18 13 ..

Ketchum 8 12 15 13 .

.

Towhey 13 18 18 19 17 .

.

H Stockwell ....... 11 IS 19 18 16 ..

W Stover 12 18 14 17 20 .

.

Reynolds 12 13 21 15 15 .

.

H Swinlin 9 18 16 14 17 .

.

Dr White ......... 6 13 18 .. 16 15
Higginson 12 17 23 13 17 18

A Bates 8 16 16

J H McLaren...... 10 .. 13 .. 15 ..

Scane 11 19 15 15 20 .

.

Philips 7 14 16 12 14 .

.

H T Westbrook... 10 16 14 13 16
E W McGill 7 15 15 16 15 14 11 13 15 14
Armstrong 15 22 12 17 . . 13
Summerhays 12 16 16 15 17 15 13 19 17 .

.

Maltory 9 15 16 14 17 .. 13 15 ...

.

Cull 9 14 14 12 .... 16 16 ...

.

Singular 6 . . 13 10 15 . . 12
M Mackon 12 15 17 17 18 . . 15 17 14 IS
C Hacker 12 18 23 17 18 13 11 19 14 16
C J Mitchell 12 18 21 17 15 16 18 17 19 14

Montgomery 12 17 20 13 17 18 16 18 18 ..

Jack 11 16 .. 18 14 14 ..W L Cameron. ... 12 18 17 16 17 17 17 16 17 .

.

H D Bates 15 17 17 14 19 19 17 .. 16 18

Cuttcliffe 11 . . 20 10 . . 10 -. . 15 . . .

.

A B Hood 10 15 19 12 14 . . 13 16 13 ..

M D Brav 5 17 16 11 14 .. 16 13 14 19
Daniels 7 16 . . 11
Fanning, 13 20 23 18
Fox 12 19 21 16

Stone 11 13 21 11

Des Lauries 8 12 .. 7

W J Henry........ 6 12 14 12 .. .. 13 .. ..

Merritt 11 11 .. 9 . . 11 . . . . 8

Fletcher ........... 12! 17 17 15 17 13 . . .. ..

Trudean 7 .... 12 .. 18
Burgess 11 16 20 14 15 14 13 13 .

.

W H Stephens 8 14 14 . . IS 13 . . 18 10 14
Dunk 8 n 17 12
Turp 8 16 ...

.

Marlott 12 16 14 .

.

Hayes 9 . . 13

Miller 13 14 14 10

J Bowron 15
"Reardon 16
Dr Hunt 17
McLaren 14 14

J Crooks 20 20
Singer .. , 8 17 .

.

Langhorn 13 13
Thomas 13 . . . . , . . .

Short 15 15 .... 14 19 12 13
Dr Dollie 17 .. 16 „ 9
C Brigger 15 . . 1(5

Aitkin 10
Wakefield 17
Stewart 15 15
R Glue 15 .. .. 10
T D Lewis 12
"Henry 16 .. .. 13 ..

E Clifford 12 . . 9 . . 9 10W CHfford 13 .. 15
J Hunter . . ..17
McDowell .. .. .. 9 13 .. 17 .. ..

Johnson 9
Sawdon 7 , . 16 . . .

.

Mitchell 11

J Smith 12 .. ..

J Laing 15 .. ..

Wallace 15

12
13

13
12 ..

16 17

17

14 ..

13 .. ..

8 10 15

16 ..

• 17 14
11 .. 16

mint-olio I

dt. jjroKe V.

. DOU
IDD ,oa\J

1 7Q0
1 Jf^XTJ 79R

. lAU

ISO 147 .816
200 173 .865
ISO 154 .855

200 148 .725
180 141 .763

2vj0 145 .720

200 150 .750
100 56 .560
200 154 .770

200 152 .760

150 101 .561
100 60 .600
100 66 .660
100 61 .610
ISO 148 .822
180 141 .827
180 140 .771
180 137 .761
180 145 .600
120 83 .691
200 160 .800
75 56 .746
SO 48 .600

160 119 .743
180 124 .698
200 134 .670
200 135 .675
105 79 .752
ISO 140 .777
140 102 .728

120 81 .675
100 56 .560
180 139 .772
200 161 .605
200 167 .835
186 139 .772
75 59 .786

200 158 .790
180 156 .866
100 - C6 .660
140 112 .800
180 125 .694
155 34 .618
180 167 .922
180 158 .877
ISO 128 .711
55 27 .490

100 57 .570
95 50 .526

120 89 .741
55 37 .672

160 116 .725
160 117 .731
120 73 .608
75 49 .653
60 42 .700
40 22 .550

120 84 .700
40 29 .725
40 29 .725

120 83 .691
45 28 .522
85 71 .835
75' 52 .593
45 26 .577
20 13 .650

125 80 .640
65 42 .610
40 31 .775
20 10 .500
20 17 .850
40 30 .750
40 25 .625
20 12 .600
40 29 .725
60 31 .516
20 28 .700
20 17 .850
60 39 .650
20 9 .450
40 23 .075
20 11 .555
20 12 .600
20 15 .750
20 15 .750
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Trap at Omaha.
The South Omaha Gun Club, D, Morrill and F, Qworak, man-

agers, gave a three days' tournament this week. The first two
days had a uniform attendance of over thirty. On the last day
interest lagged, and the programme was abbreviated. Targets were
thrown from expert traps, and the shooting was difficult. W. H.
Heer, D. D. Bray, F. C. Riehl and Wm. Veach finished with
the three days' honors in the order named. Scores are appended:

First Da7f Aug. 21.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets : 15 20 15 20 15

Dominie 14 17 14 20 13
-Schroeder 11 18 10 15 11
Veach 13 15 1.'? 20 14
Dworak .10 16 12 18 13
White -. 15 19 14 20 12
Hatfield 11 15 11 15 ..

Nicholson 13 15 13 14 10
Bray 15 19 15 18 14

Townsend 13 17 10 16 14
Copsey 14 18 13 15 14
Riehl 14 18 14 17 14
Stoffard 12 17 18 13 12
lleer 14 19 15 18 15
Jirooks 13 15 11 15 14

Daniro 13 17 fi IS 13
llofer 8 13 9 11 10

Lord 12 15 9 14 9

Tamm 13 16 14 13 11

Hardan '.. 11 19 14 17 13

Eck 11 15 13 15 S
Voorhees 11 15 10 . . .

.

B-27 11 17 15 17 15
Sandy 14 19 15 15 13
Scoville 6 IS 13 18 12
Burke 11 17 12 19 12
Saunders 13 19 13 16 14
Roberts 12 14 12 18 11
Toozer 12 14 11 15 .

.

Linderman 11 . . 14 17 15

Loomis 16 14
Varaseck
J Harlan
Root

6 7 8 9 10
20 15 20 15 20
20 13 15 12 17
17 14 19 13 15

18 13 19 12 17
15 13 19 12 19
20 14 18 12 18

18 10
17 14
19 12
17 13
18 13

18 11
19 15
16 13
19 14
14 9

14 13

15 10
19 ..

16 13

17 12 10
18 12 19

18 12 15
19 12 15
IS 12 18
15 12 18
18 15 19
18 13 IS
18 13 17

io a 16
20 13 19

15 13 16

16 13 17 11 18
18 15 20 13 18
. . 14 17 12 .

.

17 13 12 13 17

18 12 14 10 IS
16 12 18 13 18

Shot Total
at. Broke
175 155
175 143
175 154
175 147'

175 162

175 138
175 162
175 146
175 150
175 156
175 146
175 167
175 146
175 151

iis i29
'

175 146

i75

iis im
175 168

i75 i43
175 147
175 144

17 14 19 15 17
17 13 16 14 16
5 .. 8 .. ..

11
.. .. 8 .. ..

Second Day, Atig. 22.

Events: 1 2
Targets: 15 20

Bray 14 19

Saunders ...r.;... 13 20

Linderman 15 18

Burk 14 19

Roberts 13 16
Copsey 13 18

Dworak 12 16

Heer 14 19

Harlan 13 17

Carter 15 17

Dominie 14 18

TpT^m 13 14

Lord 13 15

\\mte 13 20

Riehl 13 17

Brook 13 19

B-27 13 15
Damro i..^. ....... 13 17

Nicholson 14 15
Stoffard 12 15

Veach 14 19

Hatfield 13 12

Hofer 14 16

Townsend 12 19

.Sandy ^ 12 19

Hanks 14 17

Stuhl 13 20

^^^oomis 17

Root 11
Terberry
Waddington
Lewis . ....v..

Vareck
J'riggs

3 4 5

15 20 15
13 20 15

12 16 9
14 17 15

12 18 11
13 15 10
10 16 .

.

12 17 12
12 18 14
13 16 15
15 16 14
13 18 15

12 19 12

11 19 14
14 19 13
14 20 13
13 14 11
14 16 13
12 17 10
14 16 12
9 15 ..

15 18 16
9 16 ..

13 11 ..

13 16 15
14 18 13
13 18 14
13 IS 12
13 18 12
11 15 .

.

11 15 ..

.. .. 13

6 7 8 9 10
20 15 20 15 20
18 14 17 13 17
17 14 18 14 17
20 14 18 14 17
19 13 19 12 19

18 12 17 10 18

ie i.5 ii il 19
18 13 18 14 20

19 i3 i9 "7 18
17 14 15 13 19
16 9 15 10 16

a 15 19 14 i9
19 15 19 15 18
17 14 16 14 16
16 12 16 . . .

.

17 13 19 13 16

20 14 14 12 18

19 11 20 11 17
17 13 18 12 19
17 15 18 13 19
19 12 18 12 18
18 12 17 IS 17
12 8 16 .

. .

.

ig u 26 13 is
11 8 .. ....
6 14 . . 9 ;.

15 : ..

Shot Total
at. Broke.
175 160
175 150
175 162
175 156
175 142

175 m
175 160

.175 i55
175 156
175 136

i75 i63
175 163
175 147

iis i47

175 i58

i75 i5g
175 155

Third Day, Aug. 23.

Events: 12 3 4

Heer 14 20 14 20

Veach 15 19 14 20

Harlan 13 19 14 15

Linderman 12 19 15 17

Brook 14 18 13 17

Damro 14 18 12 19

Burke 14 16 . . .

.

Terberry 9

12 3 4Events

:

Dworak 11 17 . . .

.

Sandy 18 12 19

Bray 14 19 15 20

Carter 13 18 15 19
Townsend .. 12 20 15 16
Riehl 14 17 14 19

Morrill 14 19

Heer
Bray
Riehl
Veach

1st day. 2d day. 3d day. Total.

167 160 68 395
162 160 68 390
156 163 64 383
.154 158 68 380

Kn-T-MORE.

Weeping Water Tournament.
Weeping Water, Neb.— two days' amateur tournament in-

cidental to the annual Soldiers' Reunion was given at Weeping
Water, Neb., Aug. 19-20. Rain the second day cut short the pro-
gramme, but on the number shot Bray, Heer, Linderman and
Riehl, all shooting from 18yds., won the first places. The shoot-
ing was very difficult, and scores averaged very low. Figures
follow:

Aug. J9, First Day.

Events: 123456789 10 11 Broke.
Heer, 18 14 15 15 15 14 12 13 12 14 18 18 160
Bray, 18 15 15 13 14 14 14 12 15 15 19 19 165
Xicholson, 16 10 12 15 14 13 13 11 12 14 17 16 147
Linderman, 18 13 13 12 13 15 15 14 10 13 17 15 150

Copsev, 16 8 12 13 13 15 15 15 14 13 16 11 145
Hatfield, 16 11 11 12 10 11 11 11 14 11 18 17 137
Terberry 16 12 9 11 12 9 11 10 8 13 19 13 128
Stoffard, ' 16 13 10 10 13 11 11 12 11 11 19 17 138

Harland, 16 12 12 13 14 13 12 12 11 15 17 19 150
Phelps, 16 11 10 13 13 14 15 14 13 13 19 16 14S

Carson, 16 9 11 9 10 12 15 12 11 13 17 11 136
Hungate, 16 11 11 11 9 11 10 11 12 10 14 17 127

Voorliees 11 13 10 15 11

Aug. 20, Second Day.

Events: 12 3 4

Heer, 18 15 14 14 14
Bray, 18 12 14 15 12
Riehl, 18 11 19 12 14
Linderman. 18 14 14 14 10
Copsey, 16 13 14 10 12

Hatfield. 16 11 13 13 14
.Stoffard, 16 13 13 11 14
Nicholson, 16 11 10 14 12
Hungate, 16 11 8 11 10
Walker, 16 8 14 11 9

Mark, 16 9 12 9 ..

Clarence, 16 11 11 12 14
Terherrv 9 10 12

5 6 Broke.
13 13 83
13 14 80
14 13 75
12 13 77
13 12 74
12 12 75
12 13 76
14 11 72
10 7 57

KiLLMORE.

Raleigh Gun Clufc.

Raleigh, N. C, Aug. 22.—We are still carrying a very poor
attendance at our weekly shoots, but we expect better ri^ults
from now on. Several regular shooters were absent to-day on ac-
count of pressing business engagements. A few good scores were
made at .50 targets, as follows: Johnson 48, Parker 44, Dickson
43, Gray 41 Galloway 35, Whitaker 3.3, Crawford 30, Walters 19

K. T. GowAN, Sec'y.

Kane G«n CI«b.
Ka.ve, Pa., Aug. 23.—Herewith find scores made at second annual

tournament of Kane Gun Club, Kane, Pa. Weather conditions
were good, and some fine scores were made. Trade was repre-
sented by Jack Fannitig;, Frank Lawrence, J. R. Hull, L. Squires
and Charles Grubb. Charley Grubb could not talk fast enough,
so he got a phonograph to do some talking for him, winding up
the record with a little ragtime music.
Eight members of the Dubois Rod and Gun Club came up for

the first day, some of them staying over the two days. Thev
expressed themselves as being well pleased with the two davs''
.sport. Although we did not have a large crowd, we had a pleasant
time, and lots of fun.

Sizer won high average for both days, getting 190 the first dav
and 182 the second. Atkinson got second place at 20yds., for the
two days, Squires third and Williams fourth place. Scores for the
two days follow:

Aug. 2, First Day.
Events: 1 2
Targets : 15 15
R Hull, 19 13 12
Fanning, 20 13 13
T Atkinson, 2D 12 14

9 11
10 13
11 12
11 10
8 13

L Squires, 19. ............ 11 12
Kelley. 16
C Barido, 16
Nittrow, 16
Cotter, 16
Ouinn, 16
it Brown, 16 11 10
H Millen, 16 9 11
A .Sizer, 16 15 14
Williams, 16.... 12 12
T Sheldon, 16 9 10
O C Bell. 16 11 14
F Ginzberg, 16 10 13
.\ Gillis. 16
Davis, 16
Flick, 16
Larson, 16
Arbuckle, 16

3 4
20 15
18 14

13 13
17 15
17 14
16 14
17 13
17 14
13 13
16 10
14 9

14 14
18 15
17 12
11 8
17 12
15 12

5 6 7
15 25 15
15 23 14
14 23 12
14 22 15
15 22 13
11 20 14
14 23 14
8 15 12

12 22 12
12 IS 14
15 19 13
9 21 12
14 24 15
14 23 14
14 8 10
9 18 13

13 21 6

S 9
15 20
12 17
13 IS

14 19
14 18
10 15
12 15
10 17
13 11
S 17
13 18
12 16
15 17
13 20
10 16
14 18

11 19
10 16
9 13

10 11 12
15 15 15
10 13 13

14 14 14
14 13 15
11 13 13
13 12 14
15 14 13
14 11 11

15 13 14
11 13 13
15 14 14
13 14 13
10 9 13
10 13 10

9 11 12
12 7 11
8 12 12

12 9 12
.. .. 9

. . ..12

Aug. 3, Second Day.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 25 15

.Vtkinson, 20 14 14 18 11 11 19 14
Squires, 19 1.5 12 19 12 13 23 15
Sizer, 18 15 15 IS 14 13 24 12
Williams, IS 11 11 18 14 12 23 13
Bell, 16... 10 10 19 11 14 19 13
Kelley, 16 11 11 13 12 13 14 10
Brown, 16 13 13 17 14 14 18 15
Nittrow. 16 11 12 7 13 13 20 11
Millen. 16 11 12 15 12 11 21 13
Barido, 16 13 13 15 14 13 23 12

8 9
15 20
14 19
15 IS
14 19
13 18
11 14
10 16
13 17
10 16
14 20
15 19

10 11 12
15 15 15
14 14 11
13 13 12

13 14 11

12 14 10

i2 's ii
12 11 15
11 14 12
12 12 14
12 9 10

Total
Broke.

173
173
184
173
159
173
152
117
116
164
155
160
177
142
162
1.52

56

54
33
9

12

Total
Broke.
173
180
182
169
121
142
172
150
167
168

Winnebago Tournament.
Forest City, la., Aug. 21.—There has been so much rain of late

that farmers are getting discouraged at the prospects of the small
grain being mostly ruined. The very heavy rain that fell Tuesday
caused the County Fair Association to postpone the fair, and with
it went the added money for the tournament that was to be held
during the fair, and to be managed by the gun club.
There were a few shooters who came in on Wednesday, and to

the end that they be not disappointed, the club arranged a shoot
and carried out the programme, adding the same amount to the
programme that the fair had agreed to give.
As there were only about eleven shooters present, the club will

be a big loser; but as this club is alive and up-and-doing, it

will not let this discourage the members, who will next time give
Ji tournament without the aid of any other parties.
The 100-target race between Budd, Gilbert and Klein was post-

poned, as Budd could not be present on account of illness.
The day was fine, bvit the traps were set where the background

was dark and poor as to light.
Those present from a distance were ^Messrs. H. C. Mortensen

and E. H. Castle, of Britti; Russel Klein and Dude Gilbert, of
Spirit Lake; J. M. Hughes, of Palmyra, Wis. The home boys
were C. F. Bastian, E. O. Lockore, M. G. Green, T. H. Cole, I.

H. Sharp, J. H. McKay, and C. H. Macomber.
Forest City is quite an enterprising city. Some of the business

blocks would be a credit to a city of 50,000 inhabitants, while the
hotels are the best in the State.
The club here holds weekly meetings, and being composed of

business men mostly, be sure to keep to the front for many years
to come. J. H. McKay is president and C. H. Macomber is sec-
retary.
When they give a shoot next time, the writer hopes that a large

crowd of enthusiastic shooters may find it convenient to be pres-
ent.
Hughes was about right, and all targets looked like balloons, as

he made the great score of 147 out of 150. Klein was second with
143, and Gilbert third with 140. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 Shot
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 , at. Broke.

Gilbert

10

14 14 14 15 14 14 14 14 12 150 140
Klein

14

15 15 12 15 15 13 15 14 15 150 143
Hughes

14

14 15 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 150 147
Mortensen

12

13 10 13 11 13 14 14 13 13 150 126
Castle

12

13 10 12 11 11 14 13 11 12 150 120
Call

12

12 15 11 11 13 14 13 14 12 150 129
Lockore

12

12 12 12 il 11 14 12 13 13 150 123
Dubb 13 14 14 13 14 12 12 12 12 12 150 128
Sharp 6 7.. 9 11 10 9 12 5 120 68
Bastian

11

9 12 10 11 11 7 0 12 11 150 98

Green

14

14 9 14 9 14 12 12 13 10 150 121
Scribe.

Baltimore Shooting Association.

Baltimore, Md., Aug. 23.—At the shoot of the Baltimore Shoot-
ing Association to-day five men succeeded, with the extra bird al-

lowance, in making clean scores, namely, H. E. Lupus, J. W.
Chew, C. E. Peters, G. E. Edwards and Paul Jones. J. R.
Malone scored 49 and J. H. Roberts 43.

This has now become a most interesting event. The leaders are

all so close together that it looks as though there will be a
number of ties to be shot off at the end of the month. At this

time Edwards and Lupus lead with 196 out of 200, Malone has 195,

Chew and Jones 194 and Roberts 182.

There will be an open shoot at the Baltimore Shooting Asso-
ciation on Thursday next. Aug. 28, at 1 P. M. The main event
will be a 100-target race, handicap to be the average system;
open to all. To-day's events resulted as follows:

Targets : 10 15 10 10
Events: 12 3 4

Edwards 7 11 6
Roberts 7 8 ..

Jones 6 8 6
Biddle 9 9 6

10 15 10 10
2 3 4

Targets

:

Events:' 1

Lupus 9 . . 8

Chew 10 14 .

.

Malone 9
Cox 9 .. 9
Peters 9 12 8 8 12 50

extra bird allowance in No. 7,

5 6

4 50

7 50

5 49

6

7 19 50
. 19 43
6 17 5(3

8 .. ..

No, 6 gives the club event.

Bristol Gun Club.

Bristol, Conn., Aug. 23.—At the weekly shoot, Aug. 23, of the
Bristol Gun Club the best individual .scores above 10 were:

H T Mills lllllllOlllOlllOlllOUUl—21
G Richtmeyer 1001110111110111111111111—21
S J Large 1110111010011111111111110-20
H T Hart 1011010(311111111111101011—19
E Simmons 0101111111101111101101101—19
G W Mitchell (3101111101101111011011110—18

D Page 1111110110100111100101111—18
R A Bolton 1111110111110011011100100—17
C Edgerton IIIUIIOIOOUIIIOIOOOOIOI-16W Neubauer (3110110100011111101101011—16

F L Fairbanks 1110011000111111001111010-16
A H Porter 0011011101000111100111011—15W Moran 0011111111110011010000100—14
N Judd ....;. 1101111010010000110011000—12

The club has added two new expert traps, making a five-trap sys-
tem, and are equipping the same with the latest electric pull.

Everything will be complete for their weekly shoot, Saturday
afternoon, Aug. 30. F. L. Fairbanks.

Championship of Gregory County, South Dakota.
Bonesteel, S. D., Aug. 15.—On the grounds of the Fairfax

Gun Club, at Fairfax, S. D., Carl I'orter. holder, defeated T. J.
Thompson, challenger, for the Peters Cartridge Co.'s trophy, em-
blematic of the target Individual Championship of Gregory County,
by a score of 46 to 42.

The emblem is a challenge trophv, and was put up in open com-
petition at the recent tournament of the Bonesteel Gun Club, on
which occasion it was won by .Mr. Porter, and was to-day ablv
defended by him. Both gentlemen are Fairfax men, who both
had a large following of well-wishers who hoped their man would
win. The winner was warmly congratulated by all the sportsmen
present at the conclusion of the race, and was immediately chal-
lenged for the trophy by Mr. J. F. Spatz, of the Bonesteel Gun
Club, and the match will be shot, weather permitting, on the
Fairfax grounds on the 26th inst.
Porter started off at a heart-breaking clip and ran out the first

• string of 25 straight, while Thompson lost his 6th, 18th and 20th
birds, going out with 22. A short rest was taken, during which
a $1 sweep was run off, and then the principals took their positions
for the second string of 25. Porter went on grinding them out
until his 31st bird, which he lost, and then went on until his
41st, which escaped, as did his 42d and 47th, making the very
pretty total of 46.

.\ half dozen 15-bird $1 sweeps were run off in connection with
the trophy race, and Thompson easily did the best shooting, and
was consequently the largest winner. The Fairfax boys are to
be congratulated on the manner in which the shoot was pulled
off, as everything worked as smoothly as if it was greased for
the occasion. There was not a single incident to mar the sport.
A neat tent was provided for the shooters and wire stretched
around the shooters' score, and good wire pulls to the three ex-
pert traps made the birds quick and altogether satisfactory.
Much interest is being manifested in these contests, and the

Bonesteel and Fairfax Gun Clubs boast an active membership of
.30 shooters. Among those present we noticed Mr. C. A. Johnson,
president of the Fairfax State Bank, and Mr. Porter, the gray-
haired father of the winner, who watched with all a father's pride
the victory of the son. Messrs. Lucas, Spatz, Jones and Leach
were down from the Bonesteel Club, and among the locals were
Carl Porter, Orion Porter, Beagle, Cantrell, Antles, Newsbaum
and a large number of the Fairfax business men and merchants
who came out to see their undefeated champion add another
victory to his long list.

I must not forget to mention the shooting of Fred Luca.s, who
is president of the Bonesteel Gun Club, and a new hand at
the target game. His shooting was an agreeable surprise to his
friends as well as himself, and proves that what Fred needed was
a little money put up to urge him to do his best. Twenty-fiyc
out of the first .30 and a good, consistent gait maintained there-
after through the entire shoot is not so bad for a right new hand,
ired is a comer and it will be well to make a note of it. Follow-
ing are the scores of the trophy race:

Porter 1111111111111111111111111—25
1111110111111110011111011—21-46

Thompson 1111101111111111101(311111—22
1101 101111111111111001101—20-42

W. A. Leach, SecV.,
Bonesteel Gun Cflub.

Sistersville Gun Club.

Sistewsville, W. Va., Aug. 24.—At the regular weekly shoot,
of the Sistersville Gun Club yesterday afternoon, some very good
scores were made. A. Bruce Hunt, Esq., walked off with the'
championship trophy, after a very exciting shoot-off with Curt I.
and Wilhs Hall. Mr. Ed. O. Bower, the present holder of the
State championship trophy, and who had just returned from a
very jileasant two days' tournament at Maysville, Ky., did not
enter the trophy event, but went in for the price of targets and
broke 25 straight.
Event No. 1, 25 targets for practice, resulted as follows:

tt V, ?r ^^"""^ I^*" 21, Ed. O. Bower 23, and Curt 1

Hall 25. ,

Event No. 2, foB trophy; handicap allowance:
Bower (scratch) 25, Hunt (5) 20-25, C. J. Hall (2) 23-26, Willi.s

Hall (3) 22-25, and Frank Dunlap (8) 16-24. ^ '

Event No. 3, 25 targets, shoot-off, same conditions:
Hunt 20-25, C. I. Tfall 22-24, U illis Hall 22-25. C. I. H,ill and

]•. Dunlap, shooting for practice, broke 23 and 20 respectively.
As Mr. Hunt and Willis Hall were still tied for the trophy

they decided to shoot at another 25 targets without handicap al-
lowance, and again tied on 21 each. Mr. C. I. Hall again broke
22, and Frank Dunlap 19. As the two trophy contestants were
about out of shells, they agreed to settle their little difference,
miss-and-out, which resulted in a victory for Mr. Hunt, Mr Hall
missing his first target. Mr. Hunt, who is one of our new
shooters and had never held the trophy before, was warmly con-
gratulated for his good work.

Leranzo.

Individual Provincial Championthip.
Sherbrooke, Que., Aug.- 18.—I append clipping taken from the

Montreal Gazette. It gives the result of the final match for the
Iridividual Provincial Championship, as follows:
The last match for the championship of the Province of Quebec

at clay birds took place at Sherbrooke, between Mr. T. M Craig
of that place, and Mr. R. B. Hutcheson, of Montreal. The re-
sult was a win for Mr. Craig, with 47 out of a possible 50. There
was a gusty wind blowing straight on the traps. Mr. Craig's
score, which would be a good one at any time, was remarkable
under existing circumstances. The scores follow:

^ .
Known. Unknown. Doubles. Totals.

Craig 20 18 9 47
Hutcheson 17 18 7 42
Before this match Hutcheson and Craig were equal, and this

gives Mr. Craig the indivdual championship of the province and
the trophj'.
The competition was commenced on July 1, 1897, and has re-

sulted as follows:

T. M. Craig, Sherbrooke G.C
Defences.

R. B. Hutcheson, Westmount G. C A
W. L. Cameron, Montreal G. C, ............ it. "'3
A, W. Westover, .Sutton G. C , ! I

s

J. B. Goodhue. Rock Island G. C.»...
"'

' 2
W. G. Bray, Sherbrooke G. C. '.'.'.'."l

There have been altogether thirty matches.

Winchester Gun Club.

_
Detroit, Mich.—The club has just completed a new installa-

tion of their rnagautrap, new score and other improvements with
so perfect a pulling arrangement that" it is a -pleasure to see it
work.
The many absent members missed a fine afternoon's sport

at the regular shoot, Aug. 23. Henry Guthard, Class B, shot in
fine form, but he had to make 24 to win the medal. .Shiell hardly
felt entitled to the A medal on 18, but had to take it.

I'ord had it easy in Class C and won with 20. Following are
the scores, the last being the club event:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 i; 7 8
Targets: ifj 15 10 1.5 15 10 25 25

Brodie 6 12 9 13 17
^^hiell .-. 6 .. 9 12 .. 4 .. 18
Guthard 9 1110 14.. ..2124
Plitchcock 9 13 gn 23'
^ord U .. 13 12 20,
Barthel g

'

Reid ; 7 13 9 13 !) 22 ..
Buxton 6 10 7 9 . . 8 17 .

.

Brown 7 7 . . 4

OIney Gun Qub.
Olney, hi., Aug. 21.—A new gun club has been organized here;

with fifty members. A magautrap has been leased, ami one of the
finest shooting grounds in the State equipped. '

Officers were elected as follows: D. P. Moore, President- J ,

Phillips, Vice-President; R. R. Byers, Secretary and rreasurer-i
D. Z. Vernor, Referee and Manager.
The club is known as the Olney Gun Club. They will give their I

first annual tournament about the last week in .September when
a number of good prizes will be contested for. The chih' meets
every Tuesday afternoon at their shooting grounds. The scores at
the last shoot follow, each man shooting at 25 targets: \

H. C. Ferriman 12, D. P. Moore 20, Jim Kaley 18, John Marks.
17. H. L. Mitchell 18, R. R. Byers 15 S. Butler 13, J. E. Phillip-

Elliott 18, W. J. Cummings 18, William1.9, W, Horrall 19, Harve
Mather 15, D. P. NIOOKE.
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The Wandctefs.
The Wanderers is a body o{ shooters ol New York and vicinity

informally and theoretically organized for certain contingent ad-

vantages, as set forth in its prospectus, a copy of which is pub-

lished herein. As Wanderers, they have been in existence but a

few short weeks. In that brief time they have attained a con-

spicuous place in the shooting interests and also in the shooting

gossip of New York and vicinity. Starting on a theory of insur-

ing successful shoots each week by virtue of concerted action, the

theory in practice was quickly eclipsed by a policy of profit.

Some of their doings have excited much public interest, and

some have excited adverse criticism. Concerning them, the follow-

ing is published chiefly for the information of the public. Thus

clubs and others who are concerned may pass judgment intelli-

gently on a new shooting policy which has within it all the in-

herent elements for universal adoption, if, as applied by the

Wanderers, it wins public indorsement. It is a policy which any

other body of men may adopt.

Stated in general terms, the purpose of insuring a successful

shoot by going in numbers was, by the Wanderers, quickly

subordinated to a purpose of stuffing the treasury. There were

many directly and indirectly interested who disapproved of this

organization being conducted for revenue under the peculiar cir-

cumstances of the case. A large percentage of the membership

is professional. They are gentlemen who are employed pro-

fessionally and who draw salaries and have expense accounts as

professionals. Thus they gain a livelihood from the sales of their

goods, and are hardly supposed to gain a further direct profit

from the consumption of said goods. We are sure that this

feature of the case escaped the Wanderers' attention.

We mentioned that there was some disapproval of the Wan-
derers' financial policy. As a case in point, some newspaper men
interviewed Capt. J. A. H. Dressel on Friday of last week, and he

authorized the following statement concerning the Wanderers:

"I am interested in the Wanderers to the extent that, so long as

they continue their organization on the lines as first published in

their prospectus, I will support them. I will allow U. M.
_
C.

representatives to attend their tournaments on the understanding
that the Wanderers have adopted a change of base, getting away
from the objectionable features heretofore exploited in different

sportsmen's publications."

The foregoing refers to the extraction of a portion of club re-

ceipts as a rake-ofif by the Wanderers for purposes of revenue.

The prospectus adverted to by Capt. Dressel was sent to a

number of shooters. It bore date of June 19, and was signed by
Mr. Edward Banks, 318 Broadway, New York. It was as follows:

"Several years ago we formed a roving organization of local trap-
shooters, which was called the Wanderers' Club. The idea was to
have the members of the club attend every Saturday in a body at

a certain club's grounds, in order that there might always be a
good shoot which we could attend every Saturday if we wished.
The scheme was very successful, and was apparently dropped for

no other reason than that nobody could be found who would 'do
the work.' We arranged our shoots in the following manner:
"The first shoot would be decided upon by a vote of the mem-

bers, or a name of a club would be suggested and the members
asked as to whether it met with their approval. While attending
the Saturday shoot at the club's grounds the members of the
Wanderers' Club decided which club they should visit the follow-
ing Saturday, etc. There were no dues, only a nominal fee being
collected for the purpose of purchasing postals for sending out
notices on. This year, however, we propose to fine every member
who does not attend a shoot 25 cents, the 25 cents to go to a
fund, which will be shot for the first Saturday in every month
on the handicap basis, members of the club only be entitled to
take part, the number of moneys being decided in accordance with
the number of entries,

"The scheme promises well, and I have the assurance of the co-
operation of several trapshooters in this section who will become
members. May I ask you, therefore, to notify me by return mail
if possible as to whether you will join? The first shoot of the club
will be held on Saturday, July 12, and I offer as a suggestion that
we decide whether the shoot on that date shall be held on the
grounds of the Boiling Springs Gun Club, Rutherford, N. J.,
or the Jackson Gun Club, Paterson, N. J."

As above set forth in the prospectus, it will be noted that the

sole purpose of the organization was "to have the members of the

club attend every Saturday in a body at a certain club's grounds,"

etc. It, however, naively indicated that there were those already

in power, as, shown by the clause, "This year, however, we pro-

pose to fine every member who does not attend a shoot 25

cents," etc. As a matter of trifling incidental interest concerning

the curious ante-feature of an organization which then existed only

in idea, one might be pardoned for having a desire to know who
was the autocratic "we" which had the assurance to arrange a

financial policy, the date of the shoot, and what clubs were to be
considered, all before the club was organized.

The movement in a general way was suggested and advocated by
Capt. A. W. Money. Within certain necessary limitations, which
will be touched upon in detail hereinafter, it was commendably
sound and practical. If conducted on the lines of his original idea,

it would have greatly and beneficially stimulated trapshooting

activity in New York and vicinity.

The first membership of the Wanderers was largely professional,

and indeed as to membership, the mainstay of the club is now
professional. On the lines of the original idea, it is proper that

it should be so. By going to a club's shoot in a body, shooting

under the conditions imposed by the club and giving a general

impetus to trapshooting thereby, they were following their pro-

fessional occupation while coincidentally having a pleasant day.

But, being so professional, there was every reason why as an
organized body it should avoid the policy and practice of a rake

off.

The Wanderers' purposes, as set forth in their prospectus, con-

templated neither a treasury nor a treasurer. They had no
grounds to maintain, no help to hire, no merchandise to purchase,

no taxes to pay; in short, they had neither assets nor liabilities.

The purpose of the club, namely, "that there might always be a
good shoot which we might attend every Saturday if we wished,"
worked as follows at its first attempt. On Saturday, July 13, at

Rutherford, N. J., the Wanderers attended a shoot which the Boil-

ing Springs Gun Club believed to be its own. On account of a
simple misunderstanding concerning the shoot, no members of
tlie Boiling Springs Gun Club were present. The Wanderers ran
the shoot, and on that account at its close they appropriated one-
half the receipts. Targets were two cents, the rate fixed by the
home club.

In the absence of any specific agreement for a rake-off, the
Wanderers had quite as good a right to take all the receipts as a
part, for they had no right to either. As an organization, they
had no need of the money, nor had they any use for it when in
hand. But, aside from all that, by what right did they take it?

Why did they take it? If they had no right to the money appro-
priated, why do they still hold it? The theory as set forth in the
prospectus on the one hand, and on the other hand the immediate
grasping for money on opportunity, are in violent contrast. An
election of officers also wa3 held on this day, though no notice
Was given in the prospectus that such act would be taken.
However, the Boiling Springs episode would have been com-

paratively insignificant had it been the beginning and the end of

^ jnjstatea xeal and set for a treasiuy, but instead, it seemed to

open up new vistas of finance on lines of original novelty for the

future. •

The third finaiicial essay of the Waridet-efs occtiffed on July 26.

The idea to have the members of the club attend ill a body worked
very well, but certain other thrifty ideas were added to it. The
organization which was specially honored by their atendance was
the .South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J. It regularly charges

one cent for targets. The Wanderers, or some of them, on that

day took charge more or less of the financial interests of the

South Side Gun Club's shoot and from the purses deducted two

cents for targets, one cent of which was appropriated and put

in the Wanderers' treasury. According to our information, these

two shoots netted the Wanderers ?40. The management of the

South Side Giui Club, so we were informed by good authority,

were not highly pleased with the Wanderers' methods. That sum,

$40. was an important one to take from the shooters so quickly

and so shortly. We may infer that some one in consequence

shot less than he otherwise would have done, either there or else-

where.

For no useful purpose whatever $40 was thereby taken out of

circulation.

In honor of the Wanderers, their treasurer, Dr. W. L. Gardiner,

on Aug. 2 gave an entertainment, a succotash party, at his

manorial home in the beautiful town of East Orange, N. J. Every

one present enjoyed it most happily. As a host, he deserved

and received much earnest praise.

However, in connection with that memorable function, he also

acted in another capacity, that of treasurer of the Wanderers,

and it is in that capacity alone that we now refer to him. He
announced that targets would be two cents each, and that, after

paying the expenses of the shoot, the balance would be placed in

the Wanderers' treasury, That was all right.

On that day he publicly stated that there were already $40 in

the treasury.

However, there were nine events on the programme, of which

a part of No. 8 and all of No. 9 were not shot, on account of in-

sufficient time. Every one had paid in $3.60, the full programme

entrance fee for the nine 20-target events. There thus was about

$14 or $15 over pay for targets which should have been refunded

then and there,' but no attempt was made to refund then, nor has

any attempt been made since so far as we know. The refund

could easily have been paid in ten minutes. It was known for

about an hour before competition ended that the programme

would not be finished. That money, so overpaid, either belongs to

the Wanderers or it does not. If it does, how did it happen so? If

it does not, why is it held so tightly m their treasury?

The next financial interest of the Wanderers to attract attention

was in connection witb the shoot of the North River Gun Club,

held Aug. 16, at Edgewater, N. J. It was said by some of the

members of the latter club that the treasurer of the Wanderers

demanded a rake-off as a condition of the Wanderers' attendance

at the shoot, and that the demand was refused. It thus seemingly

was much less successful to ask for a rake-off than it was to take

it without asking. At all events, when the matter came to ques-

tion, there was much accusation and denial; much repudiation of

responsibility; much attempt at justification; much modification

of novel ideas of finance; much explanation which did not ex-

plain, nor in the least disturb known facts.

Public adverse criticism brought forth for the time - being the

declaration from those who were supposed to do the Wanderers'

thinking for them that the Wanderer did not want any rake-off.

For a while it was then difficult to find a Wanderers who ap-

proved of the policy of rake-off, or who had done so. It is

strange indeed that, with such sentiments against the policy of a

rake-off, so much of the latter got into the Wanderers' treasury

in so short a time, and stays so firmly therein.

Evidently the Wanderers did not feel quite at ease about the

matter, else they would not have issued the following for the

benefit of the "whom." It was published in Field and Fancy

of Aug. 16: '

"A meeting was held at Paterson, N. J., on Aug. 9 for the pur-
pose of taking action on certain matters and to elect a governing
committee and new members. The following is the committee,
all but the last three being officers: Colin R. Wise, Edward
Banks, Dr. W. L. Gardiner, James T. Skelly, Capt. A. W. Money,
F. V. Carlough and H. S, Welles. The new members are: J.
Warren Smith, of Orange; B. L. Gruman, of Westwood, and D.
D. Engle, of Newark. The following is published for the benefit

and information of whom it may concern: 'There seems to be
some misunderstanding as to the real objects of the organiza-
tion of the Wanderers. That club wishes it to be thoroughly un-
derstood that, no matter what Dame Rumor may bruit around,
the Wanderers are out for a sociable time and for the best inter-

ests of the sport of trapshooting in the vicinity of New York,
and not for any financial benefit whatever.' "

In the foregoing, the official declaration that, in spite of Dame
Rumor, the Wanderers were "out for a sociable time," which by

the way is mentioned first, was hardly a feature of public

interest. Whether they were out for the best interests of trap-

shooting around New York or not was hardlj' to be accurately

determined at that exceedingly early period of their official ex-

istence. Moreover, their policy was under discussion. The "in-

formation" and "benefit" contained in the foregoing excerpt are

exceedingly intangible. However, matter therein attributed to

Dame Rumor should be properly credited to Dame Fact. The
best interests of the sport may be an abstraction entirely inde-

pendent of the Wanderers' moneyed treasury, or their treasury

may be an abstraction entirely independent of the best interests

of sport; but in either case, the query arises as to how, being

out "not for any financial benefit whatever," they have so much
money in their treasury, or indeed have a treasury at all? But
may not others have at heart the best interests of sport also?

We understand that there still are members of the Wanderers
who justify the policy of a rake-off on the ground that, insuring

a good shoot by their attendance, they therefore are entitled to a

reward. If this plea is sound for the Wanderers, it is equally

sound for all others.

As this policy is of general public interest, we, for the benefit

of trapshooting in general, desire to particularize some of its main
pernicious tendencies.

First, if, as adopted by the Wanderers, the principles of the

rake-off is sound, it can be adopted freely by other similar bodies

of men here and in all other places where there is trapshooting

to any important degree. There thus is no reason why New York
should not also have others so that all clubs, owners of

grounds, would every Saturday have the honor of entertaining

and dividing their just profits with so many whatnot august flitting

clubs during the season, that, as a consequence of such outside

solicitude for the best interests of the sport, bankruptcy and
weariness would supervene.

Second, the Wanderers into their membership have drawn shoot-

ers who are members also of other clubs, so that in adding such
members to a Wanderers' shoot to make a good shoot, they are

thereby coincidentally subtracting from such other club shoots.

Thus, in promoting the best interests of trapshooting on one spot,

they may be decreasing such best interests on several other spots.

If the membership of the W^nder?rf had b«e» confined to the

unattached shooters, of wJiom there are enough in New York to

carry out the original Wandering idea, then shooting about New
York would have been greatly benefited by them. But to take

members from one club to attend the ordinary Saturday shoot

of some other club, and then to parade the act as "for the best

interests of the sport of trapshooting in the vicinity of New-

York" is to assume as a fact that which is debatable and
unreasonable as an assumph'on.

The same principles of fair dealing between man and
man as individuals should govern when men are organized as a
body. Because official responsibility may be vague and in-

determinate in club matters, the principles of fair dealing need
not thereby be clouded or lost. The business integrity of an or-

ganization should always be a matter of personal solicitude to its

members.
A policy which needs so many excuses, so many fine-

drawn distinctions, so many bolstering fallacies to sustain it, and
which evokes so much opposition, would better be well con-

sidered first before adopting it than to adopt it first and then do
all the considering and excusing afterward. And it is not amiss
for the members of a club to have some voice in the management
of its affairs.

If the principle of a rake-off was one which could be exercised

by only one club, it would be a matter of trifling and passing

importance; but as, if tolerated, it is a principle which has a

universal application, it behooves all flubs to take a hostile stand

against it.

Ossiiungf Gun CItib.

OssiNiNG, N. Y.—^The two days' shoot and clam bake tbs
Ossining Gun Club last week, Aug. 20 and 21, were well atteJided-
and successful in every way. George Hunt made the bake, assisted
by his veteran corps of helpers. Will See, Will Lawrence, Jr..
Jake Beberich and Thanny Tuttle. Capt. George Washburn was
on hand to see that everything was put in right. There \vere to-

have been three bakes—one at 1 o'clock, one at 4 and the last one
at 6. One of the kettles sprung a leak, so the 4 o'clock issue was-
abandoned. The stuff was cooked right, and George Hunt has
yet to make his first failure with the kettle bake.
The usual chronic kickers were on hand—some didn't get enougfj

lobster, some didn't get enough clams, the clams weren't cooked
enough, etc. Every one can't be suited, but tlie majority was, to
the tune of ninety strong.

\

The place for the chronic kicker is "home, sweet, home," where:
usually the kick doesn't register over 0 by the Sergeant system. It
at a clam bake you happen to get a clam which has not opened,
don't "knock" the whole bake. Just throw down the clam and
pick up another. If you think the targets are thrown a little hard,
don't think the management is in collusion with the magautrap
operator to "do" you because you are a back-liner.
The prelirninary events on the programme started promptly at

11 A. M, Sim Glover, the crack amateur of New York city, was
high, breaking all 60 targets straight. Then came the clam bake
handicap, in which twenty-three shooters shot at 100 targets eacli.
A. Betti, of Mt. Kisco, at 16yds., was high with 91 per cent.;
Keystone, 19yds., and C. G. Blandford, at 18yds., were second, with
90 per cent. Blandford was high for the day with 147 breaks out
of 160.

The paid experts and trade representatives in attendance were
Ed Banks, Leroy, Neaf Apgar, Tom Morfey, J. G. Ewing, S. M.
Van Allen and Bob Schneider.
Those who were fortunate enough to be present as spectators had

a chance to see some high class work. The second day's shoot,
Thursday, while not so well attended, was nevertheless interesting
owing to the merchandise event.

3 4
15 15
14 14
15 14
1.5 15
14 13
14 14
15 15
14 13
13 14

15 15
12 12
9 9
.. 11
12 15
14 14
10 13
15 15
11 13
12 10
.. 12
.. 9

6 7
25 25
22 22
24 23
23 22
23 24

22 23
21 22
21 21
21 22
22 21
23 21
18 22
18 20
22 22
22 22
22 20
21 22
19 21
23 19
23 18
19 16
22 20
20 20

8 9
25 25
21 21
25 17
18 15
22 19
21 21
23 24
24 24
19 24
20 20
17 17
16 18
18 21
25 22
20 22
16 17
21 19
19 19
20 19
17 16
15 6
22 20
22 24

Atlg. 20, Fitst Day.

Events: 1 2
Targets: 15 15N Apgar, 21 14 14

S M Van Allen, 23-...V.. 14 12
S Glover, 21 15 15
Leroy, 21 15 15
E Banks, 21. 15 15
C G Blandford, IS 13 14
Keystone, 19 13 15
Condit, 16 14 14
Rock, 16.. 10 14
T W Morfey, 19 .4..,,.., 12 12
Clark, 16 ......„.„^.... ........ 13 14
1 C Barlow, 16 11 ..

A Betti. 16 V 14 12
G. Sutton. 16 11 12
J G Ewing, 16 .. 9
J T Skelly, 20
G R Schneider, IS...,.,.;W Hassinger, 18........
H W Bissing, 16
Mayser, 16W H Coleman, 16 ,

R Kromer, Jr

Connor shot at 15 birds, broke 12,

Aag. 21, Second Day.
Events: 123456 7 89 10
Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 25

Apgar, 20 14 IS 15 17 13 20 15 19 14 20
Van Allen, 20 14 17 14 19 12 19 14 17 14 24
Glover, 20 11 16 11 18 14 20 14 19 15 21
Leroy, 20... 13 19 14 18 14 20 13 19 14 21
Morfey, 20 12 14 13 17 12 17 13 19 14 23
G Sutton. 16 12 14 14 16 9 19 13 16 12 21
Bedell, 19 13 15 .. .. 19
Betti, 18 11 17 12 17 13 18 13 17 14 17
Rock, 18 14 19 13 18 13 16 13 15 13 17
Keystone 13 18 15 19 15 19 14 16 12 20
Potter. 16 11 16 .. 11 .. ., 16
Brandreth, 16 12 19 11 12 ,. .. 18
Blandford, 19 14 16 12 21
Ewing 8 12 11 13 .. 11
Bissing, 16

15

11 15 lO 17 10 1,',

Williams, 16

10

8 15 8 .. .. 18
R Kromer, Jr, 16

16

9 12
R Gorham. 16 , .. U .. 20
Coleman, 16

..

8 19
J C Barlow, 16

,.

.. . . .. ig

Event No. 10, merchandise, handicaps apply in event 10 only:
The winners in this event in their order were: Van Allen; Morfey,
Sutton, Glover, Blandford, Leroy, Keystone, Gorham, Apgar,
Bedell, Coleman, Williams, Brandreth, Rock, Betti, Potter", Barlow
Kromer, Jr. C. G. B.

Mississippi and Lotiisiana Tfapshootefs' League.

Natchez, Miss., Aug. 19.—Herewith please find notice of a busi-
ness meeting which I believe will interest your readers.

'

C. W. Walton, Sec'y.
The Mississippi and Louisiana Trapshooters' League held a

business meeting at Vicksburg, Miss., Aug. 14, 1902.
'

This league has been organized two years and has held eight
very successful tournaments, the attendance at two of them aver-
aging over one hundred shooters.
Representatives of several gun clubs from outside 'the two

States were in attendance and desirous of joining the league.
It was decided to enlarge the field and increase the number of tour-^
naments.
The name of the league was changed to "The Mississippi Val-

ley Trapshooters and Game Protective Association."
The membership now numbers nineteen gun clubs.
The first tournament next season will be given at New Orleans

about Mardi Gras time, to be followed by tournaments at other
league cities.

The league offiers are: H. T. Baker, President, and C. W
Walton. Secretary; office at Natchez, Miss.

All communications intended for FoKESt and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. Nevy
York, and not to apy |Qdivi4«fl connected with the paper.
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IN NEW JERSEY.

Falrview Gon Clofa vs. OradcII Gtn Clofa.

Fairview, N. J., Aug. 16.—The accompanying scores show results
of a very spirited contest between the above chibs on Saturday
afternoon, the 16th inst. The match was shot on the grounds of
the Fairview Gun Club. The weather conditions were excellent,
and there was a good attendance of interested spectators.
The event was most plea.sant in every respect. The Oradell

boys again fully sustained their reputation both for good shooting
and extreme cordiality.
Their opponents in "this matcli are looking forward with pleasure

to^ another test of skill at art early date.
The Fairview club is young, but progressive, and its members

are taking pains to gain efficiency irl shooting, and will be heard
from later as wmners.
The scores of the team shoot were;.
Fairview Gun Club—G. E. Dods 17, Con Sedore 17, L Lambrix

17, E. Collins 20, H. F. Brinkerhoff 18; Ghas. Sedore 14, C.
Townsend 14, W. Annet 18; total 135.
Oradell Gun Club—M. J. Vreeland 16, F. Ackerman, 17. T. W.

Winters 14, Herring 14, A. Ackerman 16, E. W. Lundy 20 C. P.
Post 20, B. L. Grnman 19: total 136,
The scores in the other events were:

Events

:

Targets

:

McCartry 4
G Shomp

. . 3
E Collins 7
Con Sedore ,S

Van Valen 3H G Brinkerhoff ..

C Gruman 0W Winters 5W Annett 7
L Lambrix 4
C Townsend 9
C P Post...
T Hurley , 11 3
E W Lundy ! 11 ..

A Ackerman lo .

.

Chas Sedore 7M T Vreeland
S Drake ,.,
McDonald
G Dods
Herring ,

H. G. BuiNKERHOrF,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 10 10 15 15 15 15

22

3

10

4
0

. 15
8 12

12
11

9 9

14 11
.. 7
11 12

5 8

13 14
5 ..

12 ..

.. 9

14 12 n
.. 6
10 10
10 ..

8 ..

11 11
10 ..

11 io
.. n
.. 9

Capt.

North Branch Gun Clab.

North Branch, N. J., Aug. 20.—The North Branch Gtin Club
prepared for a shoot of unusual size to-day, on the assurance from
a number of shooters that they would attend. A small percentage
only made their pledge good. The club expended some $50 or
$60 for the entertainment of the visitors, much of which, in view
of the light attendance, was unnecessary, and could have been
avoided if no promises had been made. On the first day five extra
events were shot.

A-U£: 20, J^irst Day.

The programme events had a total of 190 targets. No. 4 was at

5 pairs; No. 8 was at 10 pairs. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10
Targets : 10 10 15 10 15 15 20 20 20 15

0 13 13 19 10 17 13
6 14 13 16 15 17 14
9 13 12 15 13 15 12
6 12 11 IS S 17 12
4 10 11 17 G 16 10
6 15 15 19 11 . . .

.

J W HoiTman S 9 11
F E Butler 5 10 11
M H R...... 5 6 12
G Cramer ; 7 9 15W M Hovev 8 8 9W Simes . . .

.'
8 9 10

D Gavin 8 9 10 7 . . .

.

H Bishop 10 15 .. .. 15 13
G Field 9 8 .. 11
E Daniel 10 .... 10

Extra events:
Events : 1W Disbrow 7

F E Butler 9

W M Hovey 8
E Daniel 8
H Bishop 9

11 12
25 15
21 15
20 10
19 14
19 12
19 12

Total
Broke.
155
151
151
146
130

19 10

2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2
3 5 W Sime 7 10
8 ? -S 'S H TI Ten Eyclc... 5 ..

9 6':.' -7. C Huff 6

.";."5"5",T W Hoffman

. ..".. il 'M n Rupell

3 4 5
7 7 8
4 .. ..

5 .. ..

.45

. 9 10

No. 4 was at 5 pairs
in the programme:
Events

:

Targets

:

Aug: 21, Second Day.

; No. 8 at 10 pairs. There were 190 targets

1 2 3 4 5 6
10 10 15 10 15 15

J W HofJman 9 8 11
U G Tingley 9 5 12
M H R 8 9 12

F E Butler... 8 9 12
G Fields 5 6 13
C Huff 6 .. 8
H B Ten Eyck..;.... 8 ..

W M Hovey

6 13 14
8 9 10
6 12 12
411 11
6 8 13
1 .. 10

.. 7 ..

7 S 9 10 11 12 Total
20 20 20 15 25 15 Broke.
18 7 18 10 20 12 146
13 12 16 14 19 12 139
16 13 19 13 22 12 154

ii ii i? "9 21 12 i34

13' 6 .. ..

19 12 21 13

The Westwood Gun Qob.
Westwood, N. J., Aug. 23.—There was a large attendance. The

Wanderers were visitors. Events 11, 13 and 15 were shot at No. 2
set of traps. Seventeen events were shot. The day was pleasant
and of the kind to make an outing delightful. The scores: -

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Capt Money 13 10 13 14 11 14 14 14 13 12 13 10 14 . . 13 13 11

Richter 9 10 . . 11 . . . . 9 14 6 8 12 12 13 11 14 ...

.

Butler 10 9 7 11 10 11 12 9 11 . . 15 . . 15
Gruman 13 13 12 10 9.12 11.1110 .. 14 .. 12 .. 9 .. ..

Jas Blauvelt 4 7 7 7
Monahan 12 12 13 8 10
G Van Emburgh 2
J B Speth 7 7
Everett S 10 14 11 12
Count 9 9 14 9 8 7 6.. 7.. 6.. 7..
F Truax 10 13 8 . . 10 4

Apgar , 14 13 11 15 14 13 .. 13 .. 14 ..13 .. 15
Glover 14 14 11 12 12 15
Storr 15 11 U 11 11 13 .. 15
Fanning 15 13 11 14 15 13
Seeley 7 .. 14 11 9

Gardiner 11 12 7 12 9 14
Welles 8 12 11 8 9 15
Morfey 10 14 14 12 14 12
Heritage 4.. 9.. 7 9.......
Van Buskirk 10 . . 11 10 .... 12 12 .

.

Wmters 5 ,8 7 .. 11 .. 8 .. 7 3 ..

Fisher 12 .. 14 ... . J . . . . 10 . . . .- 10
Skelly 13 12 13 14 .. 14 .. 15 .. 13
Goetter 7 9 9 11 . . 11 . . 9 13 8 14
Axford 10 .. 8 .. 15 12 .. 13 10 10
Collins -. . . 14 . . 13 . . 11 . . . . 14 . . 12
Schiftel :. 6 8 6 .. 8 .. 10
Morrison ' 9 10 . . 10 12 13 . . 10 7 IB
Hexamer 9 12 8 9 . . 10 9
Merrill IS 13 10 15 7 12 10 13 10 9
Rowe . . 6

13 .. 14
14 .. ..

12
15 .. 15

10 12 10 13
13
14
13

13

12
14

13

15
12

. 11

11
12
9

12 9 13 12 10
. . 8 . . 11 10
14 14 14 8 .

.

.. S .. 8 ..

.. 11 .. 10 ..

Eickhof? 12 .. 11 ..

Wick 9 11 . . 11
Hylands 11 7 .. 13
Allison 7 . . 12
Honoer 9 . . 11
Addis .. 11 .. 8
Hasbrouck 6
C Truax 11 . . 14 13 9 11 . . .

.

Mott 5 .. 9 .. ..

Van Riper , 8 7 ..

Jersey • 6 ..

New York German Club.

Carlstadt, N. J., Au^. 20.—The New York German Gun Club
met at Outwater's p'ace to-day. In the club, event, 10 birds,
Messrs. E, Kattengell and J. Scblicht killed straight. The
handicap was both distance and poijits, Ttie scores:

Dr. Hudson, 7, 28,..,.. 1211011221—9
E Steffens, 7, 28..... ..i^. i,-. 1001222112—8
E Kattengell. 7, 28.... 2222122222—10
P Parms, 7, 28. .....9,100021222—

7

H Mesloh, 51^. 28 , 2021220000—5
*H Tunforde, 28 2000220221—6
I Schlicht, 7, 28 V 2121112212—10A Schumacher, 5, 25 i 20110221*0— 6
*A Dietzel, 30. 0201221012—7

T Markhoff 6, 28 0111100011- 6
•T Wilkens, (. 28 •. 2110100220— 6

t^^j'-T-/- ^^-r 0122111011— 8
J P Dannefelser, 7, 28.... 21*220102*—

6

A Haeenal, 41/2. 25 2002202200— SL RaJel, 7, 28. OOllllUOO- 6
*Guests.

Five birds, $2, Rose system, 4 and 2:
Kattengell, 28 22222—5 .Schlicht, 28 .22101—4
Schumacher, 25. 22120—4 Radel, 28..., 00121—3
pictzel. 28 OOOlO—1 Steffens, 28 22222—5
Albert, 28 01011—3 Voss, 28 .12112-5

Emerald Gun Club.

Newark. N .J., Aug. 19.—The Emerald Gun Club held a live-
bird shoot on Smith Brothers' grounds to-day with a good at-
tendance. Mr. A. A. Schoverling was the only contestant who
killed straight in the club event. The birds were a fairly good
lot. The scores:

A A Schoverling, 30, 7 2222222222—10
F Kali, 25, 6 101021211*— 7
.T C- Henry, 28, 6 1201020000— 4
-Dr O'Connell. 32, 7 .t... 2210222222—9
Dr Hudson, 28, 7 211121*121—9W Corbett, 25, 5 .2000221200—

5

R Regan, 25, 6 .1201021111—

6

W Hassengor, 30, 7 1201110111— 8

J H Moore, 28, 1*11112221— 9

J Fischer. 28, 6 1212012211— 9
T Short, 28, 7 0222122012— 8H O Koegle. 30, 7 2121120110— 8
P May, 28, 6 1220111001— 7
E ..T Roberts, 2,8, 6V2 1202020021— 6
F Hansmann, 26. 8 0*01121*12—6W Catton, 28, 7 OOllUOUO— 6

H. W. Gray.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Waterloo JOO-Bird Shoot.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 22.—There was a gala target event on the
grounds of Waterloo Gun Club, Aug. 15. at which time a much
mooted 100-target event was shot to a finish. There were sixteen
entries, and the competition was spirited. Following this event
quite a number of sweeps were shot, and over 3,000 targets were
broken during the day. Farmer, of Waterloo, sends the following
report of the event:
"Out of town shooters were C. H. Wise, of Cedar Falls; Gillin,

of Oelwein; S. E. Cain and Al. Joder, of Hudson, and Burkhart
and Fries, of Boies. City shooters who participated were E. M.
Storm, .T. C. Hartman, E. E. Hageman. E. W. Jones, L. Van
VIeck, Will White, Carl White, Ralph Storm, Rob Jackson and
Henry Stecge. The targets were thrown from three expert traps,
unknown angles. The traps were in first-class order, and the
targets were thrown low and swift. The left angle was especially
hard on account of the day being dark and a clump of trees in the
background. The men shot in squads, retiring after every round
of 20 targets. The entrance fee was $5, divided into four moneys
ol 40. 30. 20 and 10 per cent. First money, $22.40, was divided be-
tween C. H. Wise and Ralph Storm, who each broke 84. Second
money, $16.80, was won by J. C. Hartman with a score of 82.
Third money, $11,20, was won by Henry Steege, on a score of 79.
ourtli money, $5.60, went to Jackson, who broke 76. The scores:

Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 Total.
E .Storm 15 16 11 12 14 68
J C Hartman

, 17 15 17 17 16 82
E E Hageman 12 16 16 15 14 73
C H Wise 17 15 14 19 19 84
E W Coburn 9 5 14 13 10 51
Gillian 17 15 14 16 13 75
D Van Vleck 14 16 13 15 15 73W White 13 13 10 14 12 61
C White 14 15 14 12 12 67
R Storm 15 15 18 19 18 84
R Jackson 15 15 12 17 17 76
Burkhart 15 16 17 12 15 75
Frees U 13 10 10 16 60
S R Cain 10 9 10 9 10 48
•Al. Joder 12 12 12 11 9 56
H Steege 15 14 16 17 17 79

£. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Gar&eld Gun Club.

Chicago, Aug. 23.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the third trophy shoot of the
third series. Dr. J. W. Meek won Class A trophy on 24. R. S.
Leete won Class B trophy on 17. jKissack won Class C trophy on
20.

The trophy shoot was followed by the cup shoot at 15 singles
and 5 pairs, in which event Dr. Meek, W. A. Jones and J. C.
Kissack tied on 19, and Jones won on the shoot-off at 15 singles,
scoring 14 to Meek and Kissack's 12 each.
The ground traps were used again to-day, and while not so sat-

isfactory as the magautrap, were fairly successful. The day was an
ideal one for target shooting:
Seventeenth trophy shoot:

M F Wilson 1011111101101011100100000—14

J D Pollard 1111101111100111111111111—22
C H Kehl OOOIOIOOOIUOOOIOIOOOIOII—10
Dr J W Meek 1111111111111011111111111—24
T Smith 0001000011100101000011000— 8
T Eaton 0101111111111111111101111—22
R S Leete 1011101101110011111101010—17
VV Drinkwater 1100111111010010011111001—16
L Thomas 0001011010111010001011101—13
A McGowan 1111011000101111000000111—14
F G Barnard 1011110110111110000101011—16

J A Huff 101101100011110111111111—18
Shogren . . ., 1111011110111110111011111—21

J C Kissack lOllllllOOllllllOUOlllll—20
T B Smith 0111010101111011001001010—14
T E Dofler 11010111111111111 11101111—22
L D Pierce 0111111100110010110001111—16

J Monoghan ! . .0000001000010100111010100— 8W A Jones .....1111111101111001010111101—19
Frank 0111101011111101000011000—14

Cup shoot, 15 singles aiid 5 pairs

:

Wilson 001011111111110 01 01 10 00 11—16
Pollard -. 111111111111111 11 11 OO 11 01—22
Kehl ..OlUOOOlOOlOlll 01 00 01 00 00—10
Meek 111111011011111 10 10 11 10 10—19
T Smith .100011111111111 00 10 10 00 00—14
Eaton lOOlUOOlOlUlO 00 00 00 11 00—11
Leete .110100110010110 10 00 10 00 10—11
Drinkwater 111111111101101 00 00 01 10 00—15
Thomas 111110111000110 01 00 01 11 01—15
jNIcGowan 111001100111111 01 10 00 11 10—16
Barnard 111100000010111 11 00 01 01 11—14
Huff .....111111111011011 11 01 00 11 00—18
Shogren 111111111111101 10 00 00 10 00—16
Kissack 111111111011111 01 00 11 10 01—19
T B Smith 110101111001110 00 11 11 10 11—17
Dofler 111010111111111 10 01 01 10 01—18
Price 011111110101110 00 00 10 10 10—14
Monoghan .v....... .010000101010101 01 00 10 OO 00—

8

Jones OlOlllimillll 00 01 11 11 10—19
Polly lOllUUlOlllU 00 10 01 10 11-18

Events: 12 3 4
Targets : 10 10 15 10

Wilson 5 5

Pollard 10 8 10
Kehl 4 3 ..

Meek 9 8 14
Smith 7 4 13
T Eaton 7 7..
Leete 5 10 .

.

Drinkwater /......... 8 7 10
Thomas 6 g .

.

Events

:

Targets

:

A McGowan
Barnard . . . .

.

Huff
Shogren
Kissack
r B Smith...
Pierce
Dofler
Jones .......

12 3 4
10 10 15 10
5 6 .. ..

9 6

8 6 .. ..

6 8.. ..

8 8 12 5
6 3 .. ..

8 6 ..

9 6 .. ..

U 7

The Limited Gun Cl«b*

find scores of the

Events : 1 2
Trimble, 19 8 14

Indianapolis. Ind., Aug, 23.—Appended
Limited Gun Club shoot on Aug, 20 and 21:

Aug. 20, First Day.

3 4
18 21
18 20
19 23
19 20
20 20
18 24
18 23
18 24
19 22
12 21
1§ 22
16 22
16 18
19 19
17 23
16 23
17 21
13 20
17 22
14 ..

17 23
16 18
14 19
19 21
17 22
16 19
16 24
15 .,

17 22
17 22
15 ..

17 18
16 21

Kirby, 19
Lang, 19..
Fort, 19 .

Tripp, 19.

Head, 19.

Phellis, 19
Clark. 19 .

Sconce, 19
Lerue, 18
Dennis, 18
Beck, 17..

Parry, 17..

Wilson, 17,

Hill, 17 ..

Fisher, 17 10 12
Gus, 17 8 12
Fouts, 16 7 13
Farrell. 16 8 14
Teffers, 16 8 10
Bussell, 16......... 9 10
' - 14

7
13
11
12

8 11
8 12
9 14

8 12
8 13
8 14
7 11
8 13
9 14
9 14
8 13
7 11

8 14
7 12

16.

Ousler, 16
Harcourt, 16
Short. 16 ...

Smoke, 16...^.

Forbis, 16 ..

Michaelis,
Anson, 16
Raiser, 16
Slow, 17 .

Sayles. 16
Voris, 18

Dock, 18 .

Linder .

.

Adamson
Sutton . .

.

9 13
7 10
7 11

.. 13

5 6
15 15
17 14
18 15
13 11
20 13
14 12
17 14
20 12
18 13
11 14
15 12
17 14
16 12
18 9
19 12
17 12
18 13
15 ..

19 14

ii
'9

11 ..

14 9

16 12
18 13
.. 9

15 12
.. 9
16 13
15 10
.. 12
17 14
17 15
14 9
18 11

7 8 9
9 13
9 12
9 11
8 14
8 12
9 12
8 12
8 12
8 12
8 9
9 13
5 12
7 12
8 11
6 ..

6 11
7 13

10 11 12
19 22 11
19 21 14
17 22 14
17 22 15
19 24 15
16 24 14
17 24 13
16 24 12
18 23 14
.. ..11
18 .. 9
15 20 11
IS 18 15
18 23 15
.. .. 7
18 .. U
19 23 14

7 7 12 20 20 11

7 15 15
8 10 .. 10

10
7 12 17 18 11
7 .. .. ..

10 11 13 .. 11
4
3 8
9 12 17 ..

8 13 17 18 13
.. .. 15 .. ..

Aug. 21, Second Day.
Only a few spectators were isresent to-day. A large field of

shooters participated in the various events. Harvey Sconce, of
Sidell, 111., and Mr. Phellis, of Cincinnati, each made the re-
markable record of 99 out of a possible 100 in the live sparrow
events. They shot with great accuracy, and were applauded by
the other crack shooters present. Mr. Sconce failed to kill one
bird -in the second event of 15, and Mr. Phellis missed one bird in
the fourth event at 20 targets. In the other events they killed
straight.
Sconce. Phellis, Clark, Tripp and Snyder formed a squad of

five that killed straight in the sixth and seventh events. They
made a record of 150 straight, which was one of the best ever
made on the Limited Gun Club grounds or any place in the coun-
try at live sparrows.
The match at 50 targets for the Grand Hotel cup was won by

H. M. Clark, of Wabash, Ind,, one of the best amateur shooters
of Indiana. He defeated H. J. Sconce, of Sidell, who was the
holder of the cup. Mr. Clark scored 49 and Mr. Sconce 47. Mr.
Clark made the best record ever recorded in the shoot for the
Grand Hotel cup. He missed one in the first 25 and Mr. Sconce
missed three. In the second round of 25 both men killed straight.
Ernest Tripp was the high gun in the target events during the

tournament, scoring 181 out of a possible 200. The scores in the
sparrow events follow: i

Events : 1
Targets

:

2 3 6 7
10 15 15 20 15 15 10 10

Moller 9 14 13 19 14 15 10 10
Washburn 14 13 17 15 14 10
Michaelis 10 15 13 18 14 15 9 9 23
Perry r............ 8 13 14 19 13 14 10 .. ..

Voris -.1...^ 9 14 12 20 13 14 10 10 25
Sconce 10 14 15 20 15 15 10 .. ..

Phellis 10 15 15 19 15 15 iO
Clark 9
Tripp 8
Snyder 6
Wilson 10 15
Du Bray 9 15 14 19 15
Porter 10 12 13 15 12 11
Sayles 10

15 15 20 13 15 10
15 15 20 14 15 10
12 14 18 13 15 10

14 19 15

9
14 14 18 15 14 8

10 25
9 20

io

8
25

8

Smoke 6 13 13
Tony 10 .. 12
McGibben 9 13 14 18 14 11
Merideth 9 13 13
Kirby 8 15 15 13 ..

Helm 8 15 12
Fort 7 14 15 20 10 25
Sutton 10 14 .. ..

Harry 7 14 .. ..

Mark 10 15 13 16 .. 15 10
Stillwell 15 20 15 15 9
Jack Snipe .. .. 13 13 ..

Trotter 13 12 8
Deschler 14 9
Lilly ., ..

The last two events were extras.

12

10 25

Dover Sportsmen's Association.

Dover, N. H., Aug. 21.—The following are the scores of the
Dover Sportsmen's Association for the current week:

Shot at. Broke. Shot at. Broke.
Nosroc 90 67 Gordon .113 52
F F Wentworth... 90 66 Hallam 110 55
Mitchell 30 22 Meserve 30 7
St Evenes 130 89

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

It Sells Boats Everywhere.

Salem, O., Aug. 15.—Forest and Stream Pub. Co.: The demand
for our boats has been so very great within the last few months
that we are compelled to run overtime in order to keep a supply
on hand. So far this year we have sold twice as many of these
boats as we did during the entire year of 1901, and we feel that
the ad. which we have in your excellent paper has been to a
great extent instrumental in bringing us many orders, and we
would not hesitate to recommend it to the use of any one who
wishes to place this class of goods before the sportsmen of the
country. The demand for them does not seem' to be confined to
any particular part of the country, but seems to be from all parts
of this country and Europe. We recently shipped a large order
to Germany, and last week forwarded a carload of these boats to
the Simmons Hardware Company, of St. Louis, Mo., and one to
the Marshall-Wells Hardware Company, of Duluth, Minn.

W. H. MULLINS.

Good Keeping Qualities.

Alden Bridge, La., Aug. 11, 1902..—A. L. Burns: Sir—You
may send tne by express C. O. D., with privilege of examination
the Wilkes Barre $125 for $30 gun. J. H. Simmons.
Aug. 14, 1902.—Forest and Stream Pub. Co.: The above was

received to-day in reply to an advertisement in Forest and Stream,
March, 1900. Forest and Stream evidently has good keeping
qualities, or this man just woke up. I am sending this to you
as a curiosity. A. L. Burns.

A few weeks ago Mr. Thomas, of the U. M. C. Co. visited Sea
Girt with an improved bullet, which was made • without the three
rings of the Government model, and had certain other technical
changes. With this bullet. Lieut. Leizear, of the Eighth Penn-
sylvania, made 72 out of 75 at 1,000 yards, which is the best score
made up to that tim.e with the service Krag.

—

Adv.

At Auburn, Me,, Aug. 11 and 12, and Brunswick, Me., Peters
factory-loaded ammunition forged its way to the front. Mr. Neaf
Apgar made the remarkable run of 106 straight. He won first

average, while H. G, Wheeler was second. At the Greenville. Pa.,
shoot James Atkinson, of New Castle, Pa., won high average,
shooting a 95 per cent gait. He used Peters Ideal factory lo^d.-^
4dv. ' i - - .....

.

-
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AND STREAM.

J Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
^

SUPREMACY

i
Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

SMITH GUNS
won all three prizes

at Grand „j American
Handicap, Kansas
City, mi; proving

their superiority*
Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO
Fulton, N. Y.

5532 out of 5765
TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.

Such continued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
SMOKELESS POWDER.

E.I.DU PONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON. DEL.

U N V the MAN

The World's Greatest

Shooting Record
Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., since Jan. 1st, 1902,

has shot in competition at 5765 targets, breaking 5582

or 05.9^, using a

PARKER GUN.
At Shot at Broke.

Natchez, Miss , 400 396 99 %

Fort Dodge, la , 290 286 98.6X

Lakefield, Minn., 20& 203 99 %

Sioux City, la , 360 861 9T %

Dubuque, la., 360 351 9T.5*

The "Old Reliable" IS Reliable.

SEND FOR
OATALOOUE.

Who Shoots

The

Lefever.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur
of New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Gun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun. Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It
will please you. Send for Catalogue.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY. - - SYRACUSE. N. Y.

"MY TRAP SCORES 99

WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate A8sociat?OL
rules for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The covei
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a recorc
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 35 targets. Bound in leather Price 50c. pcwtpai'',

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QUICK- RELIABLt.

^^^^ SMOKOiyj ^

CLEANANoUNlfORM.NOTAFFECTEDBYAHYCllMATt
VAiEN OROCRINO HAND fcDJfjr c t. ,

Oft FAaoBY LOADED Miux^i/Tocn/veaer,
SPEafYMEW-TWISDORF.^^ SOwnuAriST.n.Y.

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent

Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
• description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass

LYMAN'S PATENT
RIFLE AND SHOTGUN SIGHTS

When writing say you saw the ad. in the w*' Forest and Stream.".

accomplish best results both at target and when hunting. Our new complete

96"page catalogue is ready for delivery and will be sent on receipt of request.

THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION,
MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

For Anglers and Big Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New Brunswiclt.

' We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick
a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—^moose and
caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found
and the rivers and lakes which abound- in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only
just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest anb
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a
stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK,j
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TF YOU arc thinking of buying a new gun

* or rifle, or exchanging your old one, drop

us a line, giving us a description of what

you want and we will make you an interest-

ing proposition.

I

I
M
X
ft

I

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

PATENT FOLDING TIN
' PLOVER" & "SNIPE" DECOYS

These decoys are made of two oval shaped
parts or sections, which, wherv- closed to-
g-ether, make the exact form of the bird/
They pack or nest one into another, so that;
a box containing one d6zen measures only!
10 in. by 9 in. and iy, in. deep'; are nicely!
painted to represent the bird.

Varieties made: Black-breasted Plover,
Green Plover, Red-breasted Plover, Twrn-
stone or Chicken Plover
and Yellowleg Snipe.
Prices for Plover, $4

oer doz.
;
Yellowleg, $4.50.

Discount to the trade.
Ask your dealer for them.

Self-Loading

Pistols

or Carbines

- Automatic Carbins

Qt Pistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
the place of the latter revolvers and more complicated automatic or
self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive
weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It will shoot a mile. It will
penetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smolieless powder, soft nose
or full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . S22.65
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25 OO

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger 50.00

^rn^TV.TI^fX YOU LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U.S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUN^. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

"never FAiLS"

BALLISTITE WON

Most Portable

and

Best Deccys

Made.

GOLDEN and GREEN PLOVER.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
107 Washington street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

Dealers in Fine Guns and Shooting Tackle.
Send stamps for catalogue and list of bargains in second-hand- guns. Ask your dealer for themj

Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln; 111., 1st average,
Illinois State Shoot Isi average, 95^ (considering the

number of targets shot).

Brooklyn, N. Y , June T, 1st average, 97^, virith 105
straight

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average. 385 out of 400.
Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD.

J|i R A I I JR. 'i'B CHAMBERS ST..
. n . L.MW Ob I NEW YORK CITY.

Ttnporfpr*; anH Dealers in Fire Arms, Amtnnnitlon and Fendnc^ fioods

A PosUl brings "Shooting Facis" (Second Edition). Telephone im Franklin.

Sol*
Agents,

A New English Gun.
" Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET
We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. English guns have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from 6^^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated guns of W. W
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Certlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for tlie construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates In envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

100 STRUGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shootmg

frcm the 30 yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Pigeons Straight,
ill his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Budd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERIGAN "E. G." & "SGHULTZE" GUNPOWDER CO., Ltd.,

9I&MI S18 Biwdirar, New York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

New edition, enlarged. Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE.
VOL. LDC—No. 10. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, (902.

RelieiLble Shot Shells-
shells which are sure fire, uniform in pattern, velocity, recoil,

hard hitting, "shoot in any weather" shot shells, in a word

U. M. C. Shot Shells
will add to the pleasures of your hunting trip this fall.

NEW CLUB brand for black powder, NirRO CLUB for

moderate charges of smokeless powder and ARROW" for

heavy smokeless loads.

SPECIFY y. M. C.

. .
•5'

"She UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
515 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPOR.T, CONN. 86 First St.. San FraLiicisco,

Winchester .33 Caliber
A NEW LARGE CALIBER HIGH POWER RIFLE.

IG game hunters who have advocated a large caliber high-power rifle will find in thenew Winchester .33 Caliber a gun that will meet their requirements. The popular
and reliable Winchester Model 1886 Rifle has been adapted to handle this new
cartridge, which is large enough and powerful enough to kill any big game known.
The Winchester .33 Caliber Rifle is made in solid-frame or take-down style, with
a 24-inch round nickel steel barrel and weighs about 7 3-4 pounds. The "Take
Down" lists at $30.00 and the Solid Frame gun at $25.00. The Winchester .33

1 • J
Caliber belongs to the high-power Smokeless-powder class of cartridges, having high

^|i°SI^>'.^"<i"^f trajectory, and which develop great striking energy and penetrating power. The
.33 Caliber bullet weighs 200 grains, and with the load of Special Smokeless powder used in the
cartridge develops a muzzle velocity of 2,050 foot seconds and a muzzle energy of 1,868 foot
pounas. 1 he penetration of this cartridge with a soft-pointed metal patched bullet at a distance of
15 teet trom the muzzle is 12, 7-8-inch pine boards. Soft pointed bullets used in this cartridge^ve special upsetting, or mushrooming, qualities, owing to their high velocity. This makes thewincnester .33 Caliber a particularly desirable cartridge for big-game shooting, as mushrooming
Duiiets ot this size, have terrific killing power. For all practical purposes this cartridge is aspowerful as the .30 U. S. Army or .303 British, and the fact that it is of considerably larger
caliber is considered by some an advantage in its favor. Send for full description of it.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. NEW HAVEN, CONN.



ii FOREST AND . STRBAM.*

Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc»

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOUJBR

Over 1,000 Boilers In use. 260 pounds of steam. Handsome cataloKue free.
WORKA: RED BANK. N. J.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you
have a sail or

power boat, and
we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N . J

MULLINS' "c"ior
made in Galvanized
steel. Fitted with air

chambers. Low in
price. Cuts the

• freight in two. al-

ways ready. Also
fitted with detach-
able live box.
Send for our

handsome free
catalogue, new.

H. MULLINS. 216 Depot Street. Saiem. 0.

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

handled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON ft OLD TOWN CANOE CO..
9 Middle Street, Old Town, Maine.

HOLLOW-SPARS1
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

o. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH, s^X^'^etp'Cd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reuai le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, (depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

J ^ "^niL^ger. The Spalding; St. Lawrence Boat Co,, Ogdensburg:, N. Y.

Steam and aail Yachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
-in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

BACIKK BOAT MANTIFACTTJRme CO.,
Box 25, Racine, Wis.

The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working m Alaska,
Denmark, England, and in every state in the United
States. It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for

ataiogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nAROUETTB, - - niCHIQAN, U. S. A.

FINE CRUISING LAUNCH.
35ft. O. A , 8ft. 6in. beam, liberal freeboard,

built of fine material and first-class in every

way; finished outside but not inside, being
where we can finish in any style cabin, or as an
open launch. The design is of tiie recent square

stern tjfpe. and is well planned. A number of

others in stock, and our 65-page list tells all

about these, and some smaller. craft.

A stamp and your address brings it to you.

D. H. HECKMAN,
Designer and Builder,

KENNEBUNKPORT, . MAINE.

MODESTY IS A VIRTUE.
Yet we must admit

CHILTON
HOUSE PAINT5 are the Best.

Finely ground in Pure Linseed Oil and
Turpentine Drier.

Write for color folder.

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING. /
By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated, 95 pages, cloth.

Price $L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the fflan who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping an.d all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has -been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeala to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such & book as this should be in the library

of every tnan who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
Inanuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is *.

inrt.;

rORlST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
m iatMAmr, New York.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By DixoK Kemp,' Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as appHed to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modern practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules,

specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rules of the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-
ning of machinery. Contents: Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler

Mountings. The Enging and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal
Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hulls. Practical Constrnction. Small Cruising
Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the'camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. NEW YORK.

^
Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet,

Fig 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, aud no Opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you

will agree with us in

laying tbi

ALMY
BOILER
la thi

'^AVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

m imii k seN, west de pere, wis.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Caiwes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue.

Has No Equal

1^
NAVALiTE

as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

quickly, and wears

wonderfully without

[turning white. Used
on Vigilant, Defender

and Columbia in

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY
T

Chicago. New York. Boston.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects, Price $12.

This edition has heen largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination of

the Yacht," "BuUding a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,'
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels, etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

1 CANVAS CANOES 1

I
HOW TO BUILD THEM.

|
S( BY PARKER B. FIELD. ^
^ With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages. tK

Price, 50 cents. ^
FORESTANDSTREAMPUBLISHINQ CO. ^

.546 Broadway, New York. g

When writing say that you saw
the ad. in the "Forest and Stream,**
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THE OLD OAK.

In many a quarter of our land there still remain living

monuments of a past so distant that it is hard fully to

realize its antiquity. Botanists have estimated that the

giant trees of California are over two thousand years

old, but within easy reach of the homes of many of us

-i-,<row trees, whose ages—if much less than this—still

stretch back a long way. Standing before such an ancient

tree, one often muses upon its past, and the changes

that have taken place since as a tiny seedling it first

struggled upward toward the light.

I

In those old days, long before they hanged witches

in Salem, and even before the feet of the Pilgrims had

become firmly established in New England, the oak was a

sturdy young tree. Already it had reared its head alike

above the alders that grew in the swamp just to the east,

and the sumachs and little birches to the west, but dur-

ing much of the day the tall white pines and hemlocks

still shaded it, and it was in no respect unlike a thousand

of its fellows of the forest.

Yet in the economy of the forest, the young tree played

its part. In the spring when buds were swelling, and
multitudes of insects gathered about the sweet sap exud-

ing from them, hundreds of tiny birds—warblers, vested

in blue and black and white, and gold and orange

and green—ran over its branches and fluttered about the

ends of its twigs as they fed. After the warblers had
passed on to their northern home, a pair of sweet-voiced

wood thrushes chose a horizontal branch for their nest,

and while the mother bird tenderly brooded her blue

eggs, the male, on the branch of a giant pine far above

her, poured out sweetest music at morning and evening,

or when the sun peeped through the clouds at the close of

some summer storm. When frost had stripped other

trees of their leaves, but its deep red foliage still clung

rattling to the branches, the rusty grackles, rising from
the swamp in a thick cloud, sometimes settled on it, and

covered it as with a dark pall ; and later it was often

whitened by the quiet snows of winter.

In the swamps and forests among which the tree stood,

the black bear, the deer, the turkey and the fox used to

wander.

Down from the higher land to the northward runs a

broad and almost level plain, the valley of an ancient

stream which once flowed from the front of a retreating

glacier. Along a ridge of high ground, well hidden by
bushes, and passing close to the oak, ran a trail followed

by the Indians, who journeyed from the interior down to

the shore, where were to be had fish and clams and
oysters, and many other things inaccessible to the far

inland dwellers, though forming the chief sustenance of

V the gentler tribes that lived along the coast. But chieflj^

the trail was used by the fierce people of the interior on
their war journeys ; for the broad river a little further to

the westward furnished an easier path to the shellfish

gatherers who paddled down its course, and later, with
full canoes, pushed their way up the stream toward their

northern homes.

The years passed on, and as the oak waxed and grew
stronger, there came into the land new and strange be-

ings, different in a thousand ways from any that had been
there before. At first few in numbers, these newcomers
clustered close to the shore, but almost at once some of

the hardier spirits began to push inland in all directions.

They seemed to hold all nature in enmity. They slew the
dwellers in the forest; they felled the trees and bushes,

and burned them, and tore up the very ground where
they had stood, and then a little later, strange new plants

grew up thickly from these open spaces in an even regular

crop, which these people cut down again and carried

away.

The oak grew and thickened and sent out fresh branches,
which in turn became stout and heavy as trees. The new-
comers increased. Their houses of wood or stone or
brick dotted all the landscape. On either side of broad
roads lay fair fields of grain or grass and in many of
them pastured slow-moving cattle or sleek-sided horses.
A new empire was born and grew—feebly at first, yet

steadily—till it had reached a hundred years and had
passed through struggles and agonies that shook it to its

very foundations. Yet it survived and became stronger
than ever. Most of the wild creatures have now gone, but
the fox remains, and in the hollow which time and the
weather have worn in the old oak's heart, the raccoon
niakfs his winter home. These are the only ones left.

The old forest has disappeared. The mighty trees

v/hich were tall when the oak was young, have long since

fallen. For generations the oak has been the greatest

tree in all the countryside, and people come long distances

to wonder at its vast size and its beauty.

Yearly, as the weather grows cooler and leaves fall

from the deciduous trees, the sportsman, pursuing the

few birds that still inhabit the country, pauses beneath

the great oak to rest or to eat lunch, or to smoke a pipe,

while the thirsty dogs push through the fringe of alders

to the brook, and greedily lap the cool water, and wallow
in the stream that they have roiled.

One day, not many years ago, the dogs from the nearby
farm chased a raccoon into the tree, and following the

dogs came men to kill the beast. A fire was kindled at

the lower opening of the hollow to smoke the animal out,

and when it emerged at the top it- was killed. A little

later, the men found that a spark had ignited the dry, rot-

ten wood within the hollow, and in the chimney formed
by the trunk a hidden fire was raging. Flames spouted
high from the opening above, and it was feared that the

old tree must be destroyed, but the brook was near, and
hands w^ere many and willing, and the fire was put out.

So the oak stands to-day, ancient, but green and
flourishing. At intervals some wind or ice storm tears

away a venerable branch, but the tree remains, singular
for its beauty, its size and its symmetry.

THE COLLECT POND.
The work of the New York underground railway is in

progress in Elm street, which is the first street east of

Broadway and parallel with it; and where the digging is

now being done, a quarter of a mile north of the City
Hall, the operations are overlooked from the windows of

the Forest and Stream office. At this point the excava-
tion is from the surface, and the method is to hoist the
earth in great metal buckets, which are swung through
the air and their contents dumped into carts. Interest

was aroused the other day when from far down below the
surface of the street the buckets came up filled with mud
which was almost of liquid consistency, and instead of
being deposited in the carts, was dumped out on the
surface that the water might drain off. It developed that
down below the gas pipes and the Croton water mains and
the sewer, the workmen had come to a flowing stream.
This is not the first of the Manhattan's forgotten water-
ways which the contractors have encountered still flowing
far below the surface, for there are numerous such sub-
terranean streams on the island, and they often present
very difficult problems to the engineers who are laying
foundations for buildings.

This Elm street water was struck just north of the
Criminal Courts building and within 150 yards of the
Tombs, and the stream must flow from one of the springs
which in the old days fed the Collect Pond. For the site

where the Tombs now stands, with the streets and blocks
surrounding it, was once a body of water, which was
called the Fresh Water or Collect Pond. This had no
small part in the New York of an earlier day; but by later

generations has been almost entirely forgotten, save when,
as now, some deep street excavation or the digging for a
building foundation brings to light some reminder of the
old conditions.

The pond covered the site of the blocks bounded by
Baxter, White, Elm. Duane and Park streets. In
aboriginal times the Manhatoes lived on its banks; and
from their excursions to the oyster beds in the adjacent
waters the Indians brought vast quantities of oysters-
coming in through the stream which connected the pond
with the East River, or through the larger stream from
the North River. The women, we are told, dried the
oysters for future use and cast the shells on the shore, so
that in time there came to be great heaps of oyster shells

on the west bank, and when the Dutch gave the place a
name they called it Kalch Hoek, which meant Shell Point.
When the English succeeded the Dutch, the name Kalch
Hoek was easily corrupted into Collect, and thenceforth
the water was known as the Collect Pond, or the Fresh
Water.

The lake was very deep—the old records range from
fifty to seventy feet—and the water was very clear, for
it was supplied from numerous living springs sending out
their generous floods and overflowing, as has been said,

through the two streams which went, one to the east and
the other to t)ie west, These streams, too, had a pl^ce

in the topography of old New York. The one which
went to the East River, following the line of the present

Roosevelt street, was in British times called the. Old Kill,

and formed the northern boundary of the city down to

the close of the Revolution. The old Post Road crossed

it over a bridge, the famous Kissing Bridge, of which the

Rev. Mr. Burnaby, an English visitor, wrote, "Just be-

fore you enter the town there is a little bridge commonly
called the Kissing Bridge, where it is customary before

passing beyond to salute the lady who is your companion"

—which goes to show that in the earlier days on Manhat-

tan Island some things at least were ordered better than

now.

The stream which flowed west to the Hudson in turn

formed the northern boundary of the city until 1808.

Beyond it lay the stretches of marsh and swamp known
as Lispenard Meadows, much resorted to by the sports-

men and the pot-hunter of that day, before whose flint-

lock fell abundant snipe and woodcock. The territory

as now seen from the windows of Forest and Stream
is a broken and jagged expanse of walls and roofs. There

was at one time a project to utilize the two Collect Pond
streams for a canal across the island from the Hudson
to the East River; and there actually was a canal from

the Hudson to Broadway, following the line of the pres-

ent Canal street. From the north there flowed into the

stream a brook from the famous spring which gave its

' name to Spring street.

But in the earlier days the Manhattan gunners and

anglers had no need to go so far north as Canal street

to find their sport. The low marshes about the Collect

gave good shooting ; and if one knew how to shoot, he

was in season assured of "a large quantity of fly-abouts."

. And as for the fishing, the Collect was famous for that

;

and there must have been trout in it, for.it was a spring-

fed water, and the fish could run down to the sea and back

into the fresh water again, as do their Long Island suc-

cessors to-day. It is of record that in 1734 a law was

enacted to prevent the taking of fish from the Collect

Pond by any other means than angling. But things went

then as they do now, and we may be certain that the

Collect was altogether too near town, and too convenient

for the picnickers long to maintain its fishing and shoot-

ing attractions.

There was skating on the pond in the winters, and it

was here that Prince William Henry, then a junior officer

in the navy, and afterward King William IV. of England,

learned to skate.

By far the most important and memorable event con-

nected with the history of the Collect Pond occurred in

the year 1796, when John Fitch, the early American steam

inventor, in the presence of a distinguished company,

sailed his experimental steamboat oh the water. This

was a ship's yawl, eighteen feet long, fitted with a pro-

peller and a steam engine of which the boiler was a ten-

gallon iron pot. The little craft successfully made several

circuits of the pond, and got up a speed of six miles an

hour. This was eleven years before Robert Fulton's Cler-

mont made its trip on the Hudson; and it is here to the

site of the obliterated Collect Pond that history points for

the first American steamboat.

These steamboat experiments by Fitch are about the

last things of interest the records have to tell us of the

Collect Pond as a pond. For already the city was creep-

ing northward, the shores of the pond were used for the

dumping of refuse, and about the year 1800 the place had

become such a nuisance that the authorities set about the

task of draining it and filling it in. Streets were laid

out and blocks of houses followed, and in 1835, on the

site of the Collect Pond was built the Halls of Justice,

the city prison, which, because of its gloomy architecture,

borrowed from that of Egyptian tombs, was nicknamed

the Tombs.

The meting out of justice to malefactors on this spot

began very early in the history of the Collect Pond, for

we are told that a Weekquaesgock Indian, who had

come to town to sell beaver skins, was set upon and

killed by three negro servants of the Dutch Governor

on the sores of the pond. An Indian boy who had wit-

nessed the deed inflicted justice by the murder of an in-

offensive trader whorn he killed or^ ^he same spot. In

later years the gallows was erected here, <»nd criminalsi

were hanged after the fashion of the day in public, while

the people flocked from town to witness the spectacle.

In the days whe:p the murderers were hanged iii
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Tombs inclosure, only the favored few were admitted to

the function, and such a coign of vantage as the eighth

story of a building overlooking the execution would have

commanded a high premium. Not far from the Tombs is

a tall shot-tower, which used to be resorted to by the

newspaper reporters for getting view of the Tombs
hangings.

The photograph on another page is of a view from the

Forest and Stream office in 1897; and it is already of

antiquarian interest, for it pictures a scene which no
longer exists. A new City Prison has risen in place of

a large part of the old Tombs. The low houses in the

foreground have been followed by a handsome twelve-

story building, from beneath which, when the founda-

tions were laid, forty feet below the surface, there was
excavated a gnarled piece of cedar, which is now treasured

in the Forest and Stream^s cabinet, as a reminder of the

green trees that long ago clothed the banks of Collect

Pond.

Two English Gentlemen.
I WOKE Up one morning just a little after day at my

ranch on Rita Azul, Colorado, 300 miles east of Trinidad,
just about nowhere. New York was frying meat and
potatoes and making coffee for breakfast and seemed
quite cheerful. "The flour is out, Dick."

"Haven't you any bread for breakfast? Go to one of
the jacals and get some tortillas for breakfast"—I had
two Mexican families living on the ranch in jacals. (Pro-
nounced hackells, Anglice, pole houses.)

"Neither one has flour, either. They are eating- meat,
same as we are."

"I had about 500 pounds of flour in the storeroom two
weeks ago when I left. What has become of it?"

"Perley came in from the outside camp and took 200.

All the Rough and Ready flour we had. I hollered and
told him to leave us one sack of good flour, and he said
he wasn't coming in again for two months and that
he wanted the best, as he didn't have much time to cook.
That we could go to Trinidad any time and get more.
[Perley was the man that herded the east side of the
range, twenty-five miles away.] Each of the home Mexi-
cans got fifty pounds of XX last week, but got away with
the last of that somehow, and don't seem to care, so long
as they have meat and coffee. Miguel came down day
before yesterday and got a sack for himself and a sack for
his mother-in-law. He said that Inez wouldn't live with
him and his wife any long-er. It seems that Inez was
performing a little religious ceremony, part of which was
calling up an evil spirit and asking him a few questions.
Inez is a Navajo Indian squaw sure, and a witch perhaps.
While she was having a nice time all by herself, her
daughter had fled to the other Mexican house, not par-
ticularly because she was afraid, but Inez always makes a
fearful noise when she has one of these fits. Well, Mig-
uel came home and told Inez to stop and not monkey with
the spirits any more in his house. She said she would
do as she pleased, so he took the hickory cleaning rod out
of his rifle and licked her till she said she would quit.

The next day Inez cleaned out her stone hen house and
moved into it to live alone. Miguel says that the weather
is not very cold and that the old woman will be glad to
move back when snow comes. So the flour is all gone."

- "I'll fix that after breakfast."
So after a meal of beef and potatoes 1 saddled up and

went to call on my neighbors. I told Miguel that I -

v.'anted to take Inez home with me, if he would not be
offended, for she was old and I didn't care if she kept
the devil under her bed. He said that it was satisfac-

tory to him; he hoped the old witch would never come
back; and so far as I was concerned I was a heretic and
would go to the- bad place anyhow, but he had to be
careful of his morals. His wife who, though there were
scA^ral chairs in the house, was sitting cross-legged like

a tailor on the floor on a sheepskin smoking a cigarro, told
him that the first time he had the stomach ache he would
send her down to beg Inez to come back. He considered
a moment and said that perhaps he would ; but that he in-

tended to be very careful of his stomach.
So I went out and saw Inez in the hen house. I told

her to pack everything she had on Miguel's jackass
(which rejoiced in the euphonious name of Diabolo,
v/hich it richly merited), and come down home with me,
and to be sure to fetch the flour.

Within twenty minutes we were going home, with a
terrible load on the burro and Inez on top of that, look-
ing very triumphant. As we went past Miguel's house he
said, "Good bye, mamma," and she snapped her fingers
at him, which being interpreted in Navajo, means go to
the infernal regions ; and the procession moved on. Inez
was shortly installed in a room next to the kitchen and I

told her that I wanted her to cook, explained my fix about
flour and told her that I'd have lots in two weeks, and
that meanwhile we would use hers.

Then York and I held a council of war and decided to

get a load of flour out of the face of the country, sO' we
left Inez at the ranch and went off on a little hunt with
the wagon. About thirty miles landed us in a veritable
game pocket ; and four or five days' hard hunting loaded
us up with something like fourteen or more deer and ante-
lope. We tried to hunt up a turkey roost, but could not
find a fresh one that was being used, though I found three
or four old ones, where the droppings were about two
weeks old. When we got home to the ranch York shot a
half-dozen of my black tame turkeys in the head with the
shotgun, and we killed a two-year-old steer and put the
hindquarters into the load. Wild turkeys are worth $1.50
to $2.50, when a tame turkey of the same weight is worth
so cents to $1. Wat Rifenberg, of the United States
Hotel, generally took my turkeys, but as he charged me
$2 a day for board he never got the worst of it very much.
I never paid him a cent in my life, and he never did me.
He was a pretty goo4 felJoyv and knew how to keep ^

We went to Trinidad the next day and got in about
dark. I gave Rif the first crack at the load. A deer and
an antelope, a hindquarter of beef and all the turkeys but
two—one for Dr. Beshoar, who was, and I hope is still, a
friend of mine ; the other for Web Brown, the loony man
that I always stopped with. We got about $50 out of the
rest of the load.

That evening when I went into supper I could smell my
old pipe in my coat pocket, so I left it behind the bar in

the saloon room attached to the hotel. The pipe had a
little history. The winter before I had been living alone
in a little cabin herding the east side of the Trinchara
range for a few weeks, while Perley was taking a kind of

a vacation in town. I lost my pipe and made a pipe bowl
out of clay and shaped it up and ornamented it a little

with a knife before I burned it. It was as big as your
fist, but I got quite a successful bake on it. I made a
stem out of elder wood and a mouthpiece from a calling

bone from a turkey's wing. A few brass tacks in the stem
and a red rag twisted round it made it look sweet, and I

used to smoke it with great satisfaction, though it was
very heavy. When I came out from supper I went to

the bar to get a cigar and noticed a big red-faced man in

checked clothes which didn't fit him, and a kind of an
English expression, handling my pipe and looking at it

with great interest.

"When you are through looking at that pipe, let me
have it; it's mine."
"Hi declare, hit's rawther curious. Is it yours? Where

did you get it?"

Here the evil spirit entered into me, and I lied basely.

"It is a Comanche Indian pipe."

"How did you get it?"

"Killed the Injun."
"Ah, hindeed. Will you sell it?"

Yes, I would sell it for $2. He gave me the money
quickly and put the pipe in his pocket. I asked him to

take a drink, and was thinking how I could spend the

rest of the money on him, for I couldn't tell him I had
lied, and T didn't want to keep the two dollars. We
drank, and he asked me if I had any other trophies. Then
I remembered something. "I have a man here with me
named New York, who has something you might like.

He has a buckskin shirt trimmed with an Indian scalp.

He killed the Indian, took the scalp and made the shirt

and cut the scalp in two parts and sewed them on the

shoulders. A IVIexican woman that likes him embroidered

the shirt with silk, put on flowers and a horse with a man
on him. He has the shirt here in town in his trunk. He
never wore it but once in town, and then he had a crowd
around him in no time, and had to take it off and put it

away."
"I would like to sfeef it," said the Englishman.
So I went out and found York, and got him to put the

shirt on. When the stranger saw it he fell violently in

love with it, and aslced:Y.ork how much he asked for it.

York told him that he had no use for rnoney, but that he

would like a certain pony that a Texas man was holding
for sale at Webb Brown's stable.

"How much does he want for the horse?"
"Don't know," said York. "If you want to trade we

will see in the morning."
The Englishman paid $55 for the pony" the next morn-

ing; and I went to him and after making him promise to

keep the peace, I confessed about the pipe, and he laughed
and said that it had fooled him, and that he would give it

to his brother-in-law to put in his collection, and would
enjoy hearing him talk about it.

'

So York and I went back to the ranch, and I liever

saw that Anglo Saxon any more.
I intended to tell of two gentlemen, but it is very hot

and I will keep the other man' till it is cool. Hasta
manana. , W. J. Dixon.

Sai-pi and Pe-tah-ky.
BY J, W. SCHULTZ.

You ask how the polygamous Indian family got along?
said the Old Timer. Whether the women quarreled

or lived together in harmony? WeU, their lord and
master ruled them with an iron hand, and outwardly
they seemed to be happy and contented. But under the
surface there was generally heart burning, and jealousy,

and hate, which often cropped out in the absence of the

head of the household, and then bitter things were said,

and sometimes the row would end in a general fight.

There was, after all, a god reason for the practice of

polygamy among the Indians. The different tribes were
always at war with each other, and the annual loss of

men in battle, and also by the accidents of the chase,

was very great; so there were always more than twice

as many women as there were men. The surplus women
had to be cared for, the very existence of the tribe de-
pended on their fulfifling the obligation of their sex,

and, of course, plural wives was the result, the families

ranging from two to three, up to as many as twenty
women.

In the tribe with which I am most familiar, the Black-
feet, if a man married a woman who had sisters younger
than she, those sisters became his potential wives. If

he did not choose to marry them he had the disposal

of them. But usually the man married them all as fast

as they grew to maturity. It was thought that a group
of sister wives got along more amicably together than
did a family of unrelated women.

In the polygamous lodge each woman had her par-
ticular place; the first wife sat at her husband's left and
owned that couch in common with him. It was always
at the back of the lodge, directly opposite the doorway.
From it, on either hand, the couches of the other wives,
in the order in which they were married, ranged around
the sides toward the door, so that the most recently
married had their places near the entrance. Each
woman had her own little property, such as clothing,
finery, robes, tanning tools and so on. Not even the
food, the meat killed by the head of the family, was held
in common; each woman was given her share, and dried
it, or made it into pemmican, as she chose. Each one,
however, furnished her share for the husband's suste-
nance, and they all vied with each other to furnish him
the choicest portions. The husband, of course, claimed
the buffalo rol^es and other skins they tanned and pre«

pared for him, giving each wife what he chose from the
sale of those she had tanned.
Years ago when I was in the employ of the American

Fur Company, I was sent one winter to live with the
Blackfeet, who were camping and hunting around the

Sweet Grass Hills, and trade them the ammunition they
needed. The company realized that the more powder and
ball they had the greater would be their output of robes
and furs. I made my headquarters in the lodge of Lone
Bull, an old and tried friend, a fine looking, good-na-
tured fellow and very wealthy; that is, rich as riches are
reckoned by Indians; he had more than two hundred
horses, mostly of the highly prized pinto color.

Strangely enough, he had but one wife, whereas, had
he cared to he could have had a dozen or more. Not
a father or mother m the whole tribe with marriageable
daughters on hand but wanted him for a son-in-law, and
many a widow would have been glad of a place in his
lodge. But Lone Bull did not seem to care for any of

them. He was very reserved and proud, yet anyone
could see that Pe-tah-ky, his wife, was all in all to him,
his dearest and most cherished possession. Pe-tah-ky
was a fine looking woman, comely featured, well built,

with small hands and feet, and her luxuriant hair, gath-
ered into two massive braids, hung down to the lower
edge of her dress. She was always neatly and cleanly
clothed, and everything about her lodge was kept spick
and span and in order. She made no secret of her affec-

tion for her husband. Evenings, when work was dor'
and we sat gossiping around the cheerful fire in th'

lodge, I have seen her gaze at him for hours with sucl

an adoring, loving expression in her eyes as few hus-
. bands, I imagine, are ever permitted to see in the eyes
of their wives. Beside them and myself, there were two
other occupants of the lodge; Lone Bull's mother, el
quiet, hard-working old woman, and New Shield, hiii'

brother, just growing into manhood, and a noted buf-
falo hunter. He kept the lodge supplied with more
robes that tha women could tan; with more choice
meats than we could use.

At an early age every Blackfoot youth forms a sort
of partnership with some other youth whom he calls his
tuk-ka, or friend. The word really means more than
that, but it has no English equivalent. This friendship
is like that of David and Jonathan, as will be seen. Lone
Bull's tuk-ka was Heavy Gun, also a well-to-do, fearless,

proud warrior. The two always hunted together, went
to war together, and even when in camp passed the
greater part of the_ time in one or the other of their
lodges. They were almost inseparable. Like his friend.
Heavy Gun had but one wife.

One morning when we arose we found that a Chinook
wind had vanquished the bitter cold of the previous day.
The lately fallen snow had disappeared, leaving the plains
brown and bare once more, and although 'twas in Jan-
uary, it seemed like a spring day, the air was so soft
and warm. An immense herd of buffalo had been sighted
the evening before not far to the southward, and the

• weatlier was so fine that I determined to join in the
grand chase about to take place. We started. Lone Bull.
Heavy Gun and myself riding apart from and on the
left of the great crowd of hunters hurrying out from the
camp. Everyone rode bare back and was stripped down
to the least possible weight. Some carried guns—this
was in the days of the muzzleloader—but the majority
were armed simply with bow and arrows. The latter
weapon was the most effective at close range, for a half
dozen arrows could be shot into the vital parts ol as
many buffalo while a fuke was being reloaded and primed.
Everyone, of course, was in high spirts, anticipating the
excitement of the chase and the success sure to follow;
the Indian is never so happy as when his camp is red
with great sheets of fat, drying meat.

After half an hour's ride we sighted the buffalo. There
might have been five thousand of them, perhaps twice
that number. They were not, of course, bunched up
in one solid herd, as many persons believe -was their
habit, but were scattered out singly, in little groups, and
bands of two or three hundred, to the southeast and
west as far as the great sere grass plain was visible.

The scouts who had gone on ahead had halted us near
the crest of a low ridge, from which, cautiously peering
over, we had witnessed this grand sight. From the
foot of the ridge there was a perfectly level flat a mile or
more in width, to where the nearest of the buffalo were
feeding, and it was evident that the minute we showed
ourselves and began descending the ridge the animals
would see us and run, and have such a start that our
horses would be well blown before we could overtake
them, I was wondering if my horse could stand the
strain, when the great body of hunters on our right be-
gan to dismount. "Some one is going to decoy the
herd," said Lone Bull, "let us also get down and give
our horses all the rest we can."

We did so, and there ensued one of the most in-

teresting sights I ever witnessed on these plains. Rid-
ing a small brown horse, lying flat on its back and cov-
ered with a buffalo robe, an Indian slowly descended
the ridge and started out over the flat, not directly
toward the buffalo, but zigzagging now to the right,
now to the left, and in this way going ever nearer
and nearer to them. The feeding animals paid no at-
tention to him until, having arrived within a few hun-
dred yards of them he began to bawl like one of their
calves m distress. Then those nearest him stopped feed-
ing, and after gazing curiously for a few seconds, began
to walk toward him. Lie slowly retreated, bawling more
plaintively than ever, and the buffalo soon broke into a
trot, and then into a run in their haste to overtake what
they thought was one of their calves in distress. More
and more of them now began to join in the chase, until

hundreds and hundreds were hurrying from all quarters
to the scene. In a short time the decoy was riding for
his life in front of the great and now compact herd, on
and on, ever faster across the flat. There his work
ended, for we had all mounted, and with one accord
charged down the ridge into the dark brown mass of
gleaming-eyed, shaggy-haired, sharp-horned animals.
How they did scatter, and titrn, and switch their short
tails as the guns began to boom and the arrows to
pierce their sides. We three swung into the rear of a
couple of hundred head which had branched off from
the main herd, ^pd w^ had just got in among them an4
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began to drop some fat cows, when a much larger bunch
close in behind us, pursued by other hunters, and there

we were surrounded by a vast number of the frenzied

animals. It was a dangerous situation; a fall then meant
instant death, and then, so great was the press that one
ran the risk of having his horse gored at everj^ jump.
Of course the frightened animals did their best to

crowd away from us, and at times there would be an
open space of a few yards about us, and then the jain

would be so great that I could reach out and touch a
buffalo on either side of me. Yes, I was surely pretty
badly frightened, and feared my time had come. I got out
of the crush first, and then Lone Bull. But Heavy Gim,
just as he was nearing the edge of the herd, was charged
by a wounded bull. The huge beast stuck its head under
the horse and tossed it and its rider clear of¥ to one side.

Heavy Gun struck the frozen ground with a dull thud
and lay motionless. His horse staggered to its feet

just behind him and stood still, its intestines pouring out
on to the plain from the gaping rent in its side, and that

was all that .saved the poor fellow from being trampled
into an unrecognizable mass; the onrushing buffalo kept
parting to the right and left when they came to the
horse. In a moment or two the last of the herd swept
by, and we hurried to the fallen man's assistance; he still

breathed, but was unconscious. Some women soon came
along with their travois, and lashing him on one of these
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hunt, visited his friends and gave them an occasional
feast. The new wife also ceased mourning, outwardly,
at least, doing her best to tan her share of the robes
and furs, and perform the necessary household duties.

Pe-tah-ky, however, could not become reconciled to the
new order of things. In times gone by she had been very
intimate with Sai-pi, but now she treated her as one
beneath her notice, and repelled her little conciliatory
advances with haughty scorn.

One afternoon I was dozing on my courch and heard
Pe-tah-ky begin to scold the new wife bitterly for some
fancied fault in her work; for the first time the other
answered back, and a fine war of words ensued. "I'll

give you to understand," cried Pe-tah-ky, "that I am the

chief; you have got to do just as I say about the work."
"Here, here!" said Lone Bull, unexpectedly entering

the lodge, grasping each woman by the hair and gently
tunking their heads together, "There is no chief in this

lodge but me. Stop quarreling now and behave your-
selves."

When he let go of them they both began to explain
in a torrent of words that the other was to blame. He
stopped them with a wave of the hand. "No more of

this," he said. 'T love you both and treat you well, but
if you persist in quarreling I shall have to punish you.
Kiss and be friends."

Sai-pi advanced willingly enough, but the other

—
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3ve got him back lo camp and into his lodge as soon as

j30ssib]e. Toward evening he revived a little, but he was
mortally injured inside and the stamp of death was on
his face. VVc could see that there was no hope for him.
Shortly before died he called Lone Bull to his side:

"Friend," he said, "I am going. Before morning my
shadow will join those of our fathers in the Sand Hills.

I give you my horses, my lodge, everything that is mine.
And also I give you my wife to be your wife. Be good
to her; even as vou love and care for Pe-tah-ky, so care
for her."

Lone Bull hung his head and did not reply, and pres-
ently Heavy Gun continued : "We have been boys,
youths and men together. Always together we have
fought the enemy, gone on the hunt, and have had our
feasts and fun. And always, at any time, we would have
died for each other. And now? What? Can you re-

fuse yoirr tak-ka's last request?"
"Say no more," Lone Bull replied. "I will take her

and be kind to her." But his heart was heavy. He did
not love her. What would Pe-tah-ky say?

After Heavy Gun died our lodge was not so cheerful
as it had been. There were no more feasts, no more
tales and jokes told around the evening fire. Lone Bull
-at silent day after day grieving over the loss of his
friend. Pe-tah-ky worked outside from daylight until

dark tanning buffalo robes with fierce and tireless energy,
saying nothing bitt thinking a whole lot, I was sure. In
the evenings, instead of embroidering fancy moccasins
for her husband, as was her custom, she sat with folded
hands gazing moodily at the fire. She cooked and
waited on him as usual, of course, but not with the af-

fectionate solicitude and cheerfulness of yore. As for
Sai-pi, the widow, or rather, the new wife, she sat

huddled up in her robe near the doorwaj' most of the
lime, dejected and forlorn. New Shield, his mother and
I did our best to liven things up a bit, but our efforts
^were a dismal failure, and evenings the youth and the
old woman would go visiting where they could find more
lively and congenial company. But, of course, this state
of affairs could not last forever. After a month or so
Lone Bull began to recover his spirits; he joined in the

should have seen her eyes flash as she hung back. "Kiss
her," Lone Bull coiiimanded sternly, and with a gasp
Pe-tah-ky. brushed the other's cheek as lightly as a
breath of air. and rushed sobbing out of the lodge.

"Hai, Hai!" Lone Bull exclaimed, throwing himself
wearily down on his couch. "I have got myself into a
fine fix. I fear there will be no more peace in this lodge
for me. But what could I do? How could I help it?

It was impossible to refuse my old friend's last re-
quest."

I had no suggestions to offer. I remained in the
lodge nearly all the time in order to trade with the In-
dians, and I knew the situation better than Lone Bull,
for he was out hunting or looking after his horses the
greater part of the time. I was sure that Pe-tah-ky
would never become reconciled to sharing her husband's
affections with another woman. I rather pitied her,
too. She had been a most faithful and loving wife, and
it was but natural for her to resent the new order of
things. Also, I felt sorry for the other woman; she had
had no choice but to obey Heavy Gun's dying request.
Then, too, Lone Bull was deserving of sympathy; he had
not taken the woman because he wanted her, but sim-
ply to please his friend.

In the latter part of February we moved south to the
Marias River, where Fort Conrad now stands. The
domestic affairs of our lodge had not improved. Sai-pi
was quiet enough, but Pe-tah-ky was eternally scold-
ing and nagging her, and ridiculing her skill as a worker.
One day when nearly the whole camp was out after

buffalo, I went to the brush bordering the river to gather
some red willow or "kinni-kin-ik," as some people call
it, to mix with the strong tobacco I was smoking. I

had cut about all I wanted and was preparing to take it

to the lodge, when I saw Pe-tah-ky and Sai-pi, each
with a bucket, going for water. The ice was very thick
on the river, but out in the center, at the head of some
rapids, there was an open place about ten feet long and
eighteen inches wide where ottr part of the camp got
its necessary supply of water for household use. I tied
up my bundle of sticks and had just got out on the path
leading to the water hole when Pe-tah-ky came running

up, crying that Sai-pi was drowned. "She was filling

her bucket," she said excitedly, "when she slipped in
and the current drew her under the ice before I could
reach out to save her."
We hurried down the path through the brush to the

water hole. Sure enough no Sai-pi was to be seen, and
below the narrow open place where the water flowed
sluggishly, the river was frozen solidly as far as I could
see. But there were both water buckets and both were
filled! I looked at Pe-tah-ky and saw that her sleeves
were wet; and then I noticed a short, heavy club lying
near. All was made plain to me: Pe-tah-ky had stunned
her hated rival and shoved her under the ice.

"Woman," I said sternly, looking her in the eyes,
"you said she was filling her bucket when she slipped
and was drawn under. There stands her bucket full of
water; also, your sleeves are wet to the shoulder, and
here is a club upon which I see a few hairs and some
blood."

"I didn't strike her," Pe-tah-ky broke in, "I-I-Oh, go
away—leave me."

I went back to the lodge with my willows and began
to scrape them, and presently she came in. We did not
speak, and she would not look at me. When Lone Bull
returned she told him with many a hesitating stop and
furtive glance at me, about the accident. I had made
up my mind what to do and kept still. But I'll say this:
No real woman wants to share her husband's affections
with another one of her sex, be she savage or civihzed,
and I've no doubt that this was not the only murder that
has been committed to prevent it.

Hunting Companions.
There is no better opportunity for testing the fiber of

a man than when on a hunting trip. While it is true
that such an expedition is merely an exploration in quest
of health or recreative amusement, and seemingly an un-
important event in a biography, nevertheless, there is an
mtensity of purpose and a natural competition among
ardent sportsmen on these occasions, regulated by no
laws of comity whatever, excepting those self-established
or interested, which go to make up an individual code.

Professional "courtesy," business "custoins," social
"laws" and athletic "rules" may be appealed to for arbi-
trating a difference of opinion in ever}'-day life; but in
the woods a man is free and the height of his enjoyment
proceeds from this realization, together with the exercise
of his freedom from all the restraints and limitations
ordinarily imposed by the checks and balances, weights
and measures of a delicately poised community; therefore,
the camp-fire becomes a veritable X-ray which pene-
trates the outer covering—the veneer—illuminates the
"inwards" and reveals any incongruities in the general
make-up of the individual.

Preparations for the hunters' outing involves the search
for a likely bit of territory, and with the decision as to
which little out-of-the-way corner of the globe shall be
visited, the matter of personal responsibility first appears
above the horizon, and thenceforth, if allowed, will ex-
pand with each successive step of progress tiU burden-
some proportions are assumed.
As regards this question of responsibihty, it may be

said to be scarcely probable that any two men have the
same opinion of the same section of country; consequent-
ly, we may take it for granted that one of them per-
suaded the other to visit a particular hunting ground, and,-
smce their interests are identical, he did so, of course,
from the best of motives. Now, hunting is a game of
chance—indeed, all the thrills and interest desert a sport
when success is not in doubt—and while the coveted
quadrupeds may have been very numerous in a certain
territory during one hunting season, and thus earned for
It a good reputation, they may be on a far distant tract
the next. For instance, the writer visited a remote lo-
cality last autumn, where, during the previous season, a
professional trapper had repeatedly met moose and cari-
bou face to face on the woodland trails, and still, al-
though the carcases of the slain (too many, we are sorry
to say) supplied indisputable evidence of the truth of his
assertion, the hardest kind of hunting was necessary in
order to acquire the lawful quota of caribou, and not a
moose was seen. So, a disappointment may be thfe
first test of a comrade's disposition; and have you ever
had the misfortune to have advocated a particular place
for hunting, and thus assumed a certain amount of re-
sponsibility, to a man who was absolutelv minus the re-
sources which \AouId enable him to find some kind of
compensation in a hunting journey, notwithstanding a
m.ischance?—a morbid individual who brooded over his
troubles (?) morning, noon and night, shutting his eyes
to the surrounding diversified beauty and interests, "his
ears to the soothing cadences or awe-compelling stillness
of the forest, accepting no alternative than blood? Such
as he, we need not add, are undisciplined and not true
sportsmen

;
they are of the type of those so-called hunters

who sit in camp until a guide "hoofs" an animal and then
go forth to do the killing ; but you cannot detect them at
home. Think of the mental discomfort such a person
causes an imputative responsible companion, and of the
irritating influence of the oft-repeated query, "Who pro-
posed this?" and you will comprehend that suggestive-
ness is undesirable and also that the relationship'bctween
erstwhile friends can become severely strained while away
off in the woods, out of the reach of a referee.
Then again the plain, unvarnished, vulgar word money,

may develop a discordant note in a member of a hunting
party, although surely sordidness is conspicuously out
of place in the m:dst of nature's lavishness. Estimates
of the attending expenses may have been exceeded, and
since "wherewithal" is the lubricant necessarv to the
mechanical department of a himting iourney, the sub-
ject must,_ unfortunately, now and then recur. Efforts
to economize and retrench are, of course, entirely legiti-
mate : but to mope because the other member' of the
expedition declines to deprive himself of anv part of the
pleasure of the outing, in order to abide bv a guess as to
the cost, IS as unfair and as destructive of all mutual en-
joyment as is the twitting of the projector of the trip with
his error in financial judgment. The better able the man
to bear his share of expenses, the more reprehensible is
any display of littleness. To have every contract d,xi4
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expenditure questiotied, analyzed, probed and frequently

resurrected is exceedingly irritating to aiiy orte who is

weary of counting-house methods, and whose anticipated

enjoyment is not associated with and cannot be estimated

by dollars and cents.

As to laws for governing the relationship of hunters in

a wilderness, the proposition seems an absurdity and en-

tirely uncalled for, because the word hunting as applied

to big game implies that an individual, independent and
untrammeled, is busily engaged and much preoccupied in

summing up all his inherited or acquired cunning, and
measuring it with the keen sensibilities and instincts of

the wary animals. Nowadays this mortal picture of a

hunter must, usually, include a guide for the reason

that few men can devote enough time to pleasure to

learn the ramifications of the wildernesses. Still-hunting

in groups (two hunters with guides) is apt to be as

unsuccessful as unusual, but, nevertheless, becatise many
would-be hunters are so devoid of resources and so afraid

of the initiative, it becomes necessary to frame a law or

an agreement in order to protect the ingenuity or methods
of procedure and the pleasure of one from incursions of

the other. Possibly a pertinent rule would be, after a fair

shuffle and deal of the nearby hunting grounds and guides,

each member of the party must play his own hand in ac-

cordance with his understanding of the requirements of

the sport.

While sitting in camp in the Canadian woods one
autumnal evenings after a hard day's hunt and a com-
mensurate and rehabilitating meal, watching the shadows
of the fir trees slowly efface the light from the surface of

the adjacent lake, a canoe emerged from the twilight,

traversed the remaining little circle of reflected sky and
soon beached at my feet, a lithe, clear-eyed, resourceful-

looking young man, appropriately clad and altogether pre-

possessing, stepped out and giving an order to his guide

approached and introduced himself. After a request for

ray latest news from "the States," he having been absent

for some time, the following remarks prefaced our even-

ing's conversation; "Are you alone?" he asked. "Yes."

"By the aid of wisdom or good fortune?" "I haven't

analyzed the matter beyond the fact that it was ray

choice." "Then surely you chose wisely, for I came into

the woods with a friend—a friend of long standing—but
we have separated, and are now traveling our diverse

ways with our respective grievances and considerable re-

grettable hard feeling toward one another. My friend

relied so entirely and constantly upon me as to recall my
experience with ill-trained hunting dogs, which would
not be sent home and would persist in flushing the birds.

He had the whole of this broad country in which either

to hunt or fish, and still, he would remain quiescent with

absolutely no preference, until my plans were perfected

and would then elect to do the same thing at the same
time. I tried to be patient and self-contained, but the

pressure per square inch finally exceeded my resistance

and I exploded."
When two or more men resolve to go Imnting together,

tbey should invariably be prepared with guides and equip-

ment to, at any time, go it alone, and should not hesitate

to thus exercise their pent-up individualism. The very

fact that they agreed, as herein suggested, t© be inde-

pendent of each other, sought to prevent too much com-

pression and prove a cushion for relieving possible dis-

agreeable jars.

In the majoirty of cases of extended partnership hunt-

ing trips, more or less friction is the natural concomitant

of individual strenuousness, ambition and, maybe, bitter

disappointment.
Some of the causes of disagreement would at home

seem trifling and at times even laughable, but wheii much
is to be accomplished in a brief period, any seeming in-

terference with what would appear to each to be the

logical and most promising plan of procedure is apt to

cause restiveness and irritation.

There are, however, at times, happy unions of con-

genial temperaments which dovetail in a complete and
desirable manner, making the camp a delightful recollec-

tion for years to come and a subject of conversation as

inexhaustible as are the reminiscences of a campaign by

members of the same regiment; but the "fishermanic"

disposition, placid, deliberate, good-natured and con-

tented-with-any-outcome, is not incidental to hunters

whose prototype would seem to be an earnest, energetic,

probably taciturn, determined specimen of humanity, and

therefore composed of a more inflammable material;

hencfe, the chances for happiness are against a combina-

tion, and however highly the companionship of a friend

may be rated in the abstract, far preferable to the danger

of spoiling one's friends, or one's own outing—which is

intended to be the salve for a whole year's wear and tear-

is the vanishing into the wilderness in company with an

inhabitant thereof as a companion and guide. Thus the

entire environment becomes a consistent and responsive

whole—an entity—which engulfs one and dissipates the

perplexities and anxieties, incident to the every-day ex-

istence, by the aid of an irresistible and overwhelming calm.

Lonely? The time is too crowded with engrossing oc-

cupations to permit the wedging in of such a feeling.

From the break of day, or, rather, from the very promise

of it, until nightfall, a hunter is busy with his many in-

terests. Each morning he is impatient to be up and away
to read the new story to be found on the trails of his

woodland neighbors—of their kind, nnmbcr, sex, age, the

directions of their travel, etc. Then, since he lives upon
the country, in so far as fresh meat is concerned, he is apt

to find the days too short not only for the satisfying of

his greatest ambition, but also his necessities, and a resort

to fishing or fowling is by no means an uncommon re-

quisite. There is no evening to dispose of, because crav-

ing for his evening meal is not more marked than impa-

tience for his bed of boughs, and long before he can ex-

haust his interest in the whispered confidences of the trees

in their varied moods, or tire of his attempts to analyze

the blended w.podland odors which pervade his tent, or

cease to glpvy lin the wondrous beauty of a moonlit

forest, he -will have lapsed into insensibility.

Reserved for languorous days is the fund of desirable

information in the close keeping of his associate, whose
familiar knowledge of the denizens of the woods, and

close observation of nature's laws make of him not only

an instructor in the interesting department of natural

history, but also in a homely philosophy which prompts

IP |;h wholesome introspection. Lippincotx.

Old and New.
Aw old Mocfc house stands in Pittsburg, Pa., which

is almost the only monument of ante-Revolutionary days

in and about Pittsburgh. It marks the site of fortifica-

tions which were built and held by the French as Fort
Ditquesne from April, 1754, to Nov. 25, 1758, when they

fell into the hands of the English, who remodeled and
strengthened them at a cost of £60,000, and ocupied
them as a military post under the name of ^ort Pitt

till October, 1772, when they were abandoned.
Of these fortifications nothing remains except the

block-house. It is now owned by the Daughters of the

Revolution, who have undertaken to maintain it as a

relic of the city's earliest history.

As time moves on, relics of the early history of the

country become more and more prized and sought after;

even persons who are yet living can see where they

conid h-Jvz secured something in the past which, at the

time when it could have been secured easily, appeared

to be of no consequence, but which, if it could be had
at this day, would be of almost inestimable value.

To one who is fascinated with every thing pertaining

to pioneer days, the sight of any of the relics of the long-

ago starts a train of thought and produces a reverie from
which the victim is aroused only by the necessary activi-

ties of the present.

Through the campus of the State University of this

city extends a deep ravine, along the sides of which are

a few giant oak and beech trees, which have been wisely

and thoughtfully allowed to stand. Of the throngs of

people who pass them daily, perhaps ninety-nine per

cent, of them, if they see them at all, merely see old,

gnarled, ill-shaped trees, to them les sattractive than

the beautiful well-pruned shade trees of the lawns, and,

indeed, some whose natures must be dwarfed to an
alarming degree, have remarked about the folly of leav-

ing the old "eye-sores" remain standing.

Noble old patriarchs which have stood the storms of

perhaps two centuries or more; which have looked down
upon the bear and deer gathering the nuts which they

dropped, have witnessed tragedies of the woods which

no human eye has seen; and have seen the silent Indian

as he stole noiselessly through the woods in search of

game, long before the white man trod the banks of the

old Monongahela River.

Never do I see these silent monuments without think-

ing of their significance, and reading as plainly as if

chiseled on monuments of granite, what they stand for

Having stood silently through all these ages, and seen

every change, from the solitude of the unbroken wilder-

ness to the present active, industrial city, it would be

easy to imagine their sighing for the good old times

of long ago, like some old pioneer pining amid the ac-

tivities and din of civilization, for his old wilderness home
where quiet reigned, and where only the voices of nature

broke the solitude. Unlike Daniel Boone and other like

characters who could not and would not live in society

but continued to move back as civilization advariced,

the old trees must bear the din and turmoil of civiliza-

tion and dense population and fall where they stand.

Some years ago, while wandering through the open

parks in the then unfrequented parts of the Rocky Moun-
tains, old bleached buffalo skulls could be found scat-

tered here and there all over the country, where the

remnants of the once vast multitudes of these anirrials

had sought refuge from their destroyers on the plains,

and had finally been found and killed in their mountain
fastnesses.

Not merely bleached and decaying skulls did they ap-

pear to me as I used to come upon them in rny travels,

but monuments, to which were attached a history not

only interesting but sad. Often have I sat for long

periods looking at these relics of the past, picturing in

imagination the noble beasts roaming in wild freedom

with none to molest them; then the slow but sure de-

struction, starting from the far east and working its way
westward, steadily and surely, like a great canker worm,
until it reached and devastated the uttermost parts of

the West, leaving only these monuments to show where
they were, but are not. I say it is not interesting but

sad, and often have I continued my way after some of

these reflections feehng that of all animals, man was the

most abnormal and cruel.

Travehng along streams where for miles the bottom
lands have been flooded by the damming of the waters

by beaver, and where old stumps of trees which they

have cut, can be found in great numbers, the reflective

person can see in all the vast amount of work that has

been done, monuments which recall the d-ays when these

industrious animals owned the waters, wisely directing

and executing a most wonderful work, which, when ex-

amined in detail, shows a knowledge of engineering

which would seem impossible of execution merely by
instinct, but would suggest thought and reason, which,

of course, we are not allowed to credit to these wise

little workers. An eastern sportsman whom I knew
was so interested in what he saw of their work that he

had a stump of their cutting, which was 14 inches in di-

ameter, taken up and shipped to his home as a relic of

the past. Of all the resources of the once great rm-

settled and undeveloped West, the beaver was the first

to be sought after. Long before any other inducements

hired men into the great unknown territories of the West,

the abundance and value of these animals caused men to

undergo all manner of exposure and peril to secure their

fur.

Recentbs while hurrying along the street on business,

I saw across the way an old man with white hair and

beard, carrying on his shoulder a long, old-fashioned,

full stock muzzleloading rifle. I know not who he was,

from whence he came, or whither he went, but recog-

nized in him a relic of the past, a pioneer; a living, mov-
ing monument so interesting that I forgot, for the time,

the demands made up my time, and watched him as

long as he could be seen; thinking, as I did so, how like

the buffalo his kind once figured so prominently in the

life of young America, and how, also, they have been

crowded out and have vanished until only a few stragglers

are left. No modern sportsman with modern hunting

suit and modern firearm can ever be the ideal type of

an American, hunter, as is the old pioneer with his long

niuzzleioading rifle, who has played so important a

role in the drama of American life.

After all has been said and written about the merit-,

of the dift'ercnt hunting rifles, which merits, of oour.se,

have all been based on their powers of destroying life,

the use of none of them will be as lasting in history a.^

that of the; old muzzleloading rifle; and it is -with a
feeling akin to reverence that I handle one of these an-
cient arms, and think how much more interesting is the
history connected with their use than that of anj^ of the

more modern rifles. After all that has been said and
written, and laws that have been enacted for game pres-

ervation, if there had been a law passed one hundred
years ago that no firearms should be used for hunting
purposes other than the ones then in use, and such a

law had been enforced up to the present time, the peo-
ple of to-day could kill more game with such guns and
have more pleasure and less expense in doing so than
is now possible with the best guns made.

In thinking of the long ago, witlr the natural, regret-

ful feelings at the passing away of so many of the inter-

esting conditions, we associate with those days that

which most vividly recalls them, and in so doing it would
seem that the tlirce most distinctive representatives o{

that time would be the Indian, the buffalo and the pio-

neer. Aroimd these three center the most interesting,

of early American history, and if a monument were to
,

be erected to represent "Young America," it could not
'

be complete without all three of these being represented.

Never has a fuller and more completely representative

picture of the wild American buffalo been shown than
that of the July S supplement to Forest and Stream.
Could a picture of like dimensions be had illustrating

so perfectly the Indian as he was in his natural and un-
disturbed home, and one also showing the pioneer in his

day, the three grouped together and framed would make
a combination upon which to feast the eyes, and which
would become more and more prized as time passes,

which carries us further and further from the scenes

therein represented.

We now deem it a privilege to meet and talk with

men who have taken, to any extent, an active part in

Indian warfare and buffalo hunting. Within the lifetime

of many who now live it will be a matter of interest
,

to see men who have seen the bleached skrrlls of the
buffalo scattered over their range where they fell by
the hand of the hunter.

Sometimes in the everlasting hurry and bustle of this

advanced and progressive age we become fairly sick of

the turmoil and wish we might stop and go back; but
it can not be done. We must keep up with the proces-
sion, or, like the weaklings and stragglers of a great

herd of stampeded bufifalo in the past, we will be
trampled under and perish in the mad race, while the

great mass moves on.

It may be wicked to wish for that which is impossible,

but from boyhood I have wished that I might have lived I

one hundred years earlier, and have often wondered I

whether or not any who live a century hence, when even
all traces of a once wild and unsettled country will be
practically gone, will continue to inherit and retain

these tendencies to a wild-woods life.

It would be natural to 'believe that man, as he sees

and knows less and less of these conditions as time ;

goes on, will naturally and gradually drift away from 1

such tendencies, adapting himself more naturally to his

environments until little will be left of the soirit Avhich 1

stirred the old pioneers of long ago and moved them 1

to perilous journeyings into the unknown, and caused :

them to keep moving back as settlements sprang up 1

around them, depriving them of that wild freedom which 1

their natures craved.

Emerson Carney.
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.

Sportsmen Are not a Class.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The position concerning classes, in the editorial in

Forest and Stream of Aug. 23, was sound and well takem
The periodical cry of "class legislation," whenever laws

|

are proposed or passed in favor of game protection, or
restriction in killing, or the methods of kifling, would ,

have no harmful effect whatever, once the public is edu-
'

cated up to discern the fallacy of it. However, it is a'

plausible assumption, is this cry of class, wdiich is con-
|

ceded as true by the general unthinking public.
|

If a man does not shoot, he is prone to consider that /

all other men who do shoot belong in a class by them-
selves. He ignores the fact that the shooting privileges, '

under the law, are just as free to himself as they are to ;

all others ; that the "class" is not a class at all, but is a
number of men, from every grade of business activity,

rich and poor, aristocratic and humble, which drops busi-' '

ness cares for the time being to engage in needed recrea- '

tion or pleasant diversion for a few hours or days.

If the lawyer, the doctor, the clergyman, the tradesman. '

the mechanic, the man of leisure, take their guns and '

sally forth for sport, they do not by such act establish a

class, for the whole nation has the same privilege. Be-
cause some men shoot and others do not, the ones who
do not shoot are no more in a class by themselves than .

v.re the ones who do shoot.
_ |

While the legal enactments apply to all alike, there is

a class distinction between a body of men, on the one I

hand, who are all agreed that the good of the public is best
{

conserved by moderation in taking game, by restricting

the methods with a view to game preservation, and on
the other hand, a body of men wdio are agreed that to

kill in any manner and in any quantity best agrees witli

their purposes and their desires.

The man who desires legislation for the public good
i.s in a class, then the man who desires that his own appe-

tite and ability to slay shall be the standard, is in a clas-

also ; yet which of the two classes is the better for the

public good?
There is no class qualification whatever which oh- {I

structs any man's purpose or effort to become a sports-

man, or to engage in sportsmanship. Personal actuation

is the only requisite. Any man can take his gun, sally
\

forth afield, return as he lists, without in any way '

becoming a member of a class. In season, thousands do

so. The next day, other thousands are afield., with n j
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other idea than that of sport, yet while they ate as one
in the momentary pursuit, they are as diverse and un-
alifiliated on all other matters as are the people who
hurry to and fro in the busy streets of a great city. The
men who cannot go afield have the sporting instinct quite
as much as those who do go.
And yet, in tlie legal phases and interests of sport, the

term "class" is constantly and malevolently encountered.
Not long since, a California judge, in delivering a deci-
sion, inimically used the term "classes" as applied to sports-

men, in passing on a subject which was of interest to the
people.

What is free to all and for the benefit of all, cannot be
properly termed "class" interest. People of every degree
oi life, who take a few hours or days to engage in diver-
sion, cannot be properly termed a "class," for they are
the people themselves, Mohigan.

tnanly proceeding, yet, neither is it utimanly. It is

simply a lawful way of gaining food, or of satisfying
one's taste or vanity. Or it is the securing of the trophy
emblematical of a successful day's hunt.
He of "dignity, bravery and boldness" exists in many

walks of life, other than sport. He is found in his
highest perfection where he struggles and suffers in self-
sacrifice for the sake of others—whether in the slums or
palaces of cities, in the cot on the mountain side, the
fisherman's hut, or on the mighty deep. And his priceless
worth and noble manliness are all too often not recog-
nized or appreciated until the end of Ms weary trial is

run, and his earthly task is ended.
William H. Avts.

fHiGHwooD, Conn.

Manliness and Sport.
Editor Forest and Stream:
To be honest, I believe in killing game for sport. I

also believe it is more or less brutal to kill any animal,
whether for sport or. for food. And I do not believe
that the mere killing of an animal is a manly act, nor
yet an unmanly act. It is something that for certain
reasjons, which I cannot explain, affords satisfaction

under certain conditions.
To meet and overcome difficulties in the primeval

wilderness, to be able to provide the necessaries of
existence' unassisted, while on exploring, fishing or hunt-
ing expeditions, are qualities conducive to sturdy and
independent manliness. But the mere killing of ani-
mals "which lack the weapons and intelligence of man,"
is simply a matter of the strong overcoming the weak.
Yet it is my firm belief that nature has planned things
in this way to work out her own wise end. And she is

not governed by what we consider as manly.
Webster's definition of manliness is, "The qualities of a

man; dignity; bravery; boldness." The argument has
been extensively advanced in Forest and Stream,
and proved, to my satisfaction at least, that there are no
wild animals in the United States which will ^oluntarily

attack man. Then there can be nothing of "dignity,

bravery," or "boldness" in killing harmless cn atures.

whether bird, fish, insect or quadruped. Should not the
element of personal danger, self-sacrifice or mercy be
nresent in any act which develops qualities of "bravery,

boldness" or "dignity"? The killing of an animal of the
chase is but an incident of the chase—the climax of a
series of preceding incidents, some of which impart
manliness to a greater or less degree. It is like the

period at the end of a sentence.
It somehow appeals to my reason that the elements

of primitive savagery exist to as great a degree in the
heart of the man who kills a deer, moose, bear or bird
as in the breast of the man who sets bloody-jawed bull-

dogs rending each other in pieces, though the latter be
of a coarser variety of savagery.

I confess to a desire to kill a moose before I die; yet,

if I succeed in my object, I cannot consider the act a
manly one. To overcome the hardship connected with
the trip will strengthen nerve and brain, and I trust im-
part some of the elements of "bravery" and "boldness,"
and the satisfying of a passionate love of nature, by
getting close to her great, throbbing heart, may dis-

close some of the wise "dignity" of her ways. Should I

kill the moose, however, I shall simply consider it the
securing of a relic which will recall more vividly to
memory the incidents of a hunt than memory retains

of other hunts in which no relic was secured, but in

which the elements of manliness were present in as
marked a degree as where the relic was secured.
While I believe in killing game, that does not neces-

sarily indicate that it affords me pleasure to look upon
the dying agonies of an animal, done to death by my
hand. And here the thought comes that personally I

don't know one single sportsman that does not express
some word of regret as he looks upon a dying animal,
brought low by his aim. And who knows that like

feelings are not experienced many times by the butcher
as he slaughters for the meat trade? Ihe animal brutal-

ity that exists, in some manner, to a greater or less de-
gree in all of us, reinforced by the desire to outwit ani-

mals of other species to ourselves, causes us to fire the
fatal shot; then sympathy, the extreme opposite to bru-
tality, manifests itself—like fever following a chill. Even
in athletics, one experiences a feeling of sympathy for

a loser, while rejoicing in the victory of a favorite.

But if the elements of manliness do not exist in the
mere act of killing an animal, but are associated with
the obstacles attendant with that end, then it must appear
that good has been accomplished, and that the killer has
unconsciously absorbed manliness in the chase.
Personally, I know men whose morality has been of the

loosest. They have "reformed." These voluntarily pose
as shining examples for their fellow men to follow.

They disgustingly presume to advise their natural supe-
riors—those naturally endowed with good morals. They
lie, believe they are telling the truth; steal, and do
not know it. Their natural bestiality at one time caused
them to drink to excess. To keep from filling a drunk-
ard's grave they "signed tlie pledge," They question
the chastity of all women who drink a glass of wine,
and had they the power, so deep is their bigotry, they
would sweep all wine from the tables of the cultured,
refined and noble of our land. I firmly believe their

ravings to be the reflections of minds weakened by
ormer excesses. In this class of moral degenerates
I would place the worst of the sentimentalists, who
would stop the killing of all game simply because they
have scruples. Perhaps in their time they may have
killed to excess, and in mere wantonness.
One kills a chicken to satisfy his hunger, or smokes

pipe or cigar, because it affords a certain satisfaction.

Another collects relics, postage stamps, etc., etc.

Another wears the most outlandish toggery, the
'lighest of collars, the loudest of breeches, neckties,

;tc. In fact, persons of different temperaments
bllow different fashions, fads and whatnots. And
lone of these eccentricities conduce to make one manly
)r unmanly. They are simply a means of affording sati-

sfaction to different tastes. Thus, while the legitimate
let of killing an animal in the field may not be a strictly

The Nature of Sport*
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am much beholden to your able correspondent, Mr.
Jos. W. Shurter, for his clean-cut and vigorous argu-
m.ent in Forest and Stream of Aug. 23, in opposition to
the views recently expressed by myself on the subject
of ".sport." With your permission I will endeavor to
mollify Mr. Shurter's indignation by throwing out a few
additional remarks on the same subject. Mr. Shurter
combats my theory of the origin of the hunting instinct
in man's nature by pointing to the fact that the hunting
propensity still subsists though the conditions which im-
planted the instinct no longer obtain. From my point of
view this is clearly a non sequitor, as it would akso be
if applied to the domestic dog, in which the same in-

stinct, derived from the same source, is so strongly mani-
fested that he continues to pursue game with a keen relish
for the sole benefit of his master, long after the conditions
have ceased that gave it birth.

[ think Mr. Shurter is unfortunate in appealing to
Webster's dictionary for a definition of "true sport" in
an argument before the Forest and Stream tribunal, in
the face of my distinct announcement that my own plea
was offered within the jurisdiction of this court alone. It

shall hardly be contended that this journal is a proper
arena for discussing the comparative merits of "draw
poker," "old sledge," horse racing, or baseball, etc., as a
means of diversion; for the members of the Forest and
Stream brotherhood, as such, are supposed to Icnow
nothing aboiit these things. Neither is it likely that it

should occur to the average member of this same brother-
hood to associate Webster's dictionary in any way with
his conception of what constitutes "true sport," as he
could probably have given Uncle Daniel pointers on the
subject when his dictionary was being compiled.

It has heretofore been a matter of discussion in Forest
AND Stream, with deprecation of the unfair or unfor-
tunate terminology that confoimds "sport" as contem-
plated in the official organ of the brotherhood, with those
games mentioned above, and other athletic exercises that
belong to the same general category, and come under the
classification of games. The term games in this connec-
tion, may be held as antithetical to game, as by common
agreement the word "sport" is antithetical to "sports-
man," the latter being applied to the man with gun and
dog, or rod; while the former is appropriated by the
"gent" who is typified by a velvet coat, red necktie, large
gold chain, and nether garments of loud pattern.
While Mr. Shurter perhaps intended to comprehend

only the manly, athletic games, in his definition of "true
sport," I think the brotherhood will join me in the desire
to exclude all manner of games from kinship with the
sport of pursuing game, or fish, as a means of diversion.
Mr. Shurter argues that the chasing of mountain lions

and foxes is true sport, notwithstanding the fact that
these animals are not eaten when taken ; also that tarpon
fishing is true sport under the same restriction. I did not
think it necessary in my former article to specifically
justify the pursuit of predatory animals that prey upon
man's domestic creatures, the benefit to man from their
destruction being too obvious.
As to_ tarpon fishing, that pursuit has always in my own

estimation, fallen short of true sport for the very reason
assigned to sustain Mr. Shurter's argument, that the fish,

is useless after capture ; and I cannot but believe that the
sport of tarpon fishing would be immensely enhanced
if the tarpon were as great a table delicacy as the salmon
for instance.

It appears to me that the destruction of any living
creature, for the mere pleasure of its destruction, if

pleasure can be so derived, is ethically wrong, and un-
justifiable; and "I am apt to believe," as Samuel Peppys
would say, that the majority of "true sportsmen" will
agree with me in this proposition.

I quote Mr. Shurter as follows: "I regard his (my)
teaching as pernicious, because if generally inculcated it

would_ degrade our fields and forests to the level of
abattoirs, our game to the level of swine and our sports-
men to the level of gluttons."
Shades of Christopher North! what degraded creatures

have sportsmen been during all these past centuries, be-
fore this new era of sublimated head hunters and tarpon
fishers was ushered in but yesterday I In ye olden time
the trophies of the chase that decorate baronial halls
had their value not alone as mementoes of the pursuit and
capture of the lordly stag and ferocious wild boar, but
also from their association with feast and revelrj^ wheii
the lord and his retainers gathered around the festal board
nobly laden with the savory haunch of venison or smok-
ing boar's head. Certainly these trophies did not bear
evidence that the sportsman had paid an expert ten times
as much as the game was worth to procure him a shot at
close range, at the animal that bore the horns exhibited.
If there is mercenary implication anywhere, it seems to
me that here it lies.

In conclusion, this issue between Mr. Shurter and my-
self is fairly presented before the court, and I am con-
tent to leave it to the "consensus of opinion" of the
Forest and Stream brotherhood to decide between us.

.
Coahoma.
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The Forest Reserves*
BY FILIBERT ROTH, CHIEF OF THE FORESTRY DIVISION OF THE

general land OFFICE, DEPA3JTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

From the Year Book of the Department of Agriculture.

In a consideration of the grazing problem in the forest
reserves of the United States, it is necessary at every
step to keep in mind the objects for which the reserves
were set aside and the character, as well as the behavior,
of the woods which exist on these several reserves.
Since there appears to be still a great deal of confusion
concerning the motives and objects which led to the
formation of reserves, and also as to the character and
behavior of forests in general, and the woods of the sev-
eral reserves in particular, it may be helpful to review
some of these points more in detail.

General Discussion of the Funcfions of Fotesis,

When a farmer in Ohio or Indiana has a piece of
woods on fairly level ground he has no good reason for
keeping it as woods unless he considers the wood grow-
ing on the land to be as valuable as any other crop he
might raise—a inatter often difficult to decide. A farmer
in Mississippi, on the other hand, may be induced to
leave a patch of forest on a hillside, not because he cares
much for the wood, but because, if the forest is cut
away, the land will wash into a labyrinth of deep gullies
and soon become utterly worthless for any purpose. In
Ihe former case the forest is merely for the crop it

yields; in the latter it is for both crop and protection,
and this case is far more common than is usually sup-
posed. But while the farmer in Mississippi may use the
forest to keep a piece of land from gullying, and thus
use it as a protection against erosion, he cares little as
to how this forest affects the flow of water or the cli-

mate, for he has ample rain and does not utilize tlie

creek or stream. With the farmer in Gallatin Valley,
Montana, this is quite different. He takes what seems
to he a desert gravel bar and by the use of 1 inch of
water per acre* he converts this arid ground into a
farm and raises as high as 90 bushels of a superior qual-
ity of oats per acre. To him the little mountain stream
i.s everything. Here the forest takes on another func-
tion; it holds the soil of the neighboring mountains and
keeps it more pervious, and thus it regulates the flow
in these important streams. The manner in which it

does this will be clearer from the following: Suppose
we take a table and tilt it several inches, so that its top
represents a slanting surface. If we sprinkle water on
this surface, it is clear that the water runs off about as
fast as it strikes the table. If the table is now covered
with a layer of soil about 3 inches thick, and the sprink-
ling is renewed, some of the water runs off from the
sm-face and some soaks into the layer of soil, so that if,

after a time, we quit sprinkling there will still be water
running off from the table for hours. We have here
then a "surface run-oft'" and an "underground run-otf,"
and it is clear that the thicker the layer of earth, and the
more pervious, the more water it would take up and the
longer and steadier it would be giving off this under-
ground water.
The above statement shows exactly wliat happens all

over the land, and is especially noticeable in the moun-
tains. On the soilless, rocky slopes the water runs off
as fast as it falls or the snow melts, but on slopes witH
deep, pervious soils part of the water is stored and con-
tinues to flow for nronths after the rain or the melting
of snow has ceased.
Returning to the experiment with the layer of earth

on the table, we notice that if we sprinkle more briskly,
part of the earth is carried away, the layer is eroded, and
the storage ground is diminished. If covered by a layer
of cotton batting this erosion stops, and in addition we
gam another very important point—the soil is kept softer,
and allows water to soak in more easily than when the
cotton is wanting, for then the water "pats" down; it

hardens the surface where it does not wash it away.
Much the same result might be obtained by sowing grass
on the layer of earth, for then the tops of the grass
would keep the drops from pounding the earth, form a
mechanical obstacle to the surface run-off, and the roots
would be an additional help in holding the eanh and
keeping it from washing away. But the grass is small,
its tops are short, open, and close to the ground; its
roots are short; it rarely forms a dense sod, and. espe-
cially m dry countries, it leaves a large part of the
ground without protection. Here, then, the larger, long-
lived, deep-rooted trees, with dense, shading crowns
high above the ground, give far better and more con-
stant protection against erosion, and are far better able
to keep the ground in a pervious condition, since they
strew it annually with large quantities of leaves and
twigs and provide a network of slowly decaying roots
which keep the forest soil mellowed for a foot and more
n depth. An upturned hemlock, spruce, etc., will read-
ily illustrate how much of the ground is occupied by the
roots of these forest trees.

The trees, then, are in nature what the cotton is in the
experiment; they help to keep the soit' from being car-
ried away, they keep it soft, and they break the force
of the dovvnpouring rain.

How much additional service trees perform by keep-
ing sun and wind from the ground is well illustrated by
the forests of the Lake Slates and Canada, where thou-
sands of swamps have dried up and hundreds of miles
of corduroy road have become useless, not by ditching
and draining, but by removing the woods and giving sun
and wind access to the soil.

In this connection, it may be well to mention a theory
sometimes advocated, which teaches that it would be bet-
ter for water-storage purposes to have the forest^ re-
moved m order that the snow may gather in lar<ye drifts
since as it is claimed, it is these snowdrifts which sup-
ply the water of the streams throughout the dry sum-
mer season This is not borne out by facts, for a study
of the Big Horn Mountains and the Rockies of Wyom-
ing, Montana, or Idaho wdl convince anyone that the
few lingering snowdrifts of August have very little to
do with the streams, and that it is the wooded and not
the bald districts of each basin which serve as feeders
and maintain the steady flow of water. The.allied claim

f The inch of water here referred to is a miners' inch Fiftvminers mcheS require a Btream furnishing 1 cubic foot ijersecond.
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tliat snow melts more quickly in the forest than in the

open is so palpably inconsistent with actual experience

and simple physics that one might as well claim that

the construction of an ice house to cover the season's

supply was unnecessary, since ice would last longer in

the sun than under cover.

Though there exist numerous forests in this country
where the protective function of the woods is not ap-

parent, in the majority of cases, and in all mountain
districts without exception, the forest serves both to

supply useful material and to protect and improve the

ground, and thereby regulate the surface and under-
ground drainage.

The Object of the Resetves and the Character of Their

FofcstSt

For the forests of the present reserves it may be said

that the protective function has been regarded as the

more important. It is evident, therefore, that efforts

will be made to maintain and improve these woods in

order to continue to increase their usefulness in furnish-

ing material, and still more in performing their protective

function. This is the object of the forest reserves. The
main purpose of the reserves is not exclusion, as is still

so often claimed. They merely provide the means and
men to give the much-needed care and protection which
private enterprise at present could not afford and prob-
ably would be unwilling to furnish for a long time to
come.

Scattered over a wide range of country, from the

British line to Mexico, with climates varying from cold

to hot, from excessively wet to arid, in altitudes of from
1,500 to 11.000 feet, the forests of the several reserves

differ widely. In the Black Hills a line forest of yel-

low pine covers a broad expanse of high, rolling ground
and hills, and serves chiefly as a valuable source of tim-
ber. In the Western. Rainier a dense forest of fine

conifers on steep alpine ridges keeps the waters from
carving the mountains into a waste. In the Big Horn
a growth of pole-size lodgepole pine occupies a rough
plateau, ranging from' 8,000 to 9,000 feet in altitude, and
helps to keep the useful streams from going dry.

Similarly, these woods differ in their present condition.

The valley of the Skagit in the Washington Reserve, is

almost an unbroken burn, and large burned-over areas,

known as "burns," are scattered over the majority of the
ridges of the east side of this same reserve. Similar
conditions are met in the Mount Rainier, the Big Horn,
the Priest River, and other reserves. In some cases

these old burns have become reclothed with young forest

trees, in others they are thickets of brush (.species not
trees), and in others they have changed to grassy pas-
tures, often WMth little prospect of restocking under the
conditions now prevailing. In some cases, as in the Big
Horn Reserve, part of the extensive old laurns are now
so unmistakably prairie that it is difficult to prove that

they were ever woods. Generally, however, a search re-

veals some fragments of stumps, bits of charcoal, etc.,

which show that at some time, at least, these places were
not altogther prairie, and that a return to a wooded con-
dition may be looked for. Besides these parks or grassy
openings and small prairies (probably all due to fire),

which in the aggregate cover many thousands of acres,

there are large tracts of forest, such as the yellow pine
woods of the Black Hills, where the mature timber, in

keeping with the habits of this kind of pine, no longer
forms dense stands. Here the ground is but little

shaded, and a vigorous growth of grass and weeds
eagerly seizes upon every yard of available soil, and
thereby often prevents the starting of tree growth.
In other districts, where high altitudes tend to give an

alpine character to the land, tree growth naturally be-
comes more scrubby and broken, and, in regions like

the Cascades, at the tops of the high ridges are grassy
parks, covering many thousands of acres more or less

interrupted by patches of scrub woods. Whether these
grassy areas were ever entirely clothed with woods, and
whether, with any reasonable amount of care or protec-
tion, they can be made to reclothe themselves, is still

in some cases uncertain.
In general, then, the forests of the reserves are primar-

ily protective forests, they differ from reserve to reserve,
they are all more or less damaged by fires, and in all dry
localities and at high altitudes they are interrupted by
grassy areas, the majority of which have long been in

their present condition, and will probably require a long
period of time before they are restocked with woods.

A Tiny Winged Performer.
Editor Forest and Str&am:
One cold afternoon I was attracted by a crowd of boys

and girls witnessing the strange antics of the oddest little

feathered creature in creation. He was like a tiny wren
in size and had a remarkably full breast covered with
thick whitish down, the wings and back smooth and rather
dark, and the feathers were tipped with white. The tail

was square shaped. This tiny chit was apparently totally
oblivious of the fact that he was the center of attraction
of a throng, numbering more than 100, including many
staid married people. The little joker would begin his
search for food in the crevices of the trunk of a large
tree, going around and upward at a tremendous pace for
one of his ounces, or rather pennyweights, for he was a
rare jewel. He seemed powerless to descend except in
qne way. After ascending to the small limbs he would
flit downward like a ball to his old place on the trunk
about two feet from the ground. It made no difference
to him that little lads and lassies were forming in inter-

ested groups about that tree, and he would even select his
position right within grasping distance of several young
and nervous hands. My companion and I spent fully fif-

teen minutes watching the antics of that "dear little ball

of down and feathers,' as she called it. I counted no fewer
than six ascents anxi return flights to the bottom of the
same tree. The bird had a short needle-like bill and
often seemed to find food as he hopped up the tree. It was
nearly dark when we left, but the amusing pigmy actor
was still holding forth to a full house.

Our thought was: "Will any of the boys hurt that

little atom of bird life, and where will he go this cold

night?" We trusted the boys. Often since that day have
we passed that tree on the edge of the walk east of the

lower meadow and looked anxiously around for oUr
comical mite. May he and the partner of his joys be
now safe in some congenial haven ! Ignorance has its dis-

advantages, and will some kind ornithologist or you, Mr.
Editor, now tell us the name of that bird?

Peter Flint.

New York Gjtv.

[A pretty sight and a good lesson in ornithology to the

onlookers. Though the description of the bird tells little,

we imagine from its actions that the bird was a nut-

hatch, or possibly a brown creeper.]

Dick and Gil

Two Florida Pets.

About two years ago Forest and Stream published

a paper entitled "Florida Pet Cranes." The history of

these same birds in the interim may interest present

readers.

The press copied so largely from Forest and Stream
at this time as to give the birds a real debut into the

printed world. Many Florida tourists, on seeing the

birds, would say, "Yes, we read of these cranes in so and

so—our home paper."
Into every life some shadow must fall, and even the

happy and much loved and innocent Dick met life's

changes in an accident, that in its pathetic following

touched the human heart—bringing tears many times.

The accident resulted in a broken leg. The bird, most
imposing and picturesque, was a favorite with every-

body, his intelligence and affectionate nature appealed

to all, and when a fluttering was heard in the yard- and

we found the pet floundering, our sorrow cou.d better

be imagined than written.

The bird was carried in his master's arms 10 the doc-

tor, where he had to wait an hour for the physician's

return, the bird resting in the arms like a sick child the

while.' The leg was set—the bird turning his head to

watch proceedings and seeming ftiUy to understand what-

was being done for him, giving a "chirp, chirp" as the

work proceeded and as his name was. called with ca-

ressing tone.

For a day or two the leg seemed to do well and greal

hcpe was ours, when the setting gave way and Dick
commenced to suffer. How his intelligence shone forth

during all the long days of suffering that followed, for

we felt every effort must be made to save the leg, and
daily Dick was tortured with doctoring through mis-

taken kindness. Next he was swung, with the hope that

the bone would knit. His eyes, so clear and brilliant

in health, grew dull, and he would look at us with such

a wistful longing as if asking to be helped.

It was touchingly pathetic to note his devotion. Show-
ing pain and sick with the fever in his leg, which was
reduced to little more than bones, he would raise his

head on hearing his master come home, and in his weak
voice greet him with his old-time welcome, a long,

gurgling note of greeting.

Then came the day when the doctor announced that

nothing could save the bird but cutting the leg off a few
inches above the foot. Dick had grown so in our affec-

tions, his love for human society had endeared him so

and his utter trustfulness during the long weary days

we had nursed him made this ordeal hard and touching

as if the bird were human. Dick bore the ordeal as

though he understood. Then came days of nursing till

the healing was over. Then he commenced to improve
and his appetite became a prodigious thing. All day
long and the last thing at night he was fed dainty bits,

and he was ahvays hungry. When we would approach
he would seem almost to talk, and begin to peck at the

ground as if saying, "put my dinner here."

, All these weeks Dick stood on one foot, night and
day. How his strength held out was then and is yet

a question. Gradually the limb healed, and he was
able to place it on the ground and thus get some rest.

During all his sickness he held his sovereignty over

the yard. Neither dog, chickens nor Gill, the other

crane, learned that Dick was helpless. While he ate

bis eye was intent on the invader, and his long bill

would give them a punch, when they wotild retire to

other parts. But Dick is well—his new feathers came
last fall, his crest is brilliant crimson, and his eye clear

and bright. He gets over the yard, showing little lame-
ness as he walks on the short leg; takes his bath, plumes
himself, and is happy. On approach of his owner,
though it be ten times a day, he takes his old corner
in the yard and carols a loud welcome.
One peculiar feature with reference to the greeting

of the birds to their master, is that when he is cer-

tainly a quarter of a mile from home and in no possible

view, they both grow interested, move about, - station

themselves at the corner where they meet him and com-
mence a series of short gurgling calls. When the car-

riage is in view the calls grow louder, until when once
in the yard they throw back their heads, and the greet-

ing culminates in one long, clangorous, trumpeting call.

One thing in which Dick fails, and it is touching to

w-itness his feeble attempt, is in his old-time glory of

dancing. Alas ! like an old race horse vanquished by old

age or lameness, he must give it up. Gill dances for

two, now. At the coitimand of his owner, "Dance Gill,

dance Gill." he begins with head erect and haughty step

—then he bows, circles and jumps up and down with as

much ease and lightness as if he were all feathers, then
with curtsies and wings outspread he approaches his

owner, bows and circles, and with a "hip, hip hurrah"
from his master, swirls with open wings around the

yard and back to bow and circle and dance again. Fre-
quently, if he is not noticed, he invites attention by
riishing up, bowing and prodding, picking up sticks,

throwng them in the air and hopping up and down as
if on a spiral wire.

The crane in its wild state is a most shy and wary
bird, but under domestication is as gentle and trusting

as a dog. Gill, for some cause, is very much afraid of

a cow, but loves the pony, following her step by step

as she grazes in the lot. Often in the evening Gill

follows his owner as he takes the horse to the pasture.

a block away, but if a neighbor's cow by chance is re-

turning home, Gill seeks the protection of his owner
and stays close by till the cow is out of range.
During the tourist season Dick and Gill adorn many

a kodak series. Visitors come by and stately Gill walks
majestically up to the fence and begins a series of inves-
tigations, picking at umbrella, cane or finger ring on my
lady's hand. His picture is taken and the visitor goes
off correspondingly happy.

It is great sport to watch the setter dog and Gill as

they chase the buzzards that often alight in the chicken
yard for scraps thrown to the hens. It might be likened
to a game of tennis if we were to allow the buzzards
to represent the balls. Gill with open wings rushes at

the buzzards on his side of the fence, when the hungry
vulture rises and alights on the other side of the di-
vision fence. Then the dog attacks him and he goes
back with the hope of getting another morsel, when
Gill rushes at him again. If the buzzard alights on the
fence both dog and bird rush at him. When, occasion-
ally, a whole flock of these buzzards drop down among
the chickens and the effort is too much for Gill to keep
them moving, Chipco, the dog, leaps the fence and as-
sists in putting to flight the intruders.
The jay birds fly down to pick up corn, but Gill al-

lowing nothing to come into the yard, drives them away,
when in their pique they will sit on a limb above and
call down in jaybird language all sorts of vilifications

on Gill, who, evidently understanding bird language,
clatters back in his strong crane notes, sometimes threat- -

ening to distract those who have to listen. When this
controversy gets at its height the chickens feel some-
thing is wrong and commence to cackle, the dog then
wakes from his doze and goes to investigate; the pony
pricks her ears and whinnies in half alarm, till at last
the mistress, disgusted with the clatter, proceeds to re-
buke Gill and thus stop the quarrel.

Minnie Moore-Willson.
KiSSIMMEE, Fla.

Wild Animals of the North.
From Richardson's "Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the Zoology of

the Northern Parts of British America."

Some Smaller Mammals.
The American hare, or white rabbit, as is well known,

is the winter food of many of the Northern Indians.
They are not killed in the fur countries in great numbers
in the summer, because at that time the natives can pro-
cure abundance of water fowl and game of other kinds.

"In winter, however," says Dr. Richardson, "they are
more sought after, and in the Hare Indian country, on the
banks of the Mackenzie, where larger animals are scarce
during that season, they constitute the chief food of the
natives. They are principally taken in snares set in the
paths that they make through the snow, and fixed to a
pole which springs up when the noose is drawn, care
being taken to obstruct their passage on one side of the
noose by a small hedge of branches. To prevent them
from cutting the snare instead of endeavoring to pass
through it, it is occasionally rubbed with a little of
their own dung. The Hare Indians, when they come to a
place where the hare tracks are numerous, begin their
operations by beating a circular path in the snow, so as
to inclose a pretty large clump of wood, knowing that
the hares will not readily cross such a path. They next
bar the ways by little hedges, in the gaps of which they
set snares, and then they enter the circle and beat among
the bushes with their dogs to drive the hares into the
nooses. On the success of this operation the supper of a
whole horde often depends, as, with the usual improvi-
dence attendant on a hunter's life, these Indians seldom
keep any stock of provision by them. Unless when dis-
turbed, the American hare rarely runs about during the
day. It has numerous enemies, such as wolves, foxes,
wolverines, martins, ermines, snowy owls and various
hawks; but the Canada lynx is the animal which per-
haps most exclusively feeds upon it. It has been re-

marked that lynxes are numerous only when there are
plenty of hares in the neighborhood. * * * In some
parts of the fur countries the natives line their dresses
with hare skins, and the Hare Indians sometimes tear the
skins with the fur into strips, and plait them into a kind
of cloth. They resort to this expedient, however, only
from the scarcity of deerskins and moose leather, which
form closer and better dresses."

Larger than the varying hare is the polar hare, whose
range is still further to the northward. It is common
on the Barren Groimds at the northern extremity of the
American continent. Dr. Richardson says that: "The
polar hare is not a very shy animal, and on -the approach
of a hunter it merely runs to a little distance and sits

down, repeating this tnaneuver as often as its pursuer
comes nearly within gunshot, until it is thoroughly scared
by his perseverance, when it makes off. It is not diffi-

cult to get within bowshot olit by walking round it, and
gradually contracting the circle—a method much prac-
ticed by the Indians. In the late boat voyage along the
northern coast, we landed in a roclcy islet, off Cape Parry,
which, though not above three hundred yards in diameter,

v.'as tenanted by a solitary Alpine hare. The whole party
went in pursuit of this poor animal; but it availed itself

ss' skillfully of the shelter of the rocks, and retreated with
so much cunning and activity from stone to stone, that

none of us could obtain a shot at it, although it never was
able to conceal itself from our search for more than a

minute or two at a time.

"The winter fur of the polar hare is of a snow-white
color to the roots, and is more dense, and of a finer

quality than that of the American hare. It bears a close

resemblance to sw^andown."
Few hunters among the higher peaks of the mountains

of the West have failed to hear the squeaking cry of the
little chief hare, although many who have heard that

cry have failed to see the animal that produced it. They
sit at the mouth of the burrow, and call ; but it is almost
impossible to distinguish them from the rocks about them.
Nevertheless, if one sits quiet for a long enough time
he may sometimes see the little fellows run from hole
to hole among the rocks, and may get a good notion of its

appearance. The little chief hare is closely related to the
true hares, but is at once distinguished from them by
its small ears, which present no resemblance to those of
what we commonly call the rabbits.

i
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Mr. Drummond, of Dr. Richardson's party, who
traveled west over the Rocky Mountains, killed several

of these animals near the head of the Elk or Red Deer
River. Of them Dr. Richardson says:

"Mr. Drummond informs me that the little chie_f hare
frequents heaps of loose stones, through the interstices of

which it makes its way with great facility. It is often,

seen at sunset, mounted on a stone, and calling to its.

mates by a peculiar shrill whistle. On the approach of a
man, it utters a fseble cry, like the squeak of a rabbit

when hurt, and instantly disappears, to reappear in a
minute or two, at the distance of twenty or thirty yards, if

the object of its apprehension remains stationary. On
the least movement of the intruder, it instantly conceals

itself again, repeating its cry of fear, which, when there

are several of the animals in the same neighborhood,,

is passed from one to the other. Mr. Drummond de-
scribes their cry as very deceptive, and as appearing to

come from an animal at a great distance, while, in fact,

the little creature is close at hand ; and. if seated on a
gray limestone rock, its color is so similar, that it can
scarcely be discerned. These animals feed on vegetables,

Mr. Drummond never found their burrows, and he think.s

that they do not make any, but that they construct their

nests among the stones. He does not know whether they
store up hay for the winter or not, but is certain that

they do not come abroad during that season." A near
relative of the little' chief hare is found in Europe, and
others in Asia.

Possible Origin of Animal Folk-Lore
One of the great functions of modern biology is to re-

veal the truth and by so doing to clear away the dense
clouds of ignorance, superstition and needless fear that
for centuries have befogged the human mind. It is a fact

that the most superstitious persons are those who are the

most ignorant. This may be in part because they are the
most ready victims of intriguers, sorcerers and "healers"
who would accomplish their ends by taking advantage of
the mental condition of their victims; but it is also due in

part to the tendency of the human mind to perceive a
"sign" in whatever is mysterious. Whatever is not at

once understood is mystifying and liable to be considered
as supernatural. Uneducated persons understand but
few of the observed phenomena of nature, and they but
imperfectly observe that which they think they see. Hence
nature is a fertile field for the origin of "signs and won-
ders," such as form the basis of folk lore and super-
stitions.

Omens must be for either good or evil, and as money
and marriage are generally associated as blessings, and.

death is regarded as the greatest calamity that may iDefall
' man, we see why so many signs are associated with
money, marriage and death. The more radically any oc-
currence departs from apparently normal conditions, the
more remarkable is the event supposed to be indicated
thereby. For example, there is a common saying, "Wlien
a cat refuses to kill a mouse there Avill be a death in the
family." This may arise from the fact that shrews are
sometimes caught in mouse traps, and although a shrew
closely resembles a mouse, it has a strong odor which
gives it effective protection, and cats and dogs rarely at-

tack it. An uneducated person may catch a shrew, and
when the trusted family cat refuses to kill the supposed
mouse there appears a basis for the popular belief.

We must relegate to the field of folk-lore many of the
common erroneous suppositions that are based only upon
ignorance. We have been much interested in the possible
origin of these common fallacies which are really consi-
dered true by most persons. Let us examine several
specific examples; applying only to the higher or verte-
brated animals

:

It is commonly believed that lampreys attack man, prob-
ably from the mere fact that they are at times so very de-
structive to fishes. The idea that they produce a new gill

opening each year may have arisen by analogy with the
wrinkles on a cow's horn, the rattles upon a snake's tail.

etc._ The idea that sharks turn upon their backs to seize
their prey may have originated from the ventral or in-
ferior position of their mouths. The common sale of eel

skins in most of our drug stores as cures for rheumatism
is doubtless connected with the agility of these fishes,

which is the opposite of rheumatic stiffness.

It is commonly believed that toads cause warts. This
is based upon the following combination of facts : Toads
are the only common animals that are naturally covered
with wart-like lumps. They eject a clear liquid. This is sup-

,
posed to do something. Warts appear mysteriously, and
no one is able to explain the causes of their coming and
going._ It is erroneously inferred that they are produced
by this wart-bearing nocturnal creature with peculiar
habits, upon the basis of the doctrine, as with the eel

skin, that, "like produces like." The common belief that
tadpoles shed their tails has for its origin the facts that
vvhile living in water each possesses a swimming tail, but
when it metamorphoses into a frog or a toad it becomes
tailless. In fact, the tail does not drop off, but it is ab-
sorbed and disappears in the body, just as a swelling from
a bump on the head disappears. How often do we hear
that frogs and toads have fallen with rain, and almost
every July we may read accounts of such phenomena.
These may have for their basis the fact that during the
month of July toads change from the tadpole stage and
aquatic habitat to the adult form and terrestrial habitat
;ind then migrate landward in great numbers. They are
active only at night or during wet weather, effectually con-
cealing themselves in the most common places doiring the
clay time. However, when a rain falls at sudi a time
they appear by thousands, as if by magic, and give the
impression of having fallen with rain. The assertion
that to kill a toad makes cows give bloody milk mav have
originated in a laudable effort to protect these beneficial
animals.
There are doubtless more superstitions concerning

snakes than any other creatures. This arises in part from
the traditions of the form Of the original tempter, and in
the part that but very few persons are willing to calmly
observe serpents for themselves and learn the truth direct-
ly. We have met persons who believe that all snakes are
venomous. This doubtless comes from the old Roman
rule, "Ab uno disce omnes." How prevalent is the be-
lief that horse hairs turn to snakes. There is no other
foundation for tliis error than the resemblance of the sg-

called hair snake (Gordius) to a common horse hair.

Snakes are often supposed to charm birds, but the facts

are that the feathered songsters are paralyzed by fright

when they suddenly see the reptiles at close proximity.
The common erroneous belief that snakes sting or bite

by means of their tongues may come from the scriptural

quotation, "It stingeth like an adder." The supposition
that snakes bite themselves and die is doubtless based
upon the actions of certain species, like the hog-nosed
adder, which, when teased, will act as though dead and
thus sometimes find protection. It is very commonly
thought that snakes' tails "live" or are active until sun-
down. This arises from the prolonged activity of the
tail, due to the reflex action of the caudal nerve centers,
wliich may continue for a longer or shorter period,
owing to temperature and other conditions. Many per-
sons believe that there is a glass snake or joint snake
which may be broken to fragments when struck, but can
rcjoint itself and live. This may come from the fact that
a certain lizard (Ophiosaums veiitralis) readily loses its

tail, and while the body escapes the caudal member wrig-
:gles and attracts the attention of the pursuer.

It is generally thought that all lizards are venomous, yet
the only one that is so is the Gila monster (two species
•of Hclo'dcrma) found only in the extreme; southwestern
.United States and Mexico. This error may arise from
ithe fact that lizards and serpents are closely related in

appearance, structures and habits; and because some ser-
pents are known to be venomous it is inferred that all

:snake-]ike creatures are so.

The erroneous idea that turtles breathe under water, as
ido fishes, is derived from the observations of their hav-
ing remained submerged for some hours. But this is

made possible by their large lung capacity, the repeated
luse of the air therein, their limited need of oxygen com-
pared with that of warm-blooded animals, and their ability
to store oxygen in their tissues and use it as needed.

Both species of American cuckoos (genus Coccyzus)
1)uild nests, contrary to the popular belief. The error
•comes from the fact that the European cuckoo {Cuculus)
1?uilds no nest, but is parasitic, laying its eggs in the nests
of other birds, as does our cowbird (Molothrus). The
old idea that "A sight of the oriole cures jaundice,"
•doubtless is connected with the yellow color of the bird
and the homeopathic doctrine, "Similia similibus curan-
tm-"—Like cures Hke. Nuthatches are wrongly accused
of sucking sap merely because they slightly resemble the
;so-called sapsucker (Dryobct>tes) , and the latter is thought
to be a sucker of sap because it makes holes in the Ijark
of some fruit trees. This is nearly always done to obtain
insects. Swallows are thought to hibernate in mud, be-
cause in damp places is where they are seen last in fall

:and first in spring. They of course migrate, as do most
lother birds.

Many persons believe that owls, cats, and other noc-
turnal animals can see in absolute darkness. This error
arises from the fact that in these animals the pupil of the
•eye is very large or dilatable, and in subdued or very
feeble light they can see much better than can man. One
can readily deriionstrate the fallacy of the supposition by
faking an owl or other nocturnal animal into a perfectly
dark room, as we have done, and touching it with the
hand. It does not inove, even though it be an untamed
ranimal.

Cats and other nocturnal animals are erroneously
thought to emit light from their eyes, because when look-
ing toward the light the crystalline lens of the eye pro-
duces a glaring reflection. The ideas that swans sing
when dying and moles open their eyes at the time of
-death, are handed down from the writings of Pliny, and
reoresent ignorance of the facts of zoology. Skunks
afford the basis of many odd superstitions, because they,
like serpents, are not studied deliberately, and therefore
the truth about them is generally not known. There is

sometimes justification in haste when near such animals,
but generally the danger is more assumed than real,
do the little lambs' tails drop off?" He had accurately
We were once seriously asked by a teacher, "At what age

observed that the tails of the lambs are long, while those
of the old sheep are short, and he had obtained a false
idea, which is, however, prevalent. Of course, he was
shocked to learn that sheep raisers amputate the tails to
prevent the soiling of the wool.

H. A. Surface, Professor of Zoology.
Pb«wsylvania State College, Department of Zoology-, Pa-, Sept. 1.

Bay Birds at Sea*

Newark, N. J., Aug. 27.—Editor Forest and Stream:
While on the steamship Philadelphia from Southampton
to New York, in longitude 67 degrees north, latitude 42
degrees west, about 10 A. M., Aug. 22, I noticed several
fiocks of small sandpipers flying close to the water, going
in a southwesterly direction at the rate of about twenty-
tfve miles an hour. I could gauge their speed by that of
the ship. The course they were taking would approxi-
mately correspond to a line drawn from the southern
part of Nova Scotia to Cape Hatteras, and at the time
they were about 200 miles from Nova Scotia and 600
miles from Cape Hatteras. They were at least 200 miles
distant from Nantucket, the nearest point on the Atlantic
coast. I write you this as I do not remember hearing
that bay birds have been seen that far from land.

Howard W. Hayes.
[The occurrence is interesting and well worth noting.

In this connection should be read Mr. W. Hapgood's in-
teresting chapter on "Range and Migration of Bay Birds "

pubhshed in the little pamphlet "Shore Birds" (Forest
and Stream Pub, Co.).]

Vipers and their Yottngf.

The London Field, having offered a reward for the
production of a viper which had swallowed its young,
makes this interesting report of a snake which had been
sent in for the prize

:

A viper has been forwarded to us by Mr. H. Win-
chester, of Backsteep Manor, Dallington. as entitled to
the reward offered for a viper that had swallowed its
young. In order to insure an examination by an impartial
and competent observer, the reptile, without being re-
moved from its box, was conveyed by Mr. Tegetmeier to
the College of Surgeons, and carefully dissected in his
presence by the conservator in charge. After cutting th?

string round the neck, the skin of the under side was
carefully slit down the whole length of the body, and then

the ribs were divided, disclosing the whole of the viscera.

The gullet and stomach were perfectly empty, nor was
there any trace of food even in the intestines. No young
viper had been swallowed. There was in the lower part
of the abdomen four unhatched eggs or embryos, which,
when opened, disclosed four immature young that in the
course of nature would not have been hatched for

several days. The young vipers that Mr. Winchester
saw had probably been recently expelled from the mother,
and, escaping, as they do, in the herbage, had given rise

to the impression that they had gone down her throat.

Under these circumstances we are unable to pay the
promised reward for the body of a viper that had been
secttred after having swallowed its young, but the offer

still holds good, and will immediately be paid on the pro-^

duction of such a specimen.

The Spreading Adder.

Editor Forest and Stre'am

:

Last June while putting in my vacation at the "Little

Bresh Cabin" on Oakledge Tract, up in Woodstock,
Conn.. I was surprised to see the number of broods of

partridges there. Of the scores of broods that I came
across I think that not one was seen with less

than a dozen chicks and many of them had at least fif-

teen. I was also amused at the antics displayed on
different occasions by the mother birds in protecting
their broods.
Quail were very plenty on the Tract and also on the

neighboring farms. Gray squirrels, both old and young,
were often seen in the woodlands; all pointing to a first-

class game season this fall up there.

While there I solved the problem about rattlesnakes
being found in that part of the State, as several of the
neighboring people claimed.

Instead, one day I came across a goodly-sized spread-
ing adder—a species of the hog-nosed snake—which I

showed to a farmer, who declared it to be a young
rattler, as it was just like other rattlers occasionally
found there, and he would not be convinced to the con-
trary.

Although the spreading adder is perfectly harmless,
its fierce look while distending and flattening its body
and hissing would make one not versed in ophiology
think it was a venomous serpent; and it being mottled
or blotched something like a rattler, would also tend
to make one think it was a half-grown rattler.

The spreading adder is the only snake that I have
seen that will "play 'possum." At several different times
I have seen it after having been struck or slightly

wounded, turn upon its side or back and feign dead, and
the simulation would be so perfect that one would think
the reptile's life was surely gone.
Although I have come across many snakes of the hog-

nose species in South Jersey, Delaware and Maryland,
I was surprised to know that they are also to be found
up in northeastern Connecticut. A. L. L,

§^ni^ §^g »nd §mu

Proprietors of shooting: resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stkeau.

A Reminiscence with a *Coon in It.

I BELIEVE I have hunted most kinds of game from a
reed bird to a wild turkey that has feathers, and every-
thing from chipmunk to black bear that has hair on it.

But never did I find my experience thoroughly ripe until I
went 'coon hunting.
'Coon hunting is like some people, very much in a class

of its own; be they liars or be they saints, they are so
pre-eminently below or above others of the human race
that they just hold a little position all by themselves, and
to my mind 'coon hunting is in a class all by itself, and
deservedly so, too. Yet some people are fond of it. I

don't know why, but just because they are; and they
never miss a chance of going. Perhaps they see some-
thing weird in it that appeals to their weird natures. I
did once, and I would not have missed it for a farm, but I

would not go again for two farms with a hayrake
thrown in.

A party going 'coon hunting should consist of six
beings— i. e., two good woodchoppers, one pig-sticker, one
telegraph lineman and two 'coon dogs that are "onto"
their job. Experience in other lines of hunting is not
necessary. One need not know anything about a shot-
gun or rifle in 'coon hunting. A good stout club and
butcher's knife are about the requisite weapons. Some-^
times the ax may be hand}', or the lineman's climbers can
be used to beat a 'coon to death. Then, too, this sport should
be indulged in at night, when most honest folks are in bed
or ought to be, which means that one should wear armor
as a protection against bull-briers, rhododendrons, old
stumps, broken rocks and various other inconveniences of
the swale and mountain-side, that knock the breath out
of you and bark your shins. The 'coon hunter should
be a "soft mark" for an accident insurance agent. He
needs it worse than a full-fledged burglar, and my experi-
ence dictates that one should have a "pull," a real political
inside well-greased pull, too, with the land owners in the
county in which you find yourself ; and if near the line, the
adjoining county, too. Then 'tis wise to send out notices
ever the country-side of the impending foray. It prevents
at least one little danger, that of having your well-
groomed 'coon dogs ambushed, or chewed up by some
badly behaved dogs that are jealous because they don't
know enough to run even a 'coon—dogs whose specialty
seems to be passing dogs of good manners, and human
hams and shoulders and tender calves—and who regard
night as the proper time for chewing.
However, my experience was so long ago that it occurs

tc me now as a reminiscence only, though there are some
things in this life that have long since agone that have
their mark. It may be a tender heart throb or it may be
a broken nose. And that's the way with me; it marked
jne for life, not seriously, only just enough to remind
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ine when I am laid tip for repairs, that one time I went
'coon hunting.

It happened in Michigan, as I have intimated, many-
years ago, Uiat business and a pretty pair of brown eyes
called me quite often to a small but interesting business
center, and I should say, in explanation of my impolite-

ness in mentioning business before eyes, that I got the
business, but the brown eyes got away, and I'm not sure
that that 'coon hunt, or the subsequent consequences had
not something to do with it. A 'coon cuts some queer
pranks, 3'et in this case I at least respect him.

In the course of my visits I naturally met some of the
local sporting fraternity, among others her brother, and
it was proposed to take the "Quaker tenderfoot" 'coon
hunting. The party consisted of her brother, an aquatic
athlete ; a journeyman lawA'cr, the hotel proprietor's son
Dick, and myself. Accompanying us were two dogs, one
gun, two axes, a baseball bat and one lantern. About
two miles from town on a lovely highway we had a dog
fight nearly to a finish (and I have always regretted I

didn't finish it and then call the owner of that dog up
out of bed and lick him for owning such a brute), in con-
sequence of which we only had seven good legs under
our two dogs for some days to come.

^
About two miles further on we took to cover, and in a

little while our four-legged dog was "opening up" beau-
tifully, and we after him and the three-legged one after

us. I was carrying the gun (I felt safer that way)
when I took a header over an old log that marked me and
that gun both for life. The gun was broken; I was only
bent and barked, both badly; however, I waded on into
that gloom and dense atmosphere in the wake of a skunk
that our sound dog was just hazing.

Soon, however, our athletic friend had the dog in

hand (being impervious to small things), and got him
headed_ the other way, and in a short while he struck the
real thing and treed a 'coon. Here consider the sagacity
of a 'coon. That fellow had as pretty a collection of
trees to select from as ever made a forest, and he just
took to the meanest one in that county. I have forgotten
what breed of a tree it was, but I do remember how high
it was, and I shall never forget how thick it was, and I'll

never forget how tough it was. It would have taken a
"Steeple Jack" to climb it. So that just left us the alter-

native of going through it, and the ax began to swing. It

was glorious, invigorating, perspiring, blistering sport.

How the echoes of those manly strokes went reverberating
from tree to tree, clack clacking, calling back as they
passed on into nothingness.
Now that aged monument of time stood near a worm

fence; and on a rise of ground a quarter of a mile
away stood a farmhouse, in its peaked, puckered-up out-
lines looking deserted and haunted in the moonbeams;
and to prevent surprises we posted Dick on the fence as

a sentry, not to challenge, only to warn (us). Well,
about the time that tree was ready to fall, her brother
collared the dogs, gathered in the pieces of gun, and
collected the lantern, while the oarsman and I put in our
last strokes with our last breath on the tree. It must have
been the fall of the tree that woke Dick up, and revealed
to his senses (what he had) a six-foot, raw-boned Michi-
gan farmer with anger up, witlwn ten feet of him, coming
head on. I have heard the whoop of an Indian and of a
ferry boat in distress; but I have never heard anything
quite so nerve-rattling as Dick's screech. It all came in

a heap, the tree, Dick and the howling dogs. Pande-
monium reigned; the 'coon struck for a stream and the
dogs after him, and we after the dogs, through briers, over
stumps and fallen trees galore. The dogs caught the
'coon in a run in about nine inches of water and were
doing fine battle when the oarsman got in with his bat
and closed business. Swinging the 'coon over his shoulder
we pulled out for a pasture field, in the center of which
we sat down to await developments, among them Dick.
Hearing nothing and seeing nothing, we commenced hal-
loing, and instead of quietly making his way to us, poor
D ck would hello every time in return; and, of course, it

did not take the sleuth long to locate Dick and grab
him. and in that moment Dick's heart could not have
nearer gone out of him had he committed murder. We
heard the collision and knew its consequences. The
farmer took Dick home with him to hold as a ransom for
his timber. We couldn't go home without him, so we
followed and reconnoitered. It revealed Dick and his
captor sitting in the kitchen with a candle between them
eating apples. So we knocked and "gave ourselves up,"
told the "granger to come to town in the morning and
we would pay for the tree. He set up the cider and
some good apples, and we pushed for town, some four
miles away.
Next day, according to agreement, we all met our friend

of the timber at the hotel and proceeded to dispense our
hospitality in earnest; entertained him for dinner, learned
something about farming we didn't know, and unraveled
our several repertoires of stories, and had "just one
more," until about 4 P. M. we loaded our friend in his

Avagon. and he assured us that we could have all the
derned timber on his place, and his neighbor's place, too

;

"and they's alius a jug o' cider and a barrel of apples
open to j'ou." And. stra'nge as it may seem, after he had
gone, some of us felt as though we owned most of that
country, including its trees, her brother being the biggest
shareholder—and I was blamed for his enriched condition.

Of atl the words on tongue or pen,

The saddest are these, it might have been.

Thos. Elmer.

Wei] QtiWied fof the PosHlon,
/'ram the Duluih News-Tribune,

An aristocratic woman, who has had the usual number of failures
in the way of domestics, having tried nearly every nationality, heard
the oiher day that a number of girls had come here from Finland
to seek employment as servants, and that they were highly re-
commended rts strong, intelligent, capable and generally excellent
help. With high hope, the houselceeper hied her to the office
where these paragons were on exhibition, and was soon brought
face to face with n brawny specimen, who could not speak a word
of Enelish. With the aid ol an interpreter, the following con-
versation took placet

"Can you cook?"
"Oh. ,no"
"Carf vou wash and iron?"
"No."'

, ,

"Can you sweep and dust, or clean the bouse?" '

"I have never done anything like that."

"For goodness' sakel exclaimed the astonished matron to the
interpreter, "ask her what she can do."
With calmness and complacency, the f^ply ptxoK back. "I can

jinl!< reindeer!" ' '

IThe Old Flint-Lock Musket.
Rummaging the other day in the back attic of m3'

memory, among the dust and cobwebs of early recoUec- •

tioiis, some of which I had thought, hoped at least, were
obliterated, I stumbled across a long-forgotten remem-
brance which, on brushing up a bit, became almost as
fresh and bright as when it was first relegated to the
limbo of temporary obscurity; it was that of an old flint-

lock musket, designated in the olden time as a "Queen's
Arm."

There was a tradition in the days when the old gun
was a palpable entity, that a certain Uncle Chet. had
carried that self-same weapon when he "fit the Britishers"
in the days of '76. In the minds of us youngsters there
y/as a more or less firmly rooted conviction that our en-
joyment of the "certain unalienable rights of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness" was largely due to that
weapon and the "man behind the gun." A sort of halo
of liberty seemed to hover over that homely aggregation
of wood, iron and flint. A more impressive sentiment,
however, was one engendered by the terrific racket which
it made when some older, and hence more favored mem-
ber of the household, fired it ofif.

Equal jn degree, and greater in effect, were the senti-
ments with which mother regarded the gui}. Fear tinc-
tured the views that she entertained, impelling the issu-
ance of an ukase, absolute and prohibitive, touching the
attitude of "us boys" thereto. This deterrent pronimcia-
mento invested the situation with a charm that we longed
but never dared to break. When, on all too rare occa-
sions,_ a warning clatter from the henhouse betokened the
invasion of a predatory hawk into the normal peaceful-
ness of the feathered preserves, father or an elder brother
v.oitld proceed to load the gun, then stalk stealthily to
behind the barn, in an ever vain anticipation of "getting a
shot," with what sentiments of almost awe and rever-
ence did we regard the weapon's custodian; and we would
wax impatient at the more than snail-like pace of time
which debarred us from the privilege.
The hens reassured and quiet restored, the old gun

v/ould be returned to its resting place in the woodhouse
corner. At rare intervals, against the almost tearful ma-
ternal protest, the gun would be permitted to retain its
load.

_
Upon such occasions mother would reiterate her

standing injunction, impressing it upon us with the added
force of contingent penalties. With what wonderful in-
terest did this element of danger and its proscriptions in-
vest that old firearm ! From a simply interesting bit of
mechanism it now became transformed into a potent,
death-dealing embodiment of concrete power, about which
we hovered and feasted our eyes, speculating as to what
probable results would attend possible inisadventures.
such as the cat jumping on it and knocking it over!
Deliberative sessions of this character would be usually
dissolved by maternal motion, and its members ignomini-
ously scattered.

Unwritten history maintains that the musket originally
came from Holland, in the company of a goodly body of
adventurers, on the staunch ship William and Mary; also
that it played a not inconsiderable part in the civilization
of the New England Indians in the early days of that
colony. Certain suggestive nicks engraved upon the
curly maple stock were construed as a tally sheet of the
Indians it had "civilized." According to this record, the
number of aborigines thus "made good" lacked but one
of three-fourths of a score, and it was by no means the
least interesting feature of the weapon. As an imagina-
tive youngster, I was wont to weave a separate and in-
dividual romance round about each specific nick, investing
it with such gruesome details as, to my original intelli-

gence, best appertained to mortal strife.

However'much credence these traditions were, in jus-
tice, worthy of, they served to invest the old gun with an
associate value that was keenly appreciated by those to
whom they were familiar. In one of these individuals the
knowledge aroused such an intense longing to possess
himself of the war-like relic that he approached an elder
brother of mine with a fine, new fowling-piece, of the
most approved pattern, offering the same for the old flint-

lock for the consideration of a bushel of potatoes "to
boot."

_
My brother acc^ted the proposition with alacrity

and, without the formality of consulting higher authority,
made the trade. Father no sooner heard of the transac-
tion, however, than the esteem in which he held the old
flint-lock was

_
made forcibly apparent and negotiations

were nullified in short order.
And so the old gun resumed its wonted corner, with

the added security of a revised paternal prohibition, ad-
dressed to all the boys of the household, hedging it round
about. The flight of the years eventually brotight a
period of my existence in which I felt old enough and
venturous enough to encroach upon forbidden ground, and
to _shoot_ the proscribed old flint-lock. Of course the
anticipation of an act of such stupendous import involved
many hours of grave cogitation and no little preparation
as to ways and means. I fixed ttpon a certain July 4 as
the date of my projected infringement of the parental
gun law. I managed to acquire a quantity of powder
(that proved to be blasting powder) without the knowl-
edge of any in the household; even my brothers were
excluded from the secret. Fortune favored me, in that I
was permitted to have a bed all to myself on the night
of July 3, the excessive heat affording an unsuspected
pretext for advancing my claim thereto. Barely had the
final stroke of 12 o'clock died away when I stole softly
down the stairs, realizing for the first time in life what
was meant by one's "heart getting in his throat." Not a
loose board protested nor a door squeaked, in the stereo-
t\-ped manner of the story books, and I reached the wood-
house, secured the gun and escaped without disturbing a
member of the sleeping household. A glorious full moon
made the night almost as bright as midday, and I lost

no time in getting to the secluded spot of prior selection.

My hand trembled so that I could hardly measure out
what I esteemed as the proper amount of powder, while
all the fates of disobedient boys in all of the* story books I
ever had read, crowded in upon my mind most embar-
sassingly. Nevertheless, I finally succeeded in getting the
gun loaded, primed it with a bit of fine powder that I had
purloined from the home horn, took a firm "rest" across
a convenient fence rail, shut my eyes and pulled the trig-

ger. True to tradition and an established habit of that

partiqyl^r g«n, the flint cli^lc?^ upon the pan steel vrith m

further result. Again and again I repeated this prelimi-
nary function, gaining courage as each successive trial
produced no more alarming consequences than the sharp
click of flint upon steel. At last, however, there was a
spark, a flash, and, instead of the anticipated explosion, a
terribly smoky and hissing demonstration of fireworks.
This was something new on my expected programme and
I dropped the gun and ran behind a tree, whence I ven-
tured to cast furtive glances at the fiery fountain, wonder-
ing what had bewitched the old flint-lock, and half-fearing
it was a retributive judgment on my disobedience. With
a final splutter, the vesuvian demonstration ceased and I

was enabled to asccii-iin that the charge (because of the
powder being damp) had blown out through the vent,
after the manner of a fire rocket. Then I was compelled
to take one of my elder brothers into my confidence to get
assistance to dig out the wadding, which I had rammed
most vigorously into the long gun. I was forced to un-
dergo a most unmerciful "rigging" for some time there-
after, the others of the family wondering what signifi-
cance

_
attached to my brother's allusions to "fireworks"

and kindred themes when I was present.
But "the ice was broken," so to speak, and it was not

long until I felt sufficiently courageous to break the
parental prohibition and take out the old gun with the
coveted freedom I had so long envied in my elder
brothers. With what ad'niration I regarded that old
weapon as I reflected uprn the marvelous, yea, almost
inconceivable, strides taken by man's inventive faculties
which had resulted in its evolution from the sling and
cross-bow of historic days. True, I had heard of the
"percussion Ipck" that was said to eclipse the flint and
steel mechanism ; but I failed to conceive how it was
possible to construct anything more perfect in its opera-
tion than the firing machinery of that self-same war-
like institution that I clung to so loyally. To be sure the
old flint and steel lock sometimes, oftener than other-
wise, in fact, failed to meet the anticipations of the would-
Le shooter, remaining quiet when a noisy demonstration
had been planned and looked forj but this, I argued,
gladly condoning the seeming dereliction, was due rather
to the setting of the flint than to any mechanical flaws.

Bitt the time soon came, however, when I was com-
pelled to concede to \\\f rfrcussion lock its due superior-
ity over the flint-lock. ill- something of the sentiment,
I imagine, that leads Av^'^'es to slaughter and consume a
wounded comrade. I no ' oner detected a loss of prestige
in the old flint-lock than I underwent a radical change of
heart and rated it as a clumsy imposition. In fact, I

experienced such an antipathy toward it that I wrenched
the barrel from the stock and determined to blow it out
of its similitude to a gun barrel. I took a chum into
my confidence and we fixed upon the coming Fourth of
July, but a few days distant, to execute the intention.
Very early in the morning, while all the country-side was
yet wrapped in slumber, we went to a lofty, rockv emi-
nence, taking the gun barrel, a half-pound canister of
finest rifle powder, a quantity of plaster of paris, paoer
and matches. Emptying the Contents of the canister into
the barrel, followed by a paper wad. we moistened the
plaster and rammed it down in small installments, until
it came within about a foot of the muzzle, a solid obstruc-
tion. Near the summit of the ledge was a huge rock
which rested upon a solid rock base and which some big
convulsion had split vertically. The two sections were
separated several inches, and into this crevice we inserted
the gun barrel, the muzzle down and resting firmly upon the
base rock. Over the breech pan we placed a strip of paper,
putting a little heap of powder on it, directly over that in
the pan. Applying a match to one end of the paper we
ran to the shelter of an overhanging rock and awaited
developments. Nor did we wait long ; soon there came a
detonation that echoed among the Mils and re-echoed
through the silent woodland, followed by the cackling of
fowls and the lowing of kine roused by this untoward
demoristration. The morning air was heavy with smoke
and stifling with the fumes of nitre as we emerged from
cur shelter and proceeded to look" for souvenirs of the
event. Of a sudden, with a mighty swish and a blood-
curdling shriek, something came down from the o'er-
canopying blackness and half buried itself in the rocky
hillside. It was the old gun barrel, and, when we pulled
it out, we found that, aside from scratches superficially
received, it was perfectly uninjured. The force of that
ti-emendous charge of powder, expended upon the un-
yielding surface of solid rock, had, by its recoil, sent the
barrel, like a mighty arrow, some thousands of feet up
into the circumambient ether. Where, among latter day
stub and twist or chokebores, can a barrel be found that
would survive such a test?

Samuel Mansfield Stone.

Kansas Prairie Chickens.

Leavenworth, Kan., Aug. 27.—A hunting party, of

which A. Maduska, D. R. Anthony, Jr.,. Albert Schill-
ing and Carl Schilling were members, returned yester-
day from western Kansas with a bag of 51 prairie

chickens. The chicken shooting has not been satisfac-

tory this year, many other hunters returning with empty
bags. While on this trip Mr. Maduska had a narrow
escape from serious injury or possible death by the burst-
ing of his gun. Maduska's dog had just pointed a
covey of chickens. As the birds raised Maduska downed
one bird with the right barrel and covering a second bird
pulled the trigger. At the discharge of the gun the
shooter reeled back, badly stunned. Upon investigation
it was found that the gun had burst at the breech. A
large piece of the metal flew off and went whistling
through the air with the noise of a piece of shrapnel,
so says Charles Kulp, who was standing by Maduska
when the explosion occurred.

That Mr. Maduska escaped serious injury was a piece
of great good fortune. He has been an ardent sports-
man for the past 40 years and never before had such
an accident. Curiously enough, the shot which caused
the gun to burst also killed a prairie chicken.

All oommtinications intended for Forest and Strkau should
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Shootirg Seascn.

Chicago. Aug. 29.—A sudden drop has taken place

in the angling ardor of this community, and instead of

going fishing everybody now is getting ready to go
shooting. I do not know where all the bird dogs come
from, but T have seen more in the last two days than

for the last six months put together before that time.

I

, As nearly as can be told there is going to be an un-
usually large exodus of chicken and duck shooters Sept.

T. It seems to be the general belief that we are not go-

ing to have much chicken shooting in Illinois this year,

and our duck shooters practically agree that we cannot
count on much shooting at ducks in this part of the

world any more.
I presume that there ate some localities In Illinois

where very descent chicken shooting will be had, but
of those who arc making preparations now for a chicken
shoot, a very large proportion are figuring on going
outside of this State. One party of more than twenty
shooters from different portions of the State of Michi-
gan stopped off here in Chicago yesterday and are go-
ing on west to-morrow. Nearly all of these gentlemen
will shoot in South Dakota at dififerent points, a good
many of them going out along the line of the Milwau-
kee and St. Paul Railway. There will also be .a good
many shooters who will go to Minnesota for their open-
ing hunt. Wisconsin will get its usual proportion, and
it is to be said that there is much better chicken hunt-
ing in Wisconsin than is generally known or advertised.

I have not heard from my old chicken shooting com-
panion, Mr. Neal Brown, of Wausau, Wis., this fall, but
suppose that he has no chickens this year, or that he
has no chicken dog. I am afraid the old meat dog
of my old friend, Jim Varncy, at Babcock, has passed
in his checks before now.

The Crop.

It is too early as yet to make any confident predic-

tions in regard to the chicken crop. The impression is

that it is as good as it has been tor the last two or

three years over most of the West. It is perhaps bet-

ter in Minnesota than it has been for many years. There
will be a few birds left in Iowa, but Iowa is not a model
of excellence in the enforcement of game laws. South
Dakota will have as many birds as it had last year. The
law in North Dakota is not stringently enforced, but
there will be birds in most of the old places in that State.

I do not hear much from Nebraska or Kansas, and
think that the prairie chicken is not so prominent there

as it was a few vears ago. Mr. Jason C. Clark, of Okla-
homa City, O. T., tells me that he' nsed to live in Kan-
sas until a year or so ago, and was instrumental in the
framing of the Kansas game law, subject, of course, to

the amendments of the Legislature, as is always in-

evitable. MrT Clark says that there are no prairie chick-
ens now left in lower Kansas, but states that in his newly
adopted home of Oklahoma they have rattling good
ch'cken shooting. He asks me to come down and prove
the truth ofthrs" assertion, and naturally I wish I might
have one more hunt in the beautiful Indian Nations
country, where I used to shoot chickens years ago.

D»g Trafnzfs ia Okldhoma.

Mr. Clark adds that, although they have a great many
prairie chickens left in Oklahoma, he can see the early

finish of the b'rds in that reg'on also, in spite of the

efforts of a great many citizens to break up the illegal

shooting of game in that territory. He states that much
of the destruction of the game there is done by "soon-
ers." whose numbers are.. largely made up of dog train-

ers froni the Southern Statt.'^. He says that last week
a party of 12 dog trainers from Mississippi with more
than 30 dogs, passed through Oklahoma City in search
of chicken co,untr3\ It hardly need be stated that these

men killed very large numbers of bir:ls before the sea-

son opened. Not all of them did work of that kind, but
some of them did. We had a verj^ good instance of

that kind reported in Fojrest and Stream of last week
from the State of Miimesota. Nothing but good work
at game law enforcement by the local men can break up
this "sooner" shooting, and it is much to be hoped that

the men of Oklahoma will lock the door of their game
stable before and not after the horse is stolen.

Testing Mtchfgaij Export Law.

Early last spring William Van Pelt, of Wayne County,
Mich., was convicted of having wild ducks in his pos-

session for the purpose of shipping the same out of the

State. The case was appealed to the Michigan Supreme
CoCirt, which took the ground, now well supported by
many precedents in other States, that the State owns
the game and has a right to restrict its taking and use.

Van Pelt appealed from the Supreme Court of Michigan
to the Supreme Court of the United States, the case go-
ing up on Aug. 25. This case is one of very great in-

terest to all sportsmen and to all legally or personally
concerned with matters of game protection. It has
been stated in my hearing in dozens of instances that

the State of Michigan dared not undertake to enforce
the law prohibiting the export of fish and game. The
result of this case will, it is to be hoped, put an end to

this sort of talk. This case, unfortunately, does not
cover the question of carrying game out of the State, as

:it is understood tliat Van Pelt intended to ship his game
and not carry it with him. None the less, the decision

of the U. S. Supreme Court will be awaited with much
interest. Gradually the game laws of the United States

;are gaining definiteness and acquiring respect.

"Where Shall They Go?

Mr. Sam J. Ryan, of .'\ppleton, Wis., wants some
good readers of Poorest and Stream to help him frame

UP a trip for next year. The readers of Forest and
Stream know everything in the world that is worth
knowing, and I feel sure that Mr. Ryan will get the in-

formation he desires. Ills letter follows:

"Mr. P. M. Conkey and self are planning a long
i^iuioe trip f^rf next yei^r ^ifl4 waot some pointers. We

want to hear from parties who have made trips on the

Albany, Rainy and English rivers northwest of Lake
Superior; also, would like to hear from those who have
made trips on waters in northern Minnesota and on the

Ottawa and Gatineau rivers."

In the Dry Southwest.

Mi\ M. S. Taliaferro, now of Watseka, 111., came into

my office one day this week and stirred me all up.

Mr. Taliaferro and I used to be mixed up in ncAvspaper

work and other things down in White Oaks, New Mex-
ico, something like a quarter of a century ago. He is

now just on his way for a visit to White Oaks, which
point he left some years ago, when all of us had to walk
out of town. He has a brother living down in that coun-
try, and thus knows considerable of what has been go-
ing on in that far off corner of the world as the years

liave been rolling by. I want to go down there some
lime and i-^visit the old places which T knew, but I am
afraid I shall find a country much changed and hardly

so interesting to-day. Mr. Taliaferro tells me that some
of my old friends are dead, and a good many of them
are in the penitentiary. One of them is postmaster at

Las Vegas; one has made a fortune in cattle ranching;

another has got rich out of a mine which we all thought
was worthless; another one has been to Congress a

couple of time. One who was at one time rich is now
clerking in a grocery store in Chicago; and so on, and
so on, Most of the boys who stuck it out have made
their pile long ago, and I reckon Taliaferro and I

missed ]t when we walked out of White Oaks. We used

t ) have to ride 90 miles by stage. Now the Rock Island

road lias built within six miles of the town and has a

station on the Carizozo stock ranch, where Jimmie Al-

cock and I used to hunt antelope, before Jimmie went
back to England. Another railroad runs from El Paso
close to White Oaks. Lincoln County, which used to

be about as Kg as the whole State of Pennsylvania, is

now cut up into three counties. Old Whiteman, the Jew,
is replaced by a number of modern merchandizers. The
town has got plum quiet, and nobody down in that part

of the world is now allowed to wear his six shooter!

These surely must be changes, my countrymen, and
they mark the changes which have gone on all over the

W^est. This part of New Mexico twenty years or so ago
was about as remote from civilization as any in the

United States. You see what it is to-day. I am afraid

I should be a very sad man if I went down to my old

stamping grotinds.

And yet there might be some trout and turkeys down
in the far Southwest even to-day. My friend tells me
that a party of hunters brought in a wagon load of

antelope one day this year. The trout fishing over^ on
the Riodoso, on the Mescallero Apache Reservation,

is said still to be good. My old friend and roommate,
McDonald, now manager of the Carizozo stock ranch,

has plenty of horses and buck-boards these days, as well

as a wife and some children, none of which he had when
I last saw him 20 years ago. Another old friend, Jim
Nabours. once foreman of the Carizozo, after a big ex-

perience in ranching for himself, now has a ranch over

toward the Nogals. Others of the boys are scattered

here, there and everywhere all over the territory. I be-

lieve if I should go down in there I could get a place

to sleep once in a while, and someone to go fishing or

antelope hunting with me. Quie-n sabe?
Quien sabe?—I think I will quit right here. That old

Spanish phrase was one which one heard continually

down at White Oaks, but I have not heard it up here

for more than twenty years. This is a shore funny

world, but on some occasions not altogether as good
as it might be.

A Notable Camera Httntcr.

Hon. Geo. Sliiras, 3d, of Pittsburg, recently passed
through this city on his way home after a sojourn at

liis camp in northern Michigan. Mr. Shiras has this season

ciilarged his famous collection of game photographs by
laany other beautiful specimens. He has now what is

perhaps the most complete and beautiful collection of

photographs of wild game animals ever made in this

part of the country. There are many sportsmen of

America who would be glad to see this series published
in accessible form, and Mr. Shiras has made some rash

promises looking in that direction.

Forestry Convention,

Aug. 29.—At the convention of the American Forestry
Association at Lansing, Mich., yesterday. Gen. C. C. An-
drews, chief fire warden of Minneapolis, read a paper
on the Minnesota system of preventing and checking
forest fires. Other addresses were made by Dr. Gif-

ford. of the New York State College of Forestry; H.
B. Ayres, of Carleton, Minn.; Frank G. Miller, of the

Bureau of Forestry; W. C, Winchester, of Grand
Rapids; H. H. Chapman, of the Minnesota experiment
farm; Grand Master G. B. Horton, of the Michigan
State Grange; Gov. A. T. Bliss, and State Land Com-
missioner Wildey.

St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 30.—The baggagemen of the

Union Depot here say they never saw the like of the
hunting travel. "There's more going out this year than
all that had gone out of here in the last three years,"
said one baggage hustler to me.

I met here this morning Mr. Richard Merrill, of Mil-
waukee, who was just having an interview with State
Warden Sam Fullerton about a shooting permit. Dick
had a nice box full of dogs, some likely looking gun
cases, etc. 'T'd hate to have my men confiscate this

outfit," said Mr. Fullerton, "but we've, sworn in a big
lot of men and they will enforce the license law. Dick
had a permit. I think Sam was sorry. It does him good
to annex a good $400 gun and a crate of dogs once in

a while.

By the way, Mr. Fullerton and T are going up to
Fergus F"alls to see our old friend, Jimmie Jones, who
has about 8,000 acres solid full of prairie chickens
waiting for us. Five dogs—good, cool weather—oh, I

don't know!
Mr. and Mrs. Shattuck .of Minneapolis, are inaugurat-

ing a bad precedent in chicken hunting. They used to

tour in a. hunting wagon. This year it is an automobile.

They have started for South Dakota and will follow

closely the line of the Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad.
If it is getting to be necessary to use an automobile
in chicken hunting, the pace is getting some swift for

the dogs. But I suppose a modern field trial winner
won't mind it.

Among the Eastern sportsmen to make chicken hunt-
ing expeditions into the West for the season now open-
ing, is Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., 14 years of age, but ap-
parently full heir to his father's love for field sports.

The young hunter arrived in Chicago yesterday, and
will, on the hunt, be the guest of H. R. McCullough,
vice-president of the Chicago and Northwestern Rail-
way; Marvin Hughitt, Jr., general freight manager of
the same railway, and Mr. E. W. Cox, all of Chicago.
The start will be made to-day for South Dakota, where
a few days will be spent on the grouse stubbles. After
that the party will return to northern Wisconsin, fish

for a time in waters along the northwestern line. The
first sporting trip of an Eastern boy into the West is

something he never forgets all the rest of his life, and,
although it will be relatively a very tame part of the
West which Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., visits, there is little

doubt he will enjoy himself.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. Ill,

Bill Sewall and the President.
Boston, Aug. 30.—Bill Sewall, of Island Falls, Me., is

the envied of all the Maine guides to-day. He has been
especially honored by President Roosevelt; called to the
President's side by the President himself. Twenty-three
years ago, Theodore Roosevelt, "a raw young chap," as
Bill described him, came down to the camps of Bill in
Maine and spent a hunting season with him. The next
year he came again, and then again, till the yearly visit

came to be a regular annual event. Later Mr. Roosevelt
decided to start a hunting ranch in North Dakota, and
nobody would do like Bill Sewall, his Maine guide and
hunting friend, to manage it. Arrangements were com-
pleted, and the camp was put in charge of Bill Sewall and
his nephew, Wilmot Dow. Later Mrs. Sewall came, ac-
companied l3y Mrs. Dow, to do the cooking and look after

the men. Sixteen years ago the ranch was abandoned, and
the Sewalls and Dows came back to Maine. Naturally
they thought a great deal of Mr. Roosevelt, and Bill now
declares that he always knew that he would be President
some day. They had not seen him since they came back
to Maine. When the President made up his mind to

come to Bangor he sent a telegram to Bill to meet him,
and one of the first things he did on leaving the train

was to ask the chief of police if Bill Sewall, of Island
Fall.s_, was in town. But nobody among the officials had
seen such a man. At the conclusion of a short address
from the steps of the Bangor House, the President said,

by way of conclusion : "Now, I want to act the part of
town crier for a moment. I have a friend lost in the
crowd. If anybody sees Bill Sew^all, of Island Falls,

around this county, I wish they would say to him that I

want him here to lunch with me."
Some one shouted: "He's here now. Governor Powers

has got him." It seems that Sewall and his wife and
Mrs. Dow—Dow having died some years ago—had come
to Bangor, in response to the President's telegram. But
Bill, naturally feeling bashful about coming into the pres-

ence of the President, had kept in the background, till

Governor Powers had found him and dragged him for-

ward, in response to the President's proclamation.
"Indeed, I am glad to see you," said the President, shak-

ing the hand of his old guide.
"You're no gladder'n I be," replied Sewall.
And there was a suspicion of moisture in the eyes of

both men which lent pathos to the spoken words.
"Are you glad you came?" some one asked Bill during

the afternoon.
"I was glad before I came," he dryly answered.
"The last tiine I ate with Bill Sew.ill," explained the

President to some of his friends at the luncheon, "we
dined off a bit of boiled muskrat."
"Muskrat isn't such very bad eatin'," saiJ Bill,

"You remember that we had to eat it fo: want of any
. other meat?"

It seems that on that particular day the hi inters had
traveled far, but had shot nothing but a muskrat.
Mrs. Sewall and Mrs. Dow were presented latei, and a

most pleasant meet.ng it was, with reminiscences and
recollections of adventures almost forgotten by the Prcsi-

, dent. Bill sat at the President's right hand at the luncheon
where the big officials and their wives were assembled, and
after all the old guide was glad that he came down to

Bangor. "I wanted to see him," said Bill, and my wife
she wanted to see him, and we're glad we came."-

It seems that Mr. Roosevelt's appointment to the Civil

Service Commission Avas the incident which led to the
breaking up of the ranch.

"He did not really want the place," said Bill. "He
liked ranch life and lie could make more money from
his books. I told hini he ought to take it, and I remem-
ber I said at the time, 'Take it, it will lead up to other
things. Some daj'- you'll be President.'

"He thought I was joking him then, and he said:
" 'You think more of me than I do of myself.' But

what I said has come true, and he'll be our next Presi-
dent, sure as you're born." Bill is a sort of David Harum,
for quaintness, in his own town; postmaster and general
good fellow. Special.

Shipment of Wcstetn Game.
We printed last week the Department of Agriculture

circular respecting interstate commerce on birds and game.
Paragraph 5, relating to Western game, has been revised
and now reads as follows

:

(5) Western Game.—All the States and Territories
west of the Mississippi River except six prohibit export of
all game protected by local laws. Of the six exceptions,
Louisiana and Texas prohibit export of all game except
a few birds, while Arkansas, Missouri, Montana, and
Wyoming either prohibit export of certain species or prac-
tically cut off export trade in game by means of other re-
strictions! Eastern dealers in ordering or receiving such
game from these States encourage direct violations of
local laws and may render themselves liable to the penal-
ties provided for violating the Federal lavf.,
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Non-Residents.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Having read articles in your columns on non-resident
licenses and thinking that it is a question which deserves

some investigating, not in regard to any one State, but
to all, I wish to ask of the readers three things:

First—Is a non-resident State license law a law which
would prove constitutional in the United States if it

were tried or tested?

Second—Would a non-resident license law be one of

the most effectiial laws with which to protect the game?
Third—Does a non-resident law add to the welfare of

a community in which it is enforced or not?
I wish to see all game protected by laws or 1 incenses

or whatever is best and fair to all persons concerned.
In regard to my first question, does any person know

of a case where this law was tested or Avill some person
who knows explain what is meant in the United States
Constitution Avhcn it saj's in Article IV, Section 2, Clause
I, "The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

privileges and immunities of citizens in the several
States," and again in Article XTV, Section i, "No State
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States."

I have heard of cases where persons were fined for not
taking out the license, but they, like many others I sup-
pose, were more willing to pay the fine than risk send-
ing the case to higher courts, especially so when in

one case where the license if taken out would have cost

$25, and the fine for not taking it was only $10. Laws
are a puzzle to me, particularly in some States where
count}^ licenses exist, and you pay taxes to keep up the
game, stock streams with fish and pay $10 to $20 every
time you cross a line where all the laws have been
changed and altered for the especial benefit of the game
in that particular locality.

Virginia has a law which allows no persons from
Maryland to shoot wild fowl in certain parts of the State
of Virginia unless they first pay for a license, but, again,
it allows all Marylanders who belong to a certain asso-
ciation to shoot without a license. Is this constitutional
and can laws be made to deal differently with dififerent

persons simply because they belong to an association
or not? A smaller matter than being a resident of the
State or not, I think. Let us suppose two hunters, both
from Maryland or any other State, are arrested in Vir-
ginia for hunting without a license, and both are found
guilty of precisely the same violations, but the one
states to the court that he is a member of a certain as-
sociation and is acquitted, while the other, because he
does not belong to it, is convicted.
Now, is a non-resident law the best to protect the

game with? I know that ducks by the thousand are sent
to the market from the State of Virginia. They have
the law on ducks. Some species are hunted there the
year around legall}', and I do not believe any are near
so well protected there as they are in some other States
that have no non-resident license. In some States the
game is protected to a certain extent, but in no case do
I believe it is the non-resident law which does it, but
some other law, such as one which does not allow game
to be shipped from the States, only a certain amount
to be killed by each hunter or no sale of game, and
various other and better laws could be made, I believe.
,In. some instances the non-resident law never was

passed for the protection of game, but wholly for the
protection of the people, that they in their district could
kill all they wished and do with it as they pleased with-
out being afraid some other fellow would get in and get
some for his own use and enjoy a vacation, for I don't
believe very many persons who travel any distance to
hunt could be classed as a game hog or market hunter.
In Maine I have thought the game better protected

than in most any other States; yet they have never
passed the non-resident license law, and I have always
looked at Maine as saying to her neighbors, "Come with
us to hunt or fish and we will treat you as if you were
one of us, giving you all the .show we can." Some other
State laws read about the same as, "Raus mit em!" and
I am much like the Irishman who once had an experience
at a German picnic; always afterward he used to say.
"If you ever go to a German picnic and they begin to
yell 'Raus mit em,' get out!"

I hear that the game in Maine is decreasing, and if

it requires a non-resident license to protect it, I say
put it on, and if my coming with a gun and $20 will
help the game increase more than coming with the gun
alone would, I'll be willing to bring both. But I say
try to show by your laws that you wish to be as fair

with all as you can and that you wish them to come; if

you do.

In regard to the third question, I know very little,

but we may safely say that the men in general who travel
to a distant State to hunt will leave from $25 to $75 in
that State, and many of the same class will cease to visit
a_ State if they think a law exists M'hich is intended to
give them a slight hint not to come or a good pull at
the leg simply for the purpose of making money.

I think most persons go to the States which have no
license and their money goes to the private citizens,
making them better off, but it does not go toward the
game. I also think a lesser number of persons go to
States with the license, but the decrease favors the game.
The money has also decreased especially with the pri-
vate citizens, some of it has gone to the State, but
whether it will ever help the game or not is in many
States a question and in some, I am sure, it never does.

I may be mistaken in a number of ways, but will some
person with more experience and knowledge please
write.

^

WooDHAWK.

Iowa Ptaifie Chickens*

Humboldt, la., Aug. 23.—About a week is left now
before the season opens in Iowa on chickens and ducks,
and sportsmen have been preparing for some time. From
the best iiaformation_ the chicken shooting will not be
above the average this year in Iowa. Storms have done
much damage to tiie young birds in southern and cen-
tral Iowa, and the shooting there will be poor. In the
northern part and especially the extreme northern part
the shooting -jyilji l;_e quite good.' Majiy Ip^yai spoftsfne»

are looking toward Minnesota to give them their chicken
shooting this fall. Reports are coming from all parts
of that State telling of an unusual abundance of chickens,
and as the non-resident license of $10 is somewhat reason-
able, many will journey north.
The usual large amount of "sooner" shooting has been

done this year in Iowa, and State Game Warden Lincoln
has had little tiioney to cope against it. Farmers and
town sportsmen have been blazing away at the half-grown
birds ever since the first of August, as though there was
no law prohibiting it.

Every year which opens the chicken shooting in Iowa
finds the poor man set back a notch further in the line of
successful chicken shooting. The farmers are getting
more and more strict about who hunts upon their lands,
and a bird dog has become almost a necessity, although
when one is lucky enough to know farmers who will
pilot him to the birds it is a great help, but even then one
needs a dog to find the birds which have been shot. A
friend writing to me from southeastern Kansas has the
following, among other things, to say about conditions
there : "There are a few chickens around here, but about
two weeks ago some parties were out killing them off.

We have a few game laws in this State, but there is no
State game warden and very few others. There- is no
effort being made to enforce the game laws, and quail are
shot all winter and summer, too, for that matter."
Commencing September first turtle doves can be shot in

this State, and I hope to- have something to say about
these birds later on. G. J. Bicknelt..

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m Fokest and Stbeau.

No Yowng: D«cfcs in Montana.
Shelby Junction. Mont., Aug'. 26.—Editor Forest and

Stream: This year there are no young dvtcks in this
region. The high prairie in this part of northern Mon-
tana, close to the mountains, is dotted with a thousand
little lakes, on each of which usually breed ducks of
various kinds, and all through the summer two, three
or half a dozen broods may be seen swimming in these
lakes. This year, however, there are none.
The spring and summer, up to mid-July, were extra-

ordinarily cold and rainy, and it is belieA^ed that the en-
tire absence of young birds is due to this fact. Since this
portion of Montana is commonly so great a breeding
ground for ducks the failure of ducks to breed here is

really a serious matter to Western duck shooters gen-
erally. Whether the same weather conditions and the
same absence of breeding took place north of the
boundary line along the mountains, in the Provinces of
Assiniboia and Alberta is not known.
Ducks are already migrating in northern Montana and

people are beginning to shoot them.. F. p.

Connecticut Rail Opening,
^^MiLFORD, Conn., Sept. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The rail season in Connecticut opened Sept. t, and what
its early days will bring forth no man yet knows. The
experience of two shovers on the Housatonic River the
day before the season opened was not encouraging. One
man passing through the grass of one of the best pieces
of ground on the river, and covering territory that it takes
an hour to pass over, started but a single bird. Another
man covering another large strip of grass started only
two birds.

This seems very discouraging as to the breeding of rail
on this particular groimd. If it is true that no birds Avere
bred there this season, the reason is probably to be found
in the wet weather of the early summer which may have
destroyed the eggs or the young birds. It will be in-
teresting to have reports from the shooting at various
points and thus to leam whether similar conditions pre-
vail elsewhere. We shall look with interest for reports
from the marshes at North Haven and at Essex, Conn., as
V/'ell as from other points. F. P.

Tfibble Remembeted How.
Rifle, Colo., Aug. 18.—W, E." Tfibble is the hero of

a desperate hand-to-hand encottnter with two bears, and
that he escaped with his life was due in part to the visit
of President Roosevelt to this part of the country two
years ago. Mr. Roosevelt showed the old guide just
how to give the coup de grace to a bear with the knife.
Tribble. while in the mountains, was surprised by a griz-
zlv. and succeeded in dispatching him a la Roosevelt.
When confronted by another big bear, he dispatched it

in a like manner. Tribble was covered with wounds, but
managed to crawl to his horse, and ride to camp, wherei
he lost consciousness. S

At Moldanga, a village in the Bankura district, a poor
old ryot \yas sitting one morning lately in the front of his
hut. A tiger, which had been committin.g havoc among
the sheep and cattle in the neighboring villages, suddenly
made his appearance and coolly walked into the hut. A
little child, a grandson of the ryot, was in the hut, and
the old man at once rushed inside and was coming out
v/ith the child when the tiger fell upon them. There was';'

a country-made axe close by, and with this weapon the
man fought the tiger for a time, and then stepping out,
shut and bolted the door of the hut from outside. So
"Master Stripes" was made a close prisoner in the
peasant's hut and Avas kept there for several hours until
he could be shot. The old man and his grandchild, who
were severely mauled bv the brute, expired a few days
after the occurrence.—-Asian.

j£ Take inventory of the good things in this issue

» of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was
given last week. Count on what is to come next

|f week. Was there ever in all the world a more
jf abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading?

All corritnunications intended for Fosest and Stream shnald

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Nct*

York, n9( %9 mj mdividusl consected with tlic yaper.

Fish and Fishing*

Some Monster Masfcfnonge,

The present seeins to be a record year for large maski-
nonge. From the vicinity of the Thousand Islands come
reports of catches of very heavy fish. Having no me'ana
of authenticating the stories of these big fellows, I had
determined to pass them by unnoticed until a possible
opportunity should offer for verifying them. In the mean-
time, however, come two stories of even larger fish, about
the verification of which these is no' possibility of doubt.
On Aug. 2i_ the Ontario Department of Fisheries at
Toronto received a magnificent specimen of maskinonge,
over five feet long and weighing fifty-two pounds. It
was caught in the branch of the Rideau River which
passes through Kemptville, by Sam. J. Martin, of Kempt-
ville. Big as this specimen was, it has been cast alto-
gether in the shade by a capture by a French-Canadian.
Mr. Alphonse Allard, at Chateauguay, on the border of
the St. Lawrence, a little west of Montreal. This monster,
which Avas sixty pounds in Aveight, had a girth of twenty-
seven inches. The length of the head from the tip of the
snout to the back of the gill, Avas exactly a foot. It was
sold to a Montreal dealer, and Avas exposed to view in the
shop of T. Charbonneau & Co., of Bonsecours Market.
There have undoubtedly been larger maskinonge caught
than that just reported, but it is claimed that no larger
one has been seen for many years past in the Montreal
markets.

The Philology cf the Masfcioonge.

There are probably almost as many differelit ways of
spelling the name of this fish as there were, up to a fcAV
years ago. of Avriting the name of the fresh-water saJmon
of Lake St. John. I was induced some time ago to pre-
pare a paper for the Royal Society of Canada on the
philology of the ouananiche, giving some tAventy different
spellings of the name, and contending for the general
adoption and use of the form of the word which has
priority in its favor. While upon this free American
soil we have no academy, as they haA-e in France, to arbi-
trarily spell for us all our difficult and scientific names,
but can fearlessly employ as many different orthographical
forms of the same Avord as may tickle our fancy, convetii-
crcc would seem to dictate at least an attempt to arrive
as nearly as possible at uniformity in the spelling of more
or less familiar names.

In the case of Esox nohilior, or Lucius masquinongy,
whose popular title in its original form, like that of the
ouananiche. comes down to us, as correctly claimed by the
late Fred Mather, from its Indian noinehclature, an ap-
parent desire to get away from French orthography has
produced a somewhat similar confusion of language to
that Avhich so long existed in the case of the ouananiche.
The origmal spelling of the Indian name was undoubtedly
"maskmonge." and such it is still officially called in the
statutes of Canada, in which country the fish Avas first
knoAvn and the name originated. According to Bishop
Lafleche, who

_
Avas a recognized authority upon Indian

customs and dialects, and in his early life a dcA^oted mis-
sionary to the NorthAvest, "maskinonge" is derived from
mashk (deformed) and kinonje fa pike), and was applied
to the Esox nobilior by the Indians, because it appeared
to them a deformed or different kind of pike from that
to Avhich they had been accustomed. The river of the
same name that flows into Lake St. Peter, which name
has been extended to the town built at its mouth, and to
the county of which it is the chief place. Avas doubtless
so called from the number of these fish taken in or near
Its estuary, and after their Indian name. And it is a
smgular corroboration of the absolute correctness 'of the
French orthography "m.askinonge," that no less an au-
thority than Dr. James A. Henshall, the author of the
paper on this fish in "American Game Fishes," following
the nomenclature of Dr. Mitchil, and of De Kay in his

I
Fishes of NcAV York," substittJltes for nobilior. as the

I name of this particular species, ma-squinongyf, v^hich. is
about as near as it is possible for English orthography to
go in representing the correct pronunciation of "maski-
nonge. Yet Dr. Henshall claims that by common con-
sent and custom the name is "mascalonge" among the
majority of anglers, and that "mascalonge" it will be for
generations to come. Nor does this mongrel name repre-
sent the full extent of the departure from the original
name. Dr. Henshall mentions, among other forms,
'muscalonge," "muskellunge," "muskallnnge," etc and
a variety of other spellings has been adopted by other
writers.

_
"Muskellunge"—one of the forms already

quoted—is the name employed to designate the species
by Dr. Brown Goode. in his "American Fishes," and is as
far removed from the original name as "Avinninish" is
from 'ouananiche." It may take some time to arrive at
unifornuty

_
in the spelling of Esox nobilior's familiar

name, but it is encouraging to note the general conform-
ity, m recent years, to the name "ouananiche," which is
the statutory designation in the country in which that
fish IS found, and it may be useful to point out that
"maskmonge" is also the statutory form of the name of
another Canadian fish, and, like "ouananiche." has in its
jtavor the undoubted claim of priority of nomenclature.
'I
However, the Bard of Avon, Avhose frequent references
to hook and line shoAvs that he was quite as Avell up in
angling as in botany, is authority for the statement that
"a rose by any other name smells quite as sweet," and
no matter how Ave spell the name of the great game fish
ji the St. LaAvrence, the angler who takes it with be-
coming tackle, will find that he has a foeman worthy of
his steel.

Taci'e for Masfciconge.

t

maskinonge are taken with hand line and trolling

il
Bspoon, and hauled in hand over hand, so that the fish have

*ll Jl''r°
<^PPO''tumty of displaying their game qualities at all.

1 am sorry to say that I have seen the larse brook trout
of some of the finest of our Canadian lakes"" treated in the
same unsportsmanlike manner. When, however, one

J|fishes with an eight-ounce bl^ck bass ro4 an4 brings a
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St. Lawrence maskinonge of thi'rty-two pounds fairly to

gaff on it in twenty minutes, as Dr. Henshall once did,

he has certainly enjoyed twenty minutes of exciting sport,

and has reason to be proud of his achievement. On a

taiit line, the maskinonge often leaps clear of the water,

and being a poAverful fish, requires at this time very care-

ful handling. The great difficulty, with light tackle, is to

keep the maskinonge from running into and entangling

himself in the weeds, rushes, or sunken tree tops in

which he probably lay concealed when he rushed for the

angler's bait. This cannot always be doncj but there is

sport in trying it, and good assistance can be rendered

the fisherman by his guide, who should know enough to

pull for deep water immediately a fish is hooked. The
rod should not be more than nine feet in length, and
eleven or twelve ounces in weight, but the hook should be
fnstencd to the line on a gimp snell, for the teeth of the

fish renders gut impossible of success.

Doctored Carp and Caffisii.

Not very long ago I was dining in a New England hotel

when tlie waiter brought me a portion of fish, which was
:described upon the menu card as bluefish. My companion,
who was a resident of the place, asked me if I knew what
I was eating, and surprised me by the remark that it

was simply carp so prepared and served up as to imitate

the better fish. To the credit of the hotel's culinary de-

partment I am compelled to say that the fish formed by no
n;eans an unsavory dish, and that it was a very fair imita-

tion of bluefish. I am reminded of this misrepresentation

on the part of the hotel people, by reading in a. New
Orleans newspaper of a new fishing traffic which has

sprung up in California, and which is described as being
rapidly developed into a large and paying business along

the lower coast. It consists of the catcliing and selling

of the fiver catfish to a company at three cents per ponnd.

The fish are emptied and then packed in barrels, salted and
shipped to some northern city, where they are chemically

ptepared as to color and flavor, packed in cans, and
labeled and sold as salmon. It is claimed that when
thus prepared for canning, the fish cannot be detected,

cither in flavor or color, from the genuine Pacific coast

salmon. Some of these fish weigh as much as fifty pounds
each, and those engaged in catching them have been
known to earn as much as five dollars a day.

I was expatiating the other day upon the immorality of

the frauds committed upon unsuspecting consumers, who
in this age of shams are offered all kinds of foul imita-

tions with their food, when I was tenderly invited, from
the other side of the dining table, to say what I thought
pf the iniquity of men who impose upon the credulity of

the lower orders of creation, by offering to hungry trout

the tinsel imitation of their natural food, in order to lure

them to their death. But that, as Kipling would say, is

altogether another story ! And fishes are not of those to

whom we are expected to do as we would they should do
t;nto us, are they? That is only one reason why 1

think the question posed to me and the laughter that fol-

lowed it around the table were so very cruel and uncalled
for. Don't you? E. T. D. Chambers.

Fishing in the Attjafa.

Where is the Atbara? Take down youir map of Africa,
find the Nile, and follow it with your finger, past Cairo,

Luxtor, Karnak, the Lower Cataract, Philse, Korosko and
Berber, till you come, about twenty-five miles above the

latter, to what, in the dry season, from about Oct. I to

June I. is an arid bed of sand, lying white and blistering

In the torrid heat, but during the other four months of

:t.he year is a rushing torrent of chocolate-colored mud,
brought from the Abyssinian Alps, six hundred miles

away. Thick as pea soup and dirtier even than the Mis-
souri, it well deserves, at this time, the name given it by
the Arabs, "Bahr el Aswat," or "Black River." Not
entirely waterless is it, however, even in the dry season,
lor, all along its length, where the river bed has been
hollowed out, are found pools, some of which are five

miles long by two hundred yards wide and fifty feet deep.
In these pools lurk crocodiles and hippopotami, and to
them, from the neigliboring desert and mimosa groves,
come the thirsty elephant, the lion, wild ass, rhinoceros,
buffalo, giraffe and antelope of various kinds. They are
full too of huge turtles and strange fish, gamy and fierce,

who will make the angler's nerve thrill in the wild fight
for life and liberty.

Let us "go a-fishing" here—you and I and Sir Samuel
Baker, that plucky Englishman, who, with his no less

phicky wife, is known to, and loved by, all the wild Ham-
ran Arabs, Tokroori- negroes and Base savages of the
land. Let us stand and watch him, as, at one of these
pools, two hundred miles from the mouth, he prepares
himself for the sport. No four-oimce fly-rods and single
gut will do here. His "pole" is a stout bamboo, twenty
feet in leiigth, cut from the banks of the stream. To the
tip is firmly lashed a half-inch brass ring, taken from his
game bag, .ind his huge reel holds two hundred yards of
stout line, to which is fastened, by a yard of coarse gimp,
his largest-sized salmon hook. But we will let him tell

the tale in his own words, for it would be hard to say
A\ hether he handles the pen, the rod or the gun the best.
"In the afternoon I arranged my taclcle and strolled

down to the pool to fish. There was a difficulty in pro-
curing bait ; a worm was never heard of in the burning
deserts of Nubia, neither had I a net to catch small fish

;

I was therefore obliged to bait with pieces of hippo-
potamus." (Imagine catching a hippopotamus for fish
bait!) "Fishing in such a pool as this of the Atbara
was sufficiently exciting, as it was impossible to conjecture
wbat creature might accept the invitation

; but the Arabs
v\'ho accompanied me were particular in guarding mc
against the position I had taken under a willow bush'close
to the water, as they explained that most probably a
crocodile would take me instead of the bait. I accordingly
fished at a few feet distant from the margin, and pres-
ently I had a bite; I landed a species of perch about two
1 ounds weight ; this was the boulti, one of the best Nile
fish mentioned by Bruce. In a short time I had a re-
spectable dish of fish ; but hitherto no monster had paid
me the slightest attention ; accordingly I changed my
fcait, and upon a powerful hook, fitted upon treble-twisted
wire, I fastened an enticing strip of a boulti. The bait
was about four ptjpces, and glistened like silver; the

water was tolerably clear, but not too bright, and with
such an attraction I expected something heavy.
"My float was a large-sized pike float for live bait, and

this civilized sign had been only a few minutes in the

wild waters of the Atbara when bob! and away it went.
J had a very large reel, with nearly three hundrgH yard.s of

line that had been specially made for monsters; down
went the top of my rod, as though a grindstone was sus-

pended on it, and, as I recovered its position, away went
the line, and the reel revolved, not with the sudden dash
cf a spirited fi.sh, but with the steady, determined pull

of a trotting horse. What on earth have I got hold of?
In a few minutes about a hundred yards of line arc out,

and as the creature was slowly but steadily traveling down
the center of the channel, I determined to cry 'halt !' if

possible, as my tackle was extremely stout, and my rod a

single bamboo.
"Accordingly I put on a powerful strain, which was

replied to by a sullen tug, a shake, and again my rod
was pulled suddenly down to the water's edge. At
length, after the roughest haiidling, I began to reel in

slack line, as my unknown friend had doubled in on
me; and upon once more putting pressure upon him or
her, as it might be. I perceived a great swirl in t\ye water,
about twenty yards from the rod. The tackle Avould

bear anything, and I strained so heavily upon my ad-
versary, that I soon reduced the distance; but the water
was very deep, the bank precipitous, and he was still

invisible.

"At length, after much tugging and counter tugging, he
began to show ; eagerly I gazed into the water, to ex-
amine my new acquaintance, when I made out something

below, in shape between a coach wheel and a sponging
bath ; in a few moments more I brought to- the surface,

securely hooked, a monstrous—turtle ! I felt like the
old lady who won an elephant in the lottery; that I had
him was certain, but what was I to do with my prize?

It was at least a hundred pounds weight, and the bank
was steep, and covered with bushes ; thus it was impos-
sible to land the monster, that now tugged and dived with
the determination of the grindstone that his first pull had
suggested.
"Once I attempted the gaff, but the trusty weapon that

had landed many a fish in Scotland, broke in the hard
shell of the turtle, and I was helpless. My Arab now
came to my assistance, and terminated the struggle. Seiz-

ing the line with both bands, utterly regardless of all re-

monstrances (which, being in English, he did not un-
derstand), he quickly hauled our friend to the surface
and held him, struggling and gnashing his jaws, under
the steep bank. In a few moments the line slackened, and
the turtle disappeared. The fight was over ! The sharp
horny jaws had bitten throttgh treble-twisted brass wire
as clean as though cut by shears. My visions of turtle

soup had faded."
But "fortune favors the brave," so let us try oUr luck

with him again, but this time at the close of the rainy
season, when the river is rapidly receding, to its former
state of dryness. We are camped at the junction of the
Atbara with the Till, a small stream whose waters are
falling fast. At the mouth^of the Till are huge boulders,,

past which the swift current foams and eddies. A "pot
hole" in the rocks at the water's edge has been emptied
of sand and pebbles, and filled by our Arab gamins with
fresh water and live bait, caught in a pool in the Till, and
we are ready for the sport.

"I chose a little fellow about four inches long to begin
with, and delicately inserted the hook under the back
fin. Gently dropping my alluring and livelj' little friend
m a deep channel between the rocks and the mouth of
the Till, I watched my large float with great interest, as,

carried by the stream, it swept past the corner of a large
rock into the open river ; that corner was the very place
where, if I had been a big fish, I should have concealed
myself for a sudden rush upon an unwary youngster.
The large green float sailed leisurely along, simply indi-

cating, by its uneasy movement, that the bait was playing

;

and now it passed the point of the rock and hurried
round the corner in the sharper current toward the open
river. Off it went ! Down dipped the tip of the rod, with
a rush so sudden that the line caught somewhere and
broke

!

"Well, that was a monster!' I exclaimed, as I recov-
ered the inglorious line; fortunately the float was not lost,

a? the hooks had been carried away at the fastening to
the main line; a few yards of this I cut off, as it had par--

tially lost its strength from frequent use.

"I replaced the hooks by a little larger set, with' the

stoitest gimp and swivels, and once more I tried my
fortune with a bait exactly resembling the first. In a

short time I had a brisk run, and quickly landed a fish of

about twelve pounds; this was a species known to the

Arabs as the 'bayard' ; it has a blackish green back, the

brightest silver sides and belly, with very peculiar back
fins, that nearest the tail being a simple piece- of flesh

free from rays. This fish has four long hutfmles in

the upper jaw, and two in the lower. t haw
frequently seen the 'bayard' of sixty or seventy pOttfldss

weight, therefore I was not proud of my catch, and recOttt-'

menced fishing. * * * I chose from my aquarium a;'

fish of about half a pound; I dropped this in the river

about twenty yards above the mouth of the Till, and
allowed it to swim naturally down the stream, so as to
pass across the Till junction, and descend the deep chan-
nel between the rocks. For about ten minutes I had no
run ; I had twice tried the same water without success

;

nothing would admire my charming bait; when, just as it

had reached the favorite turning point at the extremity
of the rock, away dashed the line, with the tremendous
rush that follows the attack of a mighty fish. Trusting
to the soundness of my tackle. I .struc1< hard, and fastened
my new acquaintance thoroughly, but off he dashed down
the stream for about fifty yards at one rush, making fof
a narrow channel between two rocks, through which the;

stream ran Ifke a mill race. Should he pass this chaw-'

nel, T knew he would cut the line across the rock; there--

fore, giving him the birtt, I held him by luain fofCev ^ndl

by the great swirl in the water, I knew I was brii!giii'rg

him to the .surface; but just as I expected to .see him, My
float having already appeared, away he darted in another
direction, taking a hundred yards of line without a check.
I at once observed that he must pass a shallow sand bank,
favorable for landing a heavy fi.sh; I therefore checked
him as be reached this spot, and followed him down the
bank, reeling up line as I ran parallel to his course. Nol*
came the tug 6f war ! I knew my hooks were good, and
my line sound, therefore I was determined liot to let him
escape beyond the favorable ground; so I ptff a strairs

upon him, that after much struggling brought to the sur-
face a great shovel head, followed by a pair of iWoadl

silvery sides, as I led him gradually to shallow water.-

Bacheet now cleverly sectired him b}^ the gills, and
dragged him ashore. He was' a splendid 'bayard,' of at
l«ast forty pounds weight. I laid my prize upon some
green reeds, and covered it carefully with the same cool
m.aterial. * * * I put on a large bait, and threw it

about forty yards up stream, and allowed the float to

sweep the water in a half circle, thus taking the chances
of dift'erent distances from the shore. For about half an
hour nothing moved; I was just preparing to change my
position, wheil out rushed my line, and, striking hard, I

believed I had fixed the old gentleman himself, for I had
no control over him whatever; holding him was out of
the question; the line flew through my hands, cutting '

them till the blood flowed, and I was obliged to let the
fish take his own way; this he did for about eighty yards,
when he suddenly stopped. This unexpected halt was a
great calamity, for the reel overran itself, having no drag,
and the slack of the line caught the handle just as he
rushed forward again, and with a jerk that nearly pulled
the rod from my hands, he was gone

!

"I found one of the large hooks broken short off; the
confounded reel I The fisli was a monster ! Putting on
another bait, in a few minutes I had a tremendous rush,,

and about a hundred and fifty yards of line ran off the
reel, without my being able to* stop it. I followed along
the bank, holding hard, and after about half an hour of
difference of opinion, the fish began tO' show itself, and I

coaxed it into the shallows ; here it was cleverly managed
by Bacheet, who lugged it out by the tail. It was an
ugly monster, of about fifty pounds, a species of silurus

(first cousin to the catfish), known to the Arafa as the
'coor." It had lungs resembling delicate branches of red
coral, and, if kept moist, will live upon the grotJJidl for

many hours, like an eel. It smelt strongly of musk; bud
was gladly accepted by the Ara!bs. * * *

"This afternoon I took the rod, and having caught a'-

beautiful silver-sided fish of about a poitnd weight, 1
placed it upon a large single hook fastened under the
lin. In about an hour I had a run, but upon striking. I

pulled the bait out of the fish's mouth, as the point of the

hook had not touched the jaw. I wound up slowly for

about thirty yards, hoping that the big fellow would fol-

low his lost prize, as I knew him to be a large fish by his

attack upon a bait of a pound weight. I found my bait

was killed, but having readjusted the hook, I again cast it

in the same direction, and slowly played it toward me.
I had him ! He took it immediateh'-, and I determined
to allow him to swallow it before I should strike. With-
out a halt, aboitt a hundred yards of line were taken at

the first rush, toward the middle of the river; he then
stopped, and I waited for about a minute, and then fixed

him with a jerk that bent my bamboo like a fly-rod. To
this he replied by a splendicl challenge. In one jump he
flew about six feet oitt of the water, and showed himself

to be one of the most beautiful fish I had ever seen ; not
one of those nondescript antediluvian brutes that you ex-
pect to catch in these extraordinary rivers, but in color

like a clean-run salmon. He gave tremendous play, sev-
eral times lc?Rping out of the water and shaking his headi

furiously to free himself from the hook ; then darting,

away with eighty or a hundred yards of fresh line, until!

he was at last forced to yield to the tough and elastic

bamboo, and his deep body stranded upon the fatal shal-

lows, Bacheet was a charming lad to land a fish; he was
always quiet and thoughtful, and neA^er got in the way of

the line. Tliis time he closely approached him from be-
hind, slipped both his hands along his side, and hooked
bis fingers into the broad gills; thus he dragged him
splashing through the shallows, to the sand bank. What
a beauty! What was he? The color was that of a sal-

mon, and the scales were not larger in proportion ; he was
about fifty pounds in weight. The back fin resembled that

»f a perch, with seven rays; the second dorsal fin had
fourteen rays; the head was well shaped, and small in

proportion to the body; the eyes were bright red, and
shone like rubies, and the teeth were very small. * * *

This species of fish is considered by the Arabs to be the
best in the rivisr; it is therefore called Et Baggar 'the

cow.'
"

And so ends our day's sport, and we return to our
(:a,rap under the huge raimo&a trees, and smoke our restful
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pipe, and watch the Sofi Arabs quarreling and fighting
over the distribution of our da3''s spoils, while the sun
sets behind the Nubian desert, and the goats bleat with
terror as the hollow boom of the lion's roar comes rever-
berating over the sandy waste. H. P. U.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Missouri Bass Streams.

Mr. H. K. Kuhn, of Bohvar, Mo., writes very pleasantly
in regard to the bass fishing in his part of the world. This
Ozark country is one of the best sporting regions now
left in the West, and the excellence of the fishing to be
found in parts of Missouri is something which does not
seem to be realized by our anglers, many of whom go
m.uch' further and fare much worse. Mr. Kuhn's letter
follows

:

"I was raised on the Chesapeake Bay, and thought it

was the proper thing to pull in three croakers at a time,
hand over hand, in about twenty feet of water ; but after
an experience of about twenty years with regulation rod
and reel and the black bass, I now consider it very tame
sport.

/'Dr. Richard Winn, dentist ; Mr. Ed. Schofield, brother
cf General Schofield, and myself, made a trip last fall,

starting Oct. 15, from this place, to Camden county to
the Niomqui, or, as the natives call it, Miongo. We
traveled sixty miles by wagon, a fourth of the way over as
pretty roads as you ever saw, the rest very rough. We
were in the Ozarks. The weather was perfect, and the
different colors the foliage presented were grand—yellow
hickories and sumac, green cedars, brown and green
oak, and the grandest of all, the sugar maple with its rain-
bow tints. The river as clear as it could possibly be and
the perpendicular bluffs and the dark water at their base,
produced a scene which caused us all time and again to
express our admiration and reverence.
"We had a great time. The first three hours we caught

seventy small-mouths about one and a quarter pounds
average; this was under the dam. We had use for these
hsh, but conclr.ded to seek for larger ones in the pools.
We found them, and I wish to give you the last half day's
experience.

^ "Dr. Winn and the driver went together and Mr.
Schofield and myself. Mr. Schofield and I had not very
good luck the first couple of hours of early morning, and
we changed our location. We passed Dr. Winn and he in-
vited us to join him, as he said he 'was gelt'ng them,' but
we refrained—did not like to spoil a good thing. He had
gone up and down a mountain to get to his position, but
he was rewarded. Mr. Schofield and I also climbed a
m.ountain, and walked across a small valley, and there lay
a most lovely pool, a 150-foot perpend.cular bluff for
shade. We commenced at one end of it, and they were
biting. Mr. Schofield had knee boots. I had waders.
T saw a very likely looking place, if I could get to it, and
with considerable trouble I made it. The bluff made a
perfect right angle about thirty feet from where I stood.
The water was deep, and I thought where the bluff turned
was the proper place. My minnows were a remnant,
rather small, but the bass took them rapidly. I caught
probably forty or fifty, but did not count them. As the
bait was getting very trifling, and I had one very large
wide-mouth chub, I thought I would try him, and so
hooked him through the upper lip and cast him over.
The water just boiled where the chub fell. To be as brief
as possible, the bass that happened to get the bait was
landed in due form, and was a four-pounder. The min-
j-.ow was not dead, and I put him in service again. Same
result; another four-pounder. The minnow was pretty
badly chewed and dead, but after taking a fresh 'holt' in
his mouth, and smoothing him out a litde, I made a long
cast beyond the corner and reeled rapidly. Result, a
tremendous strike, and a well-hooked fish ; I said to my-
self 'I have an elephant this time.' I finally brought him
to the edge of the water at my feet and secured him. We
estimated his weight at y^i pounds. Mr. Schofield has
fished on the Niomqui since boyhood, and is now forty-
three. He said it was the largest black bass he ever saw.
Dr. Winn said the same, and the natives concurred.
"Mr. Schofield had a nice string. When we got to

camp the driver and Dr. Winn had struck camp and were
waiting for us. We already had a fine supply of fish, but
this fresh lot helped things greatly, and we arrived
home witli plent>' for our friends and neighbors after an
eight days' trip. The large bass were caught on a No. i

Sproat.

"W. H. Talbot, of reel fame, was to have accompanied
us, but sickness prevented. We contemplate another trip
about Oct. IS, and Mr. Talbot is billed for it,"

Seated by Bear Bails.

Aug. 23.—Two Chicago gentlemen, Mr. Charles Tripp,
of the Auditorium Hotel and Julius French, of the French
Car Spring Co., went hunting last week out in the White
River country of Colorado. They did not come back at
once, and naturally had no way of communicating with
their friends in Chicago. Another party passing over
the country which they had traversed found two horses
^hot in the head. These gentlemen took great alarm and
promptly telegraphed to Chicago that in all likelihood
Mr. French and Mr. Tripp had been killed, since these
horses might, could, should or would have been theirs.
To-day the comforting advice is received by their Chicago
friends that the above named hunters are quite safe and
have not been killed by train robbers, as was hurriedly
supposed. I suppose that perhaps the searching party
discovered a couple of horses which had been killed for
bear baits. Such things have been in the mountains, but
there is no use getting excited over it.

Peaches and Cream and Grizzlies.

I have located my long-lost grizzly in several different
parts of the West. He is down in the Wahsatch spurs in
Utah. Also he used to be in the Salmon River country
( f Idaho, but I think he moved. The Seven Devils'
Mountains once held him, but I am not sure that he is
there to-day. The Crazy Mountains, where a 1,700-pound
bear is stated to have been killed, also for a time appealed
to me. Of course lower California might do, but that
is too uncertain. Then there is my beloved Two Medi-
^ipe CQur(tr,Y V|> in Montatiia, and also the Yermillio,t^

River country, west of the main range in Montana. I
have not had time to go to all these places after my bear,
ard maybe now I will postpone it. A man by the name
of W. A. Hill came into my office this morning and tells
me that he knows where my bear is, beyond the shadow
of a doubt. It is out along a tributary of the Snake
River m Oregon. There is a little valley where the
settlers raise peaches and cream and have goose hair for
pillows. At the upper end of this valley there are some
big snowy mountains, flanked by bad lands, worse than
those of Dakota or Montana. In these mountains are
some mountain sheep, a good many deer and some bears

;

not little bears, but big ones; not black bears, but silver-
tips, which some call grizzlies, which we used to call
"platado'' in New Mexico—but anyhow I ng-toed bears,
which will scrap, and which will kill a horse or steer when
they are hungry, as the settlers of my little valley will
testify. Now it seems to me if I could find a country
where peaches and cream and grizzlies grew all together,
and where five-pound trout came along as a matter of
course, I ought not to have any kick coming whatever. I
will have to ask the lady who is my side partner in bear
hunting whether she has lost any grizzly, and if so we
may visit this enchanted valley one of these years.
As instancing the size of the bears in this newly dis-

covered country, I may state that last year one was killed
which weighed 800 pounds. This was a pretty good bear,
but it is nothing to the one killed by a settler this sum-
mer. My informant, Mr. Hill, could not give me the
name of the rancher who killed this bear, but he knew
the facts very well. The old grizzly came down into the
rancher's corral and killed a two-year-old steer, which he
proceeded to eat up. This made the farmer some hot, and
he immediately started after his gun. The aforesaid gun
was a short-barreled squirrel rifle, carrying a bullet about
the size of a .32 caliber, a plain, unvarnished gun which
loaded at the top and had to be capped at the bottom, after
the fashion of our forefathers' weapons. Thus equipped
the irate farmer walked out to the pen. within fifteen
yards of the grizzly, and took a shot at him. He' shot
him straight through the heart, and, strange as it may
stem, one shot was enough for Bruin. He sank down
and never got up at all. The bullet passed through the
heart and lodged in the ribs on the opposite side. This
bear weighed 1,400 pounds, according to Mr. Hill, who
Slates that his information was correct. It's a good bear
story, anyhow. Think of a bear like that, with peaches
and cream and five-pound trout on the s dc! This world
is not such a cheerless place after all.

la Differdnt Directions

It is one of my personal ambitions to entirely break
down the commercial system of the world and send every-
body out to live chiefly hunting and fishing. Among
other efforts in that line this week I have sent one Florida
gentleman to Texas for bird shooting and tarpon fishing;
one Chicago gentleman to New Brunswick after moose,
and seven gentlemen of assorted localities out to Minne-
sota after chickens and ducks ; that is to say, all these
start at the opening of the respective seasons. Mv moose
man is Mr. T. W. Robinson, of the Illinois Steel Co., this
city, who goes in with Adam Moore, or rather Jack
Moore, Adam's son, on his newly located moose range in
the Serpentine country of New Brunswick. Mr. Robin-
sen and I have just had a pleasant time in talking over the
details of his oiitfit, route, etc. I am sure he will get his
moose, and I wish he would get the rest of mine if he
sees it lying around in there anywhere.

About Fly Tying.

Mr. Jeptha G. Dunlap, a long-time reader of the
Forest and Stream, writes from San Jose, Cali., in

the matter of the tying of artificial flies, his communi-
cation being as follows:
"For a long time I have wanted some one to tell me

something which, so far, I have been unable to deter-
mire for myself. Through Forest and Stream I see
that you have become interested in the art of artificial

fly-making, and I infer, therefore, that you are in a
position to know or ascertain the facts in the case.
Seme years ago, without other instruction than I

ol)ta ned from Forest and Stream and one or two
books mentioned in its columns, I took up fly-making
with the result that I am able to construct a fly that I

need not be ashamed of in comparison with some pro-
fessional work. According to instruction I have always
appl'ed shellac varnish to the head of my flies, giving
theiii at intervals of eighteen or twenty-four hours two
or three coats. Often, but not always, this varnish turns
white as snow when the fly is put in the water, and this
spoils the appearance and probably the usefulness of the
lure. What I wish to know is the cause of this and
why the varnish sometimes turns white and sometimes
not. I always use the orange or brown shellac dissolved
in alcohol, except occasionally, when I wish the tying
thread to show its color, in which case I use the clear
shellac.

"Is there any satisfactory substitute for shellac with
which to coat the heads of artificial flies? If so be kind
enough to tell me what it is and if possible how to pre-
pare it.

"Could you not kindly give a detailed description of
the Onoudago pattern of black bass fly, to which you
refer in the Forest and Stream of June 21, which would
enable one to make the fly; giving wing, body, tail,

hackle, tinsel, etc. It would add very much to the in-

terest if, when special flies not commonly known, are
mentioned by various writers, they would give a full de-
scription of them in accordance with the usual formula."
J am afraid that I am so much of a novice in the art

of fl3'-tying that I cannot be of much assistance to Mr.
Dunlap.
As to the pattern for the Onondago fly, I would say

the body is made of white silk—in some which I had of
white cotton covered with white silk. The fore part of
the body is black and the hackles are black, and the wing
is black and white tip, of magpie feathers. The body is

tied very full and heavy, and in some patterns of the
Onondago is ribbed with silver tinsel, or rather, a silver

gimp or cord. The hook used was a No. 4 O'Shaunessy
with fiat wire. The whole was very heavy and in-

deed clumsy, although very powerful. The body be-

C-oiTse? wgter-SQ^l^edt ]Vi V^e ^nd the fly i$ so heavy

that it is awkward to cast. It sinks almost at once on
striking the water. I should think a fighter body could
be used with good eft'ect. This fly is tied with a tag, a
few filaments of the magpie feather, black with white
tip. I found the fly very effective on small-mouth bass
m the Mississippi River. It makes a large and rath«
showy lure in the water.

Southeraers Going North.

Judge Warwick Hough, of the Circuit bench, St.
Louis, Mo., outfitted in Chicago this week for a trip
of a few weeks at Plum Lake, Wis., where he goes with
his son, Warwick Hough, Jr. They take cottages at the
O. W. Saynor place on Plum Lake, and hope to inter-
view muscaflunge as well as a good many bass before
they get back home.

• The Largest Muscallunge.

The largest muscallunge of this season was probably
that taken by Dr. E. C. Williams, of Chicago, in Pelican
Lake, Wis. This fish measured 52 inches in length and
32 inches in girth, the latter measurement proving it a
very deep and heavy fish. Its weight was 41 pounds
four hours after it was taken. This was actual weight
and not guess work. The captor, who has fished mus-
callunge a great deal in different Wisconsin lakes, savs
this is the largest muscallunge he ever saw. He has
taken several other good fish in Pelican Lake this year.

Back from the Magnet-wan,

Mr. F._ L. Brown and party, of Cincinnati, are back
from their boating trip down the Magnetawan River of
Canada. They got through all right in spite of a self-
advertised guide, who proved to be a very poor guide
indeed and a still worse cook. But for the 'kindly ofiices
of one of the Government wardens, the party might
have had rather a dismal time, but as it was, they are
very much pleased with their experience.

From West Virgicia.

Mr. H. E. Thorns, of Huntington, W. Va., is pass-
ing a short time in this city.

. Mr. Thoms saws that
West Virginia is one of the most delightful places in
America for a residence, and that it offers a wide var'ety
pf sport. The deer and turkey hunting is good in many
localities, and the trout fishing, he says, is as good as
anyone could ask; that is, of course, for the speckled
brook trout, the same fish which is known in the North.
Mr. Thoms is an occasional visitor to the wilder por-

tions of the West, and is something of a cow-puncher
himself, having acquired the art of roping to such ex-
tent that he can pick up any foot he likes" of an animal
or make a neck throw with but few failures. He finds
his chief difiiculty in getting horses which Avill not tangle
themselves up or get the rider into grief after the catch
IS made. £. Hol-gu.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

A Cast.
The cast made by the vibrating rod, as it propels foot

after foot of silken thread forward and straight away, the
line ends up in a gentle curve of gossamer-like gut' until
the curve has spent its force in its effort to force the
leathered hooks out upon the air where they, hesitating
for a moment, like tired insects uncertain how to shape
their course, drop exhausted and fluttering upon the
water Deep down in the pool the watchful trout has
seen the shadow of the flies upon the surface above him.
he has seen them slowly descending upon the water.
Nearer and nearer they come, and with a swish of his
powerful tail he gathers the speed of an arrow and meets
them with distended jaws as thev drop upon the glassy
surface of the stream. A twitch of the rod and the barb
is set; the prick of the hook and the haul of the leader
upon the jaw sends the fish in terror to the deepest part
of the pool, where he so many times has fled for safety
before. But it is different this time, for tug as he may,
that iron point encased in feathers remains fixed in his
jaw, and it is endeavoring to lift him toward the surface.
With a mighty effort he rushes up stream, not, however,
with the speed and freedom heretofore, because of the
thing that ceaselessly strains at his jaw. He stops in
that hole behind the rock where he so often has poised
himself ready for the prey brought down in the swift
water. But he gets no peace there, the everlasting strain
and haul of that gaudy, deceptive lure is still drawing him
inch by inch down stream. The restraint becoming too
great, he again rnadly rushes up stream, ending his rush
with a mad leap in mid air. All to no avail, however,
for as he once more plunges back into the stream, the
strain is again felt. Resist as he may, yet does he Vicld
to its invisible draft until, as drawn toward the surface,
he sees in clear relief his arch enemy—naan, and becom-
ing frantic with fear plunges here, there, up stream, now
down stream, anywhere in the air or water to work free
from his bondage. But a shis strengths fails, so does he
yield faster and faster to the wizard who stands knee
deep in the stream above him. Once more he leaps free
of the water and with a despairing shake of his jaws at-
tempts to dislodge the lure. He fails, falls, back ex-
hausted, and resting upon his side is drawn toward the
net and feels himself lifted from the water. A breaking
of his neck and his life goes out.

Charles Cristadoro.

Remarkatle Gtowth of Brook Trout.

Bozeman, Mont., Aug. z^.—EdUor Forest and Stream:
Four years ago I furnished some brook trout fry (5".

fontinalis) to State Senator C. W. Hoffman, who put
them in a spring pond on his ranch a mile from Bozeman.
Last summer he caught several that weighed from two
to two and a half pounds. Yesterday his son, Mr, Eugene
Hoffman, caught one on the fly that was 21 inches long, 13
inches girth, and weighed 4^ pounds down weight. The
fish was presented to me and I can vouch for the measure-
ments and weight as being correct. This is quite a
remarkable growth for a four-year-old and proves that the
Eastern brook trout is well adapted for the waters of
Montana, as shown in this and other instances coming
>vithix\ my I«;novfledge ynd observation.

' James 'K tfEws^Ai^u
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Galveston Fishingf^

Galveston^ Aug. 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

There have been several weeks of high water in the

Brazos and Trinity rivers that muddied the Gulf shore

Waters as far as Galveston and drove the fish out to clear

' water, but notwithstanding we have had a fair season,

iis our gamiest fnsh, the Spanish mackerel, put in ap-

pearance earlier than usual. They are unusually large, and

we have had them since in April. Just now the fishing

is superb. Mr. Jake Davis, a member of our club, was
on the Rocks day before yesterday from 2.30 to 6 P. M.,

and with a man he had with him brought in S7 fi"^

mackerel, Davis caught ro and several over four pounds
each. The largest mackerel I have seen this season was

5^4 pounds.
Seven of the members of the cU'b and a visitor spent

three hours and a half on the Rocks one afternoon and
brought back ninety-six Spanish mackerel, a 9-pound
redfish, one large pompano, three trout and a sheeps-

head; and caught two blue sharks about four feet long

each. The whole party had had all the rod and reel fish-

ing and exercise they wanted and were ready to leave

-for town half an hour before sundown. Of the partj^,

H. K. Rowby, the genial ticket agent of the Union
Depot, and John W. Keenan, the local agent of the

Galveston office of the Waters. Pierce Oil Co., fished

together, putting their catch in the same bags, and they
caught 47 mackerel and the redfish, beside wrestling with
and losing tackle to several loafing tarpon that were
too heavy for mackerel rigs. Not a jackfish was hung,
strange to say, as we have generally to dispose of several.

There is many a man who, if he knew of it, would
be glad to come a thousand miles to wrestle with a
jackfish or shark or tarpon, standing on a granite rock
six miles out in the Gulf of Mexico.

Tt is strange that so few fishermen know of the fish-

ing we have at Galveston. There is no other place in

America that deep sea fishing can be had for the rod
and reel from a comfortable footing on a flat rock,
many of the rocks six to eight feet square, and so ad-
jacent that you can follow }'^our big fish along for a hun-
dred yards if you wish. The jetties are some nine miles
from the wharves, just far enough to keep out the pot
fishers and loafers, yet within an hour's run for a good
launch. The tarpon club is small and has only one boat,

but it is a fine seaworthy launch, carrying a dozen
fishermen. It leaves for the jetties every day at one
o'clock when the weather is suitable for fishing, and
nearly everj' day some of the members go at four o'clock
in the morning and get back in time to do a day's work.
We have an enthusiastic set of fishermen who are al-

ways glad to welcome the stranger within our gates
who is of the rod and reel craft, and to give him the
best advantages we can for fishing.

We are expecting Mr. Waddell, the tarpon man, of

Kansas Cit}^, in September, to try King Tarpon from the
Rocks or in the usual way from a boat, as he may prefer.

A. B. Homer, of Prouts Neck, Me., is trying to ar-
range to wet his line in Gulf waters before the season
is over. Dr. A. F. Sampson, a fisherman from away
back, came all the way from San Francisco this season
and reeled in Spanish mackerel until he cried enough.

G. E. Mann,
President of Galveston Tarpon Club.

Pike, Pickerel, Mascalonge. f

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read with much interest your article in Forest

AND Stream for July 19, on "Pike, Pickerel, Mascalonge."
The article is very instructive. It is too bad that the
legends for the illustrations got mixed, and I am glad to
see the slip corrected in your issue of July 26.

A few additional corrections are needed to put the mat-
ter entirely right. Taking the cuts in your issue of July
26, the three heads (Figs, i, 2 and 3) are all correctly
labeled. The first or upper full-length figure is appar-
ently from a very poor drawing of the Western brook
pickerel, whose scientific name is Esox vermiculatus. The
next figure is properly labeled. The third is the pike
{Esox lucius), while the last is the common muskallunge
(Esox viasquinongy)

.

The pike family {Esocidce) contains a, single genus
{Esox) with seven species. One of them {Esox lucius)
is cosmopolitan, it being found throughout northern re-
gions in America, Europe and Asia. The remaining six
species are confined to North America. No species of the
family is known from Africa, and it is very improbable
that any occurs there.

This family has in most recent fish literature been
called Lucidce, the name being based upon the generic
name Lucius, which was supposed to be the proper one.
But it appears that Linnseus, in characterizing his genus
Esox evidently had in mind the common European fresh-
water pike (which is also our common pike). That
species must therefore be taken as the type of the genus
Esox, the family must be called Esocidce, and, as all our
pikes, pickerels and muskallunges belong in the genus
Esox, Esox must constitute the first part of the binominal
name of each.

Their names may be written in full as follows

:

I. Banded pickerel {Esox americanus)

.

2. Little pickerel or grass pike {Esox vermicuMus)

,

3. Eastern pickerel {Esox reticulatus)

.

4. Common pike {Esox lucius).

5. Common muskallunge {Esox inasquinongy)

.

6. Chautauqua muskallunge {Esox ohiensis).

7. Great northern muskallunge or pike {Esox immacu-
latus)

.

The last three are all muskallunges. Usually they have
been regarded as constituting but one species, the second
and third as subspecies of the first, but they occupy differ-
ent habitats and are not known to intergrade.
The common muskallunge occurs in the Great Lakes, the

upper St. Lawrence River^ certain streams and lakes trib-
utary to the Great Lakes, in Canada north of the Great
Lakes,_and perhaps in a few small lakes in the upper Mis-
sissippi Basin. The Chautauqua muskallunge is native onlv
10 Lake Chautauqua and the Ohio Basin ; while the great
northern muskallunge is found in Eagle Lake and other
\^s^ Uik northern Yfisconsin and Minneso^. Fro^ the

common muskallunge this form seems to differ in having
the body entirely without spots, there being at most only
vague, dark cross-shades. The tail is said to be a little

more slender and the fins a little higher. It is fair to

say that this form has not been critically studied and its

exact relations to E. inascjuinongy and E. oJmnsis have
not been fully and clearly defined.

I recently had an opportvmity to examine a number of
fine examples of the Chautauqua muskallunge, while
spending a few days at Mayville on that beautiful lake,

and found them quite distinct from the muskallunge of

the Great Lakes. The two are doubtless entirely distinct

species.

I hope I may sometime soon have a chance to examine
fresh examples of the muskallunge of the small lakes of

northern Wisconsin and Minnesota.
The suggestion by some that it is a cfo§s between the

cont.mon nniskallunge and the pike is based upon an
erroneous conception of what species really are. "Crosses"
are so rare in nature as to render this suggestion scarcely
worth consideration.
But hew can one identify the various species of Esox?

The illustrations given in Forest and Stream for July
26 will help very much for three of the species.

I believe one can, with the following simple key, taken
from Jordan and Evermann's "American Food and Game
Fishes," readily identify any of the seven species

:

a. Cheek entirely scaly; branchiostegals II to 16.

b. Opercle entirely scaly; dorsal rays Ii to 14. Color,
greenish, barred or reticulated with darker.,

c. Branchiostegals normally 12 (11 to 13) ;

scales 105 to 108; dorsal rays 11 or 12; anal
rays 11 or 12; snout short, middle of eye
nearer tip of lower jaw than posterior mar-
gin of opercle; species of small size; the

fins unspotted.

d. Head short, 3.56 in length of body;
snout 2.S in head; eye 2.67 in snout.

Color, dark greenish, the side with
about 20 distinct curved blackish

bars ; fins pale

;

BANDED PICKEREL.

dd. Head longer, 3.25 in length of body;
snout 2.2 in head ; eye 2.5 in snout.

Color, light greenish, the side with
many narrow cur\'ed streaks of

darker, these usually distinct, irre-

gular and much reticulated; fins

plain

;

LITTLE PICKE"REL; GRASS PIKE.

cc. Branchiostegals 14 to 16 ; scales about 125

;

dorsal rays 14 ; anal 13 ; middle of eye mid-
way between tip of lower jaw and pos-

terior margin of opercle. Color, greenish,

with many dark narrow curved lines and
streaks, mostly horizontal and more or less

reticulated ; fins plain
;

COMMON EASTERN PICKEREL.

bb. Opercle without any scales on the lower half; dor-
sal rays 16 or 17. Color, grayish, with many
whitish spots, the young with whitish or yellowish
cross-bars ; dorsal, anal, and caudal spotted with
black; a white horizontal band bounding naked
portion of opercle. Size large

:

COMMON PIKE.

aa. Cheek as well as opercle with the lower half naked

;

branchiostegals 17 to 19.

d. Sides grayish, with round or squarish blackish
spots, not coalescing to form bands;

MUSKALLUNGE.
dd. Sides brassy, with narrow dark cross-shades,

which break up into vaguely outlined dark
spots

;

CHAUTAUQUA MUSKALLUNGE.
ddd. Sides grayish, unspotted or with verj-- vague

dark cross-shades

;

GREAT NORTHERN PIKE.

Barton Warren Evermann.

New England Angling.
Boston, Sept. i.—The President's New England trip is

over, and .sportsmen consider that their special recreation
has been highly honored. Perhaps it will hardly do to

say that at every point he seemed as much interested in

fishing and shooting as in national affairs, but he certainly
showed great interest in matters pertaining to the rod
and gun. At Augusta, Me., he was dined, at Governor
Hill's, off small brook trout. It is claimed that the trout
can-'.e from an Androscoggin stream, and that they were
caught by Col. E. C. Farrington, whom everybody will
remember as greatly interested in fish and game affairs,,

and secretary of the Maine Fish and Game Association.
Doubtless Col. Farrington knew just where to find the
trout ; possibly they had been corraled for some time.
The Rangeley Hotel men did not get the President into
their region, and they feel that he made a great mistake.
But he did turn aside into New Hampshire and fished
Sunapee Lake with Secretary Hay and Senator Proctor
of Vermont, though with what success I am unable to
icarn. The celebrated Austin Corbin Park offered a
great attraction, and there the President was permitted to
shoot a wild boar. He expressed himself as greatly de-
lighted with the park. He made a clean shot of fifty

yards at the wild boar, and brought the animal down with
one shot. "I have shot my wild boar," he explained to
political friends whom he met on leaving the park, "and
that is better than shooting another mountain lion."
Mr. C. F. Danforth, of Boston, who has done so much

toward getting big fish from Dan Hole Pond, New
Hampshire, hands me the following boy's letter. It is a
model of good composition, and anglers will be interested
from the amount of enthusiasm manifested, as well as the
easy way in which it is told. Mr. Danforth says that he
is not "Fish Commissioner" of that section, though thf
boys call hira so, because he has helped put the small fry
into Dan Hole for several seasons, furnished by the U. S.
Fish Commission. In commenting on the "boy's letter"
he remarks that "the rising generation is receiving good
training from somewhere, an<J the senior lovers of rod

and reel, as well as gocd education, are getting good
returns for their efforts." The letter is as follows

:

Maple Lodge, Roland Park. Moultonville N. H., Aug. 24,—Mr. Daiiforth: Dear Sir—As you are Fish Commissioner of Big
and Little Danholc Ponds, I suppose you would be interested in
hearing about a salmon I caught on Saturday last,
Herbert and Ralph Gridley and myself went out fishing about

10 o'clock, Saturday morning for pickerel on the little pond. We
anchored on a piece of brush a little way from the shore. T had
for bait a shiner, that I had caught a pickerel with, which was
almost split in two. I put my line in the water and had about
eight feet of hne out, and put my feet on the seat in front of me
and said, "This

,
is the only way to fish."

I had no sooner said this than I had a littk fcite. I jumped
up. but didn't have any more bites, so I laid back again. I had
another bite, and I jumped up again, and something began to bend
my rod.

I began to reel in, thinking I had a pickerel on, but I kept
reehng m, and I saw a large fish jump about six feet in the air
By this time I had about two feet of line out. The fish kept swim-
m.mg and jumping about all the while. Fortunately we had a net
with us, and as he made a dive for the boat, Herbert put the net
in front of mm and he swam into it. We landed him in less
than three minutes.
The salmon was twenty-two inches long and weighed four

pounds.
The rod was made by J. Clark Smith. Lynn, Mass.
I am thirteen years old and live in Lynn.

Yours respectfully,
Joseph W. LteWrSi

Mr. Danforth went to Dane Hole Friday for a final try
for the salmon—the season ending Sept. 15. Mr. George
Loud and Mr. I. A. McLaughlin are back from their
fishmg trip to Runaway Camp, Clearwater Lake, near
Farnr.ngton. Me. They were there for two weeks with
wives and children, and had beautiful weather. Mr. Mc-
Laughlm says that he had the best fishing that he has
ever had, especially for small-mouthed bass, with which
that lake is well supplied. They took the fly well at
times, and came freely to bait. They had some trout
fishing also. At the right time of day trout could be taken
at the several mlets in the lake. The streams directly
tributary to the lake are legally closed to all fishing;
these tributaries being regarded as the natural nurseries
tor the trout and salmon. From the Middle Dam, Rich-
ardson Lake, Me., come reports of good fly-fishing. The
sportsmen seem well disposed and put back most of the
small fish. Mr. Charles Wiswell has recently taken a
trout of five pounds from the Pond-in-the-River. Robert
A, Livingston, of New York, has hooked a large salmon
111 swift water, beloAV the Dam. After a very hard fight
the hook broke and the salmon was free.

'
Dr. E H

Stevens and party, of Cambridge, Mass., have gone to the
doctors camps at Carry Ponds, Me. Dr. Hildreth and
daughter, of Cambridge, with Dr. G. W. Gay, of the
same city, have returned from Carry Ponds, and report

'^'"^^ S^"^^ constantly seen. The
tall fly-fishing is on at Bemis, and some good-sized trout
?.re being taken. Every day sees trout and salmon broughtm weighing from two and a half to five pounds. Bemis
IS no Icnger the terminus of the Portland & Rumford
I'alls Railway. Last 'week the Railroad Commissioners
viewed the extension from Bemis to Oquossoc Station,
and permission was given to rim passenger trains to that
point. Oquossoc is about half-way between Haine's Land-
ing and Mountain View, and sportsmen to the Upper
Rangeleys can now be landed there in a day from Bos-
ton, or a day and a night from New York. The road is
being rapidly pushed through to Canada, and one of the
best hunting regions in Maine is being made easy of
access The largest black bass on record is reported to
have been taken from Lake Wentworth, N. H., recently

'

Mr. Baril the lucky captor, says that the fish was too
arge for his landing net, and when brought up beside the
boat, after a hard fight, the chances for saving the mon-
ster looked small. Mr. Salinger, his fishing partner, sug-

wl^^^ 1''^^ ^'^^ rapidly as possible.W hen shoal water was reached both men jumped out of
the boat, pulling the fish quickly on to dry land It
weighed nineteen pounds. Special

Carp in the Susquehanna.
Afton, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: In olden

tini.es we read of plagues. They were sent then and a les-
son taught. In modern times we also have had the
rlagues of different kinds to contend with. This year we
have had the seventeen-year locusts, and it's often enough
at that. Mosquitoes and black flies we have always with
us, but we have the satisfaction of knowing that they
were here from the first. We have a little charity for the
man who introduced the English sparrow to this countrv,
for there is something to say in praise of this saucy and
imgnacious bird. But where can an excuse be found for
rhe bringing of the German carp? Our friend from Po-
hunk says "they make torably good feed for hogs," but I

slruld hate to eat a hog that had been fed on tliat diet.
Like thousands of others, we have tried to eat our share
of carp. It was no fault of the splendid cooking, or the
perfect serving. Then and there we donated all of our
future share to any who will take.

Many years ago, near the headwaters of the Ouleout, .'i

pond was stocked with these fish furnished by the United
States Fish Commission. During a very severe Storm
this pond was washed out, and all. its very undesirable
contents landed in the Susquehanna River, distributing
them for many miles. For a few years the damage was
but ])artly known, but now a river that formerly was
clear and sparlding in all its length, is in places a regular
iv.ud hole. And it is kept so by these water hogs, which
are at all times rooting up the mud from the bottom.
Only a little way down the river from this place, where in
time.s past was our very best bass fishing, toj-day hardly a
fish is taken; and the theory is advanced by some of our
closest angling friends that there is no doubt that the
carp do the greatest damage to the nests of the bass. They
have been known to suck up clean every egg from the bed.
But be that as it may, we know that the condition of the
water in the deep places where these fish are will not
admit of any game fish living. While the water was high
last week from the heavy rains, and where it overflowed
its banks at this very spot we have .spoken of, nine of
these monster fish were taken from a ditch as the water
receded. The smallest weighed six and one-half pounds,
others twelve and sixteen pounds, while the largest, a
mighty mass of disappointment, tipped the scales at
twenty poiinds and six ounces. Think of the destruction
of those nine fish alone in waters where game fish are.
For a distance of at least three miles the carp have taken
entire possessioii of th? river and are there in countless
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numbers. We ask the readers of Forest and Stream
is there a remedy? Is there any way the fish can be de-
stroyed? They are working their way slowly but surely
to every part of the river, and it is only a question of
time when they alone will be the sole occupants of one of
the best bass waters in this section. We have called the
attention of the State Fish Commission to the facts as
stated here, and I have on my desk a letter from the
secretary, saying that the matter will be brought before
the board for their action at the very first meeting of that
body. And we would also be glad of aay information or
suggestions from your thousands of readers,

A. T, England.

Bass in Rideau Waters*
Editor Falsest and Stream:
A short sketch of a black bass fishing trip Upon the

Rideau waters, in eastern Ontario, may be of interest to
your readers.

The Rideau waters run from Kingston, Ontario, lying
at the western end of the St. Lawrence River, north-
easterly to Ottawa, a distance of about 125 miles. It is

3 navigable waterway, chiefly natural, but with six locks
along its length built by the British military authorities
in 1830. These waters abound in salmon, pike and vari-
ous kinds of bass, according to locality, and a real angler's
paradise not as ^yet very well known to the outside public.

On Monday afternoon, the 29th ult., a party of five

of us. Rev. D." Strachan, Dr. W. Brace, Editor A. T. Wil-
grcss, Mr. E. A. Geiger and myself, set out from Brock-
ville, Ontario, a fine town lying at the end of the
Thousand Islands, to go over the Brockville, Westport &
Sault Ste. Marie Railway to the town of Westport, forty-
five miles away on the banks of the Rideau. We reached
there about 7 P. M., took tea at the hotel and then drove
to our destination at Wolfe Lake—or West Rideau, as it-

is also called—some three miles distant. Wolfe Lake is

one of the many subsidiary waters of the Rideau, and
affords very fine black bass fishing. There are also a few
pike and rock bass, but no salmon or large-mouthed
(Oswego) bass. The country is somewhat rough and
rocky in this section, with a good amount of second
growth spruce and poplar scrub, bvtt a number of fine

farms run down to the shores of the lake. F. E. Pollard,
one of these farmers, has a little shanty built on his
shore line, about half a mile from his house^ and this

•shant3' we rented at a small cost per day. Pollard met us
at Westport Station and drove us to camp. He also sup-
plied us with ice. milk, eggs, vegetables, etc. At West-
port we procured a guide, James Conley, who provided
the tw'O boats necessary, and cooked for us, so that we
were in comfortable circumstances.
The weather during our stay there, from Monday to

Thursday night, was fine and hot. We fished from about
7 to II in the morning, went to camp for dinner, loafed in

the shade until 4, then went out again fishing until night
fell about 8:30 o'clock.

The bait used by local fishermen was a wooden minnow
bristling with five sets of triple gangs. It was taken
readily by the fish, but we found that it not only hooked
the fish in the jaw and side, thus preventing them from
having free play, but also got sadly riiixed up in the land-
ing net. We therefore discarded the wooden minnow
with its array of hooks and used a somewhat small-sized
Cinciimati bass hook with a live minnow, meeting with
good success, beside giving the fish a chance and having
more real sport out of it. The rods we used were split

bamboo (Sfi ounces), Bristol steel and lancewood rods,
v.-ith braided silk lines and three-foot double gut leaders.
The black bass we found were in the deep water out-

side the shoals—say from fifteen to thirty feet deep. Dur-
ing our three days' fishing we killed about seventy good
black bass, beside several pike. Beside this we hooked
many small black bass and rock bass, which we returned
to the water. The black bass we killed ran from a pound
weight to three and three-quarter pounds, and were as
gamy as possible, fighting from five to fifteen minutes.
Directly tfiej^ struck they leaped into the air and gave a
desperate twist to break free, and in this way we lost

some especially fine fish.

In this lake there have been some splendid bass killed.

Last summer George B. Reeve, late general manager of
the Grand Trunk Railway, fished there for a week and
said he never, in a wide experience, had had better sport.

His largest black bass weighed four and three-quarter
pounds. Superintendent Geiger, of the Brockville &
Westport Railway, and A. Thomas, of Atlanta, Ga., also
caught black bass weighing as much, while the local fish-

ermen claim to have beaten these records.
The Rideau waters are very easy of access. A fisher-

man can leave New York at 10:30 P. M., reach Brock-
ville, Ontario, over the New York Central via Morris-
town, N. Y.. by II A. M. next day. He could then take
the Brockville & Westport road at 4 P. M. and be in camp
at Wolfe Lake, for instance, by 8 P. M. Of course Wolfe
Lake is but one of the many fishing grounds of the
Rideau. The Brockville & Westport touches half a dozen
at least where bass, salmon and pike are to be caught in
plenty. Charleston Lake. Beverley, Lyndhurst and the
Openicon, Sand, Clear, Newboro, Upper Rideau, Lower
Rideau, of the Rideau chain—any of these waters will
afford the fisherman all the sport he can desire and at a
very small cost. The hotels charge from one to two dol-
lars per day, and the oarsmen, who supply boat, bait and
guidance, charge two or two and a half a day. Add rail-
vyay fare and mcidentals according to means or inclina-
tion, and there you are. Camping out is much cheaper for
the experienced, R. N. Hokton.
Hrockvilie, Out

,
Aug. 12.

Black Bass in Lake Mahopac, N, Y.
A Mr. Bartlett. an old-time resident of the vicinity,

caught a 6-]4-pound large-mouth black bass on Labor Dav,
Sept. I. The fishing has been beloAV par all the season,
but this phenomenal catch, which is reported to be the
record fish, has sent Lake Mahopac fishing stock up with
a rush. Mr. Bartlett was fishing with a chub. I saw the
bass; it was a fine, fat, very deep specimen. The fishing
in this charming lake, I think, could be much improved by
judicious stocking, as the food seems plentiful and condi-
tions favorable for black bass and perhaps landlocked
s>uhimh "

c, L. S,

Near New York.
The trout season of 1902 in New York and Pennsyl-

vania has, in some respects, been an unusually good one.
Particularly as regards the summer months. Anglers
had not been particularly sanguine, as there had been
much snow, away from the coast, and heavy floods dur-
ing the winter and spring were reported to have done
much damage in many localities, entirely changing the
courses of the streams. It was supposed that many trout
had been killed, but when fishing began they appeared
in fair numbers, in fact, it seemed to us that there were
more than usual, but that- the average size was less. The
weather was warm for a time in May, and in the lower
portions of the large streams the water became quite
heated, but this state of affairs was of short duration.
Sooti after the first of June conditions became unusually
favorable, copious rains purified and swelled the brooks,
and the temperature thereafter was never high for manj-
days consecutively. All the well-known tributaries of the
Delaware and Hudson rivers fished well and the water
has been cool all summer, even in the lower reaches.
There had been many freshets, and anglers who were

'fortunate enough to be on the water at the right time
had excellent sport. In fact, there were not inany days when
trout could not be caught by the exercise of a little skill

and patience. There was a good deal also in the choice
of fly, as the trout were as usual somewhat whimsical
and hard to please. Some one has said that fly-fishing

affords an endless field for study, experiment and specu-
lation, and this is quite true. Certainly no sport takes
a stronger grip upon those who have once become inter-

ested in it.

We can have no drouth this year and prospects for

next season should be bright. The year 1900 was a dis-

astrous one, as after splendid fishing in the early months,
and with fish of unusually large average size, there be-
gan, in June, a drouth such as had never been experienced
by the well-known "oldest inhabitant." It lasted right

through the summer and autumn months and caused
great destruction of fish life. Many of the tributary

streams dried up entirely and larger ones were reduced
to mere streaks of silver. From what we have seen this

year we believe that the trout have recovered from the

losses then incurred. The stock of fish is large, and with
modern fishculture to assist nature, we need have no
fears as to the future. If we can have an abundance of

pure cold water in our streams we can be sure of good
fishing. We have said that the average size was not
large, yet many fine fish have been taken this season,

running from 2 pounds up to over 5 pounds, in the

tributaries of the Delaware in Pennsylvania and New
York, and of the Hudson in Ulster County, N. Y. These
streams have been resorted to by countless anglers for

many j^ears and probabl}'- afford better fishing to-day

than they did to ottr grandfathers half a century ago.

Theodore Gordon,

San Francisco Fly-Casting Club.

Medal contests, series 1901, Sunday contest No. 8, held

at Stow Lake Aug. 24, Wind, west; weather, fair:

Event Event Event
No. 1. No. 2. No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, . Event No. 8 Lure
Feet. Per cent. Acc. % Del. % Net % Casting %

c. G. Young... . 110 89.4 84 80.10 82.5

F. IL- Muller.. . 110 S9.8 87 80.10 83.11

Dr. W. Brooks. . 113 90.8 75.8 79.2 77.5

W. D. Mansfield . .

.

91.4 91 88.4 89.8 94.2

T. W. Brotherton 1.31 93 74 81.8 77.10 94.5

c. 98 90.8 74.8 70.10 72.9

T. C. Kierulff.. . 93 89 78.4 77.6 77.11

C. R. Kennili... . 112 90.4 77 80.10 78.11 98

J. B. Kennifi... ..1.33 87.4 89.4 85 87.2 88.6

H. C. Golcher.. . 128 93 89 75.10 82.5

A, M. Blade... . 90 82.8 74.8 75 74.10

F. H. Reed, ,, , 100 85.8 85 85.10 85.5

H. Battu 99 S8.8 83 76.8 79.10 89.3

F. Daverkoscn

.

. 112 92.8 92.4 80.10 86.7

Judges, Kierulff and Reed; referee, Daverkosen; clerk,

Brotherton.
Saturday contest No. 8, held at Stow Lake Aug. 23.

Wind, west; weather, cloudy:

C. G. Young 92.4 92.4 86.8 89.4

Dr. W. Brooks.. 113 94.8 86.8 74.2 80.5

G. C. Edwards.. 102 96.4 93 84.2 88.7 90.5
FI. F. Muller.... 104 94 91 82 85.6

H. Brown 91 84.8 92.4 74.2 83.3 9i.6

T. W. Brotherton 125 93 91.8 85 88.4 97

W. D. Mansfield ... 94.8 93.4 90 91.8 98.2

H. C. Golcher.... 134 92.4 92.4 77.6 84.11

T. C. Kierulff... 98 89.8 85 SO 82.6

F. H. Reed 105 87.4 91 85 88

H. E. Skinner 92 89.8 80 84.10

Judges, Muller and Mansfield; referee, Kierulff; clerk,

Brotherton,

Camping on Toddy Pond.

Ea.st Orland, Me.

—

Editor Forest and Str-eam: I ar-

rived here last week from my home, Macomb, 111. I am
in camp and having a good time and living on the "fat

of the land." Our camp is alongside of Toddy Pond, a

beautiful sheet of water nine miles long. There is any
quantity of landlocked salmon ia this pond, put in here
by the Government, These salmon are now weighing
from ij^ to 4 pounds. Rev. Mr. Raferty and Mr, Bell,

of Portland, Conn., caught a string of fifteen with a fly

last week. There have been over a hundred caught in

the last week, and the sport is still going on. I have
the fortune to own a tract of timber bordering on this

lake, where the salmon aje taken out. There is a muddy
bottom, with deep water, and the fresh-water smelt is

found here, and the salmon come here to feed on the
smelt.

Last week a bear and two cubs w'cre seen on my tract

of land. The partridges here are very plenty, and there
will be fine shooting this fall. I saw one within five

rods of Mr. Bell's camp yesterday.

Dr. Brainard, of Hartford, Conn., is here in camp
with his family. He has the finest camp in this section,

one which cost $3,000.

Rev. Roberts preached in the old school house last

Sunday where I used to go to school fifty-five years
ago, and where I attended church fifty-three jears ago.

There are quite a number of camps here, mostly occu-

pied by CoTinecticiit: people, an4 thp people here yvill be

sorry to have them return to their homes after the season
is over.
Dr. W. S, Blaisdell and family, of Punxsutawney, Pa.,

is here in camp, and Charles Huckins and family, ai
Bangor, Me., are here. All are having a good time.

W. O. Blaisdell,

^he Rennet

Fixtafcs.

BENCH SHOWS.
Sept. 8-11.—Toronto, Can.—Twelfth annual show of the Toronto

Industrial Exposition. Fred Tacobi, Sec'y-
Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show.

John W. Bacon. Treas.
Oct. 21-21.—Frederick, Md.—Frederick County Agricultural So-

ciety's annual bench show. J. Roger McSherry, Supt.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y-
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 4.—Carman, Man.—Sixteenth annual trials of the Manitoba

Field Trials Club. Eric Hambcr, Sec'y, Winnipeg,
Sept. 11.

, Man.—Fifth annual trials of the Brandon Kennel
Club. Dr. H. James Elliott, Sec'y, Brandon, Man.
Sept. 11.—O'Neill, Neb.—Nebraska Field Trial Association's

inaugural chicken trials. M. H. McCarthy, Sec'y.
Oct. — .—Drakes Branch, Va,—Inaugural trials of the Virginia

Field Trial Association. C. B. Cooke, Sec'y.
Oct. —.—Independence, la.—Eastern Iowa Field Trial Associa-

tion's inaugural trials. J. G. Burk. Sec'y.
Oct. 20.

,
.—Western Field Trial Association's second

annual trials. C. W. Buttles, Sec'y, Kansas City.
Oct. 27.-^Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member

of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.
Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.
Oct. 28.—Whitby Island. Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3.—^Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America. Charles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,
Csmden, N. J.
Nov. 3.—Lake View. Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart. Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn. Sec'y.
Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, Til.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T. L. Fenn, Secy.
Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.

—
^Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith, Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17.—Glascow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F.
W. Samuel, Sec'v. Louisville. Ky.
Nov. IS.—Ruthven, Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, §ec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 20._—Manor. L._ I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Dec. 1.—^^Vashington C. H., Ohio.—^American Championship

Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
Richmond, Va.
Dec. 1.—

,
.—Interstate Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials. C. D. Cooke, Sec'y.
Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

National Beagle Club of America.
In order to facilitate the arrangement for the ship-

ment of dogs to the field trials of the National Beagle
Club, which will commence on Nov. 3 next, a committee
was appointed for the purpose of ascertaining the ex-
press rates from the various express companies and
the rules and regulations governing the shipment of dogs
so that the members of the club should be advised upon
this subject.

It has occurred to the club that the information con-
tained in the report of the committee might be of some
interest, not only to beagle men, but to all breeders or
owners of all breeds of dogs, who exhibit the same, and
who are obliged to make use of the express companies.
The following is a copy of the report:

Report of Special Committee on Express Rates.

N. B. C. A., Feb. 19, 1902.

The regulations as applied to the shipments of dogs,
adopted by the Adams, Adirondack, American, Denver
& Rio Grande, Dominion, Earle & Prew, Great North-
ern, Long Island, National, New York and Boston
Despatch, Northern Pacific, Pacific, Canadian Southern,
United States, Wells, Fargo and Western express com
panics are as follows:

On execution of express companies live stock contract

and payment of double merchandise rates, dogs will be
accepted for shipment if boxed or crated, but to a point
where the merchandise rate is $2 or more per 100 pounds
single merchandise rate will be charged with a mini-

mum of $1, unless the charges at double merchandise
'rate is less, in which case the latter will be charged.
The charge between points where the merchandise

rate is less than $2 per 100 pounds, must not be more
than the charge at $2 per 100 pounds.
When shipments pass over the lines of two or more

compatiies and the shipping or destination point is an
exclusive office, each company's charge will be separately

assessed and not on the through rate made by combin-
ing the local rates.

Carload shipments are estimated at 10,000 pounds and
two attendants will be carried free in car with the dogs.

Dogs boxed or crated on which have been paid double
merchandise rate to fan's or expositions, may be returned
free if accompanied by a certificate from the secretary

that they are being returned to the original owner.
Dogs for service may be returned free when double

rates were paid going; in such cases the forwarding
agent will note on -vvay-bill "Sent for Service—to be
l-eturned free"; upp;i Receipt of y^Vv^h the destinat-iOR
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agent will issue to the consignee a memorandum entitlmg

him to a free return of the dog, within 90 days—this
memorandum must state the value and the route by

which the dog was carried, and such route mustt be used

for the return; the receipt issued for the dog when re-

turned must not bear a valuation in excess of that

shown on the memorandum.
Chas. R. Stevenson, Secretary.

Points and Flashes.

The prize list of the Inaugural Dog Show of the

Orange County Agricultural Society, Sept. 16 to ig, can

be obtained on application to Mr. W. G. Davis, superin-

tendent, Middletown, N. Y. Entries close Sept. 6.

Yachting Fixtttfes, J902.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor

by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

SEPTEMBER.
6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
6. Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Corinthian, club championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Boston,. club. City Point, Boston Harbor.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
Beverly, open, Mattapoisett, Buzzard's Bay.
Wollaston, club, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Quincy, M. Y. K. A., open, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
South Boston, sailing tender race, City Point, Boston Harbor.
New York C. C, Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New

York Bay.
Penataquit-Corinthian. Lighthouse cup. Bay shore.
Eastern, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
New York, autumn regatta. New York, Lower Bay.
Knickerbocker, ladies' day race. College Point, L. I. Sound.
Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
Beverly, seventh Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard's Bay.
Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Manhasset, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Port Washington, Long

Island Sound.
Y, R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
Riverside, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Riverside, L. I. Sound.

. Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts. Port Washington, L. I. Sound.
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6.
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20,

20.
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For Cruising Yachtsmen,
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.
Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of

value to men going over the same route. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for, reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T, C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

American Y. C.
MILTON POINT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thursday, Aug. 28.

The regatta given by the American Y. C. on Thursday,
.Aug. 28, was devoted entirely to one-design classes. Six
Long Island Sound clubs were represented, and twent3r-
cne boats started. The course for all classes was tri-

angular from off the Scotch Caps Buoy, east northeast
one and five-eighths miles around the Larchmont White
Spar Buoy, off Parsonage Point, south one-half east one
and five-eighths miles around a stakeboat, and west north-
west one and five-eighths miles to the starting line. The
distance was four and seven-eighths miles, and the course
was sailed twice over by all the classes except the Man-
hasset Bay and the Horseshoe Harbor boats.
At the start the wind was fresh from the E.S.E., but

during the afternoon it veered around to E. by N.
Howdy and Hobo sailed a remarkably close race in the

American Y. C. 21ft. class. At the end of the first round
Howdy was ahead by only two seconds. On the last

round Howdy slowly increased her lead and won by 37s.
Three boats started in the Larchmont Y. C. 21ft. class.

During the race Adelaide was in collision with Jolly Tar,
and the former lost her bowsprit and withdrew. Mr. L.
G. Spence, Adelaide's owner, protested Jolly Tar.
Dorothy won in this class by 2m. 30s. In the American

Y. C. 18ft. class, a close race was seen between Zelica III.

and Mongoose III., the former boat being sailed by Mr.
Hazen Morse and the latter by her owner, Mr. Simeon
Ford. Mongoose III. was handicapped by getting a bad
start, but at the end of the first round was on even

terms with her competitor, and on the last round she

worked slowly into the lead and won by the narrow
margin of five seconds. Hustler tore her mainsail and
withdrew. Only two of the Manhasset Bay Y. C. 18-

footers turned up, Lambkin and Arizona. Just before the

start for this class Arizona parted her throat halliards.

Lambkin waited while repairs were made on Arizona.

This delayed these boats so long that they were only able

to sail once around the course. Lambkin won by 2m. 23s.

Three of the New Rochelle one-design boats started and
Caper won handily. Catherine and Indra started in the

Horseshoe Harbor one-design class, and the former won
by 2m. 35s. The Regatta Committee—Trenor L. Park,

H. de B. Parsons, W. H. Browning and Stuyvesant Wain-
wright, used Com. Eaton's yawl Audax as a judges' boat.

The summary:
American Y. C. 21ft. Class—Start, 2:05.

Finish. Elapsed.
Jolly Tar. S. Howland 3 52 35 1 47 35

Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 3 53 56 1 48 56

Howdy, S. Wainwright 3 50 33 1 45 33

Hobo, T. L. Park 3 51 10 1 46 10

Cricket, H. WiUetts 3 54 41 1 49 41

The Kid, O. Harriinan, Jr Disabled.
Ping Pong, VV. H. Browning 4 00 50 1 55 50

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 2:05.

Houri, J. H. Esser 3 58 54 1 53 54
Adelaide, L. G. Spence Disabled.
Dorothy, Louis Spence 3 56 24 1 51 24

American Y. C. 18ft. Class—Start, 2:10.

Driftwood, O. C. Townsend 4 19 57 2 09 57
Hustler, J. T. Downey Disabled.
Mongoose III., Simeon Ford 4 18 02 2 08 02
Zelica III., H. A. Sherman 4 18 07 2 08 07

Manhasset Bay Y. C. 18ft. Class—Start, 2:40.

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 3 47 3G 1 07 36
Arizona, G. A. Corry 3 49 59 1 09 59

New Rochelle 18ft. Class—Start, 2:15.

Knave, R. N. Bavier 4 26 32 2 11 32
Caper P. L. Howard 4 22 45 2 07 45
Ace, W. N. Bavier... 4 28 42 2 13 42

Horseshoe Harbor 14ft. Class—Start. 2:20.

Catherine, R. E. Robinson 3 46 13 126 13
Indra, W. S. Allen 3 48 48 1 28 48

The winners were Howdy, Dorothy, Zelica III., Lamb-
kin, Caper and Catherine.

Friday, Aug. 29.

There were twenty-nine starters in the open race of the
American Y. C. held on Friday, Aug. 29. The wind was
E. by S., with enough strength to make the racing in-

teresting. The course was from the starting line, off

Scotch Caps, leaving the committee boat on the port
hand; thence southwest two and three-quarter miles to

and around red and black horizontal striped buoy, to the
northward of Execution Light, leaving same on port
hand ; thence east by south, one-half sovith, three and
one-half miles to and around Larchmont white spar buoy,
off Red Springs Point, leaving same on port hand ; thence
northwest by north, one-half north, three and one-quarter
miles to the starting point, the total distance being nine
and one-half miles. The course was sailed over twice by
classes L, M and N. The others sailed once around, while
the two special cats sailed to Execution Light and back.
The first leg of the course was a reach, the second a beat
to windward and the third another reach.
The 43- footers were the first boats to start, but both

Effort and Dorwina were slow in getting away. Dor-
wina crossed ahead of Effort. The former boat held her
lead until the windward leg, when Effort took first place.

At the end of the first round Effort was nearly a minute
ahead. The wind hauled a little, allowing these boats
to carry spinnakers on the first leg of the second round.
Effort continued to draw away from Dorwina and beat
her on corrected time 5m. los.

The .36-footers started in the following order : Leda,
Spasm and Possum. They remained in this position all

through the race and Leda won easily by 4m. and 4s.

There were four starters in the 30ft. class. Mimosa led
over the line, followed by Marguerite, Alerion and Helen.
Mimosa and Alerion got into a luffing match and Mar-
guerite took first place and led at the end of the first

round. On the second round Mr. Edward M. McLellan,
who was sailing Alerion, settled down to work and
brought his boat in to the finish line far enough ahead
to save the time he had to allow the other boats and win
by im. 17s.

Scamp led the other three raceabouts over the line, but
on the windward work Mavis did good work, and passing
.Scamp continued to increase her lead, and finally won by
4m. 57s.

Three of the Larchmont 21-footers started, Dorothy
was first over the starting line and led all over the course.
Lambkin scored another victory in the Manhasset Bay

one-design class by beating Arizona 3m. 38s.

The American Y. C. 21-footers sailed another close
race. Jolly Tar won by 49s. In the Ainerican Y. C. i8ft.

class Rattler.^won by im. 54s.

The Race Committee was Trenor L. Park, H. de B.
Parsons, H. Livingston Center and Cornelius Sewell.
The summary:

Sloops—Class L—36 to 43ft.—Start, 12:20.

Finish. Elapsed,
Etiort, F. M. Smith 3 13 12 2 53 12
Dorwina, C. V. Brokaw 3 17 02 2 57 02

Corrected time of Effort, 2.51.52.

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft.—Start, 12:25.
Leda, H. L. Maxwell ; 3 27 22 3 02 22
Spasm, E. D. King 3 31 26 3 06 26
Possum, E. S. Ballou ,..3 36 53 3 11 53
Corrected time of Possum, 3.11.35.

Class N—25 to 30ft,—Start, 12:30.
yVIerion, A. H. Alker 3 42 56 3 12 56
Marguerite, J. S. Dingee 3 45 40 3 15 40
Helen, N. B. Fuller 3 46 36 3 16 36
Mimosa, Trenor L. Park ,...3 45 03 3 15 03

Raceabouts—Start, 12:35.
Mavis, G. L. Pirie 2 17 55 1 42 55
Scamp, J. T. Pirie 2 22 52 1 47 52
Tolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker 2 23 29 1 48 29
Snapper, J. B. Alley 2 25 25 1 50 25

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:40.
Houri, J. "H. Esser .• 2 35 40 1 55 40
Adelaide, L. G. Spence 2 30 43 1 50 43
Dorothy, Louis Spence 2 29 35 1 49 35

Sloops—Class R,—Under 18ft.—Start, 12:40.
Cricket, H. C. Pryer v^..^.,—^— 2 45 39 2 05 39
Pandora, H. B. Towle Withdrew.

Manhasset One-Design Class—Start, 12:40.
Lambkin, S. W. Roach 2 49 36 2 09 36
Arizona, G. A. Corry 2 53 14 3 13 14

196
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American Y. C. 21ft. Class—Start, 12:45.

Jolly Tar, S. Howland 2 28 36 1 43 36

Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 2 33 57 1 48 57

Howdy, S. W. Wainwright ....2 29 25 1 44 25

Hobo. T. L. Park..... 2 33 47 1 48 47

American Y. C. 18ft. Class—Start, 12:50.

Rattler, J. E. Bowles 2 52 56 2 02 56

Driftwood, O. C. Townsend 2 55 49 2 05 49

Zebea III, H. A. Sherman 2 54 50 2 04 50

Special Catboat Class—Start, 12:55.

Champion, T. J. Dee 2 58 13 2 03 13

The Kid, A. N. Kitching Withdrew.

The winners were Effort, Leda, Alerion, Mavis, Doro-
thy, Cricket, Lambkin, Jolly Tar, Rattler and Champion.

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Monday, Aug. 25.

On Monday the 30-footers sailed a race over a six-mile
to leeward and return course. On the run down the wind
Veda held the lead, but soon after rounding the leeward
mark Esperanza passed her and had the race well in hand
when she was cut off by a tug that had a long tow of
barges, and in this way lost the race. Carolina was
benefited by Esperanza's misfortune and won by thirteen

seconds. The summary, start 3 :33

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 4 .56 46 1 22 46
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 55 59 1 22 59
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 4 56 51 1 23 51
Veda, VV. L. -Stow 4 57 27 1 24 22
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Tr 4 58 29 J 25 29
Wawa, R. Brooks 5 01 33 1 28 33

Tuesday, Aug. 26.

The 30-footers sailed a race on Tuesday for the cup
offered by Mrs. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr. The course was
to Dyer's Island and return, a distance of eighteen :Tules.

It was a run to the Dyer's Island mark, and Wawa led
all the way. but after hauling on the wind Carolina drew
into the lead and finished a winner by 2m. 35s. The sum-
mary, start 3:26:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 42 41 2 16 41
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 45 16 2 19 16
Wawa, R. Brooks 5 45 44 2 19 44
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 5 46 04 2 20 04
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 46 .37 2 20 37
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller Withdrew.

Wednesday, Aug. 27.

The race mailed on Wednesday was for a cup offered by
Mr. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr. The course was from Rose
Island to and around Brenton's Reef Lightship and re-

turn. The boats had all the wind they wanted for full

sail, and several squalls were encountered. Carolina got
the best of the start, and was in the lead when her fin

got tangled up with a lobster pot, which caused some
delay, and in all probability lost her the race. Barbara
won by seventeen seconds. The smnmary, start 3:44:

Finish, Elapsed.
Barbara. W. Rutherfurd 5 15 51 1 31 51
Carolina, Pembroke Tones 5 16 08 1 32 08
Wawa, R. Brooks 5 16 28 1 32 28
Veda, W. L. Stow 5 18 52 1 34 52
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller 5 19 08 1 35 08
Esperanza, IT. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 20 16 1 36 16

Thursday, Aug. 28.

The cup offered by Mrs. Winthrop Rutherfurd was
sailed for cn Thursday. The wind all through the race
v.as light and variable from the S.E., and the contest was
a most unsatisfactory one. Carolina won by over three
m.inutes. The summary, start 3:32:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones. 5 01 56 1 29 56
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr S 05 01 1 33 01
Breeze, W, G. Roelker, Jr 5 06 12 I 34 12
Asahi. L. Warren and W. S. Miller Withdrew.
Barbara. W. Rutherfurd Withdrew.
Wawa, R. Brooks , Withdrew.

Friday, Aug. 29.

The race sailed by the 30-footers on Friday was for the
cup offered by Mr. Henry Walters. The course was a
triangular one, and the breeze was light from the S.

Esperanza started in the lead, but she was soon passed by
Barbara, wh ch boat stayed in first place up to the finish

and won bv nearly two minutes, The summarv, start

3:23:
Finish. Elapsed.

Barbara. W. Rutherfurd 5 41 38 2 18 38
Wawa, R. Brooks 5 43 19 2 20 19
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 44 49 2 21 49
Breeze, W, G. Roelker, Tr 5 48 08 2 25 08
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 55 02 2 32 05
Asahi, L, Warren and W. S. Miller Withdrew.

Saturday, Aug. 30.

The 30-footers sailed a race on Saturday for a cup
offered b}^ Mr. Pembroke Jones. The cup was wen by
his own boat, Carolina, but that boat was sailed by Mr.
Ralph N. Ellis. A good S.W. breeze held throughout the
race, and the boats sailed over the Dyer's Island course.
On the run up to the leeward mark Esperanza held the
lead, but on the beat back to the finish line Carolina took
the lead and beat Wawa, the second boat, by 26s. The
summary, start 3:26:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Tones 5 39 15 2 13 17
Wawa, R. Brooks 5 39 43 2 13 43
Breeze, W. G. Roelker. Jr., 5 40 58 2 14 58
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 42 57 2 16 57
Veda, W. L. Stow 5 45 33 2 19 34
Barbara. W. Rutherfurd Withdrew.
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller.., Withdrew.

The racing for the Paget cup has been quite close. The
standing at the end of the month of August shows that
Esperanza has 67 points and Carolina 61.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. has made arrange-
ments for winter quarters in New York city. The follow-
ing notice has been sent out by Mr. Francis G. Stewart,
the secretary of the Club

:

The trustees of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. take
pleasure in notifying the members of the clttb that they
have secured rooms in the city, on the first floor of the
Mansfield, on West Forty-fourth street, adjoining
Sherry's, and have appointed the following committee to
take charge of the. city quarters : Franklin A. Plummer,
Chairman ; Beverly R. Robinson, Henry M. Crane, John
D. Kilpatrick, Louise de F. Donner, Wilson M. Powell,
Jr.; and Francis G. Stewart,
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Larehmdnt Y. C*
LARCHMONTj LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 30.

There were only seven starters in the special race given
hy the Larchmont Y. C. on Saturday, Aug. 30.

EIniina did not materialize and Mr. Charles Smithers,
owner of Muriel, not wishing to take a sailover, did not
start. The tAvo 6oft. sloops Weetamoe and Neola are both
down east preparing for the races to be given by the New-
port Y. R. A. Yankee and Rainbow were the only 70-

footers to start, Mineola having been laid up.

As there was no Avind at 12 o'clock, the time the race

was to have started, it was postponed until 12 :30. In
the meantime a nice S.W. breeze sprung up, which held
all through the race. The course for the 70-footers was
east three-quarters north, six miles; southwest, five-

eighths west, six miles, and north northwest three miles,

which triangle was sailed twice, making thirty miles. The
43-footers went east four miles, southwest four miles and
north northwest three miles, the circuit of eleven miles
being sailed twice, making twenty-two miles, while the
Larchmont 21-footers covered a Sj4-mile triangle twice.

The first leg was a reach, the second on the wind and the

third a run.

The preparatory signal was given at 12 :30, and the

seventies started five minutes later. Rainbow was first

over the line, but Yankee was just on her weather quar-
ter. On the reach to the first mark. Rainbow drew ahead
a little, but on the windward work Yankee worked
through Rainbow's lee and at the second mark .she was
im. i8s. in the lead. On the run across the Sound, Rain-
bow set her spinnaker, but it did more harm than good.
Yankee stuck to her ballooner and continued to get away
from Rainbow, and at the end of the first round she was
2m. 57s. ahead. On the first leg of the second round
Rainbow cut down Yankee's lead somewhat. On the

windward work the boats' positions remained unchanged,
and on the run across to the finish Yankee again gained a
little and won by 2m. 37s.

The 43-footers were started at 12 :40, Effort, cleverly

handled by Mr. Addison G. Hanan, got the best of the

start. Soon after starting these boats got in a luffing

match, which resulted in Effort's favor. From this time
on Effort continued to get away from Dorwina, and finally

won by 4m. 6s.

Three of the Larchmont 21-footers started and Adelaide
had the best of it from the start and beat Dorothy, the

second boat, by 4ra. 50s. The summary follows

:

Sloops—Class H—60 to 70ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:35.
Finish, Elapsed.

Yankee. J. R. Maxwell 4 00 OS 3 25 08
Kainbow, Cornelius Vanderbilt 4 02 45 3 27 45

Sloops—Class L—36 to 43ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:40.

Effort, F. M. Smith 3 57 34 3 17 34
Dorwina, C. V. Brokaw 4 01 41 3 21 40

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:45.

Houri. J. H. Esser 3 24 24 2 39 24
Dorothv, L. D. Spence 3 21 27 2 .36 27
Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer 3 16 37 2 31 37

Monday, Sept. i.

Fifty-two boats started in the fall regatta of the Larch-
mont Y. C. sailed on Labor Day. The race was a great

.srccess, and a good S.W. breeze held all through the day.

The 70-footers sailed twice over a fifteen-mile triangle.

The first leg was a reach of six miles, the second a beat of
six miles and the third a reach of three miles. Yankee
and Rainbow got away at 11 :35, the former a little in the

lead, but to leeward. After a luffing match, which lasted a

few minutes, the boats squared away on their course.
Yankee immediately went to the front. Rainbow's sails

have been fitting very badly ever since the New York
Y. C. cruise, and should have been recut. This has been a
great handicap to Rainbow, and accounts for the poor
showing she has made, for she has been well sailed by
Mr. E. A. Willard. Yankee beat Rainbow by 5m. 15s.

In the 43ft. class Efifort, sailed again by Mr. Addison
G. Hanan, gave Dorwina another bad beating. Dorwina
has been poorly sailed of late, and that is why Effort has
won with such great regularity. Dorwina was first across
the starting line, but was soon passed by Effort, which
boat was never again headed, and won by iim. 36s. The
43-footers covered an eleven-mile triangle twice.

Four boats started in the 36ft. class. Spasm got a good
lead soon after the start, and to every one's surprise
stayed in first place and beat Leda by 3m. 8s.

In the 30ft. class Mimosa led all over the course, but
lost the race on time allowance to Marguerite.

Jolly Tar won in the raceabout class by im. 5s. In the
Larchmont 21ft. class Dorothy won, beating Adelaide by
155. Pristis beat Trouble in class I by 3m. 58s. Knave
v/on by im. 53s. in the New Rochelle one-design class.

In class R Flim Flam won by lom. i6s. Bab beat Lamb-
kin 8m. los. in the Manhasset Bay one-design class. The
summary follows:

Sloops—Class H—70 to 80ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:35.

Finish. Elapsed.
Yankee, J. R. Maxwell 3 27 41 3 52 41
Rainbow, Corneliiis Vanderbilt 3 32 56 3 57 56

Sloops—Class L—36 to 43ft. Racing Length—Start, 11 :50.

Dorwina, C. V. Brokaw 3 .30 08 3 40 08
Effort, F. M, Smith 3 18 32 3 28 32

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:55.
Hanley, C. D. Mallory 4 07 48 4 12 48
Spasm, E. D. King 3 43 39 3 48 39
Leda, H. L. Maxwell 3 46 47 3 51 47
Possum. E. S. Ballou Disabled.

Yawls—Class M—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 11:55.
Tern, John Hyslop... 4 07 45 4 12 45
Sekana, A. B. McCreerv 4 03 .30 4 08 30
Zenoble, H. W. Lator.' 4 11 08 4 16 08
Escape, George Matthews 4 13 OS 4 18 08

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:00.
Mimosa, T. L. Park 4 03 36 4 03 36
Alerion, A. H. Alker 4 05 03 4 05 03
Helen, M. P. Fuller 4 07 32 4 07 32
Marguerite, J. F. Dingee 4 03 58 4 03 58
Pyxie, E. L. Hopkins..... Withdrew.

Corrected time, Marguerite, 4.02.18.

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:05
Dorothy, L. H. Spence 2 50 00 2 45 00
Houri, j. H. Esser 2 51 45 2 46 45
Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer........... 2 50 15 2 45 15

Raceabouts—Start 12 :05.

Davis, G. L. Pirie...." '.. 2 43 50 2 38 50
Snapper, A. B. Alley 2 41 28 2 36 28
Whistle Wing, H. M. Crane 2 41 46 2 36 46
Telly Tar, S. Howland 2 40 23 2 35 23
Sis, F. T. Bedford, Jr 2 44 43 2 39 43
Scamp, A. L. Pirie 2 46 33 2 41 33
Jolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker 2 42 57 2 37 57
Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 2 46 56 2 41 56
Hobo, T. L. Park ...2 43 57 2 38 57

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft.—Start, 12:10.
Gazabo, N. P. Vulte. . . .3 18 45 3 08 45
Trouble, W. H. Childs 3 05 25 2 55 25
Pristis, Iselin & Law 3 01 27 2 61 27

New Rochelle Raceabouts—Start, 12:10.
Caper, P. L. Howard 3 28 34 3 18 34
Knave, R. H. Bavier 3 17 07 3 07 07
Ace, W. H. Bavier, Jr 3 19 00 3 09 00
Deuce, L. D. Huntington. Jr ., 3 22 12 3 12 12

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft.—Start, 12:10.
Eleanor, R. Jacob ...^ 3 34 07 3 24 07
Pandora, N. B. Towle 3 21 48 3 11 48
Cricket, H. C. Pryer 3 34 59 3 24 59
Flim Flam, A. D. Prince 3 21 52 3 11 52

Corrected time of Flim Flam, 3.01.32.

Manhasset Bay Raceabouts—Start, 12:10.
Lambkin, S. W. Roach 3 30 01 3 20 01
Arizona, G. A. Corry 3 35 45 3 25 45
Bab, J. R. Hoyt 3 21 51 3 11 51
Mist, A. H. Alker 3 42 26 3 32 26

Horseshoe Harbor One-Design Class—Start, 12:15.
Joan Withdrew.
Gloomy Gus, L. H. Riley ....3 47 37 3 32 37
Indra, W. S. Allen Withdrew.

Catboats—Class W—Under 38ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:15.
Scout. A. E. Cuqua .4 03 25 3 48 25

Dory Class—Start, 12:15.
Prize, H. H. Van Rensselaer..,.,,.,..., 3 15 00 3 00 00
Marguerite, W. F. Johnston Disqualified.'

Special 15ft. Class—Start, 12:15.
Sneaker, R. N. Kitching 4 28 33 4 23 33
Champion. T. J. Dee Withdrew.

The winners were Yankee, Effort, Spasm, Sekana. Mar-
guerite, Jolly Tar, Dorothy, PristLs, Knave. Flim Flam,
Bab, Gloomy Gus, Scout, Prize and Sneaker.

Indian Harbor Y. C.
GREENWICH, CONN.

Saturday, Aug. 30.

The fall regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C. was sailed

on Saturday, Aug. 30. The race was scheduled to start

at noon, but on that hour there was no breeze and the
starting time was postponed until 1:30 P. M. At this

hour a fresh S.W. breeze had come up and the prepara-
tory signal was given.
The 36ft. and 30ft. sloops sailed twice over a course

from the .starting line, E. by N., 3% miles to the Cow's
Can Buoy, off Shippan Point; thence S.W., ?/2 S.. 3^
miles, and thence to the starting line, N.W. by N., 2^4.

miles, a total distance of 18 miles. The 21ft. and i8ft.

sloops and the Manhasset and New Rochelle one-design
boats went once over the same course, a distance of 9
miles. The raceabouts and the 25ft. sloops went a dis-

tance of 12 miles, twice over a course from the starting
hne, E. by N., i^^ miles; thence S. 54 W., 2]/$ miles, and
thence to the starting line, N.W. by N., 2j4 miles. The
Indian Harbor sailabouts sailed once over the same course.
The S.W. wind made the first leg of the course a broad

reach, the second leg a beat to windward and the third a
spinnaker run.

The 36-footers were sent away at i :35, and three boats
started, Leda, Spasm and Hanley ; the former crossed first

in the weather berth and from that time on she was never
headed. At the end of the first round Leda was 2m. 33s.

ahead of Spasm, and she finally won, beating Spasm 3m.
40S., and Hanley 3m. 34s. The special cup offered by
Com. Frank Tilford goes to Leda.
Four boats started in the 30ft. class. Mimosa, Mar-

guerite, Alerion and Empronzi. Mimosa got the best
start and led all over the course. Marguerite was second
across the line with Alerion, and Empronzi some dis-

tance behind. Alerion overtook Marguerite, but these

tv\ o boats could not catch Mimosa. Empronzi broke down
before the end of the first round and withdrew. On the
second leg of the course Mimosa increased her lead and
w^on by 2m. 35s.

The four raceabouts had a close race. At the start

they were well together, but Mavis and Jolly Roger soon
got away from Hobo and Scamp. At the end of the first

round Jolly Roger was only two seconds ahead of Mavi.s.

On the second round Jolly Roger got away from Mavis a

little and won by 15s. She beat Scamp and Hobo 3m. 36s.

These boats sailed a dead heat.

Some good racing was seen in the smaller classes.

The Regatta Committee—Frank Bowne Jones, Charles
F. Kirbjf, Charles P. Tower, Charles E. Simms, and Ray-
m.ond Babcock—were on board Rear-Com. R. P. Whit-
taker's steam yacht Wissol. The summary follows

:

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:35.
Finish. Elapsed.

Leda, H. L. Maxwell 5 09 36 3 34 36
Spasm, E. D. King 5 12 16 3 37 16

Hanley, C. D. Mallory 5 23 10 3 38 10

Sloops—Class "N—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:35.

Mimosa, T. L. Park 5 18 59 3 43 59
Marguerite, T. F. Dingee 5 21 42 3 46 42
Enpronzi, Alfred Peats Disabled.
Alerion, A. H. Alker 5 21 34 3 46 34

Raceabouts—Start, 1:40.

Scamp, A. H. Piri& 5 01 28 3 21 28
Mavis, G. L. Pirie 4 57 37 3 17 37
Hobo, T. L. Park .5 01 28 3 21 28

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:45.

Robiii Hood, G. E. Gartland 5 05 06 3 20 06
Ojibway, D. P. Morse 5 08 46 3 23 46
Pristis, Iselin & Law 5 12 16 3 27 16
Viper, Newcombe & Elson 5 06 14 3 21 14

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 1:50.

Gazabo N. P. Vulte 4 08 24 2 18 24
Trouble, W^ H. Childs 4 00 11 2 10 11
Montauk, J. P. Sheldon 4 07 28 2 17 28
Cicada, L.' Cranford 3 59 07 2 09 07
Malillian. R. P. Thompson 4 16 10 2 26 10
Bogie, E. H. Outerbridge. Withdrew.
Eos, E. D. Mead 4 07 16 2 17 16
Neola, J. S. Johnson, Jr 3 59 24 2 09 24

Manhasset Bay One-Design Class—Start. 1:50.

Mist, J. W. Alker ; .....4 21 56 2 31 .'^6

Bab, J. R. Hoyt ..4 17 56 2 27 56

New Rochelle One-Design Class—Start, 1:50.

Caper, P. L. Howard 4 17 58 2 27 58

Knave, R. N. Bavier 4 17 22 2 27 22
Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr 4 16 59 2 26 59

Sloops—Class R—18ft. and Under Racing Length—Start, 1:55.

Pandora, H. B. Towle 4 18 40 2 23 40

Cricket, H. C. Pryer 4 17 57 2 22 57

Tar Baby, T. A. Howell... 4 26 28 2 31 28

India Harbor Sailabouts—Start, 2:00.

Cero, R. Mallory. Jr 4 27 35 2 27 35

Queenie, F. Tilford 4 29 25 2 29 25

Noggin, C. S. Somerville 4 18 08 2 18 08

Stingy, E. E. Zittel 4 20 25 2 ?0 ?5

Catboats—Class W—18ft. Racing Length and Under—Start, 2:05.

Scud. D, B. Abbott 4 40 55 Z So o6

Bantam, F. Page -. 4 45 26 2 40 26

Louie Belle, J. M. Williams 4 45 40 2 40 40

[yEPT. 6, tgb±

The winners were Leda, Mimosa, Jolly Roger, Robin
Hood, Cicada, Bab, Ace, Noggin and Louie Belle.

Monday, Sept. i.

A special regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C. was held
on Labor Day. There were seventeen starters in the
handicap class, and four of the Indian Harbor sailabouts
went over the course.

^
The wind was moderate from the southwest.

For yachts in the handicap race and for oyster
sloops the course was to the gas buoy, off the
eastern end of Little Captain Island, S,E. K S.
i}i miles; thence to a club spar buoy placed J4 ile S.
of Great Captain Light S.W. by W. miles; thence to
the red spar buoy off the western end of Great Captain
Island, W. by N., ^ N. J4 mile; thence to the red spar
buoy on Carmel Reef N. by E. j4 E., M of a mile, and
thence back E.N.E. J4 E. 1% miles. The course was
twice sailed over, making the total distance 10 nautical
miles.

Several boats met with accidents—Empronzi carried
away her spreaders. Surprise parted her throat halHards.
Crab, one of the contestants in the handicap class, shipped
a big sea near one of the outer marks and was nearly
swamped. Mr. J. M. Williams, owner of Louie Belle, ran
alongside of Crab and took off her owner and a lady that
v/ere on board, and sent them ashore. The boat was
towed into the harbor. The finishes in the handicap class
were very close. Robin Hood was a winner by ps.
The Indian Harbor sailabouts had a good race, and

Noggin won.
Venture, one of the oyster boats, carried away her top-

mast and declined to sail in her crippled condition. Susie
C. covered the course alone for a special prize. The sum-
mary:

Handicap for Sloops 36ft. and Under.
. ~ -r^ ^ ,. Start. Finish.

Crab, T, R. Pell Disabled.
Bantam, F. Page 2 45 00 5 09 03
Louie Belle, J. M. Williams Withdrew.
Kerry, E. W. Russell Withdrew.
Adeline, C. W. Trippe 3 05 00 5 15 47
Bogie, B. H. Outerbridge 3 05 00 5 14 43
Verona, H. S. Osborne 3 05 00 5 09 08
Malillian, R. B. Thompson 3 10 00 5 12 24
Eos, E. D. Mead 3 15 00 5 14 25
Montauk, G. P. Sheldon 3 15 00 5 18 27
Neola. E. W. Russell 3 20 00 5 16 30
Cicada, L. Crawfurd 3 25 00 5 13 27
Robin Hood. G. E. Gartland 3 25 00 5 08 54
Viper, Newcombe & Elson 2 25 00 5 14 08
Why Not, J. M. Rosseau 2 40 00 5 27 01
Surprise, E." Nagel 2 40 00 Disabled
Empronzi, Alfred Peats 3 35 00 Disabled.

Indian Harbor .Sailabouts—Start, 2:45.

Finish. Elapsed,
Noggin, C. S. Somerville 4 18 !j9 1 33 59
Stingy, E. E. Zittel 4 20 18 1 35 18
Betty, Swods & Hyde. 4 23 45 1 48 25
Bug, G. F. Dominick, Jr 4 24 26 1 39 26

Oyster Sloops—Start, 4:30.
Susie C, Stanley Chard : .,,.5 23 21 0 53 21
Ventura, S. Starkins Withdrew.

New Yotk C
Autumn Sweepstakes acd Sail-off of the Antual Regatta,

New York, Sept. U.

The annual regatta, having been called off on account
of calm, at 4 P. M., with the assent of the contestants,
will be merged in the autumn sweepstakes, and both
events will be sailed on Sept. 11.

Club Prizes, Regular.—In each class there will be a
prize for first, if two or more start; and a prize for second,
if four or more start.

Courses Nos. i and 2.—Racing trim and cruising trim.
Cruising trim cups, two-thirds value of regular cups.
Handicap Cups. Sealed Handicaps.—Ex-Rear-Com.

Bergen offers a cup for schooners, in one class, and a
cup for single-masted vessels and yawls, in one class, open
to vessels launched prior to Nov. i, iS)6. Course iNo. ^,
cruising trim.

Special Cups.—The Bennett Club Course Cups, for
schooners and single-masted vessels and yawls, respective-
ly. Challenge cups, club book, p. 290. Course No. i,

racing trim.

Naval Alumni Association of Annapolis Challenge
Cups. A cup for schooners in one class and a cup for
single-masted vessels and yawls in one class. Course No.
I, racing trim.

Each winner of a challenge cup will receive a medal.
Rear-Com. C. L. F. Robinson offers a cup for the vessel

making the fastest corrected time over course No. i, all

sailing as one class, with allowance for rig as in R. R. II.

Racing trim.

Sweepstakes.—Stakes of $25 for each vessel entered,
must be deposited with the committee by 9 P. M. Sept. 10.

Entries.—Will close at the club house at 9 P. M.
Sept. 10.

Classification.

SCHOONERS.
Class A—All over 95ft. racing length.

Class B—Not over 95 and over 85ft. racing length.
Class C—Not over 85 and over 7Sft. racing length.
Class D—Not over 75 and over 6sft. racing length.

Class F—Not over 65ft. racing length.

SINGLE-MASTED VESSELS AND YAWLS.-
Class G—All over 8oft. racing length.

Class H—Not over 80 and over 70ft. racing length.

Class I—Not over 70 and over 6oft. racing length,

Class J—Not over 60 and over 51ft. racing lengtli.

Class K—Not over 51 and over 43ft. racing Iengt!i.

Class L—Not over 43 and over 36ft. racing length.

Class M—Not over 36ft. racing length.

Seawanhafca-Cormthian Y, C.
OYSTER BAY, LONG ISL.-VND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 30.

The Seawanhaka knockabouts sailed a special race over
inside course No. 2 on Saturda^^ Aug. 30. The race was
for a cup offered by Mr. Henry H. Landon. The breeze
was strong from the S.W. Wyntje won by 40s. Heron
did not finish. The summary, start 3 :20

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Wyntje, C. Hoyt, Jr 5 22 14 2 02 14
Gowan, F. G. Stewart 5 22 54 2 02 54
Lucille, H. H. Landon 5 23 49 2 03 49
Marcia, Dresser & Jacquelin 5 26 46 2 06 46
Bobs. W. A. Siewart 5 28 01 2 08 01
Heron, F. R. Coudert Withdrew.
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New Restricted Classes for the Atlantic Y* C.

For some time past it has been the desire of a number
of Atlantic Y, C. members to secure several classes of

boats of moderate size m which good racing was to bo

had. The one-design plan was not approved of nor was
it desired that the boats should be built under any formula.

This together with keeping the price of the boats down to

a reasonable figure was what Mr. George Hill, the Secre-

tary of the club, had in mind when he sent out letters to

a number of reputable builders, of which the following is

a copv

:

x\ug. II, 1902.

Gentlemen : I would be pleased to receive from you
on or before Sept. i, sketch plans tO' lin. scale, with sketch

specification and proposal for one or more of the follow-

ing restricted classes, and would be obliged if you would
advise me as to whether or not I may expect to receive

the same from you. Your proposal to state the price bid

for one boat and the price bid should three of the same
or similar type be ordered.

It is the intention of the committee to secure the build-

ing of boats of different types as far as possible, as we
wish to determine by actual practice which type is best

suited to our waters. In furtherance of this idea you
may if you wish, submit several different designs for each

class. Of course the committee reserve the right to re-

ject any or all proposals. Should the order be given for

any yachts, delivery would not be expected prior to May
I5> 1903. Should you wish to submit models instead of

drawings, they nuist not exceed 24in. long, including the

back board, and must be simply varnished with the erect

and inclined waterlines shown on the same by a fine black

line. The general instructions are as follows:

Inc. L.W.T... Sail Area, Displacement, Draft.

Class. Feet. .Square Feet. Pounds. Feet.

N 30 1.000 1 0.000 7
i> 25 600 G.OOO H

0 21 400 3,500 r.

li IS 325 2,800 l

The inclined -waterline is to be the length of the load

vt'aterline, as determined from the plans when the yacht is

inclined to the greatest angle at which she should be

heeled when undtr way. This angle is to be stated in the

certificate. The sa 1 area is to be the actual area of the

sails used when going to windward when full stretched,

80 per cent, of the area being placed in the mainsail. A
balloon jib may be carried, but the luff must not go out-

side of the luff of the jib. A spinnaker may be carried

having an area equal to 75 per cent, of the area of the

sail aft of the main mast. The displacement stated is a

minimum. A greater displacement may be used if de-

sired. The ballast must not exceed 40 per cent, of the

displacement. The construction should be of yellow pine

or cypress planking : oak keel and frames
;
galvanized iron

fittings; deck and cabin house canvased; coaming of oak;
spars solid ; blocks of bronze

;
stays of steel ; the sails

should be light and mildew proofed. Centerboard and
rudder of steel galvanized. No slide on the cabin top,

but two doors to get into the cabin, which would project

i2in. above deck for the smaller yachts, and not more
than i8in. for the larger ones. Small square hatch for-

ward of the mast. Yacht to steer with a tiller with a 7ft.

dinghy of the sharpy type with oars and rowlocks and a

fender on the bow. Yacht equipment to include all light

Fails, water proofed ; sail cover for mainsail ; two small

ring life buoys, two anchors, fifteen fathoms of Manila
cable, ten fathoms of 5^in. running line; sweep, boat hook,

lead and lead line.

(Signed), George Hill.

American Y, C.

MILTON POINTj LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 30.
-

The two one-design classes of the American Y. C.

sailed a club race in a fresh S.W. wind over a triangular

course on Saturdaj', Aug. 30. Rascal won in the 21ft.

class, and Rattler won in the i8ft. class. The summary:

21ft. Class—Start, 2:30.

Finish. Elapsed.
Rascal, S. C. Hopldns 5 05 32 2 35 32
The Kid, O. Harriman, Jr 5 06 16 2 36 16
Howdy, S. Wainwrig-ht 5 10 34 2 40 3i
Ping Pong, W. I-I Browning 5 10 52 2 40 52

Jolly Tar, S. Ho.viand 5 11 20 2 41 20
Cricket, H. WiUetts 5 12 15 2 42 15

18ft. Class—Start, 2:38.

Rattler, J. E. Bowles 5 33 19 2 55 19

Zelica III., H. A. Sherman..... 5 35 31 2 37 31
Hustler, T. T. Downey 5 36 .32 2 ,i8 32
Mongoo.se" III.. Simeon Ford 5 37 32 2 59 32
Driftwood, C. C. Townsend Withdrew.

Monday, Sept. i.

Rear-Com. W, H. Browning offered prizes for which
boats of the 21 and 18ft. one-design classes raced for on
Monday, Sept. i. Cricket won in the 21ft. class and
Rattler won in the i8ft. class. The summary:

21ft. Class—Start. 2:30.

Finish. Elapsed.
Cricket, H. Willetts 4 52 46 2 22 46
Ping Pong. W. II. Browning 4 54 58 2 2 i 58
Jolly Tar, S. ITowland 4 55 02 2 25 02
Rascal. S. C. Hopkins 5 19 59 2 39 53
Howdy, L, VVainwright Withdrew.

18ft. Class—Stari, 2:35.
Rattler, J. E. Bowles 3 17 42 2 ''2 42
Hustler, J. I. Downey ,.3 17 51 2 -VZ 51
Mongoose III., S. Ford 3 18 32 2 43 32
Zelica in., H. S. Sherman 3 24 55 2 49 55
Driftwood, O. C. Townsend 3 27 03 2 52 03

Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y* C.

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Wednesday, Aug. 27.

Chipmunk and Eleanor, two boats of the i8ft. sloop
class, sailed a race for a silver prize cup on Wednesday.
The boats covere.d inside course No. 2. At the start the
wind was light from the N., but later swung around to
S.W. and became stronger. Chipmunk led over the start-

ing line, but was passed by Eleanor. At the end of the
second round Chipmunk led by im. 42s. In the freshen-
ing breeze Eleanor did better and finished only i8s. behind
Chipmunk. The summary, start 11:55:

„ Finish. Elapsed,
Chipmunk, B. S. Young 3 04 12 2 09 12
Eleanor, Robert Jacob 3 04 30 2 09 30

Btidgfepoft Y* C.

BLACK ROCK, CONN,

Saturday, Aug. 23.

Sixteen boats started in the annual regatta of the
Bridgeport Y. C. The breeze was fresh from the N. by
W., and the boats made good time over the course.

Mimosa won again in the 30ft. class, beating Marguerite
by nearly three minutes. In the 2Sft. class Folly had
m.atters all her own way and defeated Arbeeka easily.

Hobo had no competitor in the raceabout class, and was
forced to take a sailover. Vagabond won in the 2Sft. cat-

boat class, beating Shippan, the second boat, by over
seven minutes. Considerable interest was centered in the

race for 25ft. power launches. Mephisto won handily.

The summary:
30ft. Class—Start, 3:00.

Length. Finish.
Mimosa 29.96 4 42 40
Marguerite 29.73 4 45 21
Kit 30.00 4 51 24

25ft. Class—Start, 3:05.
Polly , 24.93 5 06 02
Arbeeka 22.88 5 13 11

Raceabouts—Start, 3 :10.

Hobo 20.83 4 55 33

25ft. Catboats—Start, 3:20.
Shippan 25.00 5 49 44
Vagabond 24.60 5 42 18
Critic 21.40 5 52 16

18ft. Catboats—Start, 3:20.

Tuanila 15,40 6 31 20
-Marietta 15.90 6 30 15
Monsoon .18.00 5 .')9 42

25ft. Power Launches—Start, 12:00.
Mephisto 12 45 07
Topaz 12 55 27
Laurel 15 55 55
Idunno 12 56 31

Western Yachts.

Sachem's Head Y. C.

GinLFORD, CONN.

Monday, Aug. 25.

On Monday the Sachem's Head Y. C. sailed the sixth
race for points in the season's championships. The con-
tests in all three classes were interesting and exciting.
The wind was fresh from the N. and squally. The Sea-
wanhaka knockabouts sailed over a course eleven and
one-half miles long, and Thelga won. Possum won in
the Sachem's Head one-design class, and Hunky Dory
won in the dory class. The summary:

Seawanhaka Knockabouts— Start, 10:23.

Finish. Elapsed.
Thelga, C. P. Clark 12 17 58 1 54 58
Senta. R. C. Mitchell 12 18 00 1 55 00
Frances, R. C. Lincoln 12 21 31 1 58 31
Kittywink, J. J. Phelps 12 24 11 2 01 11
Midge, W. E. Peck Withdrew.

Sachem's Head One-Design Class—Start, 10:28.
Possum, S. W. Sharpe 11 25 52 0 57 52
Chipmunk, J. E. Wayland 11 27 02 0 59 02
Mosquito, Mr. Tyler 11 28 32 1 00 32

Mosquito Class—Start, 10:33.
Hunky Dory. Thos. Prentice 11 59 30 0 46 30
Gretchen, W. H. Deming 11 22 00 0 49 00

The present standing of the boats in points is as follows

:

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Senta, 36; Gloria, 29;
Frances, 27; Kittywink, 27; Midge, 19; Thelga, 15; Ariel,
II.

Sachem's Head One-Design Class—Possum, 26; Chip-
munk, 16; Ghoorka, 16; Mosquito, 6; Minnie C, 3.

Hempstead Harbor Y. C*

SEA CLIFF, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Wednesday, Aug. 27.

The first race for power boats ever held by a club be-
longing to the Y. R. A. of Long Island Sound took place
under the auspices of the Hempstead Harbor Y. C. on
Wednesday, Aug. 27. The boats were divided into three
classes, the "red class" being made up of boats of isft. or
under; the "white class" of 20ft. or under, and the "blue
class" of 2sft. or under. The weather was clear and the
water smooth, making ideal conditions for launch racing.
The race was a great success in every way. Mr. Ward
Dickson handled the regatta. The summary

:

Red Class—Six Miles—Start, 3:05.

First Round. Finish. Elapsed.
Rake Handle, A. D. Tappan 3 53 35 4 43 12 1 38 12
Golden Rod, H. Van Cott . 3 50 30 4 34 09 1 29 09
Wee-Wee, E. T. Jackson 3 53 30 4 41 52 1 36 52
Scout, August Belmont 3 53 38 4 42 45 1 37 45

AVhite Class—Ten Miles—Start, 3:10.
Louise, J, D. Sayre 4 03 45 5 00 19 1 50 19
Yvonne, G. H. Morin 4 10 51 5 15 37 2 05 37
Memory, R. N. Bavier 3 59 00 4 48 11 1 38 11
Valpa, W. M. Valentine 4 06 05 5 03 30 1 53 30
Americus, A. P. Dunlap 4 03 30 4 56 01 1 46 01
Scout, F. Van Cott 4 02 05 4 54 45 1 44 45
El Capitan, H. Douden, Jr 4 04 30 5 00 18 1 50 18
Red Rover, R. F. Cocks Did not start.

Blue Class—Ten Miles—Start 3:15.
Pawnee, F. A. Snedeker 4 09 27 '5 03 52 1 48 52
Ariel, W. F, Hicks 4 08 25 5 01 53 1 46 53
Wriggle, G. S. Wilson 4 07 55 5 01 27 1 46 27
Cabot. G. Stelz 4 11 15 Withdrew.

The winners were Golden Rod, Memory and Wriggle.

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
Vice-Com. Frederick G. Bourne, of the New York Y.

C, has purchased from Mr. N. B. Stewart, of Greenock,
Scotland, the English-built steam yacht Maria, Maria
was designed by Mr. G. L. Watson and built by Messrs.
Napier, Shanks & Bell, at Glasgow, in 1896. Maria is

217ft. on the waterline, 27.65ft. breadth and 17.8ft. deep.
The yacht has two decks and six watertight bulkheads.
She is also fitted with an electric light plant.

Messrs. Colven & Bickmann, ^have sold through their

agency the steam yacht Alma for the estate of the late

Charles J. Clarke, of Pittsburg, to Mr. E. S. Clouston, of

Montreal. ; .ij.iA ,7 a I houjs'd
. *l

Com. Morton F. Plant,' of the New Haven Y. C, has
sold his steel schooner Ingomar to Mr. Frank J. Olney, of

Providence.
4^

The thirteenth annual open regatta of the Stuyvesant
Y. C, will be held on Sunday, Sept. 28.

Pewaufcec Regatta,

Chicago, III., Aug. 23.—In the regatta of Pewaukee
Y. C, sailed to-day, Aspirant won in A class, Dora in

B class. Scores:
Class A.

Finish. Elapsed.
Aspirant, Edwin Wollager 5 22 27 1 22 27
Comet, Fred Pabst 5 23 48 1 23 48
Calumet, J. W. Scheets ! 5 29 53 1 29 53
Defiance, Ed. Schwartzburg 5 33 33 1 33 33
Elk, Ed. Leunzman 5 39 45 1 .39 45

Class B.
Dora, W. H. Meyer 5 43 20 I 43 26
Kite, George Poppert 6 02 26 1 57 26
Allemac, Kopemeyer 6 10 15 2 05 15

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Frederick W. Ayer, who formerly owned the Bur-

gess 40-footer Vandal has,had a steam yacht built by the
Eastern Manufacturing Co., at South Brewer, Maine,
from designs made by Mr. Charles B. Clark, who superin-
tended the vessel's construction. The yacht was launched
on Aug. 6, and was named Helena. The hull, which is

built of wood, is io8ft. Sin. over all, 17ft. 2in. breadth and
10ft. 4in. depth. Hslena has a mahogany deck house for-
ward and is .schooner rigged. Her engines are 300 horse-
power, and it is expected they will drive the yacht at about
fifteen knots. She is lighted throughout by electricity.
Helena is the largest yacht ever built on the Penobscot
River.

———<g>-

—

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—^The following scores were made in regular com-
petition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at Four-
Mile House, Reading Road, Aug. 24. Conditions, 200yds., ofT-
hand, at the German ring target. Payne was declared champion
lor the day with the good score of 221. Weather clear. Ther.-
mometer 80 degrees. Wind from 3 to 9 o'clock, and blowing in
the shooters' faces. Jonscher made the top score on the Honor
target. The scores

:

Payne 221 219 215 215 214 Roberts 202 201 199 196 191
Hasenzahl ....220 219 218 215 211 Hofer 202 189 182 177 175
Gindele 217 215 213 212 206 Hoffman 201 199 191 191 182
Nestler 211 208 208 207 205
Drube 210 204 196 166 ...

Bruns 210 200 197 189 ...

Odell 200 199 198 189 176
Jonscher 198 198 198 191 182
Weinheimer ..193 187 185 175 173

Trounstine ...206 199 198 197 191 Uckotter 188 185 165
Lux 203 203 202 198 197 Freitag ISS 184 177 177 17i
Honor Target.—Payne 62, Hasenzahl 52, Gindele 61, Nestler 58,

Drube 39, Trounstine 58, Lu.x 56, Roberts 52, Hofer 52, Hoffman
59, Odell 56, Jonscher 69. Weinheimer 52, Freitag 58.

A grand prize shoot will be given by the Cincinnati Rifle Asso-
ciation, Sunday, Sept. 28, at Four-A_..ie House, Reading Road.
There will be rest and ol?-hand shooting, and a large list of
valuable and select prizes. Any rifle allowed excepting calibers
over .45 and jacketed bullets or telescope sights. Open to all.

Great inducements given all local shooting societies.
Committee: M. Gindele, E. D. Payne, S. F. Trounstine, C.

Nestler, A. Lux,

The Palm a Trophy.

The All-American team, which will engage in the International
contest for the Palma trophy at Ottawa, Canada, Sept. 13, has been
very carefully reorganized, and, due to the known skill and steadi-
ness of its members in competition, there is a feeling that the
Palma trophy, emblematic of long-range skill and success with
the rifle, may this year return to the United States, where it was
so many years held in possession.

—®

—

Fixtures.

If 700 want yoor shoot to be announced here lend a

aotice like the following:

Sept. 3-4,—Nappanee, Ind,—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club. Ed. J.
Bowers, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-5.—Richmond, Ind.—Handicap tournament of the Rich-
mond, Ind., and College Corner, New Paris and Oxford, O., gun
clubs.

Sept. 3-5.—Erie, Pa.—Erie City Rod and Gun Club's handicap
tournament at targets. Open to all; $200 added. A. N. Aitken,
Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Open tournament of the Con-

solidated Sportsman's Association. Eber Rice, Sec'y,
Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa.—Three days' target tournament of the

Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, $200. L. S. Munch,
Sec'y.
Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. John Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 10.—East Liverpool, O.—East Liverpool Gun Club's tour-

nament. R. W. Sample, Sec'y.
Sept. 10.—Bristol, Conn.—All-day tournament and sheep bake

of the Bristol Gun Club. E. M. Dailey, Sec'y.
Sept. 11-12.—Annual fall target and live-bird amateur shoot of the

Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Sept, 10-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth

tournament of the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.
Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska City, Neb.—Tournament at Nebraska City.
Sept. 16-18.—Williamsport, Pa.—Tournament of the West Branch

Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 16-19.—Detroit. Mich.—John Parker's annual tournament.
Sept. 23-24.—Concordia, Kan.—Second annual tournament of the

Concordia Blue Ribbon Gun Club.
Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, O.-—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F, Dreihs. Sec'y.
Sept. 26-27.—Matthews, Ind.—Second annual target aiid live-bird

tournament.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111,—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Fall tournament of the Parent
Grove Gun Club. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Austerlitz, Ky.—Hill Top Gun Club's live-bird tourna-

ment. Alfred Clay, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-

ment. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
;

Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the
Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. I, W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct. 6.—New Paris, O.—One-day tournament of the Peters Gun
Club. G, L. Lyne, Sec'y,
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H mdicap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.
Oct. 9-10^Fort Wa3'ne, Ind.—Annual target tournament of the

East End Gun Club. F. W. Leidelf, Sec'y.
Oct 15-16.—New London, la.—Sixth annua! tournament of theNew London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook, Sec'y.

_t)ct. 15-16.—Springfield. C—Springfield Gun Club's tournament
B. F. Downs, Capt.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon,



FOREST AND STREAM. tSEPT. 6, 1902.

Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday-
afternoon until October, Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y-
First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for

the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;
open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, (Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

I.. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

John Parker's twelfth annual international shooting tournament,
an event of eager interest to all trapshooters, is near at band. The
dates are Sept. 16 to 19, and the place is Rusch House grounds,
Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich, It is open to all, and has $200
cash added. The programme for targets is alike for each of the
first three days, excepting that No. 6 is the Peters Cartridge Com-
pany's international handicap trophy on the first day, the King
Powder Company's two-man team international trophy on the
second day, and the Peters Cartridge Company's international ex-
pert trophy (all stand at 22yds.) on the third day, each of which
is at 25 targets, 75 cents entrance. Of the other nine events each
day, five are at 15, four at 20 targets, entrance .$L50 and .'i;2. For
each day there is $5 for best average. Targets 2 cents except
m event No. 6. Entrance includes price of targets. Shooting
commences at 9 o'clock. Sept. 19 is live-bird day. There are four
programme events as follows: No. 1. 5 birds, $3, 60 and 40 per
cent., high guns; No. 2, 7 birds, ,$.5, 50, 30 and 20 per cent., high
gu.ns; No. 3, Gilman & Barnes' international live-bird trophy,
value $150, 10 birds. ?7, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent., high guns;
No. 4, 15 birds, $20 entrance, S50 added, class shooting, 30, 25, 20,
Iti and 10 per cent. Entrance includes price of birds. The pro-
gramme contains further information as follows: "All target
events shot under handicaps, 16 to 22yds. Here is a good chance
to take in the excellent bass fishing on the St. Clair Flats. Take
car in front of WajTie Hotel and transfer to Jef?erson avenue
tlirough car, which runs direct to grounds. Ship all shells, etc., to
Joseph A. Marks & Co,, 93 Woodward avenue, and they will be
delivered free of charge on grounds. First-class up-to-date meals
at Rusch House on grounds. Fish, frogs and chicken a specialty.
Shooters protected from weather. Plenty loaded shells on grovuids.
Extra live-bird sweeps shot every day. Birds and traps ready for
practice at all times through toiu'nament. Practice shooting Mon-
day, Sept. 15, A handsome diamond trophy to Michigan shooters,
donated by Traub Bros., for best average in all programme events.
.Solid gold watch for best general average throughout programme
events. Yaller team, of Detroit, donates handsome tropliy for best
average Detroit shooters in all target events. Yaller team, of
Natchez, Miss., allowed to compete for same. American Associa-
tion rules. No targets will be thrown over 50yds. Target moneys
divided Rose system, 5, 4, 3, 2. All of the target trophies be-
come property of the winner. The GUlman & Barnes' live-bird

trophy must be won three times, not necessarily in succession. All
live-bird events under handicap, 26 to 31yds. If anybody by liis

shooting, half of first day, proves that he is unfairly classified, the
mistake will be rectified. Plenty of help, come and see a first-

class up-to-date shoot. Address all communications to John
Parker, 465 Junction avenue, Detroit, Mich. Paul Weise,_^ manager.
Don't forget the Circuit: Indian shoot. Battle Creek, Sept. 9-12;

Detroit, Sept, 16-19; Cincinnati, Sept. 23-25. All Irfclians are in-

vited. Chief Des-Chree-.Shos-Ka, 'Jack.'
"

Concerning the Interstate at Haverhilk Mass., last weeki -M*,
C. F. Lambert writes us as follows: The painfully small at-

tendance at the Interstate Association tournament continued
during the open shoot to-day. The interstate and interclub

events were declared off by the committee, there being no entries

for same. The individual handicap was run off, to which the
club added $30, this event calling for 25 targets at regular angles
and a like number at each. Sergeant system, reversed pull, and
xuiknown angles, 100 in all. About 20 shooters contested in this

event with the following result: Kirkwood at 18 yards broke
S5, LeRoy at 22 yards broke 84, and Lambert at 20 yards broke
S3. An extra 25 target event was arranged, through which the
balance of the left-over prizes were disposed of. The trade on
this day was represented by J. S. Fanning, B. LeRoy Woodard,
Horace Kirkwood and T. E. Doremus. Mr, and Mrs. Park were
present, and although Mrs. Park shot but little, not having
her own gun, her work would seem to indicate that the necessity

to piost shooters of being accustomed to a certain gun is to ker
a trivial matter."

The souvenir programme of the Consolidated Sportsman's Asso-
ciation, Grand Rapids, Mich., is of special interest, owing to its

artistic features and the numerous illustrations and portraits of
eminent sportsmen which it contains. The dates of the C. S. A.'s

annual target tournament are Sejit. 4 and 5. It is open to the

world. Trophy events of the Michigan State Trapshooters' League
are open to members. Added money, $413. Ship guns and ammu-
nition care of W. B. Jarvis & Co. Interstate rules. Handicaps,
14 to 21 yards. Two sets, Sergeant system. .Rose system, 7, 5,

3 and 2, will govern the moneys. Targets in open events, two
cents; in trophy events of M. S. T. S. L., 3 cents; one cent rebate

to visiting teams shooting through the M. S. T. S. L. events.

Shooting for targets only is prohibited. Grounds open for prac-

tice Sept. 3. Shooting commences at 8:30. Dinner served on
grounds, 50 cents. On the first day the Amateur State Champion-
ship, Semi-Expert State Championship, Expert State Champion-
ship, State Championship of three-man teams are on the pro-

gramme, beside the nine regular events at 15, 20 and 25 targets;

$1.50, $2 and $2.50 entrance; $50 for five high guns. There are

twelve events on the second- day, and $50 to five high guns, and $60

for six low guns. There is a liberal sum of added money to the

events.

The sixth annual tournament of the New London flowa)

Gun Club, has a progi-amme which comprises both target and
live-bird competition, at its tournament Oct. 15 and 16. There
are twelve target events on the first dav, 15, 20 and 25 targets,

$1.50 and $2 entrance. On the second day there are six events
at targets, and two at live birds, 7 and 15 birds, $5 and $10

entrance. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Targets 2 cents.

Live birds, 20 cents. Grounds open for practice on Oct. 14.

High averages for entire programme, $15, $10, $7.50; for target
programme, $7.50, $5 and $5. Guns and shells shipped to Dr. C.

E. Cook will be delivered on the grounds. Target handicaps, 14

to 22 yards; live birds, 27 to 33 yards.

The programme of the Interstate Trapshooting tournament,
given for the Lewiston, III., Gun Club, Sept. 29 and 30, has a
similar programme for each day; ten events, of which five are at

15, entrance $1.50; four at 20, entrance $2; and one at 25 targets.,

entrance $2.50, and to each events $2.50 is added. Targets, two
cents. Lunch served on the grounds. Loaded shells may
be obtained at the clubhouse. Purses divided 50, 30 and 20 per
cent, fifteen entries or less; over 15 entries, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per
cent. Guns and ammunition prepaid and marked in owner's
name, forwarded to the secretary, Mr. IT. H. McCumber, will be
delivered on the grounds free. Shooting will commence at 9
o'clock.

The series of Birch Brook Gun Club shoots for merchandise prizes
terminated on Aug. 30, Messrs. Hebbard, Hilliard, Straw, Rowe,
Rand, Dudley, Hastings, Riley and Yelmah were the winners in
the order mentioned. Mr. Hilliard won the series of medal
shoots by a total score of 382 out of a possible 400.

At the Budd-Hinshaw tournament last week, at Spirit L«ke,.
Iowa, Mr. Fred Gilbert was high average with 96 per cent, for
the four days. This was professional and was restricted to tftr

gets only and a special prize. In the amateur class Mr. J. M.
Hughes was high with 93.5 per cent.

fhe sad news readies us that Mr. Albert Ray, of Mt. Kisco,
N. y., was thrown, from his horse while returning from the
lleasantville tournament on Saturday of last week, therefrom
sufiering a fractured skull and three broken ribs. We have not
been informed as to the prospects of his recovery, tie was amember of the Mt. Kisco Gun Club. He was well known and
popular with trapshooters, to whom the knowledge of his calam-
ity will bring profound sympathy and grief.

Programmes of the Enterprise Gun Club's ail-day shoot, to be
held on Sept. 20, cam be obtained of the secretary, Mr. Geo W
Mains, McKeesport, ]:^a. The ten events of the day are alternately
at 10 and Ja targets, $1,20 and .$1.50 entrance. The Rose systein
wi 1 govern the money. Those who wish may shoot for targets
only. A magautrap will throw the targets. Shooting commences
at 9 o clock.

Capt. A. W. de Bray (Gaucho) in our trap columns this week,
gives some excellent advice on "Hints on Trapshooting." There
are quite a number who will think that the advice fits the other
fellow, but It would not be amiss to carefully compare notes with
oncsself before taking up the comparison of notes as to the
other fellow.

In the TiQolsdOrf trophy contest of the South Side Gun Club,
of Newark, N. J,, on Saturday of last week, Mr. I. Terrill was
the winner for the week. He made a clean score of 25. Gardiner
and Hemisch scored 24 each, Engle and Harrison 22 each.

The new Troisdorf handicap, a regular monthly shoot open to
all, will take place on Saturday of this week at Watson's Park,
Burnside Crossing, HI,, and the Nonpariel Gun Club will hold
their regular added money shoot, same day and place.

On the grounds of the Fairfax Gun Club, Bonesteel, .S. D.,
Aug. 26, l\lr. Carl Porter (holder) defeated Mr. G. F. Spatz for
the Peters Cartridge Co.'s trophy, emidematic of the champion-
.jhip of Gregory County, by a score of 46 to 42.

Mr. J. S. Fanning was high average at the Haverhill (Mass.)
Inter.state tournament last week, leading his closest competitor,
Mr. Ncaf Apgar, by two targets for

,
the two days. He broke

33() out of a possible 350, a 96 per cent. gait.

The series of cUib shoots of fhe Baltimore Shooting Associa-
tion ended to-day, and the winners were Messrs. G. E. Edwards
and J. R. Malone, who tied on 242 out of 250, and Dr. H. E.
Lupus, who scored 242 out of 250.

In the main
Park, Chicago,
First, Kiiss, 47;
als,o were shot.

contest of the Nonpareil Gun Club, Watson's
on Satrirday of last week, the winners were:
2d, Willard, 45; 3d, Roll. Numerous sweeps

Messrs. W. B. Darlon. of Portland, Me.; and Mr. C. M. Stark,
of Dunbarton, N. 11., shot their 100-target match for $100 a side
at Concord-, N,. H-., last Week, with the result that the former
won.

With the Lewiston, 111.

Association tournaments,
the .series for 1903 will all

,
tournament, the series of Interstate

for 1902, closes. It is probable that
be target tournaments.

Mr. R. O. Heikes was high average at the tournament of the
Pudueah (Ky.) Gun Club, Aug. 26-2S, with the excellent average
of 97.1 per cent, for the tatal target programme.

We are informed, that Mr. W. H. Wolstencroft has cancelled
the tournament which he had arranged to take place from Sept.
1 to 0.

The Peters Gun Club, of New Paris, Ohio, announce a one-
day tournament, Oct, 9. Mr, G. L. Lyne is the secretary.

Bernard Waters.

Budd-Hinshaw Tournament*
Arnoi-b's Park, la., Aug. 30.—Budd and Ilinshaw's four-day

{imatcur touniament was fairly well attended. There were about
fifty entries on the first three days, and thirty on the fourth day.
Ihe programme called for eight 15 and four 20-target events,

with .$5 added to. the 15 and .$7.50 to the 20 target events each
day. The shooting was from two sets of traps. Sergeant system.
The traps were set on the lake front, and targets thrown about
55yds. over the water.
Manufacturers' agents shot for targets, and an elegant set of

pearl-handled knives and forks, donated by the management.
Crosby, Gilbert and Riehl were the only three agents who shot
through, and Fred Gilbert won the set with an average of 96 per
cent, for the four days. J. M.. Hughes was high in the amateur
class with 93.5 per cent; Klein second with 93.3 per cent.
A number ot the shooters brought their families, and a very

pleasant week was enjoyed b^' all in attendance.
Mrs. Copley, of Spirit Lake; Mrs, McKelvey, of Iledrick, and

Miss Bridie, of Nichols, made some good scores, and were warmly
congratulated on their good shooting.

First Day, Aag. 26.

Events: 1234567S9 10 1112 Broke.
Burmister 7 12 14 10 10 16 12 12 IS 12 13 18 154

Dubbs 10 12 16 12 10 16 14 13 18 12 12 16 161

McKelvey

12

14 18 14 11 18 10 10 16 12 12 19 166

Coe

13

14 16 14 14 18 12 12 18 11 13 17 171

Elbert

11

13 18 12 12 19 10 12 18 14 13 18 170

McCulley 13 13 15 11 11 18 14 15 17 12 11 12 162

Rossbach 11 8 11 11 7 18 11 10 12 6 11 12 128

L Hinshaw 12 10 IS 11 13 17 14 10 18 14 15 19 177

Rielil ' 11 13 15 12 12 18 15 13 18 13 13 19 173

Lee 9 11 13 8 8 17 66

Crosby

15

15 17 15 14 20 15 15 19 15 15 20 195

Gilbert - 13 15 20 14 15 19 14 15 19 14 15 20 193

Burnside

12

14 20 9 10 16 12 15 19 13 12 17 169

Kleiire 15 14 IS 14 14 18 13 14 17 12 13 19 181

Hughes

14

14 20 15 14 18 15 13 18 15 15 18 189

Loomis

12

12 16 12 12 17 12 13 15 9 12 IS 160

Waddington 14 14 20 15 15 20 12 13 IS 14 15 18 188

Brav

13

13 IS 13 14 16 13 14 17 12 14 19 176

Hofer

11

6 13 11 10 12 14 9 14 13 11 16 110

Townsend

11

12 20 15 14 16 15 14 18 15 11 20 ISl

Herr

10

15 15 14 12 18 15 15 19 14 15 18 180

Barber

14

13 14 12 13 19 13 14 17 12 12 13 166

Rust

11

12 13 9 11 17 11 12 20 14 14 17 171

E Hinshaw

12

11 17 14 13 18 11 9 14 13 13 17 162

Croutcup

13

13 17 12 14 18 10 13 12 10 15 15 162

Wettleaf 12 12 17 14 13 17 14 14 14 13 PL IS 169

Nichols

13

12 8 12 10 18 13 12 18 12 13 18 159

Black

15

13 16 15 12 17 13 13 17 15 15 17 178

Foley

13

13 16 12 13 19 11 14 18 12 12 16 169

White

15

13 17 13 13 18 14 13 17 11 13 20 174

Nicola . . 13 13 16 11 5 12 9 11 17 14 15 18 153

Michel I

11

11 15 13 13 19 13 14 16 12 13 17 167

Schneider 9 12 17 11 12 18 79

Burger 12 11 15 13 12 18 81

Wallace

13

15 16 12 15 19 15 14 18 13 13 17 180

Harker " 14 11 17 12 13 18 14 14 16 14 13 18 174

Mrs Copley 9 12 16 10 8 6 9 12 7 10 10 10 117

Bird .

13

11 16 12 14 16 14 13 IS 15 13 16 174

Linell

.

11 15 16 12 13 17 14 13 18 15 15 18 177

Patch '.

10

11 14 12 14 15 12 11 .. .. .. .. 101

Hoon • •• 13 20 12 12 17 74

Second Day> Aog. 27.

Events; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Broke.

Btlrmister 15 14 18 12 15 17 13 15 16 12 14 15 177

Hoon 12 13 16 13 15 19 14 12 114

McKelvey 13 13 19 11 14 19 12 14 16 13 12 16 178

Coe 11 12 16 14 14 17 12 13 16 13 12 16 167

Elbert 9 14 17 15 14 20 14 14 18 13 15 18 178

McCulley , . . , . 10 12 17 1112 12 9-12 17 U13 18 157

Nicholson .

Selbhers . .

.

Croutcup . .

.

Rossbach . .

.

Crosby
Gilbert
Burnside ...

Kleine ......
ITughes
Loomis
Waddington
Brav
Hafter
Townsend .

.

Ilerr
White
Morrell
Bird
Dubbs .....
Kiehl
Linell
Wallace
Mrs Copley.
Yeoman s ...

Patch
Barber
Mavturn
Rust
Connor ^ * .j . . .

,

Black
Nichols
Foley
Wettleaf
Lee
Nicola ,

,

E Hinshaw
Mitchell
L Hinshaw
Berger
Ludrigsen
Lord
McClelland ....
Harker
Schneider
Marshall
F Walker
G Walker
Van Steinberg.
Myerly

. 15
. 11

. 14

. 7

, 15
. 14
14

, 14
, 14
, 11

, 11
, 14
, 13
12
13

15
13
10
13
13

13
13
8

10

8

11

13
13

11
13
13

13
14
10

9

13
12
13
14

13 18 11 12 18
14 19 15 14 18
14 17 14 11 17
4 15 9 . . .

.

14 19 14 15 18
15 20 14 15 19
11 18 13 15 20
15 20 15 14 20
15 20 14 15 19

12 15 11 13 17
15 20 12 13 IG
13 18 11 14 17
7 16 12 13 15

13 18 14 13 19
15 18 13 13 15
15 17 14 14 IS
12 17 13 14 18
12 IS 12 14 10
14 13 14 14 17
13 17 12 11 20
14 14 13 14 16
14 17 15 13 13
13 12 6 6 8
14 15 11 13 .

.

13 17 15 14 13
14 19 15 15 15
13 19 13 13 19
11 17 13 11 17
10 5 11 14 12
14 17 15 13 20
14 16 15 13 16
14 19 12 15 18
14 19 10 13 18
15 19 12 12 16
10

3 17 13 4 18
13 13 9 10 8

13 15 12 15 17
.. 15 .. 14 ..

. . 17 13 11 16
., .. 12 12 15
.. 18 15 14 20

13 13 19
15 14 18
15 15 18

11 13 18
15 19 17
12 15 20

14 13 19
14 15 19
12 14 18
14 14 20
15 15 18
9 10 18

15 13 17
15 14 19
9 9 13

13 12 19
15 13 IS
14 13 IS
13 14 19
11 J 3 19
13 14 17
13 12 14
13 11 14
15 13 16
8 10 9

11 13 20
14 15 20
14 12 20
15 13 15
14 14 19
12 14 15
14 13 19
12 13 20
12 12 17
11 15 19
14 13 17
13 13 19
13 15 19
11 11 18
12 14 16
14 10 17
13 14 17
12 14 18
11 9 13

13 13 19
13 12 18
13 15 18
13 15 15
12 13 8

14 12 19
14 12 10
14 14 18
12 14 17
7 13 11

13 11 18
15 14 16
14 12 18
13 11 20
13 9 11

12 14 19
13 13 18
15 13 20
15 13 19
11 10 16

13 4 18 13 12 17

"
12 is is

11 ..

12 ..

.. 14

13 12

13 14 19
.. 15 ..

10 12 17
10 13 19
12 15 15
15 12 .

.

12 15 IS
14 15 18
11 15 .

.

9 11 ..

12 12 14

13 9 16
10 13 16

.. 13 ..

17
15 13 .

.

.. 15

TWfd Day> Aug. 28,

Events: 12 3 4
Burmi.ster 15 12 16 10
Nicholson 13 15 16 11
McKelvey 12 15 14 10
Coe 12 12 14 14
Elbert 10 12 15 12
Black 11 13 15 14
Nichols 11 10 16 11
Foley 13 12 17 14
Wettleaf 14 13 18 10
McCulley 11 11 14 14
Crosby 13 14 20 14
Gilbert 14 14 19 15
Burnside 14 14 15 13
Kleine 14 15 14 14
Plughes 14 14 IS 13
Loomis 11 11 16 11
Waddington 12 13 19 13
Brav 13 13 15 14
Hofer 10 11 . . .

.

Town seed 14 10 18 13
Itiehl 9 14 17 14
White 15 15 19 15
Morrell 13 13 16 12
Bird U 13 10 13
Herr 13 11 20 15
Dubbs 14 14 19 10

Linell 11 J3 17 13
Mrs Copley 9 9 14 12
Mrs McKelvey 6 5 9 7
Croutcup 11 13 16 10
Patch 9 12 13 12
Barber 11 13 17 13
Maytum 11 15 17 14

Rust 8 12 17 12

Marshall 14 14 17 12
Cole 8 5 11 8
Lord 10 11 17 8
E Hinshaw 14 14 17 11

Shears 12 9 16 12
Rossbach 9 11 14 12

Yearons 12 10 12 13
iVfudd S 10 11 ,.

Bastian 9 12 13 10

L Hinshaw 15 9

Ludwigsen
Mitchell
Van Steinberg
Wagner
Stoddard
McClelland ..

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
18 16 12 12 19 12 10 17
n 16 11 10 15 15 12 19
13 16 12 10 14 12 11 18
13 10 13 14 17 12 12 16
14 20 14 14 16 14 12 18
11 17 11 15 19 12 14 17

13 17
11 IS
11 15
13 19
13 19

11 15

13 20
15 18
12 13

11 17

14 17

15 12

10 17
12 IS
11 17

11 IS
13 19
15 15
12 16
9 10

7 4
13 18
13 IS

11 18
11 17
12 10
13 15
8 12
9 14
14 14

12 16
10 12
14 10

11 14
15 15
10 10
15 14
14 15
12 15

13 13
13 13

7 9

11 14

13 11

12 9

12 13

13 14

15 13

11 13
S 12

11 13
11 13

15 15

11 7

17 12

17 13
13 12
16 13

20 15
18 13
18 15
20 15
15 12
11 13

19 15
19 14
14 13

14 13
15 13
16 12
14 13

18 14
18 13
19 12
5 5

13 20

13 16
10 17
13 19
14 18
13 18
14 19
13 IS

13 15
15 14

11 18
7 9
11 IS
13 17
14 17

10 19
12 18

15 20
13 16

14 19
5 11

12 14 20
12 13 14

U 14 14
11 13 19
13 13 17
15 14 17
12 13 11
10 13 15
11 13 19
13 15 16
10 13 IS
12 13 12

14 14 20
10 8 18

13 13 17
14 9 IS
14 10 14
12 12 18
14 .. ..

11 9 16
13 14 17
13 14 IS
12 13 16
10 12 15

8 15 10
S

. . ,. 14 13 13 14 13 16

. ... 10 S 15 10 S 14

.. .. 12 12 15 8 ,, ,,

6 ., ..

13 19
.. ..10 12 17 10 14 17

Fourth Day» Aug. 29.

Events: 12345678
Burmister 11 13 16 13 12 19 12 12

Lord 11 14 13 14 10 16 11 11
McKelvey 12 13 17 12 12 17 13 13

Coe 13 13 17 15 10 16 14 14
Elbert 12 15 16 15 11 18 13 13
Black 14 13 16 15 13 IS 13 12

Nichols 14 12 15 13 12 17 .. ..

Foley 11 J 3 16 15 13 20 14 14
Wettleaf 13 14 19 15 14 17 15 13

E Hinshaw 14 12 14 13 14 15 ...

.

Crosby - 15 13 20 15 14 20 14 13
Gilbert 15 15 19 14 15 19 14 15
Burnside 15 14 19 13 12 19 12 11

Kleine , 12 14 19 14 14 18 15 15
Hughes 14 15 19 15 15 19 14 12

Hofer 13 12 17 12 12 16 12 12
Townsend 12 13 20 12 12 19 14 12

Dubbs 11 18 19 13 14 16 12. 15
Rossbach 10 12 17 11 11 15 ...

.

Marshall 14 13 IS 14 14 19 12 13
White 13 15 19 15 12 IS 15 15

Heer 15 14 19 15 15 IS 14 14

Riehl 13 14 19 12 14 18 12 12

Bird 12 12 16 14 12 17 15 15

Linell 12 12 17 14 15 19 13 13

Croutcup 13 14 18 13 13 17 15 12
Yearons 11 12 13 S 12 17 12 11

Patch 14 14 18 15 13 18 12 11

Rust 10 12 16 13 12 16 9 12

Barber 15 14 14 14 11 19 14 12

Stoddard 13 12

Totals for the four days:
1st day. 2d day. 3d day. 4th day.

Gilbert 193 193 190 192
Crosby 195 185 183 188

Hughes 189 192 184 "184

Kleine 181 189 189 188
Burnside 169 181 171 177
Heer 181 178 182 190
Townsend 181 178 163 176
Burmister 154 177 159 168
McKelvey 164 172 157 161
Dubbs .....161 171 168 171

Riehl 176 168 164 177

Coe 171 172 168 170

Elbert 167 173 168 169

Black 175 182 175 176

Foley ,-,..172 185 173 183

Wettleaf ,....,...177 178 172 180

White ,...^,..180 183 184 185
Linell 176 173 176 176

Patch 153 170 176 176
Croutcup 166 182 175 172
McCulley 162 160 148 176
Rust 153 168 159 165
Barber 173 180 165 169

Bird 174 165 154 170

9 10 11 12
20 13 13 13
17 10 11 16
12 11 13 19
16 11 14 19
17 13 11 10
17 13 12 20

19 12 15 20
19 13 14 15

19 15 14 16
18 14 14 20
16 14 15 16
19 15 14 19
17 15 13 17
15 13 14 14
18 15 13 18

17 12 12 17

15 12

16 15

20 14

19 13

17 13

19 12

17 10

15 11
16 15

17 13
14 14
15 14

12 19

13 19
12 20
10 18

11 19

12 19

13 17

S 13
14 15
12 15

13 1/

15 17

Tola'.
76S
751

749
747
698

731
098
658
594
671
685
681

68 f

707
713
707

732
701
675
695
646
645
687
653

174
134
182
35

185
194
179
1S9
192
157
177
180
148
178
177
183
180
165
174
164
165
173
110
83

167
180
177
169

139
162
165

185
178
152
19

178
165
174
58

135
121
121

27
62
75
37
32
67
25

Broke.
168
168
167
168
171
169
48
173
169
148
183
190
171
189m
139
163.

91
163

•

165
184
163
1^
182
168
176

• 104
88

175
151
166
169
158
173
103
145
170
166
150
145
29

S3
32

82
65
47

6

32
SO

Broke.
167
164
164
176
170
176
8S

182
181
82

188
192
177
188
185

162
178
171
7(5

178
185
190
174
173
177
172

143

176
157
171

89
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Dominion of Canada Tottfnament*

Hamilton, Canada.—I regret the unavoidable delay in forward-

ing the balance of the scores due to our desire to hand them to

vou in proper order and in adequate form. In the team race for

the Mail trophy, the Sherbrooke Gun Club has protested against

che Ridgetown team on the grounds that all their members were
not residents of Ridgetown, one man coming from a distance of

ibout 60 miles, out of said place; the matter is still in the hands
' he committee, and a decision equitable to all parties concerned
assured.

Jack Fanning refereed the above match; J. H. Cameron and Mr.
Ellis acted as scorers.
Manufacturers' representatives present were: Rupert Watson,

John Parker, J. H. Cameron, A. H. Fox, F. Conover, Jack Fan-
riing, D. F. Pride.
The championship of Canada was won by H. Throop, of Ottawa.

His success was a matter of delight to all his friends.

Atfg. iSf Second Day.

Events

:

Targets:
l\rmstrong 11
a T Westbrook 10 14

Heney

Bray
Westover
f H Thompson

Duff 13 15
vVayper 11
McMackon 15 15

[lacker 13 19
a D Bates 11
5walen 12 19

Stephens

5ummerkays , . , . 12 19
tlutchinson i

•Scane
Montgomery 9 16
Throop 10 17
:: G Thompson

13

18 .. 8

Dr White 9 16 11 14
\ Bates 17 ..

Connover

13

18 23 18
'Fanning

15

17 24 19
: 'Fox

12

19 22 18
'Parker

12

14 20 14
; 'McLaren 5 14 20 14
-'Mallory

19

12 ..

I Reardon .
'. 16 13

17 ..

17 ..

16 ..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

15 20 25 20 25 30 20 20 20 15

11 18 20 18 22 13 17 14

10 14 9 21 i2 10 14 10

12 17 18 20 29 15 is 15 14

8 17 14 20 19 11 17 10

13 is 15 21 19 12

8 i? 21 11 19 20 14 15 12

14 16 21 12 23 12 17 is 14 8

7 17 17 14 24 18 16 17 18

8 14 12 24 18 18 19

11 17 ii 21 21 11 18 11
10 16 15 18 23 16 12 18 10

11 18 17 24 21 17 16 18 12
11 15 16 23 25 14 17 16 11
12 14 ii 13 23 19 13 16 19 14

12 11 14 21 18 14 15 12

16
13

16 3 11
9 13 20 16 15 17

11 18 ie 14 23 23 12 17 14 is

7 16 17 12 17 23 14 17 15 12
13 15 17 16 23 24 17 18 12
11 19 14 24 25 20 16 12
15 15 22 15 21 24 18 is 19 10
12 18 14 22 23 15 20 20 10
13 17 15 23 23 15 19 20 15

6 15 12 17 18 13 13 7
12 i9
12 21 15 20 28 14 15 14

is
18

12 10
13 17 24 18 17 20 8

7 18 16 18 i9 15 18 10
13 19 19 21 27- 13 is 18 10

11 18 18 23 24 16 19 19 14
12 19 18 22 24 18 16 14

9 16 9 23 14 16 17 12
8 16 11 21 19 13 15 10

5 18 io 9 14
12 19 14 27 17 16 11
4 18 15 11 23 22 18 12

12 20 11 22 22 17 ig 19 i4

18 13 22 20 14 15 19
21 26 13 17 17
23 17 11

20 26 18
24 29 19
25 25 18
22 22 13
18 20 15
19 .. ..

16
14
19
19

11

13
15
12

19
18

13
13

10
10
10
15

.. .. 12 .. 14
20 14
20 14
16 14
.. 25 .. 18 18

10

12

.. .. 14 15
22 .. 10 ..

.. 10

.. 13
.. 13
.. 14
.. 16
11 13
.. 12
.. 7
.. 5

22 ..

22 ..

21 19

2i

10
18
18

10 15 ..

10 12 13

6
15

21 18 .. 16 ..

.. 16 .. 16
5 .. ..

23
.. .. 14 17
.. .. 17 ..

.. .. 13 ..

10

Barber 11
'•Reynolds 9
'Bowman ^ 8

Ellis 10 17
M J Miller 10 ..

-inger 10 17
jwron 17
A-l 14

luttcliffe

Ketchum 17
David 8
f E Short 18
VVhittleton 11
Trudeau
E Clifford
Ingersole
'Max
Langhorn ..

Dr Dollie
H. Dynes
.Thomas
Sydney
Laing
f Crooks
Clms.
Dr Hunt
*Birds only.

Team Races.

Event 3, 25 targets. Tie shot-off at 10 targets. Ridgetown
3oys won by one bird.

Ridgetown Gun Club—G. Bent 19, McMackon 18, H. D. Bates
19, Raid 18, Scane 19. Total, 93.

Brantford Gun Club—F. Westbrook 20, Summerhays 18, Hacker
.5, Mitchell 19, Miller 18. Total, 93.

St. Huberts Gun Club of Ottawa—Johnson 18, Trudeau 15,

Throop 15, Higginson 17, Cameron 18. Total, 83.

Sherbrooke Gun Club, Sherbrooke, P. Q.—Craig 17, Bray 16,

Joodhue 15, C. G. Thompson 17, Dr. Stockwell 16. Total 81.

Hamilton Gun Club, 1st team—Fletcher 17, Bowron 14, A. Bates
S, Upton 14, Wilson 17. Total, 78.

Hamilton Gun Club, 2d team—Crooks 14, Dynes 16, Cline 17,

Hunt 18, Clifford 12. Total, 72.

Event 7, 3d day Mail Trophy; 50 targets; Ridgetown Gun
riub—Reid 44, McMackon 40, Scane 44, Bent 46, H. D. Bates 47.

Total, 221.

Sherbrook Gun Club, Sherbrook, P. Q.—^Bray 44, Thompson 39,

Traig 43, Stockwell 46, Hood 41. Total, 213.

Brantford Gun Club—Westbrook 41, Hacker 40, Miller 39, Sum-
iierhays 44 Mitchell 44. Total, 208.

St. Hubert Gun Club, Ottawa—^Johnson 41, Higginson 44, Hunt
9, Cameron 45, White 35. Total, 204.

Stanley Gun Club, Toronto—Buchanan 34, Sawdon 42, Huff 36,

iDay 36, Townsend 35. Total, 183.

Hamilton Gun Club—Dr. Wilson 39, Fletcher 38, Upton 39,

Brigger 43, Hunt 38. Total 197.

The Toronto Junction Gun Club—Phillips 30, McGill 33, Walton
::9, Stephens 38, Playter 36. Total, 166

Aug. 16, Third Day,

::vents: 1 2
Targets: 15 20
Westbrook

12

20
lacker

13

19
^ummerhays 11 18

J VlitcheU 12 19
I .filler ....v............ 10 17
i3ent ., 13 19
AlcMackon

15

17
^eid 14 15
cane 13 16
I D Bates 15 20
Throop 13 17
V L Cameron 12 17
ohnston 12 17
ligginson 11 18
Trudeau •....•«.*•*.«**••. •..»'*...^i..a. 8 .,

Armstrong 12 19
iIcLaren 14 15
lutchinson 4 14

Hips 12 15
ney 14 16
lyper 14 20
vman

6

14
I eppard 10
rigger
cGill .r 12 17

iwff f...:T,f.. 14 3^

3 4
50 20
43 18
42 17
43 18
42 19
38 14
41 18
40 14
46 19
44 19
40 16
47 12
41 16
39 13
46 17
.. 13
.. 12
38 16
45 17
.. 16
.. 13
43 15

5 6 7

20 20 50
16 18 41

17 4016
19 44
18 14 44
15 ..

18 18
13 13

46
40

16 17
16 20

15 44
44
47
3916 16

16 13 45
18 17 41
19 12 44
.. 8 ..

12 .. ..

.. 12 ..

17 10
9 14
.. 17
.. 20

30

.. 16 17 14 43
39 14 20 14 33
as le 19 19 36

Cull 12
Ketchum
Dr Wilson 12
Upton 12
E Clifford
A Bates 7W T. Jack 10
Fletcher ..11W Clifford 13
Jackson
Stockwell .....rt^,,..,....i.ii.i,.. 14
Craig 13
C G Thompson 11
Goodhue 10
Bray ....16
Swalen 10

Logan 10
Barber 12
Mallory 1
Playter 12
Connover 13
Fanning 14
Fox U
Walton 10
*Hood
Ellis .- 9

Washburn 13
Ben It 6

Slaney 9

Dr White 12
Thomas 12
Williamson 10
Westover 11
Musson ., 11
Stephens '. 11

J H Thompson 11
W J Henry 12
Dunk 12
Rasberry 10
David 9

R M Watson
Merritt
R G Davidson
Singer
Stewart
Laing
Bain ..

Sawdon .

.

Buchanan
Day
•Birds only.

17 ..

14 ..

17 39
17 39
13 ..

18

is
17

11

17 18
.. 16
12 ..

14 ..

17 39
17 39

38

15 ..

17 42
17 46
18 41
17 42
20 40

19
13
18
19
20

10 14
14 18
12 ..

7 ..

18 16
18 18
15 20
15 16
11 ..

15
14
11

ii
17
20
20

13 ..

16 ..

12 38
17 ..

14 46
15 ..

18 39
17 ..

18 44
19 ..

14
14

is
16
19
19

15 17

17
12
13
15
18
19

12 ..

8 ..

12 ..

14 ..

13 ..

13 15
17 ..

14 11

10 41
14 ..

12 ..

19 36 13 12
12 .. 11 ..

14 .. 14 ..

.. .. 8 ..

16 ..

17 35

19 ,.

8 ..

.. 38

14 ..

14 ..

12 16 ..

11 ..

15 ..

14 38
12 ..

17
16 42
.. 34
.. 36

Averages.

—First Day.—
Shot

at. Broke. Av.
F Westbrook 200 173 . 865
C J Mitchell 200 167 . 835
A Reid 200 166 . 830
C Hacker 200 161 .805
Higginson 200 160 . 800W A Smith 200 158 . 790W L Cameron 200 158 . 790
T A Duff 2O0 154 .770

T Upton 20O 152 . 760
A W Throop 200 150 . 750
G Bent 200 148 . 725
Dr Wilson 200 145 .725
R Hutchinson 200 145 . 725
G W McGill 200 135 . 675

.670

.825

.816

.855

.783

.561

.822

.827

.727

.761

.800

.705

.777

.772

.772

,866
.694
.922
.877
.711
.743

.725

.731

.675

.800
80 .666

83 .691
81 .675

—Second Day.

—

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
185 154 .832

185 158
185 155
185 158
195 148
165 131
210 155
19a 155
190 150
210 159
185 160
210 150
175 123
185 137
155 160
185 148
190 163
165 141
170 133

6595
185 135
185 154
165 123
100 81
165 143
165 121
165 118

.854

.837

.854

.739

.733

.738

.815

.789

.757

.864

.714

.702

.740

.640

.800

.857

.854

.782

.677

.729

.832

.745

.810

.866

.733

.715
210 177 .842

35 25
185 162
210 164
190 181
190 170

.714

.875

.780

.925

.890

165 113
90 68

.684

755
150 103 1696

165 116
155 101

.703

.651
65 46 .702

185 161 .870

'26 'i3 .'eso

155 117 .754

85 71 .835
100 56 .560 60 37 .616 35 14 .400

100 60 .600 135 93 .688 75 54 .720
100 66 .660 100 53 .530 75 48 .640

100 61 .610 60 37 .616 40 28 .700

105 79 .752 160 133 .831 75 55 .733
.624

.750

H T Westbrook 200 134
T M Craig 200 165
Connover 180 147
Wayper 180 154
C G Thompson 180 141
C H Whittleton..... 180 101
Goodhue 180 148
Dr Stockwell 180 149
Westover 180 140
H Reynolds 180 137
H Swalen...... 180 145
Phillips 200 141
Summerhays 180 140
D McMackon.. 180 139
Montgomery 180 139
H D Bates 180 156
M G Bray 180 125

J S Fanning 180 167
Fox 180 158
Stone 180 128
Scane 160 119
C Burgess 160 116W H Stephens 160 117
Mallory 140 102
A B Hood 140 112
F A Heney 120
Dr White 120
Cull 120
Fletcher 120 89 .741
Dunk 120 73 . 608
Dr Hunt 120 83 .691
Pokagon 120 84 . 700

J E Short 125 80 .640
Ben ItW Slaney
J H Thompson
Ketchum 100
Armstrong
Singular 100 56 . 560 165 103
Cuttcliffe 100 66 . 660 20 15W J Henry

J Crooks
J H McLaren.
A Bates
Jack
Turp

Marlott 60 42 .700
Dr Dollie 65 42 .646
E Clifford 60
McDowell 60
Deslauries 55 27 .490
Daniels 55
Trudeau 55
McLaren 45W Langhorn 45
Hayes
J Bowron
Reardon
H Dynes
C Brigger
J Stewart 40 30 . 750
Reuben Glue 40 25 . 625

J P Henry 40 29 . 725W CHfford 40 28
Sawdon 40 23W Miller
Aitkin

J D Lewis
Johnston
Mitchell
Smith ...........

J Laing .....

Wallace
Sydney
Cline
Thomas 55 42 .763
Bowman 100 68 . 680
Barber 110 74 . 672
Ellis 100 72 . 720
Sheppard
Logan ....

Jackson
Playter
Watson
Washburn ... ... ....
Williamson
Musson
Rasberry 6
David .... ... ...

R M Watson........ ... ... ....

R G Dav>cl$p£i ...... ... >..<> ... ....

—Third Day.—
Shot
at Broke.Av.
195 168 .861

195 168 .861

175 153 .834

195 166 .851

195 167 .856

195 ieo '.820

195 153 .784

195 157 .805

195 160 .820

195 173 .887

195 159 .815

145 107 .737
195 149 .764

i95 i66 !85i

75 64 .853

125 112 .896

195 168 .861

i45 ii7 !806

145 123 .842

75 65 .866

125 ioi '.832

145 96 .662

175 153 .874

195 152 .779

195 174
175 144
75 72
75

892
822
960

73 .973

185 156 .843 195 169 .866

175 129 .737
44 .800

83 .754
60 .800

90 .720
40 .727

145 111 .765
35 20 ,571

00
110
75
125
55

100 57 .570 105 56 .533 75 54 .720
95 50 .526 40 28 .700
85 71 .835 "40 'si ;775
80 48 .600 190 138 .726 i25 "95 ,'760

75 56 .746 45 33 .733 55 40 .727
75 59 .786 125 88 .704
75 49 .653

75 52 .693 '35 '27 '.in '26 "is !756

31 .516 130
39 .650

25 15 .600

.615 40 25 ...

55 34 .618 50 30 .600
55 37 .672 60 41 .683 "55 "29 !527 "E Meckel
45 28 .622 *Guests.
45 26 .577 '45 "ii !244 Five birds, $2, club handicap.
40 22 .550
40 29 .725 "eo '46 .'•766

40 29 .725 45 29 .644
40 26 .650 75 55 .733
40 31 .775 40 31 .775 iio '90 Isis

Bain
Buchanan ,

Day
General averages:

F Westbrook 8529
C J Mitchell 8503
A Reid 8340
C Hacker 8369
Higginson 7987W L Cameron .7828

T A Duff 7901
T Upton 7848
A W Throop .7758
G Bent 8258
Dr Wilson 7515
R Hutchinson 7219
G W McGill 7265
T M Craig 8254
Connover 8426
Wayper ,8686
C G Thompson 8090
Goodhue 78-52

Dr Stockwell 8.361

Westover 7965
H Swalen 8330
Phillips 7001
Summerhays .7890
D- McMackon 7981
H D Bates 8780
M G Bray. ' 7660

20 17 .850

50 34 .680

50 36 .720

J S Fanning 9449

Fox i 913?.

Scane 8,178

W H Stephens 7177

Mallory 7435

A B Hood 750S

F A Heney 7232

Dr White 6877

Cull 7033

Fletcher 7924

Ben It 5255

W Slaney 6696

J H Thompson 6100

Ketchum 6422

Armstrong 7722

W J Hemy 6077

J H McLaren 0954

A Bates 7357

Singer .7382

E Clifford 5856
Trudeau 6277

C Brigger .7893

W Miller 7806

Johnstown 6694

j Laing 7055

Ben It.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Chicago Gun Clob.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 23.—The scores made at the tournament to-
day are appended. There were 38 shooters. There were 12 regu-
lar and 3 extra events. Eight shot through the entire programme.
Mr. W. P. Stannard won first average; Messrs. Lem Willard and
H, W. Veitmeyer divided second, and Mr. J. Bowers won low
average. Following are the scores:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 25 15 20 15

Rupel 8 13 16 15 14 19 15 13 24 13 17 14
C M Townsend 4 13 14 12 14 . . 13 15 . . 13 20 13
Cop 8 12 19 13 12 17 13 13 23 13 18 14
Dr Morton 8 11 15 17 11
Kuss 7 13 20 15 13 18 12 14 21 14 19 14
Roll 9 11 17 15 14 18 14 13 22 15 18 13W D Stannard 9 13 20 15 14 18 15 13 23 13 18 15
Lem Willard 6 14 19 14 14 18 15 13 23 IS 19 15
Veitmeyer 10 14 20 12 15 18 15 13 23 11 19 14
Bowles 9 14 15 13 9 19 12 12 21 12 17 11
J L Head 18 13 11 18 12 11 19 14 17 .

.

Kershaw 12
Engstrom 15 14 18 14 11 .. 12 . . .

.

Vance 17 14 10 19 13 18 14
Conwell 17 12 15 .. 11 13 U
A W Morton 13 13 . . 13 . . .

.

Weber 9 13 24 15 18 15
A W Adams 10 12 19 13 .. ..

Patrick , , 7
Edwards 13 .. 14 16 14
Bellman 12 .. 11 .. ..

F E Adams 14 23 12 18 13
F P Stannard 23 12 19 14
Hanagan 15 12 15 11
Dr Carson 14 20 14W E Phillips , 6
C P Richards .. 13
Mathews 14
Bush 11
Antoine 13
R B Mack ....'i.^. 12
Quade ........^ 11 15 10
Cunningham 19 13
S E Young 14 12
Dr Miller , ig 15
G D White 13
Waters , 9
Boroif 12

17
18 14
IS 14
18 14
18 14
14

IN NEW JERSEY.

Hell Gate Gan Club.

Carlstadt, N. J., Aug. 26.—The Hell Gate Gun Club held its
August shoot at Mr. J. H. Cutwater's ulace to-day. The birds
were good in the early part of the shoot. The handicap was by
yards and points. Mr. A, Dielzel and Mr. E. Meckel killed
straight:

Handicaps,
Yards. Points.H Kohla

Baron Van Volkenburg
R Regan
F Gardella
P Cresci ,

Dr Roof

L Stelzle

J A Belden
*Dr Davis
Dr Wilson
J Klenk
C Lang ,,.
C Steffens
F Trostel
*A Seibel
L T Meunch...
P .Albert
P Woelfel
A Knodel
P Garms
R Baudendistle.
H Foster
P Brennen
A Dietzel.

28 6% *111210112— 8
28 61/2 21*0211012— 7
25 51/2 010*000101— 3
26 5 1011002021— 6
28 6% 2120101010— 6

30 7 2222220112— 9
30 7 0111110202— 7
28 0210112022— 7
28 5^ 0020111101— 6
28 7 122202211*— 8
26 1221220200— 7
28 "C'Vz *0122222*2— 7
28 6 1212020020— 6
28 7 1012212211— 9
28 7 1111210211— 9
28 61/2 2*02*22022— 6
26 1221000000— 4
28 'eVa 111*212221— 9
28 7 1222111022— 9
28 6% 0022022221— 7
26 5 0212200012— 6
28 6 0120212021— 7
26 001*1112*2— 6
28 7 1211211011— 9
28 51/2 2020202010— 5
30 7 2222222222—10
28 6 1021001211— 7
28 5y2 1221212111—10

.700

.575

70 52 .742

75 59 .786
70 58 .828

Lang 22102—4
Meckel 10101—3
Dietzel ....*2020—

2

Albert ...22000—2
Schlicht 22012—1

25 19 .760 100 83 ,830 125 94 .752
20 10 .500

20 12 .600 165 iie '.m
20 9 .450 150 113 .753 i95 isi !805
20 11 .550
20 12 ,600
20 15 ,750 '36 '23 '.766 '20 "12 !6o6
20 15 ,750

"36 "5
'.iee

20 17 .850

55 38 .690
35 19 .542

55 37 .672

35 23 .657
40 19 .475
35 24 .685
20 7 .350
125 84 .672
65 39 .600
55 37 .672
75 53 .706
95 60 .631
15 10 .666
15 9 .600
20 8 .400

40 19

Chesapeake Gan Clob,

Newport News, Va., Aug. 27.—The annual shoot of the Vir-
ginia Trapshooters' Association will begin in Lynchburg, Aug. 31,
and will last two days. It is probable that one or two of ' the
members of the local club will go up and shoot as individuals, but
there will be no team to represent Newport News.
Recently five of the local shooters organized a team and chal-

lenged all comers to shoot for the privilege of representing Tide-
water, Virginia, at the State shoot, the losing teams to share with
the winner the expenses of the winning team on the trip to Lynch-
burg. No answers have been received, so it looks as though there
will be no team to go as Tidewater's representative.
The Portsmouth team, of which Mr. T. F. Stearnes, of this citv

is a member, will shoot in the annual affair. Mr. Stearnes will go
to Portsmouth to shoot with the club to-day.
The Chesapeake Gun Club had its regular "shoot yesterday after-

noon. The trap was not working well and a strong breeze was
blowing, so the shooting was difficult and the scores not as good
as usual, especially during the early part of the afternoon.
Out of a possible 25 in each of the seven events the following

scores were made:
TF Stearnes 22 19 21 19 23 24 24B B Semmes ig 21 15 17 16 23 21F Palmer ., 15 15 13 15H Westacott 22 18 21 16 .. ,

F Saunders 16 12 14 12 ., .. .[O B James -. 20 19 24 24

T/ F. iS,
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Interstate at Haverhill.

Haverhill, Mass., Aug. 30.—When the Interstate Associntion
decided to give a touinatnent for the Haverhill, Mass., Gun Club
the cUib at once set to work with the determination to do its full

share toward making it a success. The tournament was held on
Aug. 27 and 28, and an extra day open tournament on the 29th,
and those who participated, we think, wnll testifj' to its success
from start to finish. It is true the entries fell far below what
every one had reason to expect, and 'why, no person present was
able to offer a plausible explanation. Never was a toitrnament
better advertised. Never was a tournament better worked up.
Never did a shooting organization receive more promises from
shooters that they would be present. Every inducement that
Would ordinarily bring out a large attendance was offered—but they
came not.
A few words regarding the Haverhill Gun Cltib tiiav tiot be

.amiss. Organized in 1S96, it now has a membership of sixty,
many of whom are Successful business and professiottal men of the
city. Its afTairs are managed by a committee of three^succesS'
fully, if the pleasant comments made by visiting sportsmen are
any criterion. The shooting grounds and club house are located
about two miles from the center of the city, at Hoyt's Grove, the
stime being reached by two electric car lines. The arrangements
for this particular tournament were strictly up to date; two sets
of traps were used, a set of five expert and a set of three expert
arranged according to the Sergeant system. A cozy club liouse
and a large tent with seating capacity for spectators as well as
shooters afforded ample protection and shelter from both sun and
rain.

One feature of this tournament, and one to which but little

attention is ordinarily paid in connection with events of this chijr-
acter, was the ample seating facilities ' for all. Another feature,
and one which is also often overlooked, was the catering. This
was in charge of Mr. B. T, Pickard, who furnished in ample
quantity and good quality and at a very moderate price those
things which are so necessary to a hungry shooter. The con-
testants wjere loud in their praise of this arrangement.
Much of the success of this tournament was due to the commit-

tee who had immediate charge of it; the committee was composed
of Messrs. Miller, George and Tozier, all of whom were inde-
fatigable, in their efforts that all should leave for their respective
homes with nothing but pleasant memories of Haverhill.
Thirty-four shooters faced the traps on the opening day, whicli

was about one-half the number expected, and among these were
the usual number who^ went home early, as well as those who
came late. The conditions were simply perfect for high scores,
and those who were fortunate enough to be present witnessed some
phenomenal shooting. No. 1 squad, composed of Apgar, Van
Allen, Fanning, Leroy and Griffith, in event No. 1, broke 73 oift
of 75; in event No. 5. 74 out of 75; in event No. 6. 97 out of 100;
in event No. 8, 96 out of 100; in event No. fl. 73 out of 75; and
in event No. 10, again broke 97 out of 100. This excellent shoot-
ing was again and again applauded by both shooters and specta-
tors.

Apgar was high for the day with a score of 173 out of 175, Fan-
ning was second wath 170, and Van Allen third with 169.

A side issue in connection with the tournament, and one which
afforded much entertainment to onlookers, as well as profit and
pleasure to those who contested, was the cash and merchandise
prize event, which was shot over a special trap. The conditions
governing were as follows; But one trap was used, and con-
testants were divided into four classes. A, B, C, D. Class A
shot at their first target at 16yds. rise, moving back one yard for
each succeeding target ijntil 15 were shot at, which brought a
contestant in this class to the 30yd. mark when shooting at the
last target. Class B shot at their first two targets at 16yds. rise,

moving back one yard for each succeeding two targets, whicb
brought a contestant in this class to the 23yd. mark when shooting
at the last target. Class C shot at all of their targets at 18yds.
rise, and Class D shot at all of their targets at 16yds. rise.

Out of 175 trials but one straight score of 15 was made; and this
by a Class A man, Mr. Neaf Apgar, which won for him a five-

dollar gold piece, in addition to putting him on record with a
highest possible.
The boys soon named this event "the wheel,"- and maiiy times

did they "give the wheel a whirl." All told, there were some
sixty prizes that went with this event, and all contestants received
a prize, regardless of the score made. Entrance money was 50
cents, with re-entries unlimited at 30 cents each.
The scores of the programme events for the first day follow

:

E^vents : 1
Targets: 15

Apgar 15
Van Allen . , 15
l^anning 14
Le Rov 15
Griffith 14
Dickey 14
Eggers 14
Dow 12
Doremus 12
Butler 15

Grindstone 14
George 15
Bowen 15
Reed 11
Lambert 15

S Whitmore 13
C Whitmore 15
Tozier 12
Oine 10

Childs , 14
Mrs Park. 11
Park 13
Kirkwood 14
Puck 15
Miller 13
Lamb 5
Chadwick 15
Brown 8

Stevens
Frizzell
Drew
Greiff
Lemus
SpofTord

2 3
20 15
20 15
20 15
20 15
19 13
16 14
18 12
15 10
13 9
16 14
19 12
19 15
17 15
18 12

20 14
19 12

19 12
17 14
18 12
12 7

13 11
16 15
19 13
14 13
16 11
16 10

4 5
20 15
20 15

15 15
19 15
19 14
17 15
20 15

16 13
16 11
IS 14
19 12
18 15
19 14
17 15
19 12
20 13
17 14
17 11
17 14
14 7

14 12
17 10

18 13
19 13
20 14
15 11

6 7
20 15
20 14
19 14
19 14
20 14
19 15
19 14
13 13
17 10
19 14
19 12

20 14
19 13
17 12
20 15
17 14
18 12
19 14
18 15
11 14
12 10
19 14
19 13
20 15
15 14
16 14

8 9 10
20 15 20
20 15 19
19 14 20
19 15 20
19 14 19
19 15 19
18 15 19
13 11 19
8 12 18

16 14 13
19 15 16
18 14 18
19 15 19
17 14 18
19 13 17
17 13 20

19 13 18
18 13 20
15 11 15
13 8 13
14 9 17
10 12 18
14 13 17
17 13 16
19 13 18
17 10 18

15 11
10 12 14
17 11
. . 11 12 13 17 14 17 13 20
. . 15 15 12 19 12 17 11 18

. .. 14 15 14 18
11 IS 11 11

15 13 IS

Aug. 28, Second Day.

Shot
at.

175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
15
50
70
35
140
140
70
70
55

Total
Broke.

173
169
170

166
163
164
140
126
150
158
165
165
155
160
160

160
158
149
109
126
148
151
153
158
14.3

5

41
44
2S

117
119
61

51

46

Thirty-four shooters faced the traps the second day, ihe same
number as on the first day, among whom were several new faces.
The number, however, still fell far short of expectations. Higli
scores still prevailed, although not as good as on the first daj-.

The race for first place between Apgar and Fanning was a pretty
one, and each time No. 1 squad came to the score, shooters and
spectators alike crowded to the ropes and watched each succeed-
ing shot with increased interest. When event No. 10 started
Apgar was leading Fanning by 1 target, but in this event Fan-
ning broke 18 to Apgar's 15, thereby landing first avcra.ge for
both days by 2 targets.
Fanning was high for the day with a score of 166 out of 175;

Dickey was second with 163, and Apgar and Le Roy tied for
third with 161.

The merchandise event closed at 3 P. M. Out of 170 trials to-
day but two additional straight scores of 15 were made; these by
Messrs. Hebbard and Lambert. In the shoot-ofif, Apgar won
first, Lambert second and Hebbard third. The ties in the otlier
classes were shot off, and it was nearly dark before completed.
Every contestant received a prize, sufficient being left over to form
a nucleus for another event of the kind.
On this, the last day the tournament was favored by the pres-

ence of Capt, J._ A. H. Dressel, president of the Interstate Asso-
ciation, who arrived on the grounds rather late, being detained by
a railroad wreck, but he was none the less welcome on that ac-
count.
The tournament was also graced by the presence of Mrs. W. K.

Park, well known to all New England shooters under the nom de
plume of "Miss Kay." Mrs. Park numbers among her warm
friends all members of the Haverhill Gun Club, as well as all

others having the pleasure of her acquaintance.
The trade was represented by the following: Frank Butler, S.

M. Van Allen, A. H. Barrfill, E. B. Thompson. Neaf Apgar,
J. S. Fanning T. E. Doremus, B. J^eroy Woodard, and O, R.
Dickey.
In closing, would say that shooters of all classes as a rule are

never backward in reaching for those things most dear to their
hearts, namely, cash "and useful prizes; therefore, should anv one
be able to offer an explanation for the non-appearance " of a
greater number of contestants at this tournament, the Haverhill
Gun Club will be deeply in their debt,
'^he iScores pf the second day folloYf^ ^

Events: 123456789 10
Targets : 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20

Apgar , 14 20 13 20 14 19 14 19 13 15
Van Allen 12 20 1416 14 19 12 18 16 19
Fanning 14 20 14 17 15 20 14 19 15 18
Le Roy 14 19 IS 18 15 IS 14 19 13 18
Griffith 12 18 15 19 14 20 12 16 13 18
Dickey 15 18 14 18 14 19 13 18 14 19
Eggers 13 17 9 17 12 17 10 16 12 13
Dow 11 17 13 IS 9 16 14 15 13 15
Doremus 12 16 13 15 11 14 10 IS 12 14
Butler 10 17 13 16 10 17 8 11 12 19
(n-mdstone 14 19 12 18 15 16 10 14 14 2ft
George 13 18 15 18 12 17 13 17 11 18
J'u.cJ^ • 11 15 13 16 13 13 13 17 13 16
Hebbard . , 11 IS 18 16 11 17 12 17 10 14
Lambert 12 17 13 18 12 16 12 12 12 15
Spofford 11 15 14 IS 12 16 14 15 13 15
Lovering 11 16 IS 17 9 17 11 16 13 16
Follansbcc 11 14 9 14 13 15 10 14 10 15
Hatch 10 J 2 11 17 9 18 12 14 12 17
Lemus 8 18 10 13 8 10 11 11 11 12
Miller 12 14 14 18 13 17 13 10 10 11
Straw 11 15 10 17 13 17 13 17 11 16
Oine 6 10 7 9 6 8 9 9 4 4
Langley 12 16 13 15 14 17 12 17 14 15
Hallam 10 10 10 8 8 14 11 15 4 16
Stevens 10 12 9 8 7 18 12 13 ...

.

Mrs Park 10 9 14 13 10 12
Park 11 13 13 10 15 13
Childs 8 7 10 9 12 11 10
Richards 14 14 13 17 10 17
Lockwood 12 13 17
Brown fi 7 . . .

.

Tuck 10 11 . . .

.

onot local
at. Broke 1

1/0 lol
JL(D loy
.1 (

0

1 (ifiiOD

J.bi

1(0 Jo (

i(0 loa
"I7f^1(0 lot)
1 7f:lib it/fxlob
1(0 loo
ItQ 160

JoZ
1 7.xifa loz
i7n: 14U
liD lol
ItD 1 on

1/0 143
ItD 141
1(0 i OKIZD
1(0 ix^A

1/0 11 ji

l/D 132
1(0

1 AftIW
X 1 1} 79

175 145
175 112
140 89
105 74
105 75
125 67
105 85
55 42
35 13

21

Hints on Trapshootingf,
Thinkihg that perhaps a few timely remarks might not come

ajniss, the writer timidly lays at your feet the following, hoping
Some inexperienced person may be benefited by reading these
notes.
The great mterest, and. 1 might say, paternal solicitude ex-

hibited by certain otherwise well-meaning individuals toward be-
ginners, and the divers kinds of advice so lavishly and unstintingly
bestowed on tliem, has suggested a few ideas, "the ventilating of
which I am sure must be received by both instructors a«d pupils
with feelings of gratitude,
By adopting a few suggestions herein laid down it is to be hoped

that much time may be saved during large tournaments, fewer ac-
cidents happen, and that those dears whose benevolent proclivi-
ties cause them to forget themselves in the fervent endeavor of
advancing others may find solace and reward for a labor of love so
cheerfidly given and, alas! too often so carefully followed that
every year we find more and more past masters in instruction
who signally fail to fnstruct, simply because their theories are too
fine sjiun to be of practical use.
Iloni soit qui mal y pense.
Never get your ammunition until you are called to the score.

There is always plenty of time for that, and it is obviously un-
wise to go about carrying extra weight.

,Make it a rule to always load your gun before filling yotir
pockets, for then there can be no mistake as to its being loaded.
If it has a safety, at this Juncture carefully push it forward, then
you may be reasonably sure it is ready to go off, If perchance it

should explode in some unaccountable manner before you reach
the score that makes no difference, as you will be allowed another
shot, so nothing is lost thereby; while on the contrary, specta-
tors and contestants alike have been treated to a slight diversion
calculated at all times to break the monotony of the occasion.
After having fired at position No. 5, always load your piece

while walking down to No. 1. If a thing is worth doing at all
do it well, so dextrously slip in the cartridge, en passant, and
.slam the gun together, meanwhile walking briskly to your post,
keepnig the muzzle of your gun well in line of every shooter's
stomach. Lentil one has thoroughly tried this method nothing but
the faintest idea can be entertained of the various emotions and
impulses experienced by the brethren at the score. Should anv
over timid brother remonstrate, an assurance of the fact that
one has done a woild of field shooting and only on rare occa-
sions sprinkled a dog or companion will at once remove all
symptoms of fear and give one at the same time the air of a
fvnislied sportsman, the ear-marks of which are an absolute disre-
gard of human life and limb. It is only super-nervous people who
are careful witti firearms; an experienced shot is so sure of him-
self and his weapon that he can make no mistake. If, however,
by any chance tlie gun should go off, a hearty "ha! ha!" accom-
panied by a Jaunty swagger and expression of nonchalance will
render all apologies unnecessary—nay, superfluous.
The loquacious and experienced trap shot dislikes above all

things to start art event commencing from position No. 1, be-
cpuse then he caAnot commune intelligently with any one on
his le,ft, and, as the man at his right has not had a shot, good,
bad or indifferent, there is teclinically nothing left to applaud or
criticise.

Therefore No. I's only consolation should he miss would be to
instantly explain how, it happened to No. 2. If this is done in a
loud, stentorian voice, nothing will be more conducive to No. 2
following suit. If No. 2 is a gentleman he will not say much
above his breath, but he will think a few things, and then and
there his opinion of No. 1 will be formed for all time to come.
The most enviable position while at the score is clearly when at

No. 3, for then by slightly raising the voice one can converse
freely on both sides to the full extent of the line and give vent
to one's feelings, as to the management, trappers, puller, etc., etc.
A few remarks at thi.s juncture well placed with precision and
aplomb at once establish one's status with the shooting world
and render the speaker a subject for much comment among the
fraternity.
To err is httmata; it is therefore always in order to question the

decision of the referee. By doing tliis at all opportune times one
IS naturally regarded as being alert and on the qui vive, which is
highly gratifying to the referee and the squad, who are all pleased
to know they have so interested a contestant at the score.
There are very few topics of conversation so keenly appreciated

and enjoyed by contestants and spectators than to positively
know beyond a peradventure why you have missed such and such
a shot. It is naturally instructive and of benefit to all to know
why atid how this was done. So to render your information the
more striking and command the greatest attention, proclaim in a
loud voice the exact facts in the case, placing yourself near the
referee,' so that he at least may reap the benefit of your experi-
ence. It may interfere with his rendering correct decisions, but
the squad at the score can wait. Hours were made for slaves. It
Is. more laborious to relate your mishaps in detail, and then one
"is apt . tO' strike some unresponsive, rude, vulgar person, whose
looks indicate that he does not care a , well, does not care.
\Vhen not shooting strictly up to form, always make it a rule

to change gun or ammunition, or both. It is reasonably certain
.that the man who cannot master one gun coidd easily learn to
shoot with several others. Guns are tickle things; fortunately,
too, they are mute. It is only such prosy individuals as Gilbert
and Crosby, whose mediocre skill has placed them where they
are, who stick to one gun. They do tlus purely from ingorance
as to other guns and loads, and because their limited experience
has taught them no better.

It is always en regie to bluntly criticise a competitor's gun
when of other make than your own. Knowledge of its mechan-
ism and construction is not imperative—in fact, the less some
would-be coaches know the more they proclaim, h. few well
planted remarks, driven in with pile-driver force, and clinched with
an assurance, generally carry the day.
At the time, while his gun is rmder discussion, aforesaid com-

petitor may not enjoy it, but when he makes a bad score, it is
balm lo a bleeding wound to know, that after all the gun was
largely to blame.
Very few gun clubs are in so deplorable a condition that they

are barren of at least one or two up-to-date, progressive experi-
menters, otherwise known in the vernacular as gun cranks. To
belong to a club devoid of a few of these is to be sadly mis-
placed. One genuine, well-matured, full-fledged crank can, and
does, keep many beginners on the anxious seat, and between a
sneeze and cough condition the year round. A matriculated gun
crank to the novice is a beacon of such magnitude and splendor
that he can keep lesser satellites revolving on their own axis, as it

were, from pumps to double guns, and from dense to bulk powder,
scarcely knowing, or caring, whether they are shooting or hoeing
corn.
No rational being when in great bodily distress consults a regu-

lar practitioner, but rather trusts to the quack, who cures him
while he waits or kills him at his leisure.
Hence it is that the intelligent novice, when desiring reliable

ipfgrmatioij, should never apply to men like S, A. Tucker or

Harvey McMurchy, men who have made a life-long study oi
guns and shooting, but instead seek the advice so freely given bj
the versatile gun crank, the man who has run up and down thei
gamut of guns and loads, and in turn condemned them all. The!
powers of speech of such a mentor are so persuasive that no tyroi
can withstand them. His knowledge of misfits and mishapsi
covers encyclopedias. He can instantly correct any fault or vice
the beginner may exhibit, albeit he never could correct hjj
own, Strange as it might appear, the adept and successful gti
crank seldom shoots even decently well, his time having be^_^
exclusively devoted to picking flaws in guns and loads, and educaS
iug others on correct (?) lines. Gaucho.

Haverhill G«n CIttb.

Haverhill, Mass., Aug. 30.—We were prepared for everything
that might come for our Interstate tournament, and got the un«
expected. Our arrangements were about as near the proper thing
as ever happens, with a country club, and with Mr. Shaner as

manager, I would liked to have known how many shooters i1

would have taken to have made us hustle. But it was a frost, and
wc just took it easy. As to nuinbers, it was disappointing; other
than that would let the boys tell it.

Our open tournament was more than we expected. While the
Interstate team and Interclub team races did not materialize, the
Individual handicap was shot with sixteen entries, Horace Kirk-
wood winning first, $16, with 85; Leroy second, $10, with 84, and'
Lambert third, $5, with 83 out of the 100 targets. Twenty-three
shooters participated on the wind-up day. I herewith inclose sum-
mary of events; Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 constituted the Individual
Handicap

:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets : 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25

Horace, 18 20 22 21 17 25 22 22 22 24
Lambert, 20 20 20 19 21 23
Fanning, 22 21 20 19 18 19

Le Roy. 22 18 24 20 19 21
Doremus, 17 19 20 19 18 18 15 19 22
Spofford. 16 15 19 20 13 17
Lockwood, 16 21 20 22 16 18
Grieves, 16 17 16 19 14 13
Hastings, 16 20 21 19 20 18
George, 20 21 19 18 16 20 17 24
Miller. 16 18 19 20 19 21 16 16
Busfield, 16 12 15
Lamb, 16 17
S Whitmore, 18.... 17.. ..

Tozier, 16 22 21 19 17 13
Mrs Park. 16 20
Farrington, 16 18 19 14 12 . .

White. 16.... 17 18 13 11
Webster, 16 15 17 20 16 20 16 18 21 17 18 13 17
Stanley. 16 18 16 18 20 17 15 21 20 17 15
Thompson, 16 13 10 14 . . 16 . . .

.

Hebbard 18 21 23
Langley .. 19 19

No. 13: Webster 20, Stanley 17. S. G. Miller, Sec'y.

Darton vs. Statk.

DuxBAMON, N. H., Aug. 30.—^The above match came ofli

promptly at the advertised time. The Concord Gun Club had
sent out a great many programrnes of the events of the day.
The shooting fraternity did not respond. Four men from. Maine,
one from Exeter and one from Dover and some five or six from
neighboring towns.
As to the match, Darton won in a walk. I was beaten when the

first ten targets were shot at, after that I sort of wabbled alongi
trying to save being distanced. It apparently made no difference'
where I held, those targets sailed away unbroken.
Neaf Apgar was the only trade representative present. All of;

you know as to his ability to break targets. We were glad that
Apgar was on hand.

It was some consolation to us to see that he often failed to
score. We were also sorry that there were not other paid experts'
present. Wc think none of them would have made scores they
would care to brag of. The blue rocks were thrown fairly low
and quite fast from magautraps. Hitting them was one thing
and breaking another. Target after target was hit and hit hard,
and yet sailed serenely on.
As for my shooting, the gun and ammunition were all right,

the man alone was to blame.
Now, as to ray challenge to Maine. It was straight and it waS'

promptly accepted. There were a number beside Darton ready
and willing to accept it. It is easy to say. Go in and do up the
Maine sons of guns'. The siying is easy; the doing is different,
Try it on, some of you.
The best Massachusetts could do in the recent team contests

was to tie those Pine State men. If Massachusetts can't beat
them New Hampshire has not a ghost of a show.
As to future challenges, I am out of such doings. Anyone,

young Or old, can "sass" me all they will, and that is all the
good it will do them. M3' next shooting will be on birds. The'
opening day is near and there are quite a number of partridges
nearby waiting for mc. I am considering whether I shall have
to shoot them on the ground or out of a tree. You will get the
scores of the Concord shoot in due time. Just remember when
you look over those scores that there were a few good shotSij

in the squads.
A boiled owl is said to be tough; those targets must have been

close relations to the owl. C. M. Stakk.

Raleigh Gun Club.

Raleigh, N. C, Aug, 28.—The Raleigh Gun Club gave their'
last barbecue of the season, and many regrets were heard that we'
would not be able to enjoy another one this year. The best was*
reserved for the last, and about fifty of our friends could vouch
for its good qualities.

Several of our members made a very good record, especially our^
president, Jas. I. Johnson, making 49 out of 50 at 18yds., also 23
out of 24 at doubles. This is a record that any amateur should be
proud of. The following scores were made at 50 targets: John-
son 49, Gowan 44, Gray 43, Parker 41, Walters 27, Ferrall 40, Bus-
bee 28, Ball 37, Pearce 37, Crowder 38, Harden 27.

R. T. Gqwan, Sec'y,

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
You ought to keep a little good whiskey in the house. For

accidents, fainting spells, exhaustion, and other emergency uses,
it relieves and revives. But you must have good whiskey, pure'
whiskey, for poor whiskey, adulterated whiskey is injurious.
Hayner Whiskey is just what you need for it goes direct from
their distillery to you, with all its original strength, richness and
flavor, carries a United States Registered Distiller's Guarantee ^
Purity and Age and saves you the enormous profits oi the dealers
Read the offer of The Hayner Distilling Company elsewhere
this paper. They are a reputable house, have a paid up capit^
of half a million dollars, been in business over 86 years and will
do exactly as they say.-—Adv.

The average man's vacation is limited, and he wishes to get as
much pleasure from it as possible. Too often, though, he goes
afield with a lot of enthusiasm, but with body ill prepared for
physical work. Soft and flabby muscles, even though backed by a
plucky spirit, will not enable him to tramp after game or over[
mountain. Often half his vacation time is lost in getting into
training.
The physical culture system described by Prof. Anthony Barker,

properly applied, should double the pleasure—and the length of
the sedentary man's vacation trip.

The name Danbury suggests at once a head covering, for Dan-!
bury is a great hat-making center. Hawes & Von Gal are among;
the principal hat manufacturers of Danbury, for, as one of their
advertisements says:

Fashions come and go—^what then?
Hawes' hats ars worn by a million men.

There are more than a million men in the country, however, and'
this firm continues to reach out for more business, which it will
no doubt secure.

Unless properly treated, time and use speedily take the life out*
of leather. No one knows this better than your coachman, who
regularly treats your harness to its dressing of oil. Your shooting
shoes should have the same care that your harness receives.
Collan Oil is highly recommended as a dressing for leather an4
as an oil for guns.
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SUPREMACY

SMITH GUNS a' 1

won all three prizes

at Grand American
Handicap^

i Kansas
City, J902; proving-

their superiority.
Send for Catalogue i

THE HUNTER ARMS CO. \

Fulton, N. Y.

>oc«»:eD^C8:ft2ce:e3:82oc8:«:fC83C8:e^^
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! 5532 out of 5765
I TARGETS WITH

I
DUPONT SMOKELESS

^ Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

i TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.

^ Such continued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
i SMOKELESS POWDER.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U N V the MAN
Who Shoots

The

,efever.

At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur
f New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Gun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It
?ill please you. Send for Catalogue.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE. N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES 9i

WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.
POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Inte state Association

lies for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cover
ears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
f the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
vents, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 tai^ets. Bound in leather Price see. postpaid!

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

When writing say you saw the ad. in the -^'Forest ajid Stream.**.

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 23 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 16 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Sun.

SEND FOR
CATALOOUE. PARKER BROS., Moriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

MA
m mm ' bbHe •

QUICK- RELIABLt..

NEW-TR015DORP SMOKtlEfS
SHOTGUN POWDER,

Headquarters for the Sale of New Troisdorf:

WM. READ & SON, Boston. J. V. VARICK. Manchester, N. H.
HANDLE ARMS CO , Cincinnati, O. RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO.. St.Louis,Mo.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago. JOHNMEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Minn. RECTOR & WILHELMY CO , Omaha, Neb.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man. WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

LYMAN'S
Patent Ivory Shotpn Sights.

SIGHTS ON A GUN. REAR SIGHT.FRONT SIGHT.

FOR TRAP AND FIELD WORK.
Send for our new complete 96 -page catalogue of rifle sights for both hunting and target work.

THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION,
MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

FOR LARGE GAME
Use the New

MA
8 m/m and 9 m/m,

the most powerful and finest shooting high power rifles made.

SCHOVERLING, DALY &, GALES
302 S 304 Broadway, New York.

Canoe and Camp Cookery.
A Practical Cook Book for Canoeists, Corinthian Sailors and Outers.

By Seneca. Cloth, 96 pages. Price, %\,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.. NEW YORK.
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TF you are thinking of buying a new gun

or rifle, or exchanging your old one, drop

us a line, giving us a description of what

you want and we will make you an interest-

ing proposition.

I IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

V Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

I 163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

K
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SelMoading

Pistols

or Carbines

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking
the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive
weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to looo yards. It vnll shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 17 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one
second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose
or full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds
and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and
light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot. Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . $22.65
" 10 Shot, Wooden Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartrideres, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00
With Double Set Trigger 50.00

^t^Tl^. YON LENGERKE & OETMOLO, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U. S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

C "never FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902. Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average. 3So out of 400.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 97^. Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Illinois State Shoot 1st average, 95^ (considering the Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

number of targets shot!.

Brookly_n, N.Y., June 7, 1st average, 97^ with 105 (AMATEUR RECORDS.)
straight. ____ ^_ , m^mm^

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD.
Sole I U I ill I iK. f^f^ 'J'S CHAMBERS ST.,

Agents. " " LAU Ob i^U., NEW TORK CITY.
Tmprtri-ers and Dealers in Fire Arms, Ammunition and Fencine Goods

A Postal brings "Shooting Facis" (Second Edition). Telephone 1747 Franklin.

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 8oo Pounds Sterling

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '87.

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 .and 1895.

Send for Catalogue of these noted Guns.
A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also
all other makes: Lang—Westley Richards—Cla-

brough—Parker—Lefever—Smith—Ithaca— Rem-
ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

WM.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS,
CAMP SUPPLIES,

RIFLES, Etc.

cents for finely illustrated Catalogue of Highest Quality Fishing Rods and Tackle.

READ & SONS, ('•'S"-"') 106 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

A New English Gun.
" Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET
We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to' the

English standard. English guns have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrattd guns of W. W
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES &, SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.

A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stsphhns. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous Illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This oflSce.

STRAieHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting

from the 30 yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Piseons Straight,
hi his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr, Budd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. G." & "SGHULTZE" GUNPOWDER GO., Ltd.,

QfflMi S18 Br«a4wa7, Hew York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,
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Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.

Termg, postpaid, $4.

lOreat Britain, $5. PRICE, 10 CENTS.

Relia^ble Shot Shells-
shells which are sure fire, uniform in pattern, velocity, recoil,

hard hitting, "shoot in any weather" shot shells, in a word

U. M. C. Shot Shells
will add to the pleasures of .your hunting trip this fall.

NEW CLUB brand for black powder, NITRO CLUB for

moderate charges of smokeless powder and ARROW for

heavy smokeless loads.

SPECIFY U. M. C.

^^^^^

-Qhe UNION META LIC CARTRIDGE CO.
315 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPOR.T. CONN. 86 First St.. San Fra^ncisco. Cal.

WINCHESTER
BOX MAGAZINE REPEATING RIFLE MODEL 1895.

.aSCALIBCR.

w
E have adapted the Winchester Model 1895 t>ox magazine repeating rifle to handle a

new Smokeless Powder cartridge, known as the Winchester .35 Caliber, which is the

most powerful shooting cartridge, at both long and short ranges ever offered. Rifles

for this cartridge are made with 24 inch round nickel steel barrels, and weigh about

8 1-2 lbs. The Winchester .35 Caliber Cartridge embodies high velocity and consequent flat

trajectory, great energy and striking power, making it a very desirable cartridge for hunting

the biggest game known. Some idea of its tremendous killing power may be gained from the

fact that the striking energy of this cartridge at 200 yards equals the muzzle energy of the

.45-70. This cartridge is loaded with a 250 grain soft point metal patched bullet, and special

Smokeless powder, which imparts to the bullet a muzzle velocity 2,200 foot seconds, thereby-

developing a muzzle energy of 2,685 foot pounds. The penetration at 15 feet from the muzzle
is 15 7-8 inch pine boards. Owing to their size and high velocity, .35 Caliber soft point bullets

upset, or mushroom, in a most perfect manner. Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc.

t

Over 1,000 BoUers in Use 250 pounds of steam _
workA: red bank, N. J

Handsome catalogrne free.THE ROBERTS SAFETY UUHCH and YACHT BOILER. , .

,

THE ROBERTS SATETT WATER TUBE BOIUR m^"3»'r^%°i"Al^it sSSet'Vew'Tork."""'''-

Send
Wour
Hanasotne
Catalog.^*'"

Mullins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
ECT I O N A L.
Saves Frelg:ht. Con-
,venient for Storing:
and Handling:. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
216 Depot St., Salem, Ohia

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

liandled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON « OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 MIddls Strvet, Old Town, - . Main*.

The "S5UPERIO|l" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark. England, and in every state in the United
States It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfeet slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for
atalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nARQUBTTB, . - niCHIOAN, U. S. A.

THE BEST
is the

CHEAPEST.
As the bottoms of yachts and larger craft painted

with CHILTON COPPER PAINT prove by their

freeness from all marine matter.

Universally satisfactory.

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

A SIDE 5H0T
By C. a. Zimmerman.

This is one of Mr. Zimmerman's well-

known series of pictures of duck

shooting in the West. The canvasbacks

have come in over the decoys and the

gun is held 'true7^Marsh7 woodlaiTd

and sky are aglow with ^the colorings

of autumn—the surroundings are such

as give the poetry to duck shooting.

Size, 1"]% X II, on paper 22 x 14.

Postpaid, carefully wrapped

in tube, $2.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co

OANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away irom the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every maij who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is &
apart.

-
' \

FOREST AND STREAM PUS. CO.
_ Mf BrMulw»7, K«ir Y«rk

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No.
Booklet and
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. sl^tClpS
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reuaL-le, and yet stiffer than one
of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five pet cent, (^depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^^MSen The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

LAUNCHES
steam and sail Vachts, Row Boats

Canoes. Our catalog- gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
•Write for it to-day. Address
; KACINK BOAT MANUFACTURING CO.,

I
Box 25, Racine, Wis.

FORGED TOBIN BRONZE TURNBUCKLES.
With Cast

iVIanganese

Bronze
Sleeve.

Our Turnbuckles, the style of which is shown above, are made of the very finest quality of manganese
bronze centers and forged tobin bronze ends. They h ive been subjected lo most revere tests by several of
the largest and most practical Yacht Builders for the past two years. Made with gi eat care and beautifully
polished, they are a delight to the eye, as well as being the strongest Turnbuckle made. These Turnbuckles
are nearer perfection than any yet placed on the market, and being non-corrosive, they really do the work
expected of a Turnbuckle. Notice device used to prevent center from unscrewing and being lost as had
always been the case with old style goods.
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ANTHONY S. MORSS,
OF YACHTS AND BOAT FITTINGS, FREE. 212 Commepcial St., Boston, Mass.

J
' Yachting Goods. T

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

FlK 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUGH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
tndwe think that you
will agree with us in

tying tbt

iALMY
BOILER
ii tbt

'^AVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providenee, R. i.

DAN KIDNEY fc SON, WEST DE PI^E, WIS.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28
Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Boats.
Send stamps for Catalogue.

SAM LOVEL'S BOY.
BV ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

This delightful story originally written for

Forest and Stream, and which was received

with such delight, has been put into book form

and will have a place among the sportsman s

cherislied volumes.

Cloth, 259 pages. Price, $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into_ the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.
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STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. With plates

and many illustrations. 267 pages. Price, $3.00.

A complete veview of the development and present status of the marine engine and boiler
as applied to steam yachting. The theory of the engine is set forth and its parts fully described.
The functions of the boiler and its mountings are explained. Simple and compound engines
are compared, and the latest results in high expansion and high steam are detailed. Numerous
examples of modern practice are introduced, including all the patent forms of pipe boilers and
special machinery. Also kerosene and naphtha motors for launches, with many tables and rules,
specifying their construction. The U. S. Government laws of inspection and Rulesof the Road
are given, and also rules for racing steam yachts, and complete directions for the care and run-
ning of machinery. Contents: Theory of the Steam Engine. Boiler Efficiency. Boiler
Mountings. The Engine and Its Parts. The Screw. Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts.
Lloyds Rules. Racing and Steam Yachts. Management and Care of Machinery. Principal
Types of Yacht Machinery. The Design of Hulls. Practical Constroction. Small Cruising
Steam Yachts. Lights on Steam Yachts and Useful Tables.
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Yacht and Boat Sailings

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and tlie lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht,'' "Examination of
the Yacht," "Building a Yaciit," "Equipment of the
Yacht " "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a INIatch," "Centerboard Boats, '

"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"IVIersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.
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S( With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

§ Price, 50 cents.
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THE NATIONAL GUN CLUB.

Elsewhere in our columns we publish the recently

issued constitution and suggestions of the National Gun
Club. Having formally announced, by that instrument,

its official existence and purposes, it may be considered as

being actively launched on its mission.

At the outset we wish it understood that we are in

sympathy with the idea of a central "governing body in the

trapshooting world. Indeed, we have advocated it in

many years past. The friendly criticism which we are

about to offer is therefore not against the idea or the

body itself, but against what we deem to be radical faults

of organization, defective purpose and inadequate powers.

One of the chief faults of organization is that it is a

self-constituted body, and therefore has not been vested

with any powers by those whom it purposes to- govern.

It has made the government first, and then follows the

suggestion to shooters to come in and be governed. This

in a way somewhat rcA^erses the ordinary procedure where
the governed declare the purposes of the government, and

tlien vest men with governmental powers. Moreover, as to

membership, the units of organization should be clubs

instead'of individuals. The latter will be passive if there

is nothing to appeal to their self-interest. If the -mem-
bers are passive, the association is inoperative. Clubs, in-

stead of individuals, are the units in other national

organizations which have shown the greatest stability and

usefulness. As an instance, which will serve as an ex-

ample of many similar organizations, the American Ken-
nel Club has a membership of regularly organized clubs.

It derives its powers exclusively from its members, who
are'represented respectively hy delegates. Thus the gov-

erning body is the creature of the governed, instead of

vice versa. Each club settles upon its policy and pur-

pose, the delegates are instructed as to the wishes of the

clubs, and there is thus an effective and satisfactory legis-

lative machinery provided which would be impossible if

the units were individuals. Individual zeal cannot be

long maintained without something of material advantage

which appeals directly to the self-interest of the individual.

Let us now examine the purposes as set forth in the

constitution, and consider whether they have sufficient

importance to engage public support. These purposes

number six, and are, substantially as follows: To protect

fish and game; to establish game preserves; to promote

trap and wing shooting; to promote acquaintance and

friendship of trapshooters throughout the United States

;

to establish local associations; to familiarize the youth of

the country with firearms.

The protection of fish and game, the first purpose men-
tioned, has a place in the constitution of many trap-

shooting associations, but it is a notorious fact that, in

the majority of cases, it is a dead letter. Trapshooting

organizations make trapshooting paramount to all else.

At all events, at this stage of game protection, the pro-

tection which is a fact and not, a meaningless term is that

instituted by the States' legislatures, backed up by the

personal vigilance of the game wardens who are paid for

their services. A national protective organization, self-

constituted, has no powers within the States or elsewhere

other than the time-honored "Whereas, and therefore be

it resolved." It is a fair estimate of the value of this

game protection clause that it is a dead letter. This

may be said also of the establishment of national and
State game preserves.

In regard to fostering trap and wing shooting, there is

no more effective means than the local gun club to foster

trapshooting, and as for wing shooting, there are more
wing shooters now than there are birds to supply their

demands. Stringent restrictions of means and seasons

are necessary to conserve the supply. In any event, the

wing shots are not the product of national associations.

They are local products entirely. Acquaintance and

friendship are at a high tide now. There is every facility

for extending both without any official body to further

them, and in any event, they are largely a matter of the

personal equation. How can a national club familiarize the

youth of the country with firearms? The local shooters

and the local clubs are the real educators. All the fore-

going seem to be too trivial or top impracticable for bring-

ing into existence a national body. They are the pur-

poses often used to give a sonorous roundness to con-

stitutions of trapshooting and game protective associa-

tions whicl; h^Yf % Vit^l main purpose.

The National Gun Club also states that "beginning with

the j'ear 1904 there will be held in different parts of the

country, under the immediate control of the National

Gun Club, two tournaments annually, in the spring and
autumn, details of -which will be furnished later." The
National Gun Club could not hope to do much of national

import in the way of holding a tournament. The Inter-

state Association, and the Peters Cartridge Co., with

their trained, skillful managers, are already in the field

doing work of great scope and' merit.

Strange to remark, the real purpose of a national

club, the regulation of professional and amateur, is en-

tirely ignored by the National Gun Club.

GAME AND THE LANDOWNER.

Most of the States have fairly good game laws, but in

a very large number of localities these laws—owing to in-

efficiency of wardens or lack of interest by the public—are

very imperfectly enforced. Complaint of this is ex-

tremely common, and in a majority of cases is un-

dcatbtedly well founded. The enforcement of laws which
have not the support of public sentiment is rather hope-

less, and one of the remedies to be applied in a section

where the laws are not regarded is education. There is

hardly any quarter of the land where there does not exist

seme little game protective leaven, even if the few in any
county Avho possess the right spirit are no more numer-
ous than the righteous men of Sodom. Each man who
wishes to see law respected and game protected can in--

fluence some other man or men, and by tactful discus-

sion of the subject can win over converts to his way of

thinking.

There is a form. of game protection, which, old in the

old countr}', is comparatively new here and is especially

so in newly settled regions. This consists in inducing each

land holder to become a game protector for his own
acres, by the proper posting of his land, and the en-

forcement of the trespass laws. At first, this results only

in the protection of isolated farms, but it has been found

that the landholders are quick to follow a lead of this

kmd, and that in any country such a movement rapidly

spreads. In some parts of the South this posting of the

land has become very general, and where practiced, does

much to reduce the number of birds killed.

Even in a region so newly settled as Oklahoma, por-

tions of which have been opened for about ten years,

while other portions have been open for only one or two,

this posting of the land is practiced. It does not seem

to be directed against sportsmen generally, but has been

adopted as a protection agamst the market-shooter, who
has been accustomed to visit Oklahoma and the Indian

Territory, and to systematically sweep the prairies bare

of birds, which he shipped to some great city to the

north and east.

For some reason or other the market-hunter is not gen-

erally popular, and he is perhaps less popular in the

South than elsewhere. It is said that the individual

sportsman, shooting for pleasure and satisfied with a

moderate nitmber'of birds each day, has little difficulty

in procuring from the Southern landholders generally the

privilege of shooting over his fields. On the other hand
there are many regions where associations of sportsmen

have leased all the farms lying together over a consider-

able area.

As time goes on interest in game protection and respect

for game laws is certain to grow, and the time is not

far distant when game protection by the State will become

generally efficient. In the meantime the individual far-

n>er is perfectly able to protect his own land and should

do so, and may very properly make the birds which are

bred and fed on his farm yield him some small income

either in money or in satisfaction. .

It may fairly enough be inferred that if the general

public realized how rapidly lands and waters are being

taken up by associations of well to do men and women
for outdoor purposes, the general indifference as to the

game laws would cease to exist. As urged so often by-

President Roosevelt in written and spoken word, good

game laws are far more important to the man of modest

means, or the poor man, than they are to any one elsg.

The average man must depend for his outdoor sport ori

the game which is free to all, and which is near by. He
cannot afford to travel 500 or ?.,ooo miles for a few days'

shooting, but he can enjoy his legal holiday or his Satur-

day afternoon by going abroad to shoot or fish over the

country near his home. It is the poor man then who is

most interested in the game laws, and as those of us who
are poor far outnumber those who are rich, and as each
one of us has some influence we ought to be able to ar-

range matters so as to have good laws, and a proper en-

forcement of them. That has not yet come. In the

meantime let each landholder do what he can for ths

protection of the game on his own property.

A NEW PROFESSION.

A RATHER alluring article is going the rounds of the

press expatiating upon t^ie attractions of scientific forestry

as a new profession opened to young men. It is held up
as an ideal pursuit, which offers unequalled opportunity

for living a free and healthful outdoor life. "It deals

with nature's greatest beauties. It is a profession that

is not crowded. It offers chances for wealth', since the

trained eye of a forester can see chances in the wilderness

which the untrained man, and even the trained but un-

scientific woodsman, would not guess. It is a business

that promises ample salary, for the forester can show
his employers where they can save or earn thousands
of dollars that without him would be lost."

All of which is pleasing to read and enticing to con-

template when regarded through the rosy spectacles of

simple and trustful youth. The cold, hard fact, how-
ever, is that in its present development in America, for-

estry as a profession is one which offers extremely

meager emoluments to those who engage in it. There
are, of course, numerous individual and corporate holders

of woodlands who are ready to undertake the practical

scientific administration of their estates, but for all such

the United States Government stands ready to supply the

services of the experts of the Bureau of Forestry. The
Government will not only prepare plans for treatment

for a forest tract, but will give such explicit and precise

instructions for the carrying out of the plan that there

remains only work for the unskilled and untaught day
laborer at so much per day. Thus it happens that the

trained forester, who seeks a commission from such a

landowner and who must have pay for his services, finds

himself in direct competition with the Government, which

performs precisely the same service for nothing. There

remains for him employment with the Bureau of Forestry

;

and here, if his taste for outdoor life and the beauties of

nature be so predominant that their gratification will com-

pensate for low wages and exile from home, he may do

something for his day and generation.

It is true indeed that in this country forestry is as yet

in its infancy, and the future will surely see vastly

changed conditions. There will come a time without

doubt when the profession of scientific forester will have

remunerative recognition ; but as conditions now exist it

is much simpler to pen an alluring and delusive article

on the charms of the forester's profession than it is to

find work for a professional forester at living pay. In the

year 1902 in the United States forestry as a profession

may safely be recommended only to young men whose

means will permit them to engage in it as a dignified

diversion.

The opening weeks of the Adirondack deer hunting

season have been signalized by the killing of two human

beings mistaken for deer. One of the victims was walk-

ing on the railroad track; the other, if the newspaper

reports are correct, was oiit with a jacking party on a

pond tributary to Blue Mountain Lake, and when the

jacklight was flashed on him the hunter in the other boat

thought he saw a deer and shot before he made sure.

One circumstance of this case, which adds to its deplor-

able nature, is that hunting deer at night is forbidden

by law. In view of this human sacrifice, it is manifest

that the game protectors should exercise extraordinary

vigilance to suppress Illicit deer jacking in the Adiron-

dacks, not so much for the sake of the deer supply as for

the preyention of such casualties as this.

*6

The interesting paper <xa Labrador, on another p^ge,

will be supplerrifented next weejc with an account of a

summer excursion to the country by one of Forest anij

Stream's contributors.

I
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Beyond the Long Divide.

Beyond the long divide what valleys lie

Elysian ? Say ! does the fair, blue sky

Shine there as here, ori flowery meads,

Where singing streams make music night and day,

Where, all about, the fragrant zephyrs play

^olian strains, and whither fancy leads

We wander, care-free, happy, side by side.

Friend close to friend, beyond the long divide?

Beyond the long divide ! Is it desert drear

Where we must penance do for all that here

Was done amiss ; where, amid ashes and the graj',

* Unburied past, drives unrelenting Fate,

'Til full atonement's made, be it soon or late?

Is it joyless gloom, where breaks no radiant day

To give us hope, and bitter memories glide

Like shadows just beyond the long divide?

Beyond the long divide ! Is it endless rest,

Where tired, disappointed with earth's quest,

We lay life's burden down and sleep

Dreamless, iinwaking sleep, pleasure and pain

Unknown: sleep on our mother's breast again?

So slept we years agone, long ere we crosed the deep

Unfathomed ocean, from whose hither tide

The pa'th leads upward, toward the long divide.

Shoshone.

Memories that Endure.
I AM well up the divide if not at its top. The years

which intervene from boyhood have brought vicissi-

tudes more or less common to all. While later experi-

ences grow dim, earlier ones take on a roseate hue. To
have forgottetn that we were once a boy is to have lost

from life's history its brightest page. Nature kindly
paints out the tragic of that early time and retouches in

brighter colors its pleasant xecollections. The old farm-
house in which I was born, built by my grandfather, at

a time when western Pennsylvania was an almost un-
broken forest, with its front "stoop," big brick chimney,
large, small-paned windows, cavernous cellar and stair-

way with a jog, roomy, sunny, cheerful with voices, whir
of wheel and chuck of loom, a veritable beehive of indus-

try and contentment; it rises before me as clear and dis-

tinct as the house across the street from where I now sit.

The stories related by my grandfather and grandmother
of their pioneer life, early instilled into my mind the

love of the gun and "fish pole." My father was a good
shot with the rifle and frequently brought home deer,

turkey and lesser game. Often he would let me shoot
while too young to hold a gun, but would \z.y it across
a log or stump and explain to me how to bring the
sights into range with the object shot at. With great
pride I once poked a hole through his hat which he said

I could not hit, From him, also, I learned to catch the

"speckled beauty." The greatest fun, however, began
when I was able to manipulate the gun and "pole,"

"all by myself." This combination of gun and pole
sometimes brought disaster upon myself and an older
brother, but who could remember when to go home
when in the woods or along a creek hot after "chip-

muck" or chub?
When first the possessor of a fish hne, it was one

made (not exactly to order) by my mother. The
flax was grown, rotted, broken, skutched and hetcheled
by my father and spun double and twisted by my mother.
When she gave it to me with a kiss and good wishes for

my success, do you think I was not happy nor proiid of

mother? Alas! she died before I could fully realize what
her loss was to me. They laid her to rest on a sunny
slope that overlooks the blue waters of Lake Erie.

The line was smooth and strong, made upon honor.
My hook was not as fine as you can buy to-day, but if

well 3'anked, it brought out the fish all right. Araiied
with hook and line, together with a bottle of wriggling
"first principles" and gathering up an older brother, and
Washington, and Marcus, and Steve, cousins, and old
Porter, the dog. it was but a short half mile to a thicket
of young birch sprouts, where we provided ourselves
with poles, having borrowed father's jack knife for the

purpose. Here happened one of those annoying inci-

dents which mark epochs, perhaps, but which, from the
very nature of boys ought not to happen at all. That
knife was lost. Thanks to an inscrutable Providence, we
did not know it though at the time.
No gray-headed fisherman ever looked over his Hor-

tons, his Henshalls or his Leonards with keener criti-

cism or delight than the boy who picks his "fish-pole"
from the lusty thicket provided by kindly Nature ready
to his hand. Every sense is alert. No haste in his step
nor excitement warps his judgment. Dignity and de-
liberation mark every stage of the operation as they
should every important undertaking. The eye takes in
a half hundred at a glance, to be discarded one by one
until a suitable one is chosen. To cut, trim and attach
the line and hook is but the work of a moment. En-
thusiasm grows apace as the judgment of each is com-
mended or disparaged In his choice, and an indescribable
joy suffuses the whole being as each reaches the con-
clusion that his is best. It is quickly decided that Mil-
ler's Pond is the place to go. Years before a log dam
had been built across a stream which ran at the bottom
of a deep gully. The dam extended from bank to bank
a hundred feet perhaps, and from 12 to 15 feet high.
Many dead trees yet stood in the water and gave to the
place rather a dreary appearance. Logs projected into
the water from either side, and on the west side the
water grew deep rapidly, the east side being much shal-
lower,

The water had washed the soil from around the roots
of many trees which stood along the banks and formed
in boy parlance "good holes." Just below the dam were
deep pools in which lived and flourished much larger
trout than we ever took out.

Therein, perhaps, lay the charm of it. I do not know
how our method of fishing ever originated. I reckon,
like Topsy, it "just growed." If, as, in the present in-

stance, we were to fish at the pond, each had his allotted
"holes," and no one "poached on his preserves." It

seemed to be a fair arrangement then, and still seems
so. If two or more fished a strearn, we fished down.
Each took a position and fished it until those up stream
had all passed, when he went beldw all to the next hole.

When you passed from up to down, you could hold
whispered consultations with each boy of your crowd,
and thus keep in touch with all the fun going.
I have fished many streams, rivers and lakes since,

but never with a keener delight. From the dam for a
couple of miles down stream was known as Turner's
Gulf. The water was clear, cool and rapid, lying oc-
casionally in a deep pool, but more often dashing over
stones or submerged roots and logs. It was an ideal

place for brook trout. A few special places existed
where the whoppers lived, and he to whom these fell as
his portion, was happy indeed. The banks were steep,

covered mostly with fallen trees and grown up with
blackberry and" native bushes. Occasionally the stream
would run through a bit of pasture, where the under-
growth would be eaten off, and here and there an elm,
beech or birch would cast a grateful shade, sought alike

by drowsy cattle or weary man. A few shiny, slanting
hemlock logs lay along the banks, where in spring and
early summer time the partridge beat the long roll or
wooed his mate lovingly.

Two years ago I visited for the only time in many
years the well remembered spots along Turner's Gulf.
They came nearer being as I held them in mind than
anything else in the whole township. So 'many things
were dwarfed; the hills were not so steep nor high; the
woods were much less; the fields were smaller; the ac-
quaintances were mostly dead or gone, but Turner's
Gulf brought back the scenes and incidents of boyhood
these fifty years gone by. W.

More About Sport.
East Wareham, Mass., Sept. 4.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Reading in the last issue of your paper "The
Nature of Sport," by Coahoma, I must take an exception
to his remarks on "Uncle" Daniel. Noah Webster is

the author he had in mind. Daniel ranged all through
these parts, and his ideas in regard to sport were sound.
Noah, from all accounts, pursued his hunting among the
classics, chasing derivations and synonyms through old
lexicons and rounding up obsolete words in the ti.mes of
Chaucer, Milton, Shakespeare and others of that ilk.

There are no records of his prowess in other fields.

Darfiel, on the contrary, while well posted in bookish
lore, would have been a competent judge to decide any
questions relating to the sports of his day.
As the essence of hunting is the matching of wits and

skill against the same qualities in the game, its satisfac-
tion is merged in one of two ends, either capturing the
game alive, or securing it dead. Civilization advances,
and men grow less savage for the reason that the im-
plernents of destruction have been so perfected, that the
qualities which hunting demanded in a previous age are
but little required now. When men hunted to kill,

sport was a very secondary consideration, as the arts
advanced it became possible to develop a certain skill
not dependent on superior physical endurance. Even as
late as the middle of the eighteenth century we read of
huntsmen riding out on a "sausage cart," which was
simply a log of sufficient length, on which the men sat
astride, the whole thing mounted on four wheels, and
drawn by as many horses as was necessary to keep it

going at a gallop.

In the days of archery it took more courage and
skill to kill an elk, boar or bison than now. The match-
locks and arquebuses were not much better as weapons,
but the flintlock was a decided improvement, and the
sportsman of to-day, with his magazine gun, is as far
ahead of his predecessors with the bow as the astrono-
mer of to-day with his 36-inch object glass is ahead of
the observer who sat on the great pyramid and viewed
the heavens with naked eyes.

This great improvement in arms has changed about
the conditions of sport entirely; to-day it has no connec-
tion with necessity or economy; therefore, the death of an
object pursued is often regrettable. The saving of the
flesh of game is frequently only a sop to a conscience that
will stir when life is taken.
As no mechanical contrivance requires anything more

than mechanical skill to reduce to possession,' it is doubt-
ful if any inventions will ever take the place of live game
as a stimuliis for pursuit while game lasts. But, as the
population increases and game grows rapidly less, it is

evident that "sports" will gather and draw mankind to
scenes where death is no factor.

The man who has but two weeks in a year for relaxa-
tion and who inherits a love for huntmg, may well be
permitted to hang an elk or moose head on his wall

—

he will not want manj'—much better he go and and get
it than buy.

In a certain great house years ago a mighty elk head
and horns served as a hat rack. How many who paused
before that head while adjusting their own headgear
on one of its many points, ever thought of it as senti-
ment? It cost its owner $50 when such trophies were
much rarer in houses and plentier in forests than now.
Had the owner shot it himself he would have looked

at it with pleasure all his life, would have had a good
story to tell—well might people doff their hats before
it then.

Who shall say that whaling is not sport? Or that a
whaler is not a sportsman? He hunts the biggest game
known; the pursuit requires the utmost perseverance,
coolness and judgment, and affords a spice of danger by
no means insignificant.

Gentlemen, the shield has two sides. You are both
right ftpd all right, Walter B. Savarv,

The Eskimos^of^lLabrador."'
Number 4 of Volume III of the Bulletin of the Geo-

graphical Society of Philadelphia, which has just reached
us, is devoted to an interesting report of the Brown-
Harvard expedition to Nachvak. Labrador, in the year
1900. The report is written by Dr. E. B. Delabarre, of
Brown University. Like all the publications of the
Philadelphia Geographical Society, it is handsomely
brought out. It is ornamented with many illustrations

of Labrador scenes, and covers not far from 150 pages;
gives an outline of the voyage from day to day, a sum-
mary of the trip, with its meteorological conditions, an
account of an overland trip from Hebron to Nachvak,
of Nachvak Bay and the ascent of Mount Faunce, chap-
ters on the scenery of the Atlantic Coast of Labrador,
its life, the scientific results of the expedition, with re-
ports on botany, ornithology and geology.
The report on ornithology is a very briefly annotated

list of 79 species, and this list appears in somewhat more
extended form in the "Auk" for January, 1902.
Outside of the itinerary, the report is devoted chiefly

to botanical, geological and mineralogical features. Lit-
tle is said about the bird life, and practically nothing
about the mammalian life of the region. There is. how-
ever, an attractive reference to the people inhabiting
the country. We give below some remarks on the pres-
ent condition of the Eskimo there.

In this report there is abundant information which
will be useful to persons visiting the Labrador coast.
To all such it may be warmly recommended. The ac-
count of the Labrador Eskimo is as follows:
A thousand miles or more of desolate seacoast stretch

from St. John's, in Newfoundland, to Nachvak, near the
northern end of Labrador. In the summer time it is

crowded with fishing schooners, whose crews toil la-

boriously for their scanty winter supplies. But in the
winter, except for a few widely separated and lonely set-
tlements of hardy natives and whites, it is inaccessible,
and given over to the undisputed sway of ice and snow.
The visitor to these shores finds much to interest him.

If he be a lover of nature, he will find few more beauti-
ful and attractive regions than this, with its irregular
coastline, diversified by rocky hills, imposing cliffs, and
island-dotted bays; with its many-hued Arctic vegeta-
tion; and in the north with its deep fiords and huge
mountain masses. If he be a scientist, its plants, its

geological formation and history, its animal life, will
give him plentiful opportunity for study and new discov-
ery. The sportsman will revel in brooks teeming with
trout, or may haply discover big game worthy of his
rifle. The mere traveler, seeking new sights and ad-
ventures, will come away enthusiastic over the novel-
ties of a summer in the far north, where numberless
icebergs, a brilliantly phosphorescent sea, a sky often
alive with wonderful quivering displays of auroral light,
a season of continuous autumnal comfort, and the
strange, impressive landscapes of a sub-arctic country,
have given him a bountiful reward for his journey.

Yet, after all, wherever one may go, it is the human
life, with its varieties and occupations, its differences
from ourselves, its triumphs, vicissitudes and problem:
that furnishes the study of most absorbing interest. This
is certainly true of Labrador. Simple, rugged and primi-
tive, like the land they live in, its people present features
of mterest alike to the psychologist, the anthropologist,
the student of social economy and conditions—and nat-
urally,_ also, to the practical philanthropist.
Eskirnos.—Of the aboriginal inhabitants, aside from

tlie Indians of the southerly interior, there are now only
about a thousand Eskimos along the Atlantic Coast.
From Hopedale southward most of them are of mixed
blood; but north of there they are said to be almost
entirely pure blooded. We met them frequently north of
Hopedale. Their present southern limit is Hamilton
Inlet, though in former times they are reported to have
spread as far south as Massachusetts. They swarmed
over our schooner, peering curiously into all its recesses,
and offering their simple possessions in exchange for
tobacco and clothing; and we met many of them in their
villages on shore. We find them here not in their
origmal crude condition, but greatly modified in dress,
manners and customs by their long contact with white
men. The Moravians sent missionaries to these coasts
more than a century and a quarter ago. In consequence,
the Eskimos who have come under their influence have
adopted many features of civilized dress, implements and
beliefs. It is only further north or west than we pene-
trated that we find them unchanged.
The men look strong and sturdy. They are rather

short, seeming to average about five feet and a half*.
Their heads are very long from front to back, as com-
pared with their breadth; the cephalic index, according
to the anthropologists, averages about 75. Their faces
are broad and round, with projecting cheek bones and
prominent processes at the upper end of the jaw. They
are usually very fat. The jaws, or at least the lips, are
very apt to be rather protuberant. The eyes are nar-
row. The forehead, usually covered over with hair is
of medium height. The hair is straight and jet black,
except in the case of the old men, and is worn long, cut
off straight below the ears and just above the eyes;
though some of the younger men wear it close-cut!
The beards are very thin, and often entirely wanting!
When there is little fat in the face the prominent bones]
and the deep wrinkles in the old people, make it of very
irregular outline. The eyes and the complexion are al-
ways dark, but the latter varies from the color of a

• Statements vary as to their height. Low (loc cit p 52 L)
says: "The males, as a rule, are quite as tall as the average white
man, but owing to their broad, heavy build, they appear shorter
than they feally are; and this appearance is enhanced by their
wide garments of hairy deer or seal skins. Where seen bv the
writer * » * several of the men were six feet and upward in
height, the average height being about six feel five inches

"

Deniker ( The Races of Man," 1900, p. 578) gives the average
height of twenty-six measured Eskimos of Labrador as live feettwo inches. Robert Brown ("Encycl. Brit., VIII., 543) says thevmeasure five feet four inches to five feet ten inches and in rare
cases even six feet. The cephalic index (Deniker. p 587) is 76 8
for the living subject, as measured on 614 Eskimos of Greenland-
and for the skull has been found to be 72.4 for thirty-one casesfrom Gteenland 71.3 for 152 cases from Eastern America fmeasur^ments of Davii). They are said by Ripley ("Races of Eurone"
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moderate sunburn to a much deeper brown. Where the
skin is not exposed, however, it is apparently as white
or rosy as that of a white man.
The women closely resemble the men in tlieit feStui^s.

Their black hair is done up in a coil on the head. Most
of them now wear skirts, especially when strangers are
about, though some of them still cling to deerskin trous-
ers. One feature of their original dress that they still

retain, and that serves by its different form to distin-
guish the men from the women, is the jacket or attigi.

It is a loose garment, furnished with a hood for both
sexes. It is cut square across at the bottom for the men,
but for the women ends below in a curve or tail both
in front and behind, the rear appendage being much the
longer. The hood is often bordered with fur, and in the
case of the women bears more or less elaborate orna-
mentation. These garments were doubtless made orig-
inally entirely of fur, but this has now been supplanted,
in summer at least, by a white, thick, flannel-like cloth
supplied by the missionaries. The hood of the women
serves not only as a head protection, but also as a con-
venient receptacle for the babies.

These people are of an essentially sanguine tempera-
nient. Of course, they differ mucl'a from one another
individually, but there are many traits that are true of
them in general. They are naturally cheerful, merry, and
'ight-hearted. They are fond of song and music, and
have some skill in its production. They seem to be
often joking together; are jovial and good-natured, with
a well developed sense of humor. These sunny qualities
give place at times to darker moods. Quarrels may
arise; stealing may occur, though it is rare; murder
may be committed, but Mr. Ford, of Nachvak, has
known of the occurrence of only three cases. Their
emotions are apparently not deepl}' seated or persistent
leyond the immediate presence of the exciting cause,
riiey are almost always honest and peaceable, and
friendly to the stranger. Warfare is, almost un-
known among them. They naturally resent injury,

is when, as too often happens, the Newfoundland
ishermen encroach upon their fishing grounds or steal
their wood for huts; but they rarely resort to violence,
ind when this occurs it is usually under the lead of some
one with white blood in his veins. They have an excel-
ent reputation for industry, are active, quick and endur-
ng. Whenever we employed them, we found them wili-

ng and eager. They lay "by little for the future. When
:hey have plenty they are pretty sure to be generous,
ind a good hunter will support sometimes several fam-
Hes, the rest being content to live lazily by the exer-
ions of the one. They can be just as greedy as they arc
jenerous, when circumstances are difierent. They have
i good average degree of intelligence—a high degree,
t would seem, when one considers the few solicitations
lO thought and ingenuity in their environment; but
their intelligence is combined naturally with a great deal
of superstition. They are easily led, and their special
;haracter and actions depend much on the nature of
[heir leader. Yet they rarely have any sort of govern-
nent, but live together in tribal amity with no chief or
uler unless one temporarily arises by virtue of his own
musual gifts of wealth or wit. Where their primitive
deas are not weeded out by the missionaries, however,
hey are largely in subjection to their medicine men or
sorcerers.

Where missionary influences prevail the marital rela-

:ions of the Eskimos are of the conventional civilized

type, and their sexual morality is of a high order. But
urther north they vary much, each doing- much as he
ikes and can. One man may have three or four Avives;

ind at least one case is known where two men have one
A'ife in common.
The life of the Eskimos is one of hunting and fish-

ng. They live principally on a meat diet, consisting
rhiefly of seal, whale, caribou and fish. Berries are al-

iiost their only natural vegetable food, though now they
3btain also flour and bread with considerable ease. For-
nerly they did little cooking, but now the introduction
3f civilized kettles makes it easier. Thej^ place their

nain reliance on the seal, and it is hard to imagine how
;hey could continue to get along without it. It gives
hem food, dog meat, clothing, boots, tents, dog traces
md harpoon lines, fuel tor light and heat. They have
ittle in the way of implements and possessions except
;uch as are needed for their hunting and fishing, tor
;lothing, shelter and food. Once they lived very crudely,
with no implements except of stone, of bone and of
skins, no fuel except seal oil, and no domestic animals
xcept their magnificent dogs. One still finds in old
graves specimens of these cruder implements formerly
n use. But a hundred years of contact with the white
nan have given them many of his utensils and methods.
A. few useful articles remain much as in the days be-
ore they knew the white man and his ways. C3ne of
hese is the kayak, a rapid and seaworthy canoe made
if skin, entirely decked over except for the round hole
n the middle in which its one occupant sits. Another
s their remarkable harppon, whose barb detaches itself

rom the handle when the animal is hit, and, being at-
ached to a float and drag, prevents the escape of tiieir

game. Still a third is the komatik, or dog sledge, in
ivhich the only important change has been the substitu-
:ion of iron runners for those of wood, bone or frozen
niud formerly in use; though runners of ivory or whale-
bone are also still used.
Most of the Eskimos now live in small communities

of not more than three or four hundred about the mis-
sion stations or posts of the Hudson's Bay Compan3^
Usually their crude houses are of wood covered over on
he inside with turf; though in some places they are en-
tirely of wood. In former times their central dweUing
was constructed of walrus or whale bones covered over
with skins, or of an underground excavation, or of a
halt-underground, half-over ground framework of stones
covered with turf. One still sees remnants of such
structures. They often leave these more permanent
dwellings, however, and go off, in the summer for fish-
ing, in the winter for hunting or sealing. It is only
on these occasions that they now use their snow houses
in winter, and in summer their skin topeks or canvas
tents.

The conditions of their life, with the continual neces-
sity of warm clothing and shelter, and the difficulties of

obtaining warm water and soap, naturally render impos-
sible any large degree of cleanliness. Yet they tolerate
a rather nnnecessary amount of filth and refuse in and
around their dwellings, which, with their utter disregard
of ventilation, while less offensive and less deleterious
to their health than the same conditions would be in a
warmer climate, are nevertheless harmful to a consider-
able extent.

Many of them liave considerable skill in making carv-
ings of the ivory of walrus tusks. They do not, how-
ever, possess the fine feeling for ornamentation and fin-
ish shown by their Alaska kinsmen. This, together
with their music, seems to be their only art. Their
language is highly polysynthctic, single words of com-
plex structure taking the place of whole sentences.
There is a remarkable similarity in its dialects every-
where, from Siberia to Greenland. They differ hardly
more from each other than do English and broad Scotch
(Keane, "Man, Past and Present," 1899), in spite of the
separation of some of the tribes from each other for
perhaps thousands of years.

Wild Animals of the North.
From Richardson's "Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the Zoology of

the Northern Parts of British America."

Moose.

Dr. Richardson has much to say about the moose, but
his article consists very largely of quotations from earlier
authors. The names moose and elk, current in North
America, had already created confusion among writers of
the Old World, who did not realize that the moose was
nearly related to the elk of Europe, while the elk of
America was really the Canada stag, known to the Indians
as wapiti. Dr. Richardson speaks of the moose as found
as far north as the shores of the Arctic Sea, in the Mac-
kenzie Delta, in latitude 69 degrees. He speaks also of
the Indian method of moose hunting, practiced particular-
ly by the Crees, "who take to themselves the credit of be-
ing able to instruct the hunters of every other tribe.
This is the method described by Mr. D. M. Barringer, in
one of the books of the Boone and Crockett Club, some
years ago. He speaks also of the gentleness of the
young, who are captured without difficulty, and quotes
Hearns as saying, "The moose is the easies't to tame and
domesticate of any of the deer kind."

Cariboo.

Of the barren ground caribou. Richardson speaks at
great length, and so interestingly that it seems worth
while to quote his article in full. While these remarks
arc familiar to students of mammals, to sportsmen at
large they are not so:

'This variety of reindeer is of small stature, and weighs
so little, that I have seen a Canadian voyager throw a
full-grown doe on his shoulders and carrv it as an English
butcher would a sheep. The bucks are of larger size, &nd
weigh, exclusive of the offal, when in good condition,
from 90 to I-30 pounds. The old males have in general
the largest and most horns, while the young ones and the
females have them less branched and more cylindrical
and pointed; but this is not uniformly the case, and the
variety of forms assumed by the horns of the caribou is

indeed so great, that it is difficult to comprehend them
all in a general description. Some have the branches and
extremities broadly palmated, and set round with finger-
like points ; others have them cylindrical, and even taper-
ing, without any palmated portion whatever. The ma-
jori^^ of adult males have a brow antler, in form of a
broad vertical plate running down betwixt the eyes, and
hanging over the nose. In some, this plate springs from
the right horn, in others from the left ; in many there is a
plate from each side, and in a considerable number it is

altogether Avanting; the plate is in general widest at its
extremity, and is set with four or five points, which are
sometimes recurved. The main stem of the horns also
exhibits an endless variety in its thickness, altitude and
curvature. During the growth of the horns they are
covered with a hairy skin, which is soft and velvety to the
touch, and in an early stage their interior consists of
a substance which has the flavor of marrow, and re-
sembles it much in appearancg, but has a finer consistence,
and is furnished with more conspicuous blood vessels.
The horns become indurated as they increase in size, and
when they have attained their full growth, their velvety
covering shrivels and peels off in ragged filaments. This
takes place in the males in September, previous to the
commencement of the rutting season, and bv the end of
November most of the old bucks have shed their horns.
The young males retain theirs much longer, and the
females do not lose their horns until they are about to
drop their young in the month of May. Hearne observes
that the barren ground caribou bears horns twice the
size of those of the woodland variety, notwithstanding
that the latter is a mnch larger animal.

"In the month of July the caribou sheds its winter
covering, and acquires a short, smooth coat of hair, of a
color composed of clove-brown, mingled with deep red-
dish and yellowish browns ; the under surface of the neck,
the belly, and the inner sides of the extremities remain-
ing white in all seasons. The hair at first is fine and
flexible, but as it lengthens it increases gradually in diam-
eter at its roots, becoming at the same time white, soft,
compressible, and brittle, like the hair of the moose-deer.
In the course of the winter the thickness of the hairs at
their roots becomes so great that they are exceedingly
close, and no longer lie down smoothly, but stand erect,
and they are then so soft and tender below, that the
flexible, colored points are easilv rubbed off, and the fur
appears white, especially at the 'flanks. This occurs in a
smaller degree on the back; and on the under parts the
hair, although it acquires length, remains more flexible
and slender at its roots, and is consequently not so sub-
ject to break. Toward the .spring, when the deer are
tormented by the larvse of the gadfly making their way
through the skin, they rub themselves against stones and
rocks, until all the colored tops of their hair are worn

off, and their fur appears to be entirely of a soiled white
color.

"The closeness of the hair of the caribou, and the light-
ness of its skin, when properly dressed, renders it the
most appropriate article for winter clothing in the high
latitudes. The skins of the young deer make the best
dresses, and they should be killed for that purpose in the
months of August and September, as after the latter
date the hair becomes too long and brittle. The prime
parts of eight or ten deer.skins make a complete suit of
clothing for a grown person, which is so impervious to
the cold, that, with the addition of a blanket of the same
material, any one so clothed, may bivouack on the snow
with safety, and even with comfort, in the most intense
cold of an Arctic winter's night. The hoofs of this
variety of reindeer are very large, and spread greatly;
and the posterior or accessory ones make a loud clatter-
ing noise when the animal runs. The forms of the latter
are almost always visible in its footmarks, unless the
ground be so hard that even the principal hoofs make
little impression.
"The barren ground caribou, which resort to the coast

of the Arctic Sea, in summer, retire in winter to the
.woods lying between the sixty-third and the sixty-sixth
degree of latitude, where they feed on the Usnew, Elec-
toricE and other hchens, which hang from the trees, and
on the long grass of the swamps. About the end of April,
when the partial melting of the snow has softened, the
Cctraricc, Cornictilarue and Cenomyce's, which clothe the
bar ren grounds like a carpet, they make short excursions
from the woods, but return to them when the weather
is frosty. In May the females proceed toward the sea
coast, and toward the end of June the males are in full
march in the same direction. At that period the power of
the sun has dried up the lichens on the barren grounds,
and the caribou frequent the moist pastures which cover
the bottoms of the narrow valleys on the coasts and islands
oi the Arctic Sea, where they graze on the sprouting
carices, and on the withered grass or hay of the preceding
j-ear, which is at that period still standing, and retaining
part of its sap. Their spring journey is performed partly
on the snow, and partly after the snow has disappeared,
on the ice covering the rivers and lakes, which have, in
general, a northerly direction. Soon after their arrival on
the coast the females drop their young; they commence
thejr return to the south in September, and reach the
A^cinity of the woods toward the end of October, where
they are joined by the males. This journey takes place
after the snow has fallen, and they scrape it aAvay with
their feet to procure the lichens, which are then tender
and pulpy, being preserved moist and unfrozen by the
heat still remaining in the earth. Except in the rut-
ting season the bulk of the males and females live sepa-
rately—the former retire deeper into the woods in the
Avinter, while herds of the pregnant does stay on the
skirts of the barren grounds, and proceed to the coast
very early in .spring. Captain Parry saw deer on Mel-
ville Peninsula as late as Sept. 23, and the females, with
their fawns, made their first appearance on April 22.
The males in general do not go so far north as the fe-
males. On the coast of Hudson's Bay the barren ground
caribou migrate further south than those on the Cop-
permine or Mackenzie rivers ; but none of them go to
the southward of Churchill.
"The lichens, on Avhich the caribou principally feed

while on the barren grounds, are the Cornicularia tristis,

Divergcns and Ochrileuca, the Cetraria n-ivalis, Cucullata
and Islandica, and the Cenomyce rangiferina. When in
condition, there is a layer of fat deposited on the back
and rump of the males to the depth of two or three inches
or more, immediately under the skin, which is termed
dcpouillc by the Canadian voyagers ; and as an article of
Indian trade, it is often of more value than all the re-
mainder of the carcass. The depouille is thickest at the
commencement of the rutting season ; it then becomes of
a red color, and acquires a high flavor, and soon after-
ward disappears. The females at that period are lean; but
in the course of the winter they acquire a small depouille,
which is exhausted soon after they drop their young.
The flesh of the caribou is very tender, and its flavor
when in season is, in my opinion, superior to that of the
finest English A^enison; but Avhen the animal is lean it is

Aery insipid, the difference being greater between well-
fed and lean caribou than any one can conceive who has
not had an opportunity of judging. The lean meat fills

the stomach, but never satisfies the appetite, and scarcely
serves to recruit the strength Avhen exhau.sted by labor.
The flesh of the moose deer and buffalo, on the other
hand, is tough Avhen lean, but is never so utterly tasteless
and devoid of nourishment as that of a caribou in poor
condition. The Chipewyans, the Copper Indians, the Dog-
ribs and Hare Indians of Great Bear Lake, would be
totally unable to inhabit their barren lands Avere it not for
the immense herds of this deer that exist there. Of the
caribou horns they form their fish spears and hooks; and
previous to the introduction of European iron, ice chisels
and various other utensils Avere likeAvise made of them.
The hide dressed with the fur is, as has been already
mentioned, excellent for winter clothing, and supplies the
place of both blanket and feather bed to the inhabitants
of the Arctic Avilds. When subjected to the process de-
scribed in the article on the moose deer, it forms a soft
and pliable leather, adapted for moccasins and summer
clothing, or when sixty or seventy skins are sewed to-
gether, they make a tent sufficient for the residence of a
large family. The shin bone of the deer, split so as to
present a sharp edge, is the knife that is used to remove
the hair in the process of making the leather. The un-
dressed hide, after the hair is taken off, is cut into thongs
of A-arious thickness, Avhich are twisted into deer snares,
bowstrings, net lines, and, in fact, supply all the purposes
of rope. The finer thongs are used in the manufacture
of fishing nets or in working snoAVshoes; Avhile the
tendons of the dorsal muscles are split into fine and excel-
lent scAving thread,

"Beside these and many other uses to Avhich the In-
dians appropriate different parts of the caribou in their
domestic economy, the animal u no less useful in the way
of food. The hunter breaks the leg bones of a recently
slaughtered deer, and while the marroAV is still warm de-
vours it with much relish. The kidneys and part of the
intestines, particularly the thin folds of the third stomach
or many-plies, are likewise occasionally eaten Avhen raw,
and the summits of the antlers as long as they are soft',

are also delicacies in a raw state. The colon or large gut
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is inverted, so as to preserve its fatty appendages, and
is, when either roasted or boiled, one of the richest and
most savory morsels the country affords, either to the
native or white resident. The remainder of the in-

testines, after being cleaned, are hung in the smoke for a
few days and then broiled. The stomach and its con-
tents, termed by the Esquimaux ncrrooks, and by the

Greenlanders nerrokak or nerriooka>k, are also eaten, and
it would appear that the lichens and other vegetable
matters on which the caribou feeds are more easily di-

gested by the human stomach when they are mixed with
the salivary and gastric juices of a ruminating animal.
Many of the Indians and Canadian voyagers prefer this

savory mixture after it has undergone a degree of fer-

mentation, or lain to season, as they term it, for a few
days. The blood, if mixed in proper proportion with a
strong decoction of fat meat, forms, after some nicety in

the cooking, a rich soup, which is very palatable and
highly nutritious, but very difficult of digestion. When
all the soft parts of the animal are consumed, the bones
are pounded small, and a large quantity of marrow is ex-
tracted from them by boiling. This is used in making the

better kinds of the mixture of dried meat and fat, which
is named pemmican, and it is also preserved by the young
men and females for anointing the hair and greasing the

face on dress occasions. The tongue roasted, when fresh

or when half dried, is a delicious morsel. When it is

necessary to preserve the caribou meat for use at a

future period, it is cut into thin slices and dried over
the smoke of a slow fire, and then pounded betwixt two
stones. This pounded meat is very dry and husky, and
is eaten alone, but when a quantity of the back fat or
depouille of the deer is added to it, is one of the greatest

treats that can be offered to a resident in the fur coun-
tries. Pemmican is formed by pouring one-third part of
melted fat over the pounded meat and incorporating them
well together. If kept dry it may be preserved sound for

three or four years, and from the quantity of nourish-

ment it contains in small bulk, it is perhaps the best kind
of food for those who travel through desert lands.

Thueehawgan is a mixture of pounded deer's meat and
dried fish or fish roe, which is eaten raw, or when made
into soup, by throwing a handful of it into boiHng water.

"The caribou travel in herds, varying in number from
eight or ten to two or three hundred, and their daily

excursions are generally toward the quarter from whence
the wind blows. The Indians kill them with the bow and
arrow or gun, take them in snares, or spear them in

crossing rivers or lakes. The Esquimaux also take them
in traps ingeniously formed of ice or snow. Of all the

deer of North America, they are the most easy of ap-

proach, and are slaughtered in the greatest numbers. A
single family of Indians will sometimes destroy two or

three hundred in a few weeks, and in many cases they

are killed for the sake of their tongues alone.

"The following extract from Captain Lyon's interest-

ing journal, details some of the Esquimaux methods of

killing them. The reindeer,' says he, 'visits the polar

regions at the latter end of May or the early part of

June, and remains until late in September. On his first

arrival, he is thin, and his flesh is tasteless, but the short

summer is sufficient to fatten him to two or three inches

on the haunches. When feeding on the level ground, an
Esquimaux makes no attempt to approach him, but should

a few rocks be near, the wary himter feels secure of his

prey. Behind one of these he cautiously creeps, and
having laid himself very close, with his bow and arrow
before him, imitates the bellow of the deer when calling

to each other. Sometimes, for more complete deception,

the hunter wears his deerskin coat and hood so drawn
over his head, as to resemble, in a great measure, the un-

suspecting animals he is enticing. Tliough the bellow

proves a considerable attraction, yet if a man has great

patience he may do without it, and may be equally^ certain

that his prey will ultimately come to examine him; the

reindeer being an inquisitive animal, and at the same
time so silly, that if he sees any suspicious object which

is not actually chasing him, he will gradually, and after

many caperings, and forming repeated circles, approach

nearer and nearer to it. The Esquimaux rarely shoot un-

til the creature is within twelve paces, and I have fre-

quently been told of their being killed at a much shorter

distance. It is to be observed that the hunters never ap-

proach openly, but employ stratagem for their purpose;

thus, by patience and ingenuity rendering their rudely

formed bows and still worse arrows, as effective as the

rifles of Europeans. When two men hunt in company,

they sometimes purposely show themselves to the deer,

and when his attention is fully engaged, walk slowly

away from him, one before the other. The deer fol-

lows, and when the hunter arrives near a stone, the fore-

most drops behind it and prepares his bow, while his com-
panion continues walking steadily forward. This latter

the deer still follows unsuspectingly, and thus passes

near the concealed man, who takes a deliberate aim and

kills the animal. When the deer assemble in herds, there

are particular passes which they invariably take, and on
being driven to them are killed by arrows of the men,

while the women, with shouts, drive them to the water.

Here they swim with the ease and activity of water dogs,

the people in kayaks chasing and easily spearing them;
the carcasses float, and the hunter then presses forward

and kills as many as he finds in his track. No springs or

traps are used in the capture of these animals, as is prac-

ticed to the southward, in consequence of the total ab-

sence of standing wood.' The caribou entirely quit the

districts which Capt. Lyon visited, in the winter ; but the

Esquimaux who inhabit the coast of the Welcome, to the

southward of Chesterfield inlet, have an opportunity, by
the animals continuing in their country, of showing their

ingenuity in the construction of deer traps, of their con-

venient and elegant building material, compact snow,

The sides of the trap are built of slabs of that substance,

cut as if for a snow house; an inclined plane of snow
leads to the entrance of the pit, which is about five feet

deep, and of sufficient dimensions to contain two or three

large deer. The pit is covered with a large thin slab

of snow, which the animal is enticed to tread upon by a

quantity of the lichens on which it feeds being placed

conspicuously on an eminence beyond the opening. The
exterior of the trap is banked up with snow so as to re-

semble a natural hillock, and care is taken to render it so

steep on all sides but one, that the deer must pass over the

mouth of the trap before it can reach the bait. The slab

is sufficiently strong to bear the weight of a deer until
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it has passed it.s middle, when it revolves on two short
axles of woods, precipitates the deer into the trap and
returns to its place again in consequence of the lower end
being heavier than the other. Throughout the whole
line of coast frequented by the Esquimaux, it is customary
to see long lines of stones set on an end, or of turfs piled

up at intervals of about twenty yards, for the purpose of

leading the caribou to stations where they can be more
easily approached. The natives find by experience that
the animals, in feeding, imperceptibly take the line of

direction of the objects thus placed before them, and the

hunter can approach a herd that he sees from a distance
by gradually crawling from stone to stone, and remain-
ing motionless when he sees any of the animals looking
toward him. The whole of the barren grounds are iti-

tersected by caribou paths, like sheep tracks, which are

of service to travelers at times in leading them to con-
venient crossing places of lakes or rivers.

"Hearne gives the following account of the deer pound
in use among the Chipewyans:

" 'When the Indians design to impound deer, they look
out for one of the paths in which a number of them
have trod, and which is observed to be still frequented
by thein. When these paths cross a lake, a wide river,

or a barren plain, they are found to he much the best

for the purpose; and if the path run through a cluster

of woods, capable of affording materials for building the

pound, it adds considerably to the commodiousness of the

situation. The poimd is built by making a strong fence

with brushy trees, without observing any degree of regu-
laritjr, and the work is continued to any extent, according
to the pleasure of the biiilders. I have seen some that

were not less than a mile round, and am informed that

there are others still more extensive. The door or en-

trance of the pound is not larger than a common gate, and
the inside is so crowded with small counter hedges as

very much to resemble a maze, in every opening of which
they set a snare, made with thongs of parchment deer-

skins well twisted together, which are amazingly strong.

One end of the snare is usually made fast to a growing
pole ; but if no one of a sufficient size can be found near
the place where the snare is set. a loose pole is stibstituted

in its room, which is always of such size and length that

a deer cannot drag it far before it gets entangled among
the other woods, which are all left standing, except what
is found necessary for making the fence, hedges, etc.

The pound being thus prepared, a row of small brush-
wood is stuck up in the snow on each side of the door
or entrance, aiid these hedge rows are continued along

the open part of the lake, river, or plain, where neither

stick nor stump beside is to be seen, which makes them
the more distinctly observed. These poles or brushwood
are generally placed at the distance of fifteen or twenty
yards from each other, and ranged in such a manner as to

form two sides of a long acute angle, growing gradually

wider in proportion to the distance they extend from
the pound, which sometimes is not less than two or three

miles, while the deer's path is exactly along the middle,

between the two rows of brushwood.
" 'Indians employed on this service always pitch their

tents on or near tO' an eminence that affords a command-
ing prospect of the path leading to the pound; and when
they see any deer going that way, men, women, and
children walk along the lake or river side under cover of

the -woods, till they get behind them, then step forth to

open view, and proceed toward the pound in form of a

crescent. The poor timorous deer finding themselves pur-

sued, and at the same time taking the two rows of

brushy poles to be two ranks of people standing to pre-

vent their passing on either side, rixn straight forward in

the path till they get into the pound. The Indians then

close in, and block up the entrance with some brushy trees

that have been cut down and lie at hand for that pur-

pose. The deer being thus inclosed, the women and
children walk round the pound to prevent them from
jumping over or breaking through the fence, while the

men are employed spearing such as are entangled in the

-snares, and shooting with bows and arrows those which
remain loose in the pound. This method of hunting, if it

deserve the name, is sometimes so successful, that many
families subsist hy it without having occasion to move
their tents above once or twice during the course of a

whole winter; and when the spring advances, both the

deer and the Indians draw out to the eastward,_ on the

ground which is entirely barren, or at least what is called

so in these parts, as it neither produces trees nor shrubs

of any kind, so that moss and some little grass is all the

herbage which is to be found on it.'

"Captain Franklin observes that 'the reindeer has a

quick eye, but the hunter by keeping to leeward of them
and using a little caution, may approach very near; their

apprehensions being much more easily roused by the smell

than the sight of any unusual object. Indeed, their

curiosity often causes -them to come close up to and wheel
round the hunter, thus affording him a good opportunity

of singling out the fattest of the herd, and upon these

occasions they become so confused by the shouts and
gestures of their enemy, that they run backward and for-

ward with great rapidity, but without the power of

making their escape. The Copper Indians find by experi-

ence that a white dress attracts them most readily, and
they often succeed in bringing them within shot, by
kneeling and vibrating the gun from side to side, in

imitation of the motion of a deer's horns when it is in the

act of rubbing its head against a stone. The Dogrib
Indians have a mode of killing these animals which,

though simple, is very successful. It was thus described

by Mr. Wentzel, who resided long among that people.

The hunters go in pairs, the foremost carrying in one
hand the horns and part of the skin of the_ head o_f a

deer, and in the other a small bundle of twigs_, against

which he, from time to time, rubs the horns, imitating

the gestures peculiar to the animal. His comrade fol-

lows treading exactlj^ in his footsteps, and holding the

guns of both in a horizontal position, so that the muzzles
project under the arms of him who carries the head.

Both hunters have a fillet of white skin round their fore-

heads, and the foremost has a strip of the same rounrl

his wrists. They approach the herd by degrees, raising

their legs very slowly, but letting them down some-
what suddenly, after the manner of a deer, and always

taking care to lift their right or left feet simultaneously.

If any of the herd leave off_ feeding to gaze upon this

extraordinary phenomenon, it instantly stops, and the

head begins to play its part by licking its shoulders and
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performing other necessary movements, In this way
the hunters attain the very center of the herd without
exciting suspicion, and have lei'-'ure to single out the fat-

test. The hindmost man then pushes forward his com-
rade's gun, the head is dropped, and they both fire nearly
at the same instant. The deer scamper off, the hunters
trot after them; in a short time the poor anirnals halt to

ascertain the cause of their terror, their foes stop at the
same moment, and having loaded as they rati, greet the
gazers with a second fatal discharge. The consternation
of the deer increases, they run to and fro in the utmost
confusion, and sometimes a great part of the herd is

destroyed within the space of a few htmdred yards.'
"

Of the woodland caribou, on the other hand, Richard-
son knew little, for they did not inhabit his country.

Cat and Goral Snake.
Tapachula Chiapas, Mexico, August 16.

—

Editor Fcn--

cst and Stream: Some years ago I saw a cat bring a
snake into my house. She had four half-grown kittens

at the time, and immediately called them up for a supper.
I looked at the snake and saw that it was a "coral," con-
sidered by the natives to be very deadly.

I, thought no more of the matter until next morning,
Vi'hen I saw the cat dead. Remembering the circum-
stances, I examined the cat and found where she had
been punctured in the side by the two. fangs. Strange
to say, the body of the cat was very little swollen.
The color of this snake is black, red and yellow. I

have never seen one over three feet long, and they are
very cowardly.

^
Gu.a.teaiala.

[This was very likely the soiithwestern coral snake
(Elaps etiry.vanthus) , described by Kennicott more than
forty years ago, in the Proceedings of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. It is probably very
poisonous. '

Concerning the Florida coral snake. Dr. Einar Loenn-
berg wrote iti the Proceedings of the United States Na-
tional Museum, Vol. XVII., 1894, page 334: "Few people
know or believe that it is poisonous, it looks so harmless,

^

and as a consequence they catch it and handle it rather
roughly; the snake gets angry, bites, and a human life is

endangered. I know personally of .such a case. A Swede
at Pakland, Orange county, found an Elaps, and because
of its beautiful color he caught it and tried to put it into''

a bottle of alcohol. The snake bit him, but the wound
was not large, a:id as it did not swell he did not care much
about it at first. After a while he was taken very sick, ;

went to bed, asked for a physician, and drank whisky;
but it was then too late. Pie died the next morning, about
twelve hours after the snake had bitten him. During,
the last two hours he was unconscious, but before that

he suffered most excruciating pains. I have heard of"

several other cases of boys dying from Elaps' bite.

"In other cases people have been bitten by an Elaps
fulvius without suffering from it in any way, but I sup- '

pose that in such cases the Elaps had not been able to. in-

ject any poison into the wound, as it has a rather small

'

mouth. However that may be, I cannot agree with Cope
that the bite 'of the smaller ones (meaning smaller species

of Elaps) is innocuous to man and the larger animals.'

It is to be observed that the Elaps bites differently 'from
the Crotalids and Viperids. The latter snake throws itsi,

head forward in striking, and draws it back again imme-;
diately. The Elaps fulvius I have seen and heard about'
have acted in an entirely different manner. The poor
Swede above mentioned had to pull the snake from the,

wound, and other specimens that I had induced to bite

into sticks kept the stick in the mouth for a good while.

This habit probably signifies an intention to press as much
.poison as possible into the wound, which makes the snake !

the more dangerous. Elaps fulvius is, however, a good-
)

natured snake, and it does not bite tmless it is very much
provoked. If not handled too rouglily, an Elaps may be

'

allowed to craAvl on one's hands from one to the other.
|

I have allowed it myself once, but I hardly think I would <

do it over again, and would not advise any one else to

try it."]

The Bobolink's Songf.

Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 28.—I have read with interest
i

the various comments appearing in Forest and Stream .

of late regardiiig the sayings of this beautiful bird.

In my boyhood days in New England, bobolinks nested :

in the corn and hay fields, making their appearance about i

corn-planting time, and my father's version of what tb' '

said was this

:

"Bobolink, bobolink, whistlink, whistlink, watchcc,

w'atchee, don't speak to me again in all your lifetime."

I, as any observing boy would, became interested; and
\

year after year an old Bob—apparently the same bird—
v/ould come, and when I went too near he would rise am!
circle around over my head, and to my mind very plainly

said

:

"Tro Mon Tre Male, hired a horse to go fifty mile,

.

carriage broke down, kill 'em, kill 'em, kill 'em." i

Samuel B. Dow.
i

More Soag Birds for Oregon.

From The Portland Oregonian.

Some months ago a number of citizens of Portland subscribed a
purse to send to Germany to purchase nightingales. Word has
been received here that the birds, sixty-five pairs of them, of the
black-headed and plain varieties, will arrive in a few days. With
them will arrive a supply of ants' eggs and meal worms, which are

said to be the natural foods of the nightingales, though no one
knows how on earth such tiny birds dig up ant hills for the eggs
or break into meal bins to catch meal worms. The birds will be
placed in a conservatory in Riverview Cemetery for the winter,

and when the ants begin to lay and the meal worms to hatch
broods in the spring they will be turned loose. It is intended to

import a lot of mockingbirds and cardinal birds from the East
|

and South next spring. They will be only a few days on the way
and wtll iDe turned out as soon as they arrive, and so should be in

good condition. Oregon has been known as the land of big ap-
ples and red-cheeked §irls, and of late has been a land flowing
with milk and buttermilk and honey. Hereafter the land will be
filled with the notes of the sweet songsters of many lands. The
mockingbirds will sing all day and the nightingale all night, and

,

the air will be filled with music.
,

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Nert

York, and not to uiy individual connected with the paper.

i
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m Forest and Stream.

Extinction of the Elks.

It seems thai about once in ever so often it becomes
necessary tliat some one should rise up and get off a

screed about the extinction of the elks, simply because
a few members of the B. P. O. E. order wear an elk's

tooth for a charm, and throw out the impression that this

is the emblem of the order. Such writers would like to
make outsiders believe that every time a new member is

inducted into the order, some tooth-hunter goes o& into

the mountains, kills a bull elk, knocks out two upper
teeth, leaves the flesh, horns, hide and hoofs to rot,

solely that the aforesaid initiate might have an elk's

tooth to wear as an emblem; consequently the order is

to be blamed for the death and extermination of all the
bull elks, in the near future. Probably, if these writers

were members of the order they would know that the

tooth in question is not their official emblem; yet some
do wear them. Where did they get them? Anybody
who knows anything about the matter, or is not too
much prejudiced against the truth, knows that the In-
dians of the Far West have had vast numbers of elk

teeth decorating their buckskin clothing, taken from ani-

mals killed years ago when as plentiful as buflfalo.

Members of the order who have been among the Indians
and with whom I have conversed, say they have seen
garments with three hundred elk teeth on them. These
are highly prized by the Indians, and are only now parted
with for a good price. In the earlier days of the order
these were bought up by speculators, who sold them to

jewelers, to be mounted as charms. Five years ago I

bought them in Idaho for 50 cents, whereas now a pair
of fine teeth cantiot be had for $5. So the members have
quit buying them, and are wearing instead the official

emblem, an elk head in "gold. Of course, those who
have teeth now are not going to throw them away
simply because of the tooth-hunting odium now at-

tached; especially, since owing to their scarcity and
consequently high price, imitation teeth made of cellu-

loid are being offered. The Indians are just as sharp as

anybody on a trade, and seeing the white men want
their personal ornaments, they put up the price.

The lodges in Colorado and other Western States where
the few remaining herds of elk are located, have taken
strong action against their slaughter for this or any other
illegal purpose. No truer friends of this noble game can
be found anywhere than members of the order in those
States, who would quickh^ inform on and cause the ar-

rest of mere tooth-hunters. I have never yet heard of

any of these gentry being arrested by game wardens,
except three about a year ago, in the Black Hills; these
were caught in the act, but I have not yet read of their

having been punished.
As long as there are any teeth in possession of the

western Indians, I suppose white men and members of
the order, too, will buy them, and so will speculators;
but I am sure no member of the Benevolent and Pro-
tective Order of Elks would buy or wear a tooth if he
knew or thought it was procured by ruthless slaughter,

and I know that the wearing of the tooth as an emblem
is being discouraged by high ofificials of the order, on
account of the blame attached to the supposed method
of procuring, which is largely the imagination of alarm-
ists. Head-hunters and meat-hunters are doing more to
exterminate the animals than tooth-hunters. Bring on
your facts, instead of unsubstantiated charges.

Cervus Alces.
Dbs Moines, la., Sept 1.

Chance to Break the Chain/'
Editor Forest and Stream:
That little letter from B. A. Eastman in last week's

Forest and Stream is a jolly good one in several ways.
It certainly settles that little controversy about true sports-
manship that has been going on in the paper, or at least

shows what a man is when he is a genuine sportsman.
Every sentence in the letter shows that he is an all-round,
practical and experienced field sportsman, and I have
seldom read a letter that set so many vivid and pleasant
memories awake. It made me remember all of the thir-

teen dogs that I have owned, and of course thought the
best dogs that ever were. Why, I could write whole
chapters about each one of those dogs—^the things they
did and how they did them, and the hard work they did
for love of me. It sounds a little hard on my fellow men,
but truly speaking it would be hard to pick out the same
number of human friends who could be found so dis-

interestedly faithful as those dogs were.
Mr. Eastman's invitation to his brother sportsmen made

me remember another man like him. I once met a man
on the cars. A lot of quail flew from the roadside and
we talked quail. At the end of our talk, he said: "T
reckon there is no finer bird country in the world than
where I live. The Sequatchie Valley is full of them, and
I want you to stay at my house during the Christmas holi-

days, and we will be happy." I went, and there are long
chapters of happy memories about that week. It was a
long time ago, but, like the first fish I caught, it will be one
cf the last things to be forgotten. It is too long a story
to tell here, but possibly I may tell it some other time if

F'OREST AND STREAM cares to hear it.

I think Mr. Eastman would find my record in regard io
shooting my friends and being shot by them, a satisfactory

one, as I have never shot a friend, a dog, nor any kind
of domestic animal accidentally, and I think he will not
envy my being "shot up" more than he has. A country
boy "down on Panther Creek" in Kentucky put something
more than fifty No. 8 in my right leg, at a distance of
twenty-five yards, and they are all there yet. Way up in
northern Wisconsin I got a good dose of No. 7's from a
Parker gun loaded with 2''/i drams of Dupont smokeless
at fifty yards' distance. I still carry twenty-four in the
right arm and shoulder, two in the neck and one some-
where back of my eyeball. Down in Indian Territory a

FOnEST AND STREAM.

man shot at a snipe flying toward me, and two pellets set
my face to bleeding. As there was nothing to obscure the
view, there Avas no excuse for such reckless shooting, so I

lost my temper and "cussed" him. "Bein' shot up" so
much has made me a bit choice about shooting com-
panions, but as Mr. Eastman has been duly "initiated," I

would not be shy about going with him. It's my guess
that he is all right every way, and that the man who ac-
cepts his liberal invitation will be in luck. His allusion
to ruffed grouse stirs lots of happy memories. Why, I

don't doubt that I've tramped anywhere from 500 to 1,000
Tniles after them; killed a lot of them and let a few (hun-
dreds) get away. In spirit, I most heartily accept Mr.
Eastman's invitation, but that is all that is possible. The
"chain" is too strong to be broken. I don't anticipate
much field sport this season. My friend Jim and I have
been planning to shoot quail, but Jim's dog died re-

cently and I have none, O. H. Hampton.

Rail Shooting.
Essex, Conn., Sept. 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Nearly a week has now elapsed since the law went ofi

from rail, and the reports that have come to me thus far

from the hunters and from the shovers as well are quite

encouraging. On Monday, the opening day, the largest

number killed by any one person was thirty-five, and the

next largest something over twenty—I have forgotten the

exact number. On Wednesday a local sportsman killed

forty-seven, this being within three of the lawful number.
I saw an albino, or rather partial albino, blackbird while

out on the marshes a few days ago. He was with a

large flock of others and as he flew along the white
feathers on his wings and body showed quite conspicu-
ousl}'. This is the first freak blackbird I have ever seen,

although I am told that it is no rare occurrence to see a
bird of this kind in a large flock. G. W. C.

MiLFORD, Conn., Sept. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream::

A few rail have been shot on the river near here during
the past week, but no bags of importance have been made.
The largest count of which I have heard was twenty-
three rail and a black duck, and from this they tailed

down through 20, 19, 8 and 7.

Since last week I have learned that one reason for the

scarcity of birds just before the season opened was the

fact that the meadows had not been mowed. Until the

crop of hay is cut on the wet meadows, the rail are scat-

tered all over them, btit after the grass has been cut they
retreat to the cover of the weeds along the little leads, and
to the tall corn grass, and 'the cattails, which grow in the

water and are never mowed.
With the cooler weather which may soon be expected,

migrating birds will no doubt come on and some shoot-

ing may be had. F. Pi

As Sept. I approached, my friend and I concluded that

we would open the shooting season of 1902 by a day with
the rail and duck of Grass Lake. Accordingly the rising

sun of Sept. i caught us with our pushers in the middle
of the lake, anxiously scanning the skyline for duck. The
birds proved to be very scarce indeed, and we accordingly

turned our attention to the festive sora and found them
very abundant. We bagged four specimens of the Florida
gallinule or rice hen, one bluewing teal, several sum-
mer yellowlegs and snipe, and the balance of our bag of

eighty-four birds were sora.

My partner, who had shot over the famous marshes of

Essex, Conn., advised that he had never had a better bag.

Grass Lake is one of the Fox Lake chain, and is fifty-five

miles north of Chicago. Sora shooting will be good until

about Sept. 20, and last year the bluewing teal flight was
very heavy Sept. 15 to 20. Ivanhoe.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

A Lawyef and the Game Laws.

Chicago^ 111., Sept. 6.—^"Look here, Fullerton," said I

to the Executive Agent of the Minnesota Fish and Game
Commission, "here's a mighty funny-looking prairie

chicken, it seems to me."
Agent Fullerton stepped up to a bunch of chickens

which was hanging in the smoking room of a Northern
Pacific Railroad car bound for St. Paul on Wednesday
morning, Sept. 3. He turned over the bunch of chickens

and found another bird similar to the one which I had by
accident discovered.

"I should think these were a little funny," said he, with
indignation in his voice. "They are ruffed grouse. I

wonder who owns these birds." So saying, he left the

smoking room and started on a search among the pas-

sengers of the sleeping car.

In this bunch of birds which some careless shooter had
left hanging in the sleeping car there were several pin-

nated grouse, some sharp-tailed grouse and two ruffed

grouse. Of the latter, one had evidently been shot sit-

ting, with a shotgun. The whole back was blown away.
Now as all good sportsmen know, or ought to know, the

season on ruffed grouse does not open in Minnesota until

Oct. I. Evidently, therefore, there was going to be some-
thing doing, since the product of some unknown sports-

man's gun thus proved indubitably that the law had been
broken.

Presently Mr. Fullerton came back and joined the rest

of us. "I've found out who owns the birds," said he.

"It is Stanislaus Donnelly. I never was much more sur-

prised in my life."

Now Stanislaus Donnelly, as it transpires, is the son of

the well-known writer, the late Ignatius Donnelly. Inci-

dentally also it may be stated that he was the attorney for

the Fish and Game Commission for the State of Minne-
sota during the term of office preceding Mr. Fullerton's.

Agent Beutner was the appointee of Governor Lind, and
Mr. Donnelly was chosen by Agent Beutner to counsel

him in all legal matters pertaining to the game laws, the

enforcement of the same, and violations thereof. Mr.
Donnelly has never liked Mr. Fullerton, and, in fact, has

been at some pains to openly proclaim that Mr. Fullerton

is about the poorest game warden ever known within the

memory of man. There are a great many of us who do
not agree with Mr. Donnelly in this regard. Also there

SOS

are a great many of us entitled to be glad that we were
not in Mr. Donnelly's shoes on the morning of Wednes-
day, Sept. 3. It all came about through the careless
curiosity of a newspaper man fond of looking at game
birds. Therefore Mr. Donnelly may primarily blame the
writer of these lines, as he is very welcome to do.
Mr, Fullerton said to me, "I would rather pull almost

auybody else than this man, for he has been unfriendly to
me, and I would not like it said that I have done this for
reasons of personal animosity, for such is really not the
case." I pointed out to him that inasmuch as he had not
made the discovery himself, and inasmuch as his attention
had been directly called to the matter, he could not, under
his own oath of office, faif to make this prosecution.
As to Mr. Donnelly, he put up the defense of ignorance,

behevmg that under the circumstances he might better
prove his lack of standing as a la^vyer than his lack of
standing as "a sportsman. It was a very hard set of cir-
cumstances for Mr. Donnelly, and indeed jus«: a little
humorous, if you are minded to look at it in that way.
He was very meek. Mr. Fullerton asked him with the
utmost politeness when it would best suit him to come
around and be fined, and Mr. Donnelly replied with equal
urbanity that he was quite at Mr. Fullerton's disposition
in such matters. Mr. Fullerton politely refrained from
seizing the whole bunch of birds, as he might have done,
but stated to Mr. DonnellyJhat he would be obliged to
take off the foot of each bird from its hold in the string.
He carried the two birds openly in his hands out into
the depot. I state this so that there may be no doubt as
to the identity of the birds ; for after leaving Mr. Fuller-
ton, Mr. Donnelly fell into the hands of a newspaper man
and said that he intended to fight the case to the Supreme
Courtj that he had not killed any ruffed grouse, and that
he knew a.ruflfed grouse as well as anybody.

Opening Day in Minnesota.

Obviously the place for any one concerned in field
sport was at St. Paul Union Depot on the evening pre-
ceding opening day. Reports from all over the Northwest
stated that the chicken crop was unusually abundant,
whereas in States like Illinois, Indiana, etc., the crop
was reported poor. Hence the exodus of sportsmen to
the Northwest was this year an unusually large one. I
reached St. Paul Union Depot on the morning of Satur-
day, Aug. 30, and even at that time the entire platform
surface, baggage rooms, waiting rooms, etc., were a per-
fect mass of sportsmen's paraphernalia. There were
crates and crates of dogs of every known description, and
I'ack bags, telescopes, trunks, gun cases and the like made
up a great proportion of the outgoing and incoming bag-
gage. The men in the baggage room stated that there
were hundreds of shooters going out on every train to
the north and west. I never in my life had a stronger
evidence of the great natural love of the average Amer-
ican for thp sports of the field, and deep enough is the
regret one must feel that so limited a territory remains
for this army of shooters, all of whom are eager for sport.
As for our own party, it was as stated, made up of

Mr. Sam F. Fullerton, State Game Warden; Col. Cond^
Hamlin, general manager of the Pioneer Press Co.;
Major W. C. Handy, managing editor of the Pioneer
Press, and myself. We left St. Paul on the Northern
Pacific on the evening of Saturday, Aug. 30, and arrived
at Fergus Falls, our destination, early the next morning.
Here we met Deputy Stephens, of Detroit, who had
come in to Fergus Falls for this hunt, and also Deputy
Warden Jimmie Jones, who now lives at Fergus Falls.
Both these hustlers told us that there were plenty of
chickens. Jimmie took us all up to his house for break-
fast and here we spent most of the morning before start-
irg out for our ultimate destination, the old Jones farm,
about eighteen miles out from Fergus Falls. It was at
this farm, which Jimmie sold later, that he and I had our
hunt some years ago. There was no one living on the
place this summer, but the house and barn were there and
there was a stove in the house. We packed up bedding,
food, etc.,_ and concluded to make this vacant farmhouse
our camping place during our stay. This necessitated
three vehicles, one for our freight and two for ourselves,
one vehicle being driven by Mr. Chappell, of the State
Dairy and Food Commission, whose home is in the beauti-
ful little city of Fergus Falls.

The weather was good, bright and yet cool, and the
drive across the beautiful Minnesota prairies and wheat
fields was one of continual delight. We reached our farm
late in the afternoon and in possession of evidence that
Jimmie Jones had held down the violators in his part of
the world. We put up two or three bunches of chickens
along the road, one of them apparently two coveys joined
in one. I presume there were forty birds in this covey,
and had it been a day later, we should surely have done
some business with these bird.^, for they flew but a few-

yards and lit in a bunch of wnns, where they went up one
or two at a time in such shai e as was most exciting to
the line of gunless sport-r-en \\lio walked them up. Again
we started six or tight Urds akng the edge of a corn-
field, and yet again, hut a r^nv hundred yards away from
the J'ones homestead, the dogs pointed a half-dozen old
birds which were out on a stubble field.

Good Meat Dog.

Of our dogs, we had five, two Irish setters brought
out by Mr. Fullerton, a setter owned by Mr. Stephens
and known as Teddy, an old and somewhat portly black
pointer owned by Jimmie Jones and named Range, and
last, if not least, a large, Gothic, ham-footed pointer of
unknown name, which had been bought for $17 by Mr.
Stephens, to be conveyed to Mr. Fullerton upon his
arrival. This nameless pointer was a stray and a pick-up,
but possessed of a vague reputation as a bird dog. He
was brought along as a possibility, nothing more. He
turned out to be a meat dog of the most strictest sort, able
to hunt all day, of splendid nose and a lot of bird sense.
In short, he was about my idea of what a dog ought to
be. Just to show there was no coldness, he took a fall

out of Teddy early in the morning, seizing that amiable
canine by the back of his neck and pretty near killing him
before his jaws could be pried apart, in which latter
operation Mr. Stephen's fingers- were badly lacerated.
Later on. Jack, one of the Irish setters, took another
slice out of the other side of Teddy's neck. At this Teddy
quietly pulled his freight, thinking things were getting u
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little warm for him, and it was only after an anxi9us

search that we at last found him near the depot, lookmg

for the ticket agent and evidently wanting to get home
on the first train out of that inhospitable #9untry. We
Ininted up a doctor, put cocaine on Teddy's wounds and

sewed him up with several stitches in several places.

As for the meat dog, he bluffed both the Irish setters

out of the game, and gave old Range, the black pointer,

clearly to understand that he wanted no foolishness. He
had a head about as big as a kettle. His eyes were yel-

low and fish-like, exactly similar to those of a mus-

callunge. He would weigh about as much as a yearling

steer, had No. 12 feet, and a tail which curved upward

in a way no pointer's tail ought to curve. Nobody liked

this dog, and there was criticism openly expressed for

Mr. Stephens' judgment.

The Opening Day.

We slept that first night in the hay mow, after a very

excellent supper cooked by Mr. Fullerton, with Jimmie

Jones as assistant. At 5 o'clock next morning we were

up and breakfast was under way, and by the time the sun

was coming across the stubble fields, we were out for the

first sport of opening day. Jimmie Jones, Major Handy

and myself w'ent together with a driver in one of the rigs

;

Mr. Fullerton, Col. Hamlin, Mr. Stephens and Mr.

ChappcU taking the other rig.

As for our partv, we did not begin to do much business

for the first hour 'or so. Then the dogs stopped just too

late to prevent the flushing of a- bunch of old birds which

were feeding at the end of a strip of stubble. As had the

birds on the preceding day, these flew as though demons

were after them. I never saw prairie chickens go so far

on the ist of September. None the less we marked them

down nearly a half-mile from their starting place, and

spread out over a quarter of a mile of grass land. Here

the dogs began to do business, and we picked up three

birds in short order. Jimmie Jones I knew to be a good

steadv shot, and I was pleased to see that Major Handy,

with his new little i6-gauge, was also a self-possessed and

accurate chicken shot. It was almost as much fun for me

to see him shoot as it was to shoot on my own part, for

he is an old newsnaper man and for six or eight years has

not had a gun on his shoulder. I presume he enjoyed the

trip more than any one of us who have had a more fre-

quent taste of the outdoor air during late years.

We did not find anv good coveys of birds that morning,

but picked up some more chickens here and there, one or

two at a time, until w^e had eight birds, if my memory is

correct Ml the time our estimation of the white meat

dog was enhancing very rapidly. In short, Ave knew that

in him we had a very sood chicken dog. His fault was

that of self-hunting. His range was anything from 100

vards to half a miTc, as he saw fit, and he never looked

for us • but when he pointed he stood .staunch, no matter

how long we were in coming up. Mr. Fullerton thought

our comment regarding the dog was made from polite-

ness and expressed no desire to hunt over him, although

his own party had only picked up four chickens m the

morning. . , j
In the afternoon we went out in the same order, i ne

day was clear and a bit warm, so that we did not expect

to do anj-thing until evening. Yet the old white dog kept

on moving, setting a pace entirely too hoi for old Range,

although the latter kept on going and never failed to

back his running mate's points, or to point a single bird

now and again when occasion came his way. We heard

guns once or twice, from our other party as we supposed.

Indeed, we counted nearly a dozen during the day. i ins

would seem to break up the hunting considerable but it

must be remembered that the country was very flat and

one could see for a mile or two. There were not

enough hunters to interfere with each other.

We did not get very far away before the old white dog

began to make game along the edge of the stubble, and

presently came to a stand. We followed him up and he

began to road along, with head high m the air, after true

chfcken dog fashion, working out his scent _i)romptly and

decisivelv, not puttering and yet not hurrying too much.

Presently he stood firm and would go no further, and m
an instant we were in the middle of our first good covey

rise Then methinks the guns did indeed speak merrily,

and" thd chickens began to fall like autumn leaves. We
nicked up six out of this little round up. not a very ordi-

nary thing when three guns are shooting at one covey

rise We followed on across the hills and flats and now

and then knocked down another single. Once more Ave

caught a good covey point over the old white dog, and this

time I believe we picked up five, with a single found a

little later. Still again, as evening came on, the meat dog

trailed a little way and pointed staunchly on the stubble.

This covey we nearly wiped off the face of the earth

only two birds going on after the fusilade was oyer, and

one of these we picked up later over the white dog s point.

Starting for home once more, the old fellow pointed stitt,

and I killed a single cock in very disgusting fashion, since

it went directly toward Major Handy's side of the line

\ little further on the black dog made a good point at the

corner of a stubble, and again I got an old chicken. A
few minutes later the black dog pointed m the grass, and

Jimmie Jones made a long, clean kill with his new 7/2-

pound Smith gun, which he was shooting for the first time

that day.
. , ^ . ,,

By this time Ave were all getting down to it in pietty

good shape. In a covey rise we could not always tell as

to our shooting, for in spite of all, shooters will occasion-

ally double on the same bird, but on the whole we_ were

satisfied with our execution. I Avas conscious of missing

dean only two birds during the day. I do not think that

Jimmie Jones ever missed a clean shot withm range, rior

'did Major Handy. The work of the latter was ideal. He

did not snap his birds, but simply waited for them to

steady and the way he cut them down with the little 10

was very much of a delight to us. I think we brought

home twenty-one chickens in our wagon that evening, and

I remember that the total score for the day of both

wacxons was forty-four birds, the other party getting

eleven birds in the afternoon. Nothing very big for so

m.anv "^nns, and nothing very satisfactory to those of the

other vphicle, but plenty of birds for those of our OAvn

more fortimate party. The others reported that their

dogs did not do so well as they ought to have done, that

Teddy had gone foot sore, that one of the Irish beauties

lacked judgment, and the other lacked nose. Still our

friends were plucky and declared they were having a

good time. I know we all had a good supper and a good
sleep in the hay mow.

The Second Day.

On the following morning we had to start home, and
all of us being a little less keen, we made a later begin-

ning with the business of the day. Our wagon had not
gone far before the white dog pointed at the edge of a
grass patch and four birds went out. One came directly

toward the wagon and Major Handy killed it from the
seat Avhere be sat. We marked down the others and
picked up a couple of them. Then we went on across the
continuous expanse of stubble and grass lands, happy
enough to be simply alive and out of doors. It was the

old black pointer's ttirn this time, and presently he made
a beautiful point on a high stubble knoll. The meat dog
was off at one side, but backed nicely. Then old Range
gave his younger rival a taste of what he could do in

working out a co-vey scent. Promptly and with head
high in air, he led us up to the birds. There was a con-
fused whirring of wings, a rattling of shots and a little

addition of four more birds to our stock in trade. We
had bad luck Avith the singles out of this rise and so

drove on.

Presently old Range pointed once more in a grass-

covered hollow, which I am satisfied was once a buffalo

Avallow. A good bunch got out here and we picked
up five birds. We had the singles marked Avell, and
added three more to our bag, two falling to Major
Handy's deadly sixteen, and the third to Jimmie's long-

range artillery.

It may be seen that the floor of our vehicle was pretty

well covered with birds when we met the others at the

appointed luncheon place on the banks of the Red River

of the North. Our friends had bad luck, the hot weather
pretty nearly knocking out their dogs, and they had only

a couple of birds to show as the product of the morning's

work.
After lunch we made some changes. Major Handy

going into the other rig and Mr. Fullerton and Col.

Hamlin coming into ours, where the two pointers were to

continue their^work. This time the luck remained with

the pointers. Major Handy and his friends did nothing

during the afternoon, not seeing a single bird. Upon the

other hand, we had hardly parted company when we put

up a bunch of chickens on a high stubble field. The
wind Avas increasing very fast, and the birds were wild,

and Ave got no work out of them, only stopping two out of

the 'rise, both probably to Mr. Fullerton's gun. Later on

the Avhite pointer made a beautiful crouching point, Avhich

showed that there Avas a covey at hand. Once more the

birds rose wild and we did not get a shot, nor did we
get up any of the scattered birds. The grouse contimied

to fly to unexpected distances, after a fashion I think

never seen equaled at that time of the year, and which

leads me to suppose that the habits of these birds must be

changed, and that the birds themselves are becoming far

more Avary and suspicious.

Still again we put up a bunch of birds wild, the dogs
pointing fully thirty yards back of them, and we failed to

get a shot within range. This time, however, we marked

some of them doAvn, and the old black dog pointed

staunchly at the edge of a thicket which grew along a

ditch. Along this we moA^cd, and presently I heard two

shots to the left, which it proved meant a bird each for

Col. Hamlin and Mr. Fullerton. On my side of the

thicket there came out a big chicken, flying like a sky-

rocket, and I had all I could do to stop him inside of

fifty yards. Yet another bird we marked down and put

up wild, Avasting tAvo shots each on him. Later this

bird, after flying a long way, apparently dropped dead

OA-er in a pasture. He Avas not dead by a large ma-

jority. Col. Hamlin walked him up and fired at him fully

fifty or sixty yards away. The bird kept on flying for

twenty or thirty yards further, and as it was then only

about sixty yards from me, I put up my gun intending

to try a long shot. Following along about a dozen feet

ahead of the bird, I was surprised, before I had time to

fire, to see it drop with a broken wing and apparently

dead. Col. Hamlin wanted to ImoAV if I had shot at it,

and I fooled him for quite a Avhile. The truth is it Avas

his own gun that killed the bird, the wing bone ap-

parentlv breaking after it had floAvn some ways.

A little further on Ave got into another covey, and Mr.

Fullerton stopped one bird from his seat in the wagon,

putting in a cartridge after they began to rise. He killed

another in the thicket we had just left. The wild weather

was now apparently making the birds stir around, and

Ave got some running and roading on the part of the

dogs though Avithout much more success on the part of

the birds. The weather, which had been very warm
earlier, now began to change and a very cold wind came

up. Presently we concluded to drop the hunting and ride

on into Fergus Falls.

Rather Not Have Missed It.

In the afternoon most of the glory belonged to Mr. Ful-

lerton. In the first bevy rise Ave had, it is quite likely

he killed both birds, for I know I missed Avith my second

barrel. A little later on happened one of the funniest

things of the entire trip. One or two birds sprang from

the 'stubble as Ave rode along, and thinking that there

might be others, I jumped from the Avagon and slipped a

couple of shells into my gun. Just as I did so, a fine fat

chicken sprang up a fcAV yards ahead of me and circled off

to the left, offering about the prettiest and easiest shot

any one ever did see in all his life. It never occurred to

me that I would miss this bird, but after I had done so a

couple of times, I realized that I had no more barrels to

my "-un I Avould have given $50 then for one more shot.

'Ihe way Mr. Fullerton and Col. • Hamlin did roast me
after that was something to render me unhappy for many

moons. „ . , , , _
,

"They have been telling me." said Mr. Fullerton, aU

about your shooting chickens, but I see now how it Avas.

You are a good shot in a croAvd, but when you get a

chicken out Avith no one to shoot at it but yourself, you

don't seem to do business."

This was one of the shots one Avould rather not have

missed. Really the prairie chicken is not a hard bird to

kill unless he is the prairie chicken of the solitary six-

year-old sort, that starts at fifty yards and flies a mile.

I presume we should be said to have had pretty good
luck in handling our birds, for we met quite a proportion
of old and scattered birds. When we got into a young
covey, we nearly always accounted for ourselves hand-
somely. Mr. Fullerton was much disappointed that we
did not have better shooting, but when we came to* take
the birds out of the wagons at Fergus Falls on the even-
ing of the second day, we found Ave had seventy-four in

all. I hardly know where they all came from. We
picked them up here, there and everywhere, and our
bag was perhaps as many as we ought to have cared for.

Had we run into a great many cOA^eys, it would not have
taken us long to kill the limit for each gun. Allowing
that Ave had five guns to our party, Ave might then have
brought in 250 chickens instead of seventy-four. For my
own part, I was Avell content. I broiled a half-dozen
chickens on coals in my own fireplace on Lake Minne-
tonka, had some Minnesota wild rice to go therewith, and
was happy as a lord. Moreover, was I not out with good
gentlemen and good shots?

Sequel of the Meat Dog.

- Moreover, did I not see one more chicken dog, a meat
dog of the olden time? I do not know why it is, but I

am A'ery lucky on all my chicken hunts, for there is sure
to be somewhere around at least one simple-minded,
direct, matter-of-fact, old-fashioned meat dog such as I

used to know years ago. I rather envy Sam Fullerton.

He has a chicken dog with as good a nose as any he will

ever find. MoreoArer, he has without doubt the homeliest
dog in the whole Northwest. Hitherto Sam Fullerton

has been having great trouble with people who steal his

dogs. He need give himself no further concern. This
dog is so homely that no one will ever think of stealing

him.
"I wouldn't take a thousand dollars for him," said Mr.

Fullerton to me. "That one half-day "in which I saw
him work shoAved me that he is a bird dog all right-

Besides, a neighbor of mine has two mean dogs which
ha\'e been in the habit of whipping every dog I take out

to my house. I don't suppose I'll do a thing to those

dogs now, will I? Why, Avhen this old fellow of mine
runs against- those treasures of my neighbor's, he'll just

eat 'em up ! I'm anxious to get him home, so's to see the

fun begin."

The last I saw of Mr. Fullerton, he was in a cab, hold-

ing one of his Irish setters down on one side and just

reaching for the collar of the white dog, which I was
handing in on the other side. I don't know whether Mr.
Fullerton ever got home alive or not, but hardly think he
did, for it is not likely that the old white pointer would
ever let an opportunity like that go by. There was prob-

ably a beautiful dog fight on before the cab had gone two
blocks. I never did see a dog more able to take care

of himself than this meat dog. As I led him up to the

cab door on the chain, I happened to step on one of his

feet. In an instant he had me by the leg, just to show
me that it was not well to take any liberties with his

feet, even if they were large. He'll do for the battles

of this life. He is one of the sort which can whip every

dog on the place, eat all the grub you can throw to him,

and then go out and hunt chickens by the week, footsore

or not footsore, and not care a cent whether he is ever

near the wagon or not.

The Chicken Crop in the Northwest.

As to the chicken crop in the Northwest this year, it is

safe to say that for once in a Avay it is up to the an-

nouncements and prophecies regarding it. There are

chickens all over the State of Minnesota north of St.

Paul. This is in spite of a very wet spring, wliich prob-

ably drowned out a good many birds over flat regions

such as that in which our party did their htmting. Elbow
Lake, Windom, Ulen, Twin Valley, Crookston, Thief

River Falls—these and dozens of other points had birds,

as I learned from sportsmen whom I met on the trains.

Going out of St. Paul I counted thirty-eight dogs in one

baggage car, and nearly as many guns in one sleeper.

These people began to come in about the middle of the

v.'cek, and I saAV the bags of many of them, 30, 40, 50, or

more birds in each party. Up at Fargo, N. D., the sport

Avas said to be very fine, and a man just back from Fargo

said that nearly every one up there had plenty of birds,

one man bringing in over 100. Pembina, N. D., was a

point much patronized this year, and apparently profitably

so. The country from Crookston to Winnipeg Junction

Avas much shot over and was prolific. The Breckenridge

division of the Northern Pacific had birds nearly all along

the line. In South Dakota, Avhere the Marvin Hughitt

party, with Theodore RooscA^elt, Jr., hunted, there were-

plenty of birds. Dispatches say that this party killed 15.3

chickens in one day, more than 100 another day, etc. Of
this party, besides the younger members, were Messrs.

Cantillon, Sanborn, Johnson and Gardner, of the C. &
N. W. Ry. Co. These gentlemen met good weather and

good sport, ahhough they got into a country which was

much posted. They worked from Arlington to Pletland

and other points along the railroad.

It is almost certain that respect for the ganie laws and

appreciation of the game birds are on the increase in the

Northwest. The Minnesota Avardens enforced the non-

resident license act and tliey took in a great deal of money

from non-resident shooters. The better class of these

non-residents do not object to paying the license. - In-

deed they ought not to do so ; neither ought they object

to the limit of twenty-five birds a day, difficult as it is to

attain in these times. There are birds, plenty of birds,

more birds now in Minnesota and the Dakotas than there

were ten years ago, but there are not birds enough to last

forever. The chicken is too easy and defenseless, and

if you turn the w'hole public loose on him without reser-

vation, it is not going to endure, and you can bet on it.

Minnesota Shooters.

Mayor Smith, of St. Paul, was the guest of D. C
Shepard, the latter taking out his private car. They went

to North Dakota, and not, it may be stated in passing, to

TAvin Valley.

. Messrs. Paul Gotzian, Geo. Mdntyre, James Myron, A.

C Deverell and F. R. Yerxa, were among those who
shot at Herman, on the Great Northern. Donnelly, on

the same road, attracted A. C. Shotwell and Harry

Roberts. A party headed by Rudolph Schiffman, Jr., went
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to Ulen, on the Northern Pacific. Mr. F. E. Ford headed
a party for Wahpeton, N. D., and Mr. J. E. Stryker went
with friends to Iroquois, S. D. Mr. J. J. Early was the

host of a considerable party who went in at Lariniore.

N. D. It may be seen that the St. Paul sporting con-
tingent scatters over a wide strip of country. It is safe

to state that the average bag this week was better than it:

has been on opening day in the last dozen years.

Cfitcfcens in Wisconsin,

The State of Wisconsin is another one which requires

a gun license. More than i.ioo licenses, largely local,

were issued at Milwaukee before Aug. 29. As to the
chickens, it is hardly thought that Wisconsin will turn out
.'-o many birds as the more favored States further to the
West. From the neighborhood of Fox Lake, Wis., the"

report comes that the chickens did not materialize abun-
dantly and that the crop of ducks was below the demands
of local shooters, to say nothing of the non-resident ele-

ment. Necedah, Babcock and other northern points no
doubt furnish a good many birds, as there was a good
breeding head left in there last fafl.

The enforcement of the game laws in Wisconsin is

improving. For instance, Mr. Henry B. .Sanderson, of
Milwaukee, had some prairie chickens sent to him from
Dakota by some party unknown or unnamed. Mr. San-
derson did not get his hands upon his chickens, althouglt

they came to him in a box labeled "Clothing." The war-
dens got them at the depot. Mr. Sanderson says he
"hopes this matter will be speedily dropped."

Chickens ia Illinois.

The Illinois chicken crop seems to have been pretty slim
this year. As an example of game and game laws, this;

State is pretty much all that it ought not to be. Most o£
our shooters did not pretend to make a chicken hunt in
this State this fall, but moved on out to Minnesota or the
Dakotas. A few went out near Chicago, and of these yet
fewer got some birds. Mr. Friend, of Chicago" hunted
not far from Chicago, and was lucky enough to bring in

twenty birds. This is the best Chicago-Illinois bag of
which I have heard thus far, although perhaps some of
the country towns could turn in better reports than this.

Will Hunt LioDs Again.

A press dispatch from Denver, Colo., dated Sept. 5,

states that President Roosevelt will go on another moun-
tain lion hunt in Coloroda the latter part of this month
with John Goff, the same guide who was with him in his
successful hunt in Colorado a year or so ago.

Milwaukee Sportsmen's Show.

Milwaukee opens a sportsmen's show and pure food
exhibit at the exposition building to-night, the address
of welcome to be given by Mayor Rose. The exhibit of
firearms and other sporting gear is reported to be a good
one, as well as that in boats, canoes, motor engines, etc.

The arrangement of the aquaria, duck ponds, aviaries,,

etc., is a happy one, and the entire interior will appeal to
the lover of the outdoor air.

"Why He Dida't Go Chicken Hunting.

I was saying something the other week in the way of
wonder why Neal Brown, of Wausau, Wis., didn't ask me
to go chicken hunting with him this fall. The reason is

because wh.v, in the convention of last week, Neal Brown
v.'as one of the candidates for Governor of the State.

Mayor Rose, of Milwaukee, the same who is to open the
sportsmen's show to-night, got the nomination of his
party, Mr. Brown giving him a good close race. I don't
mind gonig on record to the effect that Neal Brown will

be Governor of Wisconsin one of these days, and a
mighty good Governor at that. Any man who can shoot
chickens the way he does is not to be overlooked. I am
sorry, however, that these conventions should come along
about at the opening of the chicken season. If I had to
choose between opening day and the Governorship, I
would not hesitate a minute. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. 111.

Tent Pole Friction Joints.

One of the useful things a camper should be familiar

v> ith is a knowledge of how to make a serviceable fric-

tion joint, as this often enables one to do away with
long and heavy tent poles, awning poles and the like, yet
at the same time the full strength is retained. Ready-
made friction joints are sold by the trade, but as these
are highly polished and nickel plated, their cost is

greater than it need be. The advantage in buying these
is that the exact size and length one requires may be
had, for they run from a half-inch up to two or three
inches in diameter, and in length up to ten or twelve
inches.

The more economical plan is to visit a brass foundry,
if one is near at hand, or a hardware shop if not. Drawn
brass tubing of a thickness of 1-32 or 1-16 inch is made
in all sizes suitable for joints, and one has only to select

two tubes that will lit together snugly yet not tightly
enough to bind. Have the inner tubes three to four
inches in length, and the outer ones twice as long. The
dealer will saw these, and one pays for them at so much
per pound, say about one-tenth or one-fifth the cost of
the nickel-plated affairs. Four brass screws with flat

lieads will also be needed. Half-inch ones will be effi-

cient.

If it is a tent pole one wishes to reduce to sections,
and its diameter is two inches, the usual size, the lower
joint should be two inches in outside diameter and the
second joint about i-Vg. In cutting the pole, care should
be taken to allow for the joints, tor if the pole is sawed
in tliree equal lengths, after tlie outer joints are put on
the actual length of two of the three sections will be
increased, whereas the pole will remain as it was. In
cutting, half the length of each of the joints should be
esthnated in the measurement, and when the pole is

.sawed and the joints put on, the three sections should
be of equal length. This requires exact measurements.
A sharp knife and a rasp are needed. Take the two

inner tubes, measure their full length on their proper
sections and mark the section. Then circle it with the

Jinif? and shave the end do-yvn that far, leaving the pel?

heyond untouched. After the end is almost small enough
to fit into the tube, rasp it off evenly until the tube fits

snugly, then force it into the tube by driving with a bit

of soft wood. When the tube is home, holes should be
bored on either side and countersunk for the screws.
When these are down the tube will not come off at the
wrong time. The outer half of the joint should be seated
on another joint half its length and fastened with two
screws. When the other friction joint is finished, the
three sections should be either planed or sandpapered
down tmtil pole and joints are the same diameter, when
varnish should be added in two or three coats, as a
preservative. If the top of the pole has no ferrule, it is

well to fit one on it, to prevent checking. Often the iron

spikes sometimees found there are removed and a section

of brass tubing ^ or J4 inch in diameter substituted, and
into such a tube a tiny staff for a flag or club burgee is

placed while the tent is being set, in camp.
As poles for conical, palmetto and all forms of peaked

tents are usually eight to nine feet in length, it is often
difficult to obtain a straight piece of wood for the pur-
pose which is light in weight. By making three sections
one can use bits of pine or spruce worthless for other
purposes, while the finished pole will be very strong, and
at the same time much more convenient to stow in a boat
or ship to one's destination. Awning poles are usually
made in two- sections, and the friction joints need be n»
larger than %-inch by 6 inches. A bit of brass rod is

inserted in the tip of each, extending an inch beyond
the end, to hold the tent-fly or awning.
Wall tents and wedge tents have long, bulky poles

that are difficult to stow in a boat or wagon. Very often
owners of these cut the ridge pole in two pieces and
•cover the joint with a large strap hinge a foot in length.
This must the fastened securely with screws or rivets

and should he under the ridge pole when the tent is set.

This scheme dectracts but little from the strength of the
pole, but renders it less awkward to carry. The two up-
right poles are also cut and fitted with friction joints,

and any wedge or wall tent so treated becomes a possi-
bility with canoeists and small boaters who require larger
tents than the conical or palmetto varieties. No doubt
the ridge pole of one of these tents could also be made
round and fitted with friction joints as well as the up-
rights. This would make it still shorter for packing.
Oars are often fitted with friction joints, and doubt-

less paddles are always so made. If one will devote some
•care and time to the work, an oar or a paddle is not diffi-

cult to make and fit with joints, and the saving is con-
siderable. And when one is in camp and looks about at

the many little wrinkles he has added to his outfit now
and then, the pleasure he derives in knowing he can be
independent in some things is worth the effort, and at
the same time he feels that his outfit has not cost him a
fortime. Perry D. Frazer.

'm mid ^iv^r ^isJiing.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fokest and Stkxax.

A Hard Luck Story,
It ts very often irksome to listen to a hard luck story,

-especially if a man is suffering from a slight touch of
hard luck himself, so only those who have been enjoy-
ing a long period of exceptionally good luck need read
this brief history of a few of the unfortunate occurrences
which took place on a recent fishing trip 'way up in the
delightful Wisconsin country.
Our party had been settled for about five days on a

beautiful little island where the ship laden with worldy
•cares never touched .and where the da3's sped so fast
that one tired of cutting notches in a log_to keep track
•of them and finally forgot and was satisfied. We had
fished the lake surrounding our camp with indifferent
success, and had tried other outlying lakes with the same
result, when our guide in command notified us that he
had discovered a lake at some little distance from the
•camp, where the canoe of the angler had seldom been,,

and where, to his best knowledge and belief, there were
many large bass that would consider it a favor to be al-
lowed to swallow a minnow with a hook attached. The
party was all attention at once, with the result that a
pilgrimage was started in that direction the next day.
We fished the lake in relays, one man going each day

with a guide. Putting the result of three days of such
work together, three rods took from the lake about one
hundred and twenty-five bass, five of which the party
ate and five of which were presented to a neighboring
camp.

It was the best fishing that it has ever been the writer's
good fortune to enjoy, and the result of it all was very
natural and about as sure to follow as the sunrise or the
fulfillment of the decrees of Fate. Other parties in that
piece of woods heard about the good fishing and wanted
to take a hand at it, and right here is where, the hard
luck begins to appear.
The first party to arrange for a trip to the new hass.

lake had secured the services of a guide whose reputa-
tion named him as one of the best in the country and
who was himself a fine fellow. When we left the lake
on which we had been camping wc marked the entrance
to the trail to the new lake for the other party and
thought there would be no further trouble. They had
five miles to travel before arriving at the entrance to the
trail which led to the Lake of the Many Bass. At the
entrance of this trail their guide shouldered a birch bark
and the party wended their way for a mile and a half
through the forest full of delightful anticipation and the
joy of living. They reached a point within a short
quarter of a mile from the goal and from which the
water could all but be seen, when, for some unknown rea-
son, the lake was given up for lost and the weary home-
ward journey was started midst a feeling of sadness and
depression which comes with defeat.

In the meantime our party, looking tor new fields to
conquer, had settled down comfortably on another island
in another lake. It so happened that there was a lake
famous as the home of that fresh water sharlc, tlie Rjaski^

nonge, and situated about two miles from our new camp.
Of course we wanted to get a big one if we could, and
the trusty pilot of our picnic made a trip to this lake

to see if the boat, which was known to be there, was
anywhere to be found. He told us that he did not find

it at the opening of the trail, and had started on a trip

around the lake in search of it. This trip through the

brushwood and alders on the shore was anything but

easy. However, he was fortunate, in that after he had
traveled about half a mile up the shore, he saw the boat

in the reeds on the other side of the lake. He, there-

upon, bound together some cedars and started in hot
pursuit, with the result that he reached camp just at dark,

and we went fishing the day following.

We found out a little later that "The Unfortunates,"
who had traveled so far to find the bass lake and had
been doomed to failure, had suffered another piece of

hard luck. It seems that they had arranged to fish this

water where the maskinonge abides, but the boat was
.so effectually hidden when their guide made search that

the fun had to be given up.

These two misfortunes were enough to dampen the

ardor of many fishermen, but they seemed to have little

effect upon "The Unfortunates," whom we truly admire
and for whom we haTe the deepest sympathy. They
merely turned their attention elsewhere and went after

maskinonge in another lake, and here comes the biggest
piece of hard luck of all.

After working industriously for a long time, an un-
usually large fish was hooked, as was evident from the
commotion" in the neighborhood. He was successfully
played and finally tamed sufficiently so that he could be
brought up to the boat. At this stage of the maneuvers
the guide is supposed to rap the fish, gracefully and yet

soundly, on the back of the head with the "persuadfer,"

a stout stick about a foot and a half long. This opera-
tion was successfully accomplished, and the fish lifted

into the boat, where everybody was surprised and tickled
at his beauty and size. Comments were indulged in and
opinions passed, and the sum and substance of the whole
thing was that the fish must have weighed in the neigh-
borhood of forty pounds—a veritable monster, and un-
doubtedly the largest fisli caught in those waters this

season.
After the wee bit of excitement that must of necessity

accompany such a capture had faded away and things
had assumed their normal condition again, everything
was made ready for more fishing. The guide started
ihe boat once more and the spoons were dropped into the
-water.

Just at this moment, however, when everybody was
busy, the big fish rose up in his might and flopped him-
self out of the boat.

Ye gods ; that men should suffer so

!

That ended the trip for "The Unfortunates." The fish

had only been stunned when he came in contact with
the "persuader," and his jump for life was more than the
spirit of man could bear.
The writer did not have the pleasure of meeting these

people who were pursued by such an evil fate, but his
sympathy goes out to them and to their guide, for such
a series of misfortunes is not only unusual, it is most un-
natural.

If any of "The Unfortunates" are readers of the For-
est AND Stream and happen upon this tale, the under-
signed will consider a line from him as a favor, be-
cause it will permit of a few expressions of condolence
-in connection with one of the biggest pieces of hard luck
itihat ever happened to a fisherman and one of the most
mnfortunate chapters to be found in the fishing history
of northern Wisconsin.

Edward Morton Holland.

Coronation Day on Vancouver Island
Long before old Sol showed himself in Comox Bay

Dick -and I were satisfying the inner man preparatory
to trying the lower reaches of the Courtenay River for
trout You see we had two miles to walk ere we reached
DicFs favorite pool, and well we knew that there were
others equally in love with this particular hatxnt. It be-
ing Coronation day and a public holiday, others would
be astir earlj^, so it was a case of first come first served.
On the way to the river Dick related stories of the fine

fish that lurked in the depths of this particular pool, of a
catch he had made there last year, and summed up by
saying that he believed it was the best hole in the river.
So, naturally, I came to the conclusion that we were
going to have a good day, and confess I should have
"been greatly disappointed if Richard's stories had not
iDeen verified in a more material way. On reaching the
river we discussed the all important question of what
fly to try first, but it did not take us long to decide that.
As the sun was not yet shining on the pool, the Co-
wichan-coachman, or, as it is called for short, the
"klootchman," would possibly suit the occasion, so on it
went- The Cowichan-coachman is a fly that I have never
seen used anywhere except in this neighborhood; it is
supposed that it was first made and used by someone
fishing in Cowichan Lake (in this district), hence the
name. It consists of a dark claret body, encircHng
which is a spiral of gold tinsel, claret and white wing,
with claret hackle underneath, it is an excellent killer
in the early morning, but is of no service far from salt
water.

Richard made first cast, and to his sweet surprise
hooked a one-pounder, which he played for a few min-
utes, and then caUing for the net I landed it for him.
"Pretty good start, Frank."

•"Yes; that's a very good begininng and they seem
to fight well this morning."

I had just moved up stream a little and was making
a few casts at the upper end of the pool when I heard
"Ha! Ha!' click, click, click, r-r-sizz-sizz. and looked
round in time to see a fish (which I judged would scale
close on five pounds) leap about three feet out of the water.
Sizz-sizz, went the line again as it cut the water at a
tremendous rate, and then the big fellow shot up once
more as he headed for the riflfes at the foot of the pool
never giving Dick a chance to reel in an inch ~ of line'
"He's going, Frank; I can't hold him. My line is

nearly gll pyt and if ever be gets into those riffles it
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will be all off!" cried Dick, as he followed the fish down
stream, wading along the edge of the hole up to his hips.

"I'm going to snub him up, it's the only thing I can do."
Just then the reel stopped singing, his rod made a
pretty arch, then straightened up as the line came back
limp and slack, and the big fellow was gone.

"Wasn't he a beauty and all fight," said Dick. "He
never gave me a chance to take in line, but kept going
right ahead till he got the lot. I'm sorry I lost him,
but he gave me a rare bit of sport. However, better

luck next time."

J'We seem to be in the right neighborhood," said I, as

Richard put on a new leader, at the same time making
a suggestion that we cross the river, as we could cast
into the lower end of the hole better from the opposite
side. Accordingly we waded into the riffles, where we
had a nice little tussle with the stream, more than once
narrowly escaping being swept off our pins ere we
reached the other bank.

After a few unsuccessful casts Dick managed to pick
up another one-pounder, and before long a fish weigh-
ing twice as much came his way after a good struggle.

Then we had an hour which was a positive blank, ex-
cept that occasionally one of us would get a rise; we de-
cided, therefore, to give them a rest while we lunched.

After enjoying a smoke Richard put on a royal-
coachman and professor, while I replaced my klootch-
man with a silver-doctor.

About the second cast I made I hooked a fine fish,

which only came to creel after a good stiff lo-minutes'
fight. He scaled 2j4 pounds.
By this time the sun was begininng to touch the pool,

but shining as it did through the tops of the mighty
Douglas firs on the opposite bank, there were still some
shady spots left, and I soon discovered that casting

where these giants threw their broad shadows and let-

ting the doctor swing across a sunny patch, seemed to

take the fancy of the beauties, and in a short time I

had two more to my credit, 2 pounds and 2^ pounds,
and both scrappers of the highest order. Then I had
a piece of bad luck, losing a nice one which I judged
would weigh about 2j4 pounds, and this after playing
him for some minutes. He had been poorly hooked.

I began to wonder how Dick was faring, not having
seen nor heard anything from him for about half an
hour, he having worked up stream to a small hc'e jus^

around a bend and about 50 yards from me. I halloed

to him, and in a few minutes he reappeared. "What
luck, Richard?" "Oh, not too bad; got a couple, but

they^re not as large as they might be."

His faced beamed with delight as he gazed into my
open basket. "Those certainly are dandies. Frank.
You've struck the right fly."

Off came his professor and royal-coachrnan and on
went a doctor. "Try a few casts there, Dick, while I

fill my pipe," said I, laying down my rod and digging
into my pocket for a bit of the weed. Just as I struck
a match to light up, I heard the sharp clicking of his

reel as a fine fellow made off down stream, and after a

series of runs and leaps, lasting about ten minutes, I suc-

ceeded in getting him into the net; but as I was wading
out of the river to a patch of sandy beach where our
baskets lay, the fish,a 2j/2-pounder, made a last final effort

to escape, managed to leap clean out of the net and fell

in the water, where he put up another short battle, which
I eventually decided in our favor. I should like to know
if any of your contributors have ever had an experience
of this kind. I always thought it impossible for a fish

when once fairly down in the net, to find there any-
thing solid enough from which to make a leap. The
net is about r8 inches deep. They were now beginning
to take so heely that we decided to have turns at it.

While Dick loaded his pipe I made a few casts, and with
success, for at the third attempt the doctor found an-
other patient, my friend doing the net trick after I had
had a few minutes' royal sport.

So it went, first one of us then the other, till we had
taken nine fish from this pool, and but two of them
«nder 2 pounds. Then came a straight half hour with-

out a rise, so I made a suggestion that we go up stream
to the small hole round the bend where Dick l^d been
trying the professor and royal-coachman. He ac-

quiesced, and in about twenty minutes we took five there,

ranging from i pound to 2^ pounds in Aveight.

It was now 11 A. M., and we had promised our wives
that we would be back in camp for dinner at 12 o'clock.
We opened the baskets and displayed the catch on a

nice, grassy spot, discussing their beautiful lines and
the noble way in which each one had fought. As we
waded down strearn after crossing the riffles, Dick made
one last cast behind a big boulder, which lay in the very
center of the river, and away went his line once more.
I could see by the way his rod bent and shook that he
had hold of something a little-larger than any that had
come to creel as yet. I stood in the water, landing net
in hand, watching the expert way in which Richard
handled his reel. "Stay with him, Dick," I said, as the
fish made another rush for liberty. Then back came
the line, only to be taken out a second later, as the trout
put down stream once more.
This fish differed from any of the others, in that he

never once showed himself during the fifteen minutes my
friend played him, staying near the bottom all the time
and fighting like a Trojan.
He tipped the scales at 3^ pounds.
"That's a fine finish," I remarked, as I dropped him in

the basket. "I think we'll call it off," Dick whispered.
"Well, who wouldn't?"
As we wound up our lines and put our rods in their

cases, we compared this half day's sport with others we
have had on this river, and both of us agreed that though
we had made heavier hauls, never had we met with
such success in landing fish of this size, for a man (fish-

ing in the neighborhood we were in) is reckoned lucky
if he lands two out of every three he hooks, and we had
managed to bring to creel eighteen out of twenty, with
the loss of only one fly and half a leader. So we wended
our way back to camp. Our loads were heavy, there-
fore our hearts were light. We were late for dinner, but
no scolding awaited us once our guardian angels had
peeped into our baskets. As we lay in the shade that
afternoon after partaking of a hearty dinner, sicking
(Mir pipes and thinking over the events of the morning,

Richard remarked: "I know men on the other side that
would give $50 to have the bit of sport we had this morn-
ing."

"Well," said I, "though they were not with us in the
body, if they read of it they may still be with us in the
spirit, so off it goes to Forest and Stream."
At night, when I turned in and all was still, save the

harsh cry of the mosquito hawk, I thought that the 9th
of August had been a crowning day for Richard and me,
as well as King Edward Vil.

Frank Ramsay.

Russia's Great Fishery Exhibition.
The International Fishery Exhibition, held at St.

Petersburg during the first quarter of the present year,
was an event of great importance to the fishery interests
of the world. A building 68$ feet long and 130 wide,
formerly used as a riding school, situated in the center of
the city, contained a splendid array of exhibits from Rus-
sia, Finland, Norway, France, Japan, Roumania, Siam,
Germany, Austria, Denrnark, Sweden, Italy, Spain, Egypt,
Persia and India; a varied and complete display that was
in the highest degree instructive and entertaining, Imme-
diately upon entering the hall the visitor was confronted
with an artificial rock grotto, upon various portions of
which were perched, in natural attitudes, stuffed sea birds
of different species, and overlooking a large aquarium
contained within the grotto. Many of the exhibits were dis-
posed upon the walls, as well as in various niches, pavilions,
etc., "of the building, and arranged with the utmost taste
consistent with the observer's ease of inspection. The
building held a large open space in its center, inclosing an
excavated basin brilliantly lighted with electric light, thus
displaying its finny inmates to the fullest advantage; vari-
ous niinor fish basins were also so illuminated, for the
principal attendance was during the evening hours, the
financial results being satisfactory.

In contemplating the exhibition one was impressed with
its remarkable diversity, as well as its completeness ; the
fullness of the representation of the fisheries included in
the vast territories of Asiatic and European Russia being,
in every aspect, astonishing. The Russian Imperial Fish-
ery Company's exhibit was a very elaborate representa-
tion of the country's piscine resources, and the sight of the
Rusian department alone was well worth a journey to
St. Petersburg. In excellence and extent it was far and
away the dominant feature of the entire exhibition, for
the contributions were from the North, the Baltic, the
Black, the White and the Caspian seas, as well as from
the empire's immense rivers and inland lakes and streams.
Although in European Russia alone there are nearly three
hundred species of fish, but a small portion have been
turned to advantageous accoimt, it is nevertheless stated
i-pon expert authority that from ten to eleven million
double hundredweight is the annual yield of the nation's
fisheries. In this connection it should be considered that,

unlike England and other countries, Russia has no ocean
fisheries, her product being that of coast and inland
w aters, yet despite such circumstance the finny harvest, in

weight at least, would seem to bein excess of that of Great
Britain. The appliances and methods are often of the
most primitive nature, crude and inefficient. There is

much waste and destruction, and an insufficient study of
the natural conditions contributory to the well-being of
the finny occupants of the Tsar's varied waters. The
enormous mineral oil traffic of the Volga, the constant
multiplication of factories with their resulting refuse, the
immense destruction of standing timber, and the conse-
quent fouling of the streams with sawdust, all operate in

Russia, as elsewhere, adversely to the fishery interests.

The exhibits were displayed in every variety of form
and manner; in the technical department the fish were all

exhibited in alcohol; then there were frozen fish, tinned
fish, dried fish, smoked fish, fi.sh that were pickled, salted

or soused, and finally fish that were alive and swimming
in their element. The variety of the modes of production
and the amplitude of the exhibits of each particular form
of preparation were notable features of this unique imder-
taking. The exhibit of the Biological Experiment Station
on the Volga comprised a great variety of living fish

—

pike, burbot, perch, carp, roach, tench, etc. Near these
were displayed finny folk of greater importance and value,
the migratorj'^ fish, notably the great sturgeons and the
salmons. Of the sturgeons there were half a dozen
species, the specimens ranging up to twelve hundred
pounds. Some of the uncouth monsters were from the
Volga and some from the Kura and Ural, all tributaries

of the Caspian. The sturgeon called by the Russians
osetre and by Germans Dick, is the chief source of the
famous Astrachan caviar, which was shown in various
modes of preparation, including the gray caviar, the finest

of all, bringing two dollars a pound in the Astrachan
nmrkets. A fish of twelve hundredweight may yield from
two to three hundredweight of carviar, the capture of
such a prize being a veritable windfall. The flesh of one
of the species of sturgeon is carefully dried, cut into strips

and sold in bundles. This is called wjasiga. That of an-
other, the famed balyki, is sold in masses, cut from the
fattest portion of the sturgeon and prepared with salt,

pepper and laurel leaves. It is very popular in Russia,
retailing at seventy cents a pound. It is also much in

demand in Germany, where it is called Storfilet, or
sturgeon filet. There was also an exhibition of Siberian
caviar, an industry of recent development, but of great
promise, for the rivers of Asiatic Russia are among the

largest of the world and teem with finny wealth.

The sturgeon, however, that is most highly prized is the

famous sterlet, adult specimens from the Devina some-
times bringing a hundred roubles. This exceptional value
should afford an ample incentive to its acclimatization

elsewhere, but the efforts in that direction have as yet
met with but limited success. The sterlets were well
represented, appearing as the quick and the dead, in

aquaria and frozen upon marble slabs. There were also ex-
hibited sturgeon (A. baeri) from the Siberian river

Yenesei, in appearance and habit allied to the Caspian
osetre. The sturgeon of the Caspian may be thus enu-
merated. Belouga (Acipenser huso), average weight 108

pounds, maximum 2,260 pounds, Sevriouga {A. siellatus),

average fifteen pounds, is caught in enormous quantities

in the Kura River. Osetre goldenstadiii)
, average

30, maximum 108 pounds, Chyp (A. schypa), Jiverage 54

pounds. Sterlet (A. ruthenus), 15 to 20 pounds. The
sturgeon fishery of the Caspian and its tributary rivers
seems to be inexhaustible, an average of 15,000 a day
having been caught in a period of twelve successive days,
and though actively prosecuted for over a century, no
material decline has as yet been manifested.

It has been maintained that the North Sea is the world's
most productive fishing ground, but the claim may be
disptited in behalf of the Caspian. The wealth of piscine
life in both bodies of water is mainly dependent upon
the influx of large rivers loaded with organic matter,
which is deposited at no great distance from the point of
discharge. The North Sea is scoured by tides that tend
to the wide dispersal of the ingathered material, or to its

whelming beneath shifting sands ; the Caspian, on the
contrary, is a closed sea, having no outlet, and receives
the flow of the largest river in Europe, beside that of
minor streams. It has been found that young sturgeon
feed upon animalculse that in turn derive their subsistence
from the masses of vegetable matter borne down by fluvial

currents, and there can be but little doubt that the vast
amount of organic material deposited in the quiet basin of
the Caspian is the source of its varied abundance of
aquatic life. The sturgeon fishery of the Caspian and its

tributary rivers yields an annual product of about eleven
million dollars, the export of caviar alone reaching
nearly a million. All the different species of the sturgeon
and the many and varied forms of their prepared flesh, in-

cluding the famous Russian isinglass, were fully dis-

played.

Next to the sturgeons the -Salmonidae were the most
prominent feature of the exhibition, the family being rep-
resented in Russian waters more abundantly than in those
of any other old world nation, as is shown by the
product of European Russia, which reaches a hundred
million pounds annually. The leading species exhibited
was, of course, the common salmon (S. salar) of the At-
lantic coast, its representatives being the product of the
streams emptying into the Baltic and the White seas.

There was also to be seen the Caspian Sea species, which
is really a sea trout, both the salmon and trout alluded
to ranging up to thirty or forty pounds. Great interest

v/as manifested in the contribution by an enterprising fish

dealer of Krasnoyarsk, Siberia, of immense salmon weigh-
ing from fifty to seventy pounds, the product of the
Yenesei, a river declared by one of its explorers to be the
largest in the world. This particular species is designated
by the Russians Sahno Hiiviatilis, it being purely a river

fish, non-migratory, apparently confining itself to the up-
per waters of the great Siberian rivers, the Yenesei, the
Ubi and perhaps also the Lena, so much of Siberia being
inadequately explored that the extent of the fish's range
cannot, with certainty, be defined. In the Danube there
is a salmon of precisely similar habit, abiding in the river

and never going down to the sea. It is known as the
nucho, and has a counterpart in a salmon of the Kura
River, a tributary, through the Volga, of the Caspian, to
which sea it does not descend.

An explanation of this singular habit would seem
to be afforded by the character of the seas that receive the
waters of these salmon rivers. The Caspian, into which
the Volga pours its mighty flood, is the dried-up remnant
of a far larger body of water that, at some time in the re-

mote past, had a connection with the Black and the Medi-
terranean seas. Its gradual shrinkage and closure not
improbably involved changed conditions that tmfitted it

a;-, an abode for the migratory salmon, which thus be-
came habituated to an entirely fltivial existence. It may
also be assumed that the riverine salmon of the Danube
owes its change of habit to altered marine conditions, It

probably at one period of its racial existence migrated an-
nually to the Black Sea, then joined to the Caspian as well
as to the Mediterranean. The geological changes since
occuiTing have apparently greatly changed the character
of the Black Sea waters, which, except upon or near the
surface, have become destructively poisonous. Its depths
are saturated with sulphuretted hydrogen, probably escap-
ing through its bottom, for the amount there found was
twenty times in excess of that at fifty fathoms. In its

deeper waters there is no vertical circulation
;
they are

devoid of oxygen and therefore of all forms of life. This
fact also accounts for the absence of the eel in the Danube,
the Don, Dniester and other streams tributary to this

morbific sea and affords a confirmation of Grassi's dis-

coverer that it spawns at great depths.

The lapse of the migratory instinct in the Siberian
salmon is open to a similar explanation, for the rivers

that they occupy flow into a body of water that, in the
obscurity of the past, was a perennially open sea. When
within the Arctic circle a temperate climate reigned and
the mammoth was the monarch of its far-stretching for-

ests, the salmon, with each season's round, performed
their accustomed journey to the distant deep. But the
aging earth grew hoar and chill, the circulation of its

extremities feeble and slow, and at last its polar waters,
locked in an icy embrace, became rigid and still. Then
it was that the migratory salmon, barred of access to the
ocean, became permanent residents of the streams that
gave them birth. Our landlocked salmon of the New
England and Canadian lakes as well as those of Sweden,
liave become dwarfed, but their river-bound congeners of
Europe and Asia are, at least in this respect, undegen-
erate.. The hucho is credited with a maximum weight of

125 pounds, and probably specimens equally large will in
time be found in the as yet little known Siberian rivers.

The largest weight attained by a sea-going salmon was
that attributed to a specimen caught in Oregon waters, a
quinnat of 100 pounds. It is probable that the fluvial

salmon alluded to owe their excessive proportions to an
easily obtained and abundant sustenance; undisputed
masters of the waters they occupy, they levy without
let or hindrance their alimentary toll.

The riverine seclusion of the Siberian salmon perhaps
points to an approximate limit of the marine journey of
the species in general. The salmon of the Yukon prob-
ably voyage a thousand miles of the Behring Sea, the
passes of the Aleutian Islands and the neighboring ocean
waters before finding their abiding place in the great
Pacific. In the Mackenzie, a river discharging into the
Arctic to the eastward of the Yukon, and perhaps equal
to it in volume, no salmon appear to be present, its mouth
not improbably being too far removed from habitable

ocean waters tQ admit of the salmon accomplishing the
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journey. The fish that tenanted this Arctic stream when,
beneath a genial sun, it coursed through verdurous banks
to an hospitable sea, have become extinct, circumstances
evidently not favoring their change of habit as they did
with their brethren that ages ago found themselves held
captive in the tributaries of the Asiatic Polar Sea.

A special biological expedition, despatched by the Rus-
sian Government, to explore the northeastern portion of
Siberia, exhibited its ichthyological collection preserved
in alcohol. Among the many specimens were the familiar
salmon of our Pacific coast, that, in their annual migra-
tion, pack the streams of Corea, Kamschatka, Saghalien,
etc.. as densely as they throng our own. Wonderful tales

are told of incoming masses of salmon, causing rivers to

overflow their banks, to render them impassable to boats
and to make their waters undrinkable, all of which, in the
light of our Alaskan knowledge, is credible. The salmon
fisheries of northeast Siberia will at some future time
equal, if not surpass, our own in vohtme and value, but,

line. The matter is being investigated, and I expect to
be shortly placed in possession of all the facts.

A FishJag Admiral,

Sir Archibald Douglas, K, C. B., commanding His
Britannic Majesty's North American squadron in At-
lantic waters, is a fishing admiral. This term may per-
haps require a little explanation, in view of the fact that
there were fishing admirals who have figured in history.
Two hundred years ago there were fishing admirals in
Newfoundland—plenty of them. The itle was then be-
stowed upon a number of illiterate skippers, to whom
judicial authority was entrusted upon the west shore of
the island. One of Newfoundland's historians describes
these fishing admirals as "clothed, not in the simple and
sober black of the police magistrate, but in his ordi-
nary blue fishing jacket and trousers, besmeared with
pitch, tar and fish slime, his head adorned with an old
sealskin cap, robbed from an Indian, or bartered for a

MICHIGAN GRAYLING.^

riioto bv W, B. Mershon,

were the Russian Government disposed to throw them
jpen to American enterprise and capital, their full develop-
m.ent would be of speedy accomplishment. The policy
adopted in the Caspian of farming out large areas, under
proper restrictions, to the most acceptable bidder-, Will

doubtless be applied to the Pacific fisheries and their due
;onservation be promoted in conjunction with an access
?.f revenitc. A. H. Gouraud.

[to be concluded.]

Fish and Fishing,

§trijpe^ Sasfe in the St. Lawfence,

St)ME exceedingly good sport has been enjoyed with-
in the last few days among the striped bass of the St.

Lawrence. These fish ascend the river to the neighbor-
hood of Quebec, but are llOl llsluilly takeh by anglitlg
nearer to that city thali AlMatne jslanti, Whi'efi is Soffle

ittle distiihee below tlife ifei'e bl Orleans. On account
bf the dislaiige frOhi Quebec, and because of the neces-
sity t?f securing boats for the sport, few, if any, visiting

mglers attempt to indulge in it, and though large
matches have been made since the open'ng of the month,
the fishing is done in_ the crudest possible manner.
There .are no suitable piers, as in the neighborhood of

i^ew York, w^hence fly-fishing or tfoliing for stfiped bass
s possible, and most of those \Vho take the fish in the
5t. Lawrence, do hot even use a I'od, but content them-
selves with a Coarse hand-line, which they cast from a
ichoDliet- or other boat, in coils, and when a fish is

looked, they haul it in hand over hand. The local name
af the striped bass is "bar," and large quantities of it

ire captured by commercial fishermen for the local mar-
cets. The water about Madame Island is quite brack-
ish, and ils so many American anglers are passing
:hrDUgh Quebec in the month of September, I do not
jee why excellent sport should not be had by them with
he striped bass of the St. Lawrence, if they care to cx-
aeriment with rod and line, from boats which may be
bartered, with their crews, either at Quebec, or at

some of the small river ports on the south side of the
river, opposite to Madame Island, all of which are
•eached by the Intercolonial Railway. The majority of

he fish taken there are small, but some of them weigh
IS much as twenty pounds each. The baits employed
ire minnows and young herrings, and there is no trouble

ji obtaining them.

Caoadlan Tuna.

The recent references in Forest and Stream to the
possibility of catching the tuna of North Atlantic waters
With rod and line have stirred up a number of the
A.merican anglers who come to Canada for their salmon
ishing, and it is more than probable that next season
will witness the effort on the part of some of them to
cill the big fish in Canadian waters. One gentleman
who fishes the Cascapedia took a run down to Gaspe
his summer before returning home and made complete
inquiries as to the tuna of Gaspe basin, with the result
hat he is perfectly certain that there is nothing to pre-
vent successful sport tliere. and that next year he will
come prepared to try it. There are professional fisher-
men at Gaspe who are quite ready to go out with ang-
ers anxious to fish for tuna, and there is also a report
:hat a gentleman still living in this province succeeded
?ome years ago in killing one of these fish in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence oy the Baie des Chaleurs with rod and

drink of rum and d stick of tobacco. The sacred tenlple
of law and equity was a fish store; the judicial seat an
inverted butter firkin. Justice was freely dispensed to the
suitor who paid the most for it. In the absence of a
higher bribe, his worship's decision was often favorably
af¥ected by the judiciotiS presentation of a few New Eng-
land apples. The litigant who comiiienc'ed his case with
the production of a flowing bowl of calabogus (com-
posed of rum, molasses and spruce beer) captivated the
judicial mind most effectually. Sometimes, alas, the
dignity of the Bench was diminished by the sudden fall

of the cotirt prostrate on the fl.oor, overcome by the too
potent fefffcet^ of new rum ftnd spruce beer. One of the
most remarkable go the fishiiig admirals who rejoiced
in the title of "the Lord High Hadmiral," and who was
the agent of the great Englsh fishing house of the plade,

was once called down by a superior officer for having
given a number of judgments in favor of his own firm.

Quite unabashed, he replied, "Well, I must be a pretty
sort of a fool of a judge if I could not do justice to

myself.';

The fishing admirals of the preseiit day are very differ-

ent from those of two hundred 3'ears ago, but the name,
which it naturally occurs to an angler to apply to them,
suggests at once a reference to the rascally adventurers,
who being the first skippers to bring vessels into a New-
foundland port, became, in virtue of a statute of Wil-
liam III., "of pious and immortal memory," the abso-
lute rulers for the season. The first arrival was admiral
for the year, and was allowed to take as much of the
beach as he chose for his own use, the masters of the
second and third vessels arriving at the same harbor, be-
ing vice-admiral and rear-admiral, with similar privi-

leges. When these worthies had helped themselves, if

anything was left, the unfortunate fishermen might ob-
tain a scrap.

Admiral Douglas, during a recent visit to Quebec, en-
joyed niagnificent sport among the trout of the Mont-
morenci. at Laval, a few miles north of thccity. He
is also a devoted salmon fisherman. In this sense it is

not surprising that Sir John Hopkins and many other of
Admiral Douglas's predecessors, were also fishing ad-
mirals. Stationed, as they are, near the best salmon
waters in the world, it would be strange if it were other-
wise. Turning over the •leaves of a number of old ang-
ling books with Sir Archibald the other day, I was sur-
prised to learn from him that though a native of Que-
bec> it w-as only comparativelj'- late in life that he ht-
came a fisherman. He has made up for lost time since,
however, and I shall not be surprised to learn that in the
near future we may be indebted to Admiral Douglas and
some of the officers of his fleet for reliable information
respecting the nature of the fishing to be had in some of
the far distant salmon rivers of the Labrador coast. Few
ordinary mortals possess the means that these officials

do for visiting at will any or all of these little known
streams.

After Oaanantclie acd Tfoot.

By the time that these lines appear in print the
ouananiche season will be practically closed, the open
season lasting only to the 15th inst. It is unfortunate
for anglers that this is so, for September is the finest
month of the year in Canadian woods, and while the
trout season lasts until the end of the month, there is

no doubt whatever that the ouananiche are later spawn-
ers than fontliialis. - Some very large catches of ouan-
aniche are being made at present writing in the upper
waters of the Grand Discharge and also in Lake St.

John itself, in the vicinity of the islands about the head

of the outlet. Both fly-fishing and trolling are excellent,
especially the latter. The best of this sport, however,
has fallen to the lot of a party of visiting anglers from
the United States, who spent last week on the lower
pools of the Metabetchouan, and enjoyed some of the
grandest fly-fishing ever reported from these famous wa-
ters. Included in the party were Dr. F. M. Johnson
and Mrs. Johnson, of Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
McCarthy, of Syracuse, N. Y. They have now gone to
Lake Edward after both big trout and big game. Mr.
and Mrs. A. H. Porter, Jr., of New York, are also at
Lake Edward for the fly-fishing in the adjacent lakes,
and Dr. Geo. L. Porter, of Bridgeport, who is now on
the preserves of the Bostonnais Club, expects to join
them in a few days. All the club houses along the line
of the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway are rapidly
filling up with anglers who are after the September trout
fishing. Their expectations are great, because the fish-
ing hitherto this season has not been extra good, the
perversity of the weather having been something quite
unusual.
Among the other well-known anglers now encamped

on the Triton Tract are Messrs. Geo. H. Hart, E. L.
Frisbie, Han-y Chase and E. Wade, of Waterbury, and
Gordon W. Burnham, of New York.

E. T. D. Chambers.

Michigan Grayling: Streams.
Saginaw, Mich,, Aug. 30.

—

Editor Forest and Strefam:
I inclose an unmounted photograph of four gray-
ling, the real, genuine Michigan grayling. This was
taken on the recent trip which Mr. Hough so pleas-
antly described. His account of this trip was a
practical one. To me, the taking of these last of
the Michigan grayling is filled with sentiment and re-
membrances of old times. I remember my first grayling
when I camped on the Au Sable with my father and
mother and a dear old aunt of mine, and I had the good
fortune to take my first grayling, a fish about 12 inches
in length. Thad Norris and Uncle Dan Fitzhugh were
on the stream at that time, and I know they had a hearty
laugh at my enthusiasm over the taking of this, my first
grayling.

I imagine I love the grayling more than almost any-
one else does, for it brings back memories of my father,
one of the most gentle of anglers and a thorough sports-
rnan. When I was a mere boy—and that is more than
thirty-five years ago—I recollect one of the land-look-
ers, Jerry Day, coming back and reporting to father of
this unknown fish in the Au Sable River, and my father
got down his old copy, I think, of Frank Forester's
Fishes, or some other old book, and picking out Back's
Arctic Grayling and pointing out to me the fin of that
fish, and saying he was certain it was the same fish in
the Au Sable River.
The grayling brings back memories of Fred Mather,

a friend of many years standing, and Charles Hallock,
wlso has fished with me and my father in yejCs gone by;
Dan Fitzhugh, Len Jewell and Charlie Fitzhugh, who
were all good enough to take me with them when I was
but a mere youngster. So our recent grayling trip
meant a good deal to me.
The fish from which this picture was taken ran from

J 2 to 14 inches in length, and the picture was taken four
days after the fish were taken out of the water. They
had been cleaned and much mussed up, as is readily
seen. But they were the same grand old fighters as of
old, taking the fly delicately and gingerly, and the in-
stant they were struck they would make that grand diag-
onal rush of theirs that no other fish can equal. For
their size they fight w'ith terrific force, and when they
give up, they give up completely. I love the smell of
the thyme, from which they get their name, the beauty
of their fins; their symmetry and color both delight the
sportsman and naturalist and the lover of nature.

It is a shame they caimot be kept forever in the streams
of Michigan, where they were native and to the manor
born.
The largest grayling I ever took was on the little

Manistee River years ago, when I went in from Wingle-
ton. One and three-quarter pounds is the weight of the
fish I have taken on that stream repeatedly. I have
heard of larger fish, but with an accurate scale, I do not
believe that any have gone beyond that weight.
There are a few grayling left in two streams in Michi-

gan. In one of these streams, the Manistee, they could
be saved if propeidy protected; in the other stream, where
Mr. Hough fished Avith us, they are surely doomed, for
it is bound to be a trout stream, and that means, event-
ually, no grayling. W. B. Mershon.

The Rttlmg- Passion Strong: in Death.

Elizabethport, N. J., Sept. 3.—While fishing a few
days ago for Oswego bass at Budd Lake, N. J., I saw
something which I had. never seen before. ' A friend of
mine who was also fishing near me and had caught two
fair-sized fi.'^h. lifted tlie lid of the live box in his boat and
called me to look at hi.s fish.

The larger one had apparently tried to eat the small
one, and had its whole head in his mouth, but that taxed
luin to his fidl capacity, and he could get him no further
down, while the small fish could not get away. I did not
learn the weight of the fish, but should judge that the
large one would weigh over four pounds, while the
small one was more than half as big.

I know that when free, fish will eat each other, but I
Itave never before known a fish confined in so small a space
as the live box of a rowboat to undertake to eat a fellow
captive.

The small fish was rescued from the hm one and both
were placed in a large fish box at the Foat house and
were taken out very much alive some days afterward.
Perhaps this may interest some of your readers who have
heard of or seen similar cases. L. L. Burkitt.

A party—]\Ir. and Mrs. Herman B. Duryea, Messrs.
William C. Whitney, Harry Payne Whitney, and Yale
Dolan—sailed for Liverpool on Friday of last week. They
contemplate a pleasant participation in the autumn shoot-
ing in Scotland!.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Very Large Small-Moolh Bass.

Chicago, III., Sept. 6.—^Mr. H. C. Sefton, of Mt. Ver-
non, O., incloses a clipping from a local newspaper with
this comment: "This is taken from yesterday's Mt. Ver-
non Republican. I know the man and saw the fish, and
the accoimt is true, and therefore Avorthy publication in

the Forest and Stre.'VM. The bass was 'a small-month.
There are no large-mouth bass in the crock here." The
clipping referred to reads as follo'«^s, and the racord
seems to be authentic:
"The largest black bass ever caught from a stream in

this part of the State was landed by Mr. John Bunnell,
Thursday morning, from the Kokosing. The fish, which
tipped the scales at seven pounds and fourteen ounces,
was pulled out of the water near the Slidey Bridge. Mr.
Bunnell is A^ery proud of his fine catch and has been ex-
hibiting the fish at the Bunnell shop on W. Front street.

Many persons who heard of the fish being landed doubted
its weight until they saw its size.

"A number of persons who are interested in fish and who
read much in regard to the finny tribe, state that they
nearer saw any account of a larger black bass than this

one being caught in Ohio waters. Mr. Bunnell had the

big fellow photographed Thursday afternoon.
"The fish was caught on a hook and line, the bait being

a minnow. Bunnell set several poles and lines Wednesday
night. The big bass had floundered alx)ut in the water
and tangled all the lines in a mass. It was still alive when
Bunnell pulled the lines in Thursday morning. The
lucky fisherman was so much excited, however, that he
let the fish fall from the bridge, the fall Idlling it."

Tfotit on ihe Two-Heart.

Messrs. J. M. Oliver and son, F. N. Wood, John B.
Knight, Edgar M. SnoAV and B. N. Schumacher, all of

Chicago, have recently returned from a two weeks' trout-

ing trip on the Two Heart River of Michigan, Upper
Peninsula. Mr. Wood is a newspaper man who does not
go fishing as often as he would like to. He tells me
that he had a most delightful time, and that the party
were successful quite up to their expectations. They
did fly-fishing altogether, and had grand sport, this being
one of the streams fed largely by the brook trout which
run up from Lake Michigan late in the summer. Mr.
Wood took one trout which weighed 3>4 pounds, the fly

being silver-doctor. He says the party did not kill their

fish, but kept them in live boxes, and on coming out
turned loose something like sixty or seventy-five pounds
of trout, which were living and unhurt.

Chicago Fly-Castisg Club.

Opportimity will be given this afternoon and to-morrow
morning to all members of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club
to bring up all their unfinished records. This is the last

opportunity for re-entries this summer, and should appeal
tc those members who have not completed their scores.

Hair Leaders.

Mr. John Norman, of Montreal, writes to me about my
experience with the Mississippi River bass, saying: "If
you had used some of my hair leaders you would have
secured nearly every bass you hooked. The advantage of
the hair leader is that it will stretch when wet and this

relieves the strain on the hook. I caught six small-mouth
bass this month at Round Lake, on trailing flies, the first

on record caught on the fly in that lake. These were the
only bites I had, and I missed none."

I am obliged to Mr. Norman for the sample of the hair
leader, but I very much fear that it would not wholly
solve the problem of the Mississippi River small-mouths,
although it might materially aid therein,

Fishing in Iowa-

Mr. R. L. Blair, of Dcs Moines, la., writes pleasantly

and with the spirit of an angler in his letter, which
follows : ,

,
<l

"I don't think you ought to publish such articles as the

one in this week's Forest and Stream about that trip

after grayling. It will make many men wild because they
cannot go and do likewise. It's a sin to excite envious
feelings in others.

"What pleasure tliat trip must have been—-good com-
pany, good weather, plenty of the rarest fish, good camp
and everything fine! I'll wager you didn't feel tired,

didn't know you were wet. What are city pleasures or
enjoyments compared with such an excursion as that?

"I also enjoyed the story about Mississippi River bass,

and know something about that myself, for fifty years
ago as a thirteen-year-old lad I began yanking bass and
wall-eyed pike out of that stream with- a cane pole. I

didn't know anything about a jointed rod then. Our best
time was in earlj-- spring, when the fish were running up
stream. Taking our stand on a point of rocks jutting into
the river, where the water ran swiftly, the fish ran by in
schools, and bit eagerly, so it was no trick at all to get a
good string. In September and October the fish went
down stream, fat and luscious.
"People of the inland districts of Iowa have not enjoyed

any fishing at all so far this season. When the close of
the season expired May 15, the rains began, and have
kept it up all summer, our rivers have been high and
muddy ever since; no game fishing at all. Catching mud
cats isn't much sporf. The rivers being high all summer,
fish have had a good chance to get over numerous ob-
structing dams, so that when the summer rains are all

over and our streams have become clear, we anticipate
having good times after bass, wall-eyes and pickerel, not
excluding channel cats nor game fish.

"W>. do not in Central Iowa expect much quail hunting,
as the excessive rains all summer have doubtless drowned
the young broods. Very few are seen except old birds
left over from last winter. I suppose we will have our
greatest fun the coming winter after cottontails-"

I have often had occasion to deplore the deterioration
in the angling streams of Iowa, Avhere many years ago I
used to fish with great success. Since then the close
farming of the State and the absolute disregard of the
average Iowa citizen for the fish and game laws has made
Iowa pretty near a wilderness so far as her game re-
sources are concerned; that is to say, a wilderness where
fhere i§ nothing but thp abomin^tioB pf (JesoIatiojTi, caused.

as Mr. Blair says, by dynamite, spears and all uncleanli-
ness.

A Colorado Bass Lake.

Mr. Vernon McKelvey, of New Windsor, Colo., writes
to call attention to the fishing place which he has upon
Windsor Lalce, Colo., adjacent to Windsor. This lake
v,'as stocked with black bass some years ago, and fish are
now taken there weighing as much as fiv« pounds. Mr.
"McKelvey adds that the finest bass fishing in Colorado
can be had here, and it is the intention to keep up the
stock of fish. It is stated that the yellow perch planted
in this lake some years ago have attained- a .size really

enormous for that species, some of them having been
taken sixteen inches in length. Windsor Lake is within
a couple of hours of Denver, and is still closer to other
centers of population. One would hardly expect to hear
of bass fishing in Colorado, but this is a progressive age.

Luck on the Flambeati-

I\[r. Byron S. Veatch, of this city, is just back from a
trip on the Flambeau River of Wisconsin, which he made
with his friends, Mr. Jones, of Louisville, Ky., and Dr.
Benze, of St. Paul, Minn. They ran the Flambeau for
about fifty miles, including three or four pretty stitt

rapids, and had splendid success in fishing for small-mouth
black bass. Mr. Veatch took some muscallunge also while
casting for bass, nothing over 11^ pounds, however. He
says the Flambeau is an ideal stream for a trip, the woods
being almost unbroken by lumbering operations, the pine
hardly being missed in the various groAvth of oak. maple,
spruce, birch, etc., which now lines the high bluff banks.
One can start in near Fifield, on the Wisconsin Central
line, and run down to Ladysmith on the Soo, making a
trip of about seventy miles ; or he can keep right on down
the Flambeau into the Chippewa, running that stream
down to Chippewa Falls, or to its mouth near Wabasha,
INfinn. The Chippewa and Flambeau drain a great part
of the Wisconsin muscallunge cotmtry

;
indeed, all of that

nndrained by the Wisconsin, these two systems being the
only ones by which the muscallunge ascend into these
lakes from the Mississippi River. Mr. Veatch says he i'i

going up in November for a deer hunt, as deer are very
abimdant in that region. He has a cottage on the Mason
chain of lakes near Fifield, and thinks this the best place
in the State for a cottage, since shooting, fishing and
pleasant scenery ai'c all directly at hand. He says the
Flambeau small-mouths are fighters from the word, and
make him disgusted with lake fishing for big-mouths. He
caught seventy-two big-mouths in a Minnesota lake one
day, but says a half-dozen river small-mouths are worth
the lot. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

New England Waters.
Boston, Sept. 6.—The big-game season is open at the

Megantic Preserve. D. D. Davis, of New York, brought
in the first deer, reaching the club house at i :40 o'clock
on the opening day, Sept. r. A. B. Kellog, who got the
first deer last year at the preserve, played Mr. Davis a
good second. The camps are full of members and guests,

all anxious to get a good share of the first shooting, and
the late fishing as well; the jjarticularly fortunate posi-
tion of the preserve permitting both, being partly in

Maine and partly in Canada. At the preserve are the
following nimrods: William B. Lawrence and family, of

Medford; A. W. Gleason. Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Camp and
D. D. Davis, of New York; John E. Crowley and W. R.
Buckminster, Boston ; Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Sherer,
Newton; Dr. and Mrs. T. J. Smith, Valley Falls, R. I.;

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Briggs, Pawtucket, R. I.; D. S.

Draper, Wilton, N. H. Mr. L. O. Crane is back to
Boston, but will soon go to the Upper Dam with Mrs.
Crane lor the late fall fishing. Mr. C. H. Tarbox, of

Byfield, who is always interested in shooting affairs, says
that quail are remarkably plently in his section of the
State. He remarks that there are numerous flocks,

which promise good shooting on the opening of the sea-

son, Oct. I. Word has been sent to the game warden of

that section to "look out" for such hunters as Avould be
willing to shot every one of the birds before the opening
day, if they dared. Some shore-bird shooting is being
done along the Essex marshes and at Plum Island, but
so far the bags have been small. Noav the gunners are
expecting the autumnal storms to set the birds flying.

Mr. HoAvard W. Brandenburg is getting to be the
champion bass fisherman of those,- who go out from
Boston for a day, for lack of time to go further. Labor
Day he Avent up to Wayland again and caught 23 bass
and 6 pickerel. There Avere a number of others fishing

along the riA^er, but they caught, few; or none. Mr. Frank
H. Stuart has been, up to New Hampshire fishing for

landlocked salmon again, in some stream. He does not
say Avhat strea-m, nor where, but says that the small
salmon are more lively than trout even, rising freely to

the fly and taking almost any sort of bait. He remarks
that somebody suggested that it is against the law to
catch the small salmon where he fished. But he fished
Avith one of the judges of the Supreme Court, and is will-

ing to leave the question of legality to him. Mr. W. J.

Follett is back from the Inglewood, Avith Mrs. Follett
and his boys. He found rather poor trout and salmon
fishing; even on the very locations where his son had
had good sport only a few days before. Late in the day
the trout would rise occasionally, but generally at ponds
so far awaj"- from the club camps that the return had to
be made with lanterns, OA-er uncomfortable trails. One
evening he got eight good trout, and at another time a

dozen. None Avere very large.

At the Maine State Fair this week they showed sev-
eral curiosities. Mr. J. T. Stanley, who has charge of

the hatcheries at Lake Auburn, and Commissioner Henry
O. Stanley Avere in attendance. The latter called atten-

tion to scA-eral albinos, or fish all white; "a freak of

nature." Then came the hybrids, a cross between the

.salmon and the trout. These hybrids Avere represented
in the tank by a large fish of five or six pounds' Aveight.

Mr. Stanley says that they are found native only in

Flood's Pond, in that State. The largest fish in the ex-

hibit Avere a brown trout and a landlocked salmon, both
of about 10 pounds' weight, and both raised at the Lake
Auburn hatchery.

Boston, Sept. 8.—Some of the returning anglers have

had good sport, although the late season, as a whole,
has not been entirely satisfactory. Mr. Walter L. Hill,

Avho has recently returned from the Pond-in-the-River.
below the Middle Dam, Richardson Lake, speaks of
good sport, although he was late and the Aveather rather
warm. He Avas accompanied by his two boys and little

girl. One day they started for B Pond, crossing from,
the Pond-in-the-River camp in a boat.. They had been
casting Avithout much sticcess, and Mr. Hill suggested

,

to the boys that they let their flies drag on the surface.

Quickly there was a splash, and the son exclaimed: "I've
got a big one!" In an instant there Avas another strike
and a second salmon weht into the air. hooked to the
same rigging. Then the two salmon commenced leap-'

ing and darting: over and over each other, and out of
Avater. Mr. Hill well knew that one or both must be
lost, though cautioning the excited boy to do his best.'

Soon one salmon cleared liimself, Avhen the other was
more easily handled and brought to the net. It was a;

handsome fish of over three pounds. Mr. Hill says that
the other was the bigger fish, and that if one wants
genuine angling sport, he has only to get two good-
sized salmon on his rigging at once. Earlier in the sea-
son he had a peculiar experience with trout, when
camped at Big Richardson Pond. Faithfully he cast
over the best spot at the Inlet, but not a rise. He kept'
at it nearly all the forenoon, trying all sorts of flies.

His guide avs discouraged, and Mr. Hill suggested that;
he go ashore and prepare dinner. This Avas done, but
Mr. Hill Avas not to be beaten too easily, andl went back',
to the same spot to try Avhile the dinner was under prep-
aration. Almost the first cast he made a handsome trout
took the fl}^ AA'ith a vigorous leap out of water. He was'
soon brought to the net, and Aveighed about 214 pounds.
Casting was resumed, and quickly there Avas another
rise, and soon another fine trout was landed and killed.
"All we could eat," Mr. Hill remarks. He is an angler
with the fly only, and never kills any fish not Avanted for
food immediately. But the fishing was too good to be
abandoned just then, although the guide was calling- him
to dinner. He made a few more casts, when there Avas'
another splash, with a big trout hooked. This one itj

took more time to conquer, and Avhen brought to the
net it AA'eighed plump four pounds. But this noble fish
was not to be killed; only shoAvn to the guide. The net
was tied around it. put over the side of the boat, and the
angler started to show his guide what he had done, while:
that functionary Avas getting dinner. The guide came
down to the boat: "Wail, you've done well!"—seeingj
the two dead trout in the boat. "But," said Mr. Hill,
as he held up the big trout struggling in the net, "you/
hoodooed me completely. I cannot catch trout with
you in the boat." The guide took this good-naturedly,
and the big trout was allowed to depart, for some other
fellow to catch. "They had fried trout for dinner.
There are stories of great bass fishing at Belgrade

Lake. New York sportsmen seem to be most in evi-
dence there. Frederic D. Moore, Dr. Fellows Davis,,
Jr., and Girard Thompson make up one of the most suc-
cessful parties; the smallest number of bass they have
taken in one day being 58. On Thursday the party
caught 88, the largest weighing 3^4 pounds. Of course,
most of these fish are returned to the Avater.

Fly-fishing has changed for the better at the Range-
leys and Moosehead. R. N. Parish, the champion ang-'
ler of the Pool at the Upper Dam. is back there again,'
for the late September fishing. Since his arrival this
time he has landed salmon up to 5 pounds. At Haines
Landing, A. J. Wormclsdorf, of Philadelphia, made al

good catch the other day, including 15 trout and sal-
mon, running from to 3 pounds weight. All were
taken on the fly. G. P. Lupcr, of Ncav York, has also'
taken a salmon of 3 pounds on the fly. Special.

Three Twists of the "Wrist,

Cool water can be carried all day and plenty of it in a:

can two feet long and five inches wide clipped to the
middle reach of a wagon, Avhere it is out of the way. In-,
closed in a leg of old trousers, with a case made of
Avooden slats put in a spigot, Avet the woolen and drive on.
Always cool and out of the way.

}

The gun falls doAvn in the wagon and rolls all over the
boat. Make a socket like a heel pad used to lengthen

,

stocks out. Make it of stiff leather; rivet thongs on it
on the bottom or tic side fast. Presto ! you never mar
the stock and the gun stays right Avhere you put it, and
you can slip it out in a flash if the socket is made right.
Put a Dietz carriage lamp on spur dashboard, boat or

camp. Result, a big light that Avill not blow out that burns
common oil. No globes to break or chimney to clean; a,

light you can see as far as an engine headlight. These
things are all most mighty good and handy, and cost little.

Pink Edge.

Otters and Carp.

KissiMMEE, Fla., Sept. 5.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Your issue of this Aveek has an article on "Carp in the
Susquehanna," Mr. England asking for a remedy. It
naight be of interest to him to know that others would'
readily find a good use for those same carp.

In fact, in looking for a food supply for otter farm-;
ing, I selected the scale and leather carp, and had the'

United States Fish Commission to send a supply of both
kind, which Averc placed in tAvo lakes.

The otters, of course, do their own fishing, and are'

content with eating the clipiqe parts where the supply of
food is abundant. J. M. WiLLSON, Jr.

Her Bigfgfest Catch.
The Mutual Friend (to athletic woman)—Now, Mrs,

Stebbins, what Avas the largest fish you ever caught?
Mrs. Stebbins—It weighed 140 pounds, but I dou'li

remember its name.
Mr. Stebbins (feelingly)—I do; it was John Stebbins.

—Colorado Springs Gazette.

Points and Flushes.

Mr. Geo. Raper, of All-England, arrived in NeM
York on Thursday o£ last week, his object being to judg<
at the Toronto bench shoAv. He contemplates a return ti

the Unite4 States later to judge at the Ladies' KenneP
A?sgciatio|i show, Madison S(jua,re Q^rden, in October

,
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Yachting Fixtures; J902.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor

by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

SEPTEMBER.
11. New York, autumn regatta. New York, Lower Bay.

13. Knickerbocker, ladies' day race, College Point, L. I. Sound.
13. Kennebec, club, Bath, Maine.
13. Beverly, seventh Corinthian, Monument Beach, Buzzard s Bay.

13 Atlantic, fall regatta, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
13. Larchmont, club, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
20. Manhasset, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Port Washington, Long

Island Sound.
20. Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
—. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
27. Riverside, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open, Riverside, L. I. Sound.

17. Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts. Port Washington, L. I. Sound.

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest

AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and

waterways, but will furnish information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same water.«!.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00. •

Contributions are invited under the following condi-

tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United

States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power

to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of

value to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-

graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

The Lawson History^of the

America's Cup*
Editor forest and Stream:

It may be remarked at once that this book is one of

the most important contributions to yachting literature

ever published; a book, in fact, that no one interested

in yachting matters can afford to leave unread. Whether
one agrees with Mr. T.awsoii's many statements and
opinions or not, the fact remains: that Mr. Winfield M.
Thomson has presented the best history of the America's
cup that has appeared.
The book is 12 x 8 x inches. The text, paper, il-

lustrations and binding are an excellent example of the

lx)ok-maker's art
;

indeed, no work on yachting has

ever been seen in a form so beautiful and luxurious.

The index, also, which obviously, has been prepared with
care, is unusually complete.
For review purposes the book may be divided into

three parts: the first part, relating to the yacht Amer-
ica; the second, to the various matches sailed for the

Cup between the years 1870-1901; and the third, which
Mr. Lawson terms "Independence episode," embracing
his differences with the New York Y. C. in the defense of

the America's Cup.
Admirable is the first part, giving as it does a clear

connected narrative of the building, the equipment and
the voyage of the America across the Atlantic; her ex-
ploits in England while under American and British

ownership ; also her subsequent career. All this part is

of great value to everyone that is interested in the sub-

ject, as a large number of letters, extracts from a journal

kept by James R. Steers, quotations from newspapers

—

published contemporaneously with the events they re-

cord—also some excellent illustrations—reproduced from
pictures executed at that period—are therein given.

Evidently the finished product is the result of much lit-

erary skill and laborious research, and the wise method
of the author in quoting ad libitum precludes errors, so
that very, few occur throughout the book.
The author, however, states that the America was the

first yacht to cross the Atlantic Ocean in either direc-

tion; this, is, of course, a mistake, as a number of 3'achts

crossed and recrossed the Atlantic long before the Amer-
ica was built. It is also stated that the Pearl, owned
by the Marquis of Anglesei% was the first vessel to have
the distinctive cutter rig. At the date of the building of

the Pearl-—^1820—there were—and had been for many
years—a large number of cutters rigged exactly like

the Pearl; yachts, revenue cutters, pilot cutters, cutters
attached to the Royal Navy, privateers and smugglers.
The first cutter that was owned in England, of which
any record can be traced, was captured from the French
during the eighteenth centiiry, so that the flitter rig did

not, as has been generally supposed, originate in Eng-
land.

Among the slight omissions that occur, the author-
while drawing attention to the really remarkable coinci-

dence between Friday and the 13th day of the month,

in connection with the America's Cup—does not mention
that the first news received in the United States—
though erroneous—as to the result of the race at Cowes,

was "brought by the Cunard S. S. America, which ar-

rived from Liverpool at Halifax; the said news, as per-

haps a few yachtsmen may remember, was telegraphed

to Boston that the America, though coming in first, had
been disqualified for not sailing the proper course.

Nor is mention made of a service of plate, commem-
orating the America's victory at Cowes, which was pre-

sented to George Steers by the leading shipowners, ship-

builders and merchants of New York at a banquet given

to him at the Metropolitan Hall, and attended by four

hundred citizens. The author, however, properly awards

Mr. Steers full credit for the design and actual build-

ing of the America. Throughout he is just and im-

partial, and the errors and omissions that occur are so

slight it would seem almost ungracious to mention them.

The reproductions, in the main, are excellent, though,

in the first part some of the originals have not the same
excellence as the text, and have not been selected with

equal care and skill.

In the illustration representing Queen Victoria's visit

to the America, giving a view of the America's quarter-

deck, stern on, with figures grouped near the after com-
panionway, a massive steering wheel appears prominently

in the foreground; this, of course, the America did not

have nor require, as she was a vessel of normal type,

and was so beautifully designed and balanced that a

boy might have handled her slender tiller; and it was
only when she was overdosed with lead, spars and canvas

—ruined, indeed—tliat a steering wheel became neces-

sary. Hence, it may be inferred that this drawing from
which the illustration was made was of recent date.

The portrait of the America also appears modern, and

is by no means the best; whereas the portraits by Dut-

ton, Brierly. Robins and Gregory, which are far su-

perior, should have been chosen from. Then the one se-

lected would have had the additional merit of having

been executed when the America was in the zenith of

her renown.
The same may be said of the portrait of the Maria;

the picture of her painted by Butterworth under the

personal supervision of Commodore Stevens, being far

better; also the one painted by Robins being much bet-

ter than the one reproduced.

The lines of the America, taken from Marret's

Yachts and Yacht Building, leave much to be desired, as

they are lacking in the grace, unity and beauty that were
especially peculiar to her, and were inherent also in a

very high degree in every vessel designd by George
Steers; they are not so accurate as those that appeared

in the Nautical Magazine, or Griffith's Naval Architec-

ture, and do not compare with her lines, which were

taken off by a French naval architect when the America
w-as dry-docked at Havre previously to her arrival at

Cowes; on the other hand, it is only fair to remark that

the portraits of George Steers. Commodore Stevens, the

Roj-al Yacht Victoria and Albert, BriUiant, Pearl and
the America in a gale are from well-known and excellent

originals.

In the second part of the book the author takes his

readers skillfully over some thirty years of America's

cup-racing and other matters of kindred interest. Many
pleasant and exciting scenes arc herein so vividly por-

trayed that yachtsmen still living may, in these pages,

revisit them with something of the old keen feeling of

delight; while to the younger generation of yachting men
they cannot prove other than an inspiration.

Naturally, this part of the book has not reqtiired the

extended research that is devoted to the first part; nor

from the nature of the subject will most readers consider

it so interesting, notwithstanding all the facts relating

to the contests for the America's cup are clearly and ac-

curately recorded, and in an interesting and impartial

manner, making it by far the best record of this era of

yachting history that has been published. It also must
prove, as time goes on, a valuable source of reference.

Had the book closed here, Mr. Lawson would cer-

tainly have deserved, and no doubt would have received,

the gratitude of yachtsmen generally for this splendid

history of the America's cup—of greater and more en-

during value to yachting than the building of an ex-

pensive and comparatively worthless cup defender.

Unfortunately. Mr. Lawson has permitted himself td

be lured into that most delusive of snares: airing per-

sonal grievances in print. At the same time, Mr. Law-
son's grievance against the New York Yacht Club can-

not and should not be ignored. For he is justly en-

titled to be met fairly and squarely upon his own ground,

without malice and without evasion.

In the opening lines of the Introduction, Mr. Lawson
makes this statement:
"The America's Cup—won at Cowes from an English

fleet, Aug. 22, 1851. by the schooner America, presented

as an international challenge trophy to the American
people in 1857." etc.

Here, then, in a few words, is the whole issue : if this

cup was presented as an international challenge trophy

to the American people in 1857, as Mr. Lawson asserts,

then he is clearly right in his contention that his yacht

or any other yacht or vessel, owned and built in the

United States, has a right to defend it.

The only source from which reliable information upon
this question can be obtained, is the original Deed of

Gift, executed in 1857. A document drawn by gentlemen,
for gantlemen, and while, like most deeds, perhaps_ some-
what ambiguous when subjected to legal scrutiny, is

sufficiently clear to all yachtsmen who wish to under-
stand its true meaning.
This cup, as is generally known, was conveyed to the

keeping of the New York Yacht Club as its first trustee,

and. according to the Deed of Gift, under the following

conditions, so far as presentation is concerned:
"It is to be distinctly understood that the cup is to be

the property of the club, and not of the owner thereof,

or owners of the vessel winning it in a match; and that

the condition of keeping it open to be sailed for by
yacht clubs of aU foreign countries upon the terras a^oye

laid down, shall forever attach to it, thus making it a

perpetual challenge cup for friendly competition between

foreign countries."

There is no allusion to the American people m this

document, and it is perfectly clear that this cup was pre-

sented as a challenge cup to the yacht clubs of the

world, temporarily the property of the club winnmg
it and holding it in trust.

It is proper, therefore, that this question of ownership

should be clearly understood, because, of late, the Ameri-
can people have been led to believe—mainly through a

scntimantal fraction of the press—that they are really

the owners of this cup, and are in some manner being

defrauded of their rights by the New York Yacht Club,

It appears that Mr. Lawson, when in doubt about his

right as a non-member of the New York Yacht Club_ to

sail in its trial race the yacht that he proposed to build,

applied for information to General Paine, of Boston

—

not to the New York Yacht Club. Mr. LaAvson states:

"I sent for Mr. A. G. McVey, the veteran yachting

editor of the Boston Herald and a recognized authority

in Europe and America on all things pertaining to

yacliting, laid before him the exact status_ of the affair

as described, and asked him to procure from General

Paine the desired opinion.

"On the following day, Dec. 6, Mr. McVey made this

report to me:
"I called on General Paine, and after talking over the

situation fully, and after I had explained the existing

conditions, I asked this question: 'Has the owner of a

yacht which is not enrolled in the New York Yacht Club
a right to start in the trial races?' General Paine an--

swercd: 'The owner of any yacht built with the idea of

possibly defending the cup has a right to start in the

trial races, and, for that matter, she need not be a yachC

either, if she is constructed in this country.
_
Any

Gloucester or Rockport stone sloop can start in the

trial races provided she is within the water-line length

agreed upon between the clubs. No, the New York
Yacht Club will not debar Mr. Lawson's yacht.'

"

How could General Paine possibly know this? He
held no official position in the New York Yacht Club;

had no authority to speak for the club; and had no better

means of knowing what the constituted authority of the

club would or would not do with regard to a question

that had never come up before, than had any other mem-
ber. Clearly Mr. Lawson was ill-advised in asking for

this opinion, and General Paine was unwi-se in giving it.

With the proper exercise of but a small portion of the

natural intelligence that Mr. Lawson undoubtedly pos-

sesses, all this unpleasantness might have been avoided.

Obviously, his proper course, when in doubt as to his

position, was to have communicated directly with the

secretary of the New York Yacht Club, from whom he
would doubtless have received a prompt, official and
courteous reply.

With regard to the right of the New York Yacht Club
to select a yacht or vessel owned outside of the club to>

defend the America's cup. it is obvious that the club
possesses no such right. This cup, as has been shown,,

is necessariljr—and has always been—held subject to con-

test between yacht clubs; and not, as so many appear to

imagine, between nations or individuals. This being so,

it follows that a challenging club might justly decline to

sail against a yacht or vessel not owned in the club hold-

ing and defending the cup.

What would be thought of Harvard or Yale if either

did such an unheard of thing as to bring oarsmen from
another university to help them win a boat race on the

Thames? The same applies to any base ball, cricket,

polo, or chess club. Yet, singular as it may appear,
Mr. Lawson's whole alleged grievance is based upon
the fact that the New York Yacht Club declined to per-

mit this violation of the ethics of sport.

After a careful perusal of aM that Mr. Lawson has to

say, it is impossible to discover that he has any valid

grievance against the action of the New York Yacht
Club or any of its officers.

Arthur. H. Clark.
Cutter MiNEKVA, N, Y. Y. C

,
Sandy Hook, Sept. 4.

Cofmthian Y. C.

marblehead, mas.s.

Saturday, Sept. 6.

A CLUB race of the Corinthian ¥. C. was sailed off

Marblehead Saturday, Sept. 6, in a strong southeast

breeze. Calypso got the start in t-he 25-footers:, but Se-

boomook passed her on the windward leg. On the reach

Calypso took back her lead and held it to the finish. In

the 2i-footers Little Haste pulled away from the bunch
soon after the start and won by a large margin. Darthca

won in the raceabouts. Runaway Girl being disabled.

Scapegoat won in the handicap knockabouts and Rattler

in the i8ft. knockabouts. The summary

:

25-Footers.
Elapsed.

Calypso, A. W. aaestcrton ...... ^ 1 36 a4

Seboomook, B. A. Smith 1 39 07

21-Footers.

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 38 4-t

Pilot, R. Boardinan t 46 51

Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster 1 47 28

Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin 1 49 14

Thelcma, L. Davis Disabled

Raceabouts.
Darthea, K. B. Lambert 1 48 05,

Runaway Girl, H. Tweed Disabled!

Class B.

Scapegoat, C. Foster 1 36 44

Retriever, H. Benson 1 43 -35

ISft. Knockabouts.
Rattler, A. D. Irving 1 35 02
Savage, J. Lawrence 1 35 28.

WoIIaston Y* C,»

gUXNCY, MASS. ' I

Saturday, Sept. 6.

The second race of the Wollaston Y. C. for the Chase
cup was sailed in Quincy Bay on Saturday. Sept. 6, in a

strong northeast breeze and was won by Neptune. The
summary

:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Xeptune, A. E. Linnell 1 22 GO 1 00 32

Sheila, Capt. Hewitson 1 38 00 1 18 07

West Wind. Wm, Chase ......2 05 00 1 S4 OS
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Yacht Racing: Association of

Gravesend Bay.
Saturday, Sept. 6.

The eighth regatta of the Yacht Racing Association of
Gravesend Bay was held on the afternoon of Saturday,
Sept. 6, under the auspices of the New York C. C. Twen-
ty-three craft started and finished the contest. The win-
ners in the different classes were Sunol, Cockatoo, Trou-
ble and Flying Fox. Caribou scored a sail over. The
Regatta Committee of the New York C. C. placed Opos-
sum in special class Q for open boats and she was also
credited with a sail over. The owner of this boat pro-
tested the action of the committee, and the matter is now
in the hands of the Association for final decision.

Rascal led Martha M. by 22s. at the finish in the
class for catboats. The owner of the latter claims time
allowance and until this is figured out the winner can not
be definitely announced. Until the matter is settled, how-
ever, the order of finishing is considered in figuring the
standing.

The race was the last for points on the series prizes of
the year, and the wimiers of first honors in the dit¥erent
classes are as follows

:

Special, Class M—Sunol, John Abbev, Brooklyn Y. C.
Sloops, Class N~Vivian, S. E. Vernon, Atlantic Y. C.

^Special, Glass N—Caribou, J. E. Nicholson, Brooklyn

_^^Sk)ops, Class P—Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb, Atlantic

Sloops, Class Q—Trouble, W. H. Childs, Marine and
Field Qub.
Marine and Field Class—Kelpie, W. K. Brown.
Catboats, Class V—:\Iartha M., Richard Moore, Brook-

lyn Y. C.

Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach
; Stinger. A. P.

Clapp, and Rascal, D. G. Whitlock, carried 'off second
glory in their respective classes. In sloop class Q second
prize lies between Bronco and Opossum. It can not be
awarded until the Association disposes of the two cases
in which Opossum was put into a class for open boats.
The wind was blowing south southeast when the boats

were sent awy. It was just strong enough for full sail

and to force them over the courses in the fastest time of
the year. Cockatoo, which led the fleet at the finish,
did the distance of from seven to eight miles in ih. lom.
lOs. elapsed time. The little Hereshoff creation. Opos-
sum, was second on elapsed time, covering the course in
ih. 13m. 40s.

The first dead heat recorded in the Association since its

formation in 1901, happened in the Marine and Field
class when Stinger and Kelpie crossed the finish line ex-
actly abreast.

The preparatory signal was hoisted at 3 o'clock and the
diiTerent classes were sent away on three-minute intervals.
The usual Association courses were sailed, classes M and
N going out to West Bank Light, and others covering
a quadrangle, with marks at Marine and Field Club, Fort
Hamilton, Atlantic Y. C. and the start off New York C.
C. The large craft going outside had a reach both ways.
The smaller boats, sailing the reverse course, taking the
marks in the order above stated, had a spinnaker run, a
reach, windward work and a reach home.
The starts were all fairly good, and in no class was

there much advantage gained. Bonito, Sunol and Caribou
were the only craft journeying out to West Bank Light.
The start for the inside course was made with spinnakers
set to port and the first two legs served a surprise in the
way the class P boat Elsie headed the fleet. She was
originally a catboat in class Q, and changes made this
year have been of great benefit.

Elsie led around the Fort Hamilton mark, with Cocka-
too second. Soon after the two got on the wind for the
beat to the Atlantic Y. C. stakeboat. Cockatoo showed
her Herreshoff extraction by passing Elsie and from then
on making a runaway race of it. She gradually in-

creased her lead and at the end of the "second round, the
finish of the contest, led her old rival. Song and Dance, by
5m. 35s. This left he standing of points for the year.
Cockatoo, 66; Song and Dance, 60. Elsie finished third.

Trouble headed class Q during the first round of the
contest, and was third boat of the fleet on elapsed time at

the finish of the struggle. During the second round of
the race Opossum slipped over the water with amaz-
ing speed, and was the fourth boat of the fleet to end the
journey. At the finish Trouble and Bronco had a hair-

raising tussle for first honors in regular class Q, the
fofmer crossing the line only 7s. to the good.
The Marine and Field boat, Flying Fox, recently sold

to F. B. Anderson, was well handled, and won out in the
class. She was leading boat during the greater part of
the contest. Just before the finish Kelpie and Stinger
entered a luffing match which took them way off the

Cour.se. This allowed Jig-a-Jig to slip in third boat.

Kelpie was to windward when the aforesaid craft com-
menced to luff. They squared away for the finish and
crossed the line in a perfect dead heat. Quinque was
.second boat in the class. The six points for fourth and
fifth positions were equally divided between Kelpie and
Stinger.

Flying Fox won a leg on the Dauchy cup, for which
the Marine and Field boats were contesting. Kelpie cap-
tured similar honors in the Association race of Aug. 23.

As the two are now tied a match to decide the owner-
ship of the trophy will be held soon.

Rascal led Martha M. by 22s. in the class for catboats.

The larger craft going out to West Bank Light were
stopped after the end of the first round. This was deemed
advisable by the Regatta Committee because of a failing

wind. Sunol led Bonito by 3m. 40s. Caribou had no
opponent. The yawl Kate, belonging to J. S. Negus, of

the Atlantic Y. C., made her first start in an Association
regatta.

The next and closing race of the year will be held on
the afternoon of Sept. 20, off the Atlantic Y. C. This
contest is tmder the auspices of the Association itself for

special prizes as follows: Classes K, L, M, $30; class N,
$20; class P, $20; class Q, $15; class R and smaller, $15.

Second prizes, two-thirds value of first prizes.

It will bring to a close a season of racing which will

compare favorably with any ever held in Eastern waters

\md,^v s,miht <^Q^c\\t.^o^s, fgiW appendp*^ tQ the ioh

lowing summaries are liable to slight changes when the
case of Opossum is decided, and a few other claims acted
upon. The list of winners, however, will not be affected.

Summaries

:

Special—Class M—Start, 3:03.

Finish. Elapsed.
Sunol, John Abbej' 4 18 36 1 15 36
Bonito, I-Iaviland Bros 4 22 16 1 19 16

Special—Class K—Start, 3:06.
Caribou, J. E. Nicholson ..4 33 25 1 27 25

Sloops—Class P—Start, 3t09.
Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb ...4 19 10 110 10
Song and Danoe, E. F. Luckenbach 4 21 45 1 15 45
Elsie, C. P. Rosemon 4 25 12 1 16 12
Streak, Speidel Bros 4 26 10 1 17 10
Karma, .T. C. Enskine ..4 27 18 1 18 18
Corona, J. E. Beggs .,.4 29.35 1 20 35
Kate, J. C. Negus (Yawl), 4 30 22 1 21 22

Sloops—Class Q—Start, 3:12.
Trouble, W. H. Childs 4 2'! 25 1 14 25
Bronco, F. C. Moore 4 26 32 1 14 32
Flying Fish, I. M. Dean 4 30 14 1 18 14
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins 4 31 00 1 19 00

Special—Class Q—Start, 3;12.
Opossum, R. P. Doremus 4 25 40 1 13 40

Marine and Field Class—Start, 3:18.
Flying Fox, F. B. Anderson . ... .4 37 50 1 19 56
Ouinque. L. -11. Smith 4 40 55 1 22 55
Jig-a-Jig, VV. A. Hutcheson 4 41 ,50 1 23 50
Kelpie, W. K. Brown 4 42 10 1 24 10
Stmger, A. P. Clapp ...4 42 10 1 24 10

Catboats-^Class V—Start, 3:2'l.

Rascal, p. G. Whitlock ..4 44 00 1 20 00
Martha M., Richard Moore .,..4 44 22 1 20 22
Boozie, C D. Durkee 4 45 45 1 21 45

Points for 1902 Y. R. A. G. B. Series—Mariquita, 5;
Sunol, 64; Bonito, 54; Kangaroo, 12; Vivian, 35; Gwen-
dolen, 16; Caribou, 60; Squaw, 24; Indian, 6; Cockatoo,
66; Song and Dance, 60; Streak, 28; Karma, 22; Corona,
21; Kate, i; Trouble, 56 Bronco, 48; Opossum, 37;
Wraith, 36; Flying Fish, 16; Wink, 13: Spots, 2; Elsie
(class P), 14, (class Q), i; Pickaninnv. 5: Kelpie, 6r

;

Stmger, 49: Quinque, 40; Flying Fox, 34; Jig-a-Jig, 18;
Vixen, 10; Martha M., 58; Rascal, 54; Boozie, 38.

Atlantic C.
Monday, Sept. i.

The special races 'arranged by the Atlantic Y. C. for
Labor Day proved to be the best that have been sailed
under the auspices of this organization for a long time.

, The stellar attraction was the ocean contest to Fire Island
Lightship and return, for a beautiful trophy offered by
Com. Robert E. Tod. This struggle was eventually won
by Endymion, Geo. Lauder's record-holding schooner.

Events which excited the greatest amount of local in-
terest, however, were those arranged for classes P and Q
and the Marine and Field one-design beats. Hendon
Chubb, owner of the class P craft Cockatoo, offered two
prizes for the respective winners of an outside race for P
and Q divisions. These trophies were supplemented by
the Atlantic Y. C, a second and third being given by the
organization in class P, and a second in class Q. A" sub-
stantial prize was also offered the boat taking first

lionors in the Marine and Field class.

The Seawanhalca knockabout. Karma, belonging to J.
C. Ersk'nc, of the New York C. C, ably handled, won in
•class P, and Spots, owned by D. D. AllerLcn, also of the
New York C. C, carried off the honors in class Q.
Kelpie, W. K. Brown, owner, finished first in the one-
design class.

It was definitely decided late the night before Labor
Day not to start the ocean race until afternoon, so the
feature of the holiday morning was the beginning of the
struggle among the smaller boats. The three classes
represented in the contest were the divisions which have
filled best and furnished the most spirited contests of the
year in the races held under the auspices of the Yacht
Racing .Association of Gravesend Bay. All were eager
for a taste of racing outside, and all of the star craft, ex-
cepting Trouble, which was competing down the Sound,
started the contest.

The course selected was one to try out the seaworthy
qualities of the contestants. It was about twenty-five
miles in extent. The yachts first went to West Bank
Light, thence to Southwest Spit and from there to the
bell buoy off the point of Sandy Hook. Rounding this
mark the journey led homeward to Roamer Shoal Beacon,
and from there down shore to a buoy off Rockaway Inlet.

Another leg back to the finish off Sea Gate completed the
course.

The weather for the race was perfect. Conditions of
-sea and wind, which might have been decidedly disagree-
able for boats of so small type, were propitious, and per-
formances of the contestants were unusually good. The
Marine and Field boats were sent away at 10:20. Five
minutes later class Q followed and the same interval
elapsed before the 2S-footers got away.
The wind was blowing from the southwest when the

race began. This made windward work out to Southwest
Spit, and a reach, with ballooners set, to the buoy off the
point of the Hook. Another reach brought the boats to
Roamer Shoal Beacon. From there a good spinnaker run
was in order to Rockaway Inlet mark, with windward
work and a short reach to the finish.

The win of Karma in class P was a popular one and
the healthy, sportsmanlike action of the losers in cheer-
ing her as they learned of the victory, is one that will
linger long in the minds of Corinthians who witnessed it.

The victory, too, was well earned. With a good crew
aboard, from start to finish everything worked well with
Karma. Sails were set quickly, local tides and changes of
winds were ably considered. With the newcomer, Vaga-
bond, which was sailing her second race in local waters,
Karma led. the fleet at the finish only 32s. in the lead.

Song and Dance was third.

In class Q Spots, owned by D. D. Allerton, sailed a
wonderfully good race. During the first part of the
struggle she was well up with class P, and was fifth of
the fleet to end the struggle. She led her nearest class
competitor. Wink, by 5m. 58s.

Instead of going the full course, fhe Marine and Field
boats were sent in after rounding Roamer Beacon, making
their journey approximately seventeen and a quarter
miles. The struggle among these craft was keen, with
Flying Fox and Kelpie, the final winner, see-sawing for
the lead. By more successfully solving the ebb tide off

§ea Gate, just before the, $i?iish, I^elpie was able to v;/^

out by los. from Flying Fox.
Fifteen boats started and finished the special races for

the small boats, and all are enthusiastically awaiting the
next contest over an outside course. Karma did the
distance of upwards of twenty-five miles in 4h. 29m. 40s.
The summaries follow

:

Sloops—Class P.—Start, 10:30.

Finish. Elapsed.
Karma, J. C. Erskine ............t 2 59 40 4 29 40
Vagabond, T. A. Vernon , 3 00 12 4 30 12
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach 3 01 14 4 31 14
Corona, J. E. Beggs 3 02 18 4 32 18
Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb 3 14 52 4 44 52
Sueak, Speidel Brothers .3 22 28 4 52 28
Kate, J. S. Negus (Yawl) .Wrong course.

Sloops—Class O.—Start, 10:25.
Spots, D. D. Allerton 7 3 10 22 4 45 22
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins , 3 16 20 4 51 20
Wink, W. A. Barstow , 3 20 16 4 55 16
Bronco, F. C. Moore ...,,..3 24 11 4 59 11

Marine and Field Class—Start, 10:20.
Kelpie, W. K Brown 2 12 12 3 52 12
Flying Fox, F. D. Anderson 2 12 20 3 52 20
Singer, A. P. Clapp...... 2 13 10 3 53 10
Quinque, L. H. Smith , 2 17 40 3 57 40

Sloops, Class P—Karma beat Vagabond 32s.
; Song and

Dance im. 34s; Corona, 5m. 12s.; Streak, 22m. 48s.
Sloops, Class Q—Spots beat Wraith Sm. 58s.; Wink,

9m. 54_s. ; Bronco, 13m. 49s.

Marine and Field Class—Kelpie beat Flving Fox 10:=.

;

Stinger, 583.; Quinque, 5m. 28s.

The Ocean Race.

The ninety-mile struggle to Fire Island and r;turii

\yas started at 3:05 P. M. Five schooners came to the
line, including Endymion, Ariadne (auxiliary), Varuna,
Thistle and the Philadelphia boat, Crusader. The wind
was blowing southwest at the start, and the b"g double-
stickers went over the line in the following order on the
starboard tack : Endymion, 3 :07 :oo ; Varuna, 3 :o7 -.25

;

Thistle, 3:08:45; Ariadne, 3:09:20; Crusader, 3:09:22.
Endymion was never headed. The wind shifted shortly-

after the start and this gave the boats a reach both ways,
making fast time possible. By previous agreement Thistle
and Ariadne allowed Endymion 15m.; Varuna and Cru-
sader were to get ih. 7m. each.

Ariadne was 12m. behind Endymion at the finish and
on corrected time was beaten 27m. by the holder of the
ocean record from Sandy Hook to the Needles. The
third yacht to end the long journey was the flagship
Thistle. She was ih. 38m. behind Ariadne, and ih. 6m.
ahead of Varuna. On time allowance the latter won by
im. Crusader did not finish.

After leaving the .start at Sea Gate the yachts had to go
to the starboard of Roamer Shoal and the same mark was
left to port on returning. Endymion finished the race at

1 1 :38 P. M. of the day she started, having covered the
ninety miles in 3h. 33m., an average of 12.24 miles an
hour. When half way to Fire Island Lightship the
schooners were in the same order as at the finish. The
summaries follow

:

Race to Fire Island—Start, 3:05.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Endymion, G. W. Lauder 11 38 00 8 33 i 0 8 18 00
Ariadne, H. W. Putnam, Jr..... 11 50 00 8 45 00 8 45 00
Varuna, F. T. Ames 2 22 00 11 17 00 in 10 00
Thistle, Robert E. Tod. ... 1 16 00 10 11 00 10 11 00
Crusader, R. J. and W. Koons..Did not finish.

Eastern Y, C.

MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Friday, Sept. 5.

The first of a series of three special open races of the
Eastern Y. C. was sailed off Marblehead Friday, Sept. 5,

in a rattling northwest breeze, in which all hands, except
the 2i-footer Porcupine, reefed. Sally VI. got the start

in the 25-footers, but Calypso soon went ahead and was
never caught afterward. In the 21-footers Little Haste
went into the lead soon after the start and kept it all

over the course. Porcupine putting up a good battle and
finishing an easy second. The other boats in the class

sailed the wrong course. In the i8ft. knockabouts Rattler

and Janet sailed a hot race for first place. Rattler winning
by less than a minute. The summary

:

Class D.
Elapsed.

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton. 134 17
Seboomook, B. A. Smith ,1 36 56
Sally VI., L. F. Percival 1 37 29
Chewink XL, F. G. Macomber 1 43 45

Class S.

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr....' 0 59 49
Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster 1 00 59
Rooster II., C. F. Adams 1 45 07
Chloris, Cheney & Laning 1 46 02
Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin.... 1 47 41
Pilot, R. Boardman , 1 54 00

Class I.

Rattler, A. D. Irving....... 1 10 51
Janet, B. B. Crowninshield 1 11 49
Scrapper, Caleb Loring 1 14 39
Savage, J. A. Lawrence , 1 15 31

Saturday, Sept. 6.

The second of the Eastern Y. C. series was sailed off
Marblehead on Saturday, Sept. 6, in a moderate southeast
breeze. The 25-footers were bunched at the start, but
Sally VI. soon pulled out a lead. On the windward leg,
v/hile leading, her throat halyards parted and .^lic was
obliged to withdraw, and Seboomook led to the finish.

There was another bunch at the start of the 21-footers,
and they had it hot all the way to the weather mark.
Little Haste managed to get out ahead there, and then
she had no trouble in leading to the finish. In tlic i8ft,

knockabouts Savage and Rattler sailed a close race.
Savage pulled out a lead of about 20s. at the weather
mark, which she held to the finish. The summary;

25-roQters,

Seboomook, B. A. Smith 2 43 23
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton , 2 48 45
Sally VI., L. F. Percival Disabled

21-Footer3.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr. 2 04 51
Porcupine, C. H. W. Foster ^2 10 03
Roo.ster II., C. F. Adams, 2d ...................,«,.,! ^2 10 27
Pilot, R. Boardman ,. !!2 12 27
Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin................ !...21537
Thelenia, L. Davis ,,, 2 17 16
Opitsah IV., S. H. Foistet'.,, ...Withdrew

IS'Footers.
Savage, J. S. Lawrence 2 29 30
Rattler, A. D. Loring 2 29 56
Janetjs B. B,, Crowninshield ..2 33 44
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Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y, C.
OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLANB SOUND.

Thursday, Sept. 4.

Twenty-four boats started in the race held at Oyster
Bay by the Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C. on Thursday.
The largest boat to turn up was Empres.s of the 36ft.

class. She had no coinpetitor, and took a sailover. The
wind was fresh from the west southwest, which made
the first leg of the course a reach with booms to port,

the second leg was also a reach and the third a beat.

Three of the American Y. C. one-design 21-footers

sailed in the raceabout class, and one of these boats,

Jolly Tar, won out. In the American Y. C. one-design

2ift. class there were four starters. Ping Pong with-

drew, but the other three boats covered the course, and
Howdy won out.

Two of the Larchmont 21-footers started, Dorothy and
Houri. The former parted her throat halliards and with-

drew. Houri sailed over the course alone.

In the Seawanhaka knockabout class four boats started

and Gowan won by im. 48s. Lucille was only four sec-

onds behind Bobs, the second boat.

Knave won again in the New Rochelle one-design

class by 9m. 7s. Deuce finished second. Lambkin had
no competitor in the Manhasset Bay one-design class

and took a sailover. A thunder squall made matters

rather wet and uncomfortable just as the boats were
finishing. -The summary follows:

Sloops—Class N—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:25.

Finish. Elapsed.
Empress, J. M. Heckscher 3 04 29 2 39 29

Raceabouts—Start, 12:35.

Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 3 02 05 2 27 05

Snapper. A. B. Alley 3 08 38 2 33 38

Mavis, G. L. Pirie 3 00 21 2 25 21

Scamp. A. H. Pirie 3 07 37 2 32 37

Sis, F. T. Bedford, Jr 3 02 23 2 27 23

Tollv Tar. S. Howland 2 59 30 2 24 30

Hobo, T. L. Park , , 3 02 38 2 27 38

American Yacht Club—^lft% Class—Start, 12:35.

Ping Pong, W. H. Browning ..v... Withdrew.
Howdv, S. Wainwright .. 3 00 53 2 25 53

The Kid, O. Harriman, Jr 3 04 06 2 29 06

Cricket, H. Willetts 3 02 45 2 27 45

Larchmont—21ft. Class—Start, 12 :40.

Dorothy, L. G. Spence Withdrew.
Houri, J. H. Esser 3 10 45 2 30 45

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 12:40.

Lucille. H. H. Landon 3 10 54 2 30 54

Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 3 10 50 2 30 50

Wyntje, Colgate Hoyt, Jr 3 11 07 2 31 07

Gowan, F. G. Stewart 3 09 02 2 29 02

Manhasset Yacht Club—One-Design Class—Start, 12:45.

Lambkin, S. W. Roach 2 40 45 1 55 45

New Rochelle One-Design Class—Start, 12:45.

Knave, R. N. Bavier 2 32 00 1 47 00
Deuce, Li D. Huntington, Jr 2 41 07 1 56 07

Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr 2 41 43 1 56 43
Alga, Alfred Mestre 2 49 03 2 04 03

Caper, P. L. Howard .....2 50 00 2 05 00

The winners were Empress (sailover). Jolly Tar, Howdj', Gowan,
Lambkin (sailover), and Knave.

Friday, Sept. 5.

A good list of entries marked the second day's racing

at Oyster Baj^. During the race the wind veered from
northwest to northeast, and it was most unsatisfactory

racing.

At the start there was a bad mixup tip but no serious

damage resulted. All the boats with the exception of

Mimosa were going to start on the port tack. Mimosa,
however, came driving down the length of the line on
the starboard tack with a lot of headway on. Alerion
luffed up and just got clear, and Mimosa went afoul of

Houri, the latter boat being disqualified for not getting
out of the way. Mimosa lost considerably on the start,

but she soon worked into first place and won handily.

Jolly Tar, the American Y. C. one-design 21-footer,

won out again in the raceabout class.

Howdy won out in the regular 21ft. one-design class

of the American Y. C. Gowan got a first place in the
Seawanhaka knockabout class. In class R Chipnnmk
won out. Knave gets another first place in the New
Rochelle one-design class. Three of the American Y.
C. one-design i8-footers started, and Mongoose III. won.
The summary:

Sloops—Class K—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:35.

Finish. Elapsed.
Mimosa, T. L. Park 3 48 08 3 13 08

Marguerite, T. F. Dingee ...3 53 05 3 18 05
Alerion, J. W. Alker 4 06 15 3 31 15

Raceabouts—Start, 12:40.

Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 3 41 06 3 01 06
Snapper, A. B. Alley 3 45 52 3 05 52
Mavis, G. L. Pirie 3 34 10 2 54 10
Scamp, A. H. Pirie 3 50 11 3 10 11

Tolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker ...3 45 05 3 05 05
Sis, F. T. Bedford, Tr • 3 48 07 3 08 07
Tollv Tar, S. Howland 3 31 25 2 51 25
Hobo, T. L. Park 3 42 1 8 3 02 18

American Yacht Club 21-Footers—Start, 12:40.
Howdy, S. Wainwright 3 42 57 3 02 57
The Kid. O. Harriman, Tr .Withdrew.
Cricket, H, Willetts 3 44 22 3 04 22

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 12:45.
Lucille. H. H. Landon 3 42 49 2 57 49
Heron, F. R. Coudert, Tr 3 57 05 3 12 05
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart-. , 3 49 30 3 04 30
Marcia, Tohnson de Forest 3 49 15 3 04 15
Gowan, F. G. Stewart 3 42 48 2 57 48

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:35.
Houri. J. H. Esser 3 .50 06 Disqual.
Dorodiy, L. G. Spence 3 50 15 3 15 15

Sloops—Class R.—Lender 18ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:50.
Chipmunk, T. S. Young, Jr 3 04 23 2 14 23
Cricket. H. C. Pryer Did not finish.

Nosa. Lewis Iselin 3 17 07 2 27 07
Lambkin, S. W. Roach 3 21 20 2 36 20

Sloops—Class O.—18 to 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:50
Neola, J. R. Johnson, Jr 2 25 55 1 35 55
Eos, E. D. Mead Did not finish.

New Rochelle Yacht Club 18-Footers—Start, 12:50.
Caper. P. L. Howard 3 20 35 2 25 35
Knave. R. N. Bavier 3 02 40 2 07 40
Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr 3 19 30 2 24 30
Deuce. L. Huntington, Jr 3 27 26 2 32 26
Alga, Alfred Mestre 3 09 04 2 14 04

American Yacht Club 18-Eooters—Start, 12:50.
Mongoose IIL, S. Ford 3 09 45 2 14 45
Zelica liL, H. A. Sherman 3 15 20 2 20 20
Hustler, .L I. Downy Did not finish.

The winners were: Mimosa, Jolly Tar, Howdy, Gowan, Neola,
Chipmunk, Dorothy, Knave and Mongoose III.

Saturday, Sept. 6.

The fall regatta of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.
vas po« Qi the tnost successful ever held by the club,

The day was somewhat marred by one bad accident, the
sinkiiig of Heron, one of the Seawanhaka one-design
knockabouts. She was in collision with Lucille, another
of the boats in her class, just before the start. Fortunate-
ly, no one was injured.
The first leg of the seventies' course was north north-

west, three miles; the second, east by north half north,
four miles, and thence southwest by south four and three-
quarter miles. The wind was east by north, and strong.
On board Rainbow was Mr. E. A. Willard and Mr. F.

M. Hoyt. Her sails had been recut and she was in better
shape to race than she had been since the New York Y. C.
cruise. Rainbow got the start, and Yankee crossed the
line some seconds behind her. It was a reach to the
first mark, and both boats were going at a great rate of
speed. The water was boiling along their deck half way
up to the skylights. Rainbow got around the first mark
considerably in the lead of Yankee. It was now a beat to

the second mark. In the nasty sea that was running the
second mark had either sunk or gone adrift, and after the
two boats had looked carefully for it, they squared away
for the finish line.

The Regatta Committee wanted to have them resail

the race, but it was decided to postpone it until the fol-

lowing Friday, It was very disappointing that the mark
was not in place for the race promised to be one of the
most exciting ever sailed by these boats.

Tlie wind hauled to E.S.E. when the smaller boats were
started. Leda and Empress fought the race out in the
36ft. class, and the former won easily. The winning of
this race gives Leda the championship in her class on
Long Island Sound.

Alerion. Mimosa and Marguerite started in the 30ft.

class. The two latter boats had a good race all over
the course, and Marguerite distinguished herself by win-
ning out bj^ im. 22s. Dorothy beat Houri by over a
minute in the Larchmont 2ift. class.

Eight boats started in the raceabout class. Jolly Tar
got the best start, but she did not show up to advantage
in the heavj' breeze, and was the last boat in her class to

finish. Whistlewing won by five seconds from Mavis.
Mavis and Jolly Tar were sailing for a series prize which
Mavis w'on.

Six of the Seawanhaka knockabouts were to start.

After Lucille had sunk Heron she withdrew, and the
other boats finished without her. Gowan won, with
Marcia second. Gowan wins the series prize, while
Marcia gets the Center Island cup.

In class Q Cicada beat Montauk with ease, and in class

R Nor^ won from Cricket. Bab gave Lambkin another
beating in the Manhasset Bay one-design class. Knave
gets another first place in the New Rochelle one-design
class. The summary follows :

aloops—Class H—70 to 80ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Rainbow, Cornelius Vanderbilt 1 58 53 Race
Yankee, J. Rogers Maxwell 2 00 48 of?.

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:30.
Leda, H. L. Maxwell 2 47 03 2 17 03
Empress, G. M. Heckscher 3 07 11 2 37 11

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:35.
Mimosa, Trenor L. Park ....v.. 3 00 58 2 25 58
Alerion. T. W. Alker 3 06 53 2.31 53
Marguerite, J. F. Dingee 2 59 36 2 24 36

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25 ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:45.
Ojibway, D. P. Morse Did not finish.

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 12:45.
Houri, T. H. Esser 2 47 04 2 02 04
Dorothy, L. G. Spence 2 46 02 2 01 02

Raceabouts—Start, 12 :40.

Whistlewing, H. M'. Crane 2 39 07 1 59 07
Snapper, A. B. Alley 2 43 12 2 03 12
Mavis, L. G. Pirie 2 39 12 1 59 12
Scamp, A. H. Pirie 2 42 27 2 02 27
Jolly Ranger, T. B. Bleecker 2 41 26 2 01 26
Sis, F. T. Bedford, Tr Disabled.
Jolly Tar, S. Howland 2 49 19 2 09 19
Hobo, T. L. Park Did not finish.

Seawanhaka Tinockabouts—Start, 12:50.
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 2 54 42 2 04 42
Gowan, F. G. Stewart 2 51 40 2 01 40
Marcia, Johnston de Forest 2 52 01 2 02 01
Lucille, H. H. Landon Withdrew.
Heron, F. R. Coudert, Tr .Sank.

Wyntje, Colgate Hoyt,"jr 2 52 56 2 02 56

Sloops—Class Q—18 to 21ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:50.
Montauk. T. S. Appleby 2 30 37 1 40 37
Eos, E. D." Mead 2 32 46 1 42 46
Gazabo, N. P. Vulte Did not finish
Cicada, L. Crawford 2 17 30" 1 27 30

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft. Racing Length—Start, 12:50.
Nora, Louis Iselin . . ; ...,-...2.30 34 1 40.34
Cricket, N. C. Pryer ,'. 2 34 41 1 44 41
Eleanor, R. Jacobs Withdrew.
Chipmunk, T. S. Young, Jr , 2 36 07 1 46 07

Manhasset Raceabouts—Start, 1 :00.

Lambkin. S. W. Roach 2 46 00 1 46 00
Bab, J. R. Hoyt 2 35 36 1 35 36

New Rochelle—18ft. Class—Start, 1:00.
Caper, ]*. L. Howard 2 44 26 1 44 26
Knave. R. N. Bavier 2 40 56 1 40 56
Ace. AY. N. Bavier 2 41 31 1 41 31
Deuce, L. D. Huntington, Tr 2 44 03 1 44 03
Alga, Alfred Mestre 2 42 49 1 42 49

The winners were : Leda, Marguerite, Dorothy,
Whistlewing, Gowan, Cicada, Nora, Bab and Knave.

Qttincy Y", C.

QUXNCY^ MASS.

Saturday, Sept. 6.

The Y. R. A. open race of the Quincy Y. C, the closing
one to be held under the rules of the Yacht Racing As-
sociation of Massachusetts, was sailed off the Quincy
Y. C, in a reefing east-northeast breeze on Saturday,
Sept. 6. There were only two of the 25-footers, Sally VI.
and Chewink II. Sally VI. got the start. Chewink IL
was over the line when the gun fired and had to return,
Sally pulled out a good lead from the start and looked
like an e^sy winner, when she turned the wrong mark on
the first leg and was more than half way to the second
mark when the error was discovered. Notwithstanding
the loss, she went back and kept gaining on Chewink,
which obtained a long lead by Sally's mistake. Sally
passed Chewink on the second windward leg and then had
things all her own way.

In the 2r-footers there were two starters, Chloris and
Mildred II. Chloris got the start, but they had been
sailing only a short time when Mildred went out to
weather of her and led to the first mark. On the second
leg Chloris gained and 013 the thir^ she passed Mildred,

On the second windward leg Chloris sailed better and held
her lead to the mark, after which she had things all her
own way. The 18ft. knockabouts went over the starting
hne in a bunch and Kittawake at once opened up a lead.
She held this all around the course and benefited by the
mistake of all of the other boats turning the wrong buoy
on both rounds of the course, Kittawake was a stranger
to Quincy waters, while all of the other boats had raced
there. A good race was sailed in the handicap class. Mar-
vel winning on both actual and corrected times. The
summary:

Class D.—25-Footers.
„ . _ Elapsed.
Sally VI., L. F. Percival 1 56 11
Chewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr... 1 59 24

Class S.—21-Footers.
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning

, 1 58 04
Mildred IL, S. P. Moses 1 58 57

Class J.—18ft. Knockabouts.
Kittawake, H. M. Jones 1 08 50
Malillian, B. S. Permar 1 17 4g
Biza, Alfred Douglas .!..l 17 57
Tokalon, R. J. Randolph, Jr 18 18
Gertrude, H. E. Lynch i ig 32
Patrice, F. H. Finley '.\ 2I 38

Handicap Class.

Tvr 1 -r. , P T . ,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Marvel, Reed & Lincoln 2 07 34 1 28 04
Hustler, Whittemore & Robbins 2 12 17 1 32 14
Omeme, W. P. Barker 2 13 31 ] 36 19
Argestes, G. H. Wilkins 2 12 30 1 38 25
Thea II. , Wheeler & Flint 2 23 50 1 46 56
Eclipse, H. A. Jones 2 19 38 1 46 57
Stay King, J. Laird Disabled.

Newport Y. R. A.
NEWPORT, R. I.

Monday, Sept. i.

The races sailed Labor Day under the auspices of the
N^_ewport Y. R. A. were most unsatisfactory, as the list
of entries was small and there was a number of acci-
dents. The wind blew half a gale from the southwest
and there was a nasty sea running outside.
The bronze sixties, Weetamoe and Neola, were started

first. Ten minutes after the start Neola's jib split across
the middle and she withdrew, Weetamoe soon followed
suit.

Humma got the best of the start in class K, and she
had quite a lead on Altair when she broke the jaws of her
gaff and withdrew. Altair covered the course alone.
Barbara and Veda were the only 30-footers to cover

the coiirse. Carolina and Asahi withdrew and Esperanza
was dismasted. Barbara sailed over the course with
her mast sprung. The summary follows:

Class I—Sloops—Start, 11:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Neola, George M. Pynchon Withdrew.
Weetamoe, Henry F. Lippitt Withdrew.

Class K—Sloops—Start, 11:15.
Altaire, Cord Meyer 2 36 14 3 21 14
Humma, Ralph N. Ellis Withdrew.

Newport Thirties—Start, 11:25.
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 2 02 56 2 37 56
Veda, William L. Stow 2 08 38 2 43 38

Tuesday, Sept. 2.

The race sailed on Tuesday was over the inside
courses. The wind was moderate from the southeast.
Weetamoe and Neola sailed over an eight and one-
half mile to leeward and return course, Neola got the.

best of the start and was ahead at the leeward mark,
but Weetamoe worked into the lead on the last leg and
won by 2m. 26s.

Humma was being repaired and in consequence Al-
tair had no competitor and did not start.

In the 30ft. class Carolina got the best of the start
and led all over the course. The thirties covered the
Dyer's Island course. The summary follows:

Sloops—Class I— Start, 2:43.

„ ^ .
Finish. Elapsed.

Weetamoe, H. 1'. Lippit 5 16 16 2 33 16
Neola, G. M. Pynchon 5 18 42 2 35 42

Thirty-footers—Start, 2:48.
Carolina, F. Jones 4 47 24 1 59 24
Asahi, L. Warren & W. S. Miller 4 49 20 2 01 20

•Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 4 52 37 2 04 37
Wawa, R. Brooks 4 52 42 2 04 42
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 52 43 2 04 44
Veda, W. L. Stow 4 55 51 2 07 51

' Wednesdaj^ Sept. 3.

Humma and Altair sailed in an unsatisjactory race on
Wednesday. The course was from Brenton's Reef Light-
ship nine miles to windward and return. The wind was
fluky from the south. Humma got the start, crossing
nine seconds ahead of Altair, and was never afterward
headed. The 30-footers sailed over an eight-mile tri-

angular course in the bay. Wawa took the lead after the
start and led all over the course. The summary follows:

Finish. Elapsed.
Humma, Ralph N. Ellis 6 29 53 5 27 63
Altair, Cord Meyer 6 38 51 5 36 51

30-Footers.
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 4 45 02 1 16 02
Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller 4 45 38 1 16 38
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 4i5 58 1 16 58
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 4 47 01 1 18 01
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 4 47 05 1 18 05
Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr 4 47 34 1 IS 34
Veda, William L. Stow 4 oi 56 1 22 56

Thursday, Sept. 4.

Humma and Altair, the two 51-footers, sailed a match
race off Newport on Thursday in half a gale of wind.
The start was made from Brenton's Reef Light vessel
to and around the whistling buoy off Point Judith. This
made the first leg a beat of seven miles and then a run
of seven miles. Humma was first over the starting line
with Altair behind and to windward. A long hitch was
made off shore first and then the boats worked along
Naragansett Beach to the mark, which Humma rounded
first. On the run home she increased her lead and won
by 2m. 4Ss. The summary follows:

Start, 11:29.

n 1 , T-,,-
Finish. Elapsed.

Humma, Ralph N. Ellis 1 40 47 2 11 47
Altair, Cord Meyer .1 43 32 2 14 32

Saturday, Sept. 6.

In the race between Humma and Altair, sailed on Sat-
urday, the former won. The boats covered a windward
and leeward course twice, five miles to each leg. The
win4 w?ts fresh from the, southwest; ?^nd th^ s^^ lumpy.
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Humma got off well in the lead, which she continued to
increase all through the race, and won by 3m. 26s. The
summary follows, start 11:27:
„ ^ , . , Finish. Elapsed.
Humma, Ralph N. Ellis.,.. 3 01 50 3 34 50
Altair, Cord Meyer 3 06 25 3 39 25

Inland Lake Y. A. Regatta,
Chicago, III, Aug. 26.—In the first race of the Inland

Lake Y. A. meeting at Pewaukee, Wis., on yesterday,
Anita, of Neenah, the champion of 1900, finished first in
A class, having the race entirely at her mercy throughout.
Crusader, of White Bear, Minn', could not get within hail-
ing distance at any time of the Winnebago boat, and
hnished third, Aderyn, of Pine Lake, taking second place,
although a liberal distance back of Skipper Davis.

In class B, Jimcrack. of White Bear, retrieved the
honor of Minnesota sailors, taking matters into her own
liands throughout and even beating four of the class A
beats. The judges established the precedent that if any
boat in either class finished within the time limit, the race
should stand ; and under this ruling the class B yachts, al-
though they did not finish within the time limit, Avere
placed as shown below.
The wind was from the soutli, hauling to the west, at

no time of great strength. Davis, who sailed Anita, had
only five minutes to spare. The order of the start was
Anita, Emanon, Ruth II., Crusader, Aderyn, Challenge,
the rest scattered. Nothing decisive occurred under the
ccindition.s until about twenty minutes after the start,

when Anita forced Emanon, last year's champion, about,
and assiuned^the lead, which .she maintained thereafter.
The boats finished*in the following order

:

Finish.
Anita, Neenah, S. L. Davis 4 00 08
Aderyn, Pine Lake, George Brumder 4 14 30
Crusader, White Bear Lake, Ordway & Clark 4 19 09
Minnewoc, Oconomowoc Lake, Petit & Bullen 4 23 20
Emanon, Oconomowoc Lake, Chas. A. Lester 4 23 40
Caroline, Oshkosh, F. H. Libby 4 31 32
Aspirant, Nagowicka, Ed. Wollegar 4 ,32 30
Breta, Cedar Lake, Sprinkerman ...^ 4 33 32
Comet, Pewaukee, F. Pabst 4 33 40
Adelaide, Milwaukee, R. Nunnemacher 4 37 57
Jimcrack, White Bear, Jack Ordway 4 35 4fl

Nakomis, Lake Geneva, George Braun 4 40 55
Geronimo, Fox Lake, B. Sullivan 4 41 B9
Spray, Pewaukee. W. H. Meyer 4 50 22
Serapis and Challenge did not finish.

Judges : John Berryman, Chicago ; George M. Conway,
Pewaukee, and Dr. Archie MacLaren, St. Paul.

Second Day, Aug. 27.

There was no race yesterday, the light baffling wind
not allowing any boat of cither class to finish within the
three-hour time limit. At the expiration of the time the
three leading boats in A class were placed as they were
yesterday—Anita, Aderyn, Crusader. The latter boat was
well handled at the start and led Challenge, Anita, As-
pirant, Aderyn and Comet across the line. As the course
was laid out, it was a beat to windward on the first leg,

and different skippers had different theories about
handling the proposition. None of them, however, could
make up for the lack of breeze.

In the business meeting Com. Hertz stated that the
Association had challenged the holders of the Seawanhaka
cup, and in case of the acceptance of the challenge would
set a series of trial races to be sailed at Winnebago Lake
in July.

Third Day, Aug. 28.
Aspirant, the WoIIaeger boat from Nagawicka Lake,

Wis., won in class A in the third race, Wednesday morn-
ing. Jimcrack made it two in class B. In the afternoon,
in the special cup race. Aspirant won again for class A
and Jimcrack for class B, after an exciting race in which
nearly any boat had her chance. The raCe Avas protested
by Aspirant, but the judge disallowed the protest. Spray
was ruled out on the ground that she had a professional in
her crew.
At the start Aspirant went over just at gun fire. Her

close neighbors were Mavis and Crusader, which were in
the stated order sailing to free the first mark and in beat-

,

irfg to the second mark. On the reach home Anita showed
for a time. On the second round of the triangle, Aspirant
made good her lead, being well handled in the beat to
windward. The finish was as below:

Aspirant, Nagawicka 1 45 45
Anita, Neenah 146 19
Breta, Cedar Lake 1 46 30
Aderin, Pine Lake 1 47 07
Mavis, Pistakee 1 50 07
Cornet, Pewaukee 1 50 02
Crusader, White Bear '. ..; ...1 50 03
Challenge

, .1 51 20
Minnewoc, Oconomowoc 1 53 27
Caroline, Oshkosh 1 54 22
Ruth II., Delavan 1 55 03

Class B.
Jim Crack, White Bear 1 56 27
Nokomis, Geneva 2 00 58
Geronimo ..2 06 30
Spray, Oconomowoc Yacht 2 10 14
Serapis, Pine Lake 2 14 02

Special Cup Race.
Aspirant, Louis WoIIaeger 5 06 07
Crusader, Ordway & Clark... 5 06 35

Class B.
Jim Crack. Jack Ordway 5 23 04
Spray, Capt. Jack Kohl 5 24 54

Fourth Day, Aug. 29.

The Inland Lake regatta at Pewaukee, Wis., assumed
a sportier look yesterday afternoon, when a good breeze
sprang up and permitted tlic running off of two races.
The winnings were distributed once more, Breta, of Cedar
Lake, taking first in class A in the first race; Mavis, of
Pistakee, winning first in class A in the second race. In
cJas.s B Nokomis. of Geneva, was first in one event, the
White Bear boat Jim Crack proving the consistence of its

performance by adding one more fir.st to its record in the
class B races, which it seems to have at its mercy.

Yesterday's races were the best which have vet been
sailed in the regatta, and the cour.sc, twice about the tri-
angle, offering a reach, a free run and a hard beat to
windward, brought out all there was in the boats. In the
first race the start was admirable, the whole fleet going
away bunched. Breta at the end of the first leg had estab-
lished a good lead, with Comet her nearest competitor,
in the windward beat Breta bettered her lead and had it

pretty much her own way. The start in the second race
wa^ slsp wpll t'med by the \yliiole fleet, Aspirant, the

earlier winner, finished badly handicapped by an accident.
Crusader, of White Bear, made a hard fight for the
first, but had to take second place. Aderyn, of Pine Lake,
lapped in a neck and neck finish with Crusader.
The finishes in the two races were as follows

:

No. 1—Class A—Start, 1:30.

Breta, Cedar Lake 2^48^51
Minnewoca, Oconomowoc Lake '..2 51 08
Aderyn, Pine Lake 2 §2 38
Aspirant, Nagowicka .,.,.„,.,J5.,<.., 2 56 14
Crusader, White Bear . ^

.'.'.'.".2
57 06

Emanon, Oconomowoc Yacht ,...,..2 57 34
Anita, Neenah ',.2 58 35
Mavis, Pistakee 2 58 49
Caroline, Oshkosh .'.'".S 00 01
Comet, Pewaukee .

.
, . , i , , , . 1 ..... . 3 00 15

Challenge, Spring Lake , 3 00 35

Class B—Start, 1:40.
Nokomis, Geneva 2 59 45
Jimcrack, White Bear ..3 0119
Serapas, Pine Lake 3 oi 42
Geronimo, Fox Lake 3 01 53
Spray, Oconomowoc 3 03 35
Dora, Pewaukee 3 04 05

No. 2 -Class A—Start, 3:45.

-,r -r,- , Finish.
-VI avis, Pistakee 4 57 3i[

Cru.sader, White Bear
. . . . . . . A 58 31

Aderyn, Pine Lake 4 .^g 32
Minnewoca, Oconomowoc Lake '.'..'.4 58 50
Breta, Cedar Lake 5 OO 25
Adelaide, Milwatikee

. . . .5 00 57
Comet, Pewaukee .5 01 16
Emanon Oconomowoc Yacht '.

'.'.'.'. '.'.5
(ll 27

Caroline, Oshkosh .....i.i.i. .......5 02 37
Anita, Neenah

, , , 5 02 44
Aspirant, Nagowicka ......:!..'.'.","r!-i-!-i^IIJ!,"5 05 26

Class B—Start, 3--S5.
.Timcrack, White Bear ,.„-.^ 51254
Nokomis, Geneva 5 13 55
Geronimo. Fox Lake ...'.^ 5 15 49
Serapas Pine Lake '.'.""!!.' .'5 16 30
Dora, Pewaukee 5 jg 27
Spray, Oconomowoc

. .5 22 li

H.

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT^ R. I.
-

Thursday, Sept. 4.

The "thirties" sailed a race on Thursday for a cup
offered by Mr. W. Starr Miller. The boats sailed over
the Dyer's Island course. The wind was southwest at
the start, makmg it a run out and a beat back. Wliile
the boats were on the second leg the wind hauled to
northwest, making a reach to the finish line. Carolina
got the best start and led throughout the race, although
Esperanza pushed her hard for first place. The sum-
trary, start 3 -.42

:

r- T. u 1 T
Finish. Elapsed.

Carolina, Pembroke Jones 6 22 31 2 40 31
Esperanza, Harry O. Ilavemeycr, Jr 6 25 58 2 43 58
Breeze, William G. Roclker, Jr 6 27 06 2 45 06
Barbara, Winthrop Ru{herfurd 6 28 44 2 46 44
Veda, William L. Stow ..6 30 34 2 48 34
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 6 30 42 2 48 42
Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller. .. .6 30 53 2 48 59

Friday, Sept. 5.

In a fresh northwest wind the thirty-looters sailed a
sweepstake race over a six-mile to windward and return
course. Carolina was first over the starting line, but at
the weather mark Wawa had a good lead, which she
held up to the finish. The summary, start 3:18:

... T> n T. ,
Finish. Elapsed.

Wawa, Reginald Brook.s 5 13 14 1 55 14
Breeze, William G. Roelkcr, fr 5 j7 49 1 59 49
Barbara, Winthrop Ruthcrfurd ..5 22 18 2 04 18
Asahi, Lloyd Warren and W. .S.tarr Miller. .. .5 23 26 2 05 26
< arolina, Pembroke Jon_es 5 23 37 2 05 37
JCsperanza, Harry O. Ilavemeyir, Jr !.!.5 23 49 2 05 49

Saturday, Sept. 6.

The sweepstake race sailed on Saturday by ihc 30-
footers was won by Wawa. Carolina got the start but
she got in a luffing match with Esperanza, which prob-
ably lost her the race. The summary, start 3:15:

,,, T. , , ,
Finish. Elapsed.

Wawa, Reginald Brooks 4 58 16 1 28 16
Barbara, Winthrop Rutherfurd 4 58 22 I 28 22
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 4 58 39 1 28 39
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 59 30 1 29 36
Veda, William L. Stow 5 01 09 1 31 09
Breeze, William G. Roelker, Jr 5 03 03 I S'\ 03
A.sahi, Lloyd Warren and W. Starr Miller. . .Withdrew

South Haven Regatta and Watei* CarnivaL
Chicago, 111., Aug. 26,—In the race froin this port to

South Haven, Mich., Glad Tidings won the $50 prize in
the schooner class, reaching South Haven at 5 A. M.
yesterday morning, and joining the others of the Chicago
fleet now at South Haven.

First Day, Aug. 27.

Vixen, of Columbia Y. C, won good honors in thq
Grand Haven regatta yesterday, Aug;. 26, in spite of an
accident which bid fair to disable her for a time, the throat
halliards parting and making considerable trouble. The
crew of Vixen was: Skipper, D. Porter, D. M. Lindsay,
Robert Graves, B. Brighton, Irving Orr and R. C. Lind-
say. Sally, of Spring Lake, was Vixen's special rival,
bc;^aten out after a hard fight by only im. 19s. The course
was twice about a triangle, two miles to the leg, the wind
being light and growing even lighter for the finish. Vixen
was sailed against Sally in a match for time, and this
furnished the most exciting event of the day's racng,
whicli otherwise might have been a bit featureless.
Vencedor was the only class A boat to finish inside the

time limit. Vencedor beat Illinois in a drifting match
during the_ afternoon, being the only boat to finish inside
the time limit out of the six starters, the others being
Illinois, Michigan, Widsith, La Rita and Columbia. The
scoring of the regatta is done on the point systerii, and at
this writing stands as follows: Vencedor, 100; Vixen,
100; Peri, 100; Tartar, 100; Sally, 50; Mawaja. 50; Amer-
ica, 66; Imp, 33. The skipper of Imp. M. P. Rumney, of
Kalamazoo, Mich., had the misfortune to fall overboard,
which put Imp out of the running. The times recorded
were as .follows :

Sclioouers—Start, 9:45.

, ,,. Finish.
Sallie

_ 11 21 32
Tartar ...12 13 38

Class B—Over 32ft.

Peri , 12 08 59
Mawaia 1218 32

Class B—Under 32ft.
yixen 1120 1S(

America 12 15 4j!Imp 12 310;!

Second Day, Aug. 28.

In the South Haven water carnival yesterday Vencedof
was able to outfoot her persistent rival Illinois after a
closely sailed race twice around the six-mile triangle in ai

stiff and steady breeze. The conditions were much better
than on the day previous, and the regatta showed some
sportmg features. At one time Illinois was thought to
have won, but revised figuring of the time allowance
showed that Vencedor was first. The times were as
below :

Schooners—Start, 9 :45.

„ „. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.'
^^allio 11 28 18 1 43 18 1 43 18
Tartar U 54 05 2 09 05 2 02 48

Class B—Over 32ft.—Start, 9:45.
Mavyaja 11 37 00 1 52 00 1 48 35
Pen .- 11 43 35 1 58 35 1 52 23

Class B—Under 32ft.—Start, 9:45.
^'xen 11 44 12 1 59 12 1 49 43
America 11 59 51 2 14 51 2 06 .39

Imp 11 57 01 2 12 01 1 58 SO
Class A—Over 40ft.—Start, 9:55.

"Vencedor 11 15 31 1 20.31 1 20 30

Class A—27 to 40ft.—Start, 9:55.
Illinois 11 25 06 1 30 06 1 22 53
Michigan 11 42 51 1 47 51 1 42 43
Widsith 11 59 46 2 04 46 1 54 42

Class A—Under 27ft.—Start, 9:55.
La Rita 11 35 07 1 40 07 1 28 19
Columbia U 41 32 1 46 32 1 35 33

H.

English Letter,

The racing season with us is now practically over,
and the best of it ended with Cowes week. The Ryde
regatta (Royal Victoria Y. C.) was cut down to three
days, and during those the wind was almost non-exist-
ent. The postponed review of the fleet at Spithead
rendered racing over the usual courses impossible and
caused some racing to be abandoned altogether. The'
review itself would have be6n an imposing scene had the
weather been favorable, but on Monday, when the ships
had to get underway and pass by the King, it rained in-
cessantly and blew half a gale from the sou'west, so that
the chief feature of the review was abandoned—a royal
salute while performing an evolution. After the fleet
had been dismissed, the race arranged for auxiliary steam
yachts, was started in the presence of the King. It was
awful weather to start out on a 340-mile channel race,
but there were no absentees. The course was from the
Nab lightship to Cherbourg—a dead noser as the wind
was blowing. After that they had to go round the
Eddystone Lighthouse, opposite Plymouth, and home
round the east side of the Isle of Wight, finishing oppo-
site the Squadron Castle, at Cowes. Lord Crawford, who
gave the prize, started in his own great ship, Valhalla,
but she was out of it in the long peg to windward. The
race was easily won by Mr. Armour's handsome vessel,
Utowana, which, being the only fore-and-after in the
race, worked out a huge lead in the long beat across the
channel. The race is of interest because such matches
are very uncommon over here. Indeed, our season is

marked by a very wearisome monotony that must seri-
oitsly mar the interest taken in racing, and anything of
this nature that is out of the common is for the best.
But I cannot help thinking that a couple of seasons will
-see the steam auxiliary as dead as the Dodo, in face of
the competition of the oil engine. What chance, for in-
stance, would Utowana have in such a race with a
schooner like Meteor fitted with oil engines? The mo-
tor boom is growing here, and the number of yachts
carrying these launches is conspicuously large this year,
which may be regarded as only the first in which the
motor has made a regixlar appearance. I hear of one
large yawl that frequently figures in the handicap racing
bemg fitted with an oi! engine. She is almost a new
vessel, and others will certainly be so equipped. The
difficulty is that oiir regular marine motor makers do
not make engines of sufficient power for very large
yachts. However, that is a mere matter of time.
The collapse of the open classes with us this year

seems to have led to an opinion that more attention
should be devoted by the Yacht Racing Association to
this class of racing. That the collapse is complete is
shown by the fact that there are only three 36-footers on
the Solent, where lavish expenditure has until now been
showered on the open classes of small size, thereby com-
pletely keeping out the man of moderate means. How-
ever, on the top of a wretched season comes the estab-
lishment of a new 20-ton one-design class. The Earl
of Albemarle is the originator of the class which will
certainly supersede the 36-footer Y. R. A. class. The
proposed boats will be about 35ft. waterline with 9ft.

6in. beam and long overhangs. The sail area will be
about 1,800 sq. ft. Already eight or nine owners have
come forward—not a bad start for a new class. This
must be regarded as the most serious blow yet aimed at
open racing, for the class may well affect the 52ft. class
in time. The reasons given for its estaWishment by Lord
Albemarle are significant. The principal one is that
men will not readily be found willing to build a new 36-
footer every year. If that is the case in the wealthiest
center of British yachting, it is no wonder that open
racing has indeed collapsed. The new class is to carry .

four paid hands per boat. So far as I know the de-
signer has not been chosen, but it will no doubt be Mr.
Payne, the class being a southern one. Although, to
my mind one-design racing is by far the finest form of
yachting for real enjoyment, I cannot help thinking it a
pity that it should so supersede open racing. The
cause, of course, is the extravagent cost and uselessness
of racing machines, and yet when the scantling rule was
before the Y. R. A., it was successfully opposed by many
designers.

The regattas on the Solent^ being over, tho.se along
the western part of the south coast are in full swing.
They are always enjoyable, but the big guns of the racing
fleet leave them alone, which is a pity, for the courses
are all in open water, which ma}' at times give a sea
that will quite upset preconceived ideas as to speed. The
Torquay and Dartmouth regattas are curious affair.s.
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The places are about the loveliest in England, and the

matches are well managed, but conjointly with the re-

gattas the shore folk run a kind oi fair, with merry-

go-rounds, hurdy-gurdies—everything that goes to make
up a regular English fair. The result is a surprise to

yachtsmen accustomed to more sedate ports. But does

not Gowes boast of its niggers, now?
E. N. Hamilton.

Western Yachts,
Chicago, Sept. 6.

—

Editor Forest mid Stream: There
will be a match series of races of unusual interest lield

here this week between Vanenna, the S2ft. champion of

the Chicago Y. C, owned by Mr. W. H. Cameron, and
Vencedor, the 52ft. champion of the Columbia Y. C,
owned by its Commodore, Mr. Fred A. Price.

This match is for the 52ft. championship of Lake Michi-

gan, and although both yachts have been on Lake Michi-

gan since 1896, this is the first time a match series has

ever been arranged for them.
As the clubs represented by these yachts are great

rivals, the outlook is good for some spirted rooting on
guest boats. The betting is already lively.

The series i-s to be sailed as follows : First race, Sept.

11; Triangular.
Second race, Sept. 13, leeward and return.

Third race (if neces,sary), Sept. 20, course to be

chosen by winner of coin toss.

Preparatory gun, 1 :50 P. M. Starting gun, 2 P. M.
Saturday, Sept. 20, will probably close the general yacht

racing season in these waters, although some special

events will probably be held after this date.

The Chicago Y. C. has already closed its season's pro--

gramme, except in its 15ft. class.

The Columbia Y. C, however, has arranged to close its

general yachting season Saturday, Sept. 20 with its tenth

annual fall regatta, which will be open to all cabin yachts

on Lake Michigan, There will be three classes, and
time allowance table of L. M. Y. A. will be used.

First class, cruising yachts, sloops or cutters. Prepara-

tory gun, 2:20 P. M. ;
starting gun, 2:30 P. M. Five

prizes in this class.

Second class, schooners and yawls. Preparatory gun,

2:30 P. M. ;
starting gun, 2:35 P. M. Ten prizes in this

class.

Third class, racing yachts, sloops and cutters. Pre-

paratory gun, 2 :35 P. M. ; starting gun, 2 -.40 P. M. Ten
prizes in this class.

Prizes will be awarded at club house at 9 P. M. same
<iay, at stag smoker and vaudeville given by Columbia
Y. C. to all yachtsmen able to attend. You are welcome.
A series of races are about to start for Webb 21ft. cabin

class championship cup for 1902. The second race will be

held Saturday, Sept. 13. Preparatory gun, 2 P. M. ; start-

ing gun, 2 :o5 P. M. There are four prizes offered in this

series. The entries are La Rita, the Lipton cup winner;

Sprite, Colleen, Margaret, Arab IV., Privateer.

Present standing on points: La Rita, 100; Arab IV.,

<So; Spray, 60; Privateer, 40; Sprite, disabled during race;

Colleen, disabled before start; Margaret, did not start

in first race.

As Colleen and Sprite are Chicago Y._ C. entries, and
balance are Columbia Y. C. yachts, the interest in these

races is quite keen. Beside this, the probability of win-

ner of this series being the Columbia Y. C.'s representa-

tive in match between Eastern 21ft. cabin class cham-
pion and Western champion of same class for world's

championship of the class is an added incentive for

owners to keep working to win.

At present it looks as though Little Haste, of Y. R. A.

of Masaschusetts, will be Eastern champion, and La Rita

the Western champion, and if match does not fall through

the series should arouse more yachting enthusiasm than

any other event held during the season of 1902.

Beverly Y. C.
buzzard's bay.

Saturday, Aug. 30.

The 330th Corinthian race was sailed on Saturday,

Aug. 30, in Buzzard's Bay. There was a good breeze

from the S.W., which held true during the race for the

first time this summer. The 30ft. one-design class sailed

over an eighteen-mile course; the 21ft. class and the

4th class cats over an eleven and three-quarter mile

course, while the 15-footers had a course of eight and
three-eighths miles. The summary:

30ft. Class—Start, 1:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Quakeress II. W. F. Harrison 3 57 22 2 47 22

Pontiac, T. A. Beebe 3 59 02 2 49 02

Arabian, Robert Winsor 3 59 43 2 49 43

Praxella J. Parkinson, Jr 4 00 24 2 CO 24

Young Miss, D. L. Whittemore 4 00 45 2 50 45

Gamecock, L. Bacon 4 02 10 2 52 10

.Mashnee, R. W. Emmons, 2d 4 02 11 2 52 11

Zineara E. M. Farnsworth 4 02 20 2 52 20

NoU)s, C. H. & M. O. Taylor 4 04 37 2 54 07

li:velyn, John Hitchcock 4 07 40 2 57 40

21ft. Class—Start, 1:19.

Barnacle W. E. C. Eustis 3 24 55 2 05 55

Terrapin, L. S. Dabney 3 28 41 2 09 41

Kadiant, E. C. Baker 3 30 26 2 11 26

Amanita, Joshua Crane, Jr 3 33 27 2 14 27

Fourth Class Cats—Start, 1:22.

Alison II., S. McLeod. 3 44 42 2 22 42

Krieker W. S. Jameson 3 50 03 2 28 03

Howard. H. O. Miller 3 52 16 2 30 16

Hod, II. B. Holmes 3 57 01 2 35 01

1.51t Class—Start, 1:25.

Eaglet, R. L. Bacon 3 05 13 1 40 13

Teaser, R. W. Emmons, 2d 3 06 23 1 41 23

Spider H. M. Stone 3 06 26 1 41 26

Go-Bye, H. Stockton 3 09 40 1 44 40

Vim F. W. Sargent. Jr 3 10 20 1 45 20

Ranio, M. H. Richardson, Jr 3 11 10 1 46 10

The winners were Quakeress II., Barnacle, Alison 11.

and Eaglet.

Monday, Sept. i.

The 331st open race was sailed on Monday, Sept. i, in

a strong S.W. wind. Single reefs was the order of the

day. The courses were: For 30-footers, 135^ miles; ist

class cats (25ft.), lo^i miles; 21ft. restricted class, lo^

miles; 4th class cats (18ft.), S3^ miles; isft. one-design
class, 8^ miles. The summary

:

30ft. Class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Young Miss, D. E. Whittemore, . .1 12 05 3 09 30 1 57 25
Mashnee, R. W. Emmons, 2d 1 13 00 3 10 40 1 57 40

Praxella, J. Parkinson, Jr 1 12 57 3 10 45 1 47 48
Quakeress II.. W. F. Harrison. . ,.1 12 32 3 10 30 1 m 58

.\rabian, Robert Winsor .-..,.1 11 02 3 10 15 159 13

Gamecock, L. Bacon ,,..112 46 3 12 58 2 UO 12

Pontiac, J. A. Beebe.. 1 10 25 3 10 48 2 00 23

Kotos, C. H. & W. O. Tavlor 1 U 52 3 14 35 2 02 43

^':velyn, John Hitchcock..". 1 11 25 3 14 20 2 02 55

Zingara, E. M. Farnsworth 1 11 28 Disabled.

First Cla.s.s Cats—25ft.

Kingfisher, M. H. Richardson 1 16 00 2 51 40 1 35 40

Quisetton, W. J. Perry 1 16 00 2 54 05 1 38 05
Fanita, E. F. Robinson 1 16 00 Withdrew.

21ft. Restricted Class.
Radiant. K. C. Baker 1 19 41 2 4C 30 1 2C 49

Terrapin, L. S. Dabney ...1 19 14 2 48 09 1 28 55

Amanita, J. Crane, Jr 1 21 16 2 52 53 1 31 37
Winona, H. (). Miller.: 1 19 45 2 54 45 1 35 00
Opitsah, C. F. TilHnghast 1 20 26 2 59 40 1 39 14
Barnacle, W. E. C. Euslis Disabled.

Fourth Class Cats—18ft.
Krieker, W. S. Jameson 1 24 58 2 48 50 1 23 52
Alison li;, S. McLeod 1 25 OO 3 03 31 1 38 31
Howard, H. O. Miller 1 25 00 3 05 20 1 40 20
Maray, — Wright 1 25 00 Withdrew.

15ft. One-Design Class.
Spider, Wm. Swan 1 25 20 2 18 55 0 .53 35

Vim, F. W. Sargent, Jr 1 26 09 2 20 58 0 54 49

Go-Bye, H. Stockton 1 25 40 2 21 57 0 56 17
Ranzo, M. H. Richardson, Jr 1 26 05 2 22 40 0 56 35
Teaser, R. W, Emmons, 2d 1 25 13 2 22 18 0 57 05

The winners were Young Miss, Kingfisher, Radiant and
Krieker.
The judges were Geo. H. Richards, E. M. Farnsworth

and F. E. Cabot.

P L Saylor... 25 24 24 20 20 25 24 23 20 22—230
25 25 22 20 20 23 23 23 20 20—221—'151

D G Groom ...23 23 21 21 16 25 24 22 20 19—214
24 21 20 20 20 24 24 23 23 22^221—435

R E OlscSn 24 23 21 19 18 24 24 22 22 21—218
25 24 23 22 20 24 23 22 22 21—226—444

Certified cori'ect,

2224

Y. M. Garden,
O. Panneman,

Shooting Masters,

The Brazilian rifle team scoring high, won the Peters challenge
cup and .$18 added money. The Willow Rifle and Gun Club were
.second, and won $5. The William Tell Club, third, received $3.

This was the first time that the Peters challenge cup has been
contested for. It will be held by the Brazilian rifle team for one
year, when it will again be contested for, and so on wntil won three
times by any one clvib, who will then become the sole owners of the
same. The names of the winning teams to be engraved upon the
cup each time when won. This is a great stimulator to good shoot-
ing, as all the clubs are anxious to possess the cup, hence it is

expected that in the future the weekly shoots of all the clubs will

be more regularly attended.

Prize Shoot.

The rules which governed the team shoot were also used lor the
open to all prize shoot, excepting that the target of honor was
used instead of the German ring target. The target of honor has
Vsin. rings, with 2in. black, the center counting 25, which is only
%in. Three shots fired on each target, jjossible 75. The five

best targets of each man were counted for i)rizes. Possible on five

targets, 15 shots. 375 points. Nineteen prizes were thus awarded
in the following order:

A .Sorenson

Atlantic Y, C,

The Atlantic Y. C. will give an ocean race on Sept. 19,

starting at i P. M. from Sea Gate to and around the

Northeast End Liglitsbip off Cape May. The distance is

about 210 miles. The yachts will start on the ebb tide,

and if they maintain the rate of sailing shown in the

Fire Island race will finish before noon on Saturday.
The schooners which entered in the Fire Island race are

all anxious to have another trial and have all entered, and
the entry of several other schooners has been promised,
providing their owners can make the necessary arrange-
ments so that there will be not less than five entries and
probably eight. There will be a very handsome cup given

by Com. Tod as the first prize, and second and third

prizes will be given by the club under the rules govern-
ing the award of prizes. Geo. Hill, Chairman.

C Senft
F Klinke
E Olsen
C Ander

F. M. Garden, shooting master.

72 71 70 69 67 349
73 72 68 67 67 347
72 71 69 68 67 347
71 69 68 68 67 345
70 69 68 67 64 3.38

69 69 67 66 64 .335

69 68 67 66 60 335
70 70 65 64 63 332
67 67 66 66 63 329
67 07 65 63 62 323
66 66 63 63 62 320

. 69 65 63 62 61 320
69 66 66 59 55 315
67 66 62 60 59 314

. 70 65 61 60 .55 311
65 64 62 60 .59 310
65 62 61 61 59 308
63 62 61 60 59 305
66 63 62 58 56 305

Alf. Rieckhofp,
Shooting Committee.

The America's Cap*

A BISPATCH from Rothesay, Scotland, Sept. 8, reports

:

'Tn an interview here to-day Sir Thomas Lipton said

that he would mail a formal challenge for the America's
Cup to the New York Y. C. within two or po-ssibly three

weeks. If, however, in the meantime any British yachts-

man or combination of yachtsiiien challenged they would
have his cordial assistance and the use of Shainroek I. as

a trial horse, absolutely free of cost.

"Sir Thomas Lipton added that the stories about his

new boat being already half btiilt were false."

Rifle at Shell Mound.
San Francisco, Aug. 25.—Shell Mound Range was crowded

yesterday. The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein held
_
their

fall festival. Good prizes were o.ffered and many shooting tickets
were sold. Point and bulleye shooting were the programme. San
Francisco .Schuetzen Verein fall bullseye shoot: A. Pape 62,
George H. Bahrs 69, Otto Lemcke 107, F. P. Schuster 119,. O.
Bremer 173, A. Strecker 180, J. U. Heise 329, W. Yager 346, D. B.
Faktor 352, D. Salfield 367, W. F. Garms 376, John Utschig 400,

John Gefken 405, F. E. Mason 425, August F. Meyer 428, Herman
Huber 458. John Benttler 469, A. Bertelsen 503, K. Wertheimer
568, William Ehrenpfort 575.

San Francisco .Schuetzen Verein September premium shoot for
most points: August Pape 308, D. B. Faktor 268, J. D. Heise
185, D. Salfield 176. F. E. Mason 169, John Gefken 164, John
Utschig 161, George H. Bahrs 140, F. P. Schuster 134, A. Strecker
134, Otto Bremer 1.33, A. Bertelsen 102, Henry Helberg 94, William
F. Garms 76, M. Blasse 73, John Benttler 66, W. E. Maxey 63,

A. Jungblut. 59, Philo Jacoby 58, William Elirenpfort 58. First
bullseye of the day, John Utschig; last bullseye in the forenoon,
J. Gefken; first bullseye in the afternoon, Adam Schafer; last

bullseye of the day, August Pape.
Germania Schuetzen Club, monthly trophy shoot: D. B. Fak-

tor 228, O. Bremer 215, J. D. Heise 215, Herman Huber 210, J.
Gefken 206, F. Brandt 204. Monthly competition shoot: D. B.
Faktor 73, N. Ahrens 72, F. E. Mason 70, Herman Huber 70, F.
Brandt 68, J. D. Heise 68.

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, monthly medal shoot: Re-
volver gold medal, J. R. Trego, 85, 70. Handicap, J. R. Hicks,
88, 81, 89, 90, 84; J. E. Gorman, 91, 84, 90, 93, 93, 89. Pistol handi-
cap, M.. Blasse, 84; J. Kullman, 89, 86, 89.

The Golden Gate Rifle Club will hold a big public shoot next
Saturday and Sunday for pistol and revolver work. Good scores
are expected.

Rifle at Chicago. .

Roeel.

Chicago, 111, Sept. 2.—The third annual team and prize shoot of n /- * o -ic j d- » f /^t t
the Combined Short Range Rifle Club of Chicago was held on Uolden Uatc Kllle and I'lStol t-Iub.

Aug. 31, and terminated as usual, very successfully. The _ at- g^^, Francisco, Sept. l.-Yesterday wound up the two days'
tendance was better than might have been expected, considermg

^j^^^^ Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club. The club was
the threatening weather and the occasional showers which hung authorized to record scores for the championship of the U. S-
over the entire city, but which fortunately cleared up later m the Revolver Association. A. Haynke, of Sacramento, made the high-
day.

J ^ 1/1 n/i A -A/r ut, *i est score—433, on Standard target, 50 yards. An army surgeon,
Ihe programme for the day opened at 10:30 A. M., with the -^^ j ^ mcks, of Savannah. Ga., was second with 424. For

team shoot for the Peters challenge cup and added cash money
^^^^ Reason or another few local champion revolver shots entered

prizes. This terminated at l:-30 P. M.
^j^jjg event

At 2 P. M. the open to all prize shoot was commenced and con-
-pj^g golden Gate Club, on its own account, put up $300 for both

tmued until 11 P. M. In this over fifty shooters participated.
pistol and revolver

Following are the rules which governed the team shooting:
^j^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^i hands partook of a fine dinner at

Each club put up a team of five men, who fired 20 shots per
^^^^ dinino--room Scores-

man on the Standard, y4in. ring German target, with a 2in. black Revolver—Dn J. r! Hicks, 49, 47; T. E. Gorman, 48, 47; L. C.
at 75ft. Shooting strictly otf-haiid, no palm rests or lens sights Hinkel, 48, 46; H. Haynke, 46, 45; S. Washburn, 46, 45; M. J.
allowed. Five teams participated. Scores: AVhite, 46, 45; J. Tompkins, 46, 45; Smith Carr, 40, 43; C. A.

The Brazilian Rifle Club. ^^^r^''^^' f^' f'k q?" n'"''"^'
Capt A Sorenson 119 115 112 115 461 42^. T. Buchanan, 40; F. Kruckel, 35; F. H. Miller, 34; Dr. D.

P r'^^S^vlnr''" 113 117 ill 109 451 ''Pistol-H, Haynke, 49, 46; J. E. Gorman, 48, 47; Smith Carr,

D G Groom 104 HO 105 116 435 48, 47; Edward Hovey, 47, 47; J. Kullmann, 47, 45; F. Kruckel, 47,

R F Oko^ 105 113 114 112 444 44; J. Mitchell, 46, 45; M. J. White, 46, 45; R. Wash, 46, 44; M.K E Olson ^ _ _ _ _! F. Blasse, 46, 44; J. R. Trego, 46, 43; H. Iloadey, 46, 40; Dr. O.

540 562 555 567 2224 Twist, 44, 40 ; F. K. Moore, 43 32.

Reentry, 50 yards, standard target, 5 shots.

Schuetzen Section of the Turn Verein Lincoln. " Roeel.
Wm Liebrecht

97

89 99 107 392

'r''u^yil}^^f7^^ Iin 117 110 109 44fi The fortunate ones in the competition for places on the Inter-

A vnn 104 114 119 109 446 national Rifle team, which was finished at Sea Girt, N. J., onA von iesmar iJi
j^"^ ^

" Monday of this week, were eight men and two alternates, as fol-
Cha^ Senft ^ _118 _11^ JIXH U6 y^^^^ William B. Martin, Second New Jersey; Private

rnq r.j: cm u'^ 01J7 George E. Cook, District of Columbia; Corpl. K. K. V. Casey,
5Ud o4o oOt> Mo ilii

Seventy-first Regiment, New York; Lieut. Thomas Holcomb, Jr.,

The William Tell Schuetzen Club. United States Marine Corps; Private M. W. Parker, First Corps

Chas Oestreiclx ..^....,.112 106 107 114 439 Cadets, Massachusetts Volunteer Militia; Private Walter G. Hud-
P Wagner ....115 107 113 114 449 son. Signal Corps, New Jersey; Lieut. W. W. Cookson, Sixth

H Heckman 105 110 112 102 429 Battalion, District of Cohimbia National Guard; Major Glendie

G O Nitsche .-104 106 108 112 430 B. Young, First Regiment, District of Columbia National Guard;

F Klinkcrt 114 98 110 116 438 Lieut. H. H. Leizear, Sixth Regiment Infantry, National Guard
. Pennsvlvania; Lieut. Horace M. Bell, First Regiment, New Jer-

550 527 550 558 2185 se"; Gen. Bird W. Spencer, captain; Capt. F. L. Graham U. S.

^ , . c r xt. /-v.- T n^^^:„A^ A adiutant; Col. William H. Early, quartermaster; Lieut. Albert
Schuetzen Section of the Chicago Turn-Gememde

A.' Jones, secretary. This All-American rifle team will go to
C. Durand li^ |J-^

^-^^ Ottawa, Canada, on next Saturday, and there is no doubt but
C btierlen -Jiu J-"'

y^^^zX, in view of more carefully prepared ammunition and greater
T Young IIU

.
9b iib luy 4oU

^j^.jj^ ^j^^ contest will be much closer than it was last year, which

H sX-ott 99 us lOO no 422 ever team wins.

539 497 551 552 2139 r^^^ Peters Cortridge Co., of Cincinnati, O., have issued a work
The Willow Rifle and Gun Club. of sterling worth, the "American Rifleman's Encyclopedia," com-

G Springsgutli 109 115 121 119 464 piled by the accomplished authority on all that pertains to rifles

A Rickhoff 115 118 124 117 474 their use, Mr. A. C. Gould, editor of Shooting and Fishing.

S Fischer 113 108 108 106 435 There is a complete list of words and terms used by riflemen of

T W Grace

80

115 102 US 415 the United States, with definitions and explanations, and a gen-

F M Garden- . - 101 105 114 109 429 eral fund of information pertaining to rifles and rifle shooting.
—— The scores of the teams and the team membership of the Inter-

518 561 569 569 2217 national Rifle matches are given; the different positions of short

Detailed scores of tlie v^nnmg team: and long range shooting are illustrated; forms of constitution and

Cant A Sorenson 25 25 24 24 21 24 24 23 22 21-234 by-laws of shooting clubs are presented, and there are diagrams
^ 25 22 22 22 21 24 24 24 23 20—227-461 of targets, illustrations of the famous trophies, rifle galleries,

•FT Mrronnell . . 24 21 21 17 16 23 23 21 20 20—206 etc., to an extent which will not fail to delight the heart and
25 23 22 22 20 25 24 23 23 20—227—433 improve the mind of all riflemen,
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Rifle and Revolvei" at Sea Girt.

The annual matches of the National Rifle Association of

America, the New Jersey State Rifle Association, and the United
States Revolver Association have brought out a strong support
this year. The arlny, navy and civilian interests were well repre-

sented. On the first day, Aug. 29, the Columbia trophy, presented
by the District of Columbia National Guard to the National
Guard of New Jersey, was the object of contest. The conditions
were teams of six men from organizations of the National Guard
and Naval Reserve of New Jersey. Five shots at 200 and 500yds.
Troph}- and medal to each member of the winning team. There
were four contestants, teams from the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th regi-

ments.
The 2d Regiment team won, as follows:

200 Yards. 500 Yards. Totals.
Capt W B Martin
Lieut-Col J F Clime. ........:,...t.
Lieut E Y Breese
Capt R W Watson
Pvt A G Spencer

The winner was Battery A, Light Artillery, M, V. M. The scores
made by the winners were as follows:

.22 24 46

.19 17 36
20 23 43
19 24 43
.21 21 42
19—120 25—137 44—254

-248

45
45
42
43
45
44-264

S6
83
84
85
89
85-512

The second event of the day was the New Jersey National Guard
match between teams of six from org^anization of the National
Guard or the Naval Reserve of New Jersey. Ten shots at 200
and 500yds. Prizes: First, the N. J." N. G. trophy and $50;
second, $25 and a medal to each member of the winning team.
This event was won by the 1st Regiment team as follows:

200 Yards. 500 Yards. Totals.

Capt A. H. Graff 41
Maj A. Rowland 38
Pvt W H H Bull 42
Pvt H Gensch i... ....... .42

Pvt A Hubschmitt 44
Pvt Horace M Bell 41-

Aog. 30.

On Aug, 30, in the Inspectors' match, the conditions were open
to all Inspectors and ex-Inspectors of Rifle Practice, distance 500

and 600yds.; 10 shots at each distance; rifle any military. Prizes:
First, the Department ot Rifle Practice badge, to be held by the
winner during the year and $25; second, |10; third, $5; fourth, $5.

There were eighteen contestants, and the winners were as follows:

500 Yards. 600 Yards. Totals.

Maj J E Bell, I G R P D C 50 44 94

Maj L H Reichelderfftr, 1st Regt D C...46 47 93

Maj G B Young, D C 47 46 93
W E HolHday, 4th Battalion, D C 49 43 92

The Wimbledon cup match, a National Rifle Association event
also, was shot on Aug. 30. It was open to all citizens and residents
of the United States; distance, 1000yds.; 30 shots; weapon, any
rifle within the rules; cleaning allowed between shots; position
any, without artificial rest; handicap for military rifles using
Government ammunition. 18 points; special military, any ammu-
nition, 6 points. First prize, the Wimbledon cup, to be held by
the winner till the next annual meeting, when it will be shot for on
the same conditions; value ?50O; a medal to the winner. The
winner ef the trophy is required to give a bond in the sum of

$500 to the National Rifle Association of America, or, if he does
not desire to give such bond, the cup will be deposited with the
Adjutant-General of his State until the next meeting.

Corp K K V Casey, Co B. 71st N Y.... 345553554544554
255555255553433-128+18—146

Pvt H M Bell, Co A 1st N J— 455555555555544
505345554534555—135+ 6—141

Dr W G Hudson, New York 114+18—132
Pvt H H Leizear, Co E, 6th Pa Inf 122+ 6—128
Pvt S B Wetherald, District of Columbia 122+ 6—128
Capt H E Evans, I S A P, 69th N Y 109+18-127
Corp A E Wells, Co E, 7th N Y - 109+18—127
Lieut E C Goddard. 6th Pa 119+ 6—125
Corp H L Smith, 4th N J 103+18—121
Sergt W A Tewes, Co C, 4th N J 114+ 6—120
Sergt C M Smith, Co B, 12th N Y 102+18—120
Capt S S Stebbins, Co C, 12th N Y 100+18—118
Col L C Bruce, Old Guard, New York 110+ 6—116
Sergt Henry Daube, N. C. S., 71st NY 98+18—116
R W Evans, New Brunswick. N. J 97+18—115
Pvt S S Paufst, Co D, Engineers, Ohio 94+18—112
C W Dickey, Washington, D C 93+18—111
Sergt W. F. Leushner, 74th N Y 104+ 6—110
H M Pope, Chicopee Falls, Mass 109

Sergt F J Loughlan, Co C, 12th N Y 90+18—108
Capt Wm B Martin, 2d N J 99+ 6—105
Capt Robt Bvars, 71st NY 87+18—105
Sergt R C Howard, U S Marine Corps............ 86+18—104
Lieut Thos Holcomb, U S Marine Corps.... 84+18—102
A Stevens. New York 83+18—101
Lieut R C Dewey, U S Marine Corps 82+18—100
Corp W B Short, Co — . 7th N Y' 79+18- 97

Pvt D C Meyer, Co C, 7th N Y 78+18— 96

Lieut W de V Foulke, Pa. N G 76+18— 94

Maj G B Young, Washington, D C 74+18— 92

Sergt W S Lamb Co E, 12th N Y 73+18— 91

Sergt J Boyle, U. S Marine Corpe 68+18— 86

Sergt John Corrie, Co C, 12th NY •. 68+18— 86

Capt F L Graham, US A PR 68+18— 86

Corp C B Winder, Co G, 6th Ohio 65+18— 83

Lieut W W Cookson, 6th Batt, D C 76+ 6— 82

Sergt W C Gannon. Co C, 4th N J 63+18— 81

Maj Arthur Rowland, 1st N J 73-f 6— 79

Pvt G B Cook, 3d Batt, D C 66+ 6— 72

S I Scott, Norwood, Md 51+18— 69

Lieut W M Farrow, 4th Batt, D C 47+18— 65

John Kulp, Trenton, N. J 30+18— 48

Retired: F. M. Dardingkiller, F. C. Wessell, Capt. E. B. Bruch,
Sergts. G. H. Doyle, F. X. O'Connor and John Malcolm, and
Pvt. A. Perkins.
Interstate Schuetzen team match, N. J. S. R. A., was an inter-

state team championship. It was shot on Aug. 30, and w-as open
to teams of five men from any State, Territory and the District
of Columbia. The conditions were 10 shots per man on German
ring target at 200yds. Rifles and sights, any; cleaning between
shots allowed. Prizes: A silver medal to each member of the
winning team; a bronze medal to each member of the second team:

New Jersey First Team.
Dorrler 19 21 22 23 20 24 23 23 24 15-214
Hansen 16 23 19 18 22 22 25 21 21 22—209
Begerow 18 22 20 15 19 17 23 22 18 22—196
Hayes 18 25 19 23 24 23 23 21 16 23—215
Schlicht 23 20 18 16 20 18 23 19 21 24—202—1036

New Jersey Second Team.
O'Hare 15 16 22 16 24 24 20 17 17 19—190
Hubschmitt 22 19 11 20 16 15 24 20 14 23—184
H Gensch 23 17 21 18 25 24 15 23 23 17—206
Gensch 15 20 16 0 12 16 12 20 20 17—148
Wiegman 13 17 16 11 17 24 23 15 16 22-174— 902

Sept. U
On Sept. 1 the Carbine team match, the Revolver team match

and the Interclub match were shot.
The conditions of the Carbine team match, N. J. S, R. A., were

as follows: Open to teams of five men from any regiment,
squadron or troop of cavalry, or any military organization armed
with the corbine of the Army, National Guard or any foreign
Government. Five shots at 200 and 500yds. Carbines and ammu-
nition. National Rifle Association rules. Prizes; First, $.50; second,
$25 and a medal to each member of the winning team. There were
eight contestants, of which Squadron A, New York w'on, as fol-

lows:
200 Yards. 500 Yards. Totals.

Sergt Williamson 19 22 41
Herrick 20

Sergt Shepard 22
Capt Barry 20

Lieut Sayre 16— 9

22
19
24
22
24—111

46
42
40—208

The Revolver team match, N. J. S. R. A., was as follows: Mil-
itary match, open to teams of five men. Distance 25, 50 and 75yds.
Two strings of 5 shots at each distance on U. S. Standard A target,
200yds., reduced to 100yds.; bullseye counting 5, 4x5in. ; center,
counting 4, llxl4%in. ; inner counting 3, 19y2x24in. ; outer count-
ing 2, balance of target. Each string must be fired within the
time limit of 30 seconds, taking time from the first shot. Military
revolvers, with not less than 41bs. trigger pull, and service am-
munition. Prizes: First, a trophy to be held during the year by
the organization winning same, a medal to each member of the
team, and |25; second, $25; third $10. There were six contestants.

Yards. 50 Yards 75 Yards. Totals.
42 32 27 101
43 35 24 102
45 35 31 111
44 40 33 117
42 43 25 109—540

The Interclub match, N. R. A., was for the rifle club champion-
ship of the United States. Open to teams of five men from any

-rifle club or association in the United States: 10 shots per man at
200yds. on the Standard American target, with Uin. bullseye (the
bullseye including the 7 ring); any military rifle; ammunition any;
entries of one or more teams allowed from any one organization,
but no man allowed to shoot in more than one team ; match to
be shot simultaneously on home ranges of clubs situated not less
than 100 miles from Sea Girt on Sept, 1, at 2 o'clock P. M.,
on targets supplied for the purpose by the N. R. A., provided,
however, that, if desired, any member of a competing club team,
who may be at Sea Girt when the match is shot, shall be fur-
nished with facilities to shoot his score, which will be counted as
one of the home team.
Prizes: First, the championship banner and a gold medal to

each member of the winning team; second, a silver medal to each
member of the second team; third, a bronze medal to each mem-
ber of the third team. Military organizations affiliated with the
National Rifle Association, who have not a rifle club organization,
will be considered as clubs, and be eligible to enter a team in the
above match.

Cottage R. and R. Association.W A Baker 59
M Dorrler 68W C Gannon 70
H L Smith 71W A Tewes 74—342

71st Regt., New York.
Capt E B Bruch 63
Sergt G H Dovle 71
Sergt H Daube 67
Corp K K V Casev 70
Sergt A S Corbett 65—.336

Manhattan R. and R. A.
Dr Short ..... r.> .....69
Silliman ,...56
Armstrong 56
Uhler 66
Hudson 86—333
Italian Shooting Association.

Minervini ,.,.,74
Reali 73
Bianchi 62
Selvorggi ,51

Gerbolini 64—324
Philadelphia Rifle Association.
H H Leizear 74
E C Goddard 53
N Spering 66
G Schnerring 52
H M Pope 60—305

71st Regt., New York.
Lieut R Byars 60

Pvt E H Powell.......... 66
Lieut G W Corwin 73

Lieut L W Thompson. . .41

Lieut IT C Wilson ...56—296
Co. I, 8th Regt. Inf., M. V. M.
Sergt B. W, Percival 51
Pvt P S Hanson 65
Pvt C A Dawson 56
Corp W C Leavitt 45
Lieut F E Clark 73—290

New Jersey State R. A.
Col C A Reid 54
Wm Hayes 63

Capt Wm B Martin 63

Maj H Lohmann 50

Maj G B Young 60—290
Squadron A, New York.

Sergt Williamson 51

Pvt Lee 38
Sergt Barnard 64
Pvt Ilerrick 44
1st Lieut M H Smith 40—237
Italian Shooting Association.

Navain 51
De Felice 45
Muzio 22
Conti 44—206
Obarno 44

Totals.

Sept. 2.

The Hilton trophy match, N. R. A., was shot on Sept. 2, and
the conditions were as follows: Open to teams of twelve from
the Army of the LTnited States, one team from the troops stationed
within^ each o{ the military departments; the United States Navy;
the United States Marine Corps; the National Guard or uni-
formed militia of the several States and Territories, including the
District of Columbia (one froni each Slate or Territory). Other
countries—England, Ireland, .Scotland and each of the provinces
of Great Britain, and all other countries, one team each from
the following: The regular army; the militia; the volunteers; the
navy of any country. Separate teams may be sent out when the
organizations are separate. The members of each team to be of-

ficers or enlisted men and active members of the corps or
organization which they represent, and fo appear in the authorized
uniform, full dress or fatigue, thereof. They shall be selected in
such manner as shall be prescribed by the military authorities of
the country or State they represent, and shall, if required, be
certified to by them as being their authorized representatives.
Distances 200, 500, and 600yds.; rounds 7 at each distance; position
standing at 200yds., at -500 and 600yds. prone, with head toward
target; rifles and ammunition as prescribed in the National Rifle
Association of America regulations. Prizes: a trophy presented by
the late Hon. Henry Hilton, of New York, to be shot for annually
at Sea Girt. To be held during the J^'ear by the head of the corps
or organization whose team may win it, to be rettnned to the
National Rifle Association of America at the expiration thereof;
value $3,000; also a medal to each member of the winning team.
The contestants and scores were as follows:

New York.
20O Yards. 500 Yards. 600 Yards.

Sergt G H Doyle, 71st 32
Ord Sergt H Daube, 71st 29
1st Sergt T Corrie, 12th 30

Capt S S" Stebbins, 12th 31
Ord Sergt G W Lent, 47th.... 30
Corp K K V Casey, 71st 29
Capt H E Evans 29

Ord Sergt Leushner, 74th 32

Sergt F T Laughlin, 12th 29
Pvt Dar'dingkeller, 12th 32
1st Sergt C M Smith, 12th 40

Sergt W S Lamb, 12th 29

362
New Jersey 364
District of Columbia 352
Massachusetts 346
Pennsylvania 356

U S Marine Corps 347
Ohio 325
Maryland 330

Sept. 3, Wednesday.

The Interstate regimental team match was won by the team
of the Fourth New Jersey, which scored 257 at the 200yd. range,
and 288 at the 500yd. range, a total of 545 points. The'71st New
"York scored 538, the 7th New York scored 537, and the 2d District

of (Columbia, winner of last year, scored 533.

Sept. 4, Thutsday.

It was New Jersey day in the way of victories. The Interstate
military match went to New Jersey, which retains the Soldier
of Marathon trophy, with a score of 1084 out of a possible 1200.

The distances were 200 and 500yds., 10 shots per man, at each
distance. A late start was made in consequence of a rainy morning,
Firing commenced at 11 o'clock. The wind was puffy and puzzling.
The District of Columbia and New York tied for second place with
1074 each; Massachusetts fourth with 1059, Pennsylvania fifth with
1051; the Marine Corps sixth with 1044; Ohio seventh with 1018;

the United States Army eighth with 1006, and Maryland ninth
with 939.

The New Jersey team broke the high score record of 1074, which
they established last year.

Sept 5, Friday.

In the Leach cup match, at 80O, 900 and 10000yds., Sergt. W. E.
Leushner, of the 74th New York, won with a score of 22, 21 and
16; total 59.

Sept. 6, Saturday.

The President's match was the last of the programme, and was
a matter of keen interest both to the contestants and the on-

lookers. The conditions were seven shots at each of the following
distances: 200, 300

.
50O, 600, 800 and 1000 yards, each contestant

using the military rifle adopted by the State of which he was a
representative, Pvt George Earle Cook, 1st Regiment, District of

Columbia, won with a total of 189, The winners of the nine cash
prizes in the match were as follows: Pvt. George Earle Cook, 1st

Regt,, District of Columbia; Pvt, H. H. Leizear, 6th Pennsylvania;
Pvt. W M. Parker, 1st Massachusetts Heavy Artillery; Pvt. S. I.

Scott 2d District of Columbia, 186; Capt. W. B. Short, 7th New
York' 184; Pvt. W. G. Hudson, Signal Corps, New Jersey, 182;

Pvt. 'F M. Dardingkiller, 12th New York, 182; Lieut. Thos. Hol-
comb, United States Marine Corps, 181; Sergt. C. N. Smith, 12th

New York, 180. The tie scores between Parker and Scott for

third place, and between Hudson and Dardingkiller for fourth

money, were decided on the scores of the men in the long range.

34 28 94
34 32 95
33 29 92

33 32 96
34 33 97
34 34 97
30 32 91
34 30 96
33 34 96
33 30 95
34 30 94
31 35 95

397 379 1138
384 375 1123
384 364 1100
377 353 1076
374 346 1076
367 359 1073
349 316 990
335 309 974

f§EPT. 13, igo:d.

under the ftiles of the Association. Leizear and Cook were tied I

for first place on' the actual number of points scored, each having
189 to his credit, but as the W'ashington man had scored 28 point.=s
on the l,O0O}-d. range, to 26 made by his Pennsylvania rival, the
prize was awarded to the sharpshooter from the National Capital.
A telegram from the Association's committee, of which Gen.

Bird W. Spencer was chairman, was forwarded in the evening to
President Roosevelt as follows:
'President Roosevelt, Chattanooga, Tenn. : We, the riflemen

assembled at Sea Girt, N. J., recognizing in yourself a kindred
spirit, sincerely congratulate you in vour recent escape from a
serious accident, and trust you will suffer no permanent ill effects
from it; that your eye and arm in the future, as in the past may
assure you a bullseye every time. The President's match' shot
this day, was won by George Earle Cook; score 189 out of a
possible 210,

"(jeneral Bird W. Spencer, Capt. Robert Taylor, Sergt. Fred T
Alder, (Torp. W, B. Short, Committee."
The riflemen who intend to compete for places on the inter-

national team which is to go to Canada this week, met afterward
on the range, and the men who made the best scores will be sent
to meet the Canadian sharpshooters on the range at Ottawa in an
international contest.
The scores in the President's match were as follows:

Capt W B Martin. 2d New Jersev 162
Pvt R L Pile, 2d District of Colurnbia '.

164
Sergt F. X O'Connor, 7th New York 151
Sergt J H Keough, Massachusetts 179
Capt F L Graham, U. S. A "166
Lieut Thomas Holcomb, U. S, Marine Corps

!

'18I
Sergt F J Loughlin, 12th New York "ifiq
Corp C B Winder, 6th Ohio 176
Sergt G H Doyle, 71st New York i7g
Corp R W Evan.s, 2d New Jersey 144
Pvt W G Hudson, Signal Corps. New Jersey 182
Lieut Robert Byars, 71st New York 173
Pvt S I Scott, 2d Di-strict of Columbia 186
Lieut W M Farrow, 2d District of Columbia, 150
Sergt-Maj W A Boyle, 69th New York 170
Pvt D C Meyer, 7th New Y^ork 170
Pvt S C Wessell, 7th New Y'ork """l65
Corp K K V Casey, 71st New York 174
Sergt Henry Daube, 71st New York "i ri"l69Maj Arthur Rowland, 1st New York [ "l41Maj G B Young, 1st District of Columbia 156
Pvt Alexander Stevens, 7th New York '

179
Sergt W C Gannon, 4th New Jersey 150
Capt H E Evans, 69th New York ifiQ
Sergt W S Lamb, 12th New York iri
Capt A E Wells, 7th New York '.'.]'.'.'.'.'.'.['.]

177Maj Henry Lahmann, 4th New Jersey 175
Sergt John Carrie, 12th New York igo
Capt E B Bruch, 71st New York igg
Sergt W A Tewes, 4th New Jersey 162
Lieut R C Dewey, U. S. Marine Corps ' 172
Pvt F M Dardingkiller, 12th New York 182
Capt W B Short, 7th New York m
Lieut J F Jenkins. 71st New York 17s
Pvt J G Dillen, 6th Pennsylvania

. . . . . . 145
Pvt H H Leizear, 6th Pennsylvania 159
Capt A C Robbins, 1st District of Columbia '.

136Pvt W C Dickey, 1st District of Columbia..... ""l5'
Capt H L Smith, 4th New Jersey ' "'152
Pvt G E Cook, 1st District" of Columbia igg
Pvt S B Wetherald, 1st District of Columbia 179
Sergt W F Leuschner, 74th New York 178
Capt S S Stebbins, 12th New York 171
Sergt C N Smith, 12th New Y'ork iro
Pvt H M Bell, 1st New Jersey 177
Pvt W M Parker. Massachusetts igg
Lieut W W Cookson, 2d District of Columbia ........... . . .ITl

—<^—
Fixtures.

If you want your shoot to be announced here lead a

Qotlce like the following:

Sept. 9-11.—Du Bois, Pa.—Three days' target tournament of the
Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; added money, $200. L. S. Munch,
Sec'y.
Sept. 9-12.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Tournament of the Indians;

open to the world; $1,000 added. John Parker, Mgr.
Sept. 10.—East Liverpool, O.—East Liverpool Gun Club's tour-

nament. R. W. Sample, Sec'y.
Sept. 10.—Bristol, Conn.—All-day tournament and sheep bake

of the Bristol Gun Club. E. M. Dailey, Sec'y.
Sept. 11-12.—Annual fall target and live-bird amateur shoot of the

Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Sept. 15-19,—Des Moines, la.—W. E. Kessler's tournament.
Sept. 15-20.—Blue River Park, Kansas City, Mo.—Twenty-fifth

tournament of the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation. Targets and live birds. Paul Franke, Sec'y.
Sept. 16-17.—Nebraska City, Neb.—Tournament at Nebraska City.
Sept. 16-18.—Williamsport, Pa.—Tournament of the West Branch

Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 16-19.—Detroit, Mich.—John Parker's annual tournament.
Sept. 18-19.—Iowa Falls, la.—Annual amateiu- target tournament

of the Iowa Falls Gun Club.
Sept. 20.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise Gun Club's tournament.
Sept. 23-24.—Concordia, Kan.—Second annual tournament of the

Concordia Blue Ribbon Gun Club,
Sept. 23-25,—Cincinnati, O,—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs, Sec'y.
Sept. 24-25.—Taylorville, 111.—Taylorville Gun Club's tournament.
Sept. 25-26.—Streator, 111.—Streator Gun Club's target tourna-

ment.
Sept. 26-27.—Matthews, Ind.—Second annual target and live-bird

tournament.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Gun Club. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Austerlitz, Ky.—Hill Top Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Fall tournament of the Parent

Grove Gun Club. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Austerlitz, Ky.—Hill Top Gun Club's live-bird tourna-

ment. Alfred Clay, Sec'y.
Oct, 1-2,—Union City^ Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-

ment. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa,—Two-day target tournament of the

Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.
Oct. 6,—New Paris, O.—One-day tournament of the Peters Gun

Club. G. L. Lyne, Sec'y.
Oct. 3-4.—Louisville. Ky.—Jefferson County Gun Club's tourna-

ment.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—^Htndicap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.
Oct. 9-10.—Irwin, Pa.—Irwin Game and (5un Club's tournament,
Oct, 9-10,—Fort Wayne, Ind,—Annual target tournament uf the

East End Gun Club. F. W, Leidelf, Sec'y.
Oct, 15-16.—New London, la.—Sixth annual tournament of the

New London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook, Sec'y.
Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O,—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.

B. F. Downs, Capt.
Oct. 21-22.—Kenton, O.—Second annual fall tournament of the

Kenton Gun Club; $75 or more added money. K. P. Johnson,
Sec'y-Treas,
Oct. 21-22.—Sistersville, W, Va,—Sistersville Gun Club's target

tournament,
Newark, N. J.—South Side Giin Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. VV. Meek. Sec'y.

First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for
the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 Hve birds; 25 targets:
open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

I.. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,

New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-

day OF EACH WEEK.

The secretary, Mr. K. P. Johnson, writes tis as follows: "The
Kenton Gun Club, Kenton, 'O., will hold its second annual fall

tournament on Oct. 21 and 22. This will be strictly an amateur
tournament, and all known 90 per cent, shooters will be barred.

We know who they are, and they will not be allowed to partici-

pate in the division of purses, but a special match will be ar-

ranged for such 90 per cent, shooters and manufacturers' agents.

Purses divided on percentage system; in 15-target events, 50, 30

and 20 per cent., and on the 20 and 25 target events. 40, 20, 20 and
10 per cent.; $75 or more added money. We wish you woidd
announce our dates in your columns, and when our programme is

prepared, we will forward copy of same and ask for a small special

notice."'

The Breeder and Sportsman, of Aug. 30, has the following con-

cerning a gentleman who distinguished himself in the East and in

Europe as one of the iiiost skillful contestants at the traps, he
having been in the first flight at Grand American Handicaps and
the still harder competition abroad: "Clarence C. Nauman has
joined the ranks of the Benedicts. He was quietly married last

Sunday afternoon to Miss Martha Bates, a belle of Sonoma, and a

young lady noted for the double qualities- of amiability of charac-

ter and beauty. Mr. Nauman was at the Ingleside trapshooting
grounds and won a cup in the forenoon, fitting augury for a

happy future."

The Colt Gun Club, of Hartford, Conn., held its annual meeting
on Saturday of last week and elected officers as follows: Presi-

dent. F. Hermann: Vice-President, R. HolHster; Secretary; R. Mc-
Fetridge; Treasurer, J'. Alger; Assistant Secretary, L. D. Hubbell

;

Instructor, S. Colt; "Trustee, H. Nichols. Interstate rules were
adopted. The club will install new traps, and contemplates first-

class service and activity.

K
The Interstate tournament, given for the Nappanee, Ind., Gun

Club, suffered in attendance from conflicting dates, two other

Indiana clubs having chosen the same dates, and this after the

Interstate dates were claimed and announced.
Bernard Waters.

cord Gim ^ .^^u o

hard to break. The scores

:

Concord Gun Club.

•29.—^The weather w.as good at the Con-Concord, N. H., Aug.—29.—^The weather w.9s good at the Con-
' " Club's shoot to-day. The targets seemed to be very

ak. The scores

:

2 3 4

10 20 15

S 15 12

7 13 11

9 15 8
8 13 9

7 12 10

7 8 7
7 15 10
8 15 10
0 .. ..

.. 12 8

6 14

7 15
4 11
7 15
7 16
5 16
4 ..

Events : 1

Targets : 15

Apgar 7

Hunniwell 11
Darton 7

Neal 9

Stark 7
Merrill 7
Morriss 13
Reed 8

Person 2
Goss 10
Cheney 2 .. 4

Odekirk 14 6

Cole 12 7

Woodruf? 10 13
Boutpn 6 7
Adams
Nardini ..

Hallan
Peavuy
G Greer
S Greer
Sautelle
Harrington
Chadwick
Gore
King
Wright
Sanborn

Match, 100 targets: Barton 74, Stark 66.

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

10 20 10 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
9 17 10 16 9 9 9 8 9 10 10

6 15 8 14
6 10

7 16
6 10
8 13
7 16

4 6 5

6 ..

7 io 4 6

4 ..

4 6 8 3

7 18 8 14

8 11 5 7
9 12 5 18
4 8 4..
4 7 .. ..

7 8 7 6 10

0 5 8

5 7..
4 4..
3 4..

9 '4 "5

Forester Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Sept. l.^The following scores were made by the
Forester Gun Club at live birds and targets:

Live birds:
Tigh 28 llOHll—6 112101—5
Parker, 27 0222021—5
D Fleming, 28 1111101—6 111011—5
Weller, 28 0211111—6
Winans, 28 1221121—7
J J Fleming, 29 2111112—7 211011—5
Trowbridge, 29 0122012—5 110111—5
Wellington, 28 1201012—5
D Fleming. Jr, 2s 01122—5

Targets

:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Jewell 4 2 4 3 3
Tigh 5 7 ..

T J Fleming 6 6 5

Whitehead 8 .. ..

D Fleming 6 6 8

Wilson 5 3

D Fleming, Jr 5 8

Gardiner 6 8

Yeomans 10 9 8 9 9 8 7W Smith 7 6 6 7 7 9 9
Winans 9

6 7 5 6 5..
5 4 7 10 10 9
8 8 10
7 5 6 3 6 10
5 4
6 6 4 2 5 7
8 8 8 9 8 9

8 8 9

• ••
-7

Match

:

Dr Gardiner 0110111011111111111111000—19
T J Fleming 1101101111100101111111111—20

Trap at Marion.

Marion, Ind., Sept. 6.—We have organized a new gun club here
with thirty-tive members, and held our big shoot on Labor Day;
also held our regular shoot to-day, as we shoot every Friday.
Our officers are: President, J. C. Whistler; Captain, Geo.
Chambers; Secretary-Treasurer. H. Sheldon.
Scores made on Labor Day:

Shot at. Broke.Shot at. Broke.
0 Chambers 190 177
.•\ Atkinson 100 68

1 Whistler 68 49

V Beshore 100 58

J,aldwin 149 49

Chambers won medal, 2^ out of 25.

Sheldon 185 108
Crowell 50 30
S Mills 60 35
Dr Mc 78 51
Kiley 177 139

Regular Friday shoot. Sept. 5.

Shot at. Broke.
,, 45 37 Sheldon

Charles 45 25 Torence
45 20 Hiatt

Dr Mc .. 45 18 Sewall
,. 45 23

Shot at, Broke.
25

35
.40

Chambers won medal, 13 out of 15.

17
26
24

H. S.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

National Gttn GI«b.

Tn£ following concerning the National Gun Club has been
issued by the authority of the proper officers:

CONSTITUTION.
Name.—The corporate name of the Association shall be National

Gun Club.
Objects.—The objects of the Association are to increase the

National and State protection of fish and game, and to urge the
establishment of National and State game preserves; to foster and
promote the sports of trap and wing shooting, and to extend the
acquaintance and friendship among shooters throughout the United
States; to establish local associations in every State and Territory
in the Union; and to familiarize the youth of the covmtry with
the use of firearms, to the end that they may be prepared for their

country's needs.
Directors.—The prudential affairs of the Association shall be

governed by a president, secretary-treasurer, and a general council.

The president and secretary-treasurer, with two members of the
general council are subscribers to this instrument. For the term
ending Dec. 31. 1903, the officers are John M. Lilly, President;
F. Holloway, Secretary-Treasurer.
Location.—The permanent headquarters of the Association shall

be Indianapolis, Marion count}', Indiana.
Capital .Stock.—This Association has no capital stock.

Jno. M. Lilly,

Tom A. Marshall,
Ernest H. Tripp,
F. Plolloway.

SUGGESTIONS.
Members.—Applications for membership will be solicited from

residents of every State and Territory in the Union. All applica-
tions postmarked prior to Jan. 1, 1904, and passed by the general
council, will entitle the applicants to charter membership: Pro-
vided, That each application must be recommended in writing by
the captain of the .State.

Fees and Dues.—Each application must be accompanied by a
New York or Chicago draft for $2, to the order of the National
Gim Club, which amount will clear all payments to Jan. 1, 1904,

after which date there will be a charge of $1 for annual dues.
State Associations.—When the individual members of the Na-

tional (inn Club in any State or Territory number twenty-five,
they will be allowed to form a State association imder the name
of their State. This Association will be governed by the State of-

ficers mentioned below, according to the rules and regulations
furnished by the general council.

State Officers.—There shall be in each State and Territory a
captain and three lieutenants appointed by the president, who will
serve imtil Jan. 1, 1904, or until their successors are elected and
qualified. Their term of office shall be two years. At the expira-
tion of this first term, if there is a State association, the captairj
and lieutenants shall be elected by a majority vote of said asso-
ciation, the voting to be done by mail. The candidate receiving
the greatest number of votes will be captain, and the next three
in order will be lieutenants, subject to confirmation by the general
council. It is advised that the Lieutenants be chosen from
difTerent sections of the State or Territory.
Advisory Board.—There will be a committee composed of the of-

ficers and three members of the general council appointed by the
president, which will be known as the advisory Ijoard, who will
pass upon all matters not of sufficient importance to be submitted
to the full membership of the general council. For the first term
they are Mr. E. H. Tripp, Indianapolis; Hon. T. A. Marshall,
Keithsburg, 111.; Mr. John Parker, Detroit, Jilich.

Finances.—The secretary-treasurer will be allowed to draw
vouchers on the treasury, upon his own responsibility, for sums
not exceeding $50. The president may make purchases in sums
not exceeding $200 in any one month, provided he has authority of
the advisory board before making the purchase. All purchases
must be evidenced by a voucher, and the voucher submitted to
the advisory board for confirmation and passage. When such
vouchers are passed by the board, the president and secretary-
treasurer are released from all further responsibility regarding
them. For expenditures exceeding $200, the president and secre-
tar3--treasurer must have the confirmation of the advisory board and
the authority of the majority of the members of the general council
before incurring the indebtedness. Provided, That at no time
shall there be an indebtedness incurred unless the funds are
already in the treasury to meet the expenditure.
General Council.—The general council is composed of the Presi-

dent, John M. Lilly, and jMessrs. Marshall, Tripp, Parker, Elliott,
Lyons, Heikes, Hallowell, Budd, Merrill and Banks, who have
entire control of the prudential matters and financial affairs of the
club. All voting of the general council shall be by mail. The
majority of the votes cast shall be binding, and seven votes shall
constitute a quorum, the president not voting unless in case of a
tiei The officers shall hold their positions up to Jan. 1, 1904, or
until their successors are elected and qualified. In the montli of
December, 1903, the president shall be elected by a majority vote
of the entire general council, thirteen of which shall constitute a
quorum. He will then appoint both the active members and the
members at large of the general council. Beginning with Jan. 1,
1904, the president and general council shall serve for two years,
or until their successors are elected and qualified. The secretary-
treasurer shall be appointed by the president. Vacancies in the
general council will be filled by a majority vote of the council.
Tournatnents.—Beginning with the year 1904, there will be held

in the different parts of the country, under the immediate con-
trol of the National Gun Club, two tournaments annually, in the
spring and autumn, details of which will be furnished later.

Consolidated Spoftsmen*s Association Tourna-
ment*

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 6.—The Consolidated Gun Clubs
of Grand Rapids gave a most successful two-day tournament this
week on their grounds at North Park. Sixty' shooters partici-
pated each day. The club added liberal purses to all events, and
everything was done to make the occasion pleasant to visiting
shooters. Targets were thrown from strong expert traps, and
moneys were divided on the Rose system.
The distance handicap was most severely applied, and as the

grounds and conditions were extremely difficult, some of the best
shots of the country who participated made very indifferent scores.
The two days' programme included 455 targets, J. M. Hughes
winning first place with the only 90 per cent, average. Other
honors went to McMurchy, Cox. Hensler and Wilson. The sum
of $50 was given for five high guns each day, and $60 for six low
gun on completed programme. Summaries of scores and totals
are appended:

Sept. 4, First Day.
Events: 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 16

McMurchy, 20 13 17 10 19 15 19 14 18 21 13 IS 13
Klein, 20 12 19 14 16 14 15 13 19 24 13 18 13
Phellis, 20 12 17 U 15 9 1 612 17 19 15 1 615
Crosby, 21 11 16 13 17 13 17 13 IS 19 14 20 13
Riehl, 20 11 14 15 15 12 13 12 14 IS 13 16 14
Coe, 19 19 14 12 17 12 19 12 12 22 13 13 12
Waruf, 19 19 13 10 11
Crowell, 13 9 IS 13 14 13 16 11 17 20
Beeson, 18 13 17 13 19 13 15 12 IS 22 11 14 .

.

Tolsma, 18 13 15 11 15 11 15 14 16 18 13 15 8
Hensler, 17 13 17 15 17 14 19 12 18 19 14 15 12
Penn, 17 11 16 13 16 11 17 13 13 19
McQueen, 17 9 19 12 19 13 16 10 13 18 11 13 It
Hunter, 17 11 18 13 14 10 17 13 15 19 12 17 12
Du Bray. 18 10 14 11 12 11 14 14 16 22 10 16 15
Jarvis, 16 -. 10 16 14 17 12 IS 15 17 22 13 17 13
Hudson, 16 .-. 12 18 12 18 13 20 10 16 19 11 , . ..
Perkins, 16 12 11 12 10 13 13 13 15 13 11 13 10
Watts, 16 14 17 14 15 11 17 11 18 20 14 IS 10
Collins, 16 12 10 11 15 8 17 11 . . . . 12 15 U
Bayne, 16 10 15 12 14 9 15 8 12 11
Edge, 16 12 16 10 15 11 15 14 17 21 12 . . .

.

Vermilya, 16 11 18 12 18 14 14 15 19 21 14 14 12
Grossiel, 16 10 12 13 17 12 17 10 15 18 11 16 .

.

Miller, 16 UlS 9 12 10 15 12 13 21 14 14 13
Vail, 16 12 15 '8'

9 8 10 11 .. 12 .. ..

Vanderstolp, 16 10 12 8 16 8 IS 9 15
Hayes, 16 14 12 12 18 12 17 12 15 19 13 9 13
Benson, 16 7 5 , ..

'

Kelsey, 16 12 12 9 17 10 14 9 19 i9 io 15 !

."

Thompson, 16 11 16 11 13 13 14 11 13 20 10 13 .

.

Young, 16 11 .. 9.. .. ..

Dean, 16 10 :. 6 .. 9
Hardman. 16 " '. . 14 .. .. . . .. 15 12 16 20 11 .. ..

Endert. 16 11 18 11 13
Lindberg, 16 U 15 S 11

Myers, 16

Messcnburg, 16

Bencus, 16
Skinner. 16

, , 12 15
15 18
8 13

12 17
Wilson, 16 14 15
Fitzsimmons. 16 14 IS
Wills, 16 14 19
White, 16 IS 14
Widdicomb, 16 6 16
Cox, 18 14 18
Rich. 18 10 19
Kemp, 17 14 16

Waters, 19 11 18
Hughes, 21 13 13
Monev, 21 13 15
Tettner, 17 11 15
Nowack. 17 14 15
Fisher, 16
Reamer, 16
Holcomb. 16
Green wav, 16
Babcock,' 16

Plotts, 16
Thomas, 16
Jewell, 16
McDuffee, 16

Manty, 16

n 14
9 19

9 17
11 18

14 18

11 16
9 17

11 13
12 13
12 18
12 17

12 IS
12 17

14 18

14 18

11 19
.. 16

10 15
14 15
12 15
13 17

15 18

11 18
14 17
10 13
11 14
13 17

14 17
12 17
12 IS

14 17
14 15
11 17
12 17
9 ..

6 ..

10 12

12 17
13 .,

14 14
11 16
12 17
12 13
15 18
12 17
13 17
11 17
11 15
13 17

12 20
9 20

10 18
12 17

12 17

17 ,. ,.

18 ..

20 11
22 12

22 11
20 11
20 12

18 12
21 12
20 12

21 ..

22 12
23 15

20 14
20 ..

16 ..

14 10

16 13

is ii
11 12

15 7

19 13

18 11
15 ..

14 13
19 14

19 10

11
14 14

22
10

12 ..

Sept. 5, Second Day.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 20 15 25 IS

Crosby, 21 14 13 22 13
Mone3% 21 15 11 23 11
Hughes, 21 19 14 20 15
McMurchy, 21 16 13 23 12
Klein, 21 15 10 22 11
Phellis, 19 16 13 23 13
Coe, 19 14 11 19 12
Felger, 18 16 9 17 11
Benson, 18 15 14 21 11

Du Bray, 16 15 11 16 11
Parker, 19 15 14 18 13
Waters, 19 17 13 23 12
Riehl, 19 15 12 20 11
Tarvis, 16 16 12 24 11
Hudson, IG 16 14 23 12
Osborne, 16 16 11 17 12
Scott, IS 15 12 21 11
Crowell, 16 17 13 19 12
Watts, 16 17 11 20 12
Head, 20 17 14 23 13
Bencus, 16 16 14 IS 12
Skinner, 16 14 11 16 9
Rich, 16 15 14 20 10
Tolsma, IT IS 13 23 14
Perkins, 16 19 13 15 ll
Jetner, 17 16 13 21 14
Kemp, 16 12 7 23 12
McQueen, 17 15 12 17 13
Hensler, 19 18 13 19 11
Hunter. 17 17 12 22 12
Cox, IS 19 12 19 12
Nowak, 17 14 14 21 12
Widdicomb, 16 14 9 IS 7
Wilson, 18 17 14 19 13
White, 16 16 11 17 7
Fitzsimmons, 16 15 13
Mills, 18 20 11 24 15 16 22 17 11 22 10

5 6

20 25
16 18

11 18
IS 23
18 22

15 20

17 21
16 24
16 16

19 22
12 22

IS 22
19 23
17 19

14 21

17 21

22 22
15 17
19 ..

.. 17
13 10
13 20
16 18
17 20

17 20
16 20

14 20

14 18

18 24
17 21

11 19

17 23

16 21

14 21
18 25

7 8
20 15

13 12
17 12
19 15

14 12
12 13

18 13
17 14
19 13
17 12
17 14

17 15

17 13
18 11

15 11

17 12

16 11

11 ..

17 10

.. U
18 15
16 13
13 10
17 13
16 14
15 12

17 13
11 ..

17 15
17 12
18 14
17 13
18 11
16 14
12 13

9 10
25 15
22 13

21 13
24 15
25 13

22 14
21 14

20 11
22 12

22 13
IS 12
19 12

20 14
20 12
25 12

24 12

11 12
20 25
17 21

17 22

20 25
17 23

17 21

19 23

13 19

16 23
14 23
14 ..

16 21
15 23
17 20

14 18
18 22

.. .. 13 ..

13 14 13 19
10
21 12 14 19

ii i2 is is
16 13 14 20
20 11 18 21

19 14 19 22
23 13 21 22
21 10 IS 22
23 14 16 23
22 11 14 23
20 10 14 18
22 9 18 21

Collins, 16 13 10

16

16

15 12 21 12
20 11 22 12
16 11 18 9

16 12 20 13
14
.. .. 10 ..

. . 7 21 15

. . . . 15 10

. . 4 ,. . 5

Vermilya, 16
G Russell, 16
Bayne, 16 .

.

Greenwav,
Miller. 16 .

Dean, 16 .

.

Vanderstolp
Waruf, 16 .

Justin, 16 .

Kelsey, 16 .

Pattison 16
Mykes, 16 .

Adze, 16

Herrick, 16
Eckert, 16
Hardman

.

Lindberg
Totals

:

1st Day.
McMurchy 189
Crosby 182
Money 180
Hughes 189
Klein 190
Phillis 173
Riehl 167
Coe .166
Tolsma 164
Hensler 185
Hunter 167
McQueen 167
Jarvis 183
Perkins , 146
Skinner 170
Wilson 186
Widdicomb 154
Cox 185
Waters ; 171

14

15

14

. . . . 16 12
18 23 16 15
.... 20 15 ...

.

. . 12 16 15 . . .

.

15 20 12 12 . . 6

13 .. ..

9

19 19 16 13 19 11

. . 19 . . 11 16 . . .

.

11 20 16 10
. . 17 14 14 . . 13 17

12 18 13 13

11 17

Sd Day.
208
195
191
227
192
211
192
190
197
202
196
205
196
184
173
201
177
208
209

19 .. 18
19 .-. 21

Totals.
397
377
371
416
3S2
384
359

356
361
3S7
363
369
379
330
343
387
331
393
3S0

Baltimore Shooting Association,

Baltimore, Md., Aug. 30.—The Baltimore Shooting Association
on Aug. 30 closed its target season. The final shoot was well at-
tended. Fifteen shooters took part.
The main interest centered in the club race, which was finished,

for the monthly prizes. They were won by G. E. Edwards and
J. R. Malone with a score of 215 out of 250. Dr. H. E. Lupus
was third with 242_out of 250. The average handicap system, which
was tried for the first time this month, worked out beautifully and
gave general satisfaction, as it was impossible to name the win-
ners until the last score of the month was shot up, which Icept up
interest until the very last.

The club has had a very successful target season. Among the
visitors to-day were Ansley H. Fox and Mr. Scott. Mr. J. M.
Hawkins was also present.
The Association will probalDly hold a fall tournament during

October. The scores. The figures after the names indicate the
handicap in the club event:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets : 10 10 10 10 50

Edwards, 19 6 9 9 .... 49

Malone, 5 9 50

Lupus, 4 10 9 9 46
Chew, 7 8 8 .... 46
Fox, 0 10 9 9 10 43
Roberts, 19 6 8 .... 50

Events

:

Targets

:

Jones, 17
Scott 5
Peters, 12 7
Biddle, 9
Adams 6

1 2 3 4 5
10 10 10 10 -50

8 40

'S 46
8 36
4 ..

Colt Gt n Clofc.

Hartford, Conn., Sept. S.—The annual meeting of this club
was held Saturday, and the old officers, with, a few exceptions
were re-elected to their former places, namely: President f!
Hermann; \'ice-President, R. Hollister; Secretary, R. McFetri'dge"
Treasurer, J. Alger; Assistant Secretary L. D. Hubbell; In-
structor, S. Colt; Trustee, H. Nichols. The reports of the' sec-
retary and treasurer showed the club to be in a flourishing con-
dition socially and financially. The club voted to be governed
entirely by Interstate rules for all future contests. New and
modern traps are to replace the old ones; then we hope to have
conditions second to npne. The following scores were made Sat-
luday

:

Events : 12 3
Targets: 25 25 25

Hermann 21 23 22
Hollister 16 18 21
C Field 21 18 .

.

Hubbell 20 .. ..

Alger 16 18 20
McFetridge U 20 17 Calkins V)

^

W Field 16 .. .,

Events: 12 3
Targets: 25 25 25

Colt 16 15 16
Warner 13 15 14
Alexander 15
iN^icho.s 14 15
Hyde 13 12
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Oradell—Spring Valley.

Oradell, N. J.—Appended please find the scores made on Labor
Day. The conditions were 25 targets per man, unknown angles,
for the New City challenge cup, presented by the New City J'"air

Association, to be competed for on the New City Fair grounds,
Labor Day, Sept. 1, between the Spring Valley Rod and Gun Club
and the Oradell Gun Club, seven-man teams. The cup to be won
twice before it becomes the winner's property. The following^

are the scores as per the Oradell scorer, E. H. Vreeland, and
under which we claim to have won the cup, although same was
not awarded tis. There being two score keepers, Mr. Washburn,
of the Ossining Gun Glub, for Spring Valley Rod and Gun Club,
and Mr. E. H. Vreeland for the Oradell Club, when the totals

were footed up the score for Spring Valley .showed one bird in

1-heir favor, the score for Oradell Chib showed 2 birds in their
favor.
Although we protested against the cup being given to the

Spring Valley Club, the situation was unchanged. Now as neither
score keeper was agreed upon as an official one, we appeal to
Forest and Stream as to wlio .should be the winner of the New
City cup. The scores stand as follows;
Oradell score:

Oradell Gun Club.
F Ackerman 19

Vreeland 19

Winters 18

A Ackerman 18
Lundy 18
Gruman ...18

Post 18—12S
SpriiTg Valley score:

Oradell Gun Club.
F Ackerman 19
Vreeland 19
Winters .....18

A Ackerman 17

Lundy IS

Gruman 18

Post IS -127

[As each team had its own

Spring Valley Gun Club.
Smith 17
Singer If!

Barr 14

Blanch.ard 15

Geiger 23

Addis 18
Fisher 23—126

.Spring Valley Gun Club.
Smith 17

Singer IG
Barr 16

Blanchard ,1.^

Geiger 23
Addis 18
Fisher .2.3—128

Chas. p. Post, Sec'y.

scorer, and as, according- to its

score, each club was a winner, there was no contest. L<nder the
circum.stances, the teams having perfectly equal standing, one
score was as good as the other. Each club could not be a winner.
The number of targets which one score showed above the other
was immaterial, as an excess of one target constituted just as good
a win as an excess of more. The match should be .shot over.]

Carlstadt Gon Club.

Carlstadt, N. J., Sept. 1.—The scores made at to-day's shoot are

appended. Visiting shooters are always welcome to particpate:

Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Targets: 10 10 10 10 15 10 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 25

E B Smith 3 3 6 3 8 5 9 10 7 9 11 10 8 IS 12

Con Sedore 3 3 6 4 8 .. 7 8 10 7 5 7 9 13 14
I£ B Brinkerhoff.. 2 2 4 4 8 5 10 7 8 11 11 9

H King 5 5 .. 8 .. 4 8 11 11 11 11 . . 7 ,. ..

G Frank 3 .. 5 3 .. 10 .. 9 .. S 6 .. ..

Theo Gempp 5 4 4 30 9 .. 8 4 6 .. 12 ..

J Rasmus ,. .. ...... 5 .. 4 .. .. 8

Match, 25 birds: Sedore 11, Smith 14.

North Rtver Gun Club,

Edgewater, N, J.—Mr. Eickhoff won the Glaser trophy, com-
petition for which was open to members only. The conditions were
25 targets, handicap allowance added. The results were as follows:

Richter 0111111111111100111001110—19
0101001110101101011100100—13—32+12—44

Eickhoff 1110101101110011011111111—19
1101011110000110111000101—14—33+15—48

Allison 0010111101111011101110101—17
IIIOOOIIIOIIOKXIIOIIIOIOI—15—32+15—47

Merrill 1110110010010111000101011—14
OlOOOOllllOlillllOllOlOll—16—30+18—48

Monahan 0110101100011011110111111—17
1111111110100111010001100—10—33+12—45

Truax 0010100000101011100111001—11
0001001011100100011001001—10—21+12—33

Barsotti OOOOOiWOllOOOOOOOOlOOOlll— 6
OOOOlOOOOOlOOOlOOlOOOOOOl— 5—11+25—36

*Daudt 1001111011111111100000101—16
1 11 1 1111101011 10001111101—18—34+ 0—34

Shoot-ofF, 25 targets:
Eickhoff •.. 1110111111110011100110111—19+ 7—25
Merrill lOlUOlOOOlllOlOlOlllOOlO-14+ 9—23

Sweepstakes:
Events: 123 4 56789
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 10

Richter 8 9 7 S 8 8 9 8 7
Eickhoff 7 6 25 0 6806
Monahan 6 .. .. 5 .. 5 8 .. ..

Merrill 496555 10 67
Ottariani 1 .. 0 .. .. 1 ,. ..

Daudt 7 6 .. .. 6

Barsotti 3 .. .. 2

F Truax 5 4 4 7 6 ..

Allison •. . 8 .. ..

J. R. Merrill, Sec'y.

WESTERN TRAPS.

National Gon Clob.

Chicago, III., Sept. 6.—President John M. Lilly has, with
characteristic energy, pushed to successful shape his enterprise of

a National Gun Club. This may be now considered an established
fact, and there are good men associated with Mr. Lilly in the
enterprise. The president states that the original idea of this

club originated with Jack Parker, of Detroit, who, not having time
to carry it forward, turned the idea over to Mr. Lilly, with results

now known. The officers of the club are John M. Lilly, President;
¥. Holloway. Secretary-Treasurer. The general council is made up
of the president, with Messrs. T. A. Marshall, Ernest li. Tripp,
Jack Parker, J. A. R. Elliott, H. J. Lyons, Rollo O. Ileikes, J.

J. ilallowell, C. W. Budd, Richard Merrill and Jidward Banks.
The latest reports from Mr. Lilly show him full of enthusiasm and
bound to push this club into a place where it properly belongs,
that of the first rank in shooting affairs of the xountry. Its

function is intended to be that of the parent or governing body
{or the trapshooting interests of the land.

Waterloo Handicap.

The second 100-bird shoot held at Waterloo, la., Aug. 28, was
shot under liberal handicap. This extreme handicap was given
to Frees, and his resultant score of 87 enabled him to take fir.st

meney, $16.80. R. Storm and H. Steege divided second on 85.

Carl White, with an allowance of 12 birds, divided third money
with J. C. Llartman. Fourth money went to R. Jackson, who
had a handicap of 7 birds. The following are the scores, as re-
ported by "Farmer," of Waterloo:
R. Storm 85, H. Steege 85, J. C. Hartman 82, Frees 80, Burkhart

75, R. Jackson 74, C. PI. Wise 73, E. E, Hageman 72, E. Storm
70, C. White 70, E. W. Coburn 53, C. Storm 30.

Mr. Charles G. Grubb, of Pittsburg, calls attention to the fact
that James AtkirTfeon, of New Castle, Pa., took high average at
Ruffsdale shoot, Aug. 27-28, scoring 90 and 95 per cent for the two
days. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gan Club.

Chicago, Aug. 30.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the fourth trophy shoot of the
third seri-es. Dr. Meek carried off the honors of the day and in-

cidentally Class A medal by making a straight score of 25. Leete
and McDonald tied for Class B trophy on scores of 18, while Wil-
son won Class C on 16.

The cup shoot immediately followed the trophy shoot, and was
won by W. A. Jones on a score of 22 from the 18yd. mark.
Pollard made 23, but forfeited on account of shooting from 16yds.,
while his handicap was 18yds.

10 10 01 10 01—14
11 11 11 11 11—23
11 01 10 11 10—19
10 00 00 01 10— 7

10 01 n 00 11^17
n 00 00 10 00—11
10 11 11 01 11—21
00 11 00 10 11—16
11 10 10 10 10—19
11 10 11 11 11—16
01 If 10 01 11—22

The day was a good one for target shooting in all respects, only
a little too warm for comfort. Attendance was not quite up to
our standard, owing to the proximity of opening season on
chickens and ducks, and many are on their way to the shooting
fields:

Eighteenth trophy shoot:

(-eete 0111011011111111000001111—18
i oiiard loioiiioiiioiimooiinoi—18
Dr Meek , 1111111111111111111111111—25W

'
1-son OlOllOlllOlOlllOOn 110101—10

i
.11" 113 s 0111 0111001011 11 111011111—19
V<^ahl 1001000101110110000010111—12
Richards 1111111111111111011111111—24
McDonald 1100101111111001101111101—18
f;9>'™an 1101001011101100111111010—16
iVhss Lmard 0101000000110000100010000— 6
1 W Eaton 0111001111111111111111111—22
,J '«^'icnor 0101011010000000101011101—

n

W A Jones. 101101111 0011 Oil 11 111] 111- 20

Fourth cup shoot:
T-ecto 100111111000110
I'ollard oiiiiiiioiinn
Dr Meek lOlOlOUlllllll
Wilson 10010000001 lOOO
Thomas, 101111111010011
Keah! 011100110000111
Richards .111110011111111
-M c D o nal d 0111 0011111 Oil 1
Eaton nil] 1101111110
Tichenor 100001010001111W A Jones 111111111111111

Sept. 6.—The appended scores were made on our grounds to-day
on the occasion of the fifth trophy shoot of the third series.
Dr. Meek won Class A trophy after shooting off a tie on 21 with
A. Hellman. Drinkwater won Class B trophy on 18, and Eldred
won Class C trophy on 19.

Tlie trophy shoot was immediately followed by the cup shoot, in
whicli event Meek and Wilson tied on 19, Wilson shooting from
14yd. mark and Dr. Meek from 18yd. mark. Dr. Meek won cup
on shoot-off.
The day was an exceedingly trying one for target .shooting, as a

strong southwest wind quartered across the traps, making the
flight of the targets very erratic, soaring and dipping so badly
as to make good scores next to impossible. The weather con-
ditions and opening of hunting season combined to cause small
attendance:

i'ifth trophy ahoot, 25 targets:

M F Wilson 1011011000011100011111100—14
J W Meek llllOllllllOllllllOllOlU-21
T Eldred OlllllOOlUllJ 11001 101111—19
J A Pollard 1110110011001110110101011—16
L Thomas 0111111111111110110110101—20
J McDonald 1110011011110101001101001-15
T Eaton 1111110111111001010111001-18
-T Jones 1111010111001010100110001—14
J C Kissack 0010011111100000100110001-11
G W Drinkwater 1101100101011010111111111—18
A Ilillman 1111011101111100111111111—21

Fifth cup shoot, 15 singles and 5 pairs:M F Wilson inoioiomiiio
J W Meek 010111011111111
J D Pollard 100100111111111
T Eldred 11] 11 0011111000
L Thomas OlllllOOlllllll

J McDonald 111111100110010
T Eaton 111001011011101
T Jones 11 IIIIOWOIOIOOO

J C KissacK- i 100001101100000
Drinkwater 001111011110] 11
A ITellman 111111110111110

Shoot-off:
Wilson 1011010110— 6 .Meek 1111110100— 7

Dr. J. W. Meek.

Nonpareil Gup Club.

Burnside Crossing, 111., Sept. 6.—The following scores were
made at the third shoot of the Nonpareil Gun Club, to-day. The
Troisdorf medal was won by Mr. Kuss. The scores: Roll 44,

Kuss 43, Willard 47.

Troisdorf medal: Roll 23, Kuss 23, Willard 20, Dr. Arthur 15.

In the shoot-off Kuss won.
.Sweepts, same day:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Targets: 25 25 25 25 50 50 25
Roll 24 ...... 46 44 ..

Kuss 25 45 47 ..

Willard ..... 24 46 44 ..

Arthur 14 12 13 10 ., .. 9

11 11 11 10 01—19
11 01 11 11 01—19
11 10 10 11 01—18
00 00 U 10 00—13
11 11 00 01 01—18
11 11 11 11 11—20
10 11 11 01 01—17
00 00 10 00 10—10
00 11 11 01 11—12
11 00 01 10 10—19
00 10 11 10 10—18

13
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
25 25 25 25 50 5<J 25

•J .. .-

A Bellman.
Events

:

Targets;
Knebler S 9 12ML 10 18

O Bellman.. 19
Ravelrigb.

Westchester County Trapshooters,' League,

Pleasantville, N, Y., Sept. 1.—The fourth tournament of the
Westchester County Trapshooters' League took place to-day on
the grounds of the Pleasantville Rod and Gun Club, this being
their initial shoot over the new magautrap. Everything that could
possibly be done for the comfort of shooters had been carefully

looked after. A large tent and awning afforded plenty of shelter.

Camp chairs were distributed in large numbers. Refreshments
were to be had. In fact, it was a very comfortable and agreeable
Ijlace to spend a day. A little aoart from tent was a space under
spacious shady trees, reserved for ladies, of whom there were a

large number present. The grounds were in good condition.
The shoioters faced east.

The programme called for twelve events at 15 targets each, 75

cents entrance, Rose system; $8 average money added, |5 to first,

$3 to second to those shooting through the programme.
C. G. Blan'dford took first, $5, on 90 per cent.; A. Bedell took

second, $3, on 86 per cent.

This league comprises five clttbs as follows, of which I will

name a few representatives:
White Plains Gun Club—Ed. Shurmer, Wm. Thompson, Geo.

Molenaor, Ed. Kleine.
Mt. Kisco

—

A Betti, F. Bailey, Al. Ray, Chas. Green, Presi-

dent George Sutton.
Ossining Gun Club—C. G. Blandford, A. Bedell, C. W. Hissing.
Armonk Gun Club—C. Barnard, John Reed, G. Flewellen, Joe

('arpenter. .

Beside a large number of Pleasantville shooters, forty-two faced
the traps during the day, making this a very pleasant and profitable
amateur day's shoot.

Events: 123456789 10 11 12

C T Barlow 9 9 8 12 7 11 10 13 7 10 11 .

.

A Betti 12 13 11 14 14 11 8 14 10 11 10 14

Geo Call 12 10 14 13 14 11 8 11 15 13 13 14

C Blandford 14 14 13 13 14 12 15 13 15 13 12 14

A Bedell 14 13 14 12 13 13 11 13 13 12 14 14

A Sutton 13 6 7 .. .. 7 .... 13 .. 4 9

A Hough 10 8 9 .. 10 6

J Jones 11 15 7 8 12 13 11 9 2 13 11 11

M Condit 13 11 14 14 11 1313 9 11 12 11 9

Wm Huff 13 8 11 4 6 ..

G Sutton 15 13 15 9 12 11 11 14 12 14 10 14

F Bailey 10 2 3 7 4 3 4 9 4 5 3..

Several other contestants shot in one or two events only, and
several extra events were also shot. E. G. Horton.

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich.—A better day than Saturday, Sept. C, for shoot-

in.g could not have been asked for. There must have been other
considerations, however, than the weather, for only eight members
were present.

Class A was not represented. Hitchcock won in Class B, with
24 in the club event of 25 targets. Ford was high in Class C at

20. Following are the scores:

Events : 1 2 3 6

Targets

:

Guthard • 6

Hitchcock 8

Warner 6 12

Ford .. 4

Barthel 4 ..

Brown 10

Butler 12

10 15 15 10 15 10 15
12 11 10 13 10

13 9 14

11

5
2 .. 5

6 11

8

25
.. 18
11 24
.. 19
12 20
.. 11
7 11

Answefs to Correspondents.
Knowing that there is no more delightful occupation than that

in which one man hunts up mformation for another man who does
not care to take the trouble to obtain it by his own efforts, I
send you the following universal key to all 'information for trap-
shooters, as follows;

I am a young and rising shooter. How can I, as a shooter,
quickest distinguish myself? Ans. By mistaking a man for a deer.
Some men do it by not knowing that the gun was loaded.
Can some men shoot better than others? Ans. No. It is allm the ammunition. The shooter is simply an animated gun

carriage.
I have a shoulder which is light and weak. Can you tell me

of a load for my gun which will insure that there will be not the
slightest kick? .^ns. Load with buttermilk, well wadded with pork
rind, and there will be a minimum of recoil.
Of what material are the best gun barrels made? Ans. Iron.
Jn case of a right-quartering blue pigeon from No. 5 trap, have

you any idea of the best place to hold? Ans. Yes.
Is the linglish bluerock faster than the American pigeon, or

vice ver.sa? Ans. Certainly.
What is the speed of a white, co'rn-fed pigeon at ten yards from

the trap.' Ans. It depends on whether the pigeon is flying or
sitting.

How is chilled .shot manufactured? Ans. It is hand made. After
being whittled out into small globules and filed into perfect
spheres, which are polished with buckskin, it is heated to a
bright red, then set on ice, which chills it.

The shooter goes to the score and calls "Pull," then shoots one
barrel after the other, but claims that he meant to shoot both bar-
rels simultaneously. What should be the decision? Ans. You
fail to mention your handicap.
My gun weighs over eight pounds. What will lighten it? Ans.

Cut It m two.
How many different kinds of loads are "best," and can there be

more than one best? Ans. No notice taken of anonymous com-
munications.

If a man leans his head over so as to be inside the mark as-
signed to him, is it not just as much a violation of his handicap
as if he put his foot inside the mark? Ans. It would be a viola-
tion if he stood on his head and shot with his feet.
Who is the best trap shot in America? Ans. There are about

100 men who are too modest to proclaim what they know about
the best trapshot.
How is it that some shooters have so much more hard luck

than others? Ans. Skill accounts for what they do do, and hard
luck for what they didn't do.
Do professionals and amateurs shoot for fun or profit? Ans. It

IS strenuously maintained by some that the amateur, on the one
hand, who shoots under certain conventional conditions has cer-
tain actuations and purposes which, when compared with those of
the expert, are noted for certain differences, while on the other
hand, there are those who are equally strenuous in maintaining
that the inherent interests of the competition, and the usages
established by the first discoverers of professionalism, place the
unearned increment in jeopardy from all points of the compass.

If a target starts at a speed of 200 feet the first second of time,
and a load of shot, at the moment of the target's starting, starts
after it with a velocity of 900 feel, gun and trap being 16 yards
apart, at what distance from the trap will the shot overtake the
target? Ans. You failed to mention the make of powder. Z.

Watertown Gun Club.

Boston, Sept. 1.—Herewith find scores of Watertown Gun Club's
ill-day tournament. Coming, as it did, after the Interstate shoot
U Haverhill, it was almost impossible to draw a good crowd, but
!he presence of Leroy. Apgar, McLean, Limus and Doremus was
enough to make it a success.
Leroy broke 177 out of 190, with Apgar only two birds in the

rear, and Doremus being their nearest competitor.
During the intermission the entire group were photographed,

and the Peters mascot (Patsy) loomed up to good advantage.
Programme events:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 15 15 20 20 15 15 20

Apgar
, 14 14 18 17 15 15 20

Leroy ., 13 14 19 18 13 14 18
McLean ...12 9 14 12 9 12 14
Limus 8 10 13 12 11 10 15
Doremus 12 14 16 18 10 12 10
Page 10 11 15 14 13 10 17
Hodsdon 12 13 12 17 12 13 15
H Philbrook 12 4 7 7 8 10 11W Park 12 17 11 14 .

.

Jiarry 15
C Philbrook
Spencer
Wheeler .

,

Henderson 15 15 15 16 12 .. ..

Lovering
Dennison
Smith

,

Starrett
.

.

Dr Gleason
Nye
Parker

8 9

20 10
19 8

20
15
13
14

m
16
9

5

7

7

3
4

.. 6
16 7
19 14

18 4

17 6

10 11 12
10 15 15
9 13 13
10 15 14
6 8 8

6 14 7
6 15 11
7 9 10
8 11 8

.. 7 ..

8 12 11
9 13 12
9 9 12

10 10 12
6 9 8

14 6

.. 7

8 12 11
7 11 14
. 12 33
. .. 7

10
7

Extra events:
Events

:

Targets

:

123456789 10
15 15 15 10 10 25 10 25 25 25

Dennison 13 11 11 5 6 23 .. 19 20 24
Dr Gleason .... 11 13 9 8 7 20 .. 21 20 22
Nye 9 . . 9 5 4 14 .. 16 20 16
Starrett 9 11 9 8 5 . . 7 10 12 .

.

Parker 5 8 8 5 4.. 4.. 18..
Lovering 10 12 21 20
George 3 .. ..

11 12 13
25 25 25
18 17 18
24 18 21

19 20 12

19 21 20

Shot
at.

190
190
190
190
190
190
190
155
120
90
80

70
70
85
70
50
30
15
15
15
15

Shot
at.

240
240
225
125
100
155
25

Broke.
175
177
124
126
151
334
141
75
91
72
63
54
46
73
51
39

25
T
8
10
7

Broke.
185
194
144
71
52

123
3

C. H. Philbrook.

Gloversville Gun Club.

Gloversville, N. Y., Sept. 1.—The Gloversville Gun Club held
their second annual bluerock tournament on Labor Day, Sept. 1.

Chas. Wagner, of Schenectady, was high score man; Pop Morse,
of Ilion, was second; E. P. Houghtaling, third. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Total
Targets: 10 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 15 20 15 15 1 5 15 15

Wagner 10 13 15 15 13 12 13 20 15 19 14 13 14 15 13
Morse 9 15 12 14 15 14 15 16 13 18 14 15 14 13 13
Houghtahng 8 15 14 13 13 15 13 ]5 14 18 13 14 12 14 13
Arnold 8 12 14 13 11 14 14 IS 14 18 14 12 15 15 11
Jenny 8 14 15 14 12 13 12 19 13 13 13 13 14 13 12
Tomlinson 8 12 13 13 15 12 15 16 13 15 13 13 12 14 13
Klein 8 9 13 13 13 11 12 15 14 16 10 11 12 10 11
Reimensnyder 10 12 11 13 13 14 8 13 13 9 14 12 11 10 14
Debee 8 13 8 12 10 12 11 12 10 16 11 14 11 11 10
^"a]e^tine 9 12 11 13 11 14 11 14 14 13 6 6 10 10 10
Peck 6 13 12 12 10 13 10 13
Gniawodda 13 18 10
Sisson 5 11 8 13
Thornell ." . . 10 13 8
Kralz 13 12 . . .-.

J. T

Broke.
214
210
204
203
198

197
178
177
167
164
89
41
37
31

25
\VERY.

Ossining Gun Club.

Ossining, N. Y.—A few of the standbys came out to the regular
weekly shoot of the club on Oct. 30. Event No. 4 was for the
Bissing prize, a Winchester rifle,^ to be won twice to own. Cole-
man was high to-day with 23. Quite a delegation from this club
is to attend the fourth holiday shoot of the Westchester County
Trapshooters' League at Pleasantville on Labor Day. We wish to
thank the ammunition companies that were thoughtful enough to
send their experts here on the 20th and 21st. Several others
promised to do likewise, but their representatives must have been
sidetracked. We remember courtesies of this sort—also failures.
Events to-day were as follows. No. 5 was shot from the 21yd. mark:
Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 15 25

E D Garnsey 6 10 16
W H Coleman 9 9 23
Hans 8 12 13

C G Blandford 9 11 23
E F Ball 12 21W S Smith 20
Ballistite 10 .. 24 20
M H Dyckman 7 .... 20

4

25
14
23

21

6
10

7
15 5p

10
14

McAdam .. 8 12 19 A Bedell 7
Bachmann i .. 6 10

.. 6 ,.

6 8..
4 10 13

C. G. B,
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Parker Gun Club,

Meriden, Conn.—The two days' tournament of the Parker Gun
Club, Sept. 1 and 2, had many contestants of fame in the com-

petition of the different events. There were thirty-two participants

on the first day and nineteen on the second day. The events were

alternately 15 and 20 targets, $1.30 and $2.40 entrance, respectively,

a total of 175 targets, $18.50 entrance for each day. Purses were

divided by the Rose system, four moneys, ratios 5, 4, S and A
Targets were 2 cents, included in entrance. The competition was

open to all. A Bristol sheep bake was a feature of the hrst day,

and was an event of material interest to all. The scores follow:

Sept. h First Day.

1
15
13
12

Events

:

Targets:
Hull
Parker
Allison 13

H C Whitney......,.«........ 13

Claridge 13

Gate 12

Dickey 14

Floyd 15
Schortemeier 9

Bain 13
Butler 10

Conn 15

Bristol 12

Root 14
Griffith 11

Coleman 10

Loeble 13

Bolton 8

Gough 7

Gaines . .). °

Lewis 13

Savage *

Stevenson. 7

Merrimalt
Glover .<...,.. •

Morfey
Carpenter
Simpson
Gibson
Smith
Birdsey
Bassett

2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 10

20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20

20 14 15 13 15 13 19 14 19

18 14 16 13 14 9 14 12 19

11 13 12 8 13 11 15 10 14

IT 13 19 13 18 12 19 13 18

18 14 19 15 19 15 19 14 19

15 11 18 12 16 14 15 13 18

20 13 19 14 17 13 19 12 2l»

18 13 18 14 16 13 19 12 18

15 14 18 14 8 12 19

15 is 18 14 12 13 15 14 13

18 13 17 14 13 8 18 12 16

15 13 16 15 13 13 18 12 12

16 13 14 10 15 13 14 13 17

18 14 18 15 18 15 19 12 16

19 13 18 14 16 15 16 14 19

11 11
19 10 13 13 12

13 12 14 9 12

10

11 14 14
.. 19 13
.. 14 12
.. 8 ..

.. .. 7

14 10 .. 8 ..

17 14 18 13 17
16 14 16 12 16

is ii
15
15 9 12 10 13
.. .. 14 .. ..

15

Sept. 7f Second Day.

Events: 1

Targets : 15

Hull 15

Parker 10

Leroy • • • • 12

Dickey • 14

1 Whitney 13

Gate 14

Bain 13

Root ....r.'...... ........ ....... 14

Butler 10

Morfey 13
Doremus 12

Griffith 14
Floyd 14
Tucker 13

Strong
Post
Lceble •

Glover •

Avery

2
20
20 15

3 4
15 20

20
16 13 16
18 13 19
18 15 20
19 14 17
18 14 19
18 11 16
14 10 17
16 11 15
15 9

18 15
19 14 17
18 15 19
18 ..

17 13 12
.. .. 18

16
19

5 6 7
15 20 15
14 20 15
13 19 13
15 20 15
12 20 15
13 19 14
12 17 12
12 17 12
14 15 15
9 15 14
4 13 6

12 17 13
14 18 15
14 17 14

8 9 10
20 15 20

18 14 18

17 12 18

19 15 19
20 14 20

19 14 18
17 12 14
14 12 16
16 13 18
17 12 19
10 11 19
18 12 18
15 13 20

19 15 17

8 11 12
n .. ..

.. 15 10

11 ..

.. .. 20
12 11 17
.. 15 ..

.. .. 18

W Kirkwood
H Kirkwood
Carlisle
Langley
Bickford
F Peavey
R Peavey
Sawyer
Storer
A Goodwin
Durant
Philbrick
Beard
F Wentworth
Bumford
N Wentworth
J Drew
Miller
W Fernald
Hodsdon
Gillis „

Agnew . , . ..i.i^, ,,1.,..

.

Smart
Hanxmond .i,

Sowerby
Fisher
Mitchell
Durgin
McShane
White
Meserve
F Young
P McShane
Grant
Nosroc
Tibbetts
Clark • ••

Hallam
Frizzell
Gerrish ,

* Targets added to first hundred.

Dover Sportsmen^s Association.

Dover N. H.—It is a pretty custom of the Federate Gun Clubs

of southern New Hampshire to shoot and eat on each other s

grounds. On such days the ladies take care of the tables. Labor
Day belongs to the Dover Sportsmen's Association.

The Dover grounds are unsurpassed. There is an adequate

platform of nature's building. The height is open and the vision

range free for miles in front, while eastward the green land circles

with the rim of the sky.

In every sense the sixth annual Dover meet was a great success.

Squads of five men each continually paraded the firing line. In-

vited guests and curious spectators filled every sitting. All came
in holiday attire. Overhead, the sky, during the early hours, was
one cerulean arch, without cloud or speck. Save for the intense

heat, never had a more delightful day dawned since Paradise was
forfeited. Later a delicious breeze swept over the hill.

Representatives were present from New York, Boston, Phila-

delphia, Amesbury, Plaverhill, Berwick, Portsmouth, Exeter,

Rochester, Somersworth, and Durham, and the local talent, out in

force, sweated with enthusiasm. No intermission was allowed for

the appetizing lunch. Encircled by daintily spread tables, the

ladies stood all day under the great club tent handing out food

and drink. The different squads paid flying visits, and seemed to

appreciate this important feature oi a day's pleasure at the trap.

To and fro, cheery of voice and argus-eyed, President Wentworth
kept things going, while Secretay Hallam and Cashier Mitchell

never tired and never stopped talking. One of the best shots on
the continent—why not say world—took part in every event, show-

ing what exceeding quickness and extraordinary skill can do with

the shotgun. This is not too much to say of Neaf Apgar. Mr.
and Mrs. W. K. Park, of the Philadelphia Florists' Gun Club,

added no little to the well-deserved success. Mr. Park is at-

tached to Sporting Life, and is a forceful and pleasing writer.

-

Mrs. Park (nee Margaret Kirkwood), better known in Dover as

"Miskay" is quick and accurate as ever. Let us hope that always,

when shooting to kill is necessary, rude man may alone be behind

the gun. But it must be admitted that in shooting as a pastime

lovely woman brings to the mark an added grace, a touch of re-

finement the male biped never secures, and a witchery that mocks
at studied art. Of Horace and Will Kirkwood, old Dover thinks

much and favorably.
Among the expert amateurs, Philbrick led the Portsmouth levy.

Lovering and Lockwood showed up capitally for Amesbury, but
Langley, of Exeter, was the hero, and held the center of the

stage. The young ladies tried to flirt with the last named, but he
had no knowledge of the art. They did flirt with Lewis, who has
had many j'ear's experience of the pastime.

The main interest centered in the first hundred shots. Fifteen

dollars were hung up. There was a handicap supposed to put the

poorest shot on a level with the best. How successfully the

scheme worked may be learned by glancing at the column of added
targets. It was more difficult for some than for others—and there

the fallacy lies.

The following ladies accompanied the out-of-town sportsmen:
Mrs. Horace Kirkwood, of Boston; Mrs. S. G. Miller, of Haver-
hill; Mrs. Bickford and Mrs. Langley, of Exeter; Mrs. C. C.

Charlson; Mrs. E. P. Merwin, Mrs. M. Goodwin and Mrs. W. I.

Philbrick, of I^ortsmouth.
Among the ladies of the club who acted as hostesses were Mrs.

J. B. Stevens, Mrs. C. H. Mitchell, Mrs. F. Y. Fisher, Mrs. N. C.

Wentworth, Mrs. John S. Dame, Mrs. Eugene Smart, Mrs. F. F.

Wentworth, Mrs. John Drew, Mrs. Chas, E. Hodsdon, Mrs. George
M. Beard, Miss Sowerby, Mrs. J. L. Abrams and Mrs. Wilbur
Corson.
Five thousand four hundred and thirty-four targets were used.

Langley and Hammond divided first money; R. Winn and W.
Fernald tlie second; Grieves. Bickford and Beard the third, and
Philbrick and Sowerby the fourth. Apgar took the five dollar gold
piece as high gun.

Events:
Targets:

S Winn .

R Winn
Grieves .

Allen ...

Levering

W K ParktMOtaaaa.. •.«.!.

there was uniformity. The scores:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 15 20 •

11 13 10 12 14 9 14 25
9 7 12 9 10 10 35

7 10 8 5 5 10 50

7 7 8 10 6 12 35
11 11 13 12 11 17 30
13 8 9 9 13 15 11 11 8 36
9 4 11 7 6 11 3 9 8 33
13 11 15 11 10 14 12 8 13 ii 23
9 S 13 9 11 11 11 7 10 14 30
8 15 13 12 9 13 10 10 11 18 25
12 14 19 13 15 20 14 15 15 20
9 14 18 10 13 14

9 U 16 12 13 17 •

«

0 1 n * 0 e

10 -tt11 17 1

A

10
13 1.3 lb 1}2

11 11 1(
1 o

13 14 la \l

13 8 14
9 7 11 o0

9 9 14 -1

A

10
9 11 o0 1

A

10

6 5 4 13
12 14 -1

A

10 1<S

5 6 9 7
9 9 15
11 12 17 6

9 9 13
1 A10

4 A9 i A10 8
7

•i A10 0

6 6 6 11
9 11 12 11
JO 1 A10 1 A14 la
b 6 11

r
D

5 7
1 A10

rr
(

6 1 3 9

6 10
5 9 15 10
11 6 11 9
10 10 13 8
9 10 13 8

7 6 3 5
n 6 14 9

3 6
4

8 6

7

11 15
12 14
10 12
14 18
12 14
10 13
9 10
6 10

12 8 12 18 25

n 14 10

10
12
6

15 17
13 14
12 12
9 U
6 12
5 12

1 7
u n
9 ..

10 10
3 ..

9 9

8 8

12 11
6 7

8 12
6 ..

10 11
7 13
8 7
9 11
9 10

10 13

11

1
10

S 12

fi 2 .. ..

II 12 12 12
10 9 8 10 6 10

7
11

10 11

5

20
30
40
40
40
40
35
50
25
30
30
40
35
45
28
35
50
40

50
38

50
32
35
50
.35

50
50
50
50
30
30
50
50
30
30

.. 6 7
10 8 8

8
54 4

Birch Brook Gun Club,

Lynn, Mass.—The final shoot of the summet series was shot
Saturday, Aug. 30. During the season only nine shooters qualified

by shooting the requisite eight shoots. On the above date Heb-
bard raised his score one point, winning first place and breaking
tie with Hilliard. Rowe raised his score five points, breaking a

tie with Rand, and winning fourth place. Plilliard and Straw are
left with a tie for second and third places, which, acording to the
schedule, is to be shot off Labor Day. The scores follow:

Events: 12345678
Targets: 30 50 10 10 10 10 10 10

Rand 18 31 8 7
Rowe 23 37 6 8

Hebbard 25 37 10 7
Straw 24 38 6
Riley 16 .. 5
Dudley ...^*,^s 23
Yelmah , 19 .. .. 6 4
Mose ii. ..i.v... .. .. .. 6
Emery 3 .. ..

Nos. 1 and 2 were medal shoots.

Hilliard wins the medal by a score of 3.32 out of a possible 400.

Straw comes second with 320. Only members could compete for

the medal.
• The following are the prizes, winners and scores in the series,

the possible being 240: Winchester repeating shotgun, Hebbard,
200; sole leather gun case, Hilliard, 199; dress suit case. Straw,
199; rubber hip boots, Rowe, 187; shell carrying case, Rand, 1S2;

shooting blouse, Dudley, 177; sack chilled shot, Hastings, 176;

Powers cleaning rod, Riley, 175; Tomlinson cleaner, Yelmah, 137.

Lynn, Mass.^—The attendance at the shoot on Labor Day was
not so large as it would have been had there not been so many
tournaments and shoots carried on last week and Labor Day in

the surrounding towns, but those who were there had a .good time,
and some good scores were made. Owing to the warm day, many
targets having from one to three shots perforate them were merely
"dusted."
The sixth event was a match between Rowe and Emery at 25

targets, Rowe to use black blasting powder and Emery to use
smokeless. Rowe won by a score of 20 to 17, though that docs not
probably prove that blasting powder is better, for Rowe himself
made better scores with smokeless. The following are the scores:

Events 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 10 10 10

Straw 3 5.. 8.. 7

Yelmah 4
Muldown 6 7 5 5 6
Dudley 5
Rand 8 ..

Martin - 6 2
Hebbard 7
Rowe 6
Hastings 9 8
Emery 17
Harold 3 7
P H 9 14

8 4 10
8 9

7 ..

4 ..

6 11
6 ..

579.. 87 8 10 7 .. 468
8 10 6 20 8 10 8 7 5.. 7 7 8

9 5 997128 10 88

.. 10
Henry Rood, Sec'y.

Pleasant Hill Tournament.
Pleasant Hill, Mo., Sept. 2.—Over the Missouri Valley in-

cessant rains have been the order of the day for the past few
weeks; and the weather man was somewhar against the greater
success of the sixth annual (colored) merchandise and sweep-
stake shoot, scheduled to take place at this place Aug. 29.

The morning of the 29th indications were for rain. This no
doubt kept many away, but about noon the sun came out and
brightened up the elements, and those who had assembled spent a
most enjoyable day at the traps.
Among the out-of-town colored shooters were Lemuel Clay,

Frankfort, Kans., undoubtedly the best target shot of his race,
who won high average for the programme of merchandise event:
Ed. Armstead, Kansas City, Mo. ; C. C. Cooley, Kansas City, and
John Lewis, St. Louis, while among the white shooters from out
of town were W. A. Smith, Greenwood, Mo.: Chas. Berkstresser,
H. McPherrin and Geo Scott, Ore, Mo., and Samuel D. Wood-
house, the LT. M. C. representative, who rendered great assistance
to the management in seeing that every one was ready when his
turn came. Scores of merchandise events:
The live-bird event for the sportsmen's championship trophy,

which was held by the late E. R. Nuttall, of Ohiowa, Neb., at the
time of his death, was the most important event of the pro-
gramme, and was to begin at 2:30, and as_ Pleasant Hill had three
of the five aspirants for said honor, this brought out quite a
crowd of spectators, who gave three cheers for Pleasant Hill
when it was declared that T. H. Cohron by a score of 23 out of
25 had now become the undisputed champion wing shot of his
race.
This match was at 25 birds, 30yds. rise, and the winner, in addi-

tion to receiving the trophy and being subject to challenge from
any colored shooter in the country, also received of the Syracuse
Arms Company, one of their hammerless guns. Scores:

Live-bird championship event:
Ed Armstead *102222212222002121111222—21
R Mundv , 0122101212*22221102212022—20
T H Cohron 222*122112210112222222112—23
C C Cooley 202201201201*102221022120—17W P Dixon *2122*202122101202*022122—18

Scores in merchandise events:
Event No. 1, 15 targets: Clay 10, J. Mundy 8, T. H. Cohron 10,

Charles 6. R. Mundy 8, ^Dixon 8, Anderson 6, Gibson 6, Lewis 11,
Cooley 5, Armstead 7, S. L. Cohron 4. In shoot-offs Lewis won
first prize, J. C. hand trap; T. H. Cohron, second, 100 shells; T.

Mundy, third, sportsman's knife; Anderson fourth. Ideal gun
cleaner.
Event No. 2, 20 targets: Armstead 10, Charles 9, Clay 15. T. H

Cohron 17, R. Mundy 10, J. Mundy 14, Dixon 13, Anderson 11,
Lewis 12, Cooley 9, Gibson 6, Clark 8, Sneed 7, S. L. Cohron 6.

In shoot-ofTs, T, H. Cohron won first prize, Davenport single gun;
Clay, second, l50 shells; J. Mundy, third, safety axe; Dixon,
fourth, one pound Blue Ribbon and Ideal cleaner; Lewis, fifth,

Ideal cleaner.
Event No, 3 15 targets! Clay 14, J, Mundy 12. T. H, Cohmn 10,
Mundy 12, Dixon 8, And«so» U, Gibson 6, Lewis H, Cooley 7,

Armstead 7, Charles 10, Wilkerson 8, Sneed 9, Clark 8, S. L.

Cohron 7, Dullenger 6. In shoot-off Clay won first, prize, 150

shells; J. Mundy, second. 100 shells; Anderson, third, pocket

knife and Ideal cleaner; T. H. Cohron, fourth. Ideal cleaner.

Event No. 4, 20 targets: Clay 19, J. Mundy 13, T. H. Cohron 12,

R, Mundy 12, Dixon 14, Anderson 14, Charles 9, Gibson 7, Lewis

13, Armstead 12, Cooley 9, Clark 9. In shoot-ofi Clay won first

prize, Stevens single gun; Dixon, second, 150 shells; J. Mundy,
third, pair leggings and Ideal cleaner; R. Mundy, fourth, box of

cigars and gun cleaner; Charles, fifth. Ideal cleaner. _

Event No. 5, 20 singles and 5 pairs targets: Clay 25, J. Mundy
20, T. H. Cohron 17, Dixon 19, R. Mundy 18, Gibson 18, Lewis IS',

Anderson 15, Cooley 12, Armstead 13. In shoot-ofF Clay won first

prize, Winchester repeating shotgun; J. Mundy, second, 200 shells;

Dixon, third, 100 shells; Gibson, fourth, 50 shells; T. H. Cohron,
fifth, quart old rye; Lewis, .sixth. Ideal cleaner.

Event No. 6. 15 targets: Clay 13, J. Mundy 13, T, H. Cohron 12,

Dixon 9, R. Mundy 9, Anderson 9, Gibson 12, S. L. Cohron 8,

Armstead 8, Cooley 7, In shoot-ofi Clay won first prize. Winters
pneumatic recoil pad; T. H. Cohron, second, hunting coat; An-
derson, third, box of shells; Arrrtetead, fourth. Ideal gtw cleauer.

Springffield Shooting Club Tournament.
Springfield, Mass.—The Labor Day tournament of the Spring"

field Shooting Club was held on the club grounds, with a large

attendance. Interstate rules governed the meet, and the sweep-
stakes were optional. Professionals were permitted to shoot for

targets only. Leroy, who was handicapped by a light load, was
high gun. breaking 172 out of 195 shot at. The best shooting was
done by Leroy, Doremus, Stacy, Chapin, Merritt, Coats, Jordan,
Kites, Dr. Keith and Le Noir, The programrne contained twelve
events, after which extra events were put in.^ About twenty
shooters shot through the whole programme. The day was per-

fect for shooting, and some fine scores were made. The cltib

received many congratulations for the business-like manner in

v;liich the meet was conducted:

7 17 15
9 14 11
8 .. ..

7 .. 11
7 13 ..

6 .. 10

Events: 12345678
Targets: 10 15 20 10 25 15 10

Leroy 9 13 19 10 8 22 13
Dr Keith 9 13 16 6 7 23 12

Wills 9 8 .. .. 8 .. ..

Stacy 8 13 19 4 7 21 13
Doremus 8 11 18 5 8 22 11
Lenoir 8 15 12 .. 7 17 ..

Keycs 8
Merritt 7 12 17 8 9 14 12
Pinney 6 7 10 3 8 18 7 fi 6 7

Jordan 6 11 14
Henry 6 .. ..

Buck 5 8 ..

Kites 5 10 13
Coats 5 9 9
Dr Lewis 5 7 8
Pleath 5 8 ..

Keith 4 .. ..

Peck 3 3 .. ..

Manchester 5 . . . . 4 4 14
Chapin 18 8 9 25 14
Arnold 6 13 5

Cady 5 .. 10
Shannon 5 .. 2
Crosby 2 9 6

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
15 10 10 15 10 15

8 9 12
9 10 ..

6 5..
7 6 11
7 8 13
6 7..

8 18 12
6 .. ..

5 .. 8
7 18 13
5 13 6
7 .. ..

8

8 11 11
6 .. ..

4 .. ..

6 13 10
9 10 12

6 8

7 8

10 6 9 6 7 10 8

7
5

9 12
.. 9

9

8
9 ..

6

^

4 .. 7

6 9

2 .. 3
2 .. 9 4 e :6

Clark 1 . . .

.

Merritt 22 12
Crocker 7
Hyland 5
Pease
Elder 3 .. 3 3
Wales 8 6
Bolt . 8
Shaw 5
Davis '

; 6
Event No. 4 was at 5 pairs. Event No. 9 was at 10 pairs,

A summary of the most successful contestants follows:

3 5

4
"

5

Shot at. Broke.
Leroy 195 172
Doremus 185 130
Stacy 185 144
Chapin 145 120
Merritt 230 179

Shot at. Broke,
Coats 190 106
Jordan 2.30 162
Kites 225 148
Dr Keith 190 154
Lenoir 135 94

C. L. Kites, .Sec'y.

Darant Toarnameot.
Dlirant, I. T.—The appended scores were made here on Aug.

28 and 29. Mr. Wade won high average with the total of 218 oUt
of 240 shot at. The scores follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 15 20 20 20 20 20

Faurote 15 17 20 20 20 17
Wade 15 18 17 18 17 18
Moore 13 19 18 15 15 IS
Reust 13 17 18 19 19 19
Rusking 14 IS 15 13 18 15
Bertran „ ,,.i 14 18 17 17 14 18
B Wyrick 14 18 13 17 16 19W S Wyrick 13 17 14 17 18 19
Stephens 11 IS 15 20 19 19
B Stigar 11 18 17 15 17 7
Adams 9 14 13 12 13 11
tr Smith 13 20 18 19 17 17
Jones 10 .. 11 15 .. ..

P Rooney 10 15 10 5 .. ..

R Davis i..., ^ ., 10
T Tarrell 9
b Elliott 15 17 IS 17 IS
F Harrell 8
O Shannon 16W Perkins 14
A C Risiner 14
I'atilin 8
Duncan 17
V\ codard ; 9
B Engran , 10
Young 15 11 17 10
Roberts 19
Ward
J P Stegar
Trout
Dyer
In a live-bird race, 10 birds, open to all am

twelve entries. Reust, of Oklahoma, won by
only clean score made. Messrs. Elliott and Wai
miss-and-out, the latter winning in the sixth

7 8 9

20 15 20
20 12 18
19 14 20
19 14 20
18 15 17
16 12 16
19 12 13
15 14 18
17 14 19
20 13 16
13 .. 9
12 11 7
14 13 14
11 .. ..

13 .. ..

10 11
20 15
20 14
18 13
18 14
19 14
18 12
18 14
16 13
18 12
19 14
.. 10
11 8
.. 12
.. 5

12 13
15 20
15 19
14 17
14 17
14 20
14 17
12 16
13 17
12 16
12 16

10 13
11 16

9

16 13 18 17 13 13 19

'9
V.

15 12

11 13 18 12 11 11 18
10 IS 18 16 9 12 14
13 .. ..16

.. 11 2 ..

.. .. 11

ateurs, there were
a clean score, the
de shot a live-bird
ound.

Qnclnaatl Gun Clab.

Cincinnati, O., Sept. 1.—The conditions of the following were
100 targets, 18yds. rise, $2 entrance, moneys divided 40, 30, 20 and
10 per cent. Ahlers was high with S9, Garabell was a close second
with 86, Heyl was tiird with 83, and Dick fourth with 82. The
scores

:

Targets

:

Heyl
Dick
Harris
Van Ness

Boyd

15 15 20 15 15 20 Broke
8914 14 18 14 13 16

11 14 20 12 12 17 86
13 12 18 13 12 15 83
12 12 15 12 14 17 82
14 12 15 13 12 15 81
13 12 17 12 10 16 80
13 12 15 12 10 14 76
11 9 15 11 10 15 71
14 9 16 9 7 12 67
10 10 9 10 9 10 58

Aug. 30.—C. G C. cash prize contest, handicaps in vards: Nye,

Ackley, 16yds. 37; Grols, 19yds.,' 37; Willi4, 16yds.,' 37; Corry!
16yds., 37; J B., 17yds., 35; Maynard, 18yds., 35; Jack, 16yds., .34

i

Herman, 17yds., 33; Frohliger, 16yds., 29; Falk, 17yds., 29; Little-
ford, 18yds., 2o; Verges, 19yds., 25; Colonel, 16yds., 14,
Match, team race, lOO targets, 18yds.

;

Heyl 85. Ahlers 83; total 168.
Gambell S3, Van Ness 75; total 158,
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Padwcah G«n''CIub»
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 30.—We append tabulated scores of the

records^ made at our second annual tournament held here the
26th, 27th and 2Sth inst. There were about seventy-five partici-
pants, incliKling- the very best shots in the country, a.s will be
seen by reading the list of entries. Despite the inclement weather
that prevailed during the first two days of the shoot, there whs
the greatest enthusiasm, and from the bearing of the shooters one
would not have suspected that the weather' was other than the
most desirable. The last day of the shoot was clear and bright,
and immense crowds were, out to view the live-bird match. That
afternoon there was a reception held for tlie ladies, and delicious
refreshments were served.
The first liigh average at targets was made by R. O. TTeikes,

who broke 340 out of a (jossible 350, 97.1 per cent., and he was pre-
sented with a handsotiie cup. First high amateur average was
made by C. C. Le Compte, of Eminence, Ky., who broke 321 out
of 350. 91 per cent. H. C. Cronaugh made second amateur average
with 314 out of 350, 90 per cent.; he also won the club's handsome
cup. given each year at the tournament. C. C. Le Compte won
high average as amateur; he used Infallible powder in Leader
cases. H. C. Bronaugh used Dupont powder and Peters cases.
On Thursday, the third day, there were thirty-nine entries in the

live-bird race, in which the club guaranteed a purse of S700. but
it reached $780.
Rolla Heikes and Mose Starr, of Paducah, were first, killing

straight, and the following made 24 out of 25: Dr. Carver, T. C.
Sanders and H. Money. Those who killed 23 were: H. C, Bron-
augh, James Lewis, Hal. Walters, W. L. Plansbro, W. Bradv.
F. C. Ward and Chas. Spencer.

First Day,
Events : 1
Targets:. 15

Heikes , 15
Le Cofflptc 10
Phil 13
Mcney 14
Eick 13
Ward 15
Brady , 14
Waters 12
Willerding 9
Robertson 14
Thompson 9
Legler 13
Spencer 13
Carter 13
Shields 12
Martin 13
Phillips 12M Star 11
Wilkins 11
Jones 12
Rouse „f. 11
Davis ;; 14
Hansbro 12
Arenz '. 8
Bronaugh 13
B Star 13
Long 9

Eaker 10
Lewis 11
Hillman w..... 12
Kennedy '. 8
McGehee 11
McMillan 13
Watson 11
Meaders 9

Allan 9

Lovd 7

Pfieflfer 12
Stewart .'. 4
Gus Mitchell 13
Geo Mitchell 12
Armstrong
Torry 9
Davies 9
Mercer 13
Watson 11

Kimball
Street
Lang .•

Hays
Topscott
Lyle
Nemo
C Brown
Waraer' ,

Miller
Wille
A R Miller
Stenago

Aug. 26.

2 3 4 5
20 15 20 15
IS 15 20 13
19 15 20 13
19 15 IS 11
18 13 17 14
20 15 17 11
18 15 17 14
15 12 19 13
14 12 17 14
16 15 16 10
16 13 IS 13
10 11 15 13
12 11 16 14
18 14 18 11
17 15 13 14
16 12 17 15
13 14 19 11
12 8 11 7
15 15 16 14
14 12 15 12
15 10 13 9

13 12 17 13
14 14 18 9

18 12 15 13
17 7 15 13
16 12 17 13
17 13 20 10
15 12 16 12
13 10 18 13

15 14 15 14
17 14 19 9

11 10 15 12

19 12 13 13
13 11 17 12
16 15 13 11
16 13 15 13
17 13 15 12
12 5 13 13
19 14 18 14
7 7 70 7

18 11 16 10
17 14 18 14
12 12 15 12
15 12 4 8
13
17 10 17 11
16 15 13 11
17 11 7 7
13 12,10

6 7 8

20 15 20
20 15 19
17 T4 16
20 14 19
20 14 17
17 14 17
16 12 17
17 14 18
IS 10 13
14 13 17

15 11 15
13 11 13
14 9 16
16 14 19

15 11 IS
16 11 15
17 14 17
14 8 12
18 13 17
18 15 18
15 11 16
18 12 17
15 11 19
17 15 20
17 9 19
18 13 17
19 15 20

17 15 15
18 11 17
20 14 16
16 13 17
14 14 18
17 12 17
18 14 19
18 11 15
15 11 14
15 11 13
11 8 14
18 13 16
8 10 13

18 14 15
15 10 18
14 12 15

15 .. ..

17
16 12 14
18 11 15

9 10
15 20
14 11)

15 19
12 19
9 19

12 16

14 17

14 17
14 16
14 19
13 17
10 18
13 14
15 19
13 19
13 16
12 17
10 6
14 17
12 15
12 15
12 15
13 18

12 17'

11 17
14 20
13 16
13 15
13 16

11 17
12 16
9 12
11 16
11 17
12 12
11 16
10 11'

12 10
14 18
6 10

'

11 16
13 16
14 17

12 12

Total
Broke.

168

158
160
155
152
15S
153
140
143
148
123
132
157
151
143
147
100
150
142
128
140
145
151
133
1.53

156
139
1.39

147
145
123
141
145
134
133
126
105
156
82

142
147

134

. 5 .,

14 13

12 15
.. 6 .. 6 .

15 12 16 13".

.

13 13 . . 11 17
10 10 16 12 11

. 7 10 11 .

.

. . 13 16 10 .

.

.... 14 8 13

.. .. 14 8 ..

. . 15
13

Events

:

Targets

:

Second Day, Aug. 27,

Martin
Phillips
M Star

Kennedy

Page

Willis

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Total
15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 Broke. 2 dvs
14 20 15 20 15 19 15 20 15 19 172 340
13 17 14 19 15 17 15 19 15 19 163 321
14 19 13 19 15 13 14 20 14 19 160 320
15 20 14 19 14 19 14 18 12 18 163 319
15 19 13 19 12 18 12 16 13 18 155 310
14 20 15 18 15 17 14 19 13 19 164 316
12 19 15 18 14 20 11 19 14 19 161 314
12 19 14 18 9 17 11 15 13 20 148 288
14 16 14 19 14 16 14 20 15 19 161 304
14 19. 13 16 14 16 15 17 15 18 157 305
12 15 9 16 10 14 13 17 10 14 130 255
14 17 12 17 13 17 11 17 15 19 152 284
13 18 13 18 14 17 11 19 14 19 156 313
11 17 11 19 10 15 11 19 11 20 144 295
12 18 12 17 12 15 12 19 13 15 143 286
12 15 12 19 15 15 14 17 13 16 148 295
12 19 15 13 13 18 11 19 13 16 149 249
14 19 13 19 12 16 10 11 14 16 144 294
15 18 14 20 12 18 15 17 13 16 158 300
12 17 14 13 12 14 11 15 12 19 139 267
11 16 8 15 13 18 15 16 8 15 135 275
12 16 13 20 15 19 13 16 14 20 158 303
13 17 14 16 9 16 9 IS 13 17 142 293
14 18 14 17 14 16 13 18 11 20 155 288
13 20 14 IS 13 19 12 20 14 19 162 315
14 17 12 19 14 17 13 19 14 19 158 314
13 IS 14 14 13 18 15 19 11 17 152 291
13 15 12 15 12 17 12 16 13 19 144 278
13 14 11 15 12 17 12 18 11 18 141 288
13 17 14 14 13 17 12 17 11 17 145 290

13 16 11 14 11 15 13 15 10 14 132 255
14 12 13 18 13 15 13 18 10 13 139 280
9 14 10 15 11 16 13 18 11 19 136 281

12 15 12 14 11 19 15 17 6 15 136
13 14 12 16 8 17 11 16 9 14 130
9 11 11 14 9 13 7 17 11 14 116

14 16 11 11 12 17 14 17 11 18 141
12 19 10 17 8 11 13 . . 14 14
10 12 12 14 9 14 13 13 .. ..

8 12 9 11 12 14 7 16 .. ..

9 .. 11 .. 12 16 12

9 15 . .

.

13 .. ,9

12 . . 11 18 io 11
10 12 12 18 11 16 7

12 14 14 16 14 18 11 18 14 18 i49
Moss 12 16 . ,14 . . .

.

Mercer 9 17 13 15
Loyd 8 .. .. 9

Hays 8 9

Burtis 7 ..

Armstrong 12 13
Lang
Grififith .. ..

Forry
J M Bradshaw
Nemo ••

Straw
Foreinati ....^i.;. •- -
Irwin • • -

Bondurant
Stewart •

Street •

Fowler • - • • • • • • • • •

|;2Vf
"

9 ..

13 18
8 ..

6 9

8 ..

10 16
11 14
12 ..

12. ..

12 ..

15

13 19

11 ..

10 12
6 8

11 15
13 19
12 15
9 14

11 14
12 17
8 ..

.. 14

16
11
5

19
12

Trap Around Reading:.
Reading, Pa., Aug. 27.—The Reading Shooting Association's

annual two-days' target tournament opened here to-day and was
a great success, the attendance being very large. The shoot was
held on the association's new grounds at Carsonia Park, near the
city line. The new grounds are ideal for target shooting, having
a fine background. Among the sportsmen in attendance from
out-of-town were William Tlartz, of Sparrow Point, Md. ; M. PI.
Ruppcit, of North f.ranch, N. J.; PL C. .Stephens, of Steelton,
Pa.; M. S. Brey, of Zionsville; Ira Bruhaker, of Richland; Fen
W. Cooper, of Mahanoy City; Arthur Walker, of Catasauqua;
Luther Showalter, of Pottstown; D. D. Daudt, Isaac Halm and
John Bell, of Bethlehem; Plarry Schlechter, Charles Kramlich,
Frank Englert and Ch.irles N. Miller, of Allcntown.
The trade representatives present were T. W. Morfcv, of the

U. M. C, and J. R. Hull, of Parker Bros.
The programme each day called for 135 targets, I'he best aver-

age- the first day was mad'e by Schlechter, who broke 125 out of
13.5. Lee Wertz won the second day's average prize by breaking
the same number . of targets as Schlechter did the first day.
The shoot was conducted by the association's tournament com-

mittee, composed of John Shaaber, Charles Dietrick and George
W. Ritter, who worked hard to make the tournament a success,
and deserve credit for conducting a tournament without a hitch
of any kind during the two days. The scores follow;

First Day, Aug. 27.

Events:
, , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Targets: 10 15 20 15 15 25 15 20
Morfey 0 12 17 11 11 18 15 14
Hull . 6 10 18 14 11 23 14 17
"D S D" 8 12 17 9 12 21 10 19
Ritter 8 13 20 13 14 20 11 19
Murphy 7 15 17 9 10 23 12 15
Dietrick 8 11 14 14 13-20 13 18
"M 11 R" 10 11 17 12 15 21 14 17
PLirtz K) 12 12 14 12 21 12 19
Miller 7 12 15 10 12 21 10 18
Bell 5 14 10 13 11 19 8 11
Plahn

.10

14 15 15 12 21 13 16
Englert 9 12 16 11 11 21 16 ..

Showalter 8 15 19 14 11 22 13 17
Ivramlich 10 15 16 14 11 24 13 IS
Brubaker 5 13 18 12 14 21 13 16
Brey 8 14 18 12 12 25 13 18
Lee Wertz 9 14 19 13 14 24 12 19
Schlechter 8 13 20 15 13 23 14 19
Cooper 9 U. 17 12 8 16 12 17
Fred Wertz 8 10 17 13 12 20 12 19
Stephens 8 11 16 13 14 24 14 19
Walker 9 8 17 15 14 20 9 14
Schmeck 16 14 12 21 14 16
Farr 10 -7

Second Day, Aug. 28.

Events : 1
Targets : 10

Brey 9
Plahn 8
Kramlich 7
Dietrick 9
Brubaker 8
Stephens 8
Hartz 70
Ritter 9
Murphv 9

Lee Wertz '. ^ 10
Fred Wertz 5
"D S D" 9
Showalter 8
"M H R" 9
Morfey 9

Bortz 5
Schaeffer S
Farr
Ball
Bard
Kerr
Jas Wertz
Melcher

2 3 4
15 20 15
12 18 14
9 16 12

15 19 13
13 16 13
13 18
14 19
14 16 14
15 16 11
11 15 14
15 19 14
14 18 13
11 15 15
12 16 ..

14 17 10
11 18 11
10 .. 9

11 16 1.3

12
9

5 6

15 25
14 22
11 18
15 21
14 20
14 25
13 22
14 24
13 19
12 15
12 22
12 23
13 8

7 8
15 20
13 IS
13 17
14 17
15 16
11 13
12 18
11 ..

15 14
12 15
15 18
14 IS
4 ..

8 .. 13 ..

11 21 .. ..

5 .. 7 ..

12
9 .. 10 ..

14 22 15 ..

.. 12 16
20 13 15
.. 9 ..

.. .. 15
Duster.

13
10

Highland Clob.

Aug. 29.—The members of the Jlighland Club held a live-bird
shoot at Steiger's farm, when these scores were made:
Dowling 1010100111— 6 Fair 1001111111— S

Merkel 1001111111— 8 Bolin QOllOOOOOl— 3
Lawrence 1101101001— 6 Eckenroth 0011111111— 8
Snvder 0100101001— 4 Eisenbise 1111111111—10
Weidner 1011010111— 7

Matz 101111—5 Fair 101010—3
Lawrence 111110—5 Weidner ..,».-.>-,» ..... .111011—

5

Snyder 111011—5 Eckenroth 111111—6
Dowling 110011—4

Keystone Shooting Clab.

LoRANE, Pa., Aug. 25.—The Keystone Shooting Club, of this
place, held a target shoot to-day with the following results:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
- Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15
Clouser 9 . . 11 11 13 . . PI Killian 12 13 8 11 7
E Killian .... 9 8.... 9.. H Brown 3 2 4 3..
F Brown 11 13 14 11 12 10 Ouinter 9 9 9 13
Epler
D S Lutz

7 6

12
8 7

13 14 9

Mengle . . 12 8 8 12 10

Clampionship of Gregory County.

BONBSTEEL, S. D., Aug. 27.—On the afternoon of Aug. 26, on
the grounds of the Fairfax Gun Club, Carl Porter, holder, de-
feated J. F. Spatz, challenger, for the Peters Cartridge Co.'s trophy
emblematic of the championship of Gregory County, by a score
of 46 to 42. Singularly enough, this was an exact duplicate of the
scores of the last race between Porter and Thompson for the
same trophy.
Porter seemed a bit nervous at first and slobbered his birds

b.idly, but soon settled down to his steady grind and at the end
of the first string of 25 the score was 21 to 19 in favor of the
champion. The last string of 25 was as pretty a race as any one
could wish to see, as the contestants never made a skip until

Spatz lost his 21st bird, 42 birds being broken straight, but Porter
was not to be denied and ran out his string without a semblance
of a skip, while Spatz lost his 22d and 24th bird, going out with
a total of 23 on the last string, which made his total 42. Porter
lost his 6th, 10th, 11th and 21st, making the very good score of 46.

He was vvarmlj- congratulated on his victory over his more unex-
perienced antagonist. This race demonstrated that Mr. Porter
is possessed of all the essentials of a good trap shot, save only
physical strength, he being a small, slender fellow and very light
in build. While Mr. Porter is in his present form there is little

hope of defeating him, but it would be more than wonderful if

he should retain his present wonderful condition.
His next antagonist will probablyy be either Spatz or Leach,

of the Bonesteel Gun Club, and an effort will be made to induce
Mr. Porter to waive his right to the grounds and consent to

pull oil the next shoot at Bonesteel.
A number of sweeps were run ofif in connection with the cham-

pionship event, and whether or not the race had exhausted the
champion or whether he was a bit careless after his hard-won
victory, he displayed little of the form shown in the race. Thomp-
son, of Fairfax, won high average for the day, as also the good
sliare of the purses. Great interest is being shown in these
inter-city shoots, and the best of feeling prevails. The day was
an ideal one for the sport, and the traps under the management
of Mr. Newsbaum, wlio is an excellent trap puller, worked per-
fectely.

Following are the scores in the championship event:

Porter 1111101110011111111101111—21
1111111111111111111111111—25—46

gpatz 0111111111110111101101001—19
lllUllim 1 1 111111101101—23—42

W. A. Leach,
Secretary Bonesteel Gun Club.

A. Davis.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, 5U»d ^Qt to individual connected with tfe« |>apeT,

Interstate at Nappanee,
Nappanee, Ind., Sept. 6.—The Interstate Association tournament

held at Nappanee, Ind., Sept. 3 and 4, under the auspices of the!
Nappanee Gun Club, from an attendance standpoint was a failurei
but twenty different contestants putting in an appearance. P'hci
small attendance was due entirely to conflicting dates. The dates'
for the Nappanee tournament were claimed through the columns ol;

the different sportsmen's journals on Feb. 1-5, and appeared in thi
list of fixtures from that time on, yet two other gun clubs in the
State of Indiana saw fit to hold tournaments on the sajne date;
I'his may be sportsmanlike and the proper way to create friendlv
intercourse between gun clubs, but the members of the Nap'
panee Club and many others as well do not think that it is. Mr.:

J. L. Head, who is in touch with the trapshooters of Indiana,!
stated that by reason of the dates conflicting Nappanee was hurt
to the extent of twenty entries at least. This is to be regretted,
as the Nappanee Gun Club is a young organization and deserved
every encouragement. Although the members of the club were'
very much downcast over the small attendance, the programme as
advertised was carried out to the letter. It was a commendable
action on the part of the club, and one which will reap its own^
reward. The scores follow:

Sept. 3, First Day-

C
A
J
E
C
B
B
W

Events

:

Targets

:

Volkman 13 16
S Flinn 10 17W Gutelius 4 7
A Streeter 10 15
Iloverstock 11 11
Morris 10 ..

B Maust... 9 12
Wilt 14 14

C W Douglass 9 15

J S Campfield 9 12

J L Head , 12 15
M D Price 12
PI W Vietmeyer 11 17
J W Hulbert ..

B Apple
S Stahl
W F Keck

123456789 10
15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20

9 17 10 16 12 13 14 16
14 19 13 13 14 15 13 19
3
14 15 11 17 15 17 11 15
10 7 6 8 12 11 11 12

7
10 .. 8
8

13 17 12 16 13 19 13 16
8 10 11 8 13 12 6 12

12 15 14 12 13 16 12 17

14 15 13 17 12 17 "11 19
..1513 13 10 18 12 17
.. 14 11 .. 12 15 .. 16
.. .. 8 14 7 .. 7 ..

...... 10

Sept. 4, Second Day.
Events: 123456789 10
Targets : 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20

J L Plead 10 15 11 18 13 10 11 17 14 15
C Volkman 12 17 10 16 9 15 9 8 10 13
H W Vietmeyer 13 18 11 17 12 12 12 17 13 17
C W Douglass 9 10 6 16 11 19 10 17 13 16
A Flinn 12 18 11 11 7 16 11 18 8 13W A Winebrenner 9 13 11 13 12 16 10 16 12 16

J S Campfield 8 14 9 13 6 16 9 10 8 6
B B Maust 10 .. ..

M D Price .. .. 4 .. .. 8
M Wysong 8 11 11 10
A Houtz , 14W Wilt , 9 ....

Shot
at. Broke.
175 136
175 147
50 14
175 140
175 99

30 17
65 39
50 36

175 143
175 101
175 138
20 12

175 146
125 98
90 68
65 36
15 10

Shot
at. Broke.
175 134
175 119
175 142
175 127
175 125
175 12S
175 99
20 10
35 12
70 40
20 14
15 9

The Hamilton Gon Club.

PIamilton, Canada, Sept. 3.—At the annual meeting of the
Plarnilton Gun Club the following, officers were elected: Thos.
Upton, President; M. E. Fletcher, Vice-President; Geo. Craw-
ford, Treasurer; John Hunter, Secretary; Dr. J. E. Overholt,
Chas, Brigger and Jos. Crooks, Executive Committee; Dr. Hunt,
Field Captain; F. B. Vallance, Compiler of Scores.

It was decided to hold the thirteenth annual grand Canadian
live bird handicap on Jan. 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1903, and we beg that
you will claim and post these dates for our thirteenth annual
tonruey. We are going to make this the live bird event of the
season; particulars later.

Appended please find scores of last regular club shoot. At our
next meeting, on Sept. 13 the annual team shoot, president against
vice-president, will be held, and the competition for the Peters
trophy completed. All visiting sportsmen cordially received as
members of the day and night.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 25 ^ 5

Upton 9 23 19 5

Brigger 8 22 21 .

.

Work 6 20 20 .

.

Dr Wilson 7 18 22 2

E A Clifford 5 20 18 ..

Bowron 9 19 18 ..

Hunt 8 21 20 5

Barr 5 . . 11 .

.

Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 25 25

Hunter 8 20 16
Crawford 10 15 14
Fletcher 21 17
Frank 19 ..

Ben It .. 14 14
McMahon 17 11
Andy

In event No. 4 Hunter only shot at 4 birds. Events 2 and 3
for Peters trophy; event 4, live birds
Mr. McMackon, of Ridgetown, visited us to-day, and shot with

borrowed gun, which accounts for his -^dropping so far below his

usual average. Ben It.

Raleigh Gun Club.
Raleigh, N. C, Sept. 4.—The attendance was smaller at the

regular shoot of the Raleigh Gtm Club to-day, but the enthusiasm
was jvist as great if not more, as each one thought almost to the
last that he would be the winner for the evening's shoot. But the
honors were not to go to any one in particular. As the scores
show, thej' were captured by four different contestants, and it

seems that some one of this number could have run one more.
We see no reason why our president, Mr. Johnson, could not do
better since his return from the Lynchburg shoot, where he was
handicapped to 20yds., and our club won't forget; this injustice.

While Mr. Johnson said he was treated royally in every other' re-

spect, and he has nothing to say himself against being handicapped,
not one of our club members that I have heard express them-
selves thought it right. The following scores were made to-day
at 50 targets: Johnson 41, Pearce 41, Gowan 41, Whitaker 41,

Parker 39, Ferrall 39, Gray 37, Stark 33. R. T. Gowan, Sec'y.

So notice taken ol ^""''vmoas commimloatlons.

E. R. C, Tapachula Chiapas, Mexico.—We have an insect here
in this country called by the natives chicharra. As I remem-
ber, it is exactly the same insect which they have up in the

mountains of western North Carolina, called there the seventeen-
year locust. In shape it is very much like a common house fly

and about half the size of the "thumb. It lives up in the trees

and darts rapidly away on being alarmed. The note it gives is a
shrill whistle when at rest. Would you kindly tell me if this

insect is a locust? If riot, to what family does it belong? Ans.
The insect may be the "seventeen-year locust," which is really

not a locust at all, but a cicada (Cicada seplemdecim). It belongs
to the order Plemiptera, which includes bugs, ticks, "walking
sticks," manteo, and a great number of quite dissimilar forms; or

it may be some closely related form. This could be determined
only by the examination of a specimen by an entomologist.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Before long now the great broad waters of the Southern States,

Currituck, Albemarle. Core and Pamlico sounds, and others to

the southward, will be covered with water fowl which resort

there to spend the winter. Before long, too, people will be
thinking of' starting for the southern quail grounds. Norfolk and
Richmond are two points from which all these shooting localir

ties may be reached, and to these two cities one may travel

easily and comfortably by the Old Dominion Line,

The man who is going to Maine, or indeed anywhere to the
northeast will do well to include in the routes which he con^

siders that offered by the Maine Steamship Co. The heat and dust

of railway travel is avoided, and one's self and baggage need not
be thought of after New York is left.

- At the Durant, I. T.. tournament, Aug.. 28 and 29, Mr. Wade
won high average for the target programme, with a score of

21?i

out of 240. ije shot Peter^ Ideal shells.
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5 I Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
^

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

SUPREMACY GRAND
AMERICAN
HANDICAP

If

SMITH GUNS
won all three prices

at Grand American
Handicap^ Kansas
City, 1902 ; proving

their saperiority.
Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.?
Fulton, N. Y.

ra:0:83:95;c85C9:8»:8:83C8:83^

5532 out of 5765
TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.

Such continued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
SMOKELESS POWDER.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U N V the MAN
Who Shoots

The ^

Lefever. ^
At the Brooklyn Gun Club Grounds, June 7, Mr. C. W. Floyd, an amateur

jf New York City, shooting his

Lefever Arms Co. Ejector Gun,
Broke 230 out of 240, making a run of 105 straight.

No gun, Foreign or American, will outshoot THE LEFEVER. It
mil please you. Send for Catalogue.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY. - - SYRACUSE. N. Y.

99MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

^ POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score siieets and the Inte state Assoc atioii
ales for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The covei
(ears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in nnmber and form, are arranged to make
complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are mled to make a record

if the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, nnmber of shooters, gun and load used
vents, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather Price 50c po^- pair'^

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

When writing say yoti saw the scd* in the Forest and Stream,".

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lalce, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 16 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

SEND FOR
CATALOeUE. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn,

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QOieK-RELIABLEr..

NEW-TR015DORf MOKHljS
5H0T6UN POWDEd

Headquarters for the Sale of New Troisdorf:

WM. READ & SON, Boston. J. V. VARICK. Manchester, N. H.
HANDLE ARMS CO , Cincinnati, O. RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO.. St.Louis.Mo.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago. JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaulcee, Wis.
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Minn. RECTOR & WILHELMY CO . Omaha, Neb.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man. WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABTCH, Indianapolis, Ind.

in* !•

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

DAVI GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass

A Charming Nature Book.

Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream,

By MORTON GRINNELL,

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild
creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in
Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are
given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. V

For Anglers and Big Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New Brunswiclc.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick
a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—moose and
caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found
and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only
just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a
stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK,
j
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OUR SPECIAL FIELD AND TRAP GUN
Fifed with genuine "Krupp Fluid Steel" barrels (and every gun so branded), dark

curly English walnut stock and forearm, finely checkered. Full pistol grip wilh

rubber cap very highly engraved, double thick breech with concealed cross-bolt, rein-

forced frariie and s*ock fastening, narrow skeleton rib Made in lo, 12 and 16 gauge.

PRICE, S50. 00.
Positively the best bargain ever offered in a high grade hammerless gun at a

moderate price and superior to most guns selling for $25 more.

Your old gun taken in exchange.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

Self-Loading

Pistols

or Carbines

fltHlffi' Automatic Carbine

Ot Pistol

are the most efficient Riot Preventres and are rapidly taking

the place of the larger revolvers and more complicated automatic or

self-loading pistols all over the world. As an offensive or defensive

weapon for the Military, Sheriffs, Prospectors, Surveyors, Cowboys
and Frontiersmen, it has no equal.

It is sighted up to 1000 yards. It will shoot a mile. It will

penetrate 1 7 inches of pine. It can be fired six shots within one

second and holds six or ten cartridges, smokeless powder, soft nose

or full mantled bullets. 10 shots can be reloaded in a couple of seconds

and it is fully guaranteed. No other weapon will command the same
wholesome respect among the lawless. It has killed bear, deer,

and nearly all big game and little game to be found on this continent, and its small size and

light weight make it a most desirable auxiliary.

PRICE, 6 Shot, Skeleton Stock, New Small Model, . . . S22.65
" 10 Shot, Woodea Holster and Stock Combined, . . . 25.00
" Cartridges, either Soft Nosed or Full Mantled, per 1000, . 25.00

MAUSER Latest Model 7 m/m and 8 m/m SPORTING RIFLES, . . 45.00

With Double Set Trigger . . . . . . . . 50.00

YON LENGERKE & DETMOLO, 318 Broadway, NEW YORK.
U. S. Agents: FRANCOTTE GUNS. KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

NEVER FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 91%.

Illinois State Shoot, 1st average, 95^ (considering the

number of targets shot).

Brooklyn, N. Y,, June 7, 1st average, 9% with 105

straight.

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average, 385 out of 400.

Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD.

Jl_l I il I I .ff r^r\ 75 CHAMBERS ST.,
. r1. LAU Ob OV^.i NEW TORK CITY.

Imtwrters and Dealers in Fire Arms, Ammunition and Fencing Goods.

A Postal brings "Shooting Facis" (Second Edition). Telephone 1T47 Frankhn.

Sola
Agents,

PATENT FOLDING TIN
' 'PLOVER" & "SNIPE" DECOYS

MosI Portable

and

Best Decoys

Made.

These decoys are made of two oval shaped
parts or sections, which, when closed to-

gether, make the exact form of the bird.

They pack or nest one into another, so that
a box containing one dozen measures only
loin, by 9 in. and i'/i in. deep; are nicely
painted to represent the bird.

Varieties made: Black-breasted Plover,
Green Plover, Red-breasted Plover, T\*.rn-

stone or Chicken Plover
and Yellowleg Snipe.
Prices for Plover, 14

per doz.
;
Yellowleg, $4.i50.

Discount to the trade.

Ask your dealer for tJiem.

GOLDEN and GREEN PLOVER.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
107 Washington Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

Dealers in Fine Guns and Shooting Tackle.
Send stamps for catalogue and list of bargains in second-hand guns. Ask your dealer for them.

A New English Gun.
"Great Value for Little Money.'*

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET

We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. English guns have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from 6}( lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated guns of W. W
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous Illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

100 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting

from the 30- yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Pioons Straight,

ni his match with Mr. C. W. Phellis. Mr. Eudd's

load was

31 DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. G." & "SCHULTZE" GUNPOWDER CO., Ltd..

irkM OaklAMd, Bergtn C*iuttr, H. Jf,

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks;-

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details-

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in"

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO.



§eND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE,
VOL. 12. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, J902.

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, $4.

Great Britain, $5.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BRO/

CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. P'/^..-
PRICE, 10 CENTS.

U. M. C. AT SEA GIRT.
The following matches were won at the great annual military tournament just concluded, by shooters

who used U. M. C. ammunition:

The Leach Cup flatch.

The All Comers Match.

The Spencer Cup Match

Revolver Team Match.

Military Revolver Championship.

Inspector's Match was won by the new U. M. C. bullets, and in President's Match the high score

was tied by U. M. C. cartridges. In fact, at the rifle ranges nearly every shooter used the new U. M. C.

.30 Government cartridge, except where the Government make was specified, and the scores made were

the best in many years.

me UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
313 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPOR.T. CONN. 86 First St.. San FraLncisco. CaL

WINCHESTER
High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges.

.45=70, .45=90 and .50=110 Calibers, Loaded with Smokeless Powder and Soft Point Metal Patched Bullets*

FOR BIG QA/VIE SHOOTING AT DISTANCES UP TO 200 YARDS.
We are now able to furnish, through the regular trade channels, the above new Winchester High Velocity, large bore, cartridges for Winchester Model 1886, .4S-70, .45-90 and
.50-110 caliber rifles. These cartridges, although they give high velocity and great muzzle energy, develop only slightly increased initial pressure. By their use, owners ot Win-
chester Model 1886 rifles of the calibers mentioned can greatly increase the power of their guns. For fine shoDting, a slight alteration of sights may be necessary when these

cartridges are used. When ordering new rifles in which it is intended to use these cartridges, it should be so stated in the order, so that the proper sights may be fitted.

The following table shows the muzzle" velocity, penetration and trajectory of these High Velocity Low Pressure Cartridges:

Name of Cartridge.

•45-70

.45-90 Winchester

.50-110 Express

Weight of Bullet, grains.

300
300
300

Velocity at Muzzle,
Feet per second.

1875
iq8o
2225

Trajectory.
100 Yds. Height at 200 yds.

50 yds. Inches. 100 3'ds.

1-47

1.41

1.07

Height at

Inches.

7.40
6 63
5.82

Penetration in inch dry pine boards
at 15ft. from muzzle. Soit point bullet.

13

14
12

With the great increase in velocity which these cartridges have, their trajectory is proportionately flatter, and, at 200 yards, their remaining energies are practically the same as

those of the small caliber high-power cartridges. It is a desirable feature of these cartridges that they can be used by persons who fear to use the high-power small caliber cartridges

on accouat of their great range. These points considered, and the fact that the results are obtained with bullets of large cross section, make these cartridges unsurpassed for

striking and killing power at the distances at which most big game is killed.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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T Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc. T

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOIIiER

Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 260 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogue free.

WORKS: RED BANK, N. J.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.

CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New Tork.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

liave a sail or

power boat, and

we will tell you how yon can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N.J.

Mullins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.Send

forour
Handsome
Catalog.N^w

W.H. MULLINS,
16 Depot St., Salem, Ohia

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TENDERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

handled and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON ft OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 Middle Strset, Old Town, - . Mains.

The "SUPERIOR " besides being used in the

Life Saving Service, is now working in Alaska,
Denmark. England, and in every state in the United
States. It stands on its merits. All joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze, Its

firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturSing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-

vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for

atalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nARQUBTTE, - - niCHIQAN, U. S. A.

SPAR VARNISH,
Varnishes for Decks and Interior of Cabins,

DECK and HOUSETOP PAINTS,

HMiAl LVii^EB Sundries.

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to

start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful

and economical method of passing away leisure

hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in

general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft/' of which, in fact, it is a
part. "1

FORIST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
•M SrMdw«7. New York.

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classics

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters are
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit
of landscape, a scene of outdoors, stand out clear
and vivid, like a startling {lashing out from the
reader's own memory. '

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

HOLLOW
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT SIRENGTH.
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and renaele, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^^tSer. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

Steam and bail Yachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

RACINE BOAT MANlIFACTriUNfi CO.,

J
Bo.\ 25, Racine, Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, !$i6.8o.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.

An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive

of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders

and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and "Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

FLY-FISHING AND FLY-MAKING FOR TROUT.
By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material for mak-

ing flies of every variety. Illustrated. New edition. Cloth, i6o pages.

Price, $1.50.

Contents: The Senses of Fishes in Relation to the Fly-Fisherman. Practical

Fly-Fishing. Trout Fly-Making. Standard Trout , Flies and Their Dressing.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

\I
Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fix. 86,

Pump with upright lever and iMwr ar- solicT piecSff

of earthenware with seat attached^ No joiner
work required around closet, audi ao opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumber»,

134 Beekman St. , - - P^ew York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that youi

will agree with us !id

ayine tht

ALMY
BOriER

AYORITE B&ILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Proyidenctt, R. I.

eAN KIDNEY SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS„

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue.

Has No Equal

NAVALiTE

as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

' quickly, and wears

wonderfully without

Btnrning white. Used
on Vigrliant, Defender

and Columbia in

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY,
Chicago. New York. Boston.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates

exceeding loo, besides more than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination ol

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht." "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,'' "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Saihng Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,'"'^ etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

1 CANVAS CANOES ^

AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents.

FORESTAND STREAIM PUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

When writing say that you saw
the ad. In the "Forest and Stream."
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The Forest and Stream is therecognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite comm'uiffkations on the subjects to' which its

" pages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

; garded. While it is Intended to give wide latitude in discussion

' of current topics, -itJife 'editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents,

Subscd,ptiGiTs >nay begin at any time. Terms: For single

copies, •'$4 •pSr^'ear, $2 for six months. For club rates and full

f partfculafs'i^s^ecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii.

THE APPALACHIAN PARK.
"A'T the annual meeting of the Appalachian National

^P&^k Association, held in Asheville, N. C, on Wednes-
*d?ty of last week, the secretary, Dr. C. P. Aiiibler, pre-
' sented a report of substantial progress for the year. Just

"what an active system has been followed for pushing the

-Appalachian Park project into publicity and keeping it

•there, may be inferred from the statistics of the year,

which show that the secretary sent out more than 42,000

pieces of printed matter, making a total since the work
was undertaken of nearly a million pieces; and" more than

1,300 personal letters. The result of the year's propa-

ganda gives substantial cause of satisfaction. Opposition

which existed on the part of large lumber corporations

has been overcome, and many of the largest and most in-

fluential lumber organizations have declared for the Park.

As has' been recorded in these columns, the bill to provide

the reserve was not pressed at the late session of Con-
gress, because it was feared that the immense appropria-

tions made for other purposes would endanger the meas-
ure. But there is reason to believe that the matter may
receive favorable consideration in the short session in

December.

It is a pleasure in recurring to. the Appalachian Park
to note, as we have noted before, the public-spirited and
efficient services performed in its behalf by Dr. Ambler.

The setting apart a region of forest for the benefit of the

country at large, now and in the future, is one of thqse

undertakings which, while of the highest public import-

ance, must in the nature of things depend for success

upon individual initiative and execution. Without some
one man so intensely interested and so patriotic in the

highest and best sense of that much-abused term that

he will give unstintingly of his thought and time and

labor to doing the actual work, we should never see the

realization of such an undertaking.

AUTUMN'S ANTICIPATION.

The days of the year have come, charming days to

sportsmen, when there is a crisp coolness in the breezy

air ; when there are, from the master hand, free touches

of glorious reds, yellows and browns spread here and

there on the landscape; when there is a rustle of falling

leaves which whisper that the reign of summer is ending

;

and when the fancies of the sportsman lightly and

blithely turn to thoughts of dog and gun, game birds,

open fields and woodlands of pleasant memories. As his

eye rests upon the landscape with its touches of fall

coloring, he notes that the general green color is faded

and washed out, with an approach to the sere where the

frosts nipped hardest, all in sharp contrast to the deep

fresh green and summer flowers of a few weeks ago.

The game birds, in sympathy with the year's fruition,

have quite or nearly attained their full growth, and are

garbed in coats of many colors, each bird a gem to delight

the eye and to evoke a craving for possession.

The season and the opportunity combine to reawaken

memories of the past and to excite purpose for the future.

The sportsman resolves to go a-hunting. Even if he

knows that he cannot go, he tries to delude himself with

the belief that he may go after all, and thereupon he en-

ters into all the discussions and preparations with the

same earnestness of those whose going is a fixed certainty.

There are many grave deliberations as to guns and dogs.

The experienced sportsman takes time by the forelock.

If he have not a gun, he consults his friends as to which

can be obtained at the most reasonable price consistent

with useful service, and the pleasure of him who gives

the advice is UQ less by a single jot than the pleasure of

him who receives it. Localities are canvassed as to their

present possibilities; country friends, resident on the

scene of future pursuit, are written to for advice con-

perning the §Wpply } th^ best routes are decided upon

by which to journey to and fro, and last, but not least, the

friends most available from whom to beg or buy a dog
of usefulness afield, are carefully considered and decided

upon.

At no stage in a sportsman's life can he better put a

friend to the test of true friendship than in the beginning

of the hunting season, by asking for the loan of his

friend's best trained setter or pointer. A friendship

which will withstand such a shock is better than fine gold.

Nevertheless, solid and majestic as is such friendship, it

is far the wiser part to refrain from subjecting it to the

test too many years in succession.

But all the details of preparation on the one hand, and

all the ardent anticipations of sport afield on the other

hand, all stimulated to the highest pitch by the most

favorable reports from the game section, confer a material

Ijenefit in themselves, for, if the outing should prove a

failure as to the bird supply, there has been for the time

being a wholesome diversion from the cares of business, a

renewal of neglected friendships, a fighting of battles over

again, and all the successes possible as a matter of antici-

pation. If the outing, on the other hand, is a success, it

is not only a pleasure and material benefit in itself, but

also an event which makes good biography and material

for retrospection in later years.

EYES AND SEEING.

It is chiefly by the use of our eyes that we learn things.

This is trite enough, of course;, yet do we all of us

appreciate what it means?
The newborn infant, staring at vacancy with goggle

eyes, sees no more than the blind puppy ; but with' time

—

like the pup—it learns to use its eyes and with proper

training to get the most out. of them. The babe learns to

recognize things, to estimate distances, to avoid dangers,

to journey comfortably. After a season, as its intelligence

increases, it learns to read and begins to acquire knowl-

edge from books, but for the average man, during at

least the earlier part of his life, this book knowledge has

little meaning unless it conveys some mental picture

—

unless the reader can mentally compare the things he

reads of with. the things that he has seen.

As we grow older, we learn to use our eyes in different

ways according to the conditions of life which surround

us. The city dweller, familiar with the surroundings of

a closely built-up neighborhood, is at home in the city,

but knows little of the scenes and surroundings of the

countr3^ If he visits the country, he finds that he lacks

the sense of direction and easily becomes lost in swamp or

thick woods. He does not know the trees, the flowers, the

birds or the mammals which he sees, and if he asks ques-

tions about them, and is given their names or other in-

formation by some one better informed, it makes little

impression on him and he forgets at once. Transplant

him to the country and let him live there for a year, and

his knowledge of these things will enormously increase.

The average man learns to use his eyes for one set of

observations, and this is true of all men, whether their

pursuits are in or out of doors. The hunter, scanning

the horizon for game or scrutinizing the ground for

"sign," does not regard, and probably does not see, the

vast number of other interesting things that are visible.

The botanist goes along with his eyes fixed on the

ground looking for low-growing plants in the meadow or

among the underbrush, while the ornithologist has his

eyes in the air among the tree tops, and the geologist

looks at the rocks at his feet, or the distant buttes, and

is blind to all beside.

There are two sorts of men who habitually travel with

their e3^es wide open, and see most of the things that

are to be seen. These are the trained field naturalist and

the Indian. The first sees alike bird, beast, flower, shell

and rock, and beside this views with delight the charm

of the landscape. Perhaps there is no one who takes so

much, pleasure in his walks abroad as he. No step that

he makes is without its interest, and there are few per-

sons before whom so wide a field of pleasure is open as

the naturalist.

The other man whose powers of observation are highly-

trained is the Indian. His whole life is given to observa-

tion, to the noting the signs of the forest, and the prairie,

since- it is by noticing these signs that he exists.

A writer has said, "Like the wild bird and the beast,

like the cloud and the forest tree, the primitive savage is

a part of natuj-f , He is in it and of it. He studies it all

through his life. He can read its language, it is the one
thing he knows. He is an observer. Nothing escapes his

eye. The signs of the clouds, the blowing of the wind, the

movements of birds and animals—all tell to him some
story. It is by observing these signs, reading them and
acting on them that he procures his food, that he saves

himself from his enemies, that he lives his life."

It is a happy circumstance that the rising generation

are being taught more and more to use their eyes, to

observe the facts; of nature which are constantly taking

place about them, and, in some measure, at least, to apply

these facts to the great lesson of the development of life

v,'hich within the last fifty years has been explained to us.

One of the chief charms of the Forest and Stream
is that the contributions which it contains are written by
men and women who have been trained to observe nature

and wild life, and are able to tell vividly and attractively

about the things they see. It may be hoped that the

readers of Forest and Stream are training up in their

turn a generation which shall see things even more clearly

aiid with a greater breadth of view than did their fathers.

HONEST ALL THROUGH.
"The honest man is honest all through," wrote Presi-

dent Faunce, of Brown University, the other da}' in a

discussion of college students cribbing. That means,

among other things, that an honest man is honest in the

woods, as well as out of them.

The woods test of honesty is searching and severe

a man be not "honest all through," he is ven
be dishonest when the great forest shuts h^

from the conventional .surroundings and x
'

fluence of his accustomed every-day life. •
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'
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.
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]
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nobody's business, and beside, no ot

anything about it." :

It is precisely because there are ca?-

this fashion, and act accordingly, c .

even the arguing, that the Adirona,

spoiled of their deer, as the corresp

from Old Forge tells us they are. T|
killed in violation of the law, out of s^^
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Apropos of the transfer of live quaj

another, the fact has been called to c t
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Board of Fish Commissioners. This is a
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able system, and one which might a^
adopted in some other States.
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tackle the hunter who had approached him after dropping
his gun.
The boy was attentive and drank in the lessons preached

to him. For a boy his improvement throughout the day
was marked. Suffice it to say that we with no indifferent

appetites enjoyed our noonday meal in a gully by a spring

imder the spreading shade of a cottonwood. During the

heat of the day we rested, and the boys talked and ex-

changed farm and city lore and became fast friends.

The country boy shot with my boy's gun a part of the

afternoon, and my boy held the horses. And so the day
was spent, and when that boy rolled into the sleeper at

night on his return to town, he certainly was a tired,

flushed, but happy boy, and there was no prouder boy in

town than he as he paraded his own particular bunch of
birds shot with his own gun up the street for the ad-
miration of the other boys who did not go.

Charles Cristadoro.

St. Paul, Sept. 11.

The Songf of the Sea GtjII.

Fly high, fly low, as swift we go

Above the billows crest with snow

;

With tireless wing we onward swing,

To seek the food the waters bring

;

For One above our needs will know.

Through summer's airs so soft, so slow;

Through autumn's blasts and tornado.

We, circling still, on sweeping wing
Fly high, fly low.

Through the fierce storms that winters bring,

When from the north the wild gales sing,

Above the ice and through the snow
With dauntless breasts we face the blow.

Or, sweeping on the tempest's wing.

Fly high, fly low.

J. H. Fisher.

Taking Your Boy Hunting.
The boy had been promised a day with the prairie

chickens, and the various stages of preparation and an-
ticipation had been passed through, and we were at last in

a hunting wagon, slowly trott.'ng over the wind-swept
stubble and prairie as the dogs ranged ahead hunting
for birds.

Surely anticipations are rarely realized," as far as that

boy was concerned it would have been an impossibility.

The first thing in the morning and the last thing at

right did his i6-gauge gun come in for an inspection only
such as a captain at West Point would give the arms of

his company. And before the gun went back in its case

the oiled rag was each time carefullj' applied to barrels

and stock.
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DO, like the dogs, is

restrained, his protests keeping pace with the impatient
whining of the dogs. "Just see them. Golly, there must
be fifty of them ! What big fellows they are ! See them
run ! There they go ; now see the chance we lost I" as

the birds take wing and go sailing on curved pinions
toward the prairie grass cover. The boy is worried,
perceptibly so, equally so with the dogs that also saw the
birds flush and away, but our good farmer mentor tells

the boy that he knows just where those birds went, and
right after breakfast we will walk right to the exact
spot, unless we meet another covey or two on our way,
and the dog will locate them at once. And the boy won-
ders at this and quiets down. And here is the farm-
house at last, and the first to greet us is the farmer's

wife, who lifts the boy out and in doing so gives him a

motherly hug and kiss and carries him right into the

kitchen and sets him by the warm stove that supports its

burden of sizzling ham and eggs and boiling coffee await-

ing our coming.
The farmer's boy, about the age of the other boy, comes

in with his burden of milk, warm and foaming, from
the pasture. An acquaintance is struck up at once and
they are deep in the chicken question immediately, the

farm boy telling where the coveys are and where they

roost and how tame they are. and such other informa-
tion as would prove of interest.

The boy at the breakfast table has certainly heart for

other things than food, and only under the stern com-
inand of his parent and the mothering of the other boy's

mother, and the good example of the other boy, who has

been choring from daylight and eats as only a farmer's

boy can, does he worry down his food. And the break-

fast over we don our shooting coats, distribute a supply

of shells, fill a goodly sized stone jug with water, and
during all this time our good hostess is loading a basket

with a lunch that a well-to-do farmer's wife knows only

too well how to put up, while the farmer's hoy, who is to

go with us. finishes up some work about the place. "All

ready?" cries the farmer, and we jump in and off we trot

straight across the stubble toward the promised swale of

prairie land, where our birds of the morning pitched.

The dogs are out now ranging to right and left, nosing

tjie ground and running in geometric circles over the

stubble. They are fresh and wild, but will soon steady

down. Away we go, the sun now tempering the breeze,

making it a pleasure to face the wind blowing in our

faces. "Look out! No, nothing there now; that's where
sotne birds were no doubt feeding this morning," as the

dogs halt and for a moment make game. We are out

of the stubble now and are now riding over the thick

prairie grass and approaching the swale. The dogs

some distance ahead of us have stopped still and are htig-

ging the grass. They have scented the birds. We drive

up and dismount. I put shells into my gun and taking

the boy's gun go through the motions of loading it, but

put empty shells into the barrels. The farmer has put

shells into his gun and already stands behind his dogs. I

keep close to my boy—in fact, a little behind him, so I

can look over his gun barrels when he shoots. I know
that the roar of the flushing birds will disconcert him,

and he will pidl one trigger after another at the brown
and white mass that leaps into the air. The birds are

some distance yet ahead, the scent coming fresh and
strong to the dogs down wind.

Under persuasion they crawl stealthily along, their eyes

aglow and their jaws dripping with saliva, every muscle

tense and nerve quivering. The boy divides his attention

between the dogs and the grass a little ahead of them.

He is already at the highest pitch of excitement and

trembles like an aspen. On and yet on the dogs crawl,

and yet no birds, when with a roar the covey breaks

cover and is in midair. The farmer, who knows a gun,

quickly stops the two leaders, and the boy does as I

anticipated, aims at "something brown" and pulls both

triggers—and gets nothing—and I am fortunate in knock-

ing over a single quartering bird that conies my way.

The covey being leaderless, flies aimlessly along, and

scattering'drops not a hundred yards away. The dogs re-

trieve the three birds and the boy is yet suffering from

his first attack of chicken ague. In his excitement he

did not know that he actually .fired no shot.

We jump into the rig and drive toward where we
marlced down the birds, the dogs ranging a short distance

ahead. And now comes the boy's lecture, to Avhich he

patiently listens, chagrined at his miss, and after being

told about the fallacy of trying to kill a whole flock in-

stead of a single bird at a time, I explain to hirn how
l-jis gun was really not loaded, but promise next time to

let him load it himself. The boy naturally reasons that

he might have gotten a bird if his gun had been loaded

and becomes a little confident.

The dogs are down again. Out we jump. The birds

are scattered and scared, and will lie close. At most two

at a time may flush, more likely one at a time, and they

will have to be kicked out of the thick cover. The second

dog is backing the leader—so we are shooting over the

single dog. We agree to give the boy first shot. The
dogs are urged on until they will go no further. The boy

is told to step just ahead of the dog and kick the thick

grass. He does so, and up flushes bird, all but brushing

the boy's face with his wings, and the boy shoots, bang,

bang, a j^ard behind each time, but before the bird is out

of range he is neatly dropped by our host and marked
down.

The dogs are yet close upon the ground, for within a

radius of fifty feet are perhaps the rest of the covey, un-

less they have bunched and run.

We go along cautiously and words of admonition are

poured into the boy's ears, when up flushes another single

bird and again the boy misses. He was prepared for

the flush, so much, so as to shoot before the bird was
three feet from the ground and expending both barrels

upon his upward flight, shooting under each time. I

"wiped" the boy's eye as the bird started straight away.

The dogs were yet staunch and flat upon the grass. The
rest of the birds were close at hand. More admonitions

to the boy. We still kept liim close up to the dog. It was

his day, and the opportunities must first be his. With a

whirr a bird quartered off to the left, and the boy scored I

With a whoop he dropped his gun and ran to retrieve

his bird, flushing a chicken in his course. Well, he

brought back his fluttering quarry and got a long lecture

on such temerity, and an example was cited of what a

wildcat would do if recovering after a shot he should

Philosophy from the Shastas.
Shasta Mountains, Cal., September.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: I have not interfered by interpolating for-

eign substances into Forest and Stream lore for quite

a while. I have, like a simple fellow immortalized by
William Shakespeare, begun to look upon time with con-
siderable indifference and, perhaps, with some contempt.

He drew a dial from his poke,

And looking on it, with lack-lustre eye,

Said, very wisely: "It is ten o'clock;

Thus we may see," quoth he, "how the woi^ld wags;

'Tis but an hour ago since it was nine; »
|

And after one hour more 'twill be eleven;

And so, from hour to hour we ripe and ripe, j

And then, from hour to hour we rot and rot; ' '

And thereby hangs a tale."

Not altogether a motley, miserable fool was he, but
somewhat of a forester. Base is the slave who counts out

the sands of his life in the click of wheels—the non-
sense of a brass clock ! In timing his pace, his senti-

ments and his physical and intellectual beiiig to schedules

that mince the atoms of what we call time into motes and
dust ! The great ones of the days in which we live have
reached the summits—of what? If some of our most
conspicttous specimens of human greatness have not

achieved the tiltima thtde of slavery in the acquisitions

most dear to our alleged civilization—why my head will

bleed water like a watermelon if plugged. Tennyson
sung.

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay.

But he had seen but little of Europe and not any of
Cathay ; and his song is a fine specimen of pessimism, in

its undertone; and Europe and Cathay are un-American
anyhow you fix it.

Civilization is a hard problem with decayed spots in it.

If the people who see the most of it would vote, without
stopping to argue and be coerced, the majority would
.signify that they would rather go a-fishing than moralize

about the more vital things of every-day occupation.

Andrew Carnegie makes no mistake in putting the

products of industry into libraries for the people who
make it possible for him to be a benefactor. But I

question, at my own expense, the advisability of his

donating his tomes to contending cities. The people of

cities have too much of everything, particularly in Anier-

ica, and they have more newspapers than they have time

to read between meals. Few metropolitans can read,

really. If Mr. Carnegie would establish little temples to

Minerva where they naturally belong, and where nature

puts them, the pilgrims who sought them would be true

disciples. One of enduring and spacious construction

would fit in the. Yellowstone Park. Others would not

interfere with the beauties of Western cornfields. South-

ern plantations, mountain mills and mines.

The accumulated wisdom of the ages, freed from the

modifications that civilization buries it under, is unques-

tionably among the treasures that acquisitive man has

gleaned from the earth, its occupants and its discovered

materials and forces. The great pity, it sometimes seems,

is that the real brain, brawn and sinew of humanity is

forever handicapped and balked by the lack of access to

the fuel, energy, impetus, material and tools and science

in which the world is rich. One disadvantage is that the

science of accumulation and centralization hoards the

world's treasures in archives when they were created and
intended for broadcast distribution. A rich jewel in an

Ethiopian's ear is better than to have it in a monarch's

crown, if the crown is hidden away from enterprising

thieves and the people. Ten million dollars can be stowed
in a barrel and buried in a bank or in the earth. It might
make ten hundred thousand people happy and serviceable

for a week or so. and it would do things of various kinds

until some villain buried it again. Money is chiefly em-
ployed in diverting mankind from acquiring wisdom. If

we shoot snipe we lose ducks.

The world is full of philosophy, of differing quality and
value, and I always contribute my product with as much
assurance as diffidence. I know there is some in circula-

tion that is no sounder. The more fertile and ponderous

brains of great capacity sometimes acquire bulk like the

snowballs rolled into huge globes by boys in New Eng-
land and in other regions where there are winters. The
acquisition of the one being about as profitable as that

of the other to all concerned. And so, I can affix no
moral to this except that, as a friend of mine was fond of

saying, "A rolling stone is the noblest work of God, and

an honest man gathers no moss."

It is reported that a man recently kiUed a deer not far

from my shack in these mountains, with a madstone in

its stomach. The man took the stone to town and sold

it for $1,500. I never knew before where madstones
came from. Alas, poor deer! If they carry madstones
around worth $1,500, it is much more injudicious in them
than to have good meat on their bones and a skin worth

78 cents, on the meat. However, I have seen neither the

man nor the madstone. The history of the achievement

will doubtless show up in some of the metropolitan news-
papers after a while, fully illustrated with photographs of

the man, the deer and the Stone in its stomach.
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The smelting of ores in this region has become an im-
portant industry. Smelters upon the upper Sacramento
River finding it prcfitable to roast and smelt ores for

copper and other metals are paying dividends to many
shareholders in various parts of the world. Incidentally

the smelters are denuding the mounta ns in a wido radius

of all timber and vegetation. One smelter has fairly

shown its effect in killing nearly every tree and all other

vegetation in a circuit of ten to twelve miles in diameter.
The devasted realm is constantly extending. Other
smelters are being constructed and operated. Govern-
ment agents are said to have reported upon these works
from t me to time, but there is no CAndence that it has had
any effect. As the business stands, corporations are doin^
a good business in producing copper at a considerable
disadvantage to the commonwealth. They are denud ng
many square miles of land to which they have no right

nor title cf much good timber and vegetation, while they
are also destroying many small homes, orchards and gar-

den spots. If complaints arc strenuously pushed by in-

dividuals the corporations sometim_es pay damages, arbi-

trarily in which they are rather more scientific than
just. The laws for the protection of fish and game do not
work where there is none fcr the protection of homes,
the health of the people or Government lands. Sometimes
a man is arrested in th s State for killing a deer out of

season^ or for illegally shooting duck or quail, or for

cutting a tree or two on G'^vernment land—all of which
is right and proper. Some of us, meanwhile, would like

to know if corporations of considerable size are ever sus-

cept ble to legal regulations. As one of the people in-

terested in the protection cf the commonwealth, I would
like to see them arise and explain why they discriminate

between a smelter and a gun, or between a corporation

and a chopper—always at the expense of the lesser

nuisance. The realm being devastated by the smelters in

Shasta county would make a magnificent public park or

reserve, but it would now take a century or more for it

to recover from the destruction wrought by the .fumes of

the smelters in four or five years' operation. The region

is worth more, for all apparent advantages, than a Philip-

pine island. There are trout streams in it, and it has

much cover for deer, bear, chipmunks and 'coons.

I contemplate go'ng abroad soon with my meat gun
and unreliable dog. If I jump anything, and see it before

the dog does and if it is good meat, I shall shoot at it.

If I get it I will report. Ransacker,

Tales of the Frontier.

II —The Midwioter Balb.

In the open or prairie part of the Minnesota country

all midwinter traveling in p'oneer days was not only a

matter of discomfort but frequently of suffering and peril.

Roads were scarcely worth the name; the climate was

both severe and treacherous, and the open plains, swept

by autumnal prairie fires and winter blizzards, were fre-

quently barren to sight of any landmark whatever that

could be depended upon to guide the traveler on his

way; and by common consent the pioneers wisely hugged
the straggling shelter line of the scanty timber along

the streams; and as long as possible put off the busi-

ness of traveling to distant poin:s until the rigor of the

winter weather had passed away.
My father—Or n Belknap, Sr.—lived, during the later

'60s—on the left bank of the Des Moines River, near a

station named Jackson, and, in the latter part_ of the

winter of 1868-9 bus ness that could not be omitted or

postponed called him and my stepmother to the em-

bryo village of Spirit Lake, Iowa, some eighteen miles

distant. Choosing a morning that promised unusually

fine weather for the coming day, they set forth in a home-
made, one-horse cutter, drawn by the old family mare, a

strong animal, both active and wiUing, and in every way
reliable; and proceeded without delay or trouble 10 the

village, and their business disposed of, were ready for

the return journey shortly after noon. The road from
Jackson to Spirit Lake skirted the south shore of the

lake that gave its name to the village for a distance of

several miles; and on the way to the village my father

had noted that when the shore of the lake was reached

the road forked, and the larger part of the small amount
of midwinter travel had evidently taken to the icy sur-

face of the lake, where for a long distance toward the

village the d m roadway over the ice of the lake could

be plainly followed by the eye—sometimes at a long
way from the shore. However, he took the land road,

and meeting with considerable difficulty from drifted

snow at the few points where the low brush timber of

the lake shore had prevented the snow from being ham-
mered into hard roadway by the blizzards of early win-

ter, he determined "to return by the trail over the ice.

The surface of the lake was covered with ice of sev-

eral feet in thickness, and no thought of danger from
thin ice troubled them; but they had yet to learn of the

terrible power of the frost king, and of the fantastic

pranks he sometimes played with the icy surfaces of the

northern lakes. All unconscious of impending peril, on
their return they sped along over the smooth surface of

the lake seated low down in the little cutter, and well

wrapped up. while the fa thful old mare, with outstretched

neck and nimble feet, was busilj^ pushing the miles be-

hind them at a rate that promised an early return to the

warm stable she was striving for.

Finally m.y father became aware that they were grad-

ually traveling up grade; but so very gentle was their

ascent, and such an utter sameness met the eye as he
glanced ahead through the simLt glare of the ice, that

the significance of the matter did not dawn upon him
until the old mare—still trotting swiftly along—suddenly
commenced 10 slide down a smooth incUne nearly as

steep as a house roof! An instant after, as the little

sled rose to the summ t, to their horror they saw at a

glance that, for a long distance toward the shore and
far out into the lake, a mighty wrinkle had heaved the
thick ice high in air; that the mare had stepped, and
the cutter was now sliding across the wide crack in the
ice caused by the upheaval; and that squarely in front

and fifty yards in width—and into which they were now
irresistibly moving—lay a vast canal of unknown depth

and of the temperature of ice. Down theiy went, and in

a moment the horse was swimming, and in another the
water rose to the old gentleman's neck.
Being severely afiflicte-d with rheumati.sm, so that every

Tnove was made with difficulty, he could only remain
sealed; and fortunately the box of the little sled was
short enough, so that with his back against the back
of the seat, he could reach the front of it with his feet

and brace himself .solidly in position; and realizing that
their lives now depended on the strength and fidelity of
the horse, just as the stout old lady was gently lifted

from her seat and floated back over the top of the cut-
ter, crying: "O, father, help me!" he with one hand threw,
back to her an end of the bed quilt that had been lying
across his lap, and with the other guided the faithful' old
mare straight toward the opposite shore; and while the
frightened old lady floated far astern, clinging for life

to the towline of the bed quilt, the mare swam on for
twenty yards, where she found good footing on the
gently sloping ice. and soon they both were safely drawn
ashore.

They now wrung the water from their garments and
wrappings as best they could, and again seating them-
selves in the cutter and wrapping up in the wet coverings,
they plied the whip as the honest old mare had never
felt before, and as no human habitation stood between
them and the Des Moines River, no pause was made un-
til the house of a neighbor was reached in the timber
along its banks.

Fortunately, the weather continued fine, and though
the old gentleman was upward of 70 years of age, and
the old lady a person all unusued to hardship or ex-
posure, no permanent ill effects followed the sufferings
of the homeward ride. Grin Belknap.

In the Adirondacks*
Old Forge, N. Y., Sept. 9,.— Editor Forest and Sirenin:

Connected with the sad occurrence at Blue Mountain
Lake, when Judge Storrs "accidentally" mistook his friend
for a deer and shot him, is the fact that this eminent
jurist was a transgressor of the game laws of the State
of New York, which prohibit "floating" for deer. It is

surprising that he should have set such an example, but
he probably did not expect that his "sin would find him
out." In what a curious attitude would he stand, or
sit, if here upon the bench of th.s State and called itpon
to try a poor layman for a like offense

!

If you should be told that deer are "increasing" in this
great forest, don't you believe it. Few people qualified to
judge believe that they are "holding their own," and fear
eventual extermination. There is very little "protection"
tor them, except on principle, for not all men willingly
transgress the laws, whether a "protector" may be in their
vicinity or not. Hundreds of deer are killed in violation
of law—I m ght say in defiance of law—and for each
himdred killed I doubt if there is an average of one
prosecution. If it were not for that part of the game
law which places restrictions on railroads and express
companies, there would be no end to the illegal slaughter.

It seems to me that the article by Mr. Avis on "Manli-
ness and Sport" in some respects answers itself, yet some-
thing remains to be said, I think. While he declares hmi-
self to be m favor of "killing game for sport," he as-
serts that "while the legitimate act of killing an animal in

the field may not be a strictly manly proceeding, yet ne ther
is it unmanly." If "legitimate," how can it be "unman-
ly" ? Again, if it be not "strictly manly," must not the
negative intervene and classify it as being "unmanly"?
One cannot serve both God and Mammon ; that which
is not "strictly manly" must of necessity be "unmanly."
The^ boy with the air gun shoots birds for sport. Does
Mr. Avis approve of th.s? True, he is not shooting
"game," but as he is killing for sport is he doing an
act more deplorable than he who kills game for sport?
In brief, when is the justification for killing any of God's
creatures simply for "sport" ? I can see nothing of "d g-
nity," "bravery" or "boldness" in the man who slaugh-
ters simply for "sport."

Is it not time to. cease characterizing the killing of men
by hunters as "accidents" ? According to the lexicogra-
phers, an accident is an occurrence whxh can not be
avoided. To' mistake a man tor a deer can be avoided,
therefore an "accident" does not arise from such an error.

To characterize such killing as carelessness or heedlessness
IS too mild; moral guilt really attaches to the act. for the
killer does not exercise e.ther the reason or intelligence

with v/hich he is supposed to be endowed. A capable
hunter will never fire by guess; that is, he will always
be sure of the object at which he fires, taking no chances.
With this rule closely followed by inexperienced hunters,
they will have very infrequent occas.on to bemoan the
killing of a friend or companion. Remember the saying
of Davy CrockotI, "Be sure you arc right and then go
ahead."

The story is current in the Adirondacks and quite gen-
erally believed, that the Central Railroad management
is to. acqu.re several hotel properties and operate them

—

notably .the Stevens House, at Lake Placid, and Paul
Smith's, A large hotel on the Fourth Lake of the Fulton
Chain is also said to. be projected, on real estate owned
by Dr. Webb.

The development of the first four lakes of this chain
during the last fourteen years, ha'S been marvelous.
When I came through the chain from Paid vSmith's in

1888, a small house on Cedar Island (Fourth Lake), a log
house on Third Lake, and an indifferent building at the

foot of- the chain, where the large and commodious Forge
House now stands, were the only structures to be seen,

with the possible exception of iLou Wood.s'. Now the

Arrow Head, Rock Point Inn, Eagle Bay, Cedar Island,

Bald Mountain House, and the Forge are excellent and
well-patronized hostelries, and about two hundred and
fifty or more camps line -the shores, among them the

late ex-President Harrison's, now occupied by his w.dow.
The Central Railroad Company owns the steamboats

which ply upon these lakes at extortionate rates of fare.

also the two miles of railroad from the main line to Old
Forge, upon which the fare is twenty-five cents.

The railroad from the main line at Clearwater to
Raquette Lake, touches the head of Fourth Lake, and
by that route many guests of the upper hotels go, so that
road controls all travel by boat or railroad. While the rail-

road is said to be owned by a private company of nabobs,
it is really a part oi the Central's system. A considerable
part of this road is upon State land, in direct violation of
the constitutional declaration that the public lands "shall
not be sold, leased, or otherwise disposed of," and yet
there was no State authority to interfere while the road
was being built. Poor State! The goose is almost
wholly bereft of feathers, and very soon private interests
will take the goose itself. The forest is doomed; it must
h'^ lost to the people through private greed and official dis-
honesty. The evils cry to heaven, but there is none to
abate them. The people are powerless; their representa-
tives are omnipotent.

In front of this, the Forge House, lie several castings
\\hich it is said, represent an expenditure of something
like $100,000. A century ago John Brown came here from
Boston and bought 300,000 acres of forest, since known as
the "Brown tract." Subsequently his son-in-law, a
Frenchman, was associated w.th him in an attempt to
establish a colony and make a clearing for raising produce
for its support, and opening an iron mine for employ-
ment. A fotmdry was built, forging apparatus installed
(hence Old Forge) and one ton of iron had been pro-
duced wiien the enterprise collapsed. The son-in-law,
who had been left in sole possession of the property,
made a last draft on a Boston bank, which was dis-
honored because of the bank's knowledge of the fallacy of
the undertaking, whereupon the manager of the property
went to the mine and there shot himself. The colony at
or.ce di.sbanded, and the members of it emerged from the
forest as l>est they could, with considerable amounts of
money due, leaving herds of cattle and flocks of sheep to
run wild or die, the latter being their fate. It was a
curious, visionary project which possessed John Brown,
robbing him of his fortune and making a physical wreck
cf h.m. His son-in-law was doubtless insane. There are
various evidences still remain ng of this wild adventure
and the dreams of the adventurers, which with other
facts would make a lengthy historical chapter. And "Old
i'orgc" is likely to live as a name indefinitely for that
for which it stands. There are other historic incidents
and events connected with the place fit for a second
chapter. D. H. B.

A Summer on the Labrador.
A ROCK-BOUND coast, massive, irregular and bleak, with

liere and there a bunch of stunted birch or spruce, a
patch of drifted snow or a few sod-covered huts, the
-Atlantic l.ne of the Labrador Peninsula extends from
the Strait ^of Belle Isle to Cape Chidley, a distance of
nearly sev'en hundred miles. With its whole length
indented by numerous bays and inlets, some of which
stretch many miles into the interior, a line which fol-
lowed the coast would of course exceed this distance
many times. Nuniberless islands, barren of all growth
other than that of moss and lichen, and without any
uniform shape or size, skirt the coast almost continuous-
ly, in some places extending seaward for twenty-five
miles.

The mainland, however, does not carry out the idea
of barrenness suggested by these islands, for over most
of the length of the peninsula a thick groAvth of low
shrubs and berry vines is found, and in the southern
half, in the swampy ground and around the heads of
bays, a fair growth of birch, spruce and fir. Labrador
was first visited by Lief son of Eric the Red, about the
year 1,000. and from its desolate rocky coast, he called it

Ilelluland, "Strong Land." In 1498 Sebastian Cabot
skirted the whole coast to beyond Capfe Chidley, and in

1504 the town of Brest was founded by the French on
Bradore Bay, near the Strait of Belle Isle. Whether
the name Labrador is derived from "La Bradore," the
name of a Basque whaler who settled early on the
coast, or from the Portuguese word for laborer, from
the fact that Corteral in the early part of the sixteenth
century brought home a cargo of natives as slaves, or as
some cla m, from "La-bras-d'or," from its suppo.sed
mineral richness, seems to be unsettled. Among the in-
l:al,)itants and fishermen who frequent the coast it is

known simply as "The Labrador," Its total area com-
prises about 500.000 square miles, of which a large part
between Hudson and Ungava bay.s is wholly unknown,
except to the wandering bands of Eskimos whose hunts
occasionally take them inland. That part of Labrador
including the coast line is tinder the jurisdiction of
Newfoundland, having been annexed by the British Gov-
ernment in 176,^. In 1774 it was placed under the juris-

dicticn of Canada, and in 1809 was again annexed to
Newfoundland, to whose Government it is still united.
The cruise of a Newfoundland "fisherman" to this

coast is not an unusual event. Every year during the '

early snmuier months from fifteen hundred to two
thousand ves.sels varying in size from twenty-five

, to

seventy-five tons, leave all parts of the: Newfoundland
coast tind luakc tip the great Labrador codfishing fleet,

whose catch is finally distributed principally among the
countries .liordering on the Mediterranean.
This nidustry takes men, women and children in large

numbers from Newfoundland, and the summer is passed
by them either on the schooners or in the temporary
.^un'.mer huts. There is much of a heroic nature in the
lives cf the people engaged in this industry. Venturing
in vessels often tmfitted to withstand the severe weather
met, to a coast 'which has neither lighthouse, buoy, nor
any giiidc (other than occasional "American men." signi-

fying bold sh<n-e), which is imperfectly charted and an
accurate knowledge of which can only be gained by re-
peated visits, they undergo much privation and hard-
ship, often suffering shipwreck and the loss of the sum-
mer's work. The cruise of the Lily of the North, a "'fish-

eiTnan" of eighty tons, during the summer of 1900, how-
ever, combined an unusual errand with several unex-
pected, if not unusual incidents. Wh le it was originally
intended that contact with the Labrador shore should be
simply incidental to the trip, circumstances left no choice
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but that we should pass the suroiiier on this coast, and

that the rocks of Paul's Harbor, Black Island, should

furnish a final resting place for the schooner. Chartered

to land a cargo of stores at Jensen's whaling station on

Cape Haven, Baffin Land, and to bring back the accumu-
lated supply of oil, bone, ivory and fur, tlie Lily left

Halifax July 17 with a crew of six an<l four passengers.

The trip to Sydney. Cape Breton, was lengthened by calm
weather for two days after leaving Halifax, bttt enlivened

by the schools of porpoises and small whales which
played about the schooner off the Nova Scotia coast.

Sydney is known chiefly as the home of the great

Dominion coal mines, the terminal of the steamer Bruce
connecting with the Newfoundland railway, and as the

place of deparltire of several recent Arctic expeditions.

We were disappointed to find that the Peary relief ship

Windward had left for the north two days before our
arrival.

It was with many regrets that we parted company
with two of our number, both enrhusiasfic Ar«tic ex-

plorers, who had come with us to Halifax and continued

on to Sydney on learning of our stop there. As they

turned southward on the afternoon of the 23d, we sailed

away from Sydney, laying a course down the Cape Breton

coast, past St. Paul's Island, and Cape St. George, into

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. A thick fug enveloped e?very-

thing in the Gulf on the morning of the 26th, but with a

strong southerly wind we were inakiiig fast progress

toward the Strait of Belle Isle.

With sail "wing and wing" and supposing ourselves to

he fifteen miles off the Newfoundland coast. Jack, who
-was at the wheel at the time, discovered breakers directly

ahead, about half-past two in the afternoon. A sudden call

to Capt. B. brought everybody on deck, and ahead, not

fifty yards off. we saw a white line of foaming water.

With quick judgment the Captain took in the situation,

ordered the wheel over, and the main boom, which for-

tunately we were carrying on the starboard side, hauled

in. Everybody pulled with a will. As the Lily swung
into the wind the fore boom jibed over with a bang and

we skirted the shore for a quarter of a mile before losing

sight of the breakers. How many feet further we could

have gone without striking we shall never know, but a

good view of the low, sandy beach convinced us that

it was a poor place to end the cruise, but an excellent one

to reach shore, from such a situation as ours might have

been. The tremendous tide which is always a source of

danger to navigation in the Gulf and Strait of Belle

'Isle had carried us insidfe of Point Raiche, and the thick

fog had prevented our knowledge of it. We spoke two
schooners, laid our course, and by night were well into

the Strait of Belle Isle.

The combination of the wind and tide made a choppy

sea in the strait, and the night was an uncomfortable

one for all hands. Soon after dark the wind died out,

leaving us at the mercy of the tremendous seas, and we
bobbed about like a pea in a drum. New lights on the

Newfoundland shore, of which we had no record, con-

fused our position, and the break of day was welcome,

bringing as it did a caUner sea and a light fair breeze.

As we came on deck the Labrador shore was in plam

yiew—a rocky, barren coast, rising from the sea in irregu-

lar shape from 500 to 1,000 feet, with plentiful patches

of snow to be seen. Directly astern was a small ice-

berg, while ahead and over toward the Newfoundland

shore we counted eight or ten much larger ones. We
were continually in sight of great numbers of these islands

of ice during the day, some with great patches of dirt

sticking to their sides, showing that at some time they

had turned completely over, bringing up from the bottom

mud and sand; others with blue veins running m hori-

zontal lines over their surface, caused by the fresh water

streams while the berg was in glacier form. These bergs

are a great danger to navigation owing to the large part

and the irregular shape under water, and the schooners

give them a wide berth.
, -r , , •

The Labrador shore and the Strait of Belle Isle durmg

July and August perhaps furnish the best place on the

continent to see these monster cakes of ice, They are

brought south from a great territory of Arctic waters by

the strong current which makes up the shore, and are

seen in almost every conceivable size and shape.

As we neared Cape Charles, in the distance was one

which assumed the perfect shape of a twenty-story sky-

scraper, while all around us were these of smaller dimen-

sions and of irregular shape. On our near approach

usually a great flock of gulls would rise from the top or

from some crevice, only to settle back again upon our

reaching a safe distance.
. ^ , , „ ,

We passed Henlev and the "Devil's Dining Table dur-

ing the afternoon, and just at sunset rounded Cape

Charles, with its few fishermen's cottages tucked avvay

almost out of sight between the rocks. It was here that

the Miranda, on her memorable cruise of 1894, put ni

after colliding with an iceberg and before returning to

St. John's for repairs.

We headed for Assizes Harbor, sailing through narrow

channels and skirting high headlands, finally dropping

anchor in a beautiful little harbor almost completely

landlocked. Five other schooners were also anchored

there, and within a short distance were three icebergs,

white, silent and ghostly, as they rose out of the water

into the darkness. Assizes Harbor is but a short distance

from Battle Harbor, and we crossed m a few minutes the

next morning. • , r

Battle Harbor is the principal port and capital of

Labrador. As far as we could learn it gets its name

from a battle once fought between the Esknnos, who
formerly inhabited the coast as far south as the Strait

of Belle' Isle, and the fishermen. It is- a prosperous fish-

ing settlement, and supports a church, school, deep-sea

mission, hospital and sailors' home.

We had noticed a decided change in the temperature

since coming through the strait, due no doubt to the

Arctic current and to the abundance of ice floating about.

Unable to make headway against the stiff nor'easter,

which blew after we left Battle Harbor, we put into Ship

Harbor about dark, and found a little settlement of a

dozen huts at the head of a narrow channel, which makes

in for half a mile between precipitous cliffs.

^
This was on Saturday night, which meant that we

must spend until Monday morning here, it being a cus-

tom observed among the fishermen that no vessel sliall

leave a harbor on Sunday; nor is any work done about

the schooners other than that necessary for comfort.

Fish caught Saturday with no time to salt them away be-

fore .Sunday, are put in bags and hung over the side of

the ves.sel until Monday morning. Often anchored in com-
pany with fifty or sixty schooners, we did not see a
single anchor raised on a Sunday during the summer.
One would hardly expect to find this custom among a

people whose season at the best is short, whose income
is correspondingly small, and who must depend to a large

extend upon fa^ir winds to cover the long distances of the

coast, but we were impressed by its very general ob-
servance.

At Ship Harbor we visited the owner of the fishing

privilege and leader of the settlement. A man past mid-
dle age of medium height and stockj^ build, with a bright

eye and bushy whiskers, he looked the typical fisherman

and gave us a cordial welcome to his summer home.
These temporary houses are for the most part built with a

light wooden frame and covered with sod, some with an
inverted boat for the roof, with walls of sod, and many
built of sod alone. The interior is of equal simplicity.

In some of the larger stations where the fishing is con-

trolled by one man, and his helpers are all "sharemen,"
an occasional neat frame house is found with a degree of

comfort not to be expected.

The subjects of conversation among the large class of

fishermen are few, and confined almost wholly to that of

their voyage and the conditions which go to make it a

success or a failure. Fish of course is the chief topic, and
the state of the fishing up or down the shore is the first

question passed between stranger or acquaintance. Our
friend at Ship Harbor said that never in his experience

of thirty years on the Labrador had he known such a

season for late ice, scarcity of fish and a generally back-

ward summer. The pack ice left Ship Harbor July 16,

and the 28th, the day we reached there, small bergs and
plenty of floe ice was to be seen. On learning our des-

tination and the nature of our errand, he looked doubt-
ful, shook his head and said: "You'll see plenty of ice

down north, I guess." His advice was to put outside of

the islands and go down outside of the ice pack, even if

we were obliged to cover an extra couple of hundred
miles, in order to skirt it. This same advice we received

from several old-timers along the way, and was the plan

we had expected to see carried out on reaching the

Labrador. But Capt. B. was unwilling to take the chances

of being driven south by a combination of the Arctic cur-

rent and the northerly winds, which, contrary to all

precedent, seemed to be prevailing on the coast.

On' Sunday we took a stroll over the hills, climbed a

high mountain and had a superb view of the country for

miles inland. Stretching away as far as the eye could

reach appeared a rolling plateau, with a succession of

barren and snow-patched hills, intersected by many bays

and inlets, and dotted with numerous lakes. On our re-

turn to the harbor I was passing the hut of our friend,

and hearing voices within, entered. I was greeted with

an inquiry for my friend, and we were soon seated

around his stove. He said he wanted to tell us some-
thing. "Did you boys know," he said, "that it would not

have been safe some years ago to have been seen going

over these hills on Sunday with a gun over the shoulder?

If you'd come back at all you would have been without

your gun." He explained that among the older school

of fishermen such things were unknown,
_
and that the

observance of their customs was as strictly enforced

among strangers. He accepted pleasantly our explana-

tion, and we stored up the suggestion for future use.

From Ship Harbor we made slow progress, owing to

contrary winds, and made harbors at Domino and Indian

Tickle. Aug. i, after a good run of seventy miles, past

Grady, across the mouth of Hamilton Inlet and by Indian

Harbor with its Deep-Sea Mission Hospital, we an-

chored in Ice Tickle, just as the wind left us and a heavy

rain fell. Aug. 2 came in foggy. About 9 o'clock the sun

broke through and we left the harbor with a light

southerly breeze. Hardly half a mile from our anchor-

age, while running along with another schooner close

by^ and in trying to avoid a well-known rock, we ran

directly on another. A sudden grating sound and light

shock was all the warning we had, and we thought we
were sliding over all right; but a second shock brought

us to a standstill. An examination showed plenty of

water under the bows, about twelve feet over

the starboard side amidships and eight to port.

Our consort immediately anchored and sent her

sturdy crew aboard. The tide was within less

than half an hour of high, and appeared to be falling, so

that quick work was necessary. An anchor was put out

over the starboard stern, but the united efforts of fifteen

men could not stir her. Appearances certainly suggested

a sudden ending of the cruise, with but a small part of

the journey covered, and the object of the expedition

not accomplished. It was impossible to pull her off, and

the only course seemed to be to shift the cargo from the

after hatch and wait for the next tide. The captain, who
had come to our assistance, said as he could be of no

further use, he had too much at stake to delay longer,

having already been delayed in his cruise. But "if there

was anv danger Fd stay all summer," he said. "Many

a good craft and cargo has been left on the rocks before,

was his comforting remark as he left us.

That afternoon we brought pork, bread, molasses, coal,

coffee and a variety of articles out of the after hatch,

stowing it all across the bows. The hours we spent

after this work was done lying about the deck waiting for

high water will always be remembered. An unusual

anxious expression was noticeable on the face of each

member of the crew. Every man had at some previous

time been wrecked, some more than once; and the stories

of past experience, of battles on the sealers, against icy

storms in the early spring, against great winds and seas

of being thrown on the rocks, and of the suffering caused

by the loss of a summer's work, all this added to the

seriousness of the moment.
.

•

Toward night, as the tide began to rise, an anchor

was carried out from the starboard bow, and about 9

o'clock, after an hour's hard work at the windlass, she

slid off into deep water. Getting_ under way at eight we

encountered a gale from the northeast, and put into

Sloop Harbor, in company with twenty-five other

schooners. After the gale came a calm, and then a

Sunday, in all three days of tedious wait in an unin-

teresting spot; days when, as George remarked, the dol-

lars came up through the horse pipe." When we finally

did get away it was only to meet another blow from

the northeast, and we took refuge in Holton^ A good
(lav's trout tishing here compensated somewhat for the

delay. At Turnavik everybody was busy and happy.
Fish were running plentifully and boatload after boat-

load was brought in to be split, salted and packed
away until September, when they are washed, dried and
taken aboard the steamers which are chartered by the

larger operators to call during September for that pur-

pose. The fish are caught either in traps, with hooks
and lines, or with jiggers.

Capelin were as plentiful as the cod. Thej^ are a small

fish, resembling in appearance a smelt, and are used as

bait for the cod, often for dog food, and not infrequently

as food for the fishermen.

The fishing at Turnavik is controlled by a member of

n family of famous Arctic navigators, who was connected

with the Bradford expedition into the Arctic regions on

the Panther in 1868. His son was mate on the Peary
ship Windward in 1898-99, and during the two days we
were held there by calms, we heard many interesting tales

of Arctic adventure.
From Turnavik to Hopedale is thirty miles in a

straight course, between the islands, and we reached

there Aug. 11, just as a stiff northeaster struck us, with

rain and fog, and prevented further progress.

Going into Hopedale we passed several Eskimos in

their fishing boats coming in from their camps for Sun-
day at the station. They were the first we had seen on
the coast, and were objects of much interest. We passed

within hailing distance of one, and after exchanging the

usual "Oksunai" (greeting), we inquired if he had any
fish. His reply was "little," and in answer to our ques-

tion. "Any fish at Hopedale?" shouted back, "I suppose."

Hopedale was founded by the Moravian missionaries, in

1776. and is the second oldest station on the coast. The
Eskimos here number about 180, a small proportion of

-whom, however, are of pure blood, and at the time of our

stop they were mostly awa3^ engaged in the cod fishery.

The long establishment of the missionaries here and

many years of contact with the fishermen have intro-

duced many European customs of dress, living and food,

so that the primitive life can no longer be seen.
_
They

live in wooden huts and support themselves by fishing for

the cod, seal and salmon in summer, and himting the

caribou and fur animals in winter. They are able to

trade with the missionaries the results of their hunting

and fishing for bread, molasses, powder, shot, etc.

Most of the younger Eskimos at Hopedale can write, the

children attending school for certain periods during the

winter. They have the Bible and Sankey's hymns in

their language, and the only encouragement needed for

them to sing the hymn book through from beginning to

end is a willing audience. Sunday evening after church

in the mission chapel, we visited a hut where a number
of the Eskimos had collected, and were given a recital

of hymns with accompaniment of the accordeon. The
men and women all sing well, joining in the different

parts and maintaining for the most part a fair degree of

harmony. The station shows the expenditure of much
laljor on the part of the missionaries.

Paths have been laid out through the woods with seats

erected at various points, and the gardens of cabbage,

lettuce, turnips and potatoes, as well as the beds of

pansies, daisies and poppies, looked surprisingly thrifty

when the short season which they are allowed is con-

sidered. It made an interesting .start the next morning

to see all of the fiftyt schooners heave anchor and leave

the harbor together, and otit through Hopedale Run.

where a head wind was encountered, quick work and

good seamanship was much in evidence in the efforts to

keep clear of the rocks and of each other.

There seemed to be no end to the contrary winds, and

consequently slow progress, and we put in to Cape

Harrigan Harbor and Quirk Tickle on our way north

until the 15th, when we -reached Ford's Harbor, so named
from the family who have been the solitary residents and

undisputed landlords for seventy-five years. Gales, calms,

fogs and rocks had so delayed our progress since reach-

ing the Labrador shore that for some time we had felt

many doubts as to the possibility of being able to reach

Cape Haven. The same opinion prevailed among all

whose advice we sought, and was to the effect that even

if the Lily was able to reach Cape Haven and return, it

would not now be possible to accomplish it in the time at

our disposal. Much as we regretted leaving the expedi-

tion, which we were interested in seeing successfully car-

ried out, and giving up the chance of getting among the

walrus and polar bears in Hudson Straits, and the primi-

tive Eskimos of Baffin Land, it seemed our only course,

and we made preparations to leave the schooner at Ford's

Harbor. Our plan was to go from there to Nam, and

camp in the intericr until the mail steamer should call

again. Efforts to get any of the Ford family to guide

u'; to Nain, about twenty miles inland, were fruitless on

account of the run of codfish, which had just commenced,

and the prevalence of the grip, which incapacitated sev-

eral of the family. Our crew rowed us across to a sum-

mer camp of Nain Eskimos, and there we bargained with

a native by the very un-Eskimoish name of Levi Frye, tn

land us and our outfit at Nain.

It was nearly 6 o'clock when we had finished loading

our baggage, provisions and camp outfit into Levi's boat,

and swn after, with wishes of good luck from al

hands, we sailed awav, heading into a narrow channel

which le?ds for some distance between the high rocky

sides of two islands, toward Nain. We had made the

schooner our home for just four weeks, and had become

'-o used to the attractiveness of our plain and healthy liv-

ing, our comradeship Avith the captain and crew, and to

the' many interesting incidents connected with the hie

among the fishermen, that it was with no small regret

that we left all this to enter upon new experiences.

Wind and tide turned against us about 10 o'clock, and

with a suggestion from Levi of "Plenty tide; no row,

we camped a few feet back from the shore.

Levi got us started soon after light the next morning,

and we went along merrily enough until the tide again

turned against us. With Nain m plain sight, with no

wind, a head tide, with mosquitoes playing havoc with

every exposed part of one's person, the last five miles

was tedious and exasperating. At last about 2 o clock-

in the afternoon we deposited our outfit on the deck or

the missionary schooner Idalia, anchored close in, noi

daring to risk putting it within reach of the voracious

"huskies," which will devour anything, from a tenl peg
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to an Eskimo baby, as the opportunity offers. Three
years ago in Hopedale, wg were told, an Eskimo baby
became separated from its mother, and happening to fall

was pounced upon by a pack of dogs, and before assist-

ance could reach it was torn to pieces.

Observation during our stay among them justified this

reputation. Some of them show much intelligence, how-
ever, and they form a most important part of the estab-

lishment of an inhabitant of "the Labrador." During the

summer they find plenty of food among the refuse of

the fishing, and save the continual fighting among them-
selves spend most of the time in sleeping. Winter is

their busy season, as they furnish the only means of

locomotion for the missionaries, natives and settlers.

Exercised continually in drawing tlie "'comitek," with
only such food at hand as can be carried or may be
killed en route, at the end of a day's run they are indeed
ravenous.
Mr. Stecker, a missionary, who has made many long

trips during the winter among the Eskimois around
Nachrak and Cape Chidley, told us of the absolute need
that upon stopping at night for camp, while one man
built the snow house and another gathered material for

a fire, a third should watch the dogs lest they eat the

seal skin harness in which they are driven, or fall upon
and devour one another. Under good condition a daj^'s

run of from fifty to seventy-five miles is not unusual,

and there is a tale about a team of twelve dogs having
made the distance between Hopedale and Nain, 114 miles,

in one day.

The first attempt to start a missionary station on the

'Labrador coast was at Cape Aillik, in 1751, and resulted

in the death of the missionaries and their companions
at the hands of the natives. Nain was founded in 1770,

1 and is the oldest station on the coast. The Eskimos at

Nain number at present 280. About Nain, which is in

iDtitude 56, there is a sufficient growth of trees to supply
all the wants for building purposes and for fuel, so, as at:

Hopedale, the Eskimos live in wooden huts adjoining the

missionary house and chapel. C. S. Hawkins,
[to be continued.]

Potholes and Sport*

Charlestown, N. H., Sept. 9.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: It was very sad news to hear from Kelpie a

week since that Old Hickory had been obliged to leave

camp under the care of a physician. We can only hope
[for the best, and that he may yet be restored to chronicle

more "Camps of the Kingfishers." Sorrow as we may,
the old ranks are thinning, and though fresh recruits, and
good sportsmen, too, fall into line, they can never fill

gaps in the hearts of the veterans, though they may
close the ranks.

I am sorry Mr. Stewart misunderstood me in regard to

the glacial theory concerning potholes, I did not mean
to accuse him of holding it, but merely quoted it as he
•did himself, to show that those which he has found in

North Carolina were entirely out of the reach of the

supposed glacial action. I should like to see one of the

garnets which he says served as "drills" ; all the holes

that I have been able to examine have been either partly

filled with quartz gravel, or empty, as if subsequent
freshets had washed them out. I never found any large

stones in them, as is sometimes said to be the cause of

them. All that I have seen have been in the primitive

granite, and all with the exception of the "Devil's Pulpit,"

quoted in my last, have been in the site of present water-

falls, but that one is so high on a hillside that it was
evidently ground out in some early geological period,

since which the Merrimac Valley has undergone great

changes, for the present falls at Amoskeag are four

u'liles east of the said potholes.

I have been amused as well as interested in the de-

scriptions on "sport" which have been going on
_
in

Forest and Stream the last few weeks, and in noting

the different views expressed, and I think Webster gives

the explanation very simply, when he describes "sport"

as a name for all amusement, backed by Dryden, Mil-

ton and Shakespeare, and "sportsman" as a term applied

•especially to the devotees of "field sports"—hunting,

shooting and fishing. I agree with Coahoma in the main,

though I find the name of the author of the dictionary

as far back in Scripture as the Flood, instead of dating

fi'om Belshazar's Feast!

I think we may safely leave the designation to Webster
and follow the classification according to English cus-

tom, whence the turfman, the golfer and the cricketer,

although all indulging in recreations classed as "sport"

by Strutt, in his "Old English Sports and Pastimes," are

distinctly differentiated from the "sportsman" "par ex-

cellence" who follows the rod and gun. Bear and bull

baiting, dog fighting and various other old pastimes have
either become extinct, or relegated to the control of the

criminal courts, and maybe excluded from any lists of sport.

Now, to turn to another of the various questions dis-

cussed under this head, it may be safely said, that the

primitive sportsman was purely and simply a "pot-

hunter" ! The meat of all the game he captured went to

the larder, the hides to the tanner, while the horns and
heads, or other uneatable portions, were used to decorate

his dwelling, be it hunting lodge or baronial hall. In

the old feudal times, all the game was considered the

property of the king, but as the power of the people in-

creased, it became in Europe transferred to the land-

holders, where it now remains, while, when this new
country was settled, following, but reversing the cele-

brated dictum of Louis XIV., "I'Etat, c'est moi" or "I am
the State," the State became the king, and the prop-
erty in the game is held as being vested in it.

The European sportsman is also, to some extent, legi-

timately a "market-hunter." The game "belongs to him,

it is raised on his own estate at his own expense. He
pays for gamekeepers, shelter and winter food, and com-
pensates his tenant farmers for any damage done to

their crops in the summer, and it is considered as proper
for him to sell any surplus not consumed by himself and
his guests, as for any farmer to raise and sell chickens

or turkeys ! With us the case is very different, the

market-hunter pays for nothing but the powder and
shot which he uses to destroy the property of the State,

or in other words, of his fellow citizens at large, that he
may fill his own pockets with the proceeds. Pastime
plays no part in the incident.

T must confess myself to having been all my life to

sorne extent a "pot-hunter." That is tO' say, all the game
which I ever captured or destroyed, whether fur, fin or
feather, has at once found its way to my table for con-
sumption, or to those of one or two near neighbors ; none
has ever been wasted. Like Didymus, I know nothing of
big-game hunting; I never had a chance, but I think I

should have enjoyed it when I was young and able, and
I have no slurs to throw on those who do, provided they
make a legitimate use of their game. The Creator gave
us the good things of this world to use, and not to waste,
and I have no patience with those who slaughter a lordly
elk or moose for the sake of his teeth or horns, and leave
the carcass rotting in the woods ; or with the taxidermists
who aid and abet them, for by the help of these same
taxidermists the herd of buft'alo in the Yellowstone Park
has been nearly destroyed. The biggest animal I ever
shot was a twenty-five-pound porcupine, which I dropped
from "a tall tree, thinking it was a raccoon, and I have
been sorrjf for it ever since. I have seen deer, at Diamond
Ponds and Connecticut lakes, when trout fishing, but was
never there in the open season. I think my youthful
experience in "stalking" gray squirrels might turn to

some use in deer hunting. Game was never plenty
enough in New England for me to find any to spare,

though I have provided many a good family dinner in the
course of sixty-five years, but I have often reeled uf) my
hne and unjointed my rod long before dark while the
trout were still biting, when the weight of my creel told
me that I had enough for breakfast or dinner, as the
case might be, and had had a delightful afternoon in the
fields and woods. Enough for the present.

Von W.

The Nature of Sport*
Editor Forest and Stream:
When I read Coahoma's latest contribution to the dis-

cussion of sport, my first thought was that I could well
afford to let it go unanswered-, for he appeals for a
decision of the issue between us to a court which has
already decided that issue in a manner that is entirely
satisfactory to me : Witness the increase of laws which
restrain the pot-hunter, and the rapid increase in num-
bers of that class of sportsmen who practice field sports
in accordance with Webster's definition of the word
sport. However, my second thought is that it would be
a courtesy on my part to correct a few false impres-
sions which Coahoma seems to be laboring under, and
therefore I will reply briefly.

Our personal feelings are not germane to the question
which we are discussing, and quite likely are sub-
jects of no great interest to the readers of Forest and
Stream, still, as Coahoma appears to be concerned about
mine, I would assure him that our pleasant little debate
has afforded me some amusement, but has excited no
indignation within me. Therefore, it will be apparent
to him that he has wasted considerable effort in his
"endeavor to mollify" a phantom of his own imagination.
My thanks are due Coahoma for his allusion to the

domestic dog which hunts solely for diversion, though
I scarcely expected his aid in substantiating my side of
this controversy. It is not my intention to combat
Coahoma's theories, for they are of such a nature that
they can be neither proved or disproved. But when he
makes a deduction from those theories, and tells us
"that the procurement of something useful as a result
of the chase is an essential element of true sport,"
neither his theories nor facts sustain him, and even the
dogs which he invokes refuse to do so.

1 have been taught that dictionaries were created to
give us correct definitions of words, but since Coahoma's
ipse dixit, what must we believe? He not only dis-
credits Webster's unabridged, but he also assigns its

authorship to "Uncle Daniel." In the latest revision of
this work great effort and large sums of money were
expended to secure the services of the greatest living
lexicographers, men eminent as specialists in the de-
partments which they were to edit. If Coahoma's claims
to superior wisdom and power are well founded, how did
it happen that he was not selected to perform this great
work ?

If Coahoma will take the trouble to read my original
article on the subject of sport carefully, he may dis-
cover that I made no attempt to establish kinship be-
tween athletic games and field sports, and that what he
has said in regard to this is simply another case in
which he has "mollified" another phantom of his imagina-
tion.

There certainly is diversion in these games, and there-
fore I can see no impropriety in referring to them as
sports,_ at least until Coahoma, is recognized as supreme
authority and our dictionaries are revised in accordance
with his dictum.

I have always believed that sportsmen as a class are
possessed of a fair share of philanthropy, .but Coahoma
"puts me to shame," for we must infer from what he
says that he believes that sportsmen are so philanthropic
that their sport in killing "predatory animals" is de-
rived from their consciousness of having performed an
act of kindness to their fellow men. Just imagine, if

possible, a sportsman so imbued with philanthropic im-
pulses that he will travel, say from England to the Rocky
Mountains, to kill a lion solely for the purpose of pre-
venting that lion from preying upon domestic creatures
which perhaps belong to some person whom this sports-
man never even heard of. When the imagination is

trained so it can perform this feat, just to try to imagine a
fox hunter riding pell mell through a farmer's crops and
knocking down fences right and left in his efforts to
catch a fox, solely for the purpose of preventing said
fox from catching the farmer's chickens.

I dislike very much to disturb such sublime faith in
the innate goodness of mankind, but truth compels me
to point out to Coahoma that sportsmen sometimes rear
predatory animals artificially, and turn them loose to
prey upon man's domestic creatures, and even get laws
enacted to protect them, so that sport may be enhanced.
[ have heard of professional exterminators of predatory
animals, but such men are usually influenced neither
by sport nor philanthropy, but work for pelts and bounty
money.

I have read of the doings of sportsmen of the past
centuries. I do not know whether Christopher North

was ®ne of these sportsmen or not, but if he was, it is
not a fact to brag about.

If what I have read is true, it was quite a common
practice "in ye olden time" for the lord of the baronial
hall to send forth an army of retainers to herd game in
a small inclosure, where it could be speared ad libitum
ttntil the sportsmen's lust for blood was glutted. This
sport was usually followed by feast and revelry, and this
latter part of the programme was considered a success
when the entire company lay gorged and beastly drunk
upon the baronial floor. When we turn from such a
spectacle and view field sports as they are practiced to-
day, I think it will be conceded that some progress in
the right direction has been made, and that the typical
.sportsman of the present time operates upon a higher
plane than did those of "ye olden time."

In the affairs of life it is often the case that persons
who have the accident of wealth at command, buy honors
and distinction and parade them as something to which
they are justly entitled.

Our sense of justice and our obligations to real merit
should prompt us to rebuke such practices whenever and
Av'herever they occur.
In field sports this propensity of man to appropriate

something which he is not entitled to is illustrated by
that class of sportsmen who pose as mighty hunters, and
in proof thereof point proudly to the game heads which
they have either bought outright, or which have been
secured for them, as Coahoma says, by paid experts.
It gives me great pleasure to assure Coahoma that I
am in full .sympathy with him in his denunciation of this
class of head hunters.

In rny opinion a game head or trophy should always
.symbolize sportsmanlike pursuit and capture, but should
rever be displayed as a symbol of skill except by the
person who so captured it; otherwise it is only sym-
bolical of fraud and disgrace.

It is always the genuine, the valuable, and the highest
type of things which are counterfeited, and therefore our
counterfeit sportsmen serve at least one good purpose in
pointing out the genuine and highest type of sports-
manship of the present day.

Jos. W. Shurtes-
Gansevoort, Sept. 6.

The Law of Forest and Mountain.
It is often said that there is no law -without a penalty.

This maxim will not bear close scrutiny ; and it may not
be unprofitable to examine a case in which a code depends
absolutely upon the unforced assent of those to whom it

applies. We speak of the code which regulates the use of
private property by woodsmen and mountaineers. The
mountain hut and the forest camp, although absolutely
unpoliced and practically beyond the jurisdiction of statute
law, are protected by a sentiment which amounts to law,
and yet has no recourse against breaches of the custom
of the region. You may leave your valuables on a trail in
the Northwest secure of finding them again, and you may,
under well-understood restrictions, use any camp in the
v.'oods of Maine or Canada. Similarly the mountain shel-
ters of the Appalachian or Alpine Clubs, or those erected
at private expense, are free to all who traverse the moun-
tains. And the rules for their use by the casual occupant
are so explicit as to have the value of law. and as binding
as if a thousand penalties and precedents enforced each'
article. We are dealing with a very different code from
Mr. Kipling's "law of the jungle"—the rule "of hoof and
of claw"; we are examining the case of men free to be
lawless, who, under a code of some complexity, are scrup-
ulously a law unto themselves.
The limits of mountain law have been recently illus-

trated among the ice valleys of Mont Blanc. ' M. Joseph
Vallot has for twelve years maintained a mountain ob-
servatory near the summit of this great mountain. The
building was supplied with the usual instruments, and was
fully provisioned. Near at hand he had erected a moun-
tain hut for the use of all climbers, which has frequently
harbored bewildered wanderers on the upper reaches, and
has undoubtedly been the means of saving many lives.
This hut proved too narrow for two German tourists who
decided to make a stay of several days under the Dome
du Gouter. So, acting under mountain law as they sup-
posed, they broke into the observatory, helped themselves
to the pi'ovisions, and made themselves free of all its ac-
commodations, offering on their return to repay the o\vner
for the food actually consumed. M. Vallot, learning mean-
while that his instruments had been disturbed, brought
suit against the trespassers.

How jealously mountain law is guarded is shown by
the protests which everywhere arose in Switzerland. M.
Vallot had no dilBcuIty in proving himself in the right,
but the case brought out very clearly certain principles in
mountaineering ethics. It was shown that the invaders
were not storm-bound, but could at any time have de-
scended to the valley. It was held that they entered the
observatory, not in their need, but for their greater con-
venience. Every one declared that thej- had no right
merelj' to prolong a holiday in this fashion, and that
mountain custom granted them only the occupancy of the
hut, not the right to enter the larger building or to use
the provisions. It might be added that the offer to reim-
burse M. Vallot for the provisions was highly improper.
They should have promptly replaced them after due notifi-
cation. Thus, quite apart from the graver charge of van-
dalism, these two climbers were found in contempt of
mountain law. Henceforth their mountaineering reputa-
tion, except in Coventry, will be of the worst.
The principle involved is clearly that of reasonable use.

Illustrations might be cited indefinitely. One- may not
plan for a week in the woods, and then keep cn'from
shelter to shelter for a month; yet if one, through an un-
foreseen mishap, needs food and shelter, they arc his to
take where he finds-them, and upon the sole condition that
he respect the propery he uses and make good as socn as
possible any impairment of its stores. Any Appalachian
Club shelter in the White Mountains, with all its Utensils,
U free to every pedestrian until the tiny building is fufl
Beyond that point, members of the club justly require out-
siders to give way; but the case almost never arises. In
,STl' these matters a fine sense of delicacy is. shown by
•filbse who do not always receive credit for that quality.
No logging camp in the country would refuse its best to a
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belated woodsman, and none would receive pay for any
trouble and expense which his succor required ; but these

same lumbermen would decl ne to be used as a conveni-
ence by a party of improvident campers not actually in

distress.

Into the minuter articles of mountain and wood law it

is superfluous to go. One does something for the ne-

glected or ill-defined trail over which he passes, not out of

surplus benevolence, but because the unwritten law pre-

scribes the lopp.ng of the bush, the freshening of the

blaze, or the rebuilding of the cairn. One takes a stray

hound only to the next clearing, because such is forest

law. Under this code most of the meannesses and crimes
that are incident to civilization vanish. It is as if the

vast solitariness of the forest and the mountain repro-

duced itself in a kind of largeness of soul in the woods-
man and mountaineer. He feels more vividly than the

man in the multitude the solemnity of any act that con-

cerns another individual. In town you cannot safely

leave an overcoat on the rack with the door ajar; in the

North Woods you may leave in an open shack the best

gun that the forges of England. Belgium, or America can

produce, and passers-l)y, who perfectly know its value,

v.'ill hardly give it a second look. Human nature resents

anarchy as nature abhors a vacuum. And wood life and
mountain life would be very anarchy without stricter laws

and finer morals than suffice for the abodes of men. The
loss of a camp ax would put the owner to the greatest

inconvenience, the depletion of a store of provisions might

bring a party to the verge of starvation, the theft of a

gun might mean a crueller but no less certain death than

a bullet through its owner's heart.

It is salutary that, from time to time, men should thus

be brought face to face with the whole consequences of

their deeds; and it is creditable to human nature that it

responds so trustily to the test. It is refreshing, too, to

find a realm of law in which stern penalt.es are unneces-

sary, and it is strange that the advocates of philosophical

anarchy have neglected the striking analogy which lies

to their hand in the law of forest and mountain—New
York Evening Post.

The Story of Pup.
New Orleans, 'La—Editor Forest and Stream: Eyeiy

species of the animal kingdom is inflicted with a sprink-

ling of fools. The cause is heredity, injury from acci-

dent or disease, abuse, ill training, etc. Some years

ago an old man with a large family of boys accounted

for the erratic conduct of one of them, because when
little he had been kicked in the head by a calf.

It seems to me these insJnct people are very unfortu-

nate in the selection of their pets. For the benefit of

the clergyman whose article appeared in Forest and
Stream six or nine months ago, I will give the history

of one of my dogs. His name was Pup—wife never

could find one nice enough for him. He was a black

and tan about the size of a half-grown cat or a little

larger. He was a marvel of intelligence and affection,

A cross word nearly broke his heart.

He soon took a great delight in playing with a small

rubber ball—often alone if he could get no companion.

He never forgot where he left the ball. Sometimes he

would lose it under a piece of furniture, and on my re-

turn in the evening to dinner I always said "Pup, where s

the ball?" and he would run to the particular piece o£

furniture; and a cane always brought it out. One Sun-

day evening the ball rolled under the sideboard just as

dinner was announced, and I allowed it to remain there

Thursday evening when I came home I warited the ball

and had forgotten all about the sideboard. Pup was m
the back yard with daughter. After looking about I

asked wife, who said she had not seen it for several days;

that it must be lost. I then called Pup and said, "Pup,

where is the ball?" He immediately v/ent to the side-

board, and the cane brought it out. I remembered then

the incident of the Sunday evening before, which I had

totally forgotten. I could scarcely believe it and ques-

tioned wife and daughter.

Neither had seen the ball since Sunday. Circumstances-

had been such that they had had no time for playing ball

and had not even thought of it.

Pup's instinct averaged up Avell with my own. After

he got so he could go up and down the five or six steps

of the front gallery he would take the ball there. Some-
times when he was about tired the ball would roll off

and Pup would let it remain. All the gallery front was

a dense thicket of rose and other flowers three feet

deep. Pup always found the ball.
^

The gong at our gate and two of our neighbors gates

had identical tones; at least none of us could detect

the slightest difference, and our folks made many need-

less trips to the front of the house. Pup soon discov-

ered it and never made an error.

Pup was timid about stairs and always had to be car-

ried. When he Avas about six months old I was sitting

on the gallery steps, Pup playing in the front yard.

Finally he came and wanted to go up. I said, "Pup,

you are a big baby," and took him and boosted him up,

then down again. I then said, "Pup, you can go up;

come on," and he made the tirst one and stalled. With

a little boosting he made it and also the down trip. Next

day he did it with a rush much to wife's surprise. I

then told her of his lesson the evening before.

When the madam went to the gate Pup always went

to the top of the steps and was very uneasy. He seemed

to think the bell was a special and important charge of

his and was always especially interested in the postman.

The first time he came, after he cou'd make the stairs,

madam took the mail and started for the house. Pup

seemed to think an important privilege and duty had

been usurped from him and acted wildly. Madam finally

gave him the mail with some misgiving. In a flash he

made the fifty or seventy-five feet up the steps into the

house, out of sight. In some alarm madam hurned in

and found him standing at her chair the most delighted

dog ever was. Next day when the postman came. Pup
was at the gate before madam reached the gallery. Pup
was leaping and doing all sorts of coaxing, and the post-

man was tantalizing him. Madam told him to give Pup
the mail, but it took several requests before he did so.

Pup rushed in and by madam to her chair, although she
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tried to stop him. He seemed to think that was the only
proper place to deliver it.

About this time a mink got into the chicken house
and killed an old hen and all bu' four of a brood of 15

or 18 newly hatched Plymouth Rock ch'cks. Although
I made diligent search that night. I could find none;
next morning I found four. Although but three or four
days old, the little rascals had secreted themselves in the
grass and would not peep. This I should think was a

case of instinct and a fine one. When I took them into

the house there was a delighted and fussy hen. She
squatted on the dining-room floor and proceeded to feed

the poor darlings; the pup walking around and around,
very dignified. Finally, one wandered away but a yard
and Pup gravely walked up to it and wi.h a punch of

his nose bumped it into the bunch. Madam sa'd, "You.
Pup, if you hurt it I'll give it to you good." She tucked
them away in a basket, but they soon got restless, and
I let them out. Pup was' there looking as grave as any
old hen. He soon lay down. In a few minutes one
jumped on him, and finally all. In a few minutes they
cuddled between his legs and were asleep. He thought
he had a new duty to perform, and thereafter took
charge of them during the day time. If seemingly sound
asleep and one should wander to another room or on ihe

gallery, he would gravely get up and bump it back to

the bunch, when he would lie down again. He always
seemed pleased when the lot were perched on his back,

and would promenade them about the house.

A day or two after Pup took charge of the mail I

gave him a lesson on the morning paper, and all that

was necessary was to say, "Pup, go get the paper."

The carrier was very expert at throwing and seldom
missed the gallery. The paper was rolled into a solid

roll and was hard as wood. Occasionally it fell short

and fell into a dense mass of all sorts of flowers and
shrubs at the foot of the gallery, where I could not see

it. Pup had it in a flash.

This took a lesson the first time only. Pup expected
to find it on the gallery, and when it was not there re-

turned to tell me. I said, "Come on. Pup." Looking
over the railing I could barely see it. Taking Pup up
I showed it to him. He was so delighted he wriggled

out of my arms and had it in an instant. One time

about a month later he came back looking very de-

jected. He evidently thought the situation might baffle

me; it was so impossible for him. In a magnolia frascati,

seven or eight feet high, the paper had lodged.

I said, "That's all right." Of course he believed every

thing I told him, and he was joyous on the instant, and
went with me. I reached it eas.ly, and Pup was wild.

I started back and commenced to unfold the paper. If

I had not rolled it up again and given it to him I be-

lieve it would have broken his heart. He was off like

a flash and was waiting beside my chair when I got in.

He would always hold things to deliver them personally.

Pup never brought the paper in except when told. Why
I do not know, except it was his love of approval.

I must now record the only thing Pup did in his life

that could deserve a, suspicion of reproof, and this was
reprehensible. Pup usually took his meals from a plate

on the back gallery—that is, what he did not take at the

table. The chicks were now about three months old.

For some time Pup had concluded that they no longer

needed such close or constant attention. One day
madam placed Pup's plate on the gallery and seated her-

self in the dining-room where she could see him through

the open hall door and the outside door. In a minute

or two a chick comes monkeying around and finally

picks in Pup's plate—a deadly offense it seemed in his

judgment. I suppose he thought he had trained them
better. At any rate, to madam's horror, there was a

lightning-like snap, and a chick lay there that never

kicked; and Pup was serenely continuing his meal when
madam reached him. Madam contends he could under-

stand every word she said, no matter whether she was
talking to him or not. All her reproaches and lecturing

did no good. The other three chicks followed in the same
way in the course of the next month or six weeks. How-
ever, it is simply an example of the imperial power of

atavism which prevails in every species of animal.

Pup had gotten quite a reputation by this time: many
mail carriers and others coming to see him. I presume
it was partly due to his diminutive size, beauty and af-

fectionate, sprightly disposition.

Pup slept at the foot of our bed in a large upholstered

chair in which madam made him a bed. When the mos-
quitoes were too bad Pup would put his paws on the

bed where I was lying and give the most plaintive little,

almost inaudible whistle I ever heard. In fact, I never

heard anything approaching it before or since. Madam
always protested. She had fixed him up good with his

bar and he ought to keep quiet.

Pup always got in all right. When I raised the

bar he would leap in and curl up at the foot between

wife's feet and mine, where he was no inconvenience.

He would never lie on one's feet. In extremely cold

weather Pup always slept with me. He would always

wait until I was perfectly and comfortably tucked in,

when he would spring up, get to the head and com-
mence to root at the covers at my back, until he

got between the sheets, when he would crawl in

out of sight. If he made a mistake and got
between other covering he would get out and work
until he found the proper place. Sometimes I would
baffle him by holding the clothes tightly. He would
know it in an instant, when that little whistle wi.h its

pleading, would come, and if I pretended to be asleep he

would crawl around and put his face close to mine and

keep up his pleading. That would settle it. Pretending

to wake up with "Why, helloo. Pup," and a pat, he was
happy, and went back to rooting, I generally helping

him.

Pup knew rny usual time to come to dinner. I can't

say if he could' really tell the time by a clock or not; at

any rate, he judged the time as well and closely as if he
could. Wife said he was always on the watch ten min-

utes before my time. One evening wife was standing

at a side window in the front parlor watching to see me
alight from the car at the corner less than half a block

below. .

Pup was standing by her. It was winter and the house
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was closed. Hearing a car coming, she took Pup in

her arms. I happened to be on the car. The instant Pup
caught sight of me she said she thought he had gone
crazy. She never saw him act so. The next evening
when she went in to watch for my coming she found the
pup perched on top of the back of a large upholstered
chair wh ch stood against the window—and he always did
so afterward.
When Pup was eighteen months or possibly two years

old, I came down stairs one Sunday morning in sum-
mer and Pup greeted me at the fcot. The house was all

open. Just across the hall, oppos-te the stairway, was
an open side door, and I sent Pup the side way for the
paper, although front and back parlor and front room
were open. Why I sent him this way I don't know- I

waited for nearly five minutes and was full of all kinds
of wonder when Pup came slowly into sight, the most
heart-broken looking creature I ever saw. He stopped
about ten feet from me and looked up into my face
with the most pitiful expression.

I said to him, "Why, Pup, what is the matter with
you? You act funny th.s morning; why don't you bring
me the paper?" He never budged all this time or lost

that pitiful look until I said, "Pup, go get me the paper,"
My son was sitting in the back parlor reading a maga-

zine and heard CA'ery word, but was so engrossed he
did not realize it.

I walked in and was standing near him when Pup came
in the front door wi.h a large magnolia leaf some eight
inches long and stopped about ten feet from me. He
looked delighted, but seemed a little doubtful. As-
tonished, I sa'd, "Well, Pup, you are not only funny
this morning, but I am afraid you are crazy." Son then
came back to the world, and seeing the pup standing
there, commenced to laugh -and said, "The paper has
not come." Taking the leaf from Pup we both shouted.
In an instant a voice from the kitchen demands, "Who's
been scolding Pup?" I replied. "No one." "You can't
tell me. He has crawled under the range and I can't
coax h m out." It was the only time madam ever failed.

I took the leaf to the kitchen and showed it to her
and related the circumstance, when she had a good
laugh, too. I got down on my knees and coaxed and
patted him, and in a minute he came out all right, I

took him in my arms to the back parlor and held him
on my lap for a few minutes and petted him. The paper
carrier, we afterward learned, was sick, and the substi-

tute had left all papers on our block at corresponding
numbers on the street back of us.

The second Sunday following the paper missed again,
and when Pup brought with the keenest delight a large
double leaf from a child's picture book that had blown
over from our neighbor's yard, I took it with as much
delight as he, and Pup was not laughed at. e'ther.

When Pup was two years old a canine epidemic broke
out that w^s very fatal. I never heard of a dog recover-
ing. Our next-door neighbor lost a black and tan a
little smaller than Pup, that they always kept blanketed
in winter, and also a large collie, although they had the
care of a veterinary and the best at.ention. Pup was very
patient, with never a moan or a whine. Now. I think
of it, he never did whine. Our neighbor's big collie

kept the neighborhood awake for two weeks.
We did everything in our power—expense not con-

sidered—for Pup. He slept w th me at night, wife taking
another room. During the day he was in a bed at her
side. He could not eat nor did he seem to care for water.
The morning of the day we lost our Pup, about ten

o'clock, madam had occasion to go upstairs for some-
thing about her sewing. In a minute, as she turned to
return, there was Pup standing, look ng up with his

sweet, pitiful, imploiii>j» eyes. He had made no sound,
not even his little whistle. She was so amazed she al-

most dropped to the floor. She never famted in her life,

but she felt perfectly uncanny. She immediately took
him in her arms and carried him to his bed in the din-
ing-room at the side of her sewing-chair, I and wife
feel perfectly sure he was aware his end was near—might
come any instant, and he did not want to commence the
journey when alone, and followed her upstairs. Where
he ever got the strength to get up that long, winding
stairway of twenty steps is beyond my comprehension.
He lay quietly sleeping most of the time, occasionally
working his head from under the light gauze with which
wife kept him covered to protect him from the mos-
quitoes. About two o'clock he seemed a little restless,

and wife took him as he lay with his bed and placed it

on the lounge within a foot of her. He seemed con-
tent, and after wife had petted and talked to him a min-
ute he closed his eyes as if he w'shed to sleep. Wife
replaced the gauze. In about fifteen minutes he had
laid so quiet and motionless wife removed the gauze.
Poor Pup had entered into his eternal sleep as peace-
fully and quietly as a flutter of a sleeping infant's breath,-

The express on on his face was perfectly beautiful.

Wife always lamented, "Oh, if I only had not covered
him up." It was better so.

•Do you think any one on earth could make wife or
me believe our Pup was not a reasoning dog with good
sense and plenty of it? He was six weeks old when our
friend gave him to us, and two and a half years when we
lost h-m, and he was a blessing and constant source 01

pleasure to us all. I have never been able to find,

another, as they seem to have gone out of fashion fof

many years, the p-ugs, fox and other terriers being the

fad. If some lover of reasoning dogs would only send
me one from six to twelve weeks old—a male—he would
do a fine piece of missionary work. Wife is now North
and, well, I don't know—anyhow, Iowa is a long way
off—if this should receive the editor's approval.

J. H. Sampsell, M. D.
127 Carondeiet Street, New Orleans.

About Sept. 1 a fire, originating among the local sheep
camps, began to burn among the pine forests near the
borders of the Yellowstone Park Forest Reserve. Peoplf
fought it for a week, and it was thought to have be'-

stamped out. A high wind, however prevailing Sept.

rekindled it, and it threatened not only all the forests ;

the neighborhood, but all the winter stock range a? well.

,

The whole country turned out to fight it, with what re-

sult is not yet known.
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Potholes.
Editor Forest and Stream;
Your very s'mple inquiry in regard to the probable

Jige of those curious holes in the rocks which go by the

common name of potholes, brings to my mind that ques-
tion asked by D'ckens' Paul Dombey, of his father, the
rich merchant, in that story of that noted author, "Dom-
bey and Son," "What is mrney?" That noted financier

Avas suddenly, as we say, dumbfounded by the apparently
simple quest'on. And, indeed, I am at a loss to give an
answer to this you have propounded to me. When I

was a boy I was taughi that the earth was six thousand
years old; when a young man I stood on the top stone
of the oldest of the pyramids of Egypt, and looked
down, as Napoleon said, from the work of fort^^ cen-
turies. And the chisel marks on the stones of that won-
derful edifice were, and, of course, still are, as fresh ap-
parently as if they had been made yesterday. If this

should be so, of vvhat age must that granite rock have
been of which that stone is a part? Since your proposi-
tion came to me, I have been thinking of what answer
I can give to it, but the more I think ot if, and I have
been thinking of it by the s de of some of these holes,
little ones which have been worn into the surface of the
solid gran te merely by the flow of the streams of the
water of the rains which have co-ursed down the gentler
slopes of the solid, smoothly time-worn bare rocks; and
in the flow down to ihe level ground have worn the sur-
face into sand, of which the soil at the foot of the slope
is formed—I can not form any guess even, of the num-
ber of centuries, thousands of them doubtless, required
to wear away these little basins even; not to mention
these deeoer ones which exist. But I might hazard a
thought that some millions of years of such action as is

low go.ng on in these holes, the deeper ones of them,
might possibly be sufificient. Then comes the thought

—

f this vast time has been spent in the mere smoothing
off the surface of these rocks by the action of the flow-
ing water, how many myriads of years must have been
required to form those solid crystallized rocks them-
selves, before they were forced by some amazing con-
vulsion of nature into the ragged peaks and broken
cliffs which are only the exposed points of the vast rocky
oundation of the earth's surface.
And thousands of feet thick of later rocks have been de-

posi ed on this foundation dur ng uncountable ages, and
ill this vast time these oldest rocks have been worn down
so little as to leave the rough points still unsmoothed.
During the twenty years of my residence in this mountain
reg on I have seen not the slightest change in the surface
A the rocks exposed in the streams, but every visit to
;hese places there has been the same whirling and eddy-
ing of the water, and the same grinding of the gravel;
3Ut the effect of it all is wholly too small to be measured.
There is a change in the appearance of the river bed after
my one of these occas onal freshets occur, and then, of
:ourse, it is reasonable to think that most of this wearing;
vork is done; but it is wholly too insignificant to notxe
;ven by the careful eye of the student intent on the
)oss ble unfolding of any one of the secrets of nature's
vork. To my mind this kind of study seems beyond the
•resent ab lity of the human mind, even to intellect, to
[rapple with. For the 1 fe of a man, even if extended to its
ullest limit, is too short to follow out with any under-
itanding of it. as to the time involved of any one of the
geological problems, which are presented to us in the
ocks which we see under our feet. The best we can do
s to study, as we can observe with careful eyes; think
A what we see. and of all th ngs most, gain all the
cnowledge we can possibly of others' work; adding to it

he trifle each of us may gather; and,

"In this our life, excrtipt from public haunt.
Find tongues in trees, books in running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything."

And thus we may gather in this life possibly some-
hing of use to us in another to fellow. Who knows!

Henry Stewart.

Coyote Jack.
The account of tame birds in a recent Forest and

Itream, leads me to send 5^ou an account of a tame coyote,
diich, as far as I can learn, seems to be an exception to
be rule governing c yotes. as he is of a most loving dis-
osilion, and has no treachery in his make up. He loves
ij play with all children at sight, and no matter how
oughly they play with h m, he never uses those big;

anine teeth hard enough to hurt a child.

I inclote y^u three snap shots of Jack in his out-
Oor life; cni. where he has the boy down, one where he
i posing V th his mistress, and another where he is lying
n his back w th the cook examin.ng his teeth.

Jack is mischievous, of course, and will steal your hand-
erchief out of vour pocket, or do anything to make you
hase him, yet l.e will take anything from your mouth as
enlly as a well-bred house dog.

Jack was rai; ed on a nursing bottle on Major Gordon
Vt Lillie's ranch in the Ind an Territory. Major Lillie-

> an old fri ,nd of mine, and while on a visit to the
Vild West Show this spring, I had my first introduction
0 Jack, who was playing w.th the crack shot. May Lillie,

he Major's charming wife. Jack seemed to take to me
t once and in a few m.nutes we became friends, and as
he continual moving of the show seemed not the best
ilace to educate Jack, the Major insisted on presenting,

iim to me. So Jack and I left on the same train for
\tlantic City, where he has made a host of fr.ends.

He goes to the beach with the cook, who is especially

ond of him. At first he was afraid of the surf, but now
le takes his surf bath daily. It is interesting to watch
lim with Ftrange dogs. Jack wants to play with them
m s ght, but many of them as soon as they scent him
vill run with their tail down, afraid of him; others take
C him at once, and play until both dog and coyote are
dnded. He will, I think, learn to retrieve, and I am
5oing to try to teach him the house tricks of a %yell-.

ifokea dog.

We thought Jack was going to die the other day, as
after playing all the afternoon he fell in what appeared
to be an apoplectic fit. I opened his mouth and threw
in a handful of salt. He recovered only to act crazy,
rushed all over the yard, ran into the fence, and in fact
acted just as I have seen dogs with meningitis. I

caught him and poured down a big dose of syrup of buck-
thorn. He showed partial paralysis, then final complete
collapse; lips white and pulse almost gone. I felt his
heart, which was almost still, and said at once "he will

be dead in less than an hour." There was not a dry eye
among the women and children gathered around poor
Jack. As I thought nothing could hurt him, I gave him a
spoonful of aromatic spirits of ammonia. It made him
struggle to get ttp but he sank back into a deep sleep,

which lasted several hours. We kept him very quiet, and
I found his heart was getting stronger. He finally awoke
to consciousness again, but was very weak. He finally

recovered, and is to-day the same old Jack. I think the
cook over fed him. Now, if this attack had happened

COYOTE JACK IN AMIABLE MOOD.

!co a 'fine bred dog I don't believe he would have re-

covered. It is new to me to see an animal recover from
•this and become all well again.
By the way. Major Lillie has a herd of forty buffalo on

Ins Tanch in Paw-nee. Indian Territory. He had two
killed by railroad accident this spring shortly after the
tihcm opened in Chester, Pa.

James A. Cathcart.

English Rabbit Skin Ttade.

CoNstn. Marshal Halstead wrhes from Birm-ngham,
Eng. : "Instead of being sent to certain parts of the
i'.urrpean continent—where for a great many years rab-
bit skins intended ultimately for American use have un-
dergone a process known as pulling—a few bales of
rthese skins were shipped la.'^t winter, experimentally, direct
from Birmingham to the United States. It was thought,
:a shipper told me that we had produced a new machine
in the United States which could pull out the long hair
•of rabbit skins at less cost than by the extremely cheap
hand labor of the Cont nent. I learn that the machine
•experiment was not a success, and I know the English
•dealers who were interested in the American venture are
:again sending their skins to the Continent, where the long,
u.seless hairs are laboriously pulled out by hand and the
skins reshipped to hat manufacturers in the United States,
who shave off the close hair and use this fur to make felt

;hats.

"Millions of rabbits. Br'tish and Australian, are con-
;siuned annually in Great Britain. Dealers purchase skins
from game and poultry shops, and where rabbits are
•dressed in households there is, as a perquisite, a penny
apiece to the cook. One Birmingham dealer tells me he
ihandled 3,000,000 rabb.t skins last year."

Bite of the Coral Snake.
liditor Forest and Stream :

Is it not probable that many accounts of bites of the
•coral snake, Flaps, resulting in no harm to their rec pient
are based upon a mistake in the identity of the snake?
There are one or two species of harmless snakes of the
genus Lampropeltis that resemble Flaps in having bands
of red, yellow and black, and as these snakes are found
in the same regions as Flaps, they are no doubt mistaken
for it. In Flaps a broad band of red lies between two
narrow band:, of yellow, while in Lampropeltis the broad
red band lies between two narrow bands of Wack. The
black band in Flaps is about as wide as the red, while in
die harmless snake the black band is narrow.

F. A, L.
Washington, C.

All commnnication* intended for Forest ahd Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., N?yf
York. as4 pof ^ »af individual con9$cte4 wit|i th* pajw.
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Across New Brunswick on Snow-
shoes*—

L

There is perhaps no part of the sporting country of
America which to-day is attracting greater intei'est among
big-game shooters and anglers than the Province of New
Brunswick. This is true not only in regard to the

sportsmen of the East, but those of the' West, and it is

curious to note that among the visitors to that region
during the season jtist closed there were numbers of
Western men, includ ng gentlemen from Cleveland, O.;
Dayton, O. ; St. Louis, Mo., and one or two points in

Indiana. Hence we have the curious spectacle of large

numbers of sportsmen of the Middle West turning not to

the wilderness of Wisconsin or Minnesota, nor to the

more distant iRocky Mountains, but to the forest-covered

hills of the northeastern sectims of America, those very
portions which were first visited and settled by the white
inhabitants of this country.
There is a reason for all things, and there is a reason

for this sudden and growing popularity of the moose and
caribou country of New- Brunswick. In brief, it is there

that the extremest doctrines of modern game protection

have been worked out to successful issue. In New
Brunswick they have game because they have a protection

which protects. In no portion of America are the Forest
AND Stream theories of game protection more fully be-
lieved in or more thoroughly carried out than in New
Brunswick. No waste, no sale, a very limited bag, and
the most stringent inspection—such are some of the

proved and practical features of the law of that land.
_

Believing, as one must, that the days of our American
game are numbered, and being curious to see the effect of

modern methods of protection in a country once depleted

of its game and now more fully stocked with big game
than any other area of equal extent in any portion of

America the writer hailed with extremest satisfaction

the opportunity to make a winter visit to New Brunswick,
and to look into the matter of the New Brunswick game
supply at first hand. That this could be done in a thor-

oughly satisfactory way was made possible in the first

place by the kindly offices of Mr. Adam Moore, presi-

dent of the New Brun-wick Guides' Association, than
whom a more level-headed sportsman or more splendid

man never existed in any country. Mr. Moore, with his

fr ends, Henry Braithwaite, George Armstrong, Arthur
Pringle, Harry Allen, Bob Allen and W. T. Chestnut,

will all be remembered as members of the New iBruns-

wick party which visited the Sportsmen's Show in the

M'inter of 1901. The fine impression made by these men
here is not dispelled btit heightened, by the acquaintance

the writer has had w th them during the trip recently

et ded. I want to say in advance of my story that I be-

lieve New Brunswick has more game than any country

in America, and that it raises the best guides and the

best men on earth. It is a square country, an honest •

country. Fakes do not flourish there, do not grow there,

and are not wanted there. It is a square, fair, heel and
toe, man's game that one will get in New Brunswxk.

I wanted, to see New Brunswick in the winter time,

because it is in the winter that one can best tell how
much game there is upon a given bit of country; and

because, in the second place, I am personally fond qf

winter camp ng and of snowshoeing. A third considera-

tion was the fact that during the month of December

most hunters are out of the woods. Therefore it seemed

possible to have plentv of time, plenty of room and plenty

of chance to see what there was to be seen. In these

days of special interest in moose and caribou, the plain

story of this trip may prove of service to other sportsmen

who purpose going into that region. Perhaps I may
further preface the story by a little advice as to the pre-

liminaries, which I foimd so easy and simple that I

dare counsel others to do just as I did.

All talk of trouble with customs officers, etc.. m going

into New Brunswick is a mere bugbear, a humbug. I

explained to the customs officer here in Chicago that I

was going on a hunting trio, that my rifles, camera, etc.,

were of American make and that I had nothing which I

considered dutiable in Canada wh ch I did not intend

to bring back with me. With great courtesy my baggage

was marked in some mysterious way which enabled me
to take it from the depot without further trouble at

Fredericton, N. B. I had. in advance of this, written to

Mr. W. T. Chestnut to attend to the details of my shoot-

ing license, etc. Either that gen'tleman or Mr. Robert

A. Allen, of Fredericton will take up such matters for

shooters, since both are connected with the Fredericton

Tourist Association. I found everything arranged on a

thoroughly complete schedule. One leaves ^Chicago on

the Canadian Pacific connect on at about 3 o'clock m the

afternoon, reaching Montreal the next evening. A wait

of an hour at the latter city and one then crosses the

grand St. Lawrence River and works on northeast, ever

northeast, across the State of Maine, into New Bruns-

wick, and so by noon of the next day arrives in the beau-

tiful and homelike little c ty of Fredericton, the capital of

the Province, a city of many governmental traditions as

well as many graceful social heritages of a dignified past.

Madame went with me. it being at first a question of

whether t m'ght not be poss'ble fcr a woman to go into

the woods. This was decided in the negative, so the

better half of Forest and Stream exoedition surrendered

at discretion and was made beautifully at home in the

families of friends. As to the method of the conversion

of the Yankee. I wot not so much, but the work of the

Chestnuts, the Everets and many others was of so potent

a nature, that when at length Adam Moore and myself

returned from the wilderness. \ve found that Madame had
appl ed for naturalization papers, was wearing Canadian
garb and w'as rebellious at the mere suggestion of ever

going h^me to Yankeedom again. The quality of New
Brunswick hospitality i% nqt the least ijharm of a visit to

that land.

Big Adam Moore—^thev sometimes call him "Little

Adam" fpr ftni—ws? at the depot at Fredericton, with
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Henry Braithwaite, that lovable old-timer who person-

ally superintended the turning on of the water into the

Wirarnichi River in the remote past. We three fore-

gathered forthwith and began to buy stockings. We
bought some, and then some, and then some more. 1

certainly would counsel any one intending to hunt in

New Brunswick at any season of the year to purchase his

clolliing at Fredericton. The woolen socks you get there,

for instance, are just the sort you need, and cost about

one-third of what they do in the States. One ought to

have from eight to twelve pairs of stockings at least for a

winter trip, a couple of pairs of heavy over-stockings, and
a good pair of shoepacks in size about three or four

numbers larger than his regular shoe. For dry, cold

snow, many prefer the moccasin, among these Henry
Braithwaite, who will not wear a shoepack if he can

help it. I found the shoepack very useful, as we met
much thawing weather, and also found my Yankee wear
of Gold Seal rubbers very serviceable. I also committed
the heinous crime of using a pair of Alaska model snow-
shoes, five feet long and one foot wide, the bow turned

up in front after the fashion of the "tripping shoe" of the

far North. These shoes created in turn horror, conster-

nation, amusement and scorn, wherever they went in the

Province. I had them fitted with straps such as we used

in hunting in the Rocky Mountains—straps which must
have caused Adam Moore and Henry Braithwaite many
a pang of misery. I would not counsel any one else, un-

less wedded to his idols, to take -this sort of snowshoe
into New Brunswick with him. Let him get all his out-

fit on the spot. He can get practical footwear and any

sort of snowshoes that he needs at Fredericton, and
much better snowshoes than he can get in the United

States. Luckily, I had with me a pair of genuine Arthur

Pringle shoes which dear old Frank Risteen had made
for me by Arthur several years ago. These snowshoes

saved my life—that is to say, prevented me from being

publicly mobbed by the public of that Province, who look

upon any long-bowed shoes as seditious and dangerous.

In parentheses I may say that I wore the flat-bow shoes

and the regulation New Brunswick tie, fashioned after

the Millicet Indian tie, every once in a while; that is to

say, whenever I felt that I could spare another toe nail.

Then I would hie me back to the long bows and straps

and give my toenails a chance to grow out again. If you

are a snowshoer you will know about these things, and if

you are not a snowshoer you will learn about them when
you go against a New Brunswick trip in the winter

time. You will then learn the source of that greeting

which all New Brunswickers exchange: "Good raorn-

ingi sir. How many toenails have you lost this week?"

Inquiry of almost any man in regard to himself and

family" will usually discover the fact that the New Bruns-

wick human being sheds his toenails as regularly, if not

a? painlessly, as the moose does his horns. A little ball

of ice under a snowshoe strap will do wonders in a day's

tramp down hill under a heavy pack. Try it, and you

will learn all about it. I had tried it before. Hence
the heresy of the long bows. In straight-away walkmg,

and in not too rough a country, the long bow is, in my
Opinion, "more comfortable to wear than the codfish model,

which is universal throughout New Brunswick. I would

not advise it as a hunting shoe.

One will perhaps prefer to take his own arms and am-
munition with him. I took both my .30-30 and .30-40, for

no special reason except that I dislike to be confined to

a single gun. which may get out of order. The .30-30 I

left at Fredericton. Had I taken Uncle Henry's advice, I

would have left the .30-40 also, and would have bought

rae a gun down which one may drop a can of frozen beans

in- lieu of better ammunition. Uncle Adam, upon the

other hand, slyly said that he thought the .30-40 would

do the trick. I relied upon it, as will appear. Later also

we may discuss somewhat of the ancient war between

L-ncle Henry and the small-bores.

We had a little meeting of sportsmen the first night m
Fredericton, there being present Adam and Henry, Jack,

rt brother of Adam, Billv Walker, Mr. Edgecombe, presi-

dent of the Board of Trade; Bob Allen, of the Tourist

Association; Arthur Shute, and a lot of other awfully

good fellows. All these filled me so full of moose and

caribou stories that I began to feci that it was not really

worth while to leave Fredericton, which I had already

discovered to be a mighty comfortable place. Nor was

this resolution without a certain support in recent facts.

Mr. W. T. Chestnut, sometimes called Billy Chestnut for

short, had, in the week just past, gone out and killed his

caribou within twenty-five miles of the town. They told

me of moose which had crossed the river practically at

the edge of Fredericton—showed me the very place

where one moose came down the road just beyond the

edge of town, and, refusing to be frightened, at length

deliberately turned around, took his time, and walked

back into the water again. They showed me good deer

country running right up to the edge of the town, and

told nie innumerable stories of how this, that and the

other fellow had gone out and done this, that and the

other thing in about fifteen minutes after leaving home.

All of which, by the way, was strictly and literally true.

"You must not get too much worked up by these

stones." said Billy Chestnut to me. "The finest story of

that kind we ever knew to happen here was that of a

yoimg dude who came in here from Boston. He came

into our store about the first thing he did, and stood look-

ing aroimd. He wore a suit of bicycle clothes, carried an

old .44 gun, and said, kind of off-hand like, that he had

come to kill a moose and would be glad if I would tell

him which way to go. He said he did not have very

much money and not very much time, but he thought he

would kill a moose or so. The law then allowed one to

Icill two moose. Well, this fellow, acting upon my ad-

vice, went into the country about twenty miles from

here, and put up at a farmhouse. He took lunch and

then walked out into the edge of the woods a little way,

and blamed if he didn't meet two moose, and kill them

both ! The next day he was back here in town. 'I got

'em,' said he. He thought it was the easiest thing in the

world to kill a moose, and, in fact, was the only fellow

not surprised at his feat ! I may add that he came up
again the next year and did not get any moose at all."

"still running ahead of my story, I may supplement the

fr/regoing statement with the story of three Fredericton

.shooters who had just come back to town about the time

Adam and I returned from the wilderness. One of these

men w^nt VP about twenty-five miles on the railroad, and

in less than fifteen minutes killed a caribou, which he put
in the express car and sent back home, and it reached
Fredericton the evening of that same day. The other
two members of this party each killed his caribou before
noon of the next day. At about the same time a bunch
of caribou broicd through the ice on the St. John River
not far from Fredericton, and one of the animals was
drowned. It is no exaggeration to say that game is

abundant even close about this old settled community,
although the true hunting country is much further away
and more difficult of access.

I must linger also in the preliminaries of my story

sufficiently to tell of the day which we passed at the
Pine Bluff Camp, six miles up the lovely St. John River.

This house party was gotten up in honor of the visitor,

and there were present Mr. W. T. Chestnut and his

brother, Mr. Harry Chestnut, Adam Moore, Henry
Braithwaite, Arthur Shute, Billy Walker, Gus Tweedale,
Bob Allen, Harry Atherton and Bud Babbitt, sometime
known as "the Deacon." For the refreshment of these

the Chestnut boys had provided a noble pasty, composed
of partridges, the same blended with fine herbs and other

articles wisely added thereunto. This with many other

concomitants furnished an ample luncheon, superin-

tended by no less a personage than Joe Paul, a brother

of Jim Paul, the guide and sportsmen's show performer.

Joe Paul is homelier than Jim, and deaf as a post, yet

they say he can draw the long bow upon occasion just

as well as Jim.

Pine Bluff Camp is rarely open in the winter time, but

it is ideal at any season of the year. Built of small round
logs, provided with an ample fireplace, with its walls

decorated with trophies and weapons of the chase, it is a

beautiful tabernacle of sport and fit to be enjoyed by the

sportsmen who built it. Here are antlers of moose and
caribou, and pieces of beaver cuttings, and the skulls of

all manner of animals native to that country. Among
other curios was. the iron head of an old Indian toma-

hawk, which was dug up on an island in the St. John
River some years ago. Authorities state that, from the

model of this Indian ax, it is undoubtedly 150 years old

or more. Yet in the eye of the ax head there may still

be seen the wrapping of birch bark, which the former

owner used to tighten it upon the shaft. Wonderful
fabric is this birch bark, for here is some of it, subjected

to earth and air and water for more than a century, and

yet shows unmistakably the grain of this useful product

of the wild woods.
It was a jolly day at Pine Bluff, and here we heard

more moose stories and mofe caribou stories which I may
not pause to narrate, as well as many partridge and

woodcock stories. For instance, Harry Qiestnut men-
tioned casually that his bag of woodcock for the season

just closed was 110. He shoots over a level-headed old

setter which he purchased years ago from W. B. Wells,

of Chatham, Ont., and tells me that there is grand grouse

and woodcock shooting near Fredericton.

I noticed Adam Moore and Henry Braithwaite poring

over some maps of the Province, and I could hear all

sorts of talk about the Tobique and Nictau and Mira-

michi, the Little Southwest and the "Big Divide," and a

lot of things which at that time I did not understand so

well as I do now. Presently I learned that these hos-

pitable New Brunswickers were indeed planning upon a

large scale to give me what Adam Moore promised should

be "the biggest trip ever undertaken in the Province by a

sportsman at this season of the year." Henry Braith-

waite .and Billy Chestnut and Mr. L. I. Flower, of Central

C^ambridge, were all to come up with us to Adam's camps
on the Nictau lakes. There we were to kill each his

moose and caribou, and then undertake a little enterprise

which had long been in the brains of both Adam and
Henry; to wit, to cross over from Adam Moore's coun-

try, south over the unknown Tobique Divide, and come
out in Henry Braithwaite's country, on the headwaters of

the Miramichi system. I learned that Mr. Flower could

not go, that Billy Chestnut could not go, and that finally

Henry could not go with us, for the reason that he had

just received word from Mr. Arthur S. Phillips, of Fall

River, Mass., that his services were engaged for the

month of December. This left Adam and me as the sole

members of the original party, and Adam and Henry
were now discussing whether or not it would be safe to

try to make a winter journey across this unexplored

country which lay between their two game ranges. Billy

Chestnut got wind of it and told us not to try to make it

across. Henry rather thought that it might be done, but

was not sure. ' I did not know anything about it. Adam
said nothing, but apparently kept up something of a

thinking. The oddest of it all to me was that there

should be any part of New Brunswick which was not

thoroughly well known. Henry Braithwaite has been

trapping pretty much all over that Province for forty

years, and when not hunting, trapping and guiding, has

been engaged with the lumber companies cruising. Adam
Moore has traveled all over the Tobique and Nepisiquit

countries, and every spring runs a bear line more than

200 miles in extent, with some fifty or sixty traps on it.

Now, how these two men, who both knew there was no

one in between them, and who both agreed that it could

not be so very far from one fellow's country to the other,

could have been in their business so long and not have

known every inch of the whole Province, was what
seemed to me a singular thing. I had the notion that

New Brunswick was an old country, and thoroughly well

known, and moreover not so big but what one could

travel all over it easily. That was my first impression. I

knew more about it when I came out.

E. Hough.
Hartfoed Building, Chicago, 111.

A visitor to Shenandoah writes thus of the mules, which
the big strike is giving a taste of outdoors: "Some of

them had not been out of the underground tunnels

where they work for 12 years. None of them had been

up for five or six, unless it was to go to the mule hos-

pital. When they were brought up they were stunned

by the sunlight; they were turned out to grass, and did

not know what to do. They smelt the air, and looked

off great distances, and put their noses to the field; and

then, after a while, they laid themselves down and in

sudden access of joy rolled, and kj^lced, and nipped one

another on the H?c|c

"

Woodcock*
Woodcock shooting has a peculiar fascination for

nearly all sportsmen, and one or two couple of these

beautiful birds is considered a sufficient reward for

many hours of hard work by man and dog in the most
difficult cover. Unfortunately, it is becoming more and
more difficult to find even a few woodcock in many of

the best covers in the country at the time of the autumn
migration, where formerly they afforded the finest sport.

This is not at all surprising when we consider the num-
ber of gunners and the high prices paid for woodcock in

the markets of our large cities, but there was a sudden
falling off in the fall flights about ten years ago, and
there are certain reasons for this which we think are not
generally known.

Years ago there were Avell-defined frost lines in our
Southern States, and the winter temperature was never
known to drop much below certain well-defined limits

south of the latitude of these supposed lines. Suddenly
the cold waves became intense, all the winds of the

Arctic circle rushed in, and the frost king extended his

realms into almost tropical regions. In fact, his influ-

ence was felt to the ultima thule of the Florida peninsula,

and he carried with him snow and sleet far down into

South Carolina and Georgia.
The destruction of the Florida orange groves is well

remembered, and for several years we had no crop worth
mentioning. No* one has called attention to the effect of

these cold waves upon the woodcock. In the winter of

1893, surprised in their usual winter haunts by the sud-

den influx of cold and sleet, they rose en masse and fled

before the blast of cold wind to the coast of Georgia,

v/here they pitched at first in any spot where they could

find food. If they had taken to the great canebrakes, the

majority would have been safe. Doubtless many did so,

but others descended upon islands and rice fields, where
they found scant cover. There they were found and
slaughtered in immense numbers for days. All the

swamps were alive with them and everywhere the guns
were booming.
We heard that there was a flight of woodcock, and

supposed that this meant, as usual, that we could find a

few birds and possibly bag half a dozen. After 3 o'clock

in the afternoon, we drove to a swamp, about two miles

from a large city. We found birds at once among the

bushes, upon the high ground, before entering the swamp
proper; in fact, they were everywhere, and in a short

time we had fired all the shells we had with us—a box
containing twenty-five.

LTpon a kind of knoll covered with bushes and' thorny
vines, and where the ground was springy, the woodcock
were innumerable, when the dog pointed, and we went
in to flush, so niany would rise that it was very puzzling.

Two or three would get up in front of the dog, and others

on both sides of us. At the shot more would rise, and it

was most confusing. We never expect to see anything

like it again. The woodcock were of all sizes, from the

splendid specimens, nearly as large as a female teal, to

the little birds from the far North, hardly as large as a

robin or small Wilson's snipe.

For many days the weather must have been about the

same, as the woodcock continued to be killed, and the

markets were full of them. We think that large numbers
were shipped to distant cities. Bags of fifty to one gun
were common, and the price declined to ten to twenty

cents each. At last a change came in the weather, and
the remnants of the grand army of woodcock which had
entered the country disappeared. It was the winter march
into Russia, and Moscow over again, with birds instead of

men as the victims.

We are speaking now of but one of the great cold

waves, of which we have personal knowledge, but there

were probably other years, when sudden changes in the

v/eather produced somewhat similar results. We do not

think, however, that the destruction of woodcock was
as great.

Such a concentration of birds must be very disastrous

in its effects. Any one can kill them with any kind of a

gun, and without a dog. All the woodcock usually dis-

tributed over a wide area, and in summer breeding all

over the Northeastern States and Canada, were forced

down into a narrow strip of country bordering on the

coast. The arrival of such a host of birds was heralded

far and near. Every one became excited and all the dogs

and guns in the country were carried into the field.

Such a slaughter could not be repeated, as after one

such experience the woodcock would probably not re-

main so far north, but distribute themselves in the far

South, in the early part of the winter.

However, we have had fewer flight birds in New York
since that cold wave winter, and its effects on the wood-
cock have no doubt been felt in many other States.

Theodore Gordok.

West Haverstraw, N. Y., Aug 26.

[To write now about woodcock shooting seems almost

like writing about the pursuit of the great auk. Indeed

the woodcock is so nearly extinct that it ought to have

protection everywhere, in the hope that by such protection

it might be enabled to re-establish itself. The examples

given by Mr. Gordon are extremely interesting.

A valuable note on the destruction of woodcock—among
other birds—in South Carolina, during the great cold

wave of Feb. 13 and 14, 1899, was published in the Auk
of that year by Mr. Arthur T. Wayne, who says of the

species under consideration : "The woodcock (Philohela

minor) arrived in countless thousands. Prior to their

arrival I had seen but two birds the entire winter. They
were everywhere, and were completely bewildered. Tens
of thousands were killed by would-be sportsmen, and
thousands were frozen to death. The great majority were
£0 emaciated that they were practically feathers and of

course were unable to withstand the cold. One man
killed 200 pairs in a few hours. I shot a dozen birds.

Late Tuesday afternoon, I easily caught several birds on

the snow and put them into a thawed spot on the edge of

a swift-running stream in order that they would not

perish, but upon going to the place the next morning I

found one frozen. These were fearfully emaciated and
could scarcely fly. Two birds were killed in Charleston in

Broad street. It will be many years before this fine bin'

can establish itself under the most favorable condition?

The question of the woodcock's future is one of gre

interest ^ tlv?8e older sportsrowi, whg qsij ^e^eqit
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'Alien it was a common bird, an4 there are men of experi-

ence who would have the killing of the woodcock ab-

solutely prchibited for a term of years. Such absolute

protection, if actually given, would no doubt enable the

species to recover,]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Lull in Spottiog Seasm.

Chicago, III., Sept. 13.—There is a bit of a lull in the

sporting season here for the time, the first flurry of the

chicken season, always short, having subsided, and the

ducfc season not yet having begun. Fishing is over for

the trout anglers, and the sport of the angle does not

appeal to the bass and 'lunge fishers so much now as it

should, though the fish are rising better than for three

months, possibly Ijetter than at any time this season.

Everybody wants to go shooting, and nobody is going
because the outlook afield is not yet sufficiently allur-

ing. Meantime, we wait for a little while, a week, per-

haps two or three weeks, until we may see what we are

to see for this fall.

The Illinois chicken crop was not only a failure, but a
very alarming failure. The birds simply are not here.

No one knows what has become of them, but the truth

i."one the less stares us in the face that we have no birds

worth mentioning to carry over as breeding stock for

next year. We have been shooting chickens here for

several years now, and for one or two seasons we had
more birds in Ilhnois than we had in Dakota, but this

was the result of a closed term of three years, and it

seems not to have lasted, We are confronted with the

apparent necessity for another closed term of several

years. Shall we get it? We ought to, but we will not.

The Illinois laws were never in worse shape, nor was
ever the outlook for our game in worse shape than it

is to-day. With woodcock and quail unprotected, our
grouse absent or unaccounted for, and the remaining
features of our game laws in a lamentable state of con-

fusion and misapprehension, we have surely little to

boast about here in Illinois at present.

The salvation of the situation here has been the Lacey
law. Really it does not seem that there is very much
illegal game coming into the Chicago market, very little

if any of our local game. Deputy U. S. Marshal Bor-

tree, certainly a very ardent protectionist if we have

any, says that he thinks the laws against sale and ship-

ping are better respected than he would once have

thought possible. Deputy Clark, who has under his more
immediate charge the South Water street operations, is

of much the same belief. The depredators don't like to

run against Uncle Sam. As to early and illegal shoot-

ing, one can only guess. There were no chickens left

on opening week, but perhaps these died from other

causes than sooner shooting. I have not heard of any
arrests and convictions, but there may have been some,

the records being' concealed in the offices of the State

Warden.

Teal Comirg In.

The first flight of teal, just eight days ahead of time,

arrived in this region yesterday and to-day. These birds

are reported at Grass Lake, north of us fifty miles or

so, also at Senachwine and Swan lakes, a hundred miles

or so south of us. These seem to lie travelers and not

local birds. Some of our old-time shooters say that the

Iccal-bred teal get up and go north early in the fall, and

then come back again later on. As to the accuracy of

this, it is hard to vouch. At any rate, here these teal

are, a ray of hope upon a horizon otherwise black enough

in a sporting way. No doubt ample arrangements arc

now under way for their proper entertainment. Tolles-

ton Club has had good shooting at local mallards. These

teal should be there to-day cr tu-morrow.

Wild Rice.

Speaking of teal reminds one <.if wild rice, regarding

which' a considerable amount of correspondence has

come during the past year. 1 mxt out at St. Paul a firm

who sell this rice regularly. They told me that they

supplied it both for the table and for sowing purposes.

The table article is burned or singed, this operation be-

ing performed by the Indians, who place it over a hot

fire in order to remove liie husks or beard. Jhis leaves

a long, darkish kernel, something like a grain of oats

which has been blackened by mildew. The grain is hard

and firm, and the taste is more like oats than like

domestic rice, although it is very sweet and palatable.

The firm told me that this form of the wild rice berry

is never sold for planting purposes, and that they supply

the-unsinged or bearded seed for sowing, the price for

the seed being 5- cents a pound less than the cooking

article. They tell me that the Indians do not bring in as

much wild rice as formerly, but possibly the informant

Lold me this because he needed the money. There would

seem to be plenty of wild rice and plenty of Indians left

in Minnesota, not to mention North Carolina.

Grouse Country.

Some of my Michigan friends who like a turn or so

at ruffed grouse shooting might bear in mind Detroit,

Minnesota. Deputy Warden Stephens, of that pomt,

asked me why I didn't come out there to have a grouse

siioot with him this fall. "How many can you get in a

day?" I asked him. '-Twenty-five, easy," said he, "but

no more. That's the daily limit."

If I thought I could get twenty-five ruffed grouse m
a day of wing shooting, I think I would bid good bye to

sorrow and just go shooting. We never did get that

manv in our palmiest days over in Michigan. If the

whole part of a half-dozen guns brought in that many

we felt we had done pretty well.

November Ducks.

Tom Divine, of Memphis, Tenn., now for a year or

so the Mississippi missionary of the Winchester R. A.

Ca, has been over on the St. Clair Flats of Michigan,

getting over a little case of Mississippi malaria, but

started hom.e ycsterdav. Turn told me here that really

the best pla(;e to gee d\\d<, shooting in November is n\ the

Swan Lake Club of Vicksburg, at Washington Lake.
He says that as the weather begins to tighten up North
the birds pile into these Southern waters in thousands
and offer the finest kind of sport. The club has never
established a limit to the daily bag, but will soon do
so, There is talk of making the novel limit of one hun-
dred shots a day. This would not mean fifty birds a
day for so very many shooters, but it would allow every
fellow a lot of fun almost any day he went out in

season.

Oo GrUzIy Ridge.

I have a friend otlt in the West, who lives where there

is always snow in sight. We have never seen each other

yet, and have only exchanged letters twice, but we are

friends, and will probably go after my grizzly together

one of these fine days. My friend writes in his last

letter

:

"Yes, we have grizzly bear and mountain sheep in this

country, as well as deer and smaller bear. Although I

failed on this trip to get either, it was not because the

game was not there, for we saw plenty of deer and bear
sign along the river' and in the caiions. We were in a

mountain sheep country, but the weather was too hot to

climb the rocks and cliffs after them, so we contented
ourselves with fish, grouse, peaches, apples and black-

berries. I was out for health more than game.
"There have been a few very large grizzlies killed in

this county in the last year, and in each case the bear had
killed from 300 to $500 worth of cattle befor he was cap-

tured. I have not heard of any depredations of cattle-

killing bear this summer. I think it would not be a diffi-

cult matter for you to find your game over on what is

called Grizzly Ridge. You would outfit here for your
trip to the mountains, this being the most convenient to

the best game localities. It would also be the best place

to leave your wife, providing she did not accompany you
on the hunt. You would have to go with a pack outfit,

as the bear country is inaccessible for anything but a

pack train or a iootman. You will find no trouble in

procuring your man and outfit for a trip of that kind."

I like the sound of that name, Grizzly Ridge. Must
have been a bear made a track across there some time,

anyhow. I'm expecting another friend—whom I have
never met or written to yet, by the way—along through
here from that same country this winter, and if I see

him, I will tell what he says about the prospects in that

part of the world.

Off For Moose.

Messrs. T. W. Robinson and John Morron, of this

city, start Sunday next for New Brunswick for a moose
hunt, with Jack Moore as guide in Adam Moore's newly
discovered moose country. They will very likely gel

their game. These are the only Chicago hunters to

qt^alify so far for New Brunswick.

Vishlninne Reunion.

The Wishininncs have been dropping into town for

the past week, coming from here, there and everywhere,

as becomes gentlemen of the Wishinhuie sort at this sea-

son of events. Mayor Harrison spent his summer at the

Huron Mountain Club, of Michigan, and had the worst

luck fishing ever known to befall any member of that

organization. He only caught three or four good trout

all summer, and there was no one else who did not get

big ones. Similar luck attended him later in the angling

season, when he went to the Manitowish Chain after

muscallunge. Seventeen pounds and a half was the best

he could do, though others were snaking 'em in all

around him, up to 35 pounds or better.

Hon. Hempstead Washburnc was more lucky in his

sojourn at Huron Mountain, He, or his son, it does not

clearly appear which, accomplished the undoing of a 5%-
pound trout, not to mention others of goodly propor-

tions. Mr. Washburn" is all smiles where he isn't all

sunburn.
, , , •

Mr. Graham H. Harris was happier than anybody this

week when he dawned at the club table. He has been

out in the Rockies west of the National Park for six

weeks, and has had magnificent fishing in the Snake and

other streams. He met there Mr. Ed. Ellicott, also of

Chicago, and the two did extensive business with the

trout. Mr. Harris wants to start right back again to

the Rockies.
Eddie Pope has been chicken shooting, and is expected

back soon with stories of sport and glory, and several

others have shooting or fishing yarns to spin. Great

deprecation was expressed over the summer records of

Messrs. Wells, Denis. J. V. Clarke and Lou Clarke. Mr.

Wells, the president of the club—we have never been

able to oust him from that ofiice—had a vacation, but

threw it away playing golf at Exmoor Club, of Chicago.

Mr. Lou Clarke did the same. His brother, J. V. Clarke,

deserted to Rye Beach, which is somewhere in the dark-

est East. Mr. Dennis did as badly in taking his golf

around Boston. These disaffections among the

Wishininnes have caused a sharp schism, and the in-

ternal conflict in the club ranks run to threats of firing

all members who forsake the rod and for the crooked-

clubbed game of Thistledom. This and other matters

will come up for discussion at the first formal meeting

of the body, which will be a dinner at the Mayor's resi-

dence next Tuesday evening. Only Creole dishes will

be served, and many important questions of national im-

portance hitherto left unsettled will upon this occasion

be finally disposed of.

Western Licenses.

Mr. Jas. K. Boyd, of New York, writes about Minne-

sota game laws

:

"As to the Minnesota non-resident law, you write none

will be required from hunters coming from States not

having a non-resident tax. Mr. Stephens sa^s law re-

quires paying $25. A recent article in Forest and
Stream says there is a tax of $10. Can you enlighten

us? If you will, we will be greatly obliged. We would

stop in Minnesota on our way to North Dakota if not

t;:xed.
. •

, c

"I was greatly interested in your chicken article of

thi§ ^veek, Nothing h^s my blood boil the gam?

since my last year's shoot. Meat dogs are the correct

thing."

The Game Lazirs in Brief states : "Minnesota requires

a non-resident license for hunting game of any species

from citizens of all States, which require non-resident
hunting licenses. Fee, $25."
This is the latest of which I know. I did hear some-

thing of collecting licenses from some parties who were
out in Minnesota during our late trip there, but I could
not say whether all theee were from other license States.

Illinois and Wisconsin men get it in the pocketbook.
Perhaps the wardens find that the only practical way to
get any license money is to assess every shooter found
there. If they did not do this, they might find that

everybody came from some innocent State. It has al-

ways been a great aid in the enforcement of the game
laws of Minnesota to put the burden of proof on the
other fellow. I wotild suggest that Mr. Boyd get his

r.dvice on this direct from Mr. Fullerton, the State war-
den. I would also advise him to steal Mr. FuUerton's
meat dog if he can. Mr. Fullerton won't mind it. He
never gets a good dog but what some fellow comes
along and steals him. In fact, he rather expects you are

going to steal his dog, I think. He acted surprised be-

cause I didn't.

Keep in Line.

I was talking with a friend of mine the other day, and
he asked me to go shooting with him. "I had a good
shoot out in Nebraska last fall," said he, "but I shot a
fellow, out there, and that sort of made me feel out
cf sorts; spoiled ray hunt, in fact. This fellow was the

most excitable tnan you ever did see. When we were
-,;alking along in line, and the dogs came to a point, he
would always run out ahead of everybody and try to

get the first shot. I told him he'd get shot or shoot

somebody, and blamed if the very next day it didn't

happen! He ran out in front about thirty yards, and a

bird crossed over his way. I killed the bird. Didn't

see the fellow. Say, you ought to heard him holler ! _
We

was some bothered to get the shot out of him. I said to

him. 'Now what did I tell you? Now I'll tell you what's

v/hat. Either you have got to go back to camp, or I will.

I won't shoot in line with you any more.' Well, the fel-

low, he says, T guess I'll go back,' so he went back to

camp, and I was glad he did. He made me nervous."

Forest Fires and Timber Reserves.

The Interior Department on Sept. 10 received a peti-

tion from Fremont county, Wyo.*, asking that 550,000

acres of land lying on the continental divide southwest of

Lander be made a forest reservation. The largest fire in

the history of the general land office occurred on this

tract and is still raging.

Got A Muscaliuoge.

Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., has returned to his home
after his' first trip into the West. Among the different

and perhaps not always accurate stories regarding hi«

success it may be stated with probable truthfulness that

the young man caught a 22-pound muscallunge in Wis-
consin. This would seem to be luck enough, even with-

out any chicken shooting. E. HouGH.
Hartitord Building, Chicago, III.

Connecticut Rail Shooting.
Essex, Conn.. Sept. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream:

So far as getting rail is concerned, the shooting the

past week has been all that could be asked for. On
Saturday, the 6th, for the first time in the season, several

shooters killed the legal number of birds, and since that

time the shooting has been exceptionally good.

Some black ducks have been killed and a few blue-

winged teal as well. No snipe are reported as yet, still

it is quite early to be looking for them. A good frost

v.nll probably bring thero on in numbers. G. W. C.

MiLFORD, Conn.. Sept. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream:

It is years since the rail shooting has been so good as

during the past week. There seems to have been a suc-

cession of flights of birds, and many of the bags have

been good, running from thirty to forty to the boat.

One gunner who one day had the whole ground to

himself, succeeded in getting the limit, fifty birds.

This year the grass is exceptionally thick, and it is

only on the occasion of an unusually high tide that the

boats can move freely through it. On a number of

occasions shovers have reported that there were lots

of birds in the thick grass and the cattails, where owing
to the low stage of the water they were entirely safe.

Old shovers belic\e that the season is nearing its

end, and say that a little colder weather than that al-

ready had will send all the birds south and close the

season, except for the few hardy birds that sometimes

linger among the sedge further down the river, for a few
weeks longer. R. P-

Deer Jacking in New Yotfc.

Orange, N. J.. Sej)t. 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

In your* issue of Sept. 13 you rnake mention of the re-

cent accident near Blue Mountain Lake, and state that

"jacking" is illegal (as it shpuld of course be). I note

that in the Brief, page 25, Laws of New York, Sec. 6,

says: "No jacklight or other artificial light shall be

used in taking deej- before Aug. 15, 1902." How is this

to be construed? Of course I agree heartily with the

tone of your editorial, but was rather surprised to find

the above quoted statement in the Brief. In discussing

the late tragedy, I had argued that all jacking was
illegal, but to make sure I looked it up, G. W._ W.

[Our correspondent must have looked up an edition of

the Brief printed before the amendment of 1902 was
adopted. The July issue of the Brief gives the prohibition

of jacking without any limitation as to time.]

All communications intended for Forest and Stxsak shoold

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., ITew

Yo^^, ||«(|
^ot to indiir»doal wa»«cted ^ith thf pper.
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Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it pro^table to advertise
them in Fobest and StrsjlU.

Fi&h and Fishing.

A Monst.r Halilut.

The other day while endeavoring to trace, for the

benefit of Forest and Stream's readers, the source of

the rumor that the North Atlantic tuna, or horse mack-
erel, had already been taken in Canadian waters by rod
and line fishing, I came across a well-known local angler,

who probably holds the record for the largest halibut

taken by an amateur fisherman, In fact, not very many
larger ones are knoAvn to have been caught by pro-
fessionals oft any of the coasts of tlie Dominion. The
fish in question Aveighed 325 pounds, and was caught ofiE

the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence some time
ago by Col. L. P. Vohl, fire commissioner, and formerly
chief of police in the city of Quebec. The Colonel is

not only himself a most trustwortliy aitthorit3\ but lia-s

for voucher of the present story no less unquestionable a

witness than Mr. Napoleon Comeatij^ the well-known
explorer, scientist and sportsman of GodboUt. Messrs.
Comeau and Vohl had gone together to visit a brother
of the former, who resides near the Caribou Islands, a

few miles east of Trinity Bay. on the north shore of the
Gulf. Thej'^ went oitt codfishing very early one morning
iust off the islands in an otdinary fishing boat, using
small portions of herring for bait. They had anchored
their boat, and the Colonel was lilting out of the water a
codfish about two feet long, at the end of his line, when
he saw an enormous white mass turn itself over near the
surface of the water and then disappear from view. He
called Comeau's attention to the incident, and though
the latter had not seen the movement, he knew that it

must have been caused by a halibut, and decided that

they would both stop fishing for cod and endeavor to
hook the larger fish. Taking up a large herring and
splitting it in two along its entire length, Comeau placed
one-half on each hook. It was not very long before the
Colonel- felt something tugging at the end of his line.

While the hook remained near the bottom nothing oc-
curred. He had remembered that his bait and the cod-
fish which took it were near the top of the water before
the halibut had appeared in pursuit, so he gradually drew
up the line, and had lifted it some distance from the bot-
tom, when the big fish took hold. He instinctively

tugged back to fasten the hook, and Comeau caught hold
of the line to make sure what was on it. His experience
enabled him to decide at once that the Colonel had
hooked a halibut, though there was nothing at that time
to indicate that it was anything like the tnonstei- that it

proved to be. Both men had been fishing with lines of

on]y thirty fathoms each, and their -boat was anchored.
Comeau immediatebr handed back the Colonel's line to
him, unwound it, and fastened his own to the other end
of it, to avoid being taken by surprise. They had only
come prepared for cod, and had brought no gaff with
them. Now they were fast to a halibut, which was not
very long in proving himself a strong and heavy fish.

Fortunately two fishermen were out in another boat
nearly half a mile aw'ay. These they hailed, and called
them to their assistance. They brouglit their boat along-
side and boarded the other, bringing with them both a
gaff and a spear, the latter being such as is used for horse
mackerel and porpoises. Without these weapons and
the aid of the two fishermen it is certain that the Colonel
could never have saved his fish. Its game qualities were,
very fortunately, far from equal to its size and weight,
and when the latter had been overcome, and the cod line
used by the Colonel had proved its strength sufficient to
bring the halibut to within a few feet of the too of the
water, a well directed stroke of the spear buried the
weapon in the body of the fish, w^hich was soon brought
near enough for another good hold of it to be taken by
the gaff. The main struggle between the fish and its

captors was yet to come, however, for it took the com-
bined strength of four men, lifting with both spear and
gaff to get the monster into the boat. In American
waters, larger specimens of this fish have been taken,

. though not very frequently. Jordan and Evermann de-
clare that it sometimes reaches a weight of 400 pounds.
Yarrell, in his "British Fishes." says that in April. 1828,
a halibut 7 feet 6 inches in length and 3 feet 6 inches
in breadth and weighing 320 pounds was taken ott the
Isle of Man and sent to Edinburgh market, and that it

was said to have been the largest specimen ever ex-
hibited there. The male halibut, according to Dr. G.
Brown Goode, rarely exceeds 50 pounds in weight,
while the average weight of a full-grown femals is some-
what between 100 and 150 pounds, though sometimes
ipuch heavier. He records the capture of ten or twelve
fish off the New England Coast weighing between 300-
and 400 pounds, in the coiu-se of aboiit ten years. This,
however, is only about one of this size each year.

Wholes tic Distruction of Labrador SalmoD,

Major-General Dashwood, one of the best living
authorities upon field snorts in Newfoundland and
Labrador, and author of "Chiploquorgan ; or Life by the
Camp Fire in Canada and Newfoundland," which was
published in Dubijn, in 1871, is calling attention to the
wholesale destruction of salmon on the Newfoundland
and Labrador coasts by the cod traps which are now so
plentiful there. Interviewed in Montreal, he said that
there were now thousands of these traps along the
coasts, and that they are utterly destroying the salmon
fishery. They are far worse, as he points out, than the
salmon nets, for these latter are from 5 to 6 inches in
mesh, which easily let through the small, immature
salmon of 4 pounds and thereabouts, that abound upon
the coast, while the cod traps, which arc only required
by law to have a mesh of 4 inches, and which are often
of a still smaller mesh, gather up all tne erilse and small
salmon, over 300 of them being sometimes caught in a
single sweep' of a eod trap. One fisherman told the
General that a certain river pn the Labrador coast had
^yielded him thirty-five to fifty bg.FeIs of fftlrnon per

annum when he netted the mouth without barring the
stream, but that since the cod traps had becottie so
common the average yield of his nets was only about
eight barrels, The Hudson Bay Company had only
collected sonle foi'ty tierces of salmon this season at

Rigolette, while in former times the yield there was over
.300 tierces.

Cod Fishefy Threatened.

Serious as is the threatened destruction of the Labrador
and Newfoundland salmon industry, the dreaded result

tc the great codfishery of Newfoundland from the coil-

tinued employment of the cod traps is very much more
serious still. The destruction of this fisherj^ would ttlean

abfohite ruin and national bankruptcy to Britain's old-

est colony, and this destruction is seriously threatened
at the present time. The trap system is killing all the

young cod which encounter it, and the longer it is al-

lowed to continue the scarcer will the fish become. The
small cod are of no value wdiatever. They are simply
caught and thrown away. As a result, the fish are not
only becoming scarcer, but of a much smaller si^e,

It is pointed out by those who have carefully studied
the problem, that if this system is not put an end to, it

cannot be yety many years before the industry will be
killed- Many of the fishermen are alreadj- awakening
to the true facts of the case, and are in favor of going
back to the old practice of hook and line fishing for cod,

providing it is made compulsory for all engaged in the

industry. They know that if this were done, the sunoly
of fish, which of late has been steadily declining, would
.soon increase, and that they would save more money by
iti for the outlay for traps is A'ery large as compared with
that for hooks and lines, and a trap costing from $350
to $500 is often destroyed by gales of wind or movements
of the ice. It is now some fifteen years since the cod
traps were introduced. Ten years ago, the evils resulting
from their use became so evident that an act was passed
to abolish them. Thanks to the influence of the fish

nierchants, however, who only seem to care for present
profits, the law was repealed before it came into force.

The importance of the codfishery to the people of

Newfoundland, and the absolute ruin of the country
which must folloAV its destruction, is illustrated by the
fact that 56,000 heads of families, out of the total pop-
ulation of 210,000, are engaged in catching and curing
fish, and only 12,000 in all other occupations. Over
20,000 Newfounlanders and a thousand vessels are en-
gaged every summer in the codfishery of Labrador,
where 600,000 quintals of 112 pound.s each are annually
taken. The entire export of the island is about 1,350,000
quintals, and the annual A-alue of the take of cod fully

$7,000,000.

Until the introduction of trap nets and the consequent
wholesale destruction of the immature fish, there was no
apparent decrease in the supply of cod, though an
average of seventy million fish was captured by New-
foundlanders alone by hook and line. The natural in-

crease of the cod is enormous, and tlie Arctic current,
which washes the shores of Labrador and Newfound-
land, is laden with the food on which the commercial
fishes live and thrive, and brings with it a never-failing
supply for their sustenance. 'The Arctic seas and the
great rivers which they send forth are swarming with
minute forms of life, constituting in many places what
has been well called "a living mass, a vast ocean of
living slime." Upon this "slime food" live the almost
microscopic crustaceans. They in turn furnish food for
the caplin, the squid .and the herring, which, with mul '

titudes of other forms, arc devoured by the cod.
E. T. D, Chambers.

Russia's Great Fishery Exhibition,
{Concludedfrom last week.)

It is Russia's proud boast that the wrealth of her in-

land waters in Coregoni, or the whitefish family, is not
elsewhere equalled. In her western domain she enjoys
an abundance of the great and little marane (C. alhula
and C. maraena), the Dwina and Petschora product, espe-
pecially in its dried and smoked forms, contributing
largely to the sustenance of the mases. Beside the
species mentioned Russia claims the possession of nine
others, most of them incident to her Siberian waters.
In our great lakes and in the many streams and lakes
great and small of Alaska and Canada, there exist at least

nine species of whitefish, and according to the classifica-

tion of some authorities, fully a dozen; so that Russia's
claim to an exceptional diversity is open to question.
To the future leading peoples of the world, the Saxon
and the Slav, belongs the development of its subarctic
region, nine-tenths of which is included in the domain of

Russia, Canada and the United States. Canada possesses
an extraordinary wealth of fish in her thousands of lakes
and lakelets, scattered over her immense territory; tiie

waters of Hudson's Bay likewise teem with finny life,

all of which aquatic treasure will ultimately find a mar-
ket over the railroads now under wa}' that will extend
from the Dominion's great inland sea, westward through
the Peace River region to the Pacific. Canada's terri-

tory is inferior in extent to that of Asiatic Russia; she
has not its mighty rivers, but she will doubtless be a
good second in the product of her inland fisheries. Rus-
sia's exhibit of whitefish was as ample and as instructive
as any other branch of her great fishery exposition, the
design and execution of which reflects lasting honor
upon her far-seeing Government.
Other fish that figured largely in the brilliantly lighted

building have perhaps little interest to the American
reader, as compared with those already discussed. It

may be mentioned, however, that Russia's annual yield
of herrings, carp and perch is in excess of two thousand
million pounds. The herring catch is mainly of the
famous Astrachaii herring, a fish perhaps aA^eraging in

length iJ/S feet and weight of 2}^ pounds, the product of
Caspian waters. Some of the great fishery firms trans-
act an enormous business, thus the Sapojnikoff Brothers
and the Bessubikoff Brothers direct fishery operations
in the Astrachan of immense magnitude and which were
well represented at the exhibition. Of the Sauojnikoff
Brothers it may be said that their fishery has been ear-
ned on in the delta of the Volga since 1796, and their

ownership in connection therewith extends over an area

of a hundred .sqtlafe miles, beside that covered by other
fishery grounds rented from the Crown for an annual
payment of 200,000 rubles. Ten thousand men are reg-

ularly employed, a number that upon emergencies is

largely increased, the annual value of their product being
from one and a half to two and a half million rubles,

and comprising about a score of different species of fish,

aggregating a weight of over 40,000.000 pounds. Thg
firm has large buildings for cleaning and eviscerating; the

fish, dryiiig liDhses, salting houses, snloke houses and
freezing houses. The greater portion of the catch is

salted, about 20,060 tons of salt being annually Coti-_

sumed; a portion is shipped in ice, for which purpose
the firm has sixteen ice houses.

Beside the large firms mentioned, there are others;
indeed, the Caspian fisheries may be said to be exploited
by large aggregations of capital. Apart from the econo-
mies effected by such a scale of operation, there are others
resulting from a fuller observance of the restrictions

of the conserving regulations of the Government; for,

being intelligent beneficiaries, the large firms appreciata
their vaitie.

Salt fish is in Russia a sta,ple article of diet with the.

laborer and the peasant, and is afforded, at a very low
price. Indulgence, however, is not unattended with
danger, for deaths are not infrequently occasioned by the
so-called Russian salt fish poison; technically speaking,
a ptomaine resulting from the decomposition of ill-

cured fish. Nowhere in the world does fish assume such
a variety of alimentary forms, and a study of their mode
of preparation might be profit.able to some of our great
food purveyors.
In Russia the fishery methods employed are as diverse

as its peoples, and were given a full representation at

the exliibition. The appliances for the most part were
similar to thoSe elsewhere in use; but there was much
that was novel, especially those of the various tribes of
clans of Cossacks, ®f which the liinils of this article do
not aditiit of a description. In the French department
there was a noteworthj^ exhibit, so designed as to effec-

tually portry Ihe operation of the nets, casting, drawing,
etc., a realistic impression being made by the arrange-
inent of sheets of glass in conjunction Avith other de-
vices, giving effects of a floating or immersion of the
nets in water.
For many years prior to the initiation of the Siberia

Transcontinental railroad, the Russian Government had
from time to time despatched naturalists, geologists
and other scientific investigators, with a view of ac-
quiring the fullest knowledge of the country's resources.
The result of these purely official undertakings were not
made known; indeed, the reports of nearly all that have
since been promoted have never seen the light. At this
exhibition, however, the outcome of some recent re-
searches in connection with the Siberian fisheries was
made public, and the specimens given the fullest display.
There was also much of interest in the exhibits of the
various imperial biological stations, Avith their maps and
photographs, and their array of instruments and appli-
ances for taking deep-water temperatures, bottom sam-
ples, also hatching apparatus, and various paraphernalia.
The piscine resources of the province of Russian Fin-

land, the land of a thousand lakes, were effectively set
forth, whitefish and salmon figuring largely in the rep-
resentation. The Russian sardine (Sardellen) industry
Avas well presented, and there was also an interesting dis-
play of rods, nets, reels and other appliances of the
sporting angler.
A consideration of the_ numerous foreign exhibits

would perhaps be of little interest to the casual reader.
It may, however, be said of Japan that her contribution
represented^ the labor of a force of fishermen and fish

artificers that, according to a statement of the Japanese
Minister of Agriculture, numbered three and a half- mil-
lions in 1891, operating a fleet of four hundred thousand
boats, to which the annual renewals or additions num-
bered three thousand, the total product of 1899 being
A^alued at about $52,000,000. Herrings, sardines, tunnies,
mackerel, cod and salmon formed the bulk of the catch,
which, cured in various ways, is largely marketed in

China. Japan has a fine and well equipped biological
station at Tokio, publishes a fishery journal, and ap-
pears to be abreast of her sister nations in pisciculture
and in all things appertaining to the welfare of her im-
mense fishing interests.

During the month of March there v/as held in connec-
tion Avith the exhibition, a congress of pisciculturists and
fishery experts, at which, together with various other
matters of interest, there Avas discussed the question of
fresh fish transportation, better and more effective meth-
ods being strongly advocated. Possiblj^ as a result of
this agitation it has just been announced that the Alex-
androAvski car works of St. Petersburg, are turning out
refrigerator cars of an entirely new type, patterned after

the meat-carrying ships that bear through the tropics
the perishable products of the antipodes, to become
the sustenance of the masses of the opposite zone. No
particulars of construction are given, but the statement
Avould imply that refrigeratiA-e machinery, instead of ice,

is to be employed. It Avas given out that the new trans-
portation serAace AA^as to be initiated during the present
summer, betAveen Tomsk, Siberia, and St. Petersburg.
With the old style vehicle it was found impracticable
during the hot months to transport Siberian fresh meat
OA-er the vast stretch of railway extending to eastern
m.arkets, especially as the condition of much of the road
bed precluded the attainment of the speed of our fast

freight trains. .If the neAv method refrigerative trans-
port proves successful the Russian producer in remote
portions of the Empire Avill be enabled to compete ad-
vantageously, the A^ast potentialities of Siberia become
known, and its fish, flesh and fowl, its vegetable and
animal products, crowd the Avorld's channels of trade.

Nevertheless, hoAvcA^er much the meat-producing ca-
pacity oi the Empire be developed it cannot materially
contribute to the world's ever increasing demand for the
most stimulating form of bodily sustenance. Every-
where the farmer treads upon the heels of the herder;
everyAvhere the pastoral succumbs to the agricultural
industry. Cheap land is the basis of cheao meat, and it

is the steady absorption of the former that is the prime
cause of the advancing price of the latter. Against the
pending dearth of animal products but one alternative
is open to the flesh e^ter§ of coming generations, ^nd that
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is the acceptance of fish as a substitute. Apart from the

capacities of our lakes and streams,- we can continue_ to

reap from the inexhaustible sea a harvest of unfailing

abundance, for in its depths lie, as yet tmdisturbed by
man, vast reservoirs of excellent but Unfatniliar food fish.

We have ventured only to the threshold of the treasure

house of the deep, but its future revelations of novel
alimentary wealth will enrich the fare of posterity and
afford an ample store of varied sustenance.

Aiipthei-. international fishery exhibition will open this

month at Vienna, and still others, on a minor scale, have
been of Will be neld in Germany, Holland, etc., during
the current year. The query naturally suggests itself

Why do we not ourselves hold such distinctive exhibi-

tions, inasmuch as the industry is of a magnitude amply
sufficient to qualify it for a separate representation? No-
where has fishculture been prosecuted so successfully or
Upon so extended a scale as in North America; in no
Other country than our Union have the appliances of

the piscatory aft attained so high a degree of excellence.

In our great land abutting ttpon two oceans as well as

apon the world's largest lakes, containing in its varied
waters fish representative of every zone, we have the
basis of a representation fully as rich as that afforded by
-Jie St. Petersburg exhibition. In the great industrial
ixhibitions held of late years in various cities, ea&i.. -.vest

ind south, the fishery exhibits have done scant justice to
die country's immense resources; in fact, as European
experience shows, public enlightenment upon the subject
:annot be adequately effected save by a distinctive ex-
libition. Such separate display stimulates individual in-

:erest; it enables the country to take stock of its re-
sources, and to apprise the world of their availability.
Already Germany is actively discussing ways and means
:>{ diverting to their own country a portion of Russia's
Dverflowing wealth of fish and fish products, as revealed
n the great structure upon the banks of the Neva. The
nitiation here of a similar undertaking would probably
leed a measure of that Government aid that enabled the
Russians to so impressively demonstrate the magnitude
)f their resources, and the result doubtless would be
jqually compensative. At an international exposition
here might be much in the fish-curing methods of other
lations worthy of study or imitation, particularly those of
Russia, with whose population fish is a far greater food
staple than with our own. In the vista of the future may
)e discerned a time when, by reason of its ever increasing
icarcity, meat will occupy a place in our dietary subor-
iinate to that of fish. There is a wealth of opportunity
n the better and more economical preparation of fish
md of fish products, and effective stimulus to such action
vould be the probable outcome of an elaborate and well
levised competitive exhibition. A. H. Gouraud.

ADVERTISING COPY.

Adtortising copy should be in hand by the Saturday
-f the week before that in which it is intended to appear,

t cannot be received later than Monday noon of the

ygek of publicatiQj[l,

In New England.
Boston, Sept. 15.—^The law is oflf on partridges in

Maine to-day, and the local gunners afe much interested.

Reports concerning the flocks are very conflicting. Care-
ful obserVcts say that the cold and wet May and Jutlc

v.as A'Ciy hard on the chicks, and that the birds are
scarce. On the other hand, the boomers of Maine re-

sorts declare that partridges were fiever so plenty. This
l;i.st assertion must be taken with as much of a grain of

salt as the patent med.cine advertisement. I hate seen
one or two Maine gunners from the sections nearest
the settlements, and they say that they have seen but few
liroods of partridges. Sportsmen who have been into

the more distant forests on fishing trips have seen some
broods, but their reports, taken all together, would indi-

cate that partridges are rather scarce in Maine. From
.some sections in New Hampsh.re there are accounts of a

good many flocks, with fair shooting promised. In
Massachusetts there are doubtless more partridges than
a year ago, with reports of an umtsual number of quail.

Mr. J. H. Edwards is out from a fishing trip to King
and Bartlett. Me. He was accompanied by Mrs. Ed-
wards, and they had a most enjoyable vacation. They
were camped at Tommy Jeraud's, mak ng several trips

to other waters. They had good togue fishing on the
lake, catching some big ones. On Spencer Stream they
had great trout fishing, taking forty trout in an hour
and a half on otie trip, with about thirty out of one
pool. Brcok fishing was good also on other streams,
with good fly-fishing on Spencer Lake. At Spencer they
had good sight of a big black bear one day. As is

almost" always the case, they had no gun. Moose and
deer were frequently seen.

A party of well-known New England sportsmen, con-
sisting of Messrs. Charles A. Mitchell and Z. W. Sturte-
A ant, of Lowell. Mass. ; W. C. Rajmicnd, of Bridgewater,
Vt., and I. R. Clark and Alfred T. Waite. of Bo.ston,
have just come out of camp at Millsfield Ponds, in

northern New Hampshire. These camps, situated north-
west of Errol and reached via Colebrook and the Dix-
ville Notch, are the only ones in the Millsfield region,
and are pres.ded over by Sam Bailey, the noted Cole-
brook guide. The party had excellent luck trout fishing
and report that the region abounds with game, deer
being seen in large numbers. All the members of the
party have frequented many hunting and fishing sections
of New England^ but they are the most enthusiastic over
IMillsfield. and Sam Bailey in particular,

Mr. Herman L. Buss and W. G. Clark, of Boston,
with Mrs. Buss, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Buss, the two
Misses Buss, Walter H. Buss and Miss Alice Brown, of
Medford, have returned from a A^acation and fishmg
trip to Tim Pond, Me. They had a very enjoyable
season, with good fishing. The cool weather and frosts
seem to have started fly-fishing at the Rangeleys. E.
C. Swift, of Boston, has been haA^ng good fish ns in

that part of the country. Mrs. C. S. Nutting and Miss
AUida Nutting. >of Lexington. ha\'e returned from a
trip to Black Brook camps. They had gord fly-fishing,

securing foi:ty-five at one outing, with several doubles.

At Moogehead the fly-fishing is .said to be better siijce

the cooler Aveather. Camping parties are very numerous-
They go into the woods, and on to the streams and
waters, in all directions, making Kineo their head-
quarters. George V. Leverett and Dr. J. T. Sherman,,

of Boston, have been on a month's canoeing and fishing:

trip in that part of the country. C. W. Blodgett, of Bos-
ton, is back from a trip to Brassua Lake. A. L. Shaw,
A. H. Shaw, Mrs. R. G. Shaw and Miss Shaw, of
Wellesley, have been at Spencer Pond. D. C. Stanwood,
of Boston, has returned from a camping trip. Hector
W. Gordon and F. B. Hare, of Boston, are still in the

U'oods.

The mystery of the disappearance of Benjamin Kin-
caid, an advertising agent of the Boston Globe, has not
yet been solved. Accompanied by a friend, Peter H.
Lawson, he went to Molunkus, Me., for an outing and
fi thing trip, four weeks ago. Aug, 30, the day for their

return, had come. At about 7 o'clock in the morning
youn.g Kmca d .said that he would take a spin on the lake,

for a while, and then be ready for the team to Matta-
waumkeag. This was the last seen of him. About 10

o'clock his canoe was found, bottom up, on Lake Mo-
lunkus, by a party of anglers. The paddles and Kin-
caid's hat and coat were found floating near.

_
But drag-

ging and the most diligent searching has failed to find

the body.

BosTOK, Sept. 13..—^The returning fishermen tell of

^loricUR trips and a glorious season at the salmon* pools,

Mf. John Fottler, Jr., spent several weeks at his sa/.tnon

river, the St. John, at Gaspe. In his party Avas Senat^Qr

Proctor, of Vermont, who is an enthusiastic angler, and"

greatly enjoyed Mr. Fottler's river. They caught about'

fifty i^almon in all, the largest of 32 pounds. On Mr.
Fottler's return from salmr n fishing he Avent on a trout

H.shing and outing into the White Mountain region, NeAV
Hampshire. That region is noted for its stream fishing,

but many of the streams, especially near the hotels,

have been badly over-fished. But Air. Fottler d d not
.spend much time fishing these streams; accompanied by
the village blacksmith, he went over the mountains a«il

through the woods eleven m les, to a stream that had
.scarcely been fished at all for two years. The first day
the}'- filled their baskets Avith beautiful trout, returning a
I'.ost of small fish to the Avater. Camoing that night, they
fished the next dny, and filled their baskets agam. It

Avas a great trip. Mr. Fottler is fond of the woods and
not afraid of tramping. The village blacksmith, a robust

countryman, had to adm't that he had his match for a
long tramp in the city matt he guided.

'At the Megantic Preserve all the camps are full, Avitln

tlie enthusiasm the greatest ever known there for both
lutnting and fishing. Secretary L. Dana Chapman has.'

word that a good many deer are being taken, but the.-

captors are not as proud of them as they would he
were they not mostly does. But such is almost alway.s'

the case; the does and faAvns are earliest takeit. the

liucks not coming down to the water and to feed. Later
they are found on the ridges, however.

Several Boston sportsmen are planning for trips late

in this month to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for

moose calling. Dr. McAlear, of Worcester, has a trip

uf 'that sort in view, and is looking for one or two
Boston friends to accompany him. Dr. Heber Bishop
and D. J. Flanders are abou' starting on a moose hunt-
ing trip to the Provinces. It will be remembered that

Dr. Bishop has a longer record of moose sla.n by his

own skill than any other man in the country.
Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST..

The Record Rairbow.

Chicago, 111., Sept 13.—Unless I am mistaken, the-

largest rainbow trout ever taken in this part of the West
is that reported in the following correspondence from
Mr. J. D. Hawks, President of the Detroit & Mackinac
R. R., who writes from Detroit under date of Sept. 6.

Mr. HaAvks says

:

"I. inclose you copy of a letter which Avill explain it-

self. The rainbow trout mentioned is a very fine speci-

men, and I am hav'ng it mounted. I have just had
another fish mounted Avhich is longer and slimmer than
the rainbow and probably weighed somewhat heavier. I

have not yet learned Avhat species the fi h is, but belieA'C

it to be a steelhead trout. It was caught three or four
miles from East Tawas on our road.

"I finished the trout season proper at Turtle Lake,
with a number of the other members of the club. The
trout fishing was as good as I ever had anywhere—in

fact, it Avas difficult to fish all day without catching too
many trotit; so I generally put in half a day driving
around the country, and the other half-day fishing for

trout, and found no trouble in catching twenty-five nice

fish every time I went out.

"We have made several plants of rainboAV trout in the
tipper .south branch of the Thunder Bay River but so

far I have net seen one in the stream. There is no
doubt but that some of the large rainboAv trout are
dropping doAvn the Au Sable R ver toward the mouth.
This, of course, suits me, as a D. & M. Ry. man, as it

puts them Avithin reach of our road.

"T understood you to say a couple of years ago that
you wanted to catch a grayling. If you are of the same
mind next spring, come out here, and I will show yon
where to do it, and Avill guarantee that you will catch
several grayling, beside gettmg some of the best trout
fishing you ever saAV."

The letter inclosed _ is from A. Kirsten. of Oscoda.
Mich., Avro Avrote a.'^ loUows:

•'Oscoda, Mich., Sept. 4.—Mr. J. D. HaAvks, President
and General Manager, Detroit & Mackinac Ry., Detroit.
As per your request to Mr. Oliver, agent of the D. &
M. Ry. here I sent you the rainbow trout caught by me
Aug. 31. He was of no particular use to me only for
eat ng, but I considered him too rare a specimen to use
him in this Avay ; and upon the request of many here who
knew you and your sporting qualities, I concluded to

send him to yru if you Avished him.
"I captured him in the Au Sable River, five mi'os

north of McKinley, at the farm of W. H. W ntnn. !

)

took me forty-five minutes to land him. and can assure
you it was the Riost exciting time I ^ver had in all of

THE KKCORD B.\SS.

Takea by Mr, H. T. Kendall at Catalina Island Cal.
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my twenty years' angling. I used a No. 2 silk Kingfisher

line. 6H-ounce rod and No. 02 hook. His weight and
dimensions are as follows: Weight, 8 pounds; length,

26 inches; depth, 6% inches; thickness, 3^ inches;

mouth when open, 4^ inches. He used continually from

75 to 125 feet of line. A. Kirsten."
It is well known that these Au Sable rainbows out-

fight any fish we have in our trouting waters in this

part of the country, and it seems that this game quality

continues even into the heavyweights. It must have been

indeed an exciting time for Mr. ICirsten when he was
fighting this big fish.

As to what Mr. Hawks says about the grayling, per-

haps he has not heard of our successful grayling trip

this summer. I am not sure that I want to catch very

many more grayling now. They'll go fast enough even

if we all put up our rods; but I would be willing to

wager something pretty that Mr. Hawks has in mind
the same stream that we fished this summer.

E. Hough.
Hartford Buii-ding, Chicago, 111.

Dr. Henshairs Grayling Success.

Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 12.—Editor Forest an4 Stream:
Mr. W. B. Mershon, who writes in Forest and Stream
anent the passing of the grayling, will no doubt find

consolation in the fact that there are yet some grayling

to be taken with the fly in the waters of the Gallatin,

Madison and Jefferson rivers in Montana. In the Galla-

tin River there are only a few left. They, with the

trout and the Rocky Mountain whitefish. are being ex-

terminated by the numerous canals and ditches taken

cut for the purpose of irrigation. In the Jefferson River

I think they are more numerous. I have seen boys with

quite respectable strings of grayhng, caught with grassy-

hoppers in the latter river, and have also seen them
jumping in the evening for natural flies, and they

seemed quite num.erous. At the time I did not have

my rod and flies with me, and therefore did not fish.

Red Rock Lake, in the very southern part of Madison
county, Montana, contains grayling of large size. This

lake drains into the Madison River.

But to Dr. Henshall, who is in charge of the U. S. Fish

Hatchery at Bozeman, Alont., is due the credit of being

the first man to successfully propagate' grayling from

the spawn and milt. The doctor sent his men to the.

upper Madison River, where they easily secured several

thousand eggs. These were duly hatched and put into

the small ponds at the hatchery. After the sack had

been absorbed, they all died, refusing to eat the usual

focd prepared for the trout fry. During the summer
of 1899 or 1900 the writer w-as in Dr. Henshall's office,

when he saw a number of dead grayling fry lying on a

table. The doctor told of his bereavement, and said that

he had put some of these dead fry under the microscope

and had made a discovery. He had discovered that

they possessed in their mouth a number of small but

very sharp fangs. These fangs could only be seen with

the microscope, and that this discovery he thought solved

the problem of the death of the grayling fry. The sormg

water used for the hatchery as it came from the rocks

was walled up and roofed over, and was therefore ab-

solutely pure water, or at least water entirely free from

irfusoria. and as the grayling fry had those invisible

fangs in their mouth, they must derive their food from

infusoria, and that another year he should put them in

creek water in which there would be food for them. In

a recent copy of a paper published at Bozeman, Mont,

it is announced that Dr. Henshall is now prepared to

stock streams with grayling. He has therefore solved

the problem, F. M. Higgins, M. D.

A Pacific Black Sea Bass.

Mr. H. T. Kendall, of Pasadena. Cal., but formerly

of Dorchester. Mass.. has raised the record of the world

<.n black sea bass. His brother. Dr. W. G. Kendall, of

Boston, a prominent member of the Megantic Club, was

with him. and forwards to me, for the Forest and

Stream, through the kindness of Secretary L. Dana

Chapman, a photograph of the big fish and the anglers,

with an account of the capture. In the launch Fortune

was also Dr. H. J. Macomber, of Pasadena, who got a

fish weighing 183 pounds, and which, under any other

c rcumstances, would have been considered a seven-

days' wonder. But Mr. Kendall's fish weighed^ 419

pounds, and raises the world's as well as the Tuna

Club's record 35 pounds. The fight lasted an hour and

fifty-one minutes, and when one considers the little

rod, onlv 16 ounces in weight, with which the feat was

accomplished, the wonder grows, and one is convinced

that angling is an art mechanical. The line was a 24-

strand Cuttyhunk, and tested up to a lifting strain of

48 pounds. This feat will be a study for anglers the

world over; the skill required to land a fish weighing

almost a quarter of a ton, with a mere thread and a

pliant rod with reel attached. The fish fought vigor-

ously, and of course would have broken away a hundred

times but for the remarkably skillful manipulation of

the reel.
^

Special.

Bass and Pickerel at Fowlwood Lake.

Rock Hill, Sullivan County, Sept. 13-—I herewith re-

port you my luck with rod and reel on Fowlwood Lake.

After two hours' fishing, actual time, I landed twenty-

eight pounds of fish—viz., three bass weighing respec-

tively 8 pounds 10 ounces, 6 pounds, and 4 pounds, and

three pickerel, 4 pounds, 3 pounds 6 ounces and 2 pounds.

These were all caught en a single rod with crawfish for

bait, and it was only after an involuntary swim that the

largest bass was landed. I can assure you it seemed to

me as if a team of horses were attached to my line when
I got him on.

Of course this is a fish story, and like most of the

same, may not be believed, but I would like to know if

the like record has ever been beaten.

Mr. William Urban, of the cashier's office in the New
York Custom House, caught one of lly^ pounds, a bass 0

pounds, pickerel pQunds.

Ftxtutes.

BENCH SHOWS.
Oct. 7-9.—Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Agricultural Society's show.

John W. Bacon, Treas.
Oct. 21^24.—Frederick, Md.—Frederick County Agricultural So-

ciety's annual bench show. J. Roger McSherrv. Supt.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Plon. Sec'y.

Nov. 2G-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's
show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Oct. —.—Drakes Branch, Va.—Inaugural trials of the Virginia
Field Trial Association. C. B. Cooke, Sec'y.
Oct. —.—Independence, la.—Eastern Iowa Field Trial Associa-

tion's inaugural trials. J. G. Burk, Sec'y.
Oct. 20. , ^.—Western Field Trial Association's second

annual trials. C. W. Buttles, Sec'y, Kansas City.

Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member
of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.

Eddins, Sec'y. Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson. Sec'y.
Oct. 28.—Whitby Island. Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins. Sec'y, Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 3.—Robinson. TIL—Illinois Field Trial A--=ociation's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America. Charles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,

Camden. N. J. ...
Nov. 3.—Lake View. Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn, Sec'y.
Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, 111.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T. L. Fenn. Secy.
Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith, Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship CUib) fourlh
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor. Ont.
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim. Ont.—Internal innal Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 17.—Glascow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F.W Samuel. Ser'v. Louicville. Kv
Nov 18.—Ruthven, Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 20.—Manor. L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.

Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton. Pa.

Dec. 1.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—American Championship
Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
Rif-hmond, Va.
Dec. 1. , —Interstate Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials. C. D. Cooke. Sec'y,

Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Tri.il Club's (member
of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.
For those which have been printed in earlier numbers see issues

o( July 19, 26, Aug. 2, 16, 23 of the current year.

XXI,—The Dog which Thomas Thomas Owned.

He's passed away! That good old dog

Which Thomas Thomas owned
For 17 attentive years.

Now lies bewept, bemoaned.

'Twas hard for Tom to pay the tax

On dogs so old and staid;

'Twas harder still to have him die

Just when that tax was paid. :

That such a dog should go tax free

Was Thomas's favorite whim,

.\iul yet he took it very hard

When deatli exempted him.
,

So now no more on Sabbath days

That dog to church will go,

.\n(l. when the benediction's said.

Depart sedate and slow.

M-
N'o more in Thomas's restaurant

AN'hen winter's winds do roar,

As door Is left ajar, will he

.\rise and shut that door.

( !r jump and open it himself

.Vnd never howl or whine '

When wijshing to go in and out,—

The dear, defunct canine.

,\() more whene'er his name is called

Will he respond alert;

Fur Thomas Thoma.s's Thomas-dog

Has mingled with the dirt,

Now friends drop in and mix their tears

With Thomas's copious brine,

And beer up to the memory

Of his Al K 9. . . , ^ , ,.

—Springfield Republican.

XXII.—Sir "W^altef Scott's Maida.

(As done in Latin by Lockhart)

Maida; marmorea dormis sub imagine, Maida,

,\d januam domini sit tibi terra levis.

(As Englished by Scott.)

Beneath the sculptured form which late you wore,

Sleep soundly, Maida, at your master's door.

Points and FIttshes.

The Canadian Kennel Club Stud Book, Vol. V., 1902,

contains registrations and winnings for the year ending

Aug. 31, 1901. The registrations are from 5534 to 6027.

It is pubhshed by H, B. Donovan, Toronto. Price, $1.00.

®

Yachtingr Fixtwres, J902.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errorg or omissions in the following list and
also changes which may be made in the future.

SEPTEMBER.
20. Manhasset, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Port Washington, Long

Island Sound.
20. Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay, Sea Gate, New York Bay.—, Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
27. Riverside, Y. R. A. of L. I. S., open. Riverside, L, I. Sound.
-7. Manhasset Bay, club raceabouts. Port Washington, L. I. Sound.

For Cruising Yachtsmen^
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

beheved that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.
Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows:
First prize, $50.00.

g
Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $2000.
Contributions are invited under the following condi-

tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of

value to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in rhaking awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate acc unt be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, includ'ng one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must ,

be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadvvay, New York city, on or

before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

The America's Cup.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream shoui.i

always be addressed to the Foreat and Stream Publiahing Co., Nt
^

Now that Sir Thomas Lipt n has really determ'ned to

make another attempt to win the America's Cup, it has
;

been a source of very general satisfaction that he has
:

selected William Fife, Jr., to design the boat. Mr. Fife

knows more about the form of yachts than any man in

England, and now that he has two good trial boats, one
jj

on each side of the Atlantic, with which to try out the .'I

rew product, his new boat should be in better condition J

for the races than any of the previous challengers, par-

ticularly as the work of construction is to be commence 1

on the boat at once at the yard of Denny Brothers, at

Dumbarton, so that she may be out very early in the ,

season. Capt. Bob Wringe will bavc charge of the new i

Shamrock, and he is probably the ablest British skipper, I'

and one of the most dangerous opponents that Capt,
jj

Charlie Barr could have, for beside being a wonderfully
j

clever sailorman, he is familiar with American ways and
conditions. j

Every year of a Cup race Anier cans always go through
the process of losing the Cup even before the challenger

;

arrives on this side. The same state of affairs will exist
^

this year, but this is a good sign, and the Cup is not in
'

danger until we become over-confident.

At least one new boat will be built on this side for the

defense of the Cup. This will be the New York Y. C.
^

syndicate boat, and she will be designed and built by the

Herreshoffs at Bristol. It is to be hoped that William

Gardner, of Gardner & Cox, will receive an order for a

boat. His success in turning out racing craft of all sizes

and types has proven that he is fully qualified to cope

with the task, but there is a popular prejudice atnong

men who build Cup defenders in favor of Herreshoff;

and probably this is because there are few who care to i

risk a quarter of a million dollars in anything but a pretty

sure thing.

It is rumored that a syndicate is being formed in Bos-

ton to build a boat from designs made by W. Starling

Burgess, son of the late Edward Burgess. Mr. Burgess '

has had but little experience in designing racing yachts

of large size, but he has been quite successful with his
.

smaller boats. If the money can be raised in Boston to
'

build a boat from Burgess's design, surely New York
yachtsmen should have sufficient pride and interest to see

that one of their own designers shall be represented by a

boat in the trial races.

Of the Boston designers, none is better fitted to under-

take the work of turning out a successful Cup defender

"

as B. B. Crowninshield. Independence, his first boat in

that line, was a wonderfully fast craft. The experience

he had with her has stood him in good stead, and he is

now capable of putting a dangerous boat in the big class.

While natural ability and training of course count greatly
\

ill producing these big boats, still a man who attempts;;

the work without liaviiig had any previous experience

with them, and having no data to work on, is certainly

greatly handicappe4< " ' — ••1
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New York Y. C.
GLEN GOVE, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thursday, Sept. 11.

Seventeen boats started in the annual autumn sweep-

stakes of the New York Y. C, and the s^iil oflE for the

prizes offered at the spring regatta, which was postponed

on account of calm weather.

The regatta committee was on board Mr. Frederick

G. Bourne's steam yacht Colonia. while the club mem-
bers and their guests used the steamer William Fletcher

from which to see the races.

The wind was south by west at the time of the start,

and the following course was signalled from Colonia.

which boat made the starting line off Matinicock Point

buoy. It was from a line between the committee boat

and a mark a quarter of a mile north from Matinicock

Point buoy, six miles east by north to and around a mark
one and a quarter miles west by north from Lloyd's

Point, four miles northwest to and around a mark one

and three-quarter miles east by north from Great Cap-

tain's Island Light, five miles southwest three-quarters

sou'^h to the mark at start.

The preparatory signal was made at 11.30, and ten

minutes later boats in classes J. K, L and M were started.

Altair was first away w'th Effort next, while the others

crossed as follows, Humma, Eclipse and Ondawa. Gavi-

ota followed some distance behind. On the next signal

yachts in classes G, H, I were sent aw^ay. Y'ankee was
lust on the line at gun fire, followed by Weetamoe,
Neola, Rainbow, EeUn and Isolde. The signal given at

ir.50 was for the schooners. Elmina was first over with

Muriel just astern, the others crossing in the following

order, Katrina, Wayward and Indra.

It was a broad reach to the first mark, and balloon

jibs were found to be most beneficial, the boats that set

.spinnakers soon taking them in, as they did more harm
than good.
Yankee was sailing well and was fast getting away from

Rainbow. Eelin sailed by Captain Charlie Barr, kept

dropping Isolde. After crossing Muriel and Elmina

got into a lufHing match that took them well off their

course. Muriel got the best of it and was ahead and

to windward of Elmina. At the first mark Muriel was
seconds ahead of her competitor. The old sloop Eclipse

was at the mark just as Muriel came down on it and

she had to bear off to clear her and make a wide turn.

Elmina's skipper took advantage of this opening and

swung his boat inside of Eclipse, thus making a close

turn and securing the lead. This bit of ill luck cost

Muriel the race. Weetamoe had opened up quite a

gap between herself and Neola on this leg.

From the first mark the boats had a reach to a buoy
off Great Captain's Island, and then it was a beat back

to the starting line. The boats that held in under the

Long Island shore were materially benefited in the wind-

ward work.
Those boats competing for the Bergen Handicap Cup

and those in cruising trim and class M, covered the

course but once.

At the end of the first round. Yankee was im. 30s.

ahead of Rainbow, Weetamoe led Neola by 3m., Eehn
was 2m. 26s. in the lead of Isolde, while Elmina had

Muriel by im. 8s.

Balloon jibs were broken out after rounding the home
mark, and the boats reached away again for the first

mark. On this leg Yankee increased her lead a little

on Rainbow, and Weetamoe increased her advantage

over Neola, while Muriel came up on Elmina in good
shape.

On the second round the breeze increased a little.

The second leg was a reach and ballooners were again

carried. After luffing around the mark off Great Cap-

tain's Island the boats sett-led down to the hard beat up

to the finish line. Yankee and Rainbow held along under

the north shore. Elmina and Muriel made long tacks

across the Sound, while the two "sixties," Weetamoe
and Neola, stood in under the Long Island shore. At

the height of the fight between Elmina and Muriel, the

latter's main top staysail got adrift, and from that time

on Elmina kept getting away from her, although she won
by only 14s.

When near the finish line Humma had a luffing match

with Eelin, and the former got a little the best of it and
crossed first.

The "sixty" Weetamoe, designed by Messrs. Gardiner

& Cox, distinguished herself by beating the 70-footer,

\''ankee, by 25s. This is rather a remarkable perform-

ance, and it is evident that the owners of these bronze

boats are now getting them in shape. Neola has had
the paint removed from her topsides, and she looks very

slick and reminds one of Shamrock II. Neola still car-

ries her solid mast, while Weetamoe has a hollow stick.

The summary:

Schooners—Class D—Kacing Trim—Club Cups.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Muriel • 11 52 00 4 32 59 4 40 59 4 40 59

Elmina 11 51 51 4 32 36 4 40 45 4 40 45

Sloops—Racing Trim—Class H—Club Cups.
Rainbow 11 47 00 4 04 51 4 17 51 4 17 51

Yankee 11 46 19 4 00 36 4 14 17 4 14 17

Sloops—Class I—Racing Trim—Club Cups.
Neola 11 47 00 4 18 50 4 31 50 4 31 50

Isolde 11 47 00 4 43 20 4 56 20 4 56 13

Eelin 11 47 00 4 40 27 4 53 27 4 53 27

Weetamoe 11 46 58 4 17 01 4 30-03 4 30 03

Sloops—Class T—Racing Trim—Club Cups.
Altair 11 41 43 4 48 54 5 07 11 5 07 11

Humma 11 42 00 4 40 14 4 58 14 4 58 14

Sloops—Class L—Racing Trim—Club Cups.
Efifort 11 41 51 4 45 42 5 03 51 5 03 51

Schooners—Cruising Trim—Club Cups.
Katrina 11 52 00 2 37 50 2 45 50 2 45 50

Wayward 11 52 00 2 55 26 3 03 26 2 54 08

Indra 11 52 00 3 05 09 3 13 09 3 01 OO

Sloops and Yawls—Classes J and K—Cruising Trim—Club Cups.
Gaviota 11 42 00 3 26 16 3 44 16 3 44 16

Eclipse 11 42 00 2 54 57 3 12 57 3 12 57

Ondawa... 11 42 00 2 55 38 3 13 38 3 13 38

Special Class.

Isolde 11 47 00 4 43 20 4 56 20 4 56 20

Eelin U 47 00 4 40 27 4 53 27 ' 4 63 20

Special Class.

Ondawa 11 42 00 2 55 38 3 13 38 3 13 38

Eclipse > U 43 00 2 54 57 3 12 57 3 12 57

Berge)! J^andicau Cups—Schooners,
Katrina .,..11 52 00 2 37 50 2 45 50 2 45 50

Bergen Handicap Cups—Sloops.

Eclipse 11 42 00 2 54 57 3 12 57 3 12 57

Ondawa 11 42 00 2 55 38 3 13 38 3 13 88

Gaviota 11 42 00 3 26 16 3 44 16 3 25 17

Naval Alumni Cups—Schooners—Racing Trim.
Elmina 11 51 51 4 32 36 4 40 45 4^10^5
Muriel .11 52 00 4 32 59 4 40 59 4 40 59

Naval Alumni Cups—Sloops—Racing Trim.
Yankee 11 46 19 4 00 36 4 14 17 4 14 17

Wfeetamoe 11 46 58 4 17 01 4 30 OS 4 13 52

Robinson Cup—All Cfasscs—Racing Trim.
Yankee U 46 19 4 00 .36 4 14 17 4 14 17

Weetamoe 11 40 58 4 17 01 4 30 03 4 13 52

Elmina 11 51 51 4 32 36 4 40 45 4 26 50

Elmina beat Muriel in class D by i_4S.
;
Yankee^ beat

Rainbow 3m. 34s. in class H; In class' I Racing Trim,

Weetamoe beat Neola im. 47s.; in class J, Racing Trini,

Humma beat Altair 8m. =;7S. Effort took a sail over in

class L. Racing Trim; Katrina beat Wayward 8m. iBs.

in the class for schooners in cruising trim; in the class

for sloops and yawls, J and K, Eclipse beat Ondawa
4is. Eelin beat Isolde 3m. in the Special Class; Eclipse

beat Ondawa 41s. in the Special Class.

Bergen Cup, schooners, handicap—Katrina beat Way-
ward 8m. 1 8s.

Bergen Cup, sloops, handicap—Eclipse beat Ondawa
41s.

Naval Alumni Cup, schooners—Elmina beat Muriel 14s.

Naval Alumni Cup, sloops—^Weetmoe beat Yankee
253.

Robinson Cup, all classes—^Weetamoe beat Yankee
25s., Elmina 12m. 58s.

Atlantic Y. C
Saturday, Sept. 13.

The fall regatta of the Atlantic Y. C. was held on the

afternoon of Sept. 13 over courses in the lower bay.

Counter attractions on Long Island Sound kept away
all of the larger schooners and sloops, and consequently

the racing was confined to classes J and under. Eclipse,

Vivian, Bonito, Cockatoo, Trouble and Rascal carried

off first honors.
The day was full of exciting incidents and will be long

remembered by Sea Gate Corinthians. A strong north-

west wind came swooping down out of a threatening

sky shortly after the start, and played havoc with the

fleet, which had begun the race in a light southeasterly

breeze with full sail set. Twenty-tAvo craft started the

struggle. Twelve of these managed to finish. Of the

other ten which failed to cover the courses, five were_

disabled and the rest withdrew.

J. E. Biggs' class P sloop Corona, was dismasted just

after rounding Southwest Spit buoy, the outer mark
of the fourteen-mile journey for classes N and under.

She was fairly on her course for home when a par-

ticularly hard puff struck her, breaking the spar short

off seven feet from the deck. No injuries resulted, and

the flagship Thistle, which was in the vicinity, towed

the disabled craft to harbor.

Some few minutes after the start the class R boat.

Pebble, belonging to R. W. Spier, lost her tiller, and

her skipper was obliged to steer the craft to moorings

by the aid of an oar.

The class V catboat. Martha M., belonging to Richard

Moore, broke eight feet from the outer end of her

boom, and as. a result had a most tedious time making

Gravesend Bay again. The 2i-footer, Bronco, owned

by F. C. Moore, suffered an accident to her gaff and

withdrew, while Song and Dance. E. F. Luckenbach,

caused a great deal of anxiety by losing her center

board and not making harbor until long after the other

starters had finished.

Opossum, R. P. Doremus; Gwendolen, H. G. S.

Nobles; Streak, Speidel Brothers; Peanut, Calvert

Brewer and Boozie, C. D. Durkee, preferred the secur-

ity of a mooring to the' tempestuous times outside,^ and

withdrew from the race as soon as the full force of the

northwesterly squall struck them.

The race was started promptly on scheduled tmic. The

preparatory signal was shown at i o'clock and ten min-

utes later the first of the boats began the contest. L T.

Callanan's Eclipse and the class K boat Ondawa, be-

longing to Henry J. Robert, sailed boat for boat m
class J. Ondawa led by 40s. on the start.

The special class M boats, Bonito, Sunol and Titama,

the latter in her first local race of the year, got away

on the next signal in the order named.
,

Bonito and

Sunol had a little mix-up at the start, which is liable to

result in a protest from the latter.

At the next gun' Vivian and Gwendolen, the onlv

entries in class N, sailed off, with Vivian in the lead.

Class P got awav well bunched, Cockatoo first, followed

bv Vagabond. Corona, Streak, Song and Dance and
Elsie. Trouble led class Q boats and then came Bronco.

Opossum and Flying Fish. In class R Peanut led Pebble

over the line by 20s., and Martha M. headed the catboats

with Rascal and Boozie crossing in the order named.
Eclipse. Ondawa. Bonito, Titania and Sunol went out

to the bell buoy off the point of Sandy Hook, leaving

the Southwest Spit buov on the port hand, returning

over the same course, a distance of 18 miles. The other

starters had a journey four miles less, from the starting

line off Sea Gate to the Spit and return.

A light southeasterly breeze sent them away. The
tide was running flood, and it would have been windward
work to the first mark had not the wind changed into

the northwest.
For some minutes after the beginning of the struggle

the yachts tacked back and forth in an endeavor to stem

the fast running tide. Elipse. Ondawa and Titania

stood over toward the Jersey shore and were the first

to catch the wind and rain squall. When it came they

had a reach for the mark and fairly flew through the

water. Boats which had aimed to get to windward be-

fore the breeze changed were now to leeward.

The larger craft going out to the point of the Hook
had a run from Southwest Spit, windward work back
from the Hook to the Spit again and a close fetch home.
Hendon Chubb's class P boat. Cockatoo, distinguished

herself. She was the first craft of the fleet to finish,

crossing the line iim. and 31s. ahead of T. A. Vernon's
Vagabond, second boat to end the journey, and doing

tt^«: 14 niiles in ? hour§ and 29 minutes, I^ouis May had

charge of the craft a"d she was handled to perfection.

W. H. Ch;!d's Trouble, with C. D. Mower at the

tiller, carried off second glory. She was not only a fine

winner in class Q, but was third craft to end the jou--

ney, only one minute behind her larger rival Vagabond,
on elapsed time. Vagabond was formerly Mongoose I.,

a well-known Crowninshield raceabout.
Special class M boats put up the only exciting finish

of the day. Bonito led, while Titania and Sunol had it

nip and tuck for second place, the former finally win-
ning out. Cockatoo beat Vagabond iim. and 31s.,

Trouble led Flying Fish 4m. and 38s., and Eclipse de-

feated her smaller rival, Ondawa, which had gone up a

class, by lom. and 41s. for the 18-mile course.

Bonito led Titania by 5m. and 48s. and Sunol by 6m.
and 44s. Vivian and Rascal had no competitors in their

respective classes after the first stages of the contest.

The summaries follow:

Sloops—Class J—Start, 1:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Eclipse, L. J. Callanan 4 22 43 3 12 43
Ondawa, H. J. Robert , 4 33 24 3 23 24

Special Class M—Start, 1:15.
Bonito, Haviland Bros 4 41 16 3 26 16
Titania, W. H. Childs 4 47 04 3 32 04
Sunol, J. Abbey 4 48 00 3 33 00

Sloops—Class N..—Start, 1:18.

Vivian, S. E. Vernon 4 10 59 2 52 59
Gwendolen. H. G." S. Nobles Withdrew.

Sloops—Class P—Start, 1:21.
Cockatoo, H. Chubb 3 50 00 2 29 00
Vagabond, T. A. Vernon 4 01 31 2 40 31
Elsie. C. P. Rosemon 4 53 01 3 32 01
Corona, J. E. Beggs .....Disabled.
Streak, Soeidel Bros.' .....Withdrew.
Seng and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach Disabled.

Sloops—Class Q—Start, 1:24.

Trouble, W. H. Chi'ds 4 05 31 2 41 31
Flying Fish, I. M. Dean 4 10 09 2 46 09
Bronco, F. C. Moore Disabled.
Opossum, R. P. Doremus Withdrew..

Sloops—Class R—Start, 1:24.
Pebble, R. W. Speir....... Disab'ed.
Peanut, Calbert Brewer Withdrew.

Catboats—Class V—Start, 1:30.
Rascal, D. G. Whitlock 4 31 26 3 01 26
Martha M., Richard Moore Disabled.
Bcozie, C. D. Durkee Withdrew.

Beverly Y* C.

buzzard's eay^ mass.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The closing race of the Beverly Y. C. was sailed off

Wing's Neck on Saturday. Sept. 13, in a screeching south-
easter. All of the 30-footers, with the exception of Mash-
nee, carried three reefs, while Mashnee was double reefed.
I'his extra sail helped Mashnee, and she won by nearly a
m.inute. Zingara was doing good work when her mast
carried away. It was Barnacle's day in the 21-footers,
and she won handily. Krieker in the fourth class cats got
mixed up at the start, but afterward caught Allison II.

and won handily. Vim won a close race in the 15-footers.
The summary:

30-footers.

Elapsed.
Mashnee, R. W. Emmons 2 28 05
Arabian, Robert Winsor 2 29 00
Pontiac, J. A. Beebe.. :„....^..»i....2 29 18
Quakeress, W. F. Harrison 2 30 32
Praxilla, John Parkinson. Jr 2 30 38
Evelyn, John Hitchcock 2 34 09
Young Miss, D. L. Whittemdre 2 35 52
Gamecock, Louis Bacon , 2 37 00
Notos. W. O. and C. H. Taylor 2 41 53
Zingara, E. N. Farnsworth Disabled.

21-footers.
Barnacle, W. E. C. Eustis 1 17 40
Terrapin, L. S. Dabney 1 24 12
Amarita. J. Crane, Jr . . ..v. , 1 26 02
Svlvia, S. D. Warren 1 29 00
Wyona, H. O. Miller 1 31 37
Edith, Clark King Withdrew.

Fourth Class Cats,
Krieker, W. S. Jameson 1 35 02
Allison II.. Stewart McLeod 1 37 42
Hod, H. B. Holmes 1 42 10

15-footers.
^'im, F. S. Sargent 1 08 42
Kanzo, M. H. Richardson 1 08 55
(:o-Bye, H. Stockton. Withdrew.
Spider. W, Swaii.... Withdrew.

Corinthian C.

MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The Labor Day race of the Corinthian Y. C. was sailed

off Marblehead on Saturday, Sept. 13. It blew hard from
the southeast all da}^ and there was a big sea running
outside. In the 25ft. class Seboomook got the best of
the start and led all over the course. The breeze lighten-

ing, the race of the 21-footers was a bit fluky. Little

Haste winning by nearly 43m. In the raceabouts Darthea
won, Tunip.oo withdrawing. Yarico finished first in the
handicap class, but lost on corrected time to Ruth. The
summary

:

25-footers.

Elapsed.
Seboomook, B. A. Smith 1 52 02
Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 1 53 40

21ft. Cabin.
Little Haste. T. K. Lothrop, Jr 2 18 15
Porcupine. C. H. W. Foster g 01 10
Tabasco III., H. H. Wiggin 3 15 40
Pilot, R, Boardman Withdrew.

Raceabouts.
Darthea, W. H. Lambert 3 09 23
-Tunipoo Withdrew.

Class A.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Ruth. H. H. Wheelock 3 54 42 3 34 44
Yerico, W. H. Rockwell ...3 52 20 3 52 20
Eleanor, W, M. Currier Withdrew.

Kennebec Y, C.

BATH, ME.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

A SPECIAL race for yachts of 15ft. to 2Sft. waterline.
given by the Kennebec Y. C, was sailed off Bath, Me,, on
Saturday, Sept. 13. Joker was first over the finish line,

but lost to Aspenet on time allowance. The summary:
Elapsed. Corrected.

Aspenet, Fred M, Cook. 0 o3 52 0 53 15
Toker, R. H. Gardiner. Jr 0 53 25 0 53 25
bwift, J. Owen Ledyard 0 58 25 0 5e 27
f^ecla, George A. Ward. . 105 §7 959^
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Percentages.

The racing season of the Yacht Racing Association of
Massachusetts closed with the annual rendezvous and
marine parade on Sunda}*, Sept. 7. Secretary A .T. Bliss
has issued a table of percentages, which he has compiled
from neyi'spaper reports. There are protests to be de-
cided bj' the Executive Committee of the Association,
which may affect the standing of the yachts, but a general
idea of the r work may be obtained from the table. Thor-
dis, which leads the 25ft. open class, did not sail the
i.iecessary number of races to qualify for the champion-
ship, but would undoubtedly have done so had her
class been provided for. Calypso, a Hanley creation, wins
the championship in the restr cted 25-footers for the
second season. The work in this class has been very
close thrrughout the year, and it was not until the very
close of the season that the winner Avas assured. In 21-

footers Little Haste, which has won a majority of races
in club and open events, gets the championship. Rooster
II. is a close second. If Rooster's total percentage were
divided by the actual number of starts, she would get
ihe championship, but in figuring the percentages it is

iissumed that a yacht shall have started in half as many-
races as any other boat in her class. Tttnipoo, the only
raceabout to sail the necessary number of races to qualify
in her class, gets the champ onship. Malillian, a Crown-
inshield boat, gets the championship in the i8ft. knock-
about class, with the highest percentage of any Asso-
'tiation boat. In the i8ft. class Lobster gets the cham-
pionship with just the number of races to qualify. De-
cisions on the following protests by the Executive Com-
mittee may change the results : Little Haste vs. Chloris
in race of Aug. 4; Chloris vs. Little Haste, in race of

Au.g. 19; Lobster vs. Wawenock, in race of Aug. 4;
Calypso vs. Sally VI., in race of Sept. 3; Question vs.

Miladi, in race of Aug. 21 ; Seboomook vs. Calypso, in

race of Aug. 29. The table of percentages is as follows

:

Class C—25ft. Yachts.
Starts. Totals. Averages.

Thordis, Charles A. Henev 3 266 88.9
Chloris. Chenev & Lanning 1 100 66.7
Addie, W. H. Stimpson 1 75 50.0
Hustler, Whittemore & Robbins 1 50 33.0
Theodora. Frank Burgess 1 50 33.0
Ideal, H. B. Whittier 1 33 22.0

Class D—25ft. Cabin Yachts.
Calypso. A. \V. Chesterton 21 1546 73.6
Sally VI., L. F. Percival

21

146S 69.9
Chewink II., F. G. Macomber. Jr 22 1428 64.9
Seboomook, B. A. Smith

14

909 64.9
-Vreyto, L. D. Baker 7 363 33.

0

L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgson 5 166 15.1
Early Dawn. J. E. Doherty 6 144 13.1
Cyrilla, W. D. Turner 1 25 2.2

Class S—21ft. Cabin Yachts.
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 18 1318 73.2
Rooster II., Adams Bios

10

795 72.3
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning 22 1 481 67.3
Mildred II., S. P. Moses

17

1125 66.2
Tabasco IIL, H. W. Wiggin 12 729 60.8
Pilot. Reginald Boardman 13 634 48.9
Thecla, C. W. Chapin

14

634 45.3
Opitsah LV., Sumner H. Foster S 4.54 41.2
'^^lcmac, Richard Hutchinson 15 546 36.4
Perhaps IL, J. E. Robinson 8 330 30.0
(Juakeress, William H. Joi'ce 3 71 6.4
Katherine. Harold C Sears 2 39 3.5
Thelma. Livingston Davis 1 16 1.4

Cass K—21ft. Knockabouts.
Tunipoo, T. T. Humphrey 5 450 90.0
Oorathea, \V. B. Lambert 2 150 50.0
Opitsah II., C. F. Tillinghast 1 50 16.6

Class I—^18ft. Knockabouts.
MaHllian. B, S. Permar

16

1465 91.6
Biza, Alfred Douglas

14

1076 76.8
Kittiwake. Henrv M. Jones 13 975 75.0
Domino, C. C. Clapp 10 814 74.0
Question. J. Henry Hunt 12 726 60.5
Miladi II., F. R. Adams

15

872 58.1
liertrude, H. E. Lynch

12

562 49.6
Tokalon, R. J. Randolph, Jr 22 976 44.3
Ospray, A. R. Train 7 346 31.5
Savage, J. S. Lawrence 4 340 30.9
Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 7 317 28.8
Xethia, C. W. Cole, et al 6 261 23.7-

Aspinquid, C. M. Foster 6 259 23.6
Patrice A. \V. Finlay

11

233 21.2
Comforter, J. M. Whittemore 5 209 19.0
Scrapper, W. C. Loring, Jr 4 155 14.1
Bohemian. A. B. Holmes 8 109 9.9
Lollipop, H. B. Bailey 4 66 6.0
Alcedo, J. F. Linder 4 .55 5.0

Class T—18ft. Yachts.
Lobster, C. J. Hendrie 5 416 83.3

Wawenock, Coombs & Seymour 6 458 76.3
Monsoon, A. W. Erickson 1 100 33.3
Owaissa, Walter Kelly 2 83 27.7
Zetes II.. John A. IMcKie 1 22.2
Zoe, F. J. Stewart 1 66 22.2

Toss, J. B. Stearns 3 33 11.1

Larchmont Y. C,
LARCHMONT, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The Larchmont Y. C. gave its final race of this sea-

son on Saturday, Sept. 13. The twenty-one boats that

.started experienced all kinds of weather, including a

vic'ous squall, yet all but one finished.

The preparatory signal was g ven at 11.30, and at that

time there was but little air from the west by north.

The tide was running strong to the east. The course
.signalled for the 70-{ooters, the "sixties" and the schoon-
ers was south southeast three miles, northeast, five-

eighths east, six miles ; west, three-quarters south, six

miles. This was sailed twice over, making thirty miles in

all.

The 5r-footers and the .special class made up of Ef-

fort and Marguerite, covered an eleven-m le triangle

Iw-ce, while the raceabouts and the Larchmont 21-foot-

crs sailed twice over a five and a half-mile triangle.

At 11.30 the preparatory was given and five minutes
later the' 70-footers were sent away. Rainbow was first

over the line with Yankee a few seconds beh.nd on her
weather. Both boats carried reaching j.b topsails and
Yankee set a balloon for staysail. Rainbow drew clear

of Yankee soon after the s.art, and it was not long be-

fore she was well ahead. Soon after rounding the first

niark the wind hauled to the south, reaching Yankee
first, a.id she caught and passed Ra nbow. When on
the last leg of the first round the wind freshened consid-

erably, and Yankee continued to outfoot Rainbow, and
at the end of the first round Yankee led by 3m. 49s. The
i;hange in the wind made every leg of the second round

a reach. When near the Hempstead mark the squall
that had been making up in the northwest, broke and
made matters lively. The 70-footers hung on to all sail.

Rainbow was splendidly handled on the last two legs of
the course, and cttt down Yankee's lead materially, but
was not able to overtake her. Yankee won by 2m. 7s.

The schooners started at 11.40 with Elmina in the
lead. Both boats carried reaching jib topsails and main-
top .staysails. The boats h&d but little wind and they
were bc'ng moved slowly by the ebb tide. Elmina in-

creased her lead until the boats were off Matinicock
Point, when the breeze freshened and Muriel ran up
on her rival. Elmina drew into the lead again. The
boats had a reach across the Sound to the home mark,
but when nearly there the wind headed them and a short
tack was necessary to make the mark. On the second
round the squall hit the schooners. It blew hard for a

t:me and picked up a lump of a sea. They clewed up
their fore topsails, and after considerable difficulty Muriel
managed to get her club topsail on deck, and she was
better off without it. Elmina won the $500 cup for

schooners by 3m. 48s.

At 11.4s the "sixties" started, both crossed together
with Neola to windward. A luffing match took place

soon after they crossed, and Neola got rather the best

of it. Weetamoe caught and passed Neola just before

they reached the second mark. At the end of the first

round Weetamoe was im. Sos. ahead of Neola. On the

second round Neola cut down Weetamoe's lead consid-

erably, but the latter boat won by 27s. These boats again

saved'their time on the 70-footers and would have beaten

them on corrected time.

At 11.50 Marguerite, Effort, Altair and Humma started

in the order named. Altair again surprised all interested

by defeating Humma by 2m. 6s. At the end of the first

round Altair was almost 4m. ahead; on the second round
Humma did better and cut down Altair's lead consider-

ably.

Effort and Marguerite were without competitors, and
a special class was made up for them, Effort g-ving the

smaller boat a large time allowance. She was unable to

save her time and Marguerite won by over 15m.

Three of the Larchmont 2i-footers started, and Houri
gave Dorothy a very bad beating. Adelaide, the third

boat in this class, was the only starter that did not fin-

ish.

Some good racing was seen in the raceabout class.

Hobo, the American Y. C. boat, again showed her heels

to her competitors and beat Whistlewing, the second

boat, 2m. S5s.

The summary:
Sloops—Class H—Start, 11:35.

Finish. Elapsed.

Yajikee, L R. Maxwell .3 50 20 4 15 20

Rainbow." C. VanderbiU 3 52 27 4 17 27

Schooners—Larchmont Cup—Start, 11:40.

Elmina, F. F. Brewster 4 02 14 4 22 14

Muriel, Chas. Smithers 4 06 50 4 25 50

Corrected time, Elmina 4.22.02.

Sloops—Class I—Start, 11:45.

Weetamoe, H. F. Lippitt 4 07 38 4 22 38

Neola, G. M. Pynchon .4 08 05 4 23 05

Sloops—Class J—Start, 11:50.

Humma H. B. Duryea • 3 34 21 3 44 21

Altair, C. Meyer 3 32 15 3 42 15

Sloops—Special Class—Start, 11:50.

Effort, F. M. Smith 3 38 40 3 48 40

Marguerite, J. F. Dingee 3 56 49 4 06 49

Corrected time, Marguerite, 3.33.33.

Larchmont 21ft. Class—Start, 11:55.

.'\delaide. L L Dwyer Withdrew.
Dorothy, L. G. Spence 3 52 31 3 57 31

Houri. J. H. Esser 3 24 31 3 29 31

Raceabouts—Start, 11:55.

Snapper, A. B. Aller 3 13 04 3 18 04

Tolly Tar. S. Howland 3 04.45 3 09 45

Toker, Walter Jennings 3 06 56 3 11 56

Rascal, S. C. Hopkins 3 06 24 3 11 24

Sis, F. T. Bedford. Jr 3 07 16 .3 12 16

Hobo, T. L. Park 3 01 39 3 06 39

Mavis. G. L. Pirie 3 06 16 3 11 16

Whistlewing, II, M. Crane 3 04 34 3 09 34

The winners: Yankee, Elmina, Weetamoe, Altair,

Marguerite, Houri and Hobo.

Hempstead Bay Y. C«

HEMPSTEAD, GREAT SOUTH BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The annual open regatta of the Hempstead Bay Y. C.

was held on Saturday, Sept. 13. Sixteen boats belonging

to members of the Hempstead Bay and Unqua yacht

clubs competed. The boats covered a twelve-m le tri-

angular course, and all but four finished. At the time

of the start there was but little air stirring, but soon

after the boats were sent away more wind came up and

the boats finished in a northwest squall that was accom-

panied by heavy rain. The summary follows:

Sloops—Class A—Start, 11:26.

Finishd. Elapsed. Corrected.

Edice, Unqua Y. C ..2 54 43 3 28 43 3 29 13

Emmia, Unqua Y. C 2 26 14 3 00 14 3 29 37

Fleetwing, Hempstead Bay Y. C...2 09 52 2 43 52 3 34 20

Aglia, Hempstead Bay Y. C 3 11 35 3 45 35 3 45 35

Terrapin, Unqua Y. C Withdrew.

Catboats—Class B—21ft. and Over—Start, 11:31.

Dorothv Hempstead Bay Y. C 2 47 28 3 16 28 3 16 49

Imp, Hempstead Bay Y. C 3 04 11 3 33 11 3 30 34

ElleA, Hempstead Bay Y. C 3 04 04 3 33 04 3 33 04

Cecil F., Unqua Y. C Withdrew,

Catboats—Class C—21ft. and Under—Start, 11:36.

Little Minister, Hempstead Bay
Y C 3 01 56 3 25 56 2 25 56

Defiance,' Unqua Y. C 3 10 21 3 34 21 3 26 40

Grace, Hempstead Bav Y. C 3 11 26 3 35 26 3 32 13

Grace R., Unqua Y. C 3 11 25 3 35 25 3 33 52

Undine, Unqua Y. C 3 21 37 3 45 37 3 34 29

Peggy, Unqua Y. C Withdrew.
Fellowcraft, Unqua, Y. C Withdrew.

The winners were Edice, Dorothy and Little Minister.

Marine and Field Clob.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The annual ladies' race of the Marine and Field Club

was scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 13, but wind and
weather made it inadvisable to brave the elements with

the fair sailors. In its place Kelpie, W. K. Brown, and
Flying Fox, F. D. Anderson, sailed oflf a tie which ex-

isted for possession of the cup offered by Commodore
F. W. Dauchy to the winner of the best two in three

races. Flying Fojt \yon th§ deciding contest and the

trophy,
, ^ . .

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Monday. Sept. 8.

In a light southwest wind Carolina won the race for
the Clarence W. Dolan cup, sailed on Monday. The
boats sailed over the Dyer's Island course. Esperanza
was first to start, but Carol'na passed her during the
early part of the race and won by nearly two minutes.
Carolina now has the best record of the season on points,
and is in the lead for the Paget cup. The summary,
start 3 :oo

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 46 40 2 38 40
Wawa. R. Brooks 5 48 27 2 40 27
Barbara. W. Rutherfurd 5 49 27 2 41 27
Asahi, L. Warren nnd W. S. Miller 5 50 19 2 42 19
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 52 21 2 44 21
Esperanza, IT. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 54 IS 2 46 18

Tuesday, Sept. 9.

On Tuesday it blew half a gale from the southwest, and
seven of the 30-footers started in what proved to be a
very exciting race. A triangular course was laid out
and the boats covered it twice. Breeze was put over
the starting line -"n the best berth, but she was unable to
hold this advantage, for she was soon passed by Carolina,
which won by nearly a minute. Carolina is now well in

the lead on points and stands a very good show of win-
ning the Paget cup. The summary, start 3:17:

Finish. Elapsed.
CaroHna. P. Jones 4 57 46 1 40 46
Wawa, R. Brooks 4 58 43 1 41 43
Breeze. W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 00 51 1 43 51
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 00 58 1 43 58
Asahi, L. W£rren and W. S. Miller 5 01 32 1 44 32
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 5 03 19 1 46 19
Veda, W. L. Stow 5 07 58 1 50 58

Wednesday, Sept. 10.

Six of the 30-footers sailed a race in a fresh northwest
breeze over a tr'angular course laid out in the bay on
Wednesday. The contest was won by Carolina, which
boat now leads by seven points for the Paget cup. The
summary, start 3:31:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 06 41 1 35 41
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miler 5 08 02 1 37 02
Breeze, W. G. Roelker. Jr 5 09 43 1 3S 43
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 5 10 53 1 39 53
Veda, W. L. Stow 5 10 69 1 39 59
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr Withdrew.

Thursday, Sept. 11.

Carolina won the race sailed on Thursday, Ijeating

Asahi, the secmd boat, by nearly three minutes. A good
south breeze held throughout the race. The boats cov-
ered the Dyer's Inland course. Esperanza held the lead

which she got at the start for a good part of the race, but
on the beat down the bay she struck a flat spot under
the west shore and by this bit of ill luck was badly
beaten. The summary, start 2 :2i

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 22 21 2 01 21
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller 5 25 18 2 04 18

Barbara. W. Rutherfurd 5 25 32 2 04 32
Veda, W. L. Stow , 5 25 38 2 04 38
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 26 43 2 05 43
Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr 5 27 52 2 06 52

Friday. Sept. 12.

On Friday the 30-footers sailed the annual race around
Conan'cut Island, a distance of twenty-three miles. The
race was fr-r a cup offered by Mr. Reginald Brooks.
Barbara led from start to fini'=h. and when she crossed
the line a winner the boat was half full of water, she
having leaked badly during the latter part of the race.

The race was an exciting one. and Veda finished a good
second, being onlj' a few seconds behind, a rather unusual
thing in so long a race. The summary, start 1:30:

Finish. Elapsed,
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd.. 4 40 19 3 10 19
Veda, W. L. Stow 4 40 52 3 10 52
Esperanza. H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 41 02 3 11 02
Carolina. Pembroke Jones 4 41 03 3 11 03
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller 4 42 02 3 12 02

Monday, Sept. 15.

The last of the ser'es races was sailed by the 30-footers
on Monday. The race was won by Carolina, who gets
the Syndicate Cup and the Paget Cup. The boats were
sailed in the morning race by their professional skip-

pers, and cash prizes were offered by the owners, and
Carolina, handled by Captain Sam Seaman, a Port Wash-
ington, L. I., skipper, won eas'ly.

The wind was light from the northeast for the after-

noon race, and the boats sailed twice over a triangular

course. Barbara led at the end of the first round, but
on the second round Carolina took the lead, which she
held up to the finish. The summary, start 3.25.

Finish. Elapsed.
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 6 05 38 2 40 38
Barbara, W. Rutherfurd 6 07 48 2 42 48
Wawa R. Brooks 6 10 37 2 45 37
Asahi, L. Warren and W. S. Miller., .6 11 .41 2 46 41
Veda, W. L. Stow ^Withdrew.

The standing of tire boats for the Paget Cup follows:

Carolina 86 and Esperanza 77 points.

Columbia Y. C.

CHICAGO, LAKE MICHIGAN.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The second race for the Thomas H. Webb 1902 Cham-
pionship cup was sailed on Saturday, Sept. 13. The
boats covered a triangular course. The breeze was varia-

ble, hatding from west to northwest during the race and
varied in strength from 5 to 12 miles. The summary,
start 2:30:

Finish. Elapsed.
La Rita 4 27 03 1 57 03
Privateer ..,..4 41 55 1 11 55
Colleen 4 29 55 1 59 55
Margaret 4 35 15 2 05 l.^^

Arab IV ,. 4 34 32 2 04 32

The race committee was made up of E. T. Balcom,
Chairman ; A. J. Roran, R. J. Summers, W. S. Bougher
and W. S. Burrows.
The standing of the boats on points in the races sailed

up to date follows : La Rita, 200 points ; Colleen, 80
points; Arab IV., 140 points; Spraj', 60 points; Privateer,

60 points; Sprite, disabled during first race; Margaret, 49
points, - ^
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Interclub Racing.

Seawanhafca-Cof. Y. C—Sa^h^m's Head Y. C.

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Monday, Sept. 8.

AiTER a season of spirited racing, over the courses of

the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, in 1898, the one-design

knockabout class inaugurated by this club, became to

some extent scattered about the Sound, a number of the

boats being sold out of the club and racing the following

season in their special class, in the open races of the vari-

ous clubs.

In 1899, Com. Seward, of the Sachem's Head Y. C.
purchased Gloria, and finding her well suited for use at

the easterly end of the Sound, induced other members of

his club to buy boats of the class, with the eventual result

that at present practically all of these knockabouts not

owned in the Seawanhaka Club, belong to members of

the Sachem's Head Club.

On the return of the latter club from their 1901 cruise

to Block Island, a heavy southwester was caught just at

the start, through which the knockabouts carried two
reefs across Gardiner's Bay, through Plum Gut and down
the Sound to Sachem's Head, demonstrating to the satis-

faction of all concerned, their ability to carry on in heavy
weather and hard seas. After a run of sixty-five miles,

v.'ith a beam wind averaging twenty-five miles an hour,

Senta finished first just three and one-half minutes ahead
of Midge, the second boat. I am sure that the keen

sport had from such a race will be fully appreciated by all

those who were fortunate enough to have made the

memorable cruise to New London in these boats in 1899.^

especially that beat to w.ndward from the lightship off

New London to New Haven breakwater, on the return.

The acquisition of these one-design boats at Sachem's
Head developed a most commendable racing spirit, week-
ly matches being held every Monday, the club champion-
ship- in 1901 being won by Midge, owned by Mr. Will am
E. Peck, and in 1902 by Senta, the property of Vice-Corn.

R. C. Mitchell.

In the fall of 1901 the possibility of a match race be-

tween the boats of the two clubs, was discussed and de-

tails arranged last spring the date selected being Mon-
day, Sept. 8, and the prize a $100 cup, to which each

club subscr^jed equally. It was arranged that the scoring

shouM be by the point system, every boat entered and
finishing, being credited with one point for each boat she

defeats, and one additional for start ng.

The final selection of boats to represent the two clubs

was as follows

:

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

Boat. Owner. Helmsman.
Gowan F. G. Stewart F. G. Stewart.

Wyntje Colgate Hoyt Colgate Hoyt, Jr.

Bobs W. A. W. Stewart W. A. W. Stewart.

Marcia Johnston de Forest Sherman Hoyt.
Lucille H. H. Landon E. I. Lowe.

Sachem's Head Y. C.

Gloria . . ..-ri^.i..., E. C. & R. B. Seward.. .E. C. Seward.
Kittywink ..^.t^ 1°'^" J- Phelps R. C. Lincoln.
Frances K. C. Lincoln John J. Phelps. •

Midge W. E. Peck J. P. Bartholemew.
Senta R. C. Mitchell R. C. Mitchell.

The race was managed by a committee of three, each
club selecting its representative, and they in turn choos-

ing a third member, as referee. The Seawanhaka Club
was represented by Mr. Allen E. Whitman, Secretary of

the Race Committee of that club, and the Sachem's Head
by Mr. Edward M. MacLellan. Chairman of the Race
Committee of the Manhasset Bay Y. C, Com. A. P.

Thayer, of the Huguenot Y. C, acting as referee. Rear-
Com. Matheson, of the Seawanhaka Club, courteously

placed Lavrock at the disposal of the committee, and
invited those members of the Sachem's Head Club pres-

ent aboard as his guests.

The boats sailed club course No. 3, off Oyster Bay, in

the reverse direction, or from the starting line, near

Centre Island buoy, two and one-half miles northeast by
north, to and around a mark boat, thence two and one-

quarter miles west, half south, to a second markboat,
thence two miles south-southeast to starting line, all

marks being left to port, and the course sailed twice

around, a distance of thirteen and a half miles.

The time of starting was changed to i o'clock in the

hope that the breeze might freshen, wh ch it did. but not

until the finish of the first round. The warning signal

was given at i o'clock P. M., and the preparatory at

1:05, the start being at 1:10, with a light northeast
breeze and exceptionally good, the boats being closely

bunched at the line of the signal. The order of crossing

v/as as follows: Marcia, Luc. lie. Midge Bobs, Gloria,

Wyntje, Frances, Senta, Gowan, Kittywink.

AH crossed on the starboard tack, several going about
after crossing, in order to get a clear wind. Senta stood

well in on the beach on this tack, and because of a strong

tiood tide weather-bowing her, fetched into last place.

On the beat to the first mark, Lucille drew away rapidly

from the others, and had a lead of forty seconds on
Bol)S, the second boat, at the mark. The Seawanhaka
boats were the first five to round this mark, the first

.'^achem's Head craft around be.ng Kittywink, who was
line minute and thirty-five seconds behind Lucille. To
ilio second mark it was a spinnaker run, during which
Lucille bettered her lead on Bobs by fifty-five seconds.

The relative positcns of the other boats was not ma-
terially changed on either the second or third leg of the

first round, the latter being close hauled.

As the boats approached the fin.sh line, on the first

round, a fresh southwesterly breeze could be seen coming
out of Oyster Bay, and there was some question on the

committee boat as to whether it would head the boats in

the rear, before they could turn the mark. This, however,
did not occur, although the last two boats had to pinch
hard to lay their course.

The position of the boats at the finish of the first round
follows

:

Lucille 2 49 12 Kittywink 2 53 40

Gowan 2 51 81 Gloria 2 54 30
Wyntje 2 52 33 Midge 2 55 55
Marcia 2 53 30 Senta .....2 56 17
Bobs 2 53 35 Frances 3 00 15

During the first round of the course there was a notice-

able silence among the Sachem's Head people aboard the

committee boat, which, however, was dissipated while

the first leg of the second round was being sailed, espe-

cially when Senta, who had ninth place at the finish, again

started for the beach, this time with lifted sheets, worked
into the freshening breeze from the souhtwest and in

spite of the best efforts of Marcia, w.th spinnaker set,

walked through the fleet until almost in the lead, and
might have reached that coveted position had not her
spinnaker carried away aloft and going overboard got
under her keel. A curious feature of this leg was, that

while the two leading boats kept offshore and held the

northeast wind close hauled to the first mark, the re-

m.a.nder of the fleet, though not a great distance astern,

carried ballooners and in one instance a spinnaker, almost
to the mark, which was rounded in the following order:

Gowan V 3 33 57 Kittywink 3 42 35
Wyntje 3 35 40 Frances 3 42 48
Bobs 3 35 43 Midge 3 42 50
Gloria 3 36 43 Marcia 3 42 55
Lucille 3 42 25 Senta 3 43 10

It was a close reach to the second mark, with a freshen-

ing southwest breeze and the boats made a beautiful pic-

tr.re as they drove along, with their lee rails awash, and a

heat to the finish, when, for the first time, the boats were
well spfead out, the majority standing to the westward
and lee-bowing the tide, which had now begun to ebb.

The first boat to finish was Gowan, well sailed by her
owner, Mr. F. G. Stewart, and winning from Wyntje by
2rn. 57s. The summary is as follows, course isfi miles,

starting signal at 1:10 P. M.

:

Seawanhaka Boats.
Finish. Elapsed.

Gowan, F. G. Stewart...' 4,31 33 3 21 33
Wyntje, Colgate Hoyt 4 34 30 3 24 30
Bobs, VV. A. W. Stewart 4 35 00 3 25 00
Marcia, Tohnston de Forest 4 38 50 3 28 50
Lucille, "H. H. Landon 4 39 52 3 29 52

Sachem's Head Boats.
Gloria, E. C. & R. B. Seward 4 35 27 3 25 27
Kittywink. J. J. Phelps 4 41 43 3 31 43
Frances. R. C. Lincoln 4 40 56 3 30 56
Midge, W. E. Peck 4 42 10 3 82 10

Senta, R. C. Mitchell 4 43 38 3 33 .38

Points.
10

9

S
6

5

3S

4
3
2
1

17

The race was a most satisfactory one in all respects,

and wh-le the shift of wind on the second round some-
what altered the relative position of the boats, the ad-
vantage was with the Seawanhaka men, for the excellent
reason that their boats were in better racing trim, and
also because they handled their racing sails more smartly
than their opponents. The general sentiment of the

Sachem's Head skippers was, that while they regretted
net hav.ng won the cup, they were very glad that they
had come, for the reason ^at the race had shown where
and how they could improve their boats, and by doing so,

make a closer and even more interesting race for next
year's cup.

The conditions under which the race was sailed did
not make it possible that team work could be used to

good advantage, except in the case of Marcia, sailed by
Mr. Sherman Hoyt, who never m.ssed an opportunity to

avail himself of a chance to hold down a boat of the
opposing club when it presented itself. It is to be re-

gretted that there was not more chance for this work,
which is often so telling in a race of the kind.

In view of the number of boats started in the race, it is

a pleasure to record that there was not a single case of

crowding on the line or at the marks, the best of feeling

being shown and no disposition whatever to work the
ragged edge of the rules. Both clubs are to be con-
gratulated on the spirit of fair play shown throitghout.

After the race, the Seawanhaka Club gave a d.nner to

those who had participated in the race, and if the in-

formal speeches then made are to be taken as evidence,
the race marks but the beginning of the interclub race

idea, which cannot fail to be of inestimable value to the
sport, for the good fellowship and the personal acquaint-
ances tints formed. The cup, which becomes the prop-
erty of the Seawanhaka Club, was on exhibition durxng
the day.

An informal reception to the crew^s was given in the
evening aboard the Aloha, by Com. James, and proved a

fitting close to a day which will be remembered with
pleasure by those taking part.

Edw. Menzies MacLellan.

Sea-wanhaka-Cofinthian Y. C.

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Fridaj', Sept. 12.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. gave prizes for
special races between the two 70-footers Yankee and
Rainbow, and the two sixties, Neola and Weetamoe, on
Friday, Sept. 12.

The Regatta Committee was on board the steam yacht
Lavrock. The preparatory signal was shown at 12 :30.

The cotirse signalled was three miles north-northwest,
then four miles east by north, one-half north, then south-
west by south four and three-quarter miles, to be covered
twice. The wind blew fresh from the south all through
the race, although when the boats were on the last leg it

worked around to the east soinewhat.
At 1-2:35 Rainbow and Yankee started with the former

in the lead, but Yankee was close on her weather quar-
ter. Spinnaker booms were dropped to port, but the
sails were not broken out, as the two boats had a lufltng

match. After getting well off their course, they squared
away for the first mark and broke out their spinnakers.
At this mark Rainbow led by 30s. It was a close reach
to the second mark, and No. i jib topsails were carried.

On the third leg, which was a beat, Rainbow drew ahead
and crossed Yankee's bow. On the first leg of the sec-
ond round Yankee caught Rainbow and passed her as
the}' rounded the first mark. Yankee got the weather
berth at the turn. She held her advantage up to the
second mark. Owing to the shift of wind the third leg

of the course was a long and a short one. Yankee
crossed Rainbow's bow and had her under her lee up to

the time they finished. Yankee won by 40s. The boats
made very fast time over the course, and the race was
very interesting throughout.
Neola and Weetamoe started at 11 :40, with the former

over half a minute ahead. After a short hifiing match
both broke out spinnakers to port and headed for the

first mark. On the first leg Neola drew away from

II- I
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Weetamoe, but on the second leg cond'tions were re-

versed. On the windward work on the last leg Neola
had Weetamoe under her lee all the way. On the second
round Neola was 30s. ahead of Weetamoe at the first

turn. On the second leg Weetamoe cut down Neola's
lead to 20s., but on the windward work Neola, well

sailed, kept her rival under her lee and won out by
im. 4gs.

The sixties sailed remarkably fast and had they been
racing on time allowance with the 70-footcrs, both the
bronze boats would have beaten them. The summary:

Sloops—Class H—Start, 12:3.5.

Finish. Elapsed.
Yankee, J. R. Maxwell 3 u5 18 2 SO 18
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 3 05 58 2 30 ,58

Sloops—Class I—Start, 12:40.
Neola, G. M. Pynchon 3 19 26 2 39 26
Weetamoe, H. F, Lippitt 3 21 15 2 41 15

Vencedot and Vannena Series Races.

CHICAGO, LAKE MICHIGAN.

Thursday, Sept. 11.

One of the closest and most exciting races ever seen
on Lake Michigan was the first of the series races be-
tween Vencedor and Vannena that was sailed on Thurs-
d.ay. Sept. 11.

The boats coverfed the Chicago Y. C.'s long course,
and the start was made off the Van Buren street gap
at 2 o'clock. The first leg was to the four-mile crib

and the< second to a mark off Jackson Park and then
back to the starting line.

The Wind was west by south, and the first leg was a
spinnaker run. Vannena was first over the line with
Vencedor close behind her, both boats broke out spin-

nakers immediately after crossing. Vannena roimded the
first mark 20s. ahead of Vencedor. The second leg was
a reach, and Vannena still he.d the lead. At the second
mark she was 25s. ahead, having made a gain of 5s. on
the second leg. From the second mark back to the fin-

ish hne it was a close fetch, but the boats could lay

their course. Vannena was still in the lead as the two
boats neared the finish Ime, and was in the weather
berth. When but a short distance from the fini.sh line,

not more than a hundred yards, Vencedor worked
through Vannena's lee and finished a winner by 15s.

The boats raced without any time allowance, although
according to the table used by the Lake Michigan Y.
C, Vannena wou.d have to allow Vencedor something
over a minute.
The summary follows:

Vencedor
Vatniena .

First Mark. Second Mark. Finish.
2 30 10 2 57 10 3 38 13
2 30 30 2 57 35 3 .38 28

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The second race of the series between Vencedor and
Vannena was sailed on Saturday, Sept. 13.

The course laid out was seven and one-half miles to lee-

ward and return. The wind was light, varyirig from west
to northwest.
Vencedor broke one of her peak halliard bands soon

after starting- and was forced to withdraw from the race.

.A.t the time of the accident there was a man on the gaff

and he had a narrow escape from being badly hurt.

Vannena sa.led over the cotirse alone and accepted

the race. This gives each boat a leg in the champion-
ship pennant, and the deciding race will be sailed on Sat-

urday, Sept. 20.

Manhasset Bay V. Cs. Challengfe C«p for the
. 30-foot Class*

The racing in the 30ft. class on Long Island Soiind
during the season of 1902 proved to be unusually keen
and exciting. The boa'^s in this class are of a good
size for general racmg, being large enough to have com-
fortable cabin accommodations and yet possess the great

advantage of not being expensive craft to maintain.
The race committee of the Manhasset Bay Y. C. be-

lieving the class to be a good one and wishing to en-

courage conipet'tion between the boats, has decided to

offer a $500 Challenge Cup to be comoeted for during
the season cf 1903. Mr. Edward M. MacLellan, chair-

man of the race committee, has issued the following cir-

cular:

The race committee begs to announce that the Man-
hasset Bay C. will oft'er a Challenge Cup, to be raced

for during the season of 1903, by what is known as the

30ft. sloop class.

The cup will cost $500.

The cond'tions to govern the races tor the Challenge

Cup and dates on which they will be sailed, will be an-

nounced as soon as the Long Island Sound racing sched-

ule for 1903 is arranged, and it is definitely known
whether or not any change will be made in the measure-
ment rule of the Yaclit Racing Association.

Match Rsce Between La Rita and Little Haste*

The match race that has just been arranged by the
Columbia Y. C. of Chicago, between La Rita, the crack
western boat.' and Li'tle Haste, the eastern champion,
bids fair to be one of the most important events of the
season. The race? are to be sailed off Chicago on Sept.

26. 27 and 29.

The western repicsentative. La R'ta, won the Lipton
Cup this year. She also took the Lake Michigan Y. A.
pennant. At the present time she is ahead in the Co-
lumbia Y. C. Championship series. La R'ta defeated

the old Canada Cup trial boat Illinois in the race for

the Thomas H. Webb cup on July 4. This cup is- of-

fered for all Lake Mich'gan cabin yachts from iS to
30ft. waterlinc, sailed under time allowance.
The races between La Rita and Little Haste should

arouse the yachting enthusiasm of western yachtsmen.
The showing made by these boats in their respective
waters this season indicates they are the champions of
the East and West, and they are undoubtedly closely
matched. Seamanship and handling will have much to

do with the result of the race^. E. T. B.
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H«II-Massachttsetts Y. C.

HULL, MASS.

Saturday, Sept. 13.

The last of the regular championship club faces of the
Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. was sailed off Hull' on Satur-
day, Sept. 13, in fluky breezes varying from east to south-

west. It was southeast and very strong before the start,

but constantly grcAV lighter until, when the yachts were
on the second round of the course, it had died to almsot
a fiat calm. It then backed to the ea.stward, giving the

leading 2S-footers au opportunity to finish just within the
time limit. There was but one 21-footer, Chloris, and
she failed to finish within the time limit. When it seemed
that the i8-footers could not possibly finish within the

time limit, the breeze hauled to sovithwest and sent

them around flying, the first boat finishing fifty seconds
inside the lim.t. As the knockabouts only sailed aroimd
the course once, they finished well within the limit.

Chewink II. was the windward boat in the start of the

25-footers. Sally VI. was just under her lee, and
L'Aiglon was to leeward of all, but ahead. L'Aiglon led

to the first mark, but on the beat to windward both Sally

and Chewink passed her. At the end of this leg Sally

had established a good lead, which she held to the finish.

In the i8ft. knockabouts, Biza was first over the line to

leeward. Ayaya was next, with Malillian on her weather
o.uarter. Then came Gertrude, Nethla and Alcedo. Biza

led all around the course, until the Avind hauled to south-

west, just befcre the finish, when Gertrude came up and
passed her, winning by twenty seconds.

Sally VI. wins the championship of the club and the

cup presented by Com. Boggs. Malillian wins the cham-
pionship in the i8ft. knockabout class and the cup.

Rooster II. and Chloris are very close for the champion-
ship in the 21-footers and the cup presented by Vice-

Com. Boynton. Accordingly this class will race Satur-

day. The summary

:

Class D—y. R. A. 25-footers.
Klapsed.

SaJIy VI., L. F. Percival 1 56 00

Chewink II.. F. G. Macomber, Jr 1 59 25

L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgson 2 04 15

Class S—Y. R. A. 21-footers.

Gertrude. H. E. Lynch ....2 35 10

Biza, Alfred Douglas 2 35 30

Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 2 37 45

Malillian, B. S. Permar 2 39 32

Nethla. Cole & Bacon 2 45 10

Alcedo, J. F. Linder Withdrew.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Stanley M. Seaman has made the following trans-

fers through his agency: The Burgess 40ft. sloop

Nymph, owned by Mr. John Reilly, New Rochelle Y.

C, has been chartered by Col. David E. Austin, of New
Y'ork citj'. The Crowninshield designed raceabout

Vagabond, owned by Mr. P. L. Howard, New Rochelle

Y. C, has been sold to Mr. T. AUred Vernon, of the

Atlantic Y. C.
m *^

Mr. Hollis Burgess, the Boston yacht broker, has

made the following transfers through his office: The
2ift. Buzzards Bay knockabout Amanita, owned by Louis
Bacon, of Boston, sold to Joshua Crane, Jr., of West-
wood, Mass.; the 15ft. Manchester half-rater Devil,

owned by Dexter Rumsey, of Manchester, Mass., sold to

Mark Hopkins, Jr., of Boston; the 45ft. center board
sloop Frolic, owned by Theodore Cox, of New York,
bought by Henry Crowell, of Newton Highlands, Mass.;

the 62ft. steam yacht Eleanor, owned by George A.

Binden, of Wakefield, Mass., chartered to the Man-
chester Y. C; the 105ft. steam yacht Josephine, owned
by Wm. H. Gwynne, of Cambridge, Mass., to the Bos-
ton Leather iVssociates; the speedy 114ft. Herreshoff

steam yacht Clara, owned by Robert Bacon, of New
York, chartered to Robert Winsor. The last mentioned

charter was made in conjunction with Mr. Frank N.

Captain William A. Andrews, who after making two
successful passages across the Atlantic in small boats, and

who attempted a third trip with his wife, has been de-

clared legally dead by the courts. He sailed from At-

lantic C.ty with his wife in a 12ft. boat known as the

Dark Secret for Palos, Spain, on Oct. 6, 1901, and has

never been heard from.
>S *6

The twin screw English-built steam yacht Candida, ex

Cala Mara, has arrived at New York from Southampton

by way of the Azores. The yacht has been purchased

by Mr. H. Douglas, of New York, through the agency

of Mr. A. J. Mcintosh, from Captain S. H. Johnston-

Stewart, of Glasgow. The yacht was designed and built

by J. Reid & Co. at Glasgow in 1895. She is 141ft. be-

tween perpendiculars, 18.75ft. breadth and 9.5ft. deep.

m. m. if!.

Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt has purchased through the

agency of Messrs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane, the Eng-

lish built steam yacht Cherokee, from the estate of the

late WilHam Clark. Cherokee was built in 1893 by the

Naval Construction and Armaments Co., now Vickers,

Sons & Maxim, at Barrow-in-Furness, England, for

Lord Ashburton, from designs by Mr. W. G. Storey.

She was named the Venetia. Mr. Whittaker Wright,

of Cowes, purchased the vessel in 1897 and changed her

name to Sybarite. In the spring of 1901 she was sold to

the late William Clark, who named her Cherokee. She
is 233ft. over all, 219ft. sin. on the water line, 29ft. 3in.

inches beam and i8tt. gin. deep. She is of steel, has two
decks, is lighted with electricity and has six water

tight bulkheads. Her engmes are of the triple expansion

type, with cylinders 2ii/in., 34in. and 36in. in diameter by
34m. stroke of piston.

^ ^ ^
At the annual meeting of the Northport Y. C. held

on Saturday evening, Sept. 13, the - following officers

were elected: Commodore, John B. Morrell, of New
York; Vice-Commodore, Charles A. Van Iderstine, of

New York; Secretary, H. Davis Ackerly; Treasurer,

Charles J. Pidgeon. Members of the Board of Trustees,

Edward Thompson, Nathaniel S. Ackerly, Daniel P.

Morse, John W. Hiltman and John J. Burton,

The New Seamanship.

As Exemplified In Ihe Huge Sevcn-Mattcf.

Down at Quincy Point, within the placid confines of

the Fore River, lies the hull of the largest sailing vessel

the world has yet seen. This vessel marks the culmina-

tion of a new era in wind-propelled vessels—or else the

beginning of one whose extraordinary developments the

imagination hesitates to reach out after. There be wise

heads whose belief is that in a seven-master, io,ooo-ton

(displacement) schooner, with a carrying capacity of 8,000

tons, the type has reached its limit, and no further

progress in size and number of masts is probable, and

others prophesy that the development of the idea is only

in its infancy and the sea-freighting of the world is yet

to be done in vessels to which even this is but a pigmy.

Only a little while ago people who failed to take the ad-

vice of the late lamented Hosea Biglow, "Don't prophesy

onless ye know," were saying that the building of great

steel steam freighters in the many magnificent shipyards

the world over was sounditig the doom of the large sailing

ship, that great ocean cargoes were soon to be carried

entirely in steamers, and that the old ships with their

towering clouds of canvas were to five only in memory
and the pages of romance. Now what do we see? The
Fore River Engine Works, mammoth, modern, turns out

side by side with a Government cruiser an equally enor-

mous ship of steel for the carrying of coal, to be driven

from port to port, not by mighty engines and triple

screws, but by the same wind and clever trimming of

sails and setting of keel to current that sent the Argo-

nauts of old on their historic course.

Truly this ship, whether the alpha of an era or the

omega of a type, is extraordinary among sailing vessels

and on her to-day extraordinary weapons are at work.

From the great powerhouse alongside come all sorts of

occult forces, their work on board, controlled and directed

by a hundred men, making a seeming pandemonium. The
blows of the riveting machines within the hull blend in

such rapidity that you cannot hear yourself shsut. On
the decks men hold, a hose ending in a steel tube to the

head of a cold chisel, and with it cut steel as if it were
cheese, the chisel driving by the buzzing blows of a

hammer concealed within the tube and vibrated by com-
pressed air. On the wooden deck being laid above the

steel one the calking irons are driven by the same wizard

hammer, and one man calks as ten might without it. And
out of it all grows the city, beautiful and stately, which
is, after all, to be but a sailing ship, wind-driven and
wave-tossed, as was the first little schooner launched at

Gloucester early in the eighteenth century.

As this vessel marks the present summit of achieve-

ment in building sailing vessels, so she presents forcibly

the new seamanship which her type has brought about.

The old-time idea of a sailing ship culminated in the

three-masted full-rigger. As the vessel of the Argonauts
had but one mast with a single square sail hung from a

cross yard, so the subsequent greater vessels grew on this

model, adding more masts and more square sails until

we have the great cargo ships of the last century. Many
of them are extant to-day, with towering masts hung
with five or six square sails to a mast, to say nothing

of studding sails for light weather, staysails hung between
the masts, and jibs, jib topsails, and flying jibs till one
is bewildered with the number of sails and appalled at

the number of men required to handle them. Then, I

take it, some genius discovered that instead of having the

yard hung to the mast by the middle, it worked better in

a small boat with a single sail to hang it at the end, anr'

have the sail swing by its edge from the mast.

It made things one sided, but it was a splendid thing

in tacking and beating. Thus we had the catboat rig,

properly so called, because it is as quick as a cat in tack-

ing. Somebody put a bowsprit and a jib on a catboat

and behold, the sloop. Again an extra long sloop giving

chance for second mast similarly rigged and we have the

first schooner. Yet from the first two-masted schooner of

two centuries ago to the many masted leviathan of to-day
is a long look ahead and the change has come in the man-
within just a very few years.

Not until the time of the Civil War was so huge a
schooner as a 300-tonner thought of, and it was not on
the seven seas at all, but on the Great Lakes in the year
1850 that the first three master was built. Twenty years

,

later the three-master had become the favorite rig of all

schooners of above 150 tons or so. The growth from that

time forward was steady, but slow, and it was not till

1880 that we had a four-master, and vessels of the

schooner type began to run up into the 1,200 and 1.500 ton
class. It was in 1889 that the experiment was carried still

further. The demand was for greater tonnage, greater
coal-carrying capacity, for coal seems to be the chief

btirden of the great schooner. Yet as the size of the ves-

sel increases it is unwise to increase the size of single sails

beyond a given point lest they be unwieldy. To get

greater .spread of canvas, therefore, another mast must
be added and the Governor Ames, the first five-masted

sailing vessel afloat, was built at Waldoboro, Me. There
was much controversy as to the worth of the Ames, and
it was not until about four years ago that the experimen
was declared a success by other builders and followed by
the John B. Prescott. a five-master with a capacity of

4.500 tons, and the Nathaniel Palmer. Two years later

came two greater than these, the George W. Wells, and
the Eleanor A. Percy, six-master, each with a capacity of

about five thousand tons, and the only two in the world,

and now two years later still we have the seven-master
sliding off the ways.

Certain peculiarities in the handling of the two six-

masters, however, showed that in them the limit of size

in wood construction was reached. In sailing it was
discovered that the six-masters were '.'tender," that is to

say, the rise and fall of the seas under their great length

made them wiggle and spring, their keelson not being

rigid enottgh when built of wood, although of huge thick-

ness, was re-enforced in every possible way. Hence the

Lawson is built of steel, giving a rigid keelson, although

a much slenderer one, all cf which helps the carrying

capacity. From the tip of her 85ft. bowsprit to her great

stern, which lifts almost a half hundred feet out of water.

478ft. aft, and from her keel to her seven mastheads, 135ft.

above it, she is practically all steel, the deck and cabin
fittings and the 55ft. topmasts only being of wood. The
names of the masts, by the way, are in order, fore,, main,
mizzen, spanker, jigger, driver and pusher.
With her nineteen sails set she will spread more than

an acre of canvas to the wind and yet she carries or is to

carry a crew of only sixteen men. The largest full riggers
of the present day carry crews of thirty to forty men and
it is obvious that the sixteen men of the Lawson could
not handle her without special appliances, in the knowl-
edge of the working of which comes the new seamanship.
The jovial "yeo-heave-ho," the rollicking sea chanty,

and the tramp, tramp, of feet as the sailors hove her
short at the capstan by main strength, is no longer heard
in taking up the anchor. It could not well be, for each
anchor of the seven-master will weigh io,ooolbs. and must
be handled by grips of steel and the giant strength of
steam. So the huge cable will grind in and out of the
hawser hole to the puff of an engine with the power of
forty horses throbbing in its heart, the touch of a man's
hand on the throttle and lever being all the human agency
required in its handling. Again in the hoisting and lower-
ing of such great sails there is no more call for the watch
to tally on the falls and "walk away up the deck with her"
while the great gaff swings aloft or is dropped. Instead a

valve is turned in the steam winch which sits at the foot
of the mast, the drum revolves and with a man to "hold a
turn" of the halliards on this the sail goes aloft with no
strain except it be on the piston rod of the engines. So,
too, in the steering. The steersman may watch the leach
of the foresail indeed to see that he is giving her the
proper "full and by" when beating to windward, but he
will no longer be able to gauge the progress and point of
his ship in a dark night by the feel of the straining seas
on the rudder, as he might do in the old-time smaller
ships that steered by hand. Instead he will stand with
his hand on a little wheel that turns at a touch to star-
board or to port and merely transmits his will to the
engine whose pistons sway the great rudder to the right
or to the left as the command comes through the
mechanism. In the darkness of the night the steers-
man will have but to keep his eye on the needle and lub-
ber mark on the compass and swing the 10,000 tons of his
monster ship, by a touch of the finger.

The new seamanship is founded upon the old, indeed,
but differs from it in the size of the forces which it handles
and he methods used as much as the Yankee designed
and built schooner differs in size and appearance from the
old-time brig that was built in Liverpool and sailed from
Southampton docks, differs almost as the modern great
freight engme differs from a donkey cart. The romance
of many men and little sails- is swallowed up in the
romance of enormous cargoes and mighty forces con-
trolling them under the guidance of a few. And it is a
romance incomparably greater. To feel thus, you have
but to stand on the stern of the Lawson and
look forward along her mighty deck, see the
sheer of her hull sweep upward and forward till

the forecastle deck marks its culmination. Already she
is no more a structure of steel, but a living creature of
the sea, harnessed by man, to be sure, to do his bidding,
but to do it with a stateliness, a grace and a dignity that
is matched by no other creation of his hand.
"The days of the large sailing ship are numbered; steam

is to take its place," said the unwise prophets of a few
years ago. Now we see steani added to the sailing ships
merely to assist in the handling of them, that they may be
larger, and drive a still greater hull than would be other-
wise possible. Yet in view of the great increase in num-
ber and size of schooners, one is tempted to prophesy
with like rashness that the days of the square-rigger are
numbered. Capital works always in the direction of
economy. If it finds, as it must, that the schooner type
will carry as great a cargo, with a crew one-third as large,
and other expenses no greater, it is obvious that it will
in the future employ the schooner. To-day in the waters
of Massachusetts Bay, a full-rigged ship is rare enough
to cause comment from those who look from the land.
The schooner is more easily handled by fewer men, may
be handled more quickly in a given maneuver, and though
in sailing directly before the wind, where many of her
sails would blanket one another, she may not be so speedy
as the ship with square yards, yet on any given voyage of
much duration she Avoiild come in ahead because of her
superior speed in reaching and tacking.
There may be a limit to the size of schooners, but it is

doubtful if we have approached it yet. Tire first four-
master came about almost by accident. The hull was
intended for a very large three-master, but it was found
that to supply the proper sail area three masts would be
very large and the sails unwieldy, so a fourth mast was
added as an afterthought. The first five-master was
deemed an unwise experiment by many builders, and was
not duplicated for a decade. Now we have a seven-master
and there is little doubt that though most of our harbors
will not admit vessels drawing greater depth than this,
there is room in them for vessels still longer, and no rea-
son why an eighth or a tenth mast might not give the ship
still greater length and coal carrying capacity. Indeed,
the problem of handling these great vessels is not so
much the matter of entering harbors, for in many coast-
wise ports the big six-masters already in commission sail
directly to the dock, and in others where it is not wise to
attempt this, tugs meet them outside and tow or push
them in; the trouble will come in the open sea. The ad-
dition of each new mast seems to bring an added problem
in the matter of handling the ship. Thus the five-master
has ways that are new and tricks that are vain which
never confronted the captain of the three-master, and
these are to be learned only by actual handling. Captain
Crowley, who is to be the master of the Lawson, well
knows this. He has grown up with the schooner type,
and has handled each additional mast as it came into
use. Yet he sees no reason why the seven-master, when
her little ways are once learned, should not be handled
as well as the smaller ships.

Within a few weeks the Thomas W. Lawson will be
spreading her acre of canvas to the breezes of Massa-
chusetts Bay, and her skipper will be face to face with
the latest conundrum of the sailor man's world, and the
half of the world that goes down to the sea in ships aud
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does business in great waters looks on with Intense in-

terest in this latest and greatest venture in the new sea-

manship.—Winthrop Packard in Boston Evening Tran-
script.

—^—
A Delaware River Cruise.

This cruise really began at Deposit, N. Y., but for the

benefit of other canoeists who may wish to make a similar

voyage, it should .be said that the first start wa.s made
from the Knickerbocker Canoe Club house, at the foot of

West One Hundred and Fifty-second street, this city, on
a windy July morning at the commencement of the ebb
tide. The distance to the Pavonia ferry in Jersey City

is upward of ten miles, no doubt, but while there is no
httle dodging of tugs and ferry boats in the lower river, it

is a safe and pleasant trip withal. The first slip above the

Pavonia ferry is the one to enter. It is long, but at its

head the bulkhead is low, and I found no difficulty in get-

ting canoe and duffie ashore and into the baggage room of

the Erie Railway, just down the slip, where everything

was held safely for me until the following morning, when
I helped stow the canoe and duffle in the baggage car of

the 9:30 tra'n. while our party took the earlier train,

arriving in Deposit an hour ahead of the canoe, so that

we had ample time to purchase supplies and make all

arrangements for getting away at once. There were
three of us. The most important member was the little

daughter, Avho, while but fourteen months of age, has had
a varied experience in canoeing; her mother, the Mate;
and the Skipper.

The railway station in Deposit is a half-mile from the

West Branch of the Delaware, but a truckman was found
who, when the train arrived, took our outfit to the river-

.side below a Kttle dam, where we pu.shed off after 4
o'clock.

Out of the first four rifts I had to wade two shallow

ones, and then a shady place on the Pennsylvania shore

reminded its we were weary and in no hurry, so we made
catnp beside a spr ng where the lilies and daisies were
blooming luxuriantly. The sky was blue and great white

clouds drifted laz'ly about. Westward the mountains
rose high above the valley, their slopes clothed with chest-

nuts or dotted with fields of hay. That evening Mount
Deposit was made luminous by an electrical storm,

though no rain fell.

The vapor stove refused to perform its duties the next

m.orning. It was coaxed, petted, abused, all to no pur-

pose, and in the end a wood fire was resorted to. And
while we ate breakfast the sun came over the Delaware
county hills, the catbirds and robins caroled among the

pines and lindens and a gray squirrel watched us from
a nearby stump. All was fair and lovely on this morning
of our first vacation in ma-ny moons, and the fact that

there was nothing to hirrry for seemed too good to be

true. Wliile the little girl took a nap we angled and

paddled along shore under the willows, where we found

the spawning bed of some large fish, with its eggs just

visible in the murky water kicked up by the parent fish in

its haste to avoid us. That accounted for the commotion
in the water we had seen and heard now and then. We
were discovered by two parties. One was managed by

"Ma," as a pretty girl in a blue frock called her, and
who informed us they had lunched on black bass and

wanted me to "take a snap shot" at them as they rowed
by; the other consisted of three small boys who took

}<,reat interest in the canoe and the bass rods, but who
could hardly believe that the air beds did not contain hay,

as they supposed.
Early morning of the third day found us threading the

passages among the many islands, and as these became
more numerous, the water grew shallower, so that I

waded seven of the first eleven rifts, and in a few the

Mate also joined me among the boulders. But these

little passages are lovely, and one -should go slowly, to

thoroughly enjoy the beauty of the ever-changing view of

hill and stream. The vegetation is rank -and green. Wil-

lows and coarse water grasses border the waterways, and

flowers are everywhere, including water lilies. Now ,and

til en a muskrat stopped a moment to watch us, and once

a mink, swimming across stream, was so startled on find-

ing the strange craft near it that it seemed undecided

what to do for a moment, then lost no time in gaining

shelter. Woodchucks and squirrels were seen frequently.

The rift at Hale's Eddy bridge is very shallow, but the

channel is near the western shore. We ran two others

that were strewn with huge rocks, between which there

was little room to pass ; and one that was shaped like the

letter S, where hard bumps were unavoidable. After

passing the i- lands we found shelter from the showers

under a great elm tree, where lunch was prepared. We
counted twenty-seven rifts that morning. One of the next

four rifts had "a nasty drop among boulders, but we passed

it safely. About a mile above Hancock we got on the

wrong side of the first rapid worthy the name we had
encountered, and there was nothing for it but to let the

c.'.noe down to the pool below, as there was not sufficient

water cn the brink of the falls to float all hands. A rift

was ahead which was wide, shallow and nasty, and many
hard bumps resu'ted. There the river turns sharply to

the 'eft beneath high cliffs, and in a few^ moments we
were running the swiftest rift so far—deep but dotted

with jagged stones and boulders, some of which left their

m.arks on Nomad's garboards. and on one of them we
s-.ruck so hard that getting off was very difficult, and for

Tt lin-'e it seemed a question whether my good maple blade

\.ouId hold us straight or would break and let Nomad
swing round broadside; but the Mate saved the day and

we swung off at last.

Hancock lies on low ground between the East and West
branches of the Delaware, but below the village a moun-
tain stands out alone^ like a sign post marking the parting

of the ways. We came to a sudden stop at the foot of

0 shoal, where there was only water enough to float the

canoe and its little passenger, who was then asleep. Three

more shallows marked the next hundred yards, and we
gladly emerged from the West Branch and entered the

Delaware River with a rush that carried the canoe ashore

in an eddy that described a compound curve. The clouds

FOREST AND STREAM.

were pouring along the mountains, black and threatening.

Tall pine trees on one of a group of islands promised

shelter, and avoiding a rift in the main channel, we found

the lower end of the largest island covered with tall pines,

and a high, dry spot under these was selected for the

tent. We were tired and ached all over from the cold

wind and the icy water, and turned in early. That day we
ran or waded forty-s.x rifts, and fifty all told.

Saturday dawned black and cold, with a penetrating

east wind. So low were the clouds that the moun-
tains were only partly visible at times. ^

Rain fell in

heavy showers "all day. One storm came from the east,

another from the sottth, and a third poured down the

western hills. In foraging about I found a great heap

of driftwood near camp, so it was easy to keep a comfort-

able fire going under the pines, as there were dry yellow

)iine puncheons and planks with which to feed it. There

was a terrific thunderstorm during the night, and in the

morning we were enveloped in clouds. The river had

risen four or five feet. The cockpit of Nomad is about

Si/2ft. by i8in., but enough rain fell in it to fill it to a

depth of 3in. And it was a juicy day, as the Chinaman

said. We were fortunate in having a very snug and dry

conical tent with a heavy floor cloth; blowbeds, water-

proof garments, and changes of woolen clothihg. A heavy

double and two army blankets were none too warm. And
while sitting in the tent was monotonous for the baby,

she was kept dry and w arm and took no cold. D nner

that evening was eaten between showers under the pines.

It was not comfortable, this looking forward to more

rain and flood water during the night, but it was better to

keep dry where we were than to make camp anew in the

rain, on the mainland.

Under the pall of clouds cn Monday morning we beheld

a raging torrent of yellow water, bearing on its surface

railway ties, trees and lumber. It was well the island was
high, for when I placed the 7ft. steel bass rod on a level

with the tent and let the line run out until it touched the

water, the distance was less than the length of he rod.

Other islands were partly or wholly submerged. There

was no desirable camp site on the western shore, and

while there was high, level ground near the railway tracks

on the eastern side, a frame camp was there, and in it

s^'ven or e ght young fellows who were waiting for better

fishing conditions, and making day and night hideous with

their horse play meanwhile. That morning the wind
hauled into sou' sou' west, and the sun came out. Every
available line was hurriedly bent on the trees, and every-

th ng hung out to dry—even the tent and the pine needles

ui.der it were sunned. It was then that we realized the

full value of the blowbeds, for while the covers got damp
vinderneath, otherwise our beds remained dry. They were
put out, too, and on them the little girl fell asleep while

the blessed sunbeams played about her head. After noon
the wind went into the west and rain fell heavily for two
hours, but we laughed this time, for

_
everything in the

tent was dry again. Dusk found the wind in the east, but

the sky cleared somewhat, the btillfrogs, whippoorwills

and even the moon took courage, and a certain frog, clad

in brown and green, which came round when the lantern

was alight, hopped squarely into the fire as we sat beside

it. but jumped out so hastily that it cleared the bank and
disappeared in the flood.

Two great bald eagles rose from the trees along the

Pennsylvania shore as we rushed down the first long rift

one morning, and they circled quite near for a time. We
lost all count of rifts, so deep were the minor ones buried

under the flood, but we knew the others, where the in-

cline was great and the waves rough. In these the sen-

sation was akin to that of coasting on a toboggan, so

swift was the speed when the single blades were in mo-
tion, to maintain steerage way. There was a peculiar

lifting and falling of the boat, while she also rocked from
side to side, imparting to one a sensation totally unlike

that of riding long swells at sea. At the Stockport post-

office we asked for mail and eggs. Further on we ran

a rapid worthy in every way of that name. In and out,

round one mountain, then another, always passing masses
of beautiful ferns and blooming laurel, and we glided

down a long incline where the Delaware turns an angle

so sharp as to form a dead water, into which Equinunk
Creek debouches. Equinunk is a typical mountain vil-

lage, and as I plodded up the muddy road, past the tavern

and its horse sheds, it was easy to fancy the scenes tak-

ing place there on election day, when the place swarms
with mountaineers and tanglefoot whisky is king. Of the

three stores on the hill I chose the larger one, at the sign

of the farming implements. A young woman well posted

on local subjects gave me some trustworthy information

while she tied up sundry parcels. Fresh bread, she told

me, could be obtained across the way, at Joshua Pine's,

whose wrapping paper was covered with a statement that

he kept a full line of boots, rubbers, horse feed, phos-

phate, wool and cotton goods, butter, hosiery, eggs, mit-

tens, flour, cracked corn and many other things. He
did. Entering. I walked down a long aisle lined with

dress goods and gewgaw^s. No one appeared. I turned

up another aisle and had reached the door on that side

before I discovered Joshua Pine himself, seated behind a

high counter, gazing at me stolidly, his gray eyes glinting

didly in a mass of black hair and beard. He supplied my
wants, remarking meanwhile, "It is sour weather we are

having." He spoke truly. And it was some satisfaction

to hear from him that there had been a cloudburst "up
the Equinunk" that morning, while we had missed it.

Joshua was fortunate in that he had never until that

morning heard of a certain biscuit which has been ad-

vertised the length and breadth of this land, at an ex-

pense of many thousands of dollars.

We dropped down to Lordville. Midway of the two
villages there is a semi-island on the New York side

which is high, dry, shady, and an ideal camping place for

^ , . i
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canoeists. The most picturesque spot we had seen was at

Bush, where a clifT overhangs the railway, and from
its summit, perhaps 500ft. above the river, a goodly creek

pours down from ledge to ledge. Its course is clean cut

through the pines, as if an engineer had planned it all.

Long Eddy is well named. We loafed along its laurel-

clad banks in company with a little brown crane. The
baby was sleeping on her air cushion when a stop was
made imder a cluster of beech trees opposite Long Eddy
village to avoid a shower. There was perfect shelter, and
advantage was taken of it to eat lunch.

The incline of the rift at this village seemed fully ten

per cent, for upward of a m.le. We chose the eastern

side, but at one point passed over a submerged island in

less than a foot of water, but did not ground. At Basket
Creek, a pretty trout stream in Sullivan county, the first

rowboat worthy the name was seen. Crooked Rift is a
long shoal, filled with boulders and willows, and com-
mands respect. There were fields on the Pennsylvania
side, and as a storm was brewing, we hugged that shore

unt.l a grassy bank near the water's edge struck the Mate's

fancy, and m reconnoitering we dubbed it Butternut

Camp, after the trees which shaded it.

[to be concluded next week.]

Amendments to Constitution of A. C A.

In accordance with Article 12 of the Const' tution of

the American Canoe Association, notice is hereby given
that at the next meeting of the Executive Committee
thereof the following amendments to the Constitution
will be proposed for act.on

:

Amend Article V., Sec. i, by striking out "Librarian-

Custodian" from third line.

Amend Sec. .2, by striking out all after the word "The"
in the ninth line.

Amend Article VI., Sec. 5, by add'ng after "appro-
priated" in the sixth line the words, "They shall re-

ceive and hold in trust all moneys received from Life

Memberships which shall be known as 'Life Membership
Permanent Fund,' deposit, invest, or make such other

d.spositir n of the same as they shall deem best and pay
the interest or earnings thereof over to the Secretary-

Treasurer of the Association on or before Aug. i in

each year. The principal of the "Life Membership Per-

manent Fund' shall not be expended except by a four-

fifths vote of the Executive Committee concurred in by
a like vote of the Board of Governors." (The rest of

the section to remain as it is.)

Amend Article IX., Sec. 2, by adding after the eighth

line. "They shall also forward the Board of Governors
immediately on its receipt, the amount of any money
received in payment for a Life Membership." (The rest

of the section to rema n as it is.)

To Article VI., of the Constitution, add additional

sections as follows

:

Section 9.—Racing Board—Each Division in its

proper turn at its annual meeting shall elect in the

same manner as its regular oflicers, one member of that

Division to serve on the Racing Board of the .A.ssocia-

tion for a term of three years, or until his successor is

elected. The Coimnodore shall be a member ex-officio,

but in case of a tie, he shall not vote.

Section 10.—Duties—It shall be the duty of the Racing
Board to hold a stated meet ng during the annual meet-
ing of the Association in August, and at the annual
meeting of the Executive Committee in October, but,

special meetings may be held at any other times and
places at the call of the chairman, to select at the annual
slated meeting in, October a chairman and clerk, whose
duties shall be as in other organizations. They shall

revise and amend the present racing regulations of the

Association and shall from time to time make such

changes therein as they shall deem best for the interests

of the Association, but no amendments to the racing

regulations shall be valid unless such amendments in

general terms have been published in one of the official

organs of the Association for at least two weeks prior

to any stated meeting of the Racing Board.

At all meetings of the Racing Board three shall be

necessary to make a quorum, but in the event of the

absence of any member, the Executive Committee of

the same Division from which he comes, may select any

other member of the Association to represent him during

his disability only, and in the event of a vacancy oc-

curring, the" same shall be filled for the unexpired term

in the same manner as for the full term.

Notice is also given in the same manner that the fol-

lowing amendments will be proposed to the By-Laws

:

Chapter I.—Sect.on 2—After the second line on page

22, add "An active member in good standing may com-
mute his annual dues for life by paying to the purser of

his Division, the sum of fifteen dollar." (The rest of

the section to remain as it is.)

Amend Chapter IX. by substituting "three" for two
in sub-division eight.

Notice is also given in accordance with Rule 23 of the

Racing Regulations that the following amendments will

be made:
Amend Rule 23 so as to read: "These rules may be

amended by a vote of a majority of the Racing Board of

the Association, notice of such change having been given

in the official organs at least two weeks before the vote

of the Racing Board is taken thereon."

R. J. Wilkin. A. C. A., No. 47,

—<^—
The Strengfth of Rifle Batrels.

In your remarks on this subject on Aug. 30 there is muck that
every gun maker who aspires to do more than copy designs of

otliers ought to know, and as the barrel of the, gun is the most
important part, so is it essential that all relating to it should be
thoroughly understood. It is a subject by no means exhausted.
On the contrary, there is room for improvement in various direc-

ticr.s, and the most important of these is the safety of breechload-
ing arms taken in connection with the ammunition intended to be
used with them. The correspondence now proceeding in your
paper on cordite high power rifles supplies a striking illustration.

A rifle maker of repute seriously states that the cordite rifle, made
by him is designed as to dimension and material to withstand a
chamber pressure of 75 tons per square inch, and that the steel
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will stand a pull of 60 tons per square inch before breaking. This
statement is directly opposed to the well established fact that in
the case of a free tube, namely, one not under pressure externally,
the bursting force must always be less than the tensile strength ot
the metal. It is impossible with a 50-ton steel to make a tube,
however thick, that will not yield under a bursting pressure of
even 50 tons. Furthermore, if the elastic limit, more correctly
styled the yield point, be 30 tons, which is practicable, the process
of yie ding will commence before the gas pressure reaches that
amount. This yielding will not be much when the same pressure
is again applied, but the tube or chamber will be by so much
permanently enlarged. The manner in which steel acts under
tensile stress is often misunderstood, and is not correctly stated in

the fourth paragraph of your article, as also at the end of the fourth
paragraph of article on same page headed "Cordite High Power
Kititb, where the writer says:
"The elastic limit is the poittt at which steel ceases to be rigid

under tension and begins to elongate, and the max-"ium stri^p^ is

the stage of tension at which steel ceases to .be able to recover
its original form alter the tension is removed.".
This is not so. Steel is an elastic body, and is never rigid under

tension. It begins to elongate as soon as tension is ajiplied, and
as the force ot the pull increases it lengthens in some proportion
up to a certain limit. If the pull ceases it returns almost to its

original length, so long as the force applied has not exceeded
this lim.it, which varies with the kind of steel and with the heat
treatment it has undergone. When the limit of nearly uniform
temporary elongation has been reached a sudden increase of the
rate of elongation occurs. The molecular arrangement is strained,
and the steel, on the pull bein^ relaxed, does not spring back, but
is permanently elongated. With certain steeKs and certain states

of others the elastic .imit is not arrived at until llie pull has reached
30, or even more, tons per square inch, but the same piece will

stretch at an increased rate after the yield point has been passed^
and continue to do so for 20 or more additional tons of pull, until

the breaking point is near. The resistance then rapidly ceases
and the bar breaks. The stress indicated by the testing machine
just Ijefore fracture is the ultimate breaking stress, in this case 50

tons or more, whereas the elastic limit is only 30 tons.

It is not advisable to be satisfied in designing any steel work to

provide strength equalling the working stress Or the proof stress.

A factor of safety is necessary, and in rifle barrels the unknown
stress that they may be stibjtcted to at a proof house renders it

necessary to leave a large margin of strength. This cannot be at-

tained by merely adding to thickness and using ordinary steel.

A special steel is required having three qualities combined, namely,
high e.astic limit (stiffness), good elongation (toughness), and a

high ultimate stress (strength). The method of attainin.g this

cannot be discussed in a conimuuicatioit of length suited to your
columns.
The following method of testing whether a gun barrel in the

first machined state possesses the necessary qualities was originated
by me in 1S96, and has proved most useful, The ordinary method
in the case of small arms is to test the bars from which barrels are

to be forged by pulling in a powerful testing machine specimens
having an acting length of fiin. and diameter that corresponds
with a sectional area of one-sixth of a square inch. These are
cut necessarily the long ways of the bar. The heat treatment in

forging and annealing barrels may seriously affect these qualities_^

and it is evident no tensile testing can be applied to the finishetl

barrel. Mv procedure is to leave so "mch "^-n-a 'pn"- i- 'l^e

breech end" of the tubes when forged that a disk a quarter of an
inch thick can be cut off; from this a piece can be cut tangential to

tlie hole, and long enough to give a test piece witn s,,rcv'.vu cms
%in. in diameter and an acting length between them of .6in, in

leno-tb 3r>d .1 'S'l in diameter, givuig a cross section of one-sixtieth

of a square inch; in fact, the dimensions of the large test piece

diviutu uy ten. A trial was made to determine whether the results

of testing pieces .so small would agree with the large tests. In
1897 Messrs. Kirka'dy & Sons made nuiherous tests for me of

.such pieces with the scrupulous accuracy characteristic of a'l they
undertake. A comparison of the results with those given by the
larger test pieces proved that they were substantially the same.

The Webley & Scott Arms Co. adopted this method with success,

using a two-ton machine to do the work, and have found the

system verj' useful.—John Rigby, in Field (London),

The Palma Trophy.

This emblem of international ski!! drifted further away fi'om

American possession than it did last year, for at Ottawa, Canada,
v.'here the long range international contest took place last week,

the British team came out of the contest vic+ori""'^ Hr<-"-'''*"r

American teams will need to journey across the Atlantic Ocean
at such times as they seek to regain possession of u.

There were three teams in the contest this year, the Canadians,

who were possessors and defenders; the Americans, and thb

British.
,

In the first stages of the contest, at 800yds., the Americans held

the l«ad. and victory seemed to lean reasonably in their favor, for

th.ey led the British team by 22 points and the Canadian team by.
42 points. At the next longest range, 900yds., the British team took

the lead by 12 points, having made up all the lost ground of the

shorter range. The Canadian team was hopelessly behind.

At the last and longest range. 1,000yds., the British and American
teams tied, so that the British were victorious over the Americairs

by the 12 points to the good made at the 900yd. range, the scores

bcipg: British, 1459; American, 1447; Canadian, 1373.

The next, and. succeeding, contests for the Paima trophy, if it is

not captured by teams representing ether nations, will be
held at Bisley England, next year. This will impose a much
greater expenditure of money to meet expenses, and the patriotic

generosity of Americans may be called upon to supply the needed
arh'ount. ^ , rr
The personnel of the British team was as follows! Lietit.-eol.- i.

Lamb South Lancashire Regiment.; Arm.-Sergt. J. H. Scott,

Border Rifles; StaflC-Sergt. T. Fraser, 1st Banff. R. G. A.; Arm.-
Sergt. J. E. Martin, 5th V. B. Highland Light Infantry; Corp.

H Ommundsen, Queen's Edinburgh; Color-Sergt. Lawrence. 1st

Dumbarton; Corp. A. Paterson. 3d V. B., Seaiorth Highlanders;

Color-Sergt. W, T. Davies. 3d Glamorgan.
The Canadian team: „ ^ , ^,

Capt R. J. Davidson, Sth R. R. Quebec; Capt. 1. Mitchell,

Toronto; Lieut, Gilchrist, 1st B. F. A., Guelph; Staff-Sergt. Mc-
Vittie, 48th Highlanders, Toronto; Staff-Sergt. Simpson and Pvt.

\rmstronp, 10th Royal Grenadiers: Toronto; Staff-Sergt. Skcdden,

13th Hamilton; Pvt. C. S. gcott, 43d Ottawa.

Colombia Pistol and Rifle Clab,

San Francisco, Sept. 7.—The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club's

regular shoot was as follows, Columbia target, off-hand:

Two hundred yard range, rifle, 10 shots: Ed. Hovey 60, 72, 73;

G Mannel 67 73, 79; A. H. Cady 69, 77, 82; Dr. Twist 100, 113, 129.

Three-shot match: G. Mannel 7; W. G, Hoffmann 14, 15, iO;

F. O. Young 15. ^ , ^ -c-j xx A<!

Military and repeating rifle, Creedmoor count: Ld. Hovey ,

47, 47; Knostman 38, .37. SG, 36.

Firty-vard range, pistol : Dr. H. W. Hunsaker. 40-; F. O. Young
45 45- Mrs. G. Mannel 57, 60, 61, 68, 77; R. Schneider 63, 73; L.

C Gimmel 67, 70. 75; E. A, Allen 77, 93; Mrs. ^Valtham .79, 79, 89,

100; G. Mannel 70.

Revolver: F. O. Young 54, 57, 60, 61.

22 and 25cal. rifle match: W. G. Hoffman 18, 19, 24, 24, 20, 27;

H. Kroeckf! 19, 21, 22, 22, 23, 23; C. M. Daiss 21, 21, 21, 22, 24, 27,

28 29; Dr. Twist 25, 28; E. A, Allen 40, 36, 39; L, C. Gimrnel 36,

43; Magnin 73, 75. '

r~ . ^
A. H. Pape, our champion rifle shot, won all first prizes at ,TOe

last Schuetzen prize shoot as follows: JZS for most points (308);

$25 for best center (,062in.); ?20 premium in five; 35 tickets best

center to win; $10 premium for most 3in. bullseyes in 80 shots

making 12; $2.60 for last buUseye. „ , „ ,

Fred. O. Young, Sec y.

latematiooal Rifle Match.

New York, Sept 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream ; Re the Palma,
The scores made by competitors for place on Canadian team were
simplj' wonderful. The be.st eight exceeded by many points the

score of the Irish team last year, with their match rifles.

Our team cannot be beaten unless it is by the coach.

At Sea Girt, last year, in the International matches, the coach

sat behind the shooter and "ordered" him what to do. This re-

duced the skill of the team to the ability of two men. The official

coaches this year are Hayes and Scott.

I do not think Hayes ever shot a long range match; albeit be
is very skillful at the short ranges. Scott did some good work in

the old days of twenty years ago, but was low man on the team
last year, and made, I believe, less than an average of outers on
the Wimbleton cup this year.

The change of temperature \rom the very warm weather we had
here last week may prove a serious stumbling blocl<. as the varia-

tions of elevation will be greater. Frank Hyd*.

Clncinaatt Rifle Assocfalioa.

CiNclN-VATi, O.—^At the regular meeting of this association on
Aug. 31 the following scores were made on 25-rin.g target, 200
yards: weather clear, steady 3 o'clock wind:

Honor.
Gindele 2.32 218 212 211 211 20 22 23—65
.Strickmeier 223 219 216 215 204 24 22 24—70
Pajme 218 217 215 214 214 21 23 22—66
Nestler 218 210 208 207 203 15 25 19—59
Wounstine 215 108 197 188 177 IS 20 25—63
Haaenzahl 214 212 211 209 204 24 20 22—66
Odell 212 208 208 201 195 19 21 18—58
Ilofman 211 208 192 190 189 23 IS 13—54
A Lux 207 205 200 191 199 16 20 24—60
Freltag 205 174 172 172 ICR
Hofer 203 201 184 186 182 22 20 19—61
.Ton.scher .199 197 196 191 185 19 24 16—59
Roberts 197 1 86 184 176 168 19 17 21—57
Drube 195 195 189 188 1S7 20 22 18—60
Bruns 192 185 184 161 . , , 22 20 21—63
Topf 183 162 155 159 150 14 15 17—46
T Lux , 215 209 208 205 204

The Laflin & Rand Powder Company, New Y'ork city, lias issued
ti work which eiiibodies the useful properties of record and refer-
ence It contains fort}' targets and scoring sheets, which can be
used for first, second or third c'ass targets, with places for record-
ing elevation, wind gauge, clock, light, flags, notes, and for date,
range, elevation, time, thermometer, barometer, rifle, powder, bul-
let, position. There also is an article by Dr. W. G. Hudson on
"J^otes on the Sight of the U. S. .30-Caliber Magazine Rifle,"
point.s for beginners and an article on loading and reloading.

—
r®

Fixtures.

If yoo want your iboot to be aaaounced here wai a

aotice like the following:

Seiit. 18-19.—Iowa Falls, la.—Annual amateur target tournament
of the Iowa Falls ,Gun Club.
Sept. 20.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise Gun Club's tournament.
Sept. 20.—Silver Lake, S. 1.—Shoot of the Richmond Gun Club.

Main event, 50 targets, handicap, $1 entrance, for ?10 gold piece.

Albert A, Schoverling, Sec'y. 2V ew Brighton, S. I.

Sept. 21.—Brooklyn, ~L. 1.'—Shoot ot the Fulton Gun Club;
merchandise events. Albei-t A. Schoverling, Sec'y.

Sept. ZH-Z-i.—Concordia, kan.—Second annual tournament of the
Concordia Blue Ribbon Gun Club.
Sept. 23-25.—Cincinnati, U.—Second annual handicap target tour-

nament of the Cincinnati Gun Club. Charles F. Dreihs, 'Sec'y.

Sept. 24.—P.rookl\Ti, L. I.—Tournament of the Brooklyn Gun
Club, commencing at 1 o'-clock; $17.50 in gold for high averages;
Enfield street, near Liberty avenue. John S. Wright, Mgr.
Sept. 24-25.—Taylorville, 111.—Tayiorvihe Gun Club's tournament.
Sept. 25-26.—Streator, 111.—vStreator Gun Club's target tourna-

ment.
Sept. 26-27.—Matthews. Ind.—Second annual target and live-bird

tournament.
Sept. 27.—Middletown. N. Y.—Open shoot of the Middletown

Gun Club. Russell M. Vernon, Sec'y-Treas.
Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown, 111.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Guii Club. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Fostoria, O.—Fostoria Gun Chib's target tournament;

$100 added; first day open to all; second day, merchandise handi-
cap. W. R. .'\lspach, ,'\ss't Sec'y'.

Oct. l-2.^^Austerlitz, Ky.— Hill Top Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City, ind.—Fall tournament of the Parent

Grove Gun Club. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Austerlitz, Ky —Hill Top Gtin Qtib's live-bird tptirria-

ment. Alfred Clay, Sec'y. .

Oct. 1-2.— Union City, Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-
ment. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.

(Jet. 1-2.—Allegheny, Pa.—Two-day target tournament of the
Northside Gun Club; $100 added money. 1. W. Morrow, Sec'y.
Oct. 2.—Rittersville, Pa.—Target tournament of fhe Lehigh Rod

and Gun Club of the Bethlehems,
Oct. 6.—New Paris, O.—One-day tournament of the Peters Gun

Club. G. L. Lyne, Sec'y.

Oct. 3-4.—Louisville, Ky.—Jefferson County Gun Club's tourna-
ment.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H indicap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. I-I. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.
Oct. 9-10.—Irwin, Pa.—^Irwin Game and Guti Club's tournament.
Oct. 9-10.—Fort Wayne, Ind.—Annual target tournament of the

East End Gun Club. F. W. Leidelf. Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—New London, la.—Sixth annual tournament of the
New London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.
B. F. Downs, Capt.
Oct. 21-22.—Kenton, O.—Second annual fall tournament of the

Kenton Gun Club; $75 or more added money. K. P. Johnson,
Sec'y-Treas.
Oct. 21-22.—SistersviUe, W. Va.—Sistersville Gun Club's target

tournament.
Oct. 24-26.—Bisbee, Ariz.—^Tenth annual tournament of the

Arizona State Sportsmen's Association. M. J. Cunningham, Sec'y,
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, HI.—Garfield Gtin Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Or. J. W, Meek. Sec v
First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for

the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;

open to all. First contest, March 1.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE. PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. L—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. 1. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest akd Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

The Kenton (O.) Gun Cjub annoimces a target tournafnent, to

be held on Oct. 21 and 22. Entry fee each day, $20; a total of 200

targets in the day's events. Added money, $75, In the 15-target

events, the purses will be divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent. ; 20 and
25 target events, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. The club publishes
ifurther information as follows. "The last event each day will be
at 25 targets, and to this event the first day is added $25 for the

benefit only of those who have shot the entire programme of that

dayi To the last event of the second day is added $40 for the

benefit only of those who have shot the entire programme that

day. There will be no high averages, but this division of the

purse and the added money will insure a large number of shooters

in every event, and the high guns should be satisfied with what
they have won, and the low gun will have a chance to the end
to play even. Ail known 90 per cent, men—and wc know them
all- and inaniifaclurers' agents ban'ed Irom participating in purses,

but thev arc invited to shoot for a high average of $10. Shooting
commences promptly at 9 A. M. Write K. P. Johnson, secretary

committee in charge."
•t

Mr. Russell M. Vernon, secretary-treasurer of the Middletown
Gun Club Midd'ctown, N.- Y., writes us as follows: "An open

shoot will be he'd by our club on Saturday, Sept. 27. Targets from

both the magautrap and experts. The Wanderers are expected to

be present. AU shooters are invited."

The Hil! Top Gun Club's programme of its annual fall live-
pigeon tournament, Oct. 1 and 2, is now ready for distribution,,
and may be obtained of the secretary, G. W. Clay, Austerlitz, Ky.
This tournament will be under the management of the Clayi
Brothers and J. Q. Ward. Shooting will commence at 9 o'clock.
At 10 o'clock, Oct. 1, the Hi. 1 Top Handicap. 50 pigeons, $2C:
entrance, birds extra, class shoothig, all surplus added, $250 guar-
anteed, will commence. On the second day, the Hil! Top Handi-
cap, if iinfinished, will be continued. Other matches will be shot
according to the desire of the shooters. Boundary, 33yds. DogS'
will do the retrieving. Competition is open to the world. Inter-^'

state rules will govern. Handicaps 25 to 33yds. Guns and ammu-
nition sent to the secretary will be delivered on the grounds free.i
Visiting shooters should stop at Paris, Ky., where carriages will'
tnke them at 8 o'clock A. M. from the hotel to the grounds, an'
eight-mile drive, at the expense of the club.

i

The Lehigh Rod and Gun Club of the Bethlehems, announces!
a one-day target tournament to be held at the club grounds, Man^
halian j-arK, .t\Ultrs,vji,e, ±'a., Oct. 2, situated half way between
AUeiitown and Bethlehem, On the programme there are ten
legti ar and one special merchandise event, the latter at 25 targets,;
$2 entrance, handicaps made according to the percentages made
in the regular events. Total entrance in the ten regular events,!
$11.50. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock. Class shooting. Tar-
gets, 2 cents, of which one-half cent per target will be set aside
for first, second and third high guns, shooting through the pro-
.grarame events. Experts and manufacturers' agents may shoot
for targets only. Ship shells and ammunition to D. S. Daudt, 22
West 'third street, South Bethlehem, Pa. The merhbers of the
lournament committee are Messrs. D. S. Daudt. Isaac Hahn C.'

N. Miller, H. Koch ajid E. Heiser.

The Greenville (O.) Gun Club has issued the programme of its?

distance handicap tournament, to be held on Oct. 7 and 8, Thei
com.petition is open to all. There are twelve target events each*
day,, of which eight are at 15 and four at 20 targets, entrance $1.50
and $2; total, 200 targets at $20 for each day's programme. A,
special event on the second day is the contest, open to all, for the
Peters Cartridge Company's medal; conditions, 25 targets, $2
entrance, money divided 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent. Shooting
commences at 9 o'clock. Handicaps 14 to 22.yds. The committee
has pov.'er to change any shooter's handicap if it deems it neces-
sary to do so. Guns and amm.unition sent to the secretary, H. A,
McCaughey, will be delivered on the grounds free of charge.
Average money, $30, divided 50, 30 . and 20 per cent., for entire
programme.

ll

Mr. C. Palmer, Morning House, Farrar Road, Bangor, N. W.,
writes us as fol ows. "I inclose cutting from Shooting Times, pro-
claiming F Gilbert to be a red Indian. I might say I have met
xVlr. Gilbert personally, as I was one of the defeated English team
last year (clay pigeoii match). The visit of this team gave me ai

very high opinion of America, as they were one and all a splendid
lot of fellows." The excerpt is as follows: "A wonderful score
at clay birds shooting is reported from the other side. A man
named Fred Gilbert, who, we understand, is a Red Indian, shoot-
ing through a day's programme of twelve events, never missed a'

single bird, scoring 200 hits straight. The birds were, it is said,
very strongly throvvn, fully 60yds. This Indian is known among
the tribes by the name of 'Chief Heap Talk,' and somehow It

seems to us that this title rather spoils the story."

Mr. C. G. Blandford, captain of the Ossining Gun Club, in-
forms us that his club will in the near future offer a silver cup to
be -shot for by seven-man teams of the Rockland, Orange,
Dutchess and Westchester counties, members of teams respect
lively to be residents of the coimties named. The first shoot will
he on the grounds of the Ossining Gun Chit). The victorious club
shall have the privi ege of taking the cup and holding the next
shoot on its grounds. The club winning it twice owns it. Thei
men must be amateurs. Targets one cent, 25 targets per man. Thei
officers" elected at the annual meeting on Sept. 10, for the ensuing'
year are as follows: President, Franklin Brandreth; Vice-Presi-
dent, Dr. E. B. Sherwood; Secretary, W. P. Hall; Treasurer,
Amo.s Bedell; • Financial Secretary and Captain, C. G. Blandford.

The Dewar trophy, which was put in competition in June, 1900,i

and was to so continue under certain specific conditions till June,
1902, had a disputed title, it being contended by Dr. A. A.
Webber that unclfr the conditions the cup was his property, while
a part of the committee which drew up the conditions held the
contrary. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel, who was made the sole arbiter
under the co.nditions, called upon the donor, Mr. Frederick
Glassttp, agent of the Dew.v Company, who proved to be a gen-
tleman of eminent fairness. On the original conditions and facts
bein.g submitted to hifii, he readily conceded Dr. Webber's claim
to the Dewar trophy, so. that the m.nftor is pleasantly settled,

On the third day of the Du Bois (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club'si
tournament, Sept. 11, six four-man teams contested for the Hibner
trophy, valued at $100, and $20 in gold. The Pittsburg team won
with a score of 87, Atkinson making a straight score of 25. The
other teams were Williamsport, Clearfield, Kane, Du Bois and
Windber. The conditions of this competition were open to any
recognized gun club in Pennsylvania, no entrance fee, targets'
5 cents, 25 targets per man. To become the property of a con-"
testing club, it must be won by it three times in succession at
the annual shoots of the Du Bois Rod and Gun Club, which will
.add $20 each year to it.

ft.

The secrtl.iry, Mr. M. J. Cunningham, writes us as follows:]
"The tenth annual tournament of the Arizona Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation will be held at Bisbee, Ariz., Oct. 24, 25 and 26. The
Bisbee Gun Club will spare no expense in making this meeting
one of the most successful ever he d in Arizona. We have as-f

surances that all gun clubs throughout the Territory will send
large delegations, and we are now preparing for one hundred
.shooters to participate. The official programme will be issued in
the near future."

•I

At the Indian shoot. Battle Creek, Mich., Sept 9 to 12, tlie'

high averages were won in the following order: F. Gilbert 75f>.

R. O. Heikes 731, H. C. Hirschv 729, T. A. R. Elliott 728, W. R.'

Croshv 720, J, S. Fanning_ 719. T- M. Hughes 715, C. W. Phelli.-

700, T. A. Marshall 699, C. W. Budd, 694. The total number 01

i,-:rgets for the four davs' programme was 800. The ten high aver-
age moneys were $20," $15, $12,50, $10, $10, $8 .$7.,50, $7, $5. $5, a

total "of $100, On the third day Crosby made a run of 77, but
Hir.scliy started shp.rtly afterward and ran 112.

Mr. John S- Wright, manager of the Brooklyn Gun Club, aii-

noun'res a toumament to be held on Sept. 24, at which he will

offer $17.50 in gold for high averages. Competition comuiences
at 1 o'clock. This is an exceedingly liberal addition of moiic/ fpi

an afternoon's shooting, and the many friends of Mr.. W'rigjil

should respond with their personal support. The main e\'cnl wiT
be a handicap, with allowances added to the scores. It wil. be an!

afternoon of good shooting with something for which to shodt.

Mr. Albert Schoverling, corresponding secretarv, informs u?

that the Fulton Gun Club will hold a shoot on Sept. 21. Tc
reach the club grounds, Brooklyn, take Kings County Elevated to

Crescent street, or,Irpm New Y'^ork, Twenty-third and Forty-secont^
street ferries; then'cc on Old Mill road to the grounds. At a meet,
ing of the club, held, on Sept. 11, Mr. Ike E. Lay was electee

secretary. There will be merchandise prizes for members only
wUile otlier pf|ze9,.will be. ojpen to all.

The Indians, .a ih.-ir annupl niAPf.'Tipr rtpfii.-. rroo]- \r!'-

Inst weelc, re-el<jcted the outgoing officers, and took into the trib<

the famous cliiefs J. Burmiticr, E. KiKe, A._ w. On Ji. liS

Coe, J. M. Lilv and Hood Waters. The officers are: Hon. Toiti

A. Marshall,, High Chief; Frank C. -Riehl; Chief Scribe; C. W
Budd, Chief of Wampum.

The Crescent Athletic Club will begin its fall and winetr seasQ^
of target shooting, on the first Saturday in October, a six montb^
period of enjoyment. The metnbership of the Shooting Committei
is as follows: Messr.=. A. W Tlip'B'itis ('rh;i''-.^^!.T)), C. A, Svke.s'

F. B. Stephenson, T. W. Stake and H. M, JBrighanu
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The Interstate Park Trotting Association has jumped into

eminence and success from the start. Its races have been con-

intly growing in importance and interest, bept. 6iJ, ana <Jct. 1

d Z, there wil] be a meeting of special attractiveness. There will

• trotting and pacing races each day of a high order, in pre-

iums there will be $1,500 offered. Entries close Sept. 20. Later

the season target shooting will be given special attention.

At the Bristol, Conn.. Gun Club's tournament, Sept. 10, there

ere forty-four participants in the competition, and seventy par-

'ipated in the old-fashioned sheep barbecue, which goes to show

at an event, with all the essentials of popular appreciation, with

1 the true equity of a division satisfactory to each participant,

IS been an over-long time neglected by tournament managers.

It

The Richmond Gun Club, through its secretary, Mr. Albert A
choverling, announces that its next regular shoot will be held

1 Sept. 20, at Silver Lake, Staten Island. Traps and targets will

i ready at 2 o'clock. The main event will be a 50-target handi-

ip for a |10 gold piece; entrance $1.

It

Secretary R T. Gowan mentions that the Raleigh (N. C.) Gun
lub has almost perfected arrangements for a two days' shoot, to

e held in the latter part of October, at which not less than $100

ided money will be oflfered for competition. It will be held m
jnnection with the State fair.

1%

In the contest for the Iroquois ciip, at Du Bois, Pa., on Sept.

), between five-man teams, of the Du Bois and Cleartield clubs,

) targets per man, the former club won by a score of 102 to 98.

It. E. W. Kelly, of the Du Bois club, scored 24, and was high

an in this contest.

We acknowledge the receipt of a souvenir China bluerock, the

ellow band of which is of gold, a very artistic piece of work,

t was sent to us by Mr, R. W. Sample, secretary of the East

jverpool (O.) Gun Club, to whom we extend our thanks for the

ind remembrance,
It

Messrs. T. W. Morfcy and Aaron Doty, the former of Queens,

I., the latter of Paterson, N. J., are said to be matched for

100 a side, lOO live birds each. November will be the month in

hich this 'interesting contest may take place.

15

The Fostoria (O.) Gun Club announces that it will hold a tourna-

,ient on Oct 1 and 2; $100 added. The first day will be open to

II; the second day will be devoted to the merchandise handicap.

Ir. W. R. Alspach is the assistant secretary.
' / Bernard Waters.

Indian ToiAnament*

WESTERN TRAPS.

Missouri Twenty-Fifth Annual.

Chic.\go, III., Sept. 13.—The twenty-fifth annual tournament of

he Missouri State Fish and Game Association will begin at the

>ark on the Blue, Kansas City, Sept. 17, and continue four days,

rhe shoot is held under the auspices of the Kansas City gun clubs.

Live birds only the first two days; targets only the last two days,

ilow nice it must seem to be allowed to shoot live birds. Our
.Ma won't let us up here. The programme is of course good,

>ind any "K. C." shoot is of course good. L. H.

Hartford Building, Chicago. 111.

Garfield Goo Club.

Chicago, Sept. 13.—The appended scores were made to-day on

the occasion of the sixth trophy shoot of the third series. Hell-

man and Midglev tied on 21 out of 25, and as Midgely had to

to away, he forfeited Class A trophy without contest; that is to

say, there was no shoot-off, and Hellman stands wmner. Class B
irophy was won by McDonald on 18. and Class C by Eldred on 17.

; In the cup contest, which followed, Hellman and Dafter tied on

31. and Hellman won on shoot-ofT.
.

The day was a fairly good one for target shooting, only a little

bit chilly. The attendance was fairly good, considering the open

game season is on, and so many members are away after game:
Twentieth trophy shoot:

L Thomas 1111101110110110111111001—19

Dr T W Meek 1010111111111111111100110—20

M F Wilson 1001100000100101010100011-10

r H Kehl OllllOlOOOOlllOOOlllOOOOO—11

T Eaton 1110010011101111111001010—16

M G Eldred'
" 1101111111011110100100011—17

T F Dafter
'

" 1101001111101111011110111-19

A. E MidKlev'".! 0111111111111100111110111-21

T McDonald 1111101111111001111001001-18

T Tones 1111010010111111100100011-16

G W DHnicwaler 0001101000010111110110110-13

A Hellman 1011111110111110111111110-21

S E Young! . . , . ;
1111101110111100100110011-17

Sixth CUD shoot 15 singles and 5 pairs:

I Thomas .
111101001011111 10 01 10 10 11-17

Dr T W Meek... 111111100110111 10 00 00 01 10—15

IM F AVilson OOOOOOIOIOIOOOO 10 00 11 00 10— 7

r H Kehl 000000001001111 00 10 00 10 10- 8

T Eaton .
011111111011110 00 10 11 11 00-17

\r G Eldred OOOlOOllOllOOOO 01 11 01 00 10—10

Dafter 011101101110100 11 11 01 11 11—18

McDonald'' 010111111111111 11 11 00 11 10-20

T Tones 011111111010010 10 10 11 10 11-17

Drinkwater 101110010111101 10 10 10 10 11—17

Hellman 111011111101111 10 10 10 10 10-18

Young " " lUOliniOOOlOO 00 10 11 11 11—16

Hellman winner. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Metropolitan Gun Club.

St Joseph, Mo.. Sept. 6.—Appended are scores made at a live-

bird shoot of' the Metropolitan Gun Club to-day. The birds were

la good lot of strong flyers, and the scores were considered good,

as a strong breeze whisked across the grounds all the afternoon:

,Xr„r,M 222121211222122222—18

yVm 222222212212222222—18
Ti?l' ,..,,...222222222211222222—18

Cunnln'gham' • 2210*2222222222211-16

R^hprtf 212111010121121221-16

Waif." 22122222212021201 -15
wfii ...1110*10*200010100 — 7

V„ '
„ 20020222010022020 - 9

Willi-im ^ 02222*0*1122112 —

H

Amateur 11211001112112 -12
rv^nHW 1021022222011 —10

T oderhose" V^.V.V.W.,.., 1221222222 -10

roleman .i 0222122212 —9
1112121210 —9

"own 12021*1200 — 6

A Cballenge.

Dagsboro, Del., Sept. 15.—I see in public print that Mr. C. W.
Floyd, of New York city, has won the great honor of bemg a

champion shooter of New York. I have met Mr. C. W. Floyd

years previously, and would like to meet him again.
, , -

I met him in the field quail shooting and got the best of him,

and in 1896 I was up to New York, and Mr. Floyd came up on

me and challenged me for a trap shoot. As I had never seen a

trap or a bluerock pigeon, I was somewhat slow to take up with

the otfer I had to use a strange gun, but he tantalized me so I

met him on the Hudson Gun Club grounds, and he rather got

the best of me; but since that time I have made myself more ac-

ouainted with trapshooting. I would like to have the chance to

shoot him again, but as my capital is so small I hardly know how
to make it interesting for him. I have a little farm in Dagsboro

Hundred Sussex county, Del., and he has one near by me I would

like to own, and if he can make it convenient to come down this

fall on Nov 15 or after, I will shoot him in the field or trap. He
could not please me any better. I will try and make it interesting

for him. f will back his expenses while he is here.
Isaac A. Hudson.

When Brave Meets Brave.

The Indians held their annual tournament and pow-wow Sept.

9 to 12, at the beautiful city of Battle Creek, Mich. Ihis is the

first time these modern red men of the scatter-gun-man game have

come so far east, and certainly the move was a complete success.

The entertainment accorded the shooters, and accommodations of

hotels, the press and local gun club on whose grounds the meet
was held, were all of the best and highest order.

Arrangements for the occasion were made by those two old-time

and ever-young hustlers, Rolla Heikes and. John Parker, and with

the local assistance of the Hensler brothers, they left nothing

undone that might have been suggested.
The tournament was held on a level tract less than a mile from

the center of town and directly upon the street car line. Three

sets of expert traps were operated on the Sergeant system, so that

the programme, though long, was easily disposed of each day,

with from fifty to sixty entries. Local and weather conditions

combined to make the conditions exceptionally hard, and the

averages, though perhaps not as high as usual, represent much of

skill and hard work.
. „„ , -,r

The programme consisted of 200 targets per day, m 20 and 15

bird events, four and five moneys, class shooting. The Indians

added $15 and $20 respectively in each race, and m addition $100

was hung up for high averages to first ten guns. Fred C. Whitney
and W. M. Bryant did the office work perfectly.

There were in attendance altogether, twenty-one Indians, twenty

of whom shot the programme through. The annual meeting of

the tribe was held Tuesday night at the Post Tavern. Many
matters of business were disposed of, the reports of officers show-

ing a most satisfactory condition. This was the time for the annua!

election of officers, but that order of business was cut short by tlie

re-election by acclamation of Tom A. Marshall, as High Chief;

Frank C. Riehl, as Chief Scribe, and C. W. Budd as Chief of

Wampum. There being six vacancies on the roster, these were
filled by the election of John Burmister, of Spirit Lake, la.;

E Rike of Dayton, O. ;
Capt. A. W. du Bray, of Cincinnati, O.;

E B. Coe, of Baltimore, Md.; John M. Lilly, of Indianapolis,

ind., and Hood Waters, of New York, to make up the full quota

of the tribe. The initiation ceremony was dispensed with for lack

of hall accommodations.

First Day, Sept. 9.

The weather was rough and raw, and a fierce wind made shoot-

ing very difficult. Only one man in fifty entries was able to

score in the 90 per cent, class, and all shot at times below the

moneys. Gilbert, Elliott. Heikes, Roll, Fanning and Phellis did

the good work of the day. Scores:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12

Targets: 15 1 5 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20

Parker 11 13 17 11 9 18 7 11 19 11 14 19

Lang 10 12 18 11 11 18 13 12 19 12 13 19

Watton 10 13 15 9 11 14 12 14 17 12 15 19

Fort 10 10 16 13 11 17 13 10 18 10 10 19

Harper 11 13 10 13 7 16 11 8 12 6 9 14

Fanning 14 13 15 12 10 18 14 14 18 14 14 18

Freeman 10 11 15 11 11 14 13 10 13 12 12 10

Shearer 9 9 5 6 9 6 r :a
Roll 12 15 17 12 14 18 14 14 17 11 14 18

Willard 12 12 17 11 13 14 13 14 16 13 11 12

Burmister 8 11 17 10 14 18 15 10 17 10 12 17

Gilbert 15 14 17 9 14 19 14 15 20 13 15 18

Burnside 13 13 18 8 10 11 8 10 11 7 14 15

Kline .>.. 8 12 16 1113 18 14 10 16 1113 19

Coe 13 12 14 10 12 13 8 13 12 10 10 15

Rike 10 11 15 13 13 18 13 13 16 11 15 17

Riehl 12 15 14 14 8 18 11 10 14 13 12 15

Keller 10 9 10 9 11 14 9 15 15 11 15 12

Pliil 11 11 15 14 13 19 15 14 17 14 14 17

Adamson U 8 13 11 10 10 . . ...... 8 .

McMurchy 12 13 17 12 9 17 11 10 16 U 13 16

Hunter 13 13 16 11 10 15 11 11 15 11 7 13

McOueen 15 11 17 9 12 14 14 11 15 12 12 13

Le Roy 14 14 12 15 10 17 11 13 13 11 14 16

Du Bray 13 12 10 11 12 12 11 9 14 12 8 13

Crosby 12 12 18 13 13 11 15 13 15 11 14 IB

King 7 11 6 10 11 11 9 6 13 12 11 17

Hirschy 11 11 14 15 13 19 11 12 16 12 15 15

Hughes 12 11 18 12 12 18 11 15 19 12 13 18

Mark .- 88 13 899 11 6887 16

Tripp 10 11 14 12 13 14 14 15 13 14 13 16

Rhoads 10 11 15 12 13 17 13 13 12 13 14 16

Young 13 13 19 10 13 16 11 13 16 15 11 14

Heikes 12 13 19 11 15 19 11 14 IS 11 15 18

Elliott 13 13 18 13 13 18 13 14 17 12 14 18

Marshall 13 12 20 13 12 16 11 12 18 12 14 18

Money 13 12 18 12 12 16 13 13 17 8 13 15

Trimble •-• 9 11 16 11 11 12 10 12 15 10 12 H
Waters 11 14 16 12 13 18 12 11 15 15 13 17

Hensler 12 12 12 13 11 12 13 10 17 12 9 15

Budd 13 12 13 11 13 17 11 9 17 11 13 15

Head 12 9 14 10 12 12 13 9 12 10 8 12

Streeter 9 6

Gibbs •-. • 8 11 17 10 8 12 9 9 8 5 4 3

Alban ; 12 13 15 9 13 17 11 6 15

Howes 13 11 11 12 8 10

Wood 11 13 14 11 1 417 12 10 14

Easton 12 7 10 9 14 .. 13 11 11

Wilson I? IS
Hager 14 7 17

Second Day, Sept. 10.

The conditions were more favorable to-day, and
better. Gilbert and Hirschy divided first honors,

Crosby and Elliott in the other points. Scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: IS 15" 20 15 15 20

Parker 10 12 18 14 12 17

Lang 12 14 17 12 14 16

Watson 14 11 14 13 15 11

Fort 11 15 17 15 14 20

Hager 13 9 14 13 13 15

Fanning 13 15 20 13 14 17

Freeman - 13 10 12 12 13 16

Wilson 9 12 12 11 .. ..

Roll 12 12 18 13 14 19

Willard 12 13 17 12 13 17

Burmister .-.-.r^. 10 11 15 12 6 15

Gilbert 14 15 19 15 15 19

Burnside 11 12 15 11 14 18

Kline 13 15 17 14 13 20

Coe 12 11 12 11 12 17

Rike 10 14 17 15 15 15

Riehl 12 12 17 11 12 12

Felgar • 14 7 17 11 13 15

Phil 14 15 20 13 10 18

Miller 12 13 IS 12 14 18

McMurchy 14 13 18 11 13 18

Hunter 14 11 18 12 11 19

McQueen 15 10 16 13 14 19

Le Koy 14 14 20 12 13 16

Du Bray , 11 10 17 10 10 14

Crosbv 15 12 18 15 12 18

King '. 13 9 12 12 11 14

Hirschy 15 14 20 15 13 18

Hughes 14 14 17 12 14 17

Mark 8 9 15 7 9 14

Tripp 12 12 15 12 13 17

Rhoads 13 14 16 9 13 14

Young 13 13 15 13 14 15

Heikes 15 14 19 15 13 19

Elliott- 14 14 20 14 13 15

Marshall 15 13 IS 14 11 16

Money 11 13 17 14 13 17

Trimble 12 11 17 13 11 12

Waters 13 13 16 13 14 18

Hensler S 11 17 13 13 17

Budd 14 15 19 12 15 15

Head' 12 13 11 13 13 17

Battle Ax 9 S 11 9 9 11

FUz . . 13 13 14 12 U 13

McMurchy • 9 H 15 9 6 13

Alban .. 11 15 14

Keller 13 12 19 14 14 16

Howes 1*11 • 8 •• ••

Bock 10 11 •• 6 .. ..

Church :
f,

• •

Atterbury "

Carpenter .,,..,,.,,,,,..,,,.,.•.» •• •• W

scores averaged
with Fanning,

7 8

15 15
13 13
14 13
14 14
13 14
11 13
13 15
11 11

9 10

20 15
16 15
19 14
18 8

16 14
16 10
18 12
15 12

13 13
12 11
13 9
14 14
9 12

14 13

11 14

12 10
13 13
13 11
14 14
14 13
13 13
14 12
10 14
14 13
11 13
15 14
9 11

15 14
14 13
10 9
13 10
14 10
14 12
14 12

14 14
13 13
13 14
15 13
15 13
11 12
13 15
14 10
9 10

10 U

16 12
16 14
11 9
18 13
15 13
18 12
14 13
19 13
16 12

15 12
15 15
15 12

19 14
I 612
14 14
16 12
13 8
18 15
13 10
20 15
19 12
10 9

17 10
15 13
13 12
16 12
19 13
16 14
17 14
17 14
15 14
15 13
16 13
16 9
12 7
16 10
II 11

11 13
15 20
12 17
13 16
15 17
12 17
9 16

15 20

12 16
14 IS
11 18
12 17
13 15
14 20
12 18
13 15
13 12
11 17
14 17
11 14
13 18

11 17

14 19
7 16

13 16
15 15
10 16
15 17
12 14
15 17
13 18
5 15

10 18
12 17
11 17
13 IS
14 19
14 17
13 16
12 18
14 19
14 16
13 IS
14 18
9 11

13 16
8 15

White 12 10 18 12 1017
ShoeWiker : .. 9 9 12 12 9 18

Smith .. 13 10 15 10

Watts :::::: 13121611 .. ..

Achinson - • 14 13 14

Hilringan •• •• 5 ..

Third Day, Sept. U.
The weather was heavy and threatening, and the latter end of the'

programme was shot in the rain, There was no wind, however.,

and several of the braves piled up their old-time good scores,

Rolla Heikes went out with but eight misses, with Gilbert, Hirschy
and McMurchy in two. three, four order. Crosby, starting fronii

the second event, made a run of 77 straight, but Hirschy got

away a little later, and ran up a siring of 112 without a miss.

The scores:

Events: 1 2 3

Targets : 15 15 20

Parker 11 15 19

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20
9 13 17 12 11 14 14 15 19

Lang 11 14 20 10 13 18 13 14 17 13 12 19

Wallon 11 12 18 11 11 18 14 14 17 15 14 19

Fort 13 9 15 12 13 19 12 14 18 13 12 19

Roll .> 12 13 19 12 15 16 12 15 14 14 14 IS

Fanning 13 14 19 13 14 19 15 15 17 15 14 17

Freeman 10 11 15 13 12 16 14 14 19 15 15 13

Keller 13 13 19 9 14 16 13 12 17 10 13 17

Budd 14 13 18 15 14 20 14 14 18 14 15 19

Willard 13 14 17 13 14 16 12 12 19 11 14 20

Burmister 12 9 18 14 13 18 9 11 15 9 12 17

Gilbert 14 15 19 15 14 19 14 15 18 15 13 12

Burnside 15 13 19 14 15 17 13 12 19 12 15 15

Kline 11 13 18 14 15 19 13 13 IS 14 13 17

Coe 14 14 15 10 12 19 9 15 15 8 10 18

Rike 14 12 19 14 14 16 13 10 16 13 12 15

Riehl 14 14 18 13 9 14 12 13 18 13 12 16

Felgar 12 15 16 12 10 15 12 10 16 13 14 16

mil 12 15 17 11 14 17 12 14 16 15 11 18

Tarvis 11 10 18 13 14 18 11 14 15 10 13 10

McMurchy 15 15 19 15 14 17 12 14 20 15 13 20

Hunter 14 14 11 12 9 19 14 12 18 13 15 17

McOueen 15 12 18 12 14 17 12 14 IB 13 14 19

Le Tioy 14 15 15 12 11 19 11 14 17 14 13 ISf

Du Bray 12 13 12 13 12 15 11 12 14 14 14 14

Crosby 15 15 20 15 14 18 14 15 19 12 14 15

King 12 13 17 9 12 11 14 12 IS 10 10 18

Hirschy .7........ 12 14 20 15 15 20 15 15 17 13 15 19

Hughes 14 12 17 13 15 19 13 14 16 14 15 Iff

Lilly 10 9 12 8 8 14 13 11 13 10 11 IS

Tripp 10 14 15 11 13 16 13 13 13 13 1? 1?

Rhoads 11 13 17 15 12 16 14 10 18 14 11 20

Young , 11 13 18 13 11 17 13 13 17 13 10 15

Heikes 15 12 IS 15 15 20 14 14 19 15 15 20

Elliott 15 15 17-15 14 18 14 13 19 14 13 20

Marshall 14 13 18 14 13 20 15 14 17 15 14 19

Head 12 12 13 14 10 16 15 10 16 14 13 16

Trimble 15 14 19 14 10 IS 14 14 18 13 13 17

Waters 13 11 17 12 13 18 11 15 17 12 9 16

Wilson 14 12 14 11

Money 15 13 16 14 15 18 13 12 18 13 14 19

Miller 11 14 16 13

Bock 12 7 15 4

White 11 9 11 12 9 16 12 11 20 14 13 17

Widdicomb 14 14 9 16 11 U 15 11 12 17

Shoemaker • U 10 12 16

W H Willard • 7 3 ..

Waruf 5 13

Ames iiik
McMakin 10 12

Foorlh Day, Sept. 12.

The weather culminated to-day in a downpouring rain, but such
is the zeal of these Indians that they went right ahead and finished

the programme. The honors went to Gilbert, Crosby, Hughes and

Hirschy. Scores: „
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20

Burmister 8 9 17 13 12 14 111116 10 1112
Gilbert 15 15 18 15 14 20 14 13 19 15 15 19

Burnside 10 12 14 14 13 17 14 14 19 14 12 18

Budd r 14 14 15 12 12 18 14 12 19 11 14 18

Roll : ..^ 13 14 16 13 12 19 13 13 16 13 12 17

McMurchy 12 13 17 11 8 20 15 12 18 13 12 16

Hunter 13 12 15 14 9 15 11 15 15 13 12 18

McQueen 12 15 17 11 12 19 9 13 16 11 7 11
Willard 12 12 19 13 13 17 10 13 14 15 11 18

Fort 14 13 17 13 10 17 12 11 16 14 11 15

F'anning 14 13 20 15 15 18 11 12 13 14 10 20

Riehl 12 12 18 12 10 16 12 13 20 12 14 14

AVaters 10 13 14 11 10 17 8 7 15 13 13 18

Coe 9 12 12 13 9 17 13 13 20 12 13 17

Kline 11 14 15 15 12 17 15 15 17 14 14 17

Crosbv 14 14 19 15 15 19 15 12 17 15 15 18

Hirschy 15 12 20 15 13 15 15 14 18 15 14 19
Kincr . 14 9 15 12 11 15 12 12 15 12 13 16

Hughes 13 14 19 15 14 17 13 15 18 15 15 18

Watson 10 13 17 13 12 18 14 12 19 13 15 IS

Parker .14 11 17 14 12 14 9 14 17 1112 14

Rhoads 12 13 18 12 12 15 14 14 17 13 13 17

Le Roy 14 14 16 12 13 18 13 9 19 14 12 17

Marshall 14 12 15 14 13 16 12 13 15 15 11 IS

larvis 13 12 14 14 12 19 14 10 14 10 9 16

Phil 14 13 14 12 13 16 14 15 12 14 11 20

Young 14 12 15 H 9 17 14 10 16 12 15 18

Money ' 11 13 16 12 15 14 12 15 17 12 12 19

Head 13 11 16 10 11 18 11 12 13 13 10 12

Lilly 6 7 9 9 10 11 10 10 18 10 13 8

Tripp 13 14 17 13 10 17 13 12 IS 13 12 18

Elliott 15 12 17 14 13 19 14 14 20 14 12 17

Heikes 14 14 18 15 12 17 14 14 19 14 15 17

Kike 11 9 17 12 10 IS 15 15 15 14 14 14

Trimble 13 15 IS 12 13 8 14 13 15 13 14 18

Lang 9 15 18 13 11 19 13 13 14

Ames ; 13 8 .. .. 12 .. H 11 .. 9 .. ..

Carpenter 14 • • •

Hubbard r " 19
"

Hensler • 12 •• ••

General Averages.

Fred Gilbert was an easy winner of first_ average for the week.
The ten high gun awards were as follows in the order of names:
Gilbert, Heikes, Hirschy, Elliott, Crosby, Fanning, Hughes,
Phellis, Marshall, Budd. Complete summary follows:

9. Sept. 10. Sept. 11 Sept. 12.

14 12 18 14 11 18

'e 14 "9 io » ii

14 10 10 ..

Sept.
Parker ....160

Lang 168

Watson 161

Fort 157
Fanning 174
Freeman 142

Roll 176
Willard 159
Burmister 158

Gilbert 183

Burnside ." 138

Ivline 161

Coe • 142
Rike 164

Riehl 156
Keller 140
Phil 174
McMurchy 157
Hunter .' 146

McOueen 155

Le Rov -160

Du Bray ....137

Crosbv ......162

King' 124

Hirschy 164

Hughes 171

Lilly Ill

Tripp 159

Rhoads 159

Young 164
Heikes -176

Elliott ,:.....;177
Marshall ,..,.171
Money 159
Trimble 143

Waters 167
Hensler 148
Budd .155

lead

169
174
169
178
185
153
171
166
139
190
160
176
152
168
161
175
179
179
162
168
174
143
184
140
190
177
120
159
160
162
180
183'

174
172
165
177
159
178
160

169
174
174
168
185
167
174
175
157
191
179
178
159
168
166
166
172
1S9
168
175
173
156
186
153
190
181
130
161
171
164
192
187'

186
180
179
164

188m

159

174
163
175

in
167
146
192
171
176
160
164
165

iis
167
162
148
171

188
156
185
186
121
169
170
163
183
isi-

168
168
176
149

m
"150'

Totals.
657

678
666
719

692
667
600
756
648
691
613
664
648

700
692
638
656
678

720
573
729
715
482
648
660
653
731
728
699
679
663
657

694
604
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Dtt Bois To«fnament,
Du Bois, Pa. -The shoot of the Du Bois Rod and Gun Club,

Sept. 9 to 11, was a success. It was one of the largest held in the
Western part of Pennsylvania for some time past. , It was held on
the Fair grounds, in front of the grand stand, and drew an audi-
ence of about 1,000 people.
The Hibbard and Iroquois cujDs were objects of special interest.

Mr. Frank Lavyrence. an expert in trapshooling matters, won much
good will by his active assistance in the interest of the tournament.

Sept. 9» First Day.
The weather was unfavorable, being cold, wet and sombre. There

was a good number of competitors notwithstanding, thirty-seven
contestants participating in the events, of whom 19 shot through
the programme. Mr. J. Atkinson was first in averages of the
day, with 192 out of 200, and Mr. L. Squier was next with 390. Of
the local men, Mr. E. W. Kelly was first with 158.
In the afternoon there was a friendly match at 100 targets. Mr.

J. Atkinson, of New Castle, scored 98, of which 86 were a .straight
run. Mr. L. Squier accounted for 91.' The scores follow:

Events : 123456789 10 11 12
Targets; 15 15 20 15 15 25 15 15 20 15 15 15

Hull 12 11 18 14 11 22 15 14 18 12 13 11
Atkinson 13 14 20 15 14 25 14 14 20 15 14 14
Squier 14 13 19 14 13 25 15 13 20 14 15 15
Fleming 13 11 17 14 11 24 14 12 17 13 14 14
Fox 14 13 20 15 14 23 13 14 16 15 9 13
No, 96 13 12 15 10 12 20 14 12 17 14 12 13
Brown 8 10 17 11 11 21 12 13 15 13 10 12
Sizer 13 10 IS 14 12 25 14 12 15 11 10 13
Millen 12 13 19 13 10 23 14 13 16 14 12 12
Nitrow 9 14 17 12 9 19 10 15 16 11 12 10
Hamilton 12 12 18 8 13 22 10 13 15 14 13 11
Sullivan 12 12 15 13 13 21 13 10 14 8 14 8
Byer 15 14 20 13 12 24 14 14 14 13 12 14
Cotter : 11 9 13 14 10 15 11 9 12 9 10 14
Quinn 13 10 20 11 13 20 12 10 13 11 12 11
Wolf 10 11 14 14 14 18 12 13 14 12 11 10
Kelly 10 13 17 9 15 21 11 10 16 14 9 13
Trego 12 IS 18 13 IS 22 12 13 16 15 14 11
Roach 13 12 19 11 13 20 12 11 16 14 14 10
Dimick 12 10 19 10 11 22 12 12 15
Beach : 12 14 16 ir 11 .. 12 12
Everett 12 11 15 13 13 23 11
Williams 12 13 15 . . . . 17 11 . . 13 . . 8 .

.

Burgoon .. .. .. 11 15 14 12 10 10
Connelly 13 5 10 S 7 12
Woodward 9 9 12 8 7 12
fbmipton 11 9 12 6 11 9
Cavanaugh 9 7 1110 11 6
Gearhart S 12 13 11 11 14

Total
Broke."

171
192
190
174
179
164
1.53

1G7
171
154
161
153
179
137
15G
153
158
170
165

Frost 12 10
Groover 16 S

Wilson 9 6

Doyle 11
Baum 9
Truman .... 5
Flick 10 12 19
Klinger S 9 15

7 10
7 S
8 10
8 10
4 15
5 6

10 10

Sept, JO, Second Day.
The Iroquois cup was the special contest of general interest,

though the number of contestants for it was not equal to antici-
pations, there being but two, the Du Bois and Clerfield cluhs,
the former of which won by a score of 102 to 98. Kelly, of the
Du Bois team, was high man with the score of 24. Forty partici-
pated in the tournament to-day. Squier was high man in the av-
erages of the regular programme. ITe broke 184 out of a possible
200, and this also pulled him into the lead of the two days' aver-
ages. Mr. .Atkinson Vi'as second with 181. The weather was not
unfavorable nor \mcomfortable. The scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 25 15 15 20 15 15 15

Hull 8 10 IS 10 9 IS 14 14 IS 15 11 15
Atkinson 12 13 17 15 14 24 12 13 19 14 13 15
Squier 12 14 IS 12 13 24 14 14 20 13 15 15
Fleming 14 14 19 13 12 21 12 14 19 14 14 13
Fox 11 13 IS 13 13 23 14 13 18 14 14 15
No. 96 10 11 18 14 12 21 12 15 17 14 13 14
Millen 18 14 17 12 11 24 10 12 17 15 13 14
Sizer 8 12 19 14 12 18 13 15 19 14 13 13
Brown 9 13 14 9 10 23 11 14 16 12 11 13
Hamilton 14 13 16 11 11 IS 12 10 15 11 11 9

Trego 11 10 10 11 9 19 12 13 18 15 S 12
Byer 14 12 15 13 10 IS 14 13 16 15 14 14

Roach 11 12 12 9 11 21 10 12 15 13 8 13
Kelly 12 11 16 12 11 22 15 11 19 14 11 14
Quinn 6 1 213 12 11 22 9 10 15 11 10 11

Cotter 12 8 15 S 7 22 9 9 11 11 6 10

Wolf 12 10 6 12 9 17
Everett 12 9 11 9

Nitrow 10 10 14 11
Dinger 11 11 9 10
Guinzburg 11 10 . . 9

Beach 11 14 13 11 11
Dimick 10 13 15 8 10

6 12 12 11 9 6
9 18 10 12 17 12 12 14
8 14
7 18 10 11 12 8 9 10

9 17 14 13 13 12 12 13

10 13 15 13 11 11
10 11 16 12 12 14

Total
Broke.

160
181
184
179
179
171
172
170
155
1.52

148
171
140
168
142
119

122
145

126

Doyle 9 12 17 9 ID 16 8 13 9

Gearhart 5 11 14 11 .. 16 13 12 10 11 8 12

Woodward 8 11 13 11 . . .. 10 13 17 11 12 13
Connelly 8 12 15 13 . . .. 10 12 15 6 8 14

Williams 10 12 16 11 14 15 10 14 12
6 6 7

8 7 14 12 12 8

Cavanaugh 9 5

Groover 7 6 8

Truman .. 7 6 9

Frost 5 .. 6

Plympton 10 12 .

.

Wilson 5

Neil 6 5 8 .. .. .. ..

Hill_ 14 . . 11

Sullivan .,.....,<. 11 12 .. .. ..

Leach 11

Burgoon 12 10 19 13 12 13

Special team race for Iroquois cup, 25 targets per man:
Du Bois Team. Clearfield Team.

Guinzburg 13 Burgoon
Kelly ..............24 Gearhart
Quinn 22 Woodward
Sullivan 21 Connelly
Williams 22—102 Plympton

.23

.20

.18

,19

,18— 98

Sept. II, TWfd Day.

The weather was exceedingly pleasant to-day, making agreeable
conditions for the closing ol the excellent competition. The North
Side Gun Club, of Allegheny, had the honor of winning the
Hibner silver cup, vahied at $100, though this by the exceedingly
small lead of one target. The contest for it was between four-man
teams, 25 targets per man. The winners must defend it at the
tournaments of the Du Bois Gun Club, and it must be won three
times in succession by a club before it is the club's property. The
merchandise event was keenly contested. Dr.. L. J. Quinn won
first prize. The championship medal, a contest, among the Du
Bois Gun Club members, was won by Mr. J. Williams. Mr. T^. B.
Fleming, of Pittsburg, was high for the day with 191 out of 200.

Fox was second with 187. Mr. L. J. Squier was high average for

the three days, 600 targets, with 558. J. T, Atkinson was second
with 554. Fox was third with 545. L. B, Fleming was fourth
with 544. The scores follow:

Events : 1

Targets : 15
Hull 11
Atkinson 13
Squier 11
Fleming 13

Fox 15

No. 96 15

Millen 12

Sizer 15

Brown 12

Cotter 7
Tony
Hamilton
Trego . .

.

Byer ....

Roach .

.

Quinn .

.

Kelly
Williams 14

Dimick 12

Wolf 10

§HUjva;^ ...................

2 3 4 5

15 15 20 15
15 10 19 13
12 15 IS 12
15 15 19 13
15 15 20 15
15 15 19 14
14 11 20 13
13 13 20 14
14 13 20 13
11 12 17 13
13 8 13 9
15 13 19 13
13 13 17 12
13 14 19 11
14 13 17 13
10 14 1 611
13 12 16 i2
14 12 17 10
13 13 IS 14
8 10 17 13

10 10 15 12mo 8

6 7
25 15
22 13
22 13

25 15
23 13
23 15
25 14
19 12
23 13
23 12
11 6

19 14
22 13
23 11
22 15
18 13
12 11
23 11

24 10
17 il
19 13
18 13

8 9

20 15
18 14
19 14
18 13
19 15
19 13
20 12
17 12
18 15
17 11
15 14
18 14
IS 10
19 11
19 13

17 13
18 8

20 12
20 13
19- 11
19 7

JT 12

10 11 12

15 15 15

14 14 15
15 14 14
13 15 12
14 14 15
13 13 13
14 15 12
12 13 14
15 12 13
14 10 14

9 9 7
14 14 11
13 12 13
14 13 12
15 12 14
15 13 12
9 10 12
12 10 12
14 14 11
15 14 9
13 13 10
14 8 9

Total
Broke.
178
181
184
191
187
185
171
183
166
111
173
169
172
ISO
160
154
164
178
156
151

Beach 10 12 8 18
Everett 11 11 12 19
Dcyle 10 12 11 15
Bailey 10 11 11 15
Guinzbur.Ec 11 14 .. 14
Flick 9 8 10 16
Ilcnneigh 2 9
Wcodward
Connelly
Plympton
Burgoon
Gearheart
Cooley
Cavanaugh
Irwin
Knode , ,

10 20
13 22
S 15

14 22

11 . . 13 15
.. 18 ..

13 10
9 12

11 20

14 16
12 10

14 19
.. 16

12 ..

.. 14
11 16
10 11

12 13 12 9

1012 13
9 9

11 18
12 ..

3 17
.. 9

11 13
.. 13
.. 11
5 S

10 9

14 12
13 12

"s

E 5

9 12

Hibner cup, four-man team race,

Pittsburg.
Atkinson 25
Fleming 23
Gerlack 16
Hamilton 23—87

Kane.
No. 96 20
Millen 23
Brown 19
Sizer 24—86

Williamsport.
Beach 22
Tones , 20
Everett 20
Dimick 19—81

25 targets per man:
Du Bois.

Kelly 19
Quinn 18
Sullivan 17
Williams .....23—77

Clearfield.
Burgoon 19
Gearhart 21
Woodward 18
Connelly 19—77

Windber.
Trego 20
Roach 19
Doyle 17
Pills 19—75

General averages for the three days, 600 targets shot at by each

:

L. J. Squier 558, J. T. Atkinson 554, A, H: Fon 545, B. Fleming
544.

Bristol Gctn Club.

P.RiSTOL, Conn., Sept. 10.—The annual tournament of the Bristol
Gun Club was held on their grounds, at East Bristol, to-day. The
grounds were in excellent condition, but a high wind most of the
daj' interfered with the shooters' scores. There were forty-four
shooters took part in the events, and seventy were at the tables
when the old-fashioned sheep barbecue was sei-ved.

Events: * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20

Griffith 12 20 15 19 11 18 12 18 15 17
Apgar 12 20 12 16 13 16 13 15 13 16
Barstow 14 IS 12 16 11 18 11 17 13 15
Mills 11 13 13 16 11 17 12 19 10 13
Hermann 12 19 11 12 S 16 12 17 10 17
Burke S 13 12 16 12 16 11 IS 10 15
Rockwell 9 13 11 18 13 9 13 16 12 12
Bristol 11 14 8 14 12 15 9 12 9 14
Robertson 14 15 8 7 8 15 10 17 10 15
Clark 3 7 11 . . 9

HoUister 11 14 10 10 12 13 8 17 11 .

.

White 10 14 10 .. 12 17 10 16 .

,

Bassett 12 18 12 15 9 12 9 12 12 .

.

Hart 6 S 9 12 10 7

Tudd 6 12 ..

Casev 11 14 7 . . 7 12 ... . 7
5 11 10S 13 10

S ..

6 7Porter 10
Merritt S.. 7.. 7
Moran 3 9 .. .. 6 8 11
GiU 12 .. 12 15 .... 10 .... ..

Burwell 9.. 6 6 5.. 6.. ..

Barnes 7 .. 3 5 .. ..

Large 15 . . 15 9 16 6 12 S 13
Monier 4 5 6

Cleveland 3.. 5 6

T E Clark 12 5 14 11 10 .. ..

Burns 10 11 14 14 17 ...

.

Smith 7 4 3

Bolton 7 10 8 .. 7 5

Page 5 11 .. 3 .. 8

Neubauer 3

Manross 7 12 .... 10 ..

Hubbell 11 11 12 S 12
Simmons 8 10 10 13
McFetridge 7 9 6 9
Richlmycr 10 14 8 14
Churchill 3 .. 6 9

Thompkiufi 9 .. 11 ..

Sevmour 9 . . 5 .

.

Capron 7 9 7..
Lsngdon 10 .. 7 9

L Rockwell 14

Deihl 13

Shot
at.

175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
65

155
120
155
105
30
100
155
60
90
65
95
60

145
50
50
90
90
50
85
75
15
50
90

70
70
70
50
30
30
50
50
20
20

Broke.
157
146
145
136
134
131
124
118
119
30

106
89

111
52
18
58
SO
30
37
49
33
15
94
14
14
52
66
14
37
27

3
29
54
41
31
46
18
20
14
23
26
14
13

F. L. Fairbanks.

Osslaing Gun Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y., Sept. 13.—In spite of the rain, there was a fair

turnout of shooters at the regular Saturday afternoon shoot of the
Ossining Gun Club. Event No. 4 was for the Bissing prize, a
Winchester rifle. Coleman carried it off with a score of 23 out of
25. This club will shortly offer a silver cup, to be shot for by
teams of seven, of gun clubs of Rockland, Orange, Dutchess
and Westchester comities. Teams must be composed of residents

in the counties named. Any clubs may send a team. The first

shoot must be on the grounds of this club. The team winning
has the privilege of taking the cup and calling the next shoot on
their grounds. The club winning the cup twice owns it. Con-
ditions ,

seven-men (amateurs) teams, 25 birds each, at one cent,

optional sweeps. Date for first shoot to be announced later. Sec-

retaries of clubs in the counties named are requested to interest

themselves in this plan, as it will promote good fellowship, thereby
guaranteeing better attendance at forthcoming tournaments. The
yearly meeting of the Ossining Gun Club was held on Wednesday,
the 10th inst. Officers elected for ensuing year: Franklin Brandreth,
President; Dr. E. B. Sherwood, Vice-President; W. P. Hall,

Secretary; Amos Bedell, Treasurer; C. G. Blandford, Financial

Secretary and Captain.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets: 10 10 10 25 10

E Ball 6 8 .. 18 ..

W Coleman 7 6 .. 23 ..

Flans 4 9 6.. 5

C Blandford ^ 9 9 10 .. 9

No. 5 was from 21yd. mark.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets : 10 10 10 25 10
R Kromer. Jr 5 6 ... 14 ..

W P Hall 9 20 5

A Bedell 6 10 .. ..

W S Smith 7

ON LONG ISLAND.

Brooklyn Gon Clob.

Brooklyn, L. I., Sept. 13.—The weekly shoot of the Brooklyn
Gun Chi'b to-daj' was unfortunate as to weather, the afternoon
being raw, dark and rainy, yet there was a good attendance, there
being twelve shooters who participated. Welles, Hopkins,
Schneider, and Griffith were the leaders in the honors, as the
appended scores will show. Mr, .John S. Wi-ight, the manager,
announces that, on Sept. 24, he will hold a tournament, at which
he will add $17.50 in gold for high averages. The main event will

have handicap allowances. Shooting commences at 1 o'clock.

This is a very liberal proposition, and the New York shooters
should manifest appreciation of attending.

Events:
Targets:

A N Bittiner.

A B Bergen...

Wm Hopkins

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
15 10 15 15 15 25 25
11 10 18 13 15 7 11 21
10 7 14 10 7 9 16
8 8 12 ii 12 10
6 6 14 13 8 7 9 20 2i

S n
7 19 13 13 S 14 23

14 9 6 11 n
13 11 9 13 24Griffith

Eerquest 10 4
Charles 6 11

Ernst 6 10

Greene • 8 .

.

No. 3 was at 15 siiigles and 5 pairs, No. 6 was at 5 pairs.

. 13

6 9

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Ne^v

York, and not to say individual 90im«ct«d with the s»p«r.

The EastTLivetpooI Tournament.
East Liverpool, O., Sept. 10.—The tournament of the East

Liverpool Gun Club, held to-day, had a small but enthusiastic at-
tendance. Among the visitors were G. E. Kingsbury, S. W, Bil-
s'wg, New Brighton, Pa.; Dr. W. H. Beecher, "E. F. ITaak, Can-^
ton; L. T. Besserer. Zanesville; M. Saffold, Cleveland-; V. Hunter,
Brilliant, O.; George Cochran, Washington, Pa.; V. J. Agnew,
New Castle, Pa. A pleasant feature was the presentation of a,
China bluerock, decorated with a gold band and stamped with'
name and date of the tournament.
Competition began at U o'clock and ended at 5 o'clock. The $25.

for the four high average shooters was won by Messrs. E. F.'
Haack, Canton, first; G. Cochran and Saffold tied for second, and
Early and Agnew tied for third; Besserer was fourth.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Targets: 10 15 15 20 10 15 15 10 15 15 20 10 25

G E Kingsbury 3 5 4 13 5 10 9 6 10 10 12 6 14
S W Bilsing 7 7 10 11W H Beecher 5 11 9 13
Geo Cochran 9 14 10 15
V Hunter 8 10 8 14
L T Besserer 8 11 13 13

5 11 11 6 12 10 16 9 20
8 9 6

6 11 12 9 12 14 17 6 21
9 7
8 9 10 ... . 9 17 5 19

E J Agnes 4 . . 10 15 8 14 10 7 11 10 13 8 19
Saffold 8 11 8 13 9 11 10 9 14 9 14 9 15

9 23
2 14
6 9

8 21

E F Haack 9 . . 12 19 7 13 13 10 15 13 16
13Crable 3 9 8 8

Little 3 7 11 10- 6 13 8 7 10 6 .

.

Early 3 10 12 15 10 fi 11 10 14 12 18
Pills 12
Russi 12 8 13 9 9' 7 7 7 10 13 7 18
Welch 10 13 6 U
T-cwis 6 . . . . 8 14 4 .

.

Edmonston 6 10 7 15 ..

Brush .i.' 2
'.

Jackman 9 8 14 io i .
'.

Brown , . . 8 11
Foutts .. 11 9
Johnson 10 14 6 .

.

Raleigh Gun CIttb.

Raleigh, N. C, Sept. 11—We have almost perfected arrange-
nients for a two days' shoot, and possibly three, the last week
in October. I cannot say positively just now, but there will not
be less than $100 added money each day, and we hope to draw
seventy-five or one hundred good shooters. This will be our second
annual shoot in October at our State fair, which attracts visitors
from all over the State, and some outside. We had a very nice
shoot last year under the able management of Mr. L. D. Thomas,
and we hope to attract many more shooters this year. Two sets
of traps will be used, magautrap and expert,
The following scores were made to-dav, 50 targets each: Whit-

aker 44, Johnson 43, Parker 43, Pearce 3S', Gray 35, Stark 30, Gallo-
way 28, Pullen broke 18 out of 25. R, T. Gowan, Sec'y.

Cincinnati Gun Club.

Cincinnati, O., Sept. 6.—The scores made in the- fouftli contest
for the Troisdorf medals, under the auspices of the Cincinnati Gun
Club, to-da)^ resulted as follows: See (IS) 43, Peters (19) 41, Van
Ness (20) 41, Nye (18) 40, Boyd (16) 39, Harris (19) 39, Fleyl (21)
39, Ward (16) 37, J. B. (IS) 37, Faran (18) 37, Ahlers (20) 37,
Steinman (IS) 36, Lindsley (16) 36, Maynard (18) 36, Butts (16) 35,
Verges (21) 35, Capt. (17) 35. Randall (19) 34, Jack (16) 34 Roanoke
(16) 32, Falk (16) 31, Corry (18) 30, Ackley (16) 29, Colonel (14) 11.
See won Class A; Harris and Boyd tied for Class B. The con-
ditions were 50 targets per man, with a handicap in yards.

^mweT§ to ^orrespandtinh.

No notice taken ot anonymous commanlcatloiut.

G. W. G., Rye, N. Y.—After Oct. 1 will the game laws of Connec-
ticut permit me to enter that State and kill a few game birds and
ship the same without the State in a package with its contents
plainly marked on the outside? Ans. No. If accompanied by
owner and plainly marked game may be shipped within the State,
but its export under any condition is forbidden. See Game Laws
in Brief, July issue, page 68.

W. O. W., Charlottesville, Va.—Will you kindly tell me what
kind of a bird this is? Ans. The bird is a black tern (J-Iydrochelidon
nigra snriiiamcnsis). It is found in summer throughout temperate
North America, migrating southward in winter to South America,
as far as Brazil. The specimen sent in is a young bird, the adult
in summer ijluniage is much darker. Our correspondent may have
noticed the curious webbing of the feet, which, as Coues says,
are little more than semi-palmate. These black terns are a sum-
mer feature of the Western prairie States, where they nest in
great numbers in marshes along low slow streams and negjr little

lakes. Their food consists largely of insects.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
At the National Rifle meeting, which was concluded at Sea Girt

N. J.j Sept. 6. the pistol championship of the United States and
the pistol re-entry match were won by Mr. Thomas Anderton, of
Massachusetts. He also won the revolver championship match.
The revolver re-entry match was won by Mr. C. F. Armstrong, of
Boston. Mr. Anderton was second. He and Armstrong used
Peters cartridges. The Schuetzen rifle contests, Match A, on the
Standard American targets, was won by Dr. W. G. Hudson, of
New York. One of his tickets of five shots was perfect, a possible
50. In Match B, on the German ring target, the winner, Mr.
F. C. Ross, of Chicopee Falls, Mass., made a perfect score of
75. Hudson and Ross used King's Semi-Smokeless.

The sportsnien's trunk, manufactured by Crouch & Fitzgerald,
has one welcome new point. Most trunks open at the top, and so,
it anything placed at the bottom is needed, the trunk must be
unpacked. This trunk, however, opens in front, as well, and is

so subdivided that anything it contains can be reached at once.
The arrangement not only saves labor, but time and patience as
well, and whether in tent, log cabin, steamboat or wagon, the articles
in the trunk are immediately accessible.

Using U, M. C. ammunition .at flying targets, W. W. McQueen,
Greenville, Mich., broke 267 out of 295; Rolla O. Heikes, Aug. 13,

Birmingham, Ala., broke 96.8 per cent, and at Paducah, Ky., Aug.
27, he broke 340 out of 350. Aug. 13, B. J. Nobels won the W.
New York and N. Pennsylvania championship, breaking 94 out
of 100. Aug. 14, Geo. Flint won high average, Americus, Ga., and
same date, J. Lettler won high average, Warsaw, Ind. Sept. 1,

M. E. Plensler won high average. Battle Creek, Mich,

The catalogue (1902) of the Remington Arms Company con-
tains 64 pages of interesting matter, a revised price list, excellent
illustrations of the many different kinds and grades of shotguns,
rifles and pistols, parts and extras, manufactured by that com-
pany. There are a number of sectional views. It also contains
patterns of shot in circles, illustrating the difference between
cylinder, modified choke and full choke guns. A table showing
40, 60, 75 and 100 per cent, of number of pellets in loads of shot
frosn % to IVzOZ,., is embodied in it.

The index to the new sporting goods catalogue, recently issued b
Siegel Cooper Co., of this city, seems to name about everythin-

needed by the outdoor person, from "air rifles" to "war relics." li

one reads across the page he sees "snipe calls," "kodaks" aqg
"hammer shotguns." The catalogue is profusely illustrated on i

its 116 pages, and will be sent without charge to goy oB(e who
apply for it. • - . •

•

At the Du Bois (Pa.) tournament, Sept. 9 to 11, Mr. L. T.

Squier was high average for the three days with 558 out of 60(l

.

he shot Winchester gun and ammunition, and Dupont powder.

J. T. Atkinson was second with 554; he shot a Parker gun, Peters i

ammunition and Dupont powder. A. H. Fo.k was third; he used I

Winchester gun and ammunition and Dupont powder. L. B
Fleming was fourth; he used Winchester gun and ammunitio
and L. & R. powder.

n^
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^ Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc,
J

SUPREMACY GRAND
AMERICAN
HANDICAP

SMITH GUNS
won all three prizes

at Grand American
Handicap^ Kansas
City, J902 ; proving

their swperiority.
Send for Catalogue li

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
]

Fulton, N. Y.

CM:83O0ooocBX8:8^cB3Citaoc8:^c^

5532 out of 5765
o
0.

TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765

TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.

Such continued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
SMOKELESS POWDER.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS& CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER
DURSTON
SPECIAL.

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.

Witli Ejector,

S52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the higher
ipriced guns of our manufacture. The barre's are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us for
Wse in ;this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breecb,
^which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot

' lloose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brash shooting.

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

"MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores
A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Jnte state Assoc atJou
rales for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cover
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a i ecord
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound In leather Price 50c pn- pa'.''.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. NEW YORK.

When writing say yow saw the ad, in the Forest and Stream.**.

ii
Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug-. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warron St.

JLl QUICK- RELIABLE:.

NEW-^POI5DORf

5H0T0UN POWDER,
Headquarters for the Sale of New Troisdorf:

J. V. VARICK. Manchester, N. H.
RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO..St.Louis,Mo.
JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
RECTOR & WILHELMY CO , Omaha, Neb.
WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

WM. READ & SON, Boston.
HANDLE ARMS CO , Cincinnati, O.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago.
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Minn.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man.

FOR LARGE GAME
Use the New

MAUSER
8 m/m and 9 m/m,

the most powerful and finest shooting high power rifles made.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 & 3d4 Broadway, New York.

A Charming Nature Book.

Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL,

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild
creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are
given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. v

For Anglers and^Big Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New Brunswiclc.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick
a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—moose and
caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found
and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only
just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a
stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK,,
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OUR SPECIAL FIELD AND TRAP GUN
Fit;ed wilh genuine "Krupp Fluid Steel" barrels (and every gun so branded), dark

curly English walnut stock and forearm, finely checkered. Full pistol grip with

rubber cap very highly engraved, double thick breech wiih concealed cross-bolt, rein-

forced frame and stock fastening, narrow skeleton rib. Made' in lo, 12 and 16 gauge.

PRICE, S50.00.
Positively the best bargain ever offered in a high grade hammerless gun at a

moderate pr'ce and superior to most guns selling for $25 more.

Your old gun taken in exchange.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

FIELD GUNS.
When, 15 years ago, we introduced the lightweight, short barrel 12 gauge Feather-

weight Francotte Guns, most hard practical field shooters who were lugging their 8

or 9 pound guns when following their bird-dogs, shook their heads and very much doubted that

anything like the same bag could be made with these "grasshopper" or "mosquito" guns as

with their heavy old-fashioned guns.

When, however, one of these full-choked little guns made highest percentage of pattern and

penetration in gun trial where most of the leading guns competed and when others were winning

highest honors at the trap—then, public opinion began to change. Since then thousands of ouj.

Francotte and Knockabout Guns have gone into the hands of leading sportsmen.

FRANCOTTE AND KNOCKABOUT GUNS have always kept well ahead

of all competition as regards shape and model, strength coupled with light weight, shooting and

wearing quality, fit and finish, and the ownership of either make of gun is a testimonial as to a

sportsman's standing.

FRANCOTTE GUNS, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shape of stocks

from $80.00 to $450.00 net.

KNOCKABOUT GUNf^, all gauges, weights, lenght of barrels and shape of stocks,

$60.00 net.

We are willing to take your second-hand guns as part-payment for new ones.

MAUSER SPORTING RIFLES, $45-oo to $50.00.

MAUSER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, $22.65 to $25.00.

Address your Dealer or the Sole Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
3J8 Broadway, New York.

" NEVER FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 9W.
Illinois State Slioot. Ist average, 95% (considering the

number of targets shot).

Brooklyn, N.Y., June 7, 1st average, 91%, with 105

straight.

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average. 385 out of 400.
Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.
Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD.
75 CHAMBERS ST.,

NEW YORKJ. H. LAU & CO.,Solo
Agents, WW., new YORK CITY.

Importers and Dealers in Fire Arms, Ammunition and Fencme Goods
A Postal brings "Shooting Facts" (Second Bdition). Telephone 1T4T Franklin.

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 800 Pounds Sterling

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '87.

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and 180'.

Jt^f" Send for Catalogue of these noted Guns,

A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also

all other makes: Lang—Westley Richards—

C

brough—Parker—Lefever—Smith—Ithaca— Res

ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS,
CAMP SUPPLIES,

RIFLES, Etc.

Send 6 cents for finely ilhutrated Catalogue of Highest Quality Fishing Rods and Tackle.

WM. READ & SONS, (^•"sSf"') 1 06 Wasliington St., Boston, Mar

A New English Gun.
"Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET
i

We have just received the first few cases of a new English;

gun which we have named ** The Regent". They are made for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same'

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistojj

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,^

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to th(

English standard. English guns have long been the standarc

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in pricej

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so}

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied/

in weights from 6^^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from ful

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $6oo.oo,i

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated guns of W. W
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., Naw York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manaal for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Howing and Sailing Boats and Hni^ng Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarg v*

edition. 264 pages, nameroos Illustratlona, and fifty plates In envelope. Price, $2.00. This oflEt

100 STRIIGHT 100
On May 17, 1902, at Omaha, Neb., Mr. C. W. Budd, shooting

from the 30 - yard mark, made the

Great Record of 100 Piseons Straight,
in his match with Mr. C. W. PhelHs. Mr, Budd's

load was

% DRAMS NEW SCHULTZE.

THE AMERICAN "E. G." & "PULTZE" GUNPOWDER GO., LU.,

9fllMt S18 BroKdwar, Kew Tork.

Log Cabins »

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wick

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simples,

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The detai'3
^

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in
'

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO,



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1902,VOU UX—No. J3.

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter,

Terms, postpaid, $4. i

Great Britain, $5. j

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO. ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies 8: Co. PARIS: Brentano's.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

U. M. C. AT SEA GIR.T.
The following matches were, won at the great annual military tournament just concluded, by shooters

who used U. M. C. ammunition:

The Leach Cup natch.

The All Comers Match.

The Spencer Cup Match

^Revolver Team Match.

Military Revolver Championship. —

^

Inspector's Match was won by the new U. M. C. bullets, and in President's Match the high score

was tied by U. M. C. cartridges. In fact, at the rifle ranges nearly every shooter used the new U. M. C.

.30 Government cartridge, except where the Government make was specified, and the scores made were

the best in many years.

U/>e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
513 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPOILT. CONN. 86 First St.. Sari FrsLiicisco. CaL

WINCHESTER TAKE-DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS
F you want a serviceable shotgun, one that a scratch or a bump won't
ruin and that can be bought at a price that won't ruin you, the
Winchester Repeating Shotgun will meet your requirements. A 12
or 16 gauge Winchester Take-Down, with a strong shooting, full-

choke barrel, suitable for trap work, duck shooting, etc., and an extra inter-

changeable modified-choke or cylinder-bore barrel, complete, for field shoot-
ing, lists at only $42.00. Your dealer will sell it to you for less. This
is a bargain in a gun, but not a bargain-counter gun. Think this over.

Winchester Cans and Winchester Ammunition are sold Everywhere.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY - - - _ _ NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Steam Launciv Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YAGHT BOILER.
Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 250 pounds of steam

CS:woRK^rw bank; n^'j!'^*""*

THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER Cot 'sB^lnd T^'cSrlllnd^^ Strte^N^w" Y^k?^^^^

Send
for our
Handsonii
Catalog

Muliins' Gaivanized Steel

tNDIAN GANtOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
iVenient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable,

W.H. MULLING,
316 Depot St., Salem, Ohia

CANOES. BOATS. YACHT TE^^DERS.
Built of cedar, canvas covered. Light, easily

hanrflfd and in every way satisfactory. Send for
catalogue.

ROBERTSON » OLD TOWN CANOE CO.,
9 iflddl. Straet. Old Town. - . Malna

The "SUPERIOR" besides being used in the
Life Saving Service, is now working m Alaska,
iJenmark, England, and in every state in the United
States It stands on its merits. Ail joints are ground
metal to metal, bushings are phosphor bronze, Its
firing plugs can be removed from the head without
disturbing the head, it has a perfect slow down de-
vice, and can be run at any desired speed. Write for
atalogue.

LAKE SHORE ENGINE WORKS,
119 East Washington Street,

nARQUBTTB, - - niCHIQAN, U. S. A.

CHILTON
Red and Green Compound

gives a smooth surface for sailing and racing.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.By Perry D, Frazer.

Price ?L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is r
|>art, '>

rOKJEST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
Ml Broadway, New York.

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classics

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters are
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit
of landscape^ a scene of outdoors, stand out clear
and vivid, hke a startling flashing out from the
reader's own memory. ,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

The Spaniel and Its Training.

By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are
added the American and English Spaniel
Standards, Cloth, Illustrated. Price
fi.oo.

'

fOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.
The particular con
struction employed

(SPRUCE).

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. „
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reliable, and yet stiffer tfMn one
of the sa7ne dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, (depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^^tSer^ The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co.Jgjensburg. N. Y.

Steam and Sail Vachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built
Write for it to-day. Address

BACINB BOAT MA XTIFAOTlTKIIfe TO.,
Box 25, Racine, Wis.

This
artotype in

on 22 X 28

--«m PUBLISHING COMPANY, lIlEW YORK.

Y/tCHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council, Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16,80,

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles
points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the
yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman
in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-
tains embraces a wild field, and *' Hints and Points" has proved one of the
most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

FLY-FISHING AND FLY-MAKING FOR TROUT.
By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material for mak-
ing flies of every variety. Illustrated, New edition. Cloth, 160 pages.
Price, $1.50.

Contents: The Senses of Fishes in Relation to the Fly-Fisherman, Practical

Fly-Fishing. Trout Fly-Making. Standard Trout Flies and Their Dressing.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

^
Yachting Goods. \

Yacht Pump Water Closet,

Figr es.'

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B SANDS &. SON,
Ytoht PluRsbere,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUGH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you
vill agree with us in

aying tht

ALMY ~
BOILER
ii tki

FAyORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO
Providence, R. I.

DAN KIDNEY fc SON. WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send stamps for Catalogue.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examination of
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ''Equipment of the
Yacht " "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey SaiUng Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats." "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts '' "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehaaded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

i CANVAS CANOES ^

5« AND

HOW TO BUE.D THEM,
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

S{ With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages,

^ Price, 50 cents.

^ FORESTANDSTREAMPUBLISHING CO.

3( 546 Broadway, New York.

SAM LOVEL'S BOY
BY ROWLAND B. ROBINSON.

This delightful story originally written for

FORBST AND STREAM, and which was received

with such delight, has been put into book form

and will have a place among the sportsman a

cherished volumes.

Cloth, 259 pages. Price, $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

When writing say tliat yon saw
the ad. ! tiie 'T«rest awl Strcaa,'*



Forest and Stream.
A wEEKLY Journal of the Rod and Gun.

Copyright, 1902, snr Forbst and Stream Publishihg Co.

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1902Terms, |4 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy. |

Six Months, $2. j

( VOL. MX^No. 13
j No. 846 Broadway, New York.

The Forest and Stream is the recognized mediuin of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

pages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents.

Subscriptions may begin at any dme. Terms: For single

copies, $4 per year, $3 for six months. For club rates and full

particulars respecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii.

SEND THE NAME WITH THE MONEY.
We often receive remittances of money unaccompanied by the

name of the sender. When sending money one should always be

very sure to sign his name. The sender of money who does not

sign his name when he sends the money can hardly expect to re-

ceive in rettirn from those to whom he sends the money that for

which he sends the money, and failing to receive that for which

he sends the money from those to whom he sends the money, he

naturally blames the people to whom he sends the money because

they do not send him that for which he sent the money, whereas

if he sends his name when he sends the money, the people to whom
he sends the money would send him the things for which he sends

the money. The transaction would then be capable of being

ended. -But when the sender sends the money without his name
the receiver of the money can only hold it, awaiting further de-

velopments. Sometimes nothing develops. In such cases the

money must be held. It still belongs to the person who sent it

and not to the person who receives it, and it is generally speaking

a nuisance for the persons who receive it to hold it in trust for the

person who sent it. The Forest and Stream Publishing Company
is holding and has held for some time several such remittances

from carelessly, and it is to be assumed unintentionally, anonymous

correspondents. -When the fund is large enough to furnish

adequate compensation for a struggle with the problem, it will

be used as a prize for the best explanation of why people send

money for things without sending to the people to whom they

send the money the address to which the things for which the

money is sent are to be sent by the people to whom the money is

sent.

THE FOREST FIRES.

It has been years since there have been so many and

so extensive forest fires as within the past few months,

and it is probably not too much to say that millions of

dollars' worth of standing timber have been destroyed;

while in Oregon it is believed that more than 40 per-

sons have lost their lives in the flames. The destruc-

tion of timber in the neighborhood of Grand Encamp-

ment, Wyoming, and on the borders of the Yellow-

stone Park Forest Reserve has been widespread, and

many, many years must elapse before nature or art can

repair the damage. Not only have the mountains been

stripped of their timber, but in some cases the winter

range of the stockmen has been burned over, and their

cattle and horses will have to be moved somewhere to a

winter range.

In Wisconsin and Minnesota there have been serious

fires, which, happily, have been put out. Montana,

Washington, and northern California, as well as Ore-

gon, are said to have suffered severely, and it is reported

that the smoke of the forest fires along Puget Sound

and some other points on the coast is so thick as to

make navigation difficult and dangerous. There have

been many fires in Colorado also; and at last advices

most of the fires which have been raging for months

over the mountain country west of the Missouri River

are still burning.

If the United States had a proper forestry system and

service, such extensive and disastrous conflagrations

could not occur.

The first step looking toward such an improved serv-

ice was taken at the last session of Congress, when a

bill was introduced which had practically the unanimous

approval of the best equipped foresters in the country.

The purpose of the bill was to transfer the control

of the forestry service from the Department of the In-

terior to the Department of Agriculture. i^argely

through the instrumentality of Mr. Cannon, of Illinois,

this bill was killed, chiefly, it was reported, on grounds

of economy. It is to be hoped that the loss of property

and loss of life which have taken place this summer may
open the eyes of Mr. Cannon and other economical per-

sons of his caliber to the importance qf providing against

a recurrence of such fires in the future. If we take into

consideration the value of the water stored by these

forests to the inhabitants of the arid West, it will seem

that it is a good investment for the Government to take

all steps that wiU insure a permanency oi this water

stapply. _ _^ ^

:

THE RAIL TIDES.

In the Northern States the closing days of September

mark usually—though not always^—the closing also of the

rail shooting season.

The broad fields of corn grass or wild rice, which a

month ago showed unbroken surface of tasseled heads

that bowed before each passing breeze, are interrupted

now by many narroAv lanes where the boats of the rail

shooters have passed to and fro, breaking down the grass

which now lies in unsightly tangles on the water's sur-

face. The heads of the grass which still remain upright

no longer bend beneath a burden of long, slender grains,

but stand upright, straight and naked, stripped of their

fruitage by the birds. For beside the rail which run over

the floating vegetation, and squeeze their way among the

close set stems, and sometimes climb part way up the

stalks of the grass; and the ducks which pick up the

falling seed and at low water dabble in the mud of the

bottom, these rice fields are the resort and feeding ground
of great flocks of other birds. But now since most of the

grain is gone and food has become scarce and the nights

are growing cooler, the metallic cluck of the red-winged

b'ackbird is heard less often, and the high-pitched musical

tinkle of the reed bird no longer comes to the ear.

The wet meadows have long been mowed, and on the

higher ridges along t^ir borders, goldenrod and aster

are beginning to matere. On the hills back from the

water, patches of brown appear on the chestnut trees and
the birch leaves ar&J^iting go their" hold on the slender

twigs, and are slo-'J^^^alling^'fo; feirth. Here and there,

the soft maples of^e lower ground are patched with

vivid red, foreshadowing the general blaze of color that

the next month will show, and the conical cedars which

crown the higher rocky knolls are twined with streamers

of the Virginia creeper, already turning crimson, and
.-con to glow yet more brilliantly against the -dark green

background. The heats of summer are still felt at mid-
.lay, and the air is smoky with a presage of the autumn
which is not yet here. At morning and evening in quiet

v,'eathef, light fogs hang over the streams—fogs which
hardly obscure the view, but distort and magnify well-

known objects so that they are hardly to be recognized.

A morning tide is always a low tide, and so is favored

not at all by the average gunner, but if one starts for the

rail grounds early in the morning, he may see strange

things. Once in a while a woodcock may be seen to fly

across the stream with the air of one who has been out

all night, and is ashamed to be caught abroad by the

rising sun. Even a ruffed grouse has been seen to cross

the river—perhaps influenced by the curious wandering

instinct which in early autumn attacks this noble bird, and
leads him to show himself in all sorts of unexpected

places, careless of his own safety and quite without the

wisdom which will characterize him a month or two later.

Rail shooting is a charming sport, but a sport for

women and children and aged men, rather than for the

hardy sportsman, who, tough of muscle and long of wind,

is able to tramp hour after hour through New England

woods and swamps, or over the slippery prairies or the

rough mountains of the Northwest, or among the pine

v/oods and old fields and briery thickets of the South.

What can be more luxurious than to stand or sit in the

boat, and to be shoved smoothly and slowly among the

wild rice fields, while the tame and slow-flying birds rise

in front or on either hand and gently flap their way to

'

a hoped-for place of safety? The gunner has abundant

time, a clear field. There is no need to allow much for

crossing shots. Rarely, to be sure, if a bird is started

within a foot or two of the shore, or of the thick cat-

tails which the boat cannot penetrate, a snap shot is called

for, but for the most part the shooting is open and easy.

For this very reason the rail grounds offer a capital

school for the small boy or girl who desires to learn to

shoot. Properly equipped and standing in the bow of the

boat, the novice has every opportunity to do well, while

the instructor, sitting on the midship thwart, may coach

the pupil, and explain why each shot was missed, why-

each mistake was wrong, and what should be done when
the next bird gets up. The pupil who shoots too quickly

may be checked by a word of warning just as the bird

rises, and urged to be deliberate; and lesson after lesson

may be given which should greatly profit the learner.

In these latter days such instruction is much more im-

portant than it would have been to those who were learn-

ing to shoot twenty-five or thirty years ago, since to-day

the opportunities for practice on wild birds are fewer

than they used to be.

Unfortunately, not every one has access to rail grounds

where lessons oi this sort may be given, but those who
can spend a few days each autumn in the pleasant task of

giving instructions to their young people in such matters,

should avail themselves of the school of the rail grounds.

. VANISHING GAME BIRDS.

That certain species of North American mammals and

birds have become absolutely extinct is too well known
to make it necessary to enlarge on the fabt. That certain

other species are approaching, or 'have already reached,

the danger line is well understood by those who watch

such matters. One of these species is the woodcock, and
- it is only last week that Mr. Theo. Gordon called atten-

tion to some of the special dangers' which threaten this

simple fowl, so easily found, and when found so easily

secured by the competent shooter. Like other game birds,

it has to rim the gauntlet of many dangers, and it is far

Ies« Avell able to take of itself than are the gallinaceous

game birds, and suffers in consequence.

On another page Dr. A. K. Fisher, the Ornithologist of

the Biological Survey, sounds a timely note of warning

which it will be well for sportsmen and legislators to

heed. He points ottt that the woodcock and the wood

duck are becoming so scarce that they are in danger of

e2<tinction, and gives the reasons for their scarcity, which

are not far to seek for any one who- has followed the

course of shooting and alleged game protection in the

United States for the last twenty years.

For many years the woodcock was everywhere shot

during the summer ; sometimes before its eggs were

hetched, usually before its young had lost their down or

v/ere able to. take care of themselves. Even to-day dur-

ing autumn and winter it is wholly without protection in

its Southern home. The two facts, coupled with the small

number of eggs laid and the further fact that it is a bird

very easily found and shot, have contributed to the over-

destruction of the woodcock, so that it has now become

actually a rare bird.

The case of the wood duck is somewhat similar. By
some strange mental twist, our legislators seem to think

that wildfowl need no protection, and in many States the

close season covers but four or five months, and these

the months when few or no ducks are found in the

Southern or Middle United States. There is thus no

check on the duck shooting habit, and people have come

to believe that whenever a wild duck is seen it is open

season for that duck. The wood duck breeds over much

of the United States, and is therefore present with us

during the close season, and to some extent destroyed

even then. It is encouraging to observe that there are

seven States in the Union—New Hampshire, Vermont,

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Utah and California

—

and three Provinces of Canada—New Brunswick. On-

tario and Manitoba—which have abolished spring shoot-

ing, not in terms, it is true, but by making the open sea-

son close during the winter. One of the counties of New
York offers an interesting object lesson in duck protec-

tion during the spring, and in consequence duck abun-

dance during the legitimate shooting season.

In matters of game protection we Americans are great

hands for locking the stable door after the horse has

been stolen, and then talking largely about what ought to

have been done a long time before. There have been not

a few examples of this in recent times, and in the matter

of the wildfowl generally and of the dainty woodcock

—

once regarded as the especial game bird of America—we
are threatened with evils which there is yet time to avert.

The most effective action that can be taken to protect

these birds is to shorten the season during which it is

legitimate to kill them. Spring shooting should be

abolished in all the States, and those of the South espe-

cially should enact laws closing the season on the w®od-

cock and on all wildfowl not later than Jan. 30. Such

laws if enforced, together with non-sale laws in the

different States, might readily enough bring back the

wildfowl and the woodcock in something like their old-

time plenty.

Dr. Fisher is entitled to the thanks of all sportsmen and

naturalists for his strong plea for the woodcock and th^

wood duck, " ' ^ ' ...
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A Burning Mountain in Cibiria.

The scene is on the Attiyp River, in eastern Cibiria
(the native and only correct way oi spelling what •WdBl-

erners erroneously write as 'Siberia.') I have said
'mountain' in the head-line, although the burning ridge
of gas and coal is more correctly a ridge of hills, but
quite high hills—from 600 to 800 feet altitude. But sen-
sational newspaper hacks write in the gutter press of
''sea waves 'mountains' high" (whereas the highest Avaves
in the worst storms on record have never exceeded
forty-five feet above mean sea-level) ; the writer's
"stretching-it" is a truth in comparison.
On the Amj'p River, there was a current that ran

past the steamer so quickly, it made us think at times
Ave were traveling at greyhound speed; w*hereas in

reality the vitec (Russian for mileage), was often quite
sluggish. This may be readily inferred when I state

that the river journey from Kabapoick, on the Pacific
side of Cibiria, to CtpeteHck (pronounced Ctretengk—

c

soft, as in fagade, gargon, etc.), on the head-waters of

the Amyp, in the labloni range, took fourteen days for

a distance of 2,000 bepcti (versti), or. say, 1,280 miles.

Less than 100 miles a day cannot be rated among speeds
of note, although we traveled da3'^ and night, except at
shallow spots, which were too niuch even for the trained
river pilots.

The fuel on these British-built but slaf-manned
steamers— (there are also a few Belgian-built ones)

—

is always wood; and a richer fuel-wood I never saw in

my life. It is from the dense fir forests on the river

banks, and as it lays piled up on the decks in the warm
mid.summer sun, you can see the solidified turpentine
in chunks in the wood, softening under old Sol's rays,

and ready to ooze out, thick as molasses. Keeping up
steam with such volatile fuel is an easy matter; still,

the ctirrent Avas too strong against tts to "make a rec-
ord." The return journey, with the current, is made in

six or scA^en days.
During that trans-Asiatic journey, of which mention

has already been made in these columns, in Locomotive
Engineering, and in special articles Avhich our public
library of Manhattan has indexed from the American
Gas-Light Journal and the Coal Trade Journal into the
library catalogues as representatiA'e magazine articles

on exclusive subjects, this steamer trip on the Amyp
RiA^er Avas the only part of the trans-slaf country
(stretching from the Pacific Ocean OA'^erland west-
ward for 8,000 miles to the old Polonia republic on
the Teuton frontier) that the Avriter coA'ered by con-
veyance, Avith one solitary exception of a couple of

hundred versti in the torture-racking tapantac (pro-
nounced tarantag.)- [Both Russian and American spell-

ings and pronunciations are herein occasionally given,
to furnish the reader an idea of the difficulty of grasping
the slaf idiom—^the Avords being spelt one way, and
sounded another.] The tapantaq—the Russian small-
capital H having the sound of our n—is a springless na-
tional A^ehicle; and travelers apply to it a vulgar but
peculiarly appropriate expression, Avhen thej'' refer to it

as "enough to shake your guts out." This is literallj'

true—in feeling, as every victim will admit. And yet
the tapaHtag is said by its undulating motions to be
curative of heart troubles, nervous diseases, rheumatism,
kidney and bladder diseases—especially in advanced
stages.

But about the burning coal mountain? I haA'e been
working gradually up to it, to enable the peruser to
form some opinion of the country and people in Avhich
it is located.

The fluvial journey was about ten days through. The
tOAvn of Blagobeghenck, midway on the Amyp River,
had been left far behind, and the steamer ran into the
canons of the sidereal spur-ranges of the labloni moun-
tains. Winding in and out, from morn till night, the
scenery is ever changing. You feel like doing nothing
but sit on deck Avatching the eternal changing pano-
rama. Scenery! Have you visited the Italian lakes?
Then imagine a chain or series of Italian lakes a couple
of thousand miles long, and you will have a good idea
of the sCener}' of the Amyp River.
One CA^ening, as the steamer forced its way through

the river gorges, there burst into vicAv a particularly
beautiful combination of ravishing river and mountain
scenery, charmed with all the poetry of distant prospects
and vast horizons, and in the near distance was a gentle
curl of smoke arising from one bluff, which ever and
anon in the gloaming or twilight (which in this sub-
Arctic zone is lengthened out to 10 P. M.), shed a
shower of crumbhng ash-sparks down the cinder-strewn
slope. The pi'rotechnic display was exceedingly pretty,
and the effect enhanced by the solitude of the region.
Not a sound—the steamer stopped in this widening-out
river caiion for the night—except the inimitable
AA'arblings of the colobei (nightingale). The sight was
the nearest approach to a small-scale Vesuvio I ever
saw; and all the passengers looked with silent admiration
on the scene.

Explanations were soon forthcoming. One of the
steamer's officers said the bluff had been afire for many
years—how long he could not tell; nor could anybody
else. Year after year, both summer and winter, the fire
was gradually burning or eating its way along the ridge
of bluifs, but at so small a rate of speed from year to
year that its progress was almost imperceptible even to
the river men.

It was supposed, said tiie informant, that a forest con-
flagration originally started the fire. But what was it that
was burning (the forests about this and immediate
hill-ridges having been burnt off), was asked. That,
replied the officer, was the subject of research some
years ago by a party of Russian geologists Avho went
over the ground. They reported the fire was burning
on "kamen lec" (stone forests), that is, petrified forests
thousands of years old. Coal, I may remark, has never
been used in this part of the globe.
The inference is clear. Extensive coal ridges are

slowly being consuroed, meaning that thousands of tons

of good fuel affe wasted. And yet the fire Avas certainly
not So foFhiidable that it could not be extinguished fey

a pipe line from the nearby river. A couple of days'
work from a steamer's pumping engine, through half a
mile of hose, Avould probably suffice.

In a lengthy foi-mel- paper on fuel in Cibipia (as the
slafs spell the country, but pronounce it as Ave do),
mention was made that I never saw any evidences of
coal during a year's journeyings hither and thither across
the land. But that burning "stone forest" ridge (al-
though I have never forgotten it) did not occur to lily

mind as that article was written. The consuming coal-
mountain incident, howcA^er, was down on a list of sub-
jects for treatment in a projected book of travels, Avhich,
promising to prove a complete financial fiasco (like 95
per cent, of all books published), AVas abandoned for the
safer method of getting the special-feature articles pub-
lished in a representative journal.

The other day I canVe across in my vest-pocket
diary the entry that reminded me to write this chapter.
It is in French—because all American tourists find it

extremely useful to know that idiom, and, aftfer a lohg
spell of foreign travel, get to think and AVrite in it. The
note is as follovAfs:

19 June (1 July)) WedHtsa'ay.—Isuit, pelit volcan; charbon
brulant.

Which means literally: "Night, petty A^olcano; coal
burning."—The first date is the old-style slaf one, as
they are always -a dozen days behind us; and almost
always as many years behind us CA^en in the simplest
improvements. L. Lodian.

Tales of the Frontier.

IIU-The Flight f6r Life.

FROJt a Woman member of one of the little bands of
pioneers Who fled from the Avrath of hiercilcss foes on
the Minnesota frontier at the beginning of the great
uprising of the SioVlx, iny brother, I. N. Belknap, ob-
tained the following story, and from him it came to me.
The full history of the great Indian massacre of 1862

—

the bloodiest of all savage slaughter in American story

—

has never been written, and never can be written. And
only occasionally is it possible to add anything authentic
to our partial knoAvledge of that terrible time. I take
pleasure in sharing with the readers of Forest and
Stream this short additional chapter of that tragic story,
of the truth of Avhich I am fully persuaded:
Above the town of NeAv Ulm, Minnesota, on the north

or left bank of the Minnesota River, a small tributary
creek known as the Sleepy Eye empties into the main
stream; and a fcAV miles above its mouth its first little

colony of pioneer settlers made their home near the
timber that lined its banks. But few in-numbefs—fouf
families, if I recollect aright—they by common consent
built their little hamlet on the plan similar to that of the
Russian peasants—each family on that corner of their
adjoining "quarter sections" that brought the houses
closely together—and save for monotony inseparable
from pioneer life, their days were those of enjoyment
and pleasurable anticipation, as they toiled in the building
up of more comfortable homes; and Avere all uncon-
scious of the coming visitation of savage wrath soon to
be let loose upon the frontier.

As time went on, and the wandering bands of Sioux,
passing back and forth, became familiar objects to their
curious eyes, they were occasionally visited by aged
and partially decrepit members of the tribe Avho came
on various begging errands; and among them was one
old woman who appeared to be more than usually Avill-

ing to be helpful to them in any of their Avork which she
could understand, and Avhich she promptly volunteered to
do in return for the little kindnesses of the Christian
white Avomen who pitied the hard lot of the poor old
creature, and who vied Avith each other in small favors
to the one member of the savage race w^ho appeared
capable of gratitude.

Months came and Avent, and little by little the old
Indian woman grew to be a more familiar object in the
little hamlet; and she, having become fully convinced
that the mode of life of the white people was better than
that of the Indians, and that the comforts of their ever}^-
day life, which they kindly shared with her, were much
greater than any she could hope for in the teepees of her
own people, finally, and' with the full consent of all in the
little settlement, took up her abode with them.

Little did they then imagine that in extending Chris-
tian charity to the poor old creature, they Avere really
casting their bread upon the Avaters, and Avere to find it

again "after many days."
Her defection from the tribe Avas promptly noticed,

and scowling looks and muttered imprecations of her
former associates soon convinced the old woman that
Avhatever she might afterward knoAv of friendship could
be expected only among the whites.

In the early part of the fateful year of 1862 the settlers
became gradually aware of something of change in the
demeanor of the savages, but so cunning were these
crafty sons of deceit and treachery that only a slight
uneasiness was noticeable among the settlers as the
days drew on.

It was a lovely summer evening. As the stm sank
low in the west and the cool of the evening came on
and the breeze was sighing itself to sleep among the
wild flowers of the prairie, all the white members of the
lonely little colony on the Sleepy Eye were gathered on
the common in front of their little hamlet in quiet en-
joyment of tlie peaceful evening. The old Indian woman
remained in one of the houses alone.
And now what nameless dread began creeping into

their hearts? Had the breeze from the north been
Avhispering some terrible story—all too unintelligible to
the dull ears of the listening white people—of an un-
speakable terror brooding over all the land; and were
the drooping Avild flowers of the prairie nodding only
in mute recognition of the awful tale?
A glance to the northward from one of the party de-

tected a moving object in the distance which seemed to

be fajpidly growing larger, and as all eyes were now
turned in that direction it was soon made out to be a
mounted man urging his horse to its utmost speed.
Wondering at the Gauge of such precipitate flight, they

Avatched the I'idcrg approach alohg the i-oad leaditig
down the cteek. When lie eahife bppbSite theiti, iii-

stead of tnminig ih.tDwafd thcm, lie dfeW up his foahl-
ing hor^^e and erled,, "'Qei y'ouf Wagohfe and horses just
as quick as you can! Mount ^Ind ride for your lives tb
NcAV Ulin! War has btpken out, find they wei-e figHi:*
mg at the Agenty all daj^ yeste!:>l.ay. tfie Sioli^.afe
swarming evpryVVhteffe; killing evei-ybody th^y can find.
Go just as. quick aS yoLi .can, and spl-ead the Avarhln^
as you go."

,
And aigaih the hoi-Se was spurred to i-apid

liight, and the ridel" disappeared dOAvn the road.
Turning frohi the last gliinpSe of the vanishing mes-

senger, they Stared in blank ahiazeinent into eich others
feyeS, foi-.it was on the molnent impossible to realize thie
hori-oi- of it all! And even, iti the hurried coUnSll tliat:

followed, it Avas urged thaf tlie .hian was pi-obably iiH-
necessarily excited and frightened, and it .was finally de-
cided that while it Was doubtless best to heed the warn-
ing, that as night was now at hand, they Avould wait
and take an early start on the folloA\'ing morning.
At this moment the old Sioux woman, coming out of

the house, saw the little group in earnest council and
hurried up to learn the cause of their apparent excite-
ment. The story was repeated to her, together with
their decision to begin their flight on the following
morning. Instantly the old creature fairly danced with
excitement. "O you go now! You go now!" she
screamed. "You don't know Dakotas. I do! You g©
noAv! You go now. Thev not AVait for morning."
"No," replied one of the men, "avc thirtk Ave know

What We ai-e doing. We can't travel well in the night;
but in the mbfnmg M^e can go faster, and see v^hat Ave
are doing."

. . .

.
"Well, .gfeiod-by!" said the, old woman, "t go how."

Aiid suiting the action to tlie word, she drcAv up her
blanket over her shoulders and started off at a rapid
pace doAvn the creek.
"Hold on, there, old lady." cried another of the men;

' wait a moment. Boys, this old woman knoAvs more
about these things than we do. I move that we go with
her—right noAV."
The wisdom of his proposition was at once .so ap-

parent tliat it Avas instantly agreed to, and in a moment
more all AVere in hurrying preparation for flight.

Wliile the men and boys ran for their guns and am-
munition, threw saddles and harness upon the horses,
opened corrals, pig-pens and chicken houses, turning
everything loose to care for itself, and brought the
Avagons to the doors of the houses, the Avomen gath-
ered food, bedding and extra clothing, and a few min-
utes later the little band of fugitives were moving
rapidly doAvn to the mouth of the Sleepy Eye, Avhere
they forded the Minnesota River, and drove south across
the river bottom and the wagon road leading down the
"ver to NcAv Ulm and out upon the high prairie land to
the southAvard, and camped for the night in the darkness
of the prairie. "And," said the narrator, "we had not
got out of hearing of our homes when there came to
our ears the sound of guns, as the Sioux were killing
our cattle."

Sleep Avas a long time in closing the eyes of our fair
informant that night When she awoke her first glance
Avas toward the river, when, out from the edge of the
nearest timber came two of the boys of her own party
bending low over the necks of a pair of the swiftest
horses of the fugitives, urging them to their best speed,
Avhile a short distance behind them raced three mounted
Sioux in the endeavor to cut them off. But the ponies
of the Indians were no match for tlie horses of the white
settlers, and soon the savages gave up the chase and
rode back into the timber. The boys had risen very
early and gone on a scout of their own, with the result
of fully satisfying their curiosity.

All Avas now^ excitement in the little camp. A mouth-
ful of breakfast Avas hastily swallowed, and the horses
were soon in harness ready for the forward movement.

'^'Where you go noAv?" inquired the old Sioux woman.
"To NcAV Ulm," was the reply.
"Which way?" she persisted.
'•Right down the main road along the river," said one

of the men.

"No, no! You no go that way," earnestly entreated
the old woman. "Dakotas lie in the tall grass along the
river, and they shoot you all!" she cried.
A tumult of discussion noAV arose. The wisdom of

the old woman's counsel seemed evident, as she pleaded
for them to keep out on the high upland prairie, away
from the river, and follow a course parallel Avith it. But
the smooth wagon road along the river bottom—where
they could travel so very fast. It proved too great a
temptation, and in spite of her frantic gestures and im-
passioned pleading in broken English, the decision was
at length made to take the river road.

"Well, then, good-by! I no go that way," said the old
creature, and again her blanket was drawn up over her
shoulders in preparation, and again she turned her back
upon her new friends and started off on the prairie
"Hold on! Llold on, there! Wait a minute!" cried

one of the men. Turning to the anxious group, he said.
"Here, now, listen to me. This old woman was born
and raised among the Sioux, and it stands to reason that
she knows how they act in "war better than we can pos-
sibly know. And now, I just make a move that she be
made the general of this expedition right here now, and
that every man, Avoman and child be put under her
orders; to do just exactly as she says in everything."
This was promptly agreed to. and the old woman called

back and iuA^estcd with the full command.
Mounting to the top of the highest load of the things

piled in the Avagons she now directed the course of the
little caravan, and with a vigilance which never for a
moment relaxed, and an eye that instantlv detected every
moA'ement of bird or beast in the distance, she marched
her Small force along the prairie highlands, Avhere the
short grass of the prairie afforded no screen for am-
bushed foes.

The sound of guns began to come to their ears, and as
the direful day drcAV on, the sound of firing grew more
continuous, The world was up iu arms around them
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iS they pressed forward in their anxious march over
iie rough ground of the high prairie.

But now they saw with dismay that a ravine which ran
[own to the bottom land of the river, and which was
lied with tall grass, ran directly across their line of

narch. The tall grass had now grown, to be an object
)f dread to their anxious eyes. Calling a halt, tlaeir

eneral now ordered forward all her troops. Every boy
Tid man, armed with any kind of gun, was now ranged
n front, and forming them, in line abreast and some
hlrty yards apart, she made them a short speech.
"Now," said she, "you all go on at the word. Be

eady to shoot, and shoot quick! If Dakotas are in the
all grass and they see you coming and see that you loiow
lOAV to fight and are ready to fight, they not wait for
ou; the)' jump and run. I know!"
The word was given, and directly in the rear of the

xtended skirmish line moved the caravan, safely across
nd out again upon the high land of the prairie.

Several times this was repeated during their march,
nd when in the afternoon they came opposite the
illage of New Ulm they turned at a right angle and
loved down into the protection and safety of the town
vithout harm to a single member of the little band, so
pisely led and guided. But along'the road which wound
Ls sinuous course along the river bottom, between the
nouth of the Sleepy Eye and the village of New Ulm,
he mangled bodies of over fifty pioneers—men, women
nd little children—lay strewn in all forms of mutilation
'nd savage slaughter, as the darkness of night closed
own upon the frontier at the end of that sad and fate-

dl day. Orin Belknap.

Summer on the Labrador.
{Continued j^rom last tueek.)

Wk were pleasantly received by the missionaries and
rranged with them for the use of a boat. Among the

iw Eskimos about, however, we were unable to find

ne who would accompany us as guide without the

aily compensation of plenty of tobacco and the value
[ two quintals of fish, about $6. We decided to go
lone. After one false start, when our boat proved
erself in the first hundred- yards, utterly unfit for our
iirpose, we retlirned, reloaded ever3fthing into a big

iree-masted "Jack" and tender, received our final in-

tructions from Capt. Mercer of the Idalia as to direc-

on, and shortly before six in the evening manned the

wenty-foot sweeps and forced our craft out into the

;ind.

The night was beautiful and clear, the air tinged with a

light sharpness as of early fall, and as we lost sight

{ the buildings of Nain they were flooded with the red

ays of the sun just sinking -behind the distant islands.

Vith Jake at the helm, while I matched for rocks and
igeons from the bows, with every sail drawing, we
tarted off in high spirits and laid a course np the

outh branch of Nain Bay. We sailed until after dark
nd made camp about So yards from the shore on 9.

rassy slope. It was an unusually attractive looking sptit

or a camp, being sheltered on three sides by high walls

nd trees, while within a few steps was a clear running
rook of ice water. But in our choice of a camp we had
eft out of consideration the ubiquitous mosquito, and
ound we had chosen a spot already occupied by him as

breeding ground. We suffered in consequence, and
self-defense broke camp at the first break of day.

About noon, finding we were getting into the shallow

eadwaters of the baj' and having covered, as we thought,

bout twenty miles, we selected a site for a permanent
amp on high ground, well protected in front by a high

ocky precipice and in the rear by a considerable growth
{ trees. Such protection as we had, however, was not

ufficient to prevent the capsize of our tent—and 1;he

onsequent destruction of several valuable articles, in-

luding a pot of beans jnst finished baking, a luxury

xpensive in time and oil—during the northwest gale,

i?hich blew for thirty-six hours after we landed.

The appearance of the country here resembled very

tiuch what we had already seen of the coast. High,

ocky headlands, barren of everything except the rein-

eer moss, rise abruptly on both sides of the bay. Above
hese often stand much higher hills, which finally slope

way into a rolling country intersected in every direc-

Lon by waterways. In the valleys we often found a

.rowth of fir and spruce in small areas, and directly in

tie rear of our camping ground was an area of a quar-

er of a mile square, some of the trees reachintr thirty

;et in height.

As we landed the first day in our tender, we imme-
iately made the acquaintance of a family of Arctic

ulls, which we found later, occupied the blufif directly

n front of our camp. They greeted us with loud and
ngry cries, and flying over would often swoop down
Imost within arm's reach. These gulls, an occasional

lock of ducks flying over, and now and then a spruce

)artridge or a "woodpecker, seemed to comprise the

)ird life in our vicinity just at that time. Since reach-

ng the shore, our early impressions received from the

geographies, of the vast clouds of migratory birds to be

ound on the coast, had received a set back. Ofif Iron

ioiind Island we had passed a great flock of "Tickle

Hsies," and occasionally from the top of an iceberg or

rom some rocky headland woifld rise large numbers of

ulls, but we soon came to the conclusion that the

.reat breedmg grounds were further north and in more
naccessible places than the Labrador coast furnished.

It is a feature of Labrador streams that hardly one
lows into the sea, but swarms with brook trout. At
3olton we took several weighing two pounds and those

ront a quarter to half a pound in large numbers. In
ihe brooks about our camp we found them plenty and
jamy and kept ourselves well supplied, but our efforts

ivith the sea troul, which the Eskimos take in large num-
iers in the spring and which find a ready market in St.

ohns, resulted in the capture of a fine mess of flatfish.

. The game signs around our camp, however, were
isappointing. While there was a network of trails lead-

ng in all directions, showing where the caribou had
ome in large numbers in the earlier part of the summer,
nothing showed any recent visits. Across the bay we
found an Eskimo camp used during their spring trout

fishing, and all about here was a veritable boneyard.
Antlers, hoofs and whole skeletons bore evidence that
the natives found caribou plenty enough at times. To
the mosquito, of course, can be laid the absence of the
caribou, and it is not surprising that they flee inland
and to the tops of the highest hills to escape this pest,
which even to a man with his means of protection, is

almost unbearable at times. We had them in our tent,
in our food and on our tramps. When we rested, as we
often did in climbing the hills, for the exertion was
severe, every portion of our clothing would immediately
be covered by a hungry, buzzing crowd, and it was not
unusual for them to bore through the thin parts and
even through a soft leather glove. Headgears of net-
ting, which we wore continually and tar soap constantly
appHed, were both wholly inadequate against these lustv
fellows. By vigorous smudging we always cleared out
the tent before getting into our sleeping bags, and if

there happened to be a breeze blowing, were sometimes
undisturbed until morning. If there was no other rea-
son why Labrador would probably never become a
summer playground for the people, this reason of the
mosquito would be sufficient.

We were unsupplied in our camp with a time piece,

and so were obliged to rely on the sun for our hours of

going and coming. This did very well on days when the

stm could be seen, but there came a day when it was
h'dden behind a dark mass of heavy clouds.

Rising at what we supposed was our usual hour, we
had breakfast and Avent over the hills a short distance.

We were gone perhaps a little over three hours, and on
our return set to work to prepare dinner. We had
hardly finished, when it began to grow perceptibly darker,

and by the time we had cleaned up another night had
come. So we again crawled into our sleeping bags,
pulled our pea-jackets up over us and wondered what
had become of the day, and if the long Arctic winter
night was upon us so suddenly. The next day, however,
was of the usual length. We spent a week in this camp
and covered a large part of the surrounding country
in otir tramps. From the tops of the highest hills we
covered with otir glass miles and miles in every direc-

tion, and always had the same view of a limitless ex-
panse of rock, trees, snow, and water, but not the slight-

est trace of the caribou.' Breaking camp at high water
early one morning, we started toward Nain with a fresh

northwest breeze. This increased until it became a gale,

and with sail shortened to a reefed mainsail, we bowled
along at a tremendous rate, reaching Nain shortly be-

fore noon, much to the surprise of the inhabitants, whose
opinion of our abihty in the management of a boat was
plainly not flattering when we left themtheweek before.

east to southwest. A boat was soon manned, and by the
time the steamer, which proved to be the Grand Lake,
had come to anchor, a large part of the population of
Nain was ready to clamber aboard. On her first trip of
the year, word had been left that the steamer might on
her next trip go north from Nain to the other station, and
th is was the principal question asked as we flocked on
board.
Up to this time Nain had been the most northerly

point touched by the regular mail steamer, the traffic
between the other stations having been carried on by
schooners. We were told that the steamer sailed the
first thing in the morning for Okah, Hebron and Rama,
and our plans were soon made to accompany her, as
there seemed to be too little time during her trip north
to camp again.
A general feeling of expectancy and of pleasant an-

ticipation was noticeable as the steamer left Nain, and
there was a sort of "first time" novelty to everything.
The coast below Nain being new to the captain, our
friend, Mr. Ford, was taken as pilot, and ten miles out-
side Nain took us safely over a sand reef when it looked
to many of us as if we must surely strike, with our
18 feet of draft, so clearly could we see the bottom. We
were shortly afterward approached and hailed by a
whale boat load of ten men, who, with their provisions
and sea bags, plainly told the story of another wreck.
As the steamer stopped, they came alongside, and re-
ported themselves the crew of the schooner Mariner,
wrecked two days before off Cape Mugford. They were
told by the Government official to proceed to Nain and
remain there until the steamer should return, when they
wotfld be taken south. Proceeding, we were loudly
cheered by the natives as we passed their summer camps,
and shortly after noon passed Black Island, with the
wreck of the Lily of the North plainly seen through our
glasses. Past the jagged and snow-capped Kigdlapiegh
we steamed, and toward night were brought to a halt by
a thick fog, which hid all land marks. The steamer was
put about and turned in shore toward a fishing boat
which was coming in from the day's work ^nd making
for its customary harbor. Taking one of the men
aboard and the boat in tow, we were guided into the
harbor behind Cutthroat Island, where we spent the
night.

"Oksunai!" "Oksunai!" was the first thing we heard
on going on deck the next morning. Already nearing
Okak, the steamer had picked up a large number of
Eskimos from the outlying islands, and was taking them
in to assist in the unloading of the stores. As the
steamer sounded her whistle half a mile from the station,
answering- shouts could be heard coming from different

It was during the afternoon offfiTs^flS:^ while taTTJtrtg-^—points along the- shore, and as we came to anchor we
with the crew of a schooner .unloading missionary sup-
plies, that we learned of the loss of the Lily of the North.
She had parted one anchor chain and dragged the other
anchor in the gale of Saturday before, and had gone on
to the rocks in Paul's Harbor, Black Island. The second
pound on the rocks had torn The keel otit and the crew
had quick work to 'get their belongings on shore, so

quickly did the water rise in her hold. Wrecks among
these people are of tlie commonest occurrence, and our
informants seemed to take the whole affair as a mat-
ter of course, our interest in every detail seeming very
surprising to them. They said the cargo was being
sold at auction as they came by. It is the custom at the

time of a wreck to appoint from among the captains of

the schooners at hand one who shall act as auetioneer.

and by him the cargo and craft are sold. Certain rules

are followed which are agreed upon by the schooner
clubs, whose formation takes place at the principal start-

ing points in Newfoundland. Those who are independ-
ent of any club, however, often become somewhat
piratical in their movements and make the occasion of

a wreck the scene of much highhandedness. From con-
versation afterward with the man who bought the

schooner and spars for six dollars, we learned some-
thing about the prices received for the different articles

of the cargo. It is, perhaps, enough to say that they

were absurdly low and showed how great a sacrifice in

value must be made in order to make a sale.

We were fortunate in getting Mr. Ford, who is in the

employ of the missionaries at Nain, and a life-long resi-

dent of "The Labrador," to accompany us on a second
camping trip of a few days. Again leaving Nain in the

boat which had already done us good service, we took
a southeasterly course and camped during the afternoon
on Sactushook (long, low) Island. I suppose the un-
usual noise attending our making camp was what at-

tracted the magnificent bull caribou which came trotting

round a bend in the shore as we were putting up the

tent. His presence, first noticed by Mr. Lord, was a

signal for the dropping of all camp preparations and a

frantic stampede for firearms, just then lying scattered

about the ground. Mr. Ford's quick shot, followed by
ours, brought him down, and there was soon a good
prospect for the first fresh meat we had had in six

weeks.
The caribou was a fine specimen, with an exceptionally

good set of antlers, but in our hunt of the island we
could not find a trace of another. The place made an
ideal camp, however, being well protected, with plenty
of water and material for a fire at hand.
Ducks, geese and shore birds, notably the curlew, were

in great numbers, and just after light one morning, when
stalking a flock of geese, we caught a glimpse of a

black fox skulking along the shore, and on the same
errand as ourselves. He had frightened the geese, and
was himself too far off to give a shot, so we returned
empty-handed. We reached Nain again on the 27th, to
be ready for the steamer, which was expected daily.

One evening, as we were seated in Mr. Ford's house
with his family and three Eskimo women who were
engaged in softening some skin boots, about half past
8 we suddenly heard a steamer's whistle. The Eskimo
women jumped with cries of "Umiaksuak!" "L^miak-
suak!" (big boat! big boat!), and we all rushed for the
shore, where a torch was lighted to guide the steamer on
her cotirse.

The night was clear and cold, with a keen wind blow-
ing from the northwest, and the brilliant northern lights

with constantly changing colors, covered half the sky
from horizon to horizon, in a general direction of north-

were surrounded by boats and kayaks containing the
missionaries and Eskimos. Everybody came aboard, and
then began the bustling work of unloading the stores
and taking on the trout, seal oil and whatever else
Avas to go to St. Johns.
Okak is about 100 miles north of Nain, and as its

name signifies (tongue) is placed on a long, narrow
jab of land. It was started in. 1782, and in appearance
is similar to the other stations, having the mission house
w^ith adjoining chapel and the outlying Eskimo huts.
Okak is the largest in population of the stations, the
Eskimos numbering about 380. Men, women and chil-
dren, they all impressed us as being the most sttirdy
and lusty looking crowd we met on the coast. The
healthy color in their faces fairly shone through the
dark skin, and the large number of children of all ages
spoke well for the continuance of the race, a fact noticeably
absent at some of the stations. It is evident that they
still use their natural food of seal blubber and dried fish,
for it is a well-known fact that as soon as they leave
this diet and take up the civilized fare of bread and
molasses the health of the people begins to deteriorate.
They are in many ways an interesting people to meet.
Of course, one must first overcome the natural dislike
to the odor which is noticeable in their company. This
seems at first impossible, until the interest aroused by
the native, his life and langua,ge, helps one to forgot
about his negative charms, and if this feature is after-
ward at all noticeable it is simply as an agreeable part
of Jiis personalit3^ Cleanliness is decidedly not one of
his strong points, and water is known to him principally
as a good thing to drink. However, in some of the"
southern stations they are beginning to observe a little
more neatness in their personal appearance, and often
signify their knowledge of the day being Sunday by
pointing to their hair, which has perhaps been a little
smoothed, or to a change in their "addichek," an
outer garment shaped like a blouse, with a hood. Will-
ing and cheerful in their disposition, their "Oksunai" is
always accompanied by a smile, and during our contact
with them we saw but a single instance of surliness, and
that in one afflicted widi the grip, which has found its
way to that far-off shore.
Abias, a leader and adviser among the Eskimos, lives

at Okak. He has reached the age of seventy-three, an
imusually long life for an Eskimo, and has qualities of
mind which make him a natural leader and his in-
fluence great among the natives of northern Labrador

C. S. Hawkins.
[to be continued.]

The shooting season opened with more or less eclat
in the neighborhood of Comox, Vancouver Island, as
we are told by the excellent paper, the Cumberland
News. J. Reis shot a large panther Sept. 6 on the Gor-
don ranch, and the same week T. Kirkwood killed a
large bear. Other bears were seen by different people
even if not secured.
The News intimates that poaching goes on in the

vicinity qf Cumberland, as it does in very many other
places. The season opened this year with good pros-
pect of fair bags, but those who went out on opening
day found the birds few and scattered. It is said that on
the Sunday preceding the opening there were many gun-
ners abroad, and there was a considerable destruction
of birds. The law-abiding citizens ought to take hold
of matters.

All corrnnunications intended for Forest and StREAM iligifld'

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing C^., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.
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Cruising on the White River.
Editor Potest and Stream:
The sketch given below, signed Rowlock, \Vas not writ-

ten for publication, but as it may prove of interest to

ypur readers, I send it, to be disrtosed of as yoli may S'iit

pro|)er. " Rowlock and his tWo younger brothers, vsons of

Coahoma, being temporarily resident at Fayetteville, in

the extreme northwest county of Arkansas, being bent on
enterprise, built for themselves a skiff, which was trans-

ported by rail to upper White River and launched in that

stream for a voyage of discovery and adventure. They
were eleven days on the journey, of which the said sketch

gives an account. Coahoma.

While our trip was a pleasurable one, in a way, it was
something of a disapopintment to us, and it was not in-

frequently the case, that we wished ourselves back at

Cousin A.'s, with j'ou all, enjoying the cool breej^es, the

tennis and cards, and the hospitality of her home. We
found that we could not run nearly as long each day as

we had anticipated, and that, except where there \yere

rapids, the current was so slow that it afforded us little

assistance. Consequently, we had to w^ork hard to make
any progress, and had to push on as long as we had
daylight. Had we been able to loiter along and fish and
swim more, we would have had a more agreeable trip.

The agent at Fayetteville liad told us that our boat

wotild go all the way to Beaver (The Narrows) on the

same car, and we were surprised when we arrived at

Seligman, to find it lying on the ground by the platform.

It had apparently been knocked about a good deal. We
were told by the Seligman agent that no freight train

would go over until the next day. but that he_ would see

if the passenger conductor would take it over'that night

in the baggage car. This the conductor agreed to do,

so we were put off in the dark at Beaver about 11 o'clock

Tuesday night. We lit our lantern, and Jim went in

search of the river, while Fred and I stood watch over

the baggage. Jim found the river and some farmers re-

turning from a frolic, who assisted us in getting the

boat to the water. When first launched, the boat didn't

leak a drop, but the dampness made it come together a

little, and for several days it took in a little water, until

it swelled, and then the leaking stopped. We had had
supper at Seligman, at a little hotel, so after launching

our boat and carrying our baggage down to the river, we
rolled up in our blankets and tried to get some sleep.

Jim slept in the boat, and had a pretty comfortable time,

but the rocks punched Fred and me through our blankets,

and our repose was rather broken. We were up pretty

early and cooked us some breakfast, and then it was that

the first disappointment of our trip occurred. We dis-

covered that in the dark and confusion of the preceding

night the little telescope containing the bread and pre-

serves had been lost. The train was almost due, and we
sent Fred out to see if it was left on the baggage car,

but if it had been they put it oft' at Etireka, for it was

gone. We grieved sorely on account of this loss, and

lived on crackers and corn dodgers instead of that nice

light bread. We had not rowed more than a few hundred

yards, when we struck a rapid, where our boat went

aground on a shoal. Two of us jumped out and shoved

her over, then got back and proceeded, to experience

the same difl!iculty a little lower doAvn. This continued

all day, and every day during the t-rip, but the shoals be-

came more and more widely separated, and some days

later on we had to get out only once or twice. Fred and

I very foolishly left our trousers rolled up after we would

get through wading and re-enter the boat, and in about

half a day our "waders" were in a fearful fix. We
suffered very much from the burns for two or three days,

after which the peeling process set in and our condition

improved. Jim had a rip in the back of his shirt, and the

sun presented him with a beautiful blister about four

inches long and one wide. Fred's wrists, too, were pretty

well cooked. The scenery along the river was beautiful,

as it was during all our trip, and we enjoyed it very

much. At 1 :30 we landed and had our dinner, consisting

of chipped beef, crackers, corn cakes, molasses and pre-

serves. (Our jar of peach preserves was not lost.)

Soon after we started, a bass jumped out of the water, hit

Jim OH the ear, flopped into the boat and out again be-

fore we could say "Jack Robinson." In the evening we

stopped at a farmhouse and bought two chickens, which

we had to shoot, some eggs and potatoes. At 6 :45 we

stopped for supper, consisting of eggs, potatoes, bacon,

molasses, coffee, postum and crackers. Our camping

place that night was ideal. We found a fallen sycamore

consisting of two large trunks, lying parallel and about

four feet apart. We erected two end poles, stretched our

ridge rope between them, threw our boat covering over

it and tied the sides just outside the tops of the logs, the

canvas forming the roof and the logs the sides of our

house. We threw sycamore leaves on the ground and

spread our blankets upon them, and were soon lost to the

world.

Ttie next morning, Thursday, the 31st, we got up at 6

o'clock, cooked our breakfast and struck camp. We had

oatmeal, cofffee, bacon, chicken, corn cakes and molasses.

The morning run was without incident. We stopped for

dinner at 2 o'clock, and resumed our voyage at 3- ^^O"

ward evening we discovered a big frog on a rock and i

.shot and wounded him, but before we could get him he

had wiggled under the water. That night we camped on

a gravel bar covered with sycamore and willow trees. VV e

had had good running all the afternoon, and felt more

encouraged and in better spirits. I did not mention that

the day before this, we passed two pretty good-sized

streams flowing into the White. The first was qiiite

muddy and colored up the clear waters of the White.

The second was clear and pretty. For about five miles

after we passed its mouth the clear and muddy waters

flowed along side by side and refused to mix, then they

mingled and the river was not more than half as muddy

as it had been before. This clear stream was the James

River. The muddy condition of the water worried us

greatly, as it made it more difficult for us to see the rocks,

and we ocoasionally_ ran over one, but our boat proved

tough enough to withstand the strain. Friday, Aug. i,

we got up at 4:30, struck camp, cooked breakfast and

were off by 6. We doubled up at the oars and made

pretty good progress during the cool of the morning. We

asked a man) how far it was to Forsyth, and were told
that it was twentj'-five miles. After going about fifteen

miles we asked another, who said that it was forty mMes.
Later in the day another man told us that it was twenty-
five miles by land and about 125 by water. This is only a
sample of the experience we had all the Avay down when
we undertook to gain any information from the natives,

In the afternoon we bought a watermelon, some tomatoes,
cantaloupes and eggs. We camped that night on a beauti-
ful, high, level spot two miles above Forsyth. The next
morning we ran on down to Forsyth, went up town,
found that there was no mail, telegraphed to Mr. P., as

we thought you might be getting uneasy, and it would
take several days to get a letter to you from Forsyth,
part of the trip having to be made by stage. We re-

plenished our larder and proceeded on our way.
Up to this time I kept a rough diary of our move-

ments, but was always too tired at night, after that, to

worry with it. The next day was Sunday, Aug. 3, and it

was during that forenoon that we had the most exciting

experience of the trip. We encountered, from time to

time, a number of rock ledges or dams, extending en-

tirely across the river, over which the water flowed with
great force. We could usually shoot over or jump these

without much difficulty or risk, for the water below was
nearly always clear of obstructions and deep. It is impos-
sible to see from above what the conditions are below, so

we would have to take our chances on hitting the right

place. The most important thing to watch is the direc-

tion of the current, for the boat must be kept parallel

with it at all hazards. At the time in question we heard
the roar of one of these cataracts, and it sounded big

enough to make us quake a little. Jim and Fred were at

the oars, and I had the steering paddle in hand. I

selected as "likely" looking a place as I could find, told

the boys to pull with a vim and we shot over. But as the

bow dropped down to the water below it struck a big

rock full in the face. The blow seemed enough to split

the boat from stem to stern, but she only gave a quiver
and swung round, dashed broadside against the rocks by
the strong current. The water began to pour over the

side, and almost before we knew what was happening,
Fred was out in the water, nearly up to his waist, holding
up the side of the boat to keep the water out. We man-
aged to swing her head down stream and get her off the

rock, then landed and bailed her out. On a gravel bar
just below us we counted 100 buzzards, and we surmised
that they had expected us to be killed and were waiting

for us. On two other occasions we shipped a little

water, but this was the nearest to a "swamp" that we
had during the entire trip.

At Forsyth we purchased a troll, and for several days
caught all the bass we wanted to eat. We would run it

out behind the boat to the end of a 7S-foot line, and
every now and then would feel a jerk and pull one in.

Some of them weighed as high as a pound and a half.

We could see bass darting about in shoal places and
striking at minnows. The mountains were rather low
Avhere we started, but increased in altitude as we pro-

ceeded, until they played out just below Batesville. Some-
times they sloped up from the water, and then again

they would rise sheer out of the stream in perpendicular

cliffs from 100 to 400 feet high. We would occasionally

see big rocks jutting out as if they would fall if a fly

lit on them, and the action of the water in ages past has
rounded off some of the projecting rocks so as to give

them the appearance of turrets on some old English

castle. The valleys were cultivated, and we could catch

an occasional glimpse of a cornfield, but whatever civiliza-

tion existed was shut out from our view, for the most
part, by a skirt of woods along the river bank. We
seldom saw habitations of any kind, until we got pretty

low down the river, when we would occasionally pass a
pearl hunter's tent; and we would go for half a day
sometimes on the upper river without seeing a soul. One
day, as we passed the mouth of a <iry creek, one of the

boys said, "Look at that queer animal over there."
^
I

looked, and saw that it was a cow bogged up just in-

side the creek. We landed and found that the poor
creature was deep down in the mud, where it had prob-

ably been for several days. It was thin and weak and
looked wistfully at us, as if to implore assistance. VVe
v/ent in search of some one whom Ave could notify of its

condition, and found a house about half a mile from the

river, and a man who said that he would look after it. We
three boys and the man tried to get it out, but could not

budge it, SO' he said he would notify the owners and
they would bring a team and some ropes. As they lived

two miles away, Ave did not wait to see the outcome of

their efforts.

About this time the mosquitoes began to worry us con-

siderably at night, so we rigged up a bar in the hope of

keeping them off. We pinned the bar around our awn-
ing and let it fall to the ground, then laid the oars on
the edges to hold them down. Somehow, the mosquitoes

would manage to get in every night, and would wake us

up at daylight with their singing and stinging. We sus-

pected finally that they crawled through the meshes in

the netting, as we could find no holes.

Our next objective point was Buffalo, and before we
could reach that little town, we knew that we would
have to shoot the dreaded Buffalo Rapids. The boys

plied me Avith questions, from time to time, as to what
the Buffalo shoals were like, but I could only tell them
that they Avere a series of rapids about a mile long with a

fall of nine feet, and Avere full of jump-offs and big rocks

that were hard to avoid. We reached the head of this

bugbear about 6 o'clock Tuesday evening, the 5th, and
having bought us a watermelon, landed on a little rocky

island to eat it before we entered the turbulent Avaters,

for, Ave thought, why not get all the pleasure that is

possible out of life, for we may never reach the foot of

these shoals alive. So we ate our melon, and then pushed
off, Avith Jim and Fred at the oars and I at the helm. We
could see a perpendicular rock cliff about a mile down the

river, Avhere there Avas an abrupt turn to the left, and I

told the boys that just above that lay Buffalo City, our
temporary destination, bounded by a crescent of moun-
tains on the one side and the river on the other. By
close attention to my paddle and the making of some
pretty short turns, Ave managed, within a few minutes

after our start, to swing out of the rapids into the still,

deep Avater at their foot, without having hit a single

rock. We breathed a sigh of relief and made for the

landing. Just as we stepped out -^f the boat we were

warned by a man across tlie river to seek shelter quickly,
as the railroad constructors were about to fire a blafi

We dodged behind some trees and the blast went ott,

;i wakening the echoes for miles around. The rocks Avere

scattered in every direction, but none of them came near
us. Up to this time the sky had been almost clear, and
there Avas no sound of thunder or evidence of a brewing
storm. A small black cloud hung almost d.rectly over
us, and suddenly, almost as if from a clear sky, a livid

flame shot from the cloud to the top of the mountain just

across the river, and there was a report that eclipsed
the blast that had so recently taken place about a hun-
dred fold, it seemed. The rain began to pour down and
we sought shelter under some thick sycamore trees, after
covering our baggage up Avith the oil cloth. The rain
did not last long, but the clouds began to gather, so Ave

stored our things aAvay in a store up on the bluff and
sought the hotel. Later on in the night Ave Avere awakened
by a violent electric storm, and congratulated ourselves
that Ave Avere not out under our flimsy little tent fly.

We had expected to visit the Jackpot mine from
Buffalo, but were unable to commmiicate Avith Capt. Stone
over the 'phone, and could not get a team at Buffalo, so
abandoned the expedition. The mine was sixteen miles
aAvay, OA^er a rough mountain road, and Ave had not the
time to tramp it.

Our run to Batesville Avas accomplished in twenty-six
hours, just seA^en hours less than it took us a year ago in
the bateau. The river Avas considerably higher on tliis

trip, but the current seemed to me to be more sluggish.
The rapids Avere feAver, hence the trip less exciting. A
railroad is being constructed from Painter's Bluff to
Buffalo, an extension of the road from Bate.SA'ille to
Painter's Bluft', and Ave encountered gangs of workmen
quite frequently, and heard a great many blasts go off.

This Avill be a beautiful road, as it folloAvs the meander-
ings of the river, and is holloAved out of the sides of the
mountains Avhere they are adjacent to the river. We
were told by the proprietor of our hotel at N. that a
panther and a rattlesnake Avere blasted out of the same
den at Painter's Bluff, and that the rattler was tAventy-
one feet long and had iii rattles; that they ran an ex-
cufsion up from N. for the people to see them. Had we
known of this terrible reptile, we would probably not
have slept so soundly in our camp two miles below
Painter's Bluft', but "Avhere ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to
be Avise." Just before Ave got to Painter's Bluff a bass
jinnped into the boat and I managed to get my foot on
him and my finser into his mouth before he could flop out
again. Jim passed a string through his gills and Ave had
him. We had to cut him in tAvo to get him into the
skillet, which Avas a good-sized one, and he Avas more
than the three of us could eat for supper. We shot one
more frog, but he was in deep water and sank otit of our
reach.

After getting doAvn to where the pearl hunters were
numerous, Ave could no longer use the White River Avater
for drinking, and as springs were scarce, had some trouble
about procuring drinking Avater. When Ave would come
to a good spring or a Avell or pump, Ave Avould fill our
buckets and coffee pots Avith water and carry it along.
It is fortunate for us that none of us are superstitious, for
every night, Avhen Ave Avould land to camp, a screech oavI
Avould light almost over us and serenade us. One night
we camped in somebody's pasture, near a landing Avhere
Avere some cross ties and staves, piled up on the bank
for shipment. When Ave were almost ready to put out
our light and retire, a glimmer appeared among the trees
up ori the hill, and some one began to halloo at us. I
ansAvered and the voice asked us if we Avere "ketchin'
um." I replied that Ave had not caught any yet. Avhere-
upon he inquired, "Is that you, Alex?" I said that it

was not, after which the colloquy ceased, and we saw
the light disappear through the Avoods. The farmer prob-
ably thought Ave were making aAvay with his staves, but
was afraid we Avere too many for him. We put out our
light and Avere soon in the Land of Nod.
On Friday night, the 8th, Ave camped about thirty miles

above NcAvport, on a bluff about thirty feet high. We
had roAved in the rain some during the day, but it was
not hard enough to wet us much, and our baggage Avas
covered_ with an oilcloth. About 7 o'clock it began to
look quite threatening, so we made for the nearest good-
looking place for a camp.. The bluff Avas hard to climb,
but Avhen Ave reached the top we found ourselves in a
heaA'y SAvitch canebrake. We chopped out a space in the
cane under a pecan tree, the foliage of which was quite
dense, and got our tent up just as the rain set in. The
tree was so thick that very little water got through to us,
and Ave cooked and ate our supper without paying much
attention to the rain. The next morning we Avere off soon
after daylight, for it Avas important that Ave should make
it to NcAvport that day, being Saturday, as Ave Avould
have to Avait until Monday to get our money if Ave did not.

We had expected to find boats running down the river
from Batesville, but Avere disappointed in this hope, and
Avere told that Ave could surely catch one at Newport. As
we Avere growing somewhat tired of our trip, and my
time was more than up, I thought we Avould put our boat
aboard the steamer, the boys could take passage and I
could run through by rail. We got to Jacksonport about
2 o'clock, and finding that I could just catch a train for
Newport, and that it was ten miles further by river, I left

the boys and took the train.

Arriving at Newport, we held a council and decided
that AA'e Avould sell the boat before the train time that
night, if possible, and all go to Memphis, Avhere Ave could
get some money. We had only $6 among us, and the
ticket to Memphis was $3.35. Our efforts to sell the boat
were unsuccessful, though Ave offered it for almost
nothing, so Ave Avent to a hotel and put up for the night.

The next morning I left for Memphis, leaving the boys to

aAvait some funds. And thus ended our river trip.

The next time I take a long trip on the water, it Avill

be in a launch, a sailboat or some other kind that can be
propelled Avith some other force than muscle. The fact

that Ave had to work so hard and so constantly, took
aAvaj' the greater part of the pleasure of the trip, for Ave

had no time left for anything else. It Avas just a constant
grind day after day. Rowlock.

All communications intended for FoiEST and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., N ;

York, and not to any individual connected with the paper. _
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Scientific Forestry.

Editor Forest and Stream: i
!

i^iHi

It is quite apparent to one who observes things with

any kind of careful attention, and at the same time has

some degree of practical knowledge of things, that what

I
we call science is now very much of a fad. We have had

I

now about forty years of scientific agriculture which has

I cost many millions of dollars, and in spite of all this vast

expenditure the average of the farm crops has not in-

!

creased to any extent sufiicient for the statisticians of

the Government, working at a cost of millions of dol-

lars, to base any figures upon. The agricultural col-

leges, so expensively maintained, after thirty years of

gradually increasing expense, charged to the public, have

not, so far, had the slightest ef?ect in increasing the av-

erage yield of any crop, and the only good, so far, ap-
' parently done is the providing managers for the show
farms of the wealthy people, which are kept up at ex-

cessive cost, and, as one owner of such a farm recently

said to me, every egg laid on his farm cost him twenty-

five cents, and his butter two dollars a pound. But he
remarked it is something to show to my friends and brag
on. And now we have a forestry fad on the stage, and
thousands of dollars are spent in teaching the boys,

who never before knew one tree from another, the

science and practice of forestry culture. All this time,

without the slightest fuss or noise, the French and
German people and Governments have been improving

I
their forests, private and public; planting the wind-

I swept ocean beaches to prevent the inroads of the sea

I on the land, and, just as if it were some new thing, some
Yankee invention, we are taking this ancient thing up
and claiming it as such. There is in fact nothing new
or strange in this thing. The student of this new art,

owners of wood lands, and others interested in it, may
procure plenty of literature, new and old, in the German
French and Dutch special journals, and by making a

few trips to the European sea coasts, to the private

wooded estates in any European country, or to the

English coasts and prominent .show estates of the

I

wealthy land owners, as well as the ancient Government
fore.sts there, they may. see samples of this work, which
will show what has been done for many years back

—

centuries in fact—with such success as to have made
these private and pubhc woods most profitable property,

' paying as good interest on their high values as the beau-

tiful fertile farm lands do, and these, too, showing a

good profit from their crops, far greater than any of our
show-farmers can do. In fact, the most notable of the

show places of Europe, England included, pay a large

income in spite of the fine gardens, great glass houses,

clean, well-tended woods and forests, these all in fact

being turned to practical use, and managed by appar-

ently common-place workmen who never heard of an
agricultural college or a scientific forester.

In fact, the art of forestry is a very simple thing.

Simply to let trees grow, which nature planted, and when
these are mature and harvested, to replant from a nur-

sery, kept for the purpose, a new generation, to fill the

place of the old and mature trees, which are cut and
sold. It is just precisely what agriculture is, with the

only difference that trees are grown instead of potatoes,

corn or other crops. It is orchard culture on a large

scale. I saw once in eastern New York an orchard

of over three hundred acres, mostly in apples, from which
some thousands of barrels of fruit were shipped annually

by the owner; and it was one of the finest examples of

forest culture- to be seen. There were the trees grown
in the most skillful manner and with exemplary profit.

There was no fuss about it. The owner of it was un-

known to fame, and his name had never been in print

in connection with this enterprise, until it was intro-

duced by me in an account of his grand orchard. A
noted peach grower has a forest of these trees in the

South which is annually extending its boundaries, as

well as the bulk of the owner's bank account. And
there are ample opportunities of getting information in

* the peach and other orchards—forests in fact—of the
' same kind in Maryland and Delaware, as well as in other

localities too numerous to mention.

Indeed, there is nothing new in this thing. Over forty

years ago I cut the timber off a section of pine land in

northern Michigan, and it has been so well reforested

since then by the simple preservation of it from fire, that

the second crop is now in course of cutting, and it will

make easily four times the profit it made in i860. Be-

I

side this, there will be sufficient young hardwoods of

great value left to bring a still more valuable crop in

years to come.

I might mention the fact which appeared to me when
in that region engaged in a sort of pioneer lumbering,

which is of great interest, I think, as an instance of the

natural rotation of crops applicable directly to the sub-

ject of arboriculture. This is that I there discovered,

through a most striking occurrence, that there is as

strict a rotation of crops or growth of plants in forests

as there is in fields. I have found the same thing here

in the North Carolina woods, which, I think, I may
have mentioned in a letter some time ago. But it may
be worth repeating in this connection, which is one
more conspicuous instance of what may be called rota-

tion of crops in nature. This former dense pine forest

above mentioned, as it was in i860, is now one-half

covered with maple—some beautiftil birdseye quite

largely—bass woods, white oaks and other hard woods,
and among these the white pines are growing. The tall

pines force the other trees to a high straight growth of

stem, free of low branches, the very best condition for

the most valuable timber. This seems to me one of the

most important features of our future forest industry, for

it is, as I have observed continually, that the same kind
of growth covering the soil gives place to a different

one when the first has been removed. And in regard to
forest culture as a science and an art, it is well worth
notice, as it is in ordinary agriculture.

,

H, Stewakt.

The Frolics of Nature.
In mood most debonair, just as though to convince us

of unused power held in leash, staid Mother Nature often

fashions her wonted material in unwonted guise. On
rocks we have her carvings of faces human; some so
finely chiseled and impressive as to make us suspicious
that mortal hands had offered no aid to her design; here
and there we find structures of stone and earth resem-
bling the most capable of man's building, and everywhere
can we discover her wonders, if we do but have a watch-
ful eye. Small odds, therefore, if she seems occasionally
to frolic in patterning after the superior animal creations.

Among the second forest growths (or maybe third, for

all we know accurately), bordering on Lake Kenoza, in

Sullivan county. New York, a seedling dropped by bird
or blown by the winds, took root, and in the period of

its uprearing, even as the slender limbs commenced to

feel for neighboring comfort among its kind, our Mother
Nature selected this sapling for a demonstration of her
ability to mock at the usual oi'der of things. A spot on
the spreading thickening bark commenced to bulge, and
wonder must have gripped the heart of that sapling, for

there on its trunk was growing an excrescence that

gradually took the form and shape of a climbing bear.

As our tree became larger, this representation increased
in size, and the accompanying photo will easily show

^Al Greatl*WesternirMeteorite.
Mexico has long been interesting for the meteorites

which have fallen there, and the naturalist Humboldt in
his great work on New Spain, published in 181 1, de-
scribes some of them.
Some of the Mexican meteorites are of astounding

size, weighing many tons. A dozen years ago the Mexi-
can Government brought five of the largest to the City
of Mexico, where they may still be seen mounted on iron
pillars in the entrance court of the School of Mines. In a
recent number of Science, Prof. Henry A. Ward, the
veteran student of meteors, describes the largest known
meteor of Mexico, which is perhaps exceeded only by one
other, the great meteorite of Greenland. The actual size
of this last is not definitely known, and it may be that
the Mexican meteor is the largest. Prof. Ward says:
Through Sefior Jose C. Aguilera, the Director of the

Instituto Geologico, we obtained from the Minister of
State I'etters to the Governor of Sinaloa and to the
Director of Mines in that State. Western Sinaloa is prac-
tically impossible to reach in a direct line from the capi-
tal. The northern route through Arizona and Sonora in-
volved a journey of over 2,000 miles. We took the shorter
but harder route across the Cordilleras to the port of
Manzanillo on the Pacific, and thence by steamer up the
coast of the Gulf of California. There at the adjacent

THE TREE OF THE CLIMBING BEAR.

Photo by A. Haddsdl.

how true to life the animal of pith and pulp is. The
tree has weathered the storms of many years, and unless
some other decaying weakened friend topples over and
carries it down amid a battle of the elements, it bids fair

yet for many years to stand an attraction and wonder to

sportsmen and the summer tourists who visit that por-
tion of Sullivan county in largely increased numbers
every year.

Kenoza Lake, or Pike's Pond, as it used to be called,

is reached via Cochecton or Callicoon stations on the
route of the picturesque Erie. The distance to these
points is about 135 miles, and a matter of four and a

half hours' traveling, the only discomfort is the abun-
dant soft coal dust that smuts, distinguishes and dis-

gusts Erie passengers.- By stage from Cochecton or
Callicoon one goes over the mountains to the lake, nine
miles in a general northerly direction. Accommodations
in the summer and the fall have to be secured in ad-
vance, and both at Miller's Lake View House and at the
Gedney House, clean, cool rooms and good board at

reasonable prices is obtainable.
Kenoza is within easy driving distance of Liberty,

White Lake, Sulphur Springs and the neighboring re-

sorts. Every one around Kenoza will point out the
road to the bear tree, and as the roads thereaoouts are of

uncertain nomenclature, inquiry is easier than direction.

There is good fishing to be had in the lake, and
quail, partridge and woodcock are reasonably abundant.
The last abiding place of this frolic growth of nature

should be in the Museum of Natural History in New
York. Rumor has it that the owner of the property re-

fused a substantial smri for the tree.

A. Haddsell.
Gkeat Kills, S. I., Sept. 8.

Old Tfees.

Pike's Peak, Colo., Sept. 14.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I read with much interest an editorial in a

recent number of Forest and Stream, entitled "The Old
Oak." In my younger days I myself knew such a tree, as

no doubt many of your readers have known one or

more.
An interesting occurrence bearing on the age of trees

took place near here, not long ago in the Garden of the

Gods, during a visit of Prof. Chas. E. Bessey, of the

University of Nebraska, who is so well known as an

authority in botany and a student of trees.

On the slopes of the mountains hereabouts are many
cedar trees, of the species known, I believe, as the brown
cedar (Juniperus monosperma) . Many of these are very

large, and in August last Prof. Bessey while here counted

the annual growth rings in the stump of one cedar which
had recently been cut down. These rings were counted

with the care peculiar to the scientific man, and from the

count the number of rings calculated for the whole stump,

the result of this calculation gave 800 or 1,000 years as the

age of the tree. Thus, this tree may have sprouted about

the year 1000 A. D., or not far from the time when Lief

Erikson, the Norseman, is supposed to have discovered

Vinland the Good. C. O. P.

city of Cuiiacan we took a carriage with a four-mule
team and an American photographer, who accompanied us
with his camera. A drive of ninety-five miles to the north
and west took us in three days far up among the foot-
hills of the Sierra Madre. Bacubirito is a small but
very old mining town, situated on the road to Sinaloa in
latitude 26 degrees, and in west longitude 107 degrees.
The elevation above sea level is some 2.000 feet. The
meteorite is seven miles nearly due south from there, near
the hamlet called Palmar de la Sepulveda. Here we
found it oa a farm called Ranchito, which £lls a narrow
mountain valley beneath two spurs of the main range.
It was there struck by the plow of Crescendo Aguilar in
the summer of 1871. He soon uncovered enough of its

bright surface to satisfy himself that he had found a
silver mine. Its surrounding is now a cornfield with a
black vegetable soil of some two yards in thickness. In
this soil we found the great meteorite deeply imbedded.
Its surface was but little below the surface of the ground,
but with one end slightly projecting above the level. It
was a long, monstrous boulder of black iron, which seemed
to be still burrowing to hide itself from the upper world.
Its surface form was something like that of a great ham.
We could walk for many feet along and across its surface,
surveying these dimensions, but knowing nothing of how
far the mass penetrated the soil beneath. Our first work
was excavation. We soon got twenty-eight able-bodied
persons for this. We undertook an area of thirty feet on
a side, with the great meteorite lying within. In a single
day we passed down through nearly four feet of soft
vegetable soil, and the meteorite began to show in its

entirety. The general form of the mass seen from the
side was that of one ramus of a huge jaw. The surface
was entirely covered with "pittings," very regular in size,

and about two or three inches across; shallow, but with
well-defined walls. There were no areas which showed
the devastation of deep rust; a fact due both to the dry-
ness of the soil and to the large alloy of nickel in the
iron. On one side there was a deep crack, running hori-
zontally through half of the mass. At its inception this

crack was too narrow to insert a knife blade ; at the other
end it was nearly three inches wide. Our Mexicans were
astonished at the result of their own labors

; they marveled
alike at the size of the mass, and at our credulity in be-
lieving that it had ever fallen from space above.

By the end of the second day we had carried our ex-
cavation to an average depth of six feet. Over the area
the vegetable soil wa* from three to four feet deep, while
below it was a porphyry rock, common in this part of
the country, much broken up by natural cleavages and
decomposed in situ. Immediately around the meteorite
we had dug much lower, leaving the great iron mass
poised on a pillar or pedestal of the undisturbed rock.
Finally we performed a feat of moving the great block. To
lift one end with heavy tackle or machinery would have
been impossible for us; but it needed little mechanical
aid to make the mass move itself. We attacked with our
long iron bars one side of the supporting pedestal. After
long chiseling away on one side of this, the center of
gravity was reached, and, with a slow, almost dignified,

movement, the great met»orite sank at one end and as-
sumed a partially vertical position. Looking beneath itj
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we found that its late bed was a clean depression crushed
into the rock, with absolutdv no soil between it and the

mass which had lain above it. It would thus seem that

the meteorite had fallen on the bare rock surface of this

district at a period before the vegetable soil had begun
to form here. This would be an interesting and astound-
ing fact, carrying back the fall of our meteor to a re-

motely distant period, perhaps of tliousaiiys of years. But
there are other conditions whicb wntild need careful con-
sideration before accepting so nicomentous a conclusion.

The wonderful preservation of the mass, with its little

oxidation, and the clean, sharp-rimmed pittings which
cover its surface, seem to point to a more modern sojourn
within the destroying influences of our air and moisture.
We leave this for further consideration.

It is an interesting fact that this, perhaps the largest

and heaviest meteorite yet discovered on our globe, should
have fallen so near the present borders of our country.
Interesting, too, that Mexico, with all its other extra
large meteorites, should have received this champion
mass. The extreme measures of Bacubirito, for so our
meteorite from the first has been called, are:-

Peet. Inches.
Length 13 i

Width 6 2
Thickness 5 4

The form of the mass is extremely irregular, and
though measures have been taken around the mass at

many different points, its cubic contents can not be cal-

culated with more than an approximation to accuracy.
The five largest meteorites known to science to-day

are:
Tons.

Bendego (Brazil) 5 1-3

San Gregorio (Mexico) 11 1-2

Chupaderos (Mexico) if! 2-3

Anighito (Greenland) 50
Bacubirito (Mexico) 50

The first three are weights proven on scales. Tlie lat-

ter two are thus far simple estimates.

Two Vanishing Game Birds.

The Woodcock and the Wood Dock,

BY A. K. fisher;, ornithologisTj biological sxirvey.

From the Year Book of the Department of Agriculture.

Unless strong protective measures are soon adopted

the woodcock and wood duck, two popular and valuable

game birds, will become extinct—^the woodcock abso-

lutely, the wood duck over a large part of its range.

It is the purpose of the present paper to call attention

to the Impending extinction of these birds, to point out

the causes, and, so far as possible, to S1:^ggest means of

prevention.
These game birds differ materially in habits as well as

in other particulars, but the conditions affecting their

decrease are very similar. As winter approaches they

leave their summer homes, where they have been scat-

tered over broad areas, and gradually work sottthward

until finally they become more or less concentrated in

their respective haunts in the Southern States. Within

the confines of this winter home, where almost no pro-

tection is afforded them, they are slaughtered in large

numbers; and as the Southern States place little restric-

tion on their export, they are shipped North in quanti-

ties limited mainly by the demands of the market or the

endurance of the gunners. Not only are the birds sub-

jected to this exterminating treatment throughout the

winter, but when the season of migration comes and

they return to their summer homes they fare little bet-

ter; for a majority of the States in which they are

found permit them to be shot while nesting or at the

time when the young are unable to properly care for

themselves. In view of these facts, it is not sm-prising

that the woodcock, with its limited distribution and

moderate fecundity, is very rapidly passing away, arid

that the wood duck has disappeared or become rare in

many places where once it was common.

Woodcock (Philohela minor).

It is probably true that none of our game birds is so

universally esteemed as the woodcock. The many sports-

men who find pleasure in following coveys of bobwhite

through the stubble field and covert in autumn, and

those who enter the wild and rugged haunts of the ruffed

grouse, frequently abandon their chosen pursuit to search

alder swamp or hazel hillside to add the woodcock to

their bag. Nor is the bird a favorite with sportsmen

alone; it is equally highly regarded by the epicure, and

to fill the demand for the table it is much sought by

those who shoot to supply the market. The high price

it commands is a great incentive to its slaughter at

unseasonable times, and this is the most potent factor

working to its ultimate extinction,

Distfifaution.

The woodcock is an inhabitant of the eastern United

States, and is rare or accidental west of the ninety-sev-

enth degree of longitude and north of eastern Manitoba,

the Great Lakes, and the Ottawa and St. Lawrence riv-

ers. Its true home is the Mississippi Valley and the

northern and middle tiers of States, where cane or alder

swamps abound, and where springy hillsides and marshy
ground along the streams furnish extensive feeding

places. In winter it is to be found chiefly in the South
Atlantic and Gulf States, particularly in the extensive

alluvial tracts of Georgia and Louisiana, although in

mild seasons a few may winter about open spring holes

as far north as the southern parts of IlUnois and New
York.
To the west of the States which lie along the western

bank of the Mississippi, swamps affording suitable food

and shelter are rare, and here, except for a few records

of its appearance in the region just east of the, foothill

country of Colorado, and one recent breeding recOrd

from Timnath, in the same State, the woodcock is prac-

tically unknown. There is no satisfactory evidence that

the bird ever visits any of the West Indian islands; so

far as known, the only extralimital record is one of a
storm-driven waif which reached the Bermudas.

1 Woodcock are early migrants, reaching the latitude

of New York by the ist of March, and in favorable sea-
sons at least two weeks earlier. As they breed through-
(Hit their range, the time of nesting is quite varied* At
Covington, La., young birds fully 10 days old ha»ve been
found as early as January 29, and in Florida, it is stated,

eggs are deposited early in February. This is fully a
month in advance of the time of nesting in southern
Illinois and the vicinity of Washington, D, C, and more
than two months earlier than the regular nesting sea-
son in the latitude of New England. In the more
northern parts of the range it is often as late as June
before the young appear, and well into July before they
aro wholly able to care for themselves.

Habits.

The general appearance of the woodcock clearly sug-
gests its nocturnal or crepuscular habits. During the
brighter parts of the day it seldom takes wing unless
disturbed, though it may perhaps feed in secluded places
during dark, cloudy weather, or when protected by un-
usually thick cover. When dusk comes, however, it is

all activity, and leaves its hiding place to visit the feed-

ing grounds in marshes, along streams in low meadows,
or in fields of growing corn. In favorable localities,

woodcock can be heard at dusk flying back and forth,

and occasionally the glimmer of their wings can be seen
as they alight in the open. In former days, before they
had become too scarce, it was a common sight from
early twilight until dark to see or hear them flying about
the open pastures or springy hillsides of northern New
York, nor was it a rare event to flush them from the

kitchen garden or barnyard, or even from shrubbery close

to the house, where they had come in search of food.

(i) Natiii-al enemies; (2) severe storms during m'gpfi-
tion; (3) lack of protection in winter; (4) spring and
-suminer shooting.

Natural Enemies,

AUhough there is little positive information on which
to base an opinion, still it is probable that the cat, red
squirrel, sharp-shinned hawk, and mink are among the
most important natural enemies of the woodcock. If

the influence exerted by man be eliminated, natural
enemies doubtless produce, within certain limits, a bene-
ficial rather than injurious effect on a species as a whole.
As pointed out years ago by Professor Baird, the weak,
diseased, or wounded individuals, on account of their
lessened activity, are alm<sst sure to be the first to fall

victims, whereas the strong and vigorous, through their
agility and alertness, have comparatively little difficulty

m eluding their foes. By the rethoval of the weaklings",
disease and degeneracy are kept away from the breed-
ing stock, which is able through its healthy vigor to
escape epidemics and other sweeping fatalities. It is

only when man lends a heavy hand in the work of de-
struction that the inroads of natural enemies ever be-
come apparent. The man who in a few days kills 500 or
600 birds, or even half that number (a destruction far

beyond his needs), is much more of a menace to game
than the passing hawk, which takes only the food it re-

quires.

Storms During Migration,

Cold storms in spring often are very destructive to
bird life, especially when accompanied by snow or oc-
curring in the height of" migration. Mr. Arthur T.

The Woodcock ^Philohela minor).

The flight is variable, not only in character, but also
in force and swiftness; at times, when the bird is flushed,

its movements are seemingly labored and irregular as it

zigzags up toward the treetops; at other times it has
the swift, regular motion characteristic of other mem-
bers of the group.
The earthworm is the staple food, and the presence

or absence of this annelid doubtless governs to a great
extent the distribution of the bird, though other forms
of subterrestrial life, especially the larvae of insects, un-
doubtedly make up a portion of its daily fare. It has
been shown that a woodcock weighing 6 ounces devours
at least half a pound of worms in twenty-four hours,

and during protracted droughts there must be difficulty

in satisfying this voracious appetite.

The nest, a loose structure of grass or other herbage,

is usually placed among the leaves in a more or less

elevated part of the swamp, out of danger of rising

water. The eggs are huffy in color, mottled or spotted

with darker shades, and are generally four in number.

The Danger of Extermination.

The growing scarcity of woodcock is a tnatter of seri-

ous alarm, and one demanding prompt action. It must
be remembered that there is far more difficulty in sav-

ing it from extinction than- in preserving gallinaceous

birds, such as quail and grouse. In the case of these

birds, with their extraordinary fecundity, it is not diffi-

cult to restore a depleted covert; for with the addition

of a few imported birds, aided by a short term of pro-

tcctioii, they should soon reach their former abundance.

With the woodcock, however, the situation is different;

lor the impracticability of restocking, the nature of the

food, the migratory habits and the small number of

young are serious obstacles to successful restoration.

Quick and effective measures are needed. In many
localities in the North where 25 years ago a fair shot with

a good dog could secure 40 or 50 bii'ds in a day's hunt

it is doubtful if 10 per cent, of the former bag could

now be obtained. During the past autumn (1901) the

writer visited hundreds of acres of good woodcock
ground in northern New York without flushing a bird

or seeing any considerable signs. Reports as to the

scarcity of birds come from numerous points, and even

in the most favored localities the decrease within the

past twenty years has been 50 to 60 per cent.

The causes that have led to this deplorable state of

affairs may be summarized as follows (the first two be-

ing of minor importance compared with the last two):

Wayne gives the following account of the effect on the
woodcock of a cold wave which struck the coast of
South Carolina Feb. 13 and 14, 1899:
"The woodcock {Philohela minor) arrived in countless

thousands. Prior to. thcii- arrival I had seen but two
birds the entire winter. They jvere everywhere and
were completely bewildered. Tens of thousands were
killed by would-be sportsmen, and thousands were frozen
to death. The great majority were so emaciated that
they were practically feathers, and, of course, were un-
able to withstand the cold. One man killed 200 pairs
in a few hours. I shot a dozen birds. Late Tuesday
afternoon I easily caught several birds on the snow and
put them into a thawed spot on the edge of a swift
running stream in order that they would not perish, btVt

upon going to the place the next morning I found one
frozen. These were fearfully emaciated and could
scarcely fly. Two birds were killed in Charleston in

Broad street. It will be many years before this fine bird
can establish itself under most favorable conditions.'^*

Lack of Protcclion in Winter.

During the winter practically all woodcock inhabit-
ing the United States are massed within the borders of-

the South Atlantic and Gulf States. It may be stated
without fear of contradiction that the widfer the aroa
over which a species is distributed tfee less danger there
is of its extinction; and conversely, the smaller the area
of distribution the greater the danger of extinction. It

would seem that when a desirable species takes up its

habitation in a certain region the residents of that region
would encomage its presence and give it some sort of

protection. But the history of the bison, wild pigeon,

and many other mammals and birds shows that such
support cannot be depended on. Nor does the wood-
cock form an exception. Of the nine States within

whose borders most of the woodcock make their winter
home, seven (namely, North Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas) give the

birds absolutely no protection—all winter long from
the arrival in the fall until the departure ift the spring
they are killed ruthlessly. Moreover, none of these States

prohibit the shipment of woodcock, which consequently
can be sent to market without restriction. The other
two St a'tes (Alabama and South Carolina) protect the

birds, the former from March 2 to Nov. 15, the laitter

from April i to Nov. i, and if Jan. i were substituted

* The Auk, Vol, XVI., p. 197. ,
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for the first date in each case, thus cutting off spring

sheotiiig, these seasons would be ideal.

Sp[in| ai:.d Sumin<:r Shooting.

Fortl*hately, a number of States that formerly coun-

tenanced the unseasonable slaughter of woodcock in

spring or summer (which is only comparable to killing

nursing does or taking trout from the spawning beds)

have now enacted proper laws. Nevertheless, spring

or summer shooting, deplorable as it must seem to any-

one who has even a passing interest in the bird, still

exists in half the States which have protecting seasons.f

Twenty-six States and the District of Columbia give pro-

tection for at least part of the year. Of these, Vir-

ginia, South Carolina, Alabama and Tennessee still

Distribution of the woodcock (Philohela miiiin). Shaded area shows
range of species.

tolerate spring shooting. The season closes in Virginia

and South Carolina on April r, and in the other two
States a month earlier. It is pretty certain that in

Alabama and Tennessee the suntmer residents commence
nesting early in February, and that in South Carolina
and Virginia they have eggs, or possibly young, by the

middle of March. Consequently, four eggs, or as many
cbUow young, are apt to perish with each pair of birds

shot during the two or three weeks. prior to the close

of the season in those States.

Suinmer shooting is still permitted in nine States and
the District of Columbia and on Long Island. It be-
gins on June 20 in Kentucky; on July i in the District
of Columbia and Indiana; on or before July 15 in West
Virginia, Minnesota and Iowa; on Aug. i in Missouri
and on Long Island; and is restricted to the month of

July in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Maryland. There
are no statistics to show what proportion of the young
birds hunted are able to fly as early as July, but Judg-
ing from tile experience of ornithologists and the state-

ments, of a few market hunters the proportion must be
lafjge.' One rather frank market hunter stated that he
quite often killed the parent and young without mov-
ing from the position where the birds were first flushed.

He would kill one or two as they took wing, and secure
the others on the ground when they had alighted, usually

Summer shooting is even more disastrous; in many lo-

calities practically all the resident birds are destroyed
before the young are strong enough to care for them-
selves.

In the Southern States, where the bird winters, and
where it has utterly inadequate protection, the sports-

men should I'ally, and by concerted action make a strong
effort to have proper laws enacted. A short open sea-

son of not over six weeks should take the place of the

present practically unrestricted one; a limit should be

placed on the size of the bag; and, beyond allowing a

sportsman to carry a few birds with hitn on his return

home, all shipment should be prohibited.

With the adoption of the mea.<;ures here suggested,

the principal danger would be averted, and if, in addi-

tion, sportsmen and others would take an unselfish

view of the matter and work for a universal close sea-

son covering two or three years, the restoration of this

noble bird would be assured. One locality has already

taken this course. In Rensselaer County, N. Y., wood-
cock cannot be lawfully shot until 1903. If this credit-

able example were to be generally followed throughout
the region inhabited by the woodcock there could be no
question as to the result. Such action on the part of

the Northern States would have the cooperation of On-
tario, which has a law empowering it to act with two
or more of the States lying to the south of that Prov-
ince (one of such States being either New York or
Pennsylvania, or Michigan) in prohibiting for a period
all hunting, shooting and sale of any migratory game
bird that appears to be in danger of extinction.*

Unless sportsmen and others especially interested will

take this matter in hand and secure proper legislation

for the better protection of the woodcock, future genera-
tions will have cause to grieve over the loss of one of the
finest game birds that ever graced a covert.

Wood Dacfc (Aix Sponsa).

The wood duck, or summer duck, is the most beauti-
ful of all the members of the large and diversified duck
family, and, on account of its beauty and lack of shyness,
is one of the best known species in the country. It is not
seclusive, often making its abode near towns, or per-
haps in the vicinity of farmhouses, where it may be
found feeding or associating with barnyard ducks. It
takes kindly to domestication, and is easily tamed and
induced to breed in captivity. Its favorite haunts are
small lakes, weedy ponds, or shady streams in the midst
of, or in close proximity to, scattered woodlands, and,
except during migration, it is rarely rnet with about
open bays or large bodies of water.

Distrfbuttoa. I

The wood duck is found from Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Ontario -westward to British Columbia,
and southward through- the- United States . tt) its south-
ern border and Cuba. It is rather uncommon in the
eastern Canadian Provinces, but in parts of Manitoba
and British Columbia it is abundant. In the Saskatclie-
wan region it has been found as far north as latitude 54",
and on the west shore of Hudson Bay as high as lati-
tude 60°, but it is rare north of latitude So°.
In the United States it is commonly distributed in the

The Wood Duck (Aix sponsa^.

within a hundred feet of the point at which tjley were
flushed.

If a locality is closely hunted during the sumtiier most
of the birds are killed, and not enough are left to keep

up the breeding stock. The District of Columbia is a

good example of the pernicious effects of this unseason-

able shooting. Twenty-five years ago there was hardly

.a swamp of any size that did not have its pair of breed-

ing woodcock. It is stated that at least two pairs bred

every summer Avithin the limits of the present Zoological

Park, and that it was not rare to flush a bird in the

less populous sections of the city. At present, breeding
• hirds are far more difficult to find; it is doubtful if they

equal 10 per cent, of the former number.

Preventive Measures

To prevent any further decrease of the woodcock, one

of the first steps is to abolish all .spring and summer shoot-

ing. It has been shown that spring shooting is harmful

on account of the number of parent birds killed, either

tTen States. W'itfeli ill 'the aggregate include nearly halt the

. tea inhahilcd by the woodcock, give it absolutely no protection.

,vl]en nesting or while caring ior dependent young,

Mississippi Valley and eastward, as well as along the
Pacific coast from Washington to southern California,

but, except in a few isolated localities, it is very rare or

absent in the Great Basin, Rocky Mountain, and Great
Plains regions. Although it is common in Texas, evi-

dences of its occurrence in Mexico are unsatisfactory,

though it probably may be found in the more northern
portion during winter. It is resident in Cuba, and
,stragglers have been taken in Jamaica and Bermuda,
It breeds throughout the greater part of its range, and
since over a considerable part of its breeding area it is

the only representative of the duck family during the
nesting season, the name "summer duck," by which it

is often designated, is very appropriate,

Habits.

In ilie South the wood duck commences to breed early

in March, and in the more northern parts of the range

* New York within the past year has taken steps looking to the
establishment of such cooperation as Ontario suggests. The game
warden of that State has communicated with game associations in
several States with a view fo establishing, in conjunction witli
Ontario, a close sfjasQij for woodcock ami wood ducks for a terni

years.

about a month later. In Florida and Texas full comple-
ments of eggs have been found by the ist of April; in

Maine by May 10, The nests are almost invariably
placed in cavities in trunks or limbs of trees, often at
a considerable height from the ground, and are occasion-
ally quite a distance from water. The eggs, which vary
in number from six to fifteen, according to the age of
the bird, resemble old ivory itr color.

Diagram of Woodcocfc Season. Variatfons.

WMle the fetnales are incubating or caring for the
young, the drakes of a neighborhood band together and
may be seen flying about or feeding in company. Ob-
servers differ as to whether these bands remain unbroken
and aloof from the females and yotmg through the en-
tire brooding period or separate at intervals during the
day to visit their mates.

Tile flight of the wood duck is swift and graceful, and
the bird rivals the grouse and quail in the ease and
facility with which it glides through the woods and
among the branches.
The food consists of various kinds of insects, the

seeds and leaves of aquatic plants, and beechnuts, chest-
nuts and acorns. Its fondness for the latter, on which
it feeds largely in autumn, gives it in some localities the
name "acorn duck."

Spring Shooting.

Within the past few years friends of game protection
have felt encouraged not only by the apparent awaken-
ing of a more healthy public sentiment against undue
destruction of birds and mammals, but also by the pro-
gressive movement in the direction of more extended
and ntorc uniform close seasons. But although much
has been done for the protection of upland game, little

has been accomplished toward saving the waterfowl.
Unaccountable as it may seem, ducks are considered
legitimate game at a season when they are hurrying to

their nesting grounds, and spring shooting is still tol-

erated in a great majority of the States, Ducks killed

in spring are often in wretched condition, and thousands
find their way to the big markets that certainly would
be condemned as improper food if inspection laws were
rigidly enforced.

Let it be said, howe\'er, to their lasting credit, that
seven States (New Hampshire, Vermont, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Utah and California) and three
Canadian Provinces (Manitoba, Ontario and New Bruns-
wick), by closing the season before Feb. i, have abol-
i.shcd spring shooting within their borders.

On the other hand, more than half the States per-
mit duck shooting as late as April and at least

eighteen allow it throughout this month. It is to

be regretted that such States as Iowa, the Dako-
tas, Montana, Wyoming and Colorado, which con-
tain large breeding grounds, should be among the
number that extend the open season to April or later.

This unseasonable slaughter is steadily depleting the
ranks of even the most abundant species. And if the
migratory ducks (those merely passing on their way to

their more northerly breeding grounds) are thus af-

fected, what must be the effect on a species like the
wood duck, which breeds over a wide extent of unpro-
tected territory? The question is not hard to answer,
ft is only necessary to point to the fact that this hand-
some bird is now almost unknown in many places where
once it was common, an.d where it added both life and
attractiveness to the surroundings.

It goes without saying that birds are more easily and
more completely destroyed on the breeding grounds than
on aj^eas which they merely pass over during migra-
tion; for when the breeding season arrives and the nest-
ing site is chosen, birds become less shy and more in-

clined to remain in the neighborhood, so that gunners
(the term "sportsmen" cannot be used in this connec-
tion), while in search for late migrants, have little diffi-

culty in killing all the wood ducks that are to be found.
Massachusetts and four counties of Maryland recog-

nize the special danger surrounding the wood duck, ahd
make the season much shorter than for other ducks.
This is as it should be. But Louisiana reverses the
proper goiirse, and permits the wood dtjck to be kflied
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a month after the regular duck season closes; and Dela-
ware, for some unaccountable reason, specifically ex-
empts it from the protection accorded all other ducks.

JelYerson Couaty, N. Y., furnishes one of the most
practical and at the same time convincing demonstra-
tions of what sound judgment and proper laws may do
for bird protection. The County Sportsmen's Associa-
tion secured the passage of a law protecting ducks in

spring on their breeding grounds, and the following ex-

tract from a letter written by the president of the asso-
ciation shows the result of the measure:
"We have claimed as an argument for the passage

of this bill that if the fall ducks or divers were unmolested
in our waters in the spring, they would find choice feed-

ing spots, and would return earlier and in larger num-
bers and staj' longer in the fall—a fact which yet re-

mains to be proven. We also claimed that if the sum-
mer ducks, the black duck, the mallard, the wood duck,
•and the teal, were unmolested, they would remain with

us and nest and rear their young. That they have done
so this year is an undisputed fact, as never within the

memory of the oldest sportsman have there been so

many of these ducks in this county on the opening day."*

If in one season such results can be accomplished in

a restricted locality surrounded by unprotected areas,

it is easy to predict that an enormous increase of birds

would follow the universal suppression of spring shoot-
ing. But as long as this murderous custom is tolerated,

just so long will the wood duck be absent from our
ponds and streams. Sportsmen willing to deny them-
selves a little present sport for the sake of future gain
to themselves and posterity, should spare no efforts to
save and restore this beautiful bird. If spring shooting
be abolished the wood duck will gradually return to its

old haunts and by degrees reestablish itself—to the joy
and satisfaction of all lovers of nature.

•Forest and Stream, Vol, LVII., Sept. 2,S, 1901, p. 245.

Vipers Swallowing Their Young,
I HAVE recently received from a correspondent, Mr. F.

G. Short, of Lyndhurst, a specimen bearing on the evi-

dence as to the truth or fallacy of the statement respect-

ing vipers swallowing their young when approached. Mr.
Short writes to me as follows:

I have again to trouble you on behalf of Mills, the snake catcher.
He brought me an adder which he declares had swallowed its

young, and I have forwarded it to you by parcel post for in-
spection. The adder is alive in a tin.

I obtained a copy of the Field and read the result of your ex-
amination of the adder (previously sent by me) to "Brusher"
Mills, and he was much mystified by your description of the
dissection of the reptile. I have never studied snakes, so Imow
nothing of the subject in question. I only act for Mills, who
cannot read or write. If you think it useless for Mills to send
adders please let me know, and I will stop him so doing.

F. G. Short.

As there has been so much doubt thrown on the ac-

curacy of the observers regarding this matter, I decided
to get the evidence of an impartial witness as to this

particular example. Without opening Mr. Short's parcel,

I took it to the Royal College of Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, and requested Mr. Shattock, the pathological cura-

tor, to make the necessary examination. On breaking
the seals and opening the tin box containing the reptile,

we found that it was the sole occupant, and in a most
lively condition. Turning it on to the dissecting table, I

secured it by the neck, and divided the vertebrae imma-
diately close to the head. The viper was then pinned
down on the back, and most carefully dissected by the

skilled curator, with the result that the gullet, nine inches

long, was found perfectly empty, as was the stomach.
There were eight eggs in the oviduct, the young being
perfectly mature, and each five inches in length. This is

a very good example of the want of accuracy on the part

of those who state that they have seen vipers swallowing
their young.
Brusher Mills, perhaps the most experienced snake and

viper catcher in the kingdom, who declares he has seen

the performance "hundreds of times," cannot send us an
example of a viper with young in its stomach, and I must
again state that the reward ofifered by the Field still re-

mains unclaimed.—W. B. Tegetmeier in London Field,

Mr; Tegetmeier and the writer of the article on the

subject which appeared in the Field of Aug. 30, wrote
down the law in a very satisfactory fashion upon a point

which has puzzled and divided naturalists for a great num-
ber of years, and both fall into grievous fallacies them-
selves.

Both of these gentlemen seem to agree that the structure

of the viper's oesophagus makes the swallowing of her

ycung by the female impossible, and Mr. Tegetmeier goes

further, and alleges—or rather I should again say lays

down the law—that the .stomach also would not allow of

the young being swallowed. They seem entirely to for-

get—I will not, as they would, allege ignorance—^what

bulk a viper is capable of swallowing, and, if necessary,

throwing up again. The gape of the mouth is, beyond
doubt, large enough to allow the young to seek refuge

through it, and surely it is common knowledge that the

swallowing of frogs, birds, mice, and even small rats is an
everyday occurrence.

l-'urther, it is not quite correct to term the operation

swallowing; there is a difiference between an adder swal-

lowing her young and merely opening her mouth to enable

the young to pass through it, making a passage for them-
selves into the gullet and stomach.
Both in the article and letter, the young vipers are

quoted as being five inches long. That this was so in

Ihe cases referred to, 1 do not doubt, but the length of

tt'wly born vipers is usually nearer three inches, and I

th nk that five inches would, in most cases, be an over-

estimation of length.

Then again, the writer of the article alleges that, even

if it were possible for the young to get through the gui-

lt t, they would not be able to breathe there. But surely

it is a well-known fact that vipers have a wonderful

\ tality, and can live for a very long space of time without
biealliing becoming a necessity; many snakes can remain

t rider water for a considerable period. No one has, so far

3i my knowledge serves me, ever suggested that the

ft-male carries her young in her stomach for days on end.

i have lived among, and been an ardent student of,

fiature since my farly boyhood, and th^t which Mr, Teget^

meier and your editorial declare in so decided a manner
to be impossible, I have most certainly myself seen.

On more than one occasion have I seen young vipers
entering, their mother's mouth, the latter lying on her
belly with jaws wide open. On one occasion, which is

especially clear m my memory—the first week in June, one
year in the sixties— saw this happening on the edge of a
copse near Shepham Woods, Westham, Sussex. The
viper made off on my approach. I went to the copse the
next day. and saw the adder again (this time in the
copse) about five yards distant, and I again saw the
youngsters going into her mouth. I shot its head oflf with
my gun, and, hurrying up, stamped upon each young
adder, to the number of fifteen, as it came out of its

mother's body. I was then with my father at Priesthawes
Farm, Westham, not far from Eastbourne.
Another case I well remember is that of an adder which

was frequently seen in old Lewes Castle with young
vipers going in and coming out of her mouth.
For Mr. Tegetmeier, under these circumstances, to class

all those whose views on the subject do not coincide with
his own as "superficial observers," and to insinuate an
utter lack of anatomical knowledge as the bar to their

attainment of his height of scientific bliss is, to say the

least of it, annoying to one, like myself, who has not only
been a keen observer and lover of nature for over forty

years, but has most assuredly seen the phenomenon the

existence of which he so dogmatically denies.

I trust you will see your way to insert this letter out
of fairness to those who believe that it is not only pos-
sible, but that young vipers, as a matter of fact, do pass
through the mouth of their mother.—Horace Tuppen in

London Field.
^

The Red Sqairrel*

Toronto, Canada.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It is

with great pleasure that I read your interesting paper.
Recently I was out hunting with a .22-caliber rifle looking
for a rabbit or a few squirrels, when in front of me I

saw a red squirrel putting his head in and out the top of a
post about four feet high. Hoping to capture him alive

rather than shoot him, I waited till he had his head in the

post. I then shouted and ran toward him, thinking the

noise would frighten him into the post, and so he would
be trapped, but instead of going into the hole, he ran off

into the woods. I then walked over to inspect the post,

and to my astonishment the post had in the top a little

hollow which looked much as if it had been gnawed, and
this hollow was almost full of clear water, which I

tasted and found quite good. I wondered if the squirrel

had gnawed the hole to catch rain water to drink or wash
in. On another occasion I found the squirrel there acting

in the same way, but I can't say whether he was drinking
it or just putting his nose in the hole. I should like to

know whether squirrels drink or not, and if so do they
do it in this manner?
Another strange thing I once noticed was a little squir-

rel eating an icicle on a maple tree. I shot him, and he
caught in the tree, and when going up to get him, I

noticed many more icicles, and on tasting them found
that they were very sweet. On looking under a bough I

noticed it had been tapped, and the icicles formed from
the dripping sap. I am positive the squirrel made these

tappings with his teeth, as I can distinguish pretty well

a squirrel's tooth mark in a maple tree's bark.

S. C. S. T.

[We fancy that squirrels drink, and it is quite certain

that they are fond of maple sap. No doubt the maple
was tapped by the squirrel, as oirr correspondent
suggests.]

Iowa Fofestfy and Park Association,"^:^

A GRATIFYING evidence of the continually increasing in-

terest in the protection of our natural products is the for-

mation in many States of forestry associations, and in

many counties of associations for the protection of special

areas of woodland, or of natural features which deserve
the special care of the locality where they exist.

The Report of the Proceedings of the First Annual
Meeting of the Iowa Park and Forestry Association is a

handsome volume of eighty pages, and contains much
that is interesting. The purpose of the Association is to

arouse interest in and secure the establishment of one
or more State parks, of smaller parks about cities and
villages, to awaken interest in forestry in the State at

large, and to urge Congressional and State legislation in

furtherance of these objects.

The Association took strong ground in favor of the

establishment of the proposed national park at the head-
waters of the Mississippi, and of the ptirchase of land bi'

the Gov,ernment for the Appalachian National Park. Its

Proceedings contain a number of papers of great value

and usefulness, and it is handsomely illustrated.

It is within our recollection that wild elk were found
within the State of Iowa. Since that time the work of

destruction of natural things has been going on at a

rapid rate. It is high time that the inhabitants of all our
States began to consider the importance of calling a halt

ill the work of destruction and to take sitch action as

has been taken by the thriving and progressive State of

Iowa.

B«II Moose Repotted Killed in Vermont,
SwANTON, Vt., Sept. 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

I wish to call the attention of your Vermont readers to a

report that has just reached me, and it requires prompt
investigation. A few weeks ago a bull moose and cow
with calf came into the eastern part of this State, and
the bull and calf were killed near Silsby's mills, some
two miles from Lunenburg, Vt, A piece of meat was
cut out of the bull and the remainder of the carcass was
left where it was shot. It is said that both the State's

Attorney, Hale, and Game Warden John Folsom, have
knowledge of this fact, but so far have not taken any

action to punish the guilty parties who committed this

dastardly outrage. It is very evident that the Hon. John

W. Titcomb is not at the present time residing at his old

home. St. Johnsbury.
This is a matter that the Fish and Game League should

have thoroughly investigated, and if this report proves

true, have tht ^ilty parties punished. My informant

received his information from W?»r4ew Fplsom.
§7ANSTEAA.

"That reminds me." '
! L.

Listerine Cocktails.

A Modern lodfan Stofy,

Sioux names are nothing if not expressive, and this
fact was particularlv apparent in the case of Lame Eagle
(who happened to be "heap sick" and incidentally respon-
sible for this narrative), as the poor wretch, with the
aid of a cordwood stick in lieu of a crutch, came hob-
bling up to the tent and peered through the fly, with
only the guttural "How!" for an introduction.

I have a faculty, like dogs and horses in their ability
to detect the approach of man and beast, and always
imagined that I could scent an Indian, and still thitik
so. With this instinct, my black whiskers and a com-
plexion which is said to command respect from sav-
ages, T was able to reassure the other members of our
party who were somewhat in doubt as to the proper eti-
quette in dealing with the lordly Sioux on whose reser-
vation we were camped hunting ducks. Three days of
hard hunting had about tired us out and I was resting
up for a day, my companions being a mile or more away
trying to annihilate a flight of mallards which had set-
tled in the lake the evening before.
Up to this time we had not seen an Indian, and this

sudden appearance of so poor a specimen as stood in the
doorwav, knocked all my plans for a spectacular recep-
tion galley-west and crooked, beside the boys were not
in camp to see even this disappointing show.
We had been warned not to display any liquor on the

reservation, and under no circumstances was an In-
dian to be given a drop, under penalty of having our
permit cancelled; therefore, our small supply of snake-
bite antidote was well hidden and guarded.

I was not long in arriving at the conclusion that our
red visitor had called for a drink. "How!" said I. rising
and extending my hand as cordially as possible, but
without smiling. He shook hands rather timidly and
glanced about the tent, then looked me straight in the
eye, tapped himself upon the breast and began the coii--

versation which was notable for its very few words of
English and its many expressive signs, which we both
seemed to understand perfectly

—"Me Lame Eagle, heap
s'ck" (rubbing his solar plexus). I endeavored to ex-
press to him how sorry I was—not. for if he had really
been sick he could have been relieved at the Agency with-
out all the exertion of coming to our camp. "Where sick?*'
I asked. Again he rubbed that portion of his anatomy
about the equator, tapped his head and crippled leer and
with a w'ave of his hand again repeated, "Lame Eagle
heap sick." To- humor him I gave him a cigar and
pointed to a camp chair where he seated himself, and I
began rttmmaging among our supplies to see if we had
anything to relieve his "heap sick," and if possible, get
rid of him. I knew this beggar was trying to work mc
for a drink in spite of the rules of the reservation, which
he understood as well as I, and it occurred to me that,
with my natural ability to do things—and Indian.?—

I

could satisfy his cravings and still not violate any rules,
unless those of the Humane Society. "Lame Eagle
want cocktail?" said I with a broad grin. He grunted,
but the expression of his face never changed. I then
began brewing a bowl which I am sure was never of-
fered a human being before. With two teaspoons of
listerine and an equal portion of sugar for a basis. I
put a teaspoonful of paprica and five quinine capsules,
mixing them thoroughly; then out of the grub box I
pulled a quart bottle of malt vinegar, which had all the
appearance of being good whiskey, and half a teacupful
of this had to go for appearance sake, and as I poured
this in I noticed the look of extreme interest on the
face of the patient, who, I fancied, would be one indeed
if he took the whole dose.

I filled the cup up with cold coffee and dropped in a
piece of very dr}' lemon rind, and then the cocktail was
ready to cheer the heart of the noble redman. and with
some misgivings as to the result and what would hap-
pen if it should kill him and he should die about the
camp. I handed him the cup, without the formality of

"drink hearty," which he would hardly have understood
and which was quite unnecessary, for he seized it and for

the first titne grinned, then down went the decoction at a

gidp. The patient shivered and his eyes glistened for a
moment as I stood transfixed, awaiting further develop-
ments, then with a yell that fully sustained the Sioux
reputation, he rolled off the chair and writhed about on
the grass. I was now alarmed, and was thinking he^
would have to have the water cure, when he leaped to

his feet, regardless of the crippled leg, and began a wild
dance, which was certainly amazing. He tore off his

blanket, waving it aloft, and as he pranced about chant-

ing something which might have been a war song, I

caught sight of an ugly looking knife which I had not
seen before, and on the strength of this backed into the

tent, where I could reach my gun if it was required.

He soon left off dancing, the perspiration pouring downi
his face and breast, limped over to where his stick lay,

with its assistance straightened himself up to full height,,

swelled out his chest, threw back his head, pointed to^

the west and was away much faster than he had come.'

He soon disappeared behind a sandhill, and I began to

realize that quite a sensational incident had just closed

—

or I should have been glad to be sure that it had

just closed, in fact, for I was getting somewhat uneasy

and appreciated the fact that an Indian is an unknown
quantity, and I could not guess whether this_ one had,

left satisfied, or planning revenge for having been

scorched from gullet to gizzard, and would kill me at

the first opportunity. This train of thought made me
suddenly anxious to join my friends down the lake, so

taking my gun I lost no time in getting to them.

Burt and George immediately began reminding me
that I was a quitter, laying around camp all day when
shooting was good, and were ready to throw me in the,

lake when I admitted that I had forgotten to bring them
a bite to eat or anything to drink. Then, when I, in my
preoccupatioii of mui4t Tft a fine flock of mallards go
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without a shot. Burt became solicitous. "What ails

you?" he asked. "You look worried." "1 am," I re-

plied. "What seems to be the trouble?" "Indians," I

replied. "Where?" "At the camp." "Steal anything?"

"No." "Have anv trouble with them?" "No! Oh! No(?)"
"Well, you look as if they had stolen all the grub."

"No; nothing has gonc--b«t the Indian—and as I was
getting lonesome 1 thought I would Come down here."

"Well, brace up and get in the game; the shooting will

be great this evening"—and it was.

In the excitement attending the flight of ducks we
had no time to talk, and the Indian subject was dropped.

At dusk Ave started for camp, loaded down with ducks,

and being too tired to cook anything when we reached

camp, rolled up in our blankets after a cold Itmch and

W'ere soon sound asleep.

The next day Bob and I went to the nearest railroad

station, seventeen miles away, with a half-breed whom
we had engaged to haul our bag of ducks.

On our return to Camp that evening it Was apparent

that Burt and George had news for me. "YoU had a

caller," said Burt. "Who?" "Cripple Buzzard or Limp-
ing Eagle, or whatever his name is," said George.

"Why do you say he called ott We?" said I, tryittg to ap-

pear indifferent and at the same time making haSte to

get my Colt out of my grip and placing it ifi my hip

pocket. "Because he inquired for the white Medicitle

Man with the whiskers, At least that's hoW we ititer-

preted his few words and nlany signs, and I gliesa yoll

are 'it' old man." That settled it in hiy mind; Lame
Eagle was looking for trouble, and me. I looked at the

boys in a half-hearted way and told them they were

joking, but they insisted not.

We were in the midst of supper of broiled jacksnipe

and other good things when a slight noise at the door

attracted my attention, and looking up I beheld Lame
Eagle. I reached for my pistol but did not draw it.

"How!" grunted my guest of yesterday, who I was now
confident was my deadly enemy. "How! Lame Eagle,"

I replied. "White tixM goWe oUt tfeepSfe " "AH right,"

1 replied, as he turned away; then to the boys in an un-

dertone I gave them to understand that their guns

should be ready for quick use, and to look out for other

Indians, and at the first shot to pump it into 'em, but

not to follow me out of the tent, Then, with_my hand

on my Colt, I went to the dbbr. My Su&piCi5n§ XWrc

confirmed, for tiiere in the darkness stood Lame Eagle

and another Indian. I stopped at the door, deciding

that they would have to "get me" with a gun, for I

would not get close enough for knife or tomahawk.

"What do you want?" I asked, The reply ^'rom Lame
Eagle was more surprising than a shot. "SqUaw heap

sick." 1 nearly fainted. The strain of prospective hos-

tilities broken, 1 Was willing to make eoektailg accord-

ing to formula before rafehti'qtied, foi' a tribe of Ihdianfe,

and as I Went into the tent the boys, who had had their

ears to the ground, hailed ine With, "Anythmg serioUs,

doctor?" 1 went straight to the "buflet" and soon had

a draught for the lady, rather milder than that prepared

for her better half, which she .^toVVed aWSy With ilUich

scowling and GhrUggihg and several grunts of approval.

Thtn Laine Eagle gave the squaw a command and she

hurried away into the darkness.

"White man wait," said our guest, and soon back came

lier ladyship leading the ugliest pony I ever laid my eyes

upon, and carrying a papoose on hel- bat?k: Aiaih Lahle

Eagle tuad?« a bfiet laik
—"Papoose heap sick," and at

that moment a howl of laughter came from the tent. As

I went in Once more to the "buffet" I struck right and

left, clearing the way, with a streak of blue air follow-

ing me. Having dosed the baby With a dihited pOrtion

of the formula, wliicli nearly threw it into spasms, the

dimax of the affair occurred. The squaw addressed me
with. "WhHe man got squaw?" "Sure, Mike!" I re-

plied. "Me give white squaw this." and out of the folds

of her blanket she pulled a beautiful pair of beaded

moccasins. Now, I did feel guilty; these people, grate-

ful for something that had started in a foolish joke, and

which might have had a vefv serious tet'mmation, were

actually returning good for eVih Lame Eagle, then^cattle

Up and tied the pdny to the tent pole, and again in

his characteristic fashion said, "Lame Eagle give white

man pony," and with that the squaw took the papoose

on her back and began to hike homeward with her

liege lord limping after her. The only reply to a good-

by sent after them was a grunt.

"Well what do you think of that?" I said, throwing

myself down on a pile of blankets and filling my pipe.

"We could tell better if you would give us some of the

first chapters of the romance and the recipe for the dope,

said Burt. So, with the understanding that we would

not tell of the matter, for fear of being refused the privi-

lege of hunting on the reservation in the future, I ex-

plained it all, and I am sure that in the five years that

have elapsed no one has heard of the incident.

My wife prizes the moccasins highly and wdl no doubt

be surprised to read the history of them.

The pony we found useful in going to and from An-

son's Ranch, and on leaving we turned him loose and

he took the trail for the reservation without loss of time

Anson tells me that the Indian »ame to his ranch several

times since with the pony, explaining that he was look-

ing for the white Medicine Man with the whiskers, who

had lost his pony. • , r n i

We expect to visit the Sand Hdls again this fall and

will probably see Lame Eagle, who, I hope, will not

he heap sick, so I can present him with something

worth while and not have to make more listerine cock-

j^jjg^
WiLLiAJi Burton.

A Quaker Designation.

If you can spare the space, I'd like to tell a story,

merely to show how little some people know about gims.

When I was a boy I was at the house of an old Penn-

sylvania Quaker, and even then the shooting fever was

strono-, and I had my gun with nae, which stood, when

not in use, in one corner of the sitting room.

One day the good old lady came gently up to me, and

pointmg toward that corner said: ''tf thee dont take

that thing awav I'll cut tl.u- spout ott.

St. Augustine, Sept. 1.

§Hni0 §Hg Httd §mu

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stksau.

Across New Brunswick on Snow
shoes.-^IL

Thy there is Game in New BranawJck.

The extent of a country is not always to be measured
hy its area in miles, but sometirnes rather by its acces-

sibility. It takes less than two days to go from Chicago
to the Blackfoot reservation of Montana, and another

day will take one into the hunting grounds there—a trip

running into the thousands of miles. Yet at th^e beet,

Adam Moore and I could not get into the actual hunting,

country of NeW Brunswick in less than three days from
Fredericton. This difficulty of access might at hasty

glance be thought something disadvantageous. Not in the

least sOj but quite the contrary. The game region of

New Brunswick, although it is a small one so far as the

question of miles is concerned, is really a very large one,

and one hot soon to be exhausted. It is in fact hedged
about by so many difficulties of transportation that it is

not only a natural game, preserve, but one naturally pro-

tected. It would not pay a market-hunter to try to kill

game for the market anywhere in the region we visited.

The game wardens would prevent him from selling his

tnOOsfe meat or caribou meat to the lumbering camps, and
he himself could iiot bring it out to the railroad, evert

were he sure of escaping detection, and^sell it at any profit

to himself. The only access to the Interior of the big

strip of country which lies between the forks of the rail-

road which runs northeast and northwest from Fred-

ericton are the truly terrible "tote roads" of the lumber-

ing cSmps. One does not always find game close to a tote

road. He must kill his game and get it out by man
power. There are no horses used ift hunting in New
Brunswick. A pack train could be taken in, as 1 believe,

over a good part of the country, but the trouble is that

th^re is no food for the horses. Out in the Rocky Moun-
taiiis the qugstioH of horse feed is one which gives no

concern. This cutting doWtt the transportation to one

simply of man power is of the utmost donseqtience in

the preservation of the New^ Brunswick game. Of course

there are the streams, but they are streams in nearly every

instance leased and guarded. If you kill a moose, the

fact is known. If you send out too many caribou hides

l.he fact Is known. If j'ou start a toboggan load or canoe

load of meat or fur, there is always some one to ask

where it came ffom and where it is going.

TheV have game in NeW Brunswick, and they are go-

ing to'have it for a good deal longer time than you and I

will be interested in the matter. One of the greatest

reasons for this is the inaccessibility of the country, an-

other reason is the excellent enforcemwit of the game
law, yet another is the fact that the game law limits the

bag^ to a single moose and a single caribou to each gun.

And still another reason, in the opinion of all New Bruns-

wick guides and citizens, is the non-resident license, which

excludes a great deal of the thoughtless public. How-
ever Wfe may ieok upon the license on this side of the

line, the New Brunswick man regards it merely as so

much insurance for a good sporting trip.

"You put up your license, and it's a very little item in a

trip that is going to cost $400 or $500, anyhow," say they.

"Would you not better pay that extra item of insurance

and get what y6U coffle after, rather than save that small

amount and go somewhere and not get w'hat you want, or

than to come here and not get what you want? It's just

like fire insurance. It costs a little something, but you

are willing to pay it for the feeling of safety and for

the guaranty w^hich it offers."

So much for the New Brunswick point of view. They

sold about $8,000 worth of licenses last year, and they

think that something like $75,ooo or $80,000 was left in

the Province by sportsmen. The guides have a proverb

that "it takes a month to get a moose," and that it costs

a sportsman about $500 for his trip. Of course these

figures are subject to all manner of change, for some-

times the trip costs very much less and sometimes the

moose is had very much sooner. The man dreaded of all

others by the honest New Brunswick guide is the one

who has been so inflated with ideas of the ease and cer-

tainty of sport in New Brunswick that he is persuaded he

ought to go out and kill his moose and caribou within a

few days or a few hours after he strikes camp. Indeed,

this is sometimes done, often done, but the guide wants

no sportsman who is not sportsman enough to know that

the pursuit of this big game is full enough of doubt and

diificulties to be worthy indeed of the name of sport. Of

which more presently.

Gotog into the Wilderness.

Adam and I struck a belated railway train on the

Canadian Pacific from Fredericton. We reached Plaster

Rock, after our long rail voyage up the beautiful St.

John River, at 9 P. M. We took supper at 10:30 at a

country inn and then started out, with the thermometer

around zero, for a beautiful winter night's sleigh ride, it

being our resolution to push on into the wilderness as

rapidly as possible. We reached another wayside inn

known as Riley Brook at 3 o'clock in the morning. We
were now pushing up that bold and beautiful river known

a* the Tobique—a river which I had read about for years,

and which I imagined was about the jumping-off place of

all the world. I chuckled to myself as we spun along up

the river thinking how, sooner or later, everything comes

to us which we really desire. I had seen pictures m the

Forest a^d Stream of Tobique sable traps. Now here I

was on the Tobique
.
and about to learn more of sable

than perhaps ever I wot of.
,

, ^ , ^,

Riley Brook is on the banks of the Tobique, and the

local landlord, Mr. Ross, controls the riparian rights to

the salmon pool here. The entire stream and its tribu-

taries are leased to a salmon fishing club, and be it re-

membered that, when one goes fishing in New Brunswick,

he must be mighty careful where he is and on whose

toes he is treading before he begins to cast his fly.

On Tuesday morning, Dec, 3, we continued our journey,

not indeed having slept more than an hour or so at

Riley Brook. Our team was a good one, and by 9 o'clock

in the morning we were at the forks of the Tobique.
Here we found the lodge of the Tobique Salmon Flailing

Club, situated at the foot of a noble pool, where I am told

there is grand fishing in season. We found this pool

covered with ice not quite strong enough to safely carry

our team. The right hand fork of the stream was frozen
half over, and the other half showed a ford of perhaps
a couple of hundred yards of swift and icy water belly

deep to the horses. It was a bit cruel, but nothing better

offering, we had to put the team through this ford, run-
ning our loaded sleds across by hand power. Luckily no
harm resulted, and by noon we found an abandoned lum-
ber camp, known as the Red Bank, of the Hale lumber
operations, and here we put our horses in the warm
barn while we "boiled the kettle," as the New Brunswick
saying goes, in what was originally the bunk house.

We were now well entered upon a journey up a lumber
tote road, one of the best tote roads in New Brunswick,
and on one of the best chains of lumber camps in the

Province. What that road would be if stripped of its

covering protection of snow, I would rather not imagine.

It crossed a continual succession of little choppy hijls,

winding around the bottom of these slopes and sticking

to the Tobique Valley closely. There were several bumps
and jolts on that tote road, perhaps even more. We
were not sorry when we reached the Red Brook camp
kept by a quiet old man named Glasier, who cooks for

the tote teamsters, and is glad to see strangsrs at this

time of year. We ate his pork and beans and drank his

tea with cheerfulness, and passed a good night in the

camp.
In the morning we found the appearance of nature

offering much change, A tremendous storm had come
up, the first of the great storms this winter in New
Brunswick, and the air Avas filled with a mist of the softly

falling snow. It was a dozen miles yet to the next camp,

v/hich would be the end of horse transportation on our

road into Adam's first camp. The team, plucky little

horses they were, now showed signs of wear and tear,

yet they carried us up to the next camp in time for lunch,

though by this time the snow was more than two feet

deep. Here we found Glazier Dickinson in charge of the

camp, and old man Gibson "the lumber scaler, and Brown
the cook, a fabricator of most excellent brown bread and

ginger cake. To all these \ve gave due and proper atten-

tion, and here wc dismissed the team, which had brought

us sixty-five miles from the railroad.

We were not yet quite in the wilderness, so Adam
told me, and not yet quite at his camp. There remained

six miles of foot travel, and the question was whether to

undertake it that evening or not. Adam at this camp
turned up with his son Jack, a strapping y®ung fellow

twentv-two years of age, nearly as tall as his daddy, and

one of the best men physically that I ever ran up against

in my life. Questioned as to whether we should try to

make the six miles that afternoon or spend the night at

the cheerful camp where we found ourselves, we decided

that we would better push on through. Hence we ar-

ranged our packs and presently started out, Adam and

Jack insisting on dividing my own dunnage, although it

made for each of them a pack whose sheer dead weight

caused me to shudder.
"Can Jack carrv that thing?" I asked of Adam.
"Well, if he can't," was the heartless reply, "he hasn't-

got any business up in this country." And he did carry

the pack.
., , . ,

These two husky products of Canadian soil fairly

v.-alked aw^ay from me, although I had nothing but my
snoAvshoes and rifle to botlier me. We did about two

miles or so through the soft snow and at last came out

on the shore of that beautiful body of water known as

the Nictau or Nictor Lake, along which we were to

journey for something like three miles further. Here

the going was easier, for the water had come up over

the ice and melted the snow underneath, so that it w;as

not so deep. Score one for the shoepacks, and_ likewise

one for the rubber shoes, for had we been wearing moc-

casins we should have been drenched to the bone. As it

was, we traveled along for three miles, the guides looking

around occasionally to see how the city man was doing.

The city man was prettv tired, having discovered all at

once that he was pretty near no good for this trip; this

due to all kinds of ideas of what a man can do in the

city without killing himself.

"Now," said Adam, as he stopped for a time and swept

a comprehensive arm about him into the bleak face of

the swirling storm, "we are in the wilderness. Never an

ax has been set in a tree from here over to our camps. _

Once in a while, through a rift in the blinding storm, I

could catch a glimpse of blufif, rolling hills covered with

bleak forests and surmounted with twisting weather of

fog. Then the sweep of the storm would come again and

blot it all out. We could not see more than a few hun-

dred yards in any direction and hence lost one of the

prettiest sights of the journey. As it was, twdight was

comino- with the thickening storm, when at last we
reached the end of the lake, broke through a couple of

hundred yards of hip-deep snow and came out into a little

clearing 'in the middle of which there stole up a silent

column of blue smoke, and shone the red eye of welcome

from a cabin window. So new we clattered our snow-

shoes free of snows and dropped our packs upon the

floor, and welcomed Charlie Cremin as he welcomed us,

the same Charlie being Adam's partner, who had been

up in the camp all the fall running his trapping lines,

while Adam had gone out to meet me at Fredericton.

Charlie had a dozen sable skins, and one fisher, or black-

cat drying on stretchers, and at the time we caught him

was skinning a sable which he had caught that afternoon.

He had two or three weasels on the table, which later he

skinned for his own amusement. . He finally gave me a

bunch of weasel skins as a present to Madam, who pur-

poses doing all kinds of things with them one c^f these

^^Presently Charlie disappeared around the corner of the

house, and" when he came back he had several steaks from

a caribou saddle.

"Can we get oue of those fellows? I a^ea>

"Get one !" said Charlie, an4 he ende^ his answer witfi
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a snort. "The pesky things bother me all the time," said
he. "I could have killed half a dozen out of the hunch
from which I got this one. I came away and left them
standing all around me."

Questioned further by Adam, Charlie stated that he
had seen three moose on his last run up the trap line to-

ward the "Gap." He thought we might see moose in

a day or so, but was not sure. We all agreed that the
thing to do was to eat supper and plenty of it, which
we did.

The Nictor camp, or Moore and Cremin, is a tightly
built log cabin heated by a cook stove. The bunks are
two story, the beds are of boughs and the blankets arei

of abundance. This camp is the central or home camp
of the Moore chain, Nictor Lake being at the head of the
Tobique River. We were now 210 miles from Frederic
ton. In the early fall the trip is made in about the
same time, three days, but by canoe from Riley Brook, the
guides meeting their customers at that place.
As to the successes during the past season, I was told

that the first party at Nictor camp last fall was Messrs.
Alfred Weed, of Providence, R. I., and John Mclntyre,
of Daytou, O. Each got his moose. Mr. Weed's meas-
ured 48 inches spread of antlers, and Mr. McTntyre's 50

• inches. Each man also got his caribou and each got deer.
The second party at Nictor camp was made of Messrs.

Geo. P. Bishop and Jerome Trask, both of Cleveland, O.
Each got his moose and each got his caribou and abun-
dant small game. Mr. Trask was not lucky in getting a
big head, but he got a splendid bull. Adam Moore had
out the above gentleman, while Charlie Cremin, his part-
ner, took out Mr. and Mrs. J. W. G. Smith, of Monck-
ton, N. B., each of whom got a moose, Mrs. Smith a very
nice one. Charlie's second party was made up of Mr.
H. R. Forbes and Mr. Robert Phillips, of Hoboken, N. J.
Each of these got a moose and also one caribou and one
deer.

Surprised at the completeness of all the details of this
camp, I asked the boys how they managed to get their
stuff in. and they replied that they brouglit in everything,
even their cook stoves, etc., in the summer and fall by
canoe, up the Tobique River, bringing about two tons of
supplies each fall. These supplies last them through until
the next season. ji^;

The Fifst Day's Htint.

We were now upon the hunting grounds, and deep
within the actual wilderness. I had not come any more
to hunt moose than to hunt health, and also to hunt in-

formation regarding this sporting region of New Bruns-
wick; yet I obeyed cheerfully when Adam commanded me
to shoulder my rifle and start out early on the following
morning for a trip up the mountain side to a notch in

the hills, which they call "the Gap." The snow was
what any snowshoer may imagine, three feet deep on the
level and still very soft, though not yet thawing enough to
soften the shoes. The going was at first up hill, then
more up hill, then a good deal more up hill, and then
straight up.

'Did we see any sign of game? I should say we did.
We began to see caribou tracks thirty miles back of the
tote road, and we kept on seeing them at different times.
We began to see moose tracks as soon as we got across
the little Nector Lake and got into the woods. We
trailed a new deer track for a while until we became in-

terested in some fresher caribou tracks, Adam plowing
ahead up the mountain likfe some prehistoric giant, tire-

less, unfettered by any physical ill or weakness. I like his

name, "Adam," primeval, simple. He is strong as a bull

moose, honest beyond this day and generation, in short,
about the kind of man one figures his ancestors ought to
have been.

Presently Adam and I came across a place which
looked as though some Titan had pushed a carpet sweeper
through the forest with the intent of taking out all the
roots and the bumps along with him. Adam silently

pointed down. I was standing beside my first moose trail.

"It is not very big," said Adam, "and I don't think its

horns are very big, but it's a bull. Come on ! We'll see

what it will do."

"Jumped."

_What it did was easy enough for the moose, but a little

bit hard for the city man. The moose, perhaps driven
down by the storm, seemed bound to get into the cedar
thickets, like the white-tailed deer, and it led us a merry
chase, worming in and out among the snow-covered trees.

Needless to say, we were soon thoroughly wetted with the
snow, which fell from the trees on our necks and shoul-
ders, but of course one does not mind a little thing
like that. The interest of the chase kept us warm. We
could see that we were getting closer and closer to our
game. Presently we could see that we were getting very
close. At last we saw where we had gotten Avithin 100
yards of it. There was the story. A deep pit, as though
a great horse had lain there.

"Jumped,"' said Adam.
"Sure," said L
Then we sat down and thought it over for a while.

We went on some more, and presently we came across
two more moose tracks, a big one and a little one, prob-
ably a cow and a calf, as Adam thought. We were then
three miles from the camp ,and it was not too late in the

<3ay, so we thought we would follow on and see what this

bunch would do to us. They did pretty much the same
as the young bull had done. We followed these tracks

through all kinds of covmtry, saw where the animals had
fed in among the willows and alders, and on the round-
wood, and finally puzzled out their trail until we knew
that we were getting very close. This time we were near
Indeed to seeing our moose. We were perhaps not fifty

yards away when we came to a couple more big holes in

the snow, and some more regular holes beyond. Jumped
again ! There was the story, plain enough. This time we
might almost have heard the bushes rattle as we went out.

As we stood there we heard a hoarse, harsh, curious kind
of coughing bark. Adam laughed.

"That old lady is just wondering what in the world it

was that scared her," said he. "She is frightened, but is

not exactly sure what it is that frightened her. Just listen

to her." Once, twice and again that same coughing bark
came back to us.' .Then all was still, and we were again

all alone in the white wilderness. W<? concludcci that we
Wpuld go heme after thait,

We ate some more caribou, and slept some more, and
on the next day hunted some more, this time going
further back into the hills. We traveled about eight or
ten miles on our first day, and perhaps fifteen miles on
the second, part of the distance over a trail which had
been cut out earlier in the fall by Charlie. We ran across
an old survey line, far back in the interior, marking the
v.-atershed betv/een Bathurst and Tobique waters. Not
far from here we "boiled the kettle." I had abjured coffee
for the time and thenceforth was reconciled to the New
Brunswick staple beverage, tea. We made it deep and
strong and black and plenty of it, and I must say that

after we had stopped for a cup of it, we went on as

though we never had known such a thing as fatigue.

Ltinch in the Snow.

When you build a fire in the snow for your noon-
day lunch, always, my dear tenderfoot, observe a few
simple rules. In the first place, get some nice dry wood.
Pine is best ("easy wood," Adam called it). Split up
your pine into faggots three or four feet long. Make your
fire by leaning your faggots up against a tree, which will

serve as a chimney to carry up the smoke. Keep a good-
sized dry log for a seat, and when you sit down, be sure

and bury your feet deep in the snow, clear up to the

knees, so that the heat of the fire will not melt th^. snow
on your shoes or stockings. If you allow the fire to heat

your foot-covering, your feet will get wet. The way to

keep your feet warm is, so to speak, to keep them always
cold—that is to say, cold so far as the exterior is con-

cerned. You must have on plenty of wool, and the warmth
of the foot will do the rest.

"This stick which I am cutting," said^ Adam, as he
hewed down a young tree and cut a pole about eight feet

long, "is what the Indians call 'Chiplok'waugan' (or

'Cliiplokquorgan'). It means 'the fire stick,' or the 'tea-

boiling .stick.' You see we don't make a fire and cook
down on the ground the way you do out West. We
can't 'boil a kettle' in New Brunswick without a long

stick to hang it on. You notice I poke this stick into the

snow, and the little end hangs out over the fire, and I

hang the kettle on that end, so it cannot possibly spill, and
it gets all the heat which comes up to the top of the fire.

"Now there is a funny thing about this Chiplok'wau-
gan. After you have boiled the kettle you must always
throw the 'Chiplok-waugan' down, and never leave it

standing up over the fire, or by the fire. If you do, that

is bad luck, just as sure as you are born. No Indian and
no guide who knows his business would ever think of

leaving the ' 'waugan stick' standing up by the fire. I

was out with two old trappers once, and we had gone
about two miles from where we had 'boiled the kettle.'

when all at once one of the trappers slapped his leg, and
said that he had left the ' 'waugan' stick standing over

the fire. That settled it. He walked back two miles to

throw it down. We didn't have very good luck, at that,

and he said he knew the reason."

So much for some of the wisdom of the woods. I

counsel you, my dear tenderfoot, follow very closely these

rules for building a fire and of throwing down the
' 'waugan' stick.

A Moose Yard.

We went on deeper and deeper into the rough country,

getting some six or seven miles back of the camp. At
last, just after pushing through a dense thicket of yotmg
firs, we came again upon fresh moose sign, not leading

straightaway, but scattered here and there. One big track-

led up to the shallow brook and we could see where the

animal had waded in the water. Other tracks zigzagged

here and there, and there were many beds where the

moose had been lying. This, then, was my fir.st sight of

a genuine moose yard. A moose yard, gentle tender-

foot, is not a beaten down or trampled place in the snow,
surrounded with a high wall of snow, such as you .saw in

your youth described in the natural history books. A
m.oose can get out of his yard about as soon as he wants
to, and in three feet of snow a moose does not need any
trail, unless there is a very sharp crust indeed.

Presently we saw the occupants of the yard, only a

cow and a two-year-old, but great, big, splendid-looking

animals with black sides, brown backs, and big, ungainly

looking heads and long legs which traveled all so easily

in the deep snow. For an instant they stood at a distance

of about fifty yards, and had either been a bull our hunt
for moose would have ended then and there. So now I

liad seen my first moose.
"You see," said Adam, "that once in a while you can

come up with a moose on the snow." He alluded to my
own doubt expressed on the preceding day, whether we
should be able to get close enough for a shot when travel-

ing on the necessarily noisy crust.

Plenty of Cariboo.

It was a 'long walk back to camp, hence we felt that we
did not have time to hunt further. We climbed the high

spur of a mountain to find a lookoitt and were able to

save a couple of miles of travel by starting straight across

to intercept our earlier trail in the morning. It was dusk
when we finally struck the beaten track, and as we de-

scended the trail toward the little Nictor Lake, we found
that the caribou had simply cut our trail all to pieces.

There had been twenty or thirty, perhaps forty, of them
marching up and down on our snowshoe tracks all day
long. It grieved Adam very much.
"These blamed caribou," said he, "make me tired. You

can't go anywhere here and start a good snowshoe trail

but what the caribou come and flock into it like so many
sheep. If we had that moose killed, we'd come here and
do some business with these boys to-morrow." Indeed,

all the country in the lower levels about the lake was liter-

ally cut up with caribou tracks, there being a big scattered

drove of them feeding in the windfalls at that time. These
animals live on the moss which grows on the pine and
spruce trees, and much frequent the windfalls or down
timber. Jack, who had been out the day before on a little

voyage of exploration to the top of Sagamok, or Bald
Mountain, which rises up for nearly 3,000 feet just back

of Nictor Camp, had also seen plenty of caribou sign as

well as a bunch of about two dozen caribou, not to men-
tion deer. We found that the caribou had been out on the

lake during the day, quite a bunch of them apparently.

Indeed, the country was aliv^ with c^rihot^, "Mr- Bishop

used to say when he was in here last fall," said Adam,
|

"that if there were any more caribou they would be a,

public nuisance."
'

All the guides agreed that the caribou by this timej
had pretty well shed their horns, at least all the big bulls

bad shed. There might be some small bulls or an occa-
sional cow with horns. For this reason we did not care so.

much for hunting caribou.

About New BronswJck Game."
j

Around the camp-fire that night I learned the following !

things : There were no deer twelve years ago in this part
of New Brunswick. Deer are very abundant in Maine
and are working into New Brunswick now in greater num-

'

hers, though not nearly so abundant as caribou or moose.
There have been no wolves known in New Brunswick

for more than fifty years.

There are no lynx at all on the Tobique waters; but,
there are very many hmx on the Nipisiguit Chain.
There are moose pretty much all over New Brunswick

now, but twenty years ago there were very few moose
indeed. To-day moose are protected west of the St. John
River, and they are increasing there very rapidly, and the
overflow of the better game country is stocking the whole
Province. Adam sa,ys that the increase of moose is due
to better laws, better protection, and to the stopping of

-

"crusting" by the Indians.
The Indians once got $5 to $9 for a moose hide, and

some years ago there were eighty Indians from Quebec^
who made a sweeping tour from the north to the south as'

far down as the Tobique River. They piled up their

snowshoes and toboggans at Riley Brook, made canoes
and thence took their hides down the Tobique River. A
certain famous Indian by the name of Tom Bear, with
two other Indians, a few years ago, hauled out scA^enty

moose hides. Tom said that they went into the yards to

kill the animals, and kept on killing, and came back later

to skin the carcasses.

There were sixtA^-two moose heads which Avent dovvj

the Tobique River in the fall of 1901. among these many
j

splendid heads. Adam Moore killed the finest head he !

had seen for many years, my recollection being that this
|

measured 6i>4 inches. The Tobique heads average largcj
of late, and both Adam and all those with whom I talked]
belicA'^e that moose are distinctly on the increase in Ncav
BrunsAvick. In a little S3'mposiimi Avhich Ave held at Fred-
ericton, six or eight men put doAvn their estimates of the
number of moose contained in the hundred square miles
contained in the middle of New Brunswick. Some
thought there Avere 10,000, some as few as 2,500. Thei
average Avas about 5,000 or 6,000. Of course this is aU
guessAvork, but when one reflects that there will not be
more than 200 or 300 non-resident licenses going into the
Province each season, he Avill see Avhat a good chance each
of these has for a good head in such a country. I was
Avell persuaded at the end of my second day in camp that
if one coitld not get his moose here, it certainly was not
the fault of the moose nor the fault of the guides.

E, HouG^.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Some Uses of Common Things,
Many common things, such, as are conveniently acces-'

sible and always at hand, can be put to very serAnceable
and practical uses. Most of these are Avell knoAvn, and,
familiar to all, but a brief repetition of them may provej
interesting and convenient.

|

Kerosene is the best possible substance Avith which to'

remove rust. Mix it with a little i,^wdered pumice, suchi
as is used in polishing knives, and tne result is a paste .

Avhich AA'ill obliterate rust in short order. It is also the-

best means of cleaning machinery, and the parts of thd
lock or mechanism of a gun, which have become clogged

;

with gummed oil.

The best of all cleaning devices for a small-bored rifle'

is a stout string more than twice the length of the barrel.
'

Tie a bit of oiled rag in the middle of it and draAV it-

back and forth until the barrel is bright and clear. This
arrangement is far better than any brass or iron rod,

Avhich is liable to mar the delicately rifled grooves. But
j

the string used must be sufficiently strong not to break,
and leave the rag lodged in the barrel. ^

Vinegar and hot soap suds are the best washes Avith

Avhich to clean brass shells. Scrape out as much as pos-
sible of the dirt and burned ,pOAvder inside the shells

Avith a penknife before using the Avash.

Rifle shells can be recapped by means of a shotgun
recapper as folloAvs: Cut a hole in the center of the-

head of an empty shotgun shell just the size of the rifle,

shells ; then slip the latter into it, and they can be re-

capped as neatly and quickb' as though the tool Avas made
expressly for them.

It is claimed that fine shot can be made to scatter when'
thrown from a choke-bored gun by placing a fcAV large

shot in the charge Avhen the shell is loaded. Another
reliable method of accomplishing the same end is said to

be to divide the load into two or three sections with thin

cardboard Avads.

Bottie-necked rifle shells can be loaded with a smaller
charge of pOAvder than that for Avhich they Avere in-

tended, for small game at near range, by filling the inter-

vening space betAveen powder and ball with crumpled
paper wadding. This does away with the vacuum, which
would otherwise so reduce the force of the pOAvder's ex-;

plosion as to prevent it, sometimes, from even driving the

ball out of the barrel.

Buckshot make convenient round balls for target prac-.

tice Avith small-bored rifles. They can be Avrapped in a
bit of oiled cloth of sufiicient thickness to enlarge them '

to the correct caliber to fit the bore of the gun.
Paraffine, rubbed on the shoes, or Avell into the cloth of 1

which the tent is made, Avill render them as thoroughly *

waterproof as though they had been soaked in oil, y
without rendering them at all greasy or liable to soil any
thing with which they come in contact,

A piece of ordinary black mosquito netting hung before

the eyes will relieve them from the trying strain which re-
•

suits from the bright sun upon the snow, and will pre

vent snoAv blindness.

The Canadian remedy for "mal de raquette," or sno .

shoe evil, the inflammation and soreness of the legs whi

results from long Qontinwed use of the snowshoe, is
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place a piece of burning torchwood over the afflicted part

and allow it to raise a generous blister. A much more
agreeable, as well as effective treatment, however, is to

rub the legs well w'th alcohol instead.

Sweet oil, or in want of it, sperm oil, or any animal oil,

brings quick i-elief from the pain of a .scald or burn, as it

excludes the air from contact with the injured surface.

In lieu of any other remedy, plunging the burn into tepid

water has a soothing effect, and will allay the pain until

a better remedy is at hand.
Woodsmen often suck bits of green pine twigs for sore

throat and colds in the head, the medicinal properties

which "they contain be'ng, as they claim, an effective cure.

It is well known that the atmosphere of balsam woods
brings quick relief to the consumptive.

Nothing Aviil prove more serviceable in camp than a
package of nails of various sizes. For building tables,

bunks, benches and so on, they are of course indispensable.

A stout nail driven into a tree or tent pole makes a handy
hook; such also makes a very gaod substitute for a Dunch
or awl, will do good service as a can opener, and will ex-
tract a cork as readily as anything, next to a corkscrew.
But in building the frame of the camp, if nails are not

to be had, willow withes, or the slender roots of trees, can
be made to take their place. The writer has seen rude
fences built through the woods for miles without the use
of a single nail, the rails being bound to the posts with
twigs instead.

A marine glass for locating and so recovering the gun,

compass, watch or other article accidentally lost from the

boat in the water, may be made as follows : Knock out

the two ends of a box of convenient size, place one end in

the water, and look through the other, after having
thrown a shawl or blanket over the head to exclude the

light. The minutest objects can easily be seen thus on
the bottom.

.A. blanket lashed between two poles makes a service-

able hand barrow in which larger loads of baggage and
equipments can be carried than in any other way. This
is- a device well worth resorting to in crossing portages

and traversing rough roads and woodpaths.
A blanket with an oar for a mast, and a crosspiece

lashed to it for a }'ard, will prove to be an excellent square

sail, which will carry a rowboat or light skitT along before

the wind at a surprising rate.

If intending to camp in a rough board or brush shanty

of a former season's erection, a roll of tar paper carried

in the party will prove worth its weight in gold in repair-

ing the roof and making it water tight, and will cost next
to nothing at that.

For filling up the chinks and interstices in log or board
huts, make a paste of wood ashes and water, and smear it

into the cracks. It can be gotten into crevices where the

conventional bit of moss will not go, and effectively block

cut the cold and wind.
Altogether, there are an almost limitless numher of

every-day rtses which can be made of such materials as

can be found wherever one is A little exercise of in-

genuity and the inventive faculty will supply the remedy
lor almost any want. iRuPE Barmby.

Some Observations on Game Laws,
Editor Forest and Stream

:

In my younger and more confiding days, when I was
devoting such time as could be spared from hunting or
filching to the stud}' of the law, it was constantly impressed
upon my mind, so that in time I really came to believe

there was some truth in it, that the law was a science, and
that it was constantly progressing to a higher state of
certainty and clearness; that when a statute was to be
framed, the best way was to state the idea intended to be
conveyed in the simplest and most concise language.
iMany of my youthful ideas have been harshly dealt with
by later experiences ; and while I am not impolitic enough
to say that the judges were wrong, I may say that I

have my suspicious. Perhaps one of the rudest shocks to

die's preconceived notions as to what is essential in draft-
ing a law, will come to him who carefully reads the en-
actments of the New York Legislature during the past
three or four years. I am not going to criticise an}' of
my friends in that body, for we are all fallible—except
those of Us who have gone through the universities—and
1 may have some favors to ask from those same friends
again sometime. Beside, they, knowing me well, might
retaliate, as did a friend lately, when some one suggested
that, perhaps, her wings had not yet commenced to grow.
She contented herself with repeating the following, at the
same time strenuously disclaiming the authorship, how-
ever :

"There was a young lady ffoin Wilts,

Who walked into Scotland on stilts;

When they said, 'Oh, how shocking

To show so much stocking.'

She winked and said, 'How about kilts?'
"

So, for fear that my friends at Albany might similarly
retaUate, I aiu going to put all the blame on those sup-
posedly evil-minded and subtle cold storage people. They
are blamed for everything, good and bad, in our game
laws, anyway, and. a pound or more to their burden will
not overwhelm them.
Take for a mind-illuminating example of scientifically

precise expression, the provisions of the game law in re-
gard to bird plumage. In the year 1900 the Legislature
passed what was supposed by some to be a complete and
comprehensive law in regard to fish and game. This is

known as Chapter 20 of the laws of that year. Section
33 of that chapter, omitting the heading, reads:
"Wild birds, other than the English sparrow, crow,

hawk, crane, raven, crow-blackbird, common blackbird
and kingfisher, shall not be taken or possessed at any
time, dead or alive, except under the authority of a certi-
Hcate Under this act."

The certificate referred to was a permit to take birds,
their nests and eggs, for scientific purposes, as provided
by Section 36 of the same law. No one, not even mem-
bers of the American Ornithologists' Union, seemed to
realize that a literal interpretation of this law prohibited
the taking of any wild bird, of the kind commonly known
as game birds, as Avell as all others, except only those
specifically mentioned, without first obtaining the re-

guired ceitificate, That sugh was the effect of the laii-

gu,'ige used is clear; and it is equally clear that such an
effect was never intended. But without discovering this

obvious incongruity, and almost before the ink used by
the Governor in approving the above law was dry, another
act knoAvn as Chapter 741 of the Laws of igoo, was passed
and apijroved by the Governor, as an amendment to the

aforesa'd Section 33, adopted at the same session of the

Legislature. This later act inserted the words "and birds

for which there is an (sic) open season" after the word
"kingfisher," as used in the section first quoted-; and also

added, as new matter, the following:
"No part of the plumage, skin or body of any bird pro-

tected by this section shall be sold or had in possession

for sale." This, it seems to me, was making matters

worse, "the worst ever," as the sage of iMontclair would
say. The Avords, "birds for which there is an open sea-

sen" effectually closed the door against all kinds of shoot-

ing except with a permit—the fact that it was probably in-

tended to use the word "no" in place of "an" made small

difference, becattse the courts said that they were not go-
ii!g to make laws. But the unifonn cheerfulness with
which sportsmen continue to hunt game birds showed
how much regard they had for the Legislature; and, in

this instance, the sportsmen were right. But. in order to

make things obscure, and as if (which was not the inten-

tion at all, unfortunately) to shut out all selling of game,
the words quoted were added to the law, for any one
who ".sold or had in possession for sale," the body of any
wild bird (and surely all game birds are wild) would
violate the law, whether the bird be thrush, grouse or any
other wild bird.

The Legislature meanwhile having had a much-needed
rest, the literary bureau of those wicked, wicked cold

storage people was apparently again set to work, the

result being Chapter 91 of the laws of that year, this

likewise being an amendment to said Section 33, the

only chafige, however, consisting in substituting the word
"no" for "an." already referred to. In all other respects

the law was the salnc, and no sportsman could lawfully
kill any game bird in this State at any time unless pro-
vided with a naturalist's certificate.

Evidently the criticism invoked by this condition of

things set some one to thinking, whether the aforesaid

literary bureau or not. is unknowii; for the last Legisla-

ture decided to really accompHsh 'something, and the re-

sult was as follows:
"Birds for which there is no open season and imld birds

other than the English sparrow, crow, hawk, and crow-
blackbird shall not be taken or possessed at any. time,

dead or alive, except under the authority of a certificate

issued under this act. No part of the plumage, skin or
body of any bird protected by this section shall be sold

or had in possession for sale."

This is Chapter 359, Laws of 1902. Shades of Solon
and Lycurgus ! The remark of some one on a somewhat
different occasion, is brought to mind when one con-
templates the resttlt of this last effort:

"He did his damndest,

Angels could do no more."

Practically, therefore, the law is just where it was, and
no game birds can now be taken or possessed dead or
alive in this State without the certificate provided for in

Section 38; and if any one wanti to make a criminal of

himself, all he has to do is to shoot a game bird in the

season. Such is the only possible interpretation to be ptut

upon the first clause of the section. The latter clause,

which vvas evidently intended to prevent the sale or

possession for sale of birds not ordinarilj' classed as

game birds, in order to stop the traffic in their plumage,
goes much further, because it prohibits the sale or pos-
session for sale of the skin, plumage or body of "any
bird protected by" the section, and as all game birds, un-
der the designation "wild birds" .are under the proteetion

of the section, the result is that it is now unlawful to sell

or have in pos.session for sale any kind of game birds at

any time.

It may be that the game wardens, seeing the absurdity
of the law, refuse to enforce it, or that they put upon
it an interpretation which the language used does not
uphold. This, to say the least, is unfortunate. It is the

business of the officials to enforce the law as it stands.

The Legislature is the body to change it, and the best

way to secure the correction of a fattlty or absurd law
sometimes is to enforce it. It tends inevitably to lessen

the respect for all game laws to retain such weak and
absurd provisions on the statitte books. Each private in-

dividtial has the same right as the game wardens to in<-

terpret the law, and this looseness and lack of respect are
largely responsible for the frequent violations of such
laws. In your issue of, I think, ilMay 31. 1901, you called

attention to -one phase of this matter, but even with your
enlightening editorial to aid them, the lawtnakers failed to

make the proper correction.

Another curiosity of legislation, to which it is worth
while calling attention, is found in Section 28 of the Laws
of tgoo, which was as follows

:

"Sectioir 28. Woodcock, Grouse and Quail Not to be
Possessed.—Woodcock, grouse and quail shall not be sold
or possessed during the closed season, except in the motith
of December, and possession thereof dttring the last fif-

teen days of December shall be presumptive evidence that
they were unlawfullj' taken by the possessor."

The latter clause of this section should be constrtied in

connection with those provisions of the statute designat-
ing an open and closed season for these birds, the word
"presuntptive," as there used, meaning that in case of a
prosecution for unlawful taking, that is, I presume, a
taking out of season, the person arrested may prove, if he
can, but the birds were in fact taken in the open season

;

and thus far the purpose of the law is beneficial as not
allowing the permission given by the first clause to be used
as a screen for those taking birds out of season. The
burden of proving innocence is merely placed in the first

instance on the person charged with the offense. The
section is inartificial, and somewhat harsh in its intent,

because it in fact makes every possessor of such game, no
matter how acquired, subject to prosecution. A much
simpler and fairer way, it seems to me, Avould be some
system of listing or registration of such game by the cold
storage people Avith some public authority, so that there
would be no necessity of any presumption at all in regard
to it. But a curious phase of the matter arises from a
<;oaiparison this section with somq other provisions q{

the same law. If the closed season for these birds com-
menced in all cases on Dec. i, the matter would be sim-
pler; but as a matter of fact, the closed season for quail

does not, in general, and with certain exceptions begin
until Dec. 16, and in certain counties grouse and wood-
cock may also be killed during the same time; while on
Long Island grouse and quail may be killed between July
31 and Jan. i. Now it would be a hardship to sportsmen
to say to them that they are presumptively guilty of a

crime under the latter clause of Section 28 merely because
they kill and possess game under three other provisions
which was taken lawfully between Dec. i and Dec. 16; or,

as to grou'Sfe and quail in Long Island, any time during
that month. And yet a literal interpretation and enforce-
ment of the law as contained in Section 28 would lead to

no other result.

Section iio6 of the act provides that "such birds
[that is, woodcock, grouse and quail] shall not
be possessed in their closed season except in the
city of New York, where they may be possessed dur-
ing the open season in the State at large." This applies
only to Long Island game, so that as to such game Sec-
tiott 28 does not apply outside of New York city, and any
one possessing Long Island game of the kind named in

December is punishable under the act; and even in New
York city is the possession of such Long Island game
lawful if it is so possessed during the open season in the
State at large; and that open season is not the same for
all of these varieties of game.
There is no apparent reason for so many modifications

and exceptions as the statute contains covering different
parts of the State; and what has been said at least ex-
emplifies the need of greater imiformity in our law on
this subject.

But there are still unexplored fields for the student of
the science of interpretation in these cherished volumes
known, by courtesy, as the La^vs of New York. For ex-
ample, in Chapter 429 of the Laws of 1900, is found, by
way of amendment to the aforesaid Chapter 20, of the
same laws, a new section to be known as Section 89 (there
is no Section 88), this being an attempt to impose a
license on non-resident sportsmen for hunting on, or fish-

ing in fresh waters, forming a part of the boundary of
the State, or through which the boundary runs ; or a
license for taking fish or game in waters in this State if

such license is imposed on residents of this State by
other States or countries for hunting or fishitig in the
waters of such other States or countries. This was a
sort of reciprocity idea ; and, while awkwardly and in-

artificially expressed in the section, as it was framed, was-
still capaWe of being construed, and was not so bad as the
last Legislature left it. This amendment is known as
Chapter 77 of the LaAvs of 1902. and after following the
language of the original act, in part, goes on as quoted:

"If any license fee to take such fish or game in waters
Jiot in this State be required o fa resident of this State, a
non-resident tnay take the same kind of fish or game in

such Avaters within the State if a license so to do shall

have been first obtained from the Commissioner. Nor
.shall any non-resident not the OAvner of real estate in

this State and against Avhose real estate there are no
delinquent taxes, take fish or game in this State except
on a like license if there is any di.scrimination by requir-
ing a license or otherAvise in the State or country Avhere
such lion-resident resides against residents of New York
in taking fish or game in such State or country."
One thing that suggests itself in reading the latter

clause is that it Avould seem impossible to less clearly
state the idea that was struggling for expression in the
m/nd of the framer of the law, if, indeed, it is possible
to see what the ineaning is. Does it mean that a person
Avho does not own real estate here must, if a resident of
a State or country requiring a license, take out a. license
here before fishing or hunting in the waters of this State?
It would seem that such is the intended meaning. But
Avhat must such person pay for his license? "A like

license" does not necessarily mean, one costing the same
amount, although that, too, was evidently the intention.
The Forest, Fish and Game Commissioners are not ap-
pointed to legislate, but to enforce laAvs already enacted.
And yet, if they undertake to enforce this law, which is in

its nature penal and, therefore, to be strictly construed,
they imtst add something Avhich is not now in the law in

order to make it intelligible. This they cannot legally

do, any more than they can enact laws in the first instance.
But if it applies solely to non-residents who own no land
here, what is the use of speaking of dilinquent taxes?
We have no concern, or should have none, with the pay-
ment of the taxes of a non-resident upon property not in

this State. That is precise!}' the meaning of the text, if

it has any meaning at all, for it says, "and against," not
"or against" ; if the latter expression Avas used it might
be held to mean that a non-resident who owned land in

this State could not get a license unless all his taxes were
paid. I would not be surprised to know that this Avas
Avhat was in the mind of hint Avho was responsible for
this law. If SO', all that need be said is that he should
have so stated, even though it Avould then be silly and
nonsensical, and have not the remotest connection with
the purpose of the laAv Avhich was the protection and
preservation of the fish and game of the State. It like-

Avise opens a wide field for speculation to attempt to dis-
cuss the meaning of the Avords "or otherwise," as here
used.

It is, amazing that there seems to be so much diffictilty

attending the framing of laws of this nature. One cannot
help but wonder Avhy the generally recognized principles
of gra.vtmar could not be applied to the framing of hiAVS

for. the protection of the harmless and imiocent fishes and
birds.

I might continue almost indefinitely with this exposi-
tion; but some consideration is due you and your readers.

Joseph B. Thompson.
JS'ew York, Sept 16.

O Ho.
Tvo cool monsoons blow oft on Oxford Dons,
Orthodox, jog-trot, book-worm Solomons!
Bold Ostrogoths of ghosts no horror show.
On London shot^-fronts no hop-blossoms grow,
T^i -crocks of gotd no Dodo looks for food.

Kooks do not roost on spoons, nor woodcocks snort.
Nor dog on snowdrop or on coltsfoot rolls,

Nqv coirmipn frog concocts Igng protocols.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 20.—For the past week the duck

shooting has been magnificent on the Tolleston Club pre-

serves right at the southern edge of Chicago. These
closely protected and well-baited grounds have always at-

tracted good numbers of wildfowl, and this fall seem to

be especially well patronized by the early flight. The
teal have been in on Tolleston marsh for several days
row in very good numbers. Here comes in the bene-

ficence of the Indiana law, which allows only twenty-four
ducks to the gun per day. There have been days on
Tolleston marsh when a good shot could have killed 100

or more teal. As it is, a good manj' gunners come in at

9 o'clock in the morning with their limit. One unfortu-

nate gentleman made a shot into a flock of teal and killed

thirteen at the two barrels. It did not take him long to

finish his twenty-four after that, and he returned to the

club house a sadder and wiser man, wishing that he had
not been so lucky early in the game. Something of the

same sort of luck happened to Mr. Hempstead Washburne
yesterday at Tolleston. He came up to a little pond
hole which was chuck full of teal, and his first two bar-

rels laid low eight bluewings. We will give Mr. Wash-
burne the full benefit of the doubt, and allow that he shot

them all on the wing. None the less, this left him only

sixteen more ducks to kill and a whole day on his hands.

He, too, was sorry he was so lucky at first. Mr. C. S.

Dennis is another Tolleston member who has been down
this week and who had no difficulty in making his limit.

It is probable that this teal shooting, varied by better

sport at bigger ducks, will continue throughout this

month, as this marsh naturally catches the flight which
passes out at the lower end of Lake Michigan.

At Swan Lake Club there was a little flight six or seven

days ago, but it seems to have vanished into thin air.

Tim Wood, the keeper at Swan Lake Club house, writes

to-day that the ducks are not there.

Mr. Robert Stites, manager of Rector's, this city, goes

to Grass Lake Saturday evening for a try after teal, but

the chances are rather against him. This early teal flurry

does not ordinarily last very long, and the best chance

for shooting would be on well-fed and little gunned
marshes such as that of the Tolleston Club.

A great many Chicago shooters are getting ready for

their fall ducking trips, and one regrets to state that

nearly all the parties are planning to go outside of the

State' limits. Illinois as a sporting region is a bit behind

the times this fall. Most of the shooters plan for journeys

into Minnesota or the Dakotas.

Mr. Spencer Aldrich, of New York citj^, writes as be-

low regarding a trip to the Northwest

:

"I am thinking of visiting Minnesota and North Dakota
in a short time for a trip after chickens and ducks, and

write to ask you if a resident of this State (New York),

which State requires no non-resident license for hunting,

will have toi pay any license at all should he shoot in

Minnesota?
"According to Game Laws in Brief, July, 1902, page 52,

I don't think I will have to pay any license in Minnesota,

but I have seen in several articles lately that some non-

residents were charged $25 in Minnesota and some were

charged $10. and I am rather at sea in reference to this

license tax in Minnesota. Can you, therefore, please en-

lighten me on the subject?*

"I have heard that Detroit, Minn., is a very good place

for chickens and ducks, and write to ask if a person visit-

ing there would not now have to go some distance away
from the town to secure good shooting, and I also write

to ask if, in your opinion, you think at this time of the

vear I would get better shooting at Detroit, Minn., than

at Dawson, N. D.?"
As was stated in last week's Forest and Stream, the

Game Laws in Brief make a non-resident license of $25

obligatory in Minnesota upon all who come from States

having non-resident licenses. I have already stated that

the game wardens of Minnesota have a way of putting the

burden of proof upon the other fellow. I think if Mr.

Aldrich will get into communication with the State Game
Warden, he wnll have no difficulty. As to his finding good

chicken shooting so late, the chances are all against it.

He would probably find more chickens near Gary than at

Detroit at this time. I do not think he would find very

many ducks down yet, outside of the local birds. He
would not find many chickens at Dawson, but would find

more hunters there than at almost any other one point in

North Dakota. There are good duck lakes out of Daw-
son, and these should, as usual, furnish good duck shoot-

ing, possibly more of it than would be found in the aver-

age' Minnesota country, and certainly more than at De-

troit. I hear a good deal of Elbow Lake, Minnesota, as

a good place for both prairie chickens and ducks, offering

.some good pass shooting at ducks. This latter place,,

however, ought to be better later in the season.

I have advice from a friend at St. Paul under date of

Sept. IS, wro writes: "I was out at Gary last Monday
morning, but had only two hours in the morning. A
friend took me out in his rig. , We had an old dog that

was verv slow, but sure, and I killed fifteen chickens in

less than two hours all by myself. There were none of

them got away, and if you had seen me and my Smith

gun then, you would not have had a poor opinion of my
shooting."
Gary was the point of which I heard a great deal when

I was out in Minnesota on my chicken hunt the first of

the month. Friend Stephens, the deputy warden at De-

troit, said that he wanted us to go up to Gary as he

thought there were many more birds there than at his

own town.
I hear that some newspaper friend out in St. Paul is

quoting me to the effect that we had bad luck with our

dogs on our hunt. I do not know the gentleman, and he

does not know his facts. I have never seen a better

chicken dog than Mr. Fullerton's white treasure. By the

way, I must add that I have heard something more of the

latter canine. Mr, Fullerton says : 'T had my new dog

out yesterday, in company with four others, and he held

his own in a very creditable manner. I have raised the

price on him, not only for his hunting prowess, but be-

cause he has so beautifully thrashed my neighbor's two

*The Game Laws in Brisf follows a ruling of the Minnesota

Attorney-General that the law still holds exactin|;^ the $25 fron?

pgjdente Qf States whicb fio?»-re»i4?n^ l»ws,—Ep. anb S,

dogs, of which I wrote you. In the future any man who
goes past my neighbor's house with his string of hunting
d()gs can do so with the certainty that he will not be
molested by these two nuisances. My meat dog has done
the business, and it would have done you good to see him
lick both of them. He is getting now so that he is good
about the house, not nearly so cross as I thought he would
be. He has not eaten any of the family yet."

The Game Laws and the Travelers-

Apropos of these questions regarding what may pos-
.'ibly happen to a man in Minnesota, I may state that I

have learned from other sources that three Oshkosh, Wis.,
men ran against the game wardens in the Union Depot
out at St. Paul. They were very cocky at first, and told

the wardens what they would do, but they finally sepa-
rated from $75 and departed well content at that.

Yet another case was that of Dr. Pollman and his son,

of St. Louis. Being from Missouri they had to be shown.
Hiey were. It cost them $50.

I hear of yet another gentleman, this time from Mil-
waukee, Wis., who was watched in his shooting near
Alexandria, and asked if he could show his license. He
did so, though the story is that he started in to shoot
w'ithout any license, but thought better of it and went to

town and got it in time. I would suggest to any non-
resident sportsman going into Minnesota that the best

thing he can do is to settle this license question before he
goes out to do any shooting. These people out there don't

compromise, and cannot be fooled with, and a little trovt-

ble in time may save nine kinds of trouble later on.

The DonDelly Case.

The case of the State of Minnesota vs. Stanislaus Don-
nelly, mentioned in last week's Forest and Stream, came
up for trial on the afternoon of Sept. 15. Mr. Donnelly,
under bad advice, has started in to make a fight on this

case. As it happened, Warden Fullerton had taken the

precaution to go up into the territory where Donnelly did

his shooting. He got the man who it is alleged drove
Donnelly, and who it is alleged saw him kill the birds and
put them in his wagon. I have already stated that I

heard Mr. Donnelly himself admit ownersh p of these

birds as they hung in the sleeping car, and saw Mr. Ful-
lerton take them out of the string in Mr. Donnelly's pres-

ence. It would appear that it would have been better for

Mr. Donnelly to settle up and resolve to do better in the

future. On the contrary, he elected to make a fight. The
case was postponed until Sept. 30. This will allow the

i.itroduction of the evidence secured out in the country.

Strange Accidents,

On last Monday Mrs. W. F. Barnes, of Rockford, 111.,

\\as walking in the woods not far from the camp of her

phTty near Manitowish, Wis. Her hat was trimmed with

the plumage of a bird. A hunter passing by saw the

feathers upon the hat, took it for a bird, and, fool-like,

fired. The greater part of the charge of shot itruck Mrs.
Barnes in the right side of the face and head. One pellet

of shot passed entirely through the ball of the eye. The
name of the hunter is not divulged. The physicians tliink

that Mrs. Barnes may perhaps not lose the sight oi^ the

eye.

On Thursday of this week one Phillip Bromhaugh, a

member of a camping party in the Creek Nation, near

Gushing, Okla., thought that it would be sport to frighten

the women of his party by posing as a wildcat. He
painted two eyes upon his head by means of phosphorus
and, coming up to the camp in the dark, undertook to do
liis w'ildcat stunt, uttering cries which seemed to him
suitable to the occasion. One James Fletcher had not

been advised of this merry plan of Mr. Brombaugh. Mr.
Fletcher seized a shotgun and fired both barrels at the

supposed wildcat. Brombaugh will recover.

Near Brandon, Manitoba, on Sept. 19, Thomas Law, of

the milling firm of Alexander & Law Bros., and Miss
Sherwin, shot two prairie chickens on the farm of L.

Rowe. This so enraged Rowe that he fired twice at the

hunters, shooting Miss Sherwin in the stomach and Law
in the knee. Rowe ran home and swallowed the contents

of a bottle of gopher poison, dying in a few minutes. Miss
Sherwin is not likely to recover.

After Wood Bison-

Buffalo Jones. Government game warden of the Yel-

lowstone Park, is the best man who could have been

selected for the conservation and increase of the little

Park herd of buffalo. Last spring Mr. Jones planned a

trip with Harry Lee, of this city, it being the intention

to go up into the Peace River country after the herd of

Avood bison with the purpose of securing some calves.

Jones had a permit from the Canadian Government by

which he was to give four calves to the Government, re-

taining six for importation to this country. Just before

the time of starting Jones was taken ill with inflammatory

rheumatism. It is hardly likely that this veteran sports-

man is enjoying so good health now as was originally his

portion. He may at a later time go up after the wood
bison, but it is not at all certain according to the report of

^^Ir. Lee, who was seen in Chicago to-day.

Forget It.

A press dispatch says: "The Navajo tribe of Indians

in Arizona, numbering 20,000 men, women, and children,

is rapidly approaching starvation, according to a state-

ment made by Frederick I. Monsor, of San Francisco, the

.scientist and 'lecturer, Avho has just returned with a party

from a six weeks' exploration among the Navajo, Moqui
and Pueblo tribes."

Habits of the Dusfey Grouse,

Mr. F. R. Atkins, of Seattle, Wash., writes interest-

ingly regarding the habits of the dusky grouse or blue

grouse, a bird not very well known to most Eastern

sportsmen. He says: "I note in a recent article that

you speak of this bird as seen in the heavily timbered

regions of Washington during the month of January.

It is at home in the Puget Sound country of this far

northwest State, and furnishes capital sport in the early

fall months as well as later on until they begin to bunch,

which is well along in December. They then take to the

heavily timbered regions, and stay there until the near

?ippro&ch of spring, their mating p?nqd, From personal

observation and from what I have gathered, I have come
to the conclusion that the birds during the winter months
take to the tall firs, and there spend their time until the
approach of warmer weather, living principally on the
buds of the fir as well as other evergreen trees which
we have here. To bear me out in this I remember meet-
ing a yo.ung man on one of my hunting trips, who had
a dog that was looked upon to be one of the family.
It seems that whenever the lad wanted a grouse he
would take the dog and go to the tall timber, and in a
very short time the dog would begin barking at the
foot of the tree, which, upon closer observation would
disclose the droppings of the bird. In this the dog
never failed. His master would then withdraw a short
distance to better his view of the tree and its branches,
and it would be but a few minutes before the bird would
be brought to bag.

"I hardly think the blue grouse can be called a migra-
tory bird, in fact, would say that on the many islands
which we have here in Puget Sound (some of them
over a mile from the mainland), they couldn't leave if

they wanted to, unless they take the long flight neces-
sary to cross the water, and, beside, I have never heard
of a grouse being seen on the wing crossing to the
mainland,
"At the present time we are having- excellent shooting

at this bird, and yesterday I killed the limit, 15 birds, in

less than two hours' shooting. The coveys this year
are unusually large, and they lie nicely to the dog, but
it's the hardest kind of hunting, I can assure you. The
excitement of the hunt and the pleasure watching your
dog work is all that keeps one going. As a table fowl
these birds are excellent, especially at this season when
they have had a steady diet on our berries for ,two

months past.

"I enclose you a couple of pictures of my dog on
point in 'good grouse country,' which will, perhaps, give
you some idea of our hunting here. Should you at any
time contemplate coming to this muchly written-about
section of the globe, you will find the latch string on
the outside of my wigwam and a warm w^elcome and in-

vitation to spend a day afield in one of the grandest

hunting sections of the United States."

I could testify to Mr. Atkins' accuracy in calling this

bird good upon the table. I think I have never tasted

any of the grouse family which is quite so toothsome.

As to the picture of the dog, I must say to Mr. Atkins
that it almost caused me to jump out of my chair. The
photograph might be one of my own old dog. Rex,

dead and gone these twenty odd years. I wonder where
Mr. Atkins got that dog, and how he happened to be

marked so nearly like my old boyhood companion? I

vender if there can be such a thing as the reincarnation

of a dog, deep feather, good ears, orange and white

irarkings, and all? I've almost a mind to make a

pilgr mage to Washington to see Mr. Atkins and his

dog! E. Hough.
li.MiTFOKD BurLDiNG, Chicago, 111.

Iowa Chicken Grounds.
T\iE chicken shooting in Iowa this year is not a

ri.>ality; it is a complete failure (with the exception of the

first two days of poor shooting). No sportsmen of sane

mind has been out in pursuit of these birds since Sept.

3, for by this time it was only too plain that practically

no chickens existed. Of the hundreds of sportsmen who
went out on the opening day, the greater percentage

returned empty-handed or with several ducks. The best

kill I have heard of in this section of the country for

the opening day was nine birds for three men. Many
ailer hunting field after field without even getting a

glimpse at a bird returned home disgusted with such

sport as chicken hunting, or others tried their hand with

the countless numbers of wild ducks which were scared

up from every little slough.

The chickens that were killed were generally old

birds, or yoimg birds which had been hatched very early

in the season. All that were saved from the floods were
the strongest of course, and were not easy to hit. They
were the strongest, hardiest and oldest lot of birds seen
in Iowa for years—good size and fine eating. All the

weaklings had been drowned weeks before. Farmers
have even seen the dead birds floating on the sloughs
during the summer, where they were drowned before

they could fly. A dog was an absolute necessity to those
who hunted, and good rubber boots—even hip—another.

But I will stop giving facts and tell a few "lies" con-
cerning my duck hunts since the open season began.

It was with a good-sized quantity of doubt over the

•outcome of our chicken hunt on the opening day that

my hunting partner, Lou Shockley and myself prepared
lor our campaign on the night before Sept. 1. We had
questioned many farmer acquaintances as to the number
of chickens seen on their premises, and all had nearly

the same reply to give as was given to me by a fire-

nian on a threshing machine, who had ample means for

observation, "Few and far between," was his reply.

Notwithstanding all the bad reports, we decided to

try our luck just once, and see for ourselves. So long
before the sun was up the next morning, we were start-

ing for a six-mile buggy ride to a place we expected to

find birds, if there were any to be found. Not a great

way from our destination we passed a little slough, and
somewhat to our surprise eight ducks arose and flew

away. "Well, if we can't hunt chickens, we will have
some fun with those ducks, anyway," was my friend's

words when the ducks were nearly out of sight, and I

seconded the motion immediately, but was sorry we
hadn't come prepared for ducks. Upon arriving at the

farmhouse, and as we were just about to greet our
farmer friend, who had stepped out of the barn where he
had been doing his morning chores, a good-sized flock

of mallards flew directly over us, which made our eyes

open, and when the farmer told us that there wasn't a

chicken on his place, and he hadn't seen any for a long
time, but that he had killed nine ducks the day before,

made our thoughts wander from shooting chickens that

morning.
After putting up our horse aiiyl ^leceiving a few direc-

tions from our host, we sprted posf-liaste for the slougli,

"which hel4 hundipe^s of diicks.'' On our way there we
pass<^(J thrpu|rli considerable stubble, so we were on the
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watch for chickens, but there were none—just as we
had been told. And I saw the reason for it very soon,

too—water stood everywhere from an inch up to even

a foot. The grain was abandoned, either left in the

shock to spoil or uncut! What show would praine

chickens have__in such a country, where the greater part

of the land is'under water?
The slough soon was in sight, and it was not long

before we were having fair sport with teal and spoon-

bills.
, ^ r

Since then we have made two visits to the sloughs of

that region, and have always returned home with good

bags of ducks, the little bluewings being most numer-

ous. I have noticed something about this bird which I

regarded as rather peculiar. The upper part of the wing

was a marked blue, while the lower part, in some, was

just marked a green. Did any one ever notice this, and

is it caused by the mixing of the blue and green wings

together?
I will give an account of our last hunt on these

sloughs. We were well prepared for the ducks this

time, having a large number of decoys, which work well,

the only trouble about them being to carry them about.

As we were placing them in a likely spot, and wonder-

ing whether there were any clucks about, we happened

to'glance to a spot not far distant. The sight which met
our eyes was quite satisfactory. In an open spot in

the slough the ducks were having a delightful time play-

ing about, giving each other a shower batch, and water

was ilying in every direction. I now endeavored to wade
as close to the ducks as possible, my friend staying

secluded in the grass behind in the hope of a shot. I

managed to get close to the birds before they took flight,

but I made the mistake of rising too soon, and was

able to get only two ducks on the wing, while my partner

was not able to shoot once. We marked the flock

down in a little slough in a distant cornfield and started

for them, but before we had gone far, they circled back,

and to our joy lit near our decoys, which we had left in

a corner of the larger slough. We decided the best

thing to do was to try and sneak up on them. A ditch

aided us somewhat, for by walking in it we saved a lot

of back bending. After getting out of the ditch we were
compelled to crawl on hands and knees, and this soon
developed into the caterpillar mode of locomotion.

Keeping a bunch of weeds between us and the ducks, we
managed to get within about ten rods of the birds, when
they arose; but we arose with them, and when our guns
ceased action we picked up five bluewing teal. Our
good fortune continued till nightfall, when we gathered

in our decoys and started for our buggy, well satisfied

with our afternoon's work. Geo. J. Bicknell.

[The small wing coverts at the bend of the wing are

always sky-blue in the blue-winged teal and the specu-

lum is green. However, in the female and young the

speculum is absent or shows faintly. Similar coleration

of these parts is found in the shoveller and cinnamon
teal. Consult "American Duck Shooting" or Ridgway
or Elliott, or any good ornithology.]

$50 to $100, are imported yearly. Of fox skins, nearly

30,000 pelts are tanned and dyed yearly. Lamb skins

average about 1,000,000 per year.

Formerly, Leipzig handled annually about 4,000,000

Russian squirrel skins, which were bought mostly in

England; but as the fashion of long-fur garniture on

ladies' dresses disappeared, the demand was reduced to

2,000,000 pelts. The tails for boas are mostly imita-

tions' of marten and sable tails. The sale of the pelt

of the white fox in this market amounts yearly to about

$500,000, which is about the whole available product of

the world's markets.

The Intelligfence of Ross.

Boston, Sept. 20.—Shore bird shooting is not very

satisfactory to Boston gunners just now; nor has it been

good this season. Early there were pretty good flights

of peep and other small birds, but yellowlegs have been a

failure thus far. Gunners say that there have been very

few at Chatham, while nothing has been done with them
off Scituate, and further up toward Boston. Down the

North Shore the shooting has been equally poor. L. W.
DePass' son, H. C. DePass, an expert boy gunner of

fifteen, has made several shooting stops at Plum Island,

since the open season begun, but has got no large birds

yet. He has shot a good many peep and small birds.

One Boston gunner made a trip to Chatham last Satur-

day, with the result of only two stray yellowlegs. and

no large birds. J. H. Jones was down the North Shore

the other day, with his Irish setter, Ross. Mr. Jones shot

six grass birds, and Ross retrieved them in fair shape,

though with a look of disgust, disinterested disgust, as

much as to say, "They're not quail, and you, big man,

ought to know it. They smell fishy." Jones thinks Ross

is worth more than a week ago, in fact. The other niorn-

ing he went down to the station at East Somerville to

come to Boston. Ross followed, but was driven back,

with the order to go home. This the dog did in good
shape, but just before the 7'io train got in, hearing the

whistle, he started for the station. Boarding the right

train he came to Boston alone. Getting out at the North

Station, he scoured that great depot all over with nose

to the floor. Not getting his master's track by the scent,

he quietly boarded the next train out and Avent home

;

getting off at the right station, without hint or suggestion

from anybody, though the trainmen, who know both

the dog and his master, saw him. The trainmen are ready

to vouch for this action of the dog. They saw him and

were ready to offer him hints or suggestions, if there was
danger of his being carried by. But he was up and on

the alert before the train stopped at his home station.

Jumping off, he quietly trotted home, and was ready to

meet his master when his train arrived at night.

Special.

Fur Market of Leipzig:.

Consul-General Oliver J. D. Hughes writes from

Coburg: Nearly the whole fur trade of the world con-

centrates itself in the two cities of London and Leipzig;

but as about two-thirds of the London furs which are

sold at auction, go to Leipzig, the result is that the fur

market of Leipzig is really the greater of the two. The
Leipzig warehouses receive raw and half-prepared furs

from Siberia, European Russia, America, Australia and
China, making the business of the fur exchange worth

from |i5.ooo,ooo to $17,000,000 j^early. The chief article

of import is the raw astrakhan from Bokhara, which

comes via Nizhni Novgorod, this product reaching an
importation figure of about 1,000.000 skins, each of which
is worth from $2.06 to $3.35. With the cost of tanning

and dressing added, the value of this trade amounts to

from $3,000,000 to $3,500,000.

The second most important division of goods includes

fable furs, of which about 5P,ooo skins, each worth from

The Rail Shootingf.

MiLFORn, Conn., Sept. 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Once or twice within the last week we have thought that

the rail were gone for good, but each time a new flight

of birds has been found on the following day. and we
have had good shooting. On two or three occasions, men
h.ive killed up to the limit. The old shovers tell me that it

is long since the shooting has been so good,

I went out on Tuesday and killed a few birds. There
were two or three other boats out, but by good luck I had
the cream of the shooting. Unfortunately, however, the

tide was not a good one, and many of the birds were

found just at the edge of the reeds and the cattails, and

dodged into the cover so quickly that they escaped. Then,

too, in several places I found birds so numerous that to

tell you the honest truth I got excited and missed a good
many shots that I ought to have hit. Sometimes five or

six birds would get up at once, and before I could do
more than fire my two barrels, they would all be under
cover.

It looked to me as if these birds had just come in. and
dropped down in the grass anywhere, and had hardly

moved about at all until my boat came shoving among
them.

I do not say how many birds I killed, but I may confess

that I ought to have had a good many more than I ^ot.

The season is pretty nearly over now, and the first hard
easterly storm that we have, followed by clear cold

weather with a northwesterly wind, will undoubtedly send

all the birds along, and for us in New England will end
the rail season of 1902. R. P.

\m m{d ^iv^r filing.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Foxest and Strxah.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Chicago Fly-Castlog Club.

ChicagOj 111., Sept. 19.—The semi-annual return contest

for the cast-iron medals between the Chicago Fly-Casting
Club and the Grand Rapids Fly-Casting Club, will take
place on the afternoon of Saturday, Sept. 20, on our
grounds. An effort will be made to allow further re-

entries to our members, to complete scores not already
filled. The contest will be continued on Sunday morning
at 9 :30, and this will be the last tournament day for this

season. It is hoped the members will attend, especially

those who have not completed their scores.

On Saturday, Sept. 20, a dinner will be held at the

Chicago Athletic Club at 7 P. iM., complimentary to

the members of the Grand Rapids Fly-Casting Club visit-

ing the city. The local club sincerely hopes for a generous
attendance.
Among those who are expected to come over from

Grand Rapids to-morrow afternoon are IMessrs. John A.
Waddell, C. B. Kelsey, Asa Stuart, Eber Rice and Douglas
Berr3^ It need not be said that the little dinner at the

Athletic Club will be a very pleasant reunion of these

angling companions. The relations of Chicago and Grand
Rapids in the matter of the angling craft are very pleasant

and will ever remain so.

iMr. F. N. Peet, a prominent member of the Chicago
Fly-Casting Club, speaking of the late trip to the Pacific

Coast, states that while there he met at Seattle iMr. W^
S. Phillips, El Comancho, formerly of Chicago, and now
of Seattle. iMr. Phillips entertained the Chicago men
royally and did what was possible in the way of fishing,

though the salmon run was not at its best at that time.

All the Chicago party had good fishing in the Rogue
River, and were able to show the Coast anglers something
about spoon hooks and little casting rods, to say nothing
of learning something themselves in the matter of flies

and fly-rods.

By the way, Asa Stuart made iMr. Peet a fly-rod which
excited the envy of about every fisherman on the Pacific

Coast. I violate no confidence in saying that iMr. Stuart
will perhaps have two or three of these same rods with
him when he comes over here to-morrow. He will never
get out of town alive with them. We'll get them by
peace, if possible, by force if we must. There are some
drawbacks to being an amateur rod maker, one of which
is that you cannot keep any rods you make—that is, if you
make them as well as Asa Stuart does. He makes the

kind of fishing rod which will go out at night and fish

by itself, unless you lock it up, and his split bamboo
creations have been the undoing of many a lusty rainbow
on the Pere iMarquette.

Good Bass Vater.

iMr. Harry L. Notter, of this city, tells me something
about Gun Lake, of iMichigan, which he says is about the

bassiest water he ever saw in all his life. This sheet of

water lies between Kalamazoo and Battle Creek, and has
a total shore line of about ninety miles. It has large and
small mouth bass, pike, som^e croppies and an occasional

muscallunge. The bass there will rise to spinning baits,

wooden minnows or almost any kind of a thing which
moves, whirls or jumps. There are some cottages in

there, but the lake does not seem to be very much touted

or tipped off. I suggest it as something very well worth
lemembering. Incidentally, if may say that tb^re is a big

marsh at one end of the lake, which is stated to be a good
duck ground in the fall.

Coateats of Fish.

A local paper prints as "news" the story of a New
York paper which states that Mrs. Thomas Young, of

Sebago Lake, Me., caught a trout which disgorged a red
stone which fell into the bottom of the boat. This red
stone was preserved by Mrs. Young, who later discovered
that it was a ruby worth about $roo. Since this thing has
been printed as news in more than one paper, there can
be no doubt whatever as to its accuracy, though I do not
myself believe the story itself is so remarkable as that of

the Wisconsin trout captured by Mrs. William Jones, of
Ashland, Wis., which, when taken from the hook, dis-

gorged a red hot cooking stove. It is stated that Mrs.
Young intends to have the ruby set into a ring for her
own use. I see no reason why a cooking stove discovered
in this way by a lady could not also be used to her own
personal use and behoof.

Strange Revival on the Kankakee.

A very singular state of affairs exists at this writing
along that historic stream, the Kankakee River. I first

got track of this through a Mr. Jensen, who has been
camping out for a couple of weeks at a point on the Kan-
kakee, about five miles from Koutts, Ind. He states that

he is in a country which is practically wilderness. He has
seen no sign of human being or human habitation during
his stay on the timbered banks of this strange and fas-

cinating river. He has been putting in his time doing a
little fishing. He reports bass very scarce, but has been
having great sport with big catfish, taking one which
is stated to have weighed 87 pounds. He came back to

Chicago on a visit and takes with him to his camp a lot

of big tarpon hooks, saying that he intends to do business

with big catfish.

A strange part of Mr. Jensen's story is that he tells of

a great run of .small pickerel in the iKankakee. No one
at Koutts could tell where these pickerel came from, bu*
they were in there simply in hundreds, all of about a

size, between two and three pounds each, and every one
of them anxious to bite at any living or moving thing

offered to it. Mr. Jensen said he had caught them until

he was tired. No large pickerel were reported, no very
great numbers of carp and scarcely any bass.

So much for one arm of the story, so to speak. A few
minutes ago I met on the street corner my friend Roll

Organ. "Hold on," said he. "I want to tell you a fish

story. Just to pass the time, I went down to Water Val-
ley on the Kankakee, a week ago last Saturday. You
ought to have seen the pickerel we caught! I was after

bass, but the river was about three feet too high, and I

caught no bass. I found the stream was full of pickerel

and began to fish for them, with small carp minnows, tak-

ing out in less than two hours thirty-odd pickerel, all of

them about two pounds in weight. I went down with

Frank Bissell to his cottage at Water Valley. There
was a big picnic on there, and the bridge was lined with

fishermen, and every one of them was catching pickerel

as fast as he could throw in. There seemed to be schools

of these fish moving up the river. We have had the

highest water on the Kankakee known for years, and dams
and fishways have been overflowed so that the fish could

run up stream with 'ease. I imagine that this big run of

pickerel is the result of this state of affairs. I think also

that in about a week or two, when the w^ater gets down
within the banks, we will have the best bass fishing on the

Kankakee we have ever had."
Here was itnsought confirmation of the other side of

the pickerel story. It is curious to note the changes in

the history of this ancient waterway. At first it abounded
in wall-eyed pike, with a few bass, and some giant pike,

which at times reached weights of 20 to 30 pounds. Then
about eight years ago it was taken over by the bass, large-

mouths and small-mouths, and was one of the best bass

streams in the country. Then came the visitation of the

carp. Now comes this invasion of pickerel. In connec-
tion with Mr. Organ's story of catching pickerel on carp

bait, there arises the joyful hope that these pickerel will

do at least something toward thinning out the carp. In-

deed, I am disposed to believe that the best cure for the"

carp nuisance would be a general planting of pickerel.

By this term is meant the great northern p.ke, which at-

tains very heavy weights when conditions of food are

favorable. Given a stream full of little carp, our friend

Esox could make a living with perfect ease, and if he did

make a living at the expense of many thousands of these

disgusting foreign fish, the carp, methinks that Mr. Esox
himself would rise high in the estimation of W^estern

anglers, even were it for philanthropic reasons alone.

Therefore there is occasion for rejoicing in the story of

pickerel in the Kankakee.

Bound for FiHeld.

Within the week a very pleasant party will leave Chi-

cago for a trip to the Fifield chain on the Wisconsin Cen-
tral line, among these Messrs. Charles A. Comiskey, Ban
Johnson and J. P. Agnew, accompanied by Messrs. James
C. Pond, general passenger agent of the Wisconsin Cen-
tral Railroad, and Mr. D. K. Thompson, Chicago agent

of the same line. This visit to the_ Fifield chain will be

made the occasion of the presentation to Mr. Comiskey
by his friends of an elaborate leather tackle box, perfectly

stocked, together with a handsome rod case properly filled

with rods. The intention is to convert Mr. Comiskey
from a baseball man into an angler. There is no question

of the desirability of this change, and if the party with

v;hom he is to travel shall have any kind of luck, there

will be a new face in anglerdom hereafter.

E. Hough.
Hartford Buii-ding, Chicago, 111.

5 nS Take inventory of the good things in thts issue

K of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was
5 given last week. Count on zvhat is to come nest S
ft week. Was there ever in all the world a more cji

5 abundant weekly store of sportsmen's readingt ^
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1^ MaineWaters.
Boston, Sept. 22.—The fall fishing season on Maine

waters is rapidlj' drawing to a close. Oct. 1 is the legal
" close time, and the law is well obeyed. The commission-
ers and game protectors might congratulate themselves
were the game jaws half as much respected. The late

fishermen are many of them at the best pools, and taking
some good trout. L. O. Crane, of Boston, is out from the
Upper Dam. There he landed a trout of four pounds. At
the Middle Dam he also took a trout of 4 pounds, one of

zVz pounds and 3 pounds.' It is a curious fact that only
trout are to be seen or taken at either the Upper or
Middle dams at this time. Trout, and trout only, are
seen rising in the pools, with no salmon. After all, the
theory that the putting of smelt into the Rangeley waters
has given the trout such abundant food that they will not
Ijite in the spring and summer, may be true. The pres-
ence of a great many trout and no salmon in the pools
now, when the spawning season is drawing near, would
seem to add- evidence to the theory. Still, these big
trout at the Upper Dam and Middle Dam just now are
very hard to get. They will rarely rise to any sort of a
fly, and pay no attention whatcA'er to bait. But now and
then one is taken; enough to keep up the enthusiasm.
Mr. John T. Way took at the Upper Dam Wednesday a
trout weighing 4 pounds, one of 6 pounds and one of 5.

pO^tlds. L. A. Reese, of Philadelphia, has secured a
trout of Gyi and one of 7 pounds. Mr. Whitney, of

Lowell, Mass., has taken several good trout at Pond-in-
the-River, Middle Dam. Sept. 14 he caught one of 4^
pounds, one of 3 pounds, and a day or two after trout of

aVt. pounds, 3 pounds and iVz pounds ; total catch, 185^2

pounds. T. B. Stewart, the veteran angler, who has
spent so many seasons at the Upper Dam, has taken a

trout of 4J/2 pounds, his largest this season. R. N. Parish
lias taken several of 3, 4J4 and zVi pounds. Mr. Roland
Jackson, of Swampscott, Mass., has recently landed a

trout of 7 pounds at Haine's Landing. Some other catches

of good fish are also reported there.

Two Boston fishermen were arrested last week for ille-

gal fishing in Rapid River, between Richardson and LTm-
bogog Lakes, which is closed to all fishing and has been
closed for several years. They were taken before Trial

Justice Herrick, at Rangeley. The men said that they

should not have been fishing there, but their landlord at

Upton told them that it was a good place to fish, and
that nobody would be likely to see them. They were each

fined $25 and costs for illegal fishing. They were also

charged with taking three salmon, and fined $3 for each

fish. They paid, and concluded to get back to Boston
at once.

There are some beaver left in northern Maine, and
those who have watched them claim that they are in-

creasing. This has set a lot of Canadian trappers after

them, especially near the border line. Not long ago Game
Warden Frank Dargin and an assistant started to examine
Stoddard Stream. Separating, one was to go up the

stream, the other down, and meet at a certain point. The
assistant reached the place for meeting first, and not find-

ing Mr. Durgin, he kept on to meet him. Soon he heard
some one shout, and immediately saw the warden with

one man handcuffed', and another running awav. The
poachers had five beaver pelts Avith them. They took

the handcuffed man to Flagstaff, and went on a search for

the other. The second man they did not find, and while

they were absent the captured man escaped. Sorne of

the people interested in timberlands are now claiming

that the protection of beaver is proving a damage to the

State. They dam up the streams, and flow large tracts of

t-'mber, killing it utterly, where it must be left to rot.

Grekt is the pity that anything should be allowed to be

that interferes in the least with the great timber interests.

The forests of Nevv England are all in the hands of

moneyed interests which have got control of them for

almost nothing. Must every other interest bow, till such

time as the timber land owners see fit to cut the forests

away ?

Later.—News from Upper Dam says that Thomas B.

Stewart, of New York, formerly of Boston, died at that

place Friday, at the age of seventy-three years. Mr.

Stewart was a great lover of angling, and particularly of

fishing at the Pool, Upper Dam, He has fished there

regularly every season for at least twenty-five years. Usu-
ally he has spent three or four months at his mucli-loved

pool. Genial and kindly, he was always a favorite with

the many anglers he met. His presence will be greatly

missed for many seasons. It was a favorite remark of

his, "I love this spot, and should be willing to die here

when my time comes." He has been in failing health fei"

two or three years. Special.

Fish and Fishing.

Eaoftnous Brook Troot.

Specimens of brook trout from the northern lakes and
rivers of Quebec have been brought here from time to

time, weighing over seven pounds, and even over eight

pounds each. Mr. Lefebvre, of the Crown Lands Depart-

ment, Quebec, took one in 1895 in the Grand Lake Jacques
Cartier, which tujned the scales at eight pounds and three-

quarters. In Lake Batiscan some j^ears ago. Dean Rob-
bins, of Albany, caught, by trolling, an eight-and-a-quar-

ter-pound trout, and another genllenian of his party, one
of eight and a half pounds. Twelve of their fish aggre-

gated seventy-two pounds. I believe that these Lake
Batiscan trout were the heaviest lot ever brought out of

the Canadian woods up to a very few days ago, and very

few individual trout of larger size have ever been known
to have been taken in this country. On the 15th of the

present month of September, however, I saw what I

imagine to be the record lot of Salvelinus fontinaliSj name-
ly nine fish which weighed 65 pounds, or within seven
pounds of the weight of the twelve above recorded. The
largest of the lot weighed eight and a quarter pounds, but

it measured more than the alleged eight-and-a-half

-

pounder from Lake Batiscan. This latter was 26 inches

long and 17 in girth, while the eight-and-a-quarter-pound

fish had a length of 27 inches. The nine trout above de-

scribed were part of a wonderful catch made bv four

|7r?nch-Canad;!ftn anglers of Queljec city—Messrs. Achilla

Picher, Alf. Lafrance, Ernest Lafrance and Ernest Das-
sault. Their total catch, including the fish which they
returned to the water, amounted to thirty-six dozen, and
in addition to the nine monsters already mentioned, they
had a dozen fish which scaled froni three to five pounds
each.

This really wonderfull take occurred at Grand Lake
Jacques Cartier, in the heart of what is now the Lauren-
tides National Park. It was here, as readers of "Locu.sts
and Wild Lloney" Avill remember, that dear old John Bur-
roughs caught that six-pound trout which gave him "the
profoundest Ike Walton thrill" he ever experienced, and
at the landing of which, "the congratulatory laughter of
the loons showed how even the outsiders sympathized,"

A Hard Road to Travel

It was a hard enough road to travel—the road from
Stoneham to Lake Jacques Cartier—when John Burroughs
passed over it, but it is an infinitely worse road to travel

now than it was then. Long before the railway was built

to Lake St. John, the Provincial Government bui't a road-
way 125 miles long, to enable the settlers living around
the lake to drive to market by way of Stoneham, which
reaches twenty miles north of Quebec. This old tratnway,

which is some distance to the east of the railway, is now
over thirty years old. When the author of "Locusts and
Wild Honey" ascended it, it was j'oung and fresh, and as

good as a roadway into the heart of the Laurentian Moun-
tains could reasonably be expected to be. Sitice the build-

ing of the railway, it has fallen into disuse. Now most
of the bridges are down, and those who ascend it must
ford the streams. Large fallen trees lie at intervals across

the road, which is largely overgrown with grass and
j'oung trees. The fishing party which has just returned
from such a successful visit to Lake Jacques Cartier was
absent from Quebec nearly eight daj's. Yet the journey
v/as so difficult that there was only time for two days'

fishing at the big lake. Many obstructions had to be cut

out of their way by the party. Some of the hills which
they were compelled to climb were of appalling length and
steepness. Nevertheless, none of the party regret the

liardships of the journey. The flat boat which they em-
ployed for the bed of their supply wagon, was supple-

mented on the lake by rafts manufactured on the spot, for

no canoes have yet made their appearance there. The
nine giants were all captured in a pool near the outlet

of the lake. The boat was carefully moored a little above
the pool, and at the first cast of the anglers' flies, two
fishermen \yere fast to seven and eight pound trout, re-

spectively. The larger of the two took twenty-five minutes

to land, for he was played and killed upon a light rod,

and few the first fifteen minutes kept deep down in the

water and could not be secri. When a dozen fish had
been killed in this water, the mooring of the boat gave

way, allowing the awkward craft to float over the pool.

This seemed to alarm the big fish, and no more of them
rose that day, though plenty of .smallfer ones were to be

had. They appeared to have no choice of flies, everything

offered to them being taken with avidity.

The Laurentides National Park, in the center of which
Lake Jacques Cartier is situated, contains oyer' 2.700

square miles, or nearly two million acres of territory, and
has been set apart as a huge forest, fish and game pre-

serve, into which sportsmen are only permitted to fish or

hunt upon paj^ment of certain license fees. Fortunately,

the difficulty of entering the park is such that not many
people make the attempt, and so there is every oppor-

tunity for both fish and game to increase and multiply

within its limits. It has been suggested that the Govern-

ment would collect a large amount of money for license

fees from sportsmen anxious to obtain the best of sport

with the least possible amount of inconvenience and hard-

ship, were it to improve the roads leading to the park.

This is doubtless true. It ,is equally true that any such

action on the part of the Government will mark the com-
nicncement of the end of that abundant supply of fish and
game life for which this magnificent preserve is at present

so justly noted. E. T. D. Chambers.

Poisonous Fishes and Sea Snakes.
There are many fishes possessing poisonous spines in

the Indian Ocean of which comparatively little is known,
beyond the fact that they are capable of causing a very

painful inflamed wound and swelling, which may lead

to gangrene, and necessitate excision, or even amputation.

Of this character is a sting-ray of the Indian Ocean,

Aetolmlcs narinari. Sir Emerson Tennent, referring to

the long flagelliform tail of this fish, describes it as

"armed with a strong serrated spine, which is always
broken off by the fishermen immediately on capture, un-

der the impression that wounds inflicted by it are

poisoned," adding that "their fears are groundless, as the

ray has no gland for secreting any venomous fluid." This,

however, is a non sequitur, for, as Dr. Giinther has shown,
although it lacks a spet:ial organ secreting poison, or a

canal in or on the spine by which the venomous fluid is

conducted, the symptoms caused by a wound from the

spine of a sting-ray are such as cannot be accounted for

ii!ei-ely by the mechanical laceration, the pain being iur

tense, and the subsequent inflammation and swelling of

tl^c wounded part terminating not rarely in gangrene. In

his opinion the mucus secreted from the surface of the

fish and inoculated by the jagged spine evidently pos-

sesses venomous properties. In his "Introduction to the

Study of Fishes" (1880), he has figured a portion of the

tail of this very species to show the nature of the spines.

Of the genus Synanccia, four species are known from the

li'do-Pacific Ocean, of which Synanceia horrida and vS".

verrucosa are, according to Dr. Giinther, the most gener-

ally distributed and the most common. "They are justly

feared," he says, "on account of the great danger accom-
panying wounds which they inflict with their poisoned

dorsal spines." Each spine in its terminal half is pro-

vided with a deep groove on each side, at the lower end of

which lies a pear-shaped bag containing the milky poison;

it is prolonged into a membranous duct lying in the

groove of the spine, and open at its point. The native

fishermen, well acquainted with the dangerous nature of

(hese fishes (Avhich, it is said, do not exceed 18 inches in

length), carefully avoid handling them, but it often hap-

pens that persons wading with naked feet in the sea step

ppon the fish, ^liicli gener?iliy lies hidden in the sand.

One or more of the erected spines penetrate the skin, and
the poison is injected into the wound by the pressure of
the foot on the poison bags. Death has not rarely been
tlie result.

Even on our British coasts poisonous fishes are not un-
known. There are two species of weever, for example^
both of which can inflict painful wounds, and cause vio-

lent inflammation with their dorsal and opercular spines.

"No special poison organ," says Dr. Giinther, "has been
found in these fishes—as remarked by Sir Emerson Ten-
nent in the case of the sting-ray—^but there is no doubt
that the mucous secretion in the vicinity of the spines
has poisonous properties. The dorsal spines, as well as
the opercular spine, have a deep double groove in which
the poisonous fluid is lodged, and by which it is inocu-
lated in the punctured wound.
As for the sea snakes, loathsome, mottled brown and

black creatures, these are common in the Indian Ocean,
and are certainly venomous; but owing to the danger at-

tending their capture and the difficulty of keeping them
alive when out of the sea, much less is knowti of them
than of most other kinds of snake. In length they vary
from two feet to ten feet. Kreft, the author of an im-
portant work on the snakes of Aastralia (i86g) states

that the largest he ever saw was nine feet long. Dr.
Giinther says that they sometimes attain a length of

twelve feet, and sea snakes of even fourteen feet in length
ha^'e been occasionally reported, although perhaps not
from well authenticated sources.
Dr. Cantor, half a century ago, described more- than

forty different species, and many additions have since been
made to the list. That very many of them are poisonous
there can be no doubt, though the fact has been ques-
tioned; but the presence of a strong perforated tooth and
of a venomous gland sufficientl}' attest their dangerous
powers, even if these had not been demonstrated bj^ the

effects of their bite. An old and valued correspondent
of the Field, the late Colonel Tickell, some years ago in

an instructive articled entitled "Zoology in Travel," thus

referred to the sea snakes met with in the Indian Ocean

:

"One day when becalme';! about the center Of the Ba>
of Bengal, the sea all roimd the ship as far as we could
see, appeared swarming with snakes. They were swim-
ming about like eels. They were about two feet to two
feet six inches in "length, of a pale green color with broad
bands of black for their whole length, and the tail was
compressed laterally, so as to form a mere vertical blade,

A\ h ch propelled the body like a sculling oar applied at a

boat's stern. One was easily taken by a boat hook and
brought on board, where it quickly died. The name of

this snake is Hydrophis nigrocinctus; there are several

in the Indian seas, and all virulently poisonous. An officer

of H. M. Frigate Magician in the Madras roads was bit-

ten by one of these snakes and died in a few hours."

Sir Joseph Fayrer, in his "Thanatophidia (or death

snakes), of India," has described several cases of Jjites by
sea snakes, some of which yielded to medical treatment,

while others proved fatal. In one case an English officer,

while bathing in India, was bitten in the foot by a sea

Miake, and, treating the matter too lightly, took no
remedial measures until it was too late to save his life.

Two hours after the accident he experienced symptom.s

of suffocation, enlargement of the tongue, and a rigidity

01 the muscles
;
subsequently he was sei;^ed with spasms,

and died on the third day. In this case, owing to the

sound health of the victim, the application of stimulants

ar.d remedies, and the fact that he was bitten in a part

where absorption would be slow, his death was protracted.

Otherwise, according to Sir Joseph Fayrer, death from a

similar cause often occurs within twenty-four hours after

the infliction of the bite. Indeed, he mentions another

case of a man who was bitten in one finger by a sea sna,ke,

and, thinking lightly of it, used no means whatever to

arrest the poison, and was dead in four hours. In some
cases the victim becomes quickly insensible, when, if no
aid is near, he never awakes to consciousness. Immediate
stimulants will revive him, and if he can be kept awake,
these, with local applications, if at once applied, may save

his life. J. E. Harting.

San Ffancisco Fly-Gutiag Club.

Medal contests, series 1902, Saturday, Sept. 13, held at

Stow Lake. Wind, west; weather,, fair

;

Event Event Event
No. 1, Ho. 2, No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, , Event No. 3. . Lure
Feet. Per cent. Acc. % DeL % Nat % Casting <

C. G. Young 106 93,4 92 84.2 88.1 82.5

Dr. W. Brooks.. 108 94.4 88.8 84.2 86.5

H. Battu 91 8T.4 90.4 79.2 84.9 79.

S

P. J, Tonaey 81 92.4 .. .. .. 89.1

T. C. Kierulif... 96 87 83 75.10 79.5

Cr. C. Edwards.. 101 92.4 88.8 85 86.10 82.9

T. W. Brotherton 121 88 86.8 82.6 84.7 97.2

E. A Mocker... 108 86.4 82.4 80.10 81-7

II. E. Skinner 87 88.8 80 84.4

W. D. Mansfield ... 97 92.4 87.6 89.11 96.1
T. H, Reed 9« 92.4 92.8 76.8 84.8

Judges, Kierulff and Brooks; referee, Battu; clerk,

Brotherton.
Sunday, Sept. 14, contest No. 9, held at Stow Dalte.

Weather, cloudy:

E. A. Mocker... 109 86 85 80.10 82.11
F. E. Daverkosen 96 89.4 86.4 77.6 81.11
Ed. Everett 114 85.1 91 85 88
T. S. Turner 83 75.10 79.5
a Tluyck 90 91. S 80 77.6 78.9
F. H. Reed 103 93.4 92.4 90.10 91.7
C. R. Kenniff..., 101 89.8 91 77.6 84.3 97

J. B. Kenniff.... 119 ,94.8 92.4 91.8 92 97
T. C. Kierulff... 92 91.4 82.8 75.10 79.8
T. W. Brotherton 121 92.4 91 81.8 86.4 06.6
C. G. Young 95 90.8 93 84.2 88.7
W. D. Mansfield 92.8 89.2 90.11 91.

S

Dr. W. Brooks... 110 85.8 88.4 85.10 87.1 86.4
F. M. Haight.... 90 84.-1 86. 8 81.8 84.2
P. J. Torniey.... 96 S5.S SO.l 70.10 76.7 95.4
H. Battu 94 90.4 87.4 76.8 82 88.8
C. Charles 80 77 80.8 65.10 73.3
A. M. Blade 92 67.4 79.4 80 79.8
H. C. Golcher... 123 95. S 92.8 80 86,4
G. T. Vogelsang. ... .. .. ., .. §7.5

Judges, Reed and Kierillflf; referee, Daverkosen; clerk,
Brotherton,

All cotriwtinications in|teoded for Forest and Stream sliould

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Ne\Y
'^oi^k, ^ot sfy indiyidnal corine^ted with th« paper.
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Flxtofcs.

BEN6H SHOWS.
Oct 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M, K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y.
_ ,

Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—PhiladelpWa Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Qx;t. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member
of the American Championship Club), si.xth annual trials. L. S.

Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson. Sec'y.

Oct. 28.—Whitby Island, Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R, Atkins, Sec'y, Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 8.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America. Charles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,

Camden. N. J. ....
Nov. 3.—Lake View. Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn, Sec'y.
Nov. 7-S.—Robinson, 111.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T. L. Fenn, Secy.
Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.

Nov. 10.— Dicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey. Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 11.— Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith. Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Rnthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth

annual tririls. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 1].—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells. Hon. Sec'y.

Nov, 17.—Glascow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trial Club's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. F,

W. Samuel. Spc'v. Louisville. Ky.
Nov 18.— Kuthven, Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 20.—Manor. L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.

Dec. 1.—^^:^shington C. H., Ohio.—American Championship
Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,

Richmond, Va.
Dec. 1.— ,

.—Interstate Championship Field Trial

AEBOciation's second annual trials. C. D. Cooke, Sec'y.

Dec. 15.—Hiintsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member
of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher. Stc'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Points and Flashes.

We have received the following communicat.ion:
"Nov. J3, igo2, the thirteenth annual field trials of the
National Beagle Club of America. Westbury grounds,
Long Island. Club headquarters, Johren's Hotel, Minc-
ola, L. I. Charles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, io6 Market
street, Camden, N. J."

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.

XXlII,-Oa the Death of Buffie.

A handsome voung hound, with a voice like a silver bugle. He
made too rauch'noise o' nights; and there be dull souls who prefer

sleep to music, Buffie was poisoned by the very man whom he

had serenaded for weeks!

Puzr Buffie—After the Lallans of Burns.

Gae tell to a' the hunters roun'

That Geordie's heart is sair cast down

;

Wi' hirplin' step he treads the groun'.

An' hingin' head.

' Buffie, the wale o' youthfu' houn's,

Puir Buffie's dead.

Let ilka tod frae Butler's hill

To Allen's swamp an' Merrick's rill,

For vera 'joy bark loud an' shrill

Wi' muckle glee.

Puir Buffie's lyin' stark and still

Out owre the lea.

Had he been slain in open day

By hoof or horn o' stag at bay,

I wadna hae the heart to say

It did him wrang:

'Tis murd'rous an' unmanly play

That gies the pang.

Na douht but he at times might draw

Ae sned o' beef wi' thievin' jaw,

Or, aiblins on fine nights might blaw

About the street.

But if that faut's agin' the law,

,
He couldn-a see't.

, Perhaps he might in pleasant weather,

Wi' ither tykes sometime foregather

To fyke on grocer's wares. But whether

He did or not.

In spite o' a' their scauldin' blether's

A triflin' faut.

He maks the fourth o' lang eared frien's

Wha followed me o'er hills an' glens

Until they met untimely ends

By murder sair.

Their fauts were something less than men's.

Their virtues mair.

But Buffie dog, a long fareweel!
\

Nae doubt ye were a roguish chiel:

—

But aiblins there's anither field

Where thou an' I

Maun chance to fin' a cantie bield

Ayont the sky.

Ness^uk in "Forest Runes."

Spaniel Breeder's Society*

Editor Forest and Stream:
I take pleasure in announcing the formation oi the

Spaniel Breeders' Society, an association organized to

encourage the breeding of sporting spaniels. The prizes

of the clitb will be offered at all shows conforming to the
requirements of the American Spaniel Oub. All prizes

will be for the best specimens bred by the exhibitor, and
will be awarded to those winning them by the greatest
mtmber of times in any year. All spaniel breeders are
cordially invited to become members of the society.

Further particulars may be obtained from the undersigned.
Marcel A. Viti, Hon. Sec'y-Treas,

Room 500, 1416-1418 South Penn Sq., Philadelphia. Pa,

—^—
Rob .<\nd Hi.s Gun. By William Alexander Linn. Cloth,

211 pages. Illustrated.

It is a capital book for boys that Mr. Linn has written
from his own experiences as a boy. He takes his hero

—

a city boy who has never been in tlie country—out to the
old farm, and pleasantly teaches him many things about
the country and shooting and dogs. When autumii comes
he takes him into the field with woodcock, quail and
partridges, and later conducts him to Long Island for bay
snipe shooting, then to the Adirondacks, to Barnegat
Bay, to North Carolina, to Canada for deer, aiid to

Dakota for wild geese.

In a very happy style, and without the least appear-
ance of instruction, he starts the boy on the right track
and keeps him there. The hero takes kindly to the in-

structions given, and following them is fortunate.

It has been said that it is harder to write hooks for
young people than for adults, and it is certain that young
people are stern critics. Mr. Linn's book, however, is so
good and so interesting and its tone is throughout so
wholesome that it is sure of a welcome from all. It is a
c?ipltal volume to put into the hands of a boy who is be-
ginning to clamor for a gun. Price, $i.

—^—

-

A Delaware River Cruise.
^.Continued from />age 287.)

Four happy days were passed at this place. The sun
came out now and then, and while storms raged at other
tmies, we were on sandy soil, the short daisy-studded
white clover dried quickly, and we were comfortable.
The little girl slept every morning on a blanket under the
butternuts, while we angled for bass Avith which to
"grease the frying pan," and rambled about the hills for
berries and flowers. For neighbors there were wood-
chucks and chipmunks. The latter often sat for hours
on a limb of the butternuts over the tent. Crows awoke
us every morning. Over on the Sullivan county hills the
chestnuts were dense, with here and there patches of pop-
ple, as the natives call the trees which are alike or at

last similar to the quaking aspen of the Rocky Moun-
tains. The Mate made friends with the little country
boys who came to see our wonderful outfit, while I flopped
across countty to find grub that could not be obtained
with the rods or in the miserable stores in Kellam, a mile
away. The little Equinunk flows through Kellam with a

roar. Canoeists may recognize the village, by the white
suspension bridge at the foot of Crooked Rift, and by a

water tank nearby that is painted in red and white stripes,

like a barber pole. Keep away. There is little to be
found there. We could obtain only eggs and sugar, while
the shopkeepers were so busy telling us of the dangers of

the river that it was almost impossible for us to induce,

them to stop long enough to provide for our needs. One
of these shopkeepers reminded its _ of Charles Henry
Lewis' Wolfville characters, while his picture would add,

interest to Bret Harte's tales of pioneer life in the Rockies.

He told me he was deaf as a post, yet he could hear every
word his wife uttered through their private telephone.

This was simple, yet unique. The house, built on a steep

hillside, was of two stories, the dwelling above, the store

below. In the center of the shop there was a camion
stove, the pipe leading up through the low ceiling. Ap-
proaching this, the old man rapped on the pipe and an^-,-

nounced, "Gentleman down here wants some preserves.

Will you sell any of yours?" It was not until a sharp

"No" rattled down the stovepipe that I realized the man
was not a lunatic. So we returned to camp, and had not

the bass helped us out by insisting on being taken from
the rift, starvation seemed a possibility in a land of

plenty.

So far we had met but two canoeing parties. One of

these was composed of two boys who were going down the

flooded river, in a home-made canvas canoe ; the others

passed us at Crooked Rift in a new canvas-covered canoe.

We saw them too late to invite them to stop, but I ex-

posed a plate on them, which is before me as I write. No
doubt it is the last one ever made of the elder Benson
brother, who was drowned in Westcolang Falls two days

later.

Nomad was lighter than usual as she sped down
Crooked Rift and into the eddy beyond, where a wood-
chuck stared at us as we passed. The next rift was deep

and rough, but the third one was the worst we had seen

so far. In it two canoeists were drowned a short time

previously. Looking down from its crest, it seemed the

shore line dropped 15ft. in 200yds. To the right were
rocks, to the left shoal water, and the center a boiling

caldron of water and foam, for the volume of water from
the long eddy above rushed in from both sides, forcing

us to the center. We avoided the roughest water wher-
ever possible by skirting the rocks, though at times waves
broke over both bow and stern at once, holding the canoe

as in a vise, while she rocked from side to side and
the paddles were twisted this way and that in our efforts

to control her. The pace was terrific. And as if these

nasty bits of water needed ornamentation, the shores were
festooned with ferns and' masses of blossoming laurel.

^

Squirrels and chipmunks gazed at us in astonishment from
among the pines and rocks. Two miles above Callicoon

Station there is an ideal island for camping. It is well

shaded and grassy'. Take the channel on the Pennsylvania

side. It is shoal, but better than the other one, which

roared so loitdly we fancied it was a fall. At CaUicoon

Station we purchased supplies, theti passed through two
rifts and midway of the third made camp on a high bank
400yds. below an old schoolhouse. This was called Camp
Heron because two of these great birds roosted every
night within 503fds. of the tent, and one night they stopped
directly over it in a tall hickory. Squirrels were all,

about, and one morning one of these little rascals jumped
cn the peak of the tent from a tree, but lost its hold and
tumbled in a heap on the ground. They investigated all

the pots and pans, climbed the grub box table, and be-
came quite friendly. A woodchuck lived directly tmder
the tent, in the bank, and kingfishers loafed about all day.
Dewberries, black and red raspberries and blackberries
servedjis finishing touches to dinners of black bass or
perch,,*'''.

This was a delightful spot for a camp, and there, as
elsewhere, the owner bade us be at home. Canoeists
sl'iould kiio'w that Callicoon is nine miles distant from the
river, an4,JTiail should be directed to Callicoon Station,
which is oil the river. Ours went back into the hdls.
Pity the unfortunate canoeist who must be followed up by.:

mail while on a cruise. But there was sunshine at times,
although the inevitable thunderstorms were violent when
they did swoop down on us, and we were thankful for the
good old pup tent, which we knew would not blow away
in any ordinary gale or squall ; and the blow beds on
which all hands slept warm and dry through the worst of
the downpours. One day Callicoon Creek rose until it

became a torrent. The river was then clear, but this

creek turned half of it a brick red,. .while the other side
was green. The boatmen . were idly smoking their pipes
at home and the city anglers sat on hotel porches and
awaited better conditions. We broke camp and scurried
down the swollen rifts, passing our friends, the blue
herons en route, flapping lazily along a towhead in search
of their morning meal of fish.

The natives had told us we would know Cochecton
Falls by the 'village of that name, and the village by the
falls; but like other information they .gave us, lliis was
totally in error, as we might have learned too late in the
Hood that morning. Cochecton village may be known by
the three abutments of a missing bndge, immediately be-
low which is a cable ferry. We looked for the falls and
passed by this village without knowing its name. An
Irish section foreman on the railway told us, three miles
below the village, that the falls were at hand, and we
.stopped inimediately above them to ask some workmen
on a new steel bridge if this were correct. We had also

been told the roar could be heard a long distance away,
but at that stage of water this was not the fact, although
one .standing beside the falls could hear nothing else. At
the bridge there is a saw mill on the Pennsylvania side,

and there the men told us to follow that shore. Again
their advice was worthless, for the New York shore is

better m every way, both in carrying dufile rotmd the falls

and in letting the canoe down, whereas the Pennsylvania
side is a tangle of upheaved rocks, overgrown with rank
w-illows and heaped with wreckage from rafts and boats,

sodden ttnderfoot, and at times cue can lead the canoe
only from a distance of 10 to 15yds. The falls drop about
8ft. Running them in any canoe would be extremely
hazardous, as there are reefs, ledges and boulders every-
where, and a stra"ght coitrse is difficult, while the speed
of the current would preclude accurate steering. iEven
in the flood Avater there were places in the breaks where
the depth over reefs was less than 6in., and one rock near
the tail of the fall is about 20ft. wide and half as high.

We tritst canoeists will take the advice of v/ise guys along
tlie Delaware for what it is worth, then use their own
experience and go carefully into tight places.

Then followed a succession of rifts, rapids, shoals and
eddies, and noon found us in the great eddy at Narrows-
burg. Above and below the village this is wide and
deep, bitt at the narrows through which the volume of
v.-ater passes one might flip a stone from shore to shore.

Here the ice gorges in winter and plays havoc with the
valley above while it holds, and below when it breaks.
These clilfs are picturesque. We lunched on the island

below the gorge, visited the village, then fared along.

The third rift below Narrowsburg requires careful

handling of the maple blade, for it is strewn with boulders,

and should be run near the railroad einbankment. And
at Tusten bridge, where the Erie Railway crosses to the

Pennsylvania side, there is a nasty rift. There are three

separate breaks, and low-lying ledges of stone as well as
boulders. One may go carefully beneath the center span
of the bridge, but keep a sharp lookout for the submerged
rocks there. It is also possible to hug the Pennsylvania
side until a tiny eddy under the bridge is gained, then
swing out through the third break. AIL one's skill will

be needed there.

A mile further one will see a ferry cable, and be warned
that Ten-Mile Rift is at hand. Ten-Mile River was pour-
ing into this rift a great volume of flood water, and in

the whirlpools it formed we had merry work dodging big

stones, then slashed into the chop at the tail of the rift,

drifted through the eddy and saw Mast Hope Station

dead ahead. Between the railway and the river there is a
curious fringe of tall pines whose trunks were scraped by
the ice last winter. As these trees stand some distance

above the river, and their scars extend fifteen or more feet

up the trunks, the scope -of the floods may be realized.

No one had mentioned Mast Hope Falls, but ere we had
entered them a camp site stopped us, and crossing to the
New York shore, we crawled out, tired and stiff, and
made camp in a sweet open glade beside immense pines.

It was near the farmhouse of Mr. Johnson, and he picked

out a grassy spot for the tent and passed an hour with
lis. It was from him that we learned the fate of the

elder Benson brother, who passed Butternut Camp July
23 and was drowned in Westcolang Falls on the 25th. We
were informed the brothers were from Philadelphia, but
had been at school in the West. Their father sent them
an open canvas-covered canoe, telling them to finish their

'

trip via the Delaware, thinking it would be a pleasant

and healthful cne for them. We were told they were
good swimmers, bttt novices at canoeing, but do not know
if this is true. The Delaware was not so high as when
we passed down, but .the falls are ugly at any time, and
they went down the New York shore of Westcolang iFalls,

whereas one should hug the Pennsylvania side as closely

as possible. The canoe struck a reef the younger brother

did not see, and capsized, but for a time both of the young
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toen stuck to the canoe and were in a fair way to

reaching shore in the eddy below the falls, when the

elder brother, who had been steering, called to the other

to tow the canoe ashore while he would swim there. The
boy did so, and turned the canoe up to free it of water,

then looked for his brother, and not seeing him, hurried

back along shore, whistling and calH'ng. It was not until

a man on shore told him the truth that he could believe

his brother was actually lost, and that, too, within a few
feet of land. Heartbroken, the boy went home on the

next train. The father came to Mast Hope and offered a

large reward for the missing bod}^ When he raised the

amount to $500 there was a scramble among the natives

and a row over who actually found the body, as though it

had been that of a dog. That was July 29, four days after

the accident.

It was with sad hearts that we listened to this pitiful

story of a young life snuffed out so quickly, for we felt

that we almost knew these handsome boys who had hailed

us so cheerily as they passed by our camp at Crooked
Rift. A most peculiar thing happened when I was de-

veloping the plates exposed during this cruise. I found

the one of the Bensons a fine negative, but in transferring

it from the fixing to a formaline bath, it slipped and fell,

breaking into but two pieces, the rent leaving the dead
brother's image on one part and his head on the other.

The pieces were saved and a print made from them,

though the emulsion frilled at the rent. It was a strange

thing that this should happen as it did.

That day our record was twenty-eight miles, twenty-six

rifts and Cochecton Falls. The average speed was over

six miles per hour. For the first time the mosquitoes

troubled us at that camp; and our friend's cows, which

fnrnished the baby with delicious milk, worried the Mate,

who is afraid of cows, while a young bull frightened her

still more, as he took a deep interest in the red hippo-

campus, our club totem, which decorates the front eleva-

tion of the pup tent. But he was foo young to be brave,

and sundry stones fired at him now and then kept him at

a distance. Perry D. Fkazer.

[to be continued.-]

Shelter Island Y. C.
SHELTER ISLAND HEIGHTS.

Season of 1902.

The Shelter Island Y. C. on Labor Day ended the most

successful season since its organization in 1886. There

has been more racing than ever before, events have been

v/ell contested and much healthy enthusiasm has been

aroused. Plans for next year are already under way.

Prominent members have signified intentions of offering

trophies for the different classes, and with new acquisi-

tions to the racing fleet the campaign of 1903 should be a

banner one. ,

The best racing of the year has been in the one-design

class, constructed last winter by the Greenport Basin and

Construction Company, from the lines of Mr. Theodore

Brigham. Several of these boats were also turned out

for the Ardsley Club and the Larchmont Y. C. They fit

into class R and have proven speedy, seaworthy and fully

up to expectations in every way.

Contests for class R craft were begun on July 4, and

continued every Saturday inclusive of the one preceding

Labor Day. Eleven races were sailed and honors of the

year went to Psi, belonging to Mr. Andrew Bancker, of

Brooklyn.
Several trophies were offered class R craft. Com.

James Weir. Jr., presented a cup to be won by the class

R boat scoring the greatest number of points in eleven

races. Mr. C. P. Brigham gave a prize to the one-design

boat getting the best percentage of victories, and Rear-

Com. J. B. Edson put up first and second prizes to the

value of $35 and $iS, open to competition on the same

The owner of Psi has a collection of eight cups for the

season of 1902. Included in these is a cup for each of

her four wins in the class series, one for the class race

in the open regatta on Aug. 16, one for the ladies' race on

Aug 23, the Commodore's and Brigham cups. Beside

the.se trophies, Psi carried off the first Edson cash prize.

Arrow, a Crowninshield creation, belonging to Mr. J. H.

Keim, finished second in the race for the Commodores

cup, open to all class R boats. Arrow was but 2 points

behind Psi for the season's competition.
^ ^ . ,

At the close of the races for the Edson and Brigham

prizes, Psi and Harp were tied, each having four wins.

The tie was sailed off on Sept. 6, Psi getting the victory

The Regatta Committee of the club, which consisted of

Frederick D. Kalley, chairman ; William H. Bradley and

George F. Little, M. D., formed a sub-class R for boats

just too small to fit into the regular class and put up a

cup for the season's racing, to be contested for on the

point system. Mr. J. L. Hutchison's Eelskin carried off

first honors. Races were scheduled on the same dates as

for class R. Eelskin, however, got a lead which could not

be overcome, and the last three contests were not sailed.

Mr. Otto E. Lohrke, owner of the class N boat, Senta,

offered a valuable trophy for boats in his class, to be

contested for in five races on the point system. The new
Gardner & Cox craft, Kalmia, belonging to George Trow-

bridge Plollister, won the cup. She had a commanding

lead after four contests had been decided, so the fifth was

dropped. Flosshilde, Mr. Oscar Weber, and Helen, Mr.

Mortimer Fuller, were tied for second place in the series.

The annual open regatta was sailed on Aug. 16. In

class L, Effort, Mr. F. M. Smith, won from Mr. Cyrus F.

Judson's Syce, on time allowance. Mr. Harry Maxwell's

Leda carried off the honors in class M; Flosshilde, Mr.

Oscar Weber, won in class N, and Mr. John Maxwell's

Indian took first prize in class P. Yawl Scapha, owned

by Mr. William Fallert, won in the mixed class and car-

ried off the cup offered by Mr. John W. Weber, for the

yawl making the best time over the course. Psi and Eel-

skin carried off the laurels in class R, and sub-class R, re-

spectively. The cup offered by Mr. Mortimer Fuller, of

Scr^nton, Pa,, to the winner in classes K, L, M and N, all

racing together in one class On time allowance, was won
by Flosshilde.

The annual ladies' race was sailed on Aug. 23. Kalmia,
sailed by Mrs. Hollister, won in class N; Psi, with Miss
Bancker at the tiller, took the honors in class R, and
Winninish, sailed by Miss Plelen Roebhng, won in sub-
class R.

The annual meeting of the organization was held on the

evening of Sept. 6 at the club house. Shelter Island

Heights, at which the following officers for the ensuing
year were unanimously elected : Com., James Weir, Jr.

;

Vice-Corn., Arthur E. Whitney; Rear-Com., John W.
Weber; Sec'y, William B. Hill; Treas.. William H. Bed-
ford

;
Meas., Harold Otis ; Fleet Surgeon, George F. Lit-

tle, M. D. ; Trustees, the Rev. John A. Aspinall, James
Weir, Jr., J. Lester Keep, M. D., Charles H. Otis, Jarvis

B. Edson, H. L. Coe, I. M. Bon, Otto E. Lohrke, John
Cassidy, Wilham H. Bradley and J. L. Hutchin.son.

In the records which follow, where points are consi-

dered, each boat is credited with one for starting and one

for every craft she defeats.

Commodore's Cup—Class R.
July August

—

Psi. A. O. Bancker..... 4 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 30

Arrow, J. H. Keim 53653 3352*
Harp, J. N. Lunning... 42524 50*45
San Toy. J. B. Edson... *4332 44*34
Snook, John Weber 31011 20*13
Nueva, C. P. Brigham, started in first three races.
* Disabled.

Rear-Commodore and Brigham Prizes—"One-Design Class.
Wins,

Psi, A. O. Bancker. 1 .. 1 1 1 4
Harp, J. N. Luning 1 1,. 11 .. 4
San Toy, J. B. Edson 1 1 1 3
Snook, John Weber 0

Psi won the sail-ofE of tie.

Regatta Committee Cup—Sub-Class E.
Eelskin, J. L. Hutchison. 3 3331 333
Winninish, H. Schickel. 21212 222
Duchess, C. Pickhardt.. 02023 111'

Lohrke Cup—Class N.
Kalmia, G. T. Hollister. 4 3.-4.. 3

Flosshilde, O. Weber... 3 1.. 3.. 4
Helen, M. Fuller 5 2 .. 2 2
Senta, O. E. Lohrke.... 2 4.. 0.. 0
Natalie, A. E. Whitney.. 1

Calumet.

Sept.

4
3
5
1

Pts.
39
37
34
32'

13

22
14
10

14
11
11
6
1

Pacific Intetclttb Yacht Association.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Tuesday, Sept, 9.

The seventh annual regatta of the Pacific Interclub

Yacht Association was sailed on Tuesday, Sept. 9. There
was a good list of starters, and sixteen boats finished.

The Crowninshield designed 30-footer Challenger

showed her transom to the rest of the boats in her class,

beating them on every point of sailing.

The starting line was between two boats moored off the

Powell street wharf.
The course for the 21ft. class was from the start, dead

to windward, around a stake boat west of Presidio Shoal,

thence home to the start and finish range, a total distance

of five miles.

The 25ft. and special yawl classes went over this course

to windward, thence to leeward around Blossom Rock
Buoy, thence around stake boat two miles due north from
Blossom Rock, and then home to the finish line, a distance

in all of ten nautical miles.

The 30, 36 and 44-footers Avent over the same course as

the 25-footers, but kept on past the finish line out to the

Pres;dio Shoal Buoy and back again, a distance of four-

teen nautical miles.

Barring a rather thick haze, which did not materially

interfere with the sport, the day was an ideal one for the

regatta. The starts, beginning at noon sharp and follow-

ing at ten-minute intervals, were made in a rattlmg ten-

knot breeze, which freshened as the afternoon wore on,

imtil at the time the different boats finished it was blow-

ing very hard. Most of the boats finished under lower

canvas, and then had all the wind they wanted.

In the 2ift. class Kittiwake won handily. Alice got

.second place, and Loiterer was last. On the run home
Loiterer's spinnaker would not break out, and consider-

able time was lost in lowering and resetting the sail.

Discovery led from the start in the 25ft. class. She
v.'orked out to windward well and had a good lead at the

weather mark. Her light sails were smartly set for the

run home and she crossed a victor by nearly 18m,

Gypsie had no difficulty in beating Arcturus in the

special yawl class.

In the 30ft. class Challenger got away from her com-
petitors at the start, and was never headed, beating all

the boats in her class easily on every point of sailing.

Harpoon beat Edna and Emma in the 36ft. class. The
Queen started, but had trouble with her mainsail and

withdrew. Jessie E. and Pactolus also withdrew.

The race in the 44ft. class was between Speedwell and

Mischief. The former won by 6m. 30s. Ariel and Nep-

tune failed to finish.

The sloop Clara fouled the steamer Resolute, which was
used as a judges' boat.

The Regatta Committee was made up of T. J. Kava-

nagh, Charles L. Snyder, G. T. S. White and George H.
Warford; Timers, W. N. McCarthy and George B. Ed-

gar ;
Referee, Will Brooks. The summary

:

20ft. Special Class—Start, 12:00.
Finish. Corrected,

LoftereV::::;::::;:: 13902 i3S42

25ft. Class—Start, 12:10.

'^^!'^'.^^:!!.^!^r^^'?:.!':f48 52 22852
Arciwus"::::;:::::: • 30154 24019

30ft. Class—Start, 12:30.

ChallenEer 3 25 01 2 54 51

Prpito -3 34 29 3 03 39

h1ip,°
• ..„.. .....3 38 32 3 04 52

Truant • .3 48 59 3 1? ss

36ft. Class—Start, 12:40.

Harooon 3 38 29 2 54 36

: 3 45 40 3 02 58

Emma':;:::::::.";: 34354 30336

44ft. Class—Start. 12:50.

Speedwell 3K 24 3 01 04

ivfischief ••• 4 OO 05 3 08 38

The winners were 'Kittiwake, Discovery, Gypsie, Chal-

lenger, Harpoon and Speedwell.

Fifty-foot WaterHoe Steam Lattoch.

In this issue there appears the lines and cabin plans of
the steam launch Calumet, designed by Mr. B. B. Crown-
inshield for Bishop Codman, of Maine.
The yacht was designed for comfort and not for speed,

nevertheless she makes eleven miles in ordinary run-
ning. After a season's constant use the boat has proven
satisfactory in every way.
Calumet was built by Rice Bros., of East Boothbay, Me.

She is equipped wth an Orr & Jennings engine of 70
horse-power.
Her dimensions follow

:

Length

—

Over all 6oft. 0 in.

L.W.L soft, o in.

Overhang

—

Forward ift. 6 in.

Aft 8ft. 6 in.

Breadth-
Extreme lift, o in.

L.W.L loft. 7 in.

Freeboard

—

Bow 4ft. 4 in.

Taffrail 3ft, I in.

Least 2ft. 4 in.

Draft-
Extreme 4ft. o in.

To rabbet ,., 2ft. 4}4'm.

Displacement 30,25olbs.

The accommodations below decks are well laid out and
quite roomy. The forward house is 12ft. long and 7ft.

wide at the after end, and has 6ft. 4in. headroom. Ex-
tending across the after end is a transom 2ft. wide. A
door from this cabin gives access to the galley, which is

just aft. The galley is 4ft. long and runs the full width
of the boat. It is equipped with all the latest appliances
and there is ample locker room for the storage of dishes
and supplies. On the forward side of the galley directly

under the transom in the deck house is a berth for the
steward. Aft of the galley is the engine and boiler room,
which is 12ft. 6in. long. In the after end of the boat is

the owner's cabin. On each side of the cabin is a berth
2ft. wide. Behind the berths are lockers for general
stowage. Connecting with the cabin is the toilet room,
which is 2ft. 6in. wide, and extends the full width of the
boat. In the after cabin there is 6ft. 2in. headroom.
There are lift, of deck forward of the pilot house. Un-
der this deck is the forecastle, where there is accommoda-
tion for two men. There is an i8in. waterway all around
the cabin house which gives plenty of room to move for-
ward and aft. The after deck is lift, long and 8ft. wide.

Yacht Racing Association of

Gravesend Bay.
SEA GATE, NEW YORK BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 20.

The last regatta of the season in the Yacht Racing As-
sociation of Gravesend Bay was held on the afternoon of
Saturday, Sept. 20, off the Atlantic Y. C. It was the
ninth race given by the organization this year. The con-
test was under the immediate auspices of the Association
itself for special prizes. The winners and the value of
the trophies captured follow: Sunol, $30; Squaw, $20,
Cockatoo, $20; Bronco, $15; Pebble, $15; Jig-a-Jig, $15;
Boozie, $15.

Second prizes, two-thirds the value of firsts, were
awarded in classes where three or more started. The
winners of second prizes were Bonito, Vagabond, Flying
Fish, Kelpie and Rascal.
Twenty-six yachts started and finished the race. There

were no protests or accidents. All of the contestants con-
ceded the contest the best ever {jiven by the Association in
its two years of racing.

It was a fitting end to the season, a struggle in which
consistent plugging away was rewarded by victory in at
least three instances, where craft which had not come out
out the series racing with flying colors defeated old rivals
in finished fashion.

The special class N boat, Sc^uaw, took Caribou into
camp, and the Marine and Field craft. Jig-a-Jig, was first

in the one-design class. The East Bay catboat, Boozie,
won from Rascal and Martha M., in much the same condi-
tions as when she made her victorious entry into the As-
sociation campaign at the Marine and Field Club race of
July 12. In each case winners of first honors for the
year were defeated.

The feature of the day was the clean-cut victory of
Cockatoo, a winner in class P, and the first of the fleet

sailing the inside courses to end the race. There was
no sign of a fluke, the speedy raceabout making every leg
a winning one. There was windward work aplenty, con-
ditions to the liking of her Herreshoff model. The class

P Crowninshield craft. Vagabond, second of the boats to

end the journey, was beaten 2m. 12s. elapsed time.

The 2i-footer, Bronco, scored first honors in class Q,
and was third boat of the fleet on elapsed time. Flying
Fish, which has of late improved, was only 25s. away,
while Trouble crossed the finish exactly im. after Bronco.
The wind at the start was E. by N. This gave the craft

which journeyed out to West Bank Light and return, a

reach out and a close fetch home. In special class M.
Bess, belonging to Mr. Sydney Grant, of the Brooklyn
Y. C, made her first Association start. Coming to the

line with a good record, she was conceded by many a sure

winner. Sunol, however, sailed an able race and won
out from Bonito by 2m. 22s. Bess was defeated 4m. 3Ss.

Craft covering the inside courses had a broad reach

with booms to port to the Government buoy off Fort
Hamilton, From there long and short windward hitches

brought them to the stake boat off the Marine and Field

Club. Then a close fetch to the spar buoy off Brooklyn
Y. C, and a reach with booms to starboard led them
home. The breeze was fresh and a number of the starters

tied in reefs, some of which were shaken out ere the con-
test was ended.

In special class ' N, Sqiiaw gave Caribou her first de-
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feat of the year by im. 17s. In class R, Pebble beat Pea-
nut 8m. 4s. In the Marine and Field class, Jig-a-Jig
scored her first Association win of 1902. She led Kelpie
by 37s. and Quinque by im. 17s. In the catboat class

Boozie beat Rascal lis. and Martha M. im. i8s. A re-

sume of the season's work will appear as soon as the
complete ofiicial records are given out. The summaries

:

Special Class M—Start, 3:03.

Finish. Elapsed.
Sunol, John Abbey 4 54 38 1 51 38
Bonito Haviland Bros 4 57 00 1 54 00
Bass, Sydney Grant 4 59 13 1 56 13

Special Class N—Start, 3:06.
Squaw, H. J. Heath 5 01 51 1 55 51
Caribou, J, E. Nicholson 5 03 08 1 57 08

Sloops—Class P—Start, 3:09.

Cockatoo. Hendon Chubb 4 17 36 1 08 36
Vagabond. T. A. Vernon 4 19 48 1 10 48
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach 4 24 22 1 15 22
Kate, T. S. Negus (yawl) 4 25 16 1 16 16
Karma, T. C. Erskine 4 26 55 1 17 55
Elsie, C." P. Rosemon 4 31 18 1 22 18

Sloops—Class Q—Start, 3:12.
Bronco, F. C. Moore 4 26 29 1 14 29
Flying Fish, I. M. Dean 4 26 54 1 14 54
Trouble, VV. H. Childs 4 27 29 1 15 29
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins 4 28 16 1 16 16
Wir.k, W. A. Barstow 4 31 46 1 19 46

Sloops— Class R—Start, 3:15.

Pebble, R. W. Spier .4 42 08 1 27 08
Peanut, D. O. Davenport 4 50 12 1 35 12

Marine and Field Class—Start, 3:18.

Tig-a-Jig, W. A. Hutcheson 4 38 24 1 20 24
Kelpie, VV. K. Brown 4 39 01 1 21 01
Ouinque. L. H. Smith 4 39 41 1 21 41
Flying Fox, F. B. Anderson 4 42 56 1 24 56
Stinger, A. P. Clapp 4 45 03 1 27 03

Catboats—Class V—Start, 3:21.

Boozie, C. D. Durkee 4 42 48 1 21 48
Rascal, D. G. Whitlock 4 42 59 1 21 59
Martha M., Richard Moore .4 44 06 1 23 06

On Sept. 15 there was organized at North Long
Branch, N. J., the Monmouth Y. C. The organization
starts its career with fifteen charter members. The fol-

lowing officers were elected to serve for the first year:
Commodore, Arthur Byron; Vice-Commodore, Reginald
Pelz; Secretary and Treasurer, Philip Nash. The mem-
bers will build a one-design class i6ft. waterline boat,
j;b and mainsail rig. Eight of these craft will be con-
structed by Jerolamon, a yacht builder, at Galilee, Next
season weekly regattas will be held.

Manhasset Bay Y* G»

PORT WASHINGTON, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 20.

The fall regatta of the Manhasset Bay Y. C. was sailed

on Saturday, Sept. 20. Although it was rather late in the
season, the race was an unqualified success in every way.
The weather conditions were of the kind that makes yacht
racing interesting and exciting, and there was a good
number of entries, some thirty-four boats starting.

The boats were started of¥ the club house, which is lo-

cated well up in the bay, and the finish line was oif

Plum Beach. Boats in the 30ft. class covered a nine-
teen-mile course. The raceabouts and the Larchmont 21-

footers sailed an eleven nautical mile course, and the
boats in the i8ft. class and the New Rochelle and Man-
hasset Bay one-design boats covered a nine and one-half
mile triangle. The Port Washington oyster boats sailed
over a four-mile course.

The wind was from the N.E. and had been blowing
from this qttarter for several days, and in consequence
there was quite a sea running. The Regatta Committee,
of which Mr. Edward M. MacLellan was chairman, was
on board Com. Stephen W. Roche's steam yacht Emeline.
The boats in the 30ft. class were started at i :05, and

Mimosa was just on the line at gun fire. Marguerite was
well behind, and was handicapped. On board Mimosa
was a professional, who^ was born and brought up in Cow
Bay, and it was thought that his knowledge of the waters
would alone enable him to beat Marguerite, which boat
was sailed by Mr. Oliver Jennings, a man who was quite
unacquainted with the surroundings. Marguerite passed
Mimosa when the boats were close battled, going out to
Gangway Buoy, and kept in the lead up to the finish, and
won out by nearly two minutes.

Five boats started in the raceabout class. Mavis got
the start, but Hobo worked into the lead on the broad
reach coming home, and finished 39s. ahead of Mavis.
Jolly Roger was third in this class.

Dorothy got the start in the Larchmont 21ft. class
and led Houri all over the course. Dorothy won by nearly
6m.

In the New Rochelle one-design class there were five

starters, and Knave won again as usual.

Pup got the start in the Manhasset Bay one-design
class, and led to Old Hen Buoy, where she dropped be-
hind. The boat was sailed by "Teddy" Lapthorne, of the
firm of Messrs. Lapthorne & Ratsey, the sailmakers. Mr.

Lapthorne made a very good showing with Pup, consider-
ing his unfamiliarity with the boat and the locality where
the race was sailed.

Nora was first away in the i8ft. sloop class. Eleanor
got tangled up with the launch that towed her over from
City Island just before the start, and she was handi-
capped im. 45s. Nora led all over the course, but Eleanor
pushed her hard for first place.

The surprise of the day was in the Manhasset Bay cabin
catboat class. Hobo, a cruising catboat, was entered
against Thisbe to fill the class. Hobo was sailed by one
of her owners, Charlie Lincoln. She got the start, and
was giving Thisbe a good trimming on the windward
work, when the latter lowered away her sail and with-
drew. It was stated afterward that she sprung her mast.
Hobo finished the race, covering the course in remarkably
fast time.

In the class for Port Washington oyster boats, flat bot-
tom, Emily Shug, Mr. Strickland, finished first; Elm, 1.

L. Smith, was second, and Myra, A. M. Strickland, was
third. There were two other starters in this class.
There was another class for Port Washington oyster

boats, with half-round bottoms. In th^s class Kanawha,
Arthur Cocks, won, with Hazel May, C. H. Cocks, sec-
ond. There were two other starters. The summary

:

Sloops—Class N—26 to 30ft.—Start, 1:05.

. -r -r,
Finish. Elapsed.

Marguerite, J. F. Dingee.:. 4 23 17 3 18 17
Mimosa, T .L. Park 4 25 10 3 20 10

Raceabout Class—Start, 1:10.
Jolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker 3 09 20 1 59 20
Mavis, G. L. Pirie 3 08 16 1 58 16
Snapper, A. B. Alley 3 12 06 2 02 06
Hobo, T. L. Park 3 07 37 1 57 37
Cricket, H. Willett 3 10 12 2 00 12

Larchmont 21lt. One-Design Class—Start 1:15.
Dorothy, L. G. Spence 3 10 28 1 55 28
Ilouri, J. H. Esser 3 ig 10 2 01 10

New Rochelle One-Design Class.
Caper, P L. Howard 3 20 23 1 56 23
Knave, R. N. Bavier .3 13 34 j 4s 34
Deuce L D. Huntington, Jr 3 20 45 1 55 45
Ace, W. N. Bavier, Jr 3 16 43 1 51 43
Olga, Alfred Mestra 3 17 13 x 52 13

Manhasset Bay One-Design Class—Start 1:25

w"^A ,Standing 3 20 45 1 55 45
Mist, J . W, Alker ; 3 25 30 2 00 30
Arizona, G. A. Corry ;. . . .3 20 09 1 55 09
Bab, L R Hoyt 3 16 46 1 51 46
Pup, T. W. Ratsey ...3 20 52 1 55 52

Sloops—Class R—18ft. and Under—Start, 1:35
Nora, Lewis Iselin 3 29 18 1 54 ig
Eleanor, Robert Jacob 3 31 45 45
Cricket, H. C. Pryor.. 3 33 37 j 3T



--' — -

Manhasset Bay Special Knockabouts—Start, 1:35.

Peg. A. Roesler 3 22 54 1 47 54

Manhasset Bay Cabin Catbeats—Start, 1:35.

Hobo, C. J. & R. M. Lincoln 3 38 45 2 03 45
Tliisbe, W. D. Reed.....-; ...Withdrew.

The winners were Marguerite, Hobo (raceabout),
Dorothy, Knave, Bab, Nora, Peg (sailover), Hobo (cat-

boat), Emily Shng and Kanawha.
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Colttmbia Y. C»

^. CHICAGO, LAKE MICHIGAN.

Tuesday, Sept. 16.

The third race for the Webb cup was sailed off Chicago
on Lake Michigan on Tuesda}', Sept. 16. La Rita got
first place, with Arab IV. second. The wind was fresh

from the S.W. The judges were: Messrs. A. J. Rohan,
W. S. burrows and J. R. Brunnick.- The summary fol-

lows, start. 3.:ro: :

,

.

' ' Finish. Elapsed.
La Ritat-iXf^J-wS*^..-^ 4 57 40 1 47-40

Arab IV. .- 50105 1 51 05

Margaret 5 13 31 2 03 31

Colleen 5 08 44 1 58 44

Privateer ....5 10 05 2 00 05

Wednesday, Sept. 17.

On Wednesday, Sept. 17, the fourth race for the Webb
cup was sailed. The same boats came to the line thafe

started in Tuesday's race. The wind was moderate from
the S.W., and La Rita again won out, with Arab IV. in'

second place. The judges were: Messrs. W. S. Bur-
rows, W. S. Bnugher and L. G. Benwick. The summary,
start 3 :io

:

Finish. Elapsed.

La Rita 4 43 15 1 33 15

Privateer 4 55 25 1 45 25

Colleen .5 02 2G 1 52 26

Arab IV .....V.,.,,.. 4-47 12 1 .37 12

Margaret 4 58 27 1 48 27

Thursday, Sept. 18.

Four boats started in the fifth race for the Webb cup

that was sailed on Thursday, Sept. 18. The wind was
from the N.E., blowing thirty-six miles an hour during

the race, and there was a very heavy sea running. Priva-

teer did not finish. Colleen beat La Rita and got first

place. La Rita taking second honors. The judges were:

Messrs. E. T. Balcom, W. S. Burrows and W. N. Peril.

The summary:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Colleen 3 44 00 5 32 30 1 48 30

La Rita 4 04 00 5 53 00 1 49 00

Arab IV 3 30 00 6 03 15 2 33 15

Privateer 4 00 00 Withdrew.

Friday, Sept. 19.

Yesterday's gale left a heavy swell from the N.E'., and

the five boats that sailed in the sixth race for the Webb
cup on Friday, Sept. 19, had a very uncomfortable trip.

Ihe wind w^as moderate from the N. La Rita won by

nearly 3m. Privateer took second place. The judges

were: Messrs. E. T. Balcom, W. S. Burrows and W. N.

Peril. The summary, start 3 :oo

:

Finish. Elapsed.

La Rita 4 58 45 1 58 45

Privateer S 01 35 2 01 35

Colleen 5 02 18 2 02 18

Margaret sosio 20810
Arab IV . ..5 08 25 2 08 25

Saturday, Sept. 2a.

The seventh race for the Webb cup was sailed on Satur-

day, Sept. 20. The wind was light from the E., and La

Rita won with ease; Arab IV. finished second. The

stnnmary, start 2:40: „. . , t-, 1

Finish. Elapsed.

La Rita, Geo. R. Peare 4 40 08 2 00 08

Arab IV.. Oscar Daniels 4 44 55 2 04 55

Colleen, Wm. Baum 4 48 35 2 08 35

Privateer, F. D. Porter.. 4 51 10 2 11 10

Margaret, Wm, Cothroll 5 03 44 2 23 44

The boats' standing on points up to date of this rage

follows: La Rita, 675; Arab IV., 4S0; Colleen, 3^1
Privateer, 280, and Margaret, 160.

Beverly Y» C.

DELAWARE RIVER,

Saturday, Sept. 13.

Fourteen boats competed in the regatta of the Beverly

Y. C, held on Saturday, Sept. 13. The wind was from

the W: and was very light and fluky, which m^de the

racing "rather unsatisfactory. The summary

:

First Class Catboats—Start, 3:30.
.

r ; Finish.

Titania, J. Hamer.. ..- 5 32 40

Leila, B,- Ferguson. ; | 2X
Priscilla, T. Bonfield...,.

- 5 |4 50

Peerless, Clarkson •• coin?
Froud, J. Perkins 5 24 03

Second Class Catboats-Start, 3,: 25.

Doris, F. Perkins.. old US

Vampire, Crispin •.
•- i)

Jib and Mainsair Boats—Start. 3:35.

Kaloola, E. Waters ifavt
Feather, Lavinne,.... ' • »

Larks-Start, 3:30.

PL Taylor •• litm
Cartright •

,

^ 15 08

W. Hall 5 16 12

W. Pettit •

I f„
T. Bonfield o 20 14

The winners were Titania, Doris, Kalodla and H. Tay-

lor's lark.
^

Seawanhaka-Cofinthian Y. C*

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 20.

The annual ladies' race of the Seawanhaka Corinthian

Y. C. was sailed on Saturday, Sept. 20. The wind was

from the S., and the boats covered knockabout course No.

3. Lucille got the start, but was beaten out by two boats.

On the last leg Bobs got into the weather berth and won
out by over a mmute. Wynfje was disqualified for foul-

ing a mark boat. The summary, start 3 :40

:

Finish. Elapsed.

Bobs, Mrs. W. A. W. Stewart 5 34 33 2 04 33

Gowan, Mrs. F. G. Stewart .....5 35 38 2 05 38

Lucille. Miss Landon 5 36 39 2 06 39

Wyntje, Miss Willis.... .Disaualified.

Bobs was the winner, and Gowan second.

The racing season with us is now over, the last regattas
having laken place at Plymouth, where a King's cup was
sailed for at the regatta of the Royal Western Y. C. A
channel match was sailed down the day before from
Dartmouth, a la«-ge fleet taking part in it. The wind
:vvas very light, but there was a long swell from a breeze
Xd _ the day before. Bona came in first, but the first

prize went to Gw^'neth, a boat built last year, and hither-

to rather unsuccessful. Bona won the King's cttp on
the following day. She seems to be sailing better now
than on the Clyde. The new 52-footers did not race

again after Dartmouth regatta (which was a very poor
afi:'air this year)- Magdalen, Baron de Forest's crack
in the class last year, came to Dartmouth, but did not
race. She 'fitted out before the Covves week, and lay in

the Roads until the eve of the regattas, when she sailed

for France, and has remained ever since. Much com-
ment has been excited by her apparently studied avoid-
ance of the class this year. Of the two boats this year
Lucida is undoubtedly the faster, though there is gen-
erally 90 very little between the two that it is re-

markable that the prizes have not been more evenly di-

vided. It is a case in which the one wins only by being
a little more weatherly than the other—just enough to

turn the scale in almost every race, allowing no room
at any time for mistakes.
Of the Clyde 36-footers, Alfred Mylne's design, Bar-

abel, has come out champion in her class; Ensay, one of

the Fife boats, showing a good string of flags also. The
class will probably grow stronger on the Clyde, though
the boats are not quite the type that the Northern yachts-

men admire. They have all got very long snouts, and
this makes them uncomfortable in a sea. That they find

any admirers at all seems to me only to be a strong
condemnation of the last two rules, which Worked them-
selves to death up North.
Down South—which means the Solent—there is con-

siderable discussion over Lord Albemarle's proposed
new one-designi class. The boats are, I hear, of no better

type than the 36-footers (only larger), and it is no
secret that they are intended solely as a refuge for own-
ers who want to race what they call smart boats, but
'do not care to build a new boat every year—small blame
to them! Last year four new 36-footers were built for

the Solent, and the owner of one, which did not turn
out well, had another built before the season was half

over. This seems to have paralyzed the class, for

no new boat has been built since. The curious thmg
is that these small Y. R. A. classes on the Solent are.

mainly kept up by wealth}'^ owners, and these have now
entered this emphatic protest, which shows very un-
mistakably that open racing will not go on for ever if it

is conducted regardless of the owner's pocket. Now,
hftherto this has been the case in England, and it is a
startling thing to find a nobleman of Lord Albemarle's
standing in yachting, as well as social circles, taking the

lead in such a revolt. Nobody can say a word against

the desirability of the class on the score of sound sport,

and it is certain to be strong, but one-design classes are

only good for sound sport, and it is possible to obtain

as much of that in other ways, without entirely closing

the door against the yacht designer. A handicap class

would answer all purposes provided there was a maxi-
mum time allowance, say, of only five minutes. Given
restrictions to insure a decent type of boat, so small a

maximum of allowance would be certain to produce hot

eompetition, and no real duffer could stay in the class,

it would necessitate the employment of the best designers,

while it would avoid the possibility of a Camellia playing

second fiddle to a Lucida all through the season, simply

because she might be a minute slower in three hours'

sailing.

Mr. Willie Jameson's new motor schooner. Scarlet

Rambler, is not yet ready for sea. In her last trial she

burst her silencing drum and is waiting for a new one.

The engine is 75 horse-power, and as this is quite a

novelty to British marine motor makers, delays are

unavoidable in the pioneer vessel. She will eventually

give great satisfaction, I have no doubt, but it is a pity

she was not ordered sooner. The weather this year has

been disgusting for yachting generally, and the marine
motor has not had a fair chance. All the same, there is

no doubt that business is going to be very brisk in this

line during the winter.

Sir Thomas Lipton will say nothing as to a challenge

for the America's Cup, but it is pretty certain he means
business. He visited Fairlie last week and had a long
conference with Mr. Fife. I see by our telegrams that

a rumor prevails in America that he will build a

schooner. That is not very likely, because in that case

the two Shamrocks would be of little use as trial horses.

With the facilities now at his disposal in having a good
trial Tjoat both here and in New York, I think that Mr.
Fife will do the trick this time, and you will have to hand
over the cup gracefully, and, I am certain, very thank-

fully.

It has been stated that the King has ordered a new
first-class racing cutter for next season. No confirma-

tion of this report is forthcoming, but His Majesty is

generally believed to have had such a vessel designed

for him just before the fatal illness of Queen Victoria,

and it is quite possible that the work may now be pro-

ceeding. If this is the case, the maintenance of secrecy

is to be deplored, for if it were known that the King had
such an intention, it would would probably lead to orders

for other first-class yachts. E. H. Hamilton.

The Steam Vacht Atfow.

The remarkable speed made by Arrow, the steam yacht

owned iDy Mr. C. R. Flint, on her test made on the Hud-
son River of? Ardsley, a short time ago, has caused con-

siderable comment. Arrow covered a nautical mile in

im. 323., or at the rate of 39.13 knots an hour.

The yacht was designed by Mr. Charles D. Mosher last

year. Mr. Mosher's name has been associated with fast

steam craft for some years past. Ellide, one of his older

boats, covered the same course as Arrow did at the rate

cf 34.73 knots per hour.

Arrow is a twin screw yacht built of steel. She is 130ft.

4in. over all, 12ft. 6in. breadth, and 3ft. 6in. draft. Her

tiisplacement is 66 tons, and has engines of 4,000 horse-
power,
The yacht Avas designed for a 40-knot boat, and had

her steam not been alloAved to run down at the latter part
of her recent test, 3he very likely might have reached that
remarkable speed.

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
At the annual meeting of the Ocean City (N. J.) Y.

C, the following officers were elected: Commodore,
Dr. Charles E. Edwards; Vice-Commodore, C. W. Mas-
land; Secretary, Charles L. Hofmann; Treasurer, L. M.
Cresse; Trustees, R. R. May, G. D. Adams, W. S.
Graham; Executive Committee, C. F. Wall, John M.
Zurn. W. K. Williamson, C. Floward Schermerhorn, L.
M. Cresse, T. B. Hammer, J. Wesley Masland.

^ ^ ^
The annual meeting of the Riverton (N. J.) Y. C.

was held a short time ago and the following officers
were elected: Commodore, William R. Ellison; Vice-
Commodore, E. R. Showell; Treasurer, Charles M.
Biddle, Jr.; Secretary, T. Harry Walnut; Measurer,
J. H. Reese; Finance and Elective Committee; John
C. S. Davis (Chairman), Charles C. Rianhard, LI. J.
Mitchell, Charles W. Davis, S. C. Woolnian; Regatta
Committee, A. G. Cook, W. K. Woolman, John H.
Reese.

^ ^ ^,

At the annual meeting of the Island Heights Y. C,
held at the club house at Island Heights, N. J., the fol-
lowing officers were elected to serve during the coming
year: Commodore, J. Harvey Gillingham; Vice-Com-
modore, Frederick Downs; Treasurer, Alexander Ben-
nick; Secretary, Herbert M. Harlan; Executive Com-
mittee, Robert Sh oemaker, Arthur Litchwarth and
Charles J. Beck; Trustees, S. Edwin Megargee, Charles
Beck and M. F. Middleton, Jr.; Fleet Captain, C. S.
Street, and Fleet Surgeon, H. N. Davis, M. D.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Irving Lovett, present owner of the yacht Hermes, for-

merly owned by A, W. Chesterton, of the Winthrop Y. C.,
and present owner of Calypso, has sailed from Halifax,
N. S., bearing the much coveted Prince of Wales cup
Avhich was presented to him by the Royal Nova Scotia
Yacht Squadron. Last year this beautiful trophy was won
from Hermes by the freak Cibo, owned by a Sydney,
N. S., syndicate.

Mr. Lovett sailed for Yarmouth under $1,000 bonds to
secure the safety of the cup, which is raced for every
year, and which is the prize for which one of the most
interesting races of the year is sailed.

In this year's race for the cup Hermes came in 23m.
ahead of the nearest boat in the second race. The first

of the series was won by a lead of 20m. at the finish.

The yacht was built in 1898 and was designed by C. C.
Hanley, at Quincy, Mass. She is a 25-footer, sloop
rigged, and never was beaten in the 25ft. class in Massa-
chusetts.

In 1901 she won three straight out of five races in the
contest for the Yarmouth, N. S., cup, defeating in every
point of sailing Sabot, Savitar and Tapon. The same
year she won the Chester Club cup and the club cup at
Yarmouth.

This year her showing has fully equalled all the expec-
tations of her owner. She won the first two races in the
series of three for the Yarmouth cup, and the third will
be sailed later. Following these races, Hermes was taken
to Shelburne, N. S., where she won the Coronation cup,
defeating Marion in the third heat by lOm. over a twelve-
mile course.

In the race later sailed to defend the Chelsea Club cup,
Hermes finished fii^st, but lost the race on time allowance.
Again, in sailing for the Vice-Commodore's cup, she
finished far in the lead, but lost on time allowance to
Maple Leaf.
Mr. Lovett will defend the Prince of Wales cup against

all comers, and he thinks that he can successfully do so
for some time to come with the little Massachusetts boat
which has sailed so well this year.—Boston Post.

The Lozier Launch Co. has acquired a piece of prop-
erty at College Point, L. I., which adjoins the Knicker-
bocker Y. C. This firm will erect buildings on the land
and will build and equip launches.

^ ^ ^
The yawl Egret that was launched on Sept. 4 at Shoot-

ers' Island, from the yard of the Townsend & Downey
Shipbuilding Co., has been completed and is now in

commission. Egret was designed by Messrs. Gary Smith
& Barbey, for Mr. Lenox Stnith. She is S3ft. over all,

33ft. Avaterline. 12ft. 2in. breadth and 7ft. draft.

4^ 4^

Mr. W. J. Pirrie, of Belfast, Ireland, has chartered,

through the agency of Messrs. Gary Smith & Barbey,

the schooner Ramona. The yacht is owned by Gen. B.

M. Whltlock.
4^ 4^

Mr. J. Roger Maxwell's 70-footer Yankee has been
laid up at Jacob's yard, City Island.

Clndnnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—At the regular meeting of this Association on
Sept. 14, the 'following scores were made, giving the annua! 100-

shot' competition race of several of the members. Conditions,

200yds., at the German ring target;

Hasenzahl 231 223 210 214 196 205 212 218 201 226

Pavne 228 206 218 212 210 201 209 208 195 219

Strickmeier .-227 217 202 213 211 198 197 219 210 213

Westler 223 204 203 195 205 198 216 218 195 205

Gindele 222 212 219 212 206 ... ...

Odell ...217 1S9 204 185 186 198 202 196 213 193

Hofman ...215 201 201 198 204 ... ...

Roberts 213 161 185 193 174 194 205 204 203 192

Bruns 213 206 192 185 184
T 212 205 202 206 211 197 187 204 205 185

Ho'fer 209 195 182 176 208 -,.
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Drube 209 193 204 202
Tonscher 209 184 172 203 201 201 196 180 190 185

Weinheimer 181 178 177 176 172
Freitag 180 160 179 171 153 ..i. 4,, it.

Topf ...i;i.:.i.!;.r.:;.M...,...l70 IfiO 160 149 145 -..^.J iii ..s

tjiiion target: tiasenzahl 63, Payrie '?1, Strick*rieier 59, ^^estlfer

65, CHndele 56, Odell 55, Hofman 63, Roberts 62, Bruns 59, Lux 59,

Hofer 59, Drube 66, Jonseher 65, Weinheimer 53, Freitag So,

Topf 53. _ ...
The annual prize shoot of this Association will take place Sept. 28.

FixitH'es.

Sept. 24.—Brooklyn, L. I.—tournament of the Brooklyn Gun
Club, commencing at 1 o'clock; $17,50 in gold for high averages:

Ehfipld street, near Liberty avenue. John S. Wright, Mgr.
Sept. 2:4;g5.—Taylor-'ille, 111;—Taylorville Gun Club's tournament.

Sept. 25-26.—Streator. 111.—Streittdt Guh Club's target tourna-

nient. , .,,-•>_. j
Sept. 26-27.—Matthews. Ind.—Second anhual target and live-bu'd

tournament.
Sept. 27.—Middletown. N. Y.—Open shoot bi the Miadletown

Gun Club. Russell M. Vernon, Sec'j'-Treas.

Sept. 29-30.—Lewistown. ill.-The .Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Lewistown Guii GlUb. H. H.
McComber, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Fostoria, O.—Fostoria Gun Club's target tournament;

$100 added; first day open to all; second day, merchandise handi-
cap. W. R. Alspach, Ass't Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Alleghenv Citv, Pa.—Fall tournament of the North
Side Gun Club; |140 added". I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—Austerlitz, Ky.—Hill Top Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Fall tournament of the Parent

Grove Gun Club. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2;—Austerlitz; Ky.—Hill Top Gua Club's live-bird tourna-

ment. Alfred Clayi Sec'y.
Oct. 1-2.—Union Cityj Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tourna-

meht. O. E. Fouts, Sec'}'.

Oct. 1-2.—Alleghc-ny, Pd.—Two-day target tournament of the
Northside Gun Club; $100 added rtioney. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct. 2.—Rittersville, Pa.—Target tournament of the Lehigh Rod
and Gun Club of the Bethleheins.
Oct. 6.—New Paris, O.—One-day tournartiertt of the Petei-s Gun

Club. G. L. Lyne. SeC'y.

Oct. 3-4.—Louisville, Ky.—Jeilerson County Giin Club's tourna-
ment. ^
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—H.indieap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.

Oct. 9-10.—Irwin, Pa.—Ir\Vin Game and Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 9-10.—Fort Wayne, Ind.—Annual target tournament of the

East End Gun Club. F. W. Leidelf, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Baltimore, Md.—Tenth annual fall tournament of the
Bahimore Shooting Association; targets and live birds; $100 added
money. Open to all. J. R. Malone, 2671 Pennsylvania avenue.
Manager.
Oct. 15-16,—New London, la.—Sixth annual tournament of the

New London Gun Club. Dr, C. E. Cook, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.
B. F. Downs, Capt.
Oct. 21-22.—Kenton, O.—Second annual fall tournament of the

Kenton Gun Club; $75 or more added money. K. P. Jdhnson,
Sec'v-Treas.

Oct. 21-22.—Sistefsville/W. Va.—Sistersyille Gun Clnb's target
tournament.
Oct. 24-26.—Bisbee, Atiz.—Tenth annual tournament of the

Arizona State Sportsmen's Association. M. J. Cunningham, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon-
Chicago, ill.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y,

First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for
the Troisdorf live-bird and target medals; lO live birds; 25 targets;
open to all. First contest, March 1.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Col. Charles Emory Feltqn, of Chicago, arrived in New York

last week for a brief visit in that city. Notwithstanding his seventy-
one summers, he is as alert and sprightly as a race horse. He
has been one of t'ne leaders in Western trapsliooting

_
for many

years pa.st. The Sportsmen's Review gives a synopsis of Col.
Felton's business and public career as follows: "Charles Emory
Felton was born at Barre, Mass., Sept. 18, 1831. - His father's naine
was Benjamine Felton, and a lineal descendant of Nathaniel
Felton, Puritan, who settled at Salem, Mass., in 1633; and married
Mary, a daughter of Rev, Samuel Skelton, the first pastor of the
Puritan church at Salem. Charles E., was apprenticed as printer
boy at Barre, in 1844; left Massachusetts in 1849, for New York
city; thence to Cincinnati, where, although not yet of age, he was
assistant foreman in the Chronicle and Atlas for a while. Thence
as printer he went to Indianapolis, Ind., and to Columbus, O.

;

thence to Bufl'alo, N. Y., where he was employed as foreman in

the book and job department of the Commercial Advertiser, at

Buffalo, N. Y., several years; then was proprietor of a small
printing and stereotype house until 1863. He was Alderman of

Buffalo, 1861-1882; was appointed as a member of the Federal De-
fense Committee at Buffalo during the War of the Rebellion—the
only Democrat on the Committee—was superintendent of the
penitentiary at Buft'alo, 1863-1S72; general superintendent of the
House of Correction, Chicago, 1872-1890; a private citizen there-
after save that he was a member of the board of managers of the
Illinois State Reformatory four years; a member of the board of
trustees of St. Luke's Hospital, Chicago. 1892-1902 (or longer); a
member of Washington Driving Park Association and Chicago
Athletic Association, and of several local sportsmen's clubs, Chi-
ca.go; j)rcsident of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association three
years, being its first president wlien that Association was re-

organized; a prominent member and official of the National Prison
Association, whose president was the late Rutherford B. Flayes,
e.x-President of the United States."

The Peters Gun Club, of New Paris, O., has issued the pro-
gramme of its first annual tournament, fixed to be held on Oct. 9.

Tliree expert traps will be used. Competition commences at 10
o'clock. Practice may begin at 8 o'clock. The programme pre-
sents eight events at 15 targets, and one event at 25 targets, en-
trance based on 10 cents per target. Three extra 15-target events
will be given for the benefit of the 60 and 70 per cent, shooters.
Purses divided 40, 30, 20 and 10. Manufacturers' agents and 90
per cent, shooters will be handicapped from 17 to 20yds. The
Peters trophy will be shot for in the ninth event by members of
the club. Guns and ammunition shipped care of J. E. Reid, New
Paris, will be delivered on the grounds free. Tlie secretary, Mr.
G. L. Lyne, will furnish all pertinent information.

The Hazard powder trophy, 2a live birds, $25 entrance, was be-
gtni at Blue River Park, Kansas City, Sept. 17, and carried over
to the next day. It was won by Mr. W. R. Crosby from the
back mark, SSydj. There were seven in the tie of 25 straight,
namely. Messrs. C. Cockrell, J. W. Bramhall, 11. Spencer, H.
Tliiele, W. S. Allen, J. .T. Gorman and \\'. R. Crosby. They
dropped out as follows in the shoot-off: Cockrell in the fifth

round; Allen lost his first bird, but continued to the fifth; tjorman
in the twenty-seventh; Spencer in the seventh; Bramhall in the
thirty-sixth; Thiele in the fourteenth. Crosby killed his thirty-
sl.xth in the finish with Bramhall. and won the "trophy. This made
61 sueccs.'iive kills from the 33yd. mark—said to be' the greatest run
made from that distance.

The programme of the third annual shoot given bv Mr. Wm.
E. Marshall, at Prospect Park. Baltimore, Md., Sept! 24 and 25,

provides both target and live-bird competition, which is open to
;ill. There are tliree pro^ramrafe live-bird events on the second
day, commencing at 1 o'clock; 5 birds. $3; 7 birds, $5; and 15
birds. §10, birds included in entrance. Each event is a handicap.
There arc seven high average moneys. Handicaps in target
events, iZ to. 20yds. Shooting commences at 9:30 A. M,

The fall tournament of the North Side Gun Club, of Allegheny
City, Pa., has a programme to which $140 is added. There are ten
events each day. alternately 15 and 20 targets, $1.50 and $2 en-
trance, S2.S0 added to each event. Lunch serv^ ea'ch day free
to shooters. Shells CEtfl. be obtained on Hie grotinds. Targe-ts, 2

centSi No arnateur will be permitted to Shoot for targets only,
Events 3 to 8, Oct. 2 will be a contest for the Chaftlpionshif) of
western Pennsylvania, between W. L. tiarper and L. B. Fleffiing,

holder. The Rose syst^tn will govern the diviaon of the moneys.
To each of the four high and four low guns shooting through the
programme each day, $5. Manufacturers' agents may shoot for tar-

.gets onl}', and $5 will be given to the first, and second high gun
of thein each day. Shootmg commences at 9:30 each day. Ship
•shells to j. Ai Johnson, Smithfield street, Pittsburg, Pa., charsJes
prepaid, and they will be delivered on the shooting grounds. Mr,
L. B. Fleming will manage the tournament. Ihe secretary is

Mr. I. W. Morrow, Richardson avenue; Allegheny, Pa.

ConCerniflg tie Middlesex Gun Club, of England, the' Shootiri^
Times has the followiilg: "Practice at the three usual ways of
game shooting is now carried out at this cUib each Saturday. The
invisible trench provides practice for walking up game, as neither
traps nor trappers can be seen, and the birds when feleased appear
to rise from the grass. The 60ft. tower here gives excellent prac-
tice tor tall or overhead pheasant shooting, whife partridge dlriv-

irig priictice is obtained by the arrangement of traps behind a long
screen. The shooter stands some 20yds. from this, and the birds
come over iti a fiiost natural way and with great speed." The fore-

going would .indicate that there are more varieties of shooting at

the, trap's in En,gland ttian in America. Still, if the object was to
Sell its fiiany targets as possible to 'shoot at, the tower, etc.,

would rnake a iiobi showing against the rapid-fire system.

Mr. W^ E. Templeton, of Excelsior Springs, Moj, under date
of SeiJt. 16, writes us as follows: "Kindly add to your list of
coming events announcement of our shoot on Oct. 9, 10 and 11.

This shoot will be one of the largest in the Mississippi Valley this

fall. There will be $100 a day added, with average money for three
days. In addition to this, the Excelsior Springs Gun Club intend
putting up a handsome challenge trophy. The two days' shoot
held here during the middle of August was largely attended, and
all shooters expressed themselves as much pleased with Excelsior
Springs as a .shooting resort. Come and rest up and drink the
waters of Excelsior Springs."

Mr. Geo, Smith, Jr., secretary of the East Side Gvtn Club, of
Newark, writes us as follows; "There will be a twelve months'
live-bird handicap shoot (10 birds each shoot) on Smith Brothers'
grounds, beginning Thursday, Sept. 25, and on the fourth Thurs-
day of each month, following, for the New Troisdorf trophy; open
to members of the East Side Gun Club and residents of New jersey.
All winning trophy once or more will be eligible for the final, or
thirteenth, shoot. The winner of final to be permanent owner.
Entrance, price of birds only."

Secretaries of trapsliooting clubs should bear in mind that a
programme, at the latest, should be sent in time for publication
the week before the tournament, to "which it refers, takes place.

On this point, secretaries seem to have divided opinions. A few
seem to think that, if the programme is sent in at any time, they
have done praiseworthy service, hence some secretaries send the
lirograrame for review when their tournament begins.

The seventh and last shoot of the Garfield Gun Club's third
series of trophy shoots took place on the club's grounds, Chicago,
on Saturday of last week. A. Dorman won Class A with 24,
T. Jones won Class B with 19, and M. G. Eldred won Class C with
20. The cup shoot, 25 targets—15 singles and 5 pairs—was also
won by Dorman; Drs. Shaw and Meek were second with tie on
20 from the 18yd. mark.

The shoot of the Emerald Gun Club at Guttenburg, N. J., on
Frida}' of last week was unfortunate in regard to weather, the
day being rainy, foggy and dark. The birds took wing poorly.
The attendance was much lighter than usual. Sixteen contestants
participated in the club event, of which Mr. C. Meyerdierck won
Class A with a straight score after a shoot-sff at 1 bird with Mr.
C. Meyer.

At the annual meeting of the Missouri State Game and Fish
Protective Association, Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 17, the list of of-
ficers elected were: President, .7. H. Phelps"; Vice-President, F.
J, Smith; Secretary, F. B. Cunningham; Treasurer, Frank Bren-
ton. St. .Joseph, Mo., was fixed upon for the next annual meet-
ing. The date was left in abeyance.

"Please claim the dates for our tenth annual fall tournament,
Oct. 15 and 16, 1902. Targets and live birds. Added money $100.
Open to all." So writes to us Mr. J. R. Malone, 2671 Pennsyl-
vania avenue. Baltimore, Md., to whom communications may be
sent concerning the matter.

Uncle Ben Catchpole will need to look to his honors,^ in so far
as the daily press reports credit Mr. Wm. Caufman, a mere kid
of seventy-eight springtimes, with breaking 25 targets straight in
a target event at Carlisle, Pa., at the annual sh®ot of the Carlisle
Gun Club.

-In the regular club shoot of the Nonpareil Gun Club, at
Watson's Park, Chicago, on Sept. 20, Mr. L. C. Willard broke 47
targets out of 50, and was high man in that event. He was
closely pressed by Messrs. Geo. Roll and J. B. Barto, who scored
46 each.

In the four-man team race at Blue River Park, Kansas City,
Sept. 17, the Students' Gun Club, of St. Louis, won, with a score
of 59 out of a possible 60. This was an event of the Missouri
State shoot. The bad weather w-as unfavorable for the birds as
flyers.

The match between eight-man teams of the Ncsrth River Gun
Club, Edgewater, N, J., and the Westwood Gun Club, Sept. 20,
was won by the former, score 118 to 111, a victory which was on a
narrow margin of 7 targets.

»!

Mr. James B. Voorhees, of Sliecpsliead Bay, L. T,, died on
Wednesday of last week. He was famous as a pigeon shot of
excellent skill. He was of an old family, whose ancestors settled
at Gravesend 200 years ago.

The next regular shoot of the Colt Gun Club, Hartford, Conn.,
will be lield on (Jet. 4, after which there may be an interim of
uiaction in honor of the hunting season.

Bernard Waters,

Mt. Kisco Gon Club.
Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Sept. 20.—To the shoot of the Mt, Kisco Gua

Club the Wanderers had a special invitation several days prior.
Following are the scores:
Events: 1 2 3 4 S 6 7

,„1argets:
_ ]5 15 20 15 50 15 "25

*Banks, 19 ^ 10 13 17 12 32 8 20
-iikelley 19 .

13

9 IS 13 38 12 19n an Allen, 19 W: S 11 17 12 .30 12 22
Glover, 19 l.-J 14 12 13 29 12 20
*Morfey, 19

11

10 9 6 18 .

Blandford, 18

15

15 15 10 36 g 21
Bedell

13

12 16 10 .. 6 ..
Betti, 18 ..

14

12 10 8 24 10 IS
*Goetter, 16 7 10 11 9 32 8 17
n\elle^. 18

12

12 U 11 23 9 l.n

Pelton

8

§ ......
Sutton, 16

10

9 i2 "9 25
Diehl. 17 11 16 7 29

, . . .

Gorliam. 17 11 14 .. 27
Bailey ,, .. g 8 's .. S
Handicaps apply m event 5 only,
* Wanderers,

WESTERN TRAPS.

NoQpafeil Gan Clob,
Chicago, 111., Sept. 20.—The Nonpareil Gun Club's shoot, held

to-day at Watson s Park, Burnside Crossing, 111., resulted aa
follows

;

Regular club shoot, 50 targets each: L. C. Willard 47, Geo. Roll
46. J, B. Barto 46, Busch 40, R. B- Mack 37.

Sweeps

;

Targets: 15 20 15 Targets: 15 20 15
Willard 15 13 12 Amberg 6.. 5
Roll ,, 13 18 11 Mack 12 .. 10
Barto , 12 14 10 Busch 13 17 11

Practice; Amberg broke 8 oat of 10; Busch 18 out of 20;
Parker SO olit of 100. Geo. Watson.

Marion Gtin Clob.
Marion, Ind., Sept. 19.—Find herewith scores of the Marion

Gwn Club, made at our regular Friday shoot to-day. There was
a fitiGj ftiisty rain all day, and the scores were good, considering
the bad weSther, Chambers won high honors, as usual;

Events:
Targets

:

Gordon . .

.

Chambers 8

Stobe 6

Jones ........ 7
Sreveston . . . .• 6

*Hiatt 5

Hayes 7
* A'isitors.

13 3 4
10 10 10 15 Broke.

4

9 10 15
4 2.8
7 7 13
4 8 7
6 10 12
6 3 3

18

42
20
34
25

33
24

Events: 1 2
Targets : 10 lO

Sheldon 8 5
Shultz 5 7
•*Kinsley 5 7
Whistler 7 8
Atkinson 7 5
Bockins , 6 7
Dr McK (5 5

10 15 Broke,
17

, 17
ID
23
18

) 27
i 24
H. S.

Sept. 16.—Our Friday shoot was sfl04.f»ut in an all-day rainj
but good scores were made by those whu •?vere game enough to
face the traps in the downpour.
The boys went out to take the medal away froffl Chambers, buS

failed to beat him in a 50-bird match. Following are ths four
best scores: Kiley 39, Atkinson 38, Whistler 40, Chambers 44,
Chambers keeps the medal, after winning it four times straigh5

out of four regular weekly shoots. Cap-

Garfield Gun Clttb.

Chicago, Sefit. 20.—The appended scores were made to-day on
our grounds on the occasion of the seventh and last trophy shoot
of the

. third series. Dorman won Class A trophy on 24, Tom
Jones won Class B on 19, and Eldred w^on Class C on 20.
The trophy shoot was immediately followed by the eup shoot,

distance handicap. Dorman, Dr. Shaw and Dr. Meek, jsll shooting
from the ISyd. mark, tied on 20 out of 25, thrown as 15 singles
and 5 pairs. Dorman won the cup on shoot-off, going 10 straight
to the others' 9 each.
The day was a good one for target shooting, beintg just comfort^

ably cool and but little wind. A heavy smoke baiife from the city
hung just in front of us, however, making the targets rather Iw.rd
to see.

Attendance good, considering game season on.
Seventh cup shoot, 15 singles and 5 pairs:

M F Wilson 111101011001001
C H Kehl 101001101011111
Dr J W Meek 011101110111010M G Eldred 001100111001111
T Eaton 111010001111111
A D Dorman 111011111110111

J McDonald 111011011111110
F Stone OillOlOlUlUOO
De Wolf 011101011101001
C P Richards 010111111011110
Dr Shaw 011111110111011
A Hellman , 011001111011010
Jones 111110011111100
Midgley , llOOllliOOUlll
Jones 111110011111100
Dorman won on the shoot-ofl.
Twenty-first trophy shoot, 25 targets;

M F Wilson OOlieilllOOOllWJOlOllllO 1

C H Kehl IIOOOIOIIIIOOIIOOIMOIOOI
Dr Meek 1111110111111101111111101M G Eldred 11011111100111111001.11111—20

f Eaton 1111111010111110111111011—21
A D D.orman 11111111111111111111011H—2*A J McDonald 0111110101010111111010110—J*'
F ytone 0000111100101011000.110011—13
De Wolf 0111111101111110111000111—19
C P Richards 1111111111101111101111111—23
Dr Shaw 1011011111111100101111111—20
A Hellman 1111011101110111111111110—21
T Jones 1110011111111100011110111—19
Midgley , 1101111111110111011111011—21

>f^ Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Dallas Towrnament.
Dallas, Pa., Sept. 20.—The tournament of the Dallas Gun Club

had a good attendance. Following are the scores:

Events

:

Targets

:

01 10 11 11 00—15
01 00 01 00 00—12
11 11 11 11 11—20
00 01 10 11 10—14
10 01 01 10 11—18
00 11 10 11 11—20
11 01 11 10 11—20
10 11 10 00 10—15
01 10 00 10 00—12
11 10 11 01 11—19
11 10 11 10 11—20
01 00 10 00 11—13
00 11 10 00 OU—14
10 10 00 10 01—15
00 11 10 00 00—14

15
13:

•22

Bittenbender
Stroh
Haight -.

Chambers ...

Hast
Norris
Harris

Welder
Lewis .

Maevin

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10
10 10 10 15 10 10 10 « 10 *

10 8 10 12 10 9 9 5 9 8
10 8 7 12 10 7 9 S
10 10 14 9 9 10

'6
10

9 ,•9 11 6 8 10 10
10 7 12 9 5 7

'7
10 5T "s 7 10 10 9 9 8 8

7- 9 6 7 6 8 8 10
8 9 is 10 8 10
S 7 12 7 8 10 8
9 9

9 7 10 7 3 6 8
9 8 12 8 7 8 6
S 9

'7

Davis 5
Heiflft ,. .. 3 .. .. 7 .. 5 8 ...

Colbaugh 8 .. .. 7 .. .. 10 s
Shover 5 . .

Wall 13 9 9 9 "% '9

Raub 14 8 6 10 4 10 .,
Leavenworth 12 9 7 6 6 5 S
Weida , 8 .. .. ,

Hunter 10 8 ..
Rynian 5 \

Hess 3 \\ \\
'

'

Hildebrandt 2 .. .. .'. 3 ..
Ohlinger 2 5 .'.

Heirne 8 9 9 ..

"

Hiidson 8 5 5 .. ..W eida 6 . . 5
Cooke 4 4 '5

\

Shavf r 7 7
Wantz .. .. "4 W
Nos. 8 and 10 were at 5 pairs doubles.
Team race, Luzerne Club against Dallas Ciub:
Luzerne Club—Haight 9, Weida 6, Marvin 10, Stroh 9, Helme

8, Lewis 5, Thompson 7, Battenbender 9, ITart 6, Hudson 6; total
75,

^
Dallas Club—Raub 8, Wall 8, Tiunter 4, Ilarter S, Davis 5, Notri:^

8, Leavenworth 10, Mason 8, Harris 8, Colbaugh 8; total 75.

Richmond Gun Clob.

Silver Lake, Staten Island, Sept. 20.—The Richmond Gun
Club's shoot, held at this place to-day, had an event of special
interest, the prize being a five dollar gold piece. This was event
10, at 25 targets, and the useful prize was won by Mr. F G Crystal
with a score of 29, he having a handicap allowance of i2 Follow-
ing are the scores:
Events: 123456789
Targets: 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10A Hawes 5 8 6 7 7 7 7 8 9E W Reynolds .5 10 (5 7 6 7 5 7 gM Reiersen 5 7 5 6 4 5 4-8 6G C Williams 374554554

6 9 6 5 6 6 7 8 6O Albrecht Q 8 4 6 5 6 5 6 7A A Schoverlmg 7 10 5657 10 96A bmith 5 10 5 4 6 6 7 8 5
( Usterhout 8 11 79878 7 8

^ Evei^t 10, handicap allowance added; prize, five dollar gold piece-Hawes 1/ (7) 24; Reynolds 16 (5) 21, Reiersen 11 (12) 23 Willianis
1? %^^-^t'^l& "^12) 29, Albrecl^t II (12) 23, Schove? ir^-21 (ot
21, Smith 9 (10) 19. Osterhout 14 (5) 19.

vcrimg .21 ^s)),

A, A. ScHOVBRUNG, Sec'y.
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Missottff State Totttnament.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 17.—The twenty-fifth anntial tourna-

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association
opened tliis morning at Elliott's Blue iliver Shooting Park. A
nasty drizzling- rain continued throughout tlie day, and it was 10
o'cUick before the four-man team shoot commenced. Each man
shot at 15 Jive birds, or 60 in all to the team. Tlie Students' Gun
Club, of St. Louis, won the medal with the fine score of 59 out
of a possible 60 birds. The Michigan Park Club, o£ Kansas
City, won second^ $100 cash. The St. Louis Shooting Association,
of St. Louis, and the Richmond Gun Club, of Richmond, divided
third with 56 kills. The St. Joe Gun Club took fourth with a
score of 54. and fifth went to the Belt Line Club, of Kansas City,
while the O. K. and Kansas City Clubs, of Kansas City, tied for
si.xth place with 51 kills.

Had the weather been good, the birds would have been a good
,Iol, but owing to the rain they were slow to take wing, and did not
trouble the shooters in making high scores..
The next on programme was the Interstate' event. 25 birds, en-

trance $32.50. divided Rose System. A medal to go to the high
man. After 15 birds had been shot, it was growing dark, and the
shoot was postponed rmtil to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock. Eight
men had killed 15 straight, and as they are quite evenly matched
an interesting iinish is looked for to-morrow.

.'Vt the annual meeting of the Association to-night, J. H. Phelps,
of St. Joseph, was elected President; F. J. .Smith, Vice-President;
F. B. Cunningham, Secretary; Frank Brenson, Treasurer.
The ne-xt annual meeting will be held at St. Joseph, Mo., date

to be set later. A circular inviting all the gun clubs in the State
to become members of the Association was ordered sent to each
club. After some remarks by a number of sportsmen regarding
the better protection of game and fish, the meeting adjourned.

First Day, Sept, J7.

Kansas City Gun Club.
J B Porter 111110111212*11—13W M Hill 202112212220022—12
J W Branihall 222022222'*'2m2—13
C B Cockrell 1121111*1111111—14—51

O. K. Gun Club.W H Herman 200222212201120—11
P N Cockrell 222221122222022—14
T E Campbell 221202022222210—13
C C Herman .-...222222220222222—14—51

Belt Line Gun Club.
A H Glasner 202212320012220-11
A C Holmes 112220222121121—14
P T Smith 112122102222222—14
S S Millett 222111211202211—14—53

St. Joe Gun Club.
F Arnhold 222222222121222—15
F M Libby 222202102222121—13
F B Cunningham 22222220220*122—13
Zim 022222222222222—14—54

Washington Park Gun Chtb.W H McGee 222221212122122—15
Walter Allen 221012211122222—14
Rickmer 112122221120122—14
N Jarrett 121112111122112—15—58

Forester Gun Club.
H T Abernethy 220211002212221—12
E PI Jones 22*011121221212—13
Scarrett 112101221111112—14SDH Russell 211201112100020—10—49

St. Louis Gun Club.
H Spencer 01222222*222222—13

J O'Neill 2121*2222222202—13
H Taylor 221221221221222—15
Dr Brown 222221121112111—15—56

Pleasant Hill Gtm Club.
O L Beasley 100000222210001—7W M Clayton 101110211212202-32W H Allen 121012111122111—14JAR Elliott 122111111111111—15—48

Students' Gun Club.
Dr Clark 221221222222222—15
H Money 222*22222222222—14
A Mermod 221121121122122—15
D Elliott 112121122112222—15—59

Richmond Gun Club.
G Scott 212121212122122—15
H Tipton ".....1*2201121211112—13
Rou s 221221122122122—15
Weston 221022220221112—13—56

Missouri State event:JAR ElHott 12111221111211221111*1111—24
Clayton 22221222**llll*w
Holmes 22221221211*2222012212222—23
Money 2022222220222222222222211—23
O'Neill 2022221220222200222222222—21
iM erm od 2022122012221212222202021—21
Bramhall 1112221222122122112221120—24
D Elliott 2221102221210202122121122—22
Rickmers 101011222222210*111112222—21
Porter 22121*2021121221101112212—22
Glasner .212221*122112210222222221—23
Brown 1122212102222110222211121—23
W S Allen 2211022211111021011111112—22
Dr Clark *21222222202222*020220221—19
C B Cockrell 1111112112021112101121122—23
F N Cockrell 2211021011*2122102220121*—19
H Spencer ; 21212212112222222222222*2—24
Arnhold 22222221221*2212122200201—21
tlill 2222222222221220120121202—22
Tayl or 2121122101222022111121120—22
Smith . . . ; 2121012211221*21121111201—22

W ITollen 0110222011211221001211110—19
Cunningham 2212202201222222222222222—23
Tipton 1112*222222222*2121222222—23
Zim 0122222222122202*22222222—22
Weston *1221111211222022212*1220—21

Interstate event:
JAR Elliott 12111221111211221111*1111—24
W Clayton 22221222**llll*w
Holmes 22221221211*2222012212222—23
Heer 2212211121*21211121211122—24
O'Brien 2212212121222112122121122—25

• 'Mon ey 2022222220222222221212211—23

Anderson 02222*1222202220122222221—21

Conway *22222022*222222222202212—21
M awson 2201*22222222120122*20222—20
O'Neil , 2022221220222200222222222—21

H eer 2212211121*22121121211211—24
Mermod : 2022122012221212222202021—21
Scranton 2210211222122122*11222111—23

Calhoun 2122211220112111221202221—23
D Elliott 2221102222210202122121122—22
Porter 22121*2021121222101112212—22

Glasner 212221*122112210222222221—23
Brown .1122212102222111022221112—23
W S Allen .-2211022111110121012111112—22

Dr Clark *21222222202222*020220221—19
C B Cockrell 1111112132021112101121122—23

F N Cockrell 2211021011*21221022201210—19
Riehl 2212122212221121221*22212—24
Spencer 21212212112222222222222*2—24
Bramhall 1112221222122122112222120—24
Arnhold - 22222212221*2212122200201—21

Hill 2222222222221220120121202—22
Gorman 1111121111121122121222011—24
Tipton 1112*222222222*2121221222—23
Biscoe 1102210211101111122121121—22
Zim 0122222222212202*22222222—22

B 27 0200222222220202112202102—18

Budd 1111221111110221211111121—24

Crosby 2222211121122201221022*22—22

Burnside 1111122101211111212*12111—23

Taylor 2121122101222022111121020—22

Smith 2121012211221*-2U21111201—22

Cunni ngham 2212202201222222222222222—23

Weston *1221111211222022212*1220—21

The Hazard trophy shoot:

f A R Elliott, 33 2211102*12122111111211111—23

W H Hear 31 *112201111212221111212011—22

A Holmes, '30 .2012210201000222211111222—19

L G Scranton, 30 2211201112112122122211201—23

C H Calhoun 30. 1022211211222011021111211—22

Ed O'Brien " 31 .. - - 2222222222221221221111200—23

W "R. Crosby 33... 212221122212221211122122—25

B 27 §0 ..11211111112*1211202121112—23
F N Cockrell. 30 2111012120022222222222220—21
C B Cockrell, 30 1221121111222113221121112-25
J B Porter,. 30 2111222222222222121111120—24
F B Cunningham, 30 2220222222222022222222220—22W S Allen. 30 1121111212222111211111122-25
J J Gorman, 30 '..2111121112211112212111121-25
G Burnside, 32 3222020110221211222222211—22
F C Riehl, 31 12212202121*2220122211020—20
C W Budd. 32 1122122212111222121211202—24
Dr Clark, 30 0222202222122222222222220—22
H Spencer, 29. , 2222212222222212222121122—25
A Mermod. 30 222221221221122122*223222—24
Dr Brown, 30 0222121122221222222221212—24
F Arnhold. .30 2022222122212221220202220—20
E Decker.- 28...' 000211210210203231221*222—18
A H Glasner, 29 2222220102201220211010012—18
Zim, 30 2022202212222*23222022222—21
F M Libbe, 29... , 1222*20222222022222222222—21

J O'Neil, 28 221*222222222222122121222—24

J W Bramhall, 30 2222212222222122222122122—25
D Elliott, 31 1221222*02022122101201222—20
H Taylor, 31 22121*2111122222121011112—23
F J Smith, 29 2211211121121120122122211—24
C Stoller, 28 0022212222012202022220202—18
T E Massom, 29 2212022221022212212121232—23
I M Curtice, 30 22222220222222222222222*2—23
H Money, 32 0222222222222222222222200—23
Ed Hickman. 29 2122*02121221221221222112—23
Dr Planck, 30 022 222202 02211221122122-22
H Thiel, 29 2211211221221122121221211—25
1 Besco, 29 2221112202221111211211012—21
W M Hill, 30 2222222222222222222012222—24
H Tipton 30 2222220221022022111121021—21
Weston, 30 1022221122222222122201122—22
Beach. 30 2222222022111112111121 12*—23
Bob Elliott, 28 20*2122211*22120w
E H Jones. 28 2102122222212221221112111—24

W M Clavton. 29 2220022222221111212122121—23
G RickmeVs, 30 1022120222122220222211122—21
Dr Von Ouast, 29 0201122112021021112112*12-20

Tie on Hazard trophy:
W R Crosbv, 33 111121221111111212222111111112111111—36
C B Cockrell, 30..- 21110wW S Allen 30 02211w
T J Gorman. 30 111111211121111121211121110w
H Spencer, 29 2222220

w

J W Bramhall, 30 221222112221222222222211212222222220w
H Thiele, 29.. 22111111111220w

IN NEW JERSEY.

North River Gun Clttb.

Edgewater, N. J., Sept. 13.—There was a small attendance at the
weekly shoot of the North River Gun Club to-day. Nine sweep-
stake events, 10 targets each were shot, as follows:

Events: 12345678 9

'Jargets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Eickhoflf 6 5 7 3 6 3 6 8 4
Richter 6 .. 5 .. .. 5 3 6 8

Allison 6 6 S 5 5
Morrison 5 8 5 6 7 4 8

At doubles Morrison broke 9 out of 10.

Edgewater, N. J., Sept. 20.—There was a good attendance to-day
at the shoot of the North River Gun Club. In the sweepstakes
scores were as follows:

Events: 1234567 89 10 II 12

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 15 20 10 10 10 10 5

Allison 9 9 7 8 9. .11 8 6

Richter 6 7 8 8 7 11 11 6 6 2.. ..

GreifT S 9 9 7 10 11 16 7 10 9 .. ,.

Monahan t 5 6 7 7 8 .. 7 ..

Truax , 6 9 7 8 8 9 12 8 8 7 .. ..

Annett 7 6 .. 4 .... 13

Glaser 3 3 1 5 6 2 .. ..

Nichols 6 8 9

Cathcart 8 1 3

Dudley 10 6 9 11 18 9

Flovd, Jr 0 1 2 .. 7

Eicichoff 7 4 6 7 15 7 6 5 3 2

Van Buskirk 8 512 13 7 7

Grumann 4 . . 10 15 8

Speth 7 6 11 13 7 3

Bahr 3 4 6 6 2 7

Morrison 6 6 10 14 6 6 6 6 4
Post -. 12 ..

Frances 3 1 . . .

.

Harden 0 2 .

.

Team match between Westwood Gun Club and North River
Gun Club, on the latter's ground at Edgewater, N. J.:

North River Gun Club. Westwood Gun Club.
Eickhoff I

13 Van Buskirk .'^ 8

Allison 15 Bahr 8

Dudley 18 Speth 17

Morrison 17 Grumann 19

Greifl 19 Post 15

Annett 13 B Grumann 15

Truax 12 L Post 16

Richter ,.,.,...-..11-118 G Speth ,.,,,,13—111

Resulting in a victory for the home club by 7 birds.
James R. Merrill, Sec'y.

Emerald Gua Clab.

Newark, N. J., Sept. 16.—The weather was fine and the birds

were good to-day at the Emerald Gun Club's shoot. Smith
Brothers' grounds. Mr. C. Voehringer, a new member, was pres-

ent. Mr. T. W. Morfey, a guest, was the only one to kill 10

.straight in the club event. Four tied on 9, Messrs. F. Kali, A.
A. .Schoverling, S. M. Van Allen and W. Caton. Four of the con-
testants were visitors, Messrs. Morfey, Loeble, Cowe and Voss.
The scores:

Dr Hudson. 28 12121022*2— 8 E J Roberts, 28.. .2010102112—

7

F Kail, 25.; 2012211122— 9 T Morfey. 30 2222222122—10

R Regan. 25 010011**11— 5 H C Koegel, 30. . .121202111*—

8

Dr O'Connell, 32. .0222022222— 8 S M Van Allen, 30.2222222022—

9

A Schoverling, 30. .0222222222— 9 W Catton. 28 0121212111—9
W Corbet, 25 2011010**2— 5 T Short, 28 112012*121— 8

Col Voss 30 1201001111— 7 C Voehringer, 25.. 0201210*11—

6

C H Cowe, 28 0202*21232— 7 W .Hassinger. 30. . .0021112222—

8

G E Loeble, 30. .. .0020*02222— 5 I Fischer, 28 0101100112- fi

T II Moore, 28 21*1121110—8 F Plansmann, 25. ..0120110122—

7

'r Cody, 28 020000210*— 3

Jeannette Gun Club.

Guttenburg, N. J.. Sept. 19.—The monthly shoot of the Jeannette

Gun Club, held to-day at Guttenburg, had a wet day, poor birds

and a small attendance. In the club event, at 10 live birds, C.

Meyerdiercks won Class A in the first round of the shoot-off with

C. Meyer, each of whom killed 10 straight in the club event- A.
Schumacher won Class B with a score of 8 out of 10. The chal-

lenge medal, a 15-bird event, was won by Mr. Steffens with a

score of 14, this being his fourth win with the same score.

Club event:

F Ehlen, 28 ,.2110101111— 8 J Vagts, 28 0020120012— 5

C Meyer 98. ..... .2112111111—10 C Meyerdiercks, 28.1212221112—10

C Steffens 30

2200220212—

7 J Mohrman. 28 1102002111— 7

C Innman! 28 112*201111- 8 W Rohlfs. 28 0112111111— 9

Job Lott 30 ..21121112*1—9 J Luhrmann, 25. .. .0022021200—

5

T Hainhorst, 28.... 2111111110— 9 A Schumacher, 25. .2002212112—

8

'H Pape 28 2110221121— 9 G E Loeble, 28 *122222121— 9

J H Kroeger, 28. ...22*2121202- 8 E Koehier, 25 *1200022*0— 5

Challenge medal, 15 birds:

Steffens, 30 ......11012^11221112-14

Meyerdiercks. 28 • • - .0201*0U0201*22- 8

Team race;
Capt Mej-ers 11111—5
Hainhorst 11111—5
fnterman 1112*—

4

Rohlfs 2122*—!
Pape 11*11-4
Ehlen 22201—4

...12111—5-

Capt Meyerdiercks . . . 01211—4
Steffens 12121-5
Loeble 01221-4

Kroeger 10222-4
Mohrman ............. 22010-3

Vagts in22—

5

Schumacher *2202-3-28 Koehier

Match 5 birds, for birds:

Hainhorst • ...11012-4 Pape 12212—5

Match. 5 birds, for birds:

Hainhorst 3*122—5 Pape 12222—5

Match, 5 birds:
Koehier 11100—3

Match, 5 birds;
Loeble 21122-5

Team race

:

Koehier 111*1—4

Basse 00200—1'

Hainhorst 11110—4

Hainhorst
Interman 11211-5— 9 Loeble

12111—5
11121-&-1CI

ON LONG ISLAND.

FuItoQ Gun Club*

Brooklyn, L. I.. Sept. 22.—The deer horns presented by Mr.
H. W. Bissmg to the club, to be shot for at 50 birds, members
only, were won by Mr. Pat May, after a lively shoot-off with
Kaiser. The canvas hunting coat donated by Mr. A. Woods for
non-members was tied for by Mr. C. Dudley and Harry Welles, 41
out of 50. They did not shoot off, as Dudley had to leave.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6J
Targets : 15 10 10 15 15 15 Targets

:

.Tune 14 7 7 12 13 13 Bissing
Dudley 13 8 8 14 14
Mr F 4 6 3 6 4
J Jones 12 8 8 10 10
Loeble 9 .... 10 ..

A A Schoverlingll . . . . 11 12
H Welles 9
A Woods 12
B Schneider..,. 13
Harne ...... 8
Staples 8
May 9

11
10
12
6

11
4

Kessel 6
Ernst 2
Charles 7
Merten 12
Norris 4
Kaiser 7W Woods 11
Gray 6
Duke 11
June

15 10 10 15 15 15
13 ..

. 6 .,

12 ..

10 ..

A. A. Schoverling, Cor. Sec'y.

Colt Gun Club.

IIartfoed, Conn., Sept. 21.—The events and scores shot at the'
Colt Gun Club range, Saturday afternoon were:
Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3
Targets: 25 25 25 Targets: 25 25 25*

Hermann ,. 17 19 19 Bullock 7 U
Cook 17 16 . . Barbour 9 7
Hollister ........12 16 16 Daniels 6 8
Easton 17 14 .. Wander 7 4 ]l
Alger 16 10 13 Stone 11 ..
McFetridge 15 15 18 Hooker 10 .. ,.
Hubbell 13 .. .. McCrenor 12 15 ..
Warner 15 . . .

.

This was the first shoot over the new traps, which particularly
accounts for the small scores.
The next regular shoot will be Oct. 4. Then a nilmber of the

members advocate closing down until the hunting season is over.
R. McFetridge, Sec'y.

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich.—At the regular shoot, Sept. 20, Shiell won in
Class A with 23; Hitchcock in Class B with 21, and McAdam in
Class C with 18. Following are the scores:

Events: 123456789
Targets: 10 10 15 15 10 15 10 10 25

Brodie 5 5 12 10 9 .. 8 .. 18
Guthard 8 11 13 9 15 9 8 20
Shiell 9 11 9 7 23
Hitchcock 8 12 9 .. 9 7 .. 21
McAdam 6 8 8 5 18
Ford 5 10 9 .. 12 5 .. 11
Brown 8 .. 4 .. ..
Leggett 8 15

No notice taken ot anonymous commTinloatlona.

G. L. O., Canton, O.—Can you define for me succinctly thei
word duck? Of course, the dictionary is accessible to me, and
also the enclycopedia, but both volumes in characterizing this
bird employ technical terms, some of which I do not understand.
I want something that is plain and simple—couched in every dayi
language, comprehensible to common people. Ans. Your trouble
is one which is common. We recommend to you the opening
chapter of a series of articles published in Forest and Stream
two years ago, entitled "American Wild Fowl and How to Take
Them." The special reference which you need is Forest and
Stream, Vol. LV., page 186, Sept. 8, 1900. The same material,
somewhat revised, is found in Grinnell's "American Duck Shoot-
ing, page 19. This volume contains also descriptions of all the
North American geese, ducks and swans, with full accounts of all
the methods of shooting them, and descriptions and plans of bat-
teries, boats, decoys, etc. Price $3.50.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

At Du Bois, Pa., Sept. 11, Mr. L. B. Fleming was high gun,
with a score of 191 out of 200; he used Infallible. In the compe-
tition for the Dibner cup, the four-man team of the North Side
Gun Club won, and three of the four used Infallible. Mr. Jack
Williams won the Custer medal, emblematic of the championship
of the Du Bois Rod and Gun Club; he used Infallible. Mr. L. H.
Higgins writes the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.: "I have shotgun
shells loaded with your shotgun sm.okeless that have been loaded
three years now, and are as good as when first loaded. These
shells have been on board ship all this time."

"Dewar's Scotch" is characterized as the king of whiskies and
the whisky of kings. Its several brands, advertised by Frederick
Glassup, of New York, are welcome additions alike to the table
at home, and to the camp abroad. Those who in these days drink
Scotch with their dinners—and they are many—are familiar with
the reputation of this high class whisky.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302-304 Broadway, New
,

York, have issued a catalogue of special excellence in the way of
artistic quality, and of special completeness in the way of prices,
descriptive detail and fine illustrations. It treats of shotgtms,
rifles, pistols, powders, ammunition and fishing rods. It may be
obtained on application to Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales.

The Lefever Arms Co., of Sj'racuse. N. Y., calls attention to
their new gun, "I grade—Durston Special." The barrels are of
Dura-Nitro steel (black), 28. 30 and 32 inch barrels, 12 gauge
only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting. The price is $39;
with ejector, $52. This gun is illustrated and described in our

\

business columns. .

The U. M. C. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., is now supplying .22-short

smokeless cartridges with inside, as well as the regular outside,
lubrication. This ntw system of lubrication makes the cartridges
clean in handling. They will not lead the barrel, and will be
found accurate, sure fire and smokeless.

It is often very convenient to know of a practical gunsmith

'

who can attend to the various repairs that we constantly need for

our guns. The advertisement of Frank Nowicki will undoubtedly

.

interest many of our readers.

In his contest for the Hazard trophy at Blue River Park, Elansas
City, last week, scoring 61 kills from the 33yd. mark, and winning,
W. R. Crosby shot E. C. powder. Smith gun and Winchester shells.

Mr. Ed. O'Brien, of Kansas City, -won the Interstate live-bird'

event of the Missouri State shoot last week with 25 straight Ifills,

He used E. C. powder in Peters shells.
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Guns^ Revolvers, Ammunition, etc

SUPREMACY G R A N D
AMERICAN
HANDICAP

5532 out of 5765
TARGETS WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
Since Jan. ist Fred Gilbert has broken 5532 OUT OF 5765TARGETS—nearly 96 per cent.

Such continued good scores prove the reliability of DUPONT
SMOKELESS POWDER.

E.I.DU PONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

LEFEVER
DURSTON
SPECIAL ^

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

_ S52.00.

'yv,-''^*""
"^^'^"^ "'^^^^'^^ popular demand for a Lefever gun at a mediamT ce This gun is m every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform wi?h the hShe^need guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black) bciilt nnl. 7..

se m thB gun, embodying all the essentials of strength anS duraWHty heavy a" tL br^^^rhich we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever gun^ this Jun will not .ho^;)ose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, fifld and brush ^Looting!
'

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

- - SYRACUSE. N. Y.
LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY,

MY TRAP SCORES"
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.
POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Associatiui.

I?" ^^^'f^^ ^"'i
''''^^ °°der the Sergeant system The SvSare the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and forli, are Langed to maki

T^^TJ^aI^ °^ the shooter^ doings at the traps. The pages are ^led toS ° rSrdthe place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and loadS'ents.etc. The score sheets are ruled for as targets. Bound m leather. Price 5^.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

Gtins, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

SEND FOR
CATALOOUE

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT .score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 23 15 15 20 15 15 20-200
Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

-RELlABtEr..

NEW-^TROISDORP

T
Headquarters for the Sale of New Troisdorf:WM READ & SON, Boston.

BANDLE ARMS CO
, Cincinnati, O.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Minn.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man.

J. V. VARICK, Manchester, N. H.
RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO..St.Louis,Mo.
JOHNMEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis
RECTOR & WILHELMY CO , Omaha, Neb.

^ttV "rv .
WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.GUS HABICH,. Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass

LYMAN'S PATENT
RIFLE AND SHOTGUN SIGHTS

No. Receiver Sight. No. 22. Receiver Sight.

For Winchester '95 and Other Rifles. ForlWannlicher Rifles, 8mm. only.

Send for our new complete g6-page catalogue of sights for sporting and target rifles.

THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION,
MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

w When writing say you saw the ad. in the Forest and Stream.**.

A Charming: Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.
This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild
creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in
Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are
given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own

postp^d"^ $1-3? net, $1.45

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. V
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CHAMPION HAMMLRLESS GUNS.
Genuine Twist Barrels, Matted Extension Rib, Pistol Grip, Ghf ckered Stock and

Forearm, Highly Polished, Top Lever Action, Automatic Safety, Case-hardened

Frame, Rubber Bu't Plate, double bo'.ted, one or b^th barrels choked, 12 and 16

Gauges. Length of barrels 26 to 32 in. Made and goaranteed for nitro po A-de'-s.

The above ' Champion" Hammerless Gun is without a doubt the fimst medium grade

gan on the market, quality and finish considered. Thorougrly up-to-date and guir-

anteed in every particular. The finish and appea'-ance of tiJs gun is equal to any cn

^he market costing fio.oo more.

12 or 16 Gauge, 654 to 8 lbs., each $25 00.

Your Old gun taken in exchartge.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

FIELD GUNS.
When, 15 years ago, we introduced the lightweight, short barrel 12 gauge Featlier-

weiglrt Francotte Guns, most hard practical field shooters who were lugging their 8

or 9 pound guns when following their bird-dogs, shook their heads and very much doubted tHat

anything like the same bag could be made with these "grasshopper" or "mosquito" gUns as

with their heavy old-fashioned guns.

When, however, one of these full-choked little guns made highest percentage of pattern and

penetration in gun trial where most of the leading guns competed and when others were winning

highest honors at the trap—then, public opinion began to change. Since then thousands of ouj.

Francotte and Knockabout Guns have gone into the hands of leading sportsmen.

FRANCOTTE AND KNOCKABOUT GUNS have always kept well ahead

of all competition as regards shape and model, strength coupled with light weight, shooting and

wearing quality, fit and finish, and the ownership of either ma'ke of gun is a testimonial as to a

sportsman's standing.

FRANCOTTE GUN'S^ all^Wges, wights, lehg^'o^ of stocks

from $80.00 to I450.00 net.

KNOCKABOUT GUNS, all gauges, weights, lenght of barrels and shape of stocks,

$60.00 net.

We are willing to take your second-hand guns as part-payment for new ones.

MAUSER SPORTING RIFLES, $45-oo to $50.00.

MAUSER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, $22.65 to $25.00.

Address your Dealer or the Sole Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York.

"never FAILS"

BALLISTITE WON
Grand American Handicap at Targets, 1902.

Lincoln, 111., 1st average, 97^.

Illinois State Shoot, 1st average, 95i< (considering the

number of targets shot).

Brooklyn, N. Y., June 7, 1st average, 97^, with 105

straight.

Sioux City, Iowa, 1st average, 385 out of 400.

Championship of Kentucky, Targets, 1902.

Championship of Kentucky, Pigeons, 1901.

(AMATEUR RECORDS.)

Sole
Agents,

THE STANDARD DENSE POWDER OF THE WORLD.
75 CHAMBERS ST.,

NEW YORK CITY.
Importers and Dealers in F'-^oi^ r, -^munition and Fencing Goods

i'cv,^^tir,rr TTao^c" dprnnA r. ^viri,.^ Telephone

J. H. LAU & CO.,
A Posul brings "Shooting Facts" (Second Telephone 1747 Franklin.

FOR FALL SHOOT!NO.
Genwine Impotted

SWEDISH LEATHER JACKETS
Ottf Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or any exposed to cold or wet. Worn
under the overcoat, they area handsome garment and much used. A capital jacket for bxycle use, skating

and sleighing.

We !ake the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be
obtained elsewhpre in the United States.

A Quality, of the very finest skin

B Quality, 2d gffade,

$18.00

$J5.G0

Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order we will forward free by mail,

and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money on retum of Jacket. Entirely different from any
other make.

%W As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc.

,

mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring such to send for one_ of ours, and if not found
superior on examination to any other, it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

WM. READ & 5GNS, Washington St.. BostoH, /Vlass

ESTABLISHED 1826. THE OLD GUN HOUSE.

A New English Gun.
"Great Value for Little Money."

THE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET

We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are m^de for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

.unexcelled. 'I'he stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. English guns have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from 6^4^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in i2 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated guns of W. W
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

GANOE and BOAT BiilLDING.

A eomplete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office..

A New Record.

61 STRAtCHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by

W. R. CROSBY,
winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902

Mr. Crosby used s% drains "E. C." No. i.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE"
GUNPOWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Works: Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO.



§eND fOn 6m ILLU^t^AtED BOOK CATALOGUE.
VOL, UX.-No, J4, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1902.

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, 84. i

Great Britain, $5. j

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's. PRICE, 10 GENTS.

U. M. C. AT SEA girt
The following matches were won at the great annual military tournament jnst concluded, by shooters

who used U. M. C. ammunition:

The Leach Cup flatch.

The All Comers Match.

The Spencer Cup Match.

Revolver Team Match.

Military Revolver Championship.

Inspectors Match was won by the new U. M. C. bullets, and in President's Match the high score

was tied, by U. M. C. cartridges. In fact, at the rifle ranges nearly every shooter used the new U. M. C.

.30 Government cartridge, except where the Government make was specified, and the scores made .were

the best in many years.

^/>e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
513 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPORT. CONN. 86 first St.. San Fra.ncisco, CaL

$

A"

26 Consecutive Bullseyes At i,ooo Yards.

A Record That Is A Record Made With

WINCHESTER CARTRIDGES.
At Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., August 19th, Sergeant Leonard Deitz, Co. M, 23d U. S. Infantry, shooting Win-

chester .30 U. S. Army Cartridges in a U. S. Military Rifle equipped with open sights, made the unprecedented record

of 26 consecutive bullseyes at 1,000 yards. In 10 preliminary shots his score was 045355555 5—42; and in

his 20 shots for a record, he made 20 consecutive bullseyes. Sergeant Deitz's score is on record, being officially en-

dorsed by Capt. Allaire, 23d U, S. Infantry, and he will receive a sharpshooter's certificate signed by Gen. Mc Arthur.

This is the first time in the history of rifle shooting that such a score has been made at 1,000 yards. Such phenome.
nal shooting is a conclusive demonstration of Sergeant Deitz's wonderful marksmanship, and also of the unerring

accuracy of Winchester Cartridges. When buying Ammunition bear this in mind and ask for Winchester make.

WINCHESTER CARTRIDGES SHOOT WHERE YOU HOLD.
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J
Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc.

THE ROBEITS SAFEH UUIICH M IMHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER

Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 250 pounds of steam. Handsome cataloirtie free.
WORK#: RED BANK, N. J.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New Tork.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Desigrns, or we can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, = - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

have a sail or

power boat, and

we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DiXON CRUCIBLE CO..
Jersey City, N. J

Muliins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable,Send

foronr
Handsome
CataIog.N^

W.H.MULLINS,
216 Depot St. Salem. Ohia

CHILTON
PAINT

on a House makes it a Home.
Send for Color Folder.

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

CANOE CRUISING AND 0AMPIN6.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price |L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping

_
outfits, clothing, firearms and

ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOIUeST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
Ml Br««idw»7. New Yctk.

1 CANVAS CANOES 1
AND ^

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

^ With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

S Price, 50 cents.

p FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHINQ CO.
aj( 346 Broadway, New York.

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
' and Varieties, Practical Management

and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
• Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

3FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classics

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters are
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
Mot be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit

of landscape^ a scene of outdoors, stand out clear
and vivid, like a startling flashing out from the
reader's own memory. , ^

'forest and stream pub. CO.

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCED.

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Price-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT SFRENGTH. s^fftipioTd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reliable, and yet stiffer than om

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fivepet cent, (depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

TheJ^palding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y,

Yachting Goods. 7

Yacht Pump Water Ctoset.

J. G. FRASER,
Manager.

Steam and sail Vaclits, Kow Koats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detai about the best boats built
.Write for it to-day. Address

RillUB BOA'l nAMIKACTI RLNH CO.,
Box 25, Racine. Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

"rice (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80,

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.

An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive

of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders

and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

FLY-FISHING AND FLY-MAKING FOR TROUT.
By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of tke actual material for mak-

ing flies of every variety. Illustrated. New edition. Cloth, 160 pages.

Price, $1.50.

Contents: The Senses of Fishes in Relation to the Fly-Fisherman. Practical

Fly-Fishing. Trout Fly-Making. Standard Trout Flies and Their Dressing.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware with seat attached. No ioinw
work required around closet, aud no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
od we think that you

will tgree with us !o

uyint th«

iALMY
BOILER

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.,
Providence, R.I.

OAN KIDNEY SON, WEST DE PERE. WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue. -

Has No Equal
as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed :

woodwork. Dries

^quickly, and wears

wonderfully without

^turningr white. Used .

on Vigilant, Defender

and Columbia in 1

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY,
,

Chicago.

NAVALiTE'

New York. Beaton

,

Yacht and Boat Sailii^*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates

Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,^' "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"CenterBoard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailmg Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CQ.

'

SAM LOVEL'S BOY.
BY ROWLAND K. ROBINSON.

This delightful story originally written for

Forest and Stream, and which was received

with such delight, has been put into book form

and will have a place among the sportsman s

.

cherished volumes.

Cloth, 259 pages. Price, $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

When writing say that you saw
the ad. fai the "Forest aad Strcaa.**



Forest and Stream
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

Copyright, 1902, bv Forhst and Strbam Pubushing Co.

Terms, $i a Year. IO Cts. a Copy.
Six Months,'^. f

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1902,
{

VOL. LIX.—No. H.
No. 346 Broadway, New York

. The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

pages are devcfted. Anonymous communications will not be re-
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"Send the Name with the Money.**

Will the Tarpon Springs, Fla., correspondent who last week
sent us an envelope containing thirty cents and nothing more,

kindly now send his name and tell us what should be sent back in

exchange for the money?

THE COAL STRIKE AND THE WOODLANDS.

The great economic struggle now going on is causing

much inco'nvenience to millions o£ people and actual suf-

fering to a less number, but beside this it threatens agri-

cultural interests in the East with damage which year^

cannot repair.

For many months now the coal miners of the anthra-

cite districts in Pennsylvania and West Virginia have been

on strike, refusing to work themselves, and refusing also

to permit other men to take their places. During all this

time, therefore, the output of anthracite coal—practically

the sole fuel used in the cities o| the northeastern United

States—^has been nothing. The supply on hand has

groAvn less and less, and as it diminished prices have

risen, until now coal is a commodity out of the reach

of all except, the well-to-do, and even for these is ex-

tremely hard to obtain, because there is so little in the

market that dealers are afraid, to sell it except in very

small quantities. This scarcity, while affording material

for much jocularity in the comic papers, is already a very

serious thing to a large portion of our urban population,

and promises as time goes on and the season advances to

cause much suffering and even death.

With the merits of the strike, the Forest and Stream

has nothing to do, nor has it any opinions to pass on it.

But it is quite within its province to call attention to one

of the results of this scarcity.

Since coal is no longer to be had for fuel, people are

endeavoring to find a substitute for coal. It is said that,

in certain parts of New York State, peat is being cut and

dried to burn, but a more accessible and more popular

—

because familiar—substitute is wood, the fuel of our fore-

fathers.

Within the last few> months the price of coal has risen

to three times its former value ; wood is now worth twice

what it used to be, and is still rising. Wood that for-

m.erly sold on the ground for $i.7S per cord, now readily

brings $4. The result of this is that in some localities the

farmers are cutting the wood from their land by whole-

sale, being tempted by prices such as they never before

heard of. In localities within easy reach of a market the

destruction of the forest is going on at a rate that is

extraordinary and most lamentable. Oak and pitch pine

are being cut down and made into cord wood as fast as

possible. The farmers whose harvesting is now over are

quite generally hiring laborers—Italians and others—to

get wood on the ground and chopped into lengths in time

to take advantage of the present high prices. This de-

struction is especially noticeable in Suffolk county, Long
Island, where the oak and the pine of all sizes is being

cut down. At many of the stations throughout this county

piles of cord"wood 200 or 300 feet long may be seen await-

ing transportation to the cities, or to the wharves where it

is being shipped by water.

Nor is this a very new thing. All through the summer
wood has been quite generally burned on Long Island by
those who used to burn coal: The proprietor of the Long
Beach Hotel this summer contracted for 2,000 cords of

wood, which it may be presumed has all been used. Land
holders who for years have taken pride in the noble trees

which ornament their farms, have in some cases cut these

down to burn, reasoning that they must keep warm and
cook their food, and since coal is not to be had, it will not
do to let a sentiment interfere with comfort.

How general this destruction is in the Eastern States

will not be known for some time, but it is certainly a
^erious matter, ^4 Pn^ which in the future is likely to

bear evil fruit. It is quite conceivable that if general, the

wholesale cutting of the timber may prove a blessing in

disguise, calling renewed attention to the importance of

our woodlands, showing the necessity of planting new
forests and renewing old ones, and hinting also at possible

profits to be derived from the forests of the future.

What with the sweeping away of vast areas of green

timber land along the Rocky Mountain range and in

Washington and Oregon, and the still further paring down
of the slight forest covering of the Atlantic seaboard, the

United States of America seem more than ever to be in a

bad way so far as its woodlands are concerned.

JOHN WESLEY POWELL.

Major J. W. Powell, long one of America's most
eminent workers in science, died Sept. 23 at his summer
home, at Haven, Me.

Major Powell had been engaged in scientific work in

the service of the U. S. Government for nearly forty

years, or almost since the close of the Civil War, through
which he had served, and during which he had received

wounds resulting in the loss of an arm. He is perhaps

best known to the public by his extraordinary and daring

exploration of the Grand Cafion of the Colorado River in

1868, but workers in science knew him also as an eminent
geologist and one of the iirst anthropologists of the world.

About the time of his exploration of the Colorado
Cafion, Major Powell spent much time in studA'ing the

Utes of western Colorado and to the southward, and he
was perhaps the iirSt authority in the world on the cus-

toms and the language of these people.

About 1879 Major Powell succeeded in securing the
establishment by Congress of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, which has since, under his able direction,

proved so great a force in stimulating the study of the

native Americans and in gathering and publishing material

about them. In 1880 he became the Director of the

Geological Survey, and retained that position for more
than ten years.

The value of Major Powell's work in science was every-

where recognized. His advice and counsel were con-
stantly sought in scientific matters. He had been the
President of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, and was a member of many scientific

societies at home and abroad.

During the last years of his life he had been a constant
invalid, suffering from his old wounds received in the
war, yet to the last he worked earnestly at the sciences to
which he had devoted his whole life.

SOUTHERN BIRDS AND SOUTHERN CROPS.

It is gratifying to see indications that the Subject of
bird protection may take a place in politics in the South
A campaign of education on this subject is being under-
taken by at least one great corporation, and is attracting

very considerable attention. At last it seems as if the
farmer was beginning to learn that success in agriculture
depends largely on the birds, and that an absence of birds
m.eans presence of insects, which in turn means injury to
crops.

Prof. H. P. Attwater, of the Southern Pacific Indus-
ti ial Department, recently delivered an address on the

1 elation of birds to the farmer at the annual session of
the Texas Farmers' Congress, and the Southern Pacific

Railroad has printed the address for distribution. The
paper is an admirable one for circulation among farmers,
and it should have a wide curfency. Of it the Meridian
(Miss.) State says:

"Bird protection is going to be made an economic issue

in every Southern State before many days, and the army
of sentimental advocates will be reinforced by the utili-

tarians, who, while caring nothing for the beauty of
the feathered songster or the music he makes, are very
much alive to his usefulness in exterminating insects that

kill crops, and are determined to stay the hand of the

snarer and wanton bird killer before it is too late and the

insects have taken possesion of the land.

"Here is a great railway company, through its repre-

sentative, joining hands with the sentimentalists to pro-

tect the feathered tribe, and no one who knows anything

about the potency of that kind of influence will doubt

that t|ie bir4s have found a strong friend and ally before

the lawmakers in Texas. Wherever common sense pre-

vails, this cause will find advocates and the State would
like to see bird protection made- an issue in Mississippi

politics next year."

In the matter of bird protection simply as a ques-

tion of economics—for the protection of crops, and for

no other purpose—the South has lagged wofully behind

the rest of the country. Florida, perhaps, has the worst

record of all in this respect-, because once so wonder-
fully rich in bird life, and so easy of access that it at-

tracted the plume hunters first of all. But Texas and
Louisiana must also share the shame, and it is most
gratifying to be told that a change in sentiment is taking

place in the Gulf States, the winter homes of so many
of our useful and beautiful birds.

SNAP SHOTS.

More or less fanciful distinctions have been drawn be-

tween the "sportsman" and the "sport." We venture a

new one. In the woods the visiting angler or shooter is

commonly called a "sport," and his guide speaks of him

as "my sport." Now a good working distinction between

a "sport" and a "sportsman" is this: A "sport" is one

who goes into the woods in charge of a guide to show

him the way, find the game and tell him when to shoot. A
"sportsman" is one who goes into the woods by himself,

or with a cook, finds his way and his own game and

shoots his game when he knows that it is game and not a

man. The "true sportsman" is one who goes into the

woods with a guide at $3.50 a day, and shows the guide

the way around and leads him back to the trail when

he gets lost. And the "true sportsman" of this type is not

unknown in the Maine woods.

The next best thing is to read about it and to write

.

about it, whether in anticipation or recollection. There

are two "next-best" papers in our shooting columns this

v/eek. Mr. Cristadoro writes one; he is doomed, he tells

us, not to shoot a shell on game this fall, and so "gets

what he can out of it by proxy." The other paper is by

Mr. Vossiler, who, denied the privilege of joining friends

on the fall hunt, has nevertheless this pleasure of living

over again an outing of past experience. And in thus

doing the next best thing by writing, these two con-

tributors to the entertainment of Forest and Stream's

readers will have helped many another one to do the next

best thing in reading.

Of what other recreations may it be said that the antici-

pation of them is so alluring a pleasure, the remembrance

of them so abiding a satisfaction? It has been said be-

fore, and is worth repeating often and again, that he who

in early years follows the pursuit of rod and gun is laying

up for himself pleasant memories for the years to come.

Mr. Chapman tells this anew, in his boyhood sketch to-

day, as it has been told in Forest and Stream a thousand

times, and will be again.

The country boy may safely be- left to his own pro-

clivities and his own devices to discover and make test of

the delights of field sports. The city boy has much less

ef opportunity ; but he should be given the chance to be

a sportsman if he has it in him. That father who

teaches his son to shoot and to fish is equipping the boy

with resources which may last all through his life, and

for which, it is very certain, the filial gratitude will be as

enduring. The field and camp companionship of father

and son is an experience of present joy and of blessed

memories for both, and more than all blessed for one

when the other has passed beyond.
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Why is it that a clergyman who preaches the law and

the gospel, a judge who sentences to prison those who
break the laws, a lawyer whose profession it is to secure

conformity to law in business and social life, a teacher

whose life work it is to instil principles of morality into

the tender mind of the young, will, when in the fields or

on the pool, forget the law or defy it impudently? This

phase of human nature is worth studying. How is it to

be accounted for?

The concluding paper of tiie series "A Summer on tjs^

Labrador" is Avoidably deferred to our next iastie,
^
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The Changing Year.
The following notes from the diary of Rowland E. Uobinson

have peculiar interest because they illustrate so well the keen
interest Mr. Robinson, though deprived of sight, took in the o\il-

door world through the changes of the seasons.

March 15 (1898).—Colors of aurora borealis reported
green, purple and light red. A slight thunder shower and
hail at night.

March 18.—^^The girls saw robins and song sparrows
at the mountain. They found one hepatica, the earliest
in our records. Rowland saw bitterns and frogs in the
marshes.
March 20.—Split Rock Lighthouse lighted up; the

earliest since 1804. Started out of the silence, a thin,
small voice. Nathan Morrison going to Quaker meeting
and fox hunting at same time.

"Farewell, farewell, two, t'ree hairy hoi' daughter!

Dust wobble hoi' Perry, so da'ks he can' see;

No pail ever slip under hwomans, in water,

An' pour it an' spill it all over on me.

All round it was glistle some lovelies' hamber.

As ever was sorry for see de bird swep',

Wid many a shelf in de hole- of de chamber.

Where Perry hev motion in moonlight fer slep"."

March 29.—Suckers are caught on the Falls; 200, they
.say. It is not pleasant to think of ourselves as becom-
ing at last nothing but a heap of bones and dust, so we
comfort ourselves with the idea of immortality. How
much more wonderful were the intelligent men, our re-
mote ancestors, the cave dwellers, than the beaver or
certain birds, or even the cat?
March 30.—Hear meadow lark.

March 31.—Snowing. R, Beers says the first one-horse
pleasure wagon that appeared in town had a square
paneled box with railing, without springs under it, nor
the seat, and had no dashboard. Altogether, a queer
looking thing, and no easier to ride in than a lumber
wagon.
Last December Rowland and some boys skating on

Little Otter, near the main road bridge, found a tame
goose alive, frozen to the ice by cakes which her wings
had frozen fast' to. Got her loose, a good deal damaged.
How the rabbit's ears and hind legs came to be so long.
The porcupine pulling at the first to get the rabbit from
the wild cat, who had caught her by the hind legs. Fable
of a mink that was not satisfied with what he found near
home, going to a great lake, was swallowed by a big
pike. R. Beers said to-day, "As coarse as all tow." A
half-breed Chippewa, with R. R. Minturn in northern
Michigan, found water by digging at the root of what
he called a water pine. It had branches growing low
on the trunk though standing in thick woods. Shards
or junk bottles are plowed up on the old camp ground,
10 or 15 acres in extent, east of Watch Point. Rodsy
D., surveyor, tells of old military road from Mt. Inde-
pendence to Hubbardton. Its general course was south
15 degrees east, winding between the lake and East
Creek, crossing East Creek a mile from B. and passed
Sunset Lake and across a cranberry marsh, where it is

still in use as a wood road, then near Beebe Lake,
where it crossed streams, the old abutments can still

be seen and parts of the road can be traveled, then ran
to east part of Hubbardton and battleground. One of

Warner's men on the retreat was burdened with bullets,

a portion of which he buried and afterward recovered.
April 2.—French troops of the line wore white uni-

forms faced with blue, red, yellow or violet, a three-
cornered hat and gaiters, generally black, from feet to

knee. This in Montcalm's army. The troops of British
colonies, common, their coat and breeches of red or blue,

carried musket, powder horn, bullet pouch, blanket and
knapsack and wooden canteen. Si Parkman says: At
Ransom Burr's, he says, two Barnes' brothers kept a

store at Young's corners, east of the forge, sawmill and
carding machine on the Monkton road (old Boston Iron
Co.'s works). Thej"- drew a prize in a lottery and one
brother felt so rich that he laid a three-dollar bill on a
piece of bread and butter and eat it. . A man named-
Pond, a speculator, was sick and gave himself up to die.

Dr. Maxfield told him he'd done all he could for him, but
to give him a certain pill and unless that helped him he
was a dead man. He took the pill, and the next day
was about his business. Two runs of one kind and a run
and a half of the other kind of yarn a day's work, R. B.
says. Two runs of warp he thinks and less of filling;

wages of spinners were 75 cents a week. "40 threads in

a knot, 10 knots in a skein, 2 skeins in a run," so M. S.

P. says. .
!

April 3.—Morning blossomed in the sky. Canoe go-
ing over a fall strikes and holds on a rock at the brink;

a mid-channel island with a cave in it, which gives passage
to the shore.

Man who prepared for a hunting trip to the west by
stealing an ax and a turkey.

Man who slipped and spilled pails of syrup on snow
where it cooled so that he rolled up the sheets, and so
carried it home.

April 23.—As many as a dozen cock pheasants were
crowing, most of them in neighborhood of the East
Slang, This morning heard a flicker cackle. Like Ben-
venuto Cellini, some of our modern saints see their

aureoles more clearly than do others. A neighbor's boy
came across lots to borrow some thread of my grand-
mother "to finish mammy's long gown." This was in

the days when the "short gown" was universally worn
by working women, -and the advent of a long gown was
important. After some inquiry grandmother started the

boy home with a skein of cotton thread of a suitable

color. He soon came stumbling back, his bare feet pick-

ing their way over the ledge, and a rod from the open
south door called out in breathless haste, "Fur enough
f'm mammy's long gown. It's punkin seeds!"

May 14.—This evening heard many frogs or toads on
Lewis Creek intervale, their cry less like a whistle than

the common "peepers" gr hyla'Ss It i§ like very small.

resonant bells, quite continuous, and a very pleasing
chorus. To-day I have lived sixty-five years and never
before noticed this peculiar cry. Not flattering to my
observation of nature. Coming home we heard the tele-
graph wires humming.
May 17.—Our catbird announces his arrival this morn-

ing,

"Our Yankee tars and men-of-war
Carry our glorious flag afar."

May 20.—Shrike's nest in east orchard, five eggs.
May 26.—A wood duck in an elm sapling eating the

leaves, drawing them to his mouth with his pinion, came
down head first.

May 27.—Cuckoo comes.
May 29.—Wood pewee comes.
An old pike tells his story.

June I.—^Trolling with Sedgwick Preston, who came
for me and led me through pleasant pastures and
meadows aaid beside the still waters where I heard many
old familiar voices of always unseen water fowl, guessed
to be coots and rail, also a bittern driving his submerged
stake just as he did more than fifty years ago when I

first heard him when I went fishing with Merigo. From
the shores the bleating of sheep and lambs, the lowing
of cows, shouting of plowmen, clang of iron roller on
the rail and chink of a haiumer breaking stone on
Slang bridge crossing. Lily and wild oats above water.
The air full of the strong odor of the marsh. All our
fishing brought us but one medium-sized pike-perch.
Innumerable hauls of weeds. Phantom minnow took
the one fish. Marsh full of brown moths.

I hear two crows signalling to each other, four caws
repeated several times, then three, then the four again.
Some one says crows can only count four, not ever
objects above that number.
June 9,—9 P. M. Bullfrogs' thin, reedy bass comes

from creek; the electric bells of toads, the sharp clatter
of one tree toad, the soughing of the north wind and
the sweet note of a wood pewee singing in the old gar-
den bidding the world good-night—"adieu, adieu."
Manly Hardy writes: "Beaver oil is not the castor,

but a fluid of strong scent which attracts all fur bearers.
Beaver skin is split on belly. Skin is stretched on hoop
of spruce, two sticks spliced, the skin sewed to it at

the edges. Bear skin on frame like quilt. Otter has
strong but not unpleasant scent. Fisher scent like

weasel. Skin of otter legs drawn off whole, not split.

June 10.—This year we realize the force of the old
likening of evil things to "a cuss of worms."
June 13.—Worms still with us. A Canuck shouted so

loud in a long-range fight that he scared his opponent
and was himself frightened by the echo of his own voice.

A panther fight described by an eye witness: Two old
he ones meet in the woods, one kills the other and is

shot by narrator.

June 26.—A pair of vireos made a nest in one of our
lilac trees and hatched a brood. Yesterday were much
troubled, one bird fussing about the nest, then appear-
ing to trample in it. To-day they have deserted it, and
two unfledged birds were found lying dead under the
tree. We cannot reach the nest without a ladder and
wonder the cause of it all. I mistrust an intruding cow-
bird, but there were screech owls near the place the
night before. '

,

June 27.—Upon examination a cowbird's egg was
found in the nest. Our people of the lower classes are

very particular to speak of each other as "mister" and
"missis," and of elderly people of that sort as "old gen-
tlemen" and "old ladies," and to introduce each other
as Mr. and Mrs. So-and-So. Joseph Borden was cap-
tured by British during Revolution, was taken across a
river in a boat. Fired on by Americans. Borden lay

in the bottom of the boat. The British set him on a
thwart and sat on either side. Next volley killed both
and left Borden unharmed.
June 30.—^Went to Shoreham. Both sides of the rail-

road red with clover as I never before felt it. Thunder-
storm at night. A near flash, followed by a sharp but
light report, like the snap of a tree in winter. The noise

was all that I knew of the storm.

July 3.—^Three red-headed woodpeckers came this

morning, quite noisy, with their "Creek, creek," and a

short chatter of their two-toned notes, "Kruk, crrruk."

Dr. Seymour tells about a man who told abominable lies

of his belongings and adventures. A common colored

print was an oil portrait of some potentate who gave it

to him. He presented it to Dr. Seymour, rolling it on
a bit of an Alpenstock that he carried in climbing the

Alps with Prof. Tyndall. A hand grenade, found at Ft.

Ticbnderoga and once owned by Ebenezer Bowman, is

two and one-half inches in diameter, the fuse hole half

an inch diameter, the shell about an eighth-inch through.

Old woman finds toggery of her youth; tries it on; trots

around in it till she tumbles down stairs against the

door, where she is found in a heap by her old husband.

He tumbles head first into meat barrel he is packing
pork in. Old wife helps him out only on condition that

he won't tell of her late plight. Woodpeckers drum
call like a rapid dribble of water. A dazed spirit just

parted from its clay, still wondering at the mystery of

separation.

July 16.—^Yesterday a warm north wind all day. We
rarely have had so fair a hay season nor so much good
hay, though not of the marketable kind. Day before

yesterday, the 14th, the Abram Rogers home burned, a

landmark of old Quaker times and the days of simple

lives. The great chimney and fireplace fell last and
buried the hospitable hearthstone in a smoldering heap.

All gone Hke Abram, Bethiah, his wife, and their unmar-
ried children, Joseph, Stephen and Marah, the last of

their race. The clear pine woodwork of the stairway and
chambers was a wonder to modern eyes, some boards

almost three feet widS)

July 17—
O sleep, my honey, go to sleep

!

Da'n' you see how de shadders creep?

O hear de hummin' ob de bees

—

M-m-m-m-m

;

De win' a-sighin' in de trees,

Sh-sh-sh-sh-sh.

0 hain't yo' eyelids w^eighin' down,
Yo' sleepy head a-swimmin' 'roun',

To hear de slow hum ob de bees— '

M-m-m-m-m

;

De win' a-sighin' in de trees,

Sh-sh-sh-sh-sh.

1 wish yo' mammy had yo' chance.

She wouldn't watch de sunshine dance,

But hark de hummin' bees.

Nov,' you' eyelids grow lak' lead.

Now a dream shapes in yo' head,

An' low an' slow go hummin' bees

—

M-m-m-m-m;
De breeze sing low in leaves an' trees,

Sh-sh-sh-sh-sh.

July 18.—R. Beers says if cloudy at time moon changes
it is a sign of rain. A woman in the poorhouse at Willis-
ton who was jilted by her lover vowed that no one
should ever see her face again. For twenty years she has
kept it covered with a cloth. Thunderstorms growled and
threatened afar off all the afternoon, and at 4 it began
raining gently. Now, at 5:30, the sounds are, the purr
of rain on the leaves, the dripping of the eaves, the
tinkling gurgle of a conduit, a robin's rain song, a song
sparrow's musical warble, the cluck of a small flock of
blackbirds, the sharp trill of a tree toad, and now and then
a patter of rain drops spilled from topmost boughs. I
hear the chuckle of a grass plover, early for migration.
. July 26.—We heard an August piper.

Aug. 2.—A good many indoors. Gur little screech owl
has a note I have not heard before, like the. wail of a
small child. He is a fellow of infinite variety.

Tales of the Frontier*

iV.—The Rescue.

In the strenuous life of the- frontiei-, character was
quickly developed. Characteristics which marked the in-

dividual for good or evil came quickly into notice. And
while it is very probable that "Brave men were living

before Agamemnon," and while fortitude and manly
courage are just as surely the heritage of the American
to-day as at any other time in our history—witness Hob-
son calling for half a score of men to peril their lives in

an almost hopeless venture for their country's honor, over-
v.helmed by the instant offer of a multitude of volun-
teers, while all the rest of the men of the fleet stood
.ready if needed—yet the fact remains that self-reliance

and the sense of responsibility came earlier in life to the
boy or girl of the frontier.

In the peaceful life of to-day, when everything moves
smoothly and silently in well-oiled grooves, it is difficult

riideed for the average citizen to realize what the hard
conditions of frontier life made of the men of that day
and time.

"W'e all forget

The still endurance of the rude

Unpolished sons of solitude."

'"What strong, uncommon men were these,

These settlers hewing to the seas!

Great horny-handed men and tan;

jMen blown from many a barren laud

Beyond the sea; men red of hand,

And men in love, and men in debt,

Like David's men in battle set;

.'\nd men whose very hearts had died,

Who only sought these woods to hide

Their wretchedness, held in the van,

Yet every man among them stood

Alone, along that sounding wood,
And every man somehow a manl"

Little Merton Eastlick—a mere child—creeping out in

the darkness of night from the tall grass of the prairie
siough, where nearly all his father's family during the
day had found a bloody death at the hands of savage
foes; finding his baby brother wandering around in the
darkness and taking him upon his back and carrying him
for fifty miles—from Lake Shetek to Dutch Charlie's

(it is ahuost beyond belief, but absolutely true), is "A
hero descended from heroes

!"

And I wotdd go further to-day to shake hands with
liim—if he be still living—than to witness the crowning of
ali the kings England ever produced. The taking posses-
.'^ion of any new portion of the earth's surface—the abode
ct only wild beasts and savage men—has always called

for men of marked individuality and self-reliance.

And while on the Minnesota frontier the danger from
savage Indians passed away in a few brief years, there
was one enemy—the winter blizzard—which made the
southwestern part of Minnesota a veritable battle ground
lor a part of each and every one of the earlier years.
Not until the prairie portion of the State was won for

civilization inch by inch did the buildings, fences and
other improvements of the settlers transform this part of
the country into a region at all safe for any traveler

to attempt to pass in the winter season.

Once caught in the teeth of the winter gale, beyond the
shelter of the timber, the pioneer could only drift with
it. Neither man nor beast could face it.

During the five winters in which the writer trapped
furred animals in that region, not one winter passed but
mtn froze to death, or lost limbs from frost bites among
the sparse population of that early time.

As the peril cotild not be eluded, men learned to make
light of it; and it was often a source of amusement to

the pioneers when a group of them related in turn their

odd and absurd adventtires with the common foe.

For the oddest things were continually happening.
In a country where men quickly learned to untie the
rope from the old-fashioned bedstead, and to tie one end
around the door knob and the other around their bodies
when they venttired out to feed their stock, anything was
possible.

One settler who made his home on the edge of the
prairie having just time to inclose his house and move
into it before all gf the upper floor was laid, before the
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cominer of the first- blizzard, put in the daylight hours of
ihrce successive days cramming the stove with all the
wood he had prepared, and with 400 feet of seasoned pine
flooring, on hand to finish the upper floor, and which
barely sufficed to save the shivering family until peace
agam ruled in the atmosphere; and as in his hurried
preparation for winter he had only been able to build a
shed with pole and hay roof for his horses, and the fight
with the blizzard being so terribly earnest that he had
not dared to venture out once to look at his horses, but
had abandoned them to their fate, told the waiter that
when it became for the first time possible to see the stable
that he never laughed so in all his life, for the snow
having been blown into every crevice of the stable had
filled it almost to the roof, and the horses, fortunately
havmg been tied wdth plenty of rope room, had trampled
the snow until it raised them to the roof, and in their
hunger having eaten the hay roof, now stood on their
snowy floor with their necks outstretched above the top
oi- the stable, some twelve feet above the ground, and
their bodies being completely hidden by the high wall
-of the stable, he had to rub his eyes and look twice to
assure himself that they were not a pair of giraflfes.
This much of preface is here given in the hope that the

reader may gain somewhat of an understanding of the
conditions which confronted the pioneer when, as was
not seldom the case, he was called upon to peril his life
for the saving of others.
And seldom—if ever—was he thus weighed in the bal-

ances and found wanting.
Immediately after the great Indian massacre of 1862

the Government constructed a line of stockades across
from Mankato, Minnesota, toward Sioux City, Iowa, and
for a few years maintained a cavalry force which patrolled
this frontier line until the Sioux were defeated and driven
back by the soldiers and the Pawnee scouts under Major
Frank North, when they were sent for duty elsewhere,
and the abandoned line of the old stockades stood fey:
years as mementoes of more turbulent days.

Fifteen miles east of Jackson, Minn., stood one of these
abandoned fortifications, the lee side of its palisaded
wall being often used as a windbreak by travelers obliged
to camp on the open prairie.

Early in the winter of 1866-7, if I recollect aright, an
officer of the United States Regular Army despatched an
c'lnbulancje in the care of two trusty soldiers to bring his
v^ife and two small children across the country from
Mankato, Minn., to the winter quarters where he was
stationed at Sioux City, la. It was a long, tedious
drive across the country, entirely too late in the season
for such a venture, and the cold came on quicklv.

Before their return began snow fell to the depth of
nearly a foot, and while striving to reach the timber on
the Des Moines RiA^er for. a night camp, the ambulance
w.'th its five passengers was so delayed by the snow that
night overtook them at the old stockade just as the first
great blizzard of the season came down from the north-
vvest "like a.wolf on the fold."
Under the lee of the old fortification they camped as

best they could. The brave soldiers, realizing that it had
now quickly become a matter of life and death for the
lady and the two little innocents committed to their
charge, spread a buffalo robe in the bottom of the vehicle
upon which the woman and children lay down, when they
wrapped them in the remaining robes and blankets—know-
ing that there were not robes enough to protect them all

—

and endeavored to battle through the long winter night
under the lee of the old palisade.
When the awful night had dragged slowly away and

the welcome light of morning dawned upon the unfortu-
rate wayfarers, one man was found to be too badly
frozen to move. The other managed to untie the horses,
and turning the weaker one loose to shift for itself, finally
succeeded in crawling upon the back of the other, when,
the blizzard having slackened in its fury enough to enable
him to see his way, he guided the horse slowly along the
road, and along toward noon appeared at the little settle-
ment at Jackson at the house of a man named Thomas,
where, through his stiflfened lips he slowly articulated his
pitiful tale.

In his stable Mr. Thomas had a pair of fiery young
bays which were not to be matched upon the frontier, and
which were to the old man almost as the apple of his eye.
If the lull in the blizzard continued, the people could be
rescued. The outlook in the northwest was very threat-
ening, and later it came on to blow with terrific power.
But would the fury of the storm be delayed?
In this question hung the lives of all who were exposed.

Turning to his eldest son, a quiet young man of un-
flinching courage, he said: "Lant, throw the harness on
the bays, take the two-seated cutter and go for those
people. And look here, my boy, never mind the horses;
you send them along for all that is in them ! Bring those
people in just as quick as you know how to do it I"
Not ten minutes elapsed until the little group of by-

standers, including the boy's mother and the rest of h«
children, saw the brave young fellow's head droop low
down over his left shoulder as he swung out from under
the lee of the protecting cover into the full force of the
blast, on the line of his northeast flight across the plain;
and then to their anxious gaze the flying ship of mercy
grew rapidly less and less in apparent size, and then
vanished bej^ond a distant swell of the prairie.
Nothing now for the anxious mother but to watch the

old family clock; and how slowly the long minute hand
crawled around

!

Breathing upon the frosted window panes to keep a
space clear, through which to watch for the return of
the absent brother, the children kept vigil, while to their
impatient

_

hearts the very seconds crept and crawled

!

The condition of the boy's road across the prairie was
good. Save for the grassy patches which had escaped
the autumnal prairie fire, the snowy surface was hard
enough to support the team, and the beautiful horses were
in the very pink of prime condition.
.All too soon for their expectations, and almost too
?con for the hungry eyes of the watchers to credit the
ipparition, a dark speck rose above the northeast horizon
ind growing rapidly larger in their gratified sight swept
iown the long slope toward the timber with the speed of
;he wind.
One minute short of the exact measure of two hours

that recorded the boy's absence, the racing bays—wild-
iyed and jstraxning still to go—were reined up at the door,

when strong arms lifted the sufferers from the sleigh and
bore them into the house.
Although chilled almost to death, the woman and

children were found to be not frozen. The soldier who
rfcmained with them lost both feet and one hand, while
the brave messenger lost a hand and a foot.
Such were the battles fought in the changing of this

wild land front savagery to civilization; and such were
the men who made the change possible.

Orin Belknap.

In Boyhood Days.
In the series of excellent picture supplements that

Forest and Stream has recently given to its readers, the
one that appeals most stronglv to my mind is the one
antitled 'Tn Boyhood Days."

"That's me" in the foreground in the picture. I was
a boy of exactly that size and age once; I wore just such
a cloth cap made by my mother, just such a "roundabout"
and just such long' pants. In those days in a country vil-
lage there were no clothing or hat stores ; and the hand-
some sailor suits, knickerbockers, etc., of these davs were
unknown. Everything in the way of a boy's clothing was
home-made; the only variety depended on the mother's
taste and skill in needle' work and the father's means to
buy the materials. I remember my usual summer uniform
consisted of a pair of blue drilling trousers—we did not
call them "pants"—a white cotton shirt with a collar wide
enough to have pleased my Lord Byron, and a chip hat
that cost a "levy." That was mv summer outfit. It was
tlie very thing. It was the work of but a moment to cast
oft my clothes, and a part of them was doffed on the
run, as I broke for the river to take one of my dozen-a-
day baths in the cooling wave ; and if after a few weeks'
service the crown of the hat departed to unknown re-
gions, 'twas

"ne'er deemed an ill

—

It only let the sunshine still

Repose upon my head."

That is Tip just before me there in the picture; his tail
twisted up so tight from blissful expectation that he can
hardly get his hind feet down to the ground. Poor Tip

!

He has been awaiting me in the happy hunting ground for
many a year.

I had just such a light, little, old shotgun as that in the
picture, but a dreadful kicker she was. I remember one
summer evening just at the edge of Strong's thicket, as I
was coming along, I saw a robin hopping over the ground
a few yards away. Just there lay the trunk of a tree
that had been blown over, and the upturned roots with a
mass of earth still clinging to them formed a complete
screen. I stepped behind this screen. It was a little too
high, but by standing on my tiptoes I was able to sight
along the barrel. The butt of the gun was against my
chin. I did not think of its recalcitrating propensities,
and when I pulled the trigger and the gun went off. it

knocked me backward clear off my feet. The robin, with
a complacent grin on his face, flew away unharmed.

I have got just such a shotgun now. Some years ago
when I was in very poor health I thought if I had a light
shotgun like the one I had when I was a boy, it would
be pleasant and would do me good to walk out into the
woods and "hunt." I went to Bown, the veteran gun
dealer on Smithfield street, Pittsburg, and told him I
wanted a light shotgun to shoot at birds with, but one
that would not hit the birds. The old man laughed; he
said he had sold a good many guns in his life, but had
never been asked for one like that before, but he believed
he had the gun. And so he had. I bought it. I have it

yet. So long as you stand anywhere in front of it, you
are safe enough ; but woe to the man behind the gun when
"she goes off."

I don't know that the artist meant it, but that stone
fence is the one that used to stand near the corner of
Captain Peters' farm, down by the river, and I remember
that Isaac Wynn and I had hard thoughts of the farmer
one cold morning because he objected to our tearing down
a rod or two of it to get a rabbit, which, fleeing across
the field in advance of Tip and Pomp and old Major, fol-
lowed by Isaac and me, had taken refuge in the crevices.
1 his was the era before the shotgun spoken of, when the
only firearms we had was a Mattock; but between old
Major and the Mattock we brought to light and captured
ivany a rabbit and oposg^m.
Very pleasant to the old man are the memories of the

past, just as the dreams of the future are pleasing to the
growing boy. The latter feels that the world is his oyster.
He expects to be able to do anything "when he is a man"

;

and though afterward he realizes that he has done
nothing, life is not insupportable on that account. If he
has not achieved greatness he has perhaps found hap-
piness, and that is better; and thas viewing it I have
constructed the following lines to fit the case:

Dreams.
I dreamed of Fame; her chaplet fair

Seemed ever just before me; *
Tumultuous voices filled the air

With loud hosannas o'er me.

Of Fortune, too, I dreamed; a slight

And easy thing to make it;

Whene'er I would I surely might
Reach forth my hand and take it.

But youthful dreams end oft in dreams;
Time came and went so lightly.

That naught remained but backward gleams
Of what I held so slightly.

Yet life has been a precious thing;
'Twas trebly worth the living.

And now at day's decline I sing
A song of glad thanksgiving,
t

For Love her arms around me cast.

And Joy, the bright-eyed, kissed me.
Though Fame and Fortune both have passed.
And somehow they have missed me.

T. J. Chapman,

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
Y«rli^ aad not to aay individual connected with the iwper.

A Study of the Rattlesnake.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am going to write about rattlesnakes, but will devote
a passing word to Mr. Jos. W. Shurter. I agree with th.it
gentleman in assuming that Forest and Stream readers
are probably no longer interested in our little controversy,
and we might continue to multiply words indefinitelv to
no purpose. It grieves me. however, that Mr. Shurter is
still worrying over my inadvertent use of the name "Uncle
Daniel" mstead of "Uncle Noah," and to put a final molli-
fying touch to his wounded sensibilities I hereby formally
withdraw the name Daniel and substitute Noah in its
place. It may amuse Mr. Shurter to know that I was
myself amused at the simpleness of my error when
pointed out by him.

In general, it appears to me that Mr. Shurter has taken
a too narrow and superficial view of the subject of our
controversy, seeing only existing conditions and their
apparent proximate causes, without apprehending the
broader relations which the "sporting" propensity in man
bears to his racial history.

If Mr. Shurter considers that I have gone out of the
bounds of Forest and Stream courtesy in my manner of
writing, I wish here to express my regrets and offer
apologies, and so take -leave of that gentleman with assur-
ances of my distinguished consideration.

Rattlesnakes.

I suppose there are many persons who know a great
deal about Crotalus horridus, and many others who have
a good deal of information about him "that ain't so." I
have been trying lately to acquire some exact knowledge
on the subject with indifferent success. I have two large
rattlesnakes confined in a large box with a wire screen

.^^^ top. I have been watching them as closely as
official duties would permit in order to find out something
about them, but have not found out very much.
These snakes were captured by my son while surveying

in the canebrakes in this vicinity. The first one, Jonah by
name, was caught in June ; the other, named Joseph aarly
in August.
Jonah is about five and a half feet long, and has eight

rattles. Joseph is about six feet long and has also eight
rattles. They have both evidently lost some, as the rattles
have blunt terminals. Various kinds of live food have
been offered them, as chickens, rats, guinea pigs, and
garter snakes, toward all of which they have shown a
total lack of interest, and their intended victims ex-
hibited as little concern about the rattlers. These various
articles of diet were permitted to remain in the box for
days, and even weeks, all dwelling together in apparent
harmony. On one occasion, while observing them, I saw
Joseph approach a chicken with agparently murderous in-
tent, and when close to his victim drew back his head for
a strike. The chicken gazed earnestly into the snake's
eyes and gravely pecked him in the center of his nose
whereupon the sriake withdrew.
On another occasion Joseph was observed to watch in--

tently a rat that was climbing about the sides of the box
very much m the semblance of a squirrel, which is the
rattler's natural food. I waited, expecting a tragedy
shortly; but the rat presently ran up to a bowl of water
near the snake's head, and after taking a drink he got on
the snake's neck and trotted down his back to his tail
without attracting any notice,
Jonah is supposed to have eaten four young rats and

two garter snakes, about two months ago. The only
evidence of this performance, however, was the disappear-
aKce of those creatures from the box. The garter snakes
may possibly have gotten out, but it cannot be supposed
that the rats went otherwhere than down the rattler's
throat. Notwithstanding that supposed reflection, Jonah
has become emaciated to a marked degree, and Joseph,
who has certainly eaten nothing for nearly two months^
has also appreciably lost flesh. They are both observed to
drink water not infrequently, sucking it up slowly after
the manner of a cow when drinking.
The box is on a back porch, and is somewhat exposed

to the weather. When a rainstorm approaches both
snakes become very uneasy, raising their heads up to the
screen and seeking a way to get out. This action is in-
variable with one or both when a storm is threatening.
Jonah shed his skin in August, during my absence, and

the operation was not observed by me. My office clerk
says he was a good while getting it all off, in fragments,
having a difficulty in utilizing a small box that he had
access to, against which the old skin was rubbed off.
Joseph changed his suit last Friday, Sept. 19. For several
v.-eeks he had been growing very dark and dingy in color,
the markings on his skin being scarcely discernible.
About a week before he shed his old skin his eyes be-

came opaque and of a light blue or skim-milk color; but
they cleared up before the shedding process began, which
surprised me. A branch of a bush had been placed in the
box to aid him in getting off his old clothes, and he ac-
complished that business between 2:30 and 4 P. M., when
no one was looking on.

_
He is now_ rejoicing in a glorious new suit, the markings

rich and vivid, with the tail a deep velvety black. Neither
of these snakes added a new rattle in the process of shed-
ding, a feature which the snake authorities had led me to
expect; and I suppose we must fall back on the old idea
that a new rattle process is grown each year instead of
appearing with each new shedding.
My observation of these snakes, as well as my general

experience, and that of others, has impressed me with
their disinclination to strike, under ordinary circumstances.
The fangs and venom are provided primarily as a means
of capturing their prey, not far purposes of defense as
they never save the snake's life when attacked by an
enemy.
When a rattler is first captured, what with rough

handling and novel surroucdings, he is kept in a state of
excitement and alarm, and is then ready to strike when
disturbed. But after becoming accustomed to the situa-
tion and learning that no harm threatens him, he is no
longer disposed to strike.

The larger of these snakes has never struck at anything
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since his capture; and neither of them ever sounds his

rattle, except occasionally, when ladies come to see them
and they appear to be excited by the. imfamtliar apparel of

tiie visitors.

I occasionally lift them up with a long stick, or poke
tbeni to make tjietn display themselves to visitors, with-

out exciting their resentment. I once put my hand in

the box and stroked the large one on the back, but on
another occasion my wliite shirt sleeve seemed to excite

him and he gave a slight admonition with his rattle,

whereupon I withdrew my arm.
Since Joseph has shed his skin, I observe two orifices

near the medial facial line,half-way between the end of
nose and base of head. They are open holes, about the
size of darning needles, and about three-sixteenths of an
inch apart. In the other snake they appear as dull specks,
and are not open.

I have not yet had an opportimity to note at what tem-
perature these snakes become torpid. The minimum ther-

mometer reading so far has been 46 degrees on the night
of Sept. 13, but at tlie time of observation, in the morn-
ing, was 51 degrees.
There is probably an individuality of cliafaclref among

rattlesnakes as well as among men and other creatures.

As before stated, the lai"ger of these snakes has never
offered to strike at all, and when he was being" captured
made strenuous efforts to escape, bounding over the

bushes instead of running on the ground. The other one
showed great pugnacity at first whenever disttirbed, which
he kept up for several weeks ; but he had very rough
handling at the time of his capture.
Joseph opened his countenance ^yith two deliberate

yawns one day, and his fangs were a very conspicuous
feature, projecting at right angles from the palate about
half an inch, but enveloped in loose skin nearly to the
point. They are probably with their curvature, three-
quarters of an inch long.

These two pets will be put into "cold storage" for ^le
winter, when the weather gets cold enough to render
them torpid. Coahoma.

Intelligence of Wild Things.
BY HERMIT;

(Continuedfrom Vol. LP'fll.., page 445.)

lotercommanlcation of Birds aod Bird Intelligecce.

On Sunday, May 30, 1897, while the church bells were
calling saint and sinner to worship in the city of

Gloucester, and a catbird's blithe music, supplemented by
the silvery bells of a veery, was calling me to worship
in my cabin dooryard, I turned to the path that leads to

Magnolia Swamp.
Two years before, on the west side of the SAvamp, I had

ciscovered a woodpecker's sap orchard. For two seasons

I had carefully noted the work of the woodpeckers in

their curious method of tapping trees, and I desired now
to add to my knowledge by a few hours of observation.

It was a glorious morning, bright with sunshine, tem-
pered by a crisp air. It was one of the few sunshiny days
rescued from a cold rainy spring month. The trees were
forward and for the most part covered with full-grown
leaves. The white oaks were late as usual, their leaves

were tiny and at a distance looked to be a silvery gray in

the sunshine. The hillsides west of Magnolia Swamp
were lighted up by this immature gray foliage, while

here and there the dark green of the pines afforded a

pleasing contrast.

I found the sap orchard deserted. The trees, red maples
and canoe birches, were dead or dying. The sapsuckers
and their self-invited guests, the hummingbirds, had
drained the life-blood of their helpless victims. All of the

maples were still standing, but many of the gray birches

had been broken off by the wind just below the belt of

punctures.
While I was searching for another sap orchard, I saw

a barred owl, with something in his bill, fly to a grove of

small hemlocks. I followed on my hands and knees and
found his owlship on a low limb. Evidently this was his

breakfast hour. The thing in his bill proved to be a

leopard frog. He was preparing to swallow the frog by
crushing the bones of the legs and joints. He did not see

me, or if he did, he ignored my presence and continued

leisurely to prepare and swallow his breakfast. After-

ward he spent several minutes preening his feathers before

settling down for a Sunday nap. A pair of saucy chicka-

dees, scouring the woods for a Sunday breakfast, discov-

ered the owl and gave the alarm. Inside of two minutes

I counted thirty-six birds, all called together by the cries

of the chickadees. These birds included cuckoos, war-
blers, bluejays, thrushes, vireos, flycatchers and buntings.

How they did jeer and abuse the owl, but all were care-

ful to keep at a safe distance. The bluejays seemed to

be filled with fury, and if birds can swear, doubtless that

owl listened to some very emphatic language.

For twenty minutes that patch of young hemlocks con-

tained noise and life enough to stock a first-class aviary.

The owl seemed bored, but was apparently fearless.

Thirty-two minutes after the first alarm all the birds

had disappeared, excepting two red-eyed vireos. The
vireos continued to scold vigorously. The owl had in-

truded on their' nesting ground. Not twenty feet away
a vireo's nest swung lightly from the horizontal limb of a

red beech. It seemed to me that the owl suspected the

presence of the nest, for he thrust out his head and swung
it from side to side as if searching for something. After

a while he discovered the nest and flew to the beech limb.

When he had commenced to approach the nest by short

hitches along the limb,, the vireos changed their scolding

to cries of alarm. Immediately all the birds returned.

Again the owl was told that he was a robber and a great

rascal lay every bird in the grove. As he "continued to

approach the nest, I thought it time to interfere. "Hold
there !" I shouted, and the effect on the awl was in-

.stantaneous. He stopped short, crouched on the limb,

then twisted his impish face directly into the back of his

neck and glared at me with a frightened look in his wide-

open eyes. After a brief inspection he tumbled forward

off the limb, caught himself on his wings and floated as

noiseless as 'a feather into the dark shadows of Magnolia

Swamp. I examined the vireo nest and found it empty-
in fact, it was not yet completed.

, , . j j>

It was evident, from what took place, that birds of

difl^erent species can communicate with each other.

First, the chickadees call other birds to the spot by cries

that certainly arc understood to mean danger.

Afterward, the vireos did the same thing. While the

latter were scolding the owl, other birds paid no atten-

tion, but responded at once to their cries for help.

After the owl had disappeared, the birds scattered as

before. The bluejays and two thrushes stopped back to

ii!terview mc and find out if my intentions were friendly.

When all the birds had disappeared except the vireos, I

went in search of a new sap orchard. I soon found a

clump of red maples containmg two trees that had been
tapped by woodpeckers. The belt of punctures on both
trees was nearly a foot in width, but the woodpeckers
did not show up during my three hours' tarrJ^

This woodpecker, the yellow-bellied (Sphyropicus
varius) does laot fiest on the Cape, so had doubtless de-

parted in migration, but three hummingbirds were tight-

ii-'g for the sap buckets, and a red squirrel settled matters

b}' driving the hummers from one tree to the other.

The red squirrel was a new feature in a woodpecker's
sap orchard. He did not chng to one spot as squirrels do
when tapping for themselves, but instead moved rapidly

around the tree, thrusting his tongue into the drills for

the sweet sap. I suppose the squirrel owned the terri-

tory where the maple trees grew, and was more than

willing that the woodpeclcers should tap the trees for his

benefit.

The drills made by the woodpecker extended through

the outside bark and into the cambium layer. From
my observation with a good glass, during several sea-

sens, I found that the woodpeckers were after the

elaborated sap that descends from the leaves, through the

inner bark, and did not extend the drills into the wood
where they would reach the crude sap flowing up from
the roots. The wisdom of this procedure was evident.

The elaborated sap is far richer in nutriment than the

crude sap, and the woodpeckers knew more about the

growth of trees than many human beings, so worked un-

derstandingly.
Each drill is made deep enough to hold about two

drops of sap. The upper drills are the only ones to

afford sap, which proves that it is certainly the elaborated

sap flowing down from the leaves that the birds get.

I had read in works on ornithology that the wood-
peckers tapped trees so that the sap woidd attract in-

sects upon which they could feed. Also that the birds

were after the soft bark or cambium layer for food.

While the woodpeckers do catch a fly now and then, it

is evident, even to a careless observer, that it is the sap

that is sought. I have seen them eat small pieces of the

cambium layer, but I think they did so because the soft

bark was soaked with sweet sap.

The three hummingbirds made that little sunny glade in

the forest as lively as a Mexican fandango. The two
males were jealous of each other, and both birds seemed
desperately in love with the demure maid. She attended

strictly to business by drinking from the sap buckets

left unguarded by the red squirrel. The male hummers
spent most of- the time dancing in the air. They took

turns in madly pursuing each other; the pursued never

turned tail, but flew backward with a swiftness that was
n-.arvelous. The buzzing of their wings and their shrill

cries furnished the music for the wild dance.

The hummingbirds drink from the drills while poised

in the air, but often alight and cling- to the bark while

drinking, the wings closed and silent.

Flies and hornets were in evidence, crawling on the

bark of the maples or flying around the drills. A hornet

stung the squirrel on the ear. When I left the latter was
shaking his head and telling the hornets what he thought

of them.
When I returned to the cabin, I found a pair of cat-

birds in trouble. They nested in a dense mass of shrub-

bery about eighty feet from the door yard. The male
catbird met me some distance from the nest, and by his

excited cries I knew that some bird enemy was near at

hand. When I came in sight of the nest I discovered the

trouble. A black snake was making his way through the

bushes toward the nest, and the mother bird was waging
a fierce but fruitless battle.

I killed the snake, which was over five feet in length.

The nest contained four eggs. For the time being they

v/ere safe.

In due time the nest contained four baby catbirds. One
moonlight night, about 10 o'clock, there was a great out-

cry from the old catbirds. I had gone to bed, in my ham-
.mock, in the open air with but a roof over me to keep

off the rain, so I could hear the birds and knew that they

v/ere fighting to save their little ones. Before I could go
to the rescue one of the catbirds flew to the bushes within -

three feet of my head, and franticly called to me for help.

When I came in sight of the nest I saw a snake drop to

the ground. One of the young catbirds was missing. A
hurried search beneath the bushes in the dim light was
unsuccessful. The snake had silently and swiftly disap-

peared with his victim.
^

The old catbirds were pets of mine of several years

standing, and the tragic fate of the baby bird caused me
to try to save the other three. I removed the nest and

placed it in a covered box in the cabin. The catbirds

followed me to the cabin door, but made no protest. The

next morning before sunrise the birds awoke me by their

cries. While I was dressing they spent the time flying

to and fro, from cabin to hammock, calling to me to

hurry up and bring out their babies. Both birds had in-

sects in their bills. I did not take the nest to the old spot,

but instead placed it in a clump of bushes near the cabin.

When I had secured the nest the old birds gave the three

babies their breakfast. This programme was followed

day after day, until the young birds Avere old enough

to fly-
. . \ •

About two hundred visitors one Sunday inspected the

nest and the old birds did not make a protest or show

fear. They knew that 1 would protect thea- little ones.

A clear case of bird intelligence.

The Aurora Borealif.

Pale, pyrrhic pyres prismatic purple pour-

Quiescent, quivering, quickly, quaintly, queer,

Rich, rosy, regal rays resplendent rear;

Strange shooting streamers,, streaking starry skies

Trail thdr triumphant tresses—trembling ties.

As to Bluebird?

To begin with, T have a garden. True; it is only a

little one, a pocket edition, so to speak. Thirty feet by

30 feet isn't a Western wheat ranch, exactly, so I have

no room to spare for weeds. Nevertheless, as a suburb-

anite, two hours' work per diem before 7 M. and

good feeding makes that plot produce all my vegetables

except potatoes and corn; and you should just see the

long rows of canned tomatoes and Bartlett pears in their

jars in our storeroom! But that's madarrie's affair, not

mine.
To keep out various neighborly dogs, cats and the baby,

a two-foot wire netting surrounds the place on three

sides, the fourth (the rear) being a raspberry hedge,

which, by the way, gives me a couple of quarts for break-

fast each day during the season. N. B.—I don't eat them
all myself!

Well, it occurred to me that a residential family of bug-

catchers would be a desideratum, two other small gardens

backing up on mine; so I looked over the woodpile and

took thought. Presently an empty starch box Avith a

sliding cover shot itself into view, as inanimate things

will do sometimes. The very thing! A square hole

sawn for a door, now, the box turned upside down and
the sUde drawn half-way out for a piazza, and the hole

thus left covered with a bottom board fitted in—what
more could a bug-catcher ask for, save bugs? Then for

the mount, here's a nine-foot piece of gaspipe with a

union on the end and screw holes in It all ready to screw

on that bottom board. So said, so done. Then, for

housewarming, a handful of loose, soft string and another

of oats is dropped inside, and the pole erected in the

raspberry hedge, a cat-proof sanctuary high in air. In

eight hours the advertisement was answered!

The way that pair of bluebirds carried straw was a

caution. Perhaps they were late in their work, but now
they were at it they certainly lost no time, and in an
astonishingly short time they evidently had completed

the hatching business. Meantime, the winds of heaven

fell upon that house, the sun likewise, and rain tried its

hand as well—a nice, wet hand without gloves; and the

wood of the box swelled with indignation and^ then

shrank away, leaving the nailheads sticking out in the

air like the bankswallows' holes after the flood came
down (I'm not responsible for the scientific accuracy of

that statement!). Then, half the bottom of that house,

the newer half, fell off!

Out I went in the rain and finding that the aperture

seemed bridged over with the straw of the nest, I mounted
a stepladder and laced on a piece of zinc, with wire, as

an extemporized bottom. By this time, with straws

bursting out of every crack and corner and .an ancient,

weatherbeaten color, it would pass muster as the veriest

antique in the county. No fat old barn could hold a

candle to it, and it jarred on Madame's nerves artistic.

But the bluebirds kept on birding just the same, till, in-

stead of two there were five. Then it was curious to

note the different ways the parent birds approached the

nest. The male came bluffly from one side and lit boldly

on the piazza. The female invariably made a circuit be-

hind the pear tree till in a direct line with the door, th.en

made a miraculous dive through the branches and was
in the doorway like a shot. As a home market bird

neither came up to contract. They sought their worms
from a distance, and it was not till the young ones were

able to fly down did one of them pay more than casual

attention to the storeroom at their threshold.

Vacation came, and we went away about that business.

Two weeks later, on retiirning, that weatherbeaten box
was found to have slipped off backward and hung with its

nose pointed to the zenith most desertedly, and I took it

down and partly dismantled it; when, lo! there were two

fat young bluebirds in it, half fledged. Back I hustled

the pieces into shape, and once more set it up in hori-

zontal fashion, more disreputable, if anything, than ever

as to looks, and noted that the old birds meanwhile had

returned from foraging and sat, each with a worm in

beak, in absolute silence, on neighboring treetops. In

a minute or two they made for the nest and resumed

business at the old' stand, as though nothing had hap-

pened. Once again, later, I started to take down that

box, and going out found seven bluebirds having an "old

home week" in and around it; and now I want to know
if I've got to keep it up there all winter! It isn't a credit

to my architecture.
j p T

4 Park Street, Boston.

Habits of the Red Sqttirfel.

Richmond, Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In this

week's issue, that of Sept. 27, I notice an article on the

red squirrel by S. C. S. T., of Toronto, Canada, in which

he inquires whether or riot squirrels drink.

Squirrels do drink. They lap the water up very much
as does a cat, assuming very much the same position if

the water is on a level with the body. As your readers

are doubtless aware, there are a large number of tame

gray squirrels in the parks of this city, protected and fed

by the city. They are very tame and will take nuts out of

the hand, and I have had them go into my pockets after

them. Last Sunday my wife and I walked through

Capitol Square after a rain, and one big fellow came down
the walk with us till he came to an iron cover of some

kind. The upper surface was divided into squares and

these were full of rain water. He stopped there and

drank. We were within four feet of him, and I could dis-

tinctly see his httle tongue lapping the water up and the

muscular contractions- of his throat as he swallowed.

I -have tried several -times to get photos of them, but

failed each time except one. The noise of the shutter

startles them and the plate only shows a whirl of some-

thing. In one case I got a good picture, but the squirrel

was shedding his coat and the tail was very ragged. I had

one sit in my lap one day and eat peanuts out of a bag.

Another came along and started to climb up my leg, when
the first one gave as fine an illustration of concentrated

rage as could be wished for. I could feel him tremble all

over.

One thing I have noticed, they never bark. Is the bark

a note of alarm or what is it intended for?
RoBT, Burgess,
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The Eastefn Hemlock.

PAPKR of very great interest and value to students of
jstry and lumbermen has just been issued by the
•eau of Forestry of the U. S. Department of Agricul-

In it Mr. Edw. T. Allen. Field Assistant of the
•eau of Forestry, takes up the western hemlock and
s the results of two seasons' study among the fov-
of this tree. His purpose is to show that the west-
hemlock is far superior to the eastern tree, that un-
favorable conditions the tree produces abundantly
grows rapidli', and that the prejudice which exists

inst this wood is based upon the knowledge of the
ern tree alone.

ecause of its lack of marketability, the western hem-
's almost neglected among the woods of the North-
Mr. Allen points out that this is a great mistake,

the cutting of trees that are more desired exposes
hemlocks to destruction by fire, wind and insects, so
they are a complete loss to the owner and to the

munity. In many respects, the wood of this tree is

. It has been adapted to many purposes, of which
laps the most important is the manufacture of boxes,
it is also used in building and finishing houses, and
ther ways.

Allen takes up the distribution, habit and enemies
tie trees; its wood, various manufacturing problems,
jering, the yields of various growths and the utiliza-
of the bark. The pamphlet, which contains many
trations, is beautifully gotten up.

'^wr^ ^nd §uth—^—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertisethem m Forest and Strkaic.

Woods Spfingfs*

Sullivan county, New York, not long ago, an old
w told me something in relation to springs which I
never heard before, although it may be as old as the

It was along a pretty trout brook that he told me
e to find a certain spring of fine water, but he added
it might not be in very good condition, as he had
(isited it to clean it out since last spring. He cau-
d me to take the water just as it was, however, as
ning a spring in dog days always spoils it.'' Now, it

d seem that this is a mistaken fancy, and that clear-
iway all the natural refuse that collects in a spring
d purify the water and rid it of any microbes that
in it. At any rate, this is something I have always
on taking water from a neglected spring in the

_s. Nothing could seem purer than the clear water
forms m the little cavity one has cleared of all sticks
decayed vegetable matter, which suggests malaria
s, to say the least.

every scrap of woods lore is treasured up fondly by
^ny information that readers can give on this subject
se greatly appreciated by Perry D. Frazer.

The Mttskfat in an Unique Role,

^.NK Berry, an old-time angler of Bohemian pro-
les, states that he was at one time acting the "genial
ace" over a hostelry in a western New York village,
ain from the cellar under the hotel connected with
niature lake some 200 yards distance. About 500
ds of winter squashes were stored in the cellar, and
the wmter was yet young the .thrifty cook con-

i the idea of making a squash pie, but upon sampling
licculent vegetables it was found that each member
e collection had been punctured from its neither
:e and the contents as cleanly removed as meat
a shin bone in care of the family dog.
IS disclosure served as the incentive to setting a trap
le mysterious burglars, with the result that several
rats were caught during the next few days, and a
ecord of gastronomic achievements established for
It-tailed family of fur growers.

M. Chill.

1 many a succulent herb here and there you will
i little accumulations of white froth, and, if you
iway the froth, you will find a humble greenish' in-
tiside. On that spot where you find it, it has spent
i days, seeing nothing but dimly through a foggy
of its own creation, and never unhappy until now,
you have let in the clear light

, of day upon it!

ng type of the mental state of some people!"

Death of .Rufws C Allen.
^

Rufus C. Allen, of Brooklyn, to whose veteran
f forest sport and successful pursuit of it, allusion
nade during the summer, passed over the river,
9, at his summer home in the Adifondacks. aged
irs, Mr. Allen was a native of Vermont, where
ed till about twenty years ago, filling many un-
t offices in church and State, because the people
'We want a man whom we can trust."
city life of later years only widened the circle, of

lends and influence. He maintained his zest of
._d mterest in church and public affairs constantly,m private life—as was said by one who knew him
to know him was to love him." A memorial

i was held at his late residence in Brooklyn on
lay last and was very largely attended by friends
Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Montclair, New
and Brooklyn.

Death of Charles Bates.

NAW Mich., Sept. 22.—Yesterday I attended the
01 Charles H. Bates, who has been steward of

re Marquette Fishing Club at Wingleton since its
tation. All the members of the club will miss
^ery much. His death occurred here in Saginaw at
rrs Hospital last week, and his remains were taken
Morns, his old home, by special train yesterday,

r. The members of the club acted as pallbearers.
W. B, Mershon.

Pacific Coast Items.

No other State affords more continuous seasons of sport
than one has in California, where he may begin trout on
April I, to follow through the summer with the doves or
the more ambitious deer, then continue through fall and
winter with the quail or duck till Feb. i. As band-
tail pigeons are protected by law, and many of them remain
ni the valley till late March, the interval between quail
and trout can be agreeably spent. Very young cotton-
tails—did you ever eat them ?—may be shot in great num-
t ^he month of June, and while the hunter

With his friends devours dainty stews made of rabbit
meat, he may feel that taking such game is doing the
rancher a favor. Many a sunrise or sunset of early sum-
irer discovered your scribe in the sage brush with sack
filled. Often he saw jackrabbits, which have become a
pest in the Ojai, ambling up corn rows or near other
green forage, but always at too long a range for small
snot, a;nd to his eyes they were as large as mules. Their
ears had peculiar immensity.
The season for trout proved to be imusually productive.

Even the nearest streams for awhile gave fair returns.
About every local enthusiast tried his luck. Four boys
who crossed the first mountain and fished the Sespe early
in the campaign, brought home ninety fish, at least a third
of them large ones. Despite the hundreds of summer
campers, the mountain brooks keld out well. While on
a trip only for scenery early in the summer, your cor-
respondent saw quite a number of trout in a well-fighed
stream, and as he is seldom without fish hooks of some
ciescription, a few of these beauties were taken with rude
tackle. As late as September, from a stream that had
been fished scores of times, if not hundreds, he took from
a single pool twelve ten-inch trout, which is nearly the
hmit for size. In such crystal water the action of every
catch was observable..

Shortly after arriving "in the Ojai Valley three years
ago, persuaded by the glowing descriptions of their famous
gorge by residents, we visit-ed this Matilija Canon, down
which the stream flows, and though the rough rock work
T« J

""^ Pi'oved sublime, yet the grimness of slope or
ciitl due to years of fire, oppressed with a sense of ex-
treme desolation. The ranger service had just taken the
reserve m charge then. You should see that gorge nowA wagon road leads up it for miles. At times this follows
the creek bed, at others it assumes dizzy heights along
the mountain wall. Extreme elevations give -fine views
up or down the cafion. As one drives along, coquetting
with stream and hill, he obtains a fine view of nature
CiOthed now everywhere with luxuriant chaparrel. It is a
pretty ride. The broiling trout course shouts up to
Heights only of a grand improvement in all things
Forest Supervisor Willis M. Slosson, of the Pine Moun-

tain and Zaca Lake Reserve, our reserve, has been kept
busy since deer season opened with issuing rifle permit^
and up to date has made out between three and four
hundred of these privileges. Each holder becomes a
deputy for the reserve, and must not only take every
precaution m regard to his own camp-fire, but he must
extinguish camp-fires abandoned by others or must fio-ht
li.rge fires. All of his conduct while he is in the moun-
tain must be exemplary. As this is the close season for
aJI small game to be found in the mountain, the shotgun
Which all rangers look upon as pestiferous, has been en-
tirely excluded. Even the intelligent, just as with the
game law m regard to does, may be educated into better
observances through the new ordinance.

v^^^\°^ ^^'^^^^ mountain cafions these days will
likely bring one into contact with returning hunters, their
wagons heavily freighted with venison, horns in the velvet
conspicuously placed about every load, and, just as is
aiways the case when large game has been secured, the
members of such parties gracious or exceedingly supercili-
ous. Deer have been plentiful. A Spaniard familiar with
the mountain told me that jtist before the season opened'
he saw twenty m one herd. Fifteen-year-old hunters on
more than one occasion have returned to town from
brief trips with several deer to their credit. A rancher
shot a large buck in his orchard three-quarters of a mile
from town probably one of the large patriarchs that
have been btidding on fruit every spring near the first
loothill, and leaving interesting trails for me to decipher.
Neighbor is watching for another pot-shot in his back
yard.
Deer have been chiefly for the strong who could rough

It in the mountains; doves have been the solace for those
to whom either extreme youth or age permitted but short
step and the valleys. Anchises and grandson Ascanius,
however, had a nimble trigger hand that first day. and
though they had but diminutive game, the volume of
sound was excellent, while the air just reeked with the
lumes of burnt powder. Though the majority of this
unambitious coterie depended upon the ground or tree
tops and a sneak for sport, there were those abroad who
considered themselves good wing shots, and yet who
iound It diflicult to stop flying birds that had served as
target lor many accelerating loads of ammunition.
_

there are a few varieties of game common elsewhere

i?ru-,
^^^^^ t,^ seldom met with this far south

While trout fishing the other day, your correspondent
saw m the creek timber his first California .tree squirrel,
a large dark-furred creature, and during the same trip
he discovered wood duck feathers on the margin of a
pool. Hearsay has it that there are grouse on Pine
Mouiitain, and at other near points where pine growth
affords suitable habitat. Years ago an unsatisfactory at-
tempt was made- to introduce English pheasants into the
valley as game birds. The Chihuahua or Mexican
pheasant, which does well in a dry country and roosts in
trees, might thrive in the local covers. But the swift
flying valley quail are already here, one of . the finest
game varieties that ever flushed, and intelligent care
would increase -their number greatly, why experiment with
uncertain creatures?
This class of game has had such dense growth to con-

ceal in the present season that even dose observation can-
not estimate how large the coveys are in number. Weather
JUid forage have been excellent for propagation. Many
tull-grown youngsters were noticed as early as the first
week in July, and many old birds still mated near the
end ot August. Surrounding counties report the coveys
as being too abundant. Ranchers in the northern part of
^anta Barbara county threaten to begin shooting that
they may save crops still' in the field.

i he sa t-water fishing along the southern coast arid
near Catalma, ever since the purse-netters withdrew from
such waters, has been phenomenal even for the summer
season, and near y every day catches are made of large
fish, especially of yellowtail and jewfish, infrequently oflarge tuna. j

T<;i?nH"Th
^

""^f-^
^"''^^^^ near Catalina

island, the participants caught with hook and line moretnan 400 albicore, at least 10,000 pounds of fish, but as
the nieat is worthless. Justice Allen afterward charac-
terized the tournament as wanton slaughter which should
be prohibited by law. Fishermen and boatmen contended
that albicore were useless except as food for other fish,and that they served this purpose after being caught. The
ethics of sport have been observed here as elsewhere only
in a vague manner Perhaps a goat hunt taken next dayby fourteen boys of the Naval Reserve, who accomplished
twenty-eight kills was not accurately in line with the ideal
conception upheld by a large number of other hunters,
tliough all the meat was afterward consumed in camp ' Alair judgment would demand exact knowledge of local
conditions. ^ "

.ii^/lf"^?.*^^!?^'"^'
^^^^^^^ '«^°rts, mountains, indeed

all the attractive spots to recuperate at, have been wellpationized this summer, and the season in the mountainshas been delightfully cool tor hunting, the fishing in sal?water extxemely fine, yet there has been a lack of itemscome to hand worthy of noting. One hears of it wkh
1 egret whenever any of our delightful old pioneers as-sumes the lost trai into eternity. The latest addidon to

.^7" ntimber has been L. P. Redwine, who died nthe early part of the summer, the man to whom Jefferson

?Z%^' Secretary of State under Pierce, consigned aheld of camels, to^be used for packing across the Colorado
acsert trom Los Angeles to army posts in Arizona. These
creatures, though they served their purpose admirably be-cause of their uncouth appearance stampeded army stockand were shot by soldiers at every opportunitj, untilonly a small remnant of the original herd was left; which
after being turned loose on the deserts of Arizona bvour Government, existed near the Mexican border untilwithm a few years, despite pursuit by hunters. The old

cXfdo fesSt " °" ^" ''^

Your correspondent has just heard that the BanningCompany which owns Catalma Island, will allow no mor?goat hunting there, as unscrupulous hunters have been
<lestToying sheep also, a tour of the back canons a shortwhile ago revealing many of the latter shot in merev/antonness. To insure against future loss of this kind^e company will exterminate the goats and adopt othe;means that will discourage pursuit of game with the rifleSheep over there, from being. stampeded often, have be-come so wild that fences do not restrain them, and sheS--ing has become nearly impossible. The unprincipledminter, here as m the East, by his conduct robs the tSersportsman of many a privilege. H R Steigfr

Across New Brunswick on Snow-
shoes.—III.

la the Game Coantry.
It is nearly always the case in New Brunswick that avery heavy snowfall is followed by still and cold weather.We tound the thermometer hovering around the zeropo nt on Saturday, Dec. 7, and a cutting wind rendered 1

v/alk across the lake rather an unpleasant experience Thesnowshoe straps needed to be carefully watched lest the
toes should become too cold, and even with this danger
present in mind, Adam on this day managed to freeze

trouble"
'^^'''^ ^^^^ ^'"^ considerable

Adam and I made a hunt back into the rough country
where we had jumped the cow and calf on the day before
taking up their trail with the intention of following it
until, perchance, it led us to something better. Of courseany moose hunter knows that it is useless to follow amoose on the same day that it is jumped. I had plenty of
proof of this as we wo'rked along back into the hill coun-
try, following the trail which old mother moose had made
the day before. In three different places we saw where
she had stopped with her offspring and looked back down
the trail to see if anything was following. In each case
this pause was made behind a screen or clump of thick
trees, which would have prevented us from seeing the
moose, but which would enable the moose to look back
over a long stretch of open country. This little stratagem
was repeated with such nicety that we received a very
good impression of the moose's ability to take care of
itself.

After following this trail- about three miles, we found
it crossed by another trail of two moose. As we had
sent John out this same morning to see if he could locate
some moose for us, we felt pretty sure that, from the
direction which this trail took, John had also put up game'We did not, however, discover any horn sign in connec-
tion with this trail, and reasoned out, as was later verified
that John himself had put up a couple of cows We
were having all kinds of bad luck in jumping cows When
we returned to camp that night John told us that he had
been within easy shooting distance of these moose when
he jumped_them, but that they were both cows
We did 'something like fifteen miles on this day and

as we came back over our former snowshoe trail we
found, as we had on the day before, that the caribou' had
again cut our trail all to pieces. They had been out on
the lake agam also, and indeed had all the country around
the lake shore tramped up. Charlie saw several caribou
on this day, although none of these had horns. We had
now seen sign of something like fifty or sixty caribou at
least, probably two or three times that number, but the
heavy country and the dense snowfall which covered the
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forest with a heavy cloak of white Tendered it impossible
for us to come face to face with atiy of these ghost-like
wanderers of the woods. Jack the Silent proved himself
able to get one when needed for meat, however, since
when sent out after a caribou he came hack before even-
ing with the quiet remark that he had killed one about
three or four miles out from camp.

Moving Camp.

Sunday, Dec. 8. we made a day of rest. It is contrary
to the law to himt on Simday in New Brunswick, even
had we cared to do so. We fixed tip our frozen feet,

mended a sled or two, got in some meat from Jack's cari-

-bou, and in general made ready for an early start over to

the Bathurst camp. Adam was thoroughlA^ angered at this

conduct of the moose, which he declared were behavmg
in a most unprincipled manner. He figured out that the
bulls must be further back in the hill counti-y, which was
hard to reach if we had to return to camp on the .same

day. "We'll try it over at Bathurst camp," said he, "and
see what we can do over in there."

The Bathurst camp is the second in importance of the

Moore camps, of which there are six or eight in all. It

is situated just across the height of land which separates

the Tobique waters from the Nipisiguit waters, the latter

flowing toward the eastward, whereas the Tobique waters
flow westward.
On Monday Adam and I made a short caribou hunt in

snowshoeing, which was simply awful, but did not get

up with anything, as the big herds seemed to have moved
up into the hill country further by this time.

On Tuesday morning, when we started for our move,
we packed up three toboggans with our belongings, which
included some supplies which we needed for our stay at

the other camp, I started out ahead of the party and
crossed the "carry," or three-mile portage between the

Nictor and Bathurst chains, an easy trail which involves

only two or three short and easy climbs. I found again

that the caribou were on the war path. John had reported

them all over this trail when he went out after his caribou

meat, and I found many fresh trails. They had crossed

the snowshoe trail in seven different places in a space of

less than a mile. Possibly there were twenty or thirty

head of them in all, which were enjoying this promenade
along the snowshoe trail. I learned then that so far

from being afraid of human sign, the caribou simply

exults in a snowshoe trail. He is a very good snowshoer

himself, but not in the least averse to falling into the

beaten track made.by his bitterest enemy, man.
When we came out upon the pretty little expanse of the

Bathurst Lake, we found that the caribou had been here

also, and their tracks were visible in many places on the

wide white expanse.

The snow was again wet and very heavy, so that tobog-

gan traveling was a serious matter. I tried my hand at

pulling one of these iqnocent looking sleds, and found it

required about four times the muscular exertion I had

supposed it would from seeing the ease with which my
companions snaked them along.

Bathurst camp I found to be a double house, rather

smaller than Nictor camp, but very comfortable. There

was a stove in each of the houses, but we lived in the

smaller camp, and did not take the trouble to warm up the

larger room excepting at meal times, or when we wanted

better elbow room while mending toboggans or the like.

The camp itself was admirably located and comfortable

to a degree. This is a favorite trout fishing locality, and

I presume that there is no better trout fishing stream in

New Brunswick than the Nipisiguit River, which heads

within a gunshot of this Bathurst camp. The Nipisiguit

trout fishing is leased by George Armstrong, who pays

$50 a year for it. Moore and Cremin take over half this

lease, thus arranging for the fishing of all their friends

and customers who come in with them.

Bad Weather.

It could not be said that the weather had thus far been

very propitious, for we had had hardly one decent day's

hunting when the going was in the least practicable. Sleet

fell all day Tuesday, followed by a pouring ram at night.

The shoeing was very bad, and although we hoped for

a freeze, we knew that a freeze meant crust, that a crust

meant noise, and that noise meant no moose. I found

this country one of great humidity, with much precipita-

tion and a great deal of fog. The view about us was

•wild and bleak, the tops of the forbidding ridges lost

much of the time in fog. T was told that this sort of

weather is most unusual, and that ordmarily a quiet and

fairly dry cold may be anticipated. Later we were told

that this December never had its like in all the history of

the Province for wretched weather.

On the morning of the iith we found that the sleet had

been covered by deep wet snow, and the crust, though

damp, was still noisy. The snowshoeing was simply

awful, ice forming under the feet continiially. None the

]e«s Adam and I went out on a sort of forlorn hope that

Avr- might get my caribou. We found a fresh trail at the

edge of the lake, and followed it into the thickets. We
were never more than an hour behind our game, and this

time we thought we were going to get our shot, for the

caribou were evidently feeding and the weather condi-

tions were not absolutely impossible after all. Indeed, we

got within fifty or sixty yards of o«r game, but a beastly

little calf which happened to be nearest to us gave the

alarm to the rest of the bunch, and all we saw was a

distant white tail at which no sportsman would have

risked a shot.
1 1

After that we went on up into a httle barren where the

caribou sometimes feed, but drew a blank. Bethinking

ourselves of our snowshoe trail of the day before, we

went back over the "carry" trail. The rascally beasts had

been all over it, subsequent to our crossing there on the

previous day. We walked over half-way to the Nictor

Lake. When we came back, we found four more fresh

tracks directly in the snowshoe trail, and made since we

had passed. This time again we came very near to get-

tmg a shot, for we had jumped these caribou through an

unlucky shift in the wind when we were within less than

100 yards of them. As it happened, they were just out of

view and, of course, when they had once reached the

thick cover it was all over. So we went back home again,

having been once more with game 'all around us, and no

chance of getting a shot.

By this time Adam was getting a bit discouraged with
the way luck was running against tls. I pointed out to
him that we would probably have no luck at all, since

1 had been so unfortunate as to lose my mascot, the quart
tin cup which I wore through the Yellowstone Park in

the winter time many years ago, and which I purchased
of Uncle Sam at Fort Yellowstone. We searched for this

latter, but could never find it, and I presume that some
generations hence some scientist will pick it up and figure
out how long it was that the Yankees invaded Blue Nose
Land. The cup had a big "U. S." stamped on the handle,
'and had been fastened to my belt on many a hunt by
means of a homely and ultimately treacherous piece of
knotted coffee sack,

"You stay at the camp for a day or sd now," said Adam
to me, "and I'll take Jack and we'll go up into the liills

toward Silver Brook, and see if we can't locate a moos£.
If we see anything worth while, we'll be that much ahead,
and if we don't, why then it will be only Jack and me
who will have the tired feeling."

This plan was carried out, and it was agreed that Jack
and Adam should sleep out that night in one of their

outlying camps, which they called the Klondike camp,
situated far up in one of the roughest portions of the
Province, near the east branch of what is known as the
Silver Brook. They took one blanket and some supplies
with them in their packs, and got an early start.

More Caribou.

Meantime Charlie and I made another effort to secure
that caribou. Again we found fresh tracks all over our
yesterday's trail, but nothing showed on the ice for some
time. At last we saw a cow and calf which were feeding
rapidly along the edge of the lake about three-quarters of

a mile aAvay. These we followed, much of the time in

plain sight, but always taking the precaution to move
when they moved. We could no doubt have killed this

cow had we cared to do so, but the cow had no horns, and
although it is not against the law to kill a cow caribou,

cow moose only being protected, I did not care to kill

a female. Therefore, we did not hurry much in our stalk-

ing of this game, and at last saw the animals disappear
at the edge of the lake. Then all at once we got blood-
thirsty. We concluded that cow caribou would be pretty

good meat, so we took a shot at the disappearing animals,

at a range of about 475 yards, and we made very close

practice of it. Charlie went down to step off the distance

just for curiosity, and meantime I sat down on a log and
enjoyed the beautiful winter morning, which was ideal in

every respect. All at once I heard Charlie's gun behind
me. and looking around saw the identical cow and calf

which had lately disappeared, and which had now, for

some fool caribou reason or other, taken the notion to

come out otl the ice again. The two started straight

across the middle of the lake, a distance of perhaps a

mile. They did not gallop, but struck the caribou trot,

which is the most comical and absurd looking gait any
man ever did witness. Their great hind legs, sticking

up at an impossible angle, at the hock joint, came trailing

along behind them, so that at one time I thought we had
broken a leg of the calf. For, be it known, we again be-

came inconsistently bloodthirsty, and we smoked them up
a few shots just for luck, the range about 900 to 1,000

yards. The absurd ^ait of the creatures set us to laugh-

ing, so we did not try to shoot any more, and thg animals
skirted the far edge of the lake, and presently took to the

woods beyond. Charlie and I then went back to our
snowshoe trail on the "carry." Here we found two
fresh trails, and afterward as we came back we discovered

the trail of a cow and calf caribou, both apparently trot-

ting. We thought these were our friends of the morning,
which had simply made a circle and come back across the

"carry" trail, heading toward the country where we
found them at first. Charlie and I went clear across the

Nictor Lake, but saw nothing on Nictor, and believed that

the caribou of that vicinity had moved back into the

hills.'

Friday fell on the 13th, and oddly enough, on that day
our luck was broken to just a little extent, although not

in my favor, I went out for a solitary caribou hunt.

Nothing showed on the lake this morning, although there

v/ere two fresh trails again on the carry. The crust was
very noisy, and I went along very slowly and carefully

on the old trail, hoping that the crust might have driven

some caribou in to the easier going. Presently as I

stopped to listen, I heard a faint noise on my left and
saw a small caribou, without any horns, just disappear-

ing beyond the edge of the hills. From the noise made
by a man in walking on this crust, I should have expected

a caribou to make ten times as much noise as this one

did. I did not shoot at it, as it was a poor specimen, and
the mark was a bit uncertain. Yet, just a little further

along the trail, as I glanced up I saw two caribou, slipping

along far more silently than I would have believed pos-

sible, and making directly across my trail.

"I've got you this time, my boy," thought I, for I

determined to kill one, even although no horns were
visible. I held low and fine and got the lead just right

as I pulled, although at that time I was obliged to fire

directly through a small evergreen tree which screened

my vicAV. A black mass apparently went down in front

of me, and I was entirely satisfied that I had killed him,

but to my intense surprise I found no caribou when I

got to the spot, but saw two white tails bobbing off a

couple of hundred yards away down the snow-covered

trail! Whether I was more angry or surprised I hardly

know even yet. I found my bullet mark about eighteen

inches above the snow line, and a couple of feet to the

side of the trail, but instead of leaping on across the

trail, both caribou had ducked and dodged into it, after its

Ijetter footing. I learned how much they dreaded the

crust, for these caribou kept to the trail for 500 yards.

I saw where, moose fashion, they had twice turned to

look around- to spy out their pursuer.

There was nothing on Nictor Lake when I went over

to it, and later when I met Charlie on the back track, he

had not seen any caribou, although we picked up four

fresh trails going back. The creatures were like ghosts,

slipping in and out everywhere except where we ourselves

chanced to be.

That night, however, there was a different story to tell.

Adam and Jack came in staggering under heavy loads. I

saw horns sticking out from the comer of one of the

sacks.

The Hoodoo Broken.

"We've killed the hoodoo," said Adam, gleefully. "1

thought that this gang could get a moose when we really
had to have a moose." (Neither Adam nor Charlie had
yet killed his moose for this season.)

It seemed that the moose was a fine young bull, a three-
year-old, and Adam had killed it that morning at about
half-past eight, a very little time after he had left camp.
He trailed it for some distance, and at last saw it in a
little brook, high up toward the top of the ridge, and
about 100 yards away. "I knew when I saw it that it

was my moose," said Adam, "and I concluded to kill it

just to break the hoodoo. It is not a very big head, but
it's a whole lot better than no moose at all. I just took a
good fair sight, and I only had to shoot once with the
.30-40." The moose was shot through the lungs, the ball
breaking one of the spinal processes. Adam said that it

sank down at once and only moved its head two or three
times, being quite dead when he got to it He found then
that he^had left his knife back at the Klondike camp, and
had to walk back to get it. Then he skinned the moose,
hung up the hide in the camp, and he and Jack later
came on down with the head and part of the meat. They
had passed a very wretched night with their one blanket
at the Klondike camp, for the Aveather had come off quite
c(pld, and it was necessary for a fire to be kept up all

night.

Adam had seen any amount of moose sign on his hunt
'

of to-day and yesterday, and in the same neighborhood
where he killed his moose he saw three small bulls, all of
which had been lying down in the open water.
Jack had hunted in a different direction from that taken

by his father, and it was a very satisfactory report indeed
which he brought back with him. He had located a
inoose yard and had seen unmistakable sign of one or
more bulls. He said that when he got into the edge of
the yard he came back, and did not believe that any of the
game had scented him, so that there would be a fair
chance of finding a moose, and a bull moose, too, in that
neighborhood on the following day. All of which raised
our spirits very much indeed, for time was slipping away
very rapidly now, and since we had started out to kill,

my moose, we rather wanted to do it.
|

Moose Shank Moccasins.

Adam and Jack -brought in a splendid fox skin, it ap-
pearing that this fox had gotten into an old bear trap
which had been left set at the Klondike catnp the fall pre-
vious. The fur was beautiful. We were now getting
quite a bunch of fur in camp, to say nothing of our cari-
bou trophies and these recent spoils of the little bull
moose. Adam brought down the shanks of the moose,
and although he thought they would be a little small for
his own feet, advised me to make a pair of shank moc-
casins out of them. Charlie, ever ready, sewed up the
small ends of the shanks with stout thread, made a mix-
ture of saltpetre, alum and water, filled up the shanks
with the liquid and hung them up to tan for twenty-four
hours. As a result, I got a very practical pair of rough-
and-ready moccasins, such as are very higlily prized by
the genuine woodsmen of the snowshoe country. A
moose shank well tanned can hardly be worn out The
snow does not stick to it at all, and it is very warm and
absolutely water proof. It seems devised by nature for
the_ natural foot covering oi man, even for the bump
v/hich comes right where a man's ankle bone strikes the
side of the shoe. This'bump on the hock joint is biggest
in the deer, next in size on the caribou and smallest on the
moose. Charlie pointed out also that the deer had the
longest tail, the caribou the next longest and the moose
the shortest.

"It's funny how these things run, sort of in grades, in
all kinds of animals," said he. "Now, here you have the
v/easel, and next to that comes the sable, and then the
fisher, and then the wolverine, and next the bear. If you
learn the habits of all these you will find that each one
has habits something like the one just above him and just
below him in the scale. Ain't that funny?"

More Cariboo.

As to caribou, Jack saw four caribou within ten yards
of him this morning, and he says he could have caught
one had they not taken their back track. The crust was
now bothering the caribou very much, and we could hav.e
made a very successful crust hunt on that day if we
had cared to do so. The caribou had made a regular
road on the ridge up to the Klondike^ country from which
Adam and Jack had just come. There were literally scores
cf them all about, and how we kept from blundering upon
them was hard to understand. I certainly was never in
any country in all my life where there was so great a
number of game animals so close about. Had this been
in the Rocky Mountain country, our hunt would have
been oyer before the end of the second day, for in the
open ridges which mark most parts of the Rocky Moun-
tain hunting region- there are always chances to see game
once in a while. The thick forests of New Brunswick are
a great protective agency. We talked moose that night
and Adam pointed out dozens of places close about, each
of which had some moose story connected with it.

A Diving Moose.

"I suppose you do not believe that a moose will actu-
ally dive?" said he to me. "That proposition is some-
times disputed by the authorities, but the authorities don't'

always know. Now, I saw a inoose dive on Upsilquitch
Lake last year, and it not onlj' went altogether under the

water, but it stayed under the vvater for fully a minute at

a time. It would stay down underneath the surface unlrii

the water was very still, so that you would not know
that anything was under it at all. I saw sometliing shiri-|

ing white in the sun above the surface of the water, and
at last we saw it was a moose feeding, and then we saw
close at hand this moose, which was diving for its feed.

A moose is a great creature to get into the water. They
v/ade all over little Nictor Lake, which is fully four feet'

deep in places. Of course it is not unusual for a moose
to stick its head under water, but this is the first time I

ever saw one go completely under and entirely out of

sight."

We felt pretty good this night, Friday, the 13th, m
spite of the bad weather we had been having, and which
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threatened to continue. We believed that we had the
hoodoo broken. Our next hunt was to be near the yard
which Jack had located about four miles up in the rough
mountain region, the roughest country which we had yet
encountered, and the roughest section of all the Province
oi New Brunswick.
"We'll get that bull to-morrow," said Adam, "or if we

don't, we'll sure set him a-runniug,"
E. Hough.

Haetpord Building, Chicago, 111.

Oklahoma's Energetic Warden.
^ Cottonwood Falls, Kan., Sept. 20.—Editor Forest and
Stream: This report, taken from the Wichita Beacon,
nay give you an idea of the way the new countries of
he Southwest protect their game.

W. F. RiGHTMIRE,

El Reno, O. T., Sept 13.—The appointment by Gov-
ernor Ferguson of J. A. Gould, of El Reno, to be tcfri-
orial game warden is of interest to every person familiar
«th Gould's record as deputy warden in Canadian Coun-
y, and desirous that the wholesale slaughter and exter-
runation of game in Oklahoma should be brought to an
na. No State has more prescriptive gahie laws than
Jklahoma, and a g-ame warden who will do his duty
las every recourse in law to sustain him. Gould is a
over of sport, and was recommended for appointment
ly the EI Reno Gun Club and other persons who deplore
he destruction of game by pot hunters. Last fall and
/mter Gould did excellent work at El Reno in the seiz-
re of game and the prosecution of the game law. No
lan's soeial or official position has terrors for Gould,
le entered the private car of one of the most prominent
fficials of the Rock Island. Railroad Companv and
onfiscated dozens of (luail and prairie chickens that had
een killed in souhtwestern Oklahoma and were being
arried to Kansas. The pot hunters who raided the
rairie chicken country in Roger Mills, Greer, Custer
nd Day cottntics lost thousands of pounds of game in
'izures at El Reno.
Several counties, notablv Noble, Kingfisher, Blairte,
!anadian and Oklahoma, have deputy wardens as 2eal-
us as Gould, and they will be Of great assistance to him
1 protecting Oklahoma game. El Reno is a desirable
ace for the home of the territorial game warden, as
lost of the game killed in southwestern Oklahoma for
utside markets is 'shipped by way of El Reno. It is re-
orted that large numbers of deer are being killed in the
ew country and offered for sale at meat markets in
le local towns, It is unlawful at anv time to kill deer in
Oklahoma.
The open season for game is as follows: Prairie chick-
is and wild turkeys', Sept. i to Jan. 1 ;

quail, Oct. 15 to
eb. I

; plover and doves, Aug. 1 to Dec. 31. Possession,
f game out of season is sufficient evidence for proSeeu-
on, regardless of who killed it. Tb escape punishment
Uiust be shown by the person who Actually killed the

auie that It was killed outside of the territory and that
le laws of the State in wh ch it was killed were not
lolated. Game may be sold in season for local Con-
miption. To ship game to outside markets is strictly
jrbidden at all times, and is punishable by .confiscation
the game and a fine of not less than $25 nor more

lan $100 and costs of suit and jail punishment until
le fine and costs are paid.
Railroad or express companies, or their agents for
ansporting game to points outside of Oklahoma, may
: fined m the sum of $200, together with all costs of
le suit, to be recovered in a civil action and collected
Don execution as in civil cases. For shipping live
rds, other than a single pair at one time for scientific
irposes, common carriers or their agents are subject
• a fine of from $50 to $500, with costs of suit. The
imc warden or his deputies, should they suspect that
mie is bemg shipped unlawfully, are authorized to enter
:press cars at any place in Oklahoma and break open
id mspect packages which they believe contain contra-
nd game. The game law is equally severe for the
otection of fish.

A Dakota Chicken Shoot.
Sast Wareham, Mass.. Sept. 2^.—Editor Forest and Stream:
felve years ago I was one of a party of .duck hunters on tlie
squally liiver in Washington. We were sitting about the stove
the cabin of our cruising yacht McLaren, when one of our

rty told us a laughable story about a chicken shoot he and
•ee friends had in Dakota, As nearly as I can recall it, he said:

We Started out two days before the opening, intending
drive about forty miles. Our rig consisted of a

•ong, light, double-seated wagon, drawn by two of the
Jghest and fleetest-footed broncos in town. We carried
duffle other than guns and cartridges, it being our

rention to p.ut up at a farmer's house.
Our road was the prairie, and our course as straight as
? nature of the ground would permit. The going was
od and we could trot the horses most of the time, but
Dve slowly when our two dogs were out, as we did not
sh them to become footsore.
After driving about twenty-five miles we put up for the
rht. The next day we continued on our way, and, as
; had but fifteen miles to go, noon found us near our
stination. We began to look around for birds and a
ica to put up. The farms Avcre large and houses far
art. We drove along toward some buildings and let the
gs range; here is where we made our mistake. The
gs struck a trail and worked toward a cornfield. We
»pped the team and Ed took a gun, got out and followed
mi. It so happened that this farm belonged to a man
lo had a strong prejudice against gunners, especially
5se from towns.
As Ed with the dogs worked up nearer the buildings,
ank, who knew the owner's peculiar aversion to shoot-
l, said. "That is Anderson's place. I hope Ed won't
Dot. We'll see trouble if the old man is about and us
lows one day ahead of time."
The dogs were in wheat stubble near some standing
rn, Here they came to a point. Ed raised his gun. and
fore we could warn him not to fire, the birds rose and
dropped one. At the same instant we heard a yell

nx\ the corn and saw a boy running toward the house,

all the while screaming as though Indians were after him.
Out from the liarn rushed a man in shirt sleeves. Frank,
who was driving us slowly after Ed, now shouted "Get
those dogs, quick," and suiting his actions to his words,
collared one and bundled him into the wagon, Ed follow-
ing with the other. We divined that something was
about to happen, as a look toward the barn showed us
a man saddling a horse, which he mounted just as we got
turned about. If we did not know what was coming we
soon gathered knowledge on the run. Fortunately for us,
a wire fence separated the fields so that the farmer had
to make quite a detour before he Avas on our track.
We knew that recognition would be followed by a com-

plaint and prosecution for shooting before the chicken
(sharp-tailed grouse) season opened, and that a hot diase
was behind, 'and a hard ride before us. We waited on
nothing and soon- left the trail to put as much of the
wire fence in our pursuer's way as possible. This course
took us near another house, whose inmates, attracted by
our shouts and the racket we made, rushed out to see
the fun. We heard a horn, saw the farmer and his family
gazing in astonishment, his boyS climbing on to a wheat
stack for a better view. We had an advantage in that
our horses were light, wiry runners, while Anderson's
was a heavy worker, but the unevenness of the prairie
kept our wagon, on the jump and bounce as though two
wheels only touched the ground at a time.
Our pursuer came on about a half-mile behind; where

it was fairlv smooth he could not gain a foot; when we
struck gulches atid rough places he pulled on us, as we
had to slack up. What, with dogs and guns, we were too
busy to watch out much, our guns well wrapped up in
the horse blankets, our shell boxes burst and their con-
tents were rolling about underfoot when suddenly we
came Upon a CoUlee, too late to stop or avoid, and over
we went, "hell bent for election," as Ed afterward said.
Luckily nothing broke but the strap that held the tail
board, which dropped down and let most of our cartridges
escape The shock left us breathless, and two hats re-
mained with the shells to cheer the enemy. After this one
of Us stood Up, braced by the others, and looked out for
bad places. We soon came to one where all had to get
out. Frank led the horses, Ed took the back end. Bill and
I a forewheel each, and we got over. Our follower made
time here, and in our haste to board, our seat was pulled
off and left behind. The excitement ran high, and Ed,
who was growing belligerent, wanted to stop and fight.
We could not hear to that, as prosecution would follow in
any event. The pace seemed to tell on our pursuer, who,
abandoning the attempt to overhaul us, now contented
himself with keeping us in view. Taking advantage of
this, we slowed up, to a trot, hoping to kill time enough
to bring our arrival in town after dark. We also bore
off considerably from a direct course, well knowing he
would strike straight for town once he knew for a cer-
tainty where we were heading. We were careful to avoid
buildings, knowing that witnesses would be easy to pro-
cure.

Four heads were an advantage, too, for we could watch
all directions, and, seeing the enemy turn of? toward a
farm we headed the opposite way, for it dawned on us
that he might change horses; and, in fact, that is just
what he did do, but we were so nearly out of sight when
he resumed our trail that the maneuver availed him little.

Three hours had now passed, and we were more than
thirty miles from where our troubles began; ten miles
more and we should be in town. We had ridden between
forty and fifty miles already, and our team was pretty
well played. About this time we struck a slough, which
we took on foot. We got through after a fashion, though
nothing but desperation would attempt it. Here our
pursuer brought up, and guessing our destination left us
and rode directly for town. We watched him off with re-
lief, and began to devise means to outwit him and the
oflicers he might employ. It happened that the horses
belonged to one man and the wagon to another, these
parties being unknown to each other.
We jogged along slowly as the sun declined, and at

dark were on the opposite side of town from where we
should have entered. As we approached we deployed in
skirmish line; at the outermost houses we unharnessed,
stowed everything in the wagon, ran that into a shed!
two mounted the broncos and took separate ways; the
other two took each a dog and footed it quietly for home,
where we all arrived without detection. In the morning
we learned that Anderson had got a constable and both
were on the watch. There was some suspicion and talk,
but nothing ever came of it. A few days later we drove
out and recovered the lost seat and a quantity of shells,
but never saw the hats; we got some birds, too, but did
not go near Anderson's. Walter B. Savary.

Living: it Over Again.
Almost every man has his own idea of the best test

of another man's worth. The old adage runs that to
truly know people one must live with them. Some hold
the view that to read the ins and outs of human character
one must travel with it. Your yachtsman tells vou that
you do not know your friends in their true light until
you have sailed with them under adverse weather condi-
tions; and all of these deductions doubtlessly carry much
weight, but verily the man who holds your love and re-
spect through the vicissitudes of repeated hunting trips
must ring true, for in the sharp pursuit of the elusive
pheasant, day in, day out, through bog, swamp and un-
derbrush; through the tangle of mountain laurels, bull
briers, scrub oaks and fallen trees, the best tempered of
men will be mightily tried, especially after missing a
difhcult right quarterer, which sails merrily away over the
distant line of treetops to be shot at again some other
day. It is because of the trial of repeated years that I
feel so keenly the loss entailed by my not being able to
join the Doctor, Ross and WiUie on their annual gun-
ning trip. This is a treat that I have missed but once
before in many years, and as I ruminate the scenes
come back in all their vividness that made the charm m
the days that have gone.
The open season is now at hand. For the past month

there has been considerable activity in quarters quiet at
all other tmies. The guns have been cleaned and pol-
ished until they shine like a new pan; each morning Ross
has glanced at the faUing leaves with great silent satis-

faction; each evening the Doctor informs me that the
sunset has a decided look of fall, and Willie, who never
shoots any game because of his near-sightedness and
tender heart, has asked me at least fifty times whether
I could not in some way manage to reach IMaple Ridge
for a day with Jess, our constant hunting chum, than
whom no better gunner ever tramped the woods in search
of game.
A few nights back, after a mysterious disappearance

of forty-eight hours, which it transpired had been spent
on a Long Island game preserve testing the merits of
one Gordon setter, Duke by name, the Doctor an-
nounced confidentially* that he had at last become pos-
sessed of a prize in the hunting dog line, and while
he wouldn't care to spread the news too quickly, he firmly
believed Ross's .Irish setter Mac and Jess's premier Kyd.
would be beaten to a standstill by Duke. Together we
journeyed to Ross' home with Duke, who was intro-
duced to_ Mac with all solemnity. What passed between
the two in the mysterious dog tongue we do not know,
but we do know their behavior was such tliat Mrs. Ross'
sense of hospitality was outraged at once, and Mac was
banished to the stable, his accustomed domicile, while
Duke, the guest, was allowed full swing, and when he
steadily pointed an inoiTensive kitten Ross pronounced
him of good stock, at least, explaining that a good bird
dog would always point a cat. I wondered whether this
was because cats liked birds, but asked no questions.
After much speculation as to whether Duke and Mac
would work together in the woods, wc rose to go, Ross
generously praising Duke, while feeling positive deep
down in his soul that the dog who could rival Mac in
field work had not yet been born, and thus are good
men loyal to their dogs.
To-day they bade me good-by, the Doctor assuring me

that I would be with them. Ross, busy with the dogs,
cheerily announced he could see me in the cosy library,
and Willie, ever considerate of the welfare of us all,

smiled knowingly and told of his anxiety to meet me at
the station, no matter when I arrived. All this in the
face of my absolute inability to join them, and still it

was the finest way in the world to drive away my blues,
I actually got to feel that I was going later, and my
spirits rose within me to such a height that I resolved
to chronicle briefly their doings of a previous year, and
in the qtiiet of my den get all the enjoyment possible
out of this mental hunting trip.

As I gaze into the cloud of smoke I see again Jess
meeting us at the station with his two colts,' Ben and
Lucy, and as we ride back into the mountains he tells of
the twelve phea.sants he has flushed in Bog Meadow on
a recent morning; of the nine pheasants he put up over
in the cat hole; surely the worst place to reach in that
part of the country; of the reports Lynn's boys have
brought in from Sugar Camp; of the rare luck he has
had over at the Hermit's cabin, a landmark with a local
romance, and last but not least, of the numerous coveys
of quail to be found around the base of Mt. Jager, very
appropriately named the Hunter's Mountain, from the
German, not forgetting the tame coveys he always has
in the home buckwheat fields that his city friends may
not be forced to return from the day's hunt empty
handed. We have heard these stories before and know
Jess so well, that while we lay no stress on the tame
bird part, we are sure of good shooting in the other
well-known spots. After a rousing greeting from Ed
and the rest of the family, we adjourn to the library,
sample of Mr. K.'s new apple crop, pass on the merits of
the cider, smoke a last pipe in a heated discussion over
the dogs and go to bed, wondering how sore to-morrow
night will find us. The Doctor, ever first to rise, rouses
us all at daybreak by pounding on our doors with his
hunting boots and then firing a salute under our windows.
A hearty breakfast, with the lightest of wheat cakes

and honey, forming a part of the menu, because of good
Mrs. K.'s kindly remembering our weakness, and we
start for Bog MeadoAv to begin our ten days- hunt.
Veriljr, this is the bird hunters' paradise, not more than
two miles square, always rich in running water, and never
failing to furnish pheasant, quail and woodcock, with an
odd wood duck now and then to add variety, and we
have come to feel that as Bog Meadow is rich or poor
in game, so is the season going to be in hunting. On
this trip, which looms so A'ividlj^ before me, the other
three gunners have brought their wives, in consequence
of the deep interest the latter folks have taken in our
stories, and each man knows this first day's hunt will

have much influence on his future privilege of telling
hunting stories to a believing and appreciative audience
by his home fireside, therefore do they hunt hard and
shoot carefully, each jealous of the gther, while I, an
amused spectator, finally feel the necessity of shooting
something to establish in the minds of these good women
friends my powers as a hunter, for I, too, have sometimes
told them stories. Sundown sees us comparing bags.
Ross has three pheasants and a quail, Jess three pheas-
ants and two quail, I have one pheasant and three quail,

and horror of all horrors, the Doctor whom we have ban-
tered year in and year out, because of his path-finding
ability and ammunition-wasting propensity, displays to
our envious gaze nine pheasants and eight good-sized
quail, and shortly after our homeward march is started
we miss him altogether.

At the first sight of the farmhouse lights, far over on
a knoll in the lee of Maple Ridge, we three remaining
pause to rest and wonder at his disappearance. Some-
what alarmed I suggest that he may have met with a
mishap, but Jess at once dispels my fears by his theory
that the Doctor has taken a short cut over the old trail

to get home first and overcome the ladies as well as
humiliate us by his splendid bag of game, and that by
now the birds are probablj' neatly swinging from the
rafters of the kitchen shed,- with the ladies dividing
their admiring gazes and loud praises between the com-
placent, beaming Doctor, as he stands by trying to wear
an everyday, unconsc-ous expression, and his splendid ar-
ray of game. "A vksion. Jess!" I cried; "Willie has taken
the ladies to Bean Creek for a drive, and we'll get home
first.'' The faraway look in Ross' eyes gives way to a
twinkle of concentrated mischief, as he unfolds a nefari-
ous plot to rob the Doctor of his well-earned laurels,
With smiles r)f expectation we stalked along toward
home, scattering at the farmhouse gate, so that one of

might find the Doctor and remain sufficiently near to
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prevent his having any chance to talk gunning to the
ladies until we were all assembled at dinner. It was
my luck to find him in the library reading at ease, his six
feet one stretched out on the couch clothed in a boiled
shirt and standing collar. Never before had he worn a
standing collar at the farmhouse or a dress shirt, either,
so I smiled with greater joy than ever when I realized
how far his pride would shortly tumble and how that
shirt and collar would go with it. He and I discussed
the ladies and their drive until Ross appeared with the
announcement that we were to gather for dinner at once,
the driving party had returned and Mrs. K. wished to
serve the famished hunters. Hardly were we seated be-
fore Willie's wife, ever anxious to have credit given
where credit was due, addressed the companv with:
"Who got the most game to-day?" The Doctor's' face as-
sumed a blandly modest expression with a da.sh of heav-
enly innocence around the rim, as expectantly he' waited
for one of us to sound his praises. Ross, Jess and I

glanced smilingly at one another and then smiled com-
miseratingly across the table at the Doctor, who, in
the flash of a second, divined our scheme, realized the
joke was all on him and he must stand it.

HThe sudden rush of knowledge that he was beaten,
and to be robbed of his triumph caused him to blush
furiously, which prompted Willie's wife, in the goodness
of her soul, to add: "Never mind. Doctor, you'll have bet-
ter luck next time; maybe you'll shoot something to-
morrow!"
And we three chorused that we really hoped he would.

The Doctor's wife then rose in her might and demanded
to know who had really scored .the biggest bag, only to
have Ross heap on the last straw by saying: "Modesty
forbids me to tell who shot the most game. The fact
is, we three over here might well crow if we would; but
that would only be heaping humiliation on our old chum
the Doctor, 90 for the sake of peace and permanent joy
we have resolved to remain silent, so you ladies must be
content to guess." Mrs. Ross made a final ef?ort to solve
the problem of how little game the Doctor did get, but
failed, because we had hermetically sealed his lips by our
trick, and 'he was too good a sportsman not to know
when he was worsted. Thus it went down in the minds
of the ladies and household that one of the foremost
amateur wing shots of America, later the winner of the
celebrated Dewar Trophy, tramped the woods for a
whole day without bagging one bird. Many other inci-

dents crowd my mind, and as I picture the game dinner
they will have. two nights hence, I seem to see myself
in my old accustomed place, a state of affairs made pos-
sible by some ingenious machination of the ever re-
sourceful Doctor, whose generous spirit will cause him to
lose much sleep unless he gathers around him the old
complement of guns,

Theo. L. Vossiler.

Diversified Shooting,
1 NEVER look Upon a vside hill in Connecticut sparsely

grown with young white birches, with an intermingling
of sprouting hemlocks, but I am reminded of days with
the woodcock, partridge, quail and snipe. Along the
placid Housatonic there are such shooting grounds where
the very best of cover can be found. Side hills where the
plump fall woodcock love to lie during the day to feed
and rest; gullies through which trout brooks run hedged
in with aiders and hemlocks, ideal partridge ground ; buck-
,wheat and stubble fields along the cleared ground close
by to scrub oak and brier patches, where the quail abound,
arid now and then a boggy meadow, where, if it is not too
late in the year, you can count on finding a corkscrewing
long-bill cousin of the side-hill dweller.
What a varying story at the end of the day does a

generous mixed bag of quail, partridge, woodcock and
snipe tell! When you start out with your dog and gun
it is impossible to prophecy the nature of your bag, you
take what comes, and let the preponderance of numbers
ill the favor of any one bird be what it will. We leave
the main road along the river wherein the brook loses it-

self and decide to work the gully for partridge. R.
takes the dog Dick, and is to follow up the brook, while
Bob to the right and myself to the left work fifty yards
ahead along the gully's sides Just outside the fringe of
hemlocks, and in this order on we trudge, only to be
aroused to alertness by a cry from R. S., "Mark! Right!"
Instantly Bob's gun cracks, followed by a thud upon the
dry leaves and a momentary fluttering of wings. Crack!
goes R. S.'s gun, and the wind carries by me a few
floating feathers. "Go fetch ; that's a good dog !" tells of
another bird down. Partridge have a way of getting up
out of gunshot that sometimes is exasperating. To stand
still and hear a whirr, whirr, whirr, as bird after bird
flushes out of range, is, to say the least, nerve-trying and
temper-destroying. However, by working in a triangle,

making the man and dog the apex, we get several birds
that otherwise would have escaped man and dog. Upon
the ground we notice a small built-up hedge of hemlock
twigs, and following it a few yards we find hanging to a
sapling by a horsehair noose a strangled partridge. We
appropriate the partridge and destroy the snare.

We now have emerged from the gully and are in the
open, cultivated field. Ahead of us are some patches
of wheat and oat stubble, and good cover along a snake
fence. The dog is working catitiously and finally comes
to a point near a clump of Mfeeds on the margin of the
stubble. The birds are here. The dog makes the slight-

est movement forward when the birds flush, and those
escaping the fusilade pitch along the snake fence. We
know that we must now kick the birds out one at a time
and commence on a point beyond where the outside bird
went down. We range ourselves on each side of the
fence and the dog begins his work. One at a time, no
more. How closely they lie. We are at the end of the
fence and all the birds are present or accounted for in a
big weed lot well down to our right a hundred yards or
triore. We will work the side hill and try to pick up a
woodcock and perhaps a partridge or two that we scared
out of the gully.

The birches are plentifully scattered over the hillside,

but not so thickly as to make the shooting difficult. The
liemlocks are small, but yet large enough for the flushing
partridge to use for cover between the gun and itself as

U whirl.?' a-^iy.

It is a beautiful day ! The warm morning October sun
brings out into bold relief the woods and fields, gilding
the yellow stubble and making the yellow goldenrod even
more yellow. We call the dog to heel, and lighting our
pipes stretch ourselves upon the warm bed of grass and
forest leaves and bask in the rays of the sun. The whole
day is in front of us, the birds are plentiful, we have
ample ground to work as we circle again toward the
fsrm, so we laze in the sun and smoke and look over the
bag already to our credit.

We have yet to score on woodcock and snipe to make
our variety good, and knocking out the ashes from our
pipes we spread out and start the' dog. With a faint
whistle up whirls a brown, long-billed beauty, but the way
he twists and turns through those birches is too much
for us, and we mark him down fifty yards along the hill.

Every foot of ground is carefully gone over, and everj'-

hemlock is scrutinized by the dog. ,We .get one partridge
and finally work toward our woodcock. The dog has
found him. Stiff and staunch he stands as we move
around for a clear space when the bird gets up. Then
he goes zig-zagging to the right, and R. S. neatly stops
him before he has gotten fifteen yards away. It is the
only bird we have s»en, and where they can be we are at

a loss to figure out.

R. S. makes the following suggestion, that we work to-

ward the houSe, covering some quail ground, skirting the
sunken meadow for a snipe or two, and getting an early

lunch at the f^fcihouse, hitch up and drive to Ben John-
son's, where hem sure of some woodcock.
We find no qwil on the stubble, and do not go into the

scrub oak after jjiem, where they no doubt are, but we do
pick up half dozen plump snipe as we cross the
meadows. We cffcle the mill pond and send in the dog at

the head of the pond, and out from among the bushes flies

a pair of wood duck, which fall to the gun of Bob and
R, S. The showing made at the house for the morning's
shoot as the birds are hung up in the cool cellar is not
bad, but it is lacking in woodcock, and that must be our

,

afternoon's quest. By 2 o'clock we are at Ben Johnson's,
and nothing must do but that he leave his corn shucking
in the barn and come with us.

He takes us across a weedy field and we get up a covey
of quail. We mark them down for future use in case

we fall down on the woodcock, and keep on our way to

the white birches on .the side hill. And we are hardly
upon its slope before the dog begins to work. The birds

are here ! They are not wild, lying well to the dog, and
when flushed and missed pitching only a short distance

•along the hill.

Now and then an old cock partridge flushes from un-
der a hemlock and as he goes darting between the trees

is not always stopped in his course. But we are getting

what we are after^ and as we complete the range of the

hill Ave circle around toward the house through the weeds
and wheat stubble and interview the feeding quail.

We have well rounded out the day, both as to numbers
and variety, and R. S. made good his promise to show us

some woodcock up at old Ben Johnson's farm.
Charles Ckistadoko.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Fifst Jacfcsnipe.

Chicago, 111.,^ Sept, ^7.—The first jacksnipe flight is in

on this part of the line of migration. A party of three

gims bagged thirty-three jacksnipe, some rail, etc., on
the Fox River beloAv McHenry, a few days ago. Mr.
Oswald von Lengerke, of this city, killed twenty-one jack-

snipe on that day, and states that he needed only twenty-

two shots to do it. He was using a new cylinder bore'

gun, which he had had made for a quail gun. I think

that after a while there will be more shooters corning to

my own personal notion that the cylinder bore gun will

kill more game in the field than it is generally accredited

with being able to do. There is many a quail shooter, and
snipe shooter, too, for that matter, who outguns himself.

Other parties will start out in search of jacksnipe this

evening. We have been having a few days' rain, which
has softened up the ground, and the weather now promises
to be warmer. Sporting attention to-day is divided be-

tween the snipe marshes and the golf links. As the grass

is well softened up, this is a good time for jacksnipe and
divots, The flight of the latter is reported to be unusually
abimdant in the neighborhood of Exmoor and other
North Shore golf clubs.

There arc some snipe on the Tolleston marsh, and the

unusually good flight of ducks continues in that vicinity.

Both snipe and ducks have appeared along Fox Lake
Chain, and that will he the most popular locality for

Chicago shooters during this week end.

Senachwine Lake No Longer Open.

Among alt the many marshes of this country which
were at one time famous, and which still are popular,

none exceeds in popular interest the b'g marsh adjoining
Lake Senachwine, near which is located the famous Swan
Lake Club. These two big marshes lie along the Illinois

River, which furnishes the best of the duck shooting left

to- us. Swan Lake has been preserved for a long time,

but Senachwine has been the pleasure ground of large

numbers of duck and snipe shooters. It is only justice

to these latter to make public the fact that Lake Senach-
Avine is no longer an ooen shooting ground. The forma-
tion of the Undercliff Sportsmen's Association, which
Avas reported in these columns last year, has gone for-

Avard, until noAV the club numbers thirty-two members,
with the expectation that the membership list of sixty
will soon be filled. The dues of this chih are only $20
a year, and the share is $100. This club has leased some
4,000 acres of the best SenachAvine marsh and preserved
it, and it is, moreover, adding all the time to its leas^
tracts. It would be poor- comfort to an outside sho6ter
to make the long trip to Lake Senachwine and to the.
once hospitable Undercliff Hotel, only to find that the
country is now air tight to the public. This is the way
the most of our good duck marshes are going in these
times.

Aroand Goose Lake.

The little Goose Lake Oub, whose grounds are located

t)etweeTi the Pesplaioes ^pd K^nI<aHc^ rivers, ^^^r th^

junction, does not make very much noise in the world,
has a good time none the less. Mr. C. C. Hess, promii
in that club, advises me to-day that he had very ;

chicken shooting in that country, although nearly evir
body else who hunted around Morris, Coal City, an
other nearby points reported no luck. Mr. Hess hclpe :

kill tAventA'-one birds on opening day, killed nine one ^
^

the Aveek following, and nine on last Monday, a very sa,i

factory showing in these days. Mr. Hempstead Wa.s]
burne and some friends Avho hunted in the adjoir r

country, found no birds at all on opening day. The h
gentleman and his son, hoAvever, picked up nine d:
at the preserve of Mr. Washburne's little club, whic
not far from Goose Lake.

Unjost Charges Against Minnesota W&tdecs.

A recent editorial in a local paper here made so:
what sweeping and very startling charges against
game wardens of the State of Minnesota, alleging arn
other things that the game wardens of the Twin O
winked at the shipping of contraband game and cou:
nanced a wholesale violation of the game laws. The n
justice and inaccuracy of this statement need hardly t

pointed out to any one who knoAvs the facts connecte-
with the work of the Minnesota wardens. If the admin !

'

tration of the warden's office were as good in other W
ern States as it is in Minnesota, Ave should have a g -

deal more game for the benefit of all our sportsmen. '

:

Minnesota law and the Minnesota methods of enofrceniei
of the laAv have long been held up as models in their Ava
To see so vicious and unjust an attack as this by'k
sportmg paper causes surprise in the minds of sportsmf^i
and something a trifle more serious than surprise in
mmds of those subjected to these charges. It need ha
be said that_ prompt denial has been made by the .S

Game and Fish Commission of Minnesota in commmnc.
tions to the local paper mentioned. The latter will fin

it is in rather an unpleasant' situation. Indeed,
course of this publication is at times a trifle inexplic.-i

It Avas the first to cry out for non-resident game licei

and now begins to hedge in the matter by suggesting
these licenses are too high. It requires no very shr
guess to suppose that some one may have been pine
by the practical working of the Minnesota license .1

and may haA-e put up a wail which received a too AvillicSj

support in print. I presume that there come times in mol
human lives Avhen it is desirable to be on both sides of tlf

' fence at the same time, but that attitude is ahvays n r
or less undignified and unbecoming. Any ncAvspi.
which believes in the enforcement of the game laAvs, an.
Avhich knows anything about the actual situation, Avoui
hardly be apt to go out of its way to publicly defan
the very men Avhose hands it ought to seek to hold
The reasons for this are not wholly obvious, but mav
made public later. Coming from the journal Avhich
ported the notorious Illinois Avarden, Charles BloAv,
sort of thing seems just a trifle strange.

Knocfced-Down Boats.

A gentleman in Cincinnati writes as beloAV : "I arn iik

formed that there is a company in St. Louis manufactqifj
ing all the parts necessary to make a canoe—that is, all ci
out., but not put up, simply in shape to be set up. I thiii-
you could perhaps give me some information or tell rei

of some one making boats in this manner."
I do not recall any firm making this sort of boat.

they are making them and their address is not found
'

the advertising columns of Forest and Stream, they yo

probably not in the business very far.

Chicago Fly-Casting Cltib.

^
The records made by the Chicago Fly-Casting Club c

Sept. 20 and 21 folloAv below. Hastv reference woni
seem to indicate that the distance and accuracy fly rccoi
was broken by Mr. Peet, and the accuracy bait-castin
record by Mr. Smith, The occasion was a very pleasai
one, the Grand Rapids men, Messrs. Waddell, Kelsey, P
and Bain being Avarmly welcomed by the Chicago c

tingent. The entire day of Sept. 21 was put in at
lagoon in Garfield Park, and the active work of the -

son closed in a very fitting and appropriate fashion. _

scores

:

1 Long Dist. & Acc.
Distance Fly,
Fly, Feet. Per Cent.

H. H. Ainsvvorth..l09 94 1-3

I. H. Bellows 104 92
C. F. Brown 86 1-3
W. T. Church
TT. G. Hascall 110 92 1-3

N. C. Heston 88 2-3
G. A. Ffinterleitner. . .

.

John Hohniann
E. R. Letterman 89 1-3

E. L. Ma.son
F. N. Peet 104 98 2-3

H. W. Perce 91 2-3

A. C. Smith 104 96
F. S. Smith
Bain , 8.5 2-3

Rice 89
Waddell 115 91

Kelsey Ill 76 2-3

Acc'y &
Delicacy,
Per Cent.

84 1-6

8] 1-2

81 2-3

90 2-3

82

93 1-3

73 1-6

82 1-2

83

89 1-2

79 1-6

Bait
Casting-, Disln
Per Cent. ]">

94 14-15 r>\

96 8-15

88 7-15

91 1-5

97 11-15

95 3-5

95 14-15
88 8-15

97 11-15

89 2-3

94 7-15

97 1-5

98 6-15

97 7-15

IK
91

.

S7

7fi 1-

107

92
1^

90 1-3

97 11-15 SI :

Re-entries.
Distance and Distance
Accuracy, Fly, Accurac ,

Per Cent. Per Cent.
H. H. Alnsworth.... 93 1-3 92 2-3

I. H. Bellows 97 1-3

C. F. Brown 81 1-3 81
N. C. Heston 91 93 2-3

H. W. Perce 95 96

Winning scores: Long-distance fly, Waddell, Gr;
Rapids; distance and accuracy fly, Peet, Chicago; ac

racy and delicacy fly, Peet, Chicago
; bait-casting, A.

Smith, Chicago ; delicacy bait, Hascall, Chicago.

Death of A. M. Hofmann.

Mr. A. M. Hofmann, of this city, at different tii

prominent here in sportsmen's affairs, died at his d
dence in this city on Sept. 24, at the age of fifty-one ye

Mr. Hofmann has been president of the Illinois S
Sportsmen's Association, Avas president at different ti

of the Cumberland Gun Club, the Prairie Gun Club,
Audubon Gun Club and of the Eagle River Hunting
Fishing Club, whose grounds are located in Wiscon
He was also a merabef of the Sharpshooters' Associat:

and proinment in secret societies and other orgauizati'
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The Preserve lde&.

It does not make one especially cheerful to look back

over the changes which have taken place in the last ten

years or so in sporting conditions in the West. One of

the most striking of these changes is the rapid growth of

the preserve idea. We slowly go ahead in. game law

matters, undoubtedly enforce -the law better than we did

in the past, and undoubtedly gain yearly in respect for

honest game laws. Yet, after all is said and done, the

American system of game laAVS does not seem to be one
v;hich is destined to save the Am^rican_ game for the

American people. It ought to work, but it does not. It

works in places, accomplishes results spasmodically, and
is, of course, a tremendous force for the betterment of

conditions, but it does not stop the passing away of our
game. Upon the other hand, steadily and strongly, with-

out very much fuss about it, the preserve idea has been
gaining ground and gaining it efficiently in the West,_ as

in all other parts of the country. There is no use denying
the fact that the best of our Western sporting country is

passing into the hands of clubs and individuals who
close them to the general ptiblic. A good duck marsh in

the State of Illinois would be worth immensely mote
than a good farm. A good trout stream in Michigan or

Wisconsin at once suggests the notion of a preserve. A
remarkable fishing lake in Minnesota is at once built in

with club houses. One cannot tell whether or not_ the

American public realizes this, yet the truth is that it is

happening and happening all the time.

There are only two things to be said in regard to the

preserve system. It works, and we cannot help its work-
ing. Moreover, the only man who kicks against the game
preserves is the fellow who has not one of his owii.

When he gets able to preserve a bit of marsh of river he is

just as quick to do it as anybody else, &hd jUst Ss loUd iil

his protests at invasions of his rights. The preserve idea

has come to stay, and although the outcome of these mat-
ters is something beyond earthly wisdom to predict, there

is more likelihood that in' this preserve idea, hated as it

is, there lies the greatest hope for the future of our
American fish and game.
Some of these refleetions are called up by reading the,

following words in the English angling journal, the Fish-
ing Gazette. I continually read of good takes of fish made
oil the streams of that ancient and much harried country.

Here is what one artglef says
1^

"The miller, although admitting it brought money into

the gien, had a woeful yet sensible tale to tell. Between
Over-fishing and poaching the valley was being practically

ruined. From early May (Easter) till late on in Septem-
ber, English anglers were coming in dozens weekly, and
only a few were getting anything like- sport. The fishing

is practically free for miles, and the Icafers and poachers
from the distant villages were doing fof every trdut aboye
half a pound, while tlie fistl Averg ffightened"^ oUt of their

lairs, or lies, at ail other titiies by the lUiiiUte and incessant

fiumber of baits and flies with which they were continu-

ally bombarded. He said he counted as many as twenty
rods pass his mill door in a single day, and that soon the

once prosperous valley would be a howling wilderness—to

the trout angler.

''Such is the miller's tale, which was fully corroborated
on the spot. And this is only a santple of what is going
on all over the north. The Rev. Mr. Macintosh, Aber-
deen, has just finished ah angling tour in Sutherland and
Eoss. At every hotel advertising fishing he found a crowd
of anglers, but no fish. Unless the loch is actually all

the bigger it gets fished out. The fish may be there, but
they are scared to death and need a rest, which they never
get in the season. Sport on private waters the reverend
gentleman found in abundance, and as he had a few in-

vitations for such, he found it his best policy to stick to

them. We need not give more instances."

That's what the thing has come to in England, and
that's what it's coming to in this country. Whether you
like it or not, that's what it will come to, unless we wake
up and take a greater interest in the system of game laws
which we have devised for this country. A sober con-
clusion, after judging the work'ng of these game laws
for nearly two decades, leads one to believe that the

American people don't want their game, and ,don't de-

serve it.

From Dakota,

Mr. Maxiraillian Foster, formerly of New York, but
now of Pittsburg, Pa., with his friend, Mr. Ellsworth,
visited in this city yesterday on their return home from a
two weeks' trip in Dakota. They went out to Buford
and traveled thence up the Yellowstone Valley to Mr.
Noble's ranch house. They had grand sport at prairie

chickens, or rather sharp-tailed grouse, of which they
could have killed any number. They found the shooting

a bit tame after a few days, and did not kill very many
after that. They got into some very fine mallard shoot-
ing and had all around a very enjoyable time. Mr. Ells-

worth got tangled up with a bucking bronco in a corral

and is limping a little bit yet, though he "staid with him."
Mr. Foster is well known as a magazine writer on differ-

ent topics, largely those of the outdoor air.

The Saginaw Crowd.

The Saginaw Crowd will put their private car in com-
mission for the fall shooting on Oct. 5, reaching this city

on their way to North Dakota on the evening of that day.

The personnel of the Dakota party this year is not yet

determined, but there will probably be about a half-dozen
guns. It goes without saying that "among those present"
there will be no one who is not a gentleman and a

shooter. This party of sportsmen always seems to me to

have more fun to the square inch than anybody else. They
are all business men, and they go at their vacations in the

serious and thorough-going fashion of practical men re-

solved not to let anything good get away. The captain,

as usual, will this fall be Col. Bill Mershou, of Saginaw.
E. Hough,

Haktfohd Building, Chicago, 111.
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New England Game Grounds.
Boston, Sept. 27.—The gunners are getting ready for

the opening of the Maine big-gamo season, Oct. i. Some
are planning- to be on the ground; other.'s will go later.

The Fish and Game Commissioners have appointed twen-
ty-nine agents to sell tags, which amount to licenses, to

transport game out of that State. Section 26 of the code
of game laws provides that whoever has lawfully killed a

moose or deer, or who has in his possession one trout,

togue or landlocked salmon, one white perch, or ten

pounds of either kind of these fish, or one pair of game
birds, may send the same to hia home or any hospital,

without accompanying the same, by purchasing of the duly
constituted agent a tag, at the rate of $5 for a moose, $2
for a deer, $1 for a fish, $1 fof ten pounds of the same, and
50 cents for a pair of game birds. This is a most peculiar

law, and amounts to tons, of game coming^ straight to

Boston and other markets, Once the game is out of the

State, it goes unmolested to Boston. There one has sim-
ply to order the express where to take it, and there it

goes; nine-tenths of it to the markets, or to individuals
other than owners or hospitals. This statement is sus-

ceptible of proof, if the Maine Commissioners desire proof.

Twenty-nine agents, more or less honest, scattered around
the different game outlets, with tags to sell, will make it

perfectly easy for licensed guides, or anybody else, to get

game out of the State of Maine this fall.

An Arlington, Mass., party of five will start for the
Maine woods Oct. 5. The company includes Messrs. N.
J. Hardy, Omer W. Whittemore, Stewart Allen, Dr. L.

L. Pierce and J, Ronco. They go to the Monotony Club
camps, above Moosehead- All are hunters, and some big
game will be brought out, under reasonably favorable
conditions. There are some good reports of shore bird
shooting from Provincetown, and other gunning resorts
on the Cape. But along the shore nearer to Boston the
shooting has continued very poof. Down the North Shore
far enough, say at Small Point, and near the mouth of the
Kennebec, there is good shore bird shooting, with ac-
counts of good bags. I saw a letter yesterday giving an
account of several bags of yellowlegs and grass birds
shot on the marshes near the mouth of that river. Some
Boston gunners are making up for that way next week.
There are very few accounts of partridge .shooting in
Maine, though the open season begun Sept. IS-

Still the bird shooting is poor at Chatham, and at
nearly every point along the Cape shore. A number of
sportsmen are at Chatham BeaCh, though about discour-
aged with the small flights of birds thus far. They rea-
son that so small have been the flights in September that
October and cooler weather must make up for the de-
ficiency. Ex-President Cleveland recently visited the
blinds at Wellfleet, but got only six birds in two days'
shootingi Dtjdley Hall, of Boston, an old-time gunner
at the Cape, is among tbe waiting. He is daily at the
blinds, and manages to pick up a few birds. A portion
'o.f the grounds at Harding's Beach has been leased by
Boston sportsmen, and they look for good results later.

A large acreage of new salt meadow has been made at

Chatham this season, by changing tides and winds, and
this should make a great feeding ground for black ducks
later. Quail and partridges are reported abundant on the

Cape this fall, and the opening day, Oct. i, will find the
gunners in readiness. Great preparations are being
made by the gunners for this opening' all over the State.

Dogs are in training, and coveys are located. The de-
sire is that Oct. I may not be stormy.
Dr. Pleber Bishop and D. J. Flanders, of Boston, and

C. K. Fox, of Haverhill, are in the woods of New Bruns-
wick after bull moose. Dr. Bishop is after his twenty-
second bull, twenty-one already standing to his credit,

making him champion moose slayer • of the country.
Mr. Flanders is after his second or third, and Mr. Fox
has also slain his bull. They are in the woods some dis-

tance beyond Havelock Station, the end of the rails on
the Elgin and Havelock Railway, in the Canaan and
Salmon River country. They were in the same region
last year and saw 52 moose; each getting one bull; all

the law allows. Tliey are to be absent till about the
middle of October. Mr. W. T. Farley, of Boston, with a

Worcester friend, has started for the moose grounds
of Nova Scotia. The trip was planned by that genial

hunter. Dr. McAlear, but he has been kept at home by
illness in his family. They go to Halifax, and further up
the countrjr. The hunting grounds are well known to

Dr. McAlear, and the hunters are pretty sure of each
his bull moose.

Partridge shooting has continued poor in most sec-

tions in Maine since the beginning of the season, Sept.

15. Hunters returning from bird shooting trips into
New Hampshire have had rather poor sport. The law
protecting snipe, quail, partridge and woodcock has
been ofl^ since Sept. 15, the same as in Maine, but the
shooting has been poor. The Hon. L. T. Carleton is

now declaiming on the great illegal slaughter of big game
this year in his State; through lack of warden service,

he says. From his reports from wardens and guides, he
is convinced that there is not as much game in the
woods as last year. To a daily press reporter he makes
this statement: "I find a growing sentiment in favor
of the enactment of a hunters' license law. It has been
recently suggested- that .out of such, a fund the farmers
should be reimbursed for damage done to crops by deer,

the remainder to be used for increased warden service."

Yes.' Pat the farmers and other malcontents and ene-
mies of tbe game laws on the back. That will help to

secure the license law. When the law is passed it will

be mighty easy to spend the money, and the game will

be no better protected than before. Special.

The Vanishing: Woodcock*

Sayre, Pa.—Diligent inquiry among shooting men who
have ample opportunities to know discloses the fact that

in southern New York covers woodcock are very rare.

It is the consenstis of opinion that the only remedy
for saving the long bills from total extinction is abso-
lute prohibition of all shooting on these birds for some
time to come. So winsome and delightful a migrant
ghould not be permitted to pass into oblivion without a

struggle for its .salvation, M. Chill,
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In the Nova Scotia Moose Cotjntfy.

SotTTH Brookfield, Quecus County, Nova Scotia, Sept.
22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Knowing you like to

have something interesting in regard to our big game, I

am happy to tell you that our old sportsman and guide,
Mr. W. T. Crooker (seventy-two years of age) went out
last week, and only gone four days from home when he
returned with a fine bull moose, v/eighing over 700 pounds,
with a beautiful head and a fine pair of horns. He was
accompanied by his two boys. He used a Winchester
4S-70, and brought his moose down with the first shot
fired.

Moose are very plenty here this season, and quite a
number have been shot. Mr. Crooker says he could have
got another moose at the same time, but thought he would
let him go until later on, as he thought the one he had,
with canoe, etc., was quite load enough to bring home.
He will try it again in a few weeks.

George Seaman.
.

The Rail Tides.

Essex, Conn., Sept. 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read with great interest the editorial entitled "The
Rail Tides" in the last issue of Forest and Stream.
Evidently the writer has spent several mornings in the
haunts of the festive rail, for his descriptions are accurate
and true to nature. The editorial cans back to my mind
the good old days, long past, when, as a boy, on the rail

grotmds, I first acquired the art of handling a gun.
The season for shooting rail is now practically over in

this locality. Although a few birds are killed daily by
different sportsmen, the shooting is nothing compared to
what it was two weeks ago, when it was no trouble at
all for even an amateur to get all the birds he wanted
at a tide.

Altogether, the season has been an exceptionally good
one, as will doubtless be testified by any one who has had
occasion to shoot on the marshes in this section.

G. W. C.

The Coal Strike and the Woodlands
Editor Forest and Stream:

Permit me to call your attention to the wholesale de-
struction of forest trees in the Eastern States in conse-
qiTence of the scarcity and high price of anthracite coal.

In Suffolk county, Long Island, for example, farmers
have even neglected growing crops in order to cut cord-
wood and market it at the unprecedented high prices
which now prevail, and contracts are being made and
pians perfected for the cutting over of thousands of acres
of forest lands as soon as other farm work slacks up and
the cold we'ather makes woodchopping a more congenial
occupation. In several cases which have come under my
personal observation, beautiful patches of large oak trees
^are being cut dmvn for fuel. In a short time, probably
before next spring, all of the larger forest grawth on
Long Island will be cut down, and the coming genera-
tion will have nothing but so-called "sprouts" to look at
or hunt in. The effect on the climate and farming lands
will be important, but the chief losers will be those who
can appreciate forests and fine landscape effects, and
sportsmen who enjoy forests rather than "sprouts and
brush" land.

The effect upon game is not likely to be serious, as rab-
bits and game birds, and possibly deer, thrive as well in
the young growth of woodlands as they do in the older
forests. Squirrels are the chief sufferers when the large
trees ^are cut down, but they usually migrate into the
pines or the swamps, where the trees are permitted to
grow indefinitely, and they have a way of multiplying
under seemingly the most adverse conditions.
A redeeming feature of the coal strike is the increased

value and appreciation of the woodland. It will be better
cared for and more intelligently cultivated than it has
be.cn, and the fact that it pays a good interest on its value
will tend to encourage investment in forest lands by a
class of investors who will co-operate with true sportsr
men in preserving game birds and animals.

J. H. Griffith.
LVK BROOK, L. I., N. y.

The Western Potest Fires.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is with much regret and a feeling akin to that of los-

ing old friends that I hear, through various channels, of
the destruction of the forests of Wyoming and Colorado.
While the forest fires are raging everywhere and destroy-
ing vast bodies of timbei", it seems not enough, but to
complete the destruction, the timber company of Carbon
county,^ Wyo., has bought out the outfit of Teller, the
notcd_ tie man of Wyoming, and have put three hundred
men into one of the finest bodies of green timber now
standing in that section of country, along the south branch
of the Grand Encampment Creek, and what they will do
to it is sad to contemplate, from the standpoint of one
who knows almost every foot of the woods as it was when
not a sign of human habitation existed there.
How I used to look over this vast area of wooded

country, from some mountain peak, and think of all the
wild animal life that existed within its friendly shelter,
and think, in my blissful ignorance that it would surely
be ages before this part of God's country would be de-
spoiled of its virgin beauty, not realizing that anything
existed there to bring the march of progress. But the
mining towns of Grand Encampment and Pearl have
wrought changes such as could scarcely have been
dreamed of a few j^ears ago, and it leads one to think
that no place, however remote and inaccessible it may
appear to be, will be saved from the destruction.

Emerson Carney.

J Take inventory of the good things in this issue

g of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was ^
f( given last week. Count on what is to come next

^ week. Was there ever in all the world a more ^
abundant weekly st0re of sportsmen's readmmf M
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mid ^iv^t ^isf(mg.

Proprietors of fishing' resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m Foksst and Stkkak.

Fish and^ Fishing,

An Interesting Trout Stofy.

One day last week Mr. George Hart, of Waterbury,
was trolling for trout with a long line in the deep water
portion of Lake des Passes, where the big fish lie deep
and do not take the fly. Feeling a strike and knowing
by his sense of touch that only a small fish was at his

lure, he took no trouble to hook it, being after larger
quarry. Peter Curtness, his Indian, was siowly paddling
out of a bay at the time, and Mr. Hart purposely avoided
taking any trouble to prevent the slackening of his line.

When it finally straightened out again, however, there
was quite a different fee! at the butt end of the rod, and
Mr. Hart told Peter that the little fish which he had
hooked in the bay had certainly grown considerably
while the line was slack. After the customary struggle
which a big trout puts up, the fish was finally brought
up close enough to the canoe for Peter to take into the
net. There were two fishes, in fact, a big one and a
little one. The little one was fast to the hook, and the
big one, when Peter reached down to net them, had hold
of the other in its mouth. He released the hold at sight
of the net, but was taken in with the other, just the
same; and the remarkable circumstance was explained
by the fact that the line above the hook, during the period
that it remained slack, had become firmly caught around
the root of one of his pectoral fins. The small trout
was not far short of a pound in weight, yet it was not
considered too large a mouthful by the otjier, which was
a little over three pounds. It was not until the net was
being placed under him that the big hungry fish released
his grip of the little cousin upon whom he had resolved
to make his dinner—a grip which he had strenuously
maintained during the whole of the time that the angler
had been forcibly urging him toward the canoe.

The Voracity of Small Troot.

A splendid camping trip was that of which four Ameri-
cans formed' part, a few days ago. It was headed by
Mr. Gaspard LeMoine, of Quebec, who has lately re-

turned from a tour of the world, with Mrs. LeMoine.
The latter, accompanied hy her sister, Miss Revell, of

Philadelphia, and by Miss Chamberlain, from the same
place, took part in the recent adventure, and so did Mr.
J. Lockwood, a banker of San Antonio, Texas. From
Lake St. John they drove southward over many miles of

villainous roads, until Lac de la Belle Riviere was
reached. This they crossed in canoes, and then took
ag-ain to vehicles and drove to the River aux Ecorces,
which they ascended for many miles in canoes, making,
on foot, no less than fourteen portages, in order to avoid
the heavy falls and rapids of this turbulent stream. Final-

ly Lake aux Ecorces was reached, and here the party
enjoyed the finest trout fishing of their lives. The lake
and part of the river are well within the boundaries of

the Laurentides National Park, and like the grand lake,

Jacques Cartier, have seldom been fished by white men.
In the clear waters in which they did a part of their fish-

ing, they had excellent opportunities of observing the
habits of the fish which were attracted by their lures.

It is not surprising that thej^ should have found them
particularly wild and untutored. One of the party re-

lates that some of the smaller fish which they caught and
returned to the water, came back immediately to the same
fly, at which they had but so recently risen, and went
through the performance of being caught and returned
to the water, two, and even three times in rapid suc-
cession. To me the story is not at all surprising, for

several years ago, when fishing some almost virgin trout

waters north of Lake St. John, with Colonel Haggard,
we distinctly saw many of the fish which we took from
our hooks and placed uninjured in the water, return to

the fly which concealed the barbed steel upon which they
had, btit just before, impaled themselves.

Rapid Growth of Salmon.

Reference has already been made in these columns to

the rapid growth of salmon in the sea, but a few very
recent instances which have come under my notice in the
reports of some of the fishery authorities on the other
side of the Atlantic, are more remarkable than anything
I had previously found on the subject. Kelts, which
were marked and liberated in the Avon, on the 3d of

February last, were found to have completely recuper-
ated in eight and a half weeks, and to have returned as

fine, fresh run salmon, by April 2. Still more wonderful
is the record of a male kelt caught at Castle Council on
the 24th of February last by S. C. Vansittart. It was
forty inches long and weighed 19 pounds. It was marked
with one of the labels specially prepared by the Agricul-
tural Department of Ireland, bearing the number D. 1502,

and returned to the water. On the 26th of the month of

March following, the same fish was netted at O'Brien's
Bridge, five miles above Castle Connell, and was then a

clean fish, its weight having increased in the intervening
month and two daj's from 19 to 33 pounds. The story
would seem to be almost incredible, but the weight of

the fish is declared to have been verified by the bill of

sale, while there can scarcely be any doubt as to its

identity, and the label is described as having been al-

most buried in the fat at the base of the fin to which it

was attached.

Crass Stapidity. " " "

Picking up a French-Canadian newspaper printed in

Quebec, I read to-day a most absurd attack upon the
Restigouche Salmon Club. The writer laments the fact

that there is no room for the village of Metapedia to

grow, since almost all the property in the place belongs
to wealthy Americans, who enjoy such a monopoly there,

that placards all over the place announce that fishing for

salmon is prohibited in their waters. There is no ex-
aggeration in saying th^t the scor^ or t^yo of niem^ers

of the Restigouche Salmon Club and their guests, who
annually visit their club house and salmon pools, expend
ten times more money at Metapedia than could be made
out of their lands and waters combined, if they were in

the hands of farmers or others, and employed for agri-
cultural and commercial fishery purposes. Five dollars
per pound would be a very low estimate of the price
which their salmon cost to the members of the Resti-
gouche Salmon Club, and much of this money is spent
among the people of the place, to whom the fish would
not be worth, for commercial purposes, more than about
five, or at the most, ten cents per pound.

Riparian Owners' Association.

Much of the good sport enjoyed during the past sum-
mer on the Restigouche and its tributaries is undoubtedly
due to the good work accomplished hy the Riparian
Owners' Association, which employs and looks after the
men who guard the pools and assesses the various clubs
and private individuals fishing the rivers and forming
part of the association, for their share of the co,st. It

was well known that many of the net fishermen in the'

mouth of the river failed to observe the law requiring
them to raise their nets from Saturday evening till Mon-
day morning, in order to permit a reasonable number of
fish to enter the river. It was impossible for the officers

to keep track of all the nets over such ah immense ex-
panse of water as the estuary of the Restigouche, ten to
twelve miles in extent, and the fishermen well knew this,

and were in the habit of watching the movements of the
officers, raising the nets before they made their appear-
ance, and lowering them as soon as their backs were
turned. The association, rtais j'ear, very wisely increased
the representation on the committee of mangement. of

Canadians having influence with the Department of Fish-
eries, and, in consequence, were successful in securing
the loan of a steam launch for the use of the officers at

the mouth of the river, who were thus enabled to enforce
the law. The committee was also fortuntc enough to

have the size of the government hatchery net, in the
estuary of the river, reduced. If the same conditions can
be made to prevail for a few more years, there is no
doubt that the angling in the Restigouche and its tribu-

taries, excellent as it now is, will be still further im-
proved. E. T. D. Ch,a.mbers.

Thomas B. Stewart.
Boston, Sept. 29.—Thomas B. Stewart, who died at

the Upper Dam Friday. Sept. 26, was an angler by gift

of nature. Genial and kind of heart, he met other anglers
with the spirit of love and gentleness. Not only was he
a lover of fishing, but of its surroundings. For more
than twenty seasons- he had fished the Pool at Upper
Dam, his chosen spot. To die there was his choice; to

die in touch with his angling friends, where he could
see their faces, and with his last glance behold the glint

oi the Pool, with anglers covered. In his last moments
he was casting the fly. His arm made the motions as

he lay breathing his last, "I've got a good one!" he
gently whispered. "Now, I must be careful," and his

arm tightened as it held the imaginary rod. "I'll give
him line; not try to land him too soon. Oh, he's gone!'"

THOMAS B. STEWART.

He sunk back on his pillows, and soon life had departed.
He died as he lived; an angler to the last. Every rod
was put up on Saturday. Not a boat was on the pool.

A clergyman was present and simple "funeral services

were '
held, close by the roar of the everlasting waters.

Volunteer pallbearers took his body to Bemis. All the
old-time anglers who happened to be at the Dam went
do'wn with the funeral party: Messrs. Parish, Reese,
Morgan, Way, Osgood, Bearse, Howe, Nicholson, and
others. At Bemis they bid their last farewell to all that

was mortal of their long-time angling friend, Thomas B.

Stewart. Sadly they went back to the Upper Dam
Mr. Freelan Howe, of Norway, Me., recently landed

a salmon at the Middle Dam that. was 29 inches long,

with a girth of 18 inches, and weighed loK pounds.
He was caught on a No. 6 hook, fitted with a coach-
man fly,

' ^PIEOTAL.

Looking'''Back. ^

YoNKERS, N. Y., Sept. 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
You kindly sent us all an invitation to give an account
of our experience in our outings of both fishing and
shooting. Now, as the trout fishing is over for year
1902, we can take a little pleasure in relating and talk-
ing about the good time we have had. In the trout sea-
son of 1901 I caught in the streams in and near the city
of Yonkers 150 trout. In the season of '02 I took but
68 in about the same amount of time spent on the streams.
The greatest number taken in one day in '01 was 16 fish

;

the greatest number taken in one day in '02 was li fish,

one of them 11 inches long, and none less than 7 inches'.

I think the reason of the falling off in the past season
may safely be blamed to the low water in the streams.
During the months of July_ and August there was very
little water in the brooks; in fact, in some places in
the streams there was none at all. In one stream known
as Sunny Brook, last year I took quite a number -of fish.

This season I fished it three times and only took four
fish. The brook at the head of the Yonkers reservoir
has afforded the best fishing to me this season; this is

the smallest in this part of the county, but I have taken
some good fish from it this summer. Another stream
known as the Front Sprain, near St. Andrews' golf
grounds, I took from it Aug. 29, in about two hours'
fishing, one fish 10 inches long, one 9 inches, one 8}4
and one 7, which, I think, was doing fairly well for this
part of the countiy. You cannot fish any of these
streams with the fly, as they are small and grown up
with brush and briers to that extent that in some places
you have some trouble to get your hook into the water,
but the fish are there. Now, I think I hear some of
you expert fly-fishermen say that is no way to fish, but.
gentlemen, it's good enough for me, and it don't cost a
week's salary to get there, and the fish like the worm
and I like the fish as well as the fishing.

Tone.

Fishing: at Toms River.

Nevv York. Sept. 2g.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Knowing as I do the difficulty many people experience
in knowing just where and when to go to catch certain
kinds of fish at this season of the year without utilizing
considerable purse and more time in reaching a positive
uncertainty, I think that a bit of reliable information on
the subject may prove very good news to many who
haven't; a "fish" ticker in their office.

At Toms River, on Friday, I met the enthusiastic
game warden of Monmouth County, who had dropped
off there to catch some fish between trains, and I would
like to say right here that the word enthusiastic is a trifle

weak when applied to this natural born "fish jerker," for
though it was raining "cats and dogs," he didn't hesi-
tate a moment getting into "hip rubbers" and rain coat
and pushed off right by the Riverside Hotel and began
to cast for pickerel. I left for Forked River at the same
time (4:10), confessing a warm admiration for this man
of business and fish. Two and a quarters hours later I

passed througlLToms River on my return to New York,
and to my surprise the wet and smiling Mr. Ackerman
boarded the train with twenty to thirty fine pickerel, all

caught within a ciuarter of a mile of the bridge.
Wliile in Toms River I learned that just before this

storm they had been taking striped bass down below
there of unusual weight, and that as soon as the tides
became normal they will be in the channel again, and
are caught .all through October. Your friends can be
ad^dsed correctly as to all these conditions by Mr. Geo.
C. Van Hise, as to the pickerel fishing there. I would
say, I have seen, I have tasted and I know.

T. E. B.

"Washingiion Ahgflefs.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 22.—Major H. A. Hall, re-

cently returned from Lake George, New York, reports
excellent bass fishing in the lake during the season just
closed. His best fish, and probably the largest taken
in the lake this past summer, was caught Sept. 6, still-

fishing, fine line, single gut leader, large helgramite for
bait. The reel was on the hum for half an hour. Result:
Female, small-mouthed black bass, 23 inches long, 18
inches girth, weight 6 pounds, 5 ounces. The Major
says it was one of the hvehest and exciting pieces of
sport he has ever had.
Mr, J. E. Watkins has just returned from Eastport,

Me., where he had most excellent fishing for pollock and
haddock, using rod and reel, squid or herring heads for

bait. He says the pollock are as game as bluefish and
furnished very good sport. At one time two fish of 8
and 10 po\mds each took his son's line and gave him all

the fight he could handle. Bon.

S«sq«ehanna Bass.

Sayre, Pa.—Bass .fishing at Wyalusing on the Susque-
hanna River is at present, to use the phrase of the market
reporter, in "prime condition."

Some very large-sized black bass have been taken from
these waters during the past fortnight, and, barring
heavy rains, the excellence of the sport should continue
for some time to come.
Bass are biting freely at various points on Cayuga Lake

at this writing. At Esty's, a short distance from Ithaca,
the fishing is said to be exceptionally good. At Canoga
and Cayuga village, bass and muscallonge and pickerel
are being taken in plenty. M. Chill.

Maine Fish and Game*
South Waterford, Me., Sept. 22.—I have had good

sport in the lakes around here the past two months, catch-
ing a large number of black bass and a few salmon. Deer
are quite plenty this year, also ruffed grouse.

W. R. H.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream PubHshing Co., New
York, not any tndiTi4t^l ^paected with the pape^.
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Flxttifea.

BENCH SHOWS.
Oct. 21-24.—^New York.—^Ladies* Kennel Association of America's

show. Jliss M, K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y-
Nov. 26-29.—Pliiladelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

' FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member

of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.
Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

CUib's field trials. A. C. Peterson. Sec'y.
Cct. 28.—Whitby Island. Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle, Wash.
Oct. 28. . Wis.—Northwestern Beagle Club's second

annual trials. Louis Steffen, Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. (irecn, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America, Charles R. Ste'^enson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,
Camden. N. J.
Nov. 3.—Lake View, Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.
C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn. Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—Eastport. L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
W est lake. Sic'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 7-S.— Robinson, 111.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T, L. Fenn, Secy.
Nov. 10.— P.icknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.
11. S. Humphrey, Sec'y. Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith, Sec'y, New Haven.
_
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont,
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.
Nov. IS.—Branchton, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's seventh annual

trials, A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.
.Nov. 18.—Ruthven, Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 24.—Glasgow, Ky.—American Champion.ship Field Trial

.Association's second annual trials. C. B. Cooke, .Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Thomasville, N. C—Continental Field Trial Club's

eighth annual trials.

Dec. 1.— Washington C. H., Ohio.—American Championship
Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
Richmond, Va.
Dec. 15.—IJuntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Smu§:gling and First Bite.

An amusing case of an attempt at dog smuggling was
brought to light at Calais on Wednesday morning. • A
"lady" attired as a nurse, and to all appearances carry-
ing a baby in her arms, boarded the mail boat for Dover,
and immediately entered the saloon. However, the
stewardess had her suspicions aroused, and on speaking
to the "lady" noticed two dog's feet protruding from the
clothes which were supposed to cover her Uttle child.
The officials were coinm.unicated with, and, being fairly
found out in her attempt to evade the quarantine orders,
the "hdy" confessed her misdeed, had her dog taken
from her and left behind, probably to whine over the
absence of a far too indulgent mistress. Such an attempt
as this to break the law is very wrong, and will no doubt
be the means of causing considerable unpleasantness to
real nurses with real babies who may be crossing from
the French to the English coast. No greater insult can
be offered to a nurse when the bonafides of the child she
may be carrying is called in question, and this recent
instance only proves that a woman with her pet dog
does not care what risks she may run or what incon-
venience she may cause to other people so long as she
can gain her own ends.
There is a story told of a foxhound bitch of the late

Colonel Thornton's, which, notwithstanding the fact that
the whip lashed out its eye when she was full cry. stuck
to the line of her fox and was fairly in at the finish. This
case of gameness and determination has never been sur-
passed, but it was pretty well equalled one day last week.
A field of grain was being cut on the farm of Mr. Buck-
nell, near Aldermaston, when a big rough-coated sheep-
dog, ill the company of the harvesters, put up and chased
a rabbit. As they were passing near him, a youth seized
a sickle and threw it at the rabbit. Unfortunately, miss-
ing its mark, the sharp blade hit the dog on the tail,

ciuting it completely off within about four inches of the
body. This notwithstanding, the dog continued the chase
and eventually killed the rabbit. The wound is rapidly
healing, and it is said that the unfortunate dog looks all

the better for being docked, bearing a greater resem-
blance to the old English bob-tailed sheepdog than it

.did previously.

The dog which bites will always be with us; still, it

seems strange that when once it has shown undue use of
its teeth on the person its owner should run the risk of
keeping the animal, or, at any rate, of allowing it to be
at large. A somewhat interesting case bearing on this
was heard at Edmonton County Court on Friday the
I2th inst. It appeared that the plaintiff's little boy. of

g yeai-s old was out walking when he was attacked by
a collie dog, knocked down, and severely bitten in the
thigh. The dog was at the time in the care of the de-
fendant's daughter. Damages to the amount of £5 was
claimed, and it was proved that the dog, when in charge
of the same young lady, had previously bitten another
child. So far the case was simple, but an attempt was
made to prove that the dog had been irritated by the de-
fendant and his brother throwing stones at it, and
knowledge of the dog's previous biting was denied. His
Honor Judge Tindal Atkinson, in giving judgment, said
he did not think that the defendant had personal knowl-
edge that his dog had bitten anyone on a former occa-
sion, but he was in the habit of allowing his daughter
to take charge of the dog. It had been admitted that the
plaintiff had been bitten, and it had been proved that the
dog had, in the presence of Miss Collins, bitten, or at-
tempted to bite, other children. It had been urged that
her knowledge could not make her father liable, but, in
bis opinion, if an owner intrusted a dog to another pe^r

son, and if it bit anyone in the presence of that person,
the owner must be taken to have knowledge of the fact.

He considered scienter had been proved, and he awarded
plaintiff £3 12s. As a fact, the amount is small in com-
parison with the injury which might have ensued from
the bite of the dog, but the decision of the judge is not
only good law, but common sense. In those days of
rabies scares and dog regulations the ordinary biting
dog is one of the problems which has to be taken into
consideration, and if an owner persists in keeping a dog
wdien it is known to have already had that "first Ule"
to which imder ordinary circumstances it is entitled, he
has only himself to blame if he is cast in heavy damages
when it repeats the offence, which it is pretty well cer-
tain to do sooner or later. A dog which bites should
either be strictly confined and kept under control, or, fail-

ing this, be destroyed.—Field (London).

Points Clwb of Ametica Field Ttials.

The Pointer Club has issued the following circular:
Derby, All-Age and Championship Stakes.—Entries

close Oct, 15. Members' Stake before starting. Your at-
tention is directed to the date, Oct. 15, of the closing
of entries of the Derby, All-Age and Championship
Stakes of our annual field trials, which will commence
on Nov. 6 at Eastport, Long Island. The entry fee ibv
each- stake is $5, to accompany each nomination,' the bal-
ance $5, $10 and $20 respectively, is payable before start-
ing. We have control of 6,000 acres for the trials and
reliable information obtained assures us of plenty of birds.
Entries to Members' Stake will close before starting, the
fee being $10. It is earnestly hoped that the members
of our club will come forward with their entries promptly,
thereby insuring a successful trial. I am pleased to state
that nominations are now coming in, and the outlook for
a good list of starters is most flattering. Trains will
leave Long Island City via Thirty-fourth street ferry
New York, at 8:30 A. M. and 31,30 P. M. Excursion
tickets, $3.60. Distance, seventy miles.

C. F. LewiSj Secretary and Treasurer.
4S Wall Street, New York.

National Beagfle CIttb of Amefka.
Mr. Bradford S. TuRrm, of Roxbury, Mass., and Mr.

George B. Appleby, of O^^ford, Mass.. have accepted the
invitation to act as judges in the thirteenth annual trials
of fhe National Beagle Club of America, which will com-
mence on Nov. 3, 1902, at Mincola, Long Island.

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising y-achts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-
lows : I ,

,
<

I
i

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions : ,

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a <lescription of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of
value to men going over the same route. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-
garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to- writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graplK taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.
Good photographs will be considered in making the
awards.

5. The story should contain about seven thousand
words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as
judge and to make the awards.

Cruise to Lakeville.
The Corinthian Y. C, of San Francisco, is, if a.-ny-

tiling, a live little club. Its members believe in yachting
and do it. They sail for pleasure and get it. Forty sail-
ing yachts, big and little, comprise its fleet, and there are
no idlers. The management at the beginning of each
season issues a schedule of cruises, and each event brings
out a good fleet. Labor Day falling on Monday this
year, afforded three successive off days, and in consa-
quence the following announcement formed a part of the
schedule of events:

High Water. Low Water.
Aug. 30, Cruise to Lakeville 21.10.54 14.51.26
Aug. 3T, Cruise to Lakeville 10.40.51 15.45.23
Sept. I. Cruise to Lakeville. .. ,.11.20.54 16.35.20

Now Lakeville, be it known, is not a yachting center,
or, as to that, ^ny Oth^r kind of 9, center; but it is on

the map, and all good C rinthian yachtsmen are supposed!

to be able to find any old place that is duly charted. The
following rough draft is approximately accurate, and
sh9ws the way from Tiburon (Corinthian Y. C. anchor-
age) to Lakeville less plainly than does the Government
charts

:

It looked easy, on paper, and no one for a moment
doubted the ability of the fleet to assemble at Lakeville in
due schedule time. It was to be a run to the drawbridge
Saturday afternoon—free wind and tide. Then to Lake-'
ville and back to the draw bridge on Sunday. That left

Monday for the windward beat home.
Here in San Francisco we schedule the wind with the

same confidence as the tide. We count on a never-failing
twenty to thirty-five miles an hour wind coming in

MAY.

through the Golden Gate and passing up the bay. Our
yachts have evolved a type which seems best suited to the
local conditions of heavy wind and sea, and are uniformly
deep bodied, beamy, heavily ballasted and powerfully con-
sLructed. Six thousand pounds of fixed ballast for 25ft.

Avaterline is not unusual, and is found useful and con-
\ c nient when bucking one of our regular summer breezes.
For the crliise to Lakeville. the writer took passage on

the May at the invitation of her owner, the Commodore.
May is essentially a "big-little boat." Waterline

r_\a4ft.; sail area, 67S.49ft. ; draft (board up), 4ft. Fair
sizcid cockpit and cabin big enough for a 35-footer. Our
cargo comprised the Commodore, tlie Artist (a title which
ho disclaims), and the writer; and provisions apparently
ample for a week's cruise. Two Primo oil stoves manip-
ulated by the combined genius of the Commodore and
Artist demonstrated the powers of mind over matter be-
low decks.

At about 3 P. M. the fleet broke anchors and headed
up the bay. A nice breeze soon carried us by Angel
Island, and the prospects of a fine run with the wind and
tide were never brighter. The larger yachts gradually
took the lead and looked proud and beautiful. We shortly
noticed, however, that as tail-enders we were man.festly
closing up the gap which separated us from the leaders,
and we began to fhink that, after all, size was not always
equivalent to speed; and the Commodore, in consequence
soon began to show unmistakable signs of haughtiness—

a

condition.no one has ever seen him assume on any ac-
count other than his boat. His pride M''as . shortly
banished. The leading yachts had run into a dead calm
and we were soon with them on equally painful terms.
But we w^ould soon have wind. Calms, in summer, on
San Francisco Bay, are so thoroughly out of place that
j;o one could believe this one would last long. But the
tide—a good long flood—was under us, and we were in no
hurry, and so why should w^e care. That tide, too, proved
a delusion. Whether the fault of the tide table or of the
tide, no one has yet discovered; but our fleet, like the
Irish Dragoon, was plainly advancing backward. Our
pennants drooped with the sadness of wilted flowers. The
duighys mixed, side on, with dangling sheets. Not a rip-
ple. Not a sound. Everything sun. The quiet could
aloiost be heard. But for the chaffing of the crews ther^
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seemed no life. Thus we drifted, some one way, some
another, until approaching darkness shaded all prospects

of . the drawbridge and began to cloud the situation with
a somewhat serious aspect. Listless smoking, lounging
and waiting ended. Something had to be done. Two
courses were open—light lamps, wait for the wind and
try. a night run, or "jay-hawk" for Paradise Cove on our
port beam. The "jay-hawk" proposition prevailed. The
Commodore produced the sweeps ; the Artist and the

writer produced the muscle. We had the better of the

big yachts—they couldn't be rowed; but the better was
none too good. Heavy ballast in a boat is admirable
when needed. It is not needed for rowing purposes.
However, we made Paradise Cove and were soon snug
above decks and deep in the mysteries of the larder below.
And, oh, what a dinner

!

Sometime about 9 or 10 o'clock, while we were digesting
cur dinner with the Commodore's cigars, a good breeze
sprung up somewhere out of the darkness, and we ven-
tured the hope that the other yachts were making good
use of it: but we did not even so much as counsel together

MORNING VISITORS.

over the propriety of a night run. They had to do so

;

we did not.

The morrow as clear and likewise as calm as had been
the preceding evening. We found two of our yachts in

the Cove Avith us. A visit from them disclosed "that they
were as ignorant of the whereabouts of the rest of the
fleet as we.

Breakfast over, dishes washed, cigars smoked, and still

no wind. About the middle of the forenoon a steam
launch offered us a line, and so we towed back to Angel
Island and there caught a good brjeeze coming in the
Golden Gate; but as the entire bay north of us was still

calm, we determined that Lakeville was not for us, and
headed for the main channel, and there enjoyed a long sail

if. the smacking breeze of the Golden Gate, and returned
to our club moorings in the evening. As it would be
manifestly impossible to reach Lakeville and return next
day, we cut Lakeville out and repaired to a commodious
house-boat, owned by the Commodore, for the night, and
determined to devote the next day to near-by sailing.

By the middle of the afternoon of Monday the yachts
began to return. It was indeed amusing to hear their
experiences. The night run up the bay had been too much
for the bump of navigation of the most of them. One
captain had anchored in all confidence in front of the
drawbridge. Daylight, next morning, disclosed no bridge,
and he .still declares that the bridge has been stolen.

Another captain anchored in the channel in front of the
bridge with so much confidence that soundings were not
deemed necessary. Next morning neither bridge nor
water were in sight. He had anchored on top of a mud
flat. One yacht fetched up at Vallejo. ~ Of the entire
fleet, but two yachts reached Lakeville. Thus ended the
cruise; and the good people of Lakeville are still ignorant
of the honor that has been paid them.

E. B. Leaming.

Atlantic C.
" CAPE MAY OCEAN' RACE.

Sept. 20 to 21.

Schooner Iroquois, belonging to Mr. J. G. N. Whit-
taker, carried off the honors in the Atlantic Y. C. ocean
race from Sea Gate to and around the Northeast End
Lightship oi¥ Cape May and return, a distance of 210
nautical miles. The distance was sailed in 27h. and 55m.,

an average speed of seven and a half knots an hour, with
nearly half the distance a beat in a nasty sea.

On corrected time, figured according to the rule in gen-
eral use for allowances, Iroquois beat Mr. Louis Bossert's

Coronet 2h. 2m. 19s. ; Mr. George Lauder's Endymion,
2h. 41m. 23s., and Com. Tod's Thistle gh. iis. Flagship
Sachem, belonging to Com. Fred F. Adams, of the Larch-
mont Y. C, withdrew during the early part of the

contest.

Coronet was the first craft to finish, having covered the

310 knots in 27h. 49m. 30s. Because of her size, however,
she lost the contest to Iroquois on time allowance. The
time of Coronet is close to the record for the course. In

a New York Y. C. contest over the same journey, held ir^

1872, between Dreadnaught and Palmer, it is said tha|

% fprmen mm^h 4i4 distance in ?§h. §m. 40s,

COSSACIC.

rhoto by Willard B. Jackson, Marblehead,

Iroquois won the Northeast End Light Vessel cup, a new
trophy donated by Com. Robert E. Ted. Coronet cap-
tured second prize, and Endymiofi third, the latter two
offered by the Atlantic Y. C. Beside these prizes, Cor-
inthian crew pins or bars were given to Corinthians on
winning yachts.

The contest was scheduled to start on the afternoon of
I-'riday, Sept. 19. The weather was rather inauspicious.
All were anxious for the long struggle to begin, however,
and Chairman George Hill, of the Regatta Committee, de-

c'ded to send the yachts away as near schedule time as
possible. The preparatory signal was set at i :is P. M.,
and 15m. later the starting gun was fired. In addition to

the craft which idtimately completed the contest, Mr.
Charles Smithers' Muriel started in the initial attempt to

begin the race, and in a light wind walked away from
the rest of the fleet. »

There was- a great deal of regret expressed that Mr.
George W. Putnam's auxiliary schooner. Ariadne, which

• did so well in the race to Fire Island Lightship, did not
compete, and also surprise that Mr. Edward R. Cole-
man's Hildegarde and Mr. FIcnry S. Parmelle's Alert
were -not at the line.

Shortly after the first start the N.E. wind bloAving

began to lighten and the weather grow thick. At 4 P. M.,
when the boats had reached a point about a mile southeast
cf Roamer Shoal Light, Com. Tod signaled from the flag-

ship that he thought it best to call the race off for the day.

The other starters consented, and the fleet returned to

anchorage at Sea Gate as best they could.

It was decided to start as early Saturday morning as

weather conditions would permit, but not tmtil 9 o'clock

A. M. did the times look at all propitious. Ex-Rear Com.
Henry J. Robert set the preparatory signal from his

sloop Ondawa at 9 130 o'clock, and 15m. later the starting

signal was given. Muriel had withdrawn, leaving six

seaworthy schooners to essay the contest, two of which
carried with them enviable records for racing in like

conditions.

In a memorable struggle in 1887 Coronet beat Dauntless
from Bay Ridge to Queenstown for a pure of $10,000 a

side, while in the summer of 1900 Endymion made the

fastest time ever credited a sailing vessel from Sandy
Lfook to the Needles, doing the distance in thirteen days
and twenty hours.

The wind at the start was E. by S. and fresh. Sachem
led the fleet away. The crossing times were: Sachem,
9:46:00; Iroquois, 9:46:30; Thistle, 9:46:50; Endj'mion,

p :46 :SS ; Coronet, 9 :49 :o7. The yachts had a reach to

West Bank Light, where sheets were trimmed in to

shape a course through Swash Channel to the westward
of the bell buoy at the entrance.

Shortly after I o'clock Endymion drew bv Iroquois.

At the same time Coronet was slowly closing up the

distance which separated her from the leaders, she hav-

ing passed Thistle. The fleet, with the breeze gn the

port qyarterj ha^ ? r^ach dowp the Jersey coast. When

Sandy Hook was passed Endymion had forged ahead of

!

Sachem, which was followed by Iroquois^ Coronet and
Thistle in the order named.
Reaching in a freshening breeze the craft gradually

heeled until lee rails were well under. At 11 o'clock

Iroquois passed Sachem, and a bit later, when 'off Long
Branch, the latter wore around and stood for Sea Gate..

At Barnegat, which was passed at 2:40, Endymion had
drawn out a two-mile lead on the rest of the fleet. Iro-

quois was second, a mile and a half ahead of Coronet.
Thistle was last, and in the light breeze was gradually

picking up on Coronet. Atlantic City was passed at

sundown. Endj'mion was still leading and Thistle had
gotten abreast of Coronet.
Endymion was the first yacht to round the Northeast

End Lightship. Each boat had to take her own time.'

Endymion turned at 9:16:00; Irequois. at 9:24:00; Coro-
net, 9:55:00, and Thistle at 10:07:00. Endymion had
covered the 105 nautical miles in iih. 31m.
The homeward journey was difl^erent from that going

out. The breeze was blowing E. by N. For three hours <

or more it continued soft, and thcii began to pipe hard,;

making it advisable to reef on all of the craft. Endymion
stood in shore on the starboard tack. Coronet and Iro-

quois held seaward, and when they came about were able'

to njake the whistling buoy off Atlantic City. The breeze
continued to freshen and picked up ugly seas. Conditions
just suited Coronet, and she moved through the water at

a fast clip.

Iroquois in the meantime was doing remarkably well.

She drew ahead of Endymion at about 7 o'clock on the
Sabbath morning, the latter still being well inshore.
Iroquois and Coronet laid' their courses for Scotlafid
Lightship. Just before that vessel was reached Coronet
took the lead, which she maintained until the end cross-
ing the finish line at 1:34:30. Iroquois fir.i l..d at
1 :40 :oo, and Endymion at 3 :04 :oo.

Thistle had a hard time of it toward the latter pa-t of-

the journey, but by shortening sail worked homeward and
finished at 8 :47 :40. As a result of the ocean race this-

year, Com. Tod has decided to take the square sails off'

his craft, and substitute a modern schooner rig. Altera-
tions toward that end are now going on. Working sails

and a square sail on the foremast of the schooners was the
only canvas allowed in the ocean race.

On board Iroquois were the owner, Mr, J. G. N. Whit-
taker, and Horace Bullock. Coronet carried Mr. LouiS;
Bossert, the owner ; Dr. L. Bowman, Messrs. F. Hewlett,
F. Flug and W. D. Hoxie. On board Thistle, lieside

Com. Tod, were Messrs. J. Fred Ackerman, C. L. Schuy-
ler, Ernesto Simondetti and George W. Royan, Com. Todj
is enthusiastic over ocean racing, and this branch of yacht-'
iiig will be well provided for in the Atlantic Y. C. schedule
of j^g, 'J'jip summaries :

Cape May Oceau Kacc— .Start. 9;45 A. A).

Sept. 21, P. M.
, finish. Elapsed. Corrected,

Iroquois, J. G. N, Whittakef...»„4 40 W 27 55 00 U
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Coronet, Louis Rossert 1 34 30 27 49 30
Endvmion, G. Laxider, Tr 3 04 00 29 19 00
Thistle, Robert Tod....". 8 47 40 35 02-40
Sachem, F. T. Adams Withdrew.

27 49 30
28 28 34
34 47 22

SEA GATE, L. I.

Saturday, Sept. 27.

The Atlantic Y. C. closed its racing season on the

afternoon of Saturday, Sept. 27, \Anth a regatta for the

regular classes in the Y. R. A. of Graveseud Bay. The
different boats competed for a trophy offered by Mr. R. L.

Cuthbert, all sailing in one class on a handicap basis.'

Com. Robert E. Tod presented first prizes to winners in

each class on elapsed time, while the club offered seconds
and thirds where conditions demanded, Corinthian crew
pins or bars went to Corinthians in winning boats, yachts-

women included.

It was a poor day for racing. Little or no wind greeted
the boats at the start, which was made in a strong head
tide. A-lthough the struggle was no test for the handicap
system, Sea Gate Corinthians feel that in recognizing this

feature of yachting, the club has taken a step in decidedly
the right direction.

The raceabout Cockatoo, of the Atlantic Y. C, led the
fleet from .start to finish. She carried off the honors in

class P and won the Cuthbert trophy on corrected time.

In this competition Vagabond was second, Martha M
third and Karma fourth.

Winners in the different classes were Sunol, Vivian,
Cockatoo, Spots, Pickaninny and Jig-a-Jig. Martha M,
scored a sailover. Those securing second prizes were
Kangaroo, Gwendolen, Vagabond, Wraith and Quinque,
Karma won a third.

Handicaps for the Cuthbert trophy were figured by
Chairman George Hill of the Regatta Committee, on past
performances of the craft. The corrected time of each
yacht was the percentage of her elapsed time given in the
following list:

Vivian Scratch Kangaroo

after the start, when a slight zephyr came in from the

southwest.
Nearly all of the craft had kept close to the Sea Gate

shore to avoid the tide as much as possible. But the

land, however, was enough to shut off the light air.

Cockatoo and a few other boats which had stood over to

the westward were in a much better position when the

breeze came. The Chubb craft took the lead and was
never headed.
The breeze was so light that Mr. Hill, of the Regatta

Committee, ordered the boats to turn the bell buoy at the

entrance to. Swash Xhannel as the outer mark. This
made a journey of four miles, or eight miles for the

entire course. The wind hauled to the southward and
strengthened perceptibly at about 4 130.

Most of the craft made the buoy on two "close-hauled

legs, while a good spinnaker run was in order on the
journey home. Cockatoo was first to round the outer
mark. Then came Vagabond, Vivian and Karma in the
order named.
The run home was rather slow, and it was long after

dark before the last boat had finished. Mr. George Hill

followed the racers over the course in his ducking launch,
Akista, and the tug Agnes H. Wlyte was at hand in case
of need. C. L. Schuyler, of the Regatta Committee, took
the finish times. The last craft ended the race at 6:40
P. M.
Sunol beat Kangaroo 8m. and 45s. ; Vivian beat Gwen-

dolen 2im. and 50s. ; Cockatoo headed Vagabond hy 4m.
and 30S. ; Spots beat Wraith 45s., and Jig-a-Jig beat
Quinque 12m. and 5s. For the Cuthbert trophy. Cockatoo
beat Vagabond 3ni. and 35s., Martha M. 6m. and 34s., and
Karma 7m. and i8s; The summaries follow

:

Sloops—Cass M—Start, 3:03.
P'inish. Elapsed.

Sunol, John Abbey 6 58 20 2 55 20
Kangaroo, C. H. Humphreys 6 07 05 3 04 05
Benito. Haviland Brothers 6 09 05 3 06 05

Sloops—Class N—Start, 3:06.
Vivian. S. E. Vernon 5 45 30 2 39 30
Gwendolen, H. G. Nobles 6 07 20 3 01 20
Caribou, T. E. Nicholson 6 09 30 3 03 30
Cruiser, Qnincy Tucker Withdrew.

Sloops—Class P—Start, 3:09.
Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb 5 36 00 2 27 00
Vagabond, T. A, Vernon 5 40 ,30 2 .31 30
Karma, J. C. Erskine 5 48 40 2 39 40
Song and Dance, E. F. Luchenbach.6 07 30 2 58 .30

Elsie, C. P. Rosemon 6 10 20 3 01 20

Sloops—Class Q—Start, 3:12.
Spots, D. D. AHerton 6 11 00 2 59 00
\vraith. Calvin Tomkins 6 11 45 2 59 45
Bronco, F. C. Moore Disqualified.

„ ,
Sloops—Class R—Start, 3:15.

Pickaninny, E. H, Low 6 36 20 3 21 20
Peanut, D. O. Davenport Withdrew.

Marine and Field Class—Start, 3:18.
JiR-a-Jig. W. A. ITutchcson 6 24 20 3 06 20
Ouinque, L. H. Smith 6 36 25 3 18 25
Flying Fox, F. B. Anderson 6 40 00 3 22 00

Catboats—Class V—Start, 3:2t.
Martha M., Richard Moore 5 57 35 2 36 25

Corrected.
2 39 33
2 36 28
2 51 12

2 39 30
2 54 Oi
2 50 39

07 53;

11 48
15 11
38 31

25 03

30 21
30 59

2 33 01

2 30 55
2 32 46
2 43 37

2 14 27

Little Haste and La Rita Matches,
CHICAGO, LAKE MICHIGAN.

Sept. 26 and 27.

Mr. T. K. Lothrop's 21-footer Little Haste, which
earlier in the week arrived at Chicago from Boston to sail
a series with La Rita, champion of the Columbia Y. C, of
Chicago, took the measure of the Chicago boat without
any difficulty whatever, and with plenty of leisure to spare
m the first of the series, which was sa'led on Friday,
Sept. 26. The result was not whollv decisive, as the

.
wmd was very light, and the match much a drifting one,
.sailed m light airs from the S.E. La Rita has been a
surprismgly stiff and handy little craft in heavy going,
pomtmg especially well, and having no difficulty in de-
featmg the best of the local rivals. ColJeen having given
her the closest rubs so far. It was, therefore, not exactly
the sort of weather which La Rita wants; though it is
hardly good form to complain much about the weather
when one has received, so clever a beating as the Boston
boat administered yesterday.
The course was over the twelve-mile triangle of the

Columbia Y. C, and the preliminary gun was fired at
1:50. Little Haste was first over the starting line, cross-
ing at 2:00:10, La Rita los. later. The first leg was a
broad reach, and both boats at once broke out balloon jibs,
the Boston boat shifting into the weather berth promptly."
It was a fox chase thereafter, the time at the first buoy
being: Little Haste. 2:27:07; La Rita, 2:29:34.
At the crib the faint breeze became still fainter and

the second leg, involving a beat to windward, was a tame
affair. La Rita having no chance at what was con<;idered
her best point of sailing. On this leg Little Haste doused
the balloon jib and broke out spinnaker. La Rita using the
same canvas. It seemed as though the Chicago boat were
a;ichored at this stage, the Boston craft going on as if
pulled by an invisible wire. The latter continued to bet-
ter Its lead, the time at the second stake being: Little
Haste. 3:45:02; La Rita, 4:18:12.
Running hohie, Little Haste kept up the spinnaker and

also a working jib, La Rita resorting to the balloon jib
again. La Rita caught a slight cat's paw. which enabled
her to close up the gap slightly, but the Easterner had the
race wholly m hand long before this time. The .sum-
mary, start 2 :oo

:

Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr., Boston 5 22I5 fl^l^^'La Rita, George R. Pearl, Chicago 5 35 05 .3 35 05

The judges were Messrs. Henry L. Hertz. Charles E
Scales and Charles E. Kiemer. Official timer, Mr. Joseph
Ruff.

Saturday, Sept. 27.

The second of the series race between La Rita and
Little Haste M as sailed on Saturday, Sept. 27. The course
was six knots to leeward and return, and the wind was
strong from the S.W. Little Haste beat La Rita on the
run to leeward stake boat about im. On jibing around

Gwendolen 96
Caribou 93

Bonito m ....92

Sunol 91
Cockatoo ..v.;...87
Vagabond ..........87
Song and Dance.
Martha M

85
Karma 85
Spots Hi
Wraith 84
Jig-a-Jig 81
Flying Fox ...T SI
Elsie 80

.86 Oninque 77

.86 Pickaninny 76

Twenty-one craft started the race. Cruiser, of tbe
Brooklyn Y. C, and' Peanut, of the Atlantic Y. C, did not
finish. Bronco fouled the outer mark and was dis-
qualified.

It was the original intention to start the contest at 2
o'clock. The course was to be one aggregating sixteen
nautical miles, with the marks at West Bank Light. Old
Orchard Shoal Light, Southwest Spit and Roamer Shoal
light, with the start and finish off Sea Gate.
At the time for starting there was no wind stirring.

After waiting an hour the craft were sent away, the pre-
paratory signal being fired at 3 o'clock. The different
classes were started at three-minute intervals. Class M
boats were first away, and included Sunol, Kangaroo
and Bonito. In class N were Vivian, Gwendolen, Caribou
and Cruiser.

Five boats came to the line in class P. They were
Cockatoo, Vagabond, Karma, Song and Dance and Elsie.
Spots, Bronrt) and Wraith constituted class Q. Picka-
ninny, recently purchased by Edwin H. Low, of the At-
lantic Y. C, and Peanut, started in class R. Three Marine
and Field craft essayed the journey. They were Jig-a-
Jig, Quinque and Flying Fox. Martha M. was the only
starter in the catboat class.

The wind was so hght there was hardly steerage way
on, and the craft had a strenuous time trying to work
around Norton's Point in face of the strong flood tide
Tbejr 4nft¥4 »bout sMwl^ssly "^{jqu^ ti^u an hour

UTILE HASTE.
f^Qto by Waisui B. J^cksof}, Marbl?ij?aa,
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the stake boat she split her mainsail from leach to hoist.

-As the mainsail was close reefed at tlie time, she was
totally disabled, and La Rita finished the course alone.

Up to time Little Haste was disabled, La Rita was carry-

ing full sail ; after this accident her crew close reefed her
and took it easy on the beat home.
This gives each yacht one race, and the deciding race

will be sailed Monday if the mainsail of Little Haste can
be repaired in time. If not, the race will be postponed
Until repairs are completed. The summary, start 2 :oo

:

Finist).
La Rite. Geo. R. Pearl 4 43 20
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr Disabled.

The judges were Henry L. Hertz, President of the In-
land Lakes Yachting Association ; Charles E. Scales,

Chairman of the Regatta Committee of the Macatawa Bay
Y. C, and Charles E. Kiemer, of Chicago Y. C. Official

timer, Joseph Ruff.
The third race was sailed on Monday, Sept. 29, and

won by Little Haste by over 14m.

which boat won by nearly a minute. Joker was second,
with Kittie third. The summary:

Swift, O'. J.'Ledyard.

Penataqttit-Corinthian V, C*
BAY SHORE, L. I.

Season of 1902.

The racing season of 1902 will go down in history as
one of the best ever experienced by the Penataquit-Cor-
inthian Y. C. of Bay Shore, L. I. Interest of the year was
centered in the competition for the Lighthouse cup
donated in ipoi by J. Campbell Smith for a series of
special races in class N.

In accordance with the conditions of the trophy, six

contests were sailed, in which seven crack yachts en-
tered. Mr. H. O. Havemeyer's new Herreshoff creation.

Electra, carried off the honors of the year with a total of

71 points. Amj' Foster, owned by J. Campbell Smith,
finished second with 44 points.

By winning the series of this year, Electra scores a
leg on the trophy, and the privilege of having her name
and that of her owner engraved upon it. The cup be-

comes the personal property of the member who succeeds
in winning the yearly series three times, not necessarilj'

consecutive.

With the advent of the modern boats some of the older
class N craft in the club were forced out of any chance
of winning, so the Regatta Committee formed a special

class X, and offered a silver tankard to be won by the
yacht scoring the greatest number of points in a series of
three races. Mr. Josiah Low's Alpheus emerged vic-

torious, with 36 points ; Mr. C. H. Covell's Treasure was
second, with 31 points. ^
From the start competition for the Lighthouse cup has

created a great deal of interest in the Bay Shore organiza-
tion. Amy Foster, belonging to the donor of the trophy,

carried off the series of 1901. The other craft finished

in the following order : Wanda, Mr. John R. Suydam

;

Pinkie, Mr. Allan Pinkerton; Gavety, Mr. Richard Hyde;
Viking, Mr. F. F. Shortland ; Treasure, Mr. C. H. Covell

;

Grotona, Mr. LI. H. Hollister; Selnada, Mr. J. Fred
/ickerman.
Two new craft were built for the races of this year

—

Electra, the winner, and Arrow, belongiijg to Mr. John R.
Suydam, of New York city. The latter entered only the

first two contests, but in the second defeated Electra, an
honor which has come to no other boat in the series.

Arrow was designed by Mr. Clinton H. Crane, of Messrs.
Tarns, Lemoine & Crane, and built by Frank Wood, of
City Island. She is 43ft. 9in. over all and 25! gin. on
the waterline,

Electra was launched from the Herreshoff shops early

ill the season, and, it will be remembered, showed her
heels to Quakeress II., one of the Buzzard's Bay thirties,

in an impromptu scrap in Bristol Harbor. Electra is 42ft.

5in. over all, 27ft. sin. on the waterline, 12ft. 3in. beam
and draws 2ft. iij^in.

Fifty prizes have been awarded by the club during the

season. Silver mugs were given for firsts and cups of
pewter for seconds. Every race scheduled was run off

with a gratifying number of entries. Twelve craft started

in the spring regatta on June 28, nine in the summer
event cn July 19, twenty-seven in the open regatta of Aug.
7 and -twenty-two in the fall race on Labor Day.

In the system in use at the Penataquit-Corinthian Y. C.

the first boat in each race receives ten points, the second
six points, the third three points, and the fourth one point.

In addition to the above a yacht receives two points each
time she starts, and an additional three points for com-
pleting the course.

The Regatta Committee for 1902 consisted of Harry M.
Brewster, chairman; Bryce Metcalf, secretary; Samuel T.
Gushing, Robert W. Haff and Regis H. Post. The records

of the Lighthouse cup and special class X series follow

:

28
Electra, H. O. Havemeyer 15

Amy Foster, J. C. Smith H
Pinkie, Allan Pinkerton 8

Don, T. R. Macy
Arrow, J. R. Suydam 2

Treasure, C. H. Covell
Gayety, Richard Hyde 2

Special Class X
Alpheus, Josiah O. Low.........
Treasure, C. H. Covell
Marie, Aymar Johnson
Lillian, S. F. Rothschild

Cla-ss N—Lighthouse Cup.
June July Aug.

19
Sept. Total
1 6 Points.

11 15 15 15 71
6 11 8 S 44

11 11 's 38
"s

'2
15 2 11 38

15 17
'6

6
'2

4

Silvc-r Trophy.
6 15 15 36

15 8 S 31
8 11 11 30

11 6 6 23

Kennebec Y* C«
'

:

' BATH, KENNEBEC KIVER, ME.

Saturday, Sept. 20.

The second special club race of the Kennebec Y. C. was
held on Saturday, Sept. 20. The boats covered short

course No. 4, starting off the club house, thence N. to and
around lower Winslow's Ledge Buoy, thence S. to and
laround buoy off Reed's Wharf, and then back to the

finish line. The wind was fresh from the S.E. and the

v^eather clear.

The starting gun was given at 2 :24, and 40s. later Joker
crossed, followed by Kittie, Aspenet, Agnes, Swift, Hecla
and Dorinda, in the order named. Dewey broke her

tiller and withdrew. Joker led at the upper mark, but
iKittie took the lead on the beat down the river and was
well ahead at the lower mark. At this point she had

trOWble with her light sails, jind was passed by Agnes,

15 to 25ft.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
2 25 09 3 30 15 1 05 06 1 04 23
.2 24 40 3 31 25 1 06 45 1 05 27

,2 24 49 8 34 26 1 09 37 1 07 34
.2 27 03 3 35 45 1 08 42 1 08 42
.2 25 35 3 37 07 1 11 32 1-08 53
.2 25 00 3 34 57 1 09 57 1 08 54

2 25 36 4 02 41 1 37 05 1 30 29
Dewey, Bonney & Farrar..., Disabled.

Boston Letter.

Boston, Sept. 28.—When the racing season of 1902 was
first opened, considerable comment was made upon the
extreme overhangs which were being produced in the

restricted classes, especially in the 21ft. class. It was
pointed out at that time that this feature was orfe which
the Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts had no
intention of allowing under its restrictions. Such yachts
were built, however, and the result is general dissatisfac-

tion among many of the yachtsmen who have built yachts
for this class. As a matter of fact the winner of the
championship owes much of her success to the fact that
she was simply the largest boat in the class. In order
to get the extreme overhangs, it was necessary to build a
fiat boat, and the result was a perfect scow, with great
beam and sail area, and light displacement. But all this
iis to be changed, either by the rule of the Yacht Racing
Association or by the establishment of a proposed new
2:2ft. cabin yacht class.

'

Last week a meeting of interested yachtsmen met in the
•office of Mr. Sumner H. Foster and voted to adopt a set

of rules governing this new class, and also to organize an
association. The Yacht Racing Association will be asked
to adopt the new class, as it did the class of the Eighteen-
foot Knockabout Association. What the framers of the
new class are trying to get is a large boat on a short
waterline, which will have good speed and will also be a
comfortable cruising yacht—in short, they are trying to

get what would be a rational .'25-fopter, so far as dimen-
sions go, on a 22ft. waterline. There are some features
about the new boat which are commendable. There are
others which some of the yachtsmen are not so sure
about. However, the class has been formed, and it is

stated that there are several yachtsmen who will build for
it. Some of these men are on the North Shore and some
at Duxbury. The organization of the class was rushed,
as it was thought that any delay wx^ttld be likely to pre-
Aent new yachts being turned out in time for next season's
racing. While this would be a very good reason, if there
were assurance that every detail of the new class is an
improvement over existing yachts, and that the new
boats would be permanent fixtures, there are some people
who think that it would have been well to have studied the
matter out more carefully before asking yachtsmen to in-
vest their money in new boats.

The Executive Committee of the Yacht Racing Asso-
ciation, realizing that something should be done in the
matter of rating yachts on tJie lengths they actually use,
has been at work on different systems for some time.
The committee has as yet made no announcement, al-

though it is likely to very soon. The 22ft. Association
has put a limit on the over-all length of their boats, a
feature which is not deemed very good by the majority
of yachtsmen, and it is known that those on the Y. R. A.
Executive Committee are opposed to a direct limit. There
is much talk of adopting the measurement rule which
Herreshoff has proposed for the New York Y. C, which
would leave the matter of overhangs one that would gov-
ern itself. If this is done and a rating is made for 21-
footers, there is likely to be conflict of the new 22ft. class

with the Association. This is undesirable and will not do
any good, as there are'at present four 2Tft. classes.

There will be an informal dinner at the town house of
the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. on Saturday evening, at
which the club championship cups and those offered for
the mid-summer series will be presented to the winners.
The racing season of the club was most successful. The
club has been very generous in offering cups and cash
prizes, and as a result the races have been very well at-

tended. Light airs generally prevailed for the club events,
and as a result the champions, with one exception, are
different from those of the Y. R. A. of M. In the 25-
foot'ers, Sally VI. won out by a good margin. In con-
nection with this class it may be of interest to tell that at

one t me Chewink II. had control of the championship in

this class, and, had she stopped racing, she would have
won it. Mr. Macomber, however, preferred to continue
racing, and, although he lost the championship by doing
so, he is deserving of great praise for the sportsmanlike
.spirit he showed, and has set forth a grand example for
racing yachtsmen. In the 21-footers Chloris and Rooster
II. were very close for the chiampionship, so close that
it was necessary to resail an unfinished race to decide it.

Rooster was ahead before this race was sailed, and she
did not show up for a final test with Chloris, which took
a walkover. This pulled Chloris' percentage up, and she
got the championship. In the i8ft. knockabouts, Mahl-
lian won the championship by a good margin. The fol-

lowing is the table of percentages

:

Class D—25-footers.

Starts. Per Cent.
Sally VL, L. F. Percival 6 85.56
C'hewink II., F. G. Macomber, Jr 9 78.14
Calypso. A; W. Chesterton 8 58.75
L'Aiglon, E. W. Hodgson 5 43.32
Early Dawn, T- E. Doherty 3 20.66
Little Peter, G. B. Doane.... 3 15.34

Class S—21-footers.
Chloris, Cheney & Lanning- ., 7 80.24
Rooster II., Adams Bros ..,.>,,^...... ,4 77.50
Mildred II., S. P. Moses 4 60.00
Little Haste, T. K. Lothrop, Jr,,. . . t . i,. 3 50.00
Micniac, Richard Hutchinson. .. wJ. 4 30.00

Class I—18ft. iKnockabouts.
Malillian, B. S. Permar 8 87.50
Biza, Alfred Douglas S 79.77
Gertrude, H. E. Ly.nch 5 75.00
Domino, C. C. Clapp 4 59.37
Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 6 44.86
Jvethla, Cole & Baoon 8 39.78
Stroller, L. B. Goodspeed 3 21.87

John B. Killeen.

Boston, Mass,—We have had a great many inquiries for yacht
fittings throug;^! your paper, and, ore pleased with the result of the
advertisement. " A. S. Morss ^ Co,.

CoI«mbia*Y.IC*

CHICAGO, LAKE MICHIGAN.

Saturday, Sept. 20.

The eleventh fall annual regatta of the Columbia Y.
C. was sailed on Saturday, Sept. 20. Nineteen boats
started. The boats covered the club's ten-mile course.

Neva did splendid work and beat every boat in the fleet

over the course. Neva won the George K. Spoor cup as

time prize. Alice, first among the schooners, won the

cup put up by Vice-Corn. McGuire, and Vixen, first among
the class B yachts, won the ship's clock, put up by Rear-
Com. Vernon C. Seaver. The summary:

Class B—Start, 2:30.

Vi.xen 4 41 00 2 11 00
Martha IL 4 47 05 2 17 05
Pen 4 46 20 2 16 20
Mawaja 5 53 33 2 33 33
America 5 24 06 2 54 06
Marion H ' 6 00 OO 3 30 00

Schooners and Yawls—Start, 2:35.
Alice 4 49 32 2 14 32
Nomad .....5 20 20 2 45 20
Glad Tidings 5 42 00 3 07 00
Tartar ,..5 54 00 3 19 33
Mercury Withdrew.

Class A—Start, 2:40.
Neva 4 21 30 1 41 20
La Rita 4 40 08 2 00 08
Colleen 4 48 35 2 08 35
Arab IV. .4 44 55 2 04 55

Privateer 4 51 10 2 17 10
Margaret 5 03 44 2 23 44
Vision 5 20 10 2 40 10
Eleanor IL ...... 5 19 50 2 39 50

The winners were Vixen, Alice and Neva.

Monday, Sept. 22.

The eighth race for the Webb cup was sailed on Mon-
day, Sept. 22. The breeze was very light and fluky and
the race was a most un.satisfactory one. La Rita was
ahead at the second mark, with iPrivateer second ; the
rest of the boats were way astern. The wind dropped,
leaving the two leading boats becalmed. The rest of the
boats caught a little wind and finished before it reached
La Rita and Privateer. The judges were Messrs. E. T.
Balcom, W. S. Burrows and A. J. Rohan. The summary,
start 3 :oo

:

Finish. EIap.sed.
Colleen, Dr. Wm. Baum....... 5 20 18 2 20 IS
Arab IV., F. D. Porter 5 21 40 2 21 40

. Margaret, Wm. Cothrol! 5 24 40 2 24 40
Privateer, Oscar Daniels 5 38 25 2 38 25
La Rita. Geo. R. Pearl 5 39 10 2 3D 10

>

Tuesday, Sept. 23.

On Tuesday, Sept. 23, the ninth race for the Webb
cup was sailed. A brisk northerly wind held true through-
out the contest. The racing between Colleen, La Rita
and Arab was very close and interesting. Colleen won by
30s. La Rita took second honors. The judges were
Messrs. E. T. Balcom, W. S. Burrows and W. W. Peril.

The summary, start 3 :oo

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Colleen, Dr. Wm. Baum,..., 4 36 05 1 36 05
La Rita, Geo. R. Pearl , 4 36 35 1 .36 35
Arab IV., F. D. Porter 4 37 15 1 37 15
Margaret, Wm. Cothroll '

4 49 40 .1 49 40
Privateer, Oscar Daniels Broke down,

Wednesday, Sept. 24.

The tenth and last race for the Webb cup was held on
Wednesday, Sept. 27. La Rita did not start, as she was
being put in shape for her races with Little Hlaste. The
wind was fresh from the S.W., and Arab IV. won, with
Colleen second. The judges were Messrs, W. S. Burrows,
W. W. Peril and A. G. Wainwright. The summary,
start 2:30:

. . „ „ „ Finish. Elapsed.
Arab 1V„ F. D. Porter 4 07 20 1 37 20
Colleen, Dr. Wm. Baum 4 08 05 1 38 05
Privateer, Oscar Daniels 4 25 25 .1 55 25

This was the last of the Webb ctip series. La Rita win-
ning the trophy and 21ft. cabin class championship of the
AVest. Arab IV. and Colleen were practically tied for
second place, and the tenth race was necessary to decide
v.'inners of second and third places. Privateer and Mar-
garet had a hard battle through entire series for fourth
prize. Probably the club will offer a consolation prize for
the only yacht sailing in the series that failed to witi one
of the four prizes.

La Rita, first, Columbia Y. C °775^'

Arab IV., second. Columbia Y. C... !!..!!!!690
Colleen, third, Chicago Y. C..,,.i. 646.7
Privateer, fourth. Columbia Y. C ...35Z.^i
Margaret, fifth. Columbia Y, C ''.'.2&)'

Spraj', sixth, Columbia Y. C. ., ', 60
.Sprite, seventh, Chicago Y. C

Sprite and Spray were only in one race, and Sprite
broke down and Spray finished third in that race.

Beverly Y* C.

EIVERTON, DELAWARE RIVER.
'

Saturday, Sept. 20.

The Beverly Y. C. held its last regatta of thi- c-ison
on Saturday, Sept. 20. Eight boats started in t!ie ca boat
class. Katherine took the lead soon after the start -and
was ahead, when she met with an accident that pu; her
behind ; but she made up the loss later and- passed Peer-
less. Peerless hung close to her heels. and when the wind
lightened crawled up on her rival and beat her across
the line by 35s. Priscilla finished only 5s. behind
Katherine, and with her time allowance took second
place. The summary:

First Class Catboats—Start, 3:35.

Finish. Elapsed.
Peerless, Craythorne 5 58 20 2 IS 10
Priscilla, Clarkson B 69t)0 2 18 50
Katherine, Reese 6 58 55 2 22 50
Titania, Haines 6 05 67 2 30 50
Frona, J. Perkins ..Withdrew.
Vampire. Crispin Withdrew.
Gertrude, Holloway Withdrew.
Leila, Ferguson Withdrew.

Lartvs—Start, 3:40
No. 2, Taylor 5 27 25
Cortright 5 33 18
Hall 5 38 00
Bonfield Withdrew.
Petit ................................ Withdrew.
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The 22ft* Cabin Yacht Association.

Object.

To establish the definition and limitations of a 22ft.

waterline cabin yacht, and to make such rules as will pre-

serve the t)'pe of boat.

To establish a seaworthy type of cabin boat, with sub-

stantial construction and good cruising accommodations,
and of such dimensions that keel and centerboard boats
shall be as nearly as possible on an equality as to speed.
To allow as much latitude in design as is consistent

with the construction of a healthy type of boat.

By-Laws.

I. NAMp.

The nainc of this Asscciation shall be the Twenty-two
Boot Cabin Yacht Association.

II. OPFICER.S.

There shall be a President, Vice-Presidentj Secretary-
Treasurer, Inspector and a Board of three Judges. They
shall be elected at the annual meeting and shall hold office

iTntil the next annual meeting, or until their successors
are chosen. Vacancies in any office may be filled by the
President.

Ill, MEETINGS.

The annual meeting shall be held on the third Thursday
in September in each year. Special meetings shall be
called by the President, or by the Secretary, at the re-

ciuest of any three members. Five members shall con-
stitute a quorum. After July i, 1903, only owners of
Association boats shall be entitled to vote, and each As-
sociation boat shall be entitled to one vote. Voting by
proxy shall be allowed.

IV. MEMBERSHIP.

A Membership Committee, consisting of the President
and Secretary, ex-officio, shall act upon all applications
for membership. Any person shall be eligible to member-
ship. Each candidate for membership must be proposed
and seconded in writing to the Secretary.

V. MEMBERSHIP FEE.

An annual fee of $1 shall be charged each member to

defray the current expenses of the Association, which fee

shall be due immed ately after the annual meeting.

VI. DELINQUENTS. •

All members who are delinquent sixty days after the
date of the annual meeting may be suspended from mem-
bership and deprived of all the privileges of the Associa-
tion. Members who are still delinquent on the day of the
following annual meeting may be dropped for non-pay-
ment of dues, and shall only become members again by
paying for each year that they have been delinquent.

VII. BOARD OF JUDGES.

The Board of Judges shall decide all questions relating
to the observances of the rules of the Association. Their
decision shall be final. They shall have the power to
disqualify boats from racing which do not comply with
the spirit as well as the letter of the rules.

Vin. INSPECTORS.

An Inspector shall be elected at the annual meeting,
lie shall become satisfied that the boats of the Association
are within the restrictions, and shall report to the Secre-
tary. Upon a favorable report from the Inspector the
Secretary shall issue to the owner a certificate that his
boat complies with the rules of the Association. Any
owner dissatisfied with the Inspector's report may ap-
peal to the Board of Judges; and the Inspector may also
obtain their decision as to all matters on which he is in
doubt. In case any owner of any other boat is dissatisfied
with the Inspector's report, he may appeal to the Board
of Judges.

IX, MEASURING FEE.

The fee for measuring shall be five dollars, in case of a
rc-measurement the fee shall be four dollars; if the re-
ineasurement is on protest same shall be paid by the party
in the wrong.

X. AMENDMENTS.
These By-Laws and the definition and limitations of' any

Association boat may be amended at any meeting by a
three-fifths vote, provided notice of the proposed amend-
ments is given in the call for the meeting.

Definition and Lfmitatioa.

Definition.—A 22ft. cabin yacht is intended to be a sea-
worthy type of cruising and racing yacht, substantially
constructed, properly ballasted, and with moderate sail

plan, and cabin trunk, having suitable cabin accommoda-
tions below, and conforming to the limitations herein men-
tioned.

Length L. W. L.—The length of the load waterline,
with full equipment, shall not exceed 22ft.

Beam.—The beam at the load waterlme shall be at
least 6ft. 6in.

Length O. A.—The over all length shall not exceed
38ft. Neither the forward nor the after overhang shall
exceed 6ft. 6in.

Bow.—A square or sm:b-nose bow shall not be allowed
and accordingly the beam is limited at a point equi-distant
between the waterline forward and the extreme bow to
not more than 45 per cent, of the greatest waterline beam.
The g rth of the hull at the same point shall not exceed
the number of inches represented by the sum of the beam
plus the depth of hull plus three, measured at the same
point. The deck line shall not run at an angle with the
C! nter line greater than 30 degrees. Any evasion of the
M i'-it as well as the letter of this rule shall disqualify a
jacht from racing in this class and the decision of the
Judges of tliis Association shall be final on that question.

Freeboard.—The freeboard .shall be not less than 22iii.

Displacement.—All boats shall weigh when rigged and
equipped in accordance with these rules, not less than
8,ooolbs._ It shall be the duty of the measurer to see that
nothing is on board when the boat is weighed except what
these rules prescribe, and that the boat is in every way in
her normal condition.

Ballast.—The outside ballast shall be not less than
3,ooolbs., exclusive of any ballast on the centerboard.

Cockpit.—The cockpit floor shall be above the L.W.L,
with scuppers, draining outboard. "

''

Cabin Trunk.—The sides shall be not less than I2in.
high and the top shall have an area of not less than 60
sq. ft.

Cabin Floor.—-Shall be not less than 8ft. long and 2ft.
wide.

Headroom.—The minimum headroom, in the clear, un-
der cabin trunk beams and over the cabin floor for the en-
tire space required, shall be not less than 4ft. Bin.

Fixtures.—There shall be a substantial partition at the
after end of cabin, three permanent lockers, ice box, and
suitable transoms. The top of the transoms shall have a
combined area of not less than 50 sq. ft. The sides and
tops of the-transoms and lockers, and the cabin floor shall
be not less than J^in. in thickness.

Fittings.—^The cabin shall contain cushions for the
transoms, four blankets, stove, dishes and cooking uten-
.sils, and receptacle for 2gals. of water. There shall also
be on board anchor weighing not less than 3Slbs. and not
less than thirty fathoms of suitable cable, two life pre-
servers, compass, riding light, lamp, foghorn, bucket,
boat hook, and four suits of oil clothes. All fittings
and fixtures herein mentioned shall be suitable for cruis-
ing purposes, and shall not be removed or substituted by
articles smaller or of lighter weight.

Crew.—The crew is limited to four persons, and the
helmsman shall be an amateur and a member of some
regularly organized yacht club.
An amateur shall be one who has never received money

or equivalent compensation for sailing or assisting to
sail a yacht.

Sail Area.^—The sail area shall not exceed 900 square
feet. The actual area of the mainsail and working jibs
shall be measured by the measurer. The number of
square feet in each sail shall be stamped on each sail by
the measurer, in full round black figures, not less than
three inches high. This number shall be known as the
official number of the sail, and shall always be visible.
Any yacht using a sail not bearing the official number
shall be disqualified, any rules to the contrary notwith-
standing.

The measurer shall be provided with the correct sail
plan of any boat to be measured, and shall cause dis-
tinguishing marks to be placed on the spars as follows:
On the masts at the tack and at the throat of the main-
sail, on the boom at the clew of the mainsail. There
shall be only one mark at each point. These marks
shall be black bands, not less than one inch wide, painted
around the spar, which shall be the official marks. The
inner edges of the bands shall mark the limits to which
the sails may stretch without exceeding the sail area al-
lowed. No part of any sail shall extend beyond these
marks, and the marks shall always be kept visible.

In no case shall the area of the mainsail exceed 80
per cent, of the entire area allowed.
No yacht, when close hauled, shall carry any jib other

than the working jibs for which she has been measured.
Spinnakers and all headsails, the actual area of which

is not measured, shall be triangular. No spinnaker shall
extend above the spinnaker halyard block, or beyond the
end of the spinnaker boom. • No jib shall extend above
the highest jib halyard block, or beyond the end of the
bowsprit.
The distance from the center of the mast to the outer

end of the spinnaker boom, when the latter is at right
angle to the fore and aft center line of the yacht, shall
not exceed twenty-five feet. The spinnaker halyard block
shall be placed not more than thirty-eight feet above the
deck.

The distance from the center of the mast to the forward
end of the bowsprit, multiplied by the height of the high-
est jib halyard block above the deck, shall not exceed
300 per cent, of the actual area of the working headsail.
Battens shall not be used in the' sails which extend

more than three feet from the leech.

Scantlings—Dimensions and Areas.

A.—Stem, oak, sided at head 3!^ in.
B.—Keel, oak, minimum thickness (depth) 4

"

Sectional area 48
"

C.—Frames, oak, sectional area 2j4
"

Spacing (maximum) 10 "

D.—Floors, oak, sectional area for the six in cen-
ter of boat

5J/^
"

Regular floors, sectional area 314 "

Spacing (maximimi) 19
"

E.—Shelf or clamp hard pine
Sectional area, middle. 5

"

Sectional area, end 3^ "

F.—Bilge stringers, hard pine
Sectional area, middle 3

"

Sectional area, end 2 "

G.—Deck beams, oak, sectional area.
Main 41^ "

Auxiliary 2^.
"

Half beams "

Spacing (maximum)
,

10 "

H.—Planking, to finish full 7/^
"

L—*Deck and cabin trunk top and sides to fin-
ish full % "

A reduction of %in. allowed if canvas-covered.

General Specification acd Explanation of ScantUng Tables.

A—The minimum siding measured at the rabbet at
stem head. Siding increased to meet width of keel
B-Keel—"Oak." To run the whole length of boat from

stern.
_
Minimum thickness (depth) 4m. The minimum

of sectional area including keelson and deadwood (breadth
multiplied by depth in the middle of keel) may be made
up if desired, by a deeper keel. The breadth of keel may
taper from greatest section to 4in. at bow arid stern.

C-Frames—"Oak." The size laid down in table shows
the minimum sectional area of frames. The sectional
area is that of a single frame for a uniform spacing be-
tween centers not exceeding that given in table. The re-
quired area may be made up of smaller frames spaced
closer together if desired. Two adjoining frames abreast
each mast and one^at each runner plate must be increased
in size in proportion as they are cut by the chain plate
fastenings.

D-Floors—"Oak." To run the whole length of keel, of
sizes as called for in table. There shall be at least six
strong floors in center of boat in way of the metal keel
and two at each mast step.

15-Shelt or Clamp—"Hard Pine." The mininnum sec-
tional area at the middle shall cover a length of at least

one-half of shelf or clamp, a taper being allowed to the
size given at each end. The ends of deck beams may be
jogged into top of clamp a distance not cxceediiig onc-
th'rd of their own depth.

F-Bilge Stringers
—"Hard Pine." There shall be two

bilge stringers on each side, running i:he whole length
of boat. The minimum sectional area at middle shall

cover at least one-half die full length of bilge stringer,
with taper allowed at the ends.
G-Deck Beams—"Oak." The minimum sectional area

of deck beams to cover the whole length o'f beams.
There must be one main beam at the bitts. Two at each
mast (partner beams) one at fore-end of cabin trunk, one
at after end. two at the hatch, one at the after part of
cockpit, and one at transom. The auxiliary beams and
the half beams abreast of the house and cockpit may be
of the smaller areas given for each in the table. The
beams may be spaced at will, provided the maximum dis-
tance between centers does not exceed that given in the
table. The beams may be jogged into the shelf or clamp
a distance equal to one-third of the mowlded depth of
beams at end.

H-Planking—The dimensions given in the table are
the minimum thickness allowed after final planing.
I-Deck—The thickness given for the deck plank ap-

plies also to the cabin trunk sides and top, plank-sheer or
covering board and partner plank. The sides of cabin
trunk shall be of oak.
The rules of the Yacht Racing Association of Massa-

chusetts shall govern on all matters not herein provided
for.

Little Haste and La Rita

In this issue we publish photographs of Little Haste
and La Rita. Little Haste was designed by Mr. W.
Starling Burgess, and built by Fenton at Manchester,
Mass. She won the championship in her class in the
Massachusetts Y. R. A. She is 39ft. iiin. over all. Her
beam is loft. 4in. Her forward overhang is loft. Sin.
and her overhang aft is 8ft. 6in., making a total overhang
of 19ft. 2in. and a load water line of 20ft. gin. As to sail,

she carries 187ft. in her jib and 754ft. in her mainsail,
making a total of 941 sq. ft. The length of her spin-
naker boom is 25ft. 6in. She has i,28olbs. of ballast un- .

der the floor and on her centerboard. She is owned by
Mr. T. K. Lothrop, Jr.
La Rita was designed and built by Jensen at Gloucester,

Mass. She is 20ft. loin. cn the waterline, 37ft. 6in. over
all. Her breadth at deck is 9ft- 6in. and 9ft. 2in. at water-
line. She is 20in. deep to rabbet and has 3ft, loin. of fin,

lier extreme draft being 5ft. 6in. Her forward overhang
is 9ft. 3in. The ballast required under the rule is i,882lbs.
and her sail area is 844 sq. ft., 675ft. being in the mainsail
and 169ft. in the jib.

Chetofcee*

There appears in our columns this week a photograph
oi Cherokee. This fine cruiser was designed this year
by Messrs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane, and built by" the
Geo. Lawley & Son Corp. for Mr. H. A. Morss. Her
owner has used the boat steadily all summer, and she
has turned out satisfactory in every way. A long- de-
scription and the yacht's plans were published in Forest
AND Stream of Jan. 18. 1902.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The following transfers have been made through the

agency of Mr. B. B. Crowninshield : Duxburv i8-footer
Suzanne, owned by Mr. Quincy Bent, of Philadelphia,
sold to Mr. Norman Greeley, of Boston; 25-footer Che-
v/ink I., owned by Mr. F. G. Macomber, of Boston, sold
to Mr. W. E. Scull,, of Philadelphia; champion 25-footer
Flirt, owned by Messrs. Fabyan and McKee, sold to Mr.
F. S. Bond, of Philadelphia; 21ft. knockabout Theresa,
owned by Mr. E. L. Davis, of Boston, sold to Mr. S. C.
Powell, of Newport; looft. steam yacht Cayuga, sold to
Mr. Thos. Slocum, of New York; 21ft. raceabout Bac-
carah, owned by Rice Brothers, sold to Mr. R, C. Rob-
bins, of Boston; raceabout Tunipoo, owned by Mr. J L
Bremer, of Boston, sold to Mr. C. A. Cooley, of Boston

;

2ift. knockabout Opeechee, owned by Mr. E. S. Grew of
Boston, sold to Mr. F. G. Peabody, of Cambridge; 'the
Fife-designed 46ft. schooner Barbara, owned by Mr. C.
F. Lyman, sold to Mr. R. T. Paine, 2d, of Bostcn ; the
40 footer Vandal, owned by Mr. C. F. Ayer, of Boston
sold to Mr. J. J. Martin ; the steam yacht Helena, owned
by Mr. J. H. Appleton, of Spr.ngfield, sold to Mr. E. C-
Swift, of Chicago; the 35ft. cutter Kiowa, owned by
Mr. A. H. Fowler, of New York, sold to Mr. Geo. S.
Payson, of Chicago; the 30ft. yawl Wawenoc. owned by
Mr. F. S. Hastings, of Boston, sold to Mr. J. W. Farwell,
of Boston; the Herreshoff 21ft. raceabout Gadfly, owned
by Mr. Eraser Harbison, of Philadelphia, sold to Mr
Gilpin Lovering, of Philadelphia ; sold for Mr. R. C. Rob-
bins, 21 ft. raceabout Pompil a, to Mr. J. R. Maxwell of
New York; sold for Mr. S. H. Foster, of Boston, 21ft.
cabin champion, Opitsah HI., to Mr.' H. M. Whitney-
chartfered the 90ft. schooner Ramona to Mr. F. W Cros-
by, of Chicago; chartered for Capt. J. R. Caldwell miL
schooner to Mr. H. F. Knight, St. Louis. * '

•SHI?
Mr. Percy Chubb has sold his yawl Vigilant through

the agency of Messrs. Tams, Ltmoine & Crane, to Mr
F. Lothrop Ames, of Bostcn, owner of the si-footer
Shark.

n m
The proposed international yacht race for the Fisher

cup between Gooderham's Clorita and Stace's Llelene has
been declared oflF. A conditional challenge was awaiting
the decision of Mr. Stace to enter his schooner, but, after
a long search for the skipper he wanted, he informed the
Rochester Y. C. that he could not put Helene in. Helena
and Clorita are practically sister yachts, having been de-
signed by A. Gary Smith, of New York, who designed
Emperor William's Meteor III. Both flew at one time
the pennant of the New York Y. C. In August, yEmilius
Jarvis, acting for Mr. Gooderhara, asked the Rochester
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eiub if it would waive its rights to a six months' notice

and enter a yacht against Clorita for the Fisher cup, the

rac. to be sailed the last week in September off Charlotte.

The Rochester Club said it would consider such a proposi-

tion and. requested W. A. Stace to put Helene in against

Mr. Gooderham's boat. He said that he would if he could

get Skipper Hanson, of New York, to sail her for him.

After long search Mr. Stace learned that Hanson was off

'On a long cruise and would not be back for several weeks.

Mr. Stace then decided not to enter his yacht. Mr.
Gooderham is the owner of Invader, which won the

Canada's cup last year.—New York Tribune.

The English-built steam yaclit Fauvette arrived at New
York on Sept. 26 from Southampton, via Bermuda, where
she stopped for coal. The yacht is now in Erie Basin
being overhauled. She is owned by Prof. J. Harvard
Biles, of Glasgow University. Fauvette is of steel, 171.5ft.

between perpendiculars ; i6oft. on the waterline, 22.7ft.

beam and 15ft. deep. She has four watertight bulkheads
and is fitted with electric light. Her engines are of the

triple expansion type, with iSin., 30111. and 48in. in diam-
eter by 32in. stroke.

4^ 1^

Manning's Yacht Agency has been capitalized for $150,-

000. The directors are Alfred J. Manning, Annie B. Man-
ning and Christine Ross.

Major Charles F. Ulrich, owner of the schooner Car-

lotta, died of heart failure in his apartments in New York

The last of the regattas on Long Island Sound this

season was to have been given by the Riverside Y. C. on
Saturday, Sept. 27. Owing to lack of wind the boats

were unable. to complete the course, and the race was
called oft'.

Henry S. Parmlee died suddenly on board his schooner
Alert on Sept. 27. The yacht Was lying oft" Bay Ridge
and was about to start for a cruise in the West Indies.

4^

Lamont G. Burnham, owner of the steam yacht Pil-

griin and the schooner Ellsmere, died suddenly at his

country place at Essex, Mass., on Sept. 25.

—^—
A Delaware River Cruise.

{Concluded from last week.)

The deepest water, as a rule, is in the center of the

rifts in this part of the river. This is true of Mast Hope
Falls, but in Westcolang the Pennsylvania shore should
be hugged closely. Often there is "wild water ahead,"
to quote the natives, but at that time the river was too
high for the bad places at other stages to be marked and
mentioned accurately. Lackawaxen dam is at the town of
tliat name, and below Lackawaxen Creek. One can see

the dam from afar, as he approaches it in still, wide water.

One need carry duffle but a short distance, letting the

canoe run through a break in the dam. Paddling through
IS not advised. All the river men call this town "Lacka-
wack." It is a good point at which to obtain fresh sup-
pies.

Another night found us in camp on the Pike county
shore of Pond Eddy, near the village of that name. This
is one of the deepest and longest eddies on the Delaware.
There are but two camp sites. We chose one twO' hun-
dred yards above the road bridge, but even this spot was
r;ot wholly desirable, as a road is near by. To reach the
ether place mentioned, one must climb a high bank to the
towpath, cross the old canal and locate under some pines

on a sweet grassy spot. There are but few desirable

camping spots along the New York shore between Lacka-
waxen and Mill Rift, becaixse of this one-time canal,

inore's the pity, as that shore is in many places a beauti-

ful one. Behind the canal a few sites may be found, but
this plan has as drawbacks the stagnant pools of water,
snakes, mosquitoes, and sonorous bullfrogs. The towpath
at Pond Eddy is now used as a road, and nailed to the

aqueduct across Carpenter's Brook we read this legend in

one of our rambles in search of blackberries : "This tow-
path is not a thoroughfare. Parties trespassing on it do
EC at their own risk."

In bumping down the river ; in flopping across country

;

in chasing elusive eggs and murphies, we had seen no
legend so curious. We had purchased butter in dry goods
stores, and honey in hardware shops, and had queried for
mail in railway stations. In one place there was a spring
in the middle of a field of wheat, and as the water trickled

into the water jug, we looked up and saw, on the summit
of a great cliff, nailed to a tree and facing outward, where
no one could read it save at a great distance and with the
aid of a powerful glass, a no-shooting-allowed notice.

But until we gazed on this board on the aqueduct we had
Dever fancied that a trespasser trespassed at the owner's
risk. Now, it is a curious thing, but there is a gin mill

near this aqueduct, and some of the natives go about
loaded in more ways than one, as we had occasion to see,

when one of them took offense at a remark of some one
on the Pike county side, whereupon he w^hipped out a
revolver and fired at the Piker. Again, the unsteady gait

of other trespassers suggested the thought that some of
them may have fallen off the towpath and been injured
or drowned—but no, the only persons who. drown are

poor fools of canoeists who insist on descending the river

in canoes, despite the threadbare and worn query, "Now
don't you think you would be better off in a flat-bottomed
beat than in that thing?" And as the canal is inoperative,

perhaps the owners do not care to pay damages to persons
who are hurt while trespassing on their old towpath.
By this time we had become known to every, train crew

on the railway. It seemed tbey looked for us, and when
they found us in a new place, they waved their hands and
swung their caps. It was a pleasant feature of the trip.

FOHEiST ANt) StflEAM.

The freight trains were most interesting. Some of them
were composed of eighty and ninety cars, and we saw
one of one hundred and three, nearty all drawn up the

grades by single engines. A feature was the dozens of

new engines being taken west for the pioneer road of the

plains, the Kansas Pacific. These w^ere coupled in here
and there, but were not under steam.
The fishing for several days was poor, because of the

floods, yet we were compelled to keep in close communica-
tion with the outside world, and as there was no other
place to go, we remained, though the curiosity of some of

those passing by was annoying. But no one gave us
any trouble, although the gin mill was just across the.

bridge, and all roads led to the gin mill. There was a

steady current setting over toward the Sullivan county
shore on Saturday and Sunday. Some went in boats
and returned in zigzag fashion, like unto an angler
trolling; others went on horseback and in wagons; but
the villagers walked straight and returned in circles. One
of these had a "foine Oirish brogue," according to Uncle
Joe Decker, who knows everybody. He sidled off the

fairway, waved a huge and grimy paw in greeting, and
spake thus

:

"Now. it's this way wit' me. Human bein's is coom-
posed of one-foorth solid mather and three-foorths wathcr
—I mane t' say two-thirds solid mather and one-third
wather; but ye know what I mane. Now, I haven't taken
a drap of annything but wather since the 15th day of

July—six long weeks. [It was then Aug. 2.] An' in

thim six weeks I have swalleyed enough wather fer t' float

a box car. Wather is a good thing for some pur-posesj
but it's not alt'gether satisfyin'. But it's all right, friend.

If it's wather ye loike, take yer pail, an' up the road,
forninst the first house, ye'll foind as foine a spring av the
stuuf as ye iver tasted. Ye did find it? All roight. I'll

be goin' now. It's no offinse Oi mane t' ye, but Oi'd like

t' know where ye came from—I mane t' say Oi don't.care
where ye came from, but did ye come up" the river or did
ye come down the river?"
There were no headaches in the sweet spring a hundred

yards from camp. It was one of the few redeeming
features. Another was the great maple tree that overhung
the eddy and shaded the grassy glade; for the sun shone
hot the greater poilion of the five days we passed at
that place, and although we Avere thankful for this, its

rays -were hot, and the shade grateful. One day the Mate
opied a cow, and as there was a tangle of wire in a drift

heap hard by, there was nothing for it but to build a
barbed-wire fence round the land side of camp, with the
high banks of the eddy to protect the flanks. One strand
was enough, for by the time it was up, my cuticle was
scraped and gouged in divers places, the result of too
much vigor and too little skill. But was it not effective,

and did not a gentle old muly cow come along, and seeing
ihe thing, rub her nose along it until she found the barbs,
and thereupon turn tail and return to the mud flats whence
she came, to be seen no more? And did not other ani-
mals, seeing our attempt at privacy, keep to the main road,
even wnth some difficulty, it being a narrow thoroughfare,
not intended for feet that insisted on traveling each its

own way? And was it not the Mate who ran into it and
received as a souvenir a huge rent in the garment she
must wear home?
One thing we could not reconcile ourselves to was that

the sim seemed to rise in the south and set in the north,
for which the cloudy skies and the many curves in the
river accoimted; but when the stiff west wind drove away
the clouds we marveled that a north wind could be so
warm, and again, an east w^nd so dry. When the sun
dried the grass east of the tent and the afternoon shadows
fell athwart it. it was sweet and warm, and there the
little girl played about on a blanket and fell asleep as
calmly as in her own crib at home. She grew brown,
n gged, and totally unlike the many sickly children of
the city, so that in being thankful for this we forgot the
fierce storms of the recent weeks.
Again we had squirrels for neighbors. Now and then

a kingfisher stopped on a twig to survey the Nomads,
and little brown cranes stalked about the low ground hard
by. The swallows in the bank beneath the tent feared us
not, and an old frog insisted upon perching half-way up
the side of the tent at night, and was continually going to
s.'eep and falling down, only to try again and again.
Among the hills we found red raspberries, and along
the towpath there were luscious blackberries. And some-
how the visitors had a way of bringing along with them
a pocketful of fine apples, "for the little one," though
they knew she was too young for such things. Then
large mealy potatoes found their way to camp and no
pay would be taken for them. But the stores were sorry
specimens. Only four eggs could we obtain in five days'
time. The postmaster at the village in Sullivan county
sold butter he purchased in New York city, he said,

while in another place we saw pressed beef bearing the
name of a concern that had canned nothing of the sort in

the past four years. And in this wood alcohol region I

could obtain none for the vapor stove, but was offered
"some pure alcohol at $r a quart." It was such vile waod
alcohol that even the old stove bucked at it. This same
stove was a mystery to the Pikers. Sometimes one of
them sat near it and knew it not until a wave of heat
came his way, whereupon he tried hard to seem uncon-
cerned, while he searched for the cause. An old Irishman
who wore side whiskers and carried a pail—Pikers have
this habit, jirst as Bostonians carry green bags—appeared
suddenly from goodness knows where. Said he: "Now,
Oi don't w'ant t' be askin' questions as don't consarn me,
but Oi want t' look at the little boat, an' would ye moind
tellin' me phere ye put all that stuuf in such a little

thing?" The seemingly bulky and hea^fy blowbeds
stumped him, and even when one of the valves was opened
ynd he felt the rush of air coming out, he could not
believe his eyes. It was all very laughable.

This old man was a kindly soul, but it seemed he had
an ax to grind with the boss road worker, who, with his

n.ien, was raising the level of the road hard by, so that

winter floods would not stop traffic. The men drove a
three-foot hole into a ledge near camp, then found their

five-foot drill would not fit it until altered. When they
did put in the shot, the boss told me, we would be safe

—

if we would move camp "up the road a ways." They
fired two shots further down the road, and each time the

boss and his men ran down the road yelling like mad,
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leaving the other approach totally unprotected. There
v/as. a small report and a puft" of dust; that was all.

Well, our friend of the Galwaj's floated along one even-
ing—he did not seem to walk, so gentle was his tread,
while he watched the ground sitspiciously, as though it

were about to fly up and hit him—and whispered that
"thot mon is not to be thritsted," as blasting was not his

forte, he did not use the right sort of "stuuf," and was
fc-nd of showing off. Then he went up on the ledge, gazed
sadly into the drill hole and turned homeward. But as
we watched him he seemed suddenly to be imbued with
hfe, for he executed a series of movements one would
not think him capable of. Then, putting his hand beside
his mouth, he said softly, as if the hills would hear him,
"Garter snake," and disappeared.

LTncle Joe Decker was a welcome visitor at camp. He
is a gentleman of the old school and a justice of the peace
in Sullivan cour^ty. (He entertained us with many
reminiscences of a long life among these hills, and made
friends with the baby, who, strangely enough, would have
nothing to do with his big watch, and dropped it as
though it were hot, whereat we marveled, for she is hap-
piest when banging my own watch about, regardless of its

one-time delicate mechanism. But Uncle Joe's watch was
silver; she had never before seen a silver watch, and this

may account for her actions. Uncle Joe looked carefully
at IsTomad. and pronounced her a safe craft for the Dela-
ware. He was the first person who had admitted as much.
Other natives refused to see any difference between it

and an open canoe, and would not take into consideration
the water-tight compartments, bulkheads and small cock-
pit. Uncle Joe later on introduced to us his dog Topsy,
and all hands made friends with her at once. She, too,

was the "best sciuirrcl dog in Sullivan county," and was
trained to hunt squirrels and rabbits only, and to turn
up her nose at a deer's trail; Only a few days before
she brought in a young rabbit and laid it at his daughter's
feet, unharmed.
One day the river, which had been clearing, suddenly

rose three feet within a half-hour, and covered the low-
lands, leavi!ig us near the water's edge. That afternoon
a furious storm arose in the northeast and soon a lantern
was necessary in the tent, where we took refuge from
the downpour. The folloAving night there was an elec-
trical storm, but little thunder or rain. Three days of
perfect August weather followed, with only an occasional
storm to remind us of the other days. And now that
we had weathered the worst of it, we must break camp
and return home. The baggage men treated Nomad
kindly, so that she received no injury on the train, and at
Jersey City the baggage master held her until the fol-
lowing day, and helped me himself in putting her into the
slip beside his department. When all was snug I loafed
down the slip into the rolling waters of the old North
River and turned homeward with the new flood tide.

Nomad was in her element again. It was a perfect day,
but a busy one with the tugs and ferry boats, and could I

have had one wish, that one would have been to put all

the Delaware River's pessimists into one of their beloved
flat-bottomed scows and turn them loose in that bedlam of
river traffic. To see their terror would be ample satis-

faction for being compelled to listen to their harangues on
the dangers—^to canoeists—of the Delaware.

In concluding this yarn, a summary of the experience
gained is given, in the hope that it may aid other canoeists'
who intend to descend the upper Delaware In the first

place, in selecting duffle, it should be borne in mind that a
canoe will draw much more in fresh than in salt water.
Leave the double paddles at home and take only tough
hard maple single blades five feet six inches or more in
length. The man steering should be an expert at the cor-
rect stroke when paddling alone. Many canoeists do not
take the trouble to learn this stroke, but it is simple.
Keep the paddle in the water constantly in the rifts.

There are times when these shoal suddenly, and one has
no time to lift the paddle for a stroke. With the under-
water stroke one can feel for the depth of water.
Do not try a home-made canvas canoe. Better take a

coffin in the first place. The various open canoes—of
cedar or cedar covered with canvas—will be serviceable,
provided they are partly decked, or covered with aprons
fitting tightly. Otherwise a decked canoe will be best,
if it has perfectly tight compartments and deck hatches.
A rudder is useless. A stern painter is absolutely neces-
sary, should be thirty feet in length and very strong. All
the dunnage should be stowed away in waterproof bags.
Two or three changes of woolen clothing, as well as shoes
and stockings, are necessary, and leave cotton garments
behind. Take three heavy blankets. The nights are cold.

If possible, take a generous supply of provisions from
home ; better still, send these to two or three points along
the river, to be called for. The country stores can be de-
pended on for little, and this is poor enough at best.
Deposit, Callicoon Station and Lackawaxen shops are
better than the average.
As the shoals, or rifts, as they are called, decline sharp-

ly and in them the current is very swift, the greatest dan-
ger to canoeists seems to be striking amidships on a reef
cr "boulder and being whirled broadside to the tide while
still aground, in which event a canoe will often list sufli-

ciently to spill the crew, though it may not capsize. But
if it takes in much water, it will swamp at the tail of
the rift, where there is either rough or very shoal water.
Should the canoe strike in water too deep or too rapid to
render getting out—on the up-stream side—safe, she
should be held on her course at all hazards until she can
be forced aside of or over the obstruction. In the event
of a capsize there should be but one thought—hold fast on
the canoe, for there is an eddy below every rift, and gen-
erally the tide sets toward one shore or the other, where
the canoe may be towed in safety. There need be no
di.nger if all hands will stay with the canoe. Skill in

swimming counts at zero in a shoal or fall ^and the
water is ice cold. Wading a rift in two feet of water is

difficult, often impossible, and one who falls will seldom
regain his footing. I have seen heavy cattle try to wade
these rifts and lose their footing in three feet of water.
More canoeists are taking this cruise than ever before,
and seores of them have descended the river safely. It

is no water on which to learn canoeing, however, and its

shoals and breaks deserve the respect of the oldest hands
at the maple blade.

The East Branch of the Delaware, as we saw itj wag ^
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,mall stream, while the West Branch is a series o£

slioalg with few fUtlies. and these not deep. Camping

spots as a rule are few and not choice. We would ad-

vi.se no one to start above Hancock. Begin in the East

Branch at that village. To the junction is less than a

n--ile. whereas via the West Branch one must pass several

shoals and rocky breaks, and cover twice the distance.

Hancock lies between the two branches.

From Deposit to Pond Eddy the fall of the river is

abont seven feet to tbe mile, or nearly 7^ feet in loo

miles or thereabout. Thus the frequency of shoals and

tlic scarcity of pools and quiet water may be readily

understood" ' ' Prrry D. Fi<.\zer.

N£W York City

—^—
Rifle in Chicago.

Chicago, 111.. .Sept. 27.—The following scores were made I^ri-

day eveningr. Sept. 26, by the members of the Willow Rifle and
<jun Club. . .

All shooting off-hand at 75 feet, with .22 caliber nmfire rifles.

No palm rests or maKnifying sights allowed.

Two strings of ten shots each on M-imih ring target; possible

in ten shots, 250 points, and 3 sliots on Vg-inch ring target, possible

75 points:

George Springsguth 231 233 71

F M Garden . 230 234 61

AH RieckhoiT 22!) 234 68

Wm Schwabe 216 224 62

Emit Otto 223 215 48

Albert Ferig 225 199 63

Rud Thielenhaus 204 215 56

Rud Thielenhaus 206 197 54

Alf. Rieckhoff, Shooting Master.

—®—

-

If yoa want your ihoot to be anaouaced here send a

aotlce like the following:

Oct 1-2.—Fostoria, O.—Fostoria Gun Club's target tournament;

$100 added; first day open to all; second day, merchandise handi-

cap. W. R. Alspach, Ass't Sec'y-
^ . ^-r ,

Oct. 1-2.—Allegheny City, Pa.—Fall tournament of the North
Side Gun Club; $140 added. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct 1-2.—Austerlitz, Ky.—Fiill Top Gun Club's tournament.

Oct. 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Fall tournament of the Parent
Grove Gun Club. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y-

Oct. 1-2.—Austerlitz, Ky.—Hill Top Gun Club's liye-bii-d tourna-

ment. Alfred Clay, Sec'y.

Oct, 1-2.—Union City, Ind.—Parent Grove Gun Club's fall tburna-

ment. O. E. Fouts, Sec'y.

Oct. 1-2.—AUeghcnv, Pa,—Two-day target tournament of the
Northside Gun Club;'S10O added money. I. W. Morrow, Sec'y.

Oct. 2.—Rittersville, Pa.—Target tournament of the Lehigh Rod
and Gun Club of the Bethlehems.
Oct. 6.—New Paris, O.—One-day tournament of the Peters Gun

Club. G. L. Lyne, Sec'y.

Oct. 3-4.—Louisville. Ky.—Jefferson County Gun Club's tourna-

ment.
Oct. 7-8.—Greenville, O.—Handicap tournament of the Green-

ville Gun Club. H. A. McCaughey, Sec'y.

Oct. 8-9—Clinton, Ont.—Clinton Gun Club's twelfth annual
tournament; live birds and targets:

Oct. 9.-11.—Excelsior Springs, Mo.—First annual target tourna-
ment of the Excelsior Springs Gun Club. C. H. Coppmger, Cor-
responding Secretary.'

Oct. 9-10.—Irwin, Pa.—Irwin Game and Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 9-10.—Fort Wayne, Ind.—Annual target tournameuc of the

East End Gun Club. F. W. Leidelf, Sec'y.

Oct. 15.—Mt. Sterling, 111.—Seventh annual target tournament
of the Mt. Sterling Gun Club. J. Breidenbend, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Baltimore. Md.—Tenth annual fall tournament of the
Baltimore Shooting Association; targets and live birds: $100 added
money. Open to all. J. R. Malone, 2671 Pennsylvania avenue,
Manager.
Oct. 15-16.—New London, la.—Sixth annual tournament of the

New London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook, Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament,
3. F. Downs, Capt.

Oct. 21-22.—Kenton, O.—Second annual fall tournament of the
Kenton Gun Club; $75 or more added money. K. P. Johnson,
Sec'y-Treas
Oct. 21-22.—Sistersville, W. Va.—Sistersville Gun Club's target

tournament.
Oct. 2'l-26.—Bisbee, Ariz.—Tenth" annual tournament of the

Arizona State Sportsmen's AssociaiEion. M. J. Cimningham, Sec'y.

Oct. 29-30.—Raleigh N." C—Two days' shoot of the Raleigh Gun
Club; $100 added. R. T. Gowan, Sec'y.

Oct. 3tJ-31—Dalton, O.—Annual fall tournament of the Dalton
Gun Club. Ernest F. Scott, Cnptain.
Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y.^Thanksgiving Day tournament of the

Westchester County Trapshooters' League under the auspices of

the Ossinjng Gun Club.
'Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon until October. Grounds, West Monroe street and
Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek. Sec'y.

First Saturday of each month for a year, Burnside.—Contest for

the Troisdorf live bird and target medals; 10 live birds; 25 targets;

open to all. First contest, March 1.

CON TESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L, I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. 1. R. 34. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
Nezv York. Forest and Stream goes to press on TuES-
BAY Of EACH WEEK.

The following is taken from tlie Breeder and Siaortsinan of San
Francisco, issue of Sept. 20, touchin' on an' appertainin' to live-

biid shooting:
'I'here is another view to be taken concerning the newspaper

a' ,ioks of the big dailies of New York and Chicago. As a matter
I I .act, there is not a business In the country, wholesale or retail;

an occupation, iiursuil or sport that has greater newspaper mention
and more free advertising in the aggregate than the firearms and
ammunition business, wholesale and retail. Representatives of

manufacturers in every department, individual shooters, all over
the coimtry, are, figuratively speaking, 'breaking their necks' to

get into the papers, and often with purely advertising matter under
the guise of sporting news. Of course, there are many exceptions
to this seemingly harsh' statement. Some of the 'boys' are very,
clever in handing stufT to the papers, particularly country week-
lies. Why all tfiis good stui? should go without an equivalent
is a problem easily solved by one side and carelessly overlooked
by the other. Another phase of the matter is niggardly support of

the press by many agents and representatives. Taking it all in all,

the big dailies 'are on' and exacting interest on past over
drafts. Thev only got plenty of "glad hand' and lots of

gtories, at least their representatives did. The latter gentry

being usually otJ 'space,' alvcay.s did the right thing for themselves

and incidentally for the other fellows, The publishers pockets

\vere neglected, and now they are out with a club."
. ^

We quite agree with our contemporary concerning the big dai-

lies, as thev relate to pigeon shooting at the traps, but that repre-

sentatives and shooters were ever inclined, even remotely, to ob-

tain free advertising, is news indeed in the Ea.st. Instead, we have
observed a charming mode.sty and self-effacement in most in-

stances. Still, we can remember a mention, years ago, of clubs

asking for and receiving week after week advertising of their

tournaments in the reading columns of the sporting journals, and
thereafter, as a return courtesy, informing said journals that they

could have advertising space in the club programme at so many
dollars per page; but all clubs did not and do not do so.

The skill of Capt. A. W. Money and his sons in the use of the

shotgun is a matter of national fame. They are of the few who
stand on the mountain peaks of meritorious performance. But the

fondness for all forms of wholesome sport is not confined to the

male members of the family. Capt, Money's daughter, Miss Ethel

Money, has acliievcd the distinction of a most fearless and skillful

horsewoman. This fall, at many of the New Jersey fairs, she won
many firsts and some seconds, in the high jumping classes with

horses of her own schooling. She also has been very successful

in the tandem competition. Petite in size, she nevertheless seems

to have, by gentleness and firmness, wonderful powers of control

over her spirited hunters. She is an enthusiastic huntswoman,
and is as skillful, in the practical features of cross-couiUry riding

to the hounds as she is in actual competition. By the way, there

are now two Captain Moneys, the more recent being Capt. Noel
Money. He came out of the war in South Africa with that title,

and also with a medal for distinguished bravery. Mr. Harold
Money, now in the interest of the Winchester Repeating Anns
Company, is continually performing in high class manner with the

shotgun in the Middle West.

Concerning long runs, the Shooting Times publishes the follow-

ing: "A wonderful shooting score was made on Friday afternoon

last at the grounds of the Scottish Shooting School, Bishopbriggs,

by Mr R Campbell, ex-champion inanimate bird shooter of Scot-

land. Mr. Campbell undertook to kill 100 birds with 100 shots, and
a large number of gentlemen had gathered to see how near the

maximum he would come. A surprise was in store, for after a pre-

liminary attempt with a relay of three guns, Mr. Campbell started

with his own gun and brought down 111 birds one after the other.

This constitutes a British record. Excellent as was the work, an
almost equally meritorious performance was accomplished by Mr.
T. Bremner, who. shooting with marked success in the sweepstake
competitions, was constrained to complete his 100 shots, and did

so with a total of 93 hits. Mr. Bremner used his second barrel four

tim.es, while Mr. Campbell used it twice."

*l

The shooting committee of the Crescent Athletic Club, of which
Mr. A. W. Higgins is chairman, have adopted a programme for

the coming season, which in the main, is like that of the last

season. There will be a monthly cup, each contestant's three

best scores counting in the competition, therefore, to have any
standing concerning it, three scores by each competitor are a

necessity. There also will be special weekly trophies to be won
outright at the weekly shoots. The holiday shoots will, have at-

tractive feattires above the ordinary. In the latter part of last

week the club's grounds at Bay Ridge, L. I., were undergoing
the transformation from baseball arrangements to shooting ar-

rangements, and the first shoot of the season, 1902-3, is fixed to

take place on Saturday of this week. This season ends in the

last week of March.

The programme of the North Branch, N. J., Gun Club's tourna-

ment, Oct. 28-30. provides two days at targets and one day, the

third, at live l>irds. There are ten target events on each of the

first two days, three at 10, three at 15, two at 20, one at 25 targets,

and one at 10 pairs, entrance based on 10 cents per target. Regu-
lar programme commences at- 10:30 o'clock. All class shooting.

Targets, 2 cents, from which 25 per cent, wlil be deducted for high
average' mone}', divided into four parts, 40, 30, 20 and 10, if over

$50; 50, 30 and 20 if under $50. For low average, $2. Stages will

meet trains at depot. Manufacturers' agents and paid representa-

tives may shoot for targets only. Ammunition sent prepaid to

M H. Rupell will be delivered on the grounds free. Tourna-
ment Committee: M. H. Rupell, H. B. Teneyck and Chas. Huff.

In the special events at John Parker's twelfth annual tournament,
held recently, the winners in those events were as follows:

Peters Cartridge Company's International Handicap trophy, 25

targets, was won by Mr. Thomas W. Lang, of Findlay, O., from
the 18yd. mark. The King Powder Co. two-man team International

trophy was won bv Messrs. Russell Klein, of Spirit Lake, la.,

and C. W. Phellis (Phil), with a score of 24 and 25 respectively^

a total of 49 out of 50, each standing at the 18yd. mark. The
Gilman and Barnes International trophy at 15 live birds, $20

entrance, was won by Mr. Fred Gilbert, after a prolonged finish,

with Mr. II. D. Bates, a former Grand American Handicap win-

ner. In the tie on 15 were Messrs, Giilbert, Bates, Tol, Klein.

Gilbert won by killing 95 straight.

-Mr. R. T. Gowan, secretary, Raleigh, N. C, under date of Sept.

25, writes us as follows: "The Raleigh Gun Club will give a two
days' shoot, Oct. 29 and 30, with $100 added money each day. On
the 28th there will be a practice shoot, and on Friday, the 31st

our club will give a beautiful silver cup to the champion shot in

North CaroHna. We hope to have every club in the State contest

for this prize, and while here organize a State association. Pro-
grammes will be issued in a few days, giving details of shoot, and
any other information will be furnished by addressing the secre-

tary. To-day's shoot was very unfavorable for shooting—rain and
cloudy. Following scores were made out of 50 targets: Johnson,
Sr 37, Johnson, Jr., 41, Whitaker 42, Walters 38, Gray 42, Parker
37 'Stark 43, Ferrall 29."

>l

Mr. Albert A. Schoverling, corresponding secretary of the Ful-

ton Gun Club, of Brooklyn, writes us as follows: "The next shoot
will be on Oct. 5, at 1 P. M. Open shoot for members for A.
W^ood's medal. Also probably a team race. Fulton vs. Westwood
Gun Club. How to get there: From New York, Brooklyn
Bridge. King's County Elevated to Crescent street station. From
New York, Twenty-third and Forty-second street ferries, Broad-
way Elevated to Crescent street station. Ten minutes' walk from
station on Old Mill road."

In the report of the Ossining. N. Y., Gun Club's shoot this

week, Mr. C. G. Blandford, captain of that club, announces that

there will be a tcurnament of the Westchester County Trap-

shooters' League at Ossining, on Thanksgiving Day. The Ossin-

ing Gun Club, in connection therewith, will offer a $40 cup for

seven-man county teams, and a 100-target match for a gold medal,

emblematic of certain county championships. The conditions are

minutely set forth elsewhere in our trap columns.

Mr. T. H. Keller, eastern manager of the Peters Cartridge Com-
pany] informs us that on Sept. 21, Mr, Ed. Bohlmer, assistant

superintendent of the Peters Cartridge Company's factory at

Kings Mills, O., died after a few days' illness. He had been
with the Peters Cartridge Company during many years, and was
esteemed both for his eminent business ability and. his nobility

of character.

In the North River Gun Club's contest for the Glaser trophy,

Sept. 27. there were seven ties, which will be shot off on Satur-

day of this week on the club's grounds, Edgewater, N. J. The
conditions are 50 targets, handicap. Those who tied were Messrs.
Richter, J. Truax, EickhofI, Morrison, Merrill, Hexamer and
C, Truax.

K
In the two days of the target programme at the recent Missouri

State shoot at Kansas City, Mr, W. R. Crosby, at 20yds., and
F. Bell; at 16yds.. tied on 453 out of 500 targets, for high average,

90.6 per cent.' J. A. R. Elliott was second with 451 targets, 90.2

per cent. Mr. F. C. Riehl was fourth with 446 targets, 89.2.

The Interstate Association stockholders will hold a meeting at

99 Cedar Street, New York, on Tuesday of next week, to discuss

matters of general interest. The G. A. H., at live birds and
targets, will be given consideration. This is the first meeting of

the association held in several months.

The Garfield Gun Club, of Chicago, began its first shoot o I he

fourth trophy series on Saturday of last week. Mr. A, Hellman
took the lead with h score of 24 out of 25 in class A; Mr. T. Jones
.scored a win in Class B wiUi 17, and Mr. M. G. Eldred 'led iti

Class C with 20.

Mr. Leroy W. Cannon, president of the Enterprise Gun Club,

McKeesport, Pa., won' the second series for the championship
medal at his club's tournament, Sept. 20. with the fine score of 46

out of 50.
*»»

The Dalton, Ohio, Gun Club announces that the dates for

their annual fall tournament are Oct. 30 and 31. In added money
there will be $50 or more.

Mr. W. R. Crosby won high average in the three-days' target
tournament of the Cincinnati Gun Club last week, standing at

the 22-yard mark.
•I

The secretary, Mr. J. Breidenbend, informs us that the seventh
annual target tournament of the Mt. Sterling, 111., Gtm Club will

be held on Oct. 15.

Bernard Waters.

Cmcinnati Tottrnament*
The shoot was, a great success, considering that it was managed

from the cashier's office. On the first day, Sept. 23, the pro-
gramme was shot out. On the second day rain delayed the start,

and to finish out, the last three events were reduced to 1,0-target

events with the original entrance. The programme on the third
day was concluded in good light. The high average money was
divided into seven moneys, class shooting, and Was won by nine
men. Crosby was winner of first.

Sept
Events

:

Targets

:

A Gambell, 17
L Ahlers, 17
A Roll, 17
Dcnminto, 17
Randall, 17
Farmer Jones, 17
Medico, 17

Peters, 17
S T Mai lory, 17
C E Verges ,16

A C Dick, 16
11 Jergens, 16

Jas Farran, 16
A C Stancliffe, 16W A Davis, 16

LI Arens, 10

W S Hansbro, 16...
M Starr. 16
Ed Brady, 16

D S Daudt, IS

F. E Mallory, 18

J F Mallory, 18
W D Schafer. 18
'E B Coe, 18

P Schlicher, 17
Le Compe, 17

Bart Lewis, 17W T Spangler, 17

T S" Bibbee, 17
L T Gray. 16

H C Warner. 16

-S S Stowe. 16

W E Deedrich, 16

T F Dover. 16

"E M Stout, 17

T C Hill, 16

F Haak, 16
Mingo, 16
O'Connell, 16
Kaintuck, 18
T H Clay, 18
D D Gross, 18
Ed Rike, IS

E C Fort, 18
Ira Post, 19

J T Atkinson, 19
R S Rhoads, 19

H Waters, 19

F D Alkire. 19........

C W Phellis, 20...........
L J Squier. 20
R Kline, 20
R Trimble, 20

JAR Elliott, 20
F Gilbert, 22
R O Heikes, 21
H McMurchy, 21

J M Hughes, 21

W R Crosby. 22
Beechwood, 16

W T Levy, 16

J A De Gruyter, 16

J B Fields, 16

J A .Jones, 16
Lincoln, 16
C E Doyle, 16
W H Colquitt, 16W A Hammond, 16
F Sterns. 17.....

R C Sauls, 16
C H Cord, 16
H Feudner, 16

J A Robinson, 16
M Hightower, 16
W A Long 16
F Hardy. 16..-..

J W Garlow, 16
S S Pinney, 16
M Kaufman, 16

Mayno, 15
E F Douthit, 15

F H Merrick, 15

T R Shephard, 15

E E Sample, 15

G E Wagner, 15

B F Downs, 15

Snvder, 15

C B Rose, 14W J Spence, 15.

J M -
Speary, 16.

Rizer, 16

J H Smith, 16

C C Fisher, 16

O T Lewis. 16

W H Forbes, 16

A P KHng, 16

O Kling. 16....

McVicker, 16

G Stout, 16

E Voris, 17
F Forest, 17

H Dando, 17

F S Bates, 17

Partington, 18

J M Bailey, 15
Billy, 16

J Dav. 15

J E Dwire, 15

J W Dunn, 15 ....:.

T Smallman, 16

E A Jordan, 16

A Meaders, 16

E Watkins. 16..

J W Cooper, 16

id! P Shaner. 16

F Rader. 16
Willey, 16

Green, 16

H H JefTers, 16

A N Davis, 16...

Mumma, 17

Page, 16
C Miller, 16

Schrader, 16 .... i.,

J C Marsten, 16.

23 , First Day,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-t A10 11

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20
13 12 12 12 14 13 12 14 19 17 16

12 12 14 13 14 14 14 13 19 17 16
14 12 15 14 12 12 13 14 18 19 13
13 n 12 9 13 13 12 13 17 16 14
14 12 13 11 14 14 15 11 19 14 16

12 12 13 10 13 11 14 8 15 11 li

12 13 13 14 11 11 12 9 18 15 16
10 8 11 13 13 10 10 12 14 18 15
15 10 14 13 13 10 9 13 18 17 15

12 11 12 13 13 13 13 14 17 15 18

14 12- 11 18 10 12 14 12 15 14 15
12 12 11 12 12 13 13 12 19 15 18
12 14 13 13 9 14 13 13 17 17 12
12 11 10 13 13 10 13 9 13 14 15
13 12 14 14 13 9 12 11 18 13 13
13 7 11 10 12 8 10 9 19 13 17
14 7 14 11 11 11 10 14 17 14 15
15 15 13 13 15 15 14 14 17 19 19
13 9 14 14 12 15 14 15 18 10 18
12 11 14 9 11 13 10 13 15 17 15
13 13 14 11 14 11 14 14 18 17 16
13 12 14 13 15 11 12 13 19 16 20
12 12 14 13 13 12 12 9 16 14 15

11 14 11 12 11 12 12 12 18 17 15
13 14 14 11 11 11 13 11 17 17 18
14 11 14 14 14 13 13 14 16 16 18
14 14 13 15 14 15 14 14 19 18 IS
14 11 12 11 12 12 10 13 14 15 19
14 11 14 15 11 10 14 13 19 15 18
14 s 13 11 12 13 10 10 16 16 18

13 15 13 10 9 15 12 6 17 14 14
13 14 15 11 12 11 14 13 16' 16 15

13 12 13 9 10 11 10 10 12 11 17
14 9 7 11 13 11 10 12 15 17 16
14 15 14 15 13 12 15 14 19 19 19
13 8 10 14 15 11 14 12 12 14 12
15 14 15 15 15 13 12 13 20 19 12
14 9 12 12 14 11 13 13 16 11 17
13 12 10 13 13 12 14 15 17 15 19
13 12 12 12 14 14 15 12 18 16 17

14 12 14 13 15 13 14 15 18 16 19
14 13 g 12 15 13 11 12 14 11 17
10 12 14 14 12 14 13 11 19 17 17
13 12 12 10 13 14 15 12 20 16 16
13 14 13 10 11 9 13 12 18 16 17
12 13 14 14 15 11 12 14 17 20 18

14 14 14 13 12 13 14 12 20 18 14
15 12 14 11 12 15 12 11 17 19 15

13 12 13 10 14 12 11 13 19 18 20
15 12 13 11 13 13 12 13 18 17 17
12 14 12 14 12 15 13 14 17 19 17
14 13 15 12 14 13 13 12 18 17 19

13 13 15 13 13 15 14 14 16 18 18
15 14 15 13 14 12 14 13 18 18 20

14 14 14 13 14 14 14 15 19 20 18
15 12 14 14 14 12 15 13 20 18 16
14 11 19 1i 1 1 12 11 9 15 14 16

14 12 15 15 15 12 14 12 20 17 19

14 14 14 13 14 14 14 15 19 18 20
12 11 14 12 11 12 12 10 16 17 17

11 10 13 10 11 9 11 11 17 12 15

14 13 15 13 14 12 13 13 16 13 15

13 12 10 15 9 8 10 13 18 15 16

15 9 7 10 6 6 7 8 18 16 16

12 12 14 13 14 11 14 13 20 15 18

14 10 15 13 14 10 12 13 19 12 16

10 11 13 11 9 9 13 14 16 12 17

13 13 15 15 12 12 11 13 16 15 19

15 12 15 14 11 15 13 10 17 19 17

12 11 14 11 13 10 14 11 17 14 14

12 12 14 15 13 11 11 14 17 15 18

12 12 13 13 12 10 12 12 19 16 15

14 11 1c; 1Q 1
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10 13 13 20 18 19

12 11 11 12 10 12 10 12 16 17 19

12 10 13 11 11 15 14 11 20 15 17
11 12 14 12 11 12 12 15 18 12 16

11 11 12 11 14 12 12 12 17 18 17

10 12 13 13 14 in 1 ^ 1 i ifl

14 14 13 13 14 11 12 14 17 14 19

9 10 12 9 11 13 12 10 18 15 14

13 14 13 13 13 11 14 13 17 19 14
13 11 13 14 9 12 13 8 14 17 15

14 13 14 11 13 10 14 13 18 18 IS

14 13 12 13 14 12 12 13 19 17 15

12 14 13 8 9 10 12 10 18 13 18

13 11 12 10 12 10 13 12 17 15 17

14 14 10 13 14 13 11 11 17 16 19

12 11 7 10 8 6 7 9 15 16 14

13 10 12 11 15
15 11 13 11 13 12 11 13 15 19 16
12 10 11 10 10 11 13 10 14
11 10 9 10 12 11 12 11 18 ie is
13 13 11 13 13 13 13 11 14
14 12 11 9 13 12 14 13 14

12 10 14 15 14 9 13 11 17 ii ii
13 12 14 13 13 14 13 13 19 16 12
13 13 15 11 10 12 12 13 17 9 20
13 13 13 15 14 12 11 12 19 20 19

13 13 14 14 15 12 15 18 19 17
12 11 13 13 11 12 12 13 17 14 16

11 11 14 12 11 12 11 11 18 17 17
13 9 14 13 11 12 13 13 14 19 14
13 12 14 9 14 13 10 10 16 18 17
14 14 14 13 13 14 14 10 18
11 12 13 13 12 13 11 10 17

18

ii

16

is
14

15 12 15 15 15 13 11 -11 16 16 20
13 14 12 9 13 4 8 10
12 11 10 15 13 14 13 11 19 is ii
15 7 19 19 5 9 7
13 12 13 11 12 12 15 13 is i7 ie
I'o 11 15 14 13 13 12 13 17 17 15
11 ii 13 12 12 11 11 13 17 16 19
11 13 10 11 13 12 11 13 15
13 12 13 14 13 12 14 12 18 18 ii
12 13 12 9 14 12 13 14 15 15 14
11 11 12 10 13 12 15 12 17 14 13
13 11 13 11 11 9 12 11 16 15 19
13 13 12 11 13 10 14 13 19 15 14
15 13 13 12 14 10 13 15 17 17" 15
5 11 10 8 9 9 9 14

11
12 10 13 13- 12 8 15 11
13 13 11 13 13 12 12 10 i4 i4 14
13 12 14 13 9 11 9 10

f •



FOREST ANID STI^JSAM, t6cr. 4, ig02.

ll 13 13 li 14 11 IS 9 20 14 14
14 11 12 12 .. 11 13 12

Ji'oust, 16
Donald, 15
Merrick, IS ............... 9 10 8 11
Anderson* 15....... 10 10 10 13

J M Girton, 16... 13 12 11 14 14 10 11 34
J Kirsch, 16 12 12 10 9
€ Smith. 16 6 8 S 8 8
E Sampson, 14 12 13 10 11 6 9 10 7W S Harris, 15 10
Van, 16 12 12 10 8
.Jack, 15 7 10 10 11

S pi. 24, Second Day.

Tlvents

:

Targets

:

Gambell, 17
L .Milers, 17
Roll, 17
Randall, 17
Farmer Jones, 17
Medico, 17

Forbes, 16
Peters, 17
S T Mallory. 17
Verges, 16

,

Dick, 16

Jergens, 16
Faran. 17
Staticliffe, 16
Davis, 16
Arens, 16
Hansbro, 16
Brady. 17
Starr, 18
Daudt, 17
F E Mallory, 18

J F Mallory, 18
Coe, 17
Schlicher, 17
Le Compe, 17
Speary, 16
Spangler 16
Bibbee, 17
Gray, 16
Warner, 16
Stowe, 16

Deedrick, 15
Dover, 15
Meaders, 16
T C Hill. 15
l?ailey, 15
Mingo, 16
O'Connell, 16
Kaintuck, 18
Gross, 17
Rike, 18
Fort, 18

Post, 18
Atkinson, 19
Rhoads 39 .-

Waters, 19
F D Alkire, 18
Phellis, 20
Squier, 20
P Kline, 20
Trimble, 20
Elliott, 21
Gilbert, 22
Heikes, 21
Hughes, 21

Crosby, 22
Lincoln, 16

Doyle, 16
Colquitt, 15
Hammond, 16
Jeffers, 15
Sauls, 16
Cord, 16
Fisher, 16
Robinson, 17
Hightower. 16

W A Long, 16

Hardy, 16
Garlow, 16..........
Pinney, 17
Kaufman. 17
Mayno, 15
Douthit, 16
D H Snyder, 16
Shattuck, 15
Sample, 16
B Lewis, 19
E M Stout, 19

T H Clay, 19
McMurchy, 19

Stearns. 18
G E Wagner, 16...;

Voris, 16

J H Smith, 15

O T Lewis, 15
McVickers, 17

G Stout. 17
Haflk, 17
Forest, 17
Dando, 17 •

Bates, 17
Jordan, 16 ,

Watkins, 16 .-.

Shaner, 16W D Shafer, 17
McCaukey, 15
Dunn, 15
Rose, 14
Donald, 15

Oldham, 16
Day, 16W S Watson, 16
Shaner, 16

Allen, 16....

V/illey, 15

D H Arnold, 16

W H Beecher, 15
Rader, 15 •

Patrick, 16

J A Jones, 16.

A N Davis, 16

IHobson, 16

Frank See, 17

Bmoke, 16

Schwartz, 16

fackson, 16
Liewarenee, 16 , . -

Johnson, 16

Chancy, 16
Morris. 16
Osterfeld, 17
Zint 16

Old Hoss, 16

Shaw, 16
RuBsel!, 16

Buckeye, 16
Downs, 15
Kling, 16
Mackie, 18

Girton, 16

Billy, 16

Pizer, 15
Lang, 18

H C Watson, 17.........

Tack, 15

Boeh, 14

C H Foust, 16

Capt, 15
Merrick, 15
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14 11
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13 10
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12 15
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10 11
9 9

"% '5

8 13
14 18
11 8

13 10
7 13
14 12
10 13
11 11
11 12
10 12

13 11
14 8

13 12
12 11
11 10
13 11
11 12
12 13
8 11

14 3!4

30 13
12 ..

13 12
ll 12
14 15
13 13
11 8

5 "7

11 11
11 14
11 8

6 13
9 12

13 9

12 10

19 13
16 13
14 12

14 10

16 13
19 14
14 8

15 8

14 10
20 14

15 11
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13 15
13 11
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12 12
13 9
12 14
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10 .. ..
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13 11 ..

8 10
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? 6

Sept 25, Third Day.

Event.8 12'3456789 10

Tareets- 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 15

Gambell 16 14 12 13 12 19 18 17 17 18 13

Ron 16 •• 14 12 14 32 16 17 39 17 18 12

Vori=
17"""" '"

. 14 18 12 15 18 16 16 18 18 14

Randall 16 12 14 14 14 19 16 17 16 19 13

Mingo 16 13 13 14 13 19 16 20 17 20 11

Farmer Jones, 16 H 13 13 10 15 16 U 17 17

Medico, 16 , 15 11
Forbes. 16 10 32
Duke, 16 , . 11 11
S T Mallory, 1(1

.

'/. 14 13
Verges. 16 14 10
Dick, 16 ll 10
Jergens, 16 H 14
Faran, 16 13 12
St'ancliffe, 16 13 14
Davis, 16 13 13
Arens, 16 13 11
Hansbro, 16 10 10
Brady, 16 15 ' 14
Starr, 16 14 H
Daudt, 16 , 15 10
F E Mallorv, 17 14 14
VV D Shafter, 16 12 9
Coe, 17 13 13
Stowe, If 13 10
Le Compe, 17 14 14
Speary, 37 14 14
Spangler. 16 13 13
Bibbee, 16 11 ll
Meaders. 16 14 14
Warner, 15 14 12
T A Jone.s, 15 11 11
Dover, 15 30 12
J B Hill, 35 32 33
Shattuck. 15., 15 9
L Ahlers, 18 15 9
J F Mallory, 18 1 12 13
Schlicher, IT H 11
Kaintuck, 18 ll 13
Post, 18 13 13
Pike, 18 15 14
Fort, 18 14 12
McVicker, 18 r 15 13
Waters, 19 14 12
Alkire, 19 14 15
Atkinson, 20 14 15
T H Clay. 20 14 14
Rhoads, 20 10 11
F See. 20 14 10
Phil. 20 15 13
Squier, 20 11 12
Kline, 21 14 10
Trimble, 20 13 12
Gilbert. 22 14 14
Heikes, 21 15 13
Hughes, 21 13 14
Crosby, 22 13 12
Elliott, 22 :.. 11 11
Lincoln, 16 13 13
Doyle, 16 13 15
Colquitt. 15 13 10
Hammond, 16 13 12
JeiTers. 15 35 13
Souls, 36 14 13
Cord, 16 13 11
Fisher 16 .' 10 11
T T Gray, 16. 9 13
O'Connell. 16 14 11
Hardy, 16 12 12
Gross, 16 ...H 11 10
Kaufman, 16 ,.• 12 13
Douthitt, 16 .....V. 10 9
Sample, 16 13 14
Long, 15 13 13
Mavno, 15 13 8
Wagner, 15 11 13
Dunn, 15 11 12
D H Snyder, 15 13 11
P5iiney, 3.7 15 12
G Stout, 17...,. 35 9
Haak, 17 14 14
Bates, 36 33 11
Jordan, 16 13 13
B Lewis, 19 15 13
E M Stout. 19 15 15
McMurchy. 19 15 13
Stearn.s, 19 15 13

J W Long. 19 15 14
Shrader, 15 12 l5
Hightower, 15 13 12
Green, 16 14 14
Majaiard, 16 14 15
Hobsou, 16 13 10
Allen, 17 13 12

J Day, 16 13 13
D Schafer, 15 14 -9
A N Davis, 15 12 12W S Watson, 15 11 13
H C Watson, 18....- 13 14
A P Kling, 17 15 14
Dando. 17 12 13
E Watkins, 18 32 10
E W Roberts. 17 9 9
Wiriey, 15 13 14
Rader, 15 13^ 13
Buckeye, 16 13 13
Sulzburger, 15 12 11
Patrick, 17 14 15
Jackson, 16 9 13
Oldham, 15 11 13

Beecher, 35 12 12
Ermil, 16 13 12
Lvnne, 16 13 ..

J'E Reid, 16 15 ..

Tohnson, 17 14 11
Liewarance, 15 14 12
Black, 16
Ehrhardt. 16
Cass, 16
Bercaw. 16
Shoemaker, 16
Old Hoss, 15
H Hill, 17
Mackie, 17
Block. 16
G R Harris, 17

19

13 11 18
10 15 18
10 10 ..

13 14 14
14 11 17
14 12 17
10 12 17
12 12 16
12 12 19
13 13 36
12 13 17
14 13 IS
13 12 19
13 14 18
14 14 20
13 12 38
35 14 19
15 13 18
11 14 19
13 12 17
13 12 17
15 15 18
12 12 14
14 12 37
12 33 16
10 10 11
9 12 18

11 11 16
9 12 14

13 14 15
14 13 16
14 8 16
11 13 17
13 31 13
14 14 16
13 31 17
12 12 36
34 34 20
10 13 16
14 11 15
11 12 37
33 33 39
34 13 17
35 14 19
35 32 20
14 12 19
12 12 17
14 14 17
14 12
14 14
15 32 18
14 30 38
14 13 19
10 10 18
12 14 16
14 9 20
11 13 16
12 12 17
11 10 16
11 12 ..

10 11 16
15 14 18
14 13 16
10 7 15
32 13 16
13 12 19
14 14 18
13 13 16
13 14 16
15 10 11
13 12 16
11 14 17
32 31 18
10 12 17
11 11 15
15 11 38
32 33 16
14 11 18
12 12 19
14 15 17
15 14 18
11 14 16
14 14 18
11 13 13
14 15 17
14 10 17
11 10 15
13 11 18
13 12 14
14 14 17
12 9 ..

13 11 20
15 14 17
14 15 19
14 11 18
12 11 16
12 12 16
14 8

13 7
10 11 17
11 8 12
14 14 20
9 9..
9 11 ..

14 13 ..

15 13 14 19 11
15 13 14 19 11

18 14
19 17
17 14
12 16
15 15
17 18
19 36
16 15
19 16
17 19
18 17
17 19
15 18
18 17
13 16
17 16
18 18
18 IS
16 15
IS 17
18 15
15 13
11 18
15 13
34 9
34» 16
37 19
18 20
14 19
18 18
15 17
19 20
19 19

17 18
35 16
18 15
17 17
15 17
18 17
15 19
18 15
18 18
18 20
16 17
17 18
36 18
20 39
19 18
18 18
15 18
20 20
15 15
15 16
17 37
16 15
14 16

16 19 11
18 14 12
14 14 8
11 19 6

15 17 11
17 19 11
15 19 13
12 19 11
16 17 12
14 19 10
18 18 13
17 20 14
17 18 14
15 13 10
18 20 15
17 15 12
16 17 13
16 17 13
18 17 15
17 15 13
14 16 15
14 17 11
9 14 8

18 20 6

16 11 9

18 16 13
16 17 11
17 12 12
18 14 9
15 18 11
13 15 14
17 19 12
18 . 16 13
14 18 14
17 18 8

18 15 11
17 18 14
18 19 14
17 18 13
13 18 15
17 18 35
17 37 9
37 36 34
18 19 12
15 -19 14
20 18 14
19 19 13
18 19 14
16 17 12
18 18 14
19 16 12
17 14 13
15 17 13
18 IS 10
17 18 13
13 17 14

16 16
17 14
318 37
9 12
19 18
20 18
15 14
15 16
19 16
17 14
14 15
16 14
15 17
16 15
16 18
16 18
15 17
16 16
19 18
20 18
18 18
18 18
15 12
15 15
17 19
19 18
15 16
17 19
15 16
16 16

16 16 14
12 13 8
18 18 12
15 17 12
19 19 15
17 19 12
17 17 12
17 17 11
16 15 9
14 16 12
15 32 8

15 18 12
18 19 12
16 15 12
16 17 12
17 17 14
17 15 14
16 17 12
15 19 15
19 19 12
20 14 15
18 18 ..

10 15 11
17 17 11
19 17 12
16 19 15
15 17 13
19 15 9

16 17 15
8 15 12

15 15
17 20
19 18
17 15
18 17
17 15

19 16 15
15 17 15

17 17
14 13
19 19

18 15 12
15 19 13
16 15 14
13 20 15
17 IS 11
17 .. ..

16 19 14
12 14 5

17 16 13
15 12 10
20 16 12

12 12 18 16 17 19 20 13
11 H ..

.. .. 15 14 13 13 17 ..

.. .. 15 16 7 16 13 ..

.. .. 18 18 12 16 18 ..

.. .. 13 14 11 12 15 ..

.. .. 18 17 16 14 15 ..

.. .. 16 15 18 19 14 ..

.. .. 17 12 11 11 .. ..

.. .. 10-16 18 16 15 ..

.. .. 18 14 17 19 15 ..

12

Total of high averages, 510 targets

1st daj'.

Gambell 154
Ahlers 158
Roll 156
Donminto 143
Randall 153
Farmer Tones 142
Medico " 144
Peters 134
S T Mallory 147
Verges < 150
Dick 142

Jergens 149

Farran 147

Stancliffe 133

W A Davis 142

Arenz 127

Hansbro 138
Storr 169

Brady 152

Daudt 140

F E Mallory 155

J F Mallorv 1-5S

W D Schafer 142

Coe 145

Schlicher 150

Le Compt 157

B Lewis • 168

Spangler 143

Bibbee : 154

Tray 141

Warner 138

Stowe 150

Beedrick 128

Dover . 135

E M Stout. 169

Hill 135

Haak 163

Mingo 142

O'Connell 153

Kaintuck 155

Clay 164

Gross 140

12 Rike 1^3

for the tliree daysi

2d day. 3d day.
125
136
119

m
116
120

i23
131
125
102
128
128
130
117
123
131
124
320
121
134
122
136
125
131
134
129
124.

'125
120
338

i27
134
112
133
131
128
136
138
127
131

353
146
151

i54
140
140

i46
346
131
128
138
152
150
145
145
154
152
161
153
147
142
149
134
162
148
155
145
137
137
344

i33
359
320
144
3,56

336
148
351
338
160

Broke.
432
440
426

437
398
404

4i6
427
398
379
413
413
422
399
406
454
428
421
429
439
406
430
409
450
450
427
423
413
395
432

395
462
367
440
429
417
439
453
385
444

Fort
, 1 tj*?

^ost
.'.'.'.'.'.'.V^

Atkuison igo
Rhoads 15^
Waters 122
^'^'-e ^...;...::;;;;:;:i55
J^elhs 154
Squier !!!!]359
Kline 16O
Trimble .162
Elliott 166
Gilbert 169
Heikes 163
McMurchy .'142

Hughes .". ....165
Crosby 159
Beechwood 144
]-cvy 130
Deguyter 151
Field 139
J A .Jones ..118
Lincoln 156
Dovie 14,S
Colquitt ...135
Hammond 154
.Stearns 158
Souls 141
Cord ;;;i52
Feudner 146
Robinson 158
Hightower 142
Long 152
Hardy 148
Garlow 145
Pinney 155
Kaufman ; 155
Mavno 133
Dcuthit 154
F. H Merrick 139
Shephard 156
Sample 154
Wagner 137
Downs 142
Snyder 152
Rose 115
Speary .....149

J H Smith 138
Forbes 149
A P Kling ...151
O Kling ....145
McVicker 161
G Stout 164
Voris 144
Forest 145
Dando 145
Bates 146

J M Bailey 147
Dunn 137
Torden 152
Meaders 153
Watkins , 141
Shaner 156
Rader I.... 143
Willey 140
Green 141
Teffers 147
A Davis 154
Schrader 139
Foust 145
Day 159

loo 1 COloZ 441
iOiS 1 1ff

337 435
452

luy i4y 446
128 148
139 145 439
131 164 449
132 149 430
142 354 456
130 348 •440
142 145 453
141

. 159 469
135 359 457
135 357 434
139 365 469
145 158 472

113
332 155 443
332 153 433
127 139 421
135 144 433
137 155 452
132 147 420
123 135 410

137
126 i37 40.5

109 144 405
132 150 420

133 i49 437
127 156 438
125 130 388
341 146 441

148
128 138. 403
106
121 i4i lii

i42 i52 443
118 158 414
112 140 401

137 i49 447
129 337 430
137 151 432

i27 143 4i5
128 148 422
120
127 i28 392
1.30 145 427
129 149 431
140 142 423

322 124 389
124 148 412

ni i48 4i6

129 i44 432

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Gun. Club.

Chicago, 111.—^The appended scores were made to-day on the
occasion of first trophy shoot, fourth series. Hellman won class
A trophy on 24; Tom Jones, B, on 17, and Eldred, C, on 20. The
cup shoot immediately followed, and cup was won by Hellman.
The day was very threatening, and, in fact, rained steadily until
time for shoot to begin, consequently the attendance was not up-
to our standard:

Second trophy shoot:
L Thomas 1111110111011010100111101—18
Dr Meek 1101110111011111010111011—19
M F Wilson 0000101111111111110111111—19
M G Eldred 1101110111111011110101111—20

J Pollard V.......... 1101111111111111111101111—23
T Eaton 1111111111111101101111110—22
Ford 1111010111110110110111111—20
A Hellman 1111111111111110111111111—24
T Jones . . 1101001111001111111101010—17
R S Leek 1103003100001011010111011—14

J E Dofter 1011111111101011110111011—20

Cup Shoot, 15 singles, 5 pairs.
L Thomas 111111111101111 01 00 01 01 00—17
Dr Meek 111011111110010 10 01 10 00 11—16
M F Wilson 011001111111101 01 10 01 00 10—15
M G Eldred 111110110010011 10 00 10 00 10—13
J S Pollard 101110111110001 10 10 00 10 11—15
T Eaton lUlllOllOlllOl 00 00 10 10 10—15
Ford 101100111111101 00 10 00 00 10—13
A Hellman 111111011111111 00 10 10 10 10—18
T Jones 110011111011111 00 00 00 10 00—13
R S Leek 001111111011000 11 01 00 00 00—12
J E Dofter 010011111111001 10 00 10 11 01—15
Hellman won.

Dr. J. D. Meek.

Rockville God Club.

RocKviLLE, Conn.—The Rockville Gun Club held their first

tournament Sept. 18, and as the day was stormy and cold, the
scores were not as good as they would have been had they been
made on a more pleasant day. The attendance was smaller than
expected, but good for the weather.

Griffith won the $5 gold prize offered for the best score out of
the first 100 targets, Meaker got second prize—$2.50 in gold.
The scores:

Events : 1.2
Targets: 10 15

Yeomans 8 13
Meaker 8 11W A Barstow... 7 13
McArdel 7 9

H C Barstow... 6 11
Merrick 7 12
Downing 6 9

Burke 4 7
LeRoy 8 9
Griffith 9 13
White 5 11
Metcalf 5 12
Turner 9 11

Prescott 5
Sterry 2

Moon
Blish
Edgerton
Adams
Markley
Bradley
West
Kramer

12
10

3 4

20 15
15 12
14 11
15 14
17 31
16 8

13 12
15 7
11 9

15 11
17 15
14 10
10 8
15 8
10 11
14 10
14 7

5 6

20 20
15 15
16 19
15 10
13 15
12 14
15 12
15 13
16 16
14 14
18 19
16 13
13 11
13 10
13 13
17 18
16 17
9 4

8^ 9
15 20

10 11 12
15 20 20

13
15

12 8 . . 16 15
9 ..

11 18
8 10
9 17
9 10

. . 17 12
9 8 11^

12 16 12
11 14 13

8

10
7

12 19
12 12
9 10

.. 14
6 15
8 7
12 15
3 4

11 15
7 ..

.. 7

8 13
9 .. 11

. . 12 10

.. 11 ..

13 13 17
7 5 6
11 18 17
6 6..
7 .. 8
..6 8
..6 7

10

10

"2

3
1
5

Shot
at.

100
100
185
125
185
215
215
215
110
145
200
175
130
200
165
190
175
105
50
70
55
55
35

Broke.
78
79

134
89

137
132
149
135
72

131
130
103
87

l-\5

105
343

56
82
19
24

17
11
14

F, H. Burke, Sec'y.

Leatherstockiog Gttn Cltib.

Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 24.—The forty-second annual shoot of the
Leatherstocking Gun Club was held on the club grounds on the
bank of Lake Ontario Sept. 24. A stiff breeze made the birds
very difficult.

This is the oldest gun club in the state of New York, having
been organized March 17, 1860.

The first prize, a beautiful gold badge,, was awarded Max B.
Richardson; the second prize, a similar badge in silver, was se-

cured by Walter Jermyn; the third prize, also a silver medal,
was secured by Martin Carlton. Much interest was taken in the
contest. M. W. Carlton, Sec'y.
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John Patfcer^s Annual.
John Parker's twelfth annual tournament was held on the Rusch

J louse grounds, Detroit, Mich.^ Sept. 16 to 19. It was open to all.

There was $200 cash added. Ihe target programme was alike for
1 each of the first three days, excepting the special event for trophy,
of each day. Sept. 19 was devoted to live-bird competition..

Sept. 16, First Day.
In the events of the da}', forty shooters participateds The

Peters Cartridge Company's International .Handicap trophy, event
6 of the m-ogramme, was won. by Mr, Thomas W. Lang, Find-
lay, O. He was closely pressed by Mr. Ralph Trimble and C. H.
Rich.
Mr. Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., was higli gun for the day

with a score of 169 out of 180.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10
15 15 20 15 20 25 15 20 15 20

, 12 13 18 12 19 23 12 17 18 19
. 15 15 20 14 17 23 15 19 14 17
. 13 12 16 12 14 18 12 16 14 1!)

. 14 13 19 15 19 20 14 17 14 Vi

.12 9 19 11 16 23 15 18 13 16

. 12 15 17 12 16 18 15 17 13 15
. 11 11 15 11 17 23 15 17 13 17
. 14 14 17 13 16 25 15 20 13 20
. 12 11 19 10 15 23 15 20 12 20
. 14 12 19 12 17 25 13 19 12 IS
. 12 14 17 15 18 22 15 20 12 17
. 15 13 17 15 17 22 12 15 14 19
. 13 12 17 13 16 24 14 15 14 17

20.

16.

16.

Events

:

Targets

:

McMurchy.
Gilbert, 20..
Phil, 20
Hughes, 20
Fanning. 20
Kline, 18
Waters, 18 .

Lang, 18
Head, 18 ...

Trimble, 18.,

Watson, 16 .

McQueen, 16
Freeman,
Du Bray,
Keller, 16
Tol. 16
King, 16
.Cox, 16-

Farrell, 16
Woods, 18 ....

Stanley, 16 ...

Wilson,- 16 ...

Rich, 16 .....

Bates, 16
Parker, 20

Heikes, 20 ....

Marks, 16 ....

McKay. 16....

Fort, 18
Westbrook, 16
Little, 16
Osmun, 16
Watts, 16
Finletter, 16...

Miller, 16
Wolf, 16

Klein, 16

Loranger, 16 .

Black, 16
S'"w. 16 ,.

11 14 15 11 15 20 13 15 12 15
7 12 13 10 15 10 11 15 11 14

13 U 15 6 15 20 8 17 12 IS
15 10 17 13 19 22 12 19 12 19
14 14 18 14 17 24 13 14 13 19
14 11 15 11 19 18 9 17 12 IS
13 15 17 13 20 25 10 16 13 19
13 14 18 14 12 22 12 20 13 18
14 11 15 10 19 21 9 19 14 18
12 11 14 13 17 25 11 19 13 17
9 14 14 14 17 20 12 18 14 ..

14 12 19 10 9 18 11
14 14 17 12 18 19 13 12 15 19

21 10 15 12 20

14 13 15
11 12 20 11 19 22 12 IS 13 19
14 11 14 10 16 18 13 19 14 15
9 10 22 .... 11 18

. . .. 14 11 16 21 13 14 11 15
. . . . 17 13 17 . . 13 16 11 16
12 15 . . 13 17 18 14 IS 13 17

10

Total
Broke.

157
169
146
104
1.52

150
150
167
157
161
162
159 .

155
140
lis
135
158
160
144
160
156
1.50

152

157
148

14
14
14 32

15 13 12 9 16
10

Sept, 17, Second Day»
Mr. Russell Klein, of Spirit Lake, la., was high average on this

day with a total of 166, and in the King Powder Company two-
man team International trophy, he and C. W. Phellis (Phil) won,
the former with a score of 24, the latter 25. Each stood at the
18yd. mark. Some live-bird contests were of great e.xcellencc.
Messrs, Hughes, Bates, Parker, Du Bray, Gilbert, Tolsma, .Stanley
and Marks killed 57 birds straight, after which the contestants re-
tired rapidly, leaving Hughes and Bates the winners. The scores:

Events: 1
Targets : . 15

Gilbert, 20 15
Hughes. 20 14
Lang, 20 10
Trimble, 20 12
McMurchv, 18 14
Fanning, 18 , 13
Heikes, 20 15
McQueen, 18 14
King, 18 12
Stanley, 16 12
Wood, 20 15
Fort, 18... 13
Cox, 18 10
Parker, 18 13
Head, 18 13
Phil, 18 14
Westbrook, 18 13
Waters, 18 14
Keller, 16 10
Kline, 18 13
Tol, 18 14
Farrell, 16 11

Du Bray. 16 11

Alban, 16 12
Bates, 16
Marks, 16
Cady, 16
jlenn, 16
Stelifest, 16 ..

Rich, 16
3uthard. 16
Wolf, 16
Quill, 16
Klein, 16
Hitchcock, 16 10
ilcKay, 16 - 12
Rongive, 16
5an Souci, 16
iVhitmore, 16

3 4 5

20 15 20

20 11 17
17 13 19
19 13 19
17 12 IS
19 13 18
17 12 18
19 13 19
16 11 18
16 13 18
17 11 19
20 14 10
19 12 17
19 11 17
16 12 17
16 10 17
IS 12 19
17 12 20

15 14 18
14 7 ..

16 15 19
17 14 13
15 9 16
14 12 14
17 14 19

16 11 16
18 14 15
5 4 4

7 0 13

6 7 8 9 10
25 15 20 15 20
21 10 IS 15 20
22 11 18 14 IS
21 13 19 15 19

24 13 18 12 19

23 15 IS 15 IS
23 12 20 13 18
18 14 14 11 15
17 12 17 11 19
19 14 19 10 14
16 13 14 0 15
20 8 14 14 16
23 10 17 13 19
IS 13 19 15 18
18 12
23 11 16 15 20

25 13 17 12 17
. . 10 17 11 18
23 10 15 11 15
15 9
24 14 19 13 19
16 13 18 12 16
16 11 18 14 16
20 10 17 12 .

.

22 12 16 15 17
.. 11 16 10 .

.

23 14 19 15 18
17 8

11 10
10 ..

., 1.3 .. 15 17

. . 9 17 12 16
20
17 10
15
19
. . 11 18 11 17

Total
Broke.
162
160
161
159
164
159
152
147
143
136
149
157
153

i53
101

isi

iee
147
138

i56

11 10

5 1-2

9 8

Peters Cartridge Company International Handicap trophy team
ace, 25 targets per man:
Gilbert 21, Hughes 22; total 43.

Wood 20, Fanning 23; total 43.

Kline 24, Phil 25; total 49,

Keller 15, Du Bray 20; total 35.

Cox 18, McQueen 17; total .35.

Guthard 19, Wolf 20; total 39.

McKay 15. Hitchcock 19; total 34.

Lang 21, Trimble 24; total 45.

McMurchy 23, Heikes 18; total 41.

Fort 23, Parker 18; total 41.

Tol 16, Stanley 16; total 32.

Head 23, Farrell 16; total 39.

Waters 23. Quill 17; total 40.

King 19 Marks 23; total 42.

Glenn 13, Klein 15; total 28.

Cady 17, Alban 22; total 39,

Sept. J 8, Third Day-

A light rain made unfavorable weather conditions. The six

vents of the programme were finished early, after which there
vas much practice at live birds. The special event of the day
vas the Peters Cartridge Co.'s International expert trophy, com-
leting for which all stood at 22yds. This trophy was won by Mr.

C. Wood, of Detroit, with a score of 24 out of 25. Gilbert was
lose -up with a score of 23. Hughes was high gun for the day
,'ith 168 out of a possible 180. Trimble M'as second with 165, and

The scores:

12 3 456789 10
15 15 20 15 -20 25 15 20 15 20
13 13 20 15 19 23 13 19 14 19

/fcMurchy was third with 159

Events:
Targets

:

;ilbert, 20
ughes, 20 13 13 30 12 18 19 15 17 15 18
1 nn 11 -«0 -IT tr 11^ vlil in in It l-t11 13 17 15 16 22 12 17 14 11

12 12 17 13 18 19 13 18 14 16
16 11 IS IS 18 20 11 15 9 15

20 13 12 17 14 19 21 14 17 15 17

. . 12 14 19 12 16 19 11 15 12 18
13 14 17 13 17 20 11 16 15 IS

18 14 15 18 15 18 20 14 16 15 20
13 n 18 12 15 22 14 17 14 16
10 11 16 12 15 23 14 16 13 14

atton 16 12 19 12 IS

^^ood 16 11 9 IS 12 13 24 14 18 14 17
Vater-i. 16 15 11 16 13 14 16 11 16 15 IS

ertz. 16 12 16 9 11

Cline. 20
feikes. 20

,ang, 20
IcMurchv
'hil, 20 ..

'ort, IS
rimble,
ox. 18

ol, 16

luthard. 16 .

.Iban. 16.. .

;ieh, 16
lu Bray, 16..

wing, 16

liJtes. 16 ...

11 11 18 15 15 20 11 14 13 19
9 13 10 12 17 . . 12 10 12 IS

15 13 17 13 18-18

5 5 12 ......
17 11 15 13-16
. , 11 16 . . .

,

Total
Broke.
168
158
154
152
140
159
14S
153
165
152
144

153
145

i47

Sept. 19, Foufth Day.
The Gilman & Barnes International trophy was the main event of

the -live-bird contests, to which the day was devoted. It w«s long
and closely contested. The final of it was between Mr. H. D.
Bates, of Ridgetown, Ont., a former G. A. H, winner, and Fre^d
Gilbert, the Iowa shotgun wizard, the latter winning in the 9&th
round. There were five in the tie, Messrs. Gjlbert, Bates,
Parker, Tol and Klein. The tie tlierfeaf'ter was sniss-and-
out, Klein lost his 21st. Tol his 81st, Parker his 4gth. The con-
ditions were 15 birds, $20 entrance. $50 added, cla-ss shooting,
moneys divided 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 per cent. To be won three
times, not necessarilr in sitccession, when it becomes the property
of -the party so winning it, Handicaps 26 to 31yds. The scores:

Hatrdicap. Score.
"

"
' 15

Handicap. Score.
W,ilers 30 14
Finletter 29 1.2

To! 28 15
Phil 30 "14

Black 29 12
Parker 31 15
Fort ,,, 28 13
Gilbert 32 15

Bates
Du Bray 28 14
Cox 2S 14
Wood 30 14
Heikes .31 14
KHne 31 15
Marks 29 14
McMurchy 31 13

Shoot-off, miss-and-out : Toi 16, Parker 33, Gilbert 80, Bates
79, Kline 6. The latter shot through all 'the other live-bird events
of the day without a miss.

Anderson, 16 ' 15 13 19 15
Hill, 16 U 13 15 13
O'Neil, 16 10 13 18 8
Mackie, 16 , , , , . . . 12 ll 18 .

.

Money, 16 13 13 16 .

.

A'V?ston, Va , 14 10 18 14
Heer, 19 14 19 11 12
Crosby, 20 14 14 20 15
Money. 19 13 11 19 11
Sherman, 17 15 15 18 12
Miles, 16 13 10 18 13
Morton, 16 12 13 18 13
Holmes, 16 12 12 19 13
Dr Hamilton, 16 11 19 18 10
Johannes, 17 8 13 12 ..

Klimhaus. 16 14 13 16 ..

Beach, 17 .• 11 12 17 .

.

Millett
Lucas 9
Murphy
Boer
Cpe .

.

Bramha II ,

Plank
Masman -

13 20
13 13
11 16
., 18

is ig
13 19
14 17
11 17
12 18
13 16
13 14
12 17
10 ..

lij 18 16 14 13 18 11 H 18

11 13 14
10 ., ..

13 18 11 11 19

10 le 14 .. .. .. .. .. ..

13 13 15 14 15 20 13 12 11
13 14 18 14 14 20 12 11 17
14 11 17 11 14 19 12 11 14
.... 17 .. 13 18 15 U 17
. , 11 19 13 . . 19 6 10 18

.. 15 .. .. IS
.. ..19

.. 13

.. 9

11 12

12 10 ,

12 13 . . 8 14 19
11

14
15
11

6 8

ii io
13 14 W ... 13
.. .. .. a ....

Missouri State To«fnament.
Kansas C'itv, Mo., Sept. 19.^The target programme conij

mchced this mornin,g and called for ten li5-target events, with $15
added, and five 20-target events, with $20 added for each day. The
shooting was from three sets of traps. The handicap was from 16
to 20yds. Purses divided Rose system, 5, 4, 3, 2.

A strong wind made the shooting quite difficult. Owing to the
late start in the shooting, the programme was not completed, but
twelve events being finished. Sevetity entries to-day, and Akord
was high with 188 out of 200 shot at. lie shot from the ISyd. mark.

Sept. \% Third Day.
Events;

Clayton,
Campbell, 10.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
13 14 14 13 11 12 IS 13 13 12 7 16 .'

12 13 16 11 15 18 14 14 11 12 12 15 10 14 18
Mackie, 16 13 14 .. 14 12 15 14 10
Elson, 16.

York. 16..

13 13 9 12 18
14 15 18 13 12 IS 12 11 18 15 13 20 13 14 16
8 13 9 13 12 13 10 12 .

.

B-27, 18
Calhoun, IS .

Scranton, 18
Cunningham.
Thiele, 16....
Akord, IS ..

McCrea, IS..

Rohrer, 18...
Reust, 18
Folger, 18...
Mermod, 18.

O'Brien, 18.

18

Dr Clark, 16 12 12 12 12 9 16 10 10 14 12
Bell, 16 13 13 18 14 12 18 14 11 15 14 14 16 15 14 18
Williams, 16 13 14 17 13 12 17 12 14 14 13 13 18 13 12 18
Hume, 16 ' 13 11 17 15 12 13 13 10 18 13 12 L8 14 12 14
Sevier, 16 13 13 17 12 9 13 14 6 17 8
Dr Brown, 16 14 11 14 12 13 13 13 6 13 12 11 13 9 13 16
O'Neill, 16 n 11 13 13 12 19 12 12 15 14 12 19 12 14 16W A Smith, 16 12 13 14 13 12 16 13 13 17 14 13 18 12 16
Wctzig, 16 13 12 16 13 13 IS 14 15 15 14 16 20 12 12 18
Thomas, 16 13 11 15 18 12 14
Holmes, 16 15 14 18 14 11 17 14 13 17 .. 11 18
Millett, 16 IT 15 16 13 12 19 13 14 18 .. 12 18
Miles, 16 15 13 19 12 12 18 12 7 18
Sherman, 17... 9 9 .... 11
Anderson, 17 10 14 16 15 11 4 13 13 16 14 .. 18 14 13 19
Weston, 17 12 13 16 14 12 17 13 10 15 14 7 18 14 14 19
Clapp, 17 11 14 M 12 14 20 12 13 15 14 13 18 9 13 20
Hardy, 17 11 14 16 13 9 17 13 11 12 15 13 20 13 13 20
Beach, 17 14 14 17 15 10 18 11 11 14 14
Riehl, 18 13 15 19 15 12 17 14 12 19 14 IS 19 13 12 17

"
' 12 7 13 12 12 16 8 14 13 14 10 IS 12 13 20

14 14 16 13 11 16 14 14 18 15 14 17 13 15 17
11 13 17 14 10 15 14 15 15 13 13 18 9-13 19
14 13 17 14 9 17 14 12 17 13 18 17 13 14 16
14 15 17 11 12 16 13 12 16 13 U 17 10 10 13
14 13 20 15 13 18 13 14 19 14 15 20 11 13 17
12 13 15 10 .. 19 13 10 .. 12
13 11 17 12 9 13 13 18 19 13 11 17 12 . . 16
14 13 17 14 14 16 15 14 17 12 14 19 15 15 18
9 13 14 9 10 10 13 18
14 14 15 14 11 18 14 15 15 14 10 18 13 14 20
14 15 18 13 11 17 14 14 13 15 13 19 11 10 19

Arnhold. 18., 11 14 14 15 10 17 1-4 13 18 15 12 9
Taylor, 18 10 13 19 13 9 16 8 14 19 8 13 16
L C Smith, 18 14 12 15 13 13 17 13 13 15 14 12 15 .. 12 12
J A R Elliott, 19 15 15 16 14 14 17 14 13 18 14 11 20 13 12 20
D Elliott, 19 12 13 17 10 12 16 14 10 15 11 10 17 11 11 15
Budd, 19 12 15 17 15 18 16 13 13 19 15 11 16 11 13 19
Biirnside, 19 13 13 19 14 14 19 13 12 18 12 11 14 9 14 20
Money, 19 ...... . : . . 14 10 17 11 12 16 13 15 18 12 14 19 14 11 18
Heer,' 19 14 15 16 13 11 18 13 12 16 15 14 16 12 14 18
McGee. 18 14 14 8 12 12 18 .'.

,

,

Spencer. 16 14 12 14 13 12 18 11 9 14 12 13 . .

Batcheler, 17 -..12 8 18 ..13 14W S Allen, 18 9 S 19 13 13 15 11 14 19 14 7 19 14 13 16
Crosby, 20 ..1 14 14 19 12 12 18 13 14 19 K 15 17 15 12 19
Gorman, 18 15 13 14 18 11 11 13

Jay, 16 12 15 18 13 9 15 15 10 19 14 13 18 12 .. 19
Hoyt, 16 12 12 16 10 12 15 12 14 18 13 15 IS 15 13 18
Lucas, 16 8 12 .. 13 .. .. ,W H Allen, 16 9 .. 17 14 8 13
Boer, 16 10 .... :

Duikee, 16 9 S 10 5 ,

Hodges, 18 , S 13 7 12 11 17 13 13 15 13'.
Day. 16 5 . . 16
Muncy 12 .. .. 12 .. .. 10 11. 14 17
Tohannes 12 13 8 .'

. . . . . .

.

Dr Rugan 11 8 12 4
Biscoe 12
Tones ^ S
G W Baer 7 911
Watkins -, .. 8
Gregg - , H 13 8
Klimhaus .. 12 17
Wyandott 12 . . . . 1®- . . . . ... .

.

Sept. 20, Fourth Day.
The three events left over from yesterday were finished this

morning. Akord finished high man in the fifteen events with 229
out of a possible 250. Reust and J. A. R. Elliott were second
with 227. W. R. Crosby was third with 225, shooting from the
20yd. mark.
To-day's' programme called for 300 targets, the Schmelzer trophj;

contest adding 50 targets to the day. Mr. Rob Elliott was kept
busy getting squads to the score, and succeeded .in finishing the
programme at 6:15. Quite a number of shooters did not enter fon
the trophy, owing to the long programme, which tired out quite
a number. Three hundred and fifty targets is too much for one
day's prograinme.
Fourteen men paid $5 each to shoot for the Sohrfielzer trophy at

.50 targets, reverse pull. Mr. \\'
. Heer. of Concordia, Kans,. broke

48 and won the trophy without a tie, The win was a popular one,
as Mr. Heer has many warm friends amon.g the sportsmen, and
he was warmly congratulated on his good shooting. Crosby was
second with 46, and 'Riehl third with 44.

The twenty-fifth annual of the ilissouri Game and Fish Pro-
tective Association has been a success, and much credit is due
Mr. Bob Elliott and his assistants tor the m<inner in which it was
handled. .

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 ]2 13 14 lo

J A R Elliott. 19 14 13 19 14 14 17 14 12 19 13 13 IS 14 12 18
D Elliott, 18 14 11 11 11 12 15 13 13 17 8 12 16 14 11 13
Budd. 19 10 13 17 14 14 20 13 12 16 12 13 IS 14 13 IS
Burnside. 19 13 13 IS 15 14 IS 13 12 16 13 12 19 15 12 18
Dr Brown. 16 8 10 17 11 13 IS 13 12 17 f 14 16 12 13 17
AV A Smith, 16 13 13 19 13 12 18 12 12 17 12 12 19 .. 13 15
Wetzig, 16 15 12 18 13 15 IS 10 11 14 13 11 . . *. . . . 19
Fnlger, 16 10 13 15 14 14W Allen, 17 13 12 IS 12 15 18 15 12 19 11 10 16 11 11 19
Dr Clapp, 17 12 14 IS 13 13 19 1 4 13 20 14 6 17 14 13 19
Dr Hardv, 17 9 13 19 14 14 IS 11 9 17 10 9 18 12 12 17
Cunninghajn, 18., 14 14 16 14 12 17 15 13 IS 14 10 20 13 1 4 19
Riehl, IS 13 15 IS 14 14 19 10 12 17 15 14 19 12 14 IS
O'Brien. 18 12 14 17 15 13 IS 15 13 17 18 11 20 14 12 19
Rohrer. IS 11 11 .. n
Reust, 18 12 15 18 12 14 15 13 12 19 12 14 18 14 11 13
Mermod, IS 13 11 17 14 12 18 12 15 IS 11 13 15 13 12 18
Hovt, 16 14 .. 17 12 12 19 11 11 16 11 12 17 13 12 19
Williams, 11; 12 12 19 14 14 19 12 11 18 15 13 18 15 11 15
Bell. 16 13 14 20 14 14 20 14 14 19 13 13 20 14 13 19
Hume. 10 11 13 17 11 11 17 12 12 14 13 13 17 12 10 15
Tav. 10 9 15 19 13 13 17 12 13 20 11 12 20 13 8 IG
B-27. 16 13 14 16 10 14 li 12 13 16 10 12 19 13 11 IS
Calhoun. 18 10 14 17 14 10 17 14 12 16 12 13 15 15 15 IG
Scranton, 18 10 11 US 12 13 15 U 13 . . ,, ,,

Schmelzer trophy contest

:

Win Clayton IIOUOIIIIOIUIOIOOOOIIOI—16'

wW R Crosby 1111111101111111111111111-24
1111111111111001111111110—22—46'

Dr Clapp 1111111011111111111111111—24
1110111101011111110110101—19—43

O 'N e iJ 1 -0101110101100111101011011-16
0111101111111101011110101—19—35W Heer 111111111,1,111111111111111—25
1111111011111111111101111—23—48W S Allen 1110110111101011111010111—19
1110101111111111111111111—23—42

F Riehl ....1111111011111111111101111—23
llllllllOlllOOQlllllOlin—21-44

Calhoun 0111111011011110111101110—19
1101011111101111111111100—30—,3£>

Dr Brown OlllOlllOUOOlOlllUllOll-18;
w

H Money 1010111011110101111111111—20
1101111011111116111101110—20—401

O'Brien 1011111111111110010100111—19
1111111111101111111111111—24—43:

F Bel I U11101110111111111001101—20
0111111111111100011110111—20—401

B-27 1100111100111010011100101—15
1111111010101111101001111—19—34

PIank 1010100110111100111110101-16

Gsneral averages, 500 targets

;

First Day. Second Day.
Bell, 16 219 2.34

Crosby, 20 226 227JAR Elliott, 18 227 224
Riehl, 18 ...,223 223
Reust, 18 227 217
O'Brien, 18 21S 223
Heer, 19 217 220
Burnside 19 215 m
Budd, 19 217 218
Mermod, 18 209 2X9
Williams, 16 209 218
Calhoun, 18 , 221 210
Cunningham, 18. . .

.'. 211 221
Dr Clapp, 17.... 208 219
Allen. 17 204 212
Dr Hardy, 17 -310 203
Hoyt, 16 . . .

.
. . . .1. .,. . ... . .,. .213 190

•

B-27, 16 '. ....194 207
Hume, 16 198 201
D Elliott, 17 194 191
Dr Br6wn, 16 183 190

Total.
453
453
451
446
444
438
437
436
435
428
427
431
433
427
416
412
4oe
401
399
38-5

373

Average.
.906
.906
.902
.892
.888
.876
.874
.872
.870
.856
.854

.862

.864

.854

.833

.824

.804

.802

.798

.770

.746
Hawkeye,

ON LONG ISLAND.

Brooklyn Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., Sept. 24.—The bad weather, damp, gloomy,,
raw, with signs of rain, was unfavorable to a good attendance alt

tlfe shoot of the Brooklyn Gun Club to-day. Some of the pre-
liminary events were shot before the main events were com-
menced. Mr. IT. S. Welles arrived too late for any preliminary
practice, engaging in No. 1 event immediately. He missed his
first three straight, then made a run of 82 before missing. Mr,
Neaf Apgar also made a long run.
The conditions in No. 1 shoot were 50 targets, $2 en-

trance, no handicap, three high guns, to which the club donated
.$10, divided $5. $8 and $2. The scores were as follows: Super 44,

N. Apgar 49, S. M. Van Allen 46, S. Glover 45, Capt. Money 47,
Keystone 44, C. Von Lengerke 43, B. Waters 48, H. Welles 47,

Hutchins 31, C. Bittiner withdrew.
Ap.gar first. Waters second. Money and Welles third.
Jvo. 2 was at 50 targets, $1 entrance, handicap allowance, $5

donated, divided $3 and $2:

Hdcp. Brk. Total.
Super ,,5 45 50
Apgar 1 4S 49
Van Allen 1 47 48
Glover 0 50 50 •

Money 5 44 49
Keystone ,4 44 48

Sweepstake events:
Events; 1 2 3 4 5 8

Targets: 10 15 10,15 10 15
Van Allen 6 12 10 13 10 13

Bergen 4.. S.. 9..
Super 6 13
Kevstone 10 13 9 15 9 18
Apgar 14 10 14 8 14
ITutchings 9 8 10 7 12

Hdcp. Brk. Total.
CVon Lengerke.6 43 49
Waters 5 41 46
Welles 3 48 50
Hutchins 13 31 44 •

Bittiner 16 35 50

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15

Bittiner 5 4.. 6 9
Capt Mcmey g 12
Von Lengerke.. 7 13
Waters , , . . 10 12
Glover . . . . 9 15

Enterprise Gon Glob.

McKeesport, Pa., Sept. 20.—The fourth tournament of the En-
terprise Gun Club was held to-day on the club grounds. Wild-
wood Place. The out-of-town shooters were Messrs. Swearer andl
Nelson, of Bellevernon; Fleming, Wilson 'and Reed, of Pittsburg;;
Cochran, of Rodville, and Deniker, the old war horse from Ruffs.^
dale,
Tha first four events after lunch constituted the second series;

for the championship medal. It was won by Mr. L. W. Cannon;
with a score of 46. Ticket No. 156 won the phonograph rafHed oni
the grounds. Following are 'the scores

:

Events : 123456789 10 Total
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 Broke..

Calhoun S 12 10 12 9 18 7 12 10 13 106i

Swearer 9 13 10 11 9 11 9 13 9 10 104
Deniker 8 15 10 18 10 14 9 14 9 13 115
Fleming 8 12 10 14 0 12 9 14 10 15 113
Frederick 9 11 10 11 9 14 8 72
Nelson 8 12 9 11 9 9 6 11 8 12 95
Cochran 13 8 18 9 13 9 15 7 13 99
Cannon 10 14 9 14 9 13 10 15 94
Reed r..;-.,: 12, 7 15 9 11 8 15 77
Wilson 4 12 6 12 6 10 50
Knight 14 8 14 36

Extra events. First event, 15 tagets ; Fleming 14, Wilson 13,
Reed 13, Nelson 15. Swearer 14, Cochran 11, Calhoun 13, Cannon
14 Kni.p-ht 11, McFarland 10.

Second event, 10 targets: Fleming 8. Wilson 7 Swearer 7
Cannon 9, Reed 10, Nelson 10, Knight 7.

l~he Excelsior Springs, Mo.. Gun Club announces its first annual
.target tournament, fixed to take place Oct, 9-11. On Oct. 10 and
n there will be twelve 15-targ-et events. $1.50 entrance, .$5 added.
Oct. 9 is practice day. The Excelsior Springs' silver trophy will
be offered for competition. Handicaps 16 to 23vds. Handicap
Committee: Messrs. Louis Erhardt, Atchison, Chas." W. Budd, Des
Mcrines; Harry Davis. Richmond, Mo.; Chris. Gottlieb, Kansas
City; L. R. Cunningham, St. Joseph; Frank Hodges, O lathe
Katts, The corresponding secretary is Mr. C, H. CoppiKgev,

'
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tVHWE.y Haffisbtttg Towtnament* l^:-"^
'

Harrisburg, Pa.—The two-day tournament of the East Plarris-

burg Shooting" Association opened on Friday, Sept. 19, The at-

tendance was sinaller than was expected, caused no doubt by the
many shoots held in. this vicinity recently.

Friday was devoted to target shooting entirely. Some good
scores were made, especially those by Neaf Apgar, who broke 19(5

but of 205 on this day, or a total of 240 out of 250 for both days.
The shooting of A. C. Kreuger, of Lancaster, Fa., was also good.
Mr. Kreuger is an amateur, yet scored 188 out of 205. ^

•

The trade was represented by Jack Fanning, Frank Butler, Tveaf
Apgar, A. H. Fox and Jack FIull.

Saturday was live-bird day. A few target events were shot in
the morning. The weather was rainy, bttt cleared away before
lunch. The birds were a good lot, and left the traps as soon aS
sprung. First event was a live-bird match, 30yds. rise. This was
followed by a 15, 10, and miss-and-out. The last named one was a
very interesting one. Kreuger, of Lanca.stcr, missed his l5lh bird,
a fast right-ciuartcrijig driver, vvhicb fell dead out of bounds. Wni.
Stephens missed his 15th, and Geo. S. Bolton,' killing his, decided
the race.

First Day, Friday, Sept. J 9.

Events: 1 2 .3 4 5
- Targets: 15 15 15 20 15
Trego 12 13 11 16 12

Apgar 14 14 15 19 15

R E Parker 11 13 14 17 15

Fanning 14 15 15 18 15
Butler 12 12 12 19 13

Fox , 13 14 12 19 15

Tosh : 13 9 n 14 13
Kreuger 14 12 11 19 14

Stephens 13 12 12 16 13

Coleman 7 10 11 IS 12
Seitz 11 11 13 20 15

Daudt : 11 11 13 20 15
Hoffman
Dr Parker 13 12 10.

Sprout 9 12 13

Miller 12 8 12

Gerdes - ••

Thompson 11 •

Keener 13 .

.

Eisenhour
Shell ..iii....iL.,....i->;-...... .. .. -.

Long .1.....

Murnane
Hull -

Mack
Keffer
Hunter 9 11 ..

6 7

15 20
13 18
-15 18
.. 19
12 16
12 18
14 19
14 15
11 19
.. 17
.. 15
15 19
15 19
9 16

8 9

15 15
14 15
14 15

15 14

13 11
13 10
12 14
12 13
15 15
13 13
.15 13
13 13
13 13
10 14

10 11 12
20 25 15
20 23 13
20 34 13
16 24 13

16 18 31
19 21 12
19 23 15
14 23 10
14 24 15
16 23 13
16 24 14
17 22 13
17 22 13
13 20 12

13
. 12

1114 14 15
.11

9 .. .

13
11
7
9

13
10
6

11
14

0

14

12

Second Day, Satttrday, Sept. 20.

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 g:. 4 5 6

Targets: 20 25 15 15 15 10 Targets: 20 25 15 15 15 10

Apgar 20 24 Keener 12 10 . . .

.

Butler 17 21 Mack 12 .
.

7

IJay 14 • • Stanley 11 3

Murnane 14 Witchelow 7

Kreuger 15 13 13 8 Watson
Byers 13 13 13 13

Gerdes 10 12 13 .

.

Thompson 11 14 14 ..

Eisenhour 12 12 12 -

.

Shell 13 13 10 ..

Curtis 11 .. 12 ..

Hoffman 10 .. 10 ..

Dover 14 14 9

Long : 9

Epenshade 8

Stephvens S

Hoverter 7 4 ..

Tipton S .

.

Flick 7

Event No. 1, 5 birds, 30yds. rise. 54.15 entrance:

Butler 21120-4

Tosh 10111-4
Gerdes 02211-4
Kreuger 21112—5

Ray 21110-4

Brewster 20222-4

Event No. 2, iS birds, handicap.

Flick 01001-2

J Whiteman 02200—2
C Whiteman 12021-4
H Stephens 1 2112—5
Hoffman 22112—5

C Whiteman,27.112011102000221—10

Tosh 29 212110201120222—12
(ierdes, 28 201111120221112—13
Hoffman, 29. . .021012222021022—11

Daudt, 30 202222122210222—13
Brewster, 30. . .221222222222102-14

Flick, 26 010102212101221—11

Event No. 3, 10 birds, 28yds. rise.

26 to 30yds., ?10 entrance:
Ray , 26 . 111211111121102—14
Kreuger, 30 ... . 122211211221100—13
Stephens, 30. . .212111001211111-13

Oliver, 28. ... . .202120122121221—13
Dewalt 26...,.020112100210022—

9

May, 26 ...OlOOOOw

entrance

:

Gerdes 0101222021— 7

Tosh 2111111112—10

Hoffman 1122222220— 9

River '..2201011022—7

Event No. 4,

Gerdes 0
Kreuger 211111212111120

Oliver 1121210

Brewster 0

River 210

H Stephvens ..210

Tosh .......210

Bolton 212221112221112

Brewster 2222222022— 9

Oliver 2211111022- 9

Dewalt 0102010200— 4

Kreuger 110U02012—

7

miss-and-out, $2 entrance:W Stephens 121212121221110

Dewalt 0

Doehne ..12222210

Tipton ...0

Gerdes 0
Brewster 12222220
Tipton .0

J. B. .Singer,

Osslning Gun Clttfa.

OssiNiNG, N. Y.. Sept. 27.—During the temporary cessation of

the rain some of the bovs got in a little practice. Blandford got

high percentage with 64 out of 70, 91 per cent., while Clark was a

close second with 88 per cent. Hans was trying a new gun, which

didn't fit him, so his scores suffered accordingly.
, , ,.

Next Saturday there will be a prize offered for a 25-bird handi-

cap, entrance price of birds. A good turnout of shooters is looked

for on that day,
, ^, ,^ , r i •

i i u'
A match was shot by Clark and Blandford at 5 birds, holding

gun at hip. Each succeeded in breaking 1 target. Event No. 3

was for the 20yd. mark. Washburn came up without his .gun,

but couldn^t stand the temptation to shoot a few strings, the re-

sult of which was not up to his regular performance with his

"corn sheller."

Events- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 10 10 Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 10 10

Hans 7 9 5 11 6 5 8 Ed Ball 5 14 7 7 10

W Clark.... 9 12 8 13 8 9 10 A Bedell • • • S..

G Edger 6 .. 6 10 W Coleman 9
I

C Blandford. 10 15 9 12 .. 9 10 I Washburn 6 6 7

Thanksgiving Day has been set for the big team shoot. Presi-

dent Geo. Sutton, of the Westchester County Irapshooters

League has decided that Thanksgiving Day is open, so the Os-

sining Gun Club has grabbed it. Full conditions are as follows:

The Ossining Gun Club herewith offers a $40 cup, to be shot

for on Thanksgiving Day by teams of seven men of any clwb in

Westchester, Orange Dutchess and Rockland counties. Members
of teams to be residents of the counties m which their club is

situated; 25 clay birds each, entrance, price of birds, at 2 cents

each, Yo cent deducted from each bird to -make a sweep, to. be

taken by the three individual high scores of shooters, irrespective

of club tn which they belong, 50, 30 and 20. Club winning cup
may take it and hold it for three months, when it must be put up
for competition again, notifying secretaries of all clubs pre-

viously competing one month ahead of shoot. Any club to retain

the cup permanently must win it twice. Club holding cup has

the privilege of calling the shoot on their own grounds. No pro-

fessional will be allowed to shoot on any team..

Club secretaries of gun clubs in the counties named are cor-

dially requested to send the names of fhe clubs they represent, it

they are probable competitors, so that 'we may send them a pro-

gramme and half-tone engraving of the cup. For further in-

formation address C. G. Blandford, Captain, Ossining Gun Club,

Ossining, N. Y. In addition to this, a 100-bird match for a fine

gold medal, carrying with it the title of championship of West-

chester County Trapshooters' League, will be put up by this club;

entrance, price of birds at 2 cents each, % cent for each target

deducted for a sweep for three high guns. First, medal; second,

50 per cent.; third, 30 per cent.; fourth, 20 per cent. Shooting for

medal begins promptly at 11 A. M., at the end of which the team'

shoot will start. Shoot, rain, snow or shine. Big club house-
plenty of room.

i J -~ -,. A r cnct
This club has recently inaugurated a rifle auxiliary. A line oOtt.

indoor range has been secured for the winter. Scores- on either the

German ring or American Standard targets will be published

weekly. We have som.e good talent here, and ip the spring intend

to' institute a 100 and 200yd. range.

Editors of papers desiring weekly scores, etc., are pequested to

communicate with Mr. Edward Ball, Compiler of Scores Ossimng
ilun Club. Ossining, N. Y. ~ G. B.

Buflington ToKmament*
Burlington, Ta.—The shooting fever comes and goes. How

strange it is that one or two men generally keep up the shooting
interest in every town.- Clubs rise and flourish and decay, owing
to the leadership of one man. Burlington is no exception.
The present club owes its existence to Frank Smith.' He shoots

and not content to shoot alone, he associated with him a lot of
his friends, who know what a scatter gun is. and they in turn
got up a tournarricnt, and while they advertised same well at
home, and sent out bills to the adjoining towns, they did not let
the .shooters from any distance know of it. Yet on "Sept. 24 and
25 they had some thirty shooters all smashing targets and having
a good social time. Some of the boys were out of practice, and
they could not put 'em all in the "game bag," yet they were
much pleased with the way they were entertained, and- will come
again.
Burlington has not had a live club for several years, but from

now on keep an eye on the border town, situated not far from
Eejthsburgh.

First Day, Sept. 24.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets : 10 15 10 15 10

Gibson 8 14 9 12 10
Smith 8 14 9 12 10
Tip Ceng 6 14 10 12 10
Ebner 7 11 8 13
Mahannah 3 9 3 7

H Ceng 6 8 4 7

O Ross S 11 10 11

6 7
20 10
16 9

14 8

16 30
9 8

12 8
9 6

18 10

S 9 10 11 12
15 10 35 20 10
13 7 152 0 8
12 10 11 19 6

13 9 13 15 8
9 8 11 15 7
11 9 7 16 5
11 10 8 13 8
15 10 15 20 3 0

Wederts 3 4
Moehn 6 9 .. ..

Barber 6

Ellctt 9
Gayer 10
Ditto S

Jacobs .. .. .. 8

Beck 7

Forward 8

Detterline 10
Ball
Runge
Boruff ..

Crapnell
Van Beek
Kecne
Wagoner
Duntley,

Seven live birds, entrance $3:

Smith 1121201—6 Keene ...

Mahannah 0120020—3 Detterline
Ellett 2210221—6 Tip Gcng
Ross ....1212212—7 Jacobs ....

Ebner 2102*12—5 H Ceng..:
Gibso-h ...'....' .0121022—5 Gaver ....

Von Beek 2101212—6 Moehn ...

DuJitley 2012102—5 Scholer ..

16 9

18 10

15 S

17 10
19 9

14 9
10 9
19 9

15 ..

.. 8

.. 9

.. 8

.. 7

12 9

14 9

15 9

12 9

13 8
12 .:

11 ..

11 10

13 9
.. 9
14 18
.. 8

9 ..

11 ..

14 IS
12 17
14 19
13 18

12 17 9
12 ..

.. .. 9
12 16 8
12 .. 9

9
11
12

12 IS 8

14 14 8
14 8 ..

Total
Broke.

141
133
136
113
95
95

143
13
32
64

101
95
97
96
42

38
97
49
26
67

37
31
59

57
32

.2101210—5

.2212212—7

.2212212—7

.0202021—4

.1021022—5

.2212122—7

.0200200—2

.2012021—5

Second Day, Sept. 25.

The programme total was 160 targets:
Events: 12345678
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 2fl 10 15

Smith 9 12 7 12 6 18 8 12

Gibson 10 11 8 14 9 17 10 11

Jacobs 9 13 7 11 9 14 7 9

Wagner 7 14 S 12 10 18 9 10

10 11
15 20
13 10
12 ..

15 IS
13 17

Toy 9 15 10 11

Boruff 8 12 10

Ditt& 9 13

Mahannah 7 13
9 10
6 6

9 12
8 11
7 14
9 14

8 16
5 .

.

8 17
7 6

7 20
8 16
8 18
7 12
4 9

6

12

9 3
5 10

9 12

8 12

Ross 12
Tip Geng 11
Detterline 14
Ebner 32

H Geng
Gordon "

Runge :
• •

Gough
Wagoner
Reise
Mallery
Crapnell -

Duntley
Keene
Beck

13 16
13 10
12 17
12 14

7 ..

.5»12

12 ..

12 ..

Total
Broke.

124
112
123
134
75
35
S3
57

119
109
119
116
21
19

25
22

10
9

S 16
7 10

12
7 7
5 5

Jingo.

Concofdia Tournament.
Concordia Kans., Seot. 26.—The Concordia Gun Club gave its

third annual' tournament here this week, commencing Sept. 2.3.

The weather was abominable throughout, rain falling nearly all

the time. This made the attendance very small, and scores low.

Targets were trapped from a strong magautrap, an dmoneys were

divided in four and five points. The club added $40 to the

purses, and provided every accommodation for guests. W. ti.

Heer won first honors on a creditable score. The third day 250

live birds were shot in practice sweeps. Of those who shot m
all events, Heer, Riehl and O'Brien won the honors. The towiis-

people showed much interest in the shoot, and there was a daily

attendance of more than a hundred visitors. Concordia will have

the next State shoot, and arrangements for that occasion will

be elaborate.

First Day, Sept. 23.

Events: 12 3

O-Brien 10 12 18

Heer 9 12 19

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

8 15 17 9 15 17 10 14 17

8 15 18 10 15 20 9 14 18

Riehl 8 13 11 10

Brooks 9 10 18

Timberlake 8 IS 17

Myers 8 12 13

Wctzig 1^ 1?
Anderson 9 13 lo

Tavl
D

13 15
13 20
12 17
14 18
13 IS

9 15 16 10 13 20

S 12 19 10 14 18

7 12 19 10 13 16

7 12 19 7 12 16
8 12 19

12 IS 10 13 19
12 16 9 9 15

5 U 13Elliott 14 13

Second Day, Sept. 24.

9 12 17
9 14 17
8 12 15
7 12 16

Broke.
162
167
159
158
153
146
154
157
96
91

Events- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

O'Brien
'

9 12 16 9 15 20 7 13 19 10 14 20

Heer 10 15 20 9 14 20 10,15 19 9 14 17

Riehl . ; 9 15 IS 10 12 19 9 14 18 9 13 16

Anderson 8 lo 19

Ruggles 9 8 14

Timberlake 10 14 16

Tnvlor 9 13 15

iS^ lilt
Wetzig 9 13 16 10 14 18

K^^^ton 'HHs

15 19 . .

10 15 7 9 14 10 11 9

15 19 10 11 19 7 14 16

12 18 9 11 IS 10 13 17

10 16 9 12 15 9 13 17

9 IS 9 12 14 8 12 15
9 14 18 9 15 18

Broke.
164
172
161
84

120
160
158
143
146
163

5
80

Hawkeye.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Hell Gate Gtin CIttb,

Carlstadt, N. J., Sept. 23.—There was a goodly number of con-

testants in the Hell Gate Gun Club's club handicap, held^.on J, H.
Outwater's grounds to-day^. Four—Trostel. Roof, Voss and

Doeinck—killed their 10 straight. The scores follow.

Handicap. Points.

Von Valkenberg 28 &k 0022222121— 8

Droavir . . : : : : 26 5% 2202010210- 6

T Steize 28 oVa 1111112201— 9

\ Seibel
"' 26 5 ' 0000020000-1

T SrhUrht'''''' " .. 28 6% 20000012*1—4

R Garms " -•28 6 2101100210-6

HKohia ...2s 6% 1022121221-9

D T Deadv - 28 6 2101*21022-7

C Webber • - • -28 6% 102101111*- 7

1 T Meunch 28 6% 2121022212—9

E Steffens ...-SS 7 *001112121-

7

T inirv . ... 28 7 12211122*1—9

F Trostel ; 28 61/2 2111212121-10

Or Roof . "SO 7 2122-112222^10

F A Meckel' ' 28 5% 21220*122*-

7

P Albert .......
R Baudendistle
A Knodle ..

F Foster....
E Doeinck
Col J H Voss...
J M Ficken
G Wilson
P Woelfel

2S 7 2101212112— i

26 5% 0110220122— 7
26 5 0001202000— 3
28 7 0221210120— 7
30 7 2111111221—10
30 7

"

2211221211—10
26 5 1112101112— 9

28 61/2 2022222220— 8
28 2220222201— 8

Five birds, $3, two moneys:
Barron 20222—4 Lang ..12102^
Wilson ..20220—3 Klenk 22011—4
Baudendistle 10011—3 Garms ....121*0—3
Steffens 22111—5 Albert .10021—

3

Meckel 21101-^ W^ber .-.01222—

4

Dr Davis ......11120—4 Schlicht ...22212—5

North Rtver Gan Clab.

Edgewater, N. J., Sept. 27.—Seven tied in the Glaser trophy
shoot, and owing to the darkness, it was decided to postpone the
shoot till Oct. 4. There was a live-bird event, 7 birds, in which
several straights were made. The scores follow:

Events: 12 3 4

Targets: 10 10 10 10
Richter 8 8 8 7
Hutchings 7 8 7 7
F Truax 8
C Truax 6.. 4 4
Allison 5 5

Live birds:
Richter 1121212—7
Eickhoff 11112111—8
Merrill 0102220 —4
F Truax 11201212—7
Morrison 01101011—5

Glaser trophy handicap shoot
Richter ,

F. Xruajf.

Eickhoff

Allison

Morrison

Merrill

Hexatner

C Truax . ., ,.

*Hutchings

*McDonald

''Birds only.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 10 10 10

Eickhoff 5 5
Hexamer ....... .. .. 5 5

9 8 9 Merrill 7 9
Morrison -. 5
McDonald .. .. 6

Hexamer
Allison ...

McDonald
Glaser ....

Massa ....

, . . .1122122 —7
. . . .1211212 —7
. . . .1120021 —5
. . . .0211211 —6
. . . .1011012 —5

for members onlv, 50 targets:
.oiiioiuiiiiiiouoimoi i

lllOllllOOOmOllOUllOll—38-fl5—50
.looHioiiioioiiiuuomi
0011111100110111111111100—37-f15-50
.0000111111001111011001110

1010111101011111111101110-34-f17-50
.OlOOUOOllOlllllllOOlOUl
1100111010110111101100100-31+17-48
.1101011001111111111010000
1111111110110011110110101—35+15—50
.1011011111001100100110011
1101111011111001001110111—33+18—50
.0111011111011111011110111
UmilOlOlOOlOlOOOllllOl-36+20—50

. ooioiiiiioioiliiimiiioi
UOlUlOllllllOOllllODlOl—37+1E^dO

. OOOOlOllOlOOlllllllOlOlOl
0101110010100011010101111 —28
.0311000100001100100101010
1001001001011111000011011 —23

J. R. Merrill, Sec'y.

Mr. Floyd Accepts.

New York, Sept. 2^.—Editor Forest and Stream: 1 see in Forest
AND Stream of Sept. 20, that Mr. I. A. Hudson, of Dagsboro,
Del., challenges me to shoot him a race at live birds, offering to
wager his farm against mine that he can beat me.
Now, Mr. Editor, I am not looking for matches, and if I was,

I surely would hunt up some one that could give- some kind of a
close run for my money: but Mr. Hudson can't kill 80 per cent.
To show him that I have no yellow in me, I will shoot him a
100-bird race, my farm against his, under American Association
rules, each to stand at 30yds.. and 50yds. boundary; to be shot
on .Nov. 15, 1902, at Dagsboro, Del. Find inclosed check, and
ask him to produce to insure the match, as I have done, or go
in his hole. C. W. Floyd.
[Check for $50 received. In a personal letter Mr. Floyd re-

quests us to notify Mr. Hudson that this deposit is in our hands,
and, as evidence of good faith, that he deposit an equal amount.
Mr. Floyd further informs us that by "birds" he means targets or
live pigeons, or both.]

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
At the Cincinnati Gun Club's tournament, held during the week

commencing Sept. 21, W. R. Crosby won first general iverage for

the entire target programme. In a letter to the American E. C.
& Schultze Gunpowder Co., Ltd., dated Sept. 25, Mr. Crosby says:
"1 had the good luck to land high average at this shoot, but I had
to stand away back at 22yds. all the time, winning out after a hard
struggle. I used 3drs. of 'New E. C just for an experiment, and
I can fully indorse it, as I believe 'it is mighty near as good as
the old, stuff.'" _^

After a long- day in cold and wet. or- a long tramp after big
game or small, there is nothing that heartens one up so much
as a little stimulant. The fashionable beverage of this particular i

age is Scotch whisky, and it may fairly be said that among the

,

most fashionable and best brands of this liquor are the Bonnie
Brier Bush and the Souvenir, from the Glenlivet District, adver-
tised by H. B. Kirk & Co., 156 Franklin street. New York. These
whiskies are guaranteed to be absolutely pure, and. not blended.

Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 19-20, Neaf Apgar, Peters Cartridge.]

.Company's demonstrator, won high average, with 96 per cent.;

Brooklvn, ,Sept. 24, 175 targets, 97 per cent.; Williamsport, Pa.,

Sept 16-17, D. S. Daudt won average in amateur class. Atlanta,

Ga., Gun Club shoot, J. W. Osborne won live-bird medal contest,

and W. O. Conney won target medal contest. All used Peters am-
munition.

With Winchester .30 U. S. Army cartridges in a U. S. Military

rifle open sights, at Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., Sergt. Leonard
Deit'z, Company M, 23d U. S. Infantry, made 26 consecutive bulls-

eyes at l.OOOvds., and in 20 shots for a record he made 20 con-

,

secutive bulfseyes. This is the first time in the history of rifle

shooting that such a score has been made at 1,000yds.

There are few things more essential to one's comfort than what,

is worn on the feet. Footwear that does not fit is a continual

source of discomfort. Messrs. Metz & Scholerbe, of Oshkosh,'

Wis., claim comfort for the "slipper moccasins" vv-hich they make,
and declare their Wisconsin cruising shoes to be the best hunt-

ing shoes in the country.

For many years Messrs. Acker, Merrall & Condit have stood in.

the front rank among New York grocers, and Muir's Sparkling:

Scotch Ale, which they advertise, has had a reputation of its own
for many years. People who use ale as a beverage will m.ake no
mistake if they patronize this combination. '

General Missionarv Convention, Methodist Episcopal Church,

Cleveland, O., Oct. 21 to 24. Pennsylvania Railroad will sell ex-

cursion tickets from all points east of Pittsburg and Erie on Oct.'.

20 and 21, good to return, leaving Cleveland, until Oct. 27, inclu-

sive, at reduced rates.

Down on the shores of Toms River, close by Barnegat Bay,!

is a 'boat building yard whose work is spoken of in high terms.'

The man who is considering the general subject of having hoat;

or yacht building done would do well to comm_unicate with MfJ
Wm. P. Kirk. -

,

The shooting season is at hand and birds and animals are be-

ing killed which the gunner desires to have preserved, either as I

mementoes of his skill or because they are unusual. Baldwin.
|

"the taxidermist," of Newark, N. J,, guarantees his work to be

well done. .

An ingenious card de-vice, for displaying the colors of Dixo i

Silica-Graphite Paint in such manner as will permit of an exc:

idea of each color, is being issued by the Joseph Dixon Cruci'-.-

Company, Jersey City, N. J. Seat free on request

Mr W Heer, in his contest at Kansas City, Missouri Stat*

shoot, won the'Schmelzer trophy with a score of 48 out of g(

without a tie. He used a Parker gua and U. M, C. shells.
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2 Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
^

DUPONT SMOKELESS
-WINS-

THE WORLD'S RECORD.
102 Pigeons Straight from the 32-Yard Marit.

Work of FRED. GILBERT at Detroit, Mich., September 20th.

E.LDUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
liia^H ^ Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

^ List Price,

I $39.00.

I With Ejector,

$52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us for
use in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech,
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

ifMY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate AssociatioL
rules for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The covei
bears the title " My Trap Scores," aAd the pages, in namber and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
of the place, date, weather conditions, ntunber of traps, niunber of shooters, gun and load used,
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 35 targets. Bound in leather. Price 50c. postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

^Wheo writing say you saw the ad* in the •'Forest and Stream.**.

g Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc,
g

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

SEND FOR
OATALOOUE. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

Now York Salosroom, 32 Warron St.

]|||^ [ T* QUICK- RELIABLt.

NEW^ROI5DORP SnOMUSSmmm mm shotoun powdeh
CLEAN AND UNIFORM. HOTAFfECTEDBYANYCUNATE
WHEN ORDtRIMO HAND §^ mr C t

Oft FAaORY LOADED SHEll^.^^/TTOCTiy/t^tflfe/; I

SPEafYHEW-TROISDORF.<^ somwAMsr.JY.Y. '

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DALY GUNS
$80.00 to $500.00.

MAUSER RIFLES (7, 8 and 9 mm.), $20.00 to $50.00.

LUGER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, - - $25.00.

WALSRODE SMOKELESS POWDER.
WOLF SMOKELESS POWDER.

VICTORY and "OUR SPECIAL" FISHING RODS.
Send 5c. stamp for our "Specialty Catalogue" and List of Odd and

Second Hand Guns.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 S 304 Broadway, New York.

FOREST AND STREAM

Trap Score Book.
The only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules

;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

f'ivisions of money.

a.*
Forest and Stream's new Trap Score Book

will admirably fill the needs of clubs and contest-

ants in affording a means of keeping a faithful

record of contests. Each book contains a generous

number of sheets, so ruled as to make all the chief

divisions of the shoot plain at a glance. For in-

stance, the horizontal spaces are numbered from i to

27, every sixth line being distinctly heavier than its

fe lows; hence the squads are distinguishable at a

glance; The perpendicular spaces are numbered

from I to 30, ample space first being left for the con-

testants' names and their handicap allowance.

Heavy dark lines are between each five spaces, and
the numerals 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in heavy-

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance. The

heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. However dark a nook the scorer may be in, no

straining of the eyes or incorrect entering of scores is possible on account of inability to distin-

guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each

sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet

each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent club

records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding.

The book is neatly and substantially bound in cloth, and contains 150 score sheets. The price is $1

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANr,

346 Broadway, New York,
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CHAMPION HAMMERLESS GUNS,
^ Genuine Twist Bafrels, Matted Extension Rib, Pistol Grip, Checkered Stock and

^ Forearm, Highly Polished, Top Lever Action, Automatic Fafety, Case-hardened

K Frame, Rubber But Plate, double bo ted, one or b th t^a-rel choked, 12- aid 1*1

jif
Gauges. Length of barrels 26 to 52 in. Made and guaranteed for nitro po^'de s.

* The above ' Champion" Hammer!ess Gun is without a doubt the fin> st ni=diura grade

If gan on the market, (quality and finish considered. Tho.oug. ly up to-d ne and gu.r-

anteed in every particular. The finish and appearance ol ttis gun is equal to any rn

^he market costing ficoo more.

12 or 16 Gauge, 6)4 to 8 lbs., each $25 op.

Your old gun taken in exchange.
*

I
iVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO., |

^ Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO., jv

i 163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass. f

FIELD GUNS.
When, 15 years ago, we introduced the light weight, shoTt barrel 12 gauge Feather-

weight Francotte Guns, most bard practical field shelters who were lugging their 8

or 9 pound guns when following their bird-dogs, shook their heads and very nm h doubted that

anything like the same bag could be made with these "grasshopper" or "mosquito" guns as

with their heavy old-fashiored guns.

When, however, one of these full-choked little guns made highest percentage of pattern and

penetration in gun trial where most of the leading guns competed and when others were winning

highest honors at the trap—then, public opinion began to change. Sinee then thousands of our

Francotte and Knockabout Guns have gone into the hands of leading sportsmen.

FRAJfCOTTE AND KNOCKABOUT GUNS have always kept well ahead

of all competition as regards shape and model, strength coupled with light weight, shooting and

wearing quality, fit and finish, and the ownership of either make of gun is a testimonial as to a

sportsman's standing.

FKAiiCOTTE GUNS, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shape of stocks

from $80.00 to $450.00 net.

KNOCKABOUT GUNS, all gauges, weights, lengbt of barrels and sliape of stocks,

$60.CO net.

We are willing to take your second-hand guns as paf t-payinent for new ones.

MAUSER SPOR1ING BIFLES, $45-oo to $50.00.

MAUSER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, $22.65 to $25.00.

Address your Dealer or the Sole Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously iHustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAIM PUBLISHrNG CO.. 346 Broadway N. v

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 800 Pounds SteriinJ

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same yrize won in 1893 and '87

Also Triennial Champ'onship in 1892 and 1895.

Send for Catalogue of these no'ed Guns.
A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also
all other makes: Lang—Westley Richards—Cla-
brough—Parker—Lefever—Smith— Ithaoa — Rem-
ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS,
CAMP SUPPLIES,

RIFLES, Etc.

Se/iii 6 ce7its for fiiitly lUiatralcu Cauilogiie of Highest Quality Fishing Rods and Tackle.

WM. READ & SONS, ("'"iS'"'') 106 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

A New English Gun.
** Great Value for Little Money."

TBE REGENT. PRICE $65 NET

We have just received the first few cases of a new English

gun which we have named " The Regent". They are m^de for

us by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same

principle that has won world wide honors for English guns.

The ban els are best Siemens Martin steel, and the shooting is

unexcelled. The stocks are selected English walnut, half pistol

grip, latest model Anson & Deeley action, nicely engraved,

and the finish and workmanship throughout are up to the

English standard. English guns have long been the standard

of the world, and this new product will mark a new era in price

as well as quality. We have never before been able to offer so

fine and good a gun for so little money. They can be supplied

in weights from lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12 bores, and from full

choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00,

and are sole U. S. Agents for the celebrattd guns of W. W
Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amatenrs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902.

Mr. Crosby used 3^ drams

E. C." No. 1

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" 6UN
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Works: Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York-

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,



S£ND FOR OUft ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE.
VOL. UX-^No, SATURDAY, OCTOBER

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing- Co, Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, $4. i

Great Britain, $5. i

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHIpAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LOJSpbN : ^Davies & Co. PARIS: BrentBno's. PRICE, 10 CENTS.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
313 Broadway, New York. BR1DGEPOR.T. CONN. 86 First St.. Satv Fra^ncisco. Cal.

''WINCHESTERED'' ^

5

m
Two; New World's Records Made, and Two More Trophies Won With

5 WINCHESTER FACTORY LOADED SHELLS. S

I'
--^ In Detroit, Mich., September 20th, Mr. Fred. Gilbert, shooting Winchester "Leader" Factory Loadetl Shells,

|won the Oilman & Barnes International Trophy,- killing 95 straight pigeons from the 32-yard mark, a record 5
I never before equalled. .

^

i l
In Kansas City, Mo., September 19th, Mr. W. R. Crosby, shooting Winchester "Leader" Factory Loaded \

) Shells, won the Hazard Powder Co.'s Trophy and made a new world's record by killing 61 pigeons from the 33- ^
yard mark. Six of the seven straight men in this contest used Winchester "Leader" Factory Loaded Shells. In

^
the same tournament the Amateur Championship* of Missouri was won by Mr. H, S. Spencer, and the Interstate

I
Amateur Championship was won by Mr. Edward ' O'Brien. Both used Winchester "Leader" Factory Loaded

•^ Shells and Winchester G\ins.
|5j

^Winchester Shells Make and Break the Records.^
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER. °'"'~»°""-'""^oigffrBD°te.>"r°~'"^^^^^^
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOHJiB C^^'it'^a'Tri^Vl^t S^^^l/iS'-^SSlL""""'-

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
' Built to order from your own Desiens, or we can
furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, = = New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

Send
for our
Handsome
Catalog.New

Mullins' Galvaniied Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H. MULLINS,
216 Depot St., Salem, Ohia

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own des erns. both for duck
hunting and lor p e_sure, shipped to any part of the
world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

As good food is to the table,

So good paint is to the house.

CHILTON HOUSE PAINTS
ARE ABSOLUTELY PURE.

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price |L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.m Srosdws7, New York.

1 CANVAS CANOES 1
^ AND

I HOW TO BUILD THEM.
^ BY PARKER B. FIELD.

^ With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

^ Price, 50 cents. ^
^ FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHINQ CO. ^
5( ,546 Broadway, New York. g

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe : History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classics

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters arc
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit
of landscape, a scene of outdoors, stand out clear
and vivid, like a startling flashing out from the
reader's own memory.

, ^FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Price-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. J^iXfSSCd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and renaole, and yet stiffer than one

'f the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

eventy-five pet cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^^^Ser. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y

Steam and sail Yachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in deuil about the best boats built.
•Write for it to-day. Address
' BICINE BOAT MAffUFACTTTKING CO.,

Box 25, Racine, Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype ir

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28
^i:ice (mailed in a tube, nostpa'd)| $3.00.

^FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW "(CRK,

YACHT ARCH lE.CTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of tiie Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, J^i6.8o.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles
points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman
in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-
tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

FLY-FISHING AND FLY-MAKING FOR TROUT.
By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material for mak-
ing flies of every variety. Illustrated. New edition. Cloth, 160 pages.

Price, $1,50.

Contents: The Senses of Fishes in Relation to the Fly-Fisherman. Practical

Fly-Fishing. Trout Fly-Making. Standard Trout Flies and Their Dressing,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

J
Yachting Goods.

^

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fig-. CG.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware, vyith seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Piumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REOrSTERS
nd we think that yon
will agree with us Id

Mying tbi

ALMY
BOILER

'AyORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmea.^

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.,
Providence, R. i.

DAN KIDNEY k SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of line Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send stamps for Catalogue.

lOWNSEND WILDFOWL PRINTS

I. "Where Would You Hold?"

"There With My First."

Two admirable ducking scenes by

WiLMOT TowNSEND. Artotypcs. Size

of plate 10 X I sin., on paper 15 x 20.

Price, $3.00 each. Sent carefully

packed.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

346 Broadway, New York.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and coataiss
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding loo, besides more than 350 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht." "Examination ot
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing:
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats,"^ "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

SAM LOVEL'S BOY.
BY ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

This delightful story originally written for

Forest and Stream, and which was received

with such delight, has been put into book form

and will have a place among the sportsnaan s

cherished volumes.

Cloth, 259 pages. Price, $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

346 Broadway, New York.
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Forest and Stream
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

CopvKiGHT, 1902, Bv Forest and Stream Pubusmng Co.

Terms, $4 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.
Six Months, $2. NEW YORK - SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1902 ( VOL. LIX.—No. 16.

I
No. 846 Bkoadway, New York.

The Forest and Stream is the recognized mediain of entertain-

ment, instruct' ,'n and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

pages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents..

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single

copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months. For club rates and full

particulars respecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii.

THE BROWNING LEAF.

For some States the shooting season has not yet opened,

while in others it has half gone. From different localities

come varying reports indicating that in parts of the West
and the Northwest the shooting for pinnated and sharp-

tail grouse—commonly called chickens—has been a great

disappo:ntment, while in a few localities the birds are re-

ported to have appeared in goodly numbers. In mariy por-

tions of the East the ruffed grouse are said to be fairly

plenty, while in southern New England, Long Island and
New Jersey, quail promise greater abundance than for

years. Woodcock, on the other hand, are almost un-

known, and even from northern New England, where
by this time the birds should be stirring about, reports of

their numbers are very discouraging.

However, it is as yet too early to express definite

opinions as to the prospects for any birds except the

prairie grouse. The shooting for these birds is over, for

by this time they have become wild and well able to take

care of themselves. Those species which are sought for in

cover, however, have as yet hardly been pursued. The
weather has been too warm to admit of much hard work
being done. There have been no frosts to kill the leaves

"and cut down the weeds and grasses, and as 3'et shooting

is more or less of a labor. Men and dogs alike suffer

from the heat, and though, in this autumn of 1902, there

will be little complaint of dry weather to prevent the dogs

from working on the birds, it is still true that even in the

States where the season has already opened there has

been little cover shooting.

A month hence the story Avill be different. By that time

cr^sp frosts will have nipped the ripened vegetation and
the trees will be nearly bare. Cold blasts from the north

i will sweep along the leaves in hurrying clouds, heaping

them up in windrows in the corners of the fences or on
the borders of the swamps. There will be tang in the air

which renders each breath of it exhilarating, and man
and dog, feeling the inspiration of the season, work earn-

estly over fields, along hillsides, and through swamps, en-

joying every step taken, keenly alert for scent or sound or

sight that may betoken the presence of game.

True, the landscape then will have lost much of its

present beauty. No longer shall we see. on tree and
shrub and vine the gorgeous patches of red and yellow

and orange that meet our eyes to-day. The flaming colors

will have disappeared, and in their place* there will be only

the neutral tints of gray twig masses, or the somber brown
of the fallen lea'f. But then we may see a long way
through vistas of swamp or wood now hidden by foliage.

The eye may detect the dog far beyond the distance at

which his soft tread can be heard rustling among the dry

leaves. If a bird gets up never so quietly, he is likely to

be seen, though the cedars and pines which grow along

the hillside, and often the thick masses of naked twigs of

deciduous trees, call for that instant work which brings

into play readiness, faith and judgment. But if all these

work together for good, the shooter is likely to hear after

his shot the light thump followed by the drumming sound
among the fallen leaves which tells him that he has

wrought well, and that the noble grouse is his.

Then, for most of the land, the wanderings of ruffed

grouse and quail are over, and these birds have found-

their winter quarters and have settled down to them.

Then, too, the last flight of the woodcock is likely to take

place durmg some cold November storm, at the end of

which the greater portion of the birds disappear for the

winter, though sometimes a few stragglers may be found
idling about the warm spring spots much later—even up
to Christmas time.

Is there anything more delightful than a journey afield

during November? To be abroad in the open air, to see

the good dogs work, to have the occasional excitement oi

birds, of which we should all like to kill a few, to eat

l-mcheon stretched out at ease beside some spring or

brook—in the shade of a noble oak or chestnut, if the sun

is too warm, or in the sun if the air is chill—to stop and

gossip with the friendly farmer, to drink the cider or eat

the apples which he kindly offers ; and then as the sun

falls low in the western sky, to turn our faces homeward
and trudge across fields, or along the pleasant roads, while

we talk over the incidents of the day

!

And then when the house is reached and gun? are put

away and dogs attended to, the wolfish appetite is satisfied

and a little time is spent at ease before the blazing logs,

with a feeling of contentment hardly to be matched by
anything in life.

A day so spent is worth remembering.

GOOD HEALTH AND GOOD TEMPER.

The advocates of healthful recreation to be derived

from the many kinds of approved sports of field and
stream, dwell- in the main on the personal advantages

accruing to the participants. The physical and mental

benefits of it are treated as being within personal limita-

tions. Individualism is accepted as compassing the sub-

ject in full, and therefore as being distinct from any mat-

ter of social significance. The doctrine of individualism

is sound so far as it goes, but in relation to a man as a

member of society and the duties which appertain to him
as such member, it is but a small part of the whole.

Beside tlie individual obligation to maintain a sound

mind in a sound body which a man owes to himself, and
further to respect the vested rights of society at large,

there are also the moral obligations which he naturally

assumes as Inusband, father, son, brother, friend and citi-

zen. Statute and common law have very little to do with

making the individual useful or beloved. And yet the

gist of the whole matter is embodied in the Golden Rule.

It does justice to one's self and all others.

Any man, irritable and snarly from being out of sorts,

is not an exemplar for his children, is not a good com-
panion for his friends, nor is he a just master for his

employees. Yet without recreation, the man who carries

the burdens of business in the same narrow channel year

after year, is sure to have impaired nerves sooner or later.

All kinds of petty ills follow as a consequence. Then the

sufferer's disposition, though naturally amiable, changes in

greater or lesser degree for the worse. He is conscious
of his physical ill feeling, while unconscious of his changed
social character. He does not see himself as others see

him. He may allude to the mental and physical disturb-

ances as a "bad spell," or to a feeling of being "out of

sorts." He rarely ever considers that the disturbance of

his being is the protest of overtaxed nerves and brain, or

,

the protest of the general organism against physical

neglect. If he is one of the few who rightfully considers

the matter, it is long odds that he ignores the cause, and
takes the chances that at least the effects will be no worse.

The bad spells may occur at wide intervals of time at

first. Occurring more and more frequently, in time they
become constant. Peevishness is then sure to supervene,

and it, at first an incident of physical or mental disturb-

ance, by indulgence at length, develops, into habitual ill

teiiiper. In the latter stage, the victim gives little heed
and cares less for the social or domestic amenities. He
values his friend chiefly as one who will listen to a minute
rehearsal of all his bodily ills, all his infinity of business
troubles, and all the vagaries of pessimistic views on mat-
ters in general. He is abnormal, but he does not know
it. He has not a sound mind in a sound body. All who
are associated with him, at home or elsewhere, are un-
wholesomely affected by the contact. His irritability be-
gets resentment and enmity in his subordinates; it cools
or detaches friendships, and if it does not wholly break up
his home life, it engenders much unnecessary pain and
sorrow in it.

The overworked brain and body, with no hours or days
devoted specially to their recuperation, is the source of
nearly all the nervous ills, and many of the physical ills

of man. If the effects were confined to the individual, the

responsibilities would have -only an individual scope;

but, being so wide-reaching, the moral obligations of the

individual as a member of society, cannot be justly

ignored.

In no other matter is prevention so superior to cure.

Make the days good day by day so that no evil days will

follow. Give the mind and body opportunities for re-

laxation and restoration by nature's own methods, by
living according to her methods. The woods, fields and
waters contain the preventives and oftentimes the cures

for overworked minds and stagnant bodies, free to all

who will partake.

NON-EXPORT GAME LAWS.

The correspondent, whose querulous questionings about

the non-resident and non-export laws of Virginia and
North Carolina are signed "Non-Resident," lives in New
Jersey, and such complaint as he makes come with ex-

tremely poor taste from that State. No Jerseyman may
expect sympathy for his woes at the hands of the Vir-

ginians or the North Carolinians, because he h mself
treats them in the same way, only "more so." New Jersey

demands of the non-resident that he shall pay a $10

license fee for the privilege of shooting a quail, and then

he is not allowed to take it home with him. Before New
jersey may with grace, not to say decency, complain of

Virginia, it must change its own system, and do as it

would be done by.

There are in this country two systems of non-export

game laws. One permits the taking out of a limited

amount of game, accompanied by the owner. The other

prohibits exportation altogether. In the practice of those

States where the first system prevails, experience has

demonstrated that the modified restriction is quite suffi-

cient to accomplish the purpose of the statute, which is to

cut off the marketing of game. This being insured, the

game carried home by the visiting sportsman is not in

such quantity as to be a factor in the problem of protec-

tion. This is only another way of saying that absolute

prohibition is not essential. Game may be and is pro-

tected without it. The deprivation it imposes upon the

non-resident sportsman has no good reason. The law
would accomplish the purpose without it. This is the con-

sideration which renders the law so obnoxious. If ab-

solute prohibition of export were essential to game preser-

vation, the sportsman who is deprived of the satisfaction

of carrying his birds home to his family could not com-
plain. But the condition is not an essential one; and
it is this which provokes a rebellious spirit in the victim

of the New Jersey law. He reflects that he might be per-

mitted to take his game home with him, and the New
Jersey game fields would be not a whit the poorer ; and he
is human enough to resent the law as an imposition.

Since this absolute prohibition of export is not neces-

sary, and since it works hardship by the deprivation of

privileges which might reasonably be accorded to the

visiting sportsman, the New Jersey law should be

amended. So should the law of Pennsylvania and those

of Virginia and North Carolina and other States which

sportsmen visit for shooting. These laws as they stand

now are in conflict with the interests not only of the visit-

ing sportsman, but of the transportation companies which
get revenue from sportsmen's travel and of hotels and
canips which entertain sportsmen. Their repeal would be

"good business."

The New Jersey game law was designed to protect

the flicker at all times, but the birds are shot by
thousands this season just as they Avere last year ; and
the shooters go free because of the ambiguity of the

statute. No one but a lawyer, or one who has made a

special study of the idiosyncracies of legislatures when
dealing with game, could reasonably be expected to know
what the law really intended with respect to these birds.

In one section it is said that no birds other than game
birds may ever be killed, and a list is given of the birds

which are game, the flicker not being included among
them. According to the section then, the flicker is pro-

tected at all times. But another section says that the

flicker may not he killed "excepting during the months of
September and October." This provision is interpreted as

permissive of flicker shooting in the months named; but

such an implication of a permission to shoot cannot nullify

the direct prohibition contained in the other section.

Nevertheless, because of the innocent intent of shooters

who may honestly be misled by the September and
October clause, certain of the New Jersey justices refuse

to hold the flicker shooters who are brought before thems
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Tales of the Frontier.
cxn —

Strange characters were occasionally met on the
frontier.

As the straggling lines of the first settlenients crawled
further and further into the wildernass—following the
streams and lakes in quest of the timber so indispensable
to the first comers of the invading race—wide intervals
for a time separated the scattered hamlets ; and where, in

the endeavor to establish comfortable homes, each was de-
pendent upon the other, the most democratic equality pre-
vailed, and individuality was at a premium.

Little of social hypocrisy was evident, and where, as
Paddy contended "one man was just as good as an-
other, and a blanked sight better," ediication touched el-

bows with ignorance, and superstitions supposed to have
been buried long syne upreared their heads and clamored
tor recognition.

In the occasional visits of the frontiersman to the
friendly fires'de of a neighbor he paid tribute in the con-
versational coin at his command, and most surprising
statements often circulated at par, all unquestioned.
Aly good friend. Jim R. kindly informed us that before

his journey across the mountains into Kentucky, Daniel
Boone had carved his name in the bark of a b g tree near
Jim's old home in Virginia, and that he himself had often
read the carved legend of long ago, "Daniel Boone: 1492."
Another philosopher with a wonderful memory for

historic incidents explained to us how events occurred in

the turbulent old days, "When Old Cromwallis walked
into the Diet o' Worms."
But in the life of the sturdy pioneer, legend, history

and even politics took a back seat in the presence of the
burning question of the proper time of the waxing or
waning of the moon in which to kill hogs; or to lay the
rails of a worm fence. For, be it known to the be-
nighted readers of Forest and Stream that the pork of
a pig killed in "the wrong time of the moon" will shrivel
lip in the frying pan till Piggy could pass muster as a
small porcupine ; and the bottom rail of a worm fence
laid in the same unfortunate period would sink into the
bosom of Motlier Earth till something like the diamond
drill of the miner was necessary to locate it; while the
happv porker, butchered at the right moment in the
moon's phases, swelled up in the cooking dish to some-
thing near the size of a grizzly bear; and the worm fence,
laid at the right time, defied gravitation and towered
heavenward, warning to all marauding foes.

A party of front.ersmen. gathered at the house of a
neighbor discussed these questions one evening until mid-
Tiight in the presence of a silent young stranger who on
his journey was sharing the hospitality of the settler for
the night, and when about to separate for the night some
one asked the opinion of the guest. He replied that in
regard to the pork question he could not say: but as to
the laying of fence rails he was posted. When his family
first came into the wilderness, in utter disregard of the
kindly warnings of neighbors, his father had begun laying
rails for a fence around a field at precisely the wrong
time of the moon; and when the fence was half built
sickness had delayed the work until the sign in the moon
vjjlS just right; and when then the fence was promptly
finished, all were amazed to note that the rails first laid
settled into the ground, and the last half of the fence
rose until all around the field yawned a gap between the
rails big enough for the exit of a yearling bull.

All these interesting problems of every-day life w.ere
occasionally dwarfed, however, by the unseemly pranks of
witches.

Only an occasional pioneer was cognizant of their noc-
turnal doings ; but their cantankerous pranks seemed to
range from the mischievous "charming" of an old hunter's
rifle until its deadly bullet failed to harm ajjv living
creature—but which readily yielded to proper inc^tations
—to the hellish performances which even the all-potent
horseshoe seemed powerless to prevent.
On the south shore of Spirit Lake, Iowa, stood an old

grist mill, owned by a queer character named Peters, who
seemed to have more bother and trouble with witches than
fell to the lot of most of the pioneers.
The old man owned a singular looking pebble which, he

claimed, when placed in a hat, and the hat held close to
the face of some gifted seer, sent forth a glow of strange
light which enabled the fortunate observer to "read the
past, present and future" at a rate which discounted the
advertising clairvoyant. He had sense enough to know
that he himself could see nothing in the pebble; but he
was continually on the hunt for some one who could.
The old milJer had his share of human nature, and

in occasional quarrels with his neighbors would doubtless
have been worsted save for the friendly intervention of a
lovely female, unseen to the eyes of the profane, but who,
the old man contended, kept watch and ward over him
to protect him from the machinations of his foes.
A graceless trapper named Dan Bellows used to play

upon the credulity of the old pioneer, peering into his hat
at the old man's pebble, while second-hand visions of
female loveliness danced before the eyes of the old miller

:

and, for a time at least, he felt safe from the malice of
his enemies.
One day two men brought a bag of corn to the mill to

be ground, and w^hile the work was going busily on to the
satisfaction of both the miller and his customers, suddenly
the wheel began to be checked in its revolutions, and the
mill stone to run slow, and more slowly as the startled
miller raised the mill stone, shut off the feed and ran
to the mill gate to see that it still remained open to its
full extent

; while in spite of his utmost care the bewitched
machinery seemed to be fast in the slowly tightening grip
of some unseen and devilish hand.
After exhausting all the resources of his skill, the old

man finally, wnth a tremendous oath, shut down the mill
gate, and, in spite of the protestations of his anxiou.s
customers, started for the house, declaring that he would
do no more that day, as it was of no use whatever to at-
tempt anything more when annoyed by witches in such
hellish fashion.

The beautiful female guardian, even, seemed powerless
against witches, and, completely discouraged, the old man
gave up the job.

Left alone, his customers, w^hose grist was now neither
corn nor meal, crawled down into the pit containing the
mill wheel, and through a crack in the circular box or
frame inclosing the buckets of the wheels, detected an
obstruction at the end of one of the buckets, the nature
of which they could not determine.

After long persuasion they finally prevailed upon the
old miller to open the wheel box, when, squarely against
the end of one of the buckets, and wedging more and
more tightly in place as it was being gradually ground
away in the slow revolutions of the wheel inside the
smooth round box, was found a buffalo fish, estimated
to weigh full thirty pounds.

It was the first witch the old miller ever really got his

hands on. Orin Bet^knap.

A Trip to the High Sierras.

For several years I had felt a strong desire to visit

that section of the Sierras that in Tulare county cul-

mintes in the grand crests of Mts. Goddard and Whit-
ney. The many happy days I had spent in the sixties in

the more northern sections lingered lovingly in my
memory, redolent with the scent of the fir pine and
tamarack, and now. though the lapse of time had dimmed
my vision and robbed my limbs of their youthful elas-

ticit3\ I still longed to look upon them once again.
Never, however, until the present year had conditions
been sufficiently favorable to justify even the hope of
its realization; but in June I received a letter from an
old boyhood friend, S. Frank Dexter, of Pawtucket,
R. I., who was in Los Angeles, suggesting that we make
the trip together. Nothing could have pleased me bet-

ter, and a reply promply brought him to my home in

Oakland, where immediately preparations for the trip

were made, khaki suits, fishing tackle, ammunition for

a .30-40 rifle and a Scott 12-bore shotgun were secured,
although we did not expect to do much shooting, and on
July 18 we took the morning train for Visalia.

South of Livermore Valley we passed through the
great cattle ranges of Lux and Miller. In some portions
the fat beeves were standing up to their knees in alfalfa,

and in others many acres were flooded from the irri-

gating ditches, making large ponds, where thousands
of ibis, stilts, pelicans, and other aquatic birds found a
congenial home. Still further south the country became
so extremely barren that reclamation seemed impossible;
the overflow was like a street puddle, without a vestige
of green along the banks. The sage and grease brush,
nowhere more than three or four inches high, was so
thickly scattered that it hardly changed the color of the
granite-like soil, and an occasional jack rabbit or a
soaring buzzard was the only sign of animal life visible
from the train.

This dreary section, more barren it seemed to me than
even the Mojave desert, extended for at least fifty miles,
but as we approached Hanford it rapidly improved, and
from that on until we rolled into Visalia at 4 P. M. there
was a continuous panorama of broad grain fields and
orchards laden with fruits. Here a carriage awaited us,

and we were driven to the residence of Mr. John Hunt-
ley, a wealthy rancher living about two miles from town,
to whom we had letters of imtroduction.
The house, which was approached hy an avenue of

fan-palms, was admirably adapted to temper the ex-
cessive heat that often prevails there. Broad verandas
surrounded each story, grapevines and running roses
shaded the windows, and towering above all were the
magnificent oaks that almost covered the edifice.

Mr. Huntley received us very cordially, and after a
generous dinner, we all adjourned to the upper veranda,
where we could view the surrounding country as we sat
smoking in our easy chairs. The prospect was certainly
a charming one. As far as the eye could reach in every
direction was a park-like country, covered wath a green
carpet of alfalfa and salt grass, studded with immense
oaks and cottonwoods, beneath which hundreds of sleek
cattle were grazing or dozing in the grateful shade.
Only to the east was this view broken, where sixty miles
away the great peaks of the sierras thrust their bare
granite summits up into the heavy masses of black
threatening clouds that, even at this season, enshroud
the lofty range and illuminate the night with vivid
flashes of lightning.

In the morning we returned to town and purchased
cur supplies for the trip—a pack saddle, blankets, pro-
visions, cooking utensils, etc.—and returned in the after-
noon, where we found Mr. H. had brought in a pack
animal for our use, and everything was soon in readiness
for our departure the next day.
Daylight found us already stirring, and after dis-

patching a hearty breakfast, we bade our generous
friends good-by, packed our horse, and turned our faces
toward the distant mountains. For the first ten miles
the country was much like that just described, broken
here and there by sluggish streams whose banks were a
tangle of willows, alders and cottonwood. woven by wild
grapevines into a jungle as impenetrable as the cane-
brakes of the South. Large orchards of apricots, ap-
ples, peaches and plums were passed at intervals, whose
trees were breaking down beneath the weight of fruit,

while in the swales the cattails, 10 or 12 feet high, all

bespoke the rich character of the soil. What a splendid
country for elk, deer, antelope and b'ear this must have
been in those halcyon days "before the gringo came!"
The morning air was exhilarating, and w'e trudged

along on foot with a step as elastic as a schoolboy out
for a holiday, but alas! this enviable condition was as
evanescent as the dew that sparkled upon the foliage
about us. Noon found us in the midst of yellow stub-
ble and hog wallow lands, the dust ankle deep, a scorch-
ing sun, water, shade and houses so far apart that they
seemed like oases in the desert, and the whole outfit
completely demoralized. Sufl^ering extremely from thirst
and heat, we drew up to a house where the occupants
were absent, but who had fortunately left the pump in
good working order, and for three hours we lay in the
shade waiting for the sun to go down.
,
Late that night we arrived at Lemon Cove, sixteen

miles from Visalia. This little settlement is in what i«

known as the "thermal belt," where the climate is less
variable than at Visalia and frost is hardly known. The
soil is rich, well adapted to the citrus fruits, and is rapidly
being planted with orange and lemon trees, that mature
their fruit at least a month earlier than at Los Angeles.
The thermometer at the hotel indicated 100 degrees at

9 o'clock, and the rooms were like ovens, so that, tired
as we were, sleep until toward morning was impossible.
We were glad to get out of Lemon Cove. The snow

banks that were now visible on the slopes of some of the
peaks were far more attractive than the fruit-laden orange
and olive orchards of the sweltering foothills, and al-

though we had lost some of the enthusiasm of the pre-
vious morning, we plodded along as vigorously as ever
for fifteen miles, until we reached Three Rivers, the
last settlement before entering the mountains. Here we
found the first detachment of troops, that are in charge
of the Giant Forest Park, although we had not yet
reached the park line. Three Rivers consisted of a gen-
eral store, a blacksmith shop and two or three dwellings
and is located at the junction of three forks of the
Kaweah River. The crystal, fast-flowing streams from
the range here replaced the sluggish, dirty waterways of
the valle3\ and in one embow-ered pool, surrounded by
rocks, but having a bottom of soft sand sparkling with
mica, a haunt fit for a naiad, we enjoyed a most refresh-
ing bath.

A mile above town we found the supply camp of the
park cavalry, where we were received and entertained in
the most hospitable manner, and from this on, whenever
we met the park guards, we experienced nothing but the
most courteous treatment from both officers and men.
We were in no hurry to start the next day; our sur-

roundings were quite pleasant, and although the alti-
tude was now nearly 2,000 feet, there was but little shade
along the road, and the heat was nearly as oppressive as
we found it at Lemon Cove; but as the sun went down
we packed our horse late in the afternoon and went on
eleven miles to a water trough well within the park limit,
where we encamped for the night, spreading our blan-
kets by the roadside. The grade here was quite steep,
and as there was no water on either side, this was a
favorite camping place for freighters taking supplies to
the bridge and road builders, and also to the giant forest.
There was no grass for our horse, and he was obliged
to content himself with the refuse hay that the freighters
had left. Our breakfast was cooked on a rude but in-
genious rock furnace built into the bank near the trough.

Early in the forenoon of the next day we came to a
small squad of cavalry encamped at the first really cold
water we had found on the trip, and being warmly wel-
comed, we passed most of the day with them. Their
tents were pitched by a spring so cold, pure and abun-
dant in its volume that it would have delighted the heart
of old Kingfisher. Being within the park, no shooting
was allowed, and as we rested nearby in the shade, a
mother mountain quail led her brood of little ones,
which were about the size of sparrows, down to the edge
of the water, within a few feet of us.
Again we started late in the day, and just before dusk

arrived at the principal encampment, where Capt. Bar-
ton, superintendent of the park, and a splendid specimen
of the Americ-an soldier, had his headquarters. Here
our guns were sealed, and after spending a social half
hour, and enjoying a good cigar with the genial captain,
we pushed on toward the marble fork of the Kaweah.
Heavy forest had now taken place of the brush-covered
hills. The elevation of 6,000 feet brought with it an
atmosphere of most refreshing coolness, the aroma of
the pine, the fir and the sequoia filled our nostrils like
the fumes of wine, and the excellent heavilv shaded
Government road upon which we were now traveling all

combined to make this the most enjoyable day we had
experienced on the trip.

Crossing the divide that Icd'down to Marble Fork, we
found the road for at least two miles had been cut
through ledges of very handsome blue-veined marble,
much resembling the article formerly brought so ex-
tensively from Italy.

It was nearly 10 o'clock, and very dark, when we
reached the bridge that had been recently thrown over
the Marble Fork, and where a large gang of laborers
were still engaged in blasting out the roadway on the
further side. We could see their illuminated tents on
either side of the road among the trees, and there were
several camp-fires burning, around which a number of
men were sitting. We endeavored to get some horse
feed from the contractor, but he refused to sell hay ex-
cept by the bale, or less than a sack of grain, and as
none of them seemed inclined to interest themselves in
our behalf beyond showing us where we could get
water, we once more made our bed in the road, and our
horse went without food. This was the only instance
on the trip where our reception left an unpleasant im-
pression upon us.

We were now fairly into the mountains. The wagon
load ended at the bridge, and the next morning found
us ascending a steep ridge by a trail that three miles
beyond brought us to Camp Sierra at the edge of the
Giant Forest. This is the most southerly as well as the
most extensive of all the sequoia or big tree groves,
fifty miles in length by an extreme breadth of eight
miles. Here are found several thousand sequoias, in-
terspersed among sugar pine, red, yellow and silver fir.

The largest known tree, the General Sherman, is found
here—largest, but not highest, being 42 feet in diameter
and 285 feet high. A singular fact about the big trees is
that in a wild state they are only found at an altitude of
about 6,500 feet, but numerous thrifty specimens can be
found in Visalia and other towns that have an elevation
of less than 300 feet, where they seem to thrive greatly
under cultixation.

There were many prostrate giants scattered through
the forest that had apparently been lying there for ages,
as this wood tmder ordinary conditions is almost in-
destructible, and in one of these whose heart had
been burned out, making a room 30 by 10 feet in area,
a trapper had passed t\vo winters alone nearly twenty
years ago. A shelf and some vestige of his couch were
still in evidence. There was another tree still standing,
and in a healthy condition, with a hollow in it large
enough, had it been prostrate, to have driven a prairie,
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schooner and six 3'oke of cattle thfougk it fof at least

ICQ feet. One thing that astonished me was their ability

to grow very closely together without dettinlental effects

In several instances 1 Saw trees that were at least

feet in diameter and perfect twins in appearance, whose
trunks 100 feet from the ground were less than two feet

apart, although at that point they were not less than
8 feet in diameter. According to John Muir, of glacial

fame, who is the best authority that we have upon the
sequoias, many of these trees are over S.ooo years old.

He counted the annual rings of one until he passed the

4.000 mark, after which the growth was so slow that they
could only be distinguished by a microscope.. Shades
of our Simian ancestors! what strange feelings we ex-
perienced when gazing at a living thing that was a
stately tree when Joseph was sold into Egypt and Xerxes
spanned the Hellespont with his bridge of boats; a tree

that was older than the Pyramids and that antedated the
glory of Nineveh and Babylon. All around stood pines,

firs and cedars, moss-grown and decayed, giving every
indication of extremely old age, and yet the great
sequoias that counted their years by thousands to the
others' hundreds, looked as fresh and vigorous as a
sapling, their beautiful light brown bark free from all

fungus and their limbs crowded with foliage.

Sierra Camp, where we passed several very pleasant
days, was one of the most charming spots we visited.

Although situated within the park, it is private property,
under United States patent before the park was set aside
for public use. The camp is managed by Messrs. Broder
and Hopping, who are not only thorough mountaineers,
but also understand perfectly the art of. catering to the
public. The result is that it is the most popular resort
in that section, largely patronized by the Sierra Club,
and v.'hile we were there we had the pleasure of meeting
men of world-wide reputation, including John Muir,
Prof. C. Hart Merriam, of Washington, D. C; Wm.
Keith, the best scenic painter of California; Historian
Hittell, and two or three others almost as well known.
There were no houses at Sierra Camp, but quite a

number of tents, one large one where meals were fur-

nished at 35 cents each to all who desired them, and
smaller tents for the use of those wishing to stay there,

and for which a small rental was charged. Close by and
belonging to the camp was one of the meadows, a
characteristic feature of the Sierras, containing eight
or ten acres, with plenty of water and grass knee high,
where the stock was pastured.

We made one side excursion from here to the Marble
Fork, which abounds with rainbow trout, and enjoyed
our first taste of these delicious trout fresh from their

native waters. Here we passed two nights, camping in

a meadow half a mile from the river and returning on the
third day to Sierra Camp, where we found a party of over
fifty members of the Sierra Club, including all the celeb-
rities above mentioned; several professors and many
students of the two California colleges, had arrived dur-
ing our absence from King's River Canyon. They
were well supplied with pack and saddle animals, and
had been in the mountains for four or five weeks. That
evening an immense camp-fire was lighted, around
which we all sat until after 10 o'clock, listening to vocal
and instrumental music by the club and short addresses
from John Muir, and Dr. Merriam, Mr. Muir giving us
some facts about the sequoias, and the Doctor dwell-
ing upon the difficulties that were attending the utiliza-

tion of Mr. Carnegie's munificent gift to the Smith-
sonian Institution.

The next morning D. and I went to Moro Rock, three
miles distant, over a trail heavily shaded by pines and
firs, mingled with the great sequoias. The rock re-

sembles the Great South Pome of Yosemite, but is

only about half its size, and commands one of the finest

views for the altitude that can be found in the Sierras!

forest, peak, canon and stream stretch away before the
vision to the west until they culminate in the San Joa-
quin Plains. We did not attempt to reach the top, leav-
ing that for those in whose younger blood the "Excelsior"
ambition still exists in a state of abnormal activity; but
halted just below the summit, where the view must have
been nearly as fine. As we descended we heard a crash
and snort in the brush, and D. caught a glimpse of a
brown moving body crossing the trail at the foot of the
rock. "There goes a deer," he shouted, but a moment
later the thicket parted, and a brown bear went lumber-
ing along the timbered slope not 100 yards away. He
was considerably agitated, and had evidently struck
our scent, as he crossed the trail. Our guns were sealed
and at camp, and as no shooting is allowed in the park,
his great haste was entirely unnecessary. On our return
trip we gathered a large bouquet of rather small but
beautiful tiger lilies, with a perfume like a rose, and also
several of the exquisite snow flowers. At the camp we
found Mr. O'Neill, Professor of Chemistry at the Cali-
fornia University, who gave us dried specimens of the
rare golden trout from Whitney Creek still retaining
much of the brilliant coloring that distinguishes them
as the most beautiful of their race.

'

The next morning we departed for Alta, eleven miles
distant, and 3,000 feet higher. It was with regret that
we left Sierra Camp. Its attractive surroundings, ad-
mirable management and its waters the purest and cold-
est we had yet found, endeared it to all who found their
way into this gem of the mountains.
The grade of the trail soon became very steep, and

in less than four miles we passed out of the sequoia belt.

The higher we got the more numerous becatue the
meadows, and at each of these we invariably found one or
more flocks of mountain quail, many of which were still

very young, and in one instance I carefully removed two
of the fluffy little innocents from the trail to prevent
their being trodden upon, as they could have been only
a few hours old.

Early in the afternoon we made camp in a grove of
firs at the edge of the Alta meadows, where we were
joined later by the Sierra Club party from Sierra Camp.
Directly in front was Mt. Kaweah, the highest peak in

this section, whose scarred and riven outlines gave strik-
ing evidence of the destructive power of glacial action.
Dr. Merriam had with him a very fine camera, of which
he was so careful that although traveling on horseback
with plenty of pack animals, he always carried it strap-
ped to his shoulders, and as the sun went down, throw-
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lilg the base of this ttoble p«ek into the shadow, he took
Several pictures of it for himself and for artist Keith.
With the party Were three ladies, who, having done the
Kings River country dressed in a kind of bloomer cos-
tume and riding men's saddles, were now on' their way
with brave old historian-Hittell to attempt the ascent of
Mt. Whitney. Seventy-two years old, but hardier than
most men who are a quarter of a century younger, Mr.
Hittell finds the fascinations of the Sierras as irresistible

as ever, and almost every year finds him exploring some
new district.

There were no fish to be had here, and our meal for
that night was one of bacon, friend onions, flapjacks and
black coffee, while the small boughs of the silver fir

furnished a couch that in our tired condition wooed us
to the sweetest of slumbers.
Not until we reached Alta did we find the meadows

clothed in their full floral beauty, a picture which once
seen can never be forgotten. Flowers in untold thou-
sands, red, yeUow, purple, blue, white, with alinost
every intermediate shade, lupins, columbines, shooting
stars, the tawny tiger, and the creamy Mariposa lilies,

with a host of others whose names we know not, were
spread before us in a lavish display that I have never
seen surpassed. These meadows, of which we saw at

least a score during our subsequent wanderings, varied
in size from one to ten acres, all the finer ones being at
an altitude of at least 9,000 feet. Most of them had some
charm peculiarly their own, but all seemed equally beau-
tiful. In some there were acres solid with a single color,
and other acres nearby where another color only could
be found; next perhaps a meadow where all shades could
be found on almost every square rod. Hummingbirds
were always in sight, in numbers only surpassed by
the bees and butterflies .that everywhere flitted from
flower to flower.

It was in the clear brawling streams that came tum-
bling down through some of these meadows that we
saw many of the wonderful little water ousels, whose
aquatic antics we were never tired of watching. Al-
though apparently no better fitted for the water than a
sparrow, they seemed to delight to plunge into the
swiftest rapids and cascades, often disappearing be-
neath a seething cauldron of foam, where no web-footed
fowl would have dared to venture, and from which it

seemed impossible that they could emerge alive, cling-
ing to submerged rocks where even a lizard could not
have retained a foothold for a moment. The water, and
not the air, seemed their natural element. We saw none
of these below an elevation of 8,000 feet.

Forked Deer.
[to be continued.]

In the Faroe Islands.

Third Paper.

We have thirty species of birds nesting on Myggenoes,
but in numbers the "lundy" or puffin takes an easy first.

Sixty thousand are sometimes caught in a single season,
but this year's catch will probably not exceed ten thou-
sand. The birds are not as plentiful as usual, and north
winds blowing steadily during the snaring time have kept
tbem out at sea. I have stayed long enough at Myggenoes
to see two of the methods of capturing the puffins—the
taking of the females from the burrows before the eggs
are hatched, and the "fleining" or snaring of the non-
breeding birds with a net attached to a long pole as they
fly to and from the crags. A few weeks later will come
the "fygling," when a man descends from the summit of
the cliffs, fastened to a line held by five men, and snares
the birds as they pass him in mid-air, or creeps along
the ledges to the places where the birds are most
numerous.
One morning the schoolmaster and I went to "lundi-

landet" or puffin land, he warning me not to look sea-
ward. Our foothold was secure enough, but it is not well
to give one's thoughts rein, and wonder how far below
the sea is and how steep the cliffs. The schoolmaster is

wise in birds. The authorities of the Natural History
Museum in Copenhagen have appointed him an official

observer, and every day he notes down all the species seen
by himself and reported by trustworthy persons. Myg-
genoes is the most western island of the Faroe group;
and on Naalsoe, the most eastern one, a man is also taking
daily notes. In this way much valuable material has al-
ready been accumulated, for the Faroes make a favorite
resting place for birds migrating to and from Iceland and
the Polar lands.

Puffins are not particular about the location of their
nests. All they ask is to be near the sea, and to have
enough earth in which to dig a burrow. They live in
the filled-up chinks of crags, in the debris at the base, in
steep grassy slopes, or among the rugged hillsides. When
the wind is in a favorable direction, thousands fill the air
like a snowstorm of brown and white flakes. A puffin is

a delightful bird; he seems always to be enjoying some
private joke, and chuckling over it to himself with a jolly
"U-r-r-r-r! Ur-r-r-r-r!" The schoolmaster and I sat
down by their burrows in a sunny hollow, where pink and
white catch-fly, spotted orchis, buttercups, sea pinks and
white bed-straw grew in profusion, and soon the birds
collected all around us. No shooting is permitted in
puffin land, and they are very tame. In double rows they
sat on every stone and boulder, their round, white breasts
shining like strings of pearls, their glossy backs and
wings reflecting the blues and violets of the sky. They
chortled and chuckled, watched us with their heads on
one side,- and trotted about exchanging gossip about us.
I found them most diverting and declared that I was com-
ing to puffin land every day. But I never returned. The
schoolmaster had neglected to tell me that puffins are
afflicted with two kinds of ticks—one like the larger wood
tick found in June in our American forests, and the other
a little spidery creature that is very poisonous. We had
rested long close to their burrows, and during the next
twenty-four hours I thought hard thoughts of the school-
master, and how a puffin can seem so happy is a mystery.

Several men were at work near us taking the birds
from the burrows. A bright little dog was giving valu-
able assistance. If a hole was occupied, he scratched and
dug at the entrance, and a man then inserted a short Stick
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with a hook at the end, dragged out the puffin and wrung
its neck. A painful bite can be given with the strong
sharp beak, and without the "lundy-krog" a tnan's hands
would be in bad condition after dragging out several hun-
dred birds. I am told that when the ravens and hooded
crows enter the burrows, the poor little mother' shrinks
back in helpless fright, allowing her eggs or young to be
stolen without trying to defend them.
On a steep slope above the sea were two men, fastened

together by a rope about thirty feet in length. One had
seated himself on a secure bit of ground, bracing his fjeld
staff in the rocks or earth below him, while the other
climbed about exploring the lower burrows. The grass
was slippery with a recent shower, and they were near
the verge of cliffs two hundred feet in height. It seemed
very dangerous to me. "But surely," I snid to the school-
master, "one man could not hold up the other if , he fell.

At least four men would be needed to support his weight."
"Oh, he will not fall, really," replied the schoolmaster.
"If he slips, he can save himself in time with the aid of
the rope." "But," I persisted, "if he should fall?" I
was given to understand, however, that this could not be
taken into consideration. The business of a good fjeld
man is to make no blunders.
On these slopes, and in this way, the young Myg-

genoeser tries his 'prentice hand with a stout strong
father or uncle at the other end of the rope. He begins
when he is thirteen or fourteen, and later learns to wield
the snaring net and pole, first from the crags and after-
ward suspended in mid-air by the line. He graduates, if

he is brave and skillful, at eighteen or twenty, on the
most dangerous of all bird catching, that of the "sula" or
gannet, at night, on the treacherous cliffs of Myggenoes
Holm, an island close to the main island of Myggenoes.
A few days ago I was shown the puffin snaring by a

Myggenoeser called "Johannes of the Albatross" (and
by that name hangs a tale). I climbed with the assist-
ance of Johannes to the edge of a precipice, where I sat, in
much trepidation, though firmly wedged in between two
recks. Johannes was perched on a ledge close by me,
and seemed quite fearless and at ease, though I could not
see why he did not fall off every time he swooped at a
puffin. He had need of a quick eye to enable him to take
only bachelor and spinster puffins. If a bird held a little

shining fish in its beak, that indicated that babies were
at home waiting to be fed, and it must not be killed.
When a puffin was brought in snarling and gurgling in
the net, I looked the other way, and Johannes wrung its

neck. In one morning he caught seventy-five, but had the
wind been east or west, that is, a 'long-shore breeze, sev-
eral hundred might have been snared,
Myggenoes ranks perhaps first of all the Faroe bird

islands, with puffins as her specialty. Store Deinun, a
guillemot island, comes next. All the edible sea fowl, ex-
cept the gannet, are foimd in varying numbers on all

the islands. A few years ago, the annual catch was esti-
mated at 235,000, but it must fall short of that at the
present time.

Thirteen out of the thirty species of birds nesting on
Myggenoes remain all the year—eider ducks, marsh snipe,
black-backed gull, black guillemot, cormorant, rock dove,
hooded crow, raven, starling, northern wren, two kinds of
titlarks and common gull. The migratory breeding birds
are the curlew, whimbrel, guillemots, oyster catcher, kitti-
wake, golden plover, razorbill auks, stormy petrel, puffins,
gannets, stonechat, white wagtail, jacksnipe, scoter, Arctic
skuas and several species of gulls and terns. About forty
other species are seen in the spring and autumn migra-
tions, swans, geese, ducks, thrushes and other small
birds, hawks, loons and sea fowl. This year a pair of
comcrackers have favored Myggenoes with their presence.
We are sure they must have a nest here, otherwise why
should they spend June and July on the island? We can
hear their "crake-crake"' all night long, but the school-
master, in spite of his untiring watchings, has not caught
a glimpse of him. The other Myggenoesers, many of
them keen observers, do not aid him in his vigils, for do
they not know that whoever sees a corncrake will die
within the year?

I notice that many of the birds go to rest about 10 :30 or
II o'clock, and wake up at i :30 or 2. The titlarks, how-
ever, and the stonechats, marsh snipe and our corncrake
visitors, seem never to sleep unless they take catnaps in
the middle of the day. The schoolmaster says that about
one-fourth of the kittiwakes are as busy as in the day-
time. They seem to take turns in sleeping, and at any
hour of night I can hear their pecuhar barking and
crying notes.

Myggenoes Holm, the only breeding place in the Faroes
of the gannet, is divided from the main island by a
chasm twenty fathoms in width. The only landing place
is perhaps an eighth of a mile away, and as the surf often
prevents any going or coming for weeks at a time, a strong
line has been stretched across the chasm to enable men to
«ross, and food to be sent at the seasons of bird catch-
ing and sheep gathering. The island is about half a mile
in length, and the grass grows unusually thick and sweet.
Sheep live there all the year round, and twenty-five or
thirty oxen from April until December. Then they are
brought home to spend three months imder shelter. In
the autumn before the worst storms set in, several are
killed and sent to Thorshavn, where "Myggenoes beef" is

held in high esteem.
I made the acquaintance of these oxen under painful

circumstances. The schoolmaster had given me glowing
accounts of the beauty of the gannets, and of course I
wished to visit the Holm. But we waited two weeks
before the surf allowed us to venture. Then Herr Abra-
hamsen, the schoolmaster and I set forth the first quiet
morning with a fishing crew which had agreed to land us
and call for us on their return from the cod grounds.
We climbed over the tang-covered rocks and found our-
selves in a nursery of Arctic terns or "tedna." There
were hundreds of nests, and with difficultv we avoided
treading on the olive and brown spotted eggs, so closely
did they resemble the lichens and mosses around them.
All along the coast were kittiwake colonies. I crept as
near as I dared to the edge of the cliffs, and ly ng down
and peering over, found myself close to the upper tiers of
nests. Such pretty dainty creatures the kittiwakes are

!

1 never tire of watching them as they sit on the nests, so
spotless in their soft gray jackets and white hoods and
bibs. I had just arisen from a kittiwake invcFtigation
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wiien I heard a queer noise on the hilT above ns, and
there were all the oxen galloping down, with eyes rolling

and horns and tails high in air, bellowing witli joy at the

sight of human beings again, Now, I ask i£ it is not
trying for a timid woman to be on a grassy slope ten feet

from the verge of a perpendicular precipice two hundred
feet high, and landward twenty-five oxen charging down
in a body? How was I to know just when those oxen, in

tl'>e exuberance of their welcome, were going to pause?
I skipped behind Herr Abrahamsen. and giving my fjeld

staff to the schoolmaster, hurriedly told him that he had
advised niy coming to the Holm and on his head rested

the responsibility of my fate. So he went after them, and
with the aid of the fjeld staff induced them to be a little

less demonstrative. After that they followed its as a de-

voted body guard, standing in an anxiou.s, tronbled row
wlien we climbed down to places where they could not
follow, and gamboling around us like dogs when we
went on again.

On the western end of Myggenoes Holm live the gan-
nets, or the "sula," as the Faroe folks call them. Their
nests are crowded together on the clifT ledges, and on
great masses of rock which have become detached from
the island by the action of tlie waves. One of these

"drangur" looked like an immense plum cake, the effect

of glittering frosting on top being caused by htmdred.s of

white gannets which covered the sunmiit. Rows of guille-

mots were nesting in friendly fashion among the gannets.

1 noticed that the guillemots whose eggs are unhatched
sat with their backs to the sea. When the little ones came
out the mothers face about, looking like rows of prim,

white-petticoated, hoop-skirted young ladies. Puffins flew

to and fro, with their peculiar straight flight like shuttles

iu a loom, scores of oyster catchers, titlarks, curle\V and
stonechats cried and quavered from the grass fields, now
and then a pair of razor-billed auks passed, and flocks of

eider ducks and a few pretty black guillemots (Uria
trolle), bobbed up and down just beyond the breakers. It

was a true bird paradise, and its inmates showed little

fear, for the Holm is seldom visited.

I doubt if among the sea fowl a more successful bird

than the gannet can be found. He is charming in looks,

powerful in flight, graceful, confidant and accomplished.

I had not expected to see such large birds. The males

must have measured three feet in length, and weighed
perhaps six or seven pounds. The snowy white plumage
cf the breeding birds shone like silver in the sunlight;

we- were near enough to see plainly their pale yellow eyes,

blue eyehds, the black spot on their foreheads and their

dusky bills. Perhaps the prettiest of all were the three-

year-olds—those which had attained the soft buff plumage
of head and neck, and white body, but kept a little mottled

gray and brown on their wings.
The breeding birds were more war5' and watchful, but

these care-free three-year-olds seemed quite fearless. They
divided their time between the eating of anchovies and
making the most careful and elaborate toilets. Three
dandified young fellows seemed to be "showing off" for

my special predilection. They sat on a ledge just below
the crest of a cliff, and allowed me to approach within a

distance of fifteen feet. They would preen each wing
feather with their long beaks, laying it daintily in place,

and then smoothing it down with the side and back of

their sleek heads, turning their supple necks easily from
side to side, and then glancing confidingly up at me, as if

to say, "Are we not beautiful?" and I found myself nod-
ding and smiling assent.

In April the fjeld men come to the Holm to take the

adult birds when they have made their nests, but have not

laid their eggs. Then the birds are left undisturbed until

September, when the young birds arc almost teady for

flight. In all, about one thousand are captured in a favor-

able season, but the Myggenoesers do not encourage too

large a booty. They are proud of possessing the only

breeding place in the Faroes of the beautiful ".sula," and
wish to keep their colony in a flourishing condition.

The sula catching is very dangerous. It takes place

always at night, and in April and September the Faroe
nights are dark. Herr Abrahamsen showed me places

above a cliff four hundred feet high, where four white

flat stones in line showed the men where to descend with

the hne. On the detached "drangur"' no lines are used,

and it makes one shudder to think 'of the men climbing in

the darkness on those perilous crumbling ledges. No
wonder that the sula catchers sing a special hymn—the

"Sula Song"—as they leave Myggenoes at night for the

Holm. It has eight verses, and begins as follows

:

"The light of day has passed away
And night hangs over lis,

O Jesus Christ,

Our Lord so dear,

Be with us now,

Cheer us, God in heaven,"

And when all is in readiness, whether the men descend

v/ith lines or go down without them, all kneel on the edge

of the cliffs and say a silent prayer.

Five j^ears ago, on Myggenoes Holm, an event occurred

v/hich made a stir among the ornithologists of Great

Britain and Denmark. Johannes, my companion of the

puffin-snaring morning, shot an albatross (Diomedea
liielanophrys) as it sat with the sula on one of the

drangurs at the west end of the Holm. As the most
northern limit of this species in the Atlantic is 23° 9'

south latitude, and its usual habitat from 40° to 50° south,

this event was in itself of great interest. But this Myg-
genoes Holm albatross had made itself an ornithological

wonder by coming every February with the sula to 1:he

Holm, spending the summer with them, and leaving with

them in September, and doing this for thirty-four conse-

cutive years. It was first observed in May, i860, by a

party of twelve men of Myggenoes, all keen, intelligent

fjeld men. Thereafter, every year, it was seen on the

Holm, leading a solitary life, and it was never known to

breed. There is some story about one queer-looking sula

having been captured with a strong large beak, unlike

that of the other birds, and some people think it may have

been a young albatross, but this is only conjecture. The
Myggenoesers had never seen or heard of an albatross

and thought this a very large sula. It was called the

"konge sula," the "gannet king," and the men noticed

that the other birds treated it with the greatest respect

and made way for it when it approached.

Johannes did not mean to kill the "konge sula." He

happened to have his gun with him, and he fired, wishing
only to make the bird fly up, so he could see its great

wings, when to his surpri.'^e and regret it fell dead. It

was .sent to Herr Pederson, on Naalsoe, a local ornith-

ologist, and a skilled taxidermist, and later forwarded by
hnn to Copenhagen. It was a female, well developed and
in beautiful plumage. Inquiries were at once made,
affidavits taken and pamphlets written both in English and
Danish, but no satisfactory explanation has been given of

the motives that caused an albatross to forsake the sphere
in which it had pleased Providence to place her, and
spend thirty-four summers in solitary living among sea

fowl that granted to her at best only a respectful

tolerance. Johannes did not know, and I of course did
not tell him, how he had tempted Fate. He might, if he
knew, think of it in some bad moment on the cliffs or at

sea. But to kill an albatross, and such an albatross, makes
it highly improbable that Johannes will ever die the

"straw death" disdained by his Viking forefathers. A
pity it is, for Johannes is a fine man among a race of

fine men. He seems to have invisible wings attached to

his Faroe moccasins, so lightly does he step. His face

lias a serious look, as befits one who looks so much on
mighty .seas, but his face and eyes light up with a bright

quick smile.

Were creature comforts more plentiful, and Mother
Nature less prodigal of storm, fog and cold, a long sum-
mer stay in Myggenoes would be delightful. But I have
been here twenty-two days, and in all that time we have
bad three days when the weather was fine from dawn to

.sunset. Little can be done when heavy fog makes all

dismal, drenching the^ grass and shutting out from sight

the fjelds and bird clilTs. So I end this letter from B6,
v.-liither I came this morning with a crew of Bible-named
Myggenoesers—Abrahams, Isaacs, Zachariahs and Mat-
thiases. We had planned to -start- at 9, but at 7 some of

the men came to my door, and I heard that dreaded
word "brenning" .; there would be surf, and I must come
at once. So I hurriedly packed my traps, and in half an
hour was on my way to the boat houses. There was
brenning ! I looked with dismay at the big waves surging

ever the reefs and flooding the embarking place. "I dare
not go !" I exclaimed to Herr Abrahamsen.

_
"Yes, yes,"

he replied reassuringly, "look at the sea outside. All will

go well when you once get out, and every little while

comes a quiet time." "Don't be afraid," shouted up the

men, "we can make it!" So I climbed down and waited
on the rocks for a lull, while the men kept the boat in a

quiet spot under some cliffs across the inlet. "Now!"
cried a man, who was watching the sea. The boat shot

forward to where I stood, I tumbled in anyhow^, waved
a farewell to those on shore, and in an instant we were
tossing high in a whirl of white water between the reefs,

cutting through masses of foam, and reaching the open
sea just before the next big wave broke. There we were
safe; there Avas little wind, and the great waves swept
shoreward in unbroken lines. We could easily climb

them and race down their outer slopes. It was a glorious

da3^ No Venetian skies ever shimmered with more lovely

tints than those that showed on the bare ranges of Vaagoe
and Stromoe, while the sea gleamed with royal purples

and intense blues. And yet with all this unusual display

of color, we seemed to be in one of those "non-sounding
areas" that puzzle the scientists. All round the coast the

surf broke high against the cliff's, sending clouds of spray
forty feet in the air. But it came to our ears only as a

soft hushed thunder, and above it my men's voices rang
clearly as they sang the "out-going song," "I turn now
to Thy help."

Bo smelt to heaven this morning with a mighty smell of

pitch. The village, church and all, has just received its

annual coat of tar, and shines like a polished stove pipe.

And I had planned to make a sketch of the charming
weather-worn houses here. Bo has lost all interest for

me. I will tarry here no longer, but return to Hans
Kristoffen's comfortable house at Midvag. and see how
my floAA'er seeds have thrived that we planted in his pretty

garden. Elizabeth Taylor.

A Summer on the Labrador.
{Continued from last week.)

As we left Okak we passed several Eskimos in their

ka3-aks engaged in seal hunting, and in the distance the

high land of Cape Mugford towered above the surround-
ing country. Mugford Tickle connects the inside with the

outside passage, and is perhaps half a mile wide at its

narrowest part, while on both sides the rocky cliffs rise

perpendicularly to a height of 3,000 feet. The wind is

always either "fair" or "head" in the Tickle, and that

it blows sometimes with tremendous fury was evidenced

by several wrecks piled up against tlie rocks. The alti-

tude of the coast line had changed much since leaving

Nain, the land now rising continuously in jagged irregu-

lar snow-capped peaks to heights of three and four

thousand feet.

We steamed past Nannoutuk (White Bear), Watch
Island and numerous small icebergs during the afternoon

and approached Hebron just at dark. As the unusual

sound of the steamer's whistle echoed through the hills,

natives could be seen running along the shore toward the

station, and as we came to anchor the same scene of

eager happiness was enacted as at Okak. It is no wonder
that both missionaries and Eskimos rejoice at this event,

bringing as it does letters and news to people cut off

most of the year from all communication with the outside

world, and provisions and fuel for another long winter.

The Hebron station was opened in 1830, and has about

250 Eskimos. W^e did not land, but were not deprived of

the company of the natives on that account, for they came
aboard in unusually large numbers, and showed a great

interest in everything about the steamer. They seemed
especially interested in the working of the winch as goods
v/ere brought up out of the hold. Taking a prone posi-

tion on the deck, they filled the air with expressions of

wonder and surprise at the work done without any

physical effort, and the effect of the flickering light of the

torch shining on their swarthy faces and blanket clothing

made the scene one to be long remembered._

The passengers did considerable "truckying" here, ex-

changing old clothes, tobacco and sometimes money for

skin boots, seal skins, stone lamps and carved ivory. Old
clothes seemed to be the most desirable traiding material,

for tobacco they can get from the missionaries, and money
they have but little idea about. The nature of the article

mattered but little so long as it could be turned into

something useful or ornamental, and one of my trades

consisted of a pair of white duck pants, a pair of heavy
socks and a worsted bag given for one dressed seal skin.

The native girl went oft' happy with her new possessions,

as I did with mine, and may have started by this time an
innovation in feminine Eskimo dress.

The customary summer dress among the men is a

blouse with hood made from thick woolen "dulBe," and

fishermen's summer home.
Photo by J. Westall Borden.

trousers, either of the same material or of seal skin. The
women's upper garment is a similar blouse, but while
that of the men is cut off short at the hips, the women's
has a tail which extends dow» and rounds off below the
knees. Skin pants are not uncommon among the women,
and the only footwear that is known are the seal skin
boots, the bottoms of which are made from tough square
flipper, and the upper of harp seal, and sometimes—on
the children—caribou hide moccasins. In the wititer their
clothing is entirely of seal skin or caribou hide, which is

worn over the lighter blanket clothing, and the mittens
are of the same material.

We steamed away from Hebron toward Rama early in

the morning. The coast continued as before, very h gli

ESKIMO IN KYAK.
Photo by J. Westall Borden.

and bold, broken up into many sharp peaks, some of
which reach into the clouds, and all were more or less
covered with snow. No growth of any kind could be
seen, however, for we were now above the timber line, and
within ninety miles of Cape Chidley. Nothing grows
within 100 miles of Rama, an impossible distance to trans-
port timber over the hills which rise here from four to
five thousand feet. All wood for the missionary house
and chapel at Rama was brought by schooner, and the
Eskimos live in huts built under ground. A difference in

the temperature and the absence of mosquitoes were two
very noticeable facts. Vegetation is impossible, owing to
the short and cold summer season.
Rama is a comparatively new station, having been

ON THE WAY TO NAIN.
Photo by J. Westall Borden.

opened in 1870, after the post at Nachvak had been aban-
dcned and the Hudson Bay post established there. It i-

i^n extremely bleak and desolate spot, surrounded on
three sides by high rocky cliffs down which in the spring

flow^s an avalanche of ice and water. Two missionaries

with their wives and children are in charge of the station

and have a farhily of about eight}' Eskimos.
It is characteristic of the Eskimos of the Atlant'c line

01 the peninsula that two out of every three met have a

cough and evidently lung trouble in some stage of de-

i-tlopment. This is caused principally by their habits and
exposure, and is the cause of a large number of the deaths
among them. Formerly, and even to-day among tlie

prim 'five natives of further north, the method of burial

was to place the body either in a sitting position or on
its back on the bare rock and to cover over with a sk'n.

By its side were placed the gun, spear, stone lamp ancj
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'ler articles common in Eskimo life, and a mound of
ioks built over all to protect from the animals and
irds.

At Okak, with the Eskimo boy Frederick as guide, we
isited the place of the early settlement of the Eskimo be-
•jrc the missionaries came to the coast. Remains of the

houses were still plainly visible, but the most interest-
„ relic was the number of graves which we found. In
lime were visible the perfect skeleton of a single person,
hile others showed the bones of four or five lying side
1^ side. We found pieces of stone lamps and pottery in
?ry fair shape, but everything of value had disappeared,

3d

A young boy had broken an arm some time before the
arrival of the steamer, and this had been set by the mis-
Monaries. Carelessly running about he had fallen and
broken it again much worse, and this the missionaries
were unable to properly set. The offer to send the boy
to Hopedale where a doctor is connected with the mission
was refused by the boy's parents, they fearing that if he
aid not die his arm would be cut off.
The older people at Rama were all heathens a few

years ago, and still retain a great many of their fears and
superstitions. They are full of doubts and mistrust, are
slow to understand, and until a stranger has obtained their

GROUP OF BOYS AT RAMA.
Photo by J. Westall Borden.

slaked ToT T""'"''' ^^^^"S ^isit^d and
H.oM the civilized Eskimo

e when'^th^^rl ""^f ^^^^P^' in the win^^^
e, when the body is kept in a protected place untilnrner comes and the frost is out of the ground
.ederick also took us to the big rock which so ankuno legend says, was brought from the top of a hightwo miles from Okak by the Eskimo giant Kautjajoke rock IS sixteen feet in diameter and weighs perhapstons, and tight y wedged into a crack in the c?SSEskimo skull plainly visible from the top. There areny stories of the deeds of strength of the giant Kautok but among them there are none which afe told wkh
.Si^'li^iSet^bSfdr

^"-'^^ - --^"^

k and forth with the dog teams ovei^ the snow-Lvered
face, and through these Eskimos they indirectly reach

en Ki""''!^ rV^'^
occupy the country be-len Hudson and Ungava bays. One old squaw at Ramaon the ground by a comitek cleaning codfish, every

confidence are unwilhng to part with much information
i he missionaries on the Labrador coast from Mak-kovik to Rama are all of the Moravian faith, and the

s ations were established and are controlled by theMoravian Missionary Society. Too much praise cannotbe given these men and women for the work they have

nnfl, rf'""
."^"'"^

'"l
'?"nginff a people, formerly with-out any literature and living in a heathen state, to theenjoyment of the blessings and comforts of semi-civiliza-

tion, it was our common experience that we were re-ceived at the stations very cordially, and the presence onthe steamer of many of the families being transferredfrom one station to another, added much to the pleasureof our visit to the coast.
Indians, or mountaineers, as they are called, of theMontagnais tribe, occupy the interior of Labrador. Thevmake a trip each summer to the eoast with the skins andturs trapped during the winter and trade at the HudsonBay posts. The return trip is made in the early fallIhe permanent white population consists of adventurersirom Newfoundland and in the northern part of descend-

ants of servants of the Hudson Bay Company who have

ESKIMOS IN SUMMER CAMP^ FORD's HARBOR.
Photo by J. Westall Borden.

and then tossing a piece of refuse to the waiting
, and took no more notice of the party from the
ner and the excitement occasioned by its visit than
were an every-day occurrence. Another stationed

id a mound was trying to coax a little fire into a few
5 and vines which were to furnish the heat for a pot
out.

e entered one of the underground abodes with a mis-
ry as interpreter. A stone lamp gave out a faint
from the center of the room, near which a girl sat
ig on some garment. A couch covered with furs,
ou skins and seal skin garments, occupied one end of
apartment, while lying about in confusion were
es of the hunt, dress, tools for making and repair-
a vessed containing molasses and a plate of blubber
•ntrails, and in one corner the pile of stones on which
ae the little cooking required. At the further end of
partnient was a partition, and another but smaller
- Groans were suddenly heard coming from this
, and upon investigation the missionary reported an
nan very sick. Somebody suggested typhoid fever,
I stampede for the outside and fresh air took place,
[ Ijoat was sent for the ship's doctor.

rnarned Eskimo women and remained on the coast after
their term of service had expired. These latter are called
planters and engage in the codfishery in the summer

the winter move inland to the wooded country
around the heads of bays and engage in the trapping of
tur animals. The whole permanent population of Labra-
dor, Lskimos, Indians and planters, is estimated to be
about 14,000.

Rama was our turning point, and with a last look north
toward Chidley, Hudson Bay and Baffin Land, and with a
thought of the man who was waiting for the ship and
cargo destined never to reach him, we steamed south and
after touching again at Hebron and Okak, reached Nain
during the afternoon of Sept. i.

Taking a family for Makkovik, a newly wedded couple
for Hopedale, the wrecked crew of the Mariner, and our
own belongings, except our tent, which we "truckied"
for three pairs of camiks (skin boots), we were off again
toward evening, and anchored for the night about 8:30
five miles south of Lord's Harbor. Soon after, as I was
writing in the cabin, I suddenly heard hurried steps on
the deck above, but thought nothing of it, until one of
the passengers hurried through the cabin, calling my at-

deck fr!^1
^^'^ ^'"P °" fi"^- Going ondeck, I found considerable commotion. The companion-

SciV'n .fn^" .t'T'?'
boats loosened, lines of hose

h irtJ ^lo"^ the deck, and a line of men were passing

fnfLt °li'"\°''1
was pouring. The fire was confined

to the forecastle deck, and the greatest danger seemed tobe that It might communicate with the oil and a keg ofpowder stored there.

..Zrl-J'"'^
largely augmented by the men of the

7n ftjr "'^T
were aboard, and it was largely due

1. .% /°"/ T'K^l^^ P°^^der was rescued and thehre subdued after half an hour's stubborn fighting.We touched at Hopedale and the intervening fishing

whoS ^T'^'^ °" wrecked cSwho had come so far south in the whaleboats. We hean^

'TamiaW' fh^l ^^^^^''^^l
their own account ofiheiaraialupa (bad job), as the Eskimo would call it oftheir camp on the shore after the wreck, of their guardingof the wreck from the 'pirates," of the auction, and finahyof their trip south m the whaleboats.

^

whiv^hf ' ^ large part of their summer's work waswhat they personally felt the most, of course, and they'
dll had some expression of sympathy for JensenAs It turned out, however, Jensen was relieved after allUpon our arrival at St. John's and the news of the loss ofthe cargo reaching the owners of the whaling statioh a

Sd'lfth'r" chartered, a cargo of fuppt^de-
wifrl ^ -PV^" the return trip

closed
^^^^^ "^^de before iceclosed the North Sea to navigation.

We touched at Makkovik, the most southern and re-cently established of the missionary stations, and every-thing went along smoothly until thl coal gave out in thevicmity of Indian Harbor. •

nrJv """"l
^ much-frcqucntcd coast with

net Lfnn°?h T'^ "^'t ^ °f ^ttle mo-
s on '.ni 1.*^^ Labrador, where there is no such provi-sion and where every steamer intends to go coaled for

irthe'm^Jlf L"'°''
We were fortunate

L . K-f '
for on steaming into Smoky, therelay a Mediterranean steamer waiting for fish with herdecks piled up with fine Welch coal The two captains

irnm fh/1.1.^^fTif"*A
^"'^ '^''""^y transferred

T .1^ ^ .
°^ 9^ Armourer to the hold of the Grand

'
.u

^' and exasperatingly slow process, better

from sTjohn"s.''^''"'^
""^^'^^ for reinforcements

t.??^tf'!u^ f*""""
^^""^y went humming up Hamil-ton In et, the argest bay on the Labrador coast, forty-sixmiles to Rigolette, an old-established Hudson Bay posfRigolette IS situated in the narrows of the bay, and be-yond the bay again widens out, and is navigable ninetymiles further up to Northwest River, another HudsonBay post, ,n charge of the chief factor at Rigolette TheRigolette post IS the headquarters for the company on the

coast, tlie factor having charge of the posts at Cart-wright, Davis Inlet and Nachvak

fJrl"^
^'11^ along Hamilton Inlet are high and rocky and

Im7 ^^".'^"^^fd with a small growth of spruce, fir and

game count^."""
appearance suggests a fine

^.Y^FIllf
.^^Solette consists of about a dozen houses,

and "plamers.''
"""^ ^ ^""^ "^'^^

Under fair skies and with a comfortable coolness in the
air, we continued south, stopping at every spot wherehere was a possibility of picking up a letter or getting a
bit of mformation about the fishing. Taking on a corpse
at one place, cripples and invalids at others, two Amer-
ican fishermen who in their dory had become separatedirom their Gloucester schooner, seventy miles oflf the
coast, at another, with four wrecked crews aboard, alto-
gether we taxed the capacity of the ship

stops at Punch Bowl, Bolsler, Snug Harbor and vari-
ously named Tickles, brought us once more to Battle

?xru°^'
^"d last stop on the coast

When we came on deck Sept. 8 we had left the Labra-
dor shore for good, and a dim outline only was visible in
the distance. Past Belle Isle and Cape Bauld. we con-
tinued along the east coast of Newfoundland all day, andSunday passed Baccalieu. and Grates Point during the
morning, reached Harbor Grace, the second city in New-
foundland, shortly after noon.
After a short stop, during which we had a glimpse of

green fields, bright flowers and many welcome signs of
civilization, we were once more on our wav, this time
express for St. John's. Past the high sandstone cliffs
of the rugged coast, the little clumps of white cottages of
the fishermen, through the fortressed gates of the en-
trance to St. John's magnificent harbor, with the boom-
ing of our cannon echoing through the hills, and with
but two baskets of coal left in the ship's hold, at 7 o'clock
we were at the dock and our cruise to the Labrador was
^°ded. c. S. Hawkins.

More About Sport.
Availing myself of the privilege which the rules of

debate accords to me I will reply briefly to Coahoma's
passing word."
I am very gmteful for his "distinguished" considera-

tion, and would assure him that no apologies are due
me, as his manner of writing has not worried me or
wounded my sensibilities in the least degree.
However, I must remind him that the subject of our

controversy is his assertion "That the procurement of
something useful as a result of the chase is an essential
element of true sport.

_
I must also point out to him that this sentence which

<iefines and limits the issue between us, is in the present
tense.

.

How then, I would most respectfully ask him, can that
issue be proved or disproved except by "existing condi-
tions and their approximate causes?" Or in plain terms,
by facts as we find them at the present time ?

"It appears to me" that Coahoma, in trying to prove
his assertion with theories in regard to what happened in
past centuries, is taking altogether too broad a view of
the subject, and that he is at the wrong end of the tele-
scope with which he is viewing the logic of present facts
which would explain why he regards such logic as •nar-row and superficial."
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As merrioi-y recalls many sporting trips, I find that

soine of thefti which afforded me the most "true sport"

were those iti
,

which, as Coahoma styles it, nothihg was
procured which was Useful to me, and I take pleasUfe itt

believing that a large majority of our Forest and Stream
con-fraternity, like myself, seek the sports of oUr forests

and streams with higher ideals than the gratification of a_

sensual appetite. Holding such views on the subject of

sport, I could do no less than promptly take up the gaunt-

let which Coahoma threw into the arena.

I am willing to meet Coahoma, or any other sports-

man, more than half-way in any matter of couytesy, and
therefore offer my apologies to him for anything which
I have written which he regards as objectionable.

Jos. W. Shurter.
Gamsbvoort, Oct. 4.

Animals for the Zoological Society.

Within a short time a number of important additions

to the collections of the N. Y. Zoological Society have

been secured, and will soon be brought together at the So-

ciety's park in the Borough of the Bronx.

Lieut. Peary, the Arctic explorer, who recently returned

from the north, brough thence a musk-ox calf, very likely

a yearling; a young walrus and a number of Eskimo dogs,

all of which have been deposited in the park. The musk-
ox, the second ever brought to this country, will, if it

remains in the hands of the Zoological Society, replace the

little animal presented to it some months ago by the Hon.

W. C. Whitney, which recently died. The young walrus

is the first ever seen in captivity in America, and is well

worth a visit.

Within a day or two the Director of the Society has

returned from Europe, where he had been sent to pur-

chase animals for the recently completed lion house and

for mountain sheep hill. He was authorized to spend

$17,000, of which it is understood $13,000 was expended,

for a fine collection of lions, tigers, leopards and certain

species of wild sheep and goats. Every effort was made
to secure the best animals that could 1)6 obtained, and it

was regarded as especially important that the great cats

purchased should be desert-born captives, and not animals

bred in captivity. Among the purchases are six lions, two

tigers, two African leopards, two black leopards, two snow
leopards, one cheetah, one clouded leopard, one jaguar and

others given below.

A particularly fine and large Nubian lion is one pre-

sented by the little daughter of Andrew Carnegie, who,

overhearing her father talking about the animals that

were to be purchased, declared that she would like to give

something to the Zoological Park. On heing asked what

she would like to give, she said she would like to give the

biggest and hairiest lion in the world. Her father author-

ized the purchase of this fine animal.

The clouded leopard is quite unusual in collections and

is the only one in the United States. Two pairs of the

lions are remarkably fine Barbary lions. Mr. Hornaday
declares that it would have been impossible for him to

succeed in securing so satisfactory a lot of animals had

it not been for the co-operation of Carl Hagenbeck, the

Hamburg animal dealer, who has always taken very

great interest in the New York Zoological Society, and

has made every effort to assist it in obtaining the best

animals to be had.

During the first year or two that the New York
Zoological Society's collections were on exhibition,^ they

consisted—in accordance with the plan of the Society

—

almost entirely of American species of animals; and in-

deed until very recently, except for its monkeys, its bears

and a few deer, there have been few Old World specimens

on exhibition. Now that the lion house is completed,

efforts will be made to fill that with beasts of the tropics,

and as the years go by, New York may hope to show to

the public collections of wild animals from all over the

world, which will be not inferior to those seen in the

zoological gardens of Europe. Those gardens have the

advantage of far greater age than ours, but here in Amer-

ica we iiave—if not age—energy, and, it may be hoped, the

means to purchase specimens to fill our collections.

The following animab from Europe were recently re-

ceived at the park: One male chimpanzee, one Diana

monkey, two Mona monkeys, three yellow-throat entellus

monkeys, one giant tortoise, two Nubian tortoises, two

anacondas, one python, two climbing iguanas. The more
recent purchases which are likely to arrive about Oct. 20

are: Two pairs Barbary lions, one pair Nubian lions, one

pair Bengal tigers, one pair snow leopards, one clouded

leopard, two black leopards, one jaguar, one cheetah, one

African leopard, one hyena dog, two Arcal mountain

sheep, two Ovis cycloceros, two Siberian ibex, one burhel

(male), one moufflon, one thar, one Oryx Icucorys, one

pair Caucasian maral deer, one muntjac and one hog deer.

There is a surprising lack of general knowledge of the

Zoological Park and its work. It is true that the attend-

ance there is sometimes 20,000 people m a day, yet one

would suppose that—now that the park is so accessible—

so attractive a place and such interesting collections would

draw thither much greater throngs of people. It is a

matter of surprise also that the number of annual mem-
bers of the Society does not increase more i-apidly. In

and about New York there are thousands and thousands

of people who are genuinely interested in such an enter-

prise as this, each of whom could well afford to be, and

should be, a member of the Society, receiving the benefits

which accrue from membership, and feeling an active in-

terest in the Society's welfare. It may be hoped that dur-

ing the coming winter the membership of the Society will

largely increase, and we should be very glad to put any

one who may desire to join the Society iri the way of

doing so.

How Does the Gfowse Dtink?

Springfield^ Vt., Sept. 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

One winter's night in the city of New York a little group

of sportsmen and naturaHsts were discussing over their

cigars the subjects nearest their hearts. Among other

thtn'-'-s that came up was the drinking of the ruffed grouse.

find most of the company expressed a belief that the bifd

drinks just as does the domestic hen. The doubting
Thomas who raised the question had had no personal

experience, but knew of a man who had caught a

partridge and confined it in a cage, with abundant food

and water: the bird ate but the man never saw her drink.

One day for some purpose he poured water over the cage

and the bird pecked up with eagerness the drops that

ran down and clung to the wire. After that he watered
the captive by pouring water over grasses or something
from which she could peck the drops. The conclusion of

the narrator of this incident was that these birds obtained

their water from the dew or rain on the grass or buJhes,

or by some brookside where the long grasses dipped into

the stream.
Has any reader of Forest and Stream information to

give on this point? Is there any one who has actu-

ally seen a wild ruffed grouse drink after the manner of

the common barnyard fowl?
At the last Sportsmen's Show at Boston were several

cages of different varieties of grouse advertised as the

only ones ever successfully kept and bred in captivity.

These birds must drink; how do they do it? And if they

drink like domestic hens and chickens did they learn it

from their foster mothers or is it their natural way? WhO
has seen the wild ruffed grouse go down to the water to

drink? W. W. Brown.

Beasts of Prey in Nofway.

Even in severe winters wolves rarely visit the southern

districts of Norway, but of late years they have com-
mitted considerable depredations among the elk in the

central and northern provinces, as well as among the rein-

deer in Finmarken. Like foxes, wolves are usually killed

by poison or are captured in traps ;
occasionally, however,

it happens that one is shot, while the Lapps sometimes
run them down in winter on "ski," a feat which is always

looked upon as a meritorious one, and which may perhaps

occupy several days.

At one time the lynx (gaupe) was fairly numerous in

Norway, and from 1846-70 premiums were paid on 3,204

(that is to say, 120 annually) ; between 1871-75, 604, or an

average of 121 per annum, were accounted for, and in 1B77

only seventy-seven ; while latterly not more than fifty or

sixty have been killed each year. The lynx is of most fre-

quent occurrence in Nordl and, and is seldom met with in

the southwestern districts; but according to Professor

Collett one was shot in 1873 in Nedenaes Amt (the most
southerly province). The same author relates how at a

farm laborer's place at Toten, a two-year-old child that

had fallen asleep close by a wood was carried off by a

large lynx, but was rescued by its father, who happened
to be near; the child, however, died of the wounds in-

ilicted. The lynx is killed by poison and by trapping; it

is also shot over baits set to attract it, and by "ringing,"

and when hunted by dogs it usually takes refuge in. a tree.

—London Field.

^tti^ ^ttd ^mu—$

—

Woodcock and Wood Duck*
Toronto, Oct. i.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The able

and opportune article on the "Woodcock and Wood
Duck" in your last issue of Forest and Stream by Mr. A.

K. Fisher, should have the eft'ect of producing concerted

action of all true lovers of forest, field and stream for the

better protection of these grand game birds.

After devoting considerable time to the consideration of

the most effective measures for preventing the extermina-
tion of these two species, it is my decided opinion that it

can only be prevented by the action of the Federal Gov-
ernment of the United States. Close season for several

years to be effective must be general all over the United
States and the Dominion of Canada. It would be of no
avail having several years' close season in the Western,

Middle and Eastern States, and our own Province of On-
tario, the principal breeding grounds of the woodcock and
wood duck, if the lazy, loafing market-hunters in the

South—^the winter home of the woodcock—were allowed

full swing in their miserable work of extermination.

As a rule true sportsmen are of a kindly disposition,

but it cannot be expected that they will practice self-

denial to the extent of protecting game birds in the breed-

ing grounds for several years for the sole benefit of South-

ern market-hunters.

I am not sufficiently conversant with the constitutional

powers of the Federal Government as to its power to take

action making the protection of these birds general instead

of comparatively local.

Trusting that some of the many able contributors to

Forest and Stream, better able to do justice to this im-

portant matter than your humble servant, will take it up.

E. Tinsley.

Quail Shooting in Virginia.

pHiLADEti'HlAj P&.^EditOr Ppresi and Stream:' I ha'^-

read with interest many of this journal's ably written coi:

tributed articles, and while I am not like Ninirod, a miRhi
hunter, nor able to boast of my moose Or my mounta'
lion, yet what I can write regarding "the things where(
I best know" may prove not unhelpful to those who a;

like me, unpretending seekers after the unpretentiot
quail. I have noticed that the talk has been all of til

iM^orth and West, of Michigan, Maine and Canada, whi'

lovers of sport have overlooked the rolling hills and sum,
slopes of the South.
The abundance of game still remaining in the lari

forests of some of the oldest States—the Carolinas ai

Virginias—is quite surprising to one familiar only \vi

the thickly settled regions of Pennsylvania or New Yor
It is true that in some of these States the game laws a^

of little consequence, or are little enforced or heeded, ar

especially does this seem to be true of Virginia, but
would seem that there is little necessity for stringent i:)r

tection in this State, at least in the south central part ai

along he smaller rivers, for the city sportsman is as y
almost totally unknown there, and to the hound-loviii
fox-hunting Virginian, the shooting of woodcock an

"partridges" does not seem to appeal, while the gre
bodies of primeval woods and long-abandoned fields for

in themselves a sufficient guaranty of the game sup];

for many years to come.
It was on the beautiful little Meherrin River that my

quaintance with this country of rocks and ravines a-

pine-crowned hills began, one day in early October, \vli«'

with a Parker and my pet partners, Nip' and Tuck,
stepped from the flying express at South Hill Station,

the A. & D. The little place must have been named f

some occult reason, for there is no hill, though there a

plentjr of them everywhere else. An old darkey presen,
hailed me as "de gem'man f'om Phil'delphia," a

bundling me and my traps into a light spring wagon, w'.

Nip and Tuck at my feet, we started off through the sk
fall sunshine, over the leaf-strewn roads, toward Bag]
Farm, somewhere twelve miltfs aAvay to the west, the c

darkey gabbling tmceasingly of wood lore and the tin

"befo' de wah." It was late in the afternoon when
reached the old, low plantation house, built in the ra'

bling Southern style, and I had a "supper" and a welcoi
that fully sustained the fame of Virginia hospitality,

old and picturesque place this is, just responding to n
life in the touch of Northern influence. Throttgh a gapi

the hills Bear's Element and Mason creeks wind down,
plain view, to their confluence in a deep, still lake, a

there at the end, not a quarter of a mile away, is an (

grist mill of the Revolutionary days, its wheel still tu;

ing just as it did when Tarleton raided Virginia,
threw, I was told, all its grain out into the river. T
section is almost in its original condition of forest, for

more than forty miles back from the Southern Road th^

is no railway station, and very little timber has been c

and hundreds of acres cleared long ago for farming pi

poses have been abandoned to stumpy pines and brush a

broom sedge, the kiiid of cover which quail and mead
lark like best. The first day my dogs stood three covi

of quail within as many acres, and I have started late a

bagged thirty-eight birds within a day. There are plei

of deer and turkeys, too, (hough they arc hard to get, s

one who loves a quiet angle may spend a busy hour uii.

the drooping sycamores by the river, and whoever 1

tried it has regretted, I am sure, to turn his back on
deep woods and clear skies of the land of the "partridf
and the woodcock. E. 1

Philadelphia, Oct. 2.

—

Editor Forest and StrMm:
There is at least one citizen of Philadelphia who is dis-

posed to doubt the truth of the statement that the wood -

cock is rapidly vanishing. Not being a sportsman, his

views are confined to his experiences with the longbill as

a city visitor. A short time ago he was startled to hear

a scream from his wife, who was busy in the kitchen.

Upon his going to the scene and inquiring the cause of her

fright, she pointed to the cellar doorway opening into the

kitchen, and there he saw a fine full-grown woodcock,
v.'hich had come hopping up from the cellar below and

whose advent had so startled her. The bird was caught,

but subsequently escaped to some piled-up boards and
Idndling wood in the cellar, and has probably starved to

death ere this, as all efforts to recapture or liberate it

have failed. Its weird cries could be heard at night for

about three weeks, but it has not been seen since. The
only way for it to get into the cellar was by a small

tear in the netting of a window. Probably it had struck

a wire and fallen to the street and thence to the_ cellar

for refuge, or perhaps it had designs on the coal bin.

The same person a few evenings since saw another

woodcock sitting on the lower part of the skeleton work
of a large sign a fcAV feet above his head. Both of these

birds were seen in the thickly built up section of the city.

Ocean.

A Successful Outing for Moose
Between the Renous and the Bartholomew river

branches of the Southwest Miramichi—runs the Dung
von, and on each side of it lies a tract of land that

very easy of access, and, at present, is perfectly teem
with big game. We hunted on the south side of the D;
garvon. Our party consisted of two and a guide or call

J. P. had been after moose on former occasions,
though he had seen and shot at several, his gun did
seem to have the power to stop them. This time he t!)

his new .30-30. Doc had hunted deer in Ontario, ;

was familiar with shooting birds in Manitoba, but,

yet, had no experience with moose. Our guide and ca

was J. Ronald McDonald. He took along his Mause
which had seen service in Cuba—^as Doc was not satis;

with the gun he had. As each could cook, a cook
considered unnecessary.
Engaging a team, we went in to Whooper Spring,

called from the famed Dungarvon Whooper, and oci

pied the camp there on Sept. 21. On our way in

thottght we would rest the horses and have lunche
While occtipied with our repast, two caribou came out!

a little knoll near us—about twenty yards or so awa'

and were interested spectators. They were a pretty si|

A scramble for our guns made them think of an enga
ment elsewhere, for before we could load, they

vanished into the woods. The rest of our trip in was
eventful. Doc shot a fine owl, while J. P. captured a

fine birch partridge iiear the camp. After putting thi

in their places at camp, there being a few hotirs bei

sundown, a visit to the barrens was proposed by I,

who had never as yet seen one. Accordingly, we got

guns and went to the handiest one, our guide cantior,

us to look out for game. Stire enough, a fine cari'

was seen, and before he could gain the woods, four si

Vv^ere fired at him, all of which were accounted for w'

we reached him. One, unfortunately, broke a horn, wl

spoiled the head for mounting. Dressing the cari^

took but a short time, and proudly ^ve. wended
way to camp. We sent back the tearji Witli three of

quarters to friends in Blackville.

Sunday, we spent in accustoming ourselves to our h

roundings, reconnoitering and getting the lay of the la-

visiting two barrens, two and four miles respecti>i

from camp. On the first, we saw a fine bull and

cows, and on the other, two caribou. It being Sunt;

we refrained from disturbing them.

Monday bright and early we were on the edge of

barren, but had to wait till the sun dispelled the htj

niist. Across the barren we saw three moose. The gt-

gave a couple of short calls at intervals, which attra-

the attention of the bitU, and caused him to. approac
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idred yards or so. The cows evidently did not approve
his actions, as they kept moving around him, and then

vay a little, trying to coax him with them. They would
iep near enough to him to make it Very risky shooting
him, for fear of wounding them. We had to wait

itiently for a suitable chance. The cows at last were at

safe distance, when J. P. suggested shooting, for fear

ey would again intervene. Doc, being familiar with
stance on the prairie, gave it as his opinion that the
ill was too far away to do serious injury to him with
e guns they had—the Mauser being left at camp. The
dde also advised waiting, and succeeded in coaxing the

ill still closer. At last wc could wait no longer, and
cided to blaze away* Five shots were quickly fired, and
e last .seemed to take effect, for the moose made of?

pidly. Against the advice of our guide, we excitedly

llowed him. We found blood on his trail, but the

ase led us into a cedar swamp so impassable that we
ve up in disgust. We found we had been between 500
d 525 paces from the moose when we were firing at hini.

iturning to camp, we rested till evening, when we
;nt to the other barren. A call by our guide was almost
imediately answered. Strange to say, another seenled
be calling between us and the answer, on the opposite
le of the barren. It was explained by our guide telling

it was a cow. Our guide had the art of calling down
fine that we could Hot detect any difference oetween

5 call and the cow's. Eventually the bull came, and as
met the cow first, stayed with her till a short call

3to our guide brought him to the edge of the bushes, his

ad and horns only being discernible. Apparently he
d a grand set of antlers. A monstrous cow trotted out
the barren, frisked around a while, and returned to

z bushes. She tried her best to prevail on him to re-

rn to her. but he was immovable apparently. For fear

should go before giving Us a better view of him, we
cided to tfy a, shot, eveil thoiigh the position wfls ail

favorable one,

.After our morning's experleflce with the lighter guns,
; decided the Mauser should be always in the party,

e decided to try a shot with it. A carefully ainled

Dt by J, P. at what he thought was the neck, or rather

where he thought the neck should be joined to the

id, was tried, with the effect of causing him to boutld
into the bushes, making an awful racket with his

ms as he dashed away through the trees.

Going to where he had been standing, we found blood,
d all along his trail for upward of half a mile, then
more was to be seen. While J. P. and McDonald

;re hunting for the moose, after the trail of blood
ded, they came tipon two bull caribou in conflict, while
female was an interested spectator, apparently. Not
owing when they Would come Upon the Wounded
jose, they left the cariboU to settle their dispute as

St they could withtiut h^liJ.

^^1? ilight was rapidly coming on, we returned to the

lUng grounds, where our guide gave three good calls,

d without waiting to see with what result, we continued
to camf). At the calling ground next morning the

or of moose was indisputahle, and the guide gave
short call-. Almust.oH tiie iilstaiit, oUt tfotted it itmg-

leetlt bull hioose, side to us, and when about a hundred
rds from the trees, turned his head toward us and
jpped. He made one of the prettiest sights imaginable.

)c reached for the Mauser, aimed and fired. Down
opped the moose, and when we reached him he was
ad, We measured the spread and found it fifty-two
hes, with Webs eleven by tweiity-seven and a half, and
:ve!i atid a haij by thirty-oite and a half, having twen-
-one points, it was very bright and beautifully veined,

inning and dressing the head and storing the meat
cupied considerable of the forenoon. The afternoon

Ls taken tip in moving some necessaries from our per-

inent camp to a temporary one of blankets at the edge
the barren to lessen the amount of travel we were

ll5g. Examining the head attentively, we found be-

een the nose and eye a recent bullet wound, and as the

pearance of the moose seen the night before was very
nilar to this one, and as the wound in the face was
the side toward us when standing in the bushes, we

Lild arrive at no other conclusion tlian that the moose
is one and the same, and that our shot the night before,

itead of hitting the neck, hit in the face, just below the

It is a supposed impossible feat to call back a moose
It has been wovmded, and we are positive it was the

ne moose—so facts speak for themselves.

Tuesday night we called again, and as it was blowing
fy hard, we were some time before we could detect an
swering soimd. It was dark before he came—so late, in

;t, that we had gone to bed—but we knew he was near

good reasons. One was the heavy odor of moose, an-

ler was the occasional cracking of a twig, as an animal

)ving cautiously trod on it, and also his putting up five

rtridge on his way to us. He remained near us for a

aple of hours—then we slept. We were awakened by
nething snufBng around the head and hide, which was
mgside our tent, and after a while it poked its nose
ainst our blankets. Raising the blanket a little, the

t breath of a bear came in on J. P.'s face. Needless

say he dropped the blanket quickly again. After quick-

debating whether to shoot the bear and let the moose
, or let he bear go and trust to luck to get the moose
the morning, we decided on the latter, and tried to

npose ourselves to sleep again. The bear quickly and
iselessly skedaddled as soon as he got a whiff of us.

couple of hours later we were again rudely awakened
a lucifee, which made night hideous for a while with

! peculiar cries. At last dawn began to creep in, and
; noticed less odor of moose. On investigating, we
ind he was gone, though he had been within ten paces

our tent, as his marks on the earth plainly showed
lere he had stood. As J. P. wanted the moose more
m he did the bear, we refrained from_ bothering the

ar, trusting the moose would be within hail in the

jrning, but he was not. A couple of calls brought up a

uple of spike horns, but we did not want them. We
ifted operations to another barren, on which were two,

spike horn and a cow. We did not molest them.
_
In

; evening we brought a bull from two cows, but light

led before we were able to get him within sure range.

Thursday our teamster was to come in for any game
> may have shot, so we lost the forenoon waiting for

Ti. He did not come, so we went further afield and
w a couple of bvdls and three cows on various parts

tlie barrens. There was only one fair head, and as

we had seen so many moose, we felt sure we would be
able to get as good a one as Doc's, so. we did not molest
these.

Friday Doc was used up with a cold, and decided to

stay at camp and wait for the team, which would surely

come that day. He intended also to keep an eye out for

the bear that Used to cross the trail near the camp nearly

every day. He did not see it, however. McDonald went
to a barren some few miles away, to see what were the

prospects in that direction. When he had gone, J. P.

concluded to visit a barren four miles away, where he had
shot at a moose on that day the year before. On his way
back, within fifty yards of where he stood the year pre-

vious when he shot at the moose, J. P. heard the un-

mistakable sound of horns against trees. He dropped on
his hands and knees and crawled back and forth for an
hour at least, trying all the while to get a glimpse of the

owner of the horns. At last out walked a cow, and J. P.

kept immovable. After a time the bushes parted and out

walked a monster. J. P. raised his rifle, and almost at

the same instant noticed it was a cow. It was a great dis-

appointment, but patiently he waited. Presently an ani-

mal was heard to drop to the earth. Crawling still nearer

the atiimal, lifting every intervening twig and dead
branch out of the way, J. P. made his way to within

fifty yards of the noise, and at last was rewarded by a

sight of one ear and a pair of horns^—branches effectually

obscuring the rest of the animal,

J. P. fired for below the ear and up jumped a huge
moose. Again he fired and the moose fell. J. P. thought

it was killed and stood up. The moose jumped up also

and charged. J. P. fired and again the moose fell. J. P.

approached, when again the moose arose, apparently full

of go yet. Again a shot and the moose was stretched

out. J." P. approached to within ten feet, when the moose
tried to reach his feet, J. P. fired his fifth shot, which
terminated the strife. This fusilade at short distance con-

vinced J. P. that the .30-30 is not heavy enough, nor can

it be compared to the Mauser or guns of that stamp. J.

P. returned for help. We measured the spread, and
found it to be fifty-six inehes, having nineteen points, and

while the horns were ttot as even as Doc's, still the head

was a better proportioned one, and grander looking. He
was well pleased. The cows remained around all this

time, until we had the meat nearly dressed. They did not

seem to realize tile fate of their mate.

The team having arrived in the meantime, we loaded

our trophies that night, and next day returned to Black-

ville. This year we go in again D, V. Our guide proved

to be an expert at all kinds of work. On several occa-

sions we heard the cows call ; his was a perfect imitation.

We could detect no particle of difference. Then again, he

brought back a wounded moose, an almost unheard of

piece of fine work ; and time and time again did he coax

the bull;? ftom the cows. A man who can do all these is

among the leaders in that branch of sport. As a guide, he

knows every portion of the ground thereabouts, and not

only that, but he is thoroughly conversant with the habits_

of the large game wandering over that vast extent of

countrv. Our camp was only ten miles from Blackville

Station, though we had to drive fifteen to get there, but

five of that is^a splendid road. We could have had all the

deer and caribou we would be allowed to take, but we
went in for moose, and we got them. Two such heads in

eight days with the one guide is fairly good work. Our

advice to hunters from the States is, do not be coaxed to

go fifty or sixty miles from a railway to find game. It is

unnece'ssary. Nor is it necessary to freight supplies all

ever creation. A day's drive lands the party and supplies

in the furthest camp in the Parish of Blackville. and

moose, caribou, deer, and bear can be obtained in all

parts of the parish—even the outskirts of the villages not

being free from their trespassing.
Tevanus.

Blackville, N. B.

Across New Brunswick on Snow-
shoes*—IV*

A Side Trip for Moose.

Adam Moore confessed to me that when he was a boy

it was one of his ambitions to some day live in a house

with long icicles hanging from the eaves, the appearance

of a neighboring house thus decorated appealing very

much to his youthful fancy. Certainly Adam might have

felt himself satisfied in this regard when he looked upon

the morning of the day which we had set for one more

trial for our bull moose. The weather had played us

another scurvy trick. Rain had fallen in the night, the

thermometer being just low enough to allow a freeze to-

ward morning. The snow began to soften at the firsf ap-

pearance of the sun, and we needed no assurance that the

snowshoeing was going to be awful. None the less, with

v.diat spirit we might, we packed our blankets and some

needed supplies for our trip up into the hills to the Klon-

dike camp. Adam and I started out ahead, it being un-

derstood that we would visit Jack's moose yard, and that

Jack and Charlie would meet us at the Klondike camp
later in the day. We climbed for two and a half miles

along a continually rising trail, working up all the time

hito the heavy hill country. Then we came to a half-mile

of a tremendously steep descent, down which we at

times had to slide, being unable to keep our feet on the

snowshoes. This brought us to the Silver Brook, a pretty

little stream which heads back into one of the roughest

countries of New Brunswick, in as good a winter range

for moose as the entire Province can provide.

The Silver Brook got its name from certain prospecting

operations which were once upon a time carried on there-

abouts. There is a rumor that gold was once found in

this stream and indications of silver in the surrounding
hills, but history does not say that mining was ever car-

ried on there in anything but a tentative fashion.

la the Yard.

Coming presently to the forks of the stream, we took
Jack's fading snowshoe trail for a mile up the right-hand

fork, and we found that his report of the moose yard was
indeed correct. We paused to eat our lunch before we
went into the yard, and as we stood in the snow we saw
the broad horn marks of a bull moose on a nearby tree.

Further in we saw the brush beaten down, with trees bent

o\^T^ tops nipped oflf, and bark stripped off freshly from
the roundwood and the spruce trees. We knew that now
we had come into a genuine moose yard. The tracks

were fresh, and among them the broad and unmistakable
sign of at least one big bull. Then Adam gave me an
example of good moose hunting—as good, I imagine, as
any one in the world could have given under the cir-

cumstances. The soft weather had turned off into a
regular Highland fog, and the air was full of mist, which
left our clothing wet as though it had been raining. The
wind whipped hither and yon around the hill tops,- andi

it was a continual puzzle which direction it would next
take. We worked out tO' the edge of the yard as best we
might, trying to keep away from the place where the
moose would he most apt to be feeding, until we had been
able to get an estimate of the distance the game might be
ahead. The going was as bad as one often sees on snow-
shoes. The wet and heavy snow clogged up continually,

and as we passed through the little fir thickets now and
again we would break through and slide waist deep under
the trees in the heavy snow. It was a mile up the ridge

before we found a sign so fresh that we took on even a
greater caution. At last we found very fresh sign, but
not so fresh that we believed the game could be less than
tw'enty minutes ahead of us. In reality, we were deceived

to some extent by the thawing of the snow, which made
all the sign look older than it was. We thought we might
be perhaps half a mile back of our moose, whereas in
reality we were not 100 yards.

"Jumped."

"This looks fresher," said Adam to me in a whisper,
and we pushed on, I with my rifle at a ready, we being
obliged at this place to cross a little thicket of snow-
covered firs. We pushed on and saw that the thicket

sheltered an open space 100 yards or more across. There
lay the story before its, written once more upon the tell-

tale snow. Once more Adam's hand dropped to his side

and despair and discouragement sat upon_ his face. In
silence he pointed to the sign. Jumped again!

It Avas all as plain as day. Just beyond the little thicket

not more than sixty yards from where we saw the freshest

sign, a miserable, beastly little moose calf, probably a
yearling, had been lying. It heard or smelt us as we
came through the thicket, went off on a run,- and with it

carried out the rest of the moose—three cows and the big
bull—which we had coveted. All the moose had gone for

a couple of hundred yards or more, and then had fled

back directly toward us, as we came up the trail. This
v/as the only thicket of the sort we had struck for a
quarter of a mile. Once more the native cunning of these

wild creatures had conquered us.

This time we had been near indeed to our bull, for had
that calf not been lying there, and had we got through
the thicket undiscovered, we should have had him at our
mercy. We saw where he had been standing in the open,
at the time the little moose jumped the herd. He was
in a veritable death trap for himself. Two big spruces
stood close together, and the moose had been feeding
with his head behind one of them, stripping the bark of
the other as high as he could reach. When feeding, a
moose cannot hear very plainly. There was nothing to

cover his flank, and there was nothing to conceal him
from view for the first sixty or seventy yards of his flight.

There he had been, and certainly he was a beauty. I

stood on my snowshoes over his tracks, which sank deep
into the snow, and I reached up on the tree trunk as high
as I could. I could not reach within a foot and a half of
the upper edge of the tale he had left on he bark. That is

to say, I could not reach within that distance of his last

tooth marks upon the bark, not counting the stripping of

the bark above that place. He was certainly feeding more
than ten feet above the level at which he stood. I could
not have believed that any animal in those woods reached
such dimensions. Adam and I wondered and wondered
again, and more than once we deplored our sad misfor-
tune. Certainly fate seemed against us, for even Adam
was fain to admit that we would never have a better

chance again, or at a better moose. "He was a whale,"
said Adam, "and no mistake about that. Well, for my
part, I don't feel like hunting any more. Let's go back to

camp." ^ li

By the Compass.

Tired, wet and sad, we turned back down the hill.

We were now nearly at the summit of this ridge, but
just where we were not even Adam himself could tell in

that shifting, blinding fog. Of course we could take our
back track and get to Bathurst camp, but we wanted to

go to the Klondike side camp instead. We knew the

direction of the bald Sagamok Mountain, which is the

landmark for all that region. We thought that perhaps
ahead of us lay the rough waters of the Serpentine chains.

We had outclimbed the ultimate thread of our fork of

the Silver Brook, and any way we looked we saw hills,

and nothing but hills, of the most formidable description.

"WeU," said Adam, "let's stop here, and we'll figure

this thing out. I think a compass will be mighty handy
right here. We want to go about east from here, in

order to strike the other fork of the Silver Brook. If

we hit that below the Klondike camp, all we'll have to do
is to go tip the stream. If we hit it above the camp, then
we'll strike Jack's trail where he went out yesterday, or
my own trail where I killed my moose. It's a heap easier

than it would be to go down this fork, and then come up
again." Saying which, he plunged down the steep slope

in the direction he had named. I could not help admiring
the tremendous physical vigor of the man. He reminded
me of a big bull moose.

For myself, I was wearing ray flat-bowed shoes that
day, and I must say they were giving me an awful gruel-
ling. The straps got wet and stretched, and the snow
piled up icily, and the walking down hill was at this stage
of the game hardly less than terrible. This is where I

laid the foundation for a general loosening of a whole
row of toenails. I told Adam about it, but he said not to

mind it, for a fellow who was particular about his toenails

had no business in that part of the country. There is

something convincing in that sort of reply, which seems
to leave nothing more to be said.

At last in some way we struck a stream. I thought it

might be Serpentine water, running away from the Silver
Brook, but Adam knew better. "This, stream is running
all right," said he, "and all you will hkve to 4o is to foi-
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low up this snowshoe trail until you come to the camp.
I Avill run doAvn the trail and pick up your pack where wc
left it at the forks before we went into the moose yard."

The Klondike Camp.

Charlie and Jack were at the camp ahead of us and
husy making ready for the night. Jack had brought down
a pack of meat from the moose which Adam had killed
the day before, and had now gone back for another load.
He reported "blackcat" sign at the carcass, and said he
had been trying to kill a sable with a snowball, since he
did not take his rifle with him. The fur of a country
collects from some distance about any animal killed in
this way. and it is near a kill that the best takes of fur
are usually made.
We all fell to, in order fo make things comfortable for

the night, not an easy thing to do, for the little square
box-like shack was cold and half-full of snow, and the
vigorous little sheet iron stove set everything afloat as it

began to melt out the interior. We cut some boi%hs,
spread out the fresh moose skin upon them, laid in a
good store of wood, and then Charlie opened up his grub
box. Tea and biscuit and fresh moose meat soon caused
us to_ forget our troubles. We could not all sleep during
the night, for one must stay up to keep the fire. I confess
to a shameful dereliction, for when at length I thought it

humanly possible for me to serve a turn, Adam calmly in-
formed me that it was so near morning that I might just
as well keep on sleeping!

Snowshoe Tfaosportatios.

Next day was Sunday, our second Sunday in the wilder-
ness. We considered it better under the circumstances
10 go back tp. Bathurst camp, and hence early in the morn-
ing we started back over the frightful Klondike trail.

There was about a half-mile of very hard snowshoeing
here, since the angle was about 45 degrees and the snow
wet and slippery. The logs and even the bare ground
were now beginning to show through, for a general thaw
\vas taking away the snow very fast. Charlie and Jack
came behind with big packs. I didn't hear either of them
complaiii that his pack was heavy, or that his toes hurt
him in his snowshoes, but when we got over the ridge and
within a mile or so of camp, I rested Charlie for a bit of
tlie trail, taking his pack.
"Now r think I'll carry your pack on home for the lasC

mile." I said to Jack. The latter grinned amiablv and
said that I had better not. "Try it," said Charlie," like-
wise grinning, and then I saw all that this yoUng giant
bad been doing all the time so quietly. When I put my
hands into the straps of the pack I could hardly lift it clear
of the log where it was lying. He had over too pounds of
moose meat, it having been his fortune as usual to draw
ihe heaviest pack in the bunch. Nettled at their mirth. I
swung into the pack, and indeed carried it down to the
cabin, but I had to rest half a dozen times. Jack had
never set it down at all all the morning. It is one of the
\\ onders of the woods to me how these men can carry
such loads on their backs, or pull them on the sleds.

All the way out and back on this little side hunt we
had been in among the caribou, and as we came back we
noticeod that they were making more trails. These
creatures had been feeding in among the slashings left by
the lumbermen of the adjacent camp. How many there
were near us we could not guess, but we did not see any.

Nervy Miofc.

An odd little incident happened at the camp, as we dis-
covered when we returned. Bill Powers, a nearby lum-
ber foreman, told us that he had gone down to the camp
while we were away and stopped to make himself a cup
of tea on our stove. As he sat there eating, a mink
crawled out from between the logs under the kitchen
table, climbed up on the table and made away with a
p.ece of meat which was lying there in the pan already
prepared for the next meal. "He sat up there just as
bold and sassy as you please," said Power, "and I just
sat and looked at him. I reached for a stick and then
he ran, but not until then."

"I'll get him," said Charlie, much incensed at these
hberties taken with his culinary arrangements. We'll just
have his hide on a stretcher before morning; now you
watch."
So he set so many steel traps around the cabin that it

was not safe to go around bare-footed, and found pieces
of meat all around the place which the mink had hid.
"He was doing a good business here," said Charlie. The
guilty, however, was not long to prosper. About midnight
Charlie, who had been sleeping with one ear open, heard a
click and a squeal, and there was Mr. Mink. He skinned
him before breakfast the next morning.

Gives Up the Moose.

By this time I was beginning to get reconciled to the
thought of failure so far as killing a moose was con-
cerned. The weather was clearly against us, as well as
the general fortunes of the chase. We knew that this
thaw would certainly be followed by a sharp freeze, and
any moose hunter knows that a noisy crust is fatal to
all hope of success in hunting so wary an animal as the
moose. I did not break my heart over the prospect of
failure, for the killing of a moose was only one of my
purposes, but I could see that it was worrying Adam
a great deal, it being his habit to sit around and think and
not talk much under such circumstances. I told him not
to mind, as it surely was not his fault that we had' not
killed our moose. Surely we had seen abundance of
signs every time we had gone out.

"It does beat all," said Adam, "how sometimes when
you want a moose the worst way in the world, you can't
set him, I would have bet anything in the world we
would have a head hung up long before this. I'll tell you
what we 11 do. We'll make another side trip and go over
to our Moose Brook camp. That's about nine miles from
here, and the trail is hardly so heavy as the Klondike
trail. Iheres always moose over in there, and it's right
near there that we have our 'Caribou Hole,' a sort of
hck, where we always can get a caribou in the fall when-
ever we feel like it. The caribou will not be there now,
but we ought to get a moose."
We arranged it as above, and although a rain gave us

a bad bit of weather during the night, and although snow
began to fall on thg folloxvip^ morning, wt packed up ^i^d

started once more for a tramp, Adam, Jack and I making
up the party. We took our toboggans with us for part
of the distance, and found the shoeing good, though soft
with the new fallen snow. It was two and a half miles to
a shallow mud lake or "bogan" which was now a vast
expanse of white. The water was rising over the ice, and
we tramped in slush, pulling the sled after us for about a
mile, until we came to the Nipisiguit River, along which
k- strung the Bathurst chain of lakes. Finally we crossed
the last of these lakes, and came upon the main stream
near a bend, where Mr. Mclntyre had killed a caribou in
the early fall. Here there was plenty of "blackcat" sign,
and the carcass of the caribou had been much mauled
about. Barring anything better, we set a bear trap for
this blackcat and so went on our way.

Making a Bridge.

Now I saw an instance of the shiftiness of the good
woodsman. Before us lay an open river, across which
we must fare in order to ascend the Moose Brook trail.

Without pausing for much deliberation, Adam and Jack
got out their potent little New Brunswick axes and fell

to work fellng a clump of three fir trees which stood near
the brink. These crossed to within a few yards of the
other side of the stream. Jack made his way to the last
boughs and with a few steps and a jump was out upon the
ice, which luckily held, thence to the other shore. We
followed him as best we might, all going under pack now,
and leaving the toboggan at the river.

We got four miles of very fair snowshoeing, through
an easily ascending country and over a fairly good trail.

That is to say, there were not more than fifty or sixty
logs crossing any 100 yards, which is good going in New
Brunswick.

"I notice that the trouble with city people is that they
can't pick up their feet," said Adam, as he strode over a
three-foot log. It was not any trouble for either him
or Jack to pick up his feet, and they picked them up so
consistently and rapidly that they got into camp some
minutes ahead of me. The last three-quarters of a mile
of this trail was through a frightful swamp, where the
big thaw had set everything afloat. The shoes broke
through the covering of white continually, and getting
wet in the water below, froze thereafter, resembling
nothing in the world so little as decent snowshoes.

Making Camp in the Snow.

It was about 3 o'clock when we reached this camp, after
nine or ten miles of travel. We had seen abundant moose
Sign as we came along in the afternoon, and Adam, while
temporarily 100 yards or so ahead on the trail, saw one
big moose which he thought was a cow. When I first

noted him he was squatted down, looking at this moose,
which stood in turn regarding him, not more than sixty
yards away. "That's the biggest cow moose I ever saw
in my_ life," said he, and we found its track bore out his
assertion. Later we had every reason to believe that this
cow was not a cow at all, but a bull which had shed its
horns.

While Adam and Jack were getting things ready for
camp that night they gave what I considered to be the
best exhibition of axmanship I ever saw in my life.

There is no better, indeed not so good an axman in the
world, as the genuine New Brunswicker. The New
Brunswick ax is not like the American ax. It has a
narrow blade, being shaped in the form of a true wedge,
and hung if anything with a little slant inward. These
narrow-bladed, keen axes have a wonderful cutting power.
I never .saw trees fall with such rapidity in my life. They
were big trees, solid frozen birch trees, their sap turned
to ice and hard enough to chip an ax, one might think:
3'et they fell into sections rapidly under the assault of
these two skillful axmen. Our camp was but an open-
faced lean-to, provided with a bough bed, it is true, but
with nothing in front excepting all outdoors, and naught
above its outer opening except the sky, from which there
now descended steady additions to the snow all about. In
front of this open shack and leaning against the bank of
snow which we had thrown up in our excavations, Adam
now arranged two big logs of birch, each perhaps fifteen
inches through. Then he cut two "hand logs," perhaps a
foot in diameter and three feet long. Across these he
piled his dry pine and his split birch, cut into lengths of
three or four feet.

"Now j'ou set this afire." said he, "and as your pine be-
gins to burn up your green birch, you will see that the
coals will fall down in between the logs and make a bed
It's from this bed of coals that the steady heat comes.
I'll show you that we can keep comfortable here to-night."
And so we did, thanks to the kind faithfulness of these

big friends, who took their turns at the fire. A fire prop-
erly built in this way will do fairly for about two hours.
Along toward morning the end logs had to be replaced
and one of the back logs renewed. It was very cold this
night, five below zero, yet we slept well under our scanty
covering. On the day previous Jack had gotten a we"t
foot by breaking through into the brook, and he quietlv
informed us that he had frozen one of his toes. I noticed
that for a time he took off his shoepack and traveled in
his stockings, an old device of the true snowshoer when
he finds his feet are getting cold. Yet I did not hear
either him or bis father complain about sore feet, nor did
any one kick on the breakfast, which was composed of
biscuit, butter and tea.

"I notice that a man can go out on these short trips."
said Adam, "and live on buns and tea, and no meat, and
he can stand it just as well for three or four days as if he
were eating more heartily. Then he goes back to camp
and eats a big square meal, and he's all right again. I
rather think it's well for a man to go light on his feed
once in a while."
On this trip I was wearing my flat bows again, and the

genuine New Brunswick snowshoe tie. I calmly advised
Adam that the New Brunswick straps were man-killers,
and that I didn't expect to get back to camp with a toe
to my name. He repeated his kind advice that a fellow
who needed toes ought not to come out in the woods, and
we let it go at that.

Croat

The next morning dawned bright and cold, and, as we
had feared, with a simply frightful crust upon the snow.
"It's m use to fiunt," paid Adpfn, "bw^ I su|>pose we'll

have to go through the motions," and he sighed dismally.
The beauty of the morning almost made up for our fore-
doomed failure. The air was keen and brilliant. The'
snowshoeing, although noisy, was now excellent. We:
struck good bull sign in less than three-quarters of a
mile from the camp, and found where moose had vardcd
before_ the thaw. This thaw seemed to have set all the
game in the country moving, and had apparently changed
Its habits, Had it not been for this big soft spell we'
should have killed our moose before this time. As it

was, we simply went through the motions of the hunt, as ';

Adam had said. We found a fresh moose trail presentlj',
and in time jumped this one, a good big cow. Following,,
this, we circled and came up over the top of a grand big
hill. We saw any quantity of caribou sign in the thicket,
on the steep mountain side, and we were satisfied that'
our cow moose was somewhere in that thicket, for we had
circled her trail and come back to the place where we had
first jumped her. We felt sure also that there was a bull
somewhere in that circle, for we had seen any quantity oi'
bull sign in the hardwood ridge above and below our
camp. It was, however, little use to hunt, and at nooni
we decided to go back to camp. Over our buns and tea
we suddenly came to the conclusion that the most sensible
thing we could do would be to go back to Bathurst, since

\the snowshoeing was so good and the hunting so poor that
It would hardly warrant our staying. Our tremendous.!
appetites made great inroads on our grub, and we had

!

scarcely enough left to last until the next morning, while 1

the hunting was practically at an end.
We started back across the wretched Moose Brook

swamp, and made it over more comfortably than we had
feared, though we all got wet feet by breaking through
the crust into the water below, which had not been
reached by the chill of the air through the protecting
blanket of snow. We saw at least a dozen fresh caribou
signs, or animals which had crossed our trail since the
day before, and we saw very much sign of sable, but

'

met no further adventure save that Adam broke one of
his beloved pair of snowshoes. In springing across a

'

httle open place he landed square on the crust of tha
ice with toe and heel of the shoe, and his foot went right
on through, carrying with it a straight break across both
the bows. He did not cuss very much. "If it had been a i'

broken leg, it would have been much worse," said he. In- i

deed, a broken leg in the winter wilderness would be
pretty near the same thing as a death warrant.
We crossed the Nipisiguit River this time on the ice

without much trouble, though Jack broke in and wet his
leg up to the thigh. None the less he philosophicallv
chmbed out and took the trail down to see whether the
blackcat had gotten into the trap or not. Pie reported
tha>t the cat had run all over he trap, but was not heavy
enough to spring it. When we got through with our
trapping operations and had the big bear trap lying safely
on the toboggan. Ave started out for a swift run on the
ice m order that Jack migh not entirely freeze his feet. As
a matter of fact, although the thermometer was very much
below zero, he did not freeze at all. So muph for 'the in-
destructible quality of the thoroughbred ^nter, and for
the virtue of abundant New Brunswick wool. I had not
yet heard a whimper from anybody. These men were as
big and strong as the hills about them. It certainly is
restful to meet such human beings once in a while.
At length we reached Bathurst camp once more, and

found Charlie in the act of getting ready for supper.' He
had had a tramp himself that day, a little matter of fifteen
miles or so, on his trapping line over on Nictor Lake.
When he first started out he broke clear through the ice
and_ came near "getting in for good," as he expressed it,

having to come back to camp and change his clothing
before he could go on across. Charlie had seen eight cari-
bou on that da}', and said he could have killed one with-
out the least trouble in the world.

WarTalfc. ^

At breakfast on the moriring of Dec. 18 we held a gen-
eral council of war. Adam was looking mighty blue, and
I felt sorry for him, he felt so bad about our bad luck.
I explained to him how foolish this was, since no one
had been at fault and since in such weather conditions
no hunter in the world could possibly hope to Idll a
moose, no matter how abundant they were.
We now took up the question of the trip south across

the unknown country between Adam's chain of camps
and those of Henry Braithwaite, on the Miramichi side
of the divide. I told Adam that I had no doubt what-
ever that if we stayed a week or so here at Bathurst wc
should kill our moose without difficulty, as the weather
was bound to change. He wanted me to go with him
up to his Upsalquitch camp, where there was splendid
moose and caribou ground, and thence to go out to the
railroad at Bathurst, about eighty miles from our present
camp. I told him I should be glad to see his country
and knew .that we would get our game, but if I did so "l

would be only doing what all of his customers had done,
since it was no extraordinary thing to kill a moose and a
caribou in that country. On the other hand, I explained
to him, if we could really succeed in making it across the
divide, and come out in the Miramichi country in an en-
tirely different region from that where we had gone in,
we should surely, from a newspaper man's point of view
at least, be doing a better stroke of business. In other
wofdS; much as I hated to sacrifice Adam's professional
pride in the matter, I determined to give up my moose for
the sake of the story. Adam, big-hearted and generous
as he is, at last agreed to this.

"What do you say, boys?" said he. "It means all of
us, and it means all that all of us can do. There will be
a heap of hard work in getting over there, if we ever do
get over at all. Now I will go if the rest of you want to,

but we won't ask any one to go who don't feel like it."

It hardly need be said that Charlie and Jack fell promptly
into line, and thus it was determined.

I had now practically said good bye to my chance for a
moose, yet none the less looked ahead with a great deal of
interest to the rest of our journey. The days were now
slipping by very fast, and I felt it was taking considerable
chances to start out into an unknown country so late in
the game. Nothing venture, however, nothing have, so we
let it stand as agreed.
On the following day Adam took three steel traps and

trotted <iowp the lakes thre? or four miles to set 0«t
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traps for that pesky blackcat which had been eating up
the caribou carcass. During the day we were the re-

cipient of two visits, Joe ElHs and John Moulton, both
declared to be of MilHcete Indian breed, though looking
far more Hke white men than Indians, especially in the
case of Ellis. These men had a line of traps running
over Moose Brook way, and they had stopped at our
shack long enough to "boil the kettle." Charlie and they
had an earnest conversation in Adam's absence, and as to
the import of this conversation we shall later see. Mean-
time Jack and I cut wood, greased up the toboggans,
burned off the rough places on the runners, fixed up our
snowshoes, now rapidh^ showing the effects of wear,
packed up the heavy stuff in boxes to send out to the rail-

road by a tote team from the nearest lumber camp, and in

general rnade ready to say good bye to Bathurst camp
for the winter. It was our intention not to return to this
place at all, but to break on through into the Miramichi
country. "It will take a good deal to turn us back if we
once start over," said Charlie. E. Hough.
Hartford Buildtng, Chicago, III.

Guns a Hundred Years Ago.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have lately found in an old bookstore a volume called
"An Essay on Shooting," published at London in 1791,
and think that many sportsmen would be interested with
a description of the guns used by our forefathers in the
Eighteenth Century. The author does not give his name,
but he was evidently well acquainted with the subject, both
practically and theoretically, and states that he had spared
no expense in acquiring information from the best gun
makers. He quotes considci-ably from a book called
"La Chasse de husil," by Magne de Marolles.
In the introduction he expatiates upon the physical and.

moral advantages of shooting and the need of man for
solitude, so that he may "enjoy the converse of his own
bosom and retire from the vapid amusements of the age."

Just as the double-barreled hammerless ejector seems
to us, at the present day, hardly capable of improvement, •

so this writer says of the guns made 110 years ago: "In
these days when invention seems to be exhausted," and
"the genius and industry of the English workman have
brought flintlocks to such a degree of elegance and per-
fection that we have scarcely anything further to hope
for or require^"

The crossbow is stated to have been not wholly dis-
used for shooting both small and large game until nearly
the end of the i6th century, "at which time the arquebuse
was brought to such perfection as to enable the sportsman
to shoot fij'ing." During the transition period, niarty
complained that the beasts of the chase "had become very
scarce where the arquebuse was used," owing to its noise.
It appears that, for some time after the introduction of
the flintlock, many sportsmen argued that the matchlock
was preferable because "the fire of the match was more
quick and certain than the other,"

(It was at least as quick and certain when once the
match touched the powder used for priming; but the
time occupied in preparing to fife must have occasionally
caused the loss of a shot. In 1869 I was at a hunt in the
jungles of Central India in company with several Hindoo
landholders who used matchlock guns. These had a pan
at the side of the breech, shaped Hke that of a flintlock,

but fitted with a flat lid attached by a pivot so as to
slide on and oft" horizontally and protect the priming.
The slow match, made of thin cotton rope soaked in
solution of nitre, was coiled under the stock, its extremity
being held by a spring nipper which formed the end of a
curved piece of iron corresponding to the hammer of an
ordinary single-barreled gun. Before aiming, it was
necessary to first blow the l3urn!ng end of the match until
it was in a red glow, and then to slide the lid off the
pan; but when the trigger was pressed the explosion
seemed to me to be as quick as that of a percussion gun.
The barrels were smooth bored, and so long that the
muzzle reached to a man's forehead when the stock rested
on the ground. They w^ere thus able to burn a large
charge of the coarse native-made powder, and drive a
bullet with great velocity. Native hunters have been
known to stalk and kill tigers with these weapons, which
is certainly a proof of great coolness and courage.)

_
The author of the "Essay" devotes a considerable por-

tion of the book to instructions about the training of
dogs, the art of shooting flying game, the pursuit of the
various kinds of small game, and tlie construction and
use of rifle barrels ; but extracts from these would occupy
too much of your space. The following is a summary
of the details he gives about shotguns : Both plain and
twist barrels were made much as they are now, but
Damascus appears to have been unknown. Some French
makers heated the plain barrels, a few inches at a time,
and twisted them until the fiber of the iron had assumed a
spiral form. One French inventor strengthened his bar-
rels by twisting iron wire round them, soldering it to-

gether and filing the outside smooth.
Spanish barrels had a great reputation, but the author

had not found them to be better than those made in Eng-
land. They were usually 36 to 42 inches long, 3 to 3^
pounds in weight, and 22 to 24 caliber. The best barrels,

both in Spain and England, were made from old horse-
shoe nails, as much as 28 pounds of these being used in

forming a barrel of 2% pounds weight. The repeated
heating and forging added greatly to their totlghness.

English barrels were proved in London with a ball

which fitted the bore, and a charge of powder equal to

the ball in weight. (This would be about ioj4 drams
for a 24-borc.) As to length of barrels, it is stated

"Formerly every sportsman was provided with different

lengths, 30 to 34 inches for shooting in cover, and 42 to

45 inches for the open country. The belief was general

that the longer a barrel the further it would range; and it

is not more than fifty years ago since this began to be
doubted. I have, at different times, compared barrels of
28. 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches in length, and of
calibers from .22 to .26, and with equal weights of the

same powder and shot. From these trials, frequently re-

peated, I found that the shot pierced an equal num-
ber of sheets from the short as the long barrels. I have
repeatedly compared two barrels of the same caliber, but
'o.ne 33 and the other 66 inches long, at different dis-

ffmces from 45 to 100 paces, and the results have always
'j.ieen thai the barrel of 33 jfiiphes drov^ its shot through

as many sheets of paper as that of 66 did." "The barrels

which I employ and have found best for every purpose
are from 32 to 38 inches ; and whether we consult the ap-
pearance of the piece, its lightness, or the ease with
which it is managed, I believe that a barrel not exceeding
the one, or below the other of these numbers, is the
most eligible."

(Paper pads "afe ftot quite rehable as tests of penetra-
tion ; and experiments made in England some years ago
seemed to prove that there was a decided, though not
very great, decrease in velocity with every inch cut
off a barrel from 30 to 26 inches. The celebrated Joe
Manton considered that, in a .22-bore gun, barrels of 32
inches gave the best results.)

The author disagrees witli the common opinion that
small bores shoot more closely than large. Pie says

:

"We have subjected this matter to the test of experiment,
and the result has been that barrels of .22 to .24, which is

the largest caliber usually employed in fowling-pieces,
threw their .shot as closely as the smallest calibers—viz.,

.30 to ,32."

(I have tried many small bores from .16 to .42, and
never found them shoot more closely than those of .14

to .11 bore, with one exception. A double muzzleloading
Westley Richards gun of .32-caliber, although the barrels

were only 26 inches long, when loaded with 2 drams of

fine powder and i ounce of No. 7 shot, made such re-

markably close and regular patterns at 40 yards, that a
snipe could rarely have escaped. It did not shoot closely

with any larger size.)

The following methods are described in the "Essay," as

adopted for improving closeness of pattern

:

1. Making horizontal scratches round the inside of the
barrel close to the muzzle.

2. Making both breech and muzzle ends wider than -the

central part.

3. Gradually contracting the bore from breech to
muzzle.

4. Cutting straight grooves from breech to muzzle.

5. Making the whole of the bore very smooth and per-
fectly cylindrical.

The author had not tested the barrels Avith straight

grooves, but of the others he had found none superior to

the perfect cylinders.

(The system of enlarging both breech and muzzle for

several inches in length, prevailed until the adoption of

choke boring. One of my friends, a very scientific gun-
ner of muzzleloading days, often assured me that, by a
modification of this method, he had made all his own

^

guns shoot well, and kill at unusual distances. He en-

larged the breech end only so far as the powder charge
reached, so that the wad was in the cylindrical part above
it. This prevented the escape of the powder gas into the

shot and the consequent scattering. The shot charge, hav-
ing tot travel throttgh a perfect cylinder, did not have its

pellets crushed out of shape as they were in guns which
were of narrower caliber toward the center of the barrel.

The muzzles of my friend's guns were enlarged for 2 or 3
niches, and he believed that, on the shot reaching this

part, its pellets were oressed together by the sudden rush
of gas past them. AVhether his theory was correct or

not. the patterns made by one of his gun. an ii-bore

which I tried at a target, were remarkablj'- close and
good. I feel sure that nine out of ten, among the best

game shots, would do better all-round work with guns
making similar patterns, than with those which are highly
choked.

)

Both the rough and the fine boring of barrels was done
in the Eighteenth Century b}' methods very similar to

those still used, except that less machinery was employed.
Double barrels were made with one over the other in-

stead of side by side. "Patent shot," which was con-
sidered the best, contained the following number of pellets

in an ounce: No. r, 220; No. 2, 180; No. 3, 157; No. 4,

105; No. 5, 83; No. 6, 300; No. 7, 480; No. 8, 620. The
charges recommended were, "For a fowling-piece of com-
mon caliber, which is from 24 to 30 balls in the pound,
I '4. or at most ij^, drams of powder, and i to 1% ounces
of shot, but, if larger than No. 5. increase it by J4 ounce."
Wadding was made with soft brown paper, tow, and

the lichen growing on apple trees. It was also punched
from old hats, cork, and thick woolen cloth.

No. I shot is stated to have been the best for the first

month of partridge shooting, and particularly good for

snipe and quail. No. 3 was best when partridges be-

came strong on the wing, and was excellent for all pur-
poses, many sportsmen using no other during the whole
season.

It was necessary to keep the gun moving and aim "a
little in front of the head of game, at thirty-five paces,

and fully six inches in front and a little above it at

fifty paces." "The distance at which the sportsman
ought infallibly to kill any kind of game with patent shot
No. 3, with good aim, is from 25 to 35 paces for hares or
rabbits, and 40 to 45 for winged game."
As to killing infallibly, I do not believe that any gun

is certain to do so. Out of the great numbers which I

haA^e tried at marks, during the last forty years, I have
not found one which did not, occasionally, leave spaces
at forty yards, through which a partridge could escape
untouched, and that, too, with shot containing 260 to

over 300 pellets in the charge. Doubtless the guns of the
author's time, by the best makers, shot, as a rule, so
closely that when he failed to kill he tliought himself to

blame. The charge of ij4 ounces of No. 3 shot, which
he recommends, contained only 196 pellets, and, even
allow'ing for the close pattern caused by the small quan-
tity of powder, a weapon which carried them well enough
to be usually sure of a partridge at more than forty
paces, must have been fully equal to the best unchoked
guns of the present day. The distances at which he ad-
vises aiming in front of a bird, show that, practically, no
more allowance for the speed of game was necessary, than
with our modern guns ; consequently, the flintlocks by
good makers, must have caused a very quick ignition of
the powder. There could have been little of the "fizz-

bang" described in books by theoretical writers.

The remarks of the author, in the latter part of the
book, about shooting game like rabbits and woodcock in

covert, or snipe and grouse in open country, prove that

guns, even with barrels 38 inches long, were so nicely

balanced that our forefathers were able to use them with
great rapidity and accuracy. I have tried the charge
recommended, viz., iH drams of powder and 196 pellets

of shot, from an old M^ynard i8-bore bar^-gl, slightly

recess choked, but only 26 inches long. The pattern at
forty-two paces is close enough to insure killing a
partridge, the weight of the large pellets giving the neces-
sary penetration with the small powder charge; but the
killing circle is not more than 24 inches, consequently a
very accurate aim had to be taken. That this was the
practice, may be inferred from a remark of the author

:

"A true sportsman is not content with only breaking the
wing of a partridge or the thigh of a hare when he
.shoots at a fair distance; for in such case, the hare or
the partridge ought to be shot in such a manner that it

should remain in the place where it falls, and not require
the assistance of the dogs to take it."

J. J. Meyhick.
England,

A Gun-Shy Squirrel Dog.
Ir was years ago, and yet as if yesterday, my first trip

to Connecticut in quest of game. While eventually R. S.

evolved into an Ai wing shot, yet in the early days squir-

rel shooting was his forte. When he could steal away
from the farm work late in the autumn he would take his

trusty and rusty single-barrel muzzleloader, and, accom-
panied by his mixed collie dog Girth, saunter off toward
the chestnut ridge on East Hill in quest of squirrels.

Girth was unexcelled on cows and squirrels. When the

shades of evening began to fall it was necessary only to

say, "Cows, fetch them home, Girth," when he would trot

down the river road until he came to the fenced-in cows
upon the rich river bottom pasture. He could nose at a
bar in a rail fence until it fell, and with equal adroitness

when driving the cows to pasture replace the light pole

rails in their places.

Girth was a great watch dog, and woe betide the one
who raised a hand even in play against his master when
he was around.
The first moming we started out upon our quail and

partridge hunt, Girth insisted on coming. R. S. had shoul-

dered his rusty gun loaded to the muzzle with squirrel

shot, and Girth was romping in great glee in company
with Dick. We did not question Girth's ability as a squir-

rel dog, but Ave did have serious doubts as to his properly
"backing" Dick pointing a bevy of quail.

We suggested tying Girth up and thus keeping him at

home, but R. S. pleaded for him and argued that being
such a good squirrel dog he should go along to tree the

squirrels we should run across. And we, giving reluctant

consent, went on our way Avith more or less misgivings.
LeaAHug the main road Ave got into the stubble and set

Dick to Avork. We could hear Girth off in the Avoods to

the right clattering through the fallen leaves and giving
tongue as he chased a nimble chipmunk into a holloAv

log. It was not long before Dick came to a staunch
point. Girth had given up his chipmunk and leaving the
timber made straight for Dick, Avho was standing as if

cast from a moukl, frolicking ahead of him and despite

our calling and R. S.'s commands actually flushing the
birds. Dick looked back at us, Avagging his tail in an
inquisitive sort of a AA-ay, as if to ask what kind of busi-
ness that Avas, anyway.

R. S. split his sides laughing at the discomfiture of
ourselves and of Dick, but promised to keep Girth well tb
heel in future, a thing about as easy to do as to keep
track of some spilled quicksilver upon the floor. The
birds pitched into the Avoods and scattering lay close.

AVe Avorked carefully along until we came to a conical de-
pression about fifty feet across the top, and as many feet

deep. Dick had disappeared within the pit, and Girth,
roaming free once more, had romped along the edge of
the opening. With a whirr a solitary quau broke cover
well doAvn the depression and sailed upward. No one
paid any attention to anything but that mOAang bird, and
Bob being in line shot and killed the bird. Hoav it just
happened that Avay no one kncAV, but Avhen Bob shot the
quail and Girth Avere just in line, and the shot that missed
the quail found lodgment within the Avooly surface of
Girth's hide. GiAang an unearthly hoAvl, Girth put his
bushy tail between his legs and pointing tOAvard the farm-
house, staid not on the order of his going, but just went,
making his fleeting course knoAvn by the occasional yelps
he gave out.

NoAV for a moment relations became strained between
Rob and R. S. Had Rob missed his quail nothing Avould
haA^e ever made R. S. believe otherAvise than it Avas an
accidentally on purpose occurrence, but when Dick fetched
the dead bird and the matter Avas explained, R. S. ab-
soh-'ed Rob from any sinister motives.
With Girth safe at home, we got R. S. into line and

Avith Dick doing splendid Avork, there were enough birds
to keep us all busA'-. We Avere all using muzzleloaders
and there Avere times when before the Avads could be
driven upon the shot more birds would get up. R, S.

after he had dropped his first quail on the Aving, flatly re-

jected squirrel shooting for ever and a day, and then and
there vowed to train Girth on quail. But he counted in

vain. The No. 9 shot in their scattering course had not
done much more harm to the Avool-protected skin of the
dog than Avould have been caused by quick contact Avith

some sharp nettles. We found on examining Girth that
not a drop of blood had been draAvn and really the dog
Avas more frightened than hurt. The stinging impact of
the pellets coincident with the report of the gun Avas suffi-

cient to convince Girth, that something aAvful had hap-
pened, and he forgot squirrels and all else in his haste to
seek the back track and sanctuary under the front stoop.
After that day R. S. never could shoulder his gun but

that Girth Avould give a low groAvl of disapproval and
hunt safe quarters under the stoop until he Avas out of
sight. He became a gun shy dog, and until the day of
his death renounced squirrel hunting as a frivolous pur-
suit, and confined himself to the dignified duty of herding
his cows night and morning, at which work he certainly
was imexcelled. Chaeles Ceistadoro.

A year ago Veterinary Surgeon Custer picked up a
small dog on Sixth street, near Penn, that had had a foot
crushed by a car wheel, and, taking it to his office on
Cherry street, he dressed the injury. A farmer took the
dog home a few days later. Yesterday afternoon the
dog, sinse then full grown, appeared on the doctor's office
steps, and, when admitted, gave every manifestation of
the joy in meeting its old friend. A c^se of wonderful
irstiijct—Reading (Pa.) Titnes,
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Non-Resident Shooters*
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your columns an advertisement of the

facilities offered by that most excellent steamship line,

the Old Dominion, to "the gunning grounds of Virginia
and North Carolina."

I notice also that you advertise the Game Laws in Brief,

wherein I find the following highly interesting informa-
tion touching the laws of Virginia: "No person who is

not an actual resident of this State shall kill any wild-

fowl in any waters, or on any marshes, islands or beaches
within the jurisdiction of the State, below the head of

tide water." Non-resident members of the Eastern Shore
Game Protective Association are excepted. "Numerous
local and county laws prevail. Great care must be exer-

cised." Good advice. Now, concerning North Carolina,

let Its see what the law says: "It is unlawful for non-
residents to hunt or shoot any wildfowl in the county of

Currituck from any box, battery or float of any kind not
on land at the time." It must be lots of fun to shoot out

of a float on land. But let that pass. Here is a provision

likely to please a sportsman who wants to remember the

friends who "can't get away":- "Shipment of quail or

partridge dead or alive prohibited."

Now what are we to gather? No cheaper nor pleasanter

ineans of reaching the "gunning grounds of Virginia and
North Carolina" exist than those furnished by the O. D.
S. S. But what are their patrons to do when they reach

them? Violate the statute? Run the risk of arrest and
fine? Or suck their thumbs? R. S. V. P.

Non-Resident.
[Notwithstanding what our correspondent says, it is

the fact that each year thousands of sportsmen go to the

gunning grounds of Virginia and North Carolina and
there do have good sport—sport so good that the next

year they repeat the trip, and do the same thing year

after year. Whether any of them violate the law or not

of course we cannot know. We do know that the most
famous gunning grounds of Virginia are along the east-

ern shore, and that any person of good character may
become a non-resident member of the Eastern Shore

Game Protective Association on payment of a small fee,

and that this gives him the privilege of killing "any wild-

fowl in any waters or on any marshes, islands or beaches

(in Accomac or Northampton counties) within the juris-

diction of the State below the head of tide water." In

other words, membership in this Association amounts
nearly to the payment of a non-resident license fee for the

privilege of gunning in these counties in Virginia. The
waters of the James River were formerly famous gun-

ning grounds, but we hear little of them in these latter

days, and imagine that non-resident sportsmen do not

resort to them to any great extent.

In like manner, thousands of guimers go each year to

North Carolina by way of Norfolk, and while non-resi-

dents are not permitted to shoot afloat, many men annu-

ally have fine sport by shooting from the land. One need

only examine the pages of the most recently published

volume on wildfowl shooting ("American Duck Shoot-

ing") to learn what are the opportunities for sport on

Currituck Sound.
We take it that there are a very large number of Forest

AND Stream readers who go annually to the States

named, and who neither violate the statutes, nor run the

risk of arrest and fine, nor suck their thumbs. All of

which is respectfully submitted to Non-Resident.]

Qtiail in East Tennessee.
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 30.—The Outlook was never

more promising for quail shooting in East Tennessee

and the sportsmen are eagerly awaiting the openmg of

the season, Nov. 1. The absence of heavy beating rams

dtiring the breeding and hatching season has resulted

in the maturing of more quail in this territory than for

many years past, and in a great many instances the sec-

ond brood have been raised, the extraordmary growth

of field grasses having afforded great protection to young

birds.
J .

There are always more or less eggs destroyed m reap-

ing hay fields with machines which are in general use

in this section, and a gentleman told the writer that in

mowing one field of clover, his machine destroyed seven

or eight nests, the birds seemingly having come fr9m

other fields to nest in this dense growth of clover which

afforded protection from the sun and heavy rains. He
stated, however, that there were two nests passed over

undisturbed; he carried the eggs, while yet warm, to

the house, and his wife placed them under two bantam

hens after having removed the eggs they were sittmg

on; the result was that two broods were hatched and

have been raised around the large yard and garden, only

three or four having died out of the thirty-six birds

hatched. These birds are now nearly grown, and when

feeding time comes, at the call of his wife, the whole

brood come flying, some alighting on her shoulders and

outstretched arms, while the others perch at her feet,

and are seemingly not in the least afraid. This gentle-

man adds, that should some "town fellow" or any one

for that matter, come along and shoot into this covey

of birds while out feeding in the orchard, he would cer-

tainly get into no end of trouble with his wife and

daughters. „ . ^

I get the best of reports from all directions as to the

quantity of birds in East Tennessee this season, farrners

sajnug they have never had so many birds on their

plantations. One gentleman who has a fine river bot-

tom farm seven miles from the city, told me that owing

to the fact that his place was close in, he could never

keep any birds because the old lawns afforded no pro-

tection but that last season he took full advantage of

the newly enacted bird laws, and persons not authorized

by him to hunt upon his inclosures were fired bodily

from the premises and the offense placed in the hands

of the authorities with instruction to act. The result

is that he now has twelve to fifteen coveys of quail on

his farm, and Bob Whites are calling from all directions.

He does not propose to furnish sport tor any but the

"chosen few" of his friends, and they must limit their

desires to a reasonable bag of birds during a days

hunt as he considers his "shy" little friends his personal

property His neighbors are also acting on his good

jxidgment, and the man who "goes a-gunnmg" around

that neck of the woods had better arm himself with a
permit, or else he may find that it would have been
much less expensive to have gone to the market.
The laws passed by the last (1901) Tennessee Legis-

lature are broad and far reaching in this respect, making
it a misdemeanor for any one to hunt with dog or gun
upon the inclosed premises of another without the own-
er's written consent, except in cases of chasing foxes

when once started; it also prohibits the netting or trap-

ping of quail under any circumstances and conditions,

and places heavy fines upon such offenders, such fines

to apply to the State school funds, etc., etc.

These laws were practically aimed at the pot hunters
who trap and net birds and who in the past have destroyed
thousands and thousands of birds in East Tennessee.

The framers of these laws did not lose sight of the pot

hunters' "partners," who have in the past handled and
shipp*d these birds, so with our State laws, aided by the

National Lacey Law, these men who hunt for "revenue"
only, have had a crimp put in their "tail feathers," and
this season will in all probability see some of these fel-

lows doing some other kind of work.
While quail shooting is going to be a burden to soine

of those who have heretofore gone out and indiscrimi-

nately slaughtered fifty to seventy-five birds in seven

hours' shooting a day, I want to say to any gentleman
who might want to drop off in East Tennessee and take

a few days' shooting, that the farmers are good people,

and when approached in a gentlemanly manner, any
gentleman (and these farmers seem to be excellent

judges of human nature) will, I am sure, be allowed the

privilege of getting into as fine sport as can be found
in the country.
The farmers in East Tennessee, as a rule, are plain,

conscientious fellows, who, when dealt with honestly, are

your friends from sun to sun, and I doubt if in two or

three days' hunting any gentleman would be denied the

courtesy to enjoy a hunt through any field he might
come to. The land is rolling and fields are, as a rule,

long and narrow. Late in the season, after the birds

have been hunted, they will, as a rule, when flushed, go

to the woods, and when once there, you had better have

on your "shooting clothes" if you want many birds, for

then they are big and strong, and when once up, go
like the wind, but it's the greatest sport in the world to

catch them as they go darting over the hills and afford

shots from all imaginable angles.

I read in a recent number of Forest and Stream
that Mr. Hough, of Chicago, refers to what he is pleased

to call his "meat dog." Now, I also have one of these

"meat dogs," and if that gentleman should ever honor us

with the presence of himself and his "meat dog," I and

my "meat dog" would like to meet him in the "Sweet-

water Valley," where, I am sure, that both Mr. Hough
and his dog would quickly realize that they were not fol-

lowing prairie chickens, but on the other hand, the

gamest open field bird in the world, and when these birds

"get up" it behooves "the man behind the gun" to

straightway "get busy."_

We must have some heavy frosts to knock down the

very rank growth of weeds before the best hunting is to

be had, and it is usually Nov. 15 to Dec. i before the

fields are in really good condition for either the man or

the dog.
With another season like that we have had this year, I

venture to say that East Tennessee will afford the finest

quail shooting to be found in the United States, for

every man's land is fully protected for the asking, and

the man who has and can make friends, is the man who
will be able to satisfy his full ambition in this direction.

Samuel B. Dow.

Maine Deer.

Boston, Oct. 4.—The Maine deer season is open, but

it has rained nearly all the time since October came in;

a condition much against hunting. Hence reports of

deer taken are yet very meager. The Megantic Club

members and guests have not yet taken deer in Maine
to any extent, though a few continue to be secured over

the Canadian border. At the club house the shooters

have seen a great many does, but the prevailing senti-

ment is against killing them; hence they have generally

been allowed to escape. W. S. Richards has the honor

of having killed the first bear of the season, by Megantic

Club members. His trophy is to come out to Boston.

The weather has generally been too stormy for partridge

shooting, and only small bags are noted. Mr. and Mrs.

A. W. Robinson started for the Megantic Preserve to-

day. Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Pierce go in about the 13th.

Dr. Payne, who has been staying at his camp, Big Island

Pond, reports the best fishing in years, with many trout

of two and three pounds weight.

The continued rain has also been much against the

opening of the Massachusetts game bird season, Oct. i.

Nearly all the gunners have put off trying the shooting

till better weather. Friday was fair at last, and some
of the gunners were out. One hunted the woods of

Reading, starting five partridges and securing one. He
pronounces the birds very wild.

A later report from Bangor, Maine, says that the first

day's record shows three deer shipped, to go through

that city; all does. They were shot by J. P. Lawry, of

Benton; J. Sarnuelson and Dr. J. Ackerman, of Boston.

Mr. Lawry has been hunting in the neighborhood of

Moosehead, and says that the outlook there is very good.

Neither Mr. Sarnuelson nor Dr. Ackerman appeared to

identify their game in Bangor, so Warden Blanding was

nbhged to seize both deer. Before doing this the war-

den made a careful search through the train, but could

not find the men. All sportsmen should remember that

they are obliged to appear and identify their game at

Bangor before it can proceed. Failure to do this will

result in the confiscation of all unclaimed deer and

moose by the State. One deer was brought into Ban-

gor by team, Oct. 2, the second day of the open season.

Evidently the game laws are being enforced in Arling-

ton and Belmont, Mass., this fall. Monday a man was

fined $10 in the Cambridge district court for shooting

a squirrel in Arlington. Friday Peter Cosseta, of Bos-

ton, was locked up in Station i, CambrMge, on the

charge of shooting a robin in Belmont. Cosseta was

bailed »nd will be arraigned later. It is a notorious

fact that a great many song birds are shot, especially

robins, by gunners who go out of Boston, and return
with bags of what they pretend are "snipe," "peep" and
"reed birds." Some of the farmers and residents of out-
lying towns are very indignant, and have called upon
the officers to enforce the law.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Jones, of Boston, their son, and
Mrs. Jones' father, Alvin Jones, are on a hunting trip

to Carthage, Me., where they were to camp. But the

weather has been against them; raining almost every
day since their departure.

Boston, Oct. 6.—The Maine hunting season is on, and
nobody has been shot yet, so far as reports are received.

It is to be hoped that the chapter of shooting accidents

will be greatly lessened this year. Writers, who evidently

know as little about hunting as may be, are full of sug-
gestions. One would have a hunting suit with checks of
black and white not less than a foot square. Another
would avoid red, as that is the color of the maple leaves.-

I would avoid whisky in the stomach of the other fellow.

About all the trouble comes from firing at the first mo-
tion in the woods. It matters little what the hunter
may have on. No man in his right mind would shoot at

another man when seen with such distinctness as to dis-

tinguish even the smallest part of his dress or form. If

novices would always remember that it is almsot impos-
sible to shoot game unless it is distinctly seen, and that
if one waits for a couple of seconds or more, the game is

almost sure to show itself plainly, they would not only
secure more game, but avoid the terrible sorrow of having
shot a fellow hunter.

Up to Saturday, fifty-one deer had passed through Ban-
gor, a larger numlDer than for the same days the first three
seasons a year ago, when twenty-eight deer were noted.
Still, it is estimated that there are a greater number of
sportsmen in the woods than a year ago, with the great
rush yet to come. A feature this year is the marked num-
ber of women hunters. Of the above fifty-one deer, four
were taken through by women. Among the lucky Boston
hunters were Ogden Brewer, Alice K. Brewer. W. F.
Smith, E. Binghurst, J. S. Mundy, Dr. G. E. Whitehill
and Mrs. J. Sawtelle. The first deer reached Kineo,
Moosehead, on the morning of the opening day. Three
were taken by Mrs. Henry S. Durand and Master Durand,
of New York. Three other deer were shot during the
forenoon by guides. Mr. A. Roderick, of Farmington, is

believed to have killed the first deer of the geason in the
Rangeley region. He secured his prize at the foot of

Sluice Hill, on the Phillips & Rangeley Railroad, on the
morning of Oct. i.

Reports concerning partridge shooting in Maine are
conflicting. In some sections in Franklin county they are

reported to be fairly plenty, though the cold rains of the

nesting seasons are believed to have destroyed the chicks.

Woodcock shooting is reported to be good in the vicinity

of Farmington and above. In the towns of Weld,
Carthage and Dixfield a good many partridges are being
secured, Avith some good woodcock shooting. Bird shoot-

ing is still unsatisfactory in Massachusetts, although better

weather is expected to improve it somewhat. Hunters are

having some luck in northern New Hampshire on birds,

but partridges are scarce. Big game in the northern
counties is said to be in greater abundance than ever
before.

Coon hunting is in order with the hunters of Lewiston.

and Auburn. They go out of nights with torches and
dogs, returning at daylight, often with several good
specimens. The vicinity of sweet-corn fields and orchards,

near the woods, are good points to hunt. One 'coon

hunter in one of those cities does not care to associate

the hunting of 'coons with molasses, although the boys
insist that one has something to do with the other. About
ready for a hunt the other evening, he went into the back
room of his store for his gun and ammunition. The
dog, a good one on 'coons, was greatly delighted. He
scooted about that back room in the dim twilight in great

glee. His master called him and locked the door. Re-
turning next morning, he unlocked the door to put away
his gun, and hang up his 'coon till he had time to skin

him. Behold the sweetness ! The whole floor was cov-

ered with molasses to the depth of an inch or more. The
tired dog jumped in, but was out again in a moment, with

all four feet stuck with molasses. The mystery suddenly
solved itself. The dog, in his gambols of the night be-

fore, had completely turned the spigot of a barrel of

molasses, and it has been running all night. Say " 'coons"

to that dog now, and he will run to the door of the back,

room where the gun and molasses are kept, pause, whine,

then lap all four feet. Special.

A Memory of Barnegat.
On Tuesday afternoon, March 4, I went to Barnegat,

N. J., on a wild goose shoot. That evening I started out

(after having arrived by the C. R. R. of N. J.) to get a
guide, and going to the village grocery, which is used as

a sort of country club room at night, found the man I

wanted. He was a grizzled old gentleman, and he stood

his sixty-six years much better than we city boys do our

forty-five. I retired at 7 :30 P. M. ,and after sleeping, I

think, five minutes (though the clock said 3 A. M.), the

banging at the door aroused me and I hopped out of bed

and then to a most delicious breakfast of bacon and eggs,

with fried oysters and coffee. Everything seemed to reach

the spot where it would do the most good. The guide

came in just then with the cheering information that it

was snowing, with some sleet, but would probably clear

up with daylight. My host also ventured the informa-

tion that whenever the weather was too bad to keep a dog

out of doors, then the ducks and geese flew low and the

shooting would be, better.

My guide and I started out on our two-mile journey to

the bay, where we had to kick the snow and ice off of the

cover of the sneak boxes, so wc could get under way for

our five-mile sail down the bay to the shooting grounds.

By this time it had turned to a drizzle, with some snow

and lots of sleet. I now commenced to freeze from my
toes up. After an hour and a half's sail, both wet, un-

comfortable and partly frozen, We arrived at our shoot-

ing ground, a marsh island called Sunken Sage. Here the

guide got out his spade and commenced digging a small

bay so the boats would rest easy. While he was putting

out the decoys, both goose and 4^?!?, I was covering my
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loat with sea weed, and mighty cold work I found it.

When this task was finished it commenced to lighten up
I bit, so we lay stretched out full length in our boats

leak boxes), waiting for the first flight. This hap-
i ned a half hour later. The guide was industriously call-

: :r all this time, and as the ducks were passing they
I iiced the decoys, and wheeling, prepared to descend,
iicreupon I arose and banged at them. Mine was a
in miss, though the guide got his. They, the flock, were

111 of sight in five seconds. About the quickest get-up-
i'd-get I ever saw.
The guide poled out and got his bird and I stamped up

ind down the meadow to restore circulation. It was
old, freezing work lying down in the boat, and I did not
:nine down prepared for such weather. Again lying
lown, a solitary broadbill came along, hesitated and I had
nm.
Again we went down just as a flock of teal came over

'rom our back and stopped to descend, when bang, bang,
our more joined our party. Then a solitary redhead
ame flying overhead and hesitated, but I made a sure
bins of h m, as he came down without a tremor.
While the guide was out getting the ducks, he came in

lurriedly, and yelling to me to get down, I did so, though
lot knowing what was up. Then my guide commenced to-

lonk, honk, honk, and by peeping from the corner of my
ye I saw a flock of geese, about ten of them, coming to-
vard our decoys. They were on the point of wheeling
vhen I got excited, jumped up and filled him with No. 4
hot, whereupon he came down with wings outstretched,
ooking as large as an ostrich. I was trembling with both
;old and excitement, and I had forgotten for the time I
vas half frozen, The guide gave me the devil, and said
f I had not jumped up so quickly we would have had
he entire flock alighlmg and would have got four of them
nyway. I apologized and very humbly promised to obey
irders, and again stretched ourselves out, waiting for
nore. Later we got an occasional shot at ducks, our
ay's shooting representing one goose and nine pair of
ticks, not counting the jackass in the boat. We passed
WG gentlemen, Johnson and iHenriques, of Philadelphia,
little further up, and after reaching the hotel at Harvey

Jedars, and thawing out, they came in. Each had a
,tride, and a live goose decoy. I, while watching them,
kw their gufde come to the hotel and get a wheelbarrow
nd take out to the pier, whereupon I saw one goose
brown in, then two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,
line, and then I almost fainted. After coming around I
vent to the porch, and their shoot was nine geese and
went3'-six ducks, all hanging head down, wings out-
tretched, and the prettiest sight I ever saw

;
my poor one

oose hanging a short distance away with the eighteen
lucks making a poor showing. There was one flock of
fecse which flew up and down the bay with a thousand
n !t. We also had a flock of several hundred brant
round us all day, but too far away to get a shot. In
he afternoon a flock of swan alighted a half-mile away
nd sported around for an hour, but there was no way
0 get to them. They were the prettiest things I ever
aw. Some one had been trying to sneak up to them,
»anged away, whereupon they arose and looked like so
nany patches of snow flying away. The next morn'ng
got one more goose and three pair of ducks, and having
gken a chill from the exposure, I came back to iNew
tork and went to bed for a nice week's rest, and to re-
over from the strenuous life. But I shall try it again
his winter, and next spring, but will take the proper gar-
wnts. Magnum Opus.

How Long Will It Last?
iditor Forest and Stream:
Shooting being no longer permitted in and about the

treets of Saint Louis and on this military reservation,
me of necessity turns his attention to other matters and
evotes some time to reflection, that, under other cir-
umstances, might have been spent in action. Having
hus no longer deeds to recount, I must ask your indul-
encc a few moments while I give you a sample of my
houghts; possibly others of your readers may have
imilar ones. The present coal famine, of which we
ear so much, brings constantly to. my mind the vision
if that coal famine, possibly yet to be, which no arbi-
ration can obviate and no legal process remove; the
amine that may arise, not from any disagreement be-
ween master and man, but because the coal itself is ex-
austed. We are catching now a few fleeting glimpses
>f what may some day be ever present, probably not in
his or the next generation, possibly not for several
'encrations. I have no date wherewith to determine the
eriod required to exhaust at the present rate the en-
irc coal supply, nor am I aware that such date is even
1 existence; but no one familiar with the current theory
f the origin of coal can view the present enormous
raught upon these deposits and yet consider them in-
xhau.stible. The arguments leading to such a conclu-
ion are few and simple: Coal is nowhere being de-
osited to-day, or, if such deposit may be claimed in
le peat bogs, it is taking place at a rate practically
egligible in comparison with the consumption; the
oal deposits, though vast, are still of limited extent;
onstant diminution without increase must eventually
xhaust any hmited quantity. Taking it all around, the
resent generation in the United States reminds one of
young spendthrift just come into a fine property, ac-

Limulated by the thrift and carefulness of many ances-
ors. He thinks he is something out of the ordinary
nd intends showing others how things should be done,
n the society of flatterers, speculators and gamblers
e soon parts with his ready money and bank stock,
le then sells the timber off his land. After that is

sent he sells his live stock. Having thus deprived him-
:lf of the means for the proper tillage of his soil, he
len sells the hay crop from his meadows until they are
0 longer productive. He next mortgages his prop-
rty, and the last scene in the final act is the auctioneer's
ammer at the public vendue.
The people of the United States during the past thirty
r forty years, under one pretext or another, such as
le development of the country's resources, the duties
f an advanced civilization, etc., have, speaking broadly.
It off and disposed of all their timber, diminished their
acer sources, swept their wild game from off the face

of the earth, polluted their streams so that nothing can
live in them, and are now consuming with an extravar
gance amounting in many cases to a prodigal waste,
their stock of coal, regardless of those who are to fol-
low them. To be sure, there is something to show for
all this; there are monument.s—principally large towns
and cities—indicating the grandeur of the country and the
refinement of the age; a considerable number have be-
come fabulously wealthy; and the country itself may
be regarded as exciting the envy, or, at least, the ad-
miration, of foreign nations; but, after all, are the peo-
ple in general any happier, more comfortable, or more
content than they were years ago before the country
was sought after by monarchs or refinement had be-
come a burden ? If we are to believe our beloved writers
of Forest andStre-^m, Rowland E. Robinson, The Par-
son, Fred Mather, and I know not how many others, I

cannot think that we arc. As some writer has well said,

we may have the improved apparatus, but alas, they had
the game. Ours is the technical, the artificial, the
make-believe; theirs the genuine, the real. The whole
fault in our history I believe to have been dtie to a lack
of wisdom. I am not of those who believe that any one
does wrong or commits error for itself alone, but rather
because, through ignorance, he fails to appreciate the
eventual results of his present act. I cannot think that
in cutting off all the timber, destroying or permitting
the destruction of fish and game, or in the prodigal con-
sumption of the treasures of the coal deposits, this gen-
eration is actuated by a desire to do posterity an injury,

but rather hold to the opinion that the majority of them
knew no better. It is true that we now boast a great
deal of our schools and our educational system, yet I

fear that, aside from the relatively few who read Forest
AND Stream, the mass of the people are learning new
and more rapid methods of destruction rather than im-
proved methods of preservation of our country's real

resources, and that in the end it will require the services
of that stern old teacher, Experience, to finally incul-

cate true wisdom in the minds of the American people.
Wm. F. Fi^ynn,

Jefferson Barracks, Mo , Oct. 8,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

A Rainy Day fn Camp.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 4.—In the theatrical profession, when
things are not going as they should, one says there is a
"frost." Indeed, in general circles, as well, the significant

expression is used, and when one says there has been a
"frost," there is a general understanding that hard luck
or hard times is meant. Just why the word "frost" should
be used is difficult to be determined from the standpoint
of the sportsman, for whom the word calls up only the
pleasantest ideas. The frosty mornings of early fall—how
can anything be more delightful? Frosty weather in

camp is good weather, and frosty days afield are pleasant
ones.

The most unpleasant weather which one can experience
in camp or in the field is rainy weather. A rainy day in

camp or in the field means discomfort, boredom, irritation.

Would that we were having frost in Chicago to-day in-

stead of the cold, gloomy, dismal rain which is steadily
falling. Nothing will cover the situation of Chicago and
the West to-day except to say that it is a rainy day in

camp. Things are worse than a frost in a sporting way
in this part of the world this fall. Chicago is dull, almost
unmitigatedly dull, and so is the Middle West, so far as
sporting opportunities are concerned. The trapshooting
situation has flattened out here completely. The prairie

chicken shooting was a failure. The duck shooting has
not as yet amounted to anything. And the quail crop, ac-
cording to best advices at this time, bids fair to be a poor
one. Add to these discouraging signs the gloomy
weather, the moist and slippery earth and the disagreeable
downpour of rain water, and one could hardly be blamed
to-day if he did not feel in hilarious frame of mind re-
garding sporting matters in the Mississippi Valley.
We need not expect any duck shooting to amount to

anything for a couple of weeks yet. The big fall storms
have begun in the West, but nothing very severe is re-

ported directly above us, unless the present cold rain may
turn into something severe in the north. Ducks are re-

ported as far north as Fox Lake, Wisconsin. These are
mostly bluewing teal, which would not indicate that the
northern flight of big birds had begun as yet. Some
shooting continues on the Tolleston marsh, very little on
the Fox Lake Chain, and still less along the Illinois River.
We wait for the first cold storm in the north.
As to the jacksnipe, we have not had any light nights

for their migration for several days last past, and al-

though this rain ought to bring in a flight, it cannot be
expected to be a general one. During the last week a
few birds have been picked up, scattered here and there,

but there has been no shooting entitled to attention.
Some of our friends think that the wet weather last

spring -did not hurt the quail in their breeding opera-
tions, and indeed believed that wet weather in the spring
never does hurt the quail, since they always nest above
the levels of the moist ground. In this respect I cannot
agree, for I believe that nests of quail very frequently
drown out in the spring, or that the young birds are fre-
quently killed out by cold, damp weather. Some of my
friends who have a keen interest in game reports from
different parts of the country, state that they hear nothing
encouraging from Illinois or Indiana thus' far, although
they admit that the heavy vegetation may have kept the
birds out of sight of chance observers along the roads
and fields. We had a bad storm early last winter which
did not do our quail any good. The most conservative
estimate would not extend any great hope in regard to
the quail crop for this year. There will be some birds, but
by no means so many as we had three years ago. Last
year the quail crop in lower Illinois showed a distinct
falling off.

Chickens In the "West,

A friend recently back from a trip which included parts
of South Dakota, Nebraska and Wyoming, states that
there are plenty of prairie chickens in South" Dakota. iHe
mentions Iroquois and Salero as points where the birds

were abundant. It is well enough to keep South Dakota
ill: mind for next season's chicken trip.

Can't Do lU

A gentleman in North Carolina writes me as follows;
"Pleas send me address of some kendells. I want to

corrospond in regard to a spannll dog."
I regret to state that I cannot act as an unpaid and un-

thanked dog industry in this country. Once in a while I

help a friend to get a dog or get rid of one, but I am not
in the "kendell" business. The "kendells" who do not
advertise in the Forest and Stream ought not to expect
the Forest and Stream staff to go to work for them for
fun. I respectfully, but firmly, decline.

A Small World.

This is a shore small world. You hear of friends all

over it whom you have met, are going to meet, or have
ju.st missed m'eeting by a fraction. The following letter
is from Mr. C. S. Hawkins, of Fall River, Mass.

:

"I have been waiting since the first of the year with a
great deal of interest for the story of your trip into
New Brunswick last December. It is especially interest-
ing to me, for my friend Mr. Borden and myself were up
at the headwaters of the Tobique with the Ogilvy boys at
the time you were making your trip across country. You
had left Plaster Rock the day before we reached there, and
we left in the teeth of that snowstorm which caught you
up at the forks of the river. I simply want to thank you
for the pleasure I am receiving from the account of your
trip and the description of the conditions found in that
glorious country, and to express my regret that I did not
happen to make your acquaintance. We got no moose, but
the caribou fairly hindered our progress on the tote
roads."

Tips on Deer iHantirg.

When you go deer hunting, the best thing you can do is

to stay at home. If you feel that you must go, wear a
red cap and a red coat. In this way you can lose only
a leg or an arm. If several of you can make up a
party, the safest thing to do is to .stretch out in line about
200 yards apart. Then, as you go forward at about the
.same pace, let each member of the party whistle at regular
intervals, so he_ can keep track with the man on each side
of him. In this way you will be able to keep your line
fairly regular and ought to get through each day with the
loss of only a few of the party. It gives the deer good
warning of your presence, but in deer hunting these days
the main thing is not so much to get deer as to secure
personal safety.

By the way, as to that hunting in line, it really was done
by some Eastern gentlemen who made a hunt in the
Rocky Mountains near the Two Medicine country a few
years ago. Their guide objected, stating that if they
went through the woods so closely together and making
so much noise they would not see any game. They re-
plied that they were a little lonesome in the woods and
would be much more comfortable if allowed to whistle
and keep track of each other in this way. They didn't
kill anything, but had a very pleasant time.

' Death of M, J. Eich.

Last week it was a painful duty to report the death of
Mr. ^A. _M. Hofmann, long prominent in Chicago sports-
men's_ circles. This week it again becomes one's duty to
chronicle the death of a Chicago sportsman. Mr. M. J.
Eich, one of our best-known shooters, died on last Thurs-
day in this citj'. Mr. Eich and Mr. Hofmann were friends
and had a very wide circle of friends in this city. Mr.
Eich was twice a winner of the capital prize of the Illinois
State Sportsmen's Association, the Board of Trade D a-
mcnd Badge, was long known in different sporting clubs
in this city, and was prominent in the councils and com-
mittee work of the Illinois State Association. A man of
singularly quiet and unobtrusive manners, he was uni-
versally respected by those who knew him, and his death
removes from the ranks of Chicago sportsmen one of the
very sort of figures which can ill be spared. Mr. Eich
was fifty-two years of age. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

New Hampshire Gtotise and Woodcock,
I FIND grouse very scarce in this section this season.

On the opening day a neighbor and I hunted all day
over some of the best ground I know. We started four
broods averaging four birds each, and once in a while a
single bird. We killed nine and worked hard to get
them. I have never found grouse as wild, and it was
very hard to start them a second time. Since the open-
ing day I have been out several times in nearby covers
which have not been hunted this season, and I am sure
that birds are very few and far between. I find but one
young bird in a place, and not another within a quarter
of a mile.

Here, in this town, we have miles of good' cover, plenty
of food and but three bird dogs, owned in the town.
Never were birds better protected than during the last
two j^ears. Markets closed and no out-of-season shoot-
ing, yet the birds do not respond. Perhaps our grouse
have become fashionable and no longer believe in rear-
ing large families. There is one thing as to the few
birds I have killed so far. I never killed young grouse
at this season which were larger or in better condition;
never a sign of a woodtick on them.
As for woodcock, some years we find some flight birds

and a few locally bred. Both are growing scarcer. Our
wood ducks practically disappeared with die wild
pigeon.

"In a recent issue of Forest and Stream woodcock
and wood ducks are mentioned as "Two Vanishing Game
Birds." Does not the vanishing clause apply to all New
Engkmd feathered game? \

Other sections may have a better showing. What I

have said refers to this locaHty and I have described it

just as T find it. C. M. Stark.
DUNBARTON, N. H, , OcC. t.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to (he Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Nevf
V«rk, and aot t» aar iodividoal coa&«cted wiUi the mper,
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Adventures with Bull and Buck.
Adolph, Minn., Oct. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Duluth News-Tribiine of yesterday relates that
John Gunn, a Duluth timber cruiser, has just returned
from northern St. Louis County, where he had prob-
abl}^ the most remarkable experience with a moose on
record. He mounted and rode a bull moose at light-

ning speed for nearly a mile.
"I was 'working in the vicinitj- of White Birch Lake,

southeast of Tower," said John Gunn, in explaining
the incident: "Last week I had the most exciting ex-
perience of my career. Moose are pretty thick up that
way, and the male animals are very bold and saucy if

one happens to get in their way.
"About II o'clock in the forenoon of Sept. 23, I was

sitting near the camp behind a jackpine writing up my
minutes of some land that I had explored. I heard the
brush crack several times nearby, but did not look up
immediately, supposing that it was Dennis Keegan. my
helper, getting ready to prepare dinner. I got up from
the ground and turned around, intending to speak to him
about something, when to my -astonishment there was
a huge bull moose right beside me. I thought sure he
was on the point of attacking me and quick as thought
I grabbed his antlers on the left side of the head with
my right hand and threw my right arm over his shoul-
ders so that he could not swing his body around and
rush me.
"But the moose was just as much surprised as I, and

every bit as frightened. Quick as a flash that mighty
head went up and he simply left tlie ground and seemed
to shoot through space like a comet. At least that is

the way it seemed to me. I don't know how it hap-
pened, but I found m}-self astride the moose and going
through the woods so fast that I could scarcely catch
my breath.

"It seemed to me for all the world that I was aboard
a runaway locomotive. I was afraid the moose would
collide with a tree or something else that would fetch

him up short, but the trees just seemed to open up ahead
of him as if they were glad to get out of the way. I

don't know how far that moose would have carried me,
or where, if I had not fallen off. I did not get oft very
gracefully, but the dismount was a success. The ani-

mal came to a fallen tree, which was held up about three
feet from the ground by the stmup, and then he made
a leap that would, as it seemed to me, just as well have
carried him over the tree if it had been standing upright.

The moose simply shot out from under me and let me
fall to the ground. Verj' happily for me I did not light

on an;' rocks, or hit the log that the moose cleared, and
merely sustained a few bruises. I was so excited that

my nerves were badly shaken and I cculd scarcely
walk. I met Keegan in hot pursuit. He was approach-
ing the camp at the time I mounted the moose, and
had seen my surprising and exciting adventure at the
siart. I thought he would never quit laughing when I

told him how I dismounted."
The Cook County Herald in last week's issue con-

tains a story of how a moose pursued a man in a buggy
in that ccunty a short time ago. Andrew Hedstrom
was returning from the West Side district and he passed
a bull moose hear the Mayhew farm. The animal was
beside the road. The road turns at right angles near
there, going around one side of the farm. Mr. Hed-
strom looked back after making the turn and saw the
moose vault over the fence and run across the field

after him. He whipped up and later saw the moose
clear the other fence and get into the road. Mr. Hed-
strom stirred his horse to faster speed, when the moose
abandoned the pursuit and turned into the wood.
So much for the Press-Tribune stories. Now I will

give 3'ou mj' own experience with a large buck deer,

which will tend to encourage belief of Mr. Gunn's verac-
ity. It happened two years ago; it all comes back to

me, and I marvel at what peril we will put ourselves

into, either thoughtlessly or, as Mr. Gunn says or inti-

mates, 'for self-protection, in his case. It was on the
morning the law w-as out that I shouldered my .32-40.

having previously had the displeasure of seeing several

fine deer cross my path, as I was wont to travel going
to work at 6 in the mornings. But this morning I

started a little earlier than usual, so that I could take

a birdseye view of some other places Avhere we could
later on secure our usual allotted number of deer with-

out much trouble. It had snowed about inches the

evening before, and so having things about right to suit

my fancy, I took my oldest son Claude with me, a lad

of 16 summers. We had come to the runway about
a mile from home, just at good, fair daylight, but saw
no fresh tracks and heard no noise save of the usual

cottontail rabbit on his homeward bound after his first

trial of snow wet feet. We stood, perhaps, 20 minutes
and saw nothing, and as the chilly November air was itot

exactly congenial to our unused custom yet, the lad

said, "Pa, I'll take the rifle and walk slowly home and
you can go on to the depot." Being a telegraph opera-
tor, I had to answer roll call promptly at 7 A. M. But
I was hardly satisfied with the result of our early watch,
so I said, "Let's go down the track a little further, as

that is on my road, anyhow, and you will then take the

gun." I was walking along very slowly, when off to

my right by chance, I heard some shell ice that had
formed, and being covered with snow sort of fooled the
wary deer. It gave a sharp crack, but only once, for

deer are very cautious about the racket they make. I

stood motionless for three or four minutes, when I got
my optics spotted on the buck, about 110 yards down
the track, preparing to jump the five-wire fence, so he
could cross the track. In an instant he got his peepers
on my frame, but stood perfectly still, as they always do
until you make any move in such cases. I raised my
gun exceptionally quick, saw his neck through the Ly-
man sights and turned on the necessary pressure to the

trigger, and that deer went 20 feet into space, if he went
an inch. I sent another bullet after him, where he lit;

but shot too high. He then disappeared in the woods.
"Well, well. Pa!" says the lad, "And you missed him.

But what made him make such an unusual high leap?"

We lost no time except the usual formal scrap and blue

air getting over and through that five-wire railroad

fence; and just where he lit with his first jump we saw
^1op4, ^nd i^ 9f iQ-\^^ more jumps pleiity of blood.

We forgot all about roll call and went after our morn-
ing visitor. I was in some way watching for blood in

the snow when the lad said, "Pa. there he is again." I

raised the gun to shoot, when I saw he was bleeding
profusely by spurts. "I guess I'll not cut you up with
bullets and spoil the best of your meat," I decided; for
he was standing tail toward us and 50 yards ahead.
Right here is where I have since been educated not to

monkey with a deer until you're sure he is dead. I

stood only half a minute and advanced. He stood
perfectly quiet till I got within 10 feet of him, when he
turned tail end the other way, but staggering. Then I

thought surely he was safe. I set my gun down and
pulled my knife and walked up closer. He acted as if

ready to fall any second. Thinks I, "Old fellow, I'll

just give you a push over." He had a very heavy set

of horns and with my left hand I took hold quite strong
of his antler and tried to push him oyer. Well, say,

here is where I learned a good deal. The buck pro-
posed then to show us tenderfeet a trick of riding

through the air without anj^ of Professor Darius's con-
traptional wings. I hated to let go, of course, and didn't

for a long half-minute, tmtil I felt I wanted the

"earth," and I came to the conclusion that the dispatcher

might be calling me for a train order; and as my antag-

onist was not headed in the right direction to land me
where I could get to the red flag, I let go. I found my-
self in a heap all covered with hair, and was red enough
with blood to flag any old train. The lad came running
with the gun and caught up, half out of breath; and
to beat all, he said, "Well, Pa, I wanted to tell you to

stop for postage stamps, so you could get back, but

3'ou didn't give me time."

To cut this short, we followed that buck just 35°
yards more and saw him standing 60 yards ahead
broadside. I concluded that he had the best of me on
the second round and no chances of mine would go on
third. I saw him one better again, through the Lyman
sights. There was a sharp crack, another big jump,

and Ave had the pleasure of calling the buck ours. We
dressed the game, left him to cool, and got to office

thirty minutes late for roll call. A letter came from the

chict' dispatcher as to why, etc., but my usual prompt
deportment cut me out of necessary hookey reply,, and

saved my job.

Last, but by no means least, my son's motlrer, the

best woman I ever knew, said that that deer must have

been the one Noah had in the ark. or else it had prac-

ticed jumping that five-wire fence so long thai it was
as tough and elastic as whalebone. It dressed 217

pounds. I have killed many a deer s'nce and but few

before: but am more careful of the close company I

keep with them until I get them into the frying-pan.

J. W. Russell.

From Curfitttcfc*

Currituck, N. C. Sept. 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream :

We have had some excellent bay bird shooting during

the past ten days, principally large yellowlegs. with a

sprinkling of golden plover. I heard of one bag of 160

of the former to one gun. English snipe have just begun

to drop in during the past day or two.

Teal, pintails and widgeon are not so abundant as

usual at this time. A few came very early, but the num-
bers do not seem to increase. A flock of five Canada
geese came over my house on Sept. 10. which is sooner

than I ever remember to have seen them before. About
2CO to 300 ruddy ducks remained at Currituck all sum-

mer. Tnever knew them to do this before, but I think it

was because the market-hunters quit shooting a month
sooner than usual last spring.

I think quail are unusually plentiful. It was exceed-

ingly dry during the breeding season, and many of them
have raised two broods.

The club men and other sportsmen who visit Currituck

will be glad to learn that all kinds of duck food is abun-

dant, and in fine condition, so they may expect keen sport

when the season opens Nov. 10.

Gentlemen who have private shooting grounds, but no

natural food, will find by using white Indian corn they

can keep ducks and geese on their grounds when nothing

else will keep them. The corn must be soaked until it

swells. Th s is especially desirable for canvasbacks, red-

heads and blackheads; but is also good for black ducks,

mallards, pintails and widgeon. I write from experience

and have been abundantly rewarded in every case where

I have tried it. Black, black-eyed and brown peas are

also excellent food, but white corn attracts attention more
quickly, being about the size of the roots of wild celery

seed, of which all ducks are fond. More Anon.

The Hyposcope.

A RECENTLY dcviscd instrument, for aiming a rifle with-

out exposing to view any part of the person of the shooter,

possesses a certain interest for all riflemen. Such a clc-

vice is useful chiefly in war, because by it the soldier

can fire at the eneiny without danger of being hit himself.

Its use to big-game hunters is very doubtful. Yet cir-

cumstances may be imagined where such a device—either

as an attachment for the rifle or as an instrument for

observing country without alarming any game that might

be in the neighborhood—might profitably be employed.

The implement in question is called the hyposcope. It

is a combination of mirrors by which the observer, while

still perfectly concealed, may look over the cover be-

hind which he rests, and sight his rifle.

Apparatus acting by means of mirrors has been used

for heavy guns by a number of nations, but Mr, Wm.
Loulten is the first who has devised an attachment, which

can be adapted to any rifle, by which _ the act of aiming

may be performed from a point considerably below the

tiigger guard.
Four mirrors are employed, and the sights of the rifles

are seen and may be used just about as well with the

instrument as under ordinary circumstances. In another

form of hyposcope only two mirrors are used. The Brit-

ish National Rifle Association, at its meet at Bisley this

year, offered prizes for shooting at a 200-yard range,

using the hyposcope in sighting. The bullseye was seven

inches and each man shooting was allowed seven shots;

35 points was the highest possible score, and the average

for thirteen tnen cp^npeting, was 3?4|i The inst^ur

ments used are said to be strong and not likely to get out
of order. It is probable that we shall hear more of this

device in the future.

Wisconsin Game,
Green Bay, Wis., Oct. 3.—Thought I would give you

a little news to go with your Western notes. Redhead
ducks have come from the north, and also the smaller
bluebills, with a few widgeon and larger bluebills. One
market-shooter brought in thirty-one redheads and blue-
bills yesterday. The weather is getting cool, with frosty
nights, and we should get a great many birds within the
next twenty days.

Snipe are not here for some unaccountable reason.
There have been quite a few prairie chicken in this sec-
tion this season, and reports of a large crop of ruffed
grouse are also vouched for. A. G. H.

mid ^iv^r ^ist(ing.

Pro^rieiors of fishing resorts will find it profitabk to advertise
them iQ FoKEST and Stsxau.

Fish and Fishing.

Salmon and Ouananicbe in Laitcdor.

Mr. W. F.. McCormick, of Biscayne Bay, Florida,
has returned here from a visit to the far north of the
Newfoundland Labrador, in the course of which he pro-
ceeded sorne- distance further north than Nain, which is

the usual ' nor- hern terminus of passenger steamship
travel. Some cf the photographs which he brought back
with him were obtained by sunlight exposure at mid-
night. During his travels he fell in with General Rich-
ard Dashwood and several other well-known sports-
men. He corroborates all that General Dashwood has
said relative to the wholesale destruction of fish by cod
traps, declaring that they will destroy anything from a
capelin to a whale. He was shown, as a matter of fact,

a small whale which had become suflFocated after being
entangled in one of these traps.

American sportsmen were found to have penetrated
to all the far northern waters visited by Mr, McCor-
mick. One of his companions on shipboard was Dr.
Hedges, of Charlotteville, Virginia, who landed with him
at Nain and fished some of the waters that looked 1 ke
promising salmon pools. The doctor started in to fish

with three flies, which had no sooner touched the water
than it and the angler alike were troubled. There was
furious lashing of the surface of the pool, and two or
three fish at a time up in the a'r, but the commotion
was short-lived, for the strain was more than the tackle
could endure, and the ouananiche had broken away,
taking the angler's flies with them. These fish are in

xQry great abundatice, not only in the waters of the
streams round about Nain, but in all of the rivers of
far northern Labrador. They seem to be even more
plentiful than salmon are in these cold water streams.
The doctor tried the single fly on his trout tackle and
was rewarded with splendid sport among the ouan-
aniche. Mr. McCormick soon saw that there was no
use in casting for salmon upon water where the ouan-
aniche were waiting to seize the fly as soon as t touched
the surface, and so moved a short distance up stream.
There he was not long in hooking and killing a salmon
of nineteen pounds and several grilse. It appears that
on this coast the small salmon and ounaniche al ke are

called grilse by the natives and fishermen, and some-
times the name "slend" is applied to them, which, it

will be remembered, is also reported by M. de Puyjalon,
to be that applied by the fishermen on the north shore
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the white flesh salmon
found in some of the rivers of that locality.

Some sixteen miles above Cartwright, on Sandwich
Bay, Mr. Duggan, of Philadedlphia. has a summer camp,
where he was recently visited by Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Thomas. This party has enjoyed splendid grilse and
salmon fishing, their biggest fish of the season having
weighed 41 pounds.

Newfoundland Salmon.

After my experience of a few years ago upon some of
the Newfoundland salmon rivers, I was naturally aston-
ished at the surprised tone of a recent writer in an
English sporting paper, who related some of his own
sport in the island, adding that the experience com-
pletely disposed of the prevailing supposition that the
salmon of Newfoundland would not rise to the fly. This
is certainly the very first time that I ever heard of
anybody supposing such an utter lack of gameness on
the part of Newfoundland salmon. Most sportsmen who
have fished upon the island will agree with me that in

no waters do the salmon rise more freely to the fly,

considering their numbers, than in those of the island

colony. Is it not probable, as my good friend. Colonel
Haggard, has already suggested, that the writer to

whom I have referred, had in his mind an altog.iher
different fish from the Salvia salar, or salmon of New-
foundland and Canada, namely the salmon of the Pa-
c fic coast? The temperature of the water in the New-
foundland rivers is much lower than that of some of the
Canadian salmon streams, and it is not, therefore, to be
wondered at that the fish in the former are less shy
about taking the fly.

Killing Salmon at NJght,

The recent reference in this column to the success of

night casting for salmon on the Grand Cascapedia, has
brought me a good deal of correspondence. One ang-
ling friend directs my attention to the fact that Mr. W.
P. Campbell recently claimed to have killed two good
fish at midnight on a Scotch river. The strange part of

th's angler's experience is that he was not fishing with
a bright fly, like the silver-graj', or something of that

kind as they do late in the evening on the Cascapedia,

but with a large black-dosc. I can qiiiti understand the

claim that the tackle need not be fine for this night

fishing, and that the flies must be large to attract the
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notice of the fish; but must confess to a little surprise
at the story that dark flies are the best tor this night
fishing in Scottish waers.

Royal Anglers Again,

King Edward has been seeking health and enjoyment,
like so many of his humblest subjects, in fishing. Avoid-
ing the excitement and sport of sahnon fishing, he has
spent some time of la'e angling for brown trout on
T.och Muick, accompanied by the Queen, the Princess
Victoria and a party from Balmoral. The Prince of

Vv'ales and his sister the Duchess of Fife, on the other
hand, have been killing salmon in the Dee.

More Heavy Trout.

During the last days of the trout fishing season, which
came to an end in Canada on Sept. 30, some extraordi-
nary catches of speckled brook trout were brought to
town. One of these was made in Lac Moise, on the
Triton Tract, where the late Mr. A. N. Cheney was so
successful a few years ago. Among the fish in one day's
catch there of Mr. E. D. Church, of Wall Street, New
York, were six fish, one of which weighed 6 pounds,
two others 5^ pounds each, one 4^, one 4li and an-
other pounds. All of these were taken ttpon the
fiy. Three of the fish in the following daj''s catch of
Mr. Church weighed respective]}' 5. 3 and 3 pounds.
From the lakes of the Quebec Piscicultural Associa-

tion, situated in the county of Rimouski, come reports
of fall fishing almost equalling the above record of Mr.
Church, and Mr. Sampson, who has just returned from
the preserve, tells me that he had the enjoyable experi-
ence of killing a double, which weighed nearly 8 pounds.

K'ngfi hers and Cormcranls.

T am constantly hearing complaints of the frightful

havoc wrought among the young fish in salmon rivers

by kingfishers, despite the measures taken against the
winged enemies of the ky. Guardians on their way up
and down Canadian salmon r-vers, in the performance
of their duties, are now usually provided with guns, but
seldom get near enough to obtain a shot at these ex-

ceedingly clever winged anglers, who seeminglj^ know
only too well how to avoid the traps set for them on
the tops of poles set into the. banks of streams over-
looking the holes frequented by the young fish. In
Tasman'a the cormorants are arhong the worst of the

winged enemies of fish, and there the Government gives

a reward or bounty of a shilling a head for their destruc-

tion. Last year this bounty was paid upon 450 cor-
morants. The killing off of these birds in the southern
island is chiefly for the protection of the rainbow trout
introduced there from the United States, and of the

sockeye sahnon, introduced from Canada.

What Did He Do With Them?
One of the Quebec news-papers reported a few days

before the close of the trout season that a local angler
had returned to town with a catch of 800 pounds of

trout. There are still, unfortunately, a few people who
gloat over stories of this kind. No true sportsman, how-
ever, will be able to suppress a feeling of indignation at

such wanton destruction. Unfortunately, there is room
to doubt how far the law, as it at present stands in this

Province, can be applied to cases of this kind. But ef-

forts will be at once made to secure desirable amend-
ments, as well in this as in some other respects.

E. T. D. Chambers.

How I Caught the Liner.
In the early part of the seventies I was engaged in

propagation of salmon in the United States; a gentleman
who was much interested in the work then being done
decided to attempt the introduction of Scotch salmon
into American waters. I was selected for this work, and
in due course I arrived in Scotland, and on presenting
my credentials to the proper authorities I was given
permission to obtain what was needed. In due course
I obtained all the salmon ova that I required, and then
proceeded to get it across the Atlantic. The best line

for this purpose was the Anchor Line sailing from Glas-
gow. In due course I got the boxes containing the
ova to Glasgow and placed in the ice houses on the
steamship India; this was to sail about 10 A. M., but
owing to some repairs to the machinery not being com-
pleted, we were told that they would not start until 11

P. M. that night, so during the day I amused myself
as best I could. I got acquainted with some people,
and as the ship was not to sail until 11 P. M. it was de-
cided to go to the theater; this we did, and the play
was very interesting, and 10.30 came very quickly. I

said good-by to my new friends and started for the
quay to get on board the steamer. When I arrived
alongside there was some little commotion; it appears
that one of the passengers had fallen into the water be-
tween the ship and the quay wall, and was rescued with
considerable difficulty.

All the gangways had been taken away, so I prepared
to jump; the ship was not more than three feet off, so
I could have had no difficulty in doing this, but just
as I was about to spring a dock policeman secured me
by the arm and stopped me, and I was forced to stand
on the quay and see the ship start off without me. I

found out that she had to stop at the tail of the bank be-
low Greenock and take on some more cargo. I made
instant inquiries about trains for Greenock, but found
there was not any at that time of night. But to Greenock
I was going to get by some means, so I started to look
for a boat in order to row down the river. I soon found
one, but the next thing to do was to get on board with-
out attracting attention. It was dark, and an oppor-
tunity soon presented itself. I slipped on board, cast
off, and in a few minutes I was in the middle of the
stream going down the river with oars and tide. Pres-
ently I came close to a dock in which was a tug boat
engaged in hauling some schooners out. This I got
alongside of, and found that she was bound down stream.
I slipped on board and gave the boat a shove, sending it

adrift. I got in a dark spot, and kept out of the way" of
the crew until they had made up their number and got
well iate the §treaqi and op their way dow^ \Qyvax^

Greenock. As there was no one on the bridge but the
captain, I climbed up to him and informed him how I
was fixed. I found him a gentleman, and he said that
he would do a'l he could to assist me. He said that he
was not going to stop at Greenock, but there was a
pilot in the next ship who was going on shore there,
and that if I went with him very likely I would find some
one who would take me oft' to the liner. So when we
got to a favorable place in the river he slacked up and
allowed the schooner to come alongside. I jumped into
her rigging and scrambled on deck, where I found the
captain and the pilot who was bound for Greenock. I
explained what I wanted, and found both men good
sorts. Toward morning we got near to Greenock, when
the captain blew his whistle, and a boat soon came off
to take the pilot ashore. We both got into the boat
and soon landed at Greenock. Then commenced a
search for a boatman. It was by this time about 4 A. M.
x^fter some search we found a man asleep on some bales
of wool. We woke him up, and he agreed to see what
he could do. By this time it was blowing fresh and very
dark; we got into the boat and pulled out of the dock
into the open. As soon as we got clear of the dock the
wind and sea struck us; in a short time we had run
about three miles, dodging the ships at anchor as best
we could. So far we had seen or heard nothing. We
lay to under the lee of a barque and listened as well as
we could. All at once we heard a big steamer blowing
off steam about a mile off, so we made off in this direc-
tion as well as we could and ran up alongside of a large
steam lighter that was fast to the liner. There was no
means of getting on board the liner by a gangway as
all the cargo was got aboard by a whip, so the only thing
to do was to get on board the lighter and from there
on to the liner. I soon saw that as the lighter rolled
her bridge came close to a fender; on to the bridge I

got, and as soon as the roll came I jumped and landed
on the ribbon that runs round the ship and close to a
fender. I did not care then. I was on the liner, although
outside. I tried to make some of the crew hear me, but
the noise of the steam blowing oft' and the wind made
it impossible for those on board the liner to hear me.
Anyway, I felt quite contented. I knew when the lighter
had finished discharging her cargo she would cast off.

and then it would be quieter and I could make myself
heard. But even then I could not draw their attention
on the liner, and the rope that I was holding on to was
passed through a hole, so that if I climbed up to the top
I could not get aboard.

After we started, the stoker commenced to throw the
ashes from the stoke-hole overboard. I kept shouting:
at last one of them heard me. They showed a light and
saw where I was. One of the stokers then leaned over
the rail while another held him by the legs. I was then
soon hauled on board. After an explanation and a visit

to the steward, I turned in. I found all my boxes of

salmon ova safe, and in due course landed them in New
York; they were hatched out and put in a stream in the
State of New Jersey.—W. T. Silk, Pisciculturist, in Lon-
don Fishing Gazette.

Channel Bass at Harvey Cedars,
New York, Oct. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: We
all read with much interest the pleasure many sports-
men enjoy in Florida tarpon fishing and in Canada
wrestling with big, gamy salmon, but in both instances
we realize that that sort of sport costs much time and
more money, while right at our doors there are big
fish taken that delight the past masters, and wet the
entered apprentice, yet we hear little of surf fishing
along the Jersey coast where a 50-pound channel bass
will take an hour's time from the strike to the gaffing.

CHANNEL BASS AT HARVEY CEDARS.

exercise 600 to 900 feet of line, tax the qualitv of a $25
rod, and use up all the energy of a $50 reel, 'and make
the average angler feel as though he had done a fair
morning's work when the battle is over.
While at Harvey Cedars this week I became greatly

irterested in this sort of fishing, and through the cour-
tesy of Mr. Lafayette Streeter, of Watertown, N. Y
and Mr. Chas. Atkins, of New York hotel fame. 1 am
enabled to give to the readers of Forest and Stream
a bit of data that they should take the time to emulate.
At the south end of Barnegat Bay, by the inlet on

the coast, is found the old sportsman's resort, Harvey
Cedars, and it is here that these big fish seem to be
found in sufficient abundance to entertain many men of
affairs until one wonders how long their partners can
stand the strain. The writer had the pleasure of meet-
ing, in addition to Messrs. Streeter and Atkins, Capt.
Fenimore, of Philadelphia; Mr. Seger, of Asbury Park
and "Rod"(ville); Mr. Johnson, from the same dear
place: Mr. Wilson, of New York, whose oflice is in a
high building near the Brooklyn Bridge, and Mr. Har-
vey, of Ocean Grove. Others of their party had left,
but left several holes in the sea before going, Mr. and
Jvlrs. Frank Kimbsi^her, of ProQklyn; Mr. C. F. Shu-

craft, of New York, as well as Mr. Atkins' friend, "The
Count," known among his friends as the early riser
and late diner.

A record of this party's catch, I am sure, will be sur-
pnsmg to many, but I give it, believing, as I do, that
when it is fully known that within eighty miles of New
York and seventy-five from Philadelphia, others may
want to help the "rod makers" and make the line mills*
run overtime:

Sept. 21.— Streeter, two, 43 and 22 pounds.
Sept. 22.—Atkins, one, 37 pounds.
Sept. 22.—Seger, two, 16 and 23 pounds.
Sept. 23.—Atkins, one, 15 pounds.
Sept. 23.—Seger, two. 26 and 28 pounds.
Sept. 23.—Streeter, three, 21, 20 and 18 pounds.
Sept. 24.—Atkins, one, 21 potmds.
Sept. 25.—Atkins, one, 36 pounds.
Sept. 26.—^Atkins, one, 36 pounds.
Sept. 24.—Fenimore, two, 20 and 15 pounds.
Sept. 26.—Fenimore, one. 21 pounds.
Sept. 24.—Shucraft, one, 35 pounds.
Sept. 25.—Shucraft. two, iS and 21 pounds.
Sept. 24.—Kimbacher, one, 26 pounds.
Sept. 25.—Kimbacher, one. 20 pounds.
Sept. 24.—Streeter, two, each 43 pounds.
Sept. 25.—Streeter, two. 41 and 40 pounds.
It is to be regretted that the picture taken of seven

of these fish could not be published, but the light was
not good at the time of the taking, the accompanying
one will, however, show "big game" enough to exercise
with before breakfast.

It occurred to me to ask Mr. Streeter what they did
with these big fish after they had taken them, and I was
more than gratified to learn that they have them care-
fully dressed and sent to charitable institutions of Phila-
delphia, express prepaid. Nor is this record kept as a
"fish jerking" record; it represents much sport and
much rest. T g

•

Note.—D. M. White, of Harvey Cedars, will gladly
answer any inquiries as to conditions for fishing and
duck shooting at all times.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
A New Sort of Argling.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 4.—Here is something which every
disappointed muscallunge fisherman ought to read with
mterest. It is a letter from Mr. P. F, Stone, for many
years a prominent sportsman here in Chicago, but for a
year or so located at Munising, Mich., in the lumber

.
business. Mr. Stone has evidently kept his sporting
eyes open as usual, and his letter in regard to this big
lake trout fishing is interesting in the extreme. I only
wish that I could take advantage of his kind proposition
and make a run up there this month and get a little per-
sonal experience in the game. Perhaps others will be
able to do this. The letter follows:

"If you will come up here and make me a little visit
I will do my best to put you right on some big fishing
that was new to me, and I think is new to fishermen
generally. During the month of October the big lake
trout come in out of the deep water on to shoals of 5
to 10 fathoms and bite at most any bait, from a herring
to a spoon. I think the boys would come in good
numbers if they knew what was to be had. A year ago.
in October, I saw three market-fishermen land between
thirty and forty fish, of an average wefght of ever 20
pounds each. They ranged between 15 and 40 pounds

—

most of them 20 to 25 pounds. The fish run larger than
muscallunge, and are about the same on a hook. The
fish mentioned were caught in about four liours. I was
fishing at the same time and caught one. a 3"-Doundcr.
I fished about an hour when I got him. and
then quit. They are just beginning to bite now and
the sport will be prime in a few days. j\Iy brothers
and some of the Oconomowoc crowd will be up to try
them soon. I think you could get a new idea if you
tried them. I have a bang-up good launch which is at

vour service and von will find all the other conditions
O. K.

]

"The drawback is wind}- weather from a northerly di-

rection. The fishing is in the open water of Lake Su-
perior, hence can only take place when the wind is off

shore. The way to work it is to leave Chicasro when
southerly winds are predicted for Upper Michigan.
Train leaves Chicago at 8 P. M. fC. & N. W. Ry. coo-
per country train) and reaches Munising at 9 A. M.
next day. A change of cars is made at 7 A. M. at

Little Lake, Mich. I assure you the fishing is O. K..
and will attract many fishers when they find it out. I

expect to get from half to a dozen of these big fellows
some morning within next ten days."

Tips from an Eagl.sh Ai g'er

T believe I said that my friend, Mr. John D. McLeod,
of Milwaukee, made me tlie present of a little steel butt
spear to screw into the end of my fishing rod. He has
all of his rods equipped in this way and finds it a great
convenience when doing any bank fishing. Perhaps Mr.
McLeod or others may be interested in the tip which Mr.
Cornwall Simeon, an English writer, gives in what must
be an interesting volume, known as "Stray Notes on-
Fishing and Natural History." I take these extracts
from the Fishing Gazette. Mr. Simeon has a rod spear
made with something of the bill hook form, pointed
but with a recurved hole cut in the side, the iaws of
this hole being sharpened to a knife edgeT In this way
there is a cut-and-thrust spear head made. If you want
to cut off a little twig which you cannot reach with your

'

hand, you can drop this hook upon your bough or twig,
give a little p-ull and oflf goes your tangled flj'—let us
hope.

^Ir. Simeon gives another interesting tip on how to
loosen tackle which is hitched up. Take a stone, says
he. and fasten it to a piece of stout string, which you
should have always with you. Pitch the stone over the
offending branch or weed and haul awaj'. This will
very often clear your tackle, whether it be caught on
some tree above you or out on some obstruction in
the water. This same angler tells how to fasten dropper
flies to a leader. He does not use the clumsy loops
which are found on tno§t of the flieg on? purchases q\
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the sporting goods stocks. He uses a method which I

myself have long emplo3'ed, of passing the guide of the
dropper fly between the strands of the leader at one of

the leader knots. But he gives another iiseful tip which
I have never heard of before, of just leaving enough but
projecting at; each side of the leader knot to enable one
to take hold of it and spread the knot when he wants
to. This, supposing one ties his own leaders. Mr.
Simeon says he catches hold of this loose end on one
side with his teeth and upon the other with his pincers.

In this way he can always spread the strands of the
leader knot without any difficulty. He has learned,
what everj'^ angler ought to have learned, the value of a

pair of pincers or pliers. These are very handy in many
ways, especially so in cutting hooks out of j'our anat-
omy when the hooks have gone in over the barb. I need
not state that a pair of scissors is something equally
desirable in an angling outfit, although Mr. Simeon does
not mention these. He does add some remarks in re-

gard to practical fishing which seem to me too good
to be left out of the approving knowledge of the Fouest
AND Stream readers. I am afraid my friend, William
AVood, would not wholly indorse all that is said about
the fl}' on the surface. Thus:
"My experience leads me to believe that—whether

using the fly or spinning—it is, if your tackle is fine,

a great mistake to fish too fast. The act of drawing
the fly along rapidly imparts to it an unnatural motion,
for when did a trout ever see a fly propelling itself

rapidty under water? Beside this it must have a ten-

denc}' to bring the fl3' to the surface, when it leaves a

wake behind it which cannot but frighten the fish. Al-
though small fish will take a fly imder such circum-
stances, as, like kittens, they will run at almost any-
thing which passes rapidly by them, yet it is rarely

that a steady old trout can be induced to do so. It is

even more essential, when fishing with a 'dry fly,' to

leave it almost entirely to its own devices, as it will

thus float much longer than it would if interfered with

and its movements unnaturally hastened. These obser-
vations do not apply with equal force to the bob-fly,

which, traA'ersing the surface of the water (as its name
implies) with a succession of dips or bobs, might be
taken by trout for the natural insect. Steady fishing

will, however, be found more successful even with the

bob-fly. In casting generally straightness of line is, in

my opinion, the first point to be aimed at, and light-

ness the second. Both, however, are most essential.

It should be a rule never to fish with a yard more line

than is absolutely necessary." (There spoke a real

fisherman, and not a mere tournament caster.)

"Tn some very fine, clear water," he continues, "trout

can be taken with a hair casting-line, w-hen it would be

almost useless to fish with one of gut. I fcund this to

be the case on the Wharfe, where the tackle ordinarily

used consists of a hair casting-line and five or six diminu-

tive flies also tied on hair, and where 'I was told it would
be lost labor to try gut. I was rather skeptical on the

point and tried fine gut, but soon had to resign it in

favor of hair, when I found an immediate and striking

difference. Where the water is clear, it may, I am per-

suaded, be often used to great advantage. It is

samewhat troublesome to fish with, inasmuch as

it requires great care in its use—for if you get hung up
slightly and clear yourself without a breakage or ap-

parent mischief, yet perhaps the hair will start at a

knot in consequence of the strain and come asunder in

a minute or two afterward at the slightest touch. It is.

however, astonishing, if the pull be a steady one, how
much it will bear."

Bass.

Mr. Fred Feet and two or three friends fished for big-

mouths in Scott Lake, Mich., last week, and had very

good luck. They killed most of their bass on srnall

spoons, mounted above large and brightly colored flies.

Bass fishing was reported good in the Kankakee River

last week, but the information is too vague to entitle it

to a great deal of confidence as an actual sporting tip.

There ought to be good fishing in the Kankakee for

bass as well as pickerel, since the dams have been over-

flowed this season and the game fish have had a good
chance to run up stream.

E. Hough.
IIaktford Building, Chicago, III.

San Ffandsco Fly-Casting Club.

Medal contests, series 1902, Saturday, contest No. 10,

held at Stow Lake, Sept. 27. Wind, west; weather, fair:

Event Event Event

No. 1, No. 2, No. 4,

iJistance, Accuracy, , Event No. 8. 1
Lure

Feet. Per cent. Acc. % Del. % Net % Casting %

C. G. Young lOS 91 92 84.2 88.1

Dr. W. Brooks.. 114 92.4 86.4 85 85.8 ..

E. A. Mocker.... 110 93 86.8 79.2 82.11 88.8

H Battu 90 90 85.4 80 82.8 79.1

H Muller 103 93 87 84.2 85.7 .
•

T. W. Brotherton.123 93 90 82.6 86.5 96.9

.T. G Kierulff....lOO 86.8 84.4 90.10 87.7

H. Skinner..... 86 92.4 79.2 85.9

rr. C. Golcher...l30 92 89 79.2 84.1

V. H. Reed 92 87 93.4 99.2 96.3

Judges, Kierulff and Muller; referee, Mocker; clerk,

Brotherton.
Sunday, contest No. lo, held at Stow Lake Sept. 28.

Weather, fair:

J. S. Turner........ 87.7 89 79.2 84.1

F. E. Daverkosen 93 86.8 85 76.8 80.10

A. M. Blade..... 83 83.4 86.4 74.2 80.3

E A. Mocker.... 112 93.8 91.4 83.4 87.4

C. R. Kenniff.... 92 91.8 90 90.10 90.5 94.4

T B. Kenniff.... 120 96.4 91 89.2 90.5 96.9

F H. Reed 98 95 89.4 87.6 88.5

C- Htiyck ........ 92 .. 89 78.4 a3.8

W E. Brooks 100 91.4 92.8 85.10 89.3

VV. D. Mansfield 94 100 97 93

H. F. Muller.... 97 88.8 ^4.4 84.2 89.3

T. W Brotherton. 114 93.4 89 92.6 90.9 84.3

E. Everett........100 72.4 93.4 88.4 80.10

H C Golcher....l29 90.4 94.8 80.10 87.9

C' G," Young..... 94 95.4 95.4 90 92.8 82.5

T C. KieruliT.... 81 91.8 87.4 85 86

F. M. Haiglit..... 78 91.4 81.4 76.8 79

T. P. Tonny 90

K. Charles 80 87 87 66.8 76.10

A. T. Vogelsang .. • .. 95.2

Judges, Kierulff and Turner; referee. Brooks; clerk,

grotherton.

Rainbow Ttout on the Iron Mountain*

On Friday, Sept. 19 last, the U. S. Fish Commission,
under the direction of Commissioner Burnham, sent out
from St. Louis, over the Iron Mounta'n Route, a car-
load of 10,000 California rainbow trout to be planted in

certain streams along and adjacent to lines of that rail-

way system. Upon the return of the party to St. Louis,
Traveling Passenger Agent A. V. Br gham made the
following report to General Passenger Agent H. C.
Townsend of the trip and the places where the trout
were planted: Friday afternoon, Sept. 19, stopping at

Big River Bridge (just north of Irondale), 2,500 trout
were planted; also stopping at Bismark, where one mes-
senger and 2,500 fish were set out, and carried on to St,

Francis River Bridge (between Bismark and Lough-
borough). At Annapolis the car was cut off from the
train, and 500 fish were planted in a creek just north-
east of the town, and 2,000 more were carried overland
seven miles up in the mountains and planted in head-
waters of one of the tributaries of Black River by moon-
light at midnight.

Car was moved back to Bismark Saturday morning,
and a messenger with 2,500 fish started south for Naylor
and Doniphan, planting 500 at the former in Big Black
River, and 1,900 in Current River, at Doniphan. Bal-
ance of 100 were given to Mr. Adams, a merchant at

Oakdale, who planted them in an affluent of Black River
running through his farm, just outside of town. The
writer accompanied the messengers on all the planting
expeditions, except the one at St. Francis River."

The Heron Ntiisance.

I OWN a large hunting and fishing preserve (Kildare)
ill the Adirondacks, and I find a great many heron on the
place, which are eating quantities of my trout. I have
been stocking the place with trout for a number of years,

and I find the heron help me get rid of the same.
Can't you tell me some way in which I can get rid of

the heron? I have trapped quantities of kingfishers and
hawks, but I have found it impossible to trap the heron.

E.

Mmnel

Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member

of the American Championship Club), si.xth annual trials. L. S,
Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.

Oct, 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial
Club's field trials. ' A. C. Peterson. Sec'y.
Oct. 28.—Whitby Island, Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle, Wash.
Oct. 28. — , Wis.—Northwestern Beagle Club's second

annual trials. Louis Steffen, Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of (he National Beagle
Club of America, Charles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,
Camden. N. J.
Nov. 3.—Lake View, Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the Amer.ican Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—Eastport, L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
West lake. Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, III.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T. L. Fenn Secy.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

11. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials,

F. W. .Smith, Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont,

Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont,—International Field Trial Club's
fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Cltib. S. B, Hays, Sec'y.
Nov, 18.—Branchton, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's seventh annual

trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.

XXIV.-Fannie.
(in tjreertwood Ceinetery, Brooklyn, N. Y.)

FANNIE.
Died Dec. 10, 188L

Only a dog, do yoii Say^ Sir Critic?

Only a dog, but as truth I prize

The truest love I have won in living

Lay in the depths of her limpid eyes.

Frost of winter, nor heat of summer
Could make her fail if my footsteps led;

And memory holds iri its treasure casket.

The name of my darHng who lieth dead.

i

:

it'

National Beagle Cltib.

For the information of those who intend to attend the
thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America, which will commence on Nov. 3 next,

the club desires to state that the trials will be hfeld on
the Westbury grounds. Long Island, and that the head-
quarters of the club will be Johren's Hotel, Mineola,
L. I.

Mineola is on the line of the Long Island Railroad
about one hour's ride from New York city, and is

reached from the Thirty-fourth Street Ferry, New York
city. The train service is convenient and there are fre-

quent trains between Mineola and the Thirty-fourth

Street Ferry.
All those who intend to attend the trials should com-

municate with George F. Reed, Committee on Arrange-
ments, Barton, Vt., in order that hotel accommodations
jnay be arranged for them.

C8A§, R, Stevenson, Secretary,

<$>

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream ofifer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows:
^ .

,
.

I ; ; I J^Ll

J

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00. :

'

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of
value to men going over the same route. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-
garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.
4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied bj^ amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.
Good photographs will be considered in making the
awards.

5. The_ story should contain about seven thousand
words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as
judge and to make the awards,

Seventeen Days' Cruise on Long
Island Sound.

BY THE CREW, THE SKIPPER AND THE OWNER.

Believing it fooHsh to ignore the lessons learned
frcmi Mother Experience, and it being "moot" to set
down as matters of record and observation those inci-
dents which would be likely to prove of interest to Oth-
ers, one of three who cruised for eighteen _ days on the
beloved waters of Long Island Sound last summer, has
jotted down this somewhat amplified log in the hope
of interesting his fellow Corinthians.

First, the boat! The Innocent is a 'keel boat, 27ft.

6in. over all, 2ift. on waterline; draft about 5ft. 6in.,

all outside ballast, head room, 5ft. tin. She has a small
watertight cockpit, large cabin, plentjr of storage room,
extension bunks, and is comfortably "fitted for cruising.
The cut of Medart, which has appeared in Forest and
Stream for the past two years, shows how she looked
in frame, Mr. Medart having furnished this material to
the Sk ipper, who built her from the design of Mr. Charles
Young, of Brooklyn. She had on starting a full com-
plement of stores, 60 gallons of fresh water, according
to the Crew, who was supposed to fill the water tanks,
and a party of three—the Owner, the Skipper and the
Crew. The Crew was also, on occasion—generally about
six times a day—Cook, also Bartender. Thus, we vir-
tually had on board that which the'Sk'pper called the
"Holy_ Trinity." This nautical Pooh Bah filled what-
ever role the occasion might call for. At mess he was
the Cook; when old Sol was getting in his fine work
the Bartender, and when Boreas was putting the Inno-
cent's decks under, the Crew. On Sunday the Owner
mildly asked him to read prayers, but the Skipper de-
ferred. He was afraid that the Crew's religious train-
iing was hardly orthodox. Indeed the Crew himself in-

formed the Skipper ''he was no bloomin' sky pilot."

The Crew had been through the Spanish-American War,
and was as rich in anecdote as a vivid imagination and
actual experience could make him. The Skipper and
Owner—well, their pectiliarities are to some extent set

down in this log.

On Saturday, July 27, at li o'clock, after various trips

in a new dinghy which showed a decided disinc'ination
to accommodate the Owner's 180 pounds comfortably
in the. stern sheets, with the water a scant two inches
from the top streak aft, carrying dress suit cases, bags,
pillows, the Owners easy chair (an "indispensable" to
him after dinner), the few belongings of the Skipper;
canned goods, boxes of beer, soda, ginger ale, etc , etc.,

we hoisted sail. The day was warm and sultry, with
the faintest breath of air from the south. Slowly we
drifted with the ebb tide from our moorings off the
Harlem Y. C, City Island, not a very auspicious start

from the Skipper's standpoint, as we had decided to try
for Port Jefferson that evening. For two long, Avarm
hours there was "nothin' doin' " in the way of a breeze,
and we slowly boxed around the compass, gradually
drifting out to the red tower of Stepping Stones. It

was here we noticed that the Crew was very intimate
with the Bartender, and that a vigorous onslaught was
being made on the Wet Goods' Department. The
Crew's invariable formula was to take a drink anrl then
ask the "Bartender" to "have somethin'." However,
the Owner and the Skipper had no objection to this

providing they were included—and that was the way it

was fixed up. By this time the ebb had taken us off the
southern end of Hart's Island, and far astern some yachts
seemed to be getting a little breeze. Gradually Ave

brought old Execution on our port bow, the breeze
still light and fiuky. By this time a score or more of

working schooners bound eastward, with here and ther§
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a yacht whose gkaming topsides and dazzling canvas

offered a striking contrast to the weather-wOrn carriers

of trade. Indeed, the Innoceht herself, with her enamel
topsides, burnished mahogany cabin and new yellow

cross-cut sails, Igoked as dainty a little lady as any one
could wish. The Skipper noticed here the coolness and
nonchalance of the captains of two schooners, the bow-
sprit of the one almost across the little after cabin of the

other. But there was no excitement or vituperation,

such as the Skipper has sometimes noticed among ama-
teurs. The crews of the schooners lay around the deck
looking on indifferently; perhaps constant occurrences
of a -like nature makes one indifferent. While thus

communing, the Owner and Skipper had not noticed a

dark streak away aft along the surface of the water
which meant wind. With a slap and a bang a good 15-

knot breeze came out of the southwest. Such a scurry-

ing. It is a pretty good working schooner that can
outfoot a smart little boat like the Innocent, and the

way we held those big schooners was a caution. The
conditions were quite to the Innocent's liking, a strong
sailing breeze and a fairly smooth sea. We gradually

picked up a Knickerbocker Y. C. sloop about our class,

and went by a j-awl flying the New Rochelle Y. C.

burgee, as though they were anchored. The wind
gradually strengthened and our lee rail was buried with

the puffs, but as we had decided to give up the idea of

Port Jefferson and to make Oyster Bay for the night,

we lugged our large sail spread, about 900 sq. ft, trust-

ing to our stick and rigging, which was the best money
could buy. The patent log showed we were making
about 8 knots, quite nice going for a boat 21 on the

waterline; of course, we had wind and tide with us.

But we still held all the working schooners. Flatten-

ing in sheets a trifle in rounding at Center Island, we
stood in toward the Seawanhaka's club house in company
with a score or more yachts. The Innocent managed
to hold her own with any thing her size, but we had
the pleasure of seeing two or three yachts give us a

fine view of their transoms. But the wind beginning
to lighten and softening out altogether in spots, we soon
picked them up again. The Innocent is probably one
of the fastest light weather boats for her displacement
the Skipper has ever sailed on. When other boats are

becalmed she moves along as though she had a "kicker"

in her—which remark from the Skipper elicited the re-

tort from the Owner—"She has"—but the Skipper only
smiled at the Owner's little joke. The wind held long
enough to talce us off the town dock, and we dropped
the hook in 8ft. of water on the edge of the steamboat
channel at 7.30 o'clock. After the Cook had prepared
a bountiful and tasty supper, the Owner and the Skip-
per went ashore and played a few games of pool, in which
game the Owner, out of brotherly love for the Skip-
per, played as badly as he knew how, but the Skipper

—

well, he would sooner have been picking up the light

on Port Jefferson breakwater, and thinking of this, he
did not play up to his regular form—the Owner's kindly

excuse. We mooched about the village for a while, and
growing tired of the Saturday night attractions of Oyster
Bay, decided to go aboard and sleep, in time for an early

start next morning. On arriving at dock the Crew was
not there, and we had to hire a friendlj' boatman to
lake us out to the Innocent for the modest ferriage of

a quarter. The crew was aboard enjoying his beauty
sleep. With a few earnest remarks from the Skipper as

to what was required of the Crew and as to the use and
abuse of the new dinghy, we turned in, beautifully tired,

and as our weary heads touched our pillows, we prom-
ised ourselves a fine day on the coming morrow.
Sunday, July 28.—Good breeze from sovitheast; cloudy,

rain promising. The Owner and Crew up at 7, go ashore
for fresh meats and ice, leaving the Skipper to enjoy
another forty winks. In what seemed an incredibly short
space of time the drowsy Skipper heard a lOO-pound
chunk of ice go scraping over the polished rail and
niahogany seats of the cockpit, and he at once knew
the Crew was getting in his fine work. Rolling out of

his bunk, with all the soothing language he could com-
mand, he called the Crew's attention to a much better

way of polishing mahogany—with a file, or brogans,
or as a match lighter, etc. The Crew seemed doubtful
whether he would have to swim for it or not, but on
his explaining that it was the Owner who had been
juggling with the ice, to paraphrase the song, "What
could a poor Skipper do?" Just about this time we
discovered that the Vim, a 30ft. sloop, cruising east, had
not received her stores. In our hurry to get away, the
Owner had "couped" everything in sight, as we had
left a large order with the grocer. The Vim also had
left an order, and the fool grocer had packed them all

together. Ow'ng to a very tliorough system of check-
ing our stuff, the Owner was able to restore to the Vim
her full consignment of provisions, for which the Cook
on board the Vim said, "For what we have received,

the Lord make us truly thankful"—and the rest of them
said "Amen." After breakfast we turned out, and put-
ting in two reefs in our 700ft, mainsail, we got under
way for Port Jefferson. The wind was strong and
puffy, and as we lay over to the puff's the Innocent's
fin was near the surface of the water. We were doing
6 knots easily. We went by Lloyd's Neck like a steam
boat, and feehng it would be a crime to throw away
such a breeze, the Skipper proposed running across to

New Haven. The Owner consenting, sheets were
eased off a trifle, and, whewl we began to boil a'ong.
The Skipper's proposals were, it must be confessed,
backed up by an argumentative spirit, but this time
there was no kick coming, and the Owner piped all

hands to grog. It, -by the way, was the first t me he
1 "piped" that morning, and we needed it. As we
had started with the intention of running into Port
Jeft'erson, we had hugged the Long Island shore. We
now lay our course E. by N. 54 N. The day was cer-
tainly a fine one for logging, otherwise it was unpleas-
ant, damp, the wind chill and mo'st; seas short and
vicious. That old bete noir of all yachtsmen, the dinghj',

began to give us the usual trouble. Davits are out of

the question in a small yacht, and are a source of danger
in any but vessels with good freeboard, the Skipper
knowing of a case were the deck had been badly
wrenched and sprung by a sea which had smashed over
the cabin top of a yacht just after receiving a knock
down in a squall. After two or three frantic attempts

to overtake tis, our dinghy managed to drive her fender-
lackitlg nose into our mahogany taffrail, chipping off a piece

of the wood, leaving an unsightly scar. Giving all the

scope we could she behaved a little better. The OWner
made a vow he would investigate the qualities ot some
folding or sectional dinghy which could be folded Hp
and carried in the cockpit.

We were now racing across the sound with the wind
slightly forward of the quarter, and the patent log showed
7 knots. This allowing i knot for drift, would take us

behind the breakwater in good .season, and we thought

we would be able to go ashore and stretch our limbs

that evening. The gray, oily sky line to the east'ard

seemed to be breaking, and aft, massed against the Long
Island shore, huge masses of blue-gray clouds were
breaking away from the leaden pall that a few minutes

ago enwrapped the Long Island hills. On our port bow
Stratford Point Light stood out suddenly. The wind
had perceptibly lightened, but the seas were still steep,

choppy, and seemed to want to come aboard by way of

our stern. We evidently were not sailing fast enough
for absolute comfort, and as the Skipper did not want
a sea to poop him he decided to shake out the reefs in

the mainsail. Therefore, wearing ship, the Crew at the

mainsheet, Owner at the stick, we lay her up in the

wind, when—crack 1—away went the gooseneck pin, and
the boom slipped 3 or 4 feet forward of the mast. To
make matters worse, the halliards had jammed aloft,

and we could not take the peak off her. Now, there we
were, a mile and a half from Stratford Point; crippled

and on a Ice shore. The Innocent was jumpmg about

V
/

doing her best to throw us all oft", and in one of the
jumps her port backstay carried away. The mast now
whipped forward and aft with every plunge, and it was
plain that to save the stick we must get way on her
somehow. The Skipper asked for volunteers to go up
the mast and clear the halliards, but the shaking up
and excitement had done neither the Crew nor the

Owner any good, and the Skipper decided to go up him-
self. This, however, the Owner insisted he should not

do, and with wisdom, for a few minutes after the

Owner succeeded in getting the peak down. Then we
put on a double tackle to get boom back into place

and fit a new pin, but no use. The strain simply bent
our traveler. We then desisted. The sea was pitching

us about to beat the band, and we decided to try and
weather the Point with our jib, and, with the wind
slightly forward of the quarter, we managed to do it.

Drawing 6ft. of water, the Skipper hesitated about run-
ning into the Housatonic with only jib hoisted, and de-

cided to run behind Charles Island. Gradually we
brought the Island abeam, and, turning in, left the bell

buoy off on our port hand, and, as night settled, dropped
the hook in isft. of water. After supper—of which the

Skipper consumed the most—we turned in and enjoyed
a good night's rest, to the lullaby of a summer night's

gale, which blew up from the southard, and rocked us
—sometimes gently, sometimes not so gently. And thus

ended the second day!
July 29.—^And the morning of the third day rose fresh

and clear, with a wind that promised much. We cleared

up ship, had a swim, enjoyed a hearty breakfast, and
after enjoying a cigar, repaired the gooseneck—an easy
matter with a' calm sea and plenty of time. We pur-
posed sailing into New Haven, a short spin only, and
we could afford to take our time. On our port beam lay

the summer resort of Beach Meadows. The Skipper
thought it out himself without connnunicating his thought
to the Owner, and decided that if one were to run into

every place of interest, it would take a year instead of

twenty days. Consequently, when the Owner suggested
that sail be made, no kick was coming. Generally it was
really astonishing the dift'erence of opinion that prevailed
among the Owner and Skipper. The Skipper insisted on
.smoking countless cigars in a seaway—the Owner didn't

;

the Skipper liked black coft'ee as a stimulant after a hard
tussle with wind and sea, the Owner preferred whisky;
the Ow-ner wanted to put in a reef, the Skipper didn't, and
so on. But the Owner won one well-contested opinion
from the Skipper before the trip was over, the desirabil ty

of tne auxiliary motcr. Withoitt doubt, a good motor is

a necessity in these times. The old dread of lee shores,
mak ng strange harbors in a gale, carrying aw^ay spars,

Paddy's hurricane, all dispelled W-th the "ker-chug" from
under your cockpit, which space is generally wasted, either

transformed into a cramped and leaking ice box or a place
that is allowed to become the receptacle of all kinds of
trash which should be sent overboard. This is not the
Owner's argument, but the Skipper's, and this after twen-
ty 5'ears' experience of sailing craft of all descriptions,

and a prejudice against smoke and tea kettle boats of any
description. The old familiar argument that a man is not
a true sailor when he has the "Little Joker" under his

lazaretto is all rot—and it is ftol sihoeffei' five miles from
port and the wind up and down the mast. Guests want td

catch a train; pleasure party nnmediately turned into a

querulous, impatient never-go-out-again crowd. Tug
steams in sight. "Yes, $15 ;

no, make it .$10; all right,

Give me your tow line," and away you go. Accepting the

Robber of the Sea's extortion because you wish to be a

real sailor, and will not carry a little power of your own,
Fudge

!

The breeze was now pretty fresh from the S.E., and
seemed to be easting more ; but the morning was fair and
propitious. As the Owner was after a comfortable spin,

the Skipper had no objection to turning in a reef, and we
beat over to the fish weirs at Pine Point on the starboard
tack. We were quite hilarious this morning, and "Good
morning, Carrie," was done with great effect on the f'csle

head by the Crew-, much tO' the indignation of a canine on
a neighboring schooner, who barked vociferously at this

outburst on our part. We made good time of it this

morning, and were in Morris Cove in a jiffy. It had
been clouding up, the southeasterly breeze liringing rain,

and it rained quite some, but comfortably esconced in an
easy chair at the Pequot House with his customary cigar,

the Skipper looked with equanimity on the rain, the flesh

and the devil—which last was the Crew vainly trying to

carry a hundred pounds of iec and countless other bundles
to the yacht's tender. On ordinary occasions the Skipper
would have helped the Crew, but as he had slept an aver-
age of thirty-three hours out of the last thirty-six, the
Skipper thought a little exercise would do the Crew good.
The Owner had gone to town to look up some of his

business acquaintances, whom he was going to take out
sailing the following day. It was now evening ; the

Crew had the stores aboard ; the rain had stopped ; the

Owner was back, and his friends were to come and have a
little game of draw aboard that evening. Perhaps it was
the generally warped condition of the Skipper's credulity,

but he was willing to bet that either the trolley system
would be out of order, or an earthquake or something
would happen, and—but, no, there were the Owner's
friends, and the Skipper felt quite relieved that for once
his judgment had gone astray. So we all ambled oS to

the float stage, and the Owner pulled out his whistle, pur-
poseli' bought for this purpose, and sent a delicately modu-
lated squeak across the waters. It was here that the
Skipper did a little swearing himself-—under his breath,

for, of course, the Crew was taking one of those little

naps. Megaphone, cat calls, whistles, all thrown away on
the Crew. There was the dinghy floating peacefully be-
hind the Innocent, as far from us as heaven from the
Skipper. To make matters worse, there was not a tender
in sight ; the dockman at the Pequot had gone off for the
night, all the oars were locked up^—and the Crew slept on.
The Owner's guests liked the yacht very much, admired
her graceful 1 nes, etc.—they seemed to keep looking at a
well-illuminated 200ft. steamer—and then decided that, as
they had waited seven hours, and sleep was one of their

necessities, they trusted the owner would not be offended
if they went home. Home they went. And the Skipper
said, "Oh, joy!" This is not the exact language, but it

looks and sounds better than the original. And thus we
dawdled about for an hour, when a welcome yachtsman
off a steam yacht took us aboard in his gig. Remarks to
the Crew were rapidly assuming the characteristic of a
formula, and it was dawning on the Skipper that some
other persuasion than that of argument would soon prove
necessary, and talking the matter over, the Owner and
Skipper fell asleep.

[to be continued.]

Stttyvesant Y. C,

PORT MORRIS.

Sunday, Sept. 28.

The thirteenth annual open regatta of the Stuyvesant
Y. C. was sailed on Sunday, Sept. 28, in a puffy southeast

wind, with frequent rain squalls.

The course was from a stakeboat anchored off the club

house at Port Morris to Gangway buoy for classes A, B
and E, and around Stepping Stones Light for the other

classes, except class H, which turned at College Point
Buoy.

In class H Edna mistook the course, and Sea Gull un-
fortunately started in the division ahead, which disquali-

fied her.

W. H. Gill, which boat made the best time among the

open cats, was not eligible for a prize, as the club had no
class for her, she being 6in. longer than the limit allowed
in class G.

Zetes, the old reliable Stuyvesant flver, got away over
iim. behind her field on account of delay in the arrival

of part of her crew, but picked up her boats in good
style, fin'shing second in her class.

Zaza, which made the fastest time in her class, will sail

a match with Pinochle Sunday, Oct. 5.

The club will close the most successful season in its

career on Saturday, Oct. 25. The summaries follow

:

Class A—Cabin Sloops, CuUers and Yawls Over 30£t.—Start, 12:10.

Finish.
Yarkee, W, Stfotig. 3 40 06
Mascolte, G. Schultz — .„ Withdrew.
Class B—Cabin Sloops, Etc,—Ovef 25 and Under 30ft.—Start, 12:10.

Zaza, E. P. Cranberry 3 28 57
riride, VV. Dent Withdrew.
Aller, R. Nafis 3 43 26

Class C—Cabin Sloops, Etc,, Under 25£t.—Start, 12:15,
Pearl, W. E. Long 3 07 55
I;ick Rabbit, M. T. Vehsbedt 3 09-55
Bacchante, G. Wagner

,
3 17 53

Volunteer, A. Rae 3 22 IS
Gertrude, J. H. Curtis..,. 3 37 18

Class D—Open Sloops 20ft. and Over—Start, 12:15.
Eleanor, J. McGregor '. 3 15 25
Zetes, C. H. Ten Eyck 3 33 40
Maybe, M. Velsen 3 33 50
Pirate, C. Klug ...3 34 20

Class E—Cabin Cats 25ft. and Over—Start, 12:10.
Whileawav, W. C. Cartwright ..3 46 37

Class F—Cabin Cats Under 25ft. and Over 20ft.—Start 12:15.
Little Chief, A. Rae i; 3 38 58
Annie C, T- Custance Withdrew

Class G—Open Cats 2.3ft. and Under—Start, 12:15.
Ping Pong, V. E, Bauer 3 17 13
Venus, W. Jacoby.. , 3 28 01
Punch, J. Lynch

, Withdrew.
VV. H. Gill, C. Hagan 8 10 30

Class PI—Open Sloops Under 20ft.—Start, 12:20.
Buzzard, A. Weiss 1 45 30
Edna, C. Burgland
Sea Gull, G. Grasselly

[

The winners were Yankee, Zaza, Pearl, Eleanor, While-
away, Little Chief, Ping Pong and Buzzard,.



CHEWINK II.—25FT. CABIN CLASS.
Photo by N. L. Stebbins, Boston.

CALYPSO—CHAMPION 25FT. CABIN CLASS.
Photo by Willard B. Jackson, Marblehead.

TUNIPOO—CHAMPION 2IFT. KNOCKABOUT CLASS. LOBSTER—CHAMPION i8fT. CLASS.

Photo by N, L. Stebbins, Boston. Photo by Willard B. Jackson, Marblehead.
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LITTLE HASTE—CHAMPION 2IFr. CABIN CLASS.

Photo by Willard B. Jackson, Marblehead.
ROOSTER II.—2IFT. CABIN CLASS.
Photo by N. L. Stebbins,. Boston.

THORDIS—CHAMPION 25FT. CLASS.
Photo by N. L. Stebbins, Boston.

MAULLIAN—CHAMPION i8ft. KNOCKABOUT CLASS,
Photo by N. L. Stebbins, Boston.

BOATS SUCCESSFUL I^f THE MASSACHUSETTS Y. R, A

BIZA~i8ft. KNOCKABOUT CLASS,
Photo by N. L. Stebbins, Boston.
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The Boomerang on Shipboard.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some of your boating readers may be interested in an

implement that I have contrived to aid one in throwing a

liand line. It is marked by simplicity and freedom from
expense, for the whole combination consists of the Lne
to be thrown, a swivel, ^ faking device and a boomerang.
The latter is by no means as difficult to throw accurately

as one niight think who was content to take his knowledge
of it from the accounts of travelers. A few minutes' prac-
will enable any man to throw the boomerang effectively

150 to 20oft., and carry a line strong enough to lift thirty

pounds. Such a cord will haul a person out of the surf
or support him until other aid is available. The con-
trivance ought to be of service on board ships or yachts
v.'here it is at times desirable to send a line to a boat or to

a wharf, etc. The whole apparatus does not weigh over
2lbs., and of this the boomerang is the chief factor, as it

will average eight to ten ounces. The act of throwing a
line by the device can be performed as easily as pitching a
ball. The flight of the boomerang is almost horizontal,

and, strange as it may seem, it can be thrown nearly or

quite as far against the wind as with it. This phenomenon,
which any one who has ever tried tO' cast a line by a fly-

rod might doubt, is perhaps accounted for by the fact that

the boomerang seems to fly on the wind, and draws the

cord end on througb the air, thus exposing but a small

si'rface of the cord for the wind to impinge against.

I gave a demonstration of its working before the United
States Life Saving crew at this harbor, and the men with-
out any hesitation, pronounced it the best thing for the
purpose they ever saw. They said it was far ahead of the

"heaving stick" heretofore employed for casting a light

line. The heaving stick sinks instantly if it falls on
water, and carries the line down. But the boomerang
floats and sustains the line on the surface of the water.
The boomerang can be thrown with more accuracy than
the heaving stick, and does not endanger the lives of the

crew that emploj'S it.

No one of the many who have seen the operation of the

device ever heard of the boomerang being harnessed to do
any service except as a missile weapon or toy. But my
experience with it is convincing that it can be made
serviceable to both amateur and professional mariners.
Any man skillful enough to whittle out a paddle can

make the apparatus by folloAving these directions

:

Fig. I is an outline of the boomerang, which may be
about two feet long, half -an inch thick, and three inches
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wide at the middle, tapering to two inches at the ends.

Fig. 2 is a faking device consisting of the handle a, and
wire frame b; the handle is an inch square and two feet

long, the wire frame is trapezoid formed, projects from
the handle, and on it the cord is to be wound to prevent
it tangHng, and run off freely when the boomerang is

thrown. Fig. 3 is a swivel to be attached on the under side

of the boomerang at its center to carry the line.

Edmond Redmond.
Rochester, N. Y.

English Letter.

There is little or nothing! of note in yachting at this

time of year with us. A few vessels remain in com-
mission for cruising, and it seems likely that they will

have the best weather of the whole season. The antici-

pated challenge for the America's Cup is the chief topic

of the press, and, as usual, rumors are set afoot every day,

apparently for the sole purpose of contradicting them the

next. One daily paper—usually free from blunders in the

little yachting it publishes—had an article "from a corre-

spondent" on the suggested challenge in which the writer

was at pains to hint that the new vessel will be the joint

work of Mr. Fife and Mr. Watson. At the time when
the first Shamrock was be'ng built, the same attempt
was made by innuendo, to divide the honors and respon-
sibility. What the object may be is not very clear. Cer-
tainly the majority of yachtsmen would be satisfied to

confide such an order to Mr. Fife. No doubt Mr. Watson
will be able to lend the most valuable assistance in per-

mitting the inspection of Shamrock II.'s plans. That is

an act of reciprocity that must render the greatest help.

At the time of writing. Sir Thomas' latest statement is

that in about a fortnight he will have definitely decided
on his plans, which means, no doubt when the Royal
Ulster Y. C. receives a reply either to a challenge already
sent or to a preliminary communication.
Mr. Lawson's book has made its appearance over here,

and has not created a favorable impression. His griev-

ance is not very plain to outsiders, and his references to

Sir Thomas Lipton are not in good taste. It is an inter-

esting book, all the same, the more so, perhaps, because
the author is out of temper. A report has been cabled
across that a new Boston defender will be built for the
next races. If she is to be managed on the same lines as
Independence, it seems silly to build the boat, for, even
if it were willing to stretch a point, the New York Y. C.

could not do so with dignity now.in face of this literary
thunderbolt. What an immense amount of ink has been
wasted over that Cup

!

It is stated that the German Emperor has givett, of is
about to give, an order to Messrs. Herresholf for a new
racing schooner, and that Herr Watjen, owner of Nava-
hoe, is anxious to sell that vessel for "the purpose of build-
ing a' schooner likewise. It is to be hoped that Herr
Watjen Avill patronize a British designer, for in that case
there will be an international feature in the racing. Meteor
III, seems to be the result of a inistake that only too
often involves designers in perplexity, viz., the inability
of the designer to find out what the owner wants. In the
phrase "fast cruiser," it is far from easy to say on which
word the emphasis is to be laid, and the safest course
when in doubt is to go strong on the adjective, even to the
verge of turning out a racing machine. Anything will
pass as a cruiser nowadays—at least we find it so over
here. One of last year's 36-footers is racing in a 15-ton
handicap class, not, mark you, under the flag of her
original owner. She was bought, apparently, for this pur-
pose, and made her appearance at the western regattas
with four paid hands aboard. It is good for the owner
that I have nothing to do with making handicaps.
But to return from the ridiculous to the sublime, I do

not believe the Emperor will ever get a schooner so large
as Meteor to race with success against Cicely. The little

Bona was more than a match even for the first Meteor,
and the new schooner is a ship in comparison with her. I

believe looft. is the limit of useful length for racing, and
that even 90ft. would be better.

Motors are still booming. Even at this dull season I

b.ear of a new 40-ton auxiliary boat, and any amount of
small fry. It is noticeable that the tendency is to put on
the market engines of two or more cylinders in preference
to the single-cylinder type. One of our makers has a
12 B. H. P. 3-cylinder and 6 and 3^ B. H. P. 2-cylinder
engines as standard makes. These are 2-cycle, and are
certain to be largely sold. Most of our makers cling to
the 4-cycle type, and to my mind these have been unduly
despised in America. Weight is a matter of little im-
portance in most boats, if it is carried low down. By
and by we shall have a motor America cup, no doubt,
and it will be interesting to know the terms of the in-
c-vitable "Deed." France will stand a good chance in the
first few years. E. H. Hamilton.

Inter-Club Racing.

Seawanhafca Cofinthtao Y. C—American Y. C.

MILTON POINT, .LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Oct, 4.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. and the American
Y. C. closed their racing season on Saturday, Oct. 4, with
a team race between raceabouts of the two clubs. The
race was sailed in the home waters of the American
Y. C. at Milton Point. The crews of the Seawanhaka
Corinthian Y. C. boats were entertained at dinner on Fri-
day night at the American Y. C. The dinner was most
enjoyable and there was nothing left undone by the mem-
bers of the American Y. C. which would add to the com-
fort of their guests.

The committee in charge of the race were Mr. Hi de B.
Parsons, for the American Y. C. ; Mr. W. C. Kerr, for
the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, and these two gentle-
men chose Mr. C P. Tower, of the Riverside Y. C, to act
as referee.

Saturday morning the weatlier was cloudy with a mod-
erate breeze from the N.E. The committee decided to

send the boats over a triangle, starting at the Scotch Caps
buoy, the first leg being one and two-thirds miles N.E.,
the second one and two-thirds miles S. by E., and the
third one and two-thirds miles W.N.W. by W., to the
starting line.

The warning gun was fired at 12 :30, the preparatory at

12:35 and start five minutes later. All crossed on the
starboard tack, at the windward end of the line, with
Howdy first, Joker second, but to windward, Hobo slightly

ahead and to leeward of. Whistlewing, and Jolly Roger to
windward of Jolly Tar, and about on even temis with her.

The first mark was turned in the following order:
Hobo^ Howdy, Joker, Jolly Roger, Whistlewing and Jolly
Tar. _ . . - _ .

On the next leg Jolly Roger and Whistlewing passed
Joker and caught up slightly on the leaders, and Howdy
nearly caught Hobo. After turning the outer mark for
the reach home. Howdy succeeded in passing Hobo, and
Jolly Roger still further closed the gap. The first round
v.-as finished in the following order : Howdy, Hobo, Jolly
Roger, Whistlewing, Joker and Jolly Tar.
After hauling on the wind for the beat to windward,

Hobo held the inshore tack, followed by Jolly Roger.
Howdy went off shore with Whistlewing, Joker and Jolly

Tar in the order named. Jolly Roger rapidly gained on
Hobo until at alx)ut a quarter of a mile froiu the wind-
ward mark the boats were side by side, only about 20ft.

apart. Here Hobo did some beautiful sailing, and worked
out to windward of Jolly Roger so she was able to pass

the mark without tacking, while Jolly Roger was obliged

to make a short tack to clear it. As they neared the

mark Hobo crossed Howdy's bow, but Jolly Roger being
on the port tack was obliged to give way to her. Jolly

Tar had also passed Joker just before the mark was
reached. They rounded in the following order: Hobo,
Howdy, Jolly Roger, Whistlewing, Jolly Tar and Joker.

On this reach the position was unchanged, except that

Whistlewing passed Jolly Roger.
_

On the final reach for the finishing line Howdy and
Whistlewing luffed well out to windward of the course

and were followed by Jolly Roger and Jolly Tar. All

finally set spinnakers and squared away for the line with
positions practically unchanged, except that Jolly Roger
had caught Howdy and Whistlewing, and all three went
over the line lapped, making a beautiful finish. The times

at the finish were:
Course 10 Miles—Start, 12:40.

Finish. Elapsed. Points.
Hobo, T. L. Park.... 2 23 06 1 43 06 6

Howdy, S. Wainwright. 2 24 49 1 44 49 5

Whistlewing, H. M, Crane 2 24 53 1 44 53 , 4

Tolly Roger, T. B. Bleecker 2 24 58 1 44 58 3

Tolly Tar, S. Howland.. 2 25 12 1 45 12 2

Joker, Walter Jennings 2 26 21 1 46 21 1

Rear-Gom. W. J. Matherson, of the Seawanhaka Cor-

jnthian Y. C., towed the boats to and from Oyster Ba^;
with his steam yacht Lavrock. 'i

Cotn. Eaton's yawl Zenobia was Used as the committed
boat. Allen E. Whitman.

Little Haste—La Rita Matches,

CHICAGO^ LAKE MICHIGAN.

Monday, Sept. 29.

In the third and last race between Little Haste and
Rita, sailed on Monday, Sept. 29, the Eastern boat beat the
Western craft by over 14m.
The boats covered a fourteen-mile triangular course.

The times at the windward mark follow:
Little Haste 3 33 20 La Rita 3 47 2i

• At this point La Rita was 14m. 8s. behind. The follow-
ing times were taken at the second mark':
Little Haste 4 10 42 La Rita 4 24 3?

On this run La Rita had done better and cut down Lit-
tle Haste's lead somewhat. The times at the finish were:
Little Haste 4 37 24 La Rita •..4 5131.*

La Rita was beaten 14m. 15s.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
The match between the cabin sloops Pinochle, of Stuy-

vesant Y. C, and Zaza, of Morrisania Y. C., was sailed
en Sunday, Oct. 5, from a stakeboat anchored off the
northern end of Riker's Island around Sands Point buoy
and return. The wind was light from the S.E. Pinochle
won by 4m. 25s. Her time for the course was 4.08.13.

m m
The following sales have been made through the office

of Stanley M. Seaman, yacht broker: The Burgess 35ft,
sloop Sibyl, for Mr. Geo. G. Williams, Hartford, Conn.;
36ft. sloop Annie, for Mr. B. D, Luce, of New York
city; Herreshoff special 21-footer Vaquero I., for Mr.
D wight W. Tryon, South Dartmouth, Mass.; Seawanhakaj
knockabout Sigma, for Mr. L. L. Lorillard, Jr., of New
York Y. C. ; Ofeldt launch Adelaide, for Mr. CoHn S,
Eaves, of New York city; catboat Idler, for Mr. P. J,
Kane, Larchmont, N. Y.

A.* C Ai*.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In accordance with Article XII. of the Constitution oi

the American Canoe Association, notice is hereby givei;
that at the next meeting of theExecutive Committee the
following amendment to the by-laws will be offered, viz:
Amend Sec. 2 of Chapter i of the By-Laws by in-

serting after "January i" in second line the words "Thd
Purser shall send as a receipt for such payment a carcl

plainly marked with the year for which the payment
is made." The rest of the section to remain as it is.

Robert J. Wilkin, A. C. A. No. 47.

Fixi ufes.
Oct. 8-9.—Clinton, Ont.—Clinton Gun Club's twelfth annual

tournament; live birds and targets:
Oct. 9.-11.—Excelsior Springs, Mo.—First annual target tourna-

ment of the Excelsior Springs Gun Club. C. H. Coppinger, Cor-
responding Secretary.

Oct. 9-lU.—Irwin, Pa.—Irwin Game and Gun Club's tournament
Oct. 9-10.—Fort Wayne, Ind.—Annual target tournament of th<

East End Gun Club. "F. W. Leidetf, Sec'y.
Oct. 15.—Mt. Sterling, 111.—Seventh annual target tournament

of the Mt. Sterling Gun Club. J. Breidenbend, Sec'y.
Oct. 15.^—Cleveland, O.^—Fall tournament of the Cleveland Gut,

Club.
Oct. 15.—Charlotte, Mich.—Central Michigan Trapshooters' As-

sociation's fourth tournament. Hartel & Robinson, Mgrs.
Oct. 15-16.—Baltimore, Md.—Tenth annual fall tournament of th*

Baltimore Shooting Association; targets and live birds; $100 adde<!
money. Open to all. J. R. Malone, 2671 Pennsylvania avenud
Manager.

Oct. 15-16.—New London, la.—Sixth annual tournament of thi

New London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook, Sec'y.
Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament,

B. P. Downs, Capt.
Oct. 21-22.—Kenton, O.—Second annual fall tournament of thi

Kenton Gun Club; $75 or more added money. K. P. Johnson!
Scc'y"Trctis <

Oct. 21-22.—Sistersville, W. Va.—Sistersville Gun Club's targe'
tournament. Ed. O. Bower, Sec'y.
Oct. 21-23.—Spirit Lake, la.—Klein & Burnleister% fall tourna

ment.
Oct. 22-23.—Crawfordsville, Ind.—Crawfords^ille Gun Club's touri

nament. M. Stillwell, Sec'y.
Oct. 24-26.—Bisbee, Ariz.—Tenth annual tournament of th<

Arizona State Sportsmen's Association. M. J. Cunningham, Sec'y
Oct. 29-30.—Raleigh, N. C—Two days' shoot of the Raleigh Gut

Club; $100 added each day. R. T. Gowan, Sec'y.
Oct. 30-31—Dalton, O.—Annual fall tournament of the Daltoi-

Gun Ckib. Ernest F. Scott, Captain.
Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y.—Thanksgiving Day tournament of th(

Westchester County Trapshooters' League under the auspices o
the Ossining Gun Club.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satut

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturdaj

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The many friends of the sterling shooter; Mr. J. A, B'.-Elliott

will deeply sympathize with him, while rejoicing that it \ as n

worse. The following, taken from the Cincinnati Enqnu -. r, c

Oct. 1, explains itself: "1. A. R. Elliott, the champion w ng sha
of the world, is himself badly winged and a patient at the Seto)
Hospital on West Eighth street, where he yesterday submitted t

a painful operation at the hands of Dr. L. E. Russell. His afflic

tion is directly due to his profession of a shooter, and has bee)
several years in developing. About two months ago, while at hi

home in Kansas City, Mo., Mr. Elliott noticed that every time h.

raised his rifle to his shoulder the shock would cause a slight paii;

increased many times when the weapon was discharged. .Submit
ting himself to Dr. Russell for examination, the physician soo!

discovered that a fibroid tumor had developed immediately ove
the clavicle. This tumor formation was caused by the recoil of th
gun, Mr. Elliott estimating that he had fired the weapon, ovc
5,000 times during the year. The task of removing the tumor wa
entirely successful, and Mr. Elliott will soon be able to compet
in tournaments again."

The improvements in the way of grading and preparing fo

homes at Rockaway Park, L. I., have so encroached on the ground
of the Oceanic Rod and Gun Club, formerly the Cuckoos, that
is uncertain whether or not the club will hold any more shoots O'

its old grounds. A meeting: of- the -chab will be held in a few day
to definitely settle the point.
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The Kenton, O., Gun Club for it» tournament of Oct. 31 and 22

bes a programme of twelve tarRet events, alike eacb day, nine at

16 targets, two at 20 targets, and one at 25 targets, ?25 being added

to the latter on the first day, and $40 on the second day for those

who have shot throtigh the day's programme, Total, 200 targets;

$20 entrance. All known 90 per cent, men barred from purses, but

may shoot for a high average prize of $10. Lunch served on
grounds. Targets. 2 cents. Ammunition and guns shipped to

K P. Johnson will be delivered on the grounds free of charge.

Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Magautrap and expert traps.

The secretary is Mr. A. G. Merriman.

William A. Stuart, of Brooklyn. L. I., died m the Hotel St,

George, in that citv, on Sept. 30, in the sixty-fifth year of his

age. Although an invalid many years, his death was unexpected, lor

he had contemplated moving soon into a new home, which he had
purchased in Flatbush, a section of Brooklyn. He was a member
of the old Fountain Gun Club, and the New Utrecht Gun Club,

in the shoots of which he actively participated, particularly those

which were held at Interstate Park. He was of a quiet, amiable

disposition, and was highly esteemed by a host of friends, who
will profoundly mourn his loss.

•I

The tournament of the North Side Gun Club, of Allegheny, Pa.,

Oct. 1 and 2 had high guns as follows: First day: Watson, of

Sewickly, with 162 out of 17.5; second, Fleming, of Pittsburg, with

1.56; Atkinson and Shaner, of New Castle, third and fourth re-

spectively, with 155 and 152. On the second day Mr. L. B. Fleming
was high with 157 out of 175; Kelsey, second, with 155; Atkinson,

third, with 152; Deniker. fourth, with 150.

On Sept. 29, the first day of the Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, given for the Lewistown, 111,, Gun Club, Mr. Tom Marshall

was high with 166 out of 180; Mr. Guy Burnside was second with

164; third. Messrs. J. L. Head and A. C. Connor tied on 163. On
the second day Mr. Connor was first with 162; Mr. B. Lewis second
with 158; Mr. E. B. Coe third with 149.

H
Mr. T. S. Wright informs us that he will give a live-bird shoot

at the Hudson Driving Park, N. J., at a date to be announced later.

He will endeavor to hold it in the latter part of this month. He
states that the birds will be first class, and that no irregular shoot-

ing will be allowed. Lunch can be obtained on the grounds. The
programme will be arranged on popular lines, and will be pub-
lished in the near future.

The daily press recounts the death of Maj. E. P. McKissick, of

Asheville, K. C, which occurred suddenly at Norfolk, Va., Sept.

28. lie was specially known in the trapshooting world in connec-
tion with several pleasant trapshooting tournaments given by him
at Asheville, sometimes jointly with Col. J. T. Anthony, of

Charleston, N. C.

In a conversation last week, Mr. S. M. Van Allen, of Jamaica,

L. I., informed us that he would start for Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 5, on
a business trip. He will do more or less shooting while in that

section, and as he is one of the most skillful shots, he will give a
good account of himself, whether in competition at targets or live

birds.

The first shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club's season, 1902-3,

took place on the club grounds at Bay Ridge, L. I., last Saturday,

and was honored with a good attendance, notwithstanding that the
weather was cloudy and betimes rainy. Dr. J. J. Keyes established

the first claim on die October cup with a score of 48.

Mr. K. T. Gowan, secretary of the Raleigh, N. C, Gun Club,

writes us as follows: "I must have made a mistake in writing you
about our shoot on Oct. 29 and 30. It should have been $100 added
each day, which makes considerable difference. It will attract

more shooters."

Mrs. Frank E. Butler (Aimie Oakley) started recently on a

theatrical tour in the West. She has the leading part in a play,

the chief incident of which is some skillful shooting, which saves
the day. We heartily wish her success.

Mr. L. B. Fleming, of Pittsburg, retained possession of the

bronze medal, emblematic of the championship of Western Penn-
.sylvania, defeating the challenger, Mr. W. L. Harper, by a score

of 90 to 82.

In the slioot of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark. N. J^
on Saturday o£ last week, Mr. I. Terrill won in the Troisdorf

trophy event.
Bernard Waters.

Haadicaps.

The following, from Mr. II. D. Kirkover, of Fredonia, N. Y.,

is of general interest, as it concerns the withdrawal of a fine

amateur from general shooting competitions, and contains a
manly expression of conviction. He writes us as follows:

"You ask if the report of my withdrawal from competing in

trapshooting is true. It is, and it isn't. I shall continue to shoot

pigeons at the clubs in the vicinity of New York and Phila-

delphia, and possibly in Canada, and may occasionally attend a
large target tournament where all stand at 16yds., but as far as

handicap target tournaments are concerned, I will get my pleas-

ure reading the reports in the sporting press. It would be all

O. K., if there was a governing body to control trapshooting and
the handicapping of contestants, but where this is all left to the

local clubs, why, more or less 'injustice' is liable to creep in

"Last week Field and Fancy published a photo of Mr. Ed Rike,
and with it a short biographical sketch. He gives his reasons for

disliking the present system of handicaps and division of moneys,
and I heartily agree with him, only personally would like all

moneys in all trapshooting events to go to the high guns. There
would be plenty of shooters who would enter, and if the masses
are to be catered to, let the shooters be divided into classes.

"The only persons deriving remuneration from trapshooting are

the manufacturers of guns and ammunition. I don't blame them
for wanting large fields in the tournaments, but personally I pre-

fer quality to quantity.
"I will take a chance with any field, and when it is demonstrated

to me that I am not eligible or am a 'has been,' I will step
down and out, and watch the other boys.
"When I was serving my apprenticeship at the trapshooting

game every man had to put up his money and take a chance even
up with the best of them. At pigeons it was high guns, and at

targets class shooting, all at 16yds, For a long time the chance
was all I was able to take, but as time rolled by I became pro-
ficient enough to break a straight occasionally, but by that time
the moneys were cut up so that the best I received was less than
the amount the fellow drew down who dropped in the fourth or
fifth hole. I know from experience that the only shooters that are
money winners the year round are the paid representatives, and
they earn all they receive, and more, too.

"Now the sweepstake feature of target tournaments, as con-
ducted to-day, is a farce, and I am in favor of abolishing it

altogether, and m its place substituting trophy or prize events,
high guns to win.
"In conclusion would like to ask if there is a game to-day in

which the novice is given a better chance than the seasoned con-
sistent performer, or where hard-earned skill is obliged to give
way to the crude, uncertain beginner.
"This will undoubtedly convey to you my opinion of target-

shooting and my reason for practically withdrawing from same."

Qnclnnatt Gun Clab.

CiNCiNN.ATi, O., Oct. 4-—In the sixth contest for the Troisdorf
medals, Gambell, Faran and Osterfeld tied in Class A. Class B
medals were won by Barker. The contestants, distance handicaps
and scores were as follows: Gambell (19) 44, Faran (18) 44, Oster-
feld (19) 44, Baker (17) 44, Dreihs (16) 43, Herman (16) 43, Mc-
Bvnard (18) 41, McB. (16) 40, Capt. (17) 40, Coleman (20) 39, Van
Ness (19) 39, Randall (IS) 38, Ahlers (21) 37, Block (18) 37, Jay
Bee (17) 37, Medico (21) 36, Corrj- (17) 34. Ward (16) 34 Ackley
a6) 34, Steinrrian (18) 34. See (20) 33, Tack (16) 33, Boeb (14) 30,
Miles (17) 29, J. Steinman (18) 27, Nye (20) 26, Jones (19) 24,
Schneider ( 17) 17.

Chambet Sizes for all Bores*

The Gunmakers' Association has added to the good work it has
done in the past in connection with the standardization of car-

tridge and chamber sizes by issuing a series of dimensions for the
bores not previously dealt with. We give in tabulated form the
figures which are novv put forward and issued for general circula-

tion among the gun trade. It will be noticed that the chamber
sizes for 12, 16, and 20 bores have been altered by comparison with
what were previously issued, the reason for the change being that

the Association has endeavored to make all the chambers conform
with the following rules:

1. That the length of the chamber (A) equal the nominal length
6i the case for which it is constructed.

2. That the front end of the cliamber (B) be a constant dimen-
sion in all chambers of the same nominal gauge.

3. That all shotgun chambei's shall have a uniform taper of

.005in. in every inch of length.
.

4. That the diameter of rim (D) Shall be one-ninth greater than
the diameter of the front end of the chamber (B), with a mini-

mum difference between (C) and (D) of .050in. (D = B -|-

5. That the depth of rim recess (E) shall eqiial one-twelfth of the
diameter of the front end of the chamber CB), with a minimum

depth of .050in, ^^).

6. That the wall of the rim recess and the wall of the chamber
be joined by an arc of a circle (F) having a radius equal to one-
half the difference between the diameter of the rim (D) arid of the

t> C
chamber under the rim (C). (F =

—

^— ).

ENLAROEO
VIEW or RIM

I

The changes involved are, as a rule, of small moment, amount-
ing as they do to less than .005in, where diameters arc concerned.
For instance, the old diameter of the rim of the 12-bore was stated

at .882, whereas it now stands at ,886. The size of the head was
.811, which remains as before for the 2%in. case, but has been in-

creased to .812 and .813 for the 2%in. and 3in. cases respectively, the
diameter at the front end of the chamber remaining .798 as heretofore.

The rim thickness has been reduced from .074 to .067, which is a
change that is likely to be of advantage, as the old size was, if any-
thing, on the large side, allowing for effects of wear causing a
slight rounding off of the edge upon which the cartridge takes
its bearing.
The most serious change is, however, concerned in the alteration

of the length of the chamber. The first rule, as above quoted, ac-

counts for this divergence. We are not sure exactly how things
stand with regard to this last-named alteration. The present card,
unlike its predecessor, does not contain the registered acceptance
of the sizes by the ammunition manufacturers, and so large an
alteration in the length of the cartridge is bound to create dif-

ficulties unless special steps are taken to prevent the same hap-
pening. The guns at present in use have been constructed with
chambers 2.56in. long, and a proposal that in future 2.5in. should
be the figure involves an excess of chamber length amounting to
.06, which is practically l-16in. It is generally agreed that the best
shooting is only to be obtained from guns whose chambers closely
approximate to the length of the cartridge case intended for them,
and to produce a change of this character is open to objection in

that it sacrifices the efficiency of the shooting to a slavish following
of an empirical rule.

The cartridge maker, on the other hand, will also be affected by
the change, especially in view of the want of common action that
is likely to result from the absence of a preliminary indorsement.
By inference, the minimum size of the chamber is the maximum
size of the cartridge, and hence if the cartridge is materially shorter
than the maximum size, and the toleration of the chamber also
works at the extreme limit, the difference between the two is likely
to be much more than is desirable. Then again, the whole ques-
tion of cartridge loading is materially afi^ected by a shortening of
the case by an amount representing the thickness of a medium
card w;ad. The cartridge loading of the present day is based upon
the existing length of cartridge, and although, as we pointed out in
our last issue, there is space to spare with the short charges of shot
that are now popular, the loading instructions which are used by
the trade are based upon the greater length of case, so that it would
be necessary, where standard charges are used, to otstain the extra
space by greater compression of the charge, by altering the wad-
ding, or by reducing the amount for turning over. All these
changes are of a kind which are likely to cause trouble unless made
in simultaneous agreement by all concerned, and there is no evi-
dence that this agreement exists at the present time. Of course,
the actual effect of a chamber sliortened to the new sizes on a
2 9-16ths cartridge is largely regulated by the form of the cone
adopted; but assuming that the cone is %in. in length, there will
be a total reduction from the front of the chamber to the bore of
the barrel of .069in., which would make a constriction of .OOSin.
at the mouth of the case, with the turnover opened out. This
may not appear to be a very large amount, but, on the other hand,
it is against the principle of harmcny between cartridge case and
chamber. Our columns have frequently contained evidence of the
danger to the gun and the bad shtooting that results from firing
pigeon cases in a game gun. The pigeon case is 3-16in. longer than
the game cartridge case; it would .seem that an error amounting to
one-third of this amount must stilf contain objectionable features.
Of course, there is no question as to the unsatisfactory results
that would be bound to follow in the case of guns bored to the
new sizes with a square or very nearly square cone when fired
with the longer cartridge cases. Under these circumstances we
hardly feel prepared to adopt the new length suggested for' the
nominal 2i/2in. chamber until there is more complete evidence that
the change will be generally accepted by gunmakers and cartridge
loaders.
We think that the several diameters and thicknesses of rim may

be accepted without demur at the present time, though, of course,
there are in several instances chaaiges of an almost revolutionary
character. For instance, some cartridges have had dispropor-
tionately large rims, while with otlhers they have been so small as
to make satisfactory extraction almost an impossibility. The 24-
bore cartridge as ordinarily supplied has a rim thickness of about
.080, and a rim diameter of .750. According to the new rule, these
have been altered so that the first measurement becomes .054 and
the other .722. The 20-bore, on the other hand, has erred on the
opposite extreme, the usual thackness being about .054 and the
diameter .743. these now being .057 and .761 respectively. In the
case of the 20-bore cartridge the change cannot cause any con-
siderable difficulty on account of the facility with which guns with
unduly small rim recesses may be opened out, but, as metal cannot
be added, it is possible that, if the ammunition manufacturers adopt
the new sizes for the 24-bore, it may be necessary for the next
few years to make cartridges of two patterns, so that the old gunsmay not be rendered obsolete.
There is very little to say in explanation of the general rules

that have been laid down for controlling the sizes of the different
bores of the chamber. The basis of the whole calculation is the
nominal diameter

, of each caliber of barrel as recognized by the
proof houses. Tlx; diameter of a 12-bore barrel is for instance
.729in., and the walls of the 12-bore cartridge case are, as a rule, about
.0,30 thick. The external diameter of a cartridge case which is 12-
bore internally would therefore b« .789in. Allowing about ten-
thousandths of an inch to permit the easy entry of the cartridge
it will be seen that the mouth of the chamber would need to be
about .799in. diameter, which is in close agreement with the size
specified in the accompanying table. The bore of the barrel being
therefore a fixed quantity, and the mouth of the chamber being
determined by the thickness of the cartridge tube the next dimen-
sion to fix is the diameter of the chamber at the 'breech It is an
accepted principle of gunmaking that the chamber shall be in the
form of a straight taper, so that when the cartridge has been
slightly withdrawn in the process of extraction it shall be an easy
fit, so as to facilitate extraction. Experience has shown that a
taper of .OlSin in the 2V2in. chamber is auite sufficient tn provfde

he is thereby enabled to adjust his chamber tool making lathes
and grinders to the universal taper, so that the need for constant
readjustment is obviated. With the old sizes for 12 16 and 20-

bore cartridges this convenience was not recognized, so that the
machines had to be readjusted according to the taper required for
any given caliber or length of cartridge. It is in this connection
that the new sizes merit full recognition, though, of course, we
must still maintain our reservation with regard to the want of
harmony which appears to exist in regard to the matter at length.

—

Field (London),
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The Lehfgh Rod and Gan Clob.
Bethlehem, Pa., Oct S.—Appended are the scores for the

one-day tournament on Oct. 2 on the grounds at the club. The
day was fine, and all the shooters were in exceptionally good
humor.
In the shoot-off Mr. S. Glover won first prize, a Winchester

??™?T r.P^^'^^ ''^'O" second. Du Pont third. Ritter fotirth,
M. H. R. fifth, Peifie sixth, Koch seventh, Deitrich eighth,
15enner ninth, Englert tenth, Frederick eleventh. Delegate twelfth.
Huff thirteenth. Sobers fourteenth, Thomas fifteenth, Brey
sixteenth Hankey seventeenth, Hahn, eighteenth, Miller nine-
teenth, Murfy twentieth, Hausman twenty-first.
Glover won first high average; Bray won second high average:

Murfy won third high average.
Events:
Targets

Daudt . . _ _
Keller . . 7 n n
Morfey 7 n 9M H R 8 13 11
ihomas 4 9 2
Hahn 5 10 13
Du Pont 7 8 11
Hankey 10 14 14
Glover 10 15 14
Hausman g 8 13
Englert S 14 12
Peifle 8 11 g
Murfy 9 12 13
Kitter S U 13
Deitrich 7 8 7
Brey 8 11 15
Miller ... - 6 13 13
Huff 8 .. ..

Benner 13 .. 14 12
Koch 5 11 10
Frederick 12 8 12 i?
Dehgate e 10
hobers

, j]^
Mercliandise event, handicap;

Erk. Hdcp. Total.

123456789
10 15 15 5p 20 15 10 15 20
8 13 10 5 13 10 9 13 14

15 11 9 9 15
16 11 7 12 14
15 10 10 12 16

5 2 .

.

17 10 6 io 18
11

19 12 9 13 15
18 15 10 14 20
IS 12 10 14 14

8 17 10 6 13 16
6 17 . . . . 13 20
7 16 15 10 12 16
6 18 11 7 11 15
4 11

8 19 15
6 17 12

10 10 10
8 15 17
9 11 16
7 .. ..

7 10 14

Shot
at. Broke.
130 95
130 93
130 94
130 102
90 34
130 92
70 44
130 108
130 125
130 104
130 104
105 83
130 110
130 100
130 70
130 116
130 103
20 15
95 70
40 26
60 49
35 16
20 11

Keller 20
Daudt 19
Morfey^ 19
M H R 21
Thomas 10
Hahn 16
Du Pont 22
Hankey .19
Glover , . .24
Hausman 17
Englert . . , , 22
Peifle 19

Brk.
V 25 MuriV 18
7 25 Ritter 19
7 25 Deitrich 18

• 6 25 Brey 21
16 25 Miller 17
7 23 Hui¥ 20
9 25 Benner 21
4 23 Koch 16
5 2a Frederick 22
5 22 Delegate ....,.,16
4 25 Sobers .16
6 25

Hdcp.
4
6

8
3
6

10
7

10
5

14
10

Total.
22
25
25
24
23
25
25
25
25
25
25

Winchester Gon Glob.
Detroit Mjch.-;At the regular shoot. Oct. 4, conditions werenot favorable tor high scores, the air being raw and a Wrfi windprevailing. The tie in Class B between Gutharri nnH ti^r.h i 1

on^^he ten best club event scores of ^^ke^Sr^to'^dlte^'l^-S'^So^

Brodie woii the medal in Clas« A with fn r'>,n,„_j 1 • 1 •

ng are the scores the fast event being, the club event:
Events:

j
10
5

Target.s
T.rodie .

.

Guthard
Hitchcock
McMath
Roehm
AfcAdam
Ford . . -

Barthel .

Shiell ...^

Bachmann
Harr!.s , .

.

2
15
8

11
9
9

2

3
10
7
8
7

4
15

5
10

6
25

5
10
7

2
5

6 %

21
18

13
18

32

"s

7
25
20
18
17
15

15
20
4

14
4
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Interstate at Lewistown*
X.EWISTOWN, 111,, Oct. 1.

—
^The closing tournament of the Inter-

state Association series for the season of 1902, scheduled for
Lewistown. 111., Sept. 29 and 30, is a thing of the past, and what
is better, success can be written up against it. This applies to it

in all senses.
The attendance, from an Interstate Association standpoint, was

very good, over fortj' different shooters being present, and of this
number but two were manufacturers' agents. Beside the shooters,
there was a good-sized crowd of spectators. The tournament was
the first big event conducted by the Lewistown Gun Club, and it

made a record which places it well up in the line of progressive
gun clubs.
The second day of the tournament was not so well attended as

the first. When tlie sport began in the morning, rain was falling,
and after tlie rain ceased it blew; but it did not deter the sports-
men from continuing the sport of the day before, and they banged
away as if it was the fairest day ever seen.
The visitin.g shooters expressed themselves as highly pleased

with the new club house and shooting grotmds of the Lewistown
Gun Club: the light is good and the background enables a con-
testant to see his targets clearly as they rise from the traps.
The evening of the first day the local club entertained its guests

with a smoker, which was deemed quite a pleasure by the visiting
sportsmen, and evidently enjoyed by them.
Much of the success of the toru'na'ment was due to the efforts of

iVIessrs. McCumber, Maguire, Sharrets and Strode, the committee
who had immediate charge of same.
The scores of both days follow:

First Day, Sept. 29.

Events: 12 3
Targets: ^ 15 20 15

H Baker 12 16 13
H H McCumber.......".,,, 15 16 11
C H Bockwitz 11 19 13
C Connor 14 20 13
R Maguire 11 14 10
Marshall 12 19 15
Burnside 14 17 15
EUett 14 16 13
B Coe 11 16 11
E Deterline 12 17 14
L Head 15 17 12

j
C Estes 9 16

A
J
T
G
F
E
E
J

4 5

20 25
16 20
18 22
19 21
18 19
18 21
17 24
18 21
16 21
17 22
16 17
18 24

6 7 8
15 20 15
14 16 14
15 18 14

13 18 12
14 20 13
13 IS 14
13 18 14
14 19 13
15 17 13
12 12 14
14 16 12
15 16 14

9 10
20 15
17 15
18 14
18 15
20 12
19 13
19 15
20 13
17 13

18 13
18 12
20 12

J Burns 9

J F Rains 12
16 11
15 11

19 13
13 ..

11 ..

18 12

10 7

T Snyder 15
N Painter 7
B Lewis 13
T C Cleveland 15
D Pettman 8W G Sharetts 16 12
H W Weller 12

J L Eggert 11

J C Thompson 15
D S Ray.... 6
E Gluts 8

J Raker .. U
F L Hummel
F Gibson
D D Keefover... ^

M Moran ...... .V, .. .. ..

L R Chapin. . .W S Strode.....
C R Simms
H Camper , . .

.

H W Belts
R Anderson
G Weldy

11 ..

17

ie 22

15 .. ..

13 12
.. 13
13 13

13 15 14 15 14
11 16 13 16 12

12 16

17 20

ig 22

19 22
9 ..

. . 13 . . 12 16
8 16 12 15 12
9 12 10 16 9

14 18 13 19 14
8 6

6 13 . . 15 9
12 17 13 19 15
7
10 16 14 17 11
10 . . 13 15 12
8 .. 12 16 11

11 11
13 12
13 11
5 ..

13 12
.. 13

Second Day, Sept 30.

Events: 1 2
Targets : 15 20

T Marshall 14 17
G Burnside 1 12 18
E B Coe.... 12 16
F D Ellett 7 15
R W Cool 10 w
B F Bacon 9 13
H H McCumber 11 18

J Bockwitz , , . , 12 12
A C Connor. . . 13 17Wm Gilbert 12 15
E R Campbell 9 ..

H Baker 9 13

B Lewis 12 17
F Gibson '.. 12 17
R Bishop 8 ..

J Raines 11 ..

W Welier 7 17
E E Deterhne 10 17

J Raper 13
R E Griffith 7
N Painter 8W H Rhodes 13
Dr Strode 13
Dr Maguire
L ThomasW Strode
L LI Evans ,

E Blackaby .

.

T Snyder

3456789 10
15 20 25 15 20 15 20 15
12 17 21 10 17 12 12 14
12 17 22 11 16 14 20 15
13 15 21 13 16 12 19 12
14 16 23 11 15 13 15 11
12 13 16 11 12 12 .. ..

8 16 . . 11 . . 11 . . 14
14 17 22 8 11 8 . . .

.

i2 ie 24 is 26 14 is is
.. .. .. 7 .. 12 .. 9
12 15 . . 12 . . 11 . . 12
10 11 13 8
13 19 23 12 17 12 20 13
12 17 . . 14 18 . . . . .

.

9 11 . . 11 7
7.. .. 6. ...12 7
14 15 22 12 20 9 13 15
11 18 21 14 15 13 14 13
9 12 . . 8
4 .. 7
7

10 11" 14
.. .. 16 .. 13 .. .. ..

11 13
11 ..

.. 12

16
IS

13
7

19
10

Total
Broke.

153
161
159

163
151
166
164
155
148
148
163
25
71
63

105
46
133
113
25
69

112
67

134
20
a

128
16
68
SO
47
8

22
25
24
5

25
13

Total
Broke.

146

157
149
140
100
82
109
24

162
55
71
64

158
90
46
43
144
146
42
18
15
48
42
8
62
39
12
19
10

Nofth Side Gun Club Tottfiiament.

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 4.—The fall tournament of the North Side
Gun Club, of Allegheny, Pa., closed Thursday night, Oct. 2, and
while the attendance was not quite as large as expected, the shoot
was the best held_ in Pittsburg or vicinity for a number of years.
The first day of the shoot opened with extremely bad weather,

and it rained and blew most of the day, which undoubtedly kept
down the attendance.
The visiting shooters were well pleased with the tournament,

and the Korth Side Gun Club wishes to state that they never had
the pleasure of entertaining a more gentlemanly lot of shooters.
The trade was represented by J. T. Skelly, Howard Sergeant,

W. M. Annette, Clias. G. Grubb, Robt. Hunter, J. R. Hull and
Chas. North.
The cashier's office was in charge of L. Lautenslager, W. M.

Annette and I. W. Morrow, and these gentlemen certainly did
their work to perfection.
Chas. G. Grubb, Howard Sergeant and ChaS; North worked

from morning until night both days, and the North Side Gun
Club wishes to thank all these gentlemen for their able assistance.
Owing to the lateness of some of the out-of-town shooters reach-

uig Pittsburg, shooting was not started until 11 o'clock the first
day. However, the programme was finished by 5 o'clock, and
about 5,000 targets were trapped.
The magautrap and bluerocks were used, and the targets were

thrown about 55yds.' The second dav shooting started promptlv
at 9:30 A. M., and the last event finished by 4 o'clock. Over
10,000 targets were thrown durmg the two days.
The_ first day, Watson, of Sewickley, was high gun with 162 out

of 175. Fleming, of Pittsburg, second with 156. Atkinson of
New Castle, third, with 155, and Shaner, of New Castle, fourth
with 152.

High score for the second day was made by L. B. Fleming
with lij7 out of 175. Kelsey won second with 155; Atkinson third
with 152, and Deniker fourth with 150,
The high average for the two days was won by L. B. Fleming,

of Pittsburg, with a total of 313 out of 350. Watson, of Pittsburg,
second with 311; Atkinson, of New Castle, third with 307, and
Kelsey fourth with 304. Fleming also retains the bronze -medal
and title of champion of Western Pennsylvania, beating W. L.
Harper, the challenger, by the score of 90 to 82. The race was
shot on the second day at 100 bluerocks.
Wenona, the celebrated rifle and revolver expert, shot in the

sweepstakes, and did very fine work. She also gave a marvelous
exhibition of rifle and revolver shooting. In a special event, the
second, at 5 pairs, Wenona won first money alone bv breaking
9 out of 10 targets.

Oct. h First Day.

Events

:

Targets

:

Atkinson
Moore
Shaner .

12S456789 10
15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20
14 18 IS 19 14 17 IS 17 12 IS
11 17 14 20 10 17 12 IS 13 18
12 17 11 19 14 16 13 17 14 20

Total
Broke.

155
150
152

Flemmg 13 17 13 17 14
Cochran 12 16 13 18 11
Kelsey 11 14 13 20 12
Byers 14 11 8 13 10
Martin 10 9 13 16 12
Mingo 10 14 6 14 11
Watson 13 18 14 19 15
Deniker 11 15 12 18 11
Brown 10 17 12 13 11
Withrow 14 16 11 17 12
Frost -. 12 18 13 17 12
Riser s 16 9 12 13
Rnode 9 13 10 15 13
Daugherty 9 15 13 16 11
J T C 10 15 13 14 11
Thompson 14 16 11 16,13
North 8 14 14 14 11
Taylor 9 12 8 8 9
Lippert 6
Hamilton • H 6 il s
Skelly 12 15 11 19 9
Tony 13 IS 13
Miller 11 15 13
Holmes 17 13
Morris K)
Wenona li
Stoops 12
Smith 12

Rube
Burger
Irwin
Brandt

,

Hunter
McFadden ....... I. i

Lindsay
Gillespie . . . . . . .

.

The second day's programme consisted ol
as yesterday.

O.t. ?. Srci-id Da^.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 15 20 15 20 15

Atkinson 11 16 15 IS 15
Moore 11 IS 12 18 13
Shaner 13 14 13 20 12
Fleming 13 19 14 17 11
Harper 10 15 12 17 7
North 6 11 11 18 11
Skelley 12 19 11 17 34
Fjost 11 16 10 16 9
Hunter 14 Ifi 13 15 12
Deniker 12 19 13 14 14
Knode 9 16 12 19 14
Kelsey 13 19 12 16 14
i^;atson 12 14 13 20 13
Martin 15
Mingo : 13
Daugherty 10 14 7 16 13
Thompson 10 14 9 14 19
Stoops 12 14 10 17 6
Hamilton 9 12 9 14 10
McMillan . : 11 14 10 . . 8
Pills 9 15 8 11 12
Miller 11 10
Silver 9 10
Cochran .»

Bessemer
Hill
Lippert 9 14 7
Swearer 10 18 10
Tony 15 11
Morns ]2
Johnston .'

.

.'

] 3
Sn.all 12
Henderson
Irwin "]

Jacques g
Iswing
Schinner
Eschelman
Brandt '., '.

'.

McFadden '.'

Schooman
Rube " '

Pool
Wenona
Smith

18 13
15 12
18 9

14 14
17 S
17 13

18 13
15 13

17 13
14 14

17 11

13 9

16 14

17 11
11 14
16 13
16 12
9 7

20 12 19
15 .. ..

15 14 20
12 12 16
16 11 14
20 13 19
18 15 19
15 11 15
18 13 18
16 11 19
13 12 IS

18 S 17
16 13 19
10 10 IS
15 12 15
13 12 17
17 9 ..

10 S S

9 6 10 11 11
14 10 17 14 18
17 10 13 , . .

.

14 u 19 io 9
15 8
12 9

17 9 12 11 ..

13 15
13 7 14 ...

.

11 10 16 . . .

.

14 10 14 . . .

.

11 7

18 13 14 12 20
7 6

.... 14 9 .

.

10

156
112
149
127
126
137
162
136
142
144
143
123
138
130
130
141
115

88

6

83
149
84
48
96
33

32
61
40

34

37
38

.18

77

''i;i

23

10

W G

len events, the same

14 10 16 12
16 11 16 11

0 7 11
6 12 8

10 12 14

9 17 14
8 16 11

6 7

20 15

16 13
18 13
19 12
20 14

17 15
16 9
16 9

14 12
15 10

19 13
18 14
17 14
19 11
11 12
19 9

15 9

14 13
15 13
11 10
.. 10

15 ..

8 7
10 9

15 7
17 10

16 11

14 7
15 11

20 14
13 11

S 9 10
15 20 20
13 20 15

11 17 IS

13 15 18
14 18 17
14 14 18
14 15 14
14 18 18
13 16 14
9 19 16
14 17 15
15 14 14
13 19 18

13 17 17
12 13 16
13 17 15
11 13 16
9 13 14

12 10 .

.

9 13 n

9 12 14

10 13 9

15 14 18

is i7 ift

13 15 17
12 11 .

.

16 12 12 .. ..

. . 10 11 15 14

. . 10 10 18 IS
15

14 13
14 15
14 8
4 4
14 S

11 16
., 16
.. 13
.. 14

Total
Broke.
152
149
149
157

140
125
148
131
139
150
147
155
149
126

139
126
120
109
106
51

69

99
96

63

66
109
51

115
105
59

52
50
56
24

8
27
29
22

8
•)•}

27
16

13
14

Notes of the Shoot
L. V. Byer, of Rochester, N. Y., was suffering from a severe

cold and was obliged to leave for home after the first day.
Howard Sergeant was so busy that he had no time to talk.
There may be better referees than Charley Glancey—but we have

never seen them.
Joe Taylor. John Riser and Alf. Hamilton were "clean off" in

their shooting, but stayed in the game from start to finish.
Charlie Grubb found plenty of time to talk business, but he

never allowed a squad to delay the game.
Billy Kinser says he did not win the bronze medal, but had asmuch sport as any shooter on the grounds. .

New Castle was well represented bv Shaner, Moore, Atkinson
and Agnew.
Jim Skelly wore a 7 by 9 smile when his powder won high average

and captured the bronze medal.
Come again, boys; the North Side Club is always glad to see

you,

ON LONG ISLAND.

Crescent Athletic Club.
Bay Ridge, L. I., Oct. 4.—The opening shoot of the Crescent

Athletic Club s season, was held to-day on the beautiful grounds
of the club at Bay Ridge, The competition began merrily and
strong as to numbers. Dr. J. J. Keyes established the first claim
on the October cup with a score of 48. In a contest for a trophy
Mr. H. M. Brigham v/on after a number of closely contested shoot-
offs.

The shooting committee, the members of which are Messrs A.
W. Higgins, chairman; G. A. Sykes, H. M. Brigham, T. W. Stake
and F. B. Stephenson, awarded handicap allowances as follows:
Targets: 25 15 lOp Targets: 25 15 lOpW W Marshall 6 3 3 ^-' „ "-i*E Banks 0

4 5 A M Boucher 5
3 3 H M Brigham 0
3 4 G L Blake 10
3 3 F T Bradford, Jr.... 3
5 8 H A Bourne - 6
5 5 G W Cropsey. 2
4 6 C H Chapman 7
2 2 A Corlies 4
2 4 W H Cornell 10
5 8 W K Fowler 8
1 3 J C Faulkner &
5 6 W M L Fiske Jr... 1013 J S Fiske 10
5 8 J O Graham 10
0 0 J H Hallock 3
3 4 G W Hagedorn 2
4 6' DVB Hageman.... 4
5 7 A A Hegeman 5
2 4 A W Higgins 10
3 5 L C Hopkins 6
0 1 W H Holden 10
4 6 H Kryn 4lie Kenyon, Jr 4
2 3 J J Keyes 2
5 9 E B Knowlton 3
2 4 E H Lott 2
5 7 J Lott 3
5 6 FT Lawrence 10
5 S AW Money 1

F D Mead 7

C J McDermott 5W J McConville 5

H C Kensie 5

H L Meyer 9

E L Maltby 9

F E Mendes 8

G Notman 4

H L O'Brien 5

T C Oswald 10

L M Palmer, Jr 3

A W Palmer 10
Dr G E J Pool 3

F C Raynor, M,D... 10
T S S Remsen 1

E L Rhett 8

A B Rhett 8

J Rhett 10
C G Rasmus 4

T W' Stakes 6

F B Stephenson 1
G B Stephenson, Sr. 8

C G Stephenson, Jr. . 2

C A Sykes 4

S Sherwell, M.D 9
H B Vanderveer 4
S E Vernon. 10
H Werlemann 10

V W Wickes JO

Handicaps are revised monthly and are subject to change at any
time.
Both distance and allowance handicaps were used, the platform

having been enlarged and arranged for the former, from 14 to
22yds.
October cup, 50 targets, handicap allowances added:

—First 25— —Second 25—
Al'ce. Brk. Tot'!. Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Total.

Dr J J Keyes..... 2 21 23 2 23 25 48W W Marshall..... 6 15 21 6 17 23 44

handicap
Brk. T'l.

C Marshall, Jr
Dr Shepard
C J McDermott
Trophy, 25 targets,

Al'ce,
Pool 3

Faulkner 8

Brigham 0W Marshall 6

C Marshall 10
Kryn 4

Shoot-off, same conditions:
Al'ce. Brk. T'l.

Brigham 0 25 25
Faulkner S 16 24
Marshall .... 6 16 22

0 20 20 0 23 23 43
1 20 21 1 20 21 42
5 15 20 5 17 22 42
3 16 19 3 20 23 42
6 14 20 6 15 21 41
9 10 19 9 11 20 39
4 16 20 4 14 18 38

10 7 17 10 9 19 36
7 S 15 7 13 20 35
5 11 16 5 11 16 32

23
19

25
19

15
20

25
25
25
25
25
24

allowances added:

Keyes
Money
McConville . .

.

O'Brien
Shepard

Al'ce. Brk,
2
1

5

5

7

22
22
18

17

9

T'l.

24

23
23

22
16

Pool
Marshall, Jr .

Al'ce. Brk. T'l.

..3 17 20

..10 7 17

Trophy, 25 targets, distance handicap: Brigham, 20yds., 19;
Sykes, 16yds., 19; Money, 18yds., 18; Kryn, 16yds., 15; Marshall,
14yds., 15; Rhett. 14yds., 15.

Shoot-off, 5 targets: Brigham, 20yds., 5; Sykes, 16yds., 2.
Trophy, same conditions: Brigham, 20yds., 22; Kryn, 16yds. IS;

Money, 18yds., 18; Marshall, 14yds., 14; Rhett, 14yds., 13.

Jjophy, 10 pairs; handicap allowances added:
Al'ce. Brk. T'l.

Kryn 2 13 15
Keyes 2 12 14
Marshall 3 11 14

Al'ce. Brk. T'l.

Rhett 4 8 12
Brigham 0 12 12
Money 1 10 11

Sweepstakes, 25 targets: Brigham 21, Money 18, W. Marshall 16.
Meyer 14. Marshall, Jr., 6.

Sweepstake, same conditions: Brigham 22, Kryn 20, McConville
20, W. Marshall 20, Money 19, Pool 15. McDermott 12, Faulkner 11
Marshall, Jr., 3. .

-

Bfoofclyn Gon Club.

Brooklyn, L. L. Oct. 4.—Cloudy weather and drizzling rain be-
times were deterrent conditions concerning trapshooting around
New York to-day, so that the shoot of the Brooklyn Gun Club
to-day was but lightly attended. The scores:
Events: 12345678
Targets: 25 15 10 10 10 25 15 25

Waters 19 15 9 9 9 23 .. 23
Batten 12 8 4 5 2 8 .. ..
Wri,ght 9 .. 7 .. .. 8 18
Newton 5 9
O'Caloghan ;i 2 .'.

. 2
Wright 5 .. .. io
No. 3 was at 5 pairs.

Mtddletown Gun Club.

AliriDLETOWN. N. Y., Sept. 27.—The Middletown Gun Club's
shoot to-day was open. A feature was a visit of the Wanderers.
I here were six events on the programme—one at 10, three at 15,
one at 20, and one at 25 targets; 100 targets, and $5 entrance in all.
I he purses were divided by the Rose system, points 5, 3. 2 and 1.
The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

,
'ai gets: 10 15 15 15 25 15

'\vs?r 10 15 14 15 22 12
f^avKS 5 6 13 7 15 8
Von Lengerke 7 14 16 12 16 10

11 15 13 19 14

7
15
14

io
13

12
10 11 12 12 10
10 17 12 18 11
12 17 12 22 12
10 13 9 14 12

13
9

Ogden , 9 „
Van Sickle ....i.:.... 7 11
Brown 10 12 is is
btever 7
Butler 8
Glover 9
pfaff ;. 7
Clearwater 16 10 18
Steele 10 21 11
V ernon 12
Musbach ;; ;; 14 ;; io
Uhyte 8 .. 10
Smith iQ
Von Lengerke

\ \ n
Ogden I" ^

R. M. Vernon, Sec'y-Treas

Central City Tournament.
Centrai CiTV, la., Oct. 2.—The tournament of the Wapsie Gun

Club lasted but one day, owing to light attendance.
Ihe programme called for eight 15 and four 20 target events, open

to all, and a medal and cup event at 25 targets each, open to
amateurs only.
The regular events were all handicaps. Budd was the only one

handicapped, and shot from the 18yd. mark. No money was
added. Events 7 and 14 were not counted in averages. Holden of
Marengo, won the medal, having to shoot off a tie on 24 with
f'oley, of Nichols. They shot at 15 targets. Holden broke them
all and won. Ford, of Central City, won the cup with 25 straight.
Events

: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
largets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 25 15 15 20 15 15 20 25 Av.

Holden, 16 14 14 19 13 14 18 24 15 13 20 15 15 19 24 . 945
Budd, 18 12 13 17 11 14 19 .. 13 13 17 11 13 17 . . .850
Lp'-d, 16 11 14 14 11 13 15 .. 12 9 14 14 11 16 . . .800
Linell, 16 11 14 18 12 14 19 23 14 11 20 13 13 20 . . .890
Brookman, 16 13 13 17 12 13 19 22 14 12 18 13 15 19 19 .890
Foley 14 12 18 13 14 19 24- 12 14 19 14 14 18 .. .905
Reed 11 12 18 15 11 18 21 14 13 17 12 14 16 . . .850
Ford 14 15 .. 14 14 .. .. 15 13 25
No. 7 was badge contest. No. 14 was cup contest.

Hawkeye.

A correspondent, writing to a contemporary, mentioned that he
was a regular visitor at the meetings of the F. R. C. S., and noted
the evolution of the technical language in the way of precision
and elegance, as follows: "In certain compound ' tunicates the
atrial wall, in the egg development delimited by a pair of ecto-
blastic invaginations, in the bud development may be formed from
the parental endodermic branchial sac." Certainly We concur.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
The Southern Railway has recently issued a handsome illustrated

pamphlet entit'cd "Hunting and Fishing in the South." It pur-
ports to describe the best localities in the South for various kinds
of game and fish, and to give the game laws for the different
Scuthern States. Moreover, for most of the States it gives tables
furnishing name of town, hotels, names of guides, kinds of game,
cost of team per day, and names of individuals from whom re-
liable information may be obtained. The pamphlet is one which
should be in the hands of every one intending to make a Southern
trip this winter. It will be mailed on receipt of three cents postage
on application to Alex. S. Thweatt, E. P. A., 271 Broadway, New-
York.

The name Cammeyer has long been famous among the shoe-
makers of the LTnited States. Within a few years Cammeyer has
taken to manufacturing shooting boots and shoes of all sorts and
descriptions. Every field shooter has his own idea as to the sort
of footgear he wishes to wear, and at Cammeyer 's he is quite sure
to find what he requires, both as to style and material.

Last spring the Spruce Cabin Inn, owned by Price Brothers, of
Canadensis, Pike county. Pa., was burned dowu, and many sports-
men do not know that in order to accommodate their old friends
and customers. Price Brothers have erected a spacious and com-
fortable cottage on the same grounds, and are thoroughly equipped
with dogs and guides for the season.

Tliere are few styles of boat for which there has been more
demand than for the Barnegat Sneak Box, and as may be inferred
from its nam.e, the home of this boat is at Barnegat, N. J.
Messrs. A. F, Kilpatrick & Son, of that place, are large makers
of sneak boxes, and gunners desiring these boats should inspect
their yards, .

.
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DUPONT SMOKELESS
-WINS-

THE WORLD'S RECORD.
102 Pigeons Straight from the 32-Yard IVIark.^

Work of FRED. GILBERT at Detroit, Mich., September 20th.

D

E. I.DU PONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

LEFEVER
DURSTON
SPECIAL. _

without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
Witli Ejector,

$52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a mediam

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism ;uniform with the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barre's are Duri-Nitro Steel (blaclc), built only for us for
use in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability

;
heavy at the breecb,

which we guarantee against nitro powder. L'ke all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

- - SYRACUSE. N. Y.LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY,

MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Associ^i'oL
roles for target andi ive bird shooting, and for shooting tinder the Sergeant system. The covei
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, nimiber of shooters, gan and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are roled for 35 targets. Bonnd in leather Price joc. postpair

.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK;

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc. i

Wbea writing say yow saw the ad, in the Forest and Stream.''*

SEND FOR
OATALOOUE

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lalce, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 16 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

PARKER BROS., RHeriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

NEW-TP0I5DORP

QUICK- RELIABLt.
(

• SHOTGUNpomtit \

CLEANANDUNIFORM.NOTAffECTEDKrANYCUMATf
VfflEN ORDERING HAND f/Sp^ (r t_ , i

OR FAaOBY LOADED S^EiVi^1/7OCHiVeCler,
\

SPEanrHEW-TROISDORF.'^ 9omu/AMST.f/X '

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full

description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass.

FOREST AND STREAM

Trap Score Book.
The only one containing the new (igo2 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

-divisions of money.

PmnM yrwun jrr«y gcow BhA ^ ,^

QB0OGEiiBB:BDao:cBCD:acaa:ccQc:

Forest and S'i ream's new I rap score Look
will admirably fill the needs of clubs and contest-

ants in affording a means of keeping a faithfu

re:ord of contests Each book contains a gentrous

number of sheets, so ruled as to make all the chief

divi i ms of the shoot plain at a glance. Foi in-

stance the horizontal spaces are numbered Irona i to

27, every sixth line being distinctly beaviei than its

fe lows; hence the squads are distinguishable at a

glance. The perpendicular spaces are numbered
from I to 30, ample space first being left for the con-

testants' names and their handicap allowance.

Heavy dark lines are between each five spaces, and
the numerals 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in heavy-

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance. The
heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. However dark a nook the scorer may be in, no

straining of the eyes or incorrect entering of scores is possible on account of inability to distin-

guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each

sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet

each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent club

records, A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding.

The book is neatly and substantially bound in cloth, and contains 150 score sheets. The price Is $i

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANi.

5

346 Broadway New York,
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I
Every sportsman should have a copy of our

new J 20-page gun catalogue. It's free at

I our store or mailed for 10 cents. ^ ^
it

I

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Succe«.«or8 to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

FIELD GUNS.
When, 15 years ago, we introduced the light weight, short barrel 12 gauge Featlier-

weight Francotte Guns, most hard practical field shooters who were lugging their 8

or 9 pound guns when following their bird-dogs, shook their heads and very mu:h doubted that

anything like the same bag could be made with these "grasshopper" or "mosquito" guns as

with their heavy old-fashioned guns.

When, however, one of these full -choked little guns made highest percentage of pattern and

penetration in gun trial where most of the leading guns competed and when others were winning

highest honors at the trap—then, publ c opinion began to change. Since then thousands of ouj-

Francotte and Knockabout Quns have gone into the hands of leading sportsmen.

FRA^fCOTTE A'ko KJfOCKABOUT GUXS have always kept well ahead

of all competition as regards shape and model, strength coupled with light weight, shooting and

wearing quality, fit and finish, and the ownership of either make of gun is a te^timcn-al as to a

sportsman's standing. .

FRANCOTTE GUNS, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shspe "of stocks

from $80.00 to $450.00 net. ^
' V;

KNOCKABOUT GUN S all gauges, weights, lenght of bairels and shape of stocks,

$60.00 net.

We are willing to take your second-hand guns as pait-payment for new ones.

MAUSER SPOR1ING RIFLES, $45-oo to $50.00.

MAUSER AUTOMATIC PISTOUts, $22.65 to $25.00.

Address your Dealer or the Sole Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York. <

'

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GR[NNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from hfe. izmo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHI -ty,/***® Broadway

CANOE and BOAT BUlLu^NG.

FOR FALL SHOOTING.
Genuine Imported

SWEDISH LEATHER JACKETS
Out Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

Soft and pliable as kH. A complete protection to sp-irtsmen or any exposed to cold or wet. Worn
unaer the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A capital jacket for bicycle use, skating
and sleighing. '

;

j^g" We ' ake the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be
obtained elsewhere in the United States. -

A Quality, of the very finest skin

B Quality, 2d gfrade.

$18.00

$J5.00

,
Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order we will forward free by mail,

and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any
other make.

i fW" As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc.

,

mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring such to send for one of ours, and if not found
superior on examination to any other, it can be returned at our ejipense, and we will refund money.'

WM. READ & SONS, Washington St., Boston, /Mass.
ESTABLISHED 1826. THE OLD GUN HOUSE.

THE "REGENT."
A WONDERFUL NEW ENGLISH HAM/VIERLESS.

Price, $65.00 net, worth double.

The cut does not do justice to the gun, but we can guarantee them to be

made by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same principle that

has won world wide honors for English guns.

The barrels are best Siemans Martin steel, and the shooting is unexcelled.

The stocks are selected English walnut, latest model Anson and Deeley action,

top automatic safety, nicely engraved, and finish and workmanship throughout

up to the best English standard.

English guns have long been the standard of the world, and this new

product will mark a new era in price as well as quality.

We have never before been &ble to offer so fine and good a gun for so

little money. They can be supplied in weights from 6^4^ lbs. to 81b§.v in 12

bores, and from full choke to true cylinder. " 1;

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00, and are

sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated W. W. Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES &. SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing, plain and comprehensive directions for the cronstruction of

Canoes. Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stbphbns. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 364 pages, numeroos illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902.

Mr. Crosby used drams

E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Workg: Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York-

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,



SEND rOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
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Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, S4. 1
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's. PRICE, iO CENTS.

A New U.M.C
.22 Short Smokeless

The U. M. C. Co. will now make

the .22 Short Smokeless with

either inside or the regular out-

side lubrication. The inside

lubrication makes this cartridge

fi^^

1902 GoLme La.ws, Free.

CARTRIDGE
Inside Lxibricacted

clean in handling, and for that

reason will be welcomed by

many shooters. It will not lead

the rifle barrel. Specify ''Inside

Lubricated" when ordering.

;

1902 Game LslWs, Free.

U/}e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
315 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPOR.T. CONN.

\ "WINCHESTERED"

I

Two New World's Records Made, and Two More Trophies Won With

I
WINCHESTER FACTORY LOADED SHELLS.

In Detroit, Mich., September 20th, Mr. Fred. Gilbert, shooting Winchester "Leader" Factory Loaded Shells,
won the Gihnan & Barnes International Trophy, killing 95 straight pigeons from the 32-yard mark, a record
never before equalled.

In Kansas City, Mo., September 19th, Mr. W. R. Crosby, shooting Winchester "Leader" Factory Loaded
Shells, won the Hazard Powder Co.'s Trophy and made a new world's record by killing 61 pigeons from the 33-
yard mark. Six of the seven straight men in this contest used Winchester "Leader" Factory Loaded Shells. In
the same tournament the Amateur Championship of Missouri was won by Mr. H. S. Spencer, and the Interstate
Amateur Championship was won by Mr. Edward O'Brien. Both used Winchester "Leader" Factory Loaded
Shells and Winchester Guns,

I
Winchester Shells Make and Break the Records.

I

V.V,
J'V
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THE ROBERTS SAFEH UUNGH and YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOIIiER

Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 350 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogrue free.
WORKS : RED BANK, N. J.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

GRAPHITE

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES,
Built to order from your own Designs, or we can

furnisli them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you
have a sail or

power boat, and

we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCiBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N.J.

Mullins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN GANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
(Venient for Storing
and Handling-. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
316 Depot St., Salem, Ohia

Send
for our
Handsome
Catalog.New

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duclc
hunting and for pleasure, shipped to any part of the
world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON.
Barnegat, N. J.

Be Comfortable at Home
with coal at $20.00 a ton.

Paint the house interior with

CHILTON.
CHILTON PAINT CO.,

69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. I.

Auxiliary and Cruising
Yachts

OUR SPECIALTY.
Built from our own of other designs. Write for

particulars,

S. C. WICKS &. CO., Patchogue, N. Y.
Telephone 19-1

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. I.

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters." Write for

particulars.

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

tOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

CANOE CRUISINS AND CAMPING.

Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.By Perry D. Frazer.

Price $L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
gnrt. ^

rORlST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
fM Braaimv. New Yariu

HOLLOW-SPARS i
end for our

(SPRUCE).

O.
Booklet and
Priee-List,

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. sT^XJ'etJCd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reitaC'le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

J. G. FRASER,
Manager. The Spaliling St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdsnsburg, N. Y.

if:\<i:HiA3M
Steam and sail Yachts, Row Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

BACINK BOAT JIANTIFACTUBING CO.,

Box 25, Racine, Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW FtK,

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into tbe whole subject of the laws which govern t)ie resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lin^j hav3 upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.

An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravinp^.s aie given of every detail

of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. Tin; .ii^t of plates (exclusive

of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood i.iits) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders

and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

FLY-FISHING AND FLY-MAKING FOR TROUT.
By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material for mak-

ing flies of every variety. Illustrated. New edition. Cloth, 160 pages.

Price, $1.50.

Contents: The Senses of Fishes in Relation to the Fly-Fisherman. Practical

Fly-Fishing. Trout Fly-Making. Standard Trout Flies and Their Dressing.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

Yachting Goods.
|

Yacht Pump Water Closet,

Fig. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware, with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yaeht Plumbars,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
nd we think that you

will agree with us in

arlng Iht

lALMY
BOILER
li Ihi

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yaebtsmen.II

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER ICO.,
Providence, R. I.

DAN KIDNEY SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small San Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue.

Has No Equal
as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

* quicldy, and wears

wonderfully without
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PROPAGATION OF THE GRAYLING.
Dr. James A. Henshall, we opine, is destined to be

remembered as the American angling writer who has done
most to popularize the black bass as a game fish. His
"Book of the Black Bass," published twenty years ago,

served to draw attention to the bass, and had large part

ill giving the fish the place it now holds.

Dr. Henshall is in charge of the Bozeman, Mont., sta-

tion of the United States Commission of Fish and Fish-

eries, and he has signalized his service there by the suc-

cessful propagation of the grayling, an achievement which
bids fair to transcend in its far-reaching effects all that

Dr. Henshall ever did for the black bass. A record of the

grayling work was published in our issue of Sept. 20,

1902, from Dr. F. M. Higgins, of Oswego, N. Y. There
it was told that after several thousand grayling eggs had
been hatched and deposited in the hatchery ponds, they

refused the food which was taken by the young trout, and
eventually died. But it was from these very starved fish

that Dr. Henshall learned the secret of success in grayling

culture. Putting them under the microscope he discov-

ered that their mouths were equipped with minute sharp

fangs.- "This discovery he thought solved the problem of

the death of the grayling fry. The spring water used

for the hatchery as it came from the rocks was walled up

pnd roofed over, and was therefore absolutely pure water,

or at least water entirely free from infusoria, and as the

grayling fry had those invisible fangs in their mouth, they

must derive their food from infusoria." The next year

Dr. Henshall put his grayling fry into creek water, in

which there was a native store of the food they required,

and they lived. Since then he has shipped each season

about a million and a half of grayling fry to Eastern sta-

tions, some of them as far east as Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont ; and other plantings on a generous scale

have been made in Michigan, where, it is not too much
to hope, the grayling fishing may in time be restored.

If all shall come to pass of which there now is reason-

able promise, Dr. Henshall will deserve well of his coun-

trymen, as one who has added substantially to the coun-

tr3-'s fishing resources.

A QUAIL PROBLEM.
On Wednesday, Oct, 8, a woman and a boy who hap-

pened to be looking out of the window of a house in the

upper part of Manhattan Island, were astonished to "see a

quail run along the lawn, across the drive and stop under

the shadow of a Japanese quince. An elephant or a Ben-

gal tiger, promenading over the grass near the house,

would hardly have created more excitement.

The two promptly went out of doors and approached the

bird. It seemed disposed to cling to the cover of the few

stems of the bush, and to be unwilling to run out over

the short cut grass. Nevertheless, as they slowly drew
near, it left its shelter and ran as hard as it could to the

shadow of another bush, but a few yards away. While
running over the grass in the full light it was, of course,

distinctly visible to the observers who were within a dozen

or fifteen yards of it, but when it gained the shelter of

the bush, where there were patches of light and shadow,

and stetns and perhaps a few leaves on the ground, the

bird seemed to melt out of sight, and could hardlj"- be

seen.

It was not at any time badly frightened, and more thait

once stopped on the grass in the open, always, however,

choosing a place where there was a dead leaf or a little

group of leaves, and when standing there it was hardly

visible. Sometimes, Avhen it stopped at the foot of one

of the shrubs, it walked about a little bit, and appeared

to be feeding, picking up something from the ground.

When under a bush near the road it disappeared. It

was not seen to fly. What it probably did was to run
to the road, keeping the bush between the observers and
itself. It must have traveled east over the road for fifty

or sixty yards, for after considerable search it was spied

walking over the grass on a hill to the southeast. When
next approached, the ground here being perfectly smooth
and bare of cover, it took wing, flew off strongly toward
the west, and was not seen again.

Where can this bird have come from? Certainly not
from New Jersey, to the west, for the river is a mile or a
mile and a half wide, a distance far too great to be cov-
ered by the flight of a quail Hardly from Central Park
to the south, for that is a region infested by cats and

dogs w^hich in their continual hunting wottld be likely to

destroy the ttests of any ground-inhabitkig birds, if not

the birds themselves. Long Island, to the east, is equally

ottt of the question, and there remains only the mainland
to the north—^the Borough of the Bronx.

Thirty or forty years ago there were still a few quail

'to be found north and west of Van Cortlandt Lake, in

what is now Van Cortlandt Park, but it is not to be

supposed that any of their descendants still inhabit that

populous region. Of course, it is possible that this quail

was a bird which had escaped from confinement, but this

hardly seems probable.

On the other hand, this is just the season of the year

when quail and grouse set forth on wanderings which
lead them they know not whither, and which often result

in death. We have seen a half a dozen cases where ruffed

grouse have been killed by flying against houses, and once
years ago, at this season of the year, knew of a quail fly-

ing into the open window of a bedroom in which two
persons were dressing.

A few years since it was not very unusual to see wood-
cock in the little parks of New York, and in the gardens
of the upper part of the city. Indeed, it is but a year

since one was seen and flushed several times. A migratory

bird like a woodcock might well enough drop down
anywhere in city or country, if it became tired in its

flight, or saw an attractive spot. But a bird like the

quail or grouse, most of wdiose wanderings are performed
on foot, would hardly be expected to penetrate to the

middle of a great city, since this involves foot journeying
over miles of distance, during which it must pass thou-

sands of people, many of whom would observe it, and all

of whom would wish to destrov it.

SHALL WE PRESERVE THE WOODCOCK?
The suggestion recently made in Forest and Stream

that there should be a close season on the woodcock for

a term of years, has been received with much favor by our
readers generally.

The older men who can recall the days when woodcock
were fairly plenty, and who, still keeping up their shoot-
ing, realize how scarce woodcock are to-day, are espe-

cially earnest in their advocacy of such action. The
jounger men, who know less about woodcock, are natur-
ally less interested.

The woodcock is one of our vanishing game birds which
is disappearing with a rapidity that is genuinely alarming.
Of all game birds, he is least able to take care of himself.

Shy, nocturnal in habit, and during the day haunting for
rest the darkest thickets of wood or swamp, he is easily

found by the dog, and when flushed rises close to the
gunner, and, perhaps bewildered by the glaring light of
day, flies uncertainly a little way and then drops back
to earth. In some covers, and under certain conditions,
not one bird in five is likely to escape the aim of the ex-
pert shot. Now that our woodcock are so few in number,
it seems as if for a while all men might be willing to
unite in stopping their slaughter.

We should be very glad to hear from readers in differ-

ent localities as to how they may feel with regard to this

question of absolutely protecting woodcock for a term of
years. Obviously if any good is to be accomplished by
such protection, it must be general. To have one or two
or half a dozen States or Provinces protect the bird, and
still to have it shot in other States or Provinces, would
accomplish nothing, and would be a waste of effort. To
accomplish the best results, all Canadian Provinces and
all the States of the Union east of the Mississippi River,
should unite in measures looking toward the protection
of this fin'e game bird—not only one of the most delicious

of birds for the table, but a bird about which cluster tradi-

tions, sentiment and memories that make him especially

dear to the sportsman's heart. Obviously these different

political divisions cannot act together, but game protective
and natural history organizations in each Province, or
each State could, if they thought best, agitate the matter
within their own territory and urge upon their legislators

the passage of the proper laws. As has frequently been
pointed out, the slaughter of the woodcock is great in the
South in winter and early spring, "but it i? also great in

the Northern regions where the few that are left rear
their young. It is well worth while to urge strongly on
sportsmen the importance of an effort to give the wood-
cock an opportunity to recover the grotind that it has
been losing constantly for the past twenty years

What do the sportsmen of America think about this?

It is_ a matter that they must take in hand themselves.

No one will do it for them.

Is the woodcock to take its place as a museum speci-

men by the side of the wild pigeon, the pied duck, the

great auk and the buffalo?

FORESTRY IN NEW YORK.
Both of the political parties in New York have adopted

a forestry plank in their platforms. The Republicans set

forth

:

We regard the Adii^ndack and Catskill parks, with their forests,

waters and fauna, as one of nature's priceless legacies to our im-
perial State, which the dictates of prudence, wise public policy and
foresight require should be carefully safeguarded and protected,
not only as health resorts and pleasure grounds for the people, but
as a conservator of the water supply for our rivers and canals so
necessary for the continuous supremacy of the State. We, there-

fore, favor the resumption by the State of the purchase of lands
within the limits of these parks.

And the Democrats, whose convention came later, said:

We condemn the policy of the present Republican government in

abandoning the purchase of lands within the limits of the Adiron-
dack Park. These woods are necessary for the protection of the
water supply of the rivers and canals of the State, and serve also

as a pleasure ground and health resort for the people. If in-

trusted with authority, we pledg^ ourselves to the immediate re-

sumption of the policy inaugurated by a Democratic Governor for

the acquisition, for the sole benefit of the people, of the Adirondack
forest lands, and we recognize the necessity of furnishing full and
adequate protection for game animals, fishes, song and game birds,

and we pledge ourselves to secure the enactment of just laws to
this end.

The forestry question is not reckoned by political man-
agers to be one of lively interest, and probably nothing
more will be heard on the subject from either party dur-
ing the campaign. It has come to a pass, however, where
neither party can afford to ignore the Adirondacks in the

party declaration of principle ; and it is something to have
both of them thus committed to the right side of the

question.

GAME AND POLITICS IN WISCONSIN.
Game protection has entered into Wisconsin politics

this year, one of the candidates for the governorship

promising that if elected he will abolish the protective

system and relieve the taxpayers of the burden of sup-

porting the wardens. This comes close to bosh. As
President Plambeck, of the Wisconsin Game Protective

Association points out, the farmers are not anxious to

have the game laws done away with, nor are the people
groaning beneath a heavy burden of taxation for game
protection. On the contrary, the intelligent landowner
recognizes the advantages of protection and would retain

it, and as for the expenses, these are borne out of the

funds collected for shooting licenses and for fines. In

other words, the wardens are paid by the sportsmen and
by the law breakers who are gunners but not sportsmen.

In one case cited, seven Michigan hunters were fined $50
each, and the entire $350 remains in the county treasury

available for paying all expenses of taking in another law-

less set of hunters. It is said that more than $60,000 have
been collected for hunting licenses this year at one dollar

each, and a large surplus remains in the treasury to the

credit of the game protection fund. Under these cir-

cumstances a political candidate who talks about relieving

the people of Wisconsin of the cost of protecting the game
rnust think that his audience is composed of idiots.

THE GAME AND THE GOVERNMENT.
In another column Mr. Edward A. Samuels writes in

advocacy of the oft-suggested plan of giving the National

Government control of migratory game. Although it is

manifest that stich a system would have its advantages as

well as its disadvantages, we have never been able to per-

suade ourselves that the National Government could con-
stitutionally assume control of the game, or that a con-
stitutional amendment to grant that power wottld ever be
seriously considered by Congress. The fact—and we must
reconcile ourselves to it—is that if migratory game is

to be saved, it must be saved by the machinery of the
individual States and by the States working in some sorti

of union of effort. We are not unaware that numbers
of men, who, as Mr. Samuels, have labored long in the
cause of protection and pondered the problem; believe ini

the recourse to Washington -as the. only solution; butj

none the less is it clear that under our Gonstitiition th?
game is not to be preserved' in that wai^, ^

j

I
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**Ovct the Long: Divide."

In response to Shoshone, "Be3'ond the Long Divide,"'

in Forest and Stream^ Sept. 13, 1902.

"OA-er the Long Divide" ? with anxious thought

Man has an answer to this question sought,

What lies bej'ond? The entire human race,

Chaldea, Syria, Egypt, Greece and Rome.

Have crossed the crest to an unfathomed home,

Nor knew the semblance of that dwelling place

That waited tliera : with portals dark and wide

Beyond the summit of the Long Divide.

Over the Lcng Divide? the endless streams

Of passing mortals leave us but their dreams,

The Hindoo of Nirvana, while on fields Elysian

The Greek and Roman sported, and the souls

Of Odin's warriors drained their wassail bowls;

Saint John in his Apocalyptic vision

Bland choral symphonies, resounding wide

From golden harps, beyond the Long Divide.

Beyond the Lcng Divide, the Indian found

Wide prairies spread, a happy hunting ground;

No dreams agreed, Hope colored every thought.

Eternal Hope ! the only gift of Heaven

Left in the casket by Pandora riven.

Although no answering message she has brought,

Illumed by Faith, she's yet the only guide

To light the traveler o'er the Long Divide

!

Vox W.

The Self-Reliance of Piscator.

BY HENRY WYSHAM LAXIER.

Piscator had theories concerning guides.

"It's a radically false idea of sport." he declared at the

breakfast table. "If there's anything at all in fishing, it's

a test of a man's intelligence and skill and tackle against

a fish—an individual contest. But when a guide puts

my rod together, and chooses the cast, and soaks out a

leader, and fastens on the flies, and paddle? me in his

canoe to a spot he selects, and tells me where to cast and

how to play the salmon, and then to finish up with, nets

the fish when he is tired out—whose skill does that par-

tictilar landlock victim represent? I'll be hanged if it's

mine."
Piscator had warmed to his subject while the cakes

and maple syrup grew cold. Glancing around after this

peroration, he intercepted a look from the Peri, which

sent his coffee the wrong way and caused him to pass

her father the pickles instead of the doughnuts, to the

infinite disgust of that purple-gilled old warrior. It took

some moments of chaff from the other men to recover

his equilibrium, for the Peri was exceedingly good to

look upon, and up to this time she had gazed neither

to the right nor to the left. Piscator felt his position

trebly impregnable.
"Why, look at that steel-rod duffer," said he, "who lets

Jerry hook half his fish, then simply socks it into 'em

with his iron pole and a twisted gut leader—and sends

home box after box of salmon to his admiring relatives

in "Wareham, Massachusetts.' Put that creature on his

own resources, and he'd be food for the fish in twenty-

four hours, instead of boring every living thing he meets

with his "score' for each day of the week."
"After all, though, he isn't quite representative, even

of the sportsmen of this place; is he?" asked the Peri.

"I'll admit he's the limit, as the boys say," Piscator

hastened to reply. "But he's merely an exaggeration of

the same principle which you'll find in nine-tenths of the

city man's sport. The fellow who goes out to shoot a deer

or'a moose is led by the guide, provided he doesn't get

tired, till he gets a si.ght of the poor beast, and then, if

he isn't too nervous, our mighty nimrod pumps lead into

him. He might as well, so far as sport goes, drive a cow
into the woods and fill her full of dum-dum bullets. Soon
wt'M be as bad as the Briti.sher who sits on his lawn,

.with brandy and soda bottles handy and an attendant

holding the guns, lest he get wearied, while his flunkies

beat up the coverts and make the home-raised pheasants
- fly over him!"

"Did you ever try a double on a pair of pheasants com-
ing down with the wind?" asked Grafton, the English-

man.
"No; and I'm not particularly keen to. I'll grant you

lots of those chaps can shoot all around me; but the3''ve

lost all idea of true sport and the pleasures of self-

reliance as completely as the Long Island magnate who
casts into a stagnant pond swarming with logy, liver-

fed trout."

The honors of the morning were clearly, with Piscator,

but under the rays from the Peri's eyes he inflated like a

hot-air balloon, until forbearance became a difficult virtue.

"Excuse me, sir," remarked the Colonel, "but did I

not observe you during these last few days in the com-
pany of Peter the Dane ?"

"Yes, sir." Piscator flushed. 'Tt's true that my theory

won't hold absolutely, for the average man doesn't have
time to learn even the rudiments in his few weeks of

fishing or hunting at any given place. Consequently he's

obliged to submit to this degrading tutelage until he
knows the ropes. But I'm not going to keep it up."

This happened upon a Wednesday. The next night,

true to his determination, Piscator dismissed the be-

v,?i]dered Peter, finding it necessary to soothe that worthy's

smarting and pitzzled professional dignity by a substantial

addition to his bill and repeated assurances that one of

the two best guides he had ever struck in all his experi-

ence was named Peter the Dane—^l^ut that he thought he

would just knock about by himself for a few days.

Now it chanced that at dinner the Peri had turned, up

her already fascinating retrousse no.se at, the broiled sal-

mon. "They are beautiful," said she to her father Avith

finality; "and they skip like young" lambs when they're

hooked; and I'll admit ever}' quality of gameness you
choose. But the}^ are not very good eating to begin with,
and I'm tired to death of them."

Piscator decided to go a-trouting next day in Bonny
Brook. He knew nothing about it except what he had
gleaned from rough maps and from Peter—and a re-

membrance of having crossed the stream on the thirteen-

mile drive from the railroad. But no matter; it would
be a welcome change, it would signalize his emancipation
—and what more felicitous votive offering for the shrine

at the nor'west corner of the table than an unexpected
dish of delicately browned pink-fleshed trout, secured by
his OAvn unaided craft? Clearly a direct and manifest
inspiration.

flight o'clock next morning fotmd him with an after-

breakfast pipe swinging along the high road at a five-mile

gait, rod and landing net in cases under his arm. He
had decided not to be conspicuous and spoil his surprise

by either an early start or an announcement of his inten-

tions. The robin and song sparrows and martens were
filling the air with a conversational medley in spite of the

lowering clouds and fog. A few moments of rigid self-

analysis, following a comparison of his case with theirs,

ltd Piscator to the conclusion that his own exhilaration

in the face of the muggy atmosphere was due to two
causes—the entire freedom and solitarj' dependence on his

own resources, and, perhaps quite equally, the remem-
brance of an appointment at half-past one to teach the

Peri how to catch a salmon off the old dock by the

canal. While apparently contradictory, these two causes

were really harmonious, for he felt sure it was his pro-

nouncement of the true principles of sport which had
brought the prize to him rather than that red-faced and
insuiferably familiar Grafton. Pie could remenilier her

very words, "We women," she had said, with the most
enticing humility, "aren't like men and can't be self-

reliant. The world seems to have settled it for us that

we shall be dependent and have at every step instructors

and protectors." (Piscator had blinked rapidly several

times at this.) "But if we must be taught, let it be by a

thorough sportsman and a gentleman, not by a day
laborer who happens to make a profession of guiding."

Piscator broke into a vigorous whistling of a randy-

dandy march tune, setting his pace to keep time.

After what seemed like a very long two miles, he met
an old man walking into town who directed him to the

trail through the woods which he had been told met the

brook a mile or two above where it crossed the road.

With this timely help he struck the correct path a little

further on, and after fifteen minutes' brisk walk'ng be-

tween the almost impenetrable young growth of spruce

and birch and hemlock, he descended the slope of a beau-

tiful little valley at the foot of which beneath a line of

tall grass and alders purled a hidden streamlet.

He jointed his rod with trembling fingers—for he

wanted trout badly, and did not feel entire certainty of his

ability—^another humiliating proof, he told himself, of the

truth of his theory. It took .some time to do this, and to

rig a cast of a Parmacheene-belle and a green-drake, for

the day was one of those close, heavy-aired, smothery
ones in which the infernal legions of black flies and mos-
quitoes rage nnghtily; so that, bearing the full brunt of

the attack in the myriad-swarming enemy's own strong-

hold, Piscator had to pause for a thorough coating of tar

and pennyroyal "dope" on face and hands. With every

exposed surface glistening oilily, a pipe going, collar

turned up and hat brim pulled down all around, it became
possible to look about and consider the question of trout

once more.

Cautiously approaching the bank in this little clearing,

he deftly cast ten feet around a jutting overleaning clump
of alders. Hardly had the fly touched the invi-sible water

Avhen there Avas a thrilling tug, a splash, and Avith a busi-

ness-like yank Piscator urged a handsome quarter-pound

trout, all gleaming red and yellow and live brown, into

the capacious landing net. He passed from doubt to

triumph in a twinkling; the thing was ridiculously easy

if a man could but get down to first principles and <lo

it all for himself ; and such a zestful flavor was not to

be had of a ten-pounder secured by a personally con-

ducted expedition. Two more fish came out of this

corner, but he decided they were too small to keep beside

the first capture, so he moved on down stream.

The going became rather difficult after leaving this par-

tially cleare'd .space. The line caught a dozen times in a

hundred feet while pushing one's way through the dense

growth ; often five minutes' patient maneuvering was
necessary before the flies could be induced to drop on the

surface of a shallow pool ten feet away; and before long

he had to take alternately to the stream bed and the shore

to make any progress. But he fished every yard oi it

conscientiously, crawling on his hands and knees to likely

spots and sliding the rod through the branches till the

flies could be flipped out ;
Avorking doAvn and up the riffles

and SAvift water with minute care; greasing face and

hands and reloading pipe every noAV and then to miti-

gate the insect pests; and after two hours of arduous

labor he found himself, hot and breathless, a^ mile down
stream, Avith a brace of ten-inch trout in his net. He
was never able to decide quite finally Avhether or no he

had Avished to let go all of the three smafler fish Avhich

had been hooked, bitt not brought to bag; there are dis-

tinctions almost too fine to draw accurately betAveen care-

less handling and actual releasing; and an escaped trout

seems larger in the retrospect Avith only two in hand.

But he was pretty Avell content. They were his \'ery own

;

there was still over an hour's fishing of the larger brook

in which to make up a respectable half-dozen ; and then

dinner and the Peri.

Presently the bushes became even thicker, and a still,

deep pool, so closely overhung as to make fishing impo.s-

sible, drove him out on the left-hand bank. He had

thought progress diffictdt before, but this absolutely flat

land and its intertwining undergrowth tried the temper.

Upon attempting to Avork his way back to the stream,

which had seemed to be turning to the left, he met soft

ooze and marsh grass, shoAving that the brook fifty feet

beyond must have ceased its floAV. Of course he knew
enough about trout to realize that this sort of a quagmire

was no place for them; so he Avent on, stumbling over the

roots that stuck out of the soft earth, raked fore and aft by

the greenbriers, and forced to stop continually while he

Avent back to loose the line from the leaves or unhooked

trom a twig the net in which he Avas carrying his two trout.
Half a dozen times, too, he had to drop everything and
cut the hook of the dangling dropper fly from his coat, in
which it had buried itself.

These vexatious small hindrances harrassed him, their
cumulative effect being to raise both the physical and
mental temperature to some degrees beyond the com-
fortable normal ; but he stuck to his task doggedly and
floundered along, assuring himself that he must come soon,
to swift water or to the place where the stream crossed
the road.

After traversing Avhat seemed, even alloAving for the
difficulties, Avell over a mile, and finding no change of
outlook or direction, the swamp began to get softer vm-
c'erfoot and darker Avith hemlock and tamarack ahead.
For the hundredth time he reasoned it out, Avondering if

this could possibh' be a deadwater slough forming an
offset from the brook. It Avas just conceivable that the
real stream Avent straight ahead or turned the other Avay
beyond the point Avhere he had left it; anyhoAV, he decided,
the road Avas certainly on the other side of all this mud
and Avater, and if the infernal slough did lead Avay doAvn
to the big marshes he had observed miles back wheti
driving over—and the prospect ahead was steadily grow-
ing Avorse instead of better—he Avould do better on the
opposite bank.

So -he turned to retrace his steps. But this plausible
logic was a serious admission, as he found by his shaking
hands upon lighting a fresh pipe. "Noav keep cool." he
adjured himself aloud, "and don't be a cliildish idiot."

However, it is difficult to bluff the inner ego—Avho has' as

an opponent the distinctly unfair advantage of oinniscience

—and Piscator found himself somewhat in the condition

described by Heine—brain repeating Kant's "Critique of

Pure Reason" to substantiate its disbelief in ghosts. Avhile

flying heart and prickly scalp and chilly .spine did in-

voluntary homage to the mysterious apparition. The
A^ery simplicity of the thing made its difficult solution

unexpected, out of reason, exasperating.

It took some time to reach the end of the swift water
where he had left the brook. Splashing across and work-
ing doAvn on the other side, he found it did turn aliruptly

to the left where it became still, and he was again forced

away from the water by -soft mud and tangled bushes.

So he set his teeth and voAved he'd stay beside it till it

crossed the road if he had to walk all day, for cross it

must somewhere.
This determination was eminently satisfactory until he

reflected upon the Peri. What in the Avorld Avould she

think if he Avere late for his engagement? Already it was
near the dinner hour, and he must reach the highAvay

speedily to be in time. He advanced Avith fresh energy,

though making slower progress as the half-obliterated

trail began to run through and under .spruces, Avhile jagged
tree trunks across and along it often completely blocked

the way, and every ten steps the omnipresent alders and
bn-ches laid hold of tip or fine.

After going much further apparently than on the other

side, he came to^ the same sort of- tract that had turned

him there^—a Avail of evergreens, and beyond black ooze

and an ever-thickening tangle of snaky-rooted alders. He
stopped for a itioment for breath, mopping his forehead,

which streamed oil and perspiration; then, again en-

couraging himself aloud, he plunged head first through

the spruce barrier, the more energetically since he was
forced to admit that a real panic was making earnest

efforts to take possession of his—and had almost suc-

ceeded.

Before he realized what Avas happening, the pointed

spruce needles had become entangled Avith the line near

the tip, jerking the tail fly oft' the reel bar beloAV his left

hand; and as he pushed through, the pressure pulled the

lower hook into his left thumb, burying it avcH beyond
the barb.

Piscator always laid it to his mental credit that his

only comment on this Avas to Avhistle loud and long, liis

usual recoitrse in perplexity or trouble. Then, blessing

his stars that it Avas the left hand, he painfully got out his

knife and managed to cut the hook loose, tying his hand-

kerchief around the thumb to stop the bleeding. Unjoint-

ing his rod and stowing away the reel in his pocket and
the leader and flies in a fly-book, he set out again.

The deep swamp seemed to have no end. but he pressed

forward. Sonre rising grotmd with huckleberry bu.shes

gave him fre.sh courage; but this soon dipped back into

flatness and quagmire.
At length, really unnerved by the protracted and irri-

tating labor of stooping and worming his way as well

as hy the wound in his thumb, and convinced that the road

must be off to the right, he decided to abandon the stream,

though he hardly dared to do so. In desperation he struck

out at right angles into the forest, Avhere the young
spruces joined prickly arms in a solid row.

He had not gone tAvo hundred yards Avhen he burst

through the bushes skirting the edge of the high\yay.

And there, a hundred yards to the left, was the bridge

Avhere the deceitful brook, having recovered its flow and

spirits after its long marshy Avanderings, sang merrily

across the road.

Washing off the perspiration and blood in its grateful

ripples, Piscator looked at his Avatch. It Avas already

nearly half-past one ; he could not get back to the house

in time for his appointment—but of course the Peri would
understand, and some day she Avould sympathize Avhile

he made light of his adA^enture. Meanwhile he had for

her supper the tAvo little trout, to Avhich he had clung

through evervthiixg.

Putting his hand to his pocket he discoA^ered to his

dismay that his fly-book Avas gone. It Avas a new book,

well stocked, and the pride of Piscator's heart. More-

over, his salmon fishing was practically over without it.

He Avas already late for the Peri—and, more than all, a

distinct dislike to return to that miserable swamp made
it absolutely necessary to do so. Depositing rod and fish

in the bushes, he tramped wearily back. He expected to

find the w^allet where his accident had occured, since he

had taken it out there; but a thorough search in every

direction failed to bring it to light. Quite dispirited by

this culminating misadA^enture. he decided to make his

way home, and he had retraced about half the distance

to 'the road, Avhen, to his delight, his eye made out the

black leather book fifty feet ahead. Stowin* it away se-

curely, he arrived at the highway without further trouble.

It was 2:25 when Piscator toiled up the steep
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hill of The Birches. Reaching the porch he was
smitten to the heart to perceive two figures rounding the
crest of the hill toward the lake: the Peri and—yes, by-

Beelzebub, chief of the devils—Grafton ! The Peri looked
beyond commonly fetching. She had once explained con-
fidentially to a bosom fr end, who was condoling with her
.upon being dragged off to the end of nowhere by her
"anglemaniac" father, that there was after all something
in fishing, for she recognized some of the same ideas of
color and form in tying a Jock-Scott to delude a salmon
that where so essential in the Art of Dress; adding that
bes-de she had some clothes to which no man yet had
ever failed to rise.

She was wearing them now—a scarlet jacket beyond
words, and the s mplest perfection of an English walking
skirt, beneath which appeared a pair of bewildering little

high boots, the whole crowned by a white canvas hat on
a pyramid of yellow hair.

Piscator looked, and groaned, and looked again. And
then he sat him down and swore softly at trout and
swamps, and went to his dinner.
He derived a poor consolation from the thought that

he had really fished Bonny Brock and come off with more
or less cred t; but the reflection did not buoy very success-
fully. However, he mentioned his exploit casually to
Peter the Dane.
"What luck?" queried Peter.
"Five or six small ones."
"H-m-m. Did you come to some deadwater?"
"Rather. I stopped fishing at the head of it."

"H-m. That deadwater has the only pools worth fishing
in the brook. The rest doesn't pay for casting over."

Piscator smiled weakly. Then lie went privily, fed his
two quarter-pounders to the cat, and retired to his favorite
salmon pool down the river.

But if the whole truth must be told, and the tale carried
to its far from bitter end—the Peri did sup later on ofl[

luscious trout inveigled by the cunning of Piscator from
the deadwater of Bonny Brook. And another engagement
with her was kept by him punctiliously—but that, though
the same storj^, is far too anc.ent a one to bear repetition.

A Trip to the High Sierras.—11.

{Continued from- page 2S3 )

Early the next morning, July 30, the Sierra Club took
its departure while D. and I stayed behind to ascend Alta
Peak, 10,500 feet high, from which it was said we could
see several glacial lakes. As we neared the summit we
Crossed a large snowdrift, where we tarried for a few
moments to indulge in a game of snowballing, just as we
had often done fifty years before in the far New England
village where we were born. The air was soft and balmy,
the aroma from thousands of flowers just below us was
Avafted to our nostrils on the gentle breeze, and over our
heads a golden eagle was soaring and screaming his

defiance.

From the top we had a fine view, including two lakes,

liut they were small, evidently destitute of fish, not very
clear and as a whole rather disappointing. Returning
to camp we prepared dinner and at i P. M. started for

Bear Paw Meadow ; the distance was only eight miles, but
a high range intervened, and the trail soon became as

steep as our horse could climb, with a descent equally
precipitous on the other s de. At Bear Paw it was said

deer were usually quite numerous, and as the season
opened Aug. i, we were anxious to get out of the park,

the line being just beyond Alta. Up to date we had
seen very little game, except quail, but on this trail we
saw several flocks of blue grouse, and could have shot a
number had it been the open season.

Reaching Bear Paw, which was 2,000 feet lower than
Alta, we were agreeably surprised to find that the Sierra
Club had decided to pass the night there, and once more,
and for the last time, we had the pleasure of listening to

the discourses of these talented men. We spent two
nights at Bear Paw, employing the intervening day in

examining the vicinity for deer, but with very unsatis-
factory results for we found so little sign that we decided
to leave the next morning. That our decsion was a wise
one was confirmed by a party of four who came in the
next day and hunted the surrounding country faithfully

for two days without seeing a deer, although in previous
years the same men had killed many in that region. Later
information revealed the fact that for some unknown
cause the deer were much lower down on the range this

year than they usually were, and most of them were far

below us. Before dismissing the Cervida for good from
th s article, I will venture a few remarks about the deer
of this section, although we neither killed nor saw a
live one during our three weeks' stay in the mountains.
I am quite familiar with the northern counties of Cali-

fornia, and I feel certain that most of them contain far

more and much larger deer than can be found as far
south as _Visaha. During the first three days of the
open season four deer were killed near Mineral King, a
place which will be referred to later on, but inquiry
elicited the fact that with one exception their haunts had
been located during the close season, and no more were
killed during our stay. It is considered a good-sized buck
there that will dress 100 pounds, and those that we saw
were destitute of fat. In the northern counties tlie abun-
dance of wild pea vine, a nutritious food of which deer
as well as domestic stock are very fond, makes the deer
very fat if not larger in frame, but I saw none of it in
Tulare.
We left Bear Paw on Aug. i for Cliff Creek, eleven

m'les distant, with a good trail nearly all down grade,
which brought us into the big tree belt once more, and
also into the park. Disappointed as we were at the deer
prospect, we were somewhat consoled by finding trout
abundant in Cliff Creek, rather small, but of excellent
flavor, they furnished an agreeable change to bacon
straight. It was a beautiful stream, with pools, falls and
rapids that made it an ideal trout stream, but it coursed
its way through hgh ranges and heavy forests, rarely
broken by meadows, and horse feed was therefore hard
to find, so one night was all we decided to stay in this
otherwise delightful place.

Our drive the next day was only six miles, but it led us
ough one of the most charming sections we had yet

. . n. It began with a climb of over 4,000 feet, and ended
With a descent of 1,500. As we left the creek the trail

began to ascend at once through a magnificent forest of
p;ne and fir abounding in blue grouse, but before we
reached the summit we passed through meadows richly
endowed with flowers, one of which contained at least
ten acres. The summit was reached in "Timber Gap,"
and soon after we began to descend we came to the de-
serted mine of Mineral King, after which this section is
named. The mine seems to have been discovered by
ranchers, who, although having considerable means, knew
very little about gold and silver ores. They opened it up
and budt a mill in the canon several hundred feet be-
low, connecting the two by an aerial wire cable tramway,
by w^hich the ore was to be transported from mine to mill.
The plan was all right, but unfortunately the ore proved
so refractory that they could do nothing with it, and after
various costly experiments it was abandoned.
Looking down into the bottom of the canon from, this

point, we could see a wagon road, the first we had seen
for two weeks, winding its way upward through meadows
and alder thickets, until it terminated in a small cluster of
rude cabins that made the Mineral King of to-day, owing
Its perpetuity chiefly to the summer influx of visitors
seeking to escape from the torrid heat of the valleys.
During the Avinter it is entirely deserted, as the elevation
is 8,000 feet, and snow falls to the depth of eight or
ten feet. One of the largest buildings is used as a store,
post office and boarding house, and it has a tri-weekly
stage to Visaha, sixty miles distant, bringing the mails
and passengers at $5 each. The variety of coloring in
the adjacent mountains indicate large mineral deposits,
and within a quarter of a mile of the store there are four
springs of sulphur, soda, arsenic and iron, respectively, all
except the arsenic being strongly impregnated. It is one
of the coldest stations in the mountains, frosty nights be-
ing quite common all summer, and in camping there two
pairs of blankets are indispensable for comfort.

It was still early in the afternoon when we arrived at
the store, and the lank condition of our horse, the result
of twenty-four hours' fast, induced us to stable him for
the night, with an ample supply of hay and grain, eating
our own supper at the boarding house, for which we paid
fifty cents each, although we found it inferior to that at
the Giant Forest. Close by the hotel on the side of the
hill were pitched the tents of a small detachment of Gov-
ernment surveyors, under Chief Barnard, and during our
stay here we were indebted to them for many courtesies.
One of the tents, containing cots, table, chairs, etc., was
temporarily vacant, and Capt. Barnard placed it at our
disposal for the first night, which we appreciated all the
more from the fact that there was quite a heavy shower
during the night.

There were several families located for the summer in
the cab.ns and tents near b)^, and two or three parties
who were in search of deer, as well as sections of the
Sierra Club, and other tourists temporarily stopping
here while doing the mountains, and during the evening
m.ost of the men came to the store, as they used to gather
at Uncle 'Lisha's cobbler's shop, where they sat around
on stools and boxes, smoking and discussed about game
hunting, fishing and mountain travel, and pursuits gen-
erally. The store d.d not contain a very extensive stock
of anything. The road from Visalia was a long and hard
pull, the season at the camp short, and its present in-
cumbent evidently not very opulent. Rows of canned
fruit and vegetables were placed where they would make
the most imposing appearance upon the shelves, with
tobacco, a couple of boxes of cigars and some pipes, with
a few groceries, could be seen through the dim light fur-
nished by a kerosene lamp and a candle ; no liquors were
sold, and all of those present seemed to be of a highly
respectable class.

During the evening we learned of a sheet of water
three or four miles away, called Eagle Lake, where trout
of incredible size were said to be abundant, but exceed-
ingly difficult to catch with any known bait, and we de-
cided to visit it the next day. A fine trout stream ran
down the canon within 100 yards of the camp, but the
fish were small, and after hearing of the b.g fellows in
the lake, we lost all interest in fingerlings.
The altitude of the lake is over 10,000 feet, and the trail

steeper than any we had yet traveled. There were three
or four fine mouse-colored burros grazing about that be-
longed to the proprietor of the store, so after a refreshing
night's sleep in the tent we decided to turn our horse
into the meadows and engage one of these for the trip to
the lake. We had some trouble in packing the little
fellow, who vigorously shewed his resentment by kicking
us every time we came within reach of his heels, a thing,
however, which we only permitted to occur at rare inter-
vals after we discovered his weakness.
The trail for the first half a mile led up the main

caiion. The air was filled with the perfume of flowers
after the rain, and the scenery would have excited the
admirat.on even of a mountaineer. In front at the end of
the carion, three miles away, and 2,600 feet higher, was
"Farewell Gap," through which the trail going to Kern
Lakes and Kings River crossed the range. The two great
glacier-scarred peaks that on either side formed the por-
tals of this giant gateway, and which were joined by
an inverted arch that was almost geometrically perfect,
stood out d.stinct and clean-cut against a sky of purest
blue, their snow-choked gulches glistening in dazzling
whiteness beneath the rays of the morning sun. Off to
our left across the canon a view unfolded itself whose
counterpart I have never seen. A ridge running from
the bottom nearly to the top of the range was flanked by
wide gulches, down which two streams, lashed into foam
until they resembled broad ribbons of silver, came tum-
bling down from their sources in the snowdrifts near the
summit. These were rather more than a mile away at an
altitude of over 3,000 feet, above where we stood. In
their lower courses they ran through steep meadows,
gorgeous in their mantle of flowers

; beyond lay thickets
of mansinita and chemisal. Still higher were the magnifi-
cent pines and firs of the Sierras, and above all the great
bare cliffs that culminated in "Saw Tooth Peak," reared
their massive fronts far into the sky. I do not think it

was possible that every foot of the water courses from
the time they left their snowy birthplace until they were
lost in the larger stream at our feet was visible, but if
such was not the case, there was no evidence that would
lead us to that conclusion. The line was unbroken from
top to bottom, and the effect was charming beyond de-
scription.

Turning abruptly to the right, the climbing now began
m dead earnest, in places the trail was so steep that sev-
eral times our sure-footed little beast was thrown to his
knees, and we were obliged to stop and rest both him
and ourselves every few yards. The trail ran through
rocks and heavy timber, broken by two or three small
meadows, the last one of wh ch where we were to camp
we reached about 11 o'clock. On our way we saw some
grouse and several woodchucks, the first we had met, and
which are plenty in this vicinity.
The meadow, which was knee high in grass, with an

area of about two acres, had a fine stream running
through it, and was surrounded by fir and tamarack trees
It was about 400 feet below the lake, from which it was
separated by a ridge of rocks, many of which were as
large as a cottage. Staking out our burro, in whose fidel-
ity we had but little confidence, we prepared our dinner,
and after a rest and smoke started for the lake. It was of
glacial origin, about 600 yards long by 200 wide, and
perhaps 30 feet deep. On the opposite side, the moun-
tain, bare and forbidding, arose abruptly for a thousand
feet to the summit of the range, in its deeply scarred sides
the snowdrifts came down almost to the water's edge, but
nowhere there was a spear of vegetation visible; but on
the near side a thrifty growth of large tamaracks were
growing, and at intervals a few purple daisies and shoot-
ing stars relieved its somber outlines. Many large trout
could be distinctly seen in its clear waters swimming
about or floating lazily in the shadow^s of the great rocks
in the bottom. They paid no attention to the fly, cast I
ever so deftly, and after repeated futile atternpts, in
despair I substituted a bait of raw bacon, a move that
was suggested by seeing one of them eagerly snap at a
large white miller that fell in the water near me. The
experiment proved eminently satisfactory, for within
fifteen minutes I landed two splendid rainbow trout at^
least sixteen inches long, either of which would make a
full meal for a hungry man. This was glory enough
for one day, and after amusing ourselves by trying to
hook a wood rat that lived in the rocks near the water,
and who seemed determined to secure the tempting bait,
we unjointed the rod and taking off our shoes soaked our
swollen, feverish feet in the cool water.
As the sun began to decline, we returned to camp, after

gathering a quantity of tamarack gum for chewing pur-
poses and visiting the upper end of the lake, where we
found the wreck of an old boat made of boards that some
enthusiastic fisherman must have brought up with in-
credible labor on his back, as no horse or burro could get
above the meadow.
As we intended to pass two nights at this camp, our first

care was to make a comfortable couch of silver fir

boughs, after Avhich we made a delicious meal of the
trout, which, contrary to past experience, were equally as
good as the fellows we had caught in the streams. An-
other distinguish.ng feature was the color of their flesh,

which was as deeply red as a fresh-run salmon.
After the dishes were washed and set aside, we clam-

bered to the top of a huge boulder that commanded a
glorious view of the surrounding ranges, and finding
comfortable seats, we lit our cigars and enjoyed a spec-

' tacular treat that repaid us for all the fatigues of the
trip. The lower half of the higher peaks were in the
shadow for at least, two hours before the sun left their
stTmm ts. In our immediate vicinity the appalling de-
struction wrought by the glaciers was the most noticeable
feature. John Muir stated in our hearing that a mile or
more in depth had been removed from the ranges and
swept down into the valleys and caiions, and appearances
around us seemed to fully justify the assertion, hundreds
of acres at the base of the range, to our left were covered
with rocks from the size of a two-story house down,
some piled two or three deep, others standing on end
like a tilted freight car, all bear.ng evidence of having
been torn from the peaks above them. Away to the
southwest lay the Mineral King district, its parti-colored
rocks making a pleasing contrast to the dark green of
Timber Gap. To the west and north the ranges hemmed
us in with an amber-colored barrier that deepened as the
sun went down, until the sunset glow that presaged the
expiring efforts of the depart ng day threw over the
whole scene a weird, almost minatural, rad'ance that
seemed borrowed from the light of other worlds.
The hummingbirds, which were plenty, even here went

early to rest, and a single bat flitting about the treetops
was the only sign of animal life visible as we descended
to the camp-fire and sought our blankets. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that the altitude was over 2.000 fee. higher,
we found the nights much warmer here than at Mineral
King, and no sound disturbed our slumbers until daylight
again appeared. To the north of our camp lay a tim-
bered ridge that looked as if it might be a favorite
haunt of deer, so the next morning D. took the r^fle and
went over to investigate its possibilities in that line while
I in the early dawn clambered over the rocks again to
the lake. As the fly seemed to be useless here, I opened
the campaign with the same seductive lure of the prev-
ious day, but for some time without success. Many a
big trout made a dash for the bait, but changed his
mind when his nose touched it, but perseverance at
length brought its reward, and within two hours I had
all the trout we could use, not one of which was less than
a foot long.

The climb and the pure mountain air had by this time
given me a wolfish appetite, and I went back to camp
where I found D., whose trip had been a fruitless one,
engaged in frying onions for the morning meal. In the
afternoon we changed and washed our underclothes in
the stream, laying them upon the rocks to dry. The
evening and night passed much like the preceding one,
and the next morning we returned to Mineral King.
A small buck had been killed by the hunters during

our absence, and we succeeded in getting enough meat
for one meal, which was the only venison obta ned dur-
ing the trip. There was more rain with thunder and
lightning during the day and evening, but ensconsed
in Capt. Barnard's tent, we could defy the st(jrnr.

I remember a hill just west of niy childhood home,
whose far side I longed to explore. I ob:erved that the
sun, as it went down, barely cleared its summit, and I
felt sure that over beyond was a land of fairies and
mystery, such as I had yet experienced only in my
dreams. It was with feelings somewhat akin to this
tempered slightly by the recollections of numerous gold
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bricks T had been inveigled into purchasing in maturer

years, that we now gazed upon the glorious sweep of

Farewell Gap. We had watched the Sierra Club as

they crept like insects slowly up its steep side, until

standing for a moment in bold relief against the sky.

they had gradually faded from our view, and straight-

way decided lhat our next move should be in that di-

rection. Forked Deer.

[to be CONCX,LrDED.l

O'Hara and His Sheep.

At the mention of the word shepherd a score of pleas-

ing scenes arise before the mind's eye—fresh green pas-

tures, dotted with sheep; cool leafy woods, melodious

with the chants of birds; murmuring streams, or placid

pools, reflecting their margins like a mirror; bright sun-

shine, or mayhap a gentle shower, whose drops seem to

turn to buttercups and daisies, etc. Not only this, but a

score or more of poetic legends or allusions arise to the

memory and unconsciously we begin to quote:

"When shepherds pipe on oaten .straws

And merry larks are ploughmen's clocks."

Or again

:

•'For, 01 the shepherd's life is jolly,

Free from strife and melancholy."

Or again:
"And there he fed his fleecy flocks

Remote from care—from jars and shocks;

And played upon his pipe all day

Blithe as a bird in merry May.

Or yet again (from Spenser's quaint and delightful

"Shepherd's Calendar") :

"Now leave, ye shepherd boys, your merry glee,

My Muse is hoarse and wearie of this stoilnde;

Sere will I hang my pype upon this tree

Was never pype of reede did better sounde.#*•***
"Gather together, ye my little flocke—

My little flocke that was to nie so liele;

Let me, ah! lette mc in your foldes ye lock

Ere the brerae winter breede ye greater griefe.**»***
"Adieu, delightes, that lulled me asleepe;

Adieu, my deare, whose love I bought so dearc;

Adieu, my little Lambes and loved sheepe;

Adieu, ye Woodes. that oft my witnesse were;

Adieu, good Hobbinoll, that was so true;

Tell Rosalind her Colin bids her adieu."

But enottgh. My object here is not to make an

anthology of pastoral verse.
^

There seems reason to believe that the shepherd s life

has been a little idealized by the poets. In ancient times,

-when the shepherdess was in vogue, it was no doubt

invested with considerable romance, but modern material-

ism has shorn it of this. Nevertheless, it remains a

goodly life—fresh, free, devoid of care. But the man
must be suited to it, or, in other words, miist be native

and to the manner born. I have such a one in mind as I

write, and his name is not Daphnis, nor Strephon, nor

Thyrsis, but simply O'Hara.
Before I describe him it will be proper to inform the

reader that the Department of Public Parks of the city

of New York, with an eye at once to economy and

sesthetics, has provided two flocks of sheep—one for Cen-

tral, and the other for Prospect Park. These, while

securing a certain revenue, fit into the landscape very

gracefully, rounding out, so to speak, its pastoral charac-

ter. The department has also of course provided two

shepherds, and these, with a judiciousness which does the

department great credit, have always, so far as I know,

been selected from the ancient race of shepherds beyond

the sea. ^mtt
I use the latter term advisedly. Now take O Hara.

He comes, as he has assured me, of ten and perhaps

twenty or a hundred generations of shepherds. What is

the consequence? He not only understands and sym-

pathizes with his sheep, but he harmonizes with them

almost, as much as they harmonize with the landscape.

He may, indeed, be said to belong to the flock, and this

is very far from implying a disparagement. (I opme if

flocks 'of wolves were kept it would be much easier to

find a man to harmonize with them than with a flock of

sheep.) ... r ' T 1

1 first met O'Hara on a fine bright afternoon in July.

He was guarding his flock in the long meadow of Pros-

pect Park. He was dressed in a loose canvas suit and

an old straw hat. and leant upon his crook with a degag6

air. As I approached him his air changed to one ot

attention, and I could not help noticing that he eyed me
a little suspiciously. The fact is, O'Hara is used to being

'•guyed" by a certain class of city nmnies who Uimk that a

farmer or a shepherd or any one of that ilk is a fit butt

for ridicule or "funnv," as they express it. Well, seeing

that I was eyed with suspicion, I assumed my niost con-

ciliatory mien and saluted the guardian of the flock.

My salute was returned 'civilly, but coldly, ihis would

have discouraged some, but I knew my man, or at least

thought I did. So I held my ground and began to praise

the flock and talk of washing and shearing and other

matters connected with the care of sheep.

In an instant my auditor's attitude changed. He
turned toward me and regarded me with the utmost mter-

''You Avere brought up in the country, thin, sir?"

"Indeed 1 was—thank heaven!" I replied. "And I'm

only sorry that I didn't stay there and be a shepherd.

O'Hara' s blue eyes shone with ioyful surprise, and every

vestige of distrust vanished from his hale countenance.

I had won. And I confess I felt pleased immensely at

the result of my diplomacy.

A reflection occurs to me here. How often the man

who complains of gruffness or rudeness has himself only

to blame? No one, however humble, likes to be ap-

proached in an arrogant or a patronizing way, and if

he is free to resetit it, depend upon it he will. On the

other hand, a considerate mode of address will almost

invariably insure civility and good will. Let sportsmen

and others who have to do with guides, etc., make a

note of this. , > ^ c ,.i xj i >»

"I have a hundred and mnety-five m the flock sir

said O Hara, becoming open and cominumcative. bouth-

downs they call thim here, but m the old country wft
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called thim mountain sheep. Yes, sir, they keep me
movin', but Tommie here" (indicating a lad of seven or

eight—his son), "and the dogs is a great help to me. It's

aisy, now, though, compared to the lambin' saison. Thin

i had to hustle. No. sir, since the lambs came I don't

drive thim into the fold at night (it's too small), but up

on the hill beyant there under the trees. Whin do I take

thim out? At 5 in the mornin', sir. Oh, that's not early.

Sure it's only laziness to be sleepin' up till 7 or 8 as they

do in this country. I was always an early riser, sir. You
see, I was brought up to it. 1^ can't sleep after 5. Were
you ever up early, sir—ni'anin' no offince. Sure it's the

grandest time of the day—the dew on the grass and the

birds singin' and everythin' smellin' so fresh and sweet!

Did I ever play a pipe? No, sir, but I smoke a pipe, if

that's what you mane. Hi, boy ! Stand back there 1

'
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o'hara, tommie and the dogs.

While we were talking, a number of women and chil-

dren had gathered about the sheep and one lusty lad

conceived the idea of having a ride, and was in the act

of mounting when O'Hara broke into his sudden ex-

clamation. Some of the women had infants in their arms,

and these they would hqld down, urging them to stroke

and pet the lambs. The infants at first would hold back

as if in the presence of so many lions, but ultimately the

mother's words of encouragement prevailed.
^
It was all

very pretty, but not much to the mind of O'Hara, who
was jealous of his flock. Even less to his mind were

some of the questions which were put to him, and which

betrayed a woeful ignorance of pastoral life. To most of

these' he turned a deaf and scornful ear.

"Herdin' here, sir, is not what it is m the old country,

ht said, plaintively. "There you have no one to bother
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you, and you haven't to be watchin' the sheep all the

time." . , ,

,

"Won't you tell me something of your life m the old

country?" I said.

"Wait till the crowd goes home, sir," he answered,

"and I've got the flock rounded up for the night.''

So I hung about and took some snap shots, longmg for

the crowd to go home. Toward 6 o'clock they began to

melt away, and in a httle while there was hardly a soul

to be seen. Then O'Hara sent his dogs about and the

sheep went scurrving in the direction of the hill, the

shepherd somewhat laboriously but valiantly trying to

keep up with them. When they were pretty well bunched

O'Hara shouted to Prince, one of the dogs, and that

intelligent creature instantly darted to the head pf the

flock and kept it from ascending the hill. The object of

this maneuver was manifest when O'Hara, with his faith-

ful aide, Tommie, came up.

Leaving Tommie and Prince at the bottom of the hill,

O'Hara ascended for about twenty yards and then posting

himself at the edge of a well-beaten path and leaning on

his crook, he cried: "Let thim come."

Tommie and Prince formed a gap, so to speak, and

the sheep urged by Topsey, the second dog, began to

file through. Up the hill by the beaten path they rushed,

and when they reached the shepherd, out went his right

hand and he began to beat time, as it were. O'Hara was

counting. The object of this was not very clear to me, as

I failed to see how any of the sheep could be lost, and I

suspected it was mere force of habit, which indeed it

proved to be. At first the counting was easy enough, but

presently the stream of sheep grew thicker, and then the

counter was evidently in trouble. Quicker and quicker

went the hand, till finally it was waved wildly aloft, and

then fell down with a gesture of despair. Facing about,

O'Hara shouted to Tommie and wanted to know in vigor-

ous language why he had let the sheep come so fast.

Tommie (who had been watching the writer more in-

tently than the sheep), proceeded to defend himself, but

was ordered to be silent and prepare for another count.

So the dogs were sent up the hill after the sheep, which

came down in a hurry, and then a gap was formed as

before and Tommie being more circumspect this
_
time,

O'Hara was enabled to make his count. A smile ot

satisfaction was on his face when I accosted him.

"Well," I asked, "have you got them all?"

"Yes, sir," he said, "a hundred and ninety-five. I d

be unaisy if I didn't count them, for I always counted my
sheep, night and mornin',"

I went up the hill where the flock, gathered together

beneath the thickly spreading trees, was preparing to pass

the night, with a great bleating of lambs seeking their

mothers and vice versa. After a while the bleating ceased

and the flock for the most part was lying down. Their

breathing, mingled with the whispering of the leaves, was

the only sound to be heard. To accentuate the peace c

the scene, there, twenty feet away, on the other side of

rustic paling, was the old graveyard where ilj

"Each in his narrow cell forever laid

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep."

When I came down the hill I found O'Hara seated on a

rock smoking his pipe pensively, with the dogs at his

feet, I stretched myself opposite him on the grass and

lighting my own pipe reminded him of his promise to

tell me something of his life in the old country.

He continued to smoke for a while in silence,_ with the

expression of one whose memory was working, then

removed his pipe, wiped his mouth with the sleeve of his

coat, and spoke substantially as follows:

"I was born, sir, in the County Roscommon, and as

long as I can remimber I had charge of sheep. My
master was one Mr. O'Conor, of Dundermott, a fine man,

the Lord have mercy on him! He owned hundreds of

acres and I couldn't tell you how many sheep, but we
used to sind thousands of thim to Ballinasloe every year.

It came natural to me to look after the poor craytures, so

helpless and like childer, sir. In the winter the life was

a trifle hard, for the weather was wet and cold, but not

the murderin' cold we have here. Often I lay at the back

of a ditch all night, with the wind and the rain whistlin'

through the bushes. But whin the summer came—ah!

thin it was different. Sure nothing could be pleasanter,

sir. To see the fields covered with buttercups and daisies

and to hear the larks in the mornin' and the corncrakes at

night. (Ah ! the corncrakes ! Often I he awake thinkm

I hear thim.) And thin the washin' and the shearin'—

what fun and divarsion! Heighho! Sure we have

nothing like it here, sir. Well, I grew up without know-

in' it, as I may say, but thin a change came. The master

died, and the eldest son (the second eldest became the

famous Roosian Ambassador, Sir Nicholas)—the eldest

son bein' what we call here a great sport, ordered myj

father to get rid of some of his dogs for why they dis-

turbed the game. My father loved his dogs, and by the^

same token had a will of his own. 'Mr. O'Conor,' says

he, 'wherever my dogs is there I will be I' So they parted.

My father was broken-hearted at leavin' the old home,

and in throth so were we all. Howsomedeavor, we found

a new place under Lord John Browne, but my father

could never warm to it, and faded away and died, sir

!

The speaker paused for a few minutes and then re-

sumed: . . J
"My eldest brother thin got married, but as it turned

out, the wife began to wear the breeches. As they say

here, she tried to boss the whole show. But she couldnt

boss me, so after we'd had a few rows, for peace sake I|

left the house. .
, , ,

"I drifted about for a while, not much cann what b;

came of me, till by chance I met myxoid friend, Ten

u

Mealish, who was home on a visit from America. He
told me all about the wonders of New York and how he

owned a saloon and expected to be an alderman and

maybe mayor some day. I listened to him till sure my
head was turned, sir. 'Tom,' says I, 'after hearm all

you've told me, I'm afeard I never can contint myself

here.' 'And why should you ?' says he. 'Why not come

back with me?' 'But the passage money, Tom?' says

'Oh, that'll be all right,' says he. 'I'll advance it to yo i

Pat, and you can pav me back or not as yxDU have a mind

to,' Sure he was the ginerous soul ! Ah ! but in throth, i

sir, I was sorry to leave the old country—and sorry tol

leave my dog Rover, that shared all my troubles. And

do you know, sir, he seemed to know that I was goin'

for he did nothing but cry about the fields all night for a
|

week before I left. Oh, he was the wise dog ! Well, sir
j

at length I said good bye to all,^ fearin' it was for thf

last time, and I'm fearin' so still."
.

'

O'Hara paused again, and I saw two great tears begir

to trickle down his weather-beaten face. I could no

trust myself to gaze upon a picture of such genuine emo i

tion and turned away my head, l(

"But God has been good to me here, sir, he said, rc

suming, "to give me the care of sheep, for that is all

know anything about, and I don't want to know abou

anything else, for as I said before, sir, I love nr

sheep and feel like a kind of father to the poor cr:

tures."
"O'Hara," I said, when he had done, "you are a t;

shepherd, and I'm sure your sheep return your love,"

"Well, sir," he answered, with a humorous twinkle n

hi-^ blue' eyes (and the quick transition of his mood i

tokened the true Celt), "I think they'd vote for me if tl.

could But I'm not wantin' to turn politician.'

"That's right," I said, "Don't. A shepherd is a hap

pier man than any politician in Ae land—happier than

president—happier than a king,"

The woods were growing black agamst the tawny we

ern sky and the stars began to glimmer through >-

sultry midsummer haze, I glanced toward the she.

They were all lying down now, peacefully chewing n

cud. or with heads outstretched asleep, I divined th

the shepherd would fain be following their example, s-j

got up and wished him good night,

"Good night, sir. kindly," said O'Hara, m a tone

kindly that \\ is still lingering in my ears.

Francis Moonak
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''In Boyhood Days/'
Editor Forest and Stream:
Under this caption in this week's issue of Forest and

Stream, Mr. T. J. Chapman has said some very pleasant
things about the picttirc by my son, published as a supple-
ment to your admirable paper.
But I shall have to differ with Mr, Chapman's claim

that the boy in the foreground is himself, as I know for
a certainty "that's me" and my little "yaller dog" Ponto.
Dear old Pcnto was the most enthusiastic squirrel and

woodchuck dog for his size that I ever saw. He was no
larger than a pocket beagle, but would tackle any wood-
chuck that he could get in a stone fence or ledge of rocks,
and when he treed a black or gray squirrel, he would
stay at that tree or follow him from tree to isree as long
as there was any prospects of getting it.

My father was a country doctor, and Ponto, with his
running mate. "Old Bull" (a large, white mongrel of
bulldog and half a dozen other breeds, but the bulldog
predominated), often followed him into the country. On
one such trip, when about half a mile from home, they
chased a woodchuck mto a stone fence beside the road,
and when father returned he found the dogs where he had
left them, the chuck still "hold ng the fort." Leaving
his horse in the road, father went to help dislodge Arc-
iomys monax. The little dog was on the field side of the
fence at an opening large enough to admit him facing
the woodchuck. Father removed some stone, which
enabled the large dog to get a hold on the hindquarters of
the rodent, which he pulled through the wall with the
little dog fastened to it ; and then it was "nip and ti:ck" as
to which ('chuck or little dog) was getting the most of
the shaking. But enough about the dogs, who died and
were buried more than half a century ago within twenty
rods of where these lines are written ; and the wood-
chucks about here are having a comparatively peaceful
time, as shoAvn by one of them making hiS home under
the veranda of a house within ten rods of the Presby-
terian church that stands at the head of the main street
of this village (Theresa). (This church was built and
presented to the Presbyterian Society by the late Roswell
P. Flower, whose parents were of the original charter
members in 1828.)

But to return to "Boyhood Days." Mr. Chapman is

also mistaken about the gun represented in the picture.
Originally it was not the "little gun" it looks to be. It
was

_
once fourteen inches longer than when the writer

carried it. In fact, it was the gun carrjed by the great-
grandfather of the artist (whose name is in the corner of
the picture) through the War of the Revolution. Of
course it was a flintlock then. Afterward it was changed
to a percussion lock, and just before I commenced to use
it in the early forties, it was cut off,- restocked and
changed to a cap lock. Yet it was the same old gun of
grandfather's. In August, 1852, I loaned it to a country
boy to shoot ducks in Hyde Lake, two and a half miles
from the village. A few days later the boy reported that
he had dropped it from the boat into the lake, After^
ward he pa d me the fnunificent sum of $5. Had I it to-
day I should add two more round figures between the
five and the period, as its value, with "Not for sale."
A month ago (more than half a century after tlie gun

was lost) I was m a boat on Hyde Lake for the first time
in my life. I saw seven ducks, five of them within reach
of the old gun. had I had it, and for which I wished.
As for the stone fence in the picture, that Mr. Chapman

thinks resembles "Captain Peter's, down by the river," I

do not deny. I only know that it was changed somewhat
from the original of which it was rnade, but the near-by
tree remains the same. J. L. Davison.

P. S.—To show that the hunting instinct that was in-
stilled by the old gun sixty years ago (I commenced us-
ing it when nine years of age) has not diminished, let me
relate that for the past two weeks a young friend from
Rochester and myself have been in camp on Red Lake
alone, except that for three days we had some young
friends from the village w th us. Most of the time we
were walking up grouse (we have no dog), of which there
were plenty. Up to yesterday morning my young friend
and myself were even as to the number each had killed,

but yesterday he "wiped my eye," coming in with two at

noon. I missed the only one I saw during the three
hours I was out, while my friend reported putting up
about a dozen. We went separate and in different direc-
tions. I am not going to report the number we killed,
suffice to say that we had plenty of grouse in the camp
from the second day. We also had two gray squirrels,
of which there are plenty, but we shot only what hap-
pened to come to us. There has been no frost or heavy
ra n to disturb the leaves, and the trees are beautiful with
their green, red and sere brown leaves. 1 have not
taken a grouse that had not a fair chance of getting away
on the wing. I have missed many more than I killed, but
I would rather miss one on the wing than to "pot-shoot"
it. With the old gun they were always shot on the
ground or log or from a tree. J. L. D.
Theresa, N. Y,, Oct. 4.

The Kinkajou.
In April last we published a short article about the

curious kinkajou (Cercoleptes caudivohmlus) , that curi-
ous animal which was long regarded as one of the lemurs,
bixt is now placed in that division of the carnivores known
as Arctoidea; a group which contains the Southwestern
bassaris, the raccoons, nasuas, bears, otters and weasels.
It is an extraordinary an mal, whose hands have no
opposable thumb and whose fingers are webbed for nearly
their whole length. Nevertheless, it uses its hands much
as the human being does his. The tongue is long, slim
and extensive, and can be inserted into small holes in
search of insects or the honey of bees. Its life is spent
chiefly in trees. It is a nocturnal animal, and very active
in the hours of darkness. It is easily tamed, and is said
to make an mtelligent and affectionate pet, as was shown

in our issue of April 5, From the London Country
Gentleman we take the accompanying illustration and
these observations, contributed by one who has studied
the kinkajou:
"Suspended Animation" was the title suggested by a

contemporary for the portrait of this strangely attractive
beast, taken in its favorite position of hang.ng by its tail.

It eats its food and drinks in this inverted pose, which it is

reported by the Indians to assume when drinking from
the rivers of the Brazilian forests. The kinkajou descends
a branch hanging over the water, drops itself to the length
of its tail, and then laps comfortably like a dog. It has
the longest tongue, in proportion to its size, of any living
mammal, the ant-eaters not excepted, and is the only
creature which habitually climbs up its own tail, or uses
it as a rope to haul on. The tongue seems practically
endless, yet it uses it with as much precision as if it were
a hand. With it it explores all the holes and crevices in
trees for insects. It will put it out to reach food at a
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distance, as neatly as an elephant does its trunk. If made
a pet of (and it makes a very charming pet) it will try
to explore your ear or the space between your neck and
collar with the same inquisitive organ. In the forests of
South America and Mexico, Avhich it frequents, it is
said to feed largely on the honey of the various wild
bees. The solitary bees which make small nests in holes
and cracks with a few honey cells, probably suffer most
from its attacks, for all their care cannot keep out its
endless exploring tongue. There are other bees, too,
which make honey, but have no stings, which the
Brazilians have rather humorously named "Angelitos,"
or angels. The nectar on which these angels feed is, no
doubt, an easy prey to the keen-scented, night-walking
kinkajou. In appearance he is one of the most taking of
all the smaller animals. His fur is like yellowish plush, as
deep and soft as the wonderful carpets made for the
central aisle of Westminster Abbey, for the Coronation.
The hand sinks into it as if it were moss, and the "pile"
IS so thick and springy that the fur comes back into place
at once. By day it mainly sleeps. Its eyes dislike the
light, and the pupils vanish into mere points, but it is by
no means so great a hater of the day as the lemurs and
the lorises. If wakened up it will feed and even play.
But it is at dusk that it wakes up and shows its ac-
tivity and wonderfully friendly disposition. It is a most
graceful climber, and swings itself from point to point
with Its tail. One kept at the "Zoo" used to swing from
the top of Its cage to any point at which food was offered
It. It had also a pretty habit of holding the food, which
it took in the first instance with its tongue, in its' hands
and eating it with great propriety in the pendent position it
had just assumed. Swallowing "upward" apparently
gives It no trouble. When hanging thus it frequently
holds on to its own tail by its hind feet, just as if the
tail were a rope detached from its body, which it was
nervous about lettmg go. In size it is as large as a cat
but much more strongly built. It is probably quite carni-
vorous when it gets the chance. A correspondent of the
Spectator states that one which he kept killed a whole
brood of young turkeys, and occasionally tried to use its
teeth on him.

Blue Fox Raising in Alaska.
For some years past, efforts have been made to increase

the production of blue foxes on various Alaskan islands
by the destruction of male animals only. The blue fox
is believed to be monogamous, and it has been hoped
that by artificial selection and environment it might be
possible to change its habits, so that it would become
polygamous. If this could be accomplished, a very large
proportion of the males might be killed each vear, the
supply of blue fox fur would be materially increased, and
yet the annual production of young would constantly in-
crease.

The Treasury Department has permitted the carrying
on of extended experiments on the Pribilof Islands, and
for the last four seasons all females taken in the traps on
bt. George Island have been released, males only having
beeti killed. In 1901 an effort was made to ascertain the
total number of foxes on St. George's. All animals cap-
tured were marked and released, so that no fox was
counted twice. According to theory the method prac-
ticed on this island should have resulted in a great pre-
ponderance of females, but such excess does not exist, as
shown by the record of 1901-02, which gives for a total of
1,304 foxes caught, an excess of only 76 females over
males.

If the effort to increase the number of breeding females
had been successful, and only two young were allowed
for the increase of each female annually, it is obvious
that the females would have doubled up every year less
of course such as died by accident or from natural causes;
while if seventy-five per cent, of the male increase was
destroyed, the numbers of that sex would increase very
slowly. As a matter of fact, it is believed that foxes
sometimes have ten, twelve or more young ones.
On the Semidi Islands is a fox colony owned by the

Semidi Propagating Co., where the foxes are cared for
and all the females trapped—as well as a certain number
of the males—are released. Nevertheless the foxes here
have not increased as they should have done according to
the figures. Very little is known about the causes which
keep down the blue foxes, but the observations made
show clearly that these causes exist, and it is known that
certain blue foxes bred in the National Zoological Park
were killed by the parasite Uncinaria.
We may imagine for the present that the profits of the

blue fox industry in Alaska will not equal the glowing
expectations of the enthusiasts who have gone into it. At
the same time it may be a very profitable and satisfactory
business.

The food problem has always been regarded as the most
important one to be faced in the carrving on of this in-
dustry. It may be imagined that many other difficulties
stand in the way of the fox breeder, as has been found •

true m the case of persons who have endeavored to breed
other fur-bear.ng animals for profit.

About Sea-Gulls.
Prom Cornwall Simeon's 'iStray Notes on Sea Fishing and

Natural History,"

Sea gulls I have heard, which had been caught
young, and tamed, have continued to keep up their
intimacy with those who reared them after they had
gained the full use of their wings and were at perfect
liberty; though they took advantage of it tn go away
every year at the breeding season, and might have been
supposed to have entirely resumed their natural habits
Both of these instances occurred in the Isle of Wight-
one at Calbourne, where I well remember "Old iPhil"
as he was called, year after year, sailing over the village
green and alighting on a low wall at the grocer's shop
from which he used to be fed with bits of cheese of
which he was very fond, and other similar dainties The
other instance was near Sea View, where, I am informed
the gull used to return in the same way, his former tame-
ness not appearing to have been at all affected by his
temporary retirement into wild life. Not the least re-
markable part of the history of these birds is that dur-
ing the breeding season, each of them occasionally
brought his mate with him to introduce her to his old
friends and to invite her to partake of their hospitalitv
I dont think, indeed, that "Old Phil" ever prevailed on
his better half to come and share his cheese, but she
used to keep him company into the village, and some-
times amuse herself in a pond hard by, while he went to
,pay his accustomed visit to the grocer. In the other
case, near Sea View, my informant tells me the wild
gull used to come up and feed with the tame one under
his dining-room windows, though she would not ap-
proach quite close so long as anyone was visible at tbein
but sat on the grass plat a short distance off, or hovered
round until the coast seemed clear.
Perhaps there is naturally less fear of man enter-

tained by gulls than by most other birds. One can
scarcely be for a few hours at sea, or by the water in aharbor town, without some of them, from curiosity or
ca^lessness, coming round so close to one as to afford
sufficient proof of this. On one occasion while fish-
ing at some distance outside the harbor at Stornoway
I threw over, foul-hooked, and brought into the boat'
with a short cuddy rod and line, which happened to beon board, two gulls, as they flew round close to us
allured by the hope of a share in our fish The first'when released, not having exhibited the slightest fear'
but continued to hover round us, closer, if anything'
than before, as if he fancied he had then a snecial claim
to our attention, I thought on catching the second Iwould see to what extent he might be disposed to enter-
tain friendly relations toward us. AccordincrLv I tookhim in my lap, and offered him some nice bits of fishAt first ne professed to be angry, and pecked at my
fingers instead of the fish, as if to ask whether I thought
It possible that he would condescend to accept my dona-
tions underJ^straint._ However, having accidentally-on-purpose,^ hold of a piece of the fish, down it went-
and, apparentTy thmking that under the circumstances
he might do worse, he set to work with no ill will o?appetite and soon got through a good part of a had-dock. 1 hen, however, whether from eating too fast orfrom his position being uncomfortable, or perhans froma feeling that he had been compromising his dfgni^-
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fortunately for me I had a pair of mackintosh overalls

on—up it all came again. As I had been for some time

engaged in feeding this nursling-, who thus repaid me by

"puking in his n.tirse's arms," and the fish were biting

freely, I left him to his own devices, and away he went.

On regaining his liberty, however, so far from appear-

ing to resent ray compulsory kindneS'^. he rather seemed

to wish for a repetition of the same course of treatment

for he continued to fly backward and forward within a

few feet of our heads, as if he thought he had been a

fool after all. The captain of one of the Dover and

Ostend steamers told me that he had seen a gull come
and take of? the taftrail food which had been placed there

for him.
Changes of weather may be foretold with consider-

able accuracy by observing the flight of gulls, as, after

feeding inland, they, according to tlieir invariable cus-

tom, wing their way homeward toward evening to their

roosting places in the cliffs; making this transit in fine

weather high and in comparative silence, but in bad

blustery weather, and before rain, much more noisily

and nearer to the ground, merely skirting the tops of

the coverts which lie in their course.

and fell, alighting on the antlers. He broke off three of

the longest prongs. The short prongs near the base
of the set caught the man in the thighs, however, and
such was the force of his fall that the prongs entered

the thighs to a sufficient depth to support Fisher's

weight. The noise of the fall and the cries of Fisher
attracted the attention of the Museum employes, and
the man was quickly removed from his painful perch.

—

Washington Post.

Hints and Wrinkles,

Do Not Destroy Hornets* Nests."

Editor *Forest and Stream:
As the leaves are dropping from the trees and the hunt-

ing season is approaching when mauy sharp-eyed gun-

ners will be abroad in the woods, we wish at this time to

take the opportunity to call attention to the error of the

common practice of shooting through hornets' nests.

These nests will soon be conspicuous in the forests, and

by the close of the hunting season scarcely one of the

many now existing will be left uninjured by the gunners.

The fact that this is a useless, idle practice that results in

the destruction of living things that can not be replaced

by man, should be enough to condemn it A\ ith all thought-

ful persons, but there is much more to be said against it

than that it is a useless waste of amnnmition. It is a

positive destruction of some of the most useful creatures

which by their habits benefit mankind without his gen-

erally being aware of the fact.

Hornets or "white-faced wasps" have no evil traits or

obnoxious features. It is true that they sometimes sting,

but this is only when they are attacked in their own
homes, or think that their young are in danger.

_
Any

brave man would do the same, and wc would despise the

coward who would not fight for his own.

The great value of these insects is in' their feeding

habits. They live entirely upon insects, mostly flies, and,

in fact, when they are near dwellings their food is gener-

ally the common house fly. They are nature's greatest

factor in reducing this serious pest. It is well known
that flies carry disease germs, such as those of typhoid

fever, and it can thus be seen that hornets have a de-

cidedly sanitary effect as a result of their desirable m-
sectivorous habits. Where there are more hornets there

are fewer flies and fewer disease germs conveyed. Spare

the hornets' nests, and add to the comforts and health-

fulness of mankind.
H. A. Surface, Professor of Zoology.
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Nova Scotia Bird ^Flights.

Canso, Nova Scotia, Oct. 7—Editor Forest and

Stream: Nearly all migratory birds were from three to

ten days late in arriving here this spring, probably owmg
to a very backward season.

Hedge sparrows were here on March 17. Some robms

stayed with us all winter, as usual. Last winter was very

mild, the thermometer never going lower than six de-

grees above. Bluebirds were quite a Aveek late; yellow

warblers aboixt ten days. Swallows and sand martens

exceptionally late. I saw two swallows on May 7. From,

the 4th to 7th, included, were warm, Avith south to south-

west winds, but after the 7th the weather broke and re-

mained hot for several days. The next lot of swallows

appeared on the 13th. I never saw one between the

7th and 13th.

It is no exaggeration to state thai the sea ducks ot

nearly every description pass this cape in thousands on

their southern migration. The flight is now on prmci-

pally coots and eiders. Any one anxious to add to his

collection would do well to try Canso. _
Horse mackerel are very numerous m our bay. Ihe

man from Halifax does not know much about the Nova

ScStia fisherman when he states they would not fish for

horse mackerel. Two-thirds of Gloucester vessels are

manned by men from this Province. That ought to be

guarantee sufficient. They will dare anything m a^og-

The Raffed Grouse's Drinking*

Brookline, Mass., Oct. 11.—Editor Eorest and Stream:

In answer to W. W. Brown's question m the Forest and

Stream for Oct. n, I would say that at the last sports-

men's show at Boston I saw the ruffed grouse drink from

a nan of water like common barnj^ard fowl.
Daem.

Raffed Grouse in Confinement.

Last week I saw four ruffed grcaise under wire at

Blooming Grove Park which were raised from eggs cov-

ered by a domestic hen, and they walked out to the end

of a perch and pecked cabbage leaves from my fingers

through the meshes. Charles Hallock.

The figure of a man impaled on a set of magnificent

elk antlers hanging on the walls of the National Museum

startled visitors to that institution. The screams of the

unfortunate man quickly brought assistance and he was

relieved from his perch after hanging only a few mo-

ments The man was John Fisher, forty years old, a

workman employed at the Museum. The prongs of the

antlers had entered his thighs to a considerable depth.

The man was conveyed to the Emergency Hospital,

where his wounds were dressed.

Fisher was employed in the mam hall of the Museum,

makin<^ some repairs about fifteen or twenty feet from

the floor Below him, attached to a heavy shield, hung

ft set of elk antlers. Fisher slipped from his position

Readers are invited lo send for p,^blicati&n under this

head hints and wrinkles drawn from practical expetieQce>

and pertaining to shooting, fishing, camping and outdoor life.

No. J—A Home-Made Rifle Cover,

Years ago I enjoyed the companionship of C. M. Wil-
cox, a venerable gentleman, in many one-day excursions

after small game and prairie dogs in the sandhills of the

West. Mr. Wilcox was very fond of small-bore rifle

shooting, and as prairie dogs were numerous everywhere,
it was natural that we should practice on them. Mr.
Wilcox always carried a small take-down rifle wrapped
in a sheet of stout paper, and one who observed him as

he sat in a trolley car with this neat package lying

across his knees would never suspect the nature of its

contents, or that his pockets were stuffed with sand-

wiches, cartridges, cleaning material, etc. Arrived at

our destination—generally a couple of miles from a dog
town—he took the rifle out, put it together, folded the

paper and put it in a pocket until night, when, in re-

turning home, the rifle again reposed inside its wrapper.

No bullvy canvas case for him to lug around all day, and
to attract attention and queries as to his luck.

It is a nuisance to the man who goes out thus for a

day afield to carry a stiff case with him, but a better

substitute than the wrapping paper is a cover of light

brown duck, which may be folded almost as small as

a handkerchief. If the rifle has swivels and a sling strap,

the handiest sort of cover may be made in a few minutes

on any sewing machine. In form it should be similar to

the conventional rifle cover, with a flap to button or

buckle over the butt, and with soft leather reinforce-

ment over muzzle, to protect the front sight. Button-

holes should be worked at the two points where the swivel

studs touch the cover, and by this means the cover has

a sling strap or not, as desired. If the former, remove
the sling before putting the rifle in the cover, then snap

the swivels into the studs through the buttonholes in the

cover. Nothing cquld be simpler. Six-ounce duck is

heavy enough.
The cover may be waterproofed by dissolving paraffin

in turpentine and applying one coat with a brush, then

hanging in the sunlight a short time until dry.

Perry D. Frazer.
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Shooting Along Great South Bay.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In the city of the Greater New York and its immediate
vicinity there are many sportsmen who cannot take the

time from their business to go on a shooting trip, as

shooting trips are generally understood. Such a trip

almost always implies many miles of travel and consider-

able outlay of time and money. Because such men do not

know where to go to find good shooting near home, they

often do not go shooting at all.

It is generally known that there is excellent quail shoot-

ing on Long Island, and it is easy to say go to Bay Shore,

Islip, Bayport, and on out to the end of the island. Such
advice, however, is vague. It implies much, but gives

nothing definite. And this indefiniteness applies equally

to duck shooting, rabbit shooting and all game.
After a week of travel and careful study of the South

Side of Long Island, I am convinced that at various

points from Bay Shore to Good Ground one can have a
profitable outing of one day or one week, can be well

cared for, and need be under no heavy expense, either in

the way of time or money.
At Bay Shore I met Mr. Fred Dominy, of the Dominy

House, a comfortable hotel. Mr. Dominy is a sportsman,

•owns good dogs, and is in close touch with all the best

guides, including Capt. Hicks, He is prepared to help

people to duck shooting also, and by writing him a few
days in advance, any of your readers may learn what the

prospects are.

Here I also met Capt. Veltman, of the sloop Madeline.

I visited him on board and found him well prepared to

accommodate a party of from two to six duck shooters.

He furnishes batteries, decoys, and indeed everything ex-

cept the ability to shoot, and ducking weather.

If one prefers to go to Islip, the Orowoc Hotel will

be found comfortable. Mr. Frank Buchacek is a good
sportsman, and will take care of deer, duck and quail

shooters, procure guides for them and fit them out with

what they need. For the benefit of his guests he has

built on the outer bar a substantial cabin as a refuge for

his duck hunters, in case they are caught there by bad

weather. Arrangements should be made in advance here

a? in all other places.

At Bayport, the Bayport Hotel is kept by Mr. Henry
Stokes. The hotel is a good one, and the proprietor is

near deer, duck and quail grounds. He can secure com-
petent men as guides or assistants.

Bellport is not far from Bayport. It has long been

famous as a duck shooting ground, and the Wyandotte
Hotel, kept by Uncle Billy Kreamer, will be remembered

by many of the older generation. Although Mr. Kreamer

is not as young as he used to be, his son is following in

his footsteps, and can take charge of visiting gunners.

Their sloop, batteries, scooters, sharpies and men are all

in excellent condition.

At Centre Moriches, conditions for duck shooting are

excellent for those who can shoot there, but not for the

general public. An old English grant covers the bay for

about eight miles on the outer bar, and six along shore,

and the shooting privileges are rented out to one man by

the present generation of heirs. However, you can get off

before you reach Centre Moriches, or can stay on the train

and go just beyond, and may thus forget that King
George eever existed. But this antique grant does not
cover the adjacent land, and one may get fine quail shoot-
ing, excellent accommodations and good guides, by writ-
ing Mr. J. W. Rose. Long Island Hotel. I spent an en-
joyable evening at this hotel under the palms before an
open grate fire studying Long Island ancient history.

The waters of Shinnecock Bay, near Good Ground, are
well known to duck shooters, and the name calls up many
memories, cheerful and sad. Mr. E. J. Bellows, of the
Lighthouse Cottage, makes it his business to care for gun-
ners. After he takes you in charge, all you need is to be
able to shoot. Mr. Harry G. Carter is a shooter and guide
at East Quoque, and at East Quogue also is Mr. Lew
Morris, who has taken a comfortable cottage for the enter-
tainment of gunners. Mr. Morris has many friends who
will be glad to learn that he has opened this resort.

Black ducks are now on in goodly numbers, and the
writer got a few black ducks last week. Some broadbills
have come, too.

A copy of the Game Laws in Brief will post one as to

the law regulating the taking of game and should be
carefully studied.

The outlook for quail has not been so good in years, and
this is true also of deer. As to the ducks, they have
always visited the South Shore in great numbers, and I

guess they always will. T. E. B.
New York, Oct. 18.

[Note.—Arrangements have been made with all nearby
advertisers to report to the Forest and Stream from time
to time the conditions of shooting in their localities.

These reports will be published for the benefit of our
readers.]

The Extirpation of Valuable Birds.

I have read with a great deal of interest and pleasure
the valuable article by A. K. Fisher, entitled "Two Van-
ishing Game Birds," which was printed in Forest and
Stream Sept. 27. It sounds a timely note of warning
which should not pass unheeded by sportsmen and others
who are interested in our native birds, for, that there is

danger of the practical . annihilation of the species he
has named there is no doubt.
For many years I have watched the steadily increasing

dangers which 'not only threaten these, but other species
also, and have often wished that some concerted action
all over the country could be brought about by which in

the various State legislatures proper laws could be ob-
tained.

I have had in years past my full share of work before
legislative committees, and I will state now, though I

dislike to make the admission, that the time I have wasted
in endeavoring to secure discreet and wise laws for the
better protection of birds is among my greatest regrets.

There are always members of these committees who
"know it all" so far as game laws are concerned, and it

is a wise and eloquent and thoroughly persistent man only
who can make any impression on them. To the first

two qualities I do not lay any claim, but the third one I

think I possess in a fair degree.

I suppose that if a large number of individuals in every
State were at once to begin a crusade for the protection
of the vanishing birds, working zealously and per-

sistently among the legislatures, the effort might
bear some fruit, how valuable that fruit would be is

a question. But it is very difficult to enlist even sports-
men—who are interested in such matters more than
others are—in such work. I had good opportunities for

becoming acquainted with this fact during my twenty-
one years' term of office at the Massachusetts State House
and in my seven years' Presidency of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association.

I have also found that among the "men behind the

gun" it is difficult to secure an unanimity of opinion. So
that to obtain from them anything like "concerted action

to make a strong effort to have proper laws enacted," as

Mr. Fisher suggests, and that they will "take an unselfish

view of the matter and work for a universal close sea-

son," is something that I wish might be brought about,

but I am not much of an optimist in the matter. It is

not because they are stolid, or indifferent or even care-

less, but legislation and legislators are things which, as

a rule, are quite out of their line, and it is almost im-
possible to arouse them to effort in that direction.

But supposing that every one, not only sportsmen but

all who are interested in our game birds, could be induced

to take concerted action to obtain proper legislation, their

efforts would avail not unless they were successful every-

where, for manifestly a law obtained providing for a

close season in one State and not obtained in an adjoin-

ing one, would be of little benefit to species which know
nothing of State lines and boundaries, and would be a

rank injustice to the sportsmen of both States.

Suppose that a close season for a term of years were
obtained on woodcock and wood duck in Massachusetts

and could not be obtained in Connecticut, into which State

most of the Massachusetts-bred woodcock move when
the moulting season begins, how long would such a law

be supported by public opinion.

Beside this, the work could not be done at once, but

would have to be extended through several years at

least for the reason that the sessions of the legislatures

of the different States do not occur simultaneously, some
having annual and others biennial sessions, beginning at

varying dates and extending through longer or shorter

terms.

So that while it is undoubtedly most desirable that

"sportsmen and others especially interested will take this

matter in hand and secure proper legislation for the bet-

ter protection of the woodcock," as Mr. Fisher again

suggests, I believe that so far as the enactment of uniform

State laws is concerned, there will be but little accom-

plished.

Now I have given this matter of bird protection a good

deal of thought in years gone by, and have tried to devise

ways and means "by Avhich an uniformity of protective

].-.^\;s"_not of all, but of special species—in the several

States could be obtained. That there was any probability

of this being brought about by the various legislatures. I

never believed. I am sorry to say I am not much of 3
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lawyer, but I have felt that something tangible could be
c'btained from Congressional action. I believe that it is in

the province and power of Congress to enact such laws

as are deemed necessary for the preservation of animals

and birds which are threatened with extirpation.

That similar action in this direction has been taken in

the past is shown by the familiar example of the law for

the better protect on of the mackerel which was obtained

very largely through the efforts of our Massachusetts
Association.

As I before stated, I am not enough of a lawyer to say

just how far Congress can go in a matter which seems
off-hand to be something over which the several States

should have jurisdiction, but it seems to me that if the

interstate commerce law is and the mackerel law was
constitutional, one enacted for the preservation of mi-

gratory, not local, fcrie naturcv, something which belongs

to all the people of the Union, regardless of State lines,

might also be placed on the statutes.

Now assuming that Congress has the power to enact

such a law as I have named—i. e., one providing for an
uniform close season of say three or five years on wood-
cock and the wood duck—the question is in what man-
ner can the matter best be placed before that body to

secure favorable action. From the fact that it is some-
thing quite out of the usual run of matters brought before

Congress, it is necessary that it should be presented in a

way that shall secure an instantaneous and intelligent

hearing.

The only practicable method available, so far as I can
see, for securing this seems to be by the usual form of

petition, but in order that this may have any weight it

must be presented in the most forceful rnaniier possible.

Now fortunately there are at once available a vast lium-

ber of powerful agents who can fender good sefvige ill

the work of memorialising Cotigfess.

The U. S. Department of AgricUltUte Which has, 1

think, agents and correspondents iti about all the Coh-
gressional districts throughout the country, and which
has already done a very great deal itl the way of scientific

investigation, would, I am almost eertaill, eiitef illto this

matter with enthUsi&sffi. Of course I caniiot vouch itit

this, but i believe it to be true. If it did so, the assist-

ance it Would be able to render would be very great, and
it would, of course, be more far-reaching than would
that of any other organization.

The very large number of Auduboit, s©eieties, the vafi^

otts societies of natUfai histoi'y, the State and local, fish

and game pl'otective associatiohs, the sportsmett's clubs,

and last, but not least, the press, would make a powerful
and effective army to enter into this campaign.
Some one centrally located would be needed to attend

to the necessary dorrespondeiipe with these various

organizations, and to furHish thein with petition hlSiiks

vniform in style, to be filled with tiaiiies aitd forwarded
by each society to its respective member of Congress.

If tills Work were done with even only a moiety of the

thoroughness that should be bestowed upon it, there

would be such an avalanche of petitions sCnt in that, I ven-

ture to say, speedy and favorable action avouI4 be taken

'n 'the Tfiatter, , j .

It 15 goliiethiHg ih which thgj-e i'^ iio politics, aiia it

WoUiti not caU for much debate. In the U. S. Senate

Slich men as Henry Cabot Lodg(i and George F. Hoar
would, I have no doubt, advocate it, for they are both

well informed in ornithological matters, and both of them
have done good service in behalf of the birds.

In carrying out this undertak ng, the principal expense

that would have to be met would be for printmg petition

forms and circulars and for statioUefy and postage. A
vety few huHdrfed dollars wouUl he mply sufficient, and

there ought to be ainoiig out many ilublie-spirited W*ealthy

ttieti at least ohe W'ho would supply the liecessary fUrids.

He Who has charge of the details of the work involved

in correspondence and the distribution of circulars, blanks,

etc., should be a man of experience, who should take the

labor in hand con amore and leave no stone unturned

that would in atly m</ aid hhii in aehieving success.

I havi said that there are other birds in addition to the

two species above named, that are rap dly approaching the

danger line of extirpation.

Of course we must fenleniber that the great arniy of

sportsmen is annually receiving great numbers of re-

cruits; that it is inereasing in a degree which is not gen-

erally appreciated, while the breeding stock of game birds

is gradually diminishing, so that in the natural course of

events many species whicb are now comparatively plenti-

ful will rapidly become more and more scarce as the ever-

widening inroads are made in their numbers. Among
these, some of the larger shore birds seem particularly

marked for destruction.

The long-billed or "sickle-bill" curlew is becommg a

rare bird in the North, although in the Southern _ and

Western States it is more abundant. It is one of the

species which stOOl well and when several individuals are

shot from a flock, the others, which are full of solicitude

for their dead or wounded companions, hover in circles

above them, until repeated discharges from the gun brmg
them all to the ground.
The Hudsonian, or "jack curlew," which was never

plentiful, is becoming fewer in numbers every year. It

comes freelv to the gunner's call, and is as sympathetic as

is the "sicide-bill," returning to and hovering over its

wounded mates until the last bird is shot. It seems to

prefer the Pacific coast to the Atlantic in its migrations,

and it traverses both continents in its long flight from

the Arctic regions to Patagonia.

The Eskimo curlew or "doe bird," which in former

times was very abundant ,is like the other two species,

rapidly diminishing in numbers. It stools well, and is so

sympathetic it will return to the blinds again and again

Hn its solicitude for its fallen companions.

The northern .shore of Prince Edward Island used to

te a famous locality for these birds and for plovers, that

ibeing their first stopping place on their way south from

Labrador, and in years gone by, I have had a number of

very satisfactory days with them there.

While not having special decoys out for them, my only

idecoys set being for plover, I found that J could almost

always whistle them down, and they always proved a wel-

come' addition to the day's bag. I have frequently seen

%\x or eight of these birds scattered through a large flock

of golden or black breast plovers, keeping pace with

'thein in their gvrations, their sometimes meandering, yet

always rapid flight, and coming to the stools with them
freely and without suspicion. I have not in recent years
visited mj' former favorite hunting ground for them
near Malpeque Cut, I am informed that the doe birds

are growing more and more scarce.

I mention these shore birds, not that I believe that

any general law can be enacted that will save them, but
becattse they are familiar examples of species which are

very rapidly diminishing in numbers
;
many others in

the same category among the shore birds might be named
as well as a number of species among the swimmers
(NataCores), but for the present I will pass them by.

If an attempt to secure legislation from Congress is

made in relation to woodcock and the wood duck, and it

meets with anythink like a satisfactory degree of success,

further efforts may be deemed advisable to secure pro-
tection for other species. Edward A. Samuels.

Reminiscences of Early Oklahoma.
The beginning of October, 1889, found my old partner,

Ed S. (with whom I had hunted in central Nebraska the

two previous seasons on my annua! vacations) and my-
self in Omaha, busily making preparations for another
hunt, this time in Oklahoma, but then recently thrown
open fot settlement. Reaching Kansas City, we took the

A. T. & S. F.—then the only railroad through the new
Territorj'^, although the Rock Island was also preparing

to build in that section—and shortly began to feel fairly

en route. The train was crowded with every Conceivable

type of humanity, of whom a description would be almost
impossible, all bound for the new country. Business was
brisk throughout the Territory and nearly every one
seetttedto have money. Crossing the river, we rolled through
thfe Chetokee Strip, and were then in Oklahoma proper,

here showiilg ftonl the car window as a rolling prairie.'

Passing Guthrie, a. prospetoUs looking place, a short dis-

tance south, the appearance of the coUtttfy changed to the

extent that, interspersed with the rollihg praifie, one saw
numerous blackjack groves, and the further we pro-

ceeded the ttiore numerous these became. Ten or fifteen

miles before feachihg 0. K. City, I saw a flock of wild

turkeys cross the railroad track after the train had passed,

and at not infrequent intervals quail would whir up beside

the train. This gave every promise of sport when we
reached our hunting ground.

In the\aftertioon we reached O. K. City, a place of

about .4,dd<j population, constructed entirely of pitch pine

buildings, with a feW tcltts, but bustling with humanity.
Freight was piled everywhere afouud the railway station,

constantly arriving faster than it could be hauled away.
At this time a company of U. S. Regulars was stationed

at thfe city, presumably to keep things quiet, for there

was evfety chahce froffl the many irresponsible parties

scattered throughout the country for a disturbance with-

out much agitation ; but it can be said to the credit of the

better element, that things in and about the town moved
along very smoothly. One thing absolutely was pfo-

tiibited—the sale of intoxicating liqttors of every descrip-

tion, and slUooUi indeed was the party who managed to

get a good driiiii.. This Jirohibitiou was necessary for

various reasoils. The whole section was part of an In-

dian reservation, sitbject to military rule, and not a part

of any existing State or Territory
J
hundreds of Indians

daily visited the town, and these considerations, with the

generally irresponsible nature of many of the roving

class temporarily at the place, all combined to make this

a matter of necessity. The only beverage noticed was a

drink brewed outside of the town and bottled, sold under
the lianie of "Hop Tea Tonic"—tasting like warm, stale

beer, but vefy fflild. Capacity to contain this was neces-

sary to receive much inspiration.

Ill a few days we were comfortably installed in a two-
room house on one of the main streets of the town, having

bought enough to comfortably fix it up—at least from the

point of view of two young fellows. The front room
Was used as a sleeping and sitting room, and the rear

room in which to cook, eat and take care of the game, of

which we afterward obtained plenty.

The first two weeks we familiarized ourselves as fully

as possible with the surrounding country, and found that

immediately adjacent to the town game was scarce and
confined to a few coveys of quail. About this time my
dog was shipped to me from New York State, and he
certainly merits a short description, for he proved to be a

grand animal after his training in this country. He was a

young Llewellyn setter sired by Gun Gladstone and
Morning Star, of about 55 pounds weight, good disposi-

tion, dashing style and grand staying qualities ; he was in-

dispensable for the character of sport we found. About
the same time I purchased a horse, wagon and harness

for $87.50, and although the outfit was rather plain in

appearance, it was perfect for the business. The horse

was a gray, with a weary expression, and when at rest it

would invariably lean against the thills of the wagon,
but was the best animal to ford a strcant I ever drove.

The deeper the water, the steadier it attended to its busi-

ness, and as this fording was of daily occurrence—for

tliere were no bridges in the country—this trait of the

animal became indelibly fixed on my mind.
We had made a few trips and were having but fair

shooting—about twenty-five quail each or so a day

—

when we became acquainted with a young man by the

name of Hank Mc , who lived outside the town a few
m.iles. He proved to be one of the best fellows I ever

knew, and invaluable on account of his thorough knowl-
edge of the country as far east as Shawneetown, and even

beyond. His acquaintance with the Indians at the Potto-

watamie and Kickapoo reservations was considerable, and
to him we were indebted for the best quail shooting that

ever fell to the lot of any individual. One day when
calling on us, Hank made the remark, "How would you
fellows like a good quail hunt. I mean, go where quail

are so plenty that when we find a covey, we'll only give

them one whirl, then go on and locate another?" This
was a most enticing prospect, so it was accepted on the

spot. "Well, drive out to my dug-otit this afternoon and
I'll meet you, and to-morrow morning we'll start out and
have a hunt on the reservation. Bring plenty of shells

and some grub ; I have a tent and cooking outfit." We
were on time, but our friend showed up about midnight.

The following day we started as agreed, and as many
subsequent trips were but a repetitiou of this, it might

prove of interest to go into some detail. The Pottowa-
tamie reservation adjoining part of the original Oklahoma
strip on the east, was similar in respect to the strip, a roll-

ing prairie dotted with black oak groves and well watered
by numerous small creeks flowing into the North Fork of
the Canadian River. Along the river and creek bottoms
an abundance of black walnut and cottonwood, with, in

many places, a very heavy undergrowth at times inter-

twined with a running vine, having many thorns and
called, in local parlance, "green brier." These bottoms
were a great resort for deer and quail, and but a few-

years previous, wild turkey were abundant. Of the latter

few were left, btit were still common twenty to twenty-
five miles from the town. The quail ran to this cover
at night, and spread out among the blackjack groves and
en the edges of the prairie during the day to feed. Fol-
lowing one of the numerous trails and letting the dogs
range, it was not long after entering the reservation be-

fore Hank's dog^—a black pointer bitch, staunch as a
rock—gave us a point, and we were soon into a covey;
and this was repeated time and again during the day.

The shooting, outside of that done by Hank, was in-

different for the first few days, then we steadied down,
and but few birds got away.

Constant shooting at quail five days a week for six

weeks will give any man a chance to become a good quail

shot, and we improved on our opportunity. The setter

as yet was not reliable on a point, so we used him mainly
for locating the dead birds, and not once during the entire

trip did he stand false. Later on he became very good,

and at the end of the six weeks was as good a dog every
way as one could ask for. This young dog was so full

of ginger, that it was necessary every morning to give

him at least a ten-mile run to work off his wire edge,

and after a hard day's hunt, when we were glad to He
around the camp-fire, he was still ready to go on. As
for the black pointer bitch, she was unequalled. Abso-
lutely true and staunch on point, many times have I seen

her strike the trail of a covey that had crossed the road,

follow that trail for a quarter to a half a mile, and come
to a point. I do not claim that she was the only dog, but

she certainly was as near perfect as dogs often become.
Quail were so abundant at times that we only worked a

covey up, getting point after point from the dogs, and the

birds that escaped we gave no further attention, but

tiunted a new covey. Some days we located as many as

forty coveys, and the abundance of quail we found seems

almost beyond belief in these days of game scarcity. The
coveys were of all sizes, from a dozen to forty and fifty

birds. But Avhy should it have been different ? They were
very rarely hunted, the Indians practically never molest-

ing them; the whole country adapted to their wants and
food and shelter plenty. Of deer we saw numbers at

times, but too far away for a shotgun, and we did not

care for any. True, we had buckshot shells, but outside

01 the fact that we would he ready in case of suddenly

running on to one, we never attempted to hunt any. I

do not recall a day of the six weeks that we failed to see

at least one deer, and one morning, as we were preparing

our breakfast, having camped within the edge of the

timber along the bottom, seven deer broke cover, ran

across the rolling prairie and disappeared in a blackjack

grove.

Our usual routine of hunting was very nearly this:

Starting from town early Monday morning with grub

and plenty of loaded shells, we drove to Hank's cabin, he

joined us with his team hitched to an ordinary farm wagon
containing tent and the few necessary adjuncts. Headmg
for the reservation, we soon ptit out the dogs, and then

it was but a short time until we got a chance at a covey.

Along the reser\ation edges, quail were but moderately

plentiftd, and then the nature of the country to some ex-

tent governed the abundance. Hunting throughout the

day, nightfall invariably found us along some creek bot-

tom where we always camped, An ordinary day's hunt

generally ran about thirty-five to fifty quail per man.

When on the reservation we never camped in the same

spot two nights running, but in the language of our

friend, always "kept moving." Our never-changing diet

was quail, salt pork, pickles, Dutch oven biscuits, now and

then some potatoes and coffee. From this, night and

morning, we never varied. At noon, crackers and apples,

of which we had plenty. Our hunt ended Friday night,

which found us again in town, and then for a two days'

rest. On otir trips we many times met with individuals of

the Pottowatamie and Kickapoo tribes, most of them

riding horses, but now and then one afoot. They were

found in manv moods—some, friends of Hank, would

meet him with' a smiling, "How?" others were surly and

resentedl our being on the reservation, but all alike ab-

solutely protested against our attempting to kill any deer,

claiming these as their own ; the quail they cared nothing

atiout—in fact, at times we were followed by individuals

^vho apparently were delighted to see the dogs work, and

applauded every sttccessful shot. One individual T shall

never forget. We met him one morning; he vyas in an

ugly frame of miiul, and was armed with an ancient-look-

ing old musket. On meeting he signed us to stop, then

was determined to order us off. Even Hank's persuasive

manner had no effect. This Indian followed its two miles

watching us hunt, and then we began to see evidences of a

softened mood. Climbing into the wagon, he helped him-

self to crackers, and then begged a chew of tobacco from

Hank. From this on he was friendly, and during the after-

iwon proposed that we lend him one of the guns to take

a shot at a quail. Ed's gun, a notorious kicker, was

handed out, and I gave him a dozen shells loaded with

4y^ drams of FFF Hazard powder. These were so strong

I rarely shot them. Away he went, and soon after I heard

a shot and a yell. Later, this was repeated several times,

and in the course of an hour he returned, handed me the

gun, stood motionless, then vigorously rubbing his

shoulder, said, "D ^n gun kick like h 1." We had

to laugh, and finally he smiled, too. Toward night this

acquaintance ended as abruptly as it began. Hank's ex-

planation of the Indian's persistence in following us was

that he did not propose that we should shoot any deer.

These quail hunts were replete with many incidents.

One night while camped on a small creek in the Kickapoo
reservation, and fully thirty miles southeast of town, we
had just finished eating our supper when four nien abrupt-

ly entered our camp, all wearing masks, ctonsisting of a

strip of cloth with eyeholes across their faces. This party

looked us over, and when the cigars were passed around.
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one made the remark, "Well, boys, I guess you are right,"

and the party vanished as suddenly as they had come.
Their object we never could even guess, and the incident
soon pas'^ed from our minds.

I shall never forget the few hunts for wild turkey we
had. The mention of one will suffice. It had been a
beautiful mild December day. The nearly full moon was
ris ng, shedding a flood of light. Our camp had been
trade along the North Fork of the Canadian, and we had
had our evening meal at the close of a successful day's
hunt. After a good smoke, and when lying around the
camp-fire. Hank said, "How would you like a turkey hunt
to-night? I have seen sign, and we might go down the
river and find a few on the roost," so he and I started
out. We had gone but a mile or so when a large black
object was seen fully sixty feet up in a cottonwood, and
ir. a whisper Hank said, "There's a turk." The shot was
given me, and I, remembering his instructions, pulled
from under on to the bird, and the moment the sight dis-
appeared, let go a heavy charge of No. i shot, followed by
the second barrel. For an instant, silence, then a crash
through the limbs, and a faint, distant thud. After look-
ing for some time, the bird was found—a fifteen-pound
gobbler. Although we saw a number more the same
night, this was the only success we had. One can hardlj'
realize the work attending this sort of sport unless he has
experienced it. The rough grounds along the river bank,
exceedingly deceptive at night, overgrown with the be-
fore-mentioned "green brier," the many thickets of under-
growth, and the necessity of going over this character of
ground with the utmost silence, leave a lasting impression
of a hunt of this nature. Still the thrill one feels after
he has crept up to and succeeded in killing a fine gobbler
turkey more than compensates for the trouble taken.
One day while driving through the Kickapoo reserva-

tion, I noticed a collection of what looked to me like small
pens built of logs, from two to three feet in height. In
answer to my inquiry. Hank replied, "Indian burying
ground, but we won't bother with looking at them now."
Some weeks later we were on a trip some twenty miles
southeast of O. K. City, when late in the afternoon I

noticed one of these "pens" standing isolated on the open
prairie, but not far from the timber line of the river. I

asked to stop, but Hank said, "We are going to camp
about a mile further on, and to-morrow morning, while
the boys get breakfast, we will take the bitch and try a
little morn'ng hunt back that way." So at sunrise we
were up, and putting the dog out, started for the objective
point. We had gone but a short distance, when the bitch
began to trail, and going fully a quarter of a mile, gave
a fine point on a covey of quail, of which we killed a
number. We did not bother to hunt down the scattered
covey, as coveys in those days were too plentiful and
soon reached the grave. This was simply a pen, almost
square, of small logs la d crossways, and built to a height
of some three feet. The top was covered with logs laid

parallel lengthwise of it. At one end were two poles
about seven feet long, with an end of each imbedded in

the ground, the other ends crossing and the whole
forming an inverted V. Over the point of intersection

was a rope, one end disappearing within the pen. Remov-
ing the logs from the top, we saw within the body of an
Indian, in a sitting posture, evidently having been there
about a year. The end of the rope within the inclosure
was noosed about the neck. The trunk was practically

without any article of clothing, and the frame showed
as a skeleton with a dry parchment stretched over it. Sand
had drifted over the "legs, leaving but the feet exposed.
The face and head 1 kewise had a perfectly dry appearance.
On the ground around the body were numerous cooking
utensils, and many pieces of bead work. After a due
inspect on. we carefully replaced the logs on top, and with
ray curiosity satisfied, we left, Hank remarking. "They
always look like that, but don't always have the rope; I

am not sure what that is for."

On the return from this particular trip and when some
SJx miles from the city, as we were driving along the
trail, the dogs not hunting to any extent, game being
scarce, my dog showed signs of a point, and working
up to a clump of bushes on the open prairie, nearly a

hundred yards away, suddenly came to a dead stand.

"Well. Ed, we might as well take a shot," I remarked,
supposing it to be quail, of course. We had not gone
tweniy-five yards when the dog looked at me. I guessed
something was up and called "Steady." Fie stiffened,

then turned h's head, looked at me again and made a
dash. Out jumped a doe and two lovely fawns, and away
they went for the river, the dog full bent to catch one. I

shall never forget the beautiful sight. They just played
with that dog. running at full speed, then stopping and
facing him until he almost reached them, when away they
would whirl and make another run and face about; and
so it went clear to the river, half a mile away, when they
disappeared. In about fifteen minutes we saw the dog
coming back, the nearer he approached the .slower he
c«me. seeming to know what he would get. and he got it.

On one of our trips to the new town .site of El Reno, at

thai time consisting only of the land company's frame
building and two very small, what Western parlance

would designate "shacks," with a total population of

five people, a party hailed me with. "Want to buy any wild
turkeys?" "How many have you got?" we asked. "One
hundred and ten pounds at five cents a pound." was the

reply. We took them. There were eleven birds, nine
hens and two gobblers. Not far from this place was Ft.

Reno, w th the trading post of Darlington. Both . of these

were within the limits of the Arapahoe and Cheyenne
reservations, and if my memory serves me aright, Mon-
day was "trading day," and on that day the post was
thronged with Ind'ans from the reservation. We found
the Arapahoes much more talkative than the Cheyennes,
the latter being a surly lot but almost without exception

of finer physique, of medium he ght, but very strongly
rRU«i.ie'1 and powerful fvllows. Some of the headed buck-
skin Icggins. skirls an<i moccasins worn by their squaws
Were very fine, but it was about impossible to purchase
any of these articles. The interior of one of the trading

store? on trading day was most interesting, thronged by a

crowd of Ind ans who exchanged beef hides—these from
the animals issued to the tribe by the U. S. Government,
and many of them bringing moccasins and beaded work
in exchange for the necessary—or otherwise, articles kept
in stock by the trader. 1 well recall the interest shown
by some of the Indians in my hammerless shotgun. A
lTiit}t;t§ ???fmii^^yon 0^ their part Uiki to rey^-^l to tfier?^
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how the gun was fired. A number inspected it carefully,
and finally by signs asked how it was worked, but I did
rot attempt to explain. This reservation was said to have
fine chicken and turkey shooting, but the proximity of the
fort prevented one from taking any chances of a hunt in
that section.

On two occasions we hunted for a week at a time in
Oklahoma between the fort and O. K. City, and near the
valley of the North Fork of the Canai*an, stopping with a
party who was holding down a claim 'star the river. Here
we found fairly good prairie chicken shooting, with some
few quail, and the evenings were spent sitting in the
shanty around the fire, listening to our friend's yarns,
which at times fairly eclipsed Munchausen in his palmiest
days. Etiquette prevented our showing any signs of dis-
belief, but the stories were simply awful. An illustration
will suffice. We were on the subject of bears, and our
friend said: "Speaking of bears, I was running with a
partner in the mountains of eastern California near
Nevady. Bears were some plenty around there, and so
one day we thought we would take a hunt. My pard had
a fine gun, a Winchester that cost $150, so you know it

was good; shot seven times. We started out, hung to-
gether awhile and then separated. Along toward after-
noon I heard a shot, then another, followed by five more.
These shots were just kinder deliberate like, but I thought
something must be up, so hurried over that way. Soon
come in sight of him and called out, 'What's the matter?"
He said, 'Come over,' and when I about reached him he
said, 'Look a-thar.' I did so, and what do you suppose I

saw? Seven grizzly bear; one for each shot. My pard
said, 'I saw one bear and took a shot at him, and at the
crack, six inore riz up and started for me. I just stood
on this spot and put them down one after the other.'

"

This was so steep that we could only sit perfectly dumb,
but we lay for h;m, and one night Ed baited him with a
fair story, and after he had countered with a better, I
told such a strong one that at its conclusion he was per-
fectly silent for some few minutes, then he said, "Well,
boys, it's time to go to bed," and we dispersed.
Once while driving to El Reno, and not more than a mile

outside of O. K. City, we saw a beautiful s'ght. The
road went down a hill, the bottom of which ended in a
draw leading tovrard the river, followed by a slight ascent,

then turned at a right angle, and we had gone but a short
distance when the crack of a rifle, followed by a second
report, was heard, coming from the crest of the hill we
had previously driven over. The next moment a fine

buck deer showed running at full speed down the hill

toward us. On sighting us almost directly in his route
he stopped short, threw up his head and stood for a mo-
ment motionless, the picture of grace, then suddenly
ti^med toward the river and ran down the draw at top
speed, sailing like a swallow over two wire fences bound-
ing both sides of the road, and disappeared in the timber
along the river, and with no regret on my part that he
escaped harm.
The amount of game shipped almost daily from O. K.

City to Chiacgo and Kansas City was nearly beyond be-
lief. There w^as no game law, and as the Atchison gave
a rate of $3.75 per hundred pounds via express, there
was every inducement with game so plentiful, for many to
shoot and ship, and it was done. It was not an uncom-
mon sight to see several tons of deer and quail go out on
the morning train, and the Chicago commission firms
worked the country for all there was in it. Ruhng quota-
tions on quail were 65 to 80 cents per dozen ; deer in

carcass, 7 to 8 cents per pound; wild turkey, about 10

cents. It was not unusual to see a man drive into town
with from three to seven deer on his wagon to sell at the
local market, for most of the meat markets purchased
game not only for the local trade, but also to ship, and all

the hotels had quail and venison regularly every day on
the bill of fare. Truly 'twas game plenty.

The town was filled with a heterogeneous class of peo-
ple, and gambling of all sorts ran wide open ; everything
but wh skey could be had provided one could pay. Real
estate boomers were more than plentiful, and business
bore an air of prosperity. On the whole, though, the
town was fairly quiet, owing, no doubt, to the presence
of the company of U. S. Regulars stationed on the hill

to the east ; otherwise, possibly affairs might have been
more hilarious. Of course, there were some acts of laAV-

lessness throughout the newly settled district. The tele-

graph operator at Perry, north of town, of the A. T. &
S. Fe, was shot one night, and a tra'n was also held up
one evening some distance south of the city. A week or
so later, parties supposed to have been concerned in this

latter act, were captured near by and brought in irons to

the town on their way north for trial. Now and then
there was a hold-up, but on the whole the town was no
more or less lawless than probably any Western town has
been under similar circumstances.

An election for city officials was held the latter part of

November, and in th s my chum and myself participated.

We were by this time legal voters, and took part at the
request of a friend, one of the prominent citizens, for ap-

pearance indicated a close election, and every voter was
lined up for one side or the other. Native-born or natural-

ized citizens of the United States and thirty days' resi-

dence in the new Territory were the requisite qualifica-

tions. There was no politics in this particular election,

but the opposing factions were divided into two parties

called the Seminoles and the Kickapoos. The former, the

supposed Northern element ; the latter, the Southern.

One of the two polling precincts was almost directly oppo-
site our house, and I well recall my vote. Falling in litie

with many other voters, as we stood waiting our turn to

cast our ballot, a real wild Westerner strolled along the

line and looked us over. "Well. Jim," he said to a man
ahead, "I know you are all right." "You bet." was the

reply. "And you, too," to the next fellow. "Here's a

cuss I don't know," he sa'd, addressing me; "and how
are you going to vote?" "All right. I guess," was my
reply. "D d if I know about that ; show up your
ticket." As I had sized him up to be a Kickapoo and had
about reached the br(^ken pane of glass in the window
through which we handed our ballots, I replied, "Don't
worry about me." "But I want to see your ticket." By
this time I managed to pass it in and made my escape, as

he was too persistent to suit me. The result of the elec-

t on showed the Kickapoos winners by a small margin, and
the night was passed in whooping it up.

The best description of a fair proportion of the popula-

tion of those days, not psirticujarly of t^^ Qity. but of th?
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section, was aptly described by a resident in a remark to
me one day: "Darn my skin, if they don't nearly all seent
to be rags, boots and whiskers."
But some of these same people were lay'ng the founda-

tiori of what has since proved to be one of the best Terri-
tories west of the Mississippi River and now entitled to
have statehood conferred upon it. Good luck to that sec-
tion, is my ardent wish. Some of the pleasantest
memories of my life are connected with it, and I shall
always recall my sojourn of four months or so there with
the keenest pleasure. S. F. Rathbun.
Seattie, Wash.

Across New Brunswick on Snow-
shoes.—V.

The Act of Louis Beat.

We shall best hasten the action of our story if we pause
for yet a while by the way. In short, we must go back
something like forty years or so. I have said that a
couple of Indians visited us in our camp at Bathurst
Lake. These Ind'ans had something to do with the suc-
cess of our trip across the country. These Indians, more-
over, were connected with other Indians. Their story
ran back for forty years.
Some forty years or so ago there was a well-known In-

dian by the name of Louis Bear, a member of the large
and influential Bear family, who have been chiefs among
the Millicete Indians for some generations. Louis Bear
lived somewhere in the settlements down the Tob que _

River. For the most part Louis was a good Indian and
peaceable, and as he was trying to follow the white man's
customs and to raise a little white man's garden truck it

'

annoyed him very inuch to have his neighbor's horses
break in and eat up his garden. One morning his anger
overstepped his prudence. He took down his flintlock
and with a certain amount of precision shot the daylight
out of the leading offender among his neighbor's horses.
Then Louis bethought himself that he had committed
a crime against the wh'te inan's law. He did not stop to
find out what that law would do to him. but, in brief, as
one weary of sin, he fled as a bird to the mountains.
These mountains aforesaid were precisely the range

over which Adam proposed to take the Forest and
Stkeam man in the hope that somewhere on the southern
side of them we should find trace of Uncle Henry Braith-
waite. As shall presently appear, it was a most lucky
thing indeed for us that Louis Bear, long since gathered
to his fathers, once upon a time shot his neighbor's horse
and fled as a bird to the mountains.

_
When Louis became an outlaw in that wilderness which

lies between the heads of the Serpentine, the West
Branch, the little South Branch and the North Pole
Branch, which latter runs into the Miramichi, it was none
the less necessary for Louis to do something for a liveli^
hood. In effect, he started out and built himself a line
of traps, beginning somewhere between Sagamok Moun-
tain and the heads of the Silver Brook, crossing the coun-
try where Adam and I had jumped our big bull near the
Klondike carnp, working around- the heads of the Serpen-
tine streams, swinging over toward the headwaters of
the Little South Branch of the Nip;siguit, swinging thence
back toward the steep Serpentiiie hills, and thence work-
ing east and a little north again into some country not
even in this present time tnuch known to mortal man.
Louis was quite safe in his selected wilderness.
A line of sable traps, if well built, .will lastfi.ye to. eight

years. Louis trapped on his line and lived out in the
woods until_ people forgot about the horse. He then either
cashed in his checks or got tired of trapping, and later his
trapping line fell into the hands of Ambrose Bear, who
used it for a wh le. It lay fallow for a time and then
Joe Ellis, our present Indian friend, and Ambrose Lock-
^\;ood trapped on it for a time, running the traps as occa-
sion demanded. Then Joe Ellis took over John Moulton,
his present partner, and these two were owners of the
line for a long while.

Any fool can chip a piece of bark off a tree, but in
iNew Brun.swick it is only a fool who does ch'p that
piece of bark without a definite and intelligible purpo.se.
We now were possessed of the fact that, owing to the
escape of dead and gone Louis Bear, there was running
from somewhere near the Bathurst Chain, over across a
part of the country which we wanted to traverse, a line of
trees with chips cut out of the bark, some chips cut forty
years ago, others twenty years, others two years', and some
one year ago. In short, if we could once strike in on
this old Indian line we would have a fair chance of getting
somewhere, even if no one knew just exactly where.
Hence we waited with considerable interest the return of
Joe Ellis and John Moulton from their trapping line on
Moose Brook. So far as the Governmental authorities
are concerned, they do not trouble themselves over trap-
ping lines or ginally constructed by Indians now defunct.
The Indian does not ordinarily explain where his traps
run. In point of fact, this old line had been running out
into the New Brunswick wilderness for more than forty
years, and no white man, so far as we could tell, had ever
known anything about it. until by chance and under the
soften ng influence of a stiff drink of gin, Joe Ellis com-
municated a part of the news to his friend Charlie CremiUj
Adam's partner.

Woods Lore by the Way.

Since Adain w^as away trying to catch his "blackcat"
down at the caribou carcass, and since Joe and John
were also away and uncertain of return as are all In-
dians. Charlie and I kept camp. We practiced moose
calling by ourselves and talked over a lot of things. Which
reininds one, by the way. that Joe Ell.s had said he had
heard a cow moose call the previous week, that is to say,

in the second week of December—a fact of natural history

new to every one hearing it, although Ellis is an old
hunter and insists that he was not mistaken. He heard
this moose in the heavy country not far from the Silver
Brook divide.

The calling of moose, as I learned froin d'fferent

sources, does not go according to any hard and fast sys-

tem. Adam says that he has never heard the loud call of
the cow but once in all his experience. You may hear it

very often at the sportsmen's shows, but not often in the

vyoods, "A. ^vv roake$ 9U kinds of noises when she is;

I
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calliag," said Charlie to me, as we held our little sym-
posium. "Sometimes !5he goes around whining and com-
plaining, with a voice about like a pilppy. Sometimes she

will call lender, and sometimes you cannot hear her very

far at all. It is not always just the same sound. Now a

calf is a gocd deal the same way. I have heard a calf

V. hining or squealing or crying all the way across Nictau

Lake.
Adam said that the call of the caribou is a sort of grunt

or croak and that the calls of the bull atld cow are very

much alike. As to the call of the bull nioose, thefe is a

great deal of variety iri that also^ Sometimes a bull can

be called into the Watfcr by iltlitatirlg the call of the bull

rather than that of the cow. Sothfetlmfes the bull will come
right on down in a hurry, and again he will harlg baek

in the cover at the edge of the lake and run up and down
and thrash the trees and grunt and snort and yet will not

come out into the open.

As to the time when 5'oung moose take to the water,

Adam and Charl fe oil the 29th of May, 1900, caught a

moose calf which they did riot thiilk cotild have been more
than a day old, possibly but a few hours. This was oil

one of the Bathurst lakes, and Adam showed me the place

where it happened, a point where the lake was perhaps

three-quarters of a mile wide or more. They saw the cow
swimming, looking back all the time, and at last they dis-

covered something following her in the water, which they

saw was a young calf. When the calf tried to get up the

bank to follow its mother, it fell back and would probably

have drowned had it not beetl reached by the men. Mr.
Buckhout, a New York gentleman who was stopping with

them at the time, tried to photograph the calf, but was
unable to get a good picture. Adam at one time found a

dead calf ill a tree top along the NipisigUit River, the little

fellow probably haviflg droWried in the attempt to fofd

the river.

All the time one learns odd facts Hke these in natural

history when he is with close observers such as niy com-
panions were. For instance, Adam told me of a partridge

which had been an object of great interest at the Nictau

camp during the year 1900. This partridge was seen

walking about where the men were building a log house,

and at length was tracked to her nest. To their surprise

she seemed to be entirely tame. She would allow herself

to be picked up and handled, and sometimes would peck
at the hand iti a petulant sort of matirter. She would peck
at Charlie's feet sQtnetiffles fts he stood near the ilest.

This grouse would fte^iieritly, whefi dff her iiest. Walk
directly up to the men who were etigaged afeoiit thfe \6^
house. The nest was watched carefully, ahd of the eieVeii

eggs, all of them hatched. "You never saw anything de-

velop as fast as a young partridge," said Adam. "I kept
track of the hatihiflg very Closely. At 12 o'clock that day
two or three of the little follows Wei-e out and all the

remaining eggs were pipped. That evemng all the fH-

maining eggs were hatclied. At ^ (fHkick oil the tte^Et

morn ng all the young had left the nest. I don't kiioW
where they went, but know that we never saw the hen
again. While the little fellows were hatching I sort of

supervised things arouild the nest, and took out the empty
shells as fast as they were deserted. The hen did not
seem to mind this very much. Mr. Buckhout—his name
was Wm. H. Buckhout—of New York, took a photograph
of this partridge while I held her in my hand. We were
sorry, but the light was not such as to enable him to get a
good photograoh. We watched the nest about two weeks
iii all."

I asked Adam how, iri his dpiriion; the woodcock carried

its yoliiig, and M fefilied that hiS birothet Will had seeh
a woodcock carrying its yoiuig, aiid ill saiti€ wSy sne
carried them betweeri her legs or feet. I have heard it

5at3 tliatlfie young lirds were supported by the thighs of

th^ mother ai .shs flew.

Amohg other curl'otis ihiHgs, Adam told me /of

some little ducks, whistlers or golden eyes, wiiiifh

saw on the banks of the river one time as he was going
along in his canoe. "There were seven of them," said

he, "all fuzzy little fellows, about the cutest little things

you ever saw. They were arranged in a row directly un-
derneath a stick, aiid yoU had to loolt hliMhty glose^ I m]
tbll you, befoi-e yoii Saw them. I would have giyeh.a good
fleal fbf a photoiraph of thitt i-dW of. Httlfe ducks."
As to the habits oi the cai'lboii, Adam says that in His

caHboli lick the cariboii eat the mud, it seemitig to iids-

S€ss sOmfe salihe quality Which they covet. All the guides
said that cariboii Wete becomitig mbre huinerous ill New
fertansWiek. No one pretends to khoW hdiV triaily thei-fc

are in the Province. They come down to these licks in

large bands at times. Adam knows yet another caribou
lick somewhere near Red Brook. It is possible to photo-
gtaph caribou at these licks; aiid Mr. Osborne, of

Rochester, made a very good photograph which is shoWn
at the Crown Lands Office of a cow moose which came
to the lickg gnd was photographed at a distance of only

ninety feet.

Deer as well as caribou are now increasing in the

Tobique country. Eight years ago there were no deer at

all, but the deer appear to be working toward the east-

ward, having been more abundant for a time west of the

St. John River.

In all this game country there is tto overlapping or

crowding of one guide by another, and I was curious to

discover on what sort of tenure the guides held their

"country." Such a territory is gained usually through a

good acquaintance with the railroad or private owners of

the pime lands. The guide leases the country four rods

back of the river, that distance being ceded to the owners
of the fishing leases. Lumber is king in New Brunswick,

and a good understanding with the big lumber outfits is

the best chance a guide has to get his privileges and hold

them. Thus I imagine it would be very difficult for any

one to supplant Adam Moore in his country, since his

privileges woidd not be duplicated by the owners of the

pine lands in favor of any other guide. Adam has ten

camps, the chief of which are Nictau and Bathurst camps.

Out of the latter camp are the side camps, Klondike and

Moose Brook, both of which have been mentioned. Then
there is Upsalquitch camp and Upper Bathurst camp, and
on the Nictau Chain the Foster's Hole, Cox's Hole, Half-

way Brook and Ridge camps. Thus it may be seen what
a wide strip of country is thus drawn by a guide so fortu-

nate as Adam Moore and his partner, Charlie Cremin.

So much by the Avay, and while we are, as it were, wait-

ing for Jqe Ellis and his partner, Johr) Moultop,, to come

back and tell us something moi-e of the late Louis Bear
trapping trail. This was to take still a couple of days.

Adam and I trotted down to his blackcat trap on Thurs-
day, fixed up the steel traps and were back in time for

luilch, a distance of about nine miles. That afternoon
he and I marehed five or six miles up to the "Carry" after

caribou. We saw some sign, but we thought that the soft

weather had sent the caribou away from the lake for the

time being. We saw considerable otter and mink sign on
the tower side of the Bathurst Chain, this making the fifth

instance of otter sign we had noted.

The Trail Over the MouDtains,

At length our two Indian trappers showed up at

Bathurst camp, and we held a long pow wow together.

We now began to hear of a certain lumber camp, far up
toward the head of the Little South Branch, and known
as the Branch camp. There used to be another camp
further down the stream, and this old camp Joe Ellis

said he knew, and could no doubt find, as he ran his

trapping trail up into the mountains. To reach this lum-
ber camp one needed to travel six miles or so to the
rilotlth of the Silver Brook, thence eight or ten miles
mote to the southward up the Little South Branch of the
Nipisiguit.

This was a distance of about five miles more than it

would be in a straight line over the hills to the lumber
camp. For a time it was our intention to take our
toboggans up over the trapping trail which Ellis and
Moulton said they were now going to run (the same being
the old Louis Bear trail). Yet when we began to talk
of that awful trip over the big mountains, even those
hardy citizens, Adam and Jack and Charlie, looked grave.
We all of us knew by experience what it meant to climb
those hills with nothing but rifle and a light pack. To
cut across with toboggans meant that it would consume
four times as much time as to go light; and the tobog-
gans were a necessity. Hence we formed a plan of cam-
paign which, if a little risky, proved in the end a wise
one. We decided to get off of the rough country over
which the old trail ran at its northwestern end, and to

trust to fortune to make some kind of a meeting with
Ellis later on at the Branch camp. From this point we
intended to head south and to take Ellis along with us,

so that he might give us the advantage of all he knew
about the old Louis Bear trapping trail. Of course all

hunters, especially the hunters of New Brunswick, will

know that this so-called "trail" was not a trail at all, but
simply a line of blazed trees. An Indian never does
any uHriecessary work. We did not wish the task of drag-
ging the toboggans over the Indian trail any more than
was absolutely necessary, but any sort of trail is better

than none, especially Avhen you don't know where you
are going.

Starting Into Unknown Cottntry*

Charlie had beeii baking biscuits industriously for about
three days, ahd thesfe We packed ill boxes on our tobog-
gans. We had plenty of tea aiid sUgar, plenty of blankets,

but unfortunately were at this time shott of meat, as we
had eaten up all that we had been able td carry down
from Adam's moose, and had killed nothing since. We
thought that oUr total weight on the three sleds was be-
tween 300 and 350 poillids. We took with us our precious
bundle of furs, also took alorig some rifles which we in-

tended to take out to the settlements, having four rifles in

all, the camera, the horribly heavy glass plates for the

caitiefa, a little ammunition, and some odds and ends

which we did riot care to send down by the slow tote

tearn, sjxty-five fniles doWft the Tobique River. All in all,

\vt had pfett:jf stiff loads.

As luck Wotiid havd it, good or bad, we made our start

south on Friday, this being the 2Crth Of December, at which
time I ought to have been going home, ifistead of starting

put into the wilderness, where there was a very fair work-

ing ehance that nobody would hear of us for a month, if

at all.

The sledding wzs bfea'utiftil, however and we did our

six miles down to the Bear tiotisfe, Silver Brook, in jig

time. (The depot camps are called "bear houses" be-

&MsU It is riecpssary to build fhenl tight afld strong enough

to, keep ditt tlife marauding bears, which otherwise would
fob the stores.) Adam left iis at a point on the trail for

a ruii sicr'oss lots to have oiie ttiore look at his blackcat

trap. Although we had found these cfeStures had pretty

n}uch torn up ^ll ihn Goufttry the day before, they had not

returned during the riig'ht: Hence we went away and

left the steel traps to hold their silent w^atch on the banks

of the Mipisifeiiit, tfustifig to Providence that one of us

might get back arid visit them later in the winter. While

Adam was gone I got into the toboggan shafts, and had

the pleasure of -three miles at this soft of travel. I should

iiot fancy it as a steady diet, it remaining a wonder to me
how these riieti puU these sleds with such loads and across

such country.

We all rounded up for lUttch at the mouth of the Silver

Brook, and then started for a long ten-mile tramp up the

Little South Branch, which we picked up but a short dis-

tance from the mouth of Silver Brook. It was cold that

day, and our faces were well hung with ice when, just

before dark, we pulled up at the little lumbering settle-

ment known as Branch's camp. Forty men here lived in

one house, and were packed like sardines. Branch him-

self, the foreman, we found to be a quiet sort of fellow,

and the cook was willing to do his best at least. It was
beans and black tea as usual, and for the first time in my
life, I think, I sat at a table where there was absolutely

nothing provided except a knife wherewith one might eat.

Not that a knife is a hardship, but on the contrary a very

simple and practical thing. I did not notice any of the

lumber crew eating any more than any one of ourselves.

Accident in Camp.

That evening as we were all sitting arotmd the stove

taking off our stockings and jumpers to hang about the

big stove, one of the men came in from his work limping

badly and looking pretty pale. He had met with one of

the accidents which are by no means infrequent in the

woods, and had cut himself badly with an ax. The poor

fellow sat on the bench afraid to take off his stockings to

see how badly he was hurt. No one seemed to help him,

and even the foreman was indifferent. I got the stockings

off at last, and de disclosed about as badly damaged a foot

9s I imagine any human being had eyer seen. An earlier

accident had cut ofif thi'ee toes on the outer side of the
same foot. These had healed and retained their place on
the foot, although entirely stiflE and unmanageable. Now
he had cut himself straight back from the front, the
deepest part of the cut being under the foot, the two out-'

side toes being severed clear back almost to the original
cross line, which had nearly separated them from the
foot. It certainly was an ugly looking wound, and cer-
tainly the conditions for treating it were bad enough.
The poor fellow searched around his bunk for a rag, and
produced the dirtiest looking handkerchief I have ever
seen anywhere. This I discarded and taking a couple
of my own rendered them as antiseptic as possible with
boiling water, washed the foot, and fastened the bandages
as well as possible. They had what they called "h'asat/*
a solution of carbolic acid, which at times it appears is

provided in the lumber camps against such accidents. I
wet the bandage with this "h'asat," and although the
sufferer did not sleep very well that night with the pain
of the wound, he could eat his breakfast the next morn-
ing, and thought that in two or three weeks he would
be around.
This was the second accident of the kind that had

occurred within a week, a man at the Bathurst camp
having cut his leg to the bone just above the knee. He
was just getting around at the time we left. The un-
fortunate soul who meets an accident of this kind at a
lumbering camp is in bad luck indeed. His "time" does
not go on, and in some camps they even make him pay his
hoard while he is laid up crippled. If he is cut so badly
that he has to go out of the woods, it is customary for
the other boys to chip in and raise the price for sending
him out to the settlements. I never heard what became
of my patient, but hope he got around all right.

Life in a Lumber Camp.

A cheerful, happy-go-lucky, hard-looking, hard-talking,
but after all, soft-hearted crowd, are these workmen about
a lumbering camp. I can't imagine any life much harder
than theirs. They get up at 4 o'clock in the morning, and
start out in the dark to walk perhaps a couple of miles in

the cold and snow. Then they hammer spruce butts all

day, where every blow of the ax sends a shower of snow
down on their backs. They come back to camp an hour
after dark, and yet you will see them walking into the

cook house with an easy step and an elasticity of move-
ment which does not seem to denote any physical lassitude.

Proof enough, this, of the excellent tonic of hard fare and
winter weather. We all of us walked that way when we
came out of the woods. We were dressed also after the

crude fashion of the woods, in wool and then more wool,
and socks, socks, socks. Some of our lumbermen wore
shoepacks. None of them wore rubbers, and some of
them wore a low, wide and roomy moccasin over their

numerous layers of heavy wool socks.

One of the drivers, an Irishman by the namie of Lani-
gan—you will always find an Irishman in a position of
authority in any gang of laborers—called a meeting to-

gether after supper and took up a contribution for some
church or other at some settlement whose name I did

not catch. One after another these unkempt fellows,

whose wages were not more than $22 a month, called out

"Put me down for $1," or "Put me down for $2," to Lani-

gan, who kept the subscription list. He raised something
like $60 or $70 in a few minutes, all of which will be
subtracted from the men's pay when they come to settle

up at the end of the month. If the lumber jack is able

to pay for his clothes and come out even at the end of the

winter, he considers himself rather lucky. His money
goes, one way or another.

Fur Trade in Camp.

All these Frenchmen at the logging camp seemed to be
doing a little trapping on Sundays or other off times, and
this camp was pretty near full of fine bunches of sable,

fox, etc. This made Adam's eyes shine, for if there is

anything in the w^orld which he loves, it is a bit of good
fur. We started in to buy fur soon after supper that

night, and we kept on buying until all our party was
broke and we had to run our face for one or two bunches.

We were all of us broke, but we had not yet bought all of

the fur when that time arrived. There was one bunch of

seven sable skins, fine big fellows, every one of them,

and it pretty near broke Adam's heart to leave them
hanging on the wall. We were paying $2.25 to $3.00 for

sable skins which would bring on an average at least $4
at Fredericton, yet we paid the men about as much as

they would have received had they sold them at Bathurst

or anywhere along the railroad on Tobique side. By the

time we were through our impromptu merchandizing,

the precious bundle of furs which was strapped tn Adam's
toboggan had taken on goodly proportions.' I may state

here that we sold out for just $I75 when we struck

Fredericton. Whereupon Charlie Cremin promptly bought

a fur overcoat, a new horse and a set_ of harness, and

the woods saw him no more for this winter, I am sure.

Jost ProjectiDg Around.

It came off very cold indeed that night in the lumber

camp and in the morning the thermometer was between

12 and 15 degrees below zero. The men at the lumber

camp asked us where we were going, and we told them

we hadn't the slightest idea, but were just projectmg

around. Mr. Branch tried to persuade us to go back, and

not to try to go across this unknown country in such

weather, but having started, we did not intend to take the

back trail. We were hoping that Joe Ellis, who had

started across on his trapping trail, would meet us at the

Branch camp, but no Joe Ellis appeared. Hence we de-

cided to start out on our own hook. Branch showed us

a map or plan of the country adjacent to his camp, which

was partly made up from the maps of the Crown Lands

Department and partly, as we imagined, from guess. We
could see that in very many particulars it was manifestly

wrong, as it had mountains three or four miles from

where they belonged, and described directions and streams

in fashion which we personally knew were impossible.

No one could tell us anything about the country to the

south of this camp. The teams were working two or

three miles up the Little South Branch, but beyond that

no deponent could say. There was a rumor of an old

lumber trail over toward the Serpentine waters, but this

trail was precisely what we did not want, for the last in-

junction of ^wry Braithwait^ ha4 been to "liewJire of the
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Serpeutine." Henry had told us to stick to the "height of
land." We looked about us steadily, and could see nothing
but a "height of land" anywhere we looked. The whole
country was broken up into a series of steep, rounded
hills, and it took no very experienced eye to see that to

pull a toboggan across country over one of these hills

would be something asking even more endurance and
strength than our party could furnish. It was therefore

a question of winding along the easiest way we could find

by some valley, then scaling the top of the ridge which
we must ultimately find, and feeling our way onward,
tmtii we found water running in the opposite direction. It

was our vague hope and wish that this water might be
Miramichi water, but as to that we' could not in the
least tell.

It is one thing to write about a trip across the country
in the winter time, and quite another thing to do it. It is

one thing to look at a map, and quite another thing to

look at the country which that map purports to repre-
sent, Now, as a matter of fact, when we got into this

journey we found that there was no guide, no map, no
help whatever which proved of the least service to us.

We were just as much adventurers and discoverers as

was Columbus when he struck America, although per-

haps on a slightly smaller scale. We missed Joe Ellis

very much, for although we Avere not satisfied that he
could take us through, any company is better than none
in -a quest like this, provided that such company has the
remotest idea that he knows what he is about and where
he is going.
Be that as it may, we left the Branch Camp, the men

staring after us and jabbering in French about the crazy
fools who were going into the woods with sleds when
there was "so much frost in the air." We pushed up the
riglit-hand branch of the Little Suuth Branch, climbed a

big hill, found we were off the trail, and climbed it back
again. We broke off to the left, followed an old and
snow filled abandoned logging road, passed a dam made
by beavers and a dam made by loggers, and pushed on
up until we came to another trail, which we followed for

a time. At last, two miles or so along, we came to a
tree, and on this tree were sundry ax marks.

The Mate Sign In the Wilderness.

As I have said, any fool can cut a chip out of a tree

with his ax, but few fools do that in New Brunswick
without a purpose. Here was a tree upon which the

ax marks were apparently many years old. Also there
were fresher ax marks. Also at one side of this tree,

at a distance of about so or 60 yards, there was another
tree bearing a blaze. Now the question was: Were these

blazes made by the Frenchmen who were running their

sable traps near the lumber camp, or had we, without
any advice or instruction, by good fortime located the

old Louis Bear trapping trail along which Joe Ellis

might, could, would or should have passed some time
within twenty-four hours ahead of us or after us? That
does not sound like a very serious question as one reads
it, but I remember how serious it seemed to us at the

time. It was very bitterly cold, Charlie and Jack had
to take off their shoepacks to keep their feet from
freezing. I had to kick my feet against a stump to keep
them from following suit. Adam and Charlie went on
ahead, but came back and said they did't believe it would
pay to follow the old brushed-out road any further. We
again swung around, 20 degrees to the south, and started

out into untouched country.

There was a trail, a trapping trail. This much seemed
plain, but where it ran or whose it was no one could

tell. We found no sable trap, nor had we found it

could we have told who made it. It might have been

Joe Ellis or any one else.

When the thermometer is 15 below zero, and going
lower, and when ycu have all your worldly goods on a

sled, and when you reflect that a sled pulls frightfully

hard up hill, and when you add to this the information

that the view at the top of the hill only leads to another

hill apparently just as hard to climb, then you may ob-

serve that it was a grave question whether we should
follow this faint and wandering trail of ax marks which
presently we discovered leading on out into the wilder-

ness. But at any rate some one had been through there.

And it is at least some comfort to go where some other

fellow has been, even if you don't know who the other

fellow was. or where he was going.

Adam and Charlie started out along the trail for a little

voyage of exploration. Jack and I, he in his stocking

feet, started in to build a fire in order to keep from
freezing to death. We had it ju5t nicely started when
we heard the snowshoes returning, and Adam called out,

"Come ahead. We'll just start in here, and chance it."

HAiXFOSD BniT-DiNG, Chicago. 111. E. HoUGH.

Save the "VJ^oodcocfc*

Editor Forest and Stream:
. ,

-
.

Your octogenarian humble .'^ervan^ lived in the days

when woodcock, that most desirable of all game birds,

nested in every bit of moist and bushy ground, and in

the r.TlI could be kicked up in every wood or thicket.

But few people seemed to prize the woodcock then, and
being so selrlom molested they were so tame that, as a

boy. I knocked one over with a stone.

A little later on in 1 fe I began to hear of the "long-

billed mud ducks" being occasionally shot as game, and
now I find, with an amount of regret that could never be

expressed by words, that I must live to see the passing

of the woodcock—unless the legislators of the various

States can be rou.sed to the importance of protecting laws.

Pot and market hunters ought to be wiped out by legis-

lative acts, and then if a close season for a few years

could be brought about in every State we might see a

cond tion of things that would gladden the life of every

sport-^man in the land.

l'oRE.=iT AND Stream must be credited with a va.st

amount of good in its fights, on various points, for game
protcfiiou. and now I want to see it buckle on its armor
for a fight that I consider of greater consequence than

ajivlliimg except the lynching of all the market hunters.

One o( Fnr<EST AND SxREAii's contributors opened the fight

ji few weeks ago hy a vigorous article, which ought to be

followed up till the importance of saving the woodcock
from utter extermination is drilled into the noddles of

every legislator from Maine J-oitisiana. DiDYMUf,

^ r, /VuuusTtHft^ Oct. Q,

FOREST AND STREAM.

October Mountain,
J-rom the Springfield Republican.

To the average man, a plaything seven and a-half

miles long by five miles wide would be about all he
would care to drag at the end of a string. William C.

Whitney, politician, turfman and millionaire, seems to

think dift'erently, and now and then adds a few hundred
acres to his newest toy, beautiful October Mountain.
Away up in the heart of the Berkshire hills, in Massa-
chusetts, rests this vast estate of over 12,000 acres, where
Mr. Whitney spends nearly $60,000 and two weeks every
year. Wild with the wildness of the Berkshire hills.

October Mountain stands as a rough shooting box of

to-da3^ and a magnificent estate of to-morrow.
.
How

much money has been fed into the open jaws of the

hills Mr. Whitney alone knows, and it is doubted if he
could give anywhere near the exact amount which he
has expended to make October Mountain rank as one
of the greatest estates between the two oceans. It

stands even now with Biltmore and some of the great

Pacific coast estates in size. Where the future will find

it depends on Mr. Whitney, for no one else knows what
his plans are for the future, or how much more money
he wiU sink into the barrens and woodland, which, as

far as his eye can see, are his alone. Doubtless he in-

tends October Mountain for a shooting box, for already

he has herds of buffalo, elk and deer roaming about in

a 1,000-acre inclosure, and hundreds of English pheas-
ants have been liberated in wood and field, and the clear

lakes and rustling brooks stocked with fish. Yet tak-

ing Mr. Whitney's well-known love of sport into ac-

count, one can see underlying the whole vast plain in

the mind of the millionaire, a clear cut touch of philan-

thropy and the basis of the idea that his money must be
spent so that a people who need it may derive a benefit

which is still in no sense a gift of charity.

For years the farmers of the town of Washington
have said that they could get along if it was not for

the drag which was put upon them by the western por-

tion of their big wandering town. They prayed that

something might be found there which would make the

land valuable and worth the taxes levied upon it. They
cut off the woodland in places to make money on the

lumber, and they thought of many plans to rid them-
selves of their burden, but one plan after another broke
like a bubble, and with each breaking the tax rate went
up a notch. Then suddenly Whitney came to Wash-
ington like a bright angel and took the hated property

from the people who had been land poor for generations.

His agent bought farm after farm and paid a good price

for each, fai-- more than most of them were worth, but

he wanted them, and, as they say in Washington, he is

a millionaire.' Slowly the estate spread its boundaries,

and farm after farm was swallowed and dollar after dol-

lar was added to his taxsiB, until now the great burden
has been lifted and Washington can look down from her

hilltop squarely into the face of the world and say that,

by the grace of Providence and Whitney, she is as

good as the next and better than Peru. This year Mr,
Whitney will pay the Washington assessors $i,795 for

his taxes, and his real estate in that town is valued at

$75,520. But October Mountain has wandered into the

outskirts of little Lee and close to the town line of

haughty Lenox, and in Lee he must pay taxes, for the

valuation of his property there is $5,181.

It was six years ago that Mr. Whitney found Wash-
ington. No one knows why he decided to start the

October Mountain estate or how the plan originated in

his mind. He could not want more ground for shooting

or another country place, for he owned already a vast

tract of land and a chain of lakes in the Adirondacks,

and a beautiful country place on Long Island. But at

that time rumor spread through the scattered farm-

houses of little Washington that some one wanted to

buy land in the western part of the town. This was
followed by the report that options had been secured on
many farms, and then the statement w^as made that a

large number of places which joined one another had
been bought by Thomas Post, of Lenox, for some one.

Washington stayed up until 9 o'clock at night discussing

the wonder and guessing at the name of the man for

whom Mr. Post was acting. Finally some bright mind
thought of Austin Corbin and his big Blue Mountain
game preserve, near Newport, N. H. A town meeting

was considered so that the matter might be solemnly

discussed, but then Mr. Corbin was killed, and the Wash-
ingtonians were at sea again. At last the magic name
of Wiiliam C. Whitney came to their ears, and the town
awoke one bright morning, after six months of vain

conjecture, to the realization that the ex-secretary of_ the

Navy owned one-third of their town. A few bright

spirits had been sharp enough to see that some deep-

laid land-buying scheme was on foot, and had invested

in swamps and hillsides in the western section of the

town, and great was their reward. The power and good
of the Whitney millions had begun to be felt, and each

year more and more checks have been cashed and their

fruits put away in the family stocking. If the religion

of their forefathers was not as deep-rooted in the hearts

of the simple, kindly natives, it is an open question

whether they would not be bowing down even now be-

fore a golden idol. They wished to hand down the

stamp of Mr. Whitney's features to their children on
the town seal, but after giving his consent to this de-

sire, and presenting the desired seal to the town, the

New Yorker, after a more mature consideration of tht

subject, recalled his gift. There is no danger of his be-

ing forgotten in Washington for several generations, at

least.

The statement that October Mountain is in Washing-
ton will not convey a vast amount of information to

many people, but, nevertheless, the town is of importance

and once in six years sends a representative to the

Legislature. A section of the western line of the town

serves as the eastern line of Lenox, and Pittsfield is only

a half score miles or so to the north. The Boston and

Albany Railroad runs through the eastern section, and

at the little depot is the highest point of the road in its

winding course over the Berkshire hills. The Whit-

ney family, when going to October Mountain, do not

go in from the east over vertical hills and rocky roads,

from Lenox on the ^fcst, ai^d Uje roads we i^^ h^i-
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ter on that side. Mr. Whitney has already spent much
money on road improvements, and the one from his
estate to the railroad on the west is now in good condi-
tion, while the one from Washington's town hall to
October Mountain is bad with the badness which only
a Washington road can boast of. Going into the estate
from Washington the view across the eastern hills is

beautifid and the scattering farmsteads of much interest,

as one cannot see how these people eke out an exist-

ence on their rocky, brush-grown farms. Near the town
hall the warning white signs against fishing an(f shoot-
ing begin to appear, and then a sharp turn to the west
from the main road, down a rocky hill and into a tun-
nel of green trees and one is on the October Mountain
estate. No more warning signs are to be seen, they
are all on the edge of the estate, and farmer as well as
game-keeper sees to it that no poacher shoots Mr.
Whitney's birds. For a long two miles the road tunnels
through the wodds, where the silence is only broken by
the whirr of a frightened partridge disturbed while
dusting herself in the road, or the faint rustle of the
underbrush as a startled rabbit goes to cover. Then
suddenly the woods come to an end, one stands, breath-
less with wonder, on the summit of October Mountain.
Far away to the west, to the north, to the south, lie

the fields and forests of the vast estate. Its enormity
strikes one as an impossibility. It does not seem credi-
ble that one man owns the valley below, the blue-green
hills in the distance, the glimmering lakes, the many
trim white houses and red barns, and the great shoot-
ing box lording it over all from the crest of an oppos-
ing hill a mile away. From the valley a faint buzz of

mowing machines, stone crushers and many men at
work floats up on the fresh breeze which forcibly brings
to mind the fact that it is always cool on October
Mountain. Far to the north a few black specks can be
seen moving about on a hillside. They are buffalo. To
the west are tiny little patches of white, half-hidden in

the tall grass. They are the little houses of the pheas-
anti-y. To the south are a cluster of barns, the winter
quarters of big flocks of angora goats and. sheep. In
the still woods roam elk, moose and deer, and close at

hand is the warren of a large family of Belgian hares.
Down the entire length of the valley winds a slender, sil-

very string, a beautiful road running from the hunting
box to Basin Pond, up in the heart of the southern
hills. This road is only a forerunner of what is to come,
as it is evident that Mr. Whitney intends to put in similar

roads throughout the entire estate. Already there is talk

of a new road to be cut through the woods to Washing-
ton town, and many other changes are rumored, Mr.
Whitney will never be able to close his estate to the pub-
lic, for it is crossed and recrossed with county and town
roads, which are thoroughfares. But it is doubtful if

he wishes to do this, for the public have always been
welcomed at October Mountain, and every courtesy is

shown to the visitor by the employes upon the estate.

The House Built in a Few Nights.

The greater part of the visitors who go to October
Mountain without an invitation are curious to see how
the millionaire has provided for his comfort and where
he lives while there. Some are disappointed in the

house, or shooting box, as there is nothing about it

which gives the idea of vast wealth. It is more like the
ordinary cottage that can be seen at any fashionable
watering place. It is not a large structure and is bu It

of wood and painted a dark gray. On the southern side

is a broad piazza and the view down the valley from it

is most beautiful. The house is set in the center of a

great, soft green lawn and at its rear are four Ad'ron-
dack camps which can be used for guests if desired.

If one is disappointed in the house he need only remem-
ber the manner of its building and in that find any ex-

cuse needed. In truly characteristic manner Mr. Wh't-
ney decided to build the house in a great hurry. He
had the plans drawn and then gave orders to have the

house completed in twenty days. This staggered every-

one, but Mr. Whitney wanted the house to live in for

a few weeks at once, and as his bank account seemed
able to stand the strain the work began. From New
Y'ork came a force of men with great calcium 1 ghts,

and these were placed about the fast-growing house and
blinked and dashed on the carpenters as they worked
all night. From far and near came the awe-inspired
country people, and on the surrounding hills they stood
with open mouths wondering if perpetual Fourth of

July had come to October Mountain. Sad to relate, the

house was not finished within the desired time, nor even
twice the time, for the interior is elaborate and much
work was done to make the house comfortable in every

way. It stands now as a monument to money and
energy, but in time it will doubtless be succeeded by a

more elaborate house and one which is architecturally

more suited to the surrounding country and the ideals

of the place.

A couple of hundred yards to the north of the house
are the stables, and they are the genuine Whitney af-

fairs. Mr. Whitney is known all over the world for his

love of a good horse, and how many he owns would be

hard to estimate. His racing stables in various parts

of the world hold some of the fastest horses on the

turf, and he races entirely for the sport, caring but little

for the rich prizes he wins. The stables at October
Mountain are built on three sides of a square, and there

are stalls for fifteen horses. Like the house, they are

now tightly closed, and big board shutters cover the

windows. When any of the family are going to the

estate, horses are sent there from^ some of the other

Whitney establishments. It is the 'same with the car-

riages; none are kept there when October Mounta'n is

officially unhabitated. Hunters, cobs and polo ponies

fill the stables when any of the family are in Washing-
ton, and all of them are fond of horseback riding. "Mr.
Harry Payne," as the men on the estate call the son of

the owner, is very fond of riding his ponies through the

woods and fields, so about twenty m les of bridle path

has been cut over the mountains for his pleasure, and it

is no small task to keep the brush and weeds from these,

ctnd some of them will probably never be seen by either

the owner or his son. Just across the road from the

st.ibles is a tiny cottage, and in this Mr. and Mrs. Payne
Whitney-^Mrs, Whitney was a Vander^ilt—passed a part
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of their honeymoon. It is not exactly the sort of a

place. that one would pick out for the honeymoon of two
such rich young people, but they won the loyalty of every
man, woman and child on October Mountain by choos-
ing to go there and stay during their first days of married
life. Back of the stables is a great water tower lording
it over a grove of loft}'^ pine trees. From all parts of

the estate the gray top of the tower can be seen, look-
ing from the d'stance like a frail shadow similar to the

ones playing all over the sides of the mountains. On the
northern side of the grove is the servants' house, a low,
rambling building, which can hold many people. These
servants have an easy time Df it, as there are so many
of them that there is not much for any one to do; When
the family take it into their heads to go to the Berk-
shire h.lls. there is much excitement there. A telegram
risually announces the proposed advent, and three days
later an army of servants and a small troop of cavalry
arrive. Before they come the houses and stables have
been opened, cleaned and made ready, and then the

servants sit around and wait for the coming of the Whit-
neys for their short stay of a few weeks.

The Coming of the Antmak.

After Mr. Whitney had bought his domain and fairly

star ed to redeem some of it from nature, he remem-
bered that he was to have a shooting box. Then came
the herds of an'mals, elk and bison from the West,
moose from the North and deer from the Canadian wilds.

English pheasants and Belgian hares were added to fur-

nish the smaller game, and everything possible done to

protect the native stock of partridge and quail. The big

game is. 'of course, the most interesting and the most
difficult to raise and care for. Mr. Whitney followed the

example of the late Austin Corbin and other big game
owners, and inclosed a large tract of land in a high wire
fence. Slowly the limits of the inclosure have grown,
and now 1,000 acres are closely guarded by a wire barri-

cade nine feet high. The cost of this fence must have
been enormous and the work of building it great. The
wire netting is very heavy and the openings in it are
about 8 by 4 inches in size. Every 20 feet or so is a
chestnut post, to which the wire is fastened, and as

there are no chestnut trees on the estate, all the stakes
had to be bought and shipped in, so some slight idea

of the expense of this vast game inclosure may be gained.

Over hi'ls and through woods and swamps the fence
runs, and it is much work to take care of it. Once
every week each foot of the fence is inspected, and also

after every high wind, which would be apt to blow down
trees which might break a section of it. This is neces-
sary, for a break would mean the escape of many valu-
able animals, and a few bull elk loose in the Berkshire
hills would not be any fun for the farmers. Only once
has the outer fence broken, but then the break was found
by the game keepers before any animals discovered it.

The big game park lies in front of Mr. Whitney's house,
which faces to the west, and the fence is very near the
road, so that the animals can often be seen from the

lawn. A great part of the inclosure is woodland, and
the animals spend most of the day under the trees, so

that early morning and early evening are the two best

times to see them.
The buffalo herd is the most interesting animal ex-

hibit in the inclosure, and the big brown animals are
nearly always to be seen on a hillside or loafing along the
fence. The herd now numbers thirty-two, and some of

the older ones are giants and about as ugly as anyone can
imagine. Five years ago the buffalo came to October
Mountain on the cars from distant Wyoming. In the
party were eight cows and five bulls, and they took
kindly to the gentle climate of the Berkshire hills and
thrived on the grass and blackberry bushes. The king
of the herd was Apache, the big bull, and he has held
his proud position ever since. No one can go near him,
as he has a nasty temper and his eye is about as wicked
as the red men for whom he is named. He is one of the

largest buffalo alive to-day, and lords it over all the
animals m the inclosure. During the five years that the

buffalo have lived in Washington, only three have died,

two of these being members of the original herd and
one a liitle calf. One big bull was sent away a year ago
to the Bronx Park in New York, and Mr. Whitney
gave him to the city, as it had no good specimen of

buffalo bull. These are the only missing members at the
roll call, and' thirt3'-two buffalo now come to the sheds
in winter time. All summer the big animals roam about
the great inclosure at will, eating what they want and
wallowing in the rank grass in perfect contentment.

In winter time it is all different. Then the herd is

brought into a small inclosure, and have to be carefully

fed. The snow is so deep that the animals cannot find

feed for themselves, and they live on hay, which is cut
for them on the various farms, and they, with the elk,

.take care of the whole crop. They seem to prefer their

hay a bit rank, and if there fare a few brambles in it

they appreciate the favor. The first year that the buffalo

,were in their new home only one calf was born, and he
.is now a fine specimen and ready to take Apache's place

'

wheji he goes to join the Indians and the buffalo in the

happy hunting ground. Six calves were born this spring,

and they are now funny looking little light-brown af-

fairs, and tag their mothers around, grunting like pigs.

Six calves were born last year, and ihey now are fairly

big, but small in comparison with the veterans of the
herd. The year before only two calves appeared, and
these are hard to pick out from their elders. The in-

creasing herd grows more valuable each year, for each
year finds the buffalo a rarer an;mal, and the herd in the

. Yellowstone Park is the only one now at large. Th.e

value of the animals is enormous, when it is taken into
consideration that they are absolutely no good except
as curiosities. Each one is worth over $500, and some
of the big bulls are worth far more than this. F. M.
Chapel has entire charge of them, as well as of the rest

of the animals, and his house is close to the winter
quarters. He has a wholesome respect for them all, and
it is hard to tell whether he would prefer to meet a full-

grown bull buffalo or bull elk alone. He does not care
for either, and none of the men under him like to go
into the big inclosure. When they do go, they slick
close to the fence, and they claim that they can clinil:i

over it in record time, if they are called upon to do so,

The elk are the most attractive animals to watch, for
their lordly grace and bearing is fasc'nating. All day
long they stay in the woods, especially at th's time of the
year when the days are apt to be hot and the horns of
the bulls are in the velvet. They now like to rub them
on the branches of the trees and slowly wear off the
moss-like coating, so that next month they can be ready
for the fighting season. The cows, big, horse-l'ke ani-
mals, without antlers, sometimes wander near the fence
during the day, but only occasionally is one fortunate
enough to see them. The first elk came from the
West, with the buffalo, and there were thirty-seven of
them. NoAv there are about ninety, but no one knows
the exact number. The cows keep the calves in the
woods most of the time, and the little brown fellows are
so much alike that it is impossible to count them. It

is thought that there must be nearly forty calves in the
inclosure now. Two weeks ago Mr. Whitney had twenty
of the yearling elk captured and sent to his estate in the
Adirondacks, where they were set free in the woods,
in hope that in time they will increase to such an extent
that there will be elk shooting in the North Woods again.
Ten bulls and ten cows were sent, and the men on the
estate had a deal of hard work in getting the big, ugly
animals into the shipping crates.

Mr. Whitney cares more for his black-tail .deer than
for any of his other animals, and these beautiful crea-
tures are but seldom seen, for they are very wild and
stay in the woods the greater part of the time. Ten
were brought to October Mountain last season, three
bucks and seven does. The men have seen two fawns
this summer, but think that there are more, which will
be seen when the deer come into the yards with the elk
in the winter. Ten mule deer came from the West last

year, five bucks and five does, and three fawns have
been seen. They are larger than the black-tails and not
as graceful, but seem to get along as well in the rigor-
ous climate. Only two of the common, or Virginian,
deer are on the estate. They are both bucks, and no
one cares much about them. They are too ordinary,
and any one who. is not a millionaire can raise common
deer. The latest addition to the menagerie are the
moose. This spring two pairs of two-y.ear-old moose
were brought to the estate from Canada and turned
loose in an inclosure all of their own. It is in a deep
valley, where there is plenty of water for them and dense
woods. No one has seen them since they were liberated,
and some of the men fear that they will not thrive on
October Mountain. Only one hard luck story has been
enacted in the animal colony there, and the antelope
claimed it as their own. A small herd was brought on
from the West, but their first New England winter was
their last, and antelope culture has been given up. It

is hard to estimate the value of this big collection of

big game, for there is no market value to it except as
food. The keen assessors of Washington think there is

value to it, nevertheless, and tax it accordingly, and
give it a valuation of $5,838.

The Game Birds and Their Homes.

The feathered population on October Mountain keeps
quite a few men employed, for game keepers are walk-
ing in the woods at all times, and more are working in

the pheasantry. This is a big colony of tiny little houses,
each inhabited by a cackling hen with a lot of young
pheasants playing in the front yard. Charles Briggs is

the head game-keeper, and has charge of the two pheas-
antries. At one, near the Lenox line of the estate, all

the old birds are kept, which are there for breeding pur-
poses. The coops are similar to those in Forest Park,
and the birds of the common English variety, and only
about 200 old birds are retained in captivity. The big
pheasantry near the center of the estate is the most in-

teresting, and in it everything is done according to the
most successful English method. The eggs are brought
to it from the other pheasantry, where they are laid by
the old birds, and then set under a hen. Each hen cares
for twenty eggs, and while she is setting on them she
lives in a little box in a comfortable house, where many
other hens are employed at a similar occupation. When
the chicks Avere hatched this spring they and their foster
mothers were put into the little coops in the rank grass
of the pheasantry at once, and the chicks were allowed
to run around in the big wire inclosiire, and have all

the fun they wanted. The wire fence is only, about three
feet high, and the young pheasants can now fly over it

and roam about as much as they choose.
About 1,500 young birds were raised this year, and

they can go to the woods as soon as they want to, for
nothing is done to keep them in captivity. They fly

and run all about the outside of the fence now, but three
times a day they come in so as to be on hand for their

meals. There are 128 coops in the phea.santry, and if it

had not been a poor year for raising the young birds
there would have been many more. This is the first

season that .such a large number of pheasants has been
raised, but an even greater number will be brought up
next year. None have been shot on the estate as yet,

and it is not probable that Mr. Whitney will allow any
to be killed this year. It seems to be his idea to thor-
oughly stock the woods before any shooting is indulged
in, and, beside, it is an awful lot of work to chase a bird
through the woods. ,It is much easier to sit on one's
front doorsteps and break clay pigeons and have a man
in top boots load j-our gun for you. This is the popular
shooting at October Mountain now. Many partridges
and quail are to be seen about the place, and all over
the estate tiny fields of buckwheat have been planted
and the grain will be allowed to drop its black seeds on
the ground for the birds, so that they can have plenty
to eat iti the fall, and they will be fed by the game-
keepers through the long winter.

Two 3'ears ago, in the height of the Belgian hare
craze, Mr. Whitney laid in a stock of these long-eared
innocents, and they have increased and multplied as only
rabbits can. At first they were kept in a warren on the
southern slope of October Mountain, but soon they
became so plentiful that most of them were given their
freedom, and the woods and fields are now full of them.
In a year or so they will be as thick as the hares are in
an English park, and hare hunting will be one of the
popular sports, Large numbers of quail were also lib-

(^.rated, and the^ ijicre^se^ last year, but the deep srqw§

of the hills is against the Bob White, and it is doubtful
if the quail ever become plentiful. The pheasants will

overrun the coiinrry, however, and soon good pheasant
shooting can be enjoyed about the edges of the estate

where no Whitney signs can bid the gunner nay. The
partr dge will take care of themselves and increase
rapidly as long as they are carefully preserved.

Fishing will, in a short time, be one of the features of
October Mountain, and great care is now being taken
of the various bodies of water. Basin Pond, in the
southern part of the estate, is the largest sheet of water,
a beautiful little lake, about twenty-five acres in extent,
situated in the heart of the southern hills and impris-
oned in big woods. Last fall Mr. Whitney decided to
stock it with black bass, so sent to a fish hatchery and
bought twenty big 2-pounders to put in Basin Pond.
For some reason they were not shipped until early in the
winter, and the snow was heavy on the ground when
the big tank containing the fish came over the road to
October Mountain. Hurriedly the fish were loaded on
to another team, and the four-mile drive to the pond be-
gun over unbroken roads deep with snow. When the
fish were taken out to be put in their new home eight
were dead, but more will probably be. put in later this
season. Two smaller ponds are full of bullheads and
pickerel, but these are too prosaic to .trouble the Whit-
neys. A large number of brooks ramble through the
woods, and some of them are full of trout. The largest
brook, which flows through the center of the estate, is

not posted, as it has been stocked by the State Fish Com-
mission, and each year many trout are taken from it.

All the water will probably be closed as soon as the
owner can find time to attend to it and take care of that
part of his sport.

The Farms on October Moontain.

Instead of having one head fann where everything is

centered, Air. Whitney has left the little farms just as
he bought them, and in most cases the original owners
are living in them now as his tenants and employes.
The farms are connected with a private telephone sys-
tem and fifty-five men are employed on them. Each
year about 100 tons of hay has been cut, but all of
this has been fed to the animals and nearly fifty addi-
tional tons have been bought to feed the horses and cows.
The domestic animals form but a small feature of the
estate, and this number is limited, but time will prob-
ably increase them as the estate grows and is made per-
fect. The hay is now the only crop which amounts to
anything, and the enormous barn for it at the home farm
is another example of the millionaire's way of doing
things. Last year the hay crop was larger than had
been expected, and it was seen that a new barn nmst be
built to store it. Again the twenty-day order was is-

sued, and this time it was executed and the hay stored
in safety. Charles H. Parsons is in charge of the farms,
and, in fact, of the whole estate, as he is the superin-
tendent. His work is enormous, as he has to visit all

the different places each day and be responsible to Mr.
Wh'tney for everything. All bills are sent to him, and
none are paid unless approved by him. He has the
pay rolls, amounting to $2,500 a month, and has abso-
lute power over the men. Under his care are the twen-
ty-four houses and thirty barns on the estate, beside the
October Mountain house and stables.
Away down in the southern part of the estate is the

Grossett farm, where the flocks of goats and sheep are
kept. The goats are all Angoras, and beautiful with
their long, silk-like hair. No one but Mr. Whitney
knows why they are there or what good they are, for
they are seldom seen. There are sixty-five go'ats in the
flock now, and tliey simply run around and butt each
other for lack of something better to do. On this same
farm is the big flock of 226 sheep, another bunch of ani-
mals with no particular excuse for being there. They
are just sheep with not even an ancestral tree, and be-
yond the few which have furnished mutton for the mil-
lionaire, they have done nothing. October Mountain
is yet crude, but the promise is there and enough has
been done to give a slight forecast of what will follow.
And on some future day, when the stranger comes to
October Mountain over the tops of the blue Berksh're
hills, he will see a country place perfect in every detail,
representing an enormous expense and changing wild
October Mountain into a bit of artificial England.

Wisconsin Game Protective Association.

Milwaukee, Oct. 11.

—

Editor Forest mud Stream:
Please publish inclosed resolution, adopted in our last
regular meeting

:

Whereas, Our Mayor, David Rose, who is running for
(iovernor, makes a dangerous war on our good game laws.
This political demagogue has promised the farmers, game
hogs and market-hunters that he will revoke the game
laws and abolish the game wardens when elected, to make
vdtes among the farmers. But the farmers of Wisconsin
are no outlaws, and are in favor of protecting the game
and fish. He tells the people every day that it costs the
State a large sum for game protection (the wardens get
only $2.50 per day if they work), and that that money
can be saved, which is untrue and a campaign lie, as no
•money from the State treasury can be used outside of the
license money, which is only one dollar for a resident, for
paying the wardens, etc.

We hope you will roast this demagogue in your paper.
Aug. Plambeck, Sec. W. G. P. A

A permit must be secured from the local authorities
when a weapon of any kind is to be purchased in Rus-
sia. The name of the man who makes the purchase,
with the number of the weapon, is recorded. If the
purchaser ever wants to dispose of the weapon, he must
notify the authorities and cause the transfer to be re-
corded on the books of the firm which sold it.

Reading Forest and Stream and rifle shooting afe
about all the recreation I get, or indeed care for. Would
as soon think of giving up my four rifles, as T would of
-topping yoirr paper as long n,s I have the wherewith.

5. S.
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Mainel Deer.
Boston, Oct. 13.—It takes only a few days of Maine

open season to put deer into the Boston markets. They
come right along, spite of all the restrictions on shipping

them out of that State^ Two handsome does were hung
up in a Boston Market Saturday. Asked where they

came from, the marketman answered : "I dunno ; som'ers
in Riaine, I guess. The express brought them here." The
record for Ihe week of deer transported through Bangor
was 2n. The second week of last year showed a record

of 254; second week of the season of 1900, 145. The total

sliYpments for the season thus far have been 298; same
time last year, 348. It w.ll be seen that the number is

considerably short of last yeat\ Writers and all othefs

anxious to boom the game supply will not admit that the

fjilling off is due to a lack of game, but claim that the

weather is entirely to blame, though admitting that the

number of hunters in the Maine woods is greater than
ever. It ought to be whispered low, but there is no record
yet of a serious shooting accident, though two hunters
have been wounded in the hand and one in the leg by
carelessness. There is a claim that an outlet for game
from the Moosehead region is by the late morning train

from Greenville, which does not go by way of Bangor,
where there are careful wardens stationed, but by way Oi

Dover and Foxcroft to Newport Junction, where there is

no warden supervision. Another outlet that should be
watched is at Jackman, by way of the Canadian Pacific.

At both these outlets almost anything in the way of game
passes. From the Rangeley region a rather unsatisfac-

tory hunting season is reported, though some deer have
been killed. The weather is blamed entirely, rather than
any lack of game. It is true that it has rained about all

ihe time, with the air full of falling leaves. Twenty-five
or thirty Boston sportsmen have returned from the Maine
v/oods the past week w^tli deer, while it is a curious fact

that few return without one or two. Is this a credit to

the Maine game supply, to the skill of the hunters, or to

the guides? It is very certain that many of them know
little or nothing about hunting, "couldn't hit a barn door,"
as the saying goes, but they bring back deer, shot by (?).

Considerable disappointment is felt concern ng the ac-

tual scarcity of partridges and woodcock in Maine, and
the same complaint comes from New Hampshire towns.
The old theory is advanced, "Cold weather and rain in

Uie early season killed the chicks." Gunning on the Cape
was not up to expectations last week. St.ll, the flights of

shore birds have continued small. Old gunners at Chat-
ham and other points say that the season so far has been
the poorest in years. Black duck shooting has opened at

the Pleasant Lake blinds. Herbert Poole shot nine black
duck there Fridaj'. Mark A. Harding succeeded the
other day in getting several quail out of some flocks at

Morris Island. These, added to a number of shore birds

lie had secured at Chatham Beach, made one of the best
bags of the season.

At Stratton, Me., several deer have been shot since the
open season begun. Mrs. Bert Soper shot a nice buck
Oct. 2. In the v.cinity of Phillips, Me., several deer have
been taken. Mr. Henry C. Taylor, of Manchester, N. H.,
nhot the first deer of the season at Black Brook camps,
Pead River, Me. Will Holman shot the first deer of the
season at Carthage, Me. Deer are reported plenty in that

section, but partridges scarce. Capt. Billy Soule shot the
first deer of the season at Pleasant Island Camps, Cup-
suptic Lake, bringing it in at 5 o'clock on the opening day.

Senator W. P. Frye closed his camp, Mooselucmaguntic
Lake, Oct. i. He is a great lover of angling, but never
shoots. At Carry Pond Camps, Mr. WJl Swan, of Bos-
ton, was the first lucky hunter, bringing in his deer Oct. I.

The next was taken by W. E. Souther, of Boston, Oct. 2.

The Maine moose season opens Oct. 15, Wednesday, of
this week, and it is claimed that prospects are good in

several sections. At this writing the Boston hunters who
have been in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia after

moose for several weeks, have not returned. It is certain

that they have had a good deal of cold and rainy weather,
conditions not favorable to moose calling.

Boston, Oct. 11.—The hunters are gett ng some deer in

Cumberland count}', Me. It will be remembered that

this county was under continued close time till a year ago.
Dr. Wallace Snow, of Portland, shot a fine buck last week
at L. C. Spaulding's camp, near Sebago Lake. L. M.
Johnson, of Sebago, shot one near the head of the lake

the first days of the open season. A gentleman, just

returned from the Rangeley region, says that the woods
are full of falling leaves, while it had rained nearly all the

time for a couple of weeks. Hunting is extremeh' difficult.

Great indignation is expressed at the shooting of the

State's buck deer at Marshfield. Last spring a doe was
caught off Brant Rock swimming in the salt water and
nearly exhausted. The animal was picked up by Albert

W. Phillips. The Fish and Game authorities were at

once notified, and they liberated the deer in the woods in

that v.cinity. Soon after a buck was obtained—one of the

Sportsmen's Show animlas, I am informed. The ani-

mals were expected to breed, under the protection of the
law. Rabbit hunters found the buck's carcass Monday
hung up to a tree. The animal had been dressed in Maine
woods style, with all the best of the venison carved off the
bones. The animal had not been killed more than two
pr three days. The doe has been seen wandering about
after nightfall since the slaughter. The inhabitants of

the town are very ind gnant. and the State Fish and Game
Commission has offered a reward of $100 for evidence
that shall lead to the arrest and conviction of the guilty

person or persons. That part of the State is under per-
petual close time on deer, but considerable lawlessness has
occurred at times along the South Shore and the Cape.
The Lake Auburn, Me., Fish Association has repeatedly

complained to the State Fish and Game Commissioners
that the salmon and trout hatched in the hatcheries there

and turned into the lake have been escaping down the

outlet and into the Androscoggin, never to return. The
Association has been granted permission to erect and
maintain a screen at the outlet, and the members are con-
tributing funds toward the screen, as well as asking the

friends of fishing in that lake to do the same. The screen
experiment will be anxiously watched. Hitherto it has
been found very difficult maintaining screens at the outlets

of Maine lakes and ponds, by reason of ice and freshets.

A winter freshet that raises tli£ ice is pretty sure to take a

Y^rj? strong screen with it,
'
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Proposed Big Club C'^mblcytfoa.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 11.—Mention has been made in these
columns of the organization of the Undercliff Sports-
men's Association, which for some time has been quietly
leasing ground on the famous Senachwine Lake marsh
of the Illinois River country. This part of the Illinois

River Valley has_ long been famous for abundance of

waterfowl. That is to say, it was famous in the past, and
it is to-day perhaps the best ef the duck country left in

this State. Swah Lake Club preserve is an old one. Ad^
joining these gfounds lie the leases of the Uridercliff

A.ssociatiottv The latter club has a part of the ttiarsh at

the lower end of the famous "Goose Pond." At the ether
end of the Goose Pond he the grounds of the Blue W ng
Club. Not far firohl this are the big Hennenin preserves.

Thus it will be seen that practically all the marsh of de-

sirable nature is now under preserve, and the open shoQter
has little or no chance to have a day's sf)Oft on these once
popular marshes. '

The last talk is that there may possibly be a big com-
bination of perhaps three or four of the above-mentioned
clubs. I should think that Swan Lake would be opposed
tO' this, yet some of the Swan Lake members have already
taken out memberships in the Undercliff Club. If this

whole stretch of country were under one club organiza-
tion, the members of that club would be free to shoot at

any place Upon the whole marsh. Hennepin and Swan Lake
w^ould not seem to have much to gain by an arrangement
of this kind, yet were parts of the Undercliff marsh strict-

ly preserved, it wolila in time come to be good shooting
countrv, perhaps under certain conditions, better on some
da.ys than the marshes of these older and more wealthy
clubs. These are days of mergers and combinations, and
although I should personally doubt the likehhood of this

combine being made, there is at least rumor of it with
something better than guesswork under the rumor.

Sea£on Slew.

The season still continues slow. Very few jacksnipe

hunters are going out to-day, as there is no flight re-

ported. It is thought that the middle of next week will

see some jacksnipe on the marshes. Duck shooting has
not yet begun, as the weather is now mild and fair. Some
good bags have been made on Tolleston marsh near Chi-
cago, but nothing interesting comes from the open coun-
try. The birds are now reported to be in Wisconsin ii;

the neighborhood of Lake Poygan, and others of the bet-

ter Wisconsin marshes. It is not thought that there will

be any very good shooting in Illinois this fall. The feed,

such as wild rice, etc., is all missing in the Senachwine
and Swan .Lake countrj', the high water probablj' having
cut it down. Where there were big beds of wild rice

last fall there is open water or mud to-day. Some think
the Chicago Drainage Canal has been the cause of th s. bul

the more likely explanation is that of the high waters
which were so general this summer.
As to quail, it is not yet time' to concern ourselves over

much. Of ruffed grouse, we never have very many in

Illinois. A friend tells me that he is inv.ted to a Alichigan
point, where a resident sportsman tells him he can put up
from thirty to seventy grouse any day he likes. This
would seem to be well worth' watching.

The Norlhwcsl.

Mr. James K. Boyd, of Hempstead, N. Y., who wrote
earlier in regard to shooting country in the Northwest, is

good enough to write as below regard.ng his trip. I wish
all the sportsmen who avail themselves of the Forest and
Stream Information Bureau would be kind enough to tell

what luck they have. Mr. Boyd says

:

"1 have just arrived home from our Western trip in

Nortii Dakota, after one of, if not the most enjoyable,
chicken slioots we ever had. Although birds were all

strong and active, requiring a real 'get there' motion, our
two guns flagged twenty-odd daily, showing how many the
early shooters left. We witnessed some of the finest work
by the dogs possible, and although the northern ducks and
geese had not 'come in' up to the time of our leaving, we
were well repaid for our l6ng trip, for we had good
chicken shooting every day, and picked up a few native
ducks.

"There seem to be various interpretations of Minne-
sota license for shooting, as regards those coming from a
State not requiring a non-license tax."

In regard to the prospect for ducks in South Dakota, I

have the following to offer from Dr. J. C. French, of
Webster, S. D.

:

".'Vs a duty I may owe my fellow shooters, I want to
liave it known how dry it is here. When I see parties

from way south and cast coming long miles and spending
good money for an unsatisfactory and disappointing trip,

I feel it's time you got out your big pen, bare j'our arm
and write it big and bold, 'This part of South Dakota is

all dry.' Not water enough for a duck to drink, let alone
swim. I know this country for 100 miles as a man knows
his own front yard, and I speak within bounds when I

say there is less water and less ducks than any white man
ever saw at this time of tie year. Fire is burning to-

day, where I have seen enough water to float a big steam-
boat in other years. It's dry as a Vermont Sunday school
picnic, that's what."

Reports from North Dakota are less distressing than
the above. Friends who recently met shooters from the

l3evirs Lake country of North Dakota say that the duck
shooting there was very heavy indeed. Of course the Devil's

Lake waters are more permanent than the shallow sloughs
of South Dakota, which have always been more or less

capricious in their nature.

The Game Law as Eofcreed.

I was interested in the comment of Mr. Boyd, as stated

above, upon Minnesota licenses. About all I can say in

regard to the Minnesota game law is that you can see how
it works if you want to try it on. I get more fun watch-
ing the working of the game law in Minnesota than from
almost any other of my employments at this writing. Here
is another instance of it. Mr. Frank Stone, of Chicago, is

jt^st back from a shooting trip in North Dakota, where
lie had good success. It is against the law to bring birds

out of the State of Nq^^I* ^^^'.kQt^x but Mr, Stone dida't
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mind that. He had a brand new trunk which he took
along with him for this very purpose. It was perhaps
not a very expensive trunk, but was very bright and shiny,

and strong enough in his opinion to carry an abundance
of b rds for the loved ones at home. Into this new trunk
he threw, beside an extra pa r of socks or so, his illegal

game. Mr. Stone duly arrived in Chicago with his dress

suit case and one of his trunks. The new, shiny trunk
failed to appear, and keeps on continuing to fail to appear,

in spite of Mr, Stone's agitation over the matter. Send-
ing out a tracer for the trunk, he discovered that it was
detained at the fatal Union t)epot in St. Paul, Minn.,
where, in spite of the allegations of the protective author-
ity, the Chicago sporting newspaper which criticises Mr.
Fullerton and his men, the Minnesota game laws seem
to have worked once more. That is to say, it was in this

instance the Lacey law which worked, the seizure being
made, as I understand it, by a deputy U. S. marshal, who
had authority to sfeiie game shipped oUt of North Dakota
contrary to the law of the latter named State, Were
I in Mr. Stone's place I should not worry about the new
trunk or the pair of socks, or the loss of the game birds.

There is a time for disappearing.

How to Do It.

This is the way to do if you want to go shoot"ng in

Minnesota. Sam F. Fullerton, the State warden of Minne-
sota, in handing me this correspondence, says: "The
inclosed letter is sUch an unusual one, that I send it to

you for your perusal, It is the kind of letter one would
expect to get from a sportsman." The letter follows.
"Zanesville, O., Sept. 29.—S. F. Fullerton, E-q.,

Executive Agent Fish and Game Commission, Capital
Bu.lding. St. Paul. Minn. My deaf sir : A party 6f
three (one an Invalid) expect to take an outing in Minne-
sota within the next three weeks, and two of them will

do some shooting if the occasion presents. As the two
who will do shooting live in Ohio, and Ohio has a non-
resident license law, I a.sk of you, where shall we obtain
our licenses, from' your office or from the county in which
we expect to do our hunting? What hunting wc do will

he on small game, as we will not have a rifle in the camp.
Apropos of your license law, wih state, it is the proper
thing, and I sincerely hope that every one that carries a
gun into or out pf your State may be compelled to pay
same, and the money so obta ned be used exclusively in
the interest of game protection. While Vice-President of
the Ohio Fish and Game Protective Association, I worked
hard and spent my money in the interests of a license law|
even went so far as to advocate the organization of county
game protective associations, the elect on of officers fot
county organizations, and the employment of a competent
attorney to prosecute, as we find here that prosecuting
attorneys will not prosecute (they fear they will lose a

vote or two for so doing). You will readily see that there
is no desire on my part to evade your license, but I want
to prepare everything before going, hence write you now.
One thing more: By pay ng a license are we permitted
to take from your State any game? We would be pleased
to have the privilege to take home with us some for our
families, and as the writer is a member of the local lodge
of Elks, he would like to give the boys a duck supper, if

permitted to take from your State enough ducks to do so.

"Respectfully yours,
"L. A. MooRE."

The writer of a letter like the above, who does not start

in to tell what he is going to do to the game Avardens at

the place where he is go.ng to shoot, is much more apt

to get along nicely than one who goes in there and gets

too chesty about it. I don't think ?.ny man who goes to

Minnesota will be disappointed if he obeys the law and
respects the wardens.

How Not to Do It,

Mr. H. L. Chandler, of Owasso, Mich., wllO is a candi-
date for representative in hi-s distfiet, on Oct. I took
down his little shotgun and started out to bid defiance
to the game law. He shot a quail in the presence of sev-
eral witnesses, and sent the game warden full account oi
the transaction, and invited arrest. Mr. Chandler is an
attorney and not in the patent medicine business, as might
be supposed from his evident hankering after advertising.
There has existed some doubt in the minds of the lawyers
as to the actual opening this fall of the quail season. I

don't hear of any of the better class of sportsmen of the
State who are eager to take advantage of the technicality
and go out and shoot before the :20th of the month. The
sentiment is against this sort of thing. It is strange that
there should still obtain the amazing folly of a certain class
of people who seem to think that the game laws are in-
tended as an affliction and outrage upon the people rather
than as a wise and beneficent means of giving to the
people what a few of the people would otherwise take for
themselves. Injustice and unfairness usually defeat their

own ends. Mr, Chandler's attitude is not an enviable one,

The Minnesota Lawyer,

I called attention some weeks ago to the Minnesota
lawyer, Mr. Stanislaus Donnelly, who was charged with
shooting ruffed grouse out of season. This case came on
for trial, as was earlier announced. Private information
contains the following comment on the matter

:

"We had a very amusing case here yesterday settled in
the Municipal Court. Two lawyers shooting chickens
bagged a couple of pheasants (ruffed grouse), t':e latter
out of season. On the incoming train was the game war-
den, who saw the pheasants on the string, took them and
notified the parties to appear in court. Instead of putting
up the minimum fine of $10 and settling the thing then
and there, the culprits started in on bluff tactics; threats
to show up game warden, etc. Well, we had testimony
that pheasants and prairie chickens interbred. Did you
ever see a hybrid prairie chicken-partridge? Also we had
testimony that a prairie-chicken and pheasant got up and
flew alike, almost similar in habits, etc.; that the birds
were shot unintentionally and innocently—if they were
shot, etc. The warden testified—although the evidence
was ruled out—^that the pheasants were shot while upon
the ground. And so it went. I got into court at the tail

end and enjoyed the hm. Defendants were found guilty

—

and tln,ey iatend to appeal ! T contend they should be fined
th(^ limit for having the pheasants in their possession, gmj.
$100 for shooting them on the ground,'- -• - '
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Liceosf Law in WtECoctin.

Whether we like the license law or not it seems to be
doing business, at least in a resident license form, in some
of our Western States. Dodge Goimty, Wis., has this year

issued 1,037 licenses. There were about 300 more licenses

issued in this county last year by this date than dur ng the

present season, but even so, the number is large enough
to give some idea of the numbers of shooters who go out

each fall.

The Tennessee Meal Dog.

I must thank Mr. Samuel B. Dow, of Tennessee, for

an invitation to go down and get acquainted with him and
his meat dog. That is my kind of a bird dog, and I

don't care who knows it. As to quail shooting, it is going
to be pretty' nearly the only kind of field shooting avail-

able for folks in this part of the world, and I cordially

agree with Mr. Dow that there is no prettier form of

field sport in the world than that of shooting good quail

over good dogs and in a good country, such as he de-

scribes.

Chicago Mao Gets His Moose«

Mr. T. W. Robinson, of the Illinois Steel Co., Ch'cago,
whom I earlier mentioned as having gone to New Bruns-
wick after a moose, has returned, and returned success-

ful. He got a large moose with a good pair of antlers,

and says that bye and bye he is going to tell all about it.

He went in with Jack Moore in the new moose country
wh'ch Adam and Jack and I discovered last winter.

From all accounts there cont nues to be abundance of
big game in New Brunswick, thanks to the law and the

enforcement thereof. The following letter is from Mr. W.
H. Allen, one of the New Brunswick guides, who writes

under date of Oct. 6:

"My party that has just returned was composed of Mr.
Wm. H. Moses and wife, of Tilton, N. H., and Dr. Fuller,

of Boston, and Dr. Tuttle, of Waverly, Mass. They were
only 18 days, including going in and coming out of

the woods. Dr. Tuttle shot a moose and deer, as did also

Mrs. Moses, while Mr. Moses shot his moose. Dr. Fuller

did not shoot his moose, as he was not wanting one, un-
less of very large spread of antlers. He saw several good
shots, but heads did not suit him. Moose are very abun-
dant in New Brunswick this year. Our game is on the

increase, and this I think is due tO' our very strict laws
well enforced. I am very glad to notice such an increase
in our moose, caribou and deer." >

I have not heard from Adam Moore, and do not know
what success Mr. Weed and he had in the Nictor coun-
try. It is not likely that we will hear of Uncle Henry
Braithwaite until some time in December, but it is not
difficult to guess that Uncle Henry will be doing business
up near the headwaters of the Miramichi.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

The Easy "Way,

It's easy enough to go shooting and bring down
your birds with a lead pencil and be neither sore in bodj^

nor leg weary by the operation.
Charles Cristadoro.

—®

—

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Fokest and Stkxau.

Lake Champlain^s Big Fish.

TicoNDEROGA, N. Y., Eagle Lake, Oct. 8—Editor Forest

and Stream: The past season at Eagle Lake has been

one full of glorious victories for the wielders of the

pliant rod seeking the gigantic northern pike or the

big small-mouthed bass that abound in the crystal waters

of this gem in the land ot Natty Bumpo, Israel Putnam
and the famous ranger, Rogers. One of the earliest ar-

rivals at Hotailing's Hotel was Mr. E. Runge, a mem-
ber of a great New York art firm, who passes his win-
ters in China going about in a house-boat looking after

his purchases of vases and pottery from the staid, con-

ventional Chinese merchants. He can tell and does tell

many a well-founded story about the splendid hunting
and fishing of that strange country, where deer and
pheasants can be flushed or jumped from the palm
th'ckets near any coolie's hut as easily as we in the

States stir up squirrels about farmhouses. But let Mr.
R. tell your readers about that and many other things,

including brook trout fishing in the mountains of Japan!
Well, this gentleman and his two sons were diligent for

several days after arrival in July without marked suc-

cess. Finally Mr. R. took two large cane poles sent to

him by Mr. Alexander Weed, president of the Eagle
Lake Improvement Co., and betook himself to the placid

precincts of Moore's Bay, at the head of our four-inile

lake. A crawfish did the trick so effectually that our
worthy friend from Hong-iKong was soon fast to some-
thing very like a whale, as he expressed it, which towed
his light skiff all o.ver the bay for a while and finally

almost pulled the stout cane from his hands. The end
had to come, as it generally does in such cases, when
there is no reel, and a sad but plucky angler went home
for sympathy and dinner. He was out again that after-

noon; and up hy my lodge by Fox Island, his wife

finally succeeded in landing a g-pound pike in fine condi-
tion, He kept on after the fish during the season until

late in August he captured alone, without a net, a 17-

pound pike, the record fish there, with a live bait on a
rod, last season.
William Garfield guided Miss Carpenter to a pike well

cond tioned and 37 inches long, and later on aided Mrs.
Carlos C. Alden to land one 2 inches longer. Mr. Weed,
in front of his camp on Prospect Point, "spooned" out
a 15-pounder right before my eyes one morning, and it

was served, cut in steaks, to his friends for several days.
The record bass was caught from a boat by a ten-year-old
boy. Master Kuhn, from Cincinnati, on the Sunken
Island, guided by Mr, Hotailing, late in August, and
weighed 4 pounds ;q ounces. A farmer n^med Cheeney

put a little bass on a set line, or rather hand-line, near
the bridge, and finally landed a pike that weighed, after

being out of the water for six hours, 15 pounds, on
Mrs. Moore's scales.

All these captures fall far behind your correspondent's
experience Sept. 17, when he went forth from Arden
Lodge with a small copper spoon and a heavy double
gun at about 10 A. M. on that eventful day. His little

blue batteau 9 feet long stood like an azure bonnet on
the still water as he carefully embarked for fish or fowl,

as fortune should kindly direct. The line was scarcely

payed out to 50 feet when something seized the lure.

He gave the usual motion sufficient to set the hook, for

he was fishing with a fine hand-line and the game showed
his weight and seemed inclined to move off independent-
ly. Just then a catastrophe occurred. The line had be-

come decayed in spite of the fisherman's care, and broke
off near his hand, and away went the fish without hav-
ing once showed himself above the surface. Nothing
daunted, your correspondent then climbed the cliff to

his lodge and secured an old-fashioned kidney spoon, to

which he had lately attached a triplet of huge hooks
and feathered all with the plumage of one of his Plym-
outh Rock chickens, who disputed their morning corn
with a covey of nice ruffed grouse, being tamed and fed

for future sport. With this new lure the batteau moved
out again, over the same place, when, lo! another
strike and a harder one! This time the striker stayed
with him and swam slowly toward the boat, running
very deep as he aproached. There was not a breath of

wind, and after a few rushes and careful recoilings of the
slender trout line the little craft had been towed pretty
well out toward Fox Island, and the angler called loudly
for some one to row out and get a motion on his boat
to help drown the monster pike which was rushing
around and under him or floating gently near the sur-

face just under his hand, the spoon and hooks all being
outside his huge mouth. An attempt to take in the
fish by seizing it around the throat, resulted in an awful
plunge, covering the boatman with water to the waist.

Then, as the big pirate swam off toward the island and
its grass, a sudden resolution came to shoot him with
the 12 bore gun. This was dismissed, as likely to cut
the line and lose all. Both fish and man were now be-
coming exhausted from their half-hour tussle, when a

new element of interest came upon the stage. It was the
first fish hooked, who followed its mate to the boat, and
began throwing somersaults in its efforts to dislodge
the copper spoon and a bit of attached line about 50
feet long. The spoon could not be seen, and this showed
that he was liooked deep. After several trials of this

kind, old No. i stopped his eflforts, and the water was
covered with pickerel grass cut off by the struggles of
the pair. A little speed is given to the frail craft with a

paddle held in one hand, while a vigilant eye is kept
on the line, always kept as taut as possible and never
once allowed to get slack for the world. The old man
of the lake is dragged and coaxed up from the bottom
once more, and as he comes under the little low stern

a quick reach and a firm grip in the eye sockets brings
the beautiful, gleaming fig^hter into the canoe, where
he remains as quiet as a mouse. Fearful of a sudden
struggle, which experience told him must soon come,
your writer carefully paddled to the shore with one hand,
where, gathering up line and card, he rushed up the

bank, never letting go of his prey, and said: "Well, my
dear, here I am." It gives me pleasure to say that I

carefully outlined that noble fish on a paper and have
the drawing at my office in New York. It was in

splendid condition, but hid had no breakfast or any
food at all for some timie, although the lake was alive

with shiners at that place. Its head was remarkably
small for a fish that was actually 35 inches from nose to

tail tip, and measured just 14^ inches around its waist,

or rather, shoulders. I regret that I had no scales, but,

perhaps, you can apply the very correct rule for ascer-
taining weights of this kind of game lately published in

Forest a.nd Stream, which I have mislaid, and give me
the approximate weight. Reel work is all right, but for

sport give me the old-fashioned way of taking big pike
that I learned in Champlain when a boy. I was out for

a dinner that morning and had no time for frills.

Peter Flint.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

On the Albany River.

The Forest and Stream news bureau seems to be
working fairly well this fall. All my "customers" who
have gone to Minnesota and Dakota have come back
pleased, and I have just stated that Mr. Robinson liked
ins moose tip. Recently I had an inquiry from Mr. Sam
J. Ryan, of Appleton, Wis., who wanted to find out about
the Albany River, north of Lake Superior, with a view
to a canoe trip next year. If you don't see what you
want in the Forest and Stream, ask for it and we will

get it for you. Here is the answer to Mr. Ryan's in-
quiry, written by Mr. W. O. Watson, who lives all the
w;ay out in Charlottesville, Va., and writes as folIoAvs

:

"Ten or fifteen Albany River Indians come down to
Nepigon every summer to do the tourist work there, and
Mr. McKirdy, or the Hudson Bay factor there, can get
Mr. Ryan all the information he wants from them. They
told me great tales about the trout fishing in the Albany.
Said no white men ever fished it. They said it took
them twenty days to come from the Albany section to
Nepigon by canoe, and they estimated that they traveled
fifteen miles per day. Their account of the fishing and
the country interested me greatly."

I thank Mr. Watson very sincerely for his volunteered
advice. The Forest and Stream family might be a very
much worse one.

MuEcalbnge at Last.

The muscallunge have been very backward this season
and not very many good catches have been reported. I

have just seen a photograph, however, which is calculated
to make one's hair stand up straight—twenty-six muscal-
lunge, many of them beautiful, clean handsomely marked
.fi-.sh, and none less than ten pounds, These fish were
caught by Train Master Hart, of Wausau, Wis. ; H. H
Ober, ageot of C., M. ^ §t. f. Ry., Pr, H. ?ink,

of Indianapolis, on Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 20 and 21.

in Tomahawk Lake, Wis., on the C, M. & St. P. R. R.
Wm. Williams and Bert Hill were the gu des who had
out the above gentlemen. The take is said to be the

finest cne ever seen on that famous water, which has this

year turned out better fish than any other lake in Wiscon-
sin. This is the wafer where the State Fish Commission
catches its breeders for the muscallunge hatchery in the

springt'me. The weights of these fishes were as below, re-

spectively: 12, t8, 24, 15, 26, 20, 20, 18, 22, 15, 12 ,12, 10,

10, 10, 18, 22, 12, 30, 24, 18, IS, 13, 12, 15 and 17 pounds.
Now, who says we have no muscallunge in the West?

The above was certainly a grand score for two rods in two
days. The catch has stirred up a great deal of excite-

ment along the St. Paitl road, and a great many anglers
have gene into that country during the past week. The
fishing is reported to be better now than it has been since
spring, and indeed it is probably much better than it has
been at any time during the year.

Bait-Casting.

Mr. PL W. Tucker, of Philadelphia. Pa., writes as be-
low, regarding the art of casting as is done in the West

:

"TThrough reading your articles in the Forest and
Stream, I have become familiar with the scores made and
general excellence displayed in bait-casting by the mem-
bers of the Chicago Fly-Cast ng Club, and as I take an
interest in bait-casting, my desire to gain information on

.

the subject encourages me to request information upon
some points. I should like to know the most popular
length of rods used by the experts, make and cal.ber, or
number, of line, and whether an overhead cast, as in fly-

casting, is permissible, or whether contestants are con-
fined to the movement in casting diagonally across the
body from right to left, as represented in Henshall's book
on the black bass?"

In the Chicago style of bait-casting the rod used is light,

stiff and short. Our bait-rods have grown shorter and
shorter here for six or eight years. The experts rarely

use rods longer than seven feet, some going as low as
six feet. The reel is of the quadruple multiplier sort, of
the best makes and the line is the finest of the braided
silk lines manufactured. That is to sav. this line is used
in the bait-casting competitions, though it is too delicate

to use in actual fishing. As seen in the tournament com-
petitions, the bait-casting is all done overhead, not with
the full arm sweep, as taught by Dr. Henshall in his

book. This full-arm style of bait-casting is obsolete, in

this part of the country to-day among the experts. The
latter claim that they can keep a bait better on the line

with the overhead cast. In actual fish ng the overhead
cast, although sometimes practical, is often awkward and
unnecessary. Some of the club casters do not restrict

themselves to overhead casting in actual fishing, but this

ifc the style used in contests.

Afa iut Fly-Rods.

The little controversy on weight and characteristics of
fly-rods goes merrilj^ on in the Fishing Gazette of Lon-
don. Several English firms offer their opinions upon
fl.v-rods in general, and the American fly-rods in particu-

lar. A good deal of the matter advanced is tommyrot,
but there are some good things among the others. I

notice that Mr. A. MacDonald has something pretty sen-
sible to say, that it to say, it seems sensible to me. be-
cause it is a good deal to my own way of thinking in re-

gard to chokebore fly-rods

:

"It is really marvelous," he says, "on going the round
of a tackle-maker's shop, to find so many ill-propor-

tioned rods. Nearly all have the whippy point and stiff

butt. A few have weak center pieces, but, alas! how
very few have the graceful, steady, and, for their size,

strong swing, which impresses the manipulator with
their power, and imparts confidence in their use. Some
are rods (large even to sixteen feet) with practically no
power, and more adapted for flicking flies off a horse's
ear than for angling. I do not include in this category,

I need hardb' say, rods of the Hardy, Castleconnell,

etc., make. But some such rods are made by tackle-

makers well up in the trade, and priced as high as 40s.

or more. Personally, I make all my own rods, and pre-
fer them to most makes, not because I have made them,
but simply because with careful testing as I go along I

am able to retain the proper power in conjunction with
the necessary resiliency which is so difficult to obtain
in ordinary priced rods. One is apt, if not careful when
making a rod, to go beyond the point where the proper
power or backbone is to be found. 'Once this is done
nothing satisfactory can be made w th the lengths. The
only remedy is to shorten the lengdis and start a smaller
rod. When constructing a rod the butt should be fully

utilized. Some makes I have handled, it is no exagger-
ation to say, would fish better with the center and point
only. The butt appeared as if meant for something to

hold on to and not as a v'brating part of the rod. These
rods are very easily broken. Their defects are more felt

in the 'Land o' Cakes' than in sunny England where
fine wrater and dry fly-fishing is the rule, and where
'point woi'k' is more used.

''Hi're, in loved 'Auld Scotia.' in the brawling moun-
tain stream now running noisily through a narrow gorge,
now opening out a wide pool with sullen circling waters,
wet fly-fishing is more suited. The banks are often pre-
cipitous, or heavily wooded, and overhead casting is

impossible. 'Switching' is necessary, and when a wide
pool has to be covered then comes in the rod with the
strong swing to the hand, which imparts an impetus to
the line sufficient to carr}' the flies well over the stream."
So much may be said without committing oneself to

the absurd weights which Englishmen seem to think nec-
essary in their flj^-rods. I should not myself care to use
one of these heavy English rods, but I shou'd like to
see some American rod maker disabuse himself of this
too-much-backbone idea and get back to making rods
wh-ch do work of casting a line by themselves and not
by the muscles of the angler.

If one will conceive his flj^-rod to be made of elastic
bands front and back, he can get a notion of its action
in handling the line. When he begins to pitch his rod
forward he may suppose all these rubber bands on the
front of his rod to stretch, and then to begin to ccr-
tract again, ars the rod goes forward writh the motion
from the wrist up. This contraction from butt to tin
of the rod brings the tip forwfird m4. carries the liw'
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forward. Obviously, one does not want a distance of

four or five feet between his hand and the place where
th's contraction and pitching force begins. Once in a

while you get hold of a rod, sometimes a heavy rod,

which, none the less, seems to have that easy, continuous,

forcible sweep, which means both power and ease. That
is a good fishing rod. Such a rod is that which I men-
tioned the other week as belonging to a friend of mine here

in Chicago. It was made by an unknown maker, yet

his theory was the correct one. There is a vast differ-

ence between a tournament rod and a fishing rod, and
any practical fisherman can tell you this. Of course,

this must not be construed as a \yord in favor of the

light, whippy rod with back kick in it, and no power
for lifting or driving the line. I ain getting together
a battery of fly-rods of my own, and I beg^n to remodel
some of my earlier ideas about desirable quality in fly-

rods. There can be such a thing as a I'ght rod, which
is wearisome to fish with all day, and upon the other

hand, there can be a moderately heavy rod which will

be pleasant and sweet to handle all day long. The dif-

ference lies in the action of the rods and the pleasure of

use depends upon whether you have a chokebore rod
or a cyhnder bore.

E. Hough.
Hastfokd Building, Chicago, III.

; The "Waddell Foirmula fot "Weights of Fish.

New York.—Editor Forest mid Stream: On a recent

fishing tr.p I measured and weighed several fish just out

of water, to see how closely the Waddell formula would
apply to different species. According to this formula, I

believe, the square of the girth in inches multiplied by
the length in inches is supposed to give the weight in

pounds. An elaboration of the formula for d fferent

species may give pretty close results, but the one arbi-

trary form.ula cannot be applied. My results were as

follows

:

No. I, Lake Trout—Girth, 10.75 inches; length, 22.50

inches
;
weight. 3 pounds. By formula, 3 pounds 4 ounces.

No. 2, Lake Trout—Girth, 12.25 inches; length, 24.75

inches ;
weight, 4 pounds 12 ounces. By formula, 4 pounds

10% ounces.
No. 3, Lake Trout—Girth, 13 inches; length, 25.75

inches ;
we.ght, 5 pounds 2 ounces. By formula, 5 pounds

^2 ounce.
No. 4, Lake Trout—Girth, 14.25 inches; length, 28.50

inches ;
weight, 6 pounds. By formula, 7 pounds 3^4

ounces.

No. 5. Northern Pike {E. lucius)—Girth, 9.25 inches;

length. 26.75 inches ;
weight, 3 pounds 8 ounces. By for-

mula, 2 pounds 13^ ounces.

No. 6, Northern Pike—Girth, 15 inches; length, 38.25

inches; weight, 11 pounds. By formula, 8 pounds 8%
ounces.
No. 7, Northern Pike—Girth, 11.50 inches; length, 30.25

inches; we.ght, 6 pounds. By formula, 5 pounds i-io

ounce.
No. 8, Wall-eyed Pike—Girth, 9 inches; length, 18

inches; weight, 2 pounds.' By formula, i pound 13 1-6

ounces.

No. 9, Small-mouth Black Bass—Girth, 11.75 inches;

length 16.7s inches. Weight, 2 pounds. By formula, 2

pounds 13 9-10 ounces.

I will not guarantee my mathematics in the above cases,

as there is a good deal of figuring to be done, and I

imssed up on mathematics in my junior year at college,

tw*enty-four years ago. Robert T. Morris.

The Deligfhts of Salmon Fishingf,

Mr. Charles Hallock kindly permits us to print this

extract from a letter, received by him from Mr. Ivcrs W.
Adams, of Boston:

"I propose leaving Quebec the 31st of May (next

month), with two of my sons and a gentleman friend

from New York; an old associate of mine. We shall, this

year, have fished togeher I think twenty-one years. He
v/as my guest last vear, and I had the pleasure, the de-

light, of receiving from him a solid silver loving cup of

enormous size, upcn one side of which was a reproduc-

t on of the chateau, the Moisie, of which I sent you a

photograph. -Another side was my own name, from

Henry Sampson, 1901. The other side, "Walter Brackett's

Leap.'" The whole, together, one of the finest pieces of

work, executed by one of the best artists in New York.

I wish you could see it.

"To salmon fishing, this royal sport, I have given a

vast deal of thought, time and money, during my life, and

probably to-day I have more money invested in salmon

fishing, which I own in fee simple, as a riparian, than any

other man in this country, and so far as I know, in any

country. Of course I am not conversant, fully, with the

streams the other side, but my investments in that line

exceed $50,000. I value them at several times that, 1 pay

no rentals ; I own my properties. On the Wacheeshoo I

own the fly-fishing and the net fishing to the ocean. No
nets are set, or Avill be, as long as I own this beautiful

Ittle property.

"The salmon there are very plentiful, but not so large

as the Moisie. I regard the Moisie, in some respects, as

the finest salmon river in the world. The fish are large

and very gamy; not logy, like Ristigouche fish, and the

interests of the Moisie are not divided. The only river

approaching it is the Grand Cascapedia, but that, you

know, is divided in a dozen or more interests. If I could

own absolutely all of the Grand Cascapedia, 1 am quite

willing to say I would prefer that to the Moisie.

"The Moisie fishing is practically all within sight of

our chateau, and in the season it is a marvelous sight, as

we sit there after our dinner, and note the salmon con-

stantly leaping, sometimes a dozen of them, in the seven

marvelous pools within the stretch of our vision. We
get a great many 30 to 40 pound fish, and being caught

Tn pools so near the sea, they are fresh, strong, white, fat,

and great fighters."

"A trout up to my place swallowed a watch," related^

the proprietor of the Brook House, "and the watch is run-

ning yet." "That is nothing," boasted the Beach House
man; "a shark swallowed an alarm clock down to my
place', and now he comes around and awfike^^s the guests

^V?fy rpoffiing."—Chicago News.

A Device for Landing Big Fish,
A CORRESPONDENT of the Asian describes a fish-landing

contrivance which might be used in American waters. He
writes

:

I want to bring to the notice of Indian anglers a new
dodge for landing big fish which will proA'e of in-

estimable value to them. It can best be described as a

clever and effective adaptation of the ord nary wire snare,

and has been invented by Mr. A. G. Crawshay. The
subjoined illustrations show its form and the means by
which it is worked.
A strong strand of steel pianoforte wire in a running

slip knot is fixed by means of cHps to a semicircular steel

hoop ; and this, when the lower part touches a fish, after

being slipped over the tail, is instantly released and
drawn tight round the fish.

The inventor has scored a distinct success, and some of

the special advantages he claims are the following: (i)

Figr. 2.

The fish is not damaged as with a gaff. (2) It is much
easier to use than a gaff, which latter instrument in-

evitably requires a certain amount of practice. (3) The
fish once snared can be carried anywhere by the tail over
sand or high rocks, and has no power to kick. (4) this

lander is far superior to any net, for the man who is

fishing can use it himself as easily as a gaif, and there is

nothing for the taclde to get entangled in as with a net.

(5) It can be carried like a gaff, and is also made to

screw into any landing net handle. These are a few
of the advantages of Crawshay's patent improved mahseer
lander.

*

To use it slip the noose over the fish's tail behind the

dorsal fin, not in front of it, and a sharp jerk upward
to the full length of the wire secures the fish.

The artist has not quite hit off the idea in Fig. 2, for the

noose should be niuch nearer the dorsal fin, and then so

long as an even strain is maintained it is impossible for

the fish to escape.

I have not yet tried the "Lander" with salmon, but

hope to do so within a few weeks; but I know several

men who have tried it and who are loud in its praise, and
what succeeds with salmon ought to do for mahseer. I

send you a lander by this mail. J. Morav Brown.

A Fish in the Org:an Pipes*

This is a story of a fish, a water motor, an organ, and
a wedding. The fish in some fashion found its way into

the water motor of the organ at Emmanuel Church, and
was unable to find its way out aga.n. Apparently, in

trying to do so, however, it succeeded in getting into the

wind pipe, or rather wind pipes, of the organ, so that the

instrument wheezed and choked at times as if it had an
extremely bad attack of asthma. The discovery of the

presence of some obstruction was made on Tuesday, when
the church was used several times by societies who were
holding meetings on that &<iy. The organ was being
played by Rev. Mr. Searings, the pastor of the Boston
deaf mutes, who had volunteered his services, when sud-

denly one of the two water motors of the organ stopped
working. It was not known whether the obstruction was
a fish or an eel, and the only way to find out and remove
it was by opening the motor and examining it. But there

was a wedding—the Williams-Snelhng wedding—to be

held at the church on Wednesday, and the regular organ-

ist was in a state of mind. There was not time to have
the organ repaired and yet he did not care to endanger

his reputation by playing on an organ with a fish in its

water motor.
Such uncertainty was felt about the course that the

fish might take and its conseqfuent effect upon the organ

that finally an orchestra was hired to be on call and fill

tip any gap that might occur in the organ music. The
orchestra was placed in an anteroom, but its services

were, fortunately, not required. The fish had evidently

become wearied by its eft'orts to escape and kept quiet,

and the organist went triumphantly through tire musical

programme. This morning workmen from an organ fac-

tory took out the plug of the Avater motor and removed

the fish.—Boston Transcript.

The affections of a horse are not inferior to his in-

tellectual qualities; and, especially if made a pet._ he

becomes very fond of his master. In case of separation,

he remembers him for years. B-ut his affection is dif-

ferent from that of a dog, which continues to love his

master even though the latter abuses him greatly.

Rough, unkind treatment will quickly estrange the affec-

tion of a horse. Good horse sense discovers no particu-

lar reason why a horse should be devoted to a master

who habitually maltreats him.

The intellect and affections of a horse point out two

things so important to a trainer that he must bear them

in rnind until they bee -me fixed habits of thought: i.

Never under any circumstances, allow a horse to suc-

cessfully oppose- his will to yours. If you do, he will

remember it and (reasoning by experience), try it again.

2. Always keep his affection. If he dislikes you, he has

no wish to please you; and, if his obedience is always

perfunctory, you will make but little headway in train-

ing him. These two points assured, he will almost in-

variably try to do whatever you require of him-rif ^e

only knovifi what it is—Success, _

^mnel

Fixtures!

BENCH SHOWS.
Oct. 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America'*

show. Miss M. K. Bird, Westbury, L. I., Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member

of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.
Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 27.—Washington C. O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.
Oct. 28.—Whitbv Island, Wash.—Pacific Northwest Field Trials

F. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle, Wash.
Oct. 28. , Wis.—Northwestern Beagle Club's second

annual trials. Louis Steffen, Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov. 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America. Charles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,
Camden. N. J.
Nov. 3.—Lake View. Mich.—Michiga.n Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'y, Benton Harbor, Mich.
_
Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual
trials. C. E. Baughn, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—Eastport, L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. K. E.
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, III.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T. L. Fenn. Secy.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11,—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials,

F. W. Smith, Sec'y, New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17,—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.
Nov. 18.—Branchton, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's seventh annual

trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.
Nov. 18.—Ruthven. Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 24.—Glasgow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials. C. B. Cooke, Sec'v.
Nov. 29.—Thomasville, N. C—Continental Field Trial Club's

eighth annual trials.

Dec. 1.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—^American Championship
Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
Richmond, Va.
Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—^Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

"Bum."
Away down in Arizona where the Spanish bayonet

blooms amid alkali and sage brush and the ochreous earth

glows Uke a baker's oven, lies the little city of Jerome,
and near it on the mountain slope, for four years past,

the Black Hills Copper Company has been engaged in

mining operations.

Almost since the first pick was driven intd the crum-
bling rock, the first spadeful of earth upturned, the com-
pany's monthly pay roll has borne an entry, last in the
long string of names, "Bum—^$4.00." During the whole
of this period Bum has never been docked, fined, sus-

BUM,

pended, laid off or discharged, and never for a -ingle

fraction of a day has he absented himself from his post of
duty.

Bum is a dog—part English shepherd, part conundrum.
Bum is not the sort of dog that would win cups or blue
ribbons at a kennel show, but just the same it would be
a mighty strenuous day in the lifetime of any tenderfoot
who wandered out to the company's works and offered

$1,000 for Bum. Bum was a member of the first work
crew to go upon the ground. He was there when the
first blast was fired and he barked. Night shift and day
shift, ever since, Bum has sounded a vociferous warning
whenever a fuse was lighted. As the superintendent
phrases it, "First he barked because he was afraid; then
he barked for fnn and now he barks as a matter of
duty." Before a blast is fired, it is the miner's invariable

custom to ignite a small p'ece of f^se as a test. Just
before the first blast was fired in the mine. Bum, who
had been an attentive observer of the preparation of the
^es^ fuse, seized the hissing, spluttering thing in his mouth
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aud shook it vigorouslv. Of course it ljurnt him. From
that time on It has been his habit to extinguish every test

fuse kindled in the mine. Then seizing a piece of rock

between his jaws, he streaks it for the mouth of the tun-

nel, deposits the stone upon a constantly growing pile, and

rends the air with his barking until every living soul is

safe outside the mine. Bum knows every mmer on the

pay roll, and counts them as they leave the mine, and if

one of them is missing, he plunges back into the shaft

to seek him. On one occasion, when engaged in this work

of mercy, the blast exploded, and Bum reached the shaft

mouth badly bruised and minus an eye. Notwithstanding

his wounds, he was at his post of duty for the succeeding

blast. Once Bum saved the life of a belated drill man,

dazed with drink. The gocd old dog seized him by his

overalls and bundled him, protesting, tp the mouth of the

shaft just in the nick of time.
, . ,

As soon as the blast goes off and the columu of thick

black smoke wells forth, Bum ceases his barking, wags

his tail, cuts a few capers and then lies down m the

shadow of the power house to await the next one. There

we shall leave him. but if any of Forest and Stream's

readers wander out to Jerome and care to see^ a dog

worthv to take his place alongside one of Hough's meat

dogs, he should take a jaunt out to the copper mine, ask

for Mr. Paul Eyesenhardt and be formally presented to

Bum, the company's chief barker. Marin.

San Rafael. Cal . Sept. 25.

National Beagle Club.

Camden, N. J.—I append item of news relative to the

coming trials of the National Beagle Club, which you

are perfectly welcome to use in your columns if you so

desire. It may interest your readers who are interested

in beagles and beagle trials.

Chas. R. Stevenson.

From present indications it would seem that the thir-

teenth annual field trials of the National Beagle Club of

America, which Avill commence Nov. 3. at Mineola, Long
Island, will be the largest and greatest trials ever held

in the history of the club. Great interest has been al-

ready manifested all through the eastern part of the

United States, and particularly in the New England

States, probably owing to the fact that the New England

Beagle Club will omit their trials this year.

Then again, the experience of the club has been so

satisfactory during the past three years. The field trial

grounds are ideal and there have been plenty of rabbits,

and the grounds are so located and constituted that those

who attend have had little difficulty in seeing the work
done by the beagles. The headquarters of the club at

Mineola has also proved to be more than satisfactory.

The house is a modern construction with steam heat and

is nicely furnished, and the table is all that could be

expected, thus mak ng a most delightful place for the

club to pass its evenings after the toils of a day in the

field, and many pleasant evenings have been spent in this

house, because with such entertainers as George F. Reed,

the veteran field trial champion, of Barton, Vt. ; C. Staley

l3oub, the great beagle breeder, of Frederick, Md. ; Dr.

Bruns, of New Orleans, la.; John Caswell, of Pride's

Crossing, Mass.; Dan Summers, of Downingtown, Pa.;

Jim McAleer, of Pittsburg, Pa.; xMbert C. Heulings, of

Camden, N. J., and a host of others, there cannot be a

dull moment, and there has been lots of fun and merri-

ment, to say nothing of the wonderful beagle stories that

are told.

The following States will be represented at these trials

:

Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Mary-
land, Virginia, Louisiana, possibly Iowa and some other

States, as the result of which the best beagles of the

eastern part of the United States will meet in competition,

thereby making the greatest meeting of beagle§ ever held

in this country.

Bifanswicfc Fur CI«b.

The Brunswick Fur Club has sent out an invitation to

its friends as follows
:

"

Barre, Mass., Oct. 21.—The Brunswick Fur Club cor-

dially invites you to attend its fourteenth annual field

trial of foxhounds, to be held at Barre, Mass., Oct. 21-

24. The club will make its headquarters at Hotel Barre,

where the rates will be $2 and $2.50 per day—the latter

price being for single rooms. The hounds will be cared

for at the expense of the club, and fed upon Austin's

dog biscuit.

The Derby, open to all foxhounds whelped on or after

Jan. I, 1901. will be run on Tuesday, Oct. 21. Entries

close at 10 P. M., Oct. 20. Entry fee, $2. The winner

will hold the R. D. Perry cup for one year, and will re-

ceive a silver cup.

The All-Age Stake, open to all foxhounds, will be 'run

on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday, Oct. 22-24. Entries

close at 10 P. M., Oct. 21. Entry fee, $3. The first prize

winners in the Speed and Driving, Trailing, Hunting and

Endurance classes, will receive silver cups. The Pope
Memorial cup Avill be held for one year by the hound
doing the best work in the Ti-ailing, and Speed and Driv-

ing classes. The hound making the highest general aver-

age in all classes, will receive a silver cup, and will hold

for one year the American Field cup and the Woodstock
kennel cup. The latter is competed for this year for the

first time, and will become the property of the club mem-
iDer who wins it twice. The club diplomas will be given

to the winners in all classes.

The judges will be Dr. L. Pope. Jr.. and Messrs. Geo.

B. Appleby, C. J. Prouty, F. B. Whidden and Bradford
S. Turpin.
The trials are open to all, and fox hunters everywhere,

whether members of the club or not, are invited to enter

their hounds, and aid in making the week a memorable
one in the history of foxhound competitions,

Bradford S. Tukpin, Secretary.

The Philadelphia Dog Show.

Philadelphi-A., Pa.—I take pleasure in announcing that

the Bench Show Committee have decided upon the same
class prizes as last year—viz,. $15. $10, $5, and medal in

all regular puppy, novice, limit and open classes, and
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appropriate prizes in the local and winners' divisions-

The cntr-cs close upon Monday, Nov. 10. The superin^

tendent is James Mortimer, and the veterinarian, C. J.

Marshall. The dogs will be benched upon the new benches
made for the Association last season. The prize list will

be in the mail within a few days.

The list of judges has not been completed as yet. but
will include C. W. Rodman, Jr., for Irish terriers ; H. K.
Bloodgood for poodles, and F. Freeman-Lloj^d for a num-
ber of breeds. Mr. Lloyd is coming from Sidney, Aus-
tralia, particularly to judge at this show.

Marcel A. Viti, Hon. Sec.

Pointer Clob of America.

New York.—The owners of the -winner of first money
of the four valuable stakes offered by the Pointer Cltib of

America to be run at their field trials, commencing Nov.
6, at Eastport, L. I., will also receive rich silver trophies,

notably the cups donated by Walton Ferguson, Jr., Dr.

Allen Fitch and Randolph Crompton. Members of the

club and those who are considering a nomination for the

Championship Stake, which is open to the world, are

reminded that entries will close on Oct. 15 with C. F,

Lewis, Secretary-Trea.surer, 48 Wall street, New York.
G. F. Lewis, Sec-Treas.

—®

—

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
and Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows :

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at aU.

3. The story must be prefaced by a tlescription of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that wotild be of

;alue to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing
the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the ofllice of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

Boston Letter.

Boston, Oct. 12.—There is much ado concerning the

restricted classes of the Yacht Racing Association of

Massachusetts. The whole difficulty l es in the fact that

it has been found possible to build a yacht under the

present restrictions that is entirely objectionable to all

the other j'acht owners, with the exception of those who
possess the alleged extreme boats. Plenty of warning has
been given that there would be kicks coming, for when
it was found at the commencement of the past se.ason

that yachts were being turned out which had extreme
overhangs, there was considerable comment upon the
advisability of limiting the restrictions further. To carry
out the overhangs to the extreme point, it was neces-

sary to build more or less of a scow model, generally

more, and the result was a boat which was not consi-

dered an interpretation of what the Association meant by
a safe, seaworthy boat.

The Executive Committee of the Association realized,

as well as many of the yachtsmen, that it would be neces-

sary to do some remodeling on the rules if the sport is

to be kept in a healthy condition in Massachusetts Bay,
and with that end in view has been working out all

kinds of rules since spring, with the hope of getting
someth'ng that would fill the bill. It became a question
of modifying the present classes or else creating new
ones. Mr. W. P. Stephens, who drew up the restrictions

and scantlings for the present classes, was consulted early

in the season, and, in answer to the inquiries of the com-
mittee, he sent a very able letter upon the subject. It is

the opinion of Mr. Stephens that the form of the midship
sect on would have much to do with the general form
of the boat, and many of the yachtsmen who have seen
his views agree that such a restriction would be of benefit.

But the hardest part of changing existing rules is to

preserve, if there is any possibilitj% the present classes

and not to make rules that might bar existing boats.

It has developed that the wide, flat-floored centerboard
boat, or even a wide keel boat, with immense overhangs,

has a distinct advantage over narrower boats with more
displacement and less sail area. This is the main- thing

that the Executive Committee of the Association is trying

SIB

to remedy. The object is to put on such limits as to

give all types an equal chance in the racing. To do this

and not bar out existing boats is a task that cannot be
lightly undertaken, and the committee has taken plenty of

time to consider all possible ways. After having consulted
the framers of rules and restrictions of different sections
along the coast, the committee invited interested yachts-
men to attend an informal meeting that they might give
their views upon what changes, if any, were necessary in

the rules. This meeting was held' at Yotmg's Hotel last

Friday evening, and owing to peculiar circumstances not
much was gained from the majority of yachtsmen who
addressed the committee.
Be it known that the first and strongest kick was made

on accoimt of the great length over all and the resulting
unwholesome form of the boats. It was on th s account
that the yacht owners in the 21ft. restricted class got to-
gether, and, taking the matter in their own hands, formed
the new 22ft. class. Mr. Louis M. Clark, who. has done
most of the work in looking up remedies for the present
conditions, attended the preliminary meetings of these
yachtsmen and opposed the class strongly. His views
upon the subject led a few of these yachtsmen to think
that he was opposed to any wide boats, and these thoughts
were transmitted to others ; but why any such view should
have been taken is entirely beyond my comprehension.
Mr. Clark has realized the immense advantage the wide
boat, with her light displacement and great sail area has
over the narrow boats, and the object he was trying to at-
tain was to make them equal.
But the feeling had taken root in their minds that the

wide boat was to be legislated out, and consequently many
of those attending the meeting of the committee were
governed by peculiar biased convictions. The ball was
opened by a plea for the wide boat, instead of proditcing
some suggestion for equalizing the chances of both types
in the racing, and the meeting resulted in a discussion
between the respective qualit'es, wide and narrow or mod-
erate. Another thing that did not tend to produce any
good results was the attitude taken by the yacht owners,
each of whom when called upon for suggestions, talked
only of the merits of his own boat. The most consistent
suggestion came from Hon. Charles Francis Adams. He
.said that in his opinion it would not be policy for the
Assoc, ation to do anything that would spoil the present
classes, by barring out any existing boats. Lie said that
the Association had made its success by sticking to its

classes and would continue to be sttccessful if it con-
tinued the same policy. Mr. Adains spoke for the narrow
boat, and said that all he would hke to see would be
that the narrow boats would have an equal chance with
the wide ones, which in his opinion they did not have
under the present restrictions. He suggested that the
said area of the wider boats could be reduced and more
ballast put in, and in this manner the two types could be
made more nearly even, without barr ng existing boats.
What will be eventually done will greatly depend upon
the report of the Executive Committee, which will be made
at the regular fall meeting of the Assoc ation, Thursday
evening. It has also been proposed to adopt the new 22ft.
class at that meeting.
The de- igners in Boston are commencing to get busy.

Crowninshield has taken larger quarters in the new Board
of Trade Building, and has plenty of work on hand, as
has been previously announced. Fred Lawley has an
order for a 50ft. ketch for J. H. Cromwell, of New York;
a 6sft. auxiliary .yawl for Philadelphia parties, a 44ft.
launch for J. H. Procter, of Boston. He has also an
order for one of the new 22-footers, which is supposed
to be for H. H. Wiggin, although Mr. Lawley will not
.say so. About two-thirds of the frames for the i37f*.
waterline steam yacht for C. H. Fletcher, of Providence,
have been riveted together. The 50ft. auxiliary yawl for
Mrs. C. D. Gibson, of New York, is completed, and will
be run out of the shon next week. The cabin work is

being finished in the 3J:t. cruiser designed' by Fred Law-
ley for Alfred Douglas, of New York, and another cruiser
of the same length and design is being set up. The firrr

has orders to build a 50ft. waterline schooner and a .s8f:.

auxiliary yawl from Arthur Binney's designs.
Starling Burgess has an order for a Y. R. A. 25-footer

for T. K. Lothrop, Jr., and a 25-footer of his design for F.
G. Macomber, Jr., is already well along at Fenton's Man-
chester yard. This boat has caused cons derable talk, as
she is 48ft. over all. He has al^o an order for a one-
design 15ft. class for Btizzard's Bay, to compete with the
one-design class designed by Herreshoff, and an order for
a one-design 15ft. class for the Sandusky Y, C. He also
has an order for a 40ft. 1 auncli for Mr. Hopkms, of
Maiden, Mass.
There was a jolly gathering of yachtsmen at the town

house of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. on the evening
of Oct. 4. The Regatta Committee and the Board of
Judges jointl3r invited the prize winners and their fr ends
to be present at an informal dinner, at which the cups
were given out. There were nine of them in all, and
every one was a beauty. Six of these were raced for in
the midsummer series. These were presented by Mr.
Thomas W. Lawson. Three were for the champions of
the 25ft. 2ift. and i8ft. knockabout classes, respectively.
The cup for 25-footers was presented by Com. E. P.
Boggs ; that for 21-footers by V ce-Com. E. P. Boyntoni
and the cup for i8-footers by Mr. George H. Wightman!
There was plenty of cheering as each successful yachts-
m.an was presented with his cup, and a most pleasant
evening was enjoyed. John B. Killeen.

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
At the annual meeting of the Huntington Y C the

foilowing cfficers were elected : Com.. Henry H. Gor-
don ;

Vice-Corn., George Taylor; Rear-Corn,., J. W. Ail-
kin; Treas., H. H. Gordon; Sec'y, Daniel Wood;
Trustees, August Hecksher and John P. iKane.

The Herreshoff Mfg. Co. is building for Mr. Morton T.
Plant three new boats, all of which are of good size. The
smallest is a cruising sloop 34ft. cn the waterline ; a steam
yacht of iioft. waterl ne, which is practically finished, and
is to be launched in a few days. The third vessel is to be
a schooner, and her frames will be set up as soon as the
gteam yacht gets out of the shop.

,
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A New Cruising Schooner.
The first order for a yacht of any size to be placed this

fall with a builder in the vicinity of Ne^y York c ty, has

been awarded to Mr. Robert Jacob, of City Island.

Last winter Mr. Jacob built a cruising schooner 63ft.

on the waterline for Mr. Frank L. St. John. The yacht

was so sat sfactory that Mr. Henry C. Winteringham, who
des gned her, decided to give Mr. Jacob the order for

the new schooner, which is to be some 5ft. longer on
the waterline.

The new boat is for a gentleman who has been identi-

fied with yachting for a long titne, and for a number of

years past has owned a schooner of the old type, which he
disposed of last year. Like the St. John schooner, the

new yacht will be built entirely of wood, and she will

have a centerboard which will house under the cab n
floor, so that it will in no way interfere with the accom-
modations below decks. She is to be 98ft. over all, 68ft.

on the waterline, 20ft. breadth and 9ft. draft with the

board up. There will be about thirty tons of outside lead

ballast. The new boat is essentially a ship in every par-

ticular, and will undoubtedly make a fine cruising boat.

Her good breadth and powerful section insures great

stability. The overhangs will be moderate in length and
v/ell proportioned. The freeboard is liberal, and the I4in.

biihvark will give a sense of security to those on. deck.

The sail plan is not large, and reefing w 11 hardly be

necessary. The rig does not call for large spars, and the

boom will not project much over the taffra 1, nor will

the bowsprit extend any great distance beyond the gam-
mon iron. The sails will be probably made by an Amer-
ican firm. AH the deck fittings to be used in connection

with the rigging are to be of bronze.

The deck will be of selected white pine, and the rail,

gratings, waterways, coam ngs, hatches, skylights and
companionways will be of teak.

The cabin arrangement will be unusually good, and was
laid out under the direction of the owner. Colonial lines

will be followed in the woodwork and hangings. The
woodwork, such as partitions, "trim, etc., will be of white

p ne painted ivory white, while all doors, bureaus, dressers,

tables, etc.. are to be of San Domingo mahogany.
_
The

carpets on the floors of the saloon and staterooms will be

of rich green, and the hangings at the doors and skylights

are to be of green velour.

Coming down the companionway a good steerage will

be found from which all the owner's and guests' quarters

may be reached. The floor of the steerage will not be

carpeted, but will be covered with some serviceable ma-
terial, which will not be injured by getting wet if the

companion should be left open in bad weather. Directly

aft, extending the full width of the. vessel, is the after

cabin. The room will be unusually large, and well

equipped. On each side are transoms, behind and above

•which are wide berths. On tlte after part tion will be

placed a roomy bureau, above which is a mirror. On
each side forward of the berths there is to be a closet. The
one on the starboard side is to be a hanging closet, while

the one to' port will be filled with skeleton drawers. On
the forward partition to starboard a door will open into a

bathroom, and on the port side a door will lead to the

passage or steerage. The after cabin is to have a large

flat-topped hatch overhead, with glass windows on all

four sides.

On the port side of the passageway aft will be the chart

room. In front there will be a transom and back of this

will be drawers, large ones for the charts and smaller

ones for navigating instruments. On top of the chest

of drawers will be a large table, so that charts can be

spread out and referred to continually if necessary. For-

ward of the chart room will be a guest room of good s ze.

It will be fitted with a wide berth, transom, bureau, hang-

ing closet and set wash basin. Opposite the chart room
on the starboard side there is tq be a bath room, which

will be equipped with a porcelain tub, wash basin and

patent closet. Forward of the bath room will be the

owner's stateroom. The room will be very large and

fitted up in the best poss ble manner. There are to be

large closets, a five-foot bureau, set marble wash basin,

lounge, etc. A skyi ght overhead will make this

room very light. Forward of this will come the main

saloon, which will run the full width of the boat. On
each side w 11 extend wide transoms, back of which are to

be lockers for linen, silver, etc. On each side at the for-

ward end will be a buffet for glassware, wines, etc. The
cabin table will be placed on the port side aft. The piano

Mill be secured to the after partition. Above there is to

be a skylight 4ft. 6in. square. It is to be made square, so

that it can be placed athwartships if desired and better

ventilation secured below.

Next forward will come the galley, pantry and mess
rnoi-". all in one. This apariment is to be very large and

will be completely fitted. On the starboard side is to be

the sailing master's room. In the port corner of the gal-

ley aft will be an inclosed water closet for the captain.

Forward will be the forecastle, where the eight men that

make up the crew will have very comfortable quarters.

In the eyes there .s to be a water closet for the crew. The
chain locker will be tinder the forecastle floor. The laza-

retto will be aft and will be reached from the deck by
two hatches.

Three beats will be carried on the davits, a dinghy, a

cutter and a large powerful launch, large enough to tow
the vacht in cas§ of calm weather.

The yacht wilUbe turned over to her owner early next

season, and when completed she will be one of the most
complete and best-fitted cruising yachts of her size in

American waters to-day.

Melody—A S«ccessftil South Bay Catboat*

The catboat Melody was designed and built by Mr.
Gilbert iM. Smith at Patchogue, and launched in June,

1900. She was built for Mr. Harry Growtage, of East

Moriches, L. I. The 3racht has raced under, the Moriches

Y. C. col; rs. The photograph we publish of Melody in

this issue shows her under reefed canvas. The following

outl ne of her racing during the last three seasons is of

irtcrcst:

Melody was beaten in match race early in June, and
won the following Saturday by a close margin. Her next

race was in the regular club regatta, beating the fleet by

over a minute, and repeated her victory in the following
race. Next week Melody tried her luck in foreign waters
and raced at Shinnecock. Won first in class A, and the
Queen of Bay plate for best corrected time in all classes,

wh ch plate she now holds. On Aug. 11, same year, she
won the open regatta of her own club, defeating her rival

Dodo 48s., and followed this tip by winning the Gunning
Point Challenge cup. In the handicap race for the Mc-
Aleenan cup, this year, she was unsuccessful, as she had
to allow all club boats from one to ten minutes.
Her second season did not start off so successfully, tak-

ing second place in club regatta, and the same position the

second week at Westhampton, then a win the following

week in spec'al members' race. On Aug. 31 of this year

at Westhampton, she again proved her weather abilities,

defeating twenty-two boats in the open regatta, in a strong

east wind, and Monday following won the McAleenan
handicap cup for the first time.

1902 opened successfully, placing the Shinnecock Club
race to her credit, beating the new "Gill" Smith creat'on

Argo by 3m. 55s. Aug. 9 at Westhampton found her

again leading the fleet, winning first prize in class A and
the Challenge cup in this class also. Next week, at

iMoriches, again a winner, being across the line im. 21s.

ahead, iln the Members' Regattai, Aug. 20. for special cup

presented by Com. Dr. W lliam Carr, Melody won again,

but at Shinnecock had to be content with second place.

Aug. 27 in race for McAleenan cup, she won this trophy

for the second time.

Probably the greatest victory in her racing career was

won at the open regatta, Westhampton Country Oub,
winning her class prize handily by 2m. over second boat,

and the Queen of the Bay cup, presented by the Com-

modore for best corrected time over the course in three
,

classes of catboats.

Her last win on Labor Day at Moriches was a sur-

prise. Always considered a light-weather boat, her

chances were considered very slim in the howling gale
1

from the S.W. A bad start handicapped the boat some-

what, as she poked her mast across the line just is. ahead

of gun. The second time to windward under double-

reefed sail, she passed her class and won by 31s.

Seventeen Days^ Cruise on Long
Island Sound.

BY THE CREW_, THE SKIPPER AND THE OWNER.

yContinued Jrom page 295.;

^

July 30.—This day was to be a day of cleaning ship,

filling water tanks, polishing bright work, and doing the

various little jobs that are always necessary aboard.' The
,

Owner decided to run nto town (so he would not be in

our way). As soon as he was gone the Skipper took her

in to the float stage to fill her two 40-gallon tanks with

fresh water. It is not doubted that some of the readers

of this log have been in the same predicament as the

Skipper was in, which was as follows : Wind, fresh, bloiV-

ing right on to the float stage; tide running strong flood;

the float stage, with the usual outfit of small boats 011

every side; the usual dozen or so of people chock full of

adv.ce, and last but not least, our big bowsprit. Very
easily did we run in to within about looft. of the dock
under our jib, when the Skipper shouted, "Take the jib

off her." Down came the jib all right, but her headway
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was not checked sufficiently to stop at the exact spot

where the Skipper had been informed the hose was ;
con-

sequently there was a lot of backing and haulmg—and
swearing—and advising, but the Crew with the assistance

of the dockman, succeeded in getting her out far enough

to drop the hook and let her drift back comfortably, and

we then filled the tanks. This done, we had the same

difficulty in getting away from the float. It would be

too much bother raising the mainsail, and with the Crew

md dockman towing we managed to get out far enough

fco ride at our anchor with comfort. The Crew had cer-

ttinly worked with celerity and quick-wittedness, and he

h all right in this respect; indeed, none better; and the

few words of commendation from the Skipper seemed

id make him more docile than usual. As the Skipper

lighted a cigar and stretched himself in the cockpit, he

mused how easy it would have been to pick his way

through the rowboats, full speed astern, not havmg to

gather way with a glass show case launch 20ft. on the

port hand, and a wicked bunch of spiles on the other.

Thus ruminating, the Skipper began to wonder what had

become of the Owner, It had been the intention to sail

for the Thimbles, as it was only a short run, and it

would be an absolute crime not to lay in that picturesque

spot for at least one day. Neither Skipper, Owner nor

Crew had ever dropped hook in there, and the Skspper did

not want to let the opportunity go by. So we patiently

waited for the Owner's appearance. The wind was blow-

ing about six and from the south'ard, and it seemed a

pity to be chafing at anchor. The Crew suggested starting

without him, but this the Skipper thought was hardly

feasible. It was now seven bells and the tide was ebb,

wind seemed I ghtening, and still no Owner. The Crew
prepared some sandwiches, and we had a bottle of beer

apiece. 'Twas then we heard the tiny whistle that the

Owner was wont to carrv with him to summons his ship's

comrany on occasion. We had him aboard in a jiffy, and

after a Uttle hesitation on his part as to the feasibility of

starting, in went a reef, up went the mainsail, then we
broke out the hook, and started out of the breakwaters. It

seemed that the wind was determined to give the Owner
the haha for putting in that reef, for off the old white

tower that was once a lighthouse the wind fell to a sum-

mer's zephyr. When by the breakwater, out went that

reef, and then the wind obligingly freshened and a little

summer squall was observed making up out of the

southeast, but no reefs this time, and we bowled along,

making our six knots by the log easily, and soon picked up

Branford Beacon on the starboard hand, and Kigger Head
red spar buoy on our port, and heading for the tower on

Pot Island, following soundings and the chart, ran into

what we considered a good harbor, inasmuch as there

were some yachts and fishing boats anchored there. On
inquiring, however, we found that the regular anchorage

was about 300yds. more to the eastward, so we hailed a

launch, which kindly towed us between Pot, Money and

tJigh islands. Tbe Skipper loves blue water, but he was

not slow to admit the beauty of these little verdure-clad

i.slets. The sun dipping gradually in the west made a

splendid background. It was a mingled picture of sea,

land and sky which hardly seemed the work of nature so

theatrically had she performed her task. No photograph

could show the beauty of this miniature fairyland. We
had dropped the hook and lay around the deck simply ab-

sorbing the beauty of the scene. The Skipper noticed the

protection from wind and sea from almost any quarter.

The Crew heaved the lead, made about four fathoms of

water, and then we decided to go in swimming. The
water was deliciously warm, and we worked up a ravenous

appetite for supper. It was about this time that we fornied

the acquaintance of "Leo." In his peculiar drawl he in-

quired of nearly every yachtsman we knew, a great many
we didn't know, and proved to be a living epitome of

yachting and yachtsmen. He also informed us that he

could furnish anything we wanted—ice, meats, etc.—and

would take our mail to Stony Creek. We promptly de-

cided that after supper we would go ashore and look h.s

place over. After supper, which consisted of six courses,

in honor of the occasion, we paid him a visit and drank

some of his very good beer, ordered dinner for the next

day. marveled at the scenery, and listened to Leo's

reminiscences of yachtsmen, until from the afar we heard

the tinkle of eight bells, and then it was we decided to

turn in and explore the beauties—natural—of the Thimbles

on the morrow.
July 31.—A dull gray morning, with rain clouds banked

up thickly to the east'ard. Had breakfast, went ashore

and hired a small catboat. After dinner at Leo's sailed

over in cat to Sachem's Head, where we called, in the

yacht club there and were very nicely received. Beat

back and got back at Leo's in the evening.
_
Decide to

start next morning for New London. The Skipper chafes

at lying more than one day in port, and while the scenic

beauty of the Thimbles is unsurpassed, the prospect of

ir.alving Newport is enticing. Turn in at 12; sleep well.

Aug. I.—Up early and get ship ready for trip to New
London. Nice breeze from N.N.W. Stand well across

Sound until Falkner's Island is abeam, then lay course

for Corpfield Lightship. Pick up lightship at ten minutes

past one. Breeze lias freshened, and we will make New
Loudon easily by 4 o'clock. Carry away sister hooks of

iiia'nsheet block off Mantic. Wear ship, repair block.

Time lost, twenty minutes. Lay course again fqr Bart-

ktt's Reef Lightship. Pass if on port hand at 3 ;40. Stand

in for New London. Tide very strong here. Innocent un-

der good breeze smashes through them like a pprk. • She
does not like these short, steep, broken seas as a rule, but

we are logging fully seven and a half miles by the log, and

they do not get much chance. To-day's run has been most

glorious, a perfect sailing day, and as we pick the buoys

up at the mouth of the harbor we wonder whether the

god of fortune will attend us as well in our run to New-
port to-morrow. We make the Harbor nicgly and drop

anchor in six fathoms of water at 4:20. After an early

supper we go ashore, get shaved and send letters and tele-

grams home, explore New London a Uttle. The Skipper

generally Wattts to get out of a town as soon as he has

walked through the main street. No exception. Try to

get chart of Fisher's Island Sound, but found store closed.

Peturn. Crew asleep as usual, and but for a friendly

captain on a schooner whose name is forgotten, it would

have been another lofig vigil. The Skipper hesitated about

beating through Fisher's Island Sound without a chart,

and to go on the outs de through the Race would have

made it too much of a run. The Owner and he agreed to

sleep on it till the morning.

Aug. 2.—The Owner awake bright and early, tries to

get Skipper up, but no go. The Skipper sleepily tells him

to stick the flag in the rigging and get towed through, as

there is hardly a breath of wind. At this point n getting

ice, we are informed that we will have no trouble in

getting through, as we have the tide in our favor, and

the wind will spring up from the south'ard. We decide

to cook breakfast under way, and have the sails on her in

a jiffy and find we have just enough a r to give us steer-

age way. We worked through gradually until we are

past the Dumplings, when by Ram Island Lightship we
are becalmed and have a hard job holding our own with

the tide, which has turned. After two hours of this, in

which we are entertained by a school, or rather schools, of

porpoises, we get a little breeze from the south'ard, and
gradually pass the lightship. The breeze is now freshen-

ing, and we are commencing to log. We pass the light-

ho\ise at Watch Hill, and then lay our easting. It may
not have been wise to run down our lee shore the way
we did, but we wanted to make Newport early, and the

Skipper, giving the Innocent just enough offing to clear

Point Judith, let her romp away. It was simply grand.

Away on our starboard hand the distant shore of Block

Island dimly stood out of the haze, while the white sand

line of the Rhode Island shore seemed like a line of white

fire. And as we tore along, smok ng, with the Bartender

splicing the main brace every once in a while, we agreed

that old ocean in her kindly moods is unsurpassed. We
passed Point Judith ten minutes of three. Passed Brenton

Reef Lightship well on starboard hand at 4 -.30. It was. as

I have said, a fine day, but how those swells did roll in

from the Atlantic, b g fellows, that would lift the Inno-

cent up 8 or loft. and then—down hill again. We had
been giving a large knockabout a great race of it from
the point, and were holding our own nicely. We also

picked up several cats, and under a breeze wh ch \vas

freshening, we simply tore by Butterball, and with jib

sheets eased all we could and main boom out to the

rigging, we tore into the harbor. The Skipper at once

saw it was no time for monkeying. We had too much sail

up for easy sailing, and the harbor was literally jammed
with a flotilla of yachts of all kinds from the Lark to the

iNourmahal. To the east in the Cove there was compara-
tively open space, and here thje Skipper rounded to. doused

jib and let go the hook, and with a smack and a bang
got down the mainsail. Phew ! it had been hot work for

the last twenty minutes, but everything had held, and
Newport, our Mecca, had been reached. We trimmed up
ship and got supper quickly and were ashore in no time.

After calling on some of the Owner's friends we turned

in, in eager anticipation of the race to-morrow between
Columbia and Independence,

Aug. . ..—A mere record of laziness. With the ex-

ception of driving to Bareman's Point to witness the

memorable race between the Columbia and the Inde-

pendence, Avhen the latter was beaten by 25 seconds, we
made no journeys together, the Skipper preferring to

loll about the deck and smoke a cigar, than "excursioniz-

ing." as he termed it On Sunday we intended to go
to Narragansett, but it rained, and we made no more
attempts to travel in company, the Owner going to

iProvidence, while the Skipper took a drive around the

town. Newport is unique in one respect—the beautjf of

her drives and residences, and the narrowness and dingi-

ness of her city streets, the negat^n of a modern town-
ship, a trillionaire's palace, a trad!esman''s shanty. While
Newport is concededly the Mecca of the society grub,

that fact is not oppressive, however. In Newport there

are two classes—the intensely rich, and those who min-

ister to their wants. From a yachting standpoint the

harbor is perfection, and as that is the all-important

question to the readers of this, we will not dwell on the

social aspect.

We decided to start on Tuesday morning for Shelter

Islan4, haying loafed away three and a half days in

Newport. The Skipper was ge ting impatient and the

Crew lazier than eyer. while the Owner wa? also s'gh-

ing for fresh fields and harbors new. So. on Tuesday
morning at 6. sail wa^ niade, and, with a favorable wind
from the N. E., we gently ran out of the harbor. While
the breeze was soft and favorabie, it promised rain, and
the Skipper got into his oilskins. Several yachts were
standing out of the harbor, but, as usual, we more than
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held our own, beating a magnificent black schooner out
to the lightship. Here the wind grew puffy, and a long
swell rolled in, which, to our surprise, just suited the
Innocent. She made splendid weather in these big seas,
and we rapidly left Pomt Judi h astern. We lay our
course to the outside of Fisher's Island, rapidly pick-
ing up Watch Hill Lighthouse on our port hand. The
wind had freshened considerably, and we were tearing
through the water, the log showing 8 miles. OK Race
Rock Lighthouse the tide s:arted to ebb, and meeting
the fresh northeaster, Ave didn't do a thing: talk about
tide rips; swirling about to port and starboard, each
chop with a seemingly dififerent destination, yet all car-
ried along with a velocity of at least 4 .knots, we had
the wind nearly fair, blowing at least twenty miles, but
it took us at least an hour and a half to draw away
from ihe Race. It was here the wind seemed to in-
crease, and it looked nasty and vic'ous all round. The
Owner suggested reefing, but, with a lee short ahead of
us, the Skipper hesitated; our true course for Shelter
Island was now S. W., but the Owner said the best he
could make was S. E., so perceiving a neck of land on
our port bow, the Skipper decided to rim behind it for
shelter, drop anchor, reef and sa 1 leisurely into Shelter
Island. It was, we afterward found, blowing about
twenty-five miles, and the seas were too big to think of

heaving to; moreover, as we had but a short distance to

run for shelter, the Skipper decided to keep her travel-

ing. The Innocent, in spite of her large sail spread,

was making good weather of it. She is a dry runner,
and we hardly shipped a sea. The wildness of the sur-

roundings, the absence of any sailing craft, the angry
looking lee shore, the cannonading of the seas as the

Innocent smashed and drove her chunky, powerful over-
hang through them—all this had evidently got on the

Owner's nerves, and he informed the Skipper he would
have the rig cut down as soon as we got back. The
Crew, w th supreme confidence in the Skipper's .iudg-

ment, looked on with a smile, and the Skipper, he
wmked his eye. But the Skipper here began to be
puzzled; we began picking up a number of yellow buoys;

the Skipper surmised that they were private marks of

some kind, and as they lay between black and red chan-

nel buoySj he thought it safe to run pretty close.

[to be concluded.]

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Members of the Red Bank Y. C. have commissioned

Messrs. Herreshoff and Wells to design for them a one-

design class. The boats will be cf shallow draft and will

be built under the supervision of the architects.

4^ fc^ 8^

The catboat Win or Lose, owned by Mr. Charles A.

Hatch, has been sold to Mr. Henry C. Southack.

n ^
The steam yacht Telka. owned by Mt. Gustav E. Kissel,

has been sold through the agency of Messrs. Gardner &
Cox to Mr. C. P. Rosemon.

4^

Mr. L. R. Connett has sold his sloop Pickaninny to Mr.
E. H. Low.

The steam yacht Speranza, in charge of Gapt. M.
Christofferson and three men, sank in the Raritan River

on Sunday morning. Oct. 12, after burn ng to the water's

edge. The boat was bound from Hoboken to Trenton, via

tile Raritan Canal. Capt. Christofferson anchored off

Florida Grove to await morning and clear weather. The
captain and crew were asleep, and were awakened by the

smoke and flames. When the men reached the deck it

was found that the fire was so far advanced that they had
only time to save themselves. They took to one of the

beats and lay to a short distance from the yacht for three

hours, by that time she had burned to the water's edge

and sunk. The men then rowed ashore. Speranza was
designed and built by J. F. Mumm in Brooklyn in 1887.

She was looft. over all, 78ft. 6in. waterline, 14ft. breadth

and 6ft. draft. She was owned by Mr. O. S. W-lkinson,

of Philadelphia, but was under charter to Mr. C .S. Mul-
len, of the same city.

». K K
Mr. Fred S. Nock, of West Mystic, Conn., has pur-

chased the yard and railways formerly owned by George
N. Saunders, of East Greenwich, R. I., where he will con-

duct a business of laying up and hauling boats for the

winter and building new yachts. Mr. Nock has recently

made the following sales : Schooner Viola, E. C. Baker,

to W. W. Benson, Chicago; knockabout Arbeeka, Archi-

bald McNeil, to J. B. Walker, New York city; yawl Anita,

O. S. Anthony, to A. W. George, Mystic, Conn.; launch

Blanche, to E. L. Nock, Providence.

Sir Thomas Lipton's third challenge for the America's
Cup has been sent on the S. S. Oceanic, due in New York
on Wednesday, Oct. 15. Com. Ledyard, of the New York
Y. C, has ordered a special meeting of that club to be held

on Thursday night to take action regarding the chal-

lenge.

cS>—

Cruising on the Delaware*
New York, Oct. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
"Delaware River Cruise," by Mr. Perry Frazer, appear-

ing at a time when a party of us had just returned from
the same waters, was of peculiar interest to us. I can

pic ure the consternation of the natives along the river

at the sight cf the small canoe with the mother and ch Id

of a few months aboard. And while the residents ordi-

narily magnify the dangers of the river greaJy, in this

instance I feel their fears were not entirely ground'ess.

As a matter of fact, there is no water along the Dela-
ware between Hancock and Port Jervis—and this is con-
sidered the worst part of the river—that may not be
aat'cly run by any canoeist of ordinary experience. This

statement applies to the Delaware at any reasonable
level. In time of very high water nothing but a log
raft has any bus'ness upon it.

As Mr, Frazer made the trip in almost a freshet, and
as our cruise was, for the greater part, during a normal
stage of water, when the conditions for canoeing and
fishing are mo.st favorable, I feel that a few observations
may be of value to readers of Forest and Stream.
There were four of us, and Joe Bivins, the Narrows-
burg guide, accompanied us and carried the duffle in a
big skiff. We star'ed in at Hancock Sept. 3 and brought
up at Port Jervis Sept. 15. We drifted down to Lord-
ville the first day. There was no bad water on this
day's run, although it was necessary to wade a number
of shallow drifts. The next day we made Hankins, ten
miles below Lordville. There were several pretty stiff

rifts along this water, one in particular, after leaving
the ferry at Long Eddy.

_
This is a long, swift stretch

of water with a marked inclination and w'th numerous
rocks. The channel is along the New York shore, turn-
ing sharply in o the center of the stream at the foot
of the rift and over a fall at the base of a small rock
island. Mention should be made of Long Eddy as one
of the best localities along the river for a fishing trip.

The eddy itself and the rifts above and below it would
afford a fine week's sport. Between Hankins and Calli-
coon—7 miles—there are some swift and rocky reaches,
but nothing aside from shoals to cause trouble. What
has been writ' en of Long Eddy as a fishing spot may
be repeated of Callicoon. It seemed wasteful to pass
over such grand water without making more than a few
casts. From Callicoon to Cochecton the warnings of
the people became more numerous and urgent than be-
fore. Cochecton Falls are spoken of as the worst part
of the river. This is hardly true. With the least care
they are easily run. I have made the run three times
and think less of it than of rifts and falls lower down
the river. Mr. Frazer wrote of the natives having mis-
informed h'm when they directed him to hug the Penn-
sylvania shore. They were right, as this is the channel
at any stage of the water. There are three drops here.
The first is to be taken in the smooth water at the head
of the falls, inclining closer to the Pennsylvania shore
for the second fall and then out into the line of the
breakers for the final pitch. We camped a day at the
foot of the falls and fished with good success, securing
both bass and pike. On Sept. 9 we dropped down over
shallow rifts to Narrowsburg. After leaving the big
edd}^ the rift below is to be run carefully. While there
is not the least danger in it, it is very shoal, and being
of some length, is apt to be a little hard to get tlirough.
The channel shifts from year to 3'ear. It was alocg the
New York shore at the time we went through it. We
camped that night at Hop Eddy, at the foot of this

rift. It had rained heavily all day and that night the
river rose a couple of feet and became very muddy. We
had intended in leaving Hancock to make the Water
Gap, but rather than pass over familiar waters without
giving them a trial, Ave concluded to camp here until the
water cleared, even though, by so doing, our cruise
should be considerably shortened. Two days later we
drifted down the river three miles to Rocky Rift. But
the water still being muddy, we pitched camp here. The
next day we resumed our trip with fair fishing. A mile
below Rocky R ft Justin Bridge is sighted. After going
over an o'd eel rack, which is -usually too shallow for

floating, but which was now covered a foot or more,
we entered the Justin Rif:. From here to Port Jervis
is the worst part of the river, and this rift is particu-

larly trying, being very swift and broken by numerous
rocks. The channel runs somewhat obliquely from the

New York toward the Pennsylvania shore, reaching for

the line of the breakers when well out in the stream.
From here, for a couple of miles, there is some quick
and rocky water, but the rifts are short and easily man-
aged. At Mast Hope Falls the channel is well toward
the Pennsylvania s'de. Immediately below is Grassy
Swamp Fall. In a low stage it is better to follow the
line of the rough water; when the river is high one
should keep on the right edge of it. After crossing an
eddy Westcalong Rift is reached. This is long, swift

and filled with rocks, but easily managed until the foot
of it is approached. Here a bad reef requires crossing
and the water is very swift. Keep pretty well toward
the center of the stream and edge in toward the rough
water at the foot of the rift, looking well ahead for the
opening between the rocks. After crossing another eddy
Wild Falls are heard. The highest breakers so far en-
countered will be found here. The way is straight ahead
and clear, however, and the falls are easily run.

After paddling over a very long eddy the dam at

Lackawaxen has to be crossed. In low water the boats
will require to be led down over the dam close to the
Pennsylvania s'de. At the time we arrived at the dam
it was covered with a foot of water, and we went over
it without difficulty. The water is pretty rough and be-
comes shallow at the foot of the rift. Some scraping
of the bottoms of the boats will occur here. From this

point to Pond Eddy there are several long, heavy rifts,

but with a little ease they are safely made.
Below Pond Eddj', after going down over a number

of fairly wild rifts and long eddies, we come to the
point where the Mongaup River enters the Delaware.
Just below the river contracts greatly and forms Mon-
gaup Falls. This fall is not so long as that of Cochec-
ton, but it is, in my opinion, the most formidable along
the upper river. The breakers are extremely high and
the rush of waters is calculated to '*rattle" one some-
what. The Pennsylvania shore is to be hugged until

the foot of the fall is reached, where a sharp turn into

the line of the breakers is to be made to avoid a reef

barely covered by w-ater. Butler's Rift is the next place

to be approached with caution. It will be known from
its setting in along the old canal wall on the New York
side and from its rough water. Keep on the right or
Pennsylvania edge of the wild water and have a sharp
lookout for rocks. By getting on the other side of the

rif: one would be swept against the canal wall with dis-

astrous consequences. At the foot of this rift we ob-
served the first rack along the river. The wings were
not attached to it, so it was not in operation. But from
this point to Port Jervis there were at least six other eel

racks at work. The water was high enough to carry

us over them without much scraping, however. From
Butler's to the railroad bridge that crosses the river
four miles out from Port Jervis, the Delaware runs
through a deep eddy between high mountains. The
scenery here and immediately below is the most beautiful
along the upper river.

When the railroad bridge is sighted the roar of waters
announces the approach of Saw Mill Rift. This is one
of the spots most dreaded by the raftsman who runs
down the Delaware in times of freshets, owing to the
huge breakers and the setting of the current sharply
against the base of the Pennsylvania mountains. The
Pennsylvania shore is followed. The water was of suffi-
cient depth and the rocks fairly far apart, and by keep-
ing bow on to the breakers we experienced no difficulty
in running through and on down to Port Jervis, the
cruise ending here, owing to the cold n ghts.
The fishing w^as excellent until the river rose and be-

came muddy. Even then after three days it was quite
good. We caught plenty of bass and pike throughout
the trip. Head winds and an eagerness to cover d stance
prevented careful fishing, but enough were caught to
keep the river towns fairly well supplied with fresh fish.
The bass averaged a fair size—about i pound. The
largest caught was of 3^4 pounds, and a pike of the same
weight was landed. The bait used was chiefly salt
pork rind on a white enameled spoon with single hook.
We had frogs, catfish and lamprey eels, but preferred
the pork. Some trolling was done, but casting was the
method generally employed. The first day the bass rose
well to the fly—Rube-Wood and royal-coachman—but
thereafter fly-fishing brought poor results. I have never
fished the Delaware earlier than September, and while I
have used the fly faithfully and constantly during that
month, the return has never been very encourasing.
During July and August I believe it would be different.
Below Lackawaxen still fishing is largely in vogue.
This is rational, as the great depth of many of the eddies
renders casting and surface trolling impracticable. With
fair weather conditions the Delaware will Afield better

,

fishing next season than ever before in its history.
Owing to high and roily water the past summer, not
over 25 per cent, of the usual number of fish were
caught. There is, therefore, a surplus of 75 per cent.,
in addition to the ordinary number left over for next
season. These bass were seen by the hundred as we
drifted down over the shallow^ rifts.

J. W. D.

Geological Sutvey Maps*
Experience is a teacher who carries a good stout birch

rod. A long time ago, in preparing for a canoeing trip
on the Delaware R.ver, I wrote to the Geological Survey
Department at Washington, and inclosed payment for
four sections of its maps of that part of the river it was
intended to visit, hoping these excellent guides would
aid me in locating various points of interest. A week
elapsed, then a card came, saying maps of that portion of
the river had not been published, but that other maps

—

of other portions—would be sent me. They were, and
they arrived in five weeks, or one week after I had re-
turned home. As map^ they are superb, and no doubt
accurate, but not one of them shows any part of the river
visited by our party, while some of them deal with the
backwoods sections of States not visited.

It seems to me this is a piece of gigant'c stupidity. If I
ask a shopkeeper for a rifl.e. and he says he has none,
but will keep my money and send me a shotgun, would
that be business-like, or the act of a sane man? Yet the
Department stated that it could not return the money for
the maps, but would send other maps. It did send them,
but if they had dealt with the South Sea Islands, or some
other equally distant land, they would at least have been
interesting as curiosities, wh ch these are not. The ex-
perience gained is worth the price, but the Department
need not have waited all summer before informing me
that it could not supply me. I would then have had time
to purchase maps of some dealer in such useful things.

Perry D. Frazer.

Ifoqtjois Rifle Club.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The fifteenth annual tournament of the Iroquois
Rifle Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., was held Oct G to 9, inchtsive. All
shooting was off-hand at 75 feet distance, any .22cal. rim-fire being
permitted. A Members' match was on the programme for the first

day, each contestant firing 50 shots in five targets of 10 shots each
on the twenty-five %in. ring target. The first prize, a gold medal,
was won by L, P. Ittel, all other contestants receiving merchandise
prizes. The shooting in this match was somewhat below the
average. The scores follow:

L P Ittel 244 241
R F Phillips 241
C C Hofmeister 243 237 233
O L Hertig 234W Riebling .236

A J Huebner , 239
R Rahm 233
A H Hofer 239 236 232 237 235—1179
H Sperling 233 233 228 239 231—1164
Geo Sperling 229 232 229 233 230—1153

" 231 234—1151
..228 231 227 233 229—1148
227 227 227 235 22')—1145

247 246 245—1223
242 240 243 244—1210

242 245—1200
236 244 241 243—1198
241 243 235 238—1193
235 238 237 237—1186
238 240 234 235—1180

217 227

227 222
223 228

227

221

224

2-21—1128

218—1124
230—1117

229 216—1111

J H Dimling .224 227 235
T O Smith

,

' '
^

L J McCloskey,
J Kennard 236
Geo Huebner 230 229 226
H L Born 214

U Altenburger 215

The last three days of the tournament were devoted to the All-
Comers' matches, with two events on the programme, the Con-
tinuous prize match and the Bullseye match. The conditions of
the Continuous match were 3 shots per target, re-entries unlimited,
the best 3 targets counting, ties being decided by the next best
target. The twenty-five ring target, having %in. rings, was used
in this event. Thirty-four shooters took part in this match, and
$100 in twenty cash prizes, ranging from $15 to $1, were dis-

tributed to the following contestants

:

L P Ittel 75 74 74—223 H B Smith 71 70 67—208
R F Phillips 74 73 73—220 S W Hill 70 69 68—207
C C Hofmeister.... 73 72 72—217 J H Dimling 69 69 69—207
D L Black 74 71 70—215 W C Galbraith 70 70 67—207
A H Hofer 72 70 70—212 H R Fo.x 69 69 68—206
A J Huebner 71 70 70—211
R Rahm 71 71 69—211
C C Freedman 73 73 65—211
H B Pierce 71 70 69—210
H Sperling 70 70 69—209

W Riebling 71 67 66—204
A F Hofmeister 70 68 66—204
P Paulsen 68 68 67—203
H L Born 68 68 67—203
H Paulsen 68 67 67—202

In the Bullseye match the prize consisted of a handsome and
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-aluable silver tea service, and was won by C. C. Freednian. Each
hooter fired 3 shots on a 4in. bullseye carton, the best single shot

ounting. Thirtv-two shooters took part in this contest, the fol-

ewing being the first twenty with the number of degrees each

an's shot was away from the center: C. C. Freednian 9, J. Bcrg-

fian 131/2, H. B. Pierce 14, L. T. McCloskey 15, Geo. ^>pcrling 18,

£. L Born 19, A. T. Huebner 22, U. Altenburger 22, R. Rahm 29,

. O. Smith 29 K. W. Zoeller 31, S. W. Hill 31. M. Bedell 32, D.

. Black .341/2 A. H. Hofer 39, R. F. Phillips 391^ W. Riebling 48,

H. Dimling 53, C. C. Hofmeister 53, S. R. James 57.

This was the first tournament held in the ckib'.s new gallery

ange at 1710 Tane street. A brief description of our new head-

[uarters might interest the readers of Forest .^nd Stream. It is

one-story with half basement brick building. Tlie front is of

dain but neat design. The shooting room, which- is large and
onimodious, is located in the basement. There are five shooting

anges of 75ft. distance, each of which is equipped with a trolley

or conveying the targets, a telescope for locating shots, and a

kieyns bullet receiver. The shooters face the targets through

penings cut in a wood partition, on the interior side of which are

irge smoke bells for carrying off the smoke from the rifles. Other
onveniences add to the comfort of the shooters. On the upper
ioor is a large reception and meeting room. Tliis contains the

ockers for the rifles; also billiard and pool tables for the amuse-

nent of the members. In the rear of this is the refreshment room,

vhere the wants of the inner man may be satisfied. The building

pas erected by the club a year ago, and we flatter ourselves on hav-

ng a most excellently equipped indoor shooting range and club

lOUse. A cordial invitation is c.xtended to all members of the rifle

hooting fraternity who may have occasion to be in the Smoky
;ity at any time to pav us a visit, we can assure them of a hearty

I'elcome C. C. Hofmeister, Sec'y-

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

The annual prize shoot of the Cincinnati Rifle Association was

leld on the 28th at Cincinnati. O., and was quite a success. There

vas a goodly atendance, and visiting riflemen from Lexington,

Ky and Richmond, Ind., were on hand to vie with the local

'lenient for honors. A noticeable feature of the shoot was the

lumber of high scores made—more in evidence at this time than

It any other. There were prizes for all, many of which were

:indly donated by the local merchants. The following is a list

f the winners:

Ofl'-hand, for the most pointsj

'ayne •

jodge

Rest, for the most points:

Toffman
oiisclier •

14S1 Roberts 1326

1055

907 Kestler S24

779

Nestler 48
Most flags:

'ayne

On the regular prize targets the three best tickets counted- for

he first three prizes, the two best thereafter. All ties decided by

he next best ticket.

Off-hand. Rest.

.^avne 29 29 2S Xestler SO 30 30

Tasenzahl 29 29 28 Hasenzahl 30 30 29

3odge 30 28 28 Bruns 30 29 29

"Roberf^ 29 28 .. Hoffman 30 29

Gindele 29 28 .. Trounstine 29 29 ..

5runs 29 28 .. Tonscher 30 28 ..

Slrickmeier 28 27.. Weinheimer 28 • •

-\ T.ux 28 27 Burr 30 28 ..

3n.be 27 26 .. J Lux 29 28 ..

Jofcr 28 25 .. A Lux 28 27 ..

f Lux 26 26 .. Topf E E
)dell 26 25.. Strickmeier ...i.-,„.....37 27

Nestler 26 25.. Uckottcr ..28 24..
Veinheiiner ....»v.> 26 24.. Freitag ?^25..
Uckotter 25 24.. Hofer 27 22..
rrounstinc 25 24 .. Williamson 24 22

fonscher 25 23 .. Drube 24 22

lopf 20 18 .. Fischer 24 21 ..

7isclier 15 .. .. Rliorer 24 21 ..

inipson 9 ., .. Dietrich 19 16 ..

Simpson 17 13 .

.

Premium for best ticket:

3odge 30 NesUer 30

Colombia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco.—The Columbia Pi.stol and Rifle Club scores of

SejU. 21, on Columbia target, 200yd. range, were as follows:

Rifle, 10 shots: Young 6L 61; JMannel 86.

Three-shot match: Ed Hovey 7. 15, 17, 23, 23, 24, 24, 25; Noting

10, 10, 14; Mannel 12, 15, 16. 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 23; Mrs. Manne 29

Military and repeating rifles Creedmoor count: IT. Hinkel 43, 43;

Koistman 42, 40, 39. ,^ ^,
Pistol 50yd. range: Brannagan 37, 48; Barley 38, 45, 51, 54;

loung 38, 47. 50; Hinkel 4S. 52, 55, 55; Mrs. Mannel 50, 58, 58, 65,

71, 79; R. Schneider 51; Twist 60, 80, 81; Hoffman 51, Allen 94.

Revolvers: Hinkel 40, 54; Brannagan 44, 46, 46. 51, 60.

22 and 2ocal. rifles: C. M. Daiss did best average work ever

uone here, with 16, 17. 18, 18, 19, 19, 21, 23 23, 25; Pape 17, 19, 23;

Kroeckel IS, 21, 22 23; Twist 20, 24; Hottman 24, 25. 26, 28;

Hunsakcr 34; Allen 40; Leach 58, 57, 73; Fitedner 25, 29, 29, 27, 3L
33, 36. 38; Magnin 73.

, ^„ , . xr
Oct. 5.—Two hundred yard range rifle match, 10 shots: \ oung

52, .5,1, 55, 57, 59; Hoffman 60; Cady 62; Mannel 14, 15, 17, 17, 22;

Hoffman 15, 16, 21, 21.

Military and repeating rifles, Creedmoor count: Knostmau 4d,

; 42- 41. 41, 40. .„

Pistol, 50vd r.angc: G. Barley 40, 52, 54; Young 48. -17; Bran-

hiagan 48, 52; Hunsaker 48, 53, 54, 55, 58, 65, 66; Twist 55, 59, 62,

64 67; Mrs. Mannel 62, 63, 67, 74, SO, 85; Mannel 72, 69, 97; Gim-
mel 76, 82; Schneider 59, 60, 65, 69; L. Hinkel 54, 55; Knostmau 91;

Allen 90, 96; Mrs. Waltham 92.
_

Revolver: Brannagan 44, 46, 61. _
22 and .2,5cal. rifles: Daiss 19, 21, 22, 24. 27; Twist 21, 29; Hoff-

jan 23 26; Cady 26 29; Mrs. Waltham 27, 30, 37; Hunsaker 32,

44 4a- 'Gimmel 37, 53; Leach 37, 39; Mrs. Leach 45, 45; Stevens

1; 42, 32; Allen 40; Magnin 72.

Fred. O. Young, Sec'y.

IT)

—®

—

If you want your ihoot to be aonouaccd here lend a

aotlce like the following i

Fixtures*

Oct 15—Mt Sterling, 111.—Seventh annual target tournament

of the Mt. Sterling Gun Club. J. Breidenbend, Sec'y.

Oct. 15.—Cleveland, O.—Fall tournament of the Cleveland Gun

^Oct 15 —Charlotte, Mich.—Central Michigan Trapshooters' As-

sociation's fourth tournament. Plartel & Robmson, Mgrs.

Oct 15-16.—Baltimore. Md.—Tenth annual fall tournament of the

Baltimore Shooting Association; targets and hve birds; ?100 added

money. Open to all. J. R. Malone, 2671 Pennsylvania avenue,
TyT 111 GTCr

Oct 15-16 —New London, la.—Sixth annual tournament of the

New London Gun Club. Dr. C. E. Cook Sec'y.

Oct. 15-16.—Springfield, O.—Springfield Gun Club's tournament.

B. F. Downs. Capt.
, , „ r ,

Oct. 21-22.—Kenton, O.—Second annual fall tournament 01 the

Kenton Gun Club; $75 or more added money. K. P. Johnson,

Scc'V"Trc3s
Oct. 21-22.—Sistersville, W. Va.—Sistersville Gun Club's target

inameut. Ed. O. Bower, Sec'y.

i t. 21-2.3.—Spirit Lake, la.—Klein & Burmeister .s fall tourna-

vt 22-23.—Crawfordsville, Ind.— Cr^wforfjsvilfe Gyn'Club'^ tojjr-

.j j ueat. M, Stillwel]. See'.y,

Oct. 24-26.—Bisbee, Ariz.—Tenth annual tournament of the
Arizona State Sportsmen's Association. M. J. Cunningham, Sec'y.

Oct. 29-30.—Raleigh, N. C—Two days' shoot of the Raleigh Gun
Club; $100 added each day. R. T. Gowan, Sec'y.

Oct. 30-31—Dalton, O.—Annual fall tournament of the Dalton
Gun Club. Ernest F. Scott, Captain.
Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y.—Inter-county seven-nian team shoot

and 100 target event for cup emblematic of championship of West-
chester county.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifly-seeend avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, (Queens, L. I.—^Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R, Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to' send their scores for

publication -in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

The programme of the tenth annual tournament of the Arizona
Sportsmen's Association, Oct. 24-26, under the management of the
Bisbee (.Vrizona) Gun Club, provides two days at targets and one,
the third, at live birds. I5eside the regular sweepstake events,

there are various team, trophy and championship events, with
liberal addition of moneys. Targets are thrown bj' a magautrap.
Professionals may -shoot along for targets or birds only. Medal,
winners iiiiisl be residents of Arizona and members of Arizona
gun clubs. Lunch will be served on the grounds free to partici-

pants. Targets, 3 cents; live birds, 25 cents. Banquet and business
meeting, Oct. 26, at 8 P. M. Order all mail, telegrams, freight

and express (prepaid) sent care of M. J. Cunningham, secretary.

Excursion rates on railroads. .Shooting commences at 8:30.

Mr. John S. \\'right has arranged the programme of his live-bird

shoot at the North Hudson Driving Park, New Jersey, Oct. 22, as
follows: "Shooting commences at 10 A. M. prompt. No. 1, 7
birds, .$5, 60 and 40, class shooting. No. 2, 10 birds. .$7, 50, 30 and
20. class shooting. No. 3, 15 birds, $10, Rose system, ratio points
8, 5, 3 and 2, Birds included in all events at 25 cents each. All
events handicaps, distances ranging from 26 to 32yds. Loaded
shells for sale on the grounds. Take Hoboken ferries (Barclay,
Christopher or Fourteentli street) ; or West Shore Railroad ferries

(Franklin or West I'orty-second street) to Weehawken, thence by
North Hudson trolley direct to the park. John S. Wright, man-
ager."

At the weekly shoot of the Crescent Gun Club there was a good
attendance considering the distinctly unfavorable weather. The
second win on the October cup was scored by Mr. Wm. J. Mc-
Conville. with an even 50. Mr. C. J. McDermott was a close
second with 48. Mr. H. M. Brigham was scratch and scored 43,

which was high, apart from the handicaps. Later, in a trophy
contest at 25 targets, he scored straight.

Mr. Chas. G. Blandford, captain of the .Ossining (N. Y.) Gun
Club, informs us that the Thanksgiving Day shoot to be held at

Ossining, is not a tournament of the Westchester Trapshooters'
Association, but is an inter-county seven-man team shoot, at 100

targets for cup emblematic of the championship of Westchester,
Orange, Dutchess and Rockland counties. Visitors are welcome
to "shoot along."

A two-man team race was a special feature of the Peters Gun
Club tournament, at New Paris, O., Oct. 9. Each man shot at 50
targets. The teams finished with the following scores and in the
following order: ITeikes 46, Ideal 44; total 90. Fort 45, Kirby 43;

total 88. Reid 40, Snakes 46; total 86.

We are informed that Mr. Geo. C. Lebohner, of Dexter Park,
Brooklyn, had an attack of hemorrhage of the stomach last week,
which "for a time portended a very serious termination. The ill-

ness was temporarily beyond the control of his physicians. Later
reports were in more hopeful terms.

A five-man team race, 20 targets per man, $10 entrance, made
interesting competition at the Gtllman, 111., tournament, Oct. 7.

There were ihree teams. Of these Piper City team was first with
a score of 81 out of a possible 100; Gillman team was second with
77. and Askum team third with 75.

The weather about New Y'ork on Saturday of last week was
unfavorable for trapshootiiig. It was a mild mixture of fog, rain,

murky atmosphere and .general sloppiness. This, combined W'ith
the coal strike, constituted a situation to evoke long smiles and
pleasant thoughts.

The subscribers of the Interstate Association met at 99_ Cedar
street. New York on Tuesday of last week. They decided to

abolish the Grand American Handicap at live birds. The target
tournaments will be given on the lines as heretofore conducted.

Mr. George IT. Piercy, of Jersey City, has challenged Mr. Neaf
Apgar, of Plainfield, N, J., to contest for the target championship
of New Jersey, now held by the latter. The contest will prob-
ably take place in the latter part of this month.

In the twenty-first contest of the Cincinnati Gun Club's cash
series. Mr. R. Trimble was high with a score of 47 out of a possible

50, shooting from the 19yd. mark. There were twenty contestants,
of whom ten shot SO oer cent, or better.

The next regular shoot of the Richmond Gun Club will be held
on the club grounds. Silver Lake, Staten Island, on Oct. 18. A
special event will be a 30-target handicap for a $5 gold piece, en-
trance 75 cents.

Mr. W. Fred Ouimby, now of Western domicile, w'as a visitor in
New York last week, where he received a hearty greeting from
his many friends. He departed Westward-ho early this week.

Fiilton Gun Club will hold' its next shoot on Oct. 19, com-
mencing at 1 o'clock. A silver match box will be an object of
competition.

K
At the Nebraska City Gun Clnb's touriiament, Oct. 8 and 9, Mr.

S. j'i. Huntley won high average.
Rernard Waters.

CiQcinnati Gun Club. .

CtNCrifNATi, (,).. ( >ct. 11.—Dark and cloudy were the weather con-
ditions at the twenty-fir.st cash prize contest of the Cincinnati Gun
Club, held to-day. Mr. R. Trimble made a score of 47 from the
19yd. mark, and was high man of the event. The names, handi-
caps by di.stance and scores follow: R. Trimble (19) 47, Coleman
(19) 44, E. Trimble (17) 43, Barker (17) 43. Gambell (IS) 42, Capt
(tfi) 41. Faran (18) 40. Doyd (17) 40, F. Littleford (17) 40. Drcihs
(17) 40, Randall (19) 39. Herman (16) 39. Ward (10) 38, Miles (16) 36
Maynard (18) 36, Van Ness (18) 3.5, Roll (18; 34, T. Littleford (16)

31, Corry (16) 27, Wattersoji (16) 2L

Hamilton Gun Club. ,

Hamilton, Can,, Oct. 7.—I beg to apologize for niy neglect and
delay in reporting the affairs of the Hamilton Gun Club.
The last regular shoot of the club was held on Sept. 13, and the

club house closed until after the open shooting season is over.
The following arc the complete scores in the Peters trophy race,

which was shot off in sixteen strings of 25 targets each, the twelve
best strings to count, shooting being done on sixteen different

days. The total number of tar.gets shot at in this race was 6,475.

The trophy was won by Chas. Briggar, score 249; first money
going to Thos. Upton, score 248; second money to John Bouton,
score 236. W. Wurk shot for targets only and broke 244, Dr. LIunt
2.34, Dr. Wilson 229, John Hunter 226, M. E. Fletcher 222, M.
Reardon 221, Geo, Crawford 188.

After the competition of the Peters trophy race, the presi-

dent and vice-president of the club chose up sides, all members
present shooting. The teams shot out to a tic. The vice-president's
team then invited the members of the president's team to supper.
The invitation was immediately accepted, and all members pres-
ent adjourned to the Jockey Club, where ample justice was done
to the bountiful repast prepared.
During the evening President Upton presented Mr. Geo. Craw-

fcjrd with a handsome Gladstone traveling bag in recognition of
his services as treasurer of the club.
In self-defense permit me to say that the above letter is copied

from the minutes of the club meetings; but we just had a lovely
time, with a pleasant evening's mutual admiration, various brands
of hot air artistically ejected in the proper time and place, and
perhaps a smile or two.
At the last business meeting of the club we decided to give to

ourselves a game dinner after the close of the big game season.
Only members of the ch\h will be there, with the exception of a
select few on special invitation.

Oct. 15 being opening day for moose, next week will find many
of our men en route for the north country.
Kindly keep our thirteenth annual live-bird tournament, which is

to be held on January next, before the public, for our absence
afield does not necessitate any neglect of so prosperous an asso-
ciation. Ben It.

Interstate Association Meeting.

A special meeting of the .stockholders of the Interstate Asso-
ciation, held Oct. 7, in the offices of the Laflin & Rand Powder
Co., 99 Cedar street. New York city,

^

Present: President J. A. H. Dressel, representing the LT. M. C.
Co. in^the chair; John L. Lequin, representing the Hazard Powder
Co.; E. S. Lentilhoii, rejiresenting E. I. Dupont de Nemours &
Co.; A. W. Higgins, representing Laflin & Rand Powder Co.;
T. H. Keller, representing the Peters Cartridge Co. ; Ed. Banks,
American E. C. & Schultze Gunpowder Co., Ltd. Le Roy Shot
.-"••d Lead Works, Remington Arms Co. and the Markle Lead
Works were represented by proxy,
Mr. Chas. Tatham, of Tatham & Bros., was unable at the last

moment to attend the meeting, but telephoned the wishes of his
firm in regard to the Grand American Plandicap at pigeons in 1903,
and asked to be represented by proxy.
The W". R. A. Co., Parker Bros., Marlin Fire Arms Co., and

Hunter Arms Co. were not represented, but a telegram from Mr.
Irby Bennett, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., and letters
from Parker Bros, and the Hunter Arms Co., in regard to their
views on the subject matter of the meeting were read by the sec-
retary.
The business before the meeting was as to whether a Grand

American Handicap at pigeons should be held during the year
1903, a call having been issued for a special meeting of the stock-
holders, under instructions from the president.

It was the unanimous sentiment of the meeting that it would be
advisable not to give a Grand American Handicap at pigeons in
1903.

The schedule of target tournaments for the coming season will
be considered at the annual meeting of the Association, which
will be held on the second Thursday in December next (Dec. 11).

Maflon,

Marion, Ind., Oct. 8.—Following are scores made by Marion
trapshooters on the 3d and 7th of this month. The shoot of the
3d was held in a downpour of rain, but on the 7th we had fine
weather all day. Chambers won high average at both shoots.
Friday's scores, Oct. 3:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Targets: 10 15 10 15 5 Broke.

Chambers ,.. 10 14 9 14 5 52
Dr McK 8 12 7 9 4 40
Dr Gregg 7 10 7 11 3. 38
D Studly 7 9 6 10 3 35
Shelon G 7 5 11 3 32
Tuesday, Oct. 7:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Targets: 10 10 10 15 15 10 15 Broke.

Chambers 10 9 10 14 13 10 13 79Wm Jones 9 9 5 14 47
Gregg 4 5 5 8 7 4 8 41
Atkinson 9 9 10 14 13 9 12 76
Whistler 7 S 7 12 11 8 12 65
Creveston 6 7 6 11 10 7 .. 47
Dr McK 6 6 5 9 10 7 9 52
Stobe 6 5 6 8 10 7 10 52
Shelon 6 9 7 9 6 5 7 49
Hamilton 7 8 7 22
E Jones S 9 8 12 13 7 12 69

A. A., Sec'y.

Raleigh Gt»n Clob.

Raleigh, N. C, Oct. 9.—Following is an account of our shoot
to-day. The weather was perfect and a large number of ladies lent
their charming presence to the occasion. They were interested
spectators, and cheered when a difficult shot was made.
There was a goodly number of the members in the shoot at the

beginning, but a few dropped out before the finish. The contest
was close, and really in doubt until near the close.
Mr. James I. Johnson was the winner of the first prize, a

handsome gold medal. He made 90 per cent., breaking 45 out of
a possible oO. Mr. Johnson is, without a doubt, the best shot in
the club, and his steady, superior shooting won the prize.
The second prize was won by Mr. R. T. Gowan. He tied with

Messrs. J. C. Ellington and C. D. Arthur, making 43 targets out
of a possible 50. The tie was decided in a 10-target event and won
by Mr, Gowan.
The first prize is a handsome gold medal, and the second prize a

beautiful trophy of the value of $5.

Mr. F. W. Parker shot well, making a score of 41 out of 50.
James 1. Johnson, Jr., also made a fine score—40 out of 50. He is
quite a youthful member of the club, but shoots like a veteran, has
a steady nerve and never flinches or hesitates, always firing in beau-
tiful time.
The records made at 50 targets, distance handicap, were as fol-

lows: Jas. I. Johnson, Sr. (IS) 45, R. T. Gowan (17) 43 J C
Ellington (16) 43, C. D. Arthur (17) 43, F. W. Parker (17) 41 Jas'
I. Johnson, Jr. (14) 40, G. N. Walters (16) 37, J. F. Ferrall (16) 37'

R. P. Dixon (17) 35, T. S. Pearce (17) 36, R. Galloway (14) 36'

P. Lee (17) .35, C. W. Barrett (14) 34, B. Stark (17) 33, T S Grav
(17) 33, T. L. Eberhart (16) 33, E. C. Hillyer (16) 26 W R
Crawford (16) 20, T. B. Crowder (16) 15.

, / , .

xx.

Tofoato Junction Gon Club.

Toronto Junction, Oct. ,11.—The annual pigeon shoot was held
on Thursday last, the 9th inst. The day was fine with a good
strong breeze, which made the birds go verv fast, making the
scores away below the average. Thirty-three members shot at 15
birds each, and .7. Townson won first prize in Class A- C Zeidler
first in Class B, and J. Avann first in Class C. Following are the
scores, American Association rules: J. Townson (^'8vds ) 14 T
MacLacklan (26) 14, C. Zeidler (28) 13. T A Dt^^ff mi 12 T
Hardy (28) 12, G. W. McGill (30) 12, T. H. Thompson (30) I2' CKemp (.30) 12, A. R. Stell (30) 12, W. -Stevens (28)*^ iT II Playte^
(28) 11, J. Avann (26) 11, P. Wakefield (.30) U G. Mason (98) iT

J^-y? |f'i°>^'?f
.^30) ?«.,C 10. J. PaTe,-son-(26)

10, C. Reid (30) 10, G. Briggs (30) 9, W. Wakefield (28) 9, C Her-
bert (20) 9, W. McDowall (30) 9, E. Morgan (28) 8. R Harper
^' f- VJ- ^28) 7, D. C. Walton (30) 7, '^ Rich-
ardson (28) 7> J- Giles (28) l>, A. Clajton (2S) 6, D.J. Tavlor (28) .'5

A. M. dabel (26) 4. " » .
v / ^,
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Nebraska City G«n Club,
Nebraska City, Neb., Oct. 8.—The fourth annual shoot given

by the Nebraska City Gun Club was pulled off on Oct. 8 and 9.

The weather has been as fine as could be desired. The attendance
was not as large as was expected, but those present waded in and
had a good time. Some good scores were made. Mr. S. A.
Huntley, of Sioux City, la., was high man in the shoot.

First Day, Oct. 8.

Events: 123456789 10 11 13
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 15 20

F B Cunningham 14 14 15 14 13 17 13 11 13 12 14 19
D Linderman 13 13 15 15 13 17 14 14 13 15 14 20W Veach 13 15 14 15 13 16 12 13 15 12 15 16
D D Adams 14 15 11 14 14 17 14 12 13 12 15 19
J Brust 12 13 13 12 13 18 11 14 13 13 12 19
E W Warner 14 13 14 12 11 18 13 14 14 15 13 19
A A Taylor 14 13 13 14 11 15 13 12 14 15 14 20W D Townsend 14 14 14 13 13 17 15 15 13 14 14 20
R James 15 13 15 13 13 14 13 14 12 14 12 18
F A Nicholson 16 15 12 10 14 17 14 14 15 14 13 19
S A Huntley 12 12 15 15 14 16 12 13 13 15 15 18
Stafford 10 13 12 11 16 14 13 12 14 15 17
Ballard 8 14 12 . . ..

Veolix 12 10

Sccocd Day, Oct. 9.

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 15 20

Cunningham 13 14 12 14 14 18 15 13 11 11 14 19
Linderman 13 11 12 14 14 17 14 14 13 13 13 17
Ross 12 12 13 13 11 14 11 10 7 10 12 13
Veach 15 12 13 12 14 19 14 14 14 14 15 19
Nicholson 15 12 13 13 13 17 13 15 12 13 14 18
Townsend 13 14 13 15 12 20 13 13 14 14 10 20
Taylor 3 11 14 14 14 11 14 13 10 15 12 19
Stafford 12 14 11 13 14 17 11 13 12 14 11 16
Brust 13 12 12 13 13 16 13 12 12 14 12 17
Tames 9 12 10 12 15 17 14 16 13 12 13 17
Huntley 15 15 11 14 14 17 15 15 15 14 14 19

Haywood 9 .

.

Cornett 9 ..

High Averages,

1st day. 2d day. Shot at. Broke. Per cent.

Hrmtley 170 180 380 350 92 7-19

Townsend 176 171 380 347 91 1-19

Veach 169 175 380 344 90 10-19

Linderman 176 165 380 341 89 23-38

Nicholson 168 172 380 340 89 9-19

Cunningham 169 168 380 337 88 10-19

Taylor 160 167 380 327 86 1-19

Brust ^..159 163 380 322 84 16-19

Tames 155 166 380 324 84 9-19

Staiford 147 158 365 305 80 10-19

F. C. Nicholson, Manager,

Ltgfomef Towrnament*
LiGONiER, Pa., Oct. 11.—The attendance on the second day of the

Ligonier Gun Club tournament, Oct. 7 and 8, was light. On that

day the Jack liabbit S3'stem governed the division of the moneys,
while on the first day the Rose system governed.

First Day, Oct. 7.

There were twelve events at 195. L. B. Fleming, of

was high man, making 169; Jenniker second with 168,

Ramsey, of Ligonier, tliird with 165. Scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Denniker 15 13 18 14 10 17 15 10

Fleming 12 11 18 13 13 17 13 17

Johnson 12 12 14 12 9 15 14 13

"Ross 11 13 17 13 12 15 13 12

Brown 15 12 16 10 9 16 12 8

Denny 11 10 13 10 6 15 11 14

Ramsey 12 15 18 12 11 15 13 13

Nicely 12 8 12 9 13 16 10 13

Laughrey 10 11 18 12 11 18 11 11

Stewart 10 11 17 15 10 16 13 12

Myers 14 13 14 14 13 16 10 11

Albert .... 10 11 10 10 10 . . . . 9

Yealy 12 14 13 10 12 .. 10 ..

Updegralf 10 10 11 11 10 . . .. 9

Dr ICimmell 12 11 11 .. ..11
Ramsey 9 10

Martin 10 7 ..

Hartman S 10 15

Pittsburg,
and E. C.

9 10
15 14
13 15
17 11
16 13
16 12
19 12
17 12
15 9

14 13
14 11
9 7

11 12
18 14
14 13
10 9
9 12

12 13
11 14
13 14
9 9

12 8
14 11

15
14 11 14 11
13

Second Day, Oct. 8.

L. B. Fleming broke 165 bluerocks out of a possible 185, and
won high average for the two days. E. C. Ramsey made a wonder-
ful showing, and is considered by old shooters to be a comer in

this line. A big crowd saw the shoot. Scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Fleming , 7 15 7 13 10 10 14 9 15 10 13 14 13 15

Loughrey 5 7 7 13 8 9 13 9 9 10 10 14 . . .

.

Johnson 5 8 7 10 9 8 13 9 9 10 12 11 7 9

Ross 9 12 8 11 7 9 11 7 9 7 10 9 . . .

.

Brown 8 9 5 12 8 10 14 8 12 9 12 15 12 11

J O'H Denny 9 11 4-9 6 3 10 5 9 7 12 11 11 10

Ramsey - 8 H 6 10 8 7 13 10 4 8 13 12 15 13

Lowe 8 12 7 12 9 3 8 6 10 4 9 11 10 9

Hartman 4 10 5 8 8 9 8 4 7 11 13

East End G«n Club Toufnament.
Fort V/ayne, Ind.—Herewith are the scores of the East End

Gun Club's first annual tournament. ^
K. Shepp won the high average each day of $10. R. Keller won

second high average the first day, third going to M. Witz, and
fourth to A. Flynn. Second high average the second day was
won by H. Clark, third by Harold Money, and fourth by R.

Keller:

First Day, Oct. 9.

Events: 123 4 5678
Targets: 10 15 15 20 15 10 20 10

H Money 10 13 12 17 12 9 18 10

IC Shepp 9 10 15 14 13
R Keller 9 13 15 17 12
M Witz 5 11 13 18 14

J Head 9 15 11 17 12
A Flynn 7 10 11 19 12
E Foust 9 9 8 15 10

P Hill 6 8 11 12 10

W Jones 7 13 13 17 13 10 12

G Miller 7 15 13 18 15 8 12
H Clark
McDonald
Vegine
Howard
Kerfoot . . . . . .W Hitzeman 10
Dr R
Dearduff -

8 17
9 12
9 18
7 15
9 14
9 15
5 12

9 10 11 12 13 14
15 15 20 15 10 20

15 13 20 13 10 20

15 13 18 15 9 20

12 15 16 14
13 11 19 12
12 12 19 11
12 14 16 13

20
8 16
8 18

7 17

8
15 12

12 13 17 9

14 13 16 13
10 6 10 9

10 8 10 .

.

10 .. .. ..

5

9 19
8 18
9 18
6 ..

Second Day, Oct, JO.

Events : 1 2 S 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Targets : 10 15 15 20 15 10 20 10 15 15 20 15 10 20

Money 10 14 13 16 15 7 18 8 14 11 20 13 8 16
Shepp 10 15 9 19 15 10 17 9 15 13 29 14 9 18

Head 7 11 14 19 13 8 13 6 13 12 17 12 9 19

Keller 7 14 13 18 9 7 16 10 13 14 19 13 9 18
Flynn .............. 713 91510 .. .. 7..
Clark 10 12 14 17 11 7 19 10 12 14 18 15 10 16
Bardt 6 7 8 .. .. ..

Hight 6 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Beckford • •• •• •• =• 9 18 10 9 ..

^tiggers ...... 0. «. o» o^oo 915 IS 9..

Total
Broke.

193
185
181
176
175
168
82
70
85
96
55

^ 77
83
41
28
20
5

Total
Broke.

183
193
175
ISO
61

186
21
6
46
46

5 6

10 10
8 9

9 10
10 7
6 9

10 10

8 8
8 9

8 6
9 3

'e
'7

7 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
15 20 10 10 10 15 10
9 15 9 7

4
7
1

8

9 8
6 9
7

5

5

16 16
14 18 10
12 14 8
11 17 10
10 13 6
14 12 8
9 13 6

10 .. ..

is ii
'9

8 15 ..

.. .. 5
10 .. ..

10 14 6

8 7

8 7

8 12
7 ..

6 10
4 10

6

8 5 12 9

Gillman Toutnament*
GiLLMAN, 111.—^During the winter months there is usually more

trapshooting throughout central Illinois than during the summer
and the opening guns were fired at Gillman, Oct. 7.
A very short notice was given of a one-day's shoot, and only the

surrounding towns turned out. with the exception of one repre-
sentative from the Windy City. The neighboring towns of Piper
City, Askum and Watseka were well represented.
A feature of the shoot was a team contest. This caused at

least five men to come from. Askum and Piper City, and this
helped swell the entries for the day.
The writer has often had it brought to his notice that there is

nothing that keeps up the interest in shooting as much as a team
contest. Every town gets interested in their club, much more
than as individuals.
The, day was fine, and as the traps worked nicely, the shooting

was mtich enjoyed by all, save possibly the men who made the
lowest scores.
Piper City came to the front, both collectively and individually,

as Mr. Harris was high man for the day.
Team shoot. Conditions, five men, entrance $10, 20 targets to the

man, money 60 and 40 per cent.
Piper City team—Fortier 14, Harris 18, Ferris 17, Weels 16,

Westerhouse 16; total 81.

Gillman team—Frisby 16, Heise 18, Peck 12, Reitz 19, Humphrey
12; total 77.

Askum team—Keene 15, Clark 17, Duckham 13, Myrick 16,
Gordon 14; total 75.

The other scores follow:

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 10 15 10

Ferris 9 8 11 10
Fortier 9 7 12 10
Harris 10 8 13 10
Rosalens 3 7 10 7
Clark 9 8 13 10
Myrick 9 8 13 8
Reitz 6 9 12 9
Frisby 5 8 12 6
Morand 8 9 9 9
Humphrey 9 6 11 .

.

Broderick 7 712 6
Pierce 6 5 10 8
Kreebe 8 5 7
Gordon 8 9 13
Wells 6 7U
Westhouse 5 7 .. 8
Duckham , .. 3 9 10 10
Fowler , 9
Keene 8 8 13 7 8 9 14
Smith 7 9 12 6
Ploermer 5 9 6
Rity 9 12 8
Keeb 6 .. 4
Carey 5

Bonos.

Peters Gun CIttb Towrnament*
New Paris, O., Oct. 10.—The Peters Gun Club, of this place,

gave their annual tournament yesterday at the shooting park east
of town. The weather was all that could be expected, not even a
breeze interfering.
The attendance in the forenoon was rather small, but during the

afternoon the crowd began to gather until the grounds were liter-

ally covered with shooters and spectators.
The programme was not carried out, as it had been intended, on

account of the small number of shooters to enter at the beginning,
but all seemed to enjoy themselves, and expressed themselves as
being glad that they came. The principal interest of the day
centered on the trophy event—which was won in the shoot-off by
Ed. French, of Richmond, Ind., and a special 50-bird team event
between Heikes and Ideal, Fort and Kirby, and J. E. Reid and
Snakes, the match being won by Heikes and Ideal with a total

score of 90. The other two teams scored 88 and 86 respectively.
The next regular monthly shoot will be held on the same grounds

on the second Saturday of November. The scores follow:

Events: 1234567 89 10
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 10 25 50

Ideal 13 8 12 10 12 13 14 8 22 44
Swihart 13 14 10 13 13 12 .. .. 18 ..

Fort 15 12 10 12 14 .. 9 8 24 45
J E Reid 14 13 15 12 13 15 15 9 23 40
Kirby 12 13 15 12 13 .. 13 9 24 43
Heikes 14 15 14 14 13 .. 14 10 23 46
Lyne 11 12 13 13 12 .. 12 8 20 ..

Warner 10 9 22 .

.

Hunt 9 8 8 9 .. .. 20 ..

Staten 10 .. 8 7 .. .. 14 ..

O'Neil 6 20 .

.

Wenger 9 .. .. 18 ..

Kimmel 7 .. 12 ..

Sherer 8 .. .. 18 .,

Wiley 9 .. .. 19 ..

Scott 7 .. .. 19 ..

Snakes 13 8 19 46
French 12 . . 21 .

.

Swisher 7 6 20 ..

Ed Kirk 16 ..

Harp 17 ..

Brown 18 .

.

Moses 15 ..

C Kirk 14
Baker 14 ..

Brier 18 ..

Roberts 19 ..

Porter 19
G. L. Lyne, Sec'y.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Crescent Gun Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Oct. 11.—Notwithstanding the bad weather,
foggy, rainy and uncomfortable, there was a good attendance at

the weekly shoot of the Crescent Gun Club to-day. The scores
follow:
October cup, 50 targets, handicap allowances added:

—First 25— —Second 25—
Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Total.

C J_

5 20 25 6 20 25 50
6 20 25 6 17 23 48
2 20 22 2 21 23 45
0 21 21 0 22 22 43
6 19 25 6 7 13 38

Trophy, 15 targets, handicap allowances added. McConville, by
virtue of his handicap, won the prize:

Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.
McConville 3 11 14 Marshall 3 6 9
Keyes 1 12 13 McDermott 3 5 8
Brigham ........ 0 12 12

Trophy, 15 targets, handicap allowances added:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

Keyes 2 11 13 McConville 4 7 11
Brigham 0 13 ^13 Marshall 3 8 U

Shoot-ofF, 5 pairs, handicap allowances added:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

Keyes 17 8 Brigham ........ 0 3 3

Shoot for trophy, 25 targets, handicap allowances added:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

Brigham 0 25 25 McDermott ..... 5 18 23
Stake 6 17 23 Marshall 6 15 21

Sweepstake, 15 targets: Brigham 13, McDermott 10, Stake 8,
Marshall 7. ,

Sweepstake, 25 targets: Kryn. 24^ Brigham 23, Pickett 18,

Marshall 17.

Ossining Gun Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y,, Oct. 11.—Rain, rain, rain! Will it ever let up
raining on Saturdays? Notices were sent out for a shoot for a
silver-handled umbrella, presented to the club by our genial vice-

president. Dr. E. B. Sherwood. But six contestants came out to
v/in this appropriate trophy. The handicap was added birds, which
seems to some to be more satisfactory than distance handicap.
Mr. Dijnmick shot at the traps for the first time to-day, consider-

mg which fact he did remarkably well. Coleman came .down fror
Sullivan county at 2 o'clock with a nice string of game, but h
couldn't stay away from the clay bird game, and came within on!
bird of landing the umbrella.

One-half cent was taken from the price of each bird to mafci
up a sweep, two moneys. Coleman got first, Blandford second.
Several favorable answers have been received from clubs desirin)

to compete for the intercounty cup on Thanksgiving Day.
The results of to-day's handicap were as follows:

E J Ball 1011111011110101101111101—19

J C Barlow 1111001111110111001111100—18W Dim-mick 1101011000011001011110101—14W Coleman 1111011110111111111011011—21
C G Blandford llOllllllllOUllllllllOU
G S Edgers 1010110001111001100001111—14

Other events:
Events: 12 3 Events:
Targets: 10 10 25 Targets:

Blandford 10 8 .. Bell

111110 —5—2
010011 —3—2'
00101100-3-1
1010 —2—2:

—2
1110101 —5-1:

Dimmick 7

12 3'

10 10 21

10 l:

Barlow 9 I'

C. G. B.

Lodi Gun Club.

Cleveland, O., Oct. ll.-^The subjoined clipping was taken
from the Lodi Review of Lodi, O. John Marren.

The Lodi Gun Club had a shoot of more than usual interest las';

Friday afternoon. Two visitors, Geo. High and Herman HolmesI
of Medina, were present and participated. Mr. Holmes is th«
general traveling passenger agent of the Louisville & Nashvillti
Railroad. Two sets of 25 pigeons each were shot, Mr. Holmes
demolishing the most clay birds, and Gariss was second. Messrs'
Plank and Bert Harris were tie for third place:

First 25. Second 25. Total,
Holmes 19

J W Harris 19
Bert Harris 18
High 11
Plank 17
Drysdale 3
Foyer ...8
Collins 16
Gariss 19

Mr. Holmes sported a $400 Parker gun.
sure.

22
17
19
16
20
3

11
16
19

41
S6
37
27
37
6

19
32
38

It was a beauty, to be

WESTERN TRAPS.

Laporte of Indiana.

Chicago. III., Oct. 11.—Laporte Gun Club, of Indiana, holds ^
target tournament Thursday, Oct. 16, equitable system, $5 to first
and second programme guns.

Mount Sterling of Illinois.

Mt. Sterling Gun Club, of Illinois, holds its seventh annual
target tournament Oct. 15; $10 to ten low programme guns, no one
barred.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Nishoyne Gun Club.

Oct. 11.—The Nishoyne Gun Club, of Orange, N. J., held its
weekly shoot, although the weather was foggy, dark and rainy,
The Mountainside Gun Club, of West Orange, will shoot a match
with the Nishoyne Club on Saturday of this week on the grounds
of the latter. The scores:

Events : 1
Targets : 25

Gardiner 22
Engle 22
Yeoman.s 21
Baldwin 20
Mosler 20
Stag -..

Smith

2

25
21
21
22

3
25
21

4
25
20
23
21

5

25
22
24
23

6

25
21
20
23

7
10

8
10

8 8 19

l(j

26
20

20

23

18

lmwer§ to ^ams^mdmh.—^—
No notice taken ot anonymous oommunlcatlonfl.

H. M. A., Boston.—Will you settle a question in dispute that is

left to your decision. It is over the American game bird com-:
monly known as partridge, and the bird more technically knoww
as ruffed grouse. Are they one and the same bird, or are they two
distinct types? I do not mean to use the term partridge" as it

may be used in any one locality, but as it is used generally,
throughout the United States and Canada. Is it correctly used
to denote the ruffed grouse? Ans. There is no American bird
commonly known as partridge throughout the United States. In
New England and parts of Canada the ruffed grouse is commonly
termed partridge, but in the mountains of the Southern States^
and in Minnesota, the sam.e bird is called pheasant. Neither terra
is correct, for the bird is a grouse. On the other hand the par-
tridge of the Southern States is known in New York and New
England as quail. It is not a true partridge, but is very near the,

true partridges, and belongs to the sub-family Perdicinm. Thus two
widely distinct gallinaceous game birds in America are locally
called partridge. A Southerner, speaking of the partridge, would be
talking of a type of bird distinct from that intended by a New
Englander who spoke of a ijartridge. Of course the common;
English names of many American birds were given them by the
early English settlers of this country, who named various birds
robin, blackbird, partridge and so on because the birds theyj

saw here seemed to them to resemble the Old World birds called
by these names. But the American partridge (quail) is different
from the English partridge. The American robin (thrush) is dif-

ferent from the European robin redbreast, and the American
blackbird (starling) is very different from the English blackbird
(thrush).

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Some Good Advice.

In one of the leading magazines a distinguished physician ad-i

vises that wool should be worn next to the skin the year around'
in our climate; light in summer, heavy in winter.
This is good advice; and if care is taken to see that the woolens

are absolutely pure and porous, as in the well-known goods oil

Jaeger manufacture, one can be sure of comfort as well as healtbi

from acting upon it.

The Long Island shore has always been a great place for th<
building of boats and yachts, and it remains so to-day, even thougli
ship and boat building yards dot the coast nowadays from the

mouth of the Chesapeake to Casco Bay. Among the builders oi

auxiliary and cruising yachts are S. C. Wicks & Co., of Patchogue,',

N. Y., who can be communicated with by letter or telephone.

The South Bay Scooter is a modern vessel evolved in Great SoutB
Bay, Long Island, where it has proved itself useful to duck shoot'

ers and others. It may be defined as a sneakboat on runners, and
is especially handy in shoal waters and in winter weather. Mr.'

Henry B. Watkins, of Bellport, L. I., is a specialist in the con-,

struction of these boats.

Winter is the time for yacht building, and those vs-ho are goingi

into yachting, or are about to build new vessels, are lookinj
around now for builders and designers. Mr. Thomas F. Muncy
of Bay Shore, L. I., can furnish designs, or will build from thost
furnished hirn, for the best trade only.

Mr. L. B. Fleming won high average for the two-days' com
petition of the Ligonier tournament, Oct. 7 and 8, makins;
per cent. He used Peters factory Ideal sheila and Dupont powdl^
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Guns^ Revolvers, Ammunition, etc. J

SUPREMACY

SMITH GUNS
won all three prizes

at Grand American
H a n_d leap,' Kansas
Gty^ 1902 ; proving;

their superiority.
Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
Ftilton, N. Y.

LIKE GOOD WINE

Du Pont Smokeless Powder

IMPROVES WITH AGE.
In the Hill Top Handicap, Austerlitz, Ky., Messrs. Fred Gilbert, from 32 yards,

and R. S. Rhoads, from 30 yards, at fast birds, in a thirty-three yard boundary,

each scored 46 out of 50 live birds. In the shoot-off Gilbert scored 9, Rhoads 8.

They both used shells that had been machine loaded in 1897 with DU PONT
SMOKELESS. After being loaded five years, the Du Pont Smokeless won the

Handicap and first money in competition with experts and fresh loads of various brands.

E.I. DU PONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

Medium Priced Bun.

.LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Idurston
5 SPECIAL _

With or Without Shell Elector.

:
-'^^^^ List Price,

$39.00,
With Ejector,

S52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the hieher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us for
use in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

I
50 Cents Buys OurZ

Ideal _ G un_CLeane r,
I The most durable and effective Brass Wire
Gun Cleaner ever made

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, SYRACUSE. N. Y.

"MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate AssoclatJoL
mles for target andl ive bird shooting, and for shooting nnder the Sergeant system. The covei
bears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
of the place, date, weather conditions, nnmber of traps, nmnber of shooters, g^n and load used
evMits, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather. Price 50c. postpaid!

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

^Wheo writing say yoo saw the Sid* in the Forest and Stream*''*

^ Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
^

SEND FOR
OATALOOUE.

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by-

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QUICK-RELIABLt.

NLW^ROISDORP MOKElEfimm% m 9 5H0TGUN POWD£Il
aEANANoUNIFORM.NOTAFFEaEDBYAHYCUMATe'
VmtH OBOtRmO HAND fcTSf'^- ^ ,

Oft FAaoRY LOADED vKt\.\x^ri:ocnroecler,
SPEafYHEW-TROISDORF.*^ sowiluamst.N.Y.

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DALY GUNS
$80.00 to $500.00.

MAUSER RIFLES (7, 8 and 9 mm.), $20.00 to $50.00.

LUGER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, - $25.00.

WALSRODE SMOKELESS POWDER.
WOLF SMOKELESS POWDER.

VICTORY and "OUR SPECIAL" FISHING RODS.
Send 5c. stamp for our "Specialty Catalogue" and List of Odd and

Second Hand Guns.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES
302 & 304 Broadway, New York.

FOREST AND STREAM

Trap Score Book.
Tlie only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules;

and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the

divisions of money.

.\ INnM^ Strwaa Trmf %cmn 8MV| Forest and Stream's new Trap Score Book
will admirably fill the needs of clubs and contest-
ants in affording a means of keeping a faithfu

record of contests. Each book contains a generous
number of sheets, so ruled as to make all the chief
divisions of the shoot plain at a glance. For in-

stance, the horizontal spaces are numbered from i to

27, every sixth line being distinctly heavier than its

fe.lows; hence the squads are distinguishable at a
glance. The perpendicular spaces are numbered
from I to 30, ample space first being left for the con-
testants' names and their handicap allowance.
Heavy dark lines are between each five spaces, and
the numerals 5, lo, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in heavy-

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance. The
heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. Hbwever dark a nook the scorer may be in, no
straining of the eyes or incorrect entering of scores is possible on account of inability to distin-

guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each
sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet

each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent club

records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding.

The book is neatlyand substantially bound in cloth, and contains 150 score sheets. The price is $1

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
346 Broadway, New York.
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I Every sportsman should have a copy of our

new J 20-page gun catalogue. It's free at

•t our store or mailed for JO cents. ^ ^
IT

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOYELL ARMS CO..

I

I

I
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i 163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

I

FIELD GUNS.
"When, 15 years ago, we introduced the light weight, short barrel 12 gauge Featlier-

weight Francotte Guns, most hard practical field shooters who were lugging their 8

or 9 pound guns when following their bird-dogs, shook their heads and very much doubted that

anything like the same bag could be made with these "grasshopper" or "mosquito" guns as

with their heavy old-fashioned guns.

When, however, one of these full-choked little guns made highest percentage of pattern and
penetration in gun trial where most of the leading guns competed and when others were winning
highest honors at the trap—then, public opinion began to change. Since then thousands of ouj-

Francotte and Knockabout Guns have gone into the hands of leading sportsmen.

FRANCOTTE AND KNOCKABOTJT GUNS have always kept well ahead
of all competition as regards shape and model, strength coupled with light weight, shooting and
wearing quality, fit and finish, and the ownership of either make of gun is a testimonial as to a

sportsman's standing.

FRANCOTTE GUNS, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shape of stocks

from $80.00 to $450.00 net.

KNOCKABOUT GUN;*, all gauges, weights, lenght of barrels and shape of stocks,

$60.00 net.

We are willing to take your second-hand guns as part-payment for new ones.

MAUSER SPORTING RIFLES, $45.00 to $50.00.

MAUSER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, $22.65 to $25.00.
it

Address your Dealer or the Sole Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GR[NNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild
creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are
given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. v

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 800 Pounds Sterling

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '87.

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and 1895.

Send for Catalogue of these noted Guns.
A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also
all other makes: Lang—Westley Richards—Cla-
brough—Parker—Lefever—Smith— Ithaca— Rem-
ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS,
CAMP SUPPLIES,

RIFLES, Etc.

Send 6 cenis for Jinely illustrated Catalogue Highest Quality Fishing Rods and Tackle.

WM. READ & SONS, (^^l^^f-'^) 1 06 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

THE "REGENT."
A WONDERFUL NEW ENGLISH HAMMERLESS.

Price, $65.00 net, worth double.

The cut does not do justice to the gun, but we can guarantee them to be

made by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same principle that

has won world wide honors for English guns.

The barrels are best Siemans Martin steel, and the shooting is unexcelled.

The stocks are selected English walnut, latest model Anson and Deeley action,

top automatic safety, nicely engraved, and finish and workmanship throughout

up to the best English standard.

English guns have long been the standard of the world, and this new
product will mark a new era in price as well as quality.

We have never before been able to offer so fine and good a gun for so

little morey. They can be supplied in weights from 6^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12

bores, and from full choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00, and are

sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated W. W, Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 864 pages, numerous illustrations, an^ fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902.
Mr. Crosby used drams

E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Works: Oakiand, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York-

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.



§iND fOn aUft ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE.
VOL. LIX.-N0, 17. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, i902*

'Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing- Co. sred at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

^fimi^s, postpaid, $4.

fUmA Britain, $5.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, .JRK.

CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.

New U.M.C.

.22 Short Smokeless

The U. M. C. Co. will now make

the .22 Short Smokeless with

either inside or the regular out-

side lubrication. The inside

lubrication makes this cartridge

1902 Ga.rT\e LolWs, Free.

CARTRIDGE
Inside LvibricoLted

clean in handling, and for that

reason will be welcomed by

many shooters. It will not lead

the rifle barrel. Specify "Inside

Lubricated" when ordering.

4^

1902 Game La-ws. Free.

Bhe UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
313 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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26 Consecutive Bullseyes At i,ooo Yards.

A Record That Is A Record Made With

WINCHESTER CARTRIDGES.
At Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., August 19th, Sergeant Leonard Deitz, Co. M, 23d U. S. Infantry, shooting Win-

chester .30 U. S. Army Cartridges in a U. S. Military Rifle equipped with open sights, made the unprecedented record

of 26 consecutive bullseyes at 1,000 yards. In 10 preliminary shots his score was 045355555 5—42; and in

his 20 shots for ajecord, he made 20 consecutive bullseyes. Sergeant Deitz's score is on record, being officially en-

dorsed by Capt Allaire, 23d U. S. Infantry, and he will receive a sharpshooter's certificate signed by Gen. McAithur.

This is the first time in the history of rifle shooting that such a score has been made at 1,000 yards. Such phenome-

nal shooting is a conclusive demonstration of Sergeant Deitz's wonderful marksmanship, and also of the unerring

accuracy of Winchester Cartridges. When buying Ammunition bear this in mind and ask for Winchester make.

WINCHESTER CARTRIDGES SHOOT WHERE YOU HOLD. |
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FOftESf AND . STftEAM..

Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc* X
{ t

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
""-~B»'-'"«frM

,„ . Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 899 Cortlandt.THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.. 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
; Built to order from your own Designs, or we can
furnisli them,

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

Muliins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN GANOE
EOT i O N A L.
Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
216 Depot St.,Salem, Ohio.

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duck
hunting and for p e sure, shipped to any part of the
world. None but the best workmansliip.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

Send
forour
Handsome
Catalog.Hew

A SURE WINNER.
TRY A "RELIABILITY TEST" OF

CHILTON PAINT

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. I.

Auxiliary and Cruising
Yachts

OUR SPECIALTY.
Built from our own or other designs. Write for

particulars.

S. C. WICKS & CO., Patchogue, N. Y.
Telephone 19-1

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. I.

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters,
particulars,

Write for

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, i68 pages. Price, $i.oo.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

SAM LOVEL'S CAMPS.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop."
By Rowland E. Robinson, Cloth.

Price, %i.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
846 Broadway, New York.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING,

Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.By Perry D. Frazer.

Price $1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

©f every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
Manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

FOREST AND STKEAM PUB. CO.
fll Bi«*dw»7. N«w Y«ck,

HOLLOW
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. ^E^LXflpCd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and renai-le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five per cent, {depending upon the thickness of she It), lighter than the solid.

J. G. FRASER,
Manager. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

aieainAiia j<tu kaciits, rtow Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address
EAtmE BOAT JlANTIFACTllRItifl CO.,

Box 26, Racine, Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW f K.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, |i6.8o.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies
moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist
ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.
An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.
The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail
of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive
of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders
and designers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman
in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

FLY FISHING AND FLY-MAKING FOR TROUT.
By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material for mak-

ing flies of every variety. Illustrated. New edition. Cloth, 160 pages.

Price, $1.50.

Contents: The Senses of Fishes in Relation to the Ely-Fisherman. Practical

Fly-Fishing. Trout Fly-Making, Standard Trout Flies and Their Dressing,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet,

Fig. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware, with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yacht Plumbors,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUaH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
indwe think that yon
will agree with us In

nylns thi

(ALMY
BOILER

fm\

ALMY WATER TUBE BOI
Providence, R. I.

DAN mm I SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats^
Send stamps for Catalogue.

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON'S

Danvis Books.
These books have taken their place as classici

in the literature of New England village and
woods life. Mr. Robinson's characters arc
peculiar, quaint and lovable; one reads of them
now with smiles and now with tears (and need
not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr. Rob-
inson writes of nature with marvelous insight;
his is the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit
of landscape, a scene of outdoors, stand out ' -

"

ajid vivid, like a startling flashing out fro
reader's own memory.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO

TOWNSEND WILDFOWL PRINTS

1. "Where Would You Hold?"

2. "There With My First."

Two admirable ducking scenes by

WiLMOT TowNSEND. Artotypcs. Size

of plate 10 X i5in., on paper 15 x 20.

Price, $3.00 each. Sent carefully

packed.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

346 Broadway, New York.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naral

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contaiu
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates
exceeding loo, besides more than 3^0 woodcuts in the
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht,'' "Examination oil

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ''Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,*' "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racine}
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing;," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey SaiKng Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the ISlorfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and BoaU of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,''^ etc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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OCTOBER.

The four great subdivisions of the year, spring, sum-

mer, autumn and winter, embody within them many other

special seasons of the sportsmen's calendar, dear to the

sportsman's heart. These seasons are as varied in length

as they are in admirers, yet they afford opportunity, under

nature's auspices, for the activities of the different sports-

men's guilds in the acceptance of nature's charming

offerings.' Though these seasons are chai-ged with numer-

ous and varied themes, men nevertheless find much of

common interest in October days. And hpw?
First of all, it is a season when game restrictions are

" suspended.

He whose delight is to fish the spring brooks sur-

charged witli babbling waters, or to fish the landlocked

lakes newly stripped of their icy covering, has much of

his favorite sport with rod and reel to which he may
turn in October days.

Those who, on waters salt and fresh, set forth boldly

and pleasurably in yacht and canoe for strange places or

strange lands, have a delightful season in October days.

Those who camp on hill or in valley without the roar

and rush of the great cities, have pictures of landscape

from horizon to horizon in high coloring such as only

October days afford.

Those who pursue the big game of the rugged and

lonely wilderness, pitting their woodcraft against the cun-

ning, endurance and physical prowess of their quarry, have

for it the season of seasons in October days.

It is a season of superlatives, in which all the themes

and sports of the other seasons converge and blend in

matter of interest to all, whether they^be devotees of the

strictly useful or the universal beautiful.

To him whose chief delight is worshipping the beautiful

of nature, October days afford pictures in unending

variety, in all keys of beautiful coloring, and in size from

little nooks to majestic breadths, delighting the eye and

storing the mind with the pleasures of participation and

of memory. All these charms are presented under op-

posing moods of nature in October days; sometimes un-

der a canopy of dark cloud and boisterous winds; of

raw wetness of earth and sky; betimes of Sn atmosphere,

calm, cool and bright, softened with the light blue haze

of the Indian summer, when the landscapes are the super-

lative delight of the artist.

The year, too, is closing up its labors preparatory to its

winter months of rest. It has finished its fruition. The

harvest time is at its highest culmination in October

days, and they largely determine the dearth or abundance

of the months till October recurs again.

To many kinds of the birds, October days are filled with

warnings to depart for southern climes. The robins have

broken up their domestic ways, and are leading vagrant

lives for a while before taking their flights to the far

south, where they are largely killed as a matter of sport

or subject of food.

The ducks, geese, woodcock and snipe are beginning to

drift toward a warmer clime in October days, and add
a new interest to the season in the esteem of the sports-

man.

The birds of local habits are at their best in October

days, and in their honor they cause a general exodus of

sportsmen from the towns and cities.

In October days, while in the pursuit of fin, fur and
feather, men gain good health by exercise and fresh

air; peace of mind by contemplation and pleasant occu-
pation.

There is in October days a realization of many weeks'
anticipation on the part of the sportsman ; unlimited beau-
ties in the sky, fields and woodlands to satisfy the poetical

phase of man's nature; a harvest so bountiful as to
please him whose delight is limited to the material prp-

ductions of earth, and a game supply sufficient for the

sport of the moment and to insure the sport of other

October days if the game laws are observed properly both

in letter and spirit.

SPRING SHOOTING.

We print in our shooting columns a short note on

spring shooting. It is a simple statement of the fact that

the abolition of spring shooting in a district has been

followed by the breeding of ducks there, a thing before

imknown to men whose memories do not go back beyond

the spring shooting era. This one single brief statement

of the facts is worth long columns of speculation and

argument. It is an unanswerable demonstration of the

wisdom and profit of doing away once and for all with

the shooting of wildfowl in the spring. What is good for

one county in New York, is good for every other county

ill New York, and for every State.

Spring shooting may be opposed on sentimental grounds
—the sentiment \\-hich abhors the taking of the lives of

creatures which are on their way to the breeding grounds.

But sentiment is an uncertain and fickle quality; experi-

ence has demonstrated in this particular field that senti-

n)ent cannot prevail against the passion for shooting. But
the spring killing of fowl which are preparing to breed is

also to be opposed for strictly economical considerations,

and these may well have weight with those who on the

sentimental side are the most stolid and indifferent. As an
economic proposition capable of being stated in terms
of spring nesting ducks, summer-hatched ducklings and
fall birds for shooting, the protection of the wildfowl in

spring should appeal to public intelligence. Spring protec-

tion of ducks, pays; therefore,, let us protect them.

LONG ISLAND WOODLANDS.
Our recent remarks on forest destruction on Long

Island aroused the city newspapers to" the interest of this

subject for their readers. Their local reporters and corre-

spondents at once began to scurry about along the North
Shore and South Shore interviewing coal and wood
dealers, with the result that many columns of news were
published concerning the information given by Forest and
Stream.

Along the North Shore, the cutting down of the woods
has been going on very generally, and it seems as if

every west-bound train on the road carried its carloads of

wood. Some of this has evidently been cut for a long
lime, but much of it is newly cut and green. For some
time past cordwood has been the equivalent of cash, and
timber has been cut not merely for use at home as fuel, but

to help out of his difficulties many a farmer whose crops

have failed, or who, for any other reason, found him-
self in a position where cash was needed immediately.

Now that the coal strike appears to be over, the ex-

cessive cutting which has been taking place on Long
Island will probably cease; for the price of wood will

sink to its normal level and the inducement to destroy

the timber will be gone.

MONEY.
A WEEK or two ago Ave made more or less complaint

about persons who, sending to the Forest and Stream
sums of money for which they desire books or other goods,
fail to give us the name and address to which these goods
are to be sent.

We are obliged to bear the burden of blame for care-

lessness and failure to render value received from such
persons, each of whom is, of course, unconscious that he
omitted from his letter the most essential facts in con-
nection with it. The unconsidered trifles continue to

reach—and annoy—^us, we are sorry to say.

In the United States there are a great many people,

and among them an extraordinary number who are care-

less. The annual report of the Dead Letter Office last

published shows that there were deposited in the post
offices during the previous year in this country no less

than 81,063 pieces of mail which bore no addresses. It

shows also that of the letters and parcels received at the
Dead Letter Office, more than 50,000 were found to con-
tain money, to the amount of $48,000; and nearly 51,000
contained commercial papers of all kinds to the value of
about $1,400,000.

These remarks are not addressed to those persons who

have sent us money for which they have received nothing.

Such persons are presumably out of reach. They are in-

tended rather for those who may contemplate sending us

money, each one of whom is requested to write plainly his

name and address.

A notable enterprise in fish acclimatization has just been

carried through successfully in Australia, where fish from
the coast waters of Great Britain have been put out in

New South Wales. The species selected for the experi-

ment comprised plaice, soles, crabs, lobsters and some
others; special effort being made to introduce the plaice,

cf which 722 were shipped, and the soles, of which the

original number was eighty. The fish were placed in

specially constructed tanks of immense size, which were
connected with reservoirs of sea water kept constantly

supplied fresh from the ocean by the ship's pumping ap-

paratus. Of the lot of soles not less than 580 survived

the voyage of more than 11,000 miles; and the other

species fared well, except the lobsters, of which one soli-

tary female was the survivor. When finally put out near
Sydney Harbor, in August of this year, the fish were in

excellent condition, and the Amateur Fishermen's Asso-
ciation, to whose initiative the transplanting was due, en-

tertains every confidence that the assured result will be
the enriching of these far southern waters with a new and
permanent food fish supply.

m
The morning papers of Oct. 2r contained three press

dispatches relating to the deaths of human beings at the
iiands of careless shooters. In one case it was a woman
killed by a woman companion, and in another a man who
was killed by a stray bullet from a long-range rifle. These
two were of the class of fatalities which we are. quite ac-
customed to hear of at this season of the year, and are of
no special significance. The third, which means some-
thing, was the case of a Connecticut youth of seventeen
years who had been tried on a charge of manslaughter for
the killing of a hunting companion last August. The two
shooters had been hunting on opposite sides of a hedge,
when the defendant shot at what he thought was a bird
and killed his companion. The defense was that the shoot-
ing was accidental and did not involve criminal negligence.
Ihe jury found for conviction.

The current millinery advertisements and the autumn
show window displays in the shopping districts indfcate

that the bird as an appurtenance of hats and bonnets is

still in the fashion. "The unusual demand for blackbirds

has made them scarce in the market," advertises one firm.

"We have secured fifty dozen of the most desired kinds,

and will place them on sale to-morrow at iSc, 29c.,

39c. 59c." "Black Amazon plumes of great value," an-

nounces another firm; "extra large birds," "black par-

rots," proclaims a third; and so it runs through the

long catalogue of birds real and artificial. The autumn
flight of bird-decorated headgear is on in full force, and
there is still something for the Audubon Societies to do.

A correspondent asks for the origin of the fishing reel.

The first mention of a reel in English angling literature is

found in "Barker's Delight; or the Art of Angling," a

little book published in 1651, which was two years before

Walton's "Angler." In his chapter on salmon fishing,

Barker speaks of a winder : "You must have your winder
within two foot of the bottom to goe on your rod made in

this manner with a spring, that you may put it as low as

you please." Barker was also the first English writer to

refer to a gaff for salmon anglers.

A convention of boards of trade and others interested in

the establishment of the Appalachian National Park will

be held at Asheville, N. C, to-day. The Park Bill which
has already passed the Senate and been favorably re-

ported by the House Committee on Agriculture, will come
up early in the session, and confidence is felt that it will

become a law in the coming session.

To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose
under the heaven,—^Ecclesiastes 111:1.

Among the other things for an Qctp|>er day in the field,*
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A Trip to the High Sierras.-III.
{Coftiinuedfrom page 8H.)

There was a little delay in starting the next morn-
ing, our cunning old horse had hidden himself so se-

curel.v in an alder thicket that it took one hour's search

to dislodge him. his feet, also, were in bad shape, and
as one of the men in a party that came in the night be-

fore was a fairly good blacksrtiith. we had him reshod.

The rain had ceased; everything seemed favorable, and
we set of? in high spirits for Farewell Gap. Wc reached
the summit after a stifif climb, about 11 o'clock. The view
from this point, looking north and south, is said to be
the most extensive that can be seen from any trail in

this section, and I do not remember of having seen it

surpassed since I stood upon Mt. Hood in 1866. This
range forms the divide between the Kaweah and the

Little Kern rivers, the latter being one of the most fa-

mous trout streams in- a region where they are excep-'

tionally abundant everywhere.
Just over the divide was an immense snow drift, where

the river has its origin, the trail running within a few
yards of its edge, and only a few feet below began a

meadow equal in beauty to any that we saw on the trip.

On the upper end was about two acres that was an un-
broken mass of blue lupins; next came an acre or more
of Mariposa lilies, and then a vast kaleidoscope of purple

daisies, columbines, shooting stars, etc, all in full bloom.
Woodchucks and hummingbirds were plentiful, and
here, for the firt and only time, we saw a strange look-

ing black and white bird about the size and appearance
of a magpie, but with longer legs and bill, flying about
among the rocks.

Black clouds, riven by frequent flashes of lightning
were rapidly rising in the west, as we descended the
northern slope, and knowing that three miles down on
the Kern there was a deserted cabin, we pushed on with-

out delay with the hope of escaping the storm. These
storms are quite common in -the mountains here during
the summer; they can be seen from, bvit never reach
Visalia. and the heat there is more oppressive when they
occur than at any other time.

The "Broder Cabin." toward which we were hasten-
ing, is a relic of the old Mineral King mining excite-

ment, and Avas built by John Broder, one of the present
proprietors of the camp at the giant forest, several years
ago. and as there is no house within six miles of it in

any direction, it has since furnished a welcome refuge to

many a storm-beaten party of hunters and tourists. It

was raining steadily as we drove up to it. and tumbled
our pack into the open doorway, a building 15x30 feet

in size, with neither door or window, bttt fortunately,

with a tight roof. It was built of very large logs,

and the roof was well braced to stand the weight of

heav3' snows. In one end was a tumble-down fireplace

and in the other a bunk rtuniing the width of the build-

ing, with a smaller one at the side; a rough table of

shakes was fastened to the wall, with a log on lour legs

for a bench in front of it; primitive enough, it is true,

but it represented all that we required for the time
being, and we thanked our stars for Broder's happy fore-

thought. The cabin was located in a grove of tamarack,
with a small stream, suitable for all household purposes,

within ten yards of the door on one side, and on the

other the Little Kern, full of trout, went brawling along
forty feet below.

There wa.s a good supply of firewood inside, left by
some thoughtful predecessor, and we were soon engaged'
in drying our clothes and preparing dinner. The rain

continued, with every prospect of a wet night, and the

afternoon wore away imtil about 4 o'clock, ^when the

tramp of horses outside aroused us. and we were sur-

. prised by the arrival of a party of five men and two
women from Mineral King, en route for Kern Lake,

twenty-five miles distant. They were orange growers

from Lemon Cove, who had improved the interval be-

tween the irrigating and harvest season by a trip up to

the snowy range. All were experienced moutitain trav-

elers, and their outfit left but little to be desired. Beside

their riding animals, they had five fine pack mules, a wall

tent, canned fruits and vegetables, honey, etc., three rilles

and as many split-bamboo fly-rods.

The interior of Broder's cabin, with its blazing fire and

dry couches, presented such a contrast to the muddy
trails and dripping trees outside that they determined to

go no further that night, but it did not prevent two. of

the most enthusiastic fishermen of the party from joint-

ing their rods as soon as the ladies had been attended

to and descending to the river, from which they re-

turned two hours later soaked to the skin, but bringing

over fifty trout, enough for the whole party. In the evening

we all gathered about the great stone fireplace, and
while the women mixed bread and arranged the t^able.

decorating it with flowers in tomato cans, the men fried

flapjacks and trout, smoked their pipes and told stories

of former experiences in the mountains. They had
hunted for deer without success at Bear Paw and Min-
eral King, and were now lieaded for Kern River, where
report said they were more plentiful.

The steady patter of the rain upon the shake-covered

roof enhanced the cosy appearance of the interior, which
the deft fingers of the women soon gave quite a liome-

like appearance. During the afternoon a lifll in the

storm had occurred that the men took advantage of to

pitch the tent near the cabin, and a portion of the latter

was partitioned off with tent cloth to make an apartment

for the ladies that night. By 10 o'clock most of the party

were asleep, only to be aroused a little later by the clatter

of wood rats among the dishes on the table. Knowing
the thievish propensities of these mischievous little

' rodents, the women hastily arose and secured all the

ispoons and cutlery, after which we knew nothing more
until a vigorous yell from those in the tent outside an-

tiounced the dawn of another day.

'Breakfast having been partially prepared the night

before, the men sallied out at once after the horses, and

sooii after sunrise, with every pro.spect of a fine day be-

fore them, our friends took their departure, leaving D.

and I again the sole occupants of the Broder cabm,

We had intended going from the little Kern to Kern
Lake, twenty-five miles further on, btit the trail, which
was very steep and rocky, had been rendered still more
difhcult by the recent rains; the time allotted for oiu'

vacation had also nearly expired, and we reluctantly de-
cided to spend another night where we were, and return
to Mineral King. It was with much regret that we
reached this decision. Kern is many times larger than
Eagle Lake, and abounds in bigger trout, that take both

and spoon readily, and I had anticipated much
pleasure from our visit there. Perhaps this regret would
have been even more poignant than it was had the.se

been the only considei'ations. but I confess that I missed
the elasticity of limb that nearly forty years ago had
carried me so easily to the crest of those mighty bul-

warks that gird the glories of Yosemite, and realized thai

the long intervening years of sedentary life but poorly
fitted me for a task that many a younger man would
shrink from attempting on foot.

Little Kern River is nearly as famous for rattlesnakes

as it is for trout, a reptile that D. was very anxious to

meet in its native wilds. Since we had entered the

mountains we had seen scores of places where they had
crossed the road; the}^ had been killed in front and
behind us, and we had even heard the shots that de-

stroyed them, but not a liv3 snake had we seen. Some
of the ladies of the Sierra Club wore skins about their

hats, whose original vvearers had be?n destroyed by their

own fair hands, and we Avere a.ssured that they Avere so

numerous on the Little Kern that it was unsafe to fish

there. All of which had made D. more anxious than
ever to reach it.

Accordingly he and I a little later in the forenoon
started down the river on an exploring expedition.
Hunting rattlesnakes not being so much of a novelty
to the writer. I took the rod and flies along as a fairly

good substitute, especially as the appetites of our de-
parted friends had not left a A'ery large supply of trout

on hand, and while D. \A'as searching the adjacent rocks
I whipped the pools for our dinner. The rain of the

previous night had doubled their volume and changed
them to a milky hue, making the fishing much poorer
than is u'sual in this prolific stream; but there was not
much difficulty in getting enough for our modest re-

quirements. Not so, however. Avith the quest of D.:
there was a serious deficiency in the A'isible supply of

snakes, and the most careful search failed to bring a

single rattler in sight. Perhaps it was the still dripping
vegetation that kept the elusive ophidians so persistently

under cover; but I shall ahvays believe it was situply

"kismet." Frank's two most ardent desires Avhcn we left

Visalia were to kill a deer and capture a rattlesnake, and
these Avere the only" two possibilities of the trip that failed

to materialize.

Near the river, about a mile 'below iTie cabin. We found
a soda spring, Avho.se waters w^ere so deliciously pungent
that it only needed a little syrup to furnish a beverage
equal to any city fountain. About noon dark clouds-agalh

began rolling up from the Avest. and althou.gh Ave has-

tened our return, we Were caught in a shower before

reaching the cabin. A Avet afternoon foUoAved. during
which two of the surveying party at Mineral King ar-

rived dripping like drowned rats. They had been caught
by the storm Avhen crossing the summit at the gai).

flailstones tine size of hens' egss drove their horses

distracted, and they had been obliged to seek shelter

under their canvas pack cover to save themsch^es from
injury. We Avere pleased to be able to return, through
them', the kindness of Capt. Barnard, and while they

dried their clothes at the fire, we Avarnied Uieir atoniachs

with internal stimulants.

The surveyors did not pass the night AAnth us, but de-

parted for Big Kern River during a lull in the storni.

irhere were no other arrivals during our stay at the cabin,

which D. and I occupied alone that night.

The next morning dawned bright and beautiful, and

we took advantage of it to return to .Mineral King. Our
stay there was for one night only, and the next morning
we" started on our long trek down the mountain by the

stage road to Visalia. About a mile below the canon

contracts to a Avidth of perhaps fifty yards, with abrupt

walls on either side. Here a fence with a carria.gc gate-

Avay had been thrown across to prevent the egress ot

stock, making an excellent and fairly secure pasture of

all the meadoAvs between it and the summit of Farewell

Gap, Tavo miles below this brought us again Avithin

the park limits, Avhere Ave found a detachment of the

cavalry guard encamped. Sequoias were ciuite numerous

here, but not as large as those in the A-icinity of Sierra

Camp. The park at this point is about eleven miles wide

and six miles below the encampment. In the very center

of the park AVe found a large saw mill in operation,

Avorking those magnificent trees into lumber. There are,

Ave understood, 360 acres here belonging to private par-

ties; but the devastation being Avrought is sad to con-

template, and it Avould seem advisable for the Goa^m-u-

ment to purchase it and remove this cancer spot from

this fair domain. Two or three miles below this Avere

the ruins of another saAV mill, that had been destroyed

b> a snow-slide. Nothing had been removed, and the

ground Avas strewn Avith Avrecked machinery. Moun-
tain quail, the last Ave Avere to see, were very plenty

and altnost as tame as chickens.

In the afternoon we reached Grunegan's Ranch, a

home station for the stages, eighteen miles from and

3,000 feet below Mineral King. Meals and stock feed could

be had at reasonable rates, and there we met a few sum-

mer boarders to Avhom the extreme heat of the valley and

the altitude of Mineral King were equally objectionable.

The place was just outside the park limit, and although

ir. the caiion, gave evidence of thrift and industry. The

house AA'as quite large. Avith a fine veranda that had a

magnificent westerly view on the .slope. Above it were

many trees laden Avith fruit, and beloAV Avas the barn and

stockyards. Almost every rod of the road to this point

had been a steep down-grade. We spent the night in

the barn, and after a good breakfast the next morning,

continued on doAvn the canon. Valley quail and doves

now began to appear, and seven miles below we came to

the power hou.se that furnishes Visalia Avith 2,000 electri-

cal horse poAver for its street railroads, flotir mills, etc.

The flume starts near Grunegan's. and in .seven miles they

secure a fall of 1,300 feet. The Avorks Avere a model of

their kind, und did cr?(iit ta both builders, and manager.

Five miles further down brought us to Britton Bros.'
store, our next stopping place, and legs than a mile from
Three RiA^ers, mentioned in the first number. Here D.
and I passed our last night out of doors, rolled in our
blankets beneath a tree in the great corral.

This is one of the finest places in the mountains. The
cailon expands into a small valley, with pastures and
meadows, fruit trees and gardens, and seems to be as well

adapted to citrus culture as Lemon Coa'C. The store

was well stocked Avith every A'ariety of merchandise, and
close by was a large shop owned by the firm, run by &
turbine and supplied with laths, planers, circular sawsv
drilling and boring machines, capable of repairing any
machinery in use in that section.

Learning that there was a daily sta'ge from Three-

Rivers, we sold our outfit and engaged passage in it tO'

Visalia. The return trip was by the same foflte over
Avhich Ave had so Avearily plodded on foot in the intense

heat on our way up, only instead of taking tvA'o days, it

Avas less than five hours from the time that -vve started

until the stage drew up before the Palace JTofel irt

Visalia. Here we had the pleasure of meeting Mr. JohrP

Broder, the builder of the famous Broder cabin, that bad-

been to us and many others such a Avelcome refuge on'

the Little Kern. It is not Hkely that Mr. Broder had
the public welfare in view when he erected that cabin.-

but as he took us by the hand that evening -in the hotel!

Avith the memory of the two days and night spent there'

so vividly before us, it was impossible for us to regard

him otherw^ise than a public benefactor of the highest

order. He had just come in frotn Sierra Camp, of which
he Avas one of the proprietors, and Ave Avere glad to have

an opportunity to return the many kindnesses he had
shown us while Ave Avere staying there.

The return to Visalia practically ended our trip, but it

is Avith a lingering regret that I lay down a pen Avhose

services have, again brought before me each salient in-

cident of the most pleasurable outing I have enjoyed in

many years. Good fortuite attended us in most things

from the start. The moral standard of Visalia is not

considered by many to be as high as that of some of

the sample tOAvns on the coast. There is more than an

average number of saloons to the square rod, and in

vears gone by, it has been the headquarters of several

distinct gangs of train robbers; but during our stay-

there Ave Avere treated Avith marked kindness, and the

outfit Ave purchased at the general store of L. N. \A'oods

was first-q)ass in every respect. No doubt much of this

was due to our introduction by Mr. Huntley, Avho stands

as high there as does Gokey of DaAvson; but Ave found

it the same with the nark guards, and also at Sierra

Camp and Mineral King. The meeting Avith Muir,

Merriam. Hittell and Keith; the .glorious evcnmgs at

Alta McadoAvs and Eagle Lake; the tine fishmg; the

grand scenery—all these arc things \vc can live over and

over again, as time rolls away.

One' other factor in this connection I must mention,

the last and best of all. coming like the dessert, the Aval-

nuts and the wine at the end of a feast—the companion^

ship of one Avhose tastes and impulses were perfectly

in harmony with my OAvn; one whose love for nature in

its Avildcst- and grandest forms, and whose delight lu

probing the mvsteries that surround the lives of the shy

denizens of flood and forest, I have never seen sur-

passed; the friend of my early youth, who, although

separated by vears piled Upon years and thousands of

miles that intervened, never failed to welcome my rare

returns to the town of my birtii with an affection sur-

passing that of a brother; the one, in short, whom I

woidd have chosen above all others for a companion.

His presence alone avouUI have made a desert blossom

as a garden of roses. The locks of both are noAV thickly

sprinkled with .gray, our steps have lost the elastic spring

of vouth, and our eves do not catch the sights of a rifle

a-^ quickly as formerly, but the lapse of time has only

more fi^rmlv cemented the friendship of early manhood,

and to haVe him with me as I did, formed a fitting •

climax to what is quite possibly the last extensive qltting

,

that will ever fall to the lot of old
Forked Deek.

A Pretty Side Trip.

Ficw of the transcontinental passengers over the C.
^

P. R. know what an attractive side trip can be made

'

hv steamer from Rat Portage, Ontario, to Llarding,

Minnesota, a distance of about 240 miles. _ I had not

looked for fine steel steamers luxuriously furnished on
Lake-of-the-Woods, for I had just the geography idea;

of that locality, and I did not know that there Avere

14,000 surveyed islands in Lake-of-the-Woods, and thati

it AA'as the most beautiful island scenery that one can^

imagine. The Rainy Lake steamers that make part of

,

the side trip are not luxurious, and one realizes that hdl

is on the frontier. There Avas eA'idence of that all along.

In the lumber regions, for instance, about CA'cry man^
Avho was not at Avork Avas drunk. Good fellows, all

right, but drunk, nevertheless. On the United States

side of the boundary there is no license, for the country

is not organized, and there is no one to whom liquor

license is to be paid. The result is that any one can

start any sort of a dive that he chooses, and be respon-

s-ble to nobody. I Avondered how one of the little

steamers could earn sufficient income to pay running,

Expenses, but learned that it was easy if one only knew'

how'. The captain apologized for giving us "nothing;

but moose and ducks for meat," because, he said, thati

beef was pretty high, We stopped to get several cords

of wood for the boiler, and I Avas informed that Uncle

Sam owned the wood. The moose and ducks are shot

by the stCAvard. It is a part of his irksome duty.^ Noav

I can run a steamer for myself if some one Avill furnish

proA'isions for the passengers, and if fuel is free. The
only thing that would bother me would be the first costi

of the steamer, but I am sure that there must be some
way to get around that, too, if one is only trained to it.i

While we were in the Rainy Lake region—about three

Aveeks altogether—we only had four days without rain.,

I remarked to one of my guides that the lakes were

well named, and he patrioticalh'^ assured me that it did

not often rain there and that they were named after »

man by the name of Rainy Avho discovered them. Thi

guide -was . a charaqter, I secured Mm writing to the
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•stmaster of a certain town, who informed me that
e guide was a Christian gentleman who did not drink
swear. Next time I will ask for Harry Tracy. It

the first time in thirty years of camp'ng that I have
n across a lazy and indififerent man for head guide,
e was unmarried, and I asked him one day how it

ppened that he had never secured a partner of his sor-
ws and a spoiler of his joys. He said: "Well, the
DUble is the women in this part of the country won't
no work. They won't jine hands with a chap and

<e chances on luck. If a woman's a sport she says
don't need to work,' and if she's a lady she says

11 be damned if I work, anyhow.' "

It is a great moose country where we were, and the
dians confirmed my guide's statement that no white
,nters ever went into a part of the country where we
ent the latter part di August. I found the remains of
1 recently killed moose in the first six miles of one
the rivers that we went down. Three bulls in the

Ivet, and the rest cows and calves. Killed by the
dians. There are so many,_moose there that it makes
difference, however. In 'the town of Rat Portage

;re is a by-law which states that "no moose, cattle,

rses, geese or other animals shall be allowed to run
large."' It seems that the boys liked to have tame
jose, and the moose took too many liberties. Rat
)rtage is a mighty fine town, nevertheless, and one
It is well worth visiting.

Labor is scarce out in that country, and one sees signs
calling for common laborers at $2 per day and board,
d farm hands at $2.50 a day and board. I have a
ggestion to make to the Canadian authorities, and
y can send me a box of cigars for the idea. In
iwfoundland there are fifty thousand of the sturdiest

rt of men who are out of work at just the time that
;n are most needed in the harvest fields. They will

rk sixteen hours a day without grumbling. I know
for I have employed lots of them, and at a dollar

day at that. Now, if the C. P. R. can manage to

t these 50,000 Newfoundlanders on the wheat fields at

moderate cost for transportation every year, some-
dy will be glad.

Robert T. Moreis.
I West 56lh Street. N Y , Oct 14.
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Notes on Monkeys.
4ow many of the readers of Forest and Stream ever
V a monkey which was but a few days old? I well
nember my surprise at the appearance of the first one
lich was born under ray care. It was a macaque mon-
(Macacus cynomoldus) , and for a few days after its

th, I imagined that it was a weakling, and would live

a short time. It seemed as if it were preternaturally
;d, instead of being a few hours old ; but not many
/s elapsed before its appearance changed, and it became
hubby-cheeked youngster, closely cl nging to its mother
all her movements. Until it was about a week old, the
n generally sat in one of the back corners of the cage
sely holding the suckling in her arms, but in com-
-atively a short time she climbed and sprang about,
ily carrying her baby, which energetically clung under-
ith her, with its limbs around her body. S nee then I
/e had several born while under my charge, and always
s successful in rearing them.

'. once had a female of the same species confined in a
je with several others of different kinds, all of which
' bullied most outrageously. Singular to relate, the only
le that her chicken-hearted fellow prisoners summoned
courage to pay her off for her domineer ng, was when

; became thoroughly intoxicated. During cold weather
was my custom, on about two nights in each week, to
e my monkeys a good drink of warmed ale. well
eetened with molasses. So soon as the pan containing
tipple was placed in the cage, the bully took posses-
n of it, and no other occupant dare approach it until
had guzzled her fill. She would then ret re to a cor-
of the cage and allow her companions to drink the

fiainder. In a few minutes she would be thoroughly
Dxicated, and, strange to relate, all of her ill humor
lished and she would allow her associates to play all

ts of pranks with her, while she endeavored to hug and
idle every one on which she could place her paws. The
ct morning she would generally be found sitting in a
:k corner of the cage, and woe betide any of her fellow
soners who dared to approach her.
once had a pet Rhesus monkey (Macacus rhesus)

t I kept ,n my room, which was always at liberty dur-
my presence. Nothing delighted her so much as to
K me stretch out on the bed and allow her to make a
trough search of my pockets for bits of candy which
i been inserted for her special gratification. After the
;st was ended, she would give my hair and beard a
nplete overhauling and carefully remove every bit of
idruff, etc. On these occasions she would not allow
f one to enter 'the room. If my roommate wished ad-
ttance. he was forced to knock and inquire "If that in-
nal monkey was loose?" One afternocn I unhooked a
all mirror which hung on the wall and held it in front
her. On seeing her reflection, she grimaced and placed
r paw on the glass, as if she wished 10 catch hold of the
uble. Finding that she could not succeed- she reached
)und behind the glass with exactly the same result, when
E receded and then bounded forward, attempting to
ze her double w^th both paws. My sudden withdrawal
the glass prevented its being smashed, and on its being
jin presented, wUh the back toward her, she failed to
•ognize it a? .<rae object which had caused her so
ich concern -ig it in the same position, I re-
ived it, wh an a search, and after at least
1 mmutes iias-: =(i n .icr fruitless g«est, she gave vent
her disappo^itment by a series of ^ep grunts, coiled
alongside niy- body and fell asleep.,^he next day the
rror was again prgfesented to her, when,s'he|grimaced and
ned her poster^g* to it. Having. rep.ea{tdly seen this
:ion in other m&nkeys. I divined fier.-Mihit;' and gently
atched her rump w.th one hand u^e the other re-
)ved yUe glass. So soon as thd riSbbing ceased she

turned softly in quest of her double, and failing to be-
hold it, seemed to be stricken with intense fear, and bolted
underneath the bed, uttering a series of agonizing grunts.
It required great care and a deal of tact on my part to
keep from be ng bitten while endeavoring to remove her
from her hiding place. I was finally successful by en-
veloping her_ completely in a portion of the bed clothes.
One of the windows of my room opened on the yard of an
adjacent building, in which several children of both sexes
were accustomed to play. So soon as she heard their
voices the monkey would seat herself on the window sill

and seem much interested in their frolics. The boys
would tease her by making use of all sorts of belligerent
actions, to which she would respond by extending her
ears and gaping repeatedly, which were indications of
anger. The girls acted differently, making various merry,
wmsoiiie act ons, which caused the monkfey to draw up
the skm of her forehead, pucker her lips and grin.
One of the most difilicult jobs that I ever had on my

hands was the administration of the different remedies
to monkeys, for the various ailments to which they are
subject while in confinement. ' I always endeavored to
use stratagem, instead of force, on such occasions, and I
well remember a predicament in which I found myself
once with a mandrill. He was confined in quite a large
cage with a number of Rhesus monkeys, over whom he
dommeered to his heart's content. He was a great
favorite with his keeper, who constantly overfed him. in
spite of my frequent mandates to the contrary. Just as I
feared, he was found one irtorning lying in a stupid condi-
tion, and diagnosing his case, I instantly began to plan how
I should administer a dose of May apple (podophyllin). I
hurried the keeper off to the apothecary with a note de-
scribing my need; he soon returned with a pill con-
taining the required medicine. My next embarrass-
ment was how to administer it without using force; as
I did not wish to irritate the animal while in such a
serious condition. Therefore, I concluded to use
stratagem. Enveloping the pill in a bit of banana, I
moved away a few feet from him and began to feed his
fellow prisoners with bits of the fruit which I dropped
along m front of them, gradually tempting them to ap-
proach him. When they arrived close to him I dropped
the mediated morsel within his reach, when he slowly
reached out, grabbed and swallowed it. Feeling much
pleased at the success of my maneuver, I withdrew and
anxiously waited until the next morning, when I
found that the medicine had acted just as I wished, and
the animal much improved.
During my sojourn in Durban, Natal, South Africa,

niy res dence was in the suburbs of the town, at the
foot of what was known as the Berea Hill. Immediately
back of my house was a large sweet potato patch, the
product of which served as one of the main sources
of nutriment for my Kaffirs. From the rear of the
patch the^ hi|l rose, densely covered with a forest
growth, which was the hiding place of a host of Vervet
monkeys, who subsisted largely on the plunder of the
patch. Of course, the monkeys were the detestation of
the Kafifirs, who used every means in their power to
prevent the pillage, but were unsuccessful, as, whenever
a foray was made, a sentinel was always placed in some
safe, elevated position whence he could give the alarm
whenever the natives started into the patch, thus giv-
ing the robbers notice to hurry off helter skelter, tak-
ing advantage of the ample growth of the vines for con-
cealing their movements. One afternoon I happened
to be arranging the sights of my Winchester rifle, when
I caught a glimpse, through an open window, of a mon-
key climbing a corn stalk alongside the patch. Quickly
rais'ng the weapon to my shoulder I fired, and the bul-
let cut the stalk just below the watchman, causing him
to fall with a heavy thud and a "prolonged grunt, which
served as a warning to the depredators, who retreated
post-haste. The next day I secreted myself in one of a
row of empty shipping cages, but not a monkey put in
an appearance, and I underwent a like experience for
several days.

It then struck me that my movements had been
watched from some secure hiding place, and I deter-m ned to use an artifice in order to circumvent the
depredators. Consequently, the next afternoon, taking
my two keepers for company, we passed along in the
rear of the cages, and when the one was reached in
which the rifle had been placed on the preceding night,
I hurriedly ensconsed myself, while the keepers saunt-
ered on to the end of the row and back into the house.
But a short time elapsed before I was gratified by the
sight of a sentinel in a neighboring tree, while the vi-
brations of the potato vines betrayed the movements of
the robbers. At the crack of the r.fle the sentry tumbled
from his perch, and there was a scramble for safety by
the thieves. This artifice served for several days, when
the depredators evidently fathomed ray stratagem and
ceased their pilfering.

There was an interval of several weeks, and the rob-
bing was renewed, when I was forced to adopt a new
device to circumvent the spoilers. Carefully concealing
a shotgun, well up the hill during the night, I waited
until the next afternoon for the customary appearance
of the sentinel. So soon as I had located him, I saun-
tered off at a right angle until I was hidden by the
folage, when I turned and carefully ascended the hill
until its summit was nearly reached, when I again
turned and finally brought up in the rear of the gang
with my gun ready for use. Carefully descending the
h.-ll, I came within shot of the watchman without his
being aware of my approach. He was riddled with shot
before he could give an alarm, and a fresh cartridge was
inserted before the panic-stricken gang came close to
me, when two more were toppled over, and henceforth
my neighborhood was rid of sweet potato thieves. In
my wanderings about the neighborhood I found that it
was necessary to keep small parties of Kaffir children
constantly patrolling the mealie* fields to prevent a
shortage of the crop.
One wpuld scarcely imagine that a monkey could be

trapped;' but I had a number brought to me by Kaffirs
who had captured them in pyramidal traps made of
cane, and weighted with a log, to prevent upsetting and
escape. So soon as a Kaffir caught one, he would slip

Mealies is the colonial name for Indian com. and is evidently
a Kaffir. corruption of the word maize. •

a number of short lengths of cane underneath the trap,
bind them fast and then bring the trap and capturq to
me. The usual bait was roasted sweet potato. It is a
Avell-known fact that the chacnia baboon is able to dis-
tinguish the sexes of the natives of South Africa, They
wiil watch a Kaffir kraal until all the males have wan-
dered off, when they will plunder the mealie patch in
spite of the cries of the female residents.

Frank J. Thompsoi?.

Mammals New to New Mexico.
Mr. C. M. Barber has recently published in the Pro-

ceedings of the Biological Society of Washington, certain
notes on little-known New Mexican mammals and species
apparently not before reported from the territory, some ot
which will be interest.ng to the readers of Forest and
Stream.
There recently came into Mr. Barber's possession the

skin and skull of a young ram, an old ewe and a very
young lamb of the Mexican mountain sheep (Ovis mexi-
carms. Merriani). These were killed in March, igoi, on
t_he Guadalupe iMountains near the boundary Hne betweenNew Mexico and Texas. A small band are reported to
live on this range of mounta ns, and to pass up and down
the range from New Mexico to Texas. As these speci-
mens have been compared from those with type locality
Lake Santa Maria, Chiiuiahua. Mexico, there seems to be
no doubt that the Mexican bighorn is found in certain
localities m Texas and New Mexico.
Concern ng the form of beaver described by Meams

under the name Castor canadensis frond'ator, Mr Barber
has this to say:

"In September of 1898 I located a large colony of
beavers about six miles below Ruidoso Post Office, on theRuidoso Creek, Lincoln county. New Mexico. After aperiod of probation spent in learning their habits andhow to trap ihem, I succeeded in securing a series of
eleven specnnens, represent ng all ages. This species
lives here in (he creek bank, and little attempt was made
to deepen the stream by damming it. I found old cut-
tings up the stream to an altitude of about 8.000 feet. At
the time I visited the colony they were liv ing among theMexican ranches at about 6.000 feet elevation At thatseason (September to November) they were feeding oncorn a one, allhut.gh a few scarred willows were to beseen alcng the bank. The Mexicans had planted theircorn right down to the water's edge to utilize all the avail-ab e ground m the narrow valley. The beavers werecuttmg and dragging the corn to the stream, then floating
It to their dens. In places there was a wagon load of

eround"fn^. T'']'
"^^"^ '^'^ had^cleaned the

fr^^ 1 ^ '"'ndred feet on either side and made great
trails in dragging stalks to the stream. The Mexicanscould not trap them, and as they never appeared in the

killed
'^' and seldom in the twilight, very few were

.hi!,lli
s"rP'''fi"g that the jaguar {Felis heniandesH)should occur m tim locahty. Mr. Barber states that Mr.Nat. Straw tells him that in May, 1900, he traooed ajagtjar near Grafton on. Taylor CreekrSocorro c'otmty.N M. Its length was given as 8 feet 3 inches Severa

gSSalXor""' °' '^'-"^ °^ Sled in thi

Beside these larger mammals, Mr. Barber records a

Region.
^ ^"'^ ^^"^ ^^^^^'s "^^ to the

Breeding Blue Foxes.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Norton & Robinson, of Foxcroft, Me., have entered intoa business of breeding the black, silver-gra^and the blue

to'ell their'neir" ' P^^'"^ ''tlS are abb
don Mr T^f • r'W''

^^^^^ ^een Sold in Ton-
nes.' sPvLf

Soothbay, Me., went into this busi-ness several years ago, but what success he has met whhI am unable to say He imported his foxes from AlaskaHe sent me a very fine photo of a black fox eatin- a piec;
01 meat out of his keeper's hand. I inclose a verv i^!

SS Toifr'J ^r^"" ^.
R°^'-«"' which wni S-

breed as a hUr^i ^ Y'" '^^'^^ distinct

A|tg:Sr.te^^n^«^„^!^./^
;hrb,rck1?x'"^^'

^ '^-'^^ breed^hat win b"e IZZ af

rru ^
^- BlAISDELL.

1 he letter reads

:

brSoi'^vnei'n/f"' ^'"'i^
^P^'-ts of '^snhr

snort in I R^ i I
^°'^'^^-,the same as a black sheep is a

rd or an a^Hno''^
"""""^"^ ^'^'^^ ^ black squir-

^^^^ O"" crow or blackb rd.

s-Iver h/s r[ '^'^^.^ fo^' which IS the same, only the

n ) is a snnVr nf
'^.""'^''"^ °^ ^he blackinr; IS a sport of the common American red fox butbeing ma ed together will soon breed true sil er or black

same wav"'Th^ r
' '^^^"^

'H''^'^'' thesame way._ The common Arctic fox is brown in summer
frh.Vt '",^'"'^1' I'k<^ °">- common rabbit. They^re

S fllf f?,

sometimes up to $50; silver fox is quotedn the fur circulars at $50 to $300. I have known themto br.ng $500 and royal black fox skins have been so d SLondon for thousands. They breed once a year and usi-ally have litters of from five to seven
.

I have not heard lately from Mr. Knight's loo-acre fox
Inland m Boothbay Harbor. Two years or so a^o tWthought that they had seme thirty or forty foxes thereW
no. ^'lT ^''l 'r'''^"^

the\hole iLtiS hey coti dnot tell much about it.
^ >-uluu

"Our original blue foxes came to us "^ooo miles fmm
the islands of Alaska. A pair of bIues\Tbr™eders Telfor $125; a pair of silvers for $500, more or less."

The subject for conversation at an evening entertain-ment was the mtelhgence of animals, particu:arly dogs.
7'^'^

<^r^
^hat have more sensethan their masters." 'Just so." responded young Fitz-

noodle; I've got that kind of a dog myselfl"

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to ur individual connected with th« i>aper.
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find ii profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Steeam.

On the Stubble Among the Geese.
"It's nine o'clock, boys; you must be Up at two and

will then have to hustle to be in readiness before the

geese begin to move in their morning flight," and suit-

ing the action to the words we knock the ashes froyi

oiir pipes and breaking the circle around the kitchen

range, we go aloft and turn in and drop off to sleep

with the heavens of our imagination alive with honk-
ing feathered V's of geese. We are at a farmhouse
miles out from Dawson, with stubble on all sides of us

as far as the eye can reach. The railroad whistle and
the trolley gong may be blowing and clanging some-
where else, but around us is the siillness of death. The
barking of the watchful dog, suspicious of the moon, can-

not be heard, even be he hard at it. for the next house
is far out of hearing.

A resoimding whack upon the panel of our door, ad-

ministered by the horny-fisted hand of Jim. the man of

•all work around the farm, brings us bolt upright in our
beds. "It's two o'clock; the rig is ready and breakfast is

waiting." Another forty winks added to the seemingly
only forty we have just had is out of Ihe question, and
we turn out. ^

It's an outrage, we exclaim, to have the women folks

up and around for our benefit at .such an hour, but in-

asmuch as the cakes, sausages and cofifee are steaming

hot upon the table in front of us, there is simply nothing

to do but fall to and eat and be thankful and show our
appreciation of the cooking by eating heartily. When a

housewife has, after much care and lalwr evolved a meal,

she feels that no compliment or praise amounts to any-

thing compared with its hearty enjoyment by the par-

takers. A. cleared platter speaks louder than words.

Decoys, shell cases, guns, a liberal sttpply of straw and
three or four shovels are loaded into the rig, and we are

oft across the trackless stubble fields toward a knoll

which our friend tells us is in the line of fi;ght from the

prairie lake to the feeding grounds. The morning is

cold and frosty, almost cold enough for ice. For north

of us the lakes are already solid, and the ducks and
geese are moving sou.h to open water. The lake is not

a great distance away, and an occasional note from the

roosting mallards can be heard, otherwise no sound dis-

turbs the surrounding st.Uness.

Here we are upon the cliosen ground. Two pits

must be dug, and we set to work by the light of the

lantern. I say we, but as a matter of fact, the farmer

and his hired man very considerately set us to watching

the horses and getting the straw out of the wagon and
unloading our shell cases and preparing the decoys.

It was evident that we were more expert at other things

than digging pits through half frozen prairie soil.

There is no heaping up of earth around the pits, every

shovelful is scattered to fall evenly upon the stubbh.

Geese, pro.verbially stupid, are yet a suspicious bird in

their wild 'state. They will decoy to a libel upon their

race in the form of a one-legged tin fraud, haying noth-

ing more than outline and color to commend it. I have

frequently wondered why so many wise old ganders

with the responsibilities of their charges upon them,

should have gone to their deaths through a few pieces

of painted tin that no one but a goose would mistake

for a goose.
I think it is simply an exempkfication of the old

adage that love is blind, and the gander, the lord and

master of the flock, seeing the possibility of additions

to his harem, allows his lovesick blindness to lure him

on. Some might argue that the birds, in the air, by

instinct, thinking the ones in the stubble have found

pleasant feeding grounds, accordingly keep them com-

pany. But be this as it mav, records will prove that

a goose call and a few tin gay deceivers have brought

many a flock of geese out of the clouds down and

within reach of a load of BB's.

And Jim and the farmer are still digging, and we,

having performed the arduous tasks considerately set

for us, are holding the lantern and bossing the job.

Under our superintendence the second pit is finally

completed. Then the straw comes into play. We take

it and thinly scatter it over the loose dirt thrown from

the pits to make it approx'mate in appearance the sur-

roundmg stubble. The decoys are now evenly divided

and stuck into the ground around each pit. There is

nothing left to be done than to get into the pits and

await the first faint line of dawn upon the horizon. A
tew finishing touches in the matter of scattering the

remnants of straw judiciously about, when the shovels

are thrown into the rig, and with hearty wishes for our

success, our kind and obliging colaborers turn the

horses' heads toward home, with a promise to return tor

us at noon and pick us up. Jim, out of the darkness,

Shells back to know if he had better bring the bg farm

wagon to stow away our game. The glimmer of the

retreating lantern and the pattering hoof beats of

the horses upon the stubble are lost to sight and hear-

ing, and we are left to ourselves. Our pits are thirty

feet apart upon the crest of the knoll, and conversa-

tion relieves the tedium.
. We face toward the east, and with the very first

streak of dawn we hear a faint honk far away and well

up in the sky. The geese are on the wing. Honk! A
little more distinct. They arc coming oUr way. We
strain our eyes over the edge of the pit between two

shielding decoys, but we can see nothing. Honk!

Honk! More and more distinct, and we finger the

safely slides of our guns to make sure tliey are right.

There they are, well up, a dim sort of a V indistinctly

contrasting with the struggling light along the earth

line*

We can now hear the low gabbling of the entire flock,

a chorus to the resonant honks of the leading gander.

The goose call is cautiously used and all seems well, for

tlieir°flight is not only j^et d.rectly toward us, but they

are lowering. If we hold straight they are our meat.

We move not a muscle, hold owr breaths a&d W^it,

Through the loOk-out we can clearly outline each bird
and his markings, as well, With necks outstretched
they are regarding our decoys with interest mingled
with suspicion, but they are still coming on. The flock

set up a sort of low squealing, much like what would
be given out by a basket of restless puppies. How
evenly and beautifully they come on. every bird keep-
ing his line and distance, the leader with every .sense

alert to danger and his every movement being watched
by his followers, even to the rhythmic strokes of their

wings.

They are thirty yards up and almost over our heads,

when the gander, becoming alarmed, gives forth a honk
that acts like electricity upon the flock. Their line and
formation is instantly broken as each and every bird

seeks safety for itself. But for some it is too late, for

as they pass over our heads and from us, four shots

ring out in quick succession, and the flock goes on,

minus four of its members,
We jump from our pits, and with freshly loaded guns

in hand, hasten to gather our game. One bird being

wing-tipped, leads us a merry chase before we capture

him. Another charge of shot would have closed his

career, but the possibilities of a live decoy loomed up
and we fairly ran him down, a thing not easy to do
single-handed, sometimes.
We stowed our birds away in our pits, secured the

winged bird with a string to keep company with his tin

brethren and do the goose calling better than we could

do it, and await the coming of ^he next flock.

iMore honking in the distance. It is daylight now
and the rays of the sun are making objects discernible.

We can see the coming birds high up and some distance

ofi^. They come straight on, but long before they are

within gun shot the leader, as it were, changes his tune,

and the birds keep on, but making no attempt to get

nearer to the earth. They are fully eighty to ninety

yards up in the air, and we content ourselves with watch-

ing them as they derisively go honking over our heads.

They had no use for us and shunned our company. The
leader, perhaps, knew a thing or two, very likely had
had a charge of shot flung about his ears before and was
not going to allow anything to override his caution

begot of past experience.

The geese kept coming, flocks to the right of us,

flocks to the left of us, and flocks over us, alas! far out

of gun shot. More than once we longed for a .30-30 so

that we could try it on that saucy gander that honked
so derisively at us a hundred and fifty yards up in the

air.

As the sun got higher and higher, we realized more
and more that it was a poor day for ducks and geese.

At noon our wagon came, and Jim called on us to

show up. We threw our three geese into the rig,

securely staked down our live decoy and started for din-

ner. Before we reached the farmhouse it began to

cloud up and the wind shifted to the east. Jim thought

it meant, perhaps, a flurry of snow or some sleet, rain

at least, and then we could expect some fun.

He was right. We got all three. By the time we
reached our pits again it was drizzling.

We had hardly got settled and the team out of sight

when, looking out from the pit I saw a lone gander

not thirty yards away, poised, almost stationary, on

wing, intently and with evident curiosity watching our

decoys. There he was exposing himself like a wedge,

bill pointed directly at me. I had often heard that a

goose coming straight in would turn anything short of

a rifle ball, and here was our opportunity to test it.

No one ever had a better opportunity. I knew my
gun. I was using the best of all shells. I drew a

bead on the point of that gander's bill with the care

and precision that one might take at a thousand-yard

target—and pulled.

Did the gander double up and drop from a cloud of

feathers bored full of holes? Not for a moment.
With a shrill and startled honk, honk, he pulled him-

self together and quartered off to the right, giving me
an ideal parting shot. I let him go for a few yards,

giving him a chance to fall dead in midair from my pomt
blank discharge, but instead he gained speed with every

succeeding honk, until doubled up and brought to earth

by my second barrel. I was more confirmed than ever

that the safe way to shoot a goose is when he is mov-
ing from you. You must get under the feathers.

There were geese in the air, but they did not all come
our way, although they seemed to be hugging the

stubble.

Once in a while a flock came our way low, in fact, just

sk-mming the prairie, and in one instance the birds

alighted among our decoys. It was sleeting at the

time and the birds wanted company sorely.

Then the snow came down in earnest, wet and sticky,

packing in well under and between our collars and wet-

ting us thoroughly. It was far from pleasant and com-

fortable, and when we sighted the approaching wagon
early yet in the afternoon, we were satisfied to quit.

Our bag was ample, because it takes but few seven or

eight-pound geese to make a respectable bag.

When you drop a goose out of the heavens above

and he falls plumb because of a broken neck as he

strikes the hard prairie with a resounding whack, you

realize that you have something.

My friend had taken an incoming flock, and picking

out the leader, was fortunate in putting one shot up-

w^ard through the gander's head. Turning quickly to

get a second barrel into the fleeting flock, the falling

bird struck him full in the back between the shoulders,

breaking his aim and resulting in the discharge of the

gun. My companion collapsed and disappeared into the

pit. I at first thought his neck was broken, but he

pulled himself together finally and declared he had shot

his last incoming goose.
Charles Cristadoko.

Vifg-inia Gfowse and Twrfceys.-

Ilda, Va., Oct. 17.—There is a very large crop of grouse

this year, and there also seems to be a large number of

turkey and quail. Herb.

All communications intended for Forest and Steeam should

always be addressed to the Fotest and Stream Publishing Co., New

York, and aot to «Q7. individual connected wit^ the |pap«r.

Hunting in a Florida Jungle.

To that lover of rare but adventurous, sport, that i

found so often in a Florida jungle, tliis brief sketch, hs

related to the .writer by one of the hunters, may be in-

teresting.

Every old hunter will see in the following a reflex of

his own experience, for surprises and disappointments

almost invariably figure in any sportsntan's calcula-

tion, and the hunt that is planned to fill such a volunn-

of sport frequently dwindles into little else than pur
suit, and the hunt, for which little preparation has been

made, sometimes contains a whole chapter of delight

ful experiences, as the following briefly illttstrates:

Two thorough woodsmen with a novice made the

party. The trip was to consume but two days, of which
the going and coming would Occupy half. Trout and
wild turkeys were the objects.

The day was crisp and fresh and dogs and men werd
in high good humor. Quail season, with all its indfi

vidual charm, was "on," and as the wagon lumbere
along, the dogs ran upon two or three coveys, and
noon a dozen toothsome Bob Whites were baggea
These are cleaned, rubbed with salt and pepper, ant

baked in an old-fa.shioned Dutch oven; and the tirec

hunter forgets fatigue, troubles disappear, and he finds

himself at peace with all mankind, as the luscious tid-

bits of the forest feast tickle his palate.
;

It was only noon and the trip had already been a

pleasant one. At this point it was decided that the tesM
with the camp outfit should go on to tlie foot of tHg

sand hills, where the fishing was to be done, while oik

of the hunters would take a circuit around the cdgi
of the swamp to look for turkey signs. The wagon haq
gotten l)ut a short distance when the report of Mose-
ley's .gun was heard—which was interpreted as a signail

to wait—probably to change plans.

Soon the tall form of the hunter was seen coming
across the hill, and on a near approach he called foif

one of the horses to be brought—with the coolness oi'

his thirty years' hunting experience, he remarked tha'

he had killed a wild hog!
On being questioned by the excited tenderfoot, he re

ported that after getting well into the thicket he founi;

where some hogs had been rooting. Stealthily creeping

up on the trail he came within sight of a drove of si>

wild hogs; he secured one at first shot, the rest of tb
bunch scampering to the swamp without having seen thi

hunter. This was glorious news to the party and mean!
changing all plans, for it was now resolved that fishiiij

would keep and a wild hog hunt would be in order.

While Moseley went for the "game," the others pre^

pared the camp site, procuring water and wood, mud
pleased at the prospect of reviving "hog killing" day
in old Kentucky, when laughing negroes, the hoe cak

and the cracklings, made the day a festal on the oI(

plantation home.
Unprepared for any such work as cleaning a porkei^

the most primitive style had to be resorted to, which
however, never daunted the Florida hunters.

;

A lard can was converted into an impromptu kettle, i,

depression was scratched in the ground, moss was pullet

from the trees, knives made ready, and work began. Thi

men hard at work soon changed his majesty from a blaci

rooter of the forest to as white a form as an aristocratiii

young Berkshire.

It is supper time, and the old Dutch oven is agaij

brought into use, and with spare ribs roasting, encii;

cled in a ring of sw-eet potatoes, as the exquisite flavQ

floats out on the evening air, to quote front an Eesthetif

Florida huntsman, "the flowers close up with envy anf

the mockingbird swoons because he can never rival tha;

sweetness." '

On beds of moss pulled from the great live oaks thn

hunters slept the .sleep of the just. Before day the

were out with the hope of surprising some turkeys, bu

the shrewd birds were nowhere to be found in the be)

of timber which was supposed to be their roosting place

and the hunters decided to tramp across the hill to se
[

if by chance there were feeding on the oak mast.

Before going far, Tiner signalled that he had discovl

ered signs of game, and tracks of a large buck wef

plain where he had been feeding on acorns but a i&

hours before. For an hour they trailed him around, an

around, expecting to see him every moment jump froi

some covert. The dogs grew frantic as a clump of sma'

oaks wfts approached, and each man took a position t

secure the deer, but to the chagrin of the hunters, th

turkeys so long and earnestly hunted, were seen to leav

the brow of the hill and fly across to the cvpress timbe

beyond. ...
Finally, the deer trail led down from the sand hills int

a big flat covered with a rank growth of saw palmetto.

"Now," says Moseley, "I know where he is; he is lyii^

down near the pass that leads into the drive on tl

other side of the swamp. This same old buck has bee

jumped a number of times during the past two year

but always made his escape through the drive."

Progress through the sea of palmettos was slow, bl

Mosely, the best woodsman in the county, persistent!

followed the trail, a tortuous, scrubby path made by
"

deer and cattle, until the chase verged toward the pc
on the further side of the palmetto flat. The dogj

leaped and barked, trying to see over the tall thick paJ

metto. The entire field had been traversed now, arf
IVIosely realized that the only chance for the deer

of his being in the palmetto bordering the swamp. J.

as the edge near the pass was approached, a large a

lered deer leaped from his cool retreat, which was wii

in a few bounds of safety, in the swamp. The unerri

gun spoke as the deer made his second bound, and 1

1

fell to rise no more. He proved to be a magnifice |

specimen, one of the largest ever Jcilled in the coiiiii

with ten-prong antlers.

The prize was carried to the, outer edge oi the pci

metto scrub and there carefully covered with palmet
leaves to keep the keen-eyed buzzards from dcvourir

him. , .
i

While Tiner went to the camp for a horse fa carry t!^

game, Mosely and the exuberant tenderfoot starteti

hunt the trail of hogs, and by the time Tiner join

the hunters the dogs had rounded up the bunch of ho||

In a dense jungle of saw palmetto, running vine
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falleti logs, so thick that a man could penetrate >ith
difficulty, the hbgs chose their battle ground. The
champing of the tUsks of the large boar told men as well

as dogs that it was to be a battle royal. While the dogs
charged and recharged, the hunters held a council and
decided that the best plan would be to scatter the game.
One of the half-grown hogs was forced into the water

and made for the opposite shore of the lake, where he
was met by Mosely. His quarter-mile run had not cooled

his anger, and as the hunter dashed after him and caught
him by the leg, he turned ferociously upon the hunter,

who, by dexterous movements, kept ducking until the

hog was half drowned. It was then securely tied and
left squealing for the wagon to pick him up on the way
home.
While Mosely was busy with the shoat, Tiner and the

tenderfoot chased the others from the jungle across a
strip of low swampy ground.
The other side of the jungle was a low flat ground,

which was covered with water, except a high point in the

center. The hogs had left the jungle and swam across

the neck of water to the island. Tiner and the dogs
waded across and left the tenderfoot on a stand, where
it was expected the hogs would come out. From this

point they scattered again, the boar coming back to

the jungle, and here he took a stand from which he re-

fused to be moved, charging the angry dogs right and
left '

"

The tenderfoot conceived the foolhardy idea of going
to the dogs' assistance, which he did by crawling through
the matted underbrush on hands and knees to within a
few feet of where the enraged boar was held at bay.
The monster's swift charges at the dogs awoke the
hunter to the fact that" he was in an extremely danger-
ous position, for had the enraged animal charged in his

direction, there would have been little hope of escape

—

wedged in as he was in the tangled jungle.

Watching for a favorable opportunity, he fired his

gun, striking the hog in the jaw;' it broke from cover,

only to be turned back by the other hunter and the dogs.
Coming into the heart of the jungle again, the tender-
foot succeeded in getting a fair shot at his majesty,
when a ball from the .38 Marlin stretched him out.

Mosfily, coming up during the commotion, asked of
Tiner where the tenderfoot was. On being told that
he was in the jungle trying to get the boar, he exclaimed
with vehemence, "He will never come out alive !" but
a shot and an exultant yell soon told that the tenderfoot
was the victor. Minnie Moore-Willson.

Across New Brunswick on Snow-
shoes.—VL

Running by Compass.

The blazed trail upon which we found ourselves seemed
to lead in the same general direction as that which we
were wishing to follow, it being our only general under-
standing of our route that it should lie for the most part
to the south, and should hold in that direction a dozen
miles if the nature of the country would permit it. It

v;as now all running by compass. That is to say, we
continually checked up the. course of the blazes with
the compass. We found that we w^ere about five miles
south of the last lumbering camp, and getting well up
along the tributary of the little South Branch, when we
finally concluded that the blazes were running pretty
nearly on our proper course. At first we ran a little west
of south, and then swung over a little east of south. We
worked south about two and a half miles in this way, over
simply frightful tobogganing, yet we found the grade
ascended for the most part more gradually than we had
reason to expect, and met only one very bad hill, up
which the triumphant sleds none the less climbed in their
customary fashion. In this hard going, where once in

a while the sleds would break through the crust or slue
around in the treacherous fir thickets, both Adam and
Jack had the misfortune to break a sled shaft. I was
with Jack when he broke his, and he seemed to look at it

as a matter of course, and expressed no disagreement with
Dame Fortune over the matter. I think he ought to have
cussed a little, but he was. maybe, some shy. It was very
cold, the thermometer still hanging low. so that by 11
o'clock it was twelve below zero. We had before this all

of us known such a thing as frosted feet, but in this in-
tense cold we took pains that we should not get into
serious trouble. Jack and Charlie both did their snow-
shoeing in their stocking feet, each having on four pairs
of stockings. In this way one's feet do not feel the cold,
the dry snow never penetrating through the stockings at
all. The frost hung in a thick white rime upon beards, mus-
taches and hair, and even whitened the eyebrows, as we
liibored along up the gradually rising country, the breath
of the foremost men showing like a white cloud in the
still, cold air.

'

Plenty of Moose Sign.

We now were entirely clear of the lumbering opera-
tions, and as quick as we did get thus clear, we began
once more to see moose s'gn. All the forenoon and all

the afternoon we were practically all the time among
moose yards or moose sign, much of it bull sign and a
good deal of it pretty fresh. Adam was very much
pleased with the look of this country, and from this time
on it will be annexed to his domain along the Tobique.
The lumbering operations at the Branch camp are to be
concluded thi sv.'.nter, and Adam falls heir to the aban-
doned camp which hereafter will be one of his regular
camps. We can testify that it wHl be on the edge of a
magnificent game range, indeed in the heart of that range,
for as soon as the lumbermen go away the moose always
come in all over the country they have abandoned.

Some Problems.

We stopped to "boil the kettle'' at 11:30 this morning
and had rather a frosty lunch sitting around in the snow.
No Joe Ellis was in sight as yet, and we began to doubt
whether we should get to see h m before we had entirely
lost all touch with the northern side of the divide. At
no time did we suppose that our distance across was a
very great one, but we were uneasy because we did not
know how the country was going to look after we got

atef. We did not even know whether there were any
lumberiftg operations going otl in the doUUtry south of the

divide. If it happened that there Were lumbering camps
as dose Up to the south side of this unknown country, as
there Were on the north side, then we would be all right,

for we Could easily get supplies at the camps. As much
could be said in case we found Braithwaite's trapping line,

but we were not sure that we would find it, or if we
d.d, that We would find any grub in his shacks. We knew
perfectly well that when one stands on the mountain side

and looks off across twenty miles of wilderness, a blazed

trail is mighty hard to see, and even a well-brushed out
tote road or a hauling road cannot be seen at any great
distance, unless one knows where to look for it. One
may at any minute run entirely arcross a blazed trail and
never suspect its presence. It would be fatal for us thus
to run through Braithwa te's trail. Naturally, therefore,

we were anxious to hold on to our Indian, Joe Ellis, as
long as we might, so that even if we did not take him
through with us he might help us on our way back if we
had to take the back trail. We did not know how far we
could go with the supplies we were able to take along.

Lost Man's Camp.

At 3 :30 we stopped for the day, and went about build-
ing our first camp in the unknown country. All hands
worked as briskly as possible for nearly two and a half
hours—that is to say, until after the fall of darkness—in
getting ready the bivouac. The busy little New Bruns-
wick axes soon dropped abundance of big firewood, dry
pine and frozen birch. We scraped out a hole in the
snow, used a couple of stumps for supports, rolled up
against them three sections of heavy birch logs, and then
\yent to work as fast as m ght be splitting up equal por-
tions of birch and pine fagots. It is necessary to use an
abundance of light wood such as pine or fir to keep the
icy birch wood burning, although the latter lasts longer
and produces most of the desirable bed of coals which is

the thing to have in an open camp of this kind.
_We had a little open tent of the Nessmuk pattern along

•with, us, but we knew perfectly well that if we put it up
close enough to the fire to get any warmth from the
fire, we should certainly burn the tent down. Accordingly
we simply folded it up and threw it at the back of the
camp, over some sticks which we thrust in the snow. It
extended far enough forward to cover the face and per-
haps a part of the shoulders, so we fancied wejiad some-
thing over us, and so slept very well content. A big log
served for a pillow, and as for our bed, we made a dis-
covery which proved a valuable one. Every one knows
that evergreen boughs are highly cracked up as a wilder-
ness bed, but not every camper knows that these boughs
are cold as ice and worse than ice when, as we found
them, they are covered with frozen snow. The warmth
of the fire simply melts the snow, and as quick as the fire

goes down your bed simply freezes up again, so that while
lying on these boughs you can't very well keep warm.
While Charlie and I were scooping the hole in the snow
w^e carne upon a rotten pine stump, and as we began to
beat this to pieces with the axes, we found that it crum-
bled into soft bits, which served excellently well to fill in
the hollows of the ground. This gave us an idea, and at
once we fell upon certain other dry-pine stumps which
were found about, and we pounded these up also, making
our bed out of rotten pine wood instead of pine boughs.
It was very much softer than the boughs, and in every
way better for that kind of a camp. We can recommend
it as a hunter's expedient when the thermometer is twenty
below zero, and you have not an}^ better bed along. I

wonder where a man would have been about then with
an air mattress in this bivouac in the snow, Avhich we
called "Lost Man's Camp."
That night was the coldest of the winter thus far, the

thermometer going twenty-one degrees below zero. We
stretched a line across the front of the camp, back of the
clothing, but we found it almost impossible to do anything
iri this way, for though the socks would thaw out on one
side, they would freeze stiff on the other. The water froze
continually in the water pail in front of the fire. Of
course it was necessary that we should take turns in firing.

The night was perfectly still, the sky blue, and the stars
very bright, and the big, white-covered, solemn pines stood
all about us. It was one of those experiences such as
one would not willingly let go from his memory.
In winter work of this kind there is danger if one does

not know how to take care of himself, or if he be with
men who are not good woodsmen. It takes a good ax-
man to make himself comfortable in weather like twenty
below zero, and for the best of axmen a comfortable camp
under such conditions means two or three hours of the
hardest sort of work. We pursued our wood cutting by
moonl;ght and firelight, after we had eaten our supper
on the spread-out blankets. Even Adam complained of
being cold that evening, for the heat of the body had
caused the snow to wet his jumper quite through during
the day, and now that the perspiration was drying out
aad the wet cloth freezing, he foitnd himself very un-
comfortable. Adam was so big that none of the rest of
us could very well fit him out with clothes, but by dint of
much turning and twisting in front of the fire, he finally
got dried out.

Whichever way we looked in this country, we saw not a
stump, save of our own making. The fallen trees and
the smoke of the woodman's fire for the first time broke
this sanctuary of the moose. This was indeed the
Wilderness. Upon our intrusion the moon looked coldly,
unsympathetically down. The stars shone malignantly
bright.

Exploration,

On the next day we found the temperature not mitigat-
ing. This was excellent for traveling purposes, for it

kept the snow hard and dry. It is altogether probable
that had we met a deep, soft snow, or a very wet snow, on
our way across, we should never have made it through, but
luck stayed with us as long as it was apparently neces-
sary.

Adam and Charlie started out in the morning to explore
a bit before we broke camp, and started ahead with the
sleds. We did not care to cast ourselves loose entirely
so long as we had even so good a stopp ng place as this,
for we could not tell what was ahead. It must always he
remembered as a great complicating feature in this sort
of traveling, that the country is so heavily timbered that
it is simply impossible to see ahead at any distance. In
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the Rockiies one can always look aroitrtd and sfe wtiefe
the mountains are, but in New Brunswick, densely over-
grown as it is, there may be a hill a quarter of a mile
ahead which you cannot see. All we knew was that we
had now reached nearly the head of the lillle Iribiitary
01 the Little South Branch, which we had been follow-
ing, but we were not sure whether it was Little or Big
South Branch waters. On our way Up we had found a
cross line of blazes which we took to have been made
by Ellis, or some unknown trapper. So far as we could
tell, this cross line led over toward the Serpentine, whose
rough country we were studiously avoiding. We found
also an east and west line, and the blaze on the tree
marked with the name of "Charles Cameron & Wilson
Porter, of Andover, New Brunswick, June 4, 1895." We
afterward learned that these were members of a surveying
party which ran a line across that country and had got
jolly well lost while doing it. As for ourselves, we were
lost just as much as anybody ever was, and our little
scout,ng party was a very necessary preliminary at the
time.

Jack and I lay in camp, finding enough to keep us busy
in chopping wood for the coming night. All about us lav
the silent icy calm of the wilderness, not a breath of wind
nsing to disturb the white masses of snow which lay
all over the forest covering. It was bitterly cold, and we
found that we would freeze very quickly if we were not
careful. Adam and Charlie had started out in their stock-
ing feet, for no one felt 1 ke taking chances of freezing
his feet. Adam's last injuncticn was that we must be
verycareful while chopping wood. "One little slip with
an ax up in liere, my son," he said, "would mean a mighty
serious trouble for everybody in this party"—advice which
surely was well worth follow ng. Adam told me before .

he started out that day that the foregoing was the coldest
night he had ever "lain out" in his life."

Mistake as to Wherea Ioats.

In our ignorant guess at the situation, we now thought
that we were nearing the top of the Tobique Divide, and
that presently we should break our way to the southward
to the Miramichi country, it being Adam's intention to
put in a half day finding the way down on the south side
of the divide. We felt that we were free of the dreaded
Serpentine, and figured that possibly we were nearing the
head of the Big South Branch of the Nipisiguit. In the
latter case we had noth ng by way of a stream to follow
down, as that river wouKi not lead us in the right direc-
tion at all. As a matter of fact, the top of this easy ridge
which we had been ascending for more than three miles
in a general southern direction, was the divide between the
waters of the Little South Branch and Bubar Brook, the
latter being a Serpentine stream. We were to cross, be-
fore we finally got into the Miramichi country, no less
than, three such divides. Ail of which shows how little
we knew about the countfy we were crossing.

"Jumped."

Before we went into camp on the preceding day, we
crossed a very large bull moose trail which might have
been made two or three days earlier. Jack thought he
would like to go and see what was on the other end of"
that trail. Hence he left me in camp later m the day
and started out. He followed the trail, as appeared later;
for about three miles, and found himself in the middle of
a fresh moose yard. He took off his snowshoes and went
along the trail for a time and got within fifty yards of
the moose, which, after their contemptible custom, were
hiding just behind a heavy thicket. He heard them smash
the brush as they went out on the gallop—one splendid
bull and two or three cows. These moose we later learned
canie right over toward our bivouac, and went across the
trail of Adam and Charlie less than 400 yards from the
camp,

The Return of the Native.

Jack got back at noon, and with him whom should I
see, as they came up the trail, but the long-lost much-
sought Indian. Joe Ellis. Joe's friend, John Moulton, had
become homesick and left him for the settlements, carry-
ing by the way, some letters which we gave him 'against
such a contmgency, and which in due time turned up in
the Dead Letter Office at Halifax. We gave John AIoul-
ton some- money to pay postage, etc., on the let.ers, but
reason on the premises that John needed gin more 'than
he did postage stamps.
Jack had found Joe Ellis getting ready to boil his tea

kettle in a little camp which Jack simply blundered over
and which we had missed as we came up the hill This
was loca.ed on the side 1 ne of b azes which we had dis-
covered, and had we followed that line for a half-mile
we should have discovered Joe's shack.

'

Presently Adam and Charlie came back from their little
exploring trail, and we had a sort of reunion and jub lee
by the, camp-fire. Adam and Charlie had discovered that
we were not yet at the top of our divide by any means for
they had found much higher country further on. On the
summit Adam had climbed a tree and thence obtained a
panoramic view of the country lying out to the south and '

west. He and Charlie had made search for a certam tree
vyhich, accord ng to the tradition of the Ellis trapping
line, once bore an inscription made by the hand of no less
a person than Henry Braithwaile himself. This tree ac-
cording to Joe. he saw four years ago near the top of
this divide. On it was Braithwaite's name, and the advice
that his camp was but a few miles south of that tree
Such are some of the vague means of information in the
wilderness. If only we could find Henry's tree how
glad we would all be! Adam said that it was not an im-
possible trail up to the divide from where we were but
that there was a haul of about a half mile or so which
was as bad as ever lay out of doors. Ellis said that when
he went up that hill he never attempted to take his sled
at all. but stopped at the foot of it and packed his stuff
up on his back in relays. Adam and Charlie declared
their intention of returning up the hill and putting in the
afternoon m brushing out. so that the sleds could eet
through the next day. Ellis returned to his own shack
to sleep that night—another mistake which we made We
ought to have kept h m right with us all the time al-
though, as It proved, we lost nothing more serious than
a few hours' time. Joe told us that he had seen a big
moose trail made the day before, made by a bull, and one
which had evidently been driven some distance' since it
was leaving blood on the snow cru§t and must have
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traveled a long way before the crust cut through its skin.

Moose sign^ very abundant, was now reported by all

hands in every direction for three miles from our camp.

We dared not stop to hunt.

The Sileht Watches of the Night.

Charlie and Adam came in covered with snow, tired and
wet, before dark that night, but luckily they did not have

to cut wood, and could make themselves comfortable at

once. I stood the first watch that night, and it was an
experience, which will long remain with me in memory. It

was still very cold, more than twenty below xero, but by

8 or 9 o'clock that night light masses of clouds began to

scud across the sky, seemingly no higher than the tops

of the great pine trees which stood ranged about. Then
came little gusts of wind, which shook tlie snow down in

white showers all over the blanketed forms which lay

before the fire. Yet the moon was bright enough all the

time, and showed in perfect distinctness the white-capped

sentinel pines. The frost was so keen that continually

there could be heard the cracking of the trees, sounds
sharp and loud as rifle shots, now here and now yon,

sometimes near and sometimes far away in the distance

of the forest. Other than these sounds nothing broke the

silence. And the white wilderness lay about dazzling

bright, cold, very cold in its appearance. It was glorious,

simply glorious. The wilderness—the memory of the

wilderness, this is the best part of the moose hunt, and
far more worth than many moose.
To one seated alone at the fireside on a night like this

time flies by on leaden wings. I looked at my watch

dozens of times, and sometimes was shocked to find that

the minute hand had not gone more than fifteen minutes

of distance around the dial, whereas I was sure it had

reached the next hour mark. My duties consisted of

keeping the foot logs against the back logs, of keepmg
plenty of pine faggots in with the birch, of poking any

broken faggot down under the fire, and of spreading out

the bed of coals so that the heat would be reflected back

into the camp. So long as I kept the other fellows snor-

ing, I felt that I was doing pretty well. Once in a whde
they would get so warm that I could see them pull up

their feet, which is also a very good sign. Sometimes

the feet of Adam and his almost equally long son Jack

-would stick down so close to the fire that their stockings

began to smoke. Then I would lean a piece of birch bark

against their feet to keep them from burning. Another

duty of the watcher in such a bivouac is to keep sparks

off the blankets. We had $40 or $50 worth of blankets

and could not afford the loss of them.

At midnight the clouds were becoming denser and still

more rapid in their scurrying flight. The wind came up

in strange, tempestuous gusts, without any preliminary

and as suddenly fell again. It was evident when I turned

in that there was go.ng to be a storm, and at this pros-

pect no one felt any too well pleased. It is no joke to be

caught at such a place in a heavy fall of snow.

The Match In the Storm.

At 4 o'clock in the morning all of us who were sleeping

were awakened peremptorily by Adam, who called, "Roll

out, boys, the storm is on! We've got to get up. Crawl

out now, before the blankets get wet!"

So we crawled out in a blinding fall of snow, and packed

our precious blankets, the first thing we did. We fastened

the packs on the toboggans soon thereafter, made our

breakfast by firelight, ate up the last fragment of meat

which we had, and at the first gray dawn were on the trail

again to the southward, with nothing but biscuits and tea

and a general trustfulness in our good luck to assist us.

This was the morning of Dec. 23, getting on toward

Christmas, and there was no one there who could give a

decent guess where he would be on Christmas day. We
followed a general course of about south-southwest, for a

time, leaving this little brook which Ellis had told us

ran back into the Little South Branch, and not into the

Big South Branch, as for a time we had supposed pos-

sible. We blazed trees to mark our way back in case we
were caught in a heavy storm, which should obliterate the

snowshoe trail, and I marked a tree here and there with

our names, the date, etc., figuring that this sort of thing

might come mighty useful to some other fool fellows who
might be trying to do things they didn't ought to at some

date later to be determined.

The brushing out on the trail which had been done the

day before helped matters wonderfully. By 10 oclock we
were at the foot of the big and much-dreaded hill of which

Ellis had told us, and which Adam and Charlie had dis-

covered for themselves, I shall not undertake to say how
those three men pulled the heavily loaded toboggans up

these awful slopes. I admit that I could not have done

this son of thing, and I found my rifle and pack all I

wanted to negotiate. I do not think three better men
ever went on snowshoes than the tliree who broke this

trail across this divide.

The Top of the Big Divide.

In some fashion we finished the long and frightful

ascent of this mountain side, making the top some time

after 11 o'clock. At this time Joe Elhs had not appeared,

although we were expecting him to follow on along our

trail. We still missed the mythical Braithwaite tree of

which Ellis had told us. Had we found this tree, we
should in fact have been out of our troubles, for it directed

us to head straight south. When we got to the top of

the hill we were afraid to strike straight south, for the

country in that direction dropped oft" so sharply that we
knew we were throwing away every advantage of eleva-

tion we had gained, and we neither wanted to reascend this

hill nor climb another like it beyond, if it could be avoided.

Therefore it became necessary to prospect once more,

Adam and Charlie went down the further side of the big

hill, taking a southwest course by compass, and trying

to figure out some way of getting to the south and still

keep ng up on the height of lan-d and out of the dreaded

Serpentine breaks. At i o'clock Ellis came poking along

the trail, and Adam and Charlie came back, looking some-

what disgusted until they saw Ellis. Then we all "boiled

the kettle" and reached that calm and resolution which

pertain only to i)..qaatt of well-boiled, strong black tea.

Cotiocil of War.

Toe Ellis told us that we had passed the original Braith-

waite tree and had come too far down across the hill.

He said that he had a shack over in the Serpentine
country, about two or three miles from where we were.
It was due southwest to that camp, and this would bring
us much below the place where we figured out Henry
Braithwaite's northernmost camping shack ought to be.

Joe said that he could get us through by a trail of his

own from this Serpentine camp, which, as we figured,

would require nearly a southeast course from the Serpen -

tine camp, to the lake where Henry's camp was supposed
to be. As a matter of fact, this trail from Ellis' camp to

Henry's must be northeast, and not southeast. '.So much
for scientific data. We resolved not to swing so far west,

but to chance it straight across.

Ellis consented to go with us in our dash tliat afternoon
for this unlocated lake (which, by the way, is not shown
on any map of New Brunswick). He himself was afraid

to strike straight south t'rom tbe top of the divide. Here
again we found we had made a mistake. After we had
gotten across, we found that a much better trail could
be made by keeping on the height of land and running
south from a little barren which Adam and Charlie found
on the top of the big hill. As it was, we got into pretty

rough country, although nothing is impossible for the New
Brunswick toboggan when pulled by men such as these.

All the time we were in the middle of moose sign. We
dropped down swiftly on the southeast face of our big hill,

wallowing a-plenty through snow-burdened fir thickets,

crossing occasional wind falls, but all the time working
down and working south. We had not yet crossed the

trapping line which Ellis said ran over to the lake, but at

last, perhaps a mile and a half from our lunching point, we
did strike blazes again, and hence we were entirely sure

that at last we were safe and that we would get through
to some place of comfort before any bad storm could
stop us.

At length we Came to a little brook, which was the

last water leading down to the Serpentine, we having now
entirely left the Little South Branch waters far back of

us. Hence we felt that the next water we might find

must be Miramichi water, and that we must have accom-
plished the purpose of our trip.

We now began to ascend a long, easy, swelling divide,

at whose summit I marked a tree, naming the nattire of
the divide, as I had the two previous divides which Ave

had crossed. Some time Henry Braithwaite will be
prowling around in there, and will see this tree, and find

recorded fhe distance which we estimated it to be from
his own cfamp.

Success

!

At 3 :20 of Dec. 23 we saw a little dark spring hole, black

under the snow which framed it about. It was not a

very attractive-looking place, but every fellow there gave

a shout as he saw it. We had headed the last brook,

crossed the last divide, reached the southeast waters, and
at last broken into the iMiramichi country.

We had in effect done precisely what all of our friends

told us we could not do, what we really could not have
done had we met any worse weather than we had, and
what perhaps few parties might do so fortunately if they

went across as ignorant as we were of where they were
going to come out. Our party could do it again now
without very much trouble, and indeed could better the

trail south from the summit of the big divide to the lake

where Braithwaite's most northerly camp is located.

The Trail In the Snow.

We were not, however, as yet quite out of our trouble.

Joe Elis was now at the limit of his knowledge, and could

not tell how far it would be until we struck lumber camps
south of the point where we now were. On our way
down the hill we had struck one big open piece of forest,

from which a wide view was possible to the southward,

It was a wild and stirring scene which lay before us

—

fifteen or twenty miles of panorama of the wildest of the

New Brunswick wilderness, a region covered with a thick

black forest and broken up into a thousand steep and
sweeping hills. The roughest of this country lay off to

the right as we looked southward, being in fact the rough
basin of the Serpentine -which we had thus successfully

avoided. East of this somewhere, as we were satisfied,

lay Henry Braithwaite's little, thin, indistinguishable line

of blazes, hidden somewhere in the forest, we could not

tell. If we should head it, or miss it, or run through
it, then stern and serious indeed would be our plight.

We pushed on late into the afternoon, the snow by this

time having begun to fall heavily and steadily. At last,

just before 4 o'clock, as the darkness was coming on
very fast, we broke out into the open, and found our-

selves at the edge of a little crescent-shaped lake, three-

quarters of a mile or so in extent. The snow made it

difficult to see much more than to the further edge, as

we looked across the lower horn of the lake. We pushed
out into the open, exultant in spite of our uncertainty.

There, written on the surface of the snow, was a record

which caused the blood of every hungry mother's son of

us to jump a little—a snowshoe trail, and made that day!

"It's Henry, by the great Harry!" said Adam. "He's

been here to-day, just about thinking that we were going-

to come through
!"

"Yes, and he's gone back," said Charlie. "The trail is

fresher coming this way than going up. He came by here

about noon on his way back."

"And it's not very far to the other end of the lake," said

Joe Ellis.

"We had better go up there and have a look," said

Jack.
"Yes, because we're all of us just a little hungry,"

said L E.. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Pennsylvania*

Canadensis, Pa., Oct. \9>.-~Editor Forest and Stream:

Three days of tramping through this section of the coun-

try has convinced me that the ruffed grouse shooting is

going to be unusually good. There seem to be a great

many birds, but owing to the late warm weather the

foliage is still heavy, and the birds are in coveys. The
swales are full of water, a condition that makes tramping

far from pleasant. However, ten days of the right sort of

weather will so alter these conditions that the sportsman

will soon find good tramping and good shooting.
T. E. B,

Wasatch Waves*
The sc-ason now drawing to a close has averaged up

well so far as the .sportsman is concerned. The trout

and bass season opened June 15, with but few trout

rising and no bass. But as the summer advanced con-
ditions improved, and, -as a whole, trout fishing in Utah
has been better than for man}'^ previous years. Espe-
cially is this true on the Strawberry Reservation, where
now the_imported rainbow trout are farger and more
numerous than the natives. At the present time it is

too late and cold for good lly-fishing, but large catches
are made by trolling, f wish I could say as much for

the bass. The rea.son why they cannot be caught will

be apparent later on.
On July T doves had iio- look out for themselves, and

they seemed to be in greater numbers than ever before.

There was at least a month's good dove shooting be-

fore the birds became wild and separated into little

bands or flew singly. Of course, all through the sum-
m.er there was the average cottontaiL and squirrel

shooting for those who enjoy such shooting at that

season.
Unfortunately for the farmer and well for the chick-

ens there were no- heavy spring storms this year ; neither

were there late fires. Consequently, the sport with all

gallinaceous birds from Aug. 15 until the present time
has been "simply immense." Where the chickens have
been shot from one stubble the hunter has only to go
to the next field to locate another brood. For a week
or two, late in August and early in September, a curious

condition of affairs prevailed. The upland benches were
'so parched and dry that the grouse left their regular

feeding grounds and came dowiT to live with the "drum-
mers" (partridges) on the timbered bottoms. But the

first fall rains sent them back to their accustomed >

haunts. The dusky grouse are now up in the pines, and
hard climbs always result in large bags, even for the

poorest shots.

Only the duck crop is a complete failure. Where
once there was abundance of feed and where four years

ago I rowed a boat easily, is now only sand and mud.
The carp have got away with the feed, and dry sea-

sons and the fact that Utah Lake is being pumped out

for the benefit of Salt Lake County farmers, gives no
inducement to the ducks and geese to stop in their mi-
gratory flight. Indeed, there is better duck shooting
to-day on Strawberry and Bear River and their tribu-

taries, and on small irrigating reservoirs 'than on the

larger lakes. There will be practically no duck shoot-

ing this year unless on the famous Bear River grounds
near Corinne, and there, because the ducks have no
other place to go, the sport should be even better than

usual. To some extent the loss of duck shooting is com-
pensated for by the numbers of jacksnipe, willet, curlews

and avocets, almost unknown a few years ago, that

now frequent the muddy flats.

The western legislator is not yet educated oh the sub-

ject of game preservation. Our mills still dump their

sawdust in the streams, and the man who would have

tlie temerity to introduce a bill requiring the screening

of irrigating ditches need hope for no mercy at the

hands of his constituents. Commissioner Sharp is

greatly hampered by these conditions, but" I notice that

several ardent sportsmen have been nominated for the

next legislature, so there is a slight chance of a change
for the better.

It is a good year for big game. Deer are abundant
within a few miles of the larger towns, and bear and
mountain lions are by no means unknown. The caiions

are now filled with hunters who await the opening day
for deer (to-morrow, Oct. 15). The best big game
grounds in Utah to-day are in the Brown's Park region,

along the lower Green River, and in the Henry Moun-
tains. So far as my experience goes, none of these fields

can compare with those of Colorado and Wyoming.
Shoshone.

Mr. Kinney on Highland Moors*

Mr. A. B. F. Kinney, of Worcester, Mass., has re-

cently returned from a European tour, in the course of

which he spent some days on the grouse moors of

Scotland. The Worcester Telegram tells of it:

From a Telegram reporter Mr. Kinney had a letter

of introduction to Thomas G. Henderson, secretary of

the great Northern meetings, an athletic and social or-

ganization of an exclusive kind, which has been in exist-

ence since 1788, which has had yearly athletic meetings

since that time without a break, with a great ball on

each night of the athletic meetings, which always come
in September. These meetings the distinguished per-

sons w-ho are in the highlands at their shooting lodges

attend, and there are more of the nobility of England

and Scotland and of the millionaires of America at these

balls than at any other athletic or social event in Scot-

land.

When Mr. Kinney called on Air. Henderson it was in

the week of the Northern meetings and he was a busy

man, but he took time to interest himself in Mr. Kin-

ney's trip and inquired after a Telegram reporter, vvho

was Mr. Henderson's private secretary prior to coming
to this country. One of the special things he told Mr.
Kinney was that while he was fishing in the River Ness,

which divides the town, he caught fresh water salmon

that weighed 34 pounds, and it was about a record

catch for the rod.

Mr. Kinney was interested in his visit to Mr. Hender-

son, for the reason that both are great sportsmen,. and

are in the same business, that of selling guns and fish-

ing tackle, powder and other equipments and appara-

tus for men who want to have a good day's sport. Mr.

Kinney drove all over the town famous as theiresidence

of King Macbeth, and saw the great cemetery, a large

hill, the top of which looks like the keel of a ship,

called Tomnahurich, which in the good old days used

to be known as "the hill of the fairies," where fifty

years ago corn was growing in abundance.

Returning to Edinburgh, Mr. Kinney said he was

favored with all the shooting he could spend time to

take, through the good offices of Speedie Bros., of Edin,

burgh, who make a business of renting moors, forests
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and fishing privileges. The elder brother, Tom Speedie,

is a naturalist, author of two books, one of which is en-

titled, 'The Game in the Highlands and Lowlands of

Scotland," written several years ago, which he said is

the most interesting book he had ever read on game and
recreation by a European author.
He knows all kinds of game in their habits, both

large and small game, from one end of Scotland to the

other, and probably rents more moors and game pre-

serves than any other four men in Scotland.

Mr. Kinney put himself in communication with Tom
Speedie as soon as he arrived in London. When Mr.
Kinney arrived in Edinburgh Mr. Speedie had laid out

for his American visitors a programme of what he was
going to do in the way of shooting grouse, and along
with a couple of gentlemen he was invited to have some
shooting, which they did for a couple of days with

great success. In addition to Mr. Kinney and Mr.
Speedie there were in the party Lieut. A. C. Stewart
of H. M. S. Venerable, C. Hunt, of London, and D.
H. Cox, of Cambridge.
These men were royal good sportsmen, Mr. Kin-

ney said, and they all had a great time. The party

went out twenty-five miles from Edinburgh to a little

town called Stowe, then drove eight miles in a dogcart
and walked about two miles to shooting ground. They
were in the highlands of that part of the country and the

party had three grouse drives that day with lots of

sport. The first day was foggy and there was rain, but

the party shot a good bag of grouse. The second day
they were favored with better weather.

"Personally," said Mr. Kinney, "I feel under great

obligation for the great privileges and courtesy these

men showed me while I was in Scotland, and especially

when I was an entire stranger to them.
"Then I had a great day's sport in grouse driving

on a moor controlled by Charles Stewart, a prosperous
and wealthy merchant of Edinburgh. This moor was

, only twelve miles from the city and there were eight in

the party, and they were driven to the shooting grounds
in traps from the city. Everything Mr. Stewart had to do
with, so far as our pleasure was concerned, was of the

most royal order, and I enjoyed one of the grandest

days of .shooting with that party I ever had in my life.

Mr. Speedie did much for me, to the neglect of his own
business, and he accompanied me CA'crywhere I went
dur'ng those days of shooting.

"There is no shooting on the American continent but

what I have had, but I have had nothing compared
with the fine sport of these days in bringing down the

elusive grouse of Scotland. These grouse can beat for

swiftness on the wing any kind of a bird I ever saw.

"You may say, Mr. Reporter, that I have in my day met
with several nationalities, but there are none who have
hearts as near my standard of what men should be as

those fellows I have met in little Scotland. The people

there are very few clannish and hang together like brothers,

and if they were not so much so, it would be a" good
thing if more of them came out to this country to,

show the people here their enterprise and thrift. By the

exercise of these same traits of character they could

be independent in. .this Gountry witin'n a reasonably short

time.

"These people ought to be encouraged to come to the

United States. We cannot have'too many of them. here.

It is a well-known fact that there is no prejudice against

the nationality of Scotland on the American continent.

"When I was in Inverness. Sept. 14, 15 and 16, there

was snow on the highlands, so much of it that it drove
the deer down to the village and into the woods near

the towns.
"On our return trip we stayed off at the great walled

city of Chester, the wall having been built by the Ro-
mans, and we looked out o{ the tower window from
which Prince Charlie saw his army defeated on the

moor near by. The walls around this city arc nine feet

wide.

"My trip was made more for- the purpose of finding

out what kind of shooting they had ui Scotland, and I

am very much gratified at the result <jf my journey. I

was also very much surprised at the enormous build-

ing owned by The Scotsman uf Edinburgh, probably

the leading daily in Scotland, which cost $5,ooo,ocK)."

In Nessmufc's Haunts.
Wellsboro, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream. Some
time since I saw an inquiry iti Forest and Stream for a
recipe for "fly dope." For the bejiefit of your readers I

will give the formula of one which I have used for years

and have found very effective, never having met a winged
"varmint" wh.ch cared to take the second whiff of it:

Oil of tar. 2 ounces
Oil castor i ounce
Oil pennyroyal ounce
Gum camphor 54 ounce

Warm and dissolve together. Apply lightly and re-

peat as required. Olive oil is more aesthetic, but castor

wears longer.

Perhaps some of Nessmuk's former readers would like

tc hear a word from the camp ground of the tribe of

Nessmuk. Small animal life is fairly abundant about the
" 'baga patch," so named by Nessmuk, from the fact that

when first cleared it was sown to rutabagas. The rabbits

whittled my beans and peas and the red squirrels played
havoc with the apple crop; they seem to know that they
are immune. One of them, a female, whom I have har-

bored for three winters, as I was hoeing the garden the

other day, was chewing up my winter sweets and spitting

the chankings on me; meanwhile barking and growling,
evident?!ij' in "ghoulish glee."

The deer are virtually extinct in this section; some
few are left in the newer and wilder counties, but they
are fast following in the footsteps of the elk and the
buffalo. . .

There is one uncultivated and all but uncivilized lout in

this neighborhood who ranges early and ,
late, in season

and out, with rod or with dog and blunderbuss, especially
on Sunday, who spares neither fur, fin or feather from
infancy to. old age. .

'

While deer are a'boirt exterminated in Pennsylvania, -the

jj't^f seem to" be increasing, the "slashings'' of the Itimber-

men affording them shelter and food in the form of black-

berries and raspberries, and the treacherous brush being a
pretty effectual guard against sneak hunting them. Some
few men trap for bear in a desultory way, and occasion-
ally take one, but I know of no one who owns a pack of
bear dogs, and as to overtaking a bear on foot, a man on
crutches might as well undertake to overhaul a tornado.
The ground within a half-day's travel of Wellsboro is

fairly covered with bear sign, and I know where one has
riLhged for the past three years, which, according to his

track and his "bite" on the body of a tree must be a giant.

Three years ago next Thanksgiving we almost had him.
We struck his fresh trail with the wind strong in our
favor and a heavy wet snow falling, the most noiseless

time I ever saw in the woods, and Wallace M., of Galeton,
took his track into the slashing while wc two skirted the
same. The circumstances were ideal for bear meat, but
alas and alas ! the man with me persisted in traveling too
fast and too noisily, in spite of all I could say, and finally

to my utter confounding gave a shrill whistle, trying to

locate "Wal," and of course away went Bruin. He claimed
to be a Rocky Mountain hunter, but lacked several de-
grees of being a Pennsylvania hunter. However, if the
bear maintains his present range until fur gets good this

fall, I shall strive to cultivate his further acquaintance,
and should I succeed in getting him into the sights of a

.45 Sharps, it won't be my fault if I fail to give good
account. Young Nessmuk.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

From Minnesota.

Chicago, III., Oct. 14.—Mr. S. F. Fullerton, the hustling
State Game Warden of Minnesota, in a personal letter

v/rites entertainingly regarding affairs in the busy North-
west, as below:

"I have had a little quail hunt since I wrote yoit. Joe
Whitney, son of our expert printer, Mr. C. C. Whitney,
here in the Capitol, and myself, went up the H. & D. divi-

sion of the Milwaukee road, two hours' run from St.

Paul, and got sixty in two days' hunt. They are thicker
than sparrows up there this year, and my talk to you
v.dien here that there was no necessity for any Minnesotan
to go south to get quail hunting, I think is fully verified.

"I .suppose you saw in the papers about the invitation
that has. been sent to the President to come for a moose
hunt, but I don't believe he will be able to come, because
the accident that has happened to him would make it

pretty hard for him to walk. All arrangements have been
made, so that he would get a moose. I will try to get
you a birch bark copy of the invitation that was sent him

;

I have one,^ and I think a great deal of it—it is a work
of art, done on birch bark with a pen, a splendid portrait
of a moose head in the corner, with oak branches and
acorns, then the names of the invited guests. Of course I
had nothing to do with it any more than signing the
license, which I am glad to say the people are going to
pay for in case he comes, and put Iiini on the same foot-
ing as any non-resident."

The Charges Against Minnesota Varcfeos.

The sportsmen's world has rarely had opportunity to see
action so senseless, groundless and wholly cruel, as the
charges made by a local sporting paper here against the
game wardens of Minnesota, who in the opinion of the
local paper have been acting as a fence for "tons of illegal

game." I have learned in an indirect manner this week
that the State Game and Fish Commission of Minnesota
do not propose to rest under these charges. They express
themselves as willing to listen to any proper public
criticism of themselves and their methods, but do not in-
tend to submit to direct charges of dishonesty. The paper
which is concerned in the affair, is stated not to have
printed in full the earlier letter sent it by Warden Fuller-
ton. The option is offered this newspaper of making pub-
lic reparation for the injury done or of proving the
charges in court. The matter is a very unusual one, and
it is indeed difiicult to understand why a newspaper claim-
ing to support the principles of game ])rotection should
seek to besmirch the reputation of the most efficient set
of game wardens in the entire West.

Western Men in the East.

1 take from the Fredericton, New Brunswick, Herald
the following information regarding Western men who
have made big-game lumts in New Brunswick this fall

;

"Messrs. C. B. Zabriskie, of New York, and S. M.
Mather, of Chicago, who with F. M. Smith, of San
Francisco, and E. L. Ransome, of New York, have been
hunting in the vicinity of Trout Lake, with William Grif-
fen, of Stanley, as guide, returned to the city yesterday,
and left by the evening train for home. Messrs. Smith
and Ransome, who came out of the woods on Saturday,
each secured a fine moose, but the other members of the
party failed to get any big game other than a lucifee, which
succumbed to a bullet from Mr. Zabriskie's rifle. It

nieasured 5 feet 6 inches in length, and he is taking the
pelt home with him as a trophj'.

"Messrs. Mather and Zabriskie were only out in the
woods twelve days altogether, and are not in the least
discouraged over the failure to score in that short time.
Both gentlemen, as well as Messrs. Smith and Ransome,
hunted in the same territory last year, and will likely
return next season, when they hope to be able to make
a longer stay.

"N. T. Depauw, a wealthy sportsman of New Albany,
Indiana, who has been out with the veteran Henry
Braithwaite on the Little Southwest Miramichi since the
middle of September, shot an enormous moose last weelc.
It had a magnificent pair of antlers, with twenty prongs
on one side, eleven on the other and a spread of 62^^
inches. This is undoubtedly one of the largest moose ever
shot in New Brunswick, and naturally Mr. Depauw .is

very proud of his success. He is expected out next week
with his prize."

The same paper adds

:

"A dispatch from. New York states that the Messrs.
Carnegie Will- start for New Brunswick this evening, on a
ipoose hunting expedition, and have arranged to stay a
fortnight; They will; hunt in the Taxis. River country
under the guidance of Williatti Griffen, of Stanley.

"Messrs. C. W. Feigenspan, of Newark, N. J.; Josepfi
Omeise and George Eelchel, of New York, returned to the

city to-day after a most successful and enjoyable hunting
expedition to the Little Southwest Miramichi. They
hunted on Henry Braithwaite's territory, and had the
.services of his right-hand man, Thomas Pringle, as guide.
Each member of the party secured a fine moose. They
load dinner at the Barker and leave for home by this even-
ing's train."

The Squirrel and its Young.

A little domestic drama was enacted thi-s summer up in

the little trouting lodge of Mr. B. K. Miller, Jr., of Mil-
waukee, which lodge is located upon that gentleman's
trouting preserve on the Pine River. One of the decora-
tions of this log camp is a large papier mache mask, some-
times known as "Folly" or "Pierrot," the face and bead
being surrounded with a large ruff or border of orna-
mental nature. The face is hollow, the big plaque meas-
uring perhaps three feet across and lying flat to the wall
above the fireplace. An enterprising little red squirrel
early in the summer began a tour of investigation upon
the obverse side of this smiling image of gaiety. It found
the face quite hollow, and conceived this to be an excellent
place for a squirrel's nest. Mother squirrel therefore ap-
propriated this locality and during the summer raised
two broods of little squirrels in the dining room of the
lodge, within fire feet of the dining table. She got alon^
all right with the first litter, which became very tame, run-
ning all over the place, sometimes climbing into a ham-
mock where one lay reading, running over the chairs,

tables, hat racks and everything else. With the last litter

all went well until sotne one built a fire in the fireplace,

which seemed to make things a little too warm for mother
squirrel. One morning as the occupants of the lodge sat
at breakfast, the fond mamma concluded it was about:

time for her to move. She carried off her little ones to a
hidden spot in another <K3rner of the house, running down
the edge of the mask, over the mantelpiece and on the log
walls with a baby held by the back of the neck, as a dog
carries a piippy. She made several trips in this way,
carrying one little squirrel at a time, until finally she
had moved the entire fainily, seven, I believe, in all.

These noisy little chatterers still live about Mr. Miller's
lodge, and make themselves perfectly at home, although
there seems to be no disposition to go back into the mask
of Pierrot.

Soipe.

There was a little jacksnipe flight early during the pres-
ent week, but the birds seem to have passed by in a couple
of days, and for the last four days there has been no
shooting worth mentioning. Several gentlemen are going
out to try the marshes around Fox Lake to-day. It

nmst be rernembered that we do not hear so much now
as we did formerly from the better Indiana snipe marshes,
because comparatively few of our Chicago shooters go
there in these non-resident license days.

Docks.

Several Milwaukee shooters got on the Chicago &
Northwestern Railroad train this morning at Princeton.
They had been over on the Puckaway marshes and put
about 100 ducks in the baggage car. They had some big
ducks, although- 1 saw also some bunches of mudhens.
Our duck shooting is nowhere as good as it was formerly,
but it is only of late years that any hunter would have
thought of taking home the blue bird with the queer
feet.

I was within twelve miles of Lake Poygan and heard
considerable shooting yesterday and the day before. To-
day on arriving in Chicago I hear that there has been
good sport on Poygan Lake, the big ducks having ap-
parently shown up in good numbers.
Eddie Bingham, of the Du Pont Powder Co., this city,

is back from a trip to the old home place on Koshkonong
Lake, in Wisconsin. He says that the canvasbacks were
just- beginning to appear at the time he came away, and
he thinks there will be a little shooting there within the
next week or ten days.

Hartford Building, Chicago, III. E. HouGH.

It Pays to Abolish Spring; Shooting.

La Fargeville, N. Y., Oct i.—Editor Forest and
Stream: A word in regard to spring shooting of ducks.
Two years ago Jefferson county was given a law prohibit-
ing spring shooting of ducks. I have lived here twenty-
eight years, and up to that time had never known of ducks
nesting on the stream that runs, through our town; but
for the last two years they have nested here. And why?
Simply because they have not been frightened away in
the spring.

This has convinced me and ought to convince every
sportsman that spring shooting is unwise. Northern New
York has a natural breedmg ground for w-ildfowl, and if

unmolested in the spring they will stay here and breed.
Wild animals and fowls quickly know where they are
protected, for those in adjoining counties where spring
shooting is allowed fly in here and make this their breed-
ing ground.
Ducks are growing more scarce every year, and unless

we do something right away to protect them, they will
follow our wild pigeons ; so let all true sportsmen try and
pass a law to prohibit spring shooting in the whole State
and nation. Frank L. Jerome.

Mr. Jasper Miller Sunday night took a look for the
cause of a terrible commotion in his yard, and discov-
ered a four-legged animal w th something in front of him
like an elephant's trunk. He seized his rifle to shoot
the horrible thing, but on second thought concluded
to leave the animal to his sports until davHght should
reveal what it was. At last day dawned, and there
was a dog with his head fastened in a joint of a stove
pipe, which could not be removed by ordinary means.
As a last resort Mr. Miller seized the pipe and started
up-town, with the dog trotting along behind, and by the
time he reached Gen. Palmer's store the procession
had largely increased. The tinner's tools were brought
into requisitiion to release the dog. And now other
people are looking up joints of stove pipe to put in
their yards, with a piece of beef fastened h^li way jq
them~Cpluinbiji (S. C.) Eegister,
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Boston and Maine.
Boston, Oct. 18.—The gunners are returning from the

Maine woodsi E. B. Bowen, of Newton, has just re-

turned with two deer. Mrs. Bowen, who accompanied
him. brought out one. E. K. Hall, who was credited with
bringing the first moose head to Boston last year, has
come out of the woods with one deer, leaving another
head at Bangor to be mounted. J. S. Snyder, of Wake-
field, has two fine specimens of deer to his credit this

season. C. S. Cook, of Boston, brought home a fine buck.
F. A. Lane, F. A. Davis and N. A. Davis have each
brought home the'r deer. E. A. Hall has returned from
the woods beyond Ashland, Me. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Hall. They went in before the end of September, in

order to have some fishing, as well as shooting. The
trout fishing they found excellent in that country, where
but little fishing is done. The trout were large, and
though not as numerous as in the same waters in the early
season, they generally came to the Hies with a tremendous
rush. \\'hen the open season begun they gave their at-

tention to hunting. The leaves were falling, and were
generally very dry and rustl ng. About the only way was
to be at the runways early in the morning, and wait for
the deer to come along. They got their quota of deer. A
monster bull moose showed himself just at nightfall one
evening. They were in a canoe with a gtiide. At first

they thought it was an old tree turned up on the shore.
The guide said: "Yes; that's a tree." But it moved.
They padtlled up nearer, when the old fellow began to
stamp and bellow. It was close season on moose, and
they coiild not shoot. There was nothing for it but to
keep away from the shore till the moose concluded to
,trot into the woods. They s'ghed for a few moments of
open season. His antlers were enormous; ten feet in the
air, like great tree roots. Mr. Hall thinks that it would
have taken some courage to have got out of that canoe in

from of the old fellow even with a good rifle in hand.
Megantic Club members and guests are coming out of

the woods from liunting trips. Generally they express
satisfaction as to deer, but partridges are not plenty. D.
C. Pierce and Mrs. Pierce are off for the Meganttc pre-
serve for a month. Parry C. Wiggin is back from his
private camp at the preserve. Dr. George A. Payne is

just out from his private camp at Big Island- Pond. He
made the trip to Eustis and return on his automobile.
Soon they will hunt deer on horseless carriages; that is,

if there are any deer to hunt. Dr. J. A. Gordon, W. R.
Bateman, and W. E. Burke, of Quincy. have been spend-
ing some time in their private camp at the club house.
Dr. Gordon got a fine buck deer. Frank Fallon and
wife have been occupving Camp Squanto.
Boston, Oct. 20.—The Maine moose season opened on

Wednesday, but up to Saturday, no moose had been
shipped through Bangor. Th s is a disappointment to the
hunters or else the guides have failed to have dead moose
on tap at the opening day, as on former seasons. A
year ago they begun to come along as soon as the season
opened. One or two Boston hunters have returned from
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia the past week with
moose or parts of them. Maine game wardens and guides
are dead sure that there are a great- many moose in the
forests, but they say that it will take some time to get
them shot and down as far as Bangor. Game Warden
Pollard, in from the Alleguash region last week, reports
that he saw ten large moose Oct. 2. all bulls. The record
of deer shot is getting ahead of last year, the nuitlber
reported at Bangor for the week having been 311, aga'nst
260 for the same week a year ago. The record for the
season thus far is 562 deer and no mo-^se; same time a
year ago, 604 deer and 14 moose. Patrolman G. L.
Twombly, of Station 3 Boston, is out of the woods from
Lincoln. He secured a buck deer of 160 pounds, a perfect
albino, with a good head. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scofield,
of Everett. Mass., have returned from a fine trip in the
woods of Maine. Coriiing down the East Branch of the
Penobscot, with guide and canoe, they came upon the
carcasses of two buck deer, with antlers locked together.
The antler of one deer had pierced the lower jaw of the
other, going up through the mouth. The posit'on of the
carcasses indicated that they had been drowned. Mrs.
Scofield took nhntogranhs of the heads locked together.
Prince Hall, of Greenfield. Me., while hunting last week,
came upon two bucks with horns locked, so that they
could not be disens'aged. The deer attempted to flee, but
Mr. Hall had no difficulty in shooting both. It seems that
the Dayton. 0.. party of other seasons is to be in the
Maine woods again thi« fall. About thirty men are to
comnose the party th's year accordine to reports. A narty
of abAut twenty has arrived from Indiana, and will be
camned not far frrm Patten. There are also reports of a
third party of lOO men beinsr made up in the West, to

hunt moose and deer in Maine. Mr. Carleton should
attend to these men personally, or send a warden, to see
if they "bring their potatoes with them." If he thinks that
he could get iKo fat license fees out of them, if he had the
law. he would doubtless be much mistaken, for such
repor-t"; are alwavs greatly exaeffferated. The number of
men fp'^m the West, who hunted deer in Maine last year
wa« not half the number reoorted. About forty deer were
rfe'stered to Boston hunters at Bangor last week. Ten
deer were registered to Boston hunters, over the Franklin
&r Mpsant'c road for the week. At Kineo. Moosehead. a
number of deer are resi'^tered to Boston parties frir the
week. Twn game wardens returning to Kineo, from a
trin tn the Alleeuash reeir^n. H. C. Temoleton and Warden
Pollard already mentioned, ^ay that there has been a great
increase in deer in that section. During the trio 400 deer
and sixtv moo<:e were seen. Ten moose were seen 'n one
dav. gf^ms thrnnsh a stretch rf river. At the foot of
Churchill Lake five moo^^e were in sight at one time. In
the Rangelev region the third week of the big-game season
has been a better one. Daniel and Augustus Kimtz and
A. Gahm, of Boston, have been in camp at Long Pond for

n week. The hunting was rather slow by reason of dry
jnd rust'ling leaver hut thev brought out a fine' deer. At
Camn Carrabassett, Frank Vickery and W. R. Hosmer, of
Bfverley. got a deer aniece last week. Mr. H. D. Priest,

of Boston, got a deer in the vicinitj'' of the Mountain View
Hou=e la it week.
Chatham reports continue to mention a scardty of shore

h;i-d'!. Boston gunners returning bring very small bagfs,

fJnrd coot shooting >.= expected soon off Monornby, as Vhc

birds are already "bedding" in that^ vicinity, and finding

feeding grounds that will cause them* to stay. Coot shoot-

ing has already begun at the lower South Shore, after

weeks of slim sport for the gunners. At Marshfield, An-
drew Tribou shot nineteen one morning last week. Henry
C. Phillips and George S. Josselyn have both made good
bags. The gunners are getting a few brant along Duxbury
Beach. Yellowlegs are giv.ng better

_
sport along the

North River marshes. Some great cooting has been done
off Scituate. The hunters go off in dories. Edward,
James and Scott Edson, local gunners, went off in three

dories, from Third Cliff. Return.ng in the afternoon, they

counted 57, 18 and 12 coot to the respective boats. Along
the North Shore coot shooting is beginning. At Essex
River the local gunners are getting a good many birds.

Boston gunners are departing for Annisquam for coot

shooting. Special.

Huntingf Ducks.

Went this mornin' to the crick,

Slipped up easy-like and quick

—

Birds a-flyin' everywhere.
But there wa'nt no ducks down there;

From the marsh land floated back
Like an echo, "Quack, quack, quack."

Thought I'd find 'em in the marsh, ,

But discordant-like an' harsh.

Birds jest riz right up an' flew—
I was feel in' mighty blue

—

On the crick aga'n alack!

With their noisy "quack, quack, quack."

i

I got mad an' started back,

Wind had changed an' had to tack.

Found my tame ducks feedin' there;

When I'd shot one, I declare!

Overhead a circlin' back.

Heard the ducks go "quack, quack, quack."

Got him picked an' in the pan

;

Bet that duck won't quack again!

Sat there broodin' o'er my luck,

Awful tired an' not a duck;
From the oven floated back
Mighty tame one lonesome "quack."'

which were killed simply for the love of killing. All ex-
press satisfaction with the day's gunning, and the outlook
is very bright for a good season at Harvey Cedars for the

lovers of duck shooting. David White.

Wm, Felter.

LACvcNE,!Kaii.s.

New Hampshite Snatcts.

DuNBARTON, N. H., Oct. iZ.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I inclose clipping taken from Manchester, N.

H.. Mirror. It speaks for itself. C. M. Stark.

Moultonborough.—Fish and Game Commissioners

Wentworth and Clarke came to this town Wednesday
evening and this morning caused the arraignment of

Henry 1. Moulton, Smith Davis, Charles E. Moulton and

David G. Moulton, all of this town, and C. A. Forsaith,

of Sandwich, who were arrested for sending snared par-

tridges out of this State. James B. French presided at the

court proceedings yesterday morning and sentences were

imposed as follows : ..^

D. G. Moulton goes to jail ror sixty days, beside pay-

ing a fine of $80 and costs of prosecution. X. E. Moulton

was fined $50, jail sentence suspended. The others vvere

firjed $10 apiece and ordered to pay costs of prosecution.

The Commisioners have proof that these parties have

been shipping snared b'rds to New York city. They were

picked up by the diflPerent stage drivers and forwarded

to their destination through the American Express Com-
pany. The Commissioners, in the near future, intend to

bring these stage drivers before the court for the viola-

tion of the law that explicitly forbids common carriers

handling birds. The penalty is $100.

The inducement was alluring, for the price paid for par-

tridge in New York city is $1.25 apiece.

It is the general opinion here that the Commissioners

have broken up the Avorst combination of snarers that
' New Hampshire contains. Residents here are pleased over

the arrests and convictions.

Long Island Shooting.

Bay Shore, N. Y., Oct, i^.^Editor Forest and Stream:
•Prospects for shooting in this vicinity during the fall are

better than they have been for a number of years. The
duck shooters will be pleased to learn that there are al-

ready a good many broadbill in the bay, together with
coot, black duck and brant. The fall flight of snipe has

not occurred yet, btit a few English snipe are reported on
the meadows.
As for quail, one has but to take an hour or so afield in

the afternoon and seldom will fail to find from two to five

bevies. Indeed, it was only this afternoon I found four
bevies in not over an hour's tramp. Rabbits, too, are

plentiful, and as I have said before, the sportsman will

find plenty of game for his gun in this vicinity.

F. A, D.

Bayport, L. L, N. Y., Oct. 19.—^The prospects for duck-
ing in this neighborhood are very good, large flocks o\

ducks being seen in the bay yesterday. The qua l and
deer are also very plentiful, Henry Stokes,

The Shedding of Deef Hotns.

It is not very safe to predicate anything about the time

at which deer shed their horns. The elk uniformly carries

his antlers till spring, and sheds them with great regu-

larity—usually in the month of April, but sometimes

earlier. The common deer on the other hand sometimes

shed their horns in November, and sometimes do not

lose them until April, but the greater number of deer

"tast their horns in December and January.

In his "Antelope and Deer of America," the Hon. J. _D.

Caton cites the case of a four-year-old Virginia deer which

shed his antlers in April in 1869, while in November of

the same year he shed the antlers grown during the

summer. In both cases the deer was in perfect health and
in very fine condition. In 1878 there was a big buck in

captivity in the park on the Boston Common, which shed

one of its horns the middle of March and carried the

other several days longer.

The cow caribou carries her horns very much later

than the bull. He commonly drops h's in December, or

early January, while the cow carries hers till the last of

i^vlarch,

Dttcfcs at Bamegat.

Harvey Cedars. N. J., Oct. 15,—-I have observed a

steady increase in the number of black ducks, and at pres-

ei.t these ducks are more plentiful than ttsual at this time

of year. They are also feeding now in this vicinity.

For the last week large flocks of geese have been seen

flying southward ,and especially to-day great numbers

have been seen. This increase is probably dua to a sudden

change in the weather, for it is considerably cooler now
and the wind is blowing briskly from the northwest. Two
geese have been killed by an. old gunner. Amos Birdshall,

who brought them over to the hotel to-day.

We have quite a number of gunners in the house, and

those who went out to-day had very good luck. Quite a

numbfer of ducke were killed, including black ducks, shel-

drakes, loons, mi mentioning some thos^ ifsekss biw^^

Hints and Wrinkles*

Readers are Invited to send [for publicalicn acder Ihls

head biotb and wrinkles drawn ircm fractiial expeiiecce^

and pertaining to shootiag, fishing, camping and outdoor liie.

No. 2 —A Usetal Cartridge Poocfa.

Few articles in a small-bore rifleman's kit give more
satisfaction in the long run than those he himself makes
at odd tim.es. Of course he can purchase nearly all of '

necessary articles, but if he is inclined to want his tr;

to be exactly according to his own ideas, the thing
do is to make them. Generally this is easier than <

m.ay suppose at first thought, and while the finis

article may be homely, it is certain to possess the m
of having been made to order, and the owner has
satisfaction of knowing it is just as he intended it to be.

Sometimes he cannot make the manufacturer of ,such

articles as he requires understand just what he n'et^fifs,

and in the end he wants a certain thing and pays for

something quite different which is unsatisfactory in the

end; so he saves dollars in the loss of a little time and
the exercise of patience.

Persons who do their shooting with .22 and .25 caliber

rifles are often at a loss how to carry cartridges and
cleaning material conveniently during a day's hunt. For
one, I have found a small pouch, suspended from the

waist-belt, more convenient than anything else, for

these reasons: If one wears a coat or a vest, he may
discard' it, forgetting part of his outfit, left in the pockets;

'4

and the pouch should contain not only the supply ol

cartridges, but a field cleaner, oiled bits of canton

flannel, oil, perhaps a small screwdriver and parts of

sights (if these are interchangeable) for shooting in the

dark woods and in the open. If all these articles are

kept in the pouch, and the latter with the rifle, one will

always find just what he requires at the time it is needed.

I have made these pouches of various sizes and shapes

for my own use, but have found that one about 5 by 5 by

I inch answers all requirements for .22 and .25 caliber

cartridges. Any soft leather about one-sixteenth of an

inch thick will do, as much heavier leather is hard to

sew and too stiff after the pouch is finished. In the ac-

companying illustration A shows the piece of leather which

forms both the back and flap of the pouch; B the front

piece; C an inch wide strip sewed to A and B along the

seams H and J; D, small pocket inside the main pocket

for cartridges for immediate use; E, pocket containing

field or string cleaner; FF, buttons; GG, buttonholes;

K, one of the two belt-loops at rear.

The belt-loops and the cartridge pocket D are sewed

on the rear pice first. Then the strip C, after which the

pocket E is sewed on piece B, and B attached to C.

Snaps or ordinary buttoms will answer for a fastening

for the flap. All this may be done in an hour on .any

ordinary sewing machine; otherwise by hand.

A Gpvernment string cleaner for .22 or .35 calibers

ttjay be obtained of any sporting goods dealer. Fold it

?ind place in its proper pocket, wh^re it tn£^y feting
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v;hen needed. Cut some strips of canton flannel to fit

the slot in the cleaner, and put them in any empty
primer box. where they will remain dry until needed.

They should be cut as large as possible, so that when
pulled through the barrel they will fit it snugly. In

another brass primer box put a little mercurial oiirt-

ment for preserving the bore from rust, and in a third

some pure vaseline. Take two pieces of flannel a few
inches square and saturate one of them with good oil.

Fold them separately and place them with the three

boxes in tlie large pocket. There is^ still space in this

pocket for a couple of boxes of cartridges, and a few

of these should be placed in the pocket D, where they

will be out of dust and handy when needed.

While hunting squirrels or other small game one can

carry the pouch on the waist-belt, in front ot at the right

side, where it will be convenient to the right hand. The
eyes need not be taken off the game in reloading, so

handy is the small pocket to one's thumb and finger,

while the empty shell, if kept for reloading, is dropped
into the large pocket, where it will not be mistaken for

a cartridge.

Small game is more often frightened by one's move-
ments than by the noise of a breaking twig or the

crunch of one's heel on dry leaves, and searching

through the pockets of one's coat for missing cartridges

requires motions that are fatal to one's chances of get-

ting a shot. By carrying the small pouch at the front,

the motions required in reloading need be very few, and

those such as will not frighten a squirrel or a grouse, as

a general thing.
Perry D. Frazer.

mid §w^r ^iBt(ing.

Proprietorg of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m Fokest and Stkeam.

100 Sportsmen' $ Tind$.

Some ol the Queer Discoverlra Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish*

"IT"
In 1852 Wilham Hackett and Robert Pope arrived in

'Red Bluff on a prospecting tour. The season was well

advanced toward winter and all advised the men to defer

their expedition until spring, but this excellent cotmsel

was disregarded, and one day in the early part of Sep-

tember Hackett and Pope, with a couple of burros, set

out for the headwaters of the McCloUd River. The In-

dians that early day were troublesotne and vindic-

tive, and resented any invasion of theif terfitofy, but

the two friends were undeterred by thoughts of dangef,

and after a month's tramping found themselves on a

small branch of the McCloud, flowing northeasterly down
the slope of Great Mt. Shasta. Here n canip \.as

formed and a hlit built, in which it Was determined to

remain during the winter.

When all Was completed the search for jjold began.

Ind cations were encouraging and slowly their pile of

du.st increased. Winter approached and mining ceased.

To occupy the long hours and to provide thcniselves

with fresh meat, the men began to hunt. Game was
abundant, and one day a bear was wounded which fled

from the hunters, and night coming on the chase had
to be abandoned. The next day the trail was discov-

ered and followed for over five miles into a narrow
cafion. Before a cave in the rocks the bear lay dead.

With the natural instinct of prospectors the two men
entered the cave, intending to explore it, but their at-

tention was quickly diverted from that purpose by the

evidences that they had unwittingly come upon a for-

mation that indicated the presence of rich gold-bearing

quartz in amazing quantities. After that they left the

hut and took up their abode near the cave. All winter

was spent in detaching the ore and separating the rich

from the poor. When summer came Pope loaded the

two burros with all they could carry and hastened to

Red Bluf¥, where he sold it for $2,000.

He inade imrr '~' preparations for a return, and,

accompanied by 'inber of miners, started to join

his partner, but w >
. r«3out twenty miles from his desti-

nation the party Cc'.i«upon the fleshless skeleton of

Hacket +' 'o a buwed sapling, and showing every

indic''*^' .laving begn tortured and mutilated by the

Indians.'* x.. effect n*on Pope of this awful accident

was to destroy his reason. He became violently in-

sane, and one night disappeared and was never seen

again. The secret of the Bear's Nest mine died with

him, and it has been numbered with the lost. The
search for it is still continued, and some day it may be

rediscovered. It is a tradition of Shasta that miners

love to dwell upon.

Dante and the Animal Kingfdom.

In "Dante and the Animal Kingdom," which has just

been published through the MacmiUans, Dr. Holbrook

says

:

Altogether Dante mentions about 100 birds, beasts,

.fishes and monsters. His devils are, so far as can be

determined, either the hybrid of man and some lovver

animal, or they result from distortion, or from combin-

ing two or more lower animals. The griffin, the

phcenix, the dragon, to say nothing of a six-footed ser-

pent and of a fiery adder, are monsters. Other creatures

may have 1 normal anatomy, but they act abnorrnally.

Such are the three beasts and other demoniacal anmials

to be found in hell. Such, too, are the beaver, the peli-

can and the eagle that gazes, into the sun. On the other

hand, our poet's falcons and hawks are wholly tiatural.

And here it is timely to remark that no other birds than

hawks and.falcon (except, perhaps, their quarry) were

carefully studied during the middle ages. Dante men-

tions or describes six or seven exotic animals, the

monkev, the lion, the ounce (some kind of leopard or a

cheetah), the panther, the beaver, the elephant, the

whale and die' dolphin, for these two are exotic, as they

live in the sea. Of these- it is more than likely that

•Dante ha'd never " seen the three first named. Those

animais-that he knew least, Dante, nevertheless, portrays

witli the energy of genius. Ignorance hardly lessened

kii poWerV "Those that he knew best he describes so

jvell as-Vw surpass all otlver writers, of thf ni'ddle ages,

The Old Way and Herb's Way.
It is said that instinct is the sum of inherited ten-

dencies. True it is that the love for otitdoor life and the
pursuit and capture of game—fur, fin and leather—may
well be called a second nature—an instinct deeply im-
planted and transmitted with undiminished ardor from
bygone ages, and is a sufficient proof of the truth of the
declaration of the opening sentence.

In early youth it was my good foftiine to have access
to that pastoral classic penned four hundred years ago.
"The Compleat Angler," which has been the delight of
scholars for centuries, which gave its author immortality,
and placed all sportsmen—particularly the brotherhood
cf the angle—under a lasting debt of gratitude that can
never be fully paid,

Its perusal quickened into life the latent lov« for the
gentle art, appreciation of the beauties of nature, and a
longing for the day to come when I should exchange the
restraints and drudgery of the school room for the free-

dom and pleasures of outdoor life and the fellowship of
the lovers of the gentle art of angling.
My youthful companions were not of the oasthetic and

exclusive class w'ho limit the pleasure of angling to suc-
cess with the artificial fly, and who look down in scorn-
ful indignation, if not condemnation, upon all who follow
more closely in good old Izaak's footsteps, and wTio
despise not the spfightly grasshopper, the wriggling
angle worm, the lively chub, and the festive frog.

With these for lures, w'e passed many pleasant boy-
hood days, and well filled creels often attested our
Ichowiedge of favorite waters, our persistency and suc-
cess. When using the frog, we always endeavored to

heed Piscator's advice: "Use hitti as though you loved
him; that is, harm him as little as you rtiay possibly,-

that he may live the longer." Venator and Auceps also
contributed to our pastime and pleasure, beside the purl-

ing stream and beneath the spreading tree, where we ate

our noonday meal'—companions as quaint and interesting

to-day as when they journeyed together centuries ago
beside the gentle flowing Wye and Dove.
But years have come and gone since Walton's day,

the world has progressed to higher and better things,

and the art of angling has kept pace therewith. The
crude and silnple have given place to the superior and
scientific as befits the age and gentle art—the primitive
sapling and animate lure to the delicate split-bamboo
and the seductive productions of the fly-tyer's skill.

But, being abundantly supplied with these and all the

accessories of the modern angler's outfit, the most expert
and enthusiastic angler cannot alwa5'S command success
even on waters where fish are known to be in plenty.

The season, temperature of water, condition of the at-

mosphere, time of da.y, abundance or scarcity of food,

and other causes, enter as important factors for or
against success.

It behooves the angler, th refore, who is wedded
to the exclusive use of the fly to be able to adapt him-
self to untoward conditions, to the end that he may, by
legitimate means, be able to command success and pleas-

ure where otherwise only failure and disappointment

would result. -

The decades of j-ears are now lengthening since it was
my good fortune to spend my summer vacation in the

beautiful mountain and lake region nf northwestern
Maine, before the woodsman's ax had wrought the

devastation now in such painful evidence. It was mid-
summer, and the weather was exceedinglj^ hot. There
was not sufficient breeze to stir a ripple upon the lake,

and not a passing cloud intervened to temper the burn-
ing rays of the sun. My guide. Herb, who had attained

to. the years of vigorous manhood, was a true son of the

forest. He was left an orphan when ten vears old, and
was then adopted by an old hunter and fisherman, who
devoted all his time to hunting and fishing, there then

being none of the stringent fish and game laws of the

present time to prevent. With truth it might be said

that Herb had passed his whole life in the woods, and
that he was an apt pupil. It has been my good fortune

to have camped and tramped throughout all northern
Maine and in other parts of this country and the mari-

time provinces—to have had many guides and good ones

—but to none will I award the palm over Herb. In
- woodcraft, in knowledge of the haunts and habits of fish

and game and how best to capture it, how to paddle a

canoe, improvise a camp, make a bough bed, cook a

meal of victuals, make a bee line to destination through
an unbroken wilderness by compass; in fine, genial and
companionable, past master in all that makes camp life

pleasant in the woods; cool and resourceful in emer-
gencies, and you have a word picture of Herb, my guide

on the occasion referred to, as well as on many others.

Herb is too much of a gentleman to obtrude his opin-

ions or to otier advice unasked, and so for days we ear-

iiesth' essayed the gentle art and did our best for dis-

tance, delicacy and accuracy, with very indifferent suc-

cess, only early in- the morning and at evening twilight

did we get sufficient small trout near the shore for the

frying-pan. During the day our best efforts scored only

a blank.

In my despair I appealed to Herb, asking him if I

must wait for cold weather before I could hope for

sport with the large trout that w^ere known to be in the

lake, or if he could not do something to stir them up
to take the fly, as we had no other lure. He assured me
that he could and would, if I so desired.

Being assured in the affij-mative, and telling him that 1

wished him to go just- where he pleased, do what he
pleased, and that I would attempt faitlrfuUy to follow his

instructions, with renewed hope we started out. He
paddled a few miles from camp, but at his suggestion I

desisted from casting. Arriving at a favorite spot, he
dropped anchor in deep water. He now informed me
that he- did not .wish me to make a cast for at least an

hour. This seemed strange to me, but .1 proposed no in-

terrogatory and made no cornment When about half

that time had elapsed he took a biscuit from his pocket

and crumbled a small portion of it at a time and dropped
it upon the water, where it soon became water-logged
and disappeared beneath the surface.

This he continued at intervals until the hour passed

away, and it seemed a day in length. The sun was burn-

ing hot as usual, and the water of the lake like a mirror.

He then asked me to mount a cast of the darkest and
smallest flies that I had and cast very gently and quite"

near to the canoe. To my great astonishment my third

cast was rewarded by a rise, and a successful strike

anchored me to a noble trout that made a stubborn

fight and furnished supei'lative sport before he was
secure in the landing net. Again and again the success

was repeated, until fatigue supervened from the sport

and the excessive heat of the day. We returned all to

the water tmharmed, save only those needed at camp.

Asked for an explanation of our experience, Herb
said that the large trout, as we all know, seek the

deepest water and possibly cold springs at the bottom
during the heat of summer time. From long experience

he knew these favorite spots in the lake, that he had

anchored the canoe over one, tliat in dropping the an-

chor among 'them they were startled and frightened

away, that by remaining vety quiet for an hour or longer

they would recover from their fright and return to the

place from which they fled, that after a while they saw

the crurnbs that he dropped overboard coming gently

down, that first one trout darted upward for the food,

then another and another, until nearly all came to the

surface, where in their eagerness for the appetizing

morsel," they were ready to take the tempting fly.

Be this as it mav, it is certain that under similar con-

ditions we had abundant success thereafter when resort

was had to simdar expedients not only here but else-

where in the State, and this would tend to prove that

success does not always reward only the skill of the

most expert angler, the finest tackle, and the most artistic

and seductive fly. and that knowledge born of exnerience

is quite as reliable and valuable as the learned disquisi-

tions of the books. Geo. McAleer,

fWORGESTER, Mass.

Ethicsl oflf Snort*

As Observed In California— hat Sportsmen Have Doce
in a Few Years.

Av.\LON, Cal., Oct. 12—Editor Forest and Stream: In

a recent issUe of the Forest and Stream appears the fol-

lowing reference to Satita Catalina

:

Oaring a recent contest in the waters near Catalina Island, the

participants caught with lioolc and line more than 100 albicoie, at

least 10,000 pounds of fish, imt as the meat is worthless, Justice

Allen afterward characterized the tournament as wanton slaughter

which should be prohibited by law. Fishermen and boatmen con-

feiided that albicore were useless except as food for other hsh, and

that they served this purpose after being caught. Ihe ethics ot

sport have been observed here as elsewhere only m a yaglie man-

ner Perhaps a goat hunt taken next day by fourteen boys of the

Naval Reserve who accomplished twenty-eight kills, was not

accurately in line with the ideal conception upheld by a large

number of other hunters, though all the meat was afterward con-

sumed in camp. A fair judgment would demand exact knowledge

of local conditions.

I think your correspondent hardly means to say "the

ethics of sport have been observed here as elsewhere only

ill a vague manner." as, if the truth were known, nowhere

in the United States is there so true a sportsmanlike feel-

hig as at Avalon, which is remarkable when it is known

that this little town on Santa Catalina is the most im-

portant fishing or angling locality in the country. Every

vear nearly 100,000 persons visit this, island, and every

inale goes fishing, and many females, hence it would oe

singular if at times there was not some unsportsman-

like conduct, but certainly not sufficient to justify the

above statement that the ethics of sport are vaguely

held. The catch of 400 albicores which is ment:oned was

made under peculiar circumstances. All the year the one

or two hundred boatmen or residents of Avalon mterestea

in angling as a business, had fished with their patrons

every day, but never had caught a fish themselves, so when

there came an end to the season in the last of September

and it was possible to have a rest of a week, before the

fall season began, the boatmen and gaffers and their

friends got up a tournament of two days, and on one day

ran into the school of albicores and caught 400, or about

ten to a man in one day. It was the one day in the year to

them, and those familiar with the case are not disposed to

criticise the men, knowing that nowhere in any country

do boatmen so constantly maintain a high standard of

sport. Exactly what has been done at Ayalon and was

done to elevate the standard of sport Avas shown m a

speech or address made by Cha?. F. Holder, at the banquet

of the Tuna Club, when he retired from its pres dency

some three years ago. The matter referring to the point

in question was as follows: "It is a matter of congratu-

lation to every member of the Tuna Club that a high

standard of sport holds in these waters, and that every

boatman has an interest in the cause." Mr. Holder had

been asked to give a history of the Tuna CUib and its

work, and the, following bears upon it: "When T first

vis-ted Santa Catalina eighteen years ago, the splendid

game fishes of this region were slaughtered without rhyme

or reason. There was not a rod in use. and it was the

custom for parties of from one to twenty to go out with

from one to five or six hand Imes and the idea seemed to

be for each fisherman to haul in a-; manv as possible, and

often hundreds of pounds of cnlendid fish, as game as the

salmon, l-anging from ten to fiftv pound''—yellowtails. sea

bass, albicore and others—were brought in pnly to be left

upon the shore or towed out to sea. I believed that this

cruld be stooped bv appealing to the latent spirit of fair

plav for eame which every one has, and I began fishing

with a light rod and 2T-thread line: was laughed at at first

. by the 'cod line' hand liners, but only for a short time, as

I soon demonstrated that I could take'the largest fishes

with my rod. and the idea soon became prevalent that a

'true sportsman' only used a rod, and in a remarkably

short time the feeling was so strong that no one had the

temerity to go out with a hand line. What was the result?

With a light rod no one could catch a twenty-seven-pound

yellowtail in less than ten or fifteen minutes, and it became

a ohysicsl ?mpo?=;ibi1it%' over fish, and the average catch
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(maxiinnni) became from five to eight fish, generally the

fcnner, per day. Result : Not so many fish caught ; by

75 ])er cent- and lOO per cent, more sport. I explained to

the few boatmen who had no conveniences at this time

how my fishing boat on the St. Lawrence was rigged, with

chairs, etc.. for the comfort of the angler, and suggested

the introduction of the water glass, or glass-bottomed
boat which I had used in Flor'da and which was in use

in the Bermuda islands, and in a short time finely equipped
fishing boats appeared. To bring to the aid of the 'reform
movement' other sportsmen, I suggested or founded the

Tuna Club, the original members being Mr. H. K.
Maconiber, Mr. E. L. Doran, Mr. Clifford Scudder, of

St. Louis; Mr. Fitch Dewy, of Toledo, and myself, and
some twenty or thirty well-known anglers did me the

honor to elect rne first president of the club. I drafted

the following sections of the constitution and by-laws:
" 'The object of the Tuna Club is the protection of the

game fishes of the State of California and to encourage
and foster the catching of all fishes, and especially tuna,

yellowtail, sea bass, black sea bass, etc., with the lightest

rod and reel tackle, and to discourage hand line fishing, as

being unsportsmanlike and again?t the public interest.
" 'No records w ll be considered if made on lines larger

than a 24-thread Cuttyhunk. this being the limit, and the

club recommends an i8-thread line for yellowtail and sea

bass.*
"

The club soon had 200 members, and as honorary
members Theodore Roosevelt. Caspar Whitney, Grover
Cleveland, President Harrison and many more sportsmen
and anglers whose names emphasized the fact that game
had certain rights and that those rights were to be pro-

tected at Santa Catalina. Mr. Holder now sitggested that

the Tuna Club give a series of tournaments, offering

prizes of cups, medals, rods, etc., to encourage the use of

light tackle, which did much to spread abroad in southern
California what a true sportsmanlike standard was. These
tournaments were enjoyed by thousands, all conforming to

the rules of the Tuna Club regarding light tackle, and to

see a large line or a hand line used at Santa Catalina is

to make the unfortunate owner the butt of the entire

fishing community; in fact, it would require more than
ordinary courage to attempt it. How well the boatman
and gaffers have joined hands with the club members is

show n by a glance at the fleet of boats in Avalon Bay
devoted to angling. A moderate estimate as to the value

i.s $100,000. The boats are mostly launches for tuna and
yellowtail fishing, handsomely fitted, and with an equip-

m.errt of rods and reels in some cases valued at $1,000.

Hand lines would be a much cheaper outfit for these.men,
but they all have Vom Hofe reels from $25 to $50
apiece ; ^ silver-mounted rods of greenheart, and the

very finest and most up-to-date tackle the rnarket

affords. Not one of these men carries a hand line; even
ten-foot sharks are caught with twenty-one-thread lines,

all of which suggests that of all places in the world, Santa
Catalina Island makes the most determined effort and has
made it to stand well before the sportsmen of the world.
Enormous catches of fish have been shown here at times.

One of the largest was of yellowtail, showing about fifty

fish, but this was the catch of four rods in a whole day,

or about twelve fish apiece, and as the anglers came three

thousand miles to fish, they were pardoned. The catch

of even five fish here seems large, as they are so heavy

—

the yellowtail running up" to fifty pounds, white sea bass
seventy poimds, sheepshead twenty-five, black sea bass five

hundred pounds, tuna three hundred pounds (record 251
pounds), albicore one hundred pounds (record sixty-three

pounds). When it is remembered that this peculiar

angling grmmd w th its monopoly of tuna fishiijg and its

vast schools of big game fish is fished the year around by
hundreds of anglers frcm all over this country and
Europe, it would not seem strange if occasionally some
niember of the "unsportsmanlike fraternity" g'ot in his

deadly work, but the anglers and boatmen of Santa Cata-
lina submit that for a new place and a new country they
have done fairly well, and submit with all courtesy to your
correspondent that the ethics of sport are not observed in

a vague manner at Santa CataLna Islaiid.

21-Thread.

Angling for Lafayettes.

It is not often that the anglers who haunt the piers

along the North R ver experience much excitement or
catch any fish large enough to furni5h their families with
a meal, but when the lafayettes are running they furnish

sporl for thousands of persons who do not otherwise catch

many fish during their twelve months of toil.

The lafayette is not a large fish, it being only four to six

ii.ches in length, but it s a gamy fellow, and when it

comes in with the new flood t de in large numbers, as it

often does, catches of a hundred or more are not remark-
able in an afternoon's fishing. Of course many of the

persons who fish for these lafayettes do so for the sport

of catching them, just as many anglers make big catches

of hrnok trout, and put back all but a few of the larger

ones; but others catch them for the pan. and carry them
home at nightfall with great pride. It is usually in late

- August that tiie word "Lafayettes are running." is passed
along the line, whereupon the demand for sandworms
equals and often surpasses the supply kept for such emer-
gencies by riverside boatmen and smalT shopkeepers. Then
it is that space on all the piers is at a premium, and every
boat that is available is pressed into service by the people
who hurry to the river in groups or singly. Not much
space is required to cast a hand line or manipulate a rod
along the string pieces of the piers, or from some canal
boat or schooner moored alongside, but very often there
is no space for one more, so that the late arrivals must
geek standing room elsewhere. And it is a motley crowd.
Old salt-water anglers who fish at every opportunity
throughout the year; boys of all sizes and ages ; women
v;ho for the time being become as enthusiastic over the
fun as their husbands do at all times; whole families, each
iTiember equipped with som!e sort of gear with a hook or
two at the business end. All along the river, while the
lafayettes are in these waters, the same scene is repeated
every day and all day.

The tackle used is simple. Hand lines are most in evi-
dence, but those who own ordinary salt-watisr rods use
them.. There is l.ttle space on the crowded piers for
fnncY casting, an4 perhaps this accounts in a measure
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for the style employed in projecting the line as far out in

the water as possible. The hand liners grasp "their' Imes
some two feet above the heavy sinker and toss it out by a

vigorous underhand swing, or, when there is room, by
whirl ng over the head a couple of times before letting go.

The rodsters use multiplying reels sometimes, but gen-
erally the large wooden salt-water reels that sometimes
rival a diner plate for size. In every case the sinker is

very large. This is necessary in order to keep the line

taut against the strong tides, and it is easier, too, to cast

a heavy weight in close quarters. The hooks being baited

with sandworms, the line is reeled in until but three feet

of it shows beyond the tip of the rod. The rod is car-

ried well back over the head, and a vigorous forward
swing imparted, which sends the sinker and line far up
and out, to drop in the deep water many yards distant and
run until the sinker touches bottom. Then enough Hiie is

recovered to keep it taut, and a bite is anxiously awaited.

The sinkers are generally pear-shaped, and are attached to

the end of the liiie. with the snelled hooks further up, so

that they may be held in a horizontal direction by the

tide some distance above the boat.

With several ounces of lead holding the line on the bot-

tom -of the river, and a slack line, it need not be supposed
that the strike of a five-inch fish will pull the angler

overboard, but the fact is that the lafayettes give a taut

line a goodly twitch, considering their size, and make
their presence known by considerable fuss as they are

being reeled in. Those who fish with more than one
hand line attach one or more of these to bits of stiff

wire carrying tiny tinkle bells at the end. . The wire is

pushed into the stringpiece of the pier, the line g:ven a

turn round it, then coiled, and a strike is signalled in

this way.
It is all very amusirig, this scramble for the little lafay-

ettes, and yet thousands of persons get enjoyment, out of
it in their few leisure hours, and it is of record among
them that a mess of lafayettes is not half bad. Let those

who have the patience try it. Pekry D. Fkazer.

A Pearl River Camp.
Jim and Walter Kirkman^ Will Norswofth and I, when

boys living in Mississippi, formed a quartette of insepara-

bles. We ranged in ages from fifteen to e ghteen years,

the two first-named brothers, Jim and Walter, being re-

spectively the youngest and oldest of the four.

We were just about the average, as boys run, being
neither .so good as to cause our loved ones uneasiness for

fear our earthl}'^ career would be brief; nor so bad as to

cause them constant sorrow for fear it would not.

We were all fond of the sports that attract boys, and
hunted and fished together in season and out.

Near our home were two large creeks, which passing on
either side of the town, flowed into what was called-the

"Big Black. Swamp," and after adding their mite to the

great swamp's water-soaked area, made their way by
tortuous windings to the beautiful Pearl River, twelve

to fifteen miles away. These creeks we fished, seined and
muddied each year, as the fishing season rolled around,

l)ut the river we had only visited once or twice, and then

for very brief stays.

We had heard much about the size of the fish in Pearl

River, and wonderful stories were told by the local fisher-

men of the freedom with which they took the bait. Both
of these essentials to good sport were lacking in our

creeks. The fish were small and seldom bit freely. Sein-

ing occasionally gave good returns, but generally when the

seine came up with a good haul of fish, there would be
from one to three vicious old stump-tailed moccasin
.snakes thrashing around among them, . which always
caused us to drop fish, seine or any other impediment to

speedy flight, and take to the high bank.
i^'^uddying, of course, we never really seriously indulged

in, but only at times, when the water was very slow, and
we wanted to get into it, would we engage in th s prac-

tice. For the enlightenment of the uninitiated I will ex-

plain "muddying " which is a sport confined exclusively

to the "lowlands," and practiced generally by the small

boy of African descent. When the season is very dry the'

creeks and branches become a succession of small pools, in

which the fish collect.

The bottoms are all muddy and the fishermen get into

the pool with a hoe, or bit of brush, and vigorously stir

the bottom until the water is thick with mud, then as the

suffering small fish seek the surface for air, they are

caught by hand. Does not sound much like sport, but

your fly-fisherman, with his hundred-dollar outfit, will not

have as much fun in a year as a small darky in a well-

irudd ed pool will have in one half hour.

Numerous parties of adult sportsmen were in the habit

of camping out for a week or two each season on the

river, and nearly always reported good luck and a good
time, so we at last determined that we would go on a

real camping trip. Our first intention was to join one of

these adult parties, but we soon found that our good
company was not as eagerly sought after by these more
experienced sportsmen as we had expected, so we deter-

mined to get up our own party and go our own way.
We began planning the trip in Apr J, and got- away the

latter part of June. Convincing our several hbuseholds
that we were mature enough, and discreet enough, to be
trusted for a week camping out was the most serious

and difficult part of the undertaking, but this we finally

accomplished, and began our preparations in real earnest.

After acquiring all available informaton, -and holding
many consultations, "Long Lake" was selected as our
destination.

Long Lake was one of many so-called lakes, which were
in reality bayous, that bordered the Pearl River in central

and south-central Mississippi. The river being a very
tortuous stream, flow-ug through a light sandy soil, often
formed entirely new channels by cutting through across the
neck of some big bend, and then as the openings of the

loop filled with soil and drift, a long piece of still water
would be formed, which made an ideal fish preserve. Our
selection was a long loop, probably a mile around, with
its ends both open into the main stream, and ,not more
than two hundred yards apart. The current did not flow
into it except in high water, as the upper end was partly

closed by a high bank of sand that had gradually formed
during freshets in the river.

There werp many coijflicting opinioiis to be reconciled
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among us as to the necessary equipment, outfit, etc., essen-!

tial to the most complete, enjoyment of a week in camp,,

and many loud and long discussions were held before al

decision was reached.

At first our discussions were hampered w'th a condi-li

tion, and all opinions and suggestions prefaced with "NowJ
if we do go," but finally when we had all secured parental!
sanction to our plan, the bridle was off, and every fellowl
voiced his sentiments freely, and backed up his positionl
with earnest argument.
A boat was necessary, but this otherwise difficult probi

lem was early eliminated by the kindness of a local

sportsman, who kept a boat on the lake, and promised us
the use of it for our stay. Other matters of prepara-'
tion were more difficult to arrange. After three weeks of

discussion, sometimes cool, and at other times somewhai
heated, the problem of what to take, and how much, wa^
not only unsolved, but, in most cases the outfit suggesteq
had steadily increased in items and amount.
We finally agreed to cease all discuss ons for one week

and then meet to consider each one's list of what he'i

thought necessary for the trip, each list to be reduced to

writing. A two-horse wagon was what we had agreeq
upon to carry us and our outfit to the lake, and when
we finally met and submitted our lists, a freight car would
have been overloaded with any of the four. Walter had ir

the main the best and shortest list, but after we saw thai

he had put down four dozen towels and a dozen cakes oi
soap, we took little further interest. Will's list read well;

until he came to the items, "Two beds and mattresses,"'
when he was promptly howled down.
Jim came to grief over a cook stove, which he insisted

was an absolute necessity; while I suffered complete ship-

wreck in trying to hold up these items in my list : "Plates,
cups, saucers, knives, forks, spoons, and a table cloth."

As we d d not expect to get off until some time mm
June, and the question was a pleasant one to discuss, -v^P
went at it again as a committee of the whole, and the
result was that -vye finally took what there was room in

the wagon for. and left, behind as much again that Wf;
had intended taking.

It was out of season for all game, except ,i

but we would have called off the trip ins
j

allowed firearms.
,

There was well-grounded rumors of bear ir
i

and semi-wild hogs ranged the canebrakes. s

of defense arms were unan mously voted
When collected, they consisted of two double-barrel muzi
zleloading shotguns, and a .38-caliber Colts revolver. Wal-
ter and Jim furnished one shotgun, I the other, while Will
contributed the revolver, and we hoped that his fathel
would have no occasion to use a weapon during our ab-

sence, as Will did not consult him about borrowing il

for the trip.

My gun was a 12-gauge, medium-we'ght, serviceabit
weapon, without any spec al points; but he one con-
tributed by Walter and Jim was a curiosity. Nothing
bigger had any of us ever seen off of wheels in the guti

line. About 8 gauge, with iron in proportion to its callj

her, not one of us could do mere than sw ng it to horizon^
tal and fire quickly before tire weight pulled it down ; ano
one shot a day was all a fellow generally cared abou)
making with it, as it took twenty-four hours for even i

boy to forget how it had kicked.
To provide bait for fishing, we made a small seine fo^

minnows out of coarse netting and caught a quantity oi

roaches. Crickets were considered the best ba t for bream
but when we had hunted out the most favoralsle coverf
for this insect, for the better part of two days, and onlji

secured a dozen or two, we remembered hearing tha'.;

roaches were almost as good.
An old abandoned sm.oke house in the rear of

and Jim's yard teemed with them, and by enterir
denly with a bright light after dark, we easily ca
a few trips as many as could safely be accommoc
our bait can, made of a leaky two-gallon milk
further vent.lated with numerous holes punched wuii <

small nail.

Catching the roaches was the most unpleasant part '

cur preparations, as they had an oily, creepy, disgust! :

feel to the hand like nothing else that we had eve,
handled.

All our preparations being completed, we selected Wiii
ter and Jim's home as the rendezvous, and collecting ou
outfit engaged the team to be on hand at the first breal
of day, Monday morning, June 20. There were two bed.l
in the boys' room, and we turned in early the night be •

fore, but there was very little sleep ng done. Whenev!
ccnversaticn ceased long enough for us to doze off, one :>

another would wake with a start and strike a match to £

the time of night.

Morning came at last, and found us waiting impatient
in the front yard for the wagon, which, fortunately, w
on time.

Making a hurried selection of what the wagon woul<A
hold, we loaded it in, climbed up on top of the pile ami
were off. Lewis Hopkins. 1

Clams on Hand for the Clam Bake. !

Mr. Charles. Alexander, who lives at Rumstv

'

Point, Rhode Island, having encountered the. usual di:

culties in procuring clams of good qual ty at the desir:

time, has invented an ingenious method for overcomirij
this difficulty. A series of heavy boxes was put dowi!
alongside a pier, and their covers perforated with holes
The clams, when procured, were transplanted into thesi

boxes, which had been filled with about eighteen inches
sand. Here they grew readily, became very fat ar

tender, and were always on hand when desired for baki
This device not only allows the inventor to have clam
whenever he wishes them., but tlof clams actually gro\|
in size; and it is the testimony of every one who hal
tried them that they are superior in quality to those dul
d rectly from the shore. Mr. Alexander has here'
demonstrated the feasibility of a method which the Rhc
Island Fish Commission thinks .will be used extensiv':
by others who have : land • bordering upon the shores :

Narragansett. Bay.
,

-
'

^ • .-
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Fish and Fishing.

Uaaeigbb My Conduct*

Tbh Department of Fisheries of the Province of On-
tario have been endeavoring- for some time past o secure

specimens of eggs of the ouananiche of northern Quebec,

for the purpose of introducing them into Ontario waters,

but in every nstance their efforts have proved unsuccess-

ful, those controlling llie most accessible waters in which

they are found in the Province of Quebec being apparently

determined to prevent the further distribution of the

variety. The very same fish, anatomically considered, is

found in the lakes of both Maine and New Hampsh re,

and I am not aware that any attempt has been made in

either of those States, as in the Province of Quebec, to

prevent the export of spawn or specimens of adult fish for

breeding purposes. It is true that the ouananiche or so-

called landlock-s of New Hampshire and Maine, are for

the most part bottom feeders, and attain a much larger

size than the^r near congeners of Lake St. John, but

different habits surely do not constitute a d fferent variety,

and it would be by Jio means surprising if a change of

habitat made a great difference in the habits of a fish. I

see no reason whatever to doubt that the progeny of the

Maine Psh transplanted into the cold rapid waters of

northern Ontario, would afford quite as good sport to the

fly-fisherman as the ouananiche of tire Grand Discharge.

In Newfoundland, however, the Ontar o people will find

an abundance of ouananiche, perfectly identical in both

habits and habitat with the ouananiche of Lake St. John;
and many of the rivers of Labrador, as frequently men-
tioned in these columns, contain large numbers of them.

The question of replenishisg depleted waters with new
forms of fish hfe is rece ving considerable attention at

present in the Province of Ontario. The qualities of the

black bass are carefully noted, and while there are few
so bold as to challenge its superiority as a game fish,

there is much adverse criticism of its conduct toward
lighbors, and much alarm is expressed lest it should

anted in waters whence it might obtain access to

or streams containing trout. The young of the

;led trout have certainly enough of dangers surround-
hem. without the addition of nelv ones, and not the

of these arises iv-m the cannibalistic tendencies of

own parents, This is a crime which none can
seriously lay aga-nst the black bass. Instead of feeding

upon the eggs of their kind, as soon as they are de-

posited, as both trout and whitefish have been known to

do, the parent bass remains on guard over its eggs until

they are hatched and cnlj- abandons its young when they
are able to take care of themselves. Their fecundit}' is

so great that a few pairs of parent fish soon suffice to

populate the waters in which they are placed. It is cer-

tain that much unnecessary and unintentional destruction

of parent bass in Ontario waters is due to the too early

opening of the fishing season. Bass may at present be

caught in Ontario on June 18, though many of the fish

taken for several days after that date are found to be full

of spawn. It will be remembered that the North Amer-
ican Fish and Game Protective Associat on has already
recommended that the close season should be extended
to July I, and efforts are now being made with the

Federal authorities, which it is confidently expected will

prove successful, to have this recommendation carried into

&ffect.

It is understood that means are to be adopted by the
Ontario author ties for the introduction of steelheads
from British Columbia, but the suggestion has been made

e rainbow trout would be likely to succeed bet-
- • i \VOuld certainly afford better sport. It may be

)th these varieties of Western salmonidas will, ere
e numbered among the game fishes of the Province
Lario.

The Result of Pfotcctfon.

Nothing speaks mote eloquently fot the cause of protec-
tion of angl ng waters than the records of big fish con-
stantly captured in the Thames and in other streams which
are surrounded by a teeming population. The angling
column of a small English sporting paper records that
during the late trout fishing season on the Thames, the
average weight of sixty-four trout caught between Ted-
dington and Lechlade, was four pounds ten ounces. The
v.e ghts of some of the trout caught at Henley are given
as follows: 10 pounds 4 ounces, 9 pounds 11 ounces,'

8

pounds 8 ounces, and two of 7 pounds 8 ounces each. The
largest of the above measured 2 feet 4 inches in length.
These fish are, of course, the Von Behr or brown
trout, the common brook trout of Europe, known in

science as Salmo farto ; and in the dimensions to which
they attain in some of the English waters, recall the
"Fordidge trout" of Izaak Walton, which are cauglit in

the Stour. near Canterbury, and of which Walton tells

us that many of them are "near the bigness of a sal-
mon."

It will be welcome news for the readers of Forest ANir
Stream, many of whom are members of the Sportsmen's
Fish and Garse Protectiv-e Associat.on of the Province of
Quebec, to learn that the Hon. Mr, Parent, Minister of
Lands, Mines and Fisheries, has marked his appreciation
of the work being done by the society by according it a
Government grant of $400 a year. The Association is

perfect ng its organization, and is already striking terror
into the hearts of many notorious offenders against
the fish and game laws. Shortly after the close of the
trout fishing season in Quebec, one of its officials con-
fiscated seven dozen of fine trout which had been illegally
taken out of Lake St. Charles, and the offender was also
fined. On the principle that it is not all of fishing to
catch fish, the Association is bending itself to the task of
protecting those forms of desirable bird and animal life
which contribute, to the pleasures and the attractions of
a holiday spent on lake or stream. Beavers and their won-
derful .dams are by no, means the least of these attrac-
tions, and - when the Association was instrumental, at the
last session of the Legislature, in having the present
close season, for beaver extended until Nov. I, 1905, it also
determined to do its best to enforce the new law. Ad-
mirers of these interesting little animals will be glad to
learn fhat the Association has recently made a seizure of
j)9 les8:than fourteen live Beavers, wbicji iiaid illegally

captured and were oh the point of being sh'pped from
Quebec to Mr, Menier's island of Anticosti. for his private
preserve. E. T. D. Chambers.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Gfayttog and Troot.

It has always been supposed by the anglers of this part
of the L'nited States that, of the two fishes, the brook
trout was more aggressive and more destructive of its

neighbor than the grayling. It is commonly understood
among Michigan fishermen that when the trout once get
into a grayling stream the grayling is bound to disappear,
atid this gradual disappearance of the latter fish, which
has amounted pract cally to the extinction of the species
in most of the State of Michigan, has always been at-

tributed to the introduction of the trout into the grayling
streams quite as much as to the logging operations. It is

a matter of some surprise to Western men to read in

the English angling papers of a point of view regarding
these two fishes which is diametrically opposed to that
v/hich obtains in America. Thus, in an English angling
paper, Mr. S. Ludlow, writing of the fishing along the
Teme R.ver, remarks : "In conversation with an old
angler as to the trout in this part, he says: .'Trout are
more scarce than usual, but grayling arc more plentiful

and larger this season, and I think the grayling destroy
the trout spawn.'" This certainly is a new thing in
angling lore, and if it be in the least correct, all one can
say is that it is a fact hitherto undiscovered in our
grayling country. We have always been accustomed to
look upon the grayling as a beautiful and somewhat help-
less fish, doomed to extermination by reason of the greater
strength and rapacity of its cousin the brook trout. The
grayling does not seem to be as highly esteemed in Eng-
land as the trout {S. fario), and once in a while one sees
argument upon the question whether grayling ought to be
introduced into streams already supporting trout. The
anglers of Michigan look upon the matter in precisely the
opposite way.

A Tfoat Stream in Octoter.

A friend and I favored with 'kn invitation, dropped in
for two or three days of rest and quiet at the "Wood-
pile," on the Pine, up in Wisconsin. Will am Wood,
the preserve keeper, is now engaged in catching his breed-
ing trout for the hatchery, and we. helped him for a while,
to the extent of leaving thirty handsome trout in his live
boxes. My compan on, Mr. L. Frank Baum, well known
in this vicinity as the librettist of "The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz," Avas a novice on a trout stream, but turned out as
handy with the rod as with a lyric. He took nineteen
beautiful trout, the first he ever caught in his life, and
wetit well nigh crazy over the beauty of the fish.. "It'll

cost h m about $506," said William Wood, sententiously.
He was right. Less than an hour later Mr. Baum began
to ask William quest ons about the proper outfit, rods,
flies, leaders, etc. If he gets off with an expenditure of
$500 he is beating the record of most of us. It gives me
much pleasure to mislead a fellow citizen in this way and
lo make an angler out of him.
Most of these large trout for the hatchery are taken

< .n bait. Will am using pieces of sucker or chub for that
purpose. We took some smaller trout on the fly, but
finding them hardly large enough for use in the hatchery,
discontinued the use of the fly, although even at this time
of the year one could have sport with the fly did he care to
do so. It would be legal also upon this hatchery stream,
did one care to avail himself of the legal privileges. Will-
iam says he will go on gathering his big trout until he
has 100 or more in the pens. He plants about 100,000
fry every year, although he put in only about 70,000 last
year.

William tells me that the mink are great enemies of his
breeding trout, and he once lost several dozen to one
mink, which killed them and laid them out in a row "as
though he intended to count them," as William expressed
it. He saw a good deal of m nk sign along the stream,
and once caught one dark rascal cut on the grass a little

way from the stream. William, who is an excellent shot
with a revolver, opened fire upon his minksship, and at
the second shot turned him over, although unfortunately
the mink was able to get down a hole, where no doubt
he soon terminated his poaching career. That same
night, as William was com ng home in the dark, he heard
something running through the brush close to him, and,
guessing at once what it was, opened fire with his trusty
gun. His second shot hit the animal, which at once took
to a tree. William w^ent into the"" house got a lantern and
a shotgun, and presently tumbled a b g fat coon out of its
perch in the tree. What with cocns, mink and muskrats
he getb just a little taste of variety in his work of watch-
ing the prettiest trout stream in Wisconsin. It is the boast
of Mr. McLeod, Mr. Miller's friend on the stream, that
there is no day of the year when one cannot take trout
on the fly, and I presume poss bly this might be true if

one cared to put it to the test. Our trout we found well
advanced toward the spawning season, very brilliantly
colored indeed with flaming orange, red and silver, but
it will be a month or so before the spawning begins on
that stream. It was always William Wood's great ambi-
tion to have Mr. A. N. Cheney come up and see h s little
hatchery, and the death of the latter lamented gentleman
was felt very deeply by William, although the two had
never met. e. Hough.
Habtford Building, Chicago, 111.

A singular story comes from St. Malo. A vessel
bound thither from' Jersey with coal, came up on the
way with a handsome yacht in full sail, but apparently
deserted. The captain threw a rope on board, and
tugged the yacht along with his vessel. Presently' one
head after another to the number of four peeped out of
the yacht's cabin. On reaching port the captain sent
for the gendarmes, who took a boat and boarded the
yacht. 'Two of its four occupants had disappeared, but
the remaining two proved to be French naval deserters
from Brest, who had escaped to Jersey, and there seized
on the yacht Louisa, gone out to sea, and fallen asleep.
The two m.en will be sent to Brest to undergo a court
martial, and yacht wjll, of courge, t>e claimed by its
pwner,

The Carp as a She p Doctor.
The Annual Report of the Bureau of Animal Industry

contains an interesting note on the mission of the carp as
an eradicator of the fluke disease. He writes:
There have been a number of suggest ons made in re-

gard to methods of prevention of liver-fluke disease (dis-

tomatosis), and some of them, especially the free use of
salt, appear to be valuable. Mr. 'William Ashmead. of
the United States National Museum upon returning from
the Hawaiian Islands, told of a method which had been-
tried there with good results, ijamely, the introduction of
frogs and toads nto infected districts to devour the snails,

which act as intermediate hosts. This method is entirely
ne w to me, and appears to be a good one.

Dr. Ernest N. Hutchinson, an inspector of this Bureau,
stationed at Portland. Ore., has recently called my atten-
tion to a decrease in liver-fluke disease following the in-
troduction of carp into an nfected district. These in-
teresting notes by Dr. Hutchinson are worthy of serious
attention, and, as Dr. Evermann, ichthyologist of the
United States Fish Commission, has recently expressed
it, they "justify us in .scoring one more for that much
maligned btit exceedingly useful fish." Dr. Hutch.nson
writes

:

I desire to acquaint you with some peculiar points concerning
Fasciola hepatica which prevail in the minds of stock-raisers
pasturing on the Columbia River bottom, and to which you may
•be able to attach some practical significance.

Prof. C. 'V. Piper, of the Washfngton Agricultural College, in
conversation with me, mentioned the theory which I find is, as
he said, extant in the minds of many farmers along this river,
namely, that "leeches" (Wver flukes), which were formerly numer-
ous in the livers of cattle and sheep, have to a considerable extent
disappeared since the introduction of carp into the waters of this
river.

While of course the farmers' idea is that the carp now consume
the leech, which, according to their view, the cattle formerly
swallowed with the water while drinking, it is possible that there
may be a practical connection between certain peculiar habits of
this fish and the noticeable freedom fronj fascioliasis among the
cattle and sheep ranged on the bottoms Ewdjoining streams in which
these fish are found, compared with animals coming from other
sections where carp are unkiiown. About 75 per cent, of the cat-
tle and sheep coming from the western slope of Uie Cascades, ex-
clusive of-this Columbia River bottom, are infested vvith Fasciola
hepatica; but from this particular portion only about 5 per cent,
are so infested.

All the bottom lands of this river are subject to annual over-
flow, and at this time the carp clean the meadows as tuurougiily
as a fire. Every spear of grass, up to the very water's edge will
be eaten by them. They also have a habit of rooting all around
the edge of this overflow as it gradually recedes.

It has occurred to me, therefore, as possitle that they destroy
the final cystic stage of this parasite with the grass, and perhaps
in their rooting they may also destroy some of the snails.—Letter
dated Dec. 2, 1901.

_
Replying to your letter No. 4092, of the 16th ultimo, I have to

mform you that inquiries iddressed to certain small butchering
establishments whose main source of supply would be lands
adjoining carp-bearing streams, t'o ascertain the frequency with
which they encounter the liver fluke, has failed to secure a single
reply.
The carp were introduced into the waters of the Willamette

River at Port and, Ore., about eieht years ago. They have multi-
plied very rapid y. and are quite numerous in the lakes and
sloughs adjoining the lower Willamette and Columbia rivers.
They have not, however, gone upward in these streams more than
a few miles, seeming to prefer sluggish waters and stagnant
sloughs.
Mr. A. E. Gebhart. secretary of the Oregon Fish Commission,

111 descnbmg their feeding habits, likens them to the hog. saying
they will eat anything that is eatable in the way of vegetation
along the edges of sloughs and on the meadows at the time of
overflow. They also root about in search of roots and such ani-
mal life as may be within their reach. He also says they will
eat clams, as he has tried them as bait.

I am able to say that fascioliasis is much less common in animals
from the lower Columbia and Willamette slough lands than from
any other swampy districts of Oregon or Washington.—Letter
dated Jan. 4, 1902.
Referring to correspondence No. 4092, I have to report to you

that while at Ridgefield, Wash., on the 17th instant, I was able
to confirm somewhat the theory that the carp in the waters of
streams, reduce the dangers of fascioliasis in sheep. Mr. J. B.
Campbell, for whom I inspected sheep for passage into Oregon,
states positively that since the introduction of carp the flukes
have entirely disappeared, and are no longer found in sheep
pasturing on the bottoms, but that they are to be found as com-
monly as ever in sheep which feed upon the moist uplands
As Mr. Campbell informed me that he had lost 30 sheep from

some mysterious disease, and that other sheep owners in his vicin-
ity had also lost many, I endeavored to find a cause for this mor-
tality. 1 made post-mortem examinations of three sheep from
as many different bands, each individual showing a marked de-
gree of cachexia aquosa, with no acute inflammation of anv organ
The musculature was pale, flabby and watery. The retroperitoneal
connective tissue was saturated with a senii-ge'atinous clear trans-
parent material. A considerable collection of this semi-fluid
substance^ followed the attachment of the mesentery and the in-
testine. 'Ihe blood was palish, and while of a quite clear red
when discharged from the vessels, it did not make a marked stain
upon the white clothing with which it came in contact. Great
numbers of the Strongylus filaria were present in the lungs andmuch of the lung tissue was collapsed and in a state of carnifica-
tion, particularly the ventral border and caudal third of the prin-
cipal lobes. Strongylus contortus was also very numerous in
the fourth stomach, the submucosa of which was the site of thesame clear, semi-gelatinous infiltration.
These animals had pastured continually upon the low bottom

lands, and were entirely free from Fasciola hepatica.—Letter dated
Feb. 20, 1902.

In corresponding with the United States Fish Cominis-
sicn on the subject, the following letter has been received
from Dr. Evermann:

Your letter regarding the carp is very interesting, and it justifies
us in scoring one more for that much maligned but exceedin°-!v
useful fish.

°

I do not know of any observations which have been made
specia'ly for the purpose of determining whether the carp feedsupon Limnse [swamp snails which serve as intermediate host of
Fasciola hepatica], but there is no doubt in my own mind but
that It does- so. Cai'p will feed freely upon all sorts of small
mollusks and crustaceans which it finds in the water, and when
carp are ab'e to go out in overflow ponds they will certainly clean
up everything edible in the way of animal and plant material I
would be very g!ad to know more of this matter. Can you giveme the localities to which you refer, and any more details '--Letter
dated Dec. 11, 1901.

The action of the carp in this case appears to be very"
strongly supported by the facts stated, and it seems that
the introduction of carp into, fluke d stricts generally would
result in a great decrease of liver-fluke disease.

Lafces Pcfpetwally Ice-Coveted*

Two lakes covered with ice all the year round have
been discovered in Baker County, Ore., according to
the Portland Qregonian. C M. Sage, with a party =of
friends, went on a hunting and pleasure trip to the' al-
most inaccessible mountain peaks back of the town of
Cornucopia,, in the Pan-Handle district. The mountains
are high and rugged, and before': passing the timber line
the explorer must find his way through a primeval for-
est. A pack- horse is the only means' of getting into
this district, except to trudge a"lo'ng\bn' foot, which, tQ
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say the least, is uphill business. One part of the road h
so incumbered with fallen trees that it is almost im-
possible to get through. In order to get s,uppUes to

their claims two prospectors were obliged to cut a
trail through this tangle of fallen trees, and it was by
means of this trail that Sage and his friends were en-

abled to ascend the mountains until they finally discov-

ered the two frozen lakes referred to. The lakes are

near the summit on the north side of the mountain, and
in order to reach them the party traveled over ice and
snow for a distance of five miles. The bodies of water

are small. One is about 150 feet across and the other

is between 600 and 700 feet in diameter. They are well-

defined lakes or pools, however, covered with a thick

coat ng of ice. clear as crystal, and as smooth as glass,

which is so thick and strong that the exploring party

did not hesitate to ride across on horseback. Sage
says, so far as he is able to judge, the ice on the lakes

never melts because they are so situated behind two
tall peaks that the sun's rays never strike them with

sufficient power to make any impression on the snow
and ice. This land of perpetual snow and ice is within

a day's ride of Baker City by the present means of trans-

portation, part way on a buckboard and the rest on
horseback. It would scarcely be more than a ride of

an hour and a half on an electric railroad. Sage is of

•the op nion that from the lay of the country other large

and more pisturesque lakes with perpetual ice will be

discovered.

San Francisco My-t-Asnng: Club.

Medal contests, series 1902. Saturday, re-entry contest,

held at Stow Lake, Oct. 11. Wind, west; weather, fair;

Event £vent
JNo 2, Nr- *.

Accuracy, , Event No. 8. > 1 urj

Per cent. Acc. * Del i Net % Castm .

91.8
93

Event
No

iJistance,

Keet -

H. C. Golcher...l40
T. C. Kierulff.... 94

W. D. Mansfield...
E. A. Mocker... 110

E. A. Mocker... 110
H. F. Muner....l07
H. F. Muller....l02
C. G. Young

94.4
92

91.8
91.8
92.4

Acc,

90
84.8
93
89.8
87.8
92.8
93.8
93

- Event No.
» Uel i

-' 81.8
-84.2

87.6
80
73.4
85.10
84.2
89.2

8. .

Net){

feo.l'J

•u.3
£-1.13

SS.il
Sl.l

Judges, Kierulff and Mocker; referee, Battu; clerk,

Brotherton.

Sunday, re-entry contest, held at Stow Lake, Oct. X2.

Weather, fair:

II. Battu...
C. Charles.
C. Char.es,.
E. Everett..

E. A. Mocker..
E. A. Mod
H. F. Mul
H. F. Mui:er..
T, C. Kierulff
T. C. Kierulff..

... 86- 91.

S

91.8 S5 SS.4

81 89.8 84.8 70.10 77.9

... 87 87.8 90.4 75 82.8

96 98 91 . 84.2 87.7

...126 91.8 93.4 87.6 90.5

..107 94 90.8 80.10 85.9

. . .110 9.=i.8 8S 84.2 86.1

. . .102 ,94 87.8 84.2 So. 11

..111 95 93 80.10 86.11

.. 101 93 90.8 80 85.4

.. 91 91.8 91 77.6 84.3

Judges, Mansfield and Golcher; referee, Battu; clerk„

Brotherton.

Black Bass in Rhode Island*

The Rhode Island Commissioners of Inland Fisheries

report that the restocking of ponds and streams with the

large-mouth black bass has been attended with grat fying

success. In all waters in which they have been placed

the results have amply repaid the small outlay. Paw-
catuck River, from Niantic Dam to tide water, now affords

good fishing, where formerly it produced no food fishes

of any practical value. During the past season it has

been the rule rather than the exception for the mill hand

to inake' a catch of several of these fish after finishing his

dajf's work.
Through the courtesy of the United States Fish Com-

mission, a consignment of 300 yearlings, averaging five

inches in length, were received in November, 1901, and
placed in the preserve near Wood River Junction, for the

future use of the Rhode Tsland Commission in restock-

ing other waters.

The Commission received, on Nov. 13, 1901, from the

United States Fish Commission, another consignment o£

250. These were planted in Quidnick reservoir, and iu

Skinflint and Hospital ponds. The Commissioners be-

lieve that the large-mouth and small-mouth black bass

are stead ly growing in favor as an edible fish, as well as

a game fish, and expect soon to be able from their own
resources to plant both kinds in the waters of the State

not already stocked, which are suited to them.

A Government Handbook of Flies.

Probably for the first time in the history of the world a

government department has isisued a "Handbook of Arti-

ficial Flics for Salmon, and Trout." I have received from

the Fisher es Branch of the Department of Agriculture

and Technical Instruction a copy of the recently published

"Handbook of Artificial Flies for Salmon and Trout,

Used in the Different Fishery Districts of Ireland, with

a Map of the Fishery Districts." It appears that there

has been an international exh bition at Cork, and that

the Irish Fisheries Department had a collection of Irish

salmon and trcut flies, and this handbook was prepared

to illustrate the collection, or was the collection prepared

to illustrate the handbook? Anyway, it does not matter,

and I welcome this angling work, "printed for His

Majesty's Stat onery Office," as infinitely more interesting

and useful than most of the blue books on fisheries which

appear with His Majesty's sanction.

In a prefatory note we are informed that the flies in

the collection have been recommended to- the Department

by experienced anglers having special knowledge of the

several distrxts. The information as to locality, season

• and names of makers was obtained in the same way.

"The Department, however, while satisfied of its accuracy

as far as it goes, can, of course, take no rfesponsibility

that it is complete in any particular," and, it adds rather

slyly, "It will be- noticed that flies known by the same

name are often very differently dressed in different dis-

tricts. As a rule, the salmon flies in the exhibit are tied

upon "the hooks of medium size, wl^ile, in order to display

the dressing to the best advantage,- the trout flies are

fjhowu on the largest si?,e of hook; u^ecj- f^r ^h^ ^atter^i/^

It is quite refresh'ng to find a Government department
talking in this sensible and technical way about the arcana
of angling, and the handbook itself shows in four columns
the name of river, kind ®f fish, local and standard pat-
terns of flies used and their times and season ; if even goes
so far, in some few cases, as to give dry-fly patterns. It 'is

a very useful, though of course not complete list, and I

shall_ get my copy bound in morocco for reference. Some
day it will be the scarcest of angling books—the only one
ever published by the British Government.— R. B. Ma'rston
in London Fishing Gazette.

A Record Muscalongr.

Mr. Charles Hallock sends us the photograph of a
inuscalonge caught in the St. Lawrence River near Clay-
ion, N. Y., in September of 1879, by Capt. Jas. Millward

and John B. Spofford. The length was 4 feet 8 'nches.

"the largest of the kind ever taken on a IroU" up to that

time.

Chatm Oil.

Fall River, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and StmaiA; I have
in my employ an Englishman who is an entlutsiastic salt-

v.ater fisherman. Years ago he was in the habit of going
fi>hing with an elderly man who used on his bait a yellow
•oily liqu d with a strong odor resembling that of geranium
leaves. When fishing with this man. he claims, big

catches were always made; but as the old gentleman
refused to tell of what the liquid was composed, the secret

•died with him. My curiosity being excited, I vis ted ,a

large wholesale druggist to see if they knew of such a

thing as cVarm oil. My visit was not in vain. A French-
Canadian had preceded me by some months and by his

pers-stence in searching for the Hquid, had at last caused
them to bestir themselves. They visited a French drug-
gist in the French quarter of the city, and were by him
put on the right track. The following is the formula

:

Oil rhudal i part

Oil copbia 20 parts

In the book of drugs it was described as a lure for foxes

and rats, also as good for fishing, to be used on the baits.

I have never used any of the 1 quid myself, but won-
dered if it was knoAvn to the readers of Forest and
Stream. S. Everett.

[Oil of rhodium is obtained from a species of rose, is a

well-known scent which is in common use among trap-

pers.]

Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Oct 21-24.—New York.—Ladies' Kennel Association of America's

show." Miss M, K. Bird,. Westbary, L. I., Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show AsfBoqiation's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Missouri Field Trial Association's (member

of the American Championship Club), sixth annual trials. L. S.

Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct 27 —Washington C; O., Ohio.—Monongahela Field Trial

Club's field trials. A. C. Peterson. Sec'y. ^ • .

Oct. 28.—Whitby Island. Wash.—Pacific Northwegt Field -Tnals

F. R. Atkins, Sec'y. Seattle, Wash. „ '

, . ,

Oct. 28. , Wis.—Northwestern Beagle Club's second
annual trials. Louis StefEen, Sec'y.

. . , ,
jvlov^ 3—Robinson. 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-

ber of the American' Championship Club) fourth annual trials. W.
R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, 111.

Nov 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of tlie National Beagle

Club of America. Charles R, Stevemson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,

Camden N. T.

Nov k—Lake View. Mich.—Michigan Field Trial Association's

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual trials.

C. D. Stuart. Sec'y, Benton Harbot, Mich. ^.
. , ^ .

Nov 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Uhio Fi/eld Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Chajnpionship Club) fifth annual

trials. C. E. Baughn Sec'y^
r-, u r a • . /

' u i
6.—Eastport. L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American ChampipHship-Club) second annual -trials. R. E.

Westlake. Sec'y, Scraaton, Pa.

Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, 111.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T L. Fenn. Secy.
Nov. id.—Bicknell, Ind—Independent Field .Trial Club's (fiiem-

ber of the American Championship Club) fourth aiinual trials.

H: S. Humphrey. Sec'y, IndianapoUs, Ind.^;
. .

Nov. U.—Hampton, Conn.—Coanectioit Fielci Jnal Clqb's t^i%?§,

f, Smith, Sec'y, ?Jew t?ayq»- •
- -

Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-
tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangliam, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont,

Nov. 11.—St. Joachim. Ont.—International Field Trial Club's
fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky

Field Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.
Nov. IS.—Branehton, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's seventh annual

trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.
Nov. 18.— Rutlivcn. (/ni.—Fourth annual trials of the North

Amerkan Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 24.—Glasgow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials, C. B. Cooke. Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Thomasville, N. C—Continental Field Trial Club's

eighth annual trials. '

Uec. 1.— Washington C. H., Ohio.—American Championship
Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y,
Richmond, Va.
Dec. 15.— Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.

XXV —A Friend.

"Ci-git qui fut toujours sensible, doux, fidele,

"Eti jitsques an tombeau, des amis le modele.

II ne me qtiitte pas quand je perdis mon bien.

—C'elajt un homme unique!—Helas! c'ctait mon chien."

—Epitaphe d'un Ami, par EdrAond Dallier.

[Here lies one who was always sensible, sweet and true, and
even to the tomb a model friend. He never deserted me, not even
vvhcn I lost my wealth. He was an unique man! Alas, it was my

Two More Dogs of Worth.
j:,ditor Forest and S^treanv:

In j^our i§sue of Sept. 20 Dr. Samsell has given an
'

interesting history of his I'ttle dog pup. There were
two dogs in Idaho that certainly deserve a niche in the
hal's of fame, and I hope you wilL find their story too
interesting to throw in'.o the waste basket.
Qu te a number of the miners used to work in War-

rens all_ summer
; then they would go out to the South

Fork of a salmon river and rock all winter. They were
ct a whole-souled class; whatever one had all were wel-
come to, and if -anyth'ng happened to one all were
ready to go to his relief, no matter whau the "danger
was: In the fall of which I write. Pete Srn'th had gone
over along in the later part of November, it was twenty
Jiiles, and over one div de, where the snow was about
tighteen inches deep.
The South Fork was an ideal place to winter; game

was plentiful; there were deer, sheep and elk, for big
game, and grouse and pheasants, as well as plenty of
rhe mounla'n rabbi s for small game; and the horses
turned out on the range would come out fat in the
spring. Miners cou'd make from $4 to $5 per day
when they would work.

Pete had been in camp about a week. One day he
was taken very sick and he thought that his lime had
come, and that as there was no one in less than twenty
miles of him, that he would die. His companion was
Rover, a dog. Just a dog. I cannot give his correct
pedigree, but it was heaviest on the shepherd side, and
his color was a grisly "yaller." His disposition was
good, and there was not a man, woman or child in War-
rens did not like Rover.
Although Rover wos a good cotnpanion, Pete thought

that he could be of very I'ttle service to him in his

great pain. After the first paroxisms of pain had ceased,
Pete thought he would try and send Rover for assist-

ance. He got itp and wrote a note and tied it to Rover's
neck, and after caressing him for a little while opened
the door and let him out, in hopes the dog would go to
Warrens. Then he lay down again, and it was not long
before ho felt a little betier and was able to go out of

doors and take a look up the mountain trail, but Rover
was nowhere to be seen.

About two, or perhaps three, nours afterward, as Joe
D'-buc Vv'as coming out of the s'aughter house, which
was about a half mile out on the trail, he saw Rover
coming as fast as he could run. Joe thought that Pete
was near and wou d soon come in sight. Rover run
to Joe and reared up on him, and Joe saw the letter

hanging by the string. He opened it, and as soon as he
read its contents he hurried to town and reported. Joe
had hard work to keep Rover from going back. Joe
told him to wait till they could saddle their horses and
they would go with him. Joe went to the drug store

and told Doc Sears, who immediately saddled his horse,

and in less than a quarter of an hour there were four

men on the road back with Rover, who had to follow as

the hori^es could travel faster than he could in the deep
snow. But when they got out of the timber and started

down the mountain to the river and out of the snow,
Rover left them and made a run for the cabin. When
Pete heard him he opened the door, and when Rover
found his master able to get up, it was pathetic to see

the ant es the dog cut; he would bark, then howl, then
whine, and lick Pete's hands and manifest his delight

by all kinds of tricks. Soon the boys rode up, and
Rover was as glad to see them as was Pete. They
were glad to find Pete over his spell. They turned their

horses loose and it was not long before they had a
miners' supper, and all were happy, but none more so

than was Rover. The next day the boys returned, and
Rover looked very downcast when they left.

The next spring Pete sold Rover to Ike Grostien
and he after a while let Dave Baldwin have him, and
I think that Rover died Dave's.

Our next dog was the property of August Berg, a
German, who resided on the main Salmon Rivef, and
owned a cattle ranch as well as a garden spot and
small orchard. Berg had been there for a long time

and had sold lots of cattle- and was thought to have
lots of money. When the first Chinamen were allowed,

to com-e into this district iBerg hired- one for a cook,
and he has been with hini' for at leaet . fifteen years,

and Berg's confidence iri Lee'was explicit. Often Berg
would be gone for several weeks, and Lee would take

good care of everything on . the placa, and if he re-

ceived any money for -jJraduce he.-Wiiuld turn it over

to Berg on his return. During the time that Lee li^ed

^}f\th Berg, Berg brought home a shepherd pup ffd|^-
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old Uncle Johnny Woods, and Lee took great pains

in raising the little dog, which soon got big enough to

go with him for the cows, and proved to be very watch-

ful.

The dog had got to be about two years old when,
one day, the Chinamen, who had ground his hatchet

very sharp, made an assault on Berg, intending to mur-
der him for his money. The first strike he made Berg
threw up his right hand and the hatchet cut the thumb
off. the next stroke spl't the hand. The dog was near

and he grabbed the Chinaman hv the calf of the leg,

and his attack on the Chinaman was so fierce that the

Chinaman had to quit Berg and turn on 'the dog, who
dodged his blows. Berg's ear was nearly severed from

his head, but he ran when the Chinaman turned on the

dog. As soon as the Chin.iman found Berg had escaped

he left the house and started up the trail toward Flor-

ence, which was tweVe miles away.
After the Chinaman left Berg went into the house and

bound up his wounds best he could, and it was not long

before the expressman came by, and he went down on

to the river, about four miles, and told the miners

what had happened. It was not long before there was

a big crowd, and as soon as they could get their horses

ten of them started for Florence to get Lee. They
found his tracks in the trail, but he had got to Florence

ahead of them. There were at that time about 150

Chinamen in the camp, and it was known that the

•Chinaman would be secreted. When they got to camp
they asked the Chinese boss if Lee had come. He said

he "no see him," and he thought '"maybe he gone to

Lewiston." The boys made a house to house hunt, and

finally found Lee in between two beds. They pulled

him out and found his legs badly bitten. They locked

the Chinaman up, as it was too late to start to War-
rens, which was the nearest place where there was a

justice of 'the peace. They told the China; boss that

they would take Lee and turn him over to the civil

authorities at Warrens. Next morning early they left

' when they got down to the wire bridge they

ee to the center of the bridge, which is sixty

i the water; then they went over to Cary's

d for a couple of hours; then they cut the

let Lee go down the river; after which they

o camp, having done a good deed.

Kt year Lang and Ryan came up to Camas
JrTaine to buy cat:le and Berg brought over a couple

of hundred head and turned them over to Lang and

Ryan, who were camped at Crook's Corral, where they

were receiving cattle every day. Having some steers

out and not wanting them to follow the drove off, I

was putting in several days at the corral. One morn-
ing, before any cattle came in, some of the boys got

Matt Ryan to try and buy Berg's dog. There must

have been at least forty men standing around. Matt

said to Berg, "What will you take for that dog?"

"I don't vant to sell dat dog," Berg repHed.

"Oh, that is not what I asked you. I asked you
what you would take for him?"

"Veil, I vuddent sell dat dog.'^

"I will give you $500 for him."

Berg straightened up and said with much passion:

"Matt Ryan, you and your fadder hain't got money
enough to puy dat dog. For if it haddent peen for dat

dog, Old Perg vuddent peen here now, and as long as

dat dog lives I vill keep him mit me, and if he ties first

I will purry him."
The faithful dog was. lying down by his master and

knew he was the subject under discussion, and he would

roll UD his eyes, but when Berg emphasized his remarks

vagged about a foot of the end of his tail, as

to say, "You may buy all the cattle there arc

)untry, but you can't touch me."
well known that Ryan and Lang had bought
ree States of Idaho, Washington and Oregon

^ ,000 head of cattle. ' So you see there was one

man, aiinough he had the r. r ntation of being penurious,

had too much kind feeling to part with the best friend

man ever had among the brute creation.

Lew Wilmot.
ILKeilbr, Wash, Oct 2.

Pointer Club ''of America.
New York, Oct. 18.—^The following are the entries for

the third annual field trials of the Pointer Club of Amer-
ica to be held at E'astport, L. I., commencing Nov. 6.

The Members' Stake closes before starting, and is there-

fore incomplete.
C. F. Lewis, Sec.-Treas.

DERBY STAKE.

Dr. Allen Fitch's Fair Acre Cero, 1. and w. bitch,

Cyrus P. Wilcox's .

George S. Mott's Old Glory II., 1. and w. dog (Mott's
Regent—Kida).
George S. Mott's Young Lad of Kent, 1. and w. dog

(Lad of Kent—King's Daughter IL).

George Jarvis' Jess of Kent, 1. and w. bitch (Sambo

—

Ruth of Kent).
Wilcox & Fairbairn's Fair Acte Hector, 1., w. -and t.

dog (Fair Acre Fatal—Vandel a II.).

A. H. Ball's Top Notch Launcelot, 1. and w. dog (No.
68962).

MEMBERS'" STAKE.

Dr. Allen Fitch's Kent V., 1. and w. dog.
Dr. A. G. Terrill's Belle of Kent III., 1., w. and t. bitch

(Dean of Kent—Gypsy Beaufort).
Dr. James S. Howe's Baby Kent, 1. and w. dbg (Duke

of Kent—Queenie),
Randolph Crompton's Dan Woodstock, 1. and w. dog

(Plain Sam—Folly^.

Walton Ferguson. _Jr,'s, Frederica, 1, and w. bitch.
Wm. M. Howell's Sister, 1., w. and t. bitch (Prince

Regent—Mischief Nell).
Brookdale Pointer Kennels' Dream of Brookdale. bl.,

w. and t dog (Roland—Brookdale Lilly).
W._W. Davenport's Fairview Folly, I,, w. and t bitch

(Fairv'iew Preani—Lady Bessie).
H. B. Rathbone's Top Notch Nibs, bl, ^nd w, 4og

(Silver Socks—Bessie Ford).
A. H. Ball's Top Notch RocH, I. an<? Y^. 4og (Ray

ALL-AGE STAKE.

Henry W. Terry's Teddy B., 1. and w. dog (Clip-
Diana K.).
Henry W. Terry's Merry Girl, I. and w. bitch (Teddy

B.—King's Daughter II.).

Dr. Allen F tch's Prince's Lad's Lassie, I. and w. bitch.

Dr. James S. Howe's Baby Kent, 1., w. and t. dog
(Duke of Kent II.—^Queenie).

Randolph Crompton's Dan Woodstock, 1. and w. dog
(Plain Sam—Folly).

Walton Ferguson, Jr.'s, St. Kilda, 1. and \v. bitch.

Walton Ferguson, Jr.'s, Frederica, 1. and w. bitch.

Brookdale Pointer Kennels' Dream of Brookdale, b., w.
and t. dog (Roland—Brookdale Lilly).

Philip W. Moen's Brodick Dash, 1. and\w. dog (Heather
James—Heather Gem).

Charles Caster's Fred C, 1. and w. dog (Prince's Lad

—

Leah).
Charles Caster's Grenadier, 1. and w. dog (Prince's Lad

—Nell).
W. W. Davenport's Fairview Folly, 1., w. and t. bitch

(Fairview Pream—Lady Bessie).
H. B. Rathbrne's Top Notch Nibs, bl. and w. dog

(Silver Socks—Bessie Ford).
A. H. Ball's Top Notch Tobie, bl. and w. dog (No..

65674).
CHAMPIONSHIP STAKE.

Henry W. Terry's Merry Girl, I. and w. bitch (Teddy
B.—King's Daughter II.).

Henry W. Terry's Teddy B., I. and w. dog (Clip-
Diana K.).
Walton Ferguson, Jr.'s, St. Kilda, 1. and w. bitch.

Walton Ferguson, Jr.'s. Frederica, 1. and w. bitcb.

W. P. Austin's Brimstone, bl. and w. dog (Ripstone

—

Tick).
Ph lip W. Moen's Brodick Dash, 1. and w. dog (Heather

James—Heather Gem).
Frank E. Norton's Duke, or., w. and t. dog (Sport-

Birdie).

Charles Caster's Grenadier, I. and w. dog (Prince's Lad—Nell).

W. W. Davenport's Fairview Folly, I., w. and t. bitch
(Fairview Pream—Lady Bessie).
Charles Caster's Fred C, 1. and w. dog (Prince's Lad

—

Leah).

Treat Yout Dog WelU
We love to hear a man praise the fine qualities, blood

and traming of his dog, but we hate to see him turn
around, yell at and kick the faithful brute to make
him down charge. Training makes perfect dogs. We
do not believe that a man that will kick his dog for
every little mistake, or to make him mind, ought to own
one. A dog is not trained perfectly in one lesson. This
fact ought not to be lost sight of by some men with
whom we are acquainted. Many a dog will act beauti-
fully at home after a few lessons, but will be too nerv-
ous to show off before a crowd. Failure to act promptly
on his first exhibition does not warrant his being
abused. The dog is the truest and most faithful friend
of man and should be treated as such.

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is
believed that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen makmg subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-
lows :

First prize, $50.00. 1

^

Second prize, $30.00.
Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of
mlue to men going over the same rout«. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-
garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all
incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing
the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat
Good photographs will be considered in making the
awards.

5. The story should contain about seven thousand
words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as
judge and to make the awards.

Lipton's Chall jige Accepted.
Sir Thomas Lipton's third challenge for the America's

Cup was sent by the steamer Oceanic and was del vered
at the New York Y. C. on Wednesday afternoon, Oct.
15. A special meeting of the club was held on the fol-

lowing Thursday night to consider the challenge. A
large number of members attended the meeting. Vice-
Commodore Frederick G. Bourne presided in the ab-
sence of Commodore Ledyard, who is quite seriously ill.

The nieet'ng was not a long one, for the challen.ge and
some letters that passed between Sir Thomas Lipton
and officers Of the club were soon read.
Commodore Ledyard, Vice-Commodore Bourne, Sec-

retary Cormack and Messrs. E. D. Morgan, E. M.
Brown, J. Pierpont Morgan, J. Malcom Forbes. Archi-
bald Rogers and W. B. Duncan, Jr., made up the com-
mittee on the challenge. This committee held its own
meeting directly after the, general meeting and formally
accepted the challenge,
Secretary Cormack sent a cable to Sir Thomas Lipton

and Mr. Hugh C. Kelly, of the Royal Ulster Y. C. as
soon as the "meeting adjourned tha: the challenge had
been accepted. The cablegram read as foKows:

Hugh C. Kelly, Secretary Royal Y. C. Beffast.
Challenge accepted. Same conditions as prevailed last

races.

Cormack, Secretary.
Sir Thomas Lipton was sent the same cablegram.

The following correspondence was given- out by Sec-
retary Cormack after the meeting:

_^Royal Ulster Y. C,
Mountpottinger Road,

Belfast, Oct. 7. 1902.
G. A. Cormack, Esq., Secretary, New York Y. C, New

York:
Dear Sir: I am requested by Sir Thomas J. Lipton,

Bart., K. C. V. O., to forward you this challenge for
the Amer'ca's Cup, subject to the same conditions as
governed the last contest and which proved to be so
satisfactory, namely, the best three out of five races over
the same courses with like starts and other details.

The first race to be sailed on Thursday, Aug. 20, 1903.
The second race to be saded on Saturday, Aug. 22,

1903.

The third race to be sailed on Tuesday. Aug. 25, 1903.
Further races (if any) to be sailed on each following

Thursday, Saturday and Tuesday, until fin'shed.
I, therefore, on behalf of the Royal Ulster Y. C, and

in the name of Sir Thomas J. Lipton, a member of the
club, cha'lenge to sail a series of ma ches with the yacht
Shamrock III. aga'nst any one yacht or vessel con-
structed in the United , States of America for the Amer-
ica's Cup.
The following are the particulars of the challenging

vessel, viz: Owner, Sir Thomas J. Lipton, Bart.. K.
C. V. O . ; name of yacht. Shamrock III.; length on load
waterline, 90ft.; rig, cutter.

The Custom House measurement will follow as soon
as the vessel can be measured for registrat'on.

I shall be much obliged if you will cable the receipt
of this challenge.

Hugh C. Kelly.
Honorary Secretary,

Royal Ulster Y. C.

There is now building at the Townsenij & Downey Ship-
building Company, Shooter's Island, from designs made
by Messrs. C&ty Smith & Barbey, a stiel auxiliary cruis-
ing schooner for Mr. JohTi M. Masury.'of New York city
The yacht will be 120ft, over all, 90ft. waterline, 33ft. 4in!

Mr. Cormack received the following letter in the same
mail that brought the challenge

:

Osidge, Southgate, M'ddlesex,
Oct. 7, 1902.

Dear Mr. Cormack: You will receive by the same
mail a communication from the secretary of the Royal
Ulster Y. C. conveying a challenge on my behalf for a
series of races for the America's Cup to take place next
year.

In view of the eminently satisfactory and complete
arrangements made by your club for the two contests
in which I have already been privileged to engage, I
ask, as you will see from the terms of the challenge,
no change wha'ever in the conditions which governed
the last contest entered into by me.
In thus desiring an opportunity of making a third at-

tempt to obtain possess'on of the America's Cup, I hope
I may not be deemed importune or unduly covetous of
the precious trophy so long and so securely held in
trust by the New York Y. C. Yours faithfully,

Thomas J. Lipton.
G. A. Cormack, Esq., Secretary New York Y. C, New
York.

Last spring the New York Y. C. discussed the
advisab lity of changing its present measurement rule.
At this time. Sir Thomas. Lipton wrote Commodore
Ledyard^ as ta its effect on the boats that raced for the
America's Cup.: The Tetters that passed between these
two gentlemen follow:.

City Road, London, E. C,
' May 2, 1902.

My D ear Commodore: With reference to the reports
which have, recently appeared in the press concerning

,

a suggested change
.
in' the measurement rules of the

New York Y. C, there is at present considerable specu-
lation in yachting circles here as to whether such
change is- likely to be made, and if made, whether it

would apply to the contests for the America's Cup.
The prevailing idea is that in view of the great doubt

which exists as to whether or tiot the rules will be al-
tered, and the fconse-quent uncertainty as to the type of
boat, with -whtch it Would be necessary to challenge, and
also of the fact that for a contest in 1903 the design of
the challenger would require to be commenced shortly
no one would under the circumstances care to consider
the advisability of challenging for next year,

I
,

should Hke much if .you could throw any light on the
matter and especially advise me whether,- in the event
of the club deciding to change the rules, such • change
would apply to the A-merica's Cup races.
Should yoii prefer thst this lettey U answere4 officially
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by the club, you might kindly just hand it over to the

secretary.

T liope you are keeping well.

With kind regards, yours faithfully,

Thomas J. Lipton.

Commodore S. Cass Ledyard, New York Y. C, New
York.

New York Y. C,
• 37 Wesjt Forty-fourth Street,

New York, July 8, 1902.

My Dear Sir Thomas: Your letter of May 2, inqu'r-

ing whether in the event of a change in the New York
Y. C.'s measurement rules, such change would apply to

the America's Cup races, has remained uanswered until

310W because of my illness and other reasons, having no
relation to its subject, as I have explained to you in a

personal letter^

The point raised by you is an important one. and I

•quite agree with you that it should be answered by
the club officially. I therefore-'submitted your letter to

the club and am authorized by it to send you this reply:

The facts about ihe proposed changes in the rule are

that some months ago a committee was appointed by the

club to obta'n the views of the leading designers in the

United States and England and o.her countries as to

ihe desirabil'ty of adopting some rule of measurement
^^hich would tend to evolve a more satisfactory and

-wholesome type of vessel than has been produced under

the operation of our present rule. It was expected

that the work of this committee would not be completed

rntil nevt autumn or winter, and such is now likely to

be the case. -

I need not say to you that the step taken had no rela-

tion to any contest for the America's Cup in 1903, for

it was not "deemed possible that any change in the rules

which might be brought about by it could become effect-

ive until long after the exp'ration of the limit of time

for giving notice of a contest for that season, and no

one could maintain for a moment that any change in its

rules made by ihe challenged club after the receipt of a

challenge could affect the race to be sailed near such

challenge.

Nor, indeed, would the New York Y. C. be willmg,

even if it had the power, by any change in its rules,

to shut out or prejudice or handicap in any respect any

challenging yacht bu It in reliance upon its existing

rules. If anv change in its rules could injurious-y affect

a challenger, the club would regard itself as imperatively

bound to make such change known in rmplc se<,son to

prevent iniustice or prejudice.

Therefore, you may rest assured that, if you desire to

challenge through any dub for 1903, no change m its

rules by the New York Y. C. whether made before or

af.er the receipt of a chal'enge, would apply in any de-

cree to the contest under such challenge.
" The fact, however, that you have asked the question

makes it nroner for me to observe further, that under

the deed of gift no such question can really arise.

As I had occasion to explain to you when the ques-

tion of towing arose in connection with the challenge

ci Shamrock I., the deed of g-ft prescribes no conditions

respecting the kind of vessel which may compete, ex-

cept (a) that she shall be within certain linrts of length;

(b) that no dimensions stated in the certificate may be

exceeded; (c) that no restriction shall be placed on

certerboards. and. lastly, that she shall proceed under

sail, on her own bottom, to the port of contest. This

last condition imports all that the framers deemed wise

to insert by way of limitation upon the type of vessel,

viz., her actual and demonstrated ability to make the

passage under sail.
. .

As to measurement, the deed makes no provision what-

ever. That is left to be dealt with under the mutual

agreement, clause. The two clubs may agree upon any

system of measurement they please. If they fad to agree,

the terms of the match are prescribed by the deed; best

two out of three races on ocean comses as described,

-subject to the rules and sailing regulations" of the

challenged c!ub "so far as the same do not conflict with

t"',e provisions of the deed, but without any time allow-

ance whatever." . . , -.t

You will observe that under this provision tne New
York Y. C. would have no power to make any change

in i^s measurement rules apply to a challenging yacht

without the consent of the club to which she belongs.

All that the challenger would have to do would be to

appeal to the deed and stand upon his right to sad the

race, boat for boat, without any time allowance Avhat-

ever, and. therefore, without the appl cation of any rule

of measurement. Indeed, the New York Y. C, as the

holder of the Cup, regards it as quite beyond its power

to impo-e any restriction or any hindrance upon the

challenging yacht, beyond those above enumerated as

specified in the deed. The enumeration of these (piali-

fcat'ons by the deed excludes the idea that the chal-

lenged c'ub could in anv way vary from or add to them

Any yacht, properly challenging through a qualified

club, of a waterline length within the limits specified,

complying with the deed ?ls to notice and certificate, and

rroceed ng unde-r .sail on her own bottom to the port of

contest, is entitled to sail for the Cup, on the courses

designated, best two out of three, boat for boat, without

time allowance and without any other or additional re-

strictions being imposed upon her. She must sail, it is

true, under the rules and sailing regulations of the chal-

lenged club, but any provisions of these would plainly

conflict with the deed, if they operated to impose any

other limit, condition or penalty upon type, model, sail

area, or other factor going to the qualification of the

challenger.
. .

I have been thus at pains to state our position on this

subject, in ordei" the more effectively to allay any anxiety

that may naturally have been caused you by the news-

paper reports to which you refer. We certainly do not

intend to rnake any changes in our rule of measurement

apply to the America's Cup races, and if we had any sudi

intention, it is perfectly plain that we should be withoiit

power to make it effectual.

Since you suggested that our reply should be an offi-

cial one, I would be greatly obliged if you would cause

this letter to be laid before the Royal Ulster Y. C. that

if 'may be informed of its contents. Very trub' yours,

Lewis C^s? Ledyar4, Commodore,

§ir Tf)'^^>i3s J. ypton, _ -

"

/ . ^

Seventeen Days* Cruise on Long
Island Sound*

BY THE CREWj THE SKIPPER AND THE OWNER.

iCancnided from last week )

Dead ahead were a number of docks and a little shelter.
It was here we decided to drop the hook, and with a
plunge and a smash the Innocent lay over as the Skip-
per brought her up in the wind. No time for losing
headway or letting anchor go easily; she would have
been away from us in a wink. Orders cemld hardly be
heard, so leaping forward the Skipper le' go the anchor,
at the same time hauling down jib; the throat and peak
halliards, for a wonder, were not jammed, and we got
the mainsail off her handily. The way she took that
20oft. of y% chain was a caution, but when it snubbed
up to the bitts, the Skipper said "Let her blow." And
the Bartend.er p^'ped to a glass of grog, and we took
stock of our surroundings. The Sk'pper supposed we were
in Napeague Bay, but it was mere guesswork. The
peculiar configuration of the land had shut us in com-
pletely; we had no lights to go by and seemed to be in

a landlocked bay, with the ocean immediately on the
other side of us. The Skipper fancied he could hear the
pound.ng of the surf on the beach. Going ashore we
found we had struck the Promised Land, an exceed-
ingly unapropos name for such an ill-favored spot of

country. The air was redolent with a peculiar sicken-
ing smell, which we found came from decaying fish oil,

which is manufactured at this place. The beach Avas

covered with a peculiar grass and with small brush. A
few dilapidated huts and a company store were the only
apparent dwelling houses in the vicinity. The only peo-
ple we could find were either Huns, Slovaks or Poles

—

hard to tell which—^who jabbered at us in their dialect.

The one American who had charge of the company store

was a silent man, who answered our questions mono-
-syllabically. Perhaps the sparseness of the surround-
ings had soured his temper. W e bought a small quantity

of butter, which was fair in quality, and some bacon,
but notii ng else could we get, except the average
canned stuff, of which we had plenty aboard. We
wa ked back to the boat and found it was blowing
harder than ever; it was evidently a case of stay in this

harbor until the blow was over. So we went aboard,
cooked a sumptuous supper of steak, potatoes, aspara-
gus tips, corn, string beans, with English plum pud-
d ng. beer and coffee on the side, after which the Skip-
per studied the chart; but as the buoys at Promised
Land did wo'i seem to correspond with those on the

chart, he decided to wait until morning, when he would
go ashore and try to get his bearings. The wind had
mow hauled a pohit to the south'ard, and the height

of land gave us a little more shelter, so we put up -our

riding light, feeling that our anchor would hold, no mat-
ter how it blew. We turned in; shut the cab'n door to

keep cut the sickening smell of the fish oil, smoked a

cigar—or rather cigars—and gradually felt the drowsy
influence of the god who Avooes the tired sailors of the

f'csle with the same earnestness as those of the quar-

terdeck, and,, with the w nd blowing a gale and the

little boat 'scending and tossing, a somewhat vigorous

rocking, our little ship's company fell asleep.

Aug. 7.—Still blowing a gale from the east'ard.

Banked up on the hopzon, north, south, east, -west,

rolls of thick, Ipw-hanging, gray clouds, so. low in the

heavens that one can almost note their formation. The
tide running out like a jiiill race, and we have evidently

anchored in a peculiar spo,t. The seas neyer break

around us; indeed, it is always comparatively smooth;
but there is not enough strength in the breeze to over-

come that rushing tide effectually. We had no trysail

-aboard, or the Skipper would have hoisted it; our awn-
ing would have been torn to atoms in a mom.ent; and

we kept describing arcs of a circle around our anchor.

We got another anchor out on deck and 200ft. of cable

in readiness should we start to drag,
.
And thus, watch-

ing our chain and waiting, the morning hours di-ifted

by. We had breakfasted hghtly: the smell was' getting

in its fine work, and the Owner had already paid tribute

to its efficacy. It was only by smoking countless cigars

that the Skipper's stomach r.emained- norm.al- - The.Grew

was getting along fairly -vyell.' ."A good^hance to.' sleep/'

said he—und he slept. The monotony, of our w_at<ila was
broken by a small fishing il6op beating in',,w.ith" scaa-

dalized mainsail; she made good'weather of i.t uiidef this

5ail; whei? t}>ey c^me abPMt, 3 man forw^rtf v|roi}l<l. hoiij;

a. little of her Jib, she would then come about,- 'as soon
, as she filled on the other tack, down came jib; she
.wofl'ced handily this way, as well as. a catboat; she ran

up to the dock, off which we were anchored, and the

Owner immediately set off in the dinghy to get com-

1

pass directions and buy some fish. With his customary:
luck the Owner was in for .it. It commenced to pour
torrents; rain it could not be called. The scuppers in

the cockpit did not carry the flood off quick enough;
there was a full J4-in. of water in an incredibly short

time. Th's lasted for about half an hour, when it let

up, and the Owner came back with fish and informa-

tion. It was not much of either he brought; a scant'

half dozen butterfish and a small blue. He informed
the Skipper he could have got more, weakfish. too, but

he thought these few would be enough. Poor Owner!
He little thought of the hungry Skipper and ravenous

Crew aboard, only the flickering memory of a lost

appetite was his mon'tor. The Skipper made a few

remarks, and a scornful laugh laughed he. The only in-

formation the Owner could get (so he said) was "Keep
close to the bushes." Of compass courses he spoke not;

the yellow buoys were private buoys, but what for he
did not know. "Keep close to the bushes"—the Skip-

per repeated this to himself, trying to g-et the mean-
ing through his dumb skull. Going on deck with the

glass he searched the four shores for "bushes," but no
bushes were there. Turning in he again had the

Owner repeat: "Keep close to the bushes." He was ,

not ciuite sure whether he was going "queer." Gravely;

the Owner repeated his instruction. Again searching

.the horizon the Skipper suddenly had a great light dawn
^on him—the bushes were lashed to the buoys in order

to make them more distinguishable, and with a "he haw
ho" the Skipper and Owner decided to brave the gale 1

and run to Shel er Island at once,

i We tucked in all the reefs, and got a strain on the

chain. It needed our entire ship's crew to heave it short.

KwA then our wind'ass—a powerful one—did the rest.
^

Exactly how this thing occurred no one will ever know,

but the windlass brought up the anchor before it brought I

.up the chaiif. The moment the anchor was brought to

the surface the Crew had hoisted the jib, and away we
went dragging the chain after us. Not for long, for she

brought up in the wind and before we could get control

of her we had drif.ed into one of the docks. We made
her fast, and taking our jib halliard block from jib

hoisted anchor and chain on deck, and a beautiful snarl

it was in. It took us some t'me to clear it, and then

we warped out bevond the shelter of the dock and away

we went like a scared cat. We made good we:a:her of

it, and picked, up our buoys without a groundmg, and

.

oil rounding a black and red buoy we rapidly got our

bearings. The wind had begun to favor us, was moder-

ating to a one-reef breeze, and we decided to shake out

two reefs. This was quickly done, and we commenced

to log about six knots. We picked up Long Beach

Light, stood a little to the eastward; picked up Inner

Beach Light and stood in between the buoys for the,

breakwater at Greenport, which we made nicely. We
dropped the hook at dusk in about 16ft. of water, and

after supper the Crew and Skipper made a flying visit

ashore for provisions and ice, and to send telegrams

to Owner's and Skipper's respective families, after

which we turned in and lay dead till the morning.

Aug. 8.—Rise at 6; Cook under way. Quite a num-

ber standing out of harbor in company with us; aS'

usual hold our own; one b g, modern sloop gradually

forging ahead of us. Quite a number of auxiliaries,

cats sloops and yawls were sailing along wi h sails

set and "kicker" chug-chugging away. It is this abuse;

of the thini that the Skipper abhors. When you have

wind use it. But if you must use power in a breeze,'

furl the sails. We stood through the gttt with a nice

breeze abeam and tide ebb, and one would never reaUze;

how nasty that Gut can be sometimes in comparison.

Flattening sheets, we stood well across on our star-

board tack, the ebb tide catching us and setting us down'

toward the Race; we made poor time bucking that tide.

Orient Point Light was our companion for quite a whue,!

but gradually we worked under the Long Island shore,,

and with a series of short boards made Horton's Point

Light It was now about 2 in the afternoon, and, as

our intention had been to try for Port Jefferson, we
hoped for more wind with the change of tide. And w©
got it. A mile or so to the southwestward of Horton s

Point Light it came from the S.W. with a rush. It is

almost incredible how a sea can pick up in such a short

space of time. In less than 15 minutes the Sound was

covered with little white caps. Hugging the Long Island'

shore we stood on and off, the Skipper driving her

through the seas and making good time under the le^

of the land. Occasionally a puff would hit and she

would lay over and run up in the wind Hke a startled

bird. It was in one of these puffs the Owner's nerves

started again, and he wanted to reef, but the Skipper

apparently paid no heed, and kept the Innocent going.

Crack! away went her port backstay in one of the jnmps.

The Skipper still kept her sailing. It was getting late in

the afternoon, and Port Jefferson was a long way off,

The Sound by this time was full of those short, steepj

angry seas with a broken crest on each -of them. In-;

variably one would be under the Innocent's stem, while

one was breaking under her stern. We were close'

hauled and she was driving through it, but if our desti-

nation had been across the wind .a point or two we
would have made- better weather. - Threshing to wind,

ward in a sea is always a wet task for a small boat, and

we were only a little fellow. In response to the Own-
er's urgent "and sensible request to reef, the Skippej

relinquished the stick and got a reef in the mai.nsaill

By this time the shelter we had got from working along

the weather shore of Long Island was gone, for it

reefing we . had Jet her -run across and were now. in th<i

open; and it- was choppy-chop-choppy. If was the. firS'

time during the cruise that darkness had .caught us it

her somber pall before making a harbor, and the. situa^

tion to" one whose nerves werfe.on-fidge was; perhaps, s

little- trying. .The ir.ight was -dark, the twinkling of j
few stars overhead accentiia'ing the b'aekness in whici

W*-, were -running,: our side lights, Ic^t. going' out'—oni

^ould not \vork at all. The Owi^. i^Qsisted making- "th*

nearest 7port- The Skipper -infoftried^ him ; the n.eares

anchorage was under the shelter of Faiilkner's Island
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and this being agreeable, we altered our course and ran
across the Sound to pick up the light. A confusing
error in the Coast Pilot, which said the light was a light

flashing every go seconds, was the last straw for the

Owner. Picking up the light it flashed every 18, and it

was some minutes before the Skipper had convinced
h'mself that it was a typographical error. A tug boat
appeared out of the darkness on our port quarter, and
in a moment the Owner had the fog horn out blowing
as hard as he could blow; he also got a flag on the awn-
ing pole, which he made the Crew wave—this in addi-
tion to cat calls, which were calculated to wake the
dead, whisfling, hallooing, etc., was more than tlis Skip-
per could stand for; and he read the riot act there and
then. If the Owner got that tug, he wou'd quit, go
home and he and the Crew could finish the cruise them-
selves; there was no danger that such an exhibition
was hardly to be expected from a man; the boat was
sound, gear all O. K. The Crew was rather puzzled
whether to keep waving the flag or not, but as the

Owner stopped the fog horn, he, too, desisted, and once
more quietness reigned supreme for the Skipper's out-
break of temper. It would be interesting to have the
Owner's description of that night: '"Waves, mountains
high; wind, 60 miles an hour; didn't know where we
were going (a rub at the Skipper)"; the truth, wind
about 18 miles, moderately .steady, short, broken sea.

The Skipper had been out in open sandbaggers years
ago in as bad weather. Considering that it was the
Owner's third season yachting he really behaved very
well. By this time we were almost on top of Faulkner's
Island, and the Skipper found that the compass was off

quite a good deal. Having run by the light, steering
iJ.J4E. should have brought us clear of the buoy that
marks the end of the reef, but we were inside, when
the sound of the breakers were heard and the Crew
forward shouted breakers ahead. We jibed her over,
ran back, and stood as close as we dared. It was quick
work. By great good fortune the Skipper discovered
the pin wa^ out of the arm of the anchor. It was a wet
job putting it in and the Skipper enjoyed an involun-
tary bath, but it was finished at last, and with that
inchor out we could hold in anything. Going below the
Skipper changed his clothes, lay down, fell asleep, and
the Crew folloAved his example. The Owner lay down,
but he said the boat rolled too much for sleep, and he
passed a restless night. Poor Owner!
Aug. 9.—Wiien the Skipper awoke the Crew and

Owner were working on deck straightening out the
snarled r'gging and getting up sail. It was a glorious
morning, with a light breeze from the southwest, but it

A'as not what we were looking for. The Skipper would
;lave preferred a blow from the east ard, but such was
not to be our luck. We barely held our own against
Jie ebb tide, and it seemed as though wc were destined
fo make another poor day's run. This was the last

:hree days of the cruise, and we wanted to pick up some
ends at the Norwalk Y. C. We made about a mile

md a-half in about two hours' sailing, and, seeing a
ug with a long string of barges, light, coming
dong, we put our flag in the rigging for a tow; the
Zrew got oft in the dinghy and prepared to make terms.
The tow w"as bound for New York and would take us
lown for $5. So standing as close as we dared, the
leek hand threw us a line. You could have jumped
rom the Innocent to the scow, but, bless us, the Crew
nd Owner missed that line, and we had the satisfaction
if seeing the tow move away from us. while we lay
plashing in the doldrums. At this moment, however,
fie wind seemed to stiffen, and while we could not pick

up the tow, we made good time to Southwest Ledge
Light, and we picked up Stratford Point Light by 3

in the afternoon. We then decided to stand into Bridge-

port Harbor, Avhich we d'd, dropping our hook about

5 o'clock on the edge of the channel, in about 8 feet of

water. We dined ashore this night and did not get to

bed until late, a rare occurrence with us.

Aug. 10.—Up late, dawdled about, the Crew getting

breakfast, after which we beat out of channel, walking
away from a 30ft. sloop bound for New York. We stood
inside of Penfield'Light House, tacking out of the strong

ebb. The breeze, as usual, began to freshen in the fore-

noon, and we began to log about S miles; the sloop we
had passed earlier in the morning gave us a good tussle,

and it was nip and tuck for a long while, when off

Cuckenoe Island we decided to put in a reef, it having
got quite blowy with nasty sea; shg walked through it

with a bone in her teeth, but with stability enough to

enable her to carry full sail. We had trouble in reefing

our jib, and the cringle not being properly lashed, it

ripped as soon as the Owner hoisted it. We decided to

run in to Sheffield Island that evening and wa'L for our
friends who were to meet us there. The partial erec-

tion of a new lighthouse bothered us at the entrance to

the harbor, we wondering what it was, but we soon saw
that it was a lighthouse in course of construction, and
standing in we dropped our hook oft the Norwalk Y. C.

Here we received a telegram stating our friends could
not come. We had supper at one of the hotels at Belle

Lsle, and slept ashore that night.

Aug.' II.—We were up betimes in he morning and
made sail speedily. Wind again from S.W. Slow work
It looked as though we would not reach our moorings
that afternoon; ofi Captain's Island the wind veered to

the south'ard, and it was a close reach home. The wind
held nicel}^ till oft Sand's Point, when it again dropped,
and Ave hardly had steerage way. We gradually passed
Belden Point, and the tide favoring us, picked up our
moor'ng oft' the Club House. We did not bother clean-

ing up, leaving that to the Crew. We got ashore quickly,

found our friends waiting for us there, which we appre-
ciated, and after changing our clothes, took the train

home, saying that a cruise to be successful must be at
least six weeks long, and resolving at some future time
to try and spend the months of August and September
in a cruise as far east as Portland.

Satanella.

We publish in this issue a picture of the auxiliary screw
brigantine Satanella. which has recently been sold by iMr.
Ferry Belmont to Mr. Lawrence, of Cleveland, O., through
the agency of Messrs. Gardner & Cox. Satanella was
designed and built by Mr. J. S. White, at Cowes, in 1880.
She is 136ft. over all, 113.4ft. waterl ne, 22.4ft. breadth
and i3.Sft. draft. Satanella was formerly Golderf Fleece,
ai;d was brought to this country in 189 1. She is an ex-
tremely shipshape looking vessel, and is a wonderfully
fine cruiser, handling well under sail and being economical
when under power, haying a wide steaming radius.

Reports from Queenstown state that the steam vacht
iNIaria, which was recently purchased by Vice-Com. Pred-
erick G. Bourne, N. Y. Y. C, put in there for repairs
after encountering a terrific gale when two hundred miles
off the coast. Huge seas broke over the vessel and flooded
her below.

All communicaliona intended for Forest anit Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

Indian Harbor Y. C/s New Classes.

The one-design class of sailaboiits that the Indian Har-
bor y. C. organized this year pfoved to be such a success

that it now contemplates a larger class. The new class

sr.ggested is for boats of i8ft. waterline—craft large

enough to participate in the circuit racing on Long Island

Sound. Two schemes have been hinted at, one for a class

of one-design boats and the other for a class conforming
to the restrictions of the Massachusetts Y. R. A. The
latter idea is far the better one, and it is to be hoped that

it will be adopted. The one-design idea has been over-
done, particidarly on Long Island Sound, and we are
sure that if the Indian Harbor Y. C. breaks away from
this deep-rooted plan and establishes a restricted and not
the one-design class, that it will meet with the success
that it has had in the East, where it was not uncommon
to have from twelve to fifteen starters n nearly all the
contests. The circular as sent out by the Regatta Com-
mittee of the Indian Harbor Y. C. follows

:

At the request of several members of the club, the

regatta committee has taken up the matter of estab-

lishing a new club class for the season of 1903. Al-
though the present one-design class of "sailabouts" has
proved a success, there seems to be a demand for a

class of boats somewhat larger than the "sailabouts,"

adapted to sailing in all weathers and qual'fied to enter
• in the open races of other clubs on Long Island Sound.

After giving the matter careful consideration the com-
mittee has decided to recommend a class of knockabouts
of i8ft. waterline length, to conform to. the rcstr ctions

appended to this circular, which are the same as those of

the i8ft. Knockabout Association of Boston. This class

of boats has proved a great success in Boston waters,

SG much so that about 100 boats of that type have re-

cently been built there. The committee, however, has
been unqble to determine whether it would be best to

establish a one-design class, viz: boats of identical con-
struction and rig; or a restricted class which would al-

low individual members to select different designs from
naval architects, and build thereto in conformity with
the restr'ctions—or buy existing boats that have been
built to th's class, if they prefer.

In furtherance of the one-design class and also to ex-
emplify the type of boat that can be built ,under the
rules, the committee has obtained a set of designs for a

keel boat with flush deck and another set of designs for

a centerboard boat with cabin house, both of which are
now on exhibition at the club house, and can be seen
there until Oct. 26, and after that date at the office of

the chairman of the committee. No. 29 Broadway, New
York.
The committee is anxious to hear, as soon as poss'ble,

from members of the club who will build or btiy boats
of this class, and earnestly request an immediate ex-
pression of opinion from those members as to whether
the class should be "one-des gn" or "restricted." Esti-

mates have been obtained by the comm'ttee for building
to the designs. Communication in regard to the class

should be addressed to the chairman of the committee
at 29 Broadway, New York, from whom any further in-

format on that may be desired can be obtained.
The committee again urges an early response to this

circular, in order to enable it to know the wishes of the
members and make timely arrangements for the con-
struction of the boats, should they decide to build to one
design.

If a one-design class is dec'ded on and the designs
submitted, for any reason are not considered satisfac-

tory, the committee will be glad to procure plans from
other designers for the approval of those members who
express their desire to order boats of this class.

Frank Bowne Jones, Chairman.
Charles F. Kirby,
iFRANK C. Henderson,
Charles E. Simms,
Raymond Babcock.

RcstricUons cf J8ti. Ku.kiojut Ct?&s.

Definition.—A boat of this class is intended to be a seaworthy
boat, with air tanks of sufficient capacity to flcat the boat when
full of water, or water-tight cabin bulkheads, rigged simply with
only mainsail jib and spinnaker.
Length L.VV.L.—The length of load waterline, with full equips

ment, shall not exceed 18ft.

Beam L.W.L.—The beam at the load waterline "in keel boats
shall be at least 6ft. lin., and in centerboard boats at least 6ft. 6in.

Freeboard.—The freeboard shall not be less than 17in. on the
said required beam, a reduction of lin. on the freeboard allowed
for every increase of 4in. of beam.
Displacement and Draft.—For- centerboard boats the draft shall

not be less than 2ft. 6in. for at least 4ft. length of kee).
All boats shall weigh, when rigged and equipped in accordance

with these rules, not less than 4,0ii)01bs. It shall be the duty of the
measurer to see that nothing is on board when the boat is

weighed, except what these rules prescribe, and that the boat is in
every way in her normal condition.
Scantling. Planking and Constrviction.—The keel, stem, frames,

house and deck beams shall be of oak or its equivalent in strength.
The frames shall be not less than %in. ; deck beams not less

than IVisq. in. section; hottse beams not less than %sq. in. section.
The spacing of frames, deck and house beams to be not more

than 9in., center to center. The planking, including the deck and
the side of house, shall be not less than %in. thick; the top of
house shall be not less than %in. finished.
Deck clamps shall run from stem to stern, with a minimum

cross section of 3sq. in. for at least one-half of the length; also
bilge stringers of at least 3sq. in. cross section shall run for at
least one-half the extreme length of the boat amidships. Clamps
and stringers to be of yellow pine or its equivalent in strength.

Sails.—The sail area shall not be over 450sq. f*-., and not over
360sq. ft. of actual sail area shall be in the mainsai'. The measurer
shall be provided with a correct sail plan of any boat to be meas-
ured; and shall cause distinguishing marks to be pUced on the
spars as follows: On the mast at the tack, and at the throat of
the mainsail, on the boom at the clew of the mainsail; on the gafi
at the peak of the mainsail. No part of the mainsail shall be
allowed to extend beyond these marks. The marks shall be black
bands painted around the spars. The inner edge of the bands shall
be the limits of the sail. The actual area of the jib shall hs
measured,

^

^

The extreme distance in feet from mast to end of spinnaker
boom, when in position, as used, shall not be more than 324
divided by the distance in feet from deck to spinnaker halliard
block. No battens over 26in. allowed to be used in sails.
Equipment.—Equipment to include anchor, not less than 211bs.,

and cable of not less than 30 fathoms of l%in. rope; also bucket
pump, compass, fog horn, boat book, lead and line, lantern and
three life preservers.
Crew.—The crew is limited to three persons, and the helmsmSn

shall be an amateur.

Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt has changed the name of tbe
steam yacht purchased this year from Cherokee to North
Star. The yacht will be laid' up for the w nter at
Greenock, Scotland. She will be fitted out in the spring
for a Mediterranean cruise,

t
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Boston Letter.

Boston, Oct. 20.—-.Outs'de of the natural interest that is

always noted after a challenge for the America's Gup has

been cpened and its conditions acted upon, there is little

of anything new doing in actual yacht building around

Boston, and what interest may be taken in the smaller

restricted classes, wilK without doubt depend entirely

upon the action taken by the Yacht Rac ng Association

of Massachusetts at its special meeting, to be held Thurs-

day evening, Oct. 30. The regular October meeting was
held last Thursday and it must be said of that gathering

tthat there might have been niore delegates of clubs pres-

ent. The matter of changing the restricted 25ft. and 21ft.

da.S:S.es was brought up. and it was voted that the Execu-

tive Committee bring in rules for new classes of those

dimensoas, at the com ng special meeting, to correspond

with the present restricted classes on rating.

Considerable objection was offered by Mr. Louis M.
Clark to the adoption of the proposed new 22ft. class.

Mr. Clark argued against its adoption at some length, and

it was finally decided to lay the matter of adoption over

-until the special meeting. This course was sens ble in

two ways : First, because it would seem that the matter

should receive more than passing attention before being

voted upon, and second, it was probably reasoned that

the motion to adopt would fiave been lost, as a two-thirds

vote would have been necessary, and the attendance of

delegates was small.

There is considerable speculation in regard to the pos-

sib lity of the 22ft. class being adopted, although it is

thought likely that, at the next meetmg of the Associa-

tion, the majority will be for adoption. It is realized by

the majority that something must be done with the rules

of the present restricted classes, although there is_none of

the racing yachtsmen who would care to see the- classes so

altered that existing yachts would be barred. An nterest-

iug feature in regard to this position is the present con-

struction of a yacht of 2Sft. waterline which is 48ft., or

thereabouts, over all. It can hardly be said that such

extreme overhangs are desired by the majority, and it is

not considered 1 kely that many of the yacht owners in

the 25ft. class will care to race against a yacht which

has such an immense advantage in length to commence
with. But, on the other hand, the construction of this

yacht was commenced before any changes were made of a

radical nature in the present rules. Technically, under

^the rule of the Associati'-n, she should be allowed to go

Wo the class as an existing beat, and there is where

the rub comes.

The adopt on of a new measurement rule, under much
the same formula as proposed for the New York Y. C,

;
h&s been considered by more than one of the Executive

Committee. The adoption of such a rule would un-

doubtedly alter the measurements of many existing yachts

in the restricted classes, and might have more or less

bearing upon what might be considered otherwise exist-

ing boats. The adoption of this measurement rule is not

favored by all, and there are some delegates who are

dec dedly opposed to it. It is realized, by the conservative

yachtsmen, however, that something must be done, if the

racing classes in Massachusetts Bay are going to be con-

tmued. There must be some rules provided that will put

the yachts of different types on something near an

equality, rules which will not make it necessary for a

yachtsman to build only one type of boat, if he wishes

any kind of a show n the racing. It is, however, the

hardest kind of a task to get the majority of yachtsmen
tn favor any direct change of rules. When the present

restricted classes were formed, there was such a howl
went up that future racing seemed in doubt for a while;

but, with time, it was discovered that there were many
merits in the rules, and the disposition to build in the

Y. R. A. of M. restricted classes has been apparent to all

during the past three years.

There has been considerable talk of a possible Cup de-

fender coming from the board of a Boston designer, but it

can be stated positively that no order for any such boat

has as yet been received. It may be possible that some of

the m.embers of the Eastern Y. C. will get together and
form a synd cate for the purpose of building a defender,

but prorninent members of the club have expressed the

belief that such a syndicate is not a probability.

MacConnell Bros, have sold the auxiliary 43-footer

Anna to H. B. Stcne, of Ilion, N. Y. ; the i8-footer, Aspin-

quid, to Channing Williams, and the power launch, Namet,
to J. F. Mackell, of Phikdelphia.

John B. Killeen.

English Letter

Nothing has been heard of late in reference to the

projected new one-design class for the Solent, but it is

not likely to have fizzled out. This is the time of year

when owners, or. rather, intending owners put on their

consider ng caps for the following season, and, so far, they

are all still hard at work thinking, for not a single order

for any type of boat, handicap or racer, has as yet been

given. ' There are only three open classes likely to attract

an owner if such a person be forthcoming—viz., the big

class, the 52-footers and the Clyde 36-footers. The most

successful of the last-named class was designed by Alfred

Mylne, though the Fife boats ran her close. Therefore, in

that class there are all the elements of good competition,

and if the boats were a little more to the liking of the

Clyde yachtsmen there would certainly soon be a hot class;

But the tendency of our rule is to cut down draft, at i

point three-fifths the loadHne length from the stem, until

it is just one-half the beam—this giving the best girtt

m.easurement^—and aft of this draft is obtained by a drag

at the heel, the underwater profile being almost a perfed

triangle. The mistake in the rule is that one can get thii

extra draft without paying for it, and another fault

that sail is taxed too heavily. If these matters were ad<;

justed, I think the New York Y. C. would look far enougF
before they get a better rule.

For some reason or other we have had a 42ft. class oi

our statute books for very many years, and nobody half

ever built a boat for it. iFrom time to time one hears oil

a combine among owners to start it. but the enterprfse h]

never carr ed out, originating, apparently, only in mo
ments of exaltation. If this class had ever come intc,

existence, it would probably have proved far more popu
lar than either the 36-focters or the S2-footers. iBut il

seems idle nowadays to discuss these questions when thil

conviction is rapidly being forced upon yachtsmen thai

the absence of any check on expense has given the deatf

blow to yacht racing as hitherto conducted. Even thi

daily papers have failed during the past fortnight to

up to the Lipton challenge. These international race

have no effect whatever on our season, and people ove 1

liere find it hard to understand why they should provil

disastrous to yours. If we won the Cup, I don't think ou

other racing would be in the least degree disturbed by ;

challenge. It is rumored here that the new Herreshof i

schooners, supposed to be building, will be of 90ft. water

line, which looks more like business than the dimensic

of Meteor. This is the length of Cicely, but it should

be remembered that she was not built for the prime pur

pose of racing, iftad that been so, her draft won' d pi'

ably be more and she would hardly have been built to cl

at Lloyds. By the way, I think I am not indiscreet

mentioning that Lloyds' new scantling tables for yacii;

will be published at no d stant date, and I shall be snt

prised if they are not found exceedingly satisfactory.

There is some talk of founding an Institute of Yacl;

Architects, on the lines of the Institute of Naval Archij

tects. The organization would be of very great use t

'

builders and designers alike. At present the value of th

I. N. A. to yachting is absolutely nil, and indeed some c

the observations on yachting attributed to members c

that body are ludicrous.

Motors are still in the yachting atmosphere with uy
Several new American engines have lately been placed

the market, and the distinctive feature of these is

favor shown to two or more cylinders over the q|
cylinder engine, and also the gradual recognition by A^
ican makers that the 4-cycIe engine has virtues all its



Our ttiakefs iot the most pktt are steadily pegging away'
at the 4-cycle type, and they ate doing goad business.
Some of your best tnakets opettly conderiih these engines,
ljut they will be wise, if they want to keep a good foot-
ing over here, to devote some time and work to making
them, in s.zes over, say, 8 horse-power. I understand
there is to be an eJchibition of motor boats in Sweden
next season, when no doubt some transatlantic exhibits will

be on view. Meantime, an enterprising Cont nental genius
has immortalized himself by inventing a new method
of marine propulsion. His plan is to drive the propeller,
not in the water, but in the air ! Of course it is a big
propeller, but no doubt it could be reefed. Inventors are
sometimes very funny. Not long ago, one gave a demon-
stration of his patent on the Thames. It cons sted in
driving a boat by the recoil of a quick-firing gun—that is
my description but his filled quite a volume. The boat
did move—a little—but every time he fired the gun. the
poor man fell over it on his face I The recoil drove the
boat ahead a I ttle too suddenly. The experts invited
to witness the display were very much impressed, though
none volunteered to test the device personally.

E. H. Hamilton.

Sixty-Five Rating: Cotter

.

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Herreshoff & Welfs
we publish the sail and cabin plans of a cutter yacht de-
signed to race in the English 65-rating class. Nevadi,
designed by Mr. Herreshoff, took the championship in the
65-rat ng class for the season of 1901, and the des-gn we
reproduce was intended as an improvement on Nevada.
The design complies in every respect to the English

Y. R. A. rules. The boat is very roomy having far more
cabin space than is usually found in racing yachts of this
size. While designed to race in Brit sh waters, the boat

^ could with some slight changes be adapted for racing in
hJ America.

W The sail plan is particularly well balanced, and it makes
^ a very handsome rig. Her dimensions are as follows

:

08 Length

—

Over all 92ft. 6in.

o ^ L.W.L.' 56ft. o.„.

g Overhang

—

^ Bow 15ft. 6in.

S „ ^ Stern 21ft. oin.
Breadth—Greatest 17ft. oin.

^ Freeboard

—

Bow 6ft. 3in.

« Leas^y---- ••••• 3ft. 6in.

^ ,^ ,
-laffrail 4ft. gin.

^ Draft—Extreme loft. 4in.

S The cabin arrangement is very good. The companion-
^ way leads to a steerage. The after cabin, which is reached

from the steerage, extends the full width of the boat ; on
0 each side are berths, m front of which are transoms. A
g large dresser and bureau is placed against the after parti-
es tion. There is a closet under the companion stairs. On
w the starboard side forward there is a toilet room which
g opens from the after stateroom. The room is fitted up

1

with a patent closet and a set wash basin. Forward of
this toilet room is the owner's stateroom. This room is

^ 6ft. 6in. long and is fitted with a wide berth, closet, tran-
< som and hanging closet. On the port side opposite is a

guest's stateroom, and another toilet room. These rooms
are fitted up very much the same as the ones described

g on the starboard side.

« The main saloon which is amidships is loft. 6in. long
0 and extends the full width of the boat. On each side are'

1

the usual transoms and buffets and wine lockers. Over-
pi

head there is a large .skylight. Forward on the port side
M IS the galley, which is quite roomv and well equipped

i he berth on the port side is for the steward. Th s is
P where on American vessels the ice box is usually located

On the starboard side is the captain's stateroom which
O is reached from the forecastle. The forecastle is roomy
S and there is accommodation for ten men. Aft there is aH lazarette, where there is ample room for light sails and,
K spare gear.

I—

I

Points fof ' Amateur Yachtsmen.

^ The Boston Advertiser prints the following sens'ble
^ advice, valuable to all amateur sailors, from one of Bos-
M ton s oldest and best known pilots:

"You must believe that an approaching squall is the
heaviest one you ever saw or heard of,' and make up
your mind to face the danger with coolness and decision
No man can tell how hard a com:ng squall may be and
sometimes they occur with very little warning, indeed
In the summer time, however, squalls can, as a rule
be seen long enough before they strike for the yachts-man to take ample measures for safety.
"When the squall is seen approaching, ancho^ if possi-

ble under the lee of an island or some other land oui
of the tide. That is the very safest thng to f^o 'Andaon t forget to keep out of the tide, for if you are in a
tide-way the water is rougher, it brings the vacht broad-
side to the wind, unless setting just right, and makes her
liable to caps ze. If the anchcrage is out of the tide
the boat swings head to the sea and rides easily
"Most summer squalls come on the f^ood tide." Whv

this IS I dont pretend to say, but my experience of
thirty-five years confirms the statement. There are ex-
ceptions but in nine cases out of ten the rule will pravi
true. That being the case, when the tide is flood the
sharpest lookout should be kept, although the compe-
tent skipper watches the weather closely at all times
If ram comes before the wind you never can tell what
IS back of It. If the wmd eomes first, the squall is
ikely to be of short duration, for the rain which fol-
lows kills the wmd and beats down the sea. A second
squall m the latrer case must be looked for, however
for It is hkeiy to follow,

"If there is no lee under which you can run and an-

^If^
no time to do so, then get the sails

off the yacht as quickly as possible and furl them snuc-Iv
If you are n a sloop, lower the jib firs . so that she can
be luffed up easily and. pointed in the direction fromwhich the wind will come. The idea that a squa 1 canbe shaken off is a false one. and should not be coun
tenanced for a moment. And don't forget when a squall
IS approaching to close the cabin or cuddy up tightly
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RECORDS OF THE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION OF GRAVESEND BAY. SERIES OF 1902.

—June—
21

B.Y.C.

-July —^August

—

—Sept.—
28 12 26 2 23 6 20 Sail TOTALS. Did not
Y.C, M.&F. A.Y.C. B Y.C. M.&F. N.Y.C. G.B.A, Starts. Overs. First. Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth. Sixth. Seventh, finish. Pts.

1 0 0 0 AU V AV AV n u

1 1 2 2 1 1 1 8 0 5 3 0 A
U 0

K)
A AV AU R4

2 D 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 3 4 0 AV A
\J

A
\J

1
J.

3 D .. 4 n
U 0 0 2 AU u Au 0 19

* * 3 X 0 0 0 1 AV AU AV 0 0V

s 1 s
c
0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35

AU 2 •• 0 0 1 0 A fiv A AU AV Q0

1 1 1 1 s s 2 9 3 4 1 0 A
xj

A flV A 00
2 2 d

i)

1 *5 0 0 3 0 yj u A A
q " 3 0 0 0 1 f\u A AV 9 D

1X 1 2 1 4 1 1 0 5 2 1 iX nu A A
\J

AU QD
0 3 1 d 1 2 3 0 3 3 2 , 0 0 0 0 0 60
A
re 2 4 3 5 4 7 0 0 1 1 3 1 0 0 1 28
Q 4 5

'5
0 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 22

••
'3

g c0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 21
2 3 'e 3 0 0 1 1 A AV 1

J.
Au AV

4 2 0 0 0 0 1
J.

A A
\J -lX. A 1X

.

,

i5 2 2 0 0 1 0 A nu AU AV 1X AV

2 2 4 1 1 3
0
<s u 2

»
4 J, a 0 0 , 0 0 06

q 1 4 1 3 2 1 Q -

0 Au 1 2 9 u 0 AV A 4S
1 3 2 4 4 4 *o A 1

1 1 0 nu A AV AV 00
4 2 4 0 2 1 0 1 n A

1/
AU A ^90^'5

5 3 5 3
"2

7 0 0 1 2 aV 0 AV AU J. Xo
'3

6 5 5
r
0 A 0 A

1 9
i.

A
\j

A
\J Xo

J.
A 0 0 A 0 1 0 0 0 2

•• •• 6 -I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

0 -i A A0 A Q V AV AV J. 0

•• 1 *3 0 1 0 0 0V 0V TX AV
1 D ..

n A 1
J.

A A 0 0 0 0 1 10
J
a .

.

'X A A 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
• • • 2 1 A Au A 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 1 d 1 t4 2 *9 0 5 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 61
1 2 3 4 5 t4 5 9 0 1 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 49
4 3 4 1 2 2 3 8 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 40

5 2 2 3 1 4 6 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 34
"3

d 5 4 3 1 6 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 18
D 4 3 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 10

1 d 1 1 1 2 3 *8 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 58
2 2 2 3 3 1 2 8 0 1 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 54

1 3 2 2 3 1 6 0 2 2- 2 0 0 0 0 0 38
D 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

7

A.Y.C.
SLOOPS—CLASS K.

Mariquita, H. B. Shaen.. , s

SPECIAL—CLASS M.
Sunol, John Abbey 2

Bonito, Haviland Bros.../
, ,

1
Kangaroo, C. H. Humphreys...; 3

Bess, Sydney Grant
SLOOPS—CLASS N.

Vivian, S. E. Vernon s

Gwendolen, H. G. S. Noble
SPECIAL—CLASS N.

Caribou, T. E. Nicholson - 1 s

Squaw, fl. J. Heath 2
Indian, Menton Bros

SLOOPS-CLASS P.
Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb. » 3 2
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbaeh 2 1
Streak, Spei(iel Bros D
Karma, J. C. Erskine ...rs-rtf..i-.iii.. 1
Corona, J. E. Beggs
Elsie, C. P. Rosemon
Kate, J. S. Negus (yawl)
Vagabond, T. A. Vernon ,

SLOOPS-CLASS 0.
Trouble, W. H. Childs 2
Bronco, F. C. Moore 4
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins 3
Opossum, R. P. Doremus , 1

Flj-ing Fish, I. M. Dean D
Wink, W. A. Barstow
Spots, D. D. AUerton 5
Elsie, C. P. Rosemon

SPECL^L—CLASS Q.
Opossum, R. P. Doremus ..

SPECIAL-CLASS R.
Pebble, R. W. Speir D
Pickaninny, L. R. Connett
Peanut, D. O. Davenport
Opossum, R. J. .Doremus

MARINE AND FIELD CLASS.
Kelpie, W. K. Brown 1 1

Stinger, A. P. Clapp 2 ' 2
Quinque, L. H. Smith , D
Flying Fox, F. B. Anderson ,.

Jig-a-jig, W. A. Hutcheson
Vixen, Mahoney & Chandler

CATBOATS—CLASS V.
Martha M., Richard Moore 1
Rascal, D. G. Whitlock 2
Boozie, C. D. Durkee
Jean, F. Nickerson
La Cigale, R. A. Downing D

s Sail over, d Disqualified. .. Did not start. D Did not finish. * Disqualified once, t Dead heat, points divided.

A.Y.C, Atlantic Yacht Club. B.Y.C, Brooklyn Yacht Cub. M.&F., Marine and Field Club. N.Y.C, New York Canoe Club. G.B.A., Yacht Racing Association of Gravesend Bay.
First p ace, 10 points. Second p'ace, 8 points. Third o^ace. 6 points. Fourth place, 4 points. Fifth place, 2 points. Sixth place and below, 1 point. Sail over, 5 points.

The Association race of Sept. 20 did not count for points on se ies prizes.

seeing to it that no one remains inside. In squally

weather never have any one in the cabin when the sails

are up. There have been too many instances where peo-

ple have been drowned in cab.ns Avho otherwise might
have been saved."

Yacht Racing: Association of Gtaveicnd Bay,

Sea.sou of 1902.

The Yacht Racing Association of Gravesend Bay ended

its second season with the regatta given under the im-

m.ediate auspices of the Association itself off the Atlantic

Y. C. on Sept. 20. This event brought to a close the

ser.e.; of nine races. The first eight counted for points on

the series prizes for the year, while the last was for special

trophies offered by the Association.

The healthy growth of the Association has been marked.

Nearly twice as many craft have competed as in the

initial year, events have been closely contested, and the

whole campaign has well illustrated the possibil.ties of

racing on Gravesend Bay.
,

Classes P and Q have been the star divisions. Not be-

cause of closer finishes, but because of the consistent entry

in each of the regattas.

The class winners of the series prizes on points for the

first eight races were Sunol, Vivian, Caribou, Cockatoo,

Trouble, Kelp e and Martha M. Those capturing second

prizes, two-thirds the value of firsts, were Bonito, Squaw,

Song and Dance. Bronco, Stinger and Rascal.

The winners in the Association race of Sept. 20. for

special prizes, were Sunol, Squaw, Cockatoo, Bronco Peb-

ble, Jig-a-Jig and Boozie. Second prizes went to Bonito,

Vagabond, Flying Fish, Kelp e and R^i^cal.

Eighteen newcomers entered the contests of the year,

six of which brought with them creditable records from
other waters. Caribou Cockatoo, S; ng and Dance, Kelpie

and Stinger competed in every contest. Sunol, Bon. to,

Trouble, Bronco. Wraith, Quinque, Martha M. and Ras-

cal have started in all but the Brooklyn Y. C. regatta of

June 21, in which, because of the threaten ng weather con-

ditions, only the five first mentioned craft competed.

Throwing out the record of this contest, one-third of the

entire fleet competed in the eight races held under favor-

able conditions.

Thirty-nine different craft competed in the nine races

of the year. Two hundred and five starters of all classes

entered" the races, wh ch makes an average of twenty-three

boats to each event. Twelve of the craft have flown the

flag of the Atlantic Y. C, twelve that of the Brooklyn
Y. C, eight the burgee of the New York C. C, while

seven were enrolled in the Marine and Field Club.

The outlook for the season of 1903 is especially bright.

New additions to all of the classes are assured, and
Gravesend Bay Corinthians expect better competition than
ever before. The official records of the year are appended.

Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y» C.

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Oct. 11.

On Saturday, Oct. 11, a match race was sa'Ied over'

knockabout course No. 3 of the Seawanhaka Corinthian

Y, C., between the Seawanhaka knockabouts Gowan and
Marcia, to determine the disposition of the series prize

which was offered to Seawanhaka knockabouts in the

three days' racing in June, which resulted in a tie between
Gowan and Marcia. The race on Oct. 11 was sailed n a

S.E. wind, varying from light to full sail at the finish.

The preparatory signal was given at 3:15, and the start at

3 :20. The times at the finish were

:

Marcia, Johnson de Forest, , . .
.'.

, 5 46 25

G«wan, F. G. Stewart ..C.5 55 30

The result of this race gives the series prize to Marcia.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Charles G. Davis has designed an auxiliary cruising

yawl for Dr. Richard J. Schofield, of New York City.

She is to be 27ft. waterline, 37ft. over all, loft. breadth and
3ft. draft. The yacht will _be equipped with an 8 horse-
power King engine.

~

^ ^ ^

Mr. Hollis Burgess has made the following sales

through his agency: The 25ft. Bar Harbor knockabout
Oeewah, owned by Mr. Walter T. Wallace, of New York,
to Mr. T. S. Hathaway, of New Bedford; the fast 21ft.

Buzzard's Bay knockabout Amanita, owned by Mr.
Joshua Crane, Jr., of Westwood, Mass., to Mr. Edwin
Bonsack, of Jamestown, R. I.

;
Idylis, owned by Mr.

Charles E. Stone, of Newburyport, Mass., to Mr. W. H.
Sargent, of Moosup, Conn. She has been shipped by ra.l

to Buzzard's Bay, where she is to be used ; fast speed
launch So Long, owned by Mr. J. A. Burnham, Jr,, of
Boston, sold to Mr. Joshua Crane. Jr., of Westwood,
Alass.

^ 4^

Mr. William P. Kirk, of Tom's River, N. J., is building
from designs rpade by Mr. Henry J. Gielow for Major J.
Fred Ackerman, a centerboard cruising sloop. She will

be 70ft. over ^11, 45ft. waterline, i6ft. 11 in. breadth and
4ft. draft. The yacht will carry 3,000 sq. ft. of canvas.

The Marine Construction and Dry Dock Company now
have the r remarkably fine shipbuilding plant in full run-
ning order. In addition to the shipbuilding establish-

ment, this firm has a yacht basin 600ft. by i8oft. The
property, located on the north shore of Staten Island at

Mariners' Harbor, is sheltered by Shooter's Island. Ves-
sels lying in the basin are absolutely protected from rough
water and ice. The location makes the plant particularly

free from heavy black smoke and dirt. Prox mity to

Newark Bay affords the cleanest water for storing yachts
about New York city. A marine railway now in opera-
tion will haul any yacht requiring land storage. The
officers and consulting staff of this company are as fol-

lows : H. Newton Whittelsey, President, formerly New
York Shipbuilding Company, and Gas Engine & Power
Co. and Chas. L. Seabury & Co., Consol dated ; Ralph
Derr, Treasurer, formerly New York Shipbuilding Co.
and Wm. Cramp & Sons ; Harold Lee, Secretary, formerly
New York Shipbuilding Co. and Crescent Ship Yard ;•

James Swan, Consulting Naval Architect, now Scientific

Engineer of New York Shipbuilding Co. ; C. C. Thomas,
Consulting Marine Engineer, now Cha r of Marine Engi-
neering and Naval Architects of New York University;
F, S. Brinton, Constructor, formerly Crescent Ship Yard.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—At the regular meeting of this Association on
Oct. 12 the following scores were made, 200yds., off-hand, Standard
target

:

Strickmeier
Hasenzahl .

Nestler
Gindeie

...91 89 87 87 84 Lux 78 75 75 74 73

...91 84 84 84 84 Hofer 79 76 72 .. ..

...88 87 84 80 78 Trounstine 76 75 73 71 68

...88 86 85 84 84 Weinheimer ...76 71 70 68 66

Odelf '
84 82 80 77 75 Jonscher 74 71 72 70 67

Payne 84 80 80 74 74 Drube 73 70 68 66 66

Bruns 82 77 76 75 75 Freitag 73 64 60 53 ..

Roberts 81 81 78 74 75 Topf ........... .65 64 61 59 58

Uckotter 80 73 67 66 54 *Uckotter, Jr... 80 75

* On rest.

Owning Gun Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y., Oct. 18.—The Ossining Gun Club has estab-
lished a very comfortable 50ft. rifle gallery, and offers four cups
for competition; one for members, one for non-members, one for
ladies, and one for cadets of military academies. Ten shots with a
possible 250 to constitute a score, and re-entries unlimited. The
regular gallery rifles only to be used in prize contests. Target
%in., 25-ring. Scores to date for prizes are as follows:
Members: Wm. P. Hall 225, 205, 224, 222; Dr. E. B. Sherwood

229, 229; D. Brandreth 226, 230, 233; Wm. H, Coleman 229, 229.
Non-members: Geo. N. Tompkins 226; .Mlsert Emmett 224, H.

M. Schnaar 219. 216; T. V. Roe 229; C. H. Sidman 212 230, 220,
227, 2.33, 227, 230; Ed. Bellington 228.

Ladies: Mrs. E. F. Ball 229, 236.

Cadets: Ted Sherwood 218. ' E. F. B.

The Field, London, of Oct. 11 states that "the Lord Mayor has
consented to accept the custody of the Palma tropfiy, which the
British team, under Major the Hon, T. Freemantle, won by de-
feating the United States and Canadian teams at Ottawa on Sept.
13. He will receive the trophy at the Mansion House on Saturday
Oct. 18, at the same time that he receives the Elcho Shield and
international challenge trophy. The Palma trophy will be shot for
at Bisley next year."

—®

—

If you want your ihoot to be announced here tend a

notice like the following 1

Fixtttres.

Oct. 22-23.—Crawfordsville, Ind.—Crawfordsville Gun Club's tour,
nament. M. Stillwell. Seo'v.

Oct. 24-26.—Bisbee, Ariz.—Tenth annual tournament of the
Arizona State Sportsmen's Association. M. J. Cunningham, Sec'y.

Oct. 29-30.—Raleigh. N. C—Two days' shoot of the Raleigh Gun
Club; $100 added each day. R. T. Gowan, Sec'y.

Oct. 30-31—Dalton, O.—Annual fail tournament of the Dalton
Gun Club. Ernest F. Scott, Captain.
Oct. 30.—Augusta, HI.—Secona target tournament of the Augusta

Gun Club. Frank Bacon, Sec'y.

Oct. 31.—Ceres, Pa.—First annual tournament of the Ceres Gun
Club. Targets and live birds. L. B. Learne, Sec'y, Ceres, N. Y.
Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y.—Inter-county seven-man team shoot

and 100 target event for cup embxematic of championship of West-
chester county.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot, every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L. I. R. )(. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appomted
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for
publication in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

We fancy "the Daddy of Them. All" was not in the competition
to which the clipping takea from the Daj'.ton Herald of Oct. 18

refers: "Bellbrook clay-bird shooters gave a turkey shoot last

Wednesday, and a few of the Dayton crack shots went down os-

tensibly to bring home a few gobblers for Thanksgiving roasts.

They are now getting the roasts, but the turkeys are not in evi-

dence. One good-natured visitor declared that he broke 10
straight, tied up with several farmers, shot off the tie and lost.

He did the same thing in several events. One old farmer, shooting
a repeater, furnished a number of birds at so much per, then turned
around and won them all back again. When the Daytonians came
home a purse was made up, and each was presented with a chicken
as a testimonial from the Bellbrook Club.'
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The programme of the North Carolina State Fair Trapshooting

toiirnament, Raleigh, Oct, 29-31, can be obtained on application to

Mr. R. T. Gowan, secretary of the Raleigh Gun Club, under whose
auspices the tournament is held. The directors of the tournament
are Col. J. T. Anthony,, Jas. f. Johnson, J. S. Gray, G. N. Walters
and B. Stark. There are ten events on the programme of the
first two dayfe, 15, 20 and 25 targets, a total of 190 targiets, |19
entrance, $100 added money for each of those day.s. Oct. 31 is set

for the State championship shoot, open to residents of iJforth

Carolina only. It is for a handsome silver trophy given, by tire

Raleigh Guii Club, the conditions of which arc 25 targets, magau-
trap; .50, expert traps; entrance $3.50, targets included. Sweepstake
handicaps, 14 to 22yds. Moneys divided "10, ,30, 20 and 10. per cent.
Money events open to all. Targets, 2 cents. Those who so pre-

fer may shoot for targets only. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock.
Guns and ammunition sent care of the secretary, Mr. R. T. Gowan,
will be delivered on the groimds free. Loaded shells may be ob-
tained on the grounds. Concertiing fares, the club presents the
following: "The railroads M'j ^ive a rate of one first-cla.'ss fare,

plus 50 cents for one adiiTisSiion to the fair for the round trip to
Raleigh during the State fair. These 'low rates apply fiom all

also from Norfolk, Richmond, Lyiich-
intermcdiatc points in the State of

points in North Carolina,
burg and Danville and
Virginia."'

Baltimore Tottfnament.
liALTi.MouE, :Md.—The tenth annual tournament of the Baltimore

Shooting Association was held on Oct. 15 and 16. The conditions
cjnbodied a handicap liy distance. A noticeable feature was the
falling off in form of some of the experts. Mr. Fred Gilbert was
high in the average of the target events with 190 out of 200, an
average of 95 per cent.

Oct. J5, First Day.
There were twelve contestants who shot through the entire

programme, a total of 200 targets. There were eight events at 15,
20 and 25 targets, and a merchandise event at 50 targets ; in the
latter, Mr. C. W. Hart, of nigh!andtown, was first with 47 scored
out of the 50, and three more straight out of the six allotted to
Jiim as a handicap of extra targets to shoot at. There were ties
from the second to the sixth places, which were shot off at 25 tar-
gets, the winners being in the following order : Lester German broke
25 straight and won silver prize; Fred Gilbert, third; A. H. Fox,
fourth; J. R. Malone, fifth; Dr. II. E. Lupus, sixth. The scores:

Events: 123456789 Total
Targets- 15 20 15 20 25 20 15 20 50 Broke.

Gilbert, 20 13 18 15 18 24 20 15 19 48

Ross, 18 15 14 18 13 14 17 15 12 19 13 15 18

The daily press recounts that "The Rod and Gun Club recentllj'

organized at Rockville Center, L. I., with Nelson L. Seaman- as
president, is arranging to have a busy fall in clay bird shoots,
quail and partridge hunting, etc. The membership of the c\uh
includes some of the best gunners in Rockville Center and Brook-
lyn. A pack of fifteen hounds is scattered among the members,
and will be used in hunting tours of the club. A room for meet-
ing purposes has been secured at" the Junction Hotel. It has been
fitted up to represent the interior of a log cabin, with gun racks,
bunks and tables."

At the New London, la., tournament last week, Mr. W. R.
Crosby won the cup for high average of the two days' target and
live-bird programme, shooting from the 22yd. mark. In the live-

bird events, he shot from the 33yd. mark. Other winners were as
follows: Chick Ross won the county championship cup. Dr.
Cook won the county championship live-bird cup, Nichols w-as
second in .general average with 89.7, won the long-run cup with
69 straight, and tied Crosby for target high average. Mr. Guy
Burnside distinguished himself by skillful shooting, being third in
the general average of the entire programme with S7.2 per cent.

The match between six-man teams of the Nislioync Gun Clul.i,

of Orange, and the Mountainside Gun Club, of West Orange. N.
J., held on the grounds of the latter last Saturday, was won by
the latter by a score of ]10 to 95, each man shooting at 25 targets,
as follows : Nishovne Club—O. L. Yeomans 19, Dr^ike 23.

R. B. Baldwin 13, W. Slater 17, Charles Dean 19, D. .Vdams Fr.,

19; total 110. Mountainside Club—George Ziegler 22, A. W. Bald-
win 20, H. D. Wcthling 20, Charles J. Ziegler 13, rred Wright Vi,

John Gantz 8; total 95.

Fox, 19

tierman, 19
Waters, 19
Storr, 18
Lupus, 18
Flart, 16
Malone, 18 13 16 13 17 22 16 13 20 45
Mordecai, 16 11 18 13 15 21 17 14 15 40

14 17 13 20 23 19 13 18 48
10 19 14 16 22 20 14 16 47
14 17 11 17 17 16 13 17 45
10 17 12 16 22 18 14 18 44
13 19 12 14 20 18 12 19 45
9 15 13 15 20 16 10 16 47

10 18 14 17 19 11 11 15 35
11 19 14 16 20 17 13 18 44

19 20 12 17 4]

19.)

185
178

167
171
172
161
175

164
150

171
170

if inciliiry from Mn C. W. Floyd, concern-
hiih as suggested by Mr. 1. A. Hudson, of

Dagsboro, Del.. It will be recalled that Mr. Hudson desired a ])'•?

trapshooting match with Mr. Floyd, the stake being- a farm each. '."I:

Mr. Hudson's letter of defiance was bravely worded. Mr. F'loyd's
acceptance was prompt, brief and direct, and as a further evi-

, ^

dence of good faith he placed a forfeit in our liands. Mr. Hudson's f'l^'
' ' ' ' to indicate that, as they say in the South, he^.jjlX'

We have a letter

ing the match with

silence would seem
is "hiding out.

Leek, 18
Krueger, 16
Chew, 16 -. ... 13 19 12 1

Baughman. 16 11 15 13 17 18 17 14 .. 39
George, 16 11 13 7 11 12 . . 8 14 31
Burroughs, 16 13 16 13
Keller, 16 14 14 18 15 12 20 41
Biddle, 16 14 10 17 41
Marley, 16 13 IS 43
Offit, 16 11 20 36
Brown, 16 12 13 19
Cottman. 16 11 15 40
Becker, 16 10 15 33 .

.'.

Dr Carr, 16 , 12 15 45
Collins, 16 5 . . .

.

Hardy, IG 13 15 37
Becker, 16 10
Dr Boyd, 16 .. . . 16 40 . . .

Medinger, 16 .. ..13
Street, 16 39
Billy, 16

, 37

Oct. i6, Second Day, Live Birds.

The main feature of the second day's competition was the live
bird events, all of which, however, were not shot as per the pro-
gramme. The forenoon events were at targets, a total of 100, the
general averages of which were made in the following order:
Hood Waters 98, A. II. Fox 97, Fred Gilbert 96, Dr. H. E. Lupus
and E. Storr tied for fourth on 94.

The 30-target race was a merchandise event, in which the win-
ners were Hood AVaters, E. Storr, Dr. H. E. Lupus, Lester Ger-
man and Fred Gilbert in the order

Events:
'I Targets;
tiCilbert ..

11

At the shoot of the Jeannette Gun Club, at the old Guttenljer.^

'

race track. New Jersey, on Oct. 17, Mr. C. .Meyer won Class A'
trophy, killing 10 birds straight in the main event, and 8 more it

the shoot-off. He stood at the 28yds. mark. In the challenge
medal match at 15 birds, he defeated Mr. C. Steffens, the holder.]
He will go back to the 30yd. mark in future contests.

Fo:
German
Waters
Storr ..

f.upus .

Hart ...

Malone

ICollins
IChew .

mentioned. The scores

:

1 2 4 5 6
10 15 15 30 15 15 Broke.
10 15 12 29 15 15 96
10 15 15 28 15 14 97
10 14 13 28 12 14 91
10 15 14 29 15 15 98
10 14 13 29 13 15 94
9 15 14 28 14 14 94
S 15 12 25
9 12 15 25 "s is 82

5 9 13 8 11
19

13 14

The host of friends of ^Ir. Hayes Keller, son of the renowned'
T. H. Keller, will rejoice to learn that he is convalescing rapidly
from his recent severe attack_ of typhoid fever, and in due time
v;i!l be able to resume his duties as traveling representative of the f
Peters Cartridge Company, in which position he has achieved!
eminent success.

•I
,

At the shoot of tlie Garfield Gun Cltiti, Chicago. Oct. 18, the
whiners in the third trophy event of the fourth series were: Class-

A, Hellman, 24; Class B, Jones, 20; Class C. Wilson 15. Dr. J. W'.
Meek won the cup shoot with a score of_ 23 out of 25, of which
15 were singles and the remainder 5 pairs. The attractions of
wildfowl shooting impairs the attendance at the club shoots. ,

Live Birds.

Mr. Frank Bacon, Augusta, HI., writes us as follows: "I'leaso
publish the inclosed notice of our target tournament, to be held
Oct. 30. Trapshooting is booming in western Illinois this season.
This is our second tournament this summer, and good attendance
is looked for, as we had forty shooters at our first."

A quiet meeting was held in Newark, N. J., on Tuesday of last

week, for the purpose of making a political issues as to the election
of candidates who are antagonistic to pigeon shooting at the traps.
This would seem to be something like fooling with the buzz-saw.

In a brief note, dated Octi "16, at Winnipeg, Man., Capt. A. W.
du Bray touches on the game shooting as follows: "I have had
and am having splendid chicken and duck shoolin.g, and I am
going to try the geese also, f am using my 20-borc exclusively."

The daily press recounts the death of Harry Longnecker. of
Allentown, Pa.. Oct. 16, from typhoid fever. He was famous as a
wing shot and dog fancier, and was Registrar of Wills of Lehigh
county. He was forty-four years old at the time of his death.

Mr. A. B. Learncs, secretary, writes us as" follows: "Will you
kindly announce that the Ceres, Pa., Gun Club, will hold its first

annual tournament at targets and live birds on Oct. 31. Post of-

fice address is Ceres, N. Y."

The seventh contest for the Troisdorf medals, at the shoot of
the Cincinnati Gun Club, Oct. 18, was won as follows: Class A,
Ivlessrs. Randall and Sec, 45 out of 50; Class B, Mr. Herman, 45.

K
Geo. C. Lebohner. proprietor of Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.,

died on Sunday of last week from hemorrhage of the lungs and
stomach. He was well known among trapshoolers.

*•»

The Richmond Gun Club, of Silver Lake, Staten Island, -will hold
an all-day .shoot on Election Day. Mr. A. A. Schoverling, 302
I5roadway, New Y''orlt, is the secretary.

•?

The third contest of the Crescent Gun Club, Bay Ridge, L. I.,

last Saturday, was won by Dr. J. J. Keyes, with a score of 48 out
of a possible 50.

BERNAitD Waters^

Richmond Gon Club.

Silver L.\ke, Staten Island. Oct. IS.—Following are the scores
made at the shoot of the Richmond Gun Club to-day:

iMiough entries were not forthcoming to w'arrant holding the
Maryland handicap, a 20-bird event, $12 entrance, for a trophy.
Dr. Darling and Hood .Waters, shot, a race at 25 birds, which re-
sulted in a tie on 23. In a shoot-off at 5 birds, each killed straight.
Shooting off at 5 birds again. Darling killed straight and won by
2 birds. Waters losing his second and fifth. Two races,
each, resulted as follows: Waters 5, Edwards 4, Street 3
5, Goldman 1. Second race: Waters 4, Edwards 4, Street

Jjinson 5. •

ri| The programme events resulted as follows:
,W| Seven live birds, $5 entrance:

Gilbert. 32 .2221111—7
,

Street, 26 2111222—7
• A R ,M, 28 1120212—6
Dai-ling, 29 1222201—6

Ten birds, $7 entrance:
Gilbert 1221212112—10
Waters 2222111011— 9
A R M 2121112122—10

Fox, 31

Waters,
Malone,
German,

^1 .

31

30.

by
5 birds
Bojaday
' Rob-

2122220—6
2222201—6
2121211—7
1212221—7

Darling 2011111212— 9
Street 2212001112— 8
INIalons ,2211122201— 9

New London (la.) Tournament.
New J..0ND0N, la.. Oct. 17,—The sixth annual tournament of the

A'ew London Gun Club .closed last , night. The attendance was fair
about twenty-seven men taking part in each day's programme.

rhe weather on both days was warm and pleasant. The shooting
at targets was from one magautrap and one set of three expert
traps, .Sergeant system. 1

The programme on Wednesday was eight 15 and four 20 target
events, and on Thursday was four, 15 and two 20 target events-
one 7 and one 15 live bird events. /No money was added, but $,50was given m averages, divided as follows: .^5, .$10 and $7.50 to

^S%U ^r^""","?-*^ f'"-'"*^ suns who shot the entire programme;
*r.oO, ^1 and $0 to three high guns in target events. All target
events were handicaps, 16 to 22yds.. and the 15-live-bird ev?nt
was a handicap, 27 to 33yds. Seven fine cups were given Chick
,Koss won the cup given for county championship; Dr Cook won
the cup given for county championship on live birds; W R
Crosby won the cup for high average in entire programme shoot-
ing targets from_the 22yd. mark and live birds at .33yds.; 'he was
in fine form, and .gave a good exhibition of what he can do with
the scatter gun: Nichols won the long run cup, scoring 69 straightm the target events. ^

was the only one to kill all his pigeons in the
lo-hve-bird event, and won $53 and a handsome cup. He also won
a fine cigar case. In event No. 12 on the first dav he was theonly one to break 20 straight. McCully won the cup given for hi^rhman in the 80 per cent, class. John Burmeister won the low
general average cup.
Dr. Cook, secretary of thti club, had charge of all the detailsand tins would assure that they were ably managed

'

On Wednesday evening the visiting sportsmen were rovally
entcrtanied by Dr. and Mrs. Cook at their home

'

Events

:

Targets:
F W Schoverling
G C Williams
G Bechtel

1 2 3 4 5
10 10 10 20 30
9 4 9 15 23
G-3 4 9 id
4 9 (5 9 i!>-

Events:
Targets:

F Cftss.

O Albrecht
F J Crystal.,.,

1 2 3 4 5
10 10 10 20 30
3 4 5 10 10
3 3 5 8 15
8 6 0 11 12

Events

:

Targets:
Miller. 16
Lord, 16
Dove, 16
McKelvcy, 18...
W^olf, 16
Gibson, 18
Crosby, 22
Burnside. 20
Burmeister, 16..
Kline. 20
Nichol, 16

Beach, 16

I'oley, 1,S

Wctleaf. IS

Shaddow. 16 . .

.

Oct. iS, First Day, Targets.

A. .Scijgy^aiiajvlo, Sec

Ellett,

Cool,
Smith,
Cook,
Budd,

18
16
16

18 ,

20

MoCiilly, 16.

12 3

15 15 20
,..5 11 15

5 12 12
7 10 16
8 13 12

13 14 17
6 14 17

12 14 IS
7 13 18
3 13 18
5 14 17

4 13 17
8 13 15

6 13 16
9 15 13
7 13 16
9 13 16
4 10 13

10 13 14
9 11 20
10 13 IS
13 13 ie

4 5 6 7

15 15 20 15
11 11 17 14
16 9 14 12
14 13 16 14
13 10 14 10
13 12 14 9
13 15 18 12
14 10 17 15
14 11 18 12
12 10 16 9
14 9 IS 16
14 14 20 13
14 14 19 11
15 13 19 12
15 12 17 10
15 12 19 13
13 10 18 14
12 12 18 7
15 9 17 14
14 13 IS 13
14 15 17 14
12 10 18 13

8 9 10 11
15 20 15 15
13 15 12 10
16 16 10 14
13 1,8 13 14
12 17 11 14
11 18 11 12
13 IS 12 14
15 IS 14 14
14 17 13 15
14 14 11 14
14 17 14 13
15 19 14 14
15 16 13 13
13 18 15 14
12 19 11 14
15 16 14 14
14 15 10 13
10 15 13 12
12 15 14 15
13 14 15 13
14 17 15 15
15 16 12 13

12

20
15

15
16
19

18
15
IS

20

16
14
18

H
19

19

19

17
14
19
IS
19
19

Broke.
139
154

157
153
162
167
179

172
150

161

175

162

173
166
173
162 .

132
167
171

181
176

Av.
.695

.770

.783

.765

.810

.835

.895

.860

.750

.805

.875

.810

.863

.830

.865

.810

.660

.835

.855

.905

Beckman, 16.
Newman, 16 .

Crissman, 16.
(iriffin, 16 ...

Hal, 16

1S3 .91S
7 11 16 14 13 15

3 12 16 12 12 17
14 14 15
12 11 17

8 12 16 13 12 18 14 14 16

Oct J 6, Second Day, Targets.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 1,>5 1,5 20 15 15 20 Broke. A v.

Miller

15

13 17 12 12 16 85 .850
'-"rd

12

11 17 13 12 17 82 .820
pc.ve

15

14 20 1.2 10 17 88 .880
Wolf

13

14 16 11 12 16 82 .820
Burmeister

12

12 18 13 11 17 83 .830
Nichols

15

15 20 14 14 19 97 .970

y ack

10

13 17 11 10 18 79 .790
Shaddow

12

14 16 11 13 16 82 .820
^ook 11 12 16 13 11 19 83 .830
l^,oss -.

13

15 14 12 8 15 77 .770
McCully

13

13 18 14 14 17 89 .890
McKelvey

14

14 12 12 12 18 82 .820
VVetleaf ; 15 13 18 9 11 16 82 . 820
rSurnside

15

11 20 11 11 19 77 .770
Klme

15

14 16/14 13 19 91 .910
Hudd

13

13 17 14 9 17 83 .81i0
t.i-osby

14

15 20 13 13 18 93 .930
Crissman

14

12 15 14 11 16 82 .820
C.riffin

13

14 15 11 11 15 79 .790
Foley

15

12 17 14 10 18 86 .860
Jacobs 15 14 14
Jacobs 15 14 14
Douthett 14 14 15 S 13 19
Duis

11

10 12 .. 7 11 .. .

Stone 7 14
vV'aymer 7 15
Porter 4 ;.' ;..";;

Oct 16, Live Birds.

Event 1, 7 live birds, $5 entrance, three moneys:
Burnside 1121111—7 McCully 0220100—3
Burmeister 2221221—7 Cro.sby 1211111—7
Kline 2222202-6 McKelvev 1222201-6
Stone 2222200-5 Duis ...

". 1212111—7
Crissman 0022222—5 Foley 2222222—7'
Dove 1221020—5 Black 2222212—7
Griffin 2212022—6
Lord 1002120—5
Miller 011112.1—6 _
Douthett 2222101—6 Cook
Ross 2220212—6

Nichols 212011Q—

5

Wetleaf 2220022—5
Budd 1111111—7

2222002—5

Event 2, 15 live birds. $10 entr
Burnside, .32. . .12112212121222 —15
Burmeister, 28 .010220122122200—10
Kline, 32 221112221221210—14
Stone, 28 222222021222011—13
Crissman, 28. . .220120002212222—11
Dove, 29 202010210102221—10
Griffin, 27 221202222220221—13
McKelvey, 28. .120122201212110—12
Miller, 29 121120022111212—13
Douthett. 30... 100102101120021— 9

Averages on targets: Miller
Kelvey 78.3, Wolf 81.3, Crosby 90
Kline 84, Nichols 90.6. Black 80.3,
85, Budd 88, Cook 84.6, McCully

ance, four moneys:
Ross, 30 220222220220222—12
McCully, 28. . .122101102111201—12
Crosby, 33 122212101021222—13
Cook, 30 222020222222202—12
Duis, 29 111012112210111—13
Foley, 30. . . .202022222)2222222—14
Black. 29 120222112220110—12
Nichols, 30. .022221220112202—12
Wetl eaf, 30 ... . 222220222212012—1

3

Budd, 32 021102212

74.6, Lord 78.6, Dove 81.6, Mc-
6, Burnside 86.3, Burmeister 77.6,
Foley 86.3, Wetleaf 82.6, Shaddow
88.3, Ross 86.6.

Tar

Miller 139
Lord 154
Dove 1,1^7

McKelvey 153
Wolf 162
tiibson .....167
Crosby ...i„.,,,179
Burnside 172
Burmeister 150
Kline 161
Nichols 175
Black 162
Foley 173
Wetleaf ; 166
Shaddow 173
Ellett 162
Cool 132

General Averages.

gets • —Live Birds-
2d day. No. 1. No. 2, Total.
85
82

6
5

13 243

S8 5 io 250
82 6 12 253
82

93 '7
is 292

87 7 15 281
83 7 10 250
91 6 14 272
97 5' 12 289
79 7 12 260
86 7 14 280
82 5 13 266
82

Smith
Budd ...

Cook . .

.

McCully
Ross . .

.

Newman
Crissman
Griffin ..

167
181
171
176
183

S3
83
89
77
82

79

12
12
12

ii
13

271
280
278

Av.
.754

;776

.785

.906

.872

.776

.844

.897

.807

.869

.826

•y

Ml
.8.69

Ms

WESTERN TRAPS.

Nonpareil Gon Clofa,

Chicago. III., C3ct. 18.-Messrs. Roll and Willard tied on 46 out of
a possible 50. Iherti, were four contestants in the main event
Sweepstakes were an important part of the competition. The
scores follow:

Willard 1100111111111111111011111-22

„ ,, 111111011111111111111-ull—24-46
' 1111111111111111110111111-24

1, ,
1111111111011110111111011-22—46
1 101111111010111111111111—22

„ ^
1111110111101111110111011—21-43

^'"to • 11111111011111100001111 11—20

^ ^^^p^ .
0100011111111111111111111-21—41

'Insets: 15 10 25 20 5 Targets: 15 10 25 20 5Wi ard 14 9 22 18 5 Barto 2115 5Roll 13 9 23 17 4 Weber 11 2Bush 11 9 24 11 ..
^

Garfield Gon Clob.
Chicago, ()ct. 18.—The appended scores were made on ourgrounds to-day on the occasion of the third trophy shoot of thefourth series Hellman won Class A trophy on 24, Tom JonesClass B on 20 and Wilson Class C on 15

"^

The cup shoot immediately followed, and the cup was won by ^
Dr. Meek on 2.3, thrown as lo singles and 5 pairs, notwithstanding
a breakdown in his gun and having to shoot a borrowed one afternrst two targets.
The day was a fair one for target shooting, and the attendance

.should have been better, Duck shooting is responsible for ittwenty-fourth trophy shoot:

r""^^^ , 0111111111011111111111101-22
I? ,^„\f

mill] 101111111110111101-22
,

1011111 011011001000111010-15

K^fr 0101111111100011111110010-17
h« V 1001001100100011001101110—12 r

loimiiinimiiiimm-M
r jL;; 0111110110101101110101010-16
!J°"':" loioiiiiiiiioiiooiiiH

^VJ''' , OOHOllOOOllOllOOll 111110-15
tenth cup shoot, 15 singles, 5 pairs

-

•^^''f
d ommiiiiion lo ii u n 11-22

{?.'"., lllIlllOlUllll 10 11 11 il ii_23
}) 110010110101101 il io 11 01 10-167 111111010111111 11 no Ii 10 10-19

lOlOHlOlOOOllO 01 01 10 11 00-13

}r T lOllOllOOlOlllI 10 00 10 11 10-15
^, /"Y^^ ooiiiojinoim 00 11 11 01 10-17Eldred lllOOOimiOOll 11 U l\ fLw

-IJr. J. vv . .Meek winner.
Sweepstakes:
Targets: 10 10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 1n,

,
S.. 9 8 10 Kehl S V? ^^'^^'^^^ 9 9 4 7 Price 5 % I VW'Ison 6 ri F Wolf . . f i

•P=^ton 8 9 y 8 Eaton '

'

" | £
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Excelsior Spring's Gwn CI«b Tournament.
"ExcEi-sioK Springs, Mo., Oct. 11.—The first annual tournanienL

ot the Excelsior Springs Gun Club closed to-night. The attend-

ance was not as large as it should have been. The programme was
a liberal one, $6.25 being added to each event. Half of the events

were divided Rose system, and half on the percentage plan.

Dickey magazine traps and targets gave good satisfaction. Event
No, 12 on" the seconti dav was at 25 targets, open to amateurs
.onlv, for the Excelsior Springs challenge trophy. All other events

were open to all, handicaps 16 to ISyds. Budd was high with a

little better than 90 per cent., and Linderman second with 88 the

first day. On the second day Budd and McGee tied for high
guns with 80-3 per cent.

Linderman won the amateur challenge trophy with 25 straight.

The visiting- sportsmen are highly pleased at the reception given

them by the Excelsior Gun Club, and will all be ready to attend

the next annual tournament of this gun club,

Etudd won high average for the two days, with Linderman n

close second.

Capton Towrnament.

First Day, Oct. JO.

liven Is

;

Target s

(iregg m
N'anslane 14

Haynes 11

Templcton 15

Gittings .11
Cunninghanr 10

McGee 14
Comet I 12

Calhoun 11

Allen 13

Lindel-man 14

Stafford - 13

TI Sherman 13

JBudd 14

Laurev 14

Scott
Cam bell

Cruger
Smith
Crowley • . • •

Sevier
Hamilton
Lev

2 3
15 15
10 11

10 12
10 13
11 ..

11 is
13 13
9 8

14 14
10 11

13 11

15 15
12 13

14 11
12 7
10 11
14 12
10 !)

12 13

4 5
15 15
11 10

12 13

9 11

11 11

ia i4
11 10
6 12

14 12

13 12
9 15

13 12
9 12

12 14
10 12

5 9

8 13

12 13
12 10

6 7 N 9 10 11 12

15 15 15 15 15 15 15

12 10 12 8

13 14 .. 14

10 ..

.. 10
13 11
12 13
6 10

13 13

9 11

14 14

12 13

8 14

15 14
12 14
12 10

15 14

6 ..

14 13

13 10 13 12 13

11 11 .. 11 14

12 ii i4 's
'9

12 11 13 12 11
14 14 14 14 11

12 12 14 13 13
12 11 12 7 12

12 15 15 13 14
7 14

13 11
.. 13 .. 11 13

14 13 ii ii i2

;\v.

.811

.822

.783

.872

.872

.750

.905

14 15 10 12

14 13 12 9

fi

Second Day, Oct. J I.

Events: 1_

Targets: lo

Cunningham 12

Budd 13
Linderman 12

Calhoun 13

Sherman- 12

Allen 12

Smith 11

Stafford 12

Cam bell 11

McGee 13

Vanstane
Crowley —
Templeton
Gittings
Copenger

15 15
11 11
13 14

14 14
13 11
11 13
14 15
11 10

10 12
11 12
12 14

4 5

15 15
11 12
14 15
12 15
12 13
12 13
14 10
12 14

13 13
14 11

15 15

6 7 8

15 15 15
11 14 11
13 14 13
14 14 13
14 10 14
15 13 12

15 10 15
14 11 10

15 13 9

11 12 15
12 14 12
. . 13 13
.. .. 10
.. ..14

9 10
15 15
9 13
13 13

15 12

12 12
13 13

13 14
12 13

13 14
14 12
14 14
14 13

11 12

15 25
13 20
14 ..

13 25
10 13

13 22

13 23
12 20
13 22
12 20
14 22
13 ..

.. 19

.. 22
.. 12
.. 12

Av.
.776
.903

.890

.830

.848

.878

.806

.830

.836

.903

Averages

First Day. Second Day. Total.

163 149 312Budd ^„ ...^

Linderman 157 147

Stafford 157 137

Allen ....141 145

Calhoun 148 13'

Sherman ..135 140

Cunningham - 146 138

304
294
286
285
275
274

Av.
.904

.881

.852

.822

.826

.795

.794

Hawk EYE.

York (Neb.) Annual.

The annual tournament of the York Gun Club was held Oct.

14, under the management of F. D. Copsey and H. K. Matfteia.

Attendance was not as good as expected, but it Proved a very

pleasant event nevertheless. Linderman, Sievers and Kielil a 1

Bliot above 90 per cent., and w'on the honors in the order named.

Scores:

Fvents- 1 23456789 10 Total

Targets- 10 15 15 15 20 10 15 15 15 20 Broke.

-^lille,
' 7 12 13 12 17 8 11 13 10 15 119

Co'sev 9 13 14 11 17 9 12 10 14 19 128

^Itl 71012 s 12 7 5 s 9 s 89

Wadsworth 8 10 11 9

Sievers S 13 14 13 18 9 14 14 15 20

Hatfield ; 9 12 12 12 16 9 12 13 14 18

T evker - 6 12 13 S

Rfehl 8 13 14 14 18 10 12 15 14 18

Linderman' ' ! ! !
10 14 ,13 11 19 10 14 14 15 19

Range 11 13 12 12 10

138
127

i36
13p

9 10 13 16

VeicwT 11 14 16 9 S

J Geiger 6 14 15 6 18

S Geiger 13 16 ^ ..

f'" '-HAwKKii:

Fort Smith Shoot.

w.
irouT Smith, Ark., Oct: 1.5.--Mr. Frank Baptist and IMr.

W Webber, two local .sportsmen, conceived the idea to give a

little shoot here as an additional attraction to the Street hair.

Nothing pretentious was attempted, and consequently a large at-

tendance was not expected. Tlie shoot was a one-day atfair, and

the only inducements olfered was $15 average money, divided

So and $2 to the three high guns. The programme consisted ot

twelve events, though the last was a consolation affair, and con-

sequently did 'not include in the general average Eighteen shoot-

ers participated in the various events, but only four of these shot

the entire programme. High gun money was won by Irank

Baptist, the local shot, by a wide margin, as he put up the excel-

lent iiercentage of .929. J. M. Walker, of Spiro, 1. T., was second

with .806, and J. W. Bryant third with 741.
.

The weather was fine, and tlie conditions altogether ideal toi

shooting. Mr. Paul R. Litzke, of the Peters Cartridge Co,, took

care of tlic details of the .shoot. The following are the scores:

Evcnt.s: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Tar-e s- 1!^ 10 K) 15 20 10 15 10 15 20 15

T-»ntist .... WW 10 14 20 9 13 9 14 18 13

t'm Walk a-::.: - is lO 9 13 20 7 11

jVrvant 11 9 7 11 16 9 12

W"N Walker 10 8 5 14 18 10 8

(ravctt 9

Matthews 7 10 14 17 10

M unn 6 9 11 11

,8 14 17
6
Ii

7 15 11 9

6 13 12 0

8 8 14 11

9 11 15 10
6 .... n
8 .. ..10

Brokf
144
125
115
144

Av.
.939

.806

.741

.735

S. 7 4
Sisimor.e 9 7

I'ark 11 5

Carson 5 5

Smith ^

Deaves • • •

Knott
Williams ,

Sullivan
Tall man
White '

I) ..

7 .

.

8 8

9 13 11 .. 12
.. 10 9

.. 6

Cijcinaati Gun CIub«

Capron, 111., Oct. 17;—Oct. 15 and 16 there was a shoot held
lierc. The first day was devoted to live birds; second day, targets.

Neither day was the attendance what it should have been, and
Mr. Vance was much moved over the absence of those who should
have been there, and were expected as per the understanding he
had with the boys.
The birds were good and were trapped from five ground traps,

and many of them will live to be trapped again, or inhabit the
farmers' barns for many summers to come.
There were a few of those present the first day who did not

stay for the second, as they claimed to be live-bird shots only,

Scores as follows:

First Day, Oct. J5

1 -7- li-ye birds, entrance $2:
Rottn er

Comstock
...1112022- -6

2202202—5
0211000—3 Vance
1200201 4 Sands
2120222—6

....1211211-

....2001110-

....1220112

....11211110

.2021000100

.0111222111

.0201021001-

10200-

Losee \: 22200

Harvey 00200-
Goodall 22010-

.11220—4

4, 10 live birds, entrance $3:

Event No.
Van Epps .

I-osee
flarvey ....

Yates ,....)-

Shaffer-

Event No. 2, 10 live birds, entrance .$3:

Van Epps . .2011112010— 7 Colll^tock
I.osee 2222222201— 9 Vance
Shaffer 2220222222—0 Sands ....

Koltner .1121002212—

8

Event So. 3, 5 live birds, entrance $2:

Shaftcr 12122—5 Van Epps
Rottner 02002—2

^

Comstock 11101—4
Vance 12111-5
Sands
Event No.

Shaffer 2010121102— 7 Sands 2201212012

Rottner 1122210120— 8 Van lipps 1210211010 -

Comstock 0210200022- 5 Losee 001000212-2-

Vance 1211121212—10 Goodall 1212020222—

Event No. 5, 12 live birds, entrance $4

Losee 210002121200— 7 Vance
Tohnson . . . : 000010100012— 4 Sands
Shaffer 002022212202- 8

Event No. 6, 10 live birds, entrance $4

Shaffer 222-2210100— 7 Harter
Vance 0112110110— 7 Nelson
Losee 0200211000— 4

Event No: 7, 7 Jive birds, entrance $2:

Shafter ..,,..2012022—5 Bruel 2222021
Malana 2010010—3 Vance 1112111
Randall 0212202—5 Snyder 2122221

Event No. 8, 5 live birds, entrance $1.75:

Shaffer 20211—4 Snvder 22121

Malana 10001—2 Goodall 00111

Bruel 11001—3 Randall 02022
Vance 01012-3

.210111221010-
.020011101111-

.2022022201-

.0000010202-

—3

Second Day, Oct J6,

'i'here were some additions to-day to the crowd, and yet it was
small.
Ducks are now on the marshes, and this attracts the tai-get

shooters.
Mr. Vance was high man with 142 out of 185. Other good shots

fell down. The light was bad, and the background, a green hill,

that kept all guessing.

Events

:

Targets

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

10 15 15 10 15 10 15 15 15 10 15 15

Vance' 7 15 11 8 7 10 11 13 10 7 11 12

Shafter 5 10 7 6 9 5 10 12 10 6 8 13

Malana 7 11 12 8 10 7 11 11 10 8 13 11

Harter 5 13 12 7 14 9 13 10 7 8 8 12

Bruel 3 12 13 7 10 7 10 8 12 6 13 9

Randall . . 7 11 13 6 13 6 11 10 6 4 4 9

Snyder . .
.* 9 U 11 1 10 .... 11

13 14

10 15

7 13
9 12

7 12

6 10

9 12

5 11

C.oodall 5

Welch 5

Sands 7 10 11 10

Wilcox 4

C.raham 13 14 S 14 13
Ramri

10 12

.. 11

8 12

KR.

More Abowt Handicaps*

In vour issue of Oct. 11, 1902, page 299, you publish an explana-

tion from Mr. H. D. Kirkover, of Eredonia, N. Y., in which he
quotes an article from Mr. Ed. Rike, of Dayton, O.. taken from

Vic\d and Fancy, stating why there is nothing in trapshooting
for them as now conducted.
The question of handicap is a matter that concerns thousands

of your readers, and as one of them, allow me to state a few facts:

Formerlv all trapshooters stood at same distance, 18 yards; later

all at 16 yards for 12-gauge guns. Money was divided 50, 30 and
20 per cent. The better shots naturally scored higher than the

less skillful ones: hence men like Kirkover and Rike received 50

per cent, or half of the purse—say four or five times as often as

the majority of the shooters.
Soon the majority learned that they were simply "producers"

or "suckers," and the attendance declined all over the country.

Finally the manufacturers saw that something must be done to

revive the sport and increase sale of guns and ammunition, and
their paid representatives M'ere instructed to '-shoot for tar.gets

only."
Various forms of division of money were tried, but all failed to

give satisfaction, simply liecause it was absurd and unjust to ex-

pect the majority to stand at the same rise with shooters like

(lilbert, Crosby, Heikes, Rike and other experts.

Later the "Grand American" Association introduced the distance

handicap-14 to 22 yards rise—and that has proved to be a step in

the right direction. Mr. Shaner thought the scale should be back

to 25 or 30 yards, and promised to give us his views, but has

not yet done' so. However, lie was correct, and the experts will

be placed at a greater distance later on.

(_)f the various forms of dividing money the Rose system has

given the most satisfaction, and will remain until we become
more civilized, when we -vvill adopt the Pumphrey equitable system.

Mr. Kirkover and Mr. Rike are not satisfied because the

"moneys were cut up." That is, they do not now receive the

lion's share, or one-half of the purse. They do not like the novice

to have an equal chance against the "seasoned, consistent per-

former." They do not want to put their hard-earned skill in com-
petition with "the "crude, uncertain beginner." There is noth-

ing in the s|)ort to them only the winning of money, and they

want a sure thing of it.

For years past yoiir paper has held up to us higher ideas of

true sport. You have advocated stopping the sale of game, un-

reasonable bags, etc., etc., and most States have enacted laws to

that effect, that the pleasure might be divided among a greater

number. . . , -, r

What is the difference between the position taken by Mr.
Kirkover and Mr. Rike and the men who shoot into a covey on
the ground, or shoot for count only? Is there nothing in sport

beside the money to be won, oi" thennraber of birds killed?

ClNriNNATI. O.. Oct. 14. F.AIR PtAY,

C!P)'"iX'M-'^Ti. O., Oct. IS.—The seventh contest for the Troisdorf

medals, a handicap at 50 targets, had winners as follows: Class

\ Rau'dall and See: Class B, Herman. Scores: Herman (17) 45,

i^'mdall 08) 45, See (20) 45, Gambell (20) 43. Coleman (19) 43, F.

1 itliefnrd (18) 41, Capt (18) 40. Kohler (16) 40, Van Ness (19) 39.

Verses (21) 39, T. Littleford (16) 38. Bauer (16) 38, Block (18) 37,

\hlers (21) .37, Steinman (17) 37, Maynard (18) 36, Dreihs (17) 35,

hs erfeld (211 32 Corry (17) 30. Maybin (16) 30, Faran (19) 29,

Ouehl (16) 28 Jack (16) 28, Colonel (16) 22, Barker (18) 21.

Tweiily-five targets. 24yds., .$1 entrance, two moneys: Gambell 22,

Van Ness 17, Ahlers 15, Coleman 15, Verges 15, Faran 14.

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich.—The regular shoot on Oct. 18 was favored with

a fine Indian summer day, and the straight score cup had another

close call. In the club event of 25 targets, Shiell, of Class A,

missed his twenty-first bird only. Guthard gained one point in the

year's race in Class B by breaking 21. Ford, of Class C, a begin-

ner this year, added a 21 to his very er-editabie string. Fcsllowing

are the scores:

Events: 12 3

Targets: 10 15 10

Shiell
Brodie •

T Reid
I

Guthard ^
Hitchcock •

'

Ford •

McAdam • •• »

A Reid 4 11 10
^

Caldwell o f
Randall

IN NEW JERSEY.

Jackson Park Gun Club.

Paterson, N. J., Oct. 18.—The Jackson Park Gun Club under-
took to run off another shoot at the special request of a number of
out-of-town friends, and sent out about fifty postal cards, notify-

ing that many different shooters that we would hold a live-bird
shoot on Saturday afternoon beginning at 1 o'clock. We had
ordered and received 400 birds, and had about one hundred on
hand—quite enough for a- good afternoon's sport; but to our sur-
prise, not one of our expected friends put in an appearance, ex-
cept Count Lenone and Judge Booker, of Passaic.
We delayed matters until after 2 o'clock, thinking some one

would come on the next car, but only a few friends came to look
on. Everything being read3', I soon got the home boys going,
twelve entering for the 5-bird event. Some of the birds were too
fast for a starter for most of the boys; but George Hopper and
Klotze seemed to be in good form, both shooting in quick time
and scoring their birds.

In the 10-bird event, there were ten entries. The boys seemed to
all settle down to their work. Every one killed out in the first

round. Bunn dropped a hard one in the second round, 2yds. over
the wire. Three men dropped in the next round, one in the fourth,
one in the fifth, two in the sixth, two in the seventh, two in the
eighth. The birds seemed to get better all through the game.
Eight men dropped in the last two rounds.

I am sorry that I did not take the flights of these birds, as they
were an excellent lot.

Dr. Johnson proved the winner. Morgan was a close second
with 9. His miss was on a lightning right-quartering bird. Five
men finished in the 8-hole, with the others close up.
The third event was ready for me, and they kept right on, nine

entering at 7 birds, but it was seen at the fifth round that it would
be impossible to shoot the 7 birds, so the game was called at the
end of the sixth round.

Capt. Powers was straight up till the sixth. He went to the
score and called "Pull!" He was standing there while every one
was laughing and shouting to him to shoot. The bird was a sharp
left-quartering bird, very fast. He said he did not see it at all.

1 1 was all guesswork. After that it was overcast all the afternoon,
but good for shooting while the light lasted.
The boys had a good afternoon's sport, but very poor encourage-

ment from our friends. Probably it was the weather that kept
them awa3'. We will try again. Most of the boys here are tied
up in politics just at present.
No. 1 was 5 birds. $2.50. No. 2, 10 birds, $5. In No. 1 Messrs.

Reynor and Wiley made their first attempt:

Powers, 28 21002—3 2102221120— 8
Dr Tohnson, 29 22*22—4 2211221122—10
Morgan, 29 2201*—3 1111021221—9
Van Houten, 28 0200^2 2111112*01—8
Tohn Doty, 28 OOUl—3 2110112102— 8
G Plopper, 28 22121—5 2102111}i^v— 8
15unn,29 122*0—3 1*222*1102— 7
Reynor, 25 11000—2
Lenone. 28 0*211—3 21211**010— 6
Booker, 27 02202—3 1202111100— 7

"

Klotze, 28 22112—5 21112102*2— 8
Dr Wiley, 27 0**20—1

No. 3. 7 birds, $3:
Lenone, 28 101002—3 Klotze, 29 120100—3
Bunn, 29 011102—4 Van Houten, 28 021212—5
Powers, 28 211210—5 Dr Johnson, 30 222221—6
Morgan, 29 222221—6 J Doty, 28... 1*120*—

3

G Hopper, 28 22222*—5 Dtjtcher.

Jeannette Gun Club.
Guttenberg, N. J., Oct. 17.—The Jeannette Gun Club held its

shoot here to-day. The birds were ordinary. Five tied on 10
straight, and of these, Messrs. Schortemeier (Job Loft) and
Steffens withdrew on the shoot-oil, having already a number of
wins in Class A. C. A. Meyer won in the eighth round of the
shoot-off, and also won the challenge medal from C. Steffens.
This now puts him in the 30yd. class. The scores:

F Elilen, 28 1101110112— 8 C Thyssen, 25 2222212122—10
F Kastner, 28 1111002222— 8 J Mohrman, 28 1102202210— 7

S
9

10
10

4

10
7

'5

9

7

9

9

5
10
7

6

10
4

3

I

25

is

22

i9

IS

C Meyer, 28 1122211221—10
H Pape, 28 112222*222— 9

G Grei£f 28 0222111122— 9

Tob Lott. 30. 2111111222-10
C Interman. 28 0111111211— 9

C Steffens, 30 1121211112—10

Shoot-off, miss-and-out:
C Mever 12211122

W Rohlfs 12121110

Challenge medal, 15 birds:
C Steffens, 30.11111112221012*—13

Team race

:

F Kastner 02011-3
C Mever 21111—5
Meyerdierck 22212—5
Thyssen 2*201—3—16

W Rohlfs, 28 1211211121—10

J Luhrman, 25 1221220001— 7
J H Kreger, 28. .. .1222111112—10
C Meverdierck, 28..111111im—10
Dr G'riswold, 25. . .1201120122—

8

A Schumacher, 25..0002000201— 3

J A Kreger 1111110
Meyerdierck 110

C Meyer, 28. . .121110111101122—13

Ehlen .- *2112—

4

Interman 12112—5
Rohlfs 11211—5
Schumacher 01000—1—15

New York German Gun Club.
Oct. 15.—At Outwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., the New York

German Gun Club held its shoot, and were favored with excellent
birds. In the club event Dr. Hudson killed 9 and was high
alone:

Points.

Dr Hudson, 28.

J Schlicht,

A Schumacher,

Five birds, $2 entrance. Rose system, all at 28yds.

2220012212— 8 7
2202211112— 9 7
01120*1022— 6 7
01110010*1— 5 5%
1111*20*00— 5 7
10*0200120 4 7
1012*00121— 6 7
0010*00022— 3 5
2102010222— 7
22100*2100— 5
*000000001— 1

Wellbrock 21211- Baudendistle 1*210—3
.12222-5

Moersch 0222*—

3

Steffens *1*22—3 Dr Hudson
Garms 112U-
Schlicht 202*1—3 Hageman 11020—3
Schumacher 01201—3 Kattengill 21212—5
Albert 11211—5 C Peters .....00001—1

ON LONG ISLAND.

8

25
24
22
16

21
20
21
15

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Oct. 18.—The attendance was unusually light,

and only five contestants participated in the matter of the October
cup. of' whom Dr. J. J. Keyes was high with 48. Mr. Geo. R.
Schneider was a guest, and was in the first flight as to performance.
The scores follow:
Club shoot, 50 targets, handicap: Dr. J. J. Keyes (2) 48, H. M.

Brigham (0) 45, W. G. McGonville (4) 42, W. W. Marshall (6) 38,

C. G. Rasmus (4) 37.

Match, 100 targets all scratch: H. M. Brigham 86, W. G. Mc-
Conville 86, Dr. J. J. Keyes 85, W. W. Marshall 68, C. G. Rasmus
67 C. J. McDermott 47.

Shoot-oft", 25 targets, for trophy: H. M. Brigham 22, W. G. Mc-
Conville 22.

Second shoot-off, same conditions: H. M. Brigham 23, W. G.
McConville 16.

Match, 25 targets: Brigham 25, McConville 20, Dr. I. I. L
Pool 8.

Match, 25 targets: Brigham 24, D. C. Bennett 11.

Match, 25 targets- Pool 22, Brigham 16.

Brooklyn Gun Cltsb.

Brooklyn, L. I., Oct. 18.—There were five of John Wright's stu-

dents at the Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot to-day. Mr. Welles per-

formed excellently well, breaking straight in several of the events,

as the scores will show, as follows:

Event'i- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Taro-ets- 15 10 15 10 15 15 15 15 10 15 10 20 10

Welles 15 10 15 10 14 13 14 13 8 13 10 17 10

Newton • ^ 5 8 6 8 11 11 8i

Wright S 5 13 6 8 911.. 5 8 712 7,

Griffiths 13 10 . . 9 13 .... 13 9 13 9 15 18,

Osterhout 7 • 6 • • 15

No. 11 was at 5 pairs; No. 12 at 10 pairs.
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Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

LIKE GOOD WINE

^ J Pont Smokeless Powder
IMPROVES WITH AGE.

In the Hill Top Handicap, Austerlitz, Ky., Messrs. Fred Gilbert, from 32 yards,
and R. S. Rhoads, from 30 yards, at fast birds, in a thirty-three yard boundary'
each scored 46 out of 50 live birds. In the shoot-ofT Gilbert scored 9, Rhoads 8.

They both used shells that had been machine loaded in 1897 with DU PONT
SMOKELESS. After being loaded five years, the Du Pont Smokeless won the
Handicap and first money in competition with experts and fresh loads of various brands.

E. I.DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER
I DURSTON
ISPEPIAL

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

with or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

S52.00.
'ODurston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a mediumThis gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with theSSguns of our manufacture The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us fSthis gun. embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breechwe guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this |un will not shool
28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brSsh shooSng

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE. N. Y.

Our
price,

priced

use in

which
loose.

IIMY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.
A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate AssoclatioL

^P\f^^ shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The ooveibears the title " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are Langed to mak
a complete record of the shooter s domgs at the traps. The pages are r^led to mfke a rSrc
5£ the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and loadSevents, etc. The score sheets are mled for as targets. Bound In leather Mce sci. pStSS?.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

, Wheo writing say yo« saw the ad. in the Forest and Stream.",

2 Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.
^

SEND FOR
CATALOOUE

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making- the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6tb, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 2) 15 15 20 15 15 20-200
Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

PARKER BROS., tyieriden, Conn,
New York Salesroom, 32 Warr@n St.

QUICK-REUABLEr.

Ntw-rpoi5Dopp y/ma^S^ • • SHOTGUN POWDtH \

CLEAN ANoUNJFORM.NOTAFfECTEDfiYANYCUMATE
WHEN OIlDtBINQ HAND fcSSf^ c t , '

ofifAaovtioM>u>snm.vir^jr/:ocff/ve^e/:
i

SPEClfYMEW-TBOISDODF.C) Qowiui/iM<iTNY i

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS S SONS, Assonet, Mass.

FOREST AND STREAM

Trap Score Book.
The only one containing the new (1902 revision) Shooting

Rules of the Interstate Association, for targets and live

birds

;

The American Shooting Association Rules;
and the revised Hurlingham Rules. And a detailed

description of all the shooting systems in practice for the
^'tvisions of money.

5? Forest and Stream's new Trap Score Book. — ^ ^.jj ^jjjjjj.^j^jy gjj ^^^^^ ^^^^^ contest-
ants in affording a means of keeping a faithful
record of contests. Each booli contains a generous
number of sheets, so ruled as to make all the chief
divisions of the shoot plain at a glance. For in-
stance, the horizontal spaces are numbered from i to
27, every sixth line being distinctly heavier than its
fe lows; hence the squads are distinguisliable at a
glance. The perpendicular spaces are numbered
from I to 30,- ample space first being left for the con-
testants' names and their handicap allowance.
Heavy dark lines are between each five spaces, and
the numerals 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 are in hkvy.

faced type, so that the number of targets or birds to be shot at are apparent at a glance The
heavy ruling also is an advantage in bad lights. However dark a nook the scorer may be in no
straining of the eyes or incorrect entering of scores is possible on account of inability to distin-
guish the lines of the score sheet. At the head are the usual spaces for current data. Each
sheet is perforated, so that it can be readily torn out when manifold copies are made, and yet
each sheet is strong enough to hold firmly in place if the book is desired for permanent club
records. A neat pocket on the inside of the back cover holds carbon sheets for manifolding
The book is neatly and substantially bound in cloth, and contains 1 50 score sheets. The price is $1

*

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANy,
346 Broadway, New York.
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Every sportsman should have a copy of our

new 120-page gun catalogue. It's free at

our store or mailed for 10 cents.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.
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FIELD GUNS.
When, 15 years ago, we introduced the light weight, short barrel 12 gauge Featlier-

weiglit Francotte Guns, most hard practical field shooters who were lugging their 8

or 9 pound guns when following their bird-dogs, shook their heads and very much doubted that

anything like the same bag could be made with these "grasshopper" or "mosquito" guns as

with their heavy old-fashioned guns.

When, however, one of these full-choked little guns made highest percentage of pattern and

penetration in gun trial where most of the leading guns competed and when others were winning

highest honors at the trap—then, public opinion began to change. Since then thousands of ouf

Francotte and Knockabout Guns have gone into the hands of leading sportsmen.

FBANCOTTE AND KNOCKABOrT GUNS have always kept well ahead

of all competition as regards shape and model, strength coupled with light weight shooting and

wearing quality, fit and finish, and the ownership of either make of gun is a testimcn-al as to a

sportsman's standing.

FRAKCOTTE GUNS, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shape of stocks

from $80.00 to $450.00 net.

KNOCKABOUT GUN;*, all gauges, weights, lenght of barrels and shape of stocks,

$60.00 net.

We are willing to take your second-hand guns as patt-payment for new ones.

MAUSER SPORTING RIFLES, $45.00 to $50.00.

MAUSER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS, $22.65 to $25.00. t

Address your Dealer or the Sole Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
3J8 Broadway, New York.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GR[NNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated Price $1.30 net, ^1.45

postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 346 Broadway N. v

FOR FALL SHOOTING.
Genttire Imported

SWEDISH LEATHER JACKETS
Out Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

Soft and pliable as kH. A complete protection tT sportsmen or any exposed to cold or wet. Worn
unper the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A capital jacket for bicycle use, skating-

and sleighing.
;

' ipp" We ake the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be
obtained elsewhere in the United States.

A Quality, of the very finest skin

B Quality, 2d gffade,

$18.00

$J5.€0

Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order we will forward free by mail

,

and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any
other make.

l^S^ As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc.,

mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring such to send for one of ours, and if not found
superior on examination to any other, it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

WM. READ & SONS, Washington St., BostoH, /V\ass

ESTABLISHED 1826. THE OLD GUN HOUSE.

THE "REGENT."
A WONDERFUL NEW ENQLISM HAIVIMERLESS.

Price, $65.00 net, worth double.

The cut does not do justice to the gun, but we can guarantee them to be .

made by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same priaeiple that

has won world wide honors for English guns.

The barrels are best Siemans Martin steel, and the shooting is unexcelled.

The stocks are selected English walnut, latest model Anson and Deeley action,

top automatic safety, nicely engraved, and finish and workmanship throughout

up to the best English standard.

English guns have long been the standard of the world, arid this new

product will mark a new era in price as well as quality.

We have never before been able to offer so fine and good a gun for so

little morey. They can be supplied in weighty from 6^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12

bores, and from full choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00, and are

sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated W. W. Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BOILDING.
A complete manual for Amatenrs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for tlie constmction of

Canoes. Rowing and Sailing Boats and Ilnnting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price,. $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902.

Mr. Crosby used 3^ drams

11

E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Works: Oakland. Bergen Co., H. i. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in.

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO.
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Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishine Co. Entered at New York Post OfBce as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, )
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A New U.M.C.

.22 Short Smokeless

CARTRIDGE
Inside LvibricoLted

The U. M. C. Co. will now make

the .22 Short Smokeless with

either inside or the regular out-

side lubrication. The inside

lubrication makes this cartridge

fi^^

1902 GoLme LslWs, Free.

clean in handling, and for that

reason will be welcomed by

many shooters. It will not lead

the rifle barrel. Specify "Inside

Lubricated" when ordering.

ftpft g^ft 4^ 4^

1902 Game Lslws, Free.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
313 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPOR.T, CONN.

WINCHESTER
BOX MAGAZINE REPEATING RIFLE MODEL 1895.

.35 CALIBER.

W
E have adapted the Winchester Model 1895 box magazine repeating rifle to handle a
new Smokeless Powder cartridge, known as the Winchester .35 Galiberj which is the
most powerful shooting cartridge, at both long and short ranges ever ofiered„ Rifles
for this cartridge are made with 24 inch round nickel steel barrels, and weigh about

8 1-2 lbs. The Winchester .35 Caliber Cartridge embodies high velocity and consequent flat
trajectory, great energy and striking power, making it a very desirable cartridge for hunting
the biggest game known. Some idea of its tremendous killing power may be gained from the
fact that the striking energy of this cartridge at 200 yards equals the muzzle energy of the
.45-70. This cartridge is loaded with a 250 grain soft point metal patched bullet, and special
Smokeless powder, which imparts to the bullet a muzzle velocity 2,200 foot seconds, thereby
developing a muzzle energy of 2,685 foot pounds. The penetration at 15 feet from the muzzle
is 15 7-8 inch pine boards. Owing to their size and high velocity, .35 Caliber soft point bullets
upset, or mushroom, in a most perfect manner. Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONN.,

T
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^ Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Ginoe Builders, etc*
^

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
Over 1,000 Boilers in nse. 260 poands of steam. Handsome catalogue free.

WORKd! RED BANK, N. J.
Cable Address: Brunlva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOIIiER CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street. New York.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from ryour owtrDesigns, or we can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

have a sail or

power boat, and

we will tell you how yoK can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N.J.

Semi
forour
Handsoine
Catalog,

Mullins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H. MULLINS,
216 Depot St, Salem, Ohia

SNEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for ducic
huntmg and for pxisure, shipped to any part of the
world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
gBarnegat, N. J.

"Would you expect good gunning results with

a poor dog and a cheap gun?

How could you expect good results with a

poor paint?

CHILTON
is the best paint made.

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. I.

Auxiliary and Cruising
Yachts

OUR SPECIALTY.
Built from our own or other designs. Write for

particulars.

S. C. WICKS & CO., Patchogue, N. Y.
Telephone 19-1

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skiffs, Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
Hulls and Life tSoats are constructed different from

any line of boats on me market; are stronger; easy
handled. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, 111. Box B.
Manufacturers ol Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Beilpoft, L. I.

Builder of the South Bay 'Scooters." Write for
particulars.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMnNS.
By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price 11.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Prazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
iperience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
«side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is »
part. -

i

JFORIST AND STREAM PUB. COo^ Si-«adw«3r. Hew Ycrk

OLLOW-SPARS
Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and

EXTiSlE^lGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. sTrt^o^'etp^^ed
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and retiacle, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former vAU be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, (depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid,

^ ^^^Ser. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

3 Steam and sail Vachts, Row Boats
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

lUCINE BOAT MANUFACTtlRINO CO.,
Box 25, Racine, Wis.

"THE CHALLENGE."

This spirited picture of the American Elk has been engraved as an artotype in

size and style companion to "Alert," The plate is 13 x 19 inches on 22 x 28

Price (mailed in a tube, postpaid), $3.00.
,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW f K,

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of tiie Institute of Naval Architects, and Mem-

ber of Council, Second edition. Super-royal 8vo. Price, $16.80.

This work enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern the resistance of bodies

moving in water, and the influence a wave form of body and wave lines have upon such resist

ance. It also deals comprehensively with the subject of steam propulsion as applied to yachts.

An easy system for designing is provided, and every necessary calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to yacht building, and engravings are given of every detail

of construction and fitting, including laying-off, taking bevels, etc. The list of plates (exclusive

of over thirty devoted to the elucidation of the text, and nearly 200 wood cuts) exceeds fifty, and
comprises the lines of some of the most celebrated yachts afloat by the most successful builders

and designers,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works of reference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

FLY-FISHING AND FLY-MAKING FOR TROUT.
By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material for mak-

ing flies of-every variety. Illustrated. New edition. Cloth, 160 pages.

Price, $1.50,

Contents:' The Senses of Fishes in Relatioii to the fly-t'ishermah. Practical

I

Fly-Fishing. Trout Fly-Making. Standard Trout Flie« and Their Dressing.

I

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

^
Yachting Goods.

^

Yacht Pump Water Closet,

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware, with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS A. SON,
Yaeht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUGH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
end we thinlE that yon
will agree with us in

laying thi

lALMY
BOILER
It tha gS."- -

t^AVORlTE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER ECO.,
Providence, R. I.

DAN mm % SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send stamps for Catalogue.

Has No Equal
as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

quickly, and wears
wonderfully without

^taming white. Used
on Vigilant, Defender

and Columbia in

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY,

NAVALITE

Chicago. New York. Boston.

TOWNSEND WILDFOWL PRINTS

1. "Where Would You Hold?"

2. "There With My First"

Two admirable ducking scenes by

WiLMOT Townsend. Artotypes. Size

of plate 10 X i5in., on paper 15 x 20.

Price, $3.00 each. Sent carefully

packed.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

346 Broadway, New York.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates,^

exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in thS
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination ot
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht." "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,*' "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht RacinK
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Wmder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y, R. A. Ratmg," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

IfOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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A tadpole cattght by one^s own child is deemed
a fine fish.—Indian Proverb*

ZOO AND PARK.

The managers of the New York Zoological Park are

impatient of the popular abbreviation of the title to the

"New- York Zoo." They submit that the park is some-

thing quite different from the conventional zoo, and that

the distinction should be given recognition in its designa-

tion. In this they are right. The park is not only differ-

ent from the zoo, but it is so much superior that the old

term of zoo applied to it is erroneous and belittling.

A zoo as commonly known to most cities where it exists

is a collection of wild animals crowded into a confined

space which has been wrested for the purpose from a

park area, and into which the unhappy creatures are

packed in the way to get the most exhibits into the least

room. Large animals are confined in small cages and.

pens, where they have no rest from one another, and no

sufficient means of exercise. Here they are shut up year

after year, victims of a refined cruelty which takes no

heed of their sufferings. An elephant in the New York.

Central Park was for years kept chained by all his four

feet to the floor, until as a matter of course he went

crazy and had to be killed. "Wicked Old Tom got

cyanide at breakfast," the papers reported it—a fine

discernment surely, to attribute wickedness to a beast

which had been slow-tortured into insanity. "The day

will be long, but there will be an end of it," said the in-

domitable Frenchman condemned to the rack; but this

poor Central Park brute in chains had not the sense to

know that his day would have an end. "Wicked Old

Tom" was only a type of his class. The zoos of the

country are full of creatures whose captivity cannot mean

anything else than prolonged suffering ; and it is a curious

twist in human nature that permits us to tolerate with

complacency, or at best with indifference, the zoo system.

Under the conditions which have been provided at the

Zoological Park, the lot of the captive animals is in large

measure ameliorated. The ruminants—buffalo, elk, deer

—

have extensive ranges, where they may roam freely and

vndely. The bears are in cages of such size and con-

struction, and in such combination with rock caves and

ledges, that these creatures too have that freedom of

movement and exercise which is essential to the health

and physical comfort of all animals, including man. Even

the monkeys are provided for after a fashion, which,

while it does not give them conditions in any degree ap-

proximating their surroundings in nature, is yet far be-

yond the conventional monkey cage. The difference be-

tween the Zoological Park and the ordinary zoo is in short

just the difference between intelligent and humane treat-

ment at the Bronx and the stupid and indifferent abuse at

Central Park. The managers of the Bronx institution

may not reasonably expect newspaper editors and the

public always to use the full title, New York Zoological

Park, for time is precious and it is much quicker and

easier to write or say zoo ; but they may reasonably de-

mand public recognition and appreciation of those im-

proved conditions and conduct which distinguish the park

from the zoo.

Putting aside altogether any humane considerations, it

cannot be questioned that the obser\^ation of wild animals

under the Zoological Park conditions is much more agree-

able and profitable than the contemplation of them in the

cages and pens of a zoo. At Bronx Park students of

natural history have splendid opportunities for study ; and

there is so much of wild life—^and natural wild life—-on

show there that a visit to the park may be made both

enjoyable and instructive and profitable.

SNAP SHOTS.

Judging from the inquiries received at this office, we in-

fer that there is a general uncertainty respecting the privi-

leges of non-resident shooters and fishermen in the State

of New York. The practice of Canadians who crossed the

boundary waters for shooting and fishing on the New
York side, when if a New York sportsman visited the

Canadian side he was required to pay a license fee, natu-

rally aroused a spirit of retaliation, and the Legislature

v/as asked to adopt a law providing that a non-resident

niight not fish or shqpt on boundgrjr waters within th§

jurisdiction of the State except upon payment of a license

fee equivalent to that which was exacted of New York
sportsmen in the State or country from which the visiting

non-resident had come. The measure was locally pro-

tective and. retaliatory, Subsequently, at the last ses-

sion, the scope of this law was widened, to apply to the

entire State, and the provision was made that nowhere in

New York might a non-resident shoot or fish, if such

non-resident came from a State or Province which ex-

. acted a license, except upon payment of a license fee

.corresponding with the fee his home State or Province

took from visiting New York sportsmen. The only excep-

ition was in favor of iion-residents who hold real estate in

.New York. If then any non-resident shooter or angler

:is.in doubt whether he must take out a license for shoot-

iriig or fishing in New York, he may resolve his doubt by
Iteming whether his own State or Province exacts a

jnon-resident license.

Herman Schmidt, a Maryland farmer, having read in

a foreign paper that wood properly prepared would make
:
good animal food, is putting the plan into practical opera-

tion. The theory is that "animals have a decided liking

for young shoots, roots or shrubs, tree bark and other

heavy food of the same nature, and experiments have
proved that the nutriment contained in such-growtli re-

mains in it even after it has become wood, and that with
,a little salt and water added to it the sawdust will prove
ito be a highly nourishing diet. Pine, birch, alder, beech,

walnut and other woods have been analyzed chemically,

:and;fhe wood has vastly more albumen, nitrogen and fatty

ssiibstances than straw." If the Schmidt live stock does
;nat succumb under the treatment, we shall have here
ifhe solution of the economic disposal of the sawdust
nvhich plagues so many fishing waters, and grateful

-anglers will inscribe tlie name of Plerman Schmidt on a

imonunient more enduring than bronze.

It is the opinion of certain Adirondack dwellers that

the abolition of deer hounding has largely increased the

list of hunting ca.sual±ies by which human beings are shot

by mistake for game. The reasoning which leads to this

conclusion is that sportsmen have taken to still-hunting

.and jacking, in Ibatli of which pursuits there is much
ffiring by novices at objects not clearly determined to be
^deer, with a resulting frequency of shooting at human
wictirms. It may be said in reply to this that jacking also

its prohibited by the law, but as a matter of fact it is ex-

tosively and continuously practiced. An interesting and
iinstrttctive comparison might be instituted to determine
the relative human mortality in those sections of the

NoTitli Woods where deer are hounded and where they
are Tiot hounded. If the districts where the hounding
law is violated show fewer man killings than do the other

idisti-icts where hounds are not now employed, that fact

wmild be significant.

Another victim has fallen before the imperfect aim of

tlie variety show William Tell. This time it was at Cold
Spring Harbor, Long Island, where a fatuous grocery
clerk posed for a traveling vendor of patent medicines.

The reports say that the showman who fired the fatal

shot has been performing the act for years. That is only

to say that he should have been in jail long ago. These
dangerous stage feats should be forbidden by law. There
will always be found foolish creatures ready to stand up
before the show marksman; they should be protected

against their own foolishness. A preventive statute to

this end is worth much more to the community than the

findings of coroners' juries after the event.

Those Massachusetts deputies who lay in wait for the

capture of a partridge snarer exhibited the resolution and
endurance popularly attributed to the duck hunter or the
seeker after moose or deer trophies. The Fish and Game
Commission and its executive agents are demonstrating
the admirable results which follow the enforcement of
the law by actually going after the poachers. Under the

control and inspiration of Commissioner Collins game and
fish protection means something in Massachusetts. It is

a pleasure to record such a piece of detective work as

that wlii^ is chronicled in our shooting Qolumns tc!-day.

FOREST SCHOOLS,

The recent extraordinary awakening of this country to

the importance of forestry promises much for the future

or this science and the industries which depend on it.

In no way is this awakening more interestingly shown
than by the establishment in various States of schools

devoted entirely tO! the instruction of young men in vari'

ous branches of forestry work. Many of these schools arc;

admirably equipped, and all are in charge of excellent,

m.en.

The Yale Forest School, under the direction of Prof,

Henry S. Graves, has recently been equipped with a new
wood-testing laboratory, has a botanical laboratory and
herbarium, and a wood lot of 400 acres ; the whole giving

a very complete equipment. The attendance this year will

bo between thirty-five and forty, and the force of instruc'

tors has been increased by two.

The New York State College of Forestry, under the

direction of Prof, B. E. Fernow, will have seventy stu-

dents this year, of which thirty are old and forty new.

Eleven of these are graduates of different colleges and
universities. Among the special students are one from
the Philippine Islands and one from Austria.

North Carolina has its forest school, under the direction

of Dr. Schenck, on the estate of Mr. George Vander-
bilt, at Biltmore. A new building devoted to the forest

department of the Biltmore estate, as well as to the Bilt-

more school, has been recently completed. Mr. Ernest

Bruncken, of Milwaukee, Wis., formerly Secretary of the

Wisconsin Forest Commission, has been added to the staff

of instructors at Biltmore. It will be remembered that

last spring Dr. Schenck took a party of seven students

from Biltmore through the forests of Germany and
Austria.

A forest school has been established at the University

of Nebraska, and has been put in charge of Dr. Chas. E.

Bessey, so well known as a botanist and a student of

forest matters. Although just starting, it is not to be

doubted that the interest here will grow rapidly.

In Michigan, one of the greatest of lumbering States,

forest schools have been started in the University of

Michigan, at Ann Arbor, and at the Michigan Agricultural

College at Lansing, The course at Ann Arbor is open
only tO' students who have received a bachelor's degree

from some college or university, and covers two years',

work in forestry.

Meantime the Bureau of Forestry in Washington is do-

ing all in its power to arounse interest in forestry all

over the country, and to make easy the planting and cul-

ture of forest trees, as well as the protection of forests

already in existence; while the New York Forest, Fish

and Game Commission has determined to establish a

State nursery for the propagation of seedling trees, which

are to be used in reforesting areas in the State forest

reserves which have been swept bare of their timber.

All these are encouraging signs of the times, and taken

in connection with the constantly growing interest in irri-

gation, promise much for the future. Meantime, how-
ever, it is to be said that the care of the forest reserva-

tions in the West leaves very much to be desired, and, in

fact, in some localities is reported to be deplorably

' neglectful,

A RECORD OF THE OLD MISSOURI

A FEW years ago there was picked up, about three miles

v/est of Mandan, North Dakota, by a party of surfacers

on the Northern Pacific Railroad, a fragment of clay

rock, on which had been scratched a number of names.

The stone is yellowish brown in color, about 7^ inches

long by 5 inches at its widest part, by 1^2 inches in thick-

ness. It is too hard to be scratched by the finger nail, but

soft enough to be readily cut by a knife. It appears to be a
river-worn boulder, quite smooth on one side, but a little

weathered and roughened on the other, which has ap-

parently been uppermost in running water, and so is pitted'

and roughened by the impact of small stones and par-

ticles of gravel passing over it for a long time. As seei^

in the engraving, fragments have been knocked from the

surface in several places, leaving smooth faces, whic'h

bear the interesting marks.

On the sn^poth surfaces, which have be^n apparently

protected from wear, are engraved a number of names:
"H, C. Dent, Ind."; "Shrope, 1849"; "Clark," "Bennett."

"Mooney, Mo."
I
"D. Russell, ^. Y." ; "Hedden," "Nq^.
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Ion," "Illingworth," "Leland," "Judson," "Kid," "T, D.,"

"DiR.," "M."
On the pitted or roughened surface are the letters

"McCa," apparently the beginning of the name McCarthy
or McCann, the last letters having been worn away by

the weather.

Here is the apparent record, seemingly more than fifty .

years old, of some party of travelers—hunters, trappers or

traders—who once were encamped on Heart River, near

its junction with the Missouri. Who they were and

what Avas their purpose in the country we cannot now'

know. Long before this date, trading posts had been

established far up the Missouri River, and travel on the

stream was now more or less regular. Yet—except for

the fur traders and their engagees—the travelers to the

more distant west passed further to the southward, since

most of the trails to the Rocky Mountains, traversed by

traders, trappers, explorers and missionaries, started out

from Independence, Mo., and for a time followed the old

Santa Fe trail.

It wuU be remembered that about 1833 there was estab-

lished on the east side of the Missouri River, about where

Bismarck, the capital of North Dakota now stands, a trad-

ing post known as Mitchell's Post. It will be remembered

also that there were various forts then chiefly owned hy

the American Fur Company up and down the river on

both sides. Further, to anj- one traveling up or down the

Missouri,' Heart River offers a natural stopping place and

camp ground. In old times there was at the mouth of

this river an Aricara village, the remains of which arc

still A'isible.

It is perhaps fair to infer- tlj.at the;men whose names are

member of this party may still be alive and may see this

note, or if not that, perhaps some descendant of a member
ifiay see it and may be able to tell our readers something
of the matter.

—
Sunday at the Cabin.

(Continued from page 3i0.)

Many summers ago a small boy went to visit his rela-

tives in Connecticut. The trip was a delightful one.
There was New Britain with its teeming industries.

Hartford the beautiful, quaint Weathcrsfield with its

onion patches and truck gardens, above all the lovely
Connecticut valley dotted with farmhouses and meadow
land, musical with the low of kine and the whetting of

the scythe, redolent with the fragrance of June—the frag-
rance of new-mown hay. All went well enpugh until

Sunday came. Now at home one Sunday was no sooner
ended then the dread of its successor began, but this

Connecticut Sunday capped the climax. Great were
the preparations therefor—the sweeping and dusting, the
cooking and baking, the doing of all possible chores
that might eliminate labor as any factor in its observ-
ance. Soon after Saturday's sun had passed the meridian
shadows of the levitical Sabbath commenced to forecast
themselves. Clean clothing was laid out; the head of

the house shaved himself, and the weekly bath was in-

dulged in by all members of the family. Books and
newspapers were laid away (locked up, I believe), save
the Bible, the Independent, the catechism, and the
nauseating "good child go to heaven," Sunday school
literature that obtained a generation since. Saturday
evening was but a foretaste of the morrow. There were
no games, no conversation on secular topics, no books

A RECORD OF THE OLD MISSOURI.

inscribed on this stone were employees of the American

Fur Company, but where they came from or what they

w'ere doing we do not know. Can any of our readers

help to read the story told by this stone?

The stone is now the property of Major George H.

Bingenheimer, long a resident of Mandan, North Dakota,

and for several years agent of the Standing Rock Indians.

It is to his kindness that the Forest and Stream owes

the opportunity of seeing and illustrating the relic.

The finding of this stone was a most extraordinary hap-

pening. Here was a common enough fragment of rock,

hardly a bit of gravel, for it is too large ;
certainly not a

boulder, for it is too small. In an idle moment, these

m.en scratched their names upon it and then thoughtlessly

threw it away. Later, some freshet on the Heart River

carried along this and a million other similar pieces of

stone, and heaped them up in a gravel bank, where this

one may have lain buried for nearly half a century. Mean-

time, the old fur company had gone out of existence;

buffalo and antelope and Indians had been swept away;

the railroad had come; white settlers had filled the

country. Then followed railroad plans for a change of

grade, the choice of this particular gravel bank for filling,

the steam shovel, and the transfer of many tons of gravel

from one point to another. In this transfer, the stone

was moved, came to the surface and happened to catch

the eye of some one who could read the markings it bore.

The're was not one chance in a million that this particular

stone should reach the surface, or, if it reached the

surface, that it would fall under human eye. Yet it did

so, and now its picture goes forth to the world, carrying

the question. Who were the men who carved their names

on this imperishable register?

The register gives us much information. There are the

names of the signers^ the States in which some of them
* resided, and a date. It is entirely conceivable that some

that any sensible child would care to read. There was
a preview of the Sunday school lesson and au unusually
long supplication at family prayers. I really befieve that_

everyone rejoiced when bed time came.
A glorious Sunday dawned. It was heralded by birds

that carol their Maker's praise for seven days in the
week without regard to creed or catechism. The per-
fume of the roses floated up to my w^indow. There
was no restraint upon their blooming. Kind Nature
puts no sabbatical stint upon her botmty. It was just

the day for a ramble in the woods; but, no! The very
mention of such a thing would be considered sacri-

legious. There were prayers, and a breakfast that would
have been cold had not coffee and oatmeal removed the

curse. Then came the preparation for meeting—a long,
long service, with a very dry sermon. I wondered if

people in the old pillory and stocks felt the way that
I did for a couple or hours. Sunday school occupied
the time for another hour and a half. Then we made
way with the cold lunch, by courtesy termed the Sunday
dinner. According to the laws of hygiene it w'as eaten
altogether too hurriedly, but the afternoon service be-
gan at two o'clock. This was a repetition of the morn-
ing's ordeal, only a little more so, for I was more tired.

After the benediction we went back to the farmhouse,
now as bleak and dreary as a winter funeral. Uncle
doled out the literature appropriate to the day, and
then proceeded to read a sermon from the last Independ-
ent. The juniors took their good books like good chil-

dren. When I was unobserved I stole off to the barn
to speculate as to how long it would take a "highholder"
to peck through a dry limb, or whether the honey that
the bees gathered from the sweet peas tasted the same
as that obtained from clover blossoms. Coming back
to the family group I found the children looking anxious-
ly toward tire west. Never did sun -decline more slowly.
At length its rim touched the hills; dow^n, down, out of

sight! Then my uncle arose. It was a signal, and dense
powder is not more instantaneous in its action. There
were smiles on every face. Story books and dolls were
brought from concealment. The larger boys went to

their milking or to see their best girls. Uncle vanished
to talk over the crops with a neighbor. T'he Sabbath
was ended.

Trajn up a child in the way he should go, and when
he is old he will not depart from it. Evidently the wise
man did not practice what he preached, for but few of
his numerous posterity were any credit to their royal
sire. Tl]e fact is, overmuch preaching generally pro-
duces negative results. When the proper time came I

went to a New England college. It was before the
happy day of electives, and, of course, chapel attendance,
especially on Sundays, was compidsory. Sunday morn-
ing is always the best of the week for sleep, and many
a youth ran across the campus donning collar and cra-
vat, or running his fingers through his wet, uncombed
hair, lest the last stroke of the bell should find him out-
side the chapel door, and uncertain what excuse to render
"prexie" in the morning. Then, indeed, Simday after-

noon vyas the time to wander amid green fields and be-
side still waters. All college boys have "cousins" to be
visited occasionally and conveniently, and if, when I ob-
tained a Sunday's leave of absence, my cousins proved
to be a botany can and a fishing rod, who will cast the
first stone at me?

Later on six days out of the seven were given to hard
grinding in Gotham. Sunday demanded recreation. I

would not shock the home folks by absolutely refusing
to go to church and Sunday school, or by reading a
Sunday newspaper, so I usually visited a friend. In
spring and autumn the Hackensack marshes and Orange
Mountain were the attraction. But in summer, after

the long, sweltering week, what could be more enjoyable
than to take the Mary Powell on Saturday afternoon
and sail up to Pougekeepsie? From this point one
might ramble up or down the river, but I preferred
crossing to New Paltz and enjoying the shades and scen-
ery of the Shawangunk Mountains and Walkill Valley.
A delightful stroll was from New Paltz to Cornwall or
Newburg. This may be done leisurely in a day; with
long rests to thoroughly absorb the ever-changing pano-
rama. The West Shore road was not built then and
there were no magnificent country seats and villas on
the west bank, though the opposite si-de of the Hudson,
as tar up as Peekskill, was experiencing its first thrill

of popularity. Old-fashioned farmhouses, dating back
to colonial days, old-fashioned hospitality, old orchards
and older legends gave a charm to Ulster, Delaware
and Orange counties that I am afraid has long since de-

parted. Except at a country tavern it was useless to

ask to pay for bread and milk, berries and cream, or
any other light lunch that a loiterer might crave. Some-
how those Sundays along the Hudson are canonized by
lime, and a halo of perfect peace crowns their memory.
Since then it has been my custom to spend .Sunday in

comnninion with Nature. Yet, even now, I sometimes
pause with my flies just dropping on a mountain brook,
Ijause with a start wlien I remember that I am fishing

on the Sabbath, and I fall to wondering if—simply won-
der'ng; that is all. And- after these years I can look
back and say that I believe that my Sundaj's have been
more happil)'- and mtich niore profitably spent than had
their sacred hours been devoted to listening to homilies
on predestination, or to futile efforts to prove that

Darwin. Huxley and Spencer were inspired by the devil,

and that the tendencies of modern thought and modern
life w 11 soon bring upon this unrighteous generation
the judgments of Sodom and Gomorrah.
This is a long preface and somewhat of a digression

from the caption. I do not want an^^ of my clerical

brethren of rod and gun to consider me a heretic or an
unbeliever. But my experience has been that "as the

twig is bent the tree m inclined" sometimes, and it does
laot pay to be too hard with boys that have ideas of

their own, even about remembering "the Sabbath day
to keep it holy."

Two years of strenuous life under a tropical sun gave
choice between a change of scene or an untimely grave.

I preferred the former alternative aitd my heart inclined

toward the mountains that I love. High up in the
Wasatch a little creek, upland valleys, rugged canons
and a sunny cabin offered all I wanted. The hills over
which the sun rises separate me from the Strawberry
reservation; the high peak behmd which it goes to rest

from the farm life of Utah valley. In an air line I am
not more than six miles from a town of 7,000 inhabitants.

Fortlinately the mountain is practically unscalable, and
so I am twenty miles, by trail, from the cares of busi-

ness life. When the wind blows from the right quarter,

which has been only once this year, the echoes of distant

factory and locomotive whistles remind nie of the world
otitside.

A Sunday in June! The sun peeps into the canon and
kisses the white veil from the tender grass. Then little

films of mist commence to climb the mountain furrows.

They sail over rolling foothills, but yet half-clad in

Nature's gorgeous livery, up through new-leaved oaks
and inaples; higher yet, to where the white-stemmed
aspens are just showing the first tinge of green. They
are lost in the tops of the somber pines, and. when they
find themselves, they mass, rank upon rank, against

mighty walls of snow and ice that will not yield to any
but midsummer sun. Higher, yet higher, till they
reach the crest, more than a vertical mile above their

cradle. Then with one exultant bound they clear the

earth and, white as the snow beneath, launch in the

ethereal blue, proclaiming a new day is born. And the

loving sun, who called them into life, sees them, and
draws them to himself, until they melt and vanish be-

neath his warm caresses.

"Sweet day, .so cool, so calm, so briglit,

The bridal of the earth and sky.

Sweet dews shall weep tliy fall to-night—
For thou must die!"

Now a spring morning is not one in which a healthy
man can sit idly in the cabin with melancholy and ashes

for his boon companions. The shadows on life's dial

turn backward a score of years. There is keen stiriitdus

in the air. It sharpens every sense and quickens the
pulse. A rugged trail leads to the mesa, where one may
view the landscape o'er and quaff the inspiration of the
day. The birds have chanted matins and now they are
too busy witl.i domestic affairs to i^our forth the music
that erstwhile filled their souls. Over a mountain tor-
rent a fallen maple makes a bridge. The water, fed by
melting show, is as unrestrained and tawny as a lion.
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Tt licks up the earth, plays with the boulders, and car-
I K'S its rich hootj^ down to the meadows, miles upon
miles away. Where now it rules another month will

show a dry arroya. where great rattlers siin themselves
and tin}' lizards ])]ay.

The hepaticas, wake-robins and showy orchis are waiit-

ling; nor is there oxalis or arbutus, azalea or laurel.

But there are violets and adder's tongue, with mottled
leaves, to remind of the eastern flora, while dwarf
astragalus and a dozen species of the borrage family
flaunt themselves in every direction. Here the bench-
land stretches about us, level as the prairie. It is a
huge triangle, with base resting on the lower mountains,
and sides formed by ravines that deepen, though they
become less steep toward the apex. Encircling it is

an amphitheater of hills, the only opening being the
main canon, toward which all mesas point, into which
all side gorges open. To-day. the bench is carpeted
with jrdung lucerne and a '"nurse" crop of barley, the
two greens blending beautifully. It is a dancing floor

en which numerous cock grouse are performing minuets
to the adiniration of their prospective partners in

hymeneal bliss. They are tame enough Jiow, but after

the young broods are hatched and the males return to

h'ves of celibacy, he will be crafty indeed who can get
within gunshot without flushing them. So, too, the
rabbits seem to know that they are safe, and bird and
beast alike invite the companionship of man.
As the day advances breezes from the snow banks

cease to blow, and for the hour ere the up-cafion w'ind
begins the sun asserts his power. A cowpath leads
downward to a shady brook that sings season after sea-
son. Its banks are mossy, but here and there receding
water have left small tablets of mud on which mink,
wildcat, fox and deer have each inscribed an autograph.
Petals of haw, of choke-cherry and service berry fall

on the stream like snow, and the budding brier begins
to send out delicate perfume. Under overarching boughs
and in rocky pools are trout galore. The water is not
yet clear and almost any bait will tempt them, but spawn-

' ing is only fairly underway, and it were a shame to fish

I at such a time. Every bush and tree has its half-finished

I

nest. It must have been amid such scenes that Izaak
Walton wrote:

"I in these flow'ry meads would be;

Tliese crystal streams should solace me;
To whose harmonious, bubbling noise

I with my angle would rejoice;

Sit here, and see the turtle-dove

Court his chaste mate to acts of love.

''Or, on that bank, feel the west wind
Breathe health and plenty; please my mind
To see sweet dew-drops kiss these flowers,

And then washed oflf by April showers;

Here, hear, my Kenna sing a song;

There see a blackbird feed her young.

"Or a leverock build her nest;

Here, give my weary spirits rest.

And raise my lo-vv-pitched thoughts above
Earth, or what poor mortals love;

Thus free from lawsuits and the noise

Of princes' courts, I would rejoice."

From noon to twilight is short time in caiions such
•as these. First come the lengthening shadows; then
the chill that says, "It is not summer yet." Birds begin
their vesper chimes, and, ere the cabin is reached the
sun has dipped behind the western peaks, leaving a
ruddy haze on all the land, and this fades out, through,
purpling tints and pink and apple green, to pearl and
ashen gray. Anon the stars come out, slow, one by
one; the warbler's note becomes a plaintive chirp, then
dies away, and tired Nature, her day's work well done,,
lies down to pleasant dreams.
With many-colored palette midsummer comes to

change the picture. Over naked mountain tops a golden
ball rolls into a cloudless sky. Bird, beast and fish,

great tree and tiny plant alike have filled the law of
their existence. Now is the Sabbath of their lives when

I
they may rest and with their great Creator say that it

is good. They rest happy in that which is accomplished,
fearing naught of what may be. On the bench the

• lucerne has purpled for its cutting, and the yehow,
* bearded barley awaits, with drowsy head, the reaper's

j

blade. The vivid green of spring has assumed a sober
hue, and the berries are beginning to blush with thoughts
.11 their own maturity. Among upland oaks the grouse
leads here luottled brood, and when alarmed the fledg-
lings run to cover as fast as their small legs can carry
them. But their cousins, the ruffed partridges that live
along the stream, squat when they hear the mother's
warning "cluck," and sit motionless until the same voice
reassures. Only their sparkling eyes give sign of ani-
mation. This is the season when doves gather in great
flocks and meadow larks come up from the hot valleys-
to pastures new.
But most of life is found along the brook. Here in.

the heat of day come hundreds of cattle, with a score
of brands and earmarks, come from the dry hillsides
where they feed. Wild are they as the deer, and the
cows all cache their young calves while they come down
to drink. Overhead the squirrels are chattering, but they
alwai'S manage to keep out of sight. Song birds are
silent. With noiseless wing they flit about and undis-
mayed survey the stranger. Lusty trout sun themselves,
in the riffles, then return to the seclusion of the deepest,
coolest pools. The water is clear as crystal now, and
bait has not been invented that can entice the fish at
tiiis season, but the proper flies—small, delicate, well
handled—will work wonders at any hour.
The heat of early afternoon provokes a dreamless

sleep, and, later on, the human part of canon life dis-
plays its sociability. Some kind-hearted neighbor
woman, down the- road, .•sends word that she will make
ice cream at four o'clock. Naturally that includes cake,
pie and fruit, such things as seldom grace a lone man's
board'. So we meet and enjoy church, lodge and pic-
nic," all combined; talk crops and politics, business and
sport, till the shadows warn that it is time for nightly
diores, and thus the Sunday passes happily away.
Gray and cheerless the morning! Clouds hang low on

hills already whitened by the first snow. Even the sun

seems sad as he looks, belated, upon the cabin roof.

Chill are the winds, and they sing a doleful song.

"There was no bird, no bloom up the bowers,

The spiders spun their tbirj tihmud.s night by night;

Tlie thistle-down, thb rtnly ghost of flowers,

Sailed .s'owly by, passed noiseless out of sight."

Aspen branches are bare, but the ground beneath is

yellowed with their sere leaves, now the sport pf every
idle breeze. Only oaks and maples show the brilliant

hues of autumn, and their gay colors are out of place
on such a dreary day. But the crackling of cedar and
glow of oak on the hearth will soon dispel the gloom
and make bright the inside of the cabin, no matter what
the weather out of doors.
Long before breakfast is ready tht harsh chatter of a

magpie comes frojM the ridge-pole. We never sec mag-
pies in the cafion in spring and summer, but in the
fall this is the rallying groun.d for the clan. The bird
life has changed completely. Doves leave early in Sep-
tember. With them go the thriishes and other songsters,
IRobins innumerabk take their places. This particular

magpie is waiting for his breakfast, too. If ft were not
for studying his antics there would be a cold-blooded
murder. For hawks and magpies I have no mercy. A
magpie will destroy, jn orte season, half a bushel of the
eggs of better birds, and as for hawks—their depreda-
tions are even worse. But I have a dog, a timid little

lady, who will let M:aggie take the meat from her very
teeth, and then run whimpering to me for protection,
except when her puppies are around. Then there is a

lively "scrap," in which the dog sdways comes o& vic-

torious.

A shadow darts by the window. There is a crested
b'rd on the ground, hopping about after erumb.s. Surely
I have seen him before, but he is a stranggf here. I

go to the door for closer observation. The rascal flies

to the nearest tree, whence he hurls jaylike epithets at

me. Companions join in his insults. I refuse to be
blackguarded in any such a manner, and the cause of

science must be upheld. There he lies, with plumage
scarcely ruffled by the No. 12 shot, ready for knife,

brain-spoon and arsenical soap! He is the long-crested
jay (C. stellcri macrolopha) . The margin of my
iRidgeway shows that I had met him before in the Buck-
skin Mountains of Arizona, in June, 1895. By the way,
H find my bird notes better than even a camera for re-

tcatling scenes and events. Lewis' woodpecker is a

(COfflimon autumn visitant, and once this fall I saw a real

catbird. Catbirds were also seen in Utah Valley, in the
fspring. by ornithologists who were raised in the East
;and who could not have been mistaken in the bird; so
•its territorial limits will have to be extended. I believe

It to be the latest immigrant from the other side of the

continental divide.

After breakfast a walk is in order; not on the bench.
"That is a maze of stubble and rowen. The chickens
have all been shot ofif, or have bunched in the friendly

shelter of the pines. But the brook still sings, although
the time of fishing has long since passed, and here
uature fondly clings to the httle that is left of life. Un-
der the haws the few remaining partridges feed on de-

caying berries, and scratch amid the crackling leaves to

find a richer diet. As the sun comes out more brightly

and an almost Indian summer haze enfolds the earth, the
squirrels leave their nests and, lying prone upon some
swaying bough, enjoy the genial warmth. A toothsome
dish these squirrels make when properly dressed and
cooked. They are clean feeders; yet the ranchers here-

about, who live nine months out of the twelve on rancied

bacon, assert that they would as soon think of eating

rats and mice as the flesh of squ'rrel. Once this sum-
mer, while on a dusty, open trail, I spied a squirrel com-
ing toward me. Fortunately I had no gun, so I stood
motionless. The squirrel came within a half a dozen
paces before he was aware of my presence. Then he
stopped short. His tail, that was flat and prostrated,

now stood erect, and bristled like a wire brush. Seeing
uo sign of life he stole nearer, stopping every few steps

to gaze at the strange object, .'^.t length he reached
my feet. He climbed over luy boots and smelled of

them. I believe he would have tried to climb this new-

species of tree had I not moved my head slightly to

•observe his actions. That settled it. He ran off a few
feet, halted for a farewell glance, and then disappeared
in the underbrush.
Noon! It is time to sit upon some moss-grown log,

and rest and think—think not of the future but the past,

for this is the season of dead hopes, of dreams un-
realized. Yet in the atttumn chill Natttre will breathe
her gentle spirit into all who stop and commune with
her. Where did Moses learn his lesson of meekness.
Gautama his lesson of self-sacrifice, Jesus acquire his

boundless love, but far from haunts of men? And. be-

ing far from men. they learned to love them more and
to become the greatest helpers of mankind. Under the
Bodhi tree, in the Wilderness, by Walden pond, the

mere place matters little; the inspiration and the bless-

ings are for all who seek. Man grows more manly, aye.

more divine, each time he lets sweet Nature's teach-
ings sink deep into his soul; and in his heart a new
life burns, and on his face a new light shines beneath her
heavenly influence.

The day wears on. Clouds hide the sun, and cold
winds wail among the barren branches. Softly the flakes

of snow descend to shroud a dj'ing world. The leaves
that, m the luorning, clung with tremulous grasp to
withering supports now rustle in my path. The birds
have flown to warmer climes. There is no fire upon the
hearth. I saddle my horse and bid farewell to the
cabin forever. Shositone.

There is a plant, popularly known as "sheepweed."
which grows in great profusion around sheep pens, hence
its name. This weed is possessed of decidedly poisonous
or at least deleterious qualities, and the Indians gather a
quantity of it and set it afloat on a pool in the river, and
standing down stream from it they thrash it with tree

branches unt l the juice exudes and becomes mixed with
the water. The result is that every trout for a hundred
yards or so below that point is "doped" or stupefied and
rendered helpless and an easy captive.—San Francisco
Examiner,

Diana Visits the Farm.
PuiKCE Edwaro Island, Aug. 24.—My Dear Nimrod:

\Wc had rather an unpleasant voyage on account of the
thick fog Avhich set in soou after leaving the harbor and
contmued to the end of the trip, but the sail down the
harbor was delightful and I saw a number of interesting
things, one of which was a six-masted schbonelr with het
sails filled by the breeze, sailing into port. . , ,

Wte arrived at Halifax Sunday night and il'eft early
Monday morning. When I awoke w^e were at sea again
and the ship was rolling considerably, so that I felt dis-
posed to remain quiet, although I was not sick. The
fog was very thick, so that there was nothing to be seen
but gray, above, below, and all around us. We reached
Charlottetown about 4 o'clock Tuesday morning, and
after breakfast took a walk about the city. At 3 P. M.
we took the train for the Mills, thirty miles from the
cty.

This is a delightful place. The farm contains three or
four hundred acres, and Uncle also has a grist mill downm the valley on the brook, or httle river, and the house
is on a hill near hy. — '

Tuesday night we walked down to the brook and
watched the water flowing over 'the dam, and saw a most
beautiful sunset, all gold, and red, and purple. It was
very quiet except for the sound of the water. As we sat
there on a pile of logs we saw seven, then two, then five
black ducks fly over our heads quite low. also two cranes,
and Uncle says the woods are just full of rabbits and
quad. He says the rabbits are quite tame, and come out
often in the evening. He never shoots them, but likes to
watch them about the woods, though the folks kill quail
for the table in the fall.

The fishing is not just what I expected from the report
of last year. The trout are not so large, although in
June a good many were caught weighing from two to
three pounds. We fished all day Wednesday, but only
.caught about fifteen. They run from seven to twelve
mches, and are just darlings in shape and color, the
spots are so bright and their dear little bellies are a
beautiful salmon color.

Thursday it rained all day in showers, but your Diana
was out just the same and got wet to her skin. Friday
was a beautiful day, and I was up very early and out by
the dam, fi.shing long before breakfast, and had half a
dozen beauties by half-past seven. In the afternoon I
had become tired fishing in the same spot all the time, and
made up m'y mmd to do a little investigating and find out
where the water came from ; so I walked along up the
road by the side of the little river till I came to a place
where it ran under a bridge, then I left the road and
followed up a most delightful little stream something like
cur Nineteen-Mile Brook, and I dropped my line in and
,oitt came a little jeweled be'autv, and in about twenty
minutes 1 had half a dozen.

Saturday was another lovely day. In the morning we
citught twenty-two trout by the mill and sent them to the
Village to a friend, and in the afternoon we got eighteen
from the little brook, and to-morrow morning I am going
up there the first thing and try some flies. Yesterday I
came to a shallow place in the brook and saw huncireds
of trout all headed up stream under a big tree over-
shadowing the water, and T dropped in a nice fat worm
and a big trout made a rush for it, and I lifted him up.
to land him when he dropped back into ,the water, and do
you know I just believe he told all those other fish that
the nice juicy worm had a hook in his head, for not
another bite did I get from that spot In another shadv
place I cattght fotir and lost two. Indeed, the ones I
didn't land were many, and if you were with me, Nimrod,
you would have just enjoyed yourself laughing at me J
know. Please tell me the why of this. I saw a big fellow
about fourteen inches long in the big pool at the foot of
the dam yesterday morning and dropped in a nice bait
right in front of his nose, and he wouldn't take it and
wouldil't budge an inch, just kept his tail wiggling all the
time, till I got tired trying to tempt him. Now why
wouldn't he bite do you suppose? He couldn't have seen
me, for I was leaning over a log fifteen feet above him.

Last night was delightful, and I wish I could paint a
word picture for you. but as I am not gifted in that line
my description cannot half do justice.

It was sunset, and the sky was most beautiful, with
brilliant colors. Just to the south was a mass of black
clouds, from Avhich the lightning flashed, showing a storm
in the distance. The sky was reflected on the water and
hundreds of trout were jumping, some of them away out
of the water. Not a sound was to be heard except the
mus-c of the water flowing oyer the dam, and the old
gray mills added to the beauty of the scene. It was just
perfect, and I do Avish you might have enjoyed it with me.

I must tell you about Monday, the best fishing day I
had. We were to start for town in the afternoon, and I
wanted to try the brook again; so I was up very early and
started off alone with my dear little rod, a can of vvorms
and some flies. I turned off by the brook and thought I
would try a fly. I intended to wait until I got to the
head of the stream and fish down, but I came to a nice
little pool under a big tree and just couldn't resist the
temptat-on, I didn't have very good luck, however, with
the flies.* either I didn't cast right or the hooks were
too small, probably the former was the real reason, for
the trout would make a rush for them, but I couldn't
seem to hook them. I managed to get two nice ones,
however, and was proud enough of them, as they were
ray first fish caught in that manner.
Then I .started off through the woods again until I

came to a natural fall of water over rocks formed like
steps just beside another dam. and the water was pour-
ing down, forming a great pool at the foot of the dam.
I climbed down the steep bank about half-way, and put-
ting on a nice big worm, let it drop into the pool. In
an mstant a great salmon-colored trout had it and as I
landed him my rod bent like a bow^ He was a foot
long, and as fat as butter. That was the largest one I
caught but I landed seventeen out of that one pool as
fast as I could bait my hook, beside a lot of small ones
which I put back. I didn't land every one that took the
hook, but nearly all. Then I cut a branch and strung
the little dears on it, and started down the stream. I
had one big fellow landed and he gave a jump and
landed himself back in he brook, and I saw no more of
him. In another place under a big rock I took ten more
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and I made up my mind to send them all to you if I

could manage it, but tliey said at the house that I could

rot possibly do it as the weather was so warm and the

distance so great. I was dreadfully disappointed. 1

fisheil until noon and had thirty-eight. Uncle said

:

"Thai's a good catch, but last year they ran about as big

as your largest one." 1 was satisfied, however, and pretty

proud of my morning's success. I_ don't exaggerate one
bit when I say there are thousands of trout in that

stream. The folks about here don't tiiink as much of the

fresh-water trout as they do of the salt-water ones caught
in the river below the dam.

I am going back to town now, and leave to-morrow for

home. I shall be glad to get back only for one reason.

Can you guess? Diana.

Pacific Coast Items.

NoRDHOFF, Cal.—Whatever may have been the case in

other parts of Ventura county, the first day of the quail

season passed off very quietly in the Ojai Valley, and
though it is now the second Aveek in October, they are

still comparatiAfcly fearless. The pot-hunter has found
that the coveys here escape to the hills on the first or

second flight, so he hunts where extermination can be
more readily accomplished. A hunter can have good
shooting, though if he hunt along the base of the hills in

the afternoon, at which time the birds come down on the

level to feed, as by walking fast he Avill have continuous
sport till nightfall. Residents who have lived here a long

while say that the quail are finer and more plentiful in the

Ojai at present than for years.

Over abundance of this game, however, is declared to

have caused a protest in various sections against the law
as now enforced. Many of the ranchers in the northern

part of Santa Barbara county, so the game warden tells

us, complain that their late grain crops and the vineyards

were injured through September by quail, and ask that

the season be made a month longer. It would be unfair

to discredit this reputed sentiment, there being no other

m.eans to establish its truthfulness, but there must have
been a recent change among he ranchers, for all of them
used to be on the alert to protect their quail. When your

correspondent made a trip up that way late in August
two years ago, though he was not at all disposed to violate

the law .in any manner, acqiiaintances warned him at

every turn that he must not dare to shoot quail, that

every person within miles was on the lookout, and the

most conspicuous objects he observed were the trespass

notices. Some of the ranchers maj' feel aggrieved now
that the Avarden has also watched them closely.

Though in rare instances complaint has been made wath

regard to the stringency of the protective law and the ex-

pense of employing wardens, so far as an observer can

judge there exists a sentiment nearly unanimous through-

out southern California favorable to close preservation of

game and its propagation, or to stocking the suitable

waters with fish, for climate and other features here actu-

ally compel hunting of every sort and whipping the

streams. The few ranchers who' wish a retrograde policy

adopted that would soon mean the loss of these amuse-
ments, if they realize how strongly the country boy or

the best hired' help is attracted to city employment, should

rather try by every means to make ranch life enjoable. A
more intelligent feeling is noticeable in the Ojai. Nearly

every rancher or his son is a crack shot. Homes seem
private armories. What that up to date rifle or hammer-
less has accomplished with game would astonish you.

Remoteness of our place from the ducking country

makes news concerning that class of sport hard to obtain,

occasionally some minor item comes to hand. Early in

the summer one of the Los Angeles cliibs with privileges

on the coast had to pay for flooding celery ranches near

its preserve, and for a while it looked as if all the clubs

would be compelled through the courts to come down
heavily, but a compromise must have been effected, as no

more suits have been reported. Preparation for the sea-

son had been made by sportsmen and the counties. The
latter appointed a great many additional deputies to serve

v,'here most likely to be needed. The best duck shooting-

will not come until severe weather induces migration

south.

The State hatchery of California has been engaged for

the past month in distributing black bass for propagation.

Lots are not large in number, but the average length is

better than six inches. Consignments have been made in

many instances to the different protective associations that

these might place the spawn in suitable water. The club

St Arroyo Grande, in San Luis Obispo county, retained a

few fish of its consignment to show at the local fair and

turned the others loose in Black Lake, near town. The
shipment to Needles Avent into the Colorado River at a

point near the Santa Fe bridge. Our southern waters

contain only trout spaAvn, for minnows and frogs are

scarce; only a few fish are being introduced at any one

point; otherwise the conditions are favorable for the pres-

ent effort at stocking with bass. The pool-like formation

of all California water courses would seem a great ad-

vantage.
Result of bounty legislation has now caused no little

consternation in Oregon. Mandamus proceedings Avill

soon be begun in Klamath county, just north of thq Cali-

fornia line, to compel payment of a five-dollar bounty upon

five hundred covote scalps held in the clerk's office. These

claims had always been alloAved, but the Superior Court

at its last session, despite a ruling of the lower court,

ordered the county clerk to issue no more Avarrants after

September, hence the basis of contention. Refiisal to

meet this class of debts, not only in California and

Oregon, but throughout the West, indicates that bounty

legislation is impracticable for its purpose. Your corre-

spondent hopes that it will never be tried East, Avith such

useful creatures as haAvks and crows.

So far as the Ojai Valley is concerned, the coyotes were

never more plentiful, not even before the bounty law had

been enacted, and though rarely seen through the day, they

rend night Avith their shrill outcries. One band gathers

at evening a mile Avest of town to salute the train, as

though this Avere a ncAvly discovered member of the

family, and imitate the shrill whistle. Very little trapping

is done in the A^alley; but more violent means are often

adopted. Robbed poultry fanciers Avill butter aged hens

with honey and strychnine, then in the morning look for

at^onized tracks. A coyote seldom dies near the sham

hospitality, but driven onward by disgust, he makes the

mountain : or should he not die at all, little brother avoids
forever man and a chicken. The average size appears to

be greater here than it was in Nebraska.
This country has about as many kinds of small animals

as are found along the Atlantic coast. Chipmunks, red

squirrels, tree rats, the last nearly allied to the squirrel

family. Avill be met with about brush or timber. The
httle broAvn civet cat, a AA'easel marked Avhite and dark
brown on head, terrorizes the gophers and ground squir-

rels by a close pursuit. Cottontails resembling the SAvamp
variety, SAvarm through all groAVth. Jackrabbits haA'e

become a pest. 'Coons inhabit the creek bottoms. Foxes
between the red and gray types exist in great numbers.
Wildcats approach town to rob roosts. These are here

beside the small animals already mentioned in this letter.

Then also deer at times are shot in the A-alley ; venture-

some mountain lions come doAvn the hills. But blade

bears and the grizzlies aA'oid civilization. The rangers

had hoped to close their guard for the summer by bring-

ing in a grizzly that for some time has been making
"sign" on the high peak east of our valley. The trail is

also reported as having been discovered in a caiion

within easy Avalking distance of Nordhoff.
Since the last letter Avas Avritten, good luck secured

for me several California tree squirrels, a gray variety,

Avhich. A'icAved closely, appeared CA'en handsomer than at

a distance. Their length proved to be twenty-four inches,

tAvelve of it tail. Color seemed to be more sharply defined

than upon the Eastern variety. The steel gray was .sharp

and free of tawny to its limits ; under part snoAvy white

;

profuse tail, distinctly marked. They Avere shot Avhile

feeding upon the seeds of cotton Avood timber. These
beautiful creatures must not be confounded Avith the

California ground variety, for this filthy pest, a cannibal

in habit, lacks both in form and veracity of color ; nor the

ground variety Avith the chipmunk. Avhich reappears here

but slightly changed from the Eastern type.

The Warner Ranch Indians, the last of the Mission
contingent likely to be disturbed, and Avhose removal

has excited Avidespread pitj^, Avill fare Avell after all it

Avould seem, as a fine property better than the original

tract has been selected for them, and at a price that

A\ ill make it possible to devote a large part of the ap-

propriation to making improvements. Well-Avatered land

in the southern part of San Diego county has been pur-

chased. President Roosevelt took a deep personal interest

in having these Indians provided for, their case being

harsh in the extreme, and appointed a commission com-
posed of men Avho could accomplish this end. The
Sequoya League organized recently for the betterment oi

Indians. Avith the editor of Forest and Stream upon its

Executive Committee, has looked closely after the rights

cf its wards in this affair. But no provision can make
removal of the Mission Indians from their homes less than

a tragedy to be greatly deplored. H. R. Steiger.

—

-

The Zoological Park.
A visit to the Ncav York Zoological Park is aUvays

pleasant and one sees there ahvays something that is ncAv

—either some addition to the collection, or an animal

overlooked at the previous visit, or perhaps some habit in

a captiA^e Avild thing not before noticed. -

This is especially a good time to go to the park, when
the October sun shines Avarm through a soft hazy air.

Avhen the grass is as green as that of June, and yet ths

ripened foliage of the trees is colored Avith a thousand soft

and subdued colors, brightened here and there by the

blaze of sumach on a hill or of some pepperidge or soft

maple tree that has not yet lost its foliage.

If one goes to Fordham by the Harlem Railroad, and
Avalks or drives the short distance to the park, he enters

at its northAvest corner, and, passing down between deer

ranges on either side, goes through the bird house and so

on to the geographical center of the park. The cooler

weather has made it necessary noAv to bring into the bird

house the tropical, or sub-tropical, birds, Avhich have spent

the summer in the flying cage, and the cage is thus no
longer croAvded Avith pelicans, ibises, cormorants, herons,

spoonbills and flamingoes, but is tenanted by a fcAV ducks,

croAvs and magpies, Avith two great vultures and a fish-

haAvk. At a distance it seems very empty by comparison

Avith its populous appearance in the summer. The birds,

Avhich have been removed from their condition of prac-

tical freedom to the closer quarters of the bird house, all

seem healthy and in good feather. Just beyond (south)

of the bird house, is a large yard Avhich contains a number
of foreign cranes, several of which bear a close resem-

blance to our familiar sandhill crane, though some are

much larger and some of course are strikingly different.

Continuing southward, one passes other deer ranges,

Avhere Avhitetails and caribou are confined, on to the elk

range, and here, confined in the elk house, and awaiting

the completion of the lion house, are a number of the great

cats which the Society recently purchased in Europe. As
already stated in Forest and Stream, there are six lions,

two tigers, and a number of other lesser felines. These

will be shoAvn to the public in the course of a few Aveeks,

as soon as it is practicable to install them in their new
and permanent home.

In the elk house there are three large lions, two lionesses

and a pair of tigers. . The tAVO Barbary lions, whose
manes are A^ry dark and abundant, are most impressive.

A Nubian lion, Avhich has far less mane, is on that account

less striking. All three male lions seem cross, and one

of them struck viciously through the bars of his. cage at

a person Avho passed near him. Unquestionably the close

confinement of the little traveling cages Avhich barely

give the animals room to turn around has temporarily-

soured their disposition. No doubt a transfer to more
roomy quarters will improve their temper. These lions

are each about four years old. The tAvo lionesses are

A-ery handsome animals, and seem much more placid

than the lions. The two tigers, each two years old, are

very beautiful creatures, and very mild and gentle, so

far'as one could gather by looking at them.

In the small mammal house is a Senegal lioness, a cub

eight months old, very gentle, and a great pet.

Passi-ng out of the elk house to the near-by wolf dens, it

v. as gratifying -to see Avolves, coyotes and foxes, all in

admirable condition They are all cheerful and playful,

and are now" assuming their winter coats. In one of the

cages here are Iaa'o Eskimo dogs, deposited by the Peary
Arctic Expedition, of which the male is the animal which
led the team thai drew Peary to his furthest north. This
is a dog gf great power, about the size and build of a

gray Avolf, but much more heavily furred and more
muscular in the legs. The head, though Avolflike, is far

shorter than that of the Avolf, and the color darker

—

almost a black on the back. The ears, too, are shorter

and sharper. The female is slightly paler and seemed
little more than half as heaAfj'^ as the dog.
A neAv animal in the Avolf den is a blue fox from

Alaska. Avhich is neither blue nor AA'hite. but a A'ery pale

gray. The Society expects to receiA'e a dozen mgie blue

fcxes which are likely to come through Mr. Ehvood
H ofer.

On Motmtain Sheep Hill are a number of neAV animals.

At the north end. occupying the pen Avhich held the little

musk-ox given the Society by Mr. Whitney, is its succes-

sor, the calf brought on by Peary. It is very small, this

s])ring's calf, and its horns are just appearing. Very
heavily coated, the warm Aveather appeared to be causing
it suffering, for it Avas panting. The musk-ox, like the

Avild sheep and goats, seen a little later, all seemed eager
for dry food, and Avere picking up and eating the Avithered

leaves, Avhich were constantly falling into their pen.

Next south of the-musk-ox is the pen occupied by a

burrhcl, a small sheep from India, characterized by horns
very thick at the base and almost at once .spreading out-

Avard and upAvard. It is curiously marked Avith black on
the front of the foreleg, and has a black line on the flank.

It is quite a .small animal, not far, from thirty inches in

height. In the same paddock are tAVO Vignau's sheep,

much taller, slighter animals, AA'ith horns which somewhat
suggest those of the mottfiflon.

The Siberian ibex is one of four in captivity. It sug-
gests a very large goat Avith tremendous saberlike, back-
v.'ard curving horns, Avith strong transA'erse ridges in

front. Its color is purplish broAvn and on the back it has
a large patch of pale gray. Still further south is the pen
which holds the beginnings of a herd of Spanish ibex,

male, female and young, and one chamois. The horns
of the male—though much smaller than those of the

Siberian ibex, as the Avhole animal is smaller—are some-
what similar in character. Among these goats are seen

also specimens of the tahr from the Himalayas, a curious

Avild goat found only in the high mountains. Of the

Barbary wild sheep knoAvn also as aoudad, or maned
sheep, the Society has now a little herd of five or six in-

dividuals. The patriarch, Avho has been here for a long
time, is A'ery impressive Avith his long throat beard and
pantalets. "There are females and young as Avell. The
old male seemed to be disposed to fight some one Avhen

last seen, for he had been butting the ground until his

horns and face Avere covered Avith earth. The herd of

moufiflon has increased in numbers, and the ram, Avhich

leads the flock, is as friendly as ever. If one pa.sse3 near

the pen and stops, he trots up to the fence, evidently de-

siring to have his head scratched.

The buffalo herd Avas confined to its corrals. There are

three calves. tAVO of Avhich are noAV quite as dark as

their mothers. Near the buffalo range are two smaller

pens, in one of Avhich is a Avild boar from the Corbin

Park ; in another a Avild boar from Africa.

No one is likely ever to go to the Zoological Park with-

out visiting the bears, and on bears the Ncav York
Zoological Society believes that it leads the Avorld. It has

betAveen thirty and forty specimens, representing ten

species, and most of them are in splendid order. All the

young animals have made good growth this year, and
almost all of them are in the very best condition. Per-

haps most interesting of all are those Avhich came from
Cook's Inlet, Alaska, called Kadiak bears. These two
are markedly dift"erent from the grizzlies and black bears

with which they are associated. They are of very great

size, have short and very broad heads. Avell furred ears,

and very thick and long hair about the neck and head.

The tAVO on exhibition differ considerably in size, and
slightly in color. The largest is much the darker and is

an exceedingly playful and attractive beast. The o-ther

day he was seen Avrestling and sparring Avith a good-sized

cinamon (black) bear, which of course did not approach

Irm in size and Aveight. The Kadiak bear at no time put

forth his strength, but the two played Avith each other on
equal terms, like great pirppies Avrestling with each other,

biting in play at heads and necks, and finally the great

Kadiak bear alloAved himself to be pushed over on to his

back, while the black bear stood over him and pretended

to maul him.. Both bears Avere as active as cats, very

quick, and. of course, strong. Their play Avas through-

out entirely good natured. The Kadiak bear, Avhen stand-

ing on his hind feet, was estimated to be between seven

and eight feet in height.

The tAvo great polar bears are groAving. but not very

rapidly. They are in good condition, except that one of

them 'shoAvs rlecided traces of a skin disease, Avhich at

various times has troubled both. During the heats of

summer they spend their days and nights in the water,

and much of the time backed up against the rock Avork

which forms the sides of the bathing pool. Constantly

rubbing against this they Avcar off the hair of back and
hips, and finally scratch the skin raAV. HoAvever, the new
hair is noAV growing on the affected surface and un-

doubtedly by winter the coat will be perfect throughout,

'i'hese bears are savage and cannot be handled. It is

necessary, therefore, to transfer them to their shifting

cage. Avhere, the quarters being so much smaller, it is

possible to reach and treat the affected part.

In the small mammal house in the park are a number
of new arrivals. Here is the cheetah, a spotted cat

smaller and paler than the leopard, which seemed rather

cross and snarled Avhen it Avas inspected. This is the

hunting leopard of the East, native to parts of India.

Persia and parts of Africa, and trained, as is well kno\vn,

to capture game, and then to submit to be taken from its

prey, blindfolded and put in its cart again. Here, too. are

an African leopard, two black leopards, avhich decline to

be seen, a young jaguar, noticeable for its dog-like head,

and the very interesting hyena clog, or cape hunting dog
{Lycaon) from the Kilmanjaro distrxt of East Africa.

This is rather a small animal, less in size than a coyote,

with a hyena-like head, a bushy tail, the body striped and
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barred with yellowish and blackish, and pied on the legs
and belly with white. This species hunts in packs of from
thirty to a hundred, and its numbers make it invincible.

In this house, too, is the gentle little Senegal Uoness.
already referred to. Here, too, is a beautiful ocelot, with
two very pretty playful little kittens, born Aug. 14 last,

and now as large as half-grown cats. Here, too, is a lit-

ter of half-grown opossums, which seem in good condi-
tion.

In the otttdoor cages opposite the small mammal house
there are interesting things. Noticeable among these
are three fine mountain lions, which early in the day
seemed as cross and ill-tempered as could be, growling and
snarling at each other all the time, but after feeding they
were extremely good-tempered, and played with each other
very prettily. . .

It is a pity, but not surprising, that the walrus calf
brought back by the Peary Expedition is dead. So little

is known about the conditions which surround these ani-
mals in their native haunts, that it is almost impossible
to keep them alive, and, as already stated in Forest and
Stream, this is believed to be only the third that has
ever been on exhibition.

There is so much that is interesting in the park that a
day is all too short a time to spend there. The reptile
house and the monkey house, two of the most attractive
exhibits, were neglected on this visit, though within their
walls there is a very great deal that is well worth seeing.
Other visits must be made to see all that is to be found
there.

Ways of the Blue Grouse.
Keller, Wash., Oct. 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
This has been one of the best grouse seasons we have had
here since the opening of the reservation for mining, fottr

years ago. We thought, as the spring seemed to be so
late and it kept cold so long, we should have a short crop,

for but few people here pay any attention to the game
laws, but think thej^ have a right to kill for their own
use. And then they begin killing before the young ones
shed their baby tail feathers.

It was JVIarch 10 when I heard the first old grouse hoot,
and not long after there was a continual hooting on the
mountain' opposite my cabin. To add to the music, a
pheasant kept up his drumming near the cabin. One
Sunday I went over on to the small hill and sat, and
with my binoculars watched him for nearly half a day.
My glass has a power of twelve times, and as I was less

than 100 yards from the bird, he sJiowed up very plainly.
Should he be there next summer, I shall endeavor to get a
picture of him while he is druinming. I tried to get the
photographer to come up and try this spring, but failed.

The grouse—that is, the blue grouse—come down from
the high mountains every spring, and rear their young
along the breaks of the Columbia and the small streams,
aiid stay here till after t-he service berries are gone; then
they work back up to the high mountains in time to help
harvest the huckleberry crop, and the huckleberry puts the
finishing touch to them. It must be like the celery putting
such a rich flavor to the canvasback. When the huckle-
berries are gone, then they go to the tops of the highest
peaks, where they take up their residences in some big fir,

cr one that has an abnormal growth, and there they stay
all winter.

While in the Clearwater country I have noticed where
they kept all winter ; for whenever I passed the trees, I

would examine the snow and I always found fresh drop-
pings. Once while returning from a chase after elk, Tay-
lor and I came under a tree, and from the amount of
droppings we thought there must be several in the tree,

but the foliage was so thick we could not see any. I

told Taylor I would climb the tree and see if I could not
roust some out. I had no difficulty after I had got ten
feet from the ground; there were plenty of limbs. I got
up within less than ten feet of the thick limb when
grouse began to fly out, and there was six left the tree.

Two of them lit in a near-by pine, and I got down and
killed them. We took them home, and when they were
dressed, there was nothing to be found in their crops but
the tender pieces of fir browse. One was a young bird,

and we fried it, but the other was an old one, and it

took four hours' hard boiling to get it tender enough to
eat. I shot their heads off, so they did not taste of the
fir; but when they are shot through the entrails, then
they taste, and no matter how much you may wash them,
the taste is still there. I have often noticed a blue grouse
with a flock of sharp-tailed ones, but I have never seen a
pheasant among any of the rest of the grouse family.
About six weeks ago two of the miners from our mine

came down one Sunday and wanted me to go out with
them. John had a shotgun, and Jim intended to get my
.22 Marlin. I told them I would go for a while, but I

did not care to go too far. We started up a small canon
from my cabin, and climbed a mountain for about two
miles. We saw several bear tracks in the service thickets
and plenty of grouse sign, but not having a dog, we
rolled rocks where we could find any small enough to
roll. We started three birds out of one thicket, and I
got a shot and killed one. Jim missed with the shotgun
on the wing. We went around on to the top of the
ridge, and here we found quite a bevy. There must have
been about a dozen. I got one at the first shot, and Jim
got two. John would not shoot; he said he would carry
the game. An old grouse flew down the mountain several
hundred yards, and lit in the top of an old dead pine. I
went around down and when I got opposite, and on the
same bench, I got where I could have a good shot. I
was about eighty yards from the tree, and the boys were
sitting up above me and watching, and discussing as to
whether I would hit or miss. They knew that I would
either hit its head or miss clean.

The grouse was sitting on the limb, and its head was
at right angles to where I stood, which made the shot-
niore difficult. But I felt equal to the occasion. I raised
the little rifle, and held for the grouse's eye, and at the
crack of the .22, down came the grouse. "l heard John
say that it was the best shot he ever saw made at a
grouse. The boys came down and complimented me on
the shot. I had struck the grouse in the e3'e. I then gave
Jim the rifle and John took the shotgun, and we got seven
altogether, but mine were shot in the head, while the
shotgun drove the contents of their intestines through the
meat, and to me those birds did not seem fit to eat.

That is the only hunt I have indulged in this fall. I
have got so that unless there is some one to come along
who wants me to go, I care nothing about it, I have
been fishing but twice this summer here, but when over at
iVIissoula, the Fourth of July, I went out several times.
Twice I went up to the falls at Bonner, and there I saw a
bull trout that weighed 20 pounds and i ounce. It was
the largest char I ever saw.
Around here deer are a'thing of the past. I saw but

one this summer, and it ran across the road ahead of
nie while I gas going to town. Yesterday I saw a track
in the road near the cabin.

I saw more bear sign this summer than for several
years, but I did not see any of them. I have been wanting
to get one treed so that I can kill it with my .22. A
few beaver are still to be found along the San Poll, but
they will not last long.
Salmon are now running, and the Indians have a trap

in the river near the mouth. Some nights they get the
trap nearly full; some nights they get not more than
twenty. One night, two years ago. they got 2,600. Sal-
mon run but little in the light moon. Now that the nights
arc dark, the Indians think they will get all they want.

L. P. WiLMOT.

Vermin on the African Farm.
South Africa has often been described as a land of

plagues, but an outsider can hardly grasp how much
the farmer suffers from vermin, both carnivorous and
herbivorous. In olden days the voortrekkers lost much
stock from the ravages of the large and fierce carnivora,
and to this day in parts of Rhodesia the owner of live
stock can only insure its safety by erecting strong and
high kraals to repel the attacks of predatory lions and
hyenas. These brutes have, in civilized districts, been
improved off the earth, but small stock all over the coun-
try still has to contend with a host oi formidable prowl-
ers. Chief among them is the Cape tiger or leopard,
whose habitat is the wooded and mountainoits kloofs
as far south as Table Mountain. This brute is truly
the stock farmer's bete noir, as when he gets among a
flock of sheep his victims are counted by the score, the
mere lust of killing causing him to destroy far more than
are required to satisfy his hunger. His tit-bit is a young
foal, but no stock is safe from his ravages, and, unlike
the less bold vermin, he prowls by day as well as by
night. Even to man his lurking habits, activity, and
poisonous claws make him, especially when cornered or
wounded, a dangerous opponent, requiring the services
of a good gun and dogs.
Of the same species, but smaller, are the numerous

wild cats, most destructive to lambs, kids, and fowls.
The progeny of domestic cats run wild are to be most
dreaded among. thein, such having even more than the
usual amount of cunning. These vermin are usually
hunted out of the kloofs by means of dogs, many farmers
keeping terriers especially for the purpose. Of the
three species of jackal two create great havoc among
stock, the rooi, or red jackal, being the worst offender.
Poison has not much effect upon them, as in nine cases
out of ten their natural cunning causes them to reject
the offered bait, which a valued dog often picks up.
Packs of terriers and mixed dogs are of great benefit,
but in such a vast and mountainous country the indif-
ference of a few landowners will nullify the efforts of
their more active neighbors.
Many farmers, rather than exterminate vermin, resort

to the pernicious practice of kraaling or folding their
sheep, and consequently their farms become the refuge
and breeding places of jackals, which, unfortunately,
sally out by night and molest sheep running oji neigh-
boring farms. The jackal, as well as the carrion crow,
is very fond of ostrich eggs, and both resort to many .

ingenious devices to crack the thick shells.

The muishond, or stoat, confines his operations
chiefly to poultry, with an occasional weakly lamb, but
is most enterprising in clearing out any poultry yard
which may be open to his attacks. The great aasvogels,
or vultures, are usually beneficial scavengers, but some-
times vary their menu by tearing open helpless ewes in
labor. The lammervangers, or eagles, carry off lambs
to their eyries on the mountains. Baboons are com-
mon all over South Africa, and devastate the gardens,
and, in addition, carn.^ off young stock. Hunts are
organized against them, and they are shot in large num-
bers. Poisonous snakes do damage, especially to sheep
which tread upon them when grazing.
So much for the carnivorous pests. When we come

to their herbivorous comrades, we find their number
truly legion. The locust plague, formerly occurring
only periodical^, seems to have now come to stay. It
is evident that there has been a wholesale destruction
of creatures which used to keep down the numbers of
this plague. It is a toss up whether the creeping voet-
ganger or the flying rooibaaitje is most to be dreaded.
The latter can, with a favorable wind, be moved on by
means of smoke, but woe betide the man in whose gar-
den or land they settle for the night or on a cold or
wet day. The voetgangers move on in myriads regard-
less of water or other obstacles, and death alone, by
fire or under the feet of a flock of sheep, will stop their
inroads. Hares, and especially the species, half bat
half hare, called the spring hare, cause great damage to
the crops. The latter gives a certain amount of recre-
ation, being shot at night with the aid of a bullseye lan-
tern, this being about the only means of putting an end
to his existence.

Trouble in many places in South Africa is given by
the ant. These tiny insects, in addition to devouring
our houses and furniture, eat through trees and vege-
tables. Boiling water or lime and water is the only
means of destroying them, but the difficulty is to observe
the danger before it is too late. The white ant is con-
sidered the most destructive, but the red is also a terror
to gardeners. Revenge is taken upon them by using
their mound-like nests for floors of huts, tennis courts,
etc., for which the material is well suited. In parts of
the country caterpillars travel about in hordes, devour-
ing all before them. The omnivorous interior native
collects them in bags and turns them into a sort of
shrimp paste. Another nuisance to the farmer is the
fretful porcupine, especially in hilly country. A pair

can do an incredible amount of damage in the potato
or .wheat land, but a stone wall effectually steps their
entry. Hunting them has to be done in their roaming
tmie, VIZ., at night, with dogs and sticks. When the
ravager is discovered both dogs and men make a rush,
and he is quickly dispatched by blows on the nose. The
dogs soon learn to be very wary in attacking, impru-
dent ones receiving great punishment from the terrible
quills, The flesh is. very white and tender, and when
baked forms a tasty dish.

Pests among the fruit trees are very numerous, most
ot them being imported. Thus the dorthesia. or Aus-
tralian bug, wrought great havoc among the orange
groves in the seventies, and only of late years has a de-
stroyer been found for it in the shape of the vedalia,
or ladybird. The phylloxera was introduced in 1885
and caused tlie uprooting of many beautiful vineyards
It has been_ met by the planting of phylloxera-proof
American vines, on which the European stocks are
grafted. Nowadays pear slugs, peach yellows, quince
borers and insects and fungi of all sorts make the
fruit grower keep a far more vigilant eye on his trees
than he ever previously had need to.
Of parasites among live stock there is, unfortunately

an abundant supply, often caused by overstocking. In
wet and marshy districts sheep fluke is very prevalent
although unknown wherever the soil contains a fair
amount of lime and saline matter. Bots are very
troublesome to horses on certain farms, and it often
happens that one place may be notoriously unhealthy

houses, while its neighbor may be quite the reverse
iulp, or tuhp, renders certain places deadly to cattle

while the tsetse fly has still to be reckoned with in the
Transvaal and Rliodesia. It will be seen that South
Africa has its fair share of plagues, and every year
seems to add to them. Farmers often lament the good
old days, when many now prevalent diseases were non-
existent and when, barring inevitable droughts, the
stock owner and husbandman had little to' contend 'with—London Field.

Some Mississippi Creatures.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the risk of the imputation of claiming an undue

sliare of the attention .of your readers, and your own for-
bearance, I will send a little "hodge podge" of variotjs
iDHttcrs.

The rattlesnakes have not yet gone into hybernation, as
the weather has not yet been cold enough. The lowest
thermometer reading so far was AiV^ degrees on the morn-
ing oi Oct. 15, accompanied by a very light frost.We have now a new pet, in the shape of a young red
sqmrrel, whd, m the- language of Artemus Ward, is an
amoo.sm httle cuss," and a subject of considerable in-

terest m a small way. He has the freedom of the office
buildmg, the windows and doors being wire screened, and
gambols about at large, his favorite exercise being torim up and down the screen doors. He also makes aplayground of mc, and as I sit at my desk runs over me
and on the top of my head, nibbles at my fingers as I
write, and makes squirrel tracks in the fresh ink on my
paper. Certain hereditary instincts cropping out in this
joungster are interesting to note; as for example, he
will attempt to hide a nut by sticking it between two
books on the table, poking it in tight with his nose, and
going through the motions of scratching dirt over it with
his paws.
While the rats guinea pigs, and chickens, remained in

the rattlesnakes' "den" without any show of fear on their
part, nor any sort of strained relations arising between
the snakes and their intended victims, one sight of the
reptiles was enough to throw the young squirrel almost
ii'to spasms, and he was not content until snugly ensconced

u '^M^^
^ '^^^^ hanging on a peg in a remote

part of the building.
This little fellow is quite afifectionate and will play with

the fingers or with a string very much after the manner
oi a kitten, sitting on his haunches the while.
There was some inquiry made recently by a writer in

J- CREST AND Stream as to whether squirrels drink water
and how. It is a matter of common knowledge in this
part of the country, where pet squirrels are of rathercommon possession, that thev drink water frequentlv in
the same manner that a cat drinks.

Speaking of pet squirrels reminds me, that in the fall
ct ib64, when campaigning in northern Georgia in awooded region, the capture of squirrels became a fad
with the Confederate soldiers. On going into bivouac at
the end of a days march, if any daylight was left, axes
Avere seized and the surrounding forests invaded Every
tree showing a hole in it was cut down, and many youn?
squirrels were captured. This was in September and
October. It was not uncommon to see a regiment on the
march with perhaps fifty squirrels perched on the shoul-
aers of the men, strings being tied around the squirrels'
necks for security.

The "quail" season opened here on the 15th. My friend
B. and myself indulged in an afternoon shoot, and bao-o-ed
thirteen birds (an unlucky number—for the birds)

°°

Apropos of the recent discussion of "true sport," mv
iriend B., who has an argumentative disposition, Avas dis-
posed to take the esthetic and non-utility side of the con-
troversy—perhaps merely for the sake of argument I
determined to apply a practical test to the sincerity of
his arguments on this occasion; so on our way home Ave
stopped on a bridge and laid out our bag on the brido-e
railing—thirteen handsome birds, all in a row -stroncrK'
suggesting juicy broiled quail for breakfast, to rejoice the
eyes of the missus and the childer" next mornino- Aswe were admirmg the game, I remarked to B "Now itwould be a gluttonous performance if we should take
these birds home and devour them like hogs; in fact, very
degrading o the high ideals of aesthetic sportsmanship.
Let us pull off their heads and take them home as
trophies and to prove our skill as sportsmen, and we will
throAV ,the birds into the bayou for the fish and turtles
to eat. Strange to say, my friend B. repudiated thissuggestion with vehemence, and declared that he would
"^T^^'l,"^

apiece for the birds he had killed
ihe bluewing teal have been in this country for aweek or two past. Being in the vicinity of Horn Lake atew days ago, I heard heavy firing in that direction, as if a
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South American revolution had invaded the land, and
I presume it mdicated a severe engagement with the blue-

wings.

The bear crop in the "Gazoo Delta" is said to be abun-
dant this season, and it has been bruited about in the

papers that President Roosevelt would come down as a

guest of Governor Longino, to engage in a bear hunt un-
der the guidance of R. E. Bobo, the king of bear hunters.

It now seems pi^obable, however, that the President will

be detained in the North, after larger game.
Coahoma.

Gigfantk Grasshoppets*

Apropos of Mr. Sprague's interesting contribution to

the verj' rich (and unworked) field of translators' blun-

ders, there is a curious one in a French version of one

of J. F. Cooper's novels. The author wrote that a certain

personage rode up to the house, dismounted from his car-

riage, and "hitched his horse to a locust." "Locust" here,

of course, refers to a species of tree. The Frenchman's
dictionarjr doubtless gave only "sauterelle" as an equiva-

lent, a word applied both to the common grasshopper and
the migrating locust. He translated: "II attacha son

eheval a une sauterelle" (he hitched his horse to a grass-

hopper), but was apparently dissatisfied. It probably

struck him that the reader would be mystified, so he intro-

duced a footnote at the bottom of the page, as follows

:

"Dans les Estats-Unis les sauterelles atteignent parfois

des dimensions enormes, incroyables. Quand on en trouve

un specimen de taille gigantesque, on Tempaille en y
ajoutant des poids de plomb pour assurer la solidite. La
bete est placee devant la porte exterieure, et Ton s'cn

sert pour attacher les chevaux."
"In the United States grasshoppers occasionally grow to

enormous, incredible size. When a particularly gigantic

specimen is met Avith, it is customary to stuff it, weighmg
it down with lead for greater solidity. The animal is

placed in front of the outside door and used for hitching

horses."—New York Times.

Owl on Ship 750 Miles from Land.

Honolulu, Hawaii, Oct. 15, via San Francisco, Cal.—

An interesting instance of a land bird being picked up ai

.sea was reported by the steamer Tampico, which arrived

from Seattle last week. When in longitude 137 west and

latitlrde 60 north, the officers of the vessel were surprised

in see a bird alight on the deck. It proved to be an owl,

standing about a foot in height. The bird was then 750

miles from land and was exhausted. It soon revived, and

has since been kept in a cage.

The Tampico was not the first boat the bird is said to

have visited in midocean. The crew of the barkentine S.

G. Wilder, which arrived in this port recently, from San

Francisco, recognized the bird as the same one. that had

alighted aboard their vessel fully two weeks before the

tampico was visited.

At the time the bird stopped on the Wilder they were

about five hundred miles southwest from San Francisco

and fully fifteen degrees further south than the pomt

w here the bird boarded the Tampico.—New York Herald.

Chained to Business/'

The Desk Slave's Song.

O THIS is the song of the man who's chained

All day to the roll-top desk;

Wlio, sweltering over a type machine,

Assumeth a shape grotesque.

The breeze and the sunshine are ndt for him.

The sky is a mere hearsay;

He sits and he grinds 'mid the rustling sheets

Through all of the dull, dull day.

He thinks of the days when his hands were bard,

His arms like the best of steel;

He thinks -bf the days when his lithe limbs made

Good time on a racing wheel;

He thinks of the days when he held his own

In the harvesting of grain—

TTien smiles at the thought that a croquet game

Can give him a next-day pain.

He sighs to remember the mighty brawn

He showed on the college track;

He thinks of the day when he played baseball.

And wishes those days were back;

He thinks of himself in a football suit

Well padded and picturesque,

Then weeps o'er recalling the flabby form

That's chained to the roll-top desk.

(Jh, man in the field with the hoe or plow,

O man with the ditching spade!

Yearn not for the "easy white-handed job"

Instead of your sturdy trade;

Tliere's money sometimes in the office grind

—

There's life in the work you do!

You are fanned and warmed by the breeze and sun

And arched by a roof of blue.

Your food is the food of a hungry man,

Your sleep like the dead at night;

Your muscles are firm and your heart is good,

Your cause is the cause of right;

We slaves of the desk would renounce our hope

Of wealth or a "raise" in pay

If we could but feel as we used to feel

Back there in the "husky" days.

—S. W. Gillilan, in Los Angeles Herald.

A good story of a school inspector's recent visit to a

smalf German village is related in a Berlin paper to

the London Daily Mail. Requesting the mayor to ac-

company him, the inspector heard the latter mutter:

"I should like to know why that ass has come so soon

ao-ain." Arrived at the first school he began to examine

the pupils in punctuation, but was told by the mayor,

"We don't trouble about commas and such like." The
inspector merely told one of the boys to write on the

blackboard: "The mayor of Ritzelbuttel says the in-

spector is an ass." Now," he added, "put a comma
after 'Ritzelbuttel' and another after 'inspector.' " The

boy did so. The mayor is believed to have changed his

opinion as to the value of commas.

§^nie §dg nnd §mu—^—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Streau.

Across New Brunswick on Snow-
shoes.—VIL

Christmas Camp.

All the way on our long trail from the Bathurst
lakes south into the Miramichi country we had been
continuall}'^ in game country, except when close to

the lumber camps. On the height of land h-om which
we had recently descended, there was any quantity of

moose and caribou sign. When we stopped for lunch
on top of the big hill, we built our fire directly on
the trail of a big bull moose which we had started as

we had climbed the slope. On our way down the south-
east side of this same hill we crossed several moose
trails, one of a bunch of three, among whxh we saw
one big bull trail. On the last side hill which we
crossed before we came out into this little half-moon
lake, we saw the workings of what seemed a good-sized
herd of caribou. We surely were in the w'lderness and
surely Ihal wilderness held game. Wben al last we had
crossed the little lake, following our snovvshoe trail

back to its origin, we saw the trail of a big bull moose
and the tiny tracks of a couple of sable, both directly

in what might have been called Henry Braithwaitc's

front ;>'ard.

For it was Braithwaitc's northernmost cabin which we
had now discovered—a little lean-to camp extended on
its sides and front with square upright slabs, which
formed a wind break for the fire place and a chimney
to carry out the smoke. Henry had. not cleaned out
the cabin of its snow, or, at least, it was half full when
we got there. We shoveled it out, took off the cnim-
ne;.' cover of pine boughs, and at once fell to work
cutting wood, for, of course, in this sort of camp, it

is necessary to keep a fire all night. It was now nearly

dark and the snow was sifting down very steadily. We
had no meat left and not very much tea or sugar, though
we still had a small box of biscuits along with us.

Under the circumstances we held a sudden and earnest

council of war.
•T'll tell you what I'll do," said Charlie, "I'll just

take a bite to eat and then light out as fast as I can on
Henry's trail. He must have a camp somewhere not
more than six or eight miles from here down the trail.

We don't know where his trail is after it leaves the

lake, and if we wait until to-morrow perhaps we could

not follow the snowshoe track. I think I can follow

it to-night if the snow stops and the mo<5n conies up,

and if I catch Henry then we'll learn about the country
below here and we'll be all right. If I don't catch

him, we may some of us get pretty hungry before long."

Investigations showed us that all the supplies in this

shack consisted of a half bottle of molasses and about
a pint or so of beans. Flenry told us later he had not

been at the camp for a little over three years, and only

came up to see if he could get any trace of us^—a most
fortunate thing as it turned out. We all hated to see

Charlie start out on so uncertain a trip at that time of

day, after spending so many hours in he toboggan
shafts, but as he seemed the one most apt to make a

fast trip on the shoes, we turned him loose, and he
went across the lake at a gait which warranted the

wisdom of our selection. Then the rest of us went on
preparing for our night in camp. We spent the night

dozing as best we might, though much crowded in the

little shack, which was only built for two persons. Our
fire was built against back logs, which we leaned against

the pine slabs of the wall. Once in a while the slabs

would take fire, in which case we would pelt the fire

with snow balls until it went out. On the whole, we
made it out very comfortably that night. ,

Puzzling Moose Trail.

On the next morning, Dec. 24, we saw by contrast

how fortunate we had been in the weather for our trip

across the unknown part of the trail. Snow continued

to fall, and it grew so soft and wet that presently it

degenerated into a drizzling rain. Joe Ellis and Jack
Moore went back toward the Serpentine to fix up some
traps, and they carried with them the injunction to kill

some meat if they possibly could, neither of them having

as yet killed to the limit of his license. On our part,

Adam and I took up the big bull trail which crossed

in front of the cabin door, and if there ever was a bull

moose more ardently pursued than that one, then surely

he was in danger. We followed the trail for some three

miles, its general course being toward the north and
northeast, leading toward the West Branch. It was a

most puzzling sort of trail, and at last it received addi-

tions until we were sure we were following not less

than three moose, one of them a big bull. Then, pres-

ently, the trail seemed to turn and come back, the ani-

mals doubling on their back track. We thought we
found horn sign of the big bull, and then again he

would go through places where it seemed impossible

for a fuU-antlered bull to pass. We figured that this

bull was a traveler and was not yarding in that vicinity.

Satisfied at last that he had taken the back track, we
ourselves started back, and at last gave up the trail in

the maze of tracks which went round and round about

in the soft snow. The rain now began to come down
pretty steadily, and the snow became so soft that it

oi?ered the worst snowshoeing one ever saw in all his

life. The shoes packed full and the filling bagged and

ice formed in cakes under the foot. We saw we could

not travel, and at noon we made for the camp, both of

us wetted through and through.

Discovery of Henry,

As we came down the hill toward the shack we saw
smoke arising and knew that Charlie, plucky boy, had

come back up the trail, which meant that he had some
sort of news. It was, indeed, very good news. He had

been able to follow the snowiboe trail, and not more

than an hour after dark struck Henry, who was lying
asleep in his next camp, that on Logan Lake, six miles
below Moon Lake, where we now were. Henry gave
him a square meal and told him that the best thing he
could do was to come back and get the rest of us.

Henry said that he had promised to be at his home camp
for Christmas, and the home camp was twenty miles be-

low. He had killed a caribou the day before and said

he would leave a part of the meat on the trail for us
below Logan Lake. He said if we started out early in

the morning we ought to make his home camp on the

Little Southwest Lake some time before midnight of

Christmas eve. Then we could have Christmas din-

ner together the next day. Henry was accompanied
by his son-in-law Albert, and these two had said good-
by to Charlie that morning and had started down their

trail south, while he came back to get us.

Christmas Eve.

So far, very well, and we w'ere anxious enough to get

down to Henry's place, for we were all hungry and
wanted a square meal the worst way in the world.

Charlie had not stopped to hunt. Adam and I had
been unable to land our game, and even lucky Jack,
who had come back with Joe early in the afternoon, also

had to report a blank, although he and Joe had jumped
four moose out of a herd, one of them a big bull. These
details will show that it is not always easy to get moose
on a snowshoe trip, no matter how abundant they may
be. We had good hunters with us, but we had all done
our best that day, and had not been able to get hide nor
hair. We held another council. The rain was now fall-

ing steadily, and we knew perfectly well that we could
not drag the heavily loaded sleds down to Henry's next
camp, for part of the trail, CharHe said, was over pretty

hcavj'^ grades. We resolved to spend Christmas eve
where we were, in the hope that there might come a

change in the weather, which would make sledding prac-

ticable. The snow was going very fast, and any snow-
shoer or tobogganer knows what it is to trek over this

kind of footing on snowshoes. At this time Jack Moore
and Joe Ellis wanted to leave^us and go back over the

divide trail to Bathurst camp, leaving Adam, Charlie

and myself to complete the tramp southeast down the

Miramichi country to the railroad, to come out thus in

an entirely different part of the Province from that

where we had first gone in. Elhs said that he had 268

traps, all dead falls, between the Serpentine and the

northern end of his trapping line, and he was wiUing

enough to have Jack go^along with him and help him
set up. (We later learned that when Jack got back to-

Bathurst Lake he caught a black cat and two mink m
the traps which Adam and I had visited on the Nipisi-

guit River.)

We passed Christmas eve, all five of us, huddled up in

the little shack, which was not large enough to allow us

all to lie down at once. For fear of burning our blankets

we did not cover up fully, but depended upon the fire.

It was a dolesome sort of Christmas eVe, and on Christ-

mas morning there was not a man of us who had any-

thing in his stockings but feet. Santa Claus passed us

by. Our Christmas breakfast was composed of what
the boys called "bean swagan," made up of biscuits,

beans and water boiled together. It was good.

Tailoring in the Woods.

Now, we came to say good-by to plucky Jack Moore,
for whom I had conceived a strong affection, for a

quieter or more manly boy I never saw. Just to show
Jack there was no coldness, I told him that I wanted to

make him a Christmas present of a suit of clothes, to

be delivered at Fredericton some time later.

"All right," said Jack—he always said "all right" to

everything—so we started in to measure him, Charlie

and I acting as official measurers. We found we had no

tape line, and also discovered that Jack had no recorded

measurements of his dimensions in any tailor shop at

Fredericton. This situation might seem to offer diffi-

cultes, but not so to the inventive woodsman. In a mo-
ment or so Charlie fished out of his pack a long piece

of twine string such as comes useful around camp. We
then started in and measured Jack, tying a knot for

every measurement. Knot No. i meant around the

chest, No. 2 up and down along the back. No. 3 across

the shoulders. No. 4 midships. No. 5 along his arm, etc.

We went on in this way until we had a string full of

knots, from which we thought the tailor could figure out

a coat, waistcoat and trousers for Jack, all these meas-
urements being recorded by mj'self on a piece of birch

bark in due sequence. It happened that these knots ran

down pretty near to the end of the string. Not long

after that Adam, who chanced to need a string for some-

thing about his sled, cut off a section of our nieasuring

string, and we never could tell whether he cut it off the

front end or the hind end of the string, I presume this

may, perhaps, make some difference with the proportions

of Jack's suit of clothes, but the Fredericton tailor, to

whom I delivered the specifications, said he would do

the best he could, although I must admit that he looked

grieved. I have not heard yet how the suit of clothes

came out, although I have a sort of scientific interest

in the matter, and hope to be advised at a later date.

We had our wish, the weather had turned out a bit

colder by the morning of Christmas day. At half-past

eight the sun was not yet up, and there was a soft, gray

light illuminating the woods. The boys wanted a photo-

graph of this camp o£ Henry's, which we had christened

"Christmas Camp," and I was lucky enough to get_ a

very good one. Then we shook hands reluctantly with

Jack and Joe, and so parted, nor have I seen these two
good fellows since.

Hard Sledding on Christmas Day,

Adam, Charlie and I now hit the trail industriously,

bound south along Henry's trapping line. We passed

through an open hardwood and spruce_ country, the

timber being small and hardly worth cutting. It was a

good game country and we struck quite a little moose
herd half-way over to the next camp, not to mention
caribou tracks, which we had now seen so often that

we paid no attention to them. The crust on the snow
was better than it had been the day before, but was just
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strong enough to allow the sleds to break through some-
times and slue around in the little hollows of the swamps.
The two big toboggans were too heavily loaded, for we
had left one toboggan at Henry's camp and pulled our
stuff down on two sleds. My pack was on Adam's
toboggan, and I wished that I had not allowed him to

take it, for I could soon see that his load was more than
any fellow ought to try to pull. We were all pretty

tired when we struck Henry's camp on Logan Lake,
and, in fact, this was the hardest work that we had had
at anj' time on the trip. We had covered six miles in

getting to this first camp, and it was noon by the time
we had our kettle boiled. Then I took my_ pack off of

Adam's sled and did not allow him to have it any more.
We found the next six miles of the trail much easier,

and toward the close of the afternoon we struck .a mile
and a- half of nice going on the ice, which came to us as
a godsend. This was Gover Lake, as Henry calls it.

We were trying our best to make it out to Henry's home
Camp for Christmas, but we saw that it was an impossi-
bility, and that twelve miles was to be the limit ®f our
travel for that day. We found this camp near Gover
Lake a very nice one. We now had plenty of meat,
having picked up a quarter of caribou which Henry had
said ne would leave for us. We got a good rest that
night and plenty to eat, which was, perhaps, about as
u.6eful a thing as any under the circumstances. A man
can go for three or four days on light fare and hard
work, but after that he begins to get weak very fast.

So we spent Christmas day of 1901, all of us working
like .slaves on the trail. Adam said this was the hardest
day's work he ever put in on the hunting trail, and he
told me that he had never been on any expedition which
Avas quite as tough as this one which we were now under-
going. We all felt perfectly hopeful now, however, for
we were on a plain trail, and knew that we were safe
and sure to get out without delay. We could not help
noticing the change in the country. Around us we
caught a glimpse now and then of hillside and lake
surface, and could see that the hills were lower, although
covered with the same dense black forest growth in

which we had been ever since we left the railroad and
started up the Tobique waters. Game sign we continued
to find just as we had all the way from Nictau Lake.
I have never been in any game country in all my life

where there was so much sign of game as we saw made
by moose and caribou all over this country' from Nictau
Lake south as fa ras the Crooked Dead Water and In-
dian Lake,

Good Going.

We left Gover Lake at half-past eight in the morn-
ing and soon struck a big lake known as Birch Lake,
where we got a lift of a mile and a quarter. Then we
came into a level rolling region. We found splendid
poing this morning, for it had come off much colder
in the night. The toboggan trail broken out by Henry
and Albert would carry us up without snowshoes part
of the way. I went on ahead with my pack and was able
to travel much of the time without my snowshoes, so
that I made Henry's Birch Lake camp, about four miles,
in an hour and ten minutes. I rested here for some time
and was about to start on, when the toboggans came in,

Adam having stopped to follow up a moose trail at a
' little distance not far from the camp. We all of us con-
cluded to "boil the kettle" here and have a bite to eat.

We each drank- a quart or so of good strong tea, and
at 10:57 by the watch left for the south, continuing the
trail over rolling lowlands, which had been crossed at
an earlier time by a lumber road. I was by this time
feeling pretty good, and was quite a different man from
vvhat I was when I first went in with Uncle Adam far

to the north. I had lost about twelve pounds of flesh

and Was beginning to round to in good shape. I could
surely say that snowshoeing was no longer any hard-
ship. So I just thought I would spring a joke on Adam
and Charlie, and would go away and leave them on that

next four miles which la}^ between us and Henry's home
camp, I hit the trail good and hard, hard enough to

throw me into a most profuse perspiration. I supposed
that I had a start of about a mile on the other bo3^s, and
thought I would go in and get dinner ready for them.
At last, in just an hour and eighteen minutes, I sighted
?i group of low log buildings, in front of which was a

man carrying a log of firewood. Him I hailed, and
learned that he was- Albert, Henry's son-in-law, and that

this was indeed the home camp which we had anxiously
sought and now reached, albeit a day later than sched-
ule. Albert invited me to come into the house and throw
off my pack.
"Where are the other boys?" said he.

"Oh, they're back about a mile on the trail, I reckon,"
said I.

Just then I looked out of the window and there, com-
ing along under full steam, were Charlie and Adam, fresh
as paint and only a couple of hundred yards back of
me on the trail! How they did it I am sure I could not
tell. My actual walking time for the estimated eight
miles was two hours and twenty-eight minutes, and they
had done it in pretty much the same time. We weighed
the toboggans at the camp and found that one weighed
120 pounds and the other 125 pounds. My pack was a
mere trifle, weighing only 25 pounds—a weight that is

regarded by the New Brunswick man with absolute
contempt.
At the camp we found Charlie Cameron cooking, and

we set him to work mighty soon after we got under
cover. Henry was out with his "sport"—in New Bruns-
wick any sportsman is always called a "sport"—on a
last attempt to get a head of game. His customer was
Mr. Arthur S. Phillips, of Fall River, Mass., who had
been with him for a month, going in the same day we
left Fredericton. Mr. Phillips had seen a great many
caribou and had crippled one, but had not yet killed a
head of game. The boys said that the caribou were
seen almost daily on the big expanse of the Little
Southwest Lake, so after lunch Adam and I started out
and took a trip of six or eight miles on a caribou linnt
of our own in a strange country. We saw a great deal
of caribou sign, but the recent thaw and freezing had
left the ice so slippery that the caribou seemed for the
lime to have left ihe lake. Henry and Mr. Phillips came
in that night and reported that they had kilted one
caribou, with a very indifferent head.

Home of'thelBig Bores.

Mr. Phillips took me to one side and besought me to
advocate in Forest and Stream the abolishment of
all small bore rifles. He was shooting a small bore and
bemoaning his fate in having lost a caribou which he
had shot through the lungs.

.
Flere at the camp I saw

Henry's famous battery of big bore guns, which Mr.
Ireland described not long- ago in these columns.
Henry's favorite gun, the one given him by Mr. De
Pauw, of Indiana, was indeed a corker. It weighed
something over eight pounds and had a bore down
which a cat might crawl with ease. We accused Henry
of loading it with a can of frozen beans when he had
nothing better by way of projectile. Now, here we
were in the very heart of the big bore people, Adam and
I exponents of the .small bore, with all kinds of stories

of what we had done and could do with the .30-40, and
Henry meeting its with an incredulous smile.

"My moose are different down here," said he.

Whereat Adam and I openly hoped that we would run
across one of his moose and be able to destroy it ut-
terly with a .30-40. As to which more anon, as they
say in the story papers. We did feel a little like apolo-
gizing" to Henry, however, for here I was carrying a
small bore rifle, which is a horrible thing in licnry's
view; wearing a pair of long-bowed snowshoes, which
were anathema in the eyes of both Henry and Adam;
and, moreover, with my feet encased in a pair of rub-
bers instead of moccasins! Henry thinks no snowshoc
man ought to wear anything in the woods except a

moccasin if he can help it. Adam says that for all kinds
of weather the snowshoe pack is better, and I am will-

ing to admit that we would have had wet feet for many
a day had we stuck to moccasins. And so we had it

around the big stove in Henry's camp; though, I must
say, that a more cheerful and better natured set of

wranglers never sat together on the same bench or ate

out of the same pan of beans with a greater vmanimity
of action. We had Chri-stnias dinner all -over again.

Mofe Cariboo Sign.

Time was slipping away and still I had not had my
shot. We decided to go out on the following day, which
was December 27, for a caribou; so Henry and Adam
and I went out for a social little hunt, I carrying the
gun and sincerely hoping that we would run across one
of the caribou which had been making all the tracks
around the country. We saw what seemed to be sign
of simply hundreds of caribou along the shores of the
Little Southwest Lake and Jack's Lake, over to which
we crossed in the morning. The caribou had been
tearing up the snow in their pawing operations all over
the country, and had we been there a couple of days
earlier we certainly should have done business with them.
As it was, the freezing up of the lakes had sent them
back into the hills for the time—another instance of the

bad luck which had followed me in my shooting oper-
ations for the past month. We walked eight or ten

miles that morning and went back to camp for lunch,
not having seen a caribou, though we had seen more
tracks than you could shake a stick at. I accused
Henry and Adam of each having a trained caribou,

which was chartered for the express purpose of chasing
around and making all sorts of tracks. All Adam and
Henry could do was to grin and ask me to wait a while.

At the Crooked Dea Wat t.

On that morning Mr. Phillips had gone w^ith Albert
over to the next camp southward, where they expected to

catch a tote team for Mr. Phillips to take out to the rail-

road. The latter gentleman had the misfortune to hurt an
ankle, so that he found the five or six miles of snowshoe-
ing very much of a hardship. Adam, Henry and I fol-

lowed across the same trail that afternoon, and made it

comfortably in time for an early supper. This camp we
found not so spacious and comfortable as Henry's home
camp, but more like the smaller trapping shacks on the
north end of his trail. This camp Henry calls his Crooked
Dead Water camp, and it is located in a famous moose
country. At present there are two lumber camps close in

together in that region, but this winter ends the lumbering
operations, and Henry says that they have helped the
country and not hurt it.

Mr. Phillips and Charlie Cameron having taken a team
down the Miramichi countrj% there were left Albert and
Henry, Adam and Charlie and myself in the little camp.
It was big enough to hold us comfortably. We had lots

of blankets, all the meat we could eat and plenty of every
other kind of supplies. Henry told me that he stocked
his camps about a year ahead, tobogganing the supplies
cut to the further camps from the end of lumbering team
transportation. As near as I could discover, Henry's
province was much like Adam's, and while Adam is king
of the Tobique. Henry is king of the Miramichi. I don't
know of any better kingdom, or, for that matter, of any
better kings. They are much to be envied, and so is

he who can have a trip Avith either of them. As to a
m.an having a trip Avith both of these guides, admittedly
the head of their craft, I don't knoAv of anybody Avho
ever did that except myself, thanks to the generosity of
Adam and to the no less generosity of Henry, Avho per-
mitted small-bore, long-shoed, rubber-shod people to come
down into his country and chase his pet caribou and moose
around.

At Indian Lake.

After our rest at the Crooked Dead Water, we pushed
on six miles to Indian Lake, crossing seA'eral of the sinu-
ous channels of the big back Avater made by the lumber
dams. The Aveather Avas nOAv brilliant, but cold, and the
snowshoeing Avas not bad. Henry said that if we could
get to this Indian Lake camp, Ave Avould be out of the
sphere of influence of the lumbermen, so to speak, and
right in the heart of a very good moose range. He said
he had hopes to get me a shot at a moose before I left,

although we had noAv only a short time left of the legal
season. I kncAv perfectly Avell that I Avas not going to
kill a moose, but also knew that I Avas going to keep on
trying until the last minute. As to business and home, I

had forgotten that there Avas such things. I Avanted to be
a king myself, and OAvn a principality in New BrunsAvick.
In short, I was seized of a SAvift rebellion, running
back to the_ ancient Western days, and I Avanted to run
Avild again, just for a year or so. As to the moose, Henry

said he could show; me one, or at least shoAV me the
tracks. Then he looked at my small-bore rifle and sighed.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III,

An Old-Time Game Law.

From the "Laws of Her Majesties Colony of New York,'*
I69J to 1709.

An Act for the more effectual Preservation of Deer &
other Game, and the Destruction of Wolves, Wild
CatSj and other Vermine.

Be it Enacted by the Governour, Council and General
Assembly, and by the Authority of the same. That from
and after the Publication hereof, Whatsoever person or
persons. Free-man or Slave, Christian or Indian, shall

destroy or kill any Wolf or Wolves, or their Whelp or
Whelps, any Wild Cat or Wild Cats, their Catling or
Catlings, any Fox or Foxes, their Puppy or Puppies, any
Squerrils, CroAvs and Black-birds, or their Young ones,
in the Counties of Suffolk, Qxieens County and Kings
County, shall have and receive as a ReAvard for each Wolf
so destroyed and killed, the Sum of Five Pounds current
Money of this Colony; and for every such Whelp under a
year old, so destroyed and killed, the Sum of Fifty Shill-

ings current Money aforc-said. And for each Wild Cat
and Fox, the Sum of Three Shillings ; and for each their
Catlings, Puppies or Cubs, Eighteen Pence; and for each
Squerril Three Pence, and for each CroAV, Three Pence

;

and for every their Young Ones, Two Pence; and for

Black-birds after the rate of Four Pence half Penny the
dozen, and their young ones, three Pence the Dozen. And
that in the County of Richmond, for killing Wild Cats,

Foxes, CroAvs and Black-birds and their young Ones, the
like Price and RcAvard above-mentioned.
And for the more effectual payment of the said Re-

Avards, Be it Enacted &c. That the same Rules, Courses
and Methods, Forfeitures and Penalties be and be used
in all and every respect, as are enacted, mentioned and
ex^rest in an A'ct made in the first year of her Majesty's
Reign, entit. An Act for destroying of Wolves within this

Colony.
And for the Preservation of Deer, and other Game,

Avithin the Counties of Suffolk, Queens County and Kings
County aforesaid. Be it Enacted by the Authority afore-

said. That AvhosocA^er Avithin the Counties last above men-
tioned. Christian or Indian, Free-man or Slave, after the

Publication hereof, shall kill or destroy any Buck, Doe
or FaAvn, or any sort of Deer Whatsoever, any Wild
Turkeys, Heath-Hens, Partridges or Quails, their Eggs
or young Ones, at any time of the year, except the times

& seasons herein after mentioned and exprest, that is to

say, for Deer, betAveen the first Day of August and the

first Day of January; and for Turkeys, Heath-hens, Par-
tridges and Quails, betAveen the first day of Aiigtist &
the first day of April, shall forfeit and pay for every such

Buck, Doe, FaAvn or other Deer so killed or destroyed,

as aforesaid, the Sum of Thirty Shillings laAvful Money
of NcAv-York, or in default thereof suffer Imprisonment
for the term and space of Thirty Days, Avithout Bail or
Mainprize, unless within that time he or they pay the

Forfeiture aforesaid; and for every Wild Turkey,

Chicken, or Eggs, killed or destroyed, as aforesaid, the

Sum of Five Shillings, like current Money aforesaid, or

in default thereof suffer Imprisonment for the space of

Five Days, as Above-said: And for every Heath-Hen.
Partridge or Quail, their Eggs or young Ones so Idlled

or destroyed, as above-said, the Sum of Tavo Shillings and
six Pence, or Iavo Days and one half Imprisonment, , as

aforesaid: One half of all which Forfeitures shall be to

him Avho shall prosecute and sue for the same before any

one of her Majestys Justices of the Peace Avhere such

Offence shall be committed, AA'ho is hereb5'_ Authorised,

impoAvered and required to hear and determine the same,

and the other half to the Poor of the respective County

Avhere any person or persons shall be of such Offence

convicted.
. ^rr ,

And for the better Convicting of the Offenders m all

or any the cases above-said. Be it Enacted, &c. That what-

soever person or persons Avith whom shall be found, or

shall expose to sale any green Deer Skins, fresh Venison

or Deers Flesh, Wild Turkeys, Heath-hens, Partridges or

Quails, their Eggs or young Ones, at any other time of the

year then Avhat "is before excepted, shall be held, deemed

& judged guilty of the said Offence, and be thereof Con-

vict unless he or they shall prosecute and convict some

other person to have done the same ; and that the same

o-reen Deer Skins, Fresh Venison or Deers Flesh, W^^
Turkeys, Heath-hens, Partridges or Quails, their Eggs

and young Ones, so found as aforesaid, or any other

probable Circumstances, at the Discretion of the Justice

before Avhom such Offence shall be tryed, shall be held to

bo o-ood Evidence of the Offences afore-said.

And be it further Enacted by the Authority aforesaid,

That if any Justice of the Peace shall neglect or refuse

to hear and determine any of the cases aforesaid, accord-

ing to the Rules and Directions before-mentioned, every

such Justice of the Peace so neglecting or refusing, as

above-said, shall forfeit for every such Neglect or Refusal

the Sum of Three Pounds laAvful Money of NcAV-York

aforesaid, to be recovered in any Court of Record, or

other of her Majesties Courts Avithin the same County

Avhere such Justice of the Peace doth belong, the one half

Avhereof to him Avho shall prosecute and sue for the same,

and the other half to the Treasurer of the County Avhere

the said Offence shall be committed, and prosecution

m.ade, to and for the use of the same County. Prov:ded,

That nothing herein contained is intended, or shall be

construed to 'Repeal or alter one certain Act of Assembly

made for the Preservation of Deer, in the year of our

Lord 1705.* saving the Forfeiture for Destroying of deer;

but the same Act in everv other part thereof is hereby

confirmed. Provided ahvays. That the Avhole RcAvard for

destroying of Wolves and their Whelps is declared and

intended to be only Five Pounds for a groAvn Avolf, and

Fifty Shillings for each Whelp in the Avhole, the said

Act made in the first year of her Majestys Reign for

destroying of Wolves tiotAvithstanding.

* Below is a clause from the Act mentioned:
And be it also Enacted. &<:., That Whatsoever Dog or Dogs

shall be found hunting or chafing any Buck, Deer or ta\vn or

an}' sort of Deer whatsoever, between the .said first Day of Jan-

uary and the first Day of August yearly, .shall aud,_ may be. and

hereby are required to be shot and kill'd or otherwise destroyed,

any Law to the contrary hereof notwithstanding.
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An Early Day Way.
Keller, Wash., Oct. 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
A few das ago, in company with a Virginian, I was going
tc Wilbur for some supplies for the mines, and after
crossing the Columbia River, and getting up near Mr.
Campbell's orchard, I noticed a flock of birds running
along in a trail in the grass on the inside of the. fence. At
first I thought it was several larks, but they ran so
smoothly along, that I looked more closely, and when
they came out in plain view, I saw they were quail—regu-
lar old Bob Whites. And I cannot recall at any time the
sight of any kind of game that gave me the same amount
of pleasure that the sight of this little bunch of birds
gave. There were twelve—eight Bob Whites and four
little Biddies. They -were the first live quail I had seen
for forty-two years this summer. And they brought
back to my memory many pleasant thoughts. I was so
much pleased at seeing them, my friend asked how many
years since it had been I had seen any, and when I told
him forty-two, he looked incredulous. But when I ex-
plained to him that it had been as long as that since I

had left the Missouri River at Atchison, Kan., he re-
marked that it was a long time.

After rummaging through my storehouse of memory, I

unearthed a leaf that had indelibly stamped on it of the
first live quail I ever saw. It was the» winter I was seven
years old. That winter father moved from the town of
Platteville, Wis., to his mill on the Little Platte, and our
nearest neighbors, Bowmans, had two boys about the
size of my brother and I. t)ick, my brother, was two
years older than I, and was much stouter. Harm. Bow-
man was the size of Dick, and Ben was a little bigger
than I, but they having been raised in the country, were
much better versed in trapping and hunting than we town
boys.

Shortly after we moved to the mill we went up and
stayed^ all night with the Bovmian boys, and we had a
jolly time. The next morning early we Avent to the straw
stack, where the boys had a couple Of traps set for quail.

Well, when we got in sight of them, they were down, and
there was a race to see who could get there first. I tell

you we were not long in surrounding one of the traps;
Harm, loosened a wedge and moved a top board and put
his hand in, and soon drew out a quail. He wrung its

neck and threw it down, then he again ptxt his hand in

and drew forth another ; this one he handed to Dick, who
took it and instead of taking it hy the neck and wringing
its neck till it wa;S broken, he took it by the feet, and
after giving it several turns quickly threw it down, or
tried to, when there was a whir-r-r, and away went a
quail. Mr. Editor, if a picture of that group of boys could
have been taken then, it would have been worth copy-
righting, to see the sorrow on my face, the disappoint-
ment on Dick's and the disgust on the faces of the Bow-
man boys. As soon as Harm, could speak, he wanted to

know what Dick had done, and when Dick told them
that he took the bird by the feet and gave it several

turns, then threw it down, there was an explosion of
wrath and a statement that he would not get the chance
to let another bird get away. So the rest of the execu-
tions were performed by the Bowman boj-^s, which was
a severe blow to our pride. I do not remember just how
many birds we got, but there were quite a lot, and when
we got to the house and Harm, told his father and
mother, and they had a heartj^ laugh over it, to our dis-

comfiture, and as soon as we could get away after break-
fast, we started for home, and when we told father, he
laughed more than we thought the case required.

We brought home some figure fours, and set some traps

of our own, and it was not long before we had birds to
wring, and we knew how to wring them. But these little

fellows I saw here were safe, for the days of wringing
birds' necks has long since been passed by.

a;* ::.(,,;. Lew Wilmot.

Enforcing the Game Laws in

Massachusetts.
Boston, Oct. 22.

—

Editor Forest mid Stream: It would-
appear that some strenuous work in the enforcement of
game laws in the old Bay State may be expected this

autumn, if one may judge by what has already been ac-
complished. Without attempting to go into details, it

may interest the readers of Fore.st and Stream to men-
tion a few instances which will indicate the forcefulness
of the work that is being carried on and wllich is now
apparently at full swing.
One of the neatest bits of detective work accomplished

was performed just before the opening of the hunting
season. Complaint of probable snaring at Middleton was
received by the Fish and Game Commission, and Deputy
Thomas L. Burney, of Lynn, was detailed to investigate

the matter. He soon located tlie snares and reported the

fact at headquartei-s. Immediately telegrams were sent

to Deputies Nixon at Gloucester, Luman at Palmer and
Shea at Ware to co-operate with Burnej^ This was
Friday morning. That evening the four officers were at

Middleton. Saturday morning they were out at 2 o'clock,

and after a hasty lunch were off for the location of the
snares at 2:30 A. M. It was a raw morning, with the
chill of a coming storm in the air, and lying still in the
brush hour after hour under such circumstances was any-
thing but comfortable; it certainly needed the spur of

official zeal and devotion to duty to make the conditions
endurable.

Dividing into two parties, two men in each group, the
deputies concealed themselves at some little distance apart
along the line of snares, so they would be sure to inter-

cept any one M^ho might come to attend the devices, from
whichever direction he might arrive. The hours dragged
wearily; the chill fall winds soughed through the covers,

and aching and stiffened muscles made it exceedingly try-

ing to remain motionless. But their patience and endur-
ance were finally rewarded.

About 9 o'clock Benjamin F- Gould, reputed to be an
old oflFender, came into view, and began to examine the

scares and to reset those which had been sprung. As he
arose from setting a snare, he was astounded to see Bur-
ney and Luman, who had quietly approached while his at-

tention was temporarily diverted. He was taken com-
pletely by surprise^ as was evidenced by bis ejactjla-

tions. When, however, he was told he was under arrest,

he broke and ran, but was soon brought up all standing

—

or rather all in a tumble, for he was unceremoniously
caught and thrown to the ground.
Two snared partridges were found on Gould, and con-

sidering he was not only snaring, but was prosecuting his
nefarious work out of the hunting season, all interested in
the protection of game hoped he would get the full penalty
of the law. Much disappointment was felt, therefore,
when the judge fined him only $20 instead of $63, which
many felt he deserved, especially as this penalty was
fixed by law. Nevertheless, the effect of this arrest and
conviction was excellent in the locality, and it is doubtful
if any other would-be pot-hunter in that section of the
State will take the risk of engaging in snaring this fall.

As soon as Gould was safely landed in Middleton and
placed in charge of the local police, the deputies "took to

the woods" again, chiefly for the purpose of gathering
the snares as material for evidence at the trial. Mean-
while the storm had begun, and rain fell steadily, driving
into the faces of the game wardens and soon drenching
them to the skin. But they were not swerved from their
purpose, and after miles of tramping over the soggy rain-

filled ground and through dripping underbrush, they re-

turned to the hotel at Middleton. They were soaking
wet, it is true, tired beyond question, and faint from
hunger (for tliey ate nothing from their early morning
lunch until 4:30 P. M.), but they had the pride and satis-

faction of having done their full duty, regardless of ad-
verse circumstances, and of having "the stuff for evi-

dence" to take before the court next day.
Mention should not be omitted of the fact that Mr. J.

Russell Reed, the widely known President of the Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association, volun-
teered to prosecute this case, thereby evidencing his pub-
lic spirit and interest in the . protection of game. But
Gould plead guilty, and no active prosecution was neces-
sary,

The Fish and Game Commissioners have been doing
some very vigorotis work recently. Twelve arrests for

Sunday hunting were made on Oct. 19; another for hav-
ing short lobsters in possession the next day, and T learn

that another snarer has been caught red-handed this

m.orning, with a partridge on him, and is now in the lock-

up at New Bedford awaiting trial to-morrow. Except for

the fact -that the first two Sundays since the hunting
season opened were stormy, it is probable many other Sun-
day hunters would have felt the pinch of the law. Even
as it was, four transgressors were caught in one locality

on Sunday, Oct. 12, and all were convicted and fined.

Many Italians have been captured and convicted for

shooting insectivorous birds, and the reprehensible prac-
tice of shooting anything that flies, regardless of law, has
received a decided check. Bay State.

T End of Jerry.

An Incident of the Nfght la the Shasta Mountains, Told
by Ransacker in the Sactamento Bee.

Jim W. differed from the Father of his Country in one
especial attribute. Whereas, inasmuch as the latter could
not tell a lie, it was equally impossible for Jim to tell

anything else. He was thought to have been a native

of Georgia, but it is only safe to say that he was a native

of one of the Southern States. He made very improb-
able estimates as to the wealth of liis parents and the

number of negroes they owned, and would give descrip-

tions of his early life and sun'oundings absurdly incom-
patible. Claiming to have never known M'hat physical

labor meant, he knew and practiced little else; pretend-
ing to have been reared in luxury and refinement, in

realit}'- he knew nothing of either; and alleging to have
been possessed of every advantage in his young days,

he could neither write his name nor spell the large

words on a flour sack. Ignorance was his main fault,

however, for in other respects he was trustworthy, and
thoroughly reliable in everything except what he said.

It was simply an impossibility for Jim to make a
declaration, a plain statement, answer a question, or
respond to a query on the square. When questioned re-

garding apy subject, even if the answer implied was
simply "yes" or "no," he would either give the adverse
response, afiix a preamble or attach a sequel wherein he
was sure to introduce a most astounding improbability
or elaborate lie. Being fond of hunting, he spent a

good portion of his time in the mountains with his rifle,

and as slan.g expresses it, he could "talk a man's arm
off" regarding his exploits. His anecdotes were oddly
characteristic of himself, and he made his most ponder-
ous statements in a modest, apologizing, good-natured
way. which held his hearers in silent suspense, as he pro-
ceeded, and left them limp and stupefied when he ended.

It would be impossible to successfully repeat any of his

startling narratives, but I recall an instance in which
Jim's exaggeration of facts led to a 'catastrophe that

afflicted him very seriously. He lived alone in a log
cabin in the hiUs (alone, excepting his dog and a very
large cat that he called Jerry), and employed himself in

mining a little in his almost exhausted placer diggings,

and in hunting. Jerry was his most valued possession,
excepting, perhaps, his gun. Jeny was the hero of

many an astonishing anecdote, and Jim claimed that he
was superior to any dog, either in scenting and actually

"pointing" deer or in tracking a wounded one. It was
really known that the big gray cat trotted along at his

heels, following with the dog, when Jim went hunting.
It transpired that Jim came, as was his custom occa-

,

sionally, to spend a few days at B. Ranch, some three

miles from his home. He brought his dog and left Jerry
the cat as he supposed to stay at home. We had four
dogs at the ranch, and when Jim's dog came he enticed

them into hunting at night, at which times they yelled

up and down the creek, frequently .treeing coons, foxes,

etc. When we knew them to be in easy distance we
would take guns and go to kill whatever they might
have treed. Jim talked a great deal of a panther he
knew to be in the neighborhood, and one night he
rushed in as we were about to retire, with the information
that the dogs had the California lion. He had heard its

cries and knew the dogs had him treed, finally claiming

to have seen it himself. Though incredulous, Jackson
^nd myself concluded to go; so, lighting a lantern, and

loading the shotgun (somewhat), we set out, accom-
panied by Jim. The night was very dark, and the dogs
were baying down the creek at a point we knew to be in
dense brush. The dogs barked very excitedly, and as
we approached we heard howls from them, indicating
that whatever, they had it was not to be trifled with.
The tree was densely hung with wild grapevines, and the
dogs were panting and snarling underneath. Occasion-
ally, by the light of the lantern, a shadow would be seen
to descend the tree, and immediately a dog would rush
cut of the vines with a unearthly howl; then the ap-
parent shadow would reascend, and the dog would charge
back again, wilder still with rage. We began to think
ir was the lion. Jim was sure it was, and he euthusias-
tically cheered the dogs on, and instructed me to fire

the next time the shadow appeared—to fire both barrels
and shoot sure. Accordingly, seeing the leaves move,
and the object apparently about to descend, I fired. I

fired both barrels. We had intended to put large loads
in the gun, and I rather think we did. I am under that
impression. I accomplished a double-back somersatdt
as the boys do in the circus, and then I thought I fell to
pieces. Under the excitement, I reassembled myself
somehow, and rushed forward to see how matters stood
at the front. Well, after the explosion there was heard
a "dull thud"—so Jackson said (intimating that he meant
nothing personal), and the dogs pounced upon the lion.
Jackson held the lantern, and Jim hissed the dogs. The
lion was evidently done for, and Jim was hilarious; so
after letting the dogs "have him" for some time, and as-
certaining that he was inanimate, he cautiously reached
in, grasped the lion's tail, and carefully dragged it out
of the vines, chuckling with delight. He lifted it by the
tail, saying that it had a mighty long tail—held it in the
light of the lantern, and then his visage paled, his coun-
tenance fefl, the tail dropped from his unnerved hand,
and he exclaimed: "It's Jerry, by criminy!" Sad to
relate, it was the big gray cat Jerry, and riddled with
buckshot, he was a hopeless case. Beyond any possibil-
ity of a doubt Jerry was a dead cat. Even the dogs
seemed ashamed of themselves; and Jim's dog in par-
ticular slunk away and was invisible for two days. We
marched home under an oppressive silence imtil Jim
A-olunteered the expression that it was "too bad," and
that he "might 'a' node it was Jerry; he was alwus ruff
on dogs." Then he added, as his irrepressible mood re-
vived. "But didn't he make the fur fly on them dogs,
though! I've node him to lick morc'n a thousand dogs!
Once when I was gwine"—but it was a long yarn.

Maine Moose.
Boston, Oct. 25.—Moose are coming into the Boston

markets. The way is open, and nothing is done to stop
the shipments. A man with a moose in charge comes
right along with no other questions asked than, "Who
claims the moose?" the usual interrogation at Bangor. At
other stations no questions whatever are asked. On the
train, or at the American Express office, the shipper sim-
ply has to direct to what firm in the market the moose or
deer shall be taken. The next day, or a day or two
after, according to previous understanding, the man who
brought the moose appears at the commission house and
claims the pay for the animal. What could be easier?
Is market-hunting to be carried on in such a fashion till

all the b;g game in Maine is exhausted? Four moose I

have already seen in the markets here. If one of them
was not killed several days before the open sesaon—Oct.
15—then a bad state of decay is no indication. In this

case the buyer of the moose threw up the bargain, when
he found the state the venison was in, and wiU demand
his money back from the commission house. In another
case a man came through with a moose, claiming that he
shot it himself. It cost a good deal to get him to the
railway station. Then the express to Boston was not less

than $2 per hundred pounds, the American Express Com-
pany controlling the shipment of moose and deer, so that
they cannot be sent as freight. The man was a good
deal disappointed when he foiind that his moose was sold
for ten cents per pound. It weighed a trifle over 400
pounds, and did not pay well for bringing to Boston. One
antler was a long forked horn, with a single prong. The
other was fairly palmated.
Messrs. W. T. Farley, P. R. Spaulding, O. C. Ward

and T. S. Tellett are just out of the woods from a moose
hunt. They gave a moose dinner at the Westminster
Thursday evening to a few invited guests.

,

Boston, Oct. 27.—The big game record at Bangor
is great; for the week, 630 deer and 45 moose. This is

the biggest week on record at that point, and other sec-
tions are showing up about as well. For the season the
record is 1,192 deer and 45 moose; last year 1,076 deer
and 46 moose; same time in 1890, 1,000 deer and 56
moose. Boston sportsmen are coming home with good
records ; at least we hear of the good records, but noth-
ing of the failures. It is certain that the number of
hunters who have been to Maine thus far is greater
than ever. Word came from Enfield, Me.,- Saturday,
from A. M. Darling, that A. L. Brett, of Boston, had
left for home with a moose weighing 897 pounds, the

first and largest from that section for the season. It took
four days to get the monster out of the woods. R. W.
Thain also had a large buck deer. John W. Connelly and
P. W. Barber, of Newark, N. J., have taken out moose
from the Rangeley region. They were shot somewhere
above Eustis. Boston hunters who have brought home
deer for the week from the Rangeley region are B. N.
Kenney, Miss A. M. Davis, J. W. Long and Frank
Vickery. W, M. Palmer, of Boston, and his sister Alta
Palmer, and his brother George Palmer, who have been
hunting in the Machias region, have had good success.

The other morning Mr. Palmer started out from camp
early and soon encountered a big bull moose. He fired

upon him, but the moose charged upon the hunter, and
it took another shot to stop him when he was alto-

gether too near for safety. Commissioner L. T. Carle-

ton reports that he found a case of illegal moose kill-

ing at the camp of Dr. D. A. McLeod. It was a lum-
ber clerk who confessed, and is to pay a fine of $500
and costs. Mr. Carleton says that the law which per-

mits of the killing and using of not more than two deer
in a season at any one lumber camp is being grossly

violated. Who ever kn?W of such a law being obeyed
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It has been the rule at most lumber camps for nearly

every man to have a rifle, and most of them hunt Sun-

days; e&ch, daimlng. .tinder tile law, his right to two
deei- in a season. These deer ate used at the camps at

lliore or less of a profit to the tfaptors.

The celebrated Indianapolis party about vyhoni so

much has been said in Mame game law discussions, has

left Jacksoii. taking 21 deef. Five were used in camp
as food, and one Was spoiled by warrii weather. This

is a mtich smaller number than represented in the ar-

guments for a license law las't year, when speakers' would
liave iis believe that the patty killed two or three hun-

dred; a gross exaggeration.
Vermont hunters are getting sbtne deer this season.

Mn E. C. Stevens and Geo. H. Childs, of Boston, are

out for a hunt of several days in Salisbury, in the vicin-

ity of Lake Dunmore. They brought otlt two handsome
bueks, of which they are very proud.

Shore-bird shooting has been disappointing at Chat-

ham. The best bag of the season is credited to Charles

Woodman, getting 62 large birds in One day. Although
the duek-shooting season has opened there, but few

black ducks have been taken, Quail shooting albtig the

Cape is good, and Boston gunners go down most every

day. Small Point, off Saguin, and near the mouth
_

of

the Kennebec River, is a celebrated place for bird

shooting, It is controlled by a club. A party of owners
and invited guests returned from shooting there last

week. In the party were ex-Mayor James Gould, of

Chelsea; Freeman Low, Thurber Adams. Grant Adams,
E. N. Cook, and Joseph Mitchell. They found only fair

shooting, although the Point is exceedingly favorable;

jutting out into the sea, so that flights are easily caught

in range. Their biggest day was 24 coot. Black duck
were also obtained in considerable ntunbers. Partridge

and woodcock shooting was fair on shore. Mr. Free-

man Low is 79 years old, a long-time member of the

club. Was every morning at the blinds in season, and
had fair success in shooting, though his hand is scarcely

as steady as years ago. SrEciAL.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,
Chicago, 111., Oct. 23.—Our backward spring and wet

summer have turned off into a very beautiful fall, and
during the past week the weather has been as lovely

for outdoor purposes as the heart of man could desire.

We have had moonlight nights and light warm rains,

conditions perfect for the last flight of jacksnipc from
the north. A few jacksnipe have been n ticed around the

Goose Island preserve along the Kankakee River in

Illinois for the past ten days, and the country along the

Fox River up toward Fox Lake ha a also reported a

small flight; while from Wisconsin po'nts such as Kosh-
konong. Horxon. Winneconne, etc., the snipe have been

in fcr a couple of weeks in fairly good numliers, though
only waiting for a cold storm before dropping down to

the wintering grounds of the south.

Mr, C. C. Hess, of this city, goes to Goose Lake Club
preserve to-day for a try at ducks and snipe. He says

tl'at quite a number of diicks have been reported for

the last four days around the preserve grounds.

Mr. O. von Lengerke and his friend, Mr. Oscar
Kausche, leave this afternoon for a little sn'pe hunt in

upper Illinois on the Fox River.

Mr. Eddie Bingham reports that he killed a couple of

hundred ducks on Lake Koshkonong on his trip to the

o'd homestead about two weeks ago. Most of these birds

were small, deep-water ducks, and the smaller m.arsh

ducks, but the big deep-water ducks were coming in at

the time he left, and have since then appeared in good
numbers.
Canvasback ducks are reported this week in some num-

bers on Fox Lake, Wis., also on Poygan Lake, with red-

heads and bluebills in even greater quantities.

Dr. H. C. Buechner, of Horicon Club, Wis., starts

from Chicago to-day for a try on the old-time Horicon
marsh, which he thinks from all reports will be good for

the next few days.

Reports from Lake Senachwine. Swan Lake, and the

lower Illinois countr3\ say that the fl ght \\hich was in

there the first of the present week has within the last

three days disappeared, and the club pushers think that

the birds have gone on south. The weather remains
bright, fair and warm all over that part of the State.

At Tolleston Club the customarj^ abimdance of ducks
prevails under the system of feeding and nursing which
has so long obtained in those privileged waters.

The Northwe&t.

The northern fl'ght has been in over North Dakota and
Minnesota for some days, and the next ten days ought
to see pretty nearly the cream of it. South Dakota is not
so good as North Dakota or Minnesota this year. The
latter State can offer better duck shooting now than it

could fifteen years ago, and North Dakota st.ll continues

with an enormous supph^ of wildfowl which,' by every

reason in the world, ought before this to ha\ e been ex-

hausted.

The Saginaw Crowd had good luck on their trip to

Dakota this month, the date of their start having been
m.entioned earlier. They went in at Dawson and found
it as usual overrun with hunters, although there was lots

of water this year and a consequent abundance of ducks.

They met fair warm weather, Indian summer, which, of

course, was not ideal for ducking purposes, though very
pleasant for the purposes of a general good time. Mr. W.
B. Mershon and Mr, George Morlej^ made a side trip for

a couple of days and located a new lake, of which they

think pretty well. The party may visit this new lake

next year. A good many sharp-tailed grouse and prairie

chickens seem to have appeared around Dawson this fall,

and my informant states that he is sure there are some
cross-bred birds between these two species of prairie

grouse. The car party had no dogs along, but a partj'

could usually take a team and pick up a dozen or two
birds any day by just driving along and scaring them up.

These Dawson lakes furnish some good food for deep-

water duck, such as the canvasback, and this perhaps
accounts for the fact that there were more canvasbacks
than marsh ducks in the Dawson country ten days ago.

Not very many mallards were seen, though there were

quantities of teal and spoonbills. The Saginaw party were
unlucky in their goose hunting this year, and did not
kill a single goose, which is the first time that they have
failed to do so. This was their twentieth annual trip, and
all of the gentlemen are willing to place it on the record

of the successes hitherto unbroken. They state that there

is very little grain being raised around Dawson now. and
the country is going into stock raising. This will not
help the goose shooting, but will keep the country wdd
and unbroken, which w'ill work beneficially in regard to

the groU.se and ducks in all likelihood.

, Dr, W. L, Baum, of this city, returned last week from
a successful trip to Stump Lake, N. D. Fie reports that

he and a party killed 187 canvasbacks beside other ducks.

He is reported to have said that he and two other guns
killed ninety-six canvasbacks in one day. He is reported

also to have offered ducks for the table of some of his

friends at the Union Restaurant, of this city. Of course

he did not bring these ducks from North Dakota, for the

law of that State prohibits taking birds out of the State.

Illinois Quail.

We do not talk of Indiana quail shooting now ,but of

Illinois cjuail shooting, since the Indiana license law has

placed that State in the category of things not men-
tioned in polite society. In the lower part of Illinois the

quail crop is undeniably less than it has been at any time

for the last three or four years. - It will not be a big

quail year, and shooters will have to work more than

heretofore. Yet there will be quail enough for good
sport, enough to quite open the eyes of any shooter from
the iEast who is not accustomed to putting up a dozen or

twenty bevies of quail in a day's tramp.

'W^estern ilVIen and Eastern Big Game.

I has'e already mentioned at different times the grow-
ing tendency of sportsmen of the Middle West to turn

eastward for their big-gaine hunting, rather than toward
the West. Mention was made of the success of Mr. M.
T. De Pauw, of New Albany, Ind., on his moose hunt
on the Miramichi in New Brunswick this fall. Mr. Robert
Allen, of Fredericton, N. B., writes me that this head
is undoubtedly one of the largest ever seen at Fredericton.

Mr. Flewelling. of the Crown Lands Office, measured this

head and reports the antlers' spread as 62j4 inches. The
extreme point of the right hand antler had been broken
off, otherwise the head would have gone at least 64^
inches. The left antler mea.sures 41 mches in the web,
carries 21 points, and has a blade 18 inches wide. Mr.
De Pauw was in for a month with Uncle Henry Braith-

waite. and it hardly need be stated that he came out a

big-bore convert. It requii'ed two shots of a .577 rifle to

bring this big moose to his knees. The animal meas-
ured 7 feet 4 inches from foot to top of shoulder. The
head will be mounted in New York. Mr. De Pauw also

got a handsome caribou to his own gun, and he was the

fortunate recipient of a very valuable present from Uncle
Henry, a mammoth pair of interlocked caribou horns
which the -latter found on the Graham Plains last spring.

One of these caribou antlers is the largest ever taken out
of New Brunswick and would compare favorablj' w'ith the

best Alaska specimens. The antlers are rib-shaped, and
have no less than fortj'-seven prongs and points, some of

them over a foot in length. Uncle Henry says the car-

casses had been partly eaten up by bears when he foimd
them, but it was plain that the smaller horns had be-

longed to the larger animal, and this animal had evidently

taken the aggressive, as its horns were fast locked in those

of the other. Braithwaite was offered $100 for the pair

of antlers, but preferred to give them away for nothing,

w hich is very much like Uncle Henry.
Messrs. Mason Benner and B. H. Mast, of Dayton, O.,

are two other Western hunters to try New Brunswick.
They were in at Clearwater with B. Norrad. Each se-

cured a fine moose. Mr. Benner's head measuring 57
inches in spread. They go from Fredericton to Brown-
ville. Me., to have a little deer hunting. I fancy they

will not find it hardly so safe deer hunting as it was
moose hunting in New Brunswick.

Among others who have been lucky in New Bruns-
wick, are Mr. F. W. Tolles, of Naugatuck, Conn., who
hunted on Rocky Brook with Daniel Munn as guide, and
got a good moose. This head measured 60^ inches, the

ai, tiers being better matched than those of the De Pauw
head.
George and Coleman Carnegie, nephews of Andrew

Carnegie, are still out on the Taxis River, with Billy

Grififin for guide. A Philadelphia gentleman whose name
is unknown went up the Nashwaak with Tom Pringle last

week in search of moose.
Dr. D. W. Green, of Dayton, O., was also in with B.

Norrad, and was lucky enough to kill his moose and
caribou again, repeating his feat of last season. Dr.

Green made a good impression in New Brunswick, and
they are anxious to have him come back for his third

trip.

On the whole, the New Brunswick season has been a

record breaker. There has been a big influx of American
sportsmen, according to iMr. Allen, of the Fredericton

Tourist Association, and their success has been phe-

nomenal. Over forty moose heads had come into Fred-
ericton at the date of Oct. 17, and this represented only

the heads from the Southwest Miramichi district. All the

Tobique and northern heads go out over the Canadian
Pacific without coming through Fredericton. This latter

is Adam Moore's territory. The latter thoroughbred
came out Sept. 30 by way of Bathurst with the iMessrs.

Foote, each of them having a fine moose. Adam returned

at once with three Hartford graduates, one of them a

Chicago man whose name I do not get at this writing.

So much, then, for Forest and Stream's principle of

protection, good laws and good enforcement. iNew Bruns-
wick is surely old enough and much hunted enough.
When you see Chicago men and Ohio men starting to

New Brunswick for a big-game hunt, you may be sure

there is a mighty good reason for that. The reason is

that they are practically sure of getting wdiat they go
after. The reason that they may be thus certain exists in

the fact that the game of New Brunswick is protected in

fact, and not merely in name, as is the case in the United
States. E. Hough.
]^AKT>osp ^vippiNG, Chicago, JIU

In a Canyon.
One day while crossing the Rocky Mountains in the

spring of 1872, in company with our guide and a Navajo
Indian, after supper, which we had rather earlier than
usual, I stepped to one side to view a large cafion or gulch
which was on our right. While peering down in the
gloom I saw two strange objects moving about in the
bottom of the cafion. After my eyes became accustomed
to the semi-darkness in the gulch, I made out the strange
beings to be a man and woman perfectly nude. The bodies
seemed to be covered- with hair, and by their actions I

niade out that they were in quest of frogs and bugs for
food, as by carefully watching I saw the female put some
wriggling thing into her mouth, which I supposed to be
either a lizard or frog. They did not know that they were
being watched. I made a slight noise, which attracted
their attention. They both suddenly looked up at me,
gazed for a second in startled surprise, then disappeared
like lightning.

Relating what I had seen to my companion, the guide,
who is an old man and had followed the occupation of
guide for several years, proceeded to tell us a tale about
these creatures, the sum and substance of which is about
this: Ten or twelve years before a party of emigrants
had attempted to cross the mountains at this particular
place. The weather being severely cold, it was supposed
that the whole party perished, all but a man and woman,
who survived, but so great was their sufferings that they
became mentally -deranged, and have wandered about the
ni.ountains ever since like the rest of the wild beasts by
which they are surrounded. Some time back a party of
gentlemen, with the assistance of Indians, tried to capture
them, but all in vain, as they hid in some of the many
caves which abound in this part of the mountains, and the
search was useless.

I had a greater curiosity to visit the part of the gulcH
in which I had seen these wild people, and after travel-
ing some distance down the mountains, I discovered a
place b}' which I could descend to the bottom. The rest
of the party decided to wait until I could explore the gulch
to my satisfaction, but none of them seemed to care to
accompany me. After traveling up the gulch for some
distance and turning a sudden bend, I saw both these
poor creatures not fifty yards distant. I had a good op-
portunity to observe their actions. The man was
stretched full length upon a rock; his body, like that of
the female, seemed to be grown over with hair; his fac®
was hideous and repulsive in the extreme and baffles de-
scription. The woman w^as amusing herself by digging in

the ground with a small stick as she sat cross-legged upon
the ground. Her hair was exceedingly long and black,
and her face looked as though it had never come in con-
tact with soap and water. After looking at them until I

was satisfied, the question suggested itself to me, should I
quietl}'^ withdraw and not disturb them, or let myself be
seen. I stepped from behind the rock which had con-
cealed me, intO' full view. No sooner did they see me
than the woman gave a piercing scream, which echoed
down the gulch, and springing to her feet, with her long
hair streaming in the wind, they disappeared in the mouth
of a caA^e. J. W. Drane.

New Yotk State Law vs. Game.

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 24.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I note what you and others have to saj' as to the dis-

appearance of the woodcock, and I am greatly interested,
not only in the woodcock, but the quail and the partridge.
Why do yott not stand to your Plank, viz., of closing the
market to them, at least for a period of years?
Many with whom I have discussed this subject believe

that the closing of the market, and that what birds are
left will do the rest. Close it for the ducks and snipe, and
we will have practically no spring shooting.
We who shoot for the recreation know that we do not

deplete the supply to any appreciable extent. I believe
I know pretty nearly the scores of all those in this city

who shoot for the sport; and I also have quite definite

information concerning those who shoot for the dollars
and cents they get for their birds, and the scores of
these persons will very much more than equal the entire
lot taken by the former class.

Those of us who have votes should see to it at once
that our respective Senators and Assemblymen know our
wishes ; and we should insist upon a pledge from each
as to their support of legislation on the lines above
indicated.

Governor Odell, I regret to say, recommended and had
passed very injurious legislation; I would rather refer

to his bill for bonding of game during the close season.
Especially when you learn that but seven or eight concerns
in the entire State gave bonds. Are the others not selling

illegallj^ as in former 3'ears? The Governor's veto of the
Williams bill, to prohibit the sale of grouse, was and is

indefensible.

For three years the State of Massachusetts has had a
non-sale law as to woodcock, quail and grouse, and
residents of that State declare it a great success; and
that these game birds have increased to a surprising ex-
tent, and the Game Commissioners of that State also
report the same very pleasing results, and why should not
the great State of iNew York try it?

;

Fellow sportsmen, see that your candidates for Senate
and Assembly are right on this very important subject
to us. It wrongs no one. . J. R. F.

Where Bears are Dangferotis.

The Altoona (Pa.) Times records: "Howard Tobias,

a former clerk in the freight depot at Hollidaysburg, who
is now engaged in the grocery business at Everett, Pa.,

met with a serious accident last week. While returning
from delivering goods at Tatesville, the horse he was
driving frightened at a bear and ran off. The wagon
struck the side of a bridge and Mr. Tobias was thrown
down a depth of about twenty feet, his face striking a
huge rock, his jaw was fractured, three teeth knocked
out, arid he received a number of other minor injuries on
the body. He is a brother of Mrs, Qegrge Brennamaji, of
this place,"
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The A^ifondacfc Man Killingfs*

S,4itor FoTist and Stream:
A I'etlet from the Adirondacks states that snow fell

t.hel^- last Monday afternoon. This reminds me of Adi-
voHtiack interests and of some in particular whi-ch T

do not remember having seen mentioned in your Col-

umns. I refer to the relation between the present game
laws and the killing of men by mistake. JUst after otit

'of the sad tragedies early this fall, I met an old r'e'si-

'dent on a mountain road. Commenting oh tile s5l\00t-

ing he said: "We didn't use to kill so mai\y men in the
old days when hotinding was allowed, t tell you iVir.^— they have got things down altogether too fine-.'*

A few days later 1 mentioned this remark to One of
the most intelligent guides in the AdirOhdacks, and he
replied: "Ttiat's so. In the old times shooting a man
was almost unheard of, \Vh'4lfe Since the present Anii-
hoxmding law went into effect about one hundred and
fifty people have bee'n sliot in the Adironvla'cks by mis-
take for deer." He had been keeping tally of the re-
ported shootings in the five ye'&fs with that result. He
Said not all the shootings were fatal, but thought the
majority were, and added: "I submit that the lives of
th-esfe people killed by mistake were of more value than
all the deer in the Adirondacks."
Might it not be well for some of the overwiSe I'egi^li-

tors to consider such facts as these? Aful should iib't

both candidates and voters in th6 present campaign re-
member that eternal vrgilance fe th'e pH&e o-f ^our
forests in the Adiron'dacks?*'

Any State ofh'cer whose com-se is subservient to the
lumber interests 'there is rte^reant to a public trust. At
least that is the opini<5ri bf Juven.\l.

Longf Island Shootingf.

TBayport, 1>. I., Oct. 27.—The ducking season opetieid

liefe under very favorable conditions, the weather ofeiftg

all that could be desired. More than the average parties
Avere out battery shooting from the neighborhood, an-i
good bags were made, one gun bagging sixty-five ducks,
and several others from twenty-five to fort.y each the
first day. They are moslly broadbills, though several
iredheads have been included iii the bag. I was out
Saturday with guide Le Roy Still, and the number, of
ducks in the bay would have to be seen to be credited, for
-so many never have been Icnown here at one time.
Enormous flocks from a quarter to hali a mile in length
were a common sight. Though 'as yet they are rather
wild, our bag for tlie day was twenty-four broadbills, one
Teadhead. one coot. ViX a tramp through the woods the
other day, I came on several coveys of quail, and have
learned sincfe that they have done exceptionally well this

•Season, fientlemen coming here after Nov. i, from pfes-
ent prospects and weather permitting, will have no CaUse
to iregret their visit. HenRy Sf()KES.

Adttondack Moose and Elfc.

The State of New York having liberated several

moose and elk in the Adirondack forests, notice is hereby
given that the killing of these animals is prohibited by
law; and that the penalty of $200 for killing an elk, and
$.350 for killing a moose, will be promptly enforced.
The same penalties will be enforced where any person

or party is found with a part of portion of said animals
in bis or their possession. By order of

The ForesTj Fish and Game Commission.
Albany, N. Y.

Nothing: £of Himself*

"How much do you want for your services?" asked
the amateur sportsman.
The guide noted the way his would-be employer

handled his gun, and Avas thoughtful.
"Nothin' fer me," he answered at last. "It don't look

to me like I'd need nothin' by the time you're through
with me. But you'll have to take out an insurance policy
on me in favor of my wife an' children afore I'll go."

—

Chicago Evening Post.

A Matter of Maffesmanship*

Shotwell—Didn't you ever go shooting?
Sportless—Never in my life.

Shotwell—You don't know what you've missed.—In-
dianapolis News.

A Joke of the Yeat 1859.

It is said that the hogs in Iowa have such long noses
that the settlers employ them to plow the fields. The prac-
tice is to bury a corn cob on one side of the lot and
place the hog opposite to it on the other side, when the
porker scenting it, immediately digs his snout into the
soil, and pressing forward turns a furrow equal to that
made by the best plow right up to the cob. If a stump
should lie in the direct road the Iowa hog does not hesi-
tate, or work around it, but splits it open with his snout
and goes on. This is following the nose to some purpose.
—Porter's Spirit of the Times, Jan. 15, 1859.

In a prostscript to a note from Mrs. Carlyle to John
Forster in 1849, the following incident is related; "I
forgot to tell you I have got a little dog, and Mr. C.
has accepted it with an amiability. To be sure, when
he comes down gloomy in the morning, or comes in
wearied from his walk, the infatuated little beast dances
round h'm on its hind legs as I ought to do and can't;

and he feels flattered and surprised by such unwonted
capers to his honor and glory." That Carlyle's "ami-
ability" soon grew to something very like affection for

the dog is shown by what he wrote of its death eleven
years later: "I could not have believed my grief then
and since would have been the twentieth part of what it

was— nay, that the want of him would have been th me
other ihan a riddance. Our last midnight walk to-
gether (for he insisted on trying to come), January 31,
is still painful to my thought. 'Little dim-white speck,
of Life, of Love, of Fidelity and Feeling, girdled by the
Darkness as of Night Eternal.'

"

—^—
Proprietorg of fishing resorts will find It ps-o&table to advertise

them in FokeSt and Strkam.

A Pearl River G^toi?,—tt.

We manage'ia preserve the dignity dtie such,.n
momentous occasion until out of town,_ but .t\m\ as the
sm'i peeped up over the horizon diselosing all the beau-
ties of "a day in Jun^" ill %. semi-tropical country, we
could no longer eohlai'n ourselves. Each house passed
was saluted \vith three cheers and a tiger, until we be-
qsimt too hoarse to cheer, _ and then the big gun was
fired as often as a man to serve it could be found. Thfe
good-natured colored man who dfove US, eut.fefi^si hfejirt-

ily into the fim, adding ft ftne. iffliitaBon of the.rfebel
yell to^ our cheeVs;. We Wolmd ijp bWr h'oisy celebra-
tion with a yfell all to'getlifer, 'and 'An unusually heavy
chal-ge fl-om the old g\m. which we kindly allowed the
dfiveV to fire. It. kicked him .out of his seat, and forcibly
rChiin'ded Uitfl 'of the fact -that the road was getting
Sanyy and heavy, and all hands .should get

,
out and

"walk. Our legs used up. our surplus energy from that
tinie until our arrival at the point selccteti for our camp
oh Long Lake.

It was high noon by the sUh, but long past by our
appetites, when we ptilled up on a high flat bank of the
lake near a cool spring in a 'grove of fcypi-ess and Uve
oaks. Dinner for all hands Was the first thing in dr-
der, and was eat(^n from

^
out basket, under protest, aS

it was not in kdeping With obi- pi-ecohiceiVed .ide'iS bl
camp pfOp!fiety 'to eat ho'me prepared f)!rbvisioris, fen-

tii-ely, at any meal, in canVp, ...
We had allowed ourselves to be persuadcjl Ijy the

home, folks into bringing—what we .con&idered—an un-
conscionable supply of prepared , food, quite enough, we
thought, to last the entire week. We had vigorously
rebelled against, the suggestion, but as it was strenuously
urged, had finally argreed that if we did have to carry
provisions, it was optional with us as to whether we
preferred home or camp cooking to eat, and once settled
jn camp, could do as we pleased. Dinner ovgt and the
horses rested and fed, we .started oyf team back, with
instructions to the driver tO fetlirn the following Satur-
day for us.

"Now for fishing," Sa,id lihi, making a diye into the
pile of piund'er in search of tackle. He was promptly
Seconded by Will, but Walter and I issued an imme-
diate, knd yigoroiis protest. We insisted that our camp
should be btiilt—we had no tent—before anything else
was done.

It was a task to get them at it, but once started they
worked well, and by mid-afternoon our home was done
and we were ready to set up tent-keeping—we would
have scorned to call it housekeeping. We had built
what lumbermen call a shake-down or shack, and a
very good one it was, considering we were boyS, ftfid Gh
our first camp. It was sH. feet h.igh.ih frbnt, with a
sloping roof, which was about 2^2 feet in the rear.
Thickly covered with green twigs and limbs, the roof
ef¥eetUai}y kept off heavy dews, and was a sufficient pro-
tection froin the light summer showers that might be
expected. Nails driven thickly in the two front posts
furnished pegs to hang our clothing and small articles
on, and a couple of forked sticks set firmly in the ground
near the rear end of the tent, made a very safe and
convenient gun rack.
Our fire was built immediately in front of the shack,

so that in the evening we could sit under shelter and
yet be near its welcome light and warmth. It was
about four o'clock when the slicker was completed to
our entire satisfaction, and then Walter proposed that
we rig up some rope pullcj^s on a convenient tree and
draw our two baskets of provisions up out of the reach
of any prowling hogs that might be arolmd, so that our
store would be safe during our absence, but Jim and
Will mutinied and vowed that they would not do any
more work of any kind until they had entered upon the
real business of the expedition, which was fishing, so

.off we went to the lake, leaving the baskets of pro-
visions sitting on the ground floor of our domicile.

Ha.stily collecting our tackle, we rushed down to where
the boat was tied, each trying to be first. Jim won,
and jumping into the boat, heedless of the three inches
of water in the bottom, made his way to the middle
seat, where, after one glance into the fish box, he turned
and fled back to the bank, shouting that somebody had
bored the boat full of holes.

Indignant and excited we rushed to the boat, which
we quickly pulled up so as to permit of careful ex-
amination, and found Jim's excitement caused by a
boarded up fish box, built in the center of the boat,
with perforated bottom.

This ingenious contrivance was a revelation to all

save Walter, but when he had explained it to us Will
and I, boy like, shouted and howled in the most de-
risive manner at Jim for his mistake, which might have
been either of ours if he had not outstripped us in the
race for the boat. We soon got to fishing, and Jim
wiped out his humiliation by catching the first fish, a
bream of K-pound weight. We were fishing for bream,
as the only bait available was our roaches, and no other
fish would bite at them: Our oiUfits were long, light

cane poles, fine silk or grass lines, a quill for a float, a
B.B. shot and a very small fine hook. This light tackle
made it great sport- to- catch . this gamy fish that ran
from J4 pound to ij^- pounds in weight.
We paddled slowly along,, well oiit in the Avater, and

fished, in toward the bank. The. fish bit well and we
kept busy. Frequently two of us would be pulling in a

fish at the same time.- Tt ;was glorious sport.' and no
suggestion, was made to qtiit until the lengthening
shadows warned us that the- sun was down and it would
soon be dark. Arrived at the landing, we secured the

boat and proceeded to put up our tackle and count out
the fish. Will going on up to camp to build a fire and
have things ready for a fish supper. A few moments
after his departure we heard him shouting in a most ex-

cited manner, and then came the sound of five shots

in rapid successiom Di-oppiti* e-Verything we rUshed th
the fescue, believing that bUi- cortipanion had been at-

tacked by some one or something.
He was standing near the camp holding the sinoking

rev'olVter ,iri his hand, frohi whi'ch the shots had befeh

ifi'red, ai^d it tobk^bht a glElnce to' see what had caused
hil eK;eitefti.eht. The semi-wild hogs that roamed the
swamps had found our camp during oijir aosence ^hd
had raided i't,

Thp -geiiei'biis supply of good things put up by the
home folks for our enjoyment had been effectually dis-

posed of, and apparently appreciated. Breads, jellies,

preserves, cooked ham and tongue, cheese, butter and
cakes had been eaten, or walked Over until destfoyedi
A careful search revealed that,, of the clothes basket Sfld

large market basket bl good things, thfei-e fgmaitied ,^^]}.

a. stuail side 'of,bagoh,.,tbt^^i 5nd trahipled, a small.b.ag
b,f Skit ^hH. h'alf 'il sack pf corn meal torn in sev.eral

places, and badly mussed up. To say that there was con-
sternation in the camp is but a mild statement of the
case. The utter loss of these, heretofore undesirable,
provisions, together with further calamity that our
bedding, clothing and other duffle had been rooted
around in the, mess and pretty thoroughly mixed in with
the broken glass,, spilled jellies, preserves and other for-

eign substances, made our troubles almost greater than
we could bear,

,

Night was failing fast,, wfe Were rhiies from any .hoU,se;

thoroughly, tired out and ra-V-enously hungry. . Will said
that ther'e h«d bfe&h foUr o-t five hogs, in the dfbve Mnd
that they .had inade.. off oh his approac.h, hiistehed sqiliq-

what by the shots, fired, at thehi froin the revblvei-; whith
was. the iirit W,eapbn he co.uld. find..

,. ,
i . .

',

We ,were pretty ^.ffefctually disfbUrSg^d, bUl sooij, §qi:

to with,.a;wjl) to try diiU, put things to rights. With
plenty .of fish tor- sitpper, the skillet intact, and bacon to-

fry with> we could at least ward off starvation. Fortu-
nately the night was very warm, and enough bedding
was found in condition for use to make us reasonably
comfortable, but in searching it out from the confused
mass we found enough damage done to the remainder
to cause us very

^
uncomfortable seftsatibns when we

thought about th^ joyOUs homecoming, and the teck.oH^
ing with out' .sfey»;i;al .familip.s. who had fh:fnish.ed beddiHl
Undet j^fbtest and given strict orders for its especial
care. We were further worn out and both cross and
sleepy, when we finally straighteried things out and
turned in to prepare supper! Fish was what we all

wanted, and our afternoon effort had provided what we
believed to be an abundance for at least two meals. Jim
and I cleaned fish, Will prepared the fire and cooking
utensils, while Walter took the side of bacon down to

the spring to undertake the difficult task of making it

fit for use.

"Let's clean all the fish to-night," said Jim, "and then
we will not have to do any thing but cook breakfast
when we get up." This was a Wise suggestion and we
acted on it-. All the fish were iiicely prepared, and sbbtl
we sat aroUnd the fife watching the.m Goblt Elfid irri-

patiehtly aWflitHig.the^uhlhi^
Walier was cboking, and the air was laden with the

odor of fish turning brown, which made us too hungry
to talk. The first meal in camp to those interested is

only second in importance to the one prepared by
"Dovey" for "Lovey" at their first appearance under
their own vine and fig tree, and the former is accom-
panied by appetite, while the latter is' sans any sensa-
tion except ecstac3^ Anyone of the four hungry boys
who ate fish, and fish and more fish that night, can now
honestly say that nothing better has ever tickled , hi?
palate. Of the generous supply of fish, sufficient as
we thought to furnish supper and breakfast, there re-
mained after supper not a single one. and the bones
were all picked over a second time. Abject want might
meet us on the morrow, but for the night all was well.
Tidying up after supper in a hasty—but for tired boys
commendable—manner, we proceeded to prepare for
early bed. Jim and Will elected to stay by the cam.p,
while Walter and 1 foraged for a supply of wood to keep
the night fire, a neglected duty which We noW truly
regretted. It was very dark and lonesome oUt of the
circle of light cast by the fire, and we hoped it would
not be necessary to go very far. We finally found a
large dead limb which we laid hold of, one on each
side, and started to drag to camp.
We had proceeded but a short distance with our bur-

den when Walter stumbled over a large dark object and
fell to his knees, his disengaged hand coming in con-
tact with the obstruction which was covered with coarse
hair. With a yell of terror he sprang to his feet, and
instinctively hanging on to our wood, we tore along to-
ward the welcome light of the camp fire. As we bore
down on the camp with our noisy load the -two boys,
already larmed by Walter's cry,-became entirely panic
stricken, and dashing into the tent scrambled back as
far to the rear as possible and pulled the bedding over
themselves. After a hasty consultation we concluded
best not to further alarm our two companions by tell-

ing them the particulars of our scare, so mending the
fire and placing our weapons convenient in case of
further alarm we all turned in.

Lewis Hopkins.
[to be continued.]

A Tfoot that had a Hutd Time.

Glen.s Falls, N, Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: T

send you to-day by express a package containing the head
of a brown trout, which I think quite a curiosity and
well worth saving. This fish was caught on worms and
in a brook within half a mile of the corporation. It meas-
ured just eighteen inches in length and weighed two
pounds and one ounce. The AAriter did not see the fish
until the head was cut off, otherwise I would have secured
the entire specimen. T would like to know if you have
ever seen or heard of anything like this before.

W. J. Guthrie.

I never knew two men to spend one Arctic night to
gether without Avanting to kick each other ever after-
ward.—Dr. F. a. Cook.
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Swedish Trout Fishteg^
T/ie Earl of Mayo in the N, cteenth Ceninry,

'i'HE.jw'o Hares Md., finished their,, gambols on the
|lony. black ^hor,e oi the Itreatii. %m ,W§5(l6p€k. h*d
flitteci ^jut jrpin^ his h.aunt on ,.the^ pihe-cdvefed. hicfiiti-

iam; , ThI rislHg, ijibon, lilvei-e^ thp., ijipnles as the, littj.e

wherry was sculled slowly on;, a eMl came ){^jiHe aif,

as the west wind blew from the Norwegian fells.

The big trout with the square taill lay on the bot-
tom of the bqat. What a. struggle he ,had made, and
how nearly had he rushed to freedom down the rapids
and away, among the foam-covere<l rocks! Larger fish

had beeft killed, but iloHe had fought so stubbornly.
Hiq^laSt gMp -WSi giveri 3s tHeJanding-rifet dragged him
t0 the.ejige of thejipatv Tlip steel tfa.qe Keld well; aiid

there was no't a scratch or mark on Ihk. Bait—a phan-
tom minnow.

My boatman Johansen had rowed steadily, and the
lines swept in gract ful curves as we passed across the
treacherous rapid. A broken scull or an awkward move-
ment would have I'estilted in one, if not both, of us bid-
ding farewell to this World.
We tUfned again; ftgain the baits spun true through

the deat watet; a smitch, a whirling reel, and the fish

is f&gt; ft ellimay leap in the air shows his shape, and
hbW the fight begin,^.

lib intP tjie Still ^ater he bptgg his Way, thiii dowti
to the fSpia aerbis, tf> tlie sliofe. then fconies si steady
tbg of war in the deepest water;, nhaliy ,th> (?,6nffentiofi

pfids iiy k ,.sandy .bay, .where the big trout tif-tles ^oflfid

and iound bu| jittlp Noat. ; ,
,

. . ,

There' was a naopient one I'^t it "{*'6v'14 ha^e.heeri :ji

relief if the hooks gave and the fish swam free aridcij"'3y,f

No trout fight so stubbornly as the large Swedish
trout, called in Sweden Lax Oren. They are found late

in August and at the beginning of September, lying at

the head of rapids where the rivers leave the lakes, or
tit the head of rapids joinitig a series of lakes.

Dt|fing the ^Ufflffler afi ^Weden,: trout may be caught
iti Jfeat qiiSnfitiei ^ith the flj^j.ih fact,. oti> some days
cin^.in sbiiie places Qiig iftSy .lake i. s^ckfuh

The. charm of the autumn fishing is tHe t(fiiei df mg
s.ttltoUhdin^s, ' No mosquito haunts with his singing arid

his stinging the ^'anglers' ?est". I write from. When
fishing, the only sound that breaks the.aifii5 the monot-
onous thud as the sculls work in the rowlocks, and the
creak of wood working on wood.
A char rising makes a slight ripple. The pine woods

look down in eternal silence as the darkness of evening
draws on. One hears the children calling the cattle

down from the forest, and a Httle curling smoke goes
up from the red wooden houses.

yiy stolid Swede, at a sign, turns the boat toward
home, and one strolls up to the httle Posting House
ebfitented with th? delicious air and the repose of such
ft life:

. .

... t'ishirig frohi a |)oat in SWfedfeii is dOHe a§ follows;
Two tods ire tii^ecL, §^t .exafc'tly sit riglit anflgs tO tjig

keel of the boat. One sits f^fcihg the. ste;fn waiting fpf
a "run," and watching the shores slp^ly if'e^'edfng ai
the boat glides smoothly on.

Let me now turn to my Journal of a 30th of Augu-st.
This 30th of August was a typical day; not a big trout
day, but a satisfactory day's sport.

We started about 10 A. M., Johansen sculling up
Btteatn from the home water to some rapids a mile and
a half aWay, galled "Lap StfUgen" (the Laplanders'
Itteatn).. We toAVfed tit) the rapitis and doWii the rapids,
and the bag fof the fflotnin^ is hVe tfotlt, oiig ehafj otife-

grayling.

The grayling in Sweden are very numerous, and be-
lioine, w,hen fishing with spoon and phantom a nuis-
fineci I'hey are tnhtinually running at the bait which
mi?{lh5 eatehing- fish., but With a klhg line out the con-
tihliai reeling lip df the liiie and takitlf Pff S sfflall

,frayiing becomes tiffeSoiiig.

The lai-gest ttout Of the hag ekiipt this hlorfiiiif Ifi

August wfcighfed niiife t)0uhds, the ttext largest tnfee
pblind§. This, nihe-poUndfet gaVe great play, being a

cock fish neWly coine up to the spawning gfoUnds, and
as I tried to slip the landing net under hirri the hooks
of the aHificial ininiiow t-alight in the iiieshes, the tfotlt

hatiging ili tn& U;atet; finally with much anxiety and
Spmfe fcxtiteineht, I slipped .iiiy fitigfers into his gills and
lifted hitn gently ihtb the boat.
My boatman, before the cHsis ari^ived,. had with diffi-

culty reeled up the line of my other rod. now sculling,
how .stopping and snatching lip this second rod and
reeling in the line as fast as possible. If this is not
done one finds oneself in thig dilemma; a big trout on
one rod, oneself standing up in a "eogglesotue'* boat
going down a rapid, playing this Same tfoUt with evefy
chance of the hooks on the line of the second rod catch-
ing .in a rock. Expletives split the air, unheeded by
yoVir stolid boatman, whom even an earthquake would
iiot mfave. When all is said and done, fishing with two
•rods from one of these small wherries gives as good
tljailces for temporary disturbance of one's temper as
an awkward gillie trying to gaf¥ a not fully played-out
salmon.
These large' Swedish trout are excellent eating, their

flesh being of a rich red color.

The fi.sh are netted in quantities during the autumn
season b^- means of short nets set cunningly where the
waters of the rapids whirl and eddy round the rocks.
As they work up stream and round these eddies they
get meshed and caught. The nets are of fine twine
with corked top line, and Aveighted with stones neatly
tied up in little birch-bark bags. The fish are salted in

barrels for winter use. In the northern par;s of Sweden
the farmer depends greatly on fresh-water fish for win-
ter provender. In Swedish Lapland further north, not
ntar where- 1 write of (i.e.. in and near the Arctic Cir-
cle), one never sees a Lapbunder's house (i.e., a settler
or 1.,-inland fanner) except it be built by the side of river
or lake. In these parts where frost reigns eight months
in the year the soil can produce little or nothing. I
have seen a fine crop of potatoes utterly cut down by an

* The trout weighed twelve English pounds.

August: frost;, if ini(gi hpwever, be said that thfs was
{veil within the Arctiq Cifcl^. Sportsmen an'd aiigkr.s

mH^t ho* fail agaist tfhis hefting of tfotit, which ffleaiiis

food for the Sttifdy ,peaSant'^. "^fjout there af€ in pkoty
for all—farmers,, fisherfrlef! aihd toi*iris1;^.

The trout fishing in northern SWed6n is pra'ctically

fVe.e 10 fiveryone; in the South it is ho so... Fishermen
will firrd, it better always to give away all fish that' \i

hPt .Wanted for their Gwn eating; if this. is done np.ofr-
jefc't^bii ^\\\ be raised by the fatmers to ii'shing ahywhere
in northei'li S"^edefi; . ,., .

No kinder or rriof'^' 6'feliging .people eJiist than the
Swed'sh pcas.antry; the trouWe they, go \Q and the help
they offer you on your journey, making yOu, Ss Cofflfoft-

able as possible, takes one somewhat abacl'f When ^fst
tfaveling aboUt the country, and I may truly say I khOW
the .iiorth of Sweden better than many Swedes.

I

The gi'eat dfaWhaek to the far north of. Sweden is the
!n,6squitoes; they^. a,fe ^ fJetf'fegt .pest< If.it is hot a'

mosquito veil, is -unbearable, iind_. iie Pillj tliittg to do is

to smear one's face and n^ck wit'h a, ffiixtiiir'S Pf gfease
and tar. Housemaid's chamois lei'tner glo'^c^ milSt
.sewed to the sleeves of one's coat for fishing' i*hl. #jr

thii means these stinging terrors may be defeated. A
dannel shirt must be kept for use when the war paint
of grease and taf is a.?suiTied; this shirt should have.

a

large turned-down collar to protect the collar of the
coat from the black smear. Night brings little rest,

and a mosquito curtain is the only prevetifiti'g,. This'
trliist be absolutely secure, as I firmly believe' fWeflty
Seirtdinafiail ttlogqllitoes Avould keep an entire affhV
corps busy ffiost of the tlight. If, however, the fisher-
iiaan is detef-fniried to brave this pest, the best time to
arri-^£ ih thie Ja<- nof-th is to inske one's plans so as to
reach the fishing tlUarferS dUring the middle of August,
ana .leaive wljeii tfie c'ol'd Sf* ^4ptefnher e'offieg on, and
the nsn h^', longer X.Skk.

Boat fishing, loi" lar^e tfoUt up' iiOf-th cold Work,
and .for several ^years \ tnxA^ devise n'o W% Of Jseepiftg

warm—i.e.'. - in S'eptjeihb'ei'.
, . „

"

Winter clothes of best, home-sp.t'ih. lYiid^rsIotning ffeiek

as for hunting in England, a. fur coat witn a! Water-
proof over- it, and a cap with ,ear.-fla.ps completes' mi
costume of the upper pa ft of , the. body.
As to, your nether limbs: the little boats, you fish in

always le^k more or less; wet feet mean colds, and rub-
ber boots are vfery g.hilly footgear. Wear a long leather
boot which comes above the kn^e, under this thick rid'-

ing drawers, and over them a paif of knitted woolen
long di;^Werg.j such as are sold for wading hi when sal-

mon fishing in fhg ^arly spring. No one. has. any i'dea

how the wind in th'e I'ioi'th penetrates the thickest of

clothing.
r,, ^. .

Now as to food. Milk, cheese, flat! ?f?€l?d,- a large

folded up limp §ort of biscuit made of flour ah(^ -5^i'^teA

"Kenigky'' break (spelled as pronounced), and the b'ef-

rles of the forest as well as the fish one catches ate the
foods one is certain tO find.- These should be supple-
mented by cocoa, some tinned meats, and soup squares,
whjgh are excellent, but take somewhat long to prepare;
ais§ §otlp €artt"idf€§ (good, and only require boiliiig^

watef). Of the fish yOtt gatch the red-bellied char is far

and aWi}> the hest eStiftf.

A fresh _6aUght feliaf frilled ofi a. wood fire is most
delicious, and Ihfe^ best

_
freSh-^Stet fish 1 know of.

Inside the Afdtic Circle 1 kijOW , of pile pkee where
char run to four pounds ill -height; they have h'een ^'aitighit

with rod and line, but are not coiiirhOfr.-
, ^ .

Anglers will ask, are there no salmon iil fc^ye'deti? The
answer is, they are plentiful.

In the south of Sweden, in rivers like the Falkeri-

berf near Gothenburg, these fish rise to the fly. I have
yet_tO

.
le.atn

.
that in the rivers running int® the Gulf

of Bothnia (h e., Oil the eastern coast of Sweden) Sahno
salar will rise to a fly of even is easily taken with rod
and line and other lures but the fly^ I trust some of

my readers may inform me. I speak of salffioii being so
caught within the last ten years. As I close this short
aggOUnt, let me say Sweden offers many attractions to
tho§e who wish for a real holiday. Living is cheap,
traveling also, Comfortable steamers ply to all ports
on the Swedish coast; they all have excellent restaurants,

and the cleanliness of Swedish houses is proverbial.
The "circular-ticket" tourist has not yet arrived; per-

haps he may come. I doubt it, as Norway with its

marvelous scenery is more attractive. Let anglers try
Sweden for a change, Mayo.

The following ahnoUnGement appeared hot long ago
in the Tribune du Sud Ouest, Mantauban, Ftance: "Ae-
cording to our old custom both editorial and corflpositlg

staffs will take their holiday froin this day onward.
After a fortnight's well-deserved rest v^c shall, one and
all, return to our respective posts to carry on the strug-

gle in the interests of our dear city, of liberty and of

the republic."

A TROUT THAT HAD A HARD TIME,

Fish and Fishing*'

Brook Trout fa tbe St. Lawrence.

One of' the wardens employed by the Sportsrnert's Fisia'

atld Game Protective Association of the Province of Qtte-
bfec, to, watch the markets and incoming boats and trainS;

for iMraetfofis of the fish and game laws in the dty at
Quebec, vi'sited one of the fish markets last Ffiday m'Oi*ning<
and found that a d'ealer from the parish of St. Pitfffe. oif
the Island of Orleans, had a trout about tern inches foiig-;

among his. other fish. The fish was, of course, confiscai^d'-

though when' the trian had' told the story, it was decidea
jiot to prosecute him in cotirt. He proved that he was
the proprietor of a propefly licensed "fishery"' or weir
rutin Iftg out from his land on the Island of Orleans, into
tldai water, almost opposite, but a short distance below
the Fails of Moiitmorenci, and that he had foimd tlus

trout with, the Other fish in the trap of his fishery. Most
of the fish taken ifl these traps are eels, which are oi
course alive when taken ottt, even if they had been some
time out of the water. The whitefish, striped bass, sha<£
pihM-p&tGh, and various othet kinds taken in these weirs
a!f€ ii's^aUy dead whert taken out of them, and thougihf

thte fishefm'M. had rto right to have trout in his possessioni

during, the c\6's6 s^ison, the authorities did not think h
advisable to. eiiter aili atetion which many people woulc^
have considered persecution iiBstead of prosecution, anc?

he Was consequently admonished and sent on his way. The
trout tiiight have been dead, as he alleges, when takers

<?tit the trap, which was set for other fish, but if he
chaffers io take another during the close season, in the
same manf?6fy he. will probably use it at home, and avoid
the risk of expos'iflg it for sale in the city of Quebec. Had!
this case come before ihe court, an interesting point wotfldl

probably have been raised by the defense. There was au
evident desire to prove that this particular fish was nolt

exactly the speclded brook tfotft of our fresh-water
streams and lakes {Salvelimis fonfinatis) , but a sea trottt.

It is exceedingly difficult to say how t?T« court might
have decided this question, for while I was s'snt for to

the court to examine the fish and found beyond any
qruesfion of doubt that it was a spent female Salvelirms
fdfiii'fidlisy thefe are those here, as well as elsewhere, who*
seem fo ^hink that different habits alone constitute differ-'

ent varieties, a'ftd- the fact that this specimen was takeni

out of the St. LS'Wreffce, not many miles above braekisb
water, Would be deemed sufficient by some of therJJ to»

depOie that it was a sea trout. It certainly may hair'©

beeri^ oh. ifs w^ay to the sea from the river in which if

.spawned, but this dbes not of course affect its classifica-

£io.i, though it will pfobably lead to an application to the
Dominion Government fof such an amendment to the law
as \Yill remote all doUbt as to its intention in such cases
as the present.

Instances are very raifs in which speckled brook troot

are tsken out of the lower St- Lawrence, though sea-run

individuals Me. exceedingly plentiful in the bays and
estuaries pf rivefs When the fish are abotti ascending them
to spawn. None of the rivers as high up the St. Law-
rence as St. Pierre fire ffe<5'ueftted by sea troirt. how-
ever, . and there is no river of aflj kind near the bay in

which th{&- ish wj^s captured. It was probably a Mont-
morenci Rivef fish. The Montmorenci River flows into

the St. Lawrence E l<jw miles above St. Pierre, on the

mainland, hurling itself iMo the bay at its mouth over a

precipice 250 feet high. In i'^s npper waters very large

bfook trout are taken on the fly, Mi fish of four and five

pOUilds weight are sometimes caught by anglers in the

deep, dafk water immediately below the falfs, where the

§^)ray of the cataract is so dense that waterproof clothing

is a necessity. There is no dbubt that these flsh have^

descended the cataract, though how they have managed tc

do so, uninjttre<?{, is. really wondefful. Diligent intiuiry

during the last fevv days, has brought to light two or tfiree

other instances in which trout have been taken in weirs

off the Isle of Orleans, and there is one well-authenticated'

case in which a specimen was (J'aptUred by a small boy

with rod and line, who v/as fishing for tomcod's from one

of the city wharves, with pork for baft. There is nothing

astonishing in the fact that trout shoWld be fonfld in a

river like ?h€ St.- Lawrence, into which sO many m^asgJiifi-

cent trout streaftls empty, but from the vefy few spe«-

mens which are taken in its fresh water, it wotdd seeM
that those spawned fish which descend from rapid wateff

to the big river, descend at oifee to salt water.

E. T. D, Chambers^

A Cast of J40 Feet*

San Francisco, Oct. i2.~H. C. Golche? set £i' new mark^

for long-distance flv-casting yesterday at Stow Lake;.

Golden Gate Park. In a regular contest of the San'

Francisco Fly-Casting Club he sent out 140 feet b-f line,-

The previous record was 134- feet, held jointly % Mr.

Golcher and by Champion Walter D. Mansfield. The'

former made his cast on Aug. 23, Mr. Mansfield havMg.
some days previously established the record at ths-

world's championship tournament.

While angling on a trout stream the majority of casts •

are made at from 30 to 50 feet. This indicates the high

development to which the casting has been brought. There

is no weight attached to the line. It is tipped with a tiny

hook from which the barb has been removed. Yesterday's

scores in detail

:

Event
No. 1,

Uistance.
Feet

E. i\ Mocker....UO
E. A. Mocker.... 110

C. G. Young
T C Kierulff.... 94

H MuUer 107

H. Mul'ei 102

H. C. Golcher... 140

\V. D. Man.sfield ..

.\ man was standing in front of a Saranac Lake mar-

let recently, He had a basket and a fishing-rod. "Just

throw me a dozen perch and bullheads," he sa d to the

owner of the market. •"Certainly," replied the owner,
"but why do you ask me to throw them to you?" "So I

can go home and tell my wife I caught them," was the

reply. "I may be a poor fisherroa.n, but I ati^ tK>- liari"

-—Shooting Times.

Event Event
No. 2, No. 4.

Accuracy, , E\ ent No. 3 . lure
Per cent Acc. y Uel. % Net* Cas 4<

92 80.8 80 84.10
91.4 87.,

S

TAA SO.li

92.4 93 89.2 91.1

9.3 84.8 84.2 84.

n

91.8 92.8 SS.IjO 89.?.

91.8 90.8 84.

2

88.11
91.

S

90 81.8 85.10

93 87.6 90.3
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST*

Plenty of Aoglefs.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 25.—More than fortj^ anglers out-

fitted in Chicago to-day for trips to different Illinois

waters. The weather is fine, and I suppose the boys

figure that this is about the last chance they will have

for the bass this fall. Among those who left for Lake

Villa, Moon Lake, Fox Lake, Deep Lake and Cedar Lake
in upper Illinois, are the following: Messrs. George A.

Murrell, W. B. Rowe, D. C. Lambeth, H. Miner, Charles

Lawrence, B. A. Ahrend, G. E. Anderson, L. P. Hasen,

W. G. Garrett. Paul Paulson, N. H. Miniter, Thomas
Hopcroft, T. Schultz, C. M. Hanson and party of five.

These ought to meet some success. The demand for live

frogs exceeded the supply to-day, and at 11 o'clock there

were only two dozen frogs left out of Von Lengerke &
Antoine's stock, where most of the live frogs are sold to

Chicago anglers.
, . ,

Mr. H. M. P.ke. of Whatcom, Wash., sends to a fnend

in this part of the world the tracing of a S>4-ponnd trout

which he caught in Lake Whatcom cn Oct. 5. He calls

this a "lake trout," meaning perhaps by this the Dolly

Varden, although one cannot be sure. The fish was taken

iin thirty feet of water and fought for an hour and ten

minutes", though it did not demand over 100 feet of hue

ai any time of the engagement. Mr. Pike says that ten

pniinds four ounces is the record on lake trout this year

in Lake Whatcom. The fishing is all bait-fishing, salmon

roe hm\E the bait. He adds that an expert fly-fisherman

of that localitv one evening about Oct. i caught ten

Itrout on the fly in Lake Padden the catch weighing 20^^

pounds.
Mr. Pike says that there are some ducks m his part of

the w^orld, and that w'ithin ten miles deer and cougar are

obtainable.
^

In regard to the Pacific coast salmon he says: When
I came to the coast five years ago. 1 had salmon- in my
eye. but I find this fish no more like the Maine salmon

than a pig. The lake trout are our game fish, and they

are game to the heart's core. The month of October is

the sportsmen's month on the coast. Eastern sportsmen

are not aware- of the resources of this country. Two
hundred' miles north of Vancouver a man can get his fill

of any sort of sport." E. HoUGH.

Hartfoud Building, Chicago, 111.

Theory as to Stocking: Salmon Rivers*

Mr. G. T. Teasdale-Buckell, for fifteen years editor

'cf Land and Water, has an interesting letter in the Times

<of Sept. 18, in which he says:

'•'Mr. Charles Dixon has written a very interesting letter

drawing a parallel between the migrations of birds and

fishes. But he appears to confuse instinct and memory.

For instance, he believes it to be necessary for an older

generation to be present to show the young the way. But

this is not instinct, but memory; and the latter can have

roth ng to do with the migrations of those birds whose

vcung leave their breeding grounds and migrate before

their parents; and such birds there are. Whatever the

migratorv instinct is, it does not appear to be memory;

the greater part of bird migration goes on in the night,

and we have yet to discover a sixth sense, unless inst-nct

be a sense that is assisted by the darkness.

"If the salmon relied upon memory there does not

appear to be any good reason why it should not return

by the path it went to the sea ; but if it acts on impulse

alone, and that impulse is bred in the bone, there does'

not appear to be any reason why a grilse should make for

Ihe river in which .t was bred or why it should not make
for its ancestral river.

"Mr. Charles Dixon's views have been previously ex-

pressed by me in Land and Water, of which paper I was

editor for fifteen years after the death of the late Frank

Buckland, and last February I was permitted to state the

sam^e views in the County Gentleman; but although I

consider that the greatest importance is due to inst.nct in

dealing.- with salmon culture, and that salmon bred in

f<ne river from ova gathered from another would return

to the latter, and not to the former, yet I do not believe

that precludes the restoration of a salmon river, although

its breed of fish have become extinct. But, in order to do

this, I would suggest that hereditary instinct must be

broken down by crossing, and when this is accomplished

the river intended to be benefited may have just as much,

and no more, chance of benefit as every other river on

the coast, or, perhaps, in the Continent, where the opera-

tion has been conducted."
There may be a good deal in what Mr. Teasdale-Buckell

says, but on the other hand there is no doubt that the

Yorkshire Esk, for instance, was stocked with salmon
reared from eggs taken from other rivers, and other in-

stances might be mentioned.—London Fishing Gazette.

Hints and Wrinkles*

Readers are Invited to send for publication ondcf this

head htutb and wriikles drawn ircm j radical expeiience,

and pertdiain^ to shooting, fishtng, camping and outdoor lite.

Nj. 3 —Tackle Books f jr Novices.

The beautifully made fly-books and tackle boxes sold

hy the fishing tackle dealers are the result of the long

years of experience of thousands of anglers, and are

generally worth all one pays for them. But as the novice

usually makes some mistakes before he finds just what
will suit his tastes, the following plan may save him a

few dollars in the end. At any stationery shop he can

purchase for a dollar or less a large pocketbook or wallet

intended for carrying greenbacks or checks without fold-

ing them, and other valuable papers, in one's inside

pocket. The variety best suited to the angler's needs is

generally made of stout canvas, has six or eight full-

length pockets and several smaller ones. The outer cov-

ering is leather. In size such a wallet is about four by

nine inches, and should have an elastic band over all.

In use the large pockets will contain bass and trout

flies, spinners, spoons, snelled hooks of various kinds and

sizes, leaders, floats, sinkers, artificial baits, stringers,

spare lines, a repair kit of thread, wax, shellac, etc., and
no end of junk the angler accumulates in a season. But
the best feature of this homely tackle book is that there

are pockets enough to keep each variety of flies or hooks
in its own separate compartment. Unlike a rigid metal

box. it may be stuffed into one's hip pocket, or under
his belt, or tossed about without fear that the contents

will spill out, or that the hooks may penetrate the outer

covering to prod one at the wrong time and place.

A receptacle of this sort is less serviceable than a regu-

lar fly-book for one who uses the fly exclusively. Neither

is it so valuable as a tackle box to one who uses tto

flies. But for the angler who employs bait or flies, ac-

cording to circumstances, and especially to the novice, this

book offers many advantages. Try it.

Perky D. Frazer.

Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS. -

Nov. 3.—Robinson. 111.—Illinois Field Trial Association's (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials. vV.

R. Green, Sec'y, Marshall, III. •
, „ ,

Nov. 3.—Thirteenth annual field trials of the National Beagle
Club of America. Charles R. Stevenson, Sec'y, 106 Market street,

Camden, N. J. . . . i

No. 3.—Greenville, Mich.—Michigan Field Trial As,sociatlon s

(member of the American Championship Club) fifth aflnual trials.

C. D. Stuart, Sec'v, Benton Harbor. Micli.

Nov. 4.—Washington C. H., Ohio.—Ohio Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fifth annual

trials. C. E. Baughn. Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—Eastport. L. I.—Pointer Club of America s (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.

Westlake. Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.

Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, 111.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T. L. Fenn. Secy.
. . ^. . , ,

Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club s (mem-
ber of the American Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. VV. Smith. Sec'y. New Haven
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth

annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.

Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club s

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.

Nov 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky
Field Trial Club. S. B. Havs, Sec'y.

Nov. 18.—Branchton, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's seventh annual

trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.

Nov 18.—Ruthven. Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North
American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor. Ont.

Nov. 24.—Glasgow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials. C. B. Cooke. Sec'y.

Nov. 29.—Thomasville, N. C—Continental Field Trial Club's

eighth annual trials.

Nov. 24—Glascow, Kv.—American Championship Field Trial

Club's second annua! trial?. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y, Richmond, Va.

Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member
of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.

XXVI -Satan.

Could not thy potent name, oh Satan, hold thy breatti,

Secure against the fatal tyranny of Death?

Must thou, too, yield to his determined call,

As Adam did when Adam had a fall?

Do Man and Dog one common law obey?

Are both composed of one congenial clay?

If so, what difference is there 'tween a man and dug?

For a dog may be a man, a man a dog "in cog."

But man, by Death, to future life is led,

Whilst dogs, by Death, are made forever dead.

Oh; for .some Dogberry's book to write thy fale in,

Poor used up, dead, annihilated Satan

!

A dog must have his day; and thine is past;

For dog days, Satan, are too hot to last.

Thy bark upon life's stream was sorely tossed;

But now, alas, thy little bark is lost;

And Dr. Smith alone remains to wail

The sad relation of thy little tai'.

Thou couldst not make a pill or spread a plaster

To aid the business of thy worthy master;

But all his "whine and bark" he had from you.

And that was doing all a dog could do.

Requies-cat! I'd say, since Death has broke the lease.

But where there was a cat you'd have no peace.

I cannot of your wit, poor Satan, brag.

Although your tail, 'tis true, was quite a wag.

—Dr. Northall.

Fox Hound Trials.

The following circular will be of special interest to

fox hunters:

Fox hound pack field trials, to be run at Westbury,

Long Island, N. Y., to commence on Wednesday, Nov.

5, 1902.

For the best packs of fox hounds in field work, open

to the packs of recognized hunts, and to such private

packs as may be approved, by subscription of $50 for

each pack, p. p., the value of the purse guaranteed to

be $1,000, of which, in case of four or more starters, $800

to first and $200 to second.

Any hunt entering a second pack shall be allowed to

do so by designating the s.aiue as No. 2, and paying an

entrance fee of $25; but the same hounds shall not run

in different packs.
, r. 1 ,

Entries will close on Friday, Oct. 31. 1902, to Ralph

N. Ehis, Westbury, L. I. The right is reserved to re-

ject any entry. The name of every owner or part

owner of any hound that is to be run with any pack must

be stated in the entry.
.

, ,

The packs will be limited to yVi couples of hounds

each, and yVz couples must be run. unless, in the opinion

of the judges, there arises a good and sufficient reason

to reduce the competition to not less than 6 couples;

but not less than 6 couples must be started. In case the

judo-es determine to m?^ke any reduction in the number

of hounds to be started, the reduction must be made^
uniformly in all competing packs.

The individuals of each pack must be named in Writ-

ing to the judges on the morning of the day when each

several pack is to run its first trial, and no substitution

of hounds M'ill be allowed throughout the trials, but in

case of the loss or death of any hoUnd or hounds the

judges may permit and may require the substitution of

other hounds in their place, as the best Interests of the

trials may, in the opinion of the judges, at tliat tiliie re-

quire.

All hunt-'ng will be after Wild foxes piily, and nb (lrag:S,

nor drop foxes, nor placed foxes will be allowed.

Each pack will have three trials ot hunts, and no trial

shall be considered as such unless a fox is actually

found. No pack shall be required to hunt 'on two suc-

cessive days, hut may elect to do so. Each pack will

be judged upon its average performahee .duriiif ilot

more than three trials; Ahy hunt fflay eleet to stand

on Its performance on 5iie ot more hunts, hut shall have
the right to complete its three trials before the compe-
tition is concluded, if the master of such hunt deems it

advisable to take all or any of the further trials to which
such pack may be entitled; provided, that the judges
may, in their discretion, order any such pack to take

all or any of such further trials (not exceeding three

in all), if, in their upihioii, tmy difference of hunting i.^^

due to the inequalities of scenting Conditions.

The judges may, iji their discretion, conclude the

competition on not less than two tri'als or opportunities

for each patk, if, in their opinion, each pack has had a

fair opportunity in the Competition.

If, upon the completion of the three trials t&^which
each competing pack is entitled, a majority of the judges
cannot determine which pack shall be declared the win-

ner, they, the judges, shall have absolute authority to

continue the trials in any manner they deem necessary

to reach a conclusion.
There wih be three judges. If any judge is unable to

act as such, the other two may act without any third

member, or may select a third judge to act with theju

No judge shall be interested in any manner as owner or

part owner or lessee of any competing hound. The
judges shall not disclose to any person whomsoever
any of their deliberations or decisions in regard to the

trials until the results thereof are made known publicly

to all of the competitors after the trials are completed.

The judges will designate the hour and place of meet=

ing for the trials of each day.

The judges will have absolute authority and discre-

tion in all matters relating to the running of the packs

in the field and all other questions of every kind that

may come up; and their decision in all matters relating

to the trials will be final. The judges may order any

person from the field, if, in their opinion, such person

interferes in any way. In case the judges deem that any
interference has aft'cctcd the hunting of the pack, they

mav declare that trial void. The judges may, in their

discretion, disqual fy any pack from participation in

the competition, or from receiving any award therein,

if the majority of the judges deem that the competitor

has violated any of the commonly accepted rules or con

ventions of the hunting field. The jutlges may, in their

discretion, order two competing packs of hounds to be

put down and run at the same time.

Stabling and kenneling accommodations will be pro

vided for all competitors.

Tomkins* Lurcher.

"Hullo, Tomkins! You've got that ugly brute of

dog of yours in our plantations again, eh?" This was,

the shout of a tall, burly keeper to a man of withdraw-

ing appearance, silent as a general rule, dressed in work-

man's coat, and accompanied by a large ugly-looking

ye low lurcher. The dog seemed to have caught muchj

cf the shy character of its master; following close at|

his heels with an uneasy glance, first toward the right

hand, next to the left. It was not a propossessing ani-

mal. Neither you, imr I, gentle reader, would care to

see it near our game coverts. Still, there appeared no i

harm in the dog, and most people would have left it

severely alone, as it had a decidedly fierce look when,

it opened its jaws and showed two ridges of white'

teeth.

"We are on the path and doing no harm, Mr. Ken-^

ton," answered the man apologetically.

"You may be doing no harm when you see me about,

but when I am away what is that dog for?"

"It is a favorite pet of my poor sick wife, sir, and

don't like to part with it, being, which it is, quite harmJ

less. It never looks at- a rabbit or hare, I do assure

ee.

"Nonsense: I don't believe you. I'll bet you a sovti

eign that if that dog were told, he would at once catch

a hare."

The insignificant old man looked up. Another man
was hurrying down a path at right angles to the one li

was pursuing. He thought a moment and
,
then sai

"Excuse me, iMr. Kenton; I'll' take you. I am not. much,
of a betting man, but in this case you shall not be disjj

appointed. Mr. Freebody!" and he shouted aloud ttr

the other man, "Mr. Freebody!" That gentlema;^

stopped and they walked toward each other. "Mc^

Freebody, the doctor, is a friend of yours, I think, Mr'
Kenton. We wih ask him to hold the stakes." A
cordingly the silent man pointed out to the doctor i

ugly, sleepy-looking dog, and bet a sovereign with t

keeper that it would not and could not run after ar

game whatever, and that it should be allowed any c
(as well as its owner) to urge it on. If it took n

notice of any such encouragement he, its master, shor/

receive a sovereign from the keeper. If, on the oth

hand, it did pursue or in any way take notice of game:

,

however cheered on, he, its owner, though sufficient!)

poor, would pay the keeper his sovereign.
|

"The conditions seem fair enough," said the doctor

"I will gladly see fair play. Each of you hand me \-

sovereign." This was done, and they walked togeth-:
,

to the next field, where a hare jumped up and made i\v

best of her way to a little copse. The silent man shoA- ^

the dog the flying animal, egged him^ on, and cheer^A
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him—"On Peter Loo! on! At him!" But the only
result was that the dog drew nearer to his master and
did not turn a hair with eagerness. "Perhaps you will

now try him yourself, sir?" asked the dull-looking man
of the keeper. "You stay here," replied the keeper,

"and Mr. Ffeebody and I will try by ourselves. The
doctor will look after your interests."

"I am quite satisfied." rejoined the dog's master.
''Take him with you." Mr. Kenton rather shrank from
so Satanic a dog, but at length, by snapping of fingers

-aiid much encouragement, they tempted it into the next
two fields while its master remained behind sitting on
an old harrow.
"Well?" asked he, when, after some time, they re-

turned with Peter.

"Oh, he is wrongly suspected," said the doctor, "he is

quite harmless to game; we tried him in every way, and
he would not look either at hare, pheasant or rabbit."

As if to justify his words up jumped a big jack hare
and both the doctor and the keeper at once set on
Peter with abundance of "Yoicks!" "Loo! loo!" "At
him, then," and the like. The dog looked supremely
insulted and walked slowlly to its master, lying down
by his side. Kenton scratched his head and seemed
much astonished, while the doctor handed over the two
sovereigns to the silent man, with a cheery word to

Kenton about the horse a man backed not always win-
ning, and then, rubbing his hands together, said: "Good-

' by to you both. I must get on to ease poor Riggall,

who lies near Pope's Corner with a broken leg."

A few days afterward the doctor fell in again with
Tomkins and said: "Well, now, Tomkins, I want you
to tell me your secret. Every one knows that brute of

yours must follow its kind, and it is certainly a poach-
ing dog." ^ ^

Tomkins looked around and said nothing. They were
standing much about where the wager had been decided.

There were no signs of the keeper. It -was a dull

autumnal evening. The dog pricked up its ears as if it

expected something. Tomkins walked hastily to a neigh-
boring patch of gravel and weeds. Up jumped a fine

hare, and the dog looked at his master, who said, "Come
to heel, Peter!" and ofif flew the lurcher, gaining upon
the hare as it rushed into a pasture field, and in a very
short time running it down. Tomkins ran up and. speed-
ily killing the hare, stowed it away in one of his ca-

pacious pockets. "I don't quite see the meaning of all

this," quoth the doctor. "Then I will tell you, sir,

though I dare not show you my system any more in

operation. I have taught the dog to do the exact con-
trary to what I say. Thus 'Fetch him! Loo!' means
really 'Come to heel!' and so on with every command.
"You have seen how tllHs plan brought me in a sovereign,

and you can fancy how utterly puzzling it is to the
(keepers to see a dog which, when set on a hare (and
I often do it on purpose), at once slinks back and
never so much as looks at game. But I hope you will

keep my secret, sir^ for you see I have trusted vou with
it."

And so they parted; the doctor having learned one
more trick of the poachin_g fraternity.—London Illus-

trated Sporting and Dramatic News.

A Vermont Mode.
Springfield, Vt., Oct. 21.—Last Aveek I spent another

delightful week at my log cabin camp, of which I have
already made mention in one or two sketches of woods
life, published in Forest and Stream.
Thursday morning Mr. J. W. Currie, one of our crack

fox hunters, arrived at camp with two good hounds. The
tnorning was warm and damp, ideal for the sport. We
loosed the dogs, who disappeared at once, while we
went tO' our favorite "stands." Below us spread a valley

and beyond another range of wooded hills, all ablend of
browns, reds and yellows, over which the cloud .shadows
crept. It was one of those autumn days that make the
heart of a sportsman swell in his breast. Suddenly from
far below in the thick swamp rose the long, half-sad cry
of a hound, whose delicate nostrils catch the first faint

aroma of a trail already cold. And then for half an hour
we watched the marvelous unraveling of that maze of
windings made by Reynard in his nocturnal hunting.
A sudden burst of music, the glad full cry of hounds

ui hot pursuit, and down through the woods across the
swamp and up the opposite slope into full view, came fox
and hounds. Over the ridge the cry died away and then
came swelling back as Reynard made his first turn; back
across the valley and up the hill on which we stood
where the music suddenlj' ceased.

The hounds came and whined their invitation for us to
follow them

;
they led straight to a woodchuck hole, where

they assured us they had driven Reynard to earth.

We brought bar and shovel from the camp and started
in to dig him out, but found a network of winding pas-
sages; the task seemed hopeless, so we gave it up, and
the hounds followed us reluctantly back to camp.

After a good dinner we discussed the run over our pies,

and about 3 P. M. started out to find the dogs, who had
long since disappeared. We found them at the hole, and
they had dug so they could crawl in six or eight feet.

They were impatient and bayed loudly with rage and dis-
appointment.

In the hope of driving the fox out and giving us another
run, we tried smoke. Gathering dried ferns, we made a
smudge at the lower opening. By good fortune the draft
was right, and smoke poured from the upper hole.
Reynard could be heard to sneeze and .cough, but refused
to jump and have a run for it: instead, he came down to
within three feet of the smudge and we could hear him
digging furiously for several moments, then we heard no
niore. Making a hole over the spot, the writer put in
his hand and drew out a magnificent dog fox. The dogs
were allowed a few good shakes by way of encourage-
ment and to relieve their feelings, and bearing our trophy
we walked slowly back to camp by the light of a glorious
crimson sun, Avhose last rays lingered affectionately on the
rugged hilltops; those hilltops where never again one sly
old fox would turn to laugh at the baffled hounds. The
pelt, an extra fine one, was presented to the cabin by Mr.
Currie, and will occupy a place of honor over the stone
fireplace.

There are two interesting facts to note, first a fox

driven to earth by hounds will sufifocate rather than jufnp
out to the dogs. Second, this fox, though one of the

largest we had ever seen and very full, tipped the scales at

barely ten pounds, which proves that the we'ght of this
animal is usually grossly exaggerated by hunters.

W. W. BsowN.

Wolvetly Wallie.

New York.—Considerable surprise was expressed by
several experts that the Skye terrier Wolverley Wallie,
which attracted so much attention at the exhibition of
the Ladies' Kennel Association of America should re-

ceive only the third prize, a number of those best quali-

fied to judge claiming that on man:/ accounts this dog
was one of the most remarkable ever shown at an ex-
hibition in this coimtry.
The coat of the dog counts fifteen points in the trials.

Wolverley Wallie has a coat such as has never been seen

in this country before, the hair from the middle of his
back reaching to the ground, and beneath this com-
paratively coarse outer coat is a soft imder coating of
sliort hair, which marks the Skyc terrier and is very soft
and downy.
Wolverley Wallie is owned by Mrs. Robert H. Mc-

Curdy and was imported from England, and as a prize
winner in English exhibitions his record is unequaled.
He was the winner of two challenge prizes, and of the
first prize and special prizes in the Ladies' Kennel Asso-
ciation, Botanic 1900, Manchester 1901, Harrogate 1901
and several others. Spectator.

Philadelphia Show*
Philadelphia.—The following judges have accepted

invitations to judge at the Philadelphia Show in addi-
tion to those already announced: Reginald Mayhew.
fox terriers, black and tan terriers, Scottish terriers and
toy dog; and Irving Watkinson, St. Bernards.

Marcel A. Viti, Hon. Sec.

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-
men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
and Stream oflFer prizes for the best stories of cruises
submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is
believed that these will form not only entertaining records
of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value
to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the
same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-
lows :

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.
Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-
tions :

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the
boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of
Yalue to men going over the same route. A description
of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-
garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-
gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all
incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing
the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-
graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.
Good photographs will be considered in making the
awards.

5. The story should contain about seven thousand
words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or
before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as
judge and to make the awards.

New York Y. C.

The fifth general meeting of the New York Y. C. was
held on Thursday evening, Oct. 23, at the club house on
West Fortj-fourth street. The meeting was of unusual
irriportance, as the question of a new measurement rule
v.-as to be discussed, and for that reason was well at-
tended by yacht owners. The regular business of the
meeting was first disposed of, and this occupied about
an hour. The committee to nominate officers for the
coming year was appointed, and ts as follows : Lewis Cass
Ledyar4, E. M. Brown, E, P, Morgan, S. L. Husted

Jr., C. Oliver Iselin, E. M. Padelford, F. M. Hoyt,
Charles T. Minton, W. L. Bull and J. Searle Barclay.
As Commodore Ledyard is to serve on this committee, it

i.s evident that he is^not to continue in ofifice another year.
The following were elected members: Lieut. W. L. Lit-
tlcficld, U. S. N. ; Ensign Edward T. Constien, U. S. N.

;

Capt. R. Morgan Gilson, U. S. M. C.
;
Capt. David D.

Porter, U. S. M. C. ; Lieut. Louis McC. Little, U. S. M.
C.

; L-eut. F. Lewis Sawyer, U. S. N. ; Walter R. Herrick,
Frank L. Palmer, Lieut.-Com. W. F. Fullam, U. S. N.

;

Paymaster E. W. Bonnaffon, U. S. N.
; Hugh J. Chis-

holm, Urban H. Broughton, Henry H. Rogers, Jr., De
Grande C. Cramer, Lieut. E. W. Mclntyre, U. S. N. ; A.
J. Drcxcl Paul, Lieut. Noble E. Irwin, U. S. N. ; Lieut.
W. W. Buchanan, U. S. N.

; Aitgust Belmont, Jr., C. H.
Mathiessen, Paymaster J. A. Mudd, U. S. N.

;
Surgeon

George Rothganger, U. S. N. ; William Carpender,
Stephen H. P. Pell, Albert H:. Atha, Pavmaster J. R.
Sanford, U. S. N. ; Lieut. L. S. Van Buyer,

. U. S. N.

;

James Dcering, Lieut.-Commander A. E. Culver, U. S.
N.; Elbert M. Gary, Norman A. Ream, Capt. Dion Will-
iams, U. S. M. C. ; Arthur F. Luke, Lieut. L. H. Chand-
ler, U. S. N. ; Lieut. Charles L. Hussey, U. S. N. ; Will-
iam A. Hart. Frederick S. Farwcll, Charles D. Mower,
Col. J. A. Johnston, U. S. A. ; Alexander Greig, Naval
Constructor Henry Williams, U. S. N.. and Benjamin R.
Curtis.

The German Emperor and Prince Henry of Prussia
received a unanimous vote as honorary members. They
must be voted upon at another meeting under the con-
stitution to become legally elected.
Mention was made by Sec'y Cormack of the syndicate

that is to build another boat for the defense of the Cup,
biit nothing definite was given out. The several com-
mittees reported progress.
The report of the Committee on Measurement was read

by the chairman, S. Nicholson Kane. All the men pres-
ent, with the exception of John Hyslop, H. W. Coates
and Anson Phelps Stokes, were in favor of the adoption
of the rule. Mr. Hyslop spoke at length against the
rule, and Mr. Coates wished to table the rule for the
time being. When it came to a vote, however, with one
or two exceptions, all voted in favor of adoption. The
meeting adjourned to meet on Thursday, Oct. 30.

New Life-Savingf Boat in Norway.
Captain Doenvig, of Horten, Norway, has lately

made a trial of a newly invented lifeboat, the result of
which seems very satisfactory. The trial was made in
presence of representatives of the press, the navy, and
the merchant marine. Experts claim for the new in-
vention that it will safely carry its load of human beings
through any storm. Below I give a short description
of this boat, which may orove of importance to seafaring
people all over the world.
The apparatus, or buo}^, is round as a globe, only a

little flattened at the bottom. It is made from solid
sheet iron of the following thicknesses: At the bottom
five-sixteenths of an inch, on the sides three-sixteenths
of an inch, and at the top one-eighth of an inch. The
diameter of the buoy is 8ft.; the height dj^ft. The buoy
has a double bottom and draws 2^ft. of water when
loaded. The inside of the buoy is entered through three
water-tight trapdoors.
Under the deck, which is located about ift. below the

waterlme, are placed four galvanized tanks, with capacity
for holding about 140 gallons of fresh water. Alongside
the wall runs a low bench to sit on, and the space under-
neath it is to be filled with canned goods. In the center
of the inner room is a funnel that can be s-hoved up.
thus letting fresh air into the buoy. In the top are three
small windows, partly for the purpose of letting in light,
but also for use in sending up rockets. The buoy is pro-
vided with a movable keel which can be let down from
the inside; also with a rudder which can be applied in
the same manner. Assisted by small oars, which are
kept inside, the buoy can be propelled to land in fair
weather. On the outside of the buoy is a cork belt, on
which the men may stand and row. Further, the buoy
IS supplied with an anchor and 100 feet of steel rope
and with sails, the air funnel serving as mast.
There is no danger that this lifeboat will get dashed to

pieces when departing from the sinking ship, as it may
simply remain on board until the ship sinks, and it will
then float up. The cost of the buoy will be about $500,
Its weight about two tons, or practically the same as
that of a large lifeboat, and it will have accommoda-
tions for twenty persons. It is also claimed that this new
lifeboat will require far less deck space on board ship
tha^n the ordinary lifeboats.
Some years ago the inventor. Captain Doenvig, wasm a shipwreck on the coast of Virginia, which bereft

him of his family, and ever since he has been deeply in-
terested in the construction of a lifeboat which may be
serviceable under all circumstances.

Henry Bordewick, Consul-General.
CHRisriANiA, Sept 18.

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
A new club to be known as the Pioneer Y. C, of

Anglesea, N. J., was incorporated in Camden, N. j" on
Oct. 13, by Joseph J. Ley, Albert Anderson, Charles S
Gilhgan, Allen M. Torrey, Joseph K. Pelly, George E
Peberdy, Andrew J. Larkin, Robert A. Kendalf and
Charles F. Honold.

On Sunday, Oct. 19, the sloop Yankee, of the Stuyve-
sant Y. C, defeated Florence, of the Morrisania Y. C,
in a match race for $50 a side over a twenty-mile course
by 7m. 40s. There was a full sail breeze from the
southwest. This is the last of a series of contests be-
tween the two clubs which have been uniformly decided
in favor of the Stuyvesant yachts. A friendly match
between Zetes and Eleanor, both of the Stuyvesant Club
was settled at the same time, the Zetes winning by i8m'
The Stuyvesant Y. C. went out of commission on Sat-
urday, Oct. 25, at 5 P. M., and the members cele-
brated the event in the evening by a reception, preceded
by an entertainment, " -

-

^
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SWANHILD II, DESIGNED AND BUILT BY THE HERRESHOFF MFG. CO., 1899.

Swanhild II*

The design of Swanhild II., which is published in this

issue, was reproduced from Ny Tidning For Idrott.

Very few of the designs of Herreshoff productions arc
published, and as these lines were taken off carefully

and accurately on the other side, they are sure to be
studied with interest. The dimensions are as follows

:

Length

—

Over all 34ft. lin.

L.W.L 27ft. sin.

Breadth

—

Extreme 7ft. iiin.

L.W.L 7ft. 4in.

Draft-
Extreme 4ft. iiin.

Sooner than expected, the owner, Mr. C. E. Bichel, had
the yacht measured, and published with drawings of

Wasp, in the year book of the Kaiserlicher Y. C. In the

year book Mr. Bichel makes deductions from the showing
made by Swanhild II., and the following particulars re-

lating to her construction are given: "On account of the

great results attained by Herreshoff, the master of yacht
building, I thought of getting one of these famous boats,

thereby obtaining an original model. The new rule of

measurement had also something to, do with my deciding

on this move. With the assistance of a well-known Ham-
burg correspondent, the yacht was ordered in January,

1899, and delivered in New York in April of the same
year, where she was shipped and sent on her long voyage to

Europe, arriving without a scratch. As far as the exterior

is concerned, the yacht presented itself in a brilliancy of-

color very pleasing to the eye. The brown mahogany
showed itself in splendid contrast to the natural light-

colored cockpit and railing, and the light green deck, a

light gray bottom and snow-white sails. The usually

even bow line which rules the form of yachts has been
replaced by a straight one which ends just above the

waterline and is connected with the keel running down to

the lead. The form of Swanhild II. resembles very much
other- j'achts built by Mr. Herreshoff, for instance, Jilt,

Sintram and Typhoon. The yacht carries mainsail and
jib on a short jib boom;. all the halliards and sheets lead

into the roomy cockpit, where there is ample room for

handling them. Her sails are made of a special kimd of

canvas or duck, which is very light in wsight and closfely

woven. The mast, boom and gaff seerhs to us more like

sticks than spars, and rigging for stays, shrouds ami
l)lockets, etc., is of very light construction, pains having
clearly been taken to save weight wherever possible. I

had not given any particular order except asking for a good
sea boat. Mr. Herreshoff delivered a yacht which, to use
his own words, is non-sinkable, and practically non-

SWANHILD II.—SAIL PLAN.

Designed and built by the Herrestoflf Mfg. Co., 1899,
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capslzable, the former on account of watertight com-
partments fore and aft, and the latter on the general
construction of the yacht."
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Hauoli.
1h this issue appears the cabin plans and a photograph

of the steam yacht designed by Mv. Henry J. Gielow and
built by the John N. Robins Co., Erie Basin, South
Brooklyn, this year for Mr. F. M. Smith, owner of the
successful 43-footer Effort. The yacht was remarked
last summer wherever she went for her hmidsome ap-
pearance and for the clean way she left the water when
running at high speed. Her prinicpal dimensions fol-
low :

Length

—

all •. i53ft 7m.

„ ' i22ft.»,3in.
Breadth

—

Extreme
: 17ft. Oin.

Depth—
Amidships gft. 8in.

Draft 6ft. g\„.

Hauoli was built in the best possible manner under Mr.
Gielow's direct supervision, and as a result only the best
material was used in the yacht's construction. Hauoli
has four watertight bulkheads and a double bottom, which
can be used for fresh water tanks or for water ballast.
The two deck houses are of mahogany and are each

22ft. long. In the forward house is the dining saloon
and pantry. Fourteen /persons can be accommodated at
table in the dining saloon. The butler's pantry is fitted
with refrigerator, sink, dressers, racks and dumb waiter
connecting with the galley, which is just below. The
after deck house is used as a .sort of general living room.
Here is a piano, wide sofas on either side, and on the
forward partition there is a folding berth. In the for-
v/ard end of the deck house there is a dressing room and
a lavatory.

The machinery space and boiler room is amidships, sepa-
rated from the rest of the vessel by steel bulkheads. In
order to deaden sound and reduce the heat, a wide air
space is fitted at the after end with several asbestos bulk-
heads and smaller air spaces between, all arranged with
ventilator hoods on deck in order to produce a satisfac-
tory circulation of air.

Aft of the engine space are two large staterooms, one
for the owner and one for his wife. These rooms are
fitted up in a most complete and comfortable manner. On
the starboard side aft is another stateroom of good size,
and aft of this is a bathroom and a toilet room. On
the port side opposite are two roomy staterooms. The
main saloon is aft and is 12ft. long, wide transoms extend
along each side, while aft on either hand are closets and
sideboards. A wide companionway leads to the deck. On
each side of the companionway are fresh-water tanks.
Forward of the engine space is the galley, which is

quite roomy and extends the full width of the vessel. On
the port side is a large refrigerator and cold closet, and
on the starboard side are the racks, sink, dresser and
dumb waiter. A large stove is placed against the steel
bulkhead aft. Forward of the galley are two staterooms,
one on each side of the passage, the one to starboard for
the captain, and the one to port for the engineer. For-
ward of these rooms is the forecastle, which is roomy, and
there is ample accommodation for the ten men who live
there. On the port side of the forecastle forward is a
toilet room and a big closet. Forward of this is a state-
room with two bunks for the stewards. In the eyes of
the boat there is storage space for paints, oils, etc.

All the interior woodwork is enamel white with ma-
hogany doors and trim, giving a very light, neat and
substantial finish.

All the plumbing is of the most approved kind, and
arrangements were made for hot, cold, fresh and salt
baths. The yacht is lighted throughout by electricity,
and in addition there is a searchlight and fans. A storage
battery insures light at all times.
The engine is of the four-cylinder triple expansion

type, and it was designed by Mr. Gielow. There are two
boilers of the water tube pattern.
On a six-hour test Hauoli averaged over eighteen miles,

and under forced draft she has made over twenty miles.

Report of Committee on Measure-
ment of the New York Y, C.
We publish herewith the report of the Committee on»

Measurement. The committee was appointed- by Com..
Ledyard at the first general meeting, held Feb. 13, 1902,,
and was made up of the following gentlemen : S. Nichol-
son Kane (chairman), C. Oliver Iselin, W. Butler Dun-
can, Jr., A. Cass Canfield, Henry F. Lippitt, John F. Love-
joy, Oliver E. Cromwell, Newbury D. Lawton, Archibald
Rogers, E. D. Morgari and George A. Cormack (secre-
tary). The first meeting of the committee was held on
Feb. 27, 1902, and from that time until the last Thursday
night, Oct. 23, when the report was adopted by the club
members, these gentlemen have devoted much time and
labor tO' the questian.

From the time the committee first met and it was de-
cided to consult the most prominent designers and mathe-
maticians in the United States, England, Canada, Aus-
tralia, France, Germany, Denmark, Norway and Sweden,
they have kept constantly in touch with them, and as the
work progressed and developed, they were notified. In
almost every instance the men consulted by the committee
gave all the assistance within their power. Remarkable
as it may seem, nearly all the designers were in accord as
to what a rating rule should be, and without exception
they all advocated displacement as a factor in the formula.
Nearly all recommended that the three factors of the
formula should be length, sail area and displacement.
It was then the committee's work to put these factors into
a formula that was mathematically correct.

The present rule is a designer's rule pure and simple,
and when it is seen that it is the result of the experience,
both theoretical and practical, of such able men as
Nathaniel G. Herreshoff, Bristol, R. I. ; A. Gary Smith,
New York, N. Y. ; William Gardner, New York, N Y
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B. B. Crowniilshield, Boston, Mass. ; Clinton H. Crane,

New York, N. Y. ; George L. Watson, Glasgow, Scotland;
William Fife, Glasgow, Scotland; Arthur E. Payne,
Southampton, England ; Arthur Milne. Glasgow, Scot-

land ; Linton Hope, London, England
; J. N. Soper, Lon-

don, England; R. E. Fronde, Gosport, England; J. T.
Bucknall, Bitterne, England; Alfred Benzon, Copenhagen,
Denmark, and Charles H. Dtiggan, Montreal, Canada, few
thinking men will away themselves aga'nst such a formid-
able list. The men who made up the committee, are all

men of prominence who have devoted their lives to the

development of yachting—men of great practical experi-

ence, fully qualified to pass upon the needs of the sport.

The report of the Committee on Measurement follows

:

Rating Measurement.

Rating Measurement = L V S A

5 V D

( Length multiplied by

I

square root of sail

-] area, divided by 5

I times cube root of
displacement.

beam at load waterline (b), and divide by eight

LENGTH.

L,—Length to be obtained as follows

:

To extreme beam (B), wherever found, add greatest

lay off line parallel to and this distance from middle line

of hull on deck and take extreme length of hull measured
on this line; to this add length of load waterline on
vertical projection of this line to waterline plane and
divide the sum of these lengths so obtained by two, which
will give L in the formula.

SAIL AREA.

S. A.—Sail area to be obtained as follows and the square

root of this area to be the VS A in formula:

MAINSAIL.

A. Measured from the top of .the boom (vmder the pin

for outhaul shackle on traveler, or clew slide, when
hauled chock out) to the gaf¥ under the pin of the

sheave of the topsail sheet, provided the peak cringle of

the mainsail does not extend beyond the pin: in the case

of the yacht having no topsail, or of the peak cringle ex-

tending beyond the pin of the topsail sheet sheave, then
the measurement to be taken to the peak lacing hole.

B. Perpendicular to A, measured to underside of gaff

close in to thcfnast.

C. Measured from top of boom over the pin of the

sheave or outhaul or end of clew slide to underside of

gaff close in to the mast.

D. Perpendicular to C, measured in to the mast, in a

line with the top of the boom, or to tack cringle of main-
sail, if below top of boom.

YARD TOPSAIL.

E. Measured from upper side of gaff close in to the

mast to pin of sheave for topsail sheet, or to lacing-hole

in jackyard.

F. Perpendicular to E, measured to lacing-hole in yard.

G. From lacing-hole to lacing-hole in yard.

H. Perpendicular to G, measured to pin of sheave for

topsail sheet in gaff; or to lacing-hole in jackyard.

JIB HEADER.

K. Measured from top of gaff close in to mast to pin

of halyard sheave in topmast.

L. Perpendicular to K, measured to pin of top.sail

sheet sheave in gaff ; or to lacing hole in jackyard.

LUGSAIL.

To be measured as mainsail, except as follows

:

A. Upper end measured to peak lacing-hole in yard.

B. and' C. Forward end measured to lower lacing-hole

in yard.

D. Lower end measured to tack cringle of mainsail, if

below top of boom, or forward of mast.

HEADSAXLS.

L The perpendicular I to be measured from the deck

at the foreside of the mast to where the line of the luff

of the foremost headsail, or of the spinnaker halyard, as

the case may be, when extended, cuts such perpendicular.

In the case of a schooner the perpendicular I shall be

measured upon the foremast, unless she has a main spin-

naker the height of which exceeds the perpendicular upon
the foremast, in M'hich case the excess shall be added to

the perpendicular L
J. The base J to bfe measured from the foreside of the

m.ast to where the hne of the luff of the foremost headsail

when extended cuts the bowsprit, other spar, hull, etc.,

as the case may be. In all cases, if the distance from the

center fore and aft line of the mast to the outer end of

the spinnaker boom exceeds the distance from the fore-

side of the mast to the bowsprit end (where cut by the

line of the luff of the foremost headsail), the excess shall

be added to the base of the fore triangle. In the case of

a schooner, the base J shall be measured from the fore-

mast, but if the main or longest spinnaker boom exceeds

the before mentioned distance, the excess shall be added
to the base J.

In the case of a yacht having no headsa'l, but carrying

a spinnaker, the area for headsail shall be computed from
the length of spinnaker boom, and the height from deck

to where the line of the halyard of the spinnaker when
extended cuts the mast.

A spinnaker may have a headstick or board not longef

than one-twentieth the length of the spinnaker boom, but

not a foot yard, or more than one sheet, or any other

contrivance for extending the sail to other than a tri-

angular shape.

In the case of a yacht carrying a square sail, or square

topsa.l, or raffee (together or separately), the actual area

of the same shall be computed ; and if such area exceed

the area of the fore triangle, the excess shall be used in

the total area for determining the rating.

FORESAIL OF SCHOONERS.

To be measured as mainsail, except that the lower end
of A is to be taken at foreside of mainmast, in a line with

-main boom gooseneck.

Directions fcf Measotirg Sails.

The measurer shall take measurements I and J for fore-

triangle, G and E for yard topsail, and the length of spni-

naker boom. If the other measurements are supplied by

Name. Qass. i-i

Columbia ". 89.76
Deteiider 88 85
Mineola .'

.'

.100 'rV M. 7o!25
Yankee 70.25
Kainbow 70 25
Yii'&inia 70 .'25

Weetamoe , 80 R. M. 51.00
Neola 51.00
Altair 64

R. M. 45.00
Pluiiima 45 00
Shark 45^00
Isolde .51).

7

Wasp iBM
Gloriana 45.5
Syce 45;
Petrel 56
Effoft

.51

R. M. ,%.'6

Dor\vina 35.0
Challenge ;^5.o
Rosalie 41 .0
Cartoon 25.0
*Countess 40 R. M. ,'32.0

Leda 32.0

*Now Spasm.

Meteor 120.
Lasca

100

R. M. 89.

S

Emerald 85.9
Corona 85.5
Iroquois .' 79.0
Amorita 80 R. M. 09.
Elmina 68.
Muriel *. 68.
Ouissetta 66.
Katrina 69.5

4:5 principal. Each limit four-fifths of limit

di

85.9
82.8
70.03
70.03
70.03
70.0.3

56.00
56.00
48.9
48,9
48.9
55.1
46.25
44.

42.7
51.7
39.6
37.8
35.9
41.9
33.0
34.35
34.35

SLOOP.S.

Pi

(4

>
121.00
117.00
88.7
88.7
88.7
88.7
72.08
72.08
62.7
62.7
62.7
64.

67.5
67.2
61.2
58.7
.51.

,52.5

52.5
53.0
35.0
42.9
42.9

102.00
100.00
76.34
76.34
76.34
76.34
60.00
60.00
,51.58

51.58
51.58
60.5
54.97
.54.17

.51.

57.82
43.00
43.00
43.00
45.7
.30.0

35.85
35.85

SCHOONERS.
103.9
74.2
77.0
79.2
64.2
64.

64.

64.

61.7
63.

111.00
102.

101.2
105.0
86.4
84.5
84.5
84.5
83.0
80.0

112.4
93.3
90.7
93.13
82.3
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.3
73.14

>>
1-1

121.00
113.00
80.7
90.7
90.7
90.7
73.00
73.00
62.6
62.6
62.6
61.

59.

55.6
55.2
55.

50.0
49.5
47.0
49.0
47.6
39.0
39.0

110.5
94.8
92.0
98.0
82.6
77.0
77.0
77.0
80.0
68.5

01 >

CO

r-i yA

116.

112.00
91.8
91.8
91.8
91.8
75.00
75.00
66.00
66.00
66.00
74.6
62.5
.59.4

57.6
69.8
53.5
51.2
48.5
55.6
44.6
46.37
46.37

139.00
102.
104.0
107.0
86.7
86.4
86.4
86.4
83.6
85.0

w
5.00
5.00

5.0
7.8
3.6

1.3
4.0

O
19.00
19.00
14.6
14.6
14.6
14.6
11.6
11.6
10.3
10.3
10.3
11.6
11.
11.

10.3
9.

9.

9.

9.

10.8
14.0
14.5
12.6
12.3
12.0
12.0
11.8

1-1 Q
18.00
18.00
14.6
14.6
14.6
14.6
12.00
12.00
10.5
10.5
10.5
11.6
11.

11.

10.6
10.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

1-1 CD

5.00
5.00

14.6
14.7

ii.'o'

12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

50

B
D

bog

•ri «

131.00
123.00
90.7
90.7
90.7
90.7
73.00
73.00
62.6
62.6
62.6
61.

64.0
63.4
58.8
55.0
50.0
50.8
51.0
49.0
47.6
39.0
39.0

110.5
94.8
92.0
98.0
82.6
78.5
77.00
77.00
80.00
68.50

CLASSIFICATION,
of class above, approximately, with regularly increasing intervals.

100
20

80 4

64-
-16

51-

40-

_10±0

-11

-10

30

The figures in the aliove tables are approximate measurements furnished by designers.

the sailmaker, the measurer shall check them by measur-
ing the following

:

Boom, from lower end of A to lower end of D.
Gaff, or lugvard, from upper end of A to forward end

of B.

Jackyard topsail, sheet to outer lacing-hole.

In cases where it is necessary for the official measurer
to measure the sails, he shall do so in the following man-
ner: Take the length of boom from mast to pin of

sheave for outhaul, and length of gaff from mast to pin

of topsail sheet sheave or lacing-hole as the case may re-

quire; then hoist the sail with the tack fast and set the

peak and luff up taut, and let go the topping lifts so that

the weight of the boom comes on the leach of the sail.

With a line and tape, measure the leach and luff and the

diagonal C. For the headsail measure the height I, and
the distance J, as provided for in the section dealing with
headsail. For topsail the sail should be hoisted and
marked in a line with the gaff ; then lowered and the

other dimensions taken. From the measurements so

taken a sail plan should be made and the other above-

specified measurements obtained therefrom.

CiIcuIatioQ of Sail Areas.

MAINSAIL.

Multiply A by B and C by D, and add the two products
together and divide by 2.

YARD TOPSAIL.

Multiply E by F and G by H, and add the two products
together and divide by 2.

JIB HEADER.

Multiply K by L and divide by 2.

HEADSAILS.

Multiply I by J and divide by 2.

LUGS AILS AND HEADSAILS.

-

No deduction is to be made from headsail area on the
score of any portion of the lugsail area ahead of the mast.

SAILS BOUNDED BY CURVED EDGES.

Any increase in the area of sails due to curved edges,
extended by battens or otherwise beyond the line between
the points for measurement, shall be computed as fohows :

Multiply the base E by two-thirds of the perpendicular P.

DISPLACEMENT.

D.—^Displacement to be obtained as follows

:

At points dividing the length of the load waterline
into five equal parts, find areas of immersed cross-sec-

tions in square feet ; from the areas in square feet ob-
tained and load waterline length, find approximate dis-

placement in cubic feet, which will be the D in formula.

Limit L. L.

Should the L.W.L. of any yacht in racing trim exceed

'M
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L by more than ten per cent., such excess of L.W.L. shall

be added to her rating.

Limit of Drafts

The limit of draft for all vessels shall be tSft.

Should the extreme draft of any yacht in racing tr.m

exceed the limit of draft specified for her rating, such

excess of draft shall be multiplied by five, and be ailded

to her rating.

Limit of Sail Area.

Should the square root of the sail area of any yacht

exceed her measurement of L by the foregoing formula

more than thirty-five per cent, any such exc^s shall be

added to her measurement.
All measurements specified may be certified to by the

designer, in a certificate to be filed w^th the measurer of

the club, but such certificate must be accompanied with

drawings, showing the measurements taken and the true

line of flotation of the vessel when measured in racing

trim, which line of flotation must be verified by the meas-

urer, before any certificate of measurement shall' be ac-

cepted by the secretary.

If from any peculiarity in the build of a yacht, or other

cause, the measurer shall be of opinion that the rule will

rot rate the yacht fairly, or that in any respect she does

not comply with the requirements of these rules, he shall

report the circumstances to the Regatta Committee, who,

with the measurer, after due inquiry, shall award such

a certificate of rating as they may consider equitable, and

the measurement shall be .deemed incomplete until this

has been done.

In connection with the proposed rule, the committee

recommends the following classification:

Classification*

SCHOONERS.

Class A. Over looft., rating measurement.
Class B. Not over lOoft. and over 80ft., rating measure-

ment.
Class C. Not over Soft, and over 64ft., rating measure-

ment.
Class D. Not over 64ft. and over 51ft., rating measure-

ment.
Class E. Not over 51ft., rating measurement,

SLOOPS.

Class F. Over lOoft.. rating measurement.
Class G. Not over looft. and over Soft., rating measure-

ment.
Class H. Not over Soft, and over 64ft., rating mea.sure-

ment.
Class I. Not over 64ft. and over 51ft.. rating measure-

ment.
Class J. Not over 51ft. and over 40ft., rating measure-

ment.
Class K. Not over 40ft., rating measurement.
In connection with the proposed rule and classification,

the committee further recommends that the formula for

time allowance shall read

/ S.win 8,600 \Time = .8 ( - ^—
) ;

3,600 representing the number of seconds in an hour, 1

the rating measurement of the small yacht, and L the

rating measurement of the large one.

It was considered desirable by many that the full

theoretical value of time allowance (one hundred per

cent.) be allowed, but the committee, wishing to be con-

.scrvativc, recommends that the tables now in use be raised

from sixty to eighty per cent., as in the above formula,

and that all vessels shall receive time allowance accord-
ing to their rating in all races, except when otherwise
specially provided.
The committee believes that the present conditions un-

<ler which the larger boat has the advantage in her class

should not obtain to such an extent as it has heretofore, •

and that those wishing to build should have greater lati-

tude in the choice of size within the limitations of their

respective classes, so that a smaller boat may be nearer
equality Avith the vessel of the highest rating in her
class.

In order that the members of the club may be familiar

with the workings of the proposed rule and how it may
affect existing boats, tables from figures furnished by
several prominent American designers, giving the meas-
urements of numerous boats, both under the old rule and
the new, have been made and are annexed to -his report.

In the opinion of the committee, the adoption by the

club of the above recommendations will greatly increase

the interest in yachting, promote the building of a better

type of vessel, and place racing on a firmer and more
equitable basis. The committee therefore consider it ad-
visable that the club should adopt these recommendations
for a period of five years.

Coftespondence.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The troubles of the Y. R. A. of Massachusetts are to

be deplored, although a perfectly natural consequence of

their short-sightedness. Your correspondent says, ''It

has developed that the wide, flat-floored centerboard
boat, or even a wide keel boat with immense overhangs,
has a distinct advantage over narrower 'boats with more
displacement and less sail area." And he says that Mr.
AdaiTis suggested a reduction of sail area and an increase
of ballast (I suppose displacement is really meant).
These suggestions are the key to the solution if one im-
portant factor is not overlooked and that is that the flat

floor and "immense overhang" gives a long, narrow body
to sail on when heeled, it is therefore futile to reduce sail

and add ballast alone. An absolute limit must be put
on the inclined length to accomplish anything, and it

must be done directly and not by any midship section
Hmitation for the reason that such a limitation, if it gives
any liberty of form, can easily be evaded.
In the restricted classes fix a minimum for displace-

ment, a maximum for sail area, draft and inclined load
waterline length, and the percentage of ballast to dis-

placement, and the result will be a type of yacht as fast

and as seaworthy as can be obtained where these two
antagonistic conditions are set up.

Geo, Hill.
New Yoek, Oct. 22.

The Barnegat Sneak Box*
Editor Forest and Stream:
A great deal has been said about the sneak box, but the

more we see of them the more we find can be said of

them. These boats have been known in these waters for

upward of fifty years. As near as we can learn, Sammy
Pcrrine was the originator and was for many years the

leading one to build boats of that class. Each year saw a

marked improvement, until to-day there are few if any

boats in out American waters that can excel them for

ccmfort, safety and .speed. When properly handled there

is nothing that can compare with them in heavy weather,

as they are nearly all decked over, making them able to

stand the sea without danger of filling. They are gen-

erally of greater breadth of beam than any other boat of

the .same' length, thus enabling them to carry a greater

spread of canvas. When first originated they were very

different from the sneak box of to-day. They were alike

on top and bottom, the only difference being a hole cut in

one side, which was called the top. Then they were
used chiefly for gunning, and derived their name from
being adapted for sneaking up on a flock of ducks. They
were used very little for sailing then, as they were very

hkel}'^ to take a header and not come up, the box bein^

much lower than any other part of the boat. To-day we
have them exclusively for speed, they being 18 to 20 feet

long, with an enormous spread of sail. Our bay here

during the summer is the scene of some hotly contested

races between this class of boats, having almost entirely

taken the place of yacht racing, as all interest seems cen-

tered on this one style of craft. We have seen some very

handsome boats turned out of the yard of A. F. Kil-

patrick, who is the leading builder of these boats at the

present day. His boats may be found in all parts of the

United States, he having sent one to California last win-

ter. In our travels in different -watering places we have

failed to find any boat that would compare with this class

for an all-round work or pleasure craft. They are very

c£)mmodious and draw very little water, enabling them to

go over shoals and flat places where other boats of "same

proport'ons would be compelled to go many miles^ often-

times to follow the channel. For a one-man boat a sneak

box of about 14 feet is most suitable, as in light weather

one can row very nicely, and should the wind breeze up
quite fresh, they are capable of weathering it with the

boats of much larger class. Our experience with different

style boats has proved beyond a doubt that for a man of

limited means they are the largest, cheapest and handiest

boat one can find anywhere on our Atlantic coast.

For guning for ducks in winter, they are without an

equal, as they are very light (not being over 12 feet long

for gunning purposes), one can easily haul them out on

the meadows and make a good hide, while at the same
time they are covered over so one has protection from
the winds. Sportsmen from all parts of the country say

they are far ahead of anything they ever saw for comfort

in cold weather while lying out watching for ducks.

Many of our readers already know much about these

boats, having been around Barnegat Bay, where they are

the leading style, and we have often heard them say that

for comfort and an all-round handy boat, there is none to

e.xcel the famous Barnegat sneak box.
R. G. Collins.

Barnegat, N. J.

Manchestet y* C. Challenge Accepted fcy the

Royal St* Lawrence Y. G.

A special meeting of the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.

was held in Montreal on Monday, Oct. 20, to select

the club whose challenge should be accepted for the

Seawanhaka Cup. The executive committee of the club

favored the acceptance of the challenge of the White Bear
Y. C, of Minneapolis, but it was finally decided to ac-

cept the Manchester Y. C.'s challenge, and it was car-

ried by a vote of 19 to 17.

The Manchester Y. C. will pursue a different policy

than did the Bridgeport Y. C. last summer. Outside
clubs will not be asked to participate in trial races, but

there will be one or more boats built for and owned
and sailed by Manchester Y. C. members. This is a

good idea and will make the matter purely a Manchester
Y. C. affair. This will avoid any of the unpleasantness

that existed this year.

Mr. W. Starling Burgess has received an order for a

boat. She is sure to be well handled for she is to be
sailed by Mr. Reginald Boardman. Mr. A. Henry Hig-
ginson will look after the light sails and Mr. Frank
Burgess will take care of main sheet. All these men
sailed on Outlook this year, and are rated among the

cleverest amateurs in the East.

It would not be surprising if Mr. Frank Crownin-
shield had a trial boat built. Several other boats are

talked of, but the Burgess boat is the only one that has
actually been ordered.

A New Book on Yachting-,

"Yachting" is the title of a new book recently written

by Julius Gabe. an English author on the sport. The
book is made up of a iiumber of historical sketches of

yachting incidents and of clubs. The author has gathered
together considerable matter of historical value, and he
has traced the sport back to the day of the Romans.

Interesting and valuable histories of all the principal

British clubs are g'ven, and the writer also gives an out-
line of the development of the New York Y. C, and
devotes a chapter ~to the races for the America's Cup. Mr.
Gabe, like many English writers on yachting, exploits the
pet British theory that had it not been for the unfair
conditions in the Deed of Gift that made it impossible
for the challenging yacht to sail on even terins with the
defending yacht that the America's Cup would be in Eng-
land to-day. •

'

Yacht racing in British' waters of recent years is well
covered, and there is m.uch data given, such as the
courses, names and owners of compel ng yachts, etc. Two
chapters are devoted to the French and German clubs.

The book. Avhich is dedicated to Sir Thomas Lipton, is

well bound in blue cloth and contains 266 pages of matter
and some forty full-page plates of prominent English
yachts, both sail and steam. The book, is really well got-
ten up, and is most readable,

—$
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Ossioiag Gttn Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y., Oct. 27.—The following scores were made at tlie

rifle gallery of the Ossiiiing Gun Club; distance, 50ft.; target, %in.
2.5-ring, ].0-shot scores: T. Willi, Sr., 193; VVm. H. Coleman 230;
Amos Bedell 231. 233; C. G. Blandford 242, 241; E, F. Ball 240;

T)r. E. B Sherwood 234; T. F. Graham 230, 210; Thos. O'Connell
2.30; Geo. Tompkins 223, 239; H. T. Ludwig 210; G. H. Davis 22S;

Wm. Green 189, 211; H. Tonolla 220; C. H. Sidman 236, 230; F.
Tompkins 230; L. C. Kenvon 2.30; B. Ganun 230; E. H. Sherwood
229; Miss Frances Gibson'216, 215; Mrs. E. F. Ball 224, 227; Miss
Adelaide Willi 80.

In the re-entry prize contests the following are high:
Members: First, D. Brandreth, 233; Amos Bedell, 233; second,

W. II. Coleman, 230; third, ]")r. E. B. Sherwood, 229.

Non-Members: First, Geo. N. Tompkins, 239; second,. C. H. Sid-
man, 236; third, J. F. Graham, Thos. O'Connell, F. Tompkins,
L. C. Kenyon and B. Gantui, each 230.

Ladies: Fn-st, Mrs. E. F. Ball, 2.36; second. Miss Frjinces
Gibson, 216.

Cadets: First, E. IT. Sherwood, 229.

E. F. Bat.1., Compiler of Scores.

The following, taken from the daily press, recounts the results
of a trial of bullet-proof cloth as follows: "The so-called bullet-
proof vest invented and woven by Rev. Casimir Zeglen, a Polish
Catholic priest of .St. Stanislaw's Church, Chicago, was penetrated
by several bullets from a .38cal. military revolver at a public ex-
hibition at Brooklyn recently. The cloth withstood bullets from
all other weapons, including the various calibers from .22 to .44.

The velocity of the .38cal. bullet was 825ft. a second, while that
of the other bullets ranged from 725 to 775. Father Zeglen, who
was detained by the manufacture ol twenty vests for some of the
coal mine operators, telegraphed that he would wear the vest and
give a public exhibition in New York city in about three weeks."
Under the circumstances, it would be the part of prudence if

Father Zeglen permitted some one, other than himself, to wear the
vest when it is shot at.

—®—
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Fixtures*

Oct. 29-30.—Raleigh, N. C—Two days' shoot of the Raleigh Gun
Club; $100 added each day, R. T. (iowan, Sec'y.
Oct. ,30-31—Dal ton, O.—Annual fall tournament of the Dalton

Gun Club. Ernest F. Scott, Captain.
Oct. 30.—Augusta, 111.—Second target tournament of the Augusta

Gun Club. Frank Bacon, Sec'y.
Oct. 30-31.—Dalton, O,—Target tournament of the Dalton Gun

Club.
Oct. 30-31.—Tlillsboro, III.—Target tournament of the Hillsboro

Gun Club.
Oct. 31.—Ceres, Pa.—First annual tournament of the Ceres Gun

Club. Targets and live birds. L. B. Learne, Sec'y, Ceres, N. Y.
Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y..—Inter-county seven-man team shoot

and 100 target event for cup emblematic of championship of West-
chester county.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.
Fourth Tuesday of each month, Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot at

Outwater's Riverside grounds, Patcrson Plank Road, Carlstadt,
N. J.
Second Friday of each month (January and July excepted), shoot

of Hell Gate Annex, at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.
Saturdays, Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Enfield street, near

Liberty avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.
Saturdays, Newark, N. J., South Side Gun Club's shoots, South

Broad street, near Lehigh Valley coal depot.
Saturdays, Outwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., live bird han-

dicaps.
interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for
publication in these cobimns, also any news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH week.

Mr. C. Palmer, Mornington Plouse, Farrar Road, Bangor, North
Wales, England, writes us in pleasant vein as follows: "It gives
me much pleasure to receive the Forest and Stream weekly, and
to follow the doihgs of the various shooters who formed the
American bird or target team which competed with such success
in the match last year between England and America, and beside
winning the match, won the esteem of the English side, of which
I was one. The very best feeling prevailed throughout the con-
test, and we on this side voted the American team to be one and
all true sportsmen and a jolly good lot of fellows. I only wish it

were possible for us to accept the kind invitation to come across
the herring pond, knowing full well the kindly welcome and fair
play we should receive."

The programme of the Ceres Gun Club's first annual tournament,
to be held at Ceres, Pa., Oct. 31, provides both target and live
bird competition. Target handicaps, 14 to 20yds. ; live-bird han-
dicaps, 26 to 32yds. Competition open to all. There are twelve
target events, 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance based, on 10 cents
per target. There are two events at live birds. First and second
high averages, $5 and .$3. Lowest average, $2. Rose system, ratios

8, 5, 3 and 2 will prevail. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock.
Handicap committee: Messrs. J. C. Crandall, Randolph, N. Y.

;

H. L. Zimmerman, Bolivar, N. Y., and F. F. Mason, Olean, N. Y.
For fvu-ther information address the secretary, A. B. Learne Ceres,
N. y.

The Newton, N. J., Gun Club have passed a set of resolutions
thanking Mrs. F. E. Butler (Annie Oakley) for the trophy, a silver
cup, presented by her to that club. Two of the resolutions are as
follows: "Resolved, That every member of said club do resolve to
attempt to reach the ritiblime heights of perfection facing the
traps as they feel they have achieved when telling about it; and
be it further resolved, as a mark of oiu- respect and esteem for
the donor of said gift, that she be, and hereby is, elected as an
honorary member of the Newton Gun Club."

Mr. T. W. Morfey, the eminent trapshooter, moved from Queens,
L. I., to Dover, N. J., on Monday of this week. The latter place
is much more convenient for him to reach in his journeyings to
and fro in the territory which he covers as a trade representative.
He will also engage m the breeding of high-class cattle, fancy
fowls and modern agriculture.

On the grounds of the Keystone Shooting League, Philadelphia,
Monday of this week, Mr. Fred Coleman, of Higgins, Pa., defeated
Mr. Harry S. Coldron, of Reading, Pa., by a score of 99 to 96.

The conditions were 30yds. rise, .$2.50 a side, loser to pay for the
birds, all of which, with the resulting scores, made it a match of
the first class.

•s

The University of Pennsylvania trapshooters are preparing, by
diligent practice, for their intercollegiate contest with Harvard and
Cambridge, on Nov. 8, as a matter of interest contingent to the
football game.



At the tQui:nament of Messrs. Klein and Burmeister Spirit
Lake, la.. Oct. 21 and 22, Mr. W. R. Croabv, shooting from the
22yd. rnark, won the cup and first money in a 50-target event on the
second day, scoring 46. He averaged 95.1 per cent for the two
days. I'hc cup__lor tlie amateurs making the highest average was
won by IVIr. tiuy Burnside. It was arranged for a three-day
lonrnamont, but owing to the light attendance the third day was
•cancelled.

Mi-. Albert A. Schoverling, corresponding secretary informs us
that the next shoot of the Fulton Gun Club will have prizes for
competition, and will commence at 1 o'clock, Nov. 2. To reach the
grounds, take, from Brooklyn Bridge, the Kings county elevated to
Crescent street, or, from Twenty-third and Forty-second street fer-
ries, take elevated to Crescent street, from which it is about ten
minutes' walk to the grounds via Old Mill Road.

Elsewhere in our trap columns Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager
of tlie Interstate Association, calls attention to the matter of the
Association's tournaments for 1903, and presents a suggestion con-
cerning applications of clubs in that relation. The annual meeting
will be held on Dec. 11. Applications for tournaments should bem the manager's hands by Dec. S. His address is 111 Fourth
avenue. Pittsburg.

The final shoot for the October cup of the Crescent Athletic Club
took place last Saturday, on the club grounds at Bav Ridge, L. I.

Mr, W. \V. Marshall made high score, 45, but Dr. J. J. Keyes
had made the three best scores, 48, 45 and 47, a total of 140 out of
a possible 150, and won it thereby outright. Mr. W. J. McConville
and Mr. Marshall scored 139, a close second to the winner.

Mr. A. H. Funke. eminent in business aiYairs as a sporting
goods dealer, announces his removal from 98 Duane street to 325
Broadway, New York. The new quarters are more prominently in
the gun district, and are attractively fitted and equipped. In them
Mr. Funke will be pleased to meet his numerous friends.

Dr. J. VV. Meek carried off high honors in the trophy shoot of
the Garfield Gun Club, at Chicago, last Saturday. He scored 24
out of a possible 25. J. McDonald won Class B with 22 and Mr.
Wilson won Class C with 17. In the cup event Mr. A. Hellman
was winner with 22 out of 25 shot at.

The next regular shoot of the Richmond Gun Club will be held
at Silver Lake, Staten Island, on Election Day. The traps will be
ready for action at 10 o'clock A. M. A silver cup will be the
prize in one of the events. Mr. Albert A. Schoverling, of New
Brighton, S. I., is the secretary.

There was a group of shooting talent in Philadelphia last week
'o'f high eminence, and as is habitual with them, they indulged in

some trapshooting, the scene of which was the Florist Gun Club's
grounds. They were Messrs. Dupont, Gilbert, Squier, Hirschy
and C North.

The Glaser trophy, for which the members of the North River
Gun Club have been contesting diligently for the past year, was
won the third time last Saturday on the club grounds at Edge-
Water, N. J.J by Mr. Truax, and it now becomes his personal
properly.

John S. Wright's live-bird shoot at North Hudson Driving Park,
IToboken, was quite a success. About fifteen shooters participated.

The grounds are nicely equipped for live-bird shooting, and the
competition is conducted in a manner in every particular up to

date,

«
Mr. Herbert Taylor, of St. Louis, and Mr. H. C. Hirschy, of St.'

Paul, distinguished as experts in the manufacture, distribution and
use of powder in its relation to industry and sport, were visitors in

New York last week.

At a nteeting held recently ihe Nishoyne Gun Club of Orange,
N. J., elected officers as follows: President, F. J. Miller; Secre-

tary, R. B. Baldwin; Treasurer, A. Mosler.
Bernard Waters.

Coleman—Coldren.

HOLMESBURG JUNCTION, Pa., Oct. 27.—Mr. Fred Coleman, of

Iliggins, Pa., defeated Mr. Harry S. Coldren, of Reading, by the

score of 99 to 96 in a match at 100 live birds, on the grounds of the

Keystone Shooting League, this afternoon. The conditions were
30yds. rise, with the usual boundary, $250 a side, and the loser to

pay for the birds.
The crowd was a big one, and many prominent followers of the

sport were present from Reading and Allentown with a big delega-

tion. Coleman had been out to the grounds on Saturday and
scored 24 and 1 dead out of bounds out of 25. This made him the

favorite with the money men, and there was plenty of Coleman
money in sight with no takers.
Coleman won the toss and elected his opponent to lead off,

and the first bird was shot at 2 o'clock. The weather conditions
were warm and sultry, with a very light 3 o'clock wind. The
birds were a selected lot, and under ordinary conditions would
have been fast, while under the existing conditions they were
lazy, and not over 25 per cent, were on the wing with the fall

of the trap.

Coleman shot a very cool, steady race from start to finish, and it

was only by a narrow chance and a few feet that he did not run
100 straight. His one lost bird was a driver in the twelfth

round. The bird was hit with both barrels, but could not be
brought to earth inside the fence, falling just over the inclosure

fence, about 15ft. over the botmdary. The other 99 birds he killed

with ease, and with one or two exceptions his birds were killed

right over the traps.
Coldren killed the first 15, and then had a bad five minutes,

drawing two fairly good birds, right drivers, in the sixteenth and
seventeenth rounds, and losing both. In the thirty-fourth round
he drew a wicked left driver which did not stop until over the

wire fence. He did not lose his nerve with this piece of bad luck,

but went along and hammered out 23 straight, losing his fifty-

eighth, another left driver. This was his last error, and he finished

with 42 straight.
It was the opinion of many of the spectators that Coleman was

the more lucky man in drawing birds, and the few fast ones that

there were fell to Coldren. From the writer's view, the drawing
was about even. Coldren was slower and at times a little erratic

with the first barrel, thereby allowing his birds to get a start and
get hard. Coleman, on the other hand, was very quick in action,

and used his first barrel with good effect, and in nearly every
instance got his bird right out of the traps.

John Rothacker acted as referee, while Ed. Johnson officiated as

scorer. ' A. A. Felix looked after Coleman's interests, while Gus
Muller filled the same office for Coldren. The scores:

WESTERN TRAPS.

H S Coldren.

F Coleman

. 1212122111212120012222211—23
11212112*1122122122222212—24
2112122011221112211121122—24
2221222221122122122111212—25—96

. 22222222222*2222222222222—24
2222222222222222222222222—25
2222222222222222222222212—25
2222112222222222222222222—25—99

Ciaciaaati Gua Club.

Cincinnati, O,, Oct. 25.—The twenty-second contest of the Cin-
cinnati Gun Club's series of cash prizes, shot on the club grounds
to-dav had twenty-six contestants. Messrs. Ahlers and Randall
were 'high with 46 each, shooting from the 17 and 19yd. mark re-

spectively. The scores: Ahlers (17) 46, Randall (19) 46, Herman
(17) 45, Van Ness (18) 44, R. Trimble (20) 44, Gambell (18) 41,

F. Liltleford (18) 41, E. Trimble (18) 40, Block (18) 40, Maynard
(18) 40, Barker (17) 4C, Capt (17) 40, Boyd (18) 38, Corry (16) 38,

Butts (16) 36, Medico (18) 35, Faran (20) 35, Miles (16) 34, Kohler
(16) Roll (18) 33, T. Littleford (16) .32, Terry (16) 28. Bauer (16)

26, Watterson (16) 26, Colonel (16) 22, Jack (17) 22,

1

10
10
8

9

10
9

10
7

6
6

7 8

10 15

9 12
9 15

7
9

11
12

14
14
15
12
10

8 9

5 13
8 12
6 14
7 ..

8 10
8 .. 10

7

8 .. 5

14 15
10 10

10 10
8 9

Ml, Sterling; Illinois.

CmcAGt), HI
, Oct. 25.--Tiie scvcnih annual shoot of the Mt.

.Sterling Gun Club of Illinois, closed Oct. 15. Atttcndance smaller
than was expected, but a pleasaril: time all around. The full pro-gramme was shot. The scores:

Events

:

Targets

:

Scott
Ciroves
(iilberi

Averv
Park's
Estes 8
Bacon 7

Engelbrect 9
Vanderventer .... 9
McGiU ., 8
Williams ., 8
Sapp 9
Bowman 7
Webster 10
Van Brunt 10
Davis 8
Dorset
Bennett
Carver m-. 5

Extra e'O-ents:

Targets:
Scott

,

Groves
Sapp
Van Brunt
Williams
.1 Estes
Parks ;..V...i

2 3 4
10 10 15
9 10 15

9 13

10 14
7 14
8 13

10 11
8 11

7 13

9 13
8 11

8 9
7

10
9

7

7 8

5 6

10 15

10 15

9 13

10 12
9 15
9 14
7 12
7 15

10 10
9 10
7 13
6 7
6 9
5 9
6 ..

S ..

io
.. 5

9 10 11
10 15 10
10-14 9

10 13 10

10 14 9
9 15 9

7 15 9

9 14 8
9 14 8

10 12 8
9 14 0
10 11 7
9 13 8
4.-5

12 13
15 10
14 9

15 10

14 10
14 7
13 10
15 9

13 8
14 9
8 0
12 10

9 9

15 6

4 .. 3 S

Total
Broke.

166
161

160
157

156
149
146
144
143
141
121
82

104
85
87
38
45
8

20

10 10 10 10 Targets:
10 14 . . . . Vanderventer
9 13 5 8 Gilbert
6 McGill
6 3.2 S 8 Avery
3 »i E Estes
9 ^. . . . . Bacon
915 9 4 Engelbrect ..

10 10 10 10
7 10 . . .

.

8 12
4 9
9 13
6 14

.. 15

Garfield Gun Club.
Chicago, Oct. 25.—The appended scores were made on our

grounds to-day on the occasion of the fourth trophv shoot of the
fourth series. Dr. Meek carried off the honors by scoring 24 out
of 25 and won Class A trophy; J. McDonald won Class B on 22;Wilson won Class C on 17.
The cup shoot followed, and was won by A. Hellman on 22 out

of 25, thrown as 15 singles and 5 pairs.
The day was very dark and threatening, and in fact it did rain

heavily part of the afternoon. The attendance was not what it should
be. but threatening weather and game season are responsible
for It.

Fourth event, fourth series, 25 targets, as follows:
Kehl 0111010101011111010100101—15
F Wolf 1011111111111011111111111-23
Dr Meek 0111111111111111111111111-24
^eck 1011110011110001110101110—16
T W Eaton 1111010111110111010110110—18

.
.^-aton 1000110110010011111011011—15W I'son 0111111110101110110111000—17

Pr'ce 1100011101101010100111010—14
r Jones 1011101110111110111111111—21
Hellnian 1111111111110111101111001—21
McDonald 1111111111111111111010101-22
Cup shoot, eleventh of the series, 15 singles and 5 pairs:

I'-ehl 101100101100110
F Wolf 011111111110111
Dr Meek 011111111111111
T Eaton lOllOlOllllUlO
Keck 111111110100111
Wilson 110101111111111
Price 010101011110010
Jones linillllUllll
Hellman 1111111111111110
Eldred 101111111111010
McDonald 111101111011011

Sweeiistakes

:

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 1* 10 10 10

Kehl 3 4 4 ..

F Wolf 3 6 8 6
Dr Meek 8 10 8 10
Keck 6 9 8..
T W Eaton 6 8 10 8
E Eaton ............ 8 6 4..
Following is the result of the

series, 1902:

11 10 00 00 00—11
10 10 11 00 11—19
11 00 11 11 10—21
01 11 10 10 11—18
00 01 10 00 10—15
01 10 10 11 11—20
10 11 11 10 10—15
00 00 00 10 01—17
11 11 10 10 01—22
00 10 11 11 10—18
10 31 01 11 11—20

Events: 12 3 4
Targets : 10 10 10 10

Wilson 4 8 7 ..

Price 4 6 3 7
T Jones 8 9 .. ..

Hellman 8 7
McDonald 8 7

W P .Johnson 1
Dr J W Meek 7
C P Richards 3
A Hellman 5
A E Midgley 2
A D Dorman 4
T L Smed'es 1

T Eaton 7

J D Pollard 4
Dr A Shaw 1

J E Dafter 3M G Eldfed 4W A Jones 4
Dr J A Huff 1
L D Price 2
F J Cooper 1
L Thomas 6

J McDonald 6
T Jones 4
R S Leete 4
G W Drinkwater 4
F G Barnard 1

J C Kissick 2
A McGowan 3

S E Young 2
M F Wilson 7
Dr J H Mathews 1
C H Kehl 6
Townsend Smith 2

J Monighan 1

Chicago Gun Club's third target

argets 5 Best
Ihot at. Broken. Per Cent. .Shoots.

25 23 .92
175 158 .902 1936
75 67 .893
125 107 .856 ]856
50 42 .84

100 84 .84
25 21 .84
175 143 .817 !872
100 80 .80
25 20 .80
75 60 .80

100 77 .77
100 75 .75
25 18 .72
50 36 .72
25 18 .72
150 107 .714 '.iu
150 106 .706 .728
100 70 .70
100 66 .66
100 64 .64
25 16 .64
50 31 .62
75 45 .60
50 29 .58

175 99 .565 "m
25 14 .56
150 71 .473 .488
50 21 .42
25 8 .32

IN NEW JERSEY.

John S, Wright's Shoot.

The live-bird shoot designed and conducted by Mr. John S.
Wright, was held on the grounds within the boundary of the
North Hudson Driving Park, near Hudson Heights, Hoboken,
N. J., the same grounds where the Jeannette Gun Club now holds
its monthly shoots. They are pleasantly situated and efficiently
equipped for conducting live-bird shoots satisfactorily. Every-
thing ran smoothly and pleasantly.
A few miss-and-outs were shot off before the regular programme

commenced. In the first event at 7 birds there were ten con-
testants, most of whom were fairly well seasoned shooters. Mr.
L. Connitz was one of the contestants, and made his first at-
tempt at live-bird competition, though he has had extensive ex-
perience at target shooting. He was one of the five who killed
straight in the first event. The money for each of the straights
was $4.25.

The second event was at 10 birds, $7 entrance, and first money
was $7.50. There were fourteen contestants, three of whom
killed straight.
The third event was at 15 birds, $10 entrance, and in deference

to the wishes of the participants the division of the moneys was
changed from Rose system to high guns. Welles and Glover
missed one each and were the only two in the tie on 14.

The weather was of balmy fall, an ideal Indian summer day.
There was a mild south wind, which held the birds to fly straight-
away. As to the birds, they were mixed in quality, slow and fast,

just the kind to insure misses if the contestants relaxed in vig-
ilance and tension. The scores follow:
Event 1, 7 pigeons, $5 entrance, two moneys:

C Von Lengerke, 29. .2221122—7 T W Morfey, 31 1111121*—

6

L Connitz, 25 1111221—7 C Steffens, 30 Il'*e222—

5

S Glover, 31 ..2212222—7 H Pape, 27 ....0102211-5
B Waters, 28 ....2212122—7 F E Butler, 28......... 2012011—

5

H S Welles, 29... 2222222—7 Ramapo. 28 2022200—1

Event 2. 10 pigeons, handicap fi
C Intermann, 28. . .2121111121—10
B Waters, 29. .1222222222— 10H S Welles, 29 2222222222 10
T W Morfey. 31. . .0222222222—

P

L Connitz, 27 2'*12222222— 9
E Kattcngcll, 29. .. .2222022212— !)

C Steffens, 30 1212222020— 8

Event 3, 15 pigeons, handicap:
F Hall, 29.... 02222020212

w

H Welles, 29. .222222222222220—14H Pape, 26... 000112022110122—10
C Steffens, 30.010121221122122—13
J Kroeger, 28.21222212011*]*]—12
T Morfey, 31. .222011222222201—13

se, three moneys, $7 entrance:
H Pape. 26 l'*21221120— S
S Glover. .31 1222*22220- S
Von Lengerke. 29.*002222222— 7
Ramapo, 27 2222200022— 7
I'.utler. 26 0101111210— 7
1 II Kroeger, 28. .. .1011120012— 7
ce, Zi .0200121112— 7

Intermann . 29 .1*1111211202000—10
S Glover, 31. . .212222222222220—1-1

V'nLeng'ke,28.*2212*122222222—13
L Connitz, 27..022222222121220—13
Ramapo. 27 .... 200220220220222- 10
F E Butler, 26.211122020'212112—13

Emerald Gun Club.
Newark, N. J., Oct. 21.—The weather conditions at the shoot of

the Emerald Gun Club to-day, held on Smith Brothers' grounds,
were favorable to a. thorough test of skill. The dav was de-
lighttully pleasant. There was a strong northwest wind blowing,
and the birds were good and very fast. Four guests, Messrs P.
Garms, 1. Cody, T. Morfey and F. A. Seitz, were present. They
sliot for birds only. No one killed straight in the club event.
Ihree scored 9. namely, Messrs. H. Koegel, T. Morfey and F. A.
be\tz. There were both a distance and a point handicap. Inter-
state rules governed the competition. The scores follow

:

^Handicaps

—

Yards. Points.R Regan 25
E J Kail 25
E J Roberts 28
Dr O'Connell .^32
-A. A Schoverling 30
J C Plenry 25
Dr Hudson 28
J Moore 28
P Garms 2S
T Cody '.'.'.'.'.'.'.28

tl Koegel .30

\V J Corbett 25
J Fischer 28
VV Hassenger 30
T Short 28
C Voeheringer 25
Capt Dryer 25W Catton 28
r J May 28
J' Hansmann 25H Dressel 28
T Morfey 30 ]

F A Seitz 28

Nishoyne Gun Clut.

Orange. N. J., Oct. 25.—The weekly shoot of the Nishoyne Gun
Club to-day resulted as follows:

6

6

eVa
7
7

6

7
6%

2100222100— 0
2120010210— 6
2010001012— 5
1202222022— 8
0222202220— 7
11*0112210— 7
1021000110— 5
0100011011— 5
0220201022— 6

0011*01101— 5
2012112122— 9
010*192021— 5
2222020210— 7
012122222*— 8
2122*20112— 8
222220*122— 8
1020121010— 6
0000122120— 5
2011020002— 5
1020000100— 3
2000122222— 7
*122222222— 9
1112221210- 9

Events

:

Targets

:

A Mosler..
F Butler...W Slater...
R Baldwin.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events:
25 25 25 25 25 25 15 Targets

:

20 .. .. 19 20 .. .. F J Miller
15 19 16 .. M Baldwin.. ..

12 20 17 Dr G Wakely..
. . 18 19 . . 21 . . 12

North River Gun Club.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7'

25 25 25 25 25 25 15.

. . . . 20 16 . . 14 .

.

. . 20 17 . . 1?,:

18 ..

Edgewater, N. J., Oct. 25.—Mr. Truax, having won the GTaser
trophy three times, is declared the winner, and is entitled to have
pcssession of it forever.
Mr. Dudley, who is also a member, would not shoot for the

trophy, knowing that the boys have been fighting for this medal
for more than a year, and his action was greatly appreciated by
every member. The scores, .50 targets:

Truax lIlllOllOllllUOlllOilOOOl

. 1111111110111111111110011—39-f 8 -17Mom son 0110111] 10000111111110111
lOlOlOlOUlllllOOllllOUO—35-f 8—43

Eickhoft 1001011111010001100000101

^.^ llllllOlllOllllOllllOlin—32+12—45
^Dudley 111111110101111111111101]

1111110111111111111111111 -46
R 'ch ter OOlOOllOllOOOllOOOOOOOOOl

1101000111000101011111001—22-f 8—30
•''^"ison 1111011000011111110100110

1111110110010001110100111—33+12—45
Hexamer 1011110101101101101000000

,
0101010011110011000010110—25+12—37

Cathcart 1011010100111110011101011
O1O10001O111001O10O1110O1-2S+15-43

*Pape lOOlOOllOlOOllimiOlOOll

,
OlllllllOllOOOOOlOlOllOU

""Birds only.

Sweepstakes: 12 3 4
Targets: . 10 10 10 10

Allison 9 9 g
Truax 9 7 6 .. ..
Richter 6 4 5 .. 3
Morrison , 8 7 8
Horland 2 1 3 3
Eickhoff 6 5 7 7 3
Pape 7 8 7 4 9
Dudley 9 7 8 10 10
Hexamer 5 6
Hawes 4 ! . .'. ,',

Pape, Jr 4 5 3 .'. .. ..

Annett • 6 3
Jas. R. Merrill, Sec'y.

5

10
6 7

10 10
.. 8
.. 7
.. 4
.. 9

8

10

6

9

5
7

9

8

10

8 6

ON LONG ISLAND.

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Oct. 25.—The final shoot for tlie October cup .

took place to-day on the club grounds at Bay Ridge, hence there
\yas more than common interest displayed by the shooting con-
tingent, although it was almost a foregone conclusion that it would
be won by Dr. J. J. Keyes. Messrs. Marshall and McC^nnvillc
had chances, however, and were defeated by the very narrow mar-
gin of one target. A contestant must participate in at least three
slioots for the monthly cup, as his best three scores are what
count in determining the winner. The three best scores made by
Dr. Keyes were 48, 45 and 47. a total of 140, while McConville
and Marshall got 139, Brigham 131.

October cup, 50 targets, handicap allowances added:

Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.
VV W Marshall 6 21 6 24 45
VV J McConville 4 25 4 19 44
Dr J J Keyes 1 19 1 23 42
G R Meeker 5 19 5 18 3t
C G Rasmus < 4 21 4 14 35

The second event was at 25 targets, for a trophy, handicap, and
was won by Charles A. Sykes. Scores: Sykes (4) 25 Meeker (.5)

23, Keyes (1) 23, Lott (2) 22, Marshall (6) 22, McConville (4) 22.
Vanderveer (3) 20, Fiske (7) 20, Rasmus (4) 20.

^ >

Trophv, 25 targets, handicap: Rasmus (4) 21, Vanderveer '(4') 2i
Stake (6) 20, Marshall (6) 18, McConville (4) 17.

Trophy, 25 targets, handicap: Keyes (1) 25, Marshall (G) 2B.
McConville (4) 24, Rasmus (4) 22, Pool (3) 19.

Trophy, 25 targets, handicap: Vanderveer (3) 24, Meeker (5) 21
Chapman (7) 14.

Trophy, 15 targets, handicap: Stake (3) 15, Sykes (2) 14 Marshall
(3) 13, Pool (1) 13, Chapman (4) 12.

Match, 10 targets: Marshall 10, Chapman 9, Keyes 8, Rasmus Ti,

Meeker 5.

Brooklyn Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., Oct. 25.—Mr. H. S. Welles was easily the star
performer at the shoot of the Brooklyn Gun Club to-day. The
weather was pleasant, and favorable for good scores:

Events: 1 -2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Targets: 10 15 15 10 15 15 15 25 10 5p

Welles 10 14 12' 9 12 14 12 24 10 »
Newton 4 12 13 7 11 13 12
O'Callaghan 1 4 8 .. 4 2 4
Hausleiter 8 10 9 4 11 9
Engle 9 13 15 8 12 11 11 21 .. &
Wright 6 9 9 7 11 '14 Jt 18 S 6
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The Pjissingr of Authorities.

The position of authority, once attained, would seem to be easy

to hold. Time and the world's progress, however, are destructive

to autliorities. The authority, venerated in one age, may be a

source of merriment in the next age. This is particularly true of

the authorities on guns. In the short period of half a century there

have been several quite distinct stages of evolution concerning
them.
The work- of Col. Hawker, bearing the modest title "Instructions

to Young Sportsmen in All that Relates to Guns and Shootnig,

was considered a masterpiece of sound knowledge for years after

its publication in 1830. The author of it, in recognition of its

intrinsic merit, dedicated it as follows: "To His Most Excellent

Majesty, William the Fourtli. This attempt to instruct the rising

generation in an art for which we have long been the first nation

in the world, and an exercise acknowledged as being calculated to

invigorate us for the service of our King and country, is with

gracious permission most respectfully dedicated by His Majesty's

ever dutiful senant and loyal subject, Peter Hawker."
Although written at a period of time within the remembrance

of men now living, the quaint style of it and the obsolete ideas

would seem to place it back in past centuries. The queer views

and technical vagaries presented as exact knowledge will be in-

teresting reading now, in comparison with the exact knowledge
of our own times. Following are some excerpts:

The gunmakers, in sliort, remain again as 1 left them—like the

frogs, witliout a king; and as before, complaining bitterly about

the dullness of trade. But for this, they have to thank their m-
troduction of the detonating system, by which they got caught
themselves in the very trap that was laid for their customers.

When flint guns were the order of the day few s.porting gentlemen

of distinctio'n ever thought of using anything but the gun of a

first rate maker, for the simple rsason that on the goodness of the

work depended the quickness in firing, and consequently the

filling of the bag. But nowadays every common fellow in a market
town can detonate an old musket and make it shoot as quick as

can be wished; insomuch that all scientific calculations ui shoot-

ing, at moderate distances, are now so simplified that we every

dav meet with jackanapes apprentice boys who can shoot flying

and knock their eisht birds out of ten. Formerly shooting re-

quired art and nerve; now for tolerable shooting (at all events

for the use of one barrel) nerve alone is sufficient. Formerly a

first rate gun was a sine qua non; now the most that we can call

it is a desideratum; since all guns are now made to fire with nearly

equal velocity. .Still, however, fortunately for the leading gun-

makers, there are vet left many requisites which induce good
sportsmen, though a much smaller number than formerly, to go

to the heads of the trade: viz., (1) soundness and perfect safety

in guns; (2) the barrels being coiTectly put together for accurate

shooting; (3) the elevation being mathematically true, and raised

strictly in proportion to the length of the barrel; and (1) the stock

being properlt cast off to the eye and well fitted to the hand and
shoulder, I sav nothing of the balance, because any good car-

penter with some lead and ^ center bit can regulate this to the

shooter's fancy.
Within the few years the detonaters have been much improved

in shooting in consequence of their being bored differently from

flint guns. They now detain the shot longer in the barrel m order

that the powder may have time to kindle, which is done to such

a degree as to occasion an increase of recoil, and a liability to be-

come "leaded" with much firing. Many waddings have been in-

vented to counteract this, and I shall hereafter speak of them m
another part of the book, as they have their merits; but still

none of them will make a detonatcr of equal weight with, shoot

quite as strong and regular as a flint gun. Though, like the rest

of the sporting world, I have long been kidnapped into the con-

stant use of detonaters, still I have no reason to alter the opinion

I gave in 1822; and were my time to come over again, 1 might

probably be content with the flint, though I have of course, as

every one does, shot more accurately and missed fewer quick shots

with the detonater.
For example: how is the barrel made to throw shot very closer

By a too long continued relief forward without a proportional open-

ing behind; this (from a want of that impetus or friction winch

the shot receive while passing through the cylindrical part of the

caliber) makes the gun shoot so slow, that the sportsman often

fires behind his game, and of course so weak, though well

directed, that instead of his birds dying in the air, they are brought

down in a slovenly manner, and half of them escape being bagged,

although their skins mav be filled with shot enough to make a

brilliant display at a single sheet of paper

Many are apt to suppose that if a bird, killed by a long shot,

has been struck with four or five pellets, their gun will always tie

certain of doing execution at the same distance if properly directed.

But so far is this from being the case that it may proceed from

the barrel throwning the grains in patches, and therefore being

liable to let even fair shots escape through an interval. .

Indeed the effect of this mode of boring might be equally well

produced by wetting the shot, or loading with very little powder,

and elevating so as for nearly all the shot to drop into the mark

(a common trick when an old hand ^vlshes to sell a gun to a

Cockney or win the Christmas prize at an ale house by shooting at

a mark). But enough of impertections; and now for what a barrel

''"\Vith*°the^' common-sized guns, which are now made for t.he

sports of the field, the usual mode of boring is to leave a cylinder

for about three-fourths of the barrel (always taking care in a

flint t'un but not in a detonater to preserve a little tightness or

contraction just where the shot first moves), and let the remaining

part of the caliber be gradually relieved to the muzzle, hor in-

instance. suppose a barrel to be two feet eight inches long we

would say (beginning at the breech end) about six inches tight

(if for a flint); twenty-one inches a cylinder, and the remaining

five inches relieved to the muzzle. All this must be done with

the most delicate possible gradation, and in so, snia 1 a degree

that even some gunmakers can scarcely drscover it. How natura

then is it that nianv sporting authors should be so far deceived

as to fancy the best guns are bored a true cylinder to the very

muzzle, and therefore argue m its favor! This relief has the effect

of making the gun shoot as close as it can do, compatibly with the

strength and cpiickness required, which should, however, be m-

ci cased as much as possible by the best constructed breechings.

But with the new alteration for short detonaters, a mere cylinder

or nearly so, with a few inches' relief forward, is now found to

answer best, and therefore we require more weight of metal in order

to^ease the recoil of a charge that is longer detained in the bar-

rel Thus the detonating system simplifies the boring to the whole

trade as well as the art of killing to the shooter, With longer and

heavier guns we mav take still further advantage, and have .a

lillle opening behind.' All this relief must be given m a very

triflinc degree because, should the barrel be too much opened m
anv pai-t, it would admit of the powder escaping between the

wadding and the sides of the caliber, by which the shooting of the

gun would be rendered weak. For this reason, I should object to

having a hole through Uie wadding that covers the powder, which

mpnv do to prevent, as they think, the confined air from resist-

ing the ramrod, which it rarely .flo^s xilitil after you have p«t in

the second wadding. . , , , , ^,^11 ^

For a duck gun or piece of any considerable length, the barrel

should be bored so as to feel more and m.ore tight on ramming

down the wadding, particularly on coming just above where the

shot Hes and with a very little opening from where the shot lies

down to 'the breeching. This you wull perceicc by a relief to the

ramrod just before the wadding reaches the powder. If, however,

the (run is very long vou mav then of course have the barrel further

onened behind, in iiroportion to the length, and thereby give

more force to the powder, which will enable you with propriety

to extend the relief forward, and by that means get close shooting

combined with strength. This is the reason why long barrels inay

he made to shoot further than short ones.
,

thus the shot has

friction by being forced through the cylinder, and is then gradu-

allv relieved all the way in going out, and this more in proportion

asain as the .shot leaves the muzzle. In a word, the shot should

receive all the force of the powder while tight in the barrel, and

then as before observed, go easier and easier all the way out o

it This mode of boring is the best calculated for large wildfowl

Bi'ms because the first friction makes them shoot strong (by means

of "i'ving due time to burn the powder.), and yet with as much
"
as anv caliber that can be made to answer that purpose.

a oerfect cylinder, and therefore proving the absurdity of those

arguments which are all grounded upon this mistake. W ere a gun

h-irrel bored a true cylinder from end to end, it might shoot nearly,

or nuite as well if two feet long as one of greater length, because

1 sunerffuitv of what mav be strictly called lateral pressure would

ilo more harm than good, bv checking instead of assisting the force

of the charge. But to these two feet of cylinder let me add some

«iore caliber and that to consist pi proper opening and relief, and

then shoot the guns for a wager, and see how those new discov-
ery gentlemen would come ofl' who have been holding forth to the
public such nonsense in favor of short guns.
Cannons are bored a cylinder, because they are generally used

for firing hall, and therefore may be short; but how have they
always thrown loose shot? Why, most miserably, till General
Shrainiell invented his admirable shells that keep the charge to-

gether for a second explosion, which takes place a little before the
shot has reached the object. It is one thing to speak of things
plausibly, another to state them correctly.
In the following schedule 1 have taken three of the larg^est-sized

guns, because a little sporting gun is on so small a scale, that
although the relief may be felt in a moment by passing a proper
gauge of lead through the caliber, yet the barrel is so diminutive
that it \yould be difficult to measure and specifiy the exact depth
of this relief.

N. B.—If any gunmaker had candidly informed me as to his
mode of -boring barrels, I should have felt myself bound in honor
never to divulge much less to publish the secret. But as the little

knowledge i possess has been acquired by my own discovery, and
proved by experiments to be correct, it becomes my own property,
and as such therefore I have no further hesitation in presenting it

to my readers.

A SINGLE SWIVEL GUN.
Barrel made by Fullerd; average of bore IY2 inches; weight of

barrel, 62 pounds: Cylinder, 3ft. Sin.
;
relief, -Ift. lin.; opened behind,

6M;in. ; total (exclusive of plug), 7ft. 3V^in.
Depth of Cut.- Relieved to the 20th of an inch; opened behiml

to the 24th of an inch.

MY NEW DOUBLE SWIVEL GUN (wEIGHT, I93 POUNDS).
Barrels by Fullerd: Cylinder, 2ft. 9in. ; relief, 4ft. 2in.; opened

behind, 1ft. Sin.; total (exclusive of plugs), Sft. 2in.

Depth of Cut.—The bore in cylinder, VA'n- all but a 32d; relief

forward li/gin. and a .^2d (a Ifith difl'erence), and cut rather less

deep behind than at the muzzle.

A SINGLE STANCHION GUN.
Barrel, 691bs. (made in Birmingham); cylinder, 2ft. Tin.; relief,

4[t. 4in.; opened behind, lOin.; total 7ft. 9in.

Depth of Cut.—Cylinder, l%,m. barely; relief, P/im, aud a 16lh;

opened behind, U/iin. and a 32d.

A SINGLE GUN.
(Musket bore and the average weight of a musket.) Cylinder,

1ft. 10%in.; relief, 1ft.; opened behind, 7i/jiu-
; total, 3ft. (iin.

A COMMON I4-GAUGE DOUBLE GUN.
(Weight altogether, 8'/zlbs. ; barrels by Lancaster.) Cylinder, Ififc,

9in. ; relief, 5in.; tight behind, 6in. ; total 2ft, Sin.

Q.—Why is the common sporting gun tight behind, w'hen the
other guns are opened behind ?

A.—Because a sporting gun requires to be fired so many limes
in a day that we must adopt an inferior mode of getting friction
in order to prevent the barrel from becoming leaded; and there-
fore to make it shoot, through the whole day, nearly as well_ as
when clean, and without recoil to the shoulder. Again, a sporting
gim must of necessity be short for the convenience of covert and
snap-shooting, and therefore the length that would properly suit

that relief which must follow an opening behind (in order to pre-
vent recoil and preserve close shooting) would be generally ob-
jected to as an inconvenience.
[Here I allude only to flint guns, as a detonater must, in a,

great degree, be debarred from this advantage, because if too
tight behind, without any subsequent check, the powder would be
blown away so quick as not to be half kindled. This is the new
discovery in boring for detonaters, which I before alluded to,

and which has probably saved them from being wholly abandoned.

J

O.—Suppose, then, you were to have your ll-gauge barrels Sft.

lOin., how would you dispose of the extra lengtli?
A.^I would have Tin. of relief instead of bin., by which ni-j( -slipt

would be thrown equally strong and decidedly closer.
Gunmakers, who know their business, from their calibers more

or less, according to circumstances, on the plans already .stated,

except those of rifles .-ind guns for firing ball, which must be
regularly tighter all the wa.y out, as with these we have no reason
to feaiv the want of strength or the risk of recoil, and the only
object is to kecfi the ball in the straightest possible direction and
regulate the barrel to the most accurate line of aim. This should
be done by having the gun of the utmost length that can be used,
and steadied by immense sub.^ance and weight of metal.
While speaking of rifles, I must not omit to mention two of the

finest pieces of mechanism of the present age—Mr. Purdey's double
rifles, and Mr. Lancaster's newly invented machine for rifling

barrels. But to say wiiat is here due to these excellent artists

might lead me into a detail that would exceed my intended limits.

I must, however, not omit to mention that there are just now
invented new two-groove rifles, which are likely to supersede all

others. Lancaster and Wm. Moore have already done wonders
with them.
The further the sight at the breech is placed from that near the

muzzle the more accurate of course must be the line of aim, and
the heavier the gun the more likely you will be to preserve it in
firing.

With regard to having a barrel too far opened forward, when
left with mere cylinder behind, and the various tricks that are
played to ease the explosion, for the sole purpose of throwing
the shot as close as possible, it will be needless to trespass on
the reader's patience.
Though a barrel, bored as before mentioned, will not shoot

quite so close as it might be made to do, yet, taking everything
into consideration, it has the tenfold advantage of doing justice
to a good shot, and even assisting a bad one, by the irresistible

force given, not only to the body of the charge, but also to the
pellels which fly wide of the mark. Let the sportsman, therefore,
rest assured that a gun which will shoot sufficiently close a sur-

face to insure two or three shot (of No. T at 40yds.) taking the body
of a bird, and at the same time distribute them in a regular man-
ner, is better than a very close shooting gun. It was formerly
the custom to make barrels, although so small as 14, 16, or even 22 in
the gauge of three or four feet in length, and now since it has been
ascertained that 2ft. Bin. will shoot equally well at the short dis-
tance of a gunniaker's confined premises, many have gone too
much to the other extreme and cut them to 2ft. 4in. and less. The
disadvantage of this is that even the best shots are more liable
to miss, for, although wc allow that a short gun at a short distance
will kill as well as a long one, yet the latter gives you a more
accurate aim, and considerably lessens the recoil, by which you
shoot to a greater nicety and with more steadiness. To avoid all

extremes I should recommend small barrels, never less than 2ft.

Sin. nor more than Sft. in length. My readers will observe that
my remarks here have been altered since publishing my earlier
editions. The late Mr. .Toseph Manton, who knew at all events as
much as, if not more than, any man in Europe about a gun, as-
sured me after innumerable experiments he has proved that 2ft.

Sin. for a 22-gaUge barrel is the best proportion for a sporting gun.
Take, therefore, a 14-gauge barrel and see whether or not I am
right for recommending one of 2ft. lOin., and Sft. where it can he
used without inconvenience! But mind one grand point—have
plenty of metal near the breech end, not only for strong shooting,
but for good elevation. Let all barrels be tapered like a bulru.sh—
no hollowing out, as this ruins their shooting.

It may be thought a bold assertion, but I have every rea.son to
believe that we have all, to this very day, been completely in tbe
dark about the length of guns. Mr. Daniel (speaking of a duck
gun) said that a barrel Sft. Sin. is "as capable, or more so, of
throwing shot sharp and distant as a barrel 2ft, longer." In ray
second edition (deceived in the same manner that all the gun-
makers have been, by not having made their trials on a suffi-

ciently large scale), I gave it as an opinion that except the aim
being belter and the recoil less a long gun had no advantage over
a short one. On the. contrary, I have now proved that a short gun
has no chance with a long one, in keeping the shot well together
at long distances.
The experiment must not b,e tried with little pop guns that are

used for pigeons and partridges, but by guns on a gigantic scale,
by which we can make every observation in the clearest possible
manner, with the .same advantage that an astronomer, with his large
telescope has over_the naked eye, or diminutive glass in discover-
ing a planet.

T had once made up my mind that a barrel, of whatever size it

might be, would kill the furthest if made forty-eight times the
diameter of the intended caliber, and entered in the manuscripts
for my third edition some observations to that eft'ect. But had they
gone to the press, I should have been open to the criticism of
every good experimentalist, for I have since discovered that the
larger the gun the longer it must be in proportion, because the
further the shot has to travel the greater the resistance of the
atmosphere. In addition to my own experiments, I am indebted
for the perusal of several observations (which corroborate my
opinion on them) to that excellent engineer. General Shrapneli,
of the Royal Artillery. I shall, therefore, say no more by way of

argument, but lay before my readers one of fhe elfiSfest proofs^
selected from the number I have made: , .

Trial, taking the average of several shots, at twenty sheets oj
thickest paper, at a target placed in the middle of a sheet d
water, in order that all bystanders may see fair play as to correet
shooting

:

Distance, 90yds.; .sbot, BB,
A best finished London duck guri; weiglit of the barfal, 591bSi;'

bore. l%\n.: length, 5fi. Sin,: Nuiiib'er Of grains tn first sheet, 26;-

in twelfth sheet, 10; in twentieth sheet, 8.

A Birmingham gun, weight of barrel, 691bs.'; bote,. length,.

Tft. 9in.: Number of graills in first sheet, •50'; iti IwelftM sheet, 35$
in twentieth sheet, 22. .

1 then' sent iny gun to the late Mr. Dur.^ Egg,- desiriiiig him ia
get the same barrel forged by Fullerd 1ft. lOin. longer; making it

Tft. 6in.; and by means of unavoidably being obliged to fedittce ihd
metal after joining it, the barrel when sent home was sea'reely
31bp. heavier than before. I then shot tlie gun about twerity
rounds and the average was: Number of grains in first sheet, i&i
in twelfth sheet, .30; in twentieth sheet, 20, by which it evidently
appeared to me that if the metal is disposed of in length, it has
the advantage over a short, thick gun.
From having lOlbs. more weight of metal, however,

_
the Bir-

mitigham gun still had rather the advantage, because it carried
IToz. pleasanter than the other carried 15.

Substance and length, tfierefore, are what we wail); iti as gtcat
a degree as can be used without inconvenience,-

For instance, Are a 14-gai.ige sporting gun 2ft. 8in., or forty-'

four diameters, -at a gunmaker s iron door, against one of Sft., an4
there will probably be no difference. But go out iti an open ftelrf,.

and particularly on a windy dajr, with the 2ft. Sin. barrel, and try

it at 60yds., and after the shot have gone about two-tJilirds of th&
distance, they will begin to open in oblique directions, ijvhufe thtf

Sft. barrels keeps the shot together. For instance, take a f*innel

(or a paper cut triangularly like one) 4in. in diameter, pin iip S
slieet of brown paper, and stand at three or four yards from ifi

Then look along cither edge of the funnel, and you see how very
wide a cylinder thus relieved carries the outer parts of its circle

beyond the paper. Then take a funnel of the same diameter Sin.

deep, and you will see how much more of the funnel is filled with
the paper. •

Now, as guns must be relieved in order to shoot well, I take
all this in the extreme, the more clearly to demonstrate why
length has the advantage at long distances. But, on the othe!"

hand, go almost close to the paper, the short funnel will lay thef

whole of its circle within it, and the long one can do no tfiOTCf

and thcrclore, at this distance you give no trial. So it is with
.
barrels that are tried in a gunmakcr's yard, and at the usual (Jis-

-tanccs. Moreover, the extreme friction that is absolutely required!

to send a charge strong has the effect of scattering and recoiling
so much in a short barrel that a certain sacrifice of power must
be made. But in a long barrel, which admits of greatly increasing
the relief, the shot are kejit without any sudden check so long
together, after this violent concussion, that wc are enabled to
combine both strength and closeness in the most powerful degree;
and this, together with (ess recoil and a better aim. We have
therefore been half a century making, as it were, the tour of the
world in guns, and at last come home again, to discover that in
regard to the length of barrels, we were not so near the mark as
our grandfathers!
My. Durs Egg, in opposition to the Whole trade, and alf the

sportsmen, weathered the storm and always maintained the same
opinion. We all laughed at him, but before he died it was his turn
to laugli at us, as he could with justice say that, on this point, he
knew more than all of us put together!
Be cautious, therefore, of shortening an old barrel that shoots

well, and recollect also 1 hat. if m.u!:h ol the Jengtlt is taken ad
you alter the relief.

"

.As a gun which is top heavy is inimical to quick shooting, the
usual plan, unless the barrels are verj' short, is to make them
"light forward"; that is, thin toward the muzzle. This T conceive
to be bad, as a barrel which is everywhere tolerably stout is not
:?o liable to expansion, and consequently will shoot stronger and
last many more years than one which is rendered so by being in
any pari loo thin. A gun thus substantial can always be made to
mount well by being properly balanced with lead under the heel-
plate, which W'ill be far more convenient and neat m appearance
than a huge piece of wood for the butt, and will thus admit of the
stock being made light and elegant.
In choosing the size of a caliber it may be considered that a 14-

gauge is at all events the best for a bungler, and on the whole, the
most destructive gun. But, with a very accurate shot, the size is

not of so much consequence for killing game, as the necessary
substance to prevent the recoil of a large bore cannot be brought
to bear so quick as a somewhat lighter gun; and therefore, what is

gained by weight of metal might be lost in time,

Sistetsville Gun Club.

SiSTERsviLLE, W. 'Va., Oct 23.—^The fall tournament of the'
Sistersville Gun Club was held Oct. 21 and 22, at Sistersville, W.
Va., and w-e are very glad to be able to report that the affair was
quite a success from start to finish. The attendance was not what
was desired or expected, but those present had a very enjoyable
time. Two more perfect days for the shoot could not have been
made to order. Bluerock targets were thrown from a magautrap,
aud those present were very much pleased at the manner in which
the trap did its work, but few targets being broken by the trap
durin.g the two days. Mr. .1. T. Atkinson, of New Castle, Pa.,
carried off the honors for the entire programme by breaking 37S
targets out of the 400. Mr. John F. Mallory, of Parkersburg, was
close at his heels with 377. On the first day, Mr. Atkinson was
high with 192 out of tbe 200, but Mr. john F. Mallory gained a lap
or two on the second day by duplicating the performance. The
following are the scores:

Shot at. Broke.

J T .\tkinson. ,

.

...400 378

T_ F Mallory ...400 377
400 352

Cole 400 341
S T Mallory 400 338
C T Mowery.... . 400 338

. 400 336

Shot at. Broke.
C I .Hall ...400 330
T M Speary ...200 185
T S Bibbee,,., , ,

, 200 181
175

1' Schlicher, Tr.. ...20O 170
H Murkle . ..200 167

The Trade was represented by Mr, Walter Annette, Avho was
goon enough to act as cashier, and too much cannot be .said for the
very satisfactory manner in which be did his work. We take off
our hat to you, Mr. .\nnette, and when we have another tourna-
ment he may expect an invitation to fill the same old job.

Leranzo,

Good Sbots but "Wrong Targets,

A CURIOUS light is thrown on the reports issued as to the brill-
iant

_
success with which the submarine torpedo war ships were

credited in the recent maneuvers, by a dispute which is now in
progress, and which .so far reveals the fact that the torpedoing of
submarines is entirely a matter of imagination, not even dummy
torpedoes being discharged. The rule laid down during the
maneuvers was that if a submarine rose to the surface at a spot
toward which the particular warship attacked did not have a gun
aimed, the submarine could claim to have torpedoed the war ship.
The officer in command of the submarines issued to each boat a
bottle which, when floating in the water, was very similar in
appearance to the sighting apparatus on the top of the submarine's
conning tower. The bottles were allowed to rise during the
maneuvers, Immediately one appeared the nearest war ship poured
a heavy fire upon it, whereupon the submarine would rise on the
other side of the war ship and claim to have sunk her.
The officers on the war ships were highly indignant at the

trick, and it is now proposed to have the maneuvers over again,
the submarines to use dummy torpedoes with detonators at the
nose, so that there shall be no mistake if a vessel is really struck.—Cherbourg Letter to the London Express, .

» Mountainside Gun Club.

West Orange, N. J., Oct. 25.—The Mountainside Guri Club held
Its weekly shoot tQ-day. The programme consisted of six 10-target
events as follows:

First event: C. J. Ziegler 6, J. McQot;(Q.tigh 5, W. I^ollinson 5,
K. O Gorman o.

Second event: W, RoHiijsran 9, J* McDonoiigh 6. G. Kent 6 C.
J. Ziegler 6,

'

Third event: W. Rollinson 9, R. O'Gornian 7 C J Ziegler 7
Fourth event: J. McDonougii 9 C. J. Ziegler 7, \\^

' Rollinson' 6.
Fifth event--W. RoUmsan 8, C. J. Ziegler 8, R. O'Gorman 6

J. McDoiiough 6.
'

e ^^""'r^l
Kent. 6. J. Ganlz 4 F. W, Bkmk

6, A. W. Baldwin 6, C. J. Ziegler 6.

The next shoot of the club will be held On Election Day when
prizes will be contested ffjE.

j, w
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CfawfofdsviIIe Tournament.
Crawfordsville, Ind., Oct. 22.—Another year has passed away,

and the lovely Indian summer lingering "with us, caused the
Crawfordsville trapshooters to announce a fall tournament. As
this was the nineteenth annual, they desired to increase the popu-
larity of their tournaments, so they went about it in what we term
"blooded" style. A programme was printed, naming ten- 20-
tsrget events, a total of 200 targets; and with no one barred, all to
stand at 16yds., this served to draw the best shots, and those
not stayers did not honor the club with their presence.
The management of the shoot feel on those who have been

cpnducting these tournaments for years. Few men enjoy a more
•extended acquaintance among shooters than Ed Voris, while
locally Frank Snyder and Max Stillwcll are about as well known.
Then there are Lacy, Helm, Washburn and others.
During the past year the greatest improvements ever made here

have been undertaken, and now the club house is one of the best
in the State. The grounds face north, and are fine and suitable
for all kinds of shooting. These grounds wiJl be the center of
attraction for many years to come, as concerns the shooters of this
and the adjoining States.
The day was fine, and many ladies were present to etijdy thenl-

selves as they w^atched the shooting while comfbrtablv seated on
the veranda of the club house.
The splendid dinner served by the Superintendent, Mr. Deitrich,

was much enjoyed.
If clubs only knew how much pleasure there is in a good com-

modious club house there would be more of them erected and
maintained.
Those who came to shoot were Gus'Mollen, Indianapolis, Ind.

;

Rolla Heikes, Dayton, O.; Geo. Roll, Blue Island. 111.: Milt.
Cooper, Indianapolis; C. O. Le Compte. Eminence. Kv. ; H. M.
Clark, Wabash, Ind.; Ernest Tripp, Indianapolis: C. O'. Parsons,
Frankfort, Ky. ; M. W. Thompson, Lafayette. Ind.; E. E. Adam-
son, Muncie, Ind. : W. A. Wildhock, Indianapolis; H. B. Adnr v,

Lebanon, Ind.; H. A. Cook, Laduga, Ind.; R. T. McGibbens,
Sullivan. Ind.; H. A. Forbes, iSIuncie, Ind.; Wm. Grimes, Alamo.
Ind.; P. M. Dooley, Lebanon, Ind.: J. E. Schrover. Lebanon,'
Ind.; B. S. Thompson, Danville, 111.; C. B. Wiggins, Horner, 111.;
W. H. Veitmeyer, Chicago, 111. E. C. Fort, Fostoria. O.; Fred
Lord. Chicago. 111.; Bert B. Adams, Indianapolis, Ind.; C. H.
Peck, Remington, Ind.; H. Money, New York; Dr. O. F. Brit-
ton, Indianapolis, Ind.; F. M. Rice, Bowers, Ind.; Miss Ophie
Parson, Frankford, Ind.; Wm. Nash, Indianapolis; Bert Adams,
Indianapolis.
Roll Heikes was high score for the day, averaging one target

better than nineteen for the ten events. Clark, of Wabash, was
but two, and then next came Geo. Roll with 1S6. Partington did
well, making the 90 per cent, hole, while Money, Wiggins and
Thompson landed in the 179 place. The scores:

Oct. 22, First Day.

Events: 1
Targets : 20

Snyder .: IS
Mo'ller 15
Cooper 16
Heikes 19
Roll 18
Tripp 17
Parry 16
Le Compte 20
Voris 17
Clark 18
Vietmever 14
Fort 16
Lord 14
Adams 14
Nash 16
Lyons 9

Lewellen 16
Peck 16
Money 19
Partington 17
Tack 13
Adney 13
Fraley 12
McGibben 14
Grimes 13
Dooley 13
Schroyer 10
Thompson 13
Wiggins 15
Helm 9

Parsons 15
Thompson , 15
Cook .....'..^j

Rice
Stillwell
Gilkey
Deiti-ich

2 3 4
20 20 20
14 13 18
16 18 17
17 IS 17
20 19 19
19 17 19

13 17 20
18 18 IS
19 17 16
20 16 18
19 18 18
16 15 18
15 19 17
18 15 16
IS 15 13

15 18 16
12 10 9

13 14 11
14 16 15
15 17 12
18 17 18
16 14 .

.

14 16 18
17 16 .

.

16 15 6
13 .. ..

16 13 16

5 6

20 20
18 15
17 16
19 16

19 20
20 16
IS 15
18 15
IS 19

19 18
19 20

14 15
13 16
17 19
12 13
15 16
9 17

13 11
20 17
20 17
19 14
.. 11
.. 17
.. 16
.. 11

7 8

20 20

16 16
15 17
18 17

19 19

18 19
16 14
17 IS
17 IS

19 17
19 19
18 17
20 17
17 18
17 16
17 16
18 12
14 15
17 16
19 18
19 18

9 10
20 20

20 19
15 14

19 17
19 18
20 20
17 17

16 19

19 20
15 17
19 20

19 18
19 16
20 Ifi

12 16
20 17
15 14
16 16
20 19
19 20
18 20

19 16 . . .

.

IS 17 18 17
17 18 . . 13

IG 16

13 11 11

19 IS 16
13 .. 14 14 12 12
18 IS 18 20 18 19

13 12 .

.

18 IS IS
16 15 17
.. 8 10
16 IS 14
.. 12 ..

. . . . 19 11 . . .

.

20 17 16 18 20 19
11 12 .. .. 16 ..

17 17 a n'.'. i5

is

Total
Broke.
167
160
174

191
186
164
173
183
176
189

Ifrl

168
170
146

. 169
125
139
170
179
180
54

113
131
11.0

26
90
10
113
179

9
70

179
S7
18
130

- 12
19

Oct. 23, Second Day.

There have been many sparrow tournaments held during the past,
confined for the most part to Indianapolis and Crawfordsville, Ind.,
yet if mj' memory serves me right, to-day's tournament may be
put down as the most successful one yet conducted in this "neck
o' woods."
This is true in every sense.
The birds were of the most lively "bumble be©" order. The

grounds are really perfection. The trapping was simply "out of
sight." The shooters were of the highest type of American gentle-
men. The day was of the delightful Indian summer. The dear
ladies were out without wraps, and Crawfords,ville ladies are not
slow in appreciating and taking part in their husband's outings,
and thus adding to their pleasure.
After these twenty years' or more experience th'at the Indianapolis

people have had with sparrows as .successful 'mediums for trap-
shooting, how very strange it is that there is yet only one spar-
rovj man where shooters are so numerous in this country, and
where the dirty English sparrow has accumulated so fast and
taken possession of the whole land? Johnny Bull, when at a
banquet in America, once upon a time attempted to get off some-
thing on the sparrow, and proceeded after this fashion;

"The sparrow, to make a nest, went up the spoof.
But the rain came down and drowned 'im cot;
The sun came oot, dried hup the rain.

The blooming beggar went hup the spoot again."
Endeavoring, ] suppose, to show the persistence of our English

cousins.
Be that as it ms.y, there is nothing used for tfapshooting that

gets away as quickly and beats the jacksnipe by far in his un-
expected movements, and proves so amusing to shooters and
spectators as the little beggar tops the boundary fence. If this
only sparrow man, Hill, could make all the cities with a good
supply of birds and traps it would not be long until th^re would
be sparrow matches as niyn^-pus as the live-bird matches, have
been heretofore.
Yesterday the management were counting on about fifteen men

for all the events of to-day, yet the very first match showed up a
total of twenty-eight entries. Not only had most of the boys
remained over, but there were additions of Adamson. of Muncie;
Phellis, of Cincinnati, O., and Thompson, of Greencastle. Mr.
Adamson_was so busy talking up Graphine that he did not shoot
in many events, but one Phellis let 'em know that he was on to
the little "owriness" of the festive sparrows, while Thompson did
not get much up in the money, he stuck to the game from first to

last.

The first match consisted of 10 birds, and had twenty-eight
entries, and when twenty-five men, or five squads, had shot, there
was not a man equal to the task of killing 10 straight. As there
are so few sparrow shoots it will not be amiss to show your readers
that sparrows are trapped b5' the use of fifteen traps. Each shooter
has three unknown traps before liim, and the shooter walks aromid
after each shot, same as the old stjde of five traps, target shooting.
Providing the trapping was done from pits, the sparrows could
be shot as fast as targets, as there is no gathering of birds. A
bird once touching the. ground in the boundary is a 'dead bird.

Sparrow rules are somewhat different from live bird rules. The
rise is 25 or 26yds., 35yds." boundary; use of both barrels; three
unknown traps, etc. The last squad in this first event was not full,

so E. H. Tripp and H. Money were permitted in this squad, and
when they went out .with 10 straight each, they were delightfully
surprised to find that they were the only ones to do it, while such
good ones as Heikes and Snyder, first men up, had each lost 4.

But Heikes got even the next time by going straight, having
Phil as a partner. Money and Tripp lost 3 each Geo. Roll, qf

much good pigeon fame, here shot his first sparrow, and made 14

straight; he was second alone.

Coming to the big race of 50 birds, $15 entrances, there was
§om?thing to t§st the skill on a long^ race. The scores may not

seem good, but you take the writer's word for it, that had you
seen the birds you would have agreed on this proposition.
There was one man who held the Fort, as he missed but one

out of the first 43; yet he had a hard luck story on the last 7, losing
2, including the fiftieth. Forty-seven is a great score, and not likely
to be duplicated.
Money and Phil were very close, with only 4 to the bad, showing

that constant practice will avail much. Phil shot the most gamy,
uphill race, as he had to put the last 20 to the ground to get into
second place. Heikes made the second longest run of the day, 28,
and landed in the 45, as did Clark, of Wabash. Wiggins lost but
one bird out of the first, 28; and then drew five impossibles, and
stood to win the fourth money all alone. As there was $180 in the
pot, each winner was well rewarded, especially Mr. Fort, whose
green sweater is still conspicuous, though the card heretofore worn
on the back has been removed..
During the next three matches not a straight score was made,

and E. H. Tripp, after doing very poor shooting, for him, won
the last event alone, thus winning both first and last match.
At the close of the programme a double match was shot, which

fiu'nished much amusement. About half the little miscreants got
away to "chirrup" about people's windows and keep tliem avyake
on Sunday mornings as of yore.
After shooting a couple of target races, the supply of shells had

been exhausted, and all being tired, were. willing to leave the
groimd.
The kickers were not here. They had no use for "kicks." All

will come next year and bring a friend.

Long live the Crawfordsville shooting fraternity.

The scores in detail follow:
Event No. 1, 10 sparrows, $3 entrance:

Snyder 0011010121— 6

Pleikes 1200210101— 6

Wiggins 0111111022— 8

Parry 0111021112— S

Clark 1201121112— 9

Vories 1112011111— 9

Thompson 2200012102— 6

Fort 2212121102— 9

Rol! 2210110212— 8

Le Compte 1110110112— 8

McGibben 1002112111— 8

Cook 0002210001— 4
Lewellen 0210202111— 7

Helm 1020120112— 7

Lord 1212102121— 9

Peck 2201021001— 6

Veitmeyer 0212221202— 8
Stillwell 1121112202- 9

Cooper 0011121011— 7

Phil .1011022011— 7

Adamson 1011110211— 8
Nash 1101201110—7
Moller 1010021111— 7

Smith 0011112111—8
.Schroyer 0100111000 -4
Fraley 0212103120— S
Money . . : 1122122111—10
Tripp 2211112111—10

entrance, $4.50:

Moller 111112101111012-13
Iripp 202120111112120—12
Money 010111211122110—12
McGibben . . . .110001000112100— 7

Lewellen 111011201211210—12
Helm 201110020020011— S

Lord 21011112120111—13
Peck 021021000211211—10
Veitm ever .... 022011010200110— 8
Stillwell 121110110201011—11
Thompson . . . .002100110001101— 7

Lea 212102202121011—12

Event No. 2, 15 sparrows
Snvder 212212100010021—10
Heikes 121212121121211—15
Wiggins 122200102221011—11
Parry 011210000112122—10
Clark 111022220111120—12
Voris 121111201100121—12
Thompson .... 211001110111122—12
Fort 211011011122111—13
Roll 011212212212112—14
Le Compte .... 001020111201110— 9

Cooper 220022110101001— 9

Phil 211112111111212—15
Nash 102110112110001—10

Event No. 3, 50 sparrows. 115 enti-ance;
Snydei- 11221110210200202110120010011201021101100002121010—31
Heikes 20101211112111111112111222121111011102121201211122—45

Wigeins 22111210111221111121112221121011012101121011102211—44
ParrV 11101001110002112210111120110112011101001101210022—34

Clark 121101122111221022121111112111210121121001121 21111—45
^^oris 11111211111011121101112000110111121111012111121210-^12

Thompson ()1202111110121112121inillllll022102121012201210101—38

Fort 111121111111211011211211121111111121]112ma211210—47
Roll 2202211001101112112101112ill01 22120111102211011111—42

Money 1 2111212110111111111121111101121110111221110111111—46

Cooper 11111102210221111201001101010110110111102001002200—33

Phil 11110221111201111202211111110222131312122211121221—16

Nash 1 110220211102201110102200101011101110122011102020Q—33

Moller 11011102210011210122022110121102211001011100222220—36

Tripp 22011110101111011022122111101111110111111101220222—11

Lewellen ....101001110001110110010000112201w

T Thompson 1111010n0110100101010100120001w

Lea . . . .: 101111001110101110110100102211W

Event No. 4, 15 sparrows, entrance $4.50:

Snyder 120110110101110— 9

Heikes 110111102120011—11
Wiggins 200012001102122— 9

Parry 111111121002102—12
Clark ....012111221121112-14

Voris .
.'. 100121111211211—13

Fort . . . . .201011110011210—10

Money 111221212222011—14
Phil 111011111111111—14
Moller 111011210012111—12
Tripp ........ .101100111100111— 9

Lewellen 000010201111220— 8

T Thompson..001221210000101— 8

Stilwell 110111101120111—12

Event No. 5, 20 sparrows, entrance $6:

Snvder 10110002201020001000- 8

Heikes 12111211010212121122—18
Wic-o-ins 12011121110101211012—10

Pan-v 021120120011110U102—13

C 1ark 11021111112111111002—17

Voris 11110110110212211123—17

Fort 10110112122112111121—18

M onev 11011221112112211111—19

I'hil
" 21110111012102011020—14

'1-,-ipn 20221100121210111001—14

Moller
' 11111212011110111111—18

Parsons 01002202000110010020— 9

Thompson '. 0mi001020101010220—11

Event No. fi, 15 sparrows, entrance $4..50:

Snvder 011022122101201-11 Phil 110111111110110—12

Heikes 202122002112122—12 Moller 110012022111120—11

Wis-£fins 111120021111102—12 Tripp 112211122211220—14

Nash 111101112002111—12 Helm 012120000122020— 8

Clark 111111111110101—1?
Voris 122201101111111—13 Thompson
Fnrt 100211111120112—12 Rowe
Money 120121112102011—12

Lewellen 111011001222212—12
..0120011110111011—10
. . .000111110101112 10

Trap Around Reading.

Re.adinc, Pa.. Oct. 23.—A shoot that'was open to all was given
by the South End Gun Club on its grotinds, on Boyer's Island,

yesterday afternoon. Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., champion
wing and target shot of America, was present and gave a perform-
ance that has never before been equalled on any local ground.
Shooting over a magautrap, he broke 100 targets straight. Messrs.
W. L. Coh'ille and L. J. Squier were also on the grounds and pai'-

ticipated in a number of ,the events. All three are well known in

Reading, and they were heartily greeted by their friends. This
was Gilbert's first visit to Reading since the State tournament, in

the spring of 1898.

The scores follow:

1 2 3 4 5 6 8Events:
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 15 10

Gilbert 25 25 25 25
Squier 23

.Smith 22 20

Ball 17
19

21 23 19

Dietr
17 17 17 21 17 13
23 17 19 23 23 14

Capt Gerhart 20 22 20 24 22 22 U
-- 20 24 .. ... .. ...Walters 1- 19

Miles 15 13 19 16

Downs 9 5 12 ..

Gicker 1''

Yost 22 21 22

Colville 20

Melcher 9

Willson 16

19 22
8 ..

14

18

Murphv 18 24

Ritter 19 23

Jones • 13 ••

21
23

6

.. 11

.. 13

.. 14

.. 12
DUSTEK,

Interstate Toornaments for 1903.

Editor Forest ai'd Stream:
Gun clubs contemplating giving tournaments during the season

of 1903, and desiring the assistance of the Interstate Association,

should have their applications in the hands of the manager by
Dec. 8. in order that they may be presented to the tournament
committee for action thereon at the annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation, Dec. 11, next. The Association would be especially pleased

to receive applications from gun clubs situate in the Middle West.
Send all applications to and address all letters for conditions under
which tournaments are given to the manager's home adrircss, 111

Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa. Elmer E. Shaxer.
PiTTpBujiG, Pa., Oct, 35,

Gilbert—Klein—B«tmistef Toufnament.
Spirit Lake, la., Oct. 24.—The Gilbert, Klein and Burmister

three-day fourth annual tournament was not as well attended as
expected. The programme was a liberal one and should have
drawn a good crowd of shooters. It had eight 15 and two 20 target
events for amateurs, and two 25 open events for each day, with $5
added to each event.
On the second day a handicap 50-target event, open to all, $5

entrance, and a cup to go with first money, was shot, A hand-
.some cup was given to the amateur making high average.
W. R. Crosby, shooting from the 22yd. mart:, won the cup and

first money in the handicap, scoring 46, a very creditable score, as
the targets were thrown about 60yds. Guy Burnside made high
average in the amateur class, and won the cup. Burmister and
Lee, of Spirit Lake, have invented a trap pull by which all the
traps are pulled in rotation by one wire and level. It worked to
perfection. Owing to the light attendance the third day's pro-
gramme was not shot, and the day was spent in shooting ducks,
fi.shing and catching frogs. Tom A. Marshall won high average in
the frog contest, while Dr. Cook made the largest bag on ducks.

First Day, Oct. 2J.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 25

Adams 14 13 18 15 14 23
Si tier 13 10 20 14 11 15
Smith 14 9 18 12 13 17
ITuntlcy 13 14 20 15 14 22
Klein 12 14 19 14 14 22
Marshall 13 15 20 13 14 23
Budd 15 13 19 14 13 24
Burnside 15 13 19 14 12 25
Crosby 14 14 19 14 13 25
Stoddard 15 14 13 12 14 20
Burmister 13 13 14 10 9 23
B B Van...,,.,^. 11 11 20 13 12 17
Shear 12 .. ..

Miller

Second Day, Oct. 22.

7 8
15 15
14 15
11 13
13 13
14 15
15 13
15 12
14 15

15 15
15 13
13 15
10 13

9 10
20 15
18 14
16 13
14 13
17 15
19 13
18 14
16 13
19 14
20 15
18 13
15 12

U 12
15 25
13 19
11 21
12 21
15 24
14 24
14 22
15 24
15 24
15 24
15 20
11 21

20

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Arthur 12 12 15 13 13 20
Cook .- 13 13 17 7 10 15
Ifuntley 15 12 20 11 12 22
Klein 14 15 18 14 13 21
Marshall 14 14 IS 12 13 19
Budd 12 14 18 13 11 22
Burnside 13 15 18 13 15 21
Crosby 12 14 20 13 15 24
Selhhers 9 13 18 11 9 21
Burmister 11 13 12 13 11 20
Harker 11 11 16 10 . . .

.

Mrs Copley 7 6 8 7 18
Adam
Shear
Hinshaw
B B Van
Wilson
Miller
Barron

7 8 9

14 15 18
9 13 14

12 13 19
14 14 18
13 15 16
U 14 20
14 13 19
14 15 19
15 13 .

.

12 14 17

10 11
12 11
12 9

15 15
13 13
11 14
14 12
13 14
14 15

11 12
14 12

12 13
23 40
.. 39
23 42
22 45
22 39
24 42

23 43
25 46
.. 26
20 34
19 ..

A-
.90

.800

.804

.942

.919

.919

-922

.952

.957

.866

.781

Av.
.842

!888
.900

.846

.877

.900

.946

!769

11 13
.. 12
10 13
U 11
.. 4

33

11 10 22 37
13 13 18 .

.

14
16

9 11

9 12

General Averages.

1st day. 2d day. Total. Average.
.913198 231 429

Klein 193 234 427 .907
Marshall 193 220 413 .876
Budd . . . ; 195 227 422 .898

200 234 434 .923
201 246 447 .951
164 200 364 .774

Hawkeye.

Mr. Floyd's Disappointment.

New Yoric, (Jet. 23.—Mr. Editor, will you listen to my little tale
of woe? After waiting a sufficient time for Mr. I. A, Hudson, of
Dagsboro, Del., to cover my deposit to bind a match, T find check
returned to me from you and in answer to my letter from your
office, saying "Nothing doing" in Delaware.
From the way Mr. Hudson wrote to Forest and Stream, I

really expected him upon the next train to coax me to shoot him
a match. I am indeed surprised to find that he is a shooter with
his pen instead of with his gtui.

One would think from the tone of the challenge he sent me
through Forest and Stream that Mr, Hudson was green at trap,
but such is not the case. Eight years ago I shot him a 50-bird
race at Ocean City, Md., and defeated him. Five years, or about
that time, later I shot him another race and defeated him again.
During all of these years, Mr. Hudson has had a trap on his pea
patch of a farm and was practicing at every opportunity.

I think Mr. Hudson wants some cheap advertisement, and
picked me out to get it for him. As I look at it, I would lose
five pea patch farms before I would go into my hole as he has
done, and be branded as a shooter with the pen,
Mr. Editor, if there are an5'- more shooters like Mr. Hudson

in Sussex county, Del., throw their challenges into the waste
basket, unless the money accompanies the challenge; and if the
money is there, let me know it. I will be at your office, or check
will, in few hours afterward, for I think it would be finding money
to shoot any one I have seen or heard of from Sussex county,
Del.

I also wish to state that niy farm is in Maryland and quite 3
ways from Mr. Hudson, as his is in Delaware—if he calls his one.

Charles W. Floyd.

Osslnfng Gan Club,

OssiNiNG, N. Y.—Am sending scores made Saturday, 25th inst.

Notice they are strung out to make them look as large as possible.
Most of our regulars are off on shooting trips. The two invet-
erates, Bissing and Washburn, are away, and the little parts they
play in our Saturday matinees are missed. The former is up in
Aroostook count>% Me., after a moose, and the latter is after the
few parbidges he left for seed up in Sullivan county last fall.

Scores

:

Buzzer 1011111111111111011111111—23
1011111111111101111111111—23—46

Bedell 1111111111111000000101111—18
1010111111 —8-:':

Ball 1111111101111001111101111—21
Edgcrs 1101111001 — 7

C. G. B,

Dicky Bird Gon Club.

OjiIA'&a, Neb., Oct. 19.—^At the monthly gathering of the Dickev
Bird Gtm Club to-day, ten members participated. Four 25-biiv

events were shot. F. C. Riehl was high man. Billy Townsei'
was second, and made the only clean score of the day. The tar

gets were fast, and the conditions difficult. The scores;

Events: 12 3 4
Townsend 21 21 25 21
Bush 18 14 .. ..

Andy , , 11 20 ..

Bessie 7-.1 ., ..

Dr Diamond 14 18 13

Events: 12 3 4

Gilhansen 14 18 . . .

.

Frazer 21 20 . . .

.

Kinnear 20 21 . . .

.

Izard 21 16 14 21

Nicholson 18 16 14 12

Riehl 22 21 23 23
KiLLKORE.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The shotgun, choked for trap, duck, and other long-range shoot
ing, is also serviceable for ruffed grouse, quail and other cover
lairds, wheti the shooter uses in it ammunition containing the

Hummer Shot Spreader. They are manufactured by Mr. Daniel
Brown, Thornton, R. I., who will be pleased to send them, or

information concerning them, as set forth by him in our busines-
cohunns this week.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., no
offer, through the trade, their .22cal. rim-fire cartridge, sometim.: -

known as the .22-7-45, loaded with smokeless powder and Wu
Chester greaseless bullets, whi»h have proved eminently successfu.
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§ LIKE GOOD WINE D

Du Pont Smokeless Powder
IMPROVES WITH AGE.

In the Hill Top Handicap, Austerlitz, Ky., Messrs. Fred Gilbert, from 32 yards,
and R. S. Rhoads, from 30 yards, at fast birds, in a thirty-three yard boundary,
each scored 46 out of 50 live birds. In the shoot-off Gilbert scored 9, Rhoads 8.

They both used shells that had been machine loaded in 1897 with DU PONT
SMOKELESS. After being loaded five years, the Du Pont Smokeless won the
Handicap and first money in competition with experts and fresh loads of various brands.

E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOURS& CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER
DURSTON
SPECIAL.

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.

I
Willi Ejector,

1 $52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun atfa medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with'the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only" for us for
use in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting

I

i50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, SYRACUSE. N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET .
score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Associatioii

rales for target anu 've bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cover
bears the title " My "rap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are mled to make a record
of the plade, date, weather conditions, number of traps, nnmber of shooters, gan and load nsed,
events, etc. The score sheets are rated for 25 targets. Bound in leather. Price 50c. postpaid!

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

^Whea wntiag say yow saw the ad* in ^e ** Forest and Streaxn/'*

g Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc,
g

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT, score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

"'"."."Alcue PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

H QUICK- RELIABtt.

.

Headquarters for the Sale of New Troisdorf:
WM. READ & SON, Boston.
BANDLE ARMS CO

,
Cincinnati, O.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago.
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Minn.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man.

J. V. VARICK. Manchester, N. H.
RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO..St.Louis,Mo.
JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
RECTOR & WILHELMY CO ,

Omaha, Neb.
WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

LUGER

AUTOMATIC

PISTOL
Capable of shooting ii6 shots per minute. The best combined
Pistol and Carbine in the world for hunting, defense and target

shooting. '

PRICE, $25.00.
Send 5c. for Specialty Catalogue. Also list of odd and second hand guns.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 & 304 Broadway, New York.

READERS AND CONTRIBUTORS.
Everybody knows that FOREST AND STREAM has tens of thousands of .,

sportsmen readers. Did it ever occur to you that every year between 3,000
and 5,000 sportsmen write for it? Take the great West, for instance. West=
ern sportsmen send it stories of their adventures with grizzlies and mountain

lions; of hunting the deer, the elk, the
mountain sheep; of shooting prairie

chickens, grouse, quail and ducks ; of f
fishing for trout, bass, pike, pickerel

and muscalonge; of wolf and jack rab=
bit coursing; with talk of gun, dog and
camp—in fact, pictures of every phase
of a Western sportsman's life. And as .

,

in the West, so in the East, the South,
the North, flexico, Canada— every-

where. This is why FOREST AND STREAM has come to be in every section
the sportsman's favorite journal. This is why we want you to know it, to read
it, to write for it, to join the great army of those who are helping to make it,

who are enjoying its reading every week. It is a bright, clean, healthy, manly
paper for you and your family. The subscription price is $4.00. Address

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 346 Broadway, New York.

A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

Established. Twenty-Six Years—Illustrated.

The Gun and Its Development.
By W. W. Greener. Price $4.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK,



PO:^EST AND STREAM.

Every sportsman should have a copy of our *

g new 120-page gun catalogue. It's free at

jf our store or mailed for JO cents,

s

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,

SuccMfiors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

S 163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass. %

FIELD GUNS.
When, 15 years ago, we introduced the light weight, short barrel 12 gauge Featlier-

weigllt Fl'ancotte Guns, most hard practical field shooters who were lugging their 8

or 9 pound guns when following their bird-dogs, shook their heads and very much doubted that

anything like the same bag could be made with these "grasshopper" or "mosquito" guns as

with their heavy old-fashioned guns.

When, however, one of these full-choked .little guns made highest percentage of pattern and

penetration in gun trial where most of the leading guns competed and when others were winning

highest honors at the trap—then, public opinion began to change. Since then thousands of ouf

Francotte and Knockabout Guns have gone into the hands of leading sportsmen.

FKAJfCOTTE AND KNOCKABOUT GUNS have always kept well ahead

of all competition as regards shape and model, strength coupled with light weight, shooting and

wearing quality, fit and finish, and the ownership of either make of gun is a testimcnial as to a

sportsman's standing.

FRANCOTTE GUNS, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shape of stocks

from $80.00 to $450.00 net.

KNOCKABOUT GUNS', all gauges, weights, lenght of barrels and shape of stocks,

$60.00 net.

We are willing to take your second-hand guns as pait-payment for new ones.

MAUSER SPORTING RIFLES, $45-oo to $50.00.

MAUSER AUTOMATIC PISTOUS, $22.65 to $25.00.

Address your Dealer or the Sole Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York.

A Charming: Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45

postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 346 Broadway N. V

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 800 Pounds Sterling

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '87

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and 1895.

12, 16 and 20 bores. Light weig" ts and 26 and 28

inch ba'rel^. AI o heavitr for trap. Also guns

built at Scott's factoiy to' special oiders.

Send for Catalogue of these noted Guns.

A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also

all other makes: Lang—Westley Richards—Cla-

brough—Parker—Lefever—Smith—Ithaca — Rem-
ington'—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc., etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS, CAMP
SUPPLIES, RIFLES, Etc.

cents for finely illmtrated Catalogue of Highest Quality Fishing Rods and Tackle.Send 6

WM. READ & SONS, (
Established

1826 ) 106 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

FIRST C05T
vs.

OPERATING EXPENSES AND PROFIT

As Applied to the Modern Shot Qun.

You will hear it said that GREENER GUNS are high priced, and so

they are—comparatively.

A trolley line is also expensive, and the cost to build an elevated railway is

enormous, but if it is well done and the best material used they last indefinitely

and begin to show a profit almost at once, even at so low a fare as five cents

per passenger.

The same argument can be urged to the purchaser of a Greener gun. The

first cost is considerable—necessarily so—for the labor is skilled, the material

the best and the brains and experience of the maker all count for something.

Ordinary guns, and guns turned out by machinery, only last a season or

two and are then discarded and begin a fitful downward career until they are

finally lost in oblivion.

A Greener Gun, on the contrary, does not fairly begin life until it is several

years old, and the few thousand shots that will rack the cheap gun to pieces

simply smooths out the Greener and acts on it like oil on a fine bearing, and

emphasizes those niceties of fitting that were part of the original cost, and

which makes a gun really worth having.

Dr. Carver shot a Greener gun over a million time?, and we have the gun

here now ^would not take $1000 for it—and it is in good condition yet after all

these years.

If you want a gun that will shoot the strongest and the longest, pay a

little more and buy a Greener. Eight gauge to twenty-eight gauge in stock,

$100 to $600.
^

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

GANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete mannal for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the constraction of

Canoes. Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hnnting Craft. By W. P. Stkphkns. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, namerons illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902.

Mr. Crosby used 3^ drams

E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Works: Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York.

Log Cabins

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,

(



SEND FOr^ OUR
VOL. LIX.—No. i9.

BOOK CATALOGUE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1902.

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, $L
Great Britain, $5.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON : Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's. PRICE, 10. CENTS.

A New U.M.C.

.22 Short Smokeless

The U. M. C. Co. will now make

the .22 Short Smokeless with

either inside or the regular out-

side lubrication. The inside

lubrication makes this cartridge

ft^^ tt^^

1902 Ga-me La-ws, Free.

CARTRIDGE
Inside LvibricoLted

clean in handling, and for that

reason will be welcomed by

many shooters. It will not lead

the rifle barrel. Specify "Inside

Lubricated" when ordering.

1902 Game Laws, Free.

©>^e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
315 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPOR.T, CONN.

WINCHESTER
BOX MAGAZINE REPEATING RIFLE MODEL 1S95.

.3S CALIBER.

W
E have adapted the Winchester Model 1895 box magazine repeating rifle to handle a
new Smokeless Powder cartridge, known as the Winchester .35 Caliber, which is the
most powerful shooting cartridge, at both long and short ranges ever offered. Rifles
for this cartridge are made with 24 inch round nickel steel barrels, and weigh about

8 1-2 lbs. The Winchester .35 Caliber Cartridge embodies high velocity and consequent flat
trajectory, great energy and striking power, making it a very desirable cartridge for hunting
the biggest game known. Some idea of its tremendous killing power may be gained from the
fact that the striking energy of this cartridge at 200 yards equals the muzzle energy of the
.45-70. This cartridge is loaded with a 250 grain soft point metal patched bullet, and special
Smokeless powder, which imparts to the bullet a muzzle velocity 2,200 foot seconds, thereby
developing a muzzle energy of 2,685 foot pounds. The penetration at 15 feet from the muzzle
is 15 7-8 inch pine boards. Owing to their size and hign velocity, .35 Caliber soft point bullets
upset, or mushroom, in a most perfect manner. Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMFAMY, NEW HAVEN, CONN.«
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc*

THE ROBERTS SAFEH LAUNCH and YAOHT BOILER.
Over 1,000 Boilers In use. 260 pounds of steam. Handsome cataloarue free.

WORKS : RED BANK, N. J.

„ . . „ Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.. 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Designs, or we can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

Send
forour
Handsome
Catalog.NsS

Mullins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing:
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
316 Depot St., Salem, Obia

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duck
hunting and tor pleasure, shipped to any part of the
World. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

'A Word to the Wise is Sufficient."

CHILTON
The Best Paint Made.

CHILTON PAINT CO.,
69 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Bunt only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. I.

Auxiliary and Cruising
Yachts

OUR SPECIALTY.
Built from our own or other designs. Write for

particulars,

S. C. WICKS & CO., Patchogue, N. Y.
Telephone 19-1

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
skiffs. Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
Hulls and Life Boats are constructed different from

any line of boats on the market; are stronger; easy
handled. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, 111. Box B.
, . Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. I.

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters. '

' Write for

particulars.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price ?1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and ia
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the Volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
Jjerience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

ef every man who is interested ia outdoor life ot
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand oa the Shelf aloag-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it ia a
fort.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH, l^ff:^^!^
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and renaole, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-five per cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^ ^%iSer. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

steam d.nd oaU Vdcnts, x<.ow isoacs
Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

EACINE BOAT lUNUFACTTJEING CO.,
Bo.x 25, Racine, Wis.

Samoa 'Uma
Where Life is Different.

By Llewella Pierce ChurchilL

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Under the attractive title Samoa 'Uma, or "All Samoa," Mrs, Llewella Pierce

Churchill has written a book for which she gathered the rhaterial during a residence

at Apia, where her husband, William Churchill, was the American Consul-General.

The conditions of life at the Consulate were most favorable for a study of the

people, and with the instinct of a journalist Mrs. Churchill improved the opportunity

to the full. As a woman she won confidences which would have been denied to a

man, and acquired a vast fund of interesting lore which would have been withheld

from one less sympathetic and less fully trusted. Thus she learned and has here

described the real Samoa, that is the Samoans as they are.

The successive chapters give an admirably complete picture of a people in whom,
as we read of them in these vivacious pages, Mrs. Churchill compels us to feel an
unflagging interest. The book is well balanced ; there is just enough of the history of

Samoa to give an understanding of the events which have brought a portion of the

islands under the flag of the United States ; and just enough of description to make
an appropriate and effective stage setting. But the chief characteristic of this

brightly written book is action of incident and story. It is writing of the sort that

has movement, and leads one on from page to page.

"Samoa 'Uma" is not exclusively about the Samoans; there is a chapter on
Papalangi life, from which it appears that living in Samoa is so different; and
some of the best things in the book are the personal experiences and adventures of

this particular Papalangi woman, whose love of outdoor life led her on frequent

excursions amid the coral reefs and into the dark jungles.

All in all, it is a book that will be read through, and read more than once. Here
is the list of chapters

:

CONTENTS

:

I.—The Real Samoa.

II.—The Samoan Family.

III.—The Samoan Housewife.

IV.—Courtesy and Ceremonies.

V.—Kava—The Ceremonial Drink.

VI-—Music and the Siva Dance.

VII.—^Handicraft and Art.

VIIL—Fishers and Sailors.

IX.—Shooting the Apolima Passage.

X.~The Weed that Catches Fish.

XI.—Torches on the Reef.

XII.—The Palolo Anniversary.

XIII.—The Chase of Rats.

XIV. '—Things that Creep and Crawl.

XV.—The Wreck of the Schooner Lupe.

XVI.—Samoan Fickle Brides.

XVII.—The Vampires of the Tuasivi.

XVIII.—Beachcomber and Missionary.

XIX.—Copra and Trade.

XX.—Papalangi Life.

XXI.—The Story of Laulu's Hunt.

XXII.—The Great Vaiala Steeplechase.

XXIII.—Some South Sea Hoodoos.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Portrait of the Author.

His Pronunciamento—^the Orator.

The Land-Locked Waters of Pago-Pago.

Samoan Child.

Baked Pig Becomes a Triumph.

The Village Taupou and Her Attendants.

A Taupou and Her Tuinga.

Manaia with Heading-Knife.

Everythin.a: that Makes the Kava.

The Taupou's Duty is to Prepare the

Kava.

The Siva is Danced Sitting.

The Brush is a Pandanus Nutlet.

Painted Siapos, Far the More Striking.

The volunae is printed on laid paper, attractively bouftd, and is a specimen of

handsome bookmakiiig. Price, $1.50 net, postpaid to arty address.

Edition de Luxe.
An Edition de Luxe is printed on Old Stratford deckle-edge paper made specially

for it, Japan paper title page, with gilt top, atid is limited to 500 copies, eacli num-

bered and signed by the author. Price, $2.50 net, postpaid.

FOREST AND 5TREAM PUBLISHING COHPANY.

Apia, the Little Town Strung Along the

Beach.

Village Boats with Many Oars.

Samoan House.

Every Man is Tattooed.

Ailolo, a Luali'i Belle.

They Live Amidst a Wealth of Vegeta-

tion.

Home and Store of a Petty Trader.

Tonga and Laulu.

A Solomon Island Black Boy.

Wharf of the German Firm, Apia.

Oceanic Hotel, Pago-Pago.

Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fig. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware, with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON,
Yaeht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
. THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you
will agree with U8 in

•ayiag tha

ALMY
BOILER
is the

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.,
Providence, R. I.

DAN KIDNEY fc SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send stamps for Catalogue.

i CANVAS CANOES

i

AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents.

FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHINQ CO. ^
546 Broadway, New York. ^

TOWNSEND WILDFOWL PRINTS

1. "Where Would You Hold?
'

2. "There With My First.
"

Two admirable ducking scenes by

WiLMOT TowNSEND. Artotypes. Size

of plate 10 X i5in., on paper 15 x 20.
,

Price, $3,00 each. Sent carefully-

packed,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

346 Broadway, New York.

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Nava

Architects. Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contaim
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plate*

exceeding loo, besides more than 350 woodcuts in thS
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination oi

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ''Equipment of the
Yacht." "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails foi

Centerboard Boats," """Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boat.',,"

"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts '' "Yachts of the K'orfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,'' ietc.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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Six Months, $2.
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( No. 348 Broadway, New York.

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

cages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents.

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single

copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months. For club rates and full

particulars respecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii.

A joutney on foot hath most pleasant com-
modities; a man may gfo at hispleaswre; none
shall stay him ; none shall carry him beyond his

wish; none shall trouble him; he hath but one
labor, the labor of nature, to gfo.—Petrarch.

TO MARK OLD SITES.

The "Record of the Old Missouri" described in last

week's Forest and Strea can hardly have failed to bring

ttp to the mind of many a reader a host of memories of the

ancient times. Things move fast in this country. Yester-

day, as it seems to some of us, we rode across dusty

plains, here and there black with buffalo, in other places

dotted with yellow antelope whose slender black horns

showed like fine lines against the blue sky as the pretty

animals stood on some near-by knoll and watched us, or

trotted nearer and nearer to see what manner of creature

it was that had intruded on their feeding grounds. To-

day through the same country we pass on the hurrying

railway train, or, if by wagon or on horseback, we are

forced to follow the zigzag roads which by half-mile

rectangles follow the lines of the quarter sections. Buffalo

and antelope no longer meet the eye, but instead we see

houses and barns and stacks, and fields in which feed

heavy cattle, followed by rooting hogs.

The human population has been swept away with the

brute. Trapper and Indian and United States soldier

have moved onward; out of existence, to a reservation, or

to the distant islands of the Pacific. If one asks the

modern resident about the conditions which prevailed

before the settlement of the country, it is found that he

knows no more about it than the conductor of a car in

Chicago or New York. So short is human memory; so

completely do the affairs of the present crowd out from

the mind the happenings of the past.

Scattered along the valleys of the Missouri River and its

tributary streams, as well as on many rivers hidden among

ihe fastnesses of the mountains and whose waters at last

pour themselves into the Pacific Ocean, there existed, not

more than fifty years ago, the remains of many old-time

trading posts. Some of them were then still occupied

dwellings, or, if not occupied, were ruins whose remains

were yet plainly to be seen. For long after the wooden or

adobe building had decayed and disappeared, the depres-

sion which marked the old cellar and the stone chimneys

remained as monuments of what had been.

The people who used to inhabit these old posts, by

whose energy they were erected, by whose study and

laborious vigilance they were made successful, or through

whose slackness and carelessness they failed, are dead

now. Long, long ago the fans of the death angel began

to winnow their ranks, and it may well be that there is

not now left one of those sturdy men who between 1830

and 1840 penetrated the wilderness of the great West, and

prepared the way for the innumerable multitudes who
fifty or sixty years later followed them, and to-day are

.still crowding into the territory which lies between the

Missouri River and the Pacific Ocean.

in his excellent work on tlie. "i\merican Fur Trade,"

Captam Chittenden has- given the names of many of these

old-time trading posts, and has described their locations.

But for the most part the local population is ignorant,

not only of the situation of each of these posts, but even

of the very fact that such a post existed.

The sites of these o'ld forts ought to be marked in an

imperishable way. They are memorials of the early his-

tory of nearly one-half of this country, the first sprout-

ings, so to speak, of a plant which has grovra and
flourished, until it has covered a vast expanse of the

continent.

In many of the newer States of the West there are his-

torical societies which have done and are doing most
useful work in collecting facts concerning the early settle-

ment of their several States and putting them on record-

Notable among such societies is that of Montana, in

which Hon. Wilbur F. Sanders, and his son, James U.

Sanders, are active. Nebraska and Kansas have each

energetic historical societies, and only about a year ago

the Kansas Historical Society was instrumental in erecting

a monument on the site of the Pawnee village where the

heroic explorer Zebulon M. Pike first unfurled the United

States flag west of the Missouri River, and planted it

among the Pawnees, taking down the Spanish flag, which

had been raised there but a short time before.

In every State and in many counties in these newer

States, there are people who, if the idea were but sug-

gested to them, would gladly take steps to mark the his-

toric sites which each possesses. This is being done more

and more in the East, and even there it is often difficult

to establish the exact locality of a particular happening or

a particular structure. The dwellers in the newer West

are better oflr in this respect than are those in the East,

because less time has elapsed since the events, and so in-

formation concerning people and places is more accessible.

It would be well if this matter could be taken up

throughout the West, and arrangements made to mark, at

least by substantial square stone .posts properly inscribed,

the situations of these old trading posts. On the Missouri,

the Yellowstone, the Arkansas, the Laramie, the Plattes

and elsewhere, there should be lasting memorials of these

earliest permanent white habitations in the West.

THE LONG-RANGE PERIL.

The deplorable hunting fataHties, incident to the use

of the rifle by big-game hunters in the season of big-game

shooting, seem to increase with each passing year-, In

the view of the layman, big-game hunting has quite as

much of menace to life as pleasure to the participants.

The daily press, with regrettable frequency, recounts the

death of some ill-fated hunter or hunters from the effects

of rifle bullets. Either directly or by implication each

death is ascribed to careless or reckless shooting as a

cause.

It may fairly be conceded that a certain percentage of

this mortality is due to carelessness or recklessness, but

it is unfair and imsound to ascribe all of it to either

cause. There is no occupation in life which is free from

accident. Wherever high-powered forces are employed by

man, accidents will happen to men. accidents which are

beyond the power of human beings to foresee or to guard

agamst. Even in the commercial world, where men are

duly trained and tried, accidents are numerous. The

electrician, the engineer, the miner, and other skilled

artisans, kill and are killed. Out of the lot of destruction

so-called accidents happen which, by proper care, could

have been avoided. Such are not accidents in the true

sense. In the commerc'al world, he who kills or maims

carelessly or recklessly is considered guilty of a criminal

act. with all the grave legal consequences to the offender

which, in the eye of the law, is befitting the case and its

circumstances.

The same, or even harsher, judgment is gradually taking

legal form concerning hunting accidents. Indeed, there

have been so many deaths or woundings which were due

to carelessness or recklessness, that on the part of the

public there is an assumption of reckless shooting when-

ever a death or wounding happens, and a prejudgment of

the offender accordingly. Such prejudgment is. in a

measure, unjust, since accidents cannot be entirely elimi-

nated from the use of firearms afield.

However, conceding that there are accidents which are

beyond the power of man to prevent or foresee, and con-

ceding that with the increase in the numbers of the

lutnters who engage actively in the sport of big-game

shooting, there consequently would be an increase in the

number of accidents, there nevertheless are indisputably

manj'' deaths and maimings due to ignorance concerning

the use of the rifle and its powers, and carelessness and

recklessness in its use, with a full knowledge of the rifle's

jjossibilities for harm.

There is a growing public belief that most of the acci-

dents, apart from mistaking a man for a deer, are caused

by the modern high-power rifle. This belief is confirmed

and disseminated broadly and convincingly by the daily

press. The signs of the times indicate that, if the fatalities

continue in the future as in the past, public sentiment will

restilt in an entire prohibition of high-power rifles within

civilized limits, other than military and club grounds.

Aside frwn the menace to life and limb, big-game htftiters.

for the sake of the sport and the guild, should eschew

the full-jacketed bullet and the high-power charges. The

manufacturers provide proper cartridges for high-power

rifles when used in settled sections, thus reducing the

danger to the minimum. Manufacturers, for their own

self-interest, should strenuously preach the doctrine of

special loads for special sections, for the matter of what

will kill big game in the most deadly way is secondary to

the safety of the community. It should be clear to the

nianufacturers that the use of high-powered rifles in a

qualified way is much better than a prohibition of their

use entirely.

The conditions governing big-game shooting at the pres-

ent time differ widely from those governing a few years

ago. The game area is much less, so that, even if there

were no more hunters, there would seem to be more

owing to their being more concentrated. Towns, farms,

homes, have so reduced the wilderness that it is no small

task to journey out of sight of a home, and even when

out of sight of the hunter, a home may not be out of range

of his rifle bullet. Hunters have multiplied, the game

area has become less, rifles have become more power-

ful, hence the dangers have been multiplied. Beginners in

big-game hunting add to the danger. The perils would

be greatly reduced if the hunter used a cartridge which

was sufficient to meet the necessities of the case; if he

exercised special precaution about shooting in the vicinity

of houses, and if the manufacturers in their own interest

advised hunters to use proper ammunition in settled com-

munities.

JAMES C. MERRILL.

Major James Gushing Merrill, widely known as a

surgeon, and as an ornithologist who has done much to

reveal the secrets of bird life in the West and -Southwest,

died Oct. 27 at his home in Washington, D. C.

Dr. Merrill was born in Cambridge, Mass., graduated

at Harvard, and received his medical degree from the

University of Pennsylvania in 1874. Not long after this

he was appointed assistant surgeon in the army and was

stationed for many years at various posts on the ^Western

frontier. During his service on the Texas-Mexican bor-

der, he made an extended study of the birds of the re-

gion, and introduced to the fauna of the United States a

number of species never before found within our borders.

Afterward, he was stationed for some years at Fort

Klamath, in Oregon, and again at Fort Shaw, in Mon-

tana, and in both places devoted much time to the study

of birds and published many interesting notes about the

less known species. Later he served at Fort Reno in the

Indian Territory—now Oklahoma—where he continued

his work on bird life. For more than twenty years his

name was a very familiar one in the annals of North

American ornithological literature.

Dr. Merrill was also an ardent sportsman and big-game

hunter. With the love of pursuit he combined the keen

observation of the trained naturalist, and for this reason

his writings on any subject connected with sport had an

interest far deeper than commonly attaches to a mere

narrative of adventure. His contributions to Forest and

Stream, and to some of the^ Boone and Crockett books

are of extreme interest.

Personally Dr. Merrill was one of the most attractive

of men, genial, kindly, hospitable, the very man one would

desire for a companion in the home or in the field. He

was modest to a fault concerning his own achievements,

accurate in his scientific work, and stood in the front

in his own profession.

After his many years' service on the plains and in the

mountains, he was detailed as Librarian in the Surgeon

General's Office in Washington, and there he has been for

the past few years. The confinement did not altogether

agree with him and of late his health had been unsatis-

factory, yet we imagine the possibility of the fatal termina-

tion never occurred to his friends.

Among army men and among naturalists. Dr. Merrill

had a wide circle of loving friends, by whom his loss

will be deeply felt.

On Friday, Oct. 31, the . New York Aquarium was

formally transferred by the city . to the New York

Zoological Society. The transfer took place in the

lecture room of the aquarium, and ther^ were present a

number of city officijals and members of the board o£

managers of toe Zoological Society. In a formal spe*chi
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Commissionex" Wilcox, of the Park Department, turned

over the Aquarium to the Zoological Society, and Prof.

Henry Fairfield O shorn made an address accepting it.

President Fornes, of the Board of Aldermeti, congratu-

lated the society on its new responsibilities, and the city

on the excellent i^rospect of the aquarium tnider the new
management. Mr. Chas, H. Townsend, the new direc-

tor, made a brief address suggesting many of the possi-

bilities of the institution as an adjunct to the educational

work done in the citj^ and as a place where scientific

work could be carried on.

In the Faroe Islands.
After a fishing trip to one of the northern islands T am

once more installed in Hans Kristoffer's little guest room
in Midvag, resting from hard tramps across the moun-
tains and enjoying the activity of other people. When
I arrived, hay making was in full swing. Our household
mustered a band of ten workers, Hans Kristoffer, Jeg-
vand Senior, Jegvand Jtmior and our youngest, Heine, cut

the grass and six stout girls turned and tossed it with
their hands. Rakes are little used on a Faroe farm. I

spent much time in the hay fields with the sheep dogs
Frem and Heick sleeping by my side. Occasionally Hans
Kristoffer or Jegvand Senior came and sharpened a scythe
near by and we held such converse as my limited stock
of Danish allowed. "Grind" was the subject of our last

peaceful talk; grind—the "driving whales" of northern
seas that in flocks of from fift5'^ to 1,500 visit these fjords

from time to time and are driven toward some bay and
killed near shore. "Do \rou think there is anj' hope of my
seeing the grind ?" I asked Jegvand. "It may well be,"

he answered. "August is a good month, and Midvag has
the best strand for the killing. If a flock is seen anywhere
in these waters the boats will, if possible, drive it here.

We shall know they have been sighted by the 'grinde-

bud' [whale message] which will come either by land
or by sending up a column of smoke from a headland on

grind—one hundred and fifty in the Westmanhavn flock.

The second morning after the Midvag boats went to the
hunt, a Sunday morning, the air was so still and warm
that for the first time I had breakfast out of doors. There
is a cosy nook in Han Kristoffer's garden sheltered from
the sea winds by a grass-covered dike, currant and elder-
berry bushes. Within this inclosure grow sweet fern,
cranesbill and .saxifrage, and there I breakfasted and
chatted with a sociable northern wren, a "mouse's
brother," as the Faroe folk call him. I had shared my
soft-boiled eggs and barley bread with him, and he was
giving thanks in a burst of song, when suddenly from the
beach close by an old man shouted "Grinde-bud !" The
whale message had cotne again 1 The mouse's brother
whisked away, and I sprang up on the dike and looked
seaward where the man was pointing. There, three miles
away, on a headland of Stromoe, a column of smoke rose
high in the still air. It meant that the grind was in that
neighborhood, and that all the men of Midvag who had
not gone to Westhavn must come at once. Jegvand Senior
had gone on ctitting grass when the first message came,
but this time it was not five minutes before I saw hitn
hurrying over the strand like a boy of fifteen with a full

killing outfit on his shoulders. In seven minutes from
the first cry the first boat was at sea ; a short enough
time for eight men to gather with their outfit and launch
a boat. Before half an hour had passed eight -boats had
put off, and that left not a single seaworthy craft in

Midvag, and only small boys and great-grandfathers.
Even our Heine, a slight lad of sixteen, had gone, though
he had not been permitted to accompany eighteen-year-old
Jtgvand to Westmanhavn.

All the boats disappeared in the distance and tiothing

happened for four hours, except the arriA^al of men from
Sorvag and from Bo. When the cry had gone up from
our beach, a man, "Grindebudet," as he is called, had
started on a run for Sorvag. four miles distant over the
hills. . When he came in sight he had shouted "Grindc-
bud !" and another man had taken it up and run on to Bo,
two miles and a half further on. In an incredibly short
time the people arrived, breathless with the haste they
had made. In little knots they lay on the grass by the~

shore, their daggers ready, Avaiting until their services
would be needed, as the grind came to land. Far off at

sea in a shining belt of water, I saw through my glass
specks that proved to be boats in a long line. I saw

their great tails and dragging them forward to the shore.
One immense whale hemmed in a boat close to the rocks
and thre\v such quantities of bloody water over the men
that they were helpless. It was like a huge red fountain,
through which I could see now and then the blinded men
trying to strike, but yet afraid of hurting one another.
The boat was being beaten to pieces, and other boats had
to hurry to their r.escue. I saw boys six and seven years
of age running into the water and stabbing with their
small knives imtil plucked out and borne ashore by some
old man who often returned to do a little killing of his

own. One boat was sinking, but the men clambered into a
neighboring boat and were taken to shore. Dignified
Jegvand Senior was there, looking far less like a devil than
most of the men, and I saw our Heine, as cool and col-
lected as an old hand, striking to right and left with tell-

ing strokes.

In less than an hour all was over. Not one escaped.
Two hundred and eighty-five whales lay dead and dying
on Midvag strand, and from shore to shore the sea was
red with blood.

Then the Sysselmand (or county sherifif) came to the
front. Four men were appointed as assistants. The com-
mand was given for all the men to aid in dragging the
carcasses as far toward land as possible, so they would
be stranded by the ebbing tide. The assistants were to
measure, value and mark them, and make a deep incision
in the stomach so that the meat would keep fresh longer.

In the houses the women were hard at work. The
grinde-bud had come just before the men had had their
breakfasts. It was now 4 o'clock, and the men were tired
out and half fatnished. Hans Kristoffer's house has a
great reputation for hospitality, and he had more than his
fair share of visitors. A grewsome looking set they were,
dripping and bloody. Dozens of the least presentable were
fed and cheered and dried in the outer kitchen or "rog-
sine" with its earthern floor. The dryer ones ate.Tn the
family living room. I would really like to know how
many pots of coffee Fru Hans made in the next twenty
liours, I know she was kept busy all night, and in fact no
one slept in the house of Hans Kristoffer, The Syssel-
mand and his helpers were writing all night just outside
my room, and men coming and going all night.
About 9 o'clock that evening I went down to the shore.

Most of the whales were on land and others showed their
sharp black fins and tails in the shallows. There were

AFTER THE GRIND-HUNT.
Faroe Islands,

FLOCK OF GRINDWHALES.
Faroe Islands.

Stromoe. Hester or Kolter. The position of the smoke
will tell us just where the flock is and where it is to be

driven and then we send men and boats to help. Yes,"

added Jegvand, musingly, "it would be interesting for

you to see the grind," and with brightening eyes he went

on to tell of past killings and of the great one last year,

when 1,500 whales met their death on Midvag strand. It

must have been a dreadful sight
;
usually a flock numbers

from fifty to three hundred, and even Jegvand admitted

that 1,500 whales was an embarrassment of riches. And
then the neglected hay making was resumed and I went

back to the house.

Why should we have talked so much of grmd that after-

noon of all others? Was it a case of telepathy, some

subtle connection between our group in the hay field and

a messenger hurrying toward us from the fjelds on the

north? I had just returned to my room and was stand-

ing by the window when I heard a rumor in the air, a

suggestion of hoarse cries, and Jegvand Junior came

dashing down from the bay field in flymg leaps. Only

one thing could make Jegvanhd jump like that—the

"grinde-budr In a twinkling I was out of the house,

but already Jegvand had seized his new grind dagger, belt

and coat, and started on a run over the beach. As I

stood there a dozen young fellows sprang past me, their

eyes blazing with excitement
;
they were savages, pure and

simple, for the time being, possessed with the love of

killing, which lies in more or less latent form in every

man's nature. The older men went on with their work

in the fields; they could tell by the way the message came

that only the young men were needed. In five minutes all

were at the boats ; then came a pause. The grind it seems

were at Westmanhavn, ten miles to the north, and were

safe for the present. The men of Westmanhavn had

hemmed them in a narrow fjord and all they needed was

help for the killing. So the young men returned to their

homes to make fuller preparations, for it would be a two

•days' work. I lingered near to see what our Jegvands

\vOuld be. ,
A bottle of milk, a grind dagger, sheath and

'
"'belt, an tetitire suit of sheepskin clothes to wear over his

ordinary suit, a warm helmet hood and a good-sized wooden

box filled with dried mutton, bones and all, and woolen

stockings all mixed up together. Jegvand gathered up his

possessions and stalked forth without saying "farvel" to a

soiti. Jegvand is usually very polite, but at that hour his

©yes were fixed on' a future full of grind and saw nothing

this side of Westmanhavn. So he left us and for two

days and nights no news came from the north
;
then he

appeared, not having slept for fifty-four hours, and with a

hand badly cut by a grind dagger. But they took the

nineteen, and there were more to come. Little by little

thew drew near to Midvag strand, and in front of them
now and then came a flash of silver as a whale spouted.
"They are 'urolig' " (uneasy), said Fru Hans, anxiously.
"They may yet get away!" and the Sorvag and
Bo men began to get up and talk together seriously.

I ate a scrappy dinner standing at the window, opera
glass in hand^^ At last six boats left the approaching line
and came, to land for stones, loaded up and put out again.
That meant that the drive would soon begin, and I scur-
ried off" to the other side of the bay, where the flock must
pass on its way to land. The boats drew nearer together
until they almost touched, formed a semi-circle—forty-
two there were by that time, and' I could hear a sound
like a great Indian pow-wow, hoarse .shouts and cries and
loud thumps and knockings on the gunwales to frighten
the whales and keep them from rushing out to sea. The
men threw stones fastened to ropes in the spaces betAveen
the boats and to right and left if the whales turned, and
so slowly but steadily the flock AA^as urged forward. An
old man sitting near me said the boats Avould not charge
in yet; the bay was still too wide, the water too deep, the
whales could break away if frightened too soon. There
seemed very fcAV, to me, but "w-here there is one head
seen above there will will be tAventy below," said the man.
Then at last the signal was given, the boats dashed

forward, the men shouting Avildly, the grind Avas seized
with a panic, and surged toward the land. A large flock
of eider ducks, usually so fearless, became alarmed and
made for the .shore, looking over their shoulders and tell-

ing one another to hurry. There. Avas a roar of surf on the
beach, six great rollers preceded the grind and crashed
along the coast, the grind dashed to the right and Avere
met and turned by the boats, then to the left of the bay
Mdiere I stood, and instinctively I began to climb higher.
I could not see the drove from the storm of white water
in front of it, but it struck the shore and two great Avhales
upheaved by the pressure behind and beloAv Avere cast high
on the rocks at my feet; the boats closed in and the
slaughter began.
Three hundred men fought Avith harpoons, hooks and

daggers, and as the Avounded and maddened Avhales broke
from the harpoon lines and dashed on .shore, they Avere

met in the .shallows by the men of Sorvag and of
B6, Avho, tip to their arm pits in blood and water, struck
again and again with their long daggers, and severed the
r.prnal cord in the n'eek. With the first gush of l:)lood all

escape for the grind was at an end. Blinded, the Avhales

swam helplessly to and fro, fighting only when wounded.
Then they threw themselves aboutj lashing the boats with

poor little baby Avhales born in the last agony of panic and
o; death, and lying by their mothers. The beach pools
were pools of blood and on the strand the surf beat in a
long crimson line.

Next morning when I went doAvn again, the division had
been made and boats Avere being rapidly loaded with the
n-eat. The laA\'s that gOA-ern the distribution of the
grind are not to be comprehended by the average feminine
mind. But I believe one-tenth goes to the Crown, one
per cent, to the poor, one" per cent, to the schools, the
biggest Avhale to ijie boat that first reached the grind, a
head to the person Avho first gave the alarm, tihe Syssel-
mand and his assistants have something for their labors,
the pastor has his share, and after that all the inhabitants
of a certain wide and large district share the rest, though
those of a few far-away villages get but a half-share.

"
I

think the grind laws need revision. For instance, the capital,

Thorshavii, with its 1,200 inhabitants, shares our grind at
Midvag Avith those that have borne the brunt of the fight
and keep open house to all afterward. On the beach
that morning I met many of the Faroe men from other
places, with whom I had tramped and fished and rowed—
men from Sorvag and Bo, Leinum, QuiAng and Westman-
havn, Thorshavn, Stromnoes and Saxon—even Myggenoes
men appeared in the course of the day. They exchanged
greetings over vertebrje and piles of blubber and rows of
heads whose broad curving lips wore a queer smile. The
air Avas heaA^y Avith the smell of fresh flesh, and a detailed
description of the strand that morning would not be
pleasant reading. All that day and all the next night the
work went on. and our four men haA^e just finished carr3r-

ing up our share of meat to the lath-sided storehouse,
there to be salted—most of it—and the rest to be cut in
strips and hung frorn the house eaves to dry in the wind.
It is two days nOAV since the grind was killed, and yet the
waters of the bay are still thick and red. Oh, for a strong
breeze and tide to bring in fresh seas and purify us again

!

The first morning after the killing, as I came out of my
room, I found an official looking paper made out in mys-
terious terms with my name attached, an4 learned to my
surprise that I also Avas entitled to a share of grind. I
was much elated, and visions of wealth danced before my
eyes. I Avas, it appeared, to have the equivalent of a tiny
v.hale, and it Avas to be sold by auction. It did not seem
honest, hoAvever, to appropriate a Avhale that I had not
earned. But our Jegvand Junior had fought and bled and
fought again, and Heine had come to the front nobly. I

Avould give my whale to those who had been in the thick
of the fray. So I did, and I can only hope I did it

modestly, with no trace of conscious virtue. Young

I
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Jegvand seemed appreciative and thankful, but not, ?.s it

were, overM'helmed by the gift, and it occurred to me to
ask the Syssehnand how much he thought it would bring.
"Well," he said, "if prices had been high it might have
brought four or five kroner, hut people were nowadays
buying muclr meat from the new whale station in Hal-
dersvig. and f e supposed I'd get about 1.75 kroner for it."

That would '.je, in American money, about twenty-four
ents apiece. So ended my idea of being a Lady Bounti-

ful to Jegvarid and Heine.
I hear that our Midvag pastor was to have held com-

munion service and a baptism at the next hamlet, Sande-
saag. But the grinde-bud came just before church, and
only women were left. He could not baptize the baby
when the father and the six godfathers had stampeded,
so he preached to the women and then set out for home.
He reached Midvag in time to hurry up to the parsonage,
get into his old clothes, seize his grind dagger, and climb-
ing down the rocks to a boat just before the final charge
was made, he was in the midst of the fight with eight of
his flock. Elizabeth Taylor.

Pierre La Fontaine.

Considerable interest has been recently manifested by
sportsmen generally, even though their specialty be not
big game, in the career of Pierre La Fontaine, the trap-
per and poacher, who in March last was wounded and
captured by Maine game wardens and who, together with
his friend Tom King, was subsequently erroneously re-
ported, by Canadian papers, to have engaged in a fatal

duel with his former captors.
Because of the long strides now being annually taken

b}' civilization as impersonated by the settler—who con-
tracts with his government for a few acres of timbered
land, and in accordance with the terms of the contract
immediately proceeds to alter its prehistoric nature—the
edges of the woods are being felled on all sides, and the
avocation of trapping, as well as the knowledge of wood-
craft, is, as a consequence, being discouraged.

Since tales, and resulting dreams, of the inhabitants of
the original vast forests and trackless plains have, since
childhood, exerted an irresistible attraction and charm
over us members of the human family who are not yet
wholly civilized, it is entirely natural that the few remain-
ing disciples of the Indians should appeal strongly to our
sympathy. So, therefore, as a dweller of the woods and
a legitimate bearer of the cognomen trapper, regardless
of his personality and experiences, La Fontaine is an
object of interest, outlined, as his class now is, against
the setting sun of a period rife with stirring adventures
and seeds of romance. Pierre La Fontaine, or, in plain
English, Peter Fountain, was born in St. Francis, Canada,
some forty-eight years ago of French-Canadian parents.
Very frequently a strain of Indian blood circulates in the
veins of these people, and such is suggested in this in-
stance by La Fontaine's general appearance, he being six
feet in height, swarthy, with straight black hair, dark
eyes, high cheek bones a'nd a large, loosely knitted frame
Vyihich works all together, whenever he moves, like a per-
fectly adjusted, well-oiled -machine. To see him lope

^ through the woods, or handle a canoe paddle, is a delight.

His eyes have such expressive power as to relieve the
balance of his features from any display of feeling and a
flash or a twinkle heralds a passing mood.
He began his acquaintance with the woods and its deni-

zens in childhood, and, excepting a few years when en-
gaged in mining near his native town, has spent seven or
more months of -every year in the wooded lands of Canada
and Maine, trapping the several desirable fur-bearing ani-

mals and shooting the -moose, caribou and deer, with a
resulting satisfactory profit. Trapping is no sinecure,
however, since it entails much hard work, long hours,
some privations and almost constant exposure to the
elements; therefore, although a trapper enjoys the ex-
citement incident to his occupation and also an absolute
freedom which only the lover of solitude can fully com-
prehend, still, he has much to contend with even before
the abridgment of his license by game laws and the sup-
plemental wardens. La Fontaine's camps were scattered

through the forest in such manner as to af¥ord a nightly
shelter at the end of each day's long march. They were
what are termed "fire camps," and so constructed of

rough "'splits" as to permit' a fire and very little more
room than was necessary to allow a man to lie prone
before it—the one-sided roof being six feet at its highest
point and sloping acutely to the ground. They and their

meager equipment were invariably orderly and scrupu-
lously neat, and this same regard for system is apparent in

all his doings. A deserted hunter's camp will afford him
opportimities for collecting and laying aside various odds
and ends, possibly some provisions, which are carefully
husbanded for the day of need, and after slaying an animal
and preserving such parts as are valuable to him, he will

carry the unused meat many miles to a logging camp, or
to the home of a settler, rather than permit it to waste.

His earnings are likewise well cared for, and he may
sometimes be prevailed upon to make a loan, if the col-

lateral security is strictly first class.

For fifteen of the thirty-five years this freeman has
followed his inclination, the game wardens of Maine have
endeavored to effect his capture, because the institution

of protectiA'e laws failed to interrupt his pre-established

traffic in peltry. He has, undoubtedly, annually violated

the game laws of both Canada and Maine by killing game
in close season, and also by taking a greater number of

animals than is permitted; but nevertheless he is prob-
ably suspected of many del nqticncies that are not his.

For instance, he was said to have guided, from Maine into

Canada, many deserters from the Nortliern army during
the Civil War, which was quite a big contract for a boy
of eleven years. Then again, when the stark body of an
Indian was found suspended by the neck from a tree in

the Maine woods, many years ago, La Fontaine's name
was at once associated with the unpleasant experience of
the deceased. And so on, down to the present day, when
almost every carcass of an animal, found in the border-
land of Maine and Canada, throws suspicion upon him.
On entering a game country, when hunting, his tongue,

which in an emergency can discharge volleys of French
and uncertain English, is silenced and all his faculties

are focused upon the objects of his quest. He will travel

hither and yon, among the probable resorts of game, un-

til he discovers fresh signs and from these determines-
the number and movements of the animals; then, con-
trary to the precautionary measures of most hunters, he
will pilch his camp in the immediate vicinity of their
most frequented feeding grounds, and he rarely fails tf)

get what he covets. He is fond of fishing, in a crude
way. and usually has his hat band decorated with one
or more flies, which he attaches to a sapling and dangles
in the water. At times he will have a sink line, with
baited hook in the other hand, and thus simultaneously
engage both his sense of touch and sight. A captured
trout will be yanked ashore without the courtesy of a
landing net in true schoolboy style. Another of his
pastimes and pleasures in the woods is to suddenly ap-
pear, Indian fashion, at the camp-fire of a hunter, and, in
order to successfully accomplish a complete surprise, he
will quit his bed at any hour of the night—sleep always
awaiting his convenience.
La Fontaine has a good deal of humor and tells many

stories of the following style at the expense of the hunters
he has known

:

""A sport he corned to me place one ' day an' he say,

PIERRE LA FONTAINE AND TOM KING.
La Fontaine is on the right of picture.

'Come ride av^ay to hunt wid me,' an' I say 'Well, vou
go dug some patatties an' I gets ready.' When I come
back he say, 'You tole me to dug patatties an' I dugged,
an' dugged; an' dugged, an' dare ain't none dare !' Well.
I goes an' looks an' he dug up all my raspberry bushes.
Anoder man he corned in de winter time an' he says, 'I

want a iiioose bad.' So I say, T know where dare is un
track an' maybe we fin' him.' So we goes to de track an'
1 say, 'You take -de gun an' go ahead after him.' He
go maybe one mile an' he say, 'Where is de mposep'.an' I
say, 'Do you think him sit down an' wait fer yoil- to
come an' shood him?' He say, 'I didn't think a moose
s(; strong to go so far ; let him go on all der way ?' So I
say, 'You give me de gun an' you come after.' I go about
four mile an' I broke de moose's laig; den I waited long
time an' de man he comed an' kill him. Now, dat man
be one great hunter what hav' killed a moose !"

La Fontaine's account of his final capture by the Maine
wardens does not altogether agree with the published
versiou of Warden Templeton. He was aware that his
long-time pursuers were in northern Maine, but past suc-
cess in eluding them—some of his devxes being very in-
genious and most interesting developments of woodcraft-
made him venturesome even to recklessness, and he n^-t
only passed into the State, btit by way of a logging camp
which was tantamount to a publication of his presence
and route. The new-fallen snow plainly exposed his trail,

and although he partly concealed this, his fatigtie was so
great from drawing his sled load of provisions, that he
went directly to one of his camps, neglecting entirely the
most casual of his preca.utions against pursuit (the mak-
ing of a long detour, and striking his own trail some dis-
tance back, in order to ascertain if other footprints had
joined his) and fell asleep. A comparison of the re-
citals may prove entertaining, La Fontaine's English hav-
ing been corrected

;

The Wafdt:n*s Story.

"We had heard pretty tough stories of Peter La Fon-
ta ne and decided to take as few chances as possible and
make the arrest without any shooting, if we could do it.

Shortly after 6 o'clock we decided to move, and did
so with the greatest care, although the crunching of our
snowshoes seemed to make a big noise. I was ahead, with
Houston so close behind that he stepped into my tracks.
I caught the latch of the door in my left hand, holding
my revolver in the right. It was my plan to snap the
door open quickly and, if I got a chance, to grab Peter
before he had an opportunity to move. I was also pre-
pared to do the other thing if forced to it.

"La Fontaine had evidently been lying on the floor on a
bed of boughs and deer skins before the open fire, with
his feet toward the door and his rifle at his head, At
the snap of the latch he came to his knees as quickly as
a cat, and that was his position when I caught the first

sight of him in the dim firelight. At the same instant he
brought his rifle around. I don't remember whether I

said anything or not. If I did it was 'Don't you do it

!

Don't you do it !' But I distinctly remember watch ng the
muzzle of that rifle as it flew around and just before it

came in line with my body, I pulled en him."

La Fontaine's Stoty.

"I stood my rifle against the side of the camp, laid me
down before the fire and fell asleep. I didn't hear the ap-
proach of the wardens, because the hearing of one of

•my ears is slightly defective. There was no door to my
camp, but some pieces of splits were propped against the
door frame, and when these were pushed aside by War-
den TempJeton, I awoke and as I raised myself, being
only half-conscious, I dimly saw a man reaching out
toward me as though about to place his hand upon my
shoulder

; then came a loud report and a pistol ball passed
through by body. Warden Houston, thinking I had done
the shooting, then crowded into the camp and was going
to strike me on the head, when I said, 'Mr. Plouston, if
you please, I have had enough.' Then he was very kind,
washed my wound, and bound it up to stop the flow of
blood.

"I didn't find fault with the uncalled-fop and unneces-
sary shootmg, because Warden Templeton was afraid ofme

;
but when I noticed that he then wore a pair of my

moose shanks and drew them back from the fire so that
1 might not see them, I was mad, and I told him my
cpimon of hnn for taking to himself some of my prop-
erty and some cartridges belonging to one of my hunting
iriends before burning my home camp and everything
remainmg m it that was not valuable to him."

It is an open question as to whether the Canadian Gov-
ernment IS not, in a large measure, responsible for the
incursions of poachers into the Maine woods, and surely
that Government is wholly responsible for the slaughter
of anmials which are carefully nurtured bv Maine's laws
(mly to venture across the border. Canada has no war-
dens -m the strip of country contiguous to northwestern
iVlaine, which one man on the river might effectually
patrol, and thus tacitly consents to "the fitting out of
privateers to prey upon the commerce of a friendly
State,

'
as international law might express it. Last sum-

mer, two young men from Quebec visited the neighbor-
hood under discussion, and, in the season when it is as
easy to kill a moose as a nei,ghbor's cow, slew seveii^
of them and allowed them to rot where they fell. Al-
though this fact is said to have been brought to the atten-
tion of the proper authorities, nothing has been done to-
ward punishing the offense and incidentally discouraging
such utter disregard of the game laws. Settlers nearest
the scene of this depredation are entirely familiar with
The laxity of the authorities; and why should they hesi-.
tate to take what game they want before young men from
Queljec or elsewhere deprive them of an opportunity, and
furthermore, if La Fontaine and others are not taught to
respect the law at home, how can they be expected to have
reverence for it when abroad? Lippincott.
Baltimore, Oct. 29.

The Buck Duellist.

Mr. Jones Relates a Veracious Tale of the Adlrondackp.

Old Peletiah Jones, of Mud Pond, Essex county, N. Y.,
IS a remnant of that picturesque body of .men' whose
jounger days were passed prospecting, hunting and fish-
ing m the beautiful Adirondack country, and who^e de-
clining years are spent in guiding ''city people" through
the woodlands, by this means turning to good account
the wood knowledge gained in pioneering.
Old "Pell," as he is famiharly called, is a pleasing con-

trast m many ways to the more modern voung guide, who
by association with, rich and ' aristocratic campers is apt
to have acquired a broad a and' a discriminating taste
:t,pr high-balls, rye and Scotch.
• Pell wears the' safne clothing both summer and win-
ter—always heavy-weight. Perhaps he:- lays, aside his
coat- during the day, but he resumes it at "night and
IS always willing to sit near an open fire. He smokes a
pipe stuffed with "Bobolink" or "Blue paper." When
the pipeful is apparently smoked out. Pell stirs up the
residuum with a knife blade, applies a light and manages
a half-dozen or so additional puffs. This practice some-
times results in the firing of his pipe bowl, but since
the odor therefrom is not very difr'erent from that of
e ther of his favorite tobaccos, no harm results save that
of shortening the life of the pipe. This is a minor con-
sideration, since Pell is sole residuary legatee under the
wills of^ annual departing campers, and bequests under
these wills usually include numbers of pipes.

Pell has a collection almost as varied as that of a student
at Heidelberg.
To kill a deer is quite as commonplace to Pell as the

lighting of his pipe.

I remember one occasion when we had in camp with
us a young gentleman from the city whose last ambi-
tion was to slay a deer by h's own unaided efforts.

In different directions we had hunted all day long with
no success. All had returned except Peletiah,
About 6 o'clock he came in, and greeting us, pulled

trom his pockets four or five small steaks and started to
l-'roil them over the fire.

Knowing old Pell, we initiated ones said nothing except
to reply to his salute and remark that he'd been lucky
again. The young fellow, however, was on fire.

"Did you really kill a deer, Mr. Jones?" he began, as
he hovered over the fire.

"Guess I did." replied Pell, through the smoke.
"Well, when did you do it?" said the young man.
Pell absent-mindedly turned the steaks, intent on his

cooking.
"I say, Mr. Jones," pursued the gnat, "when did you

kill it? Tell me all about it. How far away did you
shoot at it? Howmanytim.es? Where did you hit ban?
Was it a male or a female?"

Pell peered up from his operations and regarded his
inquisitor much as a big patient dog looks at a pesti-
ferous puppy.

"Well," said the old man, " 'twas a buck deer, and I was
sittin' on a fawg near the end of the pond when I see him
a-com'n' acrost the lake. 'Peared to me I heered a dawg
barkin', too. Anyways, I sot still and he come along. 1
waited fer him tell he got inter shaller water where I
could git at him ter lug him out easy, and I shot him
jist for'ard the shoulder."
"And how far away was he, Mr. Jones ?"

"Oh, 'baout twenty feet," said Pell, "and if he'd 'a'

come any closter I'd 'a' waited some more."
This story was so utterly at variance with the deer-

hunting ideals set up for himself by the yo-ung man that
thereafter "Mr. Jones" was a deposed idol".
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Nothing but to cut down a fear-sped buck at three

hundred yards could fill the desire of that young Nimrod,
Old Pell is something of a story-teller. Many an even-

ing have we spent listening to his stories of the Avoods

while the wind drew the sparks up into the night and we
smoked post-prandial pipes.

Perhaps the following recital is a good example of

his powers

:

" 'Twasn't many years ago," said our guide, "that your
Uncle Pell had a pretty clost call for what life he had in

his carkiss, and 'tain't every man kin say't he had the

same chanct ter go straight to the golden city under the

same circinnstances."

Pell is an artist in his way. so at this point he stopped,

relighted his pipe, puffed reflectively and waited for the

usual, "Tell us about it, Pell."

Accepting our oblations, he continued:
"Well, it happened about this way. 'Twas gittin' along

toward the middle of October, and me and Eb Lobb was
campin' on the p'int yender in the slickest little tar-paper

cabin tliat ever was built. We got the tar paper offen a

waggin that got mired out on the Boreas River road. The
young fellar that was teamin' gave it to us fer helpin' him
out, and so not castin' away the gifts er Providence we
kivered and lined our shack with it.

"One mornin' we woke up, and as it was Eb's turn ter

do the breakfast cookin', he crawled out and begun fussin'

'round while I turned over fer jest a little wakin'-up

snooze. I was dreamin' 'bout havin' been presented with

a new .45-90 Winchester by grateful fr'en's I'd been

guidin' through the woods, and I could see the printin'

en the breech
—'To Peletiah Jones, from his

_
admirin'

fr'en's,' with the names of them as had give it ter me
underneath. Er course 'tain't no use namin' no names, but

if I should tell yer the names, maybe ter git strack with a

streak of lightnin' wouldn't surprise some of yer more."

I felt that Pell's eye would bore a hole in my head, but

I couldn't bring myself to meet his gaze. Inasmuch as

Pell collected some six or seven dollars a day—wages and
tribute—more than some of us earned, my feeling was
less one of guilt than embarrassment.

Pell finally withdrew his gimlet eye and went on;
"Well, right in the middle of my dream I was disturbed

by loud noises and woke up, to hear the familiar voice of

Eb cussin'. Eb kin cuss like a French-Canuck log driver,

and them Canucks don't spend much time learnin* any
other part of the langwidge, so that yer kin see 'twasn't

egzackly like 'wakin' to the' songs of burds chuned ter

sweetness,' as that Troy minister used ter say when he

was campin' here.

"I kep' quiet, knowin' 't Eb'd make me the partner of

his woes, and pretty soon he came a-stumpin' in with his

light ax in one hand and a few pieces of chawed-up meat
in t'other.

"'Huh,' says Eb. 'Breakfast!'

"'Sure,' sez I. 'I'm all ready fer it, so throw them
red-flannen frog baits away and go out of the room till I

take off my pejammies and get inter my clothes.'
"

At this fine bit of sarcasm I raised my eyes and shot

rry deadliest look at him, but except for a slight twitchmg

of the mouth, Uncle Pell's face Avas as placid as the lake

of the same name on a windless day.
" 'If yer kin make yer breakfast outer coffee and per-

taters.' savs Eb, 'well and good. Well and good,' sez he,

'but I'U be goldarned if there's a bit of venison in camp
that's fit ter eat I've jest shown yer the hull of it,"

and he twiddled the meat rags on his fingers.

" 'Catamount?' sez I.

" 'Foxes,' sez he, 'and by the tracks I should thmk that

the census fox would have saved himself a lot er walkin'

if he could have been here when they c'mitted the rob-

bery.'
," 'Well,' sez I, gittin' up, ' 'tain't as though we couldn t

get more, anyways try, and I hope your mind wasn't so

upsot yer fergot to bile the pot.' '

" 'Oh, no,' sez Eb, 'the coffee pot's b'ilin',' and that

mornin' was the first that year we went without meat—
leastways durin' the open season," he hastened to add.

"We had ter have sumpin' ter eat, so Eb he stayed ter

camp and I sot out ter see what I could find. Er course

I hed my old single-shot rifle along and a good-sized

horn-handled, stift'-bladed huntin' knife.

"My rheumatiz didn't let me git along any too lively, but

perhaps that ain't so bad fer a still-hunter, fer it give

me more time ter look inter fallen tree tops and brush

then as if I was one er these here puff-zippin autymer-

beels that young Platfs got down ter the village.

"Anyways I dim' along up and 'twasn't long 'fore I see

sumpin' movin' in a little holler 'bout five rod off, and

gittin' closter out jumped a buck that looked like a full

brother ter Old Golden fer size and 'purtenances. He
come down all right when I onhitched on him, and I went

over tew him, leavin' my rifle leanin' up aside a tree near

where I fired. Sumpin' I never did before ner smce, but I

felt so goldarned sure of that buck 't I didn't think er

nothin' but just skinnin' him and luggin'^ a hindquarter

back ter camp fer that overdue breakfast."

Pell threw back his head and laughed quietly.

"I was sumpin' of a bareback rider in my day," he went

on, "but I never tried to ride on the under side of a

horse with my legs hooked up over his back, so I couldn t

give bein' outer practice as er excuse, but I want yer ter

understand that when I straddled that buck as he was

lyin' there kinder on his back, and put my knife point ter

his throat, that when he got up, as he did, yer Uncle Pell

jest clutched his legs around him and hung on.

"Er course he couldn't travel no Star P'inter gait with

a hundred and sixty poun' draggin' on his keel, but he

bumped me along pretty lively, till it 'curred ter me ^twas

time I was makin' a little livelier move toward gittm that

breakfast. In the excitement I'd kep' the knife m my
hand jest like a feller'll fall overboard outer a boat when

he's spearin', and if he had^s pipe in his mouth when

he started, he'll most likely find it right in the same place

when he comes up to the top. It's cur'us, but it s so.

Anyways I had that knife all right, and 'bout the first

thing I did when I discovered it was to make a lunge at

the old fellow's brisket with it. The p'mt went m and I

could feel on the haft 't I'd struck sumpm', and m a

couple er jumps down he come, right er course er top er

"I crawled but fin under, holding on to a hind leg m
case of more surprises. . ^u- »

"It looked like lie was dead enough now, er breathin

his last anyways, and right here I made another big

mistake. Er course that up-ended ride give me a con-

siderable shakin' up and I was a sweatin' some from it so

I struck the knife inter the ground, butt up, and reached
around to my hind pants' pocket ter git ray handkercher
to wipe off my perspirin' brow.

"I hadn't more'n strai.ghtened up with it in my hand
'fore that old devil give a snort like the Efiin'ham's

whistle down onto Schroon Lake and come to his feet like

a circus performer turning a sumerset, all standin', head
up and tail clinched tight.

"He didn't give me a chanst to even reach fer that

knife, and it 'peared that my old red handkercher acted

like a red rag tew a bull, fer the moment he seen it he
come on me like a catamount, and knocked me flatter'n

one of Marthy's pancakes, strikin' and hookin' savage.

'Bout this time I begun to realize 'twasn't so much a
question of gettin' breakfast as 'twas of gettin' back ter

camp for any me^ at all, and any time. 'In other words,'

as a long-winded lawyer cuss who camped here once
uster say, 'In other words, I begun ter wake up ter the

fact that I'd gotter fight ter keep my insurance from
comin' due.'

"Well, we fit around there fer some minutes prob-

ably—seemed days ter me—the old buck a-strikin' and
a-hookin', and I a-hangin' to his horns and tryin' to git

away from those hoofs of his: but all the time I was
tryin' ter work him around ter where the knife was,

thinkin' if I could only get to it someways I could man-
age to spare a hand from his head and end the trouble.

I had another hope, too, and that was he'd get weak from
loss of blood, and perhaps give it up before I could get

the knife or he'd played me out. The blood was comin'

from his brisket cuts all right, and pretty good, too, I

guess, but it didn't seem to make any difference ter him.

"All ter once I found we was gittin' nearer and nearer

to the knife, and I quit puUin', only hangin' on.

"As soon's I did that I'll be goldarned if that old devil

didn't drag me right over tew the knife, and I was jest

gettin' ready to make my one-handed play fer it. when
he raised his front right leg and come down onto that

knife handle' kerwallop, and when he raised up ag'in yer

can call me a warm-water sucker if he didn't have that

knife fixed onto his hoof as pretty as anything you
ever see.

"Accident er not, yer can bet I was scared, fer it was
sharp's a razor, and it give him 'bout eight inches more
of strikin' reach, and he begun right away. Up went
his sword arm and down she kim—slash—the hull of a

boot leg gone, and a glancing cut on the ankle. He was
goin' around on three legs, so's't he wouldn't lose the

knife.

"It's all right ter stick to yer ship and go down with

her, but I begun ter make up ray mind 'twas better to

desert and take my chance of being able to outfoot him
to a young pine that stood 'bout six rods away. Ef he'd

only insist on holding onto his weapon, I believed I c'rl

dc it, fer I was Injun-built them days and c'd hoof it

pretty lively, and if he'd go four-legged I thought per-

haps he'd stick the knife inter the ground and git throwed.

"Er course it takes a derned sight longer to tell all

them thoughts than it did to think 'em, and the fact of

the bizness is that about two seconds after he give me
the cuts I'd broke loose from my affectionate embrace

and was strikin' out fer that pine.

"I've done my twenty and thirty miles a day a-walkin',

and run six-mile an hour many a time and never thought

about the distance or the gait, but there wasn't never no
time in my hull life that a journey seemed so long or a

place so hard to git to as it 'twas on the way to that

pine. I c'd see it all right 'nough, but it looked more'n

forty mile away, and 'bout as big as them fir trees that

comes in a kid's Noah's Ark.
"When I started, his tail was p'intin' to the tree, and

er course I was facin' it.

"Well, as soon as I let go I give his head a twitch to

kinder daze him, and then I lit out. Natchully it took

him a second or two to git the hang of things and git

after me, but by that time yer Uncle Pell was under full

steam, headin' fer the pine, and 'bout twenty feet in front

of the enemy.
"I looked round to see how we were doin', and I

couldn't help noticin' that he had that sword arm drawed
up under him and was perceedin' on three legs.

"I guess there ain't any derned fool here but knows
that a deer kin go 'bout as well on three legs as four, and

it seemed ter me as though this one was goin' a leetle

better'n most of them I'd seen crippled in one leg. Per-

haps 'twas the peculiar circumstances made me feel^ so

;

however, he was comin', and what's more, was gainin'.

"I ain't 'shamed to say now that when I discovered that

he was probably goin' ter git me that I was sceered, and

sceered bad. I'd had a purty good shakin' up in the fust

place a-ridin' him and a-tryin' time tusslin' him, and I

wasn't in no shape fer even that short sprint. Besides

that, the almost human action of the derned old cuss and

the endurin' efforts he'd made ter kill me with the knife

onsettled me, and helped to make me sceered.
^

^

"Well, I made up my mind 'twasn't no use a-lookm

round, btit jist do m' best and trust to the Lord and my
good trainin' and dig my toes in deep.

"Well, I done so, and as I got 'bout thirty feet from

the tree, not feelin' his breath on m' neck, ner seemin'

to hear his jumps, my hopes riz, and I twisted m' head

around.
"Well, sir, yer can bet there wasn't no happier man m

the world than I was that minit, when I seen that the

old buck was on the ground with the blood pourin' from

his wounds, and givin' them little kicks that always mean

the end.
, , , r

"I didn't slow up. I jest simply let go and down I

come all in a heap. It didn't hardly seem real, and I

lay there some time before I begun to realize that I'd

been saved from a cruel and unusu'l death.

"I ain't much of a pray-er, but I give thanks fer my
deliverance before I did another thing.

" 'Well,' says I, to myself, as I got up, 'fer all 'pear-

ances you are deader'n a last year's p'litical promise, but

there ain't no power on earth that'll git me tew you 'til

I'm fixed, so I jest give him a wide berth, and went back

ter where I'd stood up my rifle, and then I come back at

'bout four rod and fired seven shots into the old cuss 'fore

I had the nerve ter go up tew him.
, , , j ,

"He certainly was a strappin' animal, and he had the

knife in his hoof. It made me shiver tew look at it. I

had ter work at it a long time before I c'd git it out, but

I did, and finally got home with that breakfast."

The old man stopped short here, and knocking the

burned tobacco dust from his pipe, refilled it from his

pouch.
"Pell," said I, "why didn't yOii cut off that hoof which

held the knife and either keep it or present it to some
museum as a curiosity?"

"Huh !" replied Pell, "wouldn't nobody believe the story

that went with it, would they?"
Edwarb Sidney Rawson.

Pout Richmond, N. Y,

Advanced Ideas in Farming:, Trap-
ping and Woodcraft.

Number One.

What most farmers lack 'is perception, the quality'

that enables one to adapt to one's uses and require-

ments those things that nature has especially provided

—

dear old Nature, who is always doing nice little thiiigs

for farmers that are not half appreciated.

I realized this long before I first began the free,

rugged and independent life of a hardy, honest tiller

of the soil, and often resolved that if I ever had the

chance I would do a lot of adapting, particularly in the

way of utilizing such animals and birds as usually spent

their time loafing around and beating the world out
of a living. I became a tiller. The word tiller has two
definitions, one of which is, a steering apparatus. I am
just now classifying myself as the latter, one who steers.

I am endeavoring to steer my brother tiller, the other

kind of tiller, the one who in tilling the soil, from the

shoals and rocks of those who defer decisive actior

till disaster has overwhelmed them. I am going tc

steer my fellow agriculturist and horticulturist and other

fellow strugglers against the ruthless tide of curcuHo,
potato bugs, cut worms, elm leaf beetles, seventeen-year

cicada, brown-tailed moth, hob-nail grub, peach-leaf

curl, pear-blight, bee-diarrhoea, hog cholera and a few

million other little devices which dear old Nature con-

trives to make farming the exciting and absorbing oc-

cupation it is, the things that cause woe and alienation

of friendship, divorces, murder, arson, undue encroach-

ment upon neighbor's property, line fences and hen
coops, and eventually the frequent kerflop from the

noble, yea, godlike attributes of a farmer to the de-

gradation of a member of State legislature or county
commissioner. It is my purpose to steer him away
from the rocks and rapids, the shoals and qificksands,

into the broad and placid waters, the peaceful life of a

money-making, respected agriculturist, compared to

which, floating down a canal in a houseboat with noth-

ing to do but eat boned turkey, diamond-back terra-

pin, chicken salad, lobster a la Newburg, drink iced

milk punch and champagne frappe, smoke Perfecto

cigars and peruse the pages of wisdom in Forest an'D

Stream, would be an experience of wildest excitement

and peril.

I feel that 1 ought to do that miich for my fellow

toilers, my less fortunate countrymen of the same walk

in life, and that is why I am going to do it. I don't

want a cent for it. I shordd not accept any compensa-

tion if it were offered. I am not that kind of a philan-

thropist. There is not, if I do say it myself, a mean
hair in toy head, and I might add, not many of any

kind.
Still, if there are those who feel that such disinterested

and whole-souled service should not go altogether un-

rewarded, and in their gratitude should insist on send-

ing to their benefactor a portion of the profits derived

from Bohemian oats, seedless watermelons, perennial

bearing rutabagas, short-weight butter and loaded wool

fleeces, such persons can remit by New York draft or

postoffice money orders; money sent in letters, if reg-

istered, will be at sender's risk, if not registered T will

take the chances. Personal checks on country banks

(except sand banks) will be received at par, but not

credited until it is ascertained whether the drawer has

overdrawn his account. When the returns are all in

I will try to send to every grateful remitter a beautiful

marriage certificate printed in four colors, with two

doves and a game rooster in each corner, provided that

six cents in postage stamps are inclosed to pay postage

and for ordinary wear and tear. I wish to be plain

and unostentatious about this matter, for if there is any-

thing that I hate more than another it is an ostenta-

tious tiller of the soil. The Lord knows he has httle

enough to be ostentatious about.

The way I came to run up against all my valuable

experience' was almost providential, yet logical, in fact,

some might say it was pure fool luck; be that as it may,

how much happier, better and wiser the world is for it

The tears come unbidden to my eyes when I think of

it—especially when I think of that new variety of triple

strength onions that I invented, and the time that I

first tried cayenne pepper to kill lice on my flock of

ostriches. j

It was this way. My uncle and aunt made up their

minds that they would let out their farm in the State

of Kansas and go to Florida to engage in the manufac-

ture of oranges and pineapples. When my uncle makes

up his mind to do a thing, it is practically as good as

done. I have excellent reason to remember this prom-

inent trait in his character. While a youth I Avent to live

with uncle, to attend district school, and incidentally

do chores. I became impressed with the idea that a

certain three-year-old colt, Avhich was a part of the

farm stock, could trot about fast enough to beat any-

thing in the county of his age; bareback, welter-weight,

free for all, three-quarter dash, hop. skip and jump,

huckleberry 'rules, or any old Avay. I decided to surrepti-

tiously drop in on the county fair—those annual events

that my dear departed friend, Josh Billings, used to

denominate "Agricultural Hoss Trots"—and do the boys

up Avith neatness and despatch. I did so. That is I

dropped in, and subsequently dropped out, likewise

dropped my Avad, and uncle dropped something when I

retnrned home. I then realized the .stern realities of

life, and that what uncle said he would do he did, prop-

erly. That was a long time ago, and Avhy dwell on these
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fhemes that reawaken the echoes in the old woodshed?
Uncle had a right appreciation of his nephew, after

ill, and knowing that I had spent a term at our agri-

cultural college, been secretary of one of the farmers"

institutes one session, beside that experience at the
:ounty fair, he naturally selected me to come on and
un the farm, while he and aunt should undertake to

iliow the people of the sunny and fruity Southland how
:o do things.

"Sunny and fruity Southland." Say, how does that

strike you? Rather neat, eh? Rather neater, perhaps,
Jian veracious, especially when they have such winters

IS the past one.

I accepted the offer; two weeks thereafter our County
laper, The Kansas Zeph}^, published in the column de-

oted to our township, a "personal/" which stated:

Our respected friends. Uncle Ephraini Downs, and his estimable
vifc, who have been subscribers to the Zephyr ere since it started,

lave gone to the balmy longitude of Florida, where they allow_ to

!ngage in that beautiful and lukcrative occupation of growing
)ranges and other tropicle fruits. Their newphew, Benjamin
l^colidge, has been engaged to ruin the farm during their absence.
Welcome to the county, Ben. Come and see tis.

I did so at once, without unnecessary loss of time.

; was ready for murder, rapine, massacre, gore, man-
;laughter, carnage, assassination or other form of

Homicide. "Engaged to ruin the farm!" Ha! I louud
he printing office at the head of a rickety flight of

tairs and the editor sitting behind a cob pipe on ton
)f an inverted soap box, evidently deep in the duties of

diting.

"What do you mean by printing such a libel in your
food-for-nothing, low-down sheet as that item concern-

ng me?" pointing to the same in the paper which I

leld up before him.
"Libel! You! Why, my dear sir, w-what—where

—

et me see that—I wrote that myself—Uncle Downs

—

>hades of Great Scott! Why, gosh darn that drunken
ompositor, ef he hain't slid in a letter i into that word
un—run the farm, that's what I wrote."

"Where is he? I'll sober him up! I'll just introduce

le man that's going to ruin Uncle Downs' farm, and
'11 commence by ruining one batch of old barleycorn

eed right now."
"Oh, he's gone—he's lit out; he had a spell or two of

tie serpents Sunday and Monday and I fired him;
ired Sam Gale to take him over into Poseytown in his

elivery wagon."
'•Then you've missed a first-class tragedy item for

icxt week's paper."
That editor proved to be the finest kind of a chap,

me of these brainy, broad gauge, intellectual giants and
.ppreciative journalists that one sometimes runs across

mexpectedly. I am not saying this because he fell in

?ith my ideas of fartning and raising stock, and wanted
tie to conduct a column in the Zephyr on "The High-
st Type of Modern Farming," and let me name my
)wn terms. Not at all. Not by any means. In fact, far

rom it. It was a most noble act. The fact that money
^nd price were no object to the editor, because he never

)aid anybody for anything (which I afterward discov-

:red), had absolutely nothing to do with the proposi-

ion. Anybody could see that.

A few weeks later the columns of the Zephyr con-

ained the following:

BRAINS IN FARMING.
Probablv no recent event has had so much to do with the pros-

lective development of our lovely county, and so fully illustrates

he possibilities of our soil and climate under brainy management,
s the success of experiments already made by Benjamin Cool-

dge on his uncle's farm. His entirely original methods with

irops as well as in making ordinarily useless animals earn their

iving, and a little more besides, is certainly interesting and more
ir less instructive; generally more. We congratulate the entire

;ounty on having this kind of a man in our midst. It might be
uggestive to add that he's the only man so far that has paid his

ubscription to this paper in csish. Go thou and do likewise.

The particular events and innovations to which the

;ifted editor refers will be set forth in another chap-

er or two. Frank, Heywood.
[to be CONTINUED-1

On the War Road.
"This is the War Road," was the somewhat startling

nnounceraent that glared down on me from a board

lailed high upon a poplar tree on the edge of the

iToods.

The few scattered wagon tracks which I had been

allowing across the half-brush, half-prairie lands further

lack, concentrated here, and passing between two trees

hat just grazed the hubs on either hand, wound away
nto the unknown wilderness beyond. The sign board
^ras of rough, unhewn lumber. The lettering had been
lone with red chalk. The marks showed only here

nd there, and the general effect, somehow, was one of

wkward splashes in blood.

The letters had much in their appearance to suggest

disordered mob fleeing before a victorious army,

'hey leaned this way and that, and struggled in and
ait of line. The "t" and "e" in the "the" towered far

bove the cowering little "li" between them, and might
lavc passed for two stalwart fellows dragging away a

founded comrade. It was ominous.

I had learned at tlie last settlers cabin, half a mile

lack, that after entering the wilderness proper I should

ee no sign of human habitation until I returned. There
vds a possibility that I might meet somewhere on the

vay a miner returning from the Rainy Lake gold fields,

nd another that I might find a few Indians in camp at

he mouth of the War Road; but the probability was
hat I should see nobody on the whole trip.

I was in search of solitude. For three days I had
leen traversing a sparsely, settled country, having fol-

Dwed the old Saint Paul and Pembina trail from the

leighborhood of Crookston, Minnesota, north to where
t crosses the Roseau trail. Over this I had reached

^^oseau, a small village seventy miles back in the wil-

Icrness. Another half-day without sight of a house
lad brought me into camp at night rejoicing in my
scape beyond the dread of aught that could remind me
)f civilized abominations. But I had only begun to hug
nyself when I positively stiffened with dismay. A cow
)awled, and the illusion was destroyed.

A few minutes later two children came aloAg, driving

the cattle. Other sounds presently told me that I was
within two hundred yards of a farmhouse.
This was annoying, as I wanted to enjoy the night

and the moonlight alone. But my annoyance was some-
what intensified when, half an hour later, the farmer and
his family called upon me, staying until twelve o'clock
and drawing from me my life history by inches. Here
was solitude witli a vengeance, and I resolved to put
as many miles as possible between me and the haunts
of man before I again undertook to commune with Na-
ture in her loneliest retreats.

About five miles east of Roseau (Jadis, it was then)
I passed the last settler's cabin, and half a mile on I

came face to face with the grewsome legend: •

"This is the War Road."
It was ten o'clock when I faced this tunnel, bored

through thirty-five miles of unbroken solitude, with a
slight fracture only at one end. I began to wonder
if I had not better go back and camp near the settler's

cabin—so as to be handy to water—and take an early
start in, the morning. Then I might be sure of getting
through before nightfall.

I began to think that soHtude might be like some
other good things—deleterious when taken in overdoses.
It was useless to try to make myself believe that I-

should turn because of water for that night's camp. I

knew that creeks, lakes and muskegs were everywhere
in the wood. Therefore, if I adopted this retrograde
move I must admit, to myself at least, that I stood in

awe of that vast solitude. That I would not do. There
was no valid reason for retreat, and giving Jack and
Jill their marching orders, we plunged into that mysteri-
ous stillness.

I gave myself some courage by the assurance that, if

any good reason occurred to me in the meantime, I

could still turn back after going a few miles into the
wood. For awhile the road led through a swamp, and
as the whiffletrees and hubs of the wagon began to dis-

turb the bushes along the way, out swarmed mosquitoes
in clouds. Or, I might say, in a haze at first, which
thickened and darkened until it assumed the blackness
of a thunder-cloud. This was something 1 had not
thought of, and I accounted it a good and sufficient

reason for waiting to make the trip for some day when
the wind should blow hard enough to keep down mos-
quitoes.

"There were other things I had not thought of, how-
ever. One was the narrowness of the way, closely
walled in by standing timber, fallen logs and under-
brush. It was impossible to turn, and I should have to
keep on at least until I reached more open ground-
When at length I came to an opening, it was a bog
crossed by a narrow corduroy road, and the chances
for turning were not improved.
A couple of miles further on the road came out on

firmer soil. Poplar, birch and willow gave way to great
oaks, whose branches, interlacing, completely shut out
the rays of the sun. An impenetrable tangle of fallen

limbs, brush, vines and brambles continued to wall me
in and to keep me in this "straight and narrow way,"
and before I did come to a possible turning point the
wind sprang up from the east, sifting into the faces of

myself and the mules, like a rush of air through a
cafion, and sweeping the mosquitoes to the rear. With
them went my excuse for turning at all, and I kept on.

The road had been cut through only about wo months
before and was very rough. There had been little travel

over it. The larger growth had been cleared away wide
enoiigh only to admit the passage of a wagon, while
the small brush still stood. Nothing could be seen of

the track ahead, and one had an impression of travel-

ing through an accidental opening in the wood. The
noise of the wagon as we bumped along, was so great
that there was little prospect of catching a dryad un-
awares, though I confess that I kept a sharp lookout
and several times imagined I caught a glimpse of one
as she whisked out of sight behind some great oak.
The wagon creaked and groaned direfuUy as it bumped

over the stumps and roots or plunged hub-deep into

ruts. There was always a deep rut opposite each stump,
as, when the wheel raised over a stump, it threw the
whole weight of the wagon on the opposite wheel,
forcing it deep into the soft mould. This kept it roll-

ing and pitching at a great rate, and the steady swish
of the small brush bent beneath the axles resembled
the hiss of water beneath a storm-tossed boat.

Occasionally a partridge hopped from the road in

front of the mules and alighting on some bush just

ahead, out of reach, eyed me curiously as I passed. My
Parker lay in its case at the bottom of the wagon; I

cared little for the game, and no one being present to

witness my prowess, I had slight incentive to shoot. I

did try a few shots at the partridge, however, with my
\Vhip, but the lash usually caught in an overhanging
bough, and I scored nothing but clean misses.

Friend, did you ever make a wagon journey through
a forest or after dark, when objects could be seen only
for a short distance? If so, do you remember how
swiftly you seemed borne along, yet how interminable
seemed the way to some momentarily expected desti-

nation? How the seconds swelled into minutes and the

minutes into hours, as you swept on and on; yet how
you remained, seemingly, always in the same spot?

After I had been in the woods, as I judged, for two
hours, I began to speculate on the distance I had trav-

eled. At the rate the sibilant bushes brushed past be-
neath the wagon I must be going at least six miles an
hour. Twice six are twelve: whole distance to be trav-

eled, thirty-five miles. Clearly, I was more than one-
third of the way; but rather than be disappointed at the
end, I would reduce my calculations and call that great
oak. there, on the left, the quarter-post. By giving
good measure thus, I should get a rebate ,on the last

quarter, just when I needed it.

It is customary when writing of the woods to ex-
patiate on their grandeur. But I was still under the
spell of that ominous guide-board; and though the sol-

emn forest shades did fill me with awe, the scenery was
a good deal like that inside a railway tunnel, except
that the walls were composed of whispering green
leaves and yielding boughs, and not cold, gray, un-
yielding and voiceless granite.

Two hours later I note a tree with a wagon-hub

blaze, which I call the half-way mark. Soon afterward
I see an opening ahead and wonder if I can possibly
be coming to the lake. Perhaps I have allowed too
much, and in place of getting a present of the last
quarter the rebate is to be nearly the whole last half
of the journey. The light spreads; it is plain that I
am nearing the end of the tunnel. It is impossible that
I can have come thirty-five miles. I begin to wonder
if the contractor who cut the road has not "done" the
government—if he has not been paid for thirty-five
miles when the actual distance is twenty. But no; the
opening is not the lake, but a wide muskeg with a
burned district beyond.

Crossing the muskeg on a pole bridge, the road winds
away across the burning on a long, low sand ridge. The
way is now much smoother and my range of vision
more extended. I am on one of the well-defined sand-
reefs characteristic of northwestern Minnesota. These
ridges are one of the great natural curiosities of this
region. Flat, curving reefs of sand, one to two hun-
dred yards wide, they are continuous for many miles.
Being gravelly and well-drained, their spines make splen-
did natural roadways.
Travelers in the old fur-trading days took advantage

of these ndges m laying out their highways. The old
Saint Paul and Pembina trail follows them for more
than a hundred miles; the Roseau road hugs another
for more than two-thirds of its seventy-one miles of
length. But for this ridge the eastern half of Kittson
County would be still unsettled. The streams that have
their sources in the Red Lake basin cut these ridges
at right angles, the deep, gash-like channels having the
appearance of breaks in a great dike. The wide val-
ley of the Roseau breaks the continuity of the Roseau
road ridge; but it is said that it is this same ridge which
the War Road traverses all the way to the Lake of the
Woods.
With smoother roads, a more extended prospect and

a fresh breeze, my spirits rise and I roll along at a
brisk trot. On the ridge top the sway of the fire had
been complete and. everything had gone down before
it, except here and there a charred stump or tree
trunk. Some of these reached a height of fifty or sixty
feet; all were blackened to the very top. These with a
two years' growth of poplars, were all that remained
of a once dense forest.

On either side of the ridge stretched a great swamp
which had not burned, and tamarac, spruce, cedar and
balsam pine reared a variegated screen of pale and deep
greens and purple. I was now enjoying myself thorough-

and took slight heed of the flight of time, until it
suddenly dawned on me that another two hours had
slipped away. I must be entering on the last quarter
stretch, and if I was to get much of a rebate the lake
should soon appear. Mile after mile I glide through
the prattling green poplars, but no lake materializes.
The tamarac and cedar of the swamps give place to
birch and willow, with now and then stately white pine,
but along the ridge are the same charred stumps and
fluttering poplars.
Another two hours slips away—still no lake. I have

been guessing at time and rate of speed, but with all the
allowance I have made I surely cannot be far short. I
eagerly watch each new opening, expecting momentar-
ily to catch the glimmer of water through the trees.

I begin to have some misgiving about reaching the
lake at all that night, but promptly administer a stern
rebuke to myself upon reflecting that solitude, with a
big S, is what I have been looking for. How one could
revel in a vast and mighty ocean of solitude by camping
overnight in this lonely wood! I fall to speculating
on what there is beyond the portal of that great swamp,
off there to the north. Moose, doubtless, and bear and
deer. And, as if conjured up by an over-active fancy,
a great lumbering hulk swings into the road ahead of
mel it !.(-,. -r*]

It is a sure-enough moose, no apparition. And, by
the glaring sign board of the War Road, what a spread
of horns! Like the fish that got away, I think him the
finest specimen I ever saw. He gazes at me for a full
half minute; then turns and shambles off into the pop-
lars. Ah! if only I had had one of those long-range
cameras—one with a trigger, that is aimed like a gun
and that, if the aim. be true, catches the victim full in
the center of the disk. I remember to have seen such
a one, on paper (Harper's Weekly), some years ago,
and have often wondered why they were not brought
out. What a boon such a gun would be to the sports-
man! He might shoot and shoot to his heart's con-
tent, then, and no effeminate "woud-be" could shout
"Game hog," either.

For an hour my imagination is at a wire edge. I have
just evoluted the fourth black stump into a bear, and
then, upon closer inspection, back into a stump again,
when it occurs to me that the lake is still missing. It
cannot be that I am off the road, for there is but one
road, and I could not turn off from it if I tried. I now
begin to examine into my calculations. I _have been
for ten hours in the woods. A brief reckoning shows
that it should be sundown, whereas the sun is at least
four hours Jiigh. Calculations that are four hours out
in ten seem worthless as a basis. I conclude I am in the
woods, and drop it at that.

Three hours later I come to the crossing of War
Road River. Then I remember that this crossing is six
miles from the lake. The deep, dark waters have an
inviting look as they swirl and eddy beneath the over-
hanging trees. I am tempted to go into camp and wet
a line, but the buzz of mosquitoes warns me to seek
higher ground before halting for the night. A couple
of miles further on I come to a high knoll with a large
open stretch of grass at the top. In the center of this
miniature park, where the wind has a free sweep I
conclude to camp.
Unharnessing the mules, I tie them to convenient

bushes, giving them as much rope as possible in order,
that they may reach abundant grass. Then I collect
som.e dry limbs and build a fire.

Preparations for supper are of the simplest, being
limited to fetching and boiling some water for coffee.
My provisions consist mainly of canned goods ready
for the table. To be sure I might have had a pheasant
to broil had I been so minded, but riding in a wagon
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all day is not exercise to whet one's appetite for broiled

pheasant. On canoe trips, where the exercise is violent.

I usually live largely on broiled meats, but when trav-

eling overland in warm weather prepared foods with

fruits are more suitable.

A small rill a short distance back on the trail fur-

nishes the water. It is soon at the boiling point, and
carefully measuring out a handful of ground coffee I

put it in the pot. Then, to make my calculations sure.

I pour in a stream from the sack. This mode of mak-
ing a cinch of a good thing I learned from a friend with

whom I used to hunt ducks in the old muzzleloading
days. He used a very heavy ten-gauge gun, and his

unvarying load of black powder was "Six_draVns and a

stream."
Supper is soon over. The things are cleared away

and I unlimber my hunting trunk, take out and set up
my gold medal cot and spread my blankets on it. I

am aware that in all well-conditioned stories of camp life

the iirst thing after supper one should light his pipe, but

truth has a stronger hold on me than custom, and I

am compelled to own that I had no pipe. I had re-

solved not to pitch the tent but to sleep in the open air.

This still further extended the idle time usually filled

in with smoke and stories, between supper and bed.

As I had neither pipe nor companion, I passed a part

of the interim by taking my gun from its case and as-

sembling it ready for use. Just why I should have done

so on this night more than on any other is a mystery

to this day.

On what slender threads of chance have depended

some of the greatest events in history! A random
thought gave birth to Thanatopsis. But for the mere
incident of Isaac Newton taking his nooning under an

apple tree, water would still be running up hill; m
which case, what of our duck marshes?

Had I been a lover of weed and brought my pipe

along, the stirring events of this night might not have

occurred.
If some drifting fancy had not put it mto my head

to assemble my gun, how different might have been the

termination of my adventure!

I have just laid the gun across the foot of my cot and

started to replenish the fire, when my attention is at-

tracted by one of the mules. He has backed away from

the bush to which he is tied, as far as the rope will

permit, and is sitting on his haunches, snorting and

trembling with terror.

Picking up the gun again, I slip a couple of target

shells into it and walk in the direction the mule's ears

point to see what has startled him. The sun has been

down for some little while; a full moon has climbed

well above the eastern horizon. The long, pointed

shadow of a lone pine is just beginning to make itself

discernible- across the glade, while from the deeper gloom

of the dense forest down in a valley to the north

comes the insistent cry of a whip-poor-will. The day,

which has been oppressive, has given way to a beauti-

ful night, the wind in the poplar leaves produces a

soothing 'cadence; but from the way in which Jack

surges on his rope and snorts, he is evidently not tak-

ing much notice of this.

What can it be? At first I can discern nothing as i

look across the glade and scan the bushes closely along

the opposite side. But a rustling in the wdd-pea -vines

j.ust in front of me causes me to glance in that direc-

tion. Though I ncA^er saw a panther in my life one

glance at that long, lithe body and swaying tail told

at once the nature of our visitor.
-r t u j

I was as well acquainted with him then as if i had

associated with him for years. It is astonishing how

familiar one becomes with birds and animals one has

never seen through the magic of good black ink. Here

was a gentleman, a perfect stranger, yet his countenance

and every move were as well known to me as if 1 had

lived next-door neighbor to him all my life. Aside

from this recognition. I knew jnst what to expect from

him. I had not read the "Leather Stocking and bke

tales in vain.

Though the gun I held in my hand, a light twelve-

gauge Parker, had always been regarded by me as a

toy rather than as a defensive weapon, and I had some

misgiving on that score, I was perfectly sure of myselt.

My nerves, which usually become unstrung on the slight-

est provocation, were steady as the solid earth beneath

me I never went to score to shoot a mud pie, even for

fun without being more or less flustered; but here 1

was face to face with an animal that has sent a thrill

of terror to the hearts of the bravest and most renowned

hunters, yet I was as unmoved as a lighthouse.

I remember all the tales I have ever heard of the

ferocity of this beast as I get into position and stand

at readv, waiting for the bird to fly. It be a one-

bird ra'ce, thirty-foot rise, privilege of both barrels.

And the stakes are high—a mule and a man on the

on hand and the life of an individual who practically

owns the earth on the other. A vast difference to be

sure- and the bird certain to be an incomer. Ihmk ot

this regal creature laying his life against mine. He

whose day has been one continual round of conquest,

who has never for a moment known thrall, whose sleek

coat has never become frayed or worn and whose sus-

pender buttons have never flown off at critical times

;

whose every want has been supplied without effort other

than that we of the meaner clay call sport; whose

every movement has been free and untranimeled; and

whose inheritance, compared to that of a Gould, is as

the universe to the atom. Think, I say, of this prince

of creation playing all this against my miserable exist-

Against such a roval hazard I could only place my
life of gradgrind and eternal thraldom, a hfe never since

boyhood free for an instant- from the shadow of want

and unrealized ambition. No matter how far I may

wander into the wilderness, in the feeble effort to mu-

tate the life of my noble adversary, the chains that bind

me to the needs and customs of man are ever clanking

behind me I have tried to shake them off and be like

him but all in vain; the stream cannot rise higher

thati its source. He is the, true sportsman, I the imi-

tator He has never slam, simply to boast of his

achievements to his fellows later on. He never hunts

for the pot Neither has he committed any acts of van-

4alxsm, but has taken Nature as he found it. fresh

from the hand of tlie Creator, admired it and left it so.

All these things his feeble imitators do. They kill

what they do not want that they may boast. Then they
grow jealous of each other's boasting and make rules

to regulate their killing, then counter rules; until they

are tangled up in a network of rules and flounder about
like flies in molasses, each madly jealous of the others:

"We have a passion, make a law

Too false to guide us or control

;

And {or the law itself we fight

In bitterness of soul."'

I had reasoned the matter out on these lines and was
about to thrown down my gim and capitulate to my
superior, when it occurred to me that I had not taken

the mules into my calculations. They were slaves, of

course, like myself, and wearing the shackles of civi-

lized life, but entitled to some consideration in striking

a balance.

I had not decided in my own mind which were the

worthier, three slaves or a free man, when my calcula-

tions were brought to an end hy the bird taking wing.

This stampeded all reasoning; brute instinct took the

floor and won out in favor of me and the mules.

Flat as a shingle, straight at my throat, the panther

sailed through the air, his mouth wide open and his hot

breath singeing my flowing beard to a charred stubble.

Yet, with my chest thrown out, my eye hard and dis-

dainful as a cold chisel, like a minor peak of the Rocky
Mountains, I awaited his frightful onslaught. Truth

compels me to add, however, that there is one slight

speck trpon the perfect picture I have drawn—I felt

a trifle in doubt as to the efficacy of my three dr^ms of

Dupont Smokeless and No. 7 shoi.

Holding my fire until he had passed the meridian of

his flight and was sweeping down upon ms 'ike a

meteor, I aimed at his throat jnst between the nether

jaws and pressed the trigger. Though I had decided

on no plan of action, the second barrel followed ihe

first so quickly that both charges entered the animal's

gullet at the same spot, making a hole little larger than

the bore of the gun.

The shock of the discharges turned the beast a com-

plete somersault, and he landed squarely on his back

with his tail between my feet. Had not the force of the

shot checked his impetus, he would have been a "dead

out"; as it was I scored, though by a very close mar-

gin. Panthers are easy when you meet them in the

right way.
. , , ^

I don't know how the fin-de-siecle sportsman might

view it, but I made the best argument I could to myself

in favor of myself and dropped the subject, after which

I roused up and began to prepare my cot for sleep

Dreaming, did you say? No: I had just been telling

myself a story to pass away the evening.
The Pakson.

Seaboard Air Line.—VIII.

To Nov. if i902.

By May 25 ovtr northern patrons had passed along,,

and with many of our summer regulars for company, we
started the season of 1902.

Vegetation was backward, owing to the lagging sprmg

weather; hence much nest-building that usually de-

velops unseen, was patent to the eyes of any who cared

to give even a passing glance in faring along our high-

wavs.
In general, we had many hundred more of our native

residents who bred and sported and sang for us than in

many years. A pair of onrdinals located nearby about

the middle of August, and practically all day long the

inspiring slogan of the male rang from the treetops,

now here, now there, as the shy creatures stole about

in successful endeavor to avoid the scrutiny of the-

passer-by, whose curiosity was aroused by the clear

accents of these "artful dodgers." Like the evasive

voice of our yellow-breasted chat, the cardinal's whistle

is an uncertain quantity to reckon with in locating the

bird, as it possesses the same ventriloquial power—though
to a less extent than that our "chatt-y" friend who
loves to poke about the bushes and low shrubbery.

Aug. 25, crystal clear skies, with a light air from N.

by E. ; was a marked day in our orderly routine of

summer bird business. At 10 A. M., while revelling m
the glorious harmony of the outside world, there came

a peculiar "h-i-ss" of wings that awakened boyhood
memories with a sudden surge that brought me to my
feet with the mental cry of "wild pigeons." Low down,

just clearing the treetops, my startled eyes caught the

swift, graceful, onward sweep, the old-time formation

in close order, the clipping wing stroke of a huge flock

of—wild doves (Z. carolinensis (L.)). There were at

least ISO of them, where bound—they flew N.E.—or

how so many of them came in company I cannot say.

Never have I seen more than seven or eight together

in this locality before, the usual appearing of this bird

having been in pairs, or, at most, in little companies.

Old timers who read these notes will sympathize with

me in my momentary excitement, for vsrho among them

can ever forget that sibilant sound of filling all the air

of dawn in the days of long ago, when the wild pigeons

boomed along overhead. This peculiar swish or hiss

of wings was as much an accompaniment of the flight

of the "vanished race" as the whistle of an up-springing

woodcock is an inseparable accompaniment m all men-
tal pictures of days afield in pursuit of this also fast

vanishing game bird. Science recognizes two minds in

the man: the objective and the subjective. They tell us

"the subjective mind never forgets an impression once

received," so I have to thank my subjective mind for

that renewal of impulse, for that sudden start as the

sibilant rush of wings overhead brought back in one

vivid moment—a far cry frotn tlie past—the living, mov-
ing reality of the long "vanished race."

During all the fine days we were favored with in

September, the mosquito hawks were prevalent, in

fact, unusually so, often on clear days with northerly
winds, at an immense height in the clear sky, above the
low-lying blue haze of bituminous coal smoke, that al-

ways drifts over us from the city when the wind is in

the N. Two woodcock only this season; there may
have been more, but I can vouch for two only—^July

IS and again Oct. 7—poor lonely chicks, soon they
win also be "back numbers." Our annual flight of

hawks was a general affair, a scattered passing from
Sept. 19 to Oct. 2, owing to prevailing N. and E.
winds and a generally upset state of weather conditions.
During the past few weeks of gorgeous autumn days,

big fellows, little fellows, in bright, and a,gain in modest
attire of dun, russet and gray, have traveled along
melodiously, both by night and day. To-day, while the
sunlight is playing' in glowing color on the fast chang-
ing foliage, the distant squall of a belated bluejay serves
to emphasize the departure of our feathered friends,
while again and again the call of passing bluebirds,
themselves unseen—a part of the clottdless sky—tempers
the chill silence of the outside world.

WlLMOT TOWNSEND.

A Silver Tip Family,
A sketch contributed to "Trail and Camp Fire," one of the "Books

of the Boone and Crockett Club."

Most of my hunting of grizzlies was in the Big Horn
Mountains, in 1880, 1881, 1882 and 1883, at a time when
they were not much disturbed, and had not as yet adopted
what I understand is now a common habit, of feeding al-
most exclusively at night. A favorite custom of mine was
to ride to a hill or point overlooking a good deal of hill-

side and forest margin, picket my hunting pony, and with
a good field glass to watch such game as might appear;
and in those days it was seldom that some animals were
not in sight—^buffalo, elk, white tail or mule deer, ante-
lope, sheep and black or silver tip bears—according to the
locality. As a rule, I preferred to watch rather than to
hunt, unless an unusually fine head or the need of meat
in camp was an incentive to kill. Of the game seen none
was more interesting than the silver tip, and with one
family I became quite well acquainted.
While on a fishing trip in June, camp was made on a

fine trout stream where I passed several days, fishing a
little and incidentally looking over the country with a
view to returning in October for a fall hunt. Near by
was a divide, open for a mile or more and then covered
with pin^s, surrounded on two sides of its triangle by
sm'all cations. Regttlarly each afternoon about four
o'clock, a large female silver tip with two cubs would ap-
pear from the woods and work over the ground, some-
times till dark. Occasionally a larger bear, probably a
male, would appear, but did not join the others, who
seemed to be rather afraid of him. I may mention that
on one occasion three mule deer crossed the slope a
little below the bears, so that I had the unusual ex-
perience of having four bears and three deer in the field

of the glass at one time.

The chief occupation of the bears wWle in sight was
turning over stones in search of insects beneath, and it

was most interesting to watch their methods. A man
tiirning over a stone usually draws it over directly toward
himself, to the imminent danger of his toes; but a bear
knows better than that. In the case of a heavy stone,
they would brace themselves with one foreleg and with
the other raise the stone and give it an outward sweep
well to one side, so that it would not strike them in falling.

The moment the stone was over their heads went down,
and they apparently licked up such insects as were in
sight, though I was not near enough actually to see this.

Then usually one or two rapid sweeps of a paw were
made, probably to uncover such insects as might have
secreted themselves. One of the cubs would sometimes
join the mother in this search, but generally each worked
independently. Imitating their mode of search, I have
found many beetles and ants, and numbers of mole
crickets, and of the large stone cricket (Anabrus) . In this
place, at least, dead stumps were rarely searched.
The habit of turning over stones is very general in the

spring and early summer, and was one qf the best indica-
tions of the presence of' bears; later in the season, wild
plums and other fruits are more generally sought as food.
This family of bears were regular in their habits, feeding
from early morning till about nine o'clock, and reappear-
ing about four in the afternoon. On cloudy or showery
days they might be seen at intervals all day, but a hard
rain they avoided. The female, while watc'hfid, was not
at all shy. She happened to be in sight when the tents
were pitched, a process she watched with much apparent
interest and some surprise. At first she brought her cubs
in close to her; but before long they resumed their
search for insects, and finding they were not molested,
paid little more attention to us. When watching an ob-
ject she would raise herself to her full height on her
forelegs and elevate the head, which was moved slowly
from side to side, giving her a rather uncaimy look of
mingled watchfulness and waggishness ; at such times she
appeared to be making up her mind whether to' sneak
off, to charge, or to dance ! This is a common attitude,

and one I have frequently observed when hunting. The
effect is of a pretty direct line from nose to rump in

contrast with the usual outline of the bear on all fours,

where the shoulders are highest and the head and rump
lowest. This attitude has something comical about it, and
when seen assures the hunter that the animal is alert. -

I watched this interesting family for about a week, and
left them undisturbed until autumn. At that time bears
were plentiful. In the same month and near the same
place I saw eleven in one day, two black and nine silver

tips, which I think was not far from the usual relative

abundance of the two species in the Big Horn Mountains
fifteen and twenty years ago.

I remember these incidents more distinctly than others

that occurred to me. Unfortunately, iii those days I

thought, with many others, that game would, continue in

abundance much longer than proved to be the case, and
so neglected to preserve many notes and specimens that

to-day would be of very great interest.

J^C Meeriix.

All communications intended for Forest and Stkbam should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.
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The Serpent's Tongue,
Editor Forest and Stream:

In mj'- dissertation on the rattlesnake I omitted one
significant item of my observation, which is, that there

seems to be a strong suggestion of a degree of sensi-

tiveness in the tongue that enables the snake to discern

the nature of objects without getting in contact with

them. The tongue appears to be an important organ
in all snakes, and is brought into play with great fre-

quency when curiosity is excited. It is never brought
into contact with any object of inquiry so far as I have
observed, and I believe must have sensorial functions

that we know nothing about.

Sensational writers about rattlesnakes all give prom-
inence to the eye and its efifect on observers. The eye

is in reality small and inconspicuous. I have found some
difficulty in getting a clear view of it at short range;

it is a dull yellowish color, with a vertical slit for pupil,

overshadowed by a prominence above, and, like aquatic

reptiles, they are well advanced toward the nose end.

There is also mvtch said about the strong odor of rat-

tlesnakes, which I believe to be wholly imaginary. They
may give off an odor at certain times and under cer-

tain conditions, perhaps, but with a .somewhat inti-

mate association with a number of specimens I have

never perceived any odor, though my olfactories are

quite sensitive.

The young squirrel is building a nest in a broken

jug, and robs my desk of the tissue paper I use for

pen wipers. Coahoma.

[There is in the first volume of the Wo.odcraft Mqga-
sine an interesting article on this subject by the well-

known naturalist, W. H. Hudson, whose observations

agree with those of our correspondent. Hudson writes:

"Doubtless those who invented this use for the organ

were misled by observing snakes in captivity, in the

glass cases or cages in which it is usual to keep them;

observing them in such conditions, it was easy to fall

into the mistake, since the serpent, when moving, is

frequently seen to thrust his tongue against the ostruct-

ing glass. It should be remembered that glass is glass,

a substance that does not exist in nature; that a long

and sometimes painful experience is necessary before

even the most intelligent among the lower animals are

brought to understand its character; and, finally, that

the delicate, sensitive tongue comes against it for the

same reason that the fly buzzes and the confined wild

bird dashes itself against it in their efforts to escape.

In a state of nature, when the snake_ is approached,

whether by its prey or by some large animal, the tongue

is obtruded; again, when it is cautiously progressing

through the herbage, even when unalarmed, the tongue

is exserted at frequent intervals; but I can say, after a

long experience of snakes, that the exserted organ never

touches earth, or rock, or leaf, or anything whatso-

ever, consequently that it is not a tactile organ."

Nor, he adds, does the structure of the tongue give

support to the supposition that the organ can be sensi-

tive to "an emanation from an object which might in

some unknown way convey to the brain its character,

whether animate or inanimate, cold or warm blooded,

bird, beast, or reptile, also its size, etc." Two uses

are suggested for the extruded tongue, one that it

serves as a warning, and another that it is a lure; and

the reasons which give ground for these theories are

set forth at length in a record of the author's field ob-

servations.]

Wild fAnimals of. the North,

From Richardson's "Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the Zoology of

the Northern Parts of British America."

What we in America call elk, was commonly called

by the Hudson's Bay people of early days, red deer,

on account of its resemblance to the European red deer,

which, however, it exceeds in size. Richardson places

the northern limit of this animal at 56° or 57° parallel

of latitude, and says that it is not found to the east-

ward of the line drawn from the south end of Lake
Winnipeg to the Saskatchewan. He adds that to the

south of Lake Winnipeg it may perhaps extend further

to the eastward. Of coupse it is well known that in

old times it did extend far to the eastward, and the spe-

cies was probably found occasionally in Michigan and
Wisconsin, up to about 1870, and perhaps casually some-

what later. He reports that two male wapitis were

found near Edmonton-house lying dead, with their horns

locked into each other. But, indeed, the range of the

elk was quite to the southward of most of Richardson's

journeyings.
Thisj also, is true of the mule deer, which he mentions

only to say that he has not seen specimens. He men-
tions as a variety of the mule deer one called Columbian,

wliich is known to be quite a different species.

The white-tailed deer was also rather out of Richard-

son's line of travel. He quotes Douglas as to some of

its habits, and says that the native tribes call these deer

by ineans of blowing into a hollow tube, which produces

a sound like the animal's voice. With such a tube,

''aided by the head and horns of a full-grown buck,

which the hunter carries with him as a decoy, and which
he moves backward and forward among the long grass,

alternately feigning the voice with the tube, the un-

suspecting animal is attracted within a few j-ards in the

hope of finding its partner, when, instantly springing

up, the hunter plants an arrow in his object."

The antelope's range, too, was chiefly south of the

country traversed by Richardson, who gives its north-

erly Hmit as about latitude 53", and calls them merely
^ummer visitors to the north branch of the Saskatche-
wan. "They come every j^ear to the neighborhood of

Carlton-house, when the snow has mostly gone. Soon
after their arrival the females drop their young, and they
retire to the southward again in the autumn, as soon as

the snow begins to fall. Almost every year a small herd
lingers on a piece of rising ground not far from Carlton-

house, until the snow has become too deep on the plains

to permit them to travel over them. Few or none of

that herd, however, survive until the spring, as they are
persecuted by the wolves during the whole wintc"."

It is known that in recent times, in severe weather.

there is a great migration of antelope to the north
down into the valley of Milk River, and in past years
hundreds have been butchered there in most disgraceful

fashion.

Richardson says that the MandanSj on the Missouri,
are said to capture antelope in pounds, and it is suffi-

ciently well known that this was formerly done by
certain tribes west of the Rocky Mountains, as well as

by other tribes of the plains.

One of the early descriptions of the white goat, though
of course, by no means nearly the earliest, is given by
Richardson, with a figure which shows admirably some
of its characteristics, but gives no notion whatever of

its foi-m or appearance. The artist has drawn a high-

headed, alert animal, which is as different as possible

from the actual mountain goat, and whatever account
Richardson gives of its habits is borrowed from others.

Neither did Richardson know much about the moun-
tain sheep, though Mr.- Drummond met with them and
reported that, "In the retired parts of the mountains,
where hunters had seldom penetrated, he found no diffi-

culty in approaching the Rocky Mountain sheep, which
there exhibited the simplicity of character so remark-
able in the domestic species; but that where they had
been often fired at, they were exceedingly wild, alarmed
their companions on the approach of danger by a hiss-

ing noise, and scaled the rocks with a speed and agility

that baffled pursuit. He lost several that he had mor-
tally woitnded by their retiring to die among the se-

cluded precipices. Their favorite feeding places are

grassy knolls, skirted by craggy rocks, to which they

can retreat when pursued by dogs or wolves. They are

accustomed to pay daily visits to certain caves in the

mountains that are encrusted with a saline efflorescence,

of which they are fond. The same gentleman mentions
that the horns of the old rams attain a size so enormous
and curve so much forward and downward, that they

effectually prevent the animal from feeding on level

ground. The flesh of the Rocky Mountain sheep is

stated by Mr. Drummond and others, who have fed on
it, to be quite delicious when it is in season, far su-

perior to that of any of the deer species which frequent

the same quarter, and even exceeding in flavor the

finest English mutton."
Richardson's remarks on the buffalo are, in part, de-

voted to quotations concerning the earlier history of the

buffalo, but are still very interesting as giving dates of

extermination in certain portions of the East, and also

as giving the northward distribution of the species which
we now know as wood bison. He says, "Warden men-
tions that at no very distant date herds of them existed

in the western parts of Pennsylvania; and that as late

as the year 1766 they were pretty numerous in Ken-
tucky; but they have gradually retired before the white

population, and are now, he says, rarely seen to the

south of the Ohio, or on the east side of the Mississippi.

They still exist, however, in vast numbers in Louisiana,

roaming in countless herds over the prairies that are

watered by the Arkansas, Platte, Missouri and upper
branches of the Saskatchewan and Peace rivers. Great
Slave Lake, in latitude 60°, was at one time the north-

ern boundary of their range; but of late years, accord-

ing to the testimony of the natives, they have taken

possession of the flat limestone district of Slave Point,

on the north side of that lake, and have wandered to the

vicinity of Great Marten Lake, in latitude 63° or 64°.

As far as I have been able to ascertain, the limestone

and sandstone formations lying between the great

Rocky Mountain ridge and the lower eastern chain of

primitive rocks, are the only districts in the fur coun-
tries that are frequented by the bison. In these com-
paratively level tracts there is much prairie land, on
which they find good grass in the summer, and also

many marshes overgrown with bulrushes and carices,

which supply them with winter food. Salt springs and
lakes abound on the confines of the limestone, and there

are several well-known salt-licks where bison are sure

to be found at all seasons of the year. They do not fre-

quent any of the districts formed of primitive rocks, and
the Hmits of their range to the eastward within the

Hudson Bay Co.'s territories may be nearly correctly

marked on the map by a line commencing in longitude

97° on ,the Red River which flows into the south end
of Lake Winnipeg, crossing the Saskatchewan to the

westward of Basquiau Hill, and running from thence

by the Athapescow to the east end of Great Slave Lake.

Their migrations to the westward were formerly limited

by the Rocky Mountain range, and they are still un-

known in New Caledonia and on the shores of the Pa-
cific to the north of the Columbia River; but of late

years they have found out a passage across the moun-
tains near the sources of the Saskatchewan, and their

numbers to the westward are said to be annually in-

creasing. In 1806, when Lewis and Clark crossed the

mountains at the head of the Missouri, bison skins were
an important article of traffic between the inhabitants

on the east side and the natives to the westward. Further

to the southward, in New Mexico and California, the

bison appears to be numerous on both sides of the

Rocky Mountain chain.

"The bison wander constantly from place to place,

either from being disturbed by hunters or in quest of

food. They are much attrjicted by the soft tender grass

which springs up after a fire has spread over the prairie.

In winter they scrape away the snow with their feet

t oreach the grass. The bitUs and cows live in separate

herds for the greatest part of the year, but at all sea-

sons one or two old bulls usually accompany a large

herd of cows. In the rutting season the males fight

against each other with great fury, and at that period
it is very dangerous to approach them. The bison is,

however, in general, a shy animal, and takes to flight

instantly on winding an enemy, which the acuteness of

its sense of smell enables it to do from a great dis-

tance. They are less wary when they are assembled
together in numbers, and will then often blindly follow

their leaders, regardless of, or trampling down the hunt-

ers posted in their way. It is dangerous for the hunter
to show hifnself after having wounded one, for it will

pursue him, and although its gait may appear heavy
and awkward, it will have tio great difficulty in over-

taking the fleetest runner. While I resided at Carlton-

house, an accident of this kind occurred. Mr. Finnan
McDonald, one of the Hudson's Bay Co.'s clerks, was
descending the Saskatchewan in a boat, and one even-

ing having pitched his tent for the night, he went out

in the dusk to look for game. It had become nearly

dark when he fired at a bison bull, which was gallop-

ing over a small eminence, and as he was hastening for-

ward to see if his shot had taken efifect, the wounded
beast made a rush at him. He had the presence of mind
to seize the animal by the long hair on its forehead
as it struck him on the side with its horn, and being a

remarkably tall and powerful man, a struggle ensued,

which continued until his wrist was severely sprained
and his arm was rendered powerless; he then fell, and
after receiving two or three blows became senseless.

Shortly afterward he was- found by his companions lying

bathed in blood, being gored in several places, and the
bison was couched beside him, apparently waiting to re-

new the attack had he shown any signs of life. Mr.
McDonald recovered from the immediate effects of the

injuries he received, but died a few months afterward.

Many other instances might be mentioned of the tena-

ciousness with which this animal pursues its revenge,

and I have been told of a hunter having been detained

for many hours in a tree by an old bull which had taken

its post below to watch him. When it contends with a

dog, it strikes violently with its forefeet, and in that way
proves more than a match for an English bulldog.

_
The

favorite Indian method of killing the bison is by riding

up to the fattest of the herd on horseback and shoot-

ing it with an arrow. When a large party of hunters

are engaged in this way on an extensive plain, the

spectacle is very imposing, and the young men have
many opportunities of displaying their skill and agility.

The horses appear to enjoy the sport as much as their

riders, and are very active in eluding the attack of the

animal, should it turn on its pursuer. The most geti-

erally practiced plan, however, of shooting the bison, is

by crawling toward them from the leeward and in favor-

able places great numbers are taken in pounds. When
the bison runs it leans very much to, first, one side for

a short space of time, and then to the other, and so on,

alternately.

"The flesh of a bison in good condition is very juicy

and well flavored, much resembling that of well-fed beef.

The tongue is reckoned a delicacy, and may be cured

so as to surpass in flavor the tongue of an English

cow. The hump of flesh covering the long spinous

processes of the first dorsal vertebrse is much es-

teemed. It is named bos by the Canadian voyagers, and
wig by the Orkney men in the service of the Hudson's

Bay Co. The wig has a fine grain, and when salted

and cut transversely it is almost as rich and tender as

the tongue. The fine wool which clothes the bison

renders its skin when properly dressed an excellent

blanket; and they are valued so highly that a good one
sells for three or four pounds in Canada, where they are

used as wrappers by those who travel over the snow
in carioles. The wool has been manufactured in Eng-
land into a remarkably fine and beautiful cloth, and in

the colony of Osnaboyna, on the Red River, a warm and
durable coarse cloth is formed of it. Much of the

pemmican used by the voyagers attached to the ftir

companies is made of bison meat procured at their

posts on the Red River and Saskatchewan. One bison

cow in good condition furnishes dried meat and fat

enough to make a bag of pemmican weighing 90 pounds.

The bison which frequent the woody parts of the coun-

try form smaller herds than those which roam over the

plains, but are said to be individually of a greater size."

The Sellick Moose*

MoNCTON, N. B., Oct. 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

Moncton is a town of 12,000 inhabitants, surrounded by

good hunting woods for partridges and moose. Several

parties have killed moose thirty miles outside of town

hmits. One party, Mr. W. F. Hmnphrey, _M. P. P., left

here at 10:30 A. M. and returned with his moose next

day by 3 o'clock. The carcass was in the market by that

time.
, . i c

The farmers about this district complam bitterly of

the deer, and occasionally moose, destroying their crops.

This summer I was starting on a fishing expedition, and

I was not more than three miles from the town m the

adjoining countv of Albert, when I saw a deer grazing in

the field along the road with horses and cows ; he was

there when we left. Houses not more than 200 yards

distant, with men working near at hand.

We have here a hunter, Sellick by name, who has four

or five moose in captivity. They are inclosed m a large

block of woodland fenced, and the animals have logs

about six feet long attached to a rope around their necks,

which prevents their escaping. An hour's drive brought

me to his place. Sellick went a short distance m the

woods with me, cautioned me to keep out of sight, and

called his large bull moose, who answered the call at

once Sellick put a haher on his head and tied him to

a tree While this was going on he was perfectly quiet,

but the moment I put in appearance the scene was

changed It was with great difficulty Sellick could control

liim—in fact, he ordered me to get out of sight after a

very few minutes. • xt. 4.

'

I believe Sellick has sold two calves m the States,

realizing good prices. ._ J- W. P.

Separation.

From the volume of poems entitled "Tangled in Stars," hy
Ethelwyn Wetherald.

He went upon a journey
And she was left at home;

And yet 'twas he who stayed behind.
And she that far did roam.

For though he went by mountain
And wood and stream and sea,

A little cot enwrapt in green
He saw perpetually.

And she within the green leaves.

Not knowing that he stood
Forever by her, dreamed her way
With him by mount and wood.

Now heaven help these lovers,

And bring her safely home,
Or lead him back along the track
Where she, e'en now, doth roam.
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Hints 'and Wrinkles.

Readei^ afe invited to send for pufclication tinder this

Iiead hints and wrinkles drawn from practical experience,

and,pertaining to shootingt fishing, camping and outdoor life.

No.!4.—A'Handy^ComblnationlGrab-Box^and Table.

The novice at camping is often piizzi'ed over the

.problem of how to carry his perishable provisions while

on his way to camp, and what to do for a table when he

arrives and makes ready for a meal. To an old hand

these questions are easily answered, and he
_

prepares

for every need ere he Ifeaves home. But while a few

minutes' time and work will provide a serviceable table

in the permanent camp, if one knows how to go about

it, one who camps only now and then for two or three

days, naturally casts about for something that will be

eflficient yet simple, and at the same time serve two

purposes, at least. Canoeists have hit upon something

that will do this, in the combination grub box and table,

and a description of it may give the beginner a fair idea

of a box that serves as boat seat, supply kit, dinner

table, and a handy place to lay things on at night, when

the ground is damp.
When kerosene vapor stoves came into general use

among canoeists, they realized the advantages of eating

meals inside their tents when mosquitoes were annoying

soft ground, and frequent capsizes of the outfit would
be the result. When the four brass pieces are in place,

the legs should be fitted into them, and each leg pro-

vided with a shoulder, so that it will not push further

through than necessary. Then set the whole on an even

surface and mark the bottom of each leg, sawing it oflE

so that it will rest evenly on a floor. When this is done,

the table will be quite rigid, for so small an affair, when
set on soft ground.
Take two pieces of brass, each an inch wide and three

inches long, the thickness being about_i-32 of an inch.

Lay one across the vise, first opening it about J4 of an

inch. Take a 3-16-inch steel drill, or a wire nail, and

place it across the brass, parallel with and over the

opened jaws of the vise, then hammer the drill until it

forms a loop across the bit of brass like that shown in

A, Fig. 2. A few raps with a hammer will do this.

Then bore three holes in each end of the strip, and treat

the second one in a similar manner. Place one of these

brass strips Hear the bottom] of the box, on the end carrying

the hinges, and the other strip on top of the lid, near

the edge and just above the hasp.
_
Now turn the lid

back until it is in a horizontal position, and measure
exactly the distance between these two strips of brass.

Then take a piece of hard brass wire about 3-16 of an

inch thick and place it in the vise, letting one end stick

up a trifle more than an inch, Hammer this end until

it forms a right angle, try it in one of the strips and see

it it fits nicely, then bend the other end likewise, until

other small stuff. Some of these nest in the large kettle,'

but there is sufficient space left for bread, eggs and the

•usual supplies for two persons for two days, while th«

legs and lid-brace lie across the contents under the lid*

The vapor stove and its supply of wood alcohol an^

kerosene are carried in a tin sugar box, in which ther^

is also sufficient space for sundry supplies in tins pi
jars. When the two boxes are filled, there are supplie!

for several days. As it is often desirable to cumbei
the tent with as few articles as circumstances will per)'

mit, the table may be left outside at night, with the \U

closed. With this end in view, it is well, in finishing

the box, to give it two coats of linseed oil and two 6
good spar varnish, so that it may be left out in the rail

without fear of injuring it or its contents.

Some of these boxes have been made of thicker m^
terial than the one described, but this is not necessary

if white pine or red cedar is -used. For larger ones
however, it is well to make the ends of half-inch boa_rds

and the sides three-eighths. As the average deckei

canoe will not accommodate a much larger box, sixteei

or seventeen inches seems to be the size generally mad«
In stowing the box is placed in the after end of thj

cockpit and used for a seat.

Perry D. Frazer.

THE COMBINATION GRUB-BOX AND TABUE.

outside, or during a rainstorm. Of course, it was awk-

ward to do this when a temporary table had been pre-

pared from bits of plank or boards, picked up on the

beach, and perhaps this suggested the combination table

and grub-box, which can be picked up bodily during a

meal, if need arises, and moved into the tent or else-

where, and this, too, without removing any of the con-

tents of the box or whatever may be on the table at tne

time This is possible when the legs are m place and

the lid locked in a horizontal direction by means ot a

brace underneath. These articles are made in various

shapes, but as their size is generally much alike a de-

scription of one of them will answer as a guide for any

novice at camping who may wish to make one for his

use The inside measurements of this box are: i^engtn

16 inches; width, 15 inches; depth, 8 inches; depth of

hd, I inch; length of legs, 18 inches; dimensions of sepa-

rate board, 16x8x54 inches; thickness of ends,^ ot an

inch; of sides, top and bottom, ^ of an inch; legs, i^x

3/^ of an inch.
. , , • x «.i

By referring to the illustration of this table, a very

good idea of its form and appearance may be obtained.

It is shown in Figure 3. Figure i shows one of the four

brass pieces into which the legs are fitted temporarily

and Figure 2 shows the brace rod of the lid and one of

the brass pieces into which the brace rod hts. ifie

•wood of which this table is made is red cedar, but white

pine will be found more durable. The sides are fastened

to the ends with brass screws % of an inch long, and

the top and bottom are fastened with ^-inch screws.

To insure perfect fitting of lid and box, the whole should

be finished as a covered box. Then, with a very thm

saw, the box should be sawed through one inch from

the top, and when this ie finished, the edges should be

smoothed off slightly with sandpaper, otherwise it will

be difficult to fit the lid neatly. Two brass strap hinges

are then attached to box and lid at one end, and a brass

staple and strap placed in the center of the opposite

end. Flat-head brass screws H of an inch long will

hold these attachments. A small padlock may be added,

or a bit of pine, tapered, will serve to keep the strap

in its place over the staple. A staple riveted on a plate

will be best. .

To make the pieces for holding the legs, get some sott

brass 1% inches in width and 1-16 of an inch thick. Cut

four pieces, each about 4^4 inches long. These should

be bent to shape, as shown in Fig. i. This can be

done very easily in a vise, by hammering. Care should

be taken to mark the brass where it is to be bent, so

that all the angles will be sharp, and the width of each

loop the same, as otherwise each leg must be fitted sep-

arately when the brass pieces are in place on the box.

When the screw holes have been bored in the brass, it

it attached quite near the bottom of an end of the box,

and an angle sufficient to permit the leg to extend out-

ward as, if all the legs were made perpendicular, they

would afford little stability to the table when resting on

the finished rod resembled B. Fig. 2. If this rod is of

?he correct length when inserted m the loops in the

two strips, it will hold the lid-table as rigidly as if it

were nailed in that position.

The separate board—shown under the vapor stove m
the picture—fits into one end of the box when not m
use. Behind the match box will be seen a tiny strip

of wood. On this and a corresponding strip on the

other side of the box the board rests during a meal, then is

75
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advert!)

them in Forest and Streak.

replaced in its groove in the end, as mentioned above,

where it also serves to strengthen the lid when the box

is used as a seat in the boat. By this means the space

that may be used as a table is nearly one and one-half

times the size of the. box. For carrying handles, two

holes may be bored in either side and bits of cord tied

in these. If a small ax is carried, it may be safely

stowed away in the box by tacking a bit of leather on

one side and pushing the blade into this pocket, as shown

in the picture.
. , . , , .

If care is exercised m selecting the cooking outfit, it

may be stowed in the box and abundant space left for

provisions. In the box pictured here, a gallon kettle

occupies one corner. In another the following articles

are nested: An asbestos plate, three aluminum plates,

a frving-pan with detachable handle, four saucepans,

the coffee pot, two cups, salt and pepper shakers and a

teaball for coffee. Then there is a deep tin can holding

spoons, knives, forks, a small whetstone etc. The

other articles are in a tin box containing coffee, one for

sugar one for matches, a screw-top butter jar, and

Captain Bill and his Crew.
Early in October I found a letter on my desk froii

Mr. Mershon, of Saginaw, notifying me that his car won
pass through St. Paul on Oct. 7, en route for Dawso
N. D., and to be surely on hand to meet the boys, ai

when the day rolled around the car and all on board we
there. Beside Capt. Bill were Major Lyon and M
Humohreys (hobbling with a cane, yet as game and c|

thusiastic as any of the party), Messrs. Davis, Jed Aveij

Briggs, Morley and Mr. Seib.

For over ten years to my own personal knowledge tli

car and this same party, with slight changes from year

year, have been making this same trip. Poor 1
Schultz has shot his last mallard, for eighteen months I

he j.oined the legions of mighty hunters who have alreai

crossed the silent river to the land of the shadowy broi

and the golden prairie.

Although every nook and hidden corner of the car

replete with drawers and lockers, and although every

on the car had perhaps figured over his wants a dozl

times and found nothing wanting, yet for the short tir

they were in town before starting for the north, nothi

must do but that they saunter over to the gun sto

Burkhardt's, and when they got there and looked arouij:

strange to say they, every man. found he needed sonr

thing. The way they swooped down on vests and shof'

ing jackets and caps and other things was a cauti(

Jed, intending to continue out toward the coast and

some timber prospecting, bought a Mauser pistol, light

carry and yet powerful enough to lay low a Rooscv
cat.

By train time we were all back at the depot, and foil

our car hitched on to the end of the Northern Pad
train. Ten successive ytars have I been invited on t

trip, and I have yet to make it. Always something

prevent that final action of slamming down the lid

one's roller-top desk and just going.

Before the "all aboard" signal was given, Capt. T

turned the key in the door and said he: "What v

happen were we to just carry you along? We have r

of shells, an extra gun or two, an extra sleeping b

vacant berth in the car and plenty of provision

what's to hinder your being shanghaied? What ^

happen?" I pleaded my case, and the court relucr.

discharged me, and on my part I very regretfulb,

longingly followed the glimming rear lights of that

as it whisked away, perhaps the best and jolliest pari

gentlemen sportsmen that ever threw a fly or aimed a g

I got away from my captors by promising to run w.-

Dawson and spend a day with them before they rettn

but Kansas City and Chicago called me hence, ami

opportunity w'as again taken from me.

Saturday last, the i8th, the following wire from D;

son reached me

:

"Leave Dawson eleven fifty to-night; need a ron

a turkey and oysters. W. B. Mershok
That telegram was simply eloquent. Like the B

ishers who in Hogarth's time were stationed on the C

tinent, they longed for the good roast beef of old IT

Here these boys had put m ten solid days upcu

Dawson prairies, interlarding a strictly game diet of i

canvasbacks, mallards and redheads, with prairie chic

scattered here and there, and now and then in desp(

tioa indulging in local steaks and roasts of a presuni;

dubious character. And now that their faces were n

ing toward home, they longed and prayed for oyster

a turkey or roast beef

!

In my early days, after knocking about on the roa

through Iowa, from one hotel to another, where

steaks and sausage and cakes were the standbys, li

have longed for the sight of a grill room where one

go and ordering a sirloin or a chop, actually sit ther

see it spurt and sizzle over the glowing coals, r

knew how that poor game-surfeited crowd felt, and

for them, and when their train rolled in yesterc

2:15 P. M., a messenger handed over the finest lo

oysters and the plumpest and juiciest roast that

market afforded.

What a happy crowd they were ! Everybody exul

in his praise of the shooting and general good time

by them all. Geese there were none, the lakes north -i

yet open, but chickens and sharptail grouse and d'

well they found them, and in abundance. The days

bright and the air was bracing, and their mornings

evenings were given up to ducks, and between time

followed the elusive grouse and wary chicken,

early shooting had educated the chickens up to c!
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together, merging or consolidating for mutual protection,

so much so that in one case they saw a flock of fully

five hundred in one stubble field, and the old cock birds

Avaited for neither dog nor man, but sailed away when
danger neared.

The first good batch of chickens, thirty-three in all,

v/ere picked and cleaned, and were hung on the rear of the

car to drain and cool, and lo and behold when the chef

went to bring them in to put in the cooler, all but eight

had been filched by the crew of a passing freight tram.

The division superintendent was informed of the theft

by wire, and the matter was investigated and no doubt

the culprits located, but no redress or relief was offered,

because, as explained by the official, were he to discharge

tlnat crew, thev would go right up to St. Paul and order a

strike on the whole system. And thus was cold comfort

handed out to Capt. Bill and his crew.

Well, I took my boy with me and turned him loose m
the car. He soon had it well surveyed, from one end to

the other, from kitchen to bath room. And then he came

to the lockers where the guns were kept, and Mr. Mershon

took his own Scott i6-gauge out and turned it over to

the boy to study out, and when the boy got through

"breaking" the gun and snapping the locks and aiming it

at pig-eons flying along the tracks, he handed it back to

Mr. Mershon and turning to me said:_^ "Pa, are you not

going to take me hunting some day?" And then Capt.

Bill jumped out of his chair. "What's that?" said he.

"Never have taken that boy shooting ! What's these yarns

then you have been writing to the Forest and Stream

about' 'Taking your boy hunting'?" And then he drew a

long breath and started in again: "When I read your

article I gave you all the credit possible, because I be-

lieved every word you wrote, and here I have you face to

face with the bov and I find you have been stuffing the

Forest and Stream readers." And Capt. .Bill said a lot

more that would hurt my credit with the readers of the

Forest and Stream were I to repeat. It's up to me now

lo make good, and that boy before I am twenty-four hours

older will have a i6-gauge gun and some shells, and he 11

on •shooting if I must turn him over to Sam Fullerton to

take him. After this I will quit shooting b rds with iny

lead pencil and keep down to facts. One such_ checking

up as Capt. Bill gave me should last a man a liletime.

Well, after the car had been switched down the yards

to be iced and watered, we left the car and wended our

way toward the Sherry or Delmonico's of this town,

Carling's (previously putting the boy on the trolley car

for home), and securing a snug corner, we sat down to

supper. The first call was for oysters, Humphrey and

Morley scorning anything less than a straight dozen each,

and while the oysters were opening, we fished for the

simken cherry with our oyster forks and made up the

order, which was simply straight steaks, extra sirloins

and double porterhouses, with fixings—and what a sight

ir, was to see those bronzed, hearty and health)' men enjoy

their dinner. Morley, unacquainted with the laws of

M'nnesota. and because of a taste left in his mouth for

game ordered a broiled quail, but the virtuous indigna-

tion of the colored waiter, Charles, broke forth m a look

of righteous scorn, and Morley got no quail.

1 nrd. but it was good to spend an hour with your teet

under the mahogany with such a cro\yd Every man

brimful of fun and rife with anecdotes. We missed good

old Ted They said Jed did all things well until he hit the

poker chips each night, and the pounding he got. he said,

made him feel much like a local duck traveling from

slough to slough on Sunday with ever}' farmer s boy within

m les pounding him with a "Zulu. ' One mght Jed had a

full house or 'a royal flush or something, and pulled 33

cents out of the bank at quitting, which went far to-

ward restoring him his nerve and self-esteem. .

There were some gray heads in the party, and it one

might judge from appearances other than the gray hairs,

they are the youngest of the party. Long live the Sagi-

naw bovs. and iiiay the Fates hold them together and

good Dame Fortune grant them many such trips as they

have just had, is the wish of
' Charles Cristadoro.

The Saginaw Crowd.
The twentieth annual hunting trip of the Saginaw

Crowd was described by Mr. W. B. Mershon in the

Saginaw Courier-Herald, from which we copy as be-

low, for the Saginaw chronicles belong in Forest and
Stream:
You have asked me to tell the readers of The Cour-

ier-Herald something about Dakota shooting, and the

recent trip of the Saginaw party. I have not time to

comiily with your request fittingly, but briefly would

state that this year was the twentieth annual trip of the

Saginaw Crowd to North Dakota. The first trip was

made in our old hunting car. "City of Saginaw," in 1883,

which was the year the Northern Pacific was completed,

and we followed the excursion party that went to drive

the golden spike binding the East to the West. At that

time our old car, which had not nearly as large accom-
modations as our present one, contained twenty-two pas-

oengers. We slept double, even in the upper berths,

and to-day I wonder how it was done.

In those days the game was far more plentiful than

now. We stopped at New Buffalo and had duck shoot-

ing that was grand, but the next year, when we stopped

at New- Bufifalo, the water had dried up a good deal

and the shooting Avas far poorer, so we moved on to

Dawson, Kidder County, which has been, with one or

two exceptions, aur . annual place of rendezvous.

Fifteen or twenty years ago, around Dawson, was one
immense wheat field. It was a boom town and locality,

but as the settlers found that it was only about one year

in spven they could raise a crop of grain, thej' have
gradually petered out. until to-day there are very few
grain fields in that vicinity, and the few people there

are subsisting by raising cattle and sheep.

On account of the abundance of grain, the geese on
their southern flight congregated there in vast numbers.
Kidder County is filled with lakes and sloughs, as the
prairie marshes are called. We used to pay more at-

tention to goose hunting than anything else. The
prairie chicken was unknown in that country then, but
there were quite a good many sharp-tailed grouse. Of

late the prairie chickens have increased, and the sharp-

tailed grouse have decreased, so on our recent trip, out

of ninety birds killed, probably three-fourths of them
were prairie chicken, or more properly speakirrg, pin-

nated grouse. But as I said before, our main joy was
in goose shooting.

The modus operandi was to drive out during the fore-

noon early, and find some big grain stubble on which

the geese were feeding, for until disturbed or the feed

has been used up, they will continue to come to the

same locality. They like the barley stubbles best, but

failing in them, they go to the wheat stubbles, where

the left-over and lost grain is most plentiful.
_
Finding

one of these feeding grounds, we would remain in the

locality until the birds had eaten their fill and left for

the lakes or watering places, which is usually about 10:30

or II o'clock in the morning. We would then go into

the stubble and begin digging pits, one for each shooter.

If there were four in the party, we would make four

pits 10 or 12 feet apart, and about 40 inches_ deep and
30 inches in diameter, just large enough to sit in com-
fortably and have your ey^es on a level with the ground.

The earth was not piled up around the excavation, but

scattered, and when the pit was finished, the stubble

was pulled, going a distance from the pit for this pur-

pose, and then this pulled stubble was transplanted, all

around the freshly dug pits, so as to make it appear like

an undisturbed stubble field. The hunter in a grass-

colored suit, sitting well down in his pit, was almost
completely hidden.

Now came the placing of the decoys. These were 30
or 40 in number, and were always placed to the leeward
of the pits, and 20 to 40 yards di-stant, for the geese
coming in with the wind would always_ turn and swing
to the decoys, to alight against the wind. Thus, with
their eyes fixed on the decoys, the geese coming into

them, would necessarily have to pass over the pits in

which the hunters were hidden, to alight among their

sheet-iron counterfeits, for the decoys were made of

sheet iron, heavy enough so they will not wobble in

the wind, painted to resemble geese and stuck in the

ground. They are merely profile, but by putting them
at various angles, generally headed toward the wind,

the incoming birds could see them until they really got

over them. It was laughable at times to see geese com-
ing up sidewise to these decoys, suddenly loose sight

of them altogether, and you could see them crane their

necks around in every direction to see what had become
of their supposed brethren.

Now, after preparing the pits and setting out the de-
coys, and getting our shell boxes, which generally con-
tained ti good stif? charge of smokeless powder, and
about one ounce of No. 2 chilled shot, we would ad-
journ to some sunny hillside for our luncheon and
smoke, but if it was cloudy and windy, we would have
the right to expect the early return of the birds from
the lakes to the feeding grounds. On pleasant days,

from 4:30 to 5 o'clock, was about the time to look for

the birds, but on cloudy days or windy days they would
come an hour or two earlier.

A novice would always misjudge the distance and
shoot before the bird would be within gunshot. I have
known some of my Saginaw friends to stand up and de-

liberately blaze away at an incoming bird, coming di-

rectly toward him, when I am certain it had not ap-
proached nearer than 200 yards. But remember it is a

prairie country without a single bush to gauge distance

by and absolutely clear sky and a bird weighing from
twelve to fifteen pounds, and so it is not to be wondered at

that they look big and right on to you, when thej' really

were a rifle shot away.
The captain of the party is generally put in the cen-

ter pit and is supposed to give the word of command
when to fire, so that each man can get in his right and
left if possible. It is generally arranged so that the

center man takes the center of the flock, the man on
the right the birds on his side and the one on the left

the same. Big birds as they are, and apparently slow
flying, it is extremely diffictdt for a novice to keep cool
and shoot right. Many a good man at the trap has
learned to his confusion that he could break a clay

pigeon easier than he could kill a goose at first. After
a while, they catch on.

Wing-broken birds should be gathered immediately,
otherwise they will slink away and run of? into the
stubble, and in an incredibly short time they get be-
yond finding distance.

In the old days, these goose shoots netted good sport
and good bags. It was not unusual for three or four
of us shooting together to get 25 or 30 birds in an
afternoon or morning flight, and I have known instances
where four of us shooting together have gotten as high
as 65 birds in one shoot. They are fine eating, fat as

they are on the wheat, and being generally young birds
and not having toughened - themselves by long flights

to the south. With the Saginaw party, no game ever
was wasted, for what we did not use or give away out
there, we brought home for division among our friends.

With the disappearance of grain fields around Dawson
and the widening out of grain culture in North Da-
kota, the flight has changed, or in other words, spread
out, so it is not so concentrated. I am speaking of black
geese, of which there are three or four kinds; the geese
that are most prized and the ones that decoy. The
white, or Arctic goose, will not decoy and does not
have specific places for feeding, for whatever field the
first flock drops down upon, the others will follow, too,

and some whim will strike them in the midst of their

feeding, and they will all move off to another field, a
mile or two distant. The white geese are far thicker
than they used to be, and there are dozens of places in

North Dakota, where you can go late in the fall and
find these birds in thousands and tens of thousands.
This year at Dawson we did not get a single goose;
first, for the reasons given above, and next, because the
weather was like mid-summer, and the northern birds
had not come down. At Devil's Lake, the greatest of

the northern feeding and resting places for water fowl,
wfhere geese are usually in thousands, it was said at the

time we were in North Dakota that no birds had
reached there from the north yet. But we did have
nice shooting upon sharp-tailed grouse and prairie

chicken, though the law ran out on the isth, and we
were not equipped with dogs; but at this time of the

year prairie chicken do not not lie well to dogs and'

are in bunches or "packed" for the winter. They are

generally found in the wheat stubbles or along the weed
patches adjoining them.
The northern ducks had not come down to any ex-

tent and were mostljf local birds that were on the lakes

and sloughs; they were there in large quantities, but
had been shot at so much they did not fly during the

• day; and while sometimes an evening flight would be
good for a few minutes, generally they availed them-
selves of the bright moonlight nights for their flying

from one place to another. Some of the lakes were
well filled with canva shacks, and out of 254 ducks that

our party of eight got in the two weeks we were there,

37 of them were canvasbacks.

But the Saginaw Crowd does not go so much for shoot-

ing birds and the game that they can get as for the rest

and recreation, getting away from business, politics,

coal strikes and everything else of that kind, that one
has to contend with eleven months of the year, and is

in great luck if he can skip the twelfth month; filling

one's lungs with that grand, pure air of the treeless

plain, outdoor exercise and freedom from all care, pay
far better than a wagon boxful of ducks or geese. We
had birds enough to cat, birds enough to give to our
railroad friends passing through Dawson, and that was
enough, and I hope that the Saginaw Crowd can take
these annual trips for twenty years to come. Three
members of our party have joined the silent majority,
and will go with us no more, and those that are left

notice that they cannot stand so much tramping nor so
much fatigue as in days of yore. The enthusiasm of
youth is lessened, but we hope that the last spark of it

will not vanish for many years to come.
W, B. Mershon..

Washington Goose Shooting.
Seattle, Oct. 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: This
is the time of year when the honk of the goose is heard
every night as the flocks Aving swiftly along in a V or
wedge, far above the cit}-, in their annual migration
to the "south. It is a sound that sets the hunter's blood
tingling through every vein and conjures up visions of

wheat fields, profile decoys and a hole in the ground.
In this hole the hunter imagines himself crouching on
his knees with every sense alert, waiting for the "wush-
wush-wush" of wings.
No one who has not experienced the sensation of wait-

ing for this welcome sound to approach at the break of
day, and set his eyes on the glorious old Canadian geese
as they wheel into the decoys in broken ranks, can
realize the excitement of this sport. It gives the dys-
peptic new life; it robs the overworked business man of

the blues and makes the slave of the golden nuggets
think there is something in life beside the chase for
wealth.

A man who has been through it once will travel miles
for another charge from the same battery. It is life it-

self. And when he glances along the barrels of his

trusty old shotgun, pulls the trigger, quickly changes
the line of vision to another whirring body, pulls the
trigger, and then sees two great big honkers tumbling
out of the sky wirh their feathers and wings all askew,
he feels like jumping high in air and yelling like a
Siwash Indian on his first spree. To make a double
on geese is the ambition of every sportsman, but the
feat is not achieved as often nowadays as it was ten or
fifteen years ago in western Washington, and I feel al-

most safe in saying the same thing of the magnificent
shooting grounds in Oregon.
The Puget Sound country does not offer the best

goose shooting at the present time, either on land or
water, although occasionally a good bag is reported.
Eastern Washington, especially Walla Walla and Yaki-
ma counties, affords much better sport than western
Washington. The black brant sometimes come into the
sound in such numbers that the sportsmen who hap-
pen to be on the ground make good killings. The black
brant is a relative of the goose, and in some localities

has the goose family name attached to it with an adjec-
tive of a descriptive character that keeps the brant char-
acter from being entirely lost. The barnacle goose of
the Atlantic coast is a brant. It is, in fact, the real
brant. Out in the Pacific Northwest we do not see
this bird, or, at least, I have never heard of it straying
out this far. If the black brant has worked its way
East it will be news to me. It is probable that members
of both species stray into some of the' States included in
the Middle West belt, and the same is probably true of
the black brant.

The goose most common in Washington is the honker,
or Canadian goose. Sometimes" it is called the gray
goose. The snow goose, which derives its name from
the color of its pltmiage, used to be plentiful in Cali-
fornia and Oregon. As it passes the summer in the
far north, it must come somewhere near Washington
in its annual trip to the south. Why it practically over-
looks this State I am unable to explain, but I judge from
conversations with old residents and hunters, that such
is the real condition of affairs. It may be that the
migration is along the coast line, well out to sea. If

this surrnise is true, it explains why California and Oregon
claim this bird as one of their winter visitors while we
look for it in vain.

A limited number of Canadian geese pass the winter,
or a greater portion of it, in western Washington.
There are probably more of them than one imagines
from the fact that they are careful to select secluded
lakes and ponds in which to sleep. When one considers
the large stretches of heavily timbered country, dotted
with little lakes, it is easily seen how these most wary
of birds can be in the country and yet be seldom noticed.
They make two flights every day, morning and evening,'
and this rule is what gives the hunter his tip as to the
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on watch and are also careful to select a place where
there is clear water all around them. There is usually

one or two flocks every winter on Hood Canal. It

might be possible to get one or two shots into them
by rigging up a float, well covered with brush or some-
thing else that would not alarm the sentinel and then
float down on the flock with the wind. The first attempt
might prove a failure, the birds taking alarm at the

strange object, but if there was no attack, they would
become accustomed to the float, and look upon it

as a harmless object. A second attempt to approach
the flock by the floating process would probably be suc-

cessful, but after one volley the sport would be ended
for all time, I have heard of a few geese being killed

near Oak Harbor and Coupville on Whidby Island, and
I know personally that the birds like those localities. I

prestime it is the warm reception that they get which
compels them to seek other quarters. One afternoon
three or four j^ears ago, Ned McCrohan, of Oak Harbor,
and myself, sat on the roadside and watched a large

flock of geese preparing to settle in the stubble of a

field, which was partly surrounded by timber. It was
fulb^ three-quarters of an hour before they went down
and threw out their sentinels. First they circled the en-

tire field and swooped down as if about to alight.

"They are down," said McCrohan; "T have a mind to

try a sneak on them."
No sooner had these words left his mouth than we

saw the entire flock suddenly rise into view and com-
mence circling again. They went very slowly and ap-

peared to be examining every inch of ground for signs

of danger. As we had been shooting quail in that field

only a short time before, the geese may have imagined
that a foe was under coA'-er. It was amusing to see the

way thej' inspected the side of the field along which
the woods ran. They would approach rather high in the

air and wing slowly along, gradually dropping down
to a height that seemed to ns not much above the trees.

They would fl'oat along and then suddenly climb irp into

the air at an astonishing rate. I don't suppose that

all flocks require three-quarters of an hour to make up
their minds to take earth, but I mention this instance to

show how carefiil they are.

We learned of a field where a certain flock made its

appearance every day at a certain time. Our plans of

battle were as carefully arranged as possible, and when
we took our stands everything was in apple-pie order.

The water in which the geese passed the afternoon was
a comparatively short distance from where we lay, and
was separated from us by only a narrow strip of timber.

We could hear the geese, so we knew positively that they
were in the vicinity, and it seemed certain that our
plans were about to be successful, provided wc could
shoot straight. We waited, and we waited. The "ap-
pointed" time came and passed. Still we waited. We
were calm outwardly, but inside all sorts of emotions
were playing ping pong with one another.

'Now, wouldn't that make you sick," remarked Mac,
as we crawled out of our hiding place and started for

home. If I remember correctly, I answered in a man-
ner that destroyed all the good marks we must have re-

ceived for the outward calm maintained so long under
high pressure.
The next morning Mac and I went- up to the post-

office when the steamer Fairhaven came in from Seattle,

The farmer who owned the field where we had planned
our battle and subsquently fought it out with ourselves,

was "just hitching his horse. He looked up with a sort

of half apologetic, half amused expression, and re-

marked:
"Say, Mac, those geese were in that field less'n fifteen

minutes after you got out."
'

" smart geese, said Mac.
Once in a great while a flock of geese will light in

Lake Washington, but never on Sunday. They couldn't

find their way down through the rain of lead anywhere
from the head of Squak Slough, through Lake Wash-
ington to Renton and from there to the end of the

White River valley. Last winter, during the snoAvstorm

that made all Seattle wonder what had happened, Lake
Washington went on a rampage and threw things at the

Eagle Boathouse into all kinds of. shapes. Captain

Jacob E'. Johnson and Otto Stark came tumbling out

of bed to see what was going on and found enough to

keep them busy all night. Between the boathouse and
the ferr}' slip was a large barge loaded with wood. The
barge discharged its load into the water, and when
Stark appeared on the scene, cordwood was floating

around in all directions. Among this wood, and serene

as if nothing had happened, floated a large bird. Sta^k

watched it, and it watched Stark, but made no efTort to

get away. S.uddenly Stark caught on to the fact that

he was looking at an immense Canadian goose. "It

didn't take me more than thirty seconds to get my gun,"

said Stark, "but when I got back the goose had disap-

peared." The goose, like many other birds and ani-

mals, may remain still when surprised, until the sur-

priser makes a motion, then it immediately seeks safety

in flight.
'

Eastern Washington of¥ers the best gpose shooting in

the Pacific Northwest north of Oregon. Eureka Flats,

thirty miles northwest of Walla Walla, is the most fa-

mous ground. It is an immense wheat field, about
thirty-five miles long by fifteen wide. No one lives on
it permanentlj'', and after the harvest it is deserted save,

by wild fowl and hunters, Geese find good feed, but are

Gom-pelled to fly every morning and evening over to

the Snake River, some twentj'^-two miles, to get water.

This condition of aft'airs has given rise to the story that

when the geese come south in the fall they all bring

canteens of water with them to the Eureka Flats. The
farmers haul water around on wagons during the plant-

ing and harvesting seasons. Horse Heaven, in Yakima
Count3% is another favorite spot. Many places along
the Columbia River, which forms the dividing line be-

tween Washington and Oregon, affords good sport.
PoRTUs Baxter.

All communkatipns intended for Forest and Stream should
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Across New Brunswick on Snow-
shoes.—VIIL

That we had not yet left the moose country was abun-
dantly proved the first evening Henry Braithwaite and
I went out to prospect from his Indian Lake camp. We
followed along his trapping trail for a couple of miles
and counted fourteen distinct moose trails, old and new.
I found the country here thickly timbered, with hills

perhaps not quite so steep as north of the Tobique
Divide. We were still in the great central wilderness of

New Brunswick, and had abundant proof on all hand.s

of the plentiful supply of game.
"If we only get a good hunting day to-morroAv," said

Henry. "I think I will be able to show you something."
At the last moment—that is to say, the next to the last

day of the shooting season—fortune smiled on us to a
certain extent. A gentle snowstorm came on which
deadened the sounds on the old crust and which was at-

tended with sufficient wind to render the woods a bit

noisy, conditions Avhich make to the success of a moose
hunt on snowshoes. Carefidly consulting the direction

of the wind, Henry started up a long ridge back of the

camp, which I think he called Beckwith Mountain. We
two went alone, Adam and Charlie staying at the camp.
Adam told me to go ahead and kill a moose if I could, as

he thought I would feel better if I shot something before
leaving the country; and since both he and Henry seemed
entirely agreeable to that effect, I resolved to do a little

hunting that day, and see if the luck was going to turn

at the lagt moment.
Henry and I labored on up the mountain for a couple

of miles or so and found ourselves by that time in the

very center of what seemed like a general moose yard,
extending over a mile or so of ground. There was
abundant horn sign, and very many trees showed the

sharp chisel marks of the moose family. The ground
was cut up with the deep tracks of moose, which seemed
to be traveling backward and forward between this ridge

and another higher one which lay across a little valley

from us. Henry picked up the freshest of the larger

tracks and we made a cautious little hunt after a bunch of

three moose, one of which seemed to be a big bull. We
had about the same luck with this which had attended me
heretofore. We watched the sign gradually grow fresher,

timed ourselves so that we concluded that we were but a
few minutes back of the moose and at length came to

the beds where the animals had been lying down. Be-
yond the beds stretched a series of widely separated
tracks.

"Jumped !" said Henry. I was used to the word. We
had jumped a good many moose before that, and I was
beginning to believe that we would never be able to get

good enough weather to make it possible to come up with
a moose on this kind of snow.
We tried again, presently finding another fresh trail,

and once more we went through the same performance.
"Jumped," said Henry, and we looked wrathfully at the

series of tracks showing where a good moose had gone
off at a gallop.

We pressed on up to the top of the ridge, winding
in and out, and at length we came to a series of tracks

v/hich we knew could be made onl}-- by good bulls. There
were three of these trails, and we were satisfied that we
had game here worth the following. We crept along on
this promising lead for a half-mile or so, and finally

found ourselves at the top of a little ridge, beyond and
below which lay a bit of dense cover. We worked up
a little above the trail in order to have a better chance
of seeing the game. "It's no use going down in there,"

said Henry, "for we couldn't see to shoot if we did start

the game." Hitherto we had been hunting in fairly open
country, which would allow us to see game in some cases

for 100 yards or more.
Still reluctant to leave these big tracks, we swung down

the hill, across the series of zigzagging tracks of the

yarding moose, and followed along the hillside for a

little way. Presently we came to three great beds in the

snow. "Jumped !" said Henry, and we saw where the

last moose out of seven Avhich we had started had gone
oft' through the thick cover. How they did it without
our hearing them is something we never could tell. It is

l)ossible they heard us speaking as we stood on the knoll

directly above them. At any rate here were the gallop

marks. In some places we could see where twigs had
been broken off and carried forward on the trail, un-

doubted horn marks. Moreover, when we went back to

the beds we saw where one moose had cut; a big groove in

the snow with the tip of his antler as he swung his head
around. So now we knew that we had jumped three

bulls, and that at least one of them had good horns. Of
course we did not undertake to follow any of these moose,

for that is something no moose hunter thinks of doing.

We swung around on the back trail from the place

where we had jumped these last moose, and came down
into a little valley whc there was a sort of pool or

spring at the head of i Httle brook. Here the ground
was tramped down as tWJgh it had been a cattle yard.

How many moose there had been that morning tramping

and standing around in the water we could only guess.

There was a regular trail leading up, and many radiating

trails. It was from this place, without doubt, that the

three bulls had come which we had but recently started.

"If we had been here an hour earlier," said Henry,

"we could have shot into the flock."

At Lastt

By this time I must admit I had lost considerable of

my hopefulness in regard to the moose question. I had
been out with the best moose hunters in the Province,

and we had certainly started moose cA^ery time we had

gone out, but first one thing and then another had been

against us, although I felt that we had done all that any

hunter could have done. So, half the time a trifle

chagrined at the probable failure of the hunting side of

my trip, and again reflecting on the foolishness of that,

since I had had so grand a time, I blundered along with

head down, after Henry, as he plowed on through the

blinding snow, which was now sifting down steadily.

We walked from this stamping ground of the moose
perhaps 200 or 300 yards, there being moose trails to the

I'ight above ua on the hill, and some more off to the left.

Henry's active eyes were scanning the country steadily as

he went on, although I must admit that I was about
ready to conclude that my last day's hunt was drawing to
an end, although it was not yet noon.

All at once, as I glanced up, I saw that Henry had
stopped, and I saw the wave of his gray-mittened hand,
v/hich told me to come forvs'ard quickly. He didn't say
anything, but looking in the direction toward which he
was glaring, I saw, up on the hillside above us and a
trifle behind us, some 75 or 80 yards away, a large, dark,
indistinct outline, half-hidden among the trees.

There are all sorts of curious things which you see in

the Avoods Avhen hunting, stumps and tops of bunches of
roots, boughs, all of which sometimes take on the ap-
pearance of game. Yet as quick as I saw this dim out-
line, showing heavy and black through the trees, I knew
that it was a moose, my first moose, a live one, a wild
one, and, of course, a bull, else why should Henry mo-
tion me to shoot? I did not see the head of the bull at

all, and, as it seemed, neither did Henry, although he
stood further to the left than I did, and had a different

view. In an instant the cover was oft' my gun and I was
holding for the only spot of hair that I could see, a spot
of black about as big as my hat. This was the only
thing that I could see clearly enough to shoot at, and I

didn't pause to argue with myself whether or not it was
the right part of the moose's anatomJ^ As quick as I
could get the tall front sight of the .,30-40 down to where
it belonged, I turned her loose, and instinct told that the
shot had gone home. I also felt at the same instant that
the game was ours.

The animal, which had been struck by the first bullet,

made no leap nor bound, nor yet did it sink down in its

tracks. A few steps would have taken it across the ridge
and out of sight, but it was too weak to go up hill in

that direction. It half-turned and came staggering and
blundering down the hill toward us.

Forfot-

Horror of horrors ! As it turned toward mc, and
s]]owed through an opening in the trees, I saw the great
gaunt head of the creature extended far out in front of

it ; and it had no horns 1 Instead, I could see t-wo little

bumps in front of the ears, and even on the instant knew
that the bull had shed his horns

!

Sick at heart, I none the less stuck to the adage that

it is well to throw lead as long as thej-e is hair moving.
As the moose blundered through the trees for perhaps
fifteen or twenty yards down hill, I fired at it five times, H
I kept my count correctly. I had told Henry that if I

shot at a moose and it seemed to be getting away, he was
to shoot at it, too, as I didn't want another wounded
moose about loose in his country, and as I was getting

scared at all of this talk about small bores not killing a

moose. It was after my second or third shot, I can't tell

which, and neither can Henry, that Henry turned loose his

famous two-bushel gun. I presume there is no better

game shot than Henry, but ju.st as he fired he met with
one of the accidents which sometimes happen to the best

of men. He slipped off his snowshoe as he braced to

take up the recoil of his rifle, and just where he landed on
the landscape is not yet fully determined. We found one
bullet in a tree. Henry said it was- mine. Also we found
two bullet marks or so on the snow above the place where
the moose finally dropped. We thought one of these

might have passed entirely through the body of the moose,
but were never sure. It was all over so soon that no one
could tell how it happened. Henry called out to me,
"Don't shoot him any more, he's all right now," although
the moose was at that time still standing, perhaps three

or four seconds after the first shot had hit him. I

kneeled down on my snowshoes and at the last shot

caught a fairish view of the hindquarters of the moose
as he stood nearly broadside to me. This time I thought
I would shoot him through the backbone just in front of

the hips, as I had a good sight of him for that shot. At
the crack of the rifle he fell in a heap and Henry and I

then went up to him. The poor beast was swinging his

head about in misery, and I finished him with a shot back
of the shoulder. So, horns or no horns, it was ours, and
it was dead. I wished very much for a while. that he
v/as alive. Then on the whole, after mature deliberation,

I concluded that I would rather wish that he had horns.

He was a beautiful five-year-old bull, dark, as are most
of the forest-shaded New Brunswick moose, and of just

the right age to have a splendid set of antlers. He had
shed his horns but very recently, one of the stumps being

still bloody. Henry and I stood by the side of the poor
old fellow, and now admired his proportions, and now
cussed at the hard luck which had terminated my hunt in

this particular fashion.

At last we began to search the moose for bullet holes.

"Who cut this big hole in his shoulder?" said Henry,
pointing to a wound on the side opposite to that which
the moose had turned toward me when I first shot at

him. "Why," said I, "that's your tomato can load sure,

for- 1 never shot at the moose when its right side was
turned toward me." Henry shook his head. "I don't

understand that," said he. "If I had hit him he wouldn't

have come down the hiU to say good morning to us."

I had a lot of fun with Flenry on the way home, nor did

he feel easy in his own mind about it until the next

day, when we cut up the carcass. Then we found that

his' shot had not struck the moose at all. I don't know
whether the concussion knocked the moose down or not,

but I understand it isn't necessary to hit a moose very

much with a big-bore gun. In the mix-up among the

trees, the moose had certainly turned his right shoulder

to me, though neither of us knew it. My first shot was
delivered very far back, passing entirely through the

paunch. It practically killed the moose, nor did the

animal really require another shot after that, although

it was not knocked down. Had I used my own judg-

ment and stuck to the hollow-point bullet, instead of the

soft-nose, which Adam advised me to use, I think this

hollow-point would have destroyed the animal at once,

for the bullet would not have passed through, and the

shock would have been very much greater. As it was,

the moose was made very sick and would have sunk
down very shortly had I given him time. It stood no
longer than I have seen a sheep stand in the same place,

and did not even go so far as I have seen an antelope

go shot through three times with a .45-75- The seconcj
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shot struck him at the back edge of the right shoulder,

passed through the hxngs to the opposite shoulder and
lodged against the skin. There was one, or perhaps two.

bullet holes further back through the carcass. The shot

-which I fired for the front of the hindquarters was
placed a little too far to the right, and struck directly

on the hip joint. I never in my life saw a worse case of

bone smashing than the soft-nose did there. The joint

and hip bone for a space of about a foot were literally

crushed into fragments. Even Henry had to admit that

this bone was pretty badly mussed up, and he said he had "

never seen the interior of a moose much worse dis-

organized. The water of the paunch had escaped into the

abdominal cavity, the lungs were shot up, and in fact

there was nothing good about the works of that moose
when we got through with him.

Just to show that he had an argument left in the box.

Henry said, "If that moose had been in the fall in the

ruun'ng season, when they are fuller of vitality, he would

have skipped away with that hole through his paunch and

never have minded it. and we should have lost him sure."

Perhaps. I don't know. I only know that this moose
was stopped with- the first shot of a .30-40, and that de-

livered almost by chance in a part of the body where
the old black powder loads woidd not have stopped an

antelope. I have rarely seen game dropped absolutely

dead, and shall always be satisfied to stop my game this

close. I think the destructive effects of the .30-40 when
•shot through the paimch of an animal depend very much
upon the amoimt of water there happens to be in the

paunch at the time, the explosive quality being much
greater in soft or moist tissue or in water. This moose
had his paunch filled with a most astonishing quantity of

garden truck, apparently a Avash tub full of bark and

buds which he had chewed up. The bullet passing through

this mass of food had carried a tremendous shock. I am
not ready to say that my rifle is the best one on earth, and
I realize the good judgment and far ^wider experience

which friends of the big bores have, but it still remains

a puzzle to me how any one can shoot a moose a half-

dozen times with the .30-40 and not get him—that is to

say, provided he shoots him in the hollow of the body, or

It'deed shoots him in any way but the most rankly tender-

foot fashion. I don't know about the other small bores,

but I am speaking now only of the .30-40 rifle which I

used. Henry admitted that he had never seen the .30-40

used before, or I so understood him. I am still won-
dering whether he would rather have seen my moose get

away than to have him killed with a small-bore ! It was
]>retty roiigh on Henry, when you come to think of it

—

to go down into his country on long snowshoes, on rub-

ber shoes, with a small-bore rifle, and to kill the tanie

moose which had been making all these tracks around his

cabin

!

"I guess I have about put you out of business," said I

to Henry, as we finally talked the matter over. "I guess

so," sai^ he, grinning. "I will have to go out of the

moose business now sure, but I have got my pet caribou

left yet to fall back on."

Henry told me that when he saw this moose first it had

the end of its muzzle stuck out in front of a bunch of

trees and he could not see the rest of its head. It was
eating at the time, and he could see its jaws mov-
ing, a fact to which we no doubt owed our shot.

_
When

a moose is chewing anything its sense of hearing is prac-

tically suspended for the time, and a feeding moose is

easier to approach than one lying in its bed. This old

fellow was standing above us, which is certainly the best

place from a moose point of view ; the wind was blowing

directly from us to him, which was another point in his

favor, and moreover, we had passed entirely by him and
below him on the hillside. Just how on earth it hap-

pened that we could get a shot under such conditions, let

htm explain who can. Henry told me that this was an

old moose and very poor, and probably thick-witted. ''I

don't think he would have wintered through anyhow, if

you hadn't shot him," said Henry, grinning. It's aston-

ishing how these big-bore men hang to their convictions.

Henry and I went back to the water hole to boil the

kettle after killing our moose, and after opening the

rarcass and preparing it to keep over night. It came on
to snow good and hard now, and the mountains were
wrapped in a blinding blanket of falling white, so that

Flenry had to get out his compass several times. We got

home in good season that evening, and had a mild sort

of jubilation at the camp, making it as pronounced as we
dared in view of the fact that our moose had no horns.

"Well," said Adam, "I'm mighty glad that you got

your moose, but I would have been just a little gladder

if you had killed him north of the divide, and a heap
gladder yet if you had killed one with horns on."

I explained to Adam that it was my practice always

to kill moose close to the trail and without any antlers, so

that it didn't make hard sledding to get the trophy out to

the settlements. We brought out our meat and hide and
scalp the next morning, and this ended our hunting opera-

tions.

Henry finished his season with just one last half-day, of

which he wrote me after I returned home. He says:

"I went out along my trapping trail and got up to a

bunch of five moose. I emptied the old tomato can. at

what I thought was the biggest moose of the lot, and
when I got up to him I found that he had only one
horn!"'

I heard that one or two other parties who were in

earlier than ourselves killed moose with one horn or

none at all. Henry told us that the moose which made
the big sign at his Christmas camp, the same one which
Adam and I followed in the rain, had only one horn, for

he had seen him the morning when he went up to that

camp. Adam and I were then sure that the big cow
v;hich we had seen on- the Moose Brook trail was a bull

which had shed its horns. That was two weeks before
the date on which I killed my moose. We felt quite sure

that the thaws and soft spells had the effect of making
the moose shed their horns unusually early. Perhaps one-
quarter of them had shed by Dec. 15. Both Adam and
Henry foimd in this a good argument for setting forward

dale of openin_g[ the season of moose to Dec. i instead

Dec. 15. and closing it Dec. 15 instead of Jan. i.

He would have been a poor sportsman who, after a trip

like mine, would have felt that he had any complaint^

even if he could sing with the poet, "'How sharper than a

serpent's tooth it is to have a hornless moose."
Perhaps I ought .not to have felt so cheerful about it, but
I really felt satisfied in every regard with my trip,

although I could not say that I wanted to start for home.
It was a bright and sparkling winter morning when at

last we said good-by to Henry and his son-in-law, Albert,

at the Indian Lake camp, leaving them to attend to their

trapping operations while Adam, Charlie and myself
started for om long trail of forty miles or so to the settle-

ments. We had two toboggans pretty heavily loaded, so

Henry advised us not to undertake any short cut across
the hills to the Richards lumber camp, seven miles dis-

tant, where we hoped to find a tote team going down
the road to the railroad. It was twenty miles around by
the Crooked Dead Water trail, but we had a chance of

catching a team at one of the two or three lumber camps
which we should pass. We got into the first of these
camps at about 10 o'clock in the morning and stopped for
tea and pie. We made the next, one and a half miles, in

jig time, coming to Dan Kelly's camp, and ate some more
])ie and tea, this making the third meal of the morning.
Still we found no team, and as we were in a desperate
hurry to get out to the settlements, we pushed on down
the road, crossing the terrible climb of the County Line
Mountain, around the head of Renous Lake, and so at

ROUTE OF THE EXPEDITION.

length reached the next camp, known as the Lynch camp,
about six miles from Kelly's, and twelve to fifteen miles
from Henry's Indian Lake camp. Here we had some
more pie and tea and things. We still had at least nine
miles to go to make the Richards camp, where the tote
teams started for the settlements nearly every day. We
tried to hire a team at Lynch's camp, but the owner of the
team was away and no one would let us have it. After
we got down the road a piece we met the owner, and he
gave us a lift, which seemed very gratifying to us at
the time, although we would have gone through to
Rodgers' at any rate, for our blood was now up and we
were hitting the tr^iil for all there was in us. We were
now in fine shape, physically, barring Adam's bad cough.
We spent a pleasant night at the Richards' camn, and

m.et there Ed. Norrand, a guide who was driving a tote
team, with whom we arranged to take our stuff down the
road the following morning. That day was the hardest
of the whole trip, for it came off very cold, and we were
traveling over the hardest road the eye of mortal man
ever saw. Of course we could not sit in the sleigh very
'long in such weather, but walked a good part of the way.
It was nearly dark when at last we came to the open
ridge known as "The Clearing." Here the storm was
blowing a regular blizzard, and the snow was drifting
badly, and it seemed that we would certainly freeze beferc
we could make the lights of the Holtz farmhouse, W'here
we intended to pass the night. We did make it at last,

however, and by 9 o'clock found ourselves once more
under shelter, warm and comfortable. Thence it was
only nine miles to the railroad, and we made Boiestown
the next morning in easy time for the train, reaching
Fredericton at i o'clock of that same day. Here we had
to do considerable in the way of explanations. B.llj'

Chestnut said he hardly expected we would get any
moose, for the weather had been bad, and nearly every
party who had gone out had complained of the snow-
shoeing. He himself had made a nine-day trip, but did not
get a shot. I was told at Fredericton that no sportsman
had ever made the trip south across the divide from the
Tobique and down the Miramiehi, so that I presume on

the whole my trip was to be called about as eventful as
that custorriarily made by visitors to New Brunswick,

It was a great pleasure to spend some time with Mr.
W. P. FleweHing, Deputy Surveyor General, at the Crown
Lands Office, examining the splendid collections in natural
history, etc., which are to be seen in that department of
the Governmental offices. There is a grand collection of
New Bruswick animals here, as well as a great many
photographs, maps, views, etc., taken in all parts of the
Province. I don't know whether it is generally known,
yet is the case, that the splendid George A. Boardmau
collection, which was the object of tlie loving care of that
well-known naturalist, passed into the hands of the New
Brunswick Government shortly after the death of Mr.
Boardman. The birds and gnimals of this collection cover
a wide part of the fauna of North America and are beau-
tifully mounted and preserved. I felt under very many
obligations to Hon. W. A. Dunn, Surveyor General, and
his obliging lieutenant, Mr. Flewelling, who did every-
thing possible to make my stay pleasant and placed every
source of information at my disposal. Mr. Flewelling
was so good as to make me a map of the whole section of
New Brunswick traversed by our party. He explained
to me that the lines of the survey run across the country
east, west and north and south, a distance of five miles
apart. The surveyors do not in all cases know what
there may be in such a square of five miles, the interior
of which they do not always visit. We had crossed two
or three blocks of this sort, which have not as yet been
fully mapped, and Henrj', Adam and myself were there-
fore able to offer some suggestions in regard to the loca-
tion of_ lakes, streams, etc., which we^ had met in our
wanderings. We put in three new lakes, arranged a few
streams, and reset a mountain or two, all of which shows
that old New Brunswick still is new and has news in it.

Mr. Albert Everett, our host at Windsor Hall, called a
little meeting of sportsmen for the evening of the day
on which we arrived in Fredericton., There were present
at this enjoyable little banquet the following gentlemen:
F. B. Edgecombe, President of the Board of Trade; C,
Fred Chestnut, President of the Tourist Association ; W.
P. Flewelling, Deputy Surveyor General: W. T. Chest-
nut, H. B. Atherton, George W. Hoegg, A. A. Tweed-
dale, H. R. Babbitt, A. A. Shute, William Walker, H. G.
Chestnut, Adam Moore, Charles Cremin, John Macpher-
son, R. P. Allen, E. J. Payson, and others.

It was like pulling teeth to say good-by to big Adam
Moore and Charlie Cremin. Every fellow who reads the
Forest and Stream knows how much he gets attached to
friends of the out of doors. They are the best sort. So
perhaps the least said the better. I can quite agree with
Mr. L. I. Flower, of Central Cambridge, N. B. (who
waited eight days at Fredericton to meet our party when
it returned, and who was originally to have gone in with
us. Mr. Flower left for home the very morning of the
day on which we arrived, hence I had to meet him only
by correspondence). "You are right in what you say,"
said he; "your Uncle Adam Moore is no ordinary man.
His level-headedness and common sense are qualities
many a man might envy, and as to his physical endur-
ance—don't mention it."

Adam and I finally managed to break away from the
blandishments of Fredericton, and start for our little

journey to Chicago. This was my first experience in
hunting east of the State of Michigan. I have never
been in any country where there is so much game to the
square mile as there is in New Brunswick. I have never
been in any country where a man gets a better run for
his money, nor where he comes away with a greater
consciousness of having received perfectly square and
honorable treatment in every regard. I fear we may no
longer hope for the old days of freedom and abundance in

American big game. Under these changed conditions and
under the modern limitations, I . do not believe the su-
perior, if, indeed, the equal, of New Brunswick exists as
a hunting country in any region accessible to the sports-
men of the United States and Canada. My own hunt was
not made exclusively for the purpose of killing game, but
for investigation, and it gave perhaps unusual facilities for
learning in regard to the abundance of game. I want
to say that the game is there, and the guides are there,

and if you don't get game, it is not their fault, but your
own, or that of the weather. We had unusually bad
weather during our trip, or I presume I might have writ-
ten a much bloodier story—might perhaps have told a
story of a better trophy. December is the hardest month
in the year, for a moose hunt, but I certainly could not
ask a better time than I had. Adam says we are going
to do it all over again some time. "I am thinking up some
other fool trip for you and myself to go on two or three

years from now," said he. "We'll start across the country
to the north somewhere, and come oi\t by way of Labra-
dor or Hudson Bay, or some other place in foreign parts."

Dear old Adam, and dear old Henry I That's the way
one feels about it. May they live forever, kings in their

wilderness kingdoms. It will long be one of my pleasant
memories that I was along when the trail blazed between
their principalities. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

New Jefscy^s Game Birds.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In preparing a report on the game birds of New Jersey

for the Fish and Game Commissioners of that State, I

should be exceedingly glad to receive from sportsmen
and others information in regard to New Jersey's game
birds. For example, it is desired to know the compara-
tive abundance or rarity of game birds at stated localities.

Where, for instance, is the ruft'ed grouse or partridge
present or absent in New Jersey? What is the distribu-

tion, in summer, of the wood duck in New Jersey? At
what times do the summer resident game birds nest?
Do they rear one or two broods? What are the times of
arrival and departure of the migratory species—the snipes,

plovers and ducks? What are the local names of game
birds in New Jersey? This last is a matter of especial
importance. By game birds, it may be added, is meant
the ducks, geese, swans, rails, coots, gallinules, woodcock,
snipes, plovers, curlews and other shore birds, partridge,
quail, dove and reed bird. I trirst that sportsmen will aid
me in this matter. Frank M. Chapman,
American MvsEi'M OF Nau mai. Hit^ORT, New Voik City, fe^
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My First Moose.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For many j'ears past I have regularlj' visited the Maine

woods during the shooting season, and have spent many
delightful days in the pursuit of partridge and deer, with

excellent success. There was, however, an aching void

in the fact that I had never in any of my trips encoun-

tered a moose. I have lain in wait in all sorts of likely

places for them, followed fresh tracks for miles and miles,

shivered on bogs cold nights, while my guide endeavored

to imitate the love call of the cow in hopes of attracting to

us the monarch of the forest. All our efforts failed,

however, and I had to be satisfied with deer and partridge

and the bracing air and delightful scenery of the lakes

and woods.
It has been said that "all things come to him who

waits," so this year I tried again, selecting a new camp,

opened for the first time this fall on Chandler Pond, about

thirteen miles from Ox Bow. For the first three days I

saw nothing but deer, mostly does, but the fourth day

while paddling in a canoe on a stream winding through a

bog. I came upon a large bull and cow moose in the

water, about fifty yards off. I almost lost my breath and

felt mv heart beatmg like a trip hammer.
The' bull lumped out of the stream and hid behind a

thick clump 'of bushes, the tips of his antlers just showing

over them. I calculated as nearly as I could where his

neck and shoulders ought to be. and gave him my first

shot. He started slightly, but d d not run. I sent my
second shot through the bushes, and he started slowly

toward the water. The next two shells missed fire, and I

came very near being profane. As I threw the last shell

from the magazine into the barrel, his head and part of

his neck appeared with blood streaming from his mouth.

This gave me a chance to put a shot just back of his

shoulder, which brought him to the ground, and I said m
my heart, "He is mine!" Probably a minute did not

elapse between my first shot and -the time he was down,

but it seemed to me about half an hour.

The animal proved to be a large one, with a fine spreaa

of antlers, which I hope will soon grace my dining room.

My belief and theories in regard to the great shyness ot

moose and the difficulty in getting near them, are rudely

dispelled by this experience. I would not believe that a

great animal like this could possibly stand still and let

me del-berately pump lead into him as this one did, and

what seeemd equally strange was that the cow remained

standing in the water looking at us during all the shopt-

ing, at no time over a hundred feet off. As we paddled

past her on our way to the spot where the bull fell, she

quietly walked out a short distance from the stream and

began browsing. We saw her there again on our way

back to camp, and also another cow, to which we paddled

so close that I could easily have touched her with my
paddle as she was swimming.

I have wa ted several years for my moose, but nave the

satisfaction of feeling that he has been growing all this

time and developing a fifty-inch spread of antlers, with

tAventy points.
. , . , ^

My guide was Roach Adams, who. with Ahnon Cur-

rier," owns the camps at Chandler's Pond. I cordially

recommend them to any one seeking big game and com-

iortable quarters. J- T. Sherman.

New York, Oct. 31.

What Made Gurth Sit Down.
Stevenson, Conn.. Oct. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read the letters of your correspondent, Charles

Cristadoro, with much pleasure, and while I have occa-

sionally wanted to ask him to "hark back," I have not

until now done so. I have known "Crissy" ever since

he began carrying his first muzzleloader. and could

many a tale unfold, but I wouldn't do that. In his "A

Gun-Shy Squirrel Dog." however, he vilifies one of the

best dogs that ever lived.
, . , ... ,. ^

To start with, he calls him a mixed colbc. Curm
was a thoroughbred and to the manor born. In his

younger days he was squire to a stallion nam^ed Ivan-

hoe, a loyal squire to a knightly horse. Later on he

was one of the best of cattle and farm dogs. and. while

I would not vouch for his letting down and putting up

bars I could spin yarns by the score illustrating his

knowledge of dog lore that might only serve to bring

me in dispute with your readers. Cnssy was right about

his getting a charge of bird shot, but. to use the language

of a neighbor. I "disremember" any bird being kdled,

my recohection being that the bird flew off into tlie

bushes in the opposite direction from where the dog

was He was correct, also, in that the shot made Gurth

gunshy to a certain extent. All his Ufe he enjoyed

going gunning with me and had no objection to a

neighbor joining, but if he saw one of those city fel-

lows with a gun he went in the house and sat down.

I of' en felt like following him; indeed. Cris.sy brought

one gentleman up here, and after watching one of his

performances in the field, I did follow the dogs ex-

ample If a bird flashed or a rabbit started he would,

with gun held about as hi.gh as his hips, Avhirl round

and round, his eyes bulging out and reminding me. for

all the world, of a story I once read of an experiment

with flying artillery during the Civil War.

A bright young officer conceived the idea of strap-

ping a small howitzer on a mule's back so that the

muzzle would stick out over his tail; and the plari was

that when they got the enemy started they would run

the mule to within shooting distance, turn him around,

. and fire. To see how the thing would work, he and

some brother officers got a mule, strapped on a gun.

loaded it, and, as this was an experiment, stuck a piece

of safety fuse in the touch hole. Then they led the

mule up on a bluff on the bank of the Mississippi, headed

him so that the gun pointed across the river, touched

a match to the fuse and stepped a few paces in front

of him to await results. The mule no sooner heard the

sissing of the fuse than he turned his head to see what

was going on, and began revolving. At the first turn

those officers made a break for the foot of the hill in

as many different directions as there Avere, and with

more celerity than I started for the house when I saAV

Crissy's friend revolving. When the gun went off it

was pointed inland, and the recoil tumbled the mule

heels over head into the river, when the weight of his

armament sank him out of sight.

Notwithstanding the fact that the collie would not

venture out with Crissy and his friend, they often had
dogs that were vastly greater nuisances. I remember a

pointer pup that they brought up here that was a wonder.

They could do nothing with him, and as I only went
along to show likely places for birds, they made me
lead him with a string. Off by myself I would let him
go. I don't think he ever intentionally flushed a bird,

for he seemed to have no more nose for a bird than

for a turnip. I saw a flock of fifteen or twenty quail

get up all around him' one day as he was trotting

through a meadow, and he was so scared that he didn't

know which one to run after, although if he saw a bird

get up ordinarilv he woidd chase it as far as he could

see it. The only bright thing I ever knew that dog to

do was one day when a friend of mine, who was out

with us, shot a quail and waited to load before picking

it up. When he went for it he found that dog snuffing

around apparently trying to "find dead." He called me
and we encouraged the dog and looked ourselves, but

had to give it up. A httle further on my friend flushed

another bird and killed it. This time he didn't wait to

load, but started for the quail, and a moment later he

called out, "Say, R. S., I know what became of that

other quail and this one, too. This dog swallowed 'era

both I saw him pick this one up and swallow it be-

fore I could get to him." We didn't "accidentally

shoot the dog, but I put the string on him again and

concluded that while he might make a pot hunter, he

would never make a sportsijian's dog. R. S.

Massachusetts Association.

68 Devonshire Street, Room 6, Boston, Oct 30.—

Editor Forest and Stream : I send you herewith the call

which the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective As-

sociation is sending out to the various organizations of

the State that are interested in fish and game. Past ex-

perience has shown the importance of co-operation m
order to prevent the passage of bad laws as well as to

secure good ones.

Legislators are always anxious to please their consti-

tuents and only when there is a substantial agreement

among sportsmen themselves can they expect success in

legislation.
, , r 1

The anti-sale law of 1900 was the result of harnionious

and united effort on the part of those interested from

all parts of our State. The reports that have been re-

ceived by the Commissioners and others md-cate that

game birds have become more plentiful since the passage

of the law prohibiting the sale of woodcock and partridge,

and it is believed that this law should be placed per-

manently on our statutes. I desire to add that while the

call is sent chiefly to organized bodies, all sportsmen and

other persons interested in legitimate protection will he

welcome at this gathering.
Henry H. Kimball, Secretary.

No. 68 Devonshire street, Boston Oct. 28.--Dear Sir At a

recent joint meeting of the Board of Management of, the Ma..adi»-

setts Fish and Game Protective yVssociation and the ExecuUve Coni-

ttee o£ the MassachuseUs Central CommUlee for Protect.un of

Fish and Game, it was voted, that, .n view of tlie ."^^"'^'^

from the Convention ot Sportsmen's, Farmers
,
and othei clubs

and societies, held Decei^tber, 1899, and the -8^--*-- '^e

Central CommiUee, the secretary be instructed to extend to all

such clubs, and others interested, an invitation to "neet m con-

vention at the Copley Square Hotel, Boston., on Thursday, No^^

if at 2 o'clock P: M., for a full and free discussion of fish and~ interests- the reorganization of the Central Committee, and

fo akracfioi^on the-rf-enactment of the Anti-Sjile law on par-

tridge and woodcock wjrich expires this year and on such other

measures as delegates may desire to bring before the meeting.

You are therefore, cordially invited to send one or more dele-

gates fiom your organization-as many as can come^and if pos-

frble to remain in the evening and dine with the members of the

State Association, at 6 o'clock, P. M.

After the dinner the discussions will be conUnued.

The secretary begs to remind you that "eternal, vigilance is he

price of proteeHon and he hopes every organization receiving Ihis

notice will be represented in the convention.

I^ind y fill the blanks on inclosed postal and return the same as

enrb as possible, to enable the secretary to make arrangements to

accommodate all. Yours truly,
^^^^^^ ^ Kimball, Sec'y.

nobility of character. I had the pleasure of being ;j

companied by him the last day. Genial Mrs. Eastm:|

who did everything in company with Auntie to make 1

1

stay the most comfortable, will forgive me if she shot

find some particles of alder swamp soil on some of
'

carpets, as she insisted on my going everywhere W
hunting boots on, and the latter were never a gem
cleanliness. Chas. F. BROCKEti

Affcansas Birds and Foxes.

Alma, Ark., Oct. 25.—The outlook in western Arl«

sas for winter shooting is good, so far as quail and du(

go. The past summer has been a very good one i

quail, and many coveys are seen in the fields and woo
Ducks are coming in and when Jack Frost \

stripped the leaves from the trees and killed the wei

good shooting can be had anywhere in this part of -

State. Ducks on the lakes and streams are more plentl

than for several years, while doves, yellowhammers a

rabbits are almost as thick as the English sparrow. Sqt

rels are not so plentiful as last season, though I

killed a number of good bags this'fall.

There has been some fine fox hunting the past ma
or two, and in company with some friends who en;

the sport. I have had some fine chases. Two weeks »

we started a red fox near a farm of mine about an h<

before daylight, one morning when there had been a t

the previous evening, and with six hounds we ran him

hours, as fine a race as I have ever listened to. He
not leave the section of country where we started him,

ran in and out of the farm many times, finally coming n

A. W. Brown, who is an enthusiastic hunter, and s

and killed the fox. thus ending the chase.

The coming into western Arkansas of the red fo3

<lriving out the grays, much to the regret of the lover

the chase, as the reds are much harder to capture I

cover so much more ground in tunning that they scsj

the dogs so that nothing but the best of hounds ar^'

any value.

I have had some fine fishing this season, whicli I

tell the Forest and Stream family about this winter.

J. E. LouDOf

Game in Broome Cotmty, N. Y.

CoNKLiN. Broome County, N. .Y., Oct. 28.—Gray sq'

rels were plenty here from Sept." 1 5 till Oct. 10, at wort

acorns. There are very few chestnuts or walnuts,

beechnuts. Partridges are in moderate numbers hj

plenty were seen in Susquehanna county. Pa., slash!

m nine days of scouting (without a gun) throtigh sev

of the northern townships. I put up more woodcocl

one two-acre swale, isolated in locality, than I have i

for years. I shall not kill any nor put any gunner 01

the localitv. Local ducks of different species have bi:c

the Susquehanna' River along here this season m
^

numbers. .
j

Maine Moose-
|

NoRCROSS. Me.. Oct. 25.—Editor Forest and Sire.

1 am just returning from a two weeks' hunting trip

moose. Dr. Bashford Dean, of Columbia Univcrs'

with me. We have been very successful. We
n-.oose on the first day, and another on the fourt

We outfitted at Camp Eureka, Spencer Bros., Milhn,.,,

Carrv. Our hunting was done up Sandy Stream, onf

slope" of Katahdin. Our guides were William Rev
and Elmer Hale. We recommend them as absi

trustworthy and reliable. Men. in fact, who know
business thoroughly and who do it well.

, ,

William H. Av;

Concerning: Breaking: the Chain.

D vNBURY, Conn,, Oct. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In the issue of Aug. 30 of the Forest and Stream the

head lines "A Chance to Cut the Cham attracted my

attent'on It contained an invitation from that true and

thorough sportsman, B. A. Eastman, of Barre, Vt., to any

sportsman to come and spend a week s sliootmg on grouse

and woodcock in the beautiful hills of the Old Granite

State. As I lost no time in responding, 1 was the lucky

man to be accepted.
1 j 1 ^- t

Arriving at Barre two hours later than schedule time i

was nevertheless espied and- lieartily welcomed by Mr

Eastman at the little station. On Monday. Sept. «, after

dinner I was introduced to Mr. Eastman s pets, the dogs.

First 1:he pointer. Jack, a fine specimen of his race and a

.rood one in the field, as later developments proved
;
then

tiie 'coon hound, Jake, whose amiable disposition betrayed

nothing of the fighting qualities in him when tackling a

fat old 'coon; and last, the foxhound. Captain, a finer

snecimen I have not seen in a good many years.

To make it short, we spent a fine week together op

grouse and woodcock. Although we never got the limit

of five birds each for one day, we did not get dis-

couraged, and were perfectly satisfied. Mr. Eastman is a

crack shot and whenever his gun cracks, the whirring

nartridce or the whistling cock, tumbles to the ground

and is ^retrieved by Jack in beautiful style. I also had a

-^ood chance to initiate my own dog. Rod. into first actual

retrievin'^ in the field, especially on woodcock. I do not

expect to get very many at home of these apparently

vanishin<^ birds, although in Vermont by no means scarce

as yet for I found not the smallest alder covert or cedar

swamp that did not contain some of the brown beauties.

If there were a few hundred more of the Eastman type

of sportsmen, many a one of the fraternity could be made

baonv by a week's shooting, as per such an unselfish and

Uberal invitation. Board, guide and team were given, to

sav nothing of the time my attentive host lost in his

business I also made the acquaintance of his brother

W Eastman, who is another of the same paretlt stock and

Maine Game.

Readfield. Me.. Oct. 27.—Woodcock are quite plent'

the full flight is now on. Ruffed grouse are sc

Quite a few deer are reported; a fine one was shot
,

Mr. Chas. Stevens, of Lowell, Mass., and some ot

local hunters have been equally fortunate. The^ small

is indulging in squirrel shooting to his heart's coir

Our duck and snipe shooting was very poor this fall

E. A.

Ctjrritttcfc Ducfcs.

Currituck Sound, Oct. 25.—Ducks are arriving J

day by the thousands—redheads, ruddys, black dr

mallards, teal, pintails, widgeou and all the other

except swan and canvasbacks. There certainly wei\

more at this time in many years. Our season opens %

10, and we are anxious to get at them.
More Ar

—^—
Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to ad'

them in Fokest and Stkeam.

A Pearl River Camp,—lU
(Contiiihed fropi page 35P.)

j

Tired though we were, sleep did not come at th«

invitation. Home and loved ones seemed so far

and the woods so deep and full of the mysterious.;

talked a little in whispers, and tried to keep the ne

tremor out of our voices as we explained to each

the night noises that occasionally rang or sobbet

of the depths of the woods.

The two younger boys finally dropped off to sleei

the thought of that large black object covered witl

which had caused us such a fright when gathering

effectually kept me wide awake. I tried again and

to convince myself that it was nothing but a log or ?

but could not do so in the face of Walters a;

that it was covered with hair, and the additional fai

.

the glimpse I had of it was not at all conducive to t

or stump theory.

Over and over I turne^ the tnatter, trying to
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some reasonable conclusion as to- what manner of animal

it could be, and why it lay still when we ran on it. The
fire finally burned low, and as I did not wish to be de-

prived of its welcome light I crawled out to replenish it.

Here I was joined by Walter, who assured me that he

had not slept at all, but like myself had been trying to

solve the mystery of our fright. "Do you suppose it

could have been a bear?" said he. This was just what I

had supposed it to be a dozen times during my worry
over the problem, but now encouraged by the firelight

and company, I scouted the idea.

Every possible, and many impossible, theories "vPe dis-

cussed, without arriving at any satisfactory conclusion,

and then my companion advanced one that nearly made
me fall in the fire.

"Perhaps it was a dead man," said he, with a start and

a gasp.

I went cold all over. "But you said it was covered with

coarse hair," I ventured.

"I thought it was, but when I fell only one hand
touched him, and that may have been his hair."

"Him," "his," I thought. Good gracious, he feels sure

of it.

Crowding closer up to the fire, and almost holding- my
breath, I fell to trembling violently and wondering what
was behind me. The longing that came over me for

home was not akin to pain, it was the real thing.

We sat silent for a few moments, and then Walter,

whose back was towatd the "thing," got up and came
around to my side. "Let's wake the other boys," said he.

This proposition was debated at length, but finally

abandoned, as we could see no advantage to be gained by

adding the two younger boys to our counsel.

Another interval of silence ensued, broken by the hoot

of an owl in a nearby tree, that nearly caused us to

faint, and then Walter said: "Look here, I can't stand

this. There is no use of our trying to sleep, and we
will be half-dead if we sit here until morning. Let's go

see what it is right now."
A proposal to go jimip in the river would have been

more to my liking. I offered every objection I could

think of, except the real one—^that I was afraid—even

going so far as to urge that we ought not to leave the

other boys alone, but nothing I could say had any in-

fluence with my companion, in the way of changing his

determination.
When it finally came to the point of admitting that I

did not dare go, or else going, I gave in. The fear of

being thought afraid was simply greater than the fear of

danger.

Walter took the revolver and our lantern, while I car-

ried the big gun. I debated the question in my mind, as

to which gun to carry, realizing that in case a retreat was
in order, the heavy weapon would interfere very much
with my movements, but as it would be much more effec-

tive than the lighter weapon, I finally conckided to take

it. and in case of a condition arising warranting flight,

abandon it altogether. The trail made by the limb was
plain, and down this we went Avith as bold a front as

we could put on. I was scared almost to death, and had

every reason to believe that my companion was in the

same condition.

We were really being very brave, if we had but known
it, but we did not. What we did know was that it was
very eerie, dark, and gruesome, and we heartily wished

ourselves well out of it. Every stick that broke underfoot

caused a tremor through the entire company, and when a

bat, attracted by our light, swished across our faces, we
swallowed hard and gasped for breath.

On we went, following the plain trail made by the

limb we had dragged in for firewood, until we came at

last in sight of the object of our quest, a long, dark

body, lying across the path.

It looked as though it might be either a bear or man,

and to our excited minds was an awful spectacle.

Walter saw it first, and with a startled "There !" thrust

forward the lantern as far as he could reach, holding his

weapon presented in the other hand. I swung the big gun

up to ready, and in spite of its weight, held it there, with

the muzzle jerking about as though it was a feather-

weight.

We stood thus for a moment, and then in a whisper I

said: "I can't hold her up any longer; let's both shoot

and run."
"No, wait until it moves," said he.

For another trying moment I stood holding that big,

heavy gim, every muscle on a terrible strain, and then

my indignation overcame my fear and I protested:

"How am I going to hold up this old cannon 'til it

moves, especially if it is dead, as you think? Here, give

me the pistol and you take the gun awhile."

This Walter declined to do, and emboldened by the

fact that no movement could be detected, we lowered our

weapons and moved a little nearer. Waiting a moment
and there still being no movement, we crept yet closer, and

leaning forward with the light extended as far as we
could reach, saw plainly the object of our awful fright.

It was a large, black hog, and stone dead. What looked

like a bullet hole in the head back of the ear explained its

death, and a mark in the ear showed it to be identified

property.

So thankful were we that the mystery was solved, and

the danger past, that we hurried back, to camp and went

to bed without so much as waking the other boys to tell

them how brave we had been.

Will and Jim roused up early next morning, and each

taking one of the guns, and holding as close over our

heads as possible, awakened us with a double salute. In

110 humor for such pleasantry, Walter promptly knocked

Jim down and sat on him, while I chased Will into the

woods. War was not to the liking of any of us, and a

truce was soon declared, and all hands repaired to the

lake for a swim, Walter and I frequently referring in a

mysterious manner to our adventure of the night before.

Our swim over, and the younger boys being worked up

to the proper pitch of excited curiosity, we detailed our

adventure and took them to see the hog.

"That is my hog," said Will. "I killed it yesterday

when they were looting the camp, but I didn't know it

then, as they all ran off." This was probably true, though

it had not occurred to us before, not having a very ex-

alted opinion of his marksmanship, and he not having

Imown it

Hunger soon drove other matters out of our minds, and
we proceeded to canvas the question of breakfast. Bacon
and meal was the entire contents of our larder, and we
did not know how to make corn breads

Fish were to be had for the catching, but fishing was
no fun on an empty stomach, with hunger gnawing. We
finally fried some bacon, and made out to cat a b t,

but it was not very palatable without bread.

Immediately after breakfast we resumed fishing, and
soon had a goodly lot of bream in our fish box. While
paddling back to the landing we discussed the question

of food, which was now a very serious one. Forgetting
the fact that we were enjoying exactl}' the kind of trip

that we first planned, we proceeded to seriously consider

sending our foragers for bread and other civilized food.

"We better go home than starve," said Will, who had
only managed to dispose of one small piece of bacon, and
was now feeling the pangs of hunger. This heresy was
promptly rebuked, and we decided that even if we did
suffer hunger, we would stick it out for the week.
"Why not eat my hog?" said Will. "He is fat, and

fresh pork is good." This semeed not altogether a bad
suggestion, and was the subject of favorable discussion

until Walter raised the objection that it would be steal-

ing to take the hog, as it bore a mark.
Our condition was not yet sufficiently desperate to war-

rant our stealing a hog, but further discussion brought
forth the argument that the hog was dead, and if not
used by us would be a waste, and benefit no one.

We finally concluded to go to camp, eat an early fish

dinner, and then butcher the hog and use the meat.

"Fish are sure good to eat," said Will, as he cleaned

the bones of his fourth, "but I am glad we will have nice

fresh pork chops for supper."

We knew that hogs were usually scalded and scraped,

but concluded to dispense with it in this case, so after

dinner we started in with our knives to work up our
meat. Every fellow had a theory as to the proper way,
which was tried in turn, but none of them seemed prac-

tical.

At the end of an hour's hard work, perspiring and dirty,

we adjourned in a body to the lake to wash up, leaving a

horribly mutilated carcass, hacked and torn, from which
we had tried in vain to get out, first, chops ; second, ten-

derloin
;
third, a ham ; fourth, pigs' feet, and then any-

thing that was meat, all in vain.

Thoroughly disgusted, we heartily indorsed Walter's

positive statement, made as he scrubbed his hands and
arms with sand, to this effect: "I wouldn't -eat a piece of

that blamed hog if it was prepared by Delmonico and
served on solid silver."

After resting for some time, we tied a bit of rope to

the least mutilated hind foot of the carcass, and by hard
work dragged it a safe and comfortable distance from
our camp down into the swamp, where we left it, fervently

hoping that the hog incident was finally closed.

Returning to camp, we got out our minnow seine and
prepared to catch some minnows, as we had concluded
that if our diet was to be a fish diet strictly, we might
at least var3^ the species.

White perch, goggle eye and trout could be taken with

minnow bait, and we wanted to try them. What we
called trout were really black bass, but that was the

nanae they held locally, and we knew no better then.

Getting into the boat Ave paddled down to the river, a
distance of about one-quarter of a mile, and by mid-
afternoon were back with a nice bucket of minnows, ready
for business. Lewis Hopkins,

[to be continued.]

Toddy Pond.
Macomb, 111., Oct. 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

Having received an invitation from Dr. W. S. Blaisdell

and family of Punxsutawney. Pa., to join them on a

camping-out visit at East Orland. Maine. I set out for

that point, going by way of Chicago. Boston and Ban-
gor. Stopping over in Bangor, I called on my friend

Manly Hardy, who lives in Brewer, across the Pen-
obscot River. Mr. Hardy is getting along in years,

but enjoys telling a good hunting story just the same
as he did when a young man. No man in Maine knows
more about the hunting ground in the State than he. He
has a large building filled with stuft'ed birds and animals
from almost every clime. It would take a person a

week to look over and study the different varieties of

these birds, each one labeled in perfect order with note

of the part of the country it came from. Any person

that loves nature could not spend a day with more
pleasure than here. I look the Bangor and Bncksport
Railroad and arrived at Bucksport, where I found a

carriage waiting for me to take me to East Orland,

where I went into camp with my son and family. The
next moniing I took a walk over the old farm, where
I first saAV the light of day. One-half a century had
brought many changes. The old house that I was born
in was gone, but the three juniper and an ash tree I

planted over fifty-five years ago are still standing in

front of where the house stood. The old red school-

house had disappeared from the wear of time, but a -new
one stood on the same spot of ground where the old

one stood eighty years ago. The town was quite a busi-

ness place many years ago. The sawmills are about

all idle now for want of timber, that has disappeared

by the ravages of the ax. These mills are on what is

called Toddy Pond. The pond got its name some 150

j'cars ago. Two men were crossing it, one had a jug

of molasses and the other had a jug of rum, and they

cut a hole in the ice and let the water in. They turned

in the rum and molasses and both took a drink! This

pond has been known as Toddy Pond ever since.

Our camp, once owned and built by Mr. Bell, of

Portland, Conn., is now owned by his brotherj and is

near this pond o nthe side of Mason's Mountain. It

is located among the pine trees and has a beautiful view

overlooking the pond, which is nine miles long. On
the highest point of the mountain one can see Belfast

Bay and Castine Bay, where several battles were fought

in the early settlement of that country. Looking m an-

other direction one can see the Penobscot River and
steamers and vessels passing and repassing at all times

of the day. Mt. Desert can be seen very plainly from
this hill.

T shall never forget mv hunt on Mason's Mountain
in 1856 with W. S. Hanscom, of Portsmouth Navy
Yard, which terminated so unfortunately. We were
hunting on top of this hill in a thick young growth,
when a rabbit jumped up, and I shot the rabbit dead,

but one of the buckshot struck Mr. Hanscom in the

leg and felled him to the ground. He carried this shot

in his leg till he died on the retired list.

At the foot of this mountain there is a beautiful sheet

of clear water called Craig's Pond, and here are the

finest trout I ever saw. but very hard to catch. These
trout Avill weigli from three to five pounds. There is a

running stream out of this pond into Great Pond, and
here the Government Craig's Pond Fish Hatchery is

located on this stream. It is a beautiful place and well

adapted for the business. Mr. Atkins, a pleasant gentle-

man, has charge of the hatchery and takes great pains

in showing people the workings of it. There are sev-

eral kinds of trout hatched here, among them is the

rainbow trout from Colorado. The principal fish hatched

here is the landlocked salmon. Over 22,000 of them
have been put into Toddy Pond, where they are do-
ing nicely. Some of them are three or four years old,,

and will weigh from one and a half to two pounds. They
will spawn when four years old, and they will multiply

very fast. By the time they are seven or eight years

old they will weigh from eight to ten pounds. lo

Sebec Lake, Maine, they have caught specimens that

would weigh from ten to twenty pounds.

I went out in a boat with John Huckcns on Toddy
Pond and we caught nineteen with fish worms. We
caught them in seventy-five feet of water, but fished

about fifty feet. They will not bite well on a cloudy

day, but will take hold well on a sunshiny day after

ten o'clock A. M. till two o'clock P. M. There were

several other parties fishing the day that I was there,

and among them was Miss R. M. Leighton, a type-

writer for a law firm in Portland, Maine. She caught

quite a number and handled the line the best I ever

saw a woman. I hear she is fully as handy with the

rifle, as she shot two fine buck deer last fall.

On the last Sunday in camp Dr. W. S. Blaisdell gave

a banquet to his friends, and seventeen sat down to din-

ner. The dinner was a grand one, and probably there

will never be such a party in camp there again. East

Orland is a nice little village, settled by good people,

and thev are always .glad to see people come among
them from abroad. There is quite a number of camps

and summer houses built there, mostly by people from

Connecticut. They make the place quite lively through

the summer months, and the residents are very sorry

to see them return to their homes in the fall. The

Rev. Mr. Rafrety, of Portland. Conn., has proved him-

self a salmon fi.sherman as well as ^ pulpit orator, for

I saw him and Mr. Bell with a fine string of sixteen.

The deer and ruffed grouse are quite plentiful. The

deer often come into the fields and destroy the crops,

and a gentleman wrote me Ihe other day that they had

eaten up his beans. I hope to be there again another

summer and try my hand again at salmon fishing—the

most beautiful of all fish.

W. O. Blaisdell.

Salmon and Sea Lions.

In the current Contemporary Review, Woods Hutchinson con-

tributes some experiences on the Northwest Coast having a bear-

ing on the salmon—sea lion question which has been discussed in

these columns.

About a mile up the coast from our camp a couple of

fishermen had established a little hut for the purpose

of killing (for their fat and hides) the sea-lions, which

abound on the rocks for which we were bound. Their

boat was a fine, staunch, old sea-going craft, the gig of

a whaler, requiring at least six men to row her and

ten to launch her, as we found to our sorrow. There was

no lack of game, for directly in front of their little

cabin and scarcely half a mile off shore the innermost

group of rocky islands, which we hoped to visit, were

covered with the great brown bodies of the sea-lions

and their little, shiny black cubs. They are not aggres-

sive animals at best, and at that distance the old ones

looked like great "round sticks of cord wood and the

youngsters like little black caterpillars. They simply

carpeted the lower ledges, looking almost as if piled

npon one another like driftwood after a storm, but as

they receded from the water their ranks grew thinner

and thinner, until finally the topmost ledges of the rock-

reef were occupied by three or four magnificent old

bulls, the self-constituted sentinels and defenders of the

herd. Their roaring was both cavernous and continu-

ous and could be plainly heard all up and down the

coast whenever the surf would moderate, but I am re-

luctantly compelled to admit that there was little in any

way impressive about it. It did not in the least remind

one of the "great seal roar that beats off shore above

the loudest gale." It was much more accurately de-

scribed by the light-keeper, of agricultural antecedents,

who declared that he could hardly sleep for hearing

them "a gruntin' and a fitin' all night long, like a passel

o' big hawks under a barn." What the meaning of it

all might be was hard to conjecture, for the mating

arrangements were long since settled and there was
absolutely no fighting going on. Nor were the songs

intended "as danger signals, for, with the exception of an

occasional plunge by a single member tor a cool sea

bath and a little scurry after a cuttlefish, there was al-

most no movement going on in the herd. They were

lying there in the sunshine, like so many logs of drift

wood, only at intervals lifting their heads to join in

the extraordinary chorus. Whether for some imagin-

ary benefit to the crowd or merely for the pleasure of

hearing their own voices it would be impossible to say.

The more I see of animals, the more firmly I am con-

vinced that man for once has been grossly slandered

w^hen accused of being the only animal which talks

purely for the pleasure of hearing its own voice. Those
Avho moralize upon the vain loquacity of men and the

dignified silence of animals usually know very little

about animals. The motto of the whole animal world,

man included, seems to be: "What is the use of having
a voice if you can't use it?"_ Nearly every animal of

gregarious habits and the slightest pretension to any
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social gifts spends the greater part of the time in which
he is in the society of his fellows in some form of con-
versation, or at least vocal exercise. An afternoon tea

or a Salvation Army testimony meeting is not by any
means the only occasion upon which a continuous flow

of remarks is considered an absolute necessity. A flock
- of rooks, a band of sparrows, a drove of elk, nay. a

dignified senate of sea-lions or congress of seals, are

all imbued with the same idea. Even cattle and sheep
will keep up a constant interchange of sounds, except-

ing at such times as their mouths are actually engaged
otherwise in the process of eating and drinking. Man
is probably the one animal that talks while he is eat-

ing, but with that exception he is not a whit more
loqtiacious than mam^ of his blood relatives. Not only
is this true of talking as a means of social intercourse,

but I have also known a great variety of animals, in-

cluding elk, bear and buffalo, as well as birds innum-
erable, who would keep up an almost incessant con-
versational soliloquy even when entirely separated from
the rest of their kind. The moping owl is seized with

fits of this description.

The presence of these sea-lion hunters brings under
notice an interesting and hotly disputed question as to

the natural dietary of these great beasts. On the one
side are ranged the fishermen and salmon canners; on
the other the scientists. The former hotly denounce
the sea-lions as among the deadliest foes of the salmon
and other fish, alleging that, not content with captur-

ing them in open chase, they will hang about the gill

nets spread in the mouths of the rivers, when the

chinook are running up to their spawning places, and
tear the thirty-pound "silver sides" right out of the

meshes of the net—with what effects upon the latter

fabric may be readily imagined. They allege that the
sea-lions simply swarm about the mouths of the rivers,

when the salmon are running, like deer about a salt-

lick, .and that one sea-lion will destroy hundreds of sal-

mon in a short season. Not only do they kill and de-

vour them, but they are also said to rush furiously in

among the ranks of the fish and snatch and tear in every

direction, burying their teeth in the flesh, or eating a

single mouthful of a salmon and then dashing for an-

other, killing for the mere lust of slaughter like a wolf

among sheep. For a long time no one dreamed of chal-

lenging this assertion, and the sea-lion was put down,
like Artenius Ward's Indian, as "pizen wherever found."

But a few years ago a biologist was appointed by one
of the State institutions to investigate the question,

which he proceeded to do by securing the bodies of as

many sea-lions as possible and examining the contents

of their stomachs. A number of stomachs of the creat-

ures were also secured by fishermen and others and sent

in with their contents for examination. The result was
somewhat startling, for in no single instance were fish

bones or scales to be found either in the stomachs or

in the intestines of tluese great brutes, while an abundant
supply of the remains of cuttlefish and traces of shrimps,

jelly-fish, etc.. were discovered. Whereupon the dis-

tinguished scientific gentleman was compelled to state

that, so far as he could discover, the alleged atrocities

perpetrated by the sea-lion upon salmon and other fish

were not supported by sufficient evidence. This natur-

ally annoyed the fishermen, as nobody likes to be flatly

contradicted, even when he is told that an imaginary
enemy of his is really doing him no harm whatever;
and as they were agitating for a bounty to be placed

upon the heads of sea-lions, as enemies of the State,

they demanded a further investigation. Another expe'-t

was thereupon set to work and reported precisely the

same results, only the "pens" of cuttlefish being found
in the alimentary canal, instead of bones and scales.

In spite of this, however, the fishermen and cannery-

men having a considerable number of votes and the

scientists only one or two, the legislature was induced

to pass a bill granting a bounty of $2.50 for the scalp

«r other evidence of the killing of a sea-lion. Where-
upon our fishermen aforesaid had taken advantage of

the slack season in the salmon fishery to embark on their

little lion-hunting expedition. Unluckily for our friends

Solomon and Indian Joe, by a base trick of fate or a

special dispensation of providence (according as one
sides with the scientists or the fishermen) it was dis-

covered after the bounty bill had been passed that no
funds had been provided to pay the scalp fees, but as

this did not come to light until the first batch of scalps

was actually presented, their enterprise was under full

way before its hopes were dashed to the ground. The
naturalist's sneaking fondness for biology (of which he

declares that man and all his works form only one small

chapter) was unexpectedly stirred by the problem, mto
which he suddenly plunged, if not up to the eyes at

least up to the elbows. A number of gruesome and
fragrant carcasses, victims of the hunters' rifles, strewed
the beach, and equipped with a large hunting knife he
proceeded to dispute with the gulls for the possession

of these entertaining pieces of carrion. In spite of the

abundant supply of excellent, if rather rancid, oil which
his investigations provided, the flame of his enthusiasm
waned lower and lower, after each ghastly encounter,

until finally after two days, during which not only every-

thing which he handled or ate or looked at but even his

very dreams fairly reeked with train oil, he announced
with a snort of disgust that the rest of the question might
settle itself, so far as he was concerned. One small in-

cidental advantage derived from the process was that

his hands and boots were both practically waterproof
and protected from "salt-chap" during the remainder of

his stay.

However, the five iiuge paunches which he did suc-

ceed in quarrying out of the cavernous interiors of these

great hulks, weighing from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds, abso-
lutely confirmed the reports of the scientists. Not one

of -them contained the faintest trace of any form of fish

food, nearly all being occupied by a thick, reddish fluid,

which closer investigation showed to be a puree of

shrimps, and from one to a do'zen "pens"' (or chitinous

plates from the dorsal mantle) of cuttlefish. After care-

ful collection and sifting of the evidence of a 'number
of fishermen he was able to arrive at a conclusion which
was satisfactory, at least, to himself. His decision was
a somewhat Delphic one, that both parties were right,

as their apparently conflicting results were obtained at

different seasons of the year. The only season at which
the sea-lions can be captured in any considerable num-
bers, or at which their bodies can be obtained for

study, is during their breeding period, from May to
August, when they collect upon the reefs and rocky
islands in swarms and herds. Now, during this season
(as he fishermen promptly and without any leading on
his part informed him) they are like their cousins, the
fur seals, eating nothing at all or confining themselves
to cuttlefish, jellyfish, hydroids, shrimps and such ex-
ceedixigly small deer as can be captured in the open sea;
just as the findings of the scientists from their stomach
contents indicate. As soon, however, as the autumn sets

in and the fall run of salmon begins they disappear from
these breeding places and begin to frequent the mouths
of rivers and smaller streams, which are packed with
the masses of the salmon. There seems no reason to
doubt the veracity of the fishermen's testimony in this

regard, as salmon have been found with large pieces
bitten out of them, and these rovers of the sea have
also been seen dashing in among the frightened salmon,
coming up to the surface with a grc^at "steel-back" be-
tween their teeth, tossing him into the air and catching
him as he falls with a resounding snap, just like a

greyhound with a hare. Until a sea-lion can be caught,
during either the fall or the spring run of salmon, in

one of their chosen beats, the question must remain un-
settled, with the burden of proof on the side of the
fishermen. So far as analogy is concerned, their near
cousins, the seals, are well known to be as destructive
to fish of every description as terriers are to rats, and
may be seen driving or herding schools of mackerel, like

sheep dogs their flocks, and chasing them up into nar-
row and shallow inlets of the bay, where they can be
secured by the rest of the waiting pack. On the other
hand there is no inherent improbability in such behe-
moths supporting life entirely upon a thin and unsub-
stantial diet like shrimps and cuttlefish. Those masto-
dons of the ocean, the whales, live exclusively upon such
food materials, and even, include infusoria and tiny
hydroids as well.

Natural Preservation of Fishes.
From the manuscript of a book on "General Biology," by Prof.

H. A. Surface, Department of Zoology, the Pennsylvania State
College.

Fishes have greater economic value than all other
classes' of so-called "cold blooded" animals combined.
They are beyond doubt the best flesh food that mankind
can eat, and as a consequence serve as food for all na-
tions. Statistics show that ihose nations, like the Scotch
and South Sea Islanders, who eat fish as their chief flesh

food and avoid beef, are most exempt from tuberculosis
and other diseases and parasites that are conveyed to man
by infested beef.

Years ago nearly every stream in this State yielded
fresh fish in abundance for the masses, and this formed
a common element for the food of the working man. To-
day most of the streams are barren, and fresh fish is a
delicacy found upon the table of the wealthy man only-

Fishing as an industry or for recreation is steadily de-
clining. The reduction of our native fishes is due to the
combined influence of their natural enemies and man,
but the effects of the latter are hy far the most de-
structive in most places. Among their natural enemies
iire internal and external parasites, aquatic insects, hags
and lampreys, other fishes, water dogs or mud puppies,

and other amphibians, water snakes and turtles, certain

aquatic and semi-aquatic birds, such as herons, divers,

loons, mergansers, kingfishers andospreys, and certain

mammals, like the otter, mink, raccoon, muskrat, wild-

cat, etc.

The indirect effects of the actions of mankind have been
far more destructive to fish life than have the effects of

his direct attacks upon the finny tribe. The mere taking

of fishes from the water would not exterminate the race.

Among the agencies that are effecting their wholesale de-

struction are the following: i. The pollution of streams

by poisonous waters from mines, factories, sewers, etc.

2. Dumping into water such material as sawdust, ashes,

screenings, etc., that cover the fishes' spawning beds and fill

their gills. 3. Keeping the water constantly roily by certain

kinds of mining operations, factories, etc., and by rooting

of carp, which were introduced by man. 4. Logging or

floating large logs down streams and tearing up spawning
beds, often at a time when many eggs are thus destroyed.

5. Clearing away forests and natural vegetation, which
cau'ses the water to be warmer and shallower or less abun-
dant and more intermittent in flow than formerly. 6.

Draining swamps, which not only reduces the water sup-

ply, but also destroys the minute food material for the

young fishes. 7. Clearing out streams and clearing away
debris that furnishes natural places for their safe con-

cealment and reproduction. 8. Building canals and irri-

gating ditches and otherwise^ turning the water out of

its natural channel. 9. Building dams, which prevent the

migrations of the anadromous fishes, like the salmon and
the herring. 10. Wanton destruction in capturing fish, as

by dynamite, and the accidental and careless killing of

great numbers of small individuals when hauling nets.

All of these are causes over which mankind has con-
trol to some extent and their practical remedies are being

sought and made known by our State and United States

Fish Commissions, which deserve the strongest support

of every citizen and all possible aid by legislators.

Dynamitefs in Arkansas,

Alma, Ark., Oct. 25^

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

have had an opportunity the past summer to see what
destruction is wrought by the dastards who are mean
enough to use dynamite in a .stream to kill fish. The
headwaters of White River in Washington county, Ark.,

afford good bass fishing and many have been the gamy
black bass I have lured from the shady pools along these

streams. But in Jime some parties killed everything in the

shape" of fish in the West Fork of White River : but so

careful were they in their work, that it is impossible to

detect them, and while I am sure I know who it is, I

have no legal proof. Under the laws of Arkansas it is

only a rnisderaeanor to kill fish with explosives. But I

have prepared^ and when the General Assembly of the

State meets in January, 1903, am going to have intro- -

duced a bill making it a felony, punishable by imprison-
ment in the penitentiary for not less than two nor more
than ten years, and to pay a fine of not less than one
hundred dollars, one-half of the fine to go to the informer
who gives testimony securing a conviction, and the other
half to go to the school fund of the State, and upon failure

to pay the fine the defendant to serve it out in the peni-
tentiary at one dollar per day. This may seem a rather
drastic punishment, but I think this to be one of the worst
crimes against property that can be committed. In order
to protect the game and fish of the State, the Legislature
has declared them to be the property of the State ; and
now I think it the duty of the lawmakers to enact laws
that will protect them, and I propose to see that at least

the Legislature has a chance to vote on this proposition.

1 would be glad to have the views of other sportsmen
along this line. J. E. Loudon.

Httngffy and Tame*
Lake Fore.st, 111.—Several weeks ago Forest and

Stre.\m contained a little article concerning the feeding of

fish while confined in a fish box. The writer was some-
what surprised to note that a fish endeaA'-ored to swallow
another almost half its size while so confined. He wanted
to know if others had noticed siinilar cases. In answer
I would like to relate a little experience I had last

summer.
Ditring the month of August the fishing at Lake

Wabesa, Wis., was not very good, and an angler was
generally kept bus}^ all day providing a mess for dinner.
One evening in particular we had imusually bad luck.

One of the little boys at our camp caught a small perch
some nine inches long, after faithfully fishing all even-
ing. He put this fish on a stringer off our pier. Next
morning I saw the little fellow, took pity on him, and re-

moved him from the stringer with the intention of throw-
ing him into the lake. Just then I noticed several dead
minnows in my minnow' box, and got the happy idea of
providing the perch with breakfast before releasing him.
I placed one of the dead minnows part way into the

perch's mouth, while T held him several feet above the
water. Imagine my surprise to see that the perch was
not at all backward, but swallowed and enjoyed the min-
now with every indication of pleasure. Three other min-
nows followed in rapid succession. The last one I placed

on my hand, just touching the nose of the perch, which
wiggled until the minnow was safely stowed away.
Are perch in the habit of getting familiar on such short

acquaintance?
^

E, J. R.

Rennet—«

—

Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 6.—Eastport. L. I.—Pointer Club of America's (member of

the American Championship Club) second annual trials. R. E.
Westlake, Sec'y, Scranton, Pa.
Nov. 7-8.—Robinson, 111.—Western Irish Setter Club's inaugural

trials. T. L. Fenn. Secy.
Nov. 10.—Bicknell, Ind.—Independent Field Trial Club's (mem-

ber of the American (Championship Club) fourth annual trials.

H. S. Humphrey, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 11.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trial Club's trials.

F. W. Smith. Sec'v. New Haven.
Nov. 10.—Ruthven, Ont.—North American' Field Trial Associa-

tion's (member of the American Championship Club) fourth
annual trials. Richard Bangham, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont,
Nov. 11.—St. Joachim, Ont.—International Field Trial Club's

fourteenth annual trials. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky
Field Trial Club. S. B. Hays, Sec'y.
Nov. 18.—Branchton, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's seventh annual

trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.
Nov. 18.—Ruthven, Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 24.—Glasgow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials. C. B. Cooke, Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Thomasville, N. C—Continental Field Trial Club's

eighth annual trials.

Nov. 24.—Glascow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial
Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y, Richmond, Va.
Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs.

XXVII—Hectot.

The correspondent who sends this writes: "The attthor is now
Chief Justice of the Connecticut Supreme Court. The dog was a
setter that I owned—a good all-round dog, and by long odds the
best quail dog I ever saw.—H."

Here lie the relics of a faithful friend
' Upon whose virtues it were vain to dwell.

He sleeps the sleep that never knows an end.

Amid the woods and fields he loved so w<ll.

The fields, the woods, the hills he joyed to roam
Lie round him yet; he is like them a part

Of Nature that has kindly called him home,

To sleep forever near to Nature's heart.

**A Vermont Mode.*'

Philadelphia, Pa.—In Forest and Stream of Nov, i

there is a letter on fox hunting, by W, W. Brown. While
seriously intended as an account of good sport, the

methods employed placed it well outside the domain of

sport, as the term is understood by sportsmen. The ordi-

nary New England method of "fox hunting" has long

been a matter of debate pro and con. As a method of

fox hunting, it is not fox hunting at all in the true sense.

Fox hunting in its true sense is a pursuit, the fox being

the pursued and the dogs the pursuers. The fox hunters

follow afoot, horseback or in carriages, as they please.

The New Englander employs a hound or two instead of

pack,' pickets the fox's runways with a number of his

friends armed with shotguns, who wait patiently till the

fox is driven to them, whereupon, thus ambushed, he is

potted with a load of buckshot, the remains are collected

and constitute a trophy, and the sum total of activity is

termed fox hunting. Now, New Englanders have a
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right to hunt their foxes in their own way, but they

should employ some term which truly designates that

peculiar way. Call it fox potting, or shotgun practice on
foxes, or, if the foxes are pests, call it vermin extermina-

tion, but pray do not call it fox hunting, a term which
has honored traditions, eminently honorable methods,_and

methods which are so distinctive that they are entirely

unlike. But be the New England methods as wrong as

they may, the fox slaughter, described under the caption

"A Vermont Mode," out-Herods Herod. The essentials

of it are two hounds, two "hunters," one a "crack fox

hunter," two "favorite stands," a harried fox, a wood-
chuck hole, crowbar and shovel, digging for the fox,

smoking him out, pulling him out, giving him to the dogs

to shake, and "the pelt, an extra fine one, was presented

to the cabin by Mr. Currie, and will occupy a place of

honor over the stone. fireplace." The fox, thus brought to

hand and to death, is designated as a "trophy." It was
truly a "mode." At the conclusion the writer sagely

remarks : "There are two interesting facts to note, first, a

fox driven to earth by hounds will suffocate rather than

jump out to the dogs." How strange! How incon-

siderate on the part of the fox to deprive the hunters of

a crowning pleasure. But New England fox potting

seems to have offshoots of peculiar methods, of which

the "Vermont mode" may be an advance and possibly

in its effectiveness and novelty an improvement.
Albert Converse.

Clay and Benton, and a Basket of Poppies*

Sixty or more years ago I heard Joshua R. Giddings

relate the following stories relating to those two eminent

statesmen:
Clay, as is well known, was a great favorite with

young boys, and many of the newsboys and bootblacks

m Washington were on intimate terms with him. He
was one day approached by a young lad carrying a heavy

covered basket. "What have you there, Jimmie?" he

asked. "Puppies," he replied; "three of them, and I

want to sell you one. You can have your pick of 'em

for one dollar" "I think Mrs. Clay would like that

spotted fellow," Clay replied. "What are their politics?"

The boy was aware of his political belief, and promptly

replied, "They are good Whigs, and their mother is,

too." "Well, here is a dollar; take him to Mrs. Clay

and tell her to give you a good dinner."

Three days later Clay and Benton were walking down
the same street discussing as usual the "specie question."

"Say, Tom," says Clay, "there is a boy coming who
will ask you to buy a young dog. Whether you purchase

or not, be sure and ask him about the puppies' politics."

Benton said to the boy: "I guess that my girl Jessie

does need a puppy, or thinks that she does, but I wish

to be very careful about buying. What politics have the

two young dogs?" The lad was also aware of the

political beHef of Benton, and assured him that they

were good Democrats.
• "What! What!" says Clay; "you told me that they

•were Whigs." "They were then," says Jimmie, "but now
they have their eyes opened."
Benton was so pleased with the boy's reply that he

gave him an extra dollar, and an order on Jessie for a

good dinner.—^Jay B. Miller in Springfield Republican.

—®

—

For Cruising Yachtsmen.
With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest
AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

.submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and
waterways, but will furnish information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.
" Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows: . . -

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-

tions:

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United
States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power
to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of

yalue to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing
the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-

graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must
be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. 15, 1902,

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

The following sales have been made through the agency
of Mr. Stanley M. Seaman : 35ft. sloop Narcissus, owned
by Mr. Adolph Erdman, New York city, and the 30ft.

sloop Duchess, for Mr. L. D. Huntington, Jr., New
Rochelle.

Cruise of the Schooner Genesee.
The schooner Genesee, which arrived in New York on

Sept. 26, after an extended European cruise, is noAV at

Tebo's, South Brooklyn, where she has been put out of
commission. Genesee was designed by Messrs. A. Cary
Smith & Barbey, and was built by Mr. Lewis Nixon at

Elizabethport, N. J., in 1900, for Mr. James Sibley Wat-
son, of Rochester. Genesee is 148ft. over all, iioft. water-
Ime, 27ft. breadth and 13ft. 6in. draft. Her power is

supplied with two Almy IxDilers of 100 horse-power, and
she carries twenty tons of coal. A cabin plan and a com-
plete description of Genesee appeared in Forest and
Stream of Dec. 22, 1900. The photograph of the boat
reproduced in this issue shows her under cruising canvas.
Genesee is an enlarged Lasca, one of Mr. Smith's earlier

productions, a boat of 90ft. waterline length, that proved
to be a very fast and able craft.

Genesee's recent cruise was an interesting one. She
left New York on May i of this year, and her log for the
trip across follows:
May I, 1902—Scotland Lightship abeam at half-past

two o'clock; iSS miles.

May 2—Moderate N.E. wind ; 181 miles.

May 3—^Variable northerly winds; 179 miles.

May 4—Strong N.N.E. wind, with choppy head sea;
186 miles.

May s—Fresh S.E. wind
; heavy sea ; 226 miles.

May 6—Moderate gale
;
heavy sea

; 237 miles.

May 7—Strong gale ; hove to 17 hours
; 84 miles.

May 8—Wind and sea moderating; winds N.N.W.

;

263 miles.

May 9—Very light N.W. wind; sighted the Navahoe;
180 miles.

May 10—Light wind and calm; 93 miles.

May II—Light southerly wind and calm; 163 miles.

May 12—Light southerly wind and 12 hours' calm; 73
miles.

May 13—Same, with eight hours' calm.
May 14—Light westerly winds; 157 miles.

May IS—Fresh westerly winds
; 241 miles.

May 16—Fresh gale from N.W. ; under reduced canvas

;

236 miles.

May 17—Strong N.W. wind ; close reefed mainsail

;

227 miles.

May 18—Same conditions; 240 miles.

May 19—Same conditions; 240 miles.

May 20—Strong northerly wind and choppy head sea;
156 miles.

May 21—Same conditions ; arrived mouth of Elbe River
at twenty minutes past two P. M.
May 22—Went through canal under steam and arrived

at Kiel at eight P. M.
After staying for the big regattas at Kiel, she pro-

ceeded to the Baltic, and there visited Stockholm, Calmar,
Wesby and other ports. Before going to the coast of
Norway, stops were made at Copenhagen, Goteborg and
Christiania.

In the Baltic Sea and the North Sea' Genesee covered
3,200 miles, but only 700 miles of this distance was under
sail, the balance of the trip was made when under steam.
On Aug. 20 Genesee sailed from Bergen, Norwa)^ for

Inverness, Scotland. She made this run under canvas
alone, and arrived there on Aug. 22. Genesee passed
through the Caledonian Canal on the trip from Inverness
to Oban, where she arrived on Aug. 31. After reaching
©ban the vessel was put in shape for the voyage home.
On the morning of Sept. 9, Genesee sailed from Oban for
New York, where she arrived on Sept. 26. The log of
the passage home is as follows

:

Sept. 10—Fresh northerly winds ; 250 miles.

Sept. II—Variable northerly winds; 237 miles.

Sept. 12—Moderate N.N.W. winds; 210 miles.

Sept. 13—Light N.N.W. winds; 180 miles.

Sept. 14—Variable and light; 120 miles.

Sept. 15—Light air and calm; 70 miles.

Sept. 16—Same conditions; 18 hours of calm; 55 miles.

Sept. 17—Same conditions; 65 miles.

Sept. 18—Fresh northerly winds; 201 miles.

Sept. 19—^Fresh N.N.W. winds; 232 miles.

Sept. 20—Light N.N.W. wind; 138 miles.

Sept. 21—Light easterly wind; 232 miles.

Sept. 22—Light S.E. wind ; 166 miles.

Sept. 23—Light northeriy winds
; 127 miles.

Sept. 24—Variable westerly winds; 132 miles.

Sept. 25—Northerly and fresh easterly winds ; 248 miles!

Sept. 26—Fresh easterly and S.E. winds; 230 miles.

Arrived at Scotland Lightship ten minutes after three
o'clock in the afternoon.

English Letter

The most notable event in yachting since my last letter

is an order given to Messrs. Fife for a 65ft. racing cutter.

This is the first yacht over 52ft. as yet built under our
rule. No doubt this will be followed by others—if not
Tutty will prove but a poor antagonist, though she is, for

her time, an admirable boat. ®nce the new Fife sixty-five

is seen, I have no doubt she will be a strong inducement
to others to build, for the rule will be at about its best in

this class. The name of the owner of this new boat is

as yet a sacred secret. I have long since come to the con-
clusion that the true value of yachting and yacht racing
has hitherto been entirely overlooked. The sport is a

safety valve for conspirators. The awful plots that we
read of in history would never have been hatched if yacht
racing had then been popular. Those countries, such as
Russia, that have a poor opportunity for practicing the
irystery of yachting, are hotbeds of conspiracy. There is

certainly something in the idea.

The news of a definite challenge from Sir Thomas Lip-
ton has been considerably discounted long since, and even
the daily papers have not been able to make much of it.

Some journals which make yachting a feature of their
publication appear anxious to decry the baronet's efforts

in the Cup line, but so far as British yachting is con-
cerned, these races never do any harm .to the sport at

home, and, indeed, furnish a very welcome variety to the
deadly monotony of our season. Of course if we had a
uniform measurement and classification, tlie Cup races
would serve to recruit the racing fleet of both countries.
In connection with the next races, some doubt has been
expressed as to whether the change in the New York
Y. C.'s measurement rule will affect the time allowance
between the competitors. I have no doubt that no such
intention exists, but it seems to me that the club will have
to take some steps to avoid it. The challenge and ac-
ceptance are under the same conditions as governed the
last races, but one of the conditions was the application
of the N. Y. Y. C. time scale—not a specified time scale,

but merely that in use by the club. When the next races
are sailed, the "same conditions" would involve the use
of the club's time scale, but that time scale would be new.
They have plenty of lawyers in the club to puzzle this out,
and it ought to be settled soon. In all probability it won't
make the slightest difference either way, but Cup races
should be free from probabilities of this nature.
We are promised a recrudescence of the luffing rule trou-

ble this winter, and many yachtsmen appear to wish for the
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adoption of the American rule. On the other hand, in

Australia they have tried your rule and fallen back on

ours as preferable. As a matter of fact, no rule of the

sort ought to be countenanced by our Y. R. A., for a

pious expression of opinion appears in its rule book that

races should be a test of speed and seamanship. To hang

vourself and another boat up in the wind while a third

goes past you both, does not achieve this ideal state of

things. But luffing has a charm all its own, and it would

be a pity to- give it up. It is not pleasant to the luffer

or the luffee to see a third boat go past. Then why do

they risk it? Simply because luffing is such good sport

between themselves that for the mere sake of it they

will jeopardize the chances of both. No disputes could

£ver arise if a boat could luff as she pleases. Often, of

course, a weather boat would be- fouled when nothing

could prevent her from getting past. But, knowing of this

xlsk, it would be her own fault for taking it. Both ours

and the American rule are counsels of (mistaken) perfec-

tion, tending to endless disputes in which one side always

will remain dissatisfied.

To-day Messrs. Stephen & Son, Clyde, are launching

tbe new turbine steam yacht built by them for Sir Chris-

topher Furness. The vessel is about 750 tons, and the

engines are expected to develop 1,500 horse-power. All

our papers unite in calling this the first turbme steam

yacht in the world, forgetting that Col. McCalmont's ves-

sel was in commission last July. Sir Christopher's new
boat is to be named Emerald.

The steam yacht Maria, lately bought by Mr. F. G.

Bourne (who, I understand, will soon be Commodore of

the New York Y. C), had a very bad experience after

leaving the Clyde on her way to New York. She left

Greenock on Oct. 12, in charge of Capt. Foxworthy, who

Jias been the late owner's captain for several years. After

-passing Tory Island the yacht encountered very bad

-v»/eathet-. which only changed for the worse during three

days. At one time the yacht was hove down practically

i.n her beam ends, and a lot of water found its way below.

The decks were swept repeatedly, and the fittings much
damaged. On the fourth day the water was getting into

the stokehold, and there was every chance of the vessel

foundering, so it was decided to up-helm and run for

Oueeriitown, where she arrived in safety. The crew de-

scribe this as the worst gale they have ever faced, and it

did an enormous amount of damage round our coast.

Maria is a yacht of 815 tons, designed by Mr. G. L. Wat-

son, and built for Mr. W. B. Stewart, oh the Clyde. She

je a fine vessel and will be a valuable addition to the

New York Y. C.'s fleet. E. H. Hamilton.

Robert Palmer & Sons, Noank, Conn., are building

a steam house-boat for Com. Hooker, of the Hartford

y. c.

56ft. Watetline Crwismgf Schoonef.

The 56ft. waterline cruising schooner, the c^bin and
sail plans of which boat appear in this issue, is now build-

ing at the yard of the George Lawley & Son Corporation,

South Boston, Mass. The boat was designed by Mr. Fred

D. Lawley. She is of wood construction, and will be

used for cruising along the coast. Her dimensions are as

follows

:

Length

—

Over all 87ft. om.

L.W.L S6ft. om.
.

Overhang

—

Forward 14ft. om.

Aft 17ft. om.

Breadth

—

Extreme Q"- om.

Freeboard

—

Forward o". 4in.

Taffrail 4ft. Qm.

Least 4ft. 3in-

The cabin plan clearly shows the interior arrangement.

There is 6ft. 4in. headroom under the flush deck._ The
companionway leads to a steerage. Directly aft is the

ladies' cabin^ which is 7ft. 6in. long, and runs the full

width of the boat. On either side is a wide berth under

which are drawers. In front of the berths are transoms.

On the after partition is a bureau with the usual drawers

and shelves. At the forward end of each berth is a

hanging closet. Overhead is a good-sized skylight. Un-

derneath the companion steps is a set wash basin. On the

port side is the door leading to the passageway, and^on

the starboard side is a doer to the bath room, which is

6ft. long. Here is a bath tub, set basin and patent closet.

The combination skylight and companionway gives ample

light and ventilation. A door from the bath room leads

to the owner's stateroom. This room is 7ft. 6in. long and

has a double bed, underneath which are drawers. There

is also a bureau and hanging closet.
. , , ,

On the port side opposite the bath room is a locker 2ft.

6in wide for oilers, and a chart table with drawers 3ft.

6in. long. In front of the chart table is a transom. For-

ward of the chart space is a single stateroom 7ft. ^in.

long. This room is fitted with a berth hanging closet,

bureau and mirror and transom^

Next forward comes the main saloon, which extends

the full width of the boat, and is loft. 6in. long. On the

port side is a transom with lockers behind, and at the

forward end is the buffet. The transom on^ the star-

board side returns around the after partition, 'making a

corner for the cabin table. On this side there is a buffet

and lockers, corresponding to those on the port hand.

Overhead is a large skylight. On the port, side forward is

the galley, 7ft. long. The galley is fitted with a large

ice box, sink, dresser, lockers, etc. A door from the

starboard side of the galley leads to the captain's state-

room. This room has a folding berth with transom
under, bureau, desk, folding wash basin and clothes

locker. Forward is the forecastle with berths for six

men, a closet for the men's clothes and a water closet.

There are beside the skylights and companionways, port

holes in all the cabins, which insures good ventilation.

The boat has a good-sized sail plan, and should prove a

smart boat. A gig and a launch will be carried on the

davits.

The wor kon the boat is well advanced, and she will be
finished at an early day.

New York Y. C/s New Measure-
ment and Racing Rules.

At the adjourned meeting of the New York Y. C, held

on Oct. 30, the new measurement and racing -rules were
adopted with amendments. It will be seen by comparing
the rules with those published in these columns last week
that some material changes have been made which greatly

improve the rules. The rules as adopted follow:

Rule I., p. 210. Strike out all of Rule I. up to head-
ing "Courses" in Sec. 7, on p. 215, and insert:

Rtfle I,—MBasuremcnts for Classification and Time
Allowance.

"Yachts shall be rated for classification and time allow-

ance according to the following formula

:

Rating Measurements =
L 4/ S A

5 Vl3

C Length multiplied by-

square root of sail

-i area, divided by 5
i limes cube root of
[^displacement.

The result is the measurement for classification and

time allowance.

The measurements shall be obtained as follows

:

LENGTH.

The mean of the length over all, exclusive of bulwarks

and rail and of the length on the load water plane, both

measured parallel to the middle vertical plane and at a

distance from it equal to one-quarter of. the greatest beam

at the load waterline.

In case the extreme width of the stern exceeds one-half

the mean beam, the measurement for the length shall be

taken to a point abaft the stern where the continuation

of the fair line of the top edge of the planksheer intersects

the mean quarter beam line.
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^AIL AREA.

S. A.—Sail area to be obtained as follows, and the

square root of this area to be the VS A in formula:

MAINSAIL.

A. Measured from the top of the boom (under the

pin for outhaul shackle on traveler, or clew slide, when
hauled chock out) to the gaff under the pin of the sheave

of the topsail sheet, provided the peak cringle of the

mainsail does not extend beyond the pin ; in the case of

the yacht having no topsail, or of the peak cringle extend-

ing beyond the pin of the topsail sheet sheave, then the

measurement to be taken to the peak lacing-hole.

B. Perpendicular to A, measured to underside of gaff

close in to the mast.

C. Measured from top of boom over the pin of the

sheave or outhaul or end of clew slide to underside of

gaff close in to the mast.

D. Perpendicular to C, measured in to the mast, in a

line with the top of the boom, or to tack cringle of main-
sail, if below top of boom.

CLUB TOPSAIL.

E. Measured from upper side of gaff close in to the

mast to pin of sheave for topsail sheet, or to lacing-hole

in club.

F. Perpendicular to E, measured to lower lacing-hole

in sprit.

G. From lacing-hole to lacing-hole in sprit.

H. Perpendicular to G, measured to pin of sheave for

topsail sheet in gaff ; or to upper lacing-hole in club.

JIB HEADER.

K. Measured from top of gaff close in to mast to pin

of halyard sheave in topmast.
L. Perpendicular to K, measured to pin of topsail

sheet sheave in gaff; or to upper lacing-hole in club.

LUGSAIL.

To be measured as mainsail, except as follows

:

A. Upper end measured to peak lacing-hole in yard.
B. and C. Forward end measured to lower lacing-hole

in yard.
D. Lower end measured to tack cringle of mainsail, if

below top of boom, or forward of mast.

HEADSAILS.

I. The perpendicular I to be measured from the deck
at the foreside of the mast to where the line of the luff

of the foremost headsail, or of the spinnaker halyard, as

the case may be, when extended, cuts such perpendicular.

In the case of a schooner the perpendicular I shall be
measured upon the foremast, unless she has a main spin-

naker the height of which exceeds the perpendicular upon
the foremast, in which case the excess shall be added to

the perpendicular I.

J. The base J to be measured from the foreside of the

mast to where the line of the luff of the-foremost headsail

when extended cuts the bowsprit, other spar, hull, etc.,

as the case may be. In all cases, if the distance from
the center fore and aft line of the mast to the outer end
of the spinnaker boom exceeds the distance from the fore-

side of the mast to the bowsprit end (where cut by the

line of the luff of the foremost headsail), the excess shall

be added to the base of the fore triangle. In the case of

a schooner, the base J shall be measured from the fore-

mast, but if the main or longest spinnaker boom exceeds
the before mentioned distance, the excess shall be added
to the base J.

In the case of a yacht having no headsail, but carrying a

spinnaker, the area for headsail shall be computed from
the length of spinnaker boom, and the height from deck
to where the line of the halyard of the spinnaker when
extended cuts the mast.
A spinnaker may have a headstick or board not longer

than one-twentieth the length of the spinnaker boom, but
rot a foot yard, or more than one sheet, or any other

contrivance for extending the sail to other than a tri-

angular shape.

In the case of a yacht carrying a square sail, or square
topsail, or raffee (together or separately), the actual area
of the same shall be computed ; and if such area exceed
the area of the fore triangle, the excess shall be used in

the total area for determining the rating.

FORESAIL OF SCHOONERS.

To be measured as mainsail, except that the lower end
of A is to be taken at foreside of mainmast, in a line with
main boom gooseneck.

Directions for Measuring Sails.

The measurer shall take measurements I and J for fore-

triangle, G and E for club topsail, and the length of spin-

naker boom. If the other measurements are supplied by
the sailmaker, the measurer shall check them by measur-
ing the following

:

Boom, from lower end of A to lower end of D.
Gaff or lugyard, from upper end of A to forward end

of B.

Club topsail, sheet to outer lacing-hole.

In cases where it is necessary for the official measurer
to measure the sails, he shall do so in the following man-
ner : Take the length of boom from mast to pin of

sheave for outhaul, and length of gaff from mast to pin

of topsail sheet sheave or lacing-hole, as the case may
require ; then hoist the sail with the tack fast and set the
peak and Kiff up taut, and let go the topping Lfts so that

the weight of the boom comes on the leach of the sail.

With a line" and tape, measure the leach and luff and the

diagonal C. For the headsail measure the height I, and
the distance J, as provided for in the section dealing with
headsail. For topsail the sail should be hoisted and
marked in a line with the gaff ; then lowered and the
other dimensions taken. From the measure^ients so
taken a sail plan should be made and the other above-
specified measurements obtained therefrom.

Calculation of Sail Areas

MAINSAIL.

Multiply A by B and C by D, and add the two products
together and divide by 2.

YARD TOPSAIL.

Multiply E by F and G by H, and add the two products
together and divide by 2.

JIB HEADER.

Multiply K by L and divide by 2.

HEADSAILS.

Multiply I by J and divide by 2.

LUGSAILS AND HEADSAILS.

No deduction is to be made from headsail area on the

score of any portion of the lugsail area ahead of the mast.

SAILS BOaNDED BY CURVED EDGES.

Any increase in the area of sails due to curved edges,

extended by battens or . otherwise beyond the line be-
tween the points for measurement, shall be computed as

follows: Multiply the base E by two-thirds of the per-
pendicular P.

DISPLACEMENT.

D—Displacement to be obtained as follows

:

At points dividing the length of the load waterline into

five equal pai'ts, find areas of immersed cross sections in

square feet; from the areas in square feet obtained and
load waterline length, find approximate displacement in

cubic feet, which will be the D in formula.

LIMIT OF L.W.L.

One-half of any excess of L.W.L. over one hundred and
fifteen per cent, of L shall be added to the rating meas-
urement.

LIMIT OF DRAFT.

Limit of draft in feet — .133 (rating measurement) +
2.66.

Any excess of draft, exclusive of centerboard, as per
above formula, shall be multiplied by five and added to

the rating measurement.
The draft of any vessel, exclusive of centerboard, shall

not exceed i8ft.

LIMIT OF SAIL AREA.

Any excess of the square root of sail area over 135 per

cent, of L, shall be added to the rating measurement.
All measurements of hull shall be taken with only such

persons on board as shall be required by the measurer.
The L.W.L. shall be the distance in a straight line be-

tween the points furthest forward and furthest aft, where
the hull, exclusive of the rudder post, is intersected by
the surface of the water when the yacht is afloat in racing
trim.

All measurements specified may be certified to by the

designer, in a certificate to be filed with the measurer of

the club, but such certificate must be accompanied with
drawings, showing the measurements taken and the true

line of flotation of the vessel when measured in racing
trim, which line of flotation must be verified by the meas-
urer, before any certificate of measurement shall be ac-

cepted by the secretary.

If from any peculiarity in the build of a yacht, or

other cause, the measurer shall be of opinion that the

rule will not rate the yacht fairly, or that in any respect

she does not comply with the requirements of these rules,

he shall report the circumstances to the Regatta Com-
mittee, who, with the measurer, after due inquiry, shall

award such a certificate of rating as they may consider
equitable, and the measurement shall be deemed incom-
plete until this has been done.

Classification.

SCHOONERS.

All over looft., rating measurement.
Not over lOoft. and over 80ft., rating meas-

Not over Soft, and over 64ft., rating meas-

Not over 64ft. and over 51ft., rating meas-

Not over 51ft., rating measurement.

SINGLE-MASTED VESSELS AND YAWLS.

All over lOoft., rating measurement.
Not over looft. and over Soft., rating meas-

Class A.
Class B.

urement.
Class C.

urement.
Class D.

urement.
Class E.

Not over Soft, and over 64ft., rating meas-

Not over 64ft. and over 51ft., rating meas-

Not over Sift, and over 40ft. rating meas-.

'from," insert the words "a

Class F.

Class G.
urement.

Class H.
urement.

Class I.

urement.
Class J.

urement.
Course I. Rule I., p. 215.

In line two' after the word
stake boat to."

Rule IV., Sec. I., p. 217.

Add at the end of this section, the words "but this rule

m.ay be suspended for proper cause shown in the discre-

tion of the Regatta Committee."
Rule VIII. Strike out second and third paragraphs,

"Schooners" and "Single-Masted Vessels and Yawls,"
and substitute

:

Classes A and F, one man for every 250 sq. ft. of sail

area, or fraction thereof.

Classes B, C, D, E, G, H, I, J and K, one man for

every 300 sq. ft. of sail area or fraction thereof.

Amend time allowance table as follows

:

P. 229—On line 8, change words "60 per cent." to read
"80 per cent." On line 10, change formula to read

Strike out lines 13 and 14, and substitute:

,2880 2880.
"Practically the formula is —

l/jj ) 5 eight-tenths

of 3,600 being 2,880."

Alter example given on p. 230 to new formula.

Amend tables of "Time Allowance for One Nautical

Mile in Seconds and Decimals" on p. 231, 232, 233, 234,

235, 236, 237 and 238 to new formula.

Messrs. Charles G. Davis and Walter M. Bieling have
formed a co-partnership under the firm name of Davis &:

Bieling, and will transact a general yacht brokerage busi-

ness at 50 Broadway, New York city.

Mr. Wilson Marshall, Vice-Commodore of the Larch-
mont Y. C, is to have built from designs made by Messrs,
Gardner & Cox, an auxiliary schooner yacht 135ft. long.

The Townsend & Downey Shipbuilding Co., Shooter's

Island, will build the yacht.
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Boston [Letter.

Boston, Nov. 2.—The adoption of new measurement
rules for rating is still the subject of debate among the

yachtsmen of Massachusetts. A meeting of the Yacht
Racing Association of Massachusetts -was held last Thurs-
day evening, at which it was proposed- to adopt a rating

rule similar to that which has been recently adopted by
the New York Y. C. The fact that this rule was adopted
by the Eastern Y. C. at its last meeting gave it more sup-

port than it had at the special meeting of the Association,

held two weeks previous; but the majority of the dele-

gates were still in doubt about adopting any radical

changes without further consideration. On this account

the matter was held over and will be acted upon at another

special meeting to be held Nov. 13. Mr. Louis M. Clark is

the champion of the proposed new rule in the Yacht Rac-
ing Association, and, while he was not successful in hav-

ing it passed at the last meeting, he did get some minor
rules adopted, which will probably affect the greater ques-

tion when it is again brought up.

The new 22ft. class was brought up for adoption at the

last meeting of the Association, but failed in passing. The
vote, however, showed that opinion is pretty well divided

upon the merits of the class. It requires a two-thirds vote

of the Association to change any of its rules, and the

vote upon the question of adopting the 22ft. class stood
- six for and six against. It may be said that it is the

hardest possible thing to get the necessary number of

votes to make a change in the Association's rules, espe-

cially when a new class or rules which will cause the

establishment of a new class are considered. The yachts-

men look with disfavor upon anything that looks like a

change. This was the condition when the present re-

stricted classes were adopted. A howl of indignation was
sent up and it was some time before sufficient confidence

was felt to insure the building of new boats in any num-
bers. The rules which were then adopted fitted the con-

ditions which then existed, but it has been since shown, as

has been the case with most measurement rules, no matter

how commendable, that certain conditions have
_

arisen

which make the rules, which were then to the point, in-

sufficient. Since the first talk of adopting some rules

similar to those of the New York Y. C, opinions have

changed greatly. The inconsistency of the present rules

are being realized and the result has been that more
vachtsmen were favorable toward the adoption of the

ISTew York rule at the last meeting of the Association

than at any time previous. Whether the rules will grow
in favor before the next meeting is a matter of conjecture.

But the refusal to adopt the 22ft. class and the fact

that the maintenance of the old rules, or the adoption of

new ones, for the restricted classes, is causing an apathy

from which yachting will be slow in recovering. As it

2O-FOOT ONEN LAUNCH—BODY PLAN.

Designed by Fred S. Nock, 1902.

is, everything is in the air. Designers have provisional

orders for new yachts, but the prospective owners are not

disposed to go ahead in the present unsettled condition of

affairs. The designers feel the same way about the mat-

ter. They do not feel that it would be consistent to turn

out yachts only to find that they might be barred or re-

ceive new classification under new rules, which would

be detrimental to their chances of winning. It is said

that there are certain of the yachtsmen who have been

ir'terested in the formation of the new 22ft. class who will

build for that class anyway, but it is not likely that the

number would be as great in any event as it would have

been had the Association adopted the class. If sufficient

number of boats should be built for the 22ft. class the

clubs would undoubtedly give them races.

The prospects for a brilliant season among the smaller

restricted classes in Massachusetts Bay do not appear to

be as bright as the majority of the yachtsmen would

wish. There is a movement on foot to revive the race-

about class, and already two meetings have been held, one

by the yachtsmen interested, who may possibly build for

the class and another by the Knockabout Association, to

consider the advisability of changing some of the rules.

Some of the prospective owners of raceabouts desire that

a balloon jib should be added to the equipment. If the

yachtsmen will agree upon this point there is no doubt

that the Knockabout Association will do everything
_
in

its power to give them what they want. The objection

made to the addition of a balloon jib is that there are

now sufficient sails used in proportion to the size of the

crew, and that the spinnaker, as used at present, can

be poled forward until it takes the place of a ballooner.

To this the advocates of the ballooner claim that it would
be much easier to set and take in a ballooner, with the

same crew, than it is to flow the spinnaker forward ; that

the addition of the sail would make the boats faster, a
regular balloon jib having more shape than one improvised
from a spinnaker. They also claim that' it would be better

in produc ng skillful skippers as it requires considerable
judgment to know just when to set a spinnaker and when
to set a balloon jib. Raceabouts were very popular in

Massachusetts Bay a few years, but the decline of the

class was as swift as its rise. The class is popular in

other sections, and it is thought that there should be no
reason why it should again be popular here. It is the hope
of those interested in reviving the class that interclub

lacing may be had with the clubs of Long Island Sound,
Buzzard's Bay and Bar Harbor.

John B. Killeen.

20ft* Open Launch,

The plans of the 20ft. open launch that appear in this

issue were designed by Mr. Fred S. Nock for a day boat.

Comfort was the first consideration, as she was to be
used mainly for a family boat: and speed was a secondary
consideration, but with a three-liorse-power motor she

has shown very fair results. The dimensions follow

:

Length

—

tu

20ft. oin.

L.W.L i8ft. iiin.

Overhang

—

oft. 7in.

Aft oft. 6in.

Breadth—
• : Sft. oin.

L.W.L 4ft. 8in.

Draft-
oft. gin.

I ft. 6in.

Freeboard

—

2ft. sin.

Aft Ift. Sin.

ift. 5in.

The keel is of white oak sided 3in., the frames are of

oak lin. square, spaced Sin. on centers, and the planking,

is of cedar ^in. thick when finished. The cockpit is 15ft.

long.
^

I

New Yoffc Y. C. i

Com. Lewis Cass Ledyard presided over the adjourned

meeting of the New York Y. C, held on Thursday even-,

ing, Oct. 30. The meeting was well attended, and aften

the routine business had been disposed of, Com. Ledyard-

announced that the contract was signed for a new yachi.
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to be built for the Cup defense by the Herreshoff Mfg.
Co., and that work on the boat had already begun. The
following gentlemen make-up the syndicate that owns the

new defender : Messrs. Elbert H. Gary, Clement A.
Gri.scom James J. Hill, William B. Leeds, Norjnan B.

Ream, William Rockefeller, Cornelius Vanderbilt,, Henry
Walters and P. A. B. Widener. Mr. C. Oliver Iselin will

be the managing owner of the new boat, and Capt. Charles
Barr will be the skipper. Columbia will also be put in

commission, as will Constitution. Capt. "Lem" Miller

will sail Colmnbia, and she will be managed by Mr. E. D.
Morgan. Capt. Urias Rhodes will again have charge of

Constitution, and Capt. Norman B. Terry will assist him.
The amendments to the measurement and racing rules

that were adopted at the meeting held on Oct. 23, were
also adopted. The new rules are now in force, and hold
for five years.

Resolutions of thanks were offered to the Eastern Y. C.

by Vice-Corn. Bourne, and unanimously adopted, for the

courtesies extended to the New York fleet when in Mar-
blehead during the past summer.

Rear-Corn! C. L. F. Robinson also offered a resolution

of thanks to the Kaiserlicher Y. C, which was passed, for

courtesies extended to members of the New York Y. C.

Captains Anson Phelps Stokes, Lloyd Phoenix and
Robert E. Tod. were appointed by Com. Ledyard to

serve on a committee to arrange a club cruise to the West
Indies during the winter season if found advisable.

General Meeting of the Y. R. A. of Longf
Island Sound.

The October general meeting of the Yacht Racing As-
sociation of Long Island Sound was held at the Arena,
West Thirty-first street. New York city, on Frida}', Oct.

3T. A committee of naval architects was appointed by
the Association about a year ago to go into the question of

measurement rules. This committee, which was made up
of Messrs. B. B. Crowninshield. Clinton H. Crane and
William Gardner, reported that the rule adopted by the

Association last year had not proven satisfactory, and
more time was given them to make a fuller report. The
i)e\\^ measurement rule adopted by the New York Y. C.

was discussed and action was postponed for. three weeks,
when another meeting will be held.

On motion, the chair was authorized to appoint a com-
mittee to confer with the Larchmont Y. C. and the Massa-
chusetts Y. R. A., as to the possibility of adopting a uni-

form rule, this committee to report at the next meeting
of the Association.

Beside the delegates, there was present Messrs. Crown-
inshield and Gardner, as members of the committee of

designers ; Mr. Newbury Lawton, by invitation of the

Executive Committee, for the purpose of explaining the
' rule as adopted by the N. Y. Y. C. ; Mr. A. Bryan Alley,

who informally represented the Lafxhmont Club, and
Mr. J. F. Brophy, representing the Brooklyn Y. C.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The cruising yawl which is nearing completion at Port

Jefferson, is for Mr. Charles R. Smith. She is 66ft, long

over all. The yacht will be used in Southern waters this

winter.

At Amityville, Long Island, Frank Wicks is building

for Mr. Fred B. Dalzell. of the Unqua-Corinthian Y. C. a

racing catboat. She is 24ft. over all, 8ft. breadth and 2oin.

draft.

Countess Adeline Schimmelmann has sold her mission

yacht, the Duen. or Dove, which has laid idle for some
time at Manning's Basin. Brooklyn. The price was $600

and the purchaser, a Philadelphia man, is having the

noted vessel rebuilt into a house-boat. The two brass

saluting guns and the 20ft. gasolene launch were not sold,

and they are being put in readiness to be shipped to the

Countess in Denmark. The sale was made through Henry
"Endner, a spar maker, of Beard street. Countess Schim-
melmann purchased the Duen from Prince Waldemar of

Denmark in 1895. She was originally named the Tumbler
and registered fifty-three tons. After becoming the prop-

erty of the Countess, the yacht, in 1897, visited fifty-eight

ports in Germany, Denmark, England, Sweden and Italy,

distributing tracts. She also visited 652 ships on the

san^ mission. With a crew of eight men, the Duen
reached the Great Lakes and cruised there in 1898 with

the owner on board. The Countess was nearly drowned
while returning to shore on one occasion from a gospel

meeting on the Duen.

i/te ^mg^ mid ^ntterg.

Rifle at Shell Moond.
^ 'San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 27.—Yesterday was bullseye day at

Shell Mound. The fight for annual cash prizes in the Germania
3-shot contest is waxing warm, F. E. Mason leading by a few-

points. .\ 72 does him no good. The count is: Best ten 3-shot

scores. First prize, $60. Scores yesterday:

At the San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, monthly bullseye shoot

prizes were won in the following order: W. Appiarius 193, E.

Doell 2&?,. August Papa 333, August Jungblut 453, John Utschig 522,

O Burmeister 53S, August Goetze 568, Gustave Schulz 596, T.

Gaefken 748 F. Brandt 768. F. P. Schuster 778, S. Heino 826. D.

B Fak-tor 860, F. Rust 870. J. de Wit 981. Herman Huber 1006,

T C Waller 1041, Charles Oldag 1100, R. Stettin 1216, J. D. Heise
1243 Henry Meyer 1248, A. Lemaire 1270, August Meyer 1336, E.

Stelin 1556.

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, pistol match, gold medal:

T. Kullman 90.

Handicap: J. Kullman, 90. 83, 81; Dr. D. Smith. 83, 84. 83, 81.

Revolver handicap: .T. R. Trego, SS, 86, 85. 84, 80; Dr. D. Smith,

80 77 77
Rifle handicap match: G. Henderson, 220, 209; A. Gehret, 218;

W. F. Blasse, 201.

Gold and silver bars: G. Tammeyer, 215, 213, 208, 208; W. F.

Bla-:se. 217, 214, 214, 201; M. Blasse, 206. 212, 209.

Silver medal: G. Mitchell, 201, 188.

Glindemann trophy: W. F. Blasse. 215.

Germania Schuetzen Club, monthly bullseye shoot: F. E. Mason
2T> \ Gehret 43.'). A. Goetze .540. John Utschig 630, August Tung-

bUit 74(), S, Heino 9(10. F. P. Schuster 1162.

Germania Scluietzen Club, monthly trophy contest: D. B. Faktor

••l Herman Huber 215. F. E. Mason 214. F. P. Schuster 213.

i.mpetition shoot: A. Pape 72, F. E. Mason 71, N. Ahrens 70,

, P Schuster 70. A. Gehret 70, A. Jungblut 68, D. B. Faktor 69.

iNo'rddeutschet Schuetzen Club, monthly medal shoot: First

champion class, F. P. Schuster, 429; second champion class, F. C,
Rust, 401; first class, D. Salfield, 394; second class, John Lankenau,
369: third class, Henrv Meyer, 369; fourth class, August F. Meyer,
294; best first shot, 'Herman Huber, 24; best last shot, F.' P.
Schuster, 22. Roeel.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

CtNciNJfATi, ().—The following scores were made on Oct. 26 at
200yds,. off-hand, Standard target. The members contested for
trophies during the last six months, which consisted of medals
for first, second and third class, and were won by the following
members: Nestler, first class; Jonscher, second class, and Hofer,
third class;

Hasenzahl 91 88 84 84 84 Roberts SO 79 77 76 73
Pavne 89 88 83 81 81 Lux 74 73 72 70 69
Gindele 86 85 84 83 80 Hofman 74 73 71 70 70
Nestler 84 82 78 78 77 Weinheimer 73 70 68 64 61

Trounstine 84 82 76 73 70 Freitag 71 68 67 64 62
OdeJl 83 81 SO 79 79 Topf 61 54 54 54 54
Tonscher 82 80 78 77 74 Drube 76
ilofer 81 77 77 76 73 Uckotter 71

Fixtures*

Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y.—Inter-county -seven-man team shoot
and 100 target event tor cup emblematic of championship of West-
chester county.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, ^Vest Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. AV. Meek, Sec'y.
Fourth Tuesday of each month. Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot at

Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Paterson Plank Road Carlstadt,
N.J.
Second Friday of each month (January and July excepted), shoot

of Hell Gate Annex, at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.
Saturdays, Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Enfield street, near

Liberty avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.
Saturdays, Newark, N. J., South Side Gun Club's shoots, South

Broad street, near Lehigh Valley coal depot.
Saturdays, Cutwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., live bird han-

dicaps.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. li. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The daily press recounts that. "Mr. George Page, the champion

wing shot of Mercer county, N. J,, was defeated here to-day in a
50-bird match by Mr. William VV'idman, of Trenton. Widman
killed 49 birds straight, while Page succeeded in grounding but 41.
This is the first live-bird shoot held here since last fall, when an
effort was made to secure legislation against the pastime. The
match was for $50 and the championship of the county."

We publish a cut of the Florist Gun Club's club house, situated
on the club's beautiful grounds at Wissinoming. Philadelphia.
T.he_ club house is commodious and thoroughly equipped with every

A Theory Concctningf Obstruction.

I NOTICE that you have lately reopened the ve.xed question as to
the causes of bulging or bursting guns. Many sportsmen, as yoU
pointed out, believe that the air, imprisoned ijetween the moving
shot and the obstruction near the muzzle, does the damage, while
others are of opinion that the bulging effect is due to the wave
action of the powder gases behind the moving shot. A single ex-
periment will convince you and your readers that neither the
in-.prisoned air apr the wave action is, an- essential agent in.'-tliis

respect..

Take a 12-bore shotgun barrel and close it at the muzzle by an
ordinary shot charge between two wads; behind this obstruction
let the walls of the gun be pierced by three circular holes of 7 milli-
meters (.276in.) diameter each, two of them close behind the wad-
ding and diametrically opposite to each other, the third hole being
ni:d\vay between, and lying a little more toward the breech.' These
three holes serve to allow the compressed air to escape. About
12 centimeters (4.7in.) further toward the breech make seven
similar holes in the walls of the barrel, the whole area of these
seven holes being about equal to that of the muzzle of the gun, so
that nearly the same amount of gas may pass through these seven
holes as ordinarily passes through the muzzle.
Your readers will doubtless remember that in your number 2295

of Dec. 19, 1896, page 997, an experiment was described relating
to a 12-bore shotgun. In the cartridge case the shot was replaced
by an accurately fitting piece of very hard wood about 6in. long,
e.i.ch end of which was provided with a felt wad. If the above-
mentioned perforated gun be loaded with a cartridge containing
5 or 6 grammes (77 to 93 grains) of black powder and the peculiar
wooden projectile, it is obvious that in firing the gun the air be-
tween the projectile and the obstruction at the muzzle will be
pressed out through the holes, and that the powder gases will
begin to rush out through the rear set of holes as soon as the base
of the projectile passes them. At the moment when the front part
of the wooden projectile reaches the obstruction at the muzzle the
air is driv^ out of the barrel, and a great part of the powder
gases has also rushed out. Of course, the wooden projectile, after
having passed the rear holes, does not receive anv further accel-
eration, but the momentum it had attained is great enough to push
it with such an amount of violence against the obstruction at the
muzzle that the gun bursts at a point somewhat nearer to the
muzzle than the backward wadding of the obstruction.

I think that a single shot may be sufficient clearly to demon-
strate that neither the air nor the powder gases behind can pro-
duce this effect; but I may add that we here tried many experi-
ments under varied conditions, always with the same effect—i. e.,
that in the case of the muzzle being obstructed by an ordinary
shot charge between two wads, the muzzle end of the barrel was
blown away in a length somewhat shorter than the ordinary length
of the obstruction (sic). Instead of the piece of wood, we also
tried other projectiles, such as cylindrical pieces of iron, etc. grad-
gradually diminishing their weight. We found at last that four
ordinary wads tightly compressed over the powder in the car-
tridge case, without any other projectile, had force enough to
burst the barrel in the expected manner, although the barrel was
provided with the above-mentioned holes in the side walls. In all
cases, the bursting of the barrel did not take place in the line of
the circular holes close behind the obstruction, but a little more
toward the muzzle, the holes themselves remaining uninjured.
These experiments tend to prove that the bulging or bursting in
the case of an obstruction at the muzzle consisting of a shot
charge is due to the violent compression of this shot charge by
the impact of the projectile pushing against it. The rear part of
the obstructing shot charge is suddenly driven against the front
part, w-hich latter still remains in rest. Before the front part has
gained time to be set in motion, the rear end of the obstruction
compressed between the front part and the projectile, is so tightly
pressed against the walls of the gun that these give way, and must
bulge or burst, as the case may be.
To afford further, proof that the wave action of the powder gases

has nothing to do with the bulging effect, we fastened in the

THE FLORIST GUN CLUe's HOUSE.

convenience for the members and Iheir guests. The club is one of
the most active in .Aiinerica, and the club grounds have been the
scene of many contests eminent in the annals of trapshooting.

Mi: John S. Wright, manager of the Brooklyn Gun Club, has
been knitting his brow of late, a habit which he exercises when in
profound thought. He was thinking about trapshooting matters.
He announces that he will give a Christmas Dav shoot at Inter-
state Park, Long Island, the particulars of which will be published
later. He says it will be arranged on popular lines.

The contest for the championship of New Jersey, of which the
E. C. cup is the emblem, terminated in favor oi tne holder \±i-
Neaf Apgar, of Plainficld. N. J. The challenger was Mr. George
H. Piercy, of Jersey City, a gentleman of skill and renown. The
scores were: Apgar 46, Piercy 39. The weather conditions were
unfavorable for I gh scores:

n
Mr. W. W. Marshall scored the first win on the November cup

at the shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club, at Bay Ridge, L. I.,
last Saturday. With handicap allowance added, he scored 47.

K
At the shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club, at Cutwater's grounds,

Carlstadt, Oct. 28, Messrs. Peter Garms and P. Albert scored
straight in the club event.

•e

At the Hillsboro (III.) Gun Club's tournament, Oct. 30, Mr. F.
C. Riehl won high average, and Mr. W. Montgomery second
high average.

K
On the grounds of the Fairfax (S. D.) Gun Club, C)ct. 29, Mr. J.

F. Spatz. challenger, defeated Mr. Carl Porter, holdei". in a con-
test for the Peters Cartridge Company trophy, emblematic of the
tniget championship of tire.gory county. The scores were 41 and 37.

On account of Tuesday, No. 4, being- Election Day, Forest and
Stream went to press on Monday of this week. In conseciuence
seieral coninuinications were necessarily left over.

Bbrnako Waters.

niuzzle a plug of soft iron of about 4 centimeters (1.6in.) long, and
of a diameter rather less than the bore of the gun, by means of a
steel nail going straight across through the walls of the barrel
and through the iron plug. The walls of the barrel behind the iron
plug were not perforated as in the former experiments. The car-
tridge was loaded, in addition to the usual powder charge, with
only two tight-fitting wads, without any other projectile. On
firing the gun no loud report was heard', and the powder gases
slowly escaped through the small space between the iron plug and
the walls of the barrel. On examining the barrel we found that
the steel nail successfully withstood the strain, the holes in the
barrel being but slightly enlarged. A very slight bulge was to be
seen, not behind the iron plug, as must have been the case if
the wave action of the powder gases had produced the bulging,
but on the rear part of the iron plug itself. Here a portion of the
felt wads had been strongly compressed by the powder gases be-
tween the iron plug and the walls, and under this compression of
the felt the walls had given way.
_
In repeating the same trial, but altering the conditions by load-

ing the cartridge with a similar soft iron plug of a length of 4
centimeters (1.6in.), the muzzle of the barrel was blown awav
the bursting, however, did not take place behind the movable
plug, but rather at a fore end of it, and the remaining parts of the
barrel showed the greatest amount of bulging at the point where
the movable plug had touched the rear end of the fastened plug
flere the two ends of the plugs, and especially the fore end of themovable plug, clearly showed the beginning of what is known to
all sportsmen as_ mushrooming of lead bullets when shot into
sand, etc. By this action the diameter of the two plugs at theirends was so enlarged that bulging of the barrel must have been
the result. No bulging was to be seen behind the movable plug

It cannot be surprising that in all cases when we projected acommori shot charge against the fastened iron plug, the burstingoccurred not behind the shot charge, but rather in the middle of
It, where ,the greatest compression of the pellets took place Thebulging or bursting effect may occur if any slight obstruction inthe barrel suddenly checks the traveling shot. In this very usual
case the rear part of the traveling shot is driven forward bv ' thepowder gases, while the front part is suddenly slackened in i smotion, q he pellets of the shot, therefore, are tightly compressedtogether, the diameter of the shot charge becomei greatly ex-panded, and the walks of the gun give way before the increasing
s rain.-Major Thiel (Manager of the Deutsche Versuchs-AnstaU

-fur Handfeuerwaffen), in Field (London).
^risucns Anstal^
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WESTERN TRAPS, ON LONG ISLAND.

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, III., Oct. 27.—The final shoot of the Chicago Gun Club
was held 011 its grounds, Saturday, Oct. 25, and concluded one of
the most successful of the many seasons of the club's existence.
The past season the club adopted a handicapping system that has
proved the most equitable of any heretofore used, giving all shoot-
ers an even chance for the prizes.

In matters of prizes the ckib's policy has been liberal, giving
three monthly merchandise trophies and added money each week
in a sweepstake. The monthly prizes of $2 each, three each month,
were won as follows:

W D Stannard 5

A W Morton 4

J P Bowles 3

Cap 2
Dr Morton 2

The $60 added money.

Score, P'r C't.

F P Stannard 222 88.8

T P Knowles 220 88

$10 00 A Walters 2 $4 00
8 00 F P Stannard 2 4 00
6 00 Dr Carson 1 2 00
4 00 Parker

1

2 00
4 00 G V Weart 1 - 2 00

or $2 each week, was given as added
money for club sweep, and ties divided. Three each month were
"won. Lem Willard won special prize (a Harrington & Richardson
lismmerless revolver) for June, score being highest for month
"without handicap.
The five best averages out of a possible 250 were:

Score. P'r C't.W D Stannard 246 98.4
L "Willard 2-32 92.8
Cap 226 90.4

The winners of the annual prizes were as follows: W. D. Stan-
nard won iirst prize, a $95 grade hammerless ejector shotgun,
donated by the Lefever Arms Co., of Syracuse, N. Y. This prize
was won on seven out of thirty weekly contests. The second prize,

an iron duck boat, which was donated to the club by Mr. W. H.
Mullins, of Salem, O., was won by Mr. A. W. Morton, on five

wins. Third prize, highest average, without handicap, on ten
high scores, was won by L. C. Willard, who received $20. Fourth
prize of $20, was won by Dr. W. E. Burcky. Fifth prize of $20
was W'on by J. P. Bowles. Sixth prize o£ $20 was won by Dr. E.
C. Morton. Seventh prize, a high grade shooting coat, donated to
the club by Mr. IT. J. Updegrove, of Valpraiso, Ind., was won
by Cap.
In the final shoot Walters, F. P. Stannard, Cap, Dr. Mortno

and Weart made straight scores, which, after a spirited shoot-off,

was won by Weart. G. V. Weaut, Sec'y.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 1.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the fifth trophy shoot of the
fourth series. Hellman won Class A trop>hy on 21. Fred Wolff
won Class B on 19. C. J. Wolff won Class C on 16..

The trophy shoot was followed by the cup shoot, which was tied

for by Hellman and Pollard on scores of 21. After tieing again
in the next event, and both being out of shells, they tossed a

coin for it, and Hellman won on the toss.
,

The day was a bad one for target shooting, as,^ strong head wind
made the flights extremely erratic, and a shooter had to keep
nerved right up to get them.
Twenty-sixth trophy shoot, 25 targets:

F Wolff 1101111110011111110101110—19
Dr Meek 1111110110110111111100110—19
Pollard OfllllOllllllllOlOlllOOll—19
Wilson .-^rt.. ,»..»»•*.>.,. 0111100011100101000101110—13
Thomas .r. . . * 1101110111100111000101111—17

L Wolff 1010010100110011101000011—12

T Tones 1111001110110001111001011—16
Heliman 1110111111111101111111100—21

C Wolff 1111011100000011101111011—16

Twelfth cup shoot, 25 targets, divided 15 singles and 5 pairs:

F AVolff 101011110001101 00 00 10 01 00—11
Dr Meek 111101010111111 1110 111110—20
Pollard 111111111111011 11 11 11 00 10—21
Wilson 111111110110111 01 11 10 11 01—20
Thomas 110111001111101 10 11 01 10 10—17
Tones imOllllllllOl 11 10 11 11 00—20
Hellman 111111111111111 11 11 00 10 10—21

C J Wolff .• 011011111000111 10 10 01 00 11—15

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10

F Wolff 6 7 5 6 7.. T Jones.. 10 9 9

Dr Meek 8 7 7 9 8.. Hellman 7 9 8

Pollard 9 7 9 8 9.. CT Wolff 4 8 ..

Thomas 7 8 8 7 7

Trap at Watson's Park.

Chicago. III.—^The following scores were made here to-day, with

a high wind blowing across the traps:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets : 50 25 25 10 10

Barto 40 18 19 ...

.

Young 34 14 20 ...

.

Roll 45 19 22 9 9

Houpt 22 8 13 ...

.

Stenberg 41 18 . . 6 6

Events

:

Targets

:

1 2 3 4 5

50 25 25 10 10

Weber 15 . . 8

Kendal 10 .. 5

Shorgren 20 18 7

Amberg 6

Middleton 6

John Watson.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Hell Gate Gun Club,

("arlsladt, N. J., Oct. 28.—There were twenty-three members and
two guests at the Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot to-day. Tlie birds

were" fair. The weather was pleasant and favorable for good
shooting. Two scored the limit of 10 in the chib event, namely,

Messrs. P. Garms and P. Albert. A number missed but one bird.

Tlie scores, etc., follow:

.2222*22222— 9 P Albert, 28 2112211212—10

.2212020212— 8 C Lang, 28 0222111100— 7

.1220001221— 7 P Brennen, 26 .0021011222— 7

.020112*110— 6 E Doeinck, 30 1121022221— 9

.0202221211— 8 F Gardella, 26 2222211102— 9

.2001002U02— 4 T Selg, 26.. 2010200221— 6

.1120212221— 9 C Knodel, 26 0102120202— 6

2?22222010— 8 F Ficken 26 1102000200— 4

.2111221220— 9 A Webber, 28 1111101111— 9

.2*11222222— !l *) Keane 26 0*001*1101—4

.1211111120— 9 *P Thompson, 28 ... 020001121*— 5

.111 21 11 222—10 F Jiandendislle, 26.. 2001031111—

7

,0222001222— 7

Dr Roof, 30.......

V'n Valkenb'g, 28.

! Klenk, 28

J Schlicht. 28

F 'J rostel, 28

F A Belden, 28...

«Col J H Voss, 80.

A Dietzel. 30

E A Meckel, 28...

L T Muench, 28..

C Steffens, 28

P Garms, 28

j Deady, 28.. ,

* Guests.

Cbampionsbip of Gregory Co., S, D,

HoNESTtJET., S. D, ()ct. 29.— T()-day at 2 o'clock P. M.;, Mr. J.

T. Spalz, of the Bonesteel Gun Club defeated Mr. Carl Porter, of

Ihc Fairfax Gun Club, on the latter grounds. Mr. Carl Porter,

holder of the Peters Cartridge Corapairy tropliy, emblematic oi tlie

inanimate target championship of Gregory -count}-, won l)y the

score of ^1 to -37.
•

The trophy was donated by the Peters Cartridge Company to I tie

Bonesteel Gun Club, and was put up in open competition on their

grounds in August, at which time it was won by Mr. Porler, and
he successfully defended it against Thompson, of thf Fairfax Gun
Club, and again against to-daj^'s winner, on both occasions putting

up scores of 46. To-day, however, he seemed very nnich out of

form, aitd Spatz proved an easy wiiiner.

A hard wind, blowing from left to right across tlie gtonuds, made
high scores impossible, and the shooting, undpr the circumstances,

niav be classed as good.
Within the next ten days a return match will be shot on the

grounds of the Bonesteel Gun Club for the tfophy. and a good
substantial side bet between the principals in to-day's contest.

Great interest is being manifested in these contests, and there

is always a good attendance.

Several sweeps were run off as usual in connection with the

main event. Follow"ing are the scores of the trophy contest in de-

Soatz • - -HllMlllllllOltmililll—23^ OlimiOOlllOlOlllUOllOl—1&-41
.oooBiniioiioiiiioioioin—16
uumiooiioiiomiiiiii~2i—37

W. A. Leach, Sec'y Bonesteel Gua Club.

Porter

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Nov. 1.—^There was an unusually light at-

tendance at the weekly shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club to-day.
The first contest for the November cup had five contestants, of
whom Mr. W. W. Marshall scored 47, and was high with the aid of
his handicap allowance. The scores:
November Cup, 50 targets,, handicap allowances added:

Al'ce. Brk. Tot'!. Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Total.W W Marshall 6 18 24 6 17 23 47
Dr III Pool...... 3 17 20 3 20 23 43
Geo W Hagedorn 2 17 19 2 11 13 32
H B Vanderveer 4 19 23 4 15 19 42
C Marshall, Jr 10 9 19 10 11 21 40

.Sweepstakes, 25 targets: Hagedorn 14, Pool 14, W. Marshall 12.

Sweepstakes. 25 targets: Pool 20, Hagedorn 14, W. Marshall 14,

C. Marshall, Jr., 13.

Sweepstakes. 25 targets: Pool 19, W. Marshall 15, C. A. Sykes
14, C. Marshall, Jr., 13.

Match. 25 targets: Pool 17, W. Marshall 14, Svkes 11.

Shoot-off, 25 targets: W. W. Marshall (6) 24, C. Marshall, Tr.

(10) 21.

Trophy, 50 targets, handicap allowances added

:

Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Total,
W W Marshall 6 18 24 6 17 23 47

C Marsliall, Jr 10 14 24 10 13 23 47
Dr Pool...

3

20 23 3 16 19 42
H B Vanderveer 4 12 16 4 14 18 34
G W Mead

7

10 17 7 8 15 32

Brooklyn Gun Club,

Brooklyn, L. I., Nov. 1.—The wgather was cool and pleasant,
favorable for comfort and good shooting, John S. Wright was on
deck catering to the entertainment of his patrons. His motorman
liad periods of ecstatic activity and philosophical calmness, with
the result that sometimes the targets flew high, wide and fast,

or slow and near. The fast targets resulted in many goose eggs
The scores:

Events: 1 2 345678
Targets: 10 25 10 20 25 25 20 30

Borland 8 19 5 14 21 21 16 16

Wright 3 11 4 11 19 17 15 16

Skelly 7 18 9 12 21 22 14 20

Goetter 7 IS 6 .. 22 22 .. ..

Newton .i.** 6 .. .. .. 15 16 .. ..

Waters ....x... 5 .. 7 H 15 23 15 IS

No. 3 was at 5 pairs. No. 8 was at 20 singles and 5 pairs.

Oakland Gun CIttb Shoot.

Oakland, 111.—Possibly your readers do not know much about
the town of Oakland, and its good shooters. It is situated in the
greatest corn country on earth, in the southeastern part of the
State of Illinois. It would appear that the gun club has been
keeping their "light hid under a bushel," as it has been shooting
and beating" the surrounding towns as a team. That the home
people have strong faith in it, there can be no doubt, since on
Oct. 30 and 31 there was held at this city a tournament to which
the citizens donated $80 as added money.

It will be noted that the attendance was small, and there rnust

be some reason for it. One was very possibly the short time
taken for advertising and distribution of programmes, as there

v/as no notice given through the sporting press, though the man-
agement engaged a lady shooter to be present as an attraction, and
also advertised two professionals who failed to appear.
The manager of this club desires it known that there is a team

of five or six men here who feel confident of defeating any like

team of members of one club residing in Illinois.

The center of attraction for the last day, outside of Miss King's
good scores, was that of Master Carlysle Pemberton, son of Senator
Pemberton, being only fourteen years of

_
age, shooting in the

regular events, putting up his money. and winning or losing like a

man.
Those present hailed from nearby -towns as follows: C. R. Smart,

Charleston, 111.; Miss Netta Smith, St. Louis, Mo.; S. Jones,
Oakland 111.; S. B. Wright, Paris, 111.; R. B. Williams, Charles-

ton, 111.; Elmer Van Gundy, Mason City, 111.; Tom Williams,
Decatur 111.; J. W. Cryden, Paris, 111.; G. G. Rupert, Decatur,
111..

Most all present on the first day stayed over for second day,

expecting a large crowd. The weather was very good, though a

bit windy, which caused some of the good ones to "go 'way back
and sit down," because the shells for sale on the ground were of

the kind used generally for snipe shooting. The scores:

First Day, Oct 30

Events

:

Targets

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10 12 15 15 10 12 15 10 15

G Moore 9 10 12 . . 8 8 13 8 14

T Williams 8 9 14 11 9 7 14 10 12

C E Cory 7 11 12 14 8 11 12 9 13
O Beidle 10 10 14 11 9 12 15 10 14

Van Gundy 8 10 15 15 9 10 12 9 15

F Beedle 8 9 12 12 7 12 15 9 13

C Berd'c 9 11 13 12 8 11 13 8 14

("xo \T^rrd 7 8 13 13 7 8 10 7 .

.

KiVjert 10 11 14 15 10 10 14 9 15

C Smart 9 10 13 13 10 11 15 9 12

J £ Smith 9 9 5.. 6

Miss King 12 12 12 7 9 11

S B Wright 4 6 10 12

Krider 4 8 9 9

S A Jones....

10 11

20 10
14 9

11 6

17 9

16 9

19 10
15 8

19 7

15 9

16 8

5 10 19 8

Total
Broke.
105
111
123
130

132
123

125

73
132

126
29

105
32

30

9

Second Day. Oct 3U
1
10

Events

:

Targets

:

F Beedle
Ruppert ...... 7

Jones 4

C Beedle 6

Van Gundy... 6

C Cory .......

O Beedle.......
King
Moore
Smart
Cryden 2

Wrighl .8

Wiliiaiu.s .'j

T Williams.,., 7

Pemberton ...

.Ale.^ande.i

2 3 456789 10 11
12 15 15 10 12 15 10 15 20 10

12 6 .. 13 ..

9 13
9 9

10 ..

11 13
12 12
8 11

10 9

12 8

12 10

11 6

10 7

14 9

.. 7

9 15
5 5

8 ..

8 11
9 14
8 8

6 13

7 13
9 12

7 11 12 .

.

. 12 16 ..

8 ii i4
6 14 13 .

.

3 13 16 .

.

S 11 15 .

.

7 .. 14 ..

12 13
10 10

6 8

10 10
4 7

6

9

9

7
7
8

8

14 15
10 10

'9 '9

9 6

9

7
10
8

6

8

9 S
9 8

8 6

S 9

7 6
7 9

11
6 5 . . 6 0 , . . .

,
. 11 111 8 .. 13 ..

... 5 H .. ..

(.1.

Total
Broke.

53

113
111
66

112

151
135
142
129

21

13

.'iH

42
14

r\Aw..

Hillsborough Tournament.

(.)CT. 30.—The gun club at Plillsboro. Til., gave a pleasant ama-

tenr shoot iu that thrifty (own to-day. Nineteen guns participated,

the event being conducted under expert trap rules. Tar,5cts wevi:

thrown against a dark background, which made the .•^hooting dif-

ficult. F. C Rielil wor^ nrst and Billj' Montgomery second gen-

eral averages. The scores

;

4 5 6

7 11 4
9 18 8

6 15 6

9 18 9

8 17 8

8 19 9

8 15 10 18 10

S 14 10 20 9

3 6

.9 13
7 11
712
9 9

9 15

7 S
6 10
9 12
9 10

9 14

10 12
8 14
9 13 10
6 .. 8

9 10 11 12

4 6 14 7
9 8 .. 8

8 10 19 7

. . 9 17 5
9 9 17
9 10 17
6 9 16

8 16

14 15 16

7 12 15
7 17 7

12 9 IK

12 8 19
13 10 Ifi

13 9 ..

8

7
9

9
9 13

Events

:

Snel!
Victor
Schicss I

.

C.eddis
Emery . . . .

Riehl
Montgomery
ICeller . ,

Allen S S • 9 •• ?

IKY " T .. 7 .. 8

Carver '/ ? 13 6.7 6

Bba 0 7 15 8 17 .. 8 .. .. 9 .. ..

Dean i ,

.

.

.
o

; :a "J A
Truitt 1 1* I f
Lang o I cLangwell
White .. 3

Clatfelter 1 -• •• 7 ••

Kevis 9 I
10 4 6 5

Hawkeye,

7 ..

Dalton Totttnament.
Dalton, O.—The two days' shoot of the Dalton Gun Club, held

on Oct. 30 and 31, had ten regular events each -day, beside which
several extras were shot. Entrance was based on ten cents per
target. The purses were divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
Manufacturers' agents were barred from purses. There were two
high and two low averages, for which one-half a cent was set aside
from two-cent targets. The scores:

First Day, Oct, 30.

EA'ents: 1
Targets: 10

E PI Stout 9
E C Fort 10
A F Groff 6
O Santmver, Jr 5
F E Gibson 7
E F Scott 4
H D Santmyer 4
T Chaffin 3
E F Haak 9
H O Smith
J E Miller 6
C McDowellW H Becker 7
A L Luce 10
R O Heikes 10
II E Money 8
Z Mont BarronW Dugan

2 8 4

15 15 15
15 15 14
10 10 12
7 8..
8 7

5 6
10 15

10
8

10
7

14
8 11
7 10
6 10
5
8 14

7 8 9 10
15 15 10 20
15 12
12 13

7
5

7 20
9 16

7
7 11

12 14 12

4
5

10
5

10 5 5 16
10 7 6 14

13 12 17

9 12 13
10 13 13
14 15 14
10 11 13

12
6 11
S 13
7 11

6
.... 5
.. .. 4

5
9 10 8 16
U U 6 14
14 12 10 19
.. .. 10 v:-

.. .. 8 1:

.. .. 5 1-

Secood Day, Oct. 31,

Events

:

Targets

:

H E Money
R O Heikes
C F Dreihs
R S TrimbleW H Beecher
E M Stout
EC D Santmyer....
E F Scott
O Santmj'er, Jr...
E F Haak....
E C FortW W RodgersW M Archibald...
H Wertz
C McDowell
J E Miller

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 li;

10 16 15 15 10 15 15 15 10 20
6 13 10 15 9 14 13 14 9 16
8 13 12 15 10 15 15 14 10 19
6 13 11 12 9 12 10 12 8 1','

8 12 15 13 8 13 12 15 9 16
7 12 11 10 7 11 13 12 9 14
10 12 10 13 9 13 13 14 8 18
8 9 12 11 8 11 9 13 5 14
3 9 13 10 5 8 10 9 6 12
6 12 10 8 6 11 11 9 8 10
9 13 10 14 9 10 13 14 9 17

10 13 12 15 10 14 13 14 9 19.

5 9 11 13 8 9 12 10 6 12
11 6 8 3

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit. Mich.—At the regular shoot, Nov. 1, the winners were
Brodie, Class A, 20; Guthard, Class B,'20,_and Ford, Class C, 19.

Following are the scores, the last string being the (dub event:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets : 10 15 10 15 25
Shiell 7 .. 17
Brodie 8 13 .. 13 20

Guthard 7 13 9 13 20
Hitchcock 8 10 .... 17

Events: 12-3 4 5
Targets: 10 15 10 15 25

Ford 6 .. 19

Babcock 6 12 13
Bennett 6 7 7

Ossining Gun Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y.—The following scores W'ere made by the Ossin-
ing Gun Club at their regular Saturday' afternoon shoot, Nov. 1.'

Clarke and Ball carried off the honors, while Hans was not up to
his regular good standard. No. 4 was at 5 pairs:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10

Hans i) 5 8 7 6 T Stevenson 4 3
E Ball 8 9 9 .. .. G Edgers 6W Clarke 1.. 9 7 9 7 9

C. G. B.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

The E. C. & Schultze. Gunpowder Company, 318 Broadway, New
York, claim the following successes: Fred Coleman, of Hegins,
Pa., Oct. 27, at Holmesburg Junction, Pa., defeated Harry Coldron,
of Reading, 100 live pigeons per man, from the 30yd. niark, by a
score of 99, the lost bird being dead out. Coldron scored 96. He
used 3%drs. of New Schultze. At Spirit Lake, la., Oct. 21 and
22, W. R. Crosby won first high average at targets, shooting from
the 22yd. mark. Second average and high average in the amateur
class was won by Guy Burnside, of Knoxville, 111. Mr. Crosby
also won the special trophy in the 50-target race, scoring 46 out of
50, from 22yds. Messrs. Crosby and Burnside use E. C. powder.

Deer Shooting.

The prospects for deer shooting in Northern Wisconsin and the
upper peninsula of Michigan the coming season are exceptionally
good, and fine sport is assured. Reduced rates will be made for
excursion tickets from Chicago and Milwaukee to points on and
via the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. A sj'uopsis of

the game law-s now in effect may be obtained on application to F.
A. Miller, General Passenger Agent, Chicago.

Messrs. M. A. Smith & Son, of Philadelphia, Pa., ^inUst be nearly
or quite the pioneer makers of sportsmen's footgear in this country.
They tell us that the hunting boots and shoes which they make
for women and for men are the product of fifty years' shoemaking
skill, and of practical suggestions of hundreds of sportsmen. There
is no part of the sportsman's equipment more important to his
comfort than what he wears on his feet, and a shoe that is com-
fortable and serviceable is a tremendous contribution to the pleas-

ure of an outing.
'

I

Shipley's "Gem Drag" is a new device, which, it would seem,
must meet a want of all anglers who use the multiplying reel. We
are told that it can be applied to any reel, and that it does not at
all interfere with the action. To apply it. it is necessary merely
to hold the handle of the reel, and if the fish overcomes the draK,
the spool turns, but the handle does not move. The drag is ma'l.

in h\u sizes, and will he for sale at all tackle dealers.

Ill lliese days people everywhere wish to be curnfoiiable, and si:

people do more or less reading. For this reason, the reclining ai:

eBsv chairs and the book cases and reading desks devised by tV

George F. Sargent Co., New York, have attained a wide pop
larity, and are found in homes all over the land. That book case

made by this concern have been adopted for the new LiBrai-y of

Ccngress is, of course, a very high indorsement of their merit.

In a brief advertisement like that of the Rippley Hardvvare C'

it is impossible tor them to describe all the products of their Ic .

tory. l^eside their skiffs, hunting and pleasure boats, they man-
facture various articles useful for country dwellers. What the.^ .

are can be learned only by sending for their circular to Grafton, IL

,'\mong the very m.anv brands of Scotch whisky now on t

niarket, the "Gler. C4arcy" and "Navy Liqueur." sold by C. R
Arnold & Co., .n' 27 William street. New York, take a his

place. These aie ii'iporxed frorn Glasgow, and a booklet d'

scriptive of these wlriiskiKS, and of Arnold & Co.'s wines, will 1

sent on request.

Mr. Neaf Apgar. of Plainfield, N. J-. holder of the E. C.

emblematic of the target championship of New Jersey, defended
on Oct. 28 at North Branch, N. T. His competitor was Geor. -

H. Piercy. of Jersey City, N. J. Apgar was again victorious, v. ;

-

ning on a score of 46 out of a possible 50, to his opponent's
'

Apgar used Peters Ideal factory loaded shells in this match.

At the traushooting tournament connected with the forty-seccrd

State Fair o'f North Carolina, at Raleigh, last week, E. H. Stc;

of Baltimore. Md., won high average. He used Peters facte!

loaded Ideal shells.
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SUPREMACY

^ SMITH GUNS
won all thfee ^prizes

at- Grand American
'^g^' Handicap,' Kansas

Qty, 1902; proving:

their stjperiority.
Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
Fulton, N. Y.

1 ON YOUR FALL HUNTING TRIP

Use Shells Loaded with the

Always Safe and Reliable

DUPONT SMOKELESS
And Bring Home the Game.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
DURSTON
SPECIAL Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

S52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us for
use in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech,
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

(50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY,

The most durable and effective Brass Wire
Gun Cleaner ever made.

- ^ SYRACUSE. N. Y.

IfMY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET . score book contoining 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Assoc! itloL

rules for target anu 've bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cove!

bears the title " My "rap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to mak(
& complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a recor<

of the place, date, weather conditions, nomber of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather Price 50c pos os!^.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

SEND FOR
CATALOOUE. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QOieK-REQABLEr.

.

SH0T6UN POWDtH

NEW-'TROI5DORP

li
Headquarters for the Sale of New Troisdorf:

WM. READ & SON, Boston. J. V. VARICK. Manchester, N. H.
HANDLE ARMS CO ,

Cincinnati, O. RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO..St.Louis,Mo.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago. JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis,

KENNEDY BROS., St. Paul, Minn. RECTOR & WILHELMY CO , Omaha, Neb.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man. WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.
GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

DAVIS GUNS

Wbea writiag say you saw the ad« in the Forest and Streaoa*''*

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full

description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet,

Experts on Guns & Shooting.
By G. T. TeasdAle-Buckell. Cloth, 390 pages. Illustrated. Price, $4.00.

The work gives the practical experience and personal views founded on practice of the leading

gun makers of England. The subjects discussed are ; The Evolution of Shooting During the

Century; Shooting Schools; The Formation of Guns; Two Eyes in Shooting; Sights and Ribs

to Guns; Style; The Shape of the Stock and Handiness; Cast-off and Bend; The Use and

Abuse of the Try-Gun; Choke-bores or Cylinders; Pigeon Shooting; Game Shooting; Heat of

Gun Barrels and the Effects Upon Them of Various Powders; Cap-Testing; Shotgun Patterns;

Hidden Dangers in the Shooting Fields; Loading of Cartridges with Various Powders. The
experts whose views are given are: Past-Masters Joe Manton and Joseph Lang; Atkin;

Beesley, Boss & Co.; Churchill, Cogswell & Harrison, Gibbs, Grant, Greener, Holland & Hol-

land, Jones, Lancaster, James Purdy & Sons, Rigby, Watts, Webley, Richards.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK

For Anglers and Big Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New Brunswiclc.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick

a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—^moose and
caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found
and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only

just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a
stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK,,
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I
Every sportsman should have a copy of our

I
new J 20-page gun catalogue. It's free at j

our store or mailed for 10 cents. ^ %h x
'5

I IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO., |3f

f Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

I

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

if

THE FRANCOTTE and KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

i

The Francotte and Kliockalbout guns are unexcelled as regards to model, strength,

coupled with light weight, shooting and wearing qualities, fit and finish.

Francotte Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. Prices from

|8o to $450.00.

Francotte Liadies' Guns, 16, 20 and 28 gauges, from $80.00 to $350.00.

Knockabout Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. One
quality only. Price, $60.00.

Knockabout Ladies' Guns, 16 and 20 gauges. Price, $60.00.

Mauser Celebrated Sporting- Rifles, 7mm. and 8mm. Prices, $45.00 to $50.00.

Mauser Automatic Pistols and Carbines. Prices, $22.65 to $25.00.

We are the United States Sole Agents for above. For particu'ars address your dealer or

apply to us direct. We also carry in stock a complete line of Guns, Rifles and Pistols of

all the different American makes, which we offer much below factory prices. Head-
quaterg for Galvanized Steel Ducking Boats and Decoy Ducks. Canvas
and Lie ather shooting Coats, vests and pants. Waterproof Boots and Shoes. Fine
Cutlery and PllotogTaplxic supplies. Illustrated catalogue furnished on application

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, New York"

A Charming: Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life,_ but it deals not with people, but with , the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. lamo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45

postpaid.

FOREST AND S^'^^am PJ^BLtSHING CO.. 346 Broadway N. v

FOR FALL SHOOTING
Genuine Imported

SWEDISH LEATHER JACKETS
Our Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or any exposed to cold or wet. Worn
under the overcoat, they area handsome garment and much used. A capital jacket for bicycle use, skating
and sleighing.

iiS" We ake the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be
obtained elsewhere in the United States.cwiicic in Liic uiiiLcu ^tuies.

A Quality, of the very finest skin

B Quality, 2d grade.

$18,00

$ J5.00

Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money i? sent with order we will forward free by mail

,

and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any
other make.

As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc.,

mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring such to send for one of ours, and if not found
superior on examination to any other, it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

WM. READ & SONS, Washington St., BostoH, Mass
ESTABLISHED 1826. THE OLD GUN HOUSE.

FIRST COST
vs.

OPERATING EXPENSES AND PROFIT

As Applied to the Modern Shot Gun.

You will hear it said that GREENER GUNS are high priced, and so

they are—comparatively.

A trolley line is also expensive, and the cost to build an elevated railway is

enormous, but if it is well done and the best material used they last indefinitely

and begin to show a profit almost at once, even at so low a fare as five cents

per passenger.

The same argument can be urged to the purchaser of a Greener gun. The

first cost is considerable—necessarily so—for the labor is skilled, the material

the best and the brains and experience of the maker all count for something.

Ordinary guns, and guns turned out by machinery, only last a sea.son or

two and are then discarded and begin a fitful downward career until they are

finally lost in oblivion. .

•

A Greener Gun, on the contrary, does not fairly begin life until it is several

years old, and the few thousand shots that will rack the cheap gun to pieces

simply smooths out the Greener and acts on it like oil on a fine bearing, and

emphasizes those niceties of fitting that were part of the original cost, and

which makes a gun really worth having.

Dr. Carver shot a Greener gun over a million times, and we have the gun

here now—would not take $rooo for it—and it is in good condition yet after all

these years.

If you want a gun that will shoot the strongest and the longest, pay a

little more and buy a Greener, Eight gauge to twenty-eight gauge in stock.

1 1 00 to $600.
*

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and bunT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amateurs. Conuiulug plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. a64 pages, numerous Illustrations, and fifty plates In envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902.

Mr, Crosby used 3^ drams

E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Works: Oakland. Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, Hetm York^.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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A New U.M.C
.22 Short Smokeless

The U. M. C. Co. will now make

the .22 Short Smo*keless with

either inside or the regular out-

side lubrication. The inside

lubrication makes this cartridge

4^ 4^

1902 Ga^me Le^ws, Free.

CARTRIDGE
Inside L\ibricaLted

clean in handling, and for that

reason will be welcomed by

many shooters. It will not lead

the rifle barrel. Specify ''Inside

Lubricated" when ordering.

aS^ ajft

1902 Game La^ws, Free.

U/,e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
513 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPORT

-•'"'•-mi

WINCHESTER TAKE-DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS
iF want a serviceable shotgun, one that a scratch or a bump won'trum and that can be bought at a price that won't ruin you, the
Winchester Repeating Shotgun will meet your requirements A 12
or 16 gauge Winchester Take-Down, with a strong shooting full-choke barrel, suitable for trap work, duck shooting, etc., and an extra inter-changeable modified-choke or cylinder-bore barrel, complete, for field shoot-

ing, hsts at only $42.00. Your dealer will sell it to you for less Thisisabargamm a gun, but not a bargain-counter gun. Think this over.
Winchester Guns iind Winchester Ammunition are sold Everywhere

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY - - - . J NEW HAVEN, CONN.



FOREST AND * STREAM..

5 Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc i

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUHGH md YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFBTT WATER TUBE BOIIiER

Over 1,000 Boilers In use. 260 poands of steam. Handsome catalotrue free.
WORK4: RED BANK, N. J.

Cable Address: Bruaiva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Designs, orwe can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

have a sail or

power boat, and

we will tell you how yon can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jarsey City, N.J.

Send
forour
Handsome
Catalog.£e2

Muliins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN GANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handlingr. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
316 Depot St.. Salem, Ohia

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, botli for duck
hunting and for p;eisure, shipped to any part of the
world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNGY, Bay Shore, L. I.

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skiffs, Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
Hulls and Life Boats are constructed ' different from

any line of boats on the market; are stronger; easy
bandied. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, 111. Box B.
Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. I

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters." Write for
articulars.

I CAJMVAS CANOES
1
i

AND
HOW TO BUILD THEM.

BY PARKER B. FIELD,

With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents.

FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

i

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,

ANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price ?1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and ia
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
Manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
*ide of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
|>art.

l-OREST AKD STHIAM PUB. CO.

^ fit Brscdwsy.

(SPRUCE).

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Price-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. s^nX^tiTd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and rettai-le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the so}id.

The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.
fJ.(G. ERASER,

Manager.

UJUINGitEii
Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

BAGINE BOAT MANUFACTUEIKfl CO.,

Box 25, Racine, Wis.

Samoa *Unia
Wliere Life is Different.

By Llewella Pierce Cliurchill.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Under the attractive title Samoa 'Uma, or "All Samoa," Mrs. Llewella Pierce

Churchill ihas written a book for which she gathered the material during a residence

at Apia, where her husband, William Churchill, was the American Consul-General.
' The conditions of life at the Consulate were most favorable for a study of the

people, and with the instinct of a journalist Mrs. Churchill improved the opportunity

to the full. As a woman she won confidences which would have been denied to a

man, and acquired a vast fund of interesting lore which would have been withheld

from one less sympathetic and less fully trusted. Thus she learned and has here

described the real Samoa, that is the Saraoans as they are.

The successive chapters give an admirably complete picture of a people in whom,
as we read of them in these vivacious pages, Mrs. Churchill compels us to feel an

unflagging intcr^t. The book is well balanced; there is just enough of the history of

Samoa to give an understanding of the events which have brought a portion of the

islands under the flag of the United States; and just enough of description to make
an appropriate and effective stage setting. But the chief characteristic of this

brightly written book is action of incident and story. It is writing of the sort that

has movement, and leads one on from page to page.

"Samoa 'Uma" is not exclusively about the Samoans; there is a chapter on,

Papalangi life, from which it appears that living in Samoa is so different; and
some of the best things in the book are the personal experiences and adventures of

this particular Papalangi woman, whose love of outdoor life led her on frequent

excursions amid the coral reefs and into the dark jungles.

All in all, it is a book that will be read through, and read more than once. Here
is the fist of chapters:

CONTENTS :

I.—The Real Samoa,

n.—The Samoan Family.

UL—The Samoan Housewife.

IV.—Courtesy and Ceremonies.

V.—Kava—The Ceremonial Drink.

VI.—Music and the Siva Dance.

VIL—Handicraft and Art.

VIII.—Fishers and Sailors.

IX.—Shooting the Apolima Passage.

X.—The Weed that Catches Fish.

XL—Torches on the Reef.

XII.—The Palolo Anniversary.

XIIL—The Chase of Rats.

XIV.—Things that Creep and Crawl.

XV.—The Wreck of the Schooner Lupe.

XVI.—Samoan Fickle Brides.

XVII.—The Vampires of the Tuasivi.

XVIII.—Beachcomber and Missionary.

XIX.—Copra and Trade.

XX.—Papalangi Life.

XXI.—^The Story of Laulu's Hunt.

XXII.—The Great Vaiala Steeplechase.

XXIII.—Some South Sea Hoodoos,

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Portrait of the Author.

His Pronunciamento—the Orator.

The Land-Locked Waters of Pago-Pago.

Samoan Child.

Baked Pig Becomes a Triumph.

The Village Taupou and Her Attendants.

A Taupou and Her Tuinga.

Manaia with Heading-Knife.

Everything that Makes the Kava.

The Taupou's Duty is to Prepare the

Kava.

The Siva is Danced Sitting.

The Brush is a Pandanus Nutlet

Painted Siapos, Far the More Striking.

The volume is printed on laid paper, attractively bound, and is a specimen of

handsome bookmaking. Price, $1.50 net, postpaid to any address.

Edition de Luxe.
An Edition d& Luxe is printed on Old Stratford deckle-edge paper made specially

for it, Japan paper title page, with gilt top, and is limited to 500 copies, each num-
bered and signed by the author. Price, $2.50 net, postpaid.

FOREST AND 5TREAM PUBLISHING COHPANY.

Apia, the Little Town Strung Along the

Beach.

Village Boats with Many Oars.

Samoan House.

Every Man is Tattooed.

Ailolo, a Luali'i Belle.

They Live Amidst a Wealth of Vegeta-

tion.

Home and Store of a Petty Trader.

Tonga and Laulu.

A Solomon Island Black Boy,

Wharf of the German Firm, Apia.

Oceanic Hotel, Pago-Pago.

Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Glosef

Fig, 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid pifl

of earthenware, with seat attached. No ;oiii

work required around closet, and no opportuni
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON.i
Yaeht Plumbsrs,

134 Beekman St., - - Naw Yoi

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACH

REGISTER
and we think that 5

will agree with us
j

saying the

ALMY
BOILEI
is the

FAVORITE BOIL,|

with Yachtsm?

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CC!
Providence, R. I.

9AN mm & SON, WEST DE PERE,

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boa
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boa
Send for Catalogue.

Has No Equal
as a finish for yaca

canoes, c^nd expa

woodwork. D
quickly, and we
wonderfully with,

^taming white, U
on Vigilant, Defem
and Columbia .

America Cup I^-^^cM

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH G0MPAN1|
Chfcage. Naw York. Bo>t<i

NAVALiTt

TOWNSEND WILDFOWL PRINl

1. "Where Would You Hold

2. "There With My First

Two admirable ducking scenes

WiLMOT TowNSEND. Artotypcs. S
of plate 10 X 15 in., on paper 15 x 2()

Price, $3.00 each. Sent careft(

packed.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

Yacht and Boat Sailing

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Ns
Architects. Price $13.

This edition has been largely re-written, and conti
a great number of new subjecta, and the lines of nli

boats never before published, the total number of pli

exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examinatioi
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ''Equipment of
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of 0
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," '

Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Rs
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boai
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachi
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "J
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown BoaL
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmc
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winn
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Sr
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehao
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc,

FOREST AND STiiKAM IPUBLISHING <

;



Forest AND Stream.
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun,

Copyright, 1902, by Forest ahd Stream Pubushikg Co.

Terms, fi a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.
Six Months, $2.

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER IS, 1902, J VOL. LIX.—No. 20.

1 No. 846 Broadway, New Yomif,

The Forest aw Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruct' Dn and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

pages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

correspondents.

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single

copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months. For club rates and full

particulars respecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii,

SQUIRREL-SKIN CLOAKS.

One of the yellowest of the yellow journals has worked

itself up to a high state of excitement over the discovery

of a certain squirrel skin cloak intended for the adorn-

ment of the person of a society woman in New York.

The instigating garment is composed of bits of skin

from the heads of 5,000 squirrels killed in Norway; and

the newspaper writer thinks it intolerable that so many
innocent creatures should have been slain for the gratifica-

'tion of feminine vanity. When the possessor of the robe

puts it on, he piously suggests, it should give her the

horrors and burn her flesh. If other women are intent

upon indulging in like garments, he entreats of them

first to repair to Central Park and watch the squirrels

there, and by contemplation of their playful and confiding

ways to learn the great lesson that squirrels were created

to live their lives unmolested and unsought for the gratifi-

cation of woman's whims.

If the women who can afford to wear such costly gar-

ments have common sense in proportion to their purses,

they are unlikely to experience pangs of remorse oyer their

extensive collections of squirrels' skins. They will reflect

that the only considerations involved are those of econ-

omy with respect to the source of supply. The one im-

portant question is whether the animals will hold out to

furnish the garments; and if it shall prove that the stock

is limited, so that there may be few cloaks, so human is

woman that she will take increased satisfaction in the

possession of a garment which cannot be common.

To speak of squirrels in the wilds of Norway or any-

where else as innocent creatures which have a right to

live is to talk at random. The Central Park squirrels

are accorded a right to live only so far as their existence

is agreeable to the people of the city. Left to them-

selves, they would so multiply as speedily to become a

nuisance. At intervals the park employees turn out with

shotguns and kill off the surplus. The squirrel trappers

in Norway and elsewhere are doing the same thing. In-

herently there is no more of reason in the contention that

a Norway squirrel is innocent and has a right to live than

that the Norway pine in which the squirrel frisks is inno-

cent and entitled to enjoy existence. Each is a living

organism, a part of nature. Mankind holds toward the

pine and the squirrel precisely the same attitude, regard-

ing them as of utility to the human /ace and to be used

for its benefit. This is the rule which has been followed

for ages with animals and with trees, and will be followed

for ages to come. Man is a carnivorous creature ; he eats

flesh; to supply himself with food to keep himself alive

he slays and eats those wild creatures which are good for

food. He propagates by millions and tens of millions

other creatures which he has reduced to domesticity.

Chickens, ducks, geese, pheasants, pigeons, cattle, sheep,

hogs and dogs he breeds to kill and eat, generation after

generation of them, through cycles of time. Other forms

of wild animal life man utilizes to keep him warm; cap-

turing them and taking their clothing for his own
clothing. There have been and are sentimentalists and
cranks who eschew flesh, but there are none who are

permitted in civilized society to go without clothes; and
there is not in principle the slightest distinction whether

the material for the clothing of the httoan race is de-

rived from slain domestic creatures, or from slain wild

animals. To prate of the cruelty of killing squirrels for

cloaks, or 'coons for caps, or seals for coats, is not only

mawkish sentimentality, but it is quarreling with the whole
scheme of creation so far as that scheme includes man and
other animals and their relations to each oth^. As Dr,

Watts sings:

How proud we are, and fond to show
Our. clothes and call thero rich and new;
When the poor shs*^ and silkworm wore
That very clothing long before.

To declare that animals have & right to live is a pleas-

ing abstraction, but the proposition is one which is not

accepted in practice. The right of an animal to live is

never recognized when the abrogation of that right may
be of any advantage to mankind. The human race farms

the animal products of the earth precisely as it does the

vegetable- products, using whatever is of good for sub-

sistence, for clothing or for ornament.

No healthy-minded wearer of a squirrel skin cloak feels

rem-orse over the death of the squirrel which contributed

to the making of her robe, no more than she does for

the bird—wild or domestic—that gave the plumes for

her bonnet, the tortoise that contributed the comb in her

hair, the mollusks that yielded the pearls for her brooch,

the silkworm larvse that perished to give the silk for her

dress, the kids that supplied her gloves and boots.

AWAY FROM THE BUSTLE.

The village looked just as it had looked twenty years

ago, with the elms gracefully arching the main street, and

the comfortable houses set amid their gardens and

orchards. There was the same pleasing picture of the

apple and pear trees bending down with their loads of

fruit, the barns with bulging mows, and the herds of

cattle on the hill slopes. It was good for the eyes,

the seeing again this quiet, peaceful, contented place, away

from the unrest and drive of the surroundings the man
was used to; and it was all the more grateful to him

because everything was just as it had been twenty years

before.

"The place has not changed a bit," he said, reflectively

and musingly, aloud.

"No; and do you know why?" said the driver. "It's

the Quakes"—meaning the Quakers. "They just sit and

rock on their rag carpets, and think they are comfortable,

They don't know no better."

The man was not in a mood for argitment, and so

contented himself with unspoken dissent. But the double

Tiegative, he said to himself, just expressed it
—

"they

don't know no better." And pray why should they know
better? Why should they wish to know anything better,

cr anything diflferent, for themselves or for the old vil-

lage? They have houses and gardens and orchards, and

pastures and meadows and grain fields. They have

enough, and what is better, sense to know that they have

ejiough.

A MOMENTOUS FISHING TRIP.

In the spring of 1899 two anglers went on a fishing

excursion in the Sapphire country of North Carolina.

The fishermen were Dr. C. P. Ambler, of Asheville,

N. C. and Judge William R. Day, of Cleveland, O. So
impressed was Judge Day with the beauty of the scenery,

the grandeur of the forests, the mountain ranges and the

lakes of exquisite loveliness, that he readily fell in with

Dr. Ambler's suggestion that the Government should step

in to secure control of the region and preserve it for all

time in a condition of nature.

From that fishing excursion dates the movement to

establish the Appalachian Park. Others were interested

in the scheme. An association was organized to press it

before the public and upon Congress. Dr. Ambler, as

the secretary of the association, did heroic service in in-

forming the public, answering objections, enlisting sym-
pathy and support, and making the demand for the forest

preserve national in scope and powerful in intensity.

The outlook is bright for a favorable action of Con-
gressman the forthcoming session. The Appalachian Park
promises to be an assured fact. When the full history

of the movement which led to its establishment shall be

written, the first chapter must be begun with that chance

Sapphire angling trip which proved to be so momentous..

THE PLANK IN MASSACHUSETTS.
This 3'ear is the last one of the term of three years

during which the sale of woodcock and ruffed grouse

("partridge) is forbidden by the Massachusetts law. The
period has been ample to demonstrate completely the

excellent working of the system. Those skeptics who
professed to question its utility in the beginning, were, if

honest, long since convinced that the absolute stopping

of the sale means a decreased killing, a replenished sup-

ply. We have not the slightest doubt that a poll of the

sportsmen of the Commonwealth would show public

sentimetit traanimously in supped of the system.

As for the game dealers, by whose co-operation or ac
quiescence the statute was adopted, it may fairly be as-

sumed that in the three years which have elapsed they

have found that their business could be adapted to the

new conditions, and that they were not dependent upon

making merchandise of these two native game birds. It

is to be assumed that having adjusted their trade to the

changed conditions they will be quite as ready now as

they were three years ago to join in the protection of

woodcock and partridge, and will make no opposition to

a renewal of the anti-sale system for another term of

years, or to the adoption of the plank in perpetuity.

For the sake of the country at large, so far as it may
be affected by the example of Massachusetts, a readoption

of the anti-sale law is extremely desirable. The Massa-

chusetts Association and the allied organizations which
are working in sympathy with it, and Commissioner Col-

lins and his associates, are all alive to the demands of the

situation, and may be depended upon to work for the ex-

tension of the present law.

There was recently found in West Virginia, near

Steubenville, O., the skull of a musk-ox which came from

the glacial terrace found in that neighborhood. Since its

discovery, the nearly complete shoulder blade of a mam-
moth has been found close to where the skull was dis-

covered. Of this skull only the back part with the horn

core remains. The specimen has been broken and
polished, as if the bone had been carried some distance

before it was finally imbedded in the terrace from which
it was recently unearthed. Dr. J. B. Hatcher, of the

Carnegie Museum, who has examined it, sa3's that it be-

longs to Ovibos cavifrons Leidy. He adds that "the chief

interest attached to the present specimen comes from the

additional evidence it affords as to the faunal changes

brought about over this region during the glacial period."

Specimens belonging to this animal have been found at

Fort Gibson, in Indian Teritory; St. Louis, New Madrid
and Benton county, in Missouri ; Humboldt county, Ohio

;

Big Bone Lick, Kentucky, and from localities in Pennsyl-

vania, Iowa and West Virginia, These remains have al-

\vays been found in glacial deposits, or in deposits that

have some relation with some stage of the glacial period.

It appears, therefore, that since the musk-ox presumably

always preferred a climate such as they now inhabit, they

moved southward before the advancing ice until they

reached Indian Territory, Missouri and Kentucky, always

keeping just ahead of the ice. It may be presumed that

when the ice <heet retreated again they closely followed

it northward.
•5

The case of the People of the State of New York vs.

the Arctic Freezing Company, of this city, which is the

celebrated cold storage of game case, is making its way
through the courts. As has been recorded in these col-

umns, the case was carried to the Court of Appeals. There

it is No. 340 on the calendar made up for the term, which

began on Monday of this week. Despite the long time

which has been consumed, the progress made with the

cold storage case has not been slow, when measured by
•that of other cases in New York's congested courts, and
it does not appear that the Forest, Fish and Game Com-
mission or the counsel representing the prosecution are

in any degree censurable for their conduct of the affair.

An Adirondack hunter mistook a companion's brown
hat for a de^ and killed his man. Another shot at a

plaid shirt wrach he thought was a deer, and killed

his victim. And so the record grows. If human beings

do not escape being taken for deer, how may immunity

be expected for a chance elk or moose sighted by one of

these premature shooters? The Forest, Fish and Game
Commission have placarded the woods with poster warn-

ings against the killing of the introduced game; and they

might well add' a warning against shooting before the

shooter knows that it is a deer and not a man nor

m.oose.
M -

.

-

That is a very suggestive note which Mr. Durlln sends

from Wisconsin of the shooting grounds of Lake Met^-

dota, which have been planted with wild celery, with th^

result that the canvasbacks now resort thither in a good
supply. This is one expedient of practical game stocking

v/hich is open to shooters in very many localities; andi

the success of the Madison sportsmen should point tl*?

way to others, ^
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A Story of the Old Frontier.
BY ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

Near the southern border of Vermont a little brook
leaps and races down the hills to an intervale, through
which It creeps in devious windings to a tributary of the
Connecticut. One unacquainted with the industries of
the pioneer settlers might be puzzled to account for the
origin of Its name. Potash Brook, which it has borne sincp
the first settler here gathered the ashes of the fallow
burnings and turned them to account in the manufacture
of a marketable commodity.
One hundred and. fifty years have passed since Simeon

Draper made a clearing and built a rude potashery on
the bank of the brook, half a mile up the larger stream
from his home. It consisted of a rough stone chimney
and fireplace, in wh'ch a great potash kettle was set. shel-
tered by a bark-roofed shed that was inclosed with logs
on three sides. Near this and close by the brook, for the
sake of the necessary water, three leach tubs, sawn from a
large hollow elm, stood on a slanting platform of hewn
plank or puncheons, from which the lye dripped into- a
great log trough, and near by was the important ash bin,
carefuly roofed.
Simeon Draper and his son, Stephen, a lad of thir-

teen, tended the works by day, as far as possible, when
there was less of the alwaj^s imminent danger of murder
or capture by prowl ng bands of Canadian Indians. One
or the other dreadful fate was predicted by the less
venturesome settlers who lived further down the valley
nearer the shelter of the fortified blockhouse, but Simeon,
brave to the verge of fcolhardiness, and impelled by the
hope of a bountiful reward, declared that he would not
abandon the enterprise until obliged to do so by some-
thing more than fear of danger.
One forenoon early in May. after a busy night, Simeon

stood regarding the bciling kettle with critical satisfac-
tion for a moment before speaking to his son.
"Now, Stevy, I'll go to the hoiise an' fetch some din-

ner an' supper, an' fill the vinegar bottle that's e'enamost
empty. We'll need it bad if we get a speck o' potash or
a drop o' lye spattered in our eyes. You keep the kettle
u-wollopm', for we want to 'salts down' afore dark, so's
not to have to stay here over night, only don't let it bile
over, '^u needn't put no more water on the leaches, for
the lye is g'ttin' so weak it won't sca'ccly bear an egg,
now; you won't have nothin' to do but keep the fire goin'
an' the kittle from b'ilin' over, an', of course, keep an eye
out for Injuns. I don't b'lieve there's one in fifty mile,
but if you see any sign, clioper for home. I'll leave the
gun wi' you an' '11 be back to rights," and taking the
empty vinegar bottle, he set forth at a brisk pace along the
footpath.

Stephen fed another stick of wood to the roaring fire
and then went to the back of the shanty, where the long-
barreled smoothbore leaned in a corner, from which he
lifted it and fondled it with more than mere boyish ad-
miration of a firearm, for now it was his sole com-
panion and faithful protector. He rested it across the
projecting end of a log of the side wall, and took a
long aim at an imaginary Indian in the form of a stump
on the rocky hillside beyond the leach tubs, then drew
a finer bead on a moose flower that shone in bright relief
against a black shadoAv, and wished that he might prove
his marksmanship by actual test. But such a waste of
precious ammunition was not to be thought of even if the
report would not be certain to bring his father ihurrying
back in needless alarm. As a bear would not shamble
forth nor a wolf sneak into the open from the wood-
side where a company of jays were berating some object
of their dislike, he contented himself with opening the
pan and examining the priming and adding a few grains
of powder from the engraved powder horn given his
father in Connecticut.
A premonitory slop of lye on the hot embers hastily

summoned him to his duty. He partially quelled the
riotous liquid by vigorous dipping and pouring with the
long-handled dipper. He paused in his work to listen to
an unfamiliar bird song that caught his ear above the
crackling roar of the fire and the muffled wolloping of
the kettle and the churning of the little waterfall in its

hollow basin. It was a merrier sound even than the
babble of the brook or the mu.sical tinkle of the lye in
the great trough, for it was the song of the first bobo-
link that had discovered the new clearing, rejoicing over
its desolation of blackened stumps and withered fireweed.
wherein, perhaps, it saw the greenness and bloom of
future summer meadows. Three years had passed since
the young pioneer heard a bobolink singing its blythe
chorus in the sunny fields of old Connecticut, and it

brought an ache of yearning for the pleasanter and easier
life in the older settlement Yet it was a signal of con-
quest well begun, and a promise of victory over savage
nature. The bo3r's abstracted gaze rested, on the scathed
clearing, the brook, robbed of all its beauty and choked
with brush, the greening border of the forest, yet he saw
not there but a vision of smooth meadows and pas-
tures and a clear stream winding between green banks.
The turmoil of the boiling lye recalled him to his duty,
and he began dipping and pouring again, too intent upon
his work to look behind him for the cause of a nearer
outbreak of clamor from the jays. A moment later a
.smart tap on the shoulder made him turn his head with a
sudden start, which was succeeded by a sinking horror
when he found himself in the presence of two stalwart
Indians, the face of the nearest W'ore an almost good-
natured expression as he regarded Stephen's consterna-
tion and complete helplessness. The other was a wicked-
looking savage whose beady little eyes glittered with a
snaky, murderous light, and he fingered his tomahawk in
his belt as if he could hardly restrain the desire to use it.

"Boy no good watchman camp," said the first, broaden-
ing his grin. "Injun ketch now. Boy walk in woods
'long me. i^'Ie makum good Injun."
As he spoke he handled a thong of moose hide, the

use of M'hich Stephen understood, and to "walk the
woods" he knew meant to be taken through the wilder-
ness to Canada. Both Indians cast furtive glances upon
the boiling lye with a curiosity their stoicism could not
conceal, until abandoning the attempt the spokesman
asked, pointing to the kettle

:

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
What call um? Pastoniac make um lum?"

Impelled by an impulse of self-preservation, the
sequences of which he did not pause to consider, Stephen
answered :

£.i"'T^^1*
y^^"*^ ^''"^ some?" and raised the half-

tilled dipper With a gesture of invitation.

_
Both stooped toward the proffered draught, each blow-

ing at the steam and shrinking a little from immediate
contact with the hot vessel. A means of escape flashed
through the boy's mind which he put in execution as soon
as conceived. Withdrawing the dipper a little, he flung
the contents full in the faces of the Indian, then leaping
out at the opposite side of the shed, he sprang away at full
speed for home.
The one on the further side received the larger share

of the scalding caustic fairly in the face, and was com-'
pletely blmded by it, wh le the other was struck upon
one side and made immediate use of his uninjured eye to
take a flying shot at Stephen. Half-blinded, wholly sur-
prised and tortured with excruciating pain, his aim was
wild, and the ball went whistling high over Stephen's
head. His companion, bewildered by the sudden blindness
and suffering torture as exquisite as any his people had
e\'er inflicted on their captives, groped away from the
noise of fire and seething kettle till the sound of the run-
ning brook caught his ear, when he staggered toward it
and plunged into the water.
Simeon Draper, alarmed by the report of the gun, was

hurrying back with provisions, the refilled vinegar bottle
and the spare gun from, the house, when he was met by
his sen, who with few words told of his adventure.
Stealthily approaching the camp by a circuitous route,
they discovered the Indians still at the brook and so en-
gaged in bathing their injured faces and with but one eye
between them to apprise them of danger, that they were
easily captured. There was small chance of escape when
one half-bl nd man had to lead another totally blind, and
they submitted stoically to their fate, whatever it might be.
"Red water burn plenty bad," said the spokesman.

' Water no put um out."
Draper gave him the vinegar and directed him to bathe

his own and his comrade's eyes with it, which, though it

smarted terribly for a time, stopped the biting of the
caustic and gave grateful relief.

Then Stephen, with the long smoothbore, stood guard
over the captives while his father completed the boiling
down of the lye to "black salts." This was set to cool
and harden in a smaller kettle. Then as the sun was
going down; with their prisoners before them, they
marched home, hungry as wolves, for the pork and corn-
bread had been fairly divided with the Indians, whose
appetite seemed unimpaired by their misfortunes.

Great was the surpri.se and thankfulness of Patience
Draper when she saw her husband and son returning, safe
and unharmed, although accompanied by the two savages,
for she had heard the gun and had passed two hours of
such agonizing dread as frontier life often brought to
v.omenkind. The deliverance gained by her son's bold
stroke aroused her devout thankfulness, yet her womanly
heart pitied the suffering plight of the stolid captives, and
she dressed their wounds as carefully as if these men
were friends and not the relentless foes of her people.
The news of Stephen's exploit soon spread among the

scattered settlers, and they came to seek confirmation of
the story by sight of the captives, with their heads
bandaged by good iiVIistress Draper, whose kindness met
slight approval from most of the visitors.

"If I'd ha' ketched 'em, I'd jest ha' knocked 'em in the
head wi' my ax or beetle," declared old Ephraim Long,
who had been a scalp hunter and had borne a part in
Lovewell's famous fight. "Sarve Injuns that sass an' they
won't never pester nob'dy ag'in."
The opinion of the majority of the settlers coincided

with that of "ol' man Long," yet Patience Draper con-
tinued her benevolent work, and the condition of the
captives improved so rapidly that the neighbors predicted
they would soon be able to murder their benefactors and
then make their escape, and all increased their vigilance
and strengthened their means of protection. The silent
Indian indeed seemed vicious enough to fulfill the
prophecy if he had the power, but the other made simple
and apparently sincere expressions of gratitude.
"You good squaw. iMe Cap'n Joe," he said, standing

erect and pounding the breast of his blanket coat with his
fist. "IMe fight, plenty. Me ketch Pastoniac, plenty.
Make um walk woods. Me big man. Dodosun," point-
ing to his comrade, "him good sojer; fight Pastoniac,
ketch, plenty. Him big man, bose big men, Lee'l Pas-
toniac boy. half so big, ketch um bose of it 'Ugh! Dat
shame, plenty," and he laughed as if he relished the joke,
but the unbandaged lower half of Dodosiin's face looked
savagely sullen.

Simeon Draper had no fear of his captives' attempting
to escape in their present condition, and maintained a
loose guard over them. So it happened later on that he
awoke one morning to find them gone, so long departed
that they must be far l)eyond the verge of the forest, in
which it would be as useless to search for them as for a
mouse in a straAv stack. Except for their value as ex-
changes for English captives, and that they had carried
away one of the guns, he was not sorry to be rid of them.
The prediction of the older settlers was verified in part

and its completion still expected, yet for two years the
frontier remained ' undisturbed, except by rumors of
threatened attack, But one midsummer day when the
men folks were all at work in the meadows, in such
fancied security that but few had carried their guns with
them, a strong band of Waubanakees; suddenly swooped
down upon the place, killed and scalped one man, wounded
and captured another and carried off three women and five
children, among whom were Patience Draper and her
youngest child, a little girl not two years old. No attack
was. made on the blockhouse, where the families at once
took shelter, and from which all but a small guard of
able-bodied men set forth in pursuit of the marauders,
under the lead of Sergeant Ephraim Long.

After a sharp pursuit twenty miles up the river, tbe
Indians were about to be overtaken when they sent back
one of the captured children with the threat that if they
were attacked they would at once put all the captives to

death. Some of the rescue party were for giving no heed
to this, but a majority, among whom were those whose
wives and children were in jeopardy, were unwilling to
risk its execution, and it was decided to abandon the chase.

The Indians continued their route, by what was known
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a? the "Indian road" up the West or Wantastequet River,
then across the "height of land" to Otter Creek, where
their canoes had been secreted. In these they now em-
barked with their plunder and captives to the great relief
of the latter, who had been hurried over the rough trail
11; constant fear that some of the little children would
give out and be murdered by the savages, according to
then- well-known custom. No one of the unhappy com-
LK^ny suffered the horror of this fear more keenly than
1 atience Draper, whose httle girl was the youngest of the
captives, and least able to endure the hardships of the
journey. For many weary miles the mother had carried
the child, till she was in danger of bringing upon herself
the fatal stroke, the most dreaded because it would leave
the child among the savages without her care and pro-
tection.

Embarked in the canoes, in comparative bodily com-
fort, the party glided steadily down the river, winding
through the ancient forest, past shores that showed no
trace of former human presence save in the worn trail
of carrying places, past rock-torn rapids and thunder-
ous cataracts. Passing the last and greatest of these, at
what IS now Vergennes, they glided for miles down a
wide, deep channel so devious that it well deserves the
name Peconktuk, "Crooked River," by which it was
known to the Waubanakees as well as by the name
of Womakahketuk, "Otter River." At length they came
to the broad expanse of Peton Brook, the beautiful lake
ot lower Champlain. Here they landed on a low
promontory sloping gently to the river from the rock-
walled lakeward shore. In front the ragged steeps of
a mountain arose from the water's edge. Far to the
northward, beyond jutting capes of rock and forest,
lake and sky met where dim islands lay like stranded
clouds between them. To the southward the blue waters
seemed compassed by low shores and sheer walls of
mountain. In all the extended scene there was no
sign of human life but in the brief encampment of
marauders.
The next morning the Indians held an unintelligible

consultation, which resulted in their embarkation for the
southward. Coasting along the eastern shore, after two
hours of continuous paddling, they saw before them the
emblazoned lilies of France floating over the citadel of
Fort St Frederick, and half an hour later they landed
on the beach near the western walls of the fortress.
Here a motley company of French soldiers, Indians of

both sexes and all ages, and a similar throng of Canadians
from the adjacent village, were gathered to receive the
comers with various expressions of satisfaction. The
Frenchmen tempered theirs with pity for the unfortunate
captives, the Canadians vociferously jabbered inquiries
and comments, the Indians uttered yells of triumph, and
the squaws crowded about the prisoners, taunting and'
mocking them, and were only withheld from actual vio-
lence by the interposition of a French ofiicer.

Patience noticed one Indian attentively regarding her
with the only eye that he possessed, by which and by his
scarred face she presently recognized her old acquaint-
ance, Captain Joe. She started and would have spoken,
but with an unmoved countenance he turned his back upon
her and stalked away with his squaw following three paces
behind him.

.
_
"An Indian's gratitude I" she sighed, and then grew

sick with fear that vengeance might be wreaked on her
and her little daughter for the cruel way her son had
defended himself against Captain Joe and Dodosun. With
this dread added to her dismal forebodings of a long and
miserable captivity, she was led away with her fellow
prisoners to the fort, where by direction of the ofiicer, they
were placed in a comfortable though dungeon-like apart-
ment, and supplied with abundant food. Here they were
left to themselves, except when some inquisitive visitor
came to stare at them. Once a black-robed priest with a
crafty, smooth-shaven face, stole in, cat-like, and closely
scanned each face, dwelling with open admiration upon
the pretty features of little Nancy Draper.
"She is a child of great beauty," he said in EngHsh.

"We will place her in the convent and the good sisters
shall make her to be a Christian."
Patience drew the child closer, as if to shield her from

a fate so abhorrent to her own belief and the priest
passed on.

At night, a small lamp hanging on the wall Avas lighted
and the captives laid themselves down on a litter of straw
on the stone floor, the most comfortable beds they had
enjoyed since their captivity, and soon all were asleep, save
Patience, whose anxieties were too great for repose.
Some time had elapsed when she saw an Indian cautiously
and noiselessly enter the door, followed by a squaw and
pappoose, both closely wrapped in a blanket. To her sur-
prise and alarm they came directly to her, and the man
said in a low voice:
"Come 'long me. Me take you. Diaper. You know

me. Cap'n Joe. Me no forgit flien'. Put um squaw
blanket on. Covel up leeT gal. Come."
The squaw thrcAv off her blanket and Patience saw that

what she supposed was a pappoose concealed beneath it
was only a make-believe bundle. She hesitated a moment,
then arose and took her sleeping child in her arms, when
the blanket was thrown over both, covering her head so as
to conceal her color and features from casual observa-
tion, The squaw was quietly lying down in her place as
she followed the Indian.
They passed a French soldier who stood on guard out-

s'de the door, but he barely noticed their exit, so freely
were the Indians permitted to come and go. Her guide
led on through several rooms and passages to a stone
staircase, descending to a heavy, oaken door, where 3
white-coated soldier stood under arms with a lantern at
his feet. At a word from the Indian he unbarred an-I
opened the great door, holding the lantern to light the
way down another short flight of stone steps, the water
gate of the fortress, and the glitter of wavelets shone at
their feet. A canoe was lying there, and at a motion of
her companion. Patience stepped into it, when he drew
the stern toward him and got on board.
"My brother and sister go forth late," the soldier said,

speaking in French, as he stood holding the lantern at the
bead of the stairs.

"To spy the Pastoniac. squaw sell um baskets," the In-
dian answered, laconically.

"Oh, I comprehend," the soldier laughed, softly. "My
brother is a fox. Good voyage,"
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The Indian turned the canoe and paddled straight away
till the clang of the closing door was heard and the light

of the lantern no longer shone out on the lake. Then
changing his course to the southward and tending to-

ward the eastern shore, he paddled swiftly and silently

until the fortified windmill south of the fort loomed
darkly against the sky behind them.
'Pastoniac squaw no '"flaid?"

"No, Cap'n Joe, not of you."
"All safe w'en we by Carillon, s'pose we no meet

lliquois. No himt um white squaw. Kill um Waubana-
kec. My folks plenty mad w'en fin' um squaw gone

—

pappoose gone. No kill um, Cap'n Joe. Cap'n Joe good
sojer. Dey t'ink we go oder way. Me only "flaid

lliquois,"

At last they saw before them the lights glancing from
the embrasures of Fort Carillon. Enjoining perfect

silence, Captain Joe kept the canoe still closer within the

shadow of the uneven shore, till the fortress lights shone
like stars far behind them, and the musical monotone of

the neighboring cascade fell to a distant murmiu-. At
length they entered a river-like channel, seemingly wide
in the illusion of dim starlight, yet was but a slender

waterwaj'^ between rushy borders. Into one of these

masses of rank growth, the Indian suddenly
_

droye the

canoe by one vigorous stroke of his paddle, whispering

:

"Stoop low ! Canoe comin'."
Wondering by what sense he had discovered its ap-

proach, Patience peering through the palings of rushes,

saw it glide past like some ghostly craft, so noiselessly was
it propelled by four duskj^ figures, from one and another
of whom an occasional low-spoken word fell in a harsher
tongue than the liquid dialect of the Waubanakee. When
the wake of the canoe no longer stirred the water
growth beside him, Captain Joe whispered:

"lliquois go scout 'loun' Carillon. No git um Cap'n
Joe scalp dis time." Then backing the light craft into the

channel, he resumed the voyage.
As the eastern stars began to pale in the light of morn-

ing, he turned into a channel whose devious course, cov-

ered with lilypads, barely gave passage to the canoe. Now
a heron launched itself aAvkwardly into the air within the

canoe's length of the prow, now a flock of summer ducks
sprang to swifter and noisier flight before it, and now a

deer, disturbed at its early feast of lilypads, splashed and
floundered through water and mire to the shelter of the

forest, uttering loud whistles of alarm, till at a place where
water and shore met, the voyage at length ended.
The canoe was carefully secreted and after a couple of

hours of sleep and a breakfast provided from the Indian's

pack, the party began a Aveary journey through the forest,

wearisome even to the hardened muscles of the Indian, for

much of the way he carried little Nancy upon his shoul-

der. Without other adventure than the hardship incident

to svxch travel, they came to the upper waters of the Otter,

and in a hidden canoe made an easier stage of their

journey. After another long march on the trail of the

"Indian Road," toward the close of an August day, the

light of a clearing broke through the twilight of the

forest before them, where, with inexpressible joy and
thankfulness. Patience Draper saw the smoke of her own
chimney drifting up toward the evening sky, and at the

further end of the stump-blackened meadow saw her hus-

band at work, and on the rude ox cart with its lading of

new hay a lesser figure she doubted not was her son.

"Way good, now," said her faithful guide. "Me no go
furder. He see me, ol' Long shoot me, mebbv. Goo'
bye."

"No, no, go with me ! Come home an' eat an' sleep an'

rest. No one shall hurt you. I'll tell them all how good
you are. Come on."

With some hesitation he made as if to follow, and she

hurried forward, leading her child. Speaking and getting

no answer, she locked back, but caught only a glimpse of

Captain Joe as he vanished in the shadowy verge of the

forest, and so passed forever from her sight and ken,

but never from her grateful remembrance.
Rowland E, Robinson.

In the Faroe Islands.
{Coniinusd /rom page 363.J

Although I spent several weeks at Hans Kristoffer's, in

Mjdvag, I fished only four or five times in Sorvags-vatn.
The lake was a mile from the house; it was the season

for storing peats, when young and old are busj^ on the

moors, and how can a woman fish alone with any pleasure

when three bulls are grazing on the lake shores, and there

are no fences or walls to climb over? I did not even
try, but waited until the last peat was stacked in the

"grothus," and the very next night, Jegvand, Jr., Heine
and I went fishing.

During the summer, the youth of Midvag seldom fish

curing the day. From 8 P. M. until i A, M. in June
and July, and from 7 to 10 P. M., and 2 to 4 A. M. in

August are the hours preferred. An inconvenient time,

ore might think, but the Faroe people seem to lay up
sieep in winter as a bear does his fat in summer, and
they are able, without difficulty, to turn night into day.

The tackle used consists of a stout pole, coarse white
line, and large hooks baited with angleworms, and the

nout are jerked violently from the water with no attempt

to play them, Jegvand and Heine, however, had made
much lighter rods and primitive reels, and they fished

in more scientific fashion.

I left my fly-rod at home that evening and took a green-

heart rod made by Hardy Brothers, of Alnwick, Eng-
land. By changing the tips this sensed admirably for

both bait-fishing and spinning. Jeg\'and and Heine were
to take turns in rowing and fishing. Their method was
to trail a rather small hook baited with angleworms, at a

distance of about forty feet from the boat. I had a light

braided silk line, stout leader and an Abbey & Imbrie
"spinning coachman." Nimibers was our object. It was
not a time to experiment with fly-fishing at night. Fru
Hans Kristoifer expected relatives from Bo to dinner on
the morrow—Sunday—and she had requestecl.us to bring

home enough trout to make a large dish of "frikadellas."

These are a glorified kind of fish cake. I Avould give the

recipe, except for my conviction that no native-born

American would have the patience to pound and whisk
the ingredients for two hours and a half, and so pro-

duce that creaminess and lightness indispensable to the

ideal frikadella.

There is a charm arid mystery about these night fish-

ings. It is broad daylight until n o'clock, with wreaths of

rosy mists about the bare' fjelds, and the higher peaks
glowing with flame and copper hues. Then for two hours
is a clear silvery twilight, with every object distinctly

visible. One waits, unconscious of the passing time, for

it to grow darker, but it lightens instead and another day
has come. As we pass, the ever-watchful curlews give
the alarm, the oyster catchers answer and the golden
plover; there is a chatter of titlarks, wrens and stone-

chats, and a few ravens and crows hurry from the cliff^s to

see what .is the matter. The gulls, terns and kittiwakes

are all astir, cider ducks are taking little excursions in

groups of five or six, and now and then a puffin flies over,

straying from his quarters on the bird crags above the

sea. It was so light that I am sure an expert fisherman
could have taken many fish by using a small white or

yellow miller, such as one would choose for early twi-

light fishing in America.
During the first hour I caught eight good trout, and

Heine, whose turn it was to fish, not one. Heine (aged
sixteen) is a born fisherman and something of a misogy-
nist, considering woman of small account except as she

provides food and clothes to man, and so enables him to

live and fish. He had never spoken to me (Jegvand did

the necessary talking), but I always had hopes of soften-

ing his heart. Heine takes his fishing seriously, and I

realized that unless he could catch something soon, the

situation would be critical. So I lent him an Abbey &
Imbrie capelin minnow. He caught five nice fish in half

an hour, all larger than mine, and the danger was past.

And that night, when he returned the minnow, his lips

were unsealed. "Thanks shall you have !" he said with
haughty grace. "That's a remarkably good little fish

!"

We came stealing into the silent house at i A. M. with

twenty-eight trout, weighing from three-quarters of a
pound to two pounds, every one a fighter and in fine con-

dition. Our dish of frikadellas was assured.

A few years ago a young Englishman spent a month in

the Faroes* and then wrote a book about them. In it

he gave free rein to his imagination. This was a pity, for

it caused inconvenience and disappointment to others who
naturally wished to catch scores of trout averaging three

pounds apiece, and to shoot large bags of curlew, oyster

catchers, snipe, and plover during a short stroll. The
courteous governor of the Faroes has received and an-

swered many letters asking if these tales be true. One
less prudent sportsman, an Anglican clergyman, did not

inquire, but came, shot a snipe the morning after his

arrival, and was promptly haled before the authorities.

The above-named birds cannot be shot before Sept, 15, too

late for travel among the Faroes. As for the fish, those

"finny montsers of Sorvags-vatn," Hans Kristofifer testi-

fies that he has never seen anything bigger than two
pounds and a half. The Sorvags-vatn fish, however, are

not to be despised. They are the Salino fario (the river

trout of Europe), gamy, pink-fleshed and finely flavored,

and under favorable conditions a large catch can be

made. A few days after our first fishing, Heine had a

regular fishing orgie, an all-night affair, and caught sixty,

ranging from one-quarter to one and a half pounds.

As near as I can asce'rtain, there are nine or ten fishing

lakes in the Faroes, not counting a number of tarns where
small trout are often taken. Fjalla-vatn and Kvittla-vatn,

two lakes in Northern Vaagoe, have fish which, though

not so numerous as those in Sorvags-vatn, are heavier—
but there is no shelter at these lakes of any kind, and the

way to them is rough and fatiguing. There are both sea

ard river trout at Leinum, Saxen and Stromnoes or

Stromoe, Eide or Osteroe, and Sand or Sandoe. and I

am sure there must be many an inlet and bay still un-

fished with light tackle where sea trout might be taken.

But the difficulties of Faroe travel are great. In many
places steep fjelds prevent land excursions, and storms

make excursions by sea impossible for weeks at a time.

The life insurance companies of Copenhagen certainly do

not underestimate the risks of a Faroe life. Their

charges are five times greater for Faroes than for Den-
niark.'

When I left Hans Kristoffer's it was to go to Leinum,

on the island of Stromoe. Here there are three small

lakes connected with one another and with the sea.

Waders and a boat were necessary here, and I had neither.

There had been little rain, and the sea trout had not begun

to run. Also, lest I do injustice to Faroe fishing, I might

a? well confess that I cannot cast a fly well. My line

often falls on the water with a distressing splash, and I

cannot cover much water with it. Had I been willing to

use worms, I might have taken many little troutlets, but I

persisted in fly-fishing, and the truth is I did not catch a

thing. It was a time of humiliation, emphasized by the

fact that the small boy who accompanied me, with a touch-

ing faith, always carried a bushel basket. It was some
time before it occurred to me that this was intended to

hold my fish.

To wait at Leinum for rains that might be long in

coming, was not wise, and after two days I started over

the hills to Stromnoes, a half-way hamlet on the route to

Saxen. iNo one who cannot take rough tramps can really

see the Faroes. My walk that day was a typical one.

Two men carried my traps in "leipur" on their backs, and

I trudged on behind, with skirts kilted and fjeld staff in

hand. We folloAved the brook and lake shore for a mile

and a half, and then climbed slowly upward for an hour.

A keen wind met us on the summit: the air was clean and

fragrant with peat and wild grasses. We passed cow
limit,

" then after a half-hour or so, the further sheep

lands, and reached the lonely higher ranges, toiling over

stones and hillocks, through matted grass and boggy spots

where the feet sank deep in sphagnum mosses. For the

first two hours I paddled along in a state of active

Nirvana, thinking of nothing in particular, vaguely con-

scious of the skirling of curlews and terns, and the plain-

tive "dee-e !" of the golden plover. The sweet rain whisks

against my face and the sun lays a warm hand on my
shoulder. I feel like a primitive person, a nomad, with

none of the cares and worries of civilized life. The two

figures on ahead are members of my tribe, bearing our

few worldly possessions, only—were I a true primitive

person, I, as the woman and beast of burden, would be

carrying the pots and skins and kettles.

Then this beatific mood passes, and tired muscles pro-

test against the toilsome work. We stop to rest, and I

curl up in a hollow and eat black bread and dried mutton,

and find that the best "pick-me-up" is cold tea. East Indian
tea, in a bottle with plenty of sweet cream in it. Then
on again, feeling a kind of satisfaction (to quote Thomas
Hughes) in "the consciousness of .silent endurance, so
dear to every Englishman, of standing out against some-
thing and not giving in."

It is slow work, over four hours for eight miles, and
one's brain wearies of using one's judgment continually
about the deepness of boggy spots and the wobbliness
of hillocks. At last sheep come in sight again, then cows,
and as we dip down to lower levels, from the fjord comes
a breath of salt air, and peat smoke from cabins still hid-
den below the rocky ledges.

Though I have never heard Stromnoes recommended as
a good fishing place, I feel sure that sea trout could be
caught there. I dined from delicious fish which my
hostess said were caught in her husband's herring nets

—

and there were all the conditions for sea trout, a sheltered
fjord, a clear, swift stream and a tarn or two at its head
among the hills.

Next day I left Stromnoes for Saxen, walking over
easier ground for six miles. As we approached, dark
fjelds closed in upon a narrow valley, a brook tumbled
over and between boulders, flowed through a lake, and
with many a fall and rapid to the sea. It looked very
trouty except for the lowness of the water.
Saxen I found to be a three-house hamlet. The house

where I stayed had its peculiarities. There was a rooster
who crowed every two minutes after i :30 A. M. ; a cow
homesick for the "out-fields," and a calf whose lamenta-
t ons had no beginning and no end, and all three lived

directly tmder my bed, with only an open flooring between
us. The number of exasperating things that calf did!
He snufiled and snorted, thumped my floor with the top of
bis head, bellowed and grunted and rolled a wooden
bucket about. In the morning I protested'; my hostess
suggested mildly that I "might get -used to it," but I as-

sured her that never while life remained could I get used
to such a calf. They were kind people, and thereafter at

10 :30 P. M. the calf and the rooster were borne away
to other quarters, the rooster protesting indignantly, and
the cow and I ptit tip with each other's society.

Then followed a tiresome week of waiting for the sea

trotit to come. The water near the lake was shallow and
with no boat or waders there was small chance of any
good-sized lake trout. The stream was shrunken, and
the empty nets in the bay testified to the absence of sea

trout. I had a gourmand's interest as well as that of a

fi.sherwonian in catching fish, for I grew very tired of

kittiwakes for dinner, and the only alternative Avas last

year's Avhale's meat. Every day at 11 o'clock I heard the

report of a gtm. and soon a pretty kittiwake in a dying
conditioit would be shown to me, and I ate it at 2 o'clock,

feeling like a Moloch or a Juggernaut.
But at last came a might}'- west wind, bringing with it

the blessed rain, and all the burns and cHff waterfalls

awoke and made a chorus up and doAvn the glen. I took
my rod and splashed through the puddles toAvard the in-

let, glancing as I passed into a pool Avhich had always
seemed promising. Yes, there Avere fish in it ; a little one,

a larger one, and in the shadow of a boulder a A^ague shape

that might be a large trout. The sea trout were coming
from the sea. I quietly slipped on a grizzly-king and a

professor, and cast across the pool. At the second cast

the medium-sized fish took the fly and I landed him after

a sharp fight, a beautiful pound and a half trout. A few
minutes later there was a SAvirl and a big fellow darted

out at the fly, but the little one Avas ahead of him and
was 'taken in short order. Then I Avent aAvay for twenty
minutes, put on tAvo ncAV flies, tested the tackle and did

my A'ery best to throAv the flies lightly in the shadow of

the boulder. In an instant I had him fast ; he moved
sloAvly away a few yards, then jumped high from the

Avater, a great shining bar of silver, fell back heavily and
diving under a sharp ledge see-sawed the leader against

the edge; at last it parted, the fish Avas aAvay with my
two flies, and I sat doAvn on the ground and groaned and
said unpleasant things to myself for hesitating to risk my
light rod and force him out. An experienced angler might

have done it, but my Hardy guinea rod of eight ounces

\\as a ncAV one, and I did not knoAv then how much it

would bear.

That ended my daj^'s fishing, but I dreamed of big

trout, and next morning made extensive preparations, and
with a small boy to help, stole softly doAvn to that pool,

hid behind a rock and peeped in. I could count twelve

fine sea trout, all lying in the bed of the pool and SAvay-

ing lightly to and fro in the strong current.

And then I began to fish. It Avas not easy Avork. The
best place from Avhich to cast was on a sloping boulder,

Avhere I Avas almost hidden behind a great mass of rock.

I had to cast over this^ Avait to see that the fish Avas firmly

hooked, and then in the few seconds which elapsed before

he reahzed that fact, pass the rod over the rock, keeping

the line taut as I climbed over several slippery rocks, and

reaching the strand, face about just as he began to fight.

I had never fished for sea trout before, and had always

supposed that the Canadian Nepigon trout Avere the

gamiest in the world. But I have never seen such wild

rushes, high leaps and lightning speed. .1 Avas no longer

afraid to trust the rod and found I could cjieck the fish

as they made for the sea. But it was liA^ely Avork. Such
beautiful creatures they Avere ! like burnished silver Avith a

little blue-green down the back. I had unfortunately left

my landing net at Midvag, and I had to tire them out

and then lead them cautiously up to one little piece of

sandy strand where the small boy could go in the shallow

Avate'r and secure the fish. And ncA-er have I seen a

stupider specimen than Paol Jens. He stood each time

like a graA-en image, not moving a finger imtil roused to

action by my fierce wrath. He will ncA^er make a fisher-

man ! Heine, of Midvag, at the age of three, wduld have

known just Avhat to do, and hoAV to do it. But there were

times that morning when I had murder in my heart to-

ward Paol Jens.

During the next tAvo hours I caught seven out of the

twelve fish. In Aveight they ranged from one and a half

to almost three pounds. I think T ni ght' haA^e taken

several more, but I was quite exhausted by that time, and
had to go home for dinner. The largest and wariest fish

were still in the pool, and I noticed that the heavier the

fish the redder was its flesh. Even in the Avater one
could see the pink and copper tints gleaming through the

silver skin. They weighed probably from three to six
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pounds apiece. The water was y^ry clear and I could
see them distinctly as they poised themselves lightly in the
current or made little tolirs around the pool, rising now
and then at a midge or fly. I woiild return, I decided, in

an hour, refreshed by my kittiwake dinner, and try to

catch at least three of those big fellows. But t reckoned
without Paol Jens. While I was eating my kittiwake, that

iTliserable boy awoke to a misplaced activity, took his

heavy fishing pole and line, and thrasked the .^surface of
that pool, scaring away every fish in the neighborhood.

I had but one day more to spend in Saxen, as I was
obliged to be in Westmanhavn on the following day in

order to catch the little Smyril. Easjy next morning it

blew a gale, but I was early at the pool, only to find that
a man had stretched a net across it. Two beautiful sea
trout, weighing five and six pounds, were in it, caught by
the gills. Further up the stream I took three sea trout
of a pound and a half apiece, and half a dozen river trout.

But by that time the storm had increased, so that the
flies were whisked high above the water and I almost
blew awaj^ up the glen; and the men of the house sent

word that the Froken must come home and rest; that

she did not know what it meant to walk from Saxen to

Westmanhavn.
'"There are undoubtedly big fish at Saxen, but they are

not taken in large numbers. Generally every year two or
three Englishmen find their way to Saxen, provided with
tents, folding boats, waders, and a skillful oarsman and
interpreter from Thorshavn. By spending moet of their

time on the v^jater, two rods may take seven or eight large

fish during the dlay, some weighing as much as eight

pounds, and perhaps a fair supply of the fario trout. A
skillful angler who cam cast a long, clean line would un-
doubtedly get some big fish without a boat. But the man
with a boat or servant will have the best sport.

In leaving Saxen for WestmanhaAm, one can go twelve

miles by sea, if the sea is calm, or nine miles over the

fjelds. I had intended to take the former route, going in

a large boat with eight oarsmen, on a serene day, the

afternoon sun gilding the wonderful peaks and crags of

Western Stromoe, I taking kodaks and sketches on the

way, and my men lifting up their voices in song. Three
months of adverse experience had not taught me wisdom.
Instead, I went, as might have been expected, by land, in

a howling storm. All the waters were out, and four times

one of my men, a giant of a Faroese, had to carry me
tHrough the streams, I rejoicing^ in the meantime in the

bigness of his calves. There are, I believe, fine views to

be seen en route in good weather, but I saw nothing but

shifting gray walls of mist, and it rained "shoemaker's

apprentices"—the Faroe equivalent of the English "cats

and dogs."
A few days later found me on the way to Sand or

Sando, where I hoped to catch one big trout before re-

turning to Thorshavn. As we passed down the west-

ern side of the island, the captain of Smyril pointed out

the place where the ill-fated Principia was lost in Novem-
ber some years ago. On that same night I had left

Thorshavn on a Danish steamer. We had passed on the

other side of the island at the very hour when, hidden

fr<om all help behind the cliffs of an uninhabited coast, the

Principia was burning. Out of all the crew and passen-

gers, one only was saved after drifting for thirteen hours

lashed te a plank. And that same night a clergyman in

Scotland, whose brother was on the ship, saw her in a

dream; saw the fire amidships, the life boats burned, a

hastily constructed raft overturned and wrecked in

launching, and his brother jumping into the water. He
woke with the words "Faroe Islands" sounding in his'

ears. But he knew nothing of the Faroe Islands, and

thought the ship was hundreds of miles south, bound for

America. He told his old housekeeper his dream next

morning, and six weeks later when the post came from

Faroes, he heard that a fire had broken out on the Prin-

cipia, passengers and crew had fought it for three days;

they could not steer the vessel, and a southwest gale had

driven it far north; and there, burning, she was dashed to

pieces against the cliffs of Sandoe. When I went to Mid-

vag, I found that it was Jegvand, Sr., who had found the

brother's body and helped to bury it. "A fine man, a

kraftig [strong] man," said Jegvand, sadly. "He had a

life belt on, but there was little chance for him; of all

the wreck that came ashore, not one piece was big enough

to use. It was in splinters. There was great surf that

night. I have never seen worse."

I post this letter from Thorshavn. I accomplished my
mission to Sand and caught my big trout. Only one big

one, to be sure, among a number of small ones,_but he

was a fish to satisfy the most exacting, a beautiful sea

trout, fresh from the bay, caught with my light rod and a

small green-mantle fly. He weighed a full five pounds,

and we had a long and fair fight. And then a fierce equi-

noctial storm arose, and—little Smyril was due before

•it was over. Each day I watched the surf, and talked

with old sea dogs, who were digging their potatoes, about

the prospects of my being able to board her ^ if she came.

They were unpleasantly optimistic. "Don't be afraid,

Froken," they said. "We'll get you on board somehow

!

Yes, unless it gets worse (though it won't be pleasant)

we can do it !" And I could only hope and pray it would

get worse and so make the attempt impossible.

But Smyril came at last, the old sea dogs put me on

board "somehow," and that trip to Thorshavn gave me a

fellow feeling for the voyagers of the "Lotus Eaters —
"Most weary seem'd the sea, weary the oar,

Weary the wandering fields of barren foam."

The little capital, after my four sionths' absence among

the lonely islands, looked cosy and hospitable. There

was the hum of voices, the clatter of pattens in the nar-

row lanes ;
lights twinkled in the grass-covered cabins and

on a fleet of fishing smacks from Iceland—Norse, Scotch

and Faroe—that had taken refuge from the storm. The

baker was making his Saturday evening crullers and little

cakes. I could smell the spices in a whiff of land breeze.

The cheerful voice of a friend greeted me in English as,

dhiUed and tired, I stumbled out of the boat.

It is good to be back again. Elizabeth Taylor.

"Curious thing about a man with a watch is that if you

see him' take it out and look at it, and you ask him two

s.econds later what time it is, he never remembers. He has

to look at it again." . .. .

"Yes; I've noticed that he'll always do it—if his watch

is a fine pne."—Oiicago Tribune.

The Wild Horse of the Banks.
There ts really no more historical as well as interest-

ing and curious territory in the United States than the
long sand banks which mark the eastern boundary of

North Carolina, and which form a vast breakwater, with-
in which are the "sounds" through which the Govern-
ment now proposes to provide an inland water-way
which will end the terrors of Cape Hatteras.
This is to be a story of that part of the banks further

to the southward of Cape Hatteras, where the little ponies
are, the only wild horses east of the Mississippi; ponies
which have over three centuries of history behind them,
and which date back to the time of knightly Sir Walter
Raleigh and the days when the Moors of Barbary were
a power.
The part of the banks in question is known as

"Shackelford's banks," taking its name from the chief

owner. Beginning at Ocracoke Inlet, this stretch of

sand reaches to Bogue Inlet, terminating at Shackel-
ford's Point, in front of the town of Beaufort. Shackel-
ford's banks are almost forty miles long, low-lying, with

here and there dunes or sand hills, rising to a height

of say forty feet, tree covered, the trees loaded with
vines, and in this mass of nearly sub-tropical vegetation,

much of it evergreen, are the Spanish bayonet, prickly

pear or small cactus, and the fan, or scrub palmetto.

There are homes here and there along this irregular

stretch of Shackelford's banks, and there is also a light-

house and near it a natural harbor of refuge, at Cape
Lookout, which the Government is also planning to

utilize.

On Shackelford's banks alone are the little ponies re-

ferred to. It is strange but true, that they are found
in their wild state nowhere else. There are said to

be about twelve hundred of them on the banks. Inquiry

made of residents as to whether the number of ponies

had decreased during the past fifty years brought the

response that it had, and that until about 1850 the ponies

increased. The ponies weigh about 800 pounds, and
their height is about thirteen to fourteen hands, that is,

aYa to 4K feet. Their life is mainly on the banks, though
in very stormy weather they sometimes swim over to

the mainland, a distance of from two to five miles away.

Their food is marsh grass, sea oats, leaves of scrubby

trees, and shrubs and berries, particularly the berries of

the holly. The woods give them usually a good shelter,

and hence it is seldom that they seek the shelter of the

mainland. They live to quite an age, but the average is

about 22 years. Some reach the age of forty. When
they want water they paw holes in the sand in low

places, and get plenty of it.

These ponies have owners. The "Banks" are owned
by various persons, largely upon grants sold by the

State. These people make pens out of drift wood and
rough logs and poles, and into these the ponies and
their colts are driven and branded. A colt following a

branded mare is considered the property of the owner
of the mare, and he brands it. In cases where there

are colts which do not follow the mares, then the "pen-

ners," that is men who make and own the pens, take

them. Such is the unwritten law. The ponies are

driven out of the scrub by drivers or herders, and this

is a matter of no small difficulty, as the scrub is often

so thick as to be jungle, threaded by thousands of nar-

row paths through the shining sand. The wind and salt

keep down much of the vegetation, so that there may
be seen hickory trees not over three feet in height, yet

loaded with nuts, and horse chestnut trees equally as

dwarfed.
The colts are covered with hair several inches in

length, a nature's protection against the weather. This

is called colt hair, and looks like felt. It falls off in

large flakes: Most of the colts are of a faded brown

color, but are sometimes black. They are termed colts

until they are branded, though they may be three years

old or more before they are pennned and the brand put

on. These ponies are always known in all parts of the

State as "bankers" ponies. They do not appear to be

sold much outside of North CaroHna. as the people in

other States do not know anything about them. They

cross well with horses. When taken up-country and

fed upon corn, hay and oats they fill out and darken

in color somewhat. Their instinct is remarkable. They

know by means of it the way to get to the mainland or

to islands with the minimum amount of swimming, and

the writer has seen them wade great distances without

getting out of their depth, making various turns and

changes of direction to conform to the shoals, yet they

are fearless swimmers.
Though an inlet only about two miles m- width sepa-

rates Shackelford's banks from Bogue banks yet the

ponies never go on the latter banks, nor do they cross

the Ocracoke Inlet.

Ancestors of these hardy and valuable httle horses

were the Barbary horses which Sir Walter Raleigh sent

over with his colonists to Roanoke Island. They have

bred and multiplied, and for at least two centuries have

been utilized by the people of that section. Sir Walter

Raleigh's colonists, when the relief from England was so

long delayed in reaching them, went with the Indians to

the mainland, but must have left the pomes. The In-

dians were unused to horses. These Indians were the

Haterasks, who gave their name to the dreaded cape.

When Raleigh's colonists first landed there they found

that the Haterasks were distinguished by their blue

eyes and that they had a tradition that their fathers

could talk out of a book." Hence the inference that at

some former period a crew of white men had been cast

away thereabouts and had amalgamated with the In-

^^These sturdy little ponies are,_ therefore, a part of the

romance which hangs about this qttaint part of North

Carolina. There are persons who hold that Raleigh s

colonists first landed on Shackelford's banks, and later

went to the "Isle of Roanoke," whera they built their

fort because it was a more defensible place, and tha

they left the "little Barbary horses" on the banks until

better times should come. Fred. A. Olds.

In a Restaurant.-He-"Will you,have a little lobster ?"

She—"Oh. John, this is so sudden!"—Philadelphia Even-

ing Bulletin.

—•
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Life of the North.
The last issue of North American Fauna (No. 22), the

publication of the Division of the Biological Survey of

the Department of Agriculture, contains a paper of un-
rsual interest. Prepared under the direction of Dr. C.
Hart Merriam, the Chief of the Division, it was published
Oct. 31, and gives an account of a "Biological Investiga-
tion of the Hudson Bay Region," by Edward A. Preble.
For more than a century the employees of the Hudson

Bay Company used to send collections of birds and mam-
mals from Hudson Bay to London. These were examined
and described by naturalists, for, of course, the new coun-
try gave many new species. Many of the specimens from
which the description were drawn have now disappeared,
and often the specimens were without labels showing
just where they came from, so that really little more was
known about them than that they were secured in the
northern part of North America. No modern museum
possessed anything like a representative collection of the
mammals and birds of Hudson Bay, and this became a
matter of great importance when the Biological Survey
began to receive large collections of birds and mammals
from Alaska. Without specimens for comparison, it was
impossible in many cases to tell whether the Alaska speci-

mens were or were not different from those described
long ago from other parts of boreal America. In view
of this embarrassment. Dr. Merriam decided to send an
expedition to Hudson Bay in order to collect the topotypes
that he so greatly required, and Mr. Preble was chosen
for this laborious task. The report just published, con-
taining about 125 pages, is the result of this expedition.

It shows that the work was well performed, and is full

of interest—a useful contribution to our knowledge of

the north.

The party, consisting of Mr. Preble and his brother, Al-
fred E. Preble, as assistant, started from Winnipeg June
14. At Winnipeg and throughout their journey there-

after, they were everywhere assisted by the Hudson Bay
Company and its employees. Without this assistance the

trip would hardly have been practicable. They crossed

Lake Winnipeg by steamer and reached Norway House
June 17. Here they procured Indians and a large Peter-

"boro canoe, and from Norway House, starting down Nel-
son River, they passed by river and lake to Htidson Bay
at York Factory. Here they exchanged their canoe for a

sailboat, and proceeded up the west coast to Fort
Churchill. The younger Preble remained there to collect,

while his brother pushed northward to the Barren
Grounds. This trip occupied three weeks, and on his

return to Fort Churchill it was necessary to start on the

return journey, to avoid being shut in by the winter.

Mr. Preble describes in some detail the character of the

country traversed and illustrates it by a number of capital

photographs; the plates in the volume, numbering four-

teen, beside a map, on which the route is marked, showing
the whole of Hudson Bay and extending west as far as

Bathurst Inlet and Aylmer Lake. He tells something
of the life zones of the region passed through—from Win-
nipeg successively the Canadian and Hudsonian zones, and
well into the Arctic. Above Cape Churchill the Arctic

zone is continuous on the coast, as shown by the birds

and the mammals collected there. A more or less brief

review is given of the previous work done in this region,

and a bibliography beginning with Edward.-^j I743-SI> and
ending with Obcrholser, 1902.

The report treats chiefly of the bird? mammals and
batrachians of the Province of Keewatin, though, oi

course, there are many references outS' e of those limits,

since the travels of some of the Ar._tic voyagers have

been used. The report describes six new species and
subspecies of mammals, a mouse, a muskrat, a hare, a

mink, a weasel and a shrew ; and, since the completion

of the trip, three other species which fall within the scope

of the report have been described, two of them mice and
one a form of Arctic fox. Quite full notes are given on
some species in the lists of mammals and birds.

The Greenland whale was formerly found as far south

as Churchill River in the bay, and still occurs further to

the north. The narwhal is found to the north, and the

white whale is abundant; so much so, that at the time of

Mr. Preble's visit men were at work for the Hudson Bay
Company capturing them at the mouth of Churchill River.

The woodland caribou is found in some numbers every-

v/here between Norway House and Hudson Bay, and Mr.

Preble's party saw tracks frequently. Barren Ground
caribou were not uncommon at the mo«t northerly point

reached, and were just beginning the autumnal migration

southward. The southern limit of the range of the Bar-

ren Ground caribou on the west slope of Hudson Bay is

giyen as Churchill River. Even in former years, ac-

cording to Hearne, they seldom crossed that stream.

Further inland they go south as far as the south end of

Reindeer Lake.

The moose occurs in considerable numbers between the

head of Lake Winnipeg and Norway House. Tracks

were frequently seen, and some of them so recent that the

mud had not yet settled in them.

While Mr. Preble's party saw no musk-ox, yet he brings

back an interesting southerly record of recent date. It

is probable that the musk-ox commonly occurs as far

south as Chesterfield Inlet ; but "Several times during the

summer of 1897 parties of Indians reported seeing a pair

of musk-oxen on the 'Barrens,' about half-way between

York Factory and Fort Churchill. The male was finally

killed in August, and the head brought by the Indians to

York Factory." This pair had probably wandered beyond

the limits of their normal range during the preceding

winter, and for some reason failed to return.

The beaver is becoming scarce throughout this region,

though skins are annually traded at most of the posts.

Of the skins seen at Norway House, several were black.

The northern muskrat is smaller than our common
form. It is extremely abundant, and though worth but

a few cents in trade, many thousand are taken each year.

Mr. Preble says: "The sweet flag (Acorns calatn-us), a

favorite food, abounds in the Robinson's Portage, and the

great number of muskrat houses seen there show the

focality to be a favorite resort. We saw many muskrats
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while we wefe descendinpf Hill and Steel rivefs. Here
they live entirely in bltrrows in the banks, as the deep
water and swift current render house building imprac-
ticable. Piles of mussel shells, showing where the animals
have been feasting, were frequently noticed on the bank.
The point of marsh below York Factory seemed to be
the home of a considerable number of muskrats, but as it

IS frequently overflowed, they are said to seldom survive
^the winter. In the vicinity of Fort Churchill they were
found in but one place—a stream entering the Churchill
River a few miles above the post, and they were rather
uncommon.
"A winter following a dry season is said to be very de-

structive to muskrats. On account of the low water, the
animals construct their burrows and houses correspond-
ingly low and are often forced out by floods at a season
when they are unable to procure food, and have no pro-
tection from their enemies."
The Arctic hare was seen on the Barren Ground near

Mr. Preble's furthest north, as were also white wolves.
Gray wolves were more or less abundant in the Winni-
peg region.

^
Merriam's Innuit fox was quite abundant north of

Fort Churchill, and occurs through northern Keewatin.
The black bear is abundant, while nothing new was
learned about the ^Barren Ground bear. On the other
hand, polar bears were seen, and are said to be of regu-
lar occurrence all along the west shore of Hudson Bay,
and as far south as Severn River, and possibly' to the
head of James' Bay.
The walrus and several species of seals occur with

more or less frequency in Hudson Bay, especially toward
the north. A walrus was brought by an Eskimo to
Fort Churchill only a few days before the party reached
there.

Three species of loons were seen on Hudson Bay, and
two others are recorded from there. Mr. Preble speaks
of the noisiness of the loons, and says of the Pacific loon

:

"The howl of a wolf or any unusual sound was generally
followed by a chorus of tlaeir wild, weird calls, lasting for
several minutes.

All three species of merganser were observed. Mal-
I

lards were rather abundant, and as might be expected, the
list of the ducks and the geese is a long one.

_Mr. Preble took near York Factory five little yellow
rail, which he secured by following up their call note.

_
As might be expected for a trip along the sea shore, the

list of beach birds is long. The spruce grouse, Canada
ruffed grouse, willow ptarmigan and sharp-tailed grouse
are all recorded. The rock grouse they did not see.
The list of the lesser birds is a long one and contains

many interesting notes, to which the reader must be re-
ferred. A few frogs and salamanders were secured.

A New Caribot*,

From the valuable natural history material brought to
the American Museum of Natural History by Com-
mander R. E. Peary, on his return from his sojourn in
the Arctic region, are the skins of five caribou. Of these
four are flat skins of adults, without skulls and more
or less defective, and the complete skin of a young fawn,
preserved in brine. On this material Dr. J. A. Allen has
described the Ellesmere Land caribou {Rangifer pearyi),
a new species, quite different from the Greenland cari-
bou, and indeed from any other that is known. In the
winter coat, Avhich these animals still wore, when killed

^

in June, the Ellesmere Land caribou is pure white except
tor a dark patch on the middle and posterior part of the
back. In the single male, the dark patch on the back is

drab gray, while in the three females this patch is darker,
and extends a little further forward. In two of these
females the front surface of the forelegs is dark
grayish brown. In the fawn the contrasts in color are
less pronounced than in the adult animal, and it is more or
less rusty throughout. Something of this may be due,
however, to the brine in which it was preserved.

In a letter to Dr. Allen, Commander Peary says that
the winter coat of the Greenland caribou is pronouncedly
darker than the Ellesmere specimens.

The Real Samoa.
From ike I/eiu York Sun, Nov. 5.

It is a remarkable book that Mrs. Llewella Pierce
Churchill has written in "Samoa 'Uma" (Forest and
Stream Publishing Company). The Pacific islands, with
their eternal summer and delightful natives and blissful
indolence, have been a fairy land for dreamers from the
day of the Mutineers of the Bounty to that of Bishop
Peter. They have been spoiled by missionaries and
diplomatic quarrels and ethnographers and by enthusiastic
literary men. Samoa has suflfered above all; it has come
to mean to most of us only a senseless international
wrangle, though it does recall a great heroic scene ; more-
over, it must bear the burden of the Stevenson cult and
the reality, the little community of Pacific islanders, is

lost sight of. It is this that Mrs. Churchill observed and
that she tells of.

She was in an unusually favorable position for her
readers in that she had no ax to grind. She was there, not
a5_ a missionary, nor a scientific investigator, nor an
Dfficial, nor a poet in search of the picturesque; she was
there simply as a wife who accompanied her husband
whither his business led him ; she was in Samoa a long
:.me and used her eyes and her brains in finding out what
was around her. The people and their ways interested
ler and she reports what she saw pleasantly, clearly and
with no favor. The result may be disappointing to those
who have closed their eyes to the savage side of the
itniable Samoans and the Pacific islanders in general, but
-hey will feel that they have now a sure foundation of
'act to build on.

Mrs, Churchill, without any parade of learning, depicts
he institutions of the people, their daily life, their cus-
oms, amusements, and so on, with illustrative anecdotes
uid incidents, and, beside, describes characteristic adven-
ures and scenes in her experience. She also shows the
ffect of Pacific surroundings on the white men who drift
nto the islands and become entangled with the natives,
\fter reading her book the dreamer will doubt whether
t is to the Pacific that he wants to go, after all. By the
•ide of the bread fruit and other vegetable attractions

there are bugs of many kinds that sting and crawl. There
are gastronomic ventures on the author's part that make
the flesh crawl ; she had no chance to taste a missionary,
but—she tells of baked rat and vampire bat that taste like
squirrel.

The pictures are from photographs and are fine. Many
represent Samoan girls who are pretty enough to make
the dreamer turn his back on Mrs. Churchill's narrative
and take the next steamer to Samoa, vampires or ao
vampires.
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A Hard Time on Old Baldy.
There is ^philosophy in the remark made by the manwno went coon hunting one night when he said. "Iwouldnt have missed it for a farm, but wouldn't take

another one for a farm with a hay rake thrown in " E±lough m his intensely interesting "Across New Bruns-wick on Snowshoes," says in speaking of "Lost Man'sCamp, where they put in a night with the thermometer
21 degrees below zero, while one had to keep a good fireburmng while the rest slept, "It was one of those experi-
ences such as one would not willingly let go from hismemory. It is well known and yet hard to explain whyu gives so much pleasure and gratification to recall tbat
in our experiences which was attended with so muchhardship and discomfort.

I was planning for a trapping expedition one fall after Iwould get my work done on the ranch, and just aboutthe time I was ready to start out, Oscar Elmes.'one ofmy neighbors, proposed that he would take his wagon
fll w7'/w"t' ^^'u^ ^V, mountains, inthe hope that I might kill some meat for him to t ,kehome, as he was out of meat. This arrangement su red

^ me very well, as I only had one horse at that time, whichwould have necessitated my walking and packing iky out-
fit on my horse The day we started it was raining, andbefore we got far on our way it began to snow, and bythe time we were at our proposed camping place, therewas seven inches ot snow, and it was still snowini as itcan snow in the Rockies.

^^nowing, as it

.

The discomfort began as soon as we started on ourjourney, and by the time we stopped to camp evervthing
outdoors, ourselves included, was as wet as snow and raincould make it, and the prospect for anything like a com-
fortable camp was gloomy enough; but by the time wehad worked nght lively for an hour clearing away thesnow and doing all the necessary work in maldng campma snowstorm, we had our blood warmed and felt better

-the next morning there was over a foot of snow, and itwas still snowing. Ihe snow was wet and heavy, making
It very hard traveling, but we started out on horsebackand went up over a very high and bare mountain, Old
-BaJdy, which was in a southerly direction from camp.As we were ridmg we did not realize how terrible the
traveling was, and we went several miles without seeing
anything That was not surprising, for we knew it wouldbe only by the barest chance if we would find any gamemoving m stich a storm, it being the first of the season.We left our horses picketed in a little park while we con-
tinued on our way southward. After going but a few
rods froin our horses we noticed a very dim trail going in
the direction we were going, but we could not tell what
It was or which way it was going. We followed it in the
direction we had been going, and soon I found, sticking
to a log the hair from a horse's tail, and we at one?
concluded it was the trail of a neighbor who had gone
into the mountains after meat. For the sake of elsier
traveling we continued on the trail, and in a short timecame to the fresh trail of an elk, which had come into the
old liorse trail and gone on southward. After following
It for some time we found where it had been lying downBy getting down and examining carefully its tracks where
1. had stood m its bed after getting up and noting by the
condition of the snow when it had been there about wher'-
the sun must have been, we believed it must be two hours
ahead of us. It was going down a very steep mountain
side mto an immense body of green timber, and after
tollowmg It about a mile we found where it began to
teed

;
then I asked Oscar to stay several rods behind while

1 got m my work, for it was very evident that his chance
of getting meat was going to be slim if we did not get
that elk. The snow was hanging heavy on the pine and
spruce timber, which made it difficult to see far ahead*m a short time I. had gone around the head of a ravine
where it had been feeding, and struck its track where it
had gone on down through the woods, as if hunting a
place to he down, and then I had the pleasing sensation
of seeing its horns sticking up above the logs and rocks
I motioned to Oscar to stop. I was satisfied it was lying
down, and getting on my hands and knees I crawled
through the snow for about twenty yards ; when I got to
a favorable rise of the ground I rose up and could
see Its head and neck, and saw that it was lying down
with Its head laid back on its body at rest or asleep. Being
then only about fifty yards from it, I took careful aim to
break its neck. My gun snapped, and although the noise
was very slight, he moved his ears, but did not raise his
head. Being afraid to throw in another shell for fear
of rousing him. I cocked the gun again, and that time
It went off, and it just went "smack." seeming about as
loud as the explosion of a percussion cap, and I was
surprised after hearing the report to see him drop his
head back on the snow, dead. Those who have shot in
snow-laden timber know what a faint, muffled report
it makes.
With a whoop for Oscar to com.e on, I went down to

find a splendid bull, probably two and a half years old,
nice and fat. with its neck broken, which allowed it to
bleed when stuck, just like a beef, and as the snow kept
everything about it nice and clean in dressing, it was the
finest and cleanest woods dressed meat that I ever
handled. By the time We got it dressed and got back to
our horses, we had to go Hvely to get back to camp by
dark without going back for our meat. The next morning
was rather warm, and the snow was just soft enough to

make hard traveling. We went leisurely out after our
nieat, believing we had an easy job before us. It was
about noon when we got there, ;*id we ate our lunch
betore packing our meat; then we packed up and started
on what proved to be the most tiresome trip that I ever
took. Instead of following our back tracks, that we might
have a broken trail to help us, we thought to take an
easier grade in going back, and therefore had to wade
through the unbroken snow for fully six hours, in soft
snow up to onr knees all the time. By the middle of the
alterno( n we were taking short turns at taking the lead,
as the cne in the lead had much the hardest work We
were both well nigh "tuckered out" by 4 o'clock, but as
is always the case, neither of us wanted to "squeal/*When we were within a mile of camp, we had passed
beyond the point of ignoring our distress and began to
speculate as to whether or not we would be able to make
it to camp. We worried along till within eighty rods of
camp, and it was getting dark, when Oscar sat down on a
log and said, "I cannot go any further." I was in the
lead at that time, and when he declared himself done up, it
kind of nerved me up, and I just forced one foot after
another, and reached camp without making another stop
intending to unload my meat and go back after Oscar withmy horse. When I got tq camp and looked back, I saw
Oscar plodding along in my trail. When he reached
camp he just flopped down and left his horse standing
with its pack; I told him I would not sit down until the
horses were relieved of their packs. After resting a little
he got up and helped to unpack his horse, then tumbled
down into the tent, where he stayed until I built a fire
and made some ccSflFee. Immediately after getting into
camp I became sick at my stomach, and never was sicker
than I was for about an hour. By the time the coffee was
made I was feeling a little better, and after sapping a
httle hot coffee I revived as if by magic, and began to
get hungry; tlien we went to cooking meat and eating,
and by the time we were through we were as good as new,
and suffered no ill effects afterward. I have been tired
many times since, but always console myself by thinking
that I am not as tired as I was the time I packed the
elk meat over Old Baldy. Like many other of past ex-
periences, I would not like to repeat it, but would be
loath to allow it to pass from my mind.

Emerson Carnky.
MORGANTOWN, W, Va.

iking the Boy.
It certainly has been pleasant for the writer to describe

in an imaginary way the taking of his boy hunting, one
of the pleasures of anticipation put on paper, but while
It gave pleasure to the writer and perhaps afforded a
few moments' enjoyment to the readers of Forest and
Stream who also have boys, yet it, is a matter of fact,
gave little or no actual practical enjoyment to the boy
in interest.

He, weeks ago, picked up my copy of Forest and
Stream, and therein read the imaginary sketch of his
shooting trip, made up out of whole paper and lead pen-
cil. I furtively watched his face as he read it, and cer-
tainly was paid for my work in the varying and inter-
esting facial exhibitions of interest as he worked along
from paragraph to paragraph. And when he laid down
his paper he looked up to me and simply remarked:
"When will you take me?" I gave him no definite re-
ply other than, "Sometime when I get time," which,
when you come to figure it out, is as near to "never"
as the word itself.

But his birthday was coming around, and I proposed
to take the first step by giving him a gun. A boy with
a gun IS synonymous with "danger," and I figured that
It was best that the danger be reduced just half by get-
ting him a. single barrel and not a double gun.

I got him the best single, breechloading, ejector gunm the market (made by ), a gun that would have
rendered me speechless with joy had I received such
on my 13th birthday, instead of the muzzleloading per-
cussion cap proposition that I started with. That gun
and boy went the rounds of the neighborhood, and it
was a hard struggle to have him quit oiling that gun
and squinting through the barrel for specks and leading
and go to bed.
And when that gun passed into his hands I began to

study the calendar closely for a Saturday that could be
given over to him. While I fixed the day, yet bearing
in mind that man proposes, but the Lord ^fisposes, I
began to figure how not to disappoint the boy in case
I fell down. So I took Mr. Fullerton into my confi-
dence and we fixed up the trip, Mr. Fullerton to chap-
eron the boy in case I could not go. With plenty of
other things to do, yet Mr. Fullerton gladly consented
to aid in helping the young idea how to shoot.
The next thing was to rig out the boy. His foot-

ball shoes settled the footwear question. Then a pair
of canvas leggings to protect his stockings from the
briers. A pair of corduroys that years ago had encased
my nether limbs, when I weighed less than I do now,
were ripped apart, recut and made into an ideal pair of
knickerbockers for the little fellow by his mother.
His football sweater was warm and light, and that

settled the hunting shirt problem. Then came a canvas
hunting coat, fortunately picked up at the gun store,
which fitted him comfortably and loosely. A corduroy
hunting cap completed his outfit. The boy was prac-
tically and sensibly equipped. A friend wrote me only
a few days ago to "train up your boy in the way he
should go, so that when the dogs see him armed and
equipped for the field they may not feel tired and go
off somewhere and lie down, as I am told dogs have
done before now."

It took some days to do all this, but finally the grip
began to bulge as one piece of togging after another
was stuffed in.

It was hard for that boy to keep other things out of
his mind during school hours, but he managed to so
do. At last Friday morning came, and at the first signs
of dawn I heard coming from a vacant lot across the
street the call of a lone strayed quail, CoheelCohee!
He had roosted under the weeds during the night, and
at the first signs of day began to hunt his mat^. I
was awake before the quail called, and at the first note
jumped out of bed, ran across the hall to the boy's
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room, and lifting him out of bed carried him to my room
and into my bed and bade him wake up and listen to

the calling quail, Cohee! Cohee!
His mother waking, asked what all this fuss was

about, and remarked Avhat a shame it was to awaken that

boy. But my only reply was that it was a part of the

boy's education as a hunter.

The evening train took us south to Norwood, and

at midway between eight and nine o'clock we reached

our destination. Little time was lost getting located

at the hotel and getting the boy into his bed. Admonish-
ing him to snuggle down into the bed clothes and go

speedily to sleep I left him and joined Mr. Fullerton

in arranging for the team, etc., for the morning.

Mr. Fullerton had brought his meat dog with him,

unexcelled on chickens, but, because of his tremendous
ranging powers, dubious on quail. We counted upon a

pair of unexceptional quail dogs, but they were else-

where when we arrived, and we made shift by getting a

dog here and another one there. And finishing all

details by a little after ten. we went to bed, leaving a

call for six in the morning. And when I opened the

room door I was greeted with "Hello, pa, is that you?"

which I met with, "I thought I told you to go to

sleep." And if I remember rightly, twice that boy
jammed me in the ribs during the night and told me to

quit snoring, and when the freight went through the town

at four he was awake and remarked that he had heard

three other trains go by during the night. There was

no need of the Swede watchman informing us that "It

was six o'clock already yet," as he thumped on our door.

We knew that better than he did.

In no time that boy was rigged for the fray and was

about to fill his pockets with shells from the case before

he went in to breakfast, so as to be all in shape.

We were at last in our rig, the lunch box, water and

cofifee jugs being stored away under the rear seat. Mr.

Fullerton and myself took the rear seat, and Harold and

the driver sat in front. We took in the quail dogs, but

the meat dog was left to follow the wagon with a view

of steadying him down a bit.

Away we went past farm after farm, until we neared

the brush and woody farming district, where wheat and

corn fields interlarded strips of woodland and brush lots.

Getting out we entered a wood. The hard rain of the

night before had wet everything down, and we realized

that our shooting would be circumscribed mainly to

snap shots as the birds first got up—and it so turned

The first bevv got up wild and went sailing out of the

woods across a' plowed field to another strip of woods.

Mr. Fullerton and I warmed our gun barrels on them—

-

that's all We began to work out through the tangle of

brijsh and brier toward the open, when just ahead ot

Harold a quail flushed, going straight away._ Harold

was between us, and we watched him bring his gun to

shoulder, aim and pull. There was a cloud of feathers,

and Mr. Fullerton yelled at the top of his lungs, Uot

him by thunder! Good shot! His first shot and his

first' qiiail." Harold walked forward and picked up his

bird. He had never handled a quail before. He studied

it all over and smoothing down the feathers, put it

snugly into' his coat pocket. He certainly was a pleased

boy. '

We worked the edge of the woods, and on turning a

corner with Harold by my side, another quail broke

cover and sailed away in the open. In cocking his gun

and getting it to his shoulder the time was going and

so was the quail. I was covering him with my gun, and

when I thought him too far for the boy to reach, 1

pulled—and shot behind him; I moved my left barrel

up a peg or two and pulled again, Harold shooting at

the same time. The quail dropped. I claim Harold

killed him and he claims I killed him, and there the

mRttcr J'^sts

It was proving a poor day for quail. Where they went
•

I know not. When they broke and pitched, the dogs

and no amount of kicking could dislodge them out of

their wet cover. They seemed to shoot into some place

like a bullet and disappear. It was exasperating Final-

ly in a meadow was a small brush patch, and here the

dogs pointed a bevy. We walked up close and could

see the birds scurrying here and there through the

leaves. Finally they got up and- were ofiE._ Harold, 1 am

afraid tried to kill the whole flock m raid air, and got

none 'Mr. Fullerton and myself getting one each. We
marked them down as best we could, but saw them no

more We quit for lunch. Harold began to look like

a veteran, his leggings deep in black mud and his face

showing contact with the briers. We buflt a fire, boiled

our coffee a second time, and. ate our noonday lunch

with a relish—inwardly bewailing the fact that things

were wet and that the quail would not run.
, -

, ,

But we were again in the rig and away to fresh helds.

Up went a Wilson snipe from a pond close by the road,

only to fly a few yards and again alight. Harold and

Mr Fullerton walked it up—and as it zig-zagged away

Harold fired and Mr. Fullerton right after him—so close-

ly that it appeared like one report—and the snipe tell.

It is yet a question who killed that snipe, because Mr.

Fullerton asserts that the bird was already faflrag as he

pressed the trigger. And soon darkness set in and we

turned the team toward home with a snipe and six

quail in the wagon box. The boy blamed himself for

his bad shooting, etc., etc.

We reached the hotel and found more boys down for

a Sunday shoot. We having had such poor luck also

decided to stay over, and we all went to bed hoping

for a clear, sunny day on the morrow, and felt sure ot

such a day because the weatherman so predicted.

The boy was soon under the covers and sound asleep.

At six the next morning the Swede made the rounds

iilce the crier of old, and remarked for the benefit of

the whole house that ",It had been raimng already yet

since four o'clock." I found that out at four m the

morning myself, when I arose to shut the window and

then listened two hours to the ram as it came down m
sheets and all but blew in the glass.

But the boy slept on, and only awoke when the crier

passed down the hall. At first he spoke derisively of

?he hunter who could not "stand a little rain,' but as

he listened to the pelting storm he agreed that his home

was the best place on such a day, and we ate our break-

fast made our belongings snug and took the train for

home. We made the boy march ahead of us going
through the depot carrying the bunch of birds, and we
disclaimed any proprietorship, gladly giving him all the

credit.

But Mr. Fullerton insists that we will yet have an

other go at the quail and perhaps at the ducks, too.

He and the boy have entered into some bond that

means further quest for game whether I go or not. and

I can only agree with the boy that he is lucky to have

such a friend as Mr. Fullerton, who already ha-S done

so much to m: ' . Minnesota what it is to--day in the

way of a fish and game State.

Charles Gkistadoro.

Carrying Game Through New Jersey

New York, Nov. S.—Editor Forest and Stream: Dur-

ing a recent hunting trip through Orange county, some

discussion arose regarding our homecoming, which would

necessitate our traveling through the State of Ne%y Jer-

sey. Our game consisted of rabbits, squirrels, quail and

partridge, and it was up to us to get these home some way
or other. One of our party spoke of an amendnient made
in New Jersey's laws proh biting residents of New York
bringing game exposed through New Jersey,' during the

closed season. There seems to be quite a great deal of

uncertainty regarding these points. ^ J^-
[The New Jersey law on this point, as given m Game

Lazvs in Brief, reads as follows:

Sec. 26. It shall be unlawful to remove or lu attempt to reinove

from this State any quail, rulTed grouse, pinnated grouse, wood-

cock, hare, squirrel, English iibeasant or ring-necked pheasant ;

Provided, however. That this section shall not apply to common
carriers carrying from beyond the confines of this State in^unbr.;ken

packages to some point beyond the confines of this State such

quail, ruffed grouse pinnated grouse, woodcock, hare, squnrel or

pheasant; any person guilty of any violation of this section shall

be liable to a penalty of $20 for every quail, rutTcd grouse, p.n-

nated grouse, woodcock, hare, squirrel or pheasant remuved or

soucht to be removed: Provided, however. That this section shall

not^apply to English or ring-necked pheasants killed en preserves

at present established.

The New Jersey authorities construe th's as aptilicablc

to game brought into the State for transportation through

it and out of the State again, even when the game is car-

ried by sportsmen passing from New York State to New-

York State. An exception is made in favor of common
carriers, that is to say, railroads, express companies, etc.

Hence, if the game taken in Orange county, N. Y., be

turned over to the express company for transportation to

and delivery in New York, it will pass through New
Jersey without molestation.

But the New York law provides with respect to the

shipment of game:

Sec. 29. Woodcock, grouse and quail shall not be transported

within this State or into the State from a point without the State

less than twenty-five miles from the State line, unless accompanied

by the actual owner thereof, and no person shall transport or

accompany more than thirty-six grouse or thirty-six woodcock in

any calendar year, or more than twelve of either kind at one time.

No common carrier or person in its employ shsill transport such

birds as owner.

This means that the game must be carried by the ex-

press company on the same train that the owner of the

game travels on; i. e., must be "accompanied by the actual

owner thereof."

There is also a provision in the New York law whicn

forbids the export of game from the State; but this is

held not to apply to game which is exported from one part

of the State to be received in another part, as in this case

of export front Orange county through New Jersey into

New York again.]

Some Sportsmen's Letters*

Mr. W. B. Mershon, of Saginaw, Mich., writes:

I inclose a letter from Mr. William Held. He is a

naturaHst sportsman, and he is as fond of flowers as he is

of birds, and we enjoy swapping experiences on both sub-

jects. A year ago, Field promised to take me wood-

cock sljooting, for I have not had time for a good many
>ears to look up the woodcock country, so I am entirely

out of it. But from his letter, it seems we will have to

wait another year. We have had so much rain in this

part of the country that it is impossible to get into the

covers now, and I think the young broods were about

exterminated in June—that is, the quail and rufifed grouse.

No one reports very good luck, though I stole away for

a few hours Saturday and got three ruffed grouse and a

pair of good wet, blistered feet, for I wore rubber boots

and I never could tramp in them.

Mr, Held writes to Mr. Mershon:

I am sorry to' say that there will be no woodcock shoot-

ing this fall around here. I believe the birds passed

through during the two weeks before the season opened.

Oct. 20. I was out on opening day and bagged five wood-
cock, and I could see that the grounds were exhausted

and finished for the season. The last two seasons were

exceptionally late, which made good shooting after Oct.

20. The continuous rain during the past summer and

early fall rushed the grounds through earlier than usual.

The same cause applies to the snipe grounds. This is the

poorest season for snipe I have ever seen, and all on

account of the grounds not being in condition when the

birds are moving on their southern flight. The little sora,

or rice bird, was also scarce on opening day, Oct. i. The
evening before I must have flushed at least 200 in going

with a boat half a mile. They all went south wnth the

storm that came up shortly after dark. Quail and par-

tridge also seem to be very scarce around here, I think

owing to the extreme wet weather during the breeding

season.

I see that some of the Forest and Stream writers are

advocating a five-year close se"ason on woodcock. One
of them says they are so, easily found. I can't agree with

him there; as I think they are the most difficult of all

game birds to keep track of. I think there are very few

killed in the North in comparison with the numbers which

are slaughtered in the South. The woodcock is far from

extinction, owing to its migrating at night and change-

able habits. Once in a while a fellow will write that

he has hunted some old woodcock cover a whole season

and never found a bird. We have the same thing here. I

know a number of places that used to be good covers for

woodcock, and they have not contained a bird in three or

four years ; but that does not show that the bird is becom-
ing extinct, because there are other places not far from
the old ones, which have formed within the past few years

and contain numbers of birds every fall,

J saw a passenger pigeon last week near the Cass River.

It was with a little bunch of mourning doves, and it is

the second one I have ever seen.

I hope next season will be a better one for woodcock,
.so that I may take you along and let you familiarize your-

self with this strange bird.

Wm. C. Held.

Here are some paragraphs in the letter of one sportsman
to another, so full of good sense and suggestion that

we have asked permission to put them into print:

"You have been Avriting about what a grand thing it is

to take the boy fishing or teach the youngster to shoot, and
I cotdd plainly see the way the little fellow acted; there

had been a complete famine of handling a gun or squint-

ing at a bird. Teach the young idea how to shoot, and
not only that, but give him a chance to remember his

first shooting trip and many other shooting trips when his

father went along as a guide and teacher.

"I know I can look back with the greatest amount of

satisfaction to the first time my father took me in his duck
boat to let me see him shoot ducks. I can remember
when my uncle took me out in the morning to a pigeon

flight and let me bang away at a flying bird with my
i6-gauge muzzleloader, and how large the lone pigeon

was which I promptly lugged home to my mother; it

looked bigger than a turkey. I remember how, when
there was no one else to go with me, my motherland
grandmother used to go and take their knitting and sit on
a log and watch me shoot tip-ups and plover off from the

salt flats at the outskirts of the town. They were there

to see I did not shoot myself, I suppose, and we all felt

better satisfied for having been together. I know of the

old drives through the woods near the town (for the

woods did come near the towm then), when mother went
along to hold the horse while father and I and the old

dog got out to shoot the partridges we could always find

nearby.

"Now I think the storing up of such_ treasures of

memory as these in the minds of your boy is a vast sight

better than eternally grinding in and thinking you cannot

get away from business for even a day."

A New Jersey correspondent, who tells us that he has

found much satisfaction in reading the occasional ex-

tracts from personal letters printed in these
_
columns,

sends us these paragraphs from a sportsman friend, who
writes from Chenango county, New York:

I killed six woodcock in Virginia July I. We had heavy

rains just before the first that scattered the cock or we
would have done better, as my friend had five broods

located. Quail are also very numerous in this section. I

have a brood or two on my place. Got some fine work
the other day from Gay, Ned and Lady on quail in the

meadow by the river. Dogs do nobly.

You are mistaken about it being a poor hatching sea-

son for grouse. It was very dry here until June i, when
the rains commenced. The young grouse were then old

enough to take care of themselves. From reports the

grouse crop is unusually good, which tallies with what I

observed July i. The woodcock crop is better than known
for years, and if we get no more long rainstorms, cover

will be right for finding them. Swamps are down and in

good shape now. I hope you will come up for at least a

week. Divide your vacation up. The shooting is as-

suredly of a higher class than the New Jersey quail shoot-

ing. On looking over records I find we killed in 1899

42 birds ; in 1900, 38 birds, and in 1901, 25 birds. A pretty

good record for these days. Still, in case you come up for

the annual shoot next month, I am hoping and expecting

to set a new mark. Conditions are favorable for the birds

and the weather is great for walking.

Fishing has been good in the rivers. Have been out

twice, and took thirty-two bass" the first day, from three-

quarters to one and a half pounds. My second trip was up

the Chenango with D. We made a kill of fifty-two bass

and pike. I took a three-pound bass and he a three-pound

pickerel. My bass was hooked and killed in swift shoal

water. You must let me tell you about it, if we are let to

meet again.

It is very doubtful about my getting to New Jersey for

the quail this fall. We shall go to Florida rather earlier

than usual, and I have a certain number of grouse, quail

and woodcock that require my attention.
_
My efforts in

New Jersey have been more or less of a failure of late. I

would like, beyond anything else, to have some of the

good old days with you again, which" seem to have gradu-

ally got out of our reach. Hump yourself and arrange

for the hunt.

Some Game Won and What it Weighed.

' New York, Nov. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
_
Hunt-

ing in Connecticut on three days last week, my guide and

1 secured two rabbits, six ruflFed grouse, twenty quail and

eighteen woodcock.
Rabbits, squirrels and grouse were plentiful, but we did

not care to kill rabbits and squirrels, and the cover was

so dense that successful grouse shooting was exceedingly

difficult.' ....
I have photographs taken of the "string," and if I get

the time to spare, may give you some details of the trip.

On this trip I killed my first woodcock and grouse, while

my first quail was bagged on Long Island last Decem-

ber, and described in one of January's numbers, making

this my second crack at the quail.

The weight of some of these birds were as follows:

4 woodcock, 8 ounces each ; 2 woodcock, 7^ ounces each ; I

10 woodcock, 7 ounces each, 2 woodcock, 6 ounces each;

,

2 grouse, iH pounds each; 2 grouse, i pound 6 ounces;,

2 grouse, pounds each; 4 quail weighed 8 ounces each,

[

and the other birds were unweighed.

The weather was delightful, the sport fine and my en-

joyment unbounded. W. H. E.

Man with the gloomy liver,

Cease to deplore thy fate

;

Get out toward' the river

And go to—digging bait !

—Atlanta Constitution,
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Michigan Brush and Marsh,
Hartford, Mich., Nov. S—Editor Forest and Stream:

The quail season opened here with a fair showing of

birds, but a great many are undersized. Your corre-

spondent got eight the first day. But few birds have been

killed. There are few trained dogs m this vicinity. I

wish to tell you of my experience in killing a ruffed

grouse the other day ; it was marvelous. Grouse are very

scarce in this locality, therefore when we get one_ we
consider it a prize. While I was out shooting quail a

startled grouse flew almost through my hair; not having

time to shoot until it had passed me, I turned, but could

not shoot until it was out of range. Soon after I shot I

heard another gun, which shot from the same direction I

saw the bird fly. and followed my shot so closely I Imew
it was meant for the same bird. Going over the crest of

the hill where I had heard the gun, I found it was a latly

huntress, Mrs. Nina Moore, of Ha-rtford. She said she

Iiad shot at the grouse and missed it. She said it flew

so close to her she could have clubbed it with her gun

and might have killed it that way. She pointed out to

me where the bird had gone down in the brush,_ some

forty rods distant, and I started, determined, if possible, to

flush the grouse. Not having my dog with me, I knew
it was a matter of chance, as when they have flown so far

the birds will lie very close. When I arrived as near as

I coitld calculate to the place where the bird lit. I found

the brush very thick and plenty of logs, but grasping my
gim with a firm hand, T started into the brush, hoping to

flush the bird, and if flushed, to shoot, hit or miss. As

good luck would have it, I had not taken five steps into the

brush, before whirr went the grouse from almost under

my feet. A shot rang out instantly, and that grouse lay

fluttering in the grass without any head. That is what I

call first-class luck. I do not remember ever kilhng a

bird, of which the thug of the fall gave me more pleasure

than did the fall of that grouse. And I instantly thought

of the controversy going on in Forest and Stream as to

what constitutes sport. I know that the writers are

friendly, and I think each one believes what he advocates,

but I have killed many a wild turkey and many a deer

that dressed 250 pounds, and I know that the pleasure of

killing that grouse was as great as it would have been had

it been a 200-pound deer. So I thought of the poets

comments on the "Difference in Opinion"

;

"Do not tnock your neighbor's weakness when his random whims

yon see.

For perhaps he something like it every day beholds in thee.

Every mortal has his hobby. It may foolish seem to you.

But remember, bright or simple, you have got your hobby, too."

So, with these friendly writers for the Forest and

Stream, both are right, and I love to read the discussion.

It may interest the readers of your paper to know what

the duck shooting is in some parts of Michigan. Harry

Sotile, of Syracuse. N. Y., is the Nestor of the Monroe

Shooting Club; he is seventy-three years old, and every

season finds him on hand ready for the huntmg season

to open. Yesterdav he was feeling particularly frisky, and

he started out to break the single-gun record, and he did

it Avithout turning a hair. When he returned to the club

house after his day's shooting, he carried with him ninety-

eight ducks, eighty-two of which were canvasbacks.

Ducks were never known to be so plentiful on the club s

preserves as they are this season, but the pot-hunter had

better keep at a "safe distance, as the marsh is guarded at

all points. More than 300 ducks have been killed by the

members of the cltib this week. This report is just one

week late.
, < ,

'Coon are very plentful. Ernest Tyler caught a coon

on the Paw Paw River the night before last which weighed

twentv-eight pounds. Sullivan Cook.

Woodcock and Wood Duck.
Ottawa, Canada.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
_
Sports-

men worthy of the name are lamenting the vanishing of

the woodcock and the wood duck, not only in the United

States, but in Canada. The woodcock is to be found in

eastern Manitoba, along both sides of the Great Lakes

and the St. Lawrence, and in the Ottawa Valley—m fact

all the way up the St. Lawrence River to the Gaspe

Peninsula. In Rensselaer county (New York State), a

law has been passed rendering the shooting of woodcocK

illegal before 1903, and if this creditable example were

to be generally followed throughout the region in-

habited by the woodcock, there could be no question as

to the result. Such action on the part of the Northern

States would have the co-operation of Ontario, which

has a law empowering it to act with two or more of the

States lying to the south of that Province (one of such

States being either New York, Pennsylvania or Michi-

gan) in prohibiting for a period all hunting, shooting and

sale of any migratory bird that appears to be m danger of

extinction. In fact. New York has recently taken steps

looking to the establishment of such co-operation as the

Ontario Legislature have suggested on this- point. Unless

sportsmen and others especially interested will take this

matter in hand and secure proper legislation for the bet-

ter protection of the woodcock, future generations will

have cause to grieve over the loss of one of the finest

game birds that ever graced a covert.
_

The wood duck is found from Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Ontario, westward to British Columbia,

and southward through the United States to its southern

border and Cuba. It is rather uncommon in the eastern

Canadian Provinces, but in parts of Manitoba and British

Cohmibia it is abundant. In the Saskatchewan region

it has been found as far north as latitude 54. and on the

west shore of Hudson Bay as high as latitude 60, but it :s

rare north of the fiftieth parallel. Happily, to their credit

he it stated, the three Canadian Provinces of Manitoba,

Ontario and New Brunswick, and seven States of the

Union (New Hampshire, Vermont. Michigan, Wiscon-

sin, Minnesota. Utah and California), by closing the sea-

son before Feb. i, have aboHshed the spring shooting of

wood duck within their borders. It is regrettable that

sueli States as Iowa, the Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming
and Colorado, which contain large breeding grounds,

sliould be among the number that extend the open season

to April Or later.' Birds arc more easily and more com-

pletely destroyed on the breeding grounds than on areas

which they mereiy jpji_ qtver during migration ; for when
the breeding season arrives and the nesting site is chosen,

birds become less shy and more inclined to remain in the

neighborhood, so that gunners (the term
_
"sportsman"

cannot be used in this connection), while in search for

late migrants, have little difficulty in killing all the wood
ducks that are to be found. Sportsmen willing to deny
themselves a little present .sport for the sake of future

gain to themselves and posterity should spare no efforts

to save and restore this beautiful bird. If spring shoot-

ing were abolished the wood duck would gradually return

to its old haunts, and by degrees re-establish itself, to the

joy of all sportsmen and the satisfaction of all lovers of

nature. -1 Ŵ. H. Coard.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Northern Flight is Down.

Chicago, III., Nov. 8.—The northern flight of big ducks
is at last down along this parallel of latitude, and if we
are to have shooting tliis fall it will be within the coming
week. Indeed, we have already had shooting, good shoot-

ing, and lots of it. for the last week. The reports from
the Kankakee country near Water Valley. Shelby, etc., say

that the sport there early in the present week was as

good as has been known there for twenty years. This

flurry of shooting came in unexpectedly and very quickly,

and was no doubt attributable to the change of the weather
from fair to rainy and stormy. The last two days were
bright, and it is hardly to be supposed that the duck'

shooters who went out the middle of the week have had
any very heavy shooting. Those who went down Sun-
day and Monday last were the lucky ones. Eddie Bing-

ham and Frank Bissell were down to Water Valley on a

sort of loafing trip and didn't get out until after 11 o'clock,

but between them picked up over fifty ducks._ Tom Mc-
Coy, of Rensselaer, Ind.. with his pusher, killed ninety-

.£iix birds one dav, most of them big ducks, this latter be-

ing the heaviest fall bag of ducks of which I have heard in

many years in this region. It is sometimes, though rare-

ly, equalled by the spring shooters on the first north-bound

flight, when the birds are thin and very hungry. Other

shooters from Indiana and from this State who were in

along the Kankakee the first three days of the week, are

stated to have had excellent sport. Upon the contrary,

the Tolleston marsh, located further to the north, jitst

across the Indiana line, did not furnish so heavy shooting

as the Kankakee country below it. For some reason or

other the Tolleston birds seemed to move out and drop

down further toward the south. This well-stocked and
well-fed marsh, however, is by no means abandoned, and
nearlv all of the duck shooting club members are now pres-

ent upon the grotmds. Mr. C. S. Dennis and one or two
friends left yesterday and a great many others are going

down to-dav. Mr. Hempstead Washburne is another one

of the Chicago membership to try the Tolleston marsh at

this time.

Mr. W. L. Wells and his friend, Mr. Robert Stites, of

this city, have been trying all week to determine upon

some shooting country where they might be fairly well

assured of some ducks. They made it up to go to the

Upper Meredosia marsh on the Mississippi River, below

Clinton. la., but vesterday morning Mr. Wells got a report

from Mr. Jenks, of Clinton, to the effect that the weather

had come off fair and that no ducks were in along the

river. This unsettled them very much, and they deter-

mined to go to Fox Lake, 111., starting to-morrow night,

there having come' report that considerable numbers of

birds were working in that country, with the likelihood

that greater numbers would come in any day. Now came

up the reports of these heavy Indiana bags, and a half-

hour ago I saw Mr. Stites and Mr. Wells chasing down
the street getting ready to go to Thayer, on the Kankakee

River, for their trip, which will be of two or three days'

duration.

Mr. Eddie Pope, of this city, has been passing four days

at New Boston, on the Mississippi River, but no reports

have come up from him in regard to his success. It

is believed that he got there just ahead of the heavy

shooting, and that the fair weather probably killed his

sport.

Mr. Henry Ehlers, an old-time member of the Diana

Club, of the Kankakee country, started for the club ground

in a big hurrv yesterday. It is believed that good shoot-

ing will be had there within the next few days.

Meantime, a cold wave which reached twenty below

zero at Medicine Hat, in the Northwest, is reported to

be making its way eastward. This wall assuredly send all

the birds down out of the northern country, and, granted

any fairly cloudy and rough weather here in the next few

days, should assure the wildfowders their best opportunity

of'sport in the current season.

Charges Refuted fcy Actions.

The unfounded attack of a Chicago paper upon the State

game warden and deputies of the State of Minnesota re-

ceived the best sort of refutation during this week. War-
den FuUerton and his hustling assistants began a cam-

paign against the hotels and cafes of the cities of St. Paul

and Minneapolis. They raided the Niccolet Hotel, of

Minneapolis; Cromby's Restaurant, and Barge's Restau-

rant, as. well as Carling's Restaurant, in St. Paul, bring-

ing suits in each of the instances above mentioned and

taking out warrants for the arrest of the proprietors of the

different places. It is not of record that the State game
warden of Minnesota asked the advice or consent of the

paper in question in thus carrying out his customary

warfare against illegal game sellers, but the fact that

he has gone after the very people who were reported to

be his friends and allies in crime, would seem to be full

answ-er to the malicious misstatements.

Lost la the Rockies.

On last Tuesday. Nov. 4, Supt. E. F. Egan, of the Great

Northern Railroad, who was with a private car party of

hunters at Belton, Mont., disappeared from his friends,

and at this writing has not been discovered. The other

members of the party are at the car waiting for his re-

turn. No word has been received from him as to his

whereabout, and considerable alarm has been felt by his

friends. President James J. Hill, of the Great Northern

Railroad, has directed that 100 men be sent out to hunt

for Mr. Egan, and Mr. Egan's brother has gone on from
Chicago to join in the search.

The Qoafl Season Opens.

Chicago, 111., Nov. i.—The quail season for Illinois

opens to-day, but it is not attracting very much atten-

tion, for the reason that our quail shooters are obliged

to go almost as far for good shooting as the duck hunters,

and they prefer to wait until they can make a good and
probably successful hunt of it. It is still too early for

the best of the sport, for in this phenomenally mild fall

w-e have had no frosts as yet, and the vegetation is un-
usually high on account of the heavy rains of the sum-
mer. It is mild and bright, better chicken weather as

we commonly find it than quail weather. Perhaps any day
may bring a change, with more of the orthodox fall

Isng to it, and then we shall see the hunters going out in

greater numbers. Messrs. F. F. Atherton and R. A.
Turrtle started to-day for Savannah, 111., west of here, in

what is known to be good quail country, and a few
shooters start south this afternoon, but nothing much is

doing yet.

It is the belief of the experts that there will be a good
crop of quail south of the wet belt in this State; that is

to say, as far south as St. Louis. Below that line there

is likelihood of abundance of birds. The Illinois Central

Railway people say they have birds all along the line

below the Kankakee River. Some men to-day left for

Farina, on that line, and expect to find birds from what
stories they have heard. Thence south to Cairo there

should be shooting.

My old-time shooting friend. Warren Powel, down in

Christian county, suggests that we get after the birds

before very long, and wants to scare up some sort of

shoot for a day or so next week, and then make a trip

further south toward the Ohio River later in the month.

Chicago shooters ought not to overlook the attractions

of Minnesota this fall, as a quail State. Any shooter

who took out his license for chickens last summer might

do much w^orse than use it again on quail. Minnesota

would have the additional charm of a good chance to

get some fine ruffed grouse shooting, to say nothing of

k duck shoot in the bargain. The prairies of the North-

west in the fall can not be beaten for keen sporting flavor.

Warm weather is nice, but the Southern shooters always-

like a taste of the air of the frosty Northwest when they

get the chance. The truth is, how^ever, we all want what

we haven't got. As for sport, to my own mind, quail

shooting is about the best of all, in the days when the

leaves are red and brown, and the stubbles are gray, and

the cornfields a thousand shades of yellow and gold, and

the persimmon hangs high hut ready to let go.

Deer.

Now also is the deer season with us. a season with

the warmth of autumn in it, and no touch of snow for

tracking, which means many disconsolate days for the

still-hunters. The railroads are making their customary

campaigns in Ohio and Indiana, and will carry the usual

train loads of deer hunters up into the woods—more than

tiiey will carry back again. The custom of wearing highly

colored clothing while engaged in deer hunting is com-

ing into more and more general use. The proper deer

stalker" now is a bright red cap, with coat to match,

either bright red or blue. Even so there will be plenty

of men mistaken for deer find shot by their friends.

There was never any very great excitement over the deer

season here in Chicago, for some reason, the greatest

numbers of the Wisconsin and Michigan shooters coming

from other points than Chicago. Mr. Byron Veatch, with

a few friends, is preparing for a deer huntmg trip in the

Fifield country of Wisconsin, and he says they have re-

ports which state deer are very abundant indeed at present

in that section. They expect to have no trouble m getting

their limit.

Ducks.

A few ducks are in on the better knowm marshes about

this city, but the weather is at this writing too warm and

clear to offer anv soecial sport at them. A few of our

shooters go up to Fox Lake to-day, more for the sake

of getting out of doors than with any expectation of

sport There are a few birds in there, and among these

a little flight of jacksnipe, not enough to afford much

excitement. The main item in a Fox Lake bag these

days is the mudhen, and indeed this bird furnishes more

than three-fifths of the number of shots fired by a duck

shooter in this part of the world to-day. Ten years

ago one would have been laughed to scorn for taking

one of these fowl home with him, but now it seems the

case that many shooters, no matter how shame-faced they

may be about it, rather figure on this bird to offer a

bit of shooting, and a great many mudhens are now taken

home, whereas formerly they were not shot or were left

to rot where thev fell. I regret to say that there are

some shooters so brutal as to kill mudhens and leave them

Iving where they are shot. I have heard of one party who

killed over a hundred mudhens in this way, making r;o

use whatever of them. This is not right. It would not be

ri"-ht even if the bird was quite unfit to eat. borne ot

my friends sav that it can be eaten and is not wholly un-

palatable. Eat it, and like it or don't shoot it
.

I hear that one of the Muercke boys of Nippersmk

killed 187 mudhens a week or so ago, but understand that

he used them at his hotel taWe The battue on mudhens

is now part of the snort offered on the Fox Lake Chain.

A big raft of the birds is located and driven into a bay,

a-^d then the boats close in cn them, and get the shooting

as the birds rise and fly back toward the open water

behind the fleet of boats. Sportsmen tell me that 01 a

morning the bombarding of the mudhens is as heavy as

the firing used to be in the days of actual duck shooting.

The newlv come duck shooter is apt to be deceived by it,

and to think that a duck flight is really in. The latter is

not apt to happen on Fox Lake in these degenerate days.

Got Foo'ish. ^

To-day I got foolish. I was passing a window of a

di-partment store, and saw some old w^eapons, all of pat-

terns once used and approved in the Army of the United

States, I could never resist such things, I added to rny

collection nf what a Certa n Person calls 'junk a couple

bayonets at 15 cents each, a fine, officer ? sword &t one
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Hollar, a pair of sworH bayonets at fifty cents, a Cavalry
saber at six bits, a Sharps carbine at two dollars and a
half, and a Springfield rifle, the same sort I used to tote
in the National Guard, for the same price as the carbine.
There'll be trouble in ray family when that stuff is de-
livered; but how could I help it? It was too bad to see
these splendid things in such a place, Beside, I have a
iheory that every American man ought to preserve all the
weapons of his own family, and if possible should keep
at least a fair assortment of the weapons of his country,
and he ought to know how to use all the latter as they
come along. I forgot to say that I got a pair of genuine
old Colt's navy revolvers, wooden butts, such as used
to be correct in Western full dress up to times within my
own memory. They were both worn and disfigured, but
the locks were beautifully smooth and even. There was
a box full of them, and it was a shame. I was much of
a mind to buy the whole outfit. Every one of these
.weapons was in just as useful condition as ever it was,
and it made one feel a bit odd to see such excellent arms
now sp wholly without value. The Springfield breech
block in limbo, and the grand Sharps' action out of use!
How strange that seems to even young men ! I'm going
to keep these things for the sake of auld lang syne.

With Uncle Adam.

This from Mr. M. F. Westover, who lias been in New
Brunswick and is going back again. I wish I could go
back, too, to kill the rest of my moose. It was about
.this time last year that plans were making for my own
trip to the moose country, and the trip which was so

|)leasantly unsuccessful, as I presume one may best call

it, since I did not get all of my bull. Mr. Westover
writes

:

"I have greatly enjoyed your account of your trip with
Adarri Moore, and perhaps I am better able to appreciate

it, since I was at the same time down on Cain's River
doing some hard snowshoeing. I got in one night after

twelve hours' work during a snow, which turned to rain

in the afternoon, with not a dry thread upon me, chiefly

because of the loads of snow and water the spruces
dumped upon me. When I carne through Fredericton

Mr. W. T. Chestnut told me you were up in the woods.
I shall start in day after to-morrow for a fortnight with
Adam. Shall arrive at Plaster Rock on Friday evening,

drive through to the Forks that night, and walk in to the

lake from there."

Happy man, and good luck to him

!

E. Hough.
Haktfokd BuiuiinG, Chicago, IlL

Be Sure and Be Safe.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 have read in the American papers this season reports

of several sad accidents, similar to many which have oc-

curred during the last few years, due to hunters shooting

men in mistake for deer. They seem to me to be at-

tributable to two causes:

1. Occasionally to the use of small-bore rnilitary rifles,

modified for sporting purposes, the projectiles of which
have such an enormous range and penetration, that people

have been struck by them without hearing a sound, or

knowing whence they came.
2. Generally to the shocking practice (of which even

some old hunters have been guilty) of firing at an object

not distinctly seen, or, worse still, at a bunch of moving
leaves.

It is to be hoped that the first-mentioned cause will

soon be removed by the increasing use of the older pat-

tern rifles of the Winchester and Marlin companies, the

cartridges of which are now loaded Avith smokeless pow-
ders and metal jacketed, soft-pointed bullets, larger of

caliber and shorter in proportion to diameter than those

of military weapons.
Firing at moving leaves, or at anything not distinctly

seen, appears to me to be really criminal, because the man
who does so is well aware that the -bject he aims at may
possibly be a human being. Even if he feel sure that it

is a quadruped, the act is not that of a fair sportsman, for

the chance of killing quickly is not greater than that of

letting the animal escape with a broken leg or wound in

a non-vital part of the body.

I can truly state that during the Avhole of my own
shooting career I never fired at any animal, large or small,

without being able to see enough of him to aim at a vital

part. And I never knew one of my sporting^ friends or

acquaintances who acted otherwise. It is a satisfaction to

think that, through the observance of this rule, very

few animals have been uselessly wounded ; but even with

this precaution, I, on one occasion, very narrowly escaped

killing a human being. While walking through some

acacia jungle, I saw what appeared to be a "ravine deer"

feeding about seventy yards distant. The whole of the

body was visible, but the head, neck and legs were con-

cealed behind some low bushes. I leveled the rifle and

was actually pressing the trigger, when a thought sud-

denly struck me that the color of the skin was not exactly

that of a deer. I instantly raised the muzzle, stalked to

within about thirty-five yards, and found that I had aimed

at a Hindoo village woman who was digging up some

kind of roots, her body being bent level. She wore the

usual dress, consisting of a large kind of sheet, called

saree, which covers both the head and body. It was

dyed with a red color, in common use, and exposure to

the sun had turned it to yellowish brown.

As respectable native women dislike talking to strange

men, I quietly drew back without letting her see or hear

me, so she never knew how nearly she had escaped sud-

den death. Thirty-four years have passed since then,_ but

even now the thought of how she might have been killed

in another fraction of a second, gives me a feelmg of

horror. The difference in tint between her dress and

the coat of a "ravine deer" was so diflicuU to_ see at a

distance of seventy yards, that I am certain the idea must

have been impressed upon me, at the last moment, by

some friend in the spirit world.

A colonel in the Indian army with whom I was ac-

quainted (a very fine shot) was in the habit of using an

Enfield rifle of .577 bore for large game. One day he

fired at an antelope, when the solid conical bullet dropped

oh to an jpU mtffl-bitilt £<^t:e, rtebonnded to a great dis-

n'M Snf thrWntb tHfe bl^n of a n-fttivfe. My
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friend was so shocked on discovering what had hap-
pened, that for a long time (I think some years) he gave
up the use of the rifle, although an ardent sportsman.
When resuming it, he bought a .450 express with hollow-
pointed bullets. When one of these strikes the ground it

is crushed out of shape and therefore does not travel to
a dangerous distance.

The habit of reckless firing seems partly attributable to
the use of repeating rifles. In muzzleloading times I
resided for six years in New Brunswick and Canada, and
never heard of one case where a man was shot in mistake
for a deer. A muzzleloader required enough time to re-
load to make a hunter careful about firing before he knew
what he was aiming at. ' J. J. Meyrick.
S1M.TERT0N, Devonshire, Eng , Oct. 25.

Chesapeake Bay Ducking*

Havre de Grace, Nov. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The ducking season, on the Susquehanna Flats opened on
Monday, the 3d inst, and cannot be said to have been
successful. The throng of gunners who appeared on the
ducking ground was larger than ever before known here-
abouts, but a heavy fog which lay over the water pre-
vented them from doing anything for the first half of the
day.

Beside the local sportsmen, who turned out in great
force, there were present many men from New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and other lesser cities.

The fog lifted about noon, and then the shooting began.
Long before that, some of the gunners had become dis-
couraged and given up; they returned to the shore, but
the greater number waited with patience, thinking that
the fog would lift and it would be possible to see. There
was no question as to the abundance of the ducks, and
the shooting would undoubtedly have been great if the
weather had not been adverse.

Beside the gunners, the ducking police were on the
ground, watching the various craft, in order to see that
the law governing the time of starting out and crossing
the line was observed. Their enthusiasm led a consider-
able number to cross the line before 5 A. M., and the
police made seventeen arrests for this offense.
After the fog had lifted, the birds began to fly, and

there was good shooting. WWle the number of birds
killed does not compare with many opening days of the
past, yet some very good bags were made—one of 148
birds and one of 147.

So far as can be learned at present, the number of
ducks here is very large, but just how the shooting sea-
son may turn out depends on so many conditions that a
prediction concerning it would not be safe.
There have been issued more than one hundred sink

box and sneak boat licenses; a number which one would
suppose would pretty well crowd the bay, but there is
plenty of room here for these and for others.
The prices paid for ducks by dealers are, for canvas-

backs, $3 a pair; redheads, $1.25; ruddv ducks, 80 cents,
and blackheads, 50 cents. Sink Box.

The Iowa Game Season.

Humboldt, la., Oct. 31.—Duck hunting in Iowa this
year, especially in the northern part, has been the best in
many years. Ever since the season opened on the first

of September fine sport has been had. On account of the
warm fall the ducks are slow in arriving, but when they
do come down there will be the biggest flight ever seen in
Iowa for several seasons.
The first _ of this week was a slight cold spell, which

brought a few ducks down and with the ducks already
here, great sport was had, but the warm weather has
again come back and rain is now falling.

The northern prairie chickens are down now from
Minnesota and other neighboring States in great num-
bers. Chickens are nearljr as numerous as ducks, while
only a few weeks ago a hunter who saw a bird in this
ccamtry was regarded as looking upon quite a rare sight.

In the evening and early morning, if ofle finds himself
in the country, he will be greatly .surprised at the immense
numbers of chickens he sees flying. But get in a good
fly waj' and you will be still more surprised, flock after
flock, ranging in number from half a dozen to thirty or
forty birds, Avill go over you, and if you are a good
shot 3'ou can get a good number of birds. It is difficult

^to get at them unless you get in their fly way. for they are
way up in the air and going at a pretty good rate.

George J. Bicknell.

Heavy Fligfht of Woodcock.

West Haverstraw, N. Y., Nov. 3.
—

^The last week in

October has been marked by a heavy flight of woodcock.
I have not been out myself, but hear that the birds have
been more numerous than for many years. They were
found principally in rather high ground along small
streams of water and on the plateaus, wherever there
was any feeding ground. Fortunately, only a few men
knew of the flight in time to take advantage of it, and I

cannot hear of many large bags being made. Two men
had a large number of birds as the result of two days'
shooting. The woodcock were in a large bag. and I

have not learned the exact number. Quail shooting be-
gan on Labor Day, and the country side was alive with
men and boys carrying guns. Wagon loads of dogs were
transported here, there and elsewhere, but I doubt if the
number of quail killed equalled the number of dogs, guns
and men that took the field against them. T. G.

On Long: Island*

Bayport, L. I., Nov. 10.—The past two weeks have
been very good in this neighborhood for sportsmen, and
the weather all that could be desired. Over 100 deer
were killed in a radius of about four miles from here.

They are in very fine condition, but very few bucks are

killed in comparison with the does. I was out with the

South Side Bohemia Sportsmen's Club on Wednesday at

Oakdale, and we got three fine deer. Rabbits are very
plentiful this year. Gentlemen out with the various

guides, both ducking and quailing, have got very satis-

factory bags. Redhead are now in the bay in good num-
ber, oM'e gfentlentan staying hWe got fdtir in orfe day.

iftmtY Stokes.

[Nov, IS, 1902.

Newljefsey Dtrcks.

Trenton, N. J., Nov. 10.—I returned Saturday eve
from a three days' trip to Beach Haven, N. J., for ducks.
Walter F. Smith was with me. The flight of ducks
reached Tuckerton Bay on Monday. On Tuesday after-
noon there were as high as fifty ducks shot from each of
several different points. We located on our point about
2 P. M. on Wednesday, and between that time and dark
shot forty-nine ducks. On Thursday at the same point
we shot fiftjr-one ducks. On Friday we shot from an
island leased by our gunners and got thirty-five ducks.
We got sixteen redheads, and the rest were mostly broad-
bills.

With such a chance for a royal good time right at
out doors, and with the excitement of the outing still in
my system, I feel that brother duck shooters should be
given the opportunity for like enjoyment.

Fred B. Yard.

Canvasbacks on Lake Mendota.
MadisoNj Wis., Nov. 4.—Several years ago certain men

planted some wild celery in one of our lakes, and this has
grown very rapidly, and now covers a number of acres
HI one of the bays of Lake Mendota. The canvasback
have discovered this rich feeding ground, and thousands
of them can be seen at any time of the day. It is
not unusual in this part of the country to see a hunter
returning Avith a bag of anywhere from twenty to fifty of
these fine birds. Of course, they are hard to shoot, but
with a due amount of patience, a good shot is well re-
warded for the trouble of going after them. I expect to
waste my usual amount of ammunition in a futile at-
tempt to bag some of these foxy birds.

.
Fayette Durlin.

Df . Davis Gets His Qtiota.

Lancaster, Va.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have
just returned from a very successful moose hunt in Nova
Scotia, under the guidance of the veteran hunter and
guide, Mr. J. McKay, of Shelburne, N. S. My hunting
mate from many years was Mr. A. C. Kepler, of this city.

S. T. Davis.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profiUble to advertise
tern in Fokebt and Stxkam.

Fall Fishing in California.
AvALON, Santa Catalina Island, Cal., Nov. i.—The fish-

ing season is over in the East. Rods, creels and old
clothes, fly-books and various articles dear to the angler's
heart, are being laid away or hung up in the den; where
they regale the eye, and perhaps some old live bait for-
gotten, regales the senses for weeks to come. How differ-
ent IS all this in California I Here the summer season is
still on, though over in theory. Yellowtails are biting
well, and November is, all things considered, the best
month m the year, as the fish are now gathering to begin
their off-shore cruise to the outer banks or down the
coast to lower California. At this time the fish are foundm large schools at Ship Rock, and every day bands and
schools pass the bay of Avalon. affording splendid sport to
the wielder of the rod. The yellowtail arrives in Feb-
ruary and stays until the fir.st hard storm, or about Dec.
15, so can be had almost the entire year. But by Dec.
I the season may be said to be closed, and that of winter
is on. So far as weather is concerned, no one would
know that winter had arrived, as Santa Catalina has a
climate about like that of Madeira, only cooler in sum-
mer. Winter here means roses in bloom; means a wealth
of wild flowers. The Mariposa lily in bloom and the paint-
ing of the entire island in a garb'of new-born green.
An old-timer told me that he had seen frost here once

in six years ;^ this at Avalon on the water, but if any one
wishes frost they can find it in the upper island, 1,800
feet above the sea. But the days at this island are per-
fect, and in time to come it will be famous as a winter
resprt, and even now, one hundred thousand persons
visit it a year, and nearly all of them fish, which conveys
an idea of the quantity of fislj the place must have to sup-
ply the demand.
When the winter angler lands at Avalon he is met by

scores of marine hackmen, who hand him cards and cry
the names of their boats. There are tuna boats, rowboats,
glass-bottom boats, yellowtail boats—in fact, so many dif-

ferent kinds of craft that a man is bewildered. Down at
the south end of the little bay are the stands of the boat-
men, each of whom has about twenty feet for his head-

* quarters, which consists of a tasty seat, rod box, rack for
hanging fish and drying lines, above which is a long sign
bearing the name of the boatman and gaffer. He owns the
sea rights directly in front, and on a rope in a long string
are his dozen or twenty boats, as the case may be. Prob-
ably no place in the world is better arranged or more
directly designed for the comfort of the - angler thaii

A.valon, which is but forty miles from Los Angeles, a

city of over 125,000 inhabitants.

The winter fishing here includes some very gamy fish,

as the whitefish, which attains a weight of twenty-five
pounds; five or six species of rock bass, from two to six

pounds, and at San Clemente they range up to twelve
potmds; the sheepshead twenty-five pounds; albicore, six-

ty pounds, and numbcrous fish, as the blue perch, which
afford good sport with light trout or bass rods, including

the halibut, a very gamy fish. .

People here consider the whitefish the game fish of win-
ter par excellence, and a beautiful creature it is, a dress

of light gray, with long dorsal and anal fin tipped with
vivid blue, a large head, yellow and white belly and most
expressive eyes. I had what might be called the fish of

my life with these gamy creatures at the island of San
Clemente, twenty miles southwest of Avalon. The launch

was anchored off a kelp-lined point, where the tide ran
merrily, sometimes one way and sbmetime:$ another.

Thfe boatman began to "chum," and siapn aiWtrhdred feiet

ast^:rn we ^aw a f5;'w bVi^hlty colbWd fisM th^ gradMlly
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drew nearer and neater. 1 had a teii of- twelve dilHpe; split

bamboo, with a trout line, small hook and crayfish fdi"

bait, and this I cast well out into them. It had hardly

rfcaclied a foot below the surface when there came a strike,

which I am convinced astofiished my rod. The fish made
a fine run directly out, taking a hundred feet of n>v line

to the music of the reel, and there wis no stdppihg Hiffl—

^

and no one wanted to. Around he rushed, directly ^t

the surface, then turning, to plunge a few feet; then com-
ing to the surface, to run in on me, turning like a ba-s,

tmd piayihfe a sfcbfe of delightful tricks, all of which tesli-

fied to Jts fine game qualities. If It had been a big lake

trout, one might have told the Stor^' for Weeks, aiicl Hv.ed

on it, but being only a whitefish, "putting lip its fegiiljir

fight," no one thought anything about it. I landed the

fish in about ten minutes, and I forced the fighting in a

mean and underhand manner, I confess it, that I m ght

have more, and to pay me, the next whitefish put up a

run that broke thy lihe—hoW or why I know not, but I

really felt happy to bring the rod out of thflt double rush

alive. Three of us were fishing in this current, aild sdrile

one caught a fish every moment, and we fished (tell it riot

in Gath) until we had enough to supply the yacht and

the old herder ashore, and then Ave brought the fish to

I'et and carefully released them. Commend me to Cali-

fornia whitefish, when taken in deep water and a swift

cUi'tetlt ill the flood tide.

We had expressed a wish to catdh all kinds of fish, and

a few days later catne to anchor off a kelp bed Heat what
is known as the fence, directly back of the tqwtl of Ava-

ioh. on the west coast of Santa Catalina. The boattilarl

pulled ih a big bunch of kelp, Whieh served as an arlchor,

and we cast into open places ih the kelp bed, ilsiiig fairly

stiff rods. Strikes came at once, from a fish that deriiori-

strated its qualities by winding up my line in the kelp

after a fine run of fifty yards, during which the reel

made the music we had hoped to hear. It was cheaper to

cut the line than waste time when such fish- were biting,

and ten minutes later I had a sheepshead on, which gave

me as fine a play as any striped bass I remember, and

several fifty-pounders have fallen to niy gafi. The fish

Was a "tackle-tester" in cvety serlse, and made so rapid a

play that t Was breathing hard when 1 had the fish

where I could see it, a itldst astoflishiiig creatufe, broad

side on, bearing away from me with a fotce that made
everything creak and really buckled my rod, when I fitiatly

put on too much strength. Yet I landed the game aftet

a hard struggle, arid if the fish had been taken clear of

the kelp where I could have played it with freedom, it

would take its stand with any of the fine gaftie fishes of

America, as it was a continuous and rapid contestatlt,

and never gave up, resourceful and tricky. But the ap-

pearance of this game fish ! It had a blunt head like an

old frigate Of 1760, a ram black as jet, yet the under jaw

was pure white; the riiotith large and filled with sharp

teeth, plugs of ivory. The body was bafided like a P9rgy,

but the stripes were alternately black arid fed, giving

the entire fish a most striking appearance. I or my boat-

man had anchored over a convention of sheepshead, as

the strikes came so fast and the runs so furious that I

could have filled the boat in a short time w-'th these fine

fish, I took several rock bass and half a mile up shore, in

passing a little beach, we found a school of bass chasing

sardines. They were within two or three feet 01 the

beach, and taking a light rod I had my boatman back the

boat in, keeping her head to the sea or rollers, and as she

rode them well he put me within fifty or s xty feet of the

school and I dropped a small smelt into the school, and

every time took a fish, some very large, being heavier than

the largest black bass I ever saw, and one must have

weighed in the neighborhood of ten pounds, was a dark

green hue, deep and thick. He made a splendid run and

attempted to jump, not usually a trick of this fish, and

cut through the waves in a most delightful fashion, an-.l

what w.th his plunges and my efforts to retain my posi-

tion, dropping flat in the boat when a large wave came; I

more than once almost went overboard. It was exciting

Import, but murder, as the bass were crazed with excite-

nient, and bit at anything. They make excellent sport,

liut give up much quicker than a black bass, to which

ihey bear a marked resemblance, hence should be fished

for" with very light rods and line—trout tackle. In the

bays and smooth water the blue perch, medialund, is

common, and with an eight-ounce rod and long leader

fly-hook and crayfish bait, I had trout fishing in all but

name. The fishes run from half a pound to two pounds

and were very gamy. All these fish can be had any win-

ter day, pre-supposing the right boatman is had, and near-

ly all the men here are c!d-timers, but one, Mexican Joe,

well-known by anglers, was bom on the island and knows

everv rock.

The tournament of the Tuna Club this season was a

particularly interesting one, though no great records were

made. Never in vears did the fish bite so well as m the

past season. The prize for largest tuna went to Mr.

Ernest Ford, of Phcenix, Ariz., a gold tuna button. Sec-

ond tuna was a tie between F. C. Winter and R. F. Stick-

ing ISO pounds, prize silver mounted rod. Smallest tuna,

Cof. John Stearns. Los Angeles, 65 pounds. Col. Stearns

was awarded a prize for the first tuna of the season, taken

March 11. This was a very unusual catch, four months

ahead of the regular season. Prize for the largest black

sea bass silver cup, gold medal, and silver-mounted

rod went to Dr. H. T. Kendall, of Pasadena, who now

holds the world's record, 419 pounds. Artemus Ward.

Jr of New York, took the booby in this class (55

pounds), an infant phenonrenon. Prize for largest white

sea bass, silver-mounted rod, 45 pounds, went to Miss

Florence Haas, of San Francisco. For largest yellow-

tail 47 pounds, gold medal, silver-mounted rod. Dr. S.

H Trowbridge, Fresno, Cal. Largest albicore, silver-

mounted rod, 35^2 pounds, F. Fallon. Nevv York city.

Largest bonita, 24 pounds, Fised C New. Denver. Colo.,

rod Largest sheepshead. 28 pounds. Col. John Stearns,

Los Angeles. Whitefish, 7 pounds, gaff, John E. Stearns.

The boatman's prize for first tuna of the season went to

Harry Elms. Following this tournament, the boatmen

gave one themselves. Del Rey.

Mrs Youngwed—"And what are these?" Dealer—' 'Salt

mackerel, rauml" Mr&^ y,-^"Afe they quite fresh?"—
Chicago Daily N^ws.

A Pearl River Gamp.—IV.
{COntiilued /torn page 878,}

Our tackle was abotlt the. same as that usei^for bream,
except that we now used a lafgef hook.
The boat was propelled- by a small paddle at the stern,

used with one hand and kept submerged, and oUf casts

were in tOwai'd f^he bank among the cypress knees and
overhanging limbs. Walter had the first strike, taking a

white perch of fair size. Will then hooked a fish, but lost

it by becoming excited and jerking too hard as he swung
it over the boat and out in the lake on the other side the

full.kngth of the line when the hook tore out.

Jim eonsidered this so funny that he stood up to laugh,

and Will, ieaning ovef to secure a fresh minnow, tipped

the boat, and losing hjs balance, Jim went overboard.
The water was quite deep, .§o all hands rushed to the

rescue. Walter had the paddle, and with rare presence of

mind swung the boat around in the direction Jim had
taken, calling to us to kneel in the boat and catch him
when he came up, as, although he could swim some, the

matter of clotheg and probable strangling would be a

dangerous handicap. He showed signs of being badly

strangled as he struggled to the surface, and I nearly

went over in a desperate effort to catch his arm or hair;

but before I could do so Will grabbed a foot, and in

spite of all we could do, would not let go, nor could he
alone pull him in. I finally got to him, and together we
dragged our nearly drowned companion into the boat.

His first actj after reheving himself of about half a gallon

of water, was to offer to knock the head off of whichever
one of Us it wa§ that held his foot so that he could not

swim, thereby nearly drowning him.

We lost sotne little time by this accident, but as soon
as we had ptlt Jim ashore so that he could go back to

camp and get into dfy dlothes, we resumed our fishing.

After taking several fish all found, I had a vicious

strike, and after a short, hard fight, landed a big, ugly,

flat-headed fish, with little beady eyes. None of us

knew what it was; but as we supposed all fish were good,

and as it was large, we hailed it with delight. The only

other event was the large trout that Walter caught. It

weighed probably three or four pounds, and put up a

fight such as none of us had ever seen, jumping entirely

out of the water several times. There was no science in

the way we finally all together dragged that noble fish

into the boat, but he was a most welcome prize.

Our fish box held an abundance of fish for supper and
breakfast, when we paddled to the landing guided by the

hght of the fire Jim had kindled, and we soon had a sup-

per served that lacked nothing except variety. We ate

fish as long as we could keep our eyes open, all hands
being tired and sleepy, especially Water and I, and when
we could eat no more, turned in and slept soundly the

night through.
The next morning after breakfast we started out for a

tramp in the woods, carrying the guns in hopes of find-

ing some game. We hoped for a shot at a wild turkey

or perhaps a bear, but had no intention of refusing small

game.
A yellowhammer was the first game sighted, and

almost precipitated a personal encounter between Jim
and Will as to which should have first shot. Neither

would yield, and we finally had to cast lots, spitting on
a chip and throwing up "wet or dry.',' This resulted in

Will's favor, but was an empty victory, as the bird flew

off while the contest was being waged. A little later

we put a fox squirrel up a tree standing alone, and after

several ineffectual shots brought it safely to bag. Very
much elated by the prospect of a change of diet, we
moved on. Another squirrel was sighted in a tree, which

we at once surrounded. It was Walter's shot; so, taking

his gun, he began to slip around the tree, looking up for

the squirrel. He had reached the opposite side from us,

when glancing down to see that the way was clear, he

gave a yell and jumped as high and far from where he

had been standing as he could.

"Snake!" he shouted, and dropping his gun grabbed a

stick. Catching up the weapons nearest to hand, we
rushed to his assistance. The snake lay in the shape of a

circle, and was very large, and perfectly still. We closed

in on it, and could not understand its not moving, until

a close inspection proved it to be but a freshly shed skin

of a snake, evidently larger than any of us had ever seen.

Stretched out, it was, by estimation, fufly two feet longer

than Walter, who was five and one half feet tall.

The squirrel made its escape while we were engaged
with the supposed snake, and we concluded that we
would like the hunting better away from that locality.

Noon was approaching, the sun growing hot, and we
verv hungry, so a return to camp was in order. It bid

fair to be a light lunch, one squirrel for the four; but

just before camp was reached, a young rabbit was started

wbich was-halted by a seductive whistle and shot; so our

spirits rose somewhat.
The cooking was not wholly above criticism, but we

did not leave any meat on the bones of either squirrel

or rabbit, and could easily have been persuaded to eat

more had it been on hand.
Our breakfast had been light, owing to the fact that

we found my large fish of the beady eyes not in the

edible class. Our dinner had not been at all of the but-

ton starting kind, so essential to a boy's happiness, and

now the larder was entirely empty, except for the meal

and bacon, the former being of use only to roll our fish

in, and the latter so scarce that it was carefully saved to

fry with. Corn bread we did not try to make, suppos-

ing that it was necessary to have eggs, soda, milk and
other ingredients, which were not to be hand.

In an after-dinner discussion, we concluded that_ fish-

ing and hunting was but work, when we had to do it for

something to eat. We were living literally from hand
to mouth, and hustling for each meal.

The serious situation was the subject of long and ear-

nest discussion, but our determination to stick it out did

not waver. We finally concluded to go down to the river

that afternoon and put out some set lines in hopes of

taking some large catfish, quantity being what we es-

pecially longed for. We had some heavy set lines and

large hooks, and these we prepared by cutting the line

into pieces about six to eight feet long, putting a hook
on each, and baiting with a minnow, proceeded to tie

out in the river to snags and overhanging limbs and

roots. It was hard work paddling up and down the river

\i\ the swift current, but we persevered until we had out

twenty or more lines, and then feeling sure that we could

depend on some one of them for our supper, paddled

down to a nice sandbar, took a swim and loafed through
the remaining hours of the afternoon until time to ex-

amine our lines. Visions of a bountiful supper on large

fish that would not need careful eating to avoid bones
filled our minds as we toiled at the p^iddles to get the

heavy boat back up to where the lines were set. The
fir.St one was hanging limp, with the bait gone, but no
fish, as was also the second, third, fourth, and so on to

the end, with the exception of one of tbe last taken in,

which had one of the same kind o"f flat-headed, beady-
cyed fish that we had thrown away in the morning..

Thoroughly disguusted, we knocked it on the head
with a paddle and tossed it back in the river.

It was evident that in trying to. get out as many lines

as possible, we had cut them too short, and the bait had
beaii taken by gar and other worthless scavengers, in-

stead of catching the fish we wanted, which were bottom
feeders.

As we silently paddled back down the lake to canlp in

the stillness of the twilight, our disappointment was too

deep for words. Hungry as boys could be, there seemed
nothing for it but to go supperless to bed, and we were
certainly too hungry to sleep.

Arrived at camp. I began to cast about in my mind
for some means of providing supper, and finally, in

desperation, coritluded to try to make a soup. Getting

out our iron pot, a two-gallon affair. I washed it as well

as I could with cold water, and putting in the rabbit and
squirrel bones left from dinner, together with a bit of

bacon rind, set all to boiling merrily over the fire. Cut-

ting a long stick, I stirred the mixture occasionally, and
was delighted when it began to give off a faint savory

odor. The boys sat around the fire in an expectant,

though skeptical manner, watching my experiment, oc-

casionally trying to tell how hungry they were, reaching

a climax'when Will declared he could eat a raw dog with

the hair on. It was pretty poor soup, but I had done
my best, and went to get the salt, concluding to season

and serve without further delay, when my eyes fell upon
our half sack of meal, and I had an inspiration. Fflling

a pint cup with meal, I stirred it slowly into the boiling

soup, and the result was a cross between a soup and
gruel, that was really quite good.
We were four pretty comfortable boys that rolled into

bed as soon as supper was over, and not one drop of

soup was left. At about what I judged to be midnight

I was wakened by Walter, who asked, "Ain't you
hungry?"

"Yes, I am," I replied, as soon as I got well awake.
"I have been awake nearly an hour, too hungry to

slaep, and trying to think of some way to get something
to eat," said he.

We discussed trying to fish, but finally concluded it

was no use.. Then we tried to think of some way to

hunt at night, but to no purpose without dogs. Our re-

sources next came in for discussion, and when we came
to the meal, I said, "Mush is made of meal, and it is

good, too."
"Mush!" said Walter, springing up. "The very thing,

and I know how to make it. Get that fire made while

I bring some Avater."

We made the big pot nearly full, and it was good
mush, but there ws none left to fry for breakfast, for

the other boys joined us at the first invitation to come
eat, and for the second time we retired, full and happy.

There was but a faint streak of gray in the east when
I awoke next morning, and taking my gun slipped out

to try for a breakfast. A perfect stillness prevaUs in the

woods at daybreak ?.nd noon in semitropical or the

lower latitude of the temperate zone; but the morning
awaking is sudden and glorious. Nature seems all but

breathless as the night-prowlers seek their various hiding

places, and the birds are waiting in silence for the wel-

come light that makes it safe for them to begin their

morning songs without the fear of discovering them-
selves to their enemies that hunt in the darkness. It was
almost too dark to see the path as I followed the bank
of the lake down into the woods; but before I had gone
far I began to hear the early birds beginning their low
calls to each other. They seemed to be exchanging the

most confidential communications, in monosyllables;

but as the gray dawn spread down through the trees, the

low talk grew into a chatter, which gradually increased

until the birds were all singing. It was now light enough
for the squirrels to begin to move, and I was in a favor-

able location, where the woods was thick. I heard the

swish of a limb in a nearby beech tree, but could not

locate the game, so continued on along the lake bank,

hoping to surprise a squirrel seeing its morning drink.

I soon heard another out a little in the woods, and stantd-

ing still to get its direction, found it coming my way,
jumping from tree to tree. In a large white oak, near

enough for a fair shot it stopped to look about, and tl>e

next moment I was retrieving it with a hungry haste th.at

was far from sportsmanlike, but fully in keeping with my
feelings. A liMle further along I was startled by a noisy

rush of something up the trunk of a tall cypress tree that

grew under a high bank on which I was standing, which
took shape as it mounted well up toward the limbs, and
proved to be two squirrels in a wild frolic. They were
going so fast the-y seemed almost flying, and throwing
up my gun, I fired both barrels at them in a hasty hope-
for-some-result way, killing both as nice-ly as any crack

shot could have done.

To sa}"- I was pleased is to put the case very mildly; I

was half wild. Dropping my gun, I dashed down the

steep bank to get them, almost going into the lake in

my excitement and no prouder or happier boy lived than I

was as I scrambled back with a fine young gray squirrd
in each hand. Gathering up my gun, and not so much
as stopping to load, I pu,t ou* for camp. Three squ*rels

and the sun not yet up was a feat to be proud of, and I

Avanted to see the boys open their eyes soon as possible,

Leaving the path and striking aoross thpough the
woods for a short cut I ran on another squirrel in a tree

on which grew a grapdvftie, and although I worked with
feverish haste to get my gun loaded, it made good its

escape before I could do so; but did riot leave me alto-

gether inconsolable, for on closer inspection I found
the vine to be a muscadine, full of grapes, and soon had
my hat full of them to carry to camp. It was a warm
welcome given me by.the boys when I got back, and We
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soon had a good breakfast prepared, which we felt sorely
in need of. The three squirrels, a pot of mush, and the

grapes were all eaten up clean before we had enough,
and again we were compelled to take up the questicn
of something to eat.

' Lewis Hopkins,
[to be continued.]

Fish and Fishing.

Eaglfsb Fishicg Bafts.

While the art of flj'-fishing. and particularly that
branch of it relating to dry fly-fishing attains to no higher
perfection anywhere than in England, it is astonishing to

many American readers of British angling literature to

note the vast araovmt of attention and space devoted
therein to the subject of angling for coarse fish. Of
course there are thousands of British lovers of the gentle
art, who have no possible opportunity to indulge in the
luxury of angling for what are known as sporting fishes,

and to these the catching of chub and carp and barbel is

sport indeed. But there are some fishermen, even among
those who have occasional access to trout streams, who
pride themselves upon their skill and success in luring

the silvery roach and dace and chub to their baited hooks.
Fully as much discussion is indulged in as to the relative

value of different kinds of paste for bait, as one hears
on the banks of a Canadian salmon river in regard to the

killing qualities of the various flies which adorn the fisher-

man's books. There are pastes made directly from flour

and others from freshly baked bread. There are some
mixed with honey and others with cheese. Some are

flavored with one drug and some with another. In some
cases cotton wool is mixed with the paste to prevent it

from washing too easily from the hook. Some anglers

use the maggots from a wasp's nest and others those

known as gentles, which are obtained by leaving a piece

of meat out of doors to be blown upon by flies. Others
fish with cherries, and some again with haws and other

berries. To those who have not been accustomed to the

different baits employed by British anglers in their coarse

fishing, the various reports in the sporting papers of the

relative success obtained by these different baits must
prove very amusing reading.

Tickliog Tfoot.

I very well remember, when a small boy in one of the

midland counties of England, the sense of admiration

which I entertained, in common with a number of youth-

ful fishing companions, for an old man—I suppose now
that I should be justified in calling him an old poacher

—

who captured large trout from a brook by quietly taking

them in his hands from their usual haimts beneath over-

hanging roots or rocks. He told us that all we had to

do was to tickle the trout and that they would make no
effort to escape. The trouble with we boys was that the

trout never waited around to be tickled by us, and of

course the old man smiled atour lack of success, but never

initiated us into the secret of unobtrusively approaching

the wary fish from behind, while keeping thoroughly con-

cealed from their view. We practiced upon minnows,
with which we became somewhat successful, so long as

they were cornered in a minute bay of very shallow water ;

but when it came to the turn of Sahno fario, we were

simply not in it at all. Since that time I haVe heard and

read many descriptions of trout tickling, none of which,

however, "are more practical than one at present j^efore

me, in a new book entitled "Sport Indeed," from the pen

of Thomas Martindale. Speaking of trout tickling in the

River Wear, in Durham, he says : "This is how the

tickling is done. The fish are watched working their

way up the shallows and rapids. When they come to

the shelter of a ledge or a rock it is their nature to shde

under it and rest. The poacher sees the edge of a fin or

the moving of a tail, or maj-be he sees neither ; instinct,

however, tells him a fish ought to be there, so he takes

to the water very softly and carefully and stands up near

the spot. Then he Jcneels on one knee and passes his

hand, turned with fingers up, deftly under the rock until

it comes in contact with the fish's tail. Then he begins the

tickling with his forefinger, gradually running his hand

along the fish's belly further and further toward the head

until it is under the gills. Then comes a quick grasp, a

struggle, and the prize is wrenched out of his natural

element, stunned with a blow on the head, and landed in

the pocket of the poacher." Salmon, as well as trout, are

tickled bv poachers in some of the north country rivers,

and as neither tackle nor tool of any kind is employed by

them, it is often difficult to secure their conviction.

The practice of trout tickling was not unknown to

Shakespeare, who makes mention of "groping for trouts m
a peculiar river," and causes Maria to exclaim m "Twelfth

Night, "Here comes the trout that must be caught by

tickling." So Beaumont and Fletcher, in "Rule a Wife

and Have a Wife," written about 1624, place m the mouth

of one of their characters this line, "Here comes another

trout that I must tickle, and tickle daintily." Both Oppian

and .Elian refer to the snaring of trout by tickling them

with the hand, as practiced in their age. .^lian's ac-

count of the proceeding is that "men wade m the sea

when the water is low, and stroking the fish nestling m
the pools, suddenly lay hands upon and secure them.

Oppian's description is as follows:

"The fish in careless ease supinely laid,

The grappling fingers of the swain invade.

Up from the deep he springs, and bids the prey

Recant his error in aerial day."

Fish Planting in the Great Lakes-

It is doubtful whether any expenditure by the Govern-

ments of the United States and the Dominion of Canada

is attended by so large a return as that made for the

purpose of maintaining and replenishing the fish life of

the Great Lakes. When the Joint Commission of the

United States and Canada on these fisheries, which re-

ported in i8g6, was appointed, over-fishing in the lakes

and a disregard of the close seasons, had done their deadly

work to such an extent that the commercial fisheries,

which have been estimated by a recent writer to exceed

n\ value the importance of these waters as a vast highway

of traffic, notwithstanding that the volume of freight

passing through the canals at the Soo exceeds twenty

niilUons of tons per snnwm, were in danger of totgl 4?-

struction. Those who are interested in the details of the
great work which has been done by the National Govern-
ment during the last six or seven years, for the preserva-
tion and improvement of these fisheries, will find them in

the annual reports of the U. S. Fish Commission; but in

reading a magazine article the other day by Mr. W. S.

Harwood, I was much struck with one of the illustrations

furnished by him of the vast returns derived from the
work of the Commission. "During last season," he says,

"the Commission deposited 19,000,000 trout and 326,000,-

000 whitefish in the Great Lakes. The average cost per

million for gathering the whitefish, as shown by one of

the principal hatcheries—at Put-in-Bay, O.—was $I3.Q5-

Allowing this figure for the entire whitefish collection

would bring the cost vip to $4,500. I do not suppose any
one can give any accurate estimate of the number of these

healthy fish—for only the strong and healthy ones are

distributed—which Avill survive, but should one-half of

them reach a si.x-pound maturity, their value at low cur-

rent prices will be $ioo,ooo,@oo." From what other sowing
may such a harvest—an increase of over twenty thousand-
fold—be reaped? E. T. D. Ch.^mbers.

Stray Notes in Fishing.

The man who knows all that can be learned about

fly-fishing has yet to be born.

We have met a few anglers who thought they knew
it all, but. these have ustially been sages of one season.

A, fisherman who has passed a long life on one trout

river may become wonderfully expert in luring its

finny inhabitants, bitt will occasionally learn some new
wrinkle foreign to his experience. .

Eye hooks are slowly making their way in this coun-

try. If the eyes of all that are imported were properly

made they would probably be more popular.

The eye of the Pennell hook, which is intended for

the jam knot attachment, should be just large enough
for the gut to pass through freely, otherwise it is not

really a safe fastening.

When hooks with large eyes are used the gut should

be passed through twice and a 'single knot made round
the main line. If the gut is not perfectly soft it is

sure to be chafed in slipping this knot down to the eye

and pulling it tight. The old figure of eight knot used

for salmon flies is perhaps a better attachment.

Some of the Hall turned-up-eyed hooks are made of

fine wire, and in the larger sizes are apt to spring. We
remember losing several good fish through this fault,

and are not reconciled yet to the loss of one of these,

a noble rainbow trout.

We found many of the eyed hooks called long May's
—they are made for May flies—over-tempered and
brittle. Three were broken in fish on one occasion,

when we were using the dry fly over a school of very

shy trout. It was one of those hot humid days when it

takes all j'ou know to get a rise.

Eyed hooks are certainly best for dry flies, buf it is

questionable whether they fall as lightly on the water
as flies tied on tapered shanks. It is easy to tie flies

on them, and the body can be made very neat and slim.

We have found the true Pennell excellent for hooking
and holding.'

It seems impossible for hook makers to stick to ex-

actly one form in any brand of hook. Three years ago
we thought that we had got perfect Sproats at last.

Each year since the shanks have been made shorter,

until now many hooks in each box are useless. The
bend has also been changed a trifle every year.

Many hooks are too cheap to be good. We have
seen good-looking Sproats for sale as low as fifteen cents

per box of 100. Competition must be very keen in

the business of making fishing tackle of all kinds, but

nearly all anglers are willing to pay a fair price for re-

liable articles.

Fond as we are of sport, very few Americans make
it the first object in life as we hear is done on the other

side of the big sea water. The seasons on various

rivers over there run in such a way that salmon can be

fished for nine months in the year, and some men do it.

It would be delightful to spend spring, summer and
fall in the United Kingdom and take in all the fishing

resorts of which we have read or heard, The chalk

streams of England, the lakes and rivers of Scotland and
Ireland. The latter must have been quite a sportsman'%

paradise not so many years ago.

It is quite possible to have fishing too good. We
experienced something of the kind in Maine many years

ago. We found on our arrival at the first lake that the

camp keeper had buried a large quantity of trout that

morning. We dragged a floating box about after that

and in reeling up would take a look at the fish, then

return them to the water. Trout were served to us

three times a day for weeks, and we have seldom eaten

one since. At a hotel in Wisconsin, situated near cele-

brated fishing, we saw nearly half a ton of fine black

bass going to waste. So many were brought in daily

that they could not be used.

High up on the Asiatic shore of the Pacific are

many rivers so crowded with salmon and other migra-

tory fish that they are crowded out on the shores and
shallows in thousands. The stench of decaying fish can

be smelt four miles away.. (See the "Cruise of the

Marchesa," a book well \vorth reading, we may be al-

lowed to observe.)

Sport does not necessarily consist in taking great

numbers of fish. If trout in any water run small, for

instance, the excitement is in getting many rises and

skill is shown in striking. A few fish of good size on
a shy water will satisfy any angler of a reasonable tun;
of mind.

That is one benefit, at least, that we have derived from
the introduction of the brown trout (Sahno fario). We
catch larger fish and the/average is much better than it

was in the days of exclusive brook trout.

The prejudice that certainly existed against fario at
one time appears to have passed almost entirely away.
This fish grows very rapidly and seems to thrive every- '

where, not only in this country but in Australia and :

New Zealand.
_
We have seen some very large speci-

]

mens, and its size seems to be only a question of water
and food supply. This is largely the case with all trout,

]

but monsters of this species are sometimes found in
small brooks.

Nearly every one has heard of the big fish that had •

its home in the abutment of a bridge near Big Indian j

Station in the Catskiils. We have been favored with
many estimates of the weight of this fish from 4 to 7 •

pounds mostly, and have had notice of his death many
times, recently that he had been shot. We have often
watched this fish when out of his hole, and can bear
witness that he was an ugly, blacky big headed brute.
There were other fish there, however, one not so large,

,

but a real beauty.
;

These big trout haunt the same pool for many years
ar.d are quite safe if they have a retreat at hand under

1

great rocks, the abutments of bridges, the aprons of old 1

dams and other inaccessible places, otherwise they are
'

sure to be foully dealt with, as there are always some
persons whose covetousness is so aroused by the sight
of any fish of unusual size, that they will resort to un-
lawful measures to possese them.

|

If the Avater is perfectly clear and smooth, large trout
n;ay be actually run down or hunted to death even in
pools of considerable size, if they have no hole to slip

into. They become blown or lose their heads com-
pletely, and will lie at last like stones upon the bottom.
They are then easily snared. This may be doubted by
niany persons, but we saw the thing done many years ago
in a large pool in the Neversink River.

This is one of those "white" water streams, and clear
as possible. Two farmers were snaring suckers, Avhen
they discovered three large trout, which they determined
to have. When we saw them they were beating the
v^atcr and chasing the trout from one end of the pool to
the other. There was but one place under shelving rocks
where the trout could really hide, and this was not deep
enough to prevent their being poked out. We passed
on to our fishing, never dreaming that these fish were in

real danger. On returning to our quarters that night we
learned that three great trout had been captured. These

'

were from the first planting of brown trout, about 1886.

We believe that trout can observe a strict fast for
lengthy periods of time. Black bass are said to fast more
and more freely as the temperature of the water rises.

The habits of trout are different, warm water having an
enervating effect. We have seen them apparently glued
to the bottom for many days in summer, the movement
of the gills being so slight as to be scarcely perceptible.

A good deal of minnow fishing has been practiced of
recent years, and some very large trout have t)een taken
with helgramites. Early in July this season, several big
fish were taken under the dam at Henryville, Pa., with
this bait.

Trout become very timid when the water is low, but
if a freshet causes them to effect a change of base, they
feed freely and may be readily taken. When a big fish is

strong on the feed he becomes very bold and loses his

usual caution to a considerable extent. We have had trout

of over six pounds take the fly within fifteen feet of our
position.

Our native brook trout is not in the habit of leaping

v,'hen hooked; rainbow trout do so constantly, and are

one of the gamest fish in the world. If the water is warm
brown trout are apt to be sulky; no fish is more exasperat-
ing than a trout that will not fight. It is very apt to

escape, as it preserves all its strength imtil the last mo-
ment. Brown trout show great spirit if the temperature
of the Water is fairly low. We used to think that they

did not leap, but have since had days when nearly every

fish left the water at least once. Many anglers think

that this fish plays more tricks than the brook trout. It

is surely a game adversary.

It is said that if brook and brown trout, of the_ same
size, are cooked together, there is no difference in the

flavor. A blind-folded person will enjoy one as much as

the other. We think that big trout should be boiled.

Some of these are almost equal to salmon, cooked and
served in the usual way.

Fly-fishing affords an endless .field for speculation, ob-

servation, and study. We are always learning something.'

This is no doubt the reason why it rarely loses its fascina-

tions for us, even in old age. Christopher North (Pro-;

fessor Wilson) had his fly-books brought to him when on

his death bed. and he would wade and fish when he could'

walk only with the assistance of a cane.

Sir Humphrey Davy's greatest regret was that he had
not learned the art of flj'-fishing until after he reached

the age of fifty.

We wish that anglers generally were more interested in

entomology than they are. When trying to make a good
imitation of a particular fly we have frequently sent several

-different shades to friends for trial. They are usually so

much interested in taking fish that they fail to note which
fly is most successful, or use it until completely worn
out. We have heard that the water flies of the far Westi

are peculiarly interesting, some species being very abun-'

dant at certain seasons of the year.
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One of the greatest angling exploits of which we have

ever heard was accomplished by a well-known resident of

New York city last season. In the presence of two wit-

nesses he landed 200 black bass in one day's fishing. All

were taken with a 4J/2-ounce rod and artificial flies, and
none were killed, having been returned to the water im-

mediately. We do not know how large these fish were,

but it was surely a wonderful performance. Allowing

three minutes for each fish, it required ten hours' of

active exercise, which might, by some people, be con-

sidered very hard work. The .scene was a well known
river in Virginia, in wliich State some of the best fly-

fishing for bass in the cotmtry is now found.

We think that there is room for improvement in pat-

terns of flies for the black bass. In the South, where
the big-mouth is very numerous, we were astonished to

find how great was the difference in killing power between
one fly and another. We tried a great many before learn-

ing their tastes, then rose about everj^ fish that moved.
1 here was no hesitation, the fly being frequently taken the

iitstant it touched the water. The first rush of these fish

v,-as a fine effort, though they have not the endurance of

the small-mouthed black bass. One man of large experi-

eixe assured me that a small-mouthed black bass, with a

red spot in its eye, was found in the far South. We never
saw any such fish.

Last Aveek the streams, in eastern New York at least,

were in fine order, as one of my friends on the Neversink
says, it is 1 ke old times. On several days the river could

not be crossed by wading in the neighborhood of Will-

ir.ms. The Beaverkill, Neversink and Esopus are all

large streams afid are called rivers on the maps.

Fish of twenty inches were caught with the fly last

week. Of course no one need expect large scores of big

fish, but good sport can be had by persevering anglers.

Some men poach up the small brooks in which fry are

liberated in the spring. It is a poor business, despite

the numbers of small fish taken, and should be dis-

couraged.

We like to fed a distinct shock, a slight chill on entering
the water for a day's fishing. If the water is cold there
is a fair chance of making a basket of trout. It is not a

bad plan to carry a small basket in summer, at it is not
so hard to fill. It is sometimes hard work to make a
showing with my twenty-pound creel.

Theodore Gordon.

A Night with the Rock Bass.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wonder if that dear old father of angling, Izaak
Walton, ever had the pleasure of coaxing a 20-pound
striped bass from the blue waters of the sea with an
eel tail? I spend a few days each fall at Corson's Inlet,

New Jersey, about two hours' ride from Philadelphia.
A jolly crowd of fishermen will be found almost any
evening at this time of the year around the fire of "Gus"
Wittkamp. Gus is a good fellow and his door is al-

ways open; the coffee pot is never taken from the fire,

but is always hot for the use of those who wander out
all hours of the night on the bridge, which is but .1

minute's walk from the house.
It is ten o'clock and very dark. The rain that has

been falling all evening has now stopped, and a moan-
ing wind is all that breaks the silence without, except
once in a while the surf some distance away breaks
with a dull thud upon the beach. The story of battles

royal of some big rock fish is being told for the sixty-

seventh time, when footsteps interrupt and the door
opens, and out of the black night Butch, who disap-
peared at the beginning of the story, calls out, "Come,
b(3ys. the tide is running hard and I heard a rock break
just beyond the draw bridge." We rise as one, and get

our rods, calling to Gus to keep the fire up and have
the cookies and cofi^ee where they will be handy when
we come in. The eel tails are looked after again be-

fore we start out into the darkness. All is well and
the start for the bridge is made. True enough, we hear
the splash—splash, as the big fellows chase the win-
nows, which go skipping over the water like frightened

sheep. We are not long getting our eel tails on the

water and ti'oll slowly along. There comes another
splash which sounds like a man overboard, and we turn

and peer into the darkness and wonder what would have
happened if he had hit us. We grasp our rods firmer

and press on our leather reel brakes to make sure every-

thing is working right. What's that! The line tightens

and starts to run out at a ten-mile clip, making a pe-

culiar singing soimd as it cuts through the water. A
rock has at last taken the bait, and all the wickedness
of the fish is brought into play. The faithful rod creaks

and groans from the strain of the awful rushes; the line

runs off twenty, now thirty yards, before being checked.

He rises from the deep water and beats his tail in anger
upon the surface; then is off again, ten more yards, be-

fore he is finally halted. The fight is too fierce for hirn
^

to stand, and gently we bring him closer, but not until'

after a few more desperate efforts to regain his liberty.

The gaff, after a few unsuccessful jabs, at last brings him
to terms, and the beauty is ours. We light our pipes

again, fix our eel tail that has been pretty well chewed,
and start in where we left off, for a good night's fishing

has just began. P. A. W.

Pennsylvania Association,

The Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association will cele-

brate the twentieth anniversary of the organization in a

m.eeting at the Manufacturers' Club, Philadelphia, this

Saturday evening, Nov. 15, at 8 o'clock. Mr. William E.

Meehan will deliver an illustrated lecture on "Fishcul-

tnrc."

Texas Tarpon.
Tarpon, Texas, Nov. 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Between 4 o'clock and 6 o'clock last evening at this place

I landed eight tarpon, beaching all of them, and turning

six of them loose for some other fellow's future sport.

This is the most rapid tarpon fishing that I have ever

heard of; and, if any of your readers know of an3'thing

to beat it. I would like to hear of it through your columns.

I came here on the 17th ult., and have since landed

in twelve days' fishing twenty-two tarpon out of forty-

six strikes.

Yesterday in the forenoon I landed a seven-foot shark

that would weigh about 375 pounds. It was hooked foul,

so gave me an extremely tiring struggle. I have saved
his jaws, which are so large that when open they pass

easily over one's head.

Three days ago* I hooked my first leaping shark,_ and
was delighted with the sport that it afforded. It is as

game a fish as any sportsman could desire to tackle. Mine
jumped four times, and on its first run took out nearly

300 feet of line, with all three brakes set. It took me
fifteen minutes at least to land the fish, although it meas-
ured only five feet five inches in length and thirty-two

inches in girth. Its weight was about eighty pounds.

The leaping shark is magnificently built for running, and
is by no means a bad looking fish, if fish it can be called.

This morning in a few minutes my wife landed on tar-

pon tackle two jackfish weighing about twenty-five pounds
each. They fought fully as hard as fifty-pound tarpon

would have fought; but, of course, did not leap at all.

The middle of October is a pretty good time to come
to this- place, notwithstanding the fact that there are very

few sportsmen here then or later. "Occasionally the tarpon

leave the pass as early as Nov. i, but they often stay till

December. All depends upon the severity and coldness

of the northers.

This year we have good reason to anticipate two or

three weeks more of good fishing.

In a subsequent letter I intend to tell you of the

most brilliant tarpon fight that I have ever seen or heard

of. It occurred out on the Gulf, beyond the end of the

jetty, the fortunate sportsman being ]\Ir. L. G. Murphy, of

Converse, Ind. I shall also have a few more remarks^ to

make concerning tarpon tackle, as the latter is being

improved constantly, and is still susceptible of much im-

provement.
I am sending you under separate cover a photograph of

the record catch for Aransas Pass, made this year by
Mr. J. R. Wainwright, of Pittsburg, Pa. It consists of

thirteen large tarpon landed in one day. Am sending also

a photograph of a catch by Mrs. Hetfield, mother of the

proprietor of the Tarpon Inn. It was made one day

just about two years ago, and consists of four large tar-

pon. J- A. L. Waddell.

Some More Cottonwood Bass.

Cottonwood Falls, Kan., Nov. 7.—After an absence

from the office of four weeks in the political campaign, I

arrived home on the morning of election, and was con-

doled with by several friends, with the remark, "It is

too bad. Judge, that you have been away during four

weeks of the best bass fishing there has ever been had on

the Cottonwood River, but you are too late now, for

they have been all caught out." My reply was, "I will

investigate the latter part of the week and see if all have

been caught."
Yesterday morning a friend and I left the boat landing,

went two and a half miles down stream, kindled a_ fire,

broiled beefsteak and boiled coffee for breakfast, finished

our meal by daylight and then began operations, with no

results until about 9 o'clock. Then trouble began—for

the bass. They found our crawfish and chub-minnow bait

"just to their taste," and except for the cold north wind,

which iorced us to warm by a fire of driftwood twice

during the forenoon, we had a good da5''s sport. Espe-

cially did the writer; but my friend had an off day, for

while I caught twenty-five large-mouth black bass, he

could not catch one, and although fishing by my side in

the boat and using the same bait, he only had one nibble

during the entire day, and failed to hook that one. He
usually is successful as a fisherman, and the cause of his

failure this day we have failed to find in trying to account

for his poor success.

This afternoon, Friday, the sun coming out very warm,
I started out for a trial with four crawfish and one dozen

chub minnows, and trolled down the two and a half miles

with a Skinner spoon, and had one strike, but failed to

hook. Then I fished back over the ground as long as

my bait lasted and caught twelve bass, and then I put

on a No. 3 Buell spoon and trolled back for the mile of

distance remaining and caught five good bass with the

spoon hook, with about 100 feet of line behind the boat.

I found they made far more fight when hooked on the

spoon than when caught with baited hook, and it kept the

reel on the split bamboo pole singing lively before each

one was landed in the boat.

Selecting ten of the largest of yesterday's catch, and six

of to-day's catch, and then culling the sixteen down to

ten. I niade friends look pleasant with presents of the

surplus of the twenty-five caught yesterday and the

seventeen caught to-day. The ten largest bass of the two

days' catch, when dressed, ready to take to my family in

To'peka, were put upon the scales and weighed 23 pounds,

and as they were of about equal size, they made a very

fine string. I took delight in showing them to the friend

who had said that I had stayed away so long that the

bass had all been caught out, to be told by him, "Well, it

Avill be good news for the bass, when they learn that you

have to go to Topeka and will be gone on a four weeks'

trip." I do not remember ever having two days in suc-

cession of such "good luck'' in all my previous fishing ex-

perience. W. F. RiGHTMIKE.

All communications intended ior Forest and Stream shoiild

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

His Mother—"Get up, Tommy. You know the early

bird catches the worm," Tommy—"Well, I ain't going

fishing to-day."—Detroit Free Press.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Reeofd Small-Mooth Bafs.

Chicago, III., Nov. 8.—What is no doubt the largest

small-mouth bass taken in the West this year was capttired

curing the past week by Mr. Robert Forsyth in Green
Lake, Wis. This fish weighed in Chicago, according to

reports of two or three witnesses, seven pounds, six and
one-half ounces. I did not see this fish myself and cannot
offer the record as fully authenticated, but if the weight
be correctly given, the fish was a very large one.

Stocking the Prairie River.

I have in times past had much to say about that truly

beautiful little trout river, the Prairie River of Wis-
consin. I do not know a sweeter stream in the world
for wading and fly-fishing for trout, though of late the

fishing has not been what it should have been, owing to

depredations of different natures at the hands of un-
scrupulous fishers. It is pleasant to be able to say that,

in addition to the other plantings along this stream, Mr.
Bates, one of the farmers living along the stream above
Dudley's place, has planted 100,000 fry in the upper river

this fall, these fish having been obtained from the State

Fish Commission. The Commission has always been
liberal in regard to plantings in this stream and its tribu-

taries, and it is to be hoped that this work will result in

the continuation of the sport along that pretty water.

Chicago Afiglers.

Some Chicago anglers went out for bass this afternoon,

and will continue to go out until a freeze, which may
come at any time nowadays. The sport, however, will

not be very good, depending altogether upon the locating

of the fish in the deep water. This is the time of year
when successful minnow fishing for bass can at times be
had along the streams in the deep holes, where the bass

drop in to spend the fall or winter. I should think th's

kind of fishing, moving down along the streams, would be
better fun thap the bleak and somewhat cheerless aspect

of the sport of bass fishing afforded by boat fishing upon
the lakes.

Wood Dock Feathers.

Chicago, 111., Nov. i.—Mr. Theodore Gordon, of West
Haverstraw, N. Y.. writes as below in regard to his

present needs as a fly-tier

:

"I know that yoit have applications from readers of

Forest and Stream living in all parts of the country ask-

ing for information or assistance. I understand that your
prescriptions are always successful, so venture to trouble

you on my own account. I tied a fly several years ago
with summer or wood duck wings, which has been very

killing, but am running short of feathers. I refer to the

plain mottled feather, not the barred black and white.

If you have leisure will you put me in the way of getting

some of these feathers?"

I imagine that if Mr. Gordon will write to George
Sloane. commission merchant. South Water street, Chicago,

or to Randall Bros., commission merchants. South Water
street, same city, inclosing a small fee as a gratuity to a

salesman, he will get the feathers he wants, provided he

makes it quite plain just what feather he requires. These
commission firms occasionally supply feathers to fly-tiers,

though they are more accustomed to seeing the latter

prowl along the street and rob the di'splayed birds of

their plumage.
If Mr Gordon fails thus, let him write to Mr. Graham

H. Harris, Ashland Block, Chicago. The latter is a most
excellent good tier of flies, purely amateur, but usually

fairly good-natured when not wanting to go fishing and

finding himself unable to do so. Mr. Harris knows where
to get all sorts of feathers. A fellow in New York sold

him a bird not longer than your hand the other day, and

it cost as much as a suit of clothes, but he had to have

it, being engaged on a work of art which called for a

feather raised only by that particular sort of bird, which

grows only on some sort of desert island in foreign parts.

Good List of Michigan Flies.

In getting up my stock of flies for next year's fishing

ever in Michigan, I enlisted the aid of Mr. W. B. Mer-
shon, of Saginaw, who is as well posted as any man in

the State upon what is needed in the way of trout flies.

Mr. Mershon's letter came in the way of personal reply,

yet I think he will not dislike to see his advice placed

where it may help others also. His mention of the Mc-
Gintv, Mershon and good-evening patterns will be new to

many anglers, tho\igh they are all popular with the

Sagmaw Crowd. The list given is, of course, not ex-

haustive, nor does it comprise a tenth of the assortment

commonly found in a fat Saginaw fly-book when the crowd
is out for war. The specifications follow:

"Off hand, I should say the following flies, in some-

thing the order named: Whirling-dun, 8 and 10. This

takes the place of the alder. There is another dun, a

little slate-colored fellow with mouse-colored wool body
and tail, which I have" found a good early fly, though I

have forgotten the name of it. Next coines Cahill, 6, 8

and 10. the largest size rarely required. Beaverkill, the

same. Cowdung is not necessary, on account of similarity,

but an old favorite, light-Montreal, dark-Montreal, Mon-
treal, with a silver body. The Mershon is made by Mills

& Co., 8 and 10. Get plenty of McGinty, for trout are

freak}-, and it is a freaky fly. I should have them in

6, 8 and 10, mostly 8, and a good supply of them. Some
people like the brown-hackle and the coachman. I have

never had much luck in Michigan with either of these

flies. Queen-of-the-waters in 6 and 8 is good.

"You should have a few English floating-flies,_ for dry

fly-fishing, for there are times when you can raise trout

to them when they will not come for anything else.
_
There

are also times when you should have some 12's, in light

grays, like mosquitoes, to use with gauze leaders, though

for steady fishing this would not be much fun. Of course

you can have a larger assortment. I have a good many.

I get the good-evening in 6, 8 and 10, red body, turkey

wing and pheasant tad. Then there; is the pale evening

dun. the Grannon, black-gnat and "a lot of others, though

those I have named will be sufficient for one. I have some
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of my flies tied on long-shanked hooks, No, 8, so as to
make a big fly, but a small hook. I have referred to the
sneck bend hook, and to the stream patterns. By the way,
don't forget to have some Stone flies; they are great at
cimes,"

There is no fly more vaunted than the brown-hackle,
yet I may join Mr. Mershon m his experience. The coach-
man I have found more useful, though I can't say I ever
gave it much of a test in Michigan trout fishing.

The above list of flies should be useful to one making
up a book for Wisconsin. For the latter State I would
suggest the addition of coachman, alder, cowdung ({or
early iishing), also grizzly-king, gray-hackle, and some-
times the Reuben-Wood. There is a good fly out this

summer in our shops, perhaps old elsewhere, the Carkton,
which is thought good at times, in 8 or 10. I should
always like a few silver-doctors along, up to 6 in size, the
English pattern, with thin body, pale turkey wings and
peacock hurl in wings having proved a killer in some of
my experiences. The tinsel on this fly does not tarnish,
and it casts well. I think trout may strike it for a young
minnow. It is one of those freaks which sometimes
go, at least. Hare's-ear is another good fly to have along.
I have sometimes tied a sort of rough hare's-ear with a
raw wool body, and wings of the widgeon shoulder
feather, and this fly killed at the time it was used—Maj'—
in northern Wisconsin.

After the first of August, indeed after the middle of
July, Michigan takes a smaller fly than Wisconsin, and
the Au Sable streams are best fi jied then with ten or
even twelve at times. Some sti-eains require larger flies

than others. I have often mentioned Mr. Miller's pre-

was greater thatl usual, while at Fort Washington Point
and ih the little bay below it the river was dotted with
boats every few yards, and thousands of other anglers
for tomcods were perched in various places along shore.
Many a poor man who had no vacation last summer
blessed the fine weather of Nov. 4, and throughout the
long winter will remember with pleasure the fun he had
on that day. Fish or no fish, it was good to be out.
The universal bait for all sorts of fish that may be

caught along the water front is sand worms, and these
are also used for tommies. Hooks are quite small, sinkers
as large as usual, and hand bnes the inost Common, al-

though salt-w-ater tackle of every sort is seen. The short,

heavy, stiff rods and big wooden reels are commonly
found in the hands of the old-timers, but there is also a
sprinkling of more slender rods and multiplying metal or
rubber reels carrying finer lines than those used in hand
casting, with not a few oiled silk. But as long shots are
the rule in placing the line where it will do the most
good, and the ebb tides of autumn are strong, very heavy
sinkers are employed, and these are either pear-shaped or
flat and oval. Some of them must weigh four ounces or
more, and woe betide the head that falls afoul of one of
these whirling weights.

The persistence of many of the anglers for tommies
is worthy of something better. Fair weather or foul,

blow high or blow low, a sprinkling of enthusiasts may
be seen any day from dawn until dark, patiently angling
for the elusive tommies. Some provide themselves witii

heavy ulsters or rain coats, and even umbrellas and fish-

ing rods are boon companions with pipes and liquid bait

on raw, cold days in the early winter. It is interesting to

in these forests, and birch canoes have been made here
since I came to this region, but 1 doubt if any are left,

so 1 Covered the Craft with a canvas skin^io-otlnce
duck, with no seams at all, put oh a Coating of boiled
linseed oil, with a little Umber and turpentine added,
wired on some outriggers, screwed on a pair of bow-
facing oars, and—there 1 was. It is a very satisfactory

canoe, and doesn't leak a drop. - Kelpie.

Some Emergency Diets*
The hardest fare that six strong hien and a boy of 15

ever kept alive On was the daily menu of the Windover's
survivors, who were cast up on the Irish coast near
Kilsegg a few weeks ago. They lived for sixteen days
on stewed rope yarn, without a crumb of anj^thing else

to help digest it, except water; and, though it ililade

them ill, they kept alive on it and did not waste away
verj' much.
The Windover was a bark carrying salt between Spain

and the States, with an English crew, and she was dis-
masted and abandoned about a thousand miles out on
the Atlantic. Three of the crew were killed by falling

masts, and two others were washed overboard; but the
other- seven took to the whaleboat and set out for Brit-
ain. Being in too much of a hurry they took too little

food, but three large butts of water, besides the tank the
boat already held. The result was they ate up the pro-
visions in four days, but had water enough for a month,
and, after starving two days more, they tried boiling

GLEN LAKE—THE CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.

served stream, the Pine. It calls for No. 6 nearly always,
and one could possibly kill fish there sometimes on even
a larger fly. No 8 will do there, but 6 nearly alwavs
much better. Yet this is a very bright, clear water. I
Iiave earlier mentioned the freakishness of the fish in this
water, and their leaning to bright fl.es. The wild streams
<of Michigan and Wisconsin call for larger and brighter
iflies than stocked waters, usually. No one can accoimt for
.all these things, but with the alaove assortment of flies he
'can account for a basket of fish in either of our two trout
States. E. Hough.
Ha^iford Building, Chicago. III.

watch these inen at their sport. One who has the in-

clination to visit their favorite resorts at dawn may find

them fishing, and dusk of the short days sees them still

trying for one more. Perry D. Frazes.

The Tomcod Fishing Season.
When the leaves begin to fall and the crisp nights of

autumn follow the balmy days, the local anglers who can
.spare a few hours' time from work or business hasten
away to their favorite haunts and angle for tomcods.
Some spots are better than others, of course, but when
the run of tommies is large they frequent all of - the salt-

Avater reaches and furnish fun for countless thousands of
men, women and young people, who have neither the time
nor the means to go fishing as other and more fortunate
persons do, to far-away resorts where game fish are
abundant. Like the tiny lafayette, the tommy is a fish

for the people, and the people go after tomm es with en-

thusiasm worthy of bigger game.
The tomcod, or tommy, is the frostfish (Gadus tom-

cod), which enters the rivers eai'ly in the autumn on its

way to the shallow waters, where it spawns in December.
It is not a large fish, and the angler who takes several

weighing about a pound each considers himself fortunate,

w-hile the usual catch will average below rather than above
a half-pound, I fancy. The average fisherman keeps
«very fish he catches, and often dozens are seen in the fish

ibaskets that average nearer two ounces than a pound.
But the fish is well liked as a pan fish, and several of the

larger ones, nicelj' cooked, are rtot to be despised by any
means.
The lafayette visits the waters round about New York

city in late summer and early autumn, and is followed

by the tomcod. The latter, being larger, attracts the at-

tention, not of greater numbers, but of the habitual angh^r

in salt waters as well as the casual fisherman with rod

or hand line. The pierheads are generally sought by most

of the anglers, and these swarm with human beings all

day long; but club house floats, favorite nooks along the

sea wall, all of the points along the New Jersey shore, and
every jutting rock holds its fisherman while the run is

on, and every available boat is pressed into service by

persons who have a day to devote to the sport. Saturday
afternoons and Sundays see the largest crowds along the

Hudson, but on Election .E)ay, which was warm and fine.

ev^feT- man who tbiild musrer a rod or a hand line se^^mfe'd

to be but, a'p4 tlite n^ijei- of bbatis Um'HottA aloit^ shore

Camps of the Kingfishers.
Central Lake, Mich., Oct. 16.—Editor Rarest and

Stream: I have sent you a photograph of Glen Lake,
Leelanan County, Michigan, near the outlet of which
lake the Kingfishers have camped the past two seasons

(1901 and 1902).

The view is taken from a hill opposite the camp and
shows the tents—or most of them—along the shore. To
the left is the eminence fauiiliar to those who sail on
Lake Michigan and known as the "Sleeping Bear." On
the right are the two "Fisher" lakes, through which
flows the stream which leaves Glen Lake not far from
our camp, and empties into Lake Michigan. Near the

a lake superior birch.

Fisher lakes you can see the house of Mr. Burgess,
whom we found a very convenient and obliging neigh-

bor.

The camps were very pleasant ones, although the

fishing was nothing to brag of. yet Kingfisher said that

he had made "records" enough and didn't much care

w-hesher or not he made any more. When he was taken

ill and left the camp, it was hardly the same place. My
letter from him, within four days, is written in good
spirits, and one later, from another of the party, states

that he is out and w-alking around. I send also a photo-

graph of a canoe in which I have done some cruising

this summer. It is an old Lake Superior birch, which

was given me by Rev. Luthfer Pardee^ of Chicago, and
whicn,- b'eiri'g in b^d repair, has remained stored in my
loft for several years. There used to be canoe biriph?!

lengths of tarred hemp rope into a pulp and swallow-
ing it. They had a keg of paraffine wax, and, though
it made them very ill at first, they eventually contrived
to live on the boiled hemp, the tar, boiled to a jelly,

adding to the nourishment of the rope. They landed in

comparatively good health.

Two men who went to a small island off the Irish

coast a little while ago kept themselves going for ten

days on a diet almost worse. They landed in a boat,

which was smashed by a wave on their trying to re-

launch her, and they were left on the bare," r,ocky island,

wh ch has only a slight scalp of coarse turf, without food.

Fortunately there is a spring on the island, but nothing

in the way of food but gulls, wbich they could not catch,

and nothing to make a fire with as a distress signal.

There are not even any shellfish, as there is no beach,

and the pair had to subsist for the ten days on cold raw
seaweed washed up by the tide. For two days they

starved, but after that they tackled the seaweed, making
three meals a day of it, until rescued. When taken off.

they were a good deal emaciated, but no ill eft'ects re-

sulted. The same thing happened off the same coast

five years ago, when four fisherwomen were imprisoned
on an inlet by the loss of their boat. They lived on
"kelpie" grass for six days.

A diet of boots is one of the commonest of last-re-

source foods; and, thotigh it is hard for a well-fed pc-
son to imagine that any one could masticate and digest

shoe leather, a pair of long seaboots will keep a man
alive for a fortnight, if he has a little water. Capt.

INIaboly, of the foundered steamer Gwalior, and his second
officer, created a record last year by living for seventeen

daj's on boat leather and a pint of water per day each.

Of course, no teeth can tear cowhide boots; they have
to be cut up and shredded with a knife, and the shreds

chewed and swallowed. Boiling, even when possible,

does no good at all, but takes from the boots what
nourishment they contain. A few ounces of leather, be-

ing so hard to digest, stays the stomach for fifteen or

twenty hours.

The best known and most useful of starvation diets

for wrecked or castaway people, however, is that of

barnacles, and if anything of the kind happens to you
they will probably be your staple food. Barnacles are

long, tough, half shellfish, half vegetable creatures, that

grow on the under sides of vessels. Three Englishmen
and a crew of Lascars who had been forced to abandon
the sailing vessel, North Star, a few months ago, kept
themselves going for over a week on barnacles, and
onb' two of the crew died. The worst of them is that

they give one internal cramps and cayise. an insufferable

thirst; but they do nourish the frame. You have to

reach under the vessel's side and pull them off, taking

care not to leave the best half of them sticking to the

planks. Only a starving eerson could possibly eat tlietn.

Many a Ga'staway crew, howfeVer, lia| foAind them "better

tha^i noticing.—Loti^on. Ansvvers.
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Miami River PoIItrtion*

Editor Farest and Stream :

Once more public attention is called to the terrible sani-

tarj' condition of our rivers. For many years the Great
Miami has been the dumping place for our cities, and as

a result the river is becoming so foul and polluted, that,

to put it in the fisherman's parlance, "it will soon be im-
possible for even the carp to live in it." You can go
anywhere along the river and see piles of cans, bottles,

kegs, boxes and other refuse, scattered along the shore
or collected on the riffles and islands. With so much
refuse in the water, is it any wonder that our fishing

grounds are ruined? The elYect of this wholesale poison-
ing is shown by the following clipping, taken from the

Dayton Daily Press:
"A crowd of boys and men congregated along the banks

of the Miami River yesterday taking fish from the water
that were dying from poison in the water, supposed to

come from the paper mills. The fish seemed to revive

when placed in fresh water. Crawfish left the water and
refused to go back, thus indicating that some poisonous
substance had polluted the stream. The men and boys
amused themselves throwing stones and clubs at the dying
fish as they came to the surface of the water gasping for

breath. It became necessary to notify the police to stop

the brutality. It is said that thousands of fish were
taken from the water during the day."

It is strange, as well as deplorable, that our health

officers are so blind tliat they cannot see the evil effects

that this tainted stream must have upon the community.
When a river is so foul that even the fish cannot survive

in it, it is surely time to take the matter into considera-

tion.

It will also be observed what a fine sense of distinction

shown between the different methods of brutality. The
men and boys who were killing the fish, and thus putting

them out of their misery, were ordered to desist; the

paper mill managers, who poisoned the stream, were not

molested. A fine show of humanity indeed.
Clarence Vandiveer.

MlAMtSBURG, O. ^
Mf» Hallocfc Visits the Caviers.!

The Cuvier Club had a very distinguished visitor

yesterday afternoon in the person of Mr. Charles Hal-
lock. He is an old friend of President Starbuck, and
called on him en route to St. Louis. In addition to Mr,
Hallock being a devotee of rod and reel and a noted

nimrod, he has a national reputation as a naturalist

and a litterateur. He was the founder of Forest and
Stream, the leading journal for sportsmen on all topics

that relate to the genuine sports in field and on stream.

He was also years agone a favorite writer for Harper's

Magazine, and has published a number of works which
are considered as high authority on the subjects treated.

His "Fishing Tourist," "The Salmon Fisher" and "Our
Alaska" are some of his productions. The latter work is

considered by all who read as one of the most magnifi-

cent compositions in the English language. It is really

a classic, and so considered by every litterateur who has

perused it. That alone was sufhci'ent to give him a niche

in the authors' temple. He is now in his seventieth

year, and time has dealt kindly with him, for his eye

sparkles as of yore and his visage radiant with the bloom
of health, and he yet casts his flies with the ease and
grace of youth. Mr. Hallock left last evening for St.

Louis, where he has a host of friends, who will give

the revered sportsman a warm welcome.—Cincinnati In-

quirer, Oct. 31.

New Hampshife Speaters Come to Grief.

LaconiAj N. H., Nov. 3.—Seth Filanders, Frank L.

Cawley and Harvey M. Sargent, all well-known citizens

here, were before Judge Everett in the local police court

this morning, each charged with having taken, by spear-

ing, two lake trout in the close season. The respondents

all pleaded guilty, and a fine of $25 and costs, amounting

to a total of $36.38, was imposed in each case. As a further

penalty in each case a fine of $10 was imposed under

another section of law, and a sentence of six months in

jail was also added, mittimus in the two last penalties

> mentioned not to issue until called for by the Fish and

Game Commissioner. The men settled.

The capture of these three men was effected by State

Fish and Game Commissioner Clarke, of Concord, as-

. sisted by six deputies, Sunday night. The men were

near Governors Island, off the Gilford shore. Com-
missioner Clarke alleges that the law protecting fish is

being ruthlessly violated by many residents about the

lake, and that he saw the jacklights of more than twenty-

five poachers in the vicinity of Governors Island Sunday
night.

He asked the court this morning to impose a severe

penalty in these cases, that it might have a restraining

effect on other violators of the law.

Another One-Jawed Fish.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Regarding Mr. Guthrie's "Trout That Had a Hard

Time," I have the head of an eight-inch Salmo fontinialis

caught near Clear Pond, Essex county, N. Y., by Goody
Clough, then a long-haired mountain boy, but now a

prosperous M. D. out Syracuse way. The head is exactly

like Mr. Guthrie's. Now, how do these accidents occur?

I have never before seen one like my odd little head.

These strange things seen in the woods are a sportsman's

delight. Peter Flint.

Fisherman*s Rare Lock.

A remarkable affair is reported from Morehead City

which is vouched for bj' reliable parties here. A fisher-

man living near Bogue Sound in a small shanty saw a

large school of fish go up one of the crj^ks or blind guts

that enter the marshes in that vicinitjs He had a quan-
tity of nets on hand and a numerous family, and they

afl turned out and closed up the mouth of the short

cretk, ciaptiiring^ the e.mire^schbol of fishj whifch wtre
maihly lairi^e trotft. The lucky fisKferman Ws kepi the

fish enclosed in the place, taking them out as fast as he
could handle them, selling large quantities to the fish

dealers at Morehead City. His sales have amounted to

$4,000 worth of fish, and several thousand dollars' worth
still remain in the pond. The facts were learned from a

dealer who came here for additional funds with which to

handle the fish for shipment. It is considered one of the

most remarkable incidents on record on this part of the
coast.—Raleigh (N. C) Post.

Advanced Ideas in Farming:, Trap-
ping and Woodcraft.

Nambet Two,

Uncle's farm comprised about three hundred and fifty

acres, "more or less," as the deed's language guardedly
declared, and the crops were diversified; Uncle was quite

a hand for "rotation" in crops as well as in politics; he

even carried this into poultry raising. He. would have
one breed of fowls for a year or so, and then he would
introduce another. Pckin ducks, Langshang turkeys,

Plymouth Rock geese, white leghorn pigeons, all fol-

lowed along in rapid and bewildering procession. At the

time of my advent to assume the responsibilities of the

position of head push on this farm, that entrancing and
graceful breed of chickens known as the Shanghai had
the exclusive place of honor in the fowl department. The
Shanghai was a sweet and lovable chicken, though rather

loud and pronounced in his manner perhaps; I have
thought sometimes that nature had originally intended to

include this bird among the animals and classify hirn as a

jackass, but having but two legs, and therefore no visible

means of support if he wanted to kick with both hind feet

at once, there seemed to be nothing left to do but let him
go into the chicken class. There was one rooster in this

lot big enough to plow with; he was certainly a screamer
in every sense of the word. He just walked around that

farm as though he was the whole and entire thing. He
could eat corn from the head of a barrel without standing

on tiptoe; and I believe he could stand beside a barrel

full of shelled corn and eat every kernel of it clear to the

bottom and then kick the barrel over to see if any had
fallen through. Appetite! Well, it was eclipsed by noth-

ing but the size of his voice. That Shanghai's crow could

be plainly heard on every part of the farm, and on foggy
mornings it was sometimes mistaken for the hoarse

whistle of locomotive 360 on the 4:10 freight train, due at

that hour at the station three miles distant. One of my
advanced ideas was based upon the theory that there was
no earthly use in getting up in the morning at the

heathenish hours in vogue with farmers generally, any-

where from I o'clock to daylight; I claimed that if you
work hard enough and with proper intelligence in mak-
ing the farm hands work twelve or fourteen hours a day
there was really no necessity for one getting out of bed
the minute there was a streak of light visible in the east.

This Shanghai rooster, however, had theories differing

from mine; radically different and very obnoxious. In
fact, some of this rooster's arbitrary rrtethods were so

distasteful that I had about begun to consider some
plausible means to compass his destruction—by accident.

Still, where was my theory of adaptation? Here was a

fowl big enough to haul a load of hay, and voice enough
to wake up the Seven Sleepers, kindly provided by nature

to fill a big gap somewhere. It was not at all likely that

he had been built simply to consume corn and tramp
around, stepping on things.

One night I had been lying awake digesting some ab-

struse question of agriculture, and a big dinner of corned
beef and cabbage, the latter perhaps predominating.
There are few mental struggles. I think, that are to be
compared to corned beef and cabbage, especially if as-

sisted by liberal irrigation with last year's cider. When
occasionally sleep did visit my pillow it was disturbed

by visions of the Shanghai rooster tramping all over me
as I lay on the floor of the old gas house, with Sherlock
Holmes stuffing fingers in his ears as the rooster let out

one of his yells. It was perfectly natural that I should

have Shanghai nightmares, though perhaps it may seem
slightly paradoxical. Finally in despair I got up and
lighted my pipe, and then .an inspiration struck me with

great force. I thought at first it w^as one of the toughs
I saw in the gas cellar; but soon got my bearings and
began to work out the plans and specifications of a

brilliant scheme.
The' following day I left the affairs of the farm in

charge of the Shanghai, and drove to the city. For sev-

eral hours after my arrival I was closeted with the best

patent attorney in the place. The result was well cal-

culated to revolutionize the entire "signal alarm business

in and through," as the application stated, the States

and Territories of the United States. And this is it: A
phonograph on a large scale was devised, with an electric

attachment, and an ingeniously devised cylinder and
mechanical connections. The receiver was to be ex-

posed near the Shanghai rooster when he crowed the

loudest, and a record made. There was no trouble about
the Shanghai making a record. He had already demon-
strated his ability to do that; an extra sized megaphone
attachment did the rest. We built a machine and took it to

the farm and prepared to receive the first impression. In
order not to arouse any suspicion on the part of the
rooster, we waited until his usual hour for arousing the

inhabitants of the county in the morning, and then, when
he opened up his vocal accomplishments, we turned the

thing loose. We discovered what I had not before ob-
serv'ed, that this fowl had seven different kinds of crow

—

not what you would call exquisitely modulated, but all

different, and this was regarded as of immense importance.
We could have one series of crows for fire alarm, an-

other for railroad use, still another for marine purposes
for foggy weather, or a combination of them arranged for

various conditions and requirements.
After securing about fifty records, the chap whom I

had taken in as partner, says: "Do you know what
we've got? Well, we've got every other kind of alarm
beat to a finish, and don't you forget it. I ncvtt heard
such a noise in mv life. A ^g whistle simply ain't in it."

I began tb think
^
that, kftfeV alV^oltf ^Ji'angliai h^d his

uses, and iriy fifst attempt at aSaptatibfi was a gtibS way

from being a failure. Well, what happened? A St. Louis
or Chicago man who was half crazy over a machine of
bis own invention for signal alarm purposes, heard of
ours, through the Patent Office, and came pell-mell out
to see us, bringing his financial backer with him. They
came over to the farm one afternoon, and gradually led!

up to the question which was eating up his vitals. I
kept them in a wrought-up condition of mind for an
hour or so, and then I brought out the "chanticleer,"
wound up the mechanism, touched a spring, and off he
went. Well, you should have seen those two Chicago
men's faces! They were a sight sure enough. The
capitalist realized that his money, invested in the other
machine, was as good as sunk unless he could acquire
mine. So there naturally ensued a season of tactics that
was highly amusing. Finally the moneyed man said:
"Well, your old crow machine ain't much good; only
just a little novelty, that's all; but if you want to take
$1,000 for it and throw in the Shanghai we'll think it

over."
Of course it isn't every day that you can sell a

Shanghai rooster's crow for $1,000; but I concluded there
was more money in it to me just them. So I looked
surprised and hurt, and then sitting down on the door
step I simply laughed for fifteen minutes straight.

"Gentlemen," I finally managed to answer, "your
thousand dollars wouldn't buy one of the wing feathers
of my little bird, let alone the machine and patent
rights."

There ensued the usual amount of backing and filling,

proposals and counter proposals, startings off and com-
ings back, and sham battles in various forms, until at last

the chaps said $5,000 for the patent and "leave out the
blamed old rooster."

As will be surmised, I wanted to get rid of the
rooster anyway; so I just fired the last shot and bluffed
this offer: "Make it $6,000 and take the whole outfit."

And you may call me all kinds of Ananiases if he didn't
snap me up quicker than you can say "Scat!"
We went right into the house and drew up the papers.

Then we drove to town and the cash was turned over.
Perhaps you may have heard of the great Shanghai
rooster signal alarm? I haven't, nor yet hide nor hair
of the two men or the rooster.

My sleep is -tranquil in the morning, except when I

get to thinking of what Uncle will say when he comes
to miss that Shanghai.
My further opportunities for utilizing the beasts of

the field and fowls of the air were soon very much in

evidence. I was in great luck within a month after the
above interesting experiment in the development of poul-
try. I am now agitated by conflicting emotions. Din-
ner is announced, and I more than suspect that corned
beef and cabbage or boiled fowl with oyster sauce is on
the menu. Kindly excuse me until I ascertain the facts.

If it's corned beef and cabbage you'll hear from me
next week.

Frank Heywood.
[to be CONTINtJED.]

—^—
Helps in Photography.*

Mr. Chas. M. Taylor, Jr., tells us very pleasantly

"Why My Photographs are Bad." His book is intended
for beginners, and he hopes that "this volume may aid

the ambitious beginner, and enable him to avoid the most
common mistakes incident to the first stages of this in-

teresting study."

Mr. Taylor points out the most common mistakes ot
\oung photographers, Avhich, notwithstanding th^ are so
obvious, continue to be made. He begins by calling at-

tention to the common error of placing the camera too
near the object, and shows the result obtained, by repro-

ducing the photograph of a woman whose head and feet

are out of the plate. In posing single figures, one should
focus upon the eye of the subject, which will equalize the

general eft'ect. In taking a group, focus upon the central

figure. He also points out the importance of using
diaphrams, or stops, and gives a table for exposures
showing the times and stops required for different lights.

The titles of some of the chapters are "Foreshortening,"
"Pictures Out of Focus," "Doubling," or taking two
pictures on one side. "Holding the Camera Level"
while focusing, and a chapter on "LTnder and Over Ex-
posed Plates." In that on "Under Exposed Plates," the

scatement that "haphazard manipulation may succeed in

some lines of work, but it is rarely successful in photo-

graphy," unquestionably contains an element of truth.

Those who belong to the new era in photography are

glad to read the statement that "should you make your
exposure about the time of the sun's meridian, your re-

sults will be more flat and lifeless than if made at another

time of the day" ; and also "it is very monotonous to the

eye to view a landscape flat in color and void of con-

trast as regards effects in light and shade." .

On the other hand, one feels perhaps the lack of artistic

feeling when he says that "too much foreground cannot

be. called a serious defect in a picture, but it is inartistic."

There are a great many people who try for this very

thing, believing that anything may be regarded as right

in photography, provided the result is a beautiful picture.

To get this result one must study the effect of light and
shade and spacing. To think of every picture primarily

as an arrangement, w^ith beauty as the raiso-n d'etre; this is

the desire of the more advanced photographers.

The last part of the book is devoted to specimens of

good photography with the detail of lens, time and so on,

and a few "Don'ts" for the beginner. We are tired of

pamphlets telling us what not to do in photography, from
the standpoint of the photographic dealer, and receive

with joy a book full of plain truths told in an entertain-

ing way.
Mr. Taylor ends the book happily by saying that "perse-

verance and vigilance will finally overcome all difficulties,

and he^who has the patience to continue in his work, will

find ffimself arnply rewarded." E. C. G.

* Geo. W. Jacobs & Co., Philadelphia. Price $1.15.
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FIxtares.

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 2<)-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Shovr Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 17.—Glasgow, Ky.—Third annual trials of the Kentucky
Field Trial Club. S. B, Hays, Sec'y.
Nov. 18.—Branchton, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's seventh annual

trials. A. C. Peterson, Sec'y.
Nov. 18.—Ruthven. Ont.—Fourth annual trials of the North

American Field Trial Club. Alfred Wigle, Sec'y, Windsor, Ont.
Nov. 24.—Glasgow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial

Association's second annual trials. C. B. Cooke, Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Thomasville, N. C—Continental Field Trial Club's

eighth annual trials.

Nov. 24.—Glascow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial
Club's second annual trials. Chas. B, Cooke, Sec'y, Richmond, Va.
Dec, 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—^Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F, Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

IOnly a Rabbit Hunt.

My sole last season's chance to tramp the fields, hills

and woods after game was near the full moon of brown
October. As my aged foxhound. Tamarack, who had
been the partner of my joys and sorrows afield for ten

years, had crossed the divide, I was obliged to borrow
a dog. This was a beagle. Spotter, which a week later

competed in the N. W. field trials and secured a prize.

It was a typical, warm, smoky Indian summer day.

We were ready for the morning train. The hound ob-

tained good quarters in the baggage car, and the bag-
gage master also obtained a good quarter. I under-

stand the railroad magnates intend to charge expressage

for dogs, even if accompanied by owners. Well, the

former way is the better one for all concerned.

We alighted at North Prairie, where friends made
us fee! at home. Harry, the chip of the old block, acted

as guide. The best hunting ground of the region was
among the Kettles, but the tract was posted. Happily,

the proprietor of these lands was met. I received an

introduction and the permission to hunt on his estate.

The first favorable looking territory was not investi-

gated because the possessor, who was husking corn in

the field, ordered us out. A spry gray squirrel was the

first game seen, but it sttccessfuUy shunned acquaint-

ance. Near the school house the beagle sniffed tainted

air, and music floated through the woodland when the

first bunny was blazed at as it scurried onward. Had
it been a yard longer the charge would have reached

it. The next thing that roared up with noisy flight was
a grouse. This, probably, was missed, because a horse-

shoe that I had just foimd had not been saved.

Then the pup was missed.. I suspected some wood
cutters on the knoll of abducting him. but my fears

were ill-founded. Hie' developed the provoking defect

of occasionally working behind instead of ahead of the

hunter. When we got to Hanford's farm we found it

very promising, and soon the solitudes were ringing

with the quavering cry of the pursuer as he struck the

spicy aroma of lepus. My first quarry was an incomer,

which was bowled over. Hardly had it been assisted

into the game bag when Spotter, signaling with elo-

quent stern, began another solo. This was Harrj^'s

opportunity, but luck favored the rabbit more than the

hunter. He escaped into his catacomb, out of which

his wagging admirer tried to excavate him.

Then we lunched and enjoyed the woodland scenery

painted by the lavish brush of autumn. Oak and maple

covered ridges bounded the view. The trees had most-

ly shed their draperies, and the stained, ripe leaves lay

in purple, crimson, gold and wine color at our feet, like

a Turkish rug; now and then a single bronze or scarlet

leaf fluttered slowly through the unstirred, shirnmering.

hazy atmosphere. Some gnarled oaks were stdl robed

in leather-colored apparel and the few beeches in yel-

low livery, but the vermilion dyes of the maples had

mostly departed, and only the delicate tracery of their

bare branches was left to the gaze. Brown acorns

nestled among the fallen foliage, with tawny head, where

the cap was detached; while grapevines were sprawling

along the ash-gray, dilapidated rail fence near by. The
woodsy odor of the amber, dreamy air was mingled

with the blue-gray smoke of our cigars, and the kodak

was brought into requisition to furnish us mementoes

of the glorious times we were having.

I reproved mv companion for climbing over fences

with a loaded and cocked .gun in his hands, but he

ar.g.ued that he had always done so; was now nigh on to

seventeen years old, and had never been killed yet

After resuming the chase another partridge with a short

"quit, quit," thundered up. I thundered after him, but

his eccentric flight twisted him out of the difficulty.

The dog, nosing along, opened up again and sang a

duet with the echoes among the hills. My chance was

coming around on its circuit, when Harry yelled like

a fruit peddler, which drove the leveret in another di-

rection, and it was finally lost. The next cottontail

was urged along a ridge. I observed him limp damtily

forward for about thirty rods, but when he came op-

posite me, the distance was considered out of range.

This was a mistake, f<^r it was less than forty yards.

The next drive I witnessed from a kopje. It was

f)eginning to become dusk. I noticed how the doe

stretched herself at full length, in fact, she buried her-

self in a pile of leaves. Her foe was perhaps twenty,

rods behind her, imbibing the ravishing perfume of the

trail and uttering yells of triumphant delight. Half a

minute later the rabbit ' would, in all probability, steal

into a nearby stone pile. I had for my day's labor but

on£ trophy, and. although conscience shrieked, she was

.swindled out of her life by a pot shot.

In the scramble to gain an advantageous position to

bag the next scamperer, my kodak, which
_
had been

sHmg 10 my back, was lost. It took some time to lo-

cate it. My comrade ultimately discovered' it dangling

i.n a wire fence. The sun was preparing to bow itseH

from sight. It was time for me to take the back trail

in order to catch the home-bound train. At this juncture

anotHer grayback displayed the white feather. I shot

behind, but the rabbit shot ahead. The four-footed
troubadour trilled merrily along the scent, his jubilant

notes growing fainter and fainter. The muffled chimes
may have been as sweet as the tinkling of evening bells,

or like a vesper hymn, still I did not relish them just

then, in fact, the affair cost me my entire vocabulary of

imprecations. His white coat at last betrayed the vag-
rant into the leash.

Twilight had long ago melted into darkness; my
train was gone; we were tAVO miles from the station;

so, now, we had ample time for the homeward tramp.

The full moon flooding the open patches with a mellow
light, enabled us to stumble our way out of the glooiny
woods over steep mounds and across plowed fields

into the village. We had put up nine cottontails that

day and had killed all but seven of them.
A very pleasant evening was spent at the residence

of Mr, S. A delicious supper, at which oysters and
other fats of the land, as well as myself, played a prom-
inent part, was one of the features of the entertainment,

which was rounded out by music, cigars and conversa-

tion. Harry enthusiastically vouchsafed to have me out

of bed before dawn for hunt No. 2. We then compro-
mised to start at six. We got up at 6:45.

The following morning the landscape was clothed in

its prettiest. My young confederate hooked one of the

horses to one of the buggies, and we, Hess, Harry, my-
self and Spotter rolled eight miles to the south. A fox

squirrel and a hollow tree delayed us under way. The
nutcracker saved his scalp. We stabled the nag at Bill

Box's quaint old place. Bill is a crony of Harry, and

he extended a welcome to me, the stranger.

It was near the wnnding Mukwonago River, of which

we caught glimpses now and then, where our hunting

grounds lay. An added advantage was that the tract

Avas also provided with trespass signs, for the presence

of Bill secured for us the right to hunt thereon. We
started about thirty bunnies in all, of which fifteen were

extinguished. Bill is an experienced sportsman and

keeps a serviceable hound. I did not care to embarrass

dog or master by inquiring into the pedigree of the

canine, for the hunting instincts of the half-breed Avere

such as to overlook all shortcomings of his lineage. He
had a fair voice, although it Avas not that weird and

melancholy moan so highly valued by huntsmen. He
Avas partly a pointer. He was a long legged, gaunt

three-year-old, his ribs stuck out like hoops on a bar-

rel. The grounds were chiefly meadows checkered with

bushes, and only here and there sprinkled with alder,

elm and aspen groves.

My first booty, driven by the mongrel, was an un-

accountable, because it was procured at a distance that

I usually do not attempt. Shortly after Spotter howled

a gray-fur up to the river. We saw the Avhole comedy.

We perceived the rabbit plunge into the stream, SAvim

it, reach the other shore, and speed up the slope. When
the trailer got to the spot where the fugitive had entered

the Avater, he knoAvingly swam the brook, picked up the

scent on the further bank and followed him. A very

creditable performance, but the hero of the burlesque

•disappointed the spectators, because he declined to re-

appear on the stage.
. j

We then meandered along a beautiful wood road and

searched the network of brushland that adjoined it.

We combed the thickets pretty thoroughly, and a num-

ber of leapers Avere harvested. Seven or eight wood-

cock zigzagged out, but none of us made proper con-

nections. MeanAvhile that beagle had strayed again.

'\fter a while the epicure Avas detected quietly munch-

ing a rabbit that had been killed, but not collected^

Another dead cottontail, which Avas also found, seemed

lo be quite fresh, but nobody Avanted it-
,

Presently the musicians, forging ahead with Avavmg

tails and stimulated by the alluring fragrance of another

spoor, commenced another melodious sylvan concert.

The undergrowth was very thick. Parting the everlast-

ing twigs before the half-closed eyes, caused some dam-

age to the bridge of my nose. The animal was hustled

for a long time. I had changed my position repeatedly,

Avhen at last he scudded in my direction, a left quarterer

and the field trial winner twenty yards m the rear. 1

dropped the leader.
.

Soon after the pointer-hound pointed a graycoat in

a brush pile. Hess mounted the heap, trampled out

the occupant and checked his career before auy of the

others had a chance to touch the trigger. Hess was

handicapped somewhat by using black poAN'der

One gravjacket that had been slightly wounded slipped

into a hollow log. Harry pulled it out alive; beside

he covered himself with glory that morning shooting

his first rabbit in his life, and a riinnmg one at that

A remarkable incident of the hunt was that m spite ot

my partners' carrying cocked breechloaders, there was

no accident.

It was now about noon, and we returned to the house

Bill invited us to dinner, but as we had provisions with

us we divided them with the hounds at our Avagon?

After lunch we Avent south into Walworth County.

Marshes, half withered, half green, .studded with alder

coppice and flanked by wooded hillsides, formed the

cover Aly first conquest was a straightaway, which

hobbled along a hay rod. Turning toward the fusilade

of the other gunners shortly after, I noticed a par-

tridge" whizzing toward me like a feathered baseball.

I missed twice, which proves that I had no pump gun.

Five cartridges had been expended, but he sailed away

with flying colors. He Avas marked doAvn on a hill-

top, but was not retrieved.

Then the beagle after a few whimperings, rendered

a recitation as he inhaled the intoxicating redolence o(

a fresh track My colleagues did not care to Avait, and,

as the soloist could be heard no longer, thej' Avere sure

that he could not unravel the trail. But as I knew his

stanchness, I made up my mind to tarry a while. In

about fifteen minutes he hurried' the runaAvay back from

the oak ridge to the starting point. I pocketed the

whitetail and hastened after the others

\ woodcock Avas flushed by one of the party. J se^

cured it in sportsman's style and Avas glad to add its

russet and velvet plumage to my collectiom A young

man, who accompanied the crowd with a Flobert riile

to accumulate some squirrels if pos.sible, also reahzed a

rabbit. Bill had espied one sitting m a little hollow.

He motioned up the youag fellow and showed him the

crouching victim, Avhich was picked through the head
at less than ten paces.

In the meantime that wayward beagle was vagabon-
dizing again. We had not seen him for two hours. As
T had either to return the creature or forfeit his price,

$35, I trudged back to look for him. A half hour's

search revealed him afar off, across the marsh, trailing

my footsteps. When I had again overtaken the party,

which had once more drifted to the morning's grounds,

it was time to prepare for our departure. While the

rest had amused themselves with firing at tomato cans

hurled into space. Bill had sneaked to the- river and
had pulled doAA'n a plump wood duck just as it skittered

doAvn stream. He had also bagged a snipe. At his

home Ave were entertained by a pitcher of wine, which
our ho,st had unearthed from his cellar.

The homcAvard ride was a treat. The moon's sil-

very disk, a fleet horse, smooth roads, an old pipe, a

damp, lazy autumn evening, agreeable company, a dozen

rabbits and a woodcock in the game coat were the in-

gredients. The only unpleasant element of the trip was
lis end. T. Le Trab. ^
MllWAUKBE, Wis. ^

Another Dog Hero.
1Editor Forest and Stream:

As I have given the readers of Forest and Stream
the history of tAvo dogs from Idaho, I now ask your

further indulgence in giving the history of one of the

most noble dogs that has ever come under my notice, and
his performance should be inscribed in letters of gold

upon the scroll of Fame. I think that fcAV dogs are

AA orthy of being placed ahead of this one.

His appearance indicated tliat hound was the larger

part of his pedigree. I think there was some New-
foundland in his make-up from his size and disposition.

He was owned by Mr. and Mrs. LoAvrey, of Republic,

Washington, who kept the Montana House, and as the

dog was used to being petted by lots of people, he was
very affectionate.

Mr. and Mrs. Lowrey not having any children, of

course the dog Avas a great favorite Avith them, and
wherever either went the dog was their companion.
Along in the Avinter tAVO years ago Mr. LoAvrey had to

go to Sheridan Camp on some business, and the dog
went along. While they Avere at camp there a A'ery

scA'ere snowstorm came up, and it was very cold. Mr.
Lowrey started to return to Republic against the ad -

vice of his friends, who wanted him to stay till the storm
Avas over. But he Avould not stay, and he and his faithful

j

companion started on Avhat proved to be the last trip
ji

of Mr. LoAvrey, and came near terminating the earthly ij

career of his noble dog.
After traveling for a while he lost the trail, and wan- I

dered off to the left of the trail, and Avhen he reached
j

within about two miles of the Tom Thumb Mine he '!

became exhausted, and lay down near the roots of an

upturned pine tree, there to take that last sleep that
^

knows no aAvakening. The storm proved to be a very
(

severe one, and it was a week before any otie passed

between the camps. Mrs. Lowrey thought Mr. Lowrey
Avas in Sheridan Camp, and those in camp thought he
had reached home. As soon as it was known that he

was lost, quite a large crowd started out to hunt for tl

man and dog.
Some miners near the Tom Thumb mine had heard

!|

a dog hoAvling over across Granite Creek, but had at-

tached no importance to it till they heard that Mr
Lowrey had been lost; then they Avent over in the direc-

tion whence they thought the howhng proceeded, and
soon they came across a sight that brought teairs to the

ejTS of those sturdy old miners. There lay Mr. LoAvrey

in the cold embrace of death, and there was his poor

dog nothing but a living skeleton, standing watch over

that master, he would die before he would desert him, and

wou^ld starve before he would despoil him. There Avere

tracks of coyotes in the snoAV where they had come near

and had been chased aAvay, and the magpies Avere not

alloAved to light near, and Avhen the miners approached^

he would not allow any of them to come near; but he vfsm

so Aveak that he Avas easily overpowered, and Avhen they

placed the remains of his dead master on the sled the

dog was too Aveak to walk and Avas placed by the side

of the one he had so faithfully stayed by for nine days,

without food or Avater, on Avhat snow he must have eaten.

What a sad home-coming it was to that poor woman,
as Avell as it was to that faithful dog, Avho acted as if he

Avould like to tell his mistress how he had watched ovv-.

his master, Avaiting for him to awaken and return horn

It Avas only Avith the most tender care that the dog av

nursed back to health, and for a long time after his ma:

ter had been buried he would moan and cry out as

though his heart Avould break. Not long after, Mrs.

Lowrey moved to Butte, Mont., accompanied by one

of the most faithful dogs that Avas ever met by
Lew Wilmot.

Kei.I-er, Wash.

**A Vctmont Mode."

Editor Forest and Stream:

For the benefit of your Philadelphia correspondent, Mr. •

Albert Converse, who criticizes a "Vermont Mode" in

your issue of this Aveek, I beg to call attention to the note

on Arkansas fox hunting on page 372 of the same number.

From what Mr. Louden there says, it appears that to'

shoot a fox before the hounds is an approved Arkansas

mode. And as Arkansas took its shooting ethics from

Davy Crockett, I assume that what is a la mode there

must be followed by the rest of us; though as Mr. Presi-

dent Harrison once remarked. "Many things are done on

the KaAV that don't go in Washington."

NoAV, as to digging out a fox that had been run to,

earth, wliile I should not like to do that, I confess that I

can see mighty little difference between that and thv

English fox hunting practice of sending out a man befo;

hand to stop up the entrances to the holes to Avhich it 1.,

thought the pursued fox Avill run for refuge from the]

houn'ds. There may be a difference between stopping uJ
"a hole so that' the fox cannot get into, it and digging hirtd

out after he has got into it, but I cannot see the distincij

tion. To me it means just the same for the fox. Vvv



been on earth fifty-odd years, but I'm not too old to learn,

and if Mr. Converse thinks it worth while to add to my
education in this little matter, I trust that you second my
invitation to him to do so. J. H. Monson.

Points and Flvshes.

On Wednesday and Thursday of this week, the West-

ern Massachusetts Fox Club will hold its fifteenth annual

hunt at Westfield. The annual club dinner will be served

to members and guests at 6:30 on the evening of the first

day's hunt.
'

—®

—

For Cruising Yachtsmen.

With the purpose of stimulating the interest in cruis-

ing, and the keeping of a detailed log by cruising yachts-

men during the season of 1902, the publishers of Forest

AND Stream offer prizes for the best stories of cruises

submitted to be published in Forest and Stream. It is

believed that these will form not only entertaining records

of pleasant summer days spent afloat along our coasts and

waterways, but will furnish information of practical value

to other yachtsmen making subsequent cruises on the

same waters.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best stories as fol-

lows: I
, . _i i

First prize, $50.00.

Second prize, $30.00.

Third prize, $20.00.

Contributions are invited under the following condi-

tions:

1. The cruise must be made in waters of the United

States or Canada in the season of 1902.

2. The cruise must be made in a sailing yacht, power

to be used only as an auxiliary, if at all.

3. The story must be prefaced by a description of the

boat. Cruises should be treated in as interesting and
-readable a way as possible, but should be practical and
contain all possible information and data that would be of

value to men going over the same route. A description

of the handling of the ship in all weathers will be re-

garded very favorably in making awards, and it is sug-

.gested to writers that an accurate account be kept of all

incidents happening while under way.

4. An outline chart suitable for reproduction, showing

the course taken, must accompany each article. When
possible, articles should be accompanied by amateur photo-

graphs taken on the cruise, including one of the boat.

Good photographs will be considered in making the

awards.
5. The story should contain about seven thousand

words, written on one side of the paper only, and must

be received at the office of the Forest and Stream Pub-

lishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city, on or

before Nov. 15, 1902.

Mr. T. C. Zerega has very kindly consented to act as

judge and to make the awards.

High Speed Steam Yacht.

The plans of the 77ft. high-speed steam yacht repro-

duced in this issue are from the board ©f Mr. Fred D.

Lawley, of the Geo. Lawley & Son Corp., of South Bos-
ton, Mass. The boat presents a very smart and grace-

ful appearance, and though of narrow beam, her accom-
modations are fairly roomy and far more so than is usual

in craft of this popular type.

The dimensions follow

:

Length

—

Over all 76ft. 6it!.

L.W.L 71ft. oin.

Overhang

—

Forward 3ft. oin.

Aft 2ft. 6in.

Breadth—Extreme 12ft. 6in,

Draft—Extreme 4^^- oin.

Freeboard

—

Forward 6ft. oin.

Least 3ft. 2in.

Aft 3ft- 6in.

There is^^a roomy cabin in the forward house, which is

5ft. high, i3ft. long and loft. wide. On each side there

is a transom and forward of these are sideboards. In the

after end is a dumb waiter, which leads to the galley

below and a toilet room fitted with a set marble basin and
patent closet.

The low cabin house is 3Sft. long and 2ft. high. In the

forward end of th's, just aft of the forward house, is the

galley which is 4ft. long and runs the full width of the

boat. The boat is steered from a bridge on the low
house just over the galley. Aft of the galley is the

machinery and boiler space. This takes up 13ft. 6in.

Aft of the machinery space on the starboard side is a

stateroom 8ft. long. There is a good berth, transom
bureau and locker. Just opposite on the port hand is the

bath room, sft. 6in. long. The tub is of porcelain, and
there is a marble wash basin and water closet. Aft is the

main saloon, 12ft. long, which leads to a roomy cockpit

Sft. long.

Forward there is a roomy forecastle with room for four

men. A 13ft. boat is swimg; on the davits.

At Jacob's yard, City Island, work is progressing on
the new schooner of Wintringham design, and the keel

will soon be laid. Laid up for the winter at this yard are

many of the large and noteworthy boats, and they form
a most interesting study. Among them are Vigilant and
Ailsa, side by side ; the three 70-footers, Yankee, Mineola
and Virginia; schooners Emerald and Amorita; cutters

Neola, Queen Mab and the fast steam launch Scud, beside

many other boats large and small, and of all sorts and
kinds. Mr. Jacob is preparing for a very busy season and
icxpects to have the yard filled with work.
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SEAVVANHAKA FIFTEEN-FOOTER SAIL PLAN.

Seawanhaka Fifteen-Footer.

_
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. has again directed

Its efforts toward establishing a one-design class for rac-
ing at Oyster Bay, and the boats, which are now well
under way, promise to form the largest and as fine a class
cl small one-design boats as can be found on Long Island
Sound as seventeen boats have already been ordered, and
there is all probability that more will be added to this
]!st._ It will be remembered that when the idea of estab-
lishing this class was first formed, a competition for
designs for a boat of 15ft. racing length under measure-
ment rule formulated by Mr. Hyslop was conducted
through the columns of Forest and Stream, and liberal
prizes offered for the best designs. This competition was
successful in bringing out a number of good designs, but
it was found that what was considered a desirable type
of small boat could not be produced under the rule in
force, so these designs were laid aside and Mr. Clinton H.
Crane was commissioned to get up plans for a boat of
15ft. waterline without regard to the rule, the chief re-
quirements being that the boat should be able and sea-

SEAWANHAKA FIFTEEN-FOOTER DECK PLAN.

worthy, fast in all weathers and of handsome appear-
ance. The result of Mr. Crane's work is shown by the
plans which are here reproduced, and it will be seen from
them that the design is practically that of a 21ft. race-
about reduced to 15ft. waterline. The dimensions of the
boats are as follows

:

Length—
Over all 24ft. sin.

Waterline 15ft. oin.

Overhang

—

Bow 4ft. sin.

Stern 5ft. oin.

Breadth-
Extreme 6ft. 2in.

Waterline sft. 6in.

Freeboard

—

Bow 2ft. lin.

Stern ift. 7in.

Least ift. 3in.

Draft—Extreme 3ft. pin.

Sail area 290 sq. ft.

Lead keel, about. .......................... .i,ioolbs.

No attempt has been made to turn out a cheaply con-
structed boat, as the specifications call for the very best
materials and workmanship in every particular.^ The
bulls will be double planked, 3-i6in. cedar being used for
the inner skin, and ^in. mahogany for the outer, with
cotton cloth between laid in varnish. The planking is

copper riveted to the frames and all other fastenings are
of copper or composition. The decks are of white pine
covered with canvas and painted with the exception of the
planksheers, which are left bright. Water tight bronze
bulkheads, both forward and aft, insure the boats being
absolutely non-sinkable. The sail plan is small and the
rigging simple, so that the boats will be easily handled.
The contract for building the boats was awarded to

Samuel Ayers & Son, of Nyack, N. Y., who already have
one boat so nearly finished that she will be given a trial
very shortly.

At a meeting of the owners recently held at the club's
city quarters, the boats were assigned as follows

:

No. I. Charles W, Wetmore,
No. 2. Daniel Bacon.
No. 3. Major H. H, Landon.

, . , J
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TUSCAKORA—^ENGLISH-BUILT STEAM YACHT.
Photo by James Burton.

No. 4-

No. 5-

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

No. 9-

No. 10.

No. II.

No. 12.

No. 13.

No. 14.

No. IS-

No. 16.

No. 17-

W. Emien Roosevelt.
William J. Matheson.
Franklin A. Plumnier.
Colgate Hoyt.
Percy K. Hudson.
Johnston de Forest.
H. C. Rouse.
Frank J. Gould.

J. R. Burnett and F. D. Pavey.
H. W. Gibson.
James R. Ely.

F. R. Coudert, Jr.

Henry T. Sloane.
Geo. B. Watts, Jr.

Manhasset Bay Winter Cluh*

New York, Oct. 28.—The Manhasset Bay Winter Club
has been organized within the club, its object being to

keep our members in close touclf with club matters dur-
ing the winter months, and make the club house an objec-
tive point, not only for members living within driving
distance, but also for those living in the city, who appre-
ciate the pleasure had from a trip into the country on a

pleasant winter's day, and the added enjoyment to be de-

rived from communing with fellow yachting cranks on
the many debatable points of the sport.

The sole qualification for membership, is that each
member shall pledge himself to visit the club house at

least two Sundays during each month from November to

April inclusive, or failing so to do, pay a fine. The aggre-
gate amount so collected will be disposed of as may be
later decided.
Arrangements will be made to keep the house warm,

and Capt. Bird will serve dinner each Sunday at i o'clock

P. M. E. M. MacLellan, Sec'y.

deck houses and below deck aft, while the space below
deck forward of the machinery is given up to officers' and
crew's quarters and storerooms. The yacht will be very
handsomely and completely furnished and is to be ready
for delivery by June i, 1903.

^ ^
Sir Christopher Furniss' new turbine steam yacht

Emerald, recently launched from the yard of Messrs.
Alexander Stephen & Son, Linthouse, Glasgow, is de-
scribed as follows by the London Field : "The new yacht,

which has been built to designs by Mr. F. J. Stephen, is a
vessel of very handsome appearance, no extent of accom-
modation having been sacrificed to obtain speed. The
intention of the designer is to reach a speed of sixteen

knots, with an entire absence of vibration and an ex-
ceptionally low coal consumption. Dimensions : Length
over all, 236ft. ; breadth, 28ft. Sin. ; moulded depth, 18ft.

6in. The vessel has three sets of turbine engines, three
shafts and five manganese bronze propellers—one propel-
ler on the center shaft and two each on the side shafts.

The hull has been specially strengthened to prevent any
vibration in the structure, owing to the great speed at

which the shafts revolve. In the engine room, beside the

three turbines, with their condensers and the duplicate

electric lighting machinery, there are a large number of

atixiliary engines of all kinds. The main boiler is of very
large diameter.*'

A* C. A. Sttgfar Island.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 5.—Any member of the Amer-
ican Canoe Association desiring one or more copies of

the blue print map of Sugar Island, can obtain same by
sending to Robert J. Wilkin, President Board of Gov-
ernors, A. C. A., P. O. Box 97, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
inclosing fifty cents for each map desired.

Robert J. Wilkin.

YACHT CLUB NOTES,
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.'s House Committee

announce that the club's city quarters in "The Mansfield,"

at 12 West Forty-fourth street, are now ready for occu-

pancy, and from the Secretary comes notice of the fifth

regular meeting of the club for the year 1902, which will

be held on Tuesday, Nov. 11, in these rooms. Various
amendments to the by-laws will be acted upon and after

the meeting supper will be served.

8^ 8^

The Indian Harbor Y. C. has had plans prepared for

enlarging its club house at Greenwich to nearly double

its present size. It is proposed to move the present house
about a hundred feet to the northward and to build a four-

story addition on the eastern side, thus enlarging the ball

room, dining rooms and kitchen, and providing five extra

rooms. Local contractors are now figuring on the work,

Avhich it is estimated will cost in the neighborhood of

$25,000.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.

Mr. Frank M. Smith, of the N. Y. Y. C, has recently

closed a contract with the John R. Robins Company, of

South Brooklyn, for a new steam yacht, 211ft. long, from
designs by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, to take the place of

Hauoli, whose plans were given in a recent issue of

Forest and Stream. Hauoli, though satisfactory in every

way, was found to be a trifle too small to meet Mr.

Smith's requirements, so the order was given for a larger

boat of the following dimensions: Length over all, 211ft.

3in. ;
length waterline, i66ft. ;

breadth, 21ft. 6in.
;

draft,

9ft. She will be built of steel throughout, and will have

five water-tight bulkheads. The outboard profile shows a

schooner rig with two pole masts, and two deck houses,

the forward one being about 6oft. and the after one 40ft.

in length. The yacht has no pilot house and is steered

from the bridge on top of the forward deck house. The
owner's accommodations are well arranged in the two

Cold Comfort.
From Ihe Waierbu-yy.

Nervous Gentleman (who has engaged individual to

act as guide)—But, my good man, arc you sure you have
taken the right road?
The Individual (gruffly)—I know I has; we are now

close to the "Bloody Gulch," where a man's skelington

was found last summer with bullet holes in the skull.

They tried fix the murder on me, but (with a grin of

great satisfaction) they couldn't prove nothin'. No*
they couldn't prove nothin'

1

The great python serpent of the Paris Jardin des

Plantes has just died after fasting for two years, five

months and three days. This finely marked python came
from Japan. It was 21 feet long, in prime condition and
extremely lively when it arrived, but refused all food.

It was offered a Dahomey sheep, rabbits, geese, ducks,

fowl. It would occasionally strangle the animals or
birds placed in its cage, but under no circumstances
would it eat them. The python took a bath from time

to time. At length it lost weight and strength, and its

scales turned a dull gray. Toward the beginning of this

year it became extremely lean, and remained curled up
in a corner of its cage, and quite harmless. Its keepers
compelled it to swallow eggs, but the food apparently

was undigested. The body was covered with ugly sores

and the scales came off. The different organs of the ser-

pent became inert one after another. Its weight when
it came from Japan was 165 pounds: at the time of its

death it weighed 60 pounds. Its loss of weight was
thus 66 per cent., a larger proportion than has ever been
observed hitherto in any animal.—London Daily News.

The Function of a Telescopic Sight.

Fbom inquiries and conversations which the writer has carried
oil with many eminent shooters and experts, it would appear that
the precise function of telescopic sights is not as a rule well under-
stood,

_
The difficulty arises from the fact that telescopes serve

very different purposes, according to the class of rifle on which
they are used; and the mistakes which have arisen can be traced to
the practice of arguing by analogy, leading to assumptions that
the conditions which apply to one kind of work are common to all.

The shooter who has a telescope on a rook rifle or a .22 rim-fire
weapon finds certain improvements in accuracy and alignment
which he assumes will be proportionately reproduced not only
when firing at deer-stalking distances, but also at 1,000yds. on the
range. The need for sharpshooting in military operations has
afforded a tiseful fillip in the development of telescopes having the
iiecessary mechanical soundness for standing the wear and tear
due to the recoil.

If we start with the humblest instance of all, viz., a shooter who
uses a .22cal. rifle for rabbits, not because he finds rim-fire am-
munition as good as the more expensive varieties, but because of
the reduced noise, we find that the function of the telescope works
in the direction of increasing accuracy of alignment and pull-off.
This is effected because of the optical advantages that arise when
the sighting device and the object aimed at are both in one focus.
An additional but more gradually operating cause of accurate align-
ment with telescopes is that the apparent movement of the rifle

due to the natural motions of the body is increased in proportion
to the magnifying power, and the shooter has therefore an extra
inducement to control unsteadiness that would be barely appar-
ent with ordinary sights. It is astonishing how quickly the muscles
and nerves learn to obey the teachings of the brain, for at the end
of a very few days the movements are reduced, so as to seem about
the same as_ those which are experienced with ordinary sights. "At
the short distance at which sporting telescopes are used they are
clearly not of much service for finding game. Admittedly, they
enable one to pick out the details of an animal's anatomy, so that
the shooter is more clearly assured that he is aiming at the center
of an animal's head when he has the cross-hairs nicely placed
thereon than he would be were he aiming over the ordinary fore-
sight, or even through a hollow bead. This facility for picking out
the details of a small animal is most marked when the destined
quarry is partially obscured by intermediate foliage or vegetation.
In the case of deer-stalking, very much the same kind of in-

fluences are at work to increase the effectiveness of the shooting,
though in this instance mention must necessarily be made of the
great value of a telescope for correcting those defects of vision
which would make ordinary sights difficult to use, even with the
aid of spectaicles. In deer stalking, however, especially at the
longer distances, the power of picking out one's beast is a material
advantage, because it may frequently happen that only so much of
the body is visible as will lend itself to telescopic sighting when
ordinary sights would be at a disadvantage. Doubtless the modern
telescope is seen to its greatest advantage when applied to deer
stalking rifles, because the cost of this kind of shooting, and the
high quality of the weapons used, enable the" finest glasses to be
chosen, the cost of which is not disproportionate to" the benefits
gained. It is almost impossible to get a really high class telescope
with properly achromatized lenses for less than about 7 guineas
before fitting. The subsequent adjustment of the telescope to the
rifle, so that the hairs shall be in strict agreement with the barrels,
is by no means a cheap piece of work. In fact, while on this
subject, it would be well to point out that the efficiency of many
telescopic rifles is sadly marred by the impossibility of correcting
various little defects of adjustment which are liable to develop in
use. In all these rifles used for short-range work the adjustments
for range should be effected by the raising of the cross-hairs
within the telescope, the flatness of trajectory over sporting dis-
tances enabling a very moderate elevation of the hairs to do all
that is necessary to correct the effect of the bullet's fall. It would
seem reasonable to expect that the two hairs should be separately
mounted, so that a so-called wind allowance could be effected by
the separate movement of the vertical hair. Of course, it would
be immaterial whether the cross-hairs are independently mounted,
the one with vertical and the other with horizontal power of
adjustment, or whether the disk carrying the two hairs be movable
bodily in the two directions. In either case it would be possible,
with a fixed mounting between telescope and barrel, for the sports-
man to insure in advance that the bullets are flying truly with his
own particular method of pull-off and firing.
In summarizing the effects of telescopes when used for sporting

purposes, it will be seen that their function is almost exclusively
limited to improving the accuracy of alignment. With telescopic
sights fitted to target rifles for shooting at long ranges this advan-
lage no longer exists. With a well adjusted pair of match sights
the shooter can hold on to his bull so that the amount of error is
little more than Sin. at 1,000yds. A telescope may do better in
theory, but in practice it cannot, and if it could, the advantage
would be immaterial. The difliculties of giving absolute adjust-
ment in degrees, of maintaining the axis of the lenses in conformity
with the markings on the scale, and of protecting the elevation of
the glass from disturbance by the recoil, prove that match sights
aj-e more perfect as aligning instruments that the best telescopic
sights that have ever been made, this, of course, applying only to
shooting at long ranges. There is another source of wrong align-
ment with telescopes, which is known as parallactic error, viz., that
due to variable position of the eye in reference to the eyepiece, a
fault that may be in excess when there is a large field of view.
That this error may be a serious one can be demonstrated by any
one who will fix a telescope sight on a tripod. It will be seen that
the position of the cross-hairs in relation to the background varies
according to whether the eye is looking through the center of the
eyepiece, or from a point near the edges of it. When the various
errors and losses of adjustment of even the best telescopes are
borne in mind, it will be seen that they have points of inferiority
when compared with match sights, which are solidly fitted to the
rifle, and whose adjustments remain intact after years of use.
The question then arising is as to the use of telescopic sights at

all when they are shown to be incapable of improving on match
sights as instruments of precise alignment. The answer to this
query is that, while the ordinary aperture back sight and hollow
bead foresight can be perfecUv held on a black bull on a white
ground, the strain on the eye is too great to allow for using them
against obscure backgrounds, where the point to aim at is hardly
distinguishable from its surroundings. For military purposes it is
necessary to be able to aim a rifle at some particular portion of a
piece of country where the distinguishing marks are few. In the
case of men. for instance, who may be only occasionally in evi-
dence when viewed through a glass, it is extremely difficult to find
with the naked eye the precise spot at which to aim, and even more
difficult to get satisfactory alignment thereon. With the telescope,
however, the finding and shooting are both effected while llie rifle
is at the shoulder, and, however small the actual mark fired at
may be, the alignment is perfect by comparison with the errors
that must occur in range estimation and deflection due to wind.
At the ordinary long-range target the match sights must remain pre-
eminent, but if the target is indistinguishable with the bare eyes
the telescope can still afford very nearly as perfect alignment as
though the target were of regulation pattern. There can never be
any likelihood of picking off small marks at long ranges. All that
can be expected is that the bullets shall be scattered around a spot
known to be occupied, the actual liitting and moral effect to be
left to the law of averages working in combination with rapid
fire. It is in this light alone_ that the use of telescopes for long
ranges should be regarded.—Field (London).

All communications intended for Fokest and Stkeam should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, Oct. 19,—The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club's
scores, made to-day, on the Columbia target, oft'-hand shooting,
200yd. range, follow:

Rifle match, 10 shots: Mannel 53, 64, 66, 68, 71; Young 60, 64:
Hovey 69, 75, 83, 84, 86, -fl?; H. Hinkel 72 . 73, 75, 76, 93.

Three-shot match: Mannel 14, 14, 15; Ilovey 17, 18; Young iH.
Military and repeating rifle, Creedmoor count: Twist 44, 37, 35;

Hunsaker 44, 44; Rape 44; H. Kroeckel 45, 44, 48, 43, 43, 42; Knost-
man 42, 42, 42, 41.

Fiftv-vard range, pistol: Brannagan 35, 39, 40, 40, 42, 44, 44, 45,

45, 47, 48; Barley 46; Young 46, 50; L. Hinkel 58, 57; Twist 61, 63,

72; Mrs. Mannel 62. 62, 66, 67, 67, 69; Hunsaker 65, 67, 78; Gimmel
67, 69; Mrs. Walthajii 67, 79; Rnostman 59. 63. 71, 77, 79, 81, 81 85,

87: Allen 89, 91, 99;Trego. revolver, 80. 82. 82, 83; Scott 94.

Revolver: L. Hinkel 38, 45; S. Carr 78.

.22 and .25 rifle: Young 17, 21, 26; Daiss 19, 26, 29; Kroeckel 22,

22, 23; Hunsaker 24, 26; Gimmel 27.

Nov. 2.—Rifle, 10 shots: Hovey 60. 71, 79. 88, 94: Mannel 61, 65,

67; Hinkel 66, 91; Kroeckel 68, 69, 87, 94.
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Three-shot match: Mannel 13, 15, 16, 18.

Military and repeating rifles, Creedmoor count: Twist 46, 44, 44,

43, 43, 42; Kroeckel 46, 45, 45, 45, 43; Becker 45, 45, 43; H. Hinkel
45, 42; Hoadley 44, 46; Burry 44; Pape 44; Knostman 42, 41.

Fifty-yard range, pistol: Branragan (tied the club and coast
clean target record and took, the lead from Young for 10 best
scores of year) 30, S8. 42, 44, 45, 48: Dr. Hunsaker (beat his own
record) 35, 47, 60, 66, 67; Youne 40', 45 47. 48: I.. Hinkel 52, 07:
Knostman 58, 69. 72, 76, 76, SO, 82, 80, 83, 86, 94, 95; Mrs. Mannel
,06, Allen 72, 77, 79, 86, 87, 95, 95; Barrv 66; Mannel 77; Mrs.
'Waltham 93.

^^Rcvolver: L. Hinkel 44, Brannagan 45, 45, 47, 57; Trego 82, 86,

.22 and .25 rifle: Kroeckel 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25: Voung 18, 21, 22,
24, 26, 26; Daiss 19, 19, 20, 21; Mrs. Mannel 30, 36, 37, 46; Twist
30, 35.

.

L. Hinkel forged ahead of Brannagan in the revolver total of
ten best scores, (jreat interest in manifested in the matches, Oct.
19, Mr. Kicker, of Out-Door Life, and president and secretary
of Stockton Woolen Mills Rifle and Pistol Club, were present.
The Stockton Pistol and Rifle Club's fine 50yd. range was burned
in the big fire,

Fred. O. Young, Sec'y-

Ossining Gun Clob.

OssiNiNG, N. y., Nov. 7.—The following scores were made at
the rifle gallery of the Ossining Gun Club, distance 50ft.: target
%in., 25-ring: Seth Herenden 232, 2-33, 241; C. G. Blandford 238,
235. 232, 2.30, 22S, 2.39: Miss Frances Gibson 228, 213, 217, 222;
Dr. E. B, Sherwood 2.33. 234, 235, 232, 231; F. Tompkins 234, 236;
C. H. Sidman 236, 2,35^ 232, 2.3S, 239; D. Brandreth 232, 240; E. F.
Ball 240, 235, 230; W. H. Coleman 235, 2,30; G. Tompkins 234, 233;
Amos Bedell 234, 229, 237; Wni. H. Davis 222, Mrs. E. F. Ball
225, 227; C. G. Washburn 230, 231; L T. Washburn 232, G. Davis
231, R. StancHff 218, 214.

The following competitors are high in the re-entry cup contest
•clo.sing on Thanksgiving Day:
Members: D. Brandreth 240, Amos Bedell 237, T. T. Washburn

232.

Non-Members: Geo. N. Tompkins 239, C. H. Sidman 239, F.
Tompkins 236, G. Davis 231.

Ladies: Mrs. E. F. Ball 236. Miss Frances Gibson 222.
Cadets: E. H. Sherwood 229, R. Stancliff 218.
I inclose a clipping from the Montreal Family Herald and

Weekly Star of Oct. 22, thinking same may be of interest:
"A peculiar incident happened at the rifle ranges at Victoria,

Australia, recently. A man was taking aim at 400yds., and just
as be fired, several magpies flew in front of him at about 200yds.
distance. The bullet struck one of the magpies, and brought it

to the ground, and a bullseye was registered by the marker for the
shot. A bullseye and 'magpie' were thus scored at one and the
same time." " E. F. B.

If 70a want your thoot to be aaaouaced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

PL.

: Nov. 14.—Princeton, N. J.—Intercollegiate contest between teams
' -of Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Pennsylvania and Columbia.

Nov. 22.—Singac, N. J.—Open live-bird shoot of the Jackson Park
Gun Club.
Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y.—Inter-county seven-man team shoot

and 100 target event for cup emblematic of championship of West-
chester county.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.
Fourth Tuesday of each month. Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot at

Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Patersoa Plank Road Carlstadt,

Second Friday of each month (January and July excepted) shoot
of Hell Gate Annex, at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.

Saturdays, Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Enfield street, near
Liberty avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome,

i
Saturdays, Newark, N. J., South Side Gun CHub's shoots, South

Broad street, near Lehigh Valley coal depot.
Saturdays, Outwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., live bird han-

dicaps. .

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica on
L. I. R. li. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to
Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest .and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

We acknowledge with pleasure receipt of invitation to the all-
day tournament of the Delaware County Country Club to be
held on^ Thanksgiving Day at Manoa, Pa. Shooting commences
at 10 o clock. Besides the championship event, there are eight
optional sweepstake events at 10 and 15 targets, entrance .50 cents
75 cents and $1; Rose system. Paid experts allowed to shoot for
targets only. From Philadelphia Manoa may be reached via
trolley to Sixty-third and Market streets, and Philadelphia andWest Chester trolley; also by Pennsvlvania R. R. to Llanerch
,station. The programme contains the following: "The object of
this tournament will be to settle the much-mooted question of the
individual and six-man team championship of Philadelphia and
vicinity, for which events a handsome medal for the winner of
the first-mentioned, and a valuable silver cup for the winners of
the latter will be given by the club. At 1:30 P M sharn the
individual championship, 100 targets, handicap rise 14 to 21vd=
takes place. The six-man team championshio 25 targets per maii'
16yds. rise, follows. Entrance fee in both events is the nrice of
targets. An optional sweep on each 25 birds of 50 cents Rose
system. There will be no restrictions as to the number of' teams
entered by a club tor the si-x-man team championship. Club can-
tains will confer a favor by sending team entries as earlv as nos-
sible. Meals and ammunition can be secured in the ckib house
Trapshooting Committee members are Howard George, Chairman

jL. H. Newcomb, Llewellyn R. Huber. '

The press criticisms of Annie Oakley's (Mrs. F E Butler) new
3lay, ".The Western Girl," are eminently gratifying both as to the
iierits of Miss Oakley s acting ability, and the merit of the clav i

tself. From The Call of Nov. 7 we take the following- "

-. . J - J , ,. ,—^- a melodrama
constructed on new and novel lines by Langdon McCormick re-
ilete with thrilling situations and based upon a story that' has
lever before been told upon the stage. For the lovers of thi^^:md of play this is the best that has been seen in Paterson for 1
cng time. The scenery reproduces the picture of the wild and
voolly West in its early days, and gives a vivid setting for the
vord picture ot the bandits and outlaivs of the plains, whoae
nachinations are foiled by "The Western Girl" at everv fnrn
nth her trusty rifle and good horse Bess, whose .Tame is hera H^d
s being almost equal to Miss Oakley herself." Miss Oaklev vvashe recipient of many boquets and beany congratulations at ihl^
lerformance.

•I

After the first of Dcl ember there will be ooen livp-hiVrl
very Saturday on the grounds of J, H. 6ut'^^^te^ ne^ Carlstadt^

Mr. Wnl. P. Dutcher, of Paterson, N. J., writes us as follows:
"The Jackson Park Gun Club will hold a live-bird shoot on Sat-
urday, Nov. 22. at their grounds on the road to Singac, N. J.,
beginning at 10 A. M. sharp. The opening event will be at 10
birds. S5, and as soon after as possible, a 25-bird event at .$10, birds
extra. If time allows, there will be extra events. Lunch and re-
freshments will be served. At the club house plenty of shells can
be obtained. The club house will be heated comfortably for shoot-
ers and friends. We expect this to be our banner shoot, and
will i:)rovide the best birds that can be bought. We will look
after the boys."

It

The cuts svhich illustrate the proper use of the shotgun,
published in our trap columns this week, are taken from the
Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News (London^, and are en-
titled "At a Shooting .School; Stages through which the Tyro has
to Pas.s." Tliey are specially interesting inasmuch as they de-
pict the thorough schooling from elementary principles to finished
performance. They are valuable also in their instructiveness to
those who are studying the art of shooting with the shotgun.

From the Baltimore Sun we clip the following: "On Tuesday,
Nov. 18, the second Cecil county trap tournament will be held
under the management of Messrs. PI. Linn Worthington, Henry
-S, White and Cecil Kirk, on the grounds of the Gun C!Uib, at
Rising Sun. The programme includes five target events in the
forenoon and six in the afternoon, the last being for the Cecil
championship at 50 targets. The main prize is a gold medal, and
ten others will be merchandise."

In the second contest of the Crescent Athletic Club for the
November cup, at Bay Ridge, L. I., on Saturday of last week, Mr.
H. B. Vanderveer was first with a score of 49 out of a possible 50.

Mr. L. C. Hopkins was a close second with 48. Mr, W. W.
Marshall scored the first win on the cup on the previous Satur-
day. It thus will be of greater interest during the remainder of

the month than if one contestant scored two wins in succession. •

Mr. C. V. V. Gunther, besides shooting skillfully and success-
fully in other events, recently made his second win on the cup of
the Blooming Grove Park. Association. A third win by him and
it becomes his personal property. From the 28yd. mark he is now
put back to the 30}'d. mark, without any bird allowance, which
makes him a scratch man.

The Carlstadt, N. J.. Gun Club will hold a Thanksgiving Day
shoot, open to all. excepting a club event, the main prize of
which is a large plump goose, whose feelings are in touch with
the holiday season. Turkeys and other poultry will be offered in
abundance as prizes.

At the North Carolina State shoot, under the management of
the Raleigh Gun Club, the State championship trophy was won
by Mr. J. D, Carrier, of Asheville, with a score of 71 out of a
possible 75. Col. James T. Anthony, of Charlotte, was a close
second with 70.

•6

The five-man team match, an annual target event between Har-
vard and Pennsylvania universities, was held on Soldiers' Field,
Boston, Nov. 8. Harvard was victorious by a score of 1.35 to 96.
Each man shot at 50 targets.

Nov. 14 has been fixed upon as the date for the Intercollegiate
trapshooting contest between teams of Harvard, Yale, Pennsyl-
vania, Columbia and Princeton, to be held on the grounds of the
latter LTniversity.

ie

The Fulton Gun Club, of Brooklyn, N. Y., will hold a prize
shoot on Nov. 16, to which every one is welcome.

Bernard Waters.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Raleigh Gun Clafe.

Raleigh, N. C. Oct. 31.—Our second annual tourttament, Oct.
29 and 30, has come to a successful finish. Although our pro-
gramme should have attracted more shooters, it is just on the eve
.of game shooting, and this may be one reason for a small at-
tendance. If the trapshooting fraternity had been picked, we
could not have had a nicer representation of amateurs and manu-
facturers' agents. All w-ere old friends, having been with us quite
a number of times before, except E. H. Storr. and it was only a
short while before we all knew him well and felt at home Just as
with the others. A more genial, gentlemanly representative never
went on the road, and we want him again. He didn't fail to hold
up his people's goods either, as he was high average for the
tournament shoot.
The following representatives were with us: Capt. Ben Eick,

PI. P. Collins, L. D. Thomas, E. H. Storr, J. Avery, Chas.
Nichols.
Other visitors present were Col. J. T. Anthony, Charlotte, N. G.

;

J. D. Carrier, Asheville, N. C. ; T. F. Stearns, Newport News. Va.

;

P. J. Gallagher and J. W. S. Butt, Portsmouth, Va.; P. G. Welch,
Greensboro. Quite a number of other shooters participated, but did
not shoot through the programme.
The first day a stiff wind played hide-and-seek with the targets,

and tlixoughout the whole shoot the traps would break about one-
third of the targets thrown, causing no little trouble to each
shooter, and no doubt pulled their average down.
The State championship trophy was won by J. D. Carrier, of

Asheville, N. C, making 71 out of 75. Col. Anthony, of Charlotte,
N. C. was second with 70. Jas. I. Johnson, of our club, shot
well and came out third highest in the contest. The following
scores were made:

Anthony, 20.

Carrier, 20...

Tohnson. 19..
"Eick, 20
Averv. 19 ...

Collins, 17...

Tennessee, 19.

Shot at. Broke.
.380

.380

.380

.380

.380

.380

.380
Gallagher, 19 380.
Storr, 20 380
Grav, 16... 380

306
317
314
304
277
228
302
301
330
245

Butt, 17
Welch, 16 380
Thomas. 17 .380
Stearns, 17 380
Whitaker. 17 365
Ellington, 16 245
Gowan. 17 275
Pearce. 17 190
Lyon, 16 150
Stark, 16 195

Shot at. Broke.
380 303

251
263
301
239
182
208

161
104
136

The Harvard Shooting Clob.

Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 10.—I send you inclosed the scores made
last Saturday in the match of the Harvard Shooting Club vs
Pennsylvania Shooting Club. The shoot was held on Soldiers'
Field over a magautrap and under very unfavorable weather con-
ditions, there being a high wind, which made the birds turn and
twist like jacksnipe. The light was also poor. The fact that the
match was held the morning of the big football .game between the
same universities probably had something to do with the poor
scores.
Both teams hope to decidedly better their scores in the Inter-

collegiate shoot, to be held at Princeton on Nov 14 where five
universities—Harvard. Yale, Princeton, Pennsylvania and Columbia—have entered teams.
The scores, 50 targets:

Pennsvlvania Team.
Lowden, Captain .01010110000100101011101011100010110010100011010010—"^3

IJ'f'er OOlllOlOOOOOflllOOOOinUOlOllOOOOlKKWlOOllOlOOOO-22Adams 1001000111100000000001 OOUOlOOOllOOlOllllOOllOOlOO-20
Robertson OOIOIOOOOUOOUOOOIOO'IOOIOOOIOIOIOOOOOOOIOIOOIOOOI—15
Farwell OOO^XWllllllOOOOOOOOOOlOlllOOOlOOOlOOlOlllOOiMOO—16

ITT J T 96
Harvard team.

i,"galls 11010101101110111001001010M001110000001100001K)10-23
Bancroft

. llOOllllOOlCOlllllllllOlOOllOOlOOOlOlllllOlMOlOlO-29
Du Pont, Capt'n .00110111110011011011101001110111111101111011011001-34
Forbes lOllllllllOOOOllOllOOOOiMlOOOllOOOlllOOlOUOlOllll-^'T
Corbett OlOOOlOOlOllOOllOOllOOUOlOOOlOOOlOOOUOOlllllOOlO-22

- - - ^ ii. E. DU POKX.

Crescent Athletic Club.

BaV Ridge, L. I., Nov, • 81—The- weather was pleasant, and the
attendance was good. Much better, in fact, than has been present
during sotne weeks past. Mr. H. B. Vanderveer scored the second
win for the November cup. the first having been secured by Mr.
W. W. Marshall. Mr. L. C. Hopkins scored 48, only one less than
the winner. The scores follow :

November cup, 50 targets, handicap allowances added:
' Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Al'ce. Brk. Tot'l. Total.H B Vanderveer 4 21 25 4 20 24 49

L C Hopkins 5 19 24 5 19 24 48
D C Bennett 4 19 23 4 20 24 47
C Marshall, Jr 8 15 23 8 15 23 46
J H.Jack 3 19 22 3 17 20 42
Dr Pool 3 21 24 3 14 17 41W W Marshall 5 13 18 5 17 22 40
E L Beers

10

8 18 10 8 IS 36A W Money 1 18 19 1 14 15 34
Dr Raynor , 10 8 18 10 3 13 31
Trophy, 25 targets, handicap allowances added:

Hdcp. Brk. Total.
C Marshall, Jr 8 15 23
L C.Hopkins 5 17 22W W Marshall. 5 17 22
A W Money 1 20 21
Dr Pool .....3 17 20-

Hdcp. Brk. Total.H B Vanderveer. .4 15 19
C H Chapman.... 7 11 18
J H .Tack 3 14 17
E L Piatt 5 9 14

Trophy, 10 paifis, handicap allowances added:
Jack 3 12 15 Bennett 3 7 10
Pool 3 9 12 Chapman 5 4 9
C Marshall, Jr.... 6 6 12 WW Marshall... 3 5 8
E L Rhett 4 7 11

Match, 25 targets: D. C. Bennett 19, A. W. Money 16, W. W.
Marshall 15.

'

Match, 25 targets: Bennett 18, W. W. Marshall 18, Money 16,
Vanderveer 16.

The shooting committee of the Crescent Athletic Club, Messrs.
A. W. Higgins, Charlss A. .Sykes, Harry M. Brigham, T. W.
Stake and F. B. Stephcnscjn, have arranged handicaps for No-
vember, as follows:

Targets:

H C McKenzie.
H L Meyer....
E L Maltby....

A W Palmer.
Dr G E Poc
Dr F C Rayi
T S S Rems(
E L Rhett..
A S Rhett...

H C Werleman.
V W Wickes....

25 1510p
6 3 3

7 4 5

5 3 3

5 2 4
5 3 3
9 5 8
9 5 5
8 4 6

5 4 3
4 2 2
5 2 4

10 5 8
3 1 3

10 5 6
3 1 3

10 5 8
1 0 0
5 3 4
8 4 6

10 5 7
4 2 4
6 3 5

1 0 1

8 4 6

2 1 1

4 2 3
9 5 5
7 4 5

4 2 4
10 5 7
10 5 6

10 5 8

napman.

iggins.
jpkins.

25 1510p
0 0 0

2 3
5. 3 3
0 0 0
10 5 8

3 1 3
6 3 6

2 1 1
7 4 5
4 2 3

10 5 8
8 4 6
8 4 7
7 4 5

10 5 8

10 5 8

3 2 2
2 1 2

4 2 3
5 3 5

10 5 8
6 3 5

10 5 8

3 2 1
4 2 3

2 1 2
3 2 3
2 1 2
3 2 4
10 5 6
7 4 5
1 0 1

Brooklyn Gon Clab.

Brooklyn, L. L, Nov. 8,—A moderately stiff wind made the target
flights somewhat erratic, and the scores were affected accordingly,
b. Glover was easily the highest performer, though he shot in only
a hmited number of the events. Mr. T. E. Batten tried his new
guri for the first time on targets, and was much pleased with its
performance. He has not shot at the traps in some years, but is
gaining in form, and soon will be on even terms with the leaders.
Ihe scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Targets: 15 15 10 25 15 5p 15 10 15 10 25 10

Raters 13 9 7 21 13 5 15 9 9 8 19 8
Batten § 8 7.. 7 4 ..
WiWianis 8 .. 4 16 12 2 6 7 .. 14 "s
Glover 15 .. 22 .. 8Hopkms 12 12 8 .. 13 8 13 .. 14 .. 24 ..Newton 8 13 . . 15 5 6Wright 8 8 .. 16 13 3 7 .. 9 .. .. 7
Super 10 .. .. 20 .. ..
Griffiths 13 .. 9 21 .. .. !!

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Gan Clob.

Chicago, 111.—The appended scores were made on our grounds
to-day on the occasion of the sixth trophy shoot of the fourth
series. J. E. Dafter carried off the honors by going his 25
straight and winning Class A trophy. Wilson won Class B on 21.
C. J. Wolff won Class C on 16.

The cup shoot immediately followed, and was won by Dr T WMeek on a score of 22 out of 25, thrown as 15 singles and 5 pairs
The day was a beautiful one, and ideal for trapshooting Ali

present seemed to fully enjoy themselves. Attendance not what it
ought to be. Too many members are away after game.
Twenty-seventh trophy shoot, 25 targets. Classes A, B and C:

Wilson 1111101110111111101011111—21
Meek 1111101101111111111111111-23

C I Wolff 1010101111110101010011101—16
Dafter 1111111111111111111111111-25

t'^^^Y ,1^"'* 1111100011001101111011110—17
L AVolff 1010010110000101011110001—T?
Ford 1011011100111101111011110—18
Thomas 1011110111101110111101101—19
Heilman 1111111111111111110111111—24
T Jones 1101010110111111101101111—20

Thirteenth trophy shoot, 15 singles and 5 pairs-
Wilson

,
• : 111100111101101 01 10 11 01 11-18Dr Meek 011111010111111 11 11 U 11 11—22

Dafter 111011111111111 01 00 11 10 11-20
Ford 011101111010101 10 00 00 10 10-13Thomas 111111011111111 10 01 00 11 11-20Hellman 110111111111111 U 01 10 11 10—21T Jones 101111101111111 11 01 01 11 01—
C J Wolff 000101011010110 01 10 11 10 00-12
Sweepstakes, 10 targets each:

Wilson 6 5 8 7.. .. Thomas 7 7 q q m
Dr Meek 9 9 9 9 9 10 Ford ...

• • ' ' « J 10

C J Wolff 6 7 6 Hellman q
'q " "

Dafter 6 6 8 Jones '

'

'

' r,
"

"

'

'

F Ellis 9 8 6 7....
'-^

M.-

Osslning Gon Clob".

Ossining, Iv^^ Y.--The following;^ scores were made this week bythe Ossining Gun Club. While the attendance picked un a littlethe sport was a little slow for this time of the year:
'

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 19^4
A^leler ^I"^-^ i 1

I I
I Foley.. 8 6 16.. K McAlpin: ! ! ! ! !

! 16W ^Coleman 6 .. .. C Blandford 20 21

All communications intended for Forest and Stream shonMthe Forest and Stream Publishing CorSfewYork, and not to any individual connected with the paper.
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Battels as "We Find Them,
One of the most interesting tasks of our shooting department

is the examination of barrels which are sent to us for private
report by various correspondents. As a general rule, some defect
has developed, either in the way of noticeable flaw or a marked
tendency to bad shooting, and our opinion is asked either upon
obvious injuries or as to general capability for every-day work in

the field. By this and other means we are enabled to obtain useful
information. Our experience in the shooting of cartridges also
affords us valuable data. The average shooiing man is in con-
stant quest of the perfect cartridge; but we have endeavored to

show in previous articles that, even when cartridges are all that

can be expected, it does not by any means follow that good shoot-
ing will be obtained from every gun firing them.
Although we must ourselves accept the responsibility that at-

taches to tlie publication of , excellent records of patterns, it is to
be hoped that no sportsman will suppose that these are to be ob-
tained from every gun with the same nominal boring. As a matter
of fact, it is our general experience that pattern is. more or less, a
question of gun, provided the cartridges are all right; bvit the
number of perfectly bored gims turned out in a year bears a very
small proportion to the number manufactui-ed. Furthermore, bar-
rels may be damaged in use, which necessitates a certain amount
of re-boring, though the interference with the original dimensions
is very small when the raising of dents is carried out by a really

competent person. If only sportsmen could realize that for about
nine inohes of a barrel's length the walls are no stouter than the
aggregate thickness of seven sheets of the paper on which the
home edition of the Field is printed, they would be much more
careful how they handled their guns. Barrel steel of this thick-

ness cannot possibly be made to stand violent treatment of any
description. In fact tire tubes before jointing together are so

frail thatj with one end firmly held in a vise, the muzzle wilt

spring by slight finger pressure nearly half an inch. Of course,

when assembled in the double-barreled form the gain in stiffness

is very great; but the tubes are still as liable to injury as the
framework of a light racing bicycle. If, therefore, a sportsman
has purchased a light game gun, he must remember that it is

almost impossible to allow more than about three pounds for the

weight of the barrels. The strength required at the breech neces-
sitates a proportionate thinness forward, where the powder pres-

sure has considerably subsided, so that it is a matter of very
skillful manufacture to malce sure that the available metal is dis-

posed in the most advantageous manner possible. This no doubt
accounts for the number of guns received, which upon examina-
tion are found to be in a very strained condition for a great part

of their length.
When looking down the tube of a sound pair of barrels the

shadow of light thrown from the top of a window gives the ap-

pearance of a flow of ink toward the muzzle as the latter is gently
tilted upward. If the apparent flow is irregular and jumpy, and
little marks and i-ings show up just in advance of its forward ex-

tremity, then there is evidence of a weak or overstrained barrel.

A similar shading of the outside of the tube will, in such cases,

demonstrate irregularities having the same characteristics. We
know of cases where barrels having this peculiarity have been
hadly dented, their natural weakness, of course, promoting

_
the

tendency to give way to slight impacts. As a general rule, it is

possible to raise such dents without making the barrels weaker
than before, though on the other hand, such an operation should
not be authorized, except under competent advice that the barrels

are of sufficient strength. A comparison of the inside and outside

dimensions of a barrel will frequently show a difference that im-

plies a sufficient thickness of the walls, provided, of course, the
external and internal circumferences are concentric, but this is an
exceedingly difficult condition to guarantee. When, as in the case

of some barrels, there is an obvious thinness over a certain area, it

is only reasonable to suppose that the walls are of irregular thick-

ness around the circumference, or that an insufficient margin has

been allowed between the two diameters. Good barrel making
is rendered difficult by the fact that the eye, and the eye alone, is

the sole test of straightness in a tube.
In the early stages of barrel manufacture, the tube, as it comes

from Ijirmingham or from Whitworth's, in Manchester, is bored
to an average diameter of about .010 less than the nominal finished

size, and the exterior diameter has a still more liberal allowance
for subsequent operations. The number of workmen who can by
looking down such a tube, detect any slight want of straightness

is limited. Granted, however, a competent workman, the tube
may be bent or "set" until the proper conformation of bore is

obtained. It is admittedly impossible to bore a straight hole over

so great a distance as thirty inclies, and the sole means of ulti-

mately obtaining the required trueness is to set the barrels until

the faults of the first drilling are rectified. It is well known that

in the operations of boring out a tube to the requisite diameter

an untrue barrel cannot be made into a true one. If, on the other

hand, the irregularities are altered by setting the rough-bored
tube, the subsequent operations of the boring tool will work tlie

hole out clean and true, so removing the local irregularities pro-

duced by the setting process. By this means a pair of tubes in

the rough are made true in the interior. To make the external

surface in agreement with the bore the barrel is truly spun upon
a lathe, and grooves are cut on the surface, which are necessarily

concentric with the bore. These grooves are cut at different dis-

tances along the barrel, corresponding in depth with the required

thickness of the walls at those points. The subsequent filing,

known in the trade as "striking," makes the general contour of

the barrels agree with the strength demanded at the different parts

of the barrel, the grooves previously cut in the lathe serving to

guide the workman in removing the surplus metal.

The above short reference to some of the operations of barrel

m.anufacture will show that, given the capacity to form a true in-

terior for the barrel, the exterior may be harmonized therewith by
the use of a lathe. If, however, a bend or curve in the bore is

passed uncorrected, the niming process will cause one side of the

tube to be thicker or thinner than the other. It happens in this

way that barrels of ample weight, and having a sufficient allow-

ance for thickness of wall, show signs of distress due to local

tliinness of the wails, and it is such barrels which give trouble

when dents occur. The operations of boring have a vast influence

upon the patterns produced by the gun. The chamber must be

true to size in order to provide for proper combustion of the

powder, or else velocity will suffer. That part of the barrels

beyond the chamber must be strictly parallel until the choke is

reached, 'and here again skillful workmanship is an essential factor.

A gun we recently exa-mined showed a difference of as much as

.010 of an inch in the diameter at different parts of the length,

such a variation being of a kind to cause peculiarities of behavior

that must influenc the effectiveness of the shooting.

We therefore maintain tliat in a good gun the chambe.- and the

rest of the bore must be in agreement with the standard sizes

and strictly parallel throughout. The exterior must be similarly

correctly formed, so that the expansion of the barrel under the

action of the powder gases shall be regularly distributed around
the circumference. With the above conditions fulfilled, and a

chamber true with the cone, the cone true with the bore, and
the bore with the choke, good and regular shooting is almost

bound to result, the distribution of the pellets as regards number
on a thirty-inch circle being proportionate to the amount of

choke allowed for. We cannot accept as desirable any kind of

tinkering with the bore of a barrel when once the conditions laid

down have been complied with. It is only when a barrel is badly

made that there is any apparent need for those tricks of boring

which are supposed to improve pattern, but which generally do so

at the expense of introducing other defects. In asking, therefore,

for good shooting from a cartridge, the sportsman must assure

himself first of all that he has a well-bored gun; but he must not
expect a high grade of workmanship in this direction at a price

which does not pay for the needful operations of inspection and
adjustment.
Reverting once more to the results of experiments for patterns,

such as are published in our columns from time to time, we can

only say that they are produced by the aid of a gun specially

selected on account of its proved capacity for doing good work.

Some day we hope to publish a series of records, showing the

behavior of various ftandard cartridges as fired from different

kinds of guns selected haphazard from those we have constantly

available. It is no uncommon thing when testing a gun to find

cylinder patterns suddenly run down from 110, or with improved
cyliiider 1^ to 50 or 60, which would be hardly capable of insur-

ing one pellet on a six-inch bull$eye at forty yards. For the

purpose of testing powders and cartridges such guns are instantly

discarded, though, of course, sportsmen tiot being able to do like-

wise with their game guns, must encounter a certain proportion

of disappointing results,. We are not certain that there is any
royal road to a remedy for the difficulties we have named. It is

not every sportsman who cares to pay the price of a best gun,

though it is among these that the most consistently accurate work
on the barrels is to be met ^ith. There are of course, exceptions

to evfery rule; but the reputation of, the maker rettjain? as always

the chief safeguard. We think, however, rtiat if gunmakers would
adopt a strictly standard forita o( boring, limiting the allowable

variations of diameter by thp ysf of ?^tabl^! gw^tt, and vyould

Do not bring riic batiel up ic

the stock, but—
Deprcis uxt barrel and raise the The Kight and VVrong Method of Carrying the Gun

stock, when Walking up to the Birds. The proper way is

^, ^. , , „, ,,,,,, shown in picture on the left, and the other on the
The Right and Wrpng Method of Loading a Gun,- right.

Firing at a Pheasant Flying Very High, A clay bird is sent
over the tower.

Practice at Birds coming Over the Trees.

The First Step. The instruc- A Lesson in the Proper Learning to Shoot at a Rising Firing at a Disappearing Bird on a
Method of Changing the Bird. Fixed Target.
Guns.

tor shows the pupil the
safest method of receiving
a gun from an attendant.

refuse to countenance systems of freak boring, and would gener-
ally set their faces against the undue sweating of weight in guns
whose price does not allow for the necessary quality of workman-
ship, a marked all-round improvement would be registered. Then
by tlie paying of more consistent attention to the straightening
of the rough tubes and to their proper assemblage without pulling

them round bow-shaped, they would be enabled to produce their

weapons to a more consistent standard than seems to be observed
among the cheaper grades at the present time. More than this,

very careful attention should be paid to all barrels that come in
for repair. It is more often than not possible to remove dents;

but if the barrel was previously too thin it can be no certificate

of strength to guarantee an equal degree of security to that which
previously existed. The gunmaker is, as a rvUe, a master of

mechanism, but it is difficult, in the ordinary course of his daily

work, for him to become equally expert in the examination of

barrels. Unfortunately, that most valuable instrument, the All-

port barrel gauge, is no longer purchaseable. We hope, however,
to be in a position shortly to give particulars of an appliance
which, we think, will serve a useful purpose in dealing with the
barrels which are sent to us for examination and report.—^Field

(London.^

TrapshooUng Beneficence*

OssiNiNC, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Apropos of trap-

shooting, now that the game shooting is about over, those who
have been foremost in shooting afield will attend the regular
Saturday afternoon shoots to improve their form. Some have
foimd that the thing most necessary for them to do to enable

them to bring home a string of game was to hire some one to go
along to do the shooting. These weekly clay-bird shoots are at-

tractive from different standpoints. First, in appealing to one's

vanity. If a man becomes a good clay-bird shot, he can hit any-

thing that flies, accurately gauging the speed, whether from right

to left, mastering the elevation, which is not the simplest thing in

wing shooting, he may be able in a year's consistent practice to

bring down 50 per cent, of his birds. You wonder where the

vanity comes in. Did you ever go hunting with some good shot

and have him repeatedly "wipe your eye"? Wouldn't you at the

time have given a dollar a shot if you had dropped the bird in-

stead of giving him the chance to look at you in a superior sort of

a way as he picked up the bird and stuck it in Jiis already heavy
game pocket?
You have been leaning over a desk all the week; your shoulders

have been stooped, thus compressing your lungs. Possibly you
have been breathing the impure air of the city, doubly impure
since soft coal has come into use. You need recreation; your
system needs revivifying. Two hours of the pure air at the shoot-

ing ranges, with the gentle jarring of the gun, will open the

unused cells of your lungs and will make you feel like a new man.
These unused cells of our lungs, whjcli we all have more or less,

are the ones which foster disease germs. Tuberculosis lurks here.

Show me the man who loves outdoor sports, who likes to shoulder

a gun and tramp through the woods, rastling and pressing the

crispy leaves und^erfoot and smell their fresh fragrance; who Icrves

the open air, the God-given pure north winds which blow down
laden with the indescribable balsamic freshness which even the

interlying cities caaaot taipt, I'll show you a man who haa no

need to fear tuberculosis or kindred diseases, and one who, as
Nessmuk put it, can, if need be, "Trusted with your life," This
is an appeal to those of us who are apt to qeglect the simple de-
mands of health in the pursuit of the hackneyed "almighty dollar,"
To those who scorn what they consider a frivolous pastime

—

clay-bird shooting—a game which, by the way, demands better con-
trol of the nerves and muscles than they can command; to trap-

shooters, hail! C. G. B.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Mountciioside Gun Club.

Orange, N. T., Nov. 4,—^The main event of the shoot of the
Mountainside Gun Club to-day was at 25 targets, Mr. C. Zeigler
was high, with 24, and Mr. A. Baldwin was second with 22. The
scores:

A Baldwin 1110111011111111111110111—22
M R Baldwin , 1111101111101111001101101—19
M F Pratt 1001111101011101111111110—19
A Williams » ...1111110111110101100110101-18

F Wright lOOOllOlOllUOOlllOnOm—16
C Zeigler 1111111111111111111111110—24

W Henley 1011000101110110011011100—14

. Two target sweepstakes were shot as follows:

C J Zeigler 10 8 M F Prott.. g 1W Henley..-,...,.,.,.,,, 7 6 A Williams 7 6
A Baldwin. „,»..r 9 9 F Wright 6 7

lmwet§ to ^otUB^and^nh.
«s>

Ko notice taken ot anonymonB oommnnlcattoM.

R. T.—See the point discussed in our shooting columns.

T. B. J., Toronto.—^When shooting partridges or quail, which
is proper in the case of a hammerless gun, to have the safety

on or off in going through the woods? Ans. Off. When shoot-

ing partridges or quail in cover, there is no time for mechanical
readjustments. However, whether the safety is on or off, the gun
should be carried so it cannot do "accidental" harm.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Messrs. Schovcrlihg, Daly & Gales, 302-304 Broadway, New York,

have published a catalogue of guns, shooting and fishing acces-

sories, descriptive of different qualities and grades which they will

be pleased to send to those who are interested in gun. dog and rod.

Besides being valuable for the information with which it is replete,

it is pleaaiafc as a work of high^
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Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc

SUPREMACY

ON YOUR FALL HUNTING TRIP

Use Shells Loaded with the

Always Safe and Reliable

DUPONT SMOKELESS
And Bring Home the Game.

E.I. DUPONT DENEWIOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
S^E'ir ^ Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

^ S52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at^a mediam

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with^the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us for
use in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech,
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

I

(50 Cents Buys Our

I

Ideal Gun Cleaner.
!

The most durable and effective Brass Wire
Gun Cleaner ever made.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, SYRACUSE. N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES'
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKEt ; «lore book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Assotl t"oi

rules for target anu 've bird shooting, and for shooting nnder the Sergeant system. The covei

bears the title " My "rap Scores," and the pages, in nnmber and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a recorc
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Bound in leather Price 50c. pos*pair'

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

i,Whux wiitiag say yoti saw the ad* in the Potest and Stream/'*

SEND FOR
0ATAL09UE.

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 16 20 16 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

MA QOieK-RELIABLe.

.

NEW-TROISDORr

I ¥• ii snomuNPOWDEH
Headquarters for the Sale of New troisdorf:

J. V. VARICK. Manchester, N. H.
RAWLINGS SPTG, GOODS CO..St.Louis,Mo.
JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
RECTOR & WILHELMY CO , Omaha, Neb.
WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

WM. READ & SON, Boston.
HANDLE ARMS CO ,

Cincinnati, O.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul. Minn.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man

LUGER

AUTOMATIC

PISTOL.
Capable of shooting Ii6 shots per minute. The best combined
Pistol and Carbine in the world for hunting, defense and target

shooting.

PRICE, $25.00.

Send 5c, for Specialty Catalogue. AlSo list of odd and second hand guns.

SCHOVERLING, DALY &
302 & 304 Broadway, New York

Experts on Guns & Shooting.
By G. T. Teasdalb-Buckell. Cloth, 390 pages. Illnstrated. Price, $4.00.

The work gives the practical experience and personal views founded on practice of the leading

gun makers of England. The subjects discussed are : The Evolution of Shooting During the

Century; Shooting Schools; The Formation of Guns; Two Eyes in Shooting; Sights and Ribs

to Guns; Style; The Shape of the Stock and Handiness; Cast-off and Bend; The Use and
Abuse of the Try-Gun; Choke-bores or Cylinders; Pigeon Shooting; Game Shooting; Heat of

Gun Barrels and the Effects Upon Them of Various Powders; Cap-Testing; Shotgun Patterns;

Hidden Dangers in the Shooting Fields; Loading of Cartridges with Various Powders. The
experts whose views are given are: Past-Masters Joe Manton and Joseph Lang; Atkin;

Beesley, Boss & Co.
;
Churchill, Cogswell & Harrison, Gibbs, Grant, Greener, Holland & Hol-

land, Jones, Lancaster, James Purdy & Sons, Rigby, Watts, Webley, Richards.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK

For Anglers and^Big Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New Brunswici(.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick
a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—^moose and
caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found
and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only

just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a
stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PTJBLISHING CG., NEW YORK,

j
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OUR NEW DOG SKIN
HUNTING COAT.

Made of finest quality black leather, full length, extra re-enforced,

shield front to fit close around neck, extra high cloth-lined collar w;th
strap, adjustable sleeves with strap and buckle at wrist. Fancy white
stitched with rich plaid lining and double breasted.

Price, $10.00.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successorg to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass. 1

THE FRANCOTTE and KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

The Francotte and Knockabout guns are unexcelled as regards to model, strength,
coupled with light weight, shooting and wearing qualities, fit and finish.

Francotte Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. Prices from
|8o to $450.00.

Francotte Liadies' Guns, 16, 20 and 28 gauges, from $80.00 to $350.00.

Knockabout Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. One
quality only. Price, .$60.00.

Knockabout X<adies' Guns, 16 and 20 gauges. Price, $60.00.

Mauser Celebrated Sporting- Rifles, 7mm. and 8mm. Prices, $45.0010 $50.00.

Mauser Automatic Pistols and Carbines. Prices, $22.65 to I25.00.

We are the United States Sole Agents for above. For particu'ars address your dealer or
apply to us direct. We also carry in stock a complete line of GllnS, Rifles and Pistols of
all the different American makes, which we offer much below factory prices. Head-
quaters for Galvanized Steel JDucking' Boats and Decoy Ducks. Canvas
and lifather shooting Coats, vests and pants. Waterproof Boots and ShoeS. Fine
Cutlery and PbotOgraphic supplies. Illustrated catalogue furnished on application,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, New York!

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is aocurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45
postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. V

1902 GRAND PRIX
and 800 Pounds Sterling

Won at Monte Carlo by a

SCOTT GUN
Also same prize won in 1893 and '87,

Also Triennial Championship in 1892 and 1895,

12, 16 and 20 bores Light weig>'ts and 26 and 28

inch ba'-reh. Al-o heavier for trap. Also guns
built at Scott's factory to special orders.

Send for Catalogue of these noted Guns.
A large assortment now in stock, all grades. Also
all other makes: Lang—Wesiley Richards—Cla-
brough—^^Parker—Lefever—Smith—Ithaca— Rem-
ington—Baltimore Arms—Worcester, etc.,. etc.

Other Guns Taken in Trade.

SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS, CAMP
SUPPLIES, RIFLES, Etc.

cents for finely ilbiStrated Catalogue Highest Quality Fishing Rods and Tackle.
Send 6

WM. READ & SONS, (^n^r'^) 106 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

FIRST COST
V5.

OPERATING EXPENSES AND PROFIT

As Applied to the Modern Shot Gun.
You will hear it said that GREENER GUNS are high priced, and so

they are—comparatively.

A trolley line is also expensive, and the cost to build an elevated railway is

enormous, but if it is well done and the best material used they last indefinitely

and begin to show a profit almost at once, even at so low a fare as five cents

per passenger.

The same argument can be urged to the purchaser of a Greener gun. The
first cost is considerable—necessarily so—for the labor is skilled, the material

the best and the brains and experience of the maker all count for something.

Ordinary guns, and guns turned out by machinery, only last a season or

two and are then discarded and begin a fitful downward career until they are

finally lost in oblivion.

A Greener Gun, on the contrary, does not fairly begin life until it is several

years old, and the few thousand shots that will rack the cheap gun to pieces

simply smooths out the Greener and acts on it like oil on a fine bearing, and
emphasizes those niceties of fitting that were part of the original cost, and

which makes a gun really worth having.

Dr. Carver shot a Greener gun over a million times, and we have the gun
here now—would not take $1000 for it—and it is in good condition yet after all

these years.

If you want a gun that will shoot the strongest and the longest, pay a

ittle more and buy a Greener. Eight gauge to twenty-eight gauge in stock,

i^ioo to $600.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE and BOAT BUILOING.
A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and compreliensive directions for the construction _of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W, P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 864 pages, numerous . illustrations, and fift^ plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902,

Mr. Crosby used ^yit drams

E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

Works: Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBUSHINQ CO,



SEND FOR
VOL, LDL-No. 2J.

ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22,

Copyright 1902. by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter,

Terms, postpaid, S4.

firfeat Britain, $3,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davits & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

AMMUNITION
New Cartridges for Big Game

I.— 32-40 Mar. High Power, .38-55 Mar, High Power, ,40-65 High Power. These cartridges are for well

made rifles of recent model. Extremely accurate at long ranges, with great mushrooming qualities when
Soft Point bullets are used. Metal case bullets also furnished.

II.—.32 Special KWinch. and Mar.), ,33 Vinch,, .35 Winch. Like above class but are of new calibres.

III.--.45-70 High Velocity, .45-90 High Velocity, ,50-1 JO High Velocity, Loaded with low pressure smoke-

less powder and Soft Point bullets, Have great striking powers at ordinary shooting ranges.

KEEP mis FOR REFERENCE.

75he UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
513 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

WINCHESTER TAKE-DOWN REPEAI^^^^^ SHOTGUNS
F you Want a serviceable shotgun, dhe that a scratch or a bump won't
ruin and that can be bought at a price that won't ruin you, the
Winchester Repeating Shotgun will meet your requirements. A 12
or 16 gauge Winchester Take-Down, v/ith a strong shooting, full-

choke barrel, suitable foi; trap work, duck shooting, etc., and an extra inter-
changeable modified-choke or cylinder-bore barrel, complete, for field shoot-
ing, lists at only $42.00. Your dealer will sell it to you for less. This
is a bargain in a gun, but not a bargain-counter gun. Think this over.

Winchester Guns and Winchester Ammunition are, so\d Everywhere.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY - - ' - ^ NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc*

THE ROBERTS SAFETY UUNGH and YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Designs, of we can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey

Write for particulars.

Send
forour
Handsome
Catalog.N£^

Mullins'" Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULUNS,
316 Depot St. Salem.Obia

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duck
hunting and tor pleasure, shipped to any part of the
world. None but the best workmanship.

, Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON.
Barnegat, N. J.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. i

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skifts, Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
HuUs and Life Boats are constructed different from

any line of boats on the market; are stronger; easy
handled. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, 111. Box B.
Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. 1

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters." Write for
^rticulars.

CANVAS CANOES 1
AND g

HOW TO BUE.D THEM.
|

BY PARKER B. FIELD. K
With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages, g

Price, 50 cents.

FORESTANDSTREAMPUBLISHING CO. ^
346 Broadway, New York. g

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management

;

and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.
Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price %L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
atart away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly " but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

Over 1,000 Boilers In use. 250 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogue free,

/^u, ... o WORKi
: RED BANK, N. J.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.
CO., 89 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

ILOW-S
Send for our

NO.
Booklet and

(SPRUCE). Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. sT^TctClpCd
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, eqimlly strong and renac-le, and yet stiffer than one
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HOW PLANTS TRAVEL.
One of the things which constantly impresses the ob-

servant outdoor person at this season of the year is the

enormous abundance of the fruit of various plants. The
season for cultivating the ground is long past, and weeds

of all descriptions run riot in ripening luxuriance. They
grow in thick clusters, or widely extended beds, or in

single plants in the pastures, along the fences, in the

edge of the woods and on the rocky knolls that rise above

the meadow, and each weed, it would seem, produces a

thousand seeds. If one walks through the border of the

swamp his trousers are coatgd with burrs, or with

stickers and prickers of oneTcind and another, that are

Groat BritalnT«S. I ; laborious process of

I.. j_ , one. -.-ijone strikes his stick or

his gun barrel among # growth of weed stalks, the seeds

rain down noisily on the drying leaves.

The farmer toils hard to protect his crops from their

many enemies, but no one takes care of the weeds. These

plants out of place are competent to stand up for them-

selves. They need help from no man. In spite of the

war continually waged against them with plow and hoe

and cultivator, and in spite of the help given the farmer

at this season of the year by the horde of sparrows and

other seed-eating birds which feed upon the seeds, the

weeds flourish and increase. It has been said of some
of them that they produce so astonishing a number of

seeds that a single plant may mature one hundred thou-

sand seeds in a season, and if unchecked would pro-

duce in the spring of the third year ten billion plants, but

a piant would destroy its own offspring, unless there were

some way of distributing its seeds, for plant would crowd

on plr\nt iintil at last there would survive only a very few

of the strongest.

If the abundance of these seeds impresses us, we must

be impressed also by the risk to which each seed is ex-

posed—the danger that it will fall in some situation

where it is impossible that it should sprout.

Nature has provided a variety of means for the scat-

tering of plant seeds over the earth, and beside the dis-

persion of plants by seeds, there are other methods by

which plants travel. These methods are very well known,

and in a very brief pamphlet recently published by Mr.

Clarence Moores Weed, they are concisely enumerated.

Some plants travel by means of the stem. They may
thrust this stem through the ground close to the surface

of the soil, as does the red raspberry of our gardens, or

they may push their stems along the ground just above

the surface, as the strawberry and many other plants

send out runners. Or again, the stem may rise above the

ground, and then bend down to meet it and take root for

a new plant, as does the black raspberry. One would

hardly think of the willow tree as a stem traveler, yet it

is one. If a willow branch be broken from the parent

tree and thrust into moist earth, it will take root and

grow. Now the stems of many willows are brittle and

snap off easily in the wind, so that after a severe storm

the ground is often covered with them. Such twigs may
be carried down stream by flowing water, or may be

blown across the ice of a pond or for considerable dis-

tances over the smooth surface of snow. In either case

if the traveler comes to rest in a suitable situation it

may take root and start a new tree.

One of the most familiar plants of the country is the

jewel weed, whose orange flowers, often dotted with dark

brown, overhang the brooks. The ripened seed pods of

this weed when touched burst open with a snap that often

throws the inclosed seeds several feet. From this the

plant has been called "touch-me-not." Similar methods

of seed dispersal are found in the witch hazel and in

various tropical plants.

But, after all, the wind is the agency which more than

anything else scatters seed abroad far from the parent

plant. The silky tufts of the milk weed, the down of the

thistle, the winged seeds of the maple and ash, and other

trees, and the plumose fruit of the aster and many other

similar plants are lifted by the wind and scattered far

and wide.

There are other seeds which break off just below the

seed head, or even just above the root, and which are

rolled over and over by the wind, ''making long journeys,

until at last they meet some obstacle which they cannot

pass. An example of these is found in the familiar

tumble weeds of our Western prairies.

We have seen bow the water carrier along the twigs of

the willow tree, and it is certain that it will not disdain

to transport the seeds of any plant which fall into it if

they are light enough to float. Some seeds possess small

air chambers which enable them to float for a long time.

If the elements are at work all through the season of

fruitage, scattering the seeds of plants over the earth, liv-

ing creatures are also most important agents in distribut-

ing plant life. Birds carry the seeds, far and near, and

drop them in places which favor their sprouting. Ducks

and herons pick up the seeds of water plants on their

plumage or legs or bills and carry them to the next stream

or pond which they visit; fruit-eating birds devour ber-

ries and as their seeds are too hard to be digested, these

pass through the alimentary canal or may be disgorged

through the mouth.

All the great family of burdocks, Spanish needles and

many other plants are provided with hooks or spines by

which they attach themselves to the fur or wool of ani-

mals, and so are transported from place to place. Some

flat seeds seem provided with a gummy secretion, which

enables them to cling closely to a ver^ smooth surface.

Wittingly or by chance, man contributes his share to

the distribution of seeds. Beside carrying the seeds of

useful and beautiful plants from point to point, he sends

the seeds of others which are noxious far and wide with-

out meaning to do so. Many well-known plants of

Europe are now almost as familiar here as there, even

though they have been introduced for a comparatively

short time.

IVILLL4M K. MOODY.

In another column is reported the death of William K.

Mood}^ v.'hose Boston correspondence over the familiar

signature of Special had for years been a feature of the

Forest and Stream. Mr. Moody has a very wide ac-

quaintance among sportsmen, and the news of his death

will bring to many a heart unaffected sorrow. The char-

acteristics of the man. which could not fail to impress

themselves upon all who came in contact with him, were

the open simplicity of his nature and his rugged honesty.

It was good to know him. To talk with him and to be in-

iected with his spirit was refreshing and stimulating. Mr.

Moody was a native of Maine; he was ever loyal to the

State of his birth, and was deeply interested in its game

and fish and their preservation. His pen and his voice,

his influence and his friendship will be missed.

THE COLD STORAGE CASE.

Every sportsman and every intelligent citizen as well

will be interested in the session of the Court of Appeals

which began at Albany on Monday, the loth instant. The

calendar made up for this session contains as case No. 34o

the famous cold storage litigation, technically known as

the case of the People of the State of New York against

Jacob V. Bootman and Howard R. Robinson. This is the

case brought by the Forest, Fish and Game Commission of

the State against the Arctic Freezer Company for the al-

leged posession of a vast amount of game during the close

season. The State has retained the well-known law firm

of Black. Olcott. Gruber and Bonynge, of this city, to

represent the People, and the accused cold storage firm

is represented by Julius Offenbach and Louis Marshall.

The court records show that the action was begun hy

the service of a summons and complaint on Aug. i8, IQOI.

The order on which this action was begun was made by

the chief protector on July 6. iQOi.

.An amended complaint was afterward filed by the at-

torneys for the State, basing the cause of action on nine-

teen separate and distinct counts for unlawfully and know-

ingly possessing game out of season, as follows: (i) 496

srrou«e and 236 quail, entailine a nenalty of $i8..l6o: (2)

371 grouse and 741 auail. penalty $27,860; (3) 49i grouse

and 37 quail, penalty $i.3,?6o; (a) q6 woodcock. 1,168

grouse, i.o.^o auail. penaltv $.=;7.4io: ($) t.?6.^ grouse, 42S

ouail oenalty $47,260; (6) .'^.04Q grouse, quail, nen-

altv $84.22';; (7) 422 grouse. 1,048 quail, penalty $.?6,8io:

(8) 4 ducks, penalty $r6o: fo) 441 ducks, penaltv $11.08=;

:

(10) 432 ducks, penalty $10,860: di) 400 dttcks, penalty

$10,060; (12) 338 ducks, penalty $Q.0T0 ; (13) 141 ducks,

penalty $3,585 ; (14) 808 plover, penalty $20,260 ; (15) 876

English snipe, 602 plover, 1,416 snow buntines, 96 snipe,

penalty $74,810 ; (16) 288 reed birds. 3,630 plover, 1,152

snow buntings, penalty $126,935: (17) i.3,36 snipe, 3,168

sandpipers, penalty $112,660; (18) 720 reed birds, 5,760

snow buntings, 1,439 sandpipers, 488 yellow legs, 150

plover, penalty $217,085; (19) 3,658 plover, 3,000 sand-

pipers, 4,800 snipe, 300 yellow legs, penalty $294,110.

Judgment is demanded on the several counts against the

defendant in the sum of $1,168,315 and costs.

The attorney for the accused demurred on the ground

that the complaint did not state a cause of action, and

also that the court had no jurisdiction. The case was
tried before Mr. Justice O'Gorman in the Supreme Court

of New York County, who held in favor of the accused

on the counts from 14 to 19 inclusive on the ground that

Sections 30 and 33 of the game law could not be recon-

ciled. This, if sustained, released the plover, snow bunt-

ing, reed birds and snipe as factors in the case. He de-

cided also that the game law extends over the entire State

;

that an offender against the law is liable both criminally

and civilly, and that possession during the forbidden sea-

son is prima facie evidence of violation of the law. Both
the State and the defendant thereupon appealed to the

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, which affirmed

Justice O'Gorinan's decision. An appeal was then taken

by both parties to the Court of ^Appeals ; the attorneys for

the People against the findings of the Court as to the in-

terpretation of Sections 30 and 33, and the attorneys for

the accused against those portions of the decision which
found the cold storage company guilty of violations of the

law. This case was watched with great interest by sports-

men as well as by the cold storage companies and by in-

telligent citizens generally.

In the brief now on file with the clerk of the Court of

Appeals, the lower court certifies that the questions of

law involved are as follows:

1. Do counts I to 13 inclusive constitute a sufficient

cause of action?

2. Is the plaintiff entitled to maintain a civil action to

recover penalties under Section 39 of the Fish and Game
Law for a violation of any of the provisions of Article 2

Df the statute of which it is a part ?

3. Is the complaint defective in not alleging that the

various birds were taken in the State of New York?

4. Are sufficient facts to form a cause of action stated in

counts 14 to 19 inclusive.

5. Can the defendants be made liable under Section 33
of the Fish and Game Law as amended by Chapter 91 of

the laws of 1901 and Section 39 of said act.

The attorney for the People is under express instruc-

tions from the Commission, and has been so from the start,

to urge this case to a conclusion with all the speed com-

mensurate with the dignity' of the courts.

The facts herein stated can easily be verified by any in-

terested person from the court records on file in New
York City in the oflice of either of the firms mentioned.

A RECORD OF THE MISSOURL

The Forest and Stream of Nov. i contained an ar-

ticle and illustration of a stone picked up near the mouth
of the Heart River in North Dakota, engraved with a

number of names and the date 1849. At this time the

Territory was without white inhabitants, except the trap-

pers and traders who occupied the occasional posts

of the American Fur Co., which were scattered along the

Missouri River and at other points in what was then

known as the Far West. In that account we asked,

"Who were the men who carved their names on this im-

perishable register?" "Can any of our readers help to

read the story told by this stone?"

This week's Forest and Stream contains an answer

to these two questions in the form of a letter from Mr.

'theo. Louis, who, 50 years ago, was in the employ of the

American Fur Co., and traveled far and wide over the

western plains then ranged over only by wild beasts

and still wilder men.

The discovery through the account in Forest and
Stream, of a man who knew one of the travelers whose

names are engraved on this stone, is hardly less interest-

ing than the discovery of the stone itself. It shows—-as

has often been shoAvn before in most curious fashion

—

the far reaching influence of Forest and Stream, the

wide circle which it covers and the deep interest felt by

all its readers in the subjects of which the paper treats.

All our readers will feel grateful to Mr. W. D. Hoard,

of Ft. Atkinson, Wis., and Mr. Theo. Louis, one of the

few surviving Qld-timers of the West,
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President Roosevelt has been bear hunting in Mis-

sissippi. Grover Cleveland has been duck hunting in

South Carolina. King Edward and Emperor William

have been pheasant driving togetlier at Sandringham.

King Leopold and Grand Duke Alexis have beeen shoot-

ing on the preserves of James Gordon Bennett at Ver-

sailles. President Roosevelt insisted upon seclusion.

Only duly accredited representatives of the several press

associations' Tsi:€t& permitted to accompany his party; other

reporters, contumeliously scorned as "insurgents," were

stood off from the bear brakes hy armed giiards. King

Ed-Wiar^ aAd Emperor William, on the contrary, did their

shooting in the presence of crowds of spectators, who ap-

peared to have been deeply impressed by the manual-dex-

terity and deadly marksmanship of the Emperor. The tak-

ing along of newspaper reporters in the Roosevelt party,

marks a change which is rapidly progressing in this coun-

try. Ten years ago when President Harrison went duck

shooting on the Ragged Island Club grounds, he was un-

attended by reporters; to-day, when a President goes

hunting, the press representatives go with him ; ten years

from now excursions will be rim to the camp.

—»

—

Two Years' Outing Across Siberia.

The writer was engaged most of the year 1896, all of

'97 and part oi 'q8 on a detail of inspection of the then

building trans-Cibiria railroad, followed up by a pro-

longed tour of the chief connecting and feeding Russian

railway network. The work was commenced on the

Pacific side, in extreme eastern Cibiria. and ranged from
the 43d to the 60th parallels (average, 55 degrees). The
total time on detail was 676 days.

Omitting all technical data, it can readily be con-

ceived that a few articles on the oviting features of the

trans-Asiatic inspection, in a land which is yet a terra

incognita to the mass of Americans, will naturally present

some interesting material.

While a complete diary of the journey was daily kept,

and is still on hand. I doubt if its tnass of items would
"digest" A-ery well with readers; so its proposed repro-

duction was abandoned for the happier idea of confining

the articles to a selection of the "plinns" here and there.

This I have done, without regard to order of sequence,

as the more interesting phases occurred to me.

Cibiria as a Groond for American Sports.

The completion of the thru-trans-A-siatic railroad calls

attention to Cibiria as a possible field for American
sportsmen; that is, those men whose walking stick is

their gun, and wdiose Bible is a well-filled pocketbook
(backed by an unfailing bank account).

Why, yes, by all means give Cibiria a trial. You will

have such a "rnf-tuf" time of it; remembrances of nights

when you most needed repose, being rendered almost de-

lirious' by the onslaughts of treble-sized, stinking bed-

bugs in the stancias (resting or posting stations) and

otels (inns); the lively experience of being able to buy
everything you don't want and nothing (or very little)

that you do Avant: pettifogging restrictions as to pass-

ports, and delays which you will not readily understand;

having to doff your hat when going into every govern-

ment building—from post-office to grog shop ("pub."),

since even now the official monopoly has taken hold of

the privilege of making the Russian drunk!

As to sport, why you must take your chances. You
will find the Govei'nment officials and exiles have for

years been keeping their hand in, and as there are no laws

yet as to closed seasons, the game are given no chance,

and are far, far from the haunts of "the madding crowd."

Cibiria being such a country of vast distances, and the

impenetrable forests being dangerous to get lost in, bet-

ter, for the sake of "society" (save the mark!), see if you

can go with some of the parties of trappers. You can

learn their whereabouts in the markets in the big towns,

since they come and go with their skins and kvt. But

Cibiria is in places so desolate, you appreciate anybody's

•society—even to see a few human faces such as those of

criminal convicts. However, they are as "harmless as

butter."

And wdien your Cibirian trip is over, you will appre-

ciate your America and its creature comforts as never

you did before in your existence. Ability to better ap-

preciate the "goods ye have," will be your lasting recom-

pense.

A Vermoat Sporting Goods Dealer in Ctbirfa.

To my surprise, I came across at Bladiboctok, on the

Pacific, an old firearms importer named Smith, who came

from tlx^ Green Mountain State, and had been some
thirty years in Cibiria. He can tell of a few adventures

in the land—and manufacture a good many more. He
stocks leading arms, knivQS, hatchets and campmg-out
parties' equipments; has no regular price, btit gets what-

ever he can on the maximum scale. I bought nothing

of him. having laid in everything for the overland trio to

Europe before reaching Bladiboctok. That town is, or

was, a free port, the only free port I was in in my life

—

and that was the only good thing about it. A more
abominable, dirty, hig village I was never in during half

a lifetime of travel. It is known as "the hell of the

frigics," in contradistinction to Kalikata (Bengal), which

is "known as "itlie hell of the tropics."

Cibiria'as a Market for American Sporting Goods.

It goes without saying that American sporting goods

are appreciated by Russians, the Cibiriaks, and foreign-

ers in Cibiria. This is speedily proved by the number of

imitation Smith & Wessons you will see from end to end

-of the land. They are made in and imported from Ger-

many, and the stamping alone of the firm's name on the

barrel, with number and dates of patents, are so bung-

lingly done—rendering the lettering indistinct—that you

can see at once the forgery. Take the genuine Spring-
field article, and the lettering and punctuation is a model
of good die-sinking.
Then, as to the rifles. The forgers seemed to have

preferred, for this line, British goods. Thus, you will find
cheap Belgian made guns stamped "Greener," sold at

prices which "defy competition" (naturally). Those
enterprising continental jews find Cibiria a happy dump-
ing ground for their "genuine American" and "British"
forgeries.

But, as to seeking a market in Cibiria for American
sporting goods, the process is very simple. Send along
your usual catalogues and prices to the chief Cibirian
hardware importers. These are the concerns which
handle such goods. Their names and addresses can be
obtained in any of the foreign trade directories. I have
in mind a few score of them, and will one of these days,
with the publisher's approval, send copies of Forest
AND Stream to the chief ones making sporting goods
an object rather than an item of trade. I mention this

to enlighten those advertisers who may a few months
hence perhaps be mystified somewhat by receiving in-

quiries from such a far country as Cibiria.

How the Cibiriak Shoots.

The average native is provided with a half-century
old flint-lock (some of the antiquities I saw in actual tise

must have been some eighty years old), and a govern-
ment-rejected or army out-of-date rifle, often crudely

pet of gold ; while in other instances, the fields of violets,

seen from afar, give the delusion of a deep blue lake.

Life on the Great Steps.

The word is spelled in the Slaf language thus, cten,

but is pronounced step. The usual "steppe" is a French
dog's tail addition of the useless "pe." The Gauls ruin

their own language by attempting to Frenchify the na-
tional Avords of other nations. Cten in Russia means a

heath or common. The nom-de-guerre of a brainy
Russian writer, Stepniak, means a dweller of the heath
(just as Cibiriak means a dweller in Cibiria). We can
best translate stepniak into our own "comm-oner."
The Cibirian ctenc, or steps, are A^aster than our

American plains. The biggest in western Cibiria is a
couple of thousand verstas across—say, 1,300 miles.

Even a report on the practicability of preparing a to-
pographic survey thereof, occupied me three months

—

that being the time spent in crossing and making an
amply i^ersonal acquaintance with the region.

It is often interesting, with salt lake views, gently un-
dulating surfaces, and ofttimes much stunted forest

growths. The trees have never reached any appreciable
height, due to the lack of hill obstructions to protect
them from the glacial blasts of the arctic zone. In mid-
winter snow-white hares abound on this step—so white,

it is difficult to distinguish them on the eternal six

months of snow.
The survey worked across the step solely during the

A SECTION OF THE LONG HIGHWAY.

hand-transformed to suit their own pastoral needs. Here
and there you Avill see a stolen rifle or two, but always
used with discretion, to prevent any official inquiry as to

"where did you get that?"
Powder and shot are as valuable as cash to the natiA^e,

and he must not waste any on vain discharges. So he
carries along a collapsible tripod, and poses the gun
thereon when taking aim. The steady aim thus secured
makes them good shots, and some of their "bags" would
put to shame the efforts of some of our American dol-

laraires, young and old, who, with all their quick-fire lead-

pumping repeaters and luxurious facilities, make a less

showing in comparison than the poor Cibirski niujik

with his flint-lock.

Sport oa the Amur. ,

My first trip across the Amur was on Monday, June
13, from the ill-conditioned, murky town of Kabapofck.

There is only a long-distance passenger steamship ser-

vice on this great waterway, with stopping stations sixty

to one hundred miles apart. If you want to go across

the river, or a short distance of fifteen or twenty miles,

you must hire a native excuse for a boat. This is a

crudely made flat-bottomed rig, which they dignify by
the name of "chalup" (from French, chaloupe).

A party of a dozen peasants were returning to their

village up and across the river, and arrangement was
made for me to go with them. So soon after noon, we
pushed oil, and I made up my mind the crazy thing of a

boat stood a chance of going to pieces when we got into

the middle of the surging Amur. But no; it held to-

gether "out of pure cussedness," and that evening I spent

the first night north of the Amur.
On the morrow, regular work began from this point

inspecting what had been done on the railroad. (AH
this constructing work has since been abandoned in

favor of the shorter trans-Manchurian line, and to-day

you only see the decaying vestiges of what had cost some
twenty millions of rybli (pronounced rubli) to build

—

track, wood bridges, etc.)

Great is the solitude of this region. A buck that will

start up almost in your paces, turn and deliberately face

you before plunging into the forest undergrowth, marks

this as a region for the future sportsman spoiling for

enjoving a hard time. .

This is the country of the tundra (ball field marshes),

interspersed with forest areas. It is a paradise in lovely

flowers—lilies of the valley, iris, rhododendron, wild

roses, violets, and scores of others. From a distance, so

thick are the golden iris, they give the vision of a car-

winter months—^January-March. The w^eather was fine

nearly the whole of the time—day after day, week after

week, glorious sunny weather; cloudless, intensely blue
skies; an extreme dry cold (varying from 15 to 35 de-
grees below centigrade—maximum recorded : 52 degrees

:

equal 58 below Fahrenheit). The parhelion, on the

colder days, is seen in all its prismatic-colored splendor,

suft'using the heavens, appearing for a couple of hours
any time between 10 A. M. and 3 P. M. Of course it

cannot be seen if clouds obstruct the view.

I had some of the roughest knockouts in my life dur-
ing that wintry inspection of the great cten and its rail-

road construction, yet the souvenir remains of happy
memory. You forget about the nippy cold, the mos-
quito-like frost bites, the anxiety of going astray in the

trackless low-grown forests, when the fear of having
lost all sense of direction is sufficient to give you a cold
sweat, despite the rigorous weather. It is well we can
overlook the unpleasantries of past efforts.

In summer this great expanse of step is almost Avith-

ere'd up under the hot blasts of the short Cibiria summer;
mosquitoes (called komari) are there in trillions, and the

evaporating salt marshes decompose the air with rotten

odors. Some of those salt lakes have Avarm springs

within them, and even in midwinter did I see them un-
frozen, and at a distance of a couple of miles was the air

polluted with the stench of sulphuretted hydrogen. So
the fumes in the warm summer can be imagined!

"W^hat it is Like to be Lost in the Great Cibirian Forest.

Only one such experience had I, but that was suffi-

cient! It Avas a few weeks before Christmas, '97, in the

heart of central Cibiria. The snows for weeks had
been deep on the gi-ound, and on this morning, Stm-
day, 17th (29) November, there was no sun, but a .slight

flakestorm, which promised to "improve worse." I had
quitted the house on the raUroad of the engineer Tep-
Obakimof—(he comes from the Kabkaz)—and had to

reach another engineer's house that evening. No trains

were running on this yet incomplete section, and I

had to see some bridges here and there en route; and
was told of a "short cut" through the forest to the first

bridge, some eight miles off. It would save "a couple

of miles"—as I was going; through the forest on foot.

That (nearly) fatal "short ciiti"—^^"Save a'"couple of

miles!"—What a sarcasm!

I had plunged at good speed into the forest, taking

care to follow instructions to keep to the sleigh route—
or what evidences of one could be discerned in the fall-
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ing stiow. I was also to make a couple of turns neaf
the end of the ci'oss-forest walk.

Well, the snowing increased; the track Was iio longer
discernible; here had I been almost a couple of hours
plowing through the white carpet; yet no evidence of
a "turn" to make or house in sight; nor the odor of one
(in Cibiria, the sense of smell in the pure air becomes
so keen, you can "sniff" houses, by the burning fuel,

from a couple of verstas' distance) ; nor even the friend-

ly bark of a dog was heard. The snappish howl of the

wolf is another matter!
I did not like the looks of things! A lusty siren-

shriek from my pocket-siren produced no response. Nor
to repeated blows. The sounds died off in the eternal

forests; but I heard something—a tantalizing something
—^yet nothing: the peculiar sound of "ringing nothing-
ness" (to coin an expression) which falls on the ears

when you find yourself alone in dead silence.

Had I passed the "turn?" Better, in any case, I

thought, retrace steps, dispiriting as it is to have to do
so—that would be better than continuing further into

the unknown.
After five minutes' cogitation I turned to retrace steps,

proceeded a few hundred yards, when, lo! if the falling

snow and moaning winds hadn't completely obliterated

my recent footsteps! Another couple hundred yards
"probing" here and there, and I had lost all sense of

direction. A pretty mess! Now commenced that mo-
ment of anxiety which distresses the entir? physique.
But I did not lose my senses, nor start to run off,

first one direction, then another. I had a pocket com-
pass with me—^not for traveling purposes, but the nat-

ural component of a surveying engineer's kit. Out it

came; the cap-glass had been broken and lost some
weeks before; and the needle fell out on to the snow.
Supposing I had not observed it fall, and it had disap-

peared in the soft snow! Probably I should not be here
to-day writing this!

The cold was so trying, and my fingers so numbed,
I could scarce replace the needle. But I soon got bear-

ings; knew that if I struck across forest north, the

building railroad would be reached; but the difficulty

was to penetrate the virgin forest for- three or four

miles—the assumed distance to the route of the now-
completed railway.

Those Cibirian forests are a sight! I had read about
them before proceeding to the country, and regarded
the description given of them as another of those "trav-

elers' yarns." ["All travelers are liars,"—Asiatic pro-

verb.] But now for months I had been among them, and
thought otherwise.

So densely timbered are the forests, the eye cannot
penetrate more than a dozen feet. The trees stand up-
right like so many poles, arid so close together that the

agricultural college-reared forester would be disposed to

exclaim "impossible ! they could not get sufficient nutri-

tion from the soil." At noon the "light" in that forest

is only equal to twilight; for the sun can never be seen

except from the treetops. A man can dodge the trees

through those forests, but I doubt if a horse could.

So it was this kind of fopQt (pronounced forgt) that

I conjured with for an hour, with an almost sweating

—despite the cold—anxiety as to errors of compass in

this northern latitude; the chance of having to negotiate

almost impassable barriers and crevices (leaping or

rounding the fallen timber was exercise enough!). Every
ten minutes or so I referred to the compass, despite its

inconvenience with the broken glass. This prevented my
attaching it to lapel of coat, for fear of losing the

needle.

After an hour of this, with, fortunately, no meeting of

prowling big game—which would easily have made game
of me in my unpreparedness—the forest became clearer.

I knew what that meant, and in the distance could be

seen the railroad embankment earthworks. Welcome
sight!

A "short cut" indeed ! Half the day had passed with

only a real progress of about three miles; and the

enervating anxiety seemed to knock me up for the rest

of that day.

"Short cuts" in an unknown country are best if sacri-

ficed to the "long way round." It was a prospective

"short cut" on the Rigi, in Helvetia, that almost cost

me my life in the fall of 1890. That particular short

cut led down a steep slope, and I did not perceive

through the undergrowth the brink of a precipice. Ere
I knew anything, I was shooting like a log over the

ledge; but "with that instinct of self-preservation innate

in us all, I grasped at something. These were the roots

of the shrubs on the bank. They held! As the earth

was disintegrating about them, I worked myself up and
grasped the branches and pulled myself on the bank
again, "in a twinkling."

Some human bones in some rotting clothing might
have been found at ,the foot of that precipice by rare-

flower gatherers a couple of years later. Coroner's in-

quest: unidentified.

Sleigti Driving—A Lovable Little Cttstom of Etfqwet.

Whenever you are invited out to a sleigh drive with

a lady friend in Cibiria, don't forget that propriety re-

quires that you, being a masculine, and a supposed pro-

tector, should, once in the sleigh, and seated, proceed
to slip your arm round your lady friend's waist; and, as

the sleigh whirls along over the snow ice, and sundry
jobs are experienced, you encircle your arm more and
more, with an occasional half hug as the sleigh lunges
more than usual in its rapid flight on the wings of the

wind. That protective waist-encircling arm is to prevent

the lady rider being thrown out—of course, of course

!

Roads la Cibiria—^Ttie Longest Made Highway on Earlli.

As already pointed out by the writer in "Roads of
the World," in the Manhattan Automobile Magazine,
and "Cibirian Roads" in the New York Good Roads
Magazine, the longest made highway on the globe is

the great Russian-Cibirian posting road stretching from
the heart of the labloni range, in eastern trans-Baikalia,

to the Vistula, on the old Polonia republic frontier.

Total distance: turning 5,000 miles.

In parts the road is accidentally good, due to the
firmness of the binding materials which happened to be
there, and rarely to the efforts of the road builder. It

Is not in a Russian to build a good road. They had no
original ideas as to how they should build first-class

roads, so their engineers read up about and copied the
French-made roads. France possesses the best chcmins
in the universe: that I know personally by long, tours
over them, especially the great highway of central
France known as the route de Toulouse, and extending
(officially) from Paris to the capital city of the south.
In parts it is actually "smooth as a billiard table" al-

most, and you nearly feel disposed to try to take a slide

on it, as on ice. I described at length this and other
highways in Municipal Engineering, Indianapolis, in one
of the summer issues of '92.

But unfortunately the Russian dopora (pronounced
doroga) builders followed the French system in slip-

shod fashion. When Telford and Macadam (who orig-
inated nothing, or little) copied French road la3'-ers

—

to which their names erroneously cling—they faithfully

"followed instructions"; hence the success witli which
they perpetuated their names as if they were the original

inventors. The Russ, on the other hand, sacrificed

the roads to the exigencies of the contract system, in

which every interested party thought, not of the road,
but of his pocket. Even the "kontrolers," who were
officially deputed to see that the_ contractors did not
skimp their work, accepted the bribes of the latter, and
passed the work. In .Russia there is no such thing as
patriotism; they give a cynical smile when the word is

brought up, and, slapping their pant pocket, exclaim:
"Here is the extent of my patriotism. This is the
limit of our 'patriotism' [another slap]. We Russians
spell it 'kapmahicm' [lit., 'pocketism']. Since we are
badly paid, we steal all we honestly can."

Singular how this entire world is a question of pocket!
Those Slaf "kohtpaktopc" (pronounced "kontraktors")
in Cibiria are not isolated cases—not at all! And I

could not help respecting them for the openness with
which they admitted there was no patriotism in money
matters; that they drew the line of patriotism at and
including "kapmahicm" (which they pronounce "kar-
manism")—^i.e., "pocketism."

It will be noticed that I continue to give instances of

the difficult Russian spelling, and the examples (in

parentheses) where the pronunciation is often totally

different from the spelling. Tliis is not an original idea

with me: it is a copy of the plan sometimes followed
during the publication of George Kennan's "Cibirian
Prisons and the Exile System" in the Century. The
editor thereof received so many inquiries how the Rus-
sian words should be pronounced, that he requested
the author of the papers to, here and there, interpolate

examples of Russian pronunciations.

The Good Results of the KeQaan-*'Centory** Mission.

Dozens of times have I pointed out in different class

papers, in special articles on Cibiria (particularly in the
N. Y. Medical News, the Manhattan . Book-Lpver, Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering, etc.), the good, re-

sults of the Kennan-Century mission on Cibirian pris-

ons and the exile system. Now I will repeat the in-

formation for the benefit of the readers of this journal.

The Kennan exposures did a lot of good—although, of

course, you will not get a Russian official to admit that

it was due to the Kennan expose that the prisons have
improved. I v}as through various of them, and did not
fail to notice the scrupulous cleanliness of the places.

Even the old time-stained etanc (pronounced etaps), or
half-way prisons, were as clean as old buildings can
be made by a- vigorous application of bass brooms and
buckets of water. Why, in some instances, the floors

were even cleaner than the interior window sills—which
ledges the inmates had found useful for the reception

of cigarette stumps, lemon peel, bits of bread, etc.

Your correspondent was through the prisons without
any permit, so the expression "saw him coming" cannot
be applied. In this wise: Putting up in the villages with
the prison medicos, they naturally wanted to "show me
the sights." So isolated are they, so few their visitors,

they are glad to have somebody stay with them a couple
of days. In the aggregate, during the trans-Cibirian

journey, they almost forced me to be out of schedule a

couple of months in reaching the Ural mountains, due
to pressing me to "stop a day longer" in their "ruf-

and-tuf" but hospitable log houses.

And not alone did Kennan's writings spring a little

shame into the prison authorities, and cause thern to

adopt some of his suggestions : the military authorities

—

knowingly or unconsciously
—"saw they were good." and

actually introduced some of the Kennan ideas into the
military transport service. Example: The most salient

one -was the American writer's showing how prisoners

could be more economically carried by telera
_
(pro-

nounced telega), or wagon, to their destination in Ci-

biria, than being made to "foot it." And the writer

actually saw able-bodied young soldiers—who would
have been better for pechkom (walking)—being trans-

ported across Cibiria to their respective stations in

telegas.

Kennan is a faithful pen portrayist, unsensational in

the extreme, although writing (as on the Cibirian pris-

ons) on what was then a matter often revoltingly sen-

sational where the truth had to be told. If anything,

things were even worse than Kennan made them out
to be. My informants were prison officials who had
perused the Century articles (circulated clandestinely),

and found their envoy had understated matters. Nat-
urally, some care was taken that the Yank investiga-.

tor should not see everything—and that, of course, cer^

tainly not the best. •

It is pretty safe to say that more educated Russians,

have read the Kennan writings from beginning to end,

than have done as much with the Bible. The reason for

this was, it goes without saying, because the writings

were suppressed.

There is a Franco-Russian official excusist named de
Windt, whose apologetic effusion on Cibirian prisons

can naturally circulate all over Russiadom, but I only

met one Russian who had ever perused it—and that only

a perusal of a few chapters. This wind('t)y ivrite-up has

remained as dead as ditch water—^lilte^the'-vSporings of

another imaginative juvenile tenderloin, th'e- notorious

Landor (known as "the little Munchaiis^n"), whose
Tibetan "horrible cruelties and atrocious tortures" were,

with their precocious originator, effectually pilloried re-

cently in one of our critical literary reviews tinder the
title of "The Landor Imposture."

I wrote to the Century at the time from Tomck, west-
central Cibiria, offering a paper on the improved state
of prison conditions, and received a courteous reply,
declining. Queer that a magazine should negative the
offer of an article showing the good results of its own
mission

!

Some Hints for Possible Future Sportsmen in Cibiria.

Take along a pocket French-Russian and Russian-
French lexicon, bound in two vols., not in one. Or, for
second choice, a German-Russian or American-Russian,
one, according to the language with which you are most
familiar. Thus equipped, you have no need of an inter-
preter.

Have plenty of patience. Remember the officials who.
ask you for your papers, and cause you delay, are only
carrying out their instructions. Impatience will do you
no good. Humor the Russian a bit, and you will find
him a good-enough fellow; be just to him, but don't be
"generous"—i. e., don't tip ! Once you begin the tipping
business, you will have to go through a whole lot of tip-

ping. For my own part, I never "tipped" a single konek
(pronounced kopek) or cent between the Paaific Ocean
and the ancient Polonia republic. How did I do it? By
not beginning,

Cibirian society and dinner parties imbibe overmuch
of bodka (pronounced fodka)—67 per cent, alcohol. As
you value your self-respect, avoid it, except possibly a
sip after meals. The native way is to gulp down a
small glass of the ardent stuff before the repast, conse-
quently on an empty stomach. Even if you are used
to alcoholic drinks, that fodka, taken a la Russe, will

do you harm both physically, intellectually and socially.

The Russ may take offense at your refusing his

schnaps—but never mind! Which is most important

—

your health or the opinion of your host? Be firm, and
inform your acquaintance you are a temperance man.
He will understand this, since he is accustomed to peo-
ple whose religion forbids the use of intoxicants.

A Bankrupt Empire.

Russia is the nearest approach the world has to-day
to a banlcrupt empire. Everything is run at a losa. The
only money coming in is in the form, of loans raised in

France, Germany, etc. Even the gathering of the taxes

is performed at an economic loss. Although, under the

guise of military service, the government extracts five

years of servitude from the able-bodied male popula-

tion, still the service is had at a heavy loss—since nat-

urally every unwilling slave tries to do.the least he can.

The population literally live on each other—two-thirds

being consumers, and the other third (the submerged
tenth) producing and existing merely. The observant

tourist cannot but fail to see how the whole empire is

run at a heavy loss. The curse of officialism and pater-

nalism and poverty is everywhere rampant.

And so things will go from bad to worse, till Russia

exercises the "divine right" of hard-up nations—i.e., re-

pudiation.
Quite right! L. Lodian.

[to be continxjed.]

Tales of the Frontier.

VI.—Jim'Morehead's Military Expedition.

Not in the pages of Motley or Bancroft will this

record be found. Gibbon is silent concerning it, and
the reports of U. S. Army officers may be vainly

searched for any mention of it.

And Jim was not the commander-in-chief, either, but
only a private in the ranks; yet this shall be known as

Jim's expedition, for he was the only one of this band
of frontier warriors known to me; and though not gen-

eral-in-chief of this prairie army, he might well have
been, save for the native modesty so strongly character-

istic of him.
Dear, brave, kind-hearted old Jim!_ Long since gone

to his reward; a truer Leatherstocking of the frontier

never crossed over the Great Divide!
By the light of the open fireplace in the lonely trap-

pers' cabin near the Great Bend of the Dcs Moines
River, we finished up the evening's work of dressing
fur, while Jim poured into my willing ear one of the
many tales of savage slaughter, the recollection of which
renders it difficult even at this distant day for an old
timer of the frontier to think charitably of the villain-

ous Sioux.
The Minnesota frontier seemed peculiarly unfortunate.

Only with the greatest reluctance did the savage Sioux
relinquish their hold upon this best of all their hunting
grounds, and for years of its early occupation by the
white-race strong war parties raided the comparatively
defenseless border, and a ferocious baptism of fire and
blood awaited many of the venturesome bands of pio-
neers' as the infant settlements crept further and further
into the debatable country between the hostile races.
Amon'g other tales of similar suffering and sorrow the

legends of the border told ©f the Spirit Lake Massacre;
the Norwegian Massacre, and the Great Massacre—or
Sioux War.
Along the left bank of the Des Moines River, south-

west of Fish Lake, a colony of Norwegian people es-
tablished their homes in the then wilderness country,
and by patient industry had become comfortably inde-
pendent.
For years of -peaceful occupation the little settlement

slumbered in security and peace. Other colonies along
the border struggled for existence, but the happy valley
of the Norwegian colony slept secure! although for years
this was the furthest out in the wilderness of any on
this part of the border line.

ArOund Spirit Lake quite a number of settlers were
estabfished, and along the Des Moines River, near the
presetit town of Estherville, a strong colony was located.
My old friend Jim lived a few miles north of Estherville
on the west bank of the Des Moines.
The time was just before the great W-ar of the Re-

bellion, but the precise year I have forgotten. Suddenly
as the rush ©f the Bengal tiger, the peaceful valley of the
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Norwegian colony was envelopeci in blood and fire;

and when first I saw the rums of the little settlerrient only

the weed-grown fields and crumbling fences identified

the stricken place

Choosing the quiet of a summer Sunday morning,

when many of the adult population were assembled for

religious worship, the cowardly wretches made their

first attack upon the women and children remaining at

their homes, and when the uproar had stampeded the

assembled congregation, many a bloody trail throijgh

adjacent cornfields bore awful witness of unavailing

flight on the part of the unarmed worshippers.

Owing to the high vegetation of the fields surround-

ing their houses, many succeeded in escaping from their

foes, carrying terror and apprehension to other exposed
settlements along the line.

Overwhelmed with terror at the awful suddenness of

the assault, some gave up without a struggle and died

like curs. One man, who had gone to meeting, sprang
into his wagon and drove away, leaving his family to

their fate. Another ran homeward and, approaching
his house under the cover of his cornfield, reached home
just after the murderous wretches had departed, and
found among his slaughtered family two little boys of

some three or four years of age, who gave some sign

of life.

In their ferocious haste the savage brutes had tried

to dash out the brains of the little ones on top of the

cook stove, but though horribly beaten, the little boys
were still alive. Taking one under each arm he ran

down through the cornfield toward the river, and before

sunrise of the following morning staggered into the

little settlement at Spirit Lake, Iowa, and laid down
his precious burden, twenty-five miles from where he
first took it up.

Let any man on this green earth—Sandow not ex-

cepted—try carrying such a burden as the limp bodies

of two little children, of a probable lOO pounds weight,

for a distance of 25 miles in 18 hours!

As Mrs. Stowe says of the flight of Eliza in Uncle
Tom's Cabin: "Sublime is the dominion of the mind
over the body, that can, for the moment, make the weak
appear so mighty."
One of the children died in the father's arms—all un-

known to the fleeing fugitive—and one lived and recov-

ered completely.
When the escaped fugitives had told their several tales,

it was found that no report whatever came concerning
two Norwegian families located at the extreme northern

end of the little settlement; and the uncertainty concern-

ing their fate aroused the men of the frontier and led

to the forming- of the expedition, of which this tale is

the chronicle. Mounted couriers scoured the country,

calling out each and every man, and 25 men were
quickly assembled at Estherville, and an equal number
at Spirit Lake, and hurrying forward they joined forces

at Jackson, and together marched up the left bank of

the Des Moines on their errand of mercy, to save any
possible survivors of the massacre and to bury the dead.

It was a motley force. Some were mounted and others

on foot, with little pretense of military order in their

march, and with any and all kinds of firearms possible

to obtain. Hardly had they joined forces and com-
menced their forward movement, when from some all

unknown locality, came a mounted man riding up in

front, where, calling a halt, he pompously announced:
"I am Mr. So and So, Lieut.-Colonel of the United
States Army. I have come to take command of this ex-

pedition, and you are all under my orders!"

For a moment the little army of pioneers stagjgered

under the grandiloquent announcement, but quickly siz-

ing the fellow up, they marched on, and he, after riding

up and down the line bawling out orders, to which no
one paid the slightest attention, finally subsided and
took his place in line, and made a pretty good volunteer

soldier. Reaching the house where the Norwegian peo-

ple had been gathered for worship on that fateful Sun-
day morning, they halted, and collecting and burying
the scattered victims of the bloody foray they hurried
on to learn the fate of the two families from whom no
tidings had yet come.
As a band of horsemen were deployed in their march

through a belt of timber, they suddenly started a gigan-
tic Norwegian fugitive, who had escaped the massacre
and remained hidden in the woods, and who, taking in-

stant alarm at the approaching horsemen, rose from a

thicket and bounded off like a startled buck.
Three mounted men raced in hot pursuit of the

frightened fugitive, yelling out to him to stop—that they

were friends—but he only ran the harder, and finally

turning down into a slough, where the pursuing horses
floundered in a vain attempt at crossing, gave them the

slip and disappeared in the woods.
A mile or two further on all were rejoiced to come

suddenly upon the house where the two famihes were
gathered, still "holding the fort," and still keeping-

watch and ward in the hope of coming succor. At the

time of the massacre the husband and father of one
family, having gone alone to the meeting, fell among the
first of the victims; and when the awful outcry of the

massacre- reached the ears of his wife, she quickly gath-
ered her children and ran with them to the house of the

neighbor, who, fortunately, proved to be a man of cour-
age, and, who, gathering his own and his neighbor's
family into his log house, the heavy walls of which were
bullet proof, barricaded the doors and prepared for de-
fense.

A careful search revealed btit three cartridges for his

gun, and just as this discovery was made, a voice was
heard in English calling upon him from a brushy ravine
just back of the house, and demanding an immediate
surrender. Shouting defiance and daring the whole
Sioux nation to the attack, the brave Norwegian ran
upstairs and began knocking out the plaster and the
wooden blocks which formed the "chinking" between
the house logs near the roof, thinking that from that
height he could command the enemy's position in the
ravine. As the sound of his blows, followed by the
falling mortar on the outside of the house revealed his

position, a volley from half a dozen guns smashed into

the logs in front of him, sending the dried mortar in a
cloud of dust into his face, but fortunately without hit-

ting him.

He now ran down stairs, and making what demonstra-
tions he could at one of the windows fronting the ra-

vine—but without exposing himself—he at length suc-

ceeded in again drawing a volley from the Indians'

guns, which sent the glass flying in all directions.

Springing to the window, he fired into the smoke of his

enemy's guns, and evidently with efl^ect, for the attack

ceased immediately; nor did he afterward note the

slightest indication of the presence of his foes. And
until the coming of Jim and his friends five days after-

ward the little group of pioneers remained barricaded,

keeping watch night and day.

Jim said that of all the glad and grateful people he

ever saw, they certainly headed the list.

As the little army bivouacked here for the night, they
were given the free use of all the farm produced, and
the vegetables, chickens and pigs of the grateful Nor-
wegians furnished materials for a feast which lasted

until nearly midnight.
As night drew on guards were stationed around the

camp at quite a distance, and as the little army was
composed of two equal bands, each still under its own
captain, each detachment fairnished guards for half of

the circle around the camp.
About ten in the evening, as the feasting went merrily

on around the camp-fires, from out a clump of bushes
close to the camp-fires suddenly arose a tall form, and
stalking forward into the firelight, reveajed the big

Norwegian, whom the horsemen had raced so furiously

during the day. He had watched the arrival of the

white men from the edge of the neighboring woods, and
had witnessed the rapturous greeting they ha'l met ircm
the imprisoned people; yet so overpowering was -the

panic fear which possessed him, that he dared not trust

his own eyes; and not until he had crept forward in the

darkness and finally overheard the Norwegian people
conversing in liis own mother tongue, did he dare re-

veal himself!

He now seated himself by the fire and told his story
of what he had witnessed of the slaughter of his peo-
ple, ending with an account of how he himself had
that very day been furiously chased by three mounted
Indians, who, yelling frightfully along his trail, almost
overtook him when he ran down through a slough where
the horses of the Indians were mired down until he had
finaMy made his escape.

In vain did the pioneers trj' to explain the true situa-

tion, pointing out to him the very men who had tried so
hard to catch him. Not a bit of it! He knew they were
Indians—had had too close a look at them to be mis-
taken—and in spite of their assertion remained uncon-
vinced.

At midnight, when all in the camp were asleep, the
guard was reheved b}'' a new detail, and suddenly from
a point on the guard line came the report of a gun,
quickly followed by others half way around the camp.

In a panic of fright and confusion half the camp
sprang to its feet in haste to seize weapons and repel
attack; and not until the whole outfit was in uproar was
it finally understood that one talented captain had
evolved from his own inner consciousness a peculiarly
idiotic system of tactics, and without explaining the
matter to any others of the force, directed his own half

of the guard just relieved, to fire oft' their guns in a

half circle around the camp.
When the smart Aleck performance was finally un-

derstood, and the echoes of the consequent profanity
had died away in the distance, the little army again lay
down to rest, and the night passed without further in-

cident.

In the morning the return march was begun, and the
little handful of survivors of the fated Norwegian col-
ony safely escorted back to civilization, when the little

army of frontier warriors melted away as quickly as at
the call of mercy it had assembled.
But of the abundant and all unnamable evidences of

fiendish ferocity inflicted on the women and children
of this devoted Wyoming of the West I cannot write.

Orin Belknap.

Wimam K. Moody C Special'').
From the Boston Herald, Nov. 16.

Mr. William K. Moody, editor of the "Market Spe-
cials" in the Herald, died at the City Hospital at 10
o'clock last night at the age of sixty-two. Mr. Moody
had suffered for years from an internal, constitutional
weakness, which developed phases which compelled him
to quit his desk on Saturday, Oct. 26, never to return to
it. The disease bafiled the skill of the family and con-
sulting physicians, who, as a last resort, recommended
a surgical operation, which was performed Nov. 6 at the
City Hospital. The result failed to meet expectations,
and his active and useful life was brought to a close.
William K. Moody was born in the town of Strong,

Me., April 19, 1840. He was the oldest son of Dea. Johji
Moody, well known in Oxford count3^ The elder Moody
was for years employed by William King, the first Gov-
ernor of the State of Maine, and naturally his first-born
was named after that distinguished citizen. He was
educated in the public schools and at Hebron Academy
and Waterville College, now Colby University,
He taught school for a time, but shortly after leav-

ing college entered the newspaper business as the editor
and publisher of the Winthrop Gazette, a weekly news-
paper established b3'^ him at Winthrop, Me. After spend-
ing two years in that town, he removed to Mechanic
P"alls, where he established the Androscoggin Herald
He remained here four years, and then, taking advantage
of a favorable opportunity, purchased a half interest in

the Somerset Reporter, upblished at Skowhegan. Latejr

he purchased his partner's interest, and for a time was
sole owner.

In 1875 Mr. Moody sold the paper to Messrs. Kilby &
Woodbury, and came to Boston, where for a time he
acted as editor of the Weekly Advertiser. Later he was
publisher of the Woman's Journal, with which publica-

tion he was connected for several years. While con-

nected with that paper his attention was directed toward
commercial affairs, for which he had a natural aptitude,

and for a short time he filled a responsible position on
the Boston Commercial Bulletin.

About this time he wrote a series of articles for the

Herald on Boston banking methods, which attracted wide
attention, and secured him recognition upon the regular

staff. Und£r his direction the market specials depart-

ment was started, and early grew into a positit)n of wide-

spread influence and importance.
Mr. Moody was also a frequent contributor to other

departments of the paper, his articles always being valu-

able and interesting. He was particularly interested in

everything pertaining to hunting and fishing, especially

in his native State, and his vacations were always spent

at this favorite recreation. For many years he had a

camp on Richardson Lake, in the Rangeley region, until

failing health led him to dispose of it.

In this connection he was widely known among sports-

nicu. and was a recognized authority upon matters con-

nected with the rod and gun. He took a deep interest

in an-iending the laws of Maine for the preservation of

game and regulating the taking of the same. He was a

frequent contributor of articles to the Heral'd during the

fishing season, and was also a regular correspondent of

Forest and Stream.
Mr. Moody was a lover of nature in art and left many

photographs of wood anti water and mountain scenes,

taken "by himself during vacations. He was an ardent

amateur photographer, and was the inventor of several

patented articles for photographers' use. He was also a

builder of cameras for his own use, being skilled in metal

and wood work.
Mr. Moody was respected by all with whom he came

in contact in daily business and social life. Honest and

upright, he could not bear to see anybody or anything

oppressed, artd always championed the cause of
_
the

Aveaker party. He will be much missed by a wide circle

of friends anti business associates, beside the immediate

relatives.

Pacific Coast Letter.

The death of "Old Whiskers" should have been men-

tioned in my last letter. This magnificent niember of the

red deer family had roamed the mountains near San

Jose for years. 'Local sportsmen deemed it an ex-

perience even to have missed a shot at him. Super-

stition for awhile declared him to lead a charmed life.

Hunter Saxe Shalton, of San Jose, while hunting in the

Mt. Hamilton range, two days before the season closed,

Overcame the "hoodoo" and brought Old Whiskers into

town. The antlers numbered eleven prongs and the

deer weighed 175 pounds. The kill was a fine one, for

which the lucky man should be congratulated; but the

canons of Mt. Hamilton range have been impoverished

by losing their greatest incentive to hunt. We wear
our inconsistent shoes out to take a big one and then

deplore his dea:h.

Senate Amendment No. 18, in relation to the di-

vision of California into fish and game districts and_ to

be voted upon at the coming election, proposes adding

to Article IV. of the State Constitution a new section

that shall be known as Section 25^2, and shall read as

follows: "The Legislature may provide for the division

of the State into fish and game districts and may en-

act such laws for the protection of fish and game there-

in as it may deem appropriate for the respective dis-

tricts." County ordinance may not now lessen re-

straint imposed by legislature, though regulation may be

enacted more stringent in its purpose, and the State laws

are uniform for all sections, hence a complaint of over-

protection in districts with too much game. Only a

person familiar with the great variety of conditions to

be confronted here, either in going from the coast in-

land, or the length of the State, will appreciate how diffi-

cult it is to pass measures suitable in every part, or how
hard the problem for a country in which rough contour

with var5ang degree favors production.

It adopted the amendment may yet preserve the salt-

water fisheries along our sea coast. Too little attention

has been given to this purpose. Avalon Bay is now
nearly the only bneeding water in the south protected

by law from the purse netter, and it but indifferently by
county ordinance, though there are many spawning
places along the southern coast. Intelligent supervision

in this regard would eventually mean a great deal to

the Pacific States. Experience of the East might serve

as warning of what will occur through neglect. As a

biological laboratory will soon be established on Cata-

lina Island, so says U. S. Fish Commissioner Geo. M.
Bowers, the second on the Pacific, for the study of ma-
rine life, more practical ideas may be inculcated.

President David Starr Jordan, of Stanford, who has
spent the summer at Samoa, in the interest of the U.
S. Fish Commission, and is now overhauling his speci-

mens at the university, reports that he secured upward
of 600 kinds of fish, perhaps 25 per cent, of them un-

known to scienice and unclassified. '

The United States Government has lately withdrawn
from entry 6,000,000 acres of public land, in northern
California, to be divided into forest reserves as fol-

lows: Klamath River reserve, 3,780 square miles; Mt.
Shasta, 3,024 square miles; Lassen Peak, 1,292 square
miles; and Diamond Mountain, 822 square miles; the

respective localities indicated by their names. The reser-

vation of these vast tracts, beside the protection it will

afford to timber by means of a ranger patrol, must re-

sult in preserving untold quantities of^ game from fire

or other destructive agent, and thus will prove a boon
to hunters and to students of natural history.

Great numbers of wild creatures are destroyed when
the wilderness is burnt over, through asphyixation and
other causes, there being often no safe refuge from
speedy flame or volume of smoke even though water be
reached. This was evident after the Washington forest

fires of the past autumn. The surface of Woodland
Lake, in Clark County, was found to be a putrid mass
of bears, lions, wolves, deer, foxes, and numerous small
animals, that had been driven to the water for relief,

then had succumbed to heat and smoke or drowned.
This destroyed country, too, it should be remembered,
will be barren of forage for years to come.
The forest ranges throughout the south had pre-

vented any fires occurring up to the time of the first

winter rain, and nbw feel there is no longer the slight-

est danger. Planting barren parts of the reservations
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will begin soon^ Chief William L. Hall, of the Bureau
of Forestry, impressed on his recent visit to the State
by being shown growth four feet high froin seed of the
Pinus tuberculata sown two years ago on the north
San Gabriel, has sent here C. O. Sparks, of his depart-
ment, to co-operate with P. T. I^ukens, of Pasadena, in

further work of this kind, and declares this to be the
beginning of an extensive effort toward restoring the
timber. W. H. Mills, of the Southern Pacific Road,
who is now drawing up a memorial to Congress setting

forth the forestry conditions, will advocate liberal ex-
penditure for this purpose.
A report that Santa Cruz Island, twenty-eight miles

off the town of Santa Barbara, said to be the gem of
- the coast group, would soon be made a resort like Cata-

lina, has been contradicted by the capitalists supposed
to be interested, but the place must be developed in the
near future. It has been n-ierely a sheep range, and
twelve thousand of the flock were slaughtered in 1876,
twenty-five thousand in 1887. just for the pelts and tal-

low, and to reduce the number. The island is nine miles
wide and thirty miles long. The eastern shore is said to
be low and permit landing at many points. Western
and northern sea cliffs are rich in caverns, where escap-
ing sealions must be avoided. Sheltered coves about
the island with smooth water in them, show sea ga--

' dens at great depths ©f brightly colored growth with
brightly colored fish swimming above it. Admitted day-
light into Painted Cave discloses for fifteen hundred feet
back of a brilliant fresco of green, red, golden, or other
surprising hue.
A number of California road-runners, with tails a

foot long, appearance otherwise and their "cra-i-i-i-ks"
not unlike those of the bittern, though in fact ground
•cuckoos, comical beyond description, for a month have
been racing about the common and with passing vehicles
on our streets, greatly to the amusement of all the
neighbors within view, and even enter our premises to
exhibit. One creature just escaped a Cooper hawk
through maneuver and swift disappearance. Another
has become a cripple since we first saw it. All of them
understood on sight the construction of our chicken-
wire fence, and either have used the gate or passed
around the end. A side-hunt, to take place on Thanks-
giving Day, avowedly to kill game and rid the Ojai
of rabbits, beside destroying a great many larks and
other attractive birds, must result in the death of many
road-runners, for these tempt seriously the thoughtless
hunter. Contumacious remarks or other ridicule wouki

^follow advice to the contestants.
A wild pigeon that lit immediately above our veranda

on Oct. 20, the first bird of the season, escaped with
magnificent speed from a shot aimed at its head. None
of these creatures rnust stop near. Upon our arrival
here we placed as drinking pool in the front 3'ard for all

kinds of birds a shapely Indian mortar, and for awhile
we were grateful for the chorus of song, but the small
boy with miniature rifle discovered what shooting he
might have at the fearless singers and compelled us
also to^ seek cover, for here as elsewhere, the usual
coroner's jury will acquit if the murderer be careful to
kill his victim through accident. Shots of hunters in
the canon near our yard, neighbors tell us. one season
made life very uncertain about these premises, hence
pigeons must be destroyed—or scared off. The flocks
this year appeared in the valley three days before the
first rain. H. R. Stetgjjr.
NOKDHOKF, Cal.

—«

—

How to Attract the Birds.*
In his report on ""Insect Enemies of the Spruce in the

Northeast," Dr. A. D. Hopkins says that, "In hundreds
of infested trees examined, at least one-half of the beetles
and their young had been destroyed by birds, and in

Uiany cases it was evident that even a greater propor-
tion had perished from this cause alone." These beetles
are able to overcome the resistance of a healthy living
tree only when present in large numbers, and Dr. Hopkins
estimates that on an average infested tree one hundred
beetles exist for each square foot of the bark. As an
average tree has about sixty square feet of infested bark,
it may stipport 6,000 individual beetles. This gives some
notion of the number of possible insects in an infested

spruce forest. The destruction of our woods by un-
checked work of such insect pests is enormously costly,

.'tnd only the birds can protect us from this loss.

In summer, when bird life is most numerous, whevi
the young are being reared, the food of the bird is almost

roofs of our houses, night hawks and whippoorwills
through the open country, all plying the air for hours at
a time." A little lower down, the large family of the.
flycatchers, including king birds, peewecs and their allies,
^land as sentries at various points, snapping up each
luckless insect which shows itself, and thus do their
share. To the tribe of the warblers and the vireos has.
been assigned the duty of taking care of the twigs at the
extreme ends of the branches of trees and shrubs. They
go over them with care and the vireos even inspect the
under sides of the leaves, so that none of the insects may
get away. These tiny birds deal only with the smaller
forms of insect life. The thrushes, blttebirds, robins,
mockingbirds, catbirds, thrashers, wrens, orioles and
tanagers are searching for food all day long during the
whole of their stay, dealitig with the larger insects, and,
Ahile helping themselves, are helping us as well. As
many birds will not cat the large hairy caterpillars, they
seem to have been turned over to the citckoos, who may
often be seen at \vt3rk about the nests of the tent cater-
pillars, wdiich disfigure the apple tree and the wild
cherry.

The woodpcckens are the great enemies of the beetles
about which Dr. Hopkins writes, but they have faithful
allies in those tiny little birds which spend the season of

The Record of the Old Missouri.
Fort Atkinson, Wis., Nov. i^.—Editor Forest and

Stream: A recent number of the Forest and Stre.\m
gave an interesting account of the finding of a stone in
North Dakota, marked with the names of a number of old
trappers and hunters who ranged that region in the days
long gone by.

Thinking it would interest an old friend of mine, Mr.
Theodore Louis, of Louisville, Wis., who was m the em-
ploy of the American Fur Company as a hunter and scout
in the early fifties, I sent him a copy of the paper. Mr.
Louis is a German, and one of the rare old type. He was
hunter and scout for the Prince of Nassau, who spent five
years, I believe, in hunting large game on the plains about
1853 or '54. Mr. Louis for a number of years has been
one of the most noted and skillful breeders of swine in
the United States, and he is full of most interesting
reminiscences of the days when the Indian and the buffalo
held joint sway over all of that region west of the Mis-
souri.

I send you his letter, in which you will note he recalls
one of the names inscribed on the stone. I do this, think-
ing that it may be of interest to you.

W. D. HO.^RD.

Mr. Louis' letter to Mr. Hoard, dated Nov. 12, 1902,
reads as follows

:

Dear Sir : Your postal card and marked copy of Foijest
.\>;d Stream came duly to hand. Yes, it recalls years of
yore in a land where we were monarchs of all we sur-
veyed, no matter how broad the vision from the moun-

' tain's dizzy heights. I recall the name McCarthy. I met
him in Fort Pierre, and later once at Fort Union,' both old
posts on the Afissouri River. Like myself, he was in the
service of the American Fur Company. I met him in 1852.
but I was stationed at Old Fort John, below Fort Laramie,
and my field of operations was southwest of there, with
the Arapahoe and Cheyenne tribes in Colorado Territory,
where the city of Denver stands to-day.

We boys had a habit of scratching gmr initials or names
on any smooth-faced prominent rock, but I should think
that before this time would have wiped out all these
records.

I have a few relics left. The pipe and kinikinnick

I

pouch that Mimilusa, a chief of the Cheyennes, gave me
- on Cherry Creek, in a winter camp, near where the city of
Denver now is ; a pair of moccasins and a few other

I

trinkets; and my young ones sometimes say, "Father, you
1
know you willed to me that powder horn made out of
luffalo horn," or this or that.

While 1 was reading tlie story of this stone it drew my
(.houghts away from the gloomy and lonesome part of life.

With best wishes, your friend, Theo. Louis.

A KURILE ISLAND TREE.

wholly insects, and the value of their services to gardener
and farmer is so verj^ great that it cannot be computed.
The statement that a few years of unchecked ravages of
insects would render tbe earth uninhabitable is no doubt
true.

The value of birds' services to mankind, how to Ijrinjf
them close to our homes, and a number of other interest-
ii.g talks about bird neighbors, form the subject of a new
volume by Neltje Blancban, whose books. "Bird Neigh-
bors." "Birds which Hunt and are Hunted" and "Na-
ture's Garden," have had so wide and .so well-deserved a
popularity. The subiects treated are, "How to Invit.'

Bird Neighbors," "The Ruby Throat's Caterers," "Bird
Architecture," "Home Life," "Nature's First Law,"
"Songs Without Words," "Why Birds Come and Go."
"What Birds Do for U.s" and "Some Naturalized For-
eigners."

To those who are familiar with the author's happy
style, little need be said concerning the pleasing presenta-
tion of the various subjects wWch make up the book. In
its matter, its illustration.s, and its admirable mechanical
constrtiction, it is extremely attractive. In the eighth
chapter, in which we are told "What Birds Do for Us."
i:n interesting review is given of the division of the labor
of insect destruction among the different groups. Thus

:

"One class of tireless workers is bidden to sweep the
air, and keep down the very small gauzy-winged pest.^

such as mosquitoes, gnats and midges. Swallows dart
and skim about shallow water, fields, and marshes

; purple
martins circle about our gardens ; swifts around the

•Doubleday, Page & Co.. Price, $1.25 .

cold climbing up and down tree trunks and hunting along
iheir branches for the eggs and cocoons of the insects
which next spring are to do their pernicious work. Nut-
iiatches. brown creepers, titmice and kinglets are the little

fellows thai by their destruction of insect eggs perhaps do
as much good as .any other birds.

Whe:n the sparrows at the end of the suiTtmer have
finished tlif work of feeding their young on insects, they
lind the harmful weed seeds beginning to ripen and feed
on them. Many of them stay with us al'l winter, and all

through the season are at Avork at seed catipg, just -^s the
chickadees are at insect egg eating.

It is interesting to learn that a peach grower in Georgia
has .so high an appreciation of the value of the purple
martin in keeping down the curcidio beetle that he has
set up on poles all around his orchards, gourds for the
martins to nest in. They do nest in them, and well do
iliey pay their rent.

Hawks and owls arc .shown to be far more useful than
harmful, and vultures and gtills and terns each to do their
\ariou.s_ works in helping to make life pleasanter and
easier for us to live.

The book is full of ii\fnrmation most attractively pre-
sented, and is beautiful in illustrations and make-up.
Though the pictures are mostly of the smaller birds,
there are included woodcock, grouse and very many pic-
tures of nests and nesting sites.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
alwayg be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual coanected with the paper.
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The Pronghorn's Horn Sheaths.
Editor Porest and Streatit:

Exact observations on the shedding of the horn sheaths

in prong-horned antelope, made upon the same individital

through a series of years, are so scarce, that the following
note will doubtless interest many readers:
On Oct. 29, 1899, a fine buck antelope, apparently about

four years old, was received at the Zoological Gardens
from North Dakota. A few days after arrival, it shed

the horns it was then carrying, y^i inches in length on
the exterior curve. It shecf again about the same period

in 1900, this pair measuring gVz inches. On Nov. i, 1901,

and Nov. 3 and 4, 1902, the process was repeated, both
of these pairs being about 11 inches long. The animal
remains in perfect condition and health, and it is my
hope that it may live to add to the series.

In December, 1901, three other bucks- were received, one
being a kid with horns an inch or so long, which were
dropped abotit the middle of the month. The two others

appeared to be three 5'ears old. One of them shed horns

8 inches long on Nov. 5, 1902; the other on Nov. 9, the

horns in this case measuring but inches, and having

a strong outward inclination, both in the horn-sheaths

and covers.

Every observed fact so far indicates that ^he shedding

is a regular annual occurrence, but so few observa-

tions have been recorded from those in a wild state, that

room is still left for the possibility that it rnay not always

occur in each individual with exact regularity—as is now-

known to be the case with some species of deer. I may
add that I once saw a fane head of a freshly killed buck

early in November, on which the sheaths were loose and
about ready to drop off.

Arthur Erwin Brown.
Zoological 'G.A.RDENS, Philadelpaia, Nov. 11.

[Mr. Brown's observations on the horns of the prong-

horned antelope are interesting, and it is desirable that

others who have the opportunity shpuld tnake similar ob-

servations on this species now growing so rare.

The testimony of the old-time Western hunters is

practically universal that in buck antelopes killed in

November or JDecember, the horn sheaths are always

either loose or recently shed. More than once, when
taking a buck by the horn to turn him over or drag him
to a more convenient place for attention, we have had

the horn sheaths come off in the hand, and a friend told

us of a case where, havig shot a buck antelope, he found

on going up to him that the horn sheaths had become

loosened and had partly slipped off as the animal fell.]

but will wind and avoid him if but one snif¥ of his

breath be wafted toward thenl?-=-Londarl Field.

Sand Dttnes of the Atlantic Coast.

Washington^ D. C, Nov. 14,—For several years the
sand dunes of the Atlantic coast have been made a sub-
ject of study by the Bureau of Plant Industry of the
Department of Agriculture, and a number of papers have
been issued in regard to sand-binding grasses. During
the past summer a study has been made by the Bureau of
Forestry to determine what trees and shrubs are most use-
ful in reclaiming the shifting dunes. Considerable dam-
age has been done by dunes, especially in Virginia and
North Carolina, and large dunes in several places along
the coast are threatening life-saving stations, residences
and club houses.
Dunes are formed hy the drifting inland of sand washed

up on the shore by high tides. The direction of the pre-
vailing wind determines the course of dunes. They ad-
vance with the wind, or, if the wind changes its direc-
tion, as in New Jersey, they retreat and are blown back
into the sea.

Dunes which are advancing on valuable property may
be diverted Jrom their course by building on top of them
fences placed at an angle to the direction of the prevail-
ing w^nd. Further drifting of the dunes may be pre-
vented by planting on them beach grass, waxberry, or
wax myrtle, which hold the sand together, and the per-
manent retention of the land can be best accomplished by
obtaining as soon as possible a dense stand of forest trees,
such as pine and oak.

I Black Oupmunfc and White.
Waterford, Oxford County, Me., Nov.' 10.—Mr. Geo.

W. Porter shot a few days ago a jet black chipmunk, first
one seen or heard of about here. Nash, of Norway, is

mounting it. A pure white one was shot in Bridgton
recently. A red squirrel- partly gray with almost white
tail is seen 'a&ify at Sottth W%terford.
Only three deer shot so far in town and reported; are

seen frequently. Planted ten cans of fine salmon fry
yesterday from Auburn. A wildcat (bobcat) was shot at
by one of our gunners recently, a rare thing about here.
More partridges than for some 5'ears, very wild and shy.
Woodcock scarce. Some foxes taken in traps, also fat
'coons. E. Porter.

Odd Ttees.

—^—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them m Forest and Stkxau.

Imported Pheasants in Tennessee.
Knoxviu.e, Tenn., Nov. lo.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I am unable to state the progress of this bird in other
portions of the State, but in East Tennessee I have
been very much interested, and there are but few people
even in this .section who are familiar with what has been
and is being done to encourage this noble game bird in
what is a natiu-al home for them, and those who are
really interested do not realize that with the proper pro-
tection, we should within the next few years have the
greate.';t reserve in the United State if not "in the world.

In 1894 the question of introducing English ring-neck
pheasants in this territory was discussed by the Knox-
ville Gun Club, at that time among the most active gun
clubs in the country, <ind as a member of that organiza-
tion, I purchased from Dr. Verner De Guise, Mahwah.
N. J., one liundred eggs, eighty per cent, of which
hatched; all the young chicks but three died within a
month, however, probably for the i-eason that we were
not familiar with caring for them. Of the three that lived,
there were one cock and two hens. This was in the
spring; in September these three birds were put out in the
foothills of the Smoky Mountains in Severe county, Tenn.
The following winter we had a very heavy snow and
freeze, which lasted for five weeks, and which largely
destroyed the small game in this territory, quail and
other small game being frozen out to a minimum.
The next spring, however, a full-grown ring-neck cock
cock pheasant was seen near the place where these three
birds were put out, showing that they had wintered safely;
which I think was due to their great strength and heavy
feathering.

Being encouraged, I as president of the gun club then
purchased from Mr. John A. Durrell, Pleasant Ridge, O.,
seventeen English ring-neck pheasant. These birds ar-
rived full, grown and in fine condition, and were put out
in the foothills of the Smokies in Severe county on pro-
tected land, the birds being placed in separate valleys that
were closely watched, and the first season one nest was
found containing forty-two eggs. The hen was sitting,
and two weeks later the nest was visited again. Appar-
ently every egg had hatched, there being nothing but
shell i to show for it. A short time afterward the brood
was seen with two old birds, and counted by three parties,
one making forty-two, one forty-one and one forty young
chicks. Since that time a great many broods have been
seen, with from fifteen to forty birds each.

Later on nine more full-grown ring-neck pheasants
were secured; one cock and two hens were put out in
Blount county and two cocks and four hens in Grainger
county. One of the hens in Blount county was killed
while on nest by a mowing machine and one by a dog, the
old cock soon associated himself with the farmers'
chickens, and while he was very shy, at last reports he was
still with them. Over in another county, twenty miles
from where the first birds were put out, a gentleman found
a nest at the corner of his field, and built a temporary
fence across the corner, so the hen would not be molested.
This hen hatched out twenty-two chicks. I could cite
many other similar finds. The birds have scattered over
a rather large territory ; a great many are now seen in the
big mountains where they associate themselves with the
native mountain pheasants, of which there are a good
many.

In 1896 the gun club succeeded in getting a law passed
through the Legislature protecting these birds in the
various counties in which they were placed, for a period of
five years, with a penalty of $25 for any person caught
with one of the birds dead or alive. A boy caught a finely
plumed cock in a trap three years ago, a'nd immediately
brought the pheasant to Knoxville and offered it for sale,

he was told of the offense and an officer accompanied him
back home and saw the bird liberated just where he was
trapped. The report Avas circulated around the country
and had a good effect; the boy thought it a very rare
specimen of mountain pheasant and expected to realize a
fancy price.

In the 1900 Legislature this law was renewed until

1905, at which time we expect to have the greatest pheasant
reserve in the country, and I think if any person who
reads this will stop and figure a little, he will agree
with me.
Every one who is familiar with English ring-neck

pheasants, will, I think, agree that they are very hardy
birds

;
being large and strong, they are far more capable of

protecting themselves than are quail and other similar

game birds, and are large breeders. Now just to give
you some idea of the probable reserve at the end of the
ten j^ears' protection, we will not consider the last nine
birds put out, but will assume that each of the ten hens put
out in 1895 will hatch a brood of twenty chicks each, which
is really a small hatching for these birds. We will allow
fifty per cent, for destruction by hawks, foxes and
other natural causes. This should give us a balance of

I.17 birds the first year. Losing the same proportion of

seven cocks and ten hens, when the law protecting them
expires Jan. i, 1906, we should have no less than twenty-
one million ring-neck pheasants, which if placed twenty-
five birds in every square yard, would be enough to cover

12,000 acres of land. Now, if any gentleman thinks we are

going too high, we will take five birds as an average brood
and still have ten and one-half million birds, or enough to

load three thousand 30,000-pound freight cars.

These pheasants are in a territory that would largely be

under control of the proposed Appalachian National Park
in Tennessee. This great movement and its consummation
by the National Government will be its greatest gift to the

South in its history; and the benefits to all the States

lying east and west of the Appalachian range, from Penn-
sylvania to Florida and from the Mississippi River to the

Atlantic Ocean cannot be estimated. We want this Ap-
palachian Park, and we want it bad, and if Congress will

authorize this great movement, with the protection

afforded by the Government, within ten years East Ten-
nessee and western North Carolina will be the greatest

game, bird preserve ever known to the world. If you

How Do They Know?
The instinct whereby wild creatures d,etect those of

the human species who are likely to be hostile to them,

and those who may be regarded as harmless, is of so

subtle a quality that it almost appears to partake of the

nature of metaphysics. Rooks will follow and feed^at,

the very tail of the plow, and will take wing if a passer-

^

by but lifts a stick to his shoulder as if it were a gun.

These same rooks are unmolested by fire arms all the

year round, save for some forty-eight hours of sprmg

rook shooting, and even that persecution does not pur-

sue them in the open fields, but when it does occur it

invades their homesteads, and assails them from under

the foliage of their actual domiciles. In the nestmg sea-

son plovers will actually buffet the angler who is fisfe-.*

ing too close to their broods; but by the date of the

shooting season they would not allow him to get within

two fields of them. The woodpigeon seems to know
exactly the range of the modern fowling-piece, and will

flash boldly past at an interval of 100 yards and up-

ward, but is careful quickly to put a tree between him-

self and a sportsman if disturbed at any range within

gunshot. The fox knows that he is sacred from guns,

and will sometimes stand by and watch a covert beaten,

and will audaciously seize a fallen pheasant and decamp
with it within twenty paces of a retriever; he is quite

aware that the latter is no foxhound. The wild ducks

on the Thames seem to have fully mastered sections of

the Thames Act of sixteen years ago, and to have

abandoned their former sh}mess, in view of the _statu|tiry

protection now awarded to them against prowling gun-

shot from boating parties. They will turn out to take-

stock of the practice of a university crew on Henley or

Nuneham reaches, and rock serenely in mid-stream to

the swell of a coaching launch that rushes past them;

nor do they acknowledge any panic at the sound of a

megaphone.
In the current partridge season many a covey will

continue to breakfast on the stubble undismayed by the

plow and team that are at work breaking up that same
stubble only sixty yards away, and they will treat with

contempt the voice of the teamster addressing the team

at the turns; but let a party of guns enter that stubble

at the far end, well out of shot, and hold an injudicious

council of war, sotto voce, or let an inconsiderate keeper

rate his dog loudly with " 'ware fence" as the party

climb the first hedge, and the old cock will sound the

alarm and the birds be flushed and away well out of shot.

How is it that the big game, as also the large carnivora

that prey upon them, retreat long before they_ are ex-

terminated from African pastures that are within touch
of white men's settlements, though they_ had tolerated

the society of the colored races for centuries in the same
district? Why is it that the song bird flits within range
of shot in careless confidence, while the- game that is

sought for is so shy? Not even the sound of a volley

from the advancing line at a flushed covey seems to

disturb the nerves of the larks on the stubble; they

know that the hurly-burly is not directed at them, and
they are content to move on a few paces, then settle

again as calm as old artillery horses on a review day.

Whence is the telepathy in fish that in a season or two,

or less, in some hitherto unfished continental trout

stream, alters the temper of the whole stock in the river,

and teaches them to be shy, even though not one-tenth

of them.ihave ever seen the lure of the British Jessee
who has come to whip the water, and not one-thirtieth

of them have been pricked? How is it that wild fowl .at

a decoy will tolerate the smell of a piece of burning peat

held over the mouth of the man who works the nets,

The modern sportsman with his camera has one advan-
tage over his prototype with rod and gun—he can secure
at least the likeness of inanimate as 'well as animate ob-

,

jects. There is permanent pleasure in having in one's
possession an exact reproduction of an odd specimen ; of a
tree, shrub, flower, animal or bird. The value is all the
greater if the subject of the photograph i^ comparatively
wild, or inaccessible to the ordinary camera fiend. In the
"Forest Flora of Japan,"'' Prof. C. S. Sargent reproduces
many odd specimens of trees from the mountains and
valleys of that odd country. The tree shown is a variety
of Laria dahuricai, a species widely distributed through
Siberia, northern China, Manchuria, Kamtschatka and
Saghalin. It was photographed by Dr. Mayr on the
Kurile Islands.

Notes on Snakes.

Clarksdale, Miss., Oct. 24.—I should like to have
information of the dentition of cobra-di-capello. I have
the impression that his fangs are fixed, and situated at

the extreme front ends of the jaw bones, and that he
strikes byi-erecting the head and most of the bodj', and
falling forward^. I don't remember where I got that
idea. • (^oahoma.

The f'aijgs are fixed and are in front of the permanent
teeth. ^ .

'^'^

Coahonja further tells us that Tripod (who captured
the two^^ij&ftlers now under observation) also encountered
one at close quarters and killed it. "He had part of it

cooked ^t ,%^country hotel under the guise of 'eel' and
bi'ought 'rtie-a piece to eat. It was scarcely distinguishable
in srriHl and appearance from fried chicken—^to the palate
more like frog." «

A cobra in a church is not conducive to a particularly
devotional frame of mind, and the members of the con-
gregation of All Saints' Church, Nagpur, may well inquire
of the scalj'^ intruder, "que le diable f.aites vous dans cette

galeref" He has taken up his abode in the roof and pokes
his ugly head in and out of the rafters during service, and
gets specially lively at the pealing of the organ. A local

doctor wanted to see what a snake charmer could do, but
the custodians of the church would not have the sacred
edifice so profaned. The congregation have petitioned
the padre, but we have not yet heard whether that em-
barrassed incumbent has succeeded in circumventing this

wild sarpint,—Indian Field.

The Otftside Dogf.

You may sing of your dog, your bottom dog.
Or of any dog that you please;

I go for the dog, the nice old dog.
That knowingly takes his ease.

And wagging his tail outside the ring,
Keeping always his bone in sight,

Cares not a pin in his sound old head
For either dog in the fight.

Not his is the bone they are fighting for,

And why should my dog sail in,

With nothing to gain but a certain chance
To lose his own precious skin?

There may be a few, perhaps, who fail

To see it quite in this light; -

But when .the fur flies I had rather be
The ojitside dog in the fight.

I know there .are dogs, injudicious dpgs,
Th.at think it is quite the thing

To. take. thV part of one of the dogs,
'

And go' yelpihg "into the ring. -

But I care not a pin what all may say
In regard to the wrong or the right.

My money goes, as well as' my song,"
'

For the dog that keeps out of the fight.

—Philadelphia Call.
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do not realize what the Appalachian National Park move-
ment really means, then get some literature on the sub-

ject, read up on it, tlien take five minutes' of j^our time and

write your Congressman to favor the bill when it comes

befote'the next House, for it Is surely coming before that

body of lawiiiakers; . _ ,
'

. .

Along with the many other intefestlng pomta of a ting-

neck pheasant, there is no handsomer Wrd ; the plumage

of a well-preserved cock pheasant is something beaut) ;ilL

A friend told me that while on a fishing trip on the Little

Pigeon River, forty miles above Knoxville, two summers
ago, one afternoon while patiently awaiting the maneuvers

of a black bass, a slight noise at his back attracted his at-

tention. He had heard some pheasant whistling near by,

so he carefully turned his eye toward the noise without

moving, and there, within twenty feet, were two hens

standing on a mound, and in half a minute a full-plumed

cock appeared. He carefully surveyed the surroundings

and then began what proved the greatest exhibition of

pride my friend had ever seen. He said the cock walked

around in the most dominant manner It is possible to con-

ceive, every feather seeming to be placed to the best ad-

vantage, with his long tail made into a fan, he swelled his

neck to wonderful proportions, all of which the hens

seemed to appreciate to the greatest degree of admira-

tion ; the exhibition, he said, would make a turkey gobbler

or a peacock absolutely ashamed of himself.

1 am not as familiar with the habits of ring-neck

pheasants as I should like to be, and would be glad to

hear more of the great bird from parties who are in-

tcrcstcd.

Nov. I was opening day iti Tettiiessee on quail, and was

taken advantage of by a good m.any local sportsmen. The
weather was all that could be desired for a day in the

fields with a dog and gun. However, owing to the very

rank growth of weeds and briers, and exceedingly dry

weather, the bags were^ small, so far as I have learned.

The birds found splendid hiding and it was hard work for

the dogs. The season has bSeen the be.st in years, and

birds are plentiful.

For the first time in years I spent the day ni the field,

and there being no school on Saturday, took my second

son, Pete, along, he being very anixous to try his new
Marlin repeater. We went twenty miles out on the

Southern Railway, where I have the run of two large

plantations, which I helped to restock with quail after

the big freeze, and upon our return to the station at 3

o'clock in the afternoon, we found we had twenty-six

fine birds. The boy made two nice doubles, bagging eight

birds in all out of six or seven covie.s found, the last of

which was at the edge of a plowed field. Two got up,

which 1 downed ; two got up for Pete, which he knocked

down within twenty feet of each other, which made five

birds at five shots—time, one-half minute. Who did

l_,etter? Samcel B. Dow.

The Vanishing Woodcock.
ChaRlestown, N. H., Nov- 13—Editor Forest and

Stream: Your typesetters made witchwork with my verses,

"Ovef the Long Divide," in Forest and Stream of Oct.

r8. by printing "Bland choral symphonies" instead of

•Heard," etc. It did not interfere with the rhyme, but

it spoilt the reason!

I have been very much interested in the various letters

relating to the vanishing woodcock, and agree with your

other correspondents that some measures should be taken

at once to prevent their entire extinction, and among

ihem I suggest a complete close season at the Nortn

until the first of September, and at the South after the

first of January. In fact, I do not see why the general

Government is not able to pass fi law prohibiting the

killing of all migratory birds, not the special property or

production of any State, such as "swans, geese, ducks

woodcock, etc., from the first of March to the first oi

September. I think it would be fully as constitutional as

the Lacey Bill, so called.

I have not shot a woodcock myself for many long-

years, and only know of their scarcity from general re-

port, but such letters as those of Mr. C. M. Stark are

conclusive to me, for he writes from a region whicii I

know well, where these birds were so abundant fifty

years ago, that the great dish, at the annual dinner of

the manufacturing companies at Manchester, N. H., the

first week in October, and to whicli 100 to 150 guests

always assembled, was "broiled woodcock," which mine

host Shepherd, of the Manchester House, one of the

old-fashioned New England innkeepers, always providea

in great style, and for which he always found plenty of

birds, as the flight was then in full tide.

I knew the woodcock coverts around Manchester well

some forty vears ago, and many a pleasant day have I

{•ad after the birds in those days, of one of which I was

reminded by Charles Cristadoro's letter describing shoot-

ing in Connecticut, published a few weeks since. It was

a bright Indian summer day, the ist of November, m 1861,

I think. There were three of us, one having with him a

staimch old pointer, over which he had shot for years;

another a younger pointer he was training for tne, and

myself. The bag we got was a mixed one, like Mr.

Cristadoro's, but a satisfactory one on the whole. It

comprised woodcock, ruft'ed grouse and gray squirrels,

and although it is so long since that I forget nearly all

the details, I well remember two of my own shots, one.

the first one I fired, where I "wiped the eyes" of both of

my companions, by a long-range shot at a bird they had

both missed, just as he was disappearing round a clump

of alders, and the other at a bird going straight away

which mv companions both said I had missed, but which 1

followed' up over two stone walls and a road, until I

found him, fiat on his back in the next pasture, his red

breast gleaming in tlie sun. amid the brown grass,

I think we got a brace of great northern hares that

day also, I was shooting that fall with a 14-gauge gun,

made by Kirkwood. of Boston, belonging to an old friend

of mine, and one of the best guns I ever brought to my
shoulder. It had more drop of stock than my own 12-

gauge, which was all right to pick a gray squirrel out of

a tatl tree, but with which I always shot over on the level.

I shall never forget that day, the mild air, the bright

sunshine, the pleasant companionship and the perfect

working of the young dog. We have all laid down the

gun now, and one has gone "over the long divide." where

the others must soon fQll.QW in natural coijrse of.

the tjjne. _ _ - - -

But this i§a divefsion from my topic -of game protec-

tion. I want to see "spring shooting" stopped entirely,

and I know no other way than for Congress to assume the

authority, and I believe that such a "State's rights" man
as Senator Vest would find it constitutional

!

Game protection is showing its effects here in this

town. Deer are frequently seen, and one herd of three

is often noticed on a hill farm, about three miles east of

the village. One of my young friends, Mr. F. Way, shot

a fine three-year-old buck over in Vermont, where shoot-

ing is allowed the last ten days of October, which dressed

145 pounds. It was shot at the base of Skitsewauke

Mountain, very near the spot where one was shot last,

vear, and about two miles from this village. 1 think in

a few years more we may be able to allow a short open

season in the lower counties of this State, thotigh I do

not expect to ever take advantage of it myself. Blaze

away at spring shooting in every number, you will bring

down the game some day !
Von W.

A Wild Goose on Staten Island.

Shooting in Greater New York.

On Saturday, Oct. 24, of this year, my brother Will

and I started to go blackfishing. The wind was blowing

pretty stiffly from the east, our usual storm quarter.

The distance from father's house to the light house

where we keep our boat, is about a half mile ;
I took my

gun, thinking we might have some chances at ducks.

When half the distance had been traversed, Will sud-

denly said, "What is that in Vanderbilt s wheat field a

wild goose?" Looking in the direction toward which he

was pointing I saw my first live wild Canada goose on

terra flrma, and getting opposite where he was feeding on

the vouno- wheat, we crouched behind some scrub pmes

and'held"a consultation of war. As he was about 150

yards awav and nothing better than iVz-mch wheat to

conceal one's self, vou can imagine what a chance we had

of securing him. However, the only chance was to try to

"sneak" near enough to secure a shot. So_ getting Hat

upon mv stomach I began to crawl toward him. Moving

only when he bent his head to feed, I slowly made my
way toward hiin. It was hard work, and rough on both

me and the wheat. I had made probably fifty yards and

not being used to such work, my head was aching tear-

fully with every move forward.

The goose now began to observe something suspicious

in such a large object upon the hitherto open field, and

I was compelled to be snore careful than ever,
_

Soon he began to move away at a right angle, walking

faster than I could crawl without being observed, and 1

looked around to ascertain the cause. In the open field,

not 200 yards away, and walking directly toward Mr.

goose, came a man. Thinking him a farm hand and realiz-

mo- that what remained to be done must be done quickly, I

jumped to mv feet and made for the goose at a dead run

I had not gone six paces when he rose on the wing and

started away. Hastily checking myself I gave him both

barrels of No. 2 .shot, without appearing to disturb him

any. Away he flew and making for a marsh about a mile

awav, pitched.
.

I turned back and then recognized my father as the

man who was walking on the goose. He had come down

the road, and when Will showed him the goose, he had

walked out in the field, intending to walk around him ,ind

walk him back to me. When he reached a certain distance

Will was to also start out. Here is where they made their

mistake ; if Will had gone first. I should have known him

instantly and divined his purpose, but supposing father

anvwhere else but in that field, I did not know him.

We now gathered up our traps and continued to the

lighthouse, where Will borrowed "Uncle" Jake's gun and

he and I started out for Mr. goose. As Will' has killed

hundreds of geese in North Dakota, he assumed the lead-

ership and when we approached the marsh (nearly all

covered with cat-tails") he told me to go to the right and

he Avent to the left. Keeping close to the reeds, I made my
way carefullv along, alert and watchful. I had gone per-

haps 75 yards. Avhen a shot rang out, and the No. 4s flew

all about me.
Making my wav back to Will, I found him at the edge

of a "nond hole" and a dead ?oose in the center. He had

shot it through the head Avhile it was swimming m the

water, as "'Uncle" Jake's gun was only a single barrel

and the shot. No. 4, a trifle light.

Getting some stones. Ave forced the goose to the sedge

and carried it triumphantly back to "Uncle" Jake's.

As it Avas blowing too hard to go fishing, Ave returned

home, and taking my Irish setter (Taft'y) I started for a

walk and incidentallv some game.

As Staten Island huntina- is very uncertain, it does not

appeal verv strongly to Will (Avho has had such fine shoot-

inp- out West), .so he decided to remain at home.

Headin? for a marsh about a half mile distant. I started

Tafl'y looking for English snipe. Like all other Irish set-

ters that T have seen he is very Avild for some time after

leaving his chain, and he Avent through the marsh like

"hot cakes."

We had covered perhans 100 A'ards. Avhen seaipc^ -^-ipe

went an Englishman, zig-7.agging on the left quarter,

about 50 Awards away, in a frenzy to escape. Right and

left barrel? rang out in rapid succession, and he came
down in a hean. leavins' a trail of feathers floating sloAvly

earthward. Tafifv retrieved him in snlendid form, and
"•e moved forAvard honing for more. This Avas the first

Endish snipe I had shot this fall, and I think it Avill be

niA' last.

We covered considerable marshy gi.itmd aiter mis
without a bird, and then nassed doAA'n to the shore. After
Avalking perlians three-ouarters of a mile I had fallen into

a "broAvn study" and thoughts of bird' Avere far aAvay,

n-hen T Avas startled bv the sharn Avhistle of the yelloAV-

leff. as fi\^p of the large ones flushed from a bog, right

and left foHoAved each other quickly, and two of thp beau-
ties drnnf)ed in the Avater. one only Aving broken, the oth-

prs made a circle and I hastily inserted tAA'o more shell?

into the eun, "'histlinsr as T did so. Attracted bA^ the

1^-hi'^tlp and the \«roundf>d bird, \hc\ came gracefulU'-

.nmtind in good range. This time only one came to earth.

b"t I am "^orrv to sav that the other was wounded, and
although showing signs of di=trps<;. he made good his
esrarie. in comnanA' Avith his felloAA'.

After Taffy had retrieved the fcirds, Ave crossed ^

fflea4o\v-and a "flood gate" by the mill pond, and began a

tour of the creeks in hopes of a shot at a duck or meadow
hen. Shortly after Taffy pointed in the short meadow
grass and thinking he had a Avren, I called him oft. He
remained rigid, hoAvever, Avith right forefoot lifted, and

I made tOAvard him. Suddenly the bird moved and he

sprang for it. whereupon it flushed and was bagged clean-

ly by 'my right. A feAV rods further I flushed a sora rail

and added that to my bag, which was assuming respect-

able proportions.

Now ensued a long ramble around the various creeks,

and I was beginning- to lose my alertness, when, with a

roar of Avings a big black duck flared straight tOAvard me.

Realizing that my No. ps Avere of small moment, I gave

him the "benefit of the 7j4s, and folloAved it Avith the gs;

although he continued his flight, he was hard hit, and I

Avatched him getting lower and lower, and finally alight

about 600 yards away.
I marked him down carefully. and_ keeping Taflty to

heel, made my Avay quickly toAvard him. I thought he-

had dropped in a clump of blue-bent, but I beat it all over

without result. Leaving the grass. I Avent into an adjoin-

ing corn-stubble about 50 yards further and then turned

and came back, facing the Avind.

Taffy being sent on ahead, ranged back and forth, and

finallv pointed just at the edge of the blue-bent, but in the

stubble. Stepping forward I could not see the duck until

he moA-ed and tried to get aAvay ; he had covered himself

or craAvled under some thick soft grass. As he could not

fly, Taffv caught him and retrieved him. Then I started

homcAvard fully satisfied Avith my day's hunt. I reached

home at ?. P. M.. having been away six hours. As I was
going to Connecticut after Avoodcock the next Aveek, I had
my grip full of togs and had to carry my game on a

string.

As a wild goose is a rarity on Staten Island, you can
imagine the excitement my string created. When I

reached the railroad station old Staten Islanders said it

Avas the finest "mess" they had seen in ten years.

In the smoking car. on the boat, up BroadAvay, across

the brido-e. and uptOAvn on the Kings County L, it Avas a

continual craniner of necks and murmurs of admiration
at my game, prinrinally caused by the goose, Avhich was
a beauty. It weighed q pounds and measured (if I re-

member aripht) six fpet from tip to tip.

Thus ended one of those pleasant and CA'^entful trips

AA'hich remain ever green in memory, to be recalled, ever
and anon. Avith inrreasing vividness, as youth departs be-

fore the irresistible demands of increasing years, and
the snowy hair betokens the ripeness of the human fruit.

W. H. Emmons.
' Brooklyn, N. Y,, Nov. 15.

The Coot as a Game Bird.

With the gradual decline of duck hunting on Lake
Washington,' which forms the eastern boundary of Seattle,

and extends both north and south of the boundary limits

for eight or nine miles either Avay, there has grown up a
system of shooting that is actually funny, irrespective of

what one's personal ideas may be about it from an ethical

standpoint. I refer to the Sunday battery shooting di-

rected at the aAvlvAvard and ungainly coot, or, as we call

it in the Pacific Northwest, mud hen. Two weeks ago,

Avhile coming doAvn from the head of the lake late in the

afternoon, I counted three cripples and anywhere from
eight to a dozen dead birds. True, it is that Sunday is a
day of reckoning for the mud hen. Its slate-black body
and ivory-Avhite pointed bill make a good target.

The cannonading commences w'ith the first signs of

daAvn and lasts, Avith noAV and then a lull, all day long.

Far down the lake you Avill see a small launch, and a few
moments later the breeze brings to your ears the sounds
of guns. Bang—^bang—bang, bang, bang, they go. With
a Avild beating of wings against the water the mud hens
are under Ava}'. They kick their long, awkAvard legs out
behind, and stretch their black necks forAvard until at last

they get up enough momentumi to permit of a fairly rapid
and steadjr flight. Often they Avill fly at such an angle
to the invading battery that a good opportunity is offered
for a second volley. It is not so easy as one might imag-
ine to do effective shooting under the latter conditions.

The bird offers a good target, and if it does not have the
speed of a duck or the corkscre.Av motion of the snipe, yet
the motion of the boat from the Avaves as Avell as from
the engine injects problems that must be figured out quick-
ly and accurately if good results are to be obtained.

I have seen men Avbo Avere rated as good shots fail to
get "everything in sieht," when shooting from a moving
launch. Of course, it is an easy matter to get a mud
hen just as it gets up, especially if it goes straight away;
because the body of the bird sags Ioav, the Avings are out-
stretched and motion is not rapid.

It Avould seem as though the mud hens of Lake Wash-
ington Avould le^rn the value of a long flight, but some-
hoAv or other they are in the same places eA^'ery Sunday
and seldom take trouble to move until the enemy is with-
in range. I have seen it stated by some authorities tliat

the mud hen is shy of man, but out in the Pacific North-
west the reverse is true: they seem to court danger; per-
haps they haA'e enjoved immunity so long, owing to the
"strength" of their flesli, that they believe there is no
danger.

T have no idea of the number of small launches, that go
out .Avith parties, ntimbfring from one to three, for a run
after mud hens. One Sunday I counted up to eight and
then stopped, and. mind you. I was at only one "spot on
the lake, Avhile the mud hens are found in every bay along
the lake, which easilv has a circumference of sixty miles,
probably nearer eightv. I asked one party Avhat luck
it had and the renly Avas, "Oh, Ave picked up a dozen ; I
guess we got half as many more." At this." rate at least
TOO mud hens are killed every Aveek, and yet I cannot see
that there is auA' signs of a decrease.

Judging from the effort it requires for a mud hen to
fly. one Avould think that migration could not enter to any
ffreat extent into their habits, yet T. Percy Parkinson,
formerly editor of the Nome NeAvs. Avho is noAV in Seattle,
says that the mud hen is one of the yearly AMsitors to the
north, and Avith other Avater fowl makes its way south in
the fall, following the Siberian coast and then the long
chain of Aleiitian islands. Some of them undoubtedly
remain in their Wa.shington marsh homes the year around,
t)Ut tliere is no qyesticm but that large mafpirity disatu-^
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pear. I have noticed that Lake Washington is ahnost
destitute of mud hens until about Sept. i, when they com-
mence to appear, as if by magic.

In times past I have condemned hunters for shooting
the mud hen on the ground that it was a harmless thing,

even if it were a nuisance. I was surprised to see a state-

ment recently in the New York Sun to the effect that
ducks usually gave up feeding grounds to the mud hen.
On further investigation, however, I discovered that Let-
fingwell. who is a most conservative authority on wild-
fowl shooting, took the position that mud hens kept duck.s
away from decoys, or, as they say out in the Pacific North-
west, "boosters."
While it is ne\'er too late to learw, I must confess that

] had never noticed that the mud hen interfered with duck
shooting, and I have often seen good-sized flocks of ducks
floating about in the water with large gatherings of mud
hen.s. I should be pleased to hear from hunters of this
section v/hat their observations have been on this point.
C. B. Yandell, who has hunted both in the South, Middle
West and Pacific Northwest, .-^aid that while he had not
given the subject special attention, yet he was surprised
to hear that the mud hen was injurious to duck shooting.
More nnid hens are eaten now in this part of the coun-

try than ever before, which T take to be a certain sign that
duck shooting is not tlie .sport it used to be. To those who
cnjov this bird I willingly grant mv share. I have tried to
eat Ibc mud ben, but found the game too strong for me
every time. The taste is a combination of mud and fish

and it will ,-iny with you indefinitely. .The impression left

is almost e.-erlasting. However. Captain A. R. Leake,
who used to run the Eagle Boat House on Lake Wash-
ington, confi.dentlv informed me that he would just as
soon eat a good fat _mud hen as the best red-head that
ever ducked eighty times before the weary hunter finally
landed him.

"This prejudice against mud hen," .said the captain, "is
ail bosh. Why I can cook a mud hen so you couldn't tell

it from the finest duck that ever flopped a wing, or wiped
the eyes of a hunter."

i a.sked the cantain liow he cooked the bird, and he said
that he cooked it until all the strong flavor was cooked
out of it. These directions were rather indefinite, but I

passed them over to my hunting companion, L. F. Mur-
dock, who can cook anvtbing in the catalogue from a dish

.
of mush to a Delmonico dinner. He was verv skeptical,
but said he would make one last effort to see if there was
anj'thing in the captain's contention. He kept that lone
rnud hen in w;ater over night, he parboiled that ooor fowl,
he cooked it in water dosed with soda, he stuffed it with
garlic and everything else known to the cuHnarv art in
hope of beating that fish and mud taste, but when the
dinner came I canitulated—mud hen is too strong for
me. But it furnishes great sport for the bovs on Lake
Washington. • Portus' B.\xter.

But then what's the use of preaching, like Coal Oil
Johnny, we take up our morning paper and go all

through it again. Chari.es Cristadoro.

Deer and Humans.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The story is told, I think, of Coal Oil Johnny or some

other lightning high roller spendthrift, when, after
having gotten ihrough with buying hotels and giving
them away and chartering special trains and yachts and
other things, on once more donning his overalls and
with pick and shovel working in the ditch, a lawyer came
along and notified him that an uncle in Ireland had just
died and left him a million.^ With a look of despair on
his face Coal Oil Johnny exclaimed: "My God! Mu.st
I go through all this thing again?"

_

And so with the deer-shooting season, it's on again and
it's up to the reader of the morning paper to once more
go through the daily accidental killings. And despite
all the warnings and preachings, the same crowd, with
numerous additions, are trapsing into the woods armed
with their small caliber rifles and their pockets filled
with steel jacketed smokeless ammunition. There is

about as much sense in taking such rifles and ammuni-
tion into the thickly grown woods of Minnesota and
Wisconsin as there would be in using a Catling gun
wherewith to hunt cottontails in the brush.

Certainly deer hunting has its joys and pleasures, for
during these_ beautiful autumn days perhaps no places
are more iuAnting than the forests and the clearings, yet
one takes one's life in hand when entering the forests
during the open season for moose and «leer. And curi-
ous to relate, the aim of the "thought-it-was" hunter
IS sn absokitely deadly on human beings, horses and
cattle, while when shooting at the real thing the emp-
tied magazine and a circle of spent shells is the only
thing to show.

It may be an inconsequential thing to accidentally
shoot a fellow hunter in the woods, nothing further
coming from it than appearing before a coroner's jury
and being exonerated, but not so as to killing stock.
Two Nimrods saw something brown through the brush
and blazed away in their excitement, pumping their
magazines empty and sending every bullet home. Has-
tening toward their prostrate game, they found stretched
nut upon the ground a heavv draft horse, such as is used
in lumber camps, breathing his last, his side showing
where every ball had entered. And attracted by the
fusilade the camp boss appeared on the scene and de-
manded a quick settlement then and there. Between
the two hunters $100 in ready cash was raised and
handed over, and the trio marched to camp and then
and there notes—demand—were signed for $150 more,
and the hunters went back home to think it over and
raise the stuff.

Who ever heard of a hunter being fined for killing
another hunter accidentally in the woods? And the moral
;stands-that it is cheaper to kill a human being in the
woods than the stock of the farmer or camp owner.
A report comes in of a mother, with a babe, stand-

ing m the doorway of her cabin in the clearing hear-
ing something whiz past her face and feeling the child
shiver, she looks down to see the child lifeless in her
arms. Simply a case of a steel jacketed bullet "fetch-
ing up somewhere."
A traveling man reported to me an incident of eight

men going into the woods deer hunting, and when they
returned the party brought home three dead conVfides
gnd two deer, Thi§ was voycbed for as fapt,

The Elk I Did Not Get.
We had talked of little but bull elk for three months.

We had studied every available map of the Northwest.
We had finally agreed as to the place, and our dreams
were soon to be realized.

We arrived at Athens, Mont., about midnight, Oct. 2O,
1901. Our luggage was hastily hurried from the car, and
with a hearty "good luck" from the train crew they were
off, the colored lights disappearing around a curve into
the darkness, and we were alone, A hasty examination
of our surroundings disclosed the fact that Athens con-
sisted of a board with that name painted thereon, nailed
upon a post, and a deserted pump house. We soon had
our luggage together beside the latter, built a fire, and
after a lunch of coffee, canned beans and hardtack, rolled
ourselves in our blankets to be lulled to sleep by the
autumn wind whispering through the pines.

Next morning our guide, with whom Nve had made
previous arrangements, appeared bright and early, and by
4 o'clock that afternoon had reached our destination on
the shores of beautiful Lake Ashley, and felt that we had
made no mistake in the selection of our hunting grounds.
After a supper of mountain trout, flapjacks and coffee, we
lit our pipes and sat around the camp-fire, our guide
entertaining us with stories of his early days in Mon-
tana. He related how he had seen deer come and browse
from the branches of the identical tree from which he
had been chopping wood ; how he had shot and killed an
immense silver-tip. the largest known to have been killed

in Flathead Valley: how he had been attacked by a moun-
tain lion, which drove him to a small cave in the rocks,
W'here it held him a prisoner all that night and greater
part of the next dav. he defending himself with a club,

with which he finalh', driven desperate by hunger and
thirst, dispatched the beast. He told us of a band of

Indians that had run down a large herd of elk. aided by
the deep snow, and had killed them all, some thirty in

number, on the identical place where we were now
camped. Ftitl of these stories of the chase, we rollei

'

ourselves in our blankets and long after my companion;
were a.sleep, I lay there, listening to the many sounds
that came from the forest. A soliatry bobcat screeched
from his stronghold in the cliffs over the lake, and I

thought it the most dismal sound I had ever heard. Now
ray attention was attracted by the little stream, the outlet

of the lake, babbling over its rocky bottom, and my mind
went back to school days at the thought of the little poem

:

"^Ten may come, and men may go,

lUit I go on forever."

But listen ! What is this sound I hear? Is it the sound
of some great animal trampling in the mucky banks, or is

it the wind. The sound grow's louder and more distinct.

Yes. .surely this must be some animal, perchance an elk.

cooling his burning hoofs in the cool stream after many a

mile of travel through the uplands in quest of food. I

grasped my rifle and crept forth.

The great hunter's moon had just arose above the

horizon, and there before me. his great massive antlers

dimlv outlined in the moonlight, stood the one object of

which I had thought, talked, yes, even dreamed about: a

beautiful bull elk. How my eyes feasted on his beautiful

form. I could see him more distinctly now; could even

count the points on the coveted antlers that would soon

be mine. one. two, three, four, five, six, seven—seven

pomts. I had honed for eight, but would surely be con-

tent with these. I raised my rifle and taking steady aim

at the massive shoulder, fired

—

"Goll ding it all. ain't you fellers ever going to git up?"
shouted our guide. "Breakfast ready and waiting."

I sat uo and looked about me in amazement. There was

the guide bustling about camp gettine: breakfast, my
partner just emerging from bis nilc of blankets, but my
elk had disappeared into the depths of d.reamland.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST*

Good Duck Shooting.

Chicago, 111.. Nov. 14.^—The good duck shooting which

began ten days ago has continued with us throughout

the week up to this time, so that on the whole we may call

the fall duck shooting here above the average in excel-

ence. In the nast week some very _good bags have been

made at all of the remaining onen 'waters of thi;? State,

and nearly all of the better ducking clubs have been add-

ing- good scores to their game records.

Day before yesterday was well nis-h a record breaker in

the wav of an exodus of duck shooters. Reports came

down from Fox Lake the day previous to the effect that a

heavy flight of birds was in on that rowntry, and on the

dav mentioned it is stated that more than .30 shooters lefi

Chicago for that district. One can nearly always count

upon plentv of company if he goes to Fox Lake, Grass

returned, but wa^ having aood snort at last accounts.

Lake, or any of the marshes in that vicihitv, but the man
who wns up there yesterdav would probably have been

luckv he came back without having his sk''n full of

shot. Some stories of good bags come from Fox Lake,

but when these are sifted down it is found that the mud
hen makes a lare-e factor. Yet thev undoubtedly had a big

flie-ht of mallards in over that country for the past week,

and a few of these have been killed.

Mr. W. L. Wells, mentioned last week as starting for a

durkintr trin. had only one dav's shootinsf. but got 14 fine

nifllards, His companion, Mr. Robert Stites. has not yet

Mr. Eddie Pope came in from New Bo.ston with the re-

port that the warm weather hnd continued in that vicinitv

nnd that no o-r^at number of birdq had been seen near thp

river in the Mississippi vallev. He ."^av that the mallards

arp in but that thev stick to th^ cornfields and will n'^t

take to the overflows in the timb''r land until rough
weather or a snowstorm drl^-es them in for shelter.

Mr, T. Clarkf. fleeted last week a member of the
Tol1e=ton ^'ub le^t *bis week for Hie^f. han"-"- hunt'n"'

erounds. ''^Tr. C. S. Dennis went with htm. A/Tr. Dennis
one da" this wf>ek ran down to th" club, wh'ch is onlv

abgut 38| miles frqm the center Chicafo, He go there

about noon, had lunch and by 3:30 bad knocked down 18
fat mallards.
Mr. Geo. Adams, also of the Tolleston Club, reported

that he got his limit of 24 birds before 11:30 o'clock of
the morning he was down.
Mr. Geo. Marshall, formerly a prominent member of the

Calumet Heights Club, was down at Water Valley, Ind.,
one day this week and killed 19 mallards before 3 :3o
o'clock.

All along the Kankakee marshes the sport has been very
good, the best, perhaps, which has been known for many
years. The weather has been just severe enough, cold 1

storms alternating with warm days, so that the flight is

in on this country, but not yet driven toward the south.
At this writing the temperature is rapidly dropping and
we may expect the coldest weather which we have had yet

J

this fall, all of which may tend to give us even better
duck shooting than we have had for a few days, barring
an absolute freeze up.

j

Mayor Harrison, of Chicago, left early in the week for
!

Swan Lake Club, and is supposed to be meeting go@d il

sport, although no word ha.s come up from him since his
departure.

Mr. Hempstead Washburne leaves this afternoon for a
trip to Tolleston Club.

sr.— The Quail Crop.

Nothing very startling comes in regarding the extent of
the quail crop. There are some birds, but there is no such
startling aggregate as was the case two years ago this
fall. Several shooters have gone down to that once fa-
mous point, Neoga, on the Illinois Central in this State.
There is a dog trainer there by the name of iCun^ who
works dogs for Some of the Chicago shooters, hence this
point IS very well known. Mr. C. H. Bonnell, of this city,
returned from this point a few days ago and reported that
while^ they found some birds, the crop was nothing
startling. J\Ir. J. L. Jones, of this city, who was shooting
in the same vicinity, had not been heard of at last ac-
counts. Mr. Harry Raymond and his friend, Mr. Blair,
also went in at Neoga this week and are thought to be
sharing on about the .same basis in the quail shooting of
that vicinity.

Mr. E. Ellicott, city electrician of Chicago, left this
afternoon for Custer, this State, where he meets Bill
Haske I, also a member of the Wishininne Club Mr
Has;kell says that there are ducks and quail in abundance
at Luster. Mr. Ellicott takes with him his two setters,
which I saw this afternoon and which I must sav are
two of the handsomest bird dogs I have seen in a' long
while. He should have good sport in view of the nature
01 his rolling stodt.

The Deer Season.

The deer season is now in full swing in our north
woods, and It is to be supposed that the usual number of
deer are being killed. The shortness of the reason and
the growing observation of the game laws still assure ussome deer in Wisconsin and Michigan
The usual number of fatalities are beginning to be an-nounced from the deer hunting country, the names of the

victims of shooting accidents being, in most cases, sup-
pressed. Another proof of the haste and carelessness of
a certain class of deer shooters is to be found in reportsof several horses which have been killed by fools withguns. In Ontanog^n County, Mich., a lumberman by thename of Duquette lost a horse .aid to be worth $2=50 Hemade the men who shot the h irse settle up with him infull before they left the neighborhood
At Otsego. Mich Henry Shoulders was riding through

? s'mv'.
°" ' ^^;t^te '^°'-s<^- .A shooter by the'' name of

fired «f it .! ^7 ''^'r
g^°>"&.th'-ou.gh the woods and

It Jffi u . ^""'l-
°" suposition that it was a wolf.It IS difficult to understand why a peaceable white horseshould look like a wolf, but, at any rate, Myers shotThehorse in the head happily mi.ssing the rider The horse

his miSe "^^''^ P^^^' Shoulders $100 gr
Still another story of a similar nature is told regardinira Republic, Mich., man, who also had his horse killedtinder bur,. It ,s getting to be nearly as dangerous to ^

o

deer hunting, or even not to go deer huntinf up in tWscountry as ,t is t^ ^o into a%itched batie^' When au Iter can come back and tell how many horses he hadkilled under hirn. he is, in a fashion, getting into the classof George Washington, General Grant, ete^ There seems

Stlffi^e^arf^f
''^"^^'^3' f^'' -™inal carelessness

;Too Much Venison.

.'\ Davenport, la man by the name of Davis undertook

toifirf ^'T Wisconsin by way of St. Paul. He had

-wo H. ' "'"''T h'"^' the law allowing but

Paulb?th7.^hl''"''';^ ^"x^
^'•^"^ the train a^t S t

.

i^u rS) wardens of that city, but making a strong

o re ury'etc'"b?^' ^^f"'
prominence. his^ertaTntyto return, etc.. he was allowed to go on his way to Iowaleaving his venison behind him. There war a consiVler'ab e stir over the matter at the time, but owing to tSe fectthat he IS now out of the jurisdiction of Warden Bovd thematt^er seems to be at an end at this writing The Davis.ncident may give warning to other shooter.fwho proposebreaking the Minnesota game laws because they don't haopen to suit their convenience. St. Paul is getLg to be a

he "fair r^f 'fZ ^''J'H'''
^"^ bfen alfthroughht tall. To be hauled off of a train en route home tohave one s game confiscated and to linger for a few davsm the custody of the Minnesota law officers is no Sv

l^l^Jt t^fe^S^eC"^^'"^- ^^^^^^

ai^ r -^^illioD aires and Dwcfes.

Speaking of St." Paul, another little case comes to mind
.Showing that one cannot with impunitj^ always break Stateaws even though rich. There are a couple of shooters
by the name of Thompson who go out into North Da-
kota from St. Paul, wealthy men and apparently caring
lor ht le but shootmg. I always thought that a man whowas nlaced where he didn't have to work ought to work
a little bit, anyhow

; but that's neither here nor there and
this particular phase of the Messrs. Thomp.sons' sphere in
ife does not concern us. The important thing is that they
kept on shipping ducks out of North Dakota into St. Paul,
ohyjously with tti? iin<ierjitanding of .some one at th§
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shooting end of tlie lifie. Warden Fallefton, learning of

the arrival of one big butich of ducks from North Ua-

kota, instructed his deputy warden to seize them, and he

did so, 176 ducks being seized, which had been shipped

in trunks aiid in a carry-all bag. It had been the Custom

of the Messl-s. Thompson to send their ducks to cold

stoi-age ih St. Paul, and hardly had the warden confis-

cated these birds before the wagon of the cold storage

firm called for them. The warden refused to give them

up A short time after this an attorney by the nanie ot

Griegs called upon Warden Fullerton and stated that

these ducks had been seized without due process of law

and asked Fullerton if he would give them up.
^

Mr.^^l-vll-

lerton's answer was short and direct. He said iNo.

"If I get a statement from your district attorney here

in St. Paul stating that the Lacey Law is no good in this

case, will you give them up then?"

"No," was the answer.

"If -I get a statement from the attorney-general ot tne

State of Minnesota to the effect that the clause ^of the

Lacey Law is invalid, will you give up the ducks

"No," said Mr. Fullerton.
.

To several other hvpothetical questions he returned the

same answer, and Mr. Griggs, a far less pompous lawyer

than when he came in. left tire oftce having fai ed to

make Mr. Fullerton turn over the ducks to the Ihomp-

sons bv means of a straight bluff.
r ^1

Mr Griggs then went to the gevernor of the btate,

seeking to bring the highly commendable agency of polit-

ical pull into play. The governor wa.s not accessible, but

hi'; right-hand man stated that he always thought Mi.

Fullerton an able officer, and he declined to niterfere

Mr Griggs then called upon a certain U. b. ^betiatm,

and the Senator called Mr. Fullerton up. Sam,_ said he

to Mr Fullerton. "vou know I don't want to mterlere,

hut I iust thought I would ask you niy personal ca-

pacity f you would give up these ducks." Mr. Fullerton

Lid no, and the U. S. Senator replied that it was all ng^it^

Upon this Mr. Griggs brought suit against the State

Fish and Game Commission, and the case will come. up

for trial later on. It is in many ways an ^"t^resting one^

Mr Fullerton wrote to the authorities in North Dakota

and asked their co-operatisji in the prosecution ot the

suit He received no reply. He wrote yet again to the

attorney-general of the State, and at this writing has had

no answer. While it is not within the bounds of courtesy

or of knowledge to accuse the State warden of North

Dakota of any criminal knowledge of ^his violation of the

North Dakota law. the fact remains that North Dakota

had not at the date "of two day s ago^ taken any stens to aid

in the fiehtina- of the suit. Mr. Fullerton got ittle as-

sistance from 'Mr. Palmer, at Washington who has most

to do with the enforcement of the Lacey Law. The case

of the Thompsons will be fought upon a technicality which

may show a weakness in the Lacev Law vvlnch ought

soon to be remedied. It is claimed that the birds were

killed legally in the State of North Dakota, and hat he

Lacev Law acts only in the case of birds killed illegally.

The question of illegal shipment, accordmg to Thompson s

lawyers, cuts no figure if the birds were kdled legallv. It

i. admitted that the birds were not properly tagged as

the Lacey Law stipulates, but it is held by the plaintiffs

in this case that this 'does not onerate, since the birds

were killed legallv. The intent of the law and the con-

struction of the law will all come up m this trial. Even

if Mr Fullerton shall eventually be defeated on this

technicalitv, too much nraise cannot be giyen him for

the courage with which he resisted all this pressure

brought to bear noon him and stood out for the unnolrt-

ino- of the game laws even when he was not sure that he

had absolute footing beneath him. This case will, there-

fore, be an interesting one. If it shall bring into pub'ic

contemnt the wealthv men who onenly and deliberately

bfeak the oame laws of this and a sister State, it will have

a good effect, no matter what the result of this suit may

be.

Cobb Caught.

One Mr Cobb a cold storage man in St. Paul, has at

different times figured in game law incidents m the city

of St Paul We mav remember that last summer a little

convention of ^amc wardens was held out at the Yellow-

stone Park. Here is one of the results of it. The State

s-ame warden of Oreson had a decov letter sent m to

Mr Cobb of St. Paul, renuestincr that the latter ship

him out a' couple of dozen ducks forthwith. The ducks

were sent throush all risrht from St. Paul, all the way out

to the Pacific coast. There was not much profit m two

dozen ducks, and there will be still le-^s b- the time the

Minnesota wardens set through with Mr. Cobb, who thus

so easily nut his head into what might have been called

a pretty obvious sort of a tran. c
Some the above little incidents T learned from Mr. ^.

F. Fullerton himself in the course of a call made at this

office dnrino- the week. Mr. Fullerton was in to\ynjTii

private business.

Bv the way, in regard to the charsres made bv n local

snorting paper here ap-ainst the honestv of Mr. FuHerton

nnd his associate wardens. T think T violate no confident-

in pointincr out that, in view of the personal reroi-ds o^

+he ex-'f-utivp nfRcers "of the Minnesota State ""^ish md
name Commission, there will be no rrtroce-ssion haw Mr
Fullerton's earlier statement that the Ameriran Field

would either have to retrnct its charfes of dishonest--'

or have a chance to nro''"'" them in rourf. A" honest and

fearless a man as Sam 'P'lillprton would hardly he ant- to

rect under malictons vilification, such as that in aucstinn.
^

The onlv wonder is that anv naoer '^Taiminc to apopal tn

the <;nortsmen o^ the rountrv rould ev^r find it wtthm
-tios'i'bilitv to m?t-p such nhsurd and un^oimded rharo-es.

Al'iirh of tliis avi'11 no doubt romr out in lega]_ develop-

ments, which will ensue in proper course.

Sportsman Receives Honor.

George Shiras, IIL. the well-known natural ist-photog-

ranher. whose beautiful flash-light pictures of deer have

become classics, was in the late election cho^^en as renre-

sentative in Congress for the Twenty-ninth District of the

State of Pennsvlvania. The Pittsburg Times prints com-
ment- upon this election in th^- following terms:

"The infroduHion of Mr. Shiras into th*" National hal'

of leffl-^lation will brine to the statesmen of th*^ country ?>-

inode-^t, unicn'e and interesting fienre. Mr. Shiras i'; six

feet four inches tall. He eou'Dped for statecraft in

every nossitJe way. but% incliuatloti, Natiiret^^- '

: u.rn?

to the fttgged in life. The woods and water ways, wild

animals and big game delight him more than do the con-

fusing problems of law or legislation. Yet withal he has

an ar'tist's nature. He has rare capacity as a lawyer, and

he is experienced in legislation. On account of the pe-

culiar tastes and disposition with whicli Mr. Shiras is

endowed, he has often been likened to President Theo-

dore Roosevelt, and when he finally reaches Congress it

it practicallv certain that the President will not have a

more ardent supporter or advocate than the new Alle-

gheny representative. He comes of a family of lawyers.

His father, George Shiras, Jr., is now serving as a justice

of the United States Supreme Court, while his uncle,

Oliver P. Shiras, is United States district judge for Iowa.

From boyhood' Mr. Shiras has been an ardent hunter,

and big game has been the attraction. When he was but

12 years old he shot his first deer on a small lake in north-

ern Michigan about eight miles distant from Lake Su-

perior. He now owns that particular lake and about

.3,000 acres of forest surrounding it. Within the week,

likely, Mr. Shiras will go to his preserve, where he will

entertain a party made no of members of his own farnily.

Don M. Dickinson, ex-Postmaster-General of the United
States ; Harry Russell, president of the Michigan Central

Railroad ; W. H. Drummond, the poet laureate of Can-
ada and a distinguished sportsman and writer, and others

of the same class.

The flashlight photographs of wild animals taken by
Mr. Shiras have commanded the admiration of civiliza-

tion. He was the pioneer in that skillful work. While a

fairly large class followed Mr. Shiras into that artistic

school his work is said to lead them all and is alone in

it« kind.
_
Mr. Shiras contends that the sight of a wild

animal \A'ithin photographing distance shows the necessarv
huntins' skill and is just as- thrilling to the hunter as is

the killino- of the animal and his school of sportsmen no
longer raid the woods^with their guns.

Meat in the Family.

Afy friend Powel writes me as below: "T went out the
o+her afternoon at P. M. from a place in the country
where T was ';topping, and took Dolly along. Found a
Iwnch of nupl' in the cover, had four points, four shots,
four quail. Then I "^aw d. little bunch of mallards on a
pond, a"d Dollv and T made the sneak of our lives to
them. Got three nice fat mallards. Then some of the
bovs from town came down, and aft^r supner we took the
hounds and sfot thrpe 'possums. We surelv are poinp- to
have meat p^ our house for the next few davs." Mr.
Powel adds that the weather is still warm in his part of
the world, but the prospect is for cooler days before long.

Saginaw Lucfc.

The Sacrinaw Crowd was out four davs at the beginning
of the Michifran shootine season, and had nlentv of 'suc-

cess, half a dozen e-ims averaging six or eieht partn'dees
and several onail to the dav. the trip being one of the
most .successful the car party ever took, in spite of wet
weather.

Long-Bo-wed Snowshoes.

Mr. W. W. Rrown. of Snringfield, Vt.. writes: "T have
iust completed vour 'Trip Acro=s N^w Brunswick on
.Snow.shoes.' There is just one thinsr I don't like about
vour tales. Thev are too ouick. Othcwise thev are all

risrhf. T ha""e tried throusrh stores her- in the East to eet
tv'o n^ir of the Ions turned-up snov ,;hoes used in the
Klondike co'mtrv. and which you fnoKe of in the above
storv In the Eorest anp Stream. Will you aid me in get-
ting them? I saw som^ onre in a sportsmen's show."
This is a funiiy world. Onlv the other rlav I got a nostal

card sie-ned Manv Readers, and dated at Worrf>t;ter, Mass..
chronicling an opinion directh-- the reverse of Mr. Brown's,
and intimating that mv storv M-as "hot ^ir" and oup-ht to
be discontinued at once. I thank Mr. Brown and Manv
l^eaders. As to the snowshoe. if Mr. Brown will write to

Metz Sr Schloerb. Oshkosh. Wis., he can. I think, get a

pair of these lone-bowed snowshoes known as their

"Alaska model." These sh^es are. however, not filled in

Alaska, but in A^on^real. The round-toed Alaska snow-
shoe, made a litfle fuller in front than the model earlier

mentioned, but filled in front of the toe bar in such wav
that the fillin? curves up and does not stretch fla*- across

the bow. can be had in a shoe made in Montreal. T do not
know the nnme of the Montreal firm makinqr these .shoes,

thoi-ieh I beli'^ve thev are s*-rung b->^ the St. Reo-is Indians.

Perhans AL F. Kennedv & Bros., of St. Paul, Minn., could
g'vf» advice in this matter.

Thesf. shoes above mentioned would be as good as any
trade shoes and far better than the average snowshoe
made in the so-called Montreal pattern. Of cor-rse. if one
could get the lonsj bows and have them strung snecially

with caribou fillin*?, and done bv a man rather than bv
a woman, he would eet a better and more durable shoe. I

do not know whether Arthur Pringle. of Stanlev, N. B..

would 'ill one of these lon.g bows or no*-, as he would
naturallv have a leaninQ: toward the New Brunswick shoe

"ith which he is .so familiar. The filling in this New
Brunswick shoe is too close for travel in the Rockv Moun-
t-ains. ivdiere the snow is so moist and heavv. My own
idea of a shoe for comfortable travel would be one of

these Alaska models which would come about to the chin

when one .stands up bv the shoes : these filled with meshes
of not less than a half-inch in the bodv of the shoe, not

qu'te so coarse in the toe filling, but mad» with a curved or
convex toe. as is done by the Alaska Indians in their light

and long- "tripping" sno->vshoes. In these shoes the toe

l-'ole is long- and amr>le. Thev are not comfortable for get-

ting over logs and climbing through cedar windfalls, as the

New _Brun«^wick hunters and trappers are obliged to do
very lar^elv in the'r snowshoe work: but for .straight-

..(vav travel on a fairly open trail, I nersonallv prefer

Ihc'^e long-bowed shoes to the shorter and wider "codfish"

patterns.

Trapping Luck.

Mr. Geor.a-e T. Farmer, of this city, shook off the cares

of business for ten davs this month and went trapping up
near Long Lake, in Wisconsin. Mr. Farmer used to be an
employee of the Hudson Bay Co., so he knew something
about Retting traps. In ten davs he caught seventy-six

i>inskrat-=. seven good black mink, one raccoon and one

skunk. Mr. Farmer tells me that he sets his skunk traps

on a soring nole. so that \vhen the animal springs the steel

trap it is' thrown into the water anc} drQWt^^d, This

renders it odorless. Mr. Farmer also established connec-

tions for a few brief moments with an otter. He found

a couple of the toes of this otter in one of his muskrat

traps. The otter had cut down the brush to the full length

of the chain and the little trap had apparently held him for

quite a while.

Called.

Mr. Miles Taylor, an old-time Kansas shooting com-
panion of mine, whom 1 have not seen for twenty years,

called at my office one day this week, and I was unfortu-

nate not to meet him. Mr. Taylor has for many years

been the private secretary of Senator Marble, of Mon-
tana, and his residence has beeen for the greater portion of

the time at Washington. W used to shoot ducks and

geese together on the Arkansas River, and I would like to

see him to talk over old times.

Decoyed In.

The largest black bass ever taken in Lake Minnetonka,

Minn., and one of the largest recorded in the North, was

captured a week or so ago by a young man by the name of

Fuller. It weighed eight and one-half pounds, and at the

same time he caught another one which weighed over six

pounds. The big bass was taken in to the office of the

State Fish and Game Commission, and is being mounted.

This fish was caught not far from Spring Park, m the

upper lake, and directlv in front of the long cottage known

as Camp Messasebe, on that water. The cottage was shut

up, but there were a lot of old numbers of the Forest and

Stream lying around in it, and I have no doubt at all that

the fish decoyed in to some of the fishing stories contained

in the Forest and Stream.
E. Hough.

Hartford Building^ Chicago.

New Brunswick Visiting Sportsmen.

The Miramicht Advance, published at Chatham, N. B.,

makes this comment upon one of its contemporaries which

has been indulging in unwarranted criticism of the non-

resident law : J 1 1.

The Chatham World appears to have no regard what-

ever for facts when it undertakes to attack any individual

or class of men. Its quarry last Saturday was the hunt-

ers who come here for big game. It represented that each

hunter from the United States paid a license fee of only

$20 and killed three moose—"one for himself, one for his

guide and another for his servant." Everybody knows

that this is a calumny as mean and cowardly as some

other slanders for which that paper has been brought

to book, for the sportsmen coming here from abroad

—

from the United States, as well as from Great Britain-

are, as a class, very honorable men and particularly care-

ful in their observances of the law.

The World further says that in some of the States the

license for moose hunting is $100, and that a good many
New Bruns-w'ickers are of opinion that foreigners should

be required to pay as much as this for the privilege of

hunting big game in this province.

There is a lot more of such stuff in the Worlds ar-

-ticle, which shows that it is ignorant of the game law"?

of all North America and the conditions attending big

game hunting, as well as entirely reckles and unreliable

in making statements on the subject.

The non-resident hunting license fee in New Brunswick

is $30—not $20.

There is no State in the American Union in which even

one-half of $100 is charged for a moose hunting license.

In many states no license fee at all is required. The low-

est is in Maine. $.=; for owners of hunting camps (guides)

the highest in Wyoming, $40. With the single exception

of the last named State, none of them charge as high a

fee as New Brunswick does.

It is the pride of New Brunswickers interested in the

subject that their province has the reputation all over

North America of having the best code of game laws

extant, and its oificers command universal respect for the

efficiency with which they are enforced. The world
ought, therefore, to apologize for its untruthful and slan-

derous statements.

Long- Island Game*

Long Island City, N. Y., Nov. 13.—Advices from
Brookhaven report that a party going out there shot 31

quail in one day. Plenty of ducks, both black and broad-

bill, are to be had at Brookhaven, and arrangements can

be made with Shepperd Newey, of that place.

The Bohemia Club, located at Sayville, shot 25 deer the

first day of the season. Ducks are plentiful in Great

South Bay.
Deer shooting at Ronkonkoma has been remarkabU this

season—thirty deer having been killed, those having been
shot weighing between 100 and 200 pounds. A remark-
able buck taken from this station was shot by J. D. Cros-

hy, of Lawrence, L. I., and a party of friends. It

weighed 2=;o pounds, with antlers beautifully formed, each-

antler having three prongs and about a foot and a half

long. It was about four years old and the most beautiful

specimen seen here this season.

Deer are very few in number in Connecticut, though
at long intervals it is announced that one has been seen.

Not infrequently their tracks are found in the central

part of the State in the town of Killingly. and a year or two
since two were said to have been seen by residents on
Stratford Point. Last week. Nov. I4, an antlered buck
was found gra/'ing in a rye field on Beaver Brook Farm,
in the town of Mil ford. Connecticut, not very far from the

Housatonic River. Just where he came from is uncertain.

It will be renrembered. however, that two or three years
aeo a resident of a small New York town on the Hudson
River, not far from Sing Sing, lost a number of deer from
her park by tlie breaking down of the fence. These deer,

from all accounts, were never recovered, and it is very
Jikelv that they scattered themselves over western Con-
necticut.

Cuvier CIuVs Banquet.

, T'rnr < upn( v-nlnth annual bannuet of the Cuviei- Club
of Cincinnati wilU Ij^-tl?'^ Tuesd?y evening g-f next
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The Adirondack Deer.
The deer hunting season in New York State, which

opened on Sept. i and closed Saturdaj"-, Nov. 15, was, on
the whole, a good one. The deer have been numerous
and in fine condition, and hunters have been successful
in obtaining a great many of them. There were probably
more hunters who enjo3^ed the sport this year than ever
before, and it was a fairly good season as to the condi-
tions for hunting, although not an ideal one. During
the early part of the hunting season and up to about
Sept. ID, there were very many more deer kil]e;d in
the Adirondacks than there ordinarily have been in the
same period in preceding years. One reason for this was
that the weather was favorable for the deer continuing
to come down to the lakes, ponds and streams, as they are
in the habit of doing in the summer months and the con-
sequence was that many were killed by hunters Avho laid
in ambush along the shores awaiting their appearance, or
by others who in violation of the law hunted them after
dark with the aid of artificial lights. The hunting acci-
dents which occurred early in the season undoubtedly

- saved the lives of many deer, for the reason that hun-
- - dreds and probably thousands of hunters who, but for the

fatalities and casualties, would have visited the wilderness
in September and October, were prevented from doing so
by the thought that they might share the same fate that
others had at the hands of careless marksmen.
So far as the conditions for hunting were concerned

from Sept. 10 to Nov. i, they were better on the whole
- than they were in the same period last year, for in spite

of the fact that the woods were dry and noisy at times,

there were more frequent rams this year and the condi-
tions for still-hunting were more often favorable. Never-
theless, there was comparatively little hunting done dur-
ing this time, for even the guides and woodsmen became
very cautious about prowling through the undergrowth
while the leaves wei'e on and taking the chances of being
mistaken for a deer. The result was that for several

weeks after Sept. 10, there was a very marked decrease in

the namber of deer killed. About Nov. i, however,
hunters began to flock to the wilderness in great num-
bers, and within a week there were more men in the

Adirondacks in pursuit of deer than had ever been there

before at one time. The leaves had all fallen from the

deciduous trees and shrubbery by now, and hunters were
not only able to see a deer further in the woods, but they

believed that there was less risk of being shot at through
mistake. During the first days of November, however, it

was very dry in the woods, and it was almost impossible

for a hunter to get around without making a great noise

in the leaves, and thus giving the deer an early warning
of his approach. Still-hunting was out of the question,

and whenever a deer was killed it was ordinarily the

result of go®d luck rather than skill, but in spite of this

state of affairs, there were a good many deer shot. But
rain finally came and the last ten days of the season were

. as favorable for still-hunting as they possibly could be

..without snow on the ground. The wilderness was over-

run with hunters and the crack of the rifle and boom of

tiie shotgun resounded among the mountains and through
tiie valleys from morning till night.

It is safe to assume that not more than one shot out of

ten brought down a deer, and not more than one hunter

in ten who visited the big woods killed his own venison,

but notwithstanding these facts, there was a great

slaughter. Although definite statistics are not yet obtain-

able, it is believed that the aggregate number of deer

killed in the Adirondack region this fall was fully as

large as last year.

It is an interesting fact that deer hunters are coming
to exercise greater caution than ever before in regard

to their shooting, most of them having established the

rule never to fire at an object without knowing ab-

solutely what they are shooting at. Quite a number of

hunters and guides in different portions of the Adiron-

dacks have set the fashion of wearing bright red hats,

sweaters, shirts and occasionally full suits of red, in

order to minimize the danger of their being mistaken for

deer or bears. People who have made a study of the

subject say that the wearing of red does not in the least

diminish the probabilities of a hunter seeing game m
the woods, but on the contrarv it may assist him for

nearly all animals, deer especially, are greatly interested

in the color and pause to gaze at it with the same curiosity

that they watch a light at night. Certainly it seems a

very wise precaution, and it is believed that if all hunters

would adopt it the result would be to materially lessen

the number of shooting casualties.

According to reports which came in late in the season,

there have been a good many violations of the game laws

in the Adirondacks this fall, including sever&l instances

where dogs have been used in hunting deer. In a number

of cases the hunters who have thus broken the law have

muzzled their dogs so that they were prevented from

giving voice while following a deer, the idea being to

reduce the chances of detection. It is a shrewd dodge,

but one which the game officials will probably not be

slow in getting on to. The dogging of deer was carried

on very openly last fall but somewhat more caution

seems to have been used this year. It is a practice which

should certainly be stopped if the law is to be allowed

to remain in force, for it is unjust to law-abiding hunters

to permit such violations. It is extremely aggravatmg

to a party of hunters who obey the law and fail to get a

deer, to know that another party, whom there is good

reason to suspect violated the law, although there may
be no positive evidence of it, have killed their full quota

of deer. Reports have also been received regarding the

use of artificial lights in deer hunting, and of sa t licks

placed in the woods to entice the deer to some locality

where it would fall ah easy prey to the ambushed hunter.

If the present force of State game protectors is not suffi-

cient to insure the proper enforcement of the laws, then it

should be augmented until it is equal to the ernergency.

Although deer hunting has been permitted in Sullivan

county during the past fifteen days for the first time m
five years, and deer have been very abundant there, sorne

of the hunters who reside in that county have beeen_ in

the Adirondacks of late, giving as their reason for going

such a distance from home that there were so many
shooters from New York and elsewhere flocking into

thair towns that they did not care to risk going into the

woods there. If the hunters have been any busier in

Sullivan cotinty during the past fortnight than they have

in the Adirondacks, they must have stirred . things up
pretty thoroughly. W. E. Wolcott.
UticA, N. Y., Nov. 19.

The Huntsman,

The Maryland Season,

Stockton, Worcester County, Md., Nov. 8.—The sum-
mer has passed, and the long, lovely days of fall are with
us—days when it is perfect happiness just to be alive.
At one time it looked as if the summer would go by

with no beach birds to our score ; all July we waited with
iiot a bird ; the summer was cool and dry, with no water
in the ponds, and no place for the birds to feed. Then
August nearly passed, when at last there came a run of
overflow tide, 'followed by heavy rains, and the yellow-
Ifgs and dowitchers swarmed in like the famous locusts
of Egjfpt. It made grand sport; day after day we piled
them up, two and three hundred of a morning, until the
flight was gone. These flights lasted far into October,
sometimes resting only for a day, then again two or three
days would be their stay; but after the first flight, which
lasted two weeks, none were with us in numbers more
than three days at a time.
So far the fall has been very warm and pleasant, Avith

few ducks on the shoals, except coots and shell ducks,
which no one bothers. A heavy northeast dry storm has
been blowing for several days, with a shifting to the
north, and bluebills and redheads are coming in fast, the
dark line of feeding beds are showing up nicely on the
open shoals. This time last year the shooting was fine,
but through the whole season everything, even our quail,
appear to be from two to three weeks late. I am using
both a double and a single battery this year; all my old
patrons are much pleased with this, as two shooting to-
gether make it far more companionable, with no long
waits for turns. Where but two are in the partv they
shoot from morning until night, every day they are here.
In the single box one man can shoot all day. or two can
take turns. We have plenty of grass feed on the shoals,
and there is no reason why the fowl should not be with us
in numbers exceeding last year's flight, which was the
finest I ever saw here.

Like all other localities I can hear from, we have more
quail here than ever before, but with many coveys of
very small birds. O. D. Foulks.

Test of Maine Game Laws,
A PECTT1.1AR phase of the Maine game law is emphasized

by the case of Lloyd Foss. of Bingham, who is wanted by
the Maine game Avardens on the charge of kilfing a bull
nioo_=e out of season. Foss is to be brought into court
and is due to receive a fine of from $500 to $1,000 or spend
four months in jail. Foss makes no secret of killing the
moose, but the case shows that the law affords protection
to a fierce and rabid animal, but no protection to the tax-
payer and resident of the State Avho. in self-defense, may
kill a human being, but not an animal. The Maine moose
have been uglier than ever this year, and several in-
cft'ensive loggers who were unarmed haA^e been treed by
moose. Hunters have also met the same fate and haA^'e

not dared to shoot, for the law has forbidden the shooting
of moose out of season and the authorities haA'e refused to
accept a plea of self-defense. A big ugly bull moose has
been ranging OA'^er Somerset county and considerable
trouble has been stirred up, which, through Mr. Foss. has
at last reached the courts and promises to be one of the
most interesting test cases that has CA^er been tried in the
LTnited States.

Lloyd Foss, AA'ho has a gang of men cutting his birch
Avood for the spool mills at Somerset, A^^hile at Avork Avith

his men putting out a forest fire. Avas attacked by this

moose scA-eral Aveeks ago, and as a result the Avhole crowd
had to seek the tree tops for coA'-er and protection. After
.staying in their uncomfortable positions for seA^eral hours
after dusk, Foss, who had a gun, shot the moose, and now
a Avarrant has been issued for his arrest. Foss does not
propose to pay either the Sr.ooo or the four months' jail

penalty, and has engaged Waltnn 8z Walton, attorneys of
SkoAA'hegan, to defend him at the next session. He con-
tends that if it is laAvfuI to kill a human being in defense
of one's life, it is also laAvful to kill a moose under like

circumstances, and that if the State protects the game
from the inhabitants it must also protect the inhabitants

from the game.—Springfield Republican.

West Vifgfinia Game.

MoRGANTOWN, W. Va., Nov. 14.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Game conditions are more unsatisfactory

through this locality than perhaps they have ever been
before.

We have nO State laAV protecting rabbits and .squirrels

at any time, and heretofore they haA^e been abundant,
especially rabbits. Reports come in from every quarter
that they never have been so scarce. As they are not
migratory, there can only be one of two reasons for their

scarcity—they have either died or been killed. The pre-

vailing theory is that tliey haA^e been exterminated by the

use of ferrets, as these are knoAAm to be kept in some
numbers, but persons A\'ho would prosecute their oAvners

cannot locate them. The chestnut crop here is fairly

good, which should assure the usual crop of gray squir-

rels, but they are missing. As they are migratory, and
their location very uncertain, this Avould not seem strange.

Birds are reported by local gunners to be very scarce,

and they have hardly been rcAvarded for the fiA^e years'

close time which recently went off quail. I recently saw
a fine Avild turkey in the market here, Avhich had been
killed by a local hunter. There are quite a number of

these gsmy birds scattered through the mountains in

this section, but their habitation is fast being destroyed.

The cutting of timber is not now as it used to be. There
was a time when only good saAv timber was cut, such as

Avould make lumber, Avhich left a growth sufficient for the

protection of all kinds of game, cA'en deer and bear; but
not so now. Everything is cut, even down to three or
four inches in diameter, and when the choppers are

through it is indeed a barren waste, without any attrac-

tions left for man or beast.

Glenn Hunter, a young nian from here, went to the

southern part of the State in October for his first outing
in big-game woods, and siicceeded in killing a deer.

Emerson Cawtey,

-Must haveFresh tracks By jove ! so glad I came-
beea something large Hope I OA-^ertake it before the
other fellows come up What's that? Certainly
something moAnng there

!

Thought I saAv something-
A deer——Steady, noAv—
aim Pshaw! Avhere should I aim at?
last year Oh, yes ! back of the fore quarter
course How stupid of me 1

—A crackling of brush-
Yes,! did There it is

Don't hurry——Take good
Guide told me

Of
If it would only take one

step forAvard- Could get a better shot then Steady,
noAA' Don't get excited There ! noAv is the time !

(Bang!) By joA-e! ran aAvay I'm sure I hit it

Won't get far ^Yes, I hit it Here's blood It's

Avounded Wonder Avho that man is What am I do-
ing deer? Hunting deer, of course ! ^What's that?
No deer AA'ithin a thousand miles of here? ^Well, by
Jove! that's a good one ^Just shot a beauty Avithin
a thousand feet ^It's left its trail behind it, too
Come help track it doAvn It Avent this Avay Here's
more blood Must^find it soon Couldn't get far •

Badly Avounded

—

loAv Yes, I do-
-Think I see it down in that little hol-
-There it lies Bravo ! Hurrah

!

1 got the first one Won't the other felloAvs be sore
By Jove! it's a big one Looks a little funny

Horns; but no branches on them What? ^What's
that? An old brindle coav !- -Well, bv Jove!

H. Malcolm.

Woodcock and! Bass.

West Haverstraw, Nov. 13.—In my note on flight of
Avoodcock, etc., in your issue dated Nov. 15, "Labor- Day"
should read "Election Day."
There are also a number of errors in "Stray Notes on

Fishing." Bass feed more freely, not fast more freely,

as the temperature of the Avater rises. As the date Avas
crnitted. the notes on condition of streams and trout taken
last Aveek, are rather shocking. Please correct.

Theodore Gordon.

Hints and Wrinkles.

Readers are Invited to send for pablication ttoder \his
head hints and wfinfeles drawn from practical experience,
and oertaJnlng to shootinf, fishing, camping and outdoor Ule.

No, 5.—^Waterprooffng Cotton Goods.

Not a fcAv novices at camping, as Avell as old hands,
fancy that only the heaviest canvas or duck is suitable for
tents, Avhen as a matter of fact bleached muslin, treated
in a simple manner, will turn water as Avell as a rubber
blanket; A\^hile it is far lighter in Aveight and smaller in
bulk than is duck. But as a general thing the lightest
material Avhich is suitable for tents is drilling or some-
thing like it, for heavy Avinds and constant wetting and
drying are too much for the weaker goods.
The paraffin AA^aferproofing process is simple. All one

requires are, a varnish brush, some turpentine and a bit
of paraffin. Dissolve the paraffin in the turpentine until
the latter Avill carry no more, it being best to cut the Avax
into small bits or shavings, so that it Avill dissolve rapidly.
Stir often. A tent or an aAvning for a tent can be water-
proofed Avhile it is in camp, but it should be set taut, to
enable one to apply the brush properly. OtherAvise the
goods may be spread on a clean board floor and treated.
The solution is applied evenly OA'er the goods Avith the
brush, then they are hung up in the sun to dry, Avhen they
are ready for use. On khaki, canvas, or other broAvn
goods, no change Avill be evident, only the goods will feel
less pliable than before treatment.
An old white duck tent, dj^ed Avith tAvo packages of

diamond dye, color seal broAvn, then treated Avith paraffin,
Avill fade but slightly on exposure to the sun, and should
leak not at all. Canvas hunting coats can be rendered far
more serviceable by treatment after this manner, and I
think it Avas Frank T. Bullen, the talented author of that
weird old sea yarn, "The Cruise of the Cachalot," Avho
recently told, in one of the British sportsmen's papers, of
treating an ordinary woolen top coat in this manner for
Avear on damp days in his rambles afield.

There are few articles in a permanent camp so useful as
a fly, or aAvning. of whatever shape or size. One of these,
if made of common muslin and treated Avith paraffin and
turpentine, Avill turn water Avell, and be far less cumber-
some to stow or transport than the canvas article. An
aAvning of triangular shape can be set with less trouble
than any other—as a shade or shelter for the tent or as an
independent shelter for the camp table. It may be set in
a dozen different Avays, with or Avithout poles, "if it has a
grommet in each corner. The process of dyeing Avill co.st
the princely sum of ten to thirty cents, according to
size of goods. Perry D. Frazer.

'^Do^own."

A MOST interesting story of home life, with the dogs
and their doings, in their humble capacity as companions,
pets, guardians and friends, is "Dogtown," by Mabel Os-
good Wright. The title page gives the key to the theme
of the story, "DogtOAvn" being some chapters from the
annals of the Waddles family, set doAvn in the language of
home people. The author adheres to a normal and pleas-
ing portraiture of happy home life, with its common-
places and events set forth much as they actually happen
in life with the dog associated as humble companion, pet,

guardian and friend. It is pleasingly written, with good
common sense treatment, conspicuous throughout. Most
authors, in attempting a story in Avhich the dog takes a
conspicuous part, deem it the proper course to utter some
good round denunciation of mankind with a smart anti-
thetical praise of the dog in the AA'ay of establishing the
superiority of the latter, a favorite piece of mawkish senti-

mentality being "The more I see of men, the better I like

dogs." "DogtOAvn" treats of people and dogs in a whole-
some way, with a pleasing story of the life of the dog as it

relates to himself and as associated Avith family life, of in-

terest from.'' cover to cover.. Published by the Ma;Cmill^u
Cotnpany, " "

"
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Fish Migration vs. Fish. Propaga-
tion.

In recent articles upon migratory fish the writer ad-
verted to the unquestioned fact that the finny voyagers
returned, not only to their native stream, but to the very
spot of their emergence from the parental ova. He
moreover contended that the migrants of a particular
stream had a fixed marine abode within the limits
whereof they maintained a distinct and separate existence.
In further support of the latter contention may be ad-
duced the fact that migratqrj' birds appear to have a
localized winter habitat, and that the distribution of a
species with relation thereto may be as wide as that
mcident to its breeding season. The associated depar-
ture and return of swallows, for instance, may be ac-
cepted as evidence that they keep together in southern
climes, restricting themselves to a certain area, just as
they do elsewhere. The migration of birds and fishes
are so similar in operation that an identity of habit in this
particular may be predicated of each great division of the
animal kingdom: thus we know that the young of birds
set off alone upon journej's of wondrous magnitude,
being probably, as with fish, guided by an effective per-
ception of their distant bourn. The voyages of both the
finny and the feathered pilgrims are accomplished in
varying degrees of obscurity and darkness, for the aerial
traveler holds, often by preference, his certain course
beneath the night's mysterious pall.

It would thus appear that the salmon fledgling, like the
young bird, undertakes its initial voyage with a certain
inherited perception of its proper course, but whether
this perception exists as an undivided whole, or whetlier
it is evoked, at different stages of the journey, as sepa-
rate links of a continuous chain, is a matter for specula-
tion. Not improbably, upon the fish's emergence from
its native stream contact with salt water may stir into
activity the appropriate instinct, just as a mosquito, de-
spite the fact that it, together with generations of an-
cestors, may have been innocent of blood and unop-
pressed with a desire therefor, may develop, with a con-
sciousness of its existence and direction, an uncontroll-
able attraction thereto. If, under the circumstances
alluded to, the ancestors of the descending fish fry are
"to the manner born," if they are the product of ova
deposited by parents that are natives of that particular
stream, then they may be assumed to possess the neces-
sary equipment for their marine voj^age. If, on the con-
trary, they are the product of an artificial hatching of
the ova of alien fish brought from another and distant
stream, then upon their encounter with the great ocean
there may be awakened in the tiny wayfarers either a
chain of delusive instincts or none at all. In any event,
the particular perceptions incident to the locality are not
evoked, for they are not possessed; thus, in every sense,
the little wanderers are "all at sea."
The thraldom of an inherited instinct of direction

would go far toward explaining the failure of every
attempt to elsewhere establish the quinnat or king
salmon of the Pacific. Probably over a hundred different
tributaries, great and small, of the Atlantic, have been
abortively stocked with the fry of this magnificent fish,

and equally with our own country has the result been
disappointing in Germany, France, Austria, Great
Britain, and in the Southern Hemisphere. The Pacific
salmon in habit, in strength, and capacity, is so nearly
identified with its Atlantic, congener that each should
readily thrive in the waters of the other. Wliat aft'ords
sustenance to tlie one doubtless does so to tlie other:
but the fry of the native salmon, upon breasting the
ocean's brine, is probably

_ guided by an inherited per-
ception of distant feeding grounds, whereas the forlorn
progeny of a fish foreign to the tributary that is de-
scended, possessing an unserviceable stock of inherited
instincts, may be doomed to destruction. This may be
illustrated by the salmon of the Yukon River, which
great stream empties into the Behring Sea. The young
fish probably attain the river's mouth in the fall, but the.
icy waters of the inclosed sea that thereupon confront
them aft'ord no fitting abode or nourishment. Beyond
that sea's inclosing barrier—^the chain of the Aleutian
Islands—are the waters of the Pacific Ocean, enriched
with countless myriads of organisms, borne northward
by the Kuro Siwo or Japan current, the Gulf Stream of
the Pacific. Upon the extraordinary richness and abun-
dance of these lower forms of marine Jife is based that
of the larger creatures. Nowhere else in the world
exist such teeming multitudes of cod. salmon, herring
and other fish, unsurpassed also are they in size and
condition. To this marine Canaan, this abode of plenty,
do the migrating fry, in all likelihood, instinctively bend
their way. Seven hundred miles distant from the "river's
mouth are the passes of the Aleutian Islands, and prob-
ably through one particular gateway, and over one in-
variable pathway do the trustful little pilgrims attain the
abiding place of their elders. Not unlikely the Atlantic
salmon possess an inherited cognizance of like oceanic
feeding grounds that may be hundreds of miles distant
from their native streams; but which would manifestly
be unattainable save by fish inheriting an associated in-

' stinct of direction.

The successful introduction of the Atlantic shad and
striped bass in Pacific waters may be assmned to afford
evidence that either such instinct of translation does not
'exist, or that, given facilities of ample subsistence, its

possessor may readily conform to entirely novel sur-
roundings. Such conclusion, however, would seem not
to be in full accord with some peculiarities in the be-
havior of the transplanted fish.

The shad, a migratory fish in the Atlantic, has, as a
Pacific exile, become substantially the reverse. It clings
to the coast, and every day in the year is present in San
Francisco Bay. Moreover, it seems bent upon exploring
the coast, and is now diffused along its margin 1.300
miles, from the waters of Southern California to those
of Alaska; and this diffusion was accomplished witliin
a period of less than twenty years. It is not the habit
of the Atlantic shad to so disperse the fish of one section
?ippare;itly abiding therein. The inenha4en. like the
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shad, is a member of the herring family, and a Maine
fish is distinct from a Southern fish, and each from a
fish of the intervenmg section. Again, the herring
family are comparatively feeble swimmers, and therefore
are presumably unadapted to the roving life of the mack-
erel, bluefish, etc. What then, it may be asked, has in-
duced an apparent change of habit? Why have the ex-
patriated fish become so erratic, so unfixed in their new
abode?
For thousands, possibly for tens of thousands, of years

each successive generation of their ancestors have
traversed the same routes between fixed and familiar
points. If their descendants in alien waters retain a
glimmering consciousness of ancestral paths 'and abid-
ing places, they would naturally cling, as they do. to the
coast, for to go seaward would be merely "dragging
a lengthening chain." So, too. it may be reasonably
assumed that their wandering along the coast, as
though seeking an eastern passage, is also an operation
of the ancestral instinct, a species of congenital nos-
talgia.

The persistence of a migratory instinct that has ceased
to be of service is shown in the Scandinavian lemming,
that once in eight or ten years betakes itself in a straight
line for the sea, swimming lakes, rivers, climbing
mountains, and on reaching the coast, swims outward
until whelmed beneath the salty wave. Scandinavia,
geologically speaking, is of recent elevation, and it is in-
ferred that the ancestral swarms set out for fertile

meadows now covered by the restless sea. It is certain,
however, that a migratory instinct survives that is of no
apparent advantage to the species, and so is it also with
the erratic migrations of squirrels, rats, field mice and
other rodents; seemingly undertaken without motive
and accomplished often without beneficial result. Thus
the altered habit of the Pacific shad may persist in-
definitely, for it is probably the operation of a rooted
instinct seeking its wonted accommodation, and in con-
clusion it may be said that, however skeptical fishcul-
turists may be as to the existence, in anadromous fish,

of an instinct of special direction, the presumptive evi-
dence is sufficient to warrant a restriction of propagative
effort to spawn that is native to the stream that is sought
to be stocked. A. H. Gouraud.

On Lake Champlain,
A WALK to Flat Rock, some three miles south and

well inland, for a view of the eastern Adirondacks had
been planned, bat Sunday restfulness and a misunder-
standing of time and place of rendezvous resulted in my
return to the house from the post office onlj^ to see two
of the girls rowing far out on the lake, Baker in the so-
called olfice writing his diary, and the rest of our group
nowhere to be seen. What to do? Some one asked me
if I were going a-fishing. Even while answering, "Not
on Sunday." the opposite determination flashed mto my
mind, and in a very few minutes I was on my way down
the clift" to the boat house on the beach, rod and landing
net under my coat, reel, line and trolling spoon in pocket
and just a zephyr of guiltiness making a ripple of unrest
to pass over the surface of an otherwise peaceful soul.
Guiltiness in deserting the others of the party who might
feel reproachful at my neglect and unrest in anticipation
of fisherman's luck and the reputation among pious
friends as a Sabbath breaker. One of the lig'ht St.
Lawrence skiffs was lying on the beach at the water's
edge, a can of worms was ready in the boat house, and
once I was aboard and rowing up the coast, nothing
but happiness was possible.. Beside me the waves were
plashing on the sand at the foot of the clifl:', while out
on the great inland sea whitecaps were dancing merrily
and far to the east the Green Mountains lay, watched
over by great Mount Mansfield and the Crouching Lion.
Beneath me the hard sandy bottom, shelving gradually
out into deeper water, was easily visible, with Its wave-
I'ke corrugations.
A fair wind and an easy row brought me to the fish-

ing grounds in twenty minutes, and letting my oars rest
in the water, I jointed the light steel rod. rigged line
and trolling spoon, put a generous gang of worms on
the hook and threw the line over the stern, when the
landing net had been set up. Then taking up the oars,
I pulled leisurely along, with the butt of the rod on the

.

bottom of the boat before me, its tip out over the stern.
Letting out a little line, the spoon began to turn -and
pull. The friction of the reel's click allowed the line to
be paid out until about 100 feet were gone, when by
putting on the drag, the reel was held front turning until
a strike might come.
The fishing grounds are about a mile above the village

of Port Kent, in a bight formed by a westward trend of
the shore, which makes out a half mile or so toward the
Vermont side.. Into this bight empty the two mouths of
the Au Sable River, some distance beyond the fishing
grounds. A pulp mill on the river just above the famous
Au Sable Chasm has polluted the water of that stream so
that there is not a fish in it. On the beach at the most
protected part of the bight is the camp building of the
Mountaineer Fishing Club, of Keeseville. a village of
some size fotir miles back in the mountains. This club
house is used as an outing rendezvous by the families of
ntembers, but now it was closed. Painted a yellowish
brown, it is the principal landmark for finding the place
to troll. Directly before it, and about 350 to 400 yards
from shore, grow a patch of pickerel weeds in eight to
ten feet of water, and not more than half an acre in
extent. Their waving lengths are easily seen rising to a
foot or so beneath the surface, except when the lake is

rough. Here and there in a flat calm, the tip of a weed is
seen upon the surface.
Among these plants lurk good-sized pickerel and pike

at all times of day and in all weathers. The plants are
not so densely placed as to foul the hook often, and it is

only necessary to troll properly over them, back and
forth, to find good sport. On the various occasions
when I have fished here I have encountered calms and
winds, light and strong, and from all points of the com-
pass, but each time have made satisfactory catches.
To-day, by the time I was in readiness for work, the

sun was bright, but a strong wind was blowing from the
south-southwest, the waves were running high; and
whitecaps were all about. The course over the weeds
is parallel with the shore Vim> ^n4 too^ ^ne before ^nd
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against the wind. Going free, the light craft was blown
a ong so rapidly that it was necessary to back water
gently in order to preserve proper trolling speed; but
r.gainst the wind it was a long pull and a strong pull.
Four or five times I passed to and fro, keeping a look-
out for weeds, but without seeing any, and of course
getting no strike. At last I struck the spot, and found
cross-bearings on shore to the southwest, which would
help me to locate it on succeeding trips, and just then
the reel began to sing, and life was real. This time a
half-pound yellow perch was the victim, and was lifted

aboard with the line without much ceremony. On the
next passage across the weedy spot I had a strike which
made the reel screech long and loud. Dropping the
oars, which were held by pin oarlocks, I grabbed the
rod and checked the rush of the game only long enough
to feel its power and weight, when the line suddenly
slacked, and it was gone—probably with a good-sized
hole in the side of its mouth to let pass with each
breath water before it had paid its toll of oxygen. This
was on the windward trip, and before I could or did reel
III, the boat was blown back toward the bait so quickly
that the latter had sunk to the bottom and caught in
the weeds. By the titne the hook was clear and clean
again, I was far out of my course toward the south
branch of the river. Hereafter I was contented to fish

but one way across the grounds—down the wind. Going
to windward, I would reel in and keep the bait aboard,
and struggle agamst wind and wave back to the starting
place.

The next time across I hooked the mate of the perch,
already caught. I said things to him, as did Hiawatha
to Nahma, and called on the king of fishes, daring him
to strike.

Again I hooked a pickerel of about two pounds in
weight, and again I lost. This time I had brought him
alongside and saw him glare wickedly at me. as only
pickerel can, when all of a sudden a mighty shake of his
head wrenched the hook from his mouth and actually
threw it into the boat beside me. "Take your che-ating
old worms and be hanged to you," he probably said, as
he disappeared.
But here was encouragement, and though I had a

lurking suspicion of the approach of dinner time, I
stoutly refused to look at the watch in my coat under
the bow seat, and resolved to fish that patch until
something was 'flopping in the bottom of the boat that
might be heard without an ear against the gunwale.
On the second trip against the weeds after that I was

wondering if I could light a pipe in all that wind, when
Z-z-z-z-z-z! screamed the reel. I picked up the rod,
pressed thumb on reel and attempted to reel in. Whew!
how he does pull! He is well hooked! Oh, the joy of
it! What of patients, aflfairs, business now? Who shall
win this struggle? There he goes—far out of the water
he jumps, his sides gleaming and the drops falling all

about him as he shakes himself through his plunge into
the air. This dash is unavailing—the hook holds, and
now that I have seen his thirty long inches. I know
there is a long fight ahead if the' light tackle is to hold.
Here he comes rushing toward the boat, but not a slack
iitch of line does he-get, for the boat is drifting away from
him, and the reel' is a quadruple multiplier. After this
he sulks and allows himself to be slowly and laboriouslv
reeled in, until he gets sight of the boat, and the strange
monster in it, both of which are surely connected with
that strange thing sticking in his mouth and that mys-
terious and maddening tugging which for the first time
in his life prevents him from gliding as free as light
through the water. Then off he darts far away toward
the more friendly Vermont shore. Nothing could stop
him, save such a bolt rope and tackle as the pot-fisher-
men hereabouts use: certainly not this eight-ounce rod
and thread-like line. But at last he stops and again
allows himself to be reeled in until near at hand, when
with another great lunge, he shoots directly under the
boat, and heavens! the tip with him. Just in time I
pass the rod around the end of the boat,"but scarcely is
it fafe before he darts back to the other side again. My
heart stands still—he'll break that rod yet. Three times
he rushed arcoss the keel, and each time I managed to
save my tackle. After this.- one long run played him out.
He floated on his side as I reeled him in. and lay quietly
\yhile I passed the rod back, grasped the line above the
tip and shoved the landing net under and in front of
him and quickly lifted him aboard with certainly a third
of his length projecting from otit the net's mouth. Once
aboard and dispatched by a blow on the head, I had
scarcely time to admire his size, his beauty and his
glance, wicked even in death, before the

'

sound of
breakers close at hand brought me to the realization that
I had drifted away up the lake and close inshore. Quick'
moves were necessary in getting the oars shipped—

I

had taken them both into the boat during the lulls in
the fight—arid getting under way for home!
The wind and the waves made the row home a long,

hard pull, and there was no opportunity to light my pipe!
but it was sweet to look at that big beautv "there in the
shade of the little deck at the stern. ' W. S. T •

Trout Ticklingf.

^ Washington, D. C. Nov. i4.~Bditor Forest and
stream: Mr. Chambers' interesting notes are always
enjoyable, but his article about tickling trout in the paper
of Nov. 15 calls to mind an experience of one of the
employees of the U. S. Fish Commission, when collecting
eggs of the lake trout at Lake Dunmore. Vt. A number
of adult lake trout ranging from seven to fifteen oounds
in weight were in a partially submerged open boat in
which they had been towed to a convenient point 'for
stripping them. One of the emplovees quietly placed his
hand under a large female and tickled the belly of the
fish "The fish remained quiet for an instant, then darted
suddenly to the other end of the boat, turned about, and
returned to the point from which it had started where
the man still held his hand. He then proceeded to tickle
the trout for some little time. This showed beyond all
question that the fish enjoyed being tickled. I do not
see how any poacher or fisherman could ever exterminate
enough fish by this method, however, to necessitate any
special legislation. In fact, I should think it would be a
pretty slov? method of qatching fish.
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A Pearl River Camp.—V»
{Continued from page 890.)

"This business of hustling all the time for meat and
going withot^t bread, has ceased to be funny, and feels

to me very much like work, and hard work_ at that,"

said Jim, as we opened up the usual discussion as to

how to get our dinner.

"Yes," said Will. "When you have to do it, fishing

is no fun" at all, and hunting is no better than hoeing
corn. Let's dig out for a day or two and go some-
where and fill up and then come back and have some
fun. I am hungry all the time, even in my sleep."

"That is all right enough to talk, but where can we
go to eat?" said Walter.
"There is not money enough in the crowd to fill us

tip on hay, if we could eat it. and if any of the natives

about here have been around begging the honor of our
company to dinner, they have spoken very low. It is

no use to grumble about being hungry, and having to

rustle for grub, for there is but one other thing to <lo

if we can't stand it."

We knew he meant give up and go home, but not one
of us was yet ready to contemplate the humiliation of

sneaking back, starved out and discouraged, after the

big talk we had indulged in; to say nothing of hav-
ing insisted so on being left to our own resources in the

matter of providing provisions.

After some further discussion we concluded to try the

white perch and trout, and loading our minnow seine

into the boat, repaired to the river to catch minnows.
On a sand bar near where we were seining, I found a
peculiar track made by some animal Avith claws, that

seemed to have a heavy tail that made a deep mark.
I could not tell what it was that would make such

a track, but Walter recognized it at once and pro-
nounced it an alligator, and a large one.

We were greatly excited bj'' the discovery, believing

that alligators were very fierce and dangerous, and, al-

though we had only a few minnows in our bucket, con-
cluded not to tempt fate by further seining in that water.

Our fishing was not at all the success we hoped for.

and any one of us could have eaten alone the entire

catch of the morning. It was a sad and silent crowd
that toiled up the bank from the boat, carrying our
scanty supply of fish, and bearing in grim silence our
hunger.

"Hullo! Company," said Jim, as we came in full

view of the camp, and saw seated on a stump by the
ashes of our fire a large, bearded man.

"Walter's friend," said Will. "Come to ask us to

dinner."
As we approached our vistor he ai-ose from the stump,

dropped a double-barreled shotgun careles.sl}' into the
hollow of his left arm, and stood facing us. He was a
very large man. of rather forbidding mien. He an-
swered our polite salutations in a short, gruff manner,
and immediately began to catechise us,

"Where you from?" he asked.

We told him.
"How long you been here?"
This question we also answered.
"Anvbody else been camping areund here since you

come?"
We said they had not,

"Have you seen anybody around since you been
here?"
We answered this in the negative, and the question-

ing ceased for a time.

The man's manner was abrupt, and his attitude rather
truculent, but we were self-reliant boys, and not easily

frightened, so felt nothing b'lt a vague uneasiness from
his visit and questions.

When the silence had lasted so long that it was grow-
ing embarrassing, Walter said:

"Was you looking for anyone in particular, sir?"

"Yes," he snapped out, with an oath. "I am looking
for somebody allfired particular, and when I find him
and give him the eighteen buckshot that I have got in

this here gun, his infernal hide won't hold shucks."
The gentleman was plainly in dead earnest, and somc-

bodj'' was in danger of suffering great bodil}^ injury.

We were divided between a feeling of sympathjr for

the unknown's danger and curiosity as to his ofl'ense.

"Well, we haven't seen a soul since we came here,"
said Walter. "What kind of looking man is he you arc-

hunting for?"
"I don't know," was the reply. "Never saw him yet.

but I will .see him if I have to hunt a year. It is a
thieving scoundrel that has killed one of my best hogs
that I am after, and I'll shoot him just as quick as I

get sight of him."
Will had stepped to the water bucket for a drink, and

had the dipper almost to his mouth when our visitor

spoke of the hog. I was looking at him and saw him
freeze with his mouth open, and the dipper a few inches
from his lips. His hat plainly moved on his head, and
great drops of sweat broke out on his forehead, while
he gazed at the angry man like a snake-charmed bird.

Fortunately, our visitor was not looking at him, so
did not see his look of conscious guilt.

"How many hogs have you lost?" said Walter, evi-

dently to create a diversion and let Will recover from
his panic.

"How many have T lost? Do you suppose T have
been sitting around letting a dad blamed hog thief rob
me as he nleasedf I've lost one hog, and a fine one.
and when I catch the thief—as I will—the coroner will

be his next visitor."

I glanced at Will out of the tail of my eye, and saw
that he had not moved. We were all pretty uneasy and
wishing t'-^at our visitor would take his departure, which
he showed no signs of doing.
Trying hard to appear at ease, we .set about building

our fire and preparing our scanty dinner, while our
•iloodthirstv guest_ continued his tirade against the tin-
iknown slaver of his hog, with dire threats ot vengeance,
il'jnaliy, when we out on our small catcli of fi.sh to frv,

r ul he saw how little tliere was, and that we had noth
jiiig else, he asked if the fish was all we had to eat. On
our replying in the affirmative, he proceeded to speak
..very frankly and forcibly to the effect that it was foolish

q\ u? to epme oo guch a trip v"*''""*- i-^nging provigjoog,

a.nd all but criminal on the part of olif parents to allow
it.

"You ought to haye brought enough provisions to

last your whole trip if you did not catch a single fish or
shoot a squirrel," he Woluid up.

This struck Jim as being a ref^ectioti pit lis and our
respective households, and he rose to explain;

'

"We did bring provisions, pletity of them. A clothes

basket and a market basket full and the h
—

"

Waltel- was making desperate efforts to shut him oft'

by grasping his own throat with one hand and pressing
his finger on his lips, while I stood helpless with terror,

believing that a moment more would see us facing a

cross examination that would convict us as the hog-
killers, for, of course, we could not let Will bear it all.

But Jim got no further than the beginning of the fatal

word "hogs" when Will broke in on him in a frenzied

howl

:

"Clothes basket full! Market basket full! Piled up,

running over. Eat it all up. Eat all day, and all night.

Never did eat so much. Just done nothing but eat.

You never saw anybody eat so much, did he, fellows?"

Will wound up his wild harangue almost in hysterics,

and it was not a bit funny.

He firmly believed that his life was in danger and was
scared as only a boy can be.

Jim realized how near he had come to putting the

fat in the fire, and was covered with confusion. There
Avas a moment of silence, and then our visitor arose to

his feet, shouldered his gun, and throwing out his hand
in a; jcarelesa :gesture toward our frightened companion,
said:

"If you b03's ain't got sense enough to bring grub
with jrou when you come camping out, you certainly

ought to have decency enough not to bring liquor and
drink it, young as you are."

We entered no denials, and were thankful to see

him take his departure. He might tliink we were
all drunk or crazy, we agreed, so long as he did not
discover that we had killed his hog. There was a

general sentiment to the effect that we ought to change
our location immediately for fear of a return of our
visitor, and it would have taken very little additional

scare to cause us to abandon all our eft'ects and start

for home in a body. Will,, especially, was very insistent

upon leaving at once, declaring that he had rather walk
all night than chance another such visit.

Our appetites had been so affected by the scare that

our small supply of fish proved ample for dinner. After

much discussion we concluded to at^ least defer our de--

parture until the next day.

The afternoon was devoted to fishing for bream, and
our success was great. Determinhig to atone for the

short rations we had been on, we cleaned the entire

catch, which more than filled a large bucket, and pre-

pared for a real feed. The bacon was sizzling over
the fire, and we had meal spread on a board to roll the

fish in to prepare for frying, when a loud "Hello!" was
heard on the opposite bank of the lake. Our friend of

the afternoon was the first thought of each one, and
our hearts sank.

.A.fter a hasty consultation Walter and I went to in-

vestigate the hail, leaving the other boys to look after

the preparation of stipper. Will's parting injunction

was: "II it is that bloodthirsty old pirate, and he
comes back with you, I will be in bed and you can tell

him I am sick, and it will be perfectly true."

Arriving at the lake bank and replying to the hail; we
found our would-be caller Bob Weston, a cousin of the

Kirkman boys, whose home Avas a few miles aAvay, and
Avho had come over to visit us. We soon had him
ferried across and up to camp, Avhere he received a most
hearty Avelcome, OAving partly to the relief Ave felt and
partly to the fact that he Avas the bearer of two large

loaves of bread sent us by his mother. He further won
our deepest gratitude by the assurance that he was ac-

(juainted with our friend, the hog owner, and knew that

he was to go to Yazoo City the following day to be
gone two Aveeks. This good ncAvs, the abundance of

food—especial'y the bread—and our welcome young
visitor acting altogether, made us so hilarious and hun-
gry that we ate CA^ery fish and all the bread for our
supper. Bob proposed to initiate us into a ncAv order

of sport after supper, and we set to Avork on our prepa-

rations.

He had brought what he called a fish gig and proposed
to take us on a gigging expedition by torch light. The
gig looked like a trident, as shown in the pictures of

Neptune, being a three-tined fork—the tines barbed

—

set on a long handle.

Gigging, as he explained to us. Avas practiced wading
along in the shallow water after dark among the cypress

roots and trees, with a torch made of pine knots, by
the light of Avhich you could see the- fish and strike

them witli the gig.

"How about .snakes?" asked Jim, when Bob had ex-

plained his method.
"Hardly ev^r see one at night, and they won't bother

you at all."

This was good news to me. as a snake was ray pet

aversion, and I had thought at once how apt Ave Avould

be to run on them. We found gigging very exciting, but

not as easy as it looked.

Bob struck several fish to show us how. and then wc
-:ach took a turn. The pine torch gave a good fight,

but the fish did not look right in the water.

We Avere not much tro.-'bled by the refraction, usually

the most serious difficulty in spearing or striking fish

in water, as we worked only in very shallow water, but

the fish would not look right.

My first strike was a root into which I drove the

gig with tremendous force to the great consternation

of a large fish that lay almost against it, the root hav-

ing presented the exact appearance of a fish to me, and
vice versa.

We noA'ices made many mistakes, but occasionally

took a fish, vvhich was all the more enjoyed, owing to

the difficulty Ave found in mastering the sport. We
.finally had tu quit, OAving to the fact that our torches

gave out, but Ave carried back to camp the best string

01 fish we had yet taken,

W&lter struck the largest fish sighted, which we all

took -a hand in landing afiiid great excitement, but

Pljly to ftnd that it: '^fl'ojihef one of th§ beady-eypd

species that we had found Avorthless. Bob called it a

grinnel and pronolmced it unfit for food.

We were very tired when we rettirned to camp, but
aS B&b Was feornpglled to get baek hotne early In tile

hioi-nihg, wfe prepared S geiiei-otis iiiess of fish for break-

fast before ttirning in.

Nothing disturbed our rest, and Ave slept—-five in a

bed—as only healthy tired boys can.

Lewis Hopkins.

An August Outing.
Editor Forest and Stream;
One day a few weeks since, while gazing from my

office Avindow, watching men and maidens coming from
beach and mountain laden with that healthy brown shade
which comes only with the good old summer time, there

dropped in upon me a couple of friends, with an "Hello,

old man, what are you dreaming about?" "Nothing in

particular," I replied, "just enjoying the healthy glow
I see passing, but, unfortunately for me, carried by the
other fellow. It just makes me wish I could get away for

a few days." '"Well, Avhy not?" they said. "That's what
Avc are here for—all tired out and want to go some-
Avhere. Now, you know where to go. Start and take us
with you, away from railroads, letters and newspapers,
into the woods, near the end of some distant point, whe-re

Ave can commune with nature for a week, shake off this

tired feeling, and be able to brace up a little." "All right.

When shall we depart?" "At once." And so. with hard-

ly a thought of the matter, or where we Avere going, I

consented to take my friends to .some jumping-off place,

Avhere the noise of the grinding trolley could not pene-
trate.

The arrangements were left to me. In fact, I was duly
appointed guide, and told Avhat was expected of me, I

was to pilot the party to jtist the proper place, amuse
them with stories of my previous experiences—fact or

fiction, mattered not to them—provide for their comfort,

and, above all things, see them safely home at a given

lime, Avith life preserved and health improved. No small

undertaking, I assure 3'ou, as both my friends are charter

members of the "Tenderfoot" and "Kicker" clubs, very
inquisitive and Avilling to learn. Looking into the muzzle
of a rifle barrel, or casting a fly around a fellow's neck
Avas all the same to them. They wanted a good time, and
Avere bound to have it—taking chances being part of the

programme.
I may as well introduce my friends—just plain Billy

and Sam. They are fast friends and both good fellows

—

yes, mighty good fellows ; and the way they "call" each
other on various occasions is amusing, but let .some other

fclloAV mix, and there is trouble at once. Billy is in the

hotel business. He knows all about running a hotel—or

thinks he docs—Avhich is the same thing, and the spread

he prepared for us for a send-off the night we left was
Avell appreciated Avhen later we sat doAvn to tin plates, and
the smoky food prepared for tts by our Canadian guides.

Sam turned his face toward the setting sun and thought
of old Boston and her famous baked beans, but it was
no use to think—eat or go hungry, and Sam faced the tin

plates with the crowd.
NoAv, about Sam. Well, he is a lawyer. He is not a

Webster, and says he is glad of it, for he would not care
to have his picture hanging in ever-y legal office in the

land. This may seem strange, but if yoti could knOAV Sam
and his bashful, retiring disposition, all would be ex-
I'.lained. Bitt Sam is all right—only one failing, just a

little gun shy. He did not enjoy some of Billy's military

rnoA'ements with a rifle, so one morning, when Billy came
vp the lake and made a good shot at a loon, Sam asked
what he was shooting at. Billy said he Avas after a loon

and got one right in the head. "That is nothing," said

his bosom friend, "you have had one there for years," but
he was .sorry for this soon after. While passing through
the woods, Sam was a short distance in the rear, Billy

and I stopped behind a clump of bushes and watched
him hunt the trail. "Wait for me, Billy," was the cry
Ave heard, and when he came in sight that frightened,

lost-in-the-woods looks on Sam's face was a picture uo
artist could paint.

But. enough of the boys for the present.

"'Cummings' Camp, Square Lake, Maine, the home of

the largest square-tailed troitt in the State." That is the

Avay the circular reads, and probably every man Avho has
fished this famous chain of lakes has seen fish beauties

usually found only in pictures. This Avas our destina-

tion. We left Boston one Sunday night. Monday morn-
ing found us at Bangor. Here avc took the Bangor &
Aroostook train, arriving at Jemtland at 2 P. M. Jemt-
land can boast of only tAvo buildings, but it is surely on
the map. Here aa'c were met by a young man who was
to drive us to the first camp, some twelve miles distant.

The roads were somewhat rough, owing to recent rains,

but at .5 P. M. we reached Camp Ranch-to-Rest-In on
Cross Lake, safely, Avith no broken Avheels nor bones.

We were Avelcomed by Mr. D. L. Cummings and dattgh-

ter, Avho had provided for us a supper such as only a tired

traveler can fully appreciate.

Tuesday morning Ave started for the main camps, eight

miles distant by canoe, situated on Square Lake, and here

is where I lost my job as guide. Billy and Sam did not

propose to take any chances in a canoe with me as pro-

pelling poAver, so, Avith cool repudiation of my contract as

guide, three Canadian boatmen Avere engaged, and off we
started. I will not attempt to give the names of these

guides, beyond Frank and Pete, as I Avould surely make
a mess of" it. Anyway, they knew the lakes, and could

handle a canoe, which was quite a necessary accomplish-

ment for our party.

At Square Lake Ave found Mrs. D. L. Cummings and

Mr. Fred Cummings in charge, and Avith a characteristic

Maine Avelcome, Ave were assigned to a comfortable camp
and told to make ourselves at home.
Wednesday morning bright and early we started on a

cruise of some scA^enty or eighty miles. A ten-mile paddle

took us nearly the length of Square Lake, and into the

Dimmock country. Avhich, by the Avay, is where the moose

are full fed and grow large. It was no uncommon sight

to see two or three moose feeding at the Avater's edge,

careless of <yar presence, but the first crack of a rifle will

soon Avarn theee great game animals that the season of

their discontent is at hand, and if they are Avise, they will

hasten to the nearest blacksmith shop for a set of high-

a-ear traveling shoes,

i
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After lunch and a pull at the brier, we again took to the
water. Dowh Square Lake, through Eagle Lake thor-
oughfare, across Eagle Lake, then \xp Fish River, aiid

caiiiped for tjle night at the foot of Lake St. Froid. Hete
ftga.ih Wil.s tiie coiitage of the tehderfoo.t Sfev^relf tried,

with atiother iiitrodu.ctioh to till plates aiid camp-fire cddk-
iiig. While the guides were prepariiig our eveiiing me^I,
Sam was busy putting in several vigorous kicks from lii.s

scat on the smoky side of the fire. I shall always think
that he was communing with the spirit of the departed
T'oe, for I surely heard him say "Nevermore." Leaving
him to his own reflections, Billy and I wandered up the
lake shore and in about half an hour returned with wet
feet and a dozen pairs of fat frogs' saddles, and this

was how it happened that oui' bill of fare for breakfast
was made more temptihg by the addition of frogs' legs,

d la So.stott. That long- to-be-tciliembereri breakfast oyer,

a little fishing was iH order. We Were iiot loftg in locating

the finn}^ beauties that were to furnish oui" midday tiieial,

and had it not been that we wished to leave a few fdr

breeding pui^poses. tlie sport might have coritiniied in-

definitely.

Going back to camp, a big trout neaidy jumped over
Frank's paddle. "Feesh ofen jomp in canoe on thi%"

lak"," said Frank. I glanced backward at his wrinkled
face, but he gave no sign that the truth was not his

.specialty. I said nothing, and doubtless Frank concluded
T bad fi'^hed in other days, for he gave me no further
information of a similar natttre.

That night found us back at Square Lake Camp, which,
the boys h'ad decided, was more comfortable,^ for the

r.ight in the tent had not been a pleasant one in all re-

.'^pfeifts.. A friendly oWl, had also camped quite neat Us.

Sam thought it was a bear. Se sincerely hoped td see;

its black nose poked under the ca.iivas near where Billy

was dreaming of a beauty, but no beast.
, . , _

.

Friday was occupied making a trip up the lake to Little

Goddard Brook. Here words fail to fully describe this

beautiful stream, with its winding course and ever silent

.shores. No sound broke the stillness, save the waters

drip from the glistening paddle. We rounded each bend
silently, wondering at every turn what new scene would
present itself on this great panorama of nature; but not

until the canoe grated on the sand at the trail landing

was our watchfulness rewarded. There, standing in the

tall grass, their great dark bodies silhouetted against the

green foliage, we saw three large moose. This was a

.sight well worth the paddle of hours, and the entire cost

of our trip. It is said, a moose is very intelligent, and it

certainly seemed as though they had read the full text

of the Maine game laws, and knew we could not harm
them, for they viewed us with evident curiosity, and
finally pushed their way into the heavy growth and
disappeared in the forest.

Our party continued up the trail some three miles to

Camp Gilmore, a charming little resting place that one
must know in order to find. Here was served lunch

—

boiled eggs, sandwiches, fresh blueberries picked en route,

and a cup of genuine forest-made coffee. Now, a Maine
guide would as soon forget his dinner as he would his

after-dinner smoke, and some sports are inclined the same
way, so our smoker lasted nearly two hours, there amid
the deep forest. Billy and Sam entertained the circle

with many fairy tales of unusual interest, some of which
would have done credit to our old friend Ananias, but

were vouched for as positively true. Days of this kind

)>ass all too quickly, and the gathering forest gloom
warned us back to camp.
Saturday came too soon—our last day at this delightful

lakeside home. The day was well im.proved on the water,

up Big Goddard Stream, around to the pleasant Barstow
Camp, then over the trail to the head of Eagle Lake,

where the sparkling water, rippling over the glistening

"^iinds, gave us a tem.pting invitation for a plunge, which
was gladly accepted.

Monday we had prepared for our start to the Hub. The
morning was chill and misty. The teams had been en-

gaged, and as all hotel and law business in Boston seemed
to De at a standstill. Sam and Bi\ly decided they must at

once return to the haunts of men to put things in motion.

That was a muddy twelve-mile drive, but no matter, it

was enjoyed all the same, as well as the sights and
scenery along the famous Bangor & Aroostook road, to

Bangor. The mantle of night had fallen when the train

pulled ont of the Bangor station, and three tired fellows

sought their berths.

Tuesday morning we landed in Boston, back again from
a most delightful trip, and over our breakfast coffee we
took a vote. Up went six hands, in favor of another
journey into the forest when business would permit; and
thus ended safely, a delightful August outing, for Billy,

Sam and the Guide. Roxbury.

Fish and Fishing.
r

The Weight of Fishing Rods.

More than the ordinary amount of comment aroused
by statements published in Forest and Stream, has fol-

lowed thp- Vemcirks made a few weeks ago by Mr. Hough,
relative to the weight of fishing rods. Over and over
^gaift have I heard references to the matter by anglers
wAO take a special pride in the qualit}'' of the tools which
they use. The unanimous opinion of those who have had
the most experience in experimenting with various styles

of rods seems to be that Mr. Hough hit the nail squarely
upon the head when he pointed out that something more
than lightness is required in a fishing rod. As a well-
known angler remarked the other day, "a light rod with-
out heart or backbone is a delusion and a snare." Many
makers who turn out rods without regard to hardly any-
thing else than their light weight are responsible for
nuich discomfort and lack of succes on the part of anglers.
On the other hand, there is no doubt that a greater meas-
ure of success in the manufacture of rods uniting light-
ness with casting and killing power, has been attained
in America than anywhere else, The superiority of the
well-balanced split cane rod of American manufacture for
trout and ounananiche fishing made itself apparent to me
long ago. and a three and three-quarter-ounce tool has
been my constant companion on all my inland fishing trips
of the last four years. Few anglers, I think, will be found
to begrudge the extra time required to kill a large fish
ot to $a.y^ a double vyith so delicate and so responsive a

tool as this, I must confess that when it comes to a.

stand-up fight with a salmon, 1 have usually preferred
a Castle Canhell or some other stout rod of the green-
heart species, because I not only know the dangers which
threaten the angler's connection with his fish during every
instant of time, that elapses between the hooking and the
gaffing of a sahnon, but also because when I go afishing
for salmon,, it is with the intention of fighting the fish

that I may be fortunate, enough to hook, and not remain-
ing passive while they fight me. Wh,at had confirmed me
in this preference was the experience I had had whh some
of the split cane salmon rods belonging to conlpattiorts

with whom I had fished. Last July, however, I found oilt

that it is possible for a light cane rod to kill a lively sal-

mon quite as quickly as a heavy Greenheart. My friend,
Mr. Hart, returning tired to camp, suggested that I should
try a pool close_by with his new cane rod, while4Te looked
on. A twenv-six-pound salmon was hooked at alAiost the
fir.st cast The river was between Mr. Hart and the
writer, and before one of the guides could cross and bring
him over to the death in the canoe, the fish had been gaffed
by the other. _ The rod was. of course, just such a one as
Mr. Hough describes as desirable for the angler's use, and
I never want a better orte. What anglers have to guard
against, however, in buving rods, is that 1ightnes.s of make
is the main consideration. An expert angler may some-
times know, or think he knows, just how a rod will act
by the feel of it when set up In the tackle shop. There
I.s very much, of course, in a proner balance, and even
this cannot be well judged unless the reel is on the rod,
bi<t it is always advisable to have the line run out and to
take the opportimity of testing the casting power of a rod
ill some Open space before concluding a purchase.

^ Change of Opfnion in England,

.
English, vn-iters on sporting topics are now advocating

the u=.e of lio-.hter fishin.<3r rods, than tho«e hitherto in use,
^ven in sea P.-^h^ng. .and that -(yell-known fishing expert.
Mr. F. G.. .A.flalo' t^l's hi^ read^^-rs in a recent number of
the Field that a light trout rod. which he advocates for
angling for codling. whitin<r and sea bass in rivers will
give ten times more sport than the stiff sea rod, which he
admits is excellent for lifting the heavy skate caught off
the. British coasts. One of these fish Avas recently taken
with rod and line at Ballycotton on the Kenmare River,
weie^hing 120 pounds, and on a handline one of 163 pounds
has been taken.

It mav not Drove uninteresting, in connection with the
si7.e and weieht of salmon rods made in England to de-
.scnbe one which has passed into my possession It is
made of whole cane, mottled black and vellow \n color
and bears on a -brass date arotmd the butt, the name of
a famous London rod maker. It consists of four joints
and there is a hollow gaff or net handle, containing the
-snare tips. All these parts fit into a hollow cane case
thrpp and a half inches in diameter, and surrounded by
=ix heavv brass hands, headed by a screw-plate of the
same material. When nut together the rod weighs four
r-onnds and a nnarter and measures nearly twentv-three
fe<;-t _m length. It almost reouires a giant to Avield it Its
o-smal owner was a Philadelnhia man of large staturewho used It on the Ste. Marguerite and other Canadian
.salmon streams several years ago- T am told that it cost
t^Om £t^ to £20 sterling-, and the beautv of the finish
shows j.n evident determinat-'on to turn out an exquisite
piece of work. In its original shape it is better suited for
a musenin of ano-lino- apnliances or for a fisherman's li-
brarv tl.an for anvthinP^ else, but T have rendered its' un-
n^r half useful bv waking a short butt, which takes the
n\3re of th^ onprmal two lowest joints. As ctt^tomarv
wifh msnv British rods, the ferrules are colored black toprevenMhe reflection of a bright .sun on clear metal frieht-
emnsT ibe fi.sh in clear water, and probablv the mottled
color of the cane was contrived fo- a similar purpose.

'

E. D. T. Chamber.s.

A Ffsherman Cawg-fat.

Asrir ^^^'jl^- of the Stagg Street Station,
William.sbura;h. in an effort to capture a thief who per-
sistently visited a tailor shop in Graham Street, hid a
patrolman m the plnce last ni.ght. Shortly after 2 o'clock
thi.s morning the officer saw a young man open a windowm the rear of the shop and pass in a lon^ pole to which
a fish hook and line was attached, which, by swingin<^
around, he was ab e to secure some dress goods valued atabout $30. The thief repeated the trick five times andthen the policeman from the inside caught the thief's armthe noi.se of the struggle brought the tailor, who went
to the yard and secured a grip on the thief until the offi-cer was able to come out. The bov Avas held on a chargeof burglary.—New York Evening Post
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BENCH SHOWS.
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S'^Cviilf'stcy
--^^ ^''^^ Association's

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 24.—Glasgow, Ky.--American Championship Field TrialA.ssociatinn's second annual trials. C. B. Cooke Sec'y

ei^Yth -niTaT'trlds.'""''
^-Co-t-ental Field Trial Club's

Nov. 24.—Glascow, Kv.—American Championshio Field TrialClub s second annua trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y. Richmond, Va
* .t.

• ^5.-Huntsv:ne, A a.-AIabama Field Trial Club's (memberof the American Chamjjionship Club) third annual trials. Johnt . b letcher. bee y, Birmingham, Ala.

''A Vermont Mode/'
Springfield, Vt., Nov. 6.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I am the man who described the New England fox
hunt printed in your issue of Nov. i under the title
"A Vermont Mode."

I have read in your issue of Nov. 8. under the same
caption, a most beautiful "roast" by Mr. Albert Con-
verse, of Philadelphia, Pa. If Mr. Converse had been
present when T finished, yoii probably would have lost a
subscriber. I was stunned, I, % gjime warden of my

State, a hater of game hogs. I, who had worked so
ardently for the protection of all kinds of game, was,
after all, nothing but a pot hunter, a contemiptihile kllow
who deserved this scathing rebuke. But the friore I

think about it the better 1 feel.

From the point of view of the humamitaria'n, the New-
England method is the better of the two. It lacks all

the elements of savagefy loftnd in the English or South-
crn hunt, where the hunters, who are well enough
mounted, arrive in tim'e fo see an eJchausted fox torm
to shreds by the wolfish pack.
From the point of view of the spoft««iafi=ye8. But

there is no point; there are as many points of view
as there are kinds and conditions of men.

I can readily Understand how Mr. Converse, perhaps
bred of a long line of fox-hunting ancestors, shoulcl
look upon our hunt as a sacrilege, breaking, as it did, all
the treasured traditions,

The New England fox hunter regards with the same
aversion any man who would trap a fox. Although
our miethods are tabooed in England and in the South,
we still entertain much the same regard for our qtlafry,
A New England fox hunter will not allow his dog t0
follow a she fox during the early springy, and woulcl-
see the last of his young chickens or turkeys disappear
before he would shoot -one in the summer.
With m if is a question of the present method or

none at all. Hounds cannot be followed in our roUghi
country 6n horseback of in carriages, and the people
up here are too mtich occttpied with the hunt for a
hving, to sport a pack of hounds, even if they could be
used.

Mr. Converse's idea of the facility with which foxes
are "potted" is erroneous. Wm'. Everett Cram, in his
book, "Little Beasts of Field and Wood,"' says: "From
what I can learn, fox-hunting, as it is practiced in this5
part of the country, is a science that requires a great
deal of study to make it a success. And the novice,
though his dogs are of the best, may not even get a
shot for the first season of two.'' This is true, and T
can assure Mr. Converse that it feqQife* both leg and
head work to follow the hounds afoot. Our red
foxes are so large, so crafty and their powers of endur-
ance IS so great, that no hounds can catch them among-
our hills. Therefore, the gun is the only means which
gives hope of an occasional success, that eleffient with-
out which no sport can long survive. We like to heaf
the music of the hounds, none the less, becatf-se we
only run two or three together.

Shall the nut-broWn Vermont tad t><l 4enied the de-
light of enticing the big tfouf from the p6ot tinder the
bridge because he has' a cut pole and baits with the
humble earth worfti, while the ffiafi from Fliifadelphia
throws his flies with a 6-ounce split bamboo'? 'The Som^
parison is fair.

If Mr. Converse or any Oiie else cSti show Us a bet-
ter method for use in our country under' ^l^isting condf-
tions, he will be the most welcomed of men" tft'd We wiff
not even insist on the use of the term "fox-i*U'nting-,"
which, however, appears to rtie a proper Use of the £ng--
lish language. As to the use of .sfrioke in the hunt de-
scribed, this was an experiment tried iii the hope of
giving us another run. I do not for a moment deny
Its irregularity. The result was entirely Itnexpected..
the other m.embers of this hunt (I have ftothing to
say for myself and will leave Mr. Converse to draw his
own conclusions) are gentlemen who would motn to
shoot a hare in her form or a treed grouse or mtch
short trout; in fact, they are sportsmen of as true a
type as any other, and I know they will be as sur-
prised as I was at Mr. Converse's bitter criticism. In
the British Isles the deer was formerly htinted with
horse and hounds, but the sportsmen o'f the State of

- Pennsylvania "pot" them with guns, and Mr Cofl-
verse has no more right to "jump on" me than a mart
who has followed the stag hounds in Scotland has tc
attack the sportsmen of Pennsylvania for shooting d€€/V
It all depends on the point of view, and if Mr. Converse
will give me his address I will send him an invitation"
to come up to old Vermont, and he will find, much to
his surprise, perhaps, that we have our own code of
shooting ethics, possibly as rigid as his own; and I
can assure him that he will find among our sportsmen
a generous consideration for the beliefs and opinions
of others, which is one of the most admirable qualities
a gentleman can possess. I hope I shall some day
have the pleasure of meeting the enemy face to face
for between you and me, Mr. Editor, I don't believe thisman Converse is such a bad fellow, after all.

W, W. Brown.

Rabbits in North Carolina.
Forest and Stream's readers have knocked "around

and about, to use a darky phrase, with the writer in this
southern country, in quest of the 'possum and the 'coon
the squirrel and the partridge, and the snipe, and now
they are to be told about a little excursion after the darky's
"winter friend," to wit: "Bre'r Rabbit." The rabbit is to
the darky m cold weather what the "watermillion" is in
summer; namely, a thing to be sought for and eaten with
the greatest relish. The 'possum is more prized, it is true
but is scarcer, while "Bre'r Rabbit is ter be had fur de
lookin'," as a darky sportsman sententiously remarked
The writer must have enjoyed a thousand rabbit hunts

j^et they never lose their zest and infinite variety. Each
rabbit presents a new situation. The dog.s.and the negroes
are of course as much a feature as the rabbit himself. A
rabbit hunt lets out all the unctuous joy of the negro, his
talk, his laughter, his shouts, and meanwhile the dogs
make music which rings in the glades, romps over the
hills, is returned in clangorous echoes bv the woods, while
the heart beats quicker and the legs run faster after that
httle bit of flesh and fur than they do after an5^thing else
_
The country around Raleigh is not exactly a paradise

lor rabbits. A negro once said to me, "De rabbit heaven
IS up in Chatham county. Up dere rabbits is so thick dat
dey's two or three un 'em ter every brier heap." A slang
term for the rabbit is "sand hprse." The writer never
heard it u.sed save in this particular section. Chatham
county is really full of them. They are so numerous as to
be an article of trade, nearly approaching a staple.

HoNvever, the rabbits in the vicinity Qf RMeigh are nu-
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merous enough to furnish plenty of sport, and a good bag
as well. We made up one day what may be termed a sort
of official party for a hunt. There were the Governor,
the Secretary of State, the Auditor, the Commissioner of
Agriculture, William Robbins, a large landowner and a
thorough sportsman; the writer, and his young hopeful,
also sundry negroes and about thirty dogs. The scene
«of the hunt was Mr. Robbins' 1,000-acre farm in plain view
•of Raleigh, the sort of place "Bre'r Rabbit" loves. Cotton,
grass and cornfields, woods and those low places along
little streams, with high grass, briers, alders and willows,
which are rabbit resorts, are the features, and then there
are patches of "broom sage," as the darkies term it, an-
other sort of retreat for the hare.
Here are the dogs. Three of them are little grizzled

fellows, with faces like those of very old men. nonde-
scripts in the dog world, but only useful and highly
prized by their owner, Ben, who says, ''Dem's my shag-
gies. Dey's de greates' rabbit jumpers you ever seed.
Dey kin run, too, but dey business is mostly jumpin' um.
Atter dey doos dat, de udder dawgs mus'' ten' ter dere
part o" de business. If de rabbits anywhere de shaggies
g-uine ter fin' him. Bet on dat ! He's jus' got ter cum
out o' de wilderness, en come quick, too." Three of the
other "dawgs" are beagles or part beagles. Ben calls
them "beagle houn's," and says "dey goes erlong wid de
shaggies." Most of the dogs are the rawboned and
rather large.

_

shambling hounds, which are the darky's
"best bower," and of which every country negro has at
least one.

Great consideration is paid by the white sportsmen to
the views of Ben and his chief assistants, who has the
odd nickname of Soldier, possibly becaui^e he shirks all

other work save rabbit hunting, in which sport he will
go all day and lead the most strenuous life imaginable
for a few drinks and the fun of the thing. The negro
assistants are equipped with iticks, with which they hea.t

and poke into every "likely lookin' place," to aid the
dogs in starting or "jumpin' " the rabbits. One darky is

so clever a beater that he is the first to jump a rabbit.
Suddenty he emits a yell and throws his stick, and a rab-
bit rushes out of the edge of the marsh and right into a
cotton field. The cotton has been picked, but the stalks
stand thick and strong. There is the rattle and snap of
the thickly ranged stalks as the dogs and the rest of us
fairl}^ surge through them. The white contingent is

around with guns and quigkly gets to points of vantage.
The rabbit is in his element, the cotton field. He knows

exactlj-^ Avhat he is doing. The rains and the frosts are
causing a partial decay of the plants, and the acid in

them, probably tannic, gives out a strong odor, which
must tend to diminish that of the rabbit. Then, too, by
lying down between the rows of the cotton the rabibt has
a capital opportunity to use one of his favorite ruses, that
is, to lie down full length, keep still, and let the dogs
actually run over him. Sometimes he keeps on lying

there. Again he will turn and go back, sometimes jump-
ing several feet to one side or the other, to puzzle the
dogs. Sometimes after the dogs have turned back to-

ward him, he has' the audacity to run toward them and
through their lines, as most of them rush heedlessly in

full cry.

Ben says : "Rabbits jes' nacherly takes ter er cotton

patch. I don't rightly know why, but dej' goes dere, sits

still en saws woods, minds dey own business, er niebbe

lies down, keeps right quiet en lets de dawgs run right

over um. De dawgs is crazy ter git de rabbit. Keepin'
still is what saves de rabbit. Watch de shaggies. Dey's
trjing ter jump him ergin. Watch ole Blue, dat big

lioun'. Dat udder big lioun' by him is L;mycr, which I

calls him because he makes such er fuss.- all de tinxe like

lawyers en de rote house." Ben grins .-iL his own joke

and whoops up his does.

The dogs make all kinds of turns and returns in the

cotton patch. Presently the writer gets a glimpse of

something moving. It is "Bre'r Rabbit." A snap shot

knocks him over, but when the spot is reached he isn't

there. The dogs go at it again. A minute later some
one sings out. "Why, here he is," and sure enough there

lies the rascal, stone dead, in a clear place, seventy-five

yards from where be was shot.
"

The rabibt is held up so all the dogs can see him, as

they are called up. Otherwise, they would not go after

another rabbit without much delay. The darkie.s are

given a dram, which they take with great relish. It is not

considered good form in rabbit hunting, as in 'possum

hunting, to take a drink until the first game is bagged.

After that there is no limit. "Let's draw down to'ards de

branch ergin." says Ben. "Dey's lackly ter be erniither

un um in dere. If not, den dey's sum en de hillside in de

broom sage. Dey likes dis place, 'cause yander's er

callard patch, en some turnips is close by."

LTp gits another rabbit. One of the shaggies jumped
him. and Ole Blue and Lawyer are leading the chase. He
goes into- the cotton patch, but so close are the dogs that

he has to keep on running, so he makes a detour of per-

haps a mile. Meanwhile Ben posts the people with guns,

.so as to head off the rabbit at the best points for getting a

shot. But at this rabbit no shot is taken. The dogs

ha\e him, and Old Blue fairly tosses him into the air,

while Ben has to rush in and snatch him from the dogs, to

Avhich he administers various and sundry kicks and cuffs,

as they are irvine to eat him.

"Dem shaggies shorely can run er cold trail, ' says Ben.

"Dat track dey's on was made last night, erfore daylight.

Here he goes !" ending with a yell. "Dat's er buck rabbit,

de old he, en he kin run same as er fox, all day long en

mo', too. This prediction proves A^ery accurate indeed.

This particular rabbit crosses a branch twice and makes

a brilliant dash along the whole line of hunters, while

the shooting is like that on a skirmish line. The last

man knocks him over.

Another rabbit, roused from his snug for min a hollow,

goes up streams and into the woods, leaps a branch and

goes into a hole in a tree. The hole is three or four

feet above the ground, and looks hardly large enough for

a ferret to enter. The dogs tree. Ben says "Let Old

Blue say if he's in dar." Old Blue declares with a loud

voice that something is in that hollow. A forked stick

is passed up into the hollow. It brings hair. Then a

split stick is introduced and Ben says, "I'll twiss him out

en er minnit!" He adds: "He mighty nigh climb de

tree." One is reminded of the rabbit Uncle Remus tells

about so delightfully. That particular rabbit did climb

B, tree Then Uncle Remus' little boy auditor protested

that rabbits didn't climb trees. Uncle Remus remarked
vei'y grandly, "Well, honey, dis un did, kase he wuz
'blceged ter climb." That settled the question.

The dogs make one fatix pas. They eat a rabbit. For
this they get a sound thrashing. Then there is a fight

between three or four of them. Ben explains' their mis-
conduct by saying, "Dey ain't all mine, and so dey ain't

'zactly un ter each odder. Some dogs is mighty onfriend-

ly anyways."
One rabbit, literally flushed by the writer in a thicket,

makes a wild dash. The dogs are put on the trail and
away they go, the writer after them. The Auditor decides

that' the rabbit will return to that spot, so he takes a place

in an old roadway. A quarter of an hour he makes his

report, or rather two reports, bang ! bang ! but these are

not followed by the shout which announces victory. The
fact is he missed clean. There are a lot of people back

of him, ladies, children and darkies, spectators. The rab-

bit, scared half to death, plunges through these and into

a branch and disappears as if swallowed by the earth.

One darky says, "I don' see why dat gemmen didn't kill

him. De rabbit's eyes look as big as engine headlights

when he come down dat ole road." That rabbit fooled a

score -of people in a space of a few yards square, for it

required another quarter of an hour to find him. Then a

darky pulled him out of the edge of the branch, dripping

wet.
"Dat shorely is er keen un," said Ben. as a rabbit over

which hunters and dogs had literally walked, got up and

made tracks the other way, "He jes' sot still en let de

dawgs show what plum fools dey is." This rabbit takes

to a thicket along a stream edge, and dodges in and out

and is shot at several times. One darky finally said, "I

seed him just' now en I swear he was er sittin' on his

ba'nches er washin' his face wid his forepaws." This he

regarded as an act most contemptuous both of the hunters

and the dogs, but suddenly shouted, "Big-eyed rabbit,

hoo! boo I" as the shaggies stirred out the sneaking rascal

of a rabbit. The softer note of the little beagles is heard

as thev peg away after the quarn,^ Ben allows that good

as are'the shaggies, "de beagle dogs is de most perseverin'

kind dey is. Dey kin go anywhere er rabbit kin."

The Governor was in bad luck. Of the nine rabbits

bagged in a couple of hours, he did not get one, nor did

he get a shot. The Secretary of State and Auditor got

the shots and did well.
. „

Ben entertains the writer with some stories about the

rabbit and his ways." He says be has "seed Um er dancin^

and er playin' en mighty nigh er talkm' and er smgin .

Some of Forest and Stream's readers have doubtless

seen rabbits at plav in the gloaming, and will luiderstand

what Ben meant; their queer gambols and their squeaky

little voices being almost uncanny. Ben says they dance.

Sav^ he- "Den sashavs at one another jes' like people at

er 'dance Dev bows en dey scrapes, den jumps up en

cuts de pigeon whing. Yearly in de mornin' en erbout

dusk is de times dey mos' in genrul cuts up dat erwaj'.

When dey doos dat erway dey shore is a plum sight Lr

rabbit is er master ban' ter stir erbout of er night. Owls

eits atter him. foxes wants him, but he erits eround jus

flc -amc. Endurin' er de day he, sits eround mighty quiet.

He's er waitin' ontwell night time. Rabbits eats tros .

Dat makes um fat. Dey's two kinds un um, de ole hel

rabbit an' de swamp hyar. One's littler dan de udder.

Bofe un um kin run like er streak. Fred A. Olds,

Western Massachusetts Hunt.
(From Tke Springfield Tiepublican. Nov 13.)

Nearly a hundred hunters and from 30 to 40 l^ounds

joined in the opening day's hunt of the Western Mas.sa-

chusetts Fox Club at Westfield yesterday. It was the

usual success, although the number of brushes secured

was not as large as at some of the former hunts. So-

ciability and good cheer prevaded, which is worth more

than the killing of a large number of foxes. The ex-

hilarating exercise with the ever-present expectancy ot

seeing a fox within gunshot, or the sound of the hounds

as they jump a fox from his hiding place m some swamp

or upon a mountainous ledge, is worth much to the

real fox hunter. Men arc known who have hunted sly

Reynard for years without having secured a single brtish,

yet they enjoy the sport keenly and are never dis-

'couraged. It is the free open air life that appeals to

them as much as the mere slaying of^the fox. At least

six pelts were secured, but the driving on the whole

was disappointing.
, -

, , , • 1 ^
The conditions were thought to be ideal. A ram had

fallen in the night, and the ground was well dampened

for successful trailing. Some of the veteran hunters

however thought there was too much water, and said

that the scent had been washed off the leaves and grass.

They also shook their heads when they saw a south-

west wind was blowing. Their predictions were not

far amiss, for the trailing was not of the best. Two
of the old hunters who predicted poor following were

John Rood and Joseph Clark, of Sandisfield. Mr.

Rood is 82 years old, and Mr. Clark 79. Both were in

the hunt. The morning was productive of the best

driving, and from about 7:30 till 9 there was consider-

able music from different packs of hounds that had

caught a scent and started their quarry. Three dogs

Jumped a fox in the swamp near the lower reservoir

brook, and for a half-hour there was the liveliest kind

of a time. The pace was fast and furious, and the

hounds were led a merry chase in small circles, until

Mr. Fox finally tired of his capers and led the dogs

over Mt. Tekoa and nearly to Fairfield, where he again

began traveling in circles. There were no hunters in

that section, and the fox failed to return. About 8

several dogs started another fox at the foot of the

mountain and carried him along to the north until he

fell a victim to the unerring aim of one of the hunters.

There was a vast amount of amm^unition wasted, much
to the disgust of the genuine fox hunter. Many of the

novices took to hunting rabbits and squirrels, and there

was a continual bombardment, after the novelty of

standing behind a stone wall or tree had worn off.

The start was made from the Park Square Hotel about

6 A. M., in 'busses and single carriages. Bugler Pettis

made a tour of the town about 4:30 A. M., and awoke

the sportsmen, as well as a majority of the other citi-

zens within hearing, The threatening clouds cast a

gloom over many of the hunters,, but this was dispelled

in a short time, when it was seen that the clouds were
to shed no water, and the sun peeped through the rifts

now and then. It was an enjoyaole day for out-doof
sport, greatly in contrast to a year ago, when there was
a miniature blizzard raging. The wind in the aftefnooft

was not favorable to the chase, but there was not much
to chase after the noon hour. The club made its head-
quarters at Albert Healey's house, on the road between
Pochassic and Wyben, and the women of the latter

village furnished an excellent luncheon to the half-fam-
ished sportsmen. The proceeds will be devoted to the
little chapel at Wyben. The majority of the hunters,
who had stationed themselves along Pitcher street, took
lunch at Mr. Hayden's farmhouse. Most of the suc-
cessful hunting was done along the base of the moun-
tain. There were several good drives to the west of
Pitcher street along Mount Tekoa, but little fun was
derived from the hounds cut from the leash near old
Grindstone Mountain. There was also less trailing to
the east, toward the brickyard, Trainfield and Furrow-
town, the foxes apparently being determined to stick
close to the hills. It was thought that conditions were
right for them to play the dogs out into the open pas-
tures and fields, on account of the damp condition of the
woods, but they did most of their running in the woods.
Many out-of-town men joined in the hunt, including

about a score from Worcester and a half dozen from
Hartford. Several women were also out to have a part
in the hunt. F. M. Lamb, of Worcester, shot a fox in
front of C. _B. Daniel's dog, that had been running less
than five minutes. The dog was all alone, and started
his fox below the Pitcher Road, to the south of Ball
Mountain. Mr. Daniels is also a Worcester man, and
had the distinction of shooting a handsome dog fox in
front of his own dog soon after Mr. Lamb killed his.
It was a fine specimen. Both foxes, were shot within
less than an hour of each other, and both in front of
Mr. Daniels's dog. This is an unusual record, and it is

safe to say that Mr. Daniels was as proud of the achieve-
ment of his hound as he was of having secured a brush.
Others who secured foxes were Harry N. Phelps, of
Southwick; Dr. I. H, Pomeroy, of East Gloucester; Ed-
ward Williams, of Southwick, and Herbert Higgins, of
Westfield, making a total of six in all, which is con-
sidered quite .satisfactory, the conditions being consid-
ered. Dr. Pomeroy killed his fox late in the after-
noon on the east side of Ball Mountain, and Mr. Will-
iams bowled his over about 4 P. M., near Grindstone
Mountain.
The hunters met in the early evening at the hotel to

recount the experience of the day. At 6:45 a line was
formed and the members and guests marched in a body
to the Gem Opera House, with Officer John S. Breen
performing escort duty. Hubbard catered for the ban-
quet, about 175 being present. John T. Way, president
of the club, called the gathering to order, after the
cigars had been passed, and introduced E. W. Dicker-
man as toastmaster. Who presented the speakers in a
most pleasing manner. Congressman George P. Law-
rence was one of the guests of honor, and received a
warm welcome. The speaking was of a high order and
was brightened by many witty stories. Running through
the remarks of most of the speakers was a vein of seri-
ousness, in which was emphasized the value of leading
lives of honesty and sobriety, and of the need of giving
freely of time and eft'ort in solving great national prob-
lems. The manhood of President Roosevelt was com-
mended by several of the speakers. Congressman Law-
rence expressed himself as favoring rigid government
supervision and control of great industries supplving the
necessities of life. Mr. Green spoke of the democracy
of the sportsman's life and paid a high tribute to West-
field, his old home. The other speakers were Judge
J. J. Quinn. of Hartford, and A. B. F. Kinney of
Worcester; Rev. W. C. Gordon, S. H. Holmes, c' A.
Brodeur and II. W. Ely.

i' Retfieving".

The best work on retrieving is "Fetch and Carry," the
well-known treatise by B. Waters. In this work the ama-
teur can find all the instruction necessary in training his
dog to retrieve. Every educational step is carefully
marked out for him, the methods of teaching every detail
and correcting faults are fully explained; and thus the
amatur need not be experimenting aimlessly for methods.
Many collateral branches of training are also treated.
"Fetch and Carry" has received the indorsement of nearly
all the expert trainers of America. The chapters are
The Amateur Trainer; The Importance of Retrieving;
The Natural Retriever; The Educated Retriever; Imple-
ments and Commands; The Natural Method! The Force
System: Seeking Dead and Wounded Birds ;' Incidental
Training; Wildfowl Retrieving; The Irish Water Spaniel;
The Chesapeake Bay Dog; Handling Retrievers; English
Retrievers; Qualities of the Retriever; The Finder-Re-
triever; The Dog's Mentality. Cloth, price, $1.00. Forest
and Stream Publishing Company.

There is a story current at Kuliang (Central China),
says the Foochow Echo, about a tiger in that quarter
giving trouble. It is said that a missionary and his wife
had been worried by a tiger prowling nightly around their
home. They determined to get rid of it. One night they
tied a cow up in the backyard and a dog at the front of
the house. Then they armed themselves with guns and
kept watch. The tiger appeared, the missionary fired and
killed the cow. The wife rushed to see what had hap-
pened, and in her absence the tiger ate the dog.

If warriors go to war by land, tlie turf shall receive the bodies
of the slain. If warriors go to war by sea, the ocean shall receive
the bodies of the slain. From time immemorial our gallant war-
riors have gone forth in swarms. Human life lasts but for fifty

years; who would wish to purchase a few miserable years of life

at the cost of dishonor? March and fire as long as breath re-

mains, for our lives are at the disposal of the sovereign, our bodies
are to be sacrificed to the glory of the country; let soldiers die
with all their wounds in front. The souls of those who thus defy
death shall be through the ages to come the guardian angels of

tranquility. So, go forth, go forth, ye warriors; warriors, %Si
forth!—Author, time and country ^nknown.

I
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Barnegfat Bay Sneak-Box.

The accompanying plans, which are given through the

kindness ot Mr. L. H. Schock, the designer, show the

typical modernized sneak box, which is now raced on
Barnegat Bay. The only restriction placed on these boats

for racing is that they shall not exceed 17ft. over all

length, and while boats of all descriptions and proportions

are built and raced, it has been found that the most suc-

cessful craft have been those with moderate dimensions
of beam and sail area, similar to the plans given herewith
The principal changes in this design from the original

sneak-box, are the increase of freeboard, fuller bilge and
more of a scow bow, to give her buoyancy forward and
prevent diving when being driven oti, beiore the wind.
The modern boats are handy and very fast on all points

of sailing, and make an excellent tyx^e of inexpensive boat
for afternoon sailing and racing in shallow waters. The
dimensions are as follows

:

Length—

•

Over all 17ft. oin.

Water line 13ft. oin.

Overhang

—

Bow 3ft. oin.

Stern ift. oin.

Breadth-
Extreme 6ft. 6in.

Waterline 5ft. 2in.

Freeboard

—

Forward , ift. 3in.

Least oft. loin.

Draft—
Extreme ift. oin.

Hull alone oft. 6in.

Boston Letter.

Boston, Nov. 17.—There was a hot time at the meet-
ing of the Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts
last Thursday evening, especially when it is considered
that nothing was done. 1 wo measures of immense im-
portance were acted upon, one the adoption of the pro-
posed new 22ft. class, and the other the adoption of

changes in the present rules governing the restricted 25ft.

and 2ift. classes.

There was a little better attendance than at the two
previous meetings. The adoption of the 22ft. class had
spurred Mr. Sumner H. Foster, the organizer, to greater
efforts, and he not only made a personal canvass among
the delegates, but also came armed with proxies. When
the vote was taken the result stood' 12 for adoption and 5
against. Two of the delegates present did not vote
when their clubs were called, and it was ruled that, un-
der the by-laws, their silence was equal to votes in the
negative. Had these votes not been counted as in the
negative the class would have been admitted, a two-thirds
vote being required, but with the addition of the two
silent members to the no side the motion was lost, and
the association refi,ised to adopt, the class. The discus-
sion waxed warm, and Mr. Foster tried in several ways
to get the vote reconsidered later, but all to no avail.

In spite of the fact that the association refused to
adopt the 22ft. class, Mr. Foster has informed me that
those who intended having boats built for it are going
ahead, it being reasoned that if sufficient number of boats
are built the clubs will give races for the class, anyway.
The orders for the boats, it is said, will be placed this
week. Burgess is said to have three orders for 22-footers
and Lawley, three. Mr. S. C. Winsor, of the Duxbury
Y. C, is much interested in the class, is anxious to com-
municate with those intending building at his Boston
office, 19 T. Wharf.
The 22-footers having been disposed of by the Yacht

BARNEGAT SNEAK-BOX—SAIL PLAN.
Designed by E. B. Schock.

Racing Association, the matter of changes in the rules
came up. It was the intention to adopt rules on meas-
urement, which would embody some of the features of
the New York Y. C. rule, while still maintaining many
of the principles of the present rule. In the call for the
meeting, the manner of obtaining length was the same
as the New York rule. It seemed, however, that there
was considerable prejudice against the formula and the
failure of its possible passage became apparent. So
Mr. Louis M. Clark offered as a substitute, that the
square root of the sail area should not exceed 145 per
cent, of the cube root of the displacement. This was ap-
plied to 2i-footers, and was lost upon vote. Thereupon
Mr. Clark avowed that he did not intend to propose any
more motions, and so a like proposition for the 25-footers

was never offered. It was then voted that it be the sense

of the meeting that no changes should be made in the

existing rules governing 25-footers and 21-footers.

The result of that meeting puts the yachting prospect
for next season in Massachusetts Bay in a very doubt-
ful state. In spite of the vote not to change the rules,

there are very few actual boat owners in the restricted

classes who will not admit that changes in the rules are
necessary for the health of the sport. For next season,
then, the only one of the restricted classes which will

hold together is the i8ft. knockabout class. There is a
movement on foot now to get some of the O'Wners of the
21-footers together and agree to race among themselves,
but not against the objectionable boats. It is said that
they can muster up ten boats, but there is likely to be

BARNEGAT SNEAK-BOX—LINES.
Desigaed by £. B. Schock.
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PLATE I.

ICE YACHT SAIL PLAN DESIGNED BY H. PERCY ASHLEY.

1

PLATE II.

ICE YACHT DETAILS OF HULL AND SPARS DESIGNED BY H. "PERCY ASHLEY.
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1. Chocks or runner guides.
2. End of runner plank and section of runner.
3. Section of forward runnier.

PLATE III.

ICE YACHT DETAILS OF RUNNERS DESIGNED BY H. PERCY ASHLEY.
4. Steering gear. Side view.
5. Steering gear. Section.

6. Forward runner. Section.
7. Forward rvinner. .Side view.

H ©

Tor Vv»V\<o.tA?

PLATE IV.
ICE YACHT—DETAILS OF RIGGING AND IRON WORK DESIGNED BY H. PERCY ASHLEY.
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home questioil about tliis tiuitibef. It 13 said that the
blder 2S-footers will not race against the boats of ex-
treme dimensions that are now being built. If this is sO
the interest in the 25ft. class will be very slight. Had the
22ft. class been adopted by the association, it is likely that
several more boats than are now contemplated, would
have been built. It is said, however, that the Corin-
thian Y. C. is likely to adopt the 22ft. class at its next
meeting, as will also several other north shore clubs.
It is also likely that the Dvixbury Y. C. will adopt the
class. If this is done the chances of a number of boats
being built will be stronger.

Up to date the number of racing boats under construc-
tion is very small. It is not known that any restricted
2T-footers are being built, while there are only two 25-
footers under way. Burgess has finished the lines of one
of the Seawanhaka Cup challengers, and she will be laid
down this week. She will be built in Fenton's shop. The
Sines of the other Seawanhaka boat will be started as
soon as possible. She will be built at Manchester in a
special shed. Burgess has an order for a 30ft. water
line cruising yawl for Mr. J. J. Feeley. A dozen yachts-
inen have agreed to build for the Mattapoisett one-de-
sign class, for which Burgess turned out the lines.

At Lawley's west shop the i66ft. steam yacht for Mr.
C A. Fletcher, of Providence, is about framed. Part of
the plating is on and the bulkheads are in. In the east
shop a 50ft. ketch for Mr. J. H. Cromwell, of New York,
is partly planked. The keel for the '60ft. waterline
schooner for Mr. C. H. Clark, of Philadelphia, is set up.
A 34ft. yawl for Mr. F. H. Adriance is laid down. The
cruising 30-footer for Mr. Alfred Douglas has been
hauled out of the shop, and a sister boat is having her
cabin finished up. Fred LaAvley has orders for a 25-
footer for Mr. Swift, of New Bedford, and a cruising
2i-footer for Mr. L. H. Spalding, of Winchester. He
has turned out the plans for an i8ft. class to be raced at
Kennebunkport, Me. They will be built at that place.
The design of the 50ft. schooner for Mr. John M. Rich-
mond is being held off, awaiting the final action of the
New York Y. C. on measurement rules.

John B. Killeen.

A Racing Ice Yacht.
BY H. PERCY ASHLEY.

Oliver Booth, of Poughkeepsie. who in 1790 built the
first ice yacht, composed of a square box on three run-
ners_ with a small sprit sail from his ducking boat, little

realized that he was laying the foundation for thousands
of racing ice craft all over the United States, Canada and
Europe. Unless one has been constantly in touch with
these speedy flyers of the frozen surface for the past
twenty-five years, and noted their gradual improvement
from year to year from the crude side rail affair to the
hollow-back bone racing machine of this winter, the im-
provements seem incredible. And why? For the reason
that past experience coupled with scientific designing, has
placed these flyers under control, and the danger attached
to this sport years ago when the ice 3'achts were built by
the rule of thumb, has passed, the modern, up-to-date
racing ice yacht is obedient to her tiller under any cir-

cumstances, and the windward runner does not raise
from the ice except in a half a gale, and then reefing is

required. The most prominent and practical improve-
ments of'late are hollow spars, hollow trussed back bone,
steering box aft of the clew of mainsail, reduced jibs and
sails, hoisting with pliable steel running rigging. Many
of these improvements are due to Com. H. C. Higgiiison,
of the Orange Lake Jce Y. C, who constructs, under
his personal supervision, and sails new racing ice yachts
from year to year. The racing ice yacht whose plans
appear in Forest and Stream, is of the third class, ac-

cording to the world's classification if ice yachts, which
is as follows: "Ice yachts shall be divided by sail area
into five cl*sses, as follows: First class, measuring 600
sq. ft. of sail area and over; second class, measuring 450
and under 600 sq. ft. ; third class, measuring 300 sq. ft.

and under 450; fourth class, measuring 225 sq. ft. and
under 300; fifth class, measuring less than 225 sq. ft."

The slyic of rig or shape of hull and dimensions are at

the designer's option. In the accompanying sail plan that

calls for the sails fully stretched, it will be noted that the

ice yacht carries 442 86-100 sq. ft., making her a third

class boat, and just 8 and 14-100 sq. ft. less than an ice

yacht of the second class. Hence the craft can go up a

class and sail in it as well as her own, and have a fair

show with the second class boats, and for all around rac-

ing in class or mixed class, a craft of these dimensions is

the most practicable. The international rule, which
originated with the Orange Lake Ice Y. C, in a mixed
class, is as follows: ''Allow one second for every square

foot of canvas carried over the smaller boat, provided the

course is ten miles, and the time limit of the race is one

hour. If the race is sailed in fifty minutes, 50-60 of a

second per square foot, and so on in accordance with the

time of the race. In other words, a large ice yacht does

not give the smaller boat so much time if the race is

siiiled in a half hour as she does if the race is sailed in

rnie houf- In a five-mile course, one-half second per

square foot can be used. If the race is sailed in thirty

minutes, allow 15-60 of a second per square foot, and if

sailed in twenty-four minutes, 12-60, and in accordance.

"The general time limit for five miles is 30 minutes. In

this racing ice yacht the general dimensions are: Back
bone over all, 40ft, 6in. ; track of fore runners, 22ft. tin.

;

from nose to center of mast, loft. 6in. ; from center of

mast to center of runner plank, 4ft. gin. ; cockpit, 8ft. by

4ft.; sail area, mainsail, 376 86-100 sq. ft; jib, 66 sq. ft;

total. 442 86-100 sq ft
^ , , ,

In building, the first step is to select the wood for back

bone and runner plank. The very best wood is basswood,

well seasoned and free from knots and cheeks. The

merits of the other woods are in their order named:

White wood, bittternut, white cedar, pine. In carrying

out these specifications, it should be clearly understood

that the materials and workmanship of wood, iron,

bronze, sails and rigging should be of the very highest

order, and th« plans accurately followed,

;|aGk Bone or Center Timber.—Select two first class

plflBj^s of basswood ; when fully dressed should measure

Aift by isjn. by i^^in.; these form the sides or shell of

?he back bone (see' Plate 2, Fig. 38)- T^kg qne planl?

and measure off 40ft. 6in. from the end used for the nose

place, a tnark 4in. ffom the lowef side upward. At the
"

mast It measures iiin., at nose of cockpit 7J^in., at ex-
treme stern 5^4 m; the lower side is perfectly straight.Now take a long batten and sweep out the curve, as
shown ui Plate i. Mark your second plank from the
first one after being dressed to batten mark. When the
back bone is finished, including the oak caps on bottom
and top, it should measure at nose sin. ; at mast, lain.,
and at heel 554in. Now that you have your shells or sides
of the back bone dressed smooth, lay one side on a leveled
.surface, and take your .strips of soft, seasoned white pine,
free from checks or knots. The dimensions of tiies"
pieces which form the truss for the hollow back bone, are
2m. by 2m. The first two pieces of the' truss are placed
under the mast at an angle of 45 degrees (see plate I

No. 2, Fig. 33). The contact surface is given a liberal I

coat of fish glue, and temporarily tacked in place with'
two screws from the inside. Between these two is fitted .

a triangular piece of pine 2in. thick, to sustain the down-
'

ward thrust of the mast (Plate 2, Fig. 37). Now reverse
the plank and screw fast, making the heads of the screws
flush with the surface of the plank. At the next truss is

inserted a piece of pine at the lower side, measurmg 2in.
by 3in., to sustain the upward thrust of the bobstay
spreader. (Plate 2, Figs. ?> and 37.) The same direc-
tions are followed in forward bobstay spreaders. (Plate
2, Fig. 32.) Insert a 2in. piece at nose aft. long. (Plate
2, Fig. 31.) The formation of the, nose is sliown in
Plate 4; the horn part of the same is capped with a 3m.
diameter by 2l4'm. and J^in. thick iron band to receive
the runner plank forestay. Aft of this is an iron baitd
3^in. deep (on top and bottom) of 3^in. iron set flush
with the wood and pierced with a U iron J^in. in diam-
eter, to receive turnbuckle for jibstay. (See Plate 4.)
The iron work is fitted after the back bone is ready for
varnishing. Secure the trusses aft from the mast until
the runner plank is met, and fit a strip 2 by 3in. parallel
with back bone to give holding wood for the three J^in.
lag bolts that secure the heel of bobstay. (Plate 2, Fig.

34.) Truss aft, as shown in Plate 2, until the nose of
cockpit is reached, and insert a piece of pine 2in. thick
and 2ft. long; also one of the .same thickness of oak
at heel of back bone. (Plate 2, Figs. 35 and 36.) These
pieces of solid wood strengthen ends of cockpit rail and
rudder post. Now that yottr truss is finished, glue and
screw on the remaining shell and cap, ' the same with
strips of oak 4j''4in. by l-i'm. on top and bottom. The oak
is secured by glue and screws 6in. apart on each side.

(Plate 2, Figs. 38 and 39.)
On each side of rudder po.st is fitted an iron band,

lyi'm. broad and %m. thick. The forward band is in con-
tact with the heel of back bone on its inner surface, while
the after one is set flush. (Plate 3, Fig. 4.) It will be
noted by reference to Plate 2. Fig. 35, that the under %'m.
oak cap extends only to the nose of the cockpit, as the

flooring of the cockpit is in contact with the side planks
of back bone.

Runner Plank.—A plank 23ft lo-g by i6in. broad and
5j4in. thick, is required when dressed. See that the heart

of the timber is on the upper side. Dress down from
the upper side in a gradual curve to the ends, which
.should measure in depth 2%\n. Now take down the

width of the plank at ends to I4in., and ctit away wood
on the under side at middle, the shape of draft of saddle

in Plate 4, gradually bringing it to nothing as it meets'

the runner chocks. When the plank is finished the dimen-
sions should be, center T6in. by 5j4m., ends 2i/i\n. by
I4in., length over all 23ft The hole for shroud pin bolt

is set iy2in. forward of the center of the plank. (Plate

2, .Fig. 18.) The distance between these holes is 12ft.

(Plate 2, Figs. 18 and 19.)

Runners and Steering Gear.—Turn to Plate 4. No. 7.

The forenmners are made of white oak. The fore-

runners measure 5ft. sin. from nose to heel, and are -zy^in.

wide by 5>^in. deep. (Plate 3, No. 3.) They are pierced

with a ^in. boU, on v/hich they ride. (Plate 3, No. 2.)

The shoe is of soft cast iron. 2;/2in. deep, and has a cut-

ting surface of 45 degrees. This is securely held in place

five square-shouldered screw-headed bolts ^'^in. diameter.

In finishing up the fore and aft cutting surface of the

shoe with a small file, see that at the riding bolt the bot-

tom of the shoe takes a gradual downward curve from
the nose to the riding bolt; the greatest depth is at the

bolt, and is 3-32in. The upward curve aft of the riding

bolt is the same. In Plate 3 the ice line is shown by

dots. The wood for rudder runner is 3ft lin. over all,

3i4in. deep, and 2in wide. It has two plates set flush, of

^in. thick iron, to prevent chafing of jaws of rudder

post The rudder runner shoes are also of soft cast iron

with a pitch at bottom of 45 degrees, with a slight fore

and aft upward curve of 2-32in. at the ice contact edge,

Full working details of the steering apparatus are given

in Plate 3, Nos. 4 and 5. The rudder post is iir^in. from

top of the nut to flange that sets on boss at lower side of

back bone. From bottom of jaws to top of nut is I7in.

;

diameter of rttdder post VAm. ; diameter of jaws, 3in.

The rudder post works in two brass bosses on upper and

lower side of back bone. They are secured to the wood
by four screws for each, which are set flush with the face

of the boss. The tiller fits on the square head of the

runner post and is 3ft 4in. over all. Material for steer-

ing gear, mild steel, engine turned.

Runner Chocks.—The runner chocks are made of white

oak and measure 24in. over all by 4>-4in. deep and 2in.

wide. They are sunk Vkm- in the plank, and each chock

is pierced wdth four lag screws of YAn. diameter, which

secure them to the ends of the runner plank. On the in-

side chocks are mortised two brackets of oak for each

chock. Three brackets are sunk Y&m. in the plank, being

glued and lag bolted as well as the chocks. At right

angles .to chocks in their center, they are pierced with

riding bolts of J^in. diameter. (Plate 3, No. 2,) For

drawings of chocks and brackets, see Plate 3, Nos. i and

2, also Plate 2, No. 20.

Cockpit or Steering Box.—Is composed of two steam

bent rails, one for each side, of oak, ^y^'m. by i^in. On
the inner lower side is cut a square shoidder (before

bending), ^in. deep by %in. broad. (Plate 2, No. 30 )

The cockpit rails at their extreme are screwed to the

sides of the back bone, and when in place the whole cock-

pit from outside measurements .shqul^l be 8ft by 4^^' The

flooring is zYAn. wide bv J/^in. tongued and grooved oak,

and is screwed to the bottom of the cockpit rail and back

bone. (See Plate 2,. Fig. 30, .and letters A B and D, E.)

On the back bone at center of cockpit is placed a hickory

hand rail which measures 4ft. over all by 31II. higL See
-Stern of back bone, Plate i.

Spars.^The spars are all hollow, Stid are of the Frasef
make, of the following dimensions : Mast, over all, 25ft.

;

head, 4}/2in. in diameter; heel, 434in. ; center, Sj^in. At
head and heel it is capped with two bands, set flush, the
upper one being 234in. deep and 3-i6in. thick; lower or
heel band is lY^^- deep and 3-i6in. thick; the material
is brass. Below the masthead cap is a ^in. diameter eye
bolt to which is shackled the peak halyard block, and
above this is sunk to the depth of %in. two mastlread
chocks of oak. Below the peak halyard block bolt is cut

a slot fore and aft, to receive two solid brass sheaves to

receive a 5-i6in. wire rope. Below this slot is sunk two
more oak chocks, on which rest the spreader stays. (See
masthead, Plate 4.) By referring to Plate 2, No. i, you
will see that the mast contains three solid parts, one at

each end, and the third at the spreader. Just 6in. below
.spreader, cut slot fore and aft, and insert two solid brass

sheaves to receive J/ain. diameter running steel rigging

for throat halyard. (See Plate 4, mast at spreader.) The
boom is 25ft. iiin. long, 4>iin. diameter at center, 3in. at

ends. The outboard end is equipped with a brass band
and bronze staple for outhauling. The inboard end is

attached to an aluminum bronze gooseneck, which passes

around the mast, as shown in Plate 4. The gaff meas-

ures 13ft. 6in. by 3J^in. at center and 2^in. at ends, and
has a band and out haul staple at the outboard end, and
Lent jaws, tumbler and hoisting block at the inboard ex-

tremity. The jib boom is 9ft. 2in. over all, 2^in. at

center, 2in. circumference at ends. There are nine mast

hoops, whose edges are rounded and whose inside diam-

eter is Gy^in. The top hoop has a piece of pork rind

sewed around the forward side to insure easy slipping

on mast.

Rigging'

The main shrouds are of V& diameter, plough steel

(galvanized), of 7 wires to a strand, with breaking strain

oi°7 tons. Jib stay is the same as main shrouds—spreader

stays of 9-32in. diameter plough steel (galvanized), with

breaking strain of 3^/2 tons. The runner plank guys both

forward -and aft are of (galvanized) 9-32in. diameter

plough steel, breaking at 3Y2 tons. The jib halya.rd is

5-i6in. steel running rigging with a breaking strain of

2.2 tons, throat halyard 34in. diameter, steel running rig-

ging, breaking strain 5.3 tons. Peak halyard, 7-i6in.

diameter, breaking at 3.3 tons. Lower bridle steel run-

ning rigging 5-i6m. diameter, breaks at 2.2 tons, upper

bridle ^gin. diameter, breaking strain 2.7 tons. The
blocks, cleats, etc., are of Durkee's make, and are as fol-

lows:
'

Durkee's bronze blocks, size 2 (for; Yz diameter, 4

strand manila bolt rope, extra fine 12-thread). Style C,

2 double, 3 single, with becket, i single without becket

These are for the halyard jigs.

The peak halyard block is Durkee's bronze block No.

I, style C, with becket, remove its sheave and replace with

the largest diameter sheave this becket block will take.

As it remedies the great strain of wire peak halyard in

passing through the peak halyard block, this block must
be equipped with an extra strong Tobin bronze shackle

and substantial pin bolt. The shroud turn buckles are

of Min- diameter thread, with forged Tobin bronze ends

and Manganese bronze body, breaking strain 8 tons; one

end is an eye, the other a fork. Jib turn buckle_ same as

shrouds, excepting it has an eye at each end with brass

pipe washer and nut to keep eye bolt of jib boom in place

(see plate 4), 4 half-inch turn buckles same style as

shroud buckles, breaking strain 4 tons. These are for

runner plank stays, i ^2in. turn buckle, J^in. eye at each

end, one eye to receive bronze shade size No. I.

Iron Work (Plate 4).

The mast head spreader is of mild steel, with hollow

arms extending iiin., ^in. at butt, tapering to ^in. The
collar for spreader is 2Y2 by 3-l6in. of steel. The bob stay

is ^/sin. Scotch iron, lightened by an open turn buckle,

with jam nuts at each end on the bobstay side, two bob-

stay spreaders set in square plates ^in. thick, set flush

with the lower side of backbone; the spreaders should

be arranged to be removed from the plates when the boat

is taken apart length of spreaders sin. A similar plate

is made to receive the three lag screws of Yin. diameter

at heel of bobstay. The mast step is 7in. long by 4^in.

wide and 34in. thick. In its center is a raised tennant,

and a mortise is cut in the heel of mast to receive the

same. The mast step is secured to the backbone by 4
screws sunk flush. Material of mast step, cast-iron. A
Y>'m. iron rod, ending in an eye, is joined at forward end
eye above mast step 2j-^in. Halyard brackets, of which
there are 3 pairs (Plate 2, No. 26). Plate 4 shows shape

and how they are placed on backbone. They are made
of" malleable iron and are 8in. over all. The halyard

chucks are of cast brass, 3>^in. long (Plate 4). The
jig irons are of ^in. malleable iron, with eyes at upper

end and a flat surface at bottom, held m place by Yin.
lag screws. The saddle is of malleable irOn, 2in. by ^in.,

and fits snugly over the backbone. The arms of the same
are ^in. diameter, iron ending in a nut capped by a

flange washer. The toggle iron is of ^in. iron with arms
at ends of lin., near circle ij^in., circle 3in. in diameter.

It is held in place by a shroud bolt %in. diameter, of mild
steel, the upper end is fitted to receive jaws of turn

buckles for main shrouds, the lower end has a thread

and nut.

1 wish to impress thoroughly that you cannot have a
suit of sails set too flat. Have the sails made flat, no mat-
ter what your sailmaker advises, for they have no prac-

tical experience in handling these flyers of the ice. If

your sail is the least bit baggy it backs with you as you fly

over the ice at a mile a minute, and to a great extent re-

tards your headway. Give the^ull one coat of filler, rub
down and cover with two coat.s;of best spar varnish. Iron

work to receive two coats of silver bronze. Blocks, turn-

buckles, etc., to be buffed and then coated with lacquer,

then they will stay bright all wmter. The total weigl^t of

this boat should be 1,377 pounds, divided as follows:

Backbone, 450; runner plank, V375; mast, 54; boom, 42;
gaff, 14; jib boom, 7; runners, ^ixudder post and tiller, 210;
sails, 75; rigging of all kinds, 150 pounds. The above
figures are for hollow construction. I would advise that

runners, rudder post and tiller be made by an experi-

enced man who has made a specialty of racing ice yachts.
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Key to Plate II.

1. Hollow mast.
2. Hollow boom.
3. Hollow gaff.

4. Hollow jibboom.
5. MasHicad band.
6. Slot for jib halyard.
7. Masthead spreader.
S. Slot for throat hab'ard.
g. Mast heel band.

10. Eye-bolts to tighten Up Spreader shrouds.
11. Saddle and bolts.

12. Shroud turnbuckles.
13. Runner chock bracket.
14. Fore runner.
15. Nose and cap.
16. Jib traveler.

17. Mast step.

18. Turnbuckles for gU3's.

19. Toggle iron.
30. Rtmner chock brackets.
21. Saddle for back bone.
22. Upper side of runner and chock.
23. Cleat for peak halyard.
24. Cleat for throat halyard.
25. Cleat for jib halyard.
26. Irons to ciil halyards on.
27. Bolt for runner plank hack stays.

28. Strip of oak to reinforce back stays.

29. Rudder post.

30. Enlarged draft, showing the method of joining the flooring
and coaming.

31. Block in nose of hollow back bone.

32. Strip to reinforce bobstay spreader.

33. Strip to reinforce bobstay and block for mast.

34. Strip to reinforce heel of bobstay.

35. Two-foot block to reinforce nose of cockpit.

36. Two-foot block to reinforce rudder post and heel of. cockpit.

37. Enlarged draft of bridge constructed hollow backbone.
38. Enlarged draft, mid-section of same.
39. Enlarged draft of outside of same.
A—Top of cockpit.
B—Cockpit coaming.
C—Backbone.
D—Mid-section of cockpit coaming.
E—Cockpit ilooring.

English Letter.

So far the news of a new Fife 65-footer does not appear

to' have attracted an}' rivals, Ihough this class oitght to be

an excellent one, according to the traditions of our racing.

Indeed, there is little to show any likelihood of next j^ear

being any better than this in open racing, and so a strong

feeling exists that' the handicap classes should be placed

on a more satisfactory footing. A suggestion has been

urged for years by one of the papers that the Y. R. A.

should appoint an "oificial handicapper, and the Field some
time ago pointed out an excellent way of carrying this

out, viz., for a handicap committee to allot the boats in

each class an imaginary rating, corresponding to the time

allowance that in its opinion each boat should have. That
is to say, a slow boat of perhaps 75 actual rating might

sail as only 60 in all handicap races. This would_ save

the clubs from no end of trouble in framing handicaps,

and would undoubtedly please the owners better than the

present happy-go-lucky system. An owner who thought

his boat rated too high, could apply for a reconsideration

of her case on payment of a small fee, -and the committee

would at any time readjust ratings that they saw to be

Avrong. On your side of the Atlantic yachting appears to

sulfer from the want of one central controlling associa-

tion. Here we have such, or the makings of such, an

association, but it is lamentably lacking in energy.

Whether this suggestion will be taken up is doubtful,

though it is eminently sensible, and even if it is carried

into effect, it will have been accomplished only after a

most persistent advocacj'.

Talking of Associations, an attempt is being* made to

form one for motor launch racing, and I think
_
it will

liave succeeded before this reaches you. The idea at

present is to promote racing among yachts' launches of

Various sizes, with a bar on lack of beam and a com-
pulsory minimum scantling. Beside this,

_
an open or

purely" "machine" class is probable, in which the class

limit of length will alone be considered. This may not

fill for some time, but as our French neighbors adopt

this form of racing to the exclusion of all others, we
must have some means of licking them. Time allpw-

-ances in the other, or ordinary, classes will take into

consideration length and horse power, the latter being

derived from cylinder measurements and mtmber of

revolutions, without the slightest reference to the makers'

statements as to power. No doubt we shall have com-

petitors from your side at times, and certainly from

France. ^ *

A nasty petrol explosion occurred last month on a

"little 12-ton auxiliary cruiser in Southampton water. The
paid hand (alone) had come on board about 10 o'clock at

night, and was going to turn in. He struck a match

and an explosion followed. He was seriously burned, but

was able to get ashore in the dinghy, and is now recover-

ing. Now, this was a somewhat peculiar case, for after-

ward no leak of petrol cotdd be detected. I hear that

the real cause lav in the fact that on the previous day

when the boat was out, contintted and prolonged attempts

were made to start the engine, and the poor thing woiild

not start because, as was finally discovered, the batteries

were exhausted and supplied no spark! The continued

efforts to start flooded the engine with petrol, and this

in some wav found its way into the bottom of the boat,

where the gas hung until mixed up by the draught from

the scuttle.'when it was exploded by the lit match.

The most important turbine yacht yet built wdl- be

launched early next vear. She is between thirteen and

fdurteen hitndred tons, and is for Mr. A. L. Barber, of

New York. Messrs. Cox & King are the designers of

this vessel, and they also designed Col. McCalmont's

small turbine yacht, which was the first yacht with this

type of machinery ever built.

There is, of course, no news of the new challenger for

the Cup, and any that may appear in your enterprising

daily contemporaries may be taken as purely fanciful.

Sir Thomas. I read, has expressed his disapprobation of

racing machines for Cup-lifting purposes. That seems to

me a most entertaining phase of thought in a man who,

perhaps, has gone further than any other in producing

such objectionable boats. The letters that passed last

summer between him and the N. Y. Y. C. on the sub-

ject of the new rule have created a good impression here.

It is felt that the club acted very honorably in the non-

application of the rule to the next races, in view of the

fact that it might have discounted the value of the first

two Shamrocks as trial boats for the new challenger.

Our daily papers are so hard put to it to supply the de-

mand (?) of the public for information on Cup matters,

that one actually issued a broadside this week completely

filled Avith the news that a new defender would be built

!

His Majesty's new yacht, Victoria and Albert, is to be

fitted with telescopic masts. These will be much longer

v.'hen at their full height than the present solid spars, and
they will add very much to the vessel's appearance. The
King intends to cruise in her in the Mediterranean in the

early part of next year. Not a whisper further has been

heard of the rumored new first-class cutter said to be

building for His Majestv, and there is probably no truth

in the report.
' E. H. Hamilton.

The Thomas W. Lawson.
Many yachtsmen throughout the country have been in-

terested in the building of the huge seven-masted steel

schooner which was designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield,

and they will now be pleased to learn of her perform-

ance on her maiden voyage, the following account of

which is taken from the Boston Herald

:

The big seven-masted schooner Thomas W. Lawson
is back in Boston Harbor with 7,345 tons of bituminous
coal on board for the Metropolitan Coal Company, and
her commander, Cajpt. Crowley, says she is the finest ves-

sel he was ever on board. The cargo she has is one of

the largest a schooner has ever brought to this port, but

it is not nearh'- large enough to fill the Lawson's holds.

"She can easily carry 8.000 tons." said Capt. Crowley
yesterday afternoon. '"With 7,345 tons on board, she is

only drawing 263^ feet of water. We did not bring a full

cargo because we could not get it."

The Lawson was towed into the harbor yesterday. At
5 o'clock Thursday night she anchored off Boston Light,
after a passage from Philadelphia that thoroughly tested

Intosh to Mr. Albert V. de Goicoura, of New York ci.ty

by Mr. William H. Alley, of Chicago, her former owner.
C)onas was built last year by Poillion at South Brooklyn,
and is 68ft. waterline, 95ft. over all, 20ft. beam and loft.

draft.

^ ^ ^

Sloop Fanny, from Newberne, N. C, for New York,
was caught in a northeasterly gale off the Delaware
Breakwater and driven ashore at Point of Capes. She is

owned by Mr. Thomas Fisk, of New York.

^ ^ ^

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company has secured
a site for a station at Eaton's Neck, Long Island, the first

of a series to be built along the Sound for the convenience
of yachtsmen who, while cruising in these waters, can
keep in communication with New York at all times.

>^ •

At Morris Heights the Gas Ensine and Power Com-
pany and Chas. L. Seaburj^ & Co., are very busy Avith

new work, and have several large steam yachts now under
course of construction. The largest is for Mr. Edward
H. Blake, oi Bangor. Me., and will be called Aria. She
is 165ft. in length, of steel construction, and thoroughly
up to date in every particular. Frames are being set up
for a composite steamer 115ft. long for Mr. S. H. Vande-
grift, of Pittsburg, Pa., who will use the boat on the St.

Lawrence. In order to get her through the canals, her
bow and stern are being built so that they may be de-
tached. Plans are being prepared for a high-speed launch
similar to Vixen, built last year for Mr. John D. Arch-
bold. The new boat will be iioft. over all, 104ft. water-

VIXENT—HIGH-SPEED STEAM YACHT.
Designed and built by the Gas Engine and Power Co., 1902. Photo by James Burton.

her seagoing qualities. From the time she left the Dela-

ware Saturday until her anchor was droped off Boston

Light, she met a continuous success of gales, sharp breezes

and heavy seas, which would have washed an ordinary

vessel fore and aft.

But even a drop of water did not reach the Lawson's

deck, Capt. Crowley says, and she rode in the heavy seas

like a duck.
"She is away ahead of any wooden vessel I have ever

been in." said Car)t. Crowley, "and I have sailed in seven

sizes of them. She is very easy to handle, and I am thor-

oughlv satisfied that she is more than we expected she

would be."

. She is not of clipper speed, but she can reel off 13 or

14 knots, and stay at sea when smaller craft w^ould have
to seek shelter. Considerinsr everything, she made good
time from Philadelnhia. Tuesday morning she was at

^^ineyard Haven, where she anchored because of a gale.

Wednesday morning she left the shoals, and, although
there.' was a lively gale in Massachusetts Bay Thursday,
she was able to carrv her canvas until she anchored off

thf Light at 5 o'clock.

The T.awson docked- at the Liverpool wharf, near the
South Terminal Station.

Vixen*

The hi<7h-.="eeH steam y-icht Vixen, designed and built

the G^s Enaine and Power Comnany and Chas. L.

S'-aburv Co'"nany is owned by Mr. John D. Archbold,
of the New York Y. C. Vixen is fitted with twin screws
and ha=! two trinle exnansion engines with three cvlinders,

each 7in.- i^^Win. and lyVAn. bv loin. stroke. St^am is

sunnl''^d bv Sepbun' oatent water tube boilers. Her di-

mensions are—^leup-fh over all, Tooft. : waterline, 76ft.

;

breadth, 12ft.; draft, 4ft.

m YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
T^he steam yacht Aztec, owned by Mr. A. C. Burrage,

of Boston, is now out of corniinssion. undergoing prepara-
tions for a long winter cruise.

The auxiliary schooner Oonas. of Cary Smith design,

has recently been sold through the agency of A. J. Mc-

line, 14ft. bfeam, 4ft. gin. draft. She will have twin screws
with triple expansion engines and Seabury water-tube
boilers. She is to have a speed of twenty niiles and will
be owned by Mr. Parker Bremer, of Boston. A flush-
decked, Schooner-rigged steam yacht, 103ft. over all, is
Avell under way for Mr, Henry S. F. Davis, of New York.
An auxiliary cruising yawl 70ft. over all is being built for
Mr. J. H. Sraedley, of Detroit, who will cruise in her on
the lakes.

^ ^ ^
The auxiliary yacht Enterprise, owned by Mr. Frank

L. Periii, N. Y. Y. C, is fitting for a Southern cruise at
Baltimore, i\Id. Changes are being made in her spars and
rigging, and when completed she will have about the
same rig as Aloha, flagship of the Seawanhaka.

^ ^
Designer Starling Burgess has a long list of orders for

new boats, and is very busy getting out new designs.

^ ^ ^

From present indications the ice yachting season at De-
troit will eclipse that of any previous winter. More
boats will be added to the Lake St. Clair fleet than in any
preceding single season, and more interesting competi-
tions in the racing events hereabouts should be the result.
The Grosse Pointe Ice Y. C. has already made arrange-
ments for its season, and announces a club race every
Saturday, a sweepstakes every Sunday, and a ladies' day
every Thursday. Grosse Pointe's course has been greatly
improved since a year ago, and of course for racing, two
and a half miles trianguiar. is now possible. There have
been removed from the lake about six hundred rocks that
formerly protruded through the surface of the ice. The
international race, which is the Grosse Pointe classic,
will be decided in January, instead of at the usual date,
some six weeks later. This is expected to give assurance
of better ice. Canadian and Eastern owners are being
corresponded with, for the purpose of making the race
a more open event. Jacob Obernesser, of Toronto, has
already promised to bring the Canada here.

All communications intended for Forest and St'rea'm should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with tbe paper.
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The riflemen of Newark, N. J., have taken steps toward arrang-
ing a series of home and home matches between the different rifle
clubs, which in nvimbers are quite enough to form a good league,
willingness to participate. This week, some definite action is con-
Several clubs have signified their approval of the matter and their
teniplated at thet meeting of Our Own Rifle Club, 136 Springfield
avenue.

li you want yotir shoot to be Aoaouaced bere wnd a

Qotlce Itke the following i

^^^^^^ ^ J— -

• Fixtures.

Nov. 22.—Singac, N. J.—Open live-bird shoot of the Jackson Park
Gun Club.
Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y,—Inter-county seven-man team shoot

and 100 target event for cup emblematic of championship of West-
chester county.
Chicago, III.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.
Fourth Tuesday of each month. Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot at

Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Paterson Plank Road, Carlstadt,
N. J.
Second Friday of each month (January and July excepted), shoot

of Hell Gate Annex, at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.
Saturdays, Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Enfield street, near

Liberty avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.
Saturdays, Newark, N. J., South Side Gun Club's shoots, South

Broad street, near Lehigh Vallej' coal depot.
Saturdays, Cutwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., live bird han-

dicaps. : I

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited ta. send their scores for

publication in these columns, also atiy news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to
Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

The multitude of friends will be profoundly sympathetic on learn-
ing that Mr. Harold Money met with a grievous accident last week
on Tuesday while hunting ruflred grouse in northern Michigan. His
companion, who was well to the right in the rear of Mr. Money,
shot at a grouse flying high, but in the general direction in which
Mr. Money was traveling, and a pellet, unaccountably deflected,
struck Mr. Money on the inner corner of the left eye. The sight is

impaired somewhat, but probably only temporarily from shock to
the nerves. Mr. Money arrived in New York on Saturday last,
and is having the injury treated by an oculist.

Mr. Herbert Taylor, recently of St. Louis, Mo., has entered a
broader field of business activity and responsibility in the business
with which he has been so eminently and so successfully identified,
for many }'ears past. He has accepted a position in the Sales De-
partment of the Hazard and Dupont powder companies in the
home oificej in Wilmington, Del. Mr. Taylor's ability as an agent
in past years, and his profound kiiowledge of everj'thing pertaining
to the manufacture, sale and use of powder, insure his success in
iiis new and higher position.

There will be an all-day target shoot at Interstate Park, L. I., on
New Year's Day. Mr. John S. Wright has announced a target shoot
for Christmas Day at Interstate Park, so that an active winter
season of trapshooting competition on those historic grounds is

assured by the auspicious commencement. Immediately after
Thanksgiving Day at Interstate Park all the trapshooting equipment
will be in readiness to entertain those who wish to shoot at any time.

The daily press recounts the death of Charles F. Bruning, an ex-
Alderman of Mount Vernon, and formerly a prominent yachtsman.
He died at his home in Kingsbridge road. Mount Vernon, on Nov.
17, from consumption. Mr. Bruning was a member of several
yacht clubs, and of the Mount Vernon Gun Club, and Hiawatha
Lodge F. and A. M., of Mount Vernon.

Dec. 4 has been fixed upon for the live-bird championship of New
Jersey, between Messrs. T. W. Morfey, of Dover, and J. W. Hoff-
man, of New Germantown, the latter being the holder. In addition,
there will l3e all-day sweepstakes at live birds. Take Central R. R.
of N. J. to Somerville, whence stages will take visitors to the
grounds. .

The club house of the Richmond Gun Club, at Silver Lake, Staten
Island, was burned on Wednesday of last week. The stove and
some other property were maliciouslj' smashed. All the indications
are that the loss was caused by incendiaries. The club has already
determined upon new grounds, easily accessible, and we are in-

formed will hold a shoot on Thanksgiving Day, open to all.

Mr. F. P. O'Leary, of Buffalo, N. Y., erstwhile conspicuous in

shooting matters, was a visitor in New York for a few hours on
Tuesday of this week, en route to Chicago, where he will be for a
week or two. He contemplates a visit to Milwaukee on Thanks-
giving Day to participate in the live-bird shooting to be held there.

Mr. Carl Bittiner, whose single trigger device is world-fam.ou.^,

will sail for Europe early in December. He will visit Belgium,
lingland and France. One of his purposes will be to establish a

factory for the manufacture of the parts which compose the single-

trigger action. He contemplates an absence of si.x or seven months.

*l

After the shoot of the Erie Gun Club, recently,
_
Mr. Eugene

Doeinck gave to some members and friends a game dinner at 1355
Amsterdam avenue, New York. There were turtle soup, canvas^

back ducks, venison and other viands galore, and an atmosphere of

good fellowship to enhance the charms of the gathering.

*^

The Tackson Park Gun Club will hold a live-bird shoot on its

grounds, near Singac, N. J., on Saturday of this week, commencing
at 10 o'clock A. M. Two events are on the programme, namely,

10 birds, $5, and 25 birds, $10, birds extra. Other events will be

shot if time permits.

Some members of society, deficient m honesty, recently broke into

the Fulton Gun Club's house, near the Old Mill, Brooklyn, and stole

score pads, targets, etc. At the club's recent shoot there was a

dearth of targets and a consequent shortening of the programme.

The Hell Gate Gun Club and the Emerald Gun Club, which hold

their shoots at Cutwater's grounds, near Carlstadt, N. J., will hold
no shoot next month. They rest in July and December of each
year, so far as trapshooting effort is concerned.

The Fulton Gun Club hold s meeting at Mr. L. C. Schortemeief's

place, 201 Pearl street. New York, at 8 P. M. on Thursday of this
week, to elect new members and other matters of routine club in-
terest. Members are requested to attend.

*?

At the shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club, Bay Ridge, L. T.,
Mr. H. B. Vanderveer scored a second win on the November cup,
making a total of 50 with his handicap allowance,

K
Mr. D. S. Daudt, of South Bethlehem, Pa., eminent in the trap-

shooting activities of his State and vicinity, was a visitor in New
York on Monday of this week.

Mr. W. L. Colville, arrived in New York last week, and ar-
ranged to remain till Thursday of this week, attending to business
affairs.

The annex of the Hell Gate Gun Club, the target contingent of
that organization, did not shoot on Friday of last v.'eek.

K
The Ossining (N. Y.) Gun Club will hold a prize shoot for mem-

bers on Saturday of this week.

There will be no shoot of the German Giin Club this week.

ON LONG ISLAND*

Brooklyn Gun Club,"

Brooklyn, L. I., Nov. 15.-—There were seven in attendance at
the Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot to-day, and of these Mr. Wm. Hop-
kins, of Aqueduct, mighty in size and keen of eye, was easilv in
the lead. He made several straight scores, one of which was 10
thrown as 5 -pairs. John Wright intends to make some activity in
shooting matters in the near future. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 15 10 15 Sp 15 10 5p 1= * sp 20

Wright 6 12 .10 4 .. .. 6 9 It 4 14
Capt Borland , 7 9 . . 11 7 8 6 9 . . 12 6 16
Kins.--- 10 II 6 13 5 • 6 3 •• - .5 13
Hopkins 9 13 .. 12 9 IS 9 7 15 ., 10 18
Ketcham 7 6».. 7 513 4
Newton 9 g 5 12 . . 10 5 .. 14 .. .. 15
Doctor 2 6.... 2 9

Fulton GuQ Club.

Brooklyn^ L. L, Nov. 17.—Targets ran out, as thieves broke
into the club house and robbed everything they could. Regular
meeting at L. H. Schortemeier's, 201 Pearl street. New York,
Thursday, Nov. 20, at 8 P. M.

Events: 12345 Events: 12345
Targets: 15 15 15 10 30 Targets: 15 15 15 10 30

June 15 14 II 7 24 Glover 12 28
Dudley 12 35 Snyder 9 9 9 7,.
Marshall 5 . . . . 8 . . Moylan 510 4 . . .

.

Bissing 4 5 .... 22 Goetter 10 ir s . . 19
Eickhoff 8 23 Davis 3 5.. 7..W Woods 12

No. s was for the Huntington District handicap.
A. A. ScHOVERLiNG, Cor. Sec'y.

Crescent Athletic Gun Club.

Bay Ridge, L, I., Nov. 15.—Mr. H. B. Vanderveer made his sec-
ond win on the November cup at the shoot of the Crescent Athletic
Club to-day, thus having two out of the three contests to his credit.
The weather was hazy and calm, conditions favorable for good
scores

:

November cup, 50 targets, handicap allowances added:
Al'ce. Broke. Tot'l. Al'ce. Broke. Tot'J. ToUl

H B Vanderveer. ... 4

H M Brigham ...... o
Dr J J Keyes 1

L C Hopkins 5

J T Skelly ....o

Trophy, 25 targets, handicap allowances added: H. B. Van-
derveer (4) 25, L. C. Hopkins (5) 35, J. T. Skelly (o") 23,, PI. M.
Brigham (o) 22, Dr. Pool (3) 30, Dr. Keyes (i) la, W. T. McCon-
ville (4) 19, W. W. Marshall (5) 18.

Shoot-off, 25 targets, handicap allowances added: L. C. Hop-
kins (s) 25, H. B. Vanderveer (4) 20.

Trophv, 25 targets, Handicap allowances added: Dr. Pool (3)
25. L. C. Hopkins (4) 24, H. M. Brigham (o) 22, T. T. Skelly
Co) 18, W. W. Marshall (5) 17.

Contest, 25 targets: H. M. Brigham 25, J. T. Skelly 24, L. C.
Hopkins 23, Dr. Keyes 19. Dr. Pool 18, H. B. Vanderveer 16.

Contest at 25 targets: H. M. Brigham 22, Dr. Keyes 22, H. B.
Vanderveer 17. ,

Contest at 25 targets: H. M. Brigham 21, C. H. Chapman 19,
T. T. Skellv 17.

Contest at 25 targets: H. M. Brigham 19, T. T. Skelly 18.

Contest at 25 targets: H. M. Brigham 21, J. T. Skelly 21, Dr.
Pool 20, W. J. McConville 19, L. C. Hopkins 19, W. W. Marshall
14.
Contest of the Midnight Squad, 25 targets: H. M. Brigham 23,

J. T. Skelly 15, C. H. Chapman 13.

21 25 4 21 25 50
19 23 4 22 25 48
17 20 3 23 25 45
23 23 0 45
19 20 I 22 23 45
18 23 5 14 19 42
21 2 1 0 19 19 40
I 2 17 S 1

1

16 33

IN NEW JERSEY.

Intercollegiate Match.

Princeton. N. J.. Nov. 14.—There were four contestants, five-

man teams, in the Intercollegiate match, held here to-day. Tliey
were Yale, Princeton, Harvard and the University of Pennsyl-
vania. Each man shot at 50 targets, thrown at un,known angle.-?.

Yale won on a narrow margin, their score, 206, being one ahearl of
Harvard. The atmosphere was hazy, which accounts in a measure
for the unusually poor totals.

Yale—Kinean'46, Hall 38, Rosenthal 44. Motter 37, DuPuy
total 206.
Harvard—Colson 40, Du Pont 41, Ingalls 41, Bancroft 42, Bell

41; total 205.
Princeton—Archer 47, Gaines 39, McCreary 43, Munn 37, Pardee

38: total 204.
University of Pennsylvania—Louder 33, Fitler 35, Robertson 32,

Farwell 38, Adams 38; total 176.

Nishoyne Gun Club.

Orange, N. T., Nov. 15.—The Nishoyne Gun Club had a modest
shoot to-day, oti its grounds, High street. West Orange. The scores,

35 targets each event, follow: ,

First event: A. Mosler 17, R. B. Baldwin 16.

Second event; A. Mosler 22, R. B. Baldwin 23, F. G. Ward 19.

Third event: R. B. Baldwin 22, A. Mosler 23, M. R. Baldwin t8.

Fourth event: M. R. Baldwin 22, John Pearce 30, R. B. Bald-
win 30.

Fifth event: John Pearce 21, M. R. Baldwin 20, F. G. Ward t8.

North River Gun Club.

Edgewater, N. J., Nov. 15.-—Shooting commenced about the
middle of the afternoon at the shoot of the North River Gun Club
to-day and continued till the light was dim. Owing to the game
season Ijeing now open, the attendance was light. The members
cordially welcomed the visitors, and made it pleasant for them.
Several new members were elected recently.

_
The club is now out of

debt and prospering. It contemplates holding a tovirnament, open
to all, next month.' The scores:

Events: i
. 2 3 4 S -6 7

Targets: io Jo 10 10 'ro 10 10

Truax 876788..
Waters 9 7 7 7 8 8 8
Eickhoff 9 9 8 8 S 10 9
Bittiner...... 6985676
Billerlain 7 i 3 5 6 3 3
Moore • i i 3 2 i - 3

Allison 3, °- 7^, S o
JAS. R. Meerill, Sec'y.

Middletown Shooting Association.

MiDDLETOWN, Del.—The shoot on the Middletown Shooting As-
sociation's grounds on Nov. 14 had twenty participants, ten ofwhom were visitors from Wilmington. The principal event of the
day was the five-man team shoot, 50 targets a man. The Dupont
team won first place, the Middletown team second, and Wawasset
team third. 2,100 targets were thrown from the magautrap during
the four hours' shooting. The scores:
Team shoot, 50 targets a man:
Dupont Team —VVaddell 43, Squires 47, A. Dupont 40, E. Du-

pont 43, Wheatley 39; total, 202.
Middletown Team—Barnard 43, Massey 38, Burris 42, Kates 15,Pool 31 ; total, 189.
Wawasset Team—Foord 34, C. Buckmaster 38, McKelvey 43,

Dr. Buckmaster 37, Reutter 32; total 184.
Sweepstakes:

Events

:

Targets

:

12345678

Waddell 8 9 9 10 21 22 13 12
Stevens

.

. 9 .

.

McKelvey ..... 6 9 10 8 23 20 13 10
Burns . .

" 6 21 21 11 .

.

A Dupont
Massey . . 22 i5

Dr Buckmaster.. 4 7 8 .. 20 17 .. ic
Kates
Steele
Reutter 6

9 10 1

1

12 13
15 IS IS 20 IS
14 13 13 18
12
II

12 12 18 13

10 II 12
10
II

10 14 II

13 14 IS

17 18 9 . . .

.... 14 9 6 . . 10 ,

,

13 19

93
86

§4
83
80
79
78
78
76
74-

73
66
<5S

65
. 63

If i'ool 8 6 IS 16 II 8 14 '7 63
Dpryea 5 9 n -T
Wheatley 11 6 . . 14 15 . . 8 8H Pool 9 . . 8 . . 12 .

.

Dr Pearson o

Black 3 ; 1; ;;

63
59
58
57
30

Detroit.

Detroit, Mich.—Between being "chained to business" and off
quail or duck shooting, the regular shoot, Nov. 15, was poorly at-
tended. There was a squad, however, and they shot their best
Brodie beat Shiell in the club event in Class A, with 22; Hitch-
cock, in Class B, with 20, gained two points in the year's best ten
club events by Guthard being away, and Ford had it easy in Class
C. Following are the scores, the fifth event being at doubles, walk-
ing, and the last the club event:

Events :

*

Targets

:

Brodie
Shiell ;

Babcock
Ford
Hitchcock

I 2 3 4 5 6
10 15 15 10 10 25
7 8 12 7 6 22

14 13 8 6 20
10 5 4 3 13
1

1

7 9 4 15'6
10 1

1

6 20

Ossining Gun Club.

Ossining, N. Y.—Am sending herewith scores of the Ossining
Gun Club, made at the regular Saturday afternoon shoot, Nov. 15
Bill Coleman came across the range during the course of the shoot
dressed in approved hunter's regimentals; he had a gooJ doi', a
good gun, but no game, so he took it out on clays and mari.'^tbe
only '5 straight score. There will be a prize shoot on the gVounds
ne.^t Satirday, 23d inst., for all members:

Events: 13345 Events:
Targets: 10 15 10 ^o 15 Targets:

G Edgers 611.. 7 q C BlandfordH Bissing 8 10 6 7 10 A Bedell ....W Clark 8 13 7 6 11 W Coleman .

1234
10 15 10 10

9 14 • . •

. . . . xo .

.

.. .. 96
C. G. B.

Nonpariel Gun Club,

Chicago, 111.. Nov. 15.—The Nonpariel Gun Club held its shoot
to-day at Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing. Three members were
in attendance.
The main shoot was at 50 targets, with results as follows: R. B.

Mack 38, J. B. Barto 40, Dr. Carson 41.
Twenty-five targets, $1: Dr. Carson 20, Barto 22.
Twenty-five targets, for price of targets. Mack to have handicap

of 5 targets: Mack (5) 34, Dr. Carson 21.
Twenty-five targets, same conditions as foregoing: Mack (5) 19

Dr. Carson 17. John Watson.

He Tried His New G«n,
Pine Tslant), N. Y.—A few days ago George Hunter, a

brakeman on the Pine Lsland Raih'oad, went out on the
Wallkill River in a dugout canoe to try his new $100
breechloading .shotgun on ducks. He saw a duck, and
blazed away. The new gun kicked like a mule and upset
the boat. Plunter disappeared beneath the water, but
came up again within reach of the boat and seized hold of
it. The gun disappeared, and stajj-ed there. The water
was eight feet deep. Hunter floated about on the cap-
sized dugout for an hour, and hallooed for help until he
got hoarse. Then a man came along, got another boat,
and rowed out and brought Mr. Hunter in.

The next day Hunter went out in his dugout, with a
garden rake, to fish for his new gun. After dragging the
bottom for nearly half a day, he got a hold of the gun.
When he fired his gttn off the day before both barrels
were cocked, but only one went off. The hold Mr.
Hunter got on the gun with the rake must have been
on the trigger of the cocked barrel, for when the gun had
been raised nearly to the surface, coming up butt first,

there came a sullen rumble down below, and the next
second the gun shot up out of the water like a skyrocket.

It flashed by Mr. Hunter's face so close that it knocked
his hat off. Mr. Hunter jerked back, and over went the

boat.

As on the day before, Hunter went under and came up
close by the upturned boat and seized it again. The gun
repeated its programme of disappearing and staying there,

only this time it was accompanied by the rake. Mr.
Hunter was compelled to exercise his lungs once more
until he was towed ashore by a neighbor. Next day he
hired a man to go out and fish for the gun and rake.

The man got them both in fifteen minutes. Hunter says

he don't know whether to sell his gun or get another kind

of a boat, or whether he had better lock them both up
and lose the key. The duck escaped.—New York Sun.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Mr. J. H. Randolph, of the Leesburg (Fla.) Gun Club, though
out of practice and shooting at targets thrown hard, scored 22 out of

25 at a recent shoot of his club, using Peters ammunition.

The extraordinary offer made by the Schmelzer Arms Co., of

Kansas City, Mo., of 3,000 blackbird targets, one blackbird expert

trap, and a silver trophy known as the Schmelzer loving cup for

521—little more than the" price of the cup—will undoubtedly attract

the attention of many individuals and trapshooting clubs in the

West and elsewhere. This house is one of the largest sporting and
athletic goods houses in the world, and is widely known in the
West and Southwest.
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I- Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc

SUPREMACY

SMITH GUNS
won all three prizes

at Grand American
Handicap, Kansas
City, mi; proving-

their s tt per iorit y«

Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
Ftilton. N. Y.

ON YOUR FALL HUNTING TRIP

Use Shells Loaded with the

Always Safe and Reliable

DUPONT SMOKELESS
And Bring Home the Game.

E. I.DU PONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER
DURSTON
SPECIAL.

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shelf Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

$52.00.
pur '^urston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun atfa medium

price This gun is m every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform withJthe hieherpnced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us foruse in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech
which, we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-mch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

^50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.
A POCKET

;
score book containing 50 pages of score sheets aad the Interstate Assoc! it-oi

roles for target anu ve bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cove;
bears the title " My "rap Scores," and the pages, ia number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a recorc
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 25 targets. Boand In leather Price soc fKwtpalr',

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

cWbea Wtttiog say you saw the ad* in the ."Forest and Strcjun.**.

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

PERFECTION
AT LASTl

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score. 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

"".*t"l..... PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

NEW-TROISDORF

QOieK-REnABLE:..

SHOTGUNPOmtH
Headquarters for the Sale of N@w Troisdorf:

WM. READ & SON, Boston.
BANDLE ARMS CO

, Cincinnati, O.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Minn.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man.

J. V. VARICK- Manchester, N. H.
RAWLINGS SPTG. GOODS CO..St.Louis,Mo.
JOHN MEUNIER GUN CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
RECTOR & WILHELMY CO ,

Omaha, Neb.
WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, Indianapolis, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 William Street, New York

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass.

Experts on Guns & Shooting.
By G. T. Teasdale-Buckell. Cloth, 390 pages. Illustrated. Price, $4.00.

The work gives the practical experience and personal views founded on practice of the leading
gun makers of England. The subjects discussed are : The Evolution of Shooting During the
Century; Shooting Schools; The Formation of Guns; Two Eyes in Shooting; Sights and Ribs
to Guns; Style; The Shape of the Stock and Handiness; Cast-off and Bend; The Use and
Abuse of the Try-Gun; Choke-bores or Cylinders; Pigeon Shooting; Game Shooting; Heat of
Gun Barrels and the Effects Upon Them of Various Powders; Cap-Testing; Shotgun Patterns;
Hidden Dangers in the Shooting Fields; Loading of Cartridges with Various Powders. The
experts whose views are given are : Past-Masters Joe Manton and Joseph Lang; Atkin;
Beesley, Boss & Co.; Churchill, Cogswell & Harrison, Gibbs, Grant, Greener, Holland & Hol-
land, Jones, Lancaster, James Purdy & Sons, Rigby, Watts, Webley, Richards.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK

For Anglers and^BIg Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New Brunswicic.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick
a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—^moose and
caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found
and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only
just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a
stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price ^i.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.,
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OUR NEW DOG SKIN |

HUNTING COAT.

I

s

IT

Made of finest quality black leather, full length, extia re-enforced,

shield front to fit close around neck, extra high cloth-lined collar With

strap, adjustable sleeves with strap and buckle at wrist. Fancy white

stitched with rich plaid lining and double breasted.

Price, $10.00.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Wainhlngton Streetp BOSTON, Mi

THE FRANCOTTE and KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

FOR FALL SHOOTING.
Bfown tan color* Genuine Iftipotted

SWEDISH LEATHER JACKETS
Out Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection f> spDrtsmen or any exposed to cold Worn
under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A capital jacket for bicycle use, skating

and driving. Also automobile use.

^= We ake the entire product of the tfianufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be

obtained elsewhere, in the United States. • 1

A Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $J8.00

B Quality, 2d grade, - - - - - - $J5.00

Black Jackets at - - $7.00, $8.00 and $10.00.
-

Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order we will forward free bymail

,

and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money on return of Jacket. Entirely different ffolm any

other make. •
',

As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc ,

mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring such to send for one of ours, and if not found

superior on examination to any other, it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

WM. READ & SONS, washin&'on St., Boston, Mass.
ESTABLISHED i8a6. THE OLD GUN HOUSE.

i he FranCOtte and Knockabout guns are unexcelled as regards to nodel, strength,

coupled with light weight, shooting and wearing qualities, fit and finish.

Francotte Guns, all gauges, weights, length of bariels and shapes of stock. Prices from

|8o to $450.00.

Francotte L-adies' Guns, 16, 20 and 28 gauges, from $80.00 to $350.00.

Knockabout Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. One

quality only, Price, $60.00.

Knockabout Ladies' Guns, 16 and 20 gauges. Price, $60.00.

Mauser Celebrated Sporting, Rifles, 7mm. and 8mm. Prices, $45.00 to $50.00.

Mauser Automatic Pistols and Carbines. Prices, $22.65 to $25.00.

We are the United States Sole Agents for above. For particu'ars address your dealer or

apply to us direct. .We also carry in stock a complete line of GunS, Rifles and Pistols of

all the different American makes, which we offer much below factory prices. Head-
quaters for Galvanized Steel Ducking Boats and JDecoy Ducks. Canvas
and Lie atber shooting Coats, vests and pants. Waterprcof BootS and Shoes. Fine
Cutlery and Photographic supplies. Illustrated catalogue furnished on application.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, New York.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL,

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own

specimens and from life./y^mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45

TX)stDaid. '

Q-jj

FIRST COST
VS.

OPERATING EXPENSES AND PROFIT

As Applied to the Modern Shot Gun.

You will hear it said that GREENER GUNS are high priced, and so

they are—comparatively.

A trolley line is also expensive, and the cost to build an elevated railway is

enormous, but if it is well done and the best material used they last indefinitely

and begin to show a profit almost at once, even at so low a fare as five cefits

pei: passenger.
"

The same argument can be urged to the purchaser of a Greener gun. The

first cost is considerable—necessarily so—for the labor is skilled, the material

the best and the brains and experience of the maker all count for something.

Ordinary guns, and guns turned out by machinery, only last a season or

two and are then discarded and begin a fitful downward career until they are

finally lost in oblivion.

A Greener Gun, on the contrary, does not fairly begin life until it is several

years old, and the few thousand shots that will rack the cheap gun to pieces

simply smooths out the Greener and acts on it like oil on a fine bearing, and

emphasizes those niceties of fitting that were part of the original cost, and

which makes a gun really worth having.

Dr. Carver shot a Greener gun over a million times, and we have the' gun

here now—would not take $1000 for it—and it is in good condition yet after all

these years.

If you want a gun that will shoot the strongest and the longest, pay a

little more and buy a Greener. Eight gauge to twenty-eight gauge in stock,

iioo to $600.

postpaid

FOREST AND STIt... j CO., 346 Broadway N. v

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON
20 Cortlandt St., l>Jew York.

GANOE and BOAT BUILDING.

A complete mantial for Amatears. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous Illustrations, and fifty plates In envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from ih@

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902.

Mr. Crosby used drams

CI

E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

W@rks: Oakland, Bergen Co., H. J. Offices: 3i8 iroadway, New York,

Log Cabins

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE
VOL. UX.—No. 22. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1902.

Copyright 1902; by Forest and Stream PubUshing Co. Entered at New York Post Office as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, S*. )

Great Britain, $S. I

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COIWIPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's. PRICE, 10 CENTS.

Winchester .55 Caliber
A NEW LARGE CALIBER HIGH POWER RIFLE.

^?el Winches "^^r^^^^^^^ in the
.nT rln Ki w/-*^u

<^^^'t)er a gun that will meet their requirements. The ooDularand reliable Winchester Model 1886 Rifle has been adapted to hand e this Sewcartridge, which is large enough and powerful enough to kill any big game knownThe Winchester .33 Caliber Rifle is made in solid-frame or take-down Xle wTha 24-inch round nickel steel barrel and weighs about 7 3-4 pounds The ''S^Down"/:s;sat $30.00 and the Solid Frame gun at $25.00. fSe Winchester 33
velnrirv .nH fiS i^-^' the high-power Smokeless-powder class of cartridges having hieh
33 S h^r K, n^^^^^^^

Sreat striking energy and penetratffg powe? The
cartrMge deSlr^^ of Ipeciaf'smokefess poSSfr 'used in tSe

poundT Th'e Set'raTiSn'ift'^^^^^^^^^ 1.868 foot

WinohPcfpr nl,\ 'ir'
.""-".v.,vuMU6, Huaiiucs, owing to tneir nigh velocity, Th s makes the

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. ..... NEW HAVEN. CON N.
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T Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Gmoe Builders, etc T

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH iRd YACHT BOILER.
THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOII.ER

Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 260 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogue free.

W0RK5: RBD BaNK., N. J.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.

CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New Tork.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Designs, or we can

fturnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

RAPHITE
If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

have a sail or

power boat, and

we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DiXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N.J.

Send
for oar
Handsome
Catalog.K^

Mullins" Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
,venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H. MULLINS,
210 Depot St.,Salem. Obia

SNEAK BOXES
made to order from our own des'srns, both for duels

hunting and lor p e.,sure, shipped to any part ot the
world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. 1.

RiPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skiffs, Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
Hiillsand Life lioats are constructed different from

any Une of bo.»cs on luc uiaiK^i; .,re stronger; easy
bandied. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, IlL Box B.
Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. i

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters.
art.cu.ars.

Write for

CANVAS CANOES f

I
HOW TO BUILD THEM. %

BY PARKER B. FIELD,

^ With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

^ Price, 50 cents.

^ FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHING CO. ^
346 Broadway, New York. g

Canoe Handling.

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations
and Varieties, Practical Management
and Care, and Relative Facts. By C.

Bowyer Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated.

Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

ANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D, Frazer. Illustrated. 85 pages, cloth.

Price $L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure

hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, cam.ping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing taclcle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the tilings which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuais which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is s

' #akEST AND STftl^AM PUB. CO.

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.
The particular co n
struction employed

(SPRUCE).

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH.
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and renaole, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid,

^^MSer. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

LAUNCHES
Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.

Write for it to-day. Address
BACmE HOAX MANTTFACl'tTEINe CO.,

Box 9,.'). Racin'?. Wis.

Samoa *Uma
Where Life is Different.

By Llewella Pierce Churchill.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Under the attractive title Samoa 'Uma, or "All Samoa," Mrs. Llewella Pierce

Churchill has written a book for which she gathered the material during a residence

at Apia, where her husband, William Churchill, was the American Consul-General.

The conditions of life at the Consulate were most favorable for a study of the

people, and with the instinct of a journalist Mrs. Churchill improved the opportunity

to the full. As a woman she won confidences which would have been denied to a

man, and acquired a vast fund of interesting lore which would have been withheld

from one less sympathetic and less fully trusted. Thus she learned and has here

described the real Samoa, that is the Samoans as they are.

The successive chapters give an admirably complete picture of a people in whom,

as we read of them in these vivacious pages, Mrs. Churchill compels us to feel an

unflagging intcr^t. The book is well balanced ; there is just enough of the history of

Samoa to give an understanding of the events which have brought a portion of the

islands under the flag of the United States; and just enough of description to make

an appropriate and effective stage setting. But the chief characteristic of this

brightly written book is action of incident and story. It is writing of the sort that

has movement, and leads one on from page to page.

"Samoa 'Uma" is not exclusively about the Samoans; there is a chapter on

Papalangi life, from which it appears that living in Samoa is so different; and

some of the best things in the book are the personal experiences and adventures of

this particular Papalangi woman, whose love of outdoor life led her on frequent

excursions amid the coral reefs and into the dark jungles.

All in all, it is a book that will be read through, and read more than once. Here

is the list of chapters:

CONTENTS:
XIII.—The Chase of Rats,

XIV.—Things that Creep and Crawl.

XV.—The Wreck of the Schooner Lupe.

XVI.—Samoan Fickle Brides.

XVII.—The Vampires of the Tuasivi.

XVIII.—Beachcomber and Missionary.

XIX.—Copra and Trade,

XX.—Papalangi Life,

XXI.—The Story of Laulu's Hunt.

XXII.—The Great Vaiala Steeplechase.

XXIII.—Some South Sea Hoodoos.

I.—The Real Samoa.

II.—The Samoan Family.

III.—The Samoan Housewife.

IV.—Courtesy and Ceremonies,

v.—Kava—The Ceremonial Drink.

VI.—Music and the Siva Dance.

VII.—Handicraft and Art.

VIII.—Fishers and Sailors.

IX.—Shooting the Apolima Passage.

X.—The Weed that Catches Fish.

XI.—Torches on the Reef.

XII.—The Palolo Anniversary.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Portrait of the Author.

His Pronunciamento—^the Orator.

The Land-Locked Waters of Pago-Pago.

Samoan Child.

Baked Pig Becomes a Triumph.

The Village Taupoti and Her Attendants.

A Taupou and Her Tuinga.

Manaia with Heading-Knife.

Everything that Makes the Kava.

The Taupou's Duty is to Prepare the

Kava.

The Siva is Danced Sitting.

The Brush is a Pandanus Nutlet

Painted Siapos, Far the More Striking.

The volume is printed on laid paper, attractively bound, and is a specimen of

handsome bookmaking. Price, $1.50 net, postpaid to any address.

Edition de Luxe.
An Edition de Luxe is printed on Old Stratford deckle-edge paper made specially

for it, Japan paper title page, v^ith gilt top, and is limited to 500 copies, each num-

bered and signed by the author. Price, $2.50 net, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COnPANY.

Apia, the Little Town Strtmg Along the

Beach.

Village Boats with Many Oars.

Samoan House.

Every Man is Tattooed.

Ailolo, a Luali'i Belle.

They Live Amidst a Wealth of Vegeta-

tion.

Home and Store of a Petty Trader.

Tonga and Laulu.

A Solomon Island Black Boy.

Wharf of the German Firm, Apia.

Oceanic Hotel, Pago-Pago.

J
Yachting Goods.

Yacht Pump Water Closet,

Fig-. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece

of earthenware, with seat attached. No joiner

work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON.
Yacht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St. New York.

LOOK THROUGH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you

will agree with us in

saying the

ALMY
BOILER
is the

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.,
Providence, R. I.

DAN KIDNEY & SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send for Catalogue.

NAVALlTE

Uas No Equal
as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

» quickly, and wears

wonderfully without

^:umingr white. Used
on Vigilant, Defender

and Columbia in

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists.

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY,
Chicago. New York. Boston.

AMERICAN SPORTSMAN'S

LIBRARY,

The Deer Family.
By the Hon. THEODORE ROOSEVELT, T. S.

VAN DYKE, and H. G. STONE. Illustrated

by Carl Rungius.

Upland Game Birds.
By EDWYN SANDYS. Illustrated by Lows

Agassiz Foertes, a. B. Frost, and J. O.
Nugent.

Salmon and Trout.
By DEAN SAGE and WILLIAM C. HARRIS,

Illustrated by A. B . Frost and others.

Each volume, postpaid, $2.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO.

Yacht and Boat Sailing,

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects, Price $12.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates

exceeding 100, besides more than 350 woodcuts in th9
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht, "Examination ot
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racine?
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "CenterkKjard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehandcd
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,''^ etc.

FOREST AND STIUjIAM i»UBLISmNG CO.
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NATIONAL MARKSMANSHIP.
In our rifle columns we publish a communication from

Mr. Charles Cristadoro in which he presents many
cogent reasons in support of his contention that a high

grade of rifle marksmanship should be acquired and

maintained by American citizens at large, as a national

policy with a bearing on possible wars of the future. But
to interest the people at large in rifle shooting and to en-

gage their material support of it, there must be offered

an adequate incentive to induce action. No incentive,

no action.

In pioneer days the rifle was both an implement of in-

dustry and a weapon of offense and defence. It was
efficient in procuring a food supply, and in destroying

savage enemies, beast or man. Under those conditions

of life proficiency in its use was a vital necessity on the

part of the early settlers. Self preservation, depending
on one's ability as a marksman, is the greatest of all

incentives to acquire marksmanship. The earlier settlers

had it as a constant problem.

When the pioneer days merged into the days of com-
munities and industrial development, the rifle, as a neces-

sary adjunct of domestic life, became obsolete.

The cattle ranges superseded the wilderness as a source

from which to • draw a meat supply, and were a distinct

advance over it in certainty of supply, quantity and qual-

ity. Also, the savages and wild beasts had been so near

exterminated or driven so far into the wilderness that

they ceased to be a factor in domestic life. The rifle, as

a consequence, was not a necessity and it fell into disuse.

There were left, here and there, some big game animals,

the pursuit of which required the use of the rifle, but

then their pursuit was a matter of sport, differing from
that of the earlier days when their pursuit was a matter

of necessity.

The efficiency of the revolutionary soldiers was largely

due to their skill as marksmen, acquired in the ordinary

routine of life as it existed at that time. Had they, in

marksmanship, been no better than the citizens of the

present time, it is a fair presumption that the history of

the Revolutionary war would be of defeat instead of vic-

tory. It is clear that citizens now should be marksmen
as the citizens were then, for wars are much the same in

any age.

What the rifle was to the individual in pioneer days,

it is to the nation at all times. It is an essential either

in defense or attack. It is a dominant factor in maintain-

ing peace, since it can destroy the bodies which disturb

the peace. To command respect, consideration, and to

hold a proper place in controlling its own and the worlds'

affairs, the citizens of a nation must be riflemen.

To sustain general interest in rifle practice, however,

after it has ceased to be a necessity to the individual, is a

problem not easily solved on the first view, and yet easily

solved if we keep in mind the essential condition that to

promote the general use of the rifle there must be a

general incentive.

Mr. Cristadoro has struck the keynote in his suggestion

that the Government authorize a national rifle com-

petition and appropriate a large sum to be distributed as

prizes to the successful contestants. If, say, $100,000 a

year was appropriated for the purpose, and it should

evoke general interest in rifle shooting and a conse-

quent general improvement in the marksmanship of the

citizens, it would be a wise governmental policy on the

score of economy. When a war occurs, as was the case

not long ago, the Government necessarily expends many
hundreds of thousands of dollars for ammunition used

solelj'' for practice. In addition, there are many months'

time required to school new recruits in the use of the

rifle. One battle lost from bad marksmanship might

be a loss of millions. Marksmanship developed by gov-

ernmental prizes might win battles.

The average man never attains the highest degree of

skill by virtue of the irksome routine that he experi-

ences as he does when he has an incentive which appeals

to his highest individual effort, therefore the prize in-

centive would develop a higher class of riflernen than

would the ordinary military drill.

The benefits of governmental interest in permanently

establishing a high grade of national marksmanship is

eminently illustrated by the situation which obtains in the

Swiss Republic in this relation. Although a small na-

tion, it has hundreds of shooting societies with enor-

jnous membersJ^P?. It is eminently respected by neigh-

boring powers. Successful contestants at the periodical

tournaments, beside the monetary prizes, receive dis-

tinguished attention and honors. Thus there is an in-

centive to strive for the highest skill, to gain sums which

are of use in every-day life, and to secure honors which

are gratifying to the just pride of every one who is am-

bitious to excel his fellows. Thus, while appealing to

the self-interest of the individual, the power of the

nation is trained up to the highest point of modern effi-

ciency, offensively and defensively. In this manner, the

judicious expenditure of a few thousands of dollars in

peace may be the saving of millions in war.

METROPOLITAN GAME GROUNDS.

We recorded the other day the occurrence of quail in

the upper part of New York city. The problem of their

origin now appears to be solved. Rev. L. H. Schwab

informs us that a j-^ear ago this winter In the woods of

Van Cortlandt Park, he started a bevy of quail, esti-

mated to number twenty birds. These quail would prob-

ably not be greatly disturbed, since shooting and trap-

ping is forbidden by city ordinance, and prevented by

the city police. There would thus probably be left over

a considerable portion of this bevy to breed, and it

seems fair enough to conclude that the quail seen at

Audubon Park were wanderers from the Van Cortlandt

Park stock. Since the first quail was seen two more have

been observed in the same vicinitv.

Thus it may be perceived that New York is not with-

out its game resources. More than this, we printed last

week the story of a gunner's luck in getting a wild goose

on Staten Island, which is within the city limits on the

south, while in the northern part, in the Zoological

Park, wild geese have been allured to the Bronx waters

and trapped. There is still snipe shooting on the beach

of Coney Island and at Rockaway, where centuries ago

the Rockaway tribe of Indians hunted. No mean shots,

by the way, were the New York Indians if we may credit

the Reverend Charles Woolley, who was here in 1678-

80, and who recorded of them that they lived principally

by "Hunting, Fishing and Fowling. Before the Chris-

tians, especially the Dutch, came amongst them they

were very dexterous Artists at their Bows, inasmuch I

have heard it affirm'd that a Boy of seven years old

would shoot a Bird flying: and since they have learn'd

the use of Guns, they prove better marksmen than

others."

BITS OF TALK.

THE MAN AND HIS CONSCIENCE.

"Take me with you,'.' said his Conscience.

"Not by a long shot," said the Man.

"But I've been working hard, and need a rest; and

there's no place on earth like the woods for a conscience

to rest up," said his Conscience.

"I won't have a bit of use for you," said the Man.

"You'll only be a nuisance."

"I'll be as still as a mouse," said his Conscience.

"But you don't know how to behave in the woods," said

the Man. "You troubled me a whole lot the last time."

"Well, I wasn't used to the woods then," said his Con-

science, "and I acted just as I would at home. But I

know better now. I have been educated, and you won't

hear me—not a peep."

"It is not the fashion for a man to take his conscience

into the woods," said the Man.

"Nobody will know I am there," said his Conscience.

So the Man _took his Conscience.

And his Conscience, being conscientious, kept the prom-

ise it had made not to jog the Man with any unseasonable

hems and haws, nor to spoil sport with qualms, nor to

stand between the Man and whatever the jacklight might

show in the lily pads.

Moreover, it was as his Conscience had said, not a soul

suspected that it was along. The guide supposed, of

course, that the Man's Conscience was not with him. And
this did not in the least surprise him, for guides are used

to '^sports" who either had no conscience, or if they have

one, always leave it behind them in storage when they

go into the woods. The Man had a rattling good time,

and got what he went after. The trip had cost him a

lot of rooney, and be had to have something to show fof

it. The State owed it to him, he said. His Conscience

did not bother him a bit when, with the aid of a jacklight

and a load of buckshot, he "got all that was coming to

him," the all being, in this case, a fine set of antlers. In

fact, his Conscience did its quietest to give him a good

time. The Man appreciated this, and when they got back

to town he said as much.

"Yes," said his Conscience, "I told you I was going to

take a rest in the woods and I did I had a good long

vacation and I feel better for it. I am healthier and

stronger and weigh more than I ever did before. I am
braced up for work. You can depend on me now, and

if necessary, I can work overtime. By the way, how
about that deer that you brought back?"

"See here," said the Man, "you were not to say any-

thing about that."

"I wasn't? Well, I guess yes."

"You gave me your word you'd be still," said the Man.

"In the woods, yes," said his Conscience. "I did agree

not to say anything about it in camp ; but we are home

now; and as I was saying, I am rested up and in good

order. I want to know just what you think of that little

jacking business? I mean, what do you think of your-

self?"

"Oh, let's don't talk about that." said the Man.

"But let's do," said his Conscience. "What do you

think of yourself as a man? Honest, now, was that an

honorable thing for you to do? Between you and me,

now that we are alone together, don't you know that it

was a low down trick to break the law and kill that deer

the way you did? If you didn't think it was, why did

you give the folks that yarn about pulling him down on

the jump? That's what you told your wife, and you lied

to her, didn't you ? The guide could tell a very different

story. By the way, w^hat do you suppose your guide

thinks of you, not as a shot, but as a man?"

"See here," said the Man, "didn't you hear me say that

I don't want to talk' about that?"

"But I do," said his Conscience, "and I am going to."

SNAP SHOTS.

We are all of us likely to think, as we read each day of

the multitude of shooting accidents—so called—which

occur at the present time, that such mischances are some-

thing new, and arise from the use of high-power arms

and from the great number of persons who now crowd

the forests. Undoubtedly both these causes contribute to

the frequency of such occurrences, but instances of shoot-

ing men by mistake for game are probably as old as the

bow and arrow. Certainly the case of the English King

who lost his life by a quarrel sent from a crossbow at

a deer is familiar enough. Not so well known perhaps

is the fact that in the year tSo6 Capt. Merriweather Lewis,

while descending the Missouri River on the return from

the Pacific Ocean, was mistaken for an elk by Cruzatte,

one of the men in whose company he was hunting, and

was shot in the thigh, receiving a wound from which his

recovery was long and painful. Cruzatte, who appears

to have done the shooting, never actually acknowledged

the deed, and Capt. Lewis at first thought that he had

been shot by an Indian. But as no signs of Indian were

found in the neighborhood, and as Cruzatte admitted that

shortly after leaving Capt. Lewis he had fired at an elk.

and as Capt. Lewis was clad in leather, which was about

the color of an elk's hide, there seems little doubt as to

what happened.

The four days which constituted the deer hunting sea-

son on Long Island gave opportunity for the killing of

nearly 200. The number of grown bucks was compara-

tively small; does and fawns predominated. More than

half of the entire number killed were killed on the first

day; after the opening fusillade the deer took to the

preserves and private grounds, where the army of hunt-

ers could not get at them. The number of deer killed in

the Adirondacks, Protector Pond estimates, has not ex-

ceeded 4,000, as compared with 6,000 last year.

it

We print elsewhere the call for the annual meeting of

the New York State Fish, Game and Forest League,

which will be held in Syracuse on Thursday of next

^eek. The organization is one in which every locality

of thf State should have representatiojj, •
' '

-
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1(1 the Land of the Tin Cow,
A THICK gloomy evening—the lights of the city fading

fast in the fog—and we were again on our way in search
of adventure and the picturesque. The bay looked lone-
some enough, and a solitary vessel we passed blurred it-

self into nothingness as we stole bj'-.

Leaving the boat and boarding the cars, we don't find
the bags where we expect them, pass on into the next;
see that isn't the one, and then discover that we have
locked ourselves out of our car and the train due to start
any minute ! However, we manage to get back in time,
and the procession is at liberty to move.

It is dark; has been for two liours; there are no stars
and no moon, though both are scheduled to appear, and
the lights of the village of Point Richmond are a sorry
substitute as Ave pop out of otir first tunnel on our way
south. We soon run into hot weather, and when we
breakfast at Bakersfiekl are in the semi-tropics and far
from the land of wind and fog. Off again, and it gets
hotter and hotter as the day grows older, until the heavy
coat and vest have to be hung uj) and the lightest we have
donned instead. I have not brought a camera this time,
and it hardly secnis like traveling, but my want of suc-
cess in Yellowstone Park last year has discouraged me,
though Mrs. *** carries a kodak, and the binocular in its

shabby worn ca.se .stuck on the shelf for the present, is all

my light impedimenta.
Kern ! Principally oil and odor. The country is either

too hot, or too barren, or too something for even jackass
rabbits and ground squirrels around here, or maybe they
ddn't like the smell of oil: don't blame them, I don't

cither, but it has its merits.. There are no cinders from
the engine, though it does roar abominably, and no dust
from the roadbed, for that is oiled too for miles. What
it was before it was oiled, we get a taste of when we
run over a short stretch of unoiled track, are buried in

dust before the window can be closed, and half suffocated

with the heat.

Near Wade a few ground squirrels show up, but I have
come to the conclusion that if you really want to raise

ground squirrels you must feed them well. Up North
where the wheat grows is where the squirrel waxes "fat

and sassy." Down here he seems to keep thin skurrying

around in the hot sun trjHng to find something cool

enough and soft enough to eat.

Most of the way we have no smoke from the engine,

but climbing the steep grades makes even an "oil burner"

•smoke. Between breakfast and lunch we have to climb

up and down some pretty steep hills, for from Caliente to

Tehachepi is only some twenty-seven miles, but there

are eighteen tunnels to go through, and the attentive

porter informs us that it is "de greates' engineerin' freak

in de kentry," We rise over 3.400 feet; then we drop

1,100 to Mojave, keep on dropping until we get below the

2^000-foot level somewhere near Hinckley, then rise

siiarplv to Summit .3.819 feet, and drop as suddenly to

Barstow, at 2,105 feet, in time for lunch. Sometimes we
are up with the oaks and then down with the cactus and
horned toads. (Note by Mrs. ^'t'*

: "We didn't see ,a

single horned toad in the whole trip.") The soil is

either sandy gravel or gravelly sand: you can take your

choice; the granite, where it shows, is decomposed, and

the tops of the hills are all boulders,, as if the soil had

washed away and left the skull of the hill standing out to

bleach in the sun.

Near Basko the inhabitants had moved the beds mto

the porches, and it was as hot as blazes. The barren

hillsides and the equally barren plains were dotted about

with doleful looking "yucca" plants ("which, I believe, its

other name is Spanish bayonet) ,
looking like gravestones

in a deserted soldiers' cemetery. In the intervals it grew

hotter. At Mojave a pink girl got into the tram, but it

was too hot to look out of the.window to see which car

,she got into. She left us after a while, but I forget

where, because I grew interested in a new order of archi-

tecture, now first presented to our notice, the "tie house.

Time was, when the "noble red man" made the climate

even warmer than it is now ; but he no longer chases the

pale face over the plain, nor ornaments his girdle with

the scalp lock of the unwary settler; he is to a con-

siderable extent a "good Indian" now, since many of hirn

are dead, but some of him work as section hands on the

road. I don't think they work very hard; they don t

seem to, but they work a mighty sight harder than i

should want to in that climate; and even an Indian has

to live somewhere, so somebody (probably not the In-

dian) devised the plan of utilizing retired railroad ties

(the'onlv lumber in the country) for houses. Ihe house

is limited as to its width by the length of two ties, slop-

ing a little—a very little—and projecting somewhat tor

eaves: at a guess I should say that twelve feet was the

width. A shallow trench is dug, the ties planted side by

ide (like a palisade) and a square, twelve feet by twenty-
Slue \ IIIXV. a. C4. H i-'t'. VI V- y M. — ~l '
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four inclosed This is divided into two tenements by a

partition across the middle, also of ties.^ Then a_ space,

probablv regulated by the length of a tie again, is left,

and two more exactly similar tenements erected. An-

other space, then two more tenements. A contmuotts

roof of ties covers the whole affair, and upon this a coat-

ing of earth, gravel, etc., is spread. There is a door m
each tenement dose to the partition a window at the

back, and the stovepipes are stuck up through the roof m

^^The space between the tenements, open at front and

back, but covered by the roof, give the only semblance of

shade for miles around; and when the heat grows too

great, the inhabitants sleep there. At other times they

serve as lounging and gossiping places. As the ties even

Ihough condemned, are from fo* to six inches thick, the

dwellings must be fairly cool in summer and warm in

winter ; but how they get the roof tight for wmter, I don t

tec—perhaps they don't try.
. . , , i-, 1 1 „

We pass a lake pretty soon-that is, it looks like a lake.

We can see the birds flying over the water, and the

bushes on the shore reflected in it; but as it grows larger

md then smaller, and then larger again as we move swift-

Ihen we knew less about such things, for even now we

.^vel- seen It is no wonder that people were fooled by it

when we 'know less about such things^^for everi now we

are not sure there is not some water there, unti we ask

the porter, who assures us "dere ain't no watter dere,
sah ; it's only a 'myridge'."
A real desert, and this is a real one, is the deadest

thing in n.^ture, but the clouds are beautiful. We had
imagined that in Arizona and this part of California the
sun shone out of a sky of brass, unbroken by cloud or
hint of moisture, but that was a mistake, the clouds and
the hints are there, but there is no moisture.

I made a sketch near Kramer because I thought it was
so characteristic of Arizona scenery, and finished it all up
and labeled it, only to discover that we hadn't got within
a hundred and fifty miles of Arizona at that time, but it's

got to stand all the same, for it looks a lot more like

Arizona tlian it does like anything else. A distant range
takes on a picturesque outline, and clothes itself in a
Vi"arm brown ; a rain cloud is discharging its contents
among the mountain tops, and altogether "there's beauty
in the desert," rimmed round by mountains as it is on all

sides.

We sweep a long curve and draw up at Blake. We
have traveled a good deal these last few hours, for we
have passed through Siberia, Bagdad, Klondike, Amboy,
Bristol and Cadiz, and Java is just ahead. The outline
of the distant range is so peculiar that I find the best
way to draw it is to try to draw a straight line slowly
and let the car do the rest ; and between us we are quite

successful in getting the characteri.stic. In the middle
distance, a circle of some five hundred feet or so is occu-
pied by from six to a dozen whirlwinds, which send tall

columns of dust high up in the heated air, while they
chassez and pirouette with each other in a sort of
witch's minuet. Over in another quarter the sun is set-

ting behind a rain cloud, sending his beams to us through
a veil of perpendicular lines.

The rain comes nearer, or we run into it and with it

thunder and lightning, until the landscape is lighted up
like day for more than half the time, and here, for the

first time, I saw a flash of lightning, not as it is drawn in

the books, but as the photograph shows it to be, not the

jagged zigzag of our infancy, no Jovian bolt with clean

sharp angles, but a crooked, wavy, uncertain line, which
for a brief season was flashed out in its whole length on
the face of a cloud. That and one other flash were all

I could distinguish, the rest were just sheets of flame.

At Needles we had to scuttle through the rain to din-

ner, fortunately not far, and somebody told us it was the

first time it had rained there for a year. We were told

that we should arrive at Williams (where we change
cars) at five forty next morning, and asked how much
time we required to get ourselves and our belongings out

of the train. Half an hour seemed ample, and so we
arranged it, turning in pretty early. By and by comes a

knock on the door, and I say, "Hello !" and "All right,"

and then look at my watch. "Four A. M. ! What the

blazes?" But I conclude to dress, as long as I am awake.

Mrs. *** thinks that an hour and forty minutes is more
than she requires, so takes things easy, and about four

thirtv starts to get up. I am taking things ea.sy, too, with

my heels hanging over the upper berth, for my bag is

packed and I am all ready. We begin to slow up—

a

knock on the door.

"Bags ready, sah?"
"Ready! No! When do we get to Williams?'

"This is Williams, sah."

"The devil ! How long do we stop here?"

"Five minutes, sah."
, . j-

I flew to the door of the dressing room, and informed

Mrs. *** that .she had just five minutes to get out of the

train.

"But I can't
!"

"But you must!" j , •

And I proceeded to pack her bag. When I handed it

to the porter, he was gray with fright.

How Mrs. managed it I don't know, though she

has, I believe, explained the matter in detail to some of

her intimate female friends, but in not much more than

the allotted five minutes we made our appearance on the

platform. I heard the porter say, "Dey're comin'," and

the conductor's reply, "Well, it don't matter now, I ve cut

out the engine."

Sure enough, in desperation he had sent the engine on

to the tank and left the train standing there, and Mrs.

*** not satisfied with holding up "bars" for their^photo-

graphs, now holds the record for holding up the 'Over-

land."
, , . , , ^ ,

The trouble was that I hadn't noticed that we changed

time just before we got to Williams, and my watch was

consequentlv an hour slow. Having, for the reason that

I hate getting up earlv. started from home at night, I now

discovered that I had hung our expedition up at this for-

saken place for thirteen mortal hours; but we managed

to get through the time somehow, and it was about 7

P M when we drew out of the city of Williams, on the

little jerkwater road that runs about sixty-four miles to

the Grand Canon of Arizona. There were but few pas-

sengers, and most of them seemed as unfamiliar with the

adjustable chair seats as I was, and a good deal ot the

tedium of the trip was worked off experimenting with

those articles of car furniture. Approaching the things

with respect, we found them obdurate; but a brakeman,

shaking one bv the throat, as it were showed us that it

was necessary to take a firm grasp of the situation. With

this example before us, we managed to make them con-

form to our various needs with no small degree oi suc-

cess We had passed some time before out of the region

of oil burners, and made our way now amid a brilliant

shower of sparks, so continuous and persistent as to raise

the question in our minds whether there was any coal

remaining under the boiler, so much went up the stack

A locomotive headlight mounted on a stand at the sta-

tion at Grand Canon illuminated the path to the hotel,

and wre made ourselves as much at home as possible in a

room in a long barrack-like annex, where an abominable

wire-woven mattress hung us up as in a hammock, and

we woke in the morning full of aches and pams.

canned milk, eggs from Chicago, and bacon that seemed

to have "been 'round the Horn'' a time or two, was go-

in- perhaps, a little too far in the other direction. Milk,

T "suppose it was too much to expect, . for there was

nothhis that a cow could have lived on m the vicmi y

;

^jSry droj of water used at the hotel had to be hauled

a hundred and forty miles; bathrooms, therefore, were

conspicuous by their absence. The prevailing constituent
of the "kitchen midden" in most parts of the world, is the
tomato can, with its brilliant label for the delight of the
predatory billygoat ; but in this land it is superseded by
multitudes of small round tins, each with two holes in
one end, which line the railroads as well, showing that
"bossy"_ is entirely without standing in the community,
her duties being performed by the condensed roi^k can.
For my part, I prefer "bossy."

After breakfast we watched a party of six or eight get
ready to make the descent into tlie cailon, deeming it the
part of wisdom to await the result of their experience,
and aftei- their departure set ourselves to get an idea of
this "titanic chasm." The "folder" to which I am in-

debted for a good deal of my information on the subject,
calls it "the greatest rift in the earth's crust," and when
one looks at it, one is glad that it is the greatest; for if

it were much deeper, I fear that this old orange we live

on would be in danger of splitting open. From where
we stood the river was not visible, so we essayed a short
journey on foot down the trail, where we had seeen our
companions disappear. The trail is a series of "switch-
backs," very steep and covered with loose, rolling frag-
ments of rock from the cliffs above. Notices at various
points warn visitors not to roll rocks down upon the
lower stretches, but it is more than difficult to avoid
starting some of the smaller fragments which are dis-

placed at every step.

We descended some distance—about five hundred feet,

I think—traveling on that journey a half a mile or more,
and seeing a comparatively comfortable resting place un-
der a projecting rock, sat ourselves down to take in and
realize as far as possible, the magnitude of the scene.

That part of the journey which we had accomplished,
seemed so small in comparison with the part to be done,
yet would prove so arduous an undertaking on the return

that we gave up the idea of any further progress on foot

in that direction.

The scene before us and about us was one most diffi-

cult of description, and, truth to tell, rather disappoint-

ing, the brilliancy of color that we had been led to ex-
pect was not there, nor the variety of form. The over-
powering magnitude and wonder of the scene grow on
one in time, it is true, but it is somber and depressing in

its effect; and all about is the barrenness of desolation.

The sides of the cafion are a series of steps cut into

fantastic alcoves and projecting bastions, and descending
from a height, at the hotel plateau (not the highest

point), is 6,866 feet above the level of the sea, to a sort

of sloping plateau 4,430 feet lower. From here the de-

scent is gradual for a couple of miles^ then grows so

steep that the horses have to be left behind, and the goal

is reached at a further depth of nearly 2,000 feet to the

river, which is 840 feet above sea level. The canon at this

point, therefore, is over a mile deep, and is about ten

miles wide.

These dimensions are in no way appreciable; the eye,

uneducated to such vastnesses, utterly fails to compre-

hend them ; the marvelous purity of the atmosphere adds

to the difficulty, and it is only after frequent trials arid

tests that any true idea is gained. Two pieces of paper in

a patch of grass a little below us, resolved themselves

with the aid of the binocular into two good-sized tents

amid a grove of willows, and a moving ant or something

was a man. There was nothing else to gauge by, not an

animal, wild or domestic, appeared on the scene, not a

house or tree broke the somber desolation; there was not

even a bear for Mrs. ^=** to kodak. Near us were a few

trees of fair size, but the distances were so immense, the

drop from where we stood so sudden, that if there were

any trees below us, they could not be distinguished from

shrubs. We waited a long time for the party to appear

on the trail, but failed to see them, either because they

had alreadv reached the grove and were resting there, or

because we had miscalculated the difficulties, and they

were still working the switchbacks of the trail.

If one were tolittempt to convey to one who had .seen

nothing like it, the general plan of the cation, I can think

of no better w^ay than to imagine that I am limited in my
choice of material to an assortment of maple leaves.

W'ith these, then, we lay out the ordinary winding course

of a river, increasing the size of the leaves for a space

and then diminishing it again, This makes the main

body of the canon, and at frequent intervals we builtvin

laterals of the leaves joining the main stream from both

sides. These laterals again have feeders, and these again

others, still using the maple leaf plan. Now, if one were

to start at one end of the canon and descend the river, he

would travel, supposing he lived to get through, about

two hundred miles, or a little more; but if he were to

select the safer and more prosaic road along the edge of

the canon, he would travel probably between three and

four thousand. So much for a birdseye view, except that

while the cafion is about ten jniles wide on the surface

of the land, it narrows by successive steps and stages to

the bare width of the river from two hundred to two hun-

and fifty feet.
, . . ^ j.
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The geologists tell Us that this is the most striking pic-

ture of the effects of erosion to be found in the world,

but when one looks at it, the erosion idea seems difficult

to reconcile with the thing as you see it In the first

place the rocks are hard as flint.?, full of quartz and agates

and that sort of thing, and they stand up m walls that

show small sign of elemental wear. These walls do not

rise in sheer "cliffs exactly as one would expect if the

river had worn them away, but in successive steps. These

steps again vary in size or depth, for while there are, so

to speak, seven great steps in the mile rise from the river

to the top step, the "treads" of these steps are broken up

by a secondary series of steps, and over this and stretch-

ino- half way up the "risers" of the big main .steps, is a

sloping mass of softer stuff which by contrast with the

dark maroon rocks of the walls, looks almost like lodged

snow. Erosion, however, seemed a little easier to under-

stand when a mining engineer explained to me that there

Avere three general series of veins in Arizona, one series

running about east and Avest, one northeast and south-

west, and southeast and nortliAvest. These veins lie at

different levels, and consist of decomposed and com-

paratively soft rock, bounded by walls of granite and the

like. The river, finding its way into this soft stuff, worked

down from one level to another, eating out a part of one

vein and then a part of another, until over an area of

thousands of square miles it had excavated and removed

pretty much everything soft enough to be acted on by
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water m a million years ; but like a rather careless house-
wife, hadn't swept the corrfcrs clean. What the river

took out it carried down to the (5ulf of California br

somewhere tlicreabouts, stopping to make a few deserts
l)y the way. There are still a few points that are not
exactly clear, as liow a river two hundred feet wide could
scoop out a trough ten miles wide, and a few other such
conundrums; but give even a small river time enough and
i suppose it can do almost anything.
A pretty steep hot climb brought us back again to the

liotel, and as the attempt to get a canon two hundred and
thirty miles long, ten wide, and one deep, on a three by
four kodak film was a little too much for even Mrs.
we took pictures of each other perched on apparently
paralyzing cliffs to humbug the stay-ut-homes, as is the
wont of travelers—because, of course, "the camera can-
not lie."

After lunch we set out for a ramble through the mild
kind of woods they have here, to a projecting point visible
from the hotel, with the idea of getting a different view.
Our road led us up with considerable rapidity, but hav-
ing reached our designed point sooner than we expected
(we were now rather inclined to over-estimate the dis-

tances), and being disappointed in the view, because,
though grand beyond expression, it Avas in no way appre-
ciably different from that we had had already, we con-
tinued our way until Rowe Point was reached at a level of

7,049 feet. Before us stretched the same interminable vista
of re-entrant curves and giant steps, to all appearances, that

wc had seen before. They were in truth entirel}'' different,

but it would require an eye trained by much experience
to detect it. I think, were one to miss his road and strike

the canon at any given point, he would be utterly unable
to tell by any landmark, whether he was a mile or ten

miles from the place he sought. With infinite varie'y of

detail, there is infinite sameness of effect.

From our lofty perch we did get a glimpse of the river,

a turbid stream broken by rapids, but a more careful

inspection with the glass did not reveal any greater beau-
ties, nor awaken any warmer desire to make its closer ac-

quaintance.
The sun sinking toward the west gradually threw into

strong relief pinnacles which in the morning had pre-

sented a totally different aspect; and these changes took
place with, stifhcient rapidity to make it possible to note

them, but still it was a change without a difference; and
tiring of a view which in its dull hues and dense shadows
was somewhat depressing, we set out on our . return to

the hotel.

At dinner we were rejoined by the party who had made
the descent and waited with much interest to hear their

verdict. One old gentleman had given out entirely and
had been left behind on the way to await the return of

the others; and at this meal he appeared a total wreck.

Another whom I had sized' up in my mind as the sensible

and experienced one of the party, and whose report I was
prepared to rely upon, said simply that the trip "was
rather disappointing, and hardly repaid one for the fa-

tigue." That was enough. I knew that he was putting

it very mildly, and we decided then and there to confine

our wanderings to the upper level.

We watched the train go out next morning with some
interest, for it carried away every guest in the hotel save
ourselves and two others. The "curio shop" proved to

have few if any attractions. The Navajo blankets were
most of them so suspiciously correct in their weaving
that I set them down as probably either made in Chicago,
or else from wool, and after patterns, prepared there;

for the taint of conunercialism is over it all, and there

is a palpable air of being made for the market about
ev^erything. «

, _ ^
Tlie train having departed and the curio shop being

exhausted, we set out for another projecting promon-
tory known as O'Neill Point. By traveling along the
brink of the chasm we managed to cover a good deal of
ground and kill a good deal of time before reaching our
destinatioir, and the result was not wildly enthralling

—

that is, it was in no way apparently different from the

other views. Looking at the canon is a good deal like

looking at the moon : no matter where you stand, you see

the same old moon.
It wasn't too hot for comfortable walking, and the air

was marvelously invigorating, but there was an almost
absolute dearth of life; one solitary lizard and a couple
of birds, I think, the sum total. There were no insects,

not even mosquitoes, to enliven the scene, and the dogs
didn't seem to have any fleas.

On the extremity of the point a cairn of white stones
about six feet high, had been erected, and at one time
covered with white cloth, doubtless to enable the sur-
veyors to get sights on it from a distance, for triangula-
tion. The stones were covered with pencilled names and
dates, and the interstices stuffed with visiting or business
cards.

Disco-vering that it lacked but twenty minutes of
twelve, and knowing the reprehensible habits of punc-
tuality whicli prevailed at our hotel, we set out on a
Jiasty return journey, but we had not gone far before it

began to thunder and lighten, and threaten to rain..

Thinking that some time might be saved thereby, I sug-
_gested that we swing inland and endeavor to get on the
stage road, but we wandered over a very considerable
tract of timbered country before we found it. A "cullud.
gemman" appearing just at that opportune juncture we
inquired of him as to the distance and direction 01 the;

hotel, and then pushed on to get there before the rain,

did. It didn't rain very hard, but it thundered and light-
ened considerable, and the witui blew in savage gusts,
likewise we were somewhat lightly clad, but Mrs. ***

footed it like an athlete—long boots and short skirts are.

the things for good walking—and we reached the hotel
with only a very slight sprinkling, just as the Chinese:
laundrj'man of tlae hotel was hastily taking in his whole
morning's wash, which threatened every moment to take
unto itself wings and fly over the brink of the chasm,
to the distant depths. Likewise, it was covered with
dust, which was blowing in clouds, and would all have tO'

be washed over again.

We were a little late for lunch, but hungry enough tO'

Catch up.

The unexpectedly overcast sky and gloomy weather
where we had expected only sunshine (for we imagined
ihat it practically never rained in Arizona), decided us tO'

leave the next morning, though we had intended to re-
main much longer; but the exodus of so many of the

guests and the somewhat unsatisfactory fare had a some-
what depressing effect. As I Jieard a man saying to an
attach^ of the hotel on the night of our arrival, "at Yel-
lowstone there was something to do and something to

see every day," and as he went away the next morning,* I

concluded that he had found it somewhat different here;

t am sure we did. During the afternoon I found a
tarantula cruising around in the rear of the hotel, and
followed him, or her, for half an hour, to see what he,

she, or it would do; without discovering anything of im-
ortaiice, and it at last took refuge under a log, instead

j£ piloting me to its dwelling, as I had expected; then
r went off and found some of the others, and rolling

Siway' the log, exhibited my curio. Meantime, a denizen
jf one of the neighboring tent-cottages came to see what
i J»ad found, and when she saw, took a big stick and
lambasted the everlasting daylights out of the bug; she
didn't seem to have any taste for tarantulas.

Then a pair of patient and long-eared burros came up
from the depths of the canon to take down the packs of

a party expected by the train that night, who were to

cross the river and proceed to a mine, or place where it

was hoped a mine had been found, I don't remember
which. Mrs. *** tackled the packer and engaged to take
the pictures of his animals with their packs on the next
day. By the way, this packer was the only man we met
in any way out of the common; he was something of a
character and gave us the only piece of information any-
body had thought it worth while to waste on us. The
name of the "Bright Angel" Hotel had seemed particu-
larly inappropriate to the scene and its surroundings; a

hopelessly plain building partly log cabin and partly clap-

boards, as uninterestingly ugly as a building could be, but
the packer expl; ned that when the intrepid Powell made
his memorable ^ip through the canon, never knowing
what he would oring up against, and with so many perils

packed into one journey that nobody yet has ever been
able to do justice to the subject, the party came suddenly
on a clear crystal brook pouring down a lateral canon
and mixing its purity with the muddy floods of the
"Colorado." In his enthusiasm at the unwonted sight
he christened it "Bright Angel Creek." Now, as it hap-
pened,- in course of time, one of the few possible de-
scents of the walls of the caiion was discovered on the
opposite side of the river near this point; and it natur-
ally t»ok the name of "Bright Angel Trail," which was
' ery well; but when diey built the hotel there and called
that Bright iVngel, too, the thing became ridiculous.

Just about dark some misguided individual told Mrs.,
•i of some ancient and venerable Indian paintings under
some overhanging cliff's, but after we had proceeded half
a mile or less, I struck; for while it was possibly light

ejough to enable us to complete the journey there, it

w.Duld be too dark to see our way back, and there is

nothing soft to fall on in that country. Beside, we were
no longer in climbing costume, and what is very gOQ.d for
high boots, is very bad for patent leather ties. Why the
blazes somebody didn't tell us before, I don't see, for
while I have my doubts as to the artistic value of Indian
pictorial efforts, we would, under the circumstances, have
been willing to devote considerable time to their ex^ami-
nation.

Gee! didn't it thunder and lighten that night] One
thirteen-inch Oregonian let go exactly over our room
and seemed to lift the roof ; then it traveled off down the
canon, making uncomplimentary remarks all the way for
a hundred miles or so. After that it gradually quieted
down, and we fell asleep.

It was a rather chilly morning, and the mists hung low
in the canon, making it more weird and mysterious thm
ever. By the way, we were greatly disappointed in the
moonlight effect. I had arranged for a full moon, and
it was there, all right, but the result was .not at all up to
our expectations. The great bastions and battleships
and things didn't seem to stand out at all., as we had
supposed tliey would ; perhaps from the other sidp of tlje

canon it might have been better.

During the day there is a peculiar blue light in the
canon.; not a haze, but seeming to be blue just as the sky
is, because one looks through such a thick layer of air.

There w^as certainly a sort of sky-blue effect after every
vestige of cloud .and mist had been dissipated by the sun.
Wandering around after breakfast, 1 came upon the

pack train at the head of the trail in front of the hotel.,

all ready to begin the descent, but the packer, in mugh
lierturbation of mind, because he had promised a certain
lady an opportunity to photograph the train when readty
for the trail ; and there was no lady ,armed with the
deadly kodak, visible to the naked eye.

I knew who the missing lady was, but I had no i4ea
where she was; so I lifted up my voice, and from the
depths of the elsewhere came an answering and interro-
:gative "Yes?" "Hi! get a move on with that kodak," I

remarked, '"not satisfied with stopping the Overland.'
you're holding up a pack train now."

"'B-o-a-r-d," says the conductor, and we started on
the .return journey. We passed a lot of lumber and
things by a camp where stands a sign showing it to be a
"forest reserve," so that I judged that there was going
tTD be something of an establishment there. It wasn't
much of a forest as forests go elsewhere, but it was much
too valuable in this country to be left unguarded, and we
were glad to see that measures were being taken for its

preservation before it was too late. It would do to get
iost in at any rate, and was near enough to the hotel to
be quite sconvenient for that purpose.
Then I saw a chipmunk ! It gave quite a homelike air

to the .scene; he seemed like an old friend. We hadn't
seen aiay horned toads, no Gila monsters, only one lizard,
and half a dozen black-cap jays, the land is desolate.
Some miles further on we came to a small colony of
prairie dogs, but they lacked the "sass" of their Mon-
tana brethren, and slunk dejectedly away, instead of sit-
ting up and barking at us.

We caught the west bound at Williams, and at Selig-
man, about forty miles 011, we changed time, and my
watch became once more right, or, to put it more prop-
erly, the time once more agreed with my watch. Here,
as at most of the stations, were a number of Indian
squaws with pappooses, which you could photograph, for
a consideration; or beadwork which 3'ou could buy, for
four times its value. Generally, they were clad m dresses
and flowing mantles of the most bizarre patterns, and col-
ors of great variety; but the wearers themselves, as was
evident to more than one sense, were imiformly dirty.

The Arizona Apache and his kindred was a bird as a
fighter, but if he was ever a clean bird, he has got bravely
n\ er it, 'rtough he has preserved his love of nttery.
Soon we came, near Berry it was, ti? a series of the

longest "tangents" that 1 guess ever wcte. For miles
and miles the track lay on the plain like two tuled lities

in the "First Lessons in Perspefctive," then it would
swing slowly to one side and disappear behind a knoll,
to be succeeded by another as long. I watched one Of
these tangents until I was tired out; we had descended
something of a slope for about a quarter of its length,
and this more than compensated for the curvatui-e of tlie
globe, the consequence being that the rails seemed to
go on until they met at the foot of a telegraph pOle iri

the dun and misty distance. I had made a rash vow-
that I would not leave the rear of the train until that
line curved; and I began to think that darkness would
be the only thing to save me; mile after mile the tfairi
thundered along; I saw hand-cars put on the track as we
passed, and watched them follow us until they dimiii-
ished to indistinguishable specks, and still the track lav
behind us, a straight line pointing to the foot of that
telegraph pole. At last the line began to swing a little
and lest I should be tempted again, I hastily quitted
my post.

The porter told me that we ran down hill here one hun-
dred and seventy miles without a break. At Seligman we
were 5 260 feet above sea level, and a few miles back
.somewhere about Pmereta, we must have been a couple
of hundred feet higher. From about Truxton it is a
steady descent to Needles, 477 feet above .sea level, or a
drop of 4,783 feet m the one hundred and seventy miles.Wc routed out pretty early the next morning, though
It was quite cold, to have a good look at the Tehachapi
tunnels; and as we began the descent, forgot the chill jiir
in the endeavor to pick out on the mountain .side h(gh
above us. the hole we had shot out of half an hour befoi^e.
The whole distance is done by gravitation

; the oil is shut
off and there is no smoke in the tunnels. I recognized
some nf the scenery I had noted on our outward journey
but It IS a very different sen.sation sliding down hill thirty-
nine hundred feet in less than thirtv miles, from crawljng
up the same distance.
When we were, as it seemed, within a stone's .tjprow of

Cahente (really a quarter of a mile, I beliieve)., we tujrne^
our backs upon it. then approached agaiij, $:rosse^ our
own trail, swung away, and back; and after some sevejj
m,iles of travel, stopped for a moment gt its little stat^on^
and twenty miles further on drew up at Bake^sfield fqif
break f^ist.

Owing to an ^tccident to a drawhead, w,e l^efit Barstow
last night tljree hours late, but by the time we reached
P.akersfield we had made up an houf of if ; ^and ;by ju.di-
ciously cutting out "local" traffic, tlw sent in to the
termma! station at Poi,ut Richmond practicallv on time,
getting us home m time for a late dinner. an,d pur much-
looked-forw:?ir,<il-ito trip was ;at an en(;l.

It was. I f^air I niust ^eQi,ifess,-a good deal ,of a djisap-
poiiitment ; the jou,i-ney oyer the desert is a particularly
hard one, though we su,fered as little iiiconvenience as
seems humaoiily possible, and the fare is riot exactly cal-
culated to build Qne up after the fatigues of travel. Every-
thing is .don^; jtliat I suppose can be ,dqne, ,b'i!^t we shajlil

hesitate some |ti,iiie before again venturing upon spea(fj.^g
a vacation jin AfizQn^, tljie Land pf the Jivi Cow. ' " '

^

The canon itself, though grar^d ajiad impressive jbeyond
words to descrij^.e, fis gloomy and iponotqnous ;in an al-
most equal .degr^ee, ;a.n;d the fact that no .change of vife^v

point, possihl,e •.uiji.der the .circurh stances, "

'gavfe any .real

change of view, .saying and excepting theMaborious ' (jle-

scent to the .riyef, mu|t, jt seepis to me (I^fr's. does
not quite agree Wiith m.e jhere) , alway^s serve 'to prevent its

becoming so popular w,^th the ordinary sight-seer and
tourist as are' NjjigafPa, YjCl^^qw^tone, Yosemite, or marii
other places pf the si^vt.

'

Old Ephf§ Turke^y.
"Hit des like dis, olc man," sa,id Aunt Mandy, "if yo'

don' git me a hicky fob Thanksgivin' yo' kin des go wid-
oiit dinnah, fo' we ain' goin" to haA'e nO hog meat Thanks-
givin' diiinah in dis cabin." And she piished back her
chair and rose from the table where the subject of a
Thanksgiving dinner had been under di.scus.sion. Uncle
Eph also arose and carrying his chair to the corner of
the big open fireplace where he usually rested after the
labor of the day, ,s^t him down to silent meditation.
He had exhausted every

'
argument he could bring to

bear upon tlie subject in an effort to convince his wife
that they could riot afford a turkey 'for Thanksgiving
dijrner, and that Qi\e qf ter fat jliens, or" even hog meat,
would do.

' ' . .- ,

She had po.sitively declined to .sactilice one 01 her ^canu
stock of hens, and indigna,ntly refused to 'prepare a din-
ner of hog meat fpr the day of rejoicing.

'

While smoking and poncle,ri'ug the w'eighty problem of
hmv to become honestly possessed of a turkey 'withdht
being possessed with the necessary 'currenf coin of the
realm, his gaze wandered to the opposite wall of ihe ca'bin
and rested on his old gun hanging on its pegs'.'

'

"There, now, why not?" he thought There were wild
turkeys in the swamp, to be had for the killing, .^nd 'al-
though his eyes and legs were ijot as good as they h'ad
been, perhaps he might manage it. "Is I got en'iiy'p'ow-
ciah en shot, Mandy?" he suddenly inqui.re,<jl." " The old
woman was surprised at the question, and iier curaosLl:y
was aroused, but she was still feeling in,digpa.tioh and
resentment. '

.

"I dunno if yo' is or not." she replied. "Hit in de box
if vo' i.s." Slipping into his shoes, and laying his pipe
on the fireboard, the old man crossed the room to where
the box of miscellany stood and commenced an over-
hauling of its contents that finally resulted in the finding
of a small quantity of powder (of doubtful age and
quality), a charge or two of coarse shot, and some caps.
Putting these several articles conveniently together in a
corner of the box where they could be't-une at when
wanted, he then climbed on a chair and lifted down the
gun,

it was an old musket, not handsome originally, time
,vorn, abused and rusty. Sounding with the ramrod, he
found _ it empty. Lifting and dropping the ramrod sev-
eral times, he then withdrew it, inverted the gun an4
struck the barrel with the flat of his hand,
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"Hit sho' dutty," said he, gazing down at the little

mound of black and rust, that ran from the muzzle.
"Gimme a rag, Mandy?"
Without question or comment the rag was furnished

him. Taking a pan of water to the fireplace, the old
man began the arduous task of putting the old gun in

commission. Through water after water he rubbed and
scoured the foul and rusty barrel, until the water began
tq come back only discolored instead of inky black. With
a pin he picked at the tube until he could blow through it

from- the muzzle. Then Avith a bit of bacon rind he
rubbed the outside until the rust was well covered, and
the.gun presented quite a respectable appearance.
He now overhauled the box again, and after long search

was rewarded by finding his wing bone turkey call. His
wife, after finishing the dishes, had taken her seat on
the other side of the fire and knitted away in silence, ut-
terly ignoring this unusual performance.
When his preparations were completed, he said, "I

goin' to bed, now, Mandy, so as to be up early in de
mawnin'."
Her curiosity had stood the strain to the limit, and she

asked : "What yo' gitten vip so early foh ?"

"I goin' huntin' turkeys in de swamp, an' I goin' gil

one, too, befo' Thanksgivin' ; hit two daj's off yit."

The first ray of light glinted on the brown, weather-
beaten coat of old Eph, well down in the depths of the
swamp. It was' a sharp, frosty morning, clear and still.

His -vyife had relented when she found him stirring

around preparing for his early .start, and offered to get
him some breakfast, but for this he would not wait, as

His long-slumbering sporting blood was aroused and he
wanted to get into the woods by the time game was be-

ginning to stir..

Many a weary mile did the old man trudge that day,

and many "signs" did he see, but no turkeys.

ifungry, and all but exhausted, he arrived at home a

little after noon, to find his wife entirely placated and a
good dinner waiting. As he ate he explained to her that

although he had not seen the turkeys, he had found their

range and wotild go back in the evening and try to roost

them.
A little before sunset he took his gun and returned to

:the woods, remaining absent until some time after his

iisual bedtime. The old woman was watching at the

door for him, having become uneasy at his continued ab-

sence. "I didn't git nary one, but I found de gang en

roosted um, an' bull' my blin', an' I des bet I do git one

in de mawnin'," said he, in great excitement. His wife

was catching some of his enthusiasm, and was beginning

to have visions of a turkey Thanksgiving dinner. She
helped him oflf with his muddy shoes, and sat him down
to a bountiful suppei% while she prepared a lunch for him
tp carry with him next day. They went/early to bed, and
after settling down, Aunt Mandy roused np to say

:

"I goin' scratch roun' an' hunt some ches'nuts, to stuff

,iny tucky wid, in de tnawnin'."

An hour before day, Eph was stirring, and before it

was light enough to distinguish objects jn the swamp, he

was crouched down in the blind, shivering with cold and

excitement.. He waited until a bird whistled off in the

.woods, and then got out his turkey call.

- Once, twice, three times, with shaking hands, he tried

before getting just the right position in the corner of his

raouth, and then, "Put! Put! Put!" went forth on the

still air, a perfect imitation of the timid call of a lonesome

young turkey. His breath stopped as a quick answering

call of "Quit! Quit!" came from a turkey in a nearby

tree. Dropping his caller, the old man grasped his gun,

wishing with his whole heart that he could tell the exact

direction of the answering call. -

Almost afraid to move, he crouched down in absolute

silence, watching and waiting. Then he heard, off to the

left, a rustle, the swish of wings, and the unmistakable

sound of a turkey alighting on the ground. With no

more noise than a cat would make, he twisted around on

the ground until he faced the direction of the sound.

Peering through the branches of the blind, he saw a

turkey stealing noiselessly up toward him, stopping every

few moments to peer cautiously around.

"Dat Mandy's tuckey," he whispered, as he laid his

cheek to the old gun. "I dis hatter git him."

Taking careful aim at the full-rounded breast of the ap-

proaching bird, and waiting until it stopped for a look

about, he fired. The resounding roar of the gun was yet

sounding when the old man sprang over the side of the

blind and made after the turkey, fluttering and threshing

around, apparently in its death struggles. ^

Evidently badly wounded, it yet was making desperate

efforts to escape. Snatching up a stick, he hobbled after

it striking at it whenever he came near, but all his blows

fell short The chase continued for some time, until

finally, utterly exhausted, the old man fell across a do\yn

tree, while the turkey,' recovering somewhat from its

woimds, made good its escape ^-u.*-
Eph's heart was all but broken, and from the highest

iov he was cast down to the deepest woe.
_ ,

'"What Mandy goin' say to me?" was his first ejacula-

tion when his breath returned. Having made his way

back to the blind where he had left the gun he measured

the distance with his eye to where the turky had stood

when shot, and found it near enough to almost insure.

^
"Hit was des nach'ly tuff," said he; *'ole an' tuff.

Couldn' er kill dat tuckey wid a ax."
, ...

Lon<^ and patiently he roamed the woods, not with any

hope of success in securing game, but with a desire to

postpone the sad homecoming.
_

- A yellowhammer was bagged m the afternoon, and as

^
he held it in his hand and mentally compared it with the

lost turkey, tears dimmed his eyes. ' 1 11 des pick it, he

said "an' tell'Mandy hit wus a tuckey w_en I shot hit, an

dat a hoodoo was on hit, an' hit swunk "

This attempt at facetiousness failed to lighten his bur-

den of sorrow, and it was with a heavy heart he turned

his weary steps toward home. He had^made a long cir-

.Vuit and was now at the far edge of ihe swamp, near

the home of a prosperous planter by the^rtame^of Brown.

As he turned his attention was ' attracted by excited

shouts in the direction of Mr. Brown's, and he con-

cluded to go on and see what was going on there. He

found Mr Brown and several farm hands m the stable

lot surrounding a small black mule that had backed into

a fence corner, trailing a broken halter.

A young darkey, with torn and dusty clothes, sat on a

stump rubbing numerous portions of his anatomy, evi-

dently having been thrown by the mule.

"Howdy, Uncle Eph," said Mr. Brown, as the old man
' approached the fence.

"Howdy, suh," said Eph.
"Is yo' breakin' de mewl?"
"Trying to, but the mule is doing the breaking so far,"

with a glance at the boy on the stump.
"He sho do look wicked," said the old man, as the

mule hitched around as though aboi't to kick at one of

the men nearest it.

"Wicked is no name for it, he is a little black demon, ''^

was the reply.

"He sho do look it," said the old man, as the mule
spun round, showing the whites of his eyes.

The old man leaned on the fence resting and watch-
ing the efforts made to secure the mule for a few
moments, when his attention was attracted to a fine flock

of turkeys crossing the other end of the lot.

A sudden wild impulse took possession of him.
"Mistah Brown," he called, "what you' gimme if I

ride dat mewl?"
"Git out! Uncle Eph. You are no mule breaker. He

would kill you before you could get a leg over him."
But the old man meant business, and was now over the

fence.

"I has rid mules, bad ones, too, an' I'll ride him ef

yo' gimme a chanst."

'H
"Well, I will give him to you if you will ride him,"

said the mule owner.
"I ain' wantin' de mewl, Mistah Brown, but I will ride

him if yo' gimme one of dem tuckeys, suh," said the old

man, pointing eagerly to the flock of turkeys feeding in

the lot.

"AH right, Eph, if you want to try it, but I am afraid

he will hurt you."
"How long is I got to stay on him?" said the old man,

stripping off his coat and rolling up his sleeves.

"Stay on until he goes down on the ground and you
can pick your turkey."

The old man agreed to this, and the men closed in

and secured the mule. The old man refused saddle and
bridle, only stipulating that the mule be held until he
got on.

Dragging the animal up to a post and taking a turn of

the rope around it, the men held him while Uncle Eph
carefully worked up alongside.

With ears pointed forward, and the whites of both eyes

showing, the vicious brute stood until, with a leap and
scramble, the old man lit on its back. The rope was
then cast off, and everybody made for the fence. The
old man clapped his legs to the mule like a pair of close-

fitting calipers and gripped its slim neck with both hands.

Quick as a cat the mule sprang into the air, its full

height from the ground, coming down perfectly stiff

legged. The old man's hat was snapped off, but his hold

was not broken. Then faster than the onlookers could

count the animal kicked for about half a minute, throw-
ing its hind legs so high that it looked as though it

would certainly somersault, ending with the old man
well up on its neck. Then reversing, it reared again and
again, all but going over backward, with the old man
hanging in a close embrace around its neck. Then it

plunged the length of the lot, with quick stiff-legged

jumps right and left, breaking the old man's hold and
nearly unseating him several times. Then it tried a
general mix up of all the mule tricks, rearing, kicking,

bucking and jumping, fvilly proving its reputation of be-

ing a bad mule, but though often hanging by a leg, the

old man was not thrown. Breathless the spectators

, watched his plucky fight, occasionally shouting words of

encouragement, but on his part he uttered not a sound.

The wild' plu'ngirig continued until the mule began to

show signs of distress, and, finally, in a burst of vicious

rage, it threw itself down and rolled over, apparently

trying to crush its rider to the earth.

Everyone ran to the rescue, and the old man was
pulled out from the midst of the vicious animal's flying

hoofs. They waited for him to speak to learn if he
was injured. Looking up into the anxious face of Mr.
Brown bending over him, the old man said:

"Do I git dat tuckey?"
"You certainly do. Uncle Eph," said that gentleman,

greatlp relieved; "the biggest and fattest one in the

gang."
"Les' go ketch him, den," said the old man. getting

to his feet. "Dat is a rite peart mewl, suh," said he, as

they passed his late antagonist, now very much subdued.

The turkeys were driven into a pen, and Uncle Eph
was told to take his choice. The old man had his own
reasons for passing by the big brown and bronze birds

and selecting a slim, rangy, black one.

With its feet securely tied he bid Mr. Brown gqod-

by; gathered up his coat and gun, and laid a straight

course for home.
Well into the woods he placed the turkey on a log,

walked off a short distance and fired his gun at it. It

showed no signs of being hard hit, so he broke its neck
with a stick, untied its feet, and swinging it over his

shoulder, resumed his way.
"Heah is yo' tuckey, Mandy," said he, walking in on

the old woman at sundown and proudly holding up his

prize,

"Hi, ain' he fine," she exclaimed, an' fat," she added,

lifting it. "I des knowed yo' was gwine git it, des

nachly knowed it, an' I got de chesnuts all peeled an'

ready. I des pintedly gwine give yo' de bes' dinnah dat

any boddy evah eat to-mor'er, des yo' see if I don.'
"

The next day, at neon, after a long and sincere thanks-

giving blessing had been asked, the old man helped his

wife to a generous supply of turkey and dressing.

"Dah," she said, as she disposed of the first mouthful,
"Dis is tuckey. Dey ain' no meat got sich sweet taste

as de wil' meat. Hit don' make no diffunce if folks is

poah, an' kaint buy no tuckeys, if dey has a man what
kin go in de woods an' shoot bettah ones den anybody
kin buy."
And the old man, with one hand under the table rub-

bing a bruised and aching knee, accepted the compli-

ment in pleased silence. Louis Hopkins.

Spot.
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Spot was only a dog, but I thought more of him than I

did of a great many men that I have known.
Spot's mother belonged to a doctor in La Grange, Tex.,

•and in the spring of 1866 the troop of cavalry that I then

belonged to was stationed there in the Freedmen's Bureau..

I was a corporal then, and acted as deputy sheriff for a

sheriff that had been lately appointed by the military gov-
ernor of Texas.
While going up town one day I passed a small fawn-

colored greyhound in front of the doctor's office, and
after I had stopped to pet her and had gone on again, I

found her following me. As it would not look well in

the sheriff of Fayette county to be caught stealing dogs, I

chased her back, or thought I did; but when I had got

to camp I found her close behind me, and taking her to.

my quarters fed her, then took her home. When I got

up next morning I found her in camp again, and again
took her home, but she would not stay there, and after I

had returned her half a dozen times, the doctor told me
to keep her. I had expected he would, for he could not

keep her now unless he kept her tied, and he did not

want to do that.

Our captain took a fancy to her and kept her about his

tent nearly all the time, and when we were ordered

back to San Antonio, he had her put in the ambulance
and taken along. From San Antonio we were next sent

to Camp Verell, an old post long since abandoned. Here
Nellie, the grej'hound, had a litter of four puppies, tw-o

males and two females. Three of them were the exact

picture of herself; the fourth was a white dog, the only

other color on him being a black spot the size of a silver

q-aarter under one of his eyes ; he was as large as the whole
three others when dropped, and kept on getting larger

every day.

I examined him and came to the conclusion that he

was three-fourths greyhound and the other fourth just

plain dog, and made up my mind that he would be my
'share of this lot. The bitch was mine, but the captain

seemed to think she was his.

When the puppies were about two weeks old, the cap-

tain paid them a visit one day, then calling me, said,

"Take that dog to the creek and drown him. He is a

nuisance here."

I looked at the pup and could hardly keep from laugh-

ing. The puppies were nursing, or trying to, but he was
doing the most of it, shoving the others out of his way.

He was so clumsy now that when he tried to walk he

fell all over himself.
,

-
-

I won't drown him this week, I thought to myself, then

said, "I think I should have one of these pups, sir."

"Certainly, if you want one. Select any one of the

three; I'll keep the other two myself."

"You can keep three, sir; I will take the white one."

"Oh, he is a mongrel; he will never be fit for anything

but to eat and sleep, and make a noise in camp."

The captain was mistaken about the noise, though. I

had the dog two years, and never heard him bark. I

don't think he knew how to bark.

"I think I can make a dog out of him, sir.

'

"You will never make anything out of him but what

he is, a cur. But if you want him, keep him." That

settled that ; he was not to be drowned now.

"I'll take him from his mother in. a few days, sir, as

soon as I think it is safe."

"You might take him now. That fellow would live

anywhere. But let him remain here. I don't want you to

lose your dog."
. , , r 1

I took him from the mother m a few days, for he was

starving the other three, and taking him into the quarters

fed him myself. I had no hesitation in taking him into

those quarters; they were hardly fit for a dog. This

post had stood abandoned for five years, and the quarters

were in ruins; they never had been palaces, anyhow.

When we came here we found them in charge of a herd

of goats, and it took us a month to get rid of the smell of

the goats and of their fleas; they left the fleas when w^^

turned them out. I had a bunk made of green po!' ?
"

Cwe could get no lumber) in one corner by myself, a

piling: down a lot of old saddle blankets under it pi-iU^

pup m them ; but this bed did not suit him, and m a^g=^

time he foimd his way up on top of the bunk
;
andg^

he had got to be too big for his quarters he alwa^x^^

between me and the wall or across my feet and It

while I had him I never went to the field on aj|^

that he did also; then he always slept beside me

the saddle blanket, and generally went first -t^

to be sure of getting his share of it. By the..l«

five months old he was as large as his motlier. He at

ward grew to be the largest greyhound I iiav^j^fc seen,

standing at least two and a half feet high at his.^pl^^ers

I thought it about time now to begin his educaiffiH, and

took him out to show him how to hunt jackrabbits ;
but

found that he needed no showing ; he probably had4)een

hunting them in company with other dogs here for some

time now; When the rabbit would show it^lf. Spot

would go for it, and generally did not have to go. far., A
rabbit when Spot got after him might as well stop and

wait He caught them by the hindquarters, then held

them for me to come and get; then if there was another m
sight (these dogs run altogether by sight), he went and

got it The rabbits would try doubling on him. Most of

our dogs when the rabbit did that followed the rabbit,

doubling when he did. Spot knew a trick worth two of

that. When the rabbit doubled, as he thought it had, he

cut across lots and met it.

I tried him next, after he had got to be a few months

older, on antelope. He caught them by the throat, threw

them down, then lay on top of them and held them until,

I rode up and took charge. Then, if I had not kept him

waiting too long, he would follow the band and get an-

other. Three of us mounted took him out one day on

the prairie that borders the North Concho, just where it

falls into the Main Concho. This was our favorite ground

to hunt antelope
;
they came in here after water, and the '

country back here is as level as a barn floor. Spot found

a band, just as they were climbing up the bank out of

the water ; and pulled his first one down, not fifty, feet

from the bank. He got his next one in less than 6oa|

yards; and pulled the third one down for me less tha:^

half a mile from the river. We kept close behind him

'

then, and a man would be readv to take the antelope ti

moment the dog had pviiled it dowm, then let him go .

another sar I have seen more than once a very fair cart
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load of antelope brought into the post at Fort Concho.

Spot had got them all, not a shot being fired.

I had been told that no hound would run a prairie

wolf. Few hounds will, but 1 thought I had one that

would, and sent Spot after them. He would hunt them
if I sent him, but never went of his own accord. When
passing them in sight, he would look at me, and if I

stopped and said go, he went, but not before. But for a

rabbit or deer he never had to be told to go. He caught

and held the wolf just as he did the antelope, only taking

care in case of the wolf to get hold of it close to its head,

where it could not bite him. Then i would ride up and
release the wolf. I did not want his skin, and made it a

rule not to kill anything, even a non-poisonous snake or a

'coon, that was harmless when alive and no use to me
when dead; and when I had any authority over enlisted

men, as 1 often had, I would not let one of them shoot a

coyote if the skin was not wanted. I have poisoned my
share of them when I coitld use their skins.

With the big timber or loper wolf it is different. I shot

them on sight if I could get within range of them. I

killed a big loper once after I had run him two miles;

then finding that I could not get in close enough to him
without hurting my horse, I let him go, or he thought I

did. Then, while he was busy watching for me to come
the way he had gone, I rode around on his flank and
shot him,

, _
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The coyotes would come into camp after nighi and eat

the kraps off of any saddle that did not have a man sleep -

ing on it. We had to keep men sleeping on our packs

at night to keep the wolves away from them. 1 was
wakened up one night by having my saddle dragged from
under my head, and I got up just in time to claim it; a
coyote had it and I could not shoot him here. I wanted
to do it badly enough, but did not want to raise an alarm
in camp.

S'pot would catch a buffalo as fast as he would any
other animal ; he began on them himself before I thought
of sending him after them. Then I would send him when
I wanted a laugh. He caught them where he did the rab-

bit, and an old bull when he found himself caught would
whirl around to charge; but Spot would not be there

then, and after the bull had got tired chasing him and
had resumed his line of march, Spot would grab h'm
again in the old place, then let go and get back and datice

around just out of the buffalo's reach, and keep this up
all day if 1 did not call him off.- 1 often thought the dog
was laughing as hard as I was ; he looked as if he were.

When he was two years old my time in this troop was
up, and I got ready to leave. I meant to take service as a

cowboy down the country, and was going to take Spot
with me; but the men had begged me to leave him, and i

did so on their promise never to part with him. I should
not have left him even then, but I did not really know
when leaving here where I was going to. I might go
north, and could not take him if I did, and did not want to

leave him among strangers. Being a cowboy did not suit

me, and I was only one for two months, then enlisted in

another troop of this same regiment. I never got out of

the regiment in ray twenty years.

Two years after leaving Spot I was on escort dut^" on
a mail route, the mail being carried on buckboard wagons
drawn by two mules. The man on escort and the driver

were the only two occupants of the wagon. We drove
into the mail station a mile from Fort Concho one after-

noon, the first time I had been here since two years be-

fore. I noticed about a dozen greyhounds in the stabk
yard here, one of them a big white one, and as I got down
off the wagon, this one making a rush at me, got on his

hind legs, then placing a paw on eacli of my shoulders
began to lick my face, an old trick of Spot's. It was he,

and he knew me the instant he saw me again. He had
not seen me for two years now.
"That dog seems to know you," the manager said,

"'He ought to; I raised him. How came he here?"
"Colonel Ficklin has him; he paid a cavalry troop $2$

for him ; he would not take one hundred for him now."
"Well, if I had him again he would not get him for a

Inmdred dollars," I told him.
A hundred dollars for a dog might seem a big price to a

man who only earned $i8 a month, his board and clothes
tnd medical attendance in case of sickness, to quote from
the i^ecruiting office hand bills, and I never needed that
medical attendance either, but when I said I would not
take that hundred dollars for him now if I had him, I

meant every word of it.

Colonel Ficklin was a large mail contractor; he had
about all there was in that line in tliis country then. He
was a fine old fellow whom I knew very well. He made
his headquarters in W'ashington, and died there some
years ago suddenly, at a hotel dining table, I was told.

He paid regular visits here, bringing his friends with
him, and kept Spot to hxmt wolves for him. They would
go out on horseback after night, and when Spot pulled the
wolf down the colonel would put his brand on tiim, cut
the wolf's tail off, then let him go. The country here was
full of wolves carrying Ficklin's brand.

I afterward found out, when it was too late, that he
had not paid a cent for Spot. The dog and half a dozen
others had been given him by the troop when they left the
Concho. The troop had a whole pack of them then, Nel-
lie, Spot's mother, was to blame for the most of them
being there. She contributed from three to half a dozen
every year. The captain was absent when his troop left

the Concho or Ficklin would not have got many grey-
hounds. The captain thought as much of a dog as I did,

and knew a great deal more about one than 1 did; but
he was away oft' in his estimate of Spot, and said so after-

ward.
Spot and I put in all this afternoon hunting jack rab-

bits, both of us on foot, and when we were ready to leave
next morning Spot sat at the corral gate here looking on.

1 knew why he was here. "You had better tie that dog
up," I told the manager, "he will follow roe"
"You could not get that dog to follow you now, and

.^tay with you if you tried. There is no danger of his

following you."
"You will have another guess in about ten minutes," I

thought. I took my seat and we started. These bronco
mules were supposed lo be half broken, some were, others

of them were not. To get them harnessed and hooked
to a wagon they would have to be lashed to a post; then
when all was ready, one rope was taken off the mule's
neck, the rope on the other mule passed to the escort to

help choke them down if needed, and the mules taking the

road now, would strike a tei'-mile gait and never atop

short of the next station, thirty or forty miles away.
There was thirty miles between some, forty between oth-

ers. They could not be stopped ; but they could be driven

in a circle, and when one of us had occasion to get out of

the wagon, he fell off behind, then the other man drove in

a circle until the first one had caught on behind and got in

again. I have driven one of those teams half a dozen
times in a circle before I could pick up the driver, when
he had got off. These drivers were worked half to death,

and finding that I could drive, they often would hand
me the lines when clear of the station, then lie down on
the mail sacks, after telling me not to hurry the mules,

and go to sleep.

1 would not hurry them until we struck a sandy road,

tlien hauling in on the lines hard enough to stop any de-

cent mule. It only made them run faster, and I would
send them through that sand at a iS-mile-an-hour clip.

This is the kind of a team we had to-day, and as soon

as they struck the road they were oft'. So was Spot.

The men ran after him, calling him, but he paid no
attention to them.
"Keep on," 1 told the driver, "Never mind those men.

I want that dog. He will follow me to Chadbourne,
now."
He would follow me to the place the preachers tell us

about, if there is such a place, and 1 were going there.

"i dare not go on, I would be discharged if 1 did," he
told me.
"Then circle, of course. I don't want you to suffer."

He made a circle of a quarter of a mile, and as we
swept past the corral gate again they got Spot.

Even after that, when I was there. Spot was always
tied up before I left.

When Spot was six years old I heard from him again.

There was a troop of ours at the Concho, and I corre-

sponded with a sergeant in it. He told me that Spot paid

regular visitis to the post and that he had been out with
them on a scout for two weeks. Fie would always follow

a mounted party and remain with it.

This troop was about to change stations and come to

us~ at Fort Richardson, half-way across the State. I

saw a way now to get Spot, and wrote to this sergeant

telling him if he could possibly get Spot to bring him, and
I would pay him %20 tor his trouble.

Spot came mto the Concho a day or two before this

troop left, and the sergeant tied him up in the stable;

J;hen when they were ready to leave, turned him loose

to follow. When half way up to our post they marched all

day in a cold rain storm, and lay over next day, it being

Sunday, to dry out. Here Spot took sick and in an hour
was dead. ,

.

The sergeant had a grave dug for him, and haa a cairn

of loose stones built over his grave to keep the wolves
from him. I got the location of his grave from the ser-

geant, and a few months afterward, when down here in

charge of a wagon train and its escort, I camped here, and
finding that the grave was in a spot that could never be
used tor any purpose—it was on the bank of a creek at

the foot of a rocky hill—I cleaned the loose stones off

the grave, then had a heavy fiag stone carried down oft'

the hill and put it on top of his grave. Then, while at

the Concho, I made a small chisel, and when camping
here on our return, with this chisel and a small hatchet

that I always carried in my saddle pocket, I cut on the

SPOT.
Born January, 1867.

Died March, 1873.

I was about to cut a cross on the stone to prevent any

stray Indian from digging here to see what was under

it, for a Comanche will not disturb a grave that is

marked with a cross ; and about the only Indians that ever

came here were Comanches; and we had them pretty

well cleared out now. But a friend here objected; he

was a- Catholic and did not want to see the cross on a

dog's grave.
, •

"I would not put it on every dog's grave," I told him,

"but you knew Spot." Nearly every man who had been

in the regiment in the last six years knew him. He still

objected, and I left the cross off.

I always thought that Spot understood every word I

said and that he could count. These dogs, while they are

very gentle, I never knew one which was ill tempered,

are not credited with having much intelligence, and have

little sense of smell. I had always given Spot the credit

of being a cross and not a full blooded hound; his size

and the shape of his head made me think so ; he had a

hound's nose but his head was higher and wider.

I had a doctor who was a good naturalist, a correspon-

dent for the Smithsonian Institution, examine him. He
told me that Spot was not a mongrel at all, but a full

greyhound, and that he had brains enough for two dogs.

I saw him do a trick once that gave me a higher re-

o-ard for his intelligence. It will hardly be believed, but

I will give it. In the field he always slept at my saddle,

and as these saddles were all alike, I often wondered how
he knew mine. Unless we had some mark about them

we often could not find them in a moment ourselves.

Yet he could go straight to mine any time. The leather

hoods on the stirrups are generally too short when issued.

I had cut mine off and put on a pair twice as long, but

others- had them as long as mine.
. , , , ^

I had two small silver stars^n the outside of each stir-

rup. They took the place qf the copper rivets there, and

no one else had any like .^ein, they had cost me two dol-

lars, and most men did not..care to put that amount on a

government saddle. ^Jpr

We were on a scout, an<T while in camp one evening

I noticed Spot examining the saddles; he would walk

past each one, look at it, then go to another, and kept

this up some time. My saddle lay by itself, and I had

the stirrups both laid on top with the blanket folded and

laid on top of them, covering them. He finally stopped

in front of the saddle, then pushing the blanket off with

his nose, looked at the stirrups, then lay down. If he

was not looking for those stars, what was he huntii^g for?

Cabia Blanco.

Trent and Tributaries.
The gray dawn was forcing a light through the heavy

mists, and a deep chill was in the air. Up the river the
boat was swiftly paddled, and, as the light grew,' tlie

waters sparkled like molten silver. The gnarled oak
seemed clad in lace mantiil as, so soft was the effect of
Spanish mosses, that clung to them so affectidnat^hr.
Peering in the wooded depths one conjectured the delight
of an encounter with Bruin, or the antlered monarch' of
these wilds; again, the visions of vanishing turkey wohld
be forced upon our vivid imagination, until the hist of
the boatman gave wai'ning of our real intentions. Afar
in the hazy distance a dark blot appeared, following the
river's couFse, and on a direct line with our boat, but
high in air; swift as an arrow the line came nearer and
nearer, and now the supreme moment arrives. Holding
well ahead of the leader, we see the third bird drop slow-
ly backward, and soon with set wings go hurtling to the
waters below. What delight fills one to have the first shot
of the morning successful ? This bird is gathered, fondly
examined and carefully laid away with the hope that it

will soon have companfons; this success was mere acci-
dent, as the birds are wary, and seldom under such con-
ditions does one secure a shot within range. On and onm the morning's silence, past marshes where the waters
swirl in great pools and eddies, making no sound, but we
are ever on the alert for our quarry; now a bird rises
from the dark marsh and cleverly swings to the stern of
our little craft. My boatman is not quick to meet the
condition, so no shot is fired, it being impossible to turn in
the cramped quarters of the bow ; another bird rises, fol-
lowed by still another, and two beautiful misses are
scored. Yet is not the crisp morning air filling our lungs,
giving us new vigor, new life, brushing the cobwebs from
our brain, and making us well content to live over such
glorious days in sweet reminiscence? Now a little creek
is entered where the branches overarch and intertwine;
the silence is oppressive; the paddle falls with precision,
every turn reveals new beauties as the sun gleams through
the overhanging shadows; every sense is alert and the
tension is to the point of breaking. With swift-beating
pinions a wood duck strives ro break through the heavy
mass above, and succeeds only partially, as a snap shot,
that will live while memory lasts, brings him to earth.
After much labor he is placed beside his less handsome
fellow, and admired as the most beautiful of his kind.
Here is every hue of the rainbow : glowing iridescence

at every turn, the most harmonious blending of gorgeous
coloring ever conceived by the wonder worker of nature.
A few shots are secured with indifferent success, as the

biting cold and the long hours in one position incapacitate
a novice from the possibility of a clean score. We lunch
in an old field, shielded from the wind by a great oak, and
endeavor to relieve our rigid muscles by violent exercise
immediately, after our meal, but the fascination of pursuit
will not allow a long rest. Positions are again taken in
our contracted craft (a small boat only being practicable
for river or creek shooting in this locality), and the sinu-
ous windings of the stream followed, till a narrow creek •

is found; this being entered, soon widens to a lag:oon,
and, on making a sliarp turn, we suddenly flush a flock
of mallards. Great was the consternation both of the
ducks and shooter, and the first barrel was a sure case of
duck fever; but nerves being suddenly controlled, the sec-
ond secures a magnificent specimen of a male bird, "en-
larging the bag to three. As the dying sound of wings
portrayed the departure of the flock to less troublous
waters, we began the return journey in mid-afternoon,
floating lazily along with the current, turning in the like-
ly looking places, but (Juite content with the small show-
ing made.
As the evening shadows fell, great banks of murky

clouds loomed up beyond the receding woodlands,
through which the dying sun pierced the waters. Here
was light, there was shadow, and all about the silent

world; no human sound reached our ears, no cry of beast
or bird, no sail appeared, no hunter's craft cleaved these
waters save our own ; yet the lights, the shadows, and the
silence, filled my soul with delight; far from the ceaseless
sounds of strife, near to nature's heart, near to the real

life. The wharf is reached, and soon the hotel, and then
after a hasty toilet the inner man appeased. A recital of
the day's experience follows with fellow members of the
craft, then to rest, and pleasant dreams. Again the waters
curl at the boat's prow, ripples rush hurriedly away, and
then die in the water's vast expanse. The swish of wings
is to us sweeter than the music of harpsichord, and the

day is repeated, delight upon delight; overwrought, nerves
are restored to healthful conditions, over-tired brains find

rest and peace, and we feel again the true joy of living,

Edward Havens Goodnough.
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The Hermit Crab.
The war lately waged in the various warm and pep-

pery Spanish islands had a chapter of crabs contributed
not only from Cuba, but from the Ladrones and the
Philippines as well. In every report, save those which
have passed strictly "through military channels," as the
regulations phrase it, it was made clear that the Variety
of indigenous crabs aroused as much wonder as disgust.
The operations about Santiago gave the soldiers an

opportunity to watch the land crabs taking vengeance
for many a soft shell or a shedder which had been em-
ployed for the nutrition and the appetite of man. If
some sentry, keen to watch the lines and to recognize the
slightest indication of the approach of the enemy, had
turned out the guard to resist no more deadly attack than
the nocturnal march of the land crabs, he could not have
been ridiculed. The same marauders have turned out
guards before this last war; it is a matter of history that
they caused a terror-stricken flight of a British army in
the same province. The noise in the jungle was so
alarming that the British were sure they were facing a
vastly superior force having also the advantage of posi-
tion. Rather than accept battle tinder such -adverse con-
drtions, the invaders decamped in a hurry, routed by the
land crabs.
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In the Philippines and at Guam, the orab found on land
is not at all the land crab of Cuba. Although quite as

noisy, it is by no means as large. as the disgusting Cuban
animal ; in fact, it is rather amusing than otherwise.

This is the hermit crab, which is condemned to pass its

life in a succession of unfurnished lodgings, the shells

of molluscs which have outlasted their original tenants
and have been taken by the hermits. The hermit has a

large amount of protective armor and offensive weapon
of attack, but they are all in front. The tail is not only
bare of all protective shell, it is, indeed, covered with the

very thinnest sort of a soft skin. The hermit is very
vulnerable in that part of his body and stands a very
feeble show for his life unless he can find an empty shell

which will fit. When one shell begins to cramp him as
he grows, it is necessary to hunt for a larger one and to

transfer his quarters to that. It is a critical time for
the hermit when he is about to move. After long search
he has found an empty shell, which seems to be about
the right thing. He has explored its recesses with his

smaller claws and has carefully swept out the grains of

sand. But experiment is the only way of making sure
that the new lodging will suit. There must come a
moment in which the hermit is out of the old shell and
into the new without knowing certainly that he will not
have to go back to his old quarters. There is a chance
that some bird may be in a position to snatch at his soft
tail as he is making the change, against that his pro-
tection is the rapidity of his lightning change. But
while he is testing the new home another hermit may
come along in search of lodgings and then there is sure
to be a combat.

In Luzon and the other Philippines th4y are to be
found of all sizes up to that of a coffee cup. They run
everywhere about the houses b3'' night and are quite
harmless. But they make so much noise, their racket
is so wdiolly out of proportion to their harmlessness, that
they may well alarm a sleeper in a strange place and
doubtful of his neighbors. To , a certain extent they are
lieneficial, for they undoubtedly destroy multitudes of
eggs of that pest of the Orient, the cockroach. That, in
itself, is enough to win pardon for the hermits for all

the noise they make in the still nights by the scratching
of their claws on mats and woodwork and the thump of
their heavy shells as they take sudden fright and fall
from chairs and tables to the floor.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Red Squirrels and Raccoons.
It is the case that red squirrels will come out in June

into towns and cities in Maine, but usually they are in
small numbers, and after destroying all the eggs and
young of all birds' nests they can find, they in a short
time return again to the woods. This year has been an
exception. They came as usual in June, but in much
grater numbers than I ever knew before. They literally

. came by hundreds. I have seen three at one time in my
garderi, and people all over town would report seeing
them in numbers in the same day. As usual, they de-
stroyed every egg and }'0ung bird they could find. I
took particular pains to inquire about this, and had the
same report from other towns. I am aware that Hermit
says this Cape Cod squirrel does not trouble birds' eggs.
This is the only case where I have found that his observa-
tions differed from mine, but I am sure that our Maine
red squirrels do destroy both eggs arid young birds, as I

have seen them when doing it. Contrary to their usual
custom, many of the squirrels have remained and some
are here at this date, Nov. 15, although it is over a mile
to the first little grove of evecgreen trees. One has been
busy in the September days storing hundreds of horse
chestnuts in my attic, and is seen every day or two near
the house. Lately he has been carrying off large bimches
of mountain ash berries.

The raccoons were later in coming. The first known
of them was when corn was first fit to eat. Then any one
who had a garden or patch of corn jirst outside the thickly

settled parts, all at once found that the raccoons were at

Work nights. I know of over thirty killed in a space of
not over eight miles long by two wide, and I do not think
that J heard of two-thirds of what were taken. These
were nearly all caught in traps set in gardens and corn
patches. One was caught .which weighed when the en-

trails were all removed, thirty-two pounds, and another
also disemboweled weighed twenty-six pounds. I know
these weights to be correct, as they were weighed on two
different sets of scales. When the corn was all gone'they
disappeared as suddenly as they came.

M. Hardy.
Brewer, Me., Nov. 15.

The Murder of the Young Among
Birds.

Editor Forest and Stream:
At a recent meeting of the Institut General Psy-

chologique, a section of which is devoted to matters of

zoological psychology, a well-known naturalist, M.
Kunckel d'Herculais, quoted a fact observed by himself

personally. A pair of canary birds, already blessed in

previous years with a numerous progeny, gave birth to

three young ones. Matters go very regularly and smooth-
ly, to begin; but one day while cleaning the cage, an
unskillful hand hits the nest, and the nest falls. It is

immediately restored to its place, the young, which had
rolled out, being delicately put in again. Nothing par-

ticular occurs, or is noticed till a few days later, when it

is discovered that the parents behave in a most extraordi-

nary manner. The mother has expelled one of the young
from the nest, and is dragging it toward the bathing dish,

and she forces it under the water repeatedly, "till death

ensues." The next day, murder number two, conducted

by the same person, in the same manner exactly. But

the tragedy stops here. Number three is not murdered.

On the contrary, the parents make a great show of tender

feeling and display great care in the nursing of their

only heir. The latter gets on very well, but when nearly

adult, it is remarked that some toes of one of the legs

are in a state of marked atrophy. The heir is in fact an

infirm, or at least an invalid; his infirmity, however, does

not keep him from becoming- otherwise prosperous.

Now the query is, Why did the parents murder num-
bers one and two? Can it be that all the young were in-

jured by the fall ; that the parents recognized the gravity
of the injuries—hypothetical, mind; no one can tell

whether they existed or not—received by numbers one
and two, and recognizing the difficulty, or impossibility
of rearing them, decided to do away with them, and not
to lose any pains and trouble uselessly? Can they have
considered number three as having reasonable chances of
"pulling through"—as Adam remarked each Sunday, ac-

cording to Mark Twain's latest revelations on the begin-
ning—and therefore spared his life? The question is put
to such readers of Forest and Stream as have had simi-

lar experience; will they kindly give information as to

the facts they have observed, and as to the interpretation

they give thereof? Facts concerning other animals than
birds would prove quite as interesting, of course.

Now as to another form of infanticide. It is popularly

believed in France, among the uncultured principally, that

when young birds are taken, with the nest, and put in a

cage to which the parents can easily come, without being

able to get in, of course (.the cage is, for instance, sus-

pended in the tree close to the place where the nest was
made) the parents who generally do not abandon their

young, come to the cage, and bring them food, but also, in

many cases, bring them poisonous food, so as to kill their

captive progeny. It sometimes happens that they kill it

otherwise by beating it on the skull; it happens also that

they do not kill it at all. But it is believed that the

poisoning process is rather extensively practiced. Query

:

Does the bchef exist in the new world; can any facts be

adduced in its favor? Henry de Varigny.

Paris.

A Ward fof Yellow Jotirnalism*

Jefferson Barracks, Mo.—Editor Forest and Stream :

Your Nov. 15 issue reminds me of the old yarn about

the missionary who, having been sent to convert the

Eisquimaux to Christianity, set about doing so in the

way he had always done, viz., by telling them of the end-

less punishment awaiting all unregenerate beings upon

their passage from this life. He appeard to do well

enough until he began to depict the fire and brimstone

details, wdien, to his surprise, he found his hearers m all

eagerness to join tlie ranks of the unbelievers, so that they

might thus secure the boon of perpetual heat after a life-

time in the frozen regions. Now I am something of a

"metaphorical Esquimaux. I knew nothing of yellow

journals until the missionary labors of the Forest and

STitEAM taught me that they appear to be a class of news-

paper that urge the devotees of fashion to go out and

observe interesting and attractive little animals frisking

about in a state of nature, rather than, by creating an ab-

normal demand for their pelts, to stimulate the market-

hunter to compass their entire extinction. This descrip-

tion has made me an ardent believer in yellow journals;

they appear to teach the doctrine I have long favored; and

if they will enlarge their scope to include song and in-

sectivorous birds as well, they can occupy a place at my
elbow right next to the Forest and Stream itself.

Wm. F. Flynn.

'^nie §ng ^nd §mu

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

ihetn m Fokest and Stream.

Massachusetts Interests.

Boston, Nov. 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A con-

vention of sportsman's, farmers' and other clubs was

held on Nov. 13. The meeting was a large and enthusi-

astic one. Game protectors came from 'every county and

almost every large town and city in the State, to the

number of eighty or more.

A. B. F. Kmuey. chairman of the Central Committee

and vice-president of the Massachusetts F. and G. P.

A., presided. George W. Emery, ex-governor of Utah,

and Col. E. M. Stoddard from Marshfield, represented

the South Shore. Gen. Francis H. Appleton, of Hamil-

ton, Senator-elect from Essex, representing his section

and the Society for Promotion of Agriculture; Leander

Herrick, of the New England Agricultural Society and

the Worcester Fur Club; Dr. W. G. Kendall, vice-presi-

dent of the Megantic Fish and Game Club; Heman S.

Fay the League of American Sportsmen and the Marl-

borough Gun Club; I. O. Converse, the Fitchburg Rifie

and Gun Club ; several new clubs, the Grovel and, George-

town, Northampton, Greenfield and others, beside farm-

ers' clubs and several deputy fish and game commis-

sioners. After two or three speakers had been called

upon, a general invitation was extended to all present,

and the opportunity was very generally avaded of. Ihe

majority of those in attendance had something to say.

Resolutions were adopted in favor of the re-enactment

of the anti-sale law; the deer law and the giving of

further right of search to deputies.

A committee, of which Mr. Fay was chairman, re-

ported in favor of continuance of the Central Commit-

tee and reported as its executive committee the follow-

mo-'- Chairman, If. A. Estabrook, of Fitchburg; Secre-

tary, H. H. Kimball, Boston; A. B. F. Kinney, Worces-

ter -'a C Sylvester, North Attleboro ; Salem D. Charles,

Boston ; H. S. Fav, Marlboro ; Chas. H. Sawyer,

Northampton; Wra. BT Phinney, Lynn; J. B. Bridges,

Deerfield; H. P. Brvant, New Bedford; Joseph H.

Wood, Pittsfield; J. Russell Reed, Boston; H. C. Tuck,

Haverhill.
. , nr tt-

A vote of thanks was unanimously tendered Mr. Kin-

ney for his efficient and untiring efforts in the cause of

protection during the past three years as chairman of the

Executive Committee.
,

After an hour's intermission the association was called

to order by Vice-President Wm. S. Hinman. Several

propositions for membership were presented, and six

candidates were duly elected.
, . , -c «r

A nominating committee of seven, of which Dr. E. W.
Branigan is chairman, was named by President Hm-
man, when the meeting was adjourned and the conven-

tion again opened. ^ , t.

The name of Congressman W. S. McNary, of Boston,

\y?is one of those proposed for membership.

Several State senators and representatives were in at-

tendance, several of whom spoke and expressed their
pleasure in attending and their purpose to favor all rea-
sonable requests from, the sportsmen.
Speaker Myers, who will doubtless be re-elected to

that position, was among the speakers. Several of the
guests from different sections of the State also spoke.
This meeting, if not equal to the convention of 1899,
was a very close second, and has put the anti-sale law
and other measures distinctly before the people of the
State, the press having given quite full reports of it.

Henry H. Kimball, Secretary.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 18.—Editor Forest and Stream:
If there have been those in the Old Bay State who have
thought it safe to violate the game laws recentlv, because
several of the most active game wardens were occupied in
the distribution of fish, and were literally working night
and day to stock the ponds and streams with trotit, land-
locked salmon and white perch, some of them at least
have had a rude awakening within the past three days. It
is only just to say that this recent work of the wardens,
although remarkable for notable cases, is only a continua-
tion of the liveliest campaign this old State has ever wit-
nessed for the repression of illegal hunting and fishing.

Last Saturday and Monday three convictions were ob-
tained, which not only cause immense satisfaction to
sportsmen throughout the Commonwealth, but in each
case the conviction was due to detective skill that would
do credit to Scotland Yard, and which must impress
those disposed to transgress the fish and game laws with
the idea that it is decidedly unsafe to continue in illegal
practices.

One of the cases referred to is specially interesting be-
cause it is the first occasion, since the enactment of the
non-sale law for partridge and woodcock was enacted
two years ago last July, that any one has been caught red-
handed in the act of trying to sell either of these. species.
Some ten days or so ago information reached the Fish
and Game Commission that there was reason to suspect
one William Ellis, of Monterey, in the -southern section
of Berkshire county, was selling, or willing to sell, par-
tridges. Deputy A. M. Nichols, of North Adams, was
ordered to make a preliminary investigation, which he
did. Upon his request for help. Deputy A. D. Putnam, of
Spencer, was wired to join him. The information which
the Commission has received shows that the case was
worked up as follows:
Where Ellis lives is eight or ten miles away from a

railroad, and in a notably wild bit of country, especially
for Massachusetts. Last Friday night Nichols, posing
as a person interested in a match factory, called at the
home of Ellis and made inquiries about a piece of pine
timber land in the vicinity. Nichols then returned to
Great Barrington, where plans were laid to entrap Ellis,

and where the co-operation of Police Officer Smith was
secured. It was determined to go to Monterey Sunday,
and as Officer Smith was unknown to Ellis, and was in-

terested in the work, it was thought best that he should
play the part of a hunter from Lenox, who was anxious
to get a good lot of game, whether he shot it or not. It

is evident that there might have been cause for suspicion
on Ellis' part if Nichols, the supposed match factory
agent, had indicated a desire to purchase partridges, and
for this reason he decided it was best for him and Mr.
Putnam to keep in the background, while Smith carried

on negotiations.

These details having been arranged, the three—Nichols,

Putnam and Smith—drove out of Great Barrington early

Sunday morning, and away over the hilly country roads
for MontereJ^ It matters little that the morning slumber
of' some late sleeper in Great Barrington may have been
disturbed by the whirr of wheels, "rattling o'er the stony
street," as the trio headed away for the wooded country.

However that may be, the officers in due time reached
the vicinity of Ellis' house. But instead of going directly

to it, they droA'e into a back road near the house, hitched

the team and then disguised Smith, who was rigged up
in a hunting suit, equipped with a gun and bird, and fitted

out with a lunch. He was then shown Ellis' house and
instructed to go there and ask for a drink of water. Also
he was told to go into the house, put his gun down, lay

the bird beside it, produce his lunch on the pretext of be-

ing hungry, and improve any opportunity to get into con-

versation with Ellis.

The '-.cheme worked like a charm. In a few minutes
Smith was telling Ellis how anxious he was to find some
good shooting in order that he might return to Lenox
with a large bag of .game, and intimated, of course, that

he had rather give an3'thing than fail. The bait was at-

tractive and was swallowed af once. Ellis said he had
five partridges he would sell for fifty cents each, although

he had been getting $1,50 apiece for birds owing to the

risk, for it would cost him $100 if he should be caught

seliing live birds. This ofiier was made, however, with

the understanding, Ellis said, that the hunter from Len-

ox would do "the right thing." How rnuch Ellis might

have been influenced by visions of Lenox gold and a new
customer from the hill town of palaces, can only be con-

jectured. The fact known is that he offered the birds for

sale.

Smith made some excuse to get out for a few minutes,

telling Ellis he would return immediately for the birds,

He went dowTi the road to where Nichols and Putnam
were waiting, told them how the land lay and then re-

turned to the house. They followed almost immediately

and arrested Ivllis. The latter was taken to Great Bar-

rington, vvhere he was tried and convicted 3'^esterday.

The penaltv fixed by the court was $100. Ellis could not

pay this and was sent to jail. For a first conviction un-

der the non-sale law, this result must be a lesson to be

heeded by others who are disposed to monkey with the

buzz saw. There is occasion also for all sportsmen to

bless their stars that the judge who had this case to

deal with knov/s the law and realizes the importance of

its proper enforcement.

Out in Gilbertville village, in the town of Hardwick,

Deputies Lennan and Shea secured the conviction last

Saturday of two ferreters, who were fined $20 each. This

also required a bit of detective work. Lennan, who was

busy distributing fish, got a hint that parties in Gilbert-

ville Avere hnntmg with ferrets. He and Shea took a

day off, went over" to the village, worked up the evidence,

had the two fellows in court Saturday, and they pleaded

gtiilty and were sentenced as above stated.

Game Warden J. I. Mills, of Ayer, with the assistance
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of a local officer, arrested three ferreters last Saturday-
night and had them in court yesterday. In this case the
judge gave the defendants all the benefit of doubts, for

he convicted only the one who had the ferret on him,
Fred Hall, vi'ho was fined $20.

When we add to the above three Sunday hunters ar-

rested and convicted by Depiities Burney, Nixon and
Rausch, and three others arrested and convicted at Fitch-

burg by Deputies Gibson and Proctor, for hunting last

Sunday, it will be seen that the way of the transgressor
is hard in this neck of the woods, even if some are able

to escape the pinch of the law.
Nov. 21.—Since I wrote you on Tuesday there were

arrested enough that I know of to bring our record for

the week up to fifteen. On Ttiesday, Nov. iS, Deputy
C. 0. Gibson, of Fitchburg, secured the conviction of
Henry F. Boutwell and Clayton Morse for trapping troUt

out of season. They were fined $10 each. Yesterday
(Thursday, Nov. 20) Deputies Bent, Dickerman and
Stackhouse caitght George AV. Wilbur, of Norton, in the

act of removing a partridge from a snare. Wilbur was
convicted to-day at Attleboro and fined $30. In default

of payment he was sentenced to sixty days in jail. As
you will see thirteen of these arrests were for violations

of the game laws—a pretty good record for one week, I

think. Bay State.

San Francisco as a Big-Game Center

Mow many cities of one-third of a million population
are there in the civilized w^orld, from which an unpre-
tentious sportsman may start in the morning, with gun
and dog, travel twenty miles or so by boat and train, and
return by 8 P. M., say, weary to be' sure, but with a fat

four-pointer of his OAvn killing?
"But, stay!" cries Didymus. "This buck was surely

killed in some preserve or other, where he and his fellows
itre fed and housed and generally molly-coddled during
the close season, until they become as tame as sheep or
cattle?"

Nay, not so, thou eloquent evangel of the scatter gun!
The buck—^he is but a symbol, standing for his kind

—

was wild enough ; the brushy, rock-ribbed fastness that
was his natal spot, his home, and served him as a death
touch, wfas, and is, private property, doubtless; but land
Over Avhich any sportsman, any well-conducted man—the
fbriner term embraces the latter—may hunt freely for the
asking.
Come, members of Forest and Stream's big family,

far scattered over land and sea, speak up ! How many
large cities are there in North America or Europe where,
within twent)'*or twenty-five miles of the municipal build-
ings, the plain, every-day man may be reasonably cer-

tain to bag his deer—yes, and enjoy a fox hunt, too, if so
minded, after foxes that have never known the inside of
a bag? Enjoy it—that is, if he can sit a horse on rugged
ground. How many such cities are there, where the
suburban resident may go lynx hunting Avith terriers any
day, and feel sure, before he starts, that he will get at

least one lynx? Or, where, with more time at his dis-

posal, but still within the twenty-five-mile radius, he may
get a shot at a bear? Or, less frequently, a panther?
Marin knows but one—San Francisco.

The proof? Fish out your atlas from the lowest book
shelf, where it lies wedged between the encyclopedia and
the ponderous Greek, Latin. French and German diction-

aries you used at college. Ttirn to the map of California.

Mark San Francisco on her rock-bound peninsula, girt by
bay and ocean. Measure oil" twenty miles to the south,

and you are in the mountains of San Mateo; a scant

twenty, eastward across the bay and from Mt. Diablo's

summit (3,064 feet), you may survey a marvelous scene,

a great cx'vj with the shipping of all nations within its

portal on one hand ; on the other, a wilderness of gulch,

fen and forest ; a bare twelve miles due north and you
stand upon the slopes of Tamalpais. looking for all the

world to-day as it appeared to Sir Francis Dralce when,
in the long ago, he careened his ship, "The Golden Hind,"
within the little bay named for him, embraced by its

giant arms.

It startles even an "improved Easterner"-^i. e.. one

Who has been transplanted in salad days to California

soil—to pick up his morning paper and read that such a

one has been lost in the cafion (about twenty-two miles

from the City Hall), and has wandered around for two
days trying to get out! And yet such items frequently

appear, and, unlike much that the daily papers publish,

these are facts. Marin knows this, for he floundered

about in one of the eighteen gulches which lead into this

same canon all one afternoon and the greater part of the

night; and he has swapped experiences with other vic-

tims of the "getting-lost" habit.

Tamalpais, and especially the canons, ridges and spurs

to the north and northwest of this grand old mountain,

form one of the finest natural game preserves in the

world. The old Spanish grants, if they served no other

useful purpose, by fostering endless litigation and keeping

out settlers, have' served to preserve the primeval wilder-

ness as God made it. As it was before the Gringo came,

so is it to-day—cattle raising is the chief, almost the

sole, industry of this region. One cannot walk a quarter

of a mile along any of the trout streams there, without

seeing deer tracks ; nor take a five-mile tramp over the

hills in close season, without seeing a deer; probably two

or three. A man named Bourne, living at Bolines, a

small watering place twenty miles from San Francisco,

has made a practice of hunting bear Avith hounds every

v/inter, save last winter. Two years ago he killed three

in abmU as many himts. On the first day of tlie trout

season this year, Marin saw fresh bear sign, not twenty-

five miles from San Francisco. Some five years ago, on
a foggy morning, when he was after quail, he saw a

panther within the corporate limits of San Rafael, a town
of 3.500 inhabitants, about sixteen miles from the city.

He has seen their ?poor repeatedly. The custodians of

Golden Gate Park, in order to save the quail which fre-

quent that haven of refiige. make a regular business of

poisoning and trapping Avildcats, raccoons, foxes and
coyotes. These animals are so common to the north of

the bay that it is of almost daily occurrence to run across

one or more of them when quail shooting. Whenever in

Avinter there is a phenomenally high tide, the duck hunters

ftnd drowned mink in the tules, Onge Marin saw otter

sign by a little stream on the slope of Tamalpais ; and,
upon another occasion, he caught a glimpse of what he
took to be a fisher, beside a tiny pool among the red-
vvoods, not eighteen miles from the city.

_
Is ^the evidence strong enough to support San Fran-

cisco's claim as a big-game center? "mit," cries some
doubting Thomas, "surely San Francisco's wealthy citi-

zens who are fond of field sports have obtained exclusive
contiol of the shooting privileges of this big-game terri-

tory at their very door, and the man of modest means
stands about as much chance of getting his deer there as
of bagging an elk in Central Park?" Not so; or rather,
only partly so. There are three clubs of sportsmen, it is

tuie, which control thousands of acres of good deer,

quail, dii%.k and snipe ground in the Tamalpais region;
but there .-^re tens of thousands of acres equally good
wiiere the yririns. professional or business man Avho can-
not afford heavy club dues, or the mechanic or artisan

with only a Couple of recreation days at his disposal, may
go and, if his legs and lungs are sound and he can shoot
straight, return with his quarry. DAvellcrs in this pent-up
East can scarcely realize the condition of affairs that ob-
tains here. Perhaps it may help them to state that there

is one fanch in this Tamalpais district which is said to

contain 70,000 acres! Plenty of elbow room on that one
tract for a dozen clubs, one would think. The result:

Every Californian boy learns to shoot a rifle about the

time he learns to wallc, as sundry Filipinos found out to

their physical detriment, and, let us hope, to their moral
enlightenment as well.

'

By the by, has it ever struck brother Didymus that the

real end and object of all this floundering through Maine
woods, all this hard riding and harder scrambling over

Rocky ]\Tountain ridges, is not the securing of a moose or

elk head. Were this all, then Marin for one Avould lay

aside his rifle, and advocate with all his might the passing

of a law prohibiting totally the killing of big game within

the United States for the next ten years. But there is a

purer, nobler, less personal purpose that the big-game
hunter, if he be a thoughtful man, keeps ever in view

He seeks—not a trophy—but new health and strength, to

persevere on his alloted life task to the end: the whisk-

nig away of mental cobwebs, citv spun, by brushing up

against nature in her more rugged mood; the broadening

of his intellectual compass by close personal communion
on trail and in camp with men, whose stock of book lore

may be scant indeed, yet who are good men and can teach

him many wholesome lessons—for example, that patriot-

ism and good citizenship do not always walk abroad in

broadcloth, and that there is a deal of hard-headed com-

mon sense stored away in odd nooks and corners of our

country, where the screech of the demagogue never

reaches. He returns from his outing mentally and physic-

refreshed: a stronger, clearer-headed man for it; a

better husband and father: a better, because a more en-

lightened, citizen ; a stauncher American, because his pride

has been appealed to and he says to himself, if this man
Avith whom I have shared mv camp and who, judged by

worldly standards, is mv inferior. l9Ves our country so

well that he would freelv give all he possesses and his

very life ere the minutest speck of dishonor should rest

upon her, how much the more is it my duty, in my larger

sphere of usefulness, to cherish her fair name, and upbear

the arms of her elected and appointed guardians. The

purpose of the vounger hunter ought to be. and no doubt

is to train his eyes and nerves, to harden his muscles, to

inure himself to hunger and fatigue, to learn to shoot in

fact—for that includes the others—so that he may the

better defend his home and the Republic, should she need

him Any attentive reader of the story of the Anglo-

Boer war, need not be told that military marksmanship

cannot be taught on a rifle range, nor that it can be taught

most effectively by a life-long pursuit of big game—but
Marin has straved far afield.

. . ,

On Fridav afternoons and Saturday mornings 't.is a

pleasant sight to see the ferries thronged with bright-

faced, clean-cut youngsters, with gun and hound or

pointer, or collie, perhaps, bound for the woods and

pulches of old Tamalpais. in quest of deer. Mann, albeit

no chicken, tried it himself last week, and just to demon-

strate the truth of the proposition that San Francisco

can make good her claim, here follows the story of that

little hunt.
, ,

'

,
'j'

Accompanied bv a voung Southerner who had never

,=hot a deer, he took the ferry, then the tram,_ and m one

hour after starting, thev were seated in a light Arehicle»

bound for the Jory ranch, on the north slope of Tamal-

pais. Distance to ranch from San Francisco, as the Ciow

flies about sixteen miles. At three that afternoon, they

sallied forth, Marin. Dixie and Jorys twelve-year-old

bov. with a pair of two-year-old dogs—half fox hound,

half fox terrier, a likelv combination. As the dogs had

never hunted. Marin took them through several gulches,

first stationing his companions on the ridge. The first

three canons proved barren of deer. About 6 o clock the

1)itch—she was the better dog—jumped a very large buck

in thick timber at the head of a sm.all gulch and ran him

through the short brush, past Dixie, who did not shoot,

for reasons Avhich will be at once apparent to anybody

who recalls his first deer hunt. Five minutes later, from

the same gulch, the dogs jumped two deer—a doe and a

.<^pike buck. Marin caught a glimpse of the spike, hred

through the trees at him and missed, He turned up the

ridge, and almost ran into the kid, who bowled him over

with a nice, clean shot through the foreshoulder. The^,

as he kicked a little—it was the boy's first deer—he

emptied his Winchester into him and hallooed for help!

When Marin reached that spike he was very dead—two
shots through his heart, a broken back, to say nothing of

four minor wounds. Then Eddie learned his first lesson

in deer hunting: "When the deer ^ is down in open

ground, quit shooting—^he's your deer."

Sunday they did not hunt, but on Monday morning

Dixie and Marin were up betimes and about 9 A. M. thg
good little dog ran a buck across the brushy ridge upon
which they were standing. Dixie .saw him first and fired

three shots, which turned the deer, and then Marin's
armament came into action and his second shot broke
the buck's neck. The post-mortem disclosed that one
of Dixie's shots,, probablj' the third, had scored his right

forehoof. He was a nice fat buck; his antlers irregular,

3-2. A horse was procured ; but it was a wearisome job,

getting the horse on the ridge and packing the deer out.

They reached San Francisco hefgre 8 o'clock that night

with their qnarr/.

Surely, enough has been said to prove San Francisco's

case? Plaintiff rests. Marin,
San Rafael, Cat

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,

Game Laws and Game Birds.

The Gmne Laws in Brief came pretty near trouble,

this week here in Chicago. A tall stranger from the

lower part of this State, the country more or less com-
monly described as "Egypt," appeared in the gun de-

partment and asked to see the man who sold Game Laws
in Brief. He was met by that interesting gentleman,
Mr. Hirth, who blandly inquired his wishes:

"Do you-all sell these game law books?" said the

stranger.

"We do," said Mr. Hirth, politely.

"They're wrong," said the stranger. "What's the use

in puttin', out game laws and not doin' it right?"

This remark raised the sporting blood of Mr. Hirth
to the boiling point, and he at once dived into his

trousers pocket for the roll of bills which usually re-

poses there.

"I'll bet you a hundred dollars to your shirt stud,"

said he, "that the Game Laws in Brief are aU right, and
I can prove it."

The stranger didn't relish the sight of so much money
and backed out of the store, but two days later he
showed up again.

"I've got you." said he, "and I'll show you how."
"Do it," said Mr. Hirth, reaching again for his roll.

"Why," said the man from Egypt, "I've looked it all

over, and it don't say a word about the 'possum."
You should have seen the scorn upon Mr. Hirth's ex-

pressive countenance at that moment. "Sir," said he,

with icy dignity, "in the best sporting circles of this

country the 'possum is not rated as a game bird. It may
be in your country, but not in Chicago."
And yet the stranger was not convinced. "Any book,"

said he, defiantly, as he departed, "which don't take
account of the 'possum is dead wrong, and that's all

I've got to say about it."

Lhre Fox H«nt In Chfcago.

It is known to at least a few Chicago sportsmen that
there are red foxes to be found once in a while in the
sand hill country along the shore of Lake Michigan be-
low this city. Perhaps it was from this wilderness of
sand dunes that there came recently the red fox which
yesterday morning came well nigh to disintegrating the
police force of Chicago. Policemen McGrath and Mc-
Namara, of the South Chicago station, saw this fox in

Jackson Park and caught it, confining it, on the charge
of vagrancy, in the police station. True to its nature,
the fox verified the charges by continuing its vagrant
life, jumping through a window and pulling its freight
toward the open woods. The entire police force of that
part of the city was notified and joined in the chase.
"You're all wrong." said McNamara to McGrath.
"Pfwhy?" said the latter.

"Ye didn't ought to wear a blue coat in a fox hunt."
"And phwat sort of a coat, thin, should I be wearin'?"

said McGrath.
"Pfwhy, a rid one, to be sure," said McNamara.
"That's Brirish," said McGrath.
"It don't make any difference," said McNamara, "if

it is British. It's right in a fox hunt. They do it in
Boston, too."

"There's nothin' British that's right," said McGrath.
Whereupon they clinched, and for a time delayed the
operations of the fox hunt. There were enough offi-

cers left, however, to pursue the vagrant, and finally
he was cornered in the prairie adjacent to South Chi-
cago and taken off in the patrol wagon. As a sport-
ing^ center Chicago still continues not without interest.

^•vo Exciting Jackscipe Hunt.

• Our jacksnipe flight seems all to have left us for a
warmer and wormier land, and the most we can do is to
sit

_
around and talk about or write about the days

w'hich. used to be. This sort of thing brings to mind
Jie famous jacksnipe hunt, which was a few years ago
engaged in by certain personages of this city, no less

than the Hon. Hempstead Washburne. formerly mayor
of Chicago: Mr. J. V. Clarke, President of the Hi-
bernian Bank and formerly president of the clearing
house here, and Mr. Charles Spalding, son of Mr. Jesse
Spalding, one of the heaviest lumbering operators in
this part of the country. These three gentlemen went
to the snipe country adjoining Shelby, Ind., and pur-
sued their sport during the first day with varying suc-
cess. It was the first time Mr. Spalding had ever been
shooting, but he didn't shoot anybody that day, and
all were happy in the evening when they reached town.

It seems that there was a political campaign in prog-
ress at Shelby, and anyone who knows the exceeding
hotness of the average Indiana political campaign can
get an idea of the local enthusiasm which obtained at
that time. In some way or other the names of thes©
distinguished visitors got out, and forthwith they were
waited upon by the local committeemen, who insisted
that nothing would do but that each and every one of
the Chicago men must make a political speech at the
giant mass meeting which was to occur at the town
hall that very night. Mr. Washburne was to speak upon
the virtues of an enlightened government of the people,
for the people, and by the people, and that sort of
thing; Mr. Clarke was to speak of the gold standard in
our national currency; Mr. Spalding was to make a
stirring address upon the evils of free trade as applied
to the lumbering industries of the State of Wisconsin.
All this was nuts to Mr. Washburne, who is an old war
horse in a political campaign, but it didn't go so well
with Mr. Clarke or Mr. Spalding, who promptly ex-
pressed a desire to take the first train for Chicago. The
committeemen, however, would not take no for an
answer.
Ere long there was heard the sound of the local brass

band, headed by an oompah horn, wliich fairly made the
sidewalks rattle when it went off. ^.ong lines of cheer-
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ing and enthusiastic citizens lined the village street, bear-
ing torches, and betw'een these rows of expectant hu-
manity walked the "distinguished visitors in our midst,"
two of whom, at least, felt that they were going to
something worse than their own personal funerals.

"I thought you told me I didn't need anything but
rubber boots," said Charlie Spalding to Mr. Clarke, his

brother-in-law, as they marched .down to the place of

execution. "How would I look making a speech in rub-
ber boots? How would I look making -a speech in any
kind of boots? I never made a speech in my life, and
I'm not going to."

Mr. Clarke felt very little better. Mr. Washburne was
gleeful, smiling and confident, but was so engrossed
in thinking over his own remarks that he didn't pay
much attention to the dejection of his companions.

_
The

chairman of the committee was nothing if not invit-

ing. "Right this way," said he, to Mr. Clarke and Mr.
Spalding. And he took them up a pair of dark stairs

into the town hall. "Will one of you gentlemen give
me a match?" said he. Having obtained the match in

question, he started to "light up the kerosene lamp, which
was to furnish the illumination for the occasion. Un-
fortutiately, the match went out, probably jarred out by
the blare of the oompah horn, and for an instant there

was darkness. A swift inspiration came to Mr. Clarke.
"Duck!" said he to Mr. Spalding, and together they
ran down the stairs faster than they had come up, and
made their escape around the corner of the building.
Mr. Washburne was not so fortunate. The committee
got him, and the first thing his friends witnessed was
the sight of the Hon. Hempstead Washburne, exalted
upon the rostrum of a store box upon the sidewalk and
addressing an -overflow meeting, which had congregated
and was now hanging upon the eloquent words of "the
gentleman from our sister State of Illinois." The Hon,
Mr. Washburne, they do say, was throwing it in to them
a little warmer than he was ever known to do before.

He had them all laughing, crying and shouting by
turns, so that his speech is even to-day treasured among
the household words and recited at the firesides of the
Indiana ' men who heard its sentences fresh from the
eloquent lips of the speaker. During his speech Mr.
Washburne, who is always self-possessed and master
of the situation in public addresses, discovered his two
friends, Mr. Clarke and Mr. Spalding, peering around
the corner of the house. They were spellbound for a
moment, and Mr. Washburne, not knowing anything of
their escape down the stairway, and supposing that they
were willing to go on with the programme as laid out
.earlier, finished his si)eech in something the following
manner:^ "In conclusion, my dear friends and citizens
sjf our sister State of Indiana, I will introduce to you
my friend, Mr. J. V. Clarke, a well-known business man
of the city of Chicago, who will now address you."
He turned, waving his hand gracefully toward the

spot_ where but a moment before he had seen Mr. Clarke
peering around the corner of the house. He turned,
looked, and looked_ again. There was no face at the
point where but an instant before he had seen two faces.
A sound of rubber boots was heard in the distance.
Mr. Clarke and Mr. Spalding had disappeared once
more! No one has ever explained how Mr. Washburne
got out of this difficulty into which his friends had
thrust him, but the inference is that he did so gracefully,
logically and decisively. None of the three ever talks
a. great deal now about the great political jacksnipe
hunt at Shelby. Indiana.

A Big-Bore Believer,

I am very glad to have the following letter from Mr.
N, T. De Pauw, of New Albany, Ind., who has the
proud distinction at this date of killing the record moose
of the season in New Brunswick. There is little doubt
.that this is the record head for the entire known moose
country outside of Alaska this fall. He killed his moose
with a big-bore gun and lias this to say about the
transaction

:

"I feel that I must thank you for your very kind
notice of my big moose in Forest and Stream. As
you must know, my hunt with Uncle Henry was just
as fine as it could be. He certainly has an excellent
territory and is certainly a great man to hunt with.
Your article is unusually correct, but you are a little

wrong_ as to the height of the moose. It was 7 feet
and I inch tall at the shoulder; and you are also wrong
as to the rifle used, and especially are you wrong when
you say I "came out of the woods a big-bore con-
vert." My rifle is a .450 single, hammerless ejector cordite
express, shooting 70 grains of cordite and a 4S0 grain
bullet. With a less powerful rifle I am satisfied I would
not have gotten this moose. He hid himself from us
behind a thicket of small spruce trees, so that my first

shot, before it struck him in the chest, went through one
small tree and cut the edges of two others. My second
shot, as he wheeled, before it struck him in the left

shoulder, cut the edges of two trees.

"I am not a recent big-bore convert. Ever since T
read Van Dyke's 'Still Hunting' and thought over his
remarks about killing game quickly, if it was killed at
all. I have been a bi.g-bore man for big game. Not
satisfied with a .45-70 and later a .45-90, I imported
.577 cartridges and persuaded the Winchester people to
build me a rifle for them, the one you saw in Henry's
home camp. The execution of this rifle was everything
one could descire. but its recoil was very unpleasant.
As soon as the new high power rifles came into market
T purchased one, I think the third one that Mr. Fnnke
brought to this country, and followed this up with others
as they came out. Three years ago I purchased a .375 cor-
dite, shooting 40 grains cordite and a 320 grain bullet,
with a velocity of nearly 2,200 feet. Using this rifle, I lost
an immense mooRe_ last season with a much easier shot
than I had at the big one this year, because the .375 bul-
let was broken up and deflected bv some small bushes be-
tween me and- the moose.

^
I then determined that I

would never go moose bunting without a rifle powerful
enough to kill my moose and kill it quickly. As soon as
7 returned from my trip I ordered the .450 cordite and
believe it to be the ideal rifle for moose hunting. Its
accuracy could not be improved upon. It only weighs

pounds, and yet shot at game, I did not feel the
recoil It can be taken apsjit and clcfl^qe^ Hire a shot-

gun, and is so simple in construction thai there is hardly
the possibility of its getting out of order. I should like

very much to have you see it."

A Smali-Bore Believer,

have died pretty soon, anyhow! And there you are.

Mr. Williams speaks golden words about snowshoes.
I don't like the shallow toe hole, nor see the necessity
for it. About the "waugan stick," I know only the
tale as told to me.

So much for the big bore and moose killing with
the big-bore gun. Here is the other side of the big
bore-small bore argument, presented in a letter from
Mr. Chauncey P. Williams, of Albany, N. Y. Notice
the two Albanys, and witness the divergence of the
two in regard to the caliber of guns! Mr. Williams
writes as below:
"Permit _me to thank you for the pleasure I have ex-

perienced in reading your 'Across New Brunswick on
Snow Shoes,' concluded in the current issue of Forest
AND Stream. The narrative has been of special inter-

est to me, as I have hunted over some of the country
you describe, I was at the Nictor and Bathurst lakes
before there were any permanent camps there, and T

tramped over nearly all of the surrounding country.
The snowy part of your account also appeals to me, as
I hunted with George 'Armstrong, of Perth, N. B.
(whom I expect you met at the Chicago Sportsman's
Show of 1900), on snowshoes in three feet of snow on
the divide between the Tobique and Miramichi, and
slept out at 15° below zero. On that occasion my luck
was rather better than yours, as I succeeded in killing
a moose with antlers spreading 63 inches, 16 points on
each side and palmation ig% inches wide. What Uncle
Henry would have said then one can only surmise, as
that moose fell to but two shots from a .30-30 Win-
chester. Experience, which I will not here attempt to
relate, has made me a convert to the small bores. I

find it quite a general rule that the most strenuous op-
ponents of the small bores are those who have never
tried them, or at any rate, have not tried them intelli-

gently.

"Did it ever occur to you that the construction of the
New Brunswick snowshoe might be accountable for the
scarcity of toe nails in that province? The N. B. snow-
shoes that I have seen and used have had a short toe
space from front to rear, so that if the tie loosens up a
little the toes in going down will sometimes strike the
forward cross piece of the shoe, thus causing the toes
to become bruised in continued walking. On the occa-
sion of the winter hunt mentioned above. I used a pair
of snowshoes made in the Adirondacks which had a
toe space of twice the depth of that in a N. B. shoe, and
although_ I Avore the New Brunswick tie all the time
and carried frequently heavy loads, my toes caused me
no discomfort. On other occasions I have worn the
regular New Brunswick snowshoe with the shallow toe
space with the same tie and footgear as before, and have
caused the loss of my toe nails in a few days' traveling.
I generally do some snowshoeing in the woods every
winter, and have always suffered less from sore toes
when wearing shoes having the long toe space than
when using those with a short one.
"Your record of the Bear family was also of much

interest to me. I met Tom Bear at the Bathurst lakes
in 1897. He was considered a good guide (the In-
dians were about the only ones in the business then),
but was the terror of Indian Point at the mouth of the
Tobique when drunk, as he was pretty sure to be after
his return from a trip into the woods. Old Noel Bear.
Tom's father, I saw at Riley Brook not long afterward.
He had just emerged from a stay of six months or so
in the woods, where he lived on the country, and I was
told that he was the only Indian remaining Avho" could
do so.

_
He came to the settlements about twice a year,

this being one of those occasions, and he had his small
and very dirty tent pitched in a fir thicket beside the
river, where he staid in preference to quarters under a
roof.

"In Forest akd Stream of Sept. 27 (p. 250), I noticed
that you tell of genial Adam Moore's saying that 'no
Indian and no guide who knows his business would
think of leaving the waugan stick standing by the fire,

etc' In the preface of 'Chiploquorgan. or Life by
the Camp Fire in New Brunswick and Newfoundland,'
a book written by Captain Richard L. Dashwood, and
published in Dublin in 1871, occurs the following:
'The word "chiploquorgan" is the Indian name in the
Milicete language, for the stick on which the kettle is

suspended over the camp-fire, as depicted on the cover
of this book. The Indians attach a certain degree of
superstition to the chiploquorgan, and it is considered
most unlucky to burn or remove it on leaving camp.'
Captain (now General I think) Dashwood, in the course
of his fishing and hunting expeditions, visited Nictor
Lake in the_ sixties with an Indian, whom he usually
had for a guide, and from whom he undoubtedly gained
the information above quoted. Times must have
changed for the kettle stick as well as for many other
things connected with sports of the field in America.
The next time you try N. B., may be, if you leave the
chiploquorgan standing, it will bring a moose that has
not shed his antlers."

So much for both sides of the matter. I presume it

is very much a matter of prejudice in these things. Per-
sonally, I am so horribly American that I cannot shoot
anything but a lever action gun. I would not know
what to do with a double barreled rifle, but perhaps
might come to like the arm very much if I used it.

The Winchester people are crawling up to caliber .35
now, and maybe after a while they will give us one
of Uncle Henry's tomato can loads for those who like
that sort of thing.

As to settling the question of small bore and large
bore, it will be a long cold day before that is all over
with. The small bores, perhaps, do not act the same
in every instance, that depending largely upon the char-
acter of resistance the bullet meets in the body of the
animal. Nor will one be apt to find a series of big game
animals of any one species in which all will act pre-
cisely alike from the same wound. It is a matter of
history that the bad men of the West were hard men to
kill. They simply would not stop shooting eVen when
cut to pieces. Other men have been killed from a
shot in the foot or in the hand. It must be a good deal
the same way with moose. As to the unfortunate ani-
mal, of whose undoing I was the unwitting agent, it

Is of rec6r4 th^t Uncl? Henry sjid the moose would

New York's Non-Resident License Law.

We have been having considerable trouble and per-
plexity this fall over the status of the Minnesota wardens
in regard to the enforcement of the non-resident license
law of that State. As correctly reported in these columns,
this law cannot be enforced against shooters coming from
a State which has not upon its statute books a non-resident
license act. The question is, where do you find such a
State ? Several gentlemen wrote me from New York say-
ing that they felt exempt from this non-resident clause in

the Minnesota game laws, on the basis that the State of
New York has no such thing as a non-resident license

law. The Minnesota wardens none the less enforced their

own law against New York shooters, and Mr. Fullerton
was able to inform several inquirers from the State of
New York that their own jealousy for their sister State
of New Jersey had made it uncomfortable for some of

the New York gentlemen who wanted to shoot in Minne-
sota. As I understand it, there are ^ome county laws
which are enacted in retaliation against the shooters of the
State of New Jersey, that State having established a non-
resident license for herself. Probably the framers of this

tit-for-tat legislation did not think of its working as far

west as the Mississippi River.

The President's Bear Hoot.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 20.—^It is matter of regret for every
sportsman of the South—or of all America for that matter
—that President Roosevelt did not succeed in getting a

shot at a bear in his Mississippi bear himt : or that he did

not achieve his more probable ambition of getting into a

mix up with the dogs fighting and holding the bear in

such way that some weapon of shorter range than the rifle

might be used effectively. As it was, the luck of the chase

was against the President, as well it might be on so short

a time limit as four fractional days. Not even the bound-
less hospitality of the. South—and we may be sure that

the South did its best—could cover an exigency like that

and furnish a bear on such short notice ; not imless it was
a bear not fer(g naturcc; and no other hardly need apply.

One may ride sometimes for several da^^s before he gets

into the final stages of a canebrake bear fight, which nearly

always has the faculty of going the wrong way and leav-

ing one out of touch and hearing. The race is not even
for the swift in all cases, for it matters not that one knows
which way the pack went, if one docs not know the path
or bayou or naked ridge which will make it .possible for

him to get across to the place where he hears the pack. In
the canebrake one must Icnow how to ride and how to take

switching and thumping, but there is no such thing as

cross country riding, or riding straight to the hounds.
The man acquainted with the lay of the ground, the paths

and "hocks," as as with the average direction of the

game when started in a given locality, is the one who has
;dl the advantage. The real sport of this sort of hunting,

however, is in hearing and trying to follow the chase.

The kill is the tamest of it all. It is thought that Presi-

dent Roosevelt had the pleasure of hearing more than

one chase, and of seeing the interesting methods of the

canebrake hunt for bear.

It is perhaps not in just the best taste to suggest that

had President Roosevelt's hosts located the hunt further

to the north, in the bear country of Capt. Bobo, success

would have been more nearly certain. Bobo would have
wanted a week, but he would have delivered bears in

assorted sizes. He was in camp on a hunt at the time the

President was at Smedes, and report comes that he had
killed eleven deer and four bears. I do not understand
about the deer being killed, nor know why so few bear
were killed, but suspect Bobo was not on a hunt by him-
self.

For Governor Longino to ask Capt. Bobo to come to

Smedes was really an injustice, for neither Bobo nor his

dogs would know that country, and a hunt there would
have cost Bobo part of his reputation, at least with the

ignorant, and would have cost him also most of his dogs.

The thing to do, from the Bobo standpoint, would have
been for the President, the Governor and all their suites,

to come and live with Bobo. Then surely there would
have been doings. I know personally that Bobo is disap-

pointed that the party did not bring the hunt to his coun-
try. I am sure Bobo figures that in some ways he is as

good as anj"^ governor; and there is more than a suspicion

that even the President of the United States would have
to outride Bobo if he got a shot at the bear; but that is

all the better game for the President, who is himself a
sportsman. As to Bobo and his principality, in Coahoma,
I would far rather have his job than that of any governor
there ever wa.-5 in all the United States; unless, perhaps,
it were of the Free State of Franklin, which is no longer
on the map. It is only fair to those of us who had Presi-
dent Roosevelt's success at heart to let us hope that he
will try again after his' bear, and that before the rail-

roads have ended the hunting in the Delta ; and also that

he will give a chance next time to the governor of Coa-
homa and its provinces on the Sunflower.

Ducks.

The feature of the week's wildfowHng was a very heavy
flight of ducks which crossed the latitude this week, going
very high and not stopping. This is perhaps the last of
the northern birds, for there has been a sharp freeze in

upper Minnesota and Michigan, and in the former State the
ice was strong enough to hold up a man on Monday of
this week. That was in Beltrami county. In spite of the
hurried exodus, a great many birds have been in this week
on Fox Lake waters, and some fair bags have been made
there. Mr. Eddie Pope got seventeen redheads and blue-
bills one day. Mr. W, L. Wells left for there day before
yesterday. Nearly every one else has been there who
can stand so much company. On one day this week
seventy-five boats were in sight at once on Fox Lake, and
thirty-seven hunters stopped at one hotel. That shows
how badly folk want to hunt. Some few got a few birds.

Quail.

Quail are a -poor crop in Illinois on the face of the re-,

ims thus far. We have been, spoiled by two years qf
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abundance. In a few days, however, after the vegetation

is down in lower Illinois, we should hear of better sport.

It has been fair and warm, with few frosts thus far, and

the week just past has shown a food brand of October

weather. _

To-day I got a telegram from State Warden Fullefton

of Minnesota to "start at once" for his cit.v, for a quail

hunt. It seems a bit far to the north for quail, but as I

am curious in regard to that, and as the invitation seems

to come in the nature of a com.mand, I reckon I shall have

to go, however much against my will. We shall_ see about

this rumored invasion of Minnesota by Bob White.

Mfnaesota Deer Season.

St. Paul, Minn.. Nov. 22.—The Minnesota deer season

is now at its height, but it is not yet time to tell much
about the totals, "for the parties are not yet out of the

woods, and returns are not in. One St. Paul party came

back this week with eleven deer. I saw one hunter come

in with three deer this morning. Mr. P. O. Stephens, of

Detroit, j\Iinn., is in camp near Ilasca Park witli three

friends. On the 17th they wrote down that the country

was full of deer. They had killed five at that time, in the

first week of the season, and said that the snow hanging

on the bushes made it hard hunting. They expected good
hunting in case of a wind, which should free the under-

growth of snow.

Moose.

Minnesota has moose, lots of them, but its resources are

not fully exploited. One can go into the northwest part

of the State, or the extreme northeast part, the latter being

the easiest place to get a moose. Then there are Tower
and Grand Rapids, two of the more usual points of entry

to the Avoods. I do not discover any regular system of

guides or camps.
On the St. Louis Rivef last fall, a young photographer

of this city got pictures of seven moose in a rim of twenty
miles.

Word is in to-day from Mr. Frank Cyr and partj% who
are in at Crane Lake Portage, this State. They now have
two line moose and six deer hung up, the moose having
good heads.

.

Wiscansbi Game Law .

Things do not look as well in Wisconsin as they might
this year. Here is a State which, with appropriations and
license fees is thought to have had a fund of over $70,000
last year available for purposes of game protection. Its

laws, while not faultless, are, at least, not so bad as they

,
might be. and have been put on the statute books after

' hard fighting and hard thinking. In short, the hardest

stage of the fight for game protection was won in Wis-
consin, as her spring shooting law alone might indicate.

It is. tberefore, a matter of regret to learn that the dis-

contented, 'thoughtless, selfish element which has always
caused so much trouble in Wisconsin, is now stirring up
trouble over tlie game law. and will attempt at the next
i-ession of the Legislature, to amend them to the point of

rendering them practically wide open. The first fight will

be to abolish the law which prohibits spring shooting.

The market hunters and dealers in game will attempt to
• still further modify the existing statutes. The best fea-

tures of the Wisconsin laws are due to the earnest efforts

of a small but devoted body of sportsmen, and it would
be e\nl news to hear that all their work had come to

naught. It is time to rally again: Watch this next Wis-
consin Legislature.

Hard L-Jcfc for Djt nelly.

At 3 .^o to-day Judge Finehout denied the motion for

new trial of Stanislaus Donnelly, attorney, under the

Bentncr administration, for the State Fish and Game
Commission of Minnesota, who was earlier found guilty

of killing two ruffed grouse out of season. (These were
the birds discovered by chance on a sleeping car early last

September.) Mr. Donnelly says he will go to the Su-
.preme Court. His defense is that of ignorance of the

law,

• He ivy Bigs of Djcks.

Chicago, Nov. 2,\.—The Powers boys, of Decatur. Ill-

owners of a fine bit of duck marsh in the Illinois River

valley, are stated to have turned out recently the modest
bag of over 800 ducks, mostly mallards. These are the

men earlier mentioned in these columns as having sold

1.900 mallards one spring, all these killed in a short time.

It is understood that the Powers boys put up the plea

that their marsh costs considerable to keep up. and that

they need the mottey. I have a great deal of sympathy for

a fellow who needs the money, for all of us have been

broke and up against it now and again, but the sentiment

of American sportsmanship bars from its ranks men who
choose to make a living at market hunting nowadays.

There are so many better ways of getting on in the world

in these progressive American times. In the old world

a prince or king or emperor may kill his hundreds of

pheasants in a dav, his "80 rabbits in 20 minutes," as is

credited to the German emperor, who also sometimes

shoots down 50 wild boar in a day. the boars being driven

pasth im along a fence. A man may do that in Europe

and be a king. He can't do it in America and be a two-

spot. The Powers boys have no cause to feel aggrieved

that the sentiment of the American sportsmen unhesitat-

inglv condemns them. It is not the sentiment which is

wrong, but they themselves. Now, wouldn't it be much
nicer of them just to stop selling game, and to put a

daily limit to the bag on their own marsh, and make it a

reasonable one? I promise them, when they begin to do

this, they will find themselves entering upon a new world

of enjovment. whose delights thev have not yet dreamed.

Tt will mean that they will really have a much better time.

When these men can announce to the sportsmanship of

America that they have stopped slaughter and stopped

sale forever, at home or abroad.' it will surprise them to

see how many hands of friends will be reached out to

them. It will surprise them to see how much better times

thev will have then than they have now.
E. Hough.

126 Hartford Buildivg, Cbicago.

All communkaitiong intended for Forest ahd Stseam should

»lway^ be addretsed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New

Vork, and oot to say iadMdn«l cuum^ vitli tbe paper.

Two Men in a Box.

It is not always that we can look for new experiences

in life, and in order to know as nearly as we can just

what we are goir.g to encounter, that we can secure a

treatise to fit the occasion, and thus combine the theoreti-

cal with the practical and make them dovetail.

Being in search of new sensations with the shotgun, it

occurred to me that I should accept an invitatitm sent

me from Bayport to shoot ducks from a battery, and not

caring to appear wholly as a novice, I decided \o r^Q.

up a bit on duck shooting, so I secured a copy of Mr.

George Bird Grinnell's "American Duck Shooting, and

immediately studied this particular method of bagging

these suspicious yet foolish fowl. -

Mr. Grinnell describes in the most complete detail the

exact way in which it is done, and his plates show pre-

cisely the position of battery and decoys, even to the brant

extras as a base to your submerged lonesomeness. So ex-

actlv alike did I find his descriptions and Capt. Le Roy
Still's wooden distributions that I openly accused the cap-

tain of having read the book, but he only insisted that

if Mr. Grinnell described it that way he did it right. Thus

do learned doctors sometimes agree.

It would be, however, impossible for the author to have

furnished sensations enough to go around among the thou-

sands of sportsmen who have had, and for all time to

come will take, their initiative sprinkling in a Great

South Bay battery, and it is of these sensations that I

would speak.

Battery shooting is a poor cure for nervous diseases.

This can be proven bv Mr. Chas. Keith and vouched for

by me, because I did not fortify myself against snake

bites and chills and fever. The close proximity in which

one comes in contact with his neighbor in a double battery

should make one as careful in selecting a companion for

this sport as in choosing a wife; for, in addition to

treading the same plank with four feet, there are four

barrels loaded, and nearly always within a few inches of

those same extremities. However, I am glad to say that

in thi<= particular case nothing disagreeable happened ex-

cept missing, and this was done so often that I wondered

that many of the ducks didn't come back just to see what

had scared them. They must have been nine-tenths

drakes.
, • ..u

Mr. Keith and T were carefully stowed away in that

winged box, and were told to lay low and keep quiet
;
and

this w^e proceeded to do, while Capt. Still boarded the

sloop and sailed awav. And right here I got my first real

impression of helplessness of man, under certain circum-

stances. Through the mist the great red sun appeared

just between our feet. From the distance there came

bounding across the bay the weird call of the loon ;
and in

another direction the metallic whir of thousands of power-

ful wings, as those vast myriads of ducks, disturbed by an

approaching sail, broke for new quarters; while our

frail and heavilv freighted craft slopped m a choppy sea

as though the burden were too great to bear ; and I wan-
dered what thev were doing at home, and how much they

would miss me'. It was at this stage of thought that Mr.

Keith being short of stature, but striking a real manly

average in thickness, suggested that I. being of slender

build." do a bit of rubbering, which I did to my further

discomfort, as there was nothing in sight except wooden

ducks and water. A thin' veil of mist had shut out even

the friendlv sun and swallowed up the sloop. So I went

back to the dear ones at home, dried their eyes, assured

them I was still here, but didn't know how long I would

be ; and just then one little roller escaped around the cor-

ner of the floating screen at our head, landed just under

my ear and came out in my left boot, as five hundred

hroadbills swung around our' decoys into the wind and

tried to see which one could light nearest to our tail-

board. I felt smothered, yelled at Keith, grabbed my
gun and shot in self-defense, and won out handsomely-

saved myself and every duck there, except that one fool

duck did" get panickv. and Keith dined on him a few days

later. It was a nsw game to me. the action of the bat-

tery on the water, the suddenness of their arrival mixed

up 'with a kindlv remembrance of all my past .frle^^ds.lm-

nerved me; and' flight after flight escaped me, until I de-

termined to overcome all sensations and get down to busi-

ness. So the chills and ducks passed on until neither

%\ ere in sight, and I boarded that sloop with a predomi-

nating sensation of hunger and disgust.

\fter lunch I insisted that Capt. Still take my place, as

I liked sailing better. Keith now being with a veteran

duck hunter and wanting to be just right, asked the cap-

lain after thev were stowed away if his head was low

enough. "Yes," said the captain, "your head is all. right;

but reef vour stomach. The ducks will think they are

eoing ashore on a sand dune." Nothing, however, short

of a° fcrty-four-pound iron decoy could have brought

about the desired result.

At three in the afternoon I relieved the captain and

proportionately relieved the danger to the ducks. At this

time they began com.ing in in small crowds, occasionally

a single or double, Avhich made very interesting shooting,

especiallv for the right-handed shooters, which wasn't I,

and Mr.' Keith had lots of fun. the position of the battery

being to the right at the thicker end of the pear-shaped

decoy plant. I, however, gained sufficient confidence that

the batterv would hold up till night, so that I made some

very .satisfactory kills; and boarded the sloop a few. mo-
ments before sundown with a feeling that after all it was a

waste of monev buyina; accident insurance.

Venison steaks at the Bayport Hotel later completed

fully a day of mixed emotions, and dissipated for the time

being at least my early morning fears. At three thirt>' the

next morning found us pulling on the hoofs of confidence

and prepared for an.vthing from ducks down to the verj'

near bottom of the bay. A moon set and a sun rise going

on at the same time are a greeting to the early riser, and.

in fact, to all rnankind who will partake of these early

luxuries well worth seeing. It was a morning brimful

of promise, overflowing with beauty, furnishing other sen-

sations than fear, and completing a regular holiday as-

sortment of feeling; and we both felt glad we had come.

The day proved a successful one, with good shooting and

enough kills to feed bigger families than ours.

I must confess a fascination for this kind of shooting.

To be sure there does exist a lurking element of danger,

which can, however, be eliminated to almost an entire

degree by the selec-tion of a competent captain—?one who

notes the slightest change of wind or rising of the seaj

one who carries a compass and knows how to use it, and

whose bump of orientation is well developed. In such

hands one is entirelv safe. I believe Capt. Still to possess

all these qualities, i'n addition to the numerous other con-

veniences at his hands. Calms or fogs have no terror for

him; he goes just the same. An auxiliary engine in his

sloop Ulrica assures the practicability of moving when it

is time to move. .

We arrived in New York Sunday morning, Mr. Keith

looking the picture of the time present, his ducks show-

ing the time past ; I, Avith ducks and beard of Jwo days'

gathering, and drooping from the reaction of feelings in- .

tense. We wait at the ferry for a car, when a typical

newsboy spies us, stops yelling his wares, looks us over

and calls out to a fellow merchant, "Say, Jimmy, et's^easy

ter see which o' dem guys killed dem ducks, ain't it ?"

Thos Elmer.
New York, Nov. 24.

Long Island Notes.

Bayport, L. I., Nov. 23.—The past week has been

rather a disappointing one for ducking, the birds being

very wild and difficult to stool, owing, it is said, to the

very mild weather which has been almost like summer.

But with the advent of the present cool spell and high

wind the present week promises to be good. Quail shoot-

ing has been fairly good, a dozen to 20 being bagged with

any ordinary shot. Guide Will Brown out on Thursday

afternoon, ran into a covey of about 20 birds, 6 dropped

with the first barrel and I with the second. He afterward

haeged 6 more of them, which considerably reduced that

covey. A very large number of gunners are expected

here for over Thanksgiving, it being almost impossible to

procure sufficient guides, and the more the south side

of the island gets known I am convinced the more popu-

lar it will become with lovers of the gun.

The recent shooting accident in this village cast quite,

a gloom over the conimunity, it being another instance, of

the danger of being careless with a gun; a lesson, no

doubt, to a great many, but a very costly one at that. A
youth of 19. the only son of a prominent business man
here out quailing with two companions, came to an apple

tree. He took hold of the barrel of the gun and attempted

to knock off an apple with the butt end and received the

full charge in his stomach, and died almost immediately.

It is the only serious accident reported this season in

this part of the country. The deer hunting season closed

(it was a very successful one) and not a single accident

reported around here, which is rather unusual. . .

H. Stoke§-

Ctffirittjck Ducks. .

Currituck Sound, Nov. iS.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Our opening day for ducks. Nov. 10, was as

bright and warm as a summer day, and has continued so

up to date. About 7.000 ducks were killed the first day

and 2.000 the second. Since then the shooting has been

rather poor. There has hardly been a ripple on the water

during the past week until to-day, when we had quite a

storm, and there are indications of cooler weather to-

night. We have an abundance of wild celery and other

foods, and when the weather gets right will have fine

sport again. I think the Swan Island and old Currituck

clubs have as manv ducks in theeir marshes as they have

had in manv years, which is due principally to the pro-

tection the}'-' are given. About one hundred and eighty

ducks to one gunner was the largest bag I have heard of.

Personally I have had keen sport, and for the benefit of

my brother duck shooters. I would advise them to pur-

chase a Mullin's "Bustle" ducking boat if they expect to

do pond or point shooting. I just secured one this fall,

never having seen one before; and for this kind of shoot-

ing I think it has no equal.

Swans arrived about ten days late this season, but they

came in abundance on the 15th and l6th. Canada geese

are very plentiful, and there are the largest numbers of

black ducks, wddgeon and pin tails I have ever seen.

Mallards are not so plentiful as last season, but we have

more than ufeual. I am glad "to see in Forest and Sxre^^m

that there are plenty of ducks north and east of"iis.
-" More Anow.

Vancouver Island Notes.

Cumberland. B. C, Nov. 12.

—

Editor Forest and

Stream: The tracking here has been good recently, for

several inches of wet snow have fallen, and the hunters

have killed a good many deer.

On the other hand, there has been an unusual number
of cases of men lost in the timber, and certain parties

have been out searching for a man named -George Allison

for nearly a week now. Allison was lost Nov. 6, while

hunting on the mountain near Quartz Creek. He and
his companion started from camp togetlier to hunt on

McDouglas Mountain, but when the companion,
_
M.

Hennessey, returned to camp in the afternoon, Allison

was not there, nor did he get in at all. The next morn-
ing Hennessey looked for Allison for some time, but
failing to find him. returned to the settlement and got

help. The search was continued, but at last accounts

. without result. It is feared that some accident has hap-

.pened. since Allison knew the ground ^vell, and cotild

hardly get lost. When he left camp he had no food with

him and was lightly clad. Since then snow has been fall-

ing and the weather has been cold, so that if he had fallen

and injured himself, there is danger that he may have per-

Lshed from the cold. . , _

All the other lost men have found their way to camp.^ G.

Surgeon-Colonel Pringle writes to the London Times
concerning an interesting example of elephantine memon,'.
At the Zoo the other day, with all the Anglo-Indian's re-

gard for respect, he desired the elephant his little boys
had been riding to "salaam karo" before he got his bun.
The elephant looked at him hard and thought it oyer fer

a bit. then he sm—no he did not smile intelligently. He
remembered his manners, as they say in the nursery, and
made most correct salaam, to the utter amazement of
his keeper. The incident is worth noting, as it appears
that this elephant has spent seventeen %'ears in the Zoo-
logical Gardens, and inquiry revealed that he had never
been requested to salaam since his arrival.
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Maryland '*D«ck Degfcncrates/'

The Baltimore American says that John Henry Keene,
a well-known lawyer and hunter of Baltimore, recently
spent several days ducking. He returned with the
opinion that the sport in Maryland is more than ever in
peril. The illegal use of nets constitutes the greatest
•danger. Mr. Keene said: "The epoch in the game his-
tory of Maryland is unmistakably in its decline. The
«poch of the pot-hunter degenerate is unmistakably an-
nouncing its reapproach. Tf'some decisive action is not
immediately taken, Maryland wild duck history must be
shortly written. The duck degenerate has shown himself
extremely fertile in most diverse directions. Formerly
this midnight assassin prowled to his prey with a dark
lantern and heavily loaded swivel. Stealthily he stole
upon the quietly feeding rick of canvas, redhead, mallard
and baldpate ; at one fire the dead fowl lay scattered in
drifting heaps.
The present svstem of the duck degenerate is that of

imminent perdition and destruction, and the duck degen-
erate now dominates every tried duck river and cove in
Maryland. The new despoilers have appeared with an
able body guard even upon the flats at Havre de Grace,
Northeast River, and all the environments of that great
feeding ground. No one throughout all Maryland, it

seems, dares to molest or make the duck degenerate
afraid. They pursue their own way with smiling seren-
ity. Their instruments of torture are an imorovement
upon the Indian fashion. They can, and do, rack every
duck ground and feeding marsh in Tvl^ryland. The
cowardly degenerate now snares the ducks by nets. These
nets have meshes into and through which the tired duck
dives for his food. The ground is first sown with corn.
When the duck redives for the surface, his neck and
head pointing upward, he comes with all his force and
finds himself entangled in the meshes of the net. which
close. The duck misses the opening into and through
which he first plunged. Before the break of day the duck
degenerate fishes the net, and thousands upon thousands
of these captives go to the Northern markets. Seldom
are they seen in our markets. The naphtha launch fiend

does not stand upon a much higher plane than his brother
degenerate. He sails noiselessly upon the feeding rick,

so screened that he cannot be seen, and when in range
pours his deadly volley into the quietly feeding brood. Is

it strange that the wild duck deserts his favorite famous
Maryland feeding grounds?

A Bad State of Affairs.

Saginaw, Mich., Nov. 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Here are some samples of how the game and fish laws are
not enforced in Michigan : I was fishing north this sum-
mer and heard a hound running, and soon after two
shots. My driver said that was deer, and informed us
the next diiy that a doe had been divided up among them.
I said : "Why don't you report these .things to the game
warden?" and he =aid. "Not much, we all stand in and
get some of the meat."
Last week I Avas at Harrison on a shooting trip, and

our driver said that three week.s before (and mind you
the season had not even opened then), a party of five one
Sunday went up to one of the lakes and drove in some
deer and killd two, and said they could get deer all sum-
mer any time they wanted to. I spoke about the trout in

Cedar and Tobacco, and asked him if they got any large

ones, and he said the big ones were all in Town Line
Lake, but he said the only way to get them was to spear

them ; and all summer long they could go up there with a
party whenever they felt like it, light a jacklight at night,

go out with a spear and fill up a boat in no time. He
said : "We got one weighing four pounds awhile ago."

The birds around Lake Station have been completely
cleaned out, as I understand it, by two local hunters who
hunt entirely for the market. This last week there has

been a market-hunter from the south part of the State

up around Evart.
The other day a man stopped into th6 Country Club

with a lot of quail and partridge for sale.

W. B. Mershon.

One of the Old Gtfatd.

Elizabethtown, N. Y., Nov. 1^.—Another of the "old

guard" has been summoned to answer the last roll call.

Sam Saunders died at Schroon Lake last week. He was
truly one of the old-timers. He was probably the most
skilled blacksmith who ever operated in Essex county,

and as a hunter and trapper his fame had reached far be-

yond the limits of the Adirondacks. He began hunting

in the now famous Boreas region "way back in the

forties," having for a companion in those then lonely

wilds our late departed friend, Elijah Simonds, of

Elizabethtown, than whom a better hunter and trapper

never lived in any age or any country. There was then no

settlement in the Boreas region; in fact, no road, except

"the poorest kind of a wood road." However, there they

passed many happy weeks together, then both in the prime

and vigor of fine j'oung manhood, killing "loads of deer"

and other game.
'
Elijah held Sam, as he always called

his senior hunting companion, in high esteem, and Sam
thought Lige the most wonderful man he ever hunted

with. Sam made the best bear trap springs obtainable

in the world, his hand-hammered axes ranked high and

his fish hooks beat all competitors. Up to last summer he

made fish hooks for New York parties. Sam was a good
story teller and had hosts of friends and no enemies that

we ever heard of. He was unquestionably the greatest

character that Schroon Lake ever knew, and summer
tourists will miss his quaint sayings. G. L. B.

Notth Carolina Conditions.

PiNEHURST, N. C, Nov. 20.—I am not a calamity

howler, but for general, all-round queer conditions, the

last twelve months beat the record.

Last year it rained all the time down here ; and now
it is as hot and dry as August. Yesterday it was 82 de-

grees in the shade; and it has been that way for days.

Result, birds are in the deep and thickest cover, where

they panuQ^ ghgt, ' p^!^^K Ei^gb,

Some jame Wciuhts.

Brooklyn, N, Y., Nov. 23. • Tn a two , ays* shootiilg
trip in Connecticut my guide an 1 I bagged one squifrel,
five quail and thirteen partridge. We flushed about si^cty

partridges in our- two days* journeying. The weights of
above birds were as follows ; One very large rnale part-
ridge, I lb.- 12 62. ; four, x}^ lbs, each

; three, i lb. 7 oz.
each: two, i lb. 6 oz. each; two, 1% lbs. each, and one
weighed i lb. r oz.. and had one leg, part of its breast and
its entrails shot away. Two quail were 8 oz. each, two
were 7 oz. each, and one 654 oz,

I enjoyed the trip amazingly, as the weather was fine,

though rather warm, and culminated in a driving rain
storm in the evening, through which we Avere compelled
to drive seven miles to the boat.

The success of the trip, however, offset the rain, and I
do not care to thuik how I would have felt if the rain had
descended -earlier and thus cut short the sport,

W. N. E.

New Jersey Dt(cks,

Harvey Cedars, N..J., Nov. 21,—Mr. E. J. Davis kHIed
7 brant in one shot on Wednesday, and 8 broadbills in
one shot on Thursday, with a No. 12 gauge gun that he
has been using .steadily for 2.3 years. Mr. Davis and Mr,
Davidson got 265 ducks in four days, which thev shipped
to their friends. D. M. White.

New York Leagfoe,

Tut annual nieetiiiR of tlie New York Fisli. Game and Forest
League will be held at the Yales Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y., at 10:30
A. M., on Dec. 4, 1902, and a full attendance is hoped for.
The objects of this vV.'-sociation are to create and foster a more

general public sentiment in favor of Fissh, Game and Forest "Pro-
tection, to procure the enactment of laws for the protection of fish
and franie, and for tlic preservation of our forests, and to promote
the observance of such laws.

In order to carry out the.se objects, we most earnestly a.sk the
co-operation of all fish and game clubs and associations within this
.State, who are not already enrolled in the League, and urge upon
them the erreat desirabilitv of joininff forces with us in order to
secure yet more united effort in attaining these obiects.
The initiation fee of .'is.s. including as it does the dues for the

year commencing on the first Thursd.iv after the first "Monday in
neccmher, when our annual meeting takes place, Rives to each club
the privilege of sending two delegates to the annual meeting.
The game law.s of our .'^tate are at present in much better shape

than they were a few years ago.
The constant tinkering by the Legislature with the game law is,

however, a serious menace to fish, game and forest protection. "Bills
.are constantly being introduced which, aiming to grant exception.il
privileges to certain localities, create a general feeling of distrust,
and seriously interfere with the enforcement of good measures.
The careful weighing of the merits or faults of proposed game

legislatioj), by the persons most interested, the indorsement of
what is deemed desirable, and the opposition to what is deemed
objectionable, is the main business that comes before our annual
meetings, and after election of ofticors for the ensuing year, attii

one adiournment of the said meeting, our Legislative and Law
Committee keeps careful watch, durins; the entire season, of all pro-
nosed legislation affecting the eame laws. Tu order tliat thev may
be fully discussed at the annual meeting, all proposed amendments
to the present game law-s should if possible be forwarded to ftie
rhairman of the Legislative and Law Committee, Mr. Charles TFt.

Mowry, Journal "Ruilding, Syracuse, NT. Y., prior to tiie first day
of Pecember, iqot.

Applications for niembershin should^ be made to the secretary,
who will gladly give any further infonnation Avfiieh mav be
desired. Robert B. LawrKnce, President.
Ernest G. Gould. Secretary.

Hints ar.d Wrinkles.

Readers are lnvjte<f fo send for publicalion t*rder Ib/s

head hlrts crd wn'rfeles drawn frcm pradiral exj-et/enre,

and nertaloJrg to fbootbg. f?shlrg, camping aod outdoor Hie.

Simple'Remecies for Wocdsloafers.

In the auttunn, after the leaA'es have fallen off most of

the trees and vines, is the time when one is quite likely

to be badly poisoned by poison ivy or poison oak, for at

sucli times the leaves are not present to warn one who
approaches these plants too closely, and many associate

the poison with the leaves only and feel safe in touch-
ing the vines. This is a mistake, as I know from per-
Fon?.\ experience, I having been very severely poisoned
during January, as well as at earlier times during the

winter months, by touching these vines, both with naked
and gloved hands.
Some physicians say there is no satisfactory remedy

for ivy poisoning, while others recommend sugar of lead
imd other lofithsome concoctions. Here is .something bet-

ter : It is tincture of Grmdelia robusta. a .simple old
remedy that will dry up and cure ivy poisoning in a
few days, arid it is no more unpleasant to use than arnica.

Every person who goes tr-i the woods for a stay of any
leneth should carry a four-ounce bottle of this remedy
in his kit, as it is likely to save him days of needless
agony. Beins: peculiarly susceptible to ivy poisoning, T

liave gi\'en Crindch'a a thorough trial, and have found
that it cures rapidly and surely. During last month,
while in camp, three of our party were more or less

severely poisoned, but a country druggist supplied us
with this tincture, and it worked wonders in a few days.

Mr. Hough has told Fore.s't anp Stream's readers of
the good qualities of lime water and Unseed oil—^lialf and
half—for sunburn, and his advice is soitnd. Nothins'
can be better, and a four-otince bottle of it. too. shotild

be found in one's dittj' baer throughout the summer. I

havp .ceen canoeists, esoecially those of the fair sex, so
badly sunburned that they were in agony and could not
nfove hands or arrns without the greatest effort, but this

cooling lotion relieved them at once, and occasional ao-
pHcations for a few davs effected cures. The only ob-
iections to this mixture is that the linseed oil is absorbed
bv one's garments, and is difficult fo remove from them;
hence some old cotton thing that is soft should be worn
next to the skin while one is anointing himself with this

remedy.

A third article for the difty bag is a primer box con-
taining a mixture of equal parts of A-^aseline. glycerine,
-lutttoit tallow, and Jnnan wax. bv weight. For roujh
or chnnned fingers and fsccs it Js fine, as it is not sticky
an<l oi\v,_ like some substances put up for simitar uses,
niid it is healine and cooling as well. The first few
days one is in the woods he, is almost sure to hammer

hands all tQ piepes in w^y pr ai^othef, ^nd some-

thing like this, to apply to hriiises and hurts is woi-ttl lis
Weight in gold.

Some old wOo'dsnieh i'e'commend eating a small quan-
tity of raw venisoh as a physic, in an emergency, and
others say that for obstinate cases of diarrhoea, or even
dysentery, flour and water is a sure remedy. The bene-
fits to be derived from the homely old remedy of heated
flaxseed being known

; anyone suddenly taken with tooth-
ache, earache, pleurisy, etc.. in the woods, can get relief
frou] a cupful of nee or wheat, placed in a cotton tobacco
Iiag and heated in a fryin-pan over the campfire, then ap-
plied to the part affected while piping hot. Ever try it?
Well, it is almost as effective in driving away pain as
was Nessmuk's burning paper plaster for his friend, the
doctor's attack of pleurisy while they were in the Michi-
gan backwoods. It is also well to remeinber that vine-
gar will relieve a burn, and as vinegar and burned fingers
are often found in camp, the relief shoidd be at hand.

Perry D. Frazer,

—^—
Samoa *Uma*

The decision of King Oscar of Sweden in the question at issue
between Germany, Great Britain and the United States lends a
peculi-^r timeliness, to Mrs. Churchill's charming volume "Samoa
t'liia, which IS just published. The King of Sweden was tlic
arbitrator in the controversy between the three powers, and he has
decided in favor of Germany and against the others.
tew of us have any idea where Samoa is, who are its inhabitants

what Its products. But the readers of Forest and Stre.am are better
ott than mG).st people in thus respect, since thev have had the oppor-
tunity of reading many of Mrs. Churchill's delightful descrii.tions of
t.iose far oft islands. No one could be better equipped than she for
writing of these people, since for four vears she resided among
tiem, was a friend to their men and women, witnessed many of
their peculiar customs, took part with them in their hunting'and
nshing, and dug down into tiie wavs of their lives and the motives
which animated these ways as deeply as it was possible for any one
to do, in the time at her command. If we add to this the fact
that Mrs. Churchill is a trained writer and has a peculiarly happy
stj'Ic, It will be Seen that her volume ought to contain— as' in fact
It does contain— mol'e about Samoa, and that more interestingly told,
thaii any volume ever written about the South Sea Islamls

•H
years—during the very time that Mrs. Cluitidu

111 resided there—the Samoan question was one of vivid active inlet-
e.it, and for a number of years there was decidedlv mote than ii

possibility that tlie_ country would go to war with Germany over
Samoa.

_
This condition of things has impressed the name at least

of the islands on the memory of the American people, whb baVe
now an opportunity to learn all about the interesting gfqujj. tt
was liigh time that the study of these people should be taken ujl,
for they are changing as rapidly, a.s all other primitive peoples
cliange when brought in contact with the white race, which, tiot-
withstanding all its boasted civilization, takes away from the savage
much that he has of good, and gives him much that is bad in i^etufri

Perhaps. there is no way in which the contents, of Mrs. Churchill's
book can be better shown than bv giving the titles Of some Of the
twenty-four chapters included in its joo pages. These Are: The
Real Samoa, The Samoan Familv, The Samoan Housewife, Courtesy
and Ceremonies, Kava, the Ceremonial Drink, Music and the Siva,
Handicraft and Art, Fishers and Sailors, Shooting the Apolima
Passage, The Weed th.at Catches Fish, Torches on the T^cef, The
Palolo Anniversary, The Chase of Rats, Things that Creep and
Crawl, Wreck of the Schooner Lupe, Samoan Fickle Brides, The
Vampires of the Tuasivi, The Beach Comber and the Missionary
Copra and Trade. The Tale of Laulu's Hunt, The Great Vaila
Steeple Chase, The Sliding Rock of Papas'ea,, Some South .Sea
Hoodoos, Papalangi Life.
Here, then, we have descriptions of the region, its people, their

ceremonies, their arts and occupations, the way in which they live,
many of their old traditions, and a chapter on the life of the white
people obliged tO reside on the islands. The field thus is a large
one, and it is fittingly expressed in the title of the book, which
means "All Samoa." The story is well told, and is of fascinating
interest throughout.

Mrs. Churchill's first chapter gives us in compact form the chief
facts in the history of Samoa, as concerns the outer world, from the
beginning up to the. time of its partition between Germany, Great
Britain and the United States. The place became important to us
because it lay on the border of the mig^ratory course of the sperm
whales through the Pacific, and it thus was early a point of call
for these New Bedford and Nantucket whaling fleets which fol-
lowed the herd down into the Antarctic Seas. The strained rela-
tions between the civilized powers claiming interests in Samoa were
almost at their height in March, 1889, when the memorable hurri-
cane took place in Apia Harbor, and three German and three
American war vessels were destroyed or wrecked. The partition of
the islands about ten years later put an end to the territorial quar-
rels, and it is likely that before long Samoa will lapse into the half
forgotten condition which it held for nearly fifty years after Wilkes
made his treaty with the Samoans at Pago Pago, in 1839.
The most interesting thing that can be learned about any primitive

people concerns tlieir social organization, and this Mrs. (Jliurchill
treats very fully. The Samoan has but one wife, but he may change
his wife at anj' time, or the wife may change her husband. Mar-
riage, therefore, is only temporary, lasting during the pleasure of
the two parties to it. Children born during the existence of the
marriage belong to the husband]s family, but if born after marriage
has been dissolved, to the family of the wife. A child on reach-
ing adult life may not marry into the family of either father or
mother. As soon as weaned, the child becomes eligfible for adop-
tion into another family, and by such adoption separates himself
completely from his blood relatives, and becomes as much a member
of the new family as though he had acquired membership in it by
birth. But he cannot marry into the families of his blood parents.
Thus his actual birth is remembered against him. Adoption is so
common, that probably one-third of all Samoans,. men and women,
are members of families other than those into which they were horn.
The male child chooses a name for himself at eight or ten years

of age, and at fourteen or fifteen he is tattooed and becomes a man.
He may now marry, and go to war, and becomes a worker—one of
the productive members of the community. Property is actually
held in common, though nominally it all belongs to the head of the
family—using the word in the sense of clan. The head of the
familv is elected, but may resign, may lose his office by absence, or
may be removed at the pleasure of those who elect him ; the elec-
tion being by unanimous vote of all the members of the family,
male and fem.ale.
The Samoan housewife occupies a position of dignity and in-

fluence. She is not less important than the man as a member of the
community. She is eligible to certain honors, and great respect is

paid to her. How her days are spent is interestinglj' told in the
chapter on this subject. Her last duty of the day, after all the
household has gone to bed, is to lift out of its wire frame the lamp
which has been burning all the evening, and turning it down until

"

the flame is small, she places the lamp on the floor, that it may
watch while all sleep. Why does she do this?
"As a good Christian woman she is sure that there are no wan-

dering demons of the night, such as her people used to believe in
when they were heathen, and knew no better and had to keep the
fire burning all night long to scare away the evil spirts. Of this

she is sure in the broad light of day. But in the evening, when it

is dark and still, she w'ill tell you there is no such reason now to
keep the lamp on a glimmer, but after all it does no harm, she says,
and it would be convenient if any one should awake and want to
smoke, for then he could toast his tebacco leaf and light his cigar-
ette at the flame. This night, and every night, there is not a
Samoan house in which men are asleep, which does not give out
the faint glow of a lamp turned low. And the demons of the old
times never enter a house which shows this protection."
Here is a charming little essay on Samoan music: "It is natural

for the Samoan to burst into song on any occasion. The canoe
melodies are as old as the life of the people. Women at work about
their houses are always singing, men delving in their lonely planta-
lions lighten toil with song. Xt the great games of cricket or sticlt-

throwing, in which village contends against village, there is always
a chorus of singers When the frequent processions move acros,'!

the malae on any of their many errands, the presentation of a gift

of food, the exhibition of ancient fine mats, there is always the
music of singing. Every night at the lighting of the fires as the
signal, itself » heathea survival, but now the signal for evening
prayer, Vn^^% i? tHe s|n|ing of 3 If-ymn, pi» gundsy?, s>nc| pfte^

1
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luring the week, the same sound of melody swells from the viUhkc
churches. When the kava is ser^'ed to merry gatherings in the
evenings there is a game of forfeit; after the calling of the cun
the recipient must eithei- recite a legend or sing a song, else he
can have no dnnk. Almost all the knowledge of the past is nrc-

^"Yf,,
'"Chants and songs to be handed down with music.
tins music IS vocal, the human voice is the only instrument.

I he Samoans never attained to the slightest beginning of the idea
ot tixity of musical values which has culminated in the orchestra.
Itiey have a form of flute; with the bamboo growing in all thc
fprests It would have been wonderful if there had been no recogni-hon of its sound-producing value. But the island flute was an in-
.strument of small compass, it was pierced with three holes, but the
rrtops follow no regular system, and tlierefore arc of no service in
developing a musical scale. And th\a flute was blown at the nostril
not at the hps. Its sound is a faint and feeble note, too small ofvohime to accompany the voice, and with too little fle.xitv to re-produce the tunes of the common songs. They are not whistlers;many of them do not know how to make the sound through puck-ered hps, a whistle is not used even to call a dog. The onlv de-velopnient of the instrumental idea as an assistant to the voice hasbeen along the line of the drum. They have drums of varying sizes
but of one general type, a log of wood somewhat like their canoes iti
sliape and hollowed out through a slit on the upper surface. Someot these reach the length of ten or twelve feet, and give a note cor-
res^pondingly deep From this size they grade down to those ofless than a foot, which may be carried in the hand. The drum sticksvary in proportion, from the single club which is used on the largest
to the two wands employed on the hand drums. The sharp tonesof these excavated drums are employed only for signal purposes,
to call the people to meeting to sound the curfew, which senis thechildren scurrj-ing off to bed. The drum is used in music, a meremeasurer of time, is hastily made by rolling any mat off the floor
to surround a bund'e of a few sticks; it is blaten by a stick in each

hands
=''°''"ser. it is usually supplemented by clapping of the

"K-irely in these days does one hear the chanting of the oldcgends: the older people are becoming very jealous that tlieknowledge of them should not be spread among the Papalann^l
foreigners, the younger people are scantily familiar with the ofdfornis of intoning. The reciter droned a large part of the poetryof these t.ales on a low note; from this he passed suddenly to ahigher pitch and chanted a short passage, and then the hearers brokecut into a lyric chorus of certain i,arts, after which the reciter re-droning recitative From those lyric choruses, at first

Samoanr"^
^ developed tlie music of the

In the chapters that follow the more serious descriptive parts ofhe work are given vivid descriptions of adventure, of the habits of
lie people, and of the part Mrs. Churchill took. Her energv andler fearlessness look the author into many situations which wereIfreult enough for a civilized woman, but her unfailing cheerfu?

Iiess and courafje invariably brought her through
^neeriui

The volume 13 beautifully illustrated with twenty-four full-pageplates, including a portrait of the author, and the mechan cal exeoution of the volume is all that can be desired. Tt b pulXiedin two editions, one on antique deckle-edged paper uncut withnibncated title mge and gilt top. This edition is Vim ed to 500copies, numbered, ^and signed by the author. Price, $,2The leHs expensive edition, price $1.50. is on ordinary paper.
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Reminiscences of an Octogenarian.*

Part 1.

bV tHE OLD ANGLER.

n.'lJ^-'/"' T ^°T^ ^° happy- and so pleasant
as the lite of a wdl-governed angler." —Izaalt Walton.

'f^"j''^^
Dalhousie at its mouth to the

,ninction of Kedgwick, some sixty-five or seventy miles
IS ttnbroken by falls, cascades, rough waters, or even byrapids of any magnitude. It is a deep, swiftly flowing
.stream, always delightfully cold, and so clear that thfbottom, even at a depth of six feet, is easily seen. Inhe absence of rapids and rough water, the salmon He
in s HI, deep stretches that glide away almost without a
ripple. An angler accustomed to fish Tobique. Nepis-
Higuit, and Mirannchi waters, where the fish prefer an<xrv
pools at the foot of falls, above and below rapids andamong rough waters, visiting; the Ristigouche for the
hrst time, would pass miles ot smooth, rapid water with-
out taking the trouble to cast a fly, so unlikely would it
.^eem that salmon would rise in such water, even if thevwere lying m its depths.

' Some forty-five years ago, the late M. H. Perley then
Imperial Immigration Agent at St. John, and the late
A. L. i'lght, C. E., in charge of the Quebec & St. An-
drew.s Railroad, then in course of construction, crossed
tlie short portage from Grand River, an afliuent of the
bt. John, and struck the Ristigouche at its extreme head-
»vatcr.s. In a bark canoe, with two Indians from Tobique
one of whom was the Sachem Gabe, then in his prime'
liey glided down the whole length of the river to Dal-
lousie without making a single portage. They reported
he river, from Kedgwick down, as alive with salmon
lyhich would not rise to the fly, and they had to allow
Iieir Indians to spear enough fish for camp on their
lownward trip. It may seem incredible that two good
inglers, both of whom had fished the Spey and the
I weed m Scotland, and the Nepissiguit and "Miratnichi
II New Brunswick, should have canoed down the whole
nurse of the Ristigouche without taking a single sal-
non with rod and line'. But the writer conversed with
hem both on their return, and finds no difficulty in be-
ieving their report nor in accounting for their unique
xperience. They had not learned to manipulate a fly
s the small boy does his worm.
When the writer first visited the Ristigouche, thirty

ears ago, he was met at Metapedia by the late John
dowat, then a fishery Avarden on the Quebec side of the
iver. Born at Dee Side in Scotland, he had been reared
i-om boyhood on the banks of the Ristigouche ; had been
unter, trapper, lumberman, farmer and fisherman; he
new every mile of the main river and all the salient
eatures of its principal tributaries—Metapedia, Upsal-
lutch. Patapedia and Kedgwick. In his boyhood, Dee
^ide Farm, named after his old home, was the highest
oint on the river to which civilization extended. Above
lat. only the Indian, the hunter or the lumberman broke
ic silence of these vast solitudes, except when the bull
loose or caribou bellowed his challenge to some intruder
'ho sought to join the herds. At that time the Risti-
Duche Salmon Club had not evolved, and few anglers
>er went higher than the pools above and below the

Iresent railway bridge at Metapedia station. These pool.s
ere then, as they are still in the last half of June, well
• Those of the last two generations who have read "Sporting
:etches in Maine and New Brunswick," by An Old Angler, will
i pleased to renew acquaintance with hjni jn ^hg reminiscences
[lich be promise4 pur readers,

FOfi:£St ANt) STREAM.
stocked with fi-esh-run salmon, and wete ftee to all fish-
ermen, whose love of sport induced whsit in these days
was considered a ti-emendous journey. Thfese were the
'gold old ,days" before millionaires tempted riparian
owners with fabulous sujns and formed d "trust" which
shut out all but moneyed men fi-om the sport of salmofl
nshing with rod and line. In these pools the fish sel-
(lon^ take the fly above water. Mowat took one in his
canoe to the head of the long, deep, still pool a ffew
in.ndrcd yards above the bridge, and told me to try there.
he pool was then about three hundred yards in length

;

deep, black, almost without a ripple, flowing swiftly but
smoothly, as if oil instead of water was running past
and beneath the anchored canoe. Accustomed to the
broken and dancing waters of the Miramichi, the ru.sh-
ing and troubling ca.scades of the Nepissiguit, the Old
Angler laughed at his guide; but at his behest made his
best casts and played a Jock-Scot across the surface
right and left in a manner he thought would tempt any
salmon that lay within sight of the fleeting lure. After
repeated casts all round without a sight or sign of fish,
the guide advised that the fly sink beneath the .surface
and play it as a bait. This was something new to the
writer, and he thought it queer salmon angling; but
live and learn" being one of his pet proverbs, he con-

sidered his most artistic Jock—on whose dressing he
rather prided himself—a good fat worm, and proceeded
to jig It gently up .and down, as he used to fish for "sea
trout" through the" ice when a schoolboy at Newcastle,
on the beautiful banks of the Miramichi, the most won-
derful fish river in the world. Just here let me digress
to tell your readers that in the tideway are sturgeon,
mackerel, cod, pollack, herring, lobsters and oysters;
up river there are salmon, bass, shad, gaspereau, trout'
smelt, frost-fish and eels, all of which the writer has
taken in its waters from boyhood to middle age. Here
are fifteen species of commercial food fishes, taken in
l.irge quantities from a single river, in northern New
Brunswick. If there is another like it in the world the
writer does not know its whereabouts.

But, rcvenons a nos montons, the river ran with
such velocity that it was difficult to keep the fly sub-
merged, and as artistic casting was useless, the fly was
splashed out with the sole view of getting it under water
and_ working it as a bait. I soon had a bite, and acting
mstinctively from acquired habit, made the turn of the
wrist, which long practice with the fly on other waters
had rendered automatic. The line came home minus
the fly—and Mowat laughed ! Several successive at-
tenipts cost me leaders, knotted from gut that was a
^guinea a hank, and flies that cost hours of careful dress-
ing—and Mowat laughed—until I got so excited and
nervoits that I was glad to retire to the stretches below
the bridge and try to get cool by catching some of the
fine fontinalis, erroneously called sea trout, which rose
gallantly to the fly and sometimes took it in mid-air,
which rto salmon was ever known to do on the Risti-
gouche or its tributaries. On that occasion the Old
Angler had the chagrin of leaving the river^without land-
ing a salmon, which fact, with the loss of many leaders
and flies, but above all, the unmerciful jibes and irritating
laughter of Mowat, made the visit memorable.
On subsequent visits the writer partially overcame old

•habits and acquired the art of allowing the fish to hook
themselves, which they will do if the fisherman will keep
his fly moving under the surface and refrain from strik-
ing when he feels the fish. Me judice, this is but poor
angling; but when the fish is securely hooked, he will
give the angler all the exercise and excitement he wants
and his tackle all it will bear to bring him to gaff, as
the .salmon of the Ristigeuche seldom weigh less than
eighteen or twenty pounds : they often run from twenty-
fi\e to thirty, with &n occasional fresh-run beauty that
will turn the scale at forty pounds.

The style of fishing is admirably suited to the million-
aires of the Ristigouche Club, who now control almost
the whole fishing of the river, and - its niaifi tributaries.
Seated in a low chair in the bottom of a canoe, into
which he has to be assisted for fear of upsetting, well
supplied with costly cigars and iced champagne, a double-
l^arreled breechloader at his side, one tube charged with
duck shot, tlie other with ball cartridge, he sets off after
a Lucullian breakfast and is paddled to the water he in-
tends fishing, his face protected by an elaborate mosquito
mask, and his hands by immaculate kid gloves, minus the
finger tips. Arrived there, his attendant, generally a half-
breed Indian from Mission Point, on the Quebec side,

selects and attaches the fly he considers suitable for the
day, and the water, all of which are profound mysteries
to the cltib house angler, who proceeds, with a swish up-
ward and swash downward to get it into the water. At
the end cf a short line and on a straight rod he sways
i<- up and down the current as the ^mall boy manipttlates"
his gad and line of twine. Often he gets plenty of bites,

but loses three fish out of every five that hook themselves.
Unpble to stand up, his guides humor the movements of
the fish by suitable movements of the canoe, so that it is

always more by good luck than by skill that the fish is

.

brought to gaff, ^^ery often the wealthy fisherman gets
Aveary of the monotonous motion of manipulating his rod
from a low chair and gi\-es it to one of the guides, who
does the necessary bobbing till a fish is hooked, when
the angler relinquishes his costly cigar and resumes the
rod to do what he rightly terms the "killing," which he
considers the best part of the sport. The writer re-
marked to Mowat on one occasion that these fishermen
took their outing otium cum dignitatc "The oiium is all

right ; but the dignitate, I suspect, arises from the fear of
moving, lest the canoe upsets," he replied with grotesque
httmor.

This is a fair description of the greater part of the
salmon fishing that prevails among the millionaires of
the Ristigouche Club ; and their ideas of camaraderie—
that feeling which makes anglers brothers wherever they
meet—were as peculiar as their notions of sport. Their
hospitality was confined to asking a visitor in a patron-
izing way to "have a drink," and that was exercised but
seldom. The late Governor Carvell, of P. E. Island, and
the present judge of one of the higher courts of Canada,
with the writer, when an officer in the Civil Service, paid
for our drinks at the bar. which was the most prominent
feature of the club house, though the liquids supplied
were by no means of first q.uality; but then perhaps they
did not dispense supernaculum to visitors. Of course

4ai

there we're exceptions, and the writer is ifilofmed that of
late years the exceptions are increasing. A few of the
members were both sportsmen and anglers; but these
spent little of their time at the club house. With a single
attendant, a tent aiid necessary stores, they sought the
most distant and difficult parts of the river, and doin^
all their own work excerjt paddling the canoe and cook-
ing, found and enjoyed all the sport the salmon of this
river can give.

After several visits to the Ristigouche and its tribu-
taries, the writer is compelled to the opinion that for the
sportsman who has risen from the ranks of fisherman
to the higher grade of angler, there is riiore spott and
keener enjoyment to be had in the Nepissiguit alld Mira-
michi, though the fish of these rivers do not reach mdrg
than half the weight of their Ristigouche brethren. The
angler who has raised and hooked his salmon by fair
casting at Rough Waters, Pabincau or Grand Falls on
Nepissiguit, or at Chain of Rocks, Burnt Hill or Slate
Island on the Southwest Miramichi, need not envy the
millionaires of the club, though thej^ have shut him out
from the Ristigouche and all its branches. The fish of
this river, especially those of the largest size, seldom
leap more than once, no matter how prolonged is their
fight for liberty. By main .strength they bore their way
up and down the deep pools in which they are almost
always hooked. Generally they spend much time in
"sulking" at the bottom, from which the guides have
to rouse them with their setting poles or by throwing
stones at their whereabouts, which can only be guessed
at. What sport there can be to the angler who, in his
chair, is more the prisoner of the salmon than the lat-

ter is of his captor, the millionaire alone can tell. The
real sportsman who knows what it is to angle amid the
music of rushing waters, would find little pleasure in this

travesty of bis favorite recreation. On the Miramichi
and Nepissiguit, where submerged rocks, sharp ledges
and narrow passages help the fish in his fight, he very
often leaps three feet in the air half a dozen times in

the course of his gallant fight. He who has followed
his captive from rock, from ledge to ledge, with the eye
of hope and the foot of faith, along a rugged bank and
at last brought him fairly to gafl^, has enjoyed such sport
as the millionaire club man could neither appreciate nor
follow. He who can stand at Flat Rock, at Pabineau, and
by artistic casting (for nothing else will do it) lure the

salmon of eighteen pounds that is surely lurking in the

edge of the pitch, to follow the fly and take it on the

surface; who can by the gentle turn of his wrist fix

the hook in his fish—a Nepissiguit salmon never hooks
himself—and by masterly management confine him to

the pool above; or failing that, can leap ashore from rock
to rock with the arch on his rod, follow him in his mad
rushes down the rapids below the fall and bring him to

gaff in the eddy a quarter of a mile ftirther down, will

have sport that no angler on the Ristigouche ever en-

joyed. But the Old Angler is inclined to think the mil-

lionaires were wise in their generation, for they secured

the one river in Canada which can give them the only

fishing they desire; a place where they can blend a dilet-

tantism of angling with the dolce far niente of kid gloves

and Lucullian gastronomy ; a place where the real .sports-

man and angler would be ashamed to waste the few-

precious days he can steal from the increasing cares of

business life.

Some thirty years have elapsed since the writer found

himself in the performance, of official duty at Indian

House Brook, a small stream debouching into the Ris-

tigouche about thirty-eight miles from Metapedia station

on the I. C. R. He was again accompanied_ by John
Mowat, - who had risen in the fisheries service to be

overseer of the whole Ristigouche District, including

both sides of the affluents and estuary of this noble

river. Many anglers will remember this oflicer, and
those who knew him well will give a kindly thought to

one of the cleverest men who ever lived and died on the

north shore of New Brunswick; one of the most genial,

hearty and versatile men the writer has met in the

course of a long and varied life. Those who have en-

joji-ed the hospitality of Mrs. Mowat and the comforts of

Dee Side Farm will remember its spacious hall and large

tables, where books, magazines and papers—among
which was always the Edinbiu-gh Scotsman, with angling

news from the Dee, the Tweed and the Spey—told of

the prevailing tastes of her fine family of sturdy boys
and winsome lassies, who have since become manly men
and motherly matrons. Mowat had a brusque manner
and a grotesque humor that spared neither foe nor
friend; indeed, the latter were those at whose expense
it was most often displayed. Neither time, place nor
company ever restrained him. from laughing himself and
making others join him ; even his victims could not help
joining the laugh against themselves. In after years,

when we met in company with the late Samuel Wilmot,
.Superintendent of Fishculture in Canada, he told with
inimitable skill and humor an incident exemplifying a
characteristic weakness Avhich, among Wilmot's friends

—and he had many warm and sincere ones—^in no way
detracted from his many good qualities as hon camarade.
The writer cannot pretend to relate this as Mowat told

it; the most graphic word painter would fail to convey
any but a faint idea of the exaggerated style and humor-
ous gestitres with which he imitated Wilmot's manner
and speech ; lie can only feebly reproduce from memory
the salient points of Mowat's story.

When . the Marquis of Lorne and the Princess Louise
represented royalty in Canada, they were visited by the
late Duke of Argyle and his two daughters. When the
Marquis and the Princess went salmon fishing on the
Ristigouche for the first and last time, the Duke and his
daughters joined the party, which landed from a special
train of palace cars at Metapedia station ; the whole party
consisting of the Duke and his daughters, the Marquis
and Princess. Sir John Macneil and Major de Winton,
A. D. C.s; a French chef de cuisine, and several attend-
ants. Mowat met them on arrival, and the whole party,
in two divisions, embarked on board t\vo house-boats
built on broad-bottomed scows, each towed upstream by -

a .scan of horses to tire various points where the best
lishing was expected. After two or three daj's' prospect-
ing, w'ith indifferent success, the two parties joined at
Indian House and made permanent camps, the several
pools in that neighborhood furnishing, room for all to

:

fish. The Marquis was soon tired of a kind of angling
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quite new to him, and with Sir John, who liked such

sport as little, decided to make a rapid run to Grand

Cascapedia on the Quebec side of Chaleurs Bay, where

cascades, rapids and rough waters gave a better prospect

for such angling as they were accustomed to in Scot-

land, Ireland and Norway. Mowat and an Indian ran

them down the forty miles in a few hours, found them

a team to New Richmond at the mouth of Cascapedia,

and returned to act as guides to tlie Princess's party at

Indian House.
Mr. Wilmot, who had always a keen eye to the mam

chance, had bought out a squatter on the Quebec side

of the river, and the Land Office had notified him that

the transfer of title was in progress, consequently he
considered himself riparian owner of all the water in

front of the land, Avhich included Indian House and the

best pools on that part of the river where the royal party

was encamped. He hit on a most ingenious plan to in-

gratiate himself with the Marquis, in the hope of getting

some recognition from the Duke as a brother scientist,

for as Mowat told it, "Sammy had a gude conceit o'

himsel', and stood in no need of the Hielandman's
prayer." He and his son, with two Indians, landed on
the bank about a hundred yards below De Winton's

camp, and with a tape line and note book proceeded to

measure distances, drive stakes and make notes. with_ all

the cmpressemcni of a civil enarineer who had no time

to spare. Seeing that De Winton, with the visual

insouciance of the true Englishman, took not the slight-

est notice of his antics, as Mowat described his move-
Tuents. Sammy played his trump card, and called to_ his

son in strident tones. "Chawles, bring the theodotile."

Charley shouldered a survevor's compass fixed on the top

of a folding tripod, and carried it to his father, who set

It up and "took sights'" right across De Winton's tent.

This roused the curiositv. or. rather, perhaps the pug-

nacity, of the blase Englishman, who lazily strolled down
and Avatched Sammy's antics—thus Mowat. at which
Wilmot winced while he laughed. Finding that De Win-
ton would not "rise to his fly," the Superintendent was
forced to open the conversation, from which he expected

at least an invitation to dinner, and nerhaps a presen-

tation to the Duke, for "Sammy had a healthy ambi-

tion." as Mowat humorously asserted. At this point it

was a liberal education in humorous narrative and dra-

matic art to hear and sec Mowat relate the conversation

that ensued between the Suoerintendent and De Win-
ton. The ingenuitv with which he would iranrovise, imi-

tating to the life the Major's dudeism and Wilmot's at-

tempts at dignity of manner and expression, would have

forced St. Anthony to roar with laughter in the midst

of his most devout orisons. The writer regrets that

these cannot be reproduced on paper, and he would need

the humor of Mowat himself to adequately describe them.

All he can attemnt is to give, in a prosaic wav. the main
facts as he recalls them. Wilmot had a peculiar man-
nerism, which all who have known him. socially or
oflficially, will remember with a smile. In conver'^ing, he
"struck an sttitude"—^thc left foot advanced, which he

trotted in uni'^on with the rhythmic swing of his pince-

nez to emphasize his points. Mowat's mimicry of these

"•as a niece of natural acting that the writer's old friend,

Ned .Sothern could not surpass.

Wilmot—"Er—um—^mv name is Wilmot—Samuel
Wilrnot. Esq. You h?-''? heard of me. perhaps. I am
the Sunerintendent of FishcuHure in Canada."
De Winton.—"Aw. yas ! Laying out your pond, I

s'pnce?"

"Not a pond. I shall dam the brook inland to make
mv pond. I intend erectinsr a large and sightly structure

for a hatching house, with a convenient landing just

here."

"Aw, yas! But see here! Doncher know you'll have

to defer all this until the Princess leaves the river? You
can't intrude on the Princess and the Duke, doncher

know !"

"Certainly not. A great deal of preliminary work has

to be done, and meantime the Princess and the Duke
and j'-ourself are quite welcome to fish my pools as long

as vou please."

"Aw, thanks, awfully ! Didn't know it was your river

!

Sorry the Princess didn't ask your permission, doncher

know ! As it is. you'll have to arrange with Mr. Mowat,
Avho will be here to-morrow."

Saying this in the contemptuous manner that makes
the impudence of the worst dude impressive, the A. D. C.

turned on his heel and took no further notice of the

Superintendent than if he were one of his Indians. Wil-

mot made his way to Mowat's camp and found that he

had already returned from sending off the Marquis and

Sir John. To him he related the incident, and expres.sed

his disgust of De Winton's cavalier treatment, all of

which was nuts and ale to Mowat, Avhom Sammy con-

sidered as h> subordinate—because Dee Side hatching

house was in his care.******
AVihin ea'^y reach of this camp are several good pools

at the mouth of Patapedia above, and two or three be-

low. These afforded fishinsr for the whole party, which

alwavs met- at dinner at 6 o'clock. This dinner was pre-

pared by the chef and his assistant, and was served in

two messes; the Princess, the Duke and his daughters,

the Marquis and Sir John forming one, while De Win-
ton, with two or three young officers of the staff, the

other. Mowat and the Indians preferred their own cook-

ing and took their meals as usual, al fresco. The Major
had several tim.es asked Mowat to join his mess, but he

alwavs made some excuse; he had so much to arrange

- for the morrow and so many instructions to give the

Indians, etc. One evening after mess, the Maior came on

Mowat and the Indians at dinner, and the following col-

loauv ensued

:

"Mowat, I have several times asked vou to join our

mess, but you have always made some frivolous excuse.

Doncher know. I think you prefer the society of the

Indians to ours."

"Oh. no, Major; but you see. I'm master of ceremonies

here. I would cut a poor fienre at your table, where the

formalities spoil my appetite."

"Oh, come ! You have som.e other reason than that.

You can be as much at ease with us as you can here, if

you choose to put on your society manners. Tell me
your reason for preferring to mess with Indians."

"Well, Major, if you insist on knowing, I prefer my
food clean

!"

"What do you mean? Do you think your food any
cleaner than ours?"

"Well, I don't know, but I saw your chef making the

coffee for dinner with water the potatoes were boiled

in.'

"The lazy scoundrel ! I will see to this," and he left

in hot haste to lecture the chef on his dirty cooking.

Mowat was a fairly read man for his opportunities, but
he was not likely to know that the king of cooks and
prince of gourmets—^Brillat Savarin—made the discovery
that coffee is much improved if the decoction is made
with water in which potatoes have boiled ; nor is it likely

that the better educated A. D. C, was aware that his chef
was following the approved mode of the greatest cordon
bleu of modern times. V.

A Pearl River Camp.—VL
""^ ;

"
~. ^{Continued from fiage 412.)

We had fish enough and to spare next morning, so

concluded to take the guns and go part of the way home
with Bob and hunt back to camp.

Crossing the lake to the other side, we found ourselves

in the large loop, or island, formed by the lake, and
wondered how our friend had crossed the other end, as

he was compelled to do, to reach that part on which we
were camped. This was soon explained, as he led us to

the lower end, where it opened into the river, and there

we found a large tree which had fallen across the lake

just where it emptied into the river, forming a bridge.

In crossing we noticed that the tree lay well for fishing,

either out into the river or back into the lake, and con-

cktded that we would come over again in the afternoon

and try this new territor}'.

As soon as we got into the woods Bob made us slip

along quietly and soon located a squirrel, which he killed

for us. A little further along we treed two, both of

which we bagged after some wild shooting on the part of

the younger boys, who had insisted upon having a try.

We were tremendously excited by finding a real bear

track, which Bob showed us in a soft bit of the swamp,
and felt very much relieved that it was so far away from
our camp. We sighted another squirrel that led us an
exciting chase, and finally escaped, after receiving our
whole broadside.
"Old fellow, and tough as rawhide," was Bob's consol-

ing explanation of our failure to bag it.

The woods began to thin out now, and we prepared to

turn back, leaving our visitor to continue on home, but

he remembering that we were near a bee tree, which he
had located on a former hunt, took us to see it. It was
a large white oak, and the bee den was in a limb high up.

It was the first bee tree we had ever seen, and very inter-

esting. We tried hard to see the bees, as Bob would point

up, calling out excitedly; "There! see, see! There they

are," but. although we would occasionally say that we
did see them, it was probably by faith, and not sight, as

a cow would have looked small up as high as we were
trying to see bees.

Reluctantly bidding our friend adieu, and urging him
to visit us again, we turned back toward camp.

Circling round out into the woods, we hunted over new
territory on the retttrn, and soon had two more squirrels.

Hearing some one chopping with an ax, not far out of

the line we were traveling back, we concluded to be so-

ciable and visit them. As we approached nearer we
heard the chopper also singing. Drawing near we saw
an old colored man chopping on a felled tree, keeping time
with the ax strokes in the following song:

"Hard labor, hard labor.

Hard labor makes de maa
Mammy tole me.

Daddy showed me,

Hard l^bor makes de man."

Over and over he sang the .song, two words to- the

stroke, imtil we drew near enough to attract h-:s attention,

when he ceased work.
"Mawnin', 3'oung gentlemen," he said, taking off his

hat and scraping the sweat from his forehead with a

crooked and calloused forefinger. "Huntin' is you ; I

hope you has good luck."

We replied to his salutation and exhibited our squirrels

in answer to his question.

"Wha' you stoppin' at?" was his next query.

We told him we were camping out, and described the

location of our camp, and also the fact that we had had
a visitor, and had accompanied him part of the way on
his return home.
"Oh, yes," he said, "I know young Marse Bob and he

pa, too. I work some foh his pa mos' every spring,

plowin' an' plantin', an' sometimes later in de season

choppin' cotton."

Talking further with him, he said he lived back a little

toward the edge of the swamp, where he had a little

cabin and a few acres of land.

"Yo' all kin des go out dah." he said in a hospitable

manner, "an' my ole woman will be proud to give yo' a

drink of 'simmon beer. We makes hit ourselfs, an' hit is

shore good."
We thanked him but declined the beer, and then asked

if he thought his wife would sell us a little bread.

"Suttinly. sub. ef she got hit. We'll des pintedly go
.see." said he, dropping his ax and starting off. "Hit
won't be nothin' but cawn bread, though; kin vou all eat

dat?"
We assured him. with a suspicious earnestness, that we

could eat any kind of bread.

Arriving at his cabin, we found everything neat and
clean, and the "old woman" as kind and hospitable as

heart could wish. When we had been duly presented as:

"Foah j'oung gentlemen what is campin' out an' enjoyin'

deyselves," the old lady gave us a hearty welcome. She
set chairs out on the little vine-covered porch and brought

us fresh water from the well.

"An' you little boys is campin' out; sleepin' in de
woods all bv you'selves?" she said. "Pears like you
mamas would be skeered to 'low you to do hit. Ain't you
'fraid of de bears, wildcats and varmints?"

When assured that we were not and that we had plenty

of wieapons to protect ourselves, she said iti % nfiai^i^er

that indicated more desire than faith:

"I sho' hope dey won't nothin' git none of you, but hit

is pow'ful reesky."
^

The old man then stated the special object of our visit,

considerately adding:
"Yo' know hit des nach'lly make young folks hongry

to git out in de woods, att' dey done et up all de nice

bred what dey bring wid 'um."
"I got de pone on a bakin' for dinnah," said she, "atl

hit a big one, 'cause de ole man is a scandlus eatah. Yo'
is welcome to dat soon as hit done, an' I make ash cake

foh ouh dinnah."
We visited while the pone was cooking, the good old

woman hurrying it up as much as possible, and when
done took our leave, carrying it swung in the least soiled

handkerchief belon.ging to our party,

The old people gave us a cordial invitation to come and
see them again, and urged us to be sure and let them
know if they could do anything for us, or if we got in any
trouble.

Congratulating ourselves on having such kind and
friendly neighbors, we laid a straight course for camp,
and by walking fast and making no stops, arrived there

with our bread yet warm and fresh.

The fish being cleaned and ready to cook, we did not

stop to prepare any squirrels for dinner. Fresh corn

bread and fish we considered good enough for anybody,
and were soon enjoying our dinner. The bread was ex-

cellent, and there was quite enough for all.

"I certainly am thankful that the old man is such a

'scandlus eatah,' " said Will, as he finished the third gen-

erous piece of corn bread.
After dinner we cleaned our squirrels and put them in

our refrigerator—a covered bucket set in the spring—and
then all hands laid down for a well-earned rest. It was
mid afternoon when we awakened and concluded that we
had made up the lost sleep of the night before. After

some discussion it was unanimously decided that we
would forego our trip to the fallen tree to fish the river

and mouth of the lake as intended, and just loaf and have
a good time the rest of the day, as our larder was stocked

for at least two meals. It was almost like a holiday from
school after our constant application to the task of prond-
ing our daily bread, or, rather, meat. Since finding the

alligator tracks and noting the size of the alligator gars

which infested the lake, some of which we had seen that

were fully five feet long—we had not felt much interest

in the delightful pastime of swimming, but Bob had as-

sured us that we need have no fear of them whatever,

provided we kept moving while in the water. They
woud, he said, attack a man lying perfectly still in the

water, but by striking or splashing, they could be fright-

ened away. Knowing that he had lived all his life on the

river and having confidence in his judgment, we con-

cluded to go swimming in the lake. We were soon in

and engaged in a contest to see who could swim across

the lake the greatest number of times without stopping

to rest, it being about fifty yards -wide at our landing.

The second trip across I met with a slight accident that

effectually put me out of the contest. About two-thirds of

the distance had been crossed, all swimming abreast a short

distance, when something raked me along the outside edge

of the right thigh, causing a .smart that showed the skin

had been broken, and I immediately concluded that it was
the attack of an alligator. I had no trouble in calling to

mind Bob's instructions, and knew that I ought to thrash

about in the water and shout, but could do neither the

one nor the other. In an almost fainting condition I

paddled weakly on, managing to reach a log at the bank

that extended out some distance, on to which I climbed.

The other boys, turning to swim back, called to me, but

I only replied

:

"Tired."

As I recovered, the thought came that I ought to have

told them, and prevented their taking the risk of swim-
ming back, but before I had recovered the power of

speech it was too late.

On examination I found my hurt to be slight, consist-

ing of two or three long scratches, which even in my
excitement showed plainlj' to be caused by some sunken
limb or snag extending near enough to the surface to

graze me as I swam over. The boys swam over and
turning back to my side, when slipping into the water 1

returned with them, swimming carefully "dog fashion,"

feeling for the snag. I found it, a jagged limb extend-

ing up from some sunken tree, and turning my head
marked its exact position by a tree on each bank.

My companions had engaged in the sport of scaring me
half to death with snake alarms on several occasions,

knowing my great fear of all the reptile tribe, and it now
occurred to me that perhaps here was a chance to retaliate.

On one occasion they had placed a dead snake inside

the tent and persuaded me to go after a gun. I secured

the gim and turned to leave the tent, and then discover-

ing the snake, apparently in a position to strike, dived

head fir-t through the side of our domicile, demolishing
the entire north wall and scratching my face badly. An-
other time Will coiled a short piece of rope under that

portion of the bed on which I slept, leaving the end out,

and after we had all settled down for the night began to

slowly pull it from under me, crying snake in an excited

manner, which caused me to take to the woods barefooted

and very scantily attired.

As their fear of alligators was fully as great as mine
of snakes, it looked as though mv opportunity had come.
As we rested a few mo-nents after reaching the bank I

spoke of a cool spot in the water that was probably caused
bv .1 submerged spring, and invited them to fall in line

behind me and I would guide them over it. Taking my
bearings carefully, I started across, followed by my un-
suspecting companions, and coming to where the snag
was, swam high, passing over without a scratch. Turn-
ing on my back so as to have a good view, I swam on.

Will was next, then Walter, Jim being last. The snag
caught Will fairly in the groin, and as he described it

afterward, he felt teeth meet through his body. For a

minute he came as near walking on the water as ever a
bnv did. while the woods rang with his frightened yells.

Walter was too astonished to change his course, and a

moment later he grounded on the snag. His perform-
ance was very similar to Will's, only, if possible, he was
more noisy. Jim turned back and swam for dear life,

also yelling and splashing, and as I was shouting at the

top of my voice to stimulate them and keep up the scare,

it wais a merry din. yentitre to say that «nle?3 a can-
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vention of panthers had broken up in a free for all fight,

nothing 'like" it had ever been heard in that neck of woods.
Will and \^^alter finally reached the shore and retreated

well into the woods, where I left them examining their

wounds and fairly blubbering Avith fright. Swimming to

the other side I found Jim lying across a log, retching

and groaning as he rid his stomach of the warm water

he had swallowed on his stormy passage back to safety.

As I paddled across in the boat to bring in the wounded,
it occurred to me that they would now each have to bite

me with a snake before they could even up the score.

Both boys were painfully scratched and both positive

and vehement in their denial of my snag theory. Even
after I paddled to it, got into the water and stood on
the snag, they were skeptical and urged me not to risk

my safetj'^ in that water.

Supper was eaten almost in silence, and our nightly

gathering around the fire was not enlivened by the usual

flow of conversation.

I had a large amount of fun on hand, but concluded that

I had best save it until next day.
Lewis Hopkin's.

in an artsitic manner by Miner, of Saranac Lake, and is

to be placed in the cpllcction which the Forest; Fish and
Game Commission is making to illustrate the fishes of

the State. The usual weight of the fish taken in the

pond is about 16 pounds.

Pennsylvania Mascalttngfc.

Waterford, Pa., Nov. 14.—In your issue of Oct. 25
you publish a record muscalonge caught in the St. Law-
rence River, giving the length as 4 feet 8 inches, no
weight given. I send you photo of muscalonge caught in

our little Lake Leboeuf last August that was 4 feet 7

TOOK THREE MEN TO LAND HIM.
A muscalonge of 44lbs. 20z., taken by G. B. Skiff, C. E. Fish and

L. Z. Fish, Aug. 14, 1902.

inches long, weight, 44 pounds 2 ounces. The small fish

weighed 12^ pounds. These fish were caught with 21-

thread Cuttyhunk line. It took two hours to bring the

large one to gaff. The fish is not our record fish, but

next to it. I have landed seventeen muscalonge this sea-

son from SJ4 to 15 pounds. My last this afternoon,

weighed 8 pounds 2 ounces. F. J. K.

4iNot All of Fishing.^

If you've read your Walton you will remember these

lines, in which is set forth an ancient exposition of the

modern saw, "that it is not all of fishing to fish." Says
Piscator: "At Trout Hall, not far from this place, where
I purpose to lodge to-night, there is usually an angler that

proves good compani^ And let me tell you, good com-
pany and good discourse are the very sinews of virtue.

"I'll now lead you to an honest ale house, where we
shall find a cleanly room, lavender in the windows, and
twenty ballads stuck about the wall : there my hostess,

which I may tell you is both cleanly, and handsome, and
civil, hath dressed many a one for me; and shall now
dress it after my fashion, and I warrant it good meat."

Ven. : "Come, sir, with all my heart, for I begin to be

hungry, and long to be at it, and, indeed, to rest myself

too ; for though I have walked but four miles this morn-
ing, yet I begin to be weary; yesterday's hunting hangs
still upon me."
Pisc. : "Well, sir, and you shall quickly be at rest;

for yonder is the house I mean to bring you to. Come,
hostess, how do you? Will you. first give us a cup of

your best drink, and then dress this chub as you dressed

my last, when I and my friend were here about eight or

ten days ago ? But yoit must do me one courtesy—it must
be done instantly."

The Km^ of the Pikes,

There is now on exhibition at the office of Mr. Ferris
Meigs, at No. 26 Broadway, what is probably the largest

pike ever caughtjn this State. This giant fish measured
when caught 43.5 inches long and weighed a plump 25
pounds. It was taken on a common spoon with a naked
hook on a hand line in Folansbee Pond, in Franklin coun-
ty, in September, by Miss Juliet Wilbur Tompkins. Miss
"Tompkins, who is a short-story writer of no little re-

noviTi, was enjoying a vacation when she had the fortune
to land her trophy. The big fish made an exciting fight,

•which lasted fully twenty-five minutes. It was mounted

In conclusion, I beg to thank Mr. Brown for his gen-
erous and most sportsmanlike kindliness toward me. If
the opportunity ever presents itself I shall be glad to
take him in friendly spirit by the hand and talk over our
little differences in a gentle way, as I really feel, even
if my words seem to be otherwise.

Albert Converse.

Fbctores.

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 26-29.—Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Dog Show Association's

show. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 29.—Thomasville, N. C—Continental Field Trial Oub's

eighth annual trials.
. _. , , _ .

,

Nov. 24.—Glascow, Ky.—American Championship Field Trial

Club's second annual trials. Chas. B. Cooke, Sec'y, Richmond, Va.

Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member
of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

^'A Vermont Mode/'
Philadelphia, Pa.—In Forest and Stream of Nov.

8 you were so indulgent as to publish a communication

from me on that long-debated and inconclusive hunting is-

sue, fox-hunting as conducted in the North and the

South. To it there have been two replies, both in excel-

lent temper, and both bearing all the evidences of the

writers' sincere faith in their contention and in the sound-

ness of the views promulgated in them. I desire to say

that, though my communication may have seemed to have

a personal trend, it was not intended to be personal. It

was directed more at methods than at men.
With your permission.Mr. Editor, I will endeavor to

show where Mr. J. H. Monson, in Forest and Stream
of Nov. 15, and Mr. W. W. BroAvn, in the issue of Nov.

22, present some arguments which are fallacious.

Mr. Monson rests his chief defense on the following:

"Now. as to digging out a fox that had been run to

earth, while I should not like to do that, I confess that I

can see mighty little difference between that and the Eng-
lish fox hunting practice of sending out a man before-

hand to stop up the entrances to the holes to which it is

thought the pursued fox will run for refuge from the

hounds. There may be a difference between stopping up
a hole so that the fox cannot get into it and digging him
out after he has got into it, but I cannot see the distinc-

tion. To me it means just the same for the fox."_

I think that with a few seconds of deliberation, Mr.
Monson will concede that there is a vast difference be-

tween the situation of a fox blocked in a hole and one
blocked out of it. In the one instance the fox is entirely

deprived of all his natural powers, so far as escape is

concerned; in the other the fox is left in the exercise of

all his natural powers unhampered. Speed, cunning, en-

durance, courage—all are nothing to the fox in a hole;

they arc everything to a fox at liberty. The fox in a

hole can be dug out and to a certainty captured ignom-
iniously ; the fox at large may or not be captured

;
but, if

captured, he succumbs with banners flying and the honors
of war.

I would call Mr. Monson's attention to the fact that, in

England, with all the burrows stopped, and an even strug-

gle between fox on the one side and hounds and horses

on the other on the earth's surface, the fox frequently

escapes.

Let us next consider Mr. Brown's argument. He says

:

"From the point of view of the humanitarian, the New
England method is the better of the two. It lacks all

the elements of savagery found in the English or South-
ern hunt, where the hunters, who are well enough
mounted, arrive in time to see an exliausted fox torn to

shreds by the wolfish pack."
I beg to call Mr. Brown's attenion to the fact that the

fox frequently escapes ; that if the fox's craft, speed and
endurance are not sufficient to preserve his body, when
the final act comes, it is between the dogs and the fox,

not between the men and the fox. He continues:

"From the point of view of the sportsman—yes, but

there is no point: there are as many points of view as

there are kinds and conditions of men."
I beg that Mr. Brown will permit me to differ with him

on this point. While his statement has a certain correct-

ness as applied to men who shoot over setters and point-

ers, or pursue big game, it does not hold good as regards

fox hunters. In England fox hunting is a national pas-

time. Men in that country have been schooled in its re-

finements from childhood to old age, as were their an-

cestors before them through generations far into the un-

known past. The fox hunters ride in numbers, and, there-

fore, all their doings are constantly under the scrutinj^

of their fellows.

The fox-hunting laws were formulated by common
consent, the outgrowth restiltingr from the experience of

generations, and the wisdom of the, ages. There is no
point on fox hunting—and by fox hunting, I mean fox
hunting as conducted in England and the South—but
what is covered by law universally accepted. Bitt where
the sport is individual, that is to say. Avhen men hunt
solitary, as in field shooting and New England fox har-
rying, then each individual has his own peculiar view
point. There is all the difference between them that

there is betAveen a rank of trained soldiers and an awk-
ward squad. One in concert acts by- certain standards,

the other is emphaticallv individual.

Mr. Brown says : "With us it is a question of the pres-

ent method, or none at all."

Here we come to the real issue. I concede the right of

New Englanders to hunt the. fox as they choose, but I

object to the term bv which they designate it. Fox hunt-
ing is a term which has a certain well defined significance

during manj'- generations. It denotes the use of horses
and hounds in the pursuit. It never contemplated the
methods employed in New England. I object to the
misuse of the term. Let the New EngJander hunt his fox
in his own way, but let him adopt a distinct name for it.

Call it any name other than fox hunting, a name asso-
ciated with tradition, chivalry, hard riding and fox-hunt-
ing law. Thys, Mr. Brown will note that I do not opoose
his methods of hunting the fox, but I do most emphati-
cally object to the malappropriation of an honored title,

''Major's'' Cure.
.There is joy once more at Eagle Lake in the town of

Ti. Major" will hunt with his master once more, and
all past disagreements are positively called off. I forgot
to say that "Major" is a rough-haired yt^llow dog, the son
of "Mary Jane," a pure blooded Irish terrier bench show
favorite, his sire being a plucky Chilson Hill dog of no
special pedigree. "Major" is known all over the land
by an account of his plucky and successful trailing of a
huge black bear two years ago in Peekinoose Swamp and
thereabotits, published in the New York Sun. He has
the reputation also of being the best all around dog in
town, and A. had held him at $75 until the unfortunate
gray squirrel trip to the Vineyard, in 1900, when he was
"spiled," to use local phraseology.
On that morning dog. master, and a New York man

started for the maple and hickory groves along Lake
Champlain, ten miles distant, and down the hill toward
Ticonderoga. The city man, used to suburban hunting,
suggested taking "Major" in the wagon to save his
strength, but A. would not hear of it. It might make the
dog lazy, etc. So the willing one was permitted to race
ahead and behind the fast mare in the clear frosty air,
now exploring sheds and barns with rapid pace and then
tearing up hill and down dale as he neared some likely
place for game or struck a particularly fresh track. On
reaching the "flats" and nearing the "squirrel acre," a
big bulldog had an argument with the yellow dog, who
was quickly called to the wagon, coming in with an omin-
ous limp in his gait. "Major" was in fair shape upon
reaching the cover, but seemed to dread the briers where
the birds skulked. We needed him just then and were
impatient at his apparent indifference. So he was lightly
switched and ordered to go .and find them. He started
off, but soon came slinking back with his tail between his
legs in an extraordinary manner. After a good rest we
started in again after grays this time, and "Major" kept
along with us, treeing a big one and stopping another
as it fell wounded. This was training that pleased us
all, and he seemed to like it. By and by the grape vines
and low scrub oaks needed investigation, and he refused
to work, whereupon a second switching was given and
a more miserable dog or a more disgusted owner I never
saw.
Upon raching tlie old log farm house Major lay down

by the stove and kept so quiet that we actually said good-
by and had gotten half a mile on our way home before
we missed our dog. Back went A., while I stalked grouse
among the withhazels in the pasture at the top of the long
hill. Finally the wagon arrived. "He didn't even want
to come home with me." said A., mournfully. We jour-
neyed rather silently, hoping that "Major" would forget
it in a day or two, but he did not. Nor did the long win-
ter that followed change his mind. He thought that his
beloved master had whipped him for hunting birds, and
he decided to do no more of it for him in future, al-
though he did not adhere to the rule when others occa-
sionally took him out with the gun. A. had only to say
"Hunt 'em out, Maje," to start the dog for home full tilt.

I felt sorry for my two friends and hoped to fix things
up between them. So, finally. I said prophetically: "He
can be cured by the hair of the dog that bit him," as it
were. "Let's take him down there again to-morrow and
carry him under the lap robe all the way," I continued.
"It won't hurt him and maybe he will forget the whip-
ping of last year if he gets orders on the old ground
again."^

Accordingly, one brisk morning last October, we started
off early to repeat our trip to the old log farmhouse, and
"Major," albeit much against his will, rode along. He
made great efforts to jump out and rim home as usual,
bitt the straps held fast, and after going it blind for three
miles, he became contented and seemed to take pleasure
in the trip, his soft brown eyes appearing from beneath
the covers from time to time. We put away "Kittie," the
black mare, and got out our armament, a Stevens No. 25
rifle' and a No. 12 Baker, with the intention of getting a
bag of game, dog or no dog. "Major" skipped and
juniped from want of exercise, but appeared to take some
notice of things as we passed a clump of raspberry briers.
A. encouraged him with a word, but, alas, the old feeling
returned, for he came crouching back toward us. I quick-
ly sent A. on ahead, petted and encouraged "Major" and
took him with me into a thicket at the edge of a field
where I was sure there was a bird. So there was, too,
for the dog at once began to trail all over the hill, and
as I stood by, hoping for a shot, a roar of wings came
from the other side, showing that a noble grouse had been
aroused. The dog followed the flight with his eye and

'

legs, and treed the bird several rods off in a big hemlock.
I shouted, and A. came up and made a neat long distance
kill with his .25 Stevens. More birds flew from adjoin-
ing trees and the dog soon barked again, but the brush
was too thick to see anything. He then chased a big
hare into my pocket, and when his first gray was sighted
and treed, A. seemed happy once more. I left at once
for a big patch of woods where I thought that Betsey
Baker and I would have some sport, but the sun was
now very warm, and the grays, although all about me in
the thick maples, would only "sing" occasionally, giving
me no chance for a shot. I heard a perfect song of joy
from the little Stevens, and a jolly obligato from "Maje."
So I gulped down my disappointment at coming so far
for nothing, glad to know that my old friend was happy
in his dog's confidence once more. The shades from
Buck Mountain were lengthening as I wearily climbed
up the Bliss Hill over my old hunting path where I had
carried so much game in days gone by. I found A. quiet-
ly chatting under the big poplar with his host about crops,
matters and things generally, and he said "The dog is
all right. He treed and brought to me several grays,
put up more than twenty partridges and I foolishly didn't
hit a one."
"Major" was glad to ride home that night, and I ani

told that hh value i§ agaio r€St?«r^, for he aq^v xjeveir
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makes a "home run" when told by his master to "hunt
'em out." Peter Flint.

loii Carnegie Hall, N. Y. City.

The Fox Can Reason.
Ffora the Richmond Times.

Cavt. John B. Eaves, chairman of the Republican
State Coinmittee; J. C. L. Harris, secretary of the com-
mittee; Robert W. Logan, United States Commissioner,
and J. D. Miller, all except Harris living in the town of
Rutherfordton, N. C, were one spring morning chasing
a fox. It was a cool, crisp morning, and there was just
enough dampness on the leaves and grass to enable the
dogs to scent Reynard without making a break. The
chase had been going on for two hours and more, and
the forty dogs in the pack had been making the welkin
ring. The fox was running around in a circle not over
three miles across, and the hunters at sunrise had as-
sembled on a knoll about the center of the circle which
overlooked the territory which Reynard appeared to have
circumscribed for himself in his jaunt with the dogs.
The music of the dogs was inspiring and the race was
perfect in almost every feature that goes to make this

sport the most delightful. The knoll overlooked a ravine
about lOO yards distant from where the hunters had
taken their stand. Across the ravine a giant and vener-
able chestnut tree had fallen, and the devastation of time
and the elements had caused the bark to drop from the
tree. Miller was the leader of the hunters, and while
standing on the knoll, as Napoleon did at Marengo, Aus-
terlitz and Waterloo, he saw the fox come into sight
with the dogs 400 or 500 yards behind him. The fox
ran straight to the chestnut tree and disappeared therein.

Up to this time it was not known that the log was hol-
low. The length of the chestnut across the ravine was
about seventy-five feet. As quick as the fox could have
traveled through the log he came out on the opposite
side of the ravine and made off through the forest. The
dogs ran to the log and there lost the trail. The hunters
watched them for a few minute^, and then Miller called
them across the ravine and put them on the trail, and
away they went in full cry after the fox.

In about thirty minutes the fox came in sight again
with his tail up and showing no sign of weariness. The
dogs were somewhat further behind than before. The
linnters watched the fox, and again he ran into the log
and out on the opposite side. The dogs halted again and
v/erc put on the trail by Miller. The fox was gone about
thirty minL.tes again, came back and again ran through
the log. Tla's was the third time the fox had gone
through the log, and Miller remarked that every time he
came out of the log he looked as if he had been rested
and was fresh for the race. The dogs were becoming
wearied. The chase had been going on for nearly five

hours, and after the fox made his fourth entrance into
and exit from the chestnut log Miller went to the end
of the log where the fox came out each time and securely
stopped it up. In about thirty minutes the fox ran into
the log for the fifth time. Miller then stopped up the
other end of the log and then cut into the log and ex-
tracted therefrom three full-grown foxes.

Great Dane Cltib of America.
At a meeting of the executive committee of the Great

Dane Club of America, held at the Ashland House, New
York, on Nov. 18, 1902, at 7:30 P. M., pursuant to notice,
there were piesent Messrs. J. Blackburn Miller, G. Muss
Arnolt, John Hartmetz, Frank Rappolt and C. H. Mant-
ler. Mr. J._ Blackburn Miller in the chair. The minutes
of the previous meeting were read and approved.

It was decided not to offer any special prizes at the
Philadelphia show, as the club could not indorse Mr. F.
Freeman-Lloyd as judge of Great Danes.
The application of the Merrimack Valley Kennel Club

was also refused, as the name of the judge of Great.
Danes was not mentioned in their letter. It was moved'
and seconded to offer a club medal for the best dog, and
a club medal fo'r best bitch at the Rhode Island Kennel
Club Dog Show, to be held in Providence Jan. 20-22,

1903, as Mr. James Mortimer, the judge of Great Danes
at this show, is acceptable to the club.

It was further decided not to offer specials at the com-
ing Westminster Kennel Club bench show until the classi-

fication and the judge of Great Danes has been submitted
to the club.

Mr. J. Blackburn Miller, the president of the club, pre-
sented the same with a silver cup, to be known as the
President's Challenge Cup, for the best American-bred
Great Dane under fifteen months of age, bred, owned and
exhibited by a member of the Great Dane Club of Amer-
ica, and to be won twice hy the same exhibitor before be-
coming his absolute property. Winner to receive a club
medal in commemoration of the award, and the cup to

be offered for competition annually at the Westminster
Kennel Club Show. The thanks of the club were ex-
tended to the donor of the cup.

C. H. Mantler, Secretary.

The Minister's Dogf.

The R^v. A. N. Blatchford tells a story illustrating the

modern desire for short sermons. A country vicar, he
said, once went to fill the pulpit of a colleague who was
temporarily absent from home. After the service he
thought he would gauge the effect of his discourse by the
opinion of that -"ery fair index of public feeling, the

parish clerk.

"Well, Rogers," he said, "did you like my sermon?"
"I did," was the reply.
"1 hope I wasn't too long?" he anxiously inquired.

"No, you wasn't too long about it," rejoined Rogers.
"Well, then," said the vicar, "I hope I wasn't too

short."

"No," answered Rogers, "nor yet too short, neither,

ypu was-just about right."

The vicar felt relieved, and said, "I'm glad of that,

because, to tell you the truth, while I was writing that

sermon my little dog got hold of four of the folios and
destroyed them, and I was afraid it would be too short."

Rogers looked very thoughtful for a moment, and then
very confidentially remarked: "Lor', now, did he? I

suppose you wouldn't mine lettin' our vicar 'oirj^ '^r? 'aye

a pup o' your do^?"-rr-Torgnt.o Empire,
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FORTY-FIVE-FOOT WATERLINE CRUISING SLOOP SAIL PLAN DESIGNED BY HENRY J. GIELOW FOR T. FRED ACKERMAN, ESQ.

Shoal Draft and Cruising Sloop.

THROtJGH the courtesy of Mr. Henry J. Gielow, we
publish in this issue the sail and cabin plans of a 45ft.

waterline cruising sloop.

The boat was designed by Mr. Gielow for Major Fred.

J. Ackerman, and was built by Mr. William P. Kirk, of

Tom's River, N. J. Mr. Kirk has done a remarkably
fine job on the boat, and has employed t}ie best work-
manship and labor procurable in the construction. The
design shows a boat with long and full ends, her shallow

body has made it necessary to resort to a high cabin

house to secure headroom below. As she has consider-

able power the sail area of 2,800 sq. ft. may be considered

quite moderate. All the ballast is outside on the keel.

The cabin house is 24ft. long and there is a waterway
ift. gin. wide all around the house and cockpit. Owing
to the long forward overhang, very little bowsprit is

needed, and it will project only 8ft. beyond the gam-
mon iron. The dimensions are as follows

:

Length

—

Over all 70ft. oin.

L.W.L 45ft. 2in.

Overliang

—

Forward 13ft. 4in.

Aft lift. 6in.

Breadth-
Extreme i6ft. iiin.

L.W.L 15ft. 4in.

Draft-
Extreme 4ft. oin.

To rabbet 2ft. 3in.

Board down 12ft. oin.

Freeboard

—

Bow 5ft. 2in.

Least 3ft. oin.

Stern 3ft. gin.

Sail Area

—

Mainsail 2,070 sq. ft.

Staysail 291 sq. ft.

Jib 435 sq.ft.

Total 2,796 sq. ft.

The cockpit is watertight and the wheel box is about
in the center of it. It is very roomy, being loft. 6in. long
and lift. wide.
Below there is 6ft. 2in. headroom under the beams in

the cabin house. The companionway leads directly into

the main saloon, which is 14ft. long and extends the
full wi<'th of the boat. The centerboard trunk runs into

the main saloon for a short distance. There is 8ft. floor

space between the transoms in the cabin and overhead is

a skylight 3ft. square. On each side are transoms, the

backs of which fold down, making very wide berths.

During the day the bedding is stored behind. Lockers
extend across the after bulkhead of the cabin. Under the
skylight is an extension table.

On the starboard side forward is a large stateroom
with a wide berth, a bureau, closets, etc. Opposite on the
port side is the lavatory, with a patent closet, and forward
of this is the galley, which is 7ft. long. The galley is un-
usually large for a boat of this size, and is conveniently
fitted up.
The forecastle is cramped for headroom, there being

only about 4ft. headroom. There are accommodations
for three men.
The centerboard trunk is lift. 6in. long, and runs up

to the underside of the top of the cabin house.

Long Island Sound Y* A.
At a special meeting of the Yacht Racing Association of

Long Island Sound, held at the Aretia on Wednesday,
Nov. 19, the important question of measurement rules for

the coming season was acted upon and the rule of last

season was, with some modifications, again adopted. An
efifort was made to have the Association adopt the new
N. Y. Y. C. measurement rule, but as some of the Sound
clubs refused to consider this rule, it was decided that in

the interest of harmony and good racing it would be the

best policj' for the Association to stick to its rule of 1902.

The rule as adopted is as follows

:

MEASUREMENT.
Yachts shall be rated for classification and time allow-

ance by racing measurement, which shall be determined
by adding to half the load waterline, half the square root
of sail area and a quantity expressed as P, and by dividing
the sum of these quantities by i.i.

LWL + y-z VSA + p.

1.

1

=RL

The quantity P is to be obtained in the following way

:

B is breadth of load waterline plane at of its length
from fore end.

B' is breadth of load waterline plane at ^ of its length
from after end.

B" is breadth (greatest') of LW plane.

E is any- excess of (B -f B') over B".
D is draft at MS -\- }i oi any greater draft aft, and all

of any greater draft forward.
C is the maximum limit of the class.

F = 4-05 - (C X .008).

A = anv excess of (B" + D) over F VMS submerged.
E + A = P. . , _j

From this it will be seen that the change is in the
method of obtaining the quantity P which corresponds
with the L of the original formula. As it is now, in-

stead of multiplying the square root of the midship sec-

tion by for all classes, the multiplier is found by the
formula 4.05 — (C X .008), C being the maximum limit of

the class in which the yacht sails. This figures out so that

the multiplier for the 90ft. class of sloops is 3.33, as in the
original formula, but as the classes go down the multiplier

increases, so that for the i8ft. class it is 3.91, which allows
for a proportionally smaller area of midship section in

the smaller classes without so heavy a penalty for the ex-
cess of beam plus draft over the measurement of midship
section. In the measurement for sail area the entire mast-
head is figured instead of 80 per cent, as formerly, and
on hanging the peak halyard block the restriction has
been made that it shall not be carried on a pennant. This
is done to prevent an evasion of the rule, which was found
in one or two instances last season.

In the requirements for cabin accommodations, the
length of cabin floor over which the necessary headroom
is required was reduced to 6ft. in the 25ft. class, 8ft. in

the 30ft., and 12ft. in the 36ft. class.

In the general rules regarding the management of the
Association's affairs, another change has been made, and
now instead of an executive committee with a chairman
at its head the Association will elect at its March meeting
a president, secretary and treasurer who, with four other
members shall comprise the executive committee and gov-
ern the Association's affairs. This definitely settles the
racing rules for the Sound for next year, so far as the
Association is concerned, and as there is every probability
that the Larchmont club will modify its rules to coriform
with those of the Association, there will be a uniformity
to the rules which should help t6 develop good racing.

The handsome auxiliary Intrepid, has recently been
sold by Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, N. Y. Y. C, to Mr. Henry
R. Wolcott, of the same club. Intrepid was designed by
Mr. J. Beavor Webb and built by the Neafie & Levy
Shipbuilding Company, of Philadelphia, in 1892. She
is 163ft. 6in. over all, 132ft. on the waterline, 27ft. 2in.

beam and 13ft. 6in. draft.

Mr. Phcienix has commissioned J. Beavor Webb to de-
sign a new yacht of the same general dimensions and
type to take the place of Intrepid, which v/ill not be
turned over to her owner until the new boat is finished.

^'S

For the defense of the Canada Cup in next season's
match between the Royal Canadian and the Rochester
Y. C.s, Mr. Norman Macree, of Toronto, has or-
dered a boat from Arthur E. Payne, of Southampton,
England, which will be built in Canada by Capt. An-
drews, of Oakville. _
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TWENTY-ONE-FOOT OPEN LAUNCH—DESIGNED BY SMALL BROS.

Long Island Sound Champions.
The championship winners for the Long Island Sound

Y.. R. A. races of last season have just been announced,
and while the records may be slightly changed with the
decisions on some protests which have not yet been set-

tled,^ it is not likely that there will be any change in the
class champions, which are as follows

:

43ft. Class—Effort, F. M. Smith, owner.
36ft. Class—Leda, Harry Maxwell, owner.
30'ft. Class—Mimosa, T. L. Park, owner.
2ift. Class—Gazaboo, H. C. Vulte, owner.
i8ft. Class—Cricket, Harold Pryor, owner,
Raceabout Class—Whistlewing, H. M. Crane, owner.
Larchmont 21ft. Class^—Adelaide, J. J. Dwyer, owner.
Manhasset one-design—Bob, J. M. Hoyt, owner.
New Rochelle one-design—Knave, R. U. Bavier, owner.
These championships are announced subject to correc-

tion. on the receipt of official reports from two important
clubs... These reports are withheld for the time being, be-
cause certain protest cases have not yet been decided. To
qualify for championship a yacht must sail on at least

one-half the racing days on which championship races are
indicated in the association schedule. In every race a

yachtj is credited with a point for every yacht she de-

f€at$, and one additional point as a premium for complet-
ing the race. At the end of the season the number of

points to a yacht's credit is ascertained and the per cent,

whicjii this number is of the number she would have had
if she had won every race in which she started, is her
championship record.

Effort was the only yacht to qualify in the 43ft. class,

sailing in twelve of the sixteen races given and scoring
first place in five races, second in two races, third in one
race and two sail overs. She has' 20 points out of a possi-

ble 26 and a percentage of 77-

In the 36ft. class Leda won seven of the ten races in
which she sailed, scoring 26 points out of a possible 29
and having a percentage of 89.6. Spasm, E. L. King;
Empress, G. M. Heckscher and Possum, E. S. Ballon, also
qualified. The racing in the 30ft. class was very close
between Mimosa, Alerion and Marguerite, all of which
qualified. Mimosa won 8 of the 16 races she sailed, get-
ting 47 points out of a possible 57, and a percentage of
52.4. Alerion's percentage was 72.4 and Marguerite's
70.6.

In the 21 ft. class of sloops H. G. Vulte's Gazaboo was
the only one to qualify. She sailed in 13 races, made 23
points out of a possible 45, and her percentage was 51.

In the i8ft. sloop class. Cricket, owned by Harold Pryor,
son of ex-Commodore Pryor, of the New Rochelle Y. C,
was alone in qualifying. She sailed in 13 races and made
24 points out of a possible thirty-seven. Her percentage
was 65.

In the 25ft. sloop class, the 43 and' 36ft. yawl classes,

and the several catboat classes no yachts qualified for
championships. The hottest contest of all was in the
raceabout class. There were 18 race days. J. T. Pirie's

Scamp sailed on 13; Gordon Pirie's Mavis on 17, T. B.
Bleecker's Jolly Roger on 12, and A. Bryan Alley's Snap-
per, H. M. Crane's Whistlewing, and Trenor L. Park's
Hobo on 9 each. The record, as it stands at present,
shows Whistlewing to be champion, with a record of 51
points out of a possible 58 and a percentage of 87.9. The
official returns, now lacking, may make something of a
change in this resord, however. Scamp's percentage was
38.5, that of Mavis 64.1, Jolly Roger's 67.1, Snapper's
41.7, and Hobo's 52. In the Larchmont 21ft. one-design
class J. J. Dwyer's Adelaide won the championship, with
a score of 13 points out of a possible 15 and a percentage
of 87, against 10 points out of 17 and a percentage of 59
for J. H. Esser's Houri. Bab, owned by John R. Hoyt,
is champion of the Manhasset Bay one-design class. She

made 26 points out of .a possible 29 and a percentage of
80.7. Her nearest competitor was Commodore Stephen
W. Roach's Lambkin, which has a record of 26 points
out of 33 and a percentage of 79. In the New Rochelle
one-design class, R. U. Bavier's Knave is the champion.
She sailed in every race given for her class—eleven in

all—won ten of them, and finished second in the
eleventh, having been defeated in that race by Ace,
owned b)'' Mr. Bavier's younger brother. Knave's record
is 38 points out of 39 and a percentage of 97.4. Ace and
P. L. Howard's Caper also sailed in every race, and made
22 and 18 points, respectively, in a possible 39.

About 160 yachts competed in some degree in the
championship contests in the several classes, but only

25 yachts qualified in all.

2J-Foot^ Open Launch.

We are able to publish this week, through the kindness
of Messrs. Small Brothers, of Boston, the plans of a 21ft.

over all launch, designed by them for Mr. Edward Stan-

wood, of Boston, who will use her on the Maine coast.

The boat will be propelled by a three horse-power Lozier

motor. The boat's dimensions follow:

Length—
Overall 21ft. oin.

L.W.L iBft: 9in.

Overhang
—

'

Forward ; ift. gin.

Aft oft.6in.

Breadth— 'S \
Extreme ". gft. 6in.

L.W.L 5ft. oin.

Draft-
To rabbet oft. gin.

Extreme « ift 6iiu
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A START IN THE FORTY-THREE-FOOT CLASS
I Photo by James Burton, New Ygrj?,

EFFORT AND DORWINA.

Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers.

The tenth annual meeting of the Society of Naval Ar-
chitects and Marine Engineers was held in the auditorium
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers at 12
West Thirty-first street, on Thursday, Nov. 20. The an-
nual election resulted in the re-election of Mr. Clement
A. ^Griscom, who has now held the office of president for
ten- years. The following papers were read during the
da^r's session;

"Technical Training for Shipbuilders," by Henry S.

Pritchett, LL. D. ; "Progressive Trials of the Screw
Ferryboat Edgewater," by Edwin A. Stevens, vice-presi-
dent, and Charles P. Paulding, Jr.; "The Possible and
Probable Developments in the Use of Electricity on Board
Ships," by F. O. Blackwell ; "The Preliminary Official

Trial of the U. S. Battleship Maine," by Assistant Naval
Constructor J. W. Powell, U. S. N., associate; "The Wa-
ter Tube Boiler in the American Mercantile Marine," by
William A. Fairburn; "Longitudinal Bending Stress on
Damaged Ships," by George C. Cook; "Some Problems
on the Surfaces of Buoyancy and of Water Lines," by
Prof. Cecil H. Peabody.
The paper on water tube boilers by Mr. William A.

Fairburn contained interesting references to the use of
oil as fuel in steamships. The paper says : "At the pres-
ent time liquid h\cl is being used on several ocean going
merchant vessels, and the leading navies of the world are
diligently experimenting with it."

Mr. Fairburn enumerates among the advantages of oil

fuel

:

Saving in weight of fuel and also in bunker space.
Two tons of oil have an evaporative efficiency equivalent

to three tons of coal.

Saving in labor—^the number of men required being
only about one-fourth of the number required with coal
fuel.

Ease in taking fuel on board.
No lost space in storage.

Cleanliness. •

5

Speed in filling tanks with fttel. Saving of detention
at calling ports.

Fires do not require cleaning.

No ashes to handle. -

Reduced temperature of firerooms.

Increased life of boilers, due to constant temperature.
Improved engine performance, owing to constant steam

pressure.

Fires always clean a'iid in good condition, which ma-
teHally increases the average working power of the boiler.

With coal fires the power drops as the fire gets dirty, and
it drops still more when the fires are being cleaned.
When atomizers are properly regulated the combustion

can be made complete and there is no smoke.
In conclusion, Mr. Fairburn ?ays that oil is destined to

supplant coal as steam making fuel on the seas.

One of the most interesting papers was that of Naval
Constructor Powell on The Preliminary Official Trial of
the U. S. Battleship Maine.

Constructor Powell described the trip and said

:

"In the fore and main, both lower and.upper, tops only
a very moderate amount of practically constant vertical

Adbration was noted, and the same was true of both the
forward and after bridges. Throughout the waist of the

ship the vibration was hardly noticeable. The vibration

at seventeen knots was slightly more marked than that

at eighteen knots."
Of the reversing test of the engines he said

:

"This consisted of stopping aiid reversing the engines
as quickly as possible, starting with engines going ahead
at full speed and noting the time until each stopped, until

each started astern and until each was making full speed
astern. The time required to pass from full speed astern
to full speed ahead was then noted.

From full speed to stop took gs. with both port and
starboard engines ; from stop to astern, 5s. with star-

board engine, 6 with port ; from stop to full speed astern,

60s. with starboard engine, 55 with port; from full speed
astern to ahead, 5s. with both engines.

The meeting was continued on Friday, Nov. 21, and
papers were read on the following subjects: "The Tactics
of the Gun," by Lieut.-Commander A. P. Niblack; "Sub-

^
marine Torpedo Boats ; Past, Present and Future," a

i paper by Lawrence Y. Spear ; "Vibration of Steamships

;

\With Special References to Those of the Second and
'Higher Periods," by Rear Admiral George W. Melville;

"The Development of Modern Ordnance and Armor in the

United" States." by Rear Admiral Charles O'Neill ; "Re-
marks on the New Designs for Naval Vessels," by Rear
Admiral Francis T. Bowles; "The Possible and Probable
Future Developments in the Use of Electricity on Board
Ships," by F. O. Blackwell; "Measurement Rules for

Yachts, with Special Reference to Racing Conditions," by
F. W. Belknap.

Alter the reading of these papers had been finished the
meeting of the Society was adjourned, and in the evening
the tenth annual banquet was held at Delmonico's.
Those at the large circular guest table included Messrs.

A. K. McClure. P. A. B. Widener, J. J. Hill, Myron T.
Hcrrick, A. A. Raven, S. A. Huhn, C. H. Haswell, Fred-
erick M. Storm, C. M. Goldfogle. Edwin Cramp, J. F.

Hanscom and Rear Admirals P. C. Asserson, A. C. En-
gard arid Francis T. Bowles, Captain J. A, B, Smith,
Clement A. Griscom, Frank L. Fernald, Charles Loring,
Lewis Nixon. John C. Kafer, Edwin A. Stevens, W.
Wing Babcock, Washington L. Capps, Wm. H. Jacques,
Frank B. Ring, Henry G. Morse, Horace See, George E.

Weed and others.

One hundred and sixty persons were present, and Mr.
Griscom acted as toastmaster. The speeches were jn-

formal.

All communications intended for Foeest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publish in e Co., New
YoTK, and not to any individual connected with the paper.

Dofwina and Effort*

Throughout the past season on the Sound, Dorwina
and Effort, of the 4.'3ft. class, were raced very persistently,

and their performance was followed with considerable in-

terest.

Dorwina is a Gardner boat built by Wood at City
Island, in 1901. She is now owned by Mr. Clifford V.
Brokaw, N. Y, Y. C. Her dimensions are 60ft. lin. over
all, 35ft. waterline, 12ft. extreme beam, 9ft. draft.

Effort was designed and built by the Herreshoff Mfg.
Co., and is owned by Mr. F. M. Smith. She is s8ft. over
all, 36ft. 6in. waterline, lift. ain. beam, and 8ft. loin.

draft. In our illustration the boat on the right, L 3, is

Dorwina, with Eft'ort, L 10, out to weather.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
It is reported that the actual work on the new cup

defender will commence very soon at the Herreshoff
works, as the mould for the keel is ready and the lead
will be run in a few days. It is hoped to have the boat
ready for launching by the first week of April, which will
give over three months for tuning up trials.

K K *^

From across the water comes the report that Sham-
rock III. has begun to take form in the Dumbarton yards
of Messrs, Denney & Co., and that a few persons have
been privileged to see her. It is said that Fife has gone
in for an easier form and a smaller wetted surface than
in the first Shamrock, and that the draft has been carried
to the extreme of 26ft. bin.

Next season the yachtsmen of Milwaukee will make
an attempt to capture the Lipton Cup, which is now in
the possession of the Columbia Y. C. of Chicago. One
of the boats which will compete is the Massachusetts
2i-footer Pilot, which has been recently sold by Mr.
Reginald Bordman, of Boston, to Mr. R. B. Brown, of
Milwaukee, through the agency of HoIHs Burgess.

^ ^ ^
The schooner of 90 tons, built last year by the Hanley

Construction Company, at Quincy, Mass., and never put
in commission, has been purchased by Boston parties,
and will be converted into a fisherman. She will be in
charge of Capt. Doughty,

^ ^ ^
Capt. Christopher S. Crosby, one of the best-known

yacht commanders in this country, died recently at his
home in Philadelphia, aged sixty-eight years. "He was
born in Eastport, Me,, and went to sea when young,
but abandoned deep sea sailing for yachting some years
ago. His best-known achievement was in command of
the Coronet in his famous ocean race from New York
to Queenstown in 1887 against the Dauntless. Capt.
Crosby was a prominent member of the Masonic Order.
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Boston Letter.
Boston, Nov. 24.—In spite of the fact that the or^an-

izers of the new 22ft. class have declared their inten-
tions of going ahead and building, and ha\c called upon
those interested to help out m the work, there has not
been such a complimentary showing as was at first sup-
posed. It Avas understood that Burgess and Lawley
each had three orders, for boats for the class, but it has
developed that such is not exactly the case. With one
exception the.se orders were entirely provisional. One
boat, for Sunmer H. Foster, has beeen ordered froin
Burgess. Another of Burgess' clients has decided to
inuld m the J 8ft. knockabout class, while the third is
shll undecided about going into the class. Lawley has
three provisional orders for 22-footers, but has not been
commissioned to go ahead with any of them. One of
these boats is for a South Shore yachtsman who has
been very active in the organization of the class, and it is
thought that he will build. In that case definite orders
for the other two boats may follow.
There is no doubt that the refusal of the Yacht Racing

Association of Massachusetts is responsible for the un-
certainty in the minds of some of the yachtsmen who
would have otherwise built for it This is another in-
stance of the moral efifect of the attitude of the Associa-
tion upon matters pertaining to yacht racing. As in all
new features, this class has come in the line of an ex-
periment. This in itself would tend to cause uncertainty
in the minds of any but the most fearless yachtsmen or
those with unlimited means. It is now believed by the
organizers of the class that it will be adopted at, the
spring meeting of the Association, but there is sure to
be a warm contest over the question.
Yachts for the Y. R. A. restricted classes are still

limited to three, with the exception of the i8ft. knock-
about class. This class, while adopted by the Associa-
tion, is really under control of an association of the
same_ name. The three new boats are for the 25ft. class,
and it is needless to say that they are extreme. Up to
date there has not been one new 21-footer heard from.
As thJs was the star class last season, it would seem
that there must be some strong reason for the failing off
m interest. Still, there are yachtsmen who will say that
existing rules are all right and should be maintained, but
the present conditions do not seem to indicate any great
degree of confidence in this belief.

The refusal to entertain changes in the rules was prob-
ably in the same spirit in which anything new is received
by the Association's delegates. It is very hard to get
them to adopt an.v changes, and, no matter how much the
lorrn of the proposed new measurement rule may be
modified, it is likely that there will be much opposition
to its passage if it is again proposed. The unsettled
condition of affairs at present is not doing the Associa-
tion any good, nor is it of any benefit to the sport. Those
of the delegates who voted against the change in meas-
urement rule as a result of any thought, took the atti-

tude that was taken hy some of the delegates of the
Long Island Sound Yacht Racing Association that,
vhile the rule would work out all right in the larger
classes, it would not be a good one for yachts of 30ft.
and under. Those who wanted the changes are not quite
^o certain of this distinction.

The latest rumor in Boston is to the effect that Han-
ley has plans for a centcrboard 90-footer and that he
lias good prospects of forming a syndicate for her con-
struction. With the knowledge of the centerboard go-
footer that was surely to be built in 1901 in mind, I am
^ery much averse to the belief that any such boat will
be built. There are many yachtsmen who believe that
un out-and-out centerboard 90-footer would be in the
l imning with any\ of the keel boats, and not a few who
iicHeve that such a boat would prove superior. JBoston
yachtsmen would thoroughly like to see the East repre-
sented in the trial races and with the representative cen-
terboard boat, but there are feAV indeed who would in-

\ est any cold cash in the venture. In Boston, like other
rities, there are probably a number of naval architects
who have more or less definite plans of 90-footers which
they would like to build if somebody Avould produce the
money.

At I^awley s the Hart jcruising 30"footer is about coni-

I'leted, and Avill probably be hauled out of the shop in a
few days. A 30ft. ketch for J. H. CromAvell is nearly all

; lanked, and the deck is being laid. J. H. Protor's
launch is finished. The frames are out for C. H. Clark's
r,oft. schooner. Keel and frames have been turned out
for the 34ft. yawl for F. H. Adriance. C. A. Fletcher's
i56ft. steamer is about one-third plated. A 50ft. schooner
for Major L. S. Bent, of Philadelphia, is being laid down.
Frank N. Tandy has added a drafting department to his

brokerage office. He has associated with him J. -R.

Daniell, formerly with CroAvninshield, and is prepared to

take orders for the designs of yachts.

Hollis Burgess has sold the 45ft. gasolene launch
Haidee, OAvned by Mr. W. F. Beal, to Mr. A. P. Loring.
llaidee A\'as designed by CroAvninshield and built this year
hy Roger Eccles, of Beverly. She is of the torpedo boat
s'.yle and is supplied with tAVO dummy funnels.

John B. Killeent.

High. Speed Yacht for Mu Gould.

Mh. Howakd Gould, N. Y. Y. C, has ordered a steam
yacht Avhich he intends to name the Niagara IV. This ncAV

i)-iat is designed to take the place of the Niagara III.,

,\hich he recently sold to his brother, Edwin Gould, and
Aviil be used in service on the Sound, betw^een Mr. Gould's
country estate at Port Washington, L. I., and New York
city.

The Niagara IV. is from the plans of Mr. Chas. L. Sea-
l:>ury, and will be built by the Gas Engine and Power Co.
and Chas. L. Seabury & Co., at Morris Heights, on the

Harlem. The yacht will be of the high-speed type, and
licr guaranteed speed will be tAventy-three miles per hour

;

this practically means twenty-five miles, as the contract

^peed Avill undoubtedly be exceeded, and she Avill be the

fastest vessel of her type in service. The yacht Avill be of
steel and Avood, double planked, with twin screws and tAvo

smoke stacks. The general dimensions are : Length over
all, iioft. ; beam, 12ft.; draft, 4/4ft. She will be fitted

with triple expansion engines and Seabury Avater tube
boilers of latest design. The contract calls for delivery on

April I, and the builders propose to have her finished and
the hnal speed trials made before that time. As far as
practicable the general design of the Niagara III. has
been followed in the new model, There Aviil be a com-
modious forward deck house, Avhich is to be used as break-
fast room. Mr. (iould's quarters will be aft, very roomy,
handsomely furnished and comfortablv finished. It is
intended that the decorations shall be of the finest quality
with unnecessary display. There will be a bath and toilet
rooms, wardrobe and a large saloon, which may be used as
a stateroom if necessary. Ah of the salooirvvill be a com-
modious cockpit, A\ith easy chairs, and abaft of this a
roomy deck. Seven men will be carried. The Niagara IV.
when running at full speed is likely to present a very in-
teresting appearance.

New York Y, C. Measurement Rule*
New Y'ork, Nov. ZQ.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

measurement rule of the Ncav York Y, C. is of interest
to yachtsmen in general, due to the fact that a universal
measurement rule is very desirable, and of interest to de-
signers and owners of yachts because they must design
and build under it, 1 therefore offer the following dis-
cussion as of great interest at the present time: The
racing rule is

liacing measurement =

V'S.^ may riot exceed x.35 L.

It may be admitted that every designer will take the
maximum of sail area so that the formula may be re-
Avritten as follows

:

Racing measurement = ^ ^ ^'^ or -

If Ave apply this formula to Class J, in which the limits
are betAveen 40 and 51ft. racing measurement, we find
that the sail area and displacement may range between
the limits of 6,000 pounds with 1,225 sq. ft. up to 90,000
pounds with 3,850 sq. ft. Assuming that the designer
would Avish to build up to the top limit of the clas.s, that
is 5 1 ft. racing length, he may take any combination be-
tween. 15,000 pounds displacement Avith 2,130 square feet
of sail, and 90,000 pounds displacement with 3,850 sq. ft.

of sail.

Heretofore the endeavor has been to eliminate time al-
lowance and to foster racing between boats of practically
the same size. It is said that the rule favors a large dis-
placement boat—evidently from the above the exact con-
verse is true.

Will not some of the gentlemen who haA'e expressed
themselves in favor of this rule show how it meets these
objections?

'

Geo. Hii>l.

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
The annual meeting of the Manhasset Bay Y. C. will be

held at the Hotel Manhattan on Tuesday, Dec. 2, for the
election of officers for the ensuing year, and for action on
amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws. The regu-
lar ticket to be voted on is as follows: Com., Alphonse
H. Alker, .steamer Florence; Vice-Com., Charles W. Lee
(building); Rear-Com., H. Winslow White, sloop Coya;
Sec'y, Edward M. MacLellan; Treas., Guy W. Buxton;
Meas., Charles D. Mower; Trustees (class of 1905},
James R. Thomson, Hazen L. Hoyt. After the meeting
the annual dinner will be served and the prizes won in

races given by the club during the past season Avill be
presented to the Avinning owners, 'l he Manhasset Bay
challenge cup will be on exhibition during the evening.

4^

At the Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C.s' quarters in

Forty-fourth street on Thursday, Nov. 20, Capt. Howard
Patterson delivered an interesting lecture on "Charts
and Chart Sailing as Applied to Domestic Navigation."
The California Y. C. is preparing plans for a ncAV club

house, and expects to be in its new quarters at the open-
ins; of next season.

—«

—

A Nation of Marksmen,
Editor Forest and Stream:

I* the days of Agincourt and Cressy those victories

were the fruit of the marksmanship of the English bow-
men. The archer with his long yew bow and cloth

yard shaft made the English army what it Ava.s-—in-

A'incible.

The French had good reason Avhen singing their lit-

any in church to include in same, "From the arroAvs of

the English may the good Lord deliver us."

History is repeating itself once more, and the battles

of the future upon land will be won by the men behind

the rifles. Close formation and point blank volleys are

tilings of the past. Smokeless powder and long dis-

tance rifles become of no immediate practical value in

the hands of the inexperienced soldier.

The English grew into the use of the long bow as

did our Minute Men and Green Mountain Boys groAv

into the use of the rifle, but under differing surround-
ings. The English boy Avas at an early age through
the stimulus of prizes, encouraged to shoot with the

boAV at a mark erected on the A-illage green. Days of

merry-making ahvays included the sport of archery upon
the programme, and even Avas the practice at archery^

made compulsory by law.

Our forefathers virtually ploAved Avith one hand and
held a rifle with the other. The seal of Minnesota
shows a husbandman at the plow, his infle and powder-
horn upon a nearby stump and a skulking redskin in

the distance. It Avas force of circumstances that made
marksmen of our forefathers, defense against the In-

dians and Avild beasts, and the necessity of supplying
the larder from the forests. During our Civil War,
soldier for soldier, we had no such marksmen in the

ranks as in the Revolutionary War. Times had
changed, men were recruited from the city and the

workshop, and n«t .as of yore, from the frontier, where
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stood a rifle ready for instant use behind each door.
The late Boer Avar \vas an illustration of pitting men

unused to a rifle against those who understood the arm
and Avere as familiar Avith it as a schoolboy with his
jackknife.

Now, as a geiioral rule, a few days' hard drilling Avill

turn an awkward .squad into some semblance to a miU-
tary company in carriage and step, but it means months
of incessant labor to make marksmen of those unfa-
miliar with the rifle.

Compulsory practice Avith the rifle has been success-
lully carried out in SAvitzerland, but it would not apply
to the United States. The love of the rifle must be
brought about in some other Avay.
Now, as a suggestion. Make a reA\'ard sufficientlv

lUAHting and there are those Avho Avill strive for it.

Let us suppose that a yearly distribution of, say, $100,000.
Avere made in prizes; $50,000 10 the marksman of the
year; $25,000 to the second best; $15,000 to the third,
and $1,000 to the next ten in rank. Whether the amount
of $too,ooo per year was made up out of the United
States treasury or came from other sources, makes no
dift'crence. The question is, what would the eft'ect be
upon the country after ten consecutive vears of such
prize offering?

I think every village in the country Avould have its
rifle range, and few of the youths Avho could give the
lime to practice but Avould become applicants and con-
testants for the prize.

The primary contests Avould be shot at the home vil-
lages or cities. The Avinners woidd in turn contest
among themselves within a certain district, and the suc-
cessful one in each district be delegated to the final con-
test, to be held at some central point. Here, under
conditions that could admit of no charge of partiality,
would the final contest be held. Targets at fixed and
unknown distances, moving objects, etc., would call into
practice the very highest skill of the marksmen. The
prizes would certainly be more tempting than a marks-
man's badge or a silver cup. In these days of $1,000,000
salaries and "melon-cutting" dividends in Wall street,
perhaps a $50,000 prize might not tempt some of our
gilded youth to forego the golf stick and the tennis
racquet for the rifle. Yet, when you come to think
of it, there are those who, with perhaps a little truck
farming to help out, might Avorry along peacefully Avith
a prize of $50,000 in cold cash to their credit 'in the
bank. So the grand prize of $50,000 with the great ma-
jority of young men might be considered a tempting
prize, enough so to warrant an investment in a rifle
and ammunition and the giving over of a part of Satur-
day to the weekly practice.
There is many a "hundred thousand" that goes to

make up the quota of a "billion-dollar Congress" that
IS .spent for purposes far less meritorious than prizes
for rifle proficiency among^ the youth of the country.
What would be the effect of a plan of this kind being

earned out after say, ten or fifteen years? That's the
question. We hear of Peace Congresses, International
Arbitration, Total disarmament, etc., etc., but we see no
diminution of the standing armies and navies of the
world. Improvements in war materials go on. We no
sooner improve the unpenetrability of armor than some
new shell is perfected with superior penetrating poAvers,
and so the race goes on. Guns that carried 12 miles
noAv carry 21. Not content Avith fighting above the
Avater, the sea warfare of the future seems destined to
be fought out beneath the waves. Rifles of greater
penetration and carrying power are being successfully
put forward. All this would seem to prove that for
some years to come the theory will be held that the
one best equipped on a Avar footing in time of peace will
be virtually guaranteed from neighborly interference.
And if all this be so, this country must keep abreast
with the times. Her ships must be second to none, and
Avhile our standing army need be kept to a minimum
yet like the Spartans, every man in the Republic should
be a brick, he should become expert in the use of a
rifle, and if the time ever came when his country needed
him, he could step into the ranks a soldier requiring but
a minimum of preliminary drilling to bring him to a
plane of soldierly perfection.

Charles Cristadoro.

Rille at OEsining.

Ossi.VTNG, N. Y., Nov. 24.—During the week ending Nov. is tkefollowing scores were made at the rifle gallery of the Gssining GunClub; distance 50ft.; Mm. 2s-ring target; 10 shot.s: Geo. N. Tomp-kins 226, 236, 229; Wm. Wheeler 224; C. G. Blandford 233, 231.2iq, 240, 233, 230, 238; A. S. Harvey 189; Amos Bedell 2vi
232; V\m. iMsher 221; \V m. Coleman 222, 224, 224. 2w T Hv-land -.28, ^ig, 226; Geo. Edgers 187; J. A. Stevenson ^i^; C. H
.Sidnian 228, 227; Dr. E. B. hherwood 235; W. H. Smith 208!

Pistol scores, lo shots soft., same target: J. A. Stevenson 82, C.
11. Sidman 142, E. F. Ball 213.

:Matches: D. Brandreth 224 vs. C. G. Blandford 219. C GBlandford 232, vs. IX Brandreth 227. C. G. Blandford 231," y?'.

. Brandreth 230. C. G. Blandford 239, vs. Wm. Coleman ^3,'.
\\ m. Coleman 234, vs. C. G. Blandford 230.

rhf scores for week ending Nov, '22 were as follows- CPalmer 171: Miss Frances Gibson 218; C. G. Blandford 234, 2^-
1. \\ yams 236, 232; Wm. Coleman 229; Warren Thompson ^Td
1. M. Sheldon 230; D Brandreth 235, 237; Dr. E. B. Sherwoo I

227, 230, 232; J. 1. Washburn 231, 236; J. Hyland 232; A. K.
Kriegsiium 206.

.\ series of niatches between D. Brandreth and C. G. Blandford
ri suited in a victory for the former.

.,.,^*^V'
following ;ire high in the re-entry cup match, closing

thanksgiving Day:
Members: 1). Brandreth 240, Amos Bedell 237, I. T. Washburn

236.
Non-membecs: Geo. N. Tompkins 239, C. II. Sidman 230; F

Tompkins 236, J. Hyland 232.
Ladies: Mrs. E. F. Ball 236, Miss Frances Gibson 222.
Cadets: E. H. Sherwood 229, R. Stancliff 218, A. E. Kriegsmann

^o^- ^_ E. P. B.

If yott waat yout ihoot to be anaouoccd here leid a

aoHce like the followtngi

Fixtures.

Nov. 27.—Ossining, N. Y.—Inter-county seven-man team shoot
and 100 target event for cup emblematic of championship of West-
chester county.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.'
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Fourth Tuesday of each month. Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot at

Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Paterson Plank Road, Carlstadt,
N. J.

_

Second Friday of each month (January and July excepted), shoot
of Hell Gate Annex, at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.

Saturdays, Brooklyn Gun . Club's shoot, Enfield street, near
'Libert}' avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.

Saturdays, Newark, N. J., South Side Gun Club's shoots, South
Broad street, near Lehigh Valley coal depot.
Saturdays, Cutwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., live bird han-

dicaps.
Interstate Park, pueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these column^j also any news notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream gOes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

The open season this year seems to be one of exceptional interest
to the devotees of the shotgun, if their absence from the traps is a
true criterion by which to judge. About New York, excepting the
Mght shoots held by the regular clubs, there is no activity in shoot-
ing matters. However, after the holiday season, there will be a
revive .Of interest and action,

After a long trip througii the western part of Canada, in which
Capt. A. W. du Bray visited Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg and
other leading cities of that great game region, he is now journeying
homeward to Cincinnati. We fancy that Capt. du Bray could
relate some shooting experiences incident to his trip which would
be of public interest.

The annual meeting of the Interstate Association will be held on
Dec. II, and clubs which desire the good offices of that Association
in the matter of a tournament should set forth their wishes in a let-

ter to the manager, Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, who officially mentions
the matter this week in our trap columns.

The third and decisive win of the Crescent Athletic Club's
November cup was scored last Saturday by Mr. H. B. Vander\''eer,
at the club's shoot at Bay Ridge. This win was the third successive
ione for him this month.

Mr. A. W. Baldwin informs us that the Mountainside Gun Club,
of West Orange, N. J., will hold an open prize shoot on the Valley
Road grounds, on Thanksgiving Day at 1:30 P. M. Turkeys and
other prizes will be offered in the various events.

The offices of the Hazard Powder Co., in New York, were re-

moved on Nov. 22 to the Engineering Building, 1 14-118 Liberty
street. The Eastern agents are Messrs. John L. Lequin and E. S.
Lentilhon.

There is a team race fixed to take place on Tuesday of this week
between Cincinnati and Mechanicsburg (Ohio) teams, at the latter
city, for the Phellis trophy.

The Passing: of Awthofities*

In a recent issue we published some extracts from "Hawker on
Shooting," the title page of which bears the date of 1838. Lieut.-
Col. P. Hawker was a marvel of an authority in his day, the strong-
est point to sustain him being the force of his conviction. We have
received so many communications expressing interest on this sub-
ject that we feel sure some more extracts from the writings of the
redoubtable Peter Hawker would have more than a passing interest.
The following excerpts are taken from his work aforementioned,

and however erroneous they may be concerning ballistics, they are
very sound as to the matter of the dangers of careless gun handling,
as follows:

I shall leave the following directions, as they originally stood, for
flint guns, repeating my observation that with detonators the young
sportsman has only to make half the allowance at crossing objects,
etc.

Let every one who begins shooting take warning from the many
serious misfortunes that have, alas! too often occurred, and start
with the determination of never suffering a gun at any time to be
held for a moment, or even carried, so as to re likely to come in
the direction of either man or beast. One who strictly abides by
this golden rule would be less liable to accidents, even if he went
from his door with 50th barrels cocked, than he who neglected it for
a few frivolovis maxims.
Although we are not all blessed with such nerves as to aspire to

being first-rate shots, yet I have ho doubt but almost every man
may be taught to shoot tolerably well; and indeed the art has of late

been so much improved that, although but little more than half a
century ago one who shot flying was viewed with wonder, we now
frequently meet with schoolboys who can bring down their game
with the greatest dexterity.
Most men who can in a slow, bungling manner kill more birds

than they miss, or now and then shoot brilliantly, have the name of
being "excellent shots"; and as this character has an opening for
scandal, the world is too happy to indulge them with a circulation
of it, while others who have real skill are laughing in their sleeves,
and have real sense to conceal it.

But (to be brief, which is here my study) allow me to suggest an
htmible attempt fof- the instruction of the complete novice. First,

let him take a gun that he can manage, and be shown how to put it

to his shoulder, with the breech and sight on a level, and make him-
self master of bringing them up to a wafer.
Then (with a wooden or bone driver, instead of a flint or any-

thing to protect his lock from the concussion of iron versus iron, if

a detonator), let him practice at this mark, and when he thinks he
can draw his trigger without iiinching, he may present the gun to
your right eye, by which you will see at once if he is master of his
first lesson. In doing this, he must remember that the moment the
gun is brought tip to the center of the object, the trigger should be
pulled, as the first sight is always unquestionably the best.

Then send him out to practice at a card with powder, till he has
got steady, and afterward load his gun occasionally with shot, but
never let the time of j'our making this addition be known to him,
and the idea of it being perhaps impossible to strike his object,
will reniove all anxiety, and he will soon become perfectly collected.
The intermediate lesson of a few shots, at small birds, may be

given; but tliis plan throughout must be adopted at game, and con-
tinued in tlie first instance till the pupil has quite divested himself
of all tremor at tlie springing of a covey, and observed in the last

till most of his charges of shot have proved fatal to the birds. If
he begins wth both eyes open he will save himself the trouble of
learning to shoot so afterward. An aim tnus, from the right
shoulder comes to tlie same point as one taken with the left eye
shut, and it is the most ready method of shooting quick.

Being careful to remind him (as a beginner) to keep his gun
moving, as follows: Before an object, crossing; full high for a bird
rising up, or flying away very low; and between the ears of hares
ind rabbits, running straight away; all this of course in proportion
to the distance; and if we consider the velocity with which a bird
flies, we shall rarely err by firing, when at forty yards, at least five

>x six inches before it. (As the barrels of double guns usually shoot
little inward at long distances, there is so far a preference in

favor of the right barrel for an object crossing to the left, and vice
k-ersa, that if we were beating along the side of a hedge, it would
3e best to keep the barrel next to it in a state of preparation.) Till

he pupil is au fait in all this, he will find great assistance from the
light, which he should have precisely on the intended point, when
le fires. He will tlius, by degrees, attain the art of killing his game
n good style, which is to fix his eyes on the object, and fire the
uoment he has brought up the gun. He may then, ultimately, ac-

luire the knack of killing snap shots, and bring down a November
jird the moment it tops the stubble, or a rabbit popping in a furze
.irake, with more certainty than he was once used to shoot a young
grouse in August, or a partridge in September.
Many begin with very quick shooting, and kill admirably well;

ut are often apt not to let their birds fly before they put up tlieir

runs, and therefore dreadfully mangle them, and I have observed,
ire not such every day shots as those who attain their rapid execu-
lon on 3 slow and good principle.

Gaffield Gun Clwb.
Under date of Nov. 17, the Garfield Gun Club, through its sec-

retary, Dr. J. W. Meek, has issued the following circular noticer
"ihe postponed .semi-annual meeting of the chib will be held at

Uie office of the secretary, 182 Park avenue, Wednesday, Nov. 26,a „'„i 1. n :vr r^^^
^j^ii^ j^^g^ closed a most successfulat 8 o'clock P. M.

season of twenty-one shoots as per inclosed statement. Owing to
the recently passed city ordinance, there will be no pigeon shooting
on our grounds this winter. There will be no more target shooting
on our grounds until next May, except by special notice."
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Trophies awarded during the season:
First Series— Dr. J. W. Meek, Class A; T. W. Eaton, Class A;

A. D. Dorman, Class A; Dr. J. Huff, Class B; J. McDonald, Class

Second Series—A. Hellman, Class A; G. W. Drinkwater, Class B;
C. H. Kehl, Class C.

„ Third Series—L, Thomgs, Class A; J. McDonald, Class B; M. T.
Wilson, Class C.

Targets during the season, 27,322; targets broken during the sea-son, 18,618; club average, .6810; Targets thrown during season introphy shoots, 8,857; targets broken during season in trophy shoots.
6, 120; club average, .6932.

Club averages: 1893, .7138; 1894, .7129; 189S. .7131; 1896,

'6805 ' ^9°^'

Others potter on in the old way all their lives, and offer to shoot
with any man in England, because they can cock an eye and kill
twenty slow shots running! Such adagio sportsmen take care never
to fire random shots, as they call all, that are the least intercepted or
confined to time; but usually point, and then take down their guns—
a practice that is seldom admissible. Such is my opinion of a slow,
poking shot, that I would rather see a man miss in good than kill
in bad style. For instance, if I saw one man spring a covev of
birds close to his feet and keep aiming at one till the covey "had
flown thirty or forty yards, and even bring down his bird dead, and
another man miss both barrels within the same distance, I .should
say perhaps the latter, if in good nerve, may be a good shot, but I
was quite sure that the former never could be one, because he was a
hundred years behindhand in the art of using a gun. I know many
old pokers who would feel sore at this assertion; 'but this I cannot
help; It is my humble opinion, and therefore I have a right to
give it.

There are few of my young readers, I dare say that have not at
some time or other met with a man who, wishing to show off his
shooting, has never fired but when he was pretty sure of killing,
and whose pride was to be able to boast after dinner, that he had
bagged so many birds without having missed a shot the whole morn-
ing. But before we give tliis person credit for the name to which
he aspires, let us ask him whether in so doing he brought home as
much game as he ought to do ? Or whether, in order to bag a dozen
head of game without missing, he has not refused at least twenty
shots in covert, etc., and, taking all chances, about eight or ten of
which ought to have been killed ? It is generally the mistaken idea
of those who are no judges of shooting, that if a man kills a certain
number of times without missing, he is to be put down as a first-rate
shot; and that another person, because he has been seen to miss, is
to be considered as his inferior.
For example, the one man goes out and springs birds enough to

fire fifty times within forty yards, and perhaps, being a reputation
shooter, only twenty of these shots happen to suit his fancy. He
never fires a second liarrel unless the birds rise one at a time, or a
covey happens to spring from under his feet; and in short, he kills
his twenty birds in twenty shots. The other man takes the whole of
the fifty shots, many of which may be very difficult ones, and under
extreme disadvantages; he kills thirty-five and misses fifteen. A
fair sportsman and really good judge, I conceive, would not hesi-
tate to say that the latter has claim to be considered the better shot
of the two.
We will then bring a first-rate shot into the field, and he shall

kill forty-five out of the fifty (never failing of course to work both
his barrels on every fair occasion) ; he will then have missed five
times; and would any old sportsman judge so unfairly as to place
before him the never-miss gentleman with his twenty trap shots
running?

For my part, I should not, even if he missed an open shot or two
within five yards of his nose; because such a cii-cumstancc might
arise from his being nervous, or an accident, when the other, if put
to the difficulties that he had been doing, would acquit himself no
better than an old woman.

If such a person, therefore, has a pride about him. and v/islies to
be thought a great shot, let him throw aside his double barrel, and
under the plea of having only one charge to depend on, he may
come off with great eclat among the average of shooters.
With regard to_ the distance which constitutes a fair shot, there is

no speaking precisely; but, as far as such things can be brought to
paper, and guns to an average, I should say that, provided a gun is
held straight, a bird should scarcely ever escape at' fortv yards; and
that that is the outside of point-blank range, although at fiftv vards
the chances are three to one in favor of killing, with a good aim;
but as a gun never shoots twice alike, a bird at this distance may
.sometimes be struck with three or four shot, and at others may
escape through an interval, though the piece be never so well
directed. But if a pellet should take a bird in a vital part, or the
wing, at seventy or even eighty yards, it would probably come
down, though the odds (at such distances) are of course against
your hitting it at all. Birds flying straight away or coming to vou
require a much harder blow than those crossing or living directly
over your head; by reason that, in the first instance, they are partly
.shielded by the rump, and in the second, the featliers are apt, at
long distances, to glance the shot.
Under these circumstances a man must either pick his shots or

occasionally miss, though his gun be every time held straight. I
may venture to say there is no sportsman living who has not been
known to miss the fairest of shots; and there are very few but

now and then in a season will shoot badly for a whole day. It
stands to reason when the most skillful may become for a time un-nerved for shooting, by ill-health, oppression of mind, one night's
debauch, or anything that will operate on the temper or nerves.Une who vexes himself about missing a fair shot is the less likely
to support himself at all times as a first-rate performer, because that
vexation alone might be the very means of his missing other shots,and therefore he could not be so much depended on as another manwho bore the disappointment with good humor. When a good shot
misses from Iseing nervous, it generally occurs through his left hand
dropping as he pulls the trigger; and, if it happens that his gunshould miss fire, he will immediately detect tliis by seeing that themuzzle has fallen below the line of aim. The best way to remedy
this IS to make a firm resolution to fire full high, and firmly grasp
tne stock for a few shots; and as soon as a few birds have fallenhandsomely he will, most likely, recover his nerves and his shoot-
ing. 1 have luckily felt just enough of this annoyance to enable me
to prescribe a little remedy for it; as I well know the unpleasant
teeJmgs of a shooting sportsman when deprived of his usual skill—he becomes like one with gout, love, or seasickness—cruelly tor-
mented and laughed at into the bargain;

_
When two persons are shooting together, there cannot be a more

simple way of avoiding confusion than for each man, when a covey
rises, to select the outer birds on his own side. Let all birds that
cross belong exclusively to that shooter for whose side their heads
are pointed; and let all single birds that may rise and go away fair
for either person, be taken alternately, and left entirely for the two
barrels of the shooter to whom they belong. By this means there isno wiping of noses!" as they call it; no "blazing a volley into thebrown of em! or, in other words, no jealousy; no unfair work-
and two sportsmen may thus shoot coolly together with good nerves
and m good friendship, instead of with jealousy and greediness,
which not only destroys all pleasure, but soon lessens their good
shooting, if not their good fellowship. I adopted these regulations
for three seasons, with one of the best shots that ever went into a
field; and our diversion by this means invariably went on so pleas-
antly that we shot with additional confidence when in each other's
company. Ihe gentleman alluded to was my lamented friend, the
late John Ponton, Esq., of Udders House, Dorset.
Taking the average of shooting companions, however (except to

beat a double hedge-row, or divide what could not be seen on both
sides), I should pardon any old sportsman for saying that he would
rather have their room than their company.
For one who professees himself an adept with a double gun, it is

expected that he will kill a bird wnth each barrel, almost every time
the covey rises within fair distance; unless impeded by the smoke of
his first barrel or other obstacles, which he should endeavor to avoid
Ihe usual method is to take down the gun, and present it afresh
after the first shot; but as I have seen fourteen successive double
shots killed the other way, I venture to recommend it as beingmore expeditious. It is never to take the gun from the shoulder
till both barrels are fired, by which means so little time is taken
between the two shots that the first, as well as the second, bird mav
be suffered to fly to a proper distance; and let those who are not
to be trusted with both barrels cocked, get the gravitating stops
or use a single gun.

Since publishing the first edition of this work, I have seen on the
plan here recommended fifteen double shots at partridges fairly
killed m succession, provided I may be allowed to include one of thenumber which towered and fell at so great a distance that it was
never bagged. It is of course not meant to include among these
doublets such birds as were sprung by the report of one barrel and
killed with the other. Shots of this kind certainly intervene'd as
well as single ones at different sorts of game. The number alto-
gether kiMed by the same person in about five days amounted to
sixty head, without one miss.
As a further proof of the quickness with which two barrels may

be correctly fired, provided the gun is kept to the shoulder, T shall
mention an instance: John Ford, game-keeper to the Earl of
Portsmouth, and a man about six feet six, laid his gun on the
ground, of course with both barrels cocked; and after throwin"- off
two p'jnny pieces himself, he took up his gun and hit them both
most handsomely, before either fell to the ground. He requested
me to try with his gun if I -could do the same. At first I failed
for want of being what we used to call at Eton a good "shy" but
after Ford had given me a few lessons in the throwing department
I did It the first time (though, perhaps, more by luck than skill)'
putting five shot m one and six in the other, which led me to con-
clude that, by practice, this might be reduced to about the same
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degree of certaintj' as other quick double shots. As to a man with
his gun in his hand throwing up and hitting two penny pieces, or
halfpence, it is uo more than what many good shots can do, hy the
mere knack of catching the first just after tlie turn, and presenting
well under the second; but the other performance is realty a diffi-
culty. Let some of the pigeon shooters try this by way of a "spree,"
and they will save a deal of innocent blood, and find thev have
enough to do. Most people will say, "This is not like sliooting
birds. True; but I say this: It distinguishes, to speak musically,
the prestissimo from the allegro in handling a double gun ; and this
IS one of the points by which we may judge as to the brilliant or
first-rnte style of shooting. But Ford is a capital game shot also;
and as for his talent as a dove butcher, a pair of old blues have no
chance with him. though he is unknown to all the celebrated artists
of- the trap. (His gun was made by Willmot, of Andover, Successor
to Long, and elcvc of Parsons; and never, since the days of Joe
have I seen one tliat pleased me better in the mounting. Since the
sixth edition, Willmot has gone off on "spec," to America, where I
hope my recommendation, though not T, may follow him.)
Many sportsmen of the old school would be quite irritated if

laughed at for their extreme caution in never allowing their gun
to be cocked till after the bird had risen; but if they will show me
one among them that can cock a gun and bring down a snap shot
with as Httle loss of time as one who had nothing to do but to
present and fire, and particularly in making double shots, I will
resign all pretension to argument on the subject. This system
may have done very well half a century ago, when they might
almost have "put salt on the birds' tails," and when the art of
neatly using the second barrel was wholly unknown; or even now,
among the tame birds in the preserved turnip fields of Norfolk and
Suffolk, where they may pick both their shots or keep the second
barrel for the chance of springing another bird. But those who
shoot on this system in a wild country would stand a poor chance
in competition with one who went up to his game with both barrels
cocked at a time when the birds were wary, and when the loss of an
instant made the difference of ten yards in the distance. Then
only is it that the difference is to be seen between a first and second-
rate shot; and consequently that those who pride themselves on
skill instead of easy slaughter, have the opportunity of distinguish-
ing themselves. The argument, therefore, as to not cocking a gun
can only be heard on the question of safety. And here again I must
confess I have my doubts as to their correctness. We will put a
cool and steady old sportsman out of the question; but suppose an
eager young man, who is unaccustomed to shooting walks up to his
dog with his gun half-cocked; the moment the birds rise he is^ in
such a state of agitation that in attempting to draw back the cock
of his gun with a trembling hand he lets it slip before the scear
has caught the tumbler. Off goes the gun! and the best fortune
that can be expected is the happy escape of a favorite dog, or the
life of his fellow shooter. While, on the other hand, if he goes up
with his gun cocked, and his companion or follower sees that he
advances with the muzzle in a safe and elevated position, the worst
than can happen is that he may fire it by accident in a direction tliat
may be as likely, or more so, to kill a bird than when he aimed at
it, or, at all events, in one that could endanger neither man nor
dog. With regard to presenting a gun, the hand when near the
guard is in the safest, and when grasping the stock, in the firmest
position. Here let the shooter please himself.

Avoid squaring your elbows when you present a gun; it gives
you an unsteady position, and has the same outlandish appearance
as the squared elbows of our half strangled exquisites who drive
about the streets. Nothing can be neatly or gracefvilly done that
is not done with ease; and a man may as well say that he can sit
with the same comfort in the stocks as on a sofa, as that he can
in reality or appearance be as easy with his elbows forced outward
as when in their natural position.

If we consider for a moment, then, we shall perceive that in
doing most things, squared elbows have not only an unskillful, but
an ungraceful appearance. ,

When a man is no further versed in shooting tlian Just to have
become quite expert at bringing down his bird, I conceive that he
has only learnt about one-third of his art as a shooting sportsman.
Knowing where to place himself for shots—how to spring his game
to advantage—what days and weather to choose for the different
kinds of sport—constitute at least the other two-thirds, till he is

master of which he may often get beat in filling his bag by a very
inferior marksman to himself. Again: admit him to have learnt
everything in the ordinarv way, then comes wildfowl shooting, the
requisites for understanding which are so totally different that
there are many of the greatest field sportsmen in the kingdom who
know no more about it than children.

Jackson Park Gun Club.

Pateeson, N. J., Nov. 23.—The shoot of the Jackson Park Gun
Club this afternoon was quite a success in regard to the number of
shooters and the birds. The events were shot off in the short time
which remained after the contestants all had arrived at the grovmds.
Some of them did not arrive till after 2 o'clock.
The first gun was fired about 11:30, and the competition was

kept going continually until dark, which came soon after 4 P. M.
The birds were a fine lot; very few sitters, and the most of them
extra fast. The most of the misses can be explained better by say-
ing that the birds were too fast for the boys.

Everything was kept going quite lively all the time, under the
leadership of Count Lenone, of Passaic, who has just been elected
to the captaincy of the club. He kept his end up, as the scores will
tell, with some of his wonderful one-barrel shooting.
We expected more shooters up from the city by the 12 o'clock

train, and kept the programme back on that account. We made
the events to suit the shooters present.

There were quite a few visitors from out of town: Capt. A. W.
Money, Tom Morfey, Bill Hobart, Sim Glover, Mr. Craft, Welles,
J). F. Pride, and our old friend Frank Butler, and Herrington.

Every body seemed to be enjoying themselves, and getting all the
shooting and pleasure out of the afternoon that was possible. It was
an ideal day for outdoor pleasure.

There were one or two matches made, but no dates made. Doty
vs. Morfey, and Doty vs. Glover in January; no date; each 100
birds, $100.

The 7-bird events were $3 entrance; the lo-bird events were $5.
The last event was at 10 birds, but we had to stop at 5 birds. The
scores

:

No. I.

Lenone, 28 2*10111—

5

Money, 32 12*2211—

6

Powers, 28 2222002—

s

Morgan, 28.... 2201222—

6

Morfey, 33 0221220—

5

Glover, 32 1221222—

7

Hopper, 29 .2222200—

s

Doty, 31 222 12 1 2—

7

Hopper, 28
Bunn, 28
Butler, 28

No. 4.

Lenone, 28 0U0201101—

6

Money, 32 1212012*22—

8

Powers, 28 1002100022—

s

Morgan. 28 220202222*—

7

Morfey, 33 .1221202202—

8

G A ilopper, 29 2002002222—

6

Glover," 32
Doty, 31
G W Hopper, 28
Bunn, 29 ..........
Butler, 27
Van Houten, 28
Booker, 28.
Craft, 26
Welles, 33

No. 2.

212221 iiri-
2222212122-
0200201122-
2222201002-
*21 I I I22I2-
020221 2212-
*2 22202 222—
212222*221-
122220*221-
0*1 1 122122-
1222*22 II Q^-

-10

-10
- 6
- 7
- 9
- 8
- 8
- 9
9

- 8

No. 5.

1210T12—

6

021020*—

3

20201 10 4
02*2210 4
1222202 6
2222022 6
2202222 6
2222122 7
1222222 7
I22I222 7
212202* 5
202001 I 4
2102222 6
1202020 5
22220*2 5

No. 3.

I I T 1 1 S
**222 3
*O00I I

22201 4
22222 S

22022 4

No. 6.

1*120 3
12221 S
10221—4
20W
10222 4
20020 2

00220 2
02022 3
22222 5

00012 2
2201 I 4
22*12 4
22202 4

The latcrstate Assoctalion's AnnuaL
Rainmaker's Camp, Slippery Rock, Pa., Nov. 19.

—

Editor For-
est and Stream : Will you please be kind enough to again an-
nounce in the trap department of Forest and Stream that the an-
nual meeting of the Interstate Association will be held on Dec. 11.

Gun clubs desiring the assistance of this organization in holding
tournaments during the season of 1903 should have their applica-

tions in the hands of the manager (Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, iii

Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.) no later than Dec. 8, in order that

they m.ay be presented to the tournament committee for action
thereon,.

Elmfr E. Shaner, Manager.

IN NEW JERSEY*

Emerald Goii Clob.
Newark, N. J Nov. 18.—The November shoot of the EmeraldOun Club was held on Smith Brothers' grounds to-dav. The handi-

cap was both distance and points. The veteran. Dr. 'Hudson made
a straight score in the club event, and was alone with first honors
Ihe birds were a fair lot. Eight of the contestants scored o. The
scores follow:

A Schoverling 7
F Kail 6H C Henry 6
Dr O'Connell 7
Marten
Dr Hudson 7
R Regan 6H C Koegel 7W Sands 654W J Corbet 5
J Moore 6}i
J Fischer 6
A Schuble . . i. 614
T Short 7
C Voehringer 6W Hassenger 7W Catton 7
Capt Duyer 6
F Ilansmann , . , . 6

30
25
25
32
28
28
25
30
28
25
28
28
28
28
25
30
28
25
25

2222222 22— 9
12*2122212— 9
1101122111— 9
22Z2222012 9
I22IIIII01 9
22221 2121 1 10
OII00220IO 5
210012220* 6
20II110I22 8
2220100122 7
021II I I20I 8
I 120211 112 9
1102212212 9
0020200002 3
22I222002I 8
2212110210 8
002I1I0I2I 7

,
1122*21011 6
II02II2I22 9

Jeannette Gtm Club,

GuTTEKBERG, N. J.—Messrs. Pape and Schortemeier killed lo
straight m the club event, the latter waiving his claims in favor ofMr. Pape, who thereby won Class A without any shoot-off Crhipsen \von Class B for the third time and was transferred to
Class A m consequence. The birds were an excellent lot.

H Gerdes, 25 0200001200— 3 F Ehlen, 28 1*^*2 '21-' 7
28. .0110112021— 7 F Kastens, 28. . .**20i02iii— 6D Mohrman, 28. .2120222X21— 9 H Pape, 28 211211122-' 10H Luhrman, 25. . 1120202000— 5 C Meyer, 30 0201220222— 7T Schmidt, 28. . .2020011110— 6 C Interman, 28. . 10212121 -o— 8A V\ ohlrib, 25, ..02000012*2— 4 Job Lott, 30 1211112122—10C biegrist, 25 ... 0*0*00*000— o C Thipsen, 25 . . . i2022i2-'22— 9Schumacher, 25. .0201002000— 3 W Rohlfs, 28. . .iioioiiioi 7

Challenge medal, 15 birds; tie raiss-and-out:

-II
-II

Tie.
Ill*—

3

2112

—

4

F EJlle". 28 *I222002II1220I
C Meyer, 30.... 01121:002222220

President Ehlen shot in good form all day.
Team race:

Capt Rohlfs 10210—3 Capt Thipsen iiooi—

3

i^olen 12200—3 Meyer 21222—

5

Interman 22111—5 Pape 22120—4
Hainhorst 111*0—3 Kastens ...lo'io—

3

Mohrman 01200—2 Schmidt 20210—3
Wohleib 0I02I—3— 19 Schumacher 10*01—2—20

Schumacher, by killing the last bird, saved the team race,

Hudson Gun Ciwb.

Jersey City, Nov. 23.—Following are the scores made at the last
shoot of the Hudson Gun Club.
The club members have begun to take an old-time interest in

affairs again, and the attendance has been good of late. The Hud-
sons will hold an all-day shoot on Dec. 14. All shooters are invited.
The club will furnish a chowder and other refresliments, and the
members will try to make all feel at home.
The annual meeting of the club will be held on tlie first Friday

evening in January at 409 Tonnele avenue, Jersey City. Officers
for the coming year will be elected, and such other business
tiansacted as may come before the club:

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
:largets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 10 15 15 15

C V L 21 .. 21 22 19 18 19 i8 16 24 . , .. 14 II
Hansman 18 21 15 16 18 6 ..
Banta 14 13 16 22 19 18 22 24 17 18 6 11 13 ii

B°'v'S •. 15 13 10 17 16 15 16 .. 7 10 8
E Heritage 14 ii 17 ,

Kelley l 18 19
Hughes 16 17 21 6 io ii
Bodie IS
Ferris 13 \] \\ [[ \\ ][
Wilson 12

"
I

.'

[[
Van Dyne... 21 18 16 16 22 ! 12 12 12
Pearsall ........... 17 13 17 18 16 6 6 .. 7
Gillies

, 2 4,.
5 .

.

J. L. Hughes, Sec'y-

ON LONG ISLAND.

Sinnock

Brooklyn Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I.—The scores made at the shoot of the Brooklyn
Gun Club's weekly gathering to-day are appended. The weather
was pleasant and favorable for good work.

Events:
Targets:

Rider

Pease . .

.

Hansleiter
Wright . .

Schneider

I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10
15 10 10 15 IS ID 20 15 10 30
II 9 6 14 12 8
13 7 II 12 5
2 3 6 7 12 'e 3
3 6 7

*6
10 6 4

8 1 8 12 6 IS is
9 8 6

7

20

6 10Thomas
Nos. 3 and 6 were at 5 pairs; No. 10 at 15 pairs.

Crescent Athletic Gun Club,

Bay Ridge, L. I., Nov. i.—The November cup was cinched by
Mr. H. B. Vanderveer, who scored his third successive win on it

at the shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club to-day. There was a
small attendance. The shooting was limited to two trophy events
in addition to the November cup. The scores:
November cup, 50 targets, handicap:

H. B. T. H. B. T. Total.
H B Vanderveer 4 19 23 4 17 21 44H M Brigham o 19 19 o 22 22 41
L C Hopkins..... 4 17 21 4 ig 19 40
F B Stephenson i 18 19 1 19 20 39W T McConville 4 13 17 4 16 20 37
Dr"G E Pool 2 16 t8 2 16 18 36
J O Graham 10 9 19 10 6 16 35

Trophy, 15 targets, handicap allowances added; H, B. Vander-
veer (2) 13, H. M. Brigham (o) 13, Dr. Pool (i) ii, L. C. Hopkins
(3) II, J. O. Graham (5) 8.

Shoot-off, IS targets: H. B. Vanderveer (2) 13, H. M. Brigham
(o) 12.

Trophy, is targets, handicap allowances added: H. M. Brigham
(o) 13, L. C. Hopkins (3) 13, H. B. Vanderveer (2) 12, Dr.
Pool (l) II.

Shoot-off, IS targets: L. C. Hopkins (3) 14, H. M, Brigham (o)
13-
Match, 25 targets: H. M. Brigham 22, L, C. Hopkins 17, W. J.

McConville 15, W. S. Wigham 14.

The hustling manager of the Brooklyn Gun Club, Mr. J. S.

W'right, informs us that he will hold a shoot at Interstate Park,
L. I., on New Year's Day, He will have his prograrome ready in

^ i^yf days«

Colorado Springs Gun Club.

C0LORA.DO Springs, Colo.—^A small practice shoot was held by sev-
eral of the members of the Colorado Springs Gun Club, Nov. 17,
at the grounds of the club at Broadmoor. The feature of the shoot
was the long run of 154 by Mr. Frank C. Riehl, of Illinois, who
was a guest of the members of the club. Mr. Riehl is a trade rep-
resentative, and this is his first trip to Colorado in the interests of
his company. He was in the city, and as_ he does a little shooting
from time to time, decided to accept the invitation of the members
to go out and take part in the shoot. Quite a number of profes-
sional shooters have shot here from time to time, but Mr. Riehl
took the feather from them all yesterday. He shot in splendid form
and good time, breaking his targets beautifully, and missing but
four out of 300, giving him an average of .98. The weather was
clear and very pleasant, and there was practically no wind, making
it a fine day for the sport.

Tb^ shooting of Mr. D. C. Baindctma wss xioi up to his usvw)

standard, as he had been changing guns, and it will require some-
little time for him to get used to his new weapon.

Events: i 234S678910
Targets:

. 25 25 25 25 25 25 2S 25 25 25 Av.
J W Garrett 23 2s 25 24 23 25 24 25 24 24 .968
D C Sanderson.... 16 21 21 23 21 20 22 21 19 22 .803
F C Riehl 24 23 25 25 25 25 25 24 980
Meredith 20 23 20 . .. .804

Cincinnati Gun Club,

CiNCiNisrATi, O.—The ten best scores of twelve high men in the
Cincinnati Gun Club's prize contest are appended. The best scores
to date are included. There are nine prizes, but as the last seven
men are so closely bunched, their scores are put in also.
There are four more contests for these prizes.
The upper figures are the distances at which scores were made.
We go to Mechanicsburg, Ohio, next Tuesday, the 2Sth, to shoot

that team for the Phellis trophy.

Yards ., 19 19 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 19
R Trimble 47 47 46 46 4s 44 44 44 43 43—^449

Yards 19 18 18 17 19 19 19 19 20 18
Aiders 48 46 46 46 43 42 42 42 41 40—436

Yards 19 18 19 17 16 18 16 17 18 18
Randall 46 44 43 43 42 41 40 40 39 39—417

Yards 18 18 18 18 17 18 18 18 18 18
Gambell 45 42 42 42 42 41 41 41 41 40—417

Yards 18 17 17 17 18 17 18 18 18 18
K Trimble 46 44 44 43 41 41 40 39 39 39—416

Yards 16 18 18 17 18 19 19 18 18 16
Coleman 44 44 43 42 41 40 40 39 38 37—408

rards 18 18 19 18 18 18 18 18 19 18
Osterfeld 43 42 42 41 41 40 40 39 39 38—405

Vards 17 18 18 17 16 18 18 17 14 15
Van Ness 46 44 41 41 39 39 39 39 3^ 37—^403

lards ....... 18 17 17 18 19 18 18 17 17 18
Medico 41 41 41 41 40 39 39 39 39 39—399 10.00

Yards 17 18 15 18 iS 17 14 16 iS iS
Littleford 42 41 40 40 40 40 39 39 38 37—396

Yards 17 J7 15 16 18 18 18 18 i5 16
'Black , 45 42 40 40 40 40 38 37 37 36—395

Yards 19 19 18 18 18 19 20 20 18 18
Maynard 45 42 41 41 40 38 37 37 37 36—394

Nov. 22.—Cash prize shoot, twenty-fourth contest, so targets,
was held by the Cincinnati Gun Club to-day. The weather was very
windy. The m.en advanced by to-day's contest were Trimble, 5
targets; Ahlers, 2 targets; Block, 5 targets, making totals as follows:
Trimble 454, Ahlers 438, Block 400.

Cash prize shoot, 50 targets: R. Trimble (20) 48, Ahlers (19)
42, Block (18) 41, Coleman (19) 39, Barker (17) 38, Gambell (19)
37, Falk (i6) 36, Jay Bee (17) 36, Medico (17) 36, Randall (20)
36, Corry (17) 34, Ackley (16) 34, E. Trimble (18) 34, Littlefor
(18) 32, Van Ness (19) 32, Roll (17) 31, Herman (18) 27.

Prize.
$30.00

27>So,

25.00

22.50

17-SO

15.00-

12.50

Ossining Gun Club,

OssmiNG, N. Y.—The main event at the regular Saturday shoot
of the Ossining Gun Club was at 25 clay birds for a silver-mounted
umbrella. The handicap allowances were misses as breaks. I. T.
Washburn, Wm. Clark and Hans (H. W. Bissing). with their
handicaps, made top scores of 25 each. The shoot-off was under
original conditions, 25 birds with handicap. Mr. Bissing. who has
been considerably under the weather, decided not to shoot off, as
he did not feel equal to the extra 25 birds. Clark, shooting in fine
form again, made 25, with Washburn only one bird^behind.

Events: 1234
Targets: 10 10 10 25 Hdcp. TotaL

I T AVashburn 9 8 922 3 25
J C Barlow 5 8 . . 19 5 24
C F Brusie 5449 10 19Wm Clark 8 . . . . >20 5 25Wm Dimmick 5 7 . . lo 8 iS
Flans 8 5 s 21 $ 25
C Blandford 9 .... 21 o 21
G Edgers 3 .... 15 8 23A Bedell 10 .... 20 2 22
K McAlpin .V. , 17 5 22W Coleman w 3D Brandreth 9 . . w 3

C. G. B.

Denver, Colo.

The following scores were made in practice at the Denver, Col.,
grounds on Nov. 16:

Shot
at. Broke.

Warren ig 24 21 17 19 125 100
Riehl 21 21 23 23 24 24 24 25 200 iSs
Mount 12 20 8 » . . 75 40
Adams 17 17 So 34
Plank 25 24 24 25 25 125 123
Yankman , 24 24 24 24 100 96

Hawkeye.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Bird Calendar.

The Massachusetts Audubon Society has recently published a

'

beautiful calendar for 1903, illuminated by six figures m colors of
familiar birds. The species are chosen with reference to the seasons, i

and are snow bunting, fox-colored sparrow, Baltimore oriole, wood'
thrush, meadow lark and red crossbill.

The publication is u.seful as a calendar and also extremely orna-
mental. On the back of each sheet, the front of which shows the
calendar for two months and the picture of the bird, is a descrip-
tion of the species, of its nest and eggs, and a snort account of its
habits.
The calendar is published by the Tabor-Praiig Art Co., of Spring-

field, Mass., and the figures are copyrighted by Mrs. J, W. Elliot,
of Boston, Mass.

The Whitestone Hollow Spar and Boat Company have com-
menced the construction of a very modern and large plant at White-
stone Landing, Long Island, N. Y. '

This firm will be under the personal management of Mr. J. C.
Fraser, who has been at the head of the Spalding-St. Lawrence
Boat Company since its organization.
The concern expects to occupy and operate the new plant some'

time next January, and will build a line of St. Lawrence River
skiffs, canoes, sailboats, yachts' davit boats, launches, hollow spars,
etc., as hitherto at Ogdensburg.

|

This change of location has become necessary on account of the
fact that the greater part of that company's product goes to tidal
waters, and the Ogdensburg plant, on account of a rapidly in-
creasing business, has become inadequate.

Hon. H. A. Castle, Auditor for the U. S. Post Office Depart''
ment, says in the July, 1902, North American Review: "A meas-
ure is now pending in Congress embodying what is known as the
'Post Check' System, which is intended to furnish something morc^
simple and accessible than money orders for ready use in making
small remittances. To adapt these notes to their purpose it is pr:
vided that the words 'payable to bearer on demand' shall r

eliminated, and the words 'payable to the payee named herein
payable to bearer if the spaces are not filled,' be substituted. These
notes will thus pass from hand to hand as currency until the blank
space is filled. Thereafter they are payable only to the payee; they
can be redeemed at any money order office, and they will not again
be used as a circulating medium. They will find their way by legal

channels to the United States Treasury, where they will be handled
and destroyed as mutilated currency.

This plan seems to be practicable, to accomplish several desirable
results simultaneously, and to afford accommodation to the entire

public at a minimum of labor and expense. The saving that W013!

be effected by treating the paid and cancelled notes as mutilated cii

rency, instead of vouchers; the intricate reports and interminabi
columns of figures that would be abolished; the simplicity of £

counting and certainty of correct adjustments that would supe;

sede present complications and uncertainties, can only be appre
ciated by those familiar with the crude methods employed in tli:

Auditor's office for bringing forty millions ot money orders a

nually into dubiously accurate relations with thp thirty thousan
postmasters who issued and paid them."

Citizens should request their representatives in Congress to

thjit more coi^venient money is f«mished the people.
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7 T Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc,
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Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

SUPREMACY :

SMITH GUNS
won all three prizes

at Grand American

H a nd i c a Kansas

City, J902 ; proving;

their superiority.
Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
FtiTton, N. Y.

C8ds:h33:>c8:b5c«:8:8;8:8:83:8:«^^

1 ON YOUR FALL HUNTING TRIP

Use Shells Loaded with the

Always Safe and Reliable

DUPONT SMOKELESS
And Bring Home the Game.

E.I.DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
p

WILMINGTON, DEL. B

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
DURSTON
SPECIAL. _

With or Without Shell Ejector

Medium Priced Gun.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

S52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us for
use_ in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech,
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, i2-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

50 Cents Buys Our
I Gun Cleaner.

The most durable and effective Brass Wire
i Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A PCXZKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Assoii ipul

roles for target and live bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cove»

bears the title
' My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make

a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are mled to make a record

of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used,

events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for as targets. Bound ia leather. Price 50c. postpaif*.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

^WbtSi wxiting say you saw the ad* in the Forest and StreaW*

SEND FOR
OATALOOUE.

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 16 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 16 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QOieK-RELlABLE:.-

NEW-TP0I5DORP

I StlOnUN POWDEH
Headquarters for the iaiu oi iiiuw iroisdorf:

WM. READ & SON, Boston.
HANDLE ARMS CO , Cincinnati, O.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Chicago
KENNEDY BROS , St. Paul, Minn.
GEO. D. WOOD & CO., Winnipeg, Man

J. V. VARICK. M^nchMter, N. H.
RAW LINGS SPTG, GOO US CO. St.Louis,Mo.
TOH.'^MEUNIER GU\'CO., Milwaukee, Wis.

REC TOR & WILHELMY CO . Omihi, Neb.

WOOD, VALLANCE & CO., Hamilton, Ont.

GUS HABICH, IndianapoH5, Ind.

FRED SCHROEDER, 90 Wiiliam Street, New York

The Best Gun for_AIl=around

Shooting is the

DALY' THREE-BARREL GUN
i2=gauge, .30-30, 11 to 8 lbs.

Insist upon your dealer showing you one or write to us for

"Specialty Catalogue" describing it (5c.).

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 & 304 Broadway, New York.

Experts on Guns & Shooting.

By G. T. Tkasdale-Buckell. Cloth, 390 pages. Illustrated. Price, $4.00.

The work gives the practical experience and personal views founded on practice of the leading

gun makers of England. The subjects discussed are : The Evolution of Shooting During the

Century; Shooting Schools; The Formation of Guns; Two Eyes in Shooting; Sights and Ribs

to Guns; Style; The Shape of the Stock and Handiness; Cast-off and Bend; The Use and

Abuse of the Try-Gun; Choke-bores or Cylinders; Pigeon Shooting; Game Shooting; Heat of

•Gun Barrels and the Effects Upon Them of Various Powders; Cap-Testing; Shotgun Patterns;

Hidden Dangers in the Shooting Fields; Loading of Cartridges with Various Powders. The
experts'; whose views are given are: Past-Masters Joe Manton and Joseph Lang; Atkin;

Beesley; Boss.&Co.; Churchill, Cogswell & Harrison, Gibbs, Grant, Greener, Holland & Hol-

land, Jones, Lancaster, James Purdy & Sons, Rigby, Watts, Webley, Richards.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK

For Anglers and^Big Game Hunters.

A Big Game and Fish Map of New BrunswiDlc.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick

a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—moose and

caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which sahnon are found

and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only

just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a,

stout manila envelope for protection in carrying- Price $1.
'

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,, NEW YORK,,



A FOREST AND STREAM,

OUR NEW DOG SKIN
^

HUNTING COAT.
Made of finest quality black leather, full length, extia re-enforced,

shield" front to fit close around" neck, extra high cloth-lined collar with
strap, adjustable sleeves with strap and buckle at wrist. Fancy white
stitched with rich plaid lining and double breasted.

Price, $10.00.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

5
M

i

I
I
I
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$

H

I

THE FRANCOTTE and KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

Francotte Featherweight

Ejector" C. C."

1 he Francotte and Knockalboilt guns are unexcelled as regards to model, strength,
coupled with light weight, shooting and wearing qualities, fit and finish.

Francotte Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. Prices from
|8o to $450.00.

Francotte Ladies' Guns, 16, 20 and 28 gauges, from $80.00 to $350.00.

Knockabout Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. One
quality only. Price, $60.00.

Knockabout Liadies' Guns, 16 and 20 gauges. Price, $60.00.

Mauser Celebrated Sporting- Rifles, 7mm. and 8mm. Prices, $45.00 to $50.00.

Mauser Automatic Pistols and Carbines. Prices, $22.65 to $25.00.

We are the United States Sole Agents for above. For particu'ars address your dealer or
apply to us direct. We also carry in stock a complete line of Guns, Rifl^ and Pistols of
all the different American makes, which we offer much below factory prices. Head-
quaters for Galvanized Steel l>ucking- Boats and Decoy Ducks. Canvas
and Leather shooting Coats, vests and pants. Waterproof Boots and Shoes. Fine
Cutlery and PhotogTapllic supplies.* Illustrated catalogue furnished on application.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 318 Broadway, New York.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild
creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natura jiy" is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is cop'" Gil] ' im the author's own
specimens and from Ufe. lamo, clo ^^^^^oniai j

$i-3°
postpaid

FOREST

U.45

AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 346 Broadway N. v

FINE
OTHER
eras
TAKEN
Ilf

TRADE

GUNS.
SCOTT'S

All the Prominent ENGLISH
and AMERICAN MAKES.

MOIMTE CARLO.
Latest Automatic Ejector Hammerless.

Also Westley Richards, Green-
er, Purdy, Lang, Colt, Parker,
L. C. Smith, J. P. Clabrough
& Johnstone, etc.

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS.
Some very light weights just received.

Send for List of High-Qrade Second-Hand Quns.

Also Highest Quality Fishing Tackle.

WM.READ&SONS,
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

ESTABLISHED 1826. THE OLD GUN HOUSE

THE "REGENT."
A WONDERFUL NEW ENGLISH HAMMERLESS.

Price, $65.00 net, worth double.

The cut does not do justice to the gun, but we can guarantee them to be

made by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same principle that

has won world wide honors for English guns.

The barrels are best Siemans Martin steel, and the shooting is unexcelled*.

The stocks are selected English walnut, latest model Anson and Deeley action,

top autoroatic safety, nicely engraved, and finish and workmanship throughout

up to the best English standard.

English guns have long been the standard of the world, and this new
product will mark a new era in price as well as quality.

We have rever before been able to offer so fine and good a gun for so

little money. They can be supplied in weights from 6}^ lbs. tp 8 lbs., in 12

bores, and from full choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00, and are

sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated W. W. Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

OANOE and BOAT BUILDING.
A complete manual for Amatenrs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stbphbns. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902

Mr. Crosby used 3j54 drams

" E. C." N o. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

. Works: Oakiand, Bergen Co., N. J. Offioes: 318 Broadway, New York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,
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on big game ammunition is

is a guarantee of uniformity.

All the new High Power and

High Velocity cartridges for

small bore or big bore rifles.

Correspondence solicited.

QAMB LA^^S FREE.

15he UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
313 Broadway. New York. BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

WiNcriEdTCR •SS Caliber
A NEW LARGE CALIBER HIGH POWER RIFLE.

IG game hunters who have advocated a large caliber high-power rifle will find in the
new Winchester .33 Caliber a gun that will meet their requirements. The popular
and reliable Winchester Model 1886 Rifle has been adapted to handle this new
cartridge, which is large enough and powerful enough to kill any big game known.
The Winchester .33 Caliber Rifle is made in solid-frame or take-down style, with
a 24-inch round nickel steel barrel and weighs about 7 3-4 pounds. The "Take
Down" Zisfs at $30,00 and the Solid Frame gun at $25.00. The Winchester .33
Caliber belongs to the high-power Smokeless-powder class of cartridges, having high

velocity and flat trajectory, and which develop great striking energy and penetrating power. The
.33 Caliber bullet weighs 200 grains, and with the load of Special Smokeless powder used in the
cartridge develops a muzzle velocity of 2,050 foot seconds and a muzzle energy of 1,868 foot

pounds. The penetration of this cartridge with a soft-pointed metal patched bullet at a distance of

15 feet from the muzzle is 12, 7-8-inch pine boards. Soft pointed bullets used in this cartridge
have special upsetting, or mushrooming, qualities, owing to their high velocity. This makes the
Winchester .33 Caliber a particularly desirable cartridge for big-game shooting, as mushrooming
bullets of this size, have terrific killing power. For all practical purposes this cartridge is as
powerful as the .30 U. S. Army or .303 British, and the fact that it is of considerably larger
caliber is considered by some an advantage in its favor. Send for full description of it,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., ----- NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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T Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc 7

THE ROBERTS SAFEH LAURGH and YACHT BOILER.
Over 1,000 Boilers in use. 260 pounds of steam. Handsome caulorae free.

WORKS : RED BainK., N. J.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt,

THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOIIiER CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Designs, or we can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

CANVAS BOATCO^
KALAMAZOO MICH.^

J. Send 6<S:for- Catalo.^.

50.

Send
forour
Handsome
Catalog.£««

Mullins" Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H. MULLINS,
il Depot St..Balem. Ohia

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duck
hunting and lor pleasure, shipped to any part of the

world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shorej L. I.

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skiffs, Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
Hulls and Life Boats are constructed different from

any line of boats on the market; iire stronger; easy

handled. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, 111. Box B.
Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

LLOW-SPARS
Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Priee-List.
The particular co n
strnction employed

(SPRUCE).

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT SFRENGTH.
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reitoi-le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {^depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

J
^^^^i.r. The Spalrtlng St, Lawrence Boat Co., Ogilensburg, N. Y.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Beilport, L. I

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters." Write for

articulars.

Yacht and Boat Sailing,

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $I2.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates^

exceeding loo, besides more than 3<o woodcuts in thfl

text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examination ol

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the

Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Raciner
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,''

"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailmg Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "SmaU
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Ratmg," "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels,'^ etc.

FOREST AND STKEAM FUBI.ISH1NG CO.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part.

lOHEST AND STKIAM PUB. CO,
til aiMtiw«7.

When writing say that you saw

tli0^ «d. in the "Forest and Stream." •

LAUNCHES
Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Soars

j

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built
Write for it to-day. Address

RACINE BOAT MA.NTJFACTtlBISG CO.,

Box 2.5, Racin-^. Wis.

Samoa 'Uma
Where Life is Different.

By Llewella Pierce Churchill.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Under the attractive title Samoa 'Uma, or "All Samoa," Mrs, Llewella Pierce

Churchill has written a book for which she gathered the material during a residence

at Apia, where her husband, William Churchill, was the American Consul-General.

The conditions of life at the Consulate were most favorable for a study of the

people, and with the instinct of a journalist Mrs. Churchill improved the opportunity

to the full. As a woman she won confidences which would have been denied to a

man, and acquired a vast fund of interesting lore which would have been withheld

from one less sympathetic and less fully trusted. Thus she learned and has here

described the real Samoa, that is the Samoans as they are.

The successive chapters give an admirably complete picture of a people in whom,

as we read of UJ?ni in these vivacious pages, Mrs. Churchill compels us to feel an

unflagging intcfUl. The book is well balanced; there is just enough of the history of

Samoa to give an understanding of the events which have brought a portion of the

islands under the flag of the United States; and just enough of description to make

an appropriate and effective stage setting. But the chief characteristic of this

brightly written book is action of incident and story. It is writing of the sort that

has movement, and leads one on from page to page.

"Samoa 'Uma" is not exclusively about the Samoans; there is a chapter on

Papalangi life, from which it appears that living in Samoa is so different; and

some of the best things in the book are the personal experiences and adventures of

this particular Papalangi woman, whose love of outdoor life led her on frequent

excursions amid the coral reefs and into the dark jungles.

All in all, it is a book that will be read through, and read more than once. Here

is the list of chapters:

CONTENTS

:

I.—The Real Samoa.

IL—The Samoan Family,

in.—The Samoan Housewife.

IV.—Courtesy and Ceremonies.

V.—Kava—The Ceremonial Drink.

VI.—Music and the Siva Dance.

VII.—Handicraft and Art.

VIII.—Fishers and Sailors.

IX.—Shooting the Apolima Passage.

X.—The Weed that Catches Fish.

XL—Torches on the Reef.

XII.—The Palolo Anniversary.

XIII.—The Chase of Rats.

XIV.—Things that Creep and Crawl.

XV.—The Wreck of the Schooner Lupe.

XVI.—Samoan Fickle Brides.

XVII.—The Vampires of the Tuasivi.

XVIII.—Beachcomber and Missionary.

XIX.—Copra and Trade.

XX.—Papalangi Life.

XXL—The Story of Laulu's Hunt.

XXII.—The Great Vaiala Steeplechase.

XXIII.—Some South Sea Hoodoos.

Portrait of the Author.

His Pronunciamento—^the Orator.

The Land-Locked Waters of Pago-Pago.

Samoan Child.

Baked Pig Becomes a Triumph.

The Village Taupou and Her Attendants.

A Taupou and Her Tuinga.

Manaia with Heading-Knife.

Everything that Makes the Kava.

The Taupou's Duty is to Prepare the

Kava.

The Siva is Danced Sitting.

The Brush is a Pandanus Nutlet.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Apia, the Little Town Strung Along the

Beach.

Village Boats with Many Oars.

Samoan House.

Every Man is Tattooed.

Ailolo, a Luali'i Belle.

They Live Amidst a Wealth of Vegeta-

tion.

Home and Store of a Petty Trader.

Tonga and Laulu.

A Solomon Island Black Boy.

Wharf of the German Firm, Apiau

Oceanic Hotel, Pago-Pago.

Painted Siapos, Far the More Striking.

The volume is printed on laid paper, attractively bound, and is a.specimen of

handsome bookmaking. Price, $1.50 net, postpaid to any address.

Edition de Luxe,
An EdiHon de Luxe is printed on Old Stratford deckle-edge paper made specially

for it, Japan paper title page, with gilt top, and ia limited to 500 copies, each num-

bered and signed by the author. Price, $2.50 net, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COHPANY.

Yachting Goods.
\

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

7 /
Fig.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece

of earthenware, with seat attached. No joitier

work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS & SON.
Yaeht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUGH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you

will agree with us in

saying the

ALMY
BOILER
is the

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.,
Providence, R. I.

DAN KIDNEY & SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send for Catalogue.

ALERT.'

This spirited engraving of the noblest game
animal of Eastern North America was drawn for

the Forest and Stream by Carl Rungius, and
has been reproduced as an artotype by E. Bier-

stadt in the full size of the original drawing.

The plate is 12i^ x 19 inches, on paper 22 x 28

inches. It is the most faithful and effective pic-

ture of the moose we have ever seen and makes
a magnificent adornment when framed for hang-

ing on the wall. Price (mailed in a tube, post-

paid), $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.

* CANVAS CANOES
*

AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
BY PARKER B. FIELD.

With a plan and all dimensions. 48 pages.

Price, 50 cents.

FORESTANDSTREAM PUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.
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EAGLE CATCHING.

In New York, Connecticut and some other States

the eagle is protected and the slaj^er of one is made to

pay a good round fine or go to jail. In Norway the

eagle is recognized as a public enemy, a price is put on
its head, and bounties are paid on 500 or 600 eagles a
year. Now an eagle is an eagle, in New York or in

Norway, and it might be thought 1 that the same treat-

ment would be meted out to it in both countries. It is

altogether a question of how much harm it does. In

Norway the bird is abundant and preys on other crea-

tures which man considers of more value than the

eagle. In some parts of America the bird is now ex-

tremely rare, does comparatively little damage to wild

game or domestic stock, and is not only tolerated, but

regarded with the sentiment which attaches to most
forms of animal life which have become but as rem-
nants and survivals. The immunity given the eagle

is by no means universal in the United States. In

Florida where, as is stated on another page, the eagle

preys on young lambs, there is no disposition to pro-

tect it. Man never cherishes a wild creature which
does him material harm; farmers who are trying to

raise sheep have no use for eagles.

One of the methods employed by Norwegian eagle

catchers is a close counterpart of the stratagem prac-

ticed by some of the American Indians of the West.
The eagle hole of Norway as described by Barth is

this: i^^ilill
A man takes his place in a hole dug in the earth for the pur-

pose, alongside which is placed a piece of meat so near that the

eagle, when it settles on the bait, can be reached by the hand.

The hole, the depth of which is such that the man when he sits

or stands therein has his head above the surface, has a little

opening of turf or stone, which, when the occupant has taken

his place, is so arranged that it can easily be thrust aside, and
through it the man keeps watch. Here he may have, perhaps, to

wait for an entire day without result; but when the bird de-

scends and begins to eat the bait, he stretches out through the

opening and seizes it, dragging it at once underground, when he

puts his knees on its beak and breaks its neck. The whole is

carried out so quicklj', and the aperture is so narrow, that the

eagle has neither time nor room to use its powerful weapons. I

have, however, seen a man who had had much to do with this

kind of pursuit, who bore very evident marks of the eagles' sharp

talons.

The eagle catching stratagem employed by the North
American Indian was practically identical with that of

Norway. A pit was dug and covered with twigs and

earth and grass, in which the hunter concealed him-

self, and seized the eagle when it descended to take the

exposed bait. The Greenlanders in like manner catch

the sea eagle by luring it to a hole in the snow in

which the hunter is covered up; and a Greek writer

who wrote at Constantinople in 1270, records that in

his time fowlers took hawks in the same fashion by
luring them to bough houses and seizing them as they

struck at the live pigeon decoy. Thus the mode is not

only widely practiced among the races of mankind, but

one which was adopted early in the history of primitive

man.

MAINE GUIDES.

Complaints have been renewed this year of visitors

from Ohio and Indiana who invade the Maine woods
in large numbers, carrying in their own supplies, hiring

only one registered guide for a whole party, and enjoy-

ing their outing without leaving much money behind

them for the people of the State. Maine folks look
upon the game and fish as resources having a cash
value, and in exchange for which the visitor who re-

duces them to possession should make over some
equivalent. One suggested expedient to correct the
evil of free hunting is a modification of the guide law,

in such a way that each individual "sport" must have
his own guide; or that not more than two "sports"
may have a guide in common.
Two reasons are advanced for the proposed change.

It will compel every visitor to contribute to the support
of the guides; and it will assure a more stringent
espionage on the doings of the visitor while in the
woods. There are guides who will abet violations of
the law; but there are also very many guides who will

neither break the law themselves nor allow their em-
ployers to do so. The more intelligent guides—^and in a
growing proportion Maine guides are becoming in-

telligent in this thing—recognize that if their occupa-

tion is to last the game must be protected, and if the

game is to be protected the law-breaking "sport" must
be restrained. Guides who have convictions like these

and the courage to live up to them are the most
powerful agents in the Maine woods to compel respect

for protective laws. It is not too much to say that

the Maine guides practically have in their own hands

the efficient protection of Maine game; or certainly

would have it, if the law provided that not more than

two sportsmen could go with one guide. How far the

guides, having this opportunity, may be looked to to

exercise the power it gives them must depend alto-

gether upon how fully they may realize the situation

and apply common sense to it. If they shall stand for

game protection their employment will be as perma-
nent as that of the farmer. And there is reason to be-

lieve that the trend of guide opinion is toward the sup-

port of the law, the discouragement of illicit game
killing by their employers, the preservation of the deer

and the moose, and the perpetuity of their own busi-

ness interests. To adopt this principle and to live up
to it often means the exercise of a high degree of

moral courage. If any man on earth is sorely

tempted, it is the Maine guide who finds himself con-

fronted with the choice between being party to game
law A'iolation and losing his job. Scores of men who
go into the Maine woods in the summer months and
employ guides, are wholly without any principle when
game is in range. They mean to have their venison,

and if the guide stands in the way, they will dismiss
"

him, and he will find himself out of employment. If

be is of just the average type of man material, as we
find it in the woods and out of them, he swallows his

scruples and keeps his job. If he is a man of strong
convictions and has the courage of them, he lets the

visitor find another guide. The growing tendency, it is

ventured to say, is now toward adopting the principle

of living up to the law; and the time may come, much
sooner than might be anticipated, when this will be
the practically universal- attitude^ of Maine guides.

When that shall be the case, the guide occupation will

be one of increased worth and dignity, and of tremen-
dous influence for good. As has been said, they will

have in their own hands for their own efficient control
the protection of Maine game.

A MASSACHUSETTS GAME REFUGE.
The readiness with which all wild creatures respond

to protection by man is well known. Pretty much
all things that wear feathers or hair would regard
man as a friend rather than an enemy, if he would but
give them the opportunity, and it is only the universal

human desire for killing that makes birds and
mammals wild. A familiar example of this tameness
under protection is seen in the game of the Yellow-
stone Park, much of which is no more shy than the

cattle in our fields. We see the same thing on Long
Island, where, during the greater part of the year, the

deer feed in the fields or along the roadsides without
paying the slightest attention to passers by. Cases of

similar tameness in Avild birds are common enough,
and we have all of us heard of reptiles that came at

call, and may remember the picture—^printed a few
years ago—of Mr. Jewell, of Hartford, calling his frogs
to dinner by the sound of a bell.

All this, of course, opens up great opportunities for

observation and pleasure to people who control or are
near considerable areas of protected land and water.
Such areas are happily growing more numerous in

these dRys. Reservations are being set aside in States
gnd Territories, and parks established in counties and
towns and cities; and where this is done the wild birds
and animals are quick to take advantage of such places.
Such parks are protected; not always very well pro-
tected, perhaps, yet the diflference between promiscu-
ous pursuit at all hours of the day and night, and
the occasional shot of the sneaking poacher is a wide
one, and the wild things recognize the difference.

It is only a year or two since a flock of wild geese
cleaving the air with arrowy flight during their migra-
tion across New York city, called down by the voices
of some domesticated -wild geese in the Zoological Sq^

ciety's park in the Bronx, were induced to give up their

journeying, and are now daily seen by the visitors to

that interesting place.

One place of this kind—a refuge and a resting spot

during the migration—is found in Spot Pond, lying

within the area of a park reservation in Massachusetts,

surrounded by the towns of Maiden, Medford, Mel-

rose and Winchester. Shooting is prohibited there and

the birds come there, alight, feed, rest and remain,

thus teaching to sportsmen and naturalists a lesson

which might well be remembered and acted on. This,

in fact, is a game refuge, such as was first advocated, if

we recollect aright, by Mr. Willard G. Van Name, of

New Haven, Conn., a number of years ago.

Spot Pond, we are told, is a resting place for a great

flock of sea gulls, which pass the night on its waters

and in the morning resort to the sea shore to feed, re-

turning again before dusk. Here, too, are said to be

no less than 1,500 black ducks, as well as many others

of different sorts, many of them probably sea ducks,

for it is well known that, during the autumnal migra-

tion, the coots, old squaws, goldeneyes and other truly

marine ducks are often found in fresh-water lakes far

from the sea.

The superintendent of the park states that the aquatic

population of Spot Pond is constantly changing. Al-

most every day fresh flocks arrive from the north, and

other flocks take their departure for more southern

waters. The noise of the birds' wings and their cries

are heard at night and in the morning, and they have

added a new feature of interest and attraction to the

neighborhood. And not to the neighborhood alone,

for we are told that people come long distances to the

shores of this lake to view the interesting assemblage.

If a series of such refuges could be established up

and down our sea coast it would be a great thing for

sportsmen and naturalists, alike. More important than

that, such refuges would do a valuable educational

work in the sections where they were established, giv-

ing to people who know nothing about wild life the

opportunity to rear broods whose presence in the

neighborhood would be useful to sportsmen because

they would attract birds to the region during the sea-

sons when shooting is permitted.

The world moves. Game protective ideas advance.

There have never been so many people anxious to have

game—and life generally—preserved as now. We be-

lieve that the time is not far distant when the result of

all this effort will be seen in the increased supply of

living things.

If one-half of what C. M. Feuilliard, of Morehouse-

ville, in the Adirondacks, writes of his neighbors can

be substantiated. Chief Protector Pond may find there

a state of affairs to engage his attention for some time.

The record. is one of deer jacking, hounding, crusting

and killing out of season, trout slaughter and stealing

timber from private and public lands. One of the

worthies named is a supervisor, who is credited with

having "fixed" a game warden who set out to investi-

gate his doings. The list of offenses comprises pretty

much all the crimes in the poacher's calendar; and not

only are names, places, dates and witnesses given, but

Mr. Feuilliard avers that in numerous of the transac-

tions recorded, he himself had part. He has given

earnest of his sincere wish for a cleaning up of More-
houseville by mailing a copy of his deposition to the

chief protector at Albany.

The Post Check Currency bills now before Congress

contemplate the issue of currency which shall circulate

from hand to hand as the present currency does, but

which when endorsed shall become a check payable

only to the person to whom it is sent. This will pro-

vide a simple, convenient and safe mode of sending

money by mail; and it goes without saying that such a

system would be of incalculable benefit to all who have

occasion to send money through the mails. The post

check plan has been endorsed by the Postmaster Gen-
eral as "very simple and easily understood," and no
substantial objections to the plan have been adduced.

The public convenience would be served by the enac^-s

ment of the measijres into a law.
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Two Years' Outing Across Siberia
(.Continued from page 403.")

Life aad Spoft on the Trans-Baikal.

From the headwaters of the Amur, the route lay

over the labloni range, thence across the valley of the

Baikal, to the vast lake of that name—a beautiful jour-

ney. Negotiating the road-passes of the labloni Ciepa
(pronounced ciera), little difficulty is experienced: the

worst parts of the roads are on the upper ranges, and are

almost knee deep in a coarse sand. It is cruel Avork on the

horses, most all the year round, to pull telegas and taran-

tases over those shifty seashore-like dopori. In wet
vv-eather is, of course, the worst, when the adhering sand
presents a "cling-surface" to everything enough to make
even a leather-belting cling-surface specialist hate the

very words which are one of his talking points. And,
again, in winter, little snow falls in this region; sledges

are seldom seen except on the frozen rivers, and the in-

tense dry cold takes every particle of moisture out of

the sandy roads and leaves them as soft and powdery as

in the piping hot summer. If snow does fall, the Arctic

temperature and the winds keep it on the move; for the

flakes congeal into crystals, which in turn are expanded
and exploded by the cold to an almost impalpable powder.
Try to make a snowball of that snow, and you will fail

;

in pressing it together in jour hands it will run through
your fingers like silver smd.

A Lonely Station on the Trans-Cibitiao.

The circum-Baikal route is probably the best sports-

man's chance in Cibiria off the now open trans-Asiatic

railroad system. There you will find bears and black

foxes of a type whose skins are much sought for in fur-

riery—and a combination of pleasure and money-making
is never amiss. I have always held it is quite proper

(whether you need the money or not) to make money
honestly—to put, if possible, the spice ©f commercialism

into your sport—to (if you will, in fact) respect and
even love money. My experience with carping cynics who
talk about "money muck" and profess to be "above it,"

that they're not above "borrowing" your "money muck";
and, worst of all, never think of repaying it. Oh, no!

it's not their "principle" to repay "money muck." I am
induced to jot doAvn this reflection on money by recalling

an unfortunate central Cibirian experience, west of the

Baikal; and still worse disappointments elsewhere in the

world. However, should this paragraph reach the eyes

of the Cibirski delinquent, I would say the debt has been

"written off"; but he won't get another chancel

Boxing-in a Ofairlan Foresi: The Huge^t Pole Fence
Known.

In the approaches to the valley of the Baikal, as you

near the dirtv big village of HijHi-ydinck (pronounced

Nijni-ydingkj, it will be noticed that the dense forests on

either side ar for scores of miles roughly fenced in.

Why? The forests are never used for anything—not even

touched for timber or firewood. The villages are thirty

to fifty verstas apart, and even the natives rarely venture

into those black depths. So why the fenced-in protection?

It had to be explained to me. The villagers' horses and

cattle, in search of pasture, would stray miles and rniles

from the depebni—mostly along the great trans-Asiatic

highway, and then turn off into the forest glades, and get

remote into the forest depths. Thus far, so well. If

let alone, the cattle would instinctively have found their

way out and home again—if they wanted to. But prob-

ably many of the hard-worked horses found grassy dells

beside tranquil lakelets, and preferred to stay there. Win-
ter's approach would have reminded them that the snug

village stables were (for six months of the year) better

than the glacial depths of the forests, and accordingly they

would have turned up at their stations by force of circum-

stsnccs-

But, of course, their owners could not wait such a

pleasure of theirs—I mean the horses. So men and chil-

dren would start to explore the forests in search of the

errants, and a comedy would turn into a tragedy !
Divers

of the searchers for the lost would hopelessly lose them-

selves. Without compass, a sky may be overcast for days

and obscuring the sun—-without woodcraft knowledge

—

running short of food (if they had the prevision to take

any)_various of the younger folk have disappeared for-

ever, in the years gone by ; and even some of the older

people have never been able to relate their experiences.

Any animal, no matter how unacquainted with water,

will wriggle to land somehow if flung into a pond. Can

the same be said of human beings? Our boating fatali-

ties prove the contrary. A boatload of half a dozen per-

sons, a poodle, a capsize and lo ! the poodle proves the

"noblest of them all"—i.e., he doesn't lose his head.

Likely as not he proves the sole survivor ; and, not con-

tent with swimming ashore, the noble canine wiU for

hours—perhaps days—patrol the bank with his plaintive

cries to get assistance for those for whom it will avail not.

So the Cibirian villagers, after repeated heartrending

distresses over their lost ones, decided, "in extraordinary

convention assembled," to take in hand the (for them) big

task of actually fencing in the forests for scores bf miles.

Stop the cause: the effect will take care of itself. Of

their own initiative, in their own time, the widely parted

communes set to work to box in the forests. Each had

its allotted sections to pole up. The process was rough,

simple, but effective. Slim long firs were selected, a

dozen blows of the hatchet, and down they came with a

run. Speedily were the branches lopped off, which last

were subsequently rounded up, bunched, and dragged to

the villages for the winter's firewood: So the mujiks

at least got the best part of their long winter's fire supply

for their pains.

Now the slim trefe lengths (without troubling to split

them for timber is too plentiful for that) were nailed

bodily on to the skirting forest trees from tree to tree.

There are three tiers of these tree-poles—high enough to

prevent a trouble-meaning horse to clear, when being

rounded up; and low enough to prevent colts and calves

wandering thereunder,
_

^ The unique fence has well seryed its purpose. Without

fence po.sts to rot (for, as just stated, the fence is nailed

from tree to tree), in a pure, dry climate, that, the (I be-

lieve) hugest timber fence on the globe, will probably last

another half-century.

And as you ride along day after day in the tarantas, and
see that Cibirian "Chinese wall" (of wood) facing the

black depths of the forests, j-ou get to like it, and com-
pare its comfortable top bar—just right for sitting on

—

to the inconvenience of the inhospitable American barbed-
wire fence. For, personally, I consider the Yankee
barbed-wire fence the most cussedestly uncomfortable seat

to swing on that was ever conceived out of 1:he brain of a

depraved genius.

Sport on the Lake Baikal.

This is the greatest fresh-water lake in the universe,

barring our own inland seas. It covers nearly 13,500

square miles. Baikal is an Arabic or Tatar word, meaning
"rich water," or lake. Fresher-tasting lake water I never
drank in my life: its freshness you seem to taste as an
aromatic odor. Throughout the year—even in midsum-
mer—^the water is always under or little above zero centt-

grado. In the afternoons of the warm days of August, I

would endeavor to bathe therein from the extreme south-

western shores, but the water remained so benumbingly
cool, I could not .stand it over a couple of minutes.

This low temperature is accounted for by the lake re-

ceiving its supply always from the snows of the Altai

range. So pure is the supply, you can see the big white

stones at the lake bottom through a score feet of water—
and deeper still when the lake is frozen. The greatest

depth of the Baikal has never yet beeen ascertained:

soundings of over a mile deen have been made, yet without

—in some places—touching bottom.

In fish, it is exceedingly rich. The neighboring towns
and districts look to it for their fish supplies, and there

is an organized fishing industry on a certain scale of mag-
nitude. I often passed the ruins of fish cureries—^^showing

how the scene of operations was often on the shift. Tlie

(i:ibirian towns depend on the Baikal for their kaviar

(which they call, in Russian, ikra). This is obtained from
the sturgeon; and the highest grade of isinglass comes
from the same source. (It is, by the way, both comical

and provoking how many ignorant people in America will

persist in misapplying the word isinglass to and for mika,

or mica.)
The sporting angler, then, touring across Cibiria, has in

the great Baikal all the unexplored field he will need for

years. No elaborate equipment is necessary: the village

boys do wonders with a few feet of string and a bent pin

;

whereas the son of the governor-general at Ipkytck (pro-

nounced Irkutsk), who came along with a 200-ruble outfit,

and who had read up a petty library on fishology, and ex-

pected to stagger the benighted natives with his piscicul-

tural hauls—this "know-all-about-it" book angler had such

poor luck he wasn't above resorting (in his despair) to

the subterfuge of buying up some of the villagers' bent-pin

catches, and returning to Ipkytck and proudly showing

them off as his own

!

Silkworm gut is always useful in an angler's outfit—not

alone for deceiving the cutest of fish, but also as a surgical

ligature in case of need, or as an auxiliary guitar or violin

string; or as forming the strongest emergency binding

twine one could have. Therefore some of it could ad-

vantageously be carried by any sportsman visiting the land

of dreadful distance.

Incidentally, I might mention that the process of manu-
facture of silkworm gut was unknown to the world till I

made it known over a dozen years ago. In '88 I was
traveling in Iberia, where (in Murcia) the making of the

gut had always been a mysterious secret ; and a letter came
from R. Marston, editor of the Fishing Gazette (London),

asking for an article telling all about the process. I got

the information first-hand, personally handled much of the

silvery-pearl threads, but decided to write out the account

when it suited me, and to take my own time thereover;

returned to America for six months, but did nothing;

returned to Paris in the spring of '89, and from there

wrote out "The Manufacture of Silkworm Gut." It duly

appeared in one of the issues of the Gazette for May or

June, and was credited world-wide for years. The last

time it turned up was in a Chicago journal of technique,

in May, '96. A couple of years after my first publication,

the Carswell & Imbrie concern, Manhattan, came out

with an independent account. "The cat was out of the

bag," etc.

The Black Snow of Qbiria.

This phenomenon of nature was commented on by the

writer when describing another of nature's little known
phenomena in Cibiria, re the cold-expansion of metals,

illustrated over a couple of years ago in the monthly Engi-

neering Times (London). The curiosity is not unknown
in the north of America ; but in northern Asia you see it

on a big scale—here and there, whole patches of a funereal

black. This is the cause of the singularity : The earth in

parts is an intense bluish-black. We all know that a

deep blue-black looks blacker than a pure black. You will

notice this in print : a circular printed in a pronounced

l)!ue-black is an intenser black (and is easier to read) than

one printed with plain black ink, which, on drying, has a

tinge of a dull gray in it.

Now, the blue-black earth of sections of Cibiria Is first

frozen by the cold, then the dry cold—getting intenser

—

dries every particle of moisture, and the clods of earth

disintegrate to an almost impalpable powder.
_
The result

is you will occasionally see dust storms in Cibiria, in mid-
^i^^ter—in districts where scarce any snow falls—as dense

as on the Mojave desert, and intensively more disagree-

able—since accompanied by, maybe, a cold of 35 below
centigrado.

Finally, along comes a blizzard of snow. For a couple

of days there is a pretty churning up of those earth par-

ticles and the snow flakes—or rather snow crystals;

for the vise-like cold freezes the flakes into pow-
der-like granules ere or almost as soon as they

reach the earth. The result is a layer of black snow, from

two to six inches deep. Take some of it in your hand

:

the result of melting will leave some dirty water in your

palm, but no sediment—^proving how thorough has been

the atmospheric mixing of earth and snow. But, while

the black snow, melted, will hold the earthy particles in

solution for some time, if you melt a whole tumblerful,

you will find in the morning the law of gravity will "a

tale unfold"—and ther? \vi\l be the earthy sediment,

There is nothing whiter than snow, and its intense

whiteness is due to the bluish tinge of the flakes or
crystals. Don't our own housewives insensibly copy na-
ture's snow when, to whiten linen, they run the cleansed
goods through the bluing tub? I mention the well-known
whiteness of snow, as it is this very bluish tinge which,
combining Avith the bluish-black earth, helps produce a

snow ';vhich is the blackest thing in nature! I put it in

italics—for there could be nothing blacker. The nearest
approach to it artificially is the black crepe common at

funerals. The black snow is not a glossy or glittering

black, but has quite a somber or dull appearance. It has
not at all the look of dirty snow—too black for that.

There, as it lays in patches on the great steps of

western Cibiria, hardened down by the cold so you can
walk on it with scarce leaving an impression, you will

notice the wind has gently furrowed it as the waves fur-

row sand on the seashore. This queer wavy or ribbed
effect at once puts you in mind of and makes you com-
pare it to the intense dull black of crinkled or fuzzy crepe
which widows like to wear.

Sportsmen's Accommodations fn Cibiria.

It goes without saying, these are unsatisfactory every-
where. Judged by western standards, there is not a
proper hotel in the country. But all outing people expect
to have to rough it even in America, when camping out,

but look forward to the town for "getting even" in creature
comforts. In Cibiria, the outer must expect to rough it

both in town and out of it. If he goes there prepared for

thus roughing it, he will feel no disappointment. If he
keeps to the line of the railway, he will find at all first and
second class stations a respectable pectopaH (pronounced
restoran), sometimes called byfct (meaning "laeefsteak")

—for the American or British beefsteak is well known in

Cibiria and Russia—in fact, the world over.

The prices are soaring. For a glass of tea, 10 koneks
(pronounced kopeks) ; coffee, 20 k. ; cacao, scarce obtain-
able, but price would be about 25 or 30 k.

;
glass milk, 10

k. ; apple, 25 k.
;
orange, 30 k. ; lemon, 40 to 50 k. ; beef-

steak, 35 to so k. ; ham and eggs, 50 k. ; a little bread,
10 k. ; cigar, 20 k. ;

champagne, about 7 pybli the bottle.

Legally, the konek and pybl (pronounced rubl) equals
our dollar and cent; in exchange, the pybli is worth 75
cents and the konek about % cent. The currency is paper,

some silver, and old cumbersome coppers. The silver is

heavily alloyed with tin, and scarce rings like silver. Alto-
gether, it is a depraved currency. There is false money, too,

and it behooves one to be on the alert. I Avas victim-
ized, as at first I thought all the silver false, and some that

were really false did thus creep in, Not wishing, when T

found out the fraud, to palm it off on others (which is

wrong both legally and morally—beside, consider the awk-
ward assumed look of innocence you have to put on when
the proffered spurio is detected and returned to you)—
all false money I received in Cibiria, I would deposit, in a
spirit of the purest philanthropy, in church collection

boxes.
Hotels in Cibiria have a fixed tariff posted in every

room. You do at least know about what you will have
to pay. The tariff is drawn up by a paternal administration
thousands of miles away, at St. Petersburg. Thus, if you.

want hot water, you can have the piping samovar brought
in : 10 koneks. The tariff is rated fairly high ; but those
printed figures prevent disputes.

"Sweet Repose, Indeedl"

At some of the Chino-Russian inns on the Manchuria-
Cibiria frontier, the proprietors have yielded so much to

Western ideas as to provide rough cane bedsteads for

guests, instead of the straw mats most commonly used.

They are made of a wizened or crinkled or very withered-
looking gray cane, jointed like bamboo, but solid all

through, and not liable to split like the hollow article.

The fiber is of the toughest. I used to wonder what it

was, especially as the boys about would surreptitiously

slice pieces off the bed posts and chew them up. I tried,

too, and found it sweet as maple sugar.

It transpired that the material was nothing other than
desiccated or sun-dried sorghum sugar cane—chosen for

its lightness, elasticity and exceeding strength when dried
with its natural juices retained; also insuring to sleepers

the sweetest of repose.

So, if you desired some candy when abed, all you had to

do was to slice off and munch a little chunk of bed post

!

SoKtode of Travel In CiWria*

Some years ago, when touring among the Pyrenees, and,
later, among the Sierra Madre range of western Mexico,
I recorded my impressions of the solitude of travel in a
world which is said to be "getting full." On the Iberian
slope of the south-central Pyrenees, three days' jaunt with
scarce seeing a soul—and this is supposedly "crowded
Europe" ! In the land of la Mexicana, forty miles of rid-

ing on a straight road—one of the main mesa highways of
Mexico—without seeing life! But I had not seen
Cibiria then!

*' The Seven Cardinal Sinf.**

There is one spot about midway on the Aniur River,
where from village to village is some 300 versti (say, in

round figures, turning 200 miles). Not a soul to be seen
between, outside of the lonely posting stations, or ctancias
(pronounced stancias). At those stancias reside the
starosta, or storoj (chief), his family, and a helper. Day
after day you travel without seeing life en route, excepting
an occasional fleeing wolf or young deer^ or the wildest
of goats. The road is tortuous at times, travel slow, but
the scenery ravishing in its poetic effects of distant pros-
pects and vast horizons.

All travelers express themselves satisfied when,
the last of the seven solitary stancias are passed.

They have given to the isolated seven, the never-
forgetable title of "The Seven Cardinal Sins." Nor
will the occidental tourist forget it if (as happene
to the scribe) he gets benighted between tho
solitary stations—has the tarantas or harness bre
down seven miles from the stancia you are trying to reach
ere the pitch-black night comes on : the isvochik (driver)

has to tramp those seven miles to the stancia for a new
belly band or shaft or axle (mostly made of wood), or
for whatever the breakdown may mean; then there is the
seven miles to come back for you, your baggage, and to

haul the tarantas to the stancia. (Soing and returning will
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ake him about six hours ; meanwhile you are left to com-
pose yourself among your furs in the vehicle, and listen

0 the moaning winds, and an occasional uncanny, stealthy
;rceping in the black forests, which will make you ask
v'ourself with a shudder, "What can it be?" Verily, when
he isvochik thus goes off, you feel, as never before in
v'our life, that "he leaves the world to darkness and to
nie."

Of your own language, kith or kin, you will meet with
very few in Russiadom. During the two years of travel
between the Pacific and Polonia, I only accidentally met
two such travelers. One was Dun, a mining placerist
from the Golden Gate; the other, Alexander, a London
mechanic. Both were rush-across-the-country tourists.
The Britisher wrote a couple of papers for the London
Field, entitled "Two Thousand Miles in a Sledge." They
were stuff—replete with ludicrous errors

!

The impressions of the rush tourist are naturally un-
reliable. The most recent errorist is H. Norman, whose
book, "All the Russias," smacks very much as if the
author had joined Fontanka kanal's big army of subsi-
dized foreign official excusists. The publisher thereof
(Heinman, London) was, it will be remembered, the same
who marketed and exploited the Landor imposture.

Sporting Footwear ia Cibiria.

The Cibiriaks have copied and adopted permanently for
winter use the Tatar felted camel wool boots. On the dry
winter snows, they are superb: the soles are also of the
same felted material, double thick. They are the best in-
sulators known against cold. But of course they are not
waterproof, and with the disappearance of winter, they
disappear too, and are replaced by leather top boots. Rub-
jers or gum boots are seldom seen in Cibiria, because,
while keeping out wet, they also keep it in—in the form of
perspiration, and are icily cold in winter and distressingly
warm in summer. Rubber, in fact, is such a poor non-
conductor, that, profiting by experience, I have entirely
rejected it from present and future outfits for footwear.
In summer, the Cibiriak sallies forth in leather top

)00ts, which are provided with extension tops. The poor-
est of mujiks provide themselves with itchigi (spelt as
pronounced)—^a grotesque-looking top boot, dreadfully
elownish-looking, made of rawhide, painted with tar. For
a sock, they stuff dried grass inside. For light wear, they
use bark sandals, but these have no stability—the soles
going to shreds after a couple of weeks.

I have run the whole gamut of Cibirian boots—and
more: had pure cork-sole boots specially made (although
cautioned not to), and split them like sealing wax within
ten minutes of putting to a practical test.

In summer time, the best boot in the world is—no boot
at all ; in wet and wintry weather, the waterproof leather
boot "can't be beat" ; but for dry weather lise, the Cibirian
coarse camel-wool boot is unexcelled.

The Penns of Cibiria.

For the projected book of travel in Cibiria, I had penned
down data on the Penns of Cibiria. As the work, how-
ever, promises never to juaterialize, unless issued as a suc-
cessful failure, or economic loss, I might as well condense
the matter into this paragraph. It will interest Americans,
and especially Keystone Staters.

In April, '97, I ran across at Cipoctan (pronounced
CiroQtan), on the topmost Asiatic slope of the Ural
divide, a family whose name was spelt in Russian let-

ters—neiiH. This is pronounced like our own Penn. In-
quisitive, I began to investigate, and followed up the
theme till I located the source of the Penns in the town
of Ekatepinbypr (pronounced Ekaterinburg). From there
there is a jump of 3,000 miles further into the heart of

Cibiria—to the stancia of Kokyi, on the za-Baikal, where
another Penn branch is located. They came to Cibiria

from Russia less than a hundred years ago, and to Russia
from the south of Britain, from the old William Penn
stock of Buckinghamshire. As a boy, in some of my
earliest vagrant travels, I visited the grave of Quaker
Penn at Jordans, near Chalfont, in the shire of Bucks—it

is almost as remote to-day from the madding crowd as it

was when Penn was interred there nearly 200 years ago.

The Cibirian Penns are naturally by this time completely
Russianized. A few speak the French language, as is

common with all Russians of culture
;
only one has a

definite knowledge of the American language. It is a very
limited, but sympathetic and laborious family; they do not
call themselves Christians, but prabo-Qlahni, meaning, lit-

erally, "verity-faithists"—or "true-faithists."

Roads a Quarter of a Mile Wide.

. There are some portions of the S,ooo-mile highway that

stretches from theAmur to the Vistula that average a quar-
ter-mile in width. These expansive tracks are only found
hereabouts, on the za-Baikal. The abnormal width came
about in this way : Stretches of country are a hard gravel
soil—so hard, that the road makers made little or no at-

tempt to even define a made road over it. It was con-
sidered "good enough." So, not even a track being de-
fined, the myriads of caravans and coaches which have
passed over the route every month for a half-century, have
chosen any part of the hard expanse, and (having broad
road-making tires) have cut out what must be the broad-
est natural -made roads known. A dozen tarantases could
easily race abreast, yet have the amplest latitude.

Safety of Travel in Cibiria.

During two years' journeying across Cibiria and
Russia, never a single molestation from man or beast
(two minor exceptions). I never once saw a wolf or a
bear, although some mornings their tracks were visible

on the fresh snow across the highway where they had
crossed it from one forest to another. I always had my
.45 five-shooter ready for an emergency, however; and
twice had to use it on tlireatening starving wolf dogs.
1 would let them come near enough, to test their be-
havior, watch them narrowly, and just as they intended
to spring, would shoot the foremost point-blank in the
breast. Thej' fell over without a sound or struggle

—

dead. A fine death! The others, jumping at the report
and seeing die result, would hurriedly skulk off into the
forest.

I had been told some Aveird stories by Russians them-
selves of escaped criminals, who were ever and anon
"murdering isolated wayfarers" for their money, especially

jiear villages. Now, although I traveled, as stated above,

two years alone—some in the loiiesomest parts of Cibiria

and Russia—I was never once interrupted. I have seen
strange characters disappear in the woods, or wait till I

had passed, but maybe they thought I was myself a
dangerous brigand, since being alone. Fot it appears
that among the desperate classes all over the globe, the

isolated criminal is feared as the most redoubtable, just

as in tlie animal world the rogue elephant is, in its soli-

tary life, reckoned the toughest by sportsmen.
L. LODIAN.

[to be continued.]

In Nez Perce Days.
Kipp, Mont,—Mr. E. W. Buckwalter, or Buck, as he is

familiarly called, is one of Montana's old timers. He
crossed the plains in 1803, and since then has had a most
varied experience, having been at different times a type-

setter, a miner, a bull-whacker, a merchant, a wood-hawk;

,

he is now a prosperous rancher.
One evening recently we were talking about the Nez

Perce war of 1S77, when Buck came in, and some pil-

grim asked him where he was during that exciting time,

"Where was I? Well, I'll tell you," he replied. "It

has always been my luck to get mixed up in any row go-
ing on ; I walked twenty miles to stumble into that one,

and for a little while those Indians made things pretty

lively for us. During the '70s, when steamboating on the
upper Missouri was at its height, I had a wood yard a

couple of hundred miles below Fort Benton, at Two Calf
Island. I was right at the foot of a long stretch of shal-

low, rapid water, and every steamboat passing up bought
all the wood of me that could be loaded on, for there was
never any telling how many hours, or even days, it would
take to get over the frequent bars. In the fall of the
year, when the water reached its lowest stage, the bog-ts

went no further than Cow Island, twenty miles above
my place, from whence their cargoes were hauled over-
land hy bull and mule train to Fort Benton.
"In the month of October, 1877, the river \yas unusually

low ; I did not think there would be any njore boats up
that season, so one day, feeling rather lonesome, I thought
I would >valk up to Cod Island and visit the little de-

tachment of soldiers and the citizen or two who were in

charge of the freight left there by the last boats. I sluijg

my r.ifle over my shoulder and started off on a game trail

which led along through the bottoms and over the hills.

It was a pretty wild country in those days and we wood-
hawks were exposed to no little danger from the war
parties of different tribes who were continually prowling
along the river in search of scalps and plunder. So I

kept my ej'es open as I went, and not a deer moved in

the brush, npr living thing of any kind came intp view
but what I stopped and made up my mind just what it

was. Along jn the afternoon I came in sight of Cow
Island, and \vas surprised to see a large party pf Indians,
men, women and children, fording the river to the north
side, and driving a large number pf loose horses before
them.. I couldn't imagine what tribe it was ; I had heard
of no movements of the Indians, and so far as I knew
there were none at open war with the whites. But I had
long since learned by dear experience that discretion is

the better part of valor, and I turned to go back. I only
went a few yg-rds, however, when I saw some Indians
coming down the ridge on my trail ; there was no alterna-
tive but to go on, and on I went, walking as fast as I

could and yet not show indecent haste. All the same
I was scared. However, I arrived safely at the landing,
where I found my friend, Mike Foley, who had charge of
the freight, and Sergeant Briggs and ten soldiers, who
were guarding it. There were also five tenderfeet, pas-
sengers on the last boat, who were bound for Helena and
were waiting for a chance to go on with the next freight
train. Of course, I couldn't tell them who the Indians
were. They had begun a small intrenchment when the
first of the outfit appeared, and by the time I arrived it

was about complete. I was standing looking at it, when
we saw a couple of the Indians sneaking up toward the
freight pile under cover of the river bank. Foley and I

went out to interview them, and when they saw us com-
ing they stopped and held their guns ready, half raised, a
mighty bad sign. When we asked them who they were,
one of them replied: "'No kum-tux.' a Chinook word
meaning : I don't understand.

''Then we knew that they were from the west side of
the Rockies, for the plains tribes do not speak that jargon
invented by the Hudson Bay Co. We asked no more
questions, iDut simply stood and looked them steadily in

the eyes, and presently they turned and walked slowly
back down the river.

"There happened to be a case of Winchester rifles and
some cartridges among the freight, and under the cir-

cumstances the sergeant thought he was justified in using
them ; we carried the boxes into the intrenchment and
pried off the covers.

" 'Here,' said the sergeant, 'you tenderfeet may just as
well understand right now that there's going to be trouble
in this camp to-night; you've got to put up a good fight
or die, and the chances are you'll die, anyhow. Everyone
of you take one of these rifles and a box of cartridges and
do your best when the time comes.'
"One big, strapping Irishman, a carpenter by trade, re-

fused. 'Be jabers," he said, "Oi niver handled wan av
thim things in me life, an' oim too auld to larn new
thricks. Jist give me an ax or a good shilalah, an' I'll do
me share if they do be for makin' a charge.'

"

"About five o'clock a party of the warriors came riding
toward us; they all had their guns resting handy across
their saddles. ' When only twenty-five or thirty yards dis-
tant the sergeant called out that we would fire if they tried
to come nearer, and they stopped. A fellow who looked
like a half-breed, who was with the three chiefs, a little

in front of the rest of the party, called out in broken Eng-
lish that they wanted to talk, so Foley and I went over
to hear what they had to s^y. I looked closely at the
three chiefs while face to face with them, and afterward,
when I saw their pictures in Harper's Weekly, I knew
that I had met Chief Joseph, the noted and cunning Nez
Perce leader, and his bloodthirsty aids. White Bird and
Looking Glass. First they wanted to know if we had any
whiskey, and we replied that there wasn't a drop in the
outfit. Then they wanted some bacon ; we said there was
none of that either, but that if they were hungry they
would find thousands of buffalo only three or four miles

furtlier north, which latter w^as the truth. That news
seemed to please them and they turned and rode away.
"The freight pile, some sixty tons of miscellaneous

goods, including about twenty tons of bacon, was near
the river bank and directly under a high rocky ridge. The
earthworks so hastil^r thrown up were some little distance
from it, but were also overlooked by the ridge. The de-
fense should have been constructed out in the middle of
the flat, but when the boys began it they didn't really be-
lieve that there would be any attack, seeing there were
women and children in the outfit, and, again, it was their

duty to remain near the goods they had been sent to pro-
tect. But shortly after the talk with the Indians, we
knew for certain what we had begun to suspect, that we
were in for a fight, for a wood-hawk sneaked in from up
the river, and told us that a soldier carrying dispatches
to the Cow Island detachment, had been killed by them
near his cabin that morning, the Indians taking hi§ hor§e,
gun, and accoutrements.

" 'Well, fellows," said the sergeant, 'night is coming on
and there's no doubt we're in for it. Let's have a bite

to eat, for fear we never get another chance at the grub
pile.'

"

"He was a brave man, that soldier, and would have his

joke no matter what was going on.

"We all pitched in, when all at once the Indians opened
fire on us from the ridge, and dropping our meat and hard
tack, we rushed into the trench. Before we got there one
of the tenderfeet was shot ; the bullet first tore away one
of his thumbs, and then striking a rib, glanced along tl^e

bone for several inches, making a painful but not danger-
ous wound. He gave an awful screech when he fell, and
one of his comrades was so badly scared that he droppec}
his gun, jumped the breastworks, and fled into the wil-
lows bordering the river. The bullets \yere plucking
about us like hail, but we ran back to the wounded man
and carried him into the trench. It's a wonder none qi
us were hit then. The breastworks were so low, and so
near the ridge from whence the Indians were shooting,
tliat it was with the greatest difficulty we kept from ex-
posing ourselves to the terrible fire.

"As soon as it was dark the enemy broke into the
freight pile. They found a few gallons of whiskey, bare-
ly enough for a drink around, but no ammunition, as yve
had taken that. There was lots of plunder, howeyer,
which they carried away, and then they set fire to the
rest. The burning bacon gave out such a bright flame
that the whole fiat and the ridge were illuminated, en-
abling us to see what was going on, as well as affording
the Indians plenty of light to keep up their accurate fire

at our breastworks. They kept at it all night long, and
charged us twice, but each time we drove them back with-
out any loss on ou.r side. We never knew whether we
actually killed any of them or not, for each time they car-
ried their wounded back with them. If we did, the bodies
were so carefully concealed that they were never found.
Perhaps they were weighted and cast in the river.

".A.bout three o'clock in the morning, when the Indians
made their last charge, I got a bullet through the shoul-
der which paralyzed my left arm for the time being, and
as I was of no further use as a fighter, I crawled into a
hole and covered up with some buffalo robes owned by
the soldiers. At the edge of the hole, near my head, stood
a large army mess-box; all the rest of the night I could
hear the bullets plugging into it, making sieves of the
tin dishes and cups it contained. After the fight was over
Ave found that it had been pierced more than two hundred
times

!
It was fully eight o'clock when the Indians ceased

firing at us and moved away up the flat. Soon after they
had gone our deserter appeared and said that they had
been all through the willows during the night, and sev-
eral times nearly stepped on him. He was awful hungry,
he said, and would like something to eat. The sergeant
cursed him roundly for being such a rank coward, and
then gaA-e him a piece of raw bacon and some hard tack.
As .soon as he got them safely in his hands, he leaped the
barrier again and ran toward the river. Just to help him
along the boys fired a few shots, the bullets plowing up
the ground on each side and in front of him. Well, 'twas
laughable to see his antics ; he hollered and srieked, fell
down and rolled a way, got up and ran, and then rolled
some more; but all the time held on to his hardtack like
grim death

; and so he went until he finally disappeared
in the wiIIov»rs.

"About an hour after the Indians left us we heard some
heavy firing up Cow Creek, aind pretty soon Cooper and
Farmer, with their teamsters, came into camp and said
that the Indians had captured and burned their wagon
trains with all the valuable freight they contained, they
barely escaping with their lives. About the same time a
\yoodhawk, who had a yard below mine, arrived ; the out-
fit had burned his cabin and he only got away by taking
to the willows. He reported a steamboat aground at
Grand Island, only ten miles below.
'As the tenderfoot and I were both suffering from our

painful \younds, it was decided to take us down to the
steamer in a skiff owned by Foley. We were about to
push out into the .stream when some more of the enemy
appeared on the opposite side of the river, traveling east,
and we thought it best to remain where we were until
dark. As soon as night came we started again, and after
going about a mile heard some horsemen talking English
on the south shore. They were some Fort Benton volun-
teers led by Col. Tlges, and were after the Nez Perces.
Among them were Charlie Rowe, Col. Donnelly, Judge
Tattan, George Croft, Murray Nicholson and a number
of others whose names I do not now recall. Louis Cobell
was their guide. They told us of the awful bloody trail
the Indians had left behind, of the battle of the Big Hole
where so many of our soldiers were killed, and we in
turn gave them what information Ave had, and showed
them the ford, Avhich they Avere looking for.

"A little further doAvn the stream Ave were hailed again,
and Avho should it be but the tenderfoot who had twice
jumped the breastAvorks. He was still so badly scared that
he could scarcely speak, and when Ave told him he could get
aboard he came over the side in such a hurry that the skiff
nearly capsized. Some one gave him a thump on the head
Avith an oar and told him to keep still or we A\rould drown
him.
"We arrived at fhdt steamboat Avithout further incident.

The next morning she got off the bar, but the Avater was
so loAv it took us four days to make the ten miles up to
Cow Island. Then Ave learned that the Fort Benton men
had followed the Indians up Cow Creek until they found
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their rear guard posted in a COfflitianding position across
the valley. A fight ensued, in which a man named Brad-
ley was killed and the little party was forced to retreat,

the Indians greatly outnumbering them and having all the
advantage of defense.

"It is a matter of history how Gen, Miles finally

rounded up the nez Perces near the Bear Paw Moun-
tains. That was only a few days after they made things
so lively for us at Cow Island."

Javanese Notes.
While in Melbourne I made the acquaintance of a

person recently arrived from Batavia, who informed me
that in the zoological garden at that place there was a
young Javan rhinoceros, which was for sale. Very nat-

urally I was anxious to procure such a rare specimen,
therefore pushed the collection of Australian fauna with
all possible dispatch and took passage in the first steamer
for Batavia. We passed up inside the Great Barrier
Reef, making a day's stop at Somerset, Torres Sti'aits.

As we steamed into the harbor, I noticed several small

craft lying at anchor, and on inquiry was informed that

they were pearl fishers, with mixed crews of Caucasians
and South Sea Islanders. They all hailed from Sydney,
where their owners had fitted them out, giving the crews
a percentage of the finds, Avhich were mainly pearl shells.

Just before we steamed out of the harbor, a rowboat
came alongside, and as I happened to be standing near

the gangway, I was accosted by the steersman, wishing

to know if he could be favored with a late Sydney paper.

Answering that I had several in my stateroom, which I

would gladly present to him, if he would come on board.

I piloted him down into the cabin, and slyly ordered the

steward to bring a bottle of brandy, which was duly

served while I was handing over the papers. As he

seemed to enjoy his drink so much, I determined to give

him a chance "to finish the bottle at his leisure. Pretend-

ing to go into my stateroom in search of more papers, I

passed into the steward's sanctum, gave him orders to roll

the bottle up in a bit of paper, pass it down to the crew of

South Sea Islanders, and say it was for the skipper.

Keeping in niy quarters long enough to give the steward

time to do as ordered, I reappeared with a second batch

of papers, accompanied the skipper on deck, and saw

him start for his little craft, after a profusion of thanks.

When he reached his vessel, he sprang on board and

started for the cabin, when he was stopped by the violent

gesticulations of one of the boat's crew, who passed up

the bottle of brandy. He waved it toward me, rushed

below, instantly reappeared and gave some orders to the

crew, who immediately pulled toward the steamer with

all possible speed. Our screw had begun to revolve when
they got alongside, and tossed a parcel on deck, which, on

opening, proved to be five pounds of magnificent tortoise

shell, some of which is yet in my possession, in the shape

of a toilet comb and a cap brim.

We passed into the harbor of Batavia just about dusk,

and by the time we had passed the health officials it was

quite dark. One other passenger accompanied the cap-

tain and myself on shore, where we hired gharrys and

started for the European or modern portion of the city,

where the hotels are situated. Our route passed through

the Chinese quarter with its streets completely illumi-

nated and thronged with people, which the captam ex-

plained by informing us that it was the week of Chinese

New Year. On our arrival at the hotel the captam left

us, in order to drive further up the city to the residence

of his agent. I smoked a cheroot, was shown to my
room and had just stretched out for a good nights rest

when I heard the noise of wheels in the courtyard of the

hotel, and immediately afterward was requested to get up

and go to the office, where the captain wished to see me.

On so doing, he informed me that he had learned, through

his agent, that one of the. steamers of his line had been

wrecked, consequently it would be necessary for him to

reach Singapore as son as possible, in order to make an

extra trip in place of his unfortunate consort. Therefore

I would have to hurry on board with him, gather up my
luggage and get back on shore as soon as possible, as it

was his intention to get up steam immediately and head

for Singapore. I climbed into the gharry with him, and

on our arrival at the pier it was some time before we

could procure a boat. With the aid of a native police-

man we finally succeeded in getting one, and pulled out

to the steamer. I hastened below, bundled up iny traps,

and on returning on deck was thunderstruck to find that

the boat had gone ashore, as the captain, m his hurry, had

forgotten to hold it for me. He proffered to man one of

his boats to send me ashore, but I saved lum the trou-

ble by making out in the approaching daylight the hull

of a vessel anchored not a great way from us. Pitching

my luggage into the gig, which had not been hoisted on

board two of the crew pulled me off to our neighbor.

On drawing near I made her out to be an English steamer

with several native boats at her gangway, evidently

soliciting jobs. Hailing an officer, who was standing on

the poop, I explained mv dilemma, whereupon he stepped

to the bulwarks, spoke a few words m Malay to the

parties in one of the boats, and directed me to make a

transfer to it. Hastily following his directions, I found

myself heading for the shore, while the gig returned to

the steamer. The officer kindly shouted the amount I

would have to pay for the service, for which i thanked

him by a wave of my hat, and in a comparatively short

time I found myself again landed in Batavia. Fortunately

I ran against a policeman who spoke Enghsh, so I had no

difficulty in securing a gharry to dron' nie at the hotel,

from which I had hurriedly departed a lew hours pre-

vious. Notwithstanding having lost an entire night s

sleep as soon as I had finished my breakfast, I hurried

out to the zoological garden, and was annoyed to ascer-

tain that young Jamrade had purchased the rhinoceros

and started with it for London. Returning to the hotel, i

dropped asleep and did not awake until the time of taking

the usual afternon bath and dressing for dinner.
_

After dinner I took a seat on the front portico, and

while enjoying a cheroot, my attention was attracted by

the throngs of natives, all of whom were heading down

to the Chinese quarter, which called to my memory the

caotain's remarks on the previous evening, whereupon I

determined to join the crowd and endeavor to see what-

ever was novel and interesting in the observance of the

New Year's festival. By simply following the groups of

curious investigators, I soon reached the district in-

habited exclusively by Chinese, and was astonished at
the entire cessation of all kinds of business and the Com-
plete yielding of the whole population to conviviality and
eiijojrment, Every house, from the poorest to the most
affluent, was open for the entertainment of acquaintances,
while tiie streets were filled with symbolical floats, monte-
banks, acrobats, tumblers, etc., and at one place I met a
party of three, which forcibly reminded me of the English
carol singers. Should I happen to stop in front of the
house of one of the poorer class, the occupant would dart
out, attach a pack of firecrackers to a bit of bamboo thrust
into the pavement, seize me by hand and draw me inside
to take a cup of tea, while the noise of the exploding
crackers served as a signal for a party of merry andrews
to give their performance in front of the house for my
especial gratification. If I chanced to loiter in front of
the residence of one of the wealthier class, the servants
would instantly request me to pass in, where the pro-
prietor insisted on my imbibing something, from beer to
champagne. I spent several pleasant evenings wandering
about taking in the sights, but on the last night of the
festival underwent my most singular experience. Finding
that nearly every one headed in the direction of the
Chinese captain's residence, which had been pointed out
to me on a previous evening. I followed the crowd, and
soon found myself in its vicinity. A cordon of native
police kept quite an open space in front of it, which, a few
moments after my arrival, was filled by the conveyances
of a lot of Dutcla officials, who had evidently called to

pass the compliments of the season. After delivering
their loads, the carriages were driven off, while the police

still kept the space clear, and I pushed my way up close to

them, in order to obtain a good look at the officials, who
had ascended to the upper portion of a portico, which ex-
tended along the entire front of the house. In my eager-
ness, I pressed against one of the police, who, looking
over his shoulder, detected me, and immediately beckoned
to one of the group of servants, who stood at the en-
trance. He answered the signal, exchanged a few words
with the policeman, w^ent into the house and soon re-

turned, spoke to the officer, who immediately signed for

me to follow the servant. I did so, and on reaching the

doorway was received by the master, who spoke excellent

English, informing me that the party above were the

Governor General and his statf, who were paying an
official call, and of course he was obliged to show them
every attention. Therefore, I would have to excuse him
for a short time, but so soon as they took their depar-

ture, he would endeavor to make amends for his seeming
incivility. Turning me over to one of his head servants,

he hurried off, while I was piloted to the far end of the

portico, seated at a small table, and speedily served with

a pint bottle of champagne and a bundle of cheroots. Then
commenced a regular Mardi Gras parade. In honor of

his guests, the Captain had hired all the floats, rare shows,
jugglers, acrobats, etc., which had filled the neighboring
streets, to pass in procession in front of his residence. It

was headed by an enormous fiery dragon, about a hundred
feet in length, and spitting a mass of flames every few
steps. It had more legs than a centipede, and I wondered
how many Chinamen were hidden under its flame-in-

crusted cuticle. At the end of the parade, the officials

bade the host a ceremonious adieu, who immediately took

a seat opposite to myself, ordered additional refresh-

ments and endeavored to make himself as agreeable as

possible, and I am perfectly willing to acknowledge that

he made a success. At the conclusion of our chat, he

insisted on my acceptance of the use of his private gharry

for conveyance to my hotel.

The next morningT concluded that I had spent about

as much time as could be spared in giving attention to

sights which were new to me, and determined
_
to busy

myself in trying to find out if there was any possibility of

obtaining what I had originally wished to procure-
namely, a living specimen of the Javanese rhinoceros.

By dint of persistent inquiry, I learned through our con-

sular agent that the most likely person to render me as-

sistance was the landlord of a hotel at Buitenzorg, a vil-

lage some thirty-five or forty miles from Batavia by rail-

way. Taking a morning train, I was surprised to find

that it was officered entirely by native Malays. At a

later date I visited the workshops of the road and found

them filled with the same race, who were performing

all the labor, mechanical and otherwise, under the super-

vision of Hollanders. I found the landlord at Buitenzorg

was an Italian, who had left home in his youthful days

and wandered to New York, San Francisco, Japan, India,

and finally to Java. He was a most enthusiastic sports-

man, and usually made one or two trips yearly well into

the interior, in quest of large game. He immediately

proffered to do all in his power to assist me, and sug-

gested the propriety of starting several runners in various

directions to try and ascertain the whereabouts of a

mother and calf rhinoceros, as it would be necessary to

kill the mother in order to capture the youngster. Being

convinced that his advice was correct, I authorized him

to immediately engage and start the scouts, while I re-

turned to Batavia, in order to arrange with my_ banker

for funds to use during my expedition to the interior.

Calling at his office immediately after my arrival in the

city, I was sorry to learn that he was absent, and not

expected to return for some ten days, therefore was com-

pelled to remain quiet until his return, consequently de-

voted myself to an investigation of Javanese life, which

proved to be entirely different from anything I had ever

experienced in my wanderings.

The first novelty that struck me forcibly was the pecu-

liar mode of hotel life. To use an Irishism, my chamber

maid was a man, who not only performed all the duties

about my bedroom usually discharged by a female, but

also waited on me at the table. Every article which I

used in taking my meals was kept on a small table in my
room, and carried to the dining hall at luncheon and din-

ner hours. My breakfast was served to me individually

on the portico in front of my quarters. I afterward found

out that every article I used was counted out to my
servitor, and he was held personally responsible for them.

Much to mv surprise, I discovered that the flavor of the

coffee was unpleasant, which was a disappointment, as

next to Mocha I had always considered Old Government

Java a most palatable beverage. But a short time elapsed

before I found a reason for the unpalatable taste. I was

drinking new instead of Old Government Java, which I

had been accustomed to imbibe. The first forenoon
_
I

was startled by seeing the lady guests passing abotit m

thorough deshabille, being dressed in complete Malay cos*
tume of sarong, etc, with stockingless feet thrust into
slippers, and the hair hanging loosely about the shoulders.
When I saw how they suffered from the heat at the din-
ner table when dressed a la mode, I was perfectly willing
to acknowledge the sensibility of their morning costumes.
In passing through the bar room, my attention was at-

tracted by a sign of "'American Cocktails," hung in a
conspicuous place. I immediately ordered one, and was
astounded when the barkeeper, Avho was a Chinaman,
compounded an eggnog. Turning to the landlord, who
was a German, I asked if that mixture was what he called

a cocktail. On being assured that it was, I proffered to
teach him how to concoct a genuine one. He instantly

assented, and with the help of some Angostura bitters

and French brandy, I brewed two, one of which he im-
bibed, and in a trice ordered the Chinaman to use my
recipe henceforth, as the eggs enhanced the cost of those
previously dealt out. In wandering about the city, I

was unable to detect a cellar, as all the buildings stand
on brick or stone pillars, thus affording a free circulation

of air underneath, for the purpose of cooling the floors.

Even the Bank of Java stands on brick pillars of sufficient

height to allow the gharrys of its customers to drive

underneath and remain in the shade while the owner is

transacting his business on the floor above. It struck

me that such construction was a direct invitation to

burglars, which I afterward discovered was checked by
the presence of an armed posse from 3 P. M. until 10

A. M. Strange to relate, one of my most singular ex-

periences happened in this building. So soon as my
banker returned, I hastened to his office, in order to make
the financial arrangements for my proposed trip to the

interior. On my informing him that it would be neces-

sary for me to carry quite an amount of small change, in

order to pay my expenses while among the natives, he
told me that it would be impossible to get it, as it was so

very scarce that the bank refused to supply their best cus-

tomers, even at a high rate of premium. Somewhat crest-

fallen on receiving this bit of unwelcome news, I de-

termined to leave no stone unturned, in order to accom-
plish my purpose. I begged that he would send one of

his clerks with me to the bank, in order to be properly

introduced to its officials. He instantly assented, and
ordered one of them to accompany me. Handing me a

cheque for the amount I wished, he wished me success,

but expressed a fear that I would make a failure. Jump-
ing into a gharry, it was but a few minutes before we
reached the building, and on entering I was surprised to

find that all the tellers, etc., were Chinamen. On being

shown into the cashier's room, I found myself face to face

with another one. After being duly introduced by my
companion, the Celestial politely inquired my errand.

Handing him the cheque, I explained to him how neces-

sary it was for me to be well provided with a quantity of

small change for my proposed trip, and would esteem it

as a great favor if he would let me have it, and I would
willingly pay whatever premium he might see fit_ to

charge. He laughingly replied, "I heard of your arrival

and proposed trip, and was sure that I would have a

chance to bleed you financially before you could get away.

Come out to the paying teller and we will see what can

be done for you."
Passing out of the office to the teller's counter, he said

:

"Give this gentleman all the small change he wishes in

cashing this cheque, and don't charge any premium
for it."

Before I could recover from the amazement caused by

his generous action, he had darted into his private office

and closed the door, thus preventing any heart-felt

thanks. In spite of my amazement, I could not prevent

a smile at the startled appearance of my companion, and

at the same time, a thought flashed across my mind of

how I would have been served, in like circumstances, in

my native land. Having thus fortunately gotten rid of

my principal hindrance, I hurried off to Buitenzorg {Sans

Souci) to confer with Ferrari about the details of my
proposed trip, and was disappointed to learn that none of

the runners had returned, therefore was compelled to

tarry until they should put in an appearance.

I found Buitenzorg well deserved its name of "without

care," as it was beautifully situated on much higher

ground than Batavia, and regularly frequented as a health

resort by the inhabitants of that torrid city. One of my
favorite resorts was the botanic gardens, said to be the

finest in the world, and immediately adjoining which is

the residence of the Governor General of thfc Dutch East

Indies. Every afternoon I spent several hours wandering

about and feasting my eyes on the wealth of tropical

vegetation, contained in this unequalled repository, and

one of my favorite strolls was through a magnificent

avenue of the famous Upas trees. During my sojourn

in Adelaide, South Australia, I had been taught by Dr.

Schomburgk, superintendent of the Botanical Gardens,

and brother of the discoverer of the celebrated Victoria

regia, how to fix upon the hour of bloom of that wonder-

ful plant, so that each afternoon I wQuld seat myself

alongside one of the many ponds containing specimens

of this strange flower and enjoy its delicious perfume,

which only lasts but a few minutes after blooining.

One evening, just after dinner, while I was sitting on

the porch in front of my room, enjoying a genuine Ma-

nila cheroot, Ferrari introduced a gentleman who ex-

pressed a wish to have some private conversation with

me. So soon as the landlord retired, he informed me
that he was the agent for a firm in London, which made

a specialty of dealing in orchids, and that he was m search

of a species; only one specimen of which had ever ap-

peared in market, which had died soon after its arrival.

He said that he had wandered all over India; even to

the highest portions of the Himalayas, through Ceylon,

Malacca and Sumatra, without discovering a trace of it,

and learning from the landlord that I was somewhat of a

globe-trotter, he was in hopes that I could give him

some information that would be helpful in his quest. I

promised to take him the next day to that portion of the

Botanic Gardens, which was devoted to them, so that he

could quietly investigate the collection without exciting

any suspicion of his intentions, as he did not wish from

financial motives, that any one should divine his busi-

ness. The next morning I proposed that we should first

examine the different species on the trees in the grounds

of the hotel, and had nearly finished our search when I

pointed out one, which he had hastily passed, without at-

tracting his attention. He gave a shout, and started to
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execute a war dance, exclaiming, "That's it," when I

suggested the propriety of keeping quietj or his mission

would be revealed. He instantly saw the cogency of mj
advice, and after talking the matter over we concluded to

take the landlord into our confidence, with the hope that

he would suggest some way by which the specimens could

be secured at a reasonable price, without exciting any
suspicion of their real value and destination. Luckily, he
suggested a scheme, which was worked out successfully,

without any one conjecturing the true issue. He proposed
that he should be the only person who should appear in

the transaction to the natives whom he would employ
to collect the plants. The affair ended in his engaging
three Malays to bring him three hundred plants similar to

the one shown them, at thirty cents each. Now, as it tabes

two and a half or their cents to make one of ours, it was
a mystery to me how much the contractors really paid

for the plants as they delivered them in forty-eight hours

;

having evidently gone out to the neighboring villages

and and hired the inhabitants to collect for them. Hap-
pily the agent got away with the three hundred plants,

nicely packed in bamboo crates, without exciting any sus-

picion, and I have often wondered how much they brought
on their arrival in London.

In the meanwhile, the scouts returned, and one of thera

reported the discovery of a female rhinoceros and young
one in a locality favorable for capture. We immediately
began preparations for departure, when Ferrari suggested
the propriety of visiting the Rajah of the district, in

which we proposed to hunt, and solicit his good offices

in directing his subjects to give us all the assistance pos-
sible in our undertaking. Of course, I saw the wisdom
of the move, and we made a trip to Bandong, where the

?.ajah of the Preanger District resided. We arrived in

town early in the morning, and immediately after break-
fast Ferrari started for the Rajah's palace, in order to

have an hour appointed for my reception. He returned in

a short time, and from his looks 1 divined that he was
the bearer of ill tidings. He informed me that on his

arrival at the palace he was told that the Rajah was unable
to receive visitors, as he was undergoing a period of

mourning for the death of a relative, and the Mahometan
religion forbade the reception of visitors during its period.

Very naturally thinking that our scheme had failed, we
were anxious to return to Buitenzorg as soon as possible,

but found that we should be compelled to wait until the

departure of the afternoon train. In order to kill time

we started out for a stroll through the town, which final-

ly brought us to its outskirts, where my attention was
attracted by a handsome space, beautifully laid out with
walks, ornamental trees, shrubs, flowers, etc., which Fer- .

rari informed me were the grounds surrounding the pal-

ace, and proposed that we should ramble through them.
On my acquiescence, we wandered about for about half

an hour, when we found ourselves in front of a pavilion,

which we entered and found that it contained a couple of

fine billiard tables. We were no sooner inside than the

keeper, who recognized Ferrari, invited us to try our
liands at a game; placing the balls on a table and point-

ing out the cue racks. So soon as we commenced playing
he passed out of doors, and in a short time returned, bear-

ing a waiter, which held a bottle of claret, glasses and a

bundle of cheroots. In a short time every window in the
"building was filled with the heads of a crowd of natives,

who seemed to highly enjoy the fluctuations of the game.
Suddenly every one of them fell on his knees, and imme-
diately after the Rajah and attendants passed into the
door. Ferrari introduced me and acted as interpreter dur-
ing our interview. The substance of the rajah's remarks
was that he felt so much complimented by my visit for

the purpose of asking his permission to hunt in a portion
of the territory governed by himself, that he could not
resist the temptation of breaking one of the most rigid of

his religion's decrees and granting the requested interview.

That he would cause it to be known that I traveled as

his guest, and consequently must be treated with special

courtesy. He positively refused to listen to my thanks
for his great kindness, and wishing me every success

kindly bade me farewell and hastily left the building.

Thus, contrary to our expectations, the purport of our
visit to Bandong was successfully consummated.
That afternoon we returned to Buitenzorg

; hastily made
preparations for our hunting trip, and hurried off to the

Preanger District. On our third day out we were sur-

prised by being joined by two of the Rajah's servants,

with a pair of horses for our especial conveyance. One
of the men looked after them and the ot'^er never let me
get out of his sight, except when I was i deep. I laugh-
ingly requested that he would not be so /igilant, but he
refused, and said that he had no fears of my suffering

from personal violence, but I might unwittingly meet
with some accident and then he would be held accountable
for it.

The horses were never used and were simply led from
one camp to another, whenever we made a change of

base. We proceeded by easy jojrneys toward Sagranten,
near which the rhinoceros hi been seen, always spend-
ing our nights at one of the intermediate villages, where
we occupied the rest-house, which had been built for the
especial accommodation of the Dutch officials in making
their tours through the country. During the afternoon a
runner was sent ahead to notify the headman of the vil-

lage of our purpose to spend the night in his hamlet, and
on our arrival we would find everything prepared for our
accommodation. On reaching Sagr nten we found that

the Raden Sastra Soedibdja had mado especial efforts to

render our sojourn under his roof as pleasant as possible.

As several days elapsed before we received notice from
the scouts regarding our presence in their immediate vi-

cinity, I passed the interval in wandering about the neigh-
borhood, trying to gain some insight into Malay life. In
one of my rambles I had a narrow escape from four na-
tive buffaloes. They were out grazing and were attended
by a couple of children. In passing I walked to the wind-
ward of them, and so soon as they caught my scent they
made a w-icked charge, in spite of the .yells of the young-
'^ters. Fortunately, a convenient tree served as my refuge,
:ind I wa.s astounded to see the tots deliberately climb over
the rumps of the animals on to their backs, by using their
tails as a help. When they were firmly seated at the
shoulders, a series of shouts and whacks with bamboo
cudgels caused my assailants to move off and allow my
descent to terra firma, with the impression that it was not
prudent for a Caucasian to prowl around among such
seemingly peaceful creatures.

I was surprised at seeing the number of ways in which
bamboo was used for all manner of purposes. For in-

stance, it takes the place of buckets for holding and
carrying water. By knocking out all the joints, except
at one end, of pieces about four feet in length and swing-
ing thera with bits of rattan to the two ends of another
smaller piece, carried on the shoulders, they are made to
serve as vessels for the transportation of the fluid, and
on reaching the dwelling, are leaned up in a corner until

empty. 1 found the Raden in possession of a pack of
playing cards, and very desirous of learning some game
of which he had no knowledge. On the spur of the mo-
ment I thought of solitaire and proffered to teach it to

him. He proved an apt pupil and expressed himself de-
lighted at learning a game which he could play alone
without being bothered to hunt up an opponent. He be-
came so smitten with it that he spent every spare moment
shufliing and dealing out the cards.

Several days passed before we received any word from
our scouts, when our suspense was relieved by the arrival
of a messenger requesting our presence at a small hamlet
only a few miles distant. Hastily following our guide, we
soon arrived at our destination, where, in less than an
hour, a house was erected for the especial accommodation
of the Raden, Ferrari and myself, every portion of which
was bamboo. Singular to relate, the roof was the first

portion constructed, and after the frame had been thatched
with bamboo leaves, it was hoisted up on to the four cor-
ner posts, and bamboo mats were hung around, to serve
as walls, while the floor was of small bamboo poles lashed
on sills of the same material. The edifice was about six-
teen feet square, and the only tool used in its construc-
tion was the parang, which is a large knife, very similar
to the bowie, suspended sword fashion at the side.
We had just stretched ourselves on our makeshift

shakedowns for a good night's rest, and I was in the act
of reaching for the coal oil lamp in order to extinguish
it, when I suddenly became conscious of an abrupt vibra-
tory motion, and was forced to lift it from the floor in or-
der to prevent its upset. Immediately sitting up on my
pallet I became conscious of experiencing a violent earth-
quake shock, which was so severe that it was with great
diihculty that I kept in an upright position. Suddenly
there was an appalling crash, and the vibration increased
for a few seconds, while the bamboo frame of our shanty
squeaked fearfully, and an awful wail went up from the
panicstricken inhabitants of the hamlet. Abruptly the
vibration ceased as quickly as it had arisen, and we were
able to stand up and move out into the open air, where
we found the natives flat on their faces and heartily pray-
ing. It required a deal of persuasion on the part of the
Raden to induce them to arise from their recumbent posi-
tions, and re-enter their domiciles, which had received
little or no injury, on account of their peculiar bamboo
construction.

The next morning the Raden received notice that a
landslide had taken place in a ravine about a mile distant,
and after breakfast we visited the locality and found that
about an acre of woodland had slipped from a hillside mto
a valley, maldng one . of the most complete examples of
havoc that I ever witnessed, and fui-nishing an undeniable
reason for the fearful crash and corresponding tremor
which had been felt on tlie preceding night.

After such a terrible shaking up we were very anxious
to hear from our scouts on the trail of the rhinoceros, and
our anxiety was relieved about noon by the tidings that
she and the calf were completely swrrounded, and a party
were at work arranging a driveway, along which they
would be forced, so as to give a fair shot at the mother
and insure the consequent capture of the youngster.
The driveway was in the form of an enormous Y, with

the men stationed at short intervals along the outer edge
and across the upper portion, Ferrari and myself were
placed about midway of each jaw, so as to get a shot
at the mother, while the frightened calf would be driven
forward until it reached the junction of the paths where
It would inadvertently thrust its head through a noose,
which had been stretched across the pathway, and on rush-
ing a few steps further, it would be entangled in a sec-
ond one. To both of the nooses had been tied small,
short bits of logs, which would serve as drags, for the
purpose of wearing out the captive. The path in which
the nooses were arranged was very narrow, and the sides
were composed of a dense wall of heavily leaved palm
branches in order to prevent anv attempt at a bolt before
becoming entangled in the second noose.
The Raden picked out the positions which Ferrari and

myself were to occupy and then hurried off to give the
signal to the drivers. In a very short time a most terrific
din was raised, and the panicstricken animals rushed past
Ferrari, who was so fortunate as to drop the mother in
her tracks. The calf rushed headlong into the first noose
and m a few seconds was entangled in the other one and
trotted off, dragging the pieces of wood after him. The
Raden then selected about a dozen of the drivers to fol-
low the little one and keep it moving, so as to gradually
tire It out, which he informed us would take some three
or four days, as he did not wish to wear it out suddenly
for fear of injuring it permanently. I noticed that every
man he picked out carried a gun, while a large majority
of those who had helped to make the surround were
unarmed. On asking for the reason of the selection, I
was informed that only the most skillful and trustworthy
were allowed to carry arms, which fully accounted for
the preference.

After receiving special orders from the Raden to keep
the youngster in constant motion without pressing him
too hard, the hunters started on his trail, which was
easily followed, on account of the traces left by the bits
of wood. The Raden, Ferrari and myself then returned
to our hastily erected domicile, spent the night, and the
next morning Ferrari started for Buitenzorg, as he could
not afford to be absent any longer from his hotel, thus
leaving the Raden and myself to look after the capture
of the cal! We bundled up what traps we thought neces-
sary for our journey and started to follow the pursuers
of the baby. It did not take much time to overtake thera
as their progress was somewhat slow. Their mode of pro-
cedure was to keep within a short distance of the tags
and whenever the fugitive showed any disposition to stop
and rest, a tug at the little logs would quickly cause a
forward movement. As the ropes were some thirty or
forty feet in length, there was not much risk from a
charge, and if a vicious one was made, every one acted
so as to divert the attention of the animal from his tan-

talizer. The Raden and myself wefe much altitlsed attd in-
terested at the various ways by which the vicious lunges
of the irritated animal were avoided by his skillful pur-
suers, and he was kept on the move from the earliest
dawn until darkness set in. The hunters' food was passed
to thera while they were moving, and it was the special
task of two men to keep the entire party supplied with
fresh cocoanut milk, while one would be serving out
draughts to the thirsty party, the other would be seeking
a grove of the trees, from which he would gather the
nuts and hurry back with a bag of them, so that there
was no suffering from thirst. For a thoroughly cooling
and refreshing drink, I have never tasted anything to
compare with it. At dark the huntsmen would cease
persecuting their quarry and form an impromptu camp
immediately around the logs, while the Raden and myself
were sheltered under a hastily constructed shed of palm
branches.

_
^

. . ^
ihe pursuit continued in this manner until late in the

afternoon of the third day, when the Raden thought the
hour had arrived for the complete checking and consequent
capture of the nearly worn out calf. By his orders two
of the hunters seized the logs and suddenly wound the
ropes around two convenient trees, which entirely checked
the forward movement of the little one, which lay down,
seeming completely exhausted. Two hunters then ad-
vanced with a couple of nooses fastened to bamboo poles,
for the purpose of entangling his legs and weaving a
complete network around him. They not acting precisely
as the Raden thought proper, he hastily stepped between
them and their quarry, when to the consternation of the
entire party, he received a backward charge, which tossed
him among the branches of a leaning palm, where he hung
senseless, while the calf prepared to follow up his ad-
vantage by another attack. I shouted "Badil! Badill"
"Shoot! Shoot!" when he received a volley which dropped
him in his tracks, and every one rushed toward the un-
conscious Raden, who was quickly and gently lowered
from his dangling situation and softly laid on a make-
shift bed of palm leaves. In a few minutes he showed
signs of returning consciousness, and soon was able to
sit up and show that he did not suffer from broken limbs.
A comfortable litter was manufactured, in which he was
placed, and we started on our sorrowful tramp to Sagran-
ten, which we reached in four days, with the Raden much
improved, but still unable to walk without assistance.
For several days I was busy superintending the making

of temporary cages for the transportation of the living
zoological specimens secured during my trip. As all of
them had to be carried on men's shoulders, their construc-
tion required a deal of thought and trouble, and I found
that bamboo served as their main component. The Raden
kindly drew a rough map of the best route to Buitenzorg,
and I bade farewell to him while he was seated on his
piazza at a table, busily engaged in playing solitaire.

Frank J. Thompson.

The Fascinating Kissimmee,
From the Florida Times-Union Citizen, describing a trip in mid-

winter of 1901-2.

There is an old Oriental saying, "See Damascus arid
die. That city was considered so beautiful that it was
taken for granted that it was no use living with the ex-
pectation of seeing anything to compare with it this side
of paradise, and though we do not recommend the latter
part of the saying to our readers so far as Florida is con-
cerned, yet we can safely assert that no one can be said to
have seen the beauties of the State unless they have made
a trip down the Kissimmee River. Without being grand,
there is a quiet beauty about it which clings to the mem-
ory—it is the beauty of repose, and from the time the
steamer starts from the dock at Kissimmee till she reaches
her destination at Bassinger or Fort Myers, one never
wants to take his eyes from the every varying picture con-
stantly opening up before him.

_
For the purpose of writing this notice we accepted the

invitation to make the voyage in the fine steamer Bassin-
ger, belonging to the Gilbert Bros.
On leaving Kissimmee, the first thirteen miles are over

the waters of Lake Tohopekaliga, a Seminole name sig-
nifying the "sleeping tiger," probably so named from its
shape. Several oak and palm-covered islands, one of
which IS called Paradise, deep bays and long sandy
beaches,_ diversify the scenery till we reach the commence'-
ment_ ot the great drainage system inaugurated by Mr
Hamilton Disston, at Southport; hence a canal loo feet
wide and four miles in length was cut, and in addition
to forming a means of navigation to the coast at Punta
Rassa, on the Gulf of Mexico, was the means of reclaim-
ing a large extent of splendid land from the original
swamp which existed there, and which is now partly un-
der cultivation as a truck farm, the crops on which were
looking particularly rich, and there a're possibilities of
many more on both banks of the canal. About half way
down we saw a flock of about i,ooo sheep and lam.bs allm good condition, and we learned that the increase is
nearly TOO per cent., owing to the number of twin lamb"?
One of the chief causes of anxiety for their safety is due
to eagles while the lambs are small. Cattle, too, are to
be seen feeding m and near the marshes on either side
Near the lower end of the canal the land gradually slopes
down till It forms the marshes which almost entirely en-
circle Lake Cypress, a sheet of water about five miles
long by about one and a half miles in width. Another
canal of three miles in length from this brings us into
Hatchneha. We pass several projecting oak-covered
beaches, with deep bays between, and then crossing a lone-
arm, the lake narrows between fairly high pine woods and
oak hammocks, and forms the real commencement of the
Kissimmee River at Shell Hammock, a tract of high land
covered with giant spreading oaks overhanging the river
here about forty yards wide, and extending down the
river for more than a mile, to Gardner, another landing
place on the river At Shell Hammock a hotel has lately
been opened for the benefit of tourists and sportsmen as
the river is famous for its fishing, and quail, ducks knd
snipe are plentiful m the season, and there is an occasional
chance ^hot to be had at deer or turkey. Both these •

places are exceedingly picturesque, great moss-festooned
'

oaks oyerhangrag the deep running river, and palm trees ^
and palmettos lend a tropical appearance. As the distance'
from Kissimmee is only twenty-five miles by water it
has become a very favorite picnic ground f©r the people
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of the town, who often take advantage of moonlight

nights to make a delightful day's outing.

It is also the landing place for a large cattle district,

and the quantity of grain landed shows that a consider-

able number of" people must be engaged in the stock in-

dustry. A few more miles brings us into Lake Kissim-

mee, a body of water some twenty miles long, with sev-

eral deep bays, which may give it an extreme breadth of

ten miles. We are now fairly in the cattle country, and

large herds may be seen on all the shores, and the steam-

ers stop at various points to land corn for the horses and
supplies for the riders; we pass Bramah Island, about

1,200 acres in extent, and at Turkey Haxnmock the lake

once more contracts, and again we get into the river,

which now continues for over one hundred miles, till it

empties itself into the great Lake Okeechobea. The first

place of importance we stop at is Rattlesnake Ham-
mock, fourteen miles from the lake; the residence of Mr,

W. E. Godwin and family. A large clump of bananas

well advanced in fruit, with their great shining leaves, al-

most surround the house, and show that, though it is

now the end of January, the winter in this section is of

the mildest description ; ripe tomatoes and an ornamental

garden of shrubs and flowers, such as the royal poin-

ciana, hibiscus and other tender plants, all out in bloom,

bear out this fact, and are an object lesson by showing

the value of the climate prevailing here. A flock of sheep

were feeding near the river, and our attention was at-

tracted to a herd of well graded cattle, as well as some

well-bred pigs. As we leave Mr. Godwin places in our

hands a specimen of a Florida life presers^er in the shape

of a sweet potato, as perfectly and evenly fonned as a

large muskmelon, and weighing nine pounds. So per-

fect is its shape that we have placed it on exhibition as a

pattern to our farmers.

From here we wriggle and twist through a tortuous

river, compared to which the letter S is a straight line,

but our captain knows the river and his boat, and nego-

tiates the banks in good style, though occasionall}^ an ex-

ceedingly acute angle—it cannot be called a bend—com-
pels us to stop and back up—and then we arrive at

Orange Hammock, long famous as the finest grove on the

river, and for the quality of its fruit. Many of the trees

are over twenty years old, and though at the time of our

visit the greater number of the oranges, over 3,000 boxes,

had been shipped, still there were enough left to show

the excellent quality and productiveness of the trees. The
grapefruit trees were particularly well loaded, and a

curious feature of the grove is the number of trees budded

on the same stock with orange, grapefruit and tangerines.

Some sixty hives of bees are kept here, and we learn that

last year over one ton of honey was shipped from this

grove, clearly indicating another great industry in the

near future.

Leaving Orange Hammock, some miles of more crooked

river brings us to Fort Kissimmee, so named during the

Seminole war, when, in March, 1852, the fort was erected

and occupied by the United States troops. Now, the In-

dian war whoop is heard no more along the river banks,

and the place is peacefully occupied by one of the valley

cattle kings and pioneers, Joe Gay. Again we are on our

way, ever getting further south, twisting and turnmg about

in the crooked stream, which shows clearly through the

wondrous aquatic growth of bonnets, with their great

leaves shimmering in the sunshine on the surface of the

water, while their long stems rise from their roots away

down in nine or ten feet of water. Long fringes of water

willow line the banks for miles, where these are partly

submerged. Bull-tongue, water-lettuce, Indian arrow,

saw and cane grass fill up the spaces unoccupied by the

bonnets, but all adding a bright greenness most refreshmg

to the eye. Where the high land strikes the river great

live oaks, moss festooned, hang over the water, and large

clumps of giant palm trees add a pleasing change to the

apparently never ending marsh of aquatic plants, through

which the river wends its way, but everywhere there are

cattle. You see them away back on the prairie as far as

the eye can reach, in the hammocks, and here and there

we see them feeding in the marshes, with the water nearly

up to their backs. They have grown accustomed to the

steamers, and barely lift their heads as we steam close

past them. Now and again we make
_
out a bunch of

razorbacked hogs, but as a rule most of the settlers are

now keeping improved breeds, and the long-snouted, slab-

sided rooter will soon pass away. As we came sharply

round some of the bends, we disturb an alligator basking

in the sun on the banks, but they quickly splash heavily

into the deep water below.

The bird life is wonderful; it is now midwinter, and

large flocks of big gray duck, pintail and teal, fly wildly

away on our approach. A purple galHnule, or the beau-

tiful crested wood duck, occasionally give us a glimpse of

their brilliant plumage, and the ubiquitous coot just flaps

out of our way or dives under a branch leaf, to reappear

when we have passed. Numbers of those birds so faitk-

fully and well depicted by Japanese artists, the great heron,

are to be seen perched on low bushes, or standing m the

marsh with outstretched neck ready to strike frog or fish.

We disturb them, and with legs stretched out and neck

tucked in, they wing their heavy flight lazily away; long

curved bill, brown limpkins, eye us curiously, and either fly

or run a few feet off and go on with their feeding on

snails or small crustaceans. Mexican buzzards, eagles and

hawks soar over our heads, while blackbirds and rice-

birds are everywhere. Great flights of white curlew wing

their phalanx-formed way to and from their feeding

grounds in the early mornings and evenings, and during

the day whiten the willows with their numbers, but we

miss the plume birds and the pink ibis, which were once

so numerous on this river; alas, they have all gone-
killed out to gratify a feminine fashion of adornment.

More bends and twists bring us to where the river from

Lake Istokpoga joins the Kissimmee River, and here we

make a trade with a party of hunters for coon and otter

hides brought down from the lake, and again we wriggle

along ever getting further south, past Miccos Bluff, and

then reach Laniers. At this place high oak land comes

steeply down to the river for a long distance, and a great

deal of this has been cleared up and set with groves,

which will soon be planted out into one continuous grove

of over a mile in length ; some of the trees are now ten

years old and are in splendid condition, and when the

different groves are all connected and set out with about

2 000 trees, it will certainly be the show place of the river.

We must not omit to mention that it mcludes the famous

old Pierce grapefruit grove, containing about eighty trees,

many of them over thirty years old. They are immense in

size, and their bearing qualities arfe in proportion to their

size.

A little further on we reach Fort Bassinger, also an old

military camp during the Seminole war, situated on the

proper right bank of the river, now an orange grove on

high commanding land, which rises steep trom the river

;

on the other side of the river, about two miles back, is

the settlement of Bassinger, with the thriving village of the

same name, containing several good stores, church and
schoolhouse. The settlement has a population of about

two hundred, and the principal occupation is connected

with the cattle industi-y, of which this place is the great

center. The range in this section seems admirably suited

to stock raising, and it has long been the home of one of

Florida's chief cattle kings,- Mr, Morgan, who has been

credited with about 30.000 head ; but there are many more
in the district with their thousands. These people are

now making themselves comfortable homes, and with the

establishment of regular steam communication will be

able to provide themselves with many more of the luxuries

of life than they have hitherto been able to obtain.

Bassinger, which is about 150 miles from Kissimmee, is

half Avay to Fort Myers ; after leaving Fort Bassinger, the

river finds its way through a great sawgrasi-covered

marsh, forming the connnencement of the great Ever-

glades, in wdiich Ponce de Leon expected to find the foun-

tain of eternal youth, some forty miles lirings the traveler

into the great Lake Okeechobee, in the middle of which

you get out of sight of land, and Avhich from its shallow-

ness can be very rough. Thirty miles from the entrance

of the Kissimmee River a canal leads into a small lake,

Hickpochee, and from that the Caloosahatchce flows. The

river then runs by Fort Thompson, Fort Denand, and

other places of interest connected with the Seminole war,

and then you feel a saltiness in the air, and smell the

ozone of the sea, and you find the steamer heading down
the Caloosahatchce Harbor, and the voyage is ended at

Fort Myers. There are three lines of steamers engaged

on the river work, making each a weekly trip to Bas-

singer, viz., the Lillit, Capt. Johnson, new steamer; the

Bassinger, owned and sailed by the Gilbert brothers, and

Capt. Hall's Naoma. These boats are all skillfully han-

dled, and it spealcs volumes for the enterprise of their

owners that, in spite of low water and small freights for

many years, they have stuck to it in full confidence of the

future of the Kissimmee Valley, and now, with increasing

settlements and general prosperity of the residents, they

are beginning to reap the reward of their patience and

perseverance.
The most important factor in the prosperity of Osceola

county is stock raising. From very early days in the

history of Florida, the Kissimmee Valley and adjoining

ranges have been regarded as about the finest in the State,

and probably in the whole of the United States. Many
things conduce to make them so, good pasture, shelter,

abundance of water and mild winters, making it an ideal

country for all kinds of stock, as they can be left through-

out the year in undisturbed possession of their pasturage,

and change it according to the season, moving from the

high prairies when the grass there becomes used up to

the low, marshy grounds which follow the course of the

Kissimmee River for so many miles, affording an abund-

ance of the richest food at all times when the water is not

too high. An idea of the importance of this section can

be formed from the fact that about 100,000 head of cattle

are annually grazed upon it, their total subsistence being

obtained from the natural native growth, which reduces

the cost of raising to a minimum.

The Drumming of the Grouse.

A GREAT portion of •our information and general knowl-

edge must come through the investigation and observation

of others ; therefore it is interesting and instructive to read

or hear the opinions of others, and much more, the result

of their investigations. That which affords such a wide

field for discussion, and brings out such heated arguments

regarding wild animal life and natural history, is the fact

that it is the animate object that is being dealt with, and

even much experience will not make us gracious enough

to allow the animal or bird of our opponent m discussion

to act differently from that which may have come withm

our own experience. The chemist believes that he knows

the result that would be obtained by combining two or

more liquids, after reading the experience of some one

who has tried the experiment and given the result; but it

some one were to claim to him that such results were not

to be obtained, he would easfly be made skeptical, because

he did not "know" that such was the case only from read-

ing it; but allow him to make the same experiment hiin-

self, and obtain the same result, and all creation could

not change his belief, because he "knows what he is talking

about " That is all right, and admits of little chance for

argument, because it is dealing with inanimate objects,

whieh are generally the same under like conditions. As

I said much of our general knowledge must come through

what we liear and read, as a result of the observations of

others and this, when dealing with inanimate objects, is

more or less reliable; but in natural history nothing is

so satisfying as personal contact with the subject studied.

If a friend told us of an experience with beast or bird,

and its attendant result, and we were to have an experi-

ence of like character with the same species, with an en-

tirely different result, we would always expect a like result

as our experience had brought, under the same conditions,

no matter what confidence we may have in the truthfulness

of that friend. We frequently hear that certain actions

will result in certain conditions, and it is my delight to

investigate such reports, and had circumstances permitted

it would have been the joy of my life to have devoted all

my time to the study of wild creatures, for surely no study

could be more fascinating.
•

, j , j ..t, ;f t
When a child, I was told by my wicked elders that li i

would put salt on a bird's tail I could catch it; and many

vain efforts did I make to land the salt where it would

work the charm.
, ^ . i- j ti.„«.

It has been asserted, and to some extent believed, that

while a partridge is drumming, it is deaf and blind to all

its surroundings, so that if one were near enough when it

begins drumming he might go right up to it without its

stopping. I could not rest until I tested it, although not

believing it. One day, being in the woods and hearing

one drumming, I crawled up behind a log until I was
within twenty-five yards of it, then lay quietly until it be-

gan drumming, when I jumped over the log I was behind,

thinking to make a dash toward it, and drop doAvn just

before it Avould stop, and thus work my way up to it.

The instant I landed over the log, although it was right

in the midst of its drumming operations, it stopped,

jumped off the log and ran off through the woods. Then
I "knew" they had the full use of all their acute senses

while in the act of drumming. It is considered quite diffi-

cult to approach near this wary bird while they are

perched on their favorite log, sending forth their autum-
nal thunderings, but I have never found any difficulty in

getting where I could w^atch their performance, and when
a boy that was my favorite method of hunting them, hav-
ing shot them when in the midst of their drumming pro-
cess. Many people believe they produce the sound of
their drumming by striking their wings on the log, while
others claim the sound comes from the tips of their wings
striking together, but it is simply, as most people know,
their wings striking their body, and is the same as the
noise produced by flying.

When they drum they rear back until their head is per-
pendicular with their feet, which gives their wings a hori-
zontal movement, instead of up and down, as would nat-
urally be supposed. During the month ©f October of this

year I was visiting the old home in Pennsylvania, and
while out rambling through the old familiar woods where
I hunted in boyhood. I heard a partridge drurtlTning about
100 yards away. I began my old-time cautious approach,
and finally got the range, which seemed to locate it near
an old dead chestnut tree. Beyond this tree about 50
feet, was a large log lying off the ground, which hid
from view everything beyond it ; about 20 feet beyond the
tree was a shorter log, which was also rather high ; be-
tween these was a little short log lying flat on the ground,
entirely out of my sight when down on my hands and
knees, and about 30 feet from the tree, and on this little

log the old cock was standing. I concluded he must be
beyond the furthest log. but waited for his next report;
presently it came, and as it sounded on ahead I went on
noiselessly as before, and just as my head came around
the end of the first log which brought me in view of the
little log, I heard the familiar k-r k-r k-r, and looked
around just in time to see him not over 10 feet from me,
which was the closest ever I got to one while at its drum-
ming. Emerson Carney.
MORGANTOrt'N, W. Va,

Wild Pigeon Flights.
'

Audubon has left a description of a myriad migration
of wild pigeons he witnessed in Kentucky. Evidently he
did not witness the most interesting feature connected
with the congregation of wild pigeons, or he certainly
would have included it in his account. I refer to the
collection of the birds at night—a pigeon roost. I had
the pleasure of witnessing such a scene as the naturalist

describes in northern Louisiana in 1873 ; and I can testify

that Audubon does not in any way exaggerate as to the
number of the pigeons seen.

About ten o'clock in the morning a cry was raised by
some boys in the streets of the small town in which I re-

sided, "Look at the pigeons ! The pigeons ! The pigeons !"

The cry becoming general, everybody, old and young, men
and boys, women and girls, ran into the streets to look
at the immense numbers of the passing birds. Many
seized their guns and ran to a waste field on the west side

of the town, and there banged away at the feathered pas-
sengers, killing some, but not disturbing the birds any
more than to fluster those overhead a little, just as a stick

or stone flung into flowing water will create a momentary
divergence among some of the particles, but the gap is

speedily filled up and smoothed over by the ever rushing
stream.
The birds were fairly above the tops of the tallest tim-

ber, about one hundred and fifty feet high ; and were fly*

ing in a southern direction. It is impossible to make any
estimate of the vast numbers that passed, but from 10

o'clock in the morning till nearly 2 o'clock in the after-

noon, the air was literally filled with them. They flew in

regiments, in corps, and in divisions ; some of the later

stretching for miles in length, numerous tiers in depth,

and exhibiting so close and compact a body that the wings
seemed almost to touch, and coming between the ob-

server and the sun, shut out the light so completely as to

have it appear that the twilight had come on.

The field afforded an unobstructed view, both north and
south, for a considerable distance, and one could see flocks

of birds in the air for more than a mile, appearing at first

like thin blue clouds, but becoming more and more dense

as they continued to approach, until sufficiently near the

observer for him to descry, first, innumerable dots as

composing the nebula, and then in a few seconds more
behold those dots transformed into flying birds.

Looking upward and northward, one could trace the

dark blue column until the limit of vision was reached,

and when at last the termination of a great flock was per-

ceived, a mass, dense and dark, composed of hundreds of

tiers of birds, extending downward toward the earth, and

stretching out for a considerable distance on each side,

the line of flight appeared like a great cross-bar, which

the long coktmn was dragging, and forming a fitting

period to the aerial march of millions.

The zone, or path of passage—hardly a half mile wide

-vvas quite closely adhered to ; indeed, the greater num-
ber of the flocks, of which there were several hundred,

perhaps a thousand or more during
_
the day—^passed

through a space of considerably less width.

The migration was doubtless due to the breaking up of

a roost some distance to the northward, incident to the

food supply of that region becoming exhausted, and the

immense numbers were now moving over a territory,

where the oak timber, probably having suffered from late

frosts and ravages of insects, offered little or no induce-

ments for a halt, to a district further south, where the

season had been more propitious and the acorn food was

to be found in abundance. „ . . , .

Wild pigeons seem to prefer to fly in single tiers, at
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least nearly all small flocks exhibit this formation; but,

unlike wild geese or ducks, they do not follow a leader,

and form no arrow-like bodies in the air, but advance m
a line lilce soldiers, one as far forward as another. Flocks

of small size can at times be seen flying through the tim-

ber and generally a few feet below the tops of the trees,

just where the limbs appear thickest and present the most
impediments to fast flight. A mount of only a yard or

two would put them above all obstructions ;
yet they con-

tinue their flight upon the lower plane, and apparently

with as much speed as if in the open. They dash and

wheel, this way and that, now under, now over obstruc-

tions, and now seemingly hang momentarily in the air,

before entanglements of limbs that present an almost im-

pervious front, but the next second they have passed on

;

how. one cannot exactly tell, breaking their line of forma-

tion, however, but reforming it in the next open space be-

yond, and all this breakneck racing continued for miles

without ever touching a limb with a feather.

In large flocks numerous tiers are observable, but while

the line formed by the advance birds is quite clearly de-

fined and maintained, there are no lines resembling ranks

perceiA'able among those that fly after upon the same
plane.

There is a curious bit of evolution connected with the

flights of these birds; and, although the same conduct

may be observed among blackbirds;, yet it is never upon
such scale as in the case with the long columns of the

swift flying pigeons. A great flock, perhaps a half mile

in length, would be flying along in column like shape,

when, suddenly the leaders would dart down almost to the

ground and then back again toward the plane upon which

they had been flying, with such speed that the eye could

scarcely follow them ; and this action would be followed

by every bird throughout the entire flock, and with such

accuracy that the column would appear like a long waving

.^carf, gliding through the air with remarkable rapidity.

The bird does not pitch directly forward and downward,
but seems to partly close the wings, one, a little more than

another, perhaps," and makes the descent in a sidelong

manner ; but the dash upward, if not upon a straight line,

lacks but little of it. The curious part is, how one bird

finds out what his neighbor is going to do, so that he may
execute the maneuver to the line, and as quickly. Yet the

telegraphy must be perfect, for every bird darts and

dashes exactly as and when all the rest do, and the flock

resumes its usual flight, as if it was more a solid body
than consisting of an immense multitude of individuals.

Whether the action is caused by their meeting with a

stratum of air difl'erent from and less pleasing than that

through which they had been flying ; or, is a kind of bird

evolution executed out of pure joyousness; or, a parade

of bird telegraphy and drill for the benefit of the two-

legged creatures called men down on the earth observ-

ing, will have to be left entirely to conjecture.

For sometime before the establishment of a roost, flocks

of all sizes will be seen flying about in every direction, evi-

dently inspecting the quality and quantity of the acorn

crop. Large areas, doubtless, are looked over and re-

ported upon, and at last a convenient and central spot is

chosen as the place for the roost. Here at nightfall all

the birds for a considerable distance, and considering the

pigeons' power of flight, this must mean a territory with

a radius of forty or fifty miles—assemble, to digest the

acorns and pass the night.

At sunrise not a bird is to be seen, all having dispersed

at daylight in search of food. They feed on the ground
in flocks ranging from hundreds to thousands. It is a

curious sight to see them in the woods after the acorns.

A flock will alight on the ground and every individual

goes forthwith industriously to work, scratching away the

leaves that cover the food; and if the flock be large, the

leaves are fairly made tq boil up, as if a tiny whirlwind

had got underneath them and produced the commotion.

A feeding line is established, and when the birds in the

rear can find no food, they fly over the rest of the floclc,

and alighting a few yards in advance, begin again their

work with the leaves. Those now left behind repeat

this maneuver whenever the find fails, so that there

is almost always a flock of birds in the air. It is aston-

ishing how great a distance they will travel in this way in

a short time. A hunter must get well in front if he de-
* sires a shot, and allow them to feed toward him ; when a

shout sends them into the air, and he fires on the wing,

for though there may be thousands of the birds, and quite

near, they cannot be seen on the ground for the flying

leaves.

Late one afternoon the intelligence spread that the wild

pigeons had found a roost on the west side of a small

prairie about seven miles away. We hastily formed a

party of some six or seven, horses were saddled, blankets

rolled np and tied behind, and food being hurriedly se-

cured for man and horse, we seized guns, mounted and
struck gallop for the place. It was quite dark when we
reached the edge of the prairie, but as soon as we were
fairly out in it, we could see quite distinctly, and were
able even to make out the lines of timber bounding on all

sides. It was a beautiful night, and although there was
no moon, the stars shone overhead, and some fleecy clouds

appeared above the horizon.

A halt was called to breathe our horses. We dis-

mounted, and with bridles in hand, stood to listen to the

pigeons that about one and a half miles across the prairie

were gathered in the timber to the west. It is impossible

to describe the noise made by a vast number of pigeons

forming a roost. It resembles somewhat a great roaring

wind; but still, the ear can detect therein a multitude of

minor noises, which, although collectively constituting the

great roar, are not so thoroughly attuned as not to be

noticeable. The noise is in some way connected with the

process of digestion. The crop is filled with acorns at night,

but in the morning it is empty. Some imagine that the

bird opens its mouth to produce a stir or grind among
the acorns in its craw, thus causing a slight noise to be
made with the vocal organs; and this performed by mil-

lions, produces tlie roar.

The roaring is only heard when the birds are at rest,

perched upon the limbs of trees. On a still night it can
be heard for a distance of three miles.

Remounting, we rode across the prairie and entered the

timber on the west side, the roaring growing louder and
louder, as we advanced. We encountered considerable

imdergrowth for several hundred yards that compelled

us to ride iti single file, and rendered our progress neces-
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sarily slow. Reaching a small brook where the under-

growth seemed to terminate, we dismounted and tethered

our horses to trees, unsaddling and feeding thcan as well,

for we meant to follow the pigeons afoot and probably

until daylight. Then we followed our captain in single

file.

If the roaring would have been considered loud at a

distance, now that we were directly underneath a part of

the roost, the noise made was fairly deafening.

The birds were roosting in tall pine timber, most of

the trees being over seventy feet high. It was quite dark,

and though the noise proclaimed tens of thousands above

us, we could not see a single bird.

Selecting a tree that appeared a little lower and more
umbrageous than the rest—for the form of such trees as

stood something apart from others could be dimly dis-

cerned as outlined against the sky—our captain shouted

his commands for us to point our guns toward the

branches of the one tree, and countmg one, two, three, as

a signal, all fired. The report of twelve or fourteen

heavy charges from shotgun barrels, and proceeding from

a single spot, silenced all other noises and sent the myriads

of birds into the air. We heard numbers of limbs crack,

break and fall, as the pigeons betook themselves to flight;

for, indeed, limbs can be found of surprising size broken

and lying on the ground on mornings after the trees have

been occupied as a roosting place.

Through the open spaces above we could dimly discern

vast numbers of the birds in the air; the swish of their

wings being particularly audible. For a time it seemed

as if they were undetermined as to which way to go, sail-

ing around on slow wing just above the timber, but

finally they moved off in a southeast direction, and in a

few minutes more we heard the roaring begin, betoken-

ing the fact that they were again settling in the trees.

We now set to work to recover the birds that had fallen

at our discharge, and while we were lucky enough to find

some pieces of pine for torches, the light was so imper-

fect that it was only possible to find the major number
of those that had been struck dead, all with broken

wings—of which there must have been a number—^flutter-

ing a short distance away in the darkness, being aban-

doned. As it was we filled a three bushel sack with those

obtained.

We soon found that there were several parties in the

woods, and not being able to come up with them so as to

form one party and thereby exhibit concerted action in

the hunt, and seeing that desultory firing would force

the birds to remain on the wing, or, else, move ofi^ too

far to be followed, we returned to our horses about mid-

night, and after building a rousing fire, slept until day-

light.

I visited another roost two or three years later about

fifteen or sixteen miles to the south of the one described.

The same cause, however, operated against our obtain-

ing many birds. Men and boys had come to the roost

from different directions and kept up a continual firing,

until finally all were driven beyond hearing. The previous

night, however, which was the first the birds had roosted

in this location, had been passed by them without being

disturbed. In looking about the next morning after I

was there, I could not help remarking the effect the

weight of the birds had upon the timber. The woods
were principally composed of yellow pine, large trees,

with tall, slim saplings of the same species for an under-

growth. A number of birds alighting in the small

branches of these pliant saplings caused them to_ bend
considerably at the top, and fresh numbers continuing to

arrive and always, of course, perching upen the upper or

bow side, weighed down the young tree more and more,
until the upper portion of the trunk appeared almost hori-

zontal. This weight remaining steadily upon them all

night, well nigh took all the spring out of the timber,

and the trees, when the birds had flown and the weight

was removed—unable to assume an upright position—^still

exhibited a bent attitude.

It Avas a queer sight. The saplings looked as if their

tops might have been filled with loads of ice and snow
for some time, or that the trees had been on a lark, and
as yet had not sufficiently recovered to perform their

ablutions.

Some long-winded yarns are spun on the subject of

Avild pigeons in the Southern States, Avhere they were
plentiful during the seventies. Many birds no doubt have
been killed with sticks, and sack loads of them brought
home as trophies of a visit to the pigeon roost, for I have
heard such tales related by persons whose veracity could

not be doubted. Still, we have representations of the size

of fish, the length of snakes, the weight of deer caught

and slain, to continually deal with, and as the general

sportsman demands that the microscope be passed over

these before entries thereof are made in the record, it is

evidently but just to employ the glass upon many of the

wild pigeon stories, true, perhaps, but not in a digestible

condition.

The wild bird has about the same stretch of wings as his

domesticated brother, but is not so heavy, being of a

neater, trimmer build. The sexes bear no obvious marks
by which they can be distinguished, both being of a pale

blue color, Avith feet so clean and red, that it Avould seem
that nature's Avasherwoman had scrubbed them in ice

water so long that they appear Avell nigh frozen. The
meat of the bird is dark, like that of the genuine foAvl,

but not so SAveet and tender; yet, after thorough cooking,

it becomes fair eating.

For speed among the long distance fliers, the pigeon
probably ranks first, it being supposed that it Avill cover

sixty miles an hour, and the hunter is aware of the dis-

tance birds shot flying Avill be carried by the momentum
before falling.

The sagacity of the engineer birds, as shoAvn in the loca-

tion of the tAvo roosts mentioned, Avas very apparent, they

being pitched near each other in the first considerable

body of pine timber—a species the pigeon seems to pre-

fer—upon the bluff, marking the western edge of the Mis-
sissippi Valley. The valley, fifty miles broad, contained

multitudes of mast-bearing trees: while the uplands, for

an equal distance to the Avest, Avatered by several consid-

erable streams, grew immense numbers of Avater oaks, of

the acorns of Avhich the bird is particularly fond. During
both these years the mast Avas exceptionally good.

Though multitudes were to be found in this region dur-

ing the time to Avhich the description refers, the wild

pigeon has now entirely disappeared; from what causes
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cannot now be ascertained; but certainly not from lack

of food, for though many of the acorn-bearing trees have

been destroyed by the timberman of late years—still those

were of selected groAvth—the bulk of the timber still re-

mains.
As those that once Avere, however, hatched and grew up

unnoticed until their numbers were legion, it might be

that they again may increase to myriads, and, if so, those

Avho Avill then behold them will agree with_ those who
have beheld their numbers in the past, that it is one of

the sights of a lifetime; doubtless the greatest concourses

of birds on the continent; perhiaps the greatest that have

taken place in the Avorld.

American Ornithologists* Union.
The twentieth congress of the American Ornitholo-

gists' Union convened in Washington, D. C, Nov. 17, and
continued until the 20th.

Monday Avas devoted to a meeting of the Council, and
to the evening or business meeting of the FelloAvs, both

being held at Dr. Merriam's residence. The public meet-

ings, commencing Tuesday, Nov. 18, were held in the large

lecture hall of the U. S. National Museum.
The Fellows present Avere: Drs. G. Hart Merriam, A.

K. Fisher, T. S. Palmer, C. W. Richmond, Theo. GiU and
L. Stejneger, Profs. F. E. L. Beal and W. W. Cooke,

Messrs. R. Ridgway, F. A. Lucas, E. W. Nelson, H. C.

Oberholser, and Wm. Palmer, of Washington; Drs. J.

A. Allen and Jonathan Dwight, Jr., Messrs. Frank M.
Chapman and Wm. Dutcher, of New York city; Wm.
Brewster, of Cambridge; Chas. B. Cory, of Boston; Ruth-
A^en Deane, of Chicago ; Prof. Walter B. Barrows, of Lan-
sing, Mich.; Dr. Thos. S. Roberts, of Minneapolis; Dr.

Louis B. Bishop, of Ncav Haven; Witmer Stone, of Phil-

adelphia, and John H. Sage, of Portland. Conn.
The members and associates present during the ses-

sions were: Dr. F. H. Knowlton, Vernon Bailey, Nelson
R, Wood, Dr. Wm. C. Rives. Mrs. Florence Merriam
Bailey. Mrs. Jeanie M. Patten, G. S. Mfller, Jr., Dr. Wm.
L. Ralph, John W. Daniels, Jr., H. W. Olds, EdAvard A.
Preble, Barton W. Evermann, H. W. Maynard. Dr. Hugh
M. Smith, Frank Bond, Frank H. Hitchcock, A. H.
Howell, Paul Bartsch, A. M. Reed, and E. A. Goldman,
of Washington; Louis Agassiz Fuertes, Mrs. Olive

Thorne Miller, Miss Eliza S. Blunt, Miss Isabella L. Sand
and Miss E. Putnam Moore, of Ncav York; Geo. Spencer
Morris, C. J. Pennock, Dr. R. M. Strong, Wm. L. Bailey,

Sam Wright, W. E. Clyde Todd and Jas. A. G. Rehn, of

Pennsylvania; R. W. Williams, Jr., of Florida; Walter
Deane. Mrs. Anna B. Phelps, Geo: C. Deane, Rev. Wm.
R. Lord, and Miss Harriet E. Richards, of Massachusetts

;

Hubert Lyman Clark, of Michigan; Mrs. Elizabeth B.

Davenport, of Vermont; Prof. T. Gilbert Pearson, of

North Carolina; Dr. W. F. Hutchinson, of Virginia, and
Wm. B. Evans, of Ncav Jersey.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam was re-elected President; C. B.-

Cory and C. F. Batchelder, Vice-Presidents; John H.
Sage, Secretary ; William Dutcher, Treasurer ; Frank M.
Chapman, Ruthven Deane, Jonathan DAvight, Jr., A. K.
Fisher, E. W. Nelson, Thos. S. Roberts and Witmer
'Stone, Members of the Council.

Henry C. Oberholser, of the Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington, D. C., Avas elected a FelloAv; Ernst
Hartert, of Tring, England, and John A. Harvie-Brown,
of Stirlingshire, Scotland, Honorary FelloAA^s; Archibald

J. Campbell, of Melbourne, Australia; W. P. Pycraft, of

the British Museum, London; Dr. H. von Ihring, of

Brazil, and Alfred J. North, of Sydney, N. S. W., Cor-
responding Fellows. Thirteen associates were elected to

the class knoAvn as Members, and eighty-four new asso-

ciates Avere elected.

Mr. Geo. Spencer Morris read extracts from the un-
published journals of EdAvard Harris—the friend of

Audubon—and gave many facts relating_ to his- life. It

Avas an important contribution to the historical side of

ornithology, and Avill undoubtedly be published.

A paper by Prof. T. Gilbert Pearson on the summer
bird life of Eastern North Carolina provoked much dis-

cussion, and many inquiries Avere made for further infor-

mation about the birds of that State. Dr. Bishop spoke of

the species found along the coast, especially as regards

their destruction by marketmen and milliners' agents. Mr.
Dutcher remarked on the proposed legislative bills look-

ing to the protection of birds on the North Carolina coast.

Dr. Palmer thought the upland, as Avell as the shore birds,

needed protection. He told of the immense number of

ducks annually taken to the northern markets. Prof.

Pearson referred to the destruction of bob Avhite in his

State, and of the illegal methods used in their transporta-

tion north.

Mr. Chapman compared the bird life-_ of Gardiner's

Island, N. Y., and Cobb's Island, Va., and showed con-

clusively the great benefit of protection. Gardiner's Island

has been oAvned for several generations by the Gardiner
family, and birds, having always been protected there,

are increasing, Avhile at Cobb's Island, for Avant of suitable

protection, the birds, once so common, are now nearly

exterminated.
The report of the Committee on Protection of North

American Birds, read by its chairman, Mr. William
Dutcher, shoAved that satisfactory results had been ob-

tained during the past year, and that interest in the pre-

servation of wild bird life was not lacking at the present

time.

Dr. T. S. Palmer spoke of Federal Game Protection in

1902, and AA-as followed by Mr. Sheibley, of the U. S.

Department of Justice, Avho commented on prosecutions

under the Lacej^ act.

In his "Glance at the Historical Side of the Check-List

of North American Birds," Mr. Witmer Stone referred to

the help accorded by the earlier ornithologists in making
a check-list possible, and ga\"e in detail the number of

species described by each. Dr, Allen traced the history of

the present A. O. U. Check-List from its inception, and
spoke of its future.

The Union sustained a scA-ere loss in the death of Major
Jas C. Merrill, U. S. A., a prominent FelloAv of the Union,
and of Chester BarloAv, a Member, Avho was also the lead-

ing spirit in the Cooper Ornithological Club, of Californ'ia.

By invitation of the secretary of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution the members of the Union visited the National Zo-
ological Park on Friday, Nov. 21, and many availed them-
selves of the privilege. Secretary Langley received, the
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visitors, who were subsequently taken through the Park
by Dr. Frank Baker, the Superintendent.
The question of holding a special meeting of the Union

in California the coming year—^possibly in May or June

—

was referred to a committee, with power.
The next annual meeting will be in Philadelphia, com-

mencing Nov. 16, 1903.
Following is a list of the papers read at the sessions

:

1. "Notes on the Life of Edward Harris, with Extracts
from his Journals"—Geo. Spencer Morris.

2. "The Development of the Pterylosis"—^Hubert Ly-
man Clark.

3. "The Domestic Afifairs of Bob White"—John N.
Clark.

4. "Summer Bird Life of Eastern North Carolina"—T.
Gilbert Pearson.

5. "Change of Color without Molt"—R. M. Strong.
6. "Iridescence and White Feathers"—R. M. Strong.
7. Some Problems of Local Bird Population"—^Wzilter

B. Barrows.
8. "Notes on Picoides americanus and Picoides arcticus

in Minnesota." Illustrated with lantern slides—T. S.

Roberts.

9. "Comparison of the Bird Life of Gardiner's Island
and Cobb's Island." Illustrated with lantern slides

—

Frank M. Chapman.
10. "A Contribution to the Life History of the Herring

Gull." Illustrated ^vith lantern slides—^W. L. Baily and
Wm. Dutcher.

11. "The A. O. U. Check-List; Its History and Its Fu-
ture"—J- A. Allen.

12. "A Glance at the Historical Side of the Check-List
of North American Birds"—^Witmer Stone.

13. "Evolution of Species and Subspecies as illustrated

by Certain Mexican Quails and Squirrels"—E. W. Nelson.
14. "Form in Bird Music"—H. W. Olds.

15. "Ancient Birds and their Associates." Illustrated

witli lantern slides—F. A. Lucas.
16. "Observations on the Herons of the District of

Columbia. Illustrated with lantern slides—Paul Bartsch.

17. "Bird Life in the Bahamas." Illustrated with lan-

tern slides—Frank M. Chapman and Louis Agassiz
Fuertes.

18. "Reports of the Chairman of the Committee on the

Protection of North American Birds"—Wm. Dutcher.
19. "Federal Game Protection in 1902"—T. S. Palmer.
20. "Some Variations in the Piping Plover {Mgialitis

meloda)"—Jonathan Dwight, Jr.

21. "Nesting of the Red-bellied Woodpecker in Har-
ford County, Md."—Wm. H. Fisher.

22. "Some Food Habits of West Indian Birds"—B. S.

Bowdish.
23. "The Significance of Trinomials in Nomenclature"
—Witmer Stone.

24. "An Epidemic of Roup in the Canandaigua Crow
Roost"—^Elon Howard Eaton.

A Robin in fBarracks*
Editor Forest and Stream:

I noticed in the current number of the Forest and
Stream a communication under the caption of "The
Murder of Young Among Birds," that recalled to me
something that happened many years ago. I had been
sent early in January of 1880 to Jefferson Barracks,

Mo., just below St. Louis, to drill recruits there; it

was the cavalry recruit depot then.

There is a large reservation here covered with forest

trees, and I knew that the next spring these trees

would be full of birds; this seemed to be a favorite

place for them. I asked permission to put up boxes
for them and was told to put up all I wanted. I made
about fifty, some of them with large doors in them for

my favorite, the robin; and every box had a family of

some kind of birds in it the following summer.
One of my robin boxes I put up in a tree in front of

our quarters,' and a pair of robins took possession of

it and raised a brood. When the young were half

fledged, one of them fell out of his box during a rain

storm, and a big Tom cat we had brought him into the

barracks to make a meal of him.

I took the bird from the cat, and now took a notion
to raise this bird myself. I could have put him back
in his box, but getting an old cage I put him in it; then
hanging it on the back porch began feeding him. He
would eat a chunk of beef the size of his body three
times a day if I pulled it apart and fed it to him. I

never offered him anything except beer that he re-

fused. I fed him about everything we would eat, from
peanuts and candy to raisins and boiled prunes. He
refused the beer, though. Pie had only been a few
hours in this cage before his mother found him, and
she began feeding him, but never tried to poison him.
I scraped up an acquaintance with her, and after a time
she would eat out of my hand. It may be that this is

why she did not kill' her young one, she knew I had
him.
When he was full fledged I took him one morning

and holding him out over the porch, let him go. He
flew off and I expected to see him no more, but at din-

ner time I found him back in his cage again ready for
his dinner. He occupied this cage all summer and
soon found his way into the quarters. He would perch
on a gun rack here and let any of us take him in our -

hands. I could call him, and have him fly on my
shoulders to be fed; but he never would allow a woman
to touch him.
He seemed to hate the English sparrows, and never

missed a chance to whip them; he could whip half a
dozen of them. He grew very large, on account of the
food he got, I suppose, and stayed with us until late in

the fall; in fact, I had about concluded he did not mean
to go at all, before he finally left.

I left there the following spring before the birds be-
gan to come; but a friend wrote to me that among the
first to come was my robin. He brought a mate with
him. They took possession of the box he had lieen
hatched in, then flew into the barracks and took his
old place on top of the gun rack. He and his mate
raised a brood here that year, and did not have to do
much foraging for them, either, the men kept them
supplied with plenty of boiled meat.

^
My friend told me that this robin of mine would put

in whole hours in trying to get his mate to come into
the quarters with him. flying back and forward from
his box to the open window, then waiting for her to
follov\j, but she never would come.

Cabia Blanco.

A Coltmibia Cownty Wolf.

The Hudson, N. Y., Republican of Nov. 24, reports:
"The first wolf that has been seen in Columbia County

m forty years was shot Friday near Lebanon Springs by
William H. Hatch. This animal had been committing
great depredations, getting into sheep folds and terror-
izing the whole neighborhood. It was asserted by the
farmers that it had killed probably more than one' hun-
dred

_
sheep within the last three months. The animal

had its haunts in New Lebanon and Stepentown, and in
the latter town recently killed and partly devoured a calf.

It became very bold lately, and on several occasions was
seen in the open, but managed to elude the hunters who
were in pursuit of it, until Mr. Hatch came upon it among
his sheep.

_
The first shot from his gun badly wounded the

wolf, but it turned on the farmer and was ready to give
him battle until the second shot in the breast took deadly
effect. The wolf bounded in the air, and after giving a
yelp, fell dead a short distance from Mr. Hatch, who did
not lose his nerve, when a miss would have left him in

a dangerous predicament. The farmers had clubbed to-

gether and offered a reward of $100 for the capture of the
animal, and now that it is dead they will feel more at
ease,_ as they were afraid to travel along the highways
at night while the wolf was roaming about. It stood
about three feet in height and weighed 150 pounds. Last
Thursday it attacked a cow, which was lacerated so badly
that it had to be killed. It is thought that the wolf had a
mate, which will have to be killed before sheep and cattle

in the neighborhood are safe."

[What proof is there that it was a wolf?]

Tame Adirondack Moose*

Hamburg, N. J., Nov. 24.—I saw an account in yester-
day's Sun of a tame moose at Newcomb, N. Y. I left

Newcomb Oct. 23, and this moose appeared soon after
that. A few days ago Mrs. J. M. Chase sent me two
pictures of the animal. In one the moose is taking an
apple from a lady's hand: in the other it is lying on the
ground near the house. The moose has no horns, one
ear lops, and there is a long scar or sore on the left

shoulder. This is probably some tame animal turned out
by Mr. Whitney. Newcomb is about thirty-fiAi^e miles
from Long Lake, west, near where the moOse and elk
were let go. These pictures prove that some hunting
stories are true. J. B. Pellet.

§^nie Hnd §mu—^—
Proprietors of shooting resorts -will find it profitable to advertise

them in Fosest and Stskah.

Experience with Pheasants.

East Wareham, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The modern mowing machine is one of the jugger-
nauts of small life, and the greatest sufferers are toads,
frogs and mice; at the time for cutting hay the mea-
dows fairly teem with these small creatures, but there
are others which flee from the fearsome clatter, and
sedcing the thickest cover, naturally keep in the stand-
ing grass, and are roused up each time the circuit is

made, their cover narrowing till laone is left, and away
they rush—cats, rabbits or meadow mice, and some-
times a black snake. These last, with others of their

family, are often caught bj' the cutter bar and lose a
portion of their bodies, if the division Is well aft they
may recover; if otherwise, they are doomed.
Nesting birds suffer much, for if the nest withstands

the cross tramp of horses as one machine after another
is used, and escapes the tread of wheels, its seclusion
vanishes when the hay is raked, and the changed ap-
pearance with attending turmoil discourages the
mother, who abandons the location, leaving eggs or
young, as the case may be.

On the 7th of July last, while mowing a piece of
stout grass, the cutter bar of my machine passed over
a Mongolian pheasant sitting on eight eggs, so closely
that the knives cut off her long tail. She sprang from
the nest into the standing grass, and then flew to a
nearby maple swamp. Stepping off the machine, I

found five eggs unbroken, the others were mashed by
the bird as she sprang up after being pressed almost
fiat by the bar.

There was no nest or depression whatever, not a
shred of material had been contributed by the bird
herself, and after the eggs were taken up no one would
ever imagine that a nest had been on the spot. The
long tail feathers mixed with cut grass, showed, how
close the call had been; that the bird escaped is ex-

- plained by the fact that the fingers on the cutter bar
turn up slightly, and on striking any lump tend to raise
the knives and pass over. When this took place I was
almost through cutting and had a baby rabbit in each
of my two coat pockets. After cutting out the piece I

placed the five eggs in my cap and performed the
somewhat difficult trick of driving a horse, holding a
cap with eggs and keeping a rabbit in either pocket
with my elbows.
On my arrival home the children, with a young

friend from the city, were delighted with the woodsie
babies, and it was some time before they were willing
to return them to their meadow and mamma. After-
ward, while raking the hay, one little body "was found
mutilated almost beyond recognition as a rabbit; there
must have been a litter of them.
The pheasant's eggs I placed under a very gentle

bantam. In just 21 days she brought out the whole
five. What next to do we did not know, so tnrned

them out into the garden after 24 hours in their nest—
a nail keg half filled with hay. The bantam was so
gentle anyone could pick her up outdoors or in. They
seemed to thrive for two or three weeks, then we
missed one; it failed to come in at night. The hen
came back to her nail keg every evening, until the little
ones were large enough to fly, then she took them up
on a high shelf in a shed built against the barn. When
they were six weeks old a second one grew sick and
died, the others have never shown any signs of sick-
ness.

We fed them but little, the hen was an indefatigable
scratcher and worked all summer in a hot bed and
around the woodpile. This last had been on the prem-
ises some time, and one day I got a Portuguese to
saw it up. When he got down to the bottom the hen
and pheasants were on hand. When he raised a stick
from the moist earth and chip dirt there were exposed
a lot of black field roaches, angle worms and earwigs
or myriapods that sought seclusion under it; then the
hen and chicks rushed in and caught them. This wood
was long-cut—not cord wood—and required two
trestles to hold many of the sticks; this, of course,
necessitated the man's walking back and forth between
them, and the hen was often under his feet, and some
of his time was spent in "shooing" and pushing her
away, for, when he lifted up one stick others were
likely to roll down on either her or the chicks. In this
manner they grew up tame, coming into the outbuild-
ings or house when a door was open.
They like flics and spend much time in the horse

stall scratching in the bedding, not minding the horse.
When it rains they come into the shed; it does not
matter if men are coopering barrels and children play-
ing I spy or tag; they will sit on the grindstone, a
barrel or bench, and dress their feathers as uncon-
cerned as their foster mother.
Some four weeks ago she began to wean them and

commenced to lay in the same keg where she sat. They
did not take to weaning, would not be weaned; she
could not lose them; while she was in the keg attend-
ing to her duties they stood about with their necks
stretched up and peeped dolefully.
At first, when the notion to fly" struck them, the hen

would fly with them—usually a short distance into the
garden, sometimes across the road into a neighbor's
corn field. Now, when they fly, she stays back, and
they commence to peep as soon as they find she is not
with them. These birds can be quite destructive to
crops; they will eat tomatoes equal to domestic fowl,
dig up beans, peas, and corn, and even scratch out
potatoes, whoever thinks of stocking a place with
Mongolians should consider well beforehand what re-
ception they are likely to meet when they spread about
the country. In this town they are remakably .plenty
now, and are prized by the citizens generally; some
few complain that they cannot raise peas or beans un-
less close to the house. How this will be in a few
years is hard to say; the birds are in every field now;
they are quite prolific, from six to fourteen eggs in a
nest and two broods. They are hardy as the ruffed
grouse, and Jrom their greatest range, not being re-
stricted to timber or brush, can support themselves
better.

Our birds now eat all grains, corn in preference to
any; they do not care for dough, but eat bread. I
think they would be difficult to raise on artificial food
in the manner of chickens; they must have a large per-
centage of insects, and only a hen can supply them.

I am not certain that these birds roost off the
ground, and think mine were taught by the hen. I

have never seen one alight in a tree.

Of the three two are hei*s; if they are monogamous
I shall need another male, i.e., supposing they con-
tinue to stay about the place. Cock birds appear the
most numerous from their brilliant coloring, catching
the eye more readily than the duller plumage of the
females. They also are more fond of the open, like to
sit on fences, v/alls, haycocks and other posts of van-
tage; the hens are more shy and really fully as plenti-
ful. How we shall hold out after 1905 if shooting is

then allowed, is hard to say. but I opine that then \\«e,

who have cherished these birds and love to see them
about, will see a crowd of aliens come in and clean
them out before our faces.

If an open season is declared only landholders
should be allowed to shoot them, or their permission
should be required, a limit on the number and sex
should be insisted upon.
These birds are the gift of one or two public spir-

ited gentlemen to the community. They are singularly
confiding and easy to approach; once open the season
and market, goodby pheasant.

Walter B. Savary.
P. S.—Since writing I have had to confine my Wrds,

partly to save them from the army of irresponsible
shooters and partly for fear they would go off with
wild pheasants. A few days ago I saw a flock of
females fly down to the salt water, while some alighted
on the shore at the water's edge, two dropped into the
grass—called "creek stuff" here—where the water was
two feet deep; there they sat like ducks, their long tails

well up until I put up the covey in my anxiety to
see them. W. B. S.

A Maine Center*

WAterford, Oxford Co., Me., Nov. 24.—Brown
trout that were planted three years ago in the brook
and lake here have thrived, and were quite plenty in

the brook, spawning last of October. I caught one in

August of 2 pounds weight. Lots of fine salmon in

Muting Brook, a tributary to Bear Pond; a few have
spear marks, showing poaching; they are natives.
C. D. Morse shot a buck of 256 pounds, and a Mrs.
Emmerson shot one of 201 pounds from her door, said
to be at 40 rods. We would like to see Mr. Converse
hunt foxes his style up here. These real and only
sportsmen are now all in the South. Conditions and
circumstances change them. A large black cat was
caught in a trap recently, thgught to be a "Jock cat."

" E. Porter,
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Various Matters*

Editor Forest and Stream:
On my return recently from an Adirondack hunting

trip, one of the first things which I did was to read up the

back numbers of Forest and Stream,, which had accumu-

lated during my absence from home.
The pleasure I derived from the many good_ things

Avhich I found was nearly offset by the reports of recent

fatalities in the deer forests, where men were mistaken

and shot to death for deer.

I notice that the opinion seems to prevail that these

fatalities are largely attributable to the use of small-bore

high-power rifles.

I do not think this opinion is warranted by the facts

in the case. Anyone conversant wth the characteristics

of deer forests, or forests in which any sort of game is

killed with the rifle, must be aware of the fact that bul-

lets from high-power rifles which are fired in such forests

are sure to be stopped by natural obstructions before they

have exceeded the range of black powder rifles, which,

of course, makes one tj'pe of rifle just as dangerous as

the other. So far as I am informed, no more people have

been accidentally shot with high-power rifles, in propor-

tion to the ntmiber of these rifles in use, than by any other

kind of rifle.

It seems somewhat strange to me that among all those

who have attempted to give reasons for these sad acci-

dents, none have mentioned what to me appears to be a

very prolific cause, viz., whiskey.

A drunken, or a half drunken man with a loaded rifle,

trying to still-hunt deer in a forest where other men are

trying to do the same thing, is a very dangerous combi-

nation. It is a lamentable fact that many deer hunters

regard the whiskey bottle as a necessary adjunct of then-

trips, and these trips as the time of all other times in

which to give unbridled license to drinking.

It is not my intention to deliver a temperance lecture,

but I will simply say that I think this order of proced-

ure should be exactly reversed, that whatever may be a

person's habits in this respect ordinarily, he should abstain

entirely from drinking spirituous liquors while on such

trips. The terrible consequences which sometimes follow

should make it unnecessary to say more on this point.

Another mistaken idea is that the aim of these man-
killers is invariably fatal when shooting at the human
target.

If this were true I would not now be alive as a wit-

ness to the contrary, as I have figured in the capacity of

a target for a half drunken still-hunter. In the compara-

tively few cases where the aim is fatal we necessarily hear

all about it, but we hear little or nothing about the many
cases where the aim is poor, hence the mistaken opinion.

1 do not wish it to be inferred that I think whiskey is

responsible for all of these accidents. A very small per-

centage of them are no doubt genuine accidents, of the

sort that sometimes will occur when the greatest precau-

tions are observed.

Then many are the result of carelessness or inexperi-

ence, pure and simple.

I remember one of my hunts which was taken in com-

pany with several would be still-hunters, who were not

only novices in this art, bitt also in woodcraft. I do not

remember the number of stumps, rocks, and other inani-

mate objects which they shot, mistaking them for deer,

bear, panther and other wild animals. Luckily on this

occasion the stumps and rocks were the only things which

these hunters shot by mistake. It has been a practice

with me of late to hang a placard over the gun rack in

camp, bearing inscriptions which I designate as the nth
and I2tli commandments.
The Tith commandment reads, "Thou shalt not have

loaded firearms in camp." The 12th, "Thou shalt not

shoot at anything until thou art absolutely certain what
it is." This works well.

In regard to Adirondack deer. I have hunted deer in

the Adirondacks nearly every season for many years, and
have found them more numerous each season than the

preceding one. Even Saratoga County must now be re-

garded as a deer inhabited country, as they are now fre-

quently seen in many parts of it, and quite a good many
have been killed this season within its limits. For the

fi/ty years previous to 1890, deer were never seen in a

wild state in this county. During my recent trip our

party of ten still-hunted on dry leaves and under other

adverse conditions, and killed 13 deer in ten days' hunt-

ing. This does not indicate a scarcity of deer. It is

true that a large number of deer are killed in the Adiron-
dacks each season, and this gives the alarmists a basis

on which to predict the early annihilation of Adiron-
dack deer. They seem to forget that a much larger num-
ber is added to the supply each year by natural increase.

I can see no present necessity for greater restrictions in

regard to killing deer, but as a matter of economy I think

the open season on deer should be changed so they could

be killed only when they are in the best condition and
when their meat could all be utilized to the best advan-
tage. A deer is a large animal, and when one is killed

during warm weather the chances are that before it can
all be consumed it will be more suitable food for buzzards
than human beings.

We found it quite difficult during out late hunt, to keep
the deer we killed from spoiling, although they were all

killed in November. I have always thought that the open
.season on deer should be from the first to the last of

November, for I have always thought that game should
only be killed when it is in the best condition, and when
its meat could be used to the best possible advantage.

This may sound strange to your able and interesting cor-

respondent, Coahoma, coming from me, and therefore I

will explain myself by saying that in my opinion we de-

rive our "true sport" from the pursuit and capture of
game. The utilization of the meat of captured game is

purely a question of economy, and bears no relation to the

sport involved in its pursuit and capture.

Apropos of this matter, I would suggest to Coahoma
that quite likel,y his friend B. objected to throwing those
thirteen quail into the bayou for the same reason that he
would object to throwing the contents of his pork barrel

into the same bayou. But his objection to this needless

waste would be no evidence that he regards the slaughter-

ing of hogs as "true sport." But enough.
I like Coahoma, and.the loyal way in which he defends

his honest ponvictioijs.

In regard to hounding deer. I have always thought the
law against hounding a little too hard on those who can
kill deer in no other way, or those who enjoy this way of
hunting deer best.

Personally, I can kill five deer still-hunting while I

would be trying to kill one driven by hounds, and I derive

more sport from still-hunting than from any other method
of hunting deer ; but I believe that all have an equal op-
portunity to enjoy sport in the way that pleases them
best, provided their way is a sportsmanlike way. I can

discover nothing unsportsmanlike in hounding deer. The
charge that it is cruel is the merest bosh. Deer are never

found in situations where they cannot throw off the hound
by crossing water before thay are distressed by the chase.

If the supply of game cannot stand the drain of this

method, stop all hunting for a term of years until the

supply is replenished. This would be very simple and ef-

fective, and perfectly fair to all interested. It would a.lso

be much less expensive than our present system, which,

expensive as it is, stops far short of enforcing the law

against hounding and jacking.

Lastly, if hounding were permitted, it would greatly

lessen the number of fatal accidents, as that cla.ss of deer

hunters who have none of the instincts ,and training of the

still-hunter, would then pursue the sport in a way that

offers but few chances for carelessness, in experience or

intemperance, on their part to result in the injury or death

of their fellow men. Jos. W. Shurter.

Gansevoort, Nov. 26.

Mr, Brown and the Buck.
"Tell us about that big buck deer you lost once,

Brown. They say you missed a very fine one a few

years ago," said Jones to Brown a few evenings since.

"Well, it was like this," said Brown, taking a few

puffs at his pipe. "I had never shot a deer and the

evening before the occurrence of which you speak, I

was alone in a log cabin far away from the haunts of

men. I v/as figuring on taking a turn out in the

thicket the next day to look for deer, Avhich I had been

told frequented it. and so naturally thought a good
deal about deer and the probabilities of my being able

to get one. If you have ever been domiciled in a cabin

in the woods several miles from any human habitation,

you can readily understand what the facilities are for

undisturbed thought. By the time darkness came on I

was shooting deer by the carload. Sometimes I would
be content to kill them one at a time in rapid succes-

sion, and then, again, I would have them lined up and
make one bullet do for two or more, but I never failed

to bring them down. Amid these cheerful reflections

I fell asleep and dreamed of sitting on runways and
prowling through thickets. The next morning I

started out full of hope and ambition. Every faculty

was on the alert and my gun always in readiness for

instant execution in case a deer jumped from the

thicket. For a couple of hours I traveled thus, and
seeing no deer, gradually relaxed my vigilance, and
was swinging along at an easy gait with my gun care-

lessly resting on my arm. I had come out of the thick

timber and had stopped on a hill overlooking some
little meadows. I had not the slightest thought of see-

ing a deer, when all at once there burst upon my vision

a monstrous buck calmly and peacefully grazing along

the edge of the meadow at the foot of the hill. In-

stantly I was again a child, and by my father's side

I stood clinging to his hand and gazed respectfully

through the bars of a cage at the beautiful animal.

Then the whole thing seemed like a picture of a beau-

tiful landscape, with the live deer painted into it. Grad-

ually I became conscious of something on my arm. It

was the gun, and then the horrible revelation came
over me that here was the deer I had come to kill.

Slowly and mechanically T raised the gun to my shoul-

der and pointed it in the direction of the meadows, al-

ways with my eye riveted on the deer. I could not
shoot yet, for I had not made up my mind how t was
going to keep him there while I killed him; how_ I

could spare enough attention from keeping him
chained with my eye, to aim the gun and perform the

operation of pulling the trigger. Those w^ere moments
of terrible suspense. The deer kept growing larger

and larger, a mist swam before my eyes, and the earth,

the trees and the sky all began to move. With the

sensation that one has when he realizes that it is the

other train and not the one he is on that is moving, I

awoke to the fact that Mr. buck was leaving the mea-
dow with my eye still chained to him. It was then or

never. There he was only a short distance away,_ mov-
ing slowly along. I can see him yet. Great big fel-

low. His course brought him nearer and nearer to

where I stood waiting"— (pause)
"Why didn't you shoot?"
"What?"
"Why didn't you shoot?"
"Oh. Why didn't I shoot. Well, as I said before, I

had one eye firmly fixed on the buck. In order to

sight a gun properly, as you may know, it is neces-

sary to shut one eye, and wath the other glance along
the gun barrel between the sights. My gun was in

place, but when I went to draw a bead on the buck my
left e3'e being so firmly fixed on the buck, refused to

respond, and I inadvertently shut the other eye. This
moved the gun barrel around out of place and changed
the position of the deer and mixed things up generally.

I had been perfectly cool up to that time. Almost too
cool. In fact, frozen, to speak technically, but this

little matter of getting my eyes
_
changed had a ten-

dency to make me nervous. I quickly recovered, how-
ever, took aim and fired. I cannot imagine why he did

not drop. They always dropped—the night before. He
sim.ply stopped and looked my way. Could it be that

I had shot him so dead that he did not struggle suffici-

ently to fall at once? No, he was not dead. He did

not even know he had been shot at, and to my utmost
consternation he came directly toward me. He came
a little way and stopped. How long we stood there

staring each other in the face I will never know, but
finally it occurred to me that if I killed him I must
shoot him again. I raised my gun"
"Why in the world didn't you shoot then, Mr.

Brown?"

"Did you ever shoot at a deer?"
"No."
"No? Well, you see, when I made up my mind to

shoot again it occurred to me that I hadn't pumped
my repeater. I hastened to reload, when click! the
deer wheeled like a flash, and with a gentle, graceful
rolling motion sanlc quietly and peacefully into a kind
of little ravine like, and I saw him no more. If the
ground had been a little more level, or if (sigh).
Say, give me a match, will you, my pipe's gone out."

With Dog andl'Gun.

The Delights of Upland Shooting.

There is no sport that has more pleasurable, health-
giving qualities than that which appertains to the dog and
gun. To roam at will through forest and glade, inhaling
the purest air that nature provides, air laden with the
scent of wild flowers, heavy Avith the balsamic odor of
the pines, refreshing and exhilarating, giving breath and
strength to the weakling and preserving those qualities in
the strong. No scenery is more beautiful than that made
by the divine landscape gardener, unmarred by the hand
of man, whose desecrating hand strings rows of unsightly
fences, rears an edifice of wood and mortar and stone in
the clearing in the forest, once beautiful in its pristine
freshness, but now an unsightly blot upon the face of na-
ture. In the heart of every man there is one little spot,

sometimes so infinitely small that even its possessor is not
aware of its existence until moved by some glorious scene,
and sometimes so large that it dominates the whole be-
ing, that loves the wildness, the freedom, the untram-
meled beauty, found in the silent woods. And it is that
love for nature that goes far toward making a sportsman.
To leave the rush and turmoil of the town far behind, to
get away from the confines of civilization and feel as
free from care as the beasts of the field, the birds of the
air, that is the longing that completes the change from
man to sportsman. With many the hunting is merely an
incident, to be enjoyed as one of the numerous pleasures
that go to make the whole ; it is the companionship of the
beings of the woods, the animals that know nothing of
civilization or captivity, the sense of being free, the

wholesomeness of the life, that attracts the man.
Did you ever lie on your back on some mossy spot,

beneath the trees, and gaze upward at the blue sky, tak-

ing note of the little birds that flit in and out of the
foliage overhead, now hastily seeking the shelter of the

thick pine when a threatening shadow warns them of the

coming of their most troublesome enemy, the hawk; then,

when danger is over, leaving their refuge and once more
busily going about the duties of their little lives? You
hear a faint scratching noise on the old fallen tree near
you and then you see a tiny chipmunk watching you with
twinkling eyes, a strange sight for him, resembling none
of the wood folks with which he is acquainted, until a
sudden movement of 3'-ours alarms the timid creature,

and like a flash of light he is gone. Off in that tall chest-

nut tree there sounds the busy chatter of a squirrel, a

bluejay catches a glimpse of you and screeches forth harsh

notes of warning, while a distant whistle, a querulous

qu6i-la-hee, qu6i-la-hee, proclaims a quail, separated

from his relatives and sounding the call of the lost.

There is something irresistibly attractive in these sights

and sounds of the woods that the rnaxim, "once a sports-

man, always a sportsman," is rarely at fault. It is gen-

erally instilled when but a boy, this love of nature, and
seldom a man, who as a youngster used to roam through

the w^oods and fields, but that enjoys the same wander-
ings in his riper years.

Upland shooting gives one an opportunity to enjoy all

these pictures from nature's book of field and forest, and
that accounts for flie man turning sportsman and the

sportsman naturalist. No one passes a week or even a
day in the woods without becoming interested in the

animal inhabitants, and a desire to know more, to acquire

a knowledge of the heretofore unknown wood lore, draws

them again and again to the shadows of the silent forest

until the charm is too strong to be resisted and many an

hour is pleasurably spent beneath the trees.

Nor are all the attractions confined to the woods. The
sportsman-naturalist wanders through the fields, sees the

burrow of the woodchuck, the well-defined paths of the

rabbit worn smooth through grass and stubble by the

passing of many little feet. Under the branches of the

oak tree in the corner of the lot are several little hollows

in the fresh earth, the dusting place of Bob White, while

the feathers scattered here and there about the spot prove

that the daily dust bath is not neglected. Never a day is

passed witho'ut some new and interesting scene to relieve

the monotony, the book of knowledge is never all re-

vealed, but day by day the wanderer looks upon a new
page, and before he is aware of it is under that strange

spell, the "spell of the forest."

Give a man a dog and a gun, let him roam at will

through the fields and woods, and unless his heart is

harder than the hardest flint, his eyes shut to all the

beauties and charms of nature, he will be inspired by the

delightful views, the new sights and purest air God can

give, and go home, happier, better and healthier, surely

recompense sufficient to pay for the day spent away from

town and business.

It was not so many years ago when the man who loved

the pleasures attendant upon dog and gun, in a day afield,

was regarded bv the majority of people as a ne'er-do-

well, an idler who it would be best to watch, and maybe
you can remember how yon slipped out the back door

with the gun concealed beneath j^our coat, acting as if you

were a criminal instead of a respectable citizen who was

going hunting, afraid of the remarks of your neighbors tf

they saw you off for such degrading sport and never

perfectly at ease until beyond the confines of the village

and the scrutiny of curiotis eyes.

However, in this more enlightened day the sportsman is

not a creature of suspicion, but, if a sportsman in the

true sense of the word, he is respected, admired by many
and imitated by some, truly a different man from one of

three decades ago. ,

The American people, as a whole, are a nation ot

sportsmen, and with a sportsman President at the helm,

upholding and dignifying the title, the multitudes are

becoming more and more convinced that the love of sport

an excellent quality to be instilled in each mini, for it j§
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rare that a genuine lover of the rod or gun is not worthy
of all trust and confidence imposed in him.
So let us don our shooting togs, the coat, not of many

colors, but of maiij'^ pockets, the trousers and leggitags
made to resist the wear of the bush and scratch of the
brier, and with gun resting comfortably on the shoulder,
hide ourselves in the peaceful shade of the woods, Or
tramp over the crisp stubble with that pleasufabie antici-
pation of a good day's sport that is never lost, but each
day rises amw, whatever the disappointments of the pre-
ceding one.

The companion of many hunts, our Fidus Achates, in
the shape of either a setter or pointer, is as eager as his
master to be afield, and upon reaching the wfell-known
hunting grounds, is off at a wave of the hand, quartering
the fields, drawing each favorite spot where only the other
day he found a bevy. Suddenly a whiff of that delectable
bird scent is carried to the delicate nostrils and he
slackens his gait, looks around for the master, and then,
with head erect and putting each foot down as carefully
as though he were treading on glass, he approaches the
birds, until the strong scent warns him of their near-
ness, and pauses, rigid and beautiful, surely a sight that
brings joy to the heart of the sportsman.
Hark to the whir of Wings as the quail arise; wat^ch

the startled birds hurry to the shelter of the neighboring
woods. The first bevy of the day is found, and now our
cup of joy is overflowing.
Then at noon time, when the sun is high in the heavens,

the sportsman seeks some sheltered nook and abandons
himself to a delightful rest, and also refreshes the inner
man with a tempting, though necessarily small, lunch,
which was so carefully prepared and put into a pocket of
the canvas coat by the little madam, who, although she
is a .sportsman's wife or mother, and has witnessed his
coming and going many times, can never quell the feeling
of uneasiness and always on parting utters those precau-
tionary words, "Do be careful, dear," Bless the little

woman ! We all know what prompts those loving wofds,
but we do not know how much she worries or how
anxiously she awaits the homecoming.
The clear waters of the near-by brook serve to wash

down the enjoyable lunch and also to soften the two or
three dog biscuits that somewhat still the pangs of huftger
in our faithful companion/s stomach, tlis breakfast was
not a large one, for the sportsman was wise and knows
that no dog can hunt well after a hearty meal.
But there is one thing needed before the sportsman's

satisfaction is complete, A search in the pockets brings
to light a well-filled tobacco pouch and a pipe, whoSe
very blackness proclaims a strength which Qt\\y many
|)ounds of the "weed that soothes" could produce. The
.pipe is carefully filled and then there is another search
ior a match, which is found, lit, and applied to the to-

hacco. Now he is happy as he lounges on the soft bed
of leaves and pine needles. At peace with all the world is

he, as he watches the circling smoke aroimd and muses
'On the pleasures of the past few hours.

Perhaps the warmth of the November sun, as its bright

•rays shine into the little glade, has a soporific eifect on
the sportsman, and soon he is off to the land of dreams,
accompanied by the dog, who has before been lazily

"dozing, but now, seeing his master embraced by the arms
of Moipheus, curls up in a comfortable little hollow at

the foot of an old tree and indulges in a deep, beneficial

snooze.

All this may seem a bit out of place to some, this noon-

day slumber, but to the man who finds not all the pleasure

in always "killing," it is as truly a part of the day's en-

joyment as the shooting.

Surely we who love the dog and gtm, can claim as

good a right to be termed contemplative sportsmen as

those who find their pleasures in bending rod and babbling

brooks and have been designated by the father of trout

fishing, as contemplative anglers.

But the smi has withdrawn its warming_ rays from
the glade, and the old dog, who quickly notices the at-

mospheric change, begins to get uneasy. He indulges in

a mighty, satistVing yawn, and then lazily arises from
the soft bed beneath the tree. The sportsman is suddenly

recalled from the land of dreams by a cold, damp nose

being shoved inquiringly into his face, and awakens to

find his dog standing by him, an entreating look in the

large brown eeys, which seems to say, " 'Tis time to be

up and doing." So he looks at his watch and finds that

there are only three short hours . before the sun wjH
sink behind the western hills, and that that day and its

pleasures will be a thing of the past.

Off in the distance he hears a clear, melodious whistle.

A bevy of quail have been scattered and are sounding

their assembly calls, so he listens for a moment until an-

other whistle leaves him certain of the direction, and then

off h'.' goes, for a half-dozen more birds added to th®se

that are already in the game pockets will just complete

the number he wishes to carry home.
_

Finally the dog gives the most positive signs of game,

the sportsman moves up closer to where he is working,

there is a sudden rustling of the dead leaves, a b-r-r-r,

followed by a sharp report of the gun, and another victim

swells the score.

Again the scene is enacted. Maybe the surrounditigs

are different, for in nature's theater the scenery is always

shifting, but there are the same actors, the man, the dog,

the fluttering bird and smoking gun.

The sportsman is at last compelled to cease hunting,

for the gradually deepening dusk, makes it impossible to

shoot with satisfying results, and he calls his dog to heel,

throws the little gun over his shoulder and starts on his

homeward tramp.
"Fatigued?" you ask. "Yes, bodily." His limbs are

not of steel and have conveyed him over many miles,

through forest and field, but his spirits are not in keeping

with the weary limbs. ~ He is not thinking of the work he

has done, the miles he has covered, but of the dozen or

more plump quail that are so snugly resting in the game
pockets, and should you ask him if the recompense is

worthy of the labor, there will be no hesitating, the same

cheery answer will be always given, "Of course it is.

Why, my friend, there is no better sport, and I am never

happier than when homeward bound after a successful

hunt." F. Arthur Partridge.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., l^e^

Yorki mi 09* t© pny lodividual connected mth tte pap«r,

One Way to Burst a Gun.
Wk wcXii firing at the 300-yard target, \1sivig new Spen-

cer .45 caliber carbines. These are rim fire and some of
their cartridges were defetttv'e, the percussion matter,
whatever it was, ofteft failed. It may have been on ac-
count of its not beifig evenly distributed, for if it missed
fire the first time we turned the cartridge partly around,
then let the plunger strike it in a new place, and it gen-
erally exploded then.

One of our sergeants stepped out to fire this day, and
his first attempt was a failure; his cartridge did llot e)t-

plode. He turned it; then tried again, and this tiittfe the
percussion was all right; but the gun made hardly any
report, and I noticed but a light puff of smoke come out
of the muzzle.
The marker signaled a miSs, d.ild the sergeant tried

again. This time the eartridge was all right, but after fil--

ing the gun was found to have a small bulge that extended
clean around the barrel an inch behind the muzzle. This
was over twice the diameter of the barrel, but there
was no split about it. The lieutenant, who had charge
of us, here now examined the gun, then wanted to know
if the sergeant had taken the rag out of the gun before
firing. A good many of us kept a greasy rag in the
muzzle as a stopper, and only a few days before this a
man had forgot to remove his before firing at a deer and
had ruined his gun ; the barrel, in this case, had split two
inches back from the front end.
There was no rag in the gun; sergeant said tliis had

been his second shot, the first one w^illd have burst it

had he left his stopper ill.

"Then I can't account for it," the lieutenant told him.
I had been standing only a few feet away when both

shots were fired and had been busy thinking since then.
"I can explain it, I think." I told him that first shot
Was one of those spoiled cartridges ; he had to turn it,

then, when it did go off it made hardly any report; there
must have been only powder enough in it to drive the
ball as far as the muzzle; there it found the smallest
inside diameter and then stuck ; the next shot burst thti

gun, of course.

"I think you have got it," he told me. "ttilVfe -yoli ^Vet-

seen a similar case?"
"No, sir; another like it miglii: iioit occur in a year, but

1 reason it out that way."
A^nd that is the way it has been done. I must report

this to the War Department as being something new."
I .saw another of these carbines burst from having its

muzzle full of claj-^; that was a piece of carelessness,

though, and had I anything to do in this case the man
would have had to pay $22, the price of the gun.

Cabia Blanco.
Erie, Pa.

Ducks on Gaede's Pond*
One afternoon last week a man rushed into Morgan's

office on Broadway. When he inquired for Eddie it was
plainly to be seen that the messenger was very much ex-
cited. The proprietor was not at home, and the man
"waited.

When Eddie came in the man took him over in a cor-

ner and whispered something in his ear. The people in

the place could catch a word now and then about ducks
and ponds, and Eddie seemed pleased over the informa-
tion which was being imparted.

After the man had departed, Edward went to the tele-

phone. His actions were quick and decisive, but his
friends saw that he was under strong mental excitement.

"Hello, Central," said Edward, as he took down the re-

ceiver. "Give me 380, quick."
There was a delay for a moment, and then Morgan

whispered into the 'phone:
"Hello, Powers, is that you? Say, John, a fellow's

just been in and told me that there is a big bunch of wild
ducks up on Bob Gaede's pond, just above Haledon. I

want you to hook up your horse before daylight to-mor-
row morning, and we will go up and get them before
Garry Hopper or Billy Stalter get \yise. If they hear
there are ducks on that pond, they will go up aiid camp
out to-night,"

"All right," said Ed, after he had listened to his friend
Powers for a irioment. "Be sure and be herfe by 5 ifl the
morning; we won't liave any titne to lose if we want to
get those ducks^ Keep it ittllntj don't say a word to any
one."
For the balance of the evening Morgan acted as if he

were burdened with the weight of a great secret. His
friends noticed his absent-mindedness, and it caused con-
siderable comment. When Garry Hopper came in and
said he had heard there was -a big bunch of ducks up
country Eddie got nervous, but he calmed down when
Garry said the ducks were on Cedar Pond at Orean Park.
The next morning when the police were going on duty

at 4 o'clock, a man was noticed driving through the streets
at a rapid gait. He pulled up at Morgan's and Eddie
came out, loaded down with shells and gun, which were
hastily concealed in the back of the wagon. Then they
whirled away over the river and up the Haledon hill.

"If we find those ducks, John," said Ed, "we will have
to- be pretty careful, as they will be apt to be wilder than
hawks. If they are near the shore, we will sneak up from
two sides. We'll put the first barrel into them on the
Avater, and then when they bunch on the rise we will
simply slaughter them with the second barrel. We'll cer-
tainly have the joke on Hopper and the gang by going out
and getting a bunch of wild ducks right here in the town
before breakfast."

When the hunters reached the top of Jackson's Hill, the
pond on Bob Gaede's estate lay spread out before them
like a mirror. Dawn was just breaking, and the surface
of the water was partiall}' hidden by the early morning
mist. When they were within three yards of the lake,
Powers suddenly stopped the horse.
"There are the duclcs," said John, pointing to a group

which was floating about thirtj' yards from the shore, at
a point where there was good cover on the bank. "I think,
though, thej-^ are tame ducks."
"No. they're not," said Morgan. "They're mallards;

look at their size and see them swim. We won't do a
thing to them in a minute. You go over to that point, and
I'll go yonder; when I whistle blaze away."

It topk John and Eddie fifteen minutes to get to their

respective positions, and all the time they kept an eye on
the ducks. Then there came a low whistle, and the simul- '

taneous reports of two guns broke the morning stillness.. .

The shot churned the water into foam right in the middle '

of the batch of ducks, but they never moved.
Neither Morgan nor Powers shot the sfeColid thilc.

They got wise quickly. They sheaked baCk tb the w^goh,
i

and the horse had to make refeo'rd time to get back to
'

Paterson beforfe pfeople were up.
Morgan says now .thg.t he knew all the time that tlic

;dueks were decoys which had been placed in the pond by !

Bob Gaede to fool some of his friends, and that he only I

pretended that they were real ducks in order to have i '

good joke on Powers.
Curiously enough, Powers says the same thing abdut

Morgan.—Paterson (N. J.) Chronicle.

Market Hunter Fined $360.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Game Warden George A. Ferris, of Stamford, Conn.,

did a clever piece of work when he arrested and convicted
Wallace A. Stevens, of Stamford, Conn., for selling
thirty-three quail, woodcock and partridge;

Stevens received the minimum fihe tha{ the law provides,
viz., $10 per bird, and $30 for tosts—$360 iii all. Ufjoh
fii-.'5t reading this fine may appear excessive for the firSt

*

offense, but when other circumstances are taken into con- •

sideration, tire decision will meet the approval of all good ;

sportsmen, and it's the general sentiment in and around
j

Stamford that the fellow got what he deserved. Stevens'
>

occupation is that of driver for the Diamond Ice Company
|

in Stamford eleven months in the year, but the twelfth ,

month, October, he gives up his position and goes back '

into the country to a camp of his, or else boards at a farrrl-

house, and takes up shooting as a business. T)iis he hfi,'^
'

done for several years. Several wmpki tits .have tieerl I

niade to the game wardeh about Stevens shooting dh,
Sunday?, atiH about his shdoting for market; but all such
fellows are shy, and it is hard to- get positive evidence to
secure a conviction on, and Stevens had made the state-
ment several times that "Ferris never Avould catch him,
and he would just like lo see him come up and arrest '

him."
Game Warden Ferris is, however, not only an en-

thusiastic sportsman, but a man of much determination
and resource ; and after several weeks of patient investi-
gation—the watching and noting of several persons with
suspicious looking baskets who went to New York pretty
frequently—the following of persons to New York and as-
certaining where the contents of these suspected packages
and baskets were disposed of, he was able finally to ob-
tain positive evidence, had the warrant issued, and went
up personally and arrested Stevens.

Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Jenkins conducted the
case for the Commonwealth

; Judge Downs presided.
Judge Downs, in giving his decision, explained that the
maximum fine was $50 per bird, and even imprisonment,,

1

and the minimum tine was $10 per bird, which he im-
posed, as it was Stevens' first offense before the court.

Mr. Ferris has received complaints of several other
parties who are shooting and selling game illegally, and '

has them under con.sideration. There are several persons
in that town, and, in fact, in almost every town in the
State, who encourage shooters to violate the law by oft'er-

ing to buy the birds of them, and it is stated that a New
York broker who resides in Stamford, bought a gun and
gave it to a man who is known as a market shooter

—

gives the fellow his ammunition and takes his birds, and
the presumption is that he quietly pays him for his time
and game. ,

The good work of Game Warden Ferris will give some
of these persistent market shooters a more wholesome re-

spect for the game law, and such work will receive the
hearty commendation and congratulation of sportsmen
throughout the State of Connecticut. N. S. A.
SridgePOSt^ Conn.

On Staten Islahd.

Prince's Bay, N. "V"., N5V. M-—E(iiior Poi'eH md
Stream: lii the last isslie I read an article about shooting
in Greater New York. The article was a good one. The
man who wrote it is in my estimation a gentleman, and
he was in the bounds of the law in all his doings. We
all like to hear of a man going out and doing an honest
day's work with his rod and gun. It is good reading. If

the pages of Forest and Stream were supplied with all of

the illegal shooting that has been done on Staten Island

this fall it would make a great many columns of reading
that would not suit a good many men. When I say men
I mean gentlemen, not gentlemen of wealth, but those

who are possessed of means that are worth more than
would enable them to stand in a police court and delib-

erately lie about their wrongdoing when pushed to the

wall (of injustice).

The casual reader may say, Why is it that there is so
much illegal shooting on Staten Island, and why do they

not make arrests? We have made arrests, and have gone
through the form of prosecution, and all that; but we have
had our drawbacks. We have a good prosecuting attor-

ney, a rnan sincere, honest, and a thorough student of the

game laws; but when he runs up against a wall thicker

than seventeen Killarney castles, how under the sun can

he knock it down single-handed? The Richmond Count}'

Fish and Game Protective Association have been keeping

an eye on all of the proceedings, and have noticed several

cases where the education of the lower class can be ben-

efitted. When I speak of the lower class, I do not mean
anything detrimental to any one. I am speaking of classes.

We all know that there is the infant class, the primary
class, grammar school and high school. Now, there is a

high school in all classes. Take dogs ; some belong to

the high school class ; and horses, there are the high school

horses ;
they can step to music better than some men can

step or stoop to common sense. But such people gener-

ally will stoop to common cents, if they think it will go.

And I thank God that there is a high school in our courts

that throws away petty politics and scorns the evildoer,

and throws the searchlight of justice to help law-abiding

people. We are going to the higher school of justice,

where the faculty have been educated to the laws of the

State. A Member qf the Association,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Gafiie La^ Matters in tiUnoisi

CniCAGO, . Ill, Noy. 2cj.—Stite Game Cdniiiiissidner

A. j. Lovejoy, of Roscoe, lll.j fa-^'-drs this office with
the following- statement of matters and afffiirs con-
nected ^yith his administration: .

^

"To set you at rest regarding what the State Game
CommissioneT is doing, I herewitli hand you a Httle

synopsis of .the forthcoming report to the Governor.
The cause of the delay in report is that it is almost im-
possible to get a deputy warden to answer any cjues-

tions regarding his work, and I wished to make the re-

port as complete as possible.

"At the commencement of my appointment there

was in the State game fund the sum of $1,967. The
last General Assembh^, in trying to revise the game
la\v of Illinois, inadvertently left out the word "^quail,'

which has caused some to attempt to kill them at all

.<;easons, instead of waiting till Nov. 1 to Dec. 20. Not-
withstanding this error in the .present law, we have
sueceeded in protecting- thgrii h\\\f Ah well fts dtef.b^?-
fore by, enforcing Section 29 of the law, which forbids
aiiy. to hunt oh the lands of another without first prd-
curing permission, etc.. under penalty of prosecution
for trespass, T am reliably informed that there has
been less violation than usual. . There has, however,
been something over one hundred prosecutions for
violations of the law during the fiscal year. In nearly
every case we have been successful in fining the vio-
lators. Beside these cases under the State law, the re-

port shows that there has been seized under the Lacey
?aw numerous packages of

,
game illegally shipped into

the Statfe froril, States fdrijidding .the. shipitleril .df fanils
bbyplid their borders,. As required by .this .law,, ihe
game so seized has been sold for the benefit df the
State Game Fund, except such portion as goes to the
deputy making the seizure. The cases have been
turned over to the U. S. Government for prosecution,
and we are informed that Illinois stands at the head of
the list of .States for this work, and has made the best
record of any. The licenses granted to other States
to hunt in Illinois during the open season have also
been more than ever in the history of the law. The
larger number coming from St. Louis, with Burling-
ton, Hannibal, Quincy, Dubuque, Indiana, Wisconsin,
etc., following.

"To show that we are doing business and reporting
the same, the game fund in the hands of the State
Treasurer on Jimc i, 1902, showed a net balance of

$6,204.90, instead of the small amount of $1,967, when
the office was turned over to me. This was a net
profit to the State of $4,237 over and above all ex-
penses and salaries for the year.

"I merely send you these figures to quiet j'-our

nerves and to show that a game commissioner can
attend to his busines and do right without running
around to the newspapers telling of it. I have noticed
two or three slurs about the game commissioner in

)-our paper that were entirely uncalled for. Trust this

will ease your mind till the complete report is out of

the hands of the printer, and show_ that things are in

good shape.
"I am as anxious to see a better game law enacted

as you are, and am trying to get the assistance of the
.sportsmen in the matter, as I believe they are the best
men to know what is best for the protection of game."

I am sure these figures are received in proper spirit

and promise Commissioner Lovejoy that no one will

be unduly nervous. It is a matter of much congratu-
lation to the commissioner to see the good financial

showing. Cash on hand is always good. I am in

ignorance of what is meant by "slurs about the game
commissioner." I am sure there is no department in

Forest and .STRE.^M which would not rather print

J, raise than blame. The State game wardens can do
no greater service to the cause of game protection
than by giving publicity, not only in the sporting pa-
pers, but in the daily papers of the country to all the

workings of their offices. There are plenty of men
who would rather pay a fine than be held up for criti-

cism before the public. The power of the press in en-

forcing the game laws of the country is well nigh us
great to-day as the executive arm of the law itself, and
it could be made much more powerful did the officers

appointed to enforce that law avail themselves of the
friendship and good offices of their natural allies, the
newspapers. I know Commissioner Lovejoy will do
this, and shall thank him always as now.

The Law la Indiana.

I had occasion to call attention to the ease with
which one may borrow the non-resident license of a
friend for the purpose of shooting in the State of In-

diana. To-day I heard of another way in which to

escape the penalty of this law. Say you want to spend
a few days shooting on the Kankakee, where the duck
shooting has been better this year than it has been
anywhere else, and better than it has been for many
jcars in the State of Indiana. Very well. You write
to the office of the State game commissioner stating

your real name and enclosing the fee for a resident
license, and giving your address as Hammond, Ind.

Then have your license sent in care of a certain friend

at Hamraoird, Ind. When jovi go shooting your friend

meets you at Hammond and hands you your license.

.After i^ou are across the line you become a resident of

Indiana. The wardens do not know you as anything
but a resident, and naturally they do not want to take
chances of making a mistake. In this way several

Chicago men have made themselves residents of the
State of Indiana for the time being. I simply call

this to the attention of the State game warden, who
is apparntly in ignorance of this state of affairs.

Ducks.

We have had an unusually good duck season and
oire more than ordinarily long. There has' been no
freeze up- at this latitude as yet sufficient to shut up
the waters, and old marsh shooters say that the best
Ot the shooting is yet to come. With this dictum I

hardly agree, but belicA^e that one could expect good
iHallard shooting along the open waters of th.e Kan-
kakee quite up to the tin-^e of the final freeze. Out in

Mimicsota, at the latitude of Si Paul, all th^ lakes

have been frozeri for sonie time and the clucks hdve left

that country. . j
j

By tlie way, can anyone advise ine df good, duck and
quail shooting in the State of, Arkansas, and can any-
one tell me what is the attitude in that Sta^te to-day in

regard to the non-resident shooter? I have under-
stood that .Arkansas and Missouri are not hankering
for nQn-resirlents. For sorhe reasons I do riot in thfe

least blanie thcni.

The License Law.

There is considerable discussion in this part of the

world now over the question of non-resident licenses.

The situation has grown so urgent that shooters are
not always bold enough to openly violate the laws of

their sister States. Flence we hear the cry that the
tton-resident license law is unconstitutional, that the

State cannot charge a non-resident any more than it

charges a resident, for the privilege of shooting, etc.

This is open abandoii.merit of the doctrine that the li-

cense fees go to swell the revenues of the game pro-
tectors. I think, any one who knows the sentiment of

the legislators of the Western States will agree that so
soon as we imdertake.to put a gun tax of even 50 cents

a gun, or a shooting license of even $10 on our statute

books, we shall see every. game law wiped off of those
statute books by the. hands of ,an irate Legislature. If

you put the price down to $1 or $2, you will come
near enough to doing this same thing; arid, if you
make it an even price for shooters of all the different

States, you will net. get enough money into your fund
to materially btnefit you in the enforcement of the

laws. , There ,are sonie who tliiiik tliat the non-resi-

dent license laws .as they st^nd are good- Others
would like to see the nonTresi,dent tax hot above $10 in

each State. Others again, begin to howl that they
want.no tax at all. I am afraid that the trduble with
the great North American citizen John Jones, is that

he wants protection for John Jones, but not for the

game birds. The American people do not deserve to
have any game, and the probability is that they will

not long have any.

The Deer Season.

As I wrote last week from St. Paul, the returns

from the deer hunters had not at that time begun fully

to Goiiie in, Since then many of the hunting parties

have come out of the woods, and they for the most
part bring with them substantial proof of the abund-
ance of game in Minnesota. Early last week one
Great Northern train brought down 128 deer to the

city of St. Paul. On board that train was one party

made up of Frank Nordstrom, Gus Rylander and F.

Nelson, who were returning from a trip of two weeks
in the country between Vermillion and Rainy Lake.
The)' had one moose, nine deer, two bears, and 125

partridges. Now, if any of our Canadian or Maine
friends want a little record, they might cast their eyes

this way. I fully believe that Minnesota is as good a

game country as Maine, were it equally well systema-
tized, mapped, tabulated and ticketed.

Two St. Paul policemen came down last week from
a hunt in northern Minnesota, and each of then had
a good moose, with good antlers. This is the third

hunt which these men have made in Minnesota, and
they have got a moose each time. Well posted hunt-
ers of St. Paul insist that it is as safe a proposition

to get a moose in Minnesota as it is anywhere on
earth.

In Wisconsin the deer law seems to work fairly well,

at least in the city of Milwauke;c. Mayor Rose, of

Milwaukee, was out hunting last week and brought
home with him a nice deer, which was left in the ex-

press office by the mayor when he arrived in Mil-
waukee. The next morning he sent his license and
an order for the deer to the express office, in care of

his butcher. The game warden was at the office and
refused to honor the order of the mayor of the city,

so the latter had to go down to the office and check up
like anybody else. These Milwaukee wardens have
been very vigilant and have gotten themselves very
much disliked by reason of their efficiency. There
have been several cases of game taken from parties

coming through to Chicago, and they have come
pretty near establishing a reign of terror among the

un regenerate.
Not so much could be said for some of the settle-

ments further north in the State of Wisconsin. A
Stevens .Point, Wis., dispatch has this to say as to a

seizure lately made at that point:

Utter disregard of the game laws has characterized
the operations of hunters and game dealers in the cen-

tral and northern part of the State. Several large

confiscations have been made, but the largest one was
made in this city yesterday by Game Warden Brown,
in which he secured more than 400 pounds of part-

ridges and venison. The find was made in searching
a Wisconsin Central refrigerator car. One consign-
ment of 250 pounds was billed from Spencer as

"dressed poultry," to Lepm.an & Haege, Chicago. One
barrel was packed at the top and bottom with domes-
tic geese, but in the middle were twenty-eight part-

ridges. Another consignment of "dressed poultry"
billed from Colby to T. J. Holing, Chicago, consisted
almost wholly of partridges. Saddles of venison to

the amount of 100 pounds were found disguised as
"veal." The confiscated goods were tagged as contra-
band of law, and promptly sold on the local market,
the proceeds being sent to the State warden at Madi-
son.

Deaths Among Deer Hunters.

Thus far I have heard of several deer hunters killed

and sixteen wounded in the States of Wisconsin and
Michigan this fall. It is not pretended that this list

is in the least complete. There are many sportsmen
who do not care to go deer hunting in .the northern
woods of these States during the present reign of ter-

ror. The pine woods region of Michigan and Wiscon-
sin in the deer season is a kingdom of fools.

A man from Montrose, Mich., by the name of

Chaurtcey Streeter, went out from his hunting camp
and failed to rgturri. His companions hunted for him
for oyer a week, and cit last he wais discovered,

wounded, iri a logging canip some rrtiles away, where
he was being cared for. He had teeh picke'a up itl

the woods, shot through thfe thigh hf so'hie imktictwti

party.

Big D^ef Stoty,

Mr. Sam Ryan, of Appletori, Wis., halnds m(e the" ioi-

lowing story from the Merrill Advocate:
"While out hunting deer one day last week Kiiut

Severson, of 1404 East Main street, ran on to five

bucks engaged in mortal combat. Mr. Severson was
attracted to the scene by a g'reat commotion, and
walked up within easy range of the enraged denizens
of the forest. After looking at the battle a short timS
he took aim and felled on'e to the ground. The buck
had no sooner fallen than another buck picked the

dead on his horns and threw him high iii the air. Mr.
Severson again fired and brought down another otie.

The rest then discovered the hunter and took to the

woods. Mr. Severson says that but for the fact that

he was so interested in the furious fight he might have
killed the whole bunch."

It is to be regretted that Mr. Severson overlooked
his opportunity to kill five deer with interlocked horns.
Mr. Ryan says that this account frorn the North
equals the. alligator war story which Gsfptain LiCfWe

used to relate down at Fort Myfers, Fla.

Qaail.

Nothing much is doing iri the quail regloris of ikh
State, our shooters coming back with reports of, very
moderate bags. The Michigan season is practically at

an end, and I do not hear of anything very startling

done by those of our Chicago sportsmen who have
gone around the lake. Mr. W. B. Mershon, of Sagi-

naw, reports a. trip with six friends into a new part-

ridge country iii that State, which panned out pretty

well, eight or ten birds per day to the gun regularly.

Mr. Mershon also says tjiat a frierid of his and two
others killed two moo.se in three days iiear their sa\v-

mill in Canada.
The Saginaw Crowd will go into mourning now, 1

presume. Harry, the head porter and general utility

man who has helped make things comfortable on so

many of the Saginaw Crowd's trips, is to leave Saginaw
and go to college for a course in mechanical drawing
and engineering. He is a good engineer of a car party

right now.

The Dally Repottef.

My friend, the daily reporter, still does stunts on
field sports. He opines that in wild turkey shooting
"one needs a good choke bore, shooting a tightly

packed load of nitro powder with BB shot in front

of it." I camiot help expressing a mild surprise at this

statement, as I believe it has never been customary
to load BB shot behind a tightly packed load of pitro

powder. "That shot must be driven with mighty
force," says the daily reporter, "to penetrate the

lordly escutcheon of burnished feathers that shines on
the wild turkeA''s breast." I see no reason why talent

like this should not find ready employment in the nat-

ural history department .of a traveling circus. An
escutcheon of burnished feathers is not without charm.

Qaail in Minnesota.

I have heard a great deal for several years about
the abundance of Bob White quail in the State

of Minnesota, and, as stated last week, was able

to have a taste of the Minnesota quail shoot-

ing in company with Mr. Sam F. FuUerton,
the State game warden, and Mr. Frank Water-
ons, of the Waterous Engine Works, of St. Paul. We
went out to NorAvood, and had in all three days of

good, keen sport, being blessed with the first sunshine
which had been seen in that country for a long time.

This sport of quail shooting in Minnesota is some-
thing worth a little description. I was told that the

quail belt extends nearly 70 miles north of where we
were, that is to say, about that distance north of St.

Paul. There is a big belt of hardwood timber which
extends east and west, partly across the State of Min-
nesota, lying between the prairie country and the pine

countr3^ All this country where we shot was once
very heavily timbered, and was noted as a splendid

range for deer. To-day you would hardly know that

this region was once heavily forested. For some thirty

or forty years it has been farmed by a thrifty class,

mostly composed of German immigrants. The soil is

a deep, black loam, exactly like that of the prairie

State of Iowa. Here and there a swamp or marsh
r'.ms through a section, but for the most part the

ground is high and rolling. The crops are wheat and
corn, and these thrifty farmers farm so close that they
hardly leave cover enough for a quail. That is to say,

that would be the offhand dictum of the man accus-

tomed to find these birds in the denser vegetation of

our lower country of Illinois and of the South. In
the old days out in Iowa, where I spent my boyhood,
these fields of corn and wheat were vast in extent, and
no one ever thought of cutting or stacking his corn in

the fall. The "shucking" was done in the field and
the stalks were left standing or lying, as the case
might be. With these Minnesota farmers the reverse
is the case. They cut and shock all their corn and
get the stubble grounds plowed clean early in the fall

season. The infrequent groves are for the most part
cleared of underbrush, and very little more than a
carpet of leaves is left for cover to the quail, which in-
variably go to the timber when flushed on a bevy
rise. When I first saw this region I was satisfied that
it was not a good quail country, because it did not re-
semble other quail countries I had known. But the
proof of the pudding is in the eating. Mr. Fullerton
told me that he had on one day put up thirty bevies
of quail in this same country. We ourselves on one
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day started ten bevies, and a great many shooters have
gone out there and had no difficulty in making the

daily limit of 25 birds. We confidently expected to do
as much ourselves. The truth is, perhaps, that we
were in there a little late in the game. On our first

day's drive, without any local guide and not knowing
the country in the least, we only put up a few bevies.

The first of these we got up in the first hundred yards

of our hunting. They rose high and strong and
seemed to light on a patch of brush a short distance

ahead. Yet. try as we might, we found only one strag-

gler, and could not stop him. It seemed impossible

that they could have gone across the railroad track

to a distant grove which we saw, yet such proved to

be the case. The birds undoubtedly started to run as

soon as they struck the ground and kept going. We
put up one or two in the grass as soon as vjq struck

the railroad track, and after hunting around for about

an hour where they ought to have been, got a wild

flush on the leaves of about half the bevy. Thes^j got

up wild and scattered every way, flying like liullets,

and we could do nothing with them at all after that,

picking up only two or three birds after all our skirm-

ishing^ We were willing to mark- up our apprecia-

tion of the sporting qualities of Bob White several de-

grees before noon of that first day.

We drove on through the country, a clean, prosper-

ous, tidy country, with the mail boxes of the rural de-

livery staring us in the face at every farm gate, but

not getting much encouragement in the quail industry

until just about lunch time.

"Now, here's a place," said Mr. FuUerton, pointing

to a grassy opening in the middle of an old deadening,

"where I am at home. I've been here several times

and never failed to get up a good bunch of birds.

We'll do some business here."

Sure enough we did. The dogs, being a little eager,

flushed a tremendous bevy of birds too far ahead of

us to get a shot on the rise. These birds, however,

came directlv to us and we marked them down .:lose

and hard in "the grass. To make the story short, we
knocked down 17 out of this bevy alone, and, although

we lost four in the pick-up, thought that we had done

pretty good work. This bevy had probably never been

shot at before.

We worked on across the country and at last Mr.

Fullerton and Mr. Waterous left me for a trip to a

distant cornfield, I waiting near a country graveyard

on the somewhat distant chance that our driver, whom
we had left a couple of miles away, would be able to

keep his appointment and meet us at the church near

the graveyard. I did not think the others would find

any birds on their trip, and so begged off, but much re-

gretted it later. It was a trifle cold and I found it

poor fun walking up and down and reading epitaphs

on tombstones. It was still more discomforting when
my friends returned, just at dark, carrying five of the

biggest quail I have ever seen. They said they needed

help on these birds, which they had found at the edge

of the wood about a mile away.
It was now dark and the distance into town was

about seven miles. As our driver had evidently lost

trs^ we started, with what grace we could summon, to

hoof it into town. We negotiated about three miles

of mud and darkness and then concluded to charter a

farm team. Hardly had we gotten the latter hooked

Up before our own' lost driver came prowling along in

the dark. Him we reviled copiously, but presently

forgot everything in the warmth and comfort of the

little hotel at Norwood.

On the next day we concluded to make the same

rounds. Our first day had netted us 19 birds, and on

this second day the best we could do was 20. We
worked over the same country and located all of our

yesterdav's bevies and some more beside. All the

widely scattered bevies of the day before were found

assembled, and at the same places where we first found

them. I must say that we all of us shot very mdiffer-

ently. I used to think that I could shoot quail a little

bit sometimes, but lost all manner of conceit of my-
self on this particular occasion. Some badly loaded

shells brought on a shooting headache and I blinked

my shots aplenty. Yet, even when one is at his best,

he will find that these Minnesota quail ask his best

skill. 1 don't think I ever saw the day when I could

kill half of them, day in and day oiit. They are the

largest quail I have ever seen, unless it be those'of the

Province of Ontario. The dogs could do very httle

with them when once they struck the leaves, where

they seemed to run and disappear as though mdeed
they left no scent behind them. We passed a delight-

ful day, however, and closed it at dark on a scattered

bevy, which would have given us eight or ten birds m
all likelihood had we struck them a half hour sooner.

On the third day the best we could do was 18 birds,

but we did not find so many bevies as we did on the

day previous. We located three bevies each, for the

third day, at its regular stamping ground, showing the

regularity of habit of this bird. Our shooting on this

last day was even more disgraceful than it had been
- the day before. I felt that I simply had dishonored

myself, and even Mr. Fullerton, who is a very steady

and reliable shot, indeed, at times, laid himself open to

rebuke at the hands of Mr. Waterous and myself, who
were depending on him for a bag. Our dogs put up

a pretty strong game. Two of them were the property

of Mr. Waterous, a fine old setter, Spot, and a hardy,

stub-and-twist pointer, by the name of Sport, both

very practical meat dogs and perfectly in hand, facts

which add so much to the sport of quail shooting, as

everyone knows. We had also a beautiful little pointer

bitch by the name of Flo, the praperty of the local

banker, Mr. Bradley, a friend of my companions. This

latter was reputed to be one of the best chicken dogs

in the State and certainly was a god one also on quail.

We found that three days' steady work was about all

that either men or dogs cared for. Sometimes we
thought the dogs looked at us a bit reproachfully when
we failed to stop our birds, but once in a while when a

quail got up ^vild on the leaves it was our turn to look

leproachfully at the dogs. The fact of the matter is

these northern quail represent the survival of the fit-

test Mx»4er bard conditions. They are strong mon^h

to stand these severe Minnesota winters, shrewd
enough to take care of themselves even on this thin

covered country, and strong of wing enough to tax the
best kind of shooting .skill. I have shot quail pretty
much all over the West and South, but I have never
seen so hard a quail game put up as they give a fellow

out in Minnesota. We only bagged 57 quail in our
three days, it being remembered, of course, that part
of the time was taken up in driving out of town and
prospecting around the country. A well-posted local

shooter could probably have done much better, and I

presume under ordinary circumstances our same party

could have made double the bag out of the chances we
had. In good truth, I had chances to kill my limit on
two of the days in question, and at tliat need not have
used any greater skill than is common in good, fair

quail shooting in the Southern country. I Avould like

to see a lot of these Southern quail shooters go out
and get against some of Sam Fullerton's trained birds.

Methinks they would come back minus a little conceit

and a few birds. Anyhow, that was the way I did.

There are very few ruffed grouse in that part of the

country. We only put up two, not getting a shot at

either." As for the quail, they there all right, from the

line of St. Paul all the way south through the State

wherever there is farming country,' and it seems to me
these birds are there to stay. The winters of Minne-
sota are by no means so severe as they formerly were,

and ever at its worst, the Minnesota winter is not so

dangerous as that of Canada or our Middle Western
States. The snow, when it comes, is cold and dry, and
there is not much rain or sleet to form the fatal crust,

which is the worst destroyer of the quail. The food
of the birds is abundant, in spite of the bare look of

the country, and in spite of the fact that the stubble

fields are plowed up early for the sowing of winter

wheat. The woods are very open, but there are occa-

sional thickets, or fallen treetops, or ricks of straw or

hay, so that in some fashion the hardy little fellows get

all the shelter they need. We forgot to weigh any of

our quail, but we killed some giants, with strong, thick

legs, dense plumage, brilliantly colored, and altogether

the handsomest quail I think I ever shot and the

sportiest as well. I must congratulate Mr. Fullerton

on his so fully making good everything he has said

about the quail in Minnesota. Had we only made
good with the shooting I might have had quite a story

t-b tell.

Minnesota as a Game Slate,

I have been growing better and better acquainted

with Minnesota for the last few years, and I must say

that the more I know of it the more respect I have for

it as a game State. I question whether there is in the

country a more desirable place of residence for a

sportsman than one of the Twin Cities of the State of

Minnesota. One can in two hours' ride or less have

grand shooting. Norwood is only fifty miles from St.

Paul. At Wabash also good quail shooting is re-

ported, and there are many other nearby points. The
prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota this fall, as I

have had occasion before to testify, is as good as is

to be found anywhere. The glory of the Minnesota
duck marshes is coming t© be all that it ever was.

Wild geese, that is to say, honkers, and not white

geese, are to be had in some of the northern counties.

Ruffed grouse shooting is excellent in different sec-

tions. The sharp-tailed grouse shares with the prairie

chicken large areas of the State. There is good trout

fishing, the best fly-fishing for bass in the world, per-

haps the best muscallunge fishing in America, and fish-

ing for wall-ej'ed pike and big-mouthed bass, such as

is not to be equaled in any part of the world. These
statements seem broad, but they are made advisedly.

The deer supply is such as to allow one easily to get

his limit. There are a few elk, probably between 30

and 50 head, still to be found in a remote portion of

the State. Of moose, the best posted men tell me
there are thousands. In regard to this latter I am
very curious, but am satisfied that there are very many
moose to be had in the State of Minnesota provided

one knows where and how to go. The same can be

said of caribou. I don't think there are as many cari-

bou as in New Brunswick, and, of course, not so many
as in Nova Scotia, but one stands a very good chance

of getting a caribou in a winter hunt in Minnesota. In

jack snipe and the different plovers Minnesota can

make as good a showing as any of our Western States,

The game supply of this State is better than it was
ten or fifteen years ago. As I have so often stated, I

believe this fact to be full proof of the efficacy of the

Minnesota game laws and the rigorous honesty of their

enforcement. Here in Chicago we are in*the middle

of a devastated, desolate, sportless region. It is pleas-

ant once in a while to get out into a corner of the

world where one can still get a little touch of the old

outdoor American life.

"Wild Boars in the OHeat.

I see no reason why Japan, the Philippines, the island

of Formosa and adjacent territory should not properly

be included in the sphere of influence of Chicago and

the West. These places are all west of Chicago, and one

goes through Chicago to get there. At least, Mr. J. O.

Averill, of New York, a tea merchant, with interests in

Tapan, always goes through Chicago in his trip to Japan.

He is this week just back from his season's work in

Japan, and paid a pleasant visit as he passed through

going home to New York. Mr. Averill says he visited

Formosa not long ago and went out into the back coun-

try, quite beyond the zone of Japanese military author-

ity.' None of the savages of the interior were encoun-

tered, however, and everybody brought his head back

home with him,, which is far more dignified, as well as

more comfortable, than having it brought in by another

fellow on the end of a sharp stick. These "furtive folk

and wild" have still the pleasant custom of head hunt-

ing, and one tribe last year took between 500 and 600

heads. They don't mean any harm by it, and are really

a simple and charming folk to live with. It is necessary

for a man to take a head before he can vote or get mar-

ried, and this law of the land renders the population at

fiijies S trifl? I?^styp and m mplP^^ d^atb he^mt^tly

ensues, as a consequence of the otherwise merely per-

functory operation of head-taking. The custom has
much to recommend it, politically and socially. It must
be grateful and comforting, when two gentlemen are pay-
ing addresses to the same damsel, for one to feel free to

cut off the other's head. At least, it might seem so be-

fore the marriage.
But I was about to speak of sport in Formosa. Mr.

Averill says that they had '*fish there with much the

habits of our trout, though in appearance it more resem-
bles the grayling. Wild boars there are in abundance,
and big ones. He saw one boar hunt in which several

natives engaged, and in which they got their boar, though
hardly according to Hoyle. The animal crossed a bit of

open on a hillside, whereupon a native with an ancient

musket took a shot at him and crippled him. As it rolled

down the hill, another native, armed with a long, sharp

sword, fell upon it. Yet others laid hold presently upon
its legs, and ere long the hoar was finished. Mr. Averill

says it was an exciting little hunt, even with the old mus-
ket in it.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Vermont Game.
SwANTON, Vt., Nov. 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The game crop here in northwestern Vermont, taken

as a whole, has been this season an abundant one,

though back on the highlands the cold wet weather
during the early summer destroyed most of the young
grouse, but down in the lake towns they have been,

and are now at the present time unusually plentiful.

We get here both varieties—the true ruffed grouse

and the larger Canada gray grouse. The latter bird,

from its heavy plumage, looks to be much the largest

bird, though actual weight they are but a few ounces

the heaviest. We recently killed an old Canada cock
laird that weighed one pound and twelve ounces—this

was actual weight; the guessed weight was about three

pounds.
We had more woodcock here this season than for

many past seasons. We can only account for this fact

that during their migratory flight southward last sea-

son they in some manner escaped the horde of gunners

that lay in wait for them. It is not the few that we kill

here near their breeding grounds that diminishes their

numbers, but it is the iiumber shot along their

migratory route and also where they winter in the

South, where beside the sportsman and market-

shooter, nearly every colored boy has a cheap single-

barrel breechloader, which they use on that bird that

they have learned "is mighty fine eatin'." In the

localities where the frosts in the early summer did not

destroy the beechnut crop, gray squirrels are nu-

merous.
Deer are on the increase. One morning recently,

just after the open season closed, two bucks and two

does were seen in the center of the village of High-

gate, Vt. They were in the backyard of our late State's

Attorney Steele, and were evidently paying their re-

spects to one who has been active in giving them the

full protection that our laws will give to that kind of

game. On every occasion possible, State's Attorney

D. W. Steele has made it extremely "hot" for violators

of the game laws.

Thousands of black duck bred this season here m
our marshes. As the flats are overflowed, they have

had the best of feeding grounds. So far the flight of

migratory duck and wild geese has been light. The
next keen cold frost will bring theni along. During
the early autumn the muskrats in this vicinity began

building their houses up high out of and in some cases

away from the water. This caused us to predict high

water, and this prediction has come true, for the water

in the marshes was never, in the memory of the oldest

inhabitant, so high as it is at the present time.

Our fox hunters are having fair success, and some
good pelts have been taken. Our State legislators

have recently passed a hit of "jackass legislation" in

placing a bounty of $1.25 on foxes killed during the

summer months. This is simply another instance where

the farmers do not know their best friends. The fox

stands to the farmer's orchard, meadow and pasttire

lands as the cat does to his granaries; it keeps the nuce

in check—keeps their numbers down. In western Ver-

mont the fox saves to our farmers thousands of dol-

lars where they kill a single dollar's worth of poultry.

The writer has hunted foxes for fully half a century

and has yet to see Avhere a fox has killed a turkey,

goose or chicken, and many and many a time have we
seen full broods of turkeys raised back in the back

pastures where foxes were numerous. When they take

poultry it is after they have caught off all the mice.

The number of mice, called meadow moles, that a fox

kills every year, if allowed to live and breed, would

with their progeny ruin the farmer's crops. The valu-

able fur of the fox if killed during the winter months
brings a much-needed revenue of foreign money into

the State. In face pf these facts, which were given

them, our Dogberries have put on a bounty for the

summer months that will encourage every boy in the

country to kill and exterminate this valuable fur-bear-

ing animal when its skin is commercially worthless.

An occasional moose is seen in various parts of the

State. So far, the number of buck deer reported killed

here during the open season is 405. One of our hybrid

lawyer-farmers carried in a bill to the Legislature for

something like $400 damages done on his farm by deer.

His claim was promptly turned down, as the character

of the man was so well known that it helped rather

than injured the fast-growing sentiment of full pro-

tection for the deer. Stanstead.

Game Near Worcester.

Worcester, Mass., Nov. 24.—On a shooting trip

the other day we killed 24 birds—13 grouse and 11

quail. Pretty good string' for one day's hunt within ^

hvf miles of the city.
" pEO. H. Buims,
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Some Long Island Shooting.
RiVERHEAD, Nov. 26.—The Roanoke Recreation

Club have this year shot and killed 200 quail, 150 rab-

bits and 25 partridges, in addition two foxes, which
was the result of the first day's hunt for foxes. Rab-
bits have been very plentiful this year. One day mem-
bers of this club killed eleven rabbits in a two hours'
hunt at the sound clif¥s. Old hunters say that not in

many years have rabbits and foxes been so plentiful

as they are this year.

Manor, Long Island.—^Wm. Jerger, of New York;
Ben. Hallock, of Centre Moriches; Ben. Shaw, of Val-
ley Stream, and Geo. W. Raynor, of Manor, had a

very successful day in shooting Thursday, Nov. 20,

having killed fifty quail and six rabbits. G. S.

East Moriches, Nov. 26.—Duck shooting has been
fairly good in this section recently, and yesterday was
one of the best day's shooting ever known here, taking
into consideration the kind of birds shot—redheads

—

of which forty-four were killed, also some broadbills,

by Scott E. Raynor, Frank Albin, George W. Palmer
and Edgar M. Benjamin, all of East Moriches. The
birds were shot in Hart's Cove, within one-half mile of

the public landing at East Moriches. Old gunners say
redhead shooting is now the best in their lifetime.

W. C. Gerard.

Aquebogue, Nov. 26.—^Mr. A. V. Eraser came out

here hunting for quail, and in two successive days

killed thirty-eight quail and one partridge. These were
all shot on the grounds of the Aquebogue Gunning
Club, and within one-half mile of the station.

C. L. Hallock.

RiVERHEAD, Nov. 28.—Game appears to be plentiful

fn this section this season. Eugene Beitter, of Brook-
lyn, recently made a gunning trip to Aquebogue. Mr.
Beitter is a thorough sportsman, but he acknowledges
that he never had so much sport as he did on Tuesday
of this week, when he and his friend, James M. Magee,
of Aquebogue, went out on Peconic Bay with Capt.

Herbert Downs ducking. The party killed and brought
home twenty-three ducks, including a number of broad-
bills and some black duck. As a result of three days'

gunning trip, Mr. Beitter carried home twenty-three

ducks, twenty-two quail, ten rabbits and one partridge,

all of which game was killed on unleased lands.

One day recently Capt. Downs and party killed

eighty-one ducks oi¥ Mattituck with a battery.

Nathan T. Corwin and party killed a fox on Thanks-
giving Day.

Bayport, L. I., Nov. 30.—The past week has shown
considerable improvement in gunning, if the number
of birds counts for anything. Among the number from,
here who have had good bags was Mr. S. G. Painter

and party, of New York, who on Thanksgiving Day
got forty-five broadbills with Guide Will Brown. Mr.
G. Hill, with Guide Le Roy Still, got t\yenty. Mr.
Painter and party made a start out on Friday at 4:30

A. M., but the wind was blowing so hard it was impos-
sible to put out a battery, and they returned to the city

very well satisfied with their one day outing.

Saturday was a nice day for ducking. Will Brown in

a single battery got twenty-three broadbills. G. Still

got eight quail. The ducks still keep rather wild, but 1

think that if we had three or four days of storm, when
they could be relieved from their daily bombardment,
which has been going on now for six weeks, there

would be some appalling bags made. One gentleman
who had shot ducks in all parts of the world, said to

me the other day he never saw so many ducks at one
time before, and the feeding grounds are in excellent

shape. Henry Stokes.

The Cuvief CI«b*

The Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati, held the annual

banquet on Nov. 25 in the club rooms, which had been
handsomely decorated for the occasion. President

Alexander Starbuck welcomed the members and guests,

of whom there was a goodly company, for the Cuvier
membership now comprises 500. The menu was "an

artistical gustatorial non disputandum triumph of Chef
E. P. Boblett, of Columbus, whom the Cuviers regard

with a certain degree of awe for his skill and achieve-

ments. Mr. Boblett has a secret method of boning
fish after they are baked and putting them together

again without a break in their symmetry, and he apolo-

gized for the delightful deception he had played on the

old hunters and Nimrods, but his apology was not ac-

cepted, and he was voted a gold medal. The game fea-

tures of the elaborate menu included: Saddle of black-

tail deer, venison steaks, venison chops, Kentuckj'
sauce, golden plover with entrails on toast, teal duck,
snipe, duck (wood pintail), mallards, guava jelly, ante-

lope potpie with fresh mushrooms, rail birds, quail

broiled on toast or stuffed with oysters, hominy frit-

ters, wild turkeys a la Montargis, cranberry sauce,

sherbet, creme de menthe, cold pates of black bear,

pates of game, St. Hubert aux pistaches.

Fox Hwntingf on Longf Island*

RiVERHEAD, Long Island, Nov. 27.—Fox hunting is

now great sport in the vicinity of Riverhead. The first

party of fox hunters went out on Tuesday of this week,
and in a half day's hunt succeeded in killing two splen-
did specimens of the golden fox. In the party were
Nathan T. Corwin, Fred. Corwin and Charles Che-
shire and the foxes were hunted on what is known as
the Quogue Plains, south of the village of Riverhead.
This vast field of waste land affords splendid territory
for fox hunting. Fox hunting is exciting sport, and
a hunt with an experienced Long Island fox hunter is

indeed a treat. Foxes are reported to be plentiful
this ge*gon. yuLjPus,

They Always Did It*

Editor Forest and Sireani:

Speaking of the frequent casualties to hunters at the

hands of each oth^r, I find that Thoreau, in mention-
ing the early celebrities of Litchfield, on the Merrimac,
says, "James Rogers was from Ireland, and father to

Major Robert Rogers. He was shot in the woods,
being mistaken for a bear." So they seem to have been
always at it. In this morning's paper I see mention of

two more casualties of the kind. There is plainly

nothing for it but for every hunter that goes to the

woods to wear a bell.

T. J. Chapman.
Ingram, Pa.

Dead Shots in the Maine Woods*

Editor Forest and Stream:
The art of gunnery as practiced in the Maine woods,

according to the stories told of men being shot there,

so frequently when when mistaken for deer, shows that

our young bushwhackers are dead shots. They never
have buck ague. They never miss what they aim at.

Had the man who was shot been a deer he would have
dropped just the same, presumably. Now, these fel-

lows ought to train for the army as sharpshooters.
They would- be a mortal terror as soldiers. No hu-
man enemy would dare to face them. C. H.

How to Cook a Coot.

Ossintng; N. Y.—I noticed in an article from Wash-
ington State that mud hens were too strong for Mr.
Baxter. I have had no experience with the mud hens of
the far West, but those from this locality, if fixed in the
following miinner, are plenty good, and excelled only by
a broiled w'oodcock or possibly the broiled breast of a
young fly-np-'the-creek or bittern.

RemoA'e the skin, slice off the breast, cut slits in it, and
stick in the slits thin slices of fat salt pork. Broil over a
quick fire, ai^d see if you ever throw away anv more coots.

C. G. Blandford.

In Western Massachusetts.

Plainfield, Hampshire County, Nov. 17.—The last

days of October and the opening days of November have
been beautiful : no house fire except in kitchen, and all win-
dows open; in fact, it is more like summer than our
summer was. Leaves are all off the trees. A lot of game
has been killed this fall, and one hears the reports of
guns at all hours and on all days, on Sunday as much as
any other dav. Partridges and hawks are numerous, both
very tame. Rabbits are tr3nng to get out of the country.
One was seen reading the fingerboard of the cross roads
the other day. F. W, G.

Hints and Wrinkles.

Readers are Invited to send for publication tioder Ihis

head hints and wrinkles drawn from practical experience,
and •pertaining to shooting, fishing, camping and outdoor life.

Rifle Wrinkles.

It is sometmies desirable to use for hunting a rifle bar-
rel wiich has fitted in near the muzzle the base of a wind
gauge target sight. A good hunting sight may be whittled
out of a celluloid collar button in such shape that it will
fit in the same base and ^lide in and out readily. The
wide bottom portion of the button should be trimmed off

at two opposite points, narrowing it to the required width,
and the straight edges thus formed should be beveled to
fit under the beveled faces of the sight base. The button
is then slid into the base until it comes against the ring
of metal, which is made for the screw of the wind gauge
sight. That end of the button must be cut off enough to
bring the bead—which is made from the small, upright
part—in line for correct aiming. This is arrived at by
careful rest shooting at a target, with a file at hand for
the final touches at the inner end of the celluloid. This
is the delicate part of the operation, as the least bit too
much of filing here will let the bead go past the desired
line of aim. This sight, if made just right, fits snugly
enough to keep its place, but may be fastened, if necessary,
by a little wedge; like the end of a wooden toothpick, in-
serted under the outer end.
Some of the methods of cleaning rifle shells are absurdly

laborious. I find nothing necessary but to soak them in
hot water, and then shake them up thoroughly in it.

Under this treatment, they turn blackish, but that does no
practical harm. They are not dirty, corroded or weakened
by this discoloration. A handy device for drying them
may be made from a cigar box. Remove the cover, and
cut out in the bottom of the box slits as wide as the slaell

is at the point where it joins the head. Then, with the
box bottom-side up, drop the rinsed shells into the slits,

where they will hang by their heads, and set the box on
'the stove, grate or radiator.

The box thus tinkered also serves me conveniently in
connection with lubricating bullets, which is the worst
part of bullet-making unless one has some suitable in-
strument for the purpose. The Ideal and similar lubri-
cating tools are rather expensive, and I have managed
to get along with a honie-made substitute. I lubricate the
bullets after loading, having left them projecting from
the shell near their whole length, which is conducive to
accurate shooting. The loading of the clean bullet is a
neat and pleasant job. I use tallow for the lubricant, and
it is a good one, but so nasty on the fingers that I like to
apply it without touching it. For this purpose a tool may
be made as follows

:

Take a bit of planed board two or three inches square
and an inch thick or more. In one face of it, with a fine
saw, make two cuts half an inch deep—more or less, ac-
cording to the bullet used—crossing at right angles in the
center of the block. At this point bore down to the same
depth with an inch auger. In the saw cuts fasten four
thin pieces of wood—veneer, for instance—^projecting
equal distances into the auger hole. Their inner ends
piust be s0 near together mi trirnmecf to mch s curve,

that when a loaded shell is stood up between them the
bullet touches each of these ends all the way down.
The tallow having been melted in a shallow tin dish

and placed on the cooler part of the stove, take each
loaded .shell by the head, dip the bullet in the grease, and
then hand the cartridge through the bottom of the cigar
box, as above directed for drying shells. Set the box aside
and the tallow will soon stiffen enough for the rest of the
process. It should not get so cold as to crack easily. Tak-
mg each cartridge again by the head, insert the bullet in
the hole in the block, and by a turn or two of it the super-
fluous tallow will be removed by the ends of the veneer
slips. A similar turn of the nose of the bullet in a bit of
rag will leave that part still cleaner if desired, with plenty
of lubricant remaining on the bearing part.

Bristol Hill.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertisethem m Fokebt and Stream.

A Pearl River Camp.—VII.
(Contmued from page 488 )

After an early breakfast next morning, we began prep-
arations for our trip to the tree bridge at the mouth of
the lake, for a try at the river fish. Our light lines were
removed and replaced by heavy cotton ones, about as
coarse as chalk line, fitted out with a buckshot, called a
blue whistler, and a strong hook. No floats were to be
used, as we intended to do only bottom fishing, mostly
for channel cat, which is an excellent table fish when
taken in running water, if not too large, the large ones
being somewhat coarse.
The plebian angleworm we knew to be the best bait, but

how to get them was a question that puzzled us. No
spade._ no hoe. no nice damp spot in the yard or garden
in which we knew them to be, whether near the surface
or deep down, it was all too unusual and vague to be
encouraging.

Will solved the first part of the difficulty by making a
very serviceable fork—for the soft ground we had to work
—by cutting a dogwood limb that forked, and pointing the
ends with our hatchet.
Then by moving logs and turning over about half an

acre of ground, we succeeded in collecting a fairly good
supply of bait, which was stored in a broken jar, that had
come out with us filled with an article of strawberry jam.
that would v.'in county fair blue ribbons against all
comers, only to be eaten by hogs.

"How had the mighty fallen!

Immortal Csesar dead and turned to clay,

Might stop a hole to keep the wind away."

Crossing the lake- in the boat, we hurried down to the
point of destination, arriving there just as the sun was
beginning to show through the trees.

It was a perfect morning, calm and bright, and we
found the river flowing by without a ripple on its clear
surface. The conditions were all favorable to success,
and our enthusiasm was great and expectations high.
Walking out on the tree, we seated ourselves in a row

over the water on the smooth trunk, which afforded a
comfortable and convenient location for fishing the river.
.As fast as we cottld bait up we sent our resoective lines
out into the water, where they landed with a musical
"plunk" and sank down until they hung almost per-
pendicular from the end of the poles, showing that there
was good depth of water.

It was not what a salmon killer or expert fly-caster
would have thought the thing, but it suited four boys as
though made to order ; and we swung our feet, chatted in
low tones, and were altogether happy.

"I've got a bite," said Jim, after a few moments' wait-
ing.

"Big one?" we chorused.
"Yes; see him jerk."
And we could see the line show considerable disturb-

ance.

"Give him time," .said Walter; "let him run before
you pull."

Waiting until the line straightened out in a strong,
steady pull—which was what we called running with it

—

Jim jerked. He hooked his fish, and it was a good one, a
channel cat that weighed about two or three pounds.
Dragging it upon the log, amid excited suggestions and
directions from all hands, he gripped it firmly back of
the dangerous fins and made for the nearest bank, climb-
ing over Will and knocking off that gentleman's hat in
his haste.

While Jim secured his fish, the rest of us cast for the
hat that had gone overboard, and finally succeeded in
catching a hook in it before it had floated out of reach.
Walter had the next bite, and caught another , catfish

about as large as the first one. I scored next, and then
Jim was lucky again. We each caught several fish before
Will had a bite, but he broke the record when he did
begin, as his first fish was a cat that we felt sure would
weigh from eight to ten pounds, as it was fully two and
one-half feet long. We all took a hand in landing the
big fish, and it was a very exciting event. After several
narrow escapes from pitching off the log we retreated to
the bank, dragging the pole, and fought it out there.
The fish was well hooked and the tackle strong, so we

only had to wear it out bv dragging around in the water
and then haul it ottt oti the bank. It was a glorious fish,
and filled us with satisfied pride when its capture was
accomplished.
We held an informal celebration in honor of the lucky

event, and danced around our prize like a lot of savages
around a well-fed missionary.
There was very little of the successful sportsman en-

thusiasm in our function; it was the thought of once
more having all we could possibly hold to eat that caused
our rejoicing.

Resuming fishing, we soon added variety to otir string
by catching some fairly large perch and drum.
As the sun mounted well up, it grew unpleasantly

warm, and as we had a large string of fish, and the bait
was giving out, we disctissed the advisability of getting
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back to camp so as to prepare an early and bountiful

dinner. The suggestion was made that we ought to have
some of the old darky's good corn bread to eat with our
big fish, and this met with favor. Careful search brought
to light sufificient funds to buy the dinner loaf on the

same terms as before, and we proceeded to cast lots, to see

which two should go after bread, and which return to

camp to build the fire and clean fish. The lot fell to Jim
and me to go after the bread, and I was not sorry to get

a pleasant tramp in the woods instead of doing a stunt

cleaning fish. Jim had stopped fishing some time be-

fore, owing to the fact that he had caught a large snap-
ping turtle, which the combined eft'orts of the entire party
failed to persuade to part with the hook.
"Let him keep it, if he wants it that bad," said Jim,

fesignedly cutting the line at the hook, after we had ex-

hausted ourselves in trying to get it out.

The others now began to wind up their lines, prepara-
tory fo leavifif, but I was very anxious to discover the
identity of a fisfi that had bitten at my hook several times,

and so continued fishing. It was a peculiar bite, unlike

that of any fish I knew, consisting of a series of short,

snappy jerks, and a long gentle pull. Three or four

times I jerked, thinking I had the fish, but failed to hook
anything. Finally, waiting a little longer, I gave a hard
jerk and the hook struck. I hoped it was something large,

and the first pull looked as though I had my wish. The
tough spring pole bent almost double, as I laid back with

all my strength, but no fish showed.
Easing up a little, the line was drawn smartly back, and

greatly excited I again pulled with all my strength. I

could platnTy feel a quivering and jerking, but could not

gain any ground f-n the tug of war contest, although doing
my very best.

The other boys were now crowding up on either side

encouraging mc to '"hold on" and "pull hard," both of

which I was doing.

Again I laid back with all my strength, and this time

Avon. Oirt of the water and straight at me, wriggling and
threshmg, came a large eel, the first one I had ever seen.

It did not require the startled cry of "Snake!" raised

by one of my companion, to mislead me. It never oc-

curred to me that it could be anything else. I had been

pulling straight in, and when the eel's hold broke and it

flew out of the water, it was directly toward me.

There was no time to rtm, or even to get to my feet.

There was but one thing to do, and I did it. Rather than

have the snake in my lap, I took to the water, pitching

over backward off the log.

Will, under the impression that I had lost my balance

and was falling in, tried to rescue me, and very narrow-

ly escaped going in too ; his hold on my foot breaking just

in time to permit of his saving himself by a quick grab.

The fifteen-foot fall and deep water had few terrors for

me, but I did hope that the boys would intercept the

snake, and not allow it to follow.

Coming to the surface, after a long dive, I saw that

they had my pole and were dragging the snake, as I yet

thought it, to the nearest bank. Turning, I swam over

and landed on the other side. Crossing back on the tree,

I found the boys gathered around the eel, which Walter

had identified. They condoled with me on my accident, as

they thought it, and I told them no better.

We were all greatly excited over the novel catch, but

rather at a loss to know what to do with it.

Eat it, of course, we said, but each one firmly deter-

mined that he would not undertake to prepare it for

cooking. After a little finesse it developed that not one

of us would even take it ofl' the hook, and the line was

finally cut, leaving about a foot to carry it by.

As it was necessary for me to go to camp for dry

clothes. Walter volunteered to take my place in gomg
after bread with Jim, while Will and I went to camp with

the fish.
. „T , T

As they were starting it occurred to Walter that per-

haps our negro friend might know more about eels than

we. and might possibly consider them a delicacy, so sug-

gested that he carry it to them, as a present. This was

agreeable to all, and we separated, Walter and Jim mak-

ing for the cabin in the woods, carrying the eel and all

our available coin, while Will and I returned to camp

with the heavv load of fish and the fishing tackle..

Reaching camp, I changed to dry clothes, and Will hav-

ing made up the fire, we set to work cleaning the fish.

Practice had made us so expert in this business that

we soon had the entire catch cleaned up and put away.

Arranging all things in readiness for getting dmner

without delay, we started to paddle across to where the

boys would strike the lake on their return to meet and

ferry them over.
. , , . .

I had carried my gun, thinking we might have to wait

some time, and something might offer to shoot at. ihe

other boys had not arrived at the lake when we started

over, and we idled along enjoying the beauties of the

view' up and down the long stretch of water.

We were seated in the bow and stern of the boat, and

as we drifted along well out from shore, I noticed a large

water bird flying toward us from down the lake. Will

had turned his back to me and was looking in that direc-

tion, but had not noticed the bird.

It looked like it belonged to the crane family, all neck,

legs and wings, but had it been a wild goose, m season

and condition, I could not have been more excited and

anxious to kill it. ^ , •
1

It was a big, strange bird, and I a boy, with sporting

blood. Like the London Cockney and his friend:

"Eh. Bill, 'ere a bloomin' stranger."

'E is you soi ? 'Eave a stone 'at 'im."

Cocking my gun carefullv, so that Will would not hear

and go to moving about, shaking the boat, I began to try

to cover the approaching bird, intending to fire when it got

near enough.
, t u ^ ^

It was flying slowly and steadily, but I could not get

satisfactory aim at it.
, , <

Nearer it came—flying straight toward us—and higher

and higher went the muzzle of my gun, as I jerked it

around in my excitement, until the bird seemed about to

pass over the bo'at, when, in desperation, I fired at a

moment when my gun happened to be pointed right, and

down it rame in a confused tangle of legs and neck.

Will whirled around at the report of the gun, but before

he could begin his inquiry^ the big bird crashed down,

striking him a glancing blow on the side of the head that

almost knocked him out of the boat. -

Badly frightened, he snatched up a paddle and stood on

the defensive until he saw that the bird was dead. He
then invited me most cordially, in very forcible language,
to lay down my gun and come to his end of the boat and
let him knock a little sense into my head, frankly assur-
ing me that a fellow who would shoot a big bird like that

to fall on any one's head, did not have as much sense as a
string of dead fish.

It took me some time to convince him that I had shot
the bird flying and could not know where it would fall,

but peace was about restored when the other boys hailed

us, having arrived with the bread. After all had duly ad-
mired the bird, and speculated upon its usefulness as an
addition to our larder, Walter and Jim gave an account
of their visit to our colored friends.

They had been as kind as could be, and seemed glad

to supply the desired bread. They were delighted with
the eel, and said it was the best of eating, and that the

skin would certainly cure "de misry an' rheumatiz."

The boys had a nice present in return for the eel, a
dozen fresh eggs for our breakfast, which filled us all

with delightful anticipation.

Our dinner that day was one of the few meals we had
enjoyed, when every one actually had as much as he could

hold. "Thank goodness we don't have to lick our plates

to-day," said Jim.
As the next day would be Saturday and mark the close

of our camping out. we concluded to devote the afternoon

to a trip Avhich had been discussed several times, but not
attempted owing to lack of time to devote to it.

This was a voyage in our boat down the lake to the

river, then by the river to the upper end of the lake, then

on the lake to our landing, making the entire circuit

We set forth after dinner, carrying both guns, feeling

sure that we would see some small game and perhaps
something in the way of big game, in the new country
about to be explored.

The plan decided upon was that two should sit forward
with the guns ready to shoot any game sighted, while the

other two paddled the boat, and whenever a fellow got a

shot he was then to exchange places with one of the

paddlers, thus giving all a share of the work and sport
_

Jim and I drew first turn at the guns, and taking posi-

tions well foiAvard—^^vith Walter and Will at the paddles

—we started off down the lake, paddling along quietly as

possible close in to the bauK under the shade of the over-

hanging trees. Jim was very excitable and was soon
Avrought up to a high pitch by a commotion in a hickory

tree that grew near the bank, caused by some squirrels

that were disturbed in their afternoon lunch.

We tried hard to get a fair shot at one of them, but all

escaped.
On down the lake we went, Jim and I almost breathless

with excitement, starting at every rustle on the bank, or

splash of fish in the water. In perfect silence we rounded
a point and ran almost on a big blue crane standing in the

Avater's edge.

In a moment all was confusion, Jim and I springing

to our feet and the other boys hissing out directions in

excited whispers.
Before I could raise my gun to shoot, Jim ran to the

bow of the boat, and leaning forward toward the big bird

flying slowly awa}% fired both barrels of the gun—which
be had not raised to his shoulder—down into the water,

just missing the side of the boat, then turning around he
commanded, begged and implored us to pull hard as the

big bird was hit, declaring that he saw the feathers fly

in a cloud.

He was promptly disarmed and relegated to the gal-

leys. A squirrel was the next game sighted, which, when
shot, feil in the water. We waited patiently for it to come
to tile surface, not knowing that it was one of the few
animals that did not float in water when killed, until our
patience was exhausted ; then concluding that it \yould not

be in a condition to do us any good by the time it floated,

we left it.

Two more squirrels were treed a little further on, which
•were killed so as to fall on the bank.

The most interesting event of the trip was seeing a

-water turkey, which we approached quite near, in slip-

ping around a point. None of us knew then what it was,

but our surprise was great to see it dive from a limb and
go under the water, scarcely causing a perceptible ripple.

We stopped the boat and watched for it to come to the

surface until we finally concluded that it had wittingly

or nuAvittingly drowned itself.

This theory was strengthened in our minds by seeing

what we believed to be a small twig shaking as though
disturbed at its lower end, which was under the water,

and we concluded that the unfortunate bird had dived

and become fast in some sunken drift.

We learned later that the supposed moving twig was
in reality the bill of that strange, snaky-looking bird called

the water turkey. Near the lower end of the lake the boat

passed under an overhanging limb that extended out

about on a level with our -heads. Walter and I were
forward, with the guns, and as we reached the obstruc-

tion, and leaned forward to pass under it, both dis-

covered a large moccasin snake lying directly over where
the boat would pass. It was too late to change the course

of the boat, or shoot the snake. Knowing the habits of

these snakes, I felt sure that it would drop from the limb

as soon as disturbed, and concluded to be out of line, if

possible. Dropping my gun, I dived under the limb and
scrambled to the front end of the boat. Disturbed by
the boat, or my sudden movement, the snake rolled off,

falling behind and directly in front of Jim, who sat in the

seat just behind us. Jim had leaned forward so as to

escape the limb, which caused the snake to narrowly

miss falling on his head, and land immediately under his

face.

Springing to his feet, he found himself swept by the mo-
tion of the boat against the liriib which the snake had
vacated, and with the idea of "any port in a storm," im-

mediately sprang up on it. Will, seeing the snake, and
not caring to try conclusions with it in such close quar-

ters, with rare presence of niiud followed Jim's example
and sprang into the tree.

The limi), not strong enough to bear their weight, let

them both down in the water, but they were better off

than we were. One paddle had gone overboard, and the

snake was between us and the other one.

It seemed to. feeb that it was not welcome, and made
two or three unsuccessful efforts to go over the side, while

Walter and I crowded into the bow of the boat, as far

away as possible.

Walter had held on to his gun, and I urged him to
shoot the snake, but fortunately he had the good sense
to refrain from doing so, knowing that such a course
would Avreck and sink the boat. Taking a wiser and
safer course, he drew out the ramrod of the big gun,
which was almost as thick as an ordinary walking stick,

and armed with this weapon attacked the snake.
Before he could deal a killing blow, the enemy con-

cluded that it could climb the side of the boat, and doing
so disappeared under the water.
Jim and Will were only wet to their waists, and we

v/ere all glad that the adA^enture ended as well as it did,

for as the moccasin snake was known to be both vicious
and venomous, our danger had been real. Re-embarking
our two companions, we resumed the voyage. Near the
mouth of the lake we treed two more squirrels, both of
which were bagged, and on the trip up the riv^er we killed
two small ducks. The ducks we knew as whistlers, or
fish ducks, and were by no means highly prized by local

epicures, but in spite of this, and the fact that it was out
of season, we considered them great prizes.

Reaching the upper entrance to the lake, we stopped for
a short rest, beaching the boat on a sandy point, and once
more saw the big blue crane, or another of the same
species. It was discovered when some distance off flying
lazily up stream toward us. Walter and Will had the
guns, and we all crouched down in the bottom of the
boat in great excitement. Slowly the great bird flew, fol-

lowing the stream, until almost abreast of our boat, when
the two gunners sprang up and dischare^ed both barrels
of their guns at it, without so much as rufiling a feather.

With the exception of Jim, who j'et felt the humilia-
tion of his failure to bag it, we were dreadfully disap-
pointed at not adding so great a prize to our bag.
The shooters each made long and detailed explanations

of the remarkable escape of the bird, but as their hands
shook so that they could scarcely reload the guns, it was
very evident that intense excitement was the real trouble
with their shooting.
As we approached the boat landing we were hailed

from the opposite side by the boy's cousin, who had come
back to spend the last night with us. He was verj'- wel-
come, especially when we found that he had brought two
loaves of bread and a large package of cakes. It was a
positive orgie in camp that night, as we cooked nearly
everything we had, and ate to the point of delightful dis-

comfort. Fish, squirrels, ducks, eggs, bread and cake at

one meal seemed verging on extravagance after the sea-
son of dearth of variety through Avhich we had passed.
An honest effort was made to work up some feeling of

sadness appropriate to the occasion of the last night in

camp, but though the talk was all right along the line of
how awful hard it was to give up the freedom and de-
lights of camp life and return to the monotony and re-

strictions of civilization, there was an imdercurrent of
hilarity among the mourners that argued somewhat
against their sincerity. In spite of every effort, our con^
versation would drift around to home, and we would be-
gin to plan pleasures incident to the return with eager
enthusiasm. Especially did our discourses grow eloquent
Avhen the discussion turned to thp subject of the one week
ago despised home cooking.
'And pie!" said Will. "Why, fellows, it seems years

since I tasted pie. I'll bet I could eat three whole ones
by myself."
"Three?" said Jim. 'T could eat a dozen; and as for

boiled custard, and rice pudding, I could eat—as our lit-

tle cowboy used to say—-I could eat a slop bucket full."

It was late bed time before we could manage to cease
discussing the sad prospect of returning home, .aind we
were up and at it early the next morning.
There was not much on hand for breakfast, which was

soon disposed of. and then—although we had given our
teamster express instructions not to return for us until

late Saturday afternoon—we hastily packed up every-
thing in readiness to start home.

Fishing, a boat rifle, and a short hunt were, in turn, pro-

posed to pass the time until the wagon came, but none of
us seemed inclined for these pleasures, although entirely

out of provisions. Our visitor had started for home early

in the morning, and so we had no element of variety to
help the time pass.

From sunrise until well past noon we sat around our
dismantled camp, straining our ears for the first sound
of the vehicle that was coming to tear us away from all

the delights of camp life, and drag us back to hated con-
ventionalities, and were beginning to feel, and show, some
signs of very realistic impatience when it finally hove in

sight.

We certainly were good actors to hide our sorrow s,i

well, and welcome the good old colored individual with
such apparent shouts of welcome. But when he handed
out a l3asket of dainties sent us by loved ones at home,
and requested us to "Des pleas' eat a little bite while I

feeds de bosses," we loved him, honestly and sincerely.

The return trip was as pleasant as such a sorrowful
journey could be to four impatient boys, and if we were
reluctant to return, and did constantly harp on the perfect

delight of camp life, our welcome was cordial. We were
the envy of all the other boys, and our narratives were
eagerly listened to whenever we would tell of our week
of glorious freedom, and especially Avhen we would dwell

on the fact that we literally lived all the time on fish and
game. There was one very unpleasant incident of our
homecoming, which had to do with the hog mentioned
heretofore. It seemed that the hog owner had read the

signs better than we thought and instead of scaring us
to death, had considerately A'isited our parents and al-

lowed them to settle for the hog. Our respective paternal

ancestors settled with us, imposing terms, each as seemed
him best, and the days of our first camp were "Gone, alas

!

like our youth—too soon."
Lewis Hopkins.

%
Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was

given last week. Count on what is to come next

week. Was there ever in all the world a more

abundant weekly store of sportsmen's readingf
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Camping on Old Capon.
The Rod and Reel Club of this city, which has hereto-

fore camped on the Shenandoah River, changed fishnig

grounds this year and pitched their tents on the banks of

old Capon. The Shenandoah is all right when it is clear,

but the trouble is you so seldom strike it in that condi-

tion.

We left old Winchester towh about 2 o'doCk Monday
morning in a hay wagon. None of us will ever forget the

ride, or the walk, as some of the fellows called it. There

were eight of us in the party, and after we had packed

our provisions, tents, etc., on the wagon, there was little

room for anything else; so we had to take seats around

on the boxes, on the minnow barrel and any old place

where we could get a hold. After we passed Whitacre

the road was something fierce, and every now and then

you wonld see some one slide off and try it afoot. But

we finally got to Break Neck spring, and by 6 o'clock had

the camp in order and some fish for supper, too, having

detailed several of the camp to try their luck, while the

rest put up the tents. We were all tired and worn out

when we sat down to supper, but I tell you everything

tasted good. Judge Hodgson can't be beat at making
coffee and frying fish, and we all owe him^ debt of grati-

tude for acting in this capacity while on Capon.

After supper the judge proposed a game of pitch, and
Claude Ryon, the youngest and gayest soul of the party,

soon had tlie cards out of one of the boxes and soon

two games were going. At 10 o'clock Quartermaster

Yeakley made the announcement that it was bed time,

and we were all soon sleeping on our beds of straw at

the foot of the mountains along old Capon, far from the

madding crowd—with naught to disturb our slumbers

save the musical murmuring of the \vater as it gently

glided past us on its never-ceasing journey.

The water was a little too muddy for bass fishing the

first two or three days, but it soon cleared up, and then we
got down to work. For some distance, both above and

below us, there were riffles of the finest kind, here and

there deep pockets and eddies, just the places to run

across old Mr. Bass.

It was a sight to do one good to see the venerable

Judge Hodgson wading waist-deep in the tumbling water,

gracefully casting here and there into the pools and

THE CAMP ON OLD CAPON.

around the rocks, and to hear the sweet music of his reel

as the fish goes out. The judge calls a halt and gets

down to work, and the game fellow at the other end

throws himself clear out of the water in his efforts to get

away; but the judge has him fast and he is soon in that

veteran angler's fish basket. Most of our party were fond

of fishing, and the little dam we had made just below

Break Neck was nearly always full of fish, and", after be-

ing cleaned, would keep there as well as if in cold storage.

Looking down the river most any morning you could

see Cap Clowe balancing himself upon a rock in the riffles,

every now and then throwing into a different place, and

later on, if you were in no hurry and out for a morning

walk, you could see him .suddenly raise his rod and be-

come deeply interested in something cutting through the

water, and there see a sbiring object flash in the sunlight

and later slide down his fish string. "Cap" is an ardent

follower of my friend Walton, and is never happier than

when looking for fish in the riffles.

Charley Brown, you might say, was one of the most

enthusiastic anglers of the party. Possessing plenty of

patience and good staying qualities when he knew the fish

were there (and he generally knew where to find them),

he always had a good string to his credit when the even-

ing shadows became too thick for him to pursue his favor-

ite pastime any longer. He and my fisherman friend,

Billy Flemister, generally went together and always

brought in their share of the fish.

Dick Hodgson and myself (my old fisherrnan com-
panion) could every morning be seen strolling down to

some favorite resort below Auntie Hatfield's, and not un-

til the dusk of evening had fallen and the faint call of

Quartermaster Yeakley was heard in the distance, would
we turn our faces toward camp. Mr. Yeakley always

• says he doesn't care to fish much, but one day, while com-
ing up Water Street he saw something cutting through

the water, and jerking a line some of the boys had left

l ied to the bank He couldn't resist the temptation to see

what it was, so he got hold of the line and commenced
to pull it in, but the thing at the other end was game, and
before that gentleman got through with him he acknowl-

edged to himself that there was sport in fishing after all.

A trip was made to Cawd3'^'s Castle several days before

we left Capon. From the top of this immense pile of

rock, rising out of the mountain, can be had one of the

most magnificent views in that section of the country.

You can look far, far away to other lands that seem fairer

than this—where the fleecy clouds bend down to kiss the

hazy slopes of other mountains—but after looking around

you closely you will come to the conclusion that there

could hardly be lands fairer than this along old Capon.

It is about 700 feet from the bed of the river to the top

of the castle, and the climb up is both picturesque and
dangerous. Just before you reach the top you have to

climb up a little ladder about 10 feet long, and you don't

want to look down, either, for if you do you might lose

your nerve, and then it would be all up with you. I will

have to confess that I vvas glad when I got off that lad-

der on to the top of the big rock and gladder still when
I got dovra from there altogether. Cap Clove, Billy

Flemister and Claude Ryon raced around over the top of

the castle as if they were trying to beat each other to

some favorite fishing place below Auntie Hatfield's.

Cawdy's Castle is visited every year by a great many
people. Just before you I'each the top there is a room-like

apartment in the rock about 6x6 feet, and as you approach
the entrance you make a short turn. The path right here

is very narrow, one side of which slopes down almost
perpendicular. Cawdy was an Indian scout, and when-
ever pressed too hard he would go to this little cave, and
when his Indian pursuers would round the curve at his

retreat he would push them over the path down into the

depths below.
Many good times we had at camp at night playing

cards. Judge Hodgson is very fond of the game, and we
boys co«Id not cheat him, either. The night betore we
left we had a farewell game, and the judge and Cap
Clowe, and Billy Flemister and Claude Ryon were at

one table. Suddenly Claude Ryon made the startling an-

noimcement that he and his partner had made high, low,

Jack and the game. The judge looked up and said,

"We'll just count you for game." At the end of the

count Claude made the discovery that he had counted
two too many, and then some one yelled from the other

table: "It's all in the count, judge."

We were all sorry when the time came to leave old

Capon, for we had all grown to love the picturesque sur-

roundings of Break Neck and the walk down "Water
Street." You could notice the judge, just before leav-

ing, looking longingly down over the sparkling riffles be-

low us, when his whole soul was at the moment wishing,
no doubt, for just one more wade in the tumbling waters.

His reverie was interrupted by Driver McFarland calling

out "All aboard," and we were soon leaving Break Neck
far behind us. Alf. Cline.
Winchester, Va^

Fish and Fishing.

More About Troui Tickling-

A COUPLE of letters which have reached me within the
last few days, and Mr. Titcomb's note in Forest and
Stream of the 22d inst., illustrate the interest taken by
anglers in the recent references in this paper to the sub-
ject of trout tickling. One of my correspondents inquires
whether the practice is known to be followed to any ex-
tent on this side of the Atlantic, and if so, where. I have
only known of it being done by way of experiment in

.\merica, and indeed there is no reason why it should be
resorted to at all in countries where trout can be so much
more easily obtained by lawful means. Those who tickle

trout in the Old Country are generally men who dare not
be seen on the banks of a stream with rod and line.

Another reader of this paper writes to ask whether
guddling for trout is not what is generally known as

tickling. Of course it is, and a good example of the use
of the term is furnished by Ian Maclaren in his "Beside
the Bonnie Briar Bush," where he makes the doctor say,

with reference to his youthful experiences, "Guddlin' wes
a graund ploy. A' think A'm at aince mair, wi' ma sleeves

up lae ma oxters, lying on ma face, wi' naething but the

eyes ower the edge o' the stane, an' slippin' ma hands
intae the caller water, an' the rush o' the troot, an' grip-

pin' the soople slidderin' body o't an' thrown' 't ower yir

head, wi' the red spots glistening on its white belly; it

wes michty."

What Do Salmon Flies ReprcseDt,

A friend draws my attention to the definition of fishing

with the fly contained in one of the newest and hand-
somest of the works on American fishes advertised in the

columns of Forest and Stream . Fly-fishing is there de-

scribed as "the art of presenting to a fish a bunch of

feathers tied to a hook in such a manner that the fish will

believe that the aforesaid bunch is something edible and
become 'permanently attached' to it." My friend asks me
a difficult question when he inquires what special edible

a salmon fly represents. Major Fisher, in his "Rod and
River," says that it is the general opinion that salmon
take the artificial fly for some living thing, probably a

shrimp ; but he admits that whatever they suppose it to be,

it most certainly is not like anything which lives above the
surface of the water. He therefore concludes that the
term "fly" is a misnomer. The idea that the salmon litre

is taken for some living thing or other would seem to be
borne out by the fact that it is greedily taken by trout

when they are known to be on the feed, and are eagerly

devouring natural insects and other food. And the English
experience, which shows that natural shrimps are some
of the best killing of salmon baits, doubtless encourages
the belief of British sportsmen that the fish take the arti-

ficial fly for a shrimp. Whatever the Atlantic salmon of

American and Canadian rivers take the salmon fly for,

however, it is certain that they do not take it for a shrimp
or any other natural food, for they invariably refuse the

genuine article ; and as no kind of undigested food is ever
found in their stomachs when the fish have been taken
from fresh water on this side of the ocean, many anglers

have jumped to the conclusion that they seize the fly to

which they rise in North American rivers, either in sport

or in anger. The salmon in these waters have certainlj'-

not been taken with any other kind of either natural or

artificial bait than the ordinary fly, though there are

stories of solitary specimens having taken live bait in the
brackish waters of estuaries.

The Color of Trout.

Commodore J. U. Gregory, of Quebec, one of the few
remaining survivors of the original subscribers to Forest
AND Stream, was talking in the Garrison Club of the

ancient Canadian capital the other night, about the differ-

ence in the color of the flesh of trout caught in different

waters, and called my attention to certain circumstances
which seemed to him to knock out the pet theory that the

deeper pink or red coloring of the flesh of some of the

SalmonidcE is due to the abundance of the crustaceans

which form a large proportion of their food supply. The
Commodore fished last September in Lac Trois Saumons,
a fine body of water, reached by way of the Intercolonial

Railway, running in an easterly direction from Levis, op-
posite Quebec, along the south shore of the St. Lawrence.
The lake is swarming with Crustacea of various kinds,

chiefly small crayfish, with which the stomachs of the fish

opened by Mr. Gregory were found to be well filled; yet

the flesh of these trout is exceedingly light in color, es-

pecially, in comparison with that of Lake Edward trout, for

example, which is always a deep red, though these latter

fish live principally upon the minnows and small gudgeon
which abound in the waters in which they are found.

Cheney, Agassiz and Lanman have all pointed out how
largely the rich red color of the flesh of the brook trout

is contributed to by a crustacean diet, yet here is a notable

exception, which seems worthy of record. Shall we say

that this is only another instance of the exception proving
the rule, or is tlie evidence strong enough to shatter our
faith in preconceived opinions of the matter?

Striped Bass and Smelt.

It is not often that striped bass are taken so high up the

St. Lawrence as the port of Quebec. Last week, how-
eViCr, one measuring nearly thirty inches in length was
captured off the mouth of the St. Charles in the middle of

the harbor, by a boy who was fishing with bait for tom-
cods. The nearest point to Quebec where striped bass,

or bar, as they are called by the French-Canadians, are

taken in any nimibers by anglers, is below the Island of

Orleans, in the vicinity of Madame Island. Even here,

however, the size of the fish taken has very much de-

teriorated in recent years. There was a time when such

fish as that above described were by no means uncommon.
Now they are very seldom seen at all in the St. Lawrence.
The reason is not far to seek. In the weirs or wicker net

traps along the shoi-es of the river, the market fishermen

take fish of all sizes, and it is no uncommon thing to see

striped bass of not more than four inches long brought
by them to market. This matter is to be brought to the

early attention of the Minister of Fisheries.

The arrival of the autumnal run of smelts in the St.

Lawrence, in the vicinity of Quebec a few days ago, was
quickly followed by that of a number of porpoises which
remained for some days disporting themselves in front of

the city. The unusual visitors were apparently in pursuit

of the toothsome little smelt, and the latter were appar-

ently aware of the fact, for during the time that their

monster enemies remained in the neighborhood they were
conspicuous by their absence, and the smelt fisher fished in

vain. Since the disappearance of the porpoises, the smelt

have been on the feed as ttsual, and large numbers of them
are being taken at the various city wharves at every tide,

the anglers being quite content to stand the biting cold of

the November frost and sleet and cutting wind, for the

purpose of enjoying the sport.

Net Fishirg of Lake Nepigon.

Lake Nepigon, the source of the famous Nepigon trout

river, is to become the scene of one of the most important
"commercial fisheries of the continent. This is to be pros-

ecuted by a newly incorporated joint stock company, call-

ing itself the Canada Fish Company, with a capital of a

million dollars, which has obtained important concessions

from the Government of Ontario. The company secures

an exclusive privilege for net fishing for a term of twenty
years, but is forbidden to take bass or speckled trout, two
game varieties for which the region is famous, and no
angling rights are in any way to be interfered with. In

return for this privilege the company will pay a bonus on a

graduated scale, ranging from $2,000 to $20,oco a year, in

addition to the usual license fee, based on the amount of

apparatus or plant in use ; and they undertake to build a

railway connecting the Canadian Pacific, which crosses the

Nepigon River close to Lake Superior, with the shores of

Lake Nepigon, forty miles away to the north. It is pro-

vided that no nets shall be set on spawning grounds, nor
within a mile of the mouth of any river or stream, nor
within a mile of the outlet of the lake into the Nepigon
River. The catch of fish is limited to 500 tons a year for

the first three years, and to 1,000 tons a year for each sub-

sequent year of the term. The vast quantity of enormous
lake trout and whitefish inhabiting this lake makes its

fishery wealth of great importance, but its commercial
value has, in the past, been practically nil, owing to the

lack of railway facilities. By the new arrangement, the

Government secures the building of the road, and insures a

large annual revenue to the province, without in any way
impairing the value of the huge commercial fishes, some
of which do not hesitate to make a meal off a good brook
trout whenever the opportunity presents itself, and which
are noted spawn eaters as well, ought to improve the fly-

fishing in the river rather than injure it. The taking of

all necessary precautions in this direction was only to have
been expected of the minister who made the concession

to the company, for the Hon. Mr. Latchford. the gentle-

man in question, is not only a sportsman himself, but also

the president of the North American Fish and Game Pro-,

tective Association.

Another Salmon Difficulty.

Canadia:^. salmon fishermen on the Pacific coast are

claiming another grievance against their American com-
petitors. Whatever the character of the western ocean
may be, it is pretty clear by this time that the international

relations of those engaged upon its shores, whether in tak-

ing seals or salmon, are anything but pacific. Mr. Todd,
representing one of the largest canneries upon the British

Columbia coast, has lately had an interview with the Min-
ister of Fisheries at Ottawa, to urge that the Canadian
regulations be amended so as to provide that traps may be
used for catching salmon. Hitherto, though extensively

operated within the limits of the American fisheries, these

traps have not been permitted in Canadian waters. Mr.
Todd pretends that the American fishermen have so ar-

ranged their traps as to intercept the fish after they have
passed in from the ocean through the Straits of San Juan
de Fuca on their way up to the Eraser River. It is

claimed by the Canadian fishermen that this condition of

affairs is calculated to deplete the salmon fishery, but as

the Dominion cannot prevent it, Canadian canners claim
that the use of traps should also be permitted on the Cana-
dian fishing grounds, so as to give them the same advan-
tage as that enjoyed by their business rivals. They claim

that if traps are advantageously placed off the so-uthern

coast of Vancouver Island, no salmon at all would reach
the fishermen in United States waters. Something would
be apt, however, to reach the authorities at Ottwa, in such
a case, and a knowledge of this fact may perhaps have had
something to do with the delay of the Canadian ministers
in acting upon the demand of the canners.

E. T. D. CHAMBERS.
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Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual trials. John
F. Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala,

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs,

XXVIII-Rab.
This tender and touching poem was written on a pet spaniel^

by Mr. R. T. Chilton, who was private secretary to Daniel'
Webster

:

RAB.

A little mound in the garden,

Aside from the box-bordered walk.

Tells in such language as flowers

And only flowers can talk— *

(iSTo need of other inscription,

.

No need of memorial slab,)

Tells that, all still and silent,

Underneath lies our little Rab.

And yet in fancy I see him.

Alert, overflowing with life.

Now racing across the grass-plot

With the children in playful strife;

Then, with head drooping saucily sideways,

On his haunches, with heaving breast.

Awaiting the further onset,

While the children stop to rest.

Rab, with his coat so silky.

Seal brown set off by white,

. With his long, soft ears and his questioning eyes

Aglow with an inner light;

Shall we see him no more for ever.

Will he come no more at our call.

He, the delight of the household.

The merriest, maddest of all?

Ab, Rab! we will miss you sadly.

As- we look at the spot where your name, ]
.

Wrought of the Ash's red berries, ^!

Glows as if written in flam?.

And the flowers will bloom and wither.

For many and many a day,

On the little grave where the children

Have tenderly laid you away.

A Kentucky Fox Hunt,
Editor Forest and Stream:

I attended the recent meet of The National Fox-
hunters' Association at Bowling Green, Ky. I have
been a meriiber'of the association ever since it was or-

ganized, but 'this is the first meet I have been able to

get to, but if I had felt—as I now do—what a royal

time a visitor, has there, I would have been at all of

them. With the whole Bowling Green Kennel Club,

led by Mr. Meredith, as our welcoming hosts, and
such Kentuckian visitors as Messrs. Walker, Will-

iams, the Chiiins, the Triggs, Bosworth, Kirbj% Finck,
Mitchell, Smith, Graddy, Sturgeon, Delaney,
Draughan, etc., an" oak log would have its heart
warmed up. True, getting up at 3 A. M., having a

scratch breakfast, riding four to six miles out in the
dark, was hot what some people would call "fun," but
then I so called it, and it seemed to me that all hands
did. Of course, such a blind bat as I am could not
think of saddling it at that time, when I could not see

my ' hand before my face, so I adopted the somewhat
out of the way plan of riding out in a buggy, leading a
saddle horse, and mounting when it became light

enough to see,' and I got some mild chaffing about
foxhunting in,a buggy. But if my buggy had not been
on hand, there might have been trouble in getting

home one of the crack' hounds which was taken very
sick and found by accident in the woods. Of course
Kentucky ladies ' attended, you may trust them never
to shut the light of their faces off from foxhunters.

I have never seen one of the fashionable, set-to-or-

der foxhunts of ea.stern Pennsylvania and New York,
where the hounds seem incidents, and the horses the
main thing, as witness the last Era, with about a dozen
pictures of horses and riders, to one very pdor one of

hounds. That style of foxhunting is doubtless all

right to those who like it, but it is not the sport I

learned to love years since when the company were
pretty much all mountain moonshiners, who finally

lodged in jail.' Nevertheless, we had fun, lots and lots

of it, and the Kentucky hunting is that same type of

sport, but followed by gentlemen and ladies. Then
there is a suspicious air of being dressed to death in

those Era pictures, and while that is all right in the
ladies ("the first duty of woman being to look well"),

still I don't like foxhunting with shiny boots; it is too
starched for rtiy taste. However, when "hunters" can
find any fun in fooling a pack of hounds with an
anise bag, thei^e is no saying what "sport" is, bar that

"fox terrier c'|?'ursing" isn't.

Well, do yoy want a detailed report of the hunting?
Sorry to say I have none to set forth, further than
that the conditions were about, as unsatisfactory as
could be. We'' were just at the waning of a long
drought, the wind was rather high most of the time,

and our early starts were to take advantage of the
morning dews.. ' But for all of that, while the grass was
damp enough .to wet our boots, still no scent seemed
to lie; losses were constant; the hounds worked hard,
but it was rare to have a well sustained full cry for

fifteen minutes. So, as far as actual foxhunting went,
the meet was by no means a success. But wasn't it

delightful all the same! Well, just you come and try
one once, and you will not need to ask me or anybody
whether .a Kentucky hunt is enjoyable or not. And
leally that is the chief object of this to impress it on
the family of Forest and Stream, that all who enjoy

r t

SCOUT HIGH-SPEED STEAM YACHT.
Designed and built by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co. Owned by August Belmont. Photo by James Burton, Esq.

such sports as foxhunting, ought, by all means, to go
to one of the Kentucky meets.
On Friday evening one gentleman quietly informed

us that I was going home with him for a week. If

you know an3'thing of Kentuckians you will know that
my having left my wife without another person in the
bouse but servants, that I had lots of things requiring
my looking after at home, etc., did not count in such
a situation; and you will further know that I went, and
you ought to know that I thoroughly enjoyed my visit,

even if I could not make it the whole week. And that
wasn't all. On that Friday evening we had a gentle
but copious fall of rain, making hunting conditions ad-
mirable, and on Saturday evening we went out, and
for forty-five minutes or so had the finest full cry of
the hounds; in fact, the only one I heard during the
whole of my visit to Kentucky. What if it was only
?. gray, the music was not the less rich or well sus-
tained. So the sum and substance of it is: Go to
Kentucky when you want a good time.
Another matter at Bowling Green interested me

very much. At the county jail I saw a pack of four
"American bloodhounds," used very successfully for
tracking criminals. I expected to see a very ragged
looking lot of dogs, of all types and no type; but to
my surprise I saw four hounds, very "sorty," of the
old type of black and tan native foxhounds, on very
short legs, the kind we used to say would "run all

week and half the next." The most surprising fact was
that two of them were half English bloodhound in
blood, and, with, perhap.s, a slight amount more of tan
on heads. There was no real difference between them,
either in makeup or in voice, none had the redundant
and useless dewlaps and wrinkle of the English blood-
hound, apparently caused by their skins being one-half
too big for them, that is so characteristic of the mod-
ern English bloodhound; but all were neat, active,
clean-made hounds; not the hounds for a fox chase,
by any means, but just suited for staying on the trail

of a man all day long. Of course, I was not surprised
to find them exceedingly affectionate and solicitous
of notice.

We are apt to think of Kentucky as the land of
whiskey; yet, do you know, that during the whole
week I was there I saw but two drunken men, one a
loafer on the streets, the other the darky huntsman
after the hunt. And do you know that Kentucky has
the largest percentage of local option prohibition area
of any State in the Union? W. Wade.
Oakmont, Pa., Nov. 27.

"collar of honor" is awarded to the nominees of the
order. Among the animals already decorated in this way
one of the most celebrated is Bacchus, a large bulldog,
whose specialty it is to stop runaway horses by jumping
up and seizing them by the bridle. Bacchus' master re-

sides in the Rue Biscornet. It is calculated that the in-

telligent beast has already saved the lives of eight per-

sons, if not more, in this way. Pataud, another bulldog,

received a collar for saving his mistress from the attack
of a footpad, and Turk, a splendid Newfoundland, has
had a similar honor for saving three young children from
drowning on different occasions.

Haif of the Do^ that Bit Yow/'

The following remarks are copied from the recent issue

of a local newspaper : "This phrase, though now confined

to a symbolic and alcoholic interpretation, has an accu-
rately canine origin. In the Caucasus it is still common
for any one who is bitten by a dog to lay a handful of
hair taken from the same animal's coat upon the wound
before cauterizing and bandaging it. In some mystic way
the hair is supposed to prevent untoward consequences."
The efficacy of this usage is referred to by Pliny. (Nat.

Hist.," 1601.) Holland's translation has : "And there

bee some againe, who burne the haires of the same mad
doggs taile, and conveigh their ashes handsomely in some
tent of lint into the wound."—Notes and Queries.

e

40-Foot Cmisingf Lattnch.

We reproduce thi,s week the plans of a 40ft. cruising
launch that was designed by Mr. W. Starling Burgess,
ot Boston. The lines show a well-turned craft that
should be driven fast with a moderate amount of
power.
The location of the engine is rather unusual, but by

placing it so far forward it is possible for one man to
run the boat and the engine at all times. The forward
house serves as a galley, engine room and pilot house.
This is shut off from the big cabin aft which is over.
15ft. long. There is sleeping accommodation in the
saloon for four persons. The toilet room is reached
from the forward end and aft there are roomy hanging
lockers. A good-sized water-tight cockpit makes a
very comfortable place for those who wish to be on
deck.

The boat is splendidly built and presents a very
shippy appearance in the water. Her dimensions fol-

low:

Length

—

Over all 40ft. 7in.

L.W.L 35ft. 3in.

Overhang

—

Forward oft. 6in.

Aft •. 4ft. loin.

Breadth-
Extreme 9ft. I in.

L.W.L 8ft. oin.

Draft-
Extreme 2ft. 6iri.

Freeboard

—

Forward 3ft. 6in.

Least 2ft. 2in.

Aft 2ft. 4in.

In France there exists an or^fer of merit founded by the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, of

which the members are dogs who have distinguished

themselves by deeds of bravery. A tastefully designed

Boston Letter.

Boston, Nov. 30.—At a meeting of the Corinthian
Y. C. held at the American House last Tuesday even-
ing, it was unanimously voted to adopt the new 22ft.

class, conforming to the limitations of the Twenty-two

-

Foot Cabin Yacht Association. The action of the Cor-
inthian Y. C. is hailed with joy by the organizers of
the new class, and especially by Mr. Sumner H. Foster,
who has done most of the work.in forming it. With
this backing to start with, it is considered that yachts-
men, who looked favorably upon the class and who
have had doubts of its success on account of insufficient

support, will now build. Mr, Foster said last week
that he had assurance that at least four boats woul4

r
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40-FOOT CRUISING LAUNCH CONSTRUCTION PLANS

be built for the class, and that he had hopes of more
prospective owners showing up now that the class has
received the support of one of the largest clubs in the
bay.

At the meeting of the Corinthian Y. C. the follow-
ing commitee was elected to nominate officers, to be
voted for at the annual meeting: Frank E. Clark,
George P. Hodgdon, F. W. Moore, F. A. Gunnison
and Roland Worthington.
Some time ago a movement was started by members

of some of the North Shore clubs to revive the race-
about i class. At the time considerable interest was
mct-ftifested, but subsequent developments do not augur
much success for the revival movement. It is not

known that any orders for raceabouts have been placed
up to date, and from the present outlook there does
not seem to be much prospect of any. There are

yachtsmen who want to build and will do so if there

is any assurance of a number of boats built for the

class, but they do not appear to relish the idea of going
it alone. Some of those who were most interested in

reviving the class have since said that they did not in-

tend to build, and this has undoubtedly held others ofif.

At present it looks as though the decline of the race-

about in Massachusetts Bay is for good. It will take
only the hardest kind of work and thorough organiza-
tion to bring it back to the popularity it enjoyed three
years ago.

The classes of the Yacht Racing Association are

still in the unsettled state they were left in after the
last special meeting. Work upon three 25-footers is

still going on, and these boats will probably race,

although it is considered doubtful if the boats that

raced in the class last year will compete with them. At
Fenton's the 25-footer designed by Burgess for Mr.
F. G. Macomber, Jr., has been finished and hauled out
of the shop, and work has been started on the 2S-footer
by the same designer for Mr. T. K. Lothrop, Jr. There
have been no new 2i-footers heard of, and it is not
likely that there will be while the rules are in their
present iipettled, unsatisfactory shape. The move-
ment is stW on foot to race the boats of normal dimen-
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sions in this class next season. Three of these boats
have ah-eady been sold, but it is thought that there will
be enough left to warrant clubs giving races for them.
A change of considerable importance was made in

the office of one of Boston's most prominent designers
last week. W. Starling Burgess has formed a partner-
ship with Alpheus A. Packard, recently with the Her-
reshoff Manufacturing Co. Mr. Packard has been su-
perintendent of the Herreshoff shops, which position
he left on!}' within a few days to join Mr. Burgess.
Mr. Packard worked upon the construction of the
Columbia, but was not at the works when Constitution
was built. He worked upon all of the preliminary de-
tails of the new Cup defender, and it was he who laid

her down. He has also been connected with the New
York Shipbuilding Co. The advent of Mr. Packard in

the office of Mr. Burgess is an important one, as by it

two very strong forces are joined, one on the theory
of naval architecture and the other on construction.
Beside being a constructor, Mr. Packard is consider-
able of a draftsman. At present they will continue
the work of yacht designing at Mr. Burgess' offices,

but further developments of this partnership may be
looked for later.

Yacht designing offices have been on the increase in

Boston lately. J. R. Daniell is now drafting in the
brokerage office of Frank N. Tandy, and E. R.
Boardman, formerly associated with Crowninshield,
has started out for himself as a naval architect, j^acht

and ship broker at 20 Central street. Mr. Boardman
only started in housekeeping last week, but he hopes
to get several orders through before long, which are
now being considered.
At the Marblehead yacht yard plans are being made

by W. B. Stearns for a 40ft. auxiliary yawl for J. P.

Elton, of Waterbury, Conn. Her deck and cabin fit-

tings will be of teak and: she will be fitted up for long
cruises. She will be launched some time in May.
Several launches are to be built, from 14. to 36ft. An
order has been received for a sailing tender for Gor-
don Dexter's 46-footer, Wasp. A new deck, cockpit
and companionway will be put on the 40-footer Gorilla.

Extensive alterations are to be made in the Kiowa,
owned by G. S. Pa5'son. A launch owned by H. A.

Church is to be rebuilt. Among the yachts hauled
out in the two yards are the following: Ameria, C.

W. Sherburne; Gorilla, Joseph Battles; Barbara, Rob-
ert T. Paine, 2d; Katonah, Dr. Dudley Williams; In-

trepid, Henry A. Church; Ranger, H. A. King; Um-
brina, J. P. Elton; Kiowa, George S. Payson; Chasca,
Dexter H. Follett; Golden Rod, G. E. Bruce; Chicka-
dee, F. E. Peabody; Khedive, Joseph Bigelow; Grig,

Franklin Dexter; Cock Robin, C. S. Eaton; Wyvern,
R. K. Longfellow; Suzanne, Frank Brewster; Scud, C.

P. Curtis, and Sanderling, J. R. Thorndike.
At Lawley's the i66ft. steel steam yacht, designed by

A. S. Clieseborough for Mr. C. A. Fletcher, is about
all plated. An order was received last week for an-

other steel steam yacht of Mr. Cheseborough's de-

sign, for Mr. Charles G. Emery, of the New York
Y. C. She will be ii6ft. on the waterline and is ex-

pected to develop a speed of sixteen knots. The 60ft.

schooner for Mr. C. H. Clark has been set up and
the 50ft. ketch for Mr. J. H. Cromwell has been
planked and the deck laid. The 34ft. yawl for Mr. F.

H. Adriance is in frame. A 36-footer for Mr. W. B.

Rogers has been set up. Major L. S. Bent's 50ft.

schooner has been laid down, as has been a cruising

2i-footer for Mr. L. H. Spaulding. A set of boats is

being built for Mr. W. C. Cox's steam yacht. This
yacht is now building by Ramage & Ferguson, at

Leith, Scotland, and is expected to arrive at his port
late in April.

Hollis Burgess .has sold the 21-footer, Opitsah IV.,

to a Philadelphia yachtsman, who wishes to remain un-
known for the present. She will be shipped by rail to

Philadelphia and will be used on the upper Delaware. •

Small Bros, have an order for a 26ft. hunting launch
for Mr. I. S. Carpenter. The lines of a 28ft. cruising

yawl have been turned out for Mr. S. H. Eldridge, a
summer resident of Hyannisport.

John B. Killeen.

The Nilson Yacht Building Co., Baltimore, Md., are

building for Messrs. Richard P. Hart and Henry Bur-
den, 2d, a steam yacht from designs made by Messrs.
Tarns, Lemoine & Crane. She is to be 126ft. 6in. over
all, iioft. waterline, 20ft. breadth and 6ft. 6in. draft.

New York Y. C.
Com. Lewis Cass Ledyard presided at the special

meeting of the New York Y. C, held at the club house
on W>st Forty-fourth street. New York city, on Mon-
day night, Dec. I. The meeting was well attended.
Owing to the Cup races which take place next seu-

.son, it was deemed necessary to lay out the programme
of the season's racing in order that it would not in any
way conflict with the international contests. The
schedule of the racing as adopted follows:
Thursday, May 21, Saturday, May 23, and Monday,

May 25—Special races for the 90-footers, on Long
Island Sound, of¥ Glen Cove.
Thursday, June 4, Friday, June 5, and Saturday, June

6—Special races for the 90-footers, at Newport.
Thursday, June 11—Annual regatta in the lower bay.

High water at Governor's Island at 8:45 A. M.
Monday, June 15—Races for the Glen Cove cups, on

Long Island Sound, off Glen Cove.
Thursday, June ]8, Saturday, June 20, and Monday,

June 22—Newport series, at Newport, R. I.

Annual Cruise—Thursday, July 16, rendezvous at Glen
Cove; Friday, July 17, squadron race to Morris Cove,
New London; Saturday, July 18, squadron race to New
London; Sunday, July 19, at New London; Monday,
July 20, squadron race to Newport; Tuesday, July 21,
races for the Astor cups, at Newport; Wednesday, July
22, squadron race to Vineyard Haven; Thursday, July
23, squadron race to Newport; Friday, July 24, races at
Newport for the Owl and Game Cock colors. Dis-
band.
Tuesday, July 28, Thursday, July 30, and Saturday,

Aug. I—Trial races at Newport for the selection of the
defenders of the America's Cup.
Thursday, Aug. 20, Saturday, Aug. 22, Tuesday, Aug.

25, Thursday, Aug. 27, and Saturday, Aug. 29—Inter-
nationa! challenge races for the America's Cup, off the
Sandy Hook Lightship.
Thursday, Sept. 17—Races for the Autumn cups, on

Long Island Sound, off Glen Cove.
After passing the racing scliedule the members acted

for the second time upon the new measurement arid

classification rules as finally amended. There was rao

opposition and the rules will be in force for a perioid

of five years.

A committee made up of ex-Com. S. Nicholson
Kane, T. A. Bronson, chairman of the House Coni-
mitt''e; Rear-Admira! Erben, U. S. N.; Fordham Mor-
ris and Capt. J. D. J. Kelly, U. S. N., was appointed to
arrange a series of lectures to be given in the cIuR.

These lectures will begin in January and will continue'

on at intervals of three weeks until the racjiug, sfiHTStjn

opens.
Messrs. Anson Phelps Stokes, Lloyd Phoenix and

Robert E. Tod, the gentlemen who were appointed at

the meeting held on Oct. 30, t® look into the question
of a club cruise in West Indian waters, reported that
the cruise could not be brought about for this season.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. William H. Hand, Jr., New Bedford, Mass.,

already has a number of boats building from his own
designs. A 31ft. waterline cruising yawl is being con-
structed at the Newport Ship Yard, Newport, R. L,

for Thomas J. Carlton, M. D., of Savannah, Ga.; the
25-footer building at the same yard for Mr. F. P. Sands
has been completed and run out of the shop. Other
boats now building include a 21-footer for Mr. H. E.
Carse, Los Angeles, Ca!.; 21-footer for Mr. P. E. Phil-

lips, Detroit, Mich.; i8-footer for Mr. W. Morly Buck,
Port Dover, Ont., Canada; 26ft. yawl for Mr. George
Schofield, Toronto, Ont., Canada; i8-footer for Mr. J.

Ashley Gibson, of Mobile, Ala.; i8-footer for Mr. J.

Hugh Weir, Hamilton, Ont., Qilnada; 15-footer for a
Chicago yachtsman. Mr. Hand is now working on
plans for two 50ft. sea-going launches and a 40ft. yawl
for a Western yachtsman.

Mr. W. R. Osborne, Croton, N. Y., launched from his

yard on Saturday, Nov. 22, a house-boat, which he
built for General Louis Fitzgerald, of New York city.

The new boat, v/hich will be known as Bonito, is

looft. long, 23ft. breadth and 3ft. draft. The yacht is

heavily built and will be driven by two 25 horse-power
gasoline motors. In addition to the main saloon, which
is in the forward part of the boat, there are four state-

rooms and bathrooms. Aft of these is the galley and
pantry, and next comes the engine room. Still further
aft are the quarters for the servants and crew. The
upper deck is free from all obstructions and is to be
covered with an awning. Bonito is being put in readi-
ness for a cruise in Florida waters.

>^ »^ *l

The steam yacht designed by Mr. Albert S. Chese-
borough for Mr. Charles G. Emer}', will be built by the
Geo. Lawley & Son, Corp., South Boston, Mass. The
new yacht will be known as Calumet. She is 145ft.

over all, 117ft. waterline, 17ft. 6in. breadth, and 6ft. 4in.

draft. The yacht will be built of nickled steel through-
out. She will have triple expansion engines, whieli
will drive the yacht at a speed of nineteen knots. Calu-
met will be very completely fitted, and when finished
will be used for cruising along our coast and on the
.St. Lawrence.

^ ^ ^
The n_ew yacht that Mr. J. Beavor Webb has designed

for Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, will be slightly smaller than
Intrepid. It is said she will be 127ft. on the water-
line, 28ft. breadth and i6ft. draft. She is to be rigged
as a two-masted schooner, but when off shore cruises
are taken the long main boom will be dispensed with
and a jigger mast will be stepped. The new boat is

to be completed on Sept. r, 1903.

^ ^ ^
Manning's agency has sold the centerboard schooner

yacht Wayfarer for Mr. W. M. Ivins, N. Y. Y. C, to
Mr. Edward L. Ryerson, of Chicago, 111. The same
agency has sold the gasoline launch Scimitar to Mr. D.
R. Dunlap, of Mobile, Ala., and has also sold the twin
screw cruising launch Genevieve to Mr. Leonard D.
Richards.

»»» >^

Fortuna, owned by Mr. Henry R. Wolcott, is being
fitted out at New London for a Southern cruise.

4% 4^

Gerhilde, Mr. Charles Robinson Smith's new boat,
left Gravesend Bay on Friday, Nov. 28, for Norfolk,
Va.

Mr. Albert C. Bostwick has commissioned Messrs.
A. Gary Smith & Barbey to design for him an aux-
iliary schooner. The yacht will be built by the Harlan
& Hoilingsworth Co., 'of Wilmington, Del. The new
boat is the same length on the waterline as the Ger-
man Emperor's schooner Meteor, designed by the
same firm. Mr. Bostwick's boat will be built of steel

throughout and the contract calls for the vessel's com-
pletion by July I, 1903. The principal dimensions fol-

low: 158ft. over all, I20tt. waterline, 27ft. 6in. breadth.
Her engines will be of 200 horse-power.

Ossining Gun Clab.

OssiKiKG, N, Y., Nov. 29.—The re-entry rifle matches of the
'Ossining Gun CSoab closed Thanksgiving Day with winners as fol-

lows :

Members, .shooe-oiT: D. Brandreth 232, I. T. Washburn £23.

Non-memb-erst Geo. N. Tompkins 242.

Ladies: Mrs. E. F. Ball 236, Miss Frances Gibson 235, with a
possible 236. Targict submitted to expert for decision.
Cadets: E. TI. Sherwood 229.

Tlie prizes im all the above classes are handsome silver cups.
The following scores were made on the 50ft. range, %in. 25-ring

target, lO-sbot scores: G. B. Palmer 171; Miss Frances Gibson
218, 227, 221, t35, 230, 226; C. G. Blandford 234, 233, T. Wynants
2.36, 2.32; Wm. Coleman 229; Warren Thompson 219, 225; I. M.
:Sheldon 230; D. Brandreth 235, 237, 237, 238, 239; Dr. E. B. Sher-
wood 227, 230, 232, 224; A. Bedell 230; I. T. Washburn 237, 240,

236, 235, 236; C. G. Washburn 222, 220, 225, 227, 228, 232; Geo.
Tompkins 231, 242, 238; Mrs. E. F. Ball 225, 220, 226.

Matches: C. G. Blandford 227, vs. D. Brandreth 225. C. G.
:Blandford 229, vs. D. Brandreth 225. D. Brandreth 239, vs. C. G.
Blandford 231. C. G. Blandford 237. vs. D. Brandreth 228.

A new series of prize contests will shortly be inaugurated on a
'75ft. range, and new and heavier rifles will be supplied. By the
time the next contest closes we hope to be able to show as good
scores on the 75ft. range as we have previously made on the

•j50ft. one. E. F. B.
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If yoo want yoaf «hoot to be anaounced here leod a

notice Uke the following:

Fixtures*

Dec. 25.—Dover, N. J.—Holiday live-bird shoot of the Dover

Gun Club. Bull shoot the special event.
, ^ . , ,

Dec. 25.—Interstate Park, L. I.—John S. Wright's target tourna-

ment, sweepstakes, etc. „„,.,,, ^ 1. t

Dec. 25.—Interstate Park, L. I.-John S. Wright's target shoot.

Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot, fourth Tuesday of each month (July

and December excepted), at Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Paterson

Plank Road. Carlstadt, N. J. , ^ c ^ a
Chicago, IlL—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

Dr. T. W. Meek, Sec'y. , , ., /t
Hell Gate Annex shoot, second Friday of each month (January

and Tuly excepted) , at Dexter Park, Brooklyn. ^ ^ ,

,

Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, at Enfield street, near

Libertv avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.
j ^ ^

South Side Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, South Broad street,

Newark, N. J., near Lehigh Valley coal depot.
, • j t, a-

Cutwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., Saturdays, hve-bird handi-

''^Interstate Park, Queens. L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed shoot-

ing grounds alwavs readv for matches, club shoots or private 6

ing grounds always ready for target matches, club shoots or private

practice, ^„„„^ 1903.

Jan. 1.—Interstate Park, L. I.—New Year's Day target tourna-

"jan. 1.—Interstate Park, L. I.—Interstate Park target tourna-

"*Feb 9-14 —Detroit, Mich.—Open tournament under the auspices

of the Tri-State Automobile and Sporting Goods ^ Association.

Targets and live birds. John Parker, manager; b. G. Lewis,

Secretary-Treasurer.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,

New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-

day OF EACH WEEK.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Smitli and VUet—Timmins and Hathaway.

Lakewood, N. J.. Nov. 28.—To-day a closely contested two-

man team match ' was shot between Mr. James Smith and Dr.

Vliet, of Hackettstown, on the one side, against Messrs James
limmins and Steve Hathaway, of Morristown, on the other, 25

birds each, .f50 a side, The team tied on 40, and in the shoot-off

at 7 birds, tied again on 2. Mr. T. W. Morfey was referee. The
scores

I

Vliet . .122001021021000122112012(^—16

Smith 2202122112211212212212U1—21—40
TimminV > 2202200222222020202202222—18

Hathaway 22210^1210111012222221111-22-^0

Shoot-off at 7 birds: „
Timmins 2222f)2(>-5 Vliet 1012222-6

Hathaway 2122121—7-12 Smith 2021122—6—12

North River Gun Qtib,

Edgewater, N. J.—There was a good shoot of the North River

Gun Club on Nov. 29. There was a small attendance, owing to

the fact that most of the boys were off quail shooting. The prize

was won by Morrison, with Eickboff a very close second. Mor-
rison had just returned from a four-days' duck shoot, and prob-

ably that is why he killed straight. The only one that did not

shout up to his" form was poor Cathcart, who explained that iie

had just been duck shooting, and the targets looked too small.

Shoot for trophy, 25 targets, $10 added money:

Eickhoff lllllimillllllUOllllll—24

Gillerlain" '
" 1011111101110111011111110—20

W.^^'ie- man llOlllOOllOOllllOlllOniO—17

Morrison 1111111111111111111111111—25

Cathcart ." 1000000000010000000000000— 3

V trapshooti»ng tournament will be given in connection with

the Detroit Automobile and Sportsmen's show, to be held at

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 9 to 14, inclusive. Concerning it Mr. b. tr.

Lewis, the secretary, writes us as follows: It will be held

under the auspices of the Tri-State Automobile and Sporting

Goods Association, at the Rusch House grounds. There will be

at lea'^t S500 added money. This amount has already been pledged,

and we hope to make it $1,000. At any rate, the shoot \yill be

of sufficient importance to attract the best talent in this line

throughout the country. Mr. John Parker is at work arranging

details, and will have other parties associated with him in the

arrangement of this shoot. The high gun system of dividing prizes

will prevail, and we will inaugurate the Great Western Handicap,

25 birds, S25. In addition to the added money m this event, there

will be a valuable trophy, which will become the personal property

of the winner. The International trophy, 15 birds, $15 entrance,

will be at live birds and targets. The handicap on targets will

range from 16 to 21yds. On live birds, 26 to 32yds.

>?

The Thanksgiving Day shoot of the Ossining Gun Club was a

pleasant gathering of choice spirits. Several special events were

a part of the programme. Ossining and Poughkeepsie shot a four-

man team match for the Inter-county cup, and Poughkeepsie m
due form scored a win, and is now ready for further trouble. 1 he

medal contest, at 50 targets, for the championship of \\est-

chcster countv was won by Mr. A. Bedell, with the excellent

score of 47, Mr. E. Ball pressing him closely with a score of 4b.

The prize cup donated by Mr. F. Brandreth for those ^vho had

never previously won a trophy, was captured by Mr. R. Kromer,

Jr with a score of 25, his handicap of 3 being just sufficient to

make the maximum when added to the 22 which he broke.. Mr.

I T Skelly was one of the visitors, and was one of the three

high averages, as follows: C. G. Blandford, 899 per cent.; R.

Kromer, 889; J. T. Skelly, 879.

At the open tournament of the Delaware County Club, held at

Alanoa Pa Nov. 27, the six-man team match was of special in-

terest. There were the Clearview, the Westchester, the Country

<"lub teams, and the Florists' had teams Nos. 1 and 2. Ihe

Florists' No. 1 won with 127 out of a possible 150. There was a

large attendance of shooters, and everything is auspicious for a

successful future. ^ ,

Nov. 2S, at Ledgewood, N. J., a closely contested two-man team

match took place between Messrs. Timmins and Hathaway on one

side, and Mr. Smith and Dr. Vliet on the other, 25 live birds,

per man, $50 a side. The result was a tie on 40; and m the shoot-

off at 7 birds they tied again on 12. Mr. T. W. Morfey acted as

referee. . .,

It

The Dover, N. J., Gun Club has made arrangements for an open

Christmas Day live-bird" shoot on the baseball grounds. A special

feature w-ill be a bull shoot. The contestants in this event shoot

at a two-inch block, and the one who sticks a shot nearest the

center of it wins the bull. The competition is open to all. The
programme will be out in a few days.

Mr. Wm. Dutcher, of Paterson, N. J., writes us that the

Jackson Park Gun Club will hold open live-bird shoots on Dec.

6 and 13, commencing at 12" sharp. Every one is welcome. Take
Singac cars at City Hall direct to grounds. On Dec. 13 the return

match between Bunn and Lenone, 25 birds, $25 a side will take

place.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Fanning, of the Laflin & Rand Powder
Co., will leave New York for California on Dec. 10, for a long

visit with his parents and friends, whom he has not seen since

1899, the year in which he made his last visit. Mr. Fanning re-

cently returned from a long trip of ten weeks, the greater part of

w'hich was' made in Canada.

The six-man team contest between the Mechanicsburg and
Cincinnati gun clubs, at Mechanicsburg, O., Nov. 25, was won by
the former club, by a score of 457 to 437. Each man shot at 50

targets. Messrs. (jambell and Dreihs, of the Cincinnati team,

scored 44 each, and were high men on their team".

The Poughkeepsie Gun Club will hold an inter-county shoot

and tournament on New Year's Day. Six events will be shot off,

including a 100-bird race, $10 entrance, open to the world. For
further particulars address the captain, Max Condit, 296 Church
street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

At the Thanksgiving Day shoot of the Bound Brook, N. J.,

Gun Club, Hooey won the first contest of a handicap series, the
prize of which is a silver loving cup. Mr. W. Hooey shot as a
scratch man. The club will hold its next shoot on Dec. 6.

*S

Mr. H. S. Mitchell, of the Mitchell Manufacturing Company,
London, O., after about a week's visit in New York, departed for

his home on last Sunday. He, beside attending to important
business matters, made many new friends.

Beknarb Waters.

East Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Nov. 27.—The East Side Gun Club held a good
shoot to-day on Smith Brothers' grounds. The club event at 20

birds resulted in a tie for first between Messrs. Koegel and
Schortemeier. The first 10 birds of this were shot as a separate
event for the Troisdorf medal, and the scores of it were as fol-

lows: Koegel 9, Hassenger S, Schortemeier 9, Fessenden 8, Col-

quitt 9, and the guests made scores as follows: Pape 9, Duston
9, Hawes 7. The most wins by a contestant in ten shoots cap-

tures the medal. The club event had three moneys, divided by
the Rose system. The scores:

H C Koegel, 29 212*2222212122211212-19

W Ha.ssinger, 29 12.012201122221221012—17

*IT Pape, 27 2220212111*222010222—16

L H Schortemeier, 29 11212112011111112121—19

*T S Duston, 29 222*1111221211212001—17

*"A Hawes. 26 12120201011011022012—14

H P Fessenden, 29 201222112021*2222222—17

L Colquitt, 29 22222211202222222022—18

*Guests.

Five birds, $2, two monevs. Rose system.

J W Knevels 22022—4 L H Schortemeier 21U1—

5

L Colquitt 22222—5 H C Koegel 21122—5
W Hassenger 11212—5

Hell Gate Gun Club.

Carlstadt, N. J., Nov. 25.—The Hell Gate Gun Club held its

November shoot at Cutwater's, to-day. There was a good at-

tendance. The birds were a good lot. The weather was un-
pleasant. The scores follow:

15 10 10 10 10 10 25

15 10
.. 4
11 ..

14 ..

.. 9
6

.. 1

.. 1

.. 1

18

S
IS
.16

22

10
.. .. 4
6 .... 20

'9 '7 '8 18

Sweepstakes, $1 entrance:
Targets: 10 25 25

Eickhoff 10 20 22

Vosselman 4 14 .

.

Gillerlain 18 19

Morrison 23

Hexamer
Truax •

Herrington
Dr Combs
O'Callaghan
Richter 0
Scales • • • • 1

Morrison •

Morrison, 5 pairs, broke straight.
Jas. R. Merrill, Sec y.

Bound Brook Gun Club.

Bound Brook, N. J., Nov. 28.—The following is a record of

yesterday's shoot of the Bound Brook Gun Club, which we shall

be pleased to see in your esteemed paper. Mr. W. i\L Hooey
won the first shoot in a series of handicaps for the silver loving

cup of the Bound Brook Gun Club at their grounds on Thanks-

giving Day. The weather conditions were favorable for good
shooting. „ ,

Target trophy, 50 targets, handicap allowance added:

Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

Hooey 0 43 43 Schenck 5 28 33

Dr Roof, 30
V'n Walk'nb'g,
R Regan, 26
Herbert, 28..,.

P Garms, 30....

T H Seig, 26

L Steke, 28

A Seibbe, 26
Col J H Voss, 30..

P Whoelfel, 28
Klenk, 28

T Schlicht, 28
X Knodle, 26

L T Meunch, 28....

A Baudendistle, 26,

Guests.

212122220— SEA I^Ieckel, 28 2220202212— 8
*011200121— 6 E Steffens, 28

0102222112—

S
0121012120— 7 C W'eber, 28 0120021121— 7
2112000021— 6 P Albert, 28 010221021*— 6
0202321110— 7 C Lang, 28 120111221C^- S
0000022002— 3 H Foster, 28 2222100222— 8
0002210111— 6 F Trostel. 28 1202201210— 7
0000012012— 4 T Deady, 28 2110202011— 7
2102120100— 6 E Doeinck, 30 2022202022— 7
02011012*0— 5 F Gardella, 26

022002*222—

6
0122220222— 8 *F Mayser, 28 0021121120— 7
,2210021121— 8 J Fecken, 26 201*000201—4
120*20mi— 7 *J R Kane, 26 2022000020— 4
0222*21222— 8 *\V Thompson, 28.20221000*0— 4
2020*10221— 6 W A Sands, 28. . ,.*001*222*0—

4

Anderson 0 38 38

Jackson 3 35 38

Dr Bache 5 32 37

Smith 10 23 33
Brampton ..... 8 21 29

Dr Pardee .... 5 20 25

In addition to this, a turkey and duck shoot added considerable

snort. The next shoot will take place on Dec. 6.

Dr. J. H. V. Bache, Pres.

Carlstadt G«n Club.

Carlstadt, N. J., Nov. 27.—The Thanksgiving Day
Carlstadt Gun Club was well attended. Events 10 to

guns. The highest gun received a chicken. All ti

off, miss-and-out.

Events: 123456789
Targets : 25 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

E B Smith 10 4834956
W Brightly, 2 16 .. .. 6 .. 5 6 7

C von Lengerke, 0 8 .. 10 6 10

W Johnson, 2 4 7

T Gunpp, 2 1112 .. 4 .. .. 6 5

H Krug 5 7 7 .. ..

A Roemer, 3 >

M Rasmus, 2 •

J Vohs, 2 5

J de Pauw, 6 • •• •
E McDonald 8 6.. 7 5 2 5 9..
Robertson .T 15 4 4 3 3 6 6 ..

G Frank 10 6 2 6 .

.

W Rasmus, 3 4 7 6 .. ..

C Niederer, 4 6.. 6 5 8 8

E B Smith, Sr 7 ., 5

J Rasmus, 3 4

shoot of the
13 were high
es were shot

10 11 12 13 14
10 10 10 10 10
6 4 9 7 7

6

9
7
9
7
4

9 7
9 10
9 9

4 10
7 7

8 6,.

Mountainside Gun Ciub.

West Orange, N. J., Nov. 27.—Event 1 was a turkey shoot, 25

targets, 50 cents entrance. Messrs. A. Baldwin and M. F. Pratt

tied on 19. The scores follow:

A Baldwin 1111110101101110101011111—19

R Baldwin 1111101011101000110110100-15

M F Pratt 1111101011110100011111111—19

H Wethling ' 1110100011000110011101111—15

F Wrieht 0110010101001110100101101—13

C Zeigler 0110110101111111111000101—17

Second prize shoot; first prize, hand protector; second, cleaning

outfit.

A Baldwin . . . .111110101110101—11

R Baldwin .. .101111101011111—12

M R Baldwin. 010101101100110— 8

M F Pratt....011001110111111—11
C Zeigler ....011111100101101—10

G Zeigler ....110011101110110—10

Twenty-five-bird sweepstakes:
A Baldvvin 1110101110111101111001000-16

H Wethling 1111011100110110001001110—15

F Wricrht .• loiooooomooooiooioooolo— 9

G Zeiffler 1110111111101111111111101—22

R Baldwin 1110011111011100100001001—14

M R Baldwin 11011111001001111111010101—17

M F Pratt 1110110111001011111110101—18

Slater 0001000110100100101111100-11

Trap at Singac.

Paterson, N. J., Nov. 29.—The invitation shoot held at Bunn's
Hotel, Singac, on Thanksgiving Day, was quite a successful

shoot. It brought together some of Paterson's best shooters, and
a few from the outside. The competition was exciting throughout.
In the afternoon Bun furnished the very best of country birds,

and had them in great shape.
Capt. A. W. Money spent the afternoon with the boys. He got

away with the 15 birds, C. Morgan and Klotz missing their last

bird. Morgan hit his hard with both charges, but couldn't stop
it. Klotz's bird got away. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4

Birds: 5 15 7 7 Birds: 5 15 7 7
Lenone, 28 2 8 4 5 Powers, 28 5
Bowker, 28 4 Geo Hopper, 28 3

Christy, 2S 3 9 6 5 Money, 30 13 6 5

Klotz, 28 3 12 4 6 Johnson, 30 10 7 7
Roberts, 27 3 Morgan, 29 12 6 5

Morgan, 28 4 Connors, 25 3 ..

G A Hopper, 28 5 Bunn, 28 5 6

Gun below elbow:
Christy, 21 11011-^4 10101—3 OOlOl—2— 9

Money, 21 10010—2 11111—5 10101—3—10

Nov. 29.—In the match at Bunn's Hotel between Count Lenone
and Arthur Bunn at 25 birds, $25, Lenone withdrew on the ISth
round, as he could not win. Something wrong with his load.

He hit them, but could not stop them. Scores will tell the rest:

Lenone. 28 000*022U010001*OOOw

To Make an Old Gun Shoot "Well.

[From Col. Peter Hawker's "Instructions to Young Shooters,"
1838.]

This may be done if the barrel be of sufiicient substance, of
tolerably good iron, and perfectly sound, first by boring it* (as be-
fore mentioned), so as to have friction downward, and this grad-
ually relieved forward; secondly, by putting in a chamber plug;
and thirdly, by giving extra strength to the mainspring of the lock.

This recipe may not only be worth the observation of those who
cannot afford a new gun, but useful to officers on ser\'ice, who
from not wishing to increase their baggage when constantly en-

gaged, tak^ no gun with them, and are perhaps after a summer's
campaign stationed in winter quarters, where they have plenty of
leisure and the finest shooting, though wdth no other fowling-
piece than a regimental musket. This was the case on the old ex-
pedition to New Orleans in the country near which place the wild-
fowl were innumerable.
A regimental armourer (even if he had the means) might not be

perfectly master of the boring; and if he was, where on sem'ice
would he get a lathe? But the perforated plug and the strengthen-
ing of the mainspring would very much accelerate the firing of a
musket; and some of these barrels, if properly loaded, often make
a very effectual substitute for a duck gun; and particularly if eased
a little at the muzzle by the hard working of sandpaper. (This, by
the way, would be very near the right bore for a detonator.)
The proper charge for them would be about two tobacco pipes full

of powder, and the same measure of large shot; but, as this had
better be regulated by the degree with which they are felt in firing,

I shall lay down a rule, which, by the w'ay (with a very trifling

alteration, according to circumstances), may be applied to all duck
guns, and most other guns, that are fired with a flint lock.

Load with powder and shot by equal measure in as large a
quantity as can be fired with ease to the shoulder, putting your
wadding strong on the former and light on the latter.

As this alteration is all inwardly, it carinot aft'ect the appearance
of the musket; and (omitting the boring) it would, if kept clean, be
all the better for her Majesty's service. The perforation of the
plug, however, should not be too small; and particularly in cases

where it may become necessary to use it with cartridge powder.
Before concluding the observations on improving common guns,

it may not be amiss to mention the follov/ing circumstances: An
eld fisherman in the country where I was residing had killed more
wildfowl than any other man on the river, with a gun which he
had picked up for thirty shillings. A few seasons previously to his

death, he gave up shooting, and I bought this gun from the re-

ported excellence of the barrel, which fully answered my expecta-

tions. Finding, however, that the plug and touch-hole were rather

too much worn to be safe, I had them '^'oth replaced by the same
country maker who put a new stock and lock. The barrel after-

ward shot so slow and weak that it was perfectly useless, on which
I sent it to be altered by Mr. John Manton, who very civilly under-

took the job; and by putting in a common touch-hole, made this

gun shoot so admirably well that it was not till I had received five

best fini.shed duck giins from London that I could get one to

equal it. ....
We are often laughed at for our expenditure m guns, when an

old game-keeper will sometimes beat them all with a "piece" that

has scarcely a choice, whether to prefer firing, or being fired at with

it. I admit that if his barrel happens to be well bored, his main-
spring strong, £nd his touch-hole and chamber plug well put in,

there will perhaps be very little difference in the killing, between
his "piece" and the best gun that ever came out of London. But
if vic consider that the excellence of a lock and soundness of a

barrel, although not absolutely requisite in killing, are indispensa-

bly necessary for the safety of our persons; and that, although prac-

tice may bring a man to point accurately with a broomstick, yet

we must allow the advantage, not to say the comfort and neatness,

of having our guns turned out in a proper and workmanlike
manner.

* In a stout barrel, even the deep flaws may be easily got rid of

by means of making it red hot, and beating them in before you fresh

bore it. ^_

Mechanicsburg—Cincinnati.

Mechanicsburg, Nov. 25.—The Mechanicsburg and Cincinnati

gun clubs contested for the Phellis trophy, emblematic of the six-

man team championship of the state, at the former club's grounds
to-day. The Cincinnati team were beaten in a most decisive man-
ner. Gambell and Dreihs were the only ones on the team to

shoot up to their averages.

The conditions for high scores were bad, the weather being raw
and cold, with a heavy wind blowing across the traps. Under the

circumstances, the scores made by the winning team were very
good. Mr. V. Phellis had the honor of making the high score,

and under most unfavorable conditions, his gun giving him con-
siderable trouble from the very commencement.

_

Mr. Harris Kirby refereed to the entire satisfaction of both
teams. The scores:
Mechanicsburg Team—V. Phellis 45, Guy 44, Phil 43, Patrick

43. Shaul 42, Martin 40; total 457.

Cincinnati Team—Gambell 44. Dreihs 44, Coleman 40, Ahlers 38,

Van Ness 36, Medico 35; total 437. Art.

,222213*3122322WU

At Brownsholme Hall, an old mansion in Lancashire, Eng-
land, is shown a dog gauge, an ancient relic of the forest laws,
consisting of a ring of a certain size through which every dog
on the estate, except those belonging to the lord of the manor
must be able to pass. This, of course, compelled the farmers
and others, to possess, only smalJ-sized dogs, which could not
injure the game.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Ne\^
York, and oq^ t-o any ipd.tyi<jual connected with the paper.
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Delawate County Cottntfy Club*
Philadelphia, Pa.. Nov. 27.—The Delaware County Country

Club Gun Club, a new addition to the local ti-apshooting worlci,
was fairly launched with an open tourney on their grounds at
Manoa to-daj'. The tourney was well attended, but owing to the
nature of tlie programme the squads were arranged in ragged
order, leavmg one of the two set of traps idle a portion of the
time. The drawing features on the programme were an individual
match at 100 targets over the magautrap, handicap rise, for a very
handsome gold medal, open only to Philadelphia and vicinity,
also a contest for the six-man team championship at 25 targets.
The prizes in this event were a large silver cup for the winning
cltib, and a small silver cup for each member of the winning
team.
The shooting arrangements at the country club are the best

to be had at a location where the grounds are very uneven, the
background sloping away from the score very rapidly, making a
target w^hich ordinarily would be 12ft. high, look to be 30ft. high.
Poor scores resulted in every instance. Neaf Apgar did manage
to locate the targets in the last few sweeps, while A. H. Pox
was simply up in the air. The trapping arrangements are a
magautrap and a Sergeant system.
A very comfortable shooting box is in course of erection, and

will be completed in the near future.
The individual m.atch was shot over the magautrap, with thirteen

entries, including Neaf Apgar, whose score did not count for the
medal. C. Torpey, of Radnor, won with 81, practically beating out
\ an Loon in the last string. Pive teams were entered in the team
match, and the prizes were practically given to the Florists' be-
fore a gun was fired.

The tourney was managed by Howard George, assisted in the
office by J. P. Edwards and J. S. Alcorn. The scores follow:
Individual championship

:

Apgar, 20 23 22 21 18—84 De Treg, 15...... 19 21 18 18—76
Torpey, 17 19 IS 20 2^81 Ford, 16 19 20 17 18—74
Van Loon, IS.... 23 18 18 20—79 Gregory, 16 19 17 17 19—74
Pisher, 18 22 19 20 17—78 Winchester, 19... 17 19 18 19—73
Edwards, IS 20 20 20 18—78 Huber, 16 17 20 15 20-72
Parsons, 16 19 22 19 18—78 Weinmann, 16.... 19 18 15 20—72
Cotting, 14 21 20 20 17—78

• Team match

:

Florists' No.. 1. Westchester.
Anderson 22 Torpey 20
Sanford 22 Howard 17
\\mche3ter 23 Eachus 13
Parsons 20 Cardwel 19
Cartledge 21 Richards 18
Sheeler 19—127 Farr 19—106

Clearview. Florists' No. 2.
Downs 17 Massey 16
Smith 14 C Hansel 18
Jones 17 Van Loon 23
Fisher 1,...^,. 21 Westcott 17
Edwards 22 Thomas 9
Bye 21—112 J Hansel 12—95

Country Club.
Huber 19 George .......... H
De Treg 12 George 16
De Susson 16 Wynn 10— S4
Cotting 11

Sweepstake events:
Events: 12345678
largets: 10 10 15 10 10 15 10 15

Fisher 9 g 11 7 9 14 7 10
Huber 6 4 12 6 4 14 7 13
Cottmg 86866 13 612
Apgar 9 10 14 9 7 15 10 15
Jones 7 6 9 9 5 14 6 14
Puff 7 5 5 5 0 9 4 13
De Treg 6 4 12 7 .. 13 10 14,
Frankhn 4 9 U 6 7 .. 7 ..
Eachus (i 8 12 4 12 7 ..
Richards 7 7 10 4 9 7
Howard 6 5 11 5 .i 13 S !^
Cardwell S 5 .. 6 .. 12 6 ..
Van Loon 9 8 11 8 7 13 8 13
Bye 4 4 9 ..
Mack 7 5 5
De Susson 6 ,. .. .. 11
Alexander 5 3 .. i .. 13 "i ..
Barrett 2 .. 12 ..

Gil! 5 ; ..
Blanch

7

.. .. 6 .. 12 4 ..

Ferguson .ii. ..v. 7 .. .. 5 .. 12 5 13
Beyers 6
Worthington

10

9 8 14 9 .<
Torpey , 9 7 U g 12
Edwards

12

10 14
Robinson

6

12
Smith

6

12
Anderson

7

j,

Sheeler 9
Redifer

9

..

Downs 8
Ford 8
Bell

7

ii
"\^'einm.an

7

10
Thomas , , 8
Hanse , 7
Gregory 12
Beebee , 9
Cartledge , 14
Ambiehl

.

. . . 9
Sanford

,

10

Event No. 5 was at 5 pairs.

Aqu'idnecfc Gaa Clah.

Newport, R. I.—The Aquidneck Gun Club held its usual holi-
day shoot on Thanksgiving Day. Though a dense fog prevailed,
and occasional showers added to the discomfort of the shooters,
tlie boys did not murmur, but donned their heavy weather clothes
and essayed to snuf¥ out the clay

,
saucers as though sunshine and

bright skies prevailed.
A programme of 100 targets had been arranged, divided into

eight events, and this proved to be long enough, for the traps
bfi-lked frequently, owing to the general wetness, which also
aflected them.
The first four events were devoted to merchandise prizes, and the

remainder to sweeps. Dring captured first honors, both in the
prize events and in total score. Griffin landed second with 3 less.

Events: 12345678 Total
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 Broke.

Dring 8 12 7 12 10 10 7 12 78
Griffin - 9 11 5 11 6 13 9 H 75
Powell 8 7 6 11 10 10 8 11 71
Mason 7 10 7 14 6 10 6 10 70
Coggeshall 4 11 5 9 9 10 4 11 63
Hammett 9 6 5 5 6 9 7 10 57
Cuizens 5 8 6 6 4 9 9 9 56
Gardner 3 7 4 10 6 6 5 7 48
Bentley 2 6 5 5 3 9 6 7 43
Champion 26494314 33
Anthony , 5 4 1 5 1 2 1 5 24
H A Peckham 6 11 8 13 9 11
E S Peckham 2 8 6 8 6 12
Chase 4 5 3 7 3
Sherman 5 5 7 12

J. S. Coggeshall, Sec'y.

Wfachester Gan Cfob.

Detroit, Mich.—The regular shoot, Nov. 29, was a great day for
ducks, but not for targets. There were sailers and dippers and
fierce low lefts, even Joe IMarks said they weren't easy. Guthard
figured them best. Folowing are the scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 15 10 15 25 25

Brodie 8 .. U 11 20 15
Guthard 5 13 14 9 U 18 20
Ford 2 9 11 9
McAdam 7 6 9 8
Marks 7 12 11 7 .. 15 ..

Hitchcock 5 8 9.. 8 15

"MY AIR GUN."
My little girl, nearly seven, got off something that set mc think-

ing. They all do, of course. At supper. Just ^ter atteading the reg-

tilar shoot, she with pride said to a little girl friend, "My papa has
four guns—his bear gun, his, air gun, his quail gun and his duck
gun."

I mentally placed them all but the "air gun," and after thinking
a moment, I asked her which was the "air gun," to which she
immediately replied, "Why the one you take to the club."

- D. A. H.

Ossining- Gun Club*
OssiNiNG, N. Y.—The Thanksgiving Day shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club shows up very well from an attendance standpoint. In
all, twenty-nine shooters favored us with their presence. The
Inter-county match was a sort of a fizzle, though the only team
competing with the home team lifted the cup, and a beauty it
is too. But four shooters came down from Poughkeepsie without
their captain, Max Condit, too, .ind rather than have them go
home disappointed, we shot them a four-man match, and right
gamily they shot too. It was probably better that way, for now
we can go up to Poughkeepsie and meet the Poughkeepsie boys
again, it having been a pleasure this first time.
Mr. J. "Tecumseh" Skelly was the only trade representative

present. Aside from being a fine shot with a gun, as well as with
Roman candles, Mr. Skelly showed his versatility by juggling
some cranberry sauce and the contents of a Vichy syphon among
the scant locks of a hard-working fellow shooter. Such dexterity
in shampooing could only come from long practice, or is it an
outci'opping of heredity? Perish the thought.
The first event was for the championship of Westchester county.

A. Bedell, of the Ossining Gun Club, won the cup and title with
47 out of 50. Mr. E. F. Ball, also of the home club, and a new
man at the traps, was a close second with 46.
The second cup put up by Mr. F. Brandreth for members

who had never previously won a trophy, was won by R. Kromer,
Jr. It was a popular win by a popular fellow. Mr. L. Goetter,
of Brooklyn, is an all-right fellow, and always welcome. Mr.
Davis, who came with him, is stamped the same way. As he is
an old Mount Pleasant Academy man, he knows the way to
Ossining, and will come again. Our old standby, Betti, was on
hand, though a little out of practice. In fact, it was a good,
jolly crowd, and there was no unpleasant episode to mar a suc-
cessful day's sport. High averages for the day were as follows:
A. Bedell, 90 per cent. ; G. Grover and C. Blandford, 89 per cent.

;

R. Kromer, 88 per cent. ; J. T. Skelly, 87 per cent.
Inter-county cup shoot, 25 targets:

Poughkeepsie Gun Club. Ossining Gun Club.
A Traver 24 A Bedell 22
P McCormack 20 A Ball 18W Briggs 17 C Blandford 24
F Buckley 23—84 W Hall 18—82
Medal shoot,- championship of Westchester county, 50 clay

birds: A. Bedell 47, J. Foley 37, I. T. Washburn 36, A. Betti 43,
*P. McCormack withdrew, *J. Skelly <12, C. Blandford 44, K. Mc-
Alpin 34, R. Kromer, Jr., 44, J. C. Barlow, F. Brandreth and D.
Brandreth withdrew, W. P. Hall 42, E. Ball 46.
*Shot along.
Prize cup, for those never previously having won a trophy, 25

targets, handicap:

Brk. Hdcp. Total. Brk. Hdcp. Total.
J Foley 15 5 20 *J C Barlow 13 5 18
*I T Washburn.21 0 21 F Brandreth ...19 4 23
J Skelly 22 0 22 D Brandreth ...20 3 23K McAlpin 15 5 20 G Edgers 12 8 20R Kromer, Jr... 22 3 25 W Smith.. 11 8 19
Other events:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 10 15 15 25 Targets: 10 10 15 15 25

J T Skelly 8 9 15 11 22 Ganoung 3
C Blandford 9 .. 12 .. .. Burt 3 ,.

. G Travers. 12 13 .. IT Washburn.... 9 10 12 11 20K McAlpin 4 9 F Hahn 7
D Brandreth 8 F Brandreth 8
R Kromer, Jr 9 G Davis 5 7 .

J C Barlow 8 9 W Clark 10 10 23
L Goetter 8 13 12 23 P McCormack 9 .. ..

G Edgers 5 A Betti 11 w 17W Hall 15 .. .. W Coleman 12 14 19
E Ball 7 9 J Foley 10A Bedell 9 .. 12 .. .. C Elpert 9 15
C Swain, Jr....... 4 F Buckley 7

C. G. B.
"

ON LONG ISLAND.

Cfescent Athletic Gon CIob»

Bay Ridge, L. I., Nov. 27.—The Thanksgiving Day shoot of the
Crescent Athletic Chib was well attended. Two members who
had not appeared in the prior contests of the present season par-
ticipated successfully, each capturing a prize. The scores follow:
Thanksgiving Day cup, 50 targets, handicap:

H. B. T. H. B. T. Total.DVB Hegeman 4 22 25 4 21 25 50
L M Palmer, Jr 3 23 25 3 21 24 49H M Brigham 0 23 23 0 21 21 44
E L Beers

10

14 24 10 9 19 43
D C Bennett 4 13 17 4 21 25 42
Dr Pool 2 19 21 2 18 20 41W W Marshall 5 17 22 5 14 19 41
Jere Lott 3 17 20 3 17 20 40
G W Cropsey 2 15 17 2 19 21 38
C Marshall, Jr .....7 8 15 7 15 22 37
G W Meeker 5 15 20 5 11 16 36
G W Hagedorn 2 17 19 2 14 16 35

Club trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

D V Hegeman. 4 21 25 G W Cropsey.. 2 20 22

L Palmer, Jr... 3 22 25 DC Bennett... 4 17 21

.G W Meeker... 5 18 23 C Marshall, Jr. 7 14 21
Jere Lott 3 20 23 G W Hagedorn 2 18 20
E L Beers 10 13 23 Dr Pool ....... 2 18 20
H M Brigham. 0 22 22 W W Marshall. 5 14 19

Shoot-ofI, 25 targets, handicap:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

D V Hegeman. 4 21 25 L Palmer, Jr... 3 21 24

^^anderveer trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

L Palmer, Jr... 3 23 25 GW Cropsey.. 2 18 20

H M Brigham. 0 24 24 D V Hegeman. 4 16 20

C Marshall, Jr. 7 36 23 WW Marshall. 5 15 20

Dr Pool 2 21 23 DC Bennett... 4 14 18

Tere Lott 3 19 22 G W Meeker... 5 12 17

"E L Beers 10 12 22 G Hagedorn 2 11 13

Palmer trophv, 25 targets, handicap:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

R E Wigham.. 8 17 25 H L Meyer.... 9 8 17

H M Brigham. 0 23 23 J S Fiske 10 2 12

W W Marshall. 5 18 23

Shoot-off for club trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total

R E Wigham.. 8 17 25 W W Marshall. 5 17 22

H M Brigham. 0 22 22 H L Meyer.... 9 8 17

Club trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

W W Marshall. 5 22 25 H M Brigham. 0 23 23

C Marshall, Jr. 7 19 25 G W Meeker... 5 17 22

L Palmer, Jr... 3 21 24 Dr Pool 2 19 21

Club trophy, ?5 targets, handicap:
Hdcp. Brk. Total. Hdcp. Brk. Total.

L Palmer, Jr... 3 22 25 WW Marshall. 5 15 20

G W Meeker... 5 17 22 Dr Pool 2 17 19

PI M Brigham. 0 21 21 C Marshall, Jr. 7 11 18

Match, 25 targets: Palmer 24, Bergen 21, W. Marshall 17, Hage-
dorn 13, Bennett 11.

Match, 25 targets: Palmer 16, Meyer 6.

Nov. 29.—The shooting members of the Crescent Athletic Club
were present to-day in good numbers' at the Bay Ridge traps.

Harry B. Vanderveer had already won the November trophy, so

the final contest was abandoned. Summaries:
The high scores in the November cup contest, best three strings

to count, were: . . „, . _ ,
1st string. 2d string. 3d string. Total.

H B Vanderveer ....49 44 50 143

L C Hopkins .........48 44 40 1|2
DrGE Poole... ........43 4B 41

Hdcp. Brk. TotsW McConville. 4 15 l*
D C Bennett.. 4 11 15'

A Corliss 4 10 14

Trophy shoot, 25 targets, expert traps:
Hdcp. Brk. Total.W W Marshall 5 12 17

H M Brigham. 0 22 22
Dr J J Keyes. 1 19 20
Dr G E Pool.. 2 15 17

Sweepstake, 25 targets per man, expert traps: H. M. Brighat
23, Dr. J. J. Keyes 22, W. J. McConville 17, Dr. G. E. Poole 1
D. C. Bennett 15, A. Coriiss 11, W. W. Marshall 9.

Ten pairs per man, scratch, expert traps; H, M. Brigham 1
Dr. J. J. Keyes 8, E. T. Wigham 8, Dr. G. E. Poole 7.

i

No. 1, sweepstake, 25 targets per man, expert traps: D. (
Bennett 18, W. W. Marshall 18, Dr. G. E,- Poole 15, A. Corlis?
13, W. J. McConville 9.

No. 2 : Bennett 21, Keyes 20, Brigham 18, Poole 14, McConvill
13, Corliss 13, W. W. Marshall.
No. 3: Bennett 14, McConville 13, Corliss 8, Marshall 19.

No. 4: Bennett 16, Brigham 23, Poole 19, McConville 17.

Brooklyn Gtin Clufa,

Brooklyn, L. I., Nov. 27.—The Brooklyn Gun Club held a su<
cessful shoot to-day. The club's active, hustling manager. Mi'
John S. Wright, was, as usual, in charge. The scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10 1

Targets: 10 15 10 15 5p 10 5p 15 15 10 8
Newton 7 12 .. 14 .. 7 .. 10
Griffiths 10 13 9 15 8 9 7 14 11 8 ,

Wright 8 12 7 11 6 7 7 10 13 9 1
G Remsen 10 15 9 14 8 10 .. 15 12 9
Hatfield 8 13 8 14 7 8 5 9 11 ..

Church 4 7 4 8 3 5
Nefr 3 10 6 4 6
Ebbetts 5 9 10 11 7 6 .. ll

Trap Atound Reading,

Reading, Pa., Nov! 28.—The holiday target shoot of the Sout._
End Gun Club, on its grounds, on Boyer's Island yesterday after
noon, was somewhat of a disappointment in the quality of th
sport, the day being anything but favorable for making goo.
averages. The occasional bursts of sunshine furnished the ex
ception, when it was fairly good, the shooters being then able t"
find the targets about normally, but at other times the backgrounii
was dark, making shooting a difficulty rather than a sport. Whei
the conditions that beset the day are considered, the average
made were very good. The highest individual average of th'
afternoon was made by Gerhard, who broke 89 out of 110 target'
shot at in sweepstake events.
_Murphy had the best straight score made during the afternoon

25 out of a possible 25. The magautrap was used part of th(
afternoon, but later the club's new Sergeant traps v/ere presset
into service, and they gave entire satisfaction.
The scores made were as follows:
Sweepstate events, all at 10 targets each:

9
9 5
8 10
8 7

Events : 1
Schultze 7
Yost 7
Gicker
Miles 7
Gerhard 7
Farr 7
Jones 6
Sellers 5
Matthias. 4
Howard 7
Murphy 4
Texter 2
George 8
Henry 6
Earnshaw 8
Giles 6
Renninger , .. 4
C Miller

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1989666676
8 8 8 7 19 22 11

3 10 6 19
7 7 6

7 8 8
3 6 6
5 4 9

2
7
7
7
5
9
7
5
3
6
5
6
1

3

4
78857955668

22 13 H
8 8 16 17 1
7 7 19

~

6 5..

4 10 7 10 6 ..

5 8 6..
7 5 23 19 2|

9 *8 7
5 4 4 7 5 14 ..

17 ..

1 .. ..

Duster.

Denver Gao" Clab.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 24.—The Denver Gun Club enjoyed a pleasi
ant outing on the' 23d inst., at the grounds, south of this city
I'he occasion was a turkey shoot for Thanksgiving birds. Th^
shooting was done in squads of six, each representing one turkey,
the ties being decided by lot. Capt. J. S. Sedam, who is jusj
retuined from an extended stay at the Utah duck preserves, cami
out best winner in the ties with three orders to his credit.
Some informal practice work followed, some at handicap diS'

tances, and doubles, the scores under these conditions being verj
good. Figures are subjoined:

Events: 123456789 10 111213 Broke
Sedam 9 10 9 10 10 10 10 10 21 ........ 99
Fredericks 9 10 9 10 10 10 9 10 25 102
Pickett 10 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 24
Seymour 9 7 9 7 9 9 9 .. 23 23 .. ..
Adams 7 .. 7 .. 10 8 10 8
Youkman 10 9 10 9 ,. 24 22 .. ..
Riehl 9 10 9 10 10 9 10 9 22 22 23 23 24
Hawland 9 9 9 9 9 7 6 .. 18
Gorst 3 4 3 5 6 6 5 5
Parsons 4 .. 4 .. 4 .. 6 5
Hughes ................ 6 10 6 10 7 8 7 9
Sinimonds ............ 6 6 0 6 6 5 6 5

2
7 8 .. 8 .,

5 ..
,

Smith 3
Warren 7
Schwalbe 7

4 3

102
1(6 S

60
*

84
190
76
37

810

63
46
30
30
12

KiLLMORE.

I
Tim, a well-known and popular "collecting dog" of Paddingtr.r

station, is dead. About eleven years ago he arrived, a waif bj
an early morning milk train, was adopted by an inspector, 'anc tf-

soon made himself at home on the passenger platforms. He hac
a box attached to him in which travelers were wont at their wil
to drop coins, and Tim, though no parasite, had a knack oIL
looking after first-class passengers, to many of whom he wa^'"'
introduced. With the late Queen Victoria he was a great fav.
ite, and she always had a donation to give him, which was ;

the most part of gold. King Edward and Queen Alexandra ul
wise subscribed to the fund he collected, which was for :

benefit of widows and orphans of persons who had worked for sii'

Great Western Railway. The dog collected thousands of dollars

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

An important ruling in regard to what are known as "newspaper
laws" has been made. These so-called laws provide that sub"!
scribers to newspapers are liable for the price thereof unlesf'
they give express notice to discontinue, or when they give notict
to discontinue without paying arrearages, or when they refuse *c

take papers from the office, and that the publisher of a newspap-
can have any one arrested for fraud who takes a paper and i

fuses to pay for it, and that it is an unlawful act to allow a sun
scription account to run on for six months or a year and a hah
and then tell the postmaster to mark it "refused" or send th',

editor a notice to discontinue the paper.
The post-office department has time and again informed partie:

making inquiries, and the public generally, that there are nc
such laws. The ruling now made is to the efl^ect that a publishet;
who makes a demand for payment of the subscription price oii{

his paper, through the mails, accompanied by a threat of enforcijli

such pretended laws in case the demand is not complied witf
may be prosecuted for attempting to obtain money under fi

'

pretenses, provided he knows that such so-called laws have
existence as laws, or decisions of the courts.

f

Tie Lawfence-Roos Co,

In Forest and Stream of Oct. 25 and Nov. 1 appeared an ;

vertisement headed "Hunting" and signed "The Lawrence-R :

;

Co., International Hotel, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, P. C. Roc
Mgr." Inquiries made in Canada show that P. C. Roos has u-

connection whatever with any of the allied companies' whid!
operate the International Hotel. He is alleged by business peopU
in Sault Ste Marie and by one of the banks there to be WJthoyj
known fiaanci^ responsibility.
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ON YOUR FALL HUNTING TRIP

Use Shells Loaded with the

Always Safe and Reliable

DUPONT SMOKELESS
And Bring Home the Game.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER
JURSTON
JPECIAL.

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

S52.00.
Our ';Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a mediumace This gun is m every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the hieherneed guns of our manufacture The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us fSse m this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breechjhich we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoo!

28, 30 and 32-mch barrels, 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shoodng

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.

ose.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY,

The most durable and effective Brass Wire
Gun Cleaner ever made.

- - SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an all

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Au^. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 16 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200
Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QUICK- RELIABLE:.

SHOTGUN POWDEA
CLEAN AND UNIFORM. NOTAFPEaEDBYAHYCUMATE'
WHEN OROEBINO HAND f/SSf K- t

06 FACTORY LOADED SHELI^.^^/^OC/j/'Oftafer
SPECifYNEW-TROISDORF.<^ sowiluamst.N.Y.

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will g-ive you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass.

...Cbe

WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.
POCKET trap score b<»k containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate AssodatioL

:iies for target and live bird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cover
|5ars the title ' My Trap Scorra," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make

- complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
il the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used
|'ftnts,etc. The score sheets are ruled for 35 targets. Bound hi leather. Price 50c. postiSd!

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

,Whea writiog say you saw the ad. in thew^'Forest aad Stfcam.",

IN PHILADELPHIA.
GIMBLE BROS.,
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER,
E. K. TYRON, JR., & CO.,
JOHN WANAMAKER,
J. B. SHANNON,
MALCOM A. SHIPLEY.

IN KANSAS CITY, MO.

J. F. SCHMELZER & SON ARMS CO,

IN NEWARK, N. J.

E, G. KOENIG,

forest and Stream

Bookcase

Med with the ''Forest and

Stream Books on Outdoor

Sports, will be found in the fol-

lowing places, where the books

may be seen and purchased:

IN NEW YORK.
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
H. C. SQUIRES & SON,
T. J. CONROY,
R. H. MACY & CO.,

SIEGEI. COOPER CO.,
JOHN WANAMAKER.

IN NEW HAVEN, CONN.
E. P. JUDD CO.,

BASSETT & REEVES.

IN SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
HARRY L. HAWES,
HENRY R. JOHNSON,

CANOE HANDLING.

Pkick ^i.oo.

By C. B. Vaux ("Dot.")

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
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OUR NEW DOG SKIN
HUNTING COAT.

Made of finest quality black leather, full length, extra re-enforced,

shield front to fit close around neck, extra high cloth-lined collar with

strap, adjustable sleeves with strap and buckle at wrist. Fancy white

stitched with rich plaid lining and double breasted.

Price, $10.00.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mass.

I

FOR FALL SHOOTING.
Bfown tan color. Genuine Imported

SWEDISH LEATHER JACKETS
Out Specialty—^Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove,

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or any exposed to cold Work
under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A capital jacket for bicycle use, skating

and driving'. Also automobile use.

We lake the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be
obtained elsewhere in the United States.

A Quality, of the very finest skin, brown g:rass-coIor, $J8«00

B Quality, 2d ^rade, = - $15.00

Black Jackets at - - $7,00, $8.00 and $J0,00,

Send measurement around chest outsidd vest. If money is sent with order we will forward free by mail

,

and if not satisfactoiy on receipt, we will return money on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any
other make.

_ As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc.,

mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring such to send for one of ours, and if not found
superior on examination to any other, it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

WM. READ & 50NS, Washington St.. BostoH, Mass.

THE FRANCOTTE and KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

ESTABLISHED 1826. THE OLD GUN HOUSE.

THE "REGENT."
I
A WONDERFUL NEW ENGLISH HAMMERLESS.

Price, $65.00 net, worth double.

'ihe Francotte and Knockabout guns are unexcelled as regards to model, strength,

coupled with light weight, shooting and wearing qualities, fit and finish.

Francotte Guns, all gauges, weights, length of ban els and shapes of stock. Prices from

$80 to $450.00.

Francotte Ladies' Guns, i6, 20 and 28 gauges, from $80.00 to $350.00.

Knockabout Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. One

quality only. Price, $60.00.

Knockabout Ladies' Guns, 16 and 20 gauges. Price, $60.00.

Mauser Celebrated Sporting- Rifles, 7mm. and 8mm. Prices, $45-00 to $50.00.

Mauser Automatic Pistols and Carbines. Prices, $22.65 to $25.00.

We are the United States Sole Agents for above. For particulars address your dealer or

apply to us direct.

VON LENQERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York.

Will show the most modern and up to date "Racine" Gasoline Launches, Auxiliaries, Motors

and Sailing Crafts at the Sportsman's Show, Madison-''Square Garden, February 21-28, 1903.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own

specimens and from Ufe, izmo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45

postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. V

The cut does not do justice to the gun, but we can guarantee them to be

made by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same principle that

has won world wide honors for English guns.

The barrels are best Siemans Martin steel, and the shooting is unexcelled.

The stocks are selected English walnut, latest model Anson and Deeley action,

top automatic safety, nicely engraved, and finish and workmanship throughout

up to the best English standard.

English guns have long been the standard of the world, and this new

product will mark a new era in price as well as quality.

We have rxever before been able to offer so fine and good a gun for so

little morey. They can be supplied in weights from 6^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12

bores, and from full choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00, and are

I
sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated W. W. Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

GANOE and PpAT BUILDING.

A complete manaal for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stbphkns. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. a64 ps«cs, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW kECQRD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902

Mr. Crosby used s}^ drams

"E. C." N o. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

orks; Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 31ft Broadway, N«w York,

Log Cabins

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE
VOL. LDC—No. 24. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, mt

Copyright 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Entered at New York Post Office ag Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, $4. )

Great Britain, $S. f

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BRUHu...Jf^p odt^j^YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS; Bremtno's. PRICE, 10 CENTS.

^>6e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE: CO,
313 Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

WINCHESTER

CARTRIDGES

SHOOT WHERE

YOU HOLD
WINCriE^TER
GREASELESS BULLET SMOKELESS POWDER CARTRIDGES.

T
|HE severest kind of a test of the accuracy, cleanliness and general desirability of Winchester .22 Caliber Smokeless

Powder cartridges loaded with Winchester Greaseless Bullets was made recently in San Antonio, Texas, by Adolph
Toepperwein. Mr. Toepperwein, who held the World's Record for shooting flying targets with a rifle, having made a
score of979 hits out of 1,000 shots, undertook to better this record. He succeeded, making the remarkable score of 986
hits out of 1,000 shots, the targets being 2 1-2 inch clay discs thrown into the air by an assistant. Mr. Topperwein attri-

butes his success in improving his previous record to the fact that the new Winchester Greaseless Bullet cartridges are so much
cleaner than the lubricated bullet cartridges, which he used before. He says : "I am constantly using .22 caliber cartridges of
Winchestermake loaded with smokeless powder and the new Winchester Greaseless Bullet, and it is my belief that it is the best
small caliber ammunition on the market. Its accuracy cannot be beat and I find the penetration equal to black powder loads
and, if anything, greater, due probably to the hardness of the bullet. The ammunition works magnificently in any repeating
rifle, and there is nothing to stick and gum the action. While shooting for the record last week, I shot in all 1,100 shots. During
all this shooting, I did not clean the two rifles I used, nor did I find it necessary to cool them, although I shot quite rapidly. The
barrels at the end of the 1,100 shots were as clean as though I had fired only 10 or 15 times. I am glad that you are pleased with
my shooting, but it was only the result of using the best ammunition I assure you.

"

.22 SHORT, .22 LONG AND .22 WINCHESTER RIM FIRE.
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc
s

THE ROBEinS UFHT LMINCH IMim IDILEB.
Nearly 1500 in usq. 250 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogue free.

Cable Address: Bruniva, New Vork. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Desigfns, or we can

furnish them.

Wm. p. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Wsite for particulars.

GRAPHITE
If you are a

yatchstftan, write

us and say if yot

have a sail oi

power boat, am'

we will tell you how yoa can be helped by Graphite

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO..
Jersey City, N . J

Mullins' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling^. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
216 Depot St. Salem. OhiA

Send
for our
Handsome
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5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duck
hunting and lor p ensure, shipped to any part ol the
world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. I.

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skiffs, li'unting. Pleasure and Livery Boats. Yacht
Hulls and Life Boats are constructed differeit f'om

any line of boiits on ihe market; .ire scrongei; easy
• handled. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, lU. Box B
Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, LI

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters." Write for

articulars.

Yacht and Boat Sailing,

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $I2.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates,

exceeding TOO, besides more than 350 woodcuts in thS
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht''' "Examination oi

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ''Equipment of the

Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats," "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing.-

Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats." "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the Norfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating." "Singlehanded
Cruisers," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND SXKJiAM PUBLISHING CO,

GANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.
-By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price ?L

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
•ide of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it ii a
part.

FOMST AND ST6.EAM. PUB. CO.

When writing say that you saw
the ad. in the 'Fareit mud Stream."

HOILOW-SPARS
Send for onr

No. 4
Booklet and

(SPRUCE). Priee-List.

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT SFRENGTH. s^tScif^i'lpi^^d
by us enables tis to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reuai le, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fiveper cent, {depending upon the thickness of shell), lighter than the solid.

^ ^ ^^liSer. The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Ro., Osfdensburfi:, N. Y

LAUNCHES
Steam and ^zSX Vaciits, Kow fecatt

Hanoes. Our catalog gives the truti
n detail about the best boats built
Write for it to-day. Address

RiCINE BOAT HANtlKACTIIEING CO..
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Samoa 'Uma
Where Life is Different.

By Llewella Pierce Churchill.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Under the attractive title Samoa 'Utna, or "All Samoa," Mrs. Llewella Pierce

Churchill has written a book for which she gathered the material during a residence

at Apia, where her husband, William Churchill, was the American Consul-General,

The conditions of life at the Consulate were most favorable for a study of the

people, and with the instinct of a journalist Mrs. Churchill improved the opportunity

to the full. As a woman she won confidences which would have been denied to a

man, and acquired a vast fund of interesting lore which would have been withheld

from one less sympathetic and less fully trusted. Thus she learned and has here

described the real Samoa, that is the Samoans as they are.

The successive chapters give an admirably complete picture of a people in whom,
as we read of tbeni in these vivacious pages, Mrs. Churchill compels us to feel an

unflagging mtcresi. The book is well balanced; there is just enough of the history of

Samoa to give an understanding of the events which have brought a portion of the

islands under the flag of the United States; and just enough of description to make
an appropriate and effective stage setting. But the chief characteristic of this

brightly written book is action of incident and story. It is writing of the sort that

has movement, and leads one on from page to page.

"Samoa 'Uma" is not exclusively about the Samoans; there is a chapter on

Papalangi life, from which it appears that living in Samoa is so'^different ; and
some of the best things in the book are the personal experiences and adventures of

this particular Papalangi woman, whose love of outdoor life led her on frequent

excursions amid the coral reefs and into the dark jungles.

All in all, it is a book that will be read through, and read more than once. Here
is the list of chapters

:

CONTENTS

:

L—The Real Samoa/

n.—The Samoan Family.

III.—The Samqan -Housewife.
IV.—Courtesy and Ceremonies.

V.—Kava—The Ceremonial Drink.

VI.—Music and the Siva Dance.

VII.—Handicraft and Art.

VIII.—Fishers and Sailors.

IX.—Shooting the Apolima Passage.

X.—The Weed that Catches Fish.

XI.—Torches on the ^eef.

XIn.—The Chase of Rats.

XIV.—Things that Creep and Crawl.

XV.—The Wreck of the Schooner Lupe.

XVI.—Samoan Fickle Brides.

XVII.—The Vampires of the Tuasivi.

XVIII.—Beachcomber and Missionary.

XIX.—Copra and Trade.

XX.—Papalangi Life.

XXI.—The Story of Laulu's Hunt.

XXII.—The Great Vaiala Steeplechase.

XXIII.—Some South Sea Hoodoos.

XII.—The Palolo Anniversary.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Portrait of the Author.

His Pronunciamento—the Orator.

The Land-Locked Waters of Pago-Pago.

Samoan Child.

Baked Pig Becomes a Triumph.

The Village Taupou and Her Attendants.

A Taupou and Her Tuinga.

Manaia with Heading-Knife.

Everything that Makes the Kava.

The Taupou's Duty is to Prepare the

Kava.

The Siva is Danced Sitting.

The Brush is a Pandanus Nutlet

Painted Siapos, Far the Miore Striking.

The volume is printed on laid paper, attractively bound, and is a specimen of

handsome bookmaking. Price, $1.50 net, postpaid to any address.

Edition de Luxe,
An Edition de Luxe is printed on Old Stratford deckle-edge paper made specially

for it, Japan paper title page, with gilt top, and it limited to 500 copies, each num-

bered and signed by the author. Price, $2.50 net, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COflPANY.

Apia, the Little Town Strung Along the

Beach.

Village Boats with Many Oars.

Samoan House.

Every Man is Tattooed.

Ailolo, a Luali'i Belle.

They Live Amidst a Wealth of Vegeta-

tion.

Home and Store of a Petty Trader.

Tonga and Laulu.

A Solomon Island Black Boy.

Wharf of the German Firm, Apia.

Oceanic Hotel, Pago-Pago.

Yachting Gocx^s

Yaciit Pump Water Closet.

Fig. 6G.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece

of earthenware, with seat attached. No joiner

work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS d. SON,
Yaoht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - New York.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you
will agree with us in

saying the

ALMY
BOILER
is the

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.,
Providence, R. I.

DAN KIDNEY k SON. WEST DE PERE. WIS.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Send for Catalogue.

Has No Equal

NAVAUte

as a finish for yachts,

canoes, and exposed

woodwork. Dries

quickly, and wears

wonderfully without

k arning white. Used
jn Vigilant, Defender

and Columbia in

America Cup Races.

Write for testimonials and price lists,

CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY,
Chicago. New York. Boston.

ALERT.
This spirited engraving of the noblest game

animal of Eastern North America was drawn for
the Forest ano Stream by Carl Rungius, and
has been reproduced as an artotype by E. Bier-
stadt in the- full size of the original drawing.
The plate is 12% x 19 inches, on paper 22 x 28
inches. It is the most faithful and effective pic-

ture of the moose we have ever seen and makes
a magnificent adornment when framed for hang-
ing on the wall. Price (mailed in a tube,, post-

paid), $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
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THE SEASON'S DUCK SHOOTING.

The recent cold snap offers us forewarning of the

close of the duck shooting season in the North, and

from' this time on the gunner must look for his fowl

in Southern waters—those wide arms of the sea or

bodies of brackish, or fresh, water which from time

immemorial have been the winter feeding grounds of

the swarms of ducks, geese and swans, which rear

their young in the far north.

We know little about the breeding of these fowl.

For the most part their summer homes are far from

the haunts of men, and there are few opportunities to

observe them or to learn anything about their annual

increase. As it happens, we do know that in western

Montana, close to the mountains, and northward into

the Province of Alberta, Canada, very few young

ducks were bred during the past summer. Spring

opened late, and the summer was consistently cold,

with continuous rains, so that in many cases the water

covered the prairies and drowned out the nests of

eggs on which the birds were sitting. This observa-

tion, however, covers but a small section and affords

no hint as to how the wild fowl may have succeeded in

rearing their young in other quarters.

So far, the duck shooting has been generally good.

Reports from the Middle West show the flight to have

been a large one. The mild weather caused it to be

late in coming, but after a few hard frosts the birds

came in well, and the usual lakes, marshes and club

grounds furnished shooting quite as good as is com-

monly had.

Along the Atlantic coast, the shooting has been bet-

ter than usual. Broadbills and redheads have been

abundant in the Great South Bay, and some extraor-

dinary bags have been made. Thus, notwithstanding

a century of persistent gunning, Long Island still re-

tains its fame as a duck shooting resort, and it will

probably hold that eminence for generations of gun-

ners yet to come.

Passing southward to Chesapeake Bay, we learn that

in many localities the shooting has been better than

it usually is. On Spesutia Island—once a great resort

for canvasbacks—blackheads and occasionally red-

heads offer shooting good enough to satisfy the most

greedy gunner. And while the Chesapeake waters do

*'----not furnish such vast numbers of ducks as used to be

killed there twenty-five or thirty years ago, the ag-

gregate number taken by the increased number of

shooters is very great.

Still further to the southward come the great broad

waters lying along the coasts of Virginia and the two
Carolinas, where, the birds are said to be found this

year in unusual numbers. During much of the time

since the shooting season opened, the weather has

been so warm as to make sitting in the blind uncom-
fortable, and it has been impossible to use any con-

siderable number of ducks which might be killed.

Nevertheless, many birds have been killed, of ducks,

geese and swans, and as the weather grows colder

and more tempestuous, there will be great shooting.

It is said that in Currituck Sound there are already

many canvasbacks and redheads. Further south,

even in Core Sound, canvasbacks have made their ap-

pearance in numbers. On the other hand, we are told

thai at City Point, Va., there are now no ducks because

of the mild weather.

It is never easy to forecast the results of a duck
shooting season. Even though the birds be plenty,

weather conditions may make fiie season a failure, or,

again, when the ducks are relatively few, the proper
weather may result in bags which are very satisfactory

to the sportsman.

-... A . good season of duck shooting leads the super-

ficial observer to think and say that the ducks are as

plenty now as they ever were, but this is not true. In
'iew of the constantly increasing number of gun-
ners, and the general settling up of the country, north
and south, and east and west, it is inevitable that the
birds should-grow -scarcer year by year, and it is the
part of wisdom for gunners generally to consider what
-measures should be taken to offset, in some degree,
the slaughtei._whicli takes place each' year. Wild fowl
being v^at_:tliey_ are, it seems evident that the only
fem^dy' ia ^ Ml ^afeh year a t^ss numbtr o* «»-

ti] the number killed shall be smaller than the annual in-

crease. When this happens the fowl will begin slowly

to grow more abundant. To lessen the number of

birds annually killed, means to shorten the season, as

has been done in the case of certain game birds in sev-

eral States; and to this shortening of the season might

well be added a limit of the bag, so that no man should

kill more than a certain number of birds, which num-
ber should be established by statute. It is only by
measures such as these that the decrease of our wild

fowl can be arrested.

THE MAN KILLING.

Recent associated press dispatches recount that four-

teen people Avere killed and twenty-one injured more or

l(.ss seriously in Michigan by hunters since the commence-

ment of the open game season in that State this year.

"I'his is an appalling list of calamities, more suggestive of

war than of the peaceful and beneficent sport of field and

forest. It is a deplorable condition of hunting, all the

more deplorable since it is not due to any inherent dan-

gers in the sport.

Most of the so-called accidents from the use of rifle and

shotgun are the result of criminal carelessness on the part

of the users. They have their origin in the erroneous

judgment of the man who mistakes his fellow man for a

deer, or who uses a high-power rif^e in a settled com-

munity regardless of the perils he imposes on its dwellers.

They are unjustifiable.

Though commonly considered and dealt with as an ac-

cidental happening, the shooting of man on the assump-

tion that he is a deer is not an accident at all. Such is

criminal carelessness in its most culpable form. The dan-

gers of such shooting are a matter of common knowledge.

The past years have had their long lists of deaths and

maimings caused by reckless hunters. The dangers of

shooting at a body first and investigating whether it is

man or deer afterward, or of using in a settled com-

munity a rifle, having a range of two miles or more when
one of two hundred yards would be sufficient, are domi-

nant themes every year in the open season. No one can

truthfully plead ignorance of them.

After killing a man in the common woods manner, it

is absurdly weak to plead that the man was mistaken for

a deer. There is no resemblance whatever between them.

Even in the woods, the distinctive features of man and

deer are easily distinguishable. If the hunter in the woods
ran perceive a body of some kind moving, but cannot

definitely determine to what class of animals it belongs,

it is quite as easy for him to think that such animal is a

man as to think that it is a deer. In any event, under

the dangerous hunting conditions which obtain at present,

the hunter has no justification for shooting until he ab-

solutely knows what kind of animal he is shooting at, or

at least that he is not shooting at a man. The fact that

the hunter shoots a man is, unconditionally, an act of

criminal carelessness. If he did not know, he should

have investigated till he did know. Suppose it was really

a deer and escaped in consequence of the delay. Let it

escape then. The lives of men are not to be jeopardized

because a hunter dislikes to risk the loss of a deer.

The fact of the matter is that so many killings and

woundings give just grounds for suspicion that some of

Ihem are perpetrated maliciously and intentionally. There
are men of cruel natures who take pleasure in killing

anything, even their fellow men. This perverted craving

for bloodshed finds expression in various forms. In the

great cities, not infrequently some murderous individual

creates a reign of terror by murdering and mutilating

many people. It is a well-known fact that farmers are

insistent in the claim that their live stock is shot in utter

wantonness. It has been stated as a fact that a sports-

man in Maine asking his guide to take him into another

section of the woods in a hunt for big game, the guide

refused emphatically on the ground that if so and so

caught him in that section, so and so would mistake him
for a deer and, kill hjm. The safety with which life could

be taken .maliciously under the plea of mistake was thus

clearly apparent. It is aibelief in India that many of the

deaths attributed to tigers are really caused by men.
In any case, deaths or maimings. due to criminally care-

less acts, should C0m,e.\yithin the cognizance of the law.

^len guilty of manslaiightef. should be punished for raan-

in the least condone or excuse the act The plea that he

did not know really aggravates the offense. There, was
a dominant obligation that he should have known that he

was not firing at a man. Once put the offender's liberty

in jeopardy, or his life if the shooting is done maliciously,

and there will be a great slump in the number of so-called

accidents incident at present to deer shooting. With the

penitentiary as an alternative for criminally careless shoot-

ing, men v>'ho are reckless now will be imbued with cau-

tion for their own personal interest. The value of one life

is far in excess of the sum total of all men's pleasure,

and it should be properly safeguarded by law, when the

ordinary human considerations of mankind have yearly

been shown to be wholly inadequate.

Montana taxidermists advertise buffalo specimens and
heads at prices which run from $ioo for a "Rocky Moun-
tain bison calf specimen," to $375 for a "Rocky Moun-
tain btiffalo bull specimen," and from $125.10 $500 for.

heads. These quotations go to show the" profitable char-

acter of buffalo, farming, and explain also the eagerness

rooted in cupidity
, wit.h which poachers harry the

remnants of the race now roaming in a wild state-

The existence of certain semi-domesticated buffalo

herds serves as a cloak to cover the traffic in illegally

killed wild buffalo—for there is no place in the country

where the wild ones may lawfully be taken. Just so

long as the hunter can get a round price for buffalo

heads he will seek them. The only way to put a stop to

buffalo poaching is to prevent its rewards, by stopping

entirely the transportation and the sale of wild buffalo

heads. The sale of heads of animals raised in domesti-

cation may very properly be permitted, each head so

sold being duly certificated to show it origin. But to

endeavor to preserve the wild buffalo, while at the same

time allowing taxidermists to make merchandise of their

heads is the sheerest' absurdity. Stop the sale of wild

buffalo heads.
•I

Notice has recently been received at the Lewistown

Land Office in Idaho -of the temporary withdrawal from

settlement of 2,300,000 acres Ijnng south of the present

Bitter Root Forest Reserve, in the counties of Idaho and

Boise. An investigation is to be made as to the ad-

visability of adding this territory to the reservation.

Should such an addition be made, the: Bitter Root Forest

Reserve will have an area of 5,300,000 acres-^bout equal

to the State of Massachusetts, The land temporarily

withdrawn lies along the Salmon River watershed and

includes several mining districts.

•S

The question of the pollution of streams by coal mine

refuse is soon to be investigated in Pennsylvania by the

Division of Hydrography of the U. S. Geological Survey.

It is a matter of common observation that streams run-

ning through the anthracite districts of eastern Pennsyl-

vania, and other mining localities, are often heavily

charged with sulphur. The mine refuse which comes
from the washeries carries with it much fine coal dust in

suspension, so that for some distance below the outlets

of these washeries the streams look like liquid stove

polish. The fine coal dust carried long distances down
the stream is gradually deposited and tends to fill up the

stream. Water so polluted destroys or drives away all

varieties of fish, is unfit for use in the household or in the

manufactories, and the process of filtering it is extremely
difficult. An important part of this investigation will be
to learn what effect the sulphur-charged streams may
have on the processes of decomposition of organic mat-
ter, which is taking place in the rivers.

•e

The most important measure that came up for discus-

sion by the New York League last week was the aboli-

tion of the sale of woodcock and ruffed grouse killed

within the State. Such a law is absolutely essential to

any efficient protection of titese birds. With an open
market the grouse snarers and market shooters will kill

for sale; an open market means continuous- traffic. That
is an axiom. The only way New York c^n save its most
valuable game birds is to stop the sale of them. It will

be something better- 'than present cond|ti^ns._if ,.-t-he pro-

posed law shall be put into operation to forbid the sale

of birds killed within the State, but the only actually suffi-

cient system will- be one whieh prohibits "traffic in the

Wr43 altt^E^hetj witfeout^i^^ distiaGtioto td tft^ir ^origi^
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But, to return from this long digression, let the writer
relate the incident Avhich will always connect itself with
his memories of Dee Side Farm and the Restigouche. On
arnvmg at the log camp which, with the squatter's cabin
near by, were the only signs of civilization then existing
on the upper waters of the river, he saw a bell tent and
an upturned canoe on the shore, and an Indian cooking
a savory-smelling meal. A tall, elderly gentleman, seatedm a camp chair, was playing a flute, while waiting for
the meal to be se^^ed. Mowat introduced him as a mem-
ber of the club who had his own notions about sport, and
sought it in his own way, as far from the club house as
he could get. By Mowat's advice he had been camped
here for several days, but he intended going some dis-
tance up Patapedia before he left the river. The writer
had, some fifteen years previously, fished the Southwest
Miramichi with this gentleman's cousin, whose report of
NcM' Brunswick as a field for sport had induced him to
become a member of the Restigouche Club. He invited
us to join him at table, where, for the first time, the Old
Angler tasted "head rice" cooked as it is only in the
Southern States.

Many old anglers will remember Wm. Neill Habersham,
of Savannah, Ga. When we first met he must have been
approaching his sixtieth year. Tall, straight, thin, but
SNiry, he was then active and vigorous, and on occasion
could handle a paddle well. With strangers, he was dis-
tant but courteous; a fine type of the Southern gentle-
man befo' de wah. With his associates he was an intelli-

gent, %vell-read, affable and genial bon camarade. All his
prejudices and sj'mpathies were Southern, and as he had
lost two sons in the Civil War, his feelings toward the
North were no doiibt embittered ; but he seldom gave
them expression. His greatest hobby was music; he was
an enthusiastic admirer of Wagner's compositions, which
were at that time coming more and more in favor with
the_ musical world. He played several instruments, of
which his favorite was the violin ; but only a very
elaborate and highly finished flute accompanied him to
the woods and streams. His cigars were a revelation.

He evinced much enjoyment of a bottle of French brandy,
one of the only two in the writer's gripsack, which the
well-known importer of that day, Thomas Furlong, had
lately received from Marseilles, where he had selected it

himself on his preceding visit t<j the vineyards of France.
Hundreds of readers of Forest and Stream who have
enjoyed the pure wines, brandies and Avhiskies in the old
days dispensed at Furlong's wine cellars, will be pleased

to read that he is still hale and hearty, enjoj'^ing his ad-
vancing years among his books and pictures, among
which last are fine reproductions of those great originals,

"The Rise," "The Leap" and "The Last Struggle" of

America's foremost painter, in whose studio, when at 41
Tremont street, Boston, the writer has spent many happy
hours discussing rods, lines, reels and flies ; for beside be-

ing a great artist with his brush, he has few equals with
rod and line.

At Mowat's request Mr. Habersham played several

pieces on his flute, which were Sanscrit and Greek to us
both, but which he assured us were typical of the music
ol the future, but at that time was appreciated only by
thi. best cultivated ears. As it was quite beyond our
appreciation, Mowat asked him to play some familiar

tune, the music of which was within our mental grasp,

and suggested "Yankee Doodle" or the "Star-Spangled

Banner/' Imagine, if you can, a Southern gentleman of

the ancien regime voluntarily playing the Northern hymn
of triumph! I can see now the expression of pain and
disgust that distorted the features of our kindly host, as

he seemed about to speak; but rising, retreated to his

tent and we saw him no more until next day.

Whether it was that the classical music which neither

of us could appreciate, reminded Mowat of something he

could grasp, or that he was annoyed at himself for hav-

ing aroused painful memories in our friend, he began

humming so hilarious a lilt in French that I wished to

hear both tune and words. The two half-breeds caught

the familiar notes and at once joined in the exciting

diablerie, and for the first time the writer heard the old

French chanson, "En roulant ma boule," The words of

the song have no connection with the chorus; they con-

sist of some twelve distichs, which tell in a rambling

manner of a prince going hunting and shooting a snow-

white drake, whose death is described and whose feathers

eventually form a soldier's bed. They seem a mere frame

on which to hang th rollicking chorus which sets French-

men frantic with joyous excitement. I have now before

me the notebook in which are the words of the first verse

and the much-repeated chorus, which are as follows

:

"Dcrrier chez nam, ya-t-un ^tang,

En roulant ma boule,

Trois beaux canards s'en vont baignant

En roulant ma boule,

RoH roulant, ma boule roulant,

%n roulant ma boule roulant,

Roll roulant ma boule."

The writer has often since Tieard it-^sung, but never

more hilariously than in the Canadian House of Com-
mons, where it is one of the many modes of obstruction

when killing time is the object. Whoever has seen the

boyish delight with which grave and reverend seigneurs

join in this ridiculous lilt will not wonder that it is so

popular with all Canadians—old and voung, high and
low. Wherever a dozen French-Canadians are assem-

bled, no matter M'hat the occasion, some one is sure to

start En roulant before they part. There seems to be

something uncanny in the very sound of the words, as

there is in that now forgotten song which used to set

Irishmen crazv with excitement, the chorus of which is

just as senseless:

"Lero, lero, Jilliburfcro,.
,
- i

^
^llJbwUro, buiie^i » te,"* ^ -s^ ^
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Bishop Burnet tells us ; "the army and the people, both

in city and countiy, were singing it perpetually, and per-
haps never had so slight a thing so great an eifect." But
probably the good Bishop never heard "roli roulant ma
boule" sung by Frenchmen.
Mr. Habersham was an artist with rod and line. His

fly-book was a sight to gladden the heart of an angler.
He had all the standard flies tied to his order in London
on double hooks of very small size; and his casts and
leaders were of the best gut that money could buy. With
these, a split bamboo rod in three pieces, two spare mid-
dle joints and three extra tips, with eighty-five yards of
American plaited waterproofed line on a plain reel, he
would take a salmon where the general angler would
swear by Father Izaak no salmon would lie. The bright-
est sun did not deter him ; he would often raise and hook
his fi.sh in the full glare of midday. Of this he was
very proud, and entered in his notebook all the incidents
of each A^ictory. He had wonderful patience. I think he
exasperated the fish until they rose to take vengeance on
the persistent little insect that challenged them to the
chase. Day after day he would return to camp, from up
or down the river, seldom without a fine fish. Sometimes
two, and on one memorable occasion, no fewer than four
rewarded his patience and skill, and the good old gentle-
man was more pleased than a child with a new toy. Few
anglers, I venture to say, better enjoyed the sport or
found more unadulterated pleasure in its pursuit, than
the quiet Southern gentleman who, until his death some
years ago, annually fished Indian House and Patapedia.
Fine angler as he was, he had one very bad habit, ac-
quired in catching catfish in Southern rivers, in which, I

fear, he persisted to the end. He would, when excited,
recover line by drawing it through the rings by hand,
allowing the slack to form confused coils at his feet. He
knew perfectly how unscientific it was, and how it really

increased the chances of losing his fish, by himself losing
control of the arch of his rod, which control, with proper
management, lies at the foundation of salmon angling as
an art. Casting a long line is a matter of mere practice

with a good rod, and is, after all, a matter of 'no great
importance, except under ixnusual circumstances. Making
flies fall lightly on the water is a useless, fanciful accom-
plishment, not worth the trouble of acquiring. Every
angler of much experience will recall how, nine times out
of ten, he has raised his trout or salmon on the clumsiest
casts, which he thought disgraceful, but about which the
fish evidently held a different opinion. He will also re-

call with a smile how often he has missed hooking his

quarp', because he was more intent about the manner
of his cast than about his object. , Once in a while the
ability to cast a long line will reward the artist with a
rise he would not get with a short cast. But every angler
who has had experience with Salmo salar, Ouananiche or
Fontinalis, will remember how much more his success in

raising them depended on the day, the wind, the state of
the water, but above all, the humor of the fish, than upon
his own skill. How often has the Old Angler seen the
small boy with his wattle and ten yards of twine, splash
out his bait and "strong in" his two-pound trout, while
the said angler, with his split bamboo, his silver-plated

"multiplier" or "automatic action" governed by the little

finger, his hundred-dollar fly-book with spoons on swivels
and carefully imitated grasshoppers, beetles and young
mice, has left the lake with a heavy heart and a light

basket

!

The last day of our stay at Indian House had come. I

was anxious to take home a fresh salmon, so after break-
fast repaired to the head of the pool, Mr. H. kindly
going to the mouth of Patapedia, leaving the whole pool
to my single rod. This rod, by the way, was a good
specimen of the almost forgotten "Castle Connell." It

was fifteen feet long, the butt of Irish ash, the second
joint of lancewood with greenhart tip, so_ cunningly pro-
portioned and graduated that, while the tip was sensitive

as a nerve, it was strong enough to act in concert with
the lancewood and ash. These two pieces were joined by
splicing a long scarf with waxed thread, which left the

wood at its strongest, and the play of the arch free from
the irregularities caused by ferrules, no matter how deftly

these are fitted. A plain reel with eigthy yards of line

set into the butt about eighteen inches from the "spear"
completed the plainest, the cheapest and the best rod I

ever handled. I admire, as every angler must, the beau-

tiful split bamboo, with its fine fittings, and there is no
denying its excellent qualities when a heavy fish is on
the hook. But I must say that I never yet played a

heavy salmon on one that I did not wish for my old

shabbj^-looking "Castle Connell," sent me by an angling

friend who had often tested its virtues with the heavy
fish of famous Blackwater in Ireland. In passing, let me
say that a friend sent me lately a clipping from the Chi-

cago Field, in which was described, at some length, as

the recent invention of a Western angler, the spear, which

was common on salmon and trout rods made in England
more than a century ago. The bags in which these were
packed for sale always had a pocket to hold the spear,

which screwed into the brass cap on the butt. How
strange it seems that such simplicity can yet exist among
American anglers! But that the editor of a paper de-

voted to fishing and shooting should print such a para-

graph, is passing strange indeed.

But to return from this digression into which modern
rods and modern inventions all unknown to Dame Ber-

ners and Father Izaak have tempted the Old Angler. The
river was high for the season and quite a ripple ran over

the shallows at the head of the pool. Beginning well up,

I commenced careful fishing, casting the fly fairly for

half an hour without a rise. I then reluctantly resorted

to the style of fishing which is always more or less suc-

cessful at Indian House—allowing the fly to sink and

playing it as a bait. In the course of an hour's fishmg—

not angling—I had hooked and lost two fish, simply be-

cause i had not, at that time, quite overcome the impulse

to strike when a fish took the submerged fly. The third

one hooked itself while I was carelessly talking to Mowat
over mv shoulder, as he sat in the stern and managed

the canoe. This fish gave good sport and took off most

of the eighty yards on the reel, which compelled following

in the canoe to the lower end of the pool before his rush

could be checked. He never showed him=:elf nor broke

water from the time he was hooked until Mowat had

the gaff in his side. But for strength and dogged fight,

without much activity, he was equal to the best of his

confreres, Commencing again at th^ heaa m the pool,
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another hour's fishing drew a blank, and as dinner time
was^^approachiiig, I was about willing to "let it go at
that" ; but the camp was some distance below the pool,
and Mowat urged me to put on a Jock-Scott—the only
one I had left—and fish down to camp. Noticing the
leader was somewhat chafed, I replaced it by a new one,
and with my last Jock commenced careful casting, as
this fly will bring them to surface if any will. A little

below the head of the pool at that time was a large rock
or boulder, which has since been carried by ice nearly to
the foot. Mowat approached this rock with care from
the shore side, for he knew that there lay about the last
chance we had for another fish at Indian House. Care-
fully casting toward the rock, I soon had a splendid rise,

the swirl of which indicated a large fish. Had I not then
acted instinctively and made that indescribable turn of
the wrist which every angler knows perhaps as well as
the writer, I should have lost the biggest fish I ever
hooked and captured in a long fishing experience, which
covers sixty-five years oii river, lake and stream, to say
nothing of missing the strangest complication into which
a leader ever got since Dame Julyana Berners and Father
Izaak Walton commenced "fisshinge with an angle." The
first rush took off sixty yards of line, and at the end of
it a splendid leap showed the dimensions of what looked
about twice the size of any salmon I had ever seen. This
made me more anxious to secure him, and this very
anxiety caused a nervousness that I know augured very
badly for success. Remembering he was at the end of a
new and unworn leader, and knowing the strength of
both line and rod, I soon felt confidence and coolness re-

turn. After leaping he turned and rushed toward the
canoe at ci rate quite beyond the capacity of the reel to re-
cover line. Had I known that in the prolific womb of the
future lay hidden an automatic self-acting reel that could
be manipulated with the little finger, I am sure I should
have prayed for one, but in the absence of knowledge of
any better reel than my own—which I am sure a multi-
plier is not—I did "all I knew how," and really I do not
know what that was at the time. All I do know is that
I soon felt the sway of the fish on the perfect arch of
ihe rod, which I could vary by raising or lowering the
butt, according to the strain on the line. When near the
canoe he again turned and made a downward rush ; but
never again did I get sight of him until he came, motion-
less and almost lifeless, to the shore on which I had
landed. His rush was not far, checked as it was by
as quick an arch as I dared use. On trying to reel in, the
feel of the thing told me the fish was hooked foul, and
again nervousness almost lost the prize. The writer's ex-
perience has been that four out of every five fish hooked
foul escape, in spite of the utmost care and skill ; the

hook almost always enlarges the hole and works out.

Knowing this from long experience, I also knew that the

sooner he was brought to gaff the better. There were
risks all round. The longer he was in the water the more
my chances decreased; the more strain put on him to

bring him in the more his chances increased, and I fully

realized the force of the common expression, "between
the devil and the deep sea," which fits with great aptness

every tight place. However, I recalled a solid chunk of

wisdom handed down from antiquity—most likely from
Socrates when he lost a big fish in the Piraeus—to the

effect that while man cannot command success, he can do
better—he can deserve it; so I set about deserving suc-

cess by doing all I could in putting what skill I could

against the wonderful strength that fish displayed. I

concluded to take all the risks involved in attempting a

speedy capture, in preference to those a longer fight en-

tailed. Acting on this decision, I put on all the strain

that rod and line would bear, and it was real sport to see

the arch of that rod change as the erratic movements of

the fish rendered necessary, knowing that every change
had its peculiar risks. Could an angler only know where
a fish is hooked and how strong the hold is, he would
know just how to handle him. But in utter ignorance of

this and with the scantiest data on which to form an

opinion, he is always acting in the dark. Perhaps what
he thinks most artistic work is the worst possible for

his chances and the best possible for the captive.^ It is

this uncertainty which gives to angling the peculiar ex-

citement that, so far as the writer knows, no other sport

affords.

Despite all the strain I dared exert, that fish bored his

way wherever his erratic fancies led him.
_
His rushes

were short and sluggish, and each successive one con-

vinced me that his movement rather than his strength was
interfered with. I had, in my time, struck and played,

lost and secured, many foul-hooked fish, and had a good
general knowledge of their action; but this fellow

"knocked higher'n a kite" all my knowledge, skill and

experience. He was not only the strongest I had ever

felt, but his peculiar action puzzled me exceedingly, and

curiositv to know how he was hooked added to my other

sources'of excitement ; but I was literally helpless. All I

could do Avas to give him a wide arch to waste his

strength on. Several times Mowat suggested that he
^

should set me on shore, but I knew that mv best chance

was with the fish in deep water. Beside, I could not, wjtn

any prudent strain, get him out of that deep water had I

wished it. For more than an hour I could only oppose

the arch of the rod against the sullen strength of the

captive. To the surprise of both Mowat and myself he

had, for a long time, ceased to rush. He kept m the

deepest water and simply moved straight ahead with such

strength that, when I feared the leader must part, I was

forced to give him line to ease the strain. I pointed out

his peculiar action to Mr. H., who had now returned, and

ventured the opinion that he was hooked very near the

tail, which prevented its free use. In this opinion Mowat
agreed and had the fish been lost, we should both have

felt satisfied that the hold, very near the tail, had given

out from the long-continued strain. After having spent

two long hours in efforts to save the fish, and feeling

fatigued and much cramped from long standing m the

canoe, I was forced to land and stretch my weaned legs.

Here, I fear, I grew reckless, for Mowat more than once

cautioned me that the strain on the tackle was beyond

prudence: but slowlv I began to recover line, every inch

by sheer 'force on the reel. Forty yards were out, of

which I had not recovered a yard that I was not forced

to relinquish later to save leader or rod. To hiy intense

satisfaction, he came slowly in, as the reel took up turn

after turn of the line. Evidently the captive was tired

put, •for his strength faiN fest, ^nd he came in yim
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lessening strain. I asked Mowst to ^et the gaif into hiiti

Ht the earliest moment possible, and to make no blunder
doing it. He gave me an indignant look that spoke a

volume, and waded in thigh deep, waiting for the fish to

be reeled within reach. When he did get sight of him, he
stepped toward the shore and said, coolly. "'Reel up, reel

up !" With a mental anathenia at what I thought his

obstinacy, I obeyed his gesture rather than his voice, and
cautiously reeled the fish into more shallow water, men-
tally blessing Mowat for not gaffing it. Again came that

gesture and again "Reel up!" 1 did so, but I am afraid

the atmosphere was blue with "cuss words." What I

more distinctly remember—and the whole picture is be-

fore my mental vision as I write—is seeing Mowat stoop,

reach out an arm, seize the tail and walk to shore with a t

fish so large that even in his strong hand its head and
shoulders dragged on the sand. When its feeble struggles

wei'e ended by a blow on the head and the fish laid on
the grass, the whole mystery Avas solved—the fish was
fast by the tail, but not hooked there. Incredible, nay,

almost impossible, as it seem.?, the hook was deep in the

angle of the left side of the mouth ; thence the line had
crossed through the mouth to the right side, gone straight

down that side, took two plain turns around the peduncle

of the caudal fin, and then two perfect half-hitches—as

perfect as if human hands had placed them. 1 now saw
Mowat's reason for wishing to secure the fish without

using the gaff. He dimly saw the line round the tail

and feared the struggles which would surely follow the

stroke of the gaff would disarrange it, and he was curi-

ous to see the enigma explained. The fir.st two turns

had quite buried themselves in the skin, and the two half-

hitches had made a deep groove roimd the peduncle close

to the junction of the tail. I had seen many curious com-

plications of lines and leaders, but this surpassed all that

any of us had ever before witnessed. No doubt the com-

press abound the tail had paralyzed that organ and ren-

dered it incapable of further action. I cut the leader

two feet from'^ the hitches and had it packed with the fish

to show angling friends in St. John. Of some six or eight

good anglers and bon camaradcs who saw this strange

tangle, the writer alone still "lags superfluous on the

stage." The fish weighed thii'ty-nine pounds ; when fresh

run from the sea, it would doubtless have been two or

three pounds heavier. Mowat packed it in grass and

fern, bound with twisted withes until it made a mummy
almost as large as himself. We started at once for Meta-

pedia, arriving there in time to meet the Quebec ex-

press, and next morning the writer was in St. John to

resume the less pleasant duties of official life.

H= * * * * *

There must be some witchcraft about lost fish! They

are always the gamest and the largest, and by some

mysterious process they increase in size every time the

.story is told! If thev merely rise and are not hooked

they are alwavs big fish! If hooked and lost, they are

"whoppers"; but if the captive has made a fine leap and

escaped he at once assumes marvelous proportions, and

the grieving fishfrman growls pathetic in describing every

minutia of his rising, his leap, his rushes and his final

escape, which, strange to say, is always attributed to

beino- very sligthly hooked ! Once m a while a frayed

castmg lu'ie or leader, a knot slipping or a fly drawing

frori the out gets the blame, but whoever heard an angler

so much as hint that any fault of his own caused the loss

on his monster fish ! After all, half the plasures of hie

arise from bfuie cajoled, and happy is the angler who

can cajole himseTf and get his listeners to thrill with sym-

pathy when fighting his battles o'er again.

But the Old Angler is shelved. Only in memory can he

now cast a line or play a fish. No doubt he would cut a

poor figure with his shabby old "Castle ConncU" beside

the jeimesse dorec of the present day, with all the beautiful

and expensive tackle that American ingenuity and me-

chanical skill have evolved; though I doubt if Father

Izaak would know what to do with it. I also doubt

whether the present day angler "with all appliances and

means to boot" can knot a more reliable leader, put up a

more' killing flv or handle a rod any better than the

grizzled members of the Old Guard with whom the Octo-

genarian has fished. Among these he would mention as

facile princcps Walter M. Brackett, of Boston, who has

o-iven to art lovers the three greatest fish pictures in

America; Charles Hallock, who founded and for years

edited Forest and Stream, still the leading sportsman's

paper in the United States, to whose zealous and per-

severing efforts the devotees of true sport are more in-

debted than to any other man now living, who, the writer

is glad to learn, is yet active as ever in the pursuit of

sport and Natural History: dear old Thad. Norris, whose

loo early death was a loss to fishculture and true angling;

Joseph Teft'erson, the renowned and accomplished actor,

whose imrivailed iniperKonations have added to the gaiety

of nations; Nathan Cummings, of Portland, who did more

than any other man to draw the attention of scientists and

anglers to the "landlocked salmon" of Sebago and

Schoodic lakes; Commissioner Stillwell, of Maine, who
did so much for the protection of salmon in those two

noble border rivers, the Penobscot and St. Croix; and

many other true sportsmen le>s IcnoAvn to fame, who were

the avant couriers of "fisshinge with an angle" in the

United States. In the Maritime Provinces of Canada, the

Octogenarian is the sole sur\'ivor of the Old Guard, among
whom he knew Sir Edmund Head and Sir Arthur Gor-

don ; M. H. Perley and A. L. Light, Robert Tannahill and

Tom Trafton. Dick Calvert and Sandy Wood, all of whom
have crossed the bourne to the happy hunting grounds of

the hereafter.

Dr. Langstroth, the best taxidermist; Joe Dalzell, the

best rod maker, and Tom Willis, the best fly-dresser in

Canada, though all on the down hill of Hfe, are still hale

and vigorous. Each is an artist with rod and gun, and can

yet show deftness on lake and stream and unerring aim
in the forest. For fin, fur and feather, no more thorough
sportsmen has the Old Angler met, and none more
worthily represent the Old Guard or inore religiously fol-

low its high precepts.

The man who can select the best gut, securely knot his

own leaders, put up a decent fly when confined to camp,
cast a fair line, perform the magic turn of the wrist when
his fish rises, manage on scientific principles easily under-

stood, a moving arch on his rod, so that ah easy strain on
the fish is always maintained, never for a moment allowing
a yard of slack line, and can maintain this under con-
stantly changing conditions, until the gaff is in his sal-

mon or the net under his trout, has little more to learn.

He is fully qualified to enter the arcanum of the angler

and enjoy pleasures that only the angler knows. And
yet, alas! the great majority of these good fellows

—

sportsmen in the rough—who go a-fishing, are only fisher-

men ! But all honor to the guild, the craft, tlie brother-

hood by whatever name they are called! A good fisher-

man cannot be a bad man ! A good angler is the highest

development the genus homo has yet reached, and how-
ever the race may yet progress, among the highest and
best, and holding the forni.oSt places, will still be found
the anglers

!
V.

Theo. Louis,' 5,Trader.

Manv of .Gur readers were interested in the note,

fvom the pch of Mr. Theo. Louis, recently published

in Forest and Stream, telling that he recalled one of

the men whose name is engraved on the old stone,

dated 1S49, recently figured in Forest and Stream.
Mn Louis was born in Diiisburg, on the Rhine, in

the year 1829. Pie took part, under General Franz

Sigel, in the Revolution of 1848, in Germany, and was
obliged to fly his native land. He came to America
and went West, direct to Wisconsin.
In 1852 he engaged to accompany Prince Nicholas

of Nassau, on a trip to the West. The party left St.

Louis on the steamboat Robert Campbell during the

June freshet, and went up the Missouri River. The
vessel steamed during the day and tied up to the bank
at night. Crew and passengers chopped their own
wood, and supplied meat with their own rifles. The
vessel belonged to the American Fur Co., and took
up the river men for the different forts and merchan-
dise for the Indian trade. There were a few luxuries,

such as coffee, rice and sugar, but for the rest the

white men, like the Indians, subsisted on wild meat

—

buffalo fresh and buffalo dried.

The trip up the river to Fort Union occupied six

weeljs. Mr. Louis went with the Prince's party up the

Yellowstone, and then back to P'ort Pierre, and there

taking horses, went west
.
by way of White

River, through the bad lands toward the Black
Hills, to Ft. Laramie. At this point he left

the Prince, and engaged to Captain Gratiot, of

old Fort John, which was situated near the

Platte River, not far from Scott's Bluff and Chim-
ney Rock. At this post he was stationed until 1855,

traveling about over the plains, trading with the differ-

ent tribes of Indians and chiefly in company with his

friends, Antoine Lc Due and George Lamont. At the

post were such old mountaineers as Billy Adams, Rulo,

who had had part of his feet frozen off, Carifeld and
Tom Shaw.
During these journeys Mr. Louis kept memoranda

of the events of his journeys, but on his return to St.

Louis these were destroyed by fire.

A little later he married and settled in Wisconsin,
striving to make a farm out of a wilderness. He still

retains a few momentoes of his life as a trader, and
we may imagine that he often looks back with longing
to the free days of fifty years ago. Fie is now a suc-

cessful farmer and breeder of live stock in Wisconsin,
and his later li.fe is smooth and happy.

Zenaida.
This name was suggested hy the Zenaida

.

dove, and
although too far north for this variety, still their cousins,

Zenaidiira macroura, haunt the place all summer long and
nest in the glade made by the little stream which makes
the eastern boundary of the farm. . If I could have a

country place for the asking, I would surely convey to my
Macaenas in some way that he put a stream on one border
at least, where cardinals could bathe in the cool shadow^s

of button l)all and alder bushes, and by which I could

walk at evening and always hear in suimner the fluty

note of the vesper, and in winter the pipe of the wdiite-

tbroated sparrow. * --h * _/\s I have no place, who
shall deny my praise of Maudellon's? What peace does
dwell there and what dove's wings beauty! As my car

approaches its precincts I feel the expaiisiveness of the

outdoors tingling eyes and ears, I stop to listen for the

counti'y silences, broken only perhaps by the sonorous
drum of the red-headed woodpecker, which loves the

locust trees of this neighborhood.
Iff stop to drink at the sulphur spring and see Maudel-

!(m silhouetted against a distant sky line, daintily picking

her way across the brook, who shall say that this does not

add a picturesqueness which the bare brown nature of

this autumn season would fail to give?

On an afternoon not long ago. as I .stood at the spring

enjoying the picture as above outlined, I saw^ two mounted
figures also approaching from another direction. They
proved to be two friends come to explore Maudellon's
possessions. After the honors of sulphur water, we looked

at them inquisitively and they seemed to understand, for

they at once began a most excessive admiration of the

turnip patch in the immediate foreground, and the winter
oats on the hills to the right suft'ercd as well their urban
heroics.

Our friends, booted and spurred, and with the last cut

of a crop, hid come for a ride, and they rode down
e\^erything, including the pike, at a rate so furious that I

had to iiang in my stirrups in a most lamentable cockney
fashion, and Maudellon's hat danced on her head wnth
frightful uncertainty. After a few leagues of this strenu-

osity, we came upon Maudellon's lane.

As we approached it the French teacher observed it at

once. "What charming way is this?" she asked in her
lovely idiom. "A lane, mademoiselle." "What is a lane,

where leads it, what contains it?" came in a clatter. "Stop,

stop, attendez," she cried to the others. "We shall see

this way, this lane." "You must first ask the consent of

jtny friend yonder," I replied, ".she has the key." This was
too confusing both for me in ray French and for made-
moiselle in her nnderstandiiig, so Maudellon approached
and bravely led the way up this sacred avenue.

I followed behind very reluctantly, noticing the bird

nests which my careless observation had failed to locate

during the summer ; and the milkweed cones, setting

adrift their gauzy seed; and the red berries of the Cebetha

carolimana, shining against the_ faded rows of golden
rod ; and the yellow primrose, still exhaling the perfume
oi summer evenings. Only a few stragglers among the
birds gave the place any life, and the settled melancholy
of the autumn had laid its hand on every green bower,
I was glad that she did not remember and could not point
o.it the place where the rabbits were found playing and
where we stopped on our first invasion of this lane to
eat supper. Although I protested with some lame ex-
cuse, still she took them within sound of the sheep bells
and further on past the cardinal's grapevine bower. At
last even she became convinced of their philistinism, and
we turned back, soon to see over the hill Zenaida lying
in the purple twilight. E. M.
Nashville, Tenn., November, 1002.

Zap/ ^MatQ,

Growth of the National ''Zoo,
f9

'The National Zoological Park has been in its present
l'.'c<!tion since 1891, and during all of that time, nearlv
twelve years, but tAvo animals escaped which caused the
k'.-ist trouble to the attendants, and those two are known
not to have intlicted the slightest injury upon any living
person."

This assertion was made yesterday by Mr. Frank
Baker, Superintendent of the park, in response to a query
as to whether or not the animals ever get beyond their
confines.

"Many years ago," continued Mr. Baker, " we had a
black bear confined in the dens down on the creek. The
\vealher was cold and the ice formed rapidly. During the
right the water running down the side of the rocky cliff
iroze as it reached the surface, and finally piled up so
high that Bruin was able to climb over the side of his
cage. He was soon detected by the attendants and an
cfiort was made to capture him alive. Every time the
attendants got him surrounded he would make a charge
at one of them and break through the line by giving the
man a great scare. Finally it was seen that the isear could
not be captured alive, so orders were given by the then
superintendent to kill the animal rather than to take any
further chance of his escaping from the park and inflicting
m.jury upon some person. This was done in a few min-
utes.

" The other escape was that of a small cub wolf a few
days ago. And right here I want to say that that wolf
is alive and ^vell in the park to-day. It has not shown
(he slightest sign of rabies, as has been stated, and there
i'^. not the slightest sjanptom of anything being wrong
With him. The wolf was born in the park and has never
sliown any of the bad traits of similar animals born in
their wild state.

"When it is considered that there are now in the park
537 animals, 225 birds, and 116 reptiles, I think you will
;id'.nit that Ave have made an excellent record and have
been particularly successful. Few of the larger animals
ever make any determined efforts to break out of their
quarters. The lions, tigers, hyenas, and other inmates of
the big animal house appear to be perfectly contented.
.Some of them, it must be remembered, were born in cap-
tiA-ity, and have never known the free, roving life of their
companions in captivity. The attendants say that the ani-
inals appear to grow fond of human companionship and
appear less restless during the hours when there are vis-
itors in the park.

"Those cages on the hill in which are confined the
wolves, foxes, hyneas, and like animals have wooden
doors, which are closed at night, making the escape of
the animals less easy, and at the same time giving thenr
a better opportunity for having a night's rest. The deer
and the elk are probably the most favored of the animals,
for throughout every .day they are being constantly fed
and petted by women and children, and they would prob-
ably not run away at all if they should get out of their
confines."

There arc recent arrivals at the Zoo that haA^e added
large interest to the collection and are much prized by
the superintendent of the institution. Among these are a
cotigar from Oregon, three roseate spoonbills from Texa-s,
two swamp wallabies from New South Wales, and a Tas--
inanian wolf with young from Tasmania, considered to be
a very r:irc specimen.
The delightful Avcathcr of the fall has dela3'ed the mov-

ing of the animals into winter quarters. Such of them as
need warmth are fastened up at night and allowed to
bask in the sunshiae during the day. The ncAV house for
Dunk, the elephant, which is being built by a special act
of Congress, providing $10,000 for the purpose, is rapidly
iieiring completion and Avill be ready for his occupancy
in about two weeks. In this house he will be more com-
fortable than he has ever been since taking up his quar-
ters at the Zoo, and it is understood it will not be neces-
s.Try for him to be made fast continually with two heavy
chains attached to his feet.

The eagles have been moved into a handsome new cage,
which was recently completed, and the new flying cage,
T58 feet long by 50 feet wide and 50 feet high, enclosing
several trees and running Avater, built at a cost. of $6,200,
has proved to be a great boon to the feathered species.
New bear yards for the kadiak bear and polar ' .bears are
being constructed and will be ready for occupancy in

nbont a month. The antelope house has been- renovated
and repaired, and the temporary bird house has been en-
larged by an addition of forty feet on the north ; end:
Plans have been prepared for a modern and much more
satisfactory aquarium to take the place of the barnlike
structure now in use.

During the year forty-six animals were born in the
park, among which were one lion, four gray wolves, five

coyotes, five blue foxes, one American bison, one zebu,
two Cashmere goats, one nilghai, seven American elks,

one Virginia deer, one mule deer, three llamas, seven
hutie-cougar, five prairie dogs, and two acouchy.

In addition to the specimens receiA'ed recently a num-
ber of important additions Avere made to the collection
during the past year. Mr. R. xA.. Gross presented a pair
of young lions from Somaliland, Africa, and a pair of
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young leopards were presented by E. S. Cunningham,
United States Consul at Aden, Arabia.
Mr. Perry M. De Leon, United States Consul at

Guayaquil, sent a kinkajou and a coati mondi. He also

sent four sloths, but they died en route. Two Sitka deer,

one of which died en route, were presented by Capt.
Ferdinand Westdahl of the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survej'. A Liberian eagle was presented by Mr.
James R. Spurgeon, United States 'Secretary of Legation
at Monrovia, Liberia. Mr. E. H. Plumbacher, United
States Consul at Maracaibo, sent a large crocodile.

Some Lanza rote pigeons were sent by Mr. Solomon Ber-
liner, United States Consul at Teneriffe. Four New-
foundland caribou and a pair of young moose were also

obtained, but the moose died.

LTnited States consular officers and officers of the army
and navy and others attached to the service of the United
States are constantly sending specimens to the Zoo, and it

has been the aim of Prof. S. P. Langley, secretary of the

S;nithsonian Institution, under whose control and guid-
ance the park comes, to interest everybody possible in the

great work of perpetuating the specimens at least of the

mammal, bird, and reptile kingdom.
Professor Langley hopes to be able to persuade Con-

gress to carry out the plan originally mapped out for the

park—that is, to treat it as it does the National Museum,
as something not existing for the District of Columbia
alone, nor to be maintained by the taxation of its in-

habitants. While_ it is a national park, Congress has
never considered it under one of the principal purposes
for which it was founded, the preservation from extinc-

tion of national animal races. Prof. Langley will make
an effort to secure the necessar>' appropriation for carry-

ing out a plan he thinks will prove of greater beneflt than
anything that has heretofore been attempted.

Prof. Langley says experience has taught that many
rare animals if secured and transported immediately from
their native haunts are most unlikely to live under the

conditions of civilization. They are, on the contrary, veiy

likely to live and even perpetuate their species if taken

with care and kept surrounded by the protection that ex-

perience and common sense suggest, and both these mean
the continuance of the present National Zoological Park
under the eyes of Congress, but with a simultaneous pro-

vision for first bringing up the wild animals in a

commodious place of confinement in the country where
they belong, large enough to allow the animals to live

without a sense of captivity.

This place, Dr. Langley suggests, might be a small

ranch where the things of vital importance after their

capture, namely, their being "gentled" and accustoined to

the sight of the keeper before being transferred to the

National Park, can be carried out.—Washington Star.

A Pet 'Coon.

Opal, Wye, Nov. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream:

When a boy I owned a pet 'coon, which was as full of

curiosity as a woman. One day (my mother was away) I

gave him free range of the house, just to see what he

would do. After going through my mother's workbox,

scattering its contents over the floor, he began to rum-

mage the pantry, pulling the cork out of the molasses

jug, licking it, and trying to insert his paw into the neck

of the jug; then standing on tiptoe, he grasped the edge

of a pan, full of milk, when splash ! down it came, pan

and ail, on his head.
.

Ned was very fond of all kinds of sweets, especially <loaf

sugar, and I remember how his "sweet tooth" once got

him into trouble. On the occasion referred to, I had

gone to the barn with a pan of salt for the horses, and my
pet trotted after me. I set the pan down and left it there

for a moment. Soon I heard a coughing and sputtering,

and running back, I found a very sick 'coon, and a good

portion of salt missing.

One day I shut him in the granary as a punishment

for some of his pranks, but when I went to let him out, he

was nowhere to be seen. I gave up all hope of ever find-

ing him; but what should I see, when I happened in the

loft above the granary, but my long-lost friend, squatting

on my bed, which I had slept in during the warm weather.

He must have climbed up one of the perpendicular two by

fours, then crawled along a horizontal eight by ten on the

ceiling, back downward, to be able to get through the hole

in the ceiling. Here he sat on my bed, blinking his eyes

and yawning, as if he had been enjoying a huge nap.

Having one morning prepared his breakfast of bread

and milk, I set it away out of his reach till I could

straighten his trough. But hke some "human 'coons," he

grew impatient to get at his meal. Reaching out one of

his hind feet, he dexterously pulled the_ feed pan within

reach, and proceeded to help himself to its contents.

1 J. R. M.

Destfoction of Plovets* Egfgs in England.

St. Augustine, Fla.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Our
old friend, John Bull—of England, don't you know?—has
always been fond of poking sticks at us, and shows no

disposition to let up; but he also has some vulnerable

spots, and I think it only fair to balance matters by re-

taliating. Nearly every city boy in England who goes

into the country on a visit, makes it his principal ob-.

ject to rob every bird's nest that he finds, and instead

of reading him a lesson on cruelty, his teachers and
parents encourage his villainous habits as part of a

scientific education.

To this charge I will add the universal British traffic in

plovers' eggs. During the nesting season the London
market is flooded with plovers' eggs, and if that is so in

London, why not in every other town in England ?

Now, here is wholesale destruction of one of the most
useful insectivorous birds in the world, and there are not,

in the aggregate, brains enough among the farmers and
legislators to make the slightest move in checking it. Not
only would the crops be benefitted if every insignificant

egg—as a market item—were left to hatch, but the countrj'

would swarm with one of the finest of game birds that

would make a marketable product worth considering. It

is a matter for surprise that all the birds of England are

not exterminated. Didymus.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, -xnd not to anj- individual connected with the paper.

The Siberian Mammoth.
Some eighteen months ago the Governor of Yakutsk

informed the Imperial Scientific Academy of St. Peters-
burg of an unusually interesting discovery in Siberia.
A Cossack had learned from the natives that a gigantic
aninial with huge tusks had been found embedded in
the ice on the Beresovska, a tributary of the Kolyma
River, about 200 miles from Svedin-Kolymsk. From
the description given it seemed probable that the ani-
irial was a mammoth, and Dr. Otto Herz, director of
the museum, and Herr Psitzemayer, naturalist, were
authorized to proceed to the spot and bring it to St.

Petersbtn-g in as good condition as was possible under
the circumstances. The animal is now in the Russian
capital, where it is being preserved and set up. Special
interest attaches to it, as it is the most complete speci-
men of this long extinct species ever yet obtained.
Although in Dr. Herz's opinion it is 8,000 years old,

the skeleton is in wonderfully good preservation, as
is also the hairy covering of the skin. Messrs. Herz
and Psitzemayer succeeded in carri^ng out theii- mis-
sion successfully, but not without many difficulties. Last
summer they traveled to Yakutsk, and then their

troubles commenced, From that point to where the
mammoth had been found was a distance of 1,200 miles,

which had to be traversed on horseback. The country
was an extremely difficult one; mosquitoes swarmed,
and in the dangerous swamps it happened more than
once that a Cossack and his horse disappeared without
leaving a trace behind them. At length in the autumn
the party reached their destination, and found, to their

satisfaction, the huge beast, resting in an almost hori-

zontal position. Probably it had stumbled when graz-
ing and fallen into a crevasse. The forelegs, especially

the left one, were much bent, which showed that when
attempting to recover itself the animal's body had
proved too heavy, the hind legs slipped underneath it,

and it became frozen fast. Thus the beast perished,

and has ever since lain undisturbed beneath the layer

of earth which in the course of ages formed above the
ice, until at length the warmth of the sun exposed it

to the light. It was necessary to remove the remains
before the advent of spring, otherwise it would have
been too late. Wild animals had already begun to tear

at the flesh, and to preserve the remains on the spot
was impossible, as a body which has lain for so long
in the ice decomposes with greater rapidity when ex-
posed to the air. It was, therefore, determined to di-

vide it into several parts, forwarding each in a frozen

state, and putting them together afterward. A hut
with a stove in it was constructed over the mammoth,
and as the ice gradually melted the portion thus re-

leased was removed and duly prepared for transit.

The entire process of excavation occupied two months,
during which time the open air temperature was 50°

Celsius. The legs and feet resemble those of an ele-

phant, except that the latter has three toes, the mam-
moth five. The hair is of a brownish yellow color, and
is so long and thick that its owner could hardly have
felt cold in any temperature, however low. The skin

is from 20 to 23 mm. thick, and underneath it there is

a layer of fat 9 mm. thick. Blood was found in the

body, and in the mouth there was the remains of food
on which the marks of the teeth were impressed. The
contents of the stomach were enormous, and in quite

a fresh state. In spite of the great difficulties of the

journey, all the various portions were conveyed with-

out injury or loss to St. Petersburg, and now consti-

tute a unique trophy.—London Field.

A Skinned Beaver.

Hurrying along the streets of Cairo, 111., the other

day to keep a dinner engagement, as I passed a meat store

1 saw hanging upon the rail in front a skinned beaver.

I had little or no time to spare, but I nevertheless paused
sufficiently to look the animal over. It was flayed with

the greatest of care, not a scrap of fur even being left

upon the head the size of a dime. It was literally skinned

to the teeth. The butcher had run the hook into and un-

der the lower jaw, resulting in a partial distension of the

jaws and an exhibition of the chisel-like teeth of the animal.

The paddle-like tail with its rubber-like skin was yet a

part of the animal, and evidently had not been appro-

priated by the hunter and stewed or broiled, or what-

ever they do to a beaver's tail, to make one thank the

gods that one lives and eats.

It is a serious matter aside from the etiquette of the

case to keep a host's soup waiting, and appreciating the

enormity of such an act, I hurried on, as much as I

wanted to go in and find out all that butcher knew about

the rare exhibit in front of his shop.

Such a sight in Fulton or Washington Market would
undoubtedly cause some comment in the daily press, and,

if the law on' beaver is closed in New York, probably the

confiscation of the carcass.

Anyway, the sight was a novel one to me, for I had
never seen a beaver skinned and hung up like a calf in

front of a butcher store before. A slaughtered buffalo

would not have surprised me more.
Charles Cristadoro.

Samoa *Uma.

Mrs. Churchill, the wife of an American Consul-General in

Samoa, has written a charming account of its interesting and sin-

gular i^eople. A lover of nature and fond of sports of field and
water—she was almost as much at home in the surf as a native,

could cast a fly and handle a rifle—the author lived out of doors

when her housekeeping duties were not too exacting, and having
an inquiring mind, there was nothing in the free Samoan life that

escaped lier.

In Mrs. Churchill's pages you slial! also read about the handi-

. crafts, art and music of the Samoans, their traditions and their

sports, and this information is conveyed in a sprightly and un-

affected style, proving the enthusiasm of the writer. You may
also read of the shooting of the perilous and therefore exciting

passage of Apolima, an experience which maltes the hair of the
venturesome stand on end; of the weed that catches fish; of

spearing bv torchlight in the tidal pools; of the chase of blue

rats with the throwing stick, and of how toothsome a meal these

little creatures make; of innumerable hideous things that swarm
and crawl and creep; of the vampires of the Tuasivi; of some
South .Sea hoodoos; of the incorrigible, shameless beachcomber,
and of sundry other odd, novel and wonderful things. A chapter

with a very attractive title is "Samoans Fickle Brides," and few
will pass it by. "Samoa 'Uma," which means "All Samoa," is cer-

tainly a hook that kills time, and having read it, you will know
the human side of Samoa and a good deal about the biological.—

New York Evening Sun.

§^tfie §ng and §ntu—

—

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fobest and Sikkam.

The New York League.
special RepQri to Forest (tnd Siream.

There was a good attendance at the annual meeting
of the New York State Fish, Game and Forest League,
which Avas held pursuant to call, at the Yates Hotel, in
Syracuse, Thursday, Dec. 4, and the proceedings were
of a very interesting nature. Some of the discussions
were quite spirited, showing that those who partici-
pated were deeply in earnest, but the best of feeling
prevailed and everyone manifested a disposition to
sacrifice personal views and preferences in deference
to the will of the majority and for the greatest good
of the greatest number. The delegates present were:

New York Association for the Pfbtection of Fish and Game-
Robert B. Lawrence, John C. O'Conor, New York city.
Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River—W. H. Tliomp-

son, A. C. Cornwall, Alexandria Bay; R. P. Grant, Clayton.
Anglers' Association of Onondaga County—C. H. Mowry, F. C.

Eddy, John H. Forey. Alternates: George C. Kirk, Henry Loftie,
George B. Wood, J. L. Perry, Syracuse.
Black River Association for Ihe Protection of Fish and Game

—

VV. E. Wolcott, Utica; VV. L. Fowler, Holland Patent.
Spencer Sportsmen's Club—W. S. Gavitt, Henry Killick, Lyons:

H. B. Whitney, Phelps. '

Schenectady County Fish and Game Protective Assox;iation

—

Dr. A. L. Sitterlv, Schenectady.
Niagara County Anglers' Association—Charles W. HatelH H.

'K. Wicker, Lockport.
Genesee \ al!ey Fish and Game Protection and Propagating As-

sociation—Jolm R. Fanning, Rochester.
Geneva Fish and Game Protective Association—Dr. W. H.

Jordan, C. C. Gates, Charles S. Burrale, H. K. Schieffelin, Geneva.
Seneca Falls Sportsmen's Club^Ernest G. Gould, Seneca Falls.
Honorary Members-Aaron Mather, Bridgewater; Maj. J. W.

Pond, Albany; James Annin, Jr., Caledonia; Assemblyman Will-
iams, of Onondaga county; John D. W hiah, of Albany, Secretary
of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission, and J. H. Levitt, of
Gloversville, were also in attendance.

President R. B. Lawrence called the meeting to or-
der at 10:30, and expressed the pleasure it afforded him
to meet the members of the League again. He was
pleased to greet the new members as well as the old.
He believed the great need was for more clubs to be-
come identified with the League.
Treasurer A. C. Cornwail's annual report showed:

Balance on hand last year, $68.69; receipts, $95; total,

$163.69; disbursements, $80.83; balance on hand, $82.'86.

Chairman C. H. Mowry, of the Legislative and Law
Committee, reported that his committee had tried hard
to secure the passage of a bill to prohibit the sale of
grouse and woodcock killed in this State. He said
such a bill passed both houses, but the Governor al-

lowed it to die. Mr. Mowry thought it best to push
the bill again this year. A bill to prohibit the taking
of more than 25 pounds of fish from Oneida Lake in
a day was prevented from passing. The passage of a
bill to permit the use of batteries for shooting ducks
on Cayuga Lake for one or two days in a week, shared
a similar fate, as did also one to allow netting in cer-
tain portions of Cayuga Lake.
Another bill was presented permitting fishing

through the ice for pike and pickerel in certain waters
not mentioned in the old law. It permitted twenty lines
in Oneida Lake and other waters. The argument was
that they wanted to legalize what had been practiced
a long time, the claim being that it did no harm. The
commitee deemed it best to concede the fishing in the
waters asked for.

President Lawrence said it was a matter of congratu-
lation that the Legislative and Law Committee had
done such effective work. On moti« n of R. P. Grant
a vote of thanks was extended to Mr, Mowry for his
earnest efforts as chairman of the committee. Mr.
Mowry thanked the League for its approval of his ac-
tion and the expression of appreciation of the work
done.
W. S. Gavitt, chairman of the special committee on

organization, reported that circulars had been sent
to different organizations of sportsmen throughout the
State calling attention to the necessity for cooperation
and becoming members of the league. Some of the
associations have sent representatives and others have
signified their intention of joining. He thought the
League should have representation in every county in

the State, and suggested that it might be well to make
it possible for individuals to become members of the
League on payment of $i each.
Resting on a table in the center of the assembly

room was a big muskallonge from the St. Lawrence
River, and President Lawrence called on W. H.
Thompson to explain how it came there. Mr. Thpmp-
son said the fish was caught in the river the day pre-
vious, and he brought it down to show what had been
done there in the way of propagation. Muskallonge are

caught in the St. Lawrence weighing from 5 to So
pounds. For six or eight years the State has been very
liberal in supplying fry of the muskallonge and wall-

eyed pike for stocking the river, and the work is nec-
essary to maintain good fishing. For three months of

the year on the St. Lawrence reservation there are a
thousand boats out fishing, and it requires a good
many fish to supply them. With all the fishing that

has been done, however, the fishing is improving.
Not long since he saw six bass brought in at Alex-
andria Bay which weighed 3iJ^ pounds, and one of

the number weighed 6^ pounds. Another fishing party

a short time ago caught three muskallonge weighing
12, 20 and 39 pounds respectively. Mr. Thompson said

there had been some talk in favor of the netting out

of coarse fish to benefit the game fish, but this plan
was tried years ago, and the result was that it took
many years to get the fishing back to where it was as

good as it was before netting was allowed. The St.

Lawrence Anglers' Association feels well repaid for

the money that has been expended in getting things

where they are. We ask the League, continued Mr.
Thompson, to recommend that the law be allowed to

remain as it is now in the St. Lawrence reserva-

tion, and that no netting be allowed there except for

minnows.
. , ,
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Mr. Gavitt offered a resolution that the constitution

be so amended that any individual desiring to connect
himself with the League could do so by payment of $1,

and that there be not to exceed tive such members
from any one county. He thought unanimous consent
would be necessary for the consideration of an amend-
ment at this time.
Mr. Mowry.—Then five individuals could come in

from a county and outvote the two delegates of a club.

Mr. Gavitt.—I do not think there would be any
abuse of the provision, but I would not object to mak-
ing the number three instead of five.

Chief Game Protector Pond favored the resolution,

saying that assistance was needed in every county.
There are some counties which have no sportsmen's
association, but if the resolution prevails you will get

sportsmen from all over the State who will aid the
League, and not abuse the privilege. They will not
join the League to oppose better legislation.

John R. Fanning also favored the idea. JTe thought
the association was organized on too narrow a scale.

With an abundance of money in the treasury much can
be accomplished which can not be without it. He said

there were bays near Rochester where the game laws
were violated by netting. He hoped the resolution

would prevaih
John C. O' Conor moved that unanimous consent be

given to amend the constitution in regard to membei"-
ship. Carried.
Mr. Mowry suggested that some measure be taken

to restrict the voting power of individual members so

that they could not in any county exceed the voting

power of a club.

On motion of Mr. Gavitt, the president was author-

ized to appoint a committee of three to consider the

proposed amendment. Messrs. Gavitt, Fanning and
Wolcott were named as such committee.
Mr. O'Conor spoke at some length concerning legis-

lative matters. He- referred to the bills passed at the

last session of the Legislature, 9 of which affected

game, 13 fish and 2 were general. Section 173, said

he, relates to the powers of game protectors, and why
should they not have the same powers in the counties

of New York and Kings as they do in other counties?

I would like to have the committee recommend that

this section be amended by striking out the clause

excepting the counties of New York and Kings. Mr.
O'Conor then called attention to Section 141 of the

game laws. He thought a portion was put in for the

benefit of cold storage warehouses. The speaker also

referred to the section relating to wild fowl. He said

there was great objection to limiting the season on
Long Island as early as March. It seemed to him
that with the great opposition from Long Island it

would be almost impossible to prohibit the shooting
of wild fowl as early as that, but it might be possible

to prevent the sale of the birds after March.. I.

Major Pond was pleased to hear something from
Long Island. This matter had been threshed out in

the League, and the conclusion reached that Long Isl-

and was a kingdom by itself. He said there were good
results from the cold storage law this year. Repre-
sentatives of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission
were allowed to examine goods when the closed sea-

son began and seal them. The seals were not broken
during the closed season. Thousands of insectivorous

birds were found and this put the commission in a

position to commence action for these birds, which are

not allowed in possession at any time. So much for

Section 141, In the counties of New York and Kings
.^the protectors have only got to go a block before they
can get a search warrant, but in the rural districts they
sometimes have to go miles to get one.

Mr. O'Conor admitted that a portion of Section 141

was very good. One of the good things we got out

of the Legislature was the section about insectivorous

birds. Can the major tell me why a man should give

a bond to break a law? We want to repeal Section 141

and strike out in Section 173 the provisions excepting

New York and Kings. It is difficult to get search v/ar-

rants. Give the game protectors the same rights in

New York and Kings they have elsewhere. We want
the right of search in cold storage warehouses and
we want it illegal for anyone to have game in posses-

sion in the closed season.
Major Pond.—I did not say the department would

be displeased if the protectors had the power of search.

Mr. Fanning asked Major Pond how many cold
storage warehouses there were in the State. He
thought perhaps a dozen.
The chair appointed Messrs. Thompson, Forey and

Wicker as a committee on nominations, and declared a

recess until 2 P. M.
At the afternoon session Chairman Mowry, of the

Legislative and Law Committee, reported a number of

proposed amendments to the game laws, and the
League decided to recommend the following: That the

counties of Sullivan, Ulster and Greene be brought
under the general law as to ruflfed grouse and wood-
cock. That the open season for quail shall close No-
vember 30, except on Long Island, and that the sea-

son for black and gray squirrels shall end on the same
date; to amend Section 176 so as to give such special

game protectors as are in the employ of boards of

supervisors or of any regularly organized club for the
protection of fish and game, the same powers of search
that the regular protectors have; to amend Section 80
relating to fishing in Seneca Lake, by cutting out the
four lines about taking fish with spears; to provide
that Avild dticks and geese shall not be offered for sale

after March i in any year until the open season be-
gins; to prohibit the sale of grouse and woodcock
killed within this State.

There was a lively discussion over a proposition that
the club also recommend that the sale of quail be pro-
hibited. Dr. Jordan, Assemblyman Williams, Messrs.
Mowry, Forey, Fanning and Grant spoke on the sub-
ject. It was decided that such a bill could not be
passed at present.

Quite a debate concerning spring shooting followed
the presentation of a proposed new section, to be
known as Section 143, to provide that there shall be
no open season for any birds earlier than Sept. 16 or

later than Dec. 31. It is intended that the law shall

not be construed to affect bird seasons which may
open after Sept. 16 or close earlier than Dec. 31.

President Lawrence spoke of the bay bird shooting
on Long Island in July and August, and suggested that
Long Island might be excepted from the proposed sec-

tion.

Mr. Mowry thought there would be objection in the
rest of the State to having spring shooting allowed on
Long Island and not elsewhere. The Legislative and
Law Committee reported in favor of the section by sub-
stituting for "birds" the words "web-footed wild fowl."
The League decided to recommend such a measure.
Mr. O'Conor offered a resolution that the League

favor a bill repealing so much of Section 141 as relates

to the giving of a bond. Adopted.
Mr. O'Conor also offered a resolution that the

League favor striking out in Section 173 the exception
in regard to the counties of New York and Kings.
Adopted.
Mr. Cornwall presented a resolution protesting

against any change in the laws relating to the St.

Lawrence reservation calculated to permit netting, ex-
cept for minnows. Adopted.
Mr. Gavitt, of the special committee, presented a

resolution to amend Article 15 of the constitution so
as to permit individuals to become members of the
League on payment of $1 annual dues, those represent-
ing each county to be entitled to two votes, providing
there is in said county no organization connected with
the League. Adopted.

It was decided to recommend that the sale of veni-
son in the Adirondack Park be prohibted within the
blue line.

The committee on nomination, Messrs. Thompson,
Forey and Wicker, reported in favor of the following
officers, and the same were duly elected: President,
Robert B. Lawrence, New York; Vice-President, H.
K. Wicker, Lockport; Secretary, Ernest G. Gould,
Seneca Falls; Treasurer, A. C. Cornwall, Alexandria
Bay; Legislative and Law Committee, Chairman, ,C.

H. Mowry, F. C. Eddy, W. S. Gavitt, R. P. Grant;
Auditing Committee, Aaron Mather, W. G. Babcock,
C. W. Hatch; Biological Committee, James Annin, Jr.,

Geo. B. Wood, .Henry Killick; Organization Commit-
tee, W. S. Gavitt, W. E. Wolcott, J. H. Forey.

W. E. Wolcott.
Utica, Bee. 6.

Maine and Massachusetts.

Hunters' Licenses.

Boston, Dec. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The ques-
tion whether Maine should have a law requiring hunt-
ers from other States to purchase the privilege of kill-

ing game in the State is one that interests Massa-
chusetts sportsmen very much,
As is to be expected, there is great diversity of

opinion among them. Some go so far as to say, that,
in case such a law is passed, they will abandon their
autumn trips to that State and go to Canada or Nova
Scotia instead. Your readers are aware that many
New England moose hunters prefer to ' go to New
Brunswick and pay $30 for the privilege of hunting
rather than go to Maine, believing their chances of
securing a fine trophy in the latter regions a great deal
better.

This class of sportsmen will naturally continue to
pursue the same policy. But will those who consider
Maine the "paradise for sportsmen" take kindly to
a license law?
The question is not altogether a new one, but the

positive manner in which Chairman Carleton has re-
cently recommended the enactment of such a law
brings it to the front just now. I have been to some
pains to obtain the views of some Boston sportsmen
in reference to it. One of them recently returned from
an extended trip to northern Aroostook, tells me the
woods were full of "so-called sportsmen," as he ex-
pressed it. He said for his part he would be glad to
see a law passed requiring a fee of $50 for hunting
big game. On his trip he said he "found people every-
where," and he could not get away from them. This,
bear in mind, was in a very remote part of the State.
The view expressed by this gentleman represents one
extreme. That of another who said he should never
care to pay a license fee for hunting in Maine, repre-
sents the opposite extreme.

Several have remarked that they would not object
and, in fact, would be quite willing to pay a moderate
fee, provided resident sportsmen were required to con-
tribute also. It is a matter of common knoAvledge that
men from large towns and the cities of Maine as well
as from places without the State, have been going into
the wilderness the last few years (since deer have be-
come so numerous) with the idea of bringing out
game enough to defray a large part of the expense of
the trip, The venison they bring home finds its way
into the markets.
These men, no doubt, are fond of the woods. They

derive enjoyment and get relaxation from their out-
ings, and they would resent being called "pot-hunters"
or "market-hunters," but are they doing their part as
sportsmen?
How many of them are members of any game pro-

tective society or club? How many of them contriljute
a single penny toward the care or propagation of fish
or game, either in their ovm State or elsewhere?
They certainly cannot claim to be ranked as sports-

men of a high order. Let them show a disposition to
aid the cause according to their means, be it never so
little. ^ _ J

Oce Deef Only.

I would suggest as a remedy for market-hunting
that instead of allowing two deer to be deported, as
imder the present law, only one should be permitted.
This would certainly be ample for the sportsman to
distribute among friends. It will be conceded by
every one that game of all kinds should be so used as
to confer the greatest good upon the greatest number.
As a product of great pecuniary value to the State,

it is her policy to adopt such regulations as to its

capture and use as will best promote the welfare of
her citizens as a whole.
Hundreds of men depend on the patronage of sports-

men for a living. If a license fee so great as to deter
the patrons of camps and hotels in the wilderness
from making their usual trips be charged, the result
must be a greatly reduced income to the proprietors.
Among those who have for years been accustomed to
hunt without paying for the privilege, there is a nat-
ural feeling of opposition to the change, but if a mod-
erate sum be exacted from non-residents and residents
alike, or, possibly, a smaller tax be levied upon Maine
citizens than upon those from without the State, and
the proceeds be devoted to improved protection, very
few would make serious objection, and, in my opinion,
the business of hotels, camps and guides would be
continued without serious detriment.
The raids of large parties from Indiana and Ohio

upon Maine game furnishes an argument in favor of
the license system, also, it seems to me, for reducing
the quantity of game that may be deported. If reports
of such incursions are reliable, they come near being
a nuisance, a menace not only "to the game, but to
human life as well.

I have heard men say that every deer they had
killed cost them at least a hundred dollars, and a
Boston sportsman who recently returned from a trip
of a few days in company with four others, showed me
the footing of their expenses amounting to $800.
The fact that more deer have been shipped out of the

State this year than ever before at this dale, indicates
to my mind that they were never more abimdant and
that there has also been a larger number of hunters as
well. Deer have unquestionably spread over larger
areas within the last few years, not only within the
State, but they have passed over the western boundary
into New Hampshire, still further into Vermont and
are now working into Massachusetts in very consider-
able numbers. Reports of deer being seen in every
county of this State are coming in almost every week.
Only last week a doe was captured while swimming

in Barnstable Bay and liberated in the Lynn (or
Saugus) Avoods. The time may come when men of the
old Bay State will find no difficulty in furnishing their
tables with venison without going several hundred
miles for it.

Commissioner Carleton will doubtless have the sup-
port of the farmers and of men in the lumber busi-
nes.s. In fact, the Lumbermen's and Landowners' As-
sociation, at the annual meeting in Bangor, on Dec.
I, adopted a resolution in support of the measure.

_
At the meeting of the Maine Sportsmen's Associa:-

"

tion, to be held Dec. 10, the question will no doubt be
thoroughly discussed in all its bearings, and it is to
be hoped that a conservative policy will be recom-
mended.

Every true sportsman surely desires to see the kill'^

ing of both deer and moose kept within such limits as
to insure their increase rather than a reduction in their
numbers.

Indiscriminate slaughter, of does ehould, it seems to
me, receive the attention of game protectors. The
number of half-grown deer coming through on the
trains of late years is surprising. This killing of
fawns is "murder of the innocents" and should be
abandoned by all men claiming to be in any sense
sportsmen.

I have heard the claim made that Maine is unable
to afford a larger appropriation for the work of her
commission. That position is untenable. The same
claim was made at the session of the Legislature in
1894-5, but the appropriation was largely increased,
Tiotwithstanding the objections of opponents. The
State cannot afford to withhold money needed to keep
up the work so ably conducted and to carry it for-
ward to still_ greater completeness. It is to be hoped
such legislation will be had the coming winter as will
show that Maine is ready to do her part, and does not
wish to exact everything from non-residents who
gladly pay liberally for such entertainment as her
forests. afford. Henry H. Kimbaix,

Sec. Mass. F. and G. Prot. Ass'n.

Massachoietts Law Enforcement.

Thisr work goe;s bravely on in IMassachusetts. From
Chairman Collins, of the commission, I learn that
Deputies Luman and Shea recently got Joe Bugbee,
of West Brookfield, for attempted sale of thirteen
partridges. On Nov. 30 they took three men for Sun-
day hunting; also that a man was arrested in Alarsh-
field for Sunday gunning.
He writes further: "I am certain the game laws

were never enforced in this State as they have been
this fall. Snarers, ferretcrs and those trying to sell

game illegally have_^ felt the pinch of the law. The re-
sult has shown wlTat a trained and centrally directed
force can do. There is no question but we have
broken up a lot of illicit work."
The requirements have been such that the commis-

sioners have been forced to supplement the labors of
the regular paid deputies by putting on an increased
force for special work.

From Greenfield,

A large and growing club of two years' standing
bids fair to be a power in that section of the State.
The writer had the pleasure of meeting the members
on the occasion of their second "Annual Game Sup-
per." Roast 'coon, rabbit pie and ^venison furnished
a tempting menu, and the occasion was one of rare en-
joyment. The president. Mr. Charles C. Russell, pre-
sided with grace and dignity, and among the speakers
were Dr. Newton, Deputy Wm. Leipple, Mr. Daniel
Collins and others. The membership of the club is

about two hundred.

Ftom Westfield.

Still the good work goes on. Mr. Charles N. Lewis
writes from this thriving town as follows: "I have
worked hard to form a fish and game association here,
and have got it going in fairly good shape now."
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Hon. George W, Wiggin, former president oi the

State Association, recentl^returned from a trip to

"The Forks," Maine. In "tine party were also Mr.
Bradley Rockwood, of Franklin, and Mr. Howe, of

Boston. They went in via Bingham and to a camp on
Moxie Pond. They report a horde of Westerners in

the region, but were able to find a secluded spot where
they secured three deer.

James R. Reed, president of the State Association,
writes from New Brunswick that he finds caribou
identy, but has not yet seen a bull moose; saw sev-

eral cows.
Among those who have returned from Maine with

moose are C. H. Randall and F. Webster, of Boston,

and Charles Harmon, of Lynn. John W. Farley,

George Carter, E. G. Penniman, F. F. Cushman, Mrs,

J. L. Cushman, A. D. Wright, F. W. Thurston, J. C
Chamberlain, Mrs. Chamberlain, G. W. Sullivan, E. G.

Morse, W^ B. Berry, G. R. Noble and Frank E. Wilson,
all of Boston, have recently returned from Maine with
deer. Central.

Massachasetts Game Laws.

Editor Forest and Stream: -

It is very doubtful if there is another State in the

Union that has better protective laws for fish and
game than the old Bay State. More than two decades
ago summer woodcock shooting was made illegal.

For the past three years spring duck shooting has been
prohibited. For the same length of time the open
season on woodcock, partridge and quail has been
limited to the two months of October and November,
which is all the time that should be allowed under
present conditions.
We also have a law prohibiting the sale of woodcock

and partridge at any time, which was brought about
by the sportsmen with the aid of the marketmen, who
agreed not to buy or sell these fast disappearing birds,

and we have good reason to think they deserve the

praise of having lived up to their agreement for the

past three years. This law has produced good results

and saved a great many birds, as it is estimated that

from 15,000 to 20,000 were shot for the market an-

nually. These two valuable game birds cannot be suc-

cessfully bred in captivity, and turned loose to replen-

ish the exhausted covers like the quail. The Avood-

cock and the woodduck being migrants, are being
persecuted at both ends of the line, North and South j

it is like burning the candle at both ends. It seems
a great pity these birds are not protected in every
State in the Union during their breeding seasons.

Spring and summer shooting should be abolished every--

where. We have a very efficient board of
_
fish and

game commissioners. The arrests and convictions of

lawbreakers have been many, and the fines so heavy
as to teach them that the commission has not been
idle, and the way of the transgressor is hard.

Geo. L. Brown.

Massachusetts Poachers Discouraged.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 4. The good work of enforcing

the game laws has gone on as usual since I last wrote
you. On Sunday, Nov. 23, two of the game wardens
"surrounded" "six Sunday hunters down in East Douglas,

and each one of them was convicted and fined $15. Since

then, deputies Luman and Shea have captured Joseph
Bugbee of New Braintree for having in possession for

sale thirteen partridge. Bugbee was tried on December 2

at Gilbertville on one bird and fined $20, and Judge Hea-
ley continued the case of sentence on the other twelve

birds and told Bugbee that if the court learned of other

transgressions of the game laws on his part the full sen-

tence would be imposed.- On the same day Luman and
Shea secured two other convictions for violations of the

game laws, and beside these, four other convictions have
been secured this week by other deputies.

This vigorous work has had a most salutary effect and
the would-be poachers and pot hunters are badly scared,

so much so that in sections where the game laws were
never before respected, there is a decided change now.

Bay State.

New Hampshire Deer Hunting

Vith a Bear Episode.

I HAVE just returned from a short trip after deer. 1

understand that there have been more deer hunters in

northern New Hampshire this season than ever, and very

few deer have been killed, and most of what were, were

shot by parties watching near apple trees. My hunting

grounds were in the vicinity of Merrill's Mountain Home,
on the road leading to the top of Moosilauke Mountain.

Some two miles from Merrill's are two deserted farms;

ihey are but a short distance apart, and the deer go
from one to the other. There is a barn on one farm and
a house and barn on the other. There are also a number
of apple trees, and I think about all the deer in that sec-

tion go to those apple trees. They show considerable

sense and go as I judged about midnight. The morning
after my arrival I was at one of the barns at daybreak
and not a deer was to be seen, though there were plenty

of sign that they had been there.

The next day it began to snow (there was no snow
before), and I thought I should get a chance to do some
still-hunting. With the perversity of_ such snowfalls

(when one is on the hunting grounds), it .was a mixture
of snow, rain and hail, and the result was the noisiest

kind of traveling.

Before daybreak the next morning I was at the barn.

The snow told the story of the preceding night. Deer
tracks were everywhere, of big deer and small deer. The
•snow was completely cut up. The house and the barn
are some thirty-five yards apart, and three deer had
walked between the buildings. I circled around that

ground and found that some six or seven deer had made
all the tracks. The day was very still and the snow
very noisy, and the frozen leaves under the snow in the

woods made more noise than the snow. There was about
one chance in a hundred of getting a shot by tracking. I

took a couple of tracks and followed them as carefully as
I could for about an hour. They led straight up the
mountain and showed no signs of wanting to stop, I ex-
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pected to see signs of their stopping to lie down, and I

intended then to try and circle around such places. Well,
1 saw what all still-hunters often see, two fresh beds and
two sets of tracks where the deer had gone on the jump.
I then struck north along the side of the mountain, and
after a time fomid the track of a very large buck. He
led through some quite open hardwood growth, and 1

began to have hopes of getting a shot. 1 tried my best to

get that deer, keeping most of the tune sonie fifty yards to

one side of his trail and using my eycji for all they were
worth. After about an hour 1 saw the buck a long way
off. He had just turned broadside to me, and went out
of sight. I could not think what had become of him. I

knew he did not run, aud thought he nu'ght have lain

down. I watched for a few minutes, then worked up, and
found that a small break ran down the mountain and the

deer had followed it up and there was just bank enougli

to cover him. I followed him then for two hoin-s and
jumped him in some thick spruce, Jiever getting a glimpse.

I gave up then trying to do any more tracking. J did not

know where- I was, and it was about all I wanted to do
to get out of the woods. Men born and bred in that or
similar regions may enjoy slabbing those mountains. It

tykes Ihe wind out of me to do nutch of it.

After that 1 spent a number of hours watching from
ihe barn. On the last morning I climbed up under the

eaves of the barn and saw a deer so far away that it

looked about as large as a sheep. It tiirned and walked
,\nlo the woods, and I started for MerrilTs and took the

afternoon train home.
A neiglibor who is a first-rate still-hunter and also a

very lucky hunter, was hunting in the vicinity of the three

ponds in Ellswortli- He was some six or seven miles east

from where I was, but there was quite a bunch of moun-
tains bevween us. It so happened (hat we both came home
on the same train. His experience was about like mine.

He had not seen a deer, but had found five times as many
fresh signs. He jumped deer after deer, and no matter

how carefully he worked, he could not get a glimpse of

one. He found it just as noisy as I did.

I do not see how there can be any fair still-hunting this

season. In the region where I was there is some four

inches of noisy snow and the frozen leaves under it are

worse. Six inches more of dry snow would not kill the

noise. Should the present snow go off and more come
afterward, there might be some hunting, but it is not

likely, as there is less than two weeks of open season left.

In some instances that I heard of where deer were
killed, luck had a great deal to do with it. A man (as I

was told) started out one day on bare ground, took his

horse and wagon and drove along a road to where an old

lumber road came down off the mountain. He tied his

horse and walked some two hundred yards up the lumber
road. Saw a deer walking down the road and shot

it. While dressing this deer he saw another coming to-

ward him ; he shot that one. A few minutes later he saw
a fox coming down the road, and he killed the fox. He
then dragged the deer out and loaded them in his wagon
and started for home. After going a short distance he

saw another fox coming toward the road ; he shot that

fox also. He said he was gone from home just three

hours, and killed two deer and two foxes, and did not

have to work to get them.

Now as to Merrill, of the Mountain Home. Merrill

catches some bears. He also keeps some sheep. The
bears catch his sheep and he catches the bears. I think

]\Terrill Avould be willing to lose more sheep if he could

catch more bears.

Merrill has a sort of frog pond in a swamp up in the

mountains back of his house. lit years past he has

caught some fifteen bears at that place. Merrill says that

when a bear strays that way he nearly always goes
through that swamp at a certain place. Merrill has made
a sort of loose brush fence there, leaviitg an opening
for the bears to go through. He sets his traps in the

opening, using no bait. The trap patiently awaits the

coming of the bear. Last May a bear took four sheep,

and the trap was set. The first time the bear came that

way he stepped over the trap. The second time a hedge-
hog had the trap, or the trap had the hedgehog. The
third time the hear did his part and got caught. The
trap was set in May and the bear got into it in September.

Now. catching a bear in a steel trap does not meaii that

you go to where the trap was set and find a bear in it. It

means that both trap and bear are gone. This bear was
easily tracked for some distance, then the bear used his

wits and got rid of the clog of the trap. He was fol-

lowed for a while and then all traces were lost,

Merrill says that a bear will pick up a trap and carry it,

leaving no trail on hard ground. Merrill made a wide
circle around in the direction he thought the bear would
go and found the trail. It was followed a lottg distance,

and the bear was found. I saw a photo of it as it lay dead
in Merrill's door yard.

On my way home I saw several returning deerless

sportsutcit. There is one thing this tracking and still-

hunting of deer is doing, and doing it thoroughly. It is

making the deer very much wilder. Years ago in sec-

lions where deer were hunted with dogs, oite when hear-

ing the footsteps of a still-hunter, would jump up and
stand looking, waiting to see what was coming. After
being still -hunted for a time, they lost all such curiosity.

They jumped up and left at once.

Now, I am not at all satisfied with the result of my
recent trip. From near my house I can see the moun-
taiits in the region where I hunted. Should I hear that

the snow there goes off during the present week, I shall

go up aitd spend the last few days of the open season. It

may prove unsuccessful, but there is nothing like trying.

C. M. Stark.
DUNBARTON, N. H , Dec. 1,

Cttfritwck Shooting.

Carolla, N. C, Dec. 2.—^The November record is

1,000 ducks, 500 geese, 300 swans. Most of the ducks are

canvasbacks and redheads. One party from Washington
killed 300 ducks, 5 swans, 15 geese in two days._ One
party from New -York 6 swans, 20 geese, 200 ducks, in four

days. Another party from New York, 2 men, shot 150

ducks, 3 swans, 25 geese, in two days, and the oher fowl

were shot by Ross White and Miss Lee White.
L. R. White.

Guns and Their Handlers.
['ditor Forest and Stream:
While the hunting season is on we can seldom pick np

a paper that does not give at least one account of an acci-

dental shooting from some cause or another.
Mr. Joseph W. Shurter, in the current number of the

Forest and Stream,, gives his opithon as to what cause-o

some of them ; and he is right. A man who has taken
too much whisky has no business with a gun either in his

hands or his pocket. I have no dislike for whisky or the

men who use it; t can use it myself, but I don't need any
when I am traveling around with a gun.

But I have ofteit thought that our modern breechloaders
should have the credit for a great many of these acci-

dents. There are some of us still living who began shoot-

ing years before we had any breechloaders. Then we did

not blaze away at every bush or bunch of grass we saw
moving, We waited until we saw what was moving it,

and were sure we did see what it was before firing; for

if we missed, before we were ready to fire again whatever
we were shooting at would be half-way across to the next
county. But now with the breechloader that only needs a

twist of the wrist to reload, we can keep on pumping
lead until the magazine is empty, and by that time we will

liave hit something, if it is only a stump on the side of a-

liill half a mile away. If it is not a man who stops one of

these balls, then that is the man's fault, not ours; we
have not stopped long enough to see whether he was in

range or not.

The man or boy who carries his gurt by the muzzle and
,

dragn it out of a wagon or boat or through a fence with
ibe muzzle pointed to^vard him, belongs to a class by
liims'-lf, he v.'ill shoot himself or some one else sooner or
later; that i.s a foregone conclusion.

If it should be a boy who is doing this, he will get a

lesson as to how to handle his gun, from me, before he
goes any further. If it is a man, then I want to go further

myself and get clear out of his neighborhood before the

catastrophy takes place, then let some other unfortunate

get that charge xif buckshot.

The last shooting accident that I saw a notice of was
where two young men in our own State here were hunt-
ing email; one of them had just stooped down to pick

np a dead bird when his companion fired, sending his
\

load of shot into the head and shoulders of the man who
was stooping here at his feet.

"You were probably both shooting the quail on the

ground," I thought, "so I can't pity you much. After the

doctor gets through with you, both of you may be more
careful hereafter. Let us hope so, but probably you
won't." Cabia Blanco.

Erie, Pa. .

A Disgrace to Virginia.

Editor Forest and Stream:
On Thanksgiving Day in this year of grace, I902,_ I

was in Princess Anne county, Virginia, in the vicinity <

of that small sheet of fresh water commonly known as the

North Bay. About 2 o'clock in the afternoon we were 1

alarmed by what appeared to be a perfect fusillade of

musketry, as though the fiercest kind of a sham battle

were being fought oit the bay.

On proceeding to the shores of the bay, we discovered

the cause to be a battue of that nondescript wildfowl

locally known as "blue peter," and we beheld a sight

wdiich would incite to wrath every lover of animal life

and cause a real man the utmost indignation. Several

small, quick-moving sailboats would, as far as possible,
'

surround a raft of blue peters and then close in as rapidly

as possible, and open fire on the almost helpless prey.

Each boat had two men in the bow to do the firing, and

fire they did as fast as they could, so the din and the

slaughter can readily be imagined. When the round tip

was finished by the boats reaching the shore, the boats

would return under easy sail aitd pick up the dead, and

when this was done the blue peters would be again sought

and the performance repeated. Naturally, every living'

thing except the crew of the boats le;^t the bay. Formerly

this bay was frequented by large numbers of wildfowl,,

but owing to the above-described way of carrying on

wanton destruction, as well as the continued use of bat-

^

teries, wildfowl have been practically exterminated and a

duck is rarely seen on this water. I am mformed the

same practice has begun on the Back Bay, and that bat-'

teries also are largely used there. It is safe to say that if

some stop is not made and that right speedily, the wild-

fowl will be driven from that bay, and the once-famed

shooting ground of the Ragged Island Club will be but
;

a memory.
One remedy would appear to be simple. Let the Legis-

,

lature prohibit shooting from boats and also authorize

the appointment by a chief State warden or by the county

court, of game wardens in every county, and let each

and every gunner take out a license and the fees received,

from licenses be expended in paying the game wardens.

It certainly is the duty of the State to protect itself and

its law-abidiitg citizens against such lawless acts and
prevent such wanton and useless slaughter. Xper.

Capt* John Travis.

From the Turf, Field and Farm, Feb. 29, 1868.

The celebrated pistol shot of the United States being

now in our city for a short time, giving lessons in his

favorite art, our readers may like to learn something of,

the man and his remarkable feats. He is the wimier of'

loS consecutive matches, the distance he has shot in his

different matches ranging from lo to 500 yards, shooting

altogether with a pistol. Some of our readers perhaps

will recollect the great feat he performed in Louisiana in

1853, shooting at the first shot on a wager of one thou-

sand dollars, a small orange from the head of Mr. J. P.,

Osgood. At the distance of twenty paces, another great-

feat of his at Niagara Falls was much talked of at the,

time. Monsieur Blondin, the renowned rope walker, was
crossing Niagara River from the American to the Cana-i

dian side. When half-way across Blondin held out his'

hat, and the captain from the deck of the steamer Maid
of the Mist, at the distance of 360 feet, shot a ball,

through the hat.
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Adirondack Deer.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The deer season has ended, and as the snow is commg

down as though it meant to stay, there is not much Hkeli-

hood of any more deer news reaching the woodsmen till

the crusting begins, which it does as soon as the crust is

thick enough on deep snow.
It has been a pretty good year for deer. Ruffed grouse

and woodcock were :iever so scarce in the valley of the

West Canada as they were this fall, but it has been a long

while since the deer were more plentiful around the

clearings along that stream .and its sister, Little Black

Creek. Almost daily we heard that deer had been seen

"up the road," or in somebody's pasture. Deer were seen

eleven times in Johnny Bousefield's pasture, most of

which Can be Seen from Northwood post office. Probab-

ly these deer did not number more than five or six in-

dividuals, however. A band was seen many times across

the creek in Ohio. It began with five individuals,

but diminished to three before the hunting opened. I

saw a score or more of deer tracks where the animals had

crossed the road up the creek within two miles of the

stores here, and on at least two occasions two deer cross-

ed the road together. One time, however, a dog was after

a pair, judging by the track.

When the season opened, several deer were shot around

Northwood and Wheelertown. A few were got in fair

fashion, as they wandered at tlie edge of a clearing, but

there are some hounds which can run deer still left in

the country, and some of these did not grow fat while the

hunting lasted.

But it is a fact known to every resident of the region

that the number of dogs able to run deer is gradually de-

creasing, and that the violations of the law in this manner
have fallen off more than in proportion. The constant

reiteration that it is against the law, and that the State

is liable to have a man up in this country has worried all

who have poaching inclinations. The result is that

hounding is no longer carried on in this neighborhood as

it once was. In fact I do not know of a single race be-

ing run at Northwood this year.

But along Little Black Creek, numbers of deer have

fallen ahead of hounds, or other dogs. Yet even there so

much caution was used that none should run to West
Creek, that only short run dogs were used for the most

part, and so frequently after a circle or two in the woods,

the deer shook its pursuer, and went free unseen.

It is a fact, however, that even this little hunting with

hounds has kept the deer supply down a great deal. Un-
less it is stopped, still-hunting wnth any success in the

wood lots is far from likely within three or four years.

But the deer are increasing, around the clearings at least,

IP- the estimation of the woodsmen.
One effect of the still-hunting law has been to make

better -woodsmen of the hunters who visit the deep woods.

"We didn't know how to hunt them at first," Fred Jones

said the other day, and so it was. Men who had of late

years merely sat on runways and waited for the deer to

pop into view found that the deer back in the woods was
conspicuous chiefly as a flying white plume, with no par-

ticular place to aim at. Deer five rods away in the woods

v\ere a harder proposition as a target than one ten rods

away on an open stream. Many men with long records of

big bucks found to their amazement that they couldn't

get any at all. They simply had to go to work and learn

how to hunt deer, of w*hich they had known practically

nothing save that the animals fled to the water when
pursued by dogs and that they followed runways to the

streams.

In these days it is no longer the Gorge Runway, the

Pine Tree, the Natural Dam, of which one hears of an

evening at the store, or by the fireside in a camp, but of

the Burning, the Beaver Meadow, the Mountain up next

to the top, the Beech flat down the brook. The most re-

markable and the best eft'ect of the non-hounding law has

not been that it saves the deer, but that it has compelled

the men to learn woodcraft, to study the nature of the

game and of the lay of the land.

Incidentally in the learning, men have had a widening

of their personal experience. Of a party of ten men who
went to Horn Lake this fall eight slept out all of various

nights—at least ran around trees, for the nights were

cold—because they could not find camp. They got in in

the morning or by the next night in all but 'one case, and

that man stayed out two nights. So too with a party of

hunters up on Little Black Creek Lake. They were hunt-

ing, and two of them got lost. One fetched up at the Old
Pardy Place nine miles away, and the other carried a

deer to the North Branch, a matter of six or eight miles

out of his course.

In my own experience I have been a bit more fortunate.

I have not been out all night, but I found myself ten

miles from my camp at three o'clock on a November af-

ternoon. The way I hit for camp was record breaking.

In Just the ordinary course of a day's hunt, I have dis-

covered lakes, mountains and brooks far from their na-

tural resorts, and it was only with much effort and a

compass, known to be perfectly reliable, that I was able to

put them back in their proper places. I know from my
own personal experience, as well as from listening to the

tales of the woodsmen, that there is more real informa-

tion to be had by the ordinary man from a day's still-

hunting than from two weeks on a runway.

And the difference between sitting for ten hours on a

log or rock, chilled, blinded by the reflected light of the

sun, deafened by the roar of a stream and numbed by in-

activity, from "slipping through the woods exercising

every muscle and the faculties and senses, is so great that

to change back to the hounding would be to the disad-

vantage of the woodsmen, mentally at least; and to the

city "sports" physically as well as mentally, though in

the latter case not in so marked a degree, since sitting on

a runway to the two-week or so wood dweller is suf-

ficiently occupying to the mind in its novelty.

As to the accidents in which men are mistaken for

game, we have had-none of them in this locality. Nor do

I know of a man's being shot at. But it might easily

liappen if any one were in the least careless. In the party

1 was with this ftll, the two best woodsmen had experi-

ences to make.them shiver. They were hunting on a side

hill, Will at the foot, and Fred half way up. Will saw^

deer and fired. He i(vas tljen at the foot of the WU.

Fred heard the shot and in a few seconds, as it seemed,

he saw the hind leg of the deer directly in front of him,

on the hill side. Fred stopped instanter and waited for

the shoulder to appear. In a few moments the leg moved
along, and then Will stepped out from the brush. Nine

out of ten hunters would have felt themselves justified in

shooting when all the circumstances so clearly indicated a

deer. A day later Will had a similar experience with

Fred. He supposed Fred was on his right, but Fred was

to his left instead, where he loomed through the woods
like a deer, but by waiting for a clear view in both cases,

a tragedy was averted. The gang I travel with begins to

talk about being careful before the supplies are purchased

for the trip, and not a morning comes in the woods but

what mutual warnings are exchanged.

One reason ^vhy there are not more convictions for

breaking the game law is neighborliness. Nobody likes to

tell on his neighbor. One way to break the wholesale

violations is to send a stranger to the district infested by

the lawless spirit. Evidence could be had easy enough to

convict half the citizens of some communities, but one

conviction would make such a place "clean." Those who
talk the most about law breaking are not always the ones

who obey the law.

This fall a local paper came out with a tirade against

bounders. Wilmurt needed the warning all right

enough, but the man who gave it was indiscreet. He
signed his name to the article. Just one week later to a

day, I was driving to Noblesborough, through Wilmurt.

1 heard shots ahead, and on reaching the place, I met

four men. Three of them were carrying a big doe, the

fourth, the man who wrote, had four guns. The doe

was wet, and had been killed in the water. A mongrel

hound sported along with them. Of this same man it is

told that he was on a runway—I've seen him so many
times—watching for law breakers. A deer came along,

and the man missed it, not once, but many times. Pretty

soon the dog came along, and the watcher killed it ac-

cording to law.

The laws ought to be enforced. There is no doubt

about that. But to offer half the reward to a man's

iteighbor for betraying him, does not seem to be the best

way of doing it. Nor are political appointees likely to be

the most eflicient. If game constables were elected and

could be made to see the need of doing their duty, prob-

ably the game laws would, after a time, become as well

observed as any other laws. But when government

officials of various sorts—including judges, and lieuten-

ant-governors, and the like, violate game laws, it looks as

though it was just a case where liberal education and a

fair sense of honor was needed. The trouble is further

in the fact that when a man is in the woods, he is there

to get away from rules and codes and business. Any-
thing that suggests law and order are most distasteful to

him. He wants to be "free," untrammeled. That is what

he is there for, and one way of being so is to get out and

shoot deer contrary to the laAv. With some it is just a

way of showing that they are independent.

One sort of game is growing plentiful in spite of lack

cf protection. That is bears. There have been lots of

them seen. Roscoe Conkling killed four one day, and saw

eleven, in the Woodhull Lake country. He seems to have

met a whole migration of them. He ran short of cart-

ridges, or he would have killed—nobody knows how
many more. Then Jim Macbeth saw a couple up at

Noblesborough, and over at Wheelertown half a dozen or

so were shot at. Their tracks were everywhere around the

clearings. I saw three myself one day. I shot, of course,

and missed. But it w^as worth missing to see the old one.

She ran ten yards and then stood behind a big dead stub,

and peeking around to one side of it, wondering what I

was up to anyhow. With a rifle of low trajectory—a .30-

:50—I might have hit her, but it was a long shot. In other

respects I have found my .45-90 entirely satisfactory.

The .30-30 is in the balance as regards local opinion.

Many have used them here. Some tell about the awful

holes they make, and others tell how they have had to

put half a dozen bullets into deer before they could get

it. When the bullets hit a bone, it is generally agreed,

the effect is terrific. But otherwise a .32 would be as

good. For our work here a .38-55 is plenty strong

enough, and with that gun half the deer killed m this

region are brought down. It is not unlikely that if more

accidents occur with the .30-30 in proportion, it is because

tenderfeet use them. Raymond S. Spears.

Northwood, N. Y.

Vifgfmia D«ck Shooting:*

City Point, Va., Dec. 6.—^Duck shooters who would

like to come here and cannot, may comfort themselves

with the reflection that their time would be wasted again

this year, as it was or would have been last year.
_
About

the first of November, 1901, ducks appeared in their usual

abundance, and for two or three weeks afforded excellent

battery shooting. Then, owing to the scarcity of food,

they "took out" and did not return, even in March or

April.
. . . ., ,

This year's food conditions are very similar, and no

river ducks have come at all, though there are some

black ducks, mallards and sprigtails on the marshes,

which are as a rule rented to private parties. The Belch

boys have not even put their batterj^ overboard, and their

house-boat lies unused at anchor below General Grant's

wharf—or the remains of it.

Mild weather is generally regarded as the cause of the

absence of blackheads, redheads and canvasbacks this

year, and a cold snap which may bring them is anxiously

awaited. J-

Ontatio Deer and Hounds.

Ontario has some of the finest deer hunting in t.he

world, and season after season we have heard fairy

tales of how, thanks to the excellent game laws of the

Province and their thorough enforcement, the num-
ber of deer, instead of decreasing, has been actually

increasing, notwithstanding the invasion of the bush

by hordes of hunters and hounds. The fact of the

matter is that the number of deer is fast becoming
smaller except in the more remote and inaccessible

localities, and that they will be practically exterminated

within a few years unless our boasted game laws are

changed. The change that is wanted is the prahibitioft

of hounding. This has been advised by the Govern-

ment's Game Commissioners, as well as by others, but

the pressure from the bounders and the butchers who
murder deer in the water has been too strong, the

game act remained unchanged and the slaughter has

been unchecked. Even bounders begin to realize this

and some of them suggest remedies such as limiting

each hunter to one deer—anything but the prohibition

of hounding. Let us hope that the Government will

take action during the coming session. First let hound-

ing be prohibited. This done, the hunters should be

restricted to killing bucks only. This plan has been

adopted in other countries with good results, and has

been applied in Ontario to moose and caribou. Why
not to deer also? It would not only help to keep up

the number of the latter, but the necessity for looking

for antlers might prevent the shooting of men in mis-

take for deer, and there appears to be no good reason

why each hunter should not be allowed to kill two

bucks if he can.

There are proposals to change the season, making

it open later, as it is argued that venison is liable to

spoil in the early part of November. Some may have

spoiled during the season just ended, but it was ex-

ceptionally mild. However, no great harm would be

done by having the season open later, nor, if hound-

ing be stopped and none but bucks killed, by lengthen-

ing it by a week or ten days.—Canadian Champion.

In the Yellowstone Patk,

The usual amount of game has come down out of

the mountains. Elk are very thick. I do not notice

any particular increase in the number of antelope. I

think covotes and other animals have taken almost

all the increase. There is a lot of sheep and mule

deer. The sheep have done better than the antelope.

A mountain lion was killed about Nov. 25 in Gar-

diner Caiion by Scout Holt. It had just killed a

coyote. Something new to us. Holt saw tbe kill

made down by the river, which leads us to think the

coyote had gone there for water and was sick. Pos-

sibly it had got hold of some poison. There is lots of

strychnine out. The lion was taking the coyote up

the side of the canon when shot. If they would kiU

coyotes and not sheep they would be useful animals

in the Park.
The wild things around here are getting very tame.

Teams pass down within a few feet of them unnoticed.

The other day the mail stage had to stop_ for a buck

mule deer in the road. The team was afraid to go on,

and it was some time before the deer would get out

of the way. As it was the running season there was
some danger from the buck. They are getting too

tame. I told the driver, Morrison, to carry a lot of

good-sized rocks on the seat to throw at the bucks

when they would not let the U. S. mail pass. I have

known mountain sheep to be very slow about getting

out of the road.

The railroad is completed to Gardiner, by spring I

hope to be able to sell out and move my roll of blan-

kets to Seattle and Alaska. There is considerable

snow here for Gardiner, about 4 inches. About 18

inches at Swan Lake flat, 12 at Mammoth Hot Springs,

3 feet between Norris and the Canon. I don't see

Where all the game is going to get food th*is winter.

Major Pitcher will feed the antelope_ when they re-

quire it. They range now from Gardiner to the first

fence this side of Cinnabar. T. E. H.

Black Rivet Association*

Utica, N. Y., Dec. 2.—The Black River Fish and Game
Protective Association held its fifteenth annual meeting

on Dec. i, and many matters of interest to true sports-

men Avere considered. The report of Treasurer H. _A.

Pride showed the financial condition of the organization

to be very satisfactory. Secretary W. E. Wolcott pre-

sented his annual report.

Resolutions were adopted declaring it to be the sense

of the Association that the open season for deer should

be from Sept. 15 to Oct. 31, both inclusive; that the sale

in the market of venison, grouse, woodcock, squirrels,

wild ducks, wild geese, snipe and plover, killed in New
York State, should be prohibited; that the Legislature^ at

its coming session should make a liberal^ appropriation

for the purchase of additional forest lands in the Adiron-
dack region.

The following officers were elected : President, Wil-
liam L. Fowler, Holland Patent; Vice-President, Ed.

Robertson, Trenton; Secretary, W. E. Wolcott, Utica;

Treasurer, H. A. Pride, Holland Patent; Directors: John
W. Hicks, Marcy; Frank S. Fowler,, Oriskany Falls;

John C. Thomas, Remsen; Ed. Robertson, Trenton

:

George G. Chassell, H. A. Pride, Ira L. Park, Holland
Patent; Delegates to State Convention: W. E. Wolcott,

W. L. Fowler. ^ W. E. Wolcott.

Pennsylvania Grouse.

Sayre, Pa., Dec. 5.—Ruffed grouse are plenty in all

the favorite covers of northern Pennsylvania. A good
many bevies of quail are also reported. Gray squirrels

were found in plentiful numbers and rabbits are every-

where abundant.
Mr. Benjamin S. Warner, of Sayre, a long-time reader

of Forest and Stream, and the owner of a Gladstone set-

ter that is a sure enough meat dog, is just back from a

week's outing at Browntown, Wyoming county, and re-

ports quail more plentiful in that vicinity than for sev-

eral seasons past. Mr. Warner htmted largely over posted
grounds, and the shooting he enjoyed was of an excep-
tionally high class character.

Benjamin Stone recently made a double on ruffed

grouse in a bit of shooting country just out of Athens
that is somewhat remarkable and worthy of note.

A grouse arose directly in front of Stone, and on the

instant he sho't at this bird a second grouse flew into

the exact line of fire, and both birds were killed.

If in the bright lexicon of sportsmanship there is such
an existing fact as a cinch, then the lean and supple youth
from the historic environs of Athens certainly acquired it

on the occasion mentioned. M. Chu,i.,
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The Drum of the Grouse,

New York, Dec. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
interesting letter from Morgantown, W. Va., on "The
Drumming of the Grouse," published in this week's
issue of your valued paper, evokes in me the following
pleasant recollection:
While eating a hasty lunch on the shore of one of

Maine's loveliest lakes last October, I heard a part-

ridge drum in the tliick woods behind me. Having but
recently entered the wilderness and not having yet in-

dulged my first taste of ruffed grouse for the season,

I quickly grabbed the gun and ran in the direction

whence the sound was coming. Proceeding slowly and
cautiously for 50 or 60 yards through the woods, I

came to an old lumber road without having seen the

bird, which by this time had ceased drumming. ,

Crossing the road, I soon perceived the cock stand-

ing on a large fallen log, and as I was about to raise

the gun to my shoulder, the tliought struck me that

I might get the oportunity for which I had many times

longed, of seeing a partridge drum.
I was then about 60 or 70 feet from_ the log, and by

carefully walking in a crouching position, I succeeded

in approaching, totally unobserved by the bird, within

25 or 30 feet from where he stood.

There I anxiously waited for what seemed to me
fully 20 minutes, and which in reality was, I suppose,

iDut one quarter of that time, when all of a sudden, the

bird, which during this period had kept motionless,

raised his head and neck, ruflled his feathers, straight-

ened up his body in the same fashion as a rooster

does when about to crow, and began striking the tips

and edges of his wings, behind his back, very slowly

at first, and gradually more and more quickly, until

the noise and the extremely rapid motion fairly dazzled

me for an instant, when suddenly the operation

stopped.
The moral eflfect of this "virtuoso's" performance

caused his life to be spared, and I withdrew to finish

my interrupted repast, and incidentally stretch my
cramped up legs, leaving him undisturbed.

Your correspondent positively asserts that the noise

is produced by the bird striking the wings against his

body; I only saw his wings strike each other.

However, it may be possible that "the many birds

of his" acted differently from this "one of mine."

J. Oswald Jimenis.

A Settler's Close Call.

The practice of pit lamp hunting, or jack-lighting

for deer, though illegal, is indulged in to a great ex-

tent by certain unprincipled poachers in this neighbor-

hood. Although columns have been written in nearly

every newspaper in the country, protesting against the

evil practice, pointing, out its dangers to man and

beast, and giving accounts of the many fatal accidents

resulting from that practice, yet there are men who
still sneak out with their lamps and deadly long range

rifles, in defiance of law, and in utter and selfish dis-

regard of their neighbors' and their neighobrs catties'

lives, to shoot deer at night. ' Not so long ago a set-

tler was arranging things about the stove, preparatory

to retiring, he had turned around, and was about to

step into the next room, when a bullet from some-
where outside, pierced the window glass, glanced off

the stove, and went out through the other side of the

house. Had the man not moved just when he did, he

must have been shot. Of course, an examination out

of doors failed to reveal anything. Night prowlers of

this sort are in habit like sneak thieves, and so soon
as they had become aware of the effect of their shot,

they promptly "doused the glim." The settler re-

ferred to is saying very little, but it is extremely prob-

able that there will be warm times in store for any-

one he catches pit-lamping in that vicinity. Fool crim-

inals of the jack-lighting class should, in addition to

all the several penalties of the law, have their firearms

taken from them and never allowed to again carry a

gun.—Cumberland (B. C.) News.

• Philadelphians in Vitginia.*

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

—

As I passed through the gates

of the Pennsylvania station here to-day the inspiring sight

met my gaze of six men with as many gun cases filing

through a neighboring gate, and well laden with sufficient

hand baggage to indicate that six places of business would
know their respective manipulators no more for some
tune to come.

Later, as the train moved out for the South and an
overwhelming desire to "hit the pipe" came over me, I

moved to the smoking compartment and found six gun-

ners located there discussing the game of hearts. They
could not play because the porter said "it was against the

rules." The party consisted of Messrs. F. T. Patten,

known to his immediate party as "Pop," certainly an un-

deserved nom de plume; N. B. Gaskill, as "Babe," (an ill-

fitting sobriquet) ; W. A. Shreve, S. W. Beldon. G. W.
Black (I was told that "W." stogd for the real Washing-
ton), and P. F. H, Blakeley. They were bound for Vir-
ginia, duck shooting. I can only add that if they could
overcome duck scruples as easily as "coon" scruples, they
must have come home laden. T. E. B.

Forest Protection*

From the President's Message.

Few subjects of more importance have been taken
up by the Congress in recent years than the inaugura-
tion of the system of nationally aided irrigation for the
arid regions of the far West. A good beginning there-

in has been made. Now that this policy of national
irrigation has been adopted, the need of thorough and
scientific forest protection will grow more rapidly
than ever throughout the public-land States.

Legislation should be provided for the protection of

the .game, and the wil'1 creatures generally, on the
forest reserves. The senseless slaughter of game, which
can by judicious protection be permanently preserved
Ml our national reserves for the people %s 9 wbolfs,

should be stopped at once. It is, for instance, a serious
count against our national good sense to permit the
present practice of butchering off such a stately and
beautiful creature as the elk for its antlers or tusks.

Stinningf a Deer*

This is about as it came to me: "The sun Mvas dip-

ping rapidly toward the horizon when out from the cover
of the timber, well down the lake, walked a splendid

buck, to a point where the lilypads grew. My guide, a

full-blooded Chippewa, first saw the animal and called

my attention to it. Looking at the sun, he pointed to the

canoe and whispered, 'Gun.' I mechanically and quickly

obeyed, but as the canoe was pushed through the reeds it

was pointed straight away from the sun and toward the

deer. I was at a loss to know the meaning of such a

course. The canoe was driven along through open water
nearer and nearer to the deer. The wind was from the

deer, which the Indian well knew before he made the

start. Repeatedly the deer raised his head and looked our
way, but only to resume his feeding. Although we were
less than a hundred yards from him, he saw nothing. Our
backs were to the sun. Nearer and nearer we glided along

through the rippling water, and yet the deer continued to

attentively look up and feed on.

"As we closed in upon him the guide whispered, 'No
shoot yet,' and nearer yet we caine, our backs straight

against the sun, and when we were not fifty feet away, the

guide having thoroughly demonstrated his wonderful (to

me) experiment, said, 'Shoot now,' and as he held the

canoe I planted a ball between the eyes of the staring

buck, and he was mine."
Charles Cristadoro.

List of Game Protectors of New York State.

T. \A'aiTen Pond, Capitol, Albany, Chief Protector.

John E. Leavitt, Johnstown, Fulton county, Assistant Chief
Protector.
Manister C. Worts, Oswego, Oswego county. Assistant Chief

Protector.
Ball, J. Edward, Old Forge, Herkimer county.
Barnes, Charles T., Olmsteadville, Essex county.
Beede, Fletcher S., Keene "\'alley, Essex county.
Benson, Neil J., Neversink, Sullivan county.
Buckley, James W., Niagara Falls, Niagara county.
Burhans, Edward, Brown Station, Ulster county..

Carter. Thomas, Bridge street, Buffalo, Erie county.
Conklin, De Witt C, Olean, Cattaraugus county.
Courtney, Frank E., Wells, Hamilton county.
Donnelly, Thomas H., Perry, Wyoming county.
Dorlin, E. A., Freeport, Nassau cotinty.

DoVille, Claude, Sodus Point, Wayne county.
Farlev, John, Khinecliff, Dutchess county.
Fournia. Frank O., Albany, Albany county.
Gaylord, Harvey N., Turin, Lewis county,^

Grennon, Joseph P., Raquette Lake, Hamilton county.
Hawn, Spencer, Cicero, Onondaga county.
Hazen, Edward A., Hammond, St. Lawrence county.
Holmes, James, Apalachm, Tioga county.
Kidd, Willett, Newburgh, Orange county.
Kinsman, Emery, Natural Bridge, Lewis county.
Klock, Charles A., Fairfield, Herkimer county.
Lake, George E., I?ath, Steuben County.
Lamphere, James H., Weedsport, Cayuga county.
Mattison, Samuel G., Altmar, Oswego county.
McCullum, Byron H., Oswegatchie, St. Lawrence county.
McKinnon, Daniel H., Masonville, Delaware county.
Nichols, jRobert B., Indian Lake, Hamilton county.
Northrup, Joseph, Alexandria Bay, Jefferson county.
Piersall, Samuel, Camden, Oneida county.
Potter, Frank M., Chautauqua, Chautauqua county.
Reed, '\\'allace L., Canandaigua, Ontario county.
Reynolds, Ernest H., Colton, .St. Lawrence county.
Scott, Newton- A., Greenfield Center, Saratoga county.
Selkirk, George, Duane, Franklin Cotinty.
Shedden, James F., Mooers, Clinton county.
Somerville, Robert, Sodom, Warren County.
Smith, George B., Horseheads, Chemung County.
Vosburgh, Isaiah, Saranac Lake, Franklin county.
Warren, R. E., Hampton, Washington county.
Weir, John W., Dannemora, Clinton countj'.
Wellman, Amos D., 608 Haywood avenue, Rochester, Monroe

countjf.
Williams, Albert P., Mansville, Jefferson county.
Winslow, Alvin, Stony Creek, Warren county.

OYSTER PROTECTORS.

Edgar Hicks, \\'est New Brighton, Richmond countj'.

John E. Overton, Port Jefferson, Suflfolk county.
John Ferguson, Patchogue, Suffolk county (Asst.).

Chfistmas Books*

The problem of Christmas gifts is one to which
much thought is given each year, and the decision of

the weighty question as to what shall be given is put
off in many cases until the last moment, and the work
of selection and purchase done in a hurry and amid
much confusion, so that often the gift arrives after the

eventful day has passed; to the great disappointment
of the donor.
Among the convenient and useful gifts for Christmas

none take higher place than good books, and for the

readers of Forest and Strea.m and their friends, those
published by the Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
are peculiarly attractive. Such books should be or-
dered well in advance, so that they may be shipped
before the rush of postoffice matter clogs the Christ-

mas mails, and to each reader who may wish to inake
a selection the Forest and Streaiti Publishing Co. will

gladly forward a free catalogue of its publications.

Among the books especially attractive to the big
game hunter are "Camera Shots at Big Game," "Camp
Fires of the Everglades," "American Big Game Hunt-
ing," "Hunting in Many Lands," and "Trail and Camp
Fire." The man who uses the shotgun will be pleased
by a copy of the "American Duck Shooting," "Field, Cover
and Trap Shooting," Elliott's "Game Birds," or "Hitting

vs. Missing," or by any one of the dog books by the

great authorities, Messrs. B. Waters and S. T. Ham-
mond.
For yachtsmen there are "Small Yachts," "Steam

Yachts," "Yacht Architecture" and various books on
canoe building, handling and cruising. "Fly Rod and
Camera," "Fly Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout,"
and Dr. Henshall's "Black Bass" books appeal strong-

ly to the angler; while there are miscellaneous books
by R. E. Robinson, Mather, Mrs. Churchill, Grinnell

and others, full of interest, and of useful information.

"I hear you had a gun stokn the other day?"
"Yes, and if the thief returns it, I'll giv? k'stt^ t|ie con-

tents and no qtiestiofts aske4"

mid ^iv^r ^stiing.—^—
Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them Jn Fokest and Strkam.

A Series of New Salmon Flies.

Of all the branches of sport I have had the privilege of
enjoying in the wide world—yacht racing, shooting in
India, hunting, deer stalking, game shooting, dry-fly trout-
iiig, and many other forms—there is nothing to my mind
so grand and so evergreen as salmon fishing with the fly,

and yet there is no sport in which the fitial connection
between man and success is less certainly understood or
commonly accepted than is the sparking point in salmon
fishing—the fly, or the vanity of man, an unsettled brain,
or a high faculty of fiction

;
anyway, an admission that

human science has not finally penetrated the mysterious
nature of the salmon. It is even said that salmon them-
selves can be educated to hook on, but, if so, it must take
time, and no sportsman cares to kill a very brown fish.

It is not my intention in the following remarks to med-
dle in any way with the beautiful and vast collection of
marine biology called "standard" salmon flies, nor to pull

to pieces the pet local concoctions of the river gillies; iet

them all be enjoyed by their slaves. My intention is to

describe an exactly opposite plan, which I think will be
appreciated and found quite effective by that large body
of salmon fishers who fi.sh as guests, as short time renters,

or as ticket holders; in short, migratory fishermen who
cannot spare the time, the brain exhaustion, or often the

money to fully follow out the scientific use of the 200
pattern system. Long ago I kicked against that vast ac-

cumulation, but, of course, I started a little one on ray
owii. To any expert angler, whatever his own system of
fishing may be, I, with all deference, would say, before
j^ou decide pro or con, on the plant I am about to explain
give it a level good trial ; tie the flies and go out in com-
pany with another expert rod who will fairly work the

scheme of scientific selections from the hundreds of pat-

terns recommended from time to time, who will use one
fl.y to rouse a fish and change to another to kill, or, per-

haps, even stop and tie by the river a special fly to kill,

while you merely shift once or so for size.

The old standard patterns kill well even yet, and will do
so, and there is no reliable evidence that great novelties

have displaced them, but that they need not be slavishly

copied in all detail is commonly proved.
Without adhering to minute particulars of wing con-

struction in Coloring, which nine times out of ten fish can-
not possibly see, he being right under the fly (see Fig. 1,

middle position), I -grouped the ordinary and the extra-

ordinary patterns as to general color and their probable
effect in water as they would be seen by the fish. In this

way I finally arrived at four pretty distinct groups and
one large indefinite lot. Then I set about to design a

single fly to fairly command each group, viz., a dark
heavy fly, mainly black, blue, and gold ; a dark wavy fl.y,

mainly black and silver and scarlet; a bright showy red

and gold stiff fly; a light blue and silver cinnamon; and,

finally, a light fly, distinctly yellow, red, and black, a com-
bination I had found successful on many occasions in

bright sun and shallow or low water. Whether such re-

duction of patterns is scientifically correct I care not

;

I find my kills on various and very different rivers have
not fallen oft". I rather think they have increased, but

who can gauge salmon kills season by season? Nobody
can. One residt I do know is the comfort of having few
and definite weapons to use.

There are about 300 different publi.shed patterns of sal-

mon flies and quite another hundred local killers. Mr.
Kelson's great book "The Salmon Fly," gives some 244
distinct patterns. Major Treherne, in the Badminton
Library, gives a careful selection of useful patterns, four-

teen in number.
Color, that is, in a general way, is no doubt important

in certain colorings of the water caused by peat, road
washing, and many other things, but in any river large

enough to maintain such title the color of the water is sus-

ceptible of considerable changes ; therefore so also as to

the fly coloring to be used thereon. The surroundings of

the pools on most rivers differ immensely—red cliffs and
rocks here, green trees and slate colored rocks, and, on
the same beat, some pools open, with gray shingle and
green banks. The contention of some men goes as far as

suggesting, even maintaining, that a river subject to all

these changes of shore color and water mixture definitely

demands one particular color in preference to others. Size

is the main thing after general color has been decided for

the particular circumstances. My box for a day's work,
carried in breast pocket, holds sixty-four flies, that is,

five patterns, four sizes of each, and three copies of each
size-—^i. e., sixty flies, with space for an occasional trial

bogie, said to be the ne plus ultra. In my tackle case I

often carry, but seldom use, several old hairy things and
curios to w^ork off the fancies of gillies who may, on
strange waters, mar your sport by not disclosing the

catches if you do not pander to their fancy. But once you
know the river ot beat go "pooh-bah," and stand by to

have to give your own concoction as a pattern, to be un-

earthed to some future fishing guest as the thing for the

river.

The salmon fly, as I have hinted, is to my mind rnerely a

personal invention founded more or less on tradition and
some success. The way to see the hollowness of the

multifly system is to paint water-color drawings of as

many marked patterns as your patience will permit and
time allow. Draw them to one size, say one and three-

quarter inches, hooks, each on a separate card, then place

these on a clear table or the floor, shift about till you
have grouped general leading color and tinsel in fleets.

They will group as before described. Can you not get

some five patterns of new conglomerations to cover the

lot as far as fish are likely to know it? It has been my
endeavor to rig up four flies to command these four

groups, and to make them possibly simpler, less work to

tie, less variety of material to carry about, and yet to have

each a fly not too grossly different from the flies which
salmon have always taken, and beyond these one bright

yellow black "curio" for sulky fish in low water or in

bright sun, I luive sqw several seasons of tjsing these
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flies and modifying them into simplicity, and I have had
some very good sport with them, I have usually carried

some of my old stock of standard patterns, and, when
failing with the new ones over a iish, I have tried the

regulars and even the river keeper's local pets, but usu-

ally with no better success than with my own; therefore,

my old regulation stock is allowed to die out. Many
regulation flies will cut up nicely when away from home,
and will redress as one or other of the patterns I give;

others "are given to the kelts when it is evident that few or
no spring fish are about, for I like to flog all day and
chance it for a fresh fish, yet one begrudges beautiful

specim.ens for such rough work as kelts give Ihem.
The fashion is to call each salmon fly by some name,

just as is a ship or boat, no matter whether such name
resembles a fly, a man, a trade, a rank, or even a king, so,

in honor of the most reliable bit of male creation with
which I have had the pleasure of being associated in con-
nection with water, I name my first fly the Blue-Jacket

—

blue and silver, a light, go-anywhere fly. I have killed

with it on all sorts of rivers ; indeed, if I Avere forced to

reduce to two flies, Blue-Jacket would be one of them.
With the slight variation of jungle cock, instead of blue-

jay, at sides, it plays the devil in almost any water, bright

or heavy. The next leveler is mainly red and gold, the

helpmate of the aforesaid handy man ; this is the Red-
Marine. But for heavier work and longer range we need
artillery, so my No. 3, still sticking to the ship, is the

Blue-Marine (Marine-Artillery), mainly dark blue and
gold in his uniform. Then we come to the black and
.«ilver division, a large lot, mostly defaulters, having no
particular character, useful for doing drudgery in any
place in any weather, always logged on board ship as in

the Black List. Finally there remains the yellow fly for

sulky, sickly fish impounded in low water pools or tropical

sun ; this is Quarantine, the yellow flag.

The materials needed for making these flies are com-
paratively simple, and I have found that even a roughly
built fly will kill. I am not going to describe the actual

fly-tying ; there are excellent books thereon, such as "How
to Tie Salmon Flies," by Capt. Hale, and "The Salmon
Fly," by Mr. G. M. Kelson. These give all the necessary

instruction. I would only add that in tying my own flies

I often depart from the school ways in making wings and
in putting on hackles. T make numerous stop hitches and
varnish them, so that if the fly gets ripped by a fish only

small portions can come away, and often the wreck left

will fish, and has fished, well enough to kill another. The
cost of flies is much a question of the feathers used, so I

bu3' whole skins now instead of a dozen or so of particu-

lar feathers. A golden pheasant skin contains, bar the

hackle and sides, all the feathers necessary, but such
things as mallard, turkey, jay, jungle, gallina, and Simla
parrot are very inexpensive. The build of the fly may be

varied, and should be. I. have some patterns long,

scraggy, and wavy, others of the same, but built stifl^er,

shorter, and deeper, so as to suit different pools.

I often tie any one of the flies with slight variations,

just to anticipate fancy when picking out of the box. See,

for instance, the Blue-Jacket. You keep to the general

character of the fly, viz., blue and silver, a dash of scarlet

about the shoulder, with light blue over at the throat.

Then the wing a gray over a cinnamon general color. I

do not think it matters much whether that wing is from
any particular bird, nor whether it is made of mixed fibers,

married strips, or strands. Do it as you find convenient,

and with the handiest feathers, so long as it casts well

and tows straight. In another wa}' I vary the fly; sides
_

may differ for different waters or daylights, such as put-

ting on jungle cock instead of jay, or large, long jay in-

stead of a little scrap. Failing having spare copies of

either pattern, and being without the time, material, or
conveniences for tying flies, a shop standard may be got
for the time ; match chiefly by body and hackle, and stand
by to refit in next port.

I have no doubt that my description, with the draw-
ings, will be ample for the professional di^esser, so that if

any fisher likes to try my quaint conceits, he can order
samples from his tackle man, and see how they look in the

real. Here I will just touch a point which must appeal to

the pocket, if not to the common sense, of those who only
fish occasionally, not being regular, habitual river-siders

—

the pounds, shillings and pence. Taking the average cost

of middle-sized flies on double hooks, shop made, with
three or four toppings, they come to 2s. each. Now my
five flies stand thus for a trip to a river : Five patterns

in four sizes of each, and three of each size, comes to

sixty flies to be taken; value £6. Taking Major Tre-
herne's list of fifteen flies, in the same sizes, and spare
numbers, we have 180 flies, at a cost of £iS. But wheirwe
turn to the 244 separate standard patterns given in "The
Salmon Fly" book, of course, there would have to be
selection, and I give up such an exasperating puzzle.

Shape is much a matter of fancy. I find long wings
cast best and tow far best. Give me a skinny fly in pref-

erence to one high-arched and full-winged. The draw-
ings, of course, show more stuff than should actually be
found in the fly, being descriptive, not portraits of flies.

And the length of wing, of hackle, of tail, or of sides

should be put in the actual fly as suits the dresser's fancy,

unless the fisherman has his own ideas on the subject.

The mode of building the wings, again, can be varied,

even in one pattern of fly, so that, in the four sizes and
three copies of each to be carried, almost any kind of
water-run can be satisfied. Even some variation of dress-

ing, much depending on the feathers one has handy, will

not be hannful, even may be useful, so long as the general
appearance of the fly remains as suggested. Vide, for
instance, the Quaraiitine (Fig. 4), the back to back whole
feathers can be golden pheasant sword feathers with
longer jungle sides, instead of Himalayan pheasant red
and spot hackles with short jungle at sides. Or, in the
Blue-Marine, on some days and states of water I should,
on personal presumptive precocity, prefer bluejay sides
instead of the j ungle cock sides ; but I do not know that
the salmon would, so I tie some with jungle. In the Red-
]\Iarine fly, probably a strip of scarlet and black-tipped
Simla parrot between wing is as effective as are the two
spot and black Himalayan pheasant red hackle feathers,
projecting from between the four or two tippets in the
alternative dressings. You may have plenty of sizes of
the one, and but small amount of the other in your tying
box. stQ^f, 31ack-List can be harmlessly but sometimes

Fish's Vision
Figr. 1.

Blue-Jacket
Fig. 2.

Red-marine
Fig. 3.

Blue-Marine.
Fig. 5.

BLACk-LlST

usefully varied by gold pheasant scarlet sword feather in
place of Simla red parrot, or red macaw can be put in;
in short, we want some bright scarlet. As to Blue-Jacket,
the only variation I make, or rather keep in the box for
daily use, is as to the sides and the throat hackle, I think
if I had kept a log record of kills, Blue-Jacket would
stand at two for every one fish killed by the four other
flies. Taking throat hackle first, I have found dark Prus-
sian blue, almost black, very good on dull days; jungle
instead of jay for sides on some waters; and, again, the
largest pale blue whole jay, almost as long as the body,
excellent as sides on a bright day. So, I say, tie what you
like so long as you have the distinct changes, and instead
of buying a microscope to examine your flies with—or
niore probably for the purpose of criticizing some other
fellow's flies—expend that money in new sound gut casts.
One word more as to build before I state the formal
dressings. Except in rare circumstances, I believe that
toppings make the fly. On a bright day toppings dis-
close the fly at a distance, acting as a heliograph to the
fish to come and inspect, and the body and hackles do the
trick with the overhang of the toppings. This overhang-
is about the only part of the wing that the fish can see
after the fly comes over him in deep water. In shallow
water a side show, in addition, is useful, but its minute
nature, I consider, is immaterial beyond general tone
(vide dra-\ving of fish vision for medium depth water).
On a dark, black, windy day toppings are of less value.
Black on red is your game if you want, salmon in hand.
Now the bttgle sounds for dressing. I give the formal

names, as I suppose they may indicate the make-up; but
by "shoulder" I mean the place for a hackle wound round
just under the wings; by "throat" is meant between head
and wing—a neck hackle.

The Blue-Jacket (Fig. 2).—Tag: Silver, and light
blue silk. Tail: Topping and light blue fibers. Butts:
Bronze peacock herl. Body: In two parts, silver tinsel
flat and ribbed, or embossed silver, then light blue silk
ribbed with silver, and a bright cardinal red dyed hackle
run down it. Wings : Two strips of any light brown or
cinnamon turkey, mottled, or zebra mottled gold pheasant
tail, two strips of gray mallard (for choice) over, and
two long toppings. Sides: Whole jay, pale blue feather;
vary size in different flies, even to extending theTength
of the body; in sorne small flies put jungle instead. Horns:
Two scarlet at mid-wing outside, and two blue macaw
over the mallard. Throat: Very light blue, dyed hackle,
long, and wound round. Head: Varnished black.

In regard to dressing, I have found that in the very
small sizes it is. well to tie the body all in the silk of the
pattern, and rib it with tinsel, instead of dividing the
body; and also, in such case, to run the first hackle right
up the body in some flies, to somewhat veil the tinsel
where the water fished is very clear.

Blue-Jacket, Blue-Marine and Black-List can usefully
be tied in two natures—stiff, deep, and short winged, and
long, scraggy, wavy, long hackled. The other two are
always stiff flies, Avhole-feather make.
The Red-Marine (Fig. 3).—Silver, with scarlet or

claret silk. Tail: Topping, with tippet strands. Butts:
Bronze herl, or green herl. Body: In two parts; first,

gold with silver ribbing; second, cardinal red, or nearly
claret, silk with similar color dyed hackle down it, and
ribbed with gold. Wings: Two Himalayan pheasant
red hackles with white and black spot, set back to back,
projecting well from between two or four tippets, in latter
case lapped to form three black bars a side; or, alterna-
tively, a broad strip of red and black tip Simla parrot ; or a
golden pheasant scarlet sword feather in place of the
Himalayan spot hackle, and a couple of strips of mallard
over this, three or four toppings over all. Horns: Two
scarlet. Throat: Hackle light blue, dyed, wound round.
Head: Varnished black.
The Quarantine (Fig. 4).—Tag: Silver, and blue

silk. Tail: Two toppings. Butt: Black herl. Body:
Black silk, or fur, or wool, ribbed silver tinsel and lace.

Hackle: At shoulder bright yellow golden, such as
macaw. Wings: Two Himalayan pheasant red hackles,
white and black spot, back to back (or gold pheasant
scarlet sword feather, or ditto two breast red hackles, or
red macaw fibers, etc.), four or five toppings over. Sides;
Jungle cock, two or three spots. Two horns of green
peacock herl. Throat : Spotted guinea fowl, dyed bright
blue, or, in small sizes, bluejay for hackle.
The Blue-Marine (Fig. 5) .—Tag : Silver, with blue

silk. Tail : Topping with tippet strands. Butts : Black
herl. Body: In two parts; first, gold flat or embossed,
ribbed with fine silver; then second, dark blue silk, ribbed
with silver oval, with blue dyed hackle down it. Wings:
Long tippet strands (or red macaw), close long body, two
wide strips black turkey with white points, narrow strip

(or several strands) scarlet, such as Simla parrot, macaw,
etc., two strips narrow brown mottled turkey, or zebra
mottled gold pheasant tail, and brown mallard over (in
smaller flies only the brown mallard is enough over the
scarlet); two toppings over all. Sides; Bluejay, or in
some put jungle. Horns: Scarlet over the wing side,

and blue macaw over all. Shoulder : Guinea fowl spotty
hackle, dyed dark blue, almost black; bluejay in small
sizes of flies. Head ; Varnished.
The Black-List (Fig. 6).—Tag: Silver, and red silk.

Tail : Topping and tippet or scarlet fibers. Butt : Black
herl. Body: Black silk or fur, ribbed with silver. Hackle:
Scarlet from second turn of tinsel. Wings : Scarlet, ne.Kt

body (such as Simla parrot strips, macaw, scarlet sword
feather, or tippet), over such two good strips black and
bronw dark turkey, cinnamon ends ; darkest brown mallard
stripes over, and two or so long toppings. Sides: Long
jungle on line of turkey. Horns: Scarlet just above,
turkey outside, and, in large flies, two blue macaw on
top. Throat : Very dark blue, dyed, spotted gallina, or in

long scraggy flies a long black hackle, and in quite small
flies bluejay for throat hackle. Head: Varnished black.

Also, I have found very small flies of the above five

patterns, but simplified to a mere likeness in the dressing,
are fine killers of sea trout and large lake trout. The
hackle here called cardinal red is somewhat difficult to
describe; it should be toward claret, but yet decidedly on
the scarlet side. Ramsbottom, of John street, Liverpool,
has hackles just the color that I fancy; also, I find them,
and the blues, in hackle-feather picture brooms obtainable
at the stores.

In very low watpf and bright sun small Jay or blue
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chatterer seenis to be better as sides than jungle; it may,
however, be men's fancy, but I have killed with no sides

on the fly. This fly is just the Doctor fly for fish penned
in by low water, hence getting sickly or brown ; but as a
rule true sportsmen do not care to go for potted fish, and
would rather leave them in quarantine. But sometimes
this fly is a snooker in shallow necks of pools, with the
whole-feather wing; anywaj^ it is well worth a trial when
Red-Marine fails (perhaps mere fancy from a success),
and the more brilliant the sun the more would I use
Quarantine in preference to Red Marine; but not in all

places. Black-List, also, is a good sun fly in very deep
pools.

In the words or thereabouts of Patent Office, common
forrn, "haying now described my invention and the man-
ner in which I work it," and having covered all possible
future enlargement and all previous anticipation, I may
as well finally say I claim no invention, no monopoly, and
no particular cudos. I have merely endeavored, for my
own benefit in the sport, to concentrate the sound virtues
of several hundred flies into five. Others, I know, have
worked in the same line, but, I believe, on standard pat-
terns. Such men will be interested with kindly feeling
toward my foregoing remarks.

W. Baden-Powell.

Jew Fishing Extraordinary*
Tngleside. Texas, Nov. 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
While waiting for a howling wet norther to abate,
and (from necessity) "remembering the Sabbath da}^

to keep it holy," I take the opportunity to send you
a few lines descriptive of some extraordinary jew-
fishing, which was done about a week ago at Tarpon.
About sun-up on Sunday, Nov. 23, I noticed a small

crowd of men and boats at Point of Rocks, some
four hundred yards away. This I interpreted to mean
that the roe mullet were running and that the jew'-

fish were after them, a condition of aft'airs which we
had been anticipating for several days, and to which
the sportsmen had been looking forward with con-
siderable eagerness and pleasure, especialljr because
the tarpon fishing had been letting up somewhat, and
we were anxious for some other sport to take its

place.

Turning my eyes seaward, T saw approaching the
entrance to the harbor a small two-masted schooner,
which I surmised to be the Flower of France, a vessel
for the use of which, during the month of December,
I had been negotiating for a couple of weeks, and
whose delayed arrival at the Pass had been causing
some uneasiness because of a terrific norther that had
.struck the localitj'^ a few days before.
There was just about sufficient time for me to col-

lect my tarpon tackle, hustle out my boatman and get
to the channel so as to head off the vessel. When I

reached Point of Rocks I found there two sportsmen
with their boats and several of the unemployed boat-
men, all fishing for jewfish in the midst of a great, con-
tinuous school of roe mullet. Tw^o or three jewfish

had alread}' been landed, and two more were hooked,
while I paused for a few minutes to view the sport,

but I could not remain to see them landed, as the

Flower of France was approaching rapidly.

Hailing her, they threw us a line, then I went aboard
and got the captain, Mr. Ray Dunbar, of Matagorda,
to heave to while we concluded our negotiations,

alter which the vessel proceeded on her way to Rock-
port, and I joined the other fishermen.

_
However, I

was just in time to be too late, as the eighth and last

icAvfish of the morning's catch was landed soon after-

ward, while I failed to get a strike. At nine o'clock

the fishing was practically over for the day, although
two market fishermen, who spent the rest of the day
fishing at the Point, landed two more in the afternoon.

The average weight of the ten fish caught that day
was probably about 350 pounds, as there was only one
small one in the lot.

Up to this time the world's record for weight of jew-

fish landed on a rod was 435 pounds, the fish having
been landed at Tarpon a year or two previously. The
record jewfish of the Pacific coast weighed 415 pounds.

The largest fish landed this first day on a rod was
caught by a young gentleman from Cincinnati named
Joseph. It was about six and a half feet long, and the

formula made its weight 401 pounds. There were two
other fish landed on hand lines that were a very little

larger than this.

Next morning before daylight Mr. Joseph, Mr. Sea,

of Independence, Mo., and I, who were all the sports-

men then at Aransas Pass, were at_ Point of Rocks
with our boats and boatmen; and, in addition there

were half a dozen of the natives with their boats and
hand lines.

Soon after sun-up the jewfish began to strike, and
the fun waxed fast and furious. It was not long be-

fore I was attached to one, which in a few- minutes I

hauled on the beach, as it was a little fellow of 50 or

60 pounds' weight. I had not more than gotten my
line into the water again before I hung another. My
boatman for the time being was Mr. Robert Farley,

the taxidermist, who had offered to row me that morn-
ing for the express purpose of trying to break all

records. When he saw that I was again attached, he

yelled, "sock it to him," which I proceeded to do.

Meanwhile, Farley had taken up the anchor (for all

of the boats were lying at anchor close to the rocks

with their sterns pointing outward into the stream),

and had shoved us off so as to clear the other fisher-

men's lines and get out into deep water, where the

fight could be fought to a finish without interference

of any kind. It soon became evident that our fish was
a monster. Fortunately my tackle was all new and

of the very best, and the line was doubled back some
20 feet; but we then noticed for the first time a dis-

colored spot in it just above the long loop, which

gave us some uneasiness. Our fears, however, were
unfounded, as the line did not part.

After about fifteen minutes of the hardest kind of

fighting, we got the fish to the surface where we could

see it well enough to judge of its size. Farley re-

marked "that fellow is a record breaker; be careful

YQV! 4^?i't lose bisB,"

It was one thing to get the fish to the surface, but
quite another to keep it there, as it continued to
sound for the next ten minutes, during which tiine my
new ribbed-leggings that I suggested in a previous
communication in your colunms, stood me in good
stead, enabling me to bring a great uplift on the fish

without any severe punishment on my legs.

By this time the monster had begun to show signs

of fatigue, and I at last succeeded in turning it belly

upward, so we began to tow it to land, heading for

Point of Rocks so as to give the rest of the crowd
the benefit of the excitement. When we reached shoal

water, Farley jumped overboard to haul the fish ashore
with the gaff; but the creature then took a new lease

of life by rolling over and striking out for deep water.

In an instant Farley tumbled into the boat agaiti and
grabbed the oars, I shouting to the other fishermen
to get their tackle out of my way, as our quarry was
striking out over several of their lines. Fortunately,

though, we did not foul any of them; and I managed
to stop the run without letting out a hundred feet of

line, so it was not five minutes more before we again

had the fish in tow, belly upward, and headed for the

shore, This time the great brute grounded on the

sand, and was hauled immediately by the gaff hook
far enough up on the beach to prevent its escape; then

a slit w-as cut in its lower jaw, and a heavy rope was
run through and tied, thus bringing the fight to a

close, much to the relief of all concerned. Farley

immediately made the measurements of length and
maximum girth, which proved to be respectively 7

feet 3 inches and S feet 9 inches. The formula for

these dimensions makes the weight 518 pounds, and be-

fore it was computed Farley, who has weighed many
jewfish, declared that it would weigh over 500 pounds.

Unfortunately, there were no means at Tarpon of

weighing such a heavy fish. We kept it alive for two
days, then had it hoisted on to the deck of the mail

boat and carried to Rockport, where the scales made
the weight only 450 pounds. Farley declares that the

two days without food in the water and the drying

out in transit reduced the weight fully 50 pounds. Be
this as it may. and calling the weight onljr 450 pounds,

Mr. Farley and I can now claim the world's record for

jewfish landed on rod.

While I was struggling with my big fish, Mr. Joseph
hung one but little smaller, and landed it in about half

an hour, his boatman being Mr. Will Farley, a brother

of the taxidermist. These two men, by the way, are

certainly the best all-around boatmen and tarpon oars-

men in the settlement, but Mr. Robert Farley very

seldom can spare the time to row. Occasionally, as

a special favor to an old friend and shooting com-
panion, he rows for me. He is a first-class sportsman

in both fishing and shooting, and makes a point of

studying the habits of the fish and game which he pur-

sues. Mr. Joseph's fish measured one inch shorter

and 4 inches less in girth than mine, and the Rock-
port scales made it weigh some t^veuty-five pounds

less.

Mr. Sea lauded that morning a fair-sized jewfish,

and the hand-line fishermen secured two more, making
six for the morning, and sixteen for the two days.

If this kind of sport can be beaten at any other

locality I would like to learn where. Every Novem-
ber there are_two or three days' run of jewfish at

Tarpon, and during the entire tarpon season, which

begins on April i and is supposed to end on Novem-
ber IS, occasional jewfish are caught on both hand

lines and tarpon tackle.

That the tarpon do not always quit striking about

the middle of November, I proved this season by land-

ing one at Point of Rocks on the evening of the 24th

inst., and another at the same place the next morn-

ing.

it would be diflicult to conceive of a more delight-

ful resort for anglers than this. The drawbacks are

few and often there are none. Sometimes in the

autumn, especially when there is an unusual amount of

rain, as was the case this year, the mosquitoes are

vicious and specially poisonous; but in the summer
there are seldom, if ever, any.

As a rule, the people frequenting the place are com-

panionable and agreeable, but for the sportsman there

is very little time to devote to social functions, as

there Is fishing during all the daylight hours, and as

tackle repairing demands a portion of each evening.

As soon as I can find an opportunity to write it, I

shall send you my promised letter on "Fishing for

the Leaping' Shark."
t a t x^r
J. A. L. Waddell.

Some Maine Records*

Editor Forest and Stream:
^

Having just returned from a four months trip to

Maine, T take the liberty of submitting my following fish

and game scores, which may compare favorably with other

records of the same order made in the State during the

year of 1902

:

Score of large square-tailed trout made with fly and

troll from Deer Island Home, F. L. Gardner, proprietor,

Moosehead Lake, Aug. 8 to Sept. 27, weight as follows

:

\Va, 4>2. 4/4 pounds, 4 pounds 2 ounces, 4, 3^, zVz

and 3 pounds.
My son. Master W. Chamhers Young, age twelve, took

on the fly a trout of 5 pounds 2 ounces, which I think was

the largest trout on fly caught during the year.

Game record wdiile in camp at Ragged Lake, Oct. i to

Nov. 2, Bert Duty, of Greenville, guide: One moose,

spread of head, 47 inches; two black bear, two large

bucks.
Moosehead Lake and the surrounding country is full ot

fish and game, and I feel that I have been particularly

fortunate in enjoying the hospitalities of the Deer Island

home, and securing the services of Mr. Bert Duty, who is

one of the most reliable and best guides in the State.

W. B. YOCNG.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Nevy

y^^!?j an^ |i9^ t9 gny individual conneetf4 TfVitll the paper.

Size and Age of Fish,
Editor Forest and Stream :

It is diflicult for a writer without books to collect in-
formation concerning the relation between the length
and the age of certain food and game fish. The writer
h:is examined the revised "Manual of Fish Culture" of
the U. S. Fish Commission, and the "Transactions of the
American Fisheries Society of 1902," and has obtained
the following notes, which may serve to introduce this
important subject. The notes are arranged in the order
in which the fish appear in the most recent ichthyological
books.

Atfaolic Salmon.

In two years the Atlantic salmon reaches the length of
six or eight inches in captivity. Adult salmon are
thought to be four years old
At the Craig Brook Station, in Maine, mature fis-h

measured from 29 to 31 inches in length, and weighed
from 9 to 12 pounds. An occasional fish 35 or 40 inches
long, and weighing much more, was taken.
Salmon Aveighing from 9 to 12 pounds furnish from

6,000 to 8.700 eggs each, but fish measuring from 35 to
40 inches yield from 16,000 to 20,000 eggs.

Lacdfocked Salmon.

It is assumed that this salmon becomes mature at the
age of four years. At the spawning season the average
weight of males is four or five pounds, and of the females
a pound less.

Specimens of 12 to 14 pounds weight are not rare, and
one weighing 25 pounds is recorded. The Union River
fish are of about the same size.

The St. Croix fish vary in weight in different parts of
their range, but: the average weight of either sex at Grand
Lake Stream is a little less than three pounds ; indi-
viduals above 6 pounds are rare, and none over lo pounds
is recorded.

At Green Lake, Maine, in 1899, the average of 69 futl-

roed females w^as : Length, 25 5-10 inches; weight, 7 8-10
pounds. The males averaged as follows: Length 22 3-10
inches; weight, 5 pounds. One female was 30 inches loiig

and weighed ir pounds 6 ounces. One male was 31
inches long and weighed 13 pounds 8 ounces.

Rail bow Tfoot.

In Colorado lakes, where the water becomes moderately
warm in summer and food is plentiful, this trout reaches
12 or 13 pounds, fish of this age being from 25 to 28
inches long. In the An Sable River, Mich., the rainbow-
attains to a weight of five to seven pounds. In their

native streams of California, rainbows are often caught
r.inging from 3 to 10 pounds, but averaging i to 2
pounds.
The largest rainbow ever produced in the ponds at

Wytheville, Va., and fed artificially, weighed 6^ pounds,
but many others of the same age in the same ponds
\veigh from i to 3 pounds. Superintendent Seagle states

the average growth of rainbow trout under fq.vorable

artificial circumstances is as .follows:

One year old, from ^ to i ounce; two years old, from
8 to 10 ounces; three years old, from x to 2 pounds; four
years old, from 2 to 3 pounds.
These trout grow until they are eight or ten j'ears old,

the rate of growth diminishing with age.

Brook Trout.

According to the experience of Superintendent Frank
N. Clark at Northx-ille, Mich., this trout, under favor-

able circumstances, reaches an average weight in the first

year of }i ounce to T ounce; in two years it weighs from
8 to TO ounces ; in three years about i pound;

Laie TrouK

According to the same authority, at Northville, Mich.,

lake trout artificially reared in from 10 to 12 months af-

ter hatching measure from 4 to 8 inches in length.

Shad,

Observations made at Washington, D. C, during a pe-

riod of years show that shad hatched late in April reach

the length of from 4 to 9 inches before they leave the

river, late in November.

Black Bass.

At the age of five or six months the young measure
from 4 to 8 inches, according to locality and food supply,

though some individuals reach a much larger size_ by
preying upon smaller fish, not excepting their owm kind.

At Neosho, yio., a black bass w^iich was known to be

under rS months old weighed i pound 9}^ ounces.

Rock Bass.

At the age of six months the fish seldom average 2

inches in length, adults usually weigh from to_ ?4 of

a pound, occasionally reaching i pound, and an individual

taken in a river of Virginia was reported to weigh nearly

3 pounds. This bass may reach maturity at 2 years.

Crapp e.

This fish and tlie strawberry bass, when adult, range all

the way from i to 3 pounds in weight. At six months

old the young of both species are about the size of the

black bass of the same age, or a little smaller. Some
individuals in each school wall be larger than the majority.

Mackerel.

At maturity mackerel vary from 12 inches to 20 inches

in length. Fish 12 inches long weigh from ^ to i pound,

while a mackerel of 20 inches may weigh from 3% to

4 pounds. The age is uncertain, but is supposed to be

three or four years.

Cod.

According to observations made in Massachusetts, the

following relation exists between the age, length and

weight of the cod:

One and one-half years, 9 to 13 inches, 7 to 8 ounces;

2'/> years, 18 inches, 2 to 2ji pounds; syj years, 22 inches,

4 to 5 pounds.

The largest <;Qi QU r^Q^d ^^om New England weighed.
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211^2 pounds, and was over 6 feet long; it was caught on
a troll off the Northern Coas't, in May, 1895.

Flat Fish,

This is also known as the winter flounder. The usual

length of the fish is from 12 to 15 inches, and its weight

about 1V< pounds; rarely fish measuring 20 inches and
weighing 5 pounds are taken.

This is a very prolific fish, over a million eggs having
been deposited by a large female.

This is a subject of very great interest and value, and
the writer trusts that the suggestion of Forest and
Stream that observations bearing upon the relations of

the age to the weight and the size of fish Avill be fur-

nished freely by fishculturists and naturalists who have

(he opportunity to obtain information.
Tarleton H. Bean.

A Game Tarpon.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago 1 promised to send you a description of

the finest tarpon fight that I have ever witnessed. It oc-

curred one afternoon last month out on the Gulf of

Mexico, beyond the end of the jetty at Aransas Pass,

when Mr. L. G. Murphy, of Converse, Ind., and I were
there on tarpon fishing bent.

I had just succeeded in bringing to boat a fine six-

footer after a longer struggle than usual, owing to the

fact that T had completely drowned the fish before taking

it in ; and, while the boatman was baiting my hook for

another trial, I sat watching Mr. Murphy's boat, which

was only a few yards distant. Suddenly there was a

strike, and a heavy-looking six-footer leaped into the

air over tw-elve feet high. A few seconds later it made
another leap fully as high, then a run, and instantly after-

ward another jimip of the same height. In all it made
six j umps, and not one of them was less than twelve feet

high.
.

The ordinary height which a tarpon jumps is from
eight to ten feet, and generallv each leap is a little lower

than the last, till finally the fish is unable to spring en-

tirely out of the water. Once only before had I seen a

tarpon jump so high. It was on my line in the Panuco
River, near Tampico, Mexico. Unfortunately, that fish

threw out the hook at once, so I did not have an oppor-

tunity to learn whether it could keep up its record on
jumping.
Mr. Murphy, who is a powerfully built man and' both

muscular and active in spite of his sixty-odd years,

handled his fish with much skill and apparently the great-

est ease, bringing it to gaff in fifteen or twenty minutes.

It pi-oved to be six feet one inch long by thirty-nine

inches
:
girth, which would make the weight by formula

139 pounds.
Mr. Robert Farley, the well-known and skillful taxi-

dermist of this place, has mounted the fish, and is going to

present it to the Tima Club of Catalina Island, and in

exchange the said club is going to send a mounted tuna.

The catching of this wonderful leaper brought up the

question of the relative merits of tarpon and tuna as game
fishes, and Mr. Murphy and I both agreed that no fish

could improve on the fight which the one under discus-

sion had put up.

In a year or two, after I have had some experience in

catching tuna, I shall have something further to say to

you on the question of which of the two is the king of all

game fishes. In my opinion, though, the leaping shark
will give both the tarpon and the tuna a close call for

supremacy, I have had considerable experience of late

with the leaping shark, but of this more anon.

I continue obtaining by personal experience valuable

data concerning tarpon tackle, and, as soon as I can spare

the time, shall send you my promised letter on that sub-
ject. J. A. L. Waddell.

Wading for Goldfish.
- When thej'' found it necessary to build an annex to the

Auditorium Annex in Chicago, they conceived the idea of

building a lounging and drinking room that would make
the hotel famous around the world. I am told $100,000

was spent upon this room. They call it the Pompeiian
Room. 1 will not go into a detailed description of it in

this article, further than to state that to the left of the

center of the room, surrounded by fluted Carara marble
pillars, is an electric fountain emptying into a tiled tank
of large dimensions, in which hundreds of goldfish swam
in schools around the fountain.

Football enthusiasts and others, after perhaps too gen-
erous attention to the fluid courses of their dinners, have
boldly jumped into the angry lake and fruitlessly chased
the nimble and elusive fish. This has become so common
of late that Mr. Southgate now* has a life-saving corps of

husky porters always at hand.
And all this reminds me. Back of our country place on

Long Island, where as a boy I spent my summers, lived a

neighbor on whose farm was a large pond well stocked
with goldfish, eels, etc. He had cut a small drainage canal

from the pond to a field a couple of hundred yards avi^ay,

where a pit had been cut about thirty by thirty through
the solid clay. The water in this pit was murky, about
two feet deep, and alive with young goldfish that could
be readily seen swimming about.

I had a 3'Oung cousin who lived in Brooklyn, and save
for his aimual visit with us in the country, was cooped up
between bricks and mortar for the balance of the year. A
city boy, full of life and spirits as a thirteen-year-old boy
should be.

As the day rolled around for his visit, he appeared, ap-
pareled in just such attire as a fond mother would clothe

her boy when going visiting—in fact, I think he wore
nothing inferior to his best Sundays. Stopping at the
house only long enough to give and receive his greetings,

we started on a general survey of the premises, and after

the barn had been inspected and the various fruit trees
sampled, we wandered further afield and came to the cla}-^

pit with its swarms of golden fish. The sight was too
much for that boy; he simply could not stand it. He
had seen goldfish in the aquariums in the bird stores, but
10 see millions of goldfish to be had for the taking was
§imply nerve-racking. Witli "I'll be back in a iiiinute,"

off he ran like a jumped deer—and within half an hour
returned with a mosquito net window frame taken from
the kitchen window by force of arms, and the family

coffee pot. Without further ado he removed his coat,

shoes and stockings, and roUing up his pants and shirt

sleeves, slid down the clayey, slippery bank, and holding

the mosquito frame in front of him fairly scooped up the

young fish. The miraculous draft of fishes was not repeated

for at the first scoop he got enough fish to fill the coffee

pot twice over. That the boy did not think of the family

wash tub and bring that with him was a source of

poignant grief to him. It was certainly a case of em-
l.iarrassment of fishes, and with frame in one hand and
coffee pot in the other, he longingly looked back upon
the fish still there "by the million," and thought nothing

of his clothes and person, most generously smeared with

clay and slime. His aunt had come from town with him
as his custodian, and I will long remember the meeting,

the boy on his side bubbling and bursting with excite-

ment and having no thought of else but his prizes in the

coffee pot, and on the other hand the aunt bordering on
and gyrating between surprised muteness and indignant

hysterics.
_

•

I have experienced enthusiasm myself in life at various

and sundry times, but I question if I ever had it as badly

as did Frank and his wonderful haul of goldfish.

Charles Cristadoro.

She Goes Fishing.

My uncle, who is eighty-three years old, was induced

by me—one of those girls that delight in all outdoor

.sports—to go for a day's fishing on the river.

The bass were plenty in the Susquehanna, and from all

reports also biting well.

Now, Uncle was a great fisherman, usually coming in

with an empty bait box and an equally empty fish basket

—

but still his enthusiasm was always great, and the im-

mense fish that he lost and the many bites he had were
truly remarkable.
For a long time this fishing trip had been planned, so

one morning when the wind was in the south and clouds

were overhead, our preparations w^ere begun. Of course

the nearest creek was first visited for minnows, when,

after a struggle with brush, ditches, tangled lines and the

loss of several hooks, w^e succeeded in capturing six,

Avhich, by the way, were nearly large enough for eating.
_

Well, we were tired with this attempt, and a little bit

discouraged, but we at least had the consolation of know-
ing where to get some worms to finish out for bait._

Finally, about noon, we were on our way to the river,

Avhich was about a quarter of a mile away. Uncle was
laden w^th the minnow pail, two anchors and the fish poles

while I had the bait box, lunch basket and an umbrella.

We were indeed Avell equipped.

After securing a neighbor's boat, we had to fix the

anchors and rig the fish poles, and as it was_ now long

after noon, we concluded to eat our lunch. This task was
soon completed, and we were at last on the water. At
the mouth of a small creek, which Uncle said would be a

fine place for bass, the anchor was dropped and fishing

was commenced.
We found that the minnows w^ere all dead, as the pail

leaked and the water had nearly all run out, so we had to

use worms for bait.

I had just thrown my line in the water, put up my um-
brella (the sun was now shining), when, jerk went some-
thing at my line. Of course I at once pulled it up, so
quickly, in fact, that my umbrella went handle down in

the river, and with my pole Uncle's hat was knocked from
his head and went sailing serenely down the Susque-
hanna. We pulled anchors with all haste and were away
after the floating articles.

After a ten-minute chase they were captured- and put
up in the boat to drj', and we were again ready to fish

—

but, oh! what did I catch? It was merely an old root

which took me about ten minutes to free from the line.

Uncle had a veiy short, slender pole, with which he
was fond of throwing a long line. After fishing for about
half an hour without even a bite, he concluded that he
liad too short a line, and at once unreeled about fifty feet

or more and attempted to throw it ; vain attempt—the line

was wound around my pole, one anchor and both oars,

and in the struggle the bait box was knocked into the
river, where it immediately sunk.
No, Uncle was not provoked, merely nervous; so

nen'ous that a very vigorous jerk which he gave to free
his line, left his pole broken above the second joint.

It took us only a short time to get home, and when I

go fishmg again I shall sit on the shore and fish for

shiners. Uncle will have to put in a new supply of fish-

ing tackle, and when next he goes he will doubtless con-
sider it more profitable to go alone, or if he takes me, to
at least teach me how to pull in a root.

Mabel A. Cook.

The Aqtiariwm Sturgeon Dead.
Death has again visited the Aquarium, and this time

the victim is the huge sturgeon. The great fish—she
was 8 feet 9 inches long and weighed when in good
health nearly 300 pounds—succumbed to tuberculosis.
She had been ill a long time, and so far as is known
had not touched food in months.
The sturgeon was one of the finest specimens ever

on exhibition in this city, and was acquired by the
Aquarium June 3, 1901, from a fisherman of Bay Side,
L. I., who netted her a short time prior to that date.
For months she swam round and round her tank, al-

ways going to the right, and never, so far as visitors
could judge, stopped to rest. Of course, there is no
way of telling, but Mr. Spencer thinks that homesick-
ness had a great deal to do with the fish's death. She
always seemed to be hunting for a companion.

Several months ago the fish showed signs of ill-

ness, and all the books on fish diseases were consulted
in the hope of diagnosing her case. She rapidly lost
in weight, and Mr. Spencer and his assistants believed
that the great sturgeon had consumption, a theory
that proved true when the autopsy was performed last

week.
Sturgeons are known to be restless in captivity, and

there i-§ t^g record of a fish of that species evef hay-

ing been in confinement that did not suffer from ap-

parent homesickness.
The sturgeon that has just died, accprding to Mr.

De Nyse, had both nostalgia and insomnia in the_ worst
form, and hence, when she developed tuberculosis, her

life rapidly ebbed away.
The ravages of disease had so weakened her that at

the time of her death her great spine looked as if it

were about to burst through the skin, so thin and
lean had the once big and healthy fish become.

It was sent up to the Museum of Natiiral Flistory,

where it will be stuffed and mounted. A four-foot

sturgeon is now in the pool formerly occupied by the

dead fish. The new sturgeon seems to be just as

homesick and restless as his predecessor.—New York
Times.

Lake Champlain Net Fishing-.

Swanton, Vt., Nov. 37.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Net fishing is to be stopped in our Vermont waters. We
have seen recently a Canadian Order-in-Council which
will stop net fishing in all waters adjacent to Vermont,
excepting the w^aters of Lake Champlain (Missisquoi

Bay). This leaves the Canadian fishermen to catch the

pike-perch that we breed. As their mai'ket for those fish

is in New York, an act of Congress should be passed pro-

hibiting their sending these fish to our markets. As the

Montreal market is flooded wit.h that kind of fish, the

Missisquoi Bay fishermen's market is south. Cut this

off, and they would stop fishing. This must be done or
there will be serious trouble with the Vermont fishermen
along the line between this State and Canada.
There is a report that it was the money and influence

used by the Vermont net fishermen that caused that clause

to be inserted in the Canadian Order-in-Council, grant-

ing licenses to fish in Missisquoi Bay waters. If such
is the case, they have to thank themselves for this state of
things. We ourselves overheard some conversation that

they had raised $160 for that purpose, but this seems a

small sum to buy the influence of an M. P.

If a passageway was opened through the sand bar
bridge it would greatly improve the hook and line fishing

in the famed Back Bay of Lake Champlain.
The boys thought that they had scored a point against

the Hon. John W. Tilcomb when they influenced Daniel
Meigs, Esq., M. P., to secure the Canadians licenses to

fish, but Mr. Titcomb has caused the blow to rebound
against their own heads, and now if they fish with their

nets it will have to be under Canadian licenses and in

Canadian waters. Verily, how things do act sometimes.
A person when at home in his little country town may
think himself a fellow of considerable consequence, and
fnd when he gets out among people that he can go out
of the little end of the horn and not fill even half of the
hole. Stanstead.

A later note from Stanstead says that after the late of
his writing "the Vermont Legislature reconsidered the
matter and decided to allow seining in the waters of Lake
Champlain. We never know what our Legislature has
really done until after the session has closed. Make a
law to-day and to-morrow reconsider and repeal it again."

. ,

The Fishefman.

BY H. MALCOLM.

Row slowly now A little nearer to the shore
There, that's right Steady, now-——-This eddy looks
like a good place The left oar, just a little—There,
that's fine——Just by these lilypads a large one was caught
the other day Gee whiz! did you see that? A strike,

and he was a beauty, too An eight-pounder, I'll bet
Back Avater, quick, till I try him again——Steady,

now This is the place- 1 guess we've missed him
No, by jove! there he was again He's got it!

He's got it! Stop the boat, quick, quick ^Turn her
out into deep water-——He's in the lilypads now, and a
goner sure Thunderation ! and he was a monster
Must have weighed at least ten pounds No, there he is

He is still hooked——He is all right He is free

from the lilies Fie is free Steady, now, and put the
oars in the boat See the pole ; he bends it nearly double

And doesn't he make the reel sing Now, he has
turned He is coming toward us ^Hand me that
landing net Quick ! Quick ! He is going under the
boat He will snap the line Holy smoke! there he
goes Grab the line Grab the line, I say Have
j^ou got it? Keep him fast, now Just a second-
Steady, now There he goes into the net——Here he is

in the boat We have him He is safe And isn't

he a beauty? Isn't he a beauty, a dandy, a cracker-
jack, a peach?- -He will go above six pounds, if he
weighs an ounce Wasn't he lively? Did you see
him make that three-foot leap out of the water? You
didn't? Man, where were your eyes? Row in, now,
and we will weigh him Flow much did you say?
Four pound.^ and two ounces Pshaw ! that can't be
right- Your scales are not accurate Well, he's a
beauty, anyvmy It took a full half hour to tire him
out and land him Three minutes, you say? Oh!
you're mistaken That can't possibly be——It was sure-
ly longer than that He was a fighter to the last

Excited, when I caught him ? Naw ! not a bit——Cool
as a cucumber, just as T am now He certainly is a
beauty.

A Swsqttehanna Black Bass.

Owego, Tinga Count3^, N. Y., Dec. 4.—Editor Forest
and Stream: Mr. William H. Thomas, of this place,
caught in the Susquehanna River to-day a small-mouth
black bass weighing seven and three-quarter pounds. This
is the largest black bass of the small-mouth variety that
has ever been caught in this locality,

I uiiderstand that there is a reward offered somewhere
fur a black bass^ weighing over six pounds, and write
you to ascertain if you can enlighten me on the subject,
Mr. Thomas has also requested me to write you on the
subject. The statement as to the weight of the fish can be
authenticated by affidavits of any number of reliable peo-
ple who weighed the fish, or sa.w it weighed. The fish
was alive Aivhen I s^w it, Fred J. DAyij^
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FIELD TKIALS.
Dec. 15.—Huntsville, Ala.—Alabama Field Trial Club's (member

of the American Championship Club) third annual triaUi John
F- Fletcher, Sec'y, Birmingham, Ala.

Canine Ekgks and Epitaphs.

XXlX—Geisl's Grave.

Four }-ears! and didst thou stSiy above

The ground, which hides thee now, but four?

And all that life and all that love,

Were crowded, Geistl into no more?

Only four years those winning ways,

\^ hich make me for thy presence yearn,

Call'd us to pet thee or to prair.e.

Dear little friend 1 at every turn?

That loving heart, that patient soul,

Had they indeed no longer span,

To x-iin tlieir course, and reach their goal,

And read their homily to man?

That liquid, melancholy eye,

From whose paLlietic, soul-fed springs

Seem'd surging the Virgilian ery,*

The sense of tearo in mortal thing.s—

That steadfast, mournful strain, consoled

By spirits gloriously gay,

And temper of heroic movild

—

What, was fotir years their whole short day?

Yes, only four!—and not tlie course

Of all the centuries yet to come,

And not the infinite resource

Of Nature with her countless sum

Of figures, witli ller ftlllness vast

Of new creation evermore,
;

Can ever quite repeat the past

Or just thy little self restore.

Stern law of every mortal lot!

W hich man, proud man, finds hard to bear,

And builds himself I know not what

Of second life I know not where.
;

But thou, when struck thine hour to go,

On XLS, who stood despondent by,

A meek last glance of love didst throw,

And humbly lay thee down to die.

Yet would we- keep thee in our heart

—

Would fix our favorite on the scene,

Nor let tkee utterly depart

And be as if thou ne'er hadst been.

And so there rise these lines of verse

On lips that rarely form them tw*^;

While to each other we rehear-se:

Such ways, such arts, such looks hadst thou

!

We stroke thy broad, brown paws again,

We bid thee to thy vacant chair,

We greet thee by the window-pane,

W'e hear thy scuffle on Ifee stajrj

We see the flaps of thy large cans

Quick raised to ask which way we go;

Crossing the frozen lake, appears

Thy small black figure on the snowl

Nor to us art thou dear

Who mourn thee in thine EnglLsh home;

Tiiou hast thine absent master's tear,

Dropt by the far Australian foam.

- Thy memory lasts both here and there.

And thou shalt live as long as we.

And after that—^thou dost not care!

In us was all the world to tbee.

Yet fondly zealous for thy fame.

Even to a date beyond our own
We strive to carry down thy name.

By mounded turf, and graven stone.

We lay thee, close within our reach.

Here wliere the grass is smooth and warm,

Between the holly and the beech,

Where oft we watch'd thy couchant form.

Asleep, yet lending half an ear

To travelers on the Portsmouth road

—

There choose we thee, O guardian, dear,

Mark'd with a stone thy last abode!

Then some, who through this garden pass.

When we, too, like thyself, are clay.

Shall see thy grave upon the grass,

And stop before the stone, and say;

"People who lived here long ago

Did by this stone, it seems, intend

To name for future times to know
The dachshound, Geist, their little friend."

—Matthew Arnold.

*Sunt lacrimal rerum.

The Dog's Mentality.

Are animals intelleGtual ? Have they minds and powers
of reason ? Man is an intelligent being. He may have
his intellectual and reasoning powers strongly developed,

and still when out in the woods become "lost" and thor-

oughly demoralized, his eyes will be staring and glazed,

without any expression of intelHgence, and his hearing so

impaired that at first he will not recognize the voice of

his best friend.

Recently we have several times seen the same thing

occur here in the city with an intelligent young setter,

who would stop to pay his respects to some other dog, or

to investigate some attractive scent; when be wQ«Jd look

up and miss his master, how quickly his whole appear-

ance would change. He would dash here and there

among the crowd thoroughly rattled, eyes wild and
glared, and would, have to be called several times before

he would recognize his master's voice; then in an instant

his whole appearance would change, his eyes become
bright and beaming with affection and love as he jumped
around his master, his actions seemed to say "I was lost

and am now so happy tliat I have found you again."

If beings only moved and acted through instiitct, with-

out reasoning powers, could they become so mentally

rattled and lost, and would they have the power to feel

the impulses of affection, love, anger, hatred and jeal-

ousy. How many many times we see these feelings

plainly expressed by our canine friends.
_

Let ma-
dame notice and caress one of the setters in the pres-

ence of the household pet "Bob" the fox terrier, from
a bright, cheerful little fellow he is

_
suddenly trans-

formed into a blazing fury, and there is a dog fight on
the next moment. When it is all over, to see the

humble, beseeching and apologetic look that the little

hero of a hundred fights puts on, which plainly says "I

am sorry that I was so naughty, but I couldn't have
you pet that big fellow," would make any skeptic ad-

mit that Bob was moved and influenced by human-
like passions, consequently he must have reasoning

faculties.

A well bred dog never expresses any emotional
qualities such as affection or hatred, but from some
reason, and if he has for so doing a reason, why then

he must possess reason. It is impossible for a hu-

man idiot to become rattled or mentally demoralized,

neither can they have the sensitive feelings of af-

fection, haired, fear or hope. When hungry or

thirsty, instinct causes them to eat and drink to sat-

isfy nature's cravings, but they show outwardly no
glimmering or spark of reason in so doing, and if they

possess such faculties they are too dim and faint to

be perceptible to our ordinary eyes. Ergo—dogs

must have reasoning pow-ers and mind and reason,

consequently in a greater or less degree so have all

animals that are endowed with the breath of life.

Stanstead.

His Unwritten Elegy.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been very much interested in your series of

canine epitaphs and elegies. I am praying the Fates

to give me occasion to contribute to the list. What I

would dearly love to send you would be the epitaph

or elegy on a vigorous husky-voiced dog which works
his combination megaphone and explosive bomb bark

o' nights in a backyard on Fifty-seventh street, Bor-

ough of Manhattan. So appreciative am I of the canine

epitaph done in rhyme that I would pay for one of this

loud mouthed terror a full column long at advertising

rates. Insomnus.
P. S.—You may get it some day.

—<^—
Sir Thomas Lipton's Cup challenger, Shamrock III.,

building at the Denny's j'ard, Dumbarton, had a nar-

row escape from destruction by fire on Thursday
night, Dec. 4. The fitters' shop, which was close by
the shed where the yacht is building, was gutted, and
it was only by great effort that the building that en-

closed the third Shamrock was saved, as a strong

wind was blowing in that direction; The yacht was not

damaged.
All the frames are now in place, and barring delays

she will be completed by the first of April. This means
she will be rigged and ready for a trial trip by the

middle of that month. It is learned on very good
authority that Shamrock HI. will be steered by a

wheel instead of a tiller. Captain Wringe. who is to

have charge of Shamrock III., is, we understand, in

favor of a wheel, and it is at his suggestion that this

innovation will be introduced.

At the Herreshoff shops, at Bristol, work ts 6eing

pushed on the new boat that is being built for the

Cup defense. The boat's construction is surrounded

with the same secrecy that has prevailed in previous

years, but it is learned that the casting for the lead

keel came out perfect, and is without any flaws. The
flames and plating are to be of Tobin bronze, and the

lead keel is now being sheathed with that material.

It is believed that the boat will be ready for launching

about April i, or about the same time that Shamrock
III. is to be put overboard. If this proves to be the

case she will have the advantage of several weeks' more
sailing than Shamrock III. will, for the changing to

jury rig, the voyage across and the rerigging on her

arrival on this side, means a big loss of time, but even

so the English boat will have more tuning up than

the previous defenders have had.

Mr. Norman Macrae has ordered a boat from Mr.

A. E. Payne, of the firm of Messrs. Summers bc Payne,

Soitthampton, Etigland, for the defense of the Canada
Cup. She will be built by Captain Andrews, of Oak-
ville, Canada. The new boat is said to be 40ft. water-

line, 6oft. over all and 9ft. draft. Her sail area will

he about 2,600 sq. ft.

Tliere is some talk about Effort, the successful 43-

footer, being entered in the trial races to be held by

the Rochester Y. C, for the selection of the challenger

fo":- the Canada Cup. Effort was designed and built

by the Herreshoff Mfg Co., and is a very slippery craft.

It is doubtful if she is up to the scantling require-

ments that govern the construction of boats compet-

ing in the Canada Cup contests.

Word is received that two boats are being built fof

the tfial races by Detroit yachtsmen.

Men'^of the Coast.

Two Passages.

BY F. L.'EN0.

About a dozen years ago I took passage in the schooner
Lucinda G. Potter, Capt. Potter, bound from Boston to

Newport-News, light. The month w-as October, and the
day of our departure all that could be desired. The sun
was bright, the sky a deep blue, the waters of the harbor
blue as the sky, and the crisp, fresh air sent the blood
tingling through one's veins.

A year or more of confinement in the city makes one
appreciate a morning like that. The desire to get hold
of something heavy, after long service in office or at desk,

comes as a nattiral reaction, and on our shores one turns
instinctively to the sea. There as nowhere else, one can
be out of doors; there is a field which calls for qualities

of the sternest kind ; and the men who handle our coast-

wise sailing fleet are made of stern material, for no others

can stand the life. But for a few days the change from
the daily routine and grind to the wind-swept deck and
ocean furnishes just that tonic which the physical and

"a big schooner—THE MOON LIGHTING UP THE DECK."

mental man needs ; and I appreciated to the limit the
beauty of the immediate scene and the exhilarating sense
of expectation which any voyage, long or short, always'
arouses in the amateur.
Our ship was a vessel of about 600 tons, a centerboard

three-masted schooner ; a large vessel and heavy to handle,
as she was a "hand vessel," so-called, that is, she was
not fitted with a donkey engine forward for hoisting sails

and anchors, etc., but everything had to be done by hand.
High out of water she rode as we drew near in the tug,

and climbing over the side we found the mate standing
on deck in evident disgust.

"Have those sailors come off yet?" was the first thing

Capt. Joe fired at him.
"Yes, sir. Come and gone. They said she was too big

and heavy and with no steam, so they went back in the

tug. Me and the second mate has cleared things up best

we could, and the shipping master .said he would send
another crew right along."
Here was one vexatious item, one among many of the

coasting skipper's life. The charter party is signed, mate

THE WORLD OF WOOD AND CANV.\S.

and cook engaged, grub stowed away, perhaos a fair wind
blowing, when a few hours at one end may mean a week
at the other, and the sailors, shipped for the voyage by the
shipping-master uptown, can come aboard, and if they
don't like the looks of things, or want one more drink or
take any fancy, can go ashore, if they can get there, and
the captain is helpless. His only alternative is to obtain

another crew. In this case the sailors didn't even come
aboard ; the high-sided hull and heavy spars of the

schooner evidently scared them, for they caine out, gave
one look at the schooner and said: "She's a brute. To
hell with the hooker," and returned in the boat.

The "old man" relieved himself of a few sweeping ob-
servations in regard to sailors and shipping-masters, and
W'e went below to store our dunnage.
The cabin of a 6oo-ton schooner is none too roomy, as

vessels go now; but I was allotted a stateroom by my-
self, and comfortable enough. The captain's room and
the spare room, if there is one, are on the starboard side;

amidships the main cabin, which also serves as a dining-

room in a small craft, and did here ; on the port, the mate's •

and steward's rooms, and forward of all a srnall pantry

and forward companion-way. Any degree of comfort or

die reverse can he fout^4 ^ Ipng-shqre cabins ; but,,.
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as a rule, comfortable and sometimes even elegant apart-
ments are provided for the after guard; and in case there
is a woman on board, wife of captain or mate, the in-

terior is at once transformed into something like a shore
home and rendered doubly inviting by the contrast be-

tween its air of homelike quiet and the rough and rude
aspect of things on deck. As the vessel grows in size,

the cabins keep pace Avith the rest, and those in some of

our recent big schooners are dreams of corhfort, luxury
and tastCj with steam heat, telephone forward, bath rooms
finished in white and gold oftentimes finished through-
out in natural woods ; and, in fact, wholly in keeping with
the American spirit that is not content till it leads the

world. One of our four-masted schooners a couple of

years ago, created a sensation in France. They had
never imagined anything so magnificent; but thousands
passed that vessel every daj-^ in Boston and never gave
a second look.

But it was no morning to stay below; the captain was
impatient of delay, and the passenger had been so long a
time short of sea and breeze that we preferred the deck.

In the course of an hour Captain Joe, who had kept his

binoculars trained up the harbor, gave a grunt of satisfac-

tion.

"Here come our shell-backs. Bet they won't go back

this time. If I once get 'em aboard we will go to sea, if

they are all dead drunk."
The boat came alongside, the four sailors who were

grouped on the forw^ard deck passed up their bags and
dove into the forecastle, soon to reappear, rigged for duty.

"Now, then, boys, Spanker, " sang out the mate, as the

first man "showed a leg" out of the forecastle door.

"Spanker, sir." "Spanker" was echoed as they jumped

to obey, and three of us on each halyard sent the gaff

aloft till the weight of the canvas began to tell. She
comes harder now, and four get on to the throat, then the

peak; the fore-handed man sings out the word, with all

kinds of twnsts and accents, and a few inches at a time

the heavy sail creeps up.

"That's well, sir, the peak. Jig."

"Jig, sir," and the gang tail on to the jig (a smaller tackle

on the other end of the halyards, which increases the pur-

chase many fold). But all must pull together or the

effort is wasted, and the only way to do so is for one of

the men, usually the best sailor in the bunch, or, if the

mate is hauling with them, the duty falls upon him, ex-

officio, to give the signal: and this is done by the most
unintelligible string of expressions, which mean nothing

more 'than that it is time to transfer your weight from
the deck to the halyard or rope on which you have barely

room to place your hand ; for with four hauling on one
halyard, each one must know what to do with his knees

and elbows, and nctt knock somebody in the eye or sit

down in his lap. So it goes like this : "A-ha-a-a!" "Up
with him!" "Plo-bov!" "Peak him!" "She must!"
"Wey-hey— !" "Yo-oh-oh-oh. Ho.!" "Come down!"
till your arms ache. "Catch a turn!" cries the mate.

"Swing off !" and the bunch settles back till they touch the

deck, and the mate hauls in the slack. The boom rises

from the saddle and the heavy sail is set, flattened by the

weight of the spar.

So, I imagine, Dana sailed out of Boston seventy years

ago.
Main and foresail folioAV, and then we man the wind-

lass, and walk her up to the anchors till the brakes begin

to go hard. The mate looks over the bows. "Heave
away!" "Heave!" "Start up the outer jibs a couple

of yer !" and he lends a hand at the windlass. The mate
of "a coasting schooner has plenty to do. Suddenly the

chain comes in freely, the anchor i;S^ broken out and the

brakes go rapidly up and down.
"Vast heaving!" Jib halyards. "Jib halyards, sir!"

"Two of yer jump up and loose them tops'ls!" The old

man has the wheel. We hoist away on the jibs and soon

the cry comes down from aloft: "All ready the main!"
"All ready the fore

!"

"Let 'em hang and lav down. One hand talce the

wheel."
The mate comes aft and gives a look around. "This

wind is terrible light; we shall have a head tide, too."

The schooner is slipping quietly through the water, but

as we get into Broad Sound, the wind, which had been

losing strength, fell altogether, the flood tide began to

make its power felt, and to prevent drifting back up the

channel we anchor and haul down the jibs.

The steward comes aft with his basket, and the odor of

ham and eggs floats up through the companion-way.
What an appetite all this has given us! The crisp

air and exercise have started every muscle and nerve into

action, and ynu are alive. It takes a couple of hours of

this sort' of thing to make one appreciate ham and eggs.

You crave something strong : strong ham, strong coffee,

strong dishes, strong language; the atmosphere of the sea

breeds strength, and things which on shore among shore-

folks would create a terrible comraotion, at sea

pass unpoticed; tte grub served up in tl;? fgre^

castle amid filthy surroundings is eaten with a relish;

while, if the same were set before men of the same
stamp, engaged in some indoor, enervating occupation on
land, there would be a revolt. Niceties of speech and
action have no place on shipboard ; the rough, sturdy
qualities are the ones that tell, and the men who can
drive these schooners up and down the worst coast in the
world, winter and sunnncr, may and do have the aspect of

refinement; but just beneath is the rugged self-confidence

and resourceful spirit that does not show up to the pub-
lic on the diamond or gridiron with thousands of yelling

"rooters" to goad them on, but fights its battles alone
off shore som.ewhere without an audience, in the cold
and wet and danger of the North Atlantic.

I love to rub elbows with these men; to share for a
period a little of the exposure and risk they experience
through the years, and after meeting, day in and day

"peak him,"

out, the artificial life of the city; the soft muscled, soft
spoken clerks- and business men of the street, what a
change to heave at a winch and haul at a rope with a half-
dozen stalwart two-fisted fellows who could clean out a
store full of men-milliners. I never meet a man with
clean, soft, white hands, bediamond, maybe, without a
wish that I could be the mate for one watch, turn him
out at eight bells some cold, rainy night and send him
aloft to furl a topsail.

A few weeks ago a coasting captain and I went into
.an ice-cream parlor in Savannah to kill an hour one
evening, and were seated at a table; two or three girls
came in, walked up to the soda fountain and engaged in

a vapory conversation with the delicate thing who stirred
the, syrups. As they exchanged sweet nothings over the
counter, the young man's mezzo-soprano voice was heard:

"Yes, a nickel, please. Thanks. Ta ! Ta !"

I glanced at the "old man," who, by the way, had prac-
tically lost all his sleep on the passage down on account
of neuralgic pains in the face, the beginning of the end
of twenty years of knocking round the coast, and had
often expressed his lost opinion of a seafaring life.

"Which had you rather do, serve out syrup and taffy to
the girls in this gilded alhambra, or go to sea?"
"Go to sea, by " and the withering look of dis-

gust he gave the innocent peddler of prattle said so, too.
But ours was to be no winter passage this time. The

Indian summer haze hung over the sea and the sun re-

flected from the smooth water was warm at noon. Off
in the southern board a dark streak appeared, and soon
a light southeasterly reached in and we got underway.

SPANKER BOOM (THAT SOMETIMES T.\KES CHARGE).

Jibs and anchor c^me up again, and Captain Joe hove the
wheel down.

"If I can get this old wagon round on the other tack
we will start across the bay; but she does hate to come;
let's flatten in this spanker sheet, son. Now, when she
rolls, hook that boom 'tayckle' on to the rail. Come aft

a couple of yer and man spanker-boom tayckle."

"Spanker-boom-tayckle, sir
;
spanker-boom-tayckle, sir,"

and we work her around and get her headed for Cape
Cod.
"Get the tops'ls on her (to the mate)," and we mast-

head the mizzen from the poop, haul out the sheet on the
winch and take the tack around the, mast. The fore and
main go up to the same music as the lower canvas, "A-a-
ho !" "Rouse him !" "Once again !"_ "Mast-head him !"

and then as the hard, sudden jar coming the length of the
halyards from the topmast head, tells us that one block
is hard up against the other. "Two blocks! Belay!"
"Sheet!" "Sheet, sir!" "Tack!" "Tack, sir!" and the
sail is set.

The wind comes fairly fresh, and we go out of the

sound dragging the c^ptcrboard along the bottom tjBtil

the old boat trembles ; but she is soon clear of the shoal',,

and we spend the rest of the afternoon beating slowly

out of the bay.

The mate has all hands forward getting the anchor,

which has been hanging from the bows on the rail, whence
a turn of the hand can send it to the bottom again; fenders

are piled just forward of the break of the quarter deck;
decks are cleared up, hatches taken off to air the hold, and
if the weather permits all hands have a busy day in the

hold, sweepfng up and dumping overboard coal dust ; and
if the vessel be bound South for lumber, or down East
for ice, a thorough mate will make the hold as clean as a

table, after a day of wet, dirty drudgery.

The night was calm, clear, and the sea smooth. The sea

i? fascinating by day; night adds the charm of mystery.

Except upon the blackest, darkest riight, you can always

see something; a cheerful ray from the cabin skylight

shines into the spanker and illumines sail and boom with

ever-changing areas of light. The dim glow iti the bin-

nacle seems almost like a companion, and the bright com-
pass card the true friend that it is. The soft hiss of

foam under the boat on the stern davits, as the water

races past, or the squeak of a block aloft, or the groan-

ing of some unknown timber, sounds different at night.

The cool, damp air fans out of the sails, the deck is wet

with dew, the spars, magnified by the darkness, appear to

stretch up out of sight; the great expanse of canvas looks

almost ghostly. If it is calm, the racket is tremendous.

This may seem paradoxical, but a large schooner or any

fcre-and-aft-rigged vessel of size, becalmed in a sea or

with a light following wind, can create a most awful dis-

turbance, and especially at night. With no wind to steady

SCHOONER LUCINDA G. POTTER DISCHARGING COAL. TAKEN
JUST BEFORE HER LAST TRIP.

her, your watch on deck is a series of groanings, creak-
ings and ripping, tearing thunder, varied about every two
minutes by, perhaps, ten seconds of absolute quiet, when
you can hear the clock ticking in the fo'ard cabin ; then a
block squeaks up aloft as she rolls to windward, booms
grind on the saddles, the heavy gaffs dig their jaws into

the mast, boom-tackles snap up short, and as she rolls to

leeward the sheets take the strain, sheet-blocks are

whipped up from the deck to fall again Avith a crash, the

immense spanker boom, well off over the quarter, rises

high in the air; the weather lift slats into the sail with
a swish that sounds like the explosion of a rocket, as the

spar falls again, and you think the sleepers below will

surely come up to see what the trouble is.

But with a breeze which allows everything to draw, the

sight of a big schooner stealing along at night, the moon
lighting up the decks and showing every sail full and
hard, as clear as day, is one to remember. There is quiet

then; the man at the wheel leans against it, motionless;

she would steer herself with the wheel in the becket.

There is just enough wind to keep her moving without

any fuss ; and gazing up at the quiet stretches of canvas

and towering spars, you forget earth and dirt and trouble;

the world is made of wood and canvas, and is inhabited

only by fleeting shadows coming and going in the uncer-

tain light, and you are apart from it somewhere in space--^

then the mate begins a long yarn about his girl in Provi-

dence and breaks the spell.

The day following found us off the Cape with the wind
about south and weather threatening; the small fleet that

had come out of Boston Bay with us, was hull down
astern, and Captain Joe picked up the end of the spanker
sheet and shook it over the rail : "Come on. I never saw
anything yet this old packet wouldn't outsail. She's a
plank on edge, but she will travel."

And we were traveling. She was heeled over like a
yacht, and one could hardly stand on deck. Toward dark

we laid out and furled the outer jibs, clewed down the

staysails and fore and main topsails. Next to flying comes
riding the jib boom of a vessel in a seaway

;
you are lifted

with one grand sweep, poised a moment in mid air and
then things drop from under you. You reach forth your
hand to grasp a stay and your hand flies up. You try

to step on a foot rope and find that you weigh nothing.

You cannot get down to it; you lie over the boom and
feel no pressure ; and then you weigh four or five hundred
pounds, and can hardly raise hand or foot as she lifts

again. The roar of water under the bows is like a small

cataract, and the humming of the wind through the rig-

ging, the strong, bracing air of ocean, the general atmos-

phere of rude, rough life are a tonic to the Qm wI\q

doesn't Tcmt to.
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Once through the slue of Pollock Rip, the old man
decided to anchor, as it began to get thick, so we let go

;

at noon the following day we got underway and with a
rattling westerly tore along in the smooth water.
At dark a small sloop yacht about 40ft. long passed us

(o windward; she was well heeled down, under a reefed
mainsail and jib, and showed her crew in oil-skins. We
w-aved a^ greeting, and the mate gave her a long look.

"That's the life for me. Plenty of money and cruise
where you want to. No coal dust about her, I'll bet.
Look at those," and he struck out a pair of grimy paws,
hardened ar.d bruised.- "That's what going to sea is.

Beauties, ain't they? I suppose you shore people have lots
of money."

Sailors always seem to think that a stiff hat and high
collar and fairly clean hands are some sort of a financial
rating; and I have heard an ill-concealed snort of con-
tempt and pity from one of the hands, when, in reply to
the captain's query as to where I would rather be that
evening, I had answered, "Right here." Why any right-
minded person should voluntarily isolate himself from
all the pleasures of land, especially in the winter, and join
his fortunes with those of a coal schooner, passes the
comprehension of the average jack.

"Couldn't you get me a chance to go in some yacht,
mister? (That is a regular querj'.) I'd like something
where I could keep clean ; this coal droghing is dirty
work."

'Didn't that feller astern of us anchor? I don't see
his lights," said the captain. "SiTppose we ought to if he
did. It's funny how one vessel will do what another
does. If one takes in a top.sail everybody else begins to
look around and guess on the weather and thinks per-
haps the first one has seen something that he hasn't, and
then he will take in his," said the mate. "I have a friend,

mate of a schooner, and he come out the Chesapeake in

company with another vessel and kept along all day to-

gether, with the wind sou'west. About dark the other
one jibed over, hauled to and started to beat back. Well,
this feller said the old man he w-as with looked round
and sniffed and guessed and reckoned and finally hauled
to. and followed the other one back to Hampton Roads,
and then sent over to find out what the reason was."

"CapL'iin was taken .sick," was the answer. "Why did
you come back?"
Meanwhile the wihd had been freshening, and at dark

the schooner was tearing along well over on her beam-
ends. Supper we ate squatting on the cabin floor, close

up against the lee bulk-head, holding cup in one hand
and plate in the other; while the steward crawled about
with his. basket on his arm, occasionally expressing his
opinion of wind and schooners, and of that cranky schooner
in particular. : It was blowing fresh when we returned
to the deck ; the man at the wheel had about all he could
do to keep her straight. - The wind was about abeam and
we \s:ere going at steamer speed. I went forward along
the weaUier side at the captain's warning, where the
lookout was swinging froni one side to the other.

"Sh:e is turning the turf to-night, all right."

. "Yes. sir. But I don't like the- way she lays over. She
is too tender, altog€thef,'" and the old sailor glanced aloft

at. the staysails and topsails,' straining against the stars.

"Old marf diigflit to^ get those rags oft her before they
blow away-. - i- -'

.

'

, ;

\ A rnoment lateVawicked ptiff struck the schooner, and
the main topsail ^split across' and began to slat to pieces.

Then "clew" up fore and main topSails. Haul down fly-

ing jib. Haid. down main, and niizzen topmast staysails.

Tie a couple of reefs in the spanker. Let her come to (to

the man at the wheel). • "Come te, .s-ir.''- Spanker sheet,

all hands, "Spanker sheet, sir!" Well .spanker sheet.

"Hook on your rolling tayckles and run that reefing-plank

aft ; stand by the halj-ards. Lower away. Two reefs 1

Keep her away a coup'e of points." "AU right, sirl

Knot away," sings out the mate from the reef-earing

then hoist away again, and the ' panker is reefed.

"I like to get that spanker reefed, then you can handle

a vessel." said Captain Joe. "-I've known of a fine ves-

sel that was thrown away by holding on to a whole
spanker a tew hours too ^ong. Then the spanker boom
took charge when they did try- to reef it, carried away
the wheel, she broached to, got her decks swept and they

had to leave her—ju t thrown away."
Shortly after midnight a heavy squall struck the vessel

:

she laid down like a j^acht and then came to in spite of
the helm.
"Guess we might as well let go and tie things up"; so

we do and put a peak-stop on the sails, furl the jibs and
set an anchor watch.
Morning showed a beautiful breeze and clear sky, and

soon after daylight we got under way. As the Avind-

lass breaks go itp and down, the men look around. There,
is nothing in sight but a lightship a few miles to the

east'ard.

"Cross-rip," said one. Again we make sail. The men
sweat as they pull ; the air is rank with the odor of moist

tobacco, and the stinking smell of the forecastle, which
still clings to their clothes. No wonder sailors are short-

lived. Here, in pleasant weather, in a mild month, and
smooth sea, a man is expected to do a good half-day's

work before breakfast ; add to that the broken rest, wet

and cold, and the terrors of the land. While at sea the

limit for sleep at one time is three and one-half hours,

-never more, often Jess (a mate with whom I once took

a trip in the great blizzard of '88 was on deck for a

•period of 92 hours without sleep), and if there is a hell

on earth it is being dragged from a warm, comparatively

comfortable bunk to the wet, cold, dark deck to battle

with straining gear and banging canvas. Steam has_light-

ened the labor somewhat in sailing vessels, but the cold

and wet. and danger, and sleepless nights still take the life

out of the sailor man.
The remainder of our passage was uneventful. We had

moderate fair winds, and about a week after leaving Bos-

ton dronped anchor oft Newport News. Here I left the

vessel with the feeling of regret which I think always

•comes upon one at parting with the fabric whieh has

borne him in safety to his destination.

Two month.s later thfe Lucinda G. Pottei- sailed on the

-same trip from Boston to Newport News to load coal

. back. >aiother captain went in her this time, and the

passenger staved ashore. Of the ship's company of the

trip as tol4 ibOY^, only Bwce, t|ie stey/afd stayed by.

Captain Joe was in Bath superintending the building of a

four- master.
A few days before Christmas, which fell on a Thurs-

day, they sailed. Terrible weather prevailed, and in a N.W.
gale they ran down to Monomoy and anchored some-
where under the lee of the land. Between Cape Cod and
Hatteras is a stretch of water which could tell some fear-

ful tales. See the chart of Cape Cod showing the wrecks
of thirty years. It looks like a chtstcr of flies oh a fish-

hook. 1 have heard captains who have been going to sea

all their lives say that right off Cape Cod was where
they caught it the worst; and as we were pacing the deck

off Highland Light one day, one brown, weather-beaten

old captain, a fellow passenger of mine in the Baltimore

steamer, with a look in his half-closed eyes as if he were

peering to wind'ard in a N. W. gale, gave a grunt of con-

tempt, directed at the captain in his warm steam-heated

pilot hou.se and said: "Look at that; a warm parlor and

always laying your course, plenty of company and good

grub and good pay; that's a little different from the life

I've led, I've seen weather off here that would make a

man white-headed in a night. Awful! Awful!" And
the wrinkled eyes and gray hairs seemed to confirm his

words. , J.

Through the Sound with its cross currents and fogs

and shoals, most of the coastwise traffic takes its way, and

iii winter it is man-killing work to handle a big schooner

on this coast. Sailors proverbially want sea room, and let

it blow, but on the coast, when every wind may make a

lee shore, there is no rest for the coaster.

The Potter on Thursday, the 23d, with a moderate

S.W. wind, worked through the Sound and anchored m
the Vineyard. Wednesday, with the wind N., gave them

a chance to get out, and on Christmas morning, when the

wind went to N.E., they were well along with every pros-

pect of making a quick run.

The Avind and sea rose rapidly, and Capt. Evans reefed

her down and let her come to, to keep in under the beach.

The temperature was falling rapidly, and before night

the cold was intense, and the wind, coming m heavy

squalls, laid the schooner, crank as she was, well over on

her side. As darkness came on, she was running quarter-

ing, with spanker furled, under double-reefed fore and

mainsails, main jib and flying jib. The man at the wheel,

despite the freezing air, was wann with his exertions to

keep her straight.

The captain and mate were together on deck and stood

watchina the vessel iumping through the seas.

"How^'she is traveling! Seems as if she was terrible

tender—more so than usual."

. "Well, it's blowing very fresh," said the mate, and

with this sea she rolls down."
"But she seems to act different. Sort of logy and slow

in rolling to windward. Don't you think so?"

"I don't know. Do you suppose there is any water m
her? The pumps sucked yesterday morning in the Vine-

vard."
"Well, perhaps it's my imagination," and the captain

went below to supper, hurried through the meal and re-

turned to the deck.

The man at the wheel spoke up

:

"She steer bad, sir. I no unstan'."

The mate stepped to the wheel. "Let me take her."

After a minute. "She does steer quer. I'll try the well."

He came back with a Avhite face. "There's a lot of water

in the hold, sir." The captain jumped. "Call all hands.

I wqnder how long this has been coming in. It can't be

-Cfiry long, as we didn't notice anything till just now. Ship

The'brakes and start 'em pumping."

The sailors went at the pumps, but at midnight had

failed to reduce the water m the hold. It gained slowly,

but still gained, and though wearied with the night's

labor, morning showed them putting up a stiff fight

against a merciless foe. Things were looking serious.

They had been divided into watches of four and four, one

watch resting and sleeping while the other pumped: but

at such exhausting labor, a half-hour at first and then

fifteen minutes sufficed to use them up, so that sleep was

almost denied them. They cut down through the cabin

floor and passed the water up in buckets—as well try to

scoop it out with their hands.

But morning brought a shift of wind, which caused

their hearts to sink; out of the N.W., butt-end first, came

the blizzard, and the schooner, helpless and unmanageable,

drove to sea. They had long ago lowered the sails and

given all their attention to the pumps, and Friday and Sat-

urday, the two days following Christmas, 1890, were for

the e'ight men in that waterlogged craft days of desperate

unequal struggle with grim death. In New York city,

forty miles away, bells Avere ringing and Christmas festiv-

ities' Avere in full swing. Ont in the bay, within a fcAV

hours' steaming of a swift tug, men of the coast were

fighting for their lives—and lost. Finally the poor fel-

lows gave it up. "We can't pump no rnore, capen," said

Chris, the mate. "We are all used up."

Wallenberger. a SAvede of immense size and strength,

lifted his hand.s, SAVollen and bleeding and half-frozen.

Lie had done the work of two men, and his vast powers

had been drawn upon to the verge of collapse.

"We tired, cap'n. No use de pump."

The men spoke and declared they could not lift another

T)uiuid, and knocked off at the pumps and stood around

waiting for the seas to come aboard. Nobody knew where

they \vere. and nobody cared. No pen can write the true

'^tory of that three-d,ays' drift. The little told here was

gathered from the disjointed, half-crazed remembrance

of a Swedish sailor, whose language at best Avas difficult

to comprehend.
, „ , . , r

Sunday morning the leak had gamed so last that the

schooner filled and capsized. There Avas left in some one

strength enough to crawl along and cut the lanyards of

the Aveather ri'gging, and she finally rolled her masts out

and the hull righted. As ihe masts Avent, the spanker

boom swept the after house clear ot the skylight and

caboose, smashed the wheel, monkey rail, boat and davits,

took two of the men with it in its course, and lay under

the counter grinding against the side. Somewhere in the

tangle of spars and rigging to leeward, two others had

met their fate and one was found ni the hold after the

Acssel had been towed in and pumped out. The three

who remained clung to the Avreck of the skylight and

Avaited for the end. One of the three of less endurance

tlmn the others, died during the day. But Wallenberger

and the captain could not lift the frozen body and left it

wher? it lay. Artother nigl^t shut down and hope fled,

There was about one chance in a thousand of that low-

lying hulk being seen or of their cries being heard, and to

pass another night on the cabin top meant death.

I Avell remember that bitter day. On shore the wind
made the cold doubly felt ; but to the men on that water-

logged Avreck, exhausted with three days' and nights of

horror, Avorn Avith lack of food, sleep and shelter, and
freezing in the winter's blast—and all this right at our
doors

!

But the captain and Wallenberger kept a sharp lookout,

and when about 9 o'clock a vessel's lights were seen, they

raised a feeble cry and were heard. They were then
about fifty miles east of Five Fathom Bank Lightship,

and PrOA-idence sent the schooner D. A. LaAvson, Capt.

Smith, from Savannah to Philadelphia, just in time. Capt.

Smith loAvered, the boat's creAV had a tough pull of an
hour in a rough sea, and found Avhat was left of the

Lucinda G. Potter. Tenderly the living two were taken
aboard, but the Avarmth of the cabins proved too much
for the poor frozen limbs, and the captain died soon after

the rescue. Wallenberger's iron constitution pulled him
through. Later tugs took the wreck into Philadelphia.
She Avas sold, rebuilt and under another name sails the
sea to-day.

But the men of the coast come and go. The age of
adA'enture and daring has not gone by. You might think
so to Avalk along the street and see men in offices doing
woman's work; but danger and heroism are there, just
off the coast, Avithin sight of the glare of the lights of
NcAV York and Boston. Take a second look at that
coaster folloAving the tug doAvn the harbor some frosty
moming, Avith the men jumping around decks, making
sail. She may never come back. You don't hear much of
adventure and strange experiences in distant seas, for the
plodding tramps haA^e eliminated the romance you used to
associate Avith snoAvy decks and a maze of sails and rig-

ging. But while Cape Cod and Hatteras are on the chart
you can find the same thing right here at home. And T,

for one, uncover to the men who handle our coastAvise
sailing fleet, to the men Avho broil and freeze and know
long sleepless nights of toil and vigil, and terrible lee
shores and fog and snow and collision—to the men of the
coast. -

The South Bay Scooter.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In the folloAving description of the "South Bay scooter,"
I trust I AviU convey to many of my fellow sportsmen the
information that thej' have sought ever since the scooter
has been brought into general notice by now and then &
note of its many advantages as a valuable acquisition to
every true sportsman's outfit, by every sporting paper that
could secure an inkling of its uses.

AWAITING INSTRUCTIONS.

As no thoroughly detailed account of its general lines,

dimensions, uses, etc., has yet appeared to my knowledge,
I noAv take pleasure in giving such to the readers of

3'our A'alued publication.

The South Bay scooter is a boat designed especially for

Avinter use. Its length is usually about 14ft., and beam
amidships about 4ft. ;

depth of hold, I2in. The boat is of

the "Avhaleback" type, being, if anything flattest on the

under side. The bottom is fitted with tAVO runners, brass

shod, about gft. long, placed parallel about 2oin. apart,

total depth of Avood and shoe about 2in. An open hatch-

way or cockpit is cut in the deck about 6ft. long by 2ft,

wide, narroAver at either end. The boat's full equipment
consists of a mainsail and jib, a pair of 6ft. oars, one
long pike pole and one short one, also a roAving seat. The
deck outlines are not unlike any Avater boat, except that

the stern narroAvs up to either a A'ery sharp round or
sometimes to a point like the bow.

READY.'

By the above description you can see at once that the

bo^t corobiws a craft suitable both for ice and water sai^-



ing. And it is right here that you will recognize its valu-

able qualities.

How often have our sportsmen reached the duckipg

grounds to find the surface of the water coated with

ice, too treacherous for an ice boat, unsafe to

cross afoot and too thick to row or sail through,

and with this condition of affairs seen myriads

of birds safely huddled in an open "air hole" half a mile

or so from shore, safe from all intrusion, yet forced to

return to the city, dollars out of pocket, no ducks, no

sport, nothing except disappointment, because there was
no means of reaching the feeding grounds.

LINED UP.

Here is where the scooter comes in under the above

conditions. Instead of returning home, now the hunter

launches his scooter, puts in his decoys, gun, etc., puts

on a white canvas suit and hat, hoists his sail and makes

out for the air hole, sailing over the ice where it is suffi-

ciently strong and through it where it is weak, but one

thing he is certain to do, and that is to reach the air hole

in which he puts out his decoys, covers his scooter with

thin ice broken from the edges- of the main body, lays

down in the hatchway of his boat and then have duck
shooting such as never was dreamed of until scooters

were devised.

A DISCUSSION ON RUNNERS.

The accompanying illustrations will give your readers a

good idea of how a scooter looks rigged up especially for

sailing, as many sportsmen down this way have boats

specially for that purpose, only finished up in the finest

style, bright decks, brass fittings and all the trimmings
of a yacht. The regular gunning scooter is painted white
all over, but has all the other qualities of the finest boats
as to sailing, rowing, etc.—in fact, all except looks.

H. V. Watkins.

English Letter.

Navahoe, *Herr Watjen, is to fit out for the Medi-
terranean regattas, and is to have new decks. It was
rumored some time ago that her owner wished to sell

her and build a large racing schooner. That does not,

however, appear to be correct. Lord Crawford's fine

auxiliary ship, Valhalla, is bound for a cruise in the
Pacific. Godwit, a Fife-built 4S-tonner, has sailed for

Bombay, her owner joining her at Gibraltar. She is a
nice cruising yawl and speedy. The passage is being
made under her ordinary' spars. There is nothing to
report about the new challenger, save that the prog-
ress known to be made with her promises an early

launch.
The best news of the week is an order for a new

52-footer, to be designed by Alfred Mylne, who made
a hit this year in the Clyde 36-footer class. The new
boat will go far to establish the 52ft. class on a sound
basis. The name of the owner, according to the now
fashionable custom, is not disclosed. One effect of

this has been, in at least one instance, to cause an in-

tending builder of a 65-footer to hold back, as he
would not build without knowing who he would have
to race against.

Very little interest seems to be taken on your side

in the new rule of the New York Y. C. It seems to
me to be an extremely troublesome one to put into
execution, and not very good, even then. The ob-
jection I have to it is that it aims at influencing the
shape of a vessel's ends, whereas, I hold that these
should be left to develop into the best shape for speed,
and that the mid section alone ought to govern their
length. If a good, deep body is secured by a rule the
ends will cease to be abnormal. Our own rule could
easily be altered to produce a splendid type of boat.
It also suffers a little from a tendency to influence
shape, but that is confined to the mid-section, and I

am afraid some designers would disagree with me in

saying that it acts harmfully in this respect.

CHAMPION 21-FOOTER LITTLE HASTE DESIGNED BY W. STARLING BURGESS, 1902.

A launch-racing organization has been established
oyer here, under the namcof the Marine Motor Asso-
ciation. Racing is to be adopted as a means of de-
veloping the marine motor. The classes are arranged
by over-all length—25 and 40ft. for open classes, in
which any power and hull dimensions may be used,
and the classes for utility boats (yachts, launches, etc.),

are 30, 25, 20 and 15ft. 0. a._, the last being a clencher-
built dinghy class. There is to be a minimum beam,
freeboard and thickness of planking in these classes
and a maximuni h. p._ Of course, there must be no
end of trouble in getting a satisfactory engine meas-
urement, but in time a good result will be obtained.
Auxiliary racing will also be encouraged, and that
opens up no end of good sport, for it will often en-
tail far more judgment than in racing under sail only.

I hear that in all probability the design of the new
large Solent one-design class, promoted by the Earl
of Albemarle, will be supplied by Alfred Mylne. I
am surprised at this, not because I doubt the ability
of the designer, but because these classes are usually
designed by one of the naval architects of the dis-
trict. • Mr. Mylne designed the Clyde ^o-ton O. D. C.
They are good boats, and no doubt he will improve
on them for the Solent. It is stated, with some show
of probability, that H. R. H., the Prince of Wales, will
have a boat in this class. Nothing would do more
good to j'acht racing than the participation of the
Prince, and one-design racing would probably not
satisfy him for long.

E. H. Hamilton.

The "moorings" of a vessel have a far-fetched deriva-
tion, but one which I think is reliable. We have the old
Aryan lost word "mawr." or "maha." meaning great, as
seen in maha-rajah, in MacCallum More, or in Pen-maen-
mawr. Next, the idea of superior .^ize, passes to high
ground ; hence a "moor" is prima facie hill ground: The
same, being frequently uncultivated, extends the meaning
of the word in due time to any wa te land, even though
lowlying. But the "moor" ground, as regards an estuary

or river channel, continued to mean the elevated bank
above tide level. Hence when vessels were small, to

"moor" or to "beach" them was one and the same
process. Vessels grew in dimensions until their places of
repose were Floating depths in mid-channel, but the term
"moorings" has still stuck to their resting places, al-

though these are no longer aloft and on the h'gh or great

eround.—London Field.

Some Sea Terms.
Many aquatic terms explain themselves,- such as "row-

lock" and_ "thwart." The latter, conveying the idea of a
crossbar, is exactly analogous to the Latin equivalent of
"transtrum" (vide Mncid V.). In naval architecture the
varieties of "clinker" and "carvel" tell their own tale
etymologically; in the one build the timbers being
clinched, overlapping each other, and in the other being
carved, or sliced to a flush surface. But it requires a
reference to history of latter day navigation as instructed
by Venetian mariners to recognize under "larboard" and
"starboard" phonetic corruptions of "villa borda" and
"ista borda." A "forecastle" preserves the history of
shipbuilding from days when both bows and poop were
constructed with castellations for protection in combat,
whether against pirates or king's enemies. A cockswain
is a character of much greater authority at sea than in
boat racing, and hence his designation. A skipper is but
a (Dutch) schipper, or shipper; a gunwale, or gunwall,
speaks for itself. A tliowl, or thole, does not so easily
explain itself, but we find the old English verb to "thole,"
in Chaucer, equivalent to "bear" or "endure." There is

also the Gothic "thulan" and Saxon "tolan," of similar
meaning. This helps us to throw hack to the old Aryan
root that crops up in Latin "tollo" and in the irregular
perfect of "tuli," and at once gives us a raison d'etre for
a thole of a boat as that which bears the strain of the oar
and carries the leather or metalToop which takes the oar-

to its "support"

Little Haste.

In this issue there appears the outboard profile and sail

]ilan of Little Haste, champion of the 21ft. class, Massa-
chu.setts Y. R. A. The principal dimensions of the yacht's

bull and spars follow:
Length

—

Over all 40ft. oin.

L.W.L 21 ft. oin.

Overhang

—

Forward loft. oin.

Aft 9ft- oin.

Breadth-
Extreme loft. pin.

L.W.L loft. 3in.

Freeboard

—

Bow 2ft. oin.

Stern ift. 6in.

Sail Area—

•

Mainsail 755 sq. ft.

Jib 187 sq. ft.

Total 942 sq. ft.

Sail measurement

:

Mainsail-
Boom 28ft. 6in.

Hoist 26ft. 6in.

Gaff 2ift. 2in.

Leech . , 47ft. ©in.

Jib-
Hoist 35ft. oin.

Leech 28ft. oin.

. Foot , 14ft. oin.

A new 3'acht club has been organized at Bayonne, to
be known as the Bergen Point Y. C. The following
officers have been elected: Commodore, A. W. Booth;
Vice-Commodore, Midland Borland; Rear Commo-
dore, T. J. Parker; Secretary and Treasurer, W. R.
Wilde; Trustees, A. W. Booth. M. S. Borland, T. J.
Parker, W. R. Wilde, Henry A. Wheeler, W. W. Genet,
J. D. Boyd, Newton H. Day, and Dr. L. F, Donohue.
The club starts with 107 members, and they have se-
cured a club house on West Eighth street, Bayonne.



35-FOOT OPEN LAUNCH—DESIGNED BY F. S. NOCK, 1902.

35-Foot Open Launch.

In this issue there appear the plans of a 3sft. over
all open launch. The boat was designed by Mr. Fred

3S-TOOT (OPEN LAUNCH—BODY PLAN.

S. "Nock, of West Mystic, Conn. She is a roomy craft

and is fast and dry in a seaway. Her dimensions fol-

low:

Length

—

Over all 35ft. o m.

L.W.L. 33ft. 3 in.

Overhang

—

Forward oft. 8 in.

Aft I ft- I in-

Breadth-
Extreme 8ft. 0 m.

L.W.L 7ft. 0 in.

Draft-
To rabbet • ift- 0 m.

Extreme 2ft. 3 m-

Freeboard

—

Bow 3ft- 4^in.

Stern 2ft. 4^in-

Least ift. ii^in.

;
Displacement 6,27olbs.

The boat is well put together and will stand much
;bad usage. Her keel is of oak sided 4in., the stem and
;stern are also sided 4in., the frames are of ozk i]4'm-

:SQuare, spaced 6in. on centers; the planking is of clear

white cedar lin. thick when finished. The motor is a

double cylinder 12 horse-power, of the two-cycle type.

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
The annual meeting, election and dinner of the Man-

hasset Bay Y. C. was held at the Hotel Manhattan, op
Tuesday, Dec. 2, over one hundred members and their

guests being present.

The report of the secretary showed a total member-
ship of 257, and a fleet enrolled of 154 vessels, by

which showing 60 per cent, of the members are yacht

owners.
The treasurer's report showed that the past season

had been a most successful one financially, and that

of the total issue of $35,000, building bonds, $28,000

had been subscribed for. During the evening, the

balance remaining, $7,000 were taken up by the mem-
bers.

The Building Committee reported that the new club-

.house had been completed in accordance with the orig-

inal plans, and had in every way been found satisfac-

tory, much credit being due the architects, Messrs.

Hoppin and Koen, for the planning of the building.

The House Committee reported that the season's

business had exceeded their expectations, and that the

service given had apparently proven satisfactory to the

members, for the reason that but three complaints had
been lodged in the complaint book, those relating to

minor details.

The Race Committee reported that the club had
given three open races during the season, and that

all classes scheduled had filled with large entries. This
committee recommended that future open races given

by the club be sailed over a course from Northeast
Execution buoy, over the triangle to Matinicock

and Delancey Points, which once around,
_
measures

fifteen miles, and the adoption of which will obviate

the complaints made by some of the racing skippers,

that to win a race at Manhasset Bay required a

knowledge of local bay tidal conditions. An additional

advantage had, by the adoption of this course, will be

the cutting oft of about five miles each way, in getting

to and from the starting line from the various Sound
clubs, which, when there is a light wind on the morn-
ing of a race day, often means the loss of many of the

boats entered, owing to their inability to reach the

starting line in time.

The committee also recommended that for the an-

nual regatta of 1903, all classes be scheduled, instead

of, as heretofore, calling only for the boats from 43ft.

down.
The Race Committee was authorized to at once prmt

the conditions to govern the races for the Manhasset

Bay Y. C. Challenge Cup, by the 30ft. sloop class, and

send same to the various clubs, with an invitation to

compete for the cup. As all the Bar Harbor 30-footers

will race on the Sound next season, and several new
boats will be built, this, as a racing class, promises to

be the largest of the fleet next summer, and the races

for the Challenge Cup should prove most interest-

ing, particularly as the boats will all sail together on

the point system, instead as is usually the case, two

boats racing together. Although the conditions have

not been made public, the club has already received in-

formal notice that four clubs will send representatives,

and it is hoped that some of the eastern clubs will

send entries.

A photograph of the cup and the conditions to gov-

ern the races for it will be published in our issue of

next week.
The following officers were elected to serve for the

next year:
Commodore, Alphonse H. Alker; Vice-Commodore,

Charles W. Lee; Rear Commodore, H. Wmslow
White; Secretary, Edw. M. MacLellan; Treasurer, Guy

W. Buxton; Measurer. Charles D. Mower; Trustees,

class of 1905, James R. Thomson, Hazen L. Hoyt.

Amendments to the by-laws were passed, increas-

ing the annual dues to $30, and the initiation fee to $50,

and a class of army as well as navy members was pro-

vided for.
.

After considerable discussion the proposed amend-

ment providing a junior class of membership, with an-

nual dues of $15 and no initiation fee, the age limit

being thirty years, was tabled until the next meeting.

It has been customary with this club to present the

cups won in its races at the annual dinner, but owing
10 the silversmiths' strike, they were not ready in time,

and the Challenge Cup, while on exhibition, was in an

unfinished condition.

Among the guests present were A. Bryan Alley,

secretary Larchmont Y. C; George B. Wilson, W. A.

Kissam, C. A. Harriman, F. K. Thayer, Anson B.

Cole, George A. Corry, Edwin Ayres, Frederick A.

Hill, George A. Thayer, John H. Barnard, E. C. De
Kay, Henry L. Maxwell, Henry C. Ward, Charles M.
Gould, and Commodore Woodward, of the Spring-

field Y. C.
^

The annual meeting of the Shrewsbury Ice Boat and

Y. C. was held at Pleasure Bay on Dec. 5, and the fol-

lowing officers were elected:

Commodore, E. W. Reid; Vice-Commodore, Thomas
Riddle; Recording Secretary, C. H. C. Clark; Treas-

urer, John L. Price; Financial Secretary, E. H. Green;

Fleet Captain, George P. Joline; Measurers, H. L.

Seaman and Thomas Riddle; Trustees, T. V. Arrow-
smith, T. E. Hoyt, A. Patterson and Theodore Joline.

1^ 1^

The Regatta Committee of the Larchmont Y. C. an-

nounces that the spring regatta for next 'season will

be held on Saturday, June 13, and the annual regatta

will be sailed on July 4. This will also mark the be-

ginning of "race week."
The racing season on the Sound will open with the

special regatta of the Huguenot Y. C, on Saturday,

May 16. The special regatta of the New Rochelle Y.

C. will be held the following Saturday, May_23, and on
May 30, Decoration Day, regattas will be given by the

Seawanhaka-Corinthian, Indian Harbor, Harlem and

Bridgeport Y. C.s.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The contract for the Red Bank Y. C, one design

class, has been placed by the designers, Messrs. Herre-

shoff & Wells, with the Metropolitan Boat and Launch
Co., of Astoria, L. I. Eight boats have already been

ordered and all will be completed and ready to be

turned over to the owners on May 15 of next year.

The boats are intended for afternoon sailing and racing

on the Shrewsbury River. Owing to the shallow-iess

of the water in parts of the river it was found ad-

visable to limit the draft to 2oin. The boats are 28ft.

3in. over all, i8ft. waterline, 7ft. 3in. breadth, 2oin.

draft of hull, and 5ft. 6in. draft with board down.

1^

At Wood's yard. City Island, there is building a

3Sft. waterline yawl for Mr. H. G. S. Noble from de-

signs made by Messrs. Gardner & Cox.

1^

Mr. Arthur Masters, of New York city, has gotten

out plans of an auxiliary schooner for a New York
yachtsman. She is 70ft. waterline, 23ft. breadth and
6ft. draft.

The Holmes Shipbuilding Co., of West Mystic,
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Conn., is building a cruising launch from designs

n'.ade by Messrs. Herreshoff & Wells. The boat is

36ft. over all and 8ft. 6in. breadth. She will be equipped

with a lo-horsepower engine, which will give her a

speed of nine miles an hour.

F. E. Wicks, of Amityville, L. I., has received an

order for a catboat 27ft. long over all, from Mr. Dun-
can Stewart, of New York city. Work on the cat-

hoat building at this yard for Mr. Frederick B. Dal-

zell, of Brooklyn, is well advanced.

4^ 1^

James Brown, of Tonawanda, N. Y., is building a

steam yacht for Mr. T. Shirale, of Buffalo. She is

poft. long over all and 20ft. breadth.

JNlr. Fred W. Martin, of Waukegan, 111., has gotten

out plans of a 7[ft. steam j^acht for Mr. F. F. Stan-

ley, of Boston. The new boat will take the place of the

yawl Narkeeta, designed by Mr. Martin for Mr. Stan-

ley. Mr. Martin has also designed a gasoline launch

for Mr. Allison P. Fuller, of Brighton, N. Y.

n ^

The Marine Construction & Dry Dock Co., of

Mariner's Harbor, Staten Island, is to build a wooden
steam vacht from designs made by Mr. T. W. Millard,

of New- York city. She is Ii6ft. long, 17ft. breadth and

9ft. depth. The yacht's engines will be built by Messrs.

Alexander Miller & Bro.,_ Jersey City, and she will

have Almy water tube boilers.

^ ^

On Saturday, Dec. 6, there was launched from the

yard of the Nilson Yacht Building Co., Baltimore,

Md,, the yacht built by that firm for Messrs. Richard

P. Hart and Henry Burden, 2d, both of New York
city. The vessel, which is sort of a combination house

boat and steam yacht, was designed by Messrs. Tams,
Lemoine & Crane, and she will be used in southern

waters. The first cruise the owners are to make in her

will be up the Amazon River. She is known as the

Constant. After the launching she was towed to the

Baltimore Dry Dock and Shipbuilding Co.'s yard at

Locust Point, where she will receive her engines and
boilers. Constant is 126ft. 6in. over all, iioft. water-

line, 20ft. breadth and 6ft. 6in. draft!

1^ 4^

The looft. steam yacht that was designed and built

by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co. for Mr. Morton F. Plant, was
Lumched on Thanksgiving Day. She was named
Claudia. The Herreshoffs have received fifteen orders

for boats in the new Bar Harbor one design class.

They are 31ft. on the waterline and about 50ft. long

over all. One boat has been completed and is now
ready for a trial spin.

^ 4^

Mr. Robert Jacob has recently received a contract

to build at his yard at City Island, a steel steam yacht

for Mr. Spencer Kellogg, of Buffalo. The yacht was
designed by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, and will be built

under his supervision. The boat, which is to be com-
pleted by June 15, 1903, will be 126ft. Sin. over all, loift.

waterline, i6ft. breadth and 6ft. loin. draft. She is to

be built of steel throughout and will have a flush deck

and two mahogany deck houses. In the forward house
is the dining saloon, the butler's pantry and the cap-

tain's room. The saloon occupies the forward end of

the house, on the starboard side aft is the pantry, and
the captain's room opposite on the port side. Twelve
persons can be served in the dining saloon, and the

pantry has direct connection with the galley, which
is just below. The after house is to be used as a sort

of living room. A staircase gives access to the state-

rooms and bathrooms, which are on the deck below.

Directly aft of the machinery space, which is about
amidships, is a large stateroom for tlie owner and his

wife, running the full width of the boat. On the port

side aft are two staterooms, and' opposite on the star-

board side of the passage is a bathroom, another state--

room and a lavatory. Occupying the after part of the

yacht is another double stateroom, which also extends

the full width and is 8ft. 6in. long. All the staterooms
are finished in white pine enameled, with mahogany
doors and trim. The plumbing is of the latest and
most approved design. Forward of the engine space

is the gallery and staterooms for the engineer, mate,

etc. The forecastle is roomy and well ventilated.

The machinery consists of a triple expansion engine
and two water tube boilers. This power will drive the

yacht at fifteen miles for ordinary running, and eight-

een miles under moderate forced draught. Electricity

will be used for lighting the yacht.

She will be steered from the bridge, which is on
top of the forward house. She is fitted with two pole
masts, and three boats are swung on the davits—

a

launch, a gig and a dinghy.

8^

The Gas Engine and Power Co. and Seabury & Co.,

of Morris Heights, have received orders for two new
steam yachts of moderate size. The larger of the two
is for Mr. Alfred Marshall, of New York city. She
is similar in design to the boat building by the same
firm for Mr. Howard Gould, which was described in

these columns a few weeks ago. Mr. Marshall's boat
is to be built of wood, her frames are to be of oak and
she Avill be doubled planked with cedar. The yacht
will be lighted by electricity, and will have a speed of

twenty miles. She win be ready for delivery on May
IS. 1903-

The other boat is for Mr. Walter E. Duryea. She
is somewhat smaller than Mr. Marshall's boat, being
05ft. long over all. The yacht will be completed by

June I, 1903, and her owner will use her almost entirely

for cruising.

At the Herreshoff plant the frames for the 130ft.

steam yacht building for Mr. Shilah R. Van Duser,

have been set up in the North shop, and the work of

planking has commenced. The yacht is very similar

in design to Duquense, a vessel turned out by the

Herreshoffs several years ago.

Mr. A. Appleton Packard, late superintendent of

the Herreshoff Manufacturing Company, has entered

into partnership with Mr. W. Starling Burgess, and

they will carry on the business of naval architects and
engineers under the name of Burgess & Packard, at

15 Exchange street, Boston, Mass.

If you waaf yotir ihoot to be aaaoaaced bete send a

Dotlce like the foliowiags

Cindcnati Rifle Asiociaticn.

The following scores were made by members of this Associa-

tion on Nov. 23, 200yds., off-hand, Standard target. Some very

good scores were made. Mr. Hasenzahl's shooting was very line,

having made three scores in the 9Us. Mr. Odell has made his i-irst

91, with a fair promise of doing better. Uckotter, Jr , a young
member, has also made a score of 91, and showing his father iJie

kind of metal that is in him.

Ilasenzahl

94

92 90 87 85 28

Odell

91

S3 83 79 78

*R Uckotter, Jr........ 91 87 8ti 80 76 ..

Pavne

88

88 87 S5 81 '.'4

Gindele"'" ..."

88

84 85 S3 83 24

Hofer

88

74 70 76 75 27

Strickmeier

80

86 St5 86 84 ..

Nestler

86

84 83 83 81 22

Roberts
" 82 80 80 78 77 ?5

Lux

82

78 77 75 73 18

Tonscher'"!;;!'.!!!!.;

82

77 77 74 70 26

Hofman

78

78 76 66 65 35

Trounstine

79

69 .. .. ..

Drube

77

75 72 66 65 26

Uckotter

75

73 72 71 69 10

Freitae

72

70 69 67 IW 19

Lons 71 71 71 09 oe ..

ToBf 71 66 66 65 63 20

Weinhdmer"':::.: 64 62 61 58 5S .^O

*On rest. The last column denotes scores made on honor target.

Cincinnati, O.—At the regular meeting of this Association on
Dec. 7, the following scores were made. Although the weather

conditions svere poor, some creditable scores were made. Condi-

tions, 20Uyds., ofihand, Standard target. Wind, 5 to 8 o'clock:

Payne 92 85 85 82 82 Jonscher 79 77 70 75 73

Gindele 92 89 SS 85 84 Freitag 77 70 67 67 65

Odell 89 87 84 83 81 Bruns 76 73 02 49 .

.

Strickmeier 87 85 84 82 82 Uckotter 75 70 69 68 67

Nestler 87 81 80 SO 79 Trounstine 74 73 69 08 6b

Holtman 84 77 73 72 71 Topf 71 69 69 63 62

Lux 82 76 76 75 67 Drube 71

Hofer 80 80 74 73 69 *R Uckotter 79 79 79 79 78

*Rest
Honor target: Gindele 27, Payne 28, Odell 24, Nestler 30, Hoff-

man 20, Lux 24, Hofer 14, Tonscher 24, Freitag 19, H. Uckotter

20, Trounstine 22, Topf 18, Drube 20.

Rifle at Ossfning.

OssiNiNG, N. Y., Dec. 8.—In the rifle competition closing

Thanksgiving Day, Mrs. E. F. Ball won the ladies' oup by a score

of 236. Miss Frances Gibson made a score of 235, which was so

nearly 236 that her target was submitted to experts for decision.

A new contest has commenced in the non-members class, the

prize being a Winchester repeating rifle, .22cal., with gallery

sights, the best two scores of five shots each to win. Re-entries

unlimited.
Following are some of the five-shot scores recently made at

50ft. on the %in. 25-ring target, with light rifle, coarse sights and
smokeless cartridges:

C. H. Sidman, 114, 117, 114, 112, 117; E. F. Ball, 113, 117, 115, 115;

C. G. Blandford, 118, 113; Mrs. E. F. Ball, 112, 116; Wm. -Fisher,

113.

In a series of matches between C. G. Blandford and E. F. Ball

the latter won three out of four.

We are using Smokeless cartridges, entirely owing to the ab-

sence of smoke and light report, but they do not- seem to give
the uniform results that the old black powder ones did. With one
Ijrand that we used we would occasionally get a strong one which
would give an unusually loud report and would burst the rim of

the shell. Witla another kind we frequently find a cartridge which
gives a very light report, and in the opinion of some of the
shooters the shots from these strike lower than the others. One
of our members injured his rifle last fall by shooting .22-short

Smokeless cartridges. After firing a cartridge, which gave a very
light report, the shot from which failed to strike the object aimed
at, he inserted another cartridge and fired, missing again. On
his return to camp, while cleaning the rifie, he discovered a dark
ring around the bore, about 4in. from the muzzle. The first bullet
had stxick at this point, and the second one had struck the ob-
struction with sulficient force to bulge the barrel.

From our observations it would appear that the powder does
not ignite uniformly, probably owing to irregularities in the
priming.
We would like to hear from others who have used the .22

Smokeless. E. F. B.

aCoIomfala Pislol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, Nov. 16.—The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club
scores of to-daj' ate as follows:
Columbia target, offhand shooting, 200yds. range:
Rifle: Young, 47; Hovey, 57, 72, 76; H. Hinkel, 61; Mannel, 65;

Kroeckel, 82, 89.

Military and repeating rifles, Creedmoor count: Pape, 48, 48,
46, Hovey, 48, 47, 47, 47, 46; H. Hinkel, 48, 45, 44, 44, 43;
Twist, 44. 44, 42, 43. 38; Berry, 43, 42, 42, 41; Hoadlev, 43.

Pistol, 50yd. range: Brannagan, 36, 38, 41, 42; Barley, 38;
Young, 45; Knostman, 48, 60, 61, 63, 64, 67, 09, 73, 73, 76; Hunsaker,
45, 55, 56, 58, 58, 60, 64, 65, 68, 68, 69; Berry. 62; Trego, 67, 70, 71,
72, 85; Gimmel, 67, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 84; Allen, 84, 89, 93; Court-
right, 86.

Revolver: L. C. Hinkel, 43 , 53; Hunsaker, 89.

.22 and .25cal. rifles: Kroeckel, 16, 18, IS, 19, 20, 21, 21, 22, 23:
Hoffman 18, IS, IS, 18, 19, 19, 21, 21, 21, 23; Gimmel, 28, 34, 35, 37^
39, 45; Hunsaker, 31, 38, 46. Kroeckel took the lead from Daiss
by 1 point, with a total of 179. Hoffman used a Pope-Stevens
.25-21, and made best average ever made in one day in club.
Nov. 30.—We held shoot to-day to make up for one lost in early

part of the year by flooding of range. Scores. 200yd. range:
Rifle: Young, 49, 50, 50, 55, 58, 58, 59, 59; Dorrell, 54, 69; Hovey,

66, 70; Twist, 121, 134,
^'

Military and repeating rifles, Creedmoor count: Hovey, 47 47
47; H. Hinkel, 47, 46, 45, 45, 45; Mrs. Hovey, 40.

Pistol, 50yd. range: Brannagan, 36, 41, 44, 47, 51; Barlev, 39, 44,
45, 52; Schneider, 51, 64, 73, 76; Hovey, 57; Knostman, 7o, SO, 86
85, 90, 90, 87.

.
. ,

>

Revolver: H. Hinkel, 43, 54; Brannagan, 51, Hunsaker, 63, 73,
92, 90; Twist, 80, 9L '

'

'

.22 and 25cal. rifle: Hoffman, 17, 17, 18, 18, 19. 19, 20, 22. 22, 24—
196 in ten out of eleven entries; Hunsaker, 28, 31, 32; Allen, 30
33, 35, 35, 36, 37. Hoft'man tied Kroeckel in this match, l79 for
the ten best scores of the year, which is the coast record. All
were glad to see Dorrell return from his mine for the winter.

Frep. O. Young, Sec'y.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New
York, and not to any individual connected with the paper,

Fixtures.

Dec. 17-18.—Spirit Lake, Iowa.—Gilbert and Burmister, amateur
target and live bird tournament.

Dec. 25.—Dover, N. J .—Holiday live-bird shoot of the Dover
Gun Club. Bull shoot the special event.

Dec. 26.—Interstate Park, L. L—John S. Wright's target tourna-

ment, sweepstakes, etc.

Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot, fourth Tuesday of each month (July
and December excepted), at Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Paterson
Plank Road, Carlstadt, N. J. ^ ,

Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday
afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.
Hell Gate Annex shoot, second Friday of each month (January

and (uly excepted), at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.
Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, at Enfield street, near

Liberty avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.
South Side Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, South Broad street,

Newark, N. J., near Lehigh N'alley coal depot.

Cutwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., Saturdays, hve-bird handi-

caps, . , ,. .

Interstate Park, Queens, L. 1.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L. I. R. R. Trains "direct to grounds. Completely appointed shoot-

ing grounds alwavs ready for matches, club shoots or private*6*

ing trrounds always ready for target matches, club shoots or private

practice.
1903.

Jan. 1.—Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Tnter-county shoot and tourna-

ment of the Poughkeepsie Gun Club. Max Condit, Capt.

Jan. 1.—Paterson, ISi. J.—Open live-bird shoot of the Jackson
Park Gun Club.

, , . .
Jan. 1.—Rutherford, N. J.—New Year's day live-bird and target

shoot of the Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club. C. B. Ax-
ford, Sec'y.

Jan. 1.—interstate Park, L. I.—New Year's Day target tourna-

ment.
, ,

Feb. 9-14.—Detroit, Mich.—Open tournament under the auspices

of the Tri-State Automobile and Sporting Goods Association.

Targets and live birds. John Parker, manager; S. G. Lewis,
Secretary-Treasurer. .

Feb. 20-21.—New Orleans, La.—First tournament of the Missis-

sippi Valley Trapshooters' and Game Protective Association; Car-

nival Week, under auspices of the City Park Gun Club. Percy S.

Benedict, Sec'v.
June —.—Schenectady, N. Y.—New York State shoot, under

auspices of the Schenectady Gun Club.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Cluh secretaries are invited to send tlieir scores for
ptiblicatian in these columns, also any nezvs notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stkeam goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

The Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Gun Club announces a holiday shoot
for Jan. 1, the title of which is "the Inter-county shoot and tour-

nament." Ihe inter-county contest is open to seven-man teams
from Westchester, Rochland. Orange and Dutchess counties.

There are five other events on the programme, of which No. 3 is

at ICO targets, $10 entrance, high guns, open to the world. The
other events are at 15 targets, ?1.30 entrance. Shooting com-
mences at 10 o'clock. Targets, 2 cents. Ship ammunition to H.
E. Winans, 16 Washington street. Refreshments and ammunition
may be obtained on the grounds. Those who so desire may
shoot for targets only. Shoot rain or shine. Magautrap. Mr.
Max Condit is the captain.

•?

A correspondent writes us as follows: "On New Year's Day
the Jackson Park Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J., will give an all-

day shoot, beginning at 10 A. M. sharp. They extend an invi-

tation to the shooters of Greater New York, Jersey City, Newark,
and in fact au shooters wno can spare ine t-inic to cume to be
our visitors and guests on that day. The club will spare no ex-
pense to make it pleasant for all, and to see that every one en-
joys himself and has a good day's sport at live birds over the
traps, under the leadership of Capt. Charles Lenone and the
members of the Jackson Park Gun Club."

The following notice, concerning a change of dates, is of gen-
eral interest to trapshooters: "The amateur target and live-
bird handicap tournament, announced by Messrs. Fred Gilbert and
John Burmister, to be held at Spirit Lake, Iowa, Dec. 12 and 13,-

has been postponed to Dec. 17 and IS. The programme will be
carried out as previously announced."

The secretary, Mr. C. B. Axford, writes us as follows: "The
Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J.,
will hold a live-bird shoot on iNew Year's Day, Jan. 1, 1903. We
will have plenty of good birds ofi hand. We will begin at 10
A. M., and if time permits will shoot targets afterward."

The secretary, Mr. Percy S. Benedict, writes us as follows:
"The first tournament of 19C3 of the Mississippi Valley Trap-
shooters' and Game Protective Association will be held under the
auspices of the City Park Gun Club, at New Orleans, La., Feb.
2'J and 21, Carnival week. Added money to be announced later."

Mr. R. S. Waddell, general sales agent of Messrs. E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co., writes us as follows: "We are pleased to
announce that our offices have been removed to the three top
floors of the Equitable building. Ninth and Market streets, Wil-
mington, Del., where our friends will be cordially welcomed."

The match which took place on Dec. 4 at New Germantown,
N. J., between Messrs. T. W. Morfey, challenger, and J. W.
Hoftman, for the live-bird championship of New Jersey, was won
b'- ^tr^ ifev_ I he scares were 23 to 22. Mr. Morfey was there-,
after challenged by Mr. J. E. Applegate, of Freneau, N. J.

The New York State shoot for 1903 will be held in Schenectady
under the auspices of the Schenectady Gun Club, of which Mr.
V. Wallburg is president and captain. The dates will be in June!
Full particulars concerning dates and programme will be ai'i-
nounced later.

Mr. PI. M. Brigham, shooting from scratch, scored the first win
on the December cup at the Crescent Athletic Club's shoot on
Saturday of last week. He scored 47 out of 50, an excellent per-
formance.

Bernard W'aters.

"&

Take inventory of the good things in this issue |f

of Forest and Siream. Recall what a fund was ^
given last week. Count on what is to come next
week. Was there ever in all the world a more
abundant weekly store of sportsmen's rtadingf
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Noftheyn Rambles.

CiHGiNNATi, O.—Leaving Cincinnati early in September for my
annual Northern trip, I reached Grand Rapids, Mich,, m tinie to

take part in a very well attended and managed tournament, there-

after which I went on to Battle Creek, Mich., where the Indians

held forth in full swing for four days. '
,

Regarding this Indian shoot. I must say that never iii rtiy

have 1 seen such diflicult shooting, nor have I ever seen targets

thrown as hard and far. One particular trap, from No. 2 set, was .

sending its targets close to 90 yards, these being measured on a

still afternoon. As it blew most of the time it is quite safe to

say that with the wind favoring them, many tai-gets were thrown
full one hundred yards.
At this shoot all stood At is^eit distance—j. e., 16 yards—bo

that a fair comparison of the shooting as between the men could

readily be made, it being quite clear that when a distance handi-

cap is in force no such conclusion can be attained. Therefore, it

may be of interest to know that Mr. Fred GDbert landed 25 targets

ahead of Roll Heikes, who was his nearest competitor, and 3l>

beyond the redoxibtable Billy Crosby, the respective scores being

Gilbert 756, Heikes 731, Crosby 720, out of a total of 800 each. Con-

sidering the fact that the cream of the shooting talent was at

Battle Creek, and all shooting at same mark, Gilbert's victory was
certainly a splendid one.

In the next target tournament of importance, at Cincinnati,

where the two shooting giants met, both standing at scratch—i. e.,

22 yards—the tables were turned, Crosby scoring 472 to Gilbert s

4G9, each shooting at 510 targets—truly a wonderful performance

when the rise is taken into consideration, for it is the veriest

twaddle to assert that distance is no handicap, and no one who
kaows anything about the game has ever been known to make
such a statement. a- . r^ ^ •,

But between these two tournaments one came oft at Detroit

under the management of our Jack Parker. 1 say our, because

Tack belongs to all of us, and is the only real Jack of auld lang

syne, ^^'ell, it was here that an exhibition of shooting was given

us the like of which will not be seen many times in any man's

life, regardless of its duration.
, • ,

Ihere is a medal known as the Gillman-Barnes trophy, which is

shot for every year, and which is to become the property of the

man who is fortunate enough to win it three times. This year

Messrs. Bates, Gilbert, Jack Parker and Tolsma tied on 16

straight, and then the tie was shot ofif, Mr. Tolsma going out

fu-st, then Parker and now only Bates and Gilbert remained.

Gilbert standing at 32 yards and Bates at 31. They kept ham-
mering away until dark. Center shots were the rule, and at last

when it seemed that neither could miss, Bates drew a very dark

colored bird, which, in the dim light, was a most nasty mark, and

missed it. This was his eightieth pigeon on the shoot-ofi and
ninetv-fifth including main event. Gilbert killed, so that he ran

95 straight at 32 yards, and had a run of 7 straight in a previous

event, making a grand total of 102 pigeons in one continuous run

at 32 yards, stopping without a miss; in all probability the world s

record at that extreme distance. The birds were good, ahove the

average. Both men made some splendid shots; in fact, it was
from start to finish the most stubbornly contcstfed affair the'wnter

has eA-er seen. W hile Bates lost, he need never lose any sleep

over it, for it ranked him at once as one of the very best and most
plucky shots in the world, and no one but Gilbert could have

beaten him on that day, and it most positively kept him very busy
to do so.

When Mr. Bates first appeared on the scene in the States he

captured the Grand American Handicap; but his work in that

memorable event is not to be compared to his Detroit perform-

ance, for there he stood much closer and the birds were not as

good, and he still has the consolation of knowing that 94 pigeons

straight at' 31 yards is probably as long a run as was ever made,

especially when it is known that he had two wins to his credit

and needed only this one to finally capture this beautifui. trophy.

From Detroit I made the trip to Winnipeg direct, getting there

a little later than I intended, as I wanted to get as much chicken

and grouse shooting as possible during the season. Well, I got

it sure enough, and while we made no record-breaking bags, yet

we had great shooting and splendid sport both at grouse and duck,

and- a little goose shooting as well. ^ ^ , ,rMy companions afield were Capt. R. D. MacDonald and Messrs.

Putnam, Simpson and Totten, all from Wimiipeg, and all men
with whom it is a pleasure to shoot.

, . , •• • ^•

I was exceedingly fortunate in being honored with an invitation

to shoot at Mr. F. H. Brydge's shooting box, situated near the

great Manitoba Lake marshes, and there again enjoyed great sport,

to say nothing of verifying all I have ever said regarding the

serviceability of a good 20-bore gun. Every true sportsman knows,

or should know, that it is not the number of birds bagged that

constitutes the entire enjoyment of shooting, but rather the com-
panionship of congenial associates and the many pleasant inci-

dents which go so far toward making a shooting trip thoroughly

enjoyable. Regarding this particular one, I will say that never

in my life have I had so delightful an experience nor have I ever

been the recipient of more cordial warm and genuine hospitality.

I say this in all truth and sincerity, and the day next year that

tinds me wending ray way to Mr. Brydge's famous shooting box
will be one of the red-letter days of my entire life.

Much to my regret, I did not have a favorite opportunity '.o

fully try my 20-bore on geese, so I will have to wait until some
other time to air my ideas on this subject. But I did make the

acquaintance of one of God's noblemen in the person of Mr. James
W estcott, at whose house I stayed, and under whose guidance

I made several efforts to get some shooting. We did all that

could be done, but unfortunately could not locate these wary birds.

So, although our pits were dug en regie in spots which seemed

must be the best, yet something happened, so that very little ex-

ecution was done by either of us. Mr. VVestcott bagged, I think,

six, while I could account for only three. However, it is worth

going many a mile to meet so grand and good a sportsman, and

I will never forget the manv favors extended me while his guest.

Men of his stamp are scarce", and I believe always were, for many
of the very best—his kind, you know—die young.

, . j

Trapshooting at Winnipeg has been very active during the whole

season, and, as usual, Mr. Frank G. Simpson has carried off the

honors at both gun clubs, His trapshooting this season was of

highest order, while his game shooting is on a par even though

he has but recently commenced using a 20-gauge gun.

From Winnipeg, Mr. Putnam and I journeyed to Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada, making our first stop at Calgary, 800 miles west

of Winnipeg. Edmonton, being 200 miles north of Calgary, was
our objective point.

At Calgary we were entertained by a lot of men whose chief en-

joyment -seems to be the making of others feel comfortable and

happy, so of course we had a regular jubilee there.
_ _

Mr. W. Herbert Heald is the leading spirit in shooting affairs

in those parts, and the man who woyld supplant him has never

been born. He is the king pin of the shooting element, organizes

the best shooting parties afield, leads the score at the traps, is

the mainspring and raison d'etre of the Calgary Gun Club, and to

sum it up, is" a thorough-going sportsman, crack shot with rifle,

pistol or shotgun. He breaks his own dogs and shooting horses,

and none are" as good as his. He mends his own guns, man-

ages the traps, prescribes for all of his friends' sick horses and

dogs, and should the painful necessity arise, nurses and watches

at the bedside of his friends in life and unto death; up to the very

last night and day—untiring, unselfish. Kind and thoughtful as

a mother caring for her sick child, this British giant of tenderest

heart and most gentle hand. But, mark you, those tremendous

arms have at their ends a fist that comes down like a maul, and
they have thrashed a big bully until the hospital was his only

abiding place for many a week; not once, but twice, and are

resdv to do it again whenever occasion may require.

Such, then, is the Chevalier Heald, now of Calgary, erstwhile

of the wide world, originally of England, always a sportsman, a

polished, highly educated man of the world, fortunately one of

leisure, the idol of the Calgary shooting contingent.

When at Calgary last year I was struck at once with the natural

advantages and beautiful location of its gun club, and wrote my
impressions at the time. This year another surprise awaited me
in the way of a tov.-er ninety odd feet high, from which targets are

thrown, giving one the benefit of practice at overhead shooting,

by far the most difficult of all. At present this tower has but

one expert trap 85 feet from the ground, but when a stronger and
more suitable one has been built, it is the intention to place

several expert traps at varving distances from the ground—say one

at 20 feet, throwing an extreme right angle; one at 40 feet, a left;

one at 60 feet a quarterer anywhere, and a magazine trap on too

at 85 feet, throwing at all incoming angles. Electric wires will

then be attached to all of these traps, and concentrate into one
pulling box, so that the puller may release any target from any

trap, giving thereby the shooter standing, say, 20 to 25 yards from

the base of the tower, a most varied and difficult assortment of

flights, and affording, as it must, the most diversified kind of

shooting.

While at Calgary we had tower shooting, magazine trapshooting

and pigeon shooting, the latter from five scoop traps, which make
good birds of indifferent ones, and screamers of fast pigeons, as

we all know. 'The entire arrangement and management of the

Calgary Gun Club is in the hands oi Mr. HealtJ, and he is, so faf

as the writer knows, the first, and only, man who has succeeded in

putting up a tower on this side of the Atlantic. Surely some of

our large clubs, if but to break the monotony of the present style,

might with profit emulate his example.
Shooting from a tower at targets, all thrown as incomers, is

difficult enough, as any one will soon discover upon trial; but
when other traps are set at different heights to throw at all angles
and elevations, then it certainly will be a much more complicated
gariie, and one which is bound to teach valuable points when
brought to bear in actual game shooting. It does seen a remark-
able thing that at so remote a point the initiative should have been
taken in what must appeal to any sportsman as a move in the
right direction, and serves to prove that one good man at the

head of a gun club can accomplish wonders, provided he has the
confidence and support of all its members. Alas, how few gun
clubs can boast of such a man, and more's the pity, for utter

selfishness, favoritism to certain cliques, indift'crence to all but
one's own aggrandisement are so often the basis from which the
mismanagement of many clubs have come to grief. A few men
of Mr. Heald's type scattered over the country would give an
irhpetus to shooting matters such as it never has had, because
every move he makes is solely with a view" of making tlie sport of

target shooting more attractive, relieving it from the monotony of

present stereotyped forms, and ultimately rendering the practice
of a more practical kind, thereby educating men to the freer rise of

their guns, and training them on correct lines for all kinds of

game shooting.
The journey from Calgary to Edmonton was an uneventful one,

barring the fact that much game was seen en route; grouse and
duck everywhere. At Edmonton no shooting was done, owing to

a heavy fall of snow, and weather turning suddenly very cold.

I understand they have a gun club there; unfortunately the town
has extended in the direction where the traps once stood, so th.at

now another place will have to be selected. I am promising
myself the pleasure of another trip that way next year, and hope
to report more fully, and I am sure that with such enthusiasts
as Messrs. Mercer and Morris a good clnb will boom along there
next spring.
On our return trip to Winnipeg via Calgary we had more trap-

shooting ;it latter point, although, goodness knows, the weather
was too cold for comfort. On this occasion Messrs. Heald and
Comer succeeded in capturing two merchandise prizes donated
to the clubs by admiring friends.
What struck the writer as quite remarkable M'as the spectacle

of getting nearly within shooting distance of a band of about 200

antelope at a point say twenty-five miles west of Medicine Hat
on the Canadian Pacific Railroad. The sight of these beautiful

animals carried me back to my old frontier days when serving
with Custer's regiment, the valiant Seventh U. S. Cavalry, during
the campaign of 1878 and 1879, when pursuing the Ncz Perces
Indians, and the fugitive Cheyennes. We saw many small groups
beside this big one, numbering from six to eighteen or twenty;
but so large a band was quite an unexpected treat. Numerous
coyotes were seen, some of which trotted leisurely off, while
others stood their ground and would have offered capital shots
had we been prepared to t-tke advantage of them.
To sum up the whole trip, I may say this: It was from every

standpoint, business, pleasure and socially, a most pleasant one.

The bracing air of that northern land is invigorating and bracjng
to a remarlcable degree, and one feels all the better for having
breathed it. The people are hospitable, kind-hearted, and to those
who are fond of sport always ready to extend a helping hand.
Game is abundant, though at the rate the country is being set-

tled up, this may not long endure. The writer divides his year
now in two seasons, one up in the British Provinces duck, goose
and grouse shooting; the other in Louisiana and Texas, snipe and
quail shooting. Quite a long span, it is true, both as to time
and space, but extremely enjoyable from the fact that in Sep-
tember I can shoot in the north, and when that is over I can look
forward to another opportunity in March in the far South; but
above all, in knowing that 1 have warm friends at each ex-

tremity—and I trust many in between—to all of whom I extend a
hearty greeting, and for all of whom I wish heakh, prosperity, a

merry Christmas and a happy New Year. Gaucho.

Stewart failing to appear. Mr. Berg then challenged Mr. Borden
for fifth position on the first team, which Borden won by the
score of 46 to Berg's 45.

J, R. Lovejoy challenged Berg for the sixth position on the

,

first team. Berg won easily by a score of 44 to 39, thus maintain-
ing his position on the first team.
The score of the contest for the champion cup for 1902, is:

IN NEW JERSEY.

NisHoyne Gon Clufa.

Orange, K. J.—In addition to the regular open shoot held on
Dec. 6, on the High street grounds of the Nishojme Gun Club,

of C)range, there was a handicap prize shoot. Dr. G. W. Wakeley,

witli a handicap of 7, at 25 targets won. Two others tied Dr.

\\'akeley in the preliminary trials. C. L. Smith broke 22 targets

and R. B. Baldwin broke 22, which with their handicaps made 25.

The first prize was a hunting coat. The second prize was won by

Dr. D. Curtis, and the third prize was won by A. Mosler, it).

In the regular open events the following scores were made:
First event: O. Yeomans 24, R. B. Baldwin 22 A. Mosler 14.

Second event: O. Yeomans 23, A. Mosler 21, C. L. Smith 18.

Third event: Dr. G. W. Wakeley 23, R. B. Baldwin 22, C. L.

Smith 22, O. Yeomans 22, A. Mosler 20.

Fourlh event: C. L. Smith 19, J. C. Pearce 18, F. J. Miller 1.5.

Fifth event: A. Mosler 21, Dr. G. W. Wakeley 21, C. L. Smith

20, Dr. D. Cnrtis 19.

Chamfiotship of New Jeiscy.

Morfey and Hoffman.

New Germantown, Pa., Dec. 4.—The match for the challenge

trophy, emblematic of the championship of New Jersey, was
captured by Mr. T. ^^^ Morfey, of Dover, N. J., from Mr. J. W.
Hoffman, the holder. The conditions were 25 birds per man, 30

yards rise. The birds were good, and the race was close. It was

a tie at the twenty-third bird. Hoft'man started off with a miss,

and lost his eighth dead out, thereby placing his opponent two in

the lead. Morfey lost his eleventh and twelfth dead out, which

placed both men on even terms, and they so shot, up to Hoff-

man's miss of his twenty-fourth. The scores were 23 and 22 in

favor or Morfev. The scores:

T W Hoffman 0222222*22222222222222202—22

T W Morfey.;;; 2221212121**1221122222222-23

Jackson Park Gin Clcb.

Paterson N. J., Dec. 6.—The Jackson Park Gun Club open

sweepstake and handicap brought out only seven guns to-day.

There was only one visitor from out of town, Marshall Herring-

ton He came just as we finished shooting. Several of

the Paterson boys came out to look on. Garry Hopper pulled

the traps this afternoon. He is all right ;,rsays it is too slow for

him. Guess he will shoot next time.^ The birds were good. Re-

trieving was done by Bunn's dog, Nell.
,

Next Saturdav, beside sweepstakes same as to-day, there will

be a match between Count Lenone and Arthur Bunn, at 26 birds,

$25, 12 o'clock sharp. - . «
The 5-bird events were $3 entrance; 10-1>ird events, $5:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Morc-an ....212*0-3 22210-^ 12022-4 2222122212-10

Events: 1 2 3 4 Per
^
Targets: 25 25 25 25 Cent.

22 22 25 23 .920

23 22 22 24 .910

22 22 24 23 .900

E Berg 23 22 22 22 .890

22 23 20 .870,

M P Rice 23 22 20 17 .820

22 19 19 18 .780

J R Lovejoy ..i..,-'. 24 21 18 .840

21 17 .800
'>2 4 20 .746

Other scores made during the afternoon are:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events:
Targets: 25 25 25 10 15 Targets:

. . 20 n 18 — - -
3 4

H J_.

25 25 25 10 li
Borden 24 21 .. ..J Q Adams...

WTiice. Jr 21 IS .. .. .. W H Jackson 5 10!

M Grimes 19 V Wallburg 22 '

The day was bright and clear, with a moderate, steady wind,
and a ground covered with the new-fallen snow

ON LONG ISLAND.

Brooklyn Gun Clob.

Brooklyn, L. I., Dec. 6.—There was quite a good attendance of

students "at John Wright's weekly shoot to-day. Nine events were
shot. Of the contestants, Mr. Harry Welles was easily in the
lead in the matter of skillful performance, as will be shown by the,

scores, which are herewith appended:
Events: 12345678_
Targets: 10 10 15 10 15 5p 20 5p iS

Welles 8 10 13 10 15 8 18 9 15

J N Borland 9
Wright , 6
W G Borland 7
O'Callaghn 4
Marshall 9
Gotter 9
Ainslie 5 3
Kissler 4 3

8 11 8 12

7 12 10 10
7 9 9 12
4 .. 5 ..

10 10 7 14
9 13 8 13

4 14
G 13
5 16
4 6
9 18
7 16
.. 10
5 8

8 14
7
4
4 1

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Dec. 6.—Mr. H. M. Brigham, one of the
scratch men of the Crescent Athletic Club's shooting contingent;
scored the first win on the December cup with the very excellenl
sci re of 47. There was a rather light attendance. The scores
follow:

. J
December cup, 25 targets, handicap allowances as kills; shot!

off in two strings of 26 targets: H. M. Brigham (0) 47, F. 'Bj

Stephenson (1) 46, G. G. Stephenson, Jr., (2) 45, H. B. Vande^i
veer (3) 34, Daniel C. Bennett (4) 38, W. W- Marshall (6) 39.

Trophy shoots, 15 targets per man, expert traps, handicap: H.
M. Brigham. (0) 12, F. B. Stephenson (0) 13, H. B. Vanderveer
(T) 9, W. W. Marshall (3) 12, D. V. B. Hegeman (2) 14, G. W.
Plagedorn (2) 10, G. Notman (2) 15, L. M. Palmer, Tr. (1) 14.

Renewal same conditions: D. V. B. Hegeman (3) 23, G. Not-
man (4) 23, H. M. Brigham (0) 21, W. W. Marshall (6) 25, H. B,

N'anderveer (3) 20, L. M. Palmer, Jr. (2) 20, F. B. Stephenson (1)

20, Dr. J. J. Keyes (1) 16, A. W. Palmer (10) 18, G. W. Hagedorn
(3) 37.

The Owl's Head distance handicap, 25 targets: G. Notman (m
13, L. M. Palmer, Jr. (20) 11, Dr. J. J. Keyes (21) 10, H. M
Brigham (22) 9. F. B. Stephenson (21) 8, G. G. Stephenson, Jrl

(20) 5, W.' W. Marshall (16) 8.

Scratch sweepstake contest, 26 targets: F. B. Stephenson 20

D C. Bennett 10, G. Stephenson, Jr., 16, H. M. Brigham 16.
I

Renewal, same conditions: L. M. Palmer, Jr., 20, D. V'.

Hegeman 19, G. G. Stephenson 16, G. W. Hagedorn 16, W. Wv
Marshall 15. ^:

Twenty-five targets, same conditions: D. V. B. Hegeman 19, (1

Notman 17, Hagedorn 13, L. M. Palmer, Jr., 16.

Same conditions: Brigham 17, G. G. Stephenson 15, W^ W
Marshall 15, A. W. Palmer.

A. and S. G. A. Show.

Detroit, Mich., Dec. 1.—Editor Forest and Stream: The seconc
annual Automobile and Sporting Goods Association show will h\

held here next February from the 9th to the 14th inclusive; als*.

in connection with this show it is proposed to hold at the Ruscl
House grounds a trapshooting tournament; first three days al

targets, thrown from expert traps, and fourth daj' at live birds

Traps to be ready for practice Monday, the 9th, but programml
to commence Tuesday, the 10th, continue Wednesday and Thurs
day. On Friday, live-bird day, it is proposed by the Associatioi

officers, providing they receive proper encouragement from th.

shooting fraternity, to make as the principal event, a 25-bird rao

to be called the Great Western Handicap at Live Birds, for
j

trophy to be presented by the Association, and such entrance ant'

division of moneys as shall be determined on by Mr. John Parker,

who is to have complete control of the shoot when he returns frori

the .South, where he is at present absent on a business trip. Thi

shoot vvill be open to all on a handicap basis.

The decision of the Interstate Association not to hold the Gran;
American Handicap at live birds next spring makes it possibl

for this shoot to be especially attractive to those who woulj

otherwise miss their pilgrimage to the shrine of the trapshootiii,

fraternity. I am requested by the Association officers to reques
you to lay this matter before your readers in such form as yoj

would deem wise, requesting all those interested in this shoot t

address Mr. John Parker, 465 Junction avenue, or Mr. SeneC
C Lewis, P. O. Box 5. E. J. Cody.

Ossining Gun Qub.

\V Cristy

Event No. 5, 5 birds: Morgan 5, Lenone 4, Powers 4, Bunn o,

Cristy 5.

Schenectady Gon Club.

ScHEKECTADV N. Y., Dcc. 6.—The shoot of the Schenectady

Gun Club to-day was of unusual interest. The Ferguson silver

cup was contested for in a 100-target event. It was won by Mr.

S. K. Warnick, with a score of 92.
. .

The race between Messrs. Warnick, H. E. Greene, A. A. Green,

F. Bertr and H. H. Valentine in the contest was particularly

ciose and exciting for the first 50 targets. Valentine, Berg and

H E Greene each broke 45 targets, and A. A. Green and

Warnick broke 44 targets out of the 50. Warnick smashed 48

out of the second 50. H. E. Greene and A. A. Green broke 46

each Berg 44 and Valentine 42, closing the match with Warnick

a winner by a single target, and only one target separating the

'^In^ tlicf afternoon several individual matches took place. To de-

cide ties for position on the first and second teams, Mr. Litch-

field withdrew in favor of Mr. Levengston for position on the

second team, Mr. M. P. Rice and V. Wallburg shot off their

tie for third place on the second team, which was won by Mr.

Rice by a score of 23 to 22. The tie for the sixth position on the

first steam between Berg and Stewart was decided m Berg's favor,

OssiNiNC, N. Y.—No inducements were offered in the way i

cups, etc., for to-day's shooting of the Ossining Gun Club, so th

attendance was rather slim. It is astonishing how quick tbi

members educated themselves to the expectation of prizes. Wei-
it not for some of our good friends helping us out occasional!

in this respect we would be at a loss what to offer to keep up tfi

interest in the sport.
. , , ;

Mr. F. Brandreth, who in the past has been particularly gei

erous in offering trophies, has presented four cups to he shot f<

in a winter series. „- , • j
The first shoot, open to all members, and a handicap at 25 bird

will take place on Saturday, Dec. 20. Those aspiring to she';

on the team against the Poughkeepsie Gun Club on New Year
I Jay, are earnestly requested to he present at this shoot, as
as all other members who want to try for this pretty prize, us

ful as well as ornamental. Aside from the honor of bemg oi|

of the first eight shots in a club of 118; i»9mb«rs, the plttrisure

associating with the kind of men one meets; at these team shoo

is stimulus enough to bring some of us out every Saturday afti,|

noon to keep in practice. The only shooters on the grounds t;

day were Bedell, Edgers and Blandford; the latter brought 1;

gi:n, the others came from force of habit, but could not resj

the temptation of trying a string with Blandford's gun, the renut

cf which would not look good in print. Shells and guns ^

ah\ays to be had on the grounds Saturday afternoons; the

by purchase; the second for the asking. C. G.

Yisilorf,

Within the past few days. New York has been favored with tl

presence of sportsmen of national fame. Mr. Irby Bennett, ei«
debonair and alert, was here, there and everywhere. Mr. C. *
Beveridge (the Dominie), fresh from the pure air of NebrasBk

and looking the picture of health and contentment, visited I*"

many New York friends last week. The redoubtable Daddy
'em A.fl, Mr. R. O. Heikes, and his son Horace, are makinp

visit of' several days' duration. The irrepressible Mr. Phil

Bekeart, of San Francisco, was a host in himself. Mr. J. 1

ning was of the group till Saturday last, the day he had ii

upon for his departure to California for a three-months' st?.:

that land of sunshine and flowers. He travels by the way of

Southern route. Mr. Harold Money was in evidence also, :

pleasing to relate, his eye is rapidly recovering from the ^

dental injury to it from a stray pellet of shot, and with a

days' more rest it will be ^ood as new. On Tuesday of this

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, mighty in deeds of tournament mai

ment, came to New York and will here remain till after the

terstate Association meeting on Thursday of this week.
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Modern Methods of Gon-Mafcingf.

The Manufacture of Iron for Gun Barrels.

From "The CJun .and lis Development," by W. W. Greeny,

Gun barrels may be made of plain iron, but as shotgun barrels
they are wortWess with modern explosives. They may be made
from solid steel, as are rifle barrels, or they may be made of fig-

ured irou—that is, of a mixture of iron and steel.

The method of producing this special material is as follows:
Pig-iron obtained from a mixture of the best ores is placed in a

i furnace, melted, and cleansed from all dross by puddling—the

\
dross, being much lighter than the iron, rises to the surface and
IS skimmed off. Wlien sufficiently cleansed, the draw-plates of the
furnace are lowered, the heat reduced thereby, and the liquid
iron while cooling gathered and worked jnto blooms about one
hundredweight each. The puddler takes the bloom with a pair
of tongs, runs with it to the tilt hammer and hands it over to the
shingler, who, by dexterovisly turning the metal under the ham-
mer, forms it into a square block and passes it to the roller; it

is then passed through the various rolls until the required size,

and drawn out into a bar of about ten feet in length. The ham-
mering under the heavy tilt condenses the metal and causes the
dross and scale to fly off. The rollmg increases its ductility and
tenacity by elongating the fibre.
If scrap steel is used, it is treated in the same way. But if new

metal' is employed, the finest qualities of rolled bars are chosen;
the steels suitable are open hearth and ingot steels produced by
modern methods, if low in carbon. On account of its purity
juid uniformity, best .Swedish steel is most usually preferred.
Steel is not improved by puddling.
Iron is improved—that is to say, purified—by the processs of

puddling; so it is usual to take bars of puddled iron, cut them
nto short lengths, and pile them into faggots. These faggots are
heated in the draught furnace, welded under the tilt hammer, and
the block of metal is reheated and hammered for the manu-
facture of the best barrels, to condense the fibre of the metal
and increase the specific gravity. After being hammered, the

Silver-steel Damascus Barrel.

jlocks are rolled out into bars; these bars are again cut into equal
engths, laid and fastened into faggots, heated in the furnace,
nd welded together and rolled into thin, narrow strips. In the
bove process the ends of the bloom, or extremities of the rods,
ire cut off and thrown aside, being less dense, and consequently
"seless for gun iron.
The loss in the puddling is about 15 per cent., in the shingling
ad rolling about 14 per cent. ; in reheating the metal it also loses
:c-nsiderab!y, making a loss of about 40 per cent, in those three
)rocesses alone; and there are successions of similar losses in
ach further stage of the manufacture of iron. The proportion-

_te amount of the diilerent descriptions of metals in a barrel
Ictermine its quality. The old-fashioned laminated steel was
omposed of nearly three parts of steel; best English Damascus
nd modern laminated steel contain over 60 per cent, of steel;
nd the best silver-steel Damascus contains nearly 75 per cent.
}l the best worked steel. The amount of steel is determined
ipon before making the metal into faggots for the last time; if

or scelp barrels, the strips of iron are twice the thickness of the
teel, the faggots being formed of alternate layers of iron and
teel.

_
In single iron Damascus barrels the proportion of iron

ised is not much less than the steel, but the metal for these
;ommon barrels does not pass through quite so many processes
,s that for the best barrels, and although far superior in quality
o ordmary iron, its tenacity and specific gravity is not so great
s that of the very best gun iron. In best Damascus barrels the
on and steel are mixed together systematically.
In the piling of the iron and steel, it is possible to so arrange

he. metals that many different figures—that is to say, direction
!i the grain of the metal—result. In the best silver-steel Damas-
tis, used by the author, the exact proportions of iron and steel
?ed are such as have been found by experiment to give the great-
st strength; the figure is fine and uniform. By using more iron
aan steel, and keeping to the same arrangement of the metals,
very inferior barrel would result. The tenacity, durability

nd beautiful figure of the barrels depend almost entirely on the
roportions and arrangement of the steel and iron, the desiderata
emg the placing of the iron in the best position to give the
sgular and fine figure of the finished barrel.
In piling the iron for the ordinary Damascus twist strips of
on and steel are laid upon each other alternately. In another
gure the iron, in lieu of being in strips, is in rods, which are
ranged so that in cross section they resemble a checker board.
In prodtjcmg chain twist, diamond twist, and irregular-figured
d fancy-figured barrels the iron rods are differently piled. They

Fine Stripe Belgian Damascus Barrel.

_iy be of hexagonal section, or rhomboidal, or some square and
lers parallelopipedonical. Combinations of strips and squares5 common on the Contment, where also, instead of plain rods
bars, the iron and steel used for piling is sometimes of V, L,-and other sections or combinations of various figures There
;ms to be no limit to the varieties of figure obtainable by the
;angement of the iron and steel in the faggot, and afterward
tably working the metal.
The next process is to heat and weld the faggot of piled iron

Ider*^^
^ °* ^'^^ ^'^^^ required by the

[he welder rnay, for a common barrel, have the metal in the
°j ,^ ^*''',P about tliree quarters of an inch wide and of

)mboidal section. For a figured barrel it is necessary to have1 rods of square section, and to heat them and twist them uponimselves—a process which turns the grain of the alternate strios
iron and steel running logitudinally from end to end of the

I m a spiral direction.
n twisting the rods care is taken to keep the edges of the iron
H steel strips to the outside, for it is the twisting of the difi^er-metals that gives the various figures in the finished barrel
s Steel, being hard, resists the acids, and retains a white or
It brow^n hue, while the iron, or softer metal, is so acted uponthe acid as to be changed into a dark brown or black color
eighteen pounds of prepared gun iron are required to weld aninary pair of 12-gauge barrels, which, when finished, weigh with
ribs, lumps, and loops but little over three and a half pounds
er bearing in mind this fact, and considering the great ex-
^se and loss of expensive steel and iron attending the man-
^Jure of the metal, and the cost of welding the best barrelsVtll.no longer be a matter of wonderment that best guns areensive to produce.

GuQ Barrel 'Weldiog,

he methods practiced in manufacturing Damascus barrels
6r but in unimportant details from each other. The welding
larrels by hand is still carried on in the author's factory andvarious processes of barrel making as employed there w U be
; described and illustrated.
hp square rods of prepared iron are first twisted to give the?^cus figure. The rods are about four feet long. Ind are
;ed in the forge fire until about eighteen inches of the rod isJght to a red heat, when one end is thrust into a square hole
I b ock made fast to a frame, and the other end fixed into arable head at the other end of the frame; a rotary motion is

'SlV^J'',ul\Z'"'l^^-^
^^^^ '"^^"^ winch\a^dle andWheels; the rod, being square, cannot turn round with the

f, so IS twisted in itself. The rod is carefully watched while
^1,^-'°"''' part commence to twist more rapidly than

Tin"l'i ^^reYSarS? ^^^^^"^

Two-Iron Damascus Barrel.

- a s:j_s~« SJ — lis

Scelp Gun-barrel.

Three-Iron Stub Damascus Barrel.

Single-Iron Damascus Barrd.

Two-Iron or "Boston" Dama-scus Barrel.

Portion of Gun-barrel Coil,

Greener's Solid-Weldless-Twist Gun Barrel.

Gun-barrel Iron, T\\isted, and Laid into a Riband.

When finished twisting, the rod will be round, except the
squares at each end where held in the block and head, and the
four feet rod will have become shortened to about three feet three
inches, and have about eight turns to the inch. All Damascus
barrels must be made of twisted rods, while plain twist or scelp
barrels are made from plain straight rods or ribands.
Without this twisting of the rod the finished barrel would have

the appearance of a wire twist barrel, or it might be of a plain
barrel if the top or bottom of the rod, instead of one of the
sides, was kept to the outside of the barrel. By twisting the metal
the^ gram is so arranged that it appears on the outside of the
finished barrel in the form of a number of irregular links or
circles.

The rod prepared, it is either joined to other rods or coiled
and welded into a barrel singly.
The cheapest Damascus barrels (single iron stub Damascus)
njade from a single twisted bar, rolled out into a riband seven-

eighths of an inch by one-eighth for the fore end of the barrel
and seven-eighths by one-quarter for the breech end.
Two-iron stub Damascus barrels are made from two twisted

rods, each three-eighths square, and welded together, and rolled
into a riband five-eighths by one-sixteenth for the fore part, and
hve-eightha by three-sixteenths for the breech end, with the twisted
spirals in opposite directions.
Three-iron stub Damascus barrels are made from three twisted

rods, each three-eighths by seven-sixteenths, and laid and rolled
togettier with the spirals, as shown in the illustration, forming a
riband of one-naif inch by seven-sixteenths for the breech endsand one-halt an inch by three-sixteenths for the muzzle piece.
Hest laminated steel barrels are twisted, and the rods weldedm the same manner as the stub Damascus, but the rods are

steef
°^ superior metal containing a larger percentage of

In laminated steel and stub Damascus barrels it is not usual
to use more than three rods in their manufacture. Fine Damas-cus barrels, as manxifactured by the Belgians, are occasionallymade from four or six rods together, but three are sufficient togive a very fine figure.
The true English Damascus barrel is prepared from three rods,

twisted as described and put together as shown in the' twisted
riband, and is known technically as three-iron Damascus ; the sil-

Tn'a diffe?en"?^ordlr!' "'^ of .difTerent metaK piled

„Blt,i',°^f,,^^'^'°^
twisted and the. require<5l number weldedtogether, they are sent to the iron mill and rolled at a red h^t

JBto nbaads, which feav? both edges beyelH tis? saro? ^07.

ir'^rip^V o" m^M^ll'^l/f^"^ Wei, one riband
form the fore, or m^uzd/tarfo/ thf b'arrlf

^'^^'^"^

proc'leds^r.'wisf th'^mlnfot^ VT'^^
'

'^-^P'
"-^^^ fi^st

machine of s mple c^nifrnotinn^'"'
^"^'^^ T^?*^ ^one upon a

bars, one s^.'d and the other °* '"""^

or slot to receive one end nf tl°r^-i'",*''^,,l^" ^here is a notch
is turned roSnd by a wiLh hnnd?e^"Th.

\n^^n^A, the bar
riband from going round c„ th?t it

• ^"^^^ Prevents the
movable rod like the SecP« rS t Vi J'"^

twisted over the
loose bar is removed the%?i-iw'f ^^'"^ a. whip-stock. The
process repeated"with'anothe?'riband''" ^"^ ^'^^

heivy. have'^to bl ^ouIVT^T^ ^''1'^' ^'^^'^^ e"^^, if

twist' them no cogs bein^ used ^V^i,^^^'
Possible to

required, three ribands al .^ff^
^^''7 '^^^^^ barrels are

for the center%£d'^o"ife^ foJVe'i^^S^^ ^l,^ ^^^^^ one

drl^J^n ^c^^if ta°p^r*In5"c^l^d ^^ntd.'T''^-'Ttremity is lost as shown f,? tv,
^ ^P"'^' the ex-

Piece of Dar^ascus iron
"Presentation of a coiled breech

th?^ir.°i^^en^J^"id"thrc*oi^ti^fv'eAe^^ T^^"'^^^'
•'--^^'^ 'n

men are required-one tn hn?^ * "^^"^u
hammering. Three

anvil, and two to strike Th^ Wn^'""" ""^e^^' "P"" grooved
coil, has also a smaTl hamr^er with which

holds the
show the others in which plaL to strike Ww''i^ffire the coil is first beaten unon an irr^^^

taken from the
and the end opened upon a swa^p fv.^'^*^

^"^^^ ^^e floor,
admit of the mandrel bdng iSed P"^"" ^
ha'^L?r;i'%'Stlr\\o°r^o?/h%^°^LY/ed'^The'^rei^^^ "P.
usually about six inches^loV ifjoined to ft '^Th.^"h """^ '^^^

iis first welded in the same manner ^nrl l,
•

breech coil
co l; the two ribands are wlded (o^eth^r^ a 5

'1''"' ^^^'i
joined into one. and form a WreT ^ Tl^f'f

^"'^ '

'H*^ ^''e
and all the welds made perfect the W^T i'^'"^'!'
surplus metal removed with a float •

heated and the
mered^ until they are blacl^ lr^'^^rJi^^l^^i^^^^.^^^^

o^XZ, l^^eTaT^'n"! tf/t?a;"or?re%l'r?el'r*^-^

'

• . T^? ^SSf. W ^ octagon barx«l is
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quired, it is forged in this form upon a properly shaped anvil;
in rifles the barrels are welded from thiclcer ribands and welded
upon smaller mandrels.
Another method of making twist barrels is practiced in Bir-

mingham, and may be shortly described.
The iron is twisted in much the same way as that already

described, but ^tcam power is used to turn the winch instead of
hand power. The forge fires are blown by a steam faa instead
of the old-fashioned bellows, and the welding is done by one
man instead of three. This is accompanied by having a tilt-

hammer close to the forge regulated to give sharp, quick, short
blows, and capable of being thrown iu and out of gear with the
foot. The welder is also provided with an anvil, swageSj man-
drels, etc. \Mien he removes the coil from the fire, he has only
to knock in a mandrel, straighten the coil on the anvil, jump it

close by striking it on the floor in the usual manner, and place
it under the tilt, reheating the coil, and repeating the process
until the barrel is properly finished. The appearance of barrels
so welded is not so good as that of those hammered by hand,
but they are strong and sound, and on account of less care and
labor being bestowed on their production, they are cheaper than
hard-forged barrels.
The latest method of making the plainer twist barrels is to

treat the iron for twisting, and the coils, in a furnace instead of
a breeze fire. The theory is that the metal is less liable to be
burned, the heat being uniform and freedom from grays and
faulty welds thereby insured. Experience does not fully bear
out the theory. Possibly more can yet be done in this line
toward producing a perfectly welded and clear barrel.

Foreign Twfst Barrels.

Damascus iron barrels are forged in Belgium and at other gun-
making centers of the Continent by the same methods as prac-
ticed in England. The chief difterence between English and
foreign welded barrels exists in the quality of the materials;
iron of local manufacture being that generally employed. An-
other difference is that barrels of a smaller figure and barrels
of fancy figures, already alluded to in the paragraph on iron-
making, are frequently produced by French, Belgian, and Ger-
man welders. . .

Softness is the characteristic of Belgian ^ron; it is found in
all their iron manufactures, and is particularly noticeable and
objectionable in their barrels. The welders prefer the soft metal,
as being easier to manipulate, welding more freely, and contain-
ing fewer surface flaws than hard metal into the composition of
which steel largely enters. There is, comparatively, little steel
in the Belgian barrel; there are even barrels in which there is
no steel, two different qualities of iron serving to produce -that
distinction which is necessary to produce figure in the finirfied
barrel.
The barrel welders of Belgium are chiefly located at or near

Liege. The very best barrel makers who manufacture for the
London, Berlin and Vienna markets are to be found at Chaud-
fontaine or Nessonvaux, both places a few miles from Liege.
Their method of welding is much the same as that practiced by
the best English welders, but they work at a smaller forge, and
instead of breeze, use a mixture of coal dust and clay. The
fires being much smaller, the barrels are heated only a few inches
at a time, so that greater labor has to be bestowed upon their
manufacture.
The greatest care is taken to keep the amals and tools perfectly

clean and free from scale, so that no foreign matter can get be-
tween the coils and thus affect the soundness of the welds.
The type of barrel which is peculiarly their own, is the fine

figured or six-stripe Damascus; in this the figure is very minute,
as shown in the illustration, and is produced in the followintr
manner: The welders take thirty-two alternate bars of iron and
steel, and have them rolled into a sheet three sixteenths of an
inch in thickness ; the sheet is then split by a machine into
square rods. These rods are then twisted after the method of
the English welders already described, but to such an extent that
the rods resemble the threads of a fine screw, there being as
many as eighteen complete tnrns to the inch. Six of these rods
are then welded to each other side by side and rolled into a
riband, and the result is a figure so fine that it appears no larger
thgn the eye of a needle, and requires special care in browning
to obtain markings which can be distinguished.
For these fine barrels and for some others the old plaii of weld-

ing on a chemise is still in use. The other old plan of. plating or
welding a thin coating of Damascus iron upon a barrel of plain
iron has been abandoned, save for very heavj' barrels for duck
guns, etc., which are still not infrequently welded of the cheaper
scelp, or plain twist iron, then coated with fine figured iron.
The regular Belgian barrel of commerce is the double-iron

Damascus, "two-iron," or "Boston"—the same barrel, by which-
e\er designation known. It differs from the English two-iron
Damascus in showing fewer white or light-colored streaks,, and
being usually of coarser figure, obtained by piling larger rods
in the faggot and again not rolling them to so small a section
as is the practice of the English masters.
At St. Etienne in France, v.here a manufactory for sporting

firearms was founded early in the fifteenth century, the Belgian
models are followed and the iron of the district is soft and
ductile. One plan much used in this district, but by no means
original, is the forming of barrels of two twisted rods to one un-
twisted; the appearance is that of a "barber's pole," a distinct
broad stripe of straight-grained metal running spirally round the
barrel from end to end between a broader band of curled
Damascus figuring.
The only centers at which Damascus barrels are made are, in

addition to those already cited, Brescia in northern Italy, and
Suhl in Prussia.

Varieties and Qualities of Twist Barrels.

In the foregoing descriptions of the methods of manufacturing
twist barrels it is stated incidentally that some kinds are su-
perior to others. The comparative strength of gun barrels and of
the material emploj'ed in their manufacture, the merits and dis-
advantages of chosen varieties, will be found stated in detail
later, but as the method of manufacture, as well as the material
employed, affect the quality of the barrel, it is^advisable to state
here that, so far as known, the strongest forged or twist barrel
is the laminated steel now usually termed "stub Damascus,"
inade of three twisted rods to the riband.
The word laminated, as the designation of a gun barrel, arose

from the fact that early in The century thin strips, plates, or
lamina; of steel, piled alternately with iron strips or plates,
formed the composite metal from which they were made. They
differ from Damascus in so far as the iron "and steel are differ-
ently airanged in the pile, so that instead of a decided curl in
the figure there is only what may be termed "herring bone"
lines running spirally round the barrel from end to end. Techni-
cally, laminated steel is a name metallurgists apply to faulty steel.
It has been used in the gun b-ade for more than half a century
in quite a different sense, as here stated.
By rolling the rods too fine before twisting, by twisting too

much, or by twisting to a degree the particular metal so treated
will not bear, the material of the finished barrel is weakened.
This, apart from any possible faults in the forming—-that is,
welding and shaping—of the barrel itself.

Over-twisting, over-heating, and the endeavor to produce a
fine-looking barrel at a low price result in weakened material.
In the twist barrel the iron and steel m.ust be so arranged that

perfect welds may be easily made; and so disposed that the
fibers of steel and iron intermingled shall support each other
when the strain of the explosion has to be borne hy the barrel.
Steel of the hardness—that is to say, steel as high in carbon—
ernployed in the manufacture of Damascus iron would be too
brittle to withstand the shock of the explosion if used alone;
on the other hand, the iron alone would be too soft and the
barrel would bulge. By combining the two metals in the best
manner, so that neither loses its character, they together give to
the twist barrel suflncient hardness to withstand bulging; suffi-
cjent elasticity to insure that the barrel, after the expansion
produced, by the force of the explosion, shall return to its pre-
vious caliber, and that high tenacity which prevents the bursting
of the barrel by the sudden shock.
The mechanical structure of the twist barrel, not less than the

purity of the metals employed, enhances the strength-
Some barrels of good material may have their strength less-

ened by faulty arrangement of that material, while barrels made
of much inferior material will yet be stronger because of the
better use_ made of that material by arranging it with iudement.
36 far as ' can be expla.fned, without too "greatly ihduTgtng' in'
technical minutis, the best prooortions of iron and steel can be
arranged to best advantage in what is known as' the three-iron
Barrel; whether the iron be piled to give a curly figur.e when
twisted, or to give

,
the plain, straight, short-lined figure' of 'the

"laminat-ed" steel, is quite immaterial.
.
One is as .good as the

other. Four-stripe barrels are not so good, unless ^the barrel is
heavier, thicker and larger than ordinary, when of eoUrSe 'S point
would be reached when the four-stripe would equal the other.
In like manner titt- twti-striije ts infcriorj tMoiigh perhaps ribt'tb
t}ig saane e(sfent. TiiB Belgktj ^•ffiasiite Iranw, s^xtsnm dit

softness of the material of which they are made, are over-twisted.
Many of the fancy-figured barrels are not improved by the man-
ner in which the iron and steel are combined, but the reverse.
The advantage claimed for the St. Etienne barrel, that by the
combination of the Damascus with the plain twist greater tenacity
in .bnth directions is obtainable, is yet to be proved, while the
method is decidedly disadvantageous on other grounds.
In the trials of barrels by the Birmingham Proof House—barrels

of thirty-nine different varieties obtainable by the Birmingham
trade—the first place is given to the group of English "laminated"
steel barrels of three strips. The next best of the twist-barrel
groups is the "English Damascus" in two. strips; the next the
"English hand-forged Damascus" in four strips; then "English
two-strip Damascus"; and then "English Damascus" in three
strips; then English laminated steel in two strips. The first
group of foreign-made twist barrels is the "Pointille" (a fancv
figure), eighteenth down on the list in order of merit; foreign
'Damascus Crolle," in three and in four strips, come next, and
have the same figure of merit, both being placed twenty-fifth on
the list. At the same trials, when individual barrels were tested
to bursting or bulging to the extent of .01 inch, the first place
in the order of merit was occupied by "English variegated Damas-
cus," two-strip; "English Damascus" three-strip; and "English
Damascus." two-strip again, all three barrels withstanding exactly
the same test. The foreign "Damascus" two-strip, and the same
in three-strip, passed equally to the seventh place, while last in
order of merit were the foreign fancy-figured "Pointille" and
the foreign ' Crolle Damascus" four-strip barrels.
This report, issued in 1891, only confirms what the author wrotem earlier editions of this book, with respect to the relative

strengths of twist-barrels, and has now repeated more concisely,
A figured barrel, notwithstanding the fineness of the figure and

the apparently high quality of workmanship, is no indication of
trustworthiness much less of excellence and unusual strength. To
obtain barrels combining the utmost strength with lightness and
beauty the best way is to purchase or order from a gun-maker
of repute and leave the choice to him. It is not always that the
type of barrel best suited to one caliber or weight will prove so
advantageous when used in the construction of guns of other
calibers or weights. There is only one wide difference in the
practice of the English gun-maker and his continental competitor
when choosing a barrel for a particular purpose; with the English
m.aker the figure of the barrel is the last thing to be considered
when determining the type most fit for the particular purpose,
whereas with the foreign manufacturer it is usually the first, and
often the only,, consideration. The English maker takes a barrel
that will do best; the foreign maker the barrel that wiU look
best.

Weldfess Barrels.

In addition to the seemingly large variety of figured barrels,
there is now an even greater assortment of weldless barrels
available for shotguns. These are, for the most part, of steel;
some drilled, some drawn, some forged, of steels of many quali-
ties_ and made by ditTerent processes.

First as to the history of the weldless barrel, and its increasing
popularity.
One of the greatest difficulties with which a gun-maker has to

contend is the "gray" in gun barrels. The*"gray" is a defect of
small actual importance, but decidedly a blemish on a fine
weapon, and an eyesore in every description of gun barreL
The numerous twistings and weldings of gun-iron rods and

ribands are fully detailed in the description of the barrel-welding
processes, and it must have occured to the reader that the Damas-
cus barrel is one mass of welds from breech to muzzle. This
is so. Unfortunately a certain amount of burnt metal, or scale,
is imbedded within some of these welds, and in the finished bar-
rel this fragment of scale forms a "gray," or small speck of use-
less material, which will not color in harmony with the other part
of the barrel, but is made more apparent by the finishing processes
of polishing and browning. These "grays" may appear some
time after the gun has been in use, the hard metal composing
the barrel being eaten into by rust, or the thin coating over the
"gray" being worn away. They are developed in the inside by
the chemical action of the powder gases, and are practically in-

eradicable. Sportsmen must not imagine that "grays" weaken a
barrel to any appreciable extent, and their development in a
gun, after some months' or some years' wear, in no way reflects

upon the reputation of the gun-maker.
A barrel eaten right through with rust, at or near the muzzle,

may be fired with perfect safely; consequenktlv a "gray" is not
to be regarded as an element of danger; and barrels after thirty

years' wear, or after firing upward of 100,000 shots, are safe to
use. providing tliey are free from dents, bruises and rust inside.

Best quality barrels can be ruined—and many have been—in a
couple of seasons by rough, careless usage, firing when dented,
and being allowed to rust inside and out.

K welded barrel will not stand a blow given .sideways. A
knock against a hard substance will dent one barrel and fre-

quently break the other in the weld. Many more guns are
ruined by hard knocks than by hard wear.
Owing to the great difficulty in procuring perfectly welded bar-

rels, gun-makers are now discarding tubes of the Damascus
variety for those of solid steel, which are free from grays and
blemishes, and if carefully chosen and tested will fill every
requirement of the sportsman. The harder the Damascus barrel
the greater the liability to grays, and a soft barrel will not make a
fine shooting gun.

It is possible to have a twisted weldless barrel. Some years
ago • the author- produced his "solid weldless twist," a figured
barrel which is admirably adapted for sporting and other rifles

and in every way suitable for shotguns. The grain runs spirally

and the figure is similar to that of the wire twist. The illustra-

tion shows clearly the method of manufacture from ordinary gtin-

barrel iron. The twisting closes the grain of the iron, making
it more dense toward the center, thus presentin.g an even solid

surface for rifling; outside the grain runs spirally from end to end.
Of the steels used for shotgun barrels, the best known is

AV'hitworth's fluid compressed steel. This is a cast steel; the
ingot, while in a liquid or a semi-liquid state, is submitted to
iiressure, with a view to eliminating blow holes. The top and
bottom of the ingot is cut off and thrown aside as usual. Em-
inent metallurgists contend that in the process of cooling the
contraction of the ingot is so great that no pressure which can
be brought to act upon it by mechanical means can affect the
metal—at any rate, beyond a few inches from the surface. The
process is therefore by some regarded as quite superfluous. On
the other hand, it is generally allowed that the Whitworth steel

is of excellent quality, and it has been used for barrels for so
many years that its suitability for that purpose may be taken as
fu'lv proven.
Tiie Whitworth steel is to be ordinarily distinguished from other

steels by its brand, and by that alone. This mark is a "wheat-
sheaf," and London gun-makers who have sold guns with these
barrels for many years now have their barrels with this registered
trade mark stamped on the under side and the ordinary letter-

ing "Whitworth's steel," etc., on the top of the barrel or the
top rib. Wlytworth steel is higher in carbon than many steels

used for gun barrels, but it is sufficiently ductile to allow of
drilling.

Steel made by the Siemens-Martin process has been used suc-
cessfully for shot.gun barrels as well as rifles. So, too, tubes of
basic open hearth steel, made from hematite pig and scrap, and
'•arburized by Darby's filtration process, were tested at the Bir-
mingham Proof House in the trials already referred to and ob-
tained a high figure of merit.

Steel barrels may be made by drilling them from the ordinary
rolled bar; they may be drawn by rolling out pierced blanks;
they may even be rolled hollow by the Mannesmann process, or
thev may be forged, then drilled.

The quality of the barrel depends less upon the method of
forming the barrel than the quality of the metal_ used—the reverse
of the twist barrel, where manipulation is all important.
In the choice of a suitable steel, actual experience is a surer

guide than the indications of theory as to the composition which
or.eht to be the best for the purpose.
The author- uses a brand of metal to_ which the name of Green-

er's wrought steel has been given, which steel he has found spe-
ciallv suited to' the requirements of the gun-maker for shotgun
barels-; in this steel the metal is not drawn, but is forged out
of a sol'd bar, and drilled its whole length. Barrels so made are
of close metaU stronger and denser than .any obtainable by other
means. -

The "Wrou^eht SteeT'^ recqmsnended is made of a homogeneous
"fnetal, of very" fn-ie qualitv, "and admirably adapted bv its great
tenacftv, or tensile stren.gth, for use in gun barrels. It has been
thoFOUirhly tested by the author, as well as "at the Government
Proof House, with very hea\'y charges, . viz,, 28 drams of powder
'3Tid~ 4% ounces ot" shot,- this chargecfeeiiig, equal .to. seven Qrd,inary.
ejiarges of powder and four charges of shot. This test and many

,.(5therg it withstands perfectly.

"Wrought steel' barrele are of suflRcLent strength for all practical
purposes, and onlv in eppearajjce are thfey at b disadTOntage
when comp^a^d" ' With ^^t?^ Ifennt^s felHiWBWd rflwiT

Unlike "cast steel" barrels of the old type, "wrought steel"
barrels bulge instead of breaking, and increased strain produces
an open burst similar to that of a welded barrel, instead of a
sharp break or a longitudinal rip, as is found to result with im-
perfect steel barrels. The quality of the metal is such that it

will stand successively more than double the strain to which a
sportsman can submit his gun with fair usage. And it will not
"rip" or "crack," however sharp may be the explosive used.
The author has made many experiments with various explosives,

in order to test thoroughly the fitness of this steel for gun bar-
rels, and the results prove that there is no material which will
excel it, and as the illustration shows, when tested to a bursting
strain, the break which follows the bulging of the barrel is
similar in character to the failure of Damascus under like cir-
cumstances.
The bulges were caused by placing a small charge of shot

between two felt wads (first a thick felt, then the shot, then the
thin felt) at the spot where the bulges are, and firing an ordi-
nary charge from the gun.
The burst was effected by increasing the charge of shot be-

tween the wads; the bulges appeared about fifteen inches from
the breech end after firing.

As many as five thick wads may be placed in any part of the
barrel, and the gun fired without causing a bulge, but experiments
prove that even the small quantity of V? ounce of shot placed be-
tween wads at any place in the barrel will cause a bulge even as
near as nine inches from the breech. The different sizes of the
bulges in the illustration were caused by different charges of shot.
The shape of the burst indicates the extent of bulging before
bursting. The illustration is reduced to half size.
In choosing steel for gun barrels, many things have to be con-

sidered. The author attaches much more importance to the iron
from which the steel is made than the amount of carbon con-
tained in it. His wrought steel is made from the very tough-
est iron that can be procured, and as much carbon is used as
can be allowed to admit of the drilling and boring of the barrel,
so that the barrel is both hard and tough. These wrought steel
barrels will stand being heated for brazing, without deterioration.
Messrs. Krupp have introduced a steel for gun barrels which
has many excellent qualities, but they must not be brazed, but
held together by soft soldering onlv, which altogether excludes
them from use by English gun-makers, as the hammering, chip-
ping, etc., of English breech actions require that a stronger and
more tenacious hold be made than any soldering affords.

Otter Metals Used ia Gun JWanafacltiref

The furniture of the gun was formerly made of swaff iron-
that is, chippings, filings, borings, etc., of the iron barrels
and other parts, collected, rewelded and forged. The material now
most used is either puddled iron, ingot iron, or mild steel, con-
taining 0,15 of carbon. The ingot iron is preferred as being
clearer than puddled iron. Mild steel, when case-hardened, is
quite suitable for breech action bodies. The bolts are usually
of cast steel.

Stampings, or drop forgings, made by knocking the metal when
red hot into dies, have now superseded hand-forged parts, save
for one or two minor pieces, as the trigger guard. For hand-
forging "best best" puddled iron is used, the forging performed
in much the same manner as in the ordinary blacksmith's shop.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The Pine Vocds of the Sooth.
THE NEW ENGLANBERS AND MIWDtE STATES' MEN AUD WOMEN GOING

SOUTH. I

A GREAT many of the Northern people who go South to the
pine woods at Southern Pines and Pinebluff imagine before they
go that the pines are as thick as the pine woods of Maine. The
fact is that there is hardly twenty pine trees to the acre in the
Sand Hills of North Carolina, where so many people go for their
health. At first sight the visitor is very much disappointed not to
find more pines, but he or she soon realizes that the great health-
fulness of the section is on account of the fact that at some time
during the day the sun gets to every grain of sand and every blade
of grass and dries it so there is no moisture to cause mildew
and rot, or make food for the germ life to live on, and on ac-
count of the sunshine and pure white sand the water is as pure as
the purest. The Southern pine tree is unlike the pines North,
as it has but little foliage. A few scraggy, unsightly limbs at the
very top, sometimes eighty feet from the ground,' but the pine
leaves or needles are beautiful and the constant lullaby .song that
the wind makes as it passes through the pine leaves is so sooth-
ing to the tired nerves of the invalids that they are soon nodding
in the sunshine as they sit under the unsightly but health-giving
trees of the South. If you want to learn anything about tlie pine
woods and how to reach them by the best rail or water route,
write to Mr. John T. Patrick, Pinebluff, N. C.

Some Calendars.

The 1903 calendar, showing "animals that are hunted," pub-
lished by the Beemis Omaha Bag Co., of Omaha, Neb., is rather
a new departure in calendars. It shows the buffalo, mouniain
sheep, moose, antelope, caribou, black bear, white goat, grizzly
bear, Virginia deer, polar bear, mule deer and the head of an
elk, these representing the twelve months of the year, from
January 190-3. Printed either on paper or cloth, it will be mailed
to any address by the Ad-Sales Co., of Opiaha, Neb., on the terms
specified in their advertisement.

Through the medium of their calendar for 1903, Messrs. E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., for public distribu-
tion, present a field scene, a copy of a painting possessing rare
excellence. Two dogs in the foregi-ound, a setter and a pointer,
stand one on a point, the other on a back, both in spirited pose.
Close to them a father is giving his son a first lesson in shooting.
The father, calm of poise, yet sympathetically encouraging, has
one hand grasping the gun, the other resting gently on the
youth's shoulder, coaching him for the shot. The boy, open-eyed,
intensely eager and excited, holds the gun awkwardly, as all boys
do in their fir.st attempts at field shooting. It is realistic in every
detail. The legend on the picture, namely, "Generations have used
Dupont powder," gives to the whole a theme which extends far
into the past.

The calendar for 1903 issued by the Savage Arms Co., is unu.stial
for its beauty and its truth to nature. A long, slim hunter has
shot a mule deer buck, which has run down the steep hillside
through open pine timber and fallen over on a log. We do not
know the artist who drew this picture, but whoever he is, he
knows his subiect. Copies of this calendar will be sent on receipt
of 4 cents by the Savage Arms Co., Utica, N. Y.

It Pays to Advertise Gunning Records in "Forest and Stream.'*

Blacksburg, S. C, Nov. 27.—I always get good results from my
advertisement, in your paper. I got a nice party lately.

A. G. Mitrrz.

Oyster P, O,, Va,, Nov. 16.—^Since advertising in your paper it

has brought quite a many sportsmen to my place, and 1 fee! it

was money well spent, as my place is pretty well known among
the sportsmen now. E. B. Cobb,

Also Sneak: Brxes.
B.\rneg.4t, N. J., Dec. 2.—We are getting a great many inquiries

for our sneakbox through the advertisement in Forest and
Stream, and have sold two of them, one in Pittsburg, and one in
Northampton, Mass. A. F. Kirkpatrick & Sons.

At the thirty-third annual convention of Associated Master
Car and Locomotive Painters, of United States and Canada, re
cently held in Boston, Chairman W. O. Ouest, of Committee on
Tests, reports as follows concerning Durable Metal Coating,
manufactured by Edward Smith & Co., 45 Broadway, New York;
"Where unbroken from loose under (rust) scale,.ithis paint is still

elastic enough to award it the claim of being ^'Durable." It also
^topd a severe acid test without injury. This proves that where
the Durable Metal Coating is. applied to steel frames of sky-
scrapers, bridges, or metal work, it will preserve it for lyears
against rust. Great care should be taken tliat all Tust "be elim-

- .'inated blefoEe- applying the Durable Metal Coating. -
-

'

The Rolierts Saf^ Water Tube Boiler Co,, M. Cortlahdt street,

, New York,' one of the first continuous advertisers in tfie~FoKEST
AKD^ Steeam, now inform us that they bsv* nearly IjSW ot ^Mx
tiiilers ia-^Si? et ttit-pxtaaiMatfe.-- —



FOREST And StRE^AM,

J
Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc

J j Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc. T

SUPREMACY § G RAND
AMERICAN
HANDICAP

SMITH GUNS
won all three prizes

at Grand American
H a n d i c a Kansas
City, J902; proving
their superiority.

Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
Fulton. N. Y.

a ON YOUR FALL HUNTING TRIP

Use Shells Loaded with the

Always Safe and Reliable

DUPONT SMOKELESS
And Bring Home the Game.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
s°S ^ Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

S52.00.
Our "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand lor a Lefever gun at a medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barre s are Duri-Nitro Stetl (black), built only for us for
use m this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and du' ability; heavy at the breecn
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-irich barrels. 12-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate Associatioi
rules tor targe\ and live Dird shooting, and for shooting under the Sergeant system. The cove
bears the title ' Mj T ap Scores," and the pages, m number and form, are arranged to mak
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a recor«
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load usee
events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for as targets. Bound in leather Price 50c. postpair.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

^Whea witting say you saw the ad« in the -"Forest and StxcaaaJ**

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an al

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, Ja., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

SEND FOR
OATALOOUE. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

Now York Salosroom, 32 Warron St.

AX
NEW-TR0I5DOIJP

QUICK- RELiABLt.

• SHOTGUN POWDtn
CLEANAND UNIFORM. NOTAFFEaEDBYANYCllMATE
WHEN OROtRINO HAND tiJSf tr < l r

SPEanrHEW-TROlSDORF.*^ sow/wamst.a/.y.
'

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

If you wish the best results shooting

DUCKS or in the FIELD, use

Shells Loaded with

NEW GREEN WALSRODE.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 & 304 Broadway, New York.

IN PHILADELPHIA.
GIMBLE BROS.,
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER,
E. K. TYRON, JR., & CO.,

JOHN WANAMAKER,
J. B. SHANNON,
MALCOM A. SHIPLEY.

IN KANSAS CITY, MO.
J. F. SCHMELZER & SON ARMS CO.

IN NEWARK, N. J.

E. G. KOENIG.

IN BOSTON, MASS.
LITTLE. BROWN & CO.
WM. READ & SONS.

forest and Stream

Bookcase

filled with the ''Forest and

Stream Books on Outdoor

Sports, will be found in the fol-

lowing places, where the books

may be seen and purchased:

IN NEW YORK.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
H. C. SQUIRES & SON,
T. J. CONROY,
R. H. MACY & CO.,

SIEGET COOPER CO.,

JOHN WANAMAKER.

IN NEW HAVEN, CONN.
E. P. JUDD CO.,

BASSETT & REEVES.

IN SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
HARRY L. HAWES,
HENRY R. JOHNSON.

CANOE HANDLING
Prici |z.oo«

Bv C. B. Vaux ("Dot.")

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.



Forest and STnEAM.

OUR NEW DOG SKIN i

HUNTING COAT.
Made cf finest quality blick leather, full length, extra re-enforced,

shield front to fit close around neck, extra high cloth-lined collar w th

strap, adjustable sleeves with strap and buckle at wrist. Fancy white

stitched with rich plaid lining and double breasted.

Price, $10.00.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Streetp BOSTON, Mass.

THE FRANCOTTE and KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

i tic Francotte and Knockabout guns are unexcelled as regards to model, strength,

roupled with light weight, sh joting and wearing qualities, fit and finish.

Fi'ancotte Gxxns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. Prices from
|8j to $-150.00.

Franeotte Ladies' Guns, 16, 20 and 28 gauges, from $80.00 to $350.00.

Knockabout Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. One
quality only Price, $60.00.

Knockabout Ladies' Guns, 16 and 20 gauges. Price, $60.00.

Mauser Celebrat ed Spoi'ting Rifles, 7mm. and 8mm. Prices, $45.00 to $50.00.

Mauser Automatic Pistols and Carbines. Prices, $32.65 to $25.00.

We are the United States Sole Agents for above. For particulars address your dealer or

apply to us direct.

VON LENQERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York.

Will show the most modern and up to date "Racine" Gasoline Launches, Auxiliaries. Motors,

and Baling Crafts at the Sportsman's Show, Madison Square Garden. February 21-28, 1903.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for ihe most part unseen, live their Ir/es all about us in

Field, Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given most entertaii ingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own
specimens and fiom life. lamo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45

postpaid,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 346 Broadway N V

GUN REPAIRING
BY FIRST-CLASS GUNSMITHS.

We have in our gun making and repair department first-class gunsmiths

for renovating, repaiiing, rebrowning, boring and restocking fine guns.

NOW IS THE TIME TO REPAIR BEFORE
THE GUN SEASON BEGINS.

Send 3 stamps for Gun Cata'ogue of fine guns. Also second-hand guns
taken in trade. Some high-grade bargains.

WM. READ & SONS
ESTABLISHED 1826. 107 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

THE "REGENT."
A WONDERFUL NEW ENGLISH HAMMERLESS.

Price, $65.00 net, worth double.

The cut does not do justice to the gun, but we can guarantee them to be

made by the best gunmaker in England and bored on the same principle that

has won woild wide honors for English guns.

The barrels are best Siemans Martin steel, and the shooting is unexcelled.

The stocks are selected English walnut, latest model Anson and Deeley action,

top automatic safety, nicely engraved, and finish and workmanship throughout

up to the best English standard.

English guns have long been the standard of the world, and this new
product ill mark a new era in pi ice as well as quality.

We have rever before beeti able to offer so fine and good a gun for so

little morey. They can be supplied in weights from 6^ lbs. to 8 lbs., in 12

bores, and from full choke to true cylinder.

We carry a large line of guns and rifles from $6.00 to $600.00, and are

sole U. S. Agents for the celebrated W. W. Greener.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON.
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

GANOE and BOAT BUILD
A complete manual for Amateurs. CoBtaining plain and comprehensive directions for the constraction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stbphkns. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 ps^es, nnmeroos illustrations, and fifty plates hi envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

A NEW RECORD.

61 STRAIGHT
from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902

Mr. Crosby used 3^ drams

" E. C." No. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

erksi Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offiees; SIS Broadway, New York.

Log Cabins
and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish T»em. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,



SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK CATALOGUE.
VOL. UX.-NO. 25. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1902.

Copyright 1902, by Forest and -Stream Publishing Co Entered at New York Post OfEce as Second Class Matter.

Terms, postpaid, $4

Great Britain , Ss. f

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

S6e UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
313 "Broadway, New York. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

WINCHESTER

CARTRIDGES

SHOOT WHERE

YOU HOLD
WINCHESTER
GREASELESS BULLET SMOKELESS POWDER CARTRIDGES.

T
HE severest kind of a test of the accuracy, cleanliness and general desirability of Winchester .22 Caliber Smokeless
Powder cartridges loaded with Winchester Greaseless Bullets was made recently in San Antonio, Texas, by Adolph
Toepperwein. Mr. Toepperwein, who held the World's Record for shooting flying targets with a rifle, having made a
score of 979 hits out of 1,000 shots, undertook to better this record. He succeeded, making the remarkable score of 986
hits out of 1,000 shots, the targets being 2 1-2 inch clay discs thrown into the air by an assistant. Mr. Topperwein attri-

butes his success inimproving his previous record to the fact that the new Winchester Greaseless Bullet cartridges are so much
cleaner than the lubricated bullet cartridges, which he used before. He says : "I am constantly using .22 caliber cartridges of
Winchester make loaded with smokeless powder and the new Winchester Greaseless Bullet, and it is my belief that it is the best
small caliber ammunition on the market. Its accuracy cannot be beat and I find the penetration equal to black powder loads
and, if anything, greater, due probably to the hardness of the bullet. The ammunition works magnificently in any repeating
rifle, and there is nothing to stick and gum the action. While shooting for the record last week, I shot in all r,ioo shots. During
all this shooting, I did not clean the two rifles I used, nor did I find it necessary to cool them, although I shot quite rapidly. The
barrels attheendof the 1,100 shots were as clean as though I had fired only 10 or 15 times. I am glad that you are pleased with
my shooting, but; it was only the result of using the best ammunition I assure you.

"

.22 SHORT. .22 LONG AND .22 WINCHESTER RIM FIRE.



ii FORESt .AND * StftfiAM..

Steam Latinch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders, etc

THE ROBERTS SAFETY liONOH and YACHT BOILER.
Nearly 1600 in use. 250 pounds of steam. Handsome catalogue free.

WORKa : RED BANK, N. J.

rpTTV XtfVTrp-a'rui lawv^-v \xr&TT<-t» rnTT-D-ci n^nr-r-r.-r.
„Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Telephone address: 599 Cortlandt.THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOIUSR CO., 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Designs, or we can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

Send for our

No. 4
Booklet and
Price-List.

Handsome

Mullins^' Galvanized Steel

INDIAN CANOE
ECTIO N AL.
Saves Freight. Con-
.venient for Storing
and Handling. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
^6 Depot St,Salein.Obia

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duck
hunting and for pleasure, shipped to any part of the
world. Nohe but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KiLPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Buitt only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. I.

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skiffs, Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
Hulls and Life Boats are constructed different from

any line of boats on the market; are stronger; easy
handled. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, III. BoxB.
Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. I

Builder of the South Bay "Scooters."
articulars.

Write for

Yacht and Boat Sailing,

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $I2.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains
a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates,

exceeding ipo, besides more than 350 woodcuts in thfl
text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht," "Examination oi
the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," ''Equipment of the
Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,*' "The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing-
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats,
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for
Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mersey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the ISTorfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisere," "Types of Sailing Vessels," etc.

FOREST AND STREAM FOBLISHING CO.

CANOE CRUISING AND CAMPING.

!By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to
start away from the city and for a short time to
make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful
and economical method of passing away leisure
hours, has written briefly but attractively of
canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in
general of cruising, camping and all that pertains
to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-
perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
side of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it is a
part, <^

fOKlST AND STMAM PUB. €0.m Braaiwsj. Meir Ycrk

When writing say that you caw
ilM M. ia til* '*F9rMt awl Stream,"

HOLLOW-SPARS
(SPRUCE).

EXTREME LIGHTNESS COMBINED WITH GREAT STRENGTH. SctC'lpio^d
by us enables us to produce a Hollow Mast, equally strong and reiiaele, and yet stiffer than one

of the same dimensions of solid spruce, yet the former will be anywhere from thirty-five to

seventy-fivefer cent, {depending upon tlie thickness of shell), lighter than the solid."

" The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co., Ogdensburg, W, Y.
J. G. FRASER,

Manager.

LAUNCHES
Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gi\'es the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

BACINE BOAT JUNTJFACTCBDiG CO.,

Box 25, Racine, Wis.

Tor tbe $port$Mn'$ mall

FOREST AND STREAM offers to sportsmen a number of beautiful

pictures, suitable for framing and hanging on the wall of dining room or den.

Of these, four appeal especially to the big-game hunter, and show [four

characteristic species of North American animals. They are artotype engrav-

ings by Bierstadt from original paintings t)y the celebrated animal painter,

Carl Rungius,

Moose—Single figure. Plate 12 x 19 on plate paper 22 x 28.

JBlk—Several figures Plate 12 x 19 on plate paper 22 x 28.

Antelope—Several figures. Plate 9 x 14 on plate paper 19 x 21.

Mule Deer—Two figures. Plate 12 x ig on plate paper 22 x 28.

Two other artotype engravings by Bierstadt, from original paintings by

Edmund Osthaus have a vivid interest for the upland shooters. These are

Close Quarters—Ripsey, the pointer, on point. I late 12 x 19 on plate paper 22 x 28.

Quail Shooting in Mississippi—Plate 12 x 19 on plate paper 22 x 28.

The price of each of the above is $3.00, mailed safely in a pasteboard tube.

Two will be sent for $5.00.

The duck shooter will be interested in a series of colored photographs

which we now offer for the first time. These are

The Ooose Shooter—Two photographs showing the gunner in his blind surrounded

by decoys.

Making a Double—Shooting at a pair of mallards.

Waiting for the Evening Plight—Sitting in his blind as the sun falls low toward
the west; distant birds beginning to move.

Canada Goose—Large figures of a goose standing on a bar.

No Rubber Boots—The gunner wading out in shoal water to recover his birds.

The Duck Hunters—The gunner in the bow of a gunning float being paddled by
his companion up to ducks on the water.

Each of these prints is 6 x 8 inches in size, mounted on a card 11 x 14,

and all are beautifully and naturally colored by hand. Price $2.00 each".

FOREST AND STREAH WATER COLORS.

Artistic and beautiful reproductions of original water colors, painted

expressly for the purpose. The subjects are:

Jacksnlpe Coming In. He's Got Them (Quail Shooting).

Bass Fishing at Block Island. Vigilant and Valkyrie.

Plates 14 x 19, printed in twelve colors, Trice per set, $2.00,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
346 Broadway, New York.

For Anglers and^Big Game Hunters.

A Big Ganie and Fisit Map of New Bronswick.

We have just had prepared by the official draftsman of New Brunswick

a map of that province, giving the localities where big game—^moose and

caribou—are most abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are found

and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.

The resources of New Brunswick in the way of game and fish are only

just beginning to be appreciated, and we are glad to offer to Forest and
Stream readers the first authentic information as to localities where sports may
be had. The map is printed in colors, on a tough paper, and is enclosed in a

stout manila envelope for protection in carrying. Price $1.

^ FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING_CO., NEW_YORK.i

I
Yachting Goods. \

Yacht Pump Water Closet.

Fig. 66.

Pump with upright lever and bowl a solid piece
of earthenware, with seat attached. No joiner
work required around closet, and no opportunity
for the accumulation of dirt.

ALFRED B. SANDS A, SON,
Yaeht Plumbers,

134 Beekman St., - - Naw Yerk.

LOOK THROUQH
THE YACHT

REGISTERS
and we think that you
will agree with us in

saying the

ALMY
BOILER
is the

FAVORITE BOILER

with Yachtsmen.

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.
Providence, R.I.

DAN KIDNEY & SON, WEST DE PERE, WIS,

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats,
Send for Catalogue.

AMERICAN SPORTSMAN'S

LIBRARY.

The Deer Family.
By the Hon. THEODORE ROOSEVELT, T. S

VAN DYKE, and H. G, STONE. Illustrated

by Carl Rungius.

Upland Game Birds.
By EDWYN SANDYS. Illustrated by Louis

Agassiz Fuertes, a. B. Frost, and J. O.
Nugent.

Salmon and Trout.
By DEAN SAGE and WILLIAM C. HARRIS,

Illustrated by A. B, Frost and others.

Each volume, postpaid, $2.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO.

alert;
4,

This spirited engraving of the noblest game
animal of Eastern North America was drawn for

the Forest anu Stream by Carl Rungius, and
has been reproduced as an artotj^pe by E. Bier-

stadt in the full size of the original drawing.
The plate is 1214 x 19 inches, on paper 22 x 28
inches. It is the most faithful and effective pic-

ture of the moose we have ever seen and makes
a magnificent adornment when framed for hang-
ing on the wall. Price (mailed in a tube, post-

paid), $3.00.^ FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO..
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Through the beneficence of Providence these magnificent moun-
tains, having fOrty-six peaks and forty-one miles of ridges exceed-

ing six thousand feet in lieight, and two hundred and eighty-eight

other peaks and tliree liundred miles of ridges of over five thou-

sand feet, "the greatest masses of mountains east of the Rockies,"

and "the higliest mountains covered witli liardwood in America,"

have been provided as an unfailing source for tlie rivers of six

great States.

Wliat a wonderful provision! First the bountiful, even wonder-

ful rainfall; then these splendid forests to preserve and store it

for the use of man! But the work of man is fast destroying the

handiwork of God. Let us at once see to it that this shall stop,

and that what was intended for the benefit of toiling millions

shall not be perverted to their ruin.—Speech of Hon. William

Elliott, of South Carolina in the House of Representatives, on the

Appalachian Forest Reserve.

FOR CHRISTMAS WEEK READING.

The next issue of the Forest and Stream will be

the Christmas Number, and will contribute its share

to the enjoyment of Christmas week by providing a

rich fund of entertaining reading.

Mrs. Llewella Pierce Churchill has written for this

number a story of "The Rainy Chase of the Robber

Crab," a bit of experience which has all the novelty

and charm of her other Samoan sketches.

Francis Moonan will contribute a story of Rocky

Mountain adventure, "The Wolf at the Door," in

which the wolf plays a part quite different from that

of the conventional creature whose presence at the

door is expressive of the never ending struggle for

bread.

"The Passing of the Sledge-Dog," by H. M. Robin-

son, describes the new conditions in the North under

which the sledge dog, once the common transporta-

tion agency, has disappeared.

Alma will tell in "Stubble Rhymes" and picture a

story of quail shooting in Michigan.

Yo will record the winning of a goat head by a

novice amid the peaks and crags of the St. Mary's

River country in the Rocky Mountains.

Charles L. Jordan will chronicle the extreme difti-

culties and some marvelous achievements of photo-

graphing the wild turkey in its native haunts.

Dr. Geo. McAleer will relate an amusnig incident

of simple and ingenuous backwoods life in Canada.

Coahoma will give some further notes drawn from

his close study of rattlesnakes and squirrels.

The Old Angler will continue the "Reminiscences

of an Octogenarian," papers which Charles Hallock

in another colunjn to-da3' characterizes as graphically

imparting to the reader the realism of salmon fishing.

And to give further representation of the "Old

Guard," Von W. will have a poem, "When the Long

Shadows Fall," which, if it shall not be understood of

the younger readers, will surely appeal to him who,

looking back, reckons the tally of many a Christmas

week long, long gone by.

PLACE NAMES.
One of the first' things to be done when a new

country is entered by man is to name its various geo-
graphical features. Hills and mountains, rivers and
brooks, buttes and divides, springs and swamps, must
receive names by which they shall be generally known,
in order that the business, of the new occupants of the

territory may be carried on. As towns and villages

spring up, and as roads are established, these, too, are

named. Later, often much later, the surveyor and the

topographer pass through the country, establish the
location of its various natural features, and finally

these features and others which depend on its occu-
pancy by civilized man are transferred to maps and
charts.

The note found elsewhere from the pen of our cor-
respondent Juvenal calls attention to the unhappy meth-
ods used by Americans in naming places and ^

natural features. It would seem as if some early

surveyor jfi );he Mphawk yalley, in New York State,

had taken a classical dictionary and had at random
named the various villages and towns after the best^

known names in classical history. Utica, Attica, Syra-

cuse, Ithaca, Marathon and Rome are examples of the

devotion to the classics of this early surveyor, who may
be responsible also for such names as Marcellus,

Cicero, Manlius and others. The French blood of long

ago is seen in such names as Massillon, Marseilles and

Vincennes, a little further to the West.

The early settlers of this country seem to have suf-

fered from a sort of anaemia of the imagination, or,

perhaps, it would be truer to say that they had no

imagination to be anaemic.

West of the Missouri River we find names often

given by people who were also without imagination,

but who applied to the natural features of the coun-

try names that were either descriptive or historical.

For creeks such names as beaver, elk, deer, muddy,

v/illow and box elder, are scattered over the whole

western country, duplicated, we dare not say how
many times. But if they are commonplace and mean
little, it seems better that a stream should be called

Muddy Creek or White River, rather than Tiber River

or Pactolus Creek.

In the matter of naming the streams along which

they lived and which they had to cross, the Indians

showed what will appear to many persons much bet-

ter taste than has been displayed by the white man.

Usually their names are historical and have a distinct

meaning, the story of which still lives in the tribe. A
certain stream in Montana, which we call Armell's

Creek, is called by the Indians, "It Fell on Them,"

because once, when women were digging out from un-

der its high bank the red earth which they used as

paint, the bank caved in and the falling earth crushed

a number of people. Another Montana stream, at

which a bear, rushing out of the bushes, seized an In-

dian and tore him to pieces, the Blackfeet call "Where

We Were Bitten." So there are Punished Woman's
Fork, Crazy Woman's Fork, Antelope Pit River, Paw-

nee Buttes and the Hill of the Pile of Bones and many

others, all of them based on events whiclT are still

remembered.

Such names have character and meaning, and where

possible should be retained. They compare favorably

with the names applied to some of the old towns in

New York, or with some given recently—but which,

happily, will not stand—to certain peaks in the Rocky
Mountains, as Mt. Olympus, the Matterhorn!

In our cities, which so often are governed by bodies

of men whose education is very slight, whose interests

are largely confined to politics, and who are likewise

destitute of imagination, we may expect to find names

such as Edgecomb Boulevard, Pinehurst Avenue and^

BIythebourne Terrace. These things are past remedy.

It is hopeless to attempt to raise the average city

dweller above the level of his own commonplaceness.

Yet while, in place names in America, we have a

vast number that are quite hopelessly bad from any

point of view, we should be grateful for the large

number that are not in that category, and which really

represent something. Indian names are many, and

all of them good; old Dutch or French or English

names—those of the discoverers or early settlers of any

region—may fittingly be used to perpetuate the mem-
ory of persons who came first into the country. But
names that are high-sounding, yet without meaning,

are an abomination, and should not be used.

The good old names that we have are yet in danger
of being changed for others that are fanciful and mean-
ingless, and many people who appear to believe them- •

selves better than their forebears believe also that these

old names are not good enough for them. It may
have been a New York City Council which altered the

name Tubby Hook to Inwood; and it was probably a

village council which altered the name of the village

of Schraalenburgh, descriptive and euphonious as it

is, to the name of a living bank president!

The place names in old Canada, given chiefly by the

French, are musical and pleasant sounding to the An-
glo-Saxon ear—Rimouski, Trois Rivieres, Trois Pis-

toles, St. Jean de Matha, Notre Dame des Anges,
Temiscamingue. Many of them are of Indian origin,

and of those which are French, the majority are the

names of saints or are in some way descriptive.

The account given elsewhere by Mr. E. A. Rich-

ard of the working of the new Newfoundland cari-

bou law is very interesting. Whatever we may think

of non-resident licenses, either betweeii different coun-

tries or different States, it seems clear enough from
Mr. Richard's statement that the increase of the New-
foundland license fee for the killing of bull caribou

from $50 to $100, has had its effect in protecting the

caribou. The extraordinary reduction in the number
of American sportsmen visiting Newfoundland for

caribou was due primarily to the exaction of a tax so

high that it was regarded as an imposition. A fee of

$100 is practically prohibitive, as the event has proved.

Other influences, too, have operated to reduce the

number of visitors. In sport, as in other things,

fashions prevail. A dozen years ago very few Ameri-
cans had ever been to Newfoundland for the purpose

of hunting caribou, but half a dozen years ago it

seemed as if every big-game hunter one met was ask-

ing questions about Newfoundland, how to get there,

and what the prospects were when this land should

be reached. For two or three years after that there

was a great slaughter of caribou, and many men who
believed themselves sportsmen, in pure wantonness
shot down the beasts, as they attempted to cross the

streams or later the railroad embankment. Against

such methods there was before long a natural reaction,

and American sportsmen of the better class were not

slow in expressing their views on such butchery. It

became apparent that to kill caribou in such a way
required no skill, and was not sport, and men ceased

to care for it.

The action of the authorities in setting aside an area

of country fifteen miles long by ten miles wide, in

which no caribou should be killed, was wise and far

seeing, but this law has had a deterrent influence upon
visiting sportsmen, for it requires the hunter to go
further and work harder for his game.

Tourists in the Yellowstone National Park have been
plagued by the nuisance of the clouds of dust, stifling

and blinding, which have made travel on the Park
roads a pilgrim's penance rather than a pleasure ex-

cursion. Government engineers in charge of the

roads have put in operation a water sprinkling system

which has accomplished so much in making the roads

agreeable that it will be continued permanently. Not
only has the comfort of tourists been promoted, but

the roads have been subject to less deterioration than in

other years. It has been proposed to apply to the Yel-

lowstone Park roads the system of oil sprinkling, which

has been such a notable success in California.

The time for discussing the expediency of setting

apart the Southern Appalachian Forest Reserve has

gone by. The wisdom and necessity of the istep have

been demonstrated. The country is convinced, and

demands the park. Boards of trade, manufacturers'

associations, town and city authorities, and State Leg-

islatures have spoken for it. Nothing remains but for

Congress to act. The action may well be prompt, be-

cause the measure is no longer debatable. It has

been debated. Give us the reservation.

; *t
_A novel movement in Colorado is the organization

of a secret society for the protection of game.

Game Commissioner Harris is at the head of it. The
membership is to be made up of influential business

men and other substantial citizens; each member will

be expected to give to the commissioner information

of any game law violation he may have knowledge of,

and in every case the identity of the informer is to be

kept a profound secret, even from his fellow mem-
bers, thus to secure immunity from any revenge of

prosecuted individuals.

Three carloads of elk from the October Mountain
preserves of William C. Whitney, "in the Berkshires,

have been liberated in the Adirondacks. One lot was
put out at the foot of Raquette Lake, and the other

two were distributed near Long Lake, West Station.

There must now be in the Adirondacks sufficient par-

ent stock to insure a permanent elk supply if the

newcomers can be shielded from the bullets pf

ttiQuglit-it-w?is-a-deer sliooter??^
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An Indian Scare.
In the spring of 1867 our cavalry troop was sent

on a scout from Camp Verde, Texas. We were to
scout for a month in Edwards County, southw^est of

Verde, hunt deer and Indians, and look at the country.
We found plenty of deer, they and the wild cattle had

this country all to themselves then. I never was able
to find but one settler in the whole county, and he
seemed to be here only because he w^ould not be al-

lowed to live anywhere else. As this was in Texas, it

will be remembered, he must have been a hard citizen.

The deer covered the country everj'where, and they
were far easier to approach than were the wild cattle;

in fact, we could not get within shooting distance of

wild cattle at all, while we were on horseback, had we
wanted them, but we did not;' venison was good
enough for us just then.
We saw no Indians, but found plentjr of places where

they had been less than a hundred j^ears ago, and I

have no doubt that these Indians saw^ us more than
once, but if th^y did, they sent no one to tell us of it.

We had marched west all one day without finding a
drop of water since leaving camp early that morning,
and I had about made up my mind from the appear-
ance of the country' ahe^d of us that we would either

have to make a dry camp, or what was more likely,

would have to counter march back to where we had
come from and put in all night in doing it. when we
came to a small lake or pond; it is called a w-ater hole
here. In the wet season this pond would be quite a

quarter of a mile across either way, but just now all

the water in it was right in the middle of it, it being a
hole ten yards across that was fed by a spring on the

bottom, most likely; the water was very good, any-
how.
The part of this pond that was dry now had a heavy

crop of grass, a kind of a reed, rather, I would call it

sedge grass. It grew so thick here that we had to

cut and break it down to make a path to the -water,

then had to carry out water in camp kettles for our
horses and mules. We camped on a hill nearly a

quarter of a mile awaj' from the water on account of

the grass, the grass in this low bottom being too
coarse and rank and not fit for horses.

Tlie men carried up water for supper and breakfast

before dark, but the cook had on hand a job of

cooking venison, and shortly after dark concluded that

he must have more water, and sent a man who had
only been with us a short time, after it.

We had a number of these recruits with us, and the

old hands had stuffed them Avith hair-raising stories

of Indians, Nine out of every ten of these men who
were giving the "rookies," as the reciaiits were called,

this authentic information about hostile Indians, had
never seen one themselves; we had only been on the

frontier a few months then, and had not "met up" with

many Indians j'et. I had met my first ones when a

boy 12 j'ears ago, and had probably forgotten rnore

about Indians then than these fellows were ever likely

to know. But I listened to them stuffing the rookies

and said nothing. I would get about all I needed of

these recruits when sent to drill them.
Most of these new men had got so much Indian m-

formation now that they were able to see an Indian

behind every bush after night; they were, most of

them, from our large cities at the North, and this

country out here after night was likely to frighten

them.

The man had been gone after that water half an hour,

when I heard a sentry that was on post at the foot

of the hill call out his "Who comes there?" then re-

peat it; and in half a minute after doing so fire. A few
moments after he had fired, this man, who had been
sent after the water, came up the hill at what our offi-

cers designate when drilling us mounters, as a "S-l-o-w

gallop." They were in the habit of drawing out the

slow still slower to convince us probably that they

did not mean a fast gallop.

This sentry, who had done the firing, happened
also to be a recruit; it was lucky for the water carrier

that he was; but an old hand would probably not have

fired at all; he would have guessed who came there, the

water carrier had. passed out at this post.

I was acting quartermaster-sergeant here, our regu-

lar quartermaster-sergeant being at the post sick. I

saw this man come rushing in minus the camp kettle;

he had dropped it on the \MS.y, he had not been a sol-

dier long but knew that when making a forced march
to the rear the less baggage you carry the faster you
can get there. Even an Indian knows that, and when
we got after them they would always leave a string of

old saddles, packs and buffalo robes to help us keep
their trail.

'What is wrong now. Brown Second?"
We had three mem.bers of the Brown family in the

troop, and a man here never heard his first name ex-

cept when the muster roll was called. There were
Brown First, Second and Third. I had Browm Sec-

ond before me now. He was from Philadelphia, and
had never been ten miles from it before.

"Indians! Corporal. Oh, that place is full of them!

They almost got me."
"Indians be Where did you leave that camp

kettle?"
He had left it down there at the water.

"Do you suppose that we have so many camp kettles

that we want to issue them to Indians? What did

your Indians look like?"

He had not stopped to see; he was just going to dip

up the water when 'he heard the most awful noise all

over the country; I would have been scared myself

if I had been there, and so he ran and left the camp
kettle there.

"Why did you not stop and shoot a few Indians?

Is not that what the Government pays us for? What
do you suppose they gave you that pistol for?"

He could not see any to shoot,

Picking up my carbine I said:

"I'll go Avjth you and shoot about all the Iii^ians \ye

meet; we won't meet over a dozen down there."
Had not he better get his carbine?
"No; you get the wafer; I'll attend to the Indians."
I knew that no Indians were likely to fool around

that water hole while this troop was in sight of it up
on this hill, and I thought I knew what had scared
him. \

When we were within a mile of this water to-day I

had seen an animal put out across the prairie as
though he was going somewhere and was in a great
hurry to get there. I should have liked to follow- him
to see that he met with no mishap, but we were riding
in column and I could not leave wititout permission; I

would have been given it had I asked for it.

This fellow travels under the name of the Mexican
lion down here; he is sometimes only the catamount;
it depends a great deal on where the man, who is nam-
ing him comes from. I knew him as the wild cat.

He is not half so dangerous as he thinks he is; I had
a greyhound a few j'-ears after this that could kill him
as fast as I could club him down out of a tree to
where the dog could get him; he got me one out of
the Concho River.
We started now, and as I passed our sentry, I told

him not to be so extremely ready to fire after this;

the moon was up now, and he could see who came
there if wt failed to tell him. I would answer him the
moment he challenged though, the regulations told me
to do so; and I was supposed to set an example; but
a man half scared to death by "Indians" might not
hear him. Brown did not.

We kept on down to the water without seeing any
Indians. There were no trees down here, and I did
not expect to find that cat here. He might have been
in here after water, and if he had scared Brown he
had no doubt been as fully scared himself, and had
left long ago.
The camp kettle and tin cup lay here where Brown

had left them; the Indians had not .got them.
"You are lucky. Brown," I told him, "when you

come to sign the next pay roll you won't find 'due to

the United States one -camp kettle.' You barely
escaped having to pay for this one. Those Indians
must be long on camp kettles, they did not want
yours. It is the first time I ever met Indians who did

not want the earth."
Brown took up his tin cup now to get the water,

and the moment he struck the water with it we were
saluted with a noise that cannot be better described
than as being like the noise a boy makes by raking
a stick quickly along a paling fence. The noise came
out of the Avater. Brown got up and began to shake,

but did not run aAvay this time, and the noise stopped
as soon as he took the cup out of the Avater.

Handing him my gun I took the cup and hit the
Avater, and the racket began again.

"Keep a good lookout for those Indians, BroAvn,
and I'll fill your kettle for you." I kncAV now Avhat

was making this noise. I filled the kettle Avhile the
noise continued, then, A\rhen I quit, it stopped.
"Now, do you knoAV what made that noise?" I

asked.
No, he did not.

"Frogs, BroAvn, just plain erery.day frogs. That
hole must be full of them. This water is still here and
Avhen you touch it they knoAv it, and make that noise.

We Avon't see any Indians to-night."

We started noAV, carrying the camp kettle between us,

and after going on a while Brown asks, "Will you do
me a favor. Corporal?"

"Yes, if I can. What is it?"

"Please don't say anything about this up in camp."
"I AA'on't. If the men ask you about it tell them

that the cat Ave saAV to-day made that noise and that

I could not get a shot at it down there, it w^as too
dark."
Had this story got out in the tfoop Brown would

have been favored about tAventy times a day for a

Aveek, or until the joke had been Avorn threadbare,

with more or less accurate imitations of a frog croak-

ing. Cabia Blanco.
Erie, Pa.

In the Shastas.

Shasta Mountains, Cal., November, 1902.^—Deer have
been notably scarce in my domain. I had climbed the

Sleep broAvn sides of the mountains to various altitudes,

clambered through the cafions and ravines, cooned it over

rock}' promontories, bushAvliacked in the dense thickets',

and tobogganed ( ?) upon the glassj'- pine needles of the

slopes until my hunting boots Avere Avrecked, my wearing
apparel threadbare in its more conspicuous parts.

The summer had been an unusually dry one (Avhich

means much in the sierra of northern California), and
the warm rocky slopes Avere sunbaked, hard, hansh and
crumbling under foot. Moreover, the gophers, squirrels

and other small miners seemed to haA'e been exception-

ally industrious in making the broken surface of terra

firnia rather iniirma. Under such conditions the science

of deer stalking is additionally complex and laborious.

The fcAv and scattered deer in the more accessible haunts,

very high up the most broken ridges, Avere apparently

content to keep themseh-es Avithin narroAV bounds, and the

noisy nature of the dry leaves, undergroAVth and crum-
bling ground made it nearly impossible to approach near
enough to get a glimpse of them.

The open season had nearly come to a close, Avithout

a drop of rain, and in the last days of October the
weather had not changed conditions so as to amend them
to any appreciable extent. When the first rains began
to fall the}' proved so Avarm and moderate they had no
evident effect upon ^the movements of game.

I made a dozen or more excursions Avith my amiable
dog, Shep, and my meat gun, Avith the result of but a

glimpse of two or three alloAvable deer. Shep considered
larger game out of the question and dcA'Oted himself to

small matters. We picked up a number of squirrels, two
foxes and a large lynx, in our trips with the rifle, Avithout

my getting a shot or Shep getting a ki-yi-yi-yow at a

deer. Then we ignored the sublime and fell to sniping

an occasional mountain quail from near thickets witli

shotgun,

Finally a heaA-y, soaking rain, lasting for over a week
came, clearing the atmosphere by putting out forest fires,

freshened vegetation, and particularly benefitting things
by soaking and softening the soil and forest litter of the
mountains. Then we made two or three other efforts
1(1 find deer, with no satisfaction other than to find a bed
or two, high up on the ridges, Avhich showed that the
deer were not shifting, A kind of shrub-oak, Avhich is

little more than a bush, groAving in the higher altitudes
in this region, Avere Avell loaded Avith acorns, but the
deer were not feeding upon them. Both my dog Shep
and T had about concluded that most of the deer had
been exterminated or had migrated to parts unfamiliar
and remote.

A Buck is Nominated.

The long-continued rain Avas yet rattling upon the roof,
dripping from the pines, firs, black-oaks, maples and
dogwoods, and all the underbrush Avas bending under the
Aveight of water held in the cups of the foliage. Bowlder
Creek Avas a roaring torrent and the ravines tributary
were humming low or loudly according to the area of the
territory they drained. About ten o'clock the rain clouds
l.iroke away somewhat, and instead of a constant doAvn-
pour, the rain fell at intervals in heavy shoAvers. In this
particular region the sky is notably friA'olous—Avhen it

rains. It can clear and cloud, quit and resume, shine
and shower more times within a few hours, or rain
longer and steadier and bigger drops than it doth any-
where from whence I have intelligence, either by private
correspondence, leased Avire or associated press dis-
patches.

And so, about ten o'clock, Avhen the clouds scattered
somcAvhat, in a sort of a bogus way, Shep and I Avent
aiound a ridge to the north. We found the trees and
bushes dripping Avith Avater, and Ave Avere both soon Avet
about the legs. Then, at the time Avhen Ave were in the
midst of some of the steepest and most difficult ground,
and in the thickest brush, the Aveather resumed active
precipitation, so we made tracks for the house, Avhere we
arrived Avith as much moisture in our immediate posses-
sion as Ave could have collected by special endeavor.

- When Ave had safely reached shelter, the rain ceased
abruptly, and the sky became jarringly blue and dis-
tressingly serene.

And, dripping profusejy, with an apologetic kind of an
_ adA'ance, I approached the kitchen stove, drcAV up a chair,
and proceeded to explain to my Avife that deer hunting
is sometimes difficult and damp. It occurs to me at this
juncture, that, in writing my adventures, I have not here-
tofore advised you that I am married. This is, however,
a fact—a fact so Avell known to me that I have, perhaps,
presumed in thinking it a matter of general import and
intelligence. It is another story.

As I Avas saying, I was explaining, preparatory to ob-
taining some dry clothes, when Shep barked outside and
from the windoAV Jim could be seen coming in from the
woods. He had his rifle, and I noted Avith some regret
tliat he Avas not as wet as I was. SomehoAV he had
found some sort of a shelter—probably in some holIoAV
tree.

"Well," said I, "have you been out in it, too ?"

'Yes," he said.

"See anything?"
"Saw a buck," said he, "up above the thimbleberry

p;itch between the forks of Bowlder." After a pause he
added: "Had a fair shot at him at fifty yards, and
tracked him a couple of hundred yards. Lost him."
"No use hunting Avith that gun," said I, "it was worn

out twenty years ago. Couldn't hit your hat with it, and
hold your hat yourself; it

"

"Well," said Jim, "he was a four or fiA'e pointer,
standing under a tree eating acorns. Shot at his neck.
If I had shot at his face I Avould have got him. He
Avas fat. FolloAved him to a rocky point. He Avas gone,
but I couldn't find his tracks out of there."
"Ought to be able to track a big deer on a muddy hill.

Ought to haA'e a dog. Might borroAv a gun that
"

"Ground too rocky," said Jim; "too much brush-
steep hill. I can kill quail with this gun—killed one the
other day, shot its head off. I hit the deer in the neck "

"Well," I observed, "he ran away. Did you knock
him down?"
"No. He didn't fall. Ran off a hundred yards, seemed

dizzy and stopped a moment behind a tree from me."
"Run up hill, or down?"
"Kept around the hill toward the creek. When he got

to the rocky point he Avas out of sight and I lost track.
He Avent up hill part of the way—kept a sort of a trail."

"NcA'er touched him. He wouldn't got up hill. He
Avouldn't folloAV any trail if he Avas hurt. Did you find
any blood ?"

_

"There was a little Avhere he was standing Avhen I shot.
Couldn't find any more. Must have hit him in the neck
too far back."
"Do you Avant to go back with the dog?"
"Well," said Jim, "I never got a deer y->t by going

back. Don't think iShep would track him. If I had had
Jack I Avould have got him."

I thought it over a minute. We were both wet—^we
Avouldn't get much wetter, though it was evidently going
to shower. It Avas one o'clock. It is at least two miles
all up-hill and steep. Brush was very Avet. It had rained
on the track hard and Avould rain more. Could Shep
follow the scent ? Possibly we might get a shot at other
deer—it Avas a good place for 'em.
The latter consideration turned the scale, thereby pro-

\'oking this story.

"If you want to go back we will take Shep and try it.

Think it any use?"
'It's Avet," said Jim. "Never got a deer yet going back

after it. We might get a shot at another."
"All right. We Avill eat a lunch and go. No time to

lose^ It's going to rain though."
Whether she thought it useless or immaterial, my Avife

offered no protest, and, after a hurried Junch, Jim and
I set out; Shep was promptly on hand and he had t\n-
dently summed the situation up to his OAvn satisfaction.
He led off in advance, glancing back noAv and then to see
that he was guessing our course properly. If he had
been told in language clear to his comprehension just
Avhere we were headed for he could not have taken a
more direct course, or haA'c assumed a rnore confider^t
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and assured expression of countenance and demeanor
Dogs understand some things intuitively—whatever that
IS to say. Shep, however, had no premonition that he
was on the way to the most formidable adventure of his

active life, and that he would not frisk about as gaily two
hours later.

While we were in the hotlSfe the rain had ceased and
the sky was fairly blue to the west, the direction we took.
t*br about a mile on our way we followed a ridge, known
tu us as the "long ridge." It is timbered chiefly with
tall pines with some black oaks. About half way up the
ridtfe we had made our way when the rain resumed, and
i'l came in torrents. We hugged the trunks of some pines
during the heaviest of the showers, mainly to keep water
from coursing down our backs, but with no hope of keep-
ing dry. Nearly two hours elapsed before we reached .the

thimbleberry patch, and during most of this time rain
had fallen heavilj'. We had concluded that it would
be impossible for the dog to track.

Reaching upper Bowlder Creek, and crossing the tor-
rent upon the huge granite bo\\'']ders strewn in its chan-
nel by prehistoric avalanches, we climbed the most abrupt
and broken of a series of ridges that are spurs from an
unnamed peak, one of the highest and most pointed of
ihc region. After a sharp clamber through dripping
brush and over huge broken ledges of granite we came to
a 5mall len-ace,' broken with a number of short steep
ravines. Here a group of live-oak trees was pointed out
by Jim. under one of which the buck had been standing
when he shot.

There Vas a Drop of Blood.

When we reached the bench or terrace, a few paces
from the group of trees, and paused for breath, we found
ourselves standing by a "bed" made by a deer. It was
fresh, that is to say, it had been made during the day.
The rain had not washed out the animal's tracks, and
they were those of a big buck. The bed was simply the
leaves and

. grass pawed away for a space a yard in
diameter, and it was out in the open upon the exposed
projection of the ridge.

"Didn't see that before,"" said Jim; "he must have had
his bed here last night. He was eating acorns under
that tree over there when I saw him."
The tree was on the steep slope and under its shelter

the deep tracks of the buck, where he had jumped at
the crack of the rifle, were yet plainly seen. Upon a
loose fragment of granite, by close inspection, we found
a single drop of blood—so nearly washed away by the
1 ain that it could barely be distinguished to a certainty.
1 called Shep's attention to the rock, and much to my
surprise he promptly took the track, with his most con-
fident air.. He has not been trained to slow-track, and
consequenth'- he set off at a smart pace, tracing the course
of the deer around the side of the mountain almost upon
:i level. As Jim and I followed, quickly as we could
over the sidling and slippery ground, we could see that
the buck had taken short jumps for an animal of his
size, but there seemed to be no irregularity about them,
as would be the case with an animal much hurt.
We followed the course Shep had taken, over two or

three spurs of the mountain, covering a distance of about
three hundred yards. Jim had been over this ground
the third time in the morning, and each time had lost
the track at this spur which was completely covered
with fragments of rock, pitching off abruptly into a dense
thicket that reached down over steep broken ledges to the
stream that thundered in its chaotic gorge below. When
this rocky spur was reached Shep, too, was bewildered.
At first he went up the mountain for a short distance,
hestitated and retraced his tracks a number of times, then
came back and entered the thicket, going down into the
gorge.

"If he wetit down there I think he is hurt," said I, "and
Shep will jump him."
"Don't know," replied Jim, "I was around through

there as fat; as I could get this morning. Could find no
tracks or signs."

We could see the dog now and then, as he hunted the
thicket faithfully down to the steep precipices overhang-
mg the torrent. Finally he worked his way back to us,
well winded. In his old age he is inclined to corpulency,
and his coat is thick and heavy for a hot corner. He
came to us plainly puzzled. There was a little brushy -

hollow the dog had apparently avoided and I clambered
down to it and had him search it well. He again came
back, mtiuialing clearly by his actions that it was no use.
After searching about as best we could for an hour we

_ could but conclude that if the deer had taken that course
he had foiind his way into or across the gorge, and if
so^ the ram and stream had obliterated all signs.
"Were you far into the thicket this morning, and which

\v.ay did 3^ou go?" I asked him.
"Made two trips, into it and back again, from here," he

said.

"It is possible," I replied, "that Shep has followed your
tracks to see what you went down there for. At first
he weitt up the mountain. I believe the deer did not
come dowii here, but kept around or up the hill."
"No tise," said Jim, "I looked over the ground up there

several tunes. If he went that way I could have found
his tracks. Never got a deer vet bv going back for it.

If I had had Jack "

"I'll go up there and start Shep again," said I.

Jumped, and a Hot Corner.

Beth Jim and myself were somewhat weary in our
wet clothing, from our trips in the earlier part of the
day, and the long climb up to our present situation. We
went up the point or spur of the mountain to the spot
where the track had been last seen. Here I put Shep
at work again and he had gone but a few rods, around
and up the mountain side, when I saw that he was inter-
ested in this new move. After sniffing in different direc-
tions and trotting here and there, suddenly, without fur-
ther pause, he started a fast walk, then a quick trot and
then broke into a run, following a consistent and direct
course diagonally up the mountain. I watched him as
he clambered up a second spur that was almost perpen-
dicular for a few rods. Meantime I called Jim's attention
to the tracks of the buck where his sharp toes marked
the ground.

"That's his track sure," said Jim. "Strange I couldn't
see it this morning."
"Shep is on the track," I replied, "but, if the deer has

gone up that way, Aye are not likely to see him this year."

1 had scarcely spoken when we heard Shep's cry, ap-
parently half a mile away, and up the mountain. Now it

Slopped, was then heard faintly ^s i£ in crossing a ravine,

then it would sound like a baffled bay. It sounded then
as though the dog was in a ravine through which he was
scarcely making progress. The spur of the mountain we
had left about a hundred yards to the north of us, could
be seen from our present position to be one of the main
ridges, keeping its fonn and slope almost to the summit
of the peak. As we listened the sharp cries of Shep
seemed to come from the upper end of this spur. An in-

stant more and they came into vicAV. Head on, the buck
came bounding down that steep spur of the mountain
with the dog in close pursuit. We were at the time in a
cluster of pines, T being several rods in advance of Jim.
Wc both turned back to get clear of the grove in order
to get a shot at the magnificent flying target. In this

maneuver Jim was in the advance, but could not clear
the grove of trees in time to get a:n unobstructed view.
1 could not begin to get into open ground in time. Jim
fired three shots without effect.

Meantime the intermittent view of the chase that I had
was one of the most magnificent things I have seen in
the mountains. The sun had broken through the clouds
and mist sufficiently to throw a wonderful light upon a

sublime prospect. The long ridge from the mountain
top to the cation below stood up sharply against its back-
ground, a golden-broAvn wedge, standing edge up against
the blue-black forest bej'ond. Dropping from the real
clouds that crowned the summit of the mountain the
magnificent buck sprang with mighty bounds down the
very edge of the narrow golden -slope.

Apparently in full vigor and prime, one of the fleetest
of the larger animals, with head erect, antlers thrown
back, tail spread like a fan and showing like a white and
black plume, he came, with increasing momentum and
speed sheer along and down the narrow line of the steep
decline.

Shep had gained the ridge perhaps a hundred yards
behind the deer. The quarry in full view, the whole
nature of the dog was frenzied. The ground was now
perhaps more favorable to the dog than to the deer. The
greater weight of the latter made him necessarily more
guarded against the tremendous momentum, that seemed
.sufficient, at each time he sprang forward to hurl him
into space. The black form of the dog seemed rather to
shoot like a rocket along the crest of the ridge than to
depend upon any visible means of motion. In the run
doAvn the slope of perhaps a quarter of a mile the dog
shortened the space betAveen himself and the buck from
about one hundred yards until he seemed to reach the
heels of the deer.

The ridge terminated in the gorge before mentioned,
but it became roclcy and broken some distance above
its abrupt extremity. As the deer reached the first cliff

of rocks, Avithout the least slackening of his speed, OA'er
it he went, with a mighty bound and final dip of his white
flag. Shep was, at the time of their disappearance, so
close to the deer that they seemed both to rise and go
OA-er the ledge at the same instant.
The three shots fired by Jim in rapid succession made

no change in the race, though it is possible that one shot
or the three passed through the animal. One cut a half
circle from the buck's ear.

As dog and deer disappeared Ave hastened as rapidly
as possible to" the ledge, pausing repeatedly but hearing
no sound. When we reached the rocks we found the
ledge to be less abrupt than I feared, and both deer and
dog had evidently cleared it and reached a chaotic mass
of rocks and jungle beloAV. We had gone but a few steps
when Jim sprang to one side to see around some brush
and fired two shots, saying, "Here he is." His shots
were ineffective, being fired at the buck's head at fifty
yards. The deer had meantime moved, so that I saAV
him clearly from my position. At the third shot he went
doAA'ii, shot through the heart, as I thought.
We rushed down over the rocks and brush as best

we could, and as we did so I heard the dog utter a sharp
cry ending Avith a stifled Avhine. Believing the deer down,
if not dead, I asked Jim, Avho was near the spot Avhere
the buck had fallen, if Shep had him. He looked over
the mass of brush, fallen tree tops and rocks and said,
excitedly, "The deer has got Shep!"

I rushed to his side as he raised his rifle to fire. We
stood Avithin ten feet of the deer. He had regained his
feet and now stood with head down and feet braced.
Between a tangle of thorns and a log, Avith the deer's
antler's bearing upon him Avith all its power, there Avas a
silent and motionless rolled up bundle of black hair that
Avas probably poor Shep.
At the instant came the crack of Jim's rifle—the buck

dropped, rolled over on his side, the bundle of black hair
straightened out—coming head-first from the tangle. It
was Shep, with his ,teeth fastened in the buck's nose.
The last shot struck the deer in the ear, killing him in-
stantly. As the deer dropped limp and motionless, Shep
-unfastened his teeth and staggered to his feet in a dazed
Avay, and it was some moments before he was assured
enough to wag his tail. But Shep is game. He recovered
his mind before he could keep his feet, and tried his best
to rejoice.

As far as could be seen at the time the dog had no
serious cuts in his skin, but it appeared that some bones
must be broken, and he was perhaps greatly injured in-
ternally. He was broken doAvn so that his hind legs
were partly paralyzed, and he could not keep his feet.We made_ him as easy as possible by raking some leaves
together for him to lie upon, and as it Avas then after four
o'clock we proceeded to hang up and care for the buck.
He proved to be a five-pointer and in prime condition.

He Aveighed approximately 200 pounds, and owing to the
nature of the ground it Avas no easy task for us to get
hnn fifty feet up the hill to a small pine Avhere Ave hung
him, after removing head and horns. He Avas a coni-
paratively short-legged animal, Avith a notably thick-set,
hcaA^y body, his horns being of a reddish brown color,
instead of the more ordinary light stone or gray color.
These short-legged, heaAT-bodied deer Avith red horns

are frequently killed in this region, and experienced hunt-

ers readily note their distinguished differences to the com-
moner California and Pacific deer. In my opinion they
are a cross between the mule-tail and the latter.

In skinning the buck we found that Jim, as he said,

had hit him in the neck. The bullet had struck to one
side of the vertebras and ranged into the muscles at the
shoulder. The shot after the lapse of two or three hours
had perhaps stiffened the animal about the neck and
shoulders, just sufficient to enable the dog to stop him
after the hard run had brought him to the broken Avails

and tangle of brush in the gorge. The buck had received
two bullets while at bay, one through his body a little

back of the brisket and one breaking his shoulder. The
finishing shot passed through the base of the brain.
The rain had ceased for a time, and a sharp Avind from

the west made it cold work dressing the animal. Being
wet we were quite chilled before we had it done. It
Avould have been impossible to get to the spot with a
horse, so we decided to partially skin the animal and
carry one-half of it. A good way to do this is to skin the
deer from the head back to the last or short rib, leaving
the skin on the remainder and cutting out the fore quar-
ters. This makes it much nicer to handle and protects
the best parts of the meat Avhile being carried to camp.
By the time we were ready to start for home we found

that Shep could keep his feet after a feeble fashion, and
Avith encouragement he could follow slowly—going upon
about tAVO legs and a half. Upon closer examination
I found no evidence of broken bones, but he was much
bruised in the groin and there Avas an ugly place torn
in his side just forAvard of his flank. Jim took the half
of the deer (75 or 80 pounds) upon his shoulders, while
Avith the two guns, the deer's head, and the crippled dog
to look after, I thought I had all I cared to undertake.
Poor Shep Avas not yet out of the woods nor at the end

of his troubles for the day. Painfully and slowly, but
always with assuring Avags of his bushy tail, he folloAved
as best he could until Ave reached the creek that Ave must
cross. It was booming doAvn its gorge, SAVollen Avith the
rains and roaring Avith energy and poAver. Where Ave
crossed there Avas a succession of falls—Avhere the Avater
plunged from a yard or two to twenty feet sheer OA^er
logs and bowlders. We selected a place Avhere there wa^
a fallen tree reaching across the stream, but the log was
covered with vines and briers. Jim and I crossed upon
the log, and by a jump. of a yard or more, to the bank.
I Avas putting my load of guns, and the antlers, down, to
go to the dog's assistance, when I saw that he had
avoided the log and was trying to cross upon the bowl-
ders. He had made his way to the middle of the stream,
and was now hesitating upon a round boAvlder upon
which he could, in his crippled condition, scarcely keep
a footing. From Avhere he was to the next bowlder he
must jump at least six feet. Tlais, Avith his hind legs
almost useless, I kneAV he could not accomplish. I hur-
ried toAvard him, and tried to stop him, but in the roar of
the Avater he could not hear my voice. He tried the jump,
his legs failed him and into the boiling, ice-cold rapids
he went. For a distance of a dozen yards he was chiefly"
under the water and unmercifully hurled along. I ran
for a little eddy, or rather a whirl-hole between some
of the huge bowlders, just below which the stream
plunged fully twenty feet over a granite Avail—sheer down
to bowlders below. Shep struggled bravely as he swept
into the eddy, and by the merest chance I succeeded in
catching one of his paAvs. I pulled him upon the slippery
boAvlder upon Avhich I sprawled. He Avas a verj^ Avet,
cold and forlorn dog. But he Avas game yet.
_With the ice-Avater streaming from his shaggy coat, in

his crippled and sore condition being pOAverless to shake
himself, Shep could still wag his tail as an assurance that
he would make it yet. Make it home he did, and at this
time he is almost recoA'ered, ready for another chance
at anything on four legs.

I think this sketch is long enough. It is the accurate
account of the killing of a deer, with attendant incidents.
Just Avhere the sport comes in the felloAvs Avho have not
hunted deer can scarcely determine, perhaps, and I can-
not explain clearly myslf. But an old hunter will spend
many an hour in after years dreaming over just such
adventures. This I knoAv, for I can recall many such,
and AVith inore accuracy of detail, more pleasant reflec-
tion, and Avhh probably an easier conscience than a man
is wont to reflect upon things of greater moment Avith
which he has been connected in the Avorld.

Ransacker.
P. S.—In the past week I haA'-e been busied at odd timesm preserving the trophies, of the hunt. I usually preserve

the horns with a portion of the skull attached and the
shield of skin over the forehead. I preserve the skins
by tanning them Avith the hair on. A large deerskin,
taken from an animal killed in October or November, and
properly tanned, makes a very attractive rug or floor' mat:
The hair is coarse, and in color of a quiet effect, but it
IS peculiarly rich and heavy, and groAvs more and more
pleasing to the eye almost anyAvhere it may be placed.

R.

A "West VitgirU Pear.

MoiiGANTowN, W. Va., Dec. g.—Editor Forest and
Stream: For the past five years a large bear has made
its home in the BeaA^er Dam country in Pocahontas
county, this State, and has subsisted prii'icipally on sheep.
'The whole population has been banded together to kill it,

but it seemed to be proof against all traps, poison and
bullets, and is estimated to have killed one thousand dol-
lars' Avorlh of sheep.
Last Tuesday night it killed a sheep for Dan Munday

and on Wednesday a hunt Avas organized. The bear was
jumped on Day's Run, and came by one of the party Avho
shot It through the fore leg, crippling it badly; it Avas
able, hoAvcA^er, to get aAvay for the night. On Thursday
a pack of hounds and bear dogs was made up and the
hunt continued

; the bear was found on Spruce Knob and
the dogs put it across William's River and stopped it
near the top of Black Mountain. Dan Munday came up
Avith the game and put a bullet through it killing it

It weighed, when dressed, four hundred and fifty
pounds, and had an exceptionally fine pelt, for Avhich they
refused thirty dollars. There is much rejoicino- at its
being killed. Emerson Carney
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A Story of Amos Cummings.
The relations of Amos J. Cummings and Lawrence S.

Kane were those of Damon and Pythias. Were both
alive now, one, the late Congressman, would not deny
tiiat he preferred to gratify his ruling passion for practi-

cal joking on "Larry," in spite of his strong liking for

him, to "rigging" any other of his acquaintances, and
"Larry" would admit that he submitted to Amos's fun

without rancor. They used to fish for black bass at Hen-
derson Harbor on Lake Ontario. Larry was one of those

nervous sportsmen who are always on edge and ready

to bag anj^thing. On his fishing trips he was never with-

out his gim and ammunition.
Larry at 4 'o'clock one summer morning -was roused

by Amos with the information:
"Ducks, wild ducks."
"Where?" asked Larry, vaulting out of bed and

rubbing his eyes.

"Down the cove. Ten of 'em. Now, quick and care-

ful."

In a minute Larry, gun in hand and dressed in anything

he could snatch up was on the porch of the hotel cram-
ming cartridges in his pocket. While he loaded his gun

—

he crammed in buckshot cartridges by mistake—Amos
planned the campaign against the wild fowl.

"They're as wary as hawks," he said, "and the only

way to get within gunshot, Larry, is to stalk 'em."

"Stalk 'em?"
"Yes. Over the knoll, just as if they were deer. You

mustn't raise your head, but go along on all fours.

'Tisn't far. Only about a quarter of a mile. Then you
come to some brush not seventy-five yards from where
thev are, and can give it to them. You crawl ahead and
rif follow."

Trembling with excitement Larry began the "stalk"

over rough ground, covered with briers and chunks of

rock. Had he looked around he would have seen Amos
walking erect and rolling with merriment. At the brow
of the knoll he was halted with a "Sh-h-h-h" from Amos,
who crawled up beside him.
"See 'em?" Amos asked in a whisper, pointing to a

little bay in the cove.

Larry strained his eyes and saw a number of floating

objects bobbing on the water, and his excitetnent in-

creased.

"Go on stalking 'em," was Amos's caution, "to those

bushes. Then bag 'em. Fire at the bunch. I'll stay

here."

Larry, perspiring and breathless, continued wriggling

like a snake over the broken ground and managed to

reach the place indicated. He leveled his gun three times

as he lay prone before he could aim, and then pulled

both barrels. The recoil knocked him around so that

he could see Amos—ruiming and yelling with laughter

toward the hotel.

"I kept shy of Larry," said Amos, relating the story,

"until dinner time, when he sat down at the table rather

sheepishly, shook hands and attacked the grub without

sajdng a word. I felt a bit contrite, but I would again

get a wetting as I did in putting out those decoy ducks

to see Larry crawling over that knoll and the expression

of his face when, waist deep in water, he discovered the

facts. The only sign of anger from him was after dinner

•when I snickered at his remark:
" 'Well, anyway, that Parker of mine made a good

pattern on the decO^^s.' " T.

Advanced Ideas in Farming, Trap-
ping and Woodcraft*—IIL

Then a strange thing happened. You may, per-

haps, have observed during your perusal of the mod-
ern novel—the twentieth century novel of average con-

struction, dealing in yellow mystery, inch-deep plot,

beer froth and unsanitary exhalations, that when the

story has reached a point of unusual stupidity and utter

rot, that the author apparently awakens to the start-

ling truth that if he is to get any further along, he must
interject something with an exclamation point following

it. He invariably says: "Then a strange thing hap-

pened!"
The reader, aroused by this jolt, and impelled by curi-

osity to ascertain if there was anything stranger than

that the writer had found a publisher, now pulls him-

self together, rubs his eyes, steps on the cat's tail, and
partially awake, reads on under a misapprehension.

But he commonly finds that the author has been try-

ing to ^eep him awake under false pretenses, that

really nothing does happen, and he again peacefully

falls asleep to dream of croquet, and young people sit-

ting on the beach, with a big policeman hiding behind

a tree. But in my case it is wholly different. I make
use of the phrase advisedly and with malice prepense,

as it were, and you will agree with me later on that

I know what I am talking about. I repeat, A strange

thing happened. The 11:45 M. through fast freight

had passed the rear end of our farm without stopping

at the last station, apparently having an important

business engagement further on down the line. At
this point there is a considerable grade, at the foot

of which there is a sharp curve; just why the chaps
that surveyed the line for this road put that curve

just where they did has puzzled more than one cracker

barrel scientist.

Uncle Ephraim, however, had a theory that it was
because the railroad company regarded the price asked

for the right of way through the sheep pasture on the

rear end of the farm as too high, and sought a less

expensive route for the distance of a mile. Of course,

the land embraced in the sheep pasture was no doubt

the worst on the farm, beside, uncle didn't keep any

sheep, anyway. Ordinarily, the piece in question would
be dear at ?i2 per acre for any purpose except for rail-

road tracks,' but uncle was one of your thrifty New
England farmers raised out among the stone heaps of

Vermont, and he estimated that for railroad purposes

the strip, equal to about four acres, was worth to the

railroad about $5,000, but seeing it was for the public

good, and all that, he would take $2,500, and an annual

pass over the line. This offer was declined with

thanks by the railroad officials, and failing to remove

uncle's impressions regarding comparative real estate
values, the road took a scoot around that corner of the

farm, and uncle still remains sole owner thereof.

The fast freight was coming down the grade at about
a forty-five-mile-per-hour gait, and when it struck the

bend at the foot beyond the row ol maples, on that

dark midnight, the engineer saw before him, about
eighty yards away, the headlight of another locomo-
tive; he could see a long train moving as fast as his

own. He was undoubtedly impressed with the force

of a now generally admitted fact that it is highly im-
prudent if not positively riskj^^ for two trains moving
in opposite directions upon the same track to attempt
to pass each other. The thing has been tried time
and time again, and probably fools and cranks will

keep on trying just the same as they do on perpetual

motion. But the inevitable result is dismal failure

and an awful mussing up of the right of way. The train

crews, of course, jumped, some into a concenient
ditch, others into adjacent piles of ties and railroad

iron. That was another strange thing—why the men
preferred to land on piles of iron rails and cedar ties

when they could just as well alight gently in the mud.
There's no accounting for tastes, as the old lady said.

1 remember a cussed little gray pony that uncle once
bought of an Indian and put him on the farm to haul

the two boys and me to school. That pony seemed
to have less sense and judgment than anything living.

He would stand in the broiling sun all day with a thou-
sand flies making life miserable, and never flick a fly,

with a nice, shady grove within fifty feet of him. He
would eat mullen leaves and burdock, when a clover

pasture was wide open to him. He was certainly the

biggest fool in Kansas, and that is saying a good deal.

The train which the fast freight met with so much
suddenness and informality happened to be the first

section of a circus train. It contained the menagerie
and performing monkeys, also the usual assortment
of "gentlemanly assistants who will now pass around
the ruby lemonade, etc." It might be mentioned in

passing that there was no lemonade passed at that per-

formance. If you had been in close proximity to the

point where those two trains met, I think you would
have said that I am amply justified in using the ex-

pression with which this chronicle opens. When the

animals realized what had occurred and that there

would be no duties demanded of them the following

day, they just simply tore things wide open, and every

single specimen that had any claims to a voice at all

vied with every other specimen in filling the surround-

ing space with noise, and the space was soon crowded
with it. At first the people in the surrounding coun-

try thought it was our big Shanghai rooster, but re-

membering that I had sold it, they came rushing over,

pell mell, falling over the African lions and butting

into the big and little elephants, trying to get away
from the polar bears and avoid the snakes and wal-

ruses. That "aggregation of attractions" never gave

such an exhibition before or since. Everything was
a! fresco and aii naturel, free, gratis, for nothing, and

every man for himself. It also looked as though not

only the devil would take the hindmost, but that the

royal Bengal tiger would be an active competitor for

this honor. The giraffe was the only creature, biped

or quadruped, that appeared to take an excited view of

the situation, and he proved to have had a leg broken.

Well, it was a bad mess, and the tumult lasted until

noon the next day, when the managers and bosses and

animal trainers took account of stock of things.

I saw my opportunity. It is truly an obstinate and

unruly tornado in Kansas that blows no good to any-

body whatever. I saw my chance to go into the

adapting business mentioned as one of my fond am-
bitions. I hung around the treasures and found that

the show was financially embarrassed, anywaj', and

this calamity was the last strand. I began to throw out

feelers for bargains in animals, and in less than an

hour I had a broken-legged giraffe, two white sacred

cows (with some of the paint rubbed off, but practi-

cally as good as new), one damaged zebra, one cage

of brown melopotismians (unclassed), three horned

owls, four ostriches (much the worse for the loss of

their feathers and three eyes), two camels (affected

with catarrh and ingrowing nails), one yellow horse

with a false tail and a glass eye (which he had lost in

the accident), then together with an assorted lot of

battered monkeys gave me an elegant collection, all

for three hundred and forty-four dollars. The wild

man of Borneo struck me for a position as care taker

at $20 per month, but when he said he was raised in

Canada and talked Irish, I turned him down cold.

As my chronicle concerns the farm and its affairs,

the development of nature's forces and especially the

principle of adaptation, as previously announced, 1

will not longer follow the fortunes of the_ \vrecked

circus, nor the incidents and future of its victims.
_

I

think I have my hands full at home, to say nothing

of the barns, the barnyard and the fullness thereof.

It didn't take me over two hours to realize that I had

made an awful mistake in acquiring that yellow horse

and the cage of monkeys. But the giraffe commended
himself to me at once by an accidental occurrence;

he reached up to the topmost limit of an apple tree and

helped himself to the finest pippin on the tree. Then
came an inspiration. This, I think, was inspiration

No. 2. I would train this beautiful and tractable ani-

mal to pick my apples. I set the broken leg, fixed up a

comfortable place for him, and in three weks he was as

good as new; and in another three weeks I had that

chap trained so that I could strap a couple of bushel

baskets to his back, and he would march through that

orchard picking every tree clean, discarding the rot-

ten apples and sorting out the choice fruit into one

basket and the common into another. When the bas-

kets were full he would make a bee-line for the barn,

and kneeling down, empty the baskets on the barn

floor, or on the grass plot in front. I also taught him

many other useful things, such as packing the apples-

in barrels, with the proper arrangement of the best-

looking specimens on top. It was indeed touching to

watch the intelligence of an animal that is not visually

considered as having enough sense to keep him out

of the fire. I called him Sage (after my old friend

Russel).

The white sacred cows of Burmah, after I had re-

moved the remaining whitewash, proved to be just two
ornery very old scrubs, and mighty ornery at that.

These, I afterward sold to a peripatetic dealer in Jer-

seys, my hired man having ingeniously devised a hair

dye that was a great success. These cows " were al-

ways so thin in ifesh, and with thin new coat of hair

dye, . that anyone would take them for Jerseys—if they
didn't know the difference. The damages to the zebra
were easily repaired, yet I always thought he would
look better if he had not parted with one of his ears;

the only other drawback was that, owing to the shock
of the collision, probably I could never make him
move forward. He always backed. If I wanted him
to go to the barn, for instance, I was obliged to turn
hirn around and say "git," and he would back straight

to the desired spot and never make a miss. He would
also draw any desired load, smaller than a load of hay,

with his teeth, while backing.
The cage of brown melopotismians I never could

make much of, and I never have seen anybody that

could, They were a sort of cross between a 'coon,

'possum, muskrat, catfish and mud turtle, with all the

bad qualities of each and not a good quality of any.

They are for sale—anybody wanting some melopotis-
mians can get this collection cheap, without waiting
for a marked down sale. The camels are fine. I feel

proud of that purchase for this reason: I had a white
mule that could and would kick everything within
reach, and keep on kicking. He would kick when there

wasn't anything to kick at. He evidently hated every-
thing on earth, including himself. One day he was
prowling around the biggest camel, and apparently

selecting some point of vantage to deliver a full bat-

tery of his most vigorous kicks. He never got a

chance. " The old hump-back suspected something, and
when the mule came within range, she let out with

both hind feet at once, and that mule didn't stop

tumbling over himself until he struck the barnyard
fence. You never saw so surprised an animal in this

world as that devilish mule. He picked himself up
and sneaked around behind the barn, and that was the

last ever seen of him. The ostriches I have trained

to plant corn and potatoes with great skill, while as

potato-bug destroyers, they have made it unnecessary
for to go to the drug store after Paris green. The
monkeys and horned owls will require a chapter all

to themselves.
Frank Haywood.

(to be CONTINUED.)

Addison on Animal Instinct.

Opening a little volume of "The Spectator" at ran-

dom, I lit upon No. 120. "I must confess," says the

genial writer, "I am infinitely delighted with those specu-

lations of nature which are to be made in a coimtry life;

and as my reading has very much lain among books of

natural history, I cannot forbear recollecting upon this

occasion the several remarks which I have met with in

authors, and comparing them with what falls under my
own observation."

We usually think of Addison as only a writer of Eng-
lish of unsurpassed sweetness and excellence, but he was
a close observer of nature, and finds many an illustration

of his topics in the humbler life around him; thus he
finds something similar to memory "in those several

animals that are filled with stores of their former food,

on which they may ruminate when their present pasture

fails ;" and looldng around him he wonders to observe, O-S

he says, "by what a gradual progress the world of lite

advances through a prodigious variety of species, before a

creature is formed that is complete in all its senses," by
the way tracing up an argument from the lowest forms

of animal life to the highest that seems a foreshadowing

of Darwin's doctrine of evolution.

There is a charming simplicity in these old observers

of nature. Sir Thomas Browne, Izaak Walton, Gilbert

White, and Joseph Addison. They lived in a simpler and
clearer age, before science with all its close analysis had
turned everything inside out, and before microscopy gone
to seed had disgusted men with the discovery of loath-

some bacteria, microbes, and what not in every crystal

drop that distills from the rock and in every cheny that

hangs red upon its twig.

The point at issue in Addison's "Spectator," No. 120,

was the instinct of animals as against their reason. Of
course he rather begs the question in advance by assum-
ing that those who claim some intelligence for the lower

animals claim it "to as great a degree as man," which
is preposterous. Nobody has ever made any such claim,

but only that animals possess reason within certain, per-

haps very narrow, limits as compared with man. But to

deny all reason and intelligence beyond simple instinct

to the elephant, the horse, or the dog, it seems to me
is to deny too much.
Addison seems to have made a special study of the

hen. "My friend Sir Roger," says he, "is very often

merry with me upon my passing so much of my time

among his poultry; he has caught me twice or thrice

looking after a bird's nest, and several times sitting an

hour or two together near a hen and chickens." It was
very well for him to argue his point from this fowl, for I

suppose a chicken has less sense than any other creature

of its. size. We have had learned pigs and trained fleas,

but an educated chicken we have yet to hear of. He re-

marks that the brute makes no discovery of reason except

in'a'feiVv particulars and within a very narrow compass;
only so far, in fact, as regards the animal's own preserva-

tion bir the 'continuance of his species. Take a brute out

cf his instiijct, he says, and you ^ find him wholly de-

prived of understanding. And that is just the point that

some people deny. Then Addison proceeds to illustrate

his doctriiie by meaiis of the barnyard fowl.

"With what caution," he says, "does the hen provide

herself a nest in places unfrequented, and free from noise

and disturbance? When she has laid her eggs in such

a manner that she can cover them, what care does she
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take in turning them frequently, that all parts may par-

take of the vital warmth ?" He then goes on to speak of

the manner in which the hen suits her necessary ab-

sences from the nest to the varying temperature of the

air; with what strange intelUgence she loiows the exact

moment when the chick in the egg is hatched ; with what
nicety and attention she helps the little creature to break

its way out of its prison, and with what care she defends

it and provides for it in its helplessness. "But," he con-

tinues, "at the same time the hen, that has all this seem-

ing ingenuity, which is indeed absolutely necessary for

the propagation of the species, considered in other re-

spects, is without the least glimmering of thought or com-
mon sense. She mistakes a piece of chalk for an egg,

and sits upon it in the same manner. She is insensible

of any increase or diminution in the number of those

she lays; she does not distinguish between her own and

those of another species; and when the birth appears of

never so different a bird, will cherish it for her own. In

all these circumstances, which do not carry an immediate

regard to the subsistence of herself or her species, she is

a very idiot."

I have already expressed my own view of the very

limited intelligence of the hen, but still I claim that

honest biddy is capable of acquiring some knowledge^

especially if it is in the way of being troublesome. For
instance, my side porch faces the south. A window
opens out on the porch. On a sunny day in the winter

the chickens persist in getting on that porch to bask in

the sunshine. I may stand at the closed window and
wave my hand or my handkerchief and "shop" for all 1

am worth, and the utmost regard I can win from them is

possibly a turned up eye, but not the movement of a

foot, though I am in plain sight and within two or three

feet of them; but the moment I open the door ten feet

away they all take to "instant flight." Now they have

learned, and from very brief experience, too, that there

is something in the window between them and me that

makes it impossible for me to harm them. This is no
instinct; this is acquired knowledge. A wild bird will fly

away at my approach to the window as quicldy as when
I appear at the door.

Addison ends his beautiful essay with these observa-

tions : "There is not, in my opinion, anything more mys-
terious in nature, than this instinct in animals, which
thus arises above Reason, and falls infinitely short of it.

It can not be acounted for by any properties in matter,

and at the same time works after so odd a manner, that

one cannot think it the faculty of an intellectual being.

For my own part, I look upon it as upon the principle of

gravitation in bodies, which is not to be explained by
any known qualities inherent in the bodies themselves,

nor from any laws of mechanism,' but, according to the

best notions of the greatest philosophers, is an immediate
impression from the first mover, and the Divine Energy
acting in the creatures." T. J; Chapman.

Nature and the Camera.*
In a work of art there may be two motives, either

to copy nature exactly—to make a record of facts—or to

use nature as a means of expressing our own feelings.

In his book entitled "Nature and the Camera," Mr.
Dugmore has combined both these motives. He has

been a leader in photographing living birds, mammals
and fish, and the object of his present work is to tell

how tliis has been done, so that others may do the

same, and to interest boys and girls to look for the

happi^ things in nature by which we are surrounded,
but which we have not the eyes to see.

The camera has many tribulations, but Mr. Dug-
more has happily overcome most of these difficulties.

The first subject considered in the book is the photo-
graphic outfit. "To influence a man in the choice of

a camera would be almost, if not quite, as absurd as

trying to tell a man which gun to use." "A camera
that may be best to-day might in a week's time be

superceded by something so much better that the older

one would be thrown aside for the newer invention."

The matter of lenses—a consideration of the highest

importance to the nature photographer—is discussed

at length.
The photographing of birds' nests Is taken up after

the photographic outfit. "This calls for artistic sense, as

so much depends on the composition of the subject and
the lighting." "A nest properly lighted makes a beau-
tiful picture, but the same nest taken without regard
to the lighting is absolutely uninteresting," from the

point of art.

A ground nest of simple forni is the woodcock's, but
the nests of crows and hawks are much more difficult.

The kingfisher's nest cannot be photographed, as it is

placed in a bank, and in order to get the picture part

of the bank would have to be torn away.
Birds will desert their nests if the nest has been

handled, so it is absolutely necessary not to disar-

range the nest or its surroundings.
Do not let this work be an excuse for destroying

bird life. Let it take the place of egg collecting, and
both the birds and ourselves will reap the benefit."

The illustration of a wood thrush on its nest is

very pleasing, while that of . the cedar bird has the
effect of being rather made up. In photographing
birds on their nests, we learn of the existence among
them of a marked individuality in temperament. Some
are shy, while others are very bold. To be success-
ful at this work, it is necessary first of all to let the
birds know that you are a friend.

What could be more charming than the picture of

the nest of the little marsh wren with the long, sweep-
ing lines made by the cat-tails, wliich so suggest to us
the marsh. The light coming from overhead shines
on the nest, accentuating the dark hole by which the
little brown bird enters its home. Such a picture

brings to mind a thousand memories. And if in a
picture we are stirred by an emotion kindred to that

felt by the author in the presence of his subject, has he
not succeeded in making a work of art? When Mr.

* Nature and the Camera—How to Photograph Live Birds and
their Nests; Animals Wild and Tame; Reptiles; Insects; Fish and
Other Aquatic Forms; Flowers, Trees and Fungi. By A. Rad-
clyffe Dugmore, author of Bird Homes. New York: Doubleday,
Page & Co.

Dugmore turns to photographing birds alone, whether
as individuals or in families, his pictures, while not
less admirable as representations of fact, are far less

pleasing from the artistic point of view. This is, of

course, inevitable. Birds will not pose for the artist;

he must take them as he can, not as he would, and the
opportunity for securing a happy pose or combination

LOCKED ELK ANTLERS.

of surroundings and light and shade occur very sel-

dom.
In the same way, though for different reasons, the

pictures of animals, reptiles and fishes, though true,

are less interesting. Yet those of the antelope (p.8o)

and of the moth unfolding its wings (p. 90) arc very at-

tractive. With certain of his pictures of fish also, Mr.

LOCKED ELK ANTLERS.

Dugmore has succeeded very happily. That of the
rnoon fish, from its position in the aquarium at the
time of taking, makes an interesting composition in
form and line.

Mr. Dugmore proceeds step by step and tells in
such a clear and simple manner what one should do in

that particular branch of nature study that one cannot
fail to comprehend his meaning. His book is airy in
structure and will, no doubt, be an incentive to many
who desire to know more about nature by means of
observation and photography. E. C. G.

A Pait] of Woodcock,
Did you ever while out shooting come across a bird or

animal that appeared to have a charmed life? Did you
ever w'aste shell after shell, or bullet after bullet, in vain
endeavor to bag the coveted creature, only to fail igno-
miniously? Let me give you an experience of my own, in
which a pair of woodcock figured as the coveted game.
One Sunday while out walking with a companion, we

passed across a piece of marshy ground, near which was a
fine spring. While we were carefully picking our way
across, two woodcock suddenly arose from beside an old
decayed log and flew swiftly in the direction of some
wooded knobs on the opposite side of the marsh. I told
my companion that I would come back on the morrow
and attend to their order, and as I had never killed a
Avoodcock, I was greatly pleased with the prospect.
The next day I took my gun and crept carefully

through the bushes to the marsh. I beat about among the
bushes for some time, but failed to raise the bird, and was
about to retrace my steps when I heard a faint whir of
wings to my left and looked up just in time to see the
woodcock disappear among the thick bushes. I was dis-
appointed, but resolved that they should not fool me the
next time.

Again and again I visited the marsh, but always with
the same results. The birds either got up out of range
or diA^ed into the thick bushes where it was impossible
to get a fair .shot. I generally sent a charge after them,
however, hoping to bring one down with a stray pellet,

but it was a mere waste of lead.

I was about ready to give up, but decided to try once
more, so in company with my brother I set out for the
marsh again. On reaching the place the w^oodcock, as
usual, got up out of range, and although we both fired at
them, they gained the knobs in safety and settled down in

the bushes. We then proceeded up the side of the knob,
and by good fortune flushed tlie birds again. As they
rose we each chose our bird and fired. At the report of
ray gun the woodcock gracefully folded his wings and fell

with all the dignity that he could command. No more
would the echo of his wings be heard in the lonely
marsh ; the day of his happy reign was over. My brother
crippled his bird slightly but it got away. The next day
while hunting over the same knob he started it again
and sent it to the happy hunting ground to join its con-
sort. Clarence Vandiveer.
MiAMtSBURG, O,

Locked Elk , Hotns.

Baltimore, Nov. 24.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr.
J. J. Carter, familiarly known as "Pap Carter," who is

one of the few remaining pony express riders, and who
lives at Cheney, Wyoming, in the lower end of Jackson
Hole, in getting his winter's meat this fall, ran across a
black bear that was feeding on a bull elk, which had ifo

horns locked with those of another that was still alive,
although very near death from starvation. He killed the
bear and found that in order to get the elk heads apart,
so that he could pack them on his burro, he had to saw
down through the skulls.

I inclose you a photograph showing the way iti which
they were locked. You will notice that both heads are
freaks; one having eighteen points and the other fifteen.
An interesting feature was that the largest elk, the one
with eighteen points, had his neck broken, while the
smaller was still alive. Tahena.

Strangle Tale from Michigza^
During the past few years we have frequently heard

stories of black-tailed deer being killed in Michigan. It
is said that the tip and underside of tail is jet black and
that the animal is slightly less in size than white-tail
deer. This description does not correspond with the
mule deer, and in any event is too vague to be of use.
If any of dur correspondents should kill or Icnow of
such a deer, it is to be hoped that he will send a skin and
a skull to Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, who will be able to tell us what it is.

Hints and Wrinkles.

Readers are Invited to send for publication under ihis
head hints and wrinkles drawn from practical expeiience,
and pertaining to shooticg, fishing, camping and outdoor lile.

Collecting a Cooking Outfit)

The novice at camping out experiences not a few
annoyances in the matter of selecting proper cooking
utensils for his needs, and if he has no advice from
seasoned campers-out, who have gone through the
mill often, the result must be a waste of time and
money ere he gains an insight into just what he does
not need, rather than the other thing. This is espe-
cially true of begiimers at canoeing. They generally
purchase too many articles, and too bulky ones. This
they learn for themselves in time, and the result is

that a new outfit becomes a necessity, and in the pur-
chase of this they exercise more judgment. Still, this
one must, of course, be gone over as more experience
is gained, so that in a couple of seasons all the articles
are new, arid the original ones represent some money
wasted.

I do not refer to cooking outfits for several peo-
ple, but to those suitable for the use of two men

—

for it is conceded that the lone camper will invite a
friend to go along with him occasionally, and an out-
fit for two will comprise only a few little extra articles
like spoons, cups, forks and knives. Old-time canoe-
ists who camp throughout the warm season, have
learned from hard experience that it is not wise for
several men to club together in the matter of provis-
ions and cooking outfits, even while several persons
are cruising together. Several persons may thus agree
to meet at a certain place and start for a cruise of a;

given number of days. One man is expected to carry
half the provisions, another the cooking outfit, a third^
and fourth the tents, a fifth the blankets, and so on.
Business detains one, sickness another, the third is

delayed. The result is that some have gone ahead, ex-
pecting all_ hands to meet at the first camp. They wait
and wait in vain, then take an inventory of the ar-
ticles that have been brought along, as agreed. The
situation is laughable, but serious and exasperating at
the time. There may be several pounds of coffee, but
no coffee pot; three tents without poles and pegs;
several pounds of butter, but no bread; etc. Experi-
ences like this have taught the lesson that each man
must take with him his own complete outfit through-
out. He may cook and eat his meals alone, if he pre-
fers, or several persons may club together in a gen-
eral mess. This latter is often done, but as a general
thing, the different members of a party pitch their
tents close together, but each one attends to his own
needs. There is no selfishness in this. Rather habit,
and a good one. What applies to canoeing will also
apply to hunters, fishermen and others who prefer to
be independent while in the Avoods, and who may
transport their outfits on ponies, burros, or by boat
or train.

As it is true that in time the woodsloafer learns to
buy the best articles he can_ afford, it is well to bear
this in mind; provided one is sure. If not, then the
cheaper the article the better at first, as weeding out
will be less costly.

_
One may purchase complete cook-

ing outfits of aluminum, and these are superb in many
respects, but they are costly as compared with granite
and agate iron ware. The latter are so generally used
they will be given the preference here in some re-
spects. Go to the largest hardware or department
store near at hand, and ask to be allowed to make
your own selections, in your own time, and do this
carefully from a list previously . prepared. Don't let
the sales people advise you.

First select three granite ironware plates. This ware
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is bli^e otitside and while within. The enamel is hard
and smooi! . and il cy vim only look clean but are
easily kcrt in '•'^•^rlition. "ri.cy Wi]] not bear heat
i-i:ile^5 tilled uiih water.
Then p..ic.a„e t.gate\vare frying-pan that will

rest inside tl e nested rlates. This ware is grayish
and will chip only after long use over the tlames.
When you get home, file the long handle off smoothly
where it is riveted to the pan. Explanation further on.
Next comes a granite-ware pan that will nest within

the frying-pan. It should be three inches deep. Then
select two smaller pans, of the same ware, that will

nest within the larger one.
Now for a cofTee-not. An article is made of agate-

ware, which is "merely a very large cup, with a loop
handle and tiny spout. The cover is tin. The pot has
perpendicrlar sides, is seamless, and holds about three
pints. This nests within the pans. If aluminum cups
are preferred, purchase two that will nest within the
cofTee-pot; otherwise get granite-ware cups. In either
event, cut the loop handle of one of them just above
the bottom rivet, so that this cup will nest within the
other one. Now buy a tea-ball a trifle larger than a
hen's egg and of th.it shape. In use this is filled with
ground coffee, closed tightly, and dropped into the pot
Avhile*the water is heating. Let the water boil a half
minute, and the result is a pot of clear coffee, all the
grounds reniaining within the tea-ball. There is still

space in this pot for salt and pepper shakers, which
will be mentioned elsewhere.

Purchase a granite-ware kettle having a wire bail

instead of a long handle. This should hold abont a
half gallon of water, but if two kettles are desired, a
larger one should be selected, then a smaller one that
will drop within the other. In either event, see that
the deep pan resting within the frying-pan will fit one
kettle, as it may thus be utilized as a double boiler.
Within the kettle, or kettles, a number of small ar-
ticles may be stowed, iri order that all available space
ma}' be utilized.

For knives there should be one with a keen edge.
Every camper should carry a good sheath knife with
a fonr or five-inch blade, and this will serve at table
as well as in a dozen other capacities. It should not be
one of the cheap abominations with a long blade and
a guard, but a modern knife with a sheath fitting it

snugly and leaving only an inch or so of the haft
protruding, otherwise it will be lost out easily. It

should be of the best steel and by no means a cheap
affair. Several knives forged fmm tool steel are to
be had of the sporting goods trade. These cost about
$2. and are worth it. It is a waste of money to pur-
chase an iron knife. The second knife in the outfit

may be a round-pointed table knife the home folks
have discarded. Purchase six plnminum spoons, four
of them small, the other two tablesooon size; and two
aluminum forks. Next comes a whetstone. Get one
about six inches long, an inch wide and flat. One that
is i:sed while wet. It should cost ten cents, but will

increase in value the longer you carry it. The ax
and knives may be kept sharp with a little judicious use
of this tiny stone. It will be worth its weight in gold
very often. Purchase a pair of cheap pliers about six
inches long and re.'^embling blacksmiths' tongs in form.
These are for picking up hot kettles and nans, and
make it possible to do aAvay with long-handled pots and
pans that will not nest with the other utensils. Now,
these forks, spoons, and small stuff should be kept in

a box selected for the purpose, and there is nothing
better than a tin biscuit box or can some ten inches
high and two in diameter, with a tight lid. Other-
wise the small stuff is always mixed up with other ar-

ticles.

A five-cent tin-bound asbestos mat is needed if you
cook over a vspor stove, and this mat will go with
the plates. For toasting it is serviceable.

The camp ax does not properly belong with the
cooking outfit, perhaps, but if the latter is stowed
away in a wood grub box, a handy place for the ax
will be in a leather pocket within the box. Select an
ax forged from the best steel. One weighing a pound
is large enough, and it should cost $2 at least, and
be guaranteed by the maker. As with knives, so it

is with axes, and there is nothing that will teach a
novice to use weird and strange oaths more quickly
than the possession of an ax that will not hold an edge
ten minutes. I have heard campers say of their axes
that the glance of a steel blue eye would turn the
edge. You don't want this sort. Get a good one.
Now for the salt shaker. The only article I have

ever seen that world not absorb moi.sture in a damp
climate is a rubber iodoform shaker sold by wholesale
pharmacists' supply houses for surgeons' uses. This
is an inch in diameter and about three in length. On
either end is a screw cap. One cap is unscrewed for

filling; the other one protects the perforated end.
These cost about 75 cents, hv.t are worth the price.

For salt it is necessary to slightly enlarge the per-
forations. Recently these shakers have been offered
for sale by some firms in the soortmg goods trade.
For peoper get a small ghss bottle with a metal screw
top and drill a few holes in the top—very small holes.
Pepper is not a moisture absorber.

If a grub box like that described by me in Forest
AND Stream of Nov. 8 is used, there will be two
places in it occupied—one composed of the kettle or
kettles, the other of the plates, pans, etc. Each stack
of nested articles- should be about seven inches high
by nine or ten in diameter, so that there will be am"]e
space left in the box for provisions, etc. For coffee
and sugar, tin cocoa or baking powder boxes will

answer admirably, while matches require a smaller can
or bottle with a tight cap.* Meal, flour, rice, baking
powder, etc., will be handy if kept in tin cans of proper
size. Tins with seamless caps or screw caps may be
had at the pharmacists' suppl}' houses, and by going
there one may select the exact sizes he requires. These
firms also sell screw-top glass jars with tight cork in-

ner caps, and these are admirable for butter, preserves
and the like.

If a vapor stove is employed—and these are gen-
erally used by canoeists wherever kerosene may be
purchased—the oil can be carried in nothing so handy
as quart cans with stoppers that screw out half-way
and expose the opening of a tiny spout for pouring.

These are made by the can trust for heavy oils, leather
d.essings, etc., and cost te-n cents each. When properly
closed a leather valve prevents any kerosene from
escaping. The wood alcohol for priming the vapor
stoves is generally carried in a small glass bottle. The
stove, two oil cans, and other small articles can be
stowed in a bag made for the purpose, and another
one will contain all the cooking utensils, if no box is

used. An outfit need not be so compact if one has an
open canoe, or travels by wagon, and when there is

sufficient room to stow bulky parcels there is nothing
more serviceable than the cheap tin bread box sold at

hardware shops. One may be utilized for stowing
away the vapor stove and other articles that may not
be injured by kerosene, while another one will answer
for the provisions. They are waterproof save when en-
tirely immersed, and if the hds are fastened down, they
may be left outside in all sorts of weather without fear.

Another hand}' article that properly belongs with the
cooking ov.tfit is a small bunch of candles. Paraffin
candles six inches long are cheap, clean, and very
handy in camp if one wishes a light for a moment to
hunt for some misplaced article in the tent. etc. They
may be old-fashioned, but they are. nevertheless, A'al-

uable for temporary uses. Perry D. Frazer.

§Httie and §tttu—
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stkbau.

Notes: Some and Otherwise*
A ,'iiECENT allusion in Forest and Stream columns

to "Breakneck Spring," started Juvenal's thinker, and
now his pen. The spring referred to is far awaj"-,

but it instantly recalled visions of a marvelously clear,

copious, cold and refreshing spring at the toot of

Breakneck Hill in the Adirondacks. and known, of
course, as Breakneck Spring. The hill is rightly
named, for it is steep and rough—hard climbing; while
the descent of the bank above the spring, unless made
carefulh'', might easily residt in the name becoming a
reality of experience. But the spring itself ! The' pool
of water is some three to four feet across, and about
ten inches deep in the middle, where the water gushes
up through the sand. It is the coldest pure spring
water the writer ever saw, with one exception. In
Rutland County, Vt., at a spot known locally as "the
ice-bed," a spring flows from under a pile of slide

rock at the foot of a mountain. Far under the rocks
ice is found in midsummer. This water is so cold
that care is necessary in drinking it, and the air is

chilled for several rods' distance in the small ravine
leading to the spring. Of course, it is a resort for
local pleasure parties. Breakneck Spring is a resort
for lumbermen and sportsmen. Many times have
Juvenal and his comrades filled canteens at the
spring and carried the water for miles, because it was
so superior to that found elsewhere, and returning,
whether empty handed or laden with spoils, it must
be some cogent reason that could preA^ent a little aside
from the trail to drink and rest at the spring.

Names—Natural vs. Uaoatoral.

Now the thought in mind when the pen started
(though perhaps the path to it is as long and devious
as a forest trail), is this: The fact that the same name,
"Breakneck Spring," is applied to two springs so far

apart and doubtless from the same cause, viz., the sur-

roundings, illustrates a natural naming process. Facts
appeal to the child of nature, so we have many Panther
Mountains and Wolf Ponds, many Breakneck Hills,

with their corresponding springs, and many other ap-
plications of the same principle of naming according
to natural suggestion. Those most real children of

nature, the Indians, made most extensive use of this

principle, and so their nonienclature is not only de-

scriptive but historic. Their names express natural
fact, or real experience at will. With suitable limita-

tions is not this better than tacking on names that are
so far fetched as to have no meaning—e. g., the many
names of cities along the N. Y. Central, classic, in-

deed, but unnatural here. The writer is not opposed
to the classics or to classical names, and hence to that

which is both natural and poetical, whether in fact or in

napie.

The C liter Question Again,

As so many writers keep at this, both in Forest and
Stream and in other publications for sportsmen, per-
mit a brief statement of facts relating to different cases
the past season:
Case I.—A friend of the writer went to far north-

ern wilds in Ontario for moose. One morning his

Indian guide saw a deer on the mountain side, so far

away that the white hunter's eye could see no sign of

game, but going carefully up the mountain to the spot
he came face to face with a beautiful doe within twen-
tjr-five yards. But' he did not shoot—he was after

moose. . His opportunity came at length. A monster
moose swimming across a bay was pursued by a canoe,
and as the animal went ashore, shooting with a .30-30

began at about 150 yards. Soon at closer range the

third shot brought down the bull with a bullet in the

neck. The Indian would not approach, and for a long
time prevented the white man, but finally the hunter
determined to end the sufferings of the animal, so went
carefully close in and gave the quietus with a ball at

the base of the ear. Dissection showed that the sec-

ond ball struck squarely against the shoulder blade
knd went badly to pieces, doing no real damage. The
third ball, which dropped the bull and so paralyzed hirn

that he could not get up, lodged among the vertebrae

of the neck without breaking any bones or being itself

broken. Soft-point bullets were used. The bull was
estimated to weigh over 1,000 pounds. The hunter is

satisfied that the .30-30 is not a moose gun. Yet some
would think the above pretty good luck with any rifle.

Case 2.—The gentleman who went on the trip with
Case I, also carried a .30-30. He also got his moose,

but it was after fifteen shots at various distances—none
of them long—and at various parts of the anatomy.
The shots were in strings of three to five, and while
they all landed somewhere on the target, none of them
were "bullseyes." During the shooting the bull man-
aged to cover considerable ground, and the pursuit
was mainly by canoe. After the poor brute was down
and thrashing about in mortal agony, he was allowed to
suffer for hojurs, and only then put out of misery by the
courage and action of the gentleman in Case i. He
made a torch and succeeded in getting a guide to hold
it for him while he shot and killed the moose. Case 2
knows the .30-30 is not a moose gun. Some might ask
if in his hands any other rifle would have done any
better?

Case 3.—Another doctor (both the preceding were
M. D.'s). The same is also in Canada, but in another
portion, the man is a veteran sportsman, and the rifle

a .40 caliber, with a record on game. The moose were
at home to their visitors and furnished plenty of enter-
tainment in the way of photographing specimens.
When the time for a fine head came the doctor was
so sure of his shot and its effect that although the
moose disappeared, the next morning, when attempt-
ing to follow and secure him, the doctor coming sud-
denly within a few yards of four moose, did not shoot
because one moose was enough, and he was supposedly
safe. He was, but in another sense. The doctor says
that when he goes after moose again he will have a
heavy express rifle.

Case 4.—The writers long-time hunting companion
in the Adirondacks shot a deer at 200 yards with a
.30-40. The soft-point bullet entered back of the shoul-
der about one-third of the way up on the body, ranged
backward somewhat, and came out back of the ribs
on the other side. The bullet hole at exit was large,

and the interior of the animal badly lacerated by the
mushroomed ball, yet that deer ran about 150 yards
without external bleeding, so far as noticed, and was
found only by careful search.

Case 5.—The writer shot a deer with a .30-30 soft-

point bullet at a little over 100 yards. The deer was
partly in alder bushes and walking slowly. The ball
entered just forward of the shoulder, about one-third
of the way up on the body, made a large hole, where
it came out just at the opposite foreleg, and cut that
leg clean off, so that it hung by a little skin only. Yet
this deer managed to run about 150 yards, most of
the way being plainly marked with splotches of blood.
In fact, there was practically no blood left to follow
the knife at the throat.

What do these cases prove? Nothing decisive. But
they illustrate

(a) That game animals often act differently from
what the hunter wishes or expects; also differently

from one another; some will show remarkable vitality,

while others easily succumb. (Plenty of moose have
been killed almost in their tracks vnth small caliber
rifles.)

(b) That to stop a big game animal immediately it

is necessary to hit a nerve center. Do that with any
rifle and the game stops.

(c) The man behind the gun still counts. Yet cir-

cumstances such as light, position of game, etc., will

aft'ect any man and sometimes limit success.

The smokeless powder and flat trajectory of the
small calibers is greatly in their favor, the records prove
they do get game, and as to the shooting of men, it is

certainly true that in most places where large game
may be properly shot with any rifle, the small-caliber,

long-range rifle may be as safely used as any other.

The whiskey danger is greater than any other—it dis-

qualifies the guide and the sportsman alike—and when
it is both at the same time, as is frequently the case,

look out. If those who have so much to say about
what is "sportsmanlike" and "unsportsmanlike" will

take up this issue in earnest and help create a universal

sentiment that it is really unsportsmanlike because un-
manly, to carry intoxicating beverages into the woods
—either in the man or in the pack—they will do more
toward the elevation of sport and sportsmen than all

their talk about methods of taking game -and fish.

That our highly prized Forest and Stream may nail

this banner to the mast and lead the way to victory, is

the earnest wish of Juvenal.

Preserving the Equilibrium*

Durham, Kas., Dec. 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your recent article on yellow journalism, and Mr.
Flynn's remarks concerning it, coupled with numerous
other articles I have read of late, induces me to dip into

the subject and go round and round a few times like a
chip in an eddy. It seems almost impossible for the aver-
age mind to understand what true protection for game-
and song birds really amounts to. The fad is on and has
brought into the ring its thousands of rabid protectors,

who do not know a bird from a balloon. Out of the en-
suing babble comes chaos. Just now the craze runs to

squirrel protection, and it is usually argued as if there

v.'ere really something sacred about the little beast that

makes it a crime to kill it at all, no matter what the con-
.ditions. This is nonsense of course. The proper mission
of protection is to maintain an equilibrium. The farmer
who killed all his poultry and pigs in the spring would
be much better off than one that did not kill them at all.

but kept them till they died of old age. The open and
close season on game is supposed to maintain this equi-
librium after which game is supposed to be killed and
used for any useful purpose the same as all domestic
things brought under man's dominion. There is no open
season on birds not considered game because there seems-
no reason for killing them, yet in a recent farm journal
I read an account of several thousand being killed at con-
siderable expense to protect a single fruit farm.
The squirrel is of no value except as their flesh is good:

to eat and the skins good to make into coats. They
have no more right to special protection than have pigs
or poultry. \Vhen they become sufficiently numerou.^
they should be so used, for their capacity for mischie£
as considerable. The maintaining of correct balance is all

there is to it, and how to maintain that balance is all

there is to argue about The question of cruelty to ani-
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ttials does not come in hei^ at all. That is a question as

to whether the killing is purely wanton and unnecessarily-

cruel and vindictive or not. The rest is a mere question

of economy. Not sentiment, but common sense.

I think I hear a few hundred thousand fadists say^

"Umph, is that all," when brought to understand this,

''we thought there was some fellowman to run down and

persecute at the end," and then the subject would be

dropped with a. sigh and the chase would tear away into

some new field.

Among the most disgusting things anent the squirrel

question is a criticism of President Roosevelt's sons. As
cording to a newspaper account the boys were returning

from the woods where they had been squirrel hunting,

They had two squirrels, one each. On this meagre ac-

count the critic takes them up and censures the Presi-

dent for training his sons to shoot squirrels. Who could

begrudge the boys their two Squirrels? Certainly
_
it

should not be one who has written himself down in his-

tory as the most wanton game destroyer in America.

1 thought what a noble thing it was to teach those boys

woodcraft instead of bringing them up in the path of the

iadedah, hi which case they might become fadist Some
day. Sucli rot makes me want to own a number ten

boot that runs by steam and then have said critic inside a

forty acre lot. E. P. Jaques.

B >i on Notes*

A Deer Killed Within Six Miles of the Slate House.

Boston, Dec. 13.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: As re-

ported in one of our daily papers last evening, John T,

Collins, of Maiden, shot a doe on Dec. 11 in Maple-
wood. When he tried to sell it to a provision dealer

he learned some things about the game laws that were
new to him. No doubt, in due time, he will gather

more information, which is likely to remind him of

the old adage, ''Experience is a dear schoolmaster."

Last summer a gentleman reported finding a deers
carcass in Lexington, within ten miles of the gilded

dome. The hind quarters had been partially removed.
No clue to the perpetrator of this slaughter, so far

as I know, was ever obtained, although diligent efforts

were made in that direction.

Such cases, I believe, are quite rare, and the time

is fast approaching when they will be a thing of the

past, unless all signs fail. The people are waking up
to the importance of caring for wild animals and the

birds, and there is abundant evidence that all the

more intelligent men and women of Massachusetts
frown upon illicit and wanton killing. Chairman Col-

lins has been very busy of late in preparing the report

of the commission, which will contain much informa-
tion of especial interest to sportsmen.
Next Monday will be the last day for quail shoot-

ing in Bristol County. Your readers will remember
that by dint of persistent efforts the members of the

Legislature from that county secured a change in the

bird law last winter, making the open season on quail

from Nov. i to Dec. 15. If the quail hunters all ab-

stain from shooting partridges in Decetnber it will be

rather remarkable. This change was strongly opposed
by Representative Hunt in behalf of the North Attle-

boro Association, and by the sportsmen generally all

over the State, for the reason that they think it much
easier to enforce laws applying to the State as a whole.

A season's experience of the present law may be suffi-

cient to convince our friends in New Bedford and Fall

River tliat they made a mistake.

A 'Cddq Suj-per.

Mr. C. W. Bowles, a veteran 'coon hunter of New
Bedford, recently returned from a successful hunt in

South Amherst, There were several in the party, and
five 'coons "came down," the largest weighing 22

pounds. Among those in attendance at the banquet
given by Mr. Bnwles were George E. Thayer, G. F.

Thayer, C. S. Tillson and others, of Amherst; Irving

Quimby, Capt. F. A. Jenks, Louis Fournier and others,

of New Bedford. The game was prepared in many
different w;iys. and furnished a rare treat to Mr.
Bowles and his friends.

Shtpments of Game.

Up to last Friday night there had been shipped

through Bangor the present season, 5,124 deer, 191

moose and 2^ bears. More shipments have been made
from Greenville than from any other town, viz., 465
deer, 14 moose, 8 bears. Other important shipping

points are Patten, Norcross and Staceyville.

One surprising feature of the season is the large

number of successful women hunters, they having
shipped through Bangor 126 deer and 2 bears.

By inspecting a list of about 100 names of ladies

who have returned with deer, I find 27 of them are

from the old Bay State. For one I think it is a capital

thing for women to get such outings. More of them
should "take to the woods." I wish them the best of

luck.

You have heard of one of the famous rifle shots of

Massachusetts, whose record at Walnut Hill rifle

range is among the first, Mrs. Patridge ,and there,

are others.

Some of the Bostonians recently returned with game
are P. J. .A.bbott. Eugene Coffin, Mrs. E. Knight, C.

F. Eaton. F. S. Brown. O. A. Burrill, W. J. Dodd, T.

R. Tarrant and E. H. Dickinson. Central.

"As His Father Did Before Hm."
MoRGANTOWN, W^ Va,, Dec. 8.

—

Editor Forest and
SlrcaiJi: No doubt it is difficult to produce something
that iileases all people, and while there may be some who
V ould not take a second glance at the supplement of

Dec. 6, "As his father did before him," yet to me it is

the most pleasing picture that has been sent out with the

Forest and Stream,, while they have all been highly

pleasing and are prized beyond, a money value. I wish
therefore- to thank ypu specially, for the pleasure T have
had, and will have in feasting my eyes on this" splendid

VieiBinder of die days agone.- Embrson Obnby.

Winning a Maine Trophy.

Mr. and Mrs. Henby A. Caesar returned to New York
few weeks ago, after spending the month of October on
a shooting expedition in the wilds of Maine. They have

added as a result of their trip a dozen or more superb

trophies of the chase to their already remarkably fine

collection.

Of these evidences of their skill and prowess in field

and woods, Mr. and Mrs. Caesar are justly proud, for

the series of mounted heads which graces the hall

and dining-room of their town residence, is one of the

finest private collections in New York. Its most inter-

esting feature is that it has been brought together by their

own personal skill with gun and rifle.

Occupying places of honor on either side of the great

open fire-place in their stately dining-room haiig the most
recent trophies of their hunting, the majestic heads and
antlers of two immense moose killed by Mr. and Mrs.
Caesar on their recent expedition in the "Pine Tree
State," and thereby hangs this tale of a moose hunting
trip which Mrs. Caesar was prevailed upon to tell.

"After shooting a seventeen-point buck in Maine last

year," said Mrs. Caesar, "I felt that I should like (o

shoot at bigger game, and Mr. Caesar being of the same
mind, we started on a moose hunting trip last October.
"Taking St. Francis, Quebec, as a .starting place, we

made an all-day drive of forty miles to St. Ju.stine, where
after resting over night we journeyed five miles to Black

MRS. CAESAR AND HER MOOSE.

Brook, "also in the Province of Quebec, where, by ap-

pointment, we met our guides, one of them being Will
Henderson, of Jackson, Maine, who had been with me
on many hunting trips be fore.

"We then proceeded along the Duquan river to a point
where it empties hito the northwest branch of the St.

John's River, stopping over night at Sand's Camp, which
is just on the boundarj'^ line between Quebec and Maine.
The next day a short journey of twelve miles brought
us to Bogan Brook, where Mr. Caesar had had a hunting
lodge built during the summer.
"There had been a slight snow fall and the air was

deliciously crisp and invigorating. So far in our journey-
ing we had not met with a person outside of our own
party. The country was wild in the extreme, and all

about were silent and solitary forests of spruce, birch

and alders. We' found the surrounding streams and
brooks fairly alive with trout, and the woods really

teemed with birch partridges which we found exceedingly
tame in comparison with the Pensylvania partridges.

'Tt was the second day in camp when I succeeded in

bagging the game I was after. With Henderson for my
guide I went down the river prospecting for moose and
dter tracks, while Mr. Caesar and his guide went the

opposite direction. We had proceeded about three miles

when, on- emerging from the bush to the burnt land,

ITenderson, who was a bit in the lead, quickly turned,

and springing lightly over a windfall, tossed my rifle

to me and cried, 'Slioot! Shoot!'
"An instant later two moose bounded into sight about

one hundred and fifty yards away, the foremost one
almost as quickly disappearing into a thicket. I 'banged'
at the second moose and he fell sprawling, but was up
and in flight again in a second. We followed in hot pur-
suit and fifty yards from where he fell we came upon
him breathing his last.

"I had used a .45-70 Winchester one-half mantle bul-
let, and the shot had taken effect in the shoulder.
There lay the huge animal still in death, and my mis-
sion to the Maine wilds was accomplished. I had
killed my moose. When we reached the spot where
the fallen monarch lay Henderson declares that so
great was our mutual feeling of surprise and jubila-

tion, that we stared at one another for fully ten min-
utes before either of us spoke.
"The moose proved to be an immense fellow, Hender-

son estimating his weight at over 1,200 pounds. The
horns had a 52-inch spread and had fourteen points, and
proved to be one of the finest specimens secured in Maine
during the season.

"In cleaning the head of the moose Henderson met
with an unfortunate accident. He cut his finger, and
blood poisoning netting hi* his hand swelled t© an im-

mense size. Fortunately we found a physician who wtts

spending his vacation at Sand's Camp, and the wound
having been promptly dressed, Henderson was soon out

of danger and himself again.

"Although we saw a great many moose tracks, it was
not until about two weeks later that Mr. Caesar suc-

ceeded in getting his game. After long days spent in

traveling the burnt woods and marshes he finally secured

the desired shot and brought down a fine specimen with
a 44-inch spread of horns with thirteen points."

It is these two new fine heads in their superb collection

that Mr. and Mrs. Caesar now point out to their friends

with natural pride.

Next fall Mr. Caesar will go to Wyoming to hunt elk.

Mrs. Caesar will accompany him, but it is her full pur-
pose not to return until a grizzly bear falls a victim to

her unerring rifle.

Newfoundland Caribou.

Mr. E. a. Richard, of this city, who has hunted
big game in various sections of this country, tells an
interesting story of his recent expedition to Newfound-
land after caribou and other game, it was Mr. Rich-
ard's first shooting trip to Newfoundland, and he had
as his companion Mr. H, R. Kidney, of Auburn, N. V,

Both Mr. Richard and Mr. Kidney met with all the

success that the most enthusiastic sportsman could
wish, and the tale of their doings, observations antl

adventures during their month's visit to that island

spot will doubtless be read with mterfesi, and may inspire

other hunters to visit that region next season, when the

high license fee and certain other game restrictions

passed by the authorities last t'^ebruary, are likely, in jMr.

Richard's opinion, to be much modified.

"Our objective point," said Mr. Richard, "was Haw-
ley, which is located in about the center of the island,

and in the very heart of the caribou district, and there

we arrived by easy stages early in November. In the

beginning we were fortunate in securing the services

as guide of Robert B. Stroud, of Boni Vista Bay. who,
we were told, was the most experienced guide and
hunter in Newfoundland. As far as we were concerned,
it is a pleasure to say that he lived up to such a reputa-

tion.

"Stroud secured for us the services of two packers

and a cook, and it may interest many who contem-
plate a hunting trip to that region to learn that the

labor of all four men was secured for the modest sum
of seven dollars a day, which they regarded as ample
compensation. Like most of the natives we encountered,

our .men were all of either Scotch or Irish descent, and
honest, reliable and God-fearing to a degree. There was
no hunting or shooting on Sundays, and so strong was
their dislike to alcoholic stimulants that one of the

men, named Elijah, could not be persuaded to carry a

pack that contained a bottle of whiskey. Compared
with the French-Canadians, whom I employed nji a

moose-hunting expedition on the waters flowing into

Hudson Bay, they were indeed models ot tlieu kind.

The former, to judge by my experience, and that of

a number of my friends, are often found to be lazy,

indifferent and hard drinking.

"Contrary to our expectations and adding greatly

to the pleasure of our trip, we found the climate not
especially cold. During our stay we had only a few

flurries of snow that were not at all disagreeable, and
there was but very little rain. The thermometer never

recorded lower than twenty degrees above zero, and
during the day time it averaged between forty and
fifty.

"In former years the open seasons for shooting cari-

bou were from July 15 to Oct. i, and from Oct. 20 to

Dec. 31. Last February, however, the authorities made
the open seasons for this year from July 15 to Oct. i,

and from Nov. i to Dec. 31, thus closing the entire

month of October. Whether this law will continue in

force remains to be seen.

"Another act of the authorities last February was to

raise the license fee for hunting caribou to $100 for

three bucks. It appears to me that by so doing they

killed the goose, so to speak, that laid the golden egg,

for according to the figures given to me by M. Pike,

game agent at Port au Basques, only twen'.y-seven hunt-

ers had taken out licenses up to Nov. 20. \vhile up lo

the' same date last year over five hundred licen.ses were
issued. As one of the authorities said to me: 'We
guessed you Yankees corld afford to i^ay $100 just as

well as not for the privilege of shooting our caribou,

but there are evidently not enough of you who feel

like doing so. and next February I'm pretty sure that

down will come the price again,'

"We also learned that the authorities had prohibited

the shooting of caribou along a stretch of fifteen

miles on the railroad track at Hawley. and also for

five miles on either side of the track, thus ma'<ing a

belt fifteen miles long and ten miles wide, where the

caribou enjoy absolute imnnmity from hunters. This

particular tract of ground was in former seasons a.

favorite spot for many hunters, for when the car'-

bou migrate from the norih to STuh on their way
toward the straits of R-d Indi-^n La!-e, they are com-
pelled by the conformation of the country to cross

this now proscribed portion of the railroad track, and
their slaughter was immense. It was almost like shoot-

ing at the animals in a pen, and I think the new law,

in this respect, a wise one. although it does make the

hunting a deal more difficult.

"So we found it necessary in order to secure our
game to pitch our camp back in the hills, between the

railroad track and Red Indian Lake. The country
there is one continiious bog or marsh, dotted every-

where with countless thousands of little ponds and
larger hollies of 'I'Tter '"^ .--,..„..t' r.'-> , -,^r]

hilly in the extreme. In all this stretch of seventy-

fi\-e miles ti e e i-- scarcciv a . aicii ui vvuoUs, uiuy
clumps of bushes here and there.

"We pitched o-t rami nl->o-'t fo'-ty-fiv ni'l""; d'^e

south from Hawley in the shelter of some half-grown
trees, whi^h affor'^^''^ rs a <—^*p-tir-.-i f t^-i ^

=torms. which at times are quite severe. A 'look-ou^
line was then chosen about a mile and a half from
^amp, and hsve we built a lean-to of hemloek boughs.
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"I had many times heard stories about the abund-
ance, or, rather, super-abundance, of caribou in this

particular portion of the country, but was scarcely
prepared for the sight which greeted our eyes the
day after we had pitched camp, and which continued
all the days that we stayed there. It was the height
of the migratory season, and the number of caribou
that daily crossed our vision from our look-out station
seems incredible.

"The smallest band that we saw together at any one
time numbered three animals, and the largest one
hundred and two. Herds numbering from six to sev-
enty-five were espied daily. Although the work of

stalking them was exceedingly difificult on account of

the bogs and swampy condition of the soil, which
makes a tramp of a few miles exceedingly arduous and
fatiguing, we found that the killing of our complement
of bucks was practically simply a matter of selection.

Altogether, we figured that over eight hundred cari-

bou passed within our view, during our stay in camp.
"Leading from the direction of Hawley we found a

trail six feet wide and beaten down almost as hard
as asphalt by the herds of caribou that passed along it,

making for Red Indian Lake. Along this trail I suc-

ceeded in photographing a fine buck, with a Series
2 Zeiss lens at a distance of seventy feet.

"In addition to the caribou we shot, we killed num-
bers of Arctic hare and ptarmigan, or snow grouse,
which we found delicious eating. Foxes were also
rather plentiful, and altogether this shooting trip in

the wilds of Newfoundland was a pleasurable and
gratifying success in every particular."

California Shooting.
The California Game and Fish Commission made an

important capture on Tuesday last, which will go far

toward stopping the illegal traffic in quail, ducks and
other game birds by commission merchants and cold-

storage companies in this State. Ever since the quail

season opened on Oct. i, complaints have reached the

. commissioners that the law-rcspecting sportsmen found
this wily little California game bird unprecedentedly
scarce, and the quail grounds sown with empty shells

—

the tell-tale earmarks of the "sooner." Chief Deputy
Vogelsang at once started on a still hunt and quickly

learned that various firms of commission merchants
were flooding the State with circular letters directed

to market-hunters in the interior offering big pecuniary
inducements to them if they Avould violate the Iw. In
some instances as much as $2 per dozen for quail and
all transportation and other expenses were guaranteed
by the commission merchants. As the State is large

and the appropriation small, Mr. Vogelsang was having
"mighty hard hoeing," until fortune favored him. John
F. Corriea, of Cain, Boyd & Corriea, addressed one of

these circular letters to B. S. Smith, an Oroville shop-
keeper, who enjoys a local reputation as a wing shot.

Mr. Corriea did not happen to know that Mr. Smith
was a Deputy Game Commissioner, and Smith did not
go to the trouble of informing him of this important
fact, but forwarded the commission man's letter to Mr.
Vogelsang. The Chief Deputy wrote an enthusiastic

letter concerning the prospects of building up a colos-
sal business in illicit quail and sent it to Smith, who
signed it and forwarded to Corriea. The latter took the
bait like a fresh-run steelhead. By return mail Smith
received a letter tellmg him to pack not less than four-

teen dozen quail in a trimk and check the trunk to this

city and mail the check to Corriea, who would send
a man to the baggage office to get it. Deputy Warden
Kertcheval took the train for Oroville, and he and
Smith packed the decoy trunlv, but prior to doing so
they spent three days wandering through the woods
and canons collecting the necessary birds. Twenty-six
quail, one more than the legal limit, was the total bag,
and these were packed in a trunk with sundry pieces
of lead-pipe and a few brick-bats to increase its weight.
A representative of the commission firm called for the
trunk and presented the cHeck, and Corriea was
promptly arrested, but made light of the matter. Im-
mediately upon his arrest he wrote to Smith, telling

him to make himself scarce, but the astonishment of
himself and of his counsel was boundless when the
first witness called for the prosecution was Mr. Smith,
of Oroville, who produced all the Corriea letters and
testified to the facts as set forth herein. The pris-

oner's counsel immediately applied for a continuance,
which was granted. Mr. Vogelsang has a number of
other commission firms on his list and further prose-
cutions are in order.
The continued fine weather has seriously interfered

with duck shooting in northern California, as the steady
flight has not as yet begun. In no instance has an in-

diA'idual member of any of the many ducking clubs
about the bay recently bagged the limit, which if fifty

ducks. Mr. Hermami Oelrichs, on his private pre-
s ;erves in the Suisun marshes, came near it last week,
returning to the city with forty-five ducks, mainly can-
vasbacks and sprigs. Mallard so far have been very
scarce this year, although teal seem to be compara-
tively plentiful. Maiun.
San Francisco, Dec. i.

The Corriea Case, .

_
As INTIMATED in thcsc columns last week, the prosecu-

tion of John F. Corriea, the commission merchant who
was so cleverly caught red-handed by Chief Deputy
Charles A. Vogelsang with illicit quail in his possession
which had been shipped to him by one of Mr. Vogelsang's
deputies in response to a circular letter, couched in allur-
ing terms, has begun to bear most excellent fruit. On
the 8th inst. Police Judge Cabaniss convicted a Portu-
guese clothing merchant, named Silva, with having
twenty-four dozen quail in his possession. These birds
were shipped by market hunters in San Luis Obispo
County, and,the Commissioners have evidence that Silva
was acting for Corriea in the matter. A case against
another

_
go-between, involving thirty dozen quail is yet

to be tried. Corriea himself is making a strenuous fight
to keep out of jail ; but a final decision of the case is ex-
pected by the beginning of next week. The Comraisv
aioners have been extremely active this sea^son in enfore*

ing the game laws and great credit is due them and their
energetic Chief Deputy, as the appropriation at their
disposal for game protection amounts only to $3,600.

A Mediaeval Recrudescence,

Deputy Game Warden Robinson, of San Rafael, re-

ceived a call the other day from a stranger who com-
plained to him that an unknown foreigner was at that

moment engaged in killing quail by some illegal device
or other on the Hearst property near Fairfax. The
stranger did not state what the device was, but Robinson
saddled his horse and rode to the place in question with-
out a moment's delay. There he found Jules La Shelle,

n San Francisco Frenchman, hunting quail with a trained
falcon. La Shelle informed him tliat he had purchased
the bird from the captain of a French vessel. It was a
magnificent specimen of the peregrine falcon aild had
evidently been carefully trained, returning to its perch
on its master's wrist whenever he whistled. A sprightly
little fox-terrier flushed the birds for Monsieur La Shelle
and the bird-hawk at once sailed in and did the rest.

Robinson was an interested spectator of the performance
for a couple of hours, during which period the falcon
killed three quail. In speaking of it afterwards, he said,

"Hawking is not prohibited by the game laws and there
is no particular reason why it should be. A healthy man
with any sort of an old scatter-gun would have bagged at

least eight quail out of the four bevies flushed, in the time
that it took La Shelle's hawk to dispose of three birds."

On Unhappy Hunting Grounds,

The number of ducking clubs controlling marsh lands
to the north and south of San Francisco has increased
so amazingly during the past three years that the annual
rent of some of these favored localities has more than
quintupled. As most of this tide-land and tule property
is unfenced, altercations between members of rival clubs
concerning the boundaries of their respective preserves
have become vei-y common. The Swan Gun Club, of
which Deputy Game Commissioner C. G. Gould is presi-

dent, controls the shooting rights of a large territory in

the Alvarado marshes, and its next door neighbor is Mr.
F. J. Horn, a San Francisco liquor merchant. Last week
Mr. Horn was crossing from one blind to another, when,
so he claims, some person on the Gun Club grounds took
a shot at him. This incident disturbed Mr. Horn's
serenity to such an extent that, shortly afterwards, upon
meeting Dr. _L. F. Cranz, a member of the club, at the
railway station, he whanged that gentleman over the
head with a walking-stick and subsequently was fined

$50 by an unsympathetic justice of the peace. Both the
club and Mr. Horn have decided to have their respective
holdings surveyed and to preserve a strict neutrality, at
least until the result of the survey is Imown.

Marin.
San Francisco, Dec. 9.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST*
Anothef Reason.

Bearing upon the American complaisance in regard
to the destruction of that wild game which is one of

the great heritages of this people and the very one
most difiicult to replace, I may cite yet another rea-
son why there are some things in this country of which
we need not be proud. Here is a letter written to a
Michigan sportsman by another Michigan sportsman:
"The inclosed clipping is from the Mt. Clemens

Leader of Nov. 24. Wm. Sunderlin is a rubber in a
bath house in Mt. Clemens, and his wife a cook. These
two people make a business every fall of going North
the 20th of October and stajring until about the close
of the seasofi, getting all the birds they can. Then they
have their photographs taken with their birds strung
on a pole, and have the cut put in the Cutter's Guide.
If you will write to F. R. Eastman and ask him to
send you one copy each year of the Cutters' Guide with
these cuts showing, you will then form an idea of the
amount of birds which these people destroy. I say
destroy, because last year, when they strung them on
the pole to carry them to the protographer's office, the
wings and legs actually dropped off the pole they were
carrying them on, the birds were so rotten. I take
Forest and Stream, and read the reports of the
'Saginaw Crowd' and enjoy them very much. That
is why I take the liberty of writing this letter to you.
I know you will be interested in what I say, as every
sportsman should be. I had intended sending this

clipping to our next Legislature, but I am satisfied you
could put it in better shape and that it would have a
better effect. What would you think of a law which
would forbid any man or woman having in possession
at one time more than 50 partridges or quail, or 50
birds of either kind, and not more than 100 birds in a
season, either quail or partridges? It is a great mis-
take that all States ilo not take up Forest and
Stream's platform, of 'No sale of game.' We have
market hunters here. They go out in naphtha launches
at night with a big headlight and slaughter the ducks.
The ducks will not stand being shot after going to
roost. You can pound them as much as you please in

the hours set by law, but not after they go to roost.

We have a game warden here, but it is a case of $1,000
a year to do nothing. I have told him repeatedly about
this, but it does no good. A political job, don't you
know. I have a cottage at the lake and can hear them
shooting ducks until I go to sleep. We sportsmen
have got to get a move on us or the game hog will

wipe out everything."
The name of Mr. Sunderlin is not a new one in these

columns. The Forest and Stream a year or two ago
printed a story in regard, to this man and his doings
quite similar to that given above. The photograph
showed many rows of grouse hung up for the purpose
of photographing, and it was stated at that time that
the work of the photographer was nearly intolerable

by reason of the odor from the decomposed birds.

Just why Michigan will tolerate such doings is some-,
thing difficult to understand.

The Quail SeMon«

The quail sf^so)^ is oyer \^ l^lvQfsota 9&4 l^iolii-

gan, and has not yet opened in Wisconsin, owing to
the close term there. It will presently be over in.

Illinois, and it has been over all the year in Indiana, so
far as most of the Chicago shooters are concerned,
the non-resident license law barring out a great many
men who formerly shot birds in Indiana. A good many
of our sportsmen have been going after quail and
grouse in the State of Michigan. It is their custom
to bring their birds home with them in spite of the
Michigan law.

_
As to the State of Illinois, inquiry aiid investiga-

tion in good neighborhoods lead me to believe that
the reports regarding scarcity of quail in this State
have been well foutided. Sottie of my friends have
pooh-poohed the idea that quail are itlfluetlced by wet
or dry seasoils. I am personally conviiiced that they
are as subject to drowning out as the prairie chickett,

and I base this upon investigation of a wide strip of

country in the southern part of the State this fall. As.

everyone in this part of the world knows, we had an
unusually wet spring and summer. I have seen miles
of bottom land covered with weeds and corn, ideal

grounds for the feeding and breeding of quail, grounds
with timber close at hand and all kinds of hedges and
brush patches adjacent, which this fall show almost
no quail whatever, although last year, the year before
and for many years preceding the quail were very
numerous indeed in that very locality. In Christian
County, formerly as good a quail country as we had
in Illinois, the water still stands where for months at

a time it stood in the overflows, due to the heavy
rains of last spring. I know personally that there was
a fine breeding head of quail left in that country last

fall. There were not as matly quail at the beginning
of this season as there seemed to be left at the end of

last season. Increase is hardly apparent at all. A
good many coveys are put up w^hich experienced hunt-
ers declare to consist of old birds exclusively. Again,
there are some young birds, showing extremely late

breeding, perhaps after the high waters had to some
extent subsided. I am entirely disposed to believe with
these shooters directly on the ground that the Bob
White quail not only may be, but is largely affected in

its breeding operations by continued wet weather.
Perhaps the quail may have sense enough to breed on
a spot above the actual overflows, but the heavy rains

would seem naturally to be well-nigh as fatal to the

tiny little Bob Whites, naked and not larger than a

bumble bee, as with the young of domestic^ poultry,

which any good farm wife knows will perish in scores

when subjected even to one heavy summer rain.

A Qaail Shddt in Illlnole.

Believing it to be paft of the duty of any American
citizen to Vote at least ortcfe In every election, and to

go shooting at least once in every shooting season.

I this week left town and spent a day or so with my
friend. Warren Powel, in Christian CDunty. Mr.
Powel began to apologise about the birds almost be-

fore we started out shooting at all, but it not being a

part of the programme to kill all the birds in the

county, we got along nicely In spite of the fact that we
did not find so much game as we formerly did In his

country.
Our old friend Dolly, Mr. Powel's hunting dog,

proved herself as good a judge of quail as ever be-

fore. Dolly, broad and portly from lack of use, is just

beginning to show the touch of advancing years, and
she makes her head save her heels upon occasion and
her nose save both. I have never seen a better nose
on any dog than that carried by this same wise-headed
individual. Mr. Powel and I took Dolly one after-

noon and walked out a little way from his house. We
put up five bevies in all, one in very heavy scrub oak,

and three others on one stubble field just about dusk.

On the whole, we counted ourselves very fortunate in

picking up an even dozen of nice birds. We did our
best work on one bevy which we marked down on a

grassy hillside. For a few brief moments we really

thought we were pretty hot quail shooters, since we
let nothing get av/ay. Then we went over into the

aforesaid scrub oak, put up a bevy of big, strong birds,

and got a practical lesson in humility. We did not
bag a single bird out of these, and indeed had only one
shot, fired to no effect at the Avild bevy rise on the

leaves. These quail simply vanished, disappeared,

evaporated! We knew perfect! j'- Avell that a better

single bird dog did not exist than Dolly, but we found
only two or three birds out of the entire bevy, and
these were very wild. We looked carefully into the

trees, believing that most of the unaccounted for were
hid in the scrub oak; but as it was growing dark, we
could not locate them, and finally gave it up.

Bob White is certainly getting to be a inore difficult

proposition ever year. I perfectly agree with a chance
acquaintance, whom I met in Minnesota, who said that -

he thought the quail was the most resourceful of all

our game birds. We are in the habit of thinking that

the ruffed grouse is wiser than the quail, but such is

not really the case. Suppose you put up a covey of

fifteen grouse, would you not be apt to get easily four

or five before you got done with the singles? Yet the

man who at this season of the year bags four or five

birds to the bevy of quail, is doing very good work
with head, gun and dog. The birds fly to timber when- •

ever they get a chance, and when in cover of that kind
they are hard to pick up.

Our three bevies on the stubble field we found when
it was so dark we could hardly see Dolly while she was
pointing. We should not have cared to disturb the

birds so late, but had to cross this field on our way
home. Stooping down to see more clearly against the

sky, we did get four shots at the first bevy, and some-
what to our own surprise picked up three birds. A
little later Dolly pointed yet another bird in the dark,

sprang, and caught a single, which seemed to be dis-

abled and crippled from our own or some other gun,

Grand Jubilee,

On the day following this Mr. Powel planned a

grand quail and 'coon jubilee. We were to go out 10

miles to a little cross-roads known as^Vanderville, ngar

virhat was thought to be a good quafl coimtry. With
US were Istill H»raer at^4 \kk dog ^ock, hp^^i old
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friends of mine in that- country, and Frank Taylor, who
keeps the village barber shop under the spreading

chestnut tree. Mr. Taylor is ' the owner of a meat
dog known as Dan, and as we had along Dolly also,

we certainly had no reason to complain of our rolling

stock. We reached our hunting grounds a little after

noon and started out from Vanderville on foot. Dur-
ing the afternoon we put up quite a lot of quail here,

there and everywhere, mostly in the woods and thick-

ets. Between us we gathered up 30 birds, but Mr.
Powel was responsible for our not getting a good many
more. His innate kindness and dislike to ofltend once

in a while makes him a victim. In this case he met a.

solitary hunter who was out trying to shoot quail

without any dog and without any experience. He
seemed to gravitate in toward our party, and in order

to save the lives of the rest of us Mr. Powel took him

in tow and wandered around all the rest of the after-

noon. Hence he got only two or three birds to his

own gun, thereby cutting down our bag to lighter

proportions than it should have shown. He explained

later that he was so busy most of the time dodging
around trees, to keep from getting shot by his new
friend, that he didn't have time to do any quail hunt-

ing.

As to the dogs, they behaved beautifully. They are

all used to hunting together, have all got noses, and
are all perfectly up in every point of the game. I

think that in all my experience. North or South, in any
kind of company, I never saw three dogs put up a bet-

ter exhibition of field work. They were perfectly inde-

pendent of each other, all good rangers, and everyone

of them had good bird sense. They seemed always

to know where to go and what to do. A keener nose

than Rock showed would be a matter of superfluity, a

Ijetter single bird dog than Dolly never went on four

or three legs, and as for Dan, he supplied the only pos-

sible deficiency by being a perfect retriever. The
other two dogs have not been trained to retrieve, but

content themselves Avith pointing dead birds. It was
such a comfort to watch these dogs going about their

business so contentedly and methodically that we did

not insist so very much upon the shooting part of the

game.
To some extent I retrieved the reputation which I

lost as a quail shooter in Minnesota; but even so we
did not shoot perfectly, the birds being strong and
wild, and for the most part in heavy cover. Taylor

proved a good quail shot, and Harner was always

able to account for over half his birds, which I call

excellent shooting. The only possible regret one could

feel under such circumstances was that twilight came
about three or four hours earher than ought to have
been legally permissible. I imagine that any lover of

ihe nervous, horse-racing whippet known as a field

trial winner, would have been disabused of a few

notions could he have seen these three level-headed

meat dogs follow their vocations on that afternoon.

It was a joy forever. I have tried for two or three

years to buy this Dan dog from Mr. Taylor, but after

seeing them work together, it seemed to me it would
be a shame to part them. I would not sell a dog of

that kind myself, nor does it seem right to ask any
other fellow to. It is all right to sell field trial win-

ners, but meat dogs—never! As to buying Dolly or

Rock, methinks there is not money enough in the

present unsettled condition of our banking institutions.

A 'CooQ Hunt.

I am satisfied that Warren Powel will be the death

of me yet, one way or another. He will either kill me
laughing or walking. He is the most merciless walker

I ever got tangled up with, and he can see no reason

why his pedestrian enthusiasm should not extend itself

to all mankind. It seemed to Mr. Powel a pretty good
thing after walking 15 miles or so in the afternoon, to

go out and hunt 'coons the rest of the night. He had

a couple of his men come out from town in the even-

ing, bringing a pair of his 'coon dogs, which he values

almost more than he does Dolly herself. These were a

present from Mr. W. I. Speers, of Byhalia, Miss., and
have killed many a fat ring-tail since they came into

Mr. Powel's possession. I was not especially hanker-

ing after any moi'e walking, but it was impossible to

resist Mr. Powel's blandishments in regard to 'coon
hunting in general. Accordingly, at about nine or ten

o'clock we started out. One cannot do justice to the

disappointment Mr. Powel felt when we found that

the conditions were so much against us. Without
doubt these heavy timbered tracts along the creek bot-

toms held good store of 'coons. Indeed, we heard of

a local hunter who had killed several but a night or
tAvo before. The hour was, however, too early for the

raccoons to be disporting themselves, and, most disap-

pointing of all, there came a cold north wind and a

heavy freeze. Now all men well posted in raccoon lore

know well that it takes a moist, warm night for Mr.
'Coon to do his traveling, and that the latter gentle-

man is most apt to begin his wandering at some hour
after midnight. Our dogs opened two or three times,

possibly after mink or 'possums. Once they made
quite a run, and we were satisfied killed some small

animal at the end of it, although we could never tell

what it was—surely not rabbit, perhaps mink, 'pos-

sum or house cat. It was pleasant music, this deep
voice of the hounds, in the silent, frosty woods, and I

felt myself enjojang the situation. We were out for

three or four hours, and finally gave it up on account
of the unfavorable weather conditions; hence, having
to record almost the first blank for Mr. Powel's re-

doubtable 'coon dogs. These latter have a good many
pelts to their credit this fall, notably that of one old

grandfather 'coon, which weighed 23i,l pounds. Mr.
Powel and his friend Harner got up at three o'clock

one morning, took the dogs and went out for a little

festivity, and this big 'coon was the product of their

morning devotion to sport. They got a good run
nearly every night, and hence felt very much disap-

pointed at the bad success on this particular occasion.

A Nigfat in a Coantry Stote.

After our 'coon hunt we rounded up at our tempor-
ary headquarters, which were in a country store located

^t Vanderville crpssro^cis "Xlne kindly proprietor of

this store, Mr. Busby, took care of us the best way
he could, and gave us plenty to eat, but he had no
beds where we could sleep that night. It seemed a

long way to ride into town against the cold north

wind, so we concluded to send the teams in and to hunt

in toward town on the following morning. That left

our four quail shooters, Messrs. Powel, Harner, Tay-
lor and myself, to pass the balance of the night as best

we could. We had a big stove in the middle of the

long storeroom, and around this stove dogs and men
disposed themselves as best they could under the cir-

cumstances. Mr. Powel slept on the counter with 3

sack of flour as a pillow. He describes a sack of flour

as most excellent good for such purposes, though a

trifle cold. Mr. Harner arranged three boxes of un-

equal height as his own personal couch, and Mr. Tay-
lor made preparations of a similar nature. I found that

a sheet of brown wrapping paper makes an excellent

mattress upon occasion. This I .spread upon the floor,

put a rubber coat on top of it, and with a shooting
coat for a pillow, did very nicely, indeed. It was a

little cold during the night, and Dolly, good soul, came
to share my bed with me. I found that she made even

a better pillow than a sack of flour or a shooting

coat. We got along very nicely until four o'clock,

when Mr. Busby informed us that breakfast would be

ready very soon. By break of day we were ready for

the road once more, a little bit short of sleep and a

little bit long of pedestrian experience, but all of us

feeling better than we had any right to feel under the

circumstances. As Mr. Powel was due home that morn-
ing, and as the quail country was not so good close

toward town, the rest of the expedition resolved itself

mostly into a steady tramp through the muddy fields

or the side of the still muddier road. We put up
three bevies of quail en route, one of them on the

grounds of a man who ordered us off his place. On
the whole, we thought ourselves fortunate to add nine

quail to our stock. The dogs still behaved beautifully,

the weather was clear, and although the going was
heavy, I am sure that our hearts were light and we
enjoyed every foot of the way. ' Some other time we
are going out to attack that 'coon who was too fast

asleep to entertain us on the evening of our visit to his

domain. Perhaps I am getting old; I do not know; at

any rate, I can go out and have a good time even if

we don't kill a 'coon or more than a dozen birds. Be-
side that, a visit to the Powel household is medicinal

in its nature. It is a comfort to get out of the city

and to meet people who are real folks. This not to

mention the great Powel store of Things like Mother
used to make.

On Pie.

Speaking of eating, what a wonderful thing is the

stomach of a sportsman! When we went away from
Taylorville early in the morning, we forgot to take any
lunch. Mr. Powel sent to a restaurant and got some
sandwiches and also four or five pies. That night at

our Vanderville bivouac, we ate up all these things,

Mr. Powel thinking that pie could not by any possi-

bility hurt anybody. I have no religious scruples

against eating a pie or so upon occasion, and am here

to bear testimony that pie is perfectly innocuous when
taken in connection with a 'coon hunt at tnidnight.

This hunger, which comes from the outdoor air—what
a splendid and beautiful thing it is!

Wouldn't Stand for It.

We had only one really unpleasant incident in our
Illinois quail shooting, and that arose from the un-
willingness of a certain farmer to let us conduct oper-
ations with a certain bunch of quail, which we had
marked down in his cornfield. Of course, as soon as

he told us he didn't allow shooting, we signified our
willingness to go on our way, but as quickly as we
turned to go this individual seemed to think that his

occasion had come to show authority and masterful-

ness.
"You'd better go right on out," said he.

''We're going" out," said we.
"Well, you'd better go on," said he.

"We are," was our rejoinder. We also tried to ex-
plain matters, saying that we did not intend to shoot
against his will, and that we never did such things;

but the more we tried to treat this fellow like a gentle-

man the more he acted like anything else. At length
Mr. Powel said to him: "My friend, how far does your
jurisdiction extend, anyhow?"
"Never you mind," was the reply. "I'm just as good

as you are, if I haven't got on store clothes." We
wondered a little bit at this, but about an hour or so

after Mr. Powel's face lightened up. "I've got it,"

said he. "When I asked that fellow about his juris-

diction he thought I was calling him some kind of a

name or other. You mind, after this 'jurisdiction'

don't go. Just ask him where his land runs to, and
let it go at that."

The Sultan Called a Halt.

When I was out in Minnesota a week or so ago I

met one of the well-known political characters of that

State. Hon. Thomas Dowling, member of the Legis-
lature, formerly speaker of the House in Minnesota, at

one time secretary of the National Republican League,
and in very many ways a prominent man in the West-
ern political world. Mr. DowHng, it may be remeni-
bered, was sent as a special commissioner to our Ori-
ental possessions by the late President McKinley, and,
among other things, was instructed to visit the Sultan
of Sulu and to report upon matters as he found them
at the court of that functionary.
To look at Mr. Dowling one would not know that

he was a badly crippled man. The truth, however, is

that when he was a boy, a farmhand working on a

ranch, he was caught out in one of the terrible bliz-

zards which constituted one of the dangers of the

Western pioneer, and was so badly frozen that he lost

both of his legs below the knees, one of his arms be-

low the elbow, and all but the stumps of his fingers

and thumb on the other hand. In form Mr. Dowling
is well-nigh gigantic, and mentally^ is equalljr well en-

dowed by nature, yet one would think that this misfor-

tunPi polling qpon a young man, \vould either hav^

killed him or utterly wiped out all hope and enter-

prise in his soul. This was not the case with Mr,
Dowling. He says to-day that his misfortune was the

making of him. He at once began to study to get him-
self a good education, and worked up from one line of

business to another until he has come to be one of the

most prominent men, not only in his community, but
in his State. Clear-headed, kindly of soul, unsoured
by his misfortune, he is one of the best examples of

what clear grit will do for the American man.
Above all things Mr. Dowling is a keen sportsman,

and about a year ago was so lucky as to kill his moose
up in Minnesota. He can walk perfectly well on smooth
going, but is obliged to hunt on horseback in the
woods. He kiUed his moose from horseback, one of

the few instances of this kind, perhaps, ever to be
chronicled. I should not write thus freely of him did

he retain any sensitiveness as to his own disfigure-

ment. Upon the contrary of this, he discusses it

freely and relates many humorous incidents in con-
nection with it.

One night, when in a sleeping car, he followed his

usual custom of removing his trousers, with his feet

and boots attached, and hung them over the edge of

the upper berth in the sleping car. He left instructions
with the porter that he should be called for at a cer-

tain station. The porter in the morning, on parting
the curtains, saAv what he supposed to be the form of

his client sitting on the edge of the berth with his legs

hanging over and all dressed for rising. As a matter
of fact, Mr. Dowling was still sound asleep. The
porter did not call him, and he was carried past his

station. The matter was reported to the conductor,
who called up the astonished and terrified negro.

"'Deed, boss," said the latter, "I went into dat man's
bu'th to call him at the place where he was to git off,

and I swar to God, he was sittin* up there all dressed
with his feet hangin' over the bu'th. I didn't see no
use a wakin' up a man what was a'ready woke up.

You can't blame me. They ain't nuthin' in the rules

says I got to wake up a man what's a'ready up and
dressed." To this day the porter cannot understand
how his man could be both asleep and awake at the
same time.

But in regard to the Sultan of Sulu. Mr. Dowling
duly visited the court of the sultan and discharged his

duties conscientiously, as is his wont. He thought it

might be well to inquire into the domestic relations of

the august monarch, and stated that it would give him
much pleasure to visit the harem of the sultan. But
the sultan drew the line at this, stating that the harem
was a private institution pure and simple, and that no
human being, not even Uncle Sam, had ever been ad-
mitted to its precincts save himself. During this con-
versation Mr. Dowling and the sultan were sitting

comfortably on the floor, after the fashion of that

country. It was warm, and both residents and non-
residents participating in the conversation, were clad

lightly as befitted the temperature then prevailing.

"It is a little warm, I find," said Mr. Dowling, finally,

to the sultan through his interpreter, "and if you don't

mind, I'll just cool off a little bit." So saying, he
reached down to his ankle and unscrewed one of his

legs, which he calmly laid on the floor in front of the
sultan.. The latter was astonished but game, and al-

though he was evidentl}' scared, managed to keep his

face straight. Mr. Dowling also kept his countenance
unmoved, and presently remarked that he found the

heat still quite depressing, and that, if the sultan didn't

mind, he would still further disencumber himself.

Whereupon he unscrewed the other leg and laid that

also on the floor in front of the sultan. The old man
got a little nervous at that and shifted his seat, but
was unable to keep his eyes away from these disjecta

membra before him. Seeing this, Mr. Dowling reached
around and unscrewed his arm, which he also placed
upon the floor. That settled it. The sultan threw up
both hands in horror.
"Hitherto," said he, "I have lived somewhat in seclu-

sion in this empire of mine. I admit that I have not
become fully acquainted with the customs of American
civilization as you represent them to me. It will not
he. necessary for you to take yourself apart further.

I you want to go into the harem, very well. The place
is at your disposal."

This is the tale as it was told to me, between St.

Paul and Norwood, upon the Milwaukee and St. Paul
Road, upon a certain evening m November. Verily,

the world of sportsmanship is wide and not without
a varied interest.

Ftjta New Brunswick^

Mr. Chas. K. Palmer, of Fredericton, N. B., is this

week making his second visit to Chicago, and paid the
Forest and Stre.am office a pleasant call. Mr. Pal-
mer was here with the New Brunswick guides at the
sportsmen's show winter before last.

Weasels and Ermine.

In the woods it is a weasel, but in the city it is an
ermine, and there is a difference. Last winter up in

New Brunswick Charlie Cremin gave to a Certain
Person a bunch of six weasel skins, saying that they
would only net him perhaps ten or fifteen cents apiece
at the fur buyers. This winter the Certain Person sug-
gested to me that these skins—they were "ermine" by
the time they got to Chicago—^would make an excel-
lent collar for an opera wrap, and that as we had such
a good start on such wrap, it might be well to finish it,

since it would probably not cost more than $300 or
$400 or so. In the course of operations it came out
that a Certain Person was shy one or two of these
black-tail tips, which are supposed to go with ermine
when it moveth itself aright. ' "Go buy a tip," said I

"go buy a couple of dozen ef them.'_' I was figuring
on the New Brunswick basis. It is different here.
Charlie Crem.in gets fifteen cents for a whole weasel
skin. The fur dealer here ^ets just sixty-five cents for
the end of that weasel's tail. This goes a little easier
when you call it "ermine."

Turning Soothwatd.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 10.—At this season the thoughts
of a great many sportsmen ^re beginning to tv«r^
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southward. Our shooting is nearly over now in this
part of the world, and, indeed, it would be very well, in

view of the scarcitj' of quail in Illinois and Indiana,
were the shooting- to end at this date. We would not
have any too many birds to stock us for next year
even did we stop shooting now, if we were to catch
a second bad season next year, though that is not
like!}'. The more abundant and more regularly sup-
plied covers of the Southern States naturally appeal
to the Northern shooter, who has leisure for a trip
into that country. The sportsmen of Saginaw earlier
mentioned as having procured a large quail preserve in

Mississippi, will possib^^ get together some time within
the next thirty days and visit their new hunting grounds
with a view to putting up a club house, etc.

Mr. Ernest McGaffey and a party of four or five

others of Chicago have returned from a trip to the
timbered coimtry of Arkansas, where they hunted on a
tract owned by the Paepcke Lumber Co. of more than
100,000 acres in extent, all wild country. Among other
results were two big wildcats, four deer, five wild tur-
keys, an assortment of raccoons, etc., the hounds which
were taken in, proving industrious in their way. Mr.
McGaffey reports a very enjoyable time.

Southern Mtgratfon of Sqaitrels.

Col. R. E. Bobo, of. Mississippi, who is again in Chi-
cago, tells me that this fall there came in across upper
Mississippi a great migration of gray squirrels. These
came from somewhere to the northwest, without doubt
from Arkansas^ and hence must have crossed the Mis-
sissippi River. At last accounts they were still tarrying
in the Yazoo and Sunflower country, where the mast
is good. Thesfe great migrations of squirrels are
among the interesting phenomena of nature, and can
to-day be, perhaps, better noted in the South than else-

where. It has been reported in Forest and Stream
that such a migration a few years ago started in

eastern Tennessee and wound up in New Hampshire,
Bobo tells me that sometimes the squirrels entirely
leave his country, and again are very numerous. He
has on four different occasions seen these migrations
crossing large rivers, twice, I believe, the Mississippi
River. He says this fall the squirrels crossed while
the water was yet fairly warm, but has seen winter
migrations when long submersion in the icy water left

the squirrels almost utterly exhausted when they
emerged from the water. He says that in these cases
the squirrels simply crawl out on the bank or sand
bar and lie there, nearly perishing, until they gradually
become drj'. He has seen persons go along and pick
them up by the tail, throwing them into sacks in any
quantity desired, and has seen parties go out in boats
to meet the swimming hordes, picking the squirrels up
by the tails and throwing them into baskets or bags
in the boat. U^hmijd

Bobo and the Bear Hoot.

It is late now to speak of President Roosevelt's bear
hunt in Mississippi, but in view of certain inaccurate
statements which have appeared in different parts of
the country, Bobo wishes to be set right before the
sportsmen, and is anxious that the Forest and Stream
shall have what will perhaps be the only accurate state-

ment of the matter published. There was just a little

politics, after all, in the Mississippi hunt, which was
not really organized under the advices of Governor
L.ongino after all. As to this, however, we need not
concern ourselves. A paper in Memphis printed the
somewhat astonishing announcement that Col. Bobo
had declined to enter the hunt at Smedes, and assigned
an unworthy reason for this action. This story stirred
up the hospitable Colonel's ire to the last degree, and
he promptly came out with a card, which was printed
in different Southern papers, stating that he claimed to
be both patriot and gentleman and had no part in the
awkward and uncouth attack made upon the Presi-
dent of the United .States at the expense of himself.

Col. Bobo printed the following card: "Mr. Stuyve-
sant Fish wired Capt. A. A. Sharp to ask me to join
the President's party. When I got the message I had
been five days in the woods, hunting with personal
friends from Champaign, III. I regretted more than
words can express that I could not see any honorable
way to comply with Mr. Fish's request, and I so
wrote him. I should have been delighted to join the
President's friends and to aid in extending him every
courtesy, which would be due not only the man but his

exalted office. The President of the United States is

never slighted by any true American, and anything pub-
lished to the contrary as coming from me, no matter
by whom related, is so related under total misappre-
hension and in error. (Signed) R. E. Bobo."
There is no .special moral and no reflection intended

in this somewhat delayed statement, except that the
next time the President wants a bear hunt, it is to be
hoped he v.'ill go to Bobo direct. The Bobo bear
pack is by comparison the only one in the State of
Mississippi. It is a pleasure to see it when it moveth
itself aright on its accustomed grounds; and when
Bobo goes out after bear, he gets bear.

Western Men ia New Bfacsw cfc.

I have already mentioned two or three Western men
who were successful in New Brunswick. To these
there is to be added Mr. George Henneberry, of Chi-
cago, who was out with Adam Moore this fall on a
successful

_
trip, and who has the unqualified admira-

tion of his guide, as witness a letter just received
from Uncle Adam to-day. Adam says: "We have
had a. very successful season. I have never known
big bull moose so plenty. We got some very fine
ones and were never more than a week in getting any
man his moose. Until November there was no snow.
On the 12th it snowed, and then we saw a good bull
every day for foijr days, while the snow lasted. That
new country we discovered last winter and which I
opened up this season is a dandy. That's where Mr.
Robinson, of Chicago, got his moose."
Mr. M. -Westover, of Schenectady, N, 'Y., was an-

other one of. Ada'm's customers this fall, and takes
pains to write me under date of Dec. 8, saying that he
had a most enjoyable fortnight with Adam. He met
him at Perth and they drove to Riley Brook that

night, went on to the forks of the Tobique the next
morning, and on the second day's walk thence arrived
at Nictor Lake. Mr. Westover interviewed seven dif-

ferent bull moose, let go one at which he might have
shot, but shot his moose and caribou, although wait-
ing for a long time to pick out a good moose head.
Something of my own experience comes back as I read
the following sentence. "I am sorry I killed the
moose, but we followed two bulls for several hours,
and when we came up with them it was so thick we
could not see much, and Adam judged much more by
size and color than hy sight of the horns. I shot each
animal but once, using the new .50-110 cartridge."

Changed Habits ia Game Birds.

Speaking of Minnesota quail, my friend, Mr. Mer-
shon, of Michigan, a close observer, writes thus:

"It is strange how the habits of these birds have
changed. Northern Michigan is full of them, and in-

stead of being an open field bird, they seem to frequent
dense thickets. Their habits are more like those of

the ruffed grouse. It seems to me they have become
larger and hardier, and they are wilder, flying further
after they are flushed, and being 'an entirely different

bird than that which we knew here in southern Michi-
gan twenty years ago. In fact, Saginaw was the ex-
treme northern limit for a long while. In those days
these birds were winter killed so often that it was
only once in four or five years we had decent shooting.
At times we would think they had entirely disappeared.
Now we find them all around Wingleton, in Lake
County. I saw lots of them north of Tawas this fall,

and hear of them all over the State."
I can say that my own experience bears out these

observations on the habits of the Bob White quail.

These birds, as I saw them in Minnesota, were an en-
tirely different game bird from the quail of my earlier

years in loAva, Kansas, Nebraska and other parts of
the West and South. I believe that in these northern
regions they surpass the ruffed grouse in shrewdness,
shiftiness and general ability to care for themselves,
and I believe that they in time become almost as hardy
and as able to endure the northern winters, and will

show fewer of those general and mysterious disap-
pearances which sometimes turn up in regard to the
ruft"ed grouse supply.

Heav7 Seizure of Nebraska Quail.

Dec. 13.—A shipment of 500 quail, packed in barrels

with layers of poultry on top, was seized at Fremont,
Neb,, by State Game Warden George L. Carter on Dec.
ic. The shipment came from Verdigris, Neb., and was
billed to Chicago. The name of the consignor is thought
to be known to the State Game Warden and the impres-
sion is that arrest and conviction will follow. This is the
most important seizure of game reported from Nebraska
for a long time, and the sentiment regarding it would
seem to be one of mild surprise. There is no question
that large quantities of game are shipped out of Nebraska
regularly to the Chicago market.

Found Dead ia the Woods.

The bodj' of Nelson Fordham, a n:erchant of Virginia,
Minn., was discovered in the woods of a part of the
Mesabe range a week or so ago. This was at a point
some ten miles from the railroad. Fordham had been shot
through the body by some unknown party and the prob-
ability is that he was another one of the victims of the
deer-hunting season. No clew whatever to the shooter
was discovered. Fordhanr's own rifle lay beside him and
showed no sign of having been discharged.

The Quail Season.

The Illinois quail season is tapering off now very
rapidly and few of the Chicago boys are now going out,

owing to the bad reports brought in by shooters regarding
the scarcity of birds. No one has been ha\ang very heavy
shooting, although it is not to be said that the head of
game is ciit down to a point warranting any special alann
Granted a good winter and spring, we should have a fair

supply of quail next year, at least let us so hope.
Mr. Oswald Von Lengerke was down at Marion, III.,

in a very good quail country, a few days ago, but did
not have any very heavy sport, although on one day he
got 28 birds. He reports gre-at quantities of rabbits, with
which, of course, he was not interested. Here is a tip

for ^Qlne one who likes fun with beagles.

At Tolleston.

Mr. C. S. Deniris took a few friends to-day for an
afternoon at Tollcston Club, south of Chicago. There
seems to be no legal reason why the}' should not shoot
a few blue rocks or pattern their shotguns on the barn
door if they feel so disposed. There is talk of a quail

preserve to be established by the Tolleston Club, that is

to say, if there can be any such thing as a quail preserve
for a club of any great extent and for a country so near
to the gun bearing population of the lower Chicago pre-
cincts.

Mayor Goes to Oklahoma.

Mayor Harrison, of Chicago, went as the guest of
honor in a special car party which will take a trip in

Oklahoma this week with a view to a little quail shooting.
Different chiefs of the Indian Nations have sent the
Mayor invitations, the story having gone abroad that the
latter is a member of the tribe of Wishininne, and hence
qualified to shoot in all the Indian territories.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. 111.

Few Ohio "Wooifcock.

MiAMTSBURG, O., Dec. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Woodcock are becoming very scarce in this section of
Ohio and are seen only at rare intervals. - C. V.

"I tloink I know/' saiH the amateur gunner, after

his fifth straight rriiss, "why those birds are called

'ducks.' " "What's that, sir?" inquired the guide. "Be-
cause they duck out of the way. every tijn« » fellow
shoots."*—Philadelphia Pres8j

A Warfant to Attest Yowt Attention.

Every week for years I have read with much interest
the columns of Forest and Stream, and at last I feel it

almost my duty to write a few lines concerning the de-
decrease of our wild fowl.

I have read the fine work of Mr. George B. Grinnell,
''American Duck Shooting," and heartily agree with him
in his suggested methods of stopping, to some extent, the
decrease, namely: Limit the bag for the day and also
for the season, and stop spring shooting. I have made
a study of the game laws of the several States where
the famous ducking grounds are located and find that
ducks can, practically, be killed whenever seen; as the
close season is the time the ducks are north breeding.
You will readily see by consulting the laws and with a
knowledge, born in all men, of the arrival and departure
of the fowl, that in the matter of season, ducks are af-

forded very little protection, except perhaps on the flats

around Perryville and Havre de Grace, where the laws
are more binding thaia in other localities.

During my short existence, I have noticed a very
marked and sad decrease in the hosts of fowl as they
come down each fall, and although my observations have
been confined to one locality, principally the Delaware
River, around Marcus Hook, Wilmington, Billingsport
and Essington, I have noted the decrease from time to
time, and it only seems a question of a few years before
they say good-bye forever.

In "American Duck Shooting," I see an article which
describes the shooting on the Delaware River, some years
ago, between Marcus Hook, Pa., and Pennsville, N. J.,
and I note with appreciation the shame of the shooter,
after a day of slaughter among the mallards. But such
examples as this one are very rare; usually the shooter
simply shoots until either his ammunition is exhausted
or the flight of fowl ceases. I fail to see anj' sports-
manlike qualities in such gunning, and I think thfe

sportsmen will agree with me in the belief that the
sooner such men as these are out of the way, the bet-
ter duck shooting will become.

I believe that by the time another generation has grown
to manhood, the accounts of duck shooting will be told,

much as are the thrilling accounts of hunting the bison
to-day. While in Charleston, at the exposition, last win-
ter, W. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) informed a reporter of
one of the local newspapers that in the early seventies
he (Cody) had killed five thousand buffalo in eighteen
months. While this is a little out of line with the text
of my article, it serves to illustrate how quickly game
can be exterminated, when so slaughtered, as recited

above.
Let all interested write to their representatives in the

Legislature and recommend a course that will protect
these beautiful as well as gamy birds from the certain
destruction which now confronts them.

Albert M. Barnes.

Which?

I HAD some sportsmen friends whose enthusiasm
for shooting and fishing impressed me so deeply that

I, who had known nothing of sport, became imbued
with their spirit, and finally, as a raw novice, joined
their ranks. I spent mucli money in obtaining a

shooting and fishing outfit. For many years I took
two to three weeks' time to indulge my passion for

use of rod and reel, dog and gun. For many years
I returned empty-handed. I furnished subjects for my
friends' merriment. I was pointed out as the original

man, well garbed, well equipped with the finest of rods
and reels, who purchased his fish of the country tatter-

demalion with a "pole," clothesline, pin hook and
earth wortn. I was also the original hero of the

episode in which the dude man with a dude dog and
dude gun buys his game in the market after a return

from a shooting trip, and a few moments before his

advent within the bosom of his family. I was pleas-

antly referred to as a "duffer," a "lobster"_ and other
terms of endearment, which pass between friends when
they esteem each other so highly that they can safely

say unkind things. I was no good. I was simply so

inefiicient that I was a laughing stock. Why? It was
not necessary to kill anything to have true sport.

Why then was I such an object of general ridicule?

I got past the unskillful stage in time. I return now
with good bags, the product of knowledge and skill

acquired by application, weeks of practice, the experi-

diture of mirch money and the suffering of much morti-
fication from the contempt of my friends. But, strange

to relate, I am now a game hog. I was an object of

contempt, because I couldn't bag any game, and now
I am a still greater object of contempt because I can
and do kill something.

If one listens to all the censure arid heeds all the

whims of others, what would one do? Nothing.

J. H. Bl-ACK-

Fotestry for Fatmeis,

Washington, D. C, Dec. 10.—The farmers of this

country own about 500,000,000 acres of woodland, ten

times the acreage of all the Federal forest reserves. Most
of it consists of small wood-lots from which the owners
derive their timber supplies for farm purposes.

It was to help the farmer in caring for his timberland

that the Bureau of Forestry several years ago undertook

to furnish him, without cost, with the services of its

foresters. The offer proved popular, and applications for

assistance have far exceeded the ability of the Bureau,

with its limited number of trained foresters, to answer
them. During the season j ust passed the Bureau has ac-

complished more than ever before in putting small wood-
lots under forest management and in teaching the farmer

how properly to treat his timber. Two experts have been

employed in the North and South who have examined
and have put under management several thousand acres

of woodland.
.A great deal of wood is consumed every year on the

fann for fuel, posts, poles, and other uses. Ordinarily,

the farther cuts what he needs without thought as to

whether he is lessening the power of his forest constantly'

to yield its snppUe#- The r«sult is that the forest becomeja
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poorer every year and less able to furnish the wood its

owner needs. The skill the farmer exercises in the man-
agement of his crops is not of the kind that enables him
1.0 manage properly his timber. He needs the services of
a forester.

Usually, only one visit to the farm by the Bureau's
expert is necessarj', and this service is given without cost
to the owner. When, as occasionally happens, a second
visit is needed, the owner is required to pay the traveling
and living expenses of the expert while employed at the
work.

Game Reftigfes*

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Your reference to "Massachusetts Game Refuges" in

your issue of Dec. 6, calls to my mind what seems to me
a most excellent suggestion to be adopted by the State
of New York. Sometime ago I wrote a note on this sub-
ject, but iinally cast it into the waste basket. My sug-
gestion would be that the State establish in different

localities, and especially about the sources of our streams,
a number of parks as game and fish refuges. In these
parks there should be neither fishing or hunting. Of
course they should be in the charge of a keeper who, let

us hope, might be something besides a man with a politi-

cal pull, and who miglit retain his charge so long as he
performed his duties faithfully and honestly.
The State could purchase or acquire at a small cost

comparatiA'ely, sufificient land in different localities to
establish such parks, and they would not only protect the

I

sources of our water supply and streams, but assure us
' game and fish that would migrate therefrom and thus
' furnish a lasting supply of both, to some extent at least.

The land necessary for these parks or refuges would
necessarily be such as is located in the hilly and rougher
portion of the State as well as marsh lands. In fact, a

\-i.'ry few thousand dollars, if discreetly used, would pur-
chase a lirge number of acres in different sections of
the State.

' This to me is a subject that I think every lover of
nature and sportsman, would be interested in, and I

should be pleased to have their expressions together with
yours through the medium of your journal.

If the idea is a favorable one it is not too late to pro-
cure the necessary legislation at the coming session of the
Legrislature. - .F.

Massachusetts Game*
North Beverly, Dec. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
All this fall there has been a great scarcity of ducks in
the ponds of this section, and as far as I can learn this

,

applies all over eastern Massachusetts. Geese were a
total failure and black ducks at a premium. The only
birds that appeared in any numbers were bluebills.

Among a number of odd birds taken at the stand was
a canvasback, shot on Nov. 13. This was the first ever

I
taken here to my knowledge.
Longtail ducks were also shot in the pond for the

first time, and at the early dates of October 19 to 21.

During the last few days there has been quite a little

flight of American mergansers with some spleridid male
birds. It is a curious fact that the males of this species,
and also the male buffieheads and hooded mergansers
are very rarely seen here, while the females of all these
birds are rather common.
The luain duck flight this fall was from about October

10 to 26. The geese were seen in greatest numbers on
the 14th, 15th and i6th of November, but on account of

I

exceptionally mild weather, few if any, were secured.
Later than this there appeared to be only a stray bunch
now and then.

Woodcock were, of course, very scarce. In about nine
days' hunting in the towns of Beverly, Danvers, Wenham
and Topsfield I started only three. Snipe were practi-
cally absent. I &aw only two, and other gunners reported
about the same. Last year we had a fair number.

Qiiail were in good numbers for so shot out a locality
as this, and ruffed grouse seem to be on a steadj'- increase.
It is only to be hoped that they will continue to have
the chance to do so. J. C. Phillips.

Missachasetts Deer.

WiLi.iAMSTOWN, Mass., Dec. 10.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Last Sunday, Dec. 7, two companions and my-
self saw three deer in Williamstown, Mass. They were
a doe and two fawns, and had come to the edge of a
wooded hill, about a mile from the town, to eat some late
apples which still clung to the tree.

Ten years ago deer were about as common in Williams-
town as elephants, and one might walk the hills all win-
ter and never see a track. Now, however, they are seen
quite commonly, and just across the Vermont line several
are killed every year.

The notable increase is interesting as a commentary
on the good laws of Vermont and Massachusetts, which
1 hope may long remain on the statute books. The war-
dens, too, deserve credit for enforcing the laws.

David E. Wheeler.

The Sportsmen's Show.
The ninth annual Sportsmen's Show, held under the

auspices of the National Sportsmen's Association, will
I 'pen at Madison Square Garden, New York City, Satur-
day, Feb. 21, 1903, and continue until Saturday, March 7.
One of tlie features will be many reputable and compe-

tent guides from hunting and fishing sections, never be-
fore represented.

Flj^-casting, rifle and revolver contests—never failing
sources of interest to the general public, as well as to
sportsmen—will be held under the management of those
well qualified to conduct such contests.
Trade exhibits, excepting launches, marine engines and

motors, will occupy space on the gallery. Launches, ma-
rine engines and rnotors will occupy space on the main
floor. J. A, H. Dressel,

General Manager..

All commimiidtions intended for Forest and Stheak should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Ca., New

rkt and aot lu aay individual eeaoecte4 wjtlb tht p«p«r.

West Virg-inia Sktinfc Protection.

MoRGANTowN, W. Va._, Dec. 10—Editor Forest and
Stream: Under the provisions of a recent law, whenever
two hundred citizens sign a petition requesting it, the
law_ is put in force, in the county in which such petition
is signed, prohibiting the killing of skunks. Six or eight
countiT:s in the State have put this law into effect.

Emerson Carney.

—^

—

ProprieJorg of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fokest and Stkeau.

The Mahseer.
No FAMixv of fishes has a better claim to noble rank

than the Cyprinidce. From remote ages the carp has been
associated with man in the Far East, where it has lived
a gentle and civilLzed life in fish ponds, estheticnlly sur-
rounded by stone lanterns, dwarf pine trees, porcelain
bridges,_ and lotus blossoms. Migrating from Central
Asia with the Aryan race, this ancient family planted
scions in Europe, and their descendants swarm there at
the present day, especially in the fish preserves of Ger-
many and Austria. Among them there must be carps
of long pedigree, whose ancestors were, perhaps, favor-
ites of some early Chinese emperor.

Centuries of culture seem to have developed the intelli-

gence and special senses of the carp. Its alertness and
the cunning it displays in avoiding the sweep of a net
have not escaped observation. Fisli in general are sup-
posed to be deaf, or, at any rate, somewhat hard of hear-
ing; but there is no doubt that the tame carp knows and
answers a call to feed. Owing to its being regularly fed
in ponds, it has lost the habit of hunting small fry; and
the carp is. therefore, reckoned among the least predatory
of fishes. Izaak Walton pays tribute to the fineness of its

breeding, its quality, when he speaks of the carp as the
"queen of rivers; a stately, a good, and a very subtle
fish."

Yet, in spite of this praise, the carp in modern England,
where it is inore common than in this country, is not
highly esteemed by sportsmen. It herds with roach, dace,
and other "coarse" fish—as they are called—in muddy,
silent streains, or grows fat and sluggish in a placid
pond, where it is angled for with float and worm. It
is not a lively, sporting fish; that is the head and front
of its offending. English fly-fishers, who know little gf
the bass fatnily, are apt to look on the SahnonidcB as the
only game fish in existence.
The British angler exiled in India has discovered, how-

ever, that he is dependent upon the Cyprinidce iov s'gort
They are distributed throughout that continent from the
Vale of Kashmir, across the northern border, to the Car-
hatie. district in the extreme south. They are found in
the swift streams of the Doon as well as in the lakes of
the foot-hills and the quiet pools of the great Juinna.
The mahseer, as the Indian carp is usually called, is

, a
.sporting fish, but its disposition varies with the nature of
its habitat. Trout lose their gaminess in sluggish, sun-
wanned streams, and the salmon of the forest-shrouded
rivers of the Pacific Coast do not rise readily to the fly.

There are similar differences in the sporting qualities of
the mahseer. If it has to struggle with the cold and
rapid waters of a torrent like the Thelum, the fish de-
velops a strength and spirit that makes it the peer of the
most pugnacious salmon.
The name "mahseer" comes from the vernacular luaha-

sir and means "big head." The fish is aptly named. Run-
ning as it does up to forty or fifty pounds weight, the
mahseer is a giant carp, with all the characteristics of the
genus Cyprimts. It is deep in the shoulder and carries
a big dorsal fin on its arched back; two pairs of barbels,
those fleshy mustaches from which another member of
the family takes its name, droop from the corners of its
almost toothless jaws. At the opening of its narrow gul-
let is placed a large, flat bone, which crushes indifferently
hard grains and stout hooks.
Being omnivorous in its feeding the mahseer is taken

with various lures. In the Kumaon lakes, a Scotch sal-
mon fly is used, when the water is low and clear; but the
fish are generally angled for with molded paste, tinc-
tured with some strong smelling oil, or with some form
of spinner. Of these the light, oval, shining brass spoon,
no larger than the finger-nail, makes very pretty fishing;
it can be cast underhanded and spun near the surface of
the water. But where the angling is done from a boat
and the mahseer run heavy, one uses a heavy, four-inch
silvered flat triangle, which has two of its corners pro-
duced and turned up, so that the bait spins round, screw-
f:ishion, on its axis. Another way, and one that may
seem strange to. the American angler, is to fish with
parched peas. These, after a hole has been drilled in
them with a needle, are threaded, two or three together,
on the shank of a hook and cast, with an underhand
action, so as to float on the surface of the stream. The
hook, of course, is attached to the line with silkworm
gut and, with -the light grains, weighs no more than a
small salmon fly. Gram fishing, as it is called from the
native name for the bait, affords the active angler the
same exercise and roving delights as fly-fishing; he can
stroll from rapid to rapid, casting as he goes. But
mahseer can be taken with "gram" only in rivers where
they are accustomed to feed on seeds and grains.
Such a river is the Nerbudda, which, rising in the teak

forest of Seoni, where Mowgli lived with his friends, the
wolf-cubs. Hows through the partly cultivated country to
the south of Jubbulpore in Central India. Twelve miles
from the city, it flings itself into a deep chasm in the
limestone formation at a place called the Marble Rocks
This is the scene of the destruction of the dholes, as nar-
rated in the Jungle Book. The wild dogs, it will be re-
membered, were lured by Mowgli to the brink of a preci-
pice, over which they plunged to be stung to death or
drowned in their a-ttempts to escape . from the wild bees.
The nests of these formidable insects hang like benches
of grapes from the Marble Rocks, and visitors take every
precaution to avoid 4iaturbing; them- That their stings

have proved fatal to htimafl beings is shown by the iri,-

scription on a tombstone close by the chasm, This re-
cords how an en<^ineer met with his death "drowned by
wild bees in the Nerbudda."
This river is, m.or2Cv<!t, one of the sacred stre<aTR.< \

Hindostari, There sre vnary Te on i^s br''\l:- '

long flights of steps, etet^rs, liv

scend to perform thfir i^hln\ .is r lu dr-.v me ^

the holy water tci take hO-ti<? wi.h then. TllG wors.^inJ
-

eat their meals on these stairs and cast rice, pulse, ar^u
other grains into the river. This attracts the mijiseer to'
the ghatils, where they wax fat in the muddy, slug'si'^h.
pools below the temples. The fish in the Nerbudda have-
thus become grain-eaters.
Angling for tame mahseer off the steps of a temple is

not sport.
_

Though not forbidden by law, it is cofrtrary
to the spirit of British rule, which respects the religious
prejudices of the natives. But the fish that live in the
pools and rapids below the shrines are just as foiad &£
the peas and other grains as their more favored brethren..
Pleiity of such food floats down the river; the fish feed
on it and may be caught with "gram" bait in the proper
season.

The time for fishing depends, like everything else m
India from the harvest downward, upon the recurrence
of the monsoon. During this period, which lasts fromi
June to September, the rain that falls continually, save
for an occasional interval of fine weather, puts an end;
to angling. The Nerbudda rises, foot by foot, till ' the
brown, tumultuous flood is almost level with the brun of'
its deep channel. After the monsoon, the waters subside'
gradually till, by the middle of winter, the broad and'
deep bed appears a world too wide for the shrunken
stream that meanders through its sands. The weather
is now set fair, the days cool and pleasant, and the time
for mahseer fishing has come.
But you cannot stroll down to the river, rod in hand,,

as if you
^
were going trouting. The river must be

"chummed," or ground-baited, at some particular spot,,
usually a series of rapids. To perform this service you
send out a "syce," or grass-cutter, or some one of the
host of servants who swarm round your bungalow. The
man must be provided with a liberal allowance of grain,
for, by the custom of the country, he will help himself to
what he wants and bestow the remainder on the fish.
When he has attracted the mahseer by assiduously cast-
ing them daily rations, Nathoo, let us call him, returns to
say that the "bundobast," or arrangement, is made. He
then parches some grains, drills them so as to be ready
for the hook, and, with a reserve supply in a bag by his
.side, follows the angler to the river.

At its cold Aveather level the Nerbudda flows at the
bottom of a deep trench formed by rocky or sandy cliffs
of no great height. The panther has his lair in the
strong, jangle-covered .hills that abut on the river;
though rarely seen, his howling cry is sometimes heard at
nightfall. The stream does not fill its bed, but winds
from side to side over pebbly flats and past sandy islets,
covered, with grass and low bushes, in which the gaudy
plumage of the wild peacock is sometimes seen to flash.
1_his IS the .scene of your sport and, if Nathoo has done
his "chumming" thoroughly, the water will seem alive
with fish, when he throws a double handful of grain into
the bubbling rapid, to bring the mahseer to the surface.
As the gram touches the water, there is an instant com-

'

motion and a sound like the smacking of many cart
whips. Not a nose is seen above the waves, but the float-
ing grains are sucked under. Then you swing the line
out from your cane rod and let the baited hook float
down the current over the feeding fish. The first sign
of a rise is given by the whir of the reel, for the mahseer
usually hooks himselL All the fighting power of the
big carp is expended in the first rush. If well hooked,,
and the leathery mouth holds the hook well, the mahseei'
may then be reeled in, resisting more or less according,
to his weight. On the Nerbudda a fish of five or six
pounds is a good one and, played in a swiriing rapid, a
fat, ohve-green, ruddy-finned mahseer affords excellent
sport. Smaller fish abound in the litle streams that join
the main river.

Fishing in these waters, with fine gut and but one
gram on his hook, the exile may almost cheat himself
into the belief that he is fishing for trout. He drops his
bait under sparkling cascades into amber pools. The
living productions of nature in India, all that covers the.
surface of the land with shade and herbage, is strange
and unfamiliar, but in the pri niiive elements of rock and
water he fidits the "to:-ch of nature that makes the
whole world kin." Fcr grani'e is granite all the ea th'
over, the rock is shaped lI^d worn awav by .Eastern
streams into the ft f.ns fainili ir from bovhood to the
^Jorthern man; and w.aler mike^ the sa 'e .tiusic v,i:|i t.h<.

pebbles of N'erb 'dda as wilh ih .se of Tweel. Purs led
in this spirit, his favorite sport charms the angler into
forgetfulness of his exile,- of the many leagues "of "salt
estranging sea," that divide him from the" land of his
b'rth. F. Reid.

Bass in the S«squehanna and in Cayttga Lake.

Sayee, Pa.—On the Susquehanna River, a few nailes
above Owego, some of the finest pike and black bass fish-
ing of the season has lately been enjoyed by local anglers
Some especially large pike have been taken both at the
point above named, and oh the river between Sayre and
Owego. As a matter of fact, the past two months have
afforded angling of a most delightful sort on Susque-
hanna waters. Advices from Cayuga Lake concerning the
bass and muscallonge and pickerel fishing sustain'^ and
confirm the report above made.
Along the east shore of the lake just oflp from what is

locally known as Esty's Lookout, a large number of bass
were taken during October and November, and for this
particular reach of water the bass season, for the number
and weight of fish taken, must be classed as a record
breaker.

. . ' M. Chill..

"Some New Salmon Files."

The paper on new salmon flies in our issue^'bf Dec. i?
should have been credited to the L«ndo». Field, from
which ^©urnal it was eepied.
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Game Fishes of Northern California

THiE anglers of San Francisco are now happy in the

'conviction that for good sport they will not hereafter

have to depend entirely upon trout fishing. A few years

ago the scarcilj' of trout in our coast streams was deeply
deplored by the angling fraternity, but striped bass fishing

was then in its infancy and salmon fishing was not on
the list of sports in our streams. Fortunately the trout

fishing has somewhat revived and this year moderately
fair sport was had during the early part of the season.

I'o counteract the scarcity of trout, we have excellent

ibass fishing practically all the year round, also salmon
fishing from November to January and the usual run of
steelhead trout every winter.
Trout.—For fair trout fishing the angler has only to

travel three hours from San Francisco, where one of the
most prolific streams, the Paper-mill Creek, is reached.
Ihis stream has furnished good fishing for years to a
very large number of sportsmen. The Sonoma Creek
has also proved itself worthy of notice and Boulder and
Bear Creeks, in the Santa Cruz mountains never fail to

yield fairly good catches to those familiar with its

stretches.

In the early days of California when anglers were few
and far between, good sport could be had on any coast
stream. Where there were fifty fishermen twenty-five
years ago, there are now probably five hundred, hence
trout fishing must be a scarce commodity in our midst.
Two rivers which yield good sport are worthy of men-
tion, viz., the upper Sacramento and the never-failing
Truckee. The upper Sacramento affords good sport from
the opening of the season until about June 15, when fly-

fishing practically ceases on account of the arrival of the
salmon making for their spawning beds. The salmon,
however, return to the ocean about the middle of Sep-
tember and fly-fishing is resumed from that date to the
close of the season. On the Truckee, fishing is good dnr-

double hooks for bait fishing with salmon roe as a lure.

For spoon fishmg, a 3-foot leader, with red fly on
Ewiveled hook running loose on the line above the leader.

Salmon.-—It is only within the past year or two that

this species ,the Quinnat salmon, has visited the tidewater
of the Paper-mill Creek in quest of spawning grounds.
The majority taken thus far are monsters in size, but
not as game as the steelhead, they, however, make a
few good rushes, are swift and strong and the tackle

required is similar to that for steelhead. x\bout the first

of November they appeared in large numbers at Point
Keyes and many of our local anglers went up after them,
but the fish would seldom take any of the tempting lures

presented to them.
I. B. Kennifif and Sam A. Wells are both very expert

in spoon casting and demonstrated to their admiring
brother sportsmen that they could cast from the reel a

5E Wilson spoon to any desired spot in the White House
Pool. It was even remarked that W. A. Cooper would
haA'e to look to his laurels, even though he is recognized
as one of the best fishermen from San Francisco.
The salmon were seen moving up stream by twos and

fours. During their movements they had spoons thrust
upon them from both sides, but they were too wise and
failed to take any notice of the flashing metals. How-
ever, a few were picked up in the White House Pool and
the Narrows, and Messrs. Wells, Banker, Fatjo and Plall

were the lucky ones. It was reported that Al. Hall
caught one weighing 33 pounds on a No. 6 hook with a

white worm as a lure.

Fishing for salmon is an innovation in the Paper-mill
Creek and the anglers will soon learn that the tackle must
of necessity be of the strongest kind, at the same time
it must be light, and the rod should, not weigh more
than 8 ounces.- If the angler endeavors to cast inces-

santly all day with a heavy rod he soon will have to quit

the sport and seek lighter tackle. He must also provide
himself with 100 yards of silk line, as the fish are swift
and strong, and put np a hard fight before being brought

I believe; though I know of bright, clear, shallow
brooks, where the well-educated finny inhabitants can
only be successfully tempted from the rear. Some-
times, as Genio Scott has said, the question as to fish-

ing up or down a stream, should be decided by its con-
dition, and the difference between the characteristics

of the average English and American trout strearn has
doubtless had much to do with the different habits of

the anglers who fish them. Thaddeus Norris has well

pointed out that only in a still pool or where the cur-

rent is gentle, is one able to fish up stream with any
degree of precision, for the force of the current in our
rapid brooks and rivers dash the flies so quickly along,
that if the angler is below them, they are at his feet

alnrost immediately after reaching the w^ater. Hallock
and Bradford and almost every other American author
on the subject favor down-stream fishing for trout,

and in salmon fishing there is, of course, no room for

any difference of opinion on the subject.

While upon this topic I take down an English book
which I was glancing over a few days ago, and in

which I had marked something that very much arnused
me, in connection with the matter now under discus-

sion. David Webster, in his 'Angler and the Loop
Rod" (attributed in literary circles to Dr. James Liv-
ingstone, of Wisham), says "The reason why so many
anglers prefer to fish down in all conditions of water
is simply that they find it easier to do so. And no
doubt fishing up stream is more difficult than fishing

down." If the pursuit of difficulties be the angler's

chief ambition, he should naturally, at all times, fish up
stream. But most fishermen find difficulties enough
ready to their hand without going out of their way
to look for more, though the author of the work re-

ferred to, being a good angler himself, repeats the

dictum of Plato that "what is good is difficult," and
adds to the "difficulty," and, therefore, to the pre-

sumed "goodness" of his sport, not only by his method
oF stream fishing, but also by the weight of the rod

PAPER-MILL CREEIC—SALMON FISHING. RUSSIAN RIVER—STEELHEAD TROUT WATERS.

ing the entire season, but is at its best during June and

July. This river has its source from Lake Tahoe and
empties into Pyramid- Lake. The anglers who yearly

whip this .stream comprise not only California anglers,

1)Ut sportsmen from all parts of the country, and the

.same faces arc seen year after year at the different fish-

ing points along the line, principally among which are,

Truckee, the Union Mills, Boca, Floriston and Verdi.

This surely is sufficient proof that for good sport the

Truckee River has not its equal in California or probably

the Ignited States.

The only difficulty wliich our city anglers experience in

visiting these rivers is a too short vacation, the railroad

ratfcs are most liberal during the summer months and
within the means of any angler who wishes good sport

at a small outlay. The Southern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany's lines run parallel with the Sacramento River from
Slatonis to Shasta Soda Springs, and on the Truckee
River from Truckee to Reno. The railroad employes are

very obliging and are always willing to impart their

knowledge of the best fishing points. The summer re-

sorts at the best fishing grounds of the upper Sacramento
River are Slatonis, Sims, Castle Crags, Shasta Retreat

and Shasta .Soda Springs.

Bass Fishing.—Although only in its infancy is a boon
to the masses and bass are taken in large numbers almost

anywhere in the waters of San Francisco Bay, the shores

of" Belvedere, San Pablo Bay, the sloughs of Petaluma
Creek, the long fill. Point Reyes, the Oakland estuary,

estuary canal and Lake Merritt, Oakland. The bait thus

far known is the clam. During the past two years troll-

ing with a large spoon (Wilson's) has proven a very

killing lure.

Bass fishing has become universal and hundreds of

fishermen enjoy the sport. Our deep sea fishermen have
taken it up, our "Dago" friends with their hand-lines

can be found everywhere in search of this game fish. The
proper tackle for this sport, is an 8-foot rod, 200 yards

of strong line, good substantial reel and a No. 4-0 hook.

Steelhead Trout.—This very game fish may be taken

with rod and line during the winter months, in tide

water and is found in all streams emptying into the ocean,

the best of which is the Russian River, Mendocino Coun-
ty. They loiter in the pools awaiting an opportunity to

ascend to their spawning beds and it is at this time that

.they will take all kinds of lures, but principally a trolling

spoon. They run in size from a few pounds to 25 and
30 pounds, and when hooked put up a great fight before
being brought to gaff. The tackle used, a 10 ounce rod,

]0Q yar4s sijk line, a 3-fpot Jeadei? with Q^ie or tWQ

to gaff. The silk lifie is by far the best, as it runs freelj^

from the reel and enables one to make a much better cast
than with the linen lines in use.

We were all very much amused recently at our friend
Banker, wlio was fishing with the butt end of a good-
sized sapling, and notwithstanding the weight of his

rod, he landed in a couple of minutes a fish that would
do credit to a deep sea fisherman, it was a 35 pounder.
A novice at angling for salmon whose tackle was of tlie

l^est, emulated Banker's style of playing his fish and lost

two good sized ones which he might have landed had he
allowed him a little leeway.
On this occasion Sam .'\. Wells made the catch of the

day, and judging by his efforts and excitement, we
thought he had hooked on to a 50-pounder, but it soon
developed that the supposed mammoth salmon was noth-
ing more than a large sized northern diver or grebe
v/hich had taken the spoon, while it was sinking, in mis-
take for a fish. Wells landed the diver after a twenty
minutes' fight and was vigorously applauded by the as-
•^embled fishermen. James Watt.
San Francisco, Dec. 3.

Fish and Fishing.

Fly-Caittrg Up or Down the Stream.

Only a day or two ago I listened to a very interest-

ing discussion by two old fishermen upon the relative

merits of fishing up and down stream, and though both
of the disputants are men well up in the literature of

angling, and quoted freely from the authorities in sup-
port of their respective views, I could not but observe
that only one American author was appealed to in

support of the contention that in wading a stream it

is better to cast toward its head, although this is the
view entertained by the majority of English writers on
the subject. Genio C. Scott, who advocates fishing up
stream when wading, supports his contention by say-

ing that this method does not roil the water, and' that

consequently there is less liability to alarm the fish.

He admits that when casting from the shore it makes
very little difference which way the stream is fished,

but fails to make- the principal point insisted upon by-

English advocates of up-stream fishing, namely, that

fish resting in the water have their heads pointing up
stream and cannot see behind them. The majority of

American aj^d- Canadian trout fishermen believe in

<iQA;vn-strf^in ^§Wnf ^ general rvjcj and rightly so.

Avith which he does it. He describes it as being a two-
handed spliced rod, from 13 feet 6 inches to 13 feet 8
inches in length. As the butt is made of ash, the mid-
dle piece of hickory and the top of lancewood, the rod
must be quite as heavy as those generally used by
American anglers for killing salmon.

The American Sardice Indastry.

So noticeable has been the decline, of late, in the
herring fisheries of the Bay of Fundy and the west-
ern Nova Scotian coast that an investigation has been
undertaken to determine whether or not this decline

is attributable to the operation of the so-called sardine

weirs, or brush traps, especially off the New Bruns-
wick shores. Between 700 and 800 of these traps are

fished every season under licenses issued by the Do-
minion Government, while on some of the West Isles

off Passamaquoddy Bay, limited parts of the shore are

thickly studded with these fish-weirs. In the waters
further north, especially in St. John County, N. B.,

tliere has been a serious decrease in the supply of full-

grown herring, so much so, in fact, that certain schools

which provided important fisheries in former years,

have totally disappeared. The growth of the Maine
sardine industry has been remarkable, especially in

view of the fact that the major part of the raw mate-
rial comes from Canadian waters. Its value is about

$3,000,000 per annum, and as there is no such fish as

the real sardine in American waters, those canned in

Maine being the young of the common herring, it is

not surprising that there should be a large decrease
in the supply of the latter.

E. T. D. Chambers.

A certain Scottish laird recently invited an English

friend to stay with him for some fishing. One day the

Englishman, who was a novice at the sport, hooked a

fine salmon, and, in his excitement, slipped and fell into

the river. The keeper, seeing that he was no swimmer,
hooked on to him with the gaff, and was about to drag
him ashore, when the laird called out, "What are ye
aboot, Donal' ? Get haul o' the rod and look tae the fush.

Ma friend can bide a wee, but the fush winna !"

"Do ^Qu think that the theatrical profession leads

to unhappy marriages?" "I have never been able to

decide," answered the manager, "whether a stage career

leads to divorce or divorce leads to ^ stage cs.x^^x"'^

W^s^iington Star. -
^
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Reminiscences of an Octogenarian.

pdft ni.

BY THE OLD ANGLER.

{Continuedfrom fage 463 )

"Let us to the ancient woods; I say, let us value the woods.
They are full of solicitations."—Thoreau.

"Doubt not, sir; but that angling is an art, and an art worth
your learning; the question is rather whether you be capable of
learning it."—Izaak Walton.

Fifty years ago anglers in the Provinces were a very
small brotherhood. The officers of the regiments sta-

tioned at Halifax, St. John and Fredericton Avere the

envied exemplars of this sport, and did much to spread

the love of it in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. In
the early forties of the last century the Thirty-fourth
Regiment formed the garrison at St. John, with a de-

tachment in Fredericton. The officers of this regiment
were enthusiastic sportsmen. Some had their fast horses

and were always ready for a race on the sands with
George Gilbert, Hugh McMonagle or the first Roland
Bunting, the father of the turf in New Brunswick. If

the Octogenarian's memory has not failed him, a captain in

this regiment was Lord Hill, whose great hobby was his

horses. There may be some readers of Forest and
Stream in the Provinces who will remember both him
and Larry Stevens, who kept a livery stable and ran the

daily mail between St. John and Fredericton. Larry was
a typical Irishman, with all an Irishman's humor and
love of sport ; he Avas, beside, a lover of horses and a

good judge of their points. He was one of Nature's gen-

tlemen, notwithstanding his unpretentious avocation, and
Was on easy terms of acquaintance with the sporting offi-

cers of the garrison, After repeated defeats on the

sands, where Hill's blooded stock was too fast for Lar-
ry's best roadsters, he bet the officer twenty guineas that

he would start from Fredericton with a pair of his stagers

and take them into St. John ahead of Hill's fancy team
with long pedigrees. The bet was accepted, and a great

deal of interest was felt in the match. Hill started in a

light sleigh, with costly robes, gold-plated harness, and
what was then a novelty in St. John, the present web
lines, and called "tapes." Larry had a light mail bag in

a strong "pimg," better known nowadaj^s as a "cutter,"

with strong, plain, domestic-made harness and a buffalo

skin. The road was in excellent condition, and for the

first 20 miles the thoroughbreds led, then kept together,

the drivers laughing and joking, each making occasional

spurts, until Douglass Arms was reached, 50 miles from
Fredericton. Here a hot meal awaited them, and each

saw to his horses. After a rest of two hours they started

on the last stage, which is about 18 miles from St. John.

Hill's horses, totally unused to such work, soon fell be-

hind Larry's more seasoned team. This was just what
Larry had calculated on, and bidding Hill a sarcastic

good-by, he soon left him far in the rear. When within

five miles of the city one of his horses fell and broke his

neclc, which almost broke Larry's heart, more for his

good horse than for the loss of his bet. When his lord-

. ship overtook Larry he found him with a fresh team, and
they drove to town in compani'-. When his friends blamed
I.arry for not putting the dead horse on the sled and
driving in the single horse, which would have won the

bet, as he might easily have done with the lead he had,

Larry slapped his knee, opened his eyes wide, shook his

head sadly and said : "May the divil admire me, why
didn't I think of that?" Hill offered to consider the bet

off, but Larry insisted on paying, and Hill declared him
the truest gentleman he had met in his travels.

Several of the officers cared more for fishing and shoot-

ing than for racing, and every day of leave they could

obtain was spent on the rivers or lakes or in the woods,
which in those days were better stocked with fin, fur

and feather than they are now. Moose, caribou and deer

then went in large herds; bears were more common,
while geese, ducks, woodcock, snipe and partridge were
found within easy reach of the city. Sachem Gabe was
then in his prime, and no better hunter ever guided

- sportsmen to their quarrj-- in the forest, or more skillfully

propelled his birch canoe on river, lake or stream. The
surroundings were strange and the woods had all the

charms of novelty. Eating al fresco, with an appetite

that only hunters know, sleeping under the stars, wrapped
in his blanket, on a bed of fragrant fir boughs, with his

feet to the fire, was a new experience to men fresh from
English cantonments, and they reveled in the change.

Many of them soon became expert in the canoe and on
the trail. Some could handle a pole or paddle or_ lug

his pack in a fashion that surprised their Indian guides.

One officer in particular, was said by Gabe to be "great

hunter; good man in woods; same as Indian in canoe."

At this time the Schoodic Lakes and land-locked sal-

mon were all but unknown to the little coterie of ang-

lers in St. John. Roads were rough; travel difficult and
the angling nearer hotne—at Loch Lomond, Mispeck
stream. Beaver and Ball's lakes—was good enough, and
the trout large enough to satisfy the most greedy fisher-

man. In those days it was much more difficult to lug

home the basket than to fill it with trout running from i

to 2 pounds. Consequently, there was no inducement to

go further afield in search of sport. In 1862 the Fif-

teenth Regiment was quartered in St. John. Among the

officers were Capts. Dashwood, Farquharson and Coven-
try, ardent sportsmen all, wild to explore that Canada
of whose game resources every returned officer had told

them marvelous stories. After having explored all the

lakes in the neighborhood of St. John, these officers rnade

a trip to the Schoodic Lakes, and their report of the fish-

ing and of the game qualities of the land-locked sal-

mon in Grand Lake Stream and the lakes above set our
little coterie wild. In company with the late Sheriff

Harding, well known to hundreds of readers of Forest
AND Stream, the Old Angler made his first visit to these

lakes, and had such sport as induced many subsequent

visits in after years.

In his charming "Chiploquorgan, or Life by the Camp
Fire," published after his return to England in 1872, Cap-
tain (now General)

^
Dashwood has given us the best

guide books to sporting in the Maritime Provinces and
Newfoundland that the Octogenarian has ever seen. He
makes the following remarks about the Schoodic saltnon:

"\ liet« ssy a ^f^of^ t|ie species q\ tfee ifl

these lakes, as it has been a matter of much controversy
between American naturalists, some of whom affirm that

they are pent-up salmon. * * * For my part, I do not
for a moment suppose that these fish are salmon. In my
opinion the idea is absurd, as there is nothing to prevent
these fish going down to sea ; and when the river was
first blocked by dams, surely the fish then in the river

would have followed their natural instincts and returned
to salt water."

In opposition to this opinion. Prof. Agassiz, America's
great naturalist, had pronounced these Schoodic trout

to be degenerated salmon. In a sketch, describing these
fish, printed in T869, some ye^ars previous to the publi-

cation of General Dashwood's fascinating book, the pres-
ent writer said, after a long discussion with two Ameri-
can gentlemen then camped on Grand Lake Stream, who
were very intelligent men and fine anglers, one of whom
suggested that Iwbridity might offer a soltttion of the
difficulty

:

"Scarcely, eveii if the hybridity of fish, which natural-
ists deny, were admitted. As both salmon and trout go
to salt water, it is hard to suppose their mixed progeny
would be averse to it. If these fish were known in the
lakes before the dams were erected, that fact would be
fatsl to the degeneration theorj'."

"Why so?" asked Mr. R. "I do not see that conse-
quence."
"For this reason. Before the dams were built on the

river there was no obstacle to the free passage of the fish

up or down, and they would spawn in the main river be-

low Princeton as well as here in this stream. As we
know the St. Croix was a fine salmon stream before the

dams were built, we should have to admit that the per-

fect salmon and the degenerated salmon frequented the
same stream, and that, under precisely similar conditions
they had very dissimilar habits. This, I think, would
constitute a distinct species. On the whole, I incline to
the opinion that the supposition of a distinct variety pre-
sents the least difficulty."

Since this was written, that close observer, fine writer
and keen angler, Mr. E. T. D. Chambers, has given us his
splendid book on "The Ouananiche and Its Canadian En-
vironment," in which he exhausts the subject and goes
far to prove that the ouananiche, or fresh water sal-

mon, is the true parent of the Salnw salar, "which has
acquired the habit of wandering from the crystal Eden
in which it was created, into the salt wilderness of the
sea, by its acquisition of a taste for the flesh-pots of the
briny deep." The copious quotations from foremost
American and English naturalists and observers go far
to prove that Mr. Chambers' theory, if not the correct
one, is that which best fits all the facts, so far as these
are known to the scientific world. The Old Angler has
great pleasure in calling the attention of brother anglers
to this most instructive and entertaining book, published
by Harper & Bros, in 1896. No more competent authority
and few such fascinating and instructive writers have
added their quota to the literature of fishing; no more
delightful reading can the disciples of Father Izaak de-
sire.

Since "Chiploquorgan" was written, General Dashwood
has many times crossed the Atlantic and renewed his
acquaintance with the forests and rivers of New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. His last visit was
in 1900, when he was somewhat stouter than of yore,
but as vigorous and active as ever in his pursuit of big
game. AVhether he still holds to the opinion stated in

"Chiploquorgan" that there is a sea trout in the Provinces
distinct from foniinalis, the writer cannot say; but he has
often wondered that so acute an observer could write
as follows : "Sea trout frequent, more or less, all the
rivers in North America. In some seasons they are so
numerous at the commencement of the run as to be a
positive nuisance to the salmon fisher." That Capt. Dash-
wood should have fallen into this error, is not strange

;

hut that so competent a naturalist, and an angler of such
experience as Mr. Charles Hallock should have perpet-
uated this error, is somewhat surprising. The Old Ang-
ler's experience of the rivers of New Brunswick and
Nova -Scotia extends over a period of 65 years ; 22 of
these he was an officer of the Fisheries Department of
Canada, and his duties took him to all the rivers in both
Proviitces. He is convinced that there is not, in the
rivers of Nova Scotia or New Brunswick, any trout dis-

tinct in appearance and habits from fontinaJis; until he
sees and handles such a fish, he is forced to retain his

present belief, the grounds of which he here prcsetits to

his brother anglers and those naturalists Avho read For-
est AND Stream.
As a schoolboy on the banks of the Miramichi—-the

best river for so-called sea trout in the Provinces—the
Old Angler caught these trout through the ice in the

tideway from December until ]\'larch, when they left the
upper tideway for the estuaiy and mouth of the river to

meet the first run of smelts. The larger trout in the upper
reaches of the river also descended to meet the smelts

as they came in to spawn in the smaller streams and large

brooks that empt}'' into both sides of both branches of
this noble river. In the month of June large numbers of
these so-called sea trout are found at Indiantown on the
southwest branch, just below the confluence of the Ren-
ous River. In his boyhood both Indians and white set-

tlers resorted to the mouth of the Renous to fish for
these sea trout, which linger there for the last straggling-

runs of smelt and afford the finest sport for anglers, as
they will greedily take almost any fly oflFered. Every
season angling parties from St. John still resort to Indian-
town for these sea trout, and find good sport; few of
them think any more of the matter. But mark, now, the
facts : When the last of the smelts disappear, so also do
the sea trout from Indiantown; but their course is up-
ward to the headwaters, not downward to the sea. This
fact is proved by their being caught in the gaspereau
nets from Indiantown to the head of the Settlements,
above Boiestown, some 50 miles distant, and afterward
by salmon fishermen, still higher up, and thence to the
headwaters of the river. No fewer than four times has
the Old Angler crossed from St. John waters to the ex-
treme headwaters of the Southwest, and in his downward
course has caught these sea trout weighing from i to 2^^
pounds so plentiful that, for want of salt to save them,
he and his companions have liberated as many as twenty
in the course of a few hours' fishing. This was before

the gettle^Ti^JtJt^ QJ^ssy^ll? Be^yfgrt, which h^v^

seriously depleted the headwaters and consequently re-
duced the numbers resorting to the tideway.
These remarks are strictly applicable to all the rivers

on the north shore from Restigouche to Shediac, and!
from Nouvelle to Gaspe. The so-called sea trout, instead!
of coming from the sea into the river, go down from the
upper waters to the mouths of rivers for the better feed
to be found in their estuaries. Every considerable river
on the north shore has its sea trout; but there is one fact
that should settle the question forever in the tninds of all

competent observers. The sea trout of the Restigouche,
the Nepissiguit and the Miramichi, are not to be dis-
linguished_ from those of the smaller rivers, except in
point of size. In these three rivers alone do they reach
the weight of 3 pounds, and these are rare. From i>2
to pounds is the usual weight of sea trout in these
three rivers; but the numbers of the latter weight have
sadly fallen off since the writer caught them in his boy-
hood. The smaller rivers all along the cosat have their
sea trout, but none so heavy as those in the larger rivers,
though in all other respects identical in appearance and
habits, and all spawn in the upper waters of their re-
spective rivers. The Nepissiguit furnishes demonstra-
tion of the utter fallacy of the sea trout cult. The mouth,
between the Capes, is narrow. In the boyhood of the Old
Angler the trout from the river came down in spring in
large numbers to meet the smelts coming in to spawn.
Many were taken in seines used for the purpose of catch-
in smelts, which were taken in vast quantities, and there
being then no means of getting them to a market, they
were used as a fertilizer on farms in the neighborhood.
Since the I. C, R. has furnished a means of reaching
Provincial and U. S. markets, frozen smelts have formed
a large export from all the Northern Counties. Last
year the aggregate shipments from New Brunswick
amounted to 7,863,000 pounds. Return we to sea trout.

After the .smelts have disappeared, the trout returns to
the upper waters whence they came, and intense is the
annoyance of salmon anglers at Rough Waters, Round
Rocks, Middle Landing and the falls pools to find his
most artistic work interrupted by the greedy grip of a
sea trout, sometimes as large as 2^4 pounds, but only a
nuisance when the cast was made in the hope of raising
a salmon that was surely within reach. How often has
the writer cursed the splendid trout which, under other
circumstances, he would have blessed, that took his fly

at mid landing and by his rumpus effectuallj' destroyed
all hope of raising that salmon which yesterday nosed his
fly on the surface and sank back behind the white stone,

Avhose glint could be seen within easy cast.

Ay de mie ! How the old time comes over me ! Again
am I on the Nepissiguit—paradise of anglers 1 From the
head of tide to Grand Falls is only 20 miles. But in this

distance are displayed, on a small scale, all the features
of a great river. There are long stretches of deep and
quiet water, placid as a pond ; rough reaches of roaring
rapids with huge boidders standing high above the
crested waves ; rocky ridges OA-er which the Avaters, pent
up by the narroAV gorges through which they roll and
roar, seethe and swell, rush and Avrestle till they reach
a smoother course, when the}' spread out into broa^ shal-

lows Avith pebbly bottoms, over which they laugh and
dance at their recovered freedom. At length is reached a
miniature Yosemite, into which the Avhole volume of 60
miles of riA'er pitches over a short perpendicular fall, and
then cascades doAAm a gorge inferior only in size to

America's great spectacle of the sublime and beautiful

!

The shore is as A^arious in its aspect as the stream. In
some places woods grow to the very edge and overhang
the water; in others a smooth and grassy strand delights

the angler; here steep and frowning banks almost forbid
access to the stream ; there a sandy beach offers fine foot-

ing, Avhile sometimes a SAvampy shore makes passing diffi-

cult. Several small tributaries add their waters ; the most
important is Gordon's Brook, which takes its rise not far

from the northwest branch of the Miramichi. In spring,

Avhen the water is high and cold, to fish from a canoe
such places as cannot be reached from shore, is more con-
venient ; but in sunnner, when the Avater is warmer, there
is scarceli' a good cast on the whole stream that cannot
be reached by wading knee-deep. And, O dear ! There
is not a cast on the whole 20 miles of this delightful

streajn from Avhich the Old Angler has not brought his

salmon to gaff ! When "Dominie Gilmour" spent his an-
nual two months in camp at Pabineau or Grand Falls, and
Avas joined by his old crony, Bob Tanneliill, who regu-
larly made the Aveary journey by stage from St. John to

Bathurst to foregather Avith his old chum from the

Tweed, and enjoy such sport that even the Tweed could
furnish no better, who can blame them if, under the
genial influence of a qiiaigh of guid Glenlivet after a
day's rare sport, they felt Avith their immortal country-
man and brother angler that "worldly men and worldly
cares might all gang tapetterio?" Dear old Thad Norris

!

How, at Rough Waters, on a previous visit, did he gloat
over his first salmon! But, there—surely old age is gar-
rulous 1 I had quite forgotten the sea trout in following
him to his proper habitat. Revenons a nos moutons.
From Rough Waters to Grand Falls these sea trout are

found all summer. After spawning the largest descend
to tideway, where they spend the Avinter, and are not
found at the Capes until the following spring. Grand
Falls are impassable for both salmon and trout, conse-
quently it folloAvs that if any trout are caught above the
falls, they cannot be sea trout. The Avriter has tAvice

canoed from Grand Falls to Nepissiguit lakes, Avhich are
the source of the river. All along its Avhole course, in
suitable water, he has taken trout identical in shape, color,

markings and weight Avith those beloAV the falls, while in
the lakes they ran still heavier; along the river they
varied from i pound to 2^—those in the lakes often
reached 3 pounds. Crossing the short portage into Nictor
Lake, the source of the Tobique, precisely similar trout
were caught, but these were not so large, running from
54 to I^ pounds; these never go to salt Avater, which is

some 140 miles distant. Surely these incontestable facts
should settle the question as regards all other rivers on
the North Shore. From Shediac, in Westmoreland,
through Kent, Northumberland and Gloucester to Dal-
housie on Restigouche, CA^ery river has its sea trout iden-
tical in every minute particular Avith those in the three
larger rivers, except in weight, and this varies as the
rivers are larger or smaller. In the Charlo and Jacquet
tl^? §?a trout ar^ nearly «S Urg? ^% thQ^e in Restigouche,
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The. rfvers between Loutson and Benjamin are
small, as are their sea trout. Nepissiguit and Miramichi
are large rivers and their sea trout are the largest in the
Province. The intervening rivers, Caraquet, Poke-
monche, Tracadie and Tabusintac are considerable rivers,
and in them the sea trout rnn large. Below the Mirami-
chi the rule still holds. Kouchibouguac, Richibucto and
Biictouche are all small rivers and their sea trout seldom
exceed V/z pounds. Cocagne and Shetiiac are still smaller
streams, and their sea trout seldom reach a pound in
weight, though in all- other respects they are indistinguish-
able from their larger brethren. In all the above rivers
the sea trout meet the smelt in spring, spawn in their
upper waters and winter principally in the tideways. But
now comes the crux, which those who believe that we
have a sea trout distinct from fontinalis must explain or
revise their theory. Along the whole coast, from Richi-'
bncto to Dalhousie, salmon nets are set in the very track
of these trout, which the theorists say come from the sea
to feed on the smelts as they ascend the rivers to spawn.
These nets are set from May until the middle of August,
aiid all have "hooks" or pockets of mesh small enough to
capture ever}' large trout that enters them. Can the
theorists explaiii why these nets, set in the estuaries of
all these rivers, in the very track of the sea trout coming
from and returning to the sea, rarely capture them? The
few taken are caught in nets set closest to the mouths of
rivers. Those set furthest from the rivers seldom or never
take a trout, but capture on the average as many salmon
as their neighbors. If, as the theorists assert, these trout
come from the sea in "countless myriads"

—"immense
schools of thousands of barrels"—is it not amazing that
so few are catight in salmon nets? Another fact, well
known to all who have really investigated the question on
ihe spot, calls for explanation from those who have
pinned their faith on this mythical sea trout. For the
last ten years of the writer's official life, mackerel traps
and purse seines were operated as far up the Bay Chaleur
as Caraquet—about its narrowest part. As these traps
were set in the direct track of the sea trout, if they came
from or returned to the sea, and as purse seines take
everything they surround, special instructions were given
to local overseers and wardens to visit the localities daily
and report to the writer the number of trout taken. So
far as his memory serves, not a barrel of trout was ever
taken in either trap or seine. Still another question calls
for answer from the theorists. If, as they contend, these
trout follow the smelt from the sea, and return with
ihcm to the sea—where do they spawn? If- they answer
'in the sea," they must give itp their contention that sea
trout belong to the salmon family, for all the varieties
of this family—if we can trust the naturalists—require
fresh water to develop their ova. Nor do Messieurs !cs

Savants help them any when they call it a char, take it

out of the salmon class, invent a brand new class for
it, and give it the euphonious n3.m»—Saivelimis ; for even
they make it spawn in fresh water. The writer under-
stands that Mr. Hallock came to his conclusion princi-
pally from what he saw on the north shore of the St.

Lawrence and the Labrador coast after he had personally
inquired into the subject on the north shore of New
Bi-unswick. Never having been on the Labrador coast,

nor ever having seen a sea trout from this locality, the
Old Angler does not presume to express an opinion.
There may be for aught he knows, mermaids and cen-
taurs in that mysterious region. But presuming that Mr.
H. recognized these sea trout as identical with those he
saw in Ba}'- Chaleur, the inevitable conclusion is that their

appearance and habits were the same. In that case there
can be little doubt that their true habitat is the rivers in

whose mouths they were seen, and that, like all others of
the famil}'^, they spawn in fresh water, and in that watesr
their ova hatch and grow.
The Old Angler makes no apology for the perhaps tire-

some length at which he has dwelt on facts which are
irrefutable. Had any writer of less note than Mr. Hal-
lock supported this untenable thesis, he would not have
v^asted time on its refutation, though the error is so
widely spread among United States anglers. Mr. Hal-
lock's .standing as naturalist, scientist and angler, his long
connection as an indefatigable tield worker with the
Smithsonian Institution, and the great debt all true sports-

men owe him, render anything from his able and prolific

pen worthy of grave consideration. I have not seen all

he hag written on this subject, but truth compels me to

say that what I have seen will not bear close examina-
tion. Had we an opportunity of discussing the question.

I feel persuaded he would not have committed himself to

its support. I submit for. his consideration the above
facts. In my opinion he must either refute them or re-

vise his conclusions. V.
[to EE CONTINUED.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Perie^t Fly Red.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 6.— I have been very much in-

terested in a personal communication sent me by Mr.
C. H. Mitchell, of Dover, N. H., who seems to be
something of an amateur rod builder, but possessed
of more than average amateur skill and wisdom in

matters pertaining to fly-rods. With Mr. Mitchell's

consent I offer his letter, which is as follows:

"Like yourself, I chased the perfect fly-rod for sev-

eral j^ears before I caught up with it. When found it

was this: Handgrasp, birdseye maple; first joint,

bethabara wood; second joint and tip, greenheart;
length, eight feet four inches; w,eight, sH ounces.

It was built by these fair hands after much reviling by
rod-makers, who had no conception of their use. I

had offered several kinds of money for a rod such as

I wanted; had handled rods by .several celebrated mak-
ers, but every one had the inevitable 'kick,' which I

so heartily- despise." •

'

"I entreated one maker to make me what I wanted,
but he said," 'I have quite a reputation for rod-build-

ing, arid would not care to injure it by putting out a

freak.' That let me- down; I said, -'Will you kindly
sell me a set of fittings such as I may -select?' He said

he would,, and /this was my selection: -Metal reel-seat,

'3^'-ihch diameter; first ferrule, 11-32 inch diameter; tip

£(srrMle, ineh diameter; which with winding ehsskf
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rings and keepers, all German silver, cost me $3.15,
and subjected me to his scorn—as thus: 'I want to
see that when you get it done.' I replied:. 'If it

proves what I think it will, I want you to see it. If it

does not, no one will see it.' Many have seen it, I
have used it twelve years—almost exclusively—and
bait-fishing in Onawa Lake one day in '99, I landed five

trout (square-tails), weighing 11% pounds. So much
for its work. In its action it is like a high-grade
whalebone carriage whip, the spring seems exactly
where needed; it handles a No. 3 line to my perfect
satisfaction. Fifty to 60 feet is all I can put out with
accuracy, but within its capacity it is better than the
best. It could be lightened a bit by using sumach for

grip, and perhaps a ferrule 10-32 inch diameter in place
of the ii-3'2. I would have used a §^ reel seat if there
had been any on the market.

"I formerly had more opportunity to 'experiment,'
which aided the successful pursuit of the 'perfect fly-

rod.' For the last eight years I have been in the
sporting goods trade, and during that time have never
been shown a rod whose performance pleased me. It

may seem egotistic, but I think in the building of my
little rod I discovered the secret of the universal
'kick,' which is too large a ferrule at the top of the
middle joint, in proportion to the first joint ferrule.

"There should in my opinion be at least S-32 inch
difference between the two, to give proper spring and
balance, and eliminate the top-heavy 'kick.' I have
earnest hope for your success in possession and use
of the 'perfect fly-rod.'

"

What Mr. Mitchell says in regard to the difference

in size of the middle joint ferrules to a fly-rod is very
interesting indeed, and may be of value as suggestive
to other amateur rod makers. Most rods, as we see

them, are built upoji a straight taper from butt to tip.

I do not believe that any rod can have perfect action

which is so constructed. I have earlier mentioned the
very comfortable fishing rod made by Asa Stuart, an
amateur of Grand Rapids. I notice that his rods are

bellied out in the middle of the joints, slightly, indeed
almost imperceptibly, yet certainly to some extent. 1

do not know bj'- what means Mr. Stuart reaches his re-

sults, but the result itself is apparent in the easy,

smooth delivery of the line, without kick and without
excessive wrist or arm movement, which is necessary
in the use of too many of our fly-rods. I am perfectly

clear in my own mind that a rod can be powerful with-
out asking too much muscular strength iti its use; it

can be easy of action without being weak; it can be
comfortable to use all day and yet quick enough to

strike a fish quickly and fight it successfully. I believe

that our choke-bore fly-rods will be superseded event-

ually in the shops of many of our best makers. Cer-
tainly there ought to be a variety of rods, or rather of

types of rods, offered by any really good class maker.
If our leading gunmakers made only one type of gun,

bored in only one way or fitted in accordance to only

one pattern, they could not stay in business. It is

something of a paradox, but none the less true in my
opinion, that the American fly-rod makers make the

best rods in the world, but still do not make them as

good as they can and some day will.

E, Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

The *'01d An^W
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am glad that Mr. Venning has been moved to write

up his river reminiscences. No writer since Capt. Dash-
wood has ever put pen to paper who can, or does, so

graphically impart the realism of salmon fishing to the

reader. I say this without fear of dissent. He had this

reputation when he contributed his inimitable series of

angling sketches to Stewart's Quarterly in 1867, and
thirty-five added years do not seem to have impaired his

ability to "jerk a quill."

What a blessing it is to be mentally vigorous at eighty!

Venning is not only a thorough master of the art, but

he- seems to understand the idiosyncracies of the fish by
intuition. And how vivid are his recollections of by-

gone friends and scenes ! and with what pathetic tenacity

he holds to those who survive. Let us rejoice that he still

lives to write! And I would that he was not too obese

to continue flailing, like Walter M. Brackett, who is but

four years his junior, and still in the ring. Egad! how
the old veteran demurs to being laid on the shelf, pas
capable!. But why should he mourn? Let him betake

himself to his dory and try sitting, for one of the less

active of the thirteen varieties of fishes which he enu-

m.erates as denizens of the Mirimichi and its estuary.

Let him stick to his rod as of old. F. E. Spinner did at 86;

and if perchance the last call comes as his did, die in

the boat with his jumper on! It is the fashion of some
Indian tribes to bury in canoes; just as it was of the old

Scandinavian vikings 1,000 years ago. Suppose him bury
in canoe, eh? Charles Hallock..

I was fishing the Aln and standing in the water thigh

deep, when I felt some heavy body push from behind

through between my legs. I naturally gave a start on
looking down to see the head and shoulders of a very
lar-g-e otter half through. The beast gave a great wriggle,

almost upsetting me, and then dived up and across the

pool. A friend was standing about five yards from me
and Ave both saw him distinctlJ^ [I certainly never

heard jdI such an incident before, and it is lucky Mr.
Hardy did not get bitten. I remember once wading
in the Barle and putting my foot on the head of a 16-

pound salmon, wliich nearly upset me; it was lying

with its nose between two stones. I have once or twice,

had a good trout, which I had hooked when wading,
bolt down-stream between my legs and smash' me, but
never got so unpleasantly close to an otter.

—

Ed.]—Lon-
don Fishing Gazette,

."I tell you,", said the Cynical Codger, "the Pre-si-

dent's message' must have been an. a.wful hard task.

: Just., think how hard it must have been to resist the
temptation of .putting in several, of his bearihuntingr

stQries and experjene€§«"^BalsimQ.r« H«raJ4«
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Canine Elegies and Epitaphs,

XXIX.—Moustache.
In 1779 a young dog, who apparently had no master, came, no

one knows how, to Caen, France, and met there a regiment of
grenadiers starting for Italy, Urged on, apparently by destiny,
he followed them. He was to all appearances a regular street cur.
dirty and ugly, but he had such a bright expression and seemed
so mtelligent that they did not hesitate to take him. His new
companions forced him to act as sentinel, to obey orders, to
keep step, to become accustomed to the sound of fireairms, to obey
roll call, and all other duties the soldiers were called upon to
perform. He received and ate his rations with them, and lived in
every respect as his regiment was commanded to do. In going to
Italy Moustache crossed Saint Bernard at the cost of unknown
hardships, and encamped with the res^imcnt above Alexandria.
It was here that he was to accomplish his lirst great feat of arms.
A detachment of Austrians hidden in the A'alley of Balbo ad-
vanced in the night to surprise the grenadiers, and was heard
by this vigilant dog as he was making" his rounds. The soldiets.
were awakened by his barking. In a moment every one was on
foot, and the enemy dislodged. To reward Moustache, the colonel
had his name inscribed on the regimental roll, and ordered that
he should have every day the ration of a soldier. He ordered
that there should be put on his neck a collar bearing the name
of the regiment, and the barber was ordered to wash and comb
him every week.
Some time afterward there was a slight ensagement, in which

Moustache conducted himself very bravely. He here received his
first woimd—a bavonet thrust in the shoulder. It must be said
here that Moustache was never wounded except in front. About
this time he quarreled with the grenadiers, and deserted because
they had left him tied in the garrison. Taking refuge with a
c-^mp-nv n{ chasseurs, he saw a disPnised Atistr'an spy enter
the French camp. Moustache, forgetting the insult he had re-
ceived, welcomed the stranger by springing at his throat with
much fierceness. This action astonished all at first, but they had
time for reflection, and then remembered the sagacity of the faith-
ful dog. The stranger was arested, seai-ched and found to be a
Spv,
Moustache continued the series of his exploits. At the battle

of Austerlitz, seeing the color-bearer surrounded by enera-es, he
flew to his rescue, defended him as well as he could, and when
the soldier fell pierced with bullets, enveloped in his colors.
Moustache, seizing with his teeth that part of the glorious flag
whirh he could get, fairlv flew past the enemy, and brought back
to his company the blood-stained reranans. It must be said here
that a charge of musketry had taken off one of his legs. This
beautiful action 'merited honor. Thev took off the collar he wore,
and Marshal Lannes ordered that they put on him a red ribbon
with a copper medal bearing- this inscription on one s'de: "He
lost a leg at the battle of Austerlitz, and sa-^'ed the colors of his
regiment." On the other side it read: "Moustache should be
loved and honored as a brave French dog." As it was easy to
recogn;7e him bv his ribbon and medal, they dec'ded that, in what-
ever regiment he should present himself, he should receive the
portion of a soldier He took nart vet in several battles, and
among others that of Essling (lSf9). He inade witli the dragoons
two campaigns, and the brave dog fought every time he had the
opportunitv. He alwavs walked in front, on the alert, barking
when he heard any noise, and could not fmd out the cause. In
the Sierra Morena Mountains he brought back to camp the horse
of a dragoon who had been killed. It is said that at several
times he showed this sam.e act of intelligence. He had his last

campaign with Ihe artillery, and was killed at the battle of
Badajoz, March 11, 1811, at the age of twelve years. They buried
him on the spot where he fell with his medal and ribbon. On
the stone which served as his monument they wrote:

"Here lies Moustache."

These simple words are more eloquent thaft the most gompous
epitaph.—D^oit Tribune.

The Long Island Kennel Club, a bench stioW club, was
organized in Brooklyn recently, with officers as followb':

Tresident, Dwight Rloore ; Vice-President, F. B. Thoma-
son; Sec-Treas., Jos. M. Dale. The club issued a call

for a meeting to be held on Wednesday of this week, for

the purpose of adopting a constitution and by-laws.

Miss Edith Ranson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.

J. Ranson, of New York, who is visiting Ihe Misses Cora
and Alice Graham at Lake Hopatcong, on Saturday and
Sunday shot thirty-five wild ducks sitting in a rowbooat
floating on the rough water.

Samoa 'Uma.
From the Literary World,

"Samoa 'Uma," that is to say "All Samoa,"' the whole of it.

Scenery, history, people, customs, manners. Jaws, h.ibits and
"local color" in abundance thickly laid on; all is here in a book
which, apart from its illustrations, appeals almost if not quite as
much to the eye as to any other organ of sense, so pictorial is it

in its descriptions and effects.

The author has "been there!"
Mrs. Chin-chill lets us slightly into the secret of her intimacy

with this distant new possession of the United States in the blue
depths of the Pacific, and that she has seen with

_
her own eyes

and knows with familiprity that of which she writes is evident
from the first page to the last.

Here is the Samoa of Stevenson in all its nakedness, its -torrid

beauty, its savage gentleness, its artistic shapes and tints and
fascinating naturalness; the girls in their dances, the men in their
war paint and feathers, the cottages in their enveloping foliage,

the breakers as they roll -upon the shore, the palms and the
brightly plumaged birds, the feasts and the formalities, the
wrecks on the rocks of vessels from afar, and the liideous wrongs
perpetrated by the white "Christians" on their dusky and help-
less brothers of the sea.

Twenty-four chapters there are of as close and fond delineation
as one could ask for, with just as many vivid pictures from
photograplis obtained with great difficulty amid the lights and
shy conditions of the islands which rise like bunches of green
from the expanse of blue.
Life is the keynote of the book. The landscape is there, and

the hunts, and the creeping things and flying things, reminis-
cences of the disastrous tidal wave of 18SD, glimpses of political

complications, and wrangles that have helijed on historj', bits of
romance, studies of rude arts and embryonic sc'ence, but most of
all life, the life of the islanders in its primitive artlessness and
serene simplicity, before it was -vexed by the contaminatijig. the
disturbing, the disheartening influences of what is called "civiliza-

tion."
Mrs. Churchill has given us a true book about a remote and

hidden corner of the globe, and a fascinating one. Read it. You
-will find it deeply and strangely interesting.

A Sare Cure for PneemoDia.

Boston.—^Take six to ten onions, according to size, and cliop

them fine; place over a hot fire; and about the sam.e quantity of
rye meal, and vinegar enough to form a thick paste, Stir thor-
oughly, letting it simmer from five to ten minutes. Then put
the mass in a cotton bag large enough to cover the lungs, and
apply to the chest as hot as the patient can bear it. Before this

gets cokl apnly another, and then continue reheating the poul-
tices. In a few hours the patient will be out of danger. Usually
three or four applications will be suflic^ent, but continue treat-

ment until perspiration starts from the chest.

.This simple rentedv was form.ulated many years ago by one of

:th? best ph-ysiciatis New England has ever 'known, and who never
-lost a patient by this disease.

Of the' mahy cases I. have known -where; this i'ejTiedy tias 1)6611

tiijed it k?is.5fneve!: /ailed, even .after the best local
^
talent has

.l-iniccd'the ek-se liop?less. One of the best 'physiciSns' in this

vicinity say« He has tiBSd this remedy for several years with suc-

in every case. Geougb Bftow*,-
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CYGNET-

Cygnet,

During the winter of igoi-02 there was built at the
yard of the Geo. Lawley & Son, C'orp., South Boston,
Mass., the schooner Cygnet, the plans of which ap-
pear this week. The builders did remarkably good
work on the boat, and she is said to be one of the
finest and most expensive yachts of her size ever built

in an American shipyard.
Cygnet was designed by Messrs. Tams, Lemoine and

Crane for Mr. Arnold Lawson, a son of Mr. Thomas
W. Lawson, of Boston. The boat was planned to
he a fast cruiser, and has more than filled these re-
quirements, as she has shown good speed and is an
excellent sea boat. She is a very handsome craft, and

,jhas been greatly admired. The overhangs are well
balanced, the sheer graceful and the rig well propor-
tioned. The bottom is painted drab and the topsails
black, relieved by a gold stripe. A narrow copper
line of white gives a very smart appearance, and the
teak rail and deck trim make a good finish to the
.black topsidcs.
The deck is flush, and below there is cotisiderable

room which has been well utilized. The cabins are
well laid out and splendidly furnished. The large com-
panionway, which serves as a shelter in bad weather,
'Jeads below to the chart room, which is on the port
•side. This room is 4ft. 6in. long and is fitted with a
sofa, gun rack, book shelves and a chart table with
drawci-s underneath. Aft there is a large double state-
room 7ft. Sin. long. On each side is a berth with
sofas in front. At the end of the berths are hanging
lockers, and in the center of the after partition is a
combination bureau and desk. There is a set marble
wash ba'sin under the companionway. Overhead there
is a -skylight, which gives light and ventilation. Oppo-
site the chart room, on the starboard side, is the toilet
equipped with a set inarble wash basin, and a patent
water closet, back of these is a roomy locker for
linen.

Opening from the chart room is the main saloon,
which is lift, long and runs the full width of the boat.
Sofas extend along either side, and behind these are
lockers and shelves. At the forward end on each side
are buffets.

A door opens into the galley, which is 8ft. long.
Here there is a large ice box, sink, range, dresser,
dish racks, etc. On the starboard side, leading from
the galley, is the captain's room, with a swing berth,
bureau, desk and hanging closet.

The forecastle is 13ft long, and there is ample room

-DESIGNED BY TAMS, LEMOINE & CRANE FOR ARNOLD LAWSON.
Photo by T. E. Marr, Boston.

for the three sailors and the steward. There is a whole expansion of the steam from boiler pressure to
water closet for the men and locker room for their condenser pressure takes place in the jet itself, and the
clothes. total energy is transformed to the velocity of the steam
Two boats are carried on the davits—a launch to flowing from the jet.

starboard and a dinghy to port. The second classes of turbines are those known as the
The principal dimensions follow: parallel flow turbines. Here the plates are set alternately

I^ength— on the periphery of a revolving comb and a fixed envelope,

Over all 73ft. Sin. the motion is caused by the sinuous flow of the steam
L. W. L, 46ft. from plate to plate. In this case the expansion takes place

Overhang— the turbine itself.

Forward 13ft. Sin. In either case the turbine principle is entirely different

Aft 14ft. from that of the reciprocating engine. The turbine takes"

Breadth— its energy from the velocity of flow of the steam, and the
Extreme : 15ft. engine from the initial boiler pressure and adiabatic ex-
L. W. L '

13ft'. loin. pansion of the steam in its cylinders. Of course the

Draft— " ' ' velocity of steam flow in the turbine is caused by this

"Bxtreme loft. 6in. same pressure and expansion, but in one case the trans-

To rabbet . ... ^. ....... . . V. V. . \ \ . . . . 5ft.' 4in.' formation into mechanical energy is indirect and in the

Depth *..., 7ft. gin. other direct. The steam velocities are extremely high, in

Freeboard—^to top of rail—
'

'
the neighborhood of 4,000ft. per second, and as'a turbine

Forward 6ft. to run with the greatest efficiency tnust absorh this whole
Least 3ft". lOin. velocity, the peripheral speeds are at the best enormous.

Taffraii 1 ... . 4ft'. Sin! and greater in the jet turbines than those of parallel flow.

Ballast '^^^^ revolutions of a de Laval jet turbine of small size

On keel 25,000 lbs. about 35,000 per minute, and in the larger sizes -froin

Sail area 8,000 to 10,000 revolutions a minute.

Mainsail . .... 1,416 sq. ft. This tremendous speed has Compelled the use of a
Foresail .'

'.
.'

.'

'.

'.

'. .' '.['.'.'.'.['.'.'.'...'... '507 sq. ft.
reducing gearing

Fore staysail 271 sq. ft. In the Parsons turbme the smaller sizes have a speed

Jib 370 sq. ft.
about 3,000 revolutions per minute, and the larger

'. sizes about 500.

Total area lower sails 2.564 sq. ft. .

A high-speed reciprocating engine of corresponding

The boat's construction which is rather elaborate ^'^f ^ ^P^^'^ ?^ ^° revolutions per minutd
Jc Jin 1 I

construction wuicn is ratner eiaiwrate,
revolutions per minute respectively, or one-fiftlt

IS clearly shown on the plan of the midship section.
^^^^^ p^^^J^^^ ^^^^-^^^ one-fiftieth as nSiiy__ Laval.

Q, '-p 1, Horse-power, which is the engineer's measure of work
otCd.ni 1 UrDiricS* done, is a product of two factors—weight and speed or in

BY CUNTON H. CKANE. OF TAMS, LEMOINE & CRANE. Hons"^ Tl^^m J^'lf^ Ih/S^^^^ '"^ "^°}^'
'

_ .
tions.

_
Inis mean,s that tor a constant, horse-power the

In" considering the substitution of steam turbines for tort will decrease in direct proportion to the increase in
reciprocating engines in marine propulsion, there are of the mimber of revolutions, and as strains are in the main
necessity many points of view from which the subject dependent on tort, sizes and weights will decrease as
inay be approached; but there are two chief considera- revolutions increase. We should therefore expect to find
tions which at once suggest themselves. First, a direct turbines of a given power much lighter than reciprocating
comparison of turbine and engine in weight,^ size, princi- engines, and as a matter of fact they are so.
pies involved and general mechanical qualities. Second. The. high-speed engines of torpedo boats and fast j^achts
the effect on the various elements of the vessel brought weigh about lolbs, per indicated horse-power. Steam tur-
about by the essential differences, and a summing up of bines about 3 to 5lbs. per indicated horse-power. Engines
the gains and losses which may be anticipated in various of slower yachts and merchant vessels weigh about 20 to
cases from the change. 30lbs. per indicated horse-power.
In the first place, there are two classes of turbines in As regards efficiency, at the full-designed speed the tur-

successful use at the present time—jet turbines, which de- bine uses rather less steam per indicated horse-power than
rive their energy from a jet of steam impinging on a the best triple expansion engine, but at speeds less than
series of plites set on a periphery of the wheel or disc the designed speed, the turbine uses from 10 to 25 per
on the same principle as water on a Pelten wheel. The cent, more steam per indicated horse-power than the triple
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expansion engines at corresponding speeds, for in the

case of a reciprocating engine efficiency is very slightly

affected by changes of speed.

This loss of efficiency at low speeds is admitted eyen

by Parsons himself, and it is stated that in the design

of the newest torpedo boat destroyer to be fitted with

turbines, supplementary reciprocating engines are to be in-

stalled for driving the boat at low speeds.

There is one point on which there is absolutely no com-
;parison between turbine and engine, and that is the mat-

ter of vibration. With a turbine there is no vibration

whatever, and, as in place of the fifty or more different

ibearings on a reciprocating engine, we have only two in

the turbine; the cost of repairs and maintenance is as i to

25 in favor of the turbine.

Having made this brief comparison, it will be interest-

ing to see how the fundamental differences affect the ap-

plication of turbines to marine propulsion. To sum up:

Our turbine must revolve certainly five times as fast as a

reciprocating engine of the same power. It is inefficient

except at one speed. It cannot reverse.

In its favor: There is practically no vibration. There
is a very marked saving in weight and space.

Let us briefly analyze the advantages

:

The saving in weight is from 5 to 7lbs. per indicated

horse-power, but this is a saving which applies to the

engine alone. The boiler and auxiliary machinery, such

as pumps, piping, condenser, etc., in the case of the very

high speed boats would weigh about 3olbs. per indicated

horse-power. This would be the same whether we used

turbine or engine. The coal to be carried would be the

same, or nearly the same, in case both, boats were always

run at their full designed speed. At the slower speeds we
.should need to carry 10 to 25 per cent, more coal on a

l)oat driven by turbines than one driven by reciprocating

^engines in order to go the same distance.

In the case of the high-speed boat, the machinery would

weigh probably 50 per cent, of the total weight of boat

and machinery.

In the case of the slower yachts or passenger boat, the

boiler and auxiliaries would probably weigh golbs. per

indicated horse-power, and the weight of machinery

would be only 12 per cent, of the total weight of yacht

and machinery.

Now, let us sum up these facts : In the case of a high-

speed boat, we could save 5 per cent, of our total weight

of hull aiid engines by using turbines. This would mean
greater speed. We should eliminate two-thirds of the

vibration, as one-third is certainly due to the vibration

of the screws. We should cut down our repair bill to the

smallest dimensions. At slow speeds we should require

a greater amount of coal than with ordinary engines ; but

this is not a matter of vital importance on a boat of this

character. In the case of a cruising yacht the total sav-

ing in weight would be about 2 per cent, on the whole
boat. This would mean practically no difference in speed.

At slow speeds we should have to carry more coal, and as

a cruising yacht rarely steams at top speed, this would be
an important consideration. We would make a very small
saving in room, and we should probably need more space
for coal and would lose nearly all we gained from the
small size of the turbines.

Repairs and vibration are small in vessels of this char-

acter with slow-moving reciprocating engines.
To sum up : Turbines are eminently suitable to high-

speed vessels, and are of the greatest advantage in cutting
down- vibration and cost of repairs. In slower types of
vessels they are also of advantage, though to a less de-
gree, except where the vessels run at constant speed. So
far as first cost is concerned, the turbine and reciprocat-
ing engine are practically on a par.

Turbines are now being so generally built for electrical
purposes in this country and abroad that it is only a
question of months when some of our best contractors

will be willing to take up the matter of marine turbines.

Since compiling the foregoing the Writer has had the
pleasure of a trial trip on the new turbine-driven boat
Revolution. The turbines on this boat are designed by
Mr. Charles G. Curtis, and seemed to the writer to be
the best turbines for marine propulsion yet placed before
the public. The one drawback to the equipment seemed
to be the noise either from the propellers or the roaring
of steam, which was apparent in the after quarters.
This, although less than is usual on boats of the same
power driven by the ordinary type of engine, was ap-

CYGNET MIDSHIP SECTION.
Designed by Tarns, Lemoine & Crane for Arnold 'La.wscm, 19tl,
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parent in contrast to the other lack of noise and vibration

in the boat.

Mr. Curtis's turbine, so far as the inventor is \yilling

to take the public into his confidence, is a combination of

jet and direct flow, by which the inventor has been able

to very materially reduce the speed of revolutions, and,

therefore, the difficulty of designing suitable propellers.

These turbines develop 1,250 horse-power each, with

a speed of revolutions of only 650. Parson's best result

on the same basis is in the neighborhood of 2,000. Al-

though 650 is a high speed of revolution, it is not beyond
practical limits.

One great additional advantage of Mr. Curtis's ma-
chine is that by an arrangement of additional buckets and
jets he is able to reverse his main turbine at three-quar-

ters of full power.
The Revolution can be stopped and started more quick-

ly than in the case of any such engine the writer, has ever
seen.

To run this plant at 2,500 horse-power, two engineers
only are needed, as against four to six on ordinary triple

engines of the same power.
The engine room is free from oil and water, and in this

respect is a marked improvement to ordinary high speed
boats.

So far as steam economy is concerned, it has been
very thoroughly tested by Professor Denton, of Stevens
Institute, the result of which test will shortly be made
public.

The writer knows that the speed result obtained could
not be bettered with triple expansion eilgines, using the
same boiler and auxiliaries.

Manhasset Bay Challenge Cup
Conditions.

Below we give the conditions to govern the races
for the Manhasset Bay Challenge Cup, for 30ft. sloops,

to be sailed under the auspices of the Manhasset Bay
Y. C, of Port Washington, Long Island, next season.
While a matter of arrangement between the Man-

hasset Bay and the first club challenging for the cup,

it is probable that these races will be sailed on the
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday preceding Fourth
of July, by which arrangement the various boats in this

class, which promises to be the most active on the
Sound, will be enabled to take in not only the cup
races, but also Larchmont race week, which next sum-
mer will commence with Fourth of July.
The conditions have been very carefully drawn up,

and it is believed cover all possible points on which
the successful racing for the cup depends.
The Manhassgt Race Committee for 1903 has just

been appointed and consists, as last year, of E. M.
Maclellan, Chairman; Charles D. Mower and Robert
Jacob.

riiCLARATION OF TRUST GOVERNING THE MAN-
HASSET BAY CHALLENGE CUP FOR THIRTY-FOOT
SLOOPS.

This iiitrument, dated October, 1902, made by the Manhasset
Bay Y. C, a corporation duly organized and existing under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, witnesseth as
follows

:

The Cup.

The Manhasset Bay Y. C, having offered a perpetual challenge
cup, to be known as the Manhasset Bay challenge cup, for tlie

promotion of small yacht racing and the development of amateur
seamanship, hereby sets forth and declares the terms and con-
ditions which shall govern the tenure of the said cup and the com-
petitions therefor.

ARTICLE L
Clubs Eligible.

Any organized yacht club in good standing, of any country,
shsll always have the right to challenge for the cup and to sail a
match therefor; provided such challenge shall be made and such
races sailed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this

instrument.
ARTICLE II.

Yachts Eligible.

Matches for the cup shall be limited to yachts propelled by sails

only, whose racing measurement shall qualify them to enter in the
30ft. sailing length sloop class, of the Yacht Racing Association of

Long Island Sound, as such classification exists on the date of

this instrument, or such equivalent classification as said Associa-
tion may in future adopt. The construction of said yachts shall

be in accordance with the Definition and Table of Scantlings, and
any other requirements of the Yacht Racing Association of Long
Island Sound for such class as in force on the date of this instru-

ment, or such definition and table of scantlings and other re-

quirements as said Association may in future adopt, provided,
however, that any yacht in existence Dec. 1, 1898, that is of sub-
stantial construction, conforming practically to said table of
scantlings, shall be considered as in accordance therewith.

ARTICLE III.

Rules Governing Matches.

Matches shall be sailed under the rules of the Yacht Racing As-
sociation of Long Island Sound, of the year in which the match
is sailed, except as hereinafter modified.

ARTICLE IV.

Crews.

The crew of each yacht sailing in a match shall number not to
exceed five persons, including the helmsman, at least four of whom
shall be amateurs and members of a recognized yacht club. The
helmsman shall be an amateur and a member in good standing of

the club whose yacht he sails.

ARTICLE V.
Season for Sailing Matches.

The club holding the cup shall defend it between June 15 and
Sept. 15 against all challengers, under the conditions as set forth

by this instrument.
ARTICLE YI.

Form of Challenge—Time Limit of Filing.

All challenges shall be in writing, signed by the proper official

or officials of the challenging club. To insure a contest, one chal-

lenge must be delivered by April 1. Subsequently other clubs
may challenge and enter the same contest on the terms proposed
and accepted in the first challenge received; but no other chal-

lenge shall be accepted, if received later than May 15.

ARTICLE YII.

Number of Races, Courses, Starts, Winner of Match, Naming
Representative, Measuring, Hauling Otit, Protests.

A match shall be constituted of not less than three or more than
five races.

(a) Courses shall not be less than 15 nautical miles in length,
nor mere than 22 nautical miles, and shall be laid as nearly as
possible as follows: The first race shall be to windward or lee-

ward and return. The second race shall be over a triangle, one
side of which shall be to windward. Subsequent races shall alter=

nate as above until the series shall have been finished. A change
of wind, occurring after the start has been made, shall not in-

validate a race.

(b) All courses shall be laid in waters of suitable depth for the
competing yachts, and of sufficient expanse to permit of each leg
of each course being not less than three miles in length.

(c) The start shall be a one-gun flying start, with a preparatory
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signal, and shall be made between the hours of 1 and 3 o'clock
P. M.

(d) The winner of the match shall be determined by the point
system, as used by the Yacht Racing Association of Long Island
Sound, whereby each yacht entering and finishing a race of a
match receives one point for her entry and one additional point
for each yacht which she defeats, the winner being that yacht
scoring thie highest aggregate number of points in all the races
of the match.
(e) Each club whose challenge has been accepted, shall name its

representative yacht for the series, the day before the first race.
(f) No club shall enter more than one yacht for the same series

of match races.

(g) A yacht to be eligible to compete, shall be the bona fide
property of a member or members in good standing of the club
it represents.

(h) Yachts must be measured previous to a match by the
measurer of the challenged club.

(i) No yacht entered for a match shall -be hauled out or laid on
shore within twenty-four hours preceding the first race or diiring
the period of the races, except in case of accident and for necessary
repairs. Any yacht so entered, which shall have been hauled out-
or laid on shore, must be launched at least twenty-four hours
preceding the first race.

(j) Protests must be filed in writing wnth the committee within
twelve hours from time of starting the race protested.

ARTICLE VIII.

Arrangement of Preliminaries and Details for a Match.

The club challenging and challenged club may by mutual agree-
ment fix and decide all the terms and conditions of the match,
whether relating to dates, courses, sailing directions, notices or
any other matter whatsoever, pertaining to the match or pre-

liminary thereto, any may also by mutual agreement waive for

such match such of the provisions of this instrument as would
otherwise govern the match or the preliminaries thereof, pro-
vided, however, that the consent in writing, signed by the Commo-
dore and Secretary of the Manhasset Bay Y. C., under authority
of sail club to such waiver, shall have first been obtained.

ARTICLE IX.

Modification of Agreement.

If deemed desirable, the terms of this agreement may be modi-
fied by the Manhasset Bay Y. C. while the cup is in its possession
and when not in its possession by agreement between the Man-
hasset Bay Y. C. and the club having the custody of the cup;
provided, however, that no modification shall be made during
the pendency of any challenge, unless consented to by all the
challengers.

ARTICLE X.

In case the club having the custody of the cup shall be dis-

solved cr cease to exist, the cup shall thereupon revert to the
Manhasset Bay Y. C, and shall continue to be subject to the
terms and conditions of this instrument.

ARTICLE XI.

This instrument shall be executed in duplicate originals, one of

which shall be preserved in the archives of the Manhasset Bay
Y. C, and the other shall accompany and be delivered with the
cup whenever won and transferred, and any club winning ttie

cup shall, upon receiving the same, duly execute and deliver to

the club from which the same is received, an acknowledgment
substantially in the following form, namely:
Received this day of A. D

from the Yacht Club, the Manhasset Bay
Challenge Cup for Thirty-Foot Sloops, awarded to the undersigned
club, as the result of a match sailed at

ou under the auspices of the
Yach.t Club, on the days of which cup
is delivered to the undersigned club, in pursuance of the terms oi

a certain ii:strument executed by the Manhasset Bay Yacht Club,
of Nassau County, New York, under date of October Stn, iS'-;?,

and will ie held by the undersigned club, subject to all the "erms
and pruvi.sions of said instrimient.

V.T...... Club.
By

In witness whereof the Manhasset Bay Y. C. has caused its

corporate name to be signed hereto by its commodore, and its

corporate seal to be hereunto affixed and attested by its secretary.
All done in duplicate originals, as of October .., 1902.

Manhasset Bay Yacht Club.
(By , Commodore.)

Attest: Secretary.

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
Al a meeting of the Pavonia Y. C, held recently, the

fcllowing officers were elected to serve during the coming
year: Commodore, C. F. Lynes; vice-commodore, Wal-
ter Wood; corresponding secretary, Howard Smith;
financial secretarj'-, William F. Tobin; treasurer, Louis

Middlesdorf; measurer, A. Curtis, and trustees, William
D. Salter and Colonel Charles Angens.

Last season the Ardsley Club organized a yachting de-

partnient to be run in connection with the club. The
yachting branch was a sticcess from the start, and those

interested have now formed the Ardsley Y. C, and the

following officers have been elected : Commodore, Edwin
Gould; vice-commodore, W. L. Bull; secretary, Nathaniel

A. Campbell ;
treasurer, F. L. Eldridge ; fleet captain,

Clifford Buchanan; regatta cominittee, Philip Schti3'ler,

chairman; Frank J. Gould, F. L. Eldridge and Robert
Hewitt. The club now has eighty members.

At the last meeting of the board of directors of the

California Yacht Club several sets of plans' for the new
clubhouse, to be built near one of the railroad moles,

were presented for consideration. The design most likely

to be adopted was suggested by ex-Commodore Allen M.
Clay and was approved by the directors present at the

meeting. The clubhouse will be two and a half stories

high, in the colonial style, with a lighthouse tower con-

taining a cluster of lights eighty-five feet above sea level.

A veranda will run around the dome, from which a fine

view will be obtained.

In the clubhouse there will be fifty lockers for yacht

owners aud 250 for members who do not own yachts.

There will be space for storing eighty small boats and
for a pumping-room, in which will be installed a motor
to supply power for hauling yachts up on the ways.
A wide staircase will lead to the second floor, on which

will be the reception hall and assembly-room, which- will

have a stage 37 by 18 ft. at one end. There will also be a

parlor, dressing-room, rooms for the directors and for

billiards and cards. Dressing-rooms will be adjacent to

the stage. A large reading-room with a great open fire-

place will lead off the assembly-room. The wide veranda
will be open on one side and covered with glass on the

other. The half-story on the top will contain a stewards'

room and a sail loft.—San Francisco Call.

The Board of Governors of the Philadelphia Yacht

Club, at Essington, have had plans prepared for extensive

improvements to be made to the clubhouse. The draw-
ings provide for. alterations and additions, including two
new bowling allej's, an electric lighting system, additions

to the dining-room, swimming pool, and the servants'

quarters.

Mr. Charles D. Mower has been nominated to fill the

position of measurer of the New York Y. C, left vacant
by the resignation of Mr. John Hyslop, who has held the

office for many years past., Mr. Mower is also the meas-
urer of the Yacht Racing Association of Long Island

Sound, and of the Manhasset Bay Y. C.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.

Some little impatience seems to exist among some of

our readers, who are anxious to learn what has become
of the Cruising Competition, and we are only now able

lo gratify this natural curiosity. It has taken time to

read over the various accounts of cruises submitted, and
to sort out those worthy of a place in the competition

from others which were not so good. Of the number
submitted, eight have been adjudged worthy to compete,
but a decision as to the successful competitors must be
delayed for some little time since the. judge, Mr. Zerega,

of the New York Yacht- Club, is now in Europe, and the

stories submitted must be sent to him for examination
and placing. Meantime, we must ask the competitors and
others to exercise patience.

^ ^ ^

Mr. Howard Gould's steam yacht Niagara sailed ' fro'ii

New York on Dec. 10 bound for the Mediterranean. She
reached Bermuda on Dec. 13.

OssiNiNG, N. Y., Dec. 12.—To the Members of the
American Canoe Association: It is my sad duty to

notify you of the death of your Secretary-Treasurer.
Louis Simpson, of Yonkers, N. Y. He died there
yesterday after a short illness of appendicitis.

His death is a great loss to his family, friends and
to the A. C. A., where those who knew him had
formed the utmost respect and affection for his sin-

cere and lovable qualities.

During his membership in the A. C. A. his manner
of action and life at our various meetings, in doors
and in camp, has been a proper model and fine ex-

ample for our members to follow:
I will extend .our heartfelt sympathies to his family.

Nathaniel S. Hyatt.
" Commodore of A. C. A,
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Mr. Stanley W. Seaman has made the following sales

:

Auxiliarj' yawl Possum, sold by Mr. David Gregg, Jr.,

Jamaica Plains, Mass., to Mr. Adolph Erdman, New
York City. Half rater Indian to Mr. Regis Post; Indian

will be shipped at once to Bermuda, where her owner
will use her during the winter.

^ ^
Colonel Harry McCalmont, a well known Eriiisli

yachtsman, died suddenly at his residence in London on

Dec. 8.

^ 1^

The Whitestone Hollow Spar and Boat Company has

recently been incorporated. The corporation is capital-

ized for $200,000. The company's plant is now being built

at AVhitestone, L. I., and they will build hollow spars,

yachts, launches, tenders, canoes, etc. The five directors

who will serve the first year are : John G. Fraser. New
York City; George B. Bidwell, New York City; John M.
Dolan, Far Hills, N. J.; George Bullock, Cincinnati, O.

;

George S. Claj', Plainfield, N. J.

1^ 1^

At the Marblehead Yacht Yard there is building a 41-

foot waterline auxiliary yawl for Mr. J. P. Elton, who
V formerly owied Umbrina, a 35-foot waterline cutter that

was designed and built at the same yard. The auxiliary

will be the most elaborate and costly boat ever built by
this firm. She will be fitted with fifteen horse power
Standard engine. There will be two quarter state rooms
aft with lavatories, toilet rooms, etc., connected with the

port state room, a very large main cabin, combined galley

and engine room separate from forecastle. All the joiner

Work aft will be of very choice mahoganj^ which has

been especially selected for this yacht. The floor frames
will be of tobin bronze bulb angles. The deck and diago-

nal straps, chain plates, and in fact about all the wrought
metal work in connection wath the hull will be of tobin

bronze. The plank and deck fastening Avill be of special

drop forged tobin bronze nails, and for the keel bolts a

new process metal is used which will have a tensile

strength of 94,000 lbs. to the square inch, and is probably
the strongest lot of bronze rod ever turned out in this

country. The deck joiner work, covering board, rails,

etc., will be of teak. Planking will be of hard pine,

.single skin, as the boat is designed for severe usage, and
the single thickness of planking seems more advisable than
double skin work. She will be very snugly canvassed and
yawl rigged.

Other work contracted for includes some small
launches for yacht dinghies, sailing tender for Mr. Gor-
don Dexter'^s Wasp, 25ft. speed launch for Mr. E. T.
Bigelow, oi Medford, and several other boats.

—
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Fiztttces*

Dec. 17-lS.—Spirit Lake, Iowa.—Gilbert and Burraister, amateur
target and live bird tournament.
Dec. 25.—Dover, N. J.—Holiday live-bird shoot of the Dover

Gun Club. Bull shoot the special event. -

Dec. 25.—Interstate Park, L. I.—John S. \A^right's target tourna-
ment, sweepstakes, etc.

Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot, fourth Tuesday of each month (July
and December excepted), at Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Paterson
Plank Road, Carlstadt, N. J.

Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday
afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek. Sec'y.
Hell Gate Annex shoot, second Friday of each month (January

and July excepted), at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.
Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, at Enfield street, near

Liberty avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.
South Side Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, South Broad street,

Newark, N. J., near Lehigh Valley coal depot.

Cutwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., Saturdays, live-bird handi-

Jan. 1.—Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Inter-county shoot and tourna-

ment of the Poughkeepsie Gun Club. Max Condit, Capt.

Jan. 1.—Paterson, N. J.—Open live-bird shoot of the Jackson
Park Gun Club.
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Jan. 1.—Interstate Park, L. I.—New Year's Day target tourna-

ment.
Feb. 9-14.—^Detroit, Mich.—Open tournament under the auspices

of the Tri-State Automobile and Sporting Goods Association.

Targets and live birds. John Parker, manager; S. G. Lewis,
Secretary-Treasurer.
Feb. 20-21.—New Orleans, La.—First tournament of the Missis-

sippi Valley Trapshooters' and Game Protective ^Association ; Car-

nival Week, under auspices of the City Park Gun Club. Percy S.

Benedict, Sec'y.
May — .—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion's twenty-seventh annual tournament, under the auspices of

the Lincoln Gun Club. T. E. Mockett, Sec'y.

June —.—Schenectady, N. Y.—New York State shoot, under
auspices of the Schenectady Gun Club.
June 9-11.—Cincinnati, O.—Seventeenth annual tournament of the

Ohio Trapshooters' League. Chas. F. Dreihs, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any news notes they

may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

Mr. John S. Wright, 318 Broadway, has issued the programme
for his" shoots, to be held on Christmas and New Years, at Inter-

state Park, Queens, L. I. The programme is alike for each shoot.

There are eight events, of which three are at 15, one at 20, and
a 100-target handicap, divided into four events of 25 targets each,

§2 entrance. Handicaps, 14 to 23yds. All moneys divided Rose
svstem, except the optional 100-target event. Targets, 2 cents.

Any one who desires, may shoot for targets only. Shooting
commences at 10:30. Trains leave Flatbush avenue at 7:50. 9:19

and 10:58 A. M. ; 12:18. 1:48. 2:45 and 4:23 P. M, Leave Thirtv-
fourth street at 7:50, 9:20 and 11 A. M.; 12:20, 2, 2;50 and 4:30 P. M.
Trains leave the park at 7:05, 7:43. and 10:52 A. M.; 12:16, 1:54,

3 :26, 4 :52, 5 :B2, and 6 :52 P. M.

That the liltei-sttite Association has lost none of its energy and
effort is evidenced by the broad programme which it contemplates
following in target tournaments for 1903. Checked in the great

live-bird competition, the Grand American Handicap at live

buds, it turns to tlie cultivation of the broad field of target

tournaments. It will give two Grand American Handicaps at tar-

gets, the fourth one in April at Blue River Shooting Park, Kan.sas

Citv. the fifth one piobably in May at Interstate Park, L. I. To
each $1,000 will be added. These will be Interstate .Association

tournaments exclusively. Numerou.s others will be given for the
benefit of clubs in different sections of the country. A number
i,if applications have been received, and the^ following have been
fnvorablv considered: Boston (Mass.) Shooting Association,

.'Vkron (O.) Gun Club; \'iroqiia V\is.) Gun Club, Rainmakers'
Gun Club, Ottawa, 111.: West Branch Rod and Gun Club, Wil-
liamsport. Pa.; Meriwether Gun Club, Warm -Springs, Ga. ; Chau-
tauqua County Gun Club, Dunkirk, N. Y. Mr. Elmer E. Shaner
was re-elected to the otfice of manager, which he has filled with
conspicuous ability and success for many years.

•I

In behalf of the Hell Gate Gun Club, of New York, Col. John
II. Voss, the president, and Mr. E. Doenick, the secretary, whose
address is 1355 .\msterdam avenue, have addressed a circular let-

ter to the club members as follows: "On account of our shoot
falling two days before Christmas, and this being very incon-
venient for business men, the executive committee considered it

best to hold a shoot the week before, and it is hereby called for

Tuesday, Dec. 16, at 12 M."
»?

The members of the Hell Gate Gun Club of New York, will

celebrate their tenth anniversarv and beefsteak dinner at 521 and
523 West Fifty-seventh street, fs'ew York, Dec. 18, at S;30 P. M.
This is exclusively a club function. The club has a numerous
and active membership, marked by admirable good fellowship, so

that there is no doiibt but what the tenth anniversary will be
celebrated by the club's full membership.

iSfr. R. O. Ileikes, with his son Horace, left New York on Sat-

urday of last week for his home in Dayton, O., after a two weeks'
visit'in New York and Bridgeport, Conn. "The Daddy of Them
All" was looking in perfect gladiatorial form, and in 1903 there
is no doubt bvit what he will be shoulder to shoulder with the
leaders in trap.shooting competition.

The match shot last Saturday at Paterson, N. J., on the grounds
of the Jackson Park Gun Club, between Count C. A. Lenone and
Mr. A. Bunn, 25 birJs each, was won by the latter on a straight
score, his opponeitt losing five, of which two were lost dead out.

In May, 1903, the Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association will

hold its twenty-seventh annual tournament under the auspices
of the Lincoln Gun Club, of which Mr. T. E. Mockett is secre-

tarv.

Mr. Chas. F. Dreihs. the secretary, writes us as follows: "The
Ohio Trapshooters League will hold its seventeenth annual target
tournament at Cincinnati, June 9, 10 and 11, 1903."

Bernard Waters.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Crescent Athletic Club,

Bay Ridge, L. I., Dec. 13.—^There was a wintry storm in action,

yet it did "not deter the regtilar shooters of the Crescent Athletic
Club from engaging in their weekly shoot. For the December
cup there was a fie between Messrs. H. B. Vandervcer and D. C.

Bennett on 45. The scores:
December cup, 50 targets, handicap: H, B. Vanderveer (3) 45,

D. C. Bennett (4) 45, G. G. Stephenson, Jr. (2) 43, F. B. Stephen-
son (1) 42, L. C. Hopkins (6) 41, L, M. Palmer, Jr. (2) 39, F. T.
Bedford, Jr. (3) 37, Dr. Pool (3) 37.

Trophy, 25 targets, -handicap: F. B. Stephenson (1) 24, H, B.
Vanderveer (3) 22, D. C. Bennett (4) 22, G. G. Stephenson, Jr. (2)

21. L. M. Palmer, Jr. (2) 20, Grant Notman (4) 19. L. C. Hopkins
(6) 19, Dr. Pool (3) 16, F. T. Bedford, Jr. (3) 14.

Trophv, 15 targets, handicap: F. B, Stephenson (0) 12, L. C.

Hopkins (3) 12, T. M, Palmer, Jr. (1) U, G. G. Stephenson, Jr.

(1) 9, H. B. Vanderveer (1) 8, E. B. Knowlton (2) 8, C. H.
Chapman (4) 7, Dr. Pool (2) 6.

Shoot-off, same conditions: F. B. Stephenson (0) 15, L. C. Hop-
kins (3) 14.

Brooklyn Qua Clob,

Brooklyn, L. I., Dec. 13.—Notwithstanding the wintry weather,
seven events were shot off at the Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot
to-day, of which J. S. Wright is manager. The highest scores
were made by Mr. H. S. Welles. No. 3 was at 10 singles and 5
pairs. No. 5 was at 5 pairs:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets: 15 25 20 20 10 Targets; 15 25 20 20 10

J B Ainslie 7 Capt J N Borland ..20 9 16 8

H S Welles 15 2118 19 10 Dr O'Callahan 12 B .. ..

S Poder 12 7 I Marshall 16 17 10

J S Wright 6 14 13 12 4 W J Borland 14 16 ..

A Kissel 3

Cincinnati Gun Clofa.

Cincinnati, O., Dec. 6.—The twenty-fifth contest for the Cin-
cinnati Gun CTlub's cash prizes, resulted as follows: Medico (17)
44, Parker (17) 43, Ahlers (19) 42, Gambell (19) 42, J. B. (17) 40,

Coleman (19) 39, Dreihs (17) 39, R. Trimble (22) 39, Capt. (18) 39,

Roll (17 38, Barker (17) 38, Block (IS) 37, Falk (16) 36, Littleford
(17) 36, Osterfeld (18) 34, Herman (18) 34, E. Trimble (18) 33,
Corry (17) 33, du Bray (22) 32, Van Ness (19) 32, Ackley (16) 29,
Boeh (15) 27, Roanoke (22) 26.

Changes by to-day's scores are : Medico advances from eleventh
to eighth place; Gambell advances to third place; Randall drops
to fourth place; Block drops to tenth place; Van Ness drops to
ninth place. Ahlers and Coleman improved their scores by 1.

Match, team race, 50 targets i-ier man, 20yds.

:

R. Trimble -17, Gambell 43; total 90.

Ahlers 43, Medico- 38,; total 81.

No. 2, same: R. "Trimble 46, Gambell 42; total SS.

.Thiers 43, Medico 3S: total 81.

S. S. White Gun Club.

Gqrg.\s St.\tion, Pa.—There was a good attendance, notwith-
standing the bad weather, twelve shooters participating. Dr.
Cotting was high in*the club shoot at 25 targets. For making the
highest possible scores in the last six months, T. E. Hinkson
was awarded the silver loving cup, donated to the chib by W. F.
Parry, Jr. The scores:
Club event, 25 targets, unknown angles: Dr. Cotting 19, H.

Wilkins IS, Contrell 17, Harper 17, Denlaam 16, Witherden 15,
Kendall 15, Robinson 14, Hinkson 12, Heite 12, Parry 8, Hise 6.

The sweepstakes were at 10 targets, unknown angles:
First event: Hinkson 7, Witherden 7, George 5, Dr. Cotting 5,

Parry 5.

Second event: Hinkson 8, George S, Cotting 7, Denham 5,

Parry 3, \N'itberden 3.

Third event: Hinkson 7, George 7, Curry 6, F. Hise 4, H.
Hise 3.

Nonpariel Gun Club,

Chicago, 111., Dec. 13.—At Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing,
to-daj' the Nonpariel Gun Club held a regular shoot, at targets, the
scores of which follow:

G Roll tlOOllOOllUUllOlOlUllO—18
1110111111111111111110101—22—40

Adams 0111011110101111111111110—20
OllUimilllllllOllllOll—22—42

Barto Illnm 10111110111111111—23
limilllH 10111101111111—23—46

Lord OlOOlOmiOlllllllllOOlOl-17
OllOUmillllOlllOOlllOl—19—31!

Sweep. 20 birds: Roll 18, Barto 17, Lord 16, Adams 15.

Sweep, 25 birds: Lord 22, Roll 19, Adams 21.

Sweep, 20 birds: Roll 13, Barto 13, Lord 11, Tie shot off at 5
pairs: Koll 5, Barto 7- John Watson,

Interstate Association's Ann«al Meetingf,

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Interstate As-
sociation was held at Oakland, N. J., on the morning of Deo. 11
last, but was adjourned later to the offices of the Laflin & Rand
Pcwdcr Company, 99 Cedar street. New York, where the meeting
was again called to order at 2 P, M., with President J. A. H.
I'ressel in the chair. Every company that is a stockholder in the
Association was represented at the meeting, among those present
being Mr. J. A. H. Dressel, of the U. M, C. Co.; Capt. A. W.
.Money and Mr. Edward Banks, of the American E. C. &
Scluilfze Gunpowder Co., Ltd.; Mr. Irby Bennett, of the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Co.; the Hazard Powder Co. and E. I.

du I'ont de Nemours & Co. were represented respectively by Mr.
John L. Lequin and Mr. E. .S. Lentilhon, while Messrs. Eugene
du Pont and R. S, Waddell, both of the Dupont Co., were also
in attendance, as were Mr, A, W, Higgins, of the Laflin & Rand
Powder Co.; Mr. W, F. P.arker, of Parker Bros.; Mr. Jr Hj
Marlin, of the Marlin F-ire Aims Co., and Mr, T, H. Keller, of
the Peters Cartridge Co, Messrs. Tatham & Bros,, Leroy Shot &
Lead Works, Remington Arms Co., Hunter Arms Co., and
Markle Lead Works were all represented by pi^oxy.
After the general routine business, the report of the Associa-

ticn's manager, Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, was read, the report being
subjoined.
In accordance with Mr. Shaners suggestior! it was decided to

change Section .5, Rule 21, of Target Rides so that it now reads
that "the targets shall be thrown from unknown traps."
Mr. Lentilhon, who has for several years represented Messrs.

Dupont & Co. at all meetings of the Association, announced that
his place woidd in future be filled by Mr. Eugene du Pout. That
Mr. I.,entilhon's late colleagues appixciated his services is shown
by the fact that by unanimous vote honorary membership in the
Association was tendered to him, an honor liitherto not bestowed
upon any individual. Before adjourning, the stockholders of the
Association elected a board of five directors, who in turn elected
the officers for 1903. The five directors were: Messrs. Dressel,
Bennett, Banks, Higgins and du Pont.
The follov.'ing officers were then elected: President, J. A. H.

Dressel; Vice-President, irby Bennett; Treasurer, A. \V. Hig-
gins, and Secretary, Edward Banks, the latter accepting the
office only on the condition that his term of ofiice last until

Dec. 29 next, when a proposed change in the by-laws would per-

mit of the appointmetit of another secretary who need not neces-
sarily be a member of the board of directors, as is now made
compulsory by the by-laws of the Association. Mr. i^anks has
held the dual position of secretary-treasurer of the Association for

four years, having been elected to that office in December, 1898.

It is perhaps unnecessary to state that Mr. Elmer E. Shaner was
unanimously selected to again fill the position of manager, this

being his twelfth term of office.

The following committees were then appointed:
Executive Committee: Mr. Edward Banks, Chairman; Messrs.

Eugene du Pont and Irby Bennett.
Tournament Committee: Mr. Irby Bennett, Chairman; Messrs.

Tatham, Banks, Parker, Lequin, Marlin, Higgins and du Pont.
Club Organization Committee: Mr. T. PI. Keller, Chairman;

Messrs. Delano, Markle and McMurchy,
After the stockholders and the board of directors had held

their respective meetings, the Tournament Commitete went into

session, Mr. Bennett in the chair. All the members, with the
exception of Mr. Charles Tatham,^ were present. President J. A.
H. Dressel and Manager Shaner were also present. It was de-

cided to hold two Grand American Handicaps at targets during
1903, to be known respectively as the Fourth and Fifth Grand
American Handicaps at targets. It is proposed, providing sat-

isfactory arrangements can be made, to hold the Fourth Grand
American Handicap at targets at Blue River Shooting Park,
Kansas City, Mo., some time during the month of April. The
Fifth Grand American Handicap at targets will be held at Inter-

state Park, Queens, L, I., N. Y., probably during the month of

May. The Association will add $1,000 to the purses at each of the
above tournaments.
Manager Shaner presented a long list of applications from gun

cIuIds and State organizations for tournaments during 1903, to be
given under the auspices of the Interstate Association. From the
number presented seven were chosen, as follows: Chautauqua
County Gun Club, of Dunkirk, N. Y. ; Meriwether Gun Club, of

Warm Springs, Ga. ; West Branch Rod and Gun Club, of Wil-
liamsport. Pa.; Rainmakers' Gun Club, of Ottawa, 111.; Viroqua
Rod and Gun Club, of Viroqua, Wis. ; Akron Gun Club, of

Akron, O. ; and Boston Shooting Association, of Boston, Mass.
Two other tournaments will also be given by the Association at

points not yet decided upon.

Mr, Shaner's Report.

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 10, 1902.

To the President, Officers and Members of the Interstate Asso-
ciation:

Gentlemen—It gives me much pleasure, in submitting the re-

port of the work of the manager's office for the season of 1902,

to be able to state that our sky is still unclouded and that the
storm raised of late by the emotionalists has but served to
establish the organization of the Interstate Association more
f^.tmly in the affections of rational men who understand its aims
and scope. Like the monarch of the forest, the shaking of its

roots has only caused them to take a stronger hold on intelligent

public opinion.
At the risk of appearing monotonous, I am again impelled to

repeat that another successful season has again been the most
successful. Trapshooting continues to grow in favor in every
section of the country, and its friends cheerfully recognize tlie

Interstate Association as its progenitor and give honor where it

is due. This was strikingly shown by the fact that during the
season of 1902 the majority of tournaments were governed by
the revised trapshooting rules of the organization, and while
there were fewer large tournaments than in former years, there
were many more small ones of two and three days' duration, thus
extending interest over larger sections of the country.

Grand American Handicap Tournament at Live Birds.

As usual, this was the opening event of the year, and it was
significant in showing the wisdom of the change from the East
to the boundless West, whither the star of empire has been
tending for centuries. It was held at Blue River Shooting Park,
Kansas City, Mo., March 31 to April 5, and the entry list was
phenomenal—more than justifying prediction as to advisability of
change of base. The entries numbered 493, with 456 acttial start-

ers, surpassing all former records by more than 200 entries. Only
those actually engaged can fully appreciate the enormous task
of carrying the gigantic enterprise to a successful terminus. It
was lip to date, and subject matter for comment by all our sport-
ing journals, and it has ever since furnished a conversational
topic to the fraternity. It might be well, however, to ponder the
objections raised by experts on the sporting journals to the im-
mensity of such tournaments. Many will agree with them that
notwithstanding its success, the scale was too extensive to obtam
the best results possible. On this head of course, there is room
for honest contention. Tournaments of such magnitude undoubt-
edly tax the resources of even the Interstate Association to the
utmost, and success is only attained by herculean exertion.
The suggestion that a higher entrance fee, more birds to shoot
at, and more severe handicaps, would have greater public sig-
nificance than opening of the list to all manner and condition of
shooters, is worth careful consideration. There is no pessimism
in the suggestion, or hint that tlie Association has so far over-
taxed its powers; the result negatives that supposition. Labor
omnia vincit.

Inanimate Target Tournaments..

The third annual Grand American Handicap target tournament
at Interstate Park, L. I., May 6 to 9, was a pleasant aft'air, de-
tached from all accessories, and was a drawing magnet for
target shooters. The fact that the targets were inanimate did not
detract from the interest, and the tournament was a triumph from
opening to close. There was a larger number of entries than for
its predecessor in 1901, and many of these were of the staying
class, shooting throughout the entire programme each day. As
the programme of 1901 had been a success, that of 1902 was
framed on the same general plan, with equally gratifying results.
The shooting was, on the whole, good, and the handicapping gave
as much satisfaction as could be expected. The distance handi-
cap was regarded by experts as the best, giving to all classes of
contestants terms on which they could compete most satisfac-
torily and fairly. From beginning to end, the tournament ran
smoothly, there being no hitch of consequence.
The tournament given for the Charleston- Palmetto Gun Club

at Charleston, S. C, May 14, 15 and 16, was enjoyed by all,

whether participants or spectators. On the first day forty-eight
contestants entered and twenty-eight shot through the programme.
The interest was fully maintained the second day, there being the
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same number of entries. The attendance the third day was also
good, and It was tie general verdict that the Interstate Associa-
tions methods are all that can be desired in these events.
borne of the foremost professional and amateur shots in the

Union competed in the tournament given under the auspices of
the Memphis (Tenn.) Gun Club, on July 10. 11 and 12. Con-
testants cc-ime to shoot, and the competition was keen and un-
tlagging. There were more than sixty contestants. Visitors were
well taken care of by the Memphis Club, and not the least of the
attractions was an old-time Southern barbecue dinner, which
sustained energy each day, and the man who didn't enjoy it
had vilhamously poor digestion.
Although attendance at the Kaleigh (N. C.) Gun Club's tourna-

rnent, Tune 25 and 26, was not as large as anticipated by the local
club, the loss was that of absentees, for the sport was good and those
present felt that it was good to be there. The club is three years
old, and its strenuous life shows that it will continue to grow.
Its grounds are splendidly equipped and less than ten minutes'
ride from the Capitol by the car line. Here the members prac-
tice each Thursday afternoon, which insures proficiency. At the
conclusion of the regular programme the second day, the Raleigh
Oun Club gave a $50 purse, open to all except themselves, without
entrance fee. The handicap was by distance. This liberality won
the hearts of all visitors, and made them reluctant to say, "Good-
by.
The tournament held at Titusville, Pa., July 16, 17 and IS,

under the auspices of the TitusviUe Gun Club, though no more
successful than anticipated, was up to the mark. This was ex-
pected, for though the club is less than two years old, its mem-
bers have steadily exhibited the qualities that make success cer-
tain. The personnel of the club is first class. It contains the
cream of the city, business and professional men, noted for esprit
and hospitality cheering to the hearts of visitors. The shooting
grounds are a mile west of the city limit, and reached by a ten-
mmutes' ride on the electric cars. Nature was prodigal in fur-
nishing a beautiful site on the margin of historic Oil Creek. A
neat, commodious and convenient club house was built for the
accommodation of visitors, and nothing to be desired was omitted.
Though a strong western breeze was discommoding on the open-
ing day of the tournament, the weather was on the whole satis-
factory. The brisk wind made- .shooting difficult at times, as the
targets were erratic. The man who was disappointed in this
tournament was a misanthrope whom it would be folly to at-
tempt to placate.
The tournament at Marietta, O., on Aug. 6 and 7, under the

auspices of the Columbian Gun Club, one of the oldest in the
Buckeye State, was expected to fill its usual girth, and it is
scarcely necessary to say more than that it did. But three manu-
facturers' agents took part in a field of between thirty and forty
contestants. The club house and shooting grounds are at the
Fair Grounds, on the Muskingum River, well shaded and within
ten minutes' ride by trolley line from the heart of the city. Con-
testants represented all parts of the country, and they were well
pleased with the entertainment afforded by the club. The first
day was fine, nothwithstanding a couple of showers, which delayed
the finish. The second day was like that "perfect day in June"
about which poets rave, and all in all, the affair could scarcely
have been improved on.
Brunswick, Me., redolent of a century of Bowdoin College,

Longfellow and Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom's Calain,
etc., was not too transcendental to get up a splendid tournament
under Interstate Association management on Aug, 13 and 14.
The club is but little more than a year old, but it has already
about 100 members, and it is indefatigable in its proceedings, and
had every requisite for comfort on its grounds at Merrymeeting
Park. The attendance of contestants was lessened by the facf
that the closing tournament between Maine and Massachusetts
was held on the 11th and 12th at Auburn, Me., and this city
being but nineteen miles distant, necessarily divided the en-
thusiasm.
The tournament at Haverhill, Mass., Aug. 27 and 28, was, like

all similar events the Interstate Association provides, up to the
high standard of excellence the public has grown to expect. The
entries for some unaccountable reason were not up to the ex-
pectations of the Haverhill Gun Club. The club has a member-
ship of sixty, and has on its roll many successful business and
professional men. Its ai'rangements are strictly up to date. The
shooting grounds and club house are at Hoyt's Grove, some two
miles from the center of the city and accessible by two lines of
electric cars. Thirty-four contestants came to the scratch each
day, about half of the number expected. The shooting was good,
and much credit for the success of the tournament is due to the
committee which had the immediate charge of same.
The success of the tournament at Nappanee, Ind., Sept. 3 and

4, under the auspices of the Nappanee Gun Club, was marred by
the jealousy of other gun citibs, who persisted in holding tourna-
ments on the same days and in the same State. This regrettable
opposition caused injury to the Nappanee tournament, not only
in the matter of general attendance, but in entries also. The club,
however, is made of the right stuff, and did not allow its interest
to flag in consequence, and the programme, as advertised, was
fully carried out. The grit of the club is commendable, and it

will eventually reap success in due time. It is a young organiza-
tion, and exhibits zeal worthy of a better fate.

The closing tournament of the year was held at Lewistown, III.,

Sept. 29 and 30, under the auspices of that club. Others would
do well to emulate that of Lewistown in the matter of working
up attendance, and preparing preliminary details which are of
more importance than some people seem to think. If you have
a good thing in this country there is nothing more necessary to

success than letting it be known. No fear of the frown of public
disapproval. People want to know what you have got, and they
don't want, and will not take, much trouble to find it out for
themselves. "If your foot is pretty, show it."

The Fotorc,

The outlook, so far as inanimate target shooting is con-
cerned, is roseate—never better. The sport has increased in

popularity in all parts of the country, its meritorious features
being developed by the Interstate Association's work in its

tournaments, and the members can congratulate themselves that
their good "works do follow them, even" into the byways where
much spirit is often nascent and- needs only a little stimulation
to cause it to bloom. All this is very encouraging and pleasing
to contemplate.

GraacI Americaa Handicap at Live Birds.

At a special meeting of the stockholders of the Association,
called for the purpose of considering the advisability or other-
wise of holding this great event during 1903, it was the unanimous
sentiment of the meeting that it would be advisable not to give a

Grand American Handicap at live birds in 1903. My views on the
subject were fully set forth at that meeting, and it is unnecessary
to repeat them at the present time.

Fourth Annual Grand American Handicap Target
Toornament.

This tournament has grown steadily since it was established,
and promises to be in the near future as firm a fixture as the
Grand American Handicap at live birds. It would seem to be
wisdom to adhere to a similar programme of events as in former
years, as the distance handicap appears to equalize contestants
better than any other before the public at present. At least it

gives satisfaction to a large majority of competitors, which is and
always has been our aim.

Inaaimate Target Toarnaments for 1903.

The Union is all before us to choose where we will. We have
applications from all sections. For a large part of the season, at
least, we should work in the middle West. The West goes into

such matters with so great zest that it not only deserves encour-
agement, but promises for a long time to be the most profitable.

If people there were born gun in hand they could not be more
enthusiastic, and the uppermost feeling they always excite is that
it is good to be with them. It is not altogether business with
them, as sentiment always buttresses business so largely as to re-

lieve operations considerably of materialistic flavor. The West
has not been appreciated as it should be. Tournaments should
not follow so closely as during the season of 1902, and the entire
circuit should be mapped out early in 1903, in order to achieve
best possible results.

Trapshootlng Rules.

I respectfully suggest the following change in the inanimate
target rules, as revised in 1902: Change Section 5 of Rule 21
(Sergeant system) to read as follows: "The targets shall be from
unknown traps." This suggested change accords with the system,
as understood and enunciated by its inventor, Mr. W. G. Ser-

jeant, of poplin, Mo. During thp spasoR just clossd, the^ rule o£

FOREST AND STREAM.^

"known traps" caused many disputes, and caused delays in shoot-
ing on numerous occasions. While one squad of five men shot
at 15 targets, I have known the shooting to be delayed as often
as tivelve times while contestants paused to ask "What trap do

J
addition to this objection, a dishonest contestant can

take advantage in many ways under the rule of "known traps "
and It should be, and I know is, the aim of the Interstate Asso-
ciation to discourage and when possible prevent anything savor-
ing, of unfairness.

Concltision.

Allow me, in taking my adieu of 1902, to thank the Interstate
Association for its kindness to me in person, maldng the inter-
course more pleasant as each year goes to join the past, and
ever cenienting the tie more strongly, and in this connection I
vyould join the sport.smen's journals, both for their support of
the Association and for myself as well. Last, but not by any
means least, I want to render full recognition and thanks to our
subscribers for the unflagging interest they have taken in our
work. Very respectfully submitted,

Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

Progftess in Gunmakingf,

Those who endeavor to trace the present-day developments of
the shotgun are generally at a loss to name any improvement
now in course of adoption which can be compared with those that
mark the diflerence between the modern ejector and the older
hammer gun, or even muzzleloader. Most persons seem satisfied
to regard the single trigger as the only present day development
of any great importance, and doubtless they are right, in so far
that one or other of the practical systems in vogue seems well
adapted for the purjjose in view, while the shooters using them
appear to appreciate the added convenience. Granting the virtual
impossibility of a stay in the process of development of firearms,
one IS bound to look in other directions than the system of trig-
ger action to discover such changes as may be taking place in
the construction or style of modern shotguns.
A good deal depends upon which type of firearm is to form the

basis for consideration. If one takes a best gun by one of the
leaders in the trade really having the name for turning out a
.si;iperior article, the task of instituting a comparison is quite
different from what it would be if the same process were applied
to medium quality guns, such as are sold in considerable quanti-
ties all over the country. To simplify matters, it will be best to
review botli classes of firearm from the standpoint of their de-
velopment as compared with a period running some years back.
In the first place, it cannot but be noticed that the improvements
in modern machinery have influenced in a great measure even
such a marked example of hand work as the best gun. The ma-
chining of the actions in the earlier stages of their construction,
and tlie formation of the various surfaces and recesses, have been
greatly influenced by the more exact methods which are now avail-
able in the production of every class of manufactured goods. The
saving of cost and the increase in efficiency very naturally make
it possible for the concientious gunmaker to put an enhanced
quality of work into those parts which most need it. A hole is
none the less a satisfactory piece of workmanship because it has
been drilled true to position and dimensions by modern methods.
Conversely, a hole tliat has been shaped out by the old-fashioned
fiddle drill, or by an out-of-date lathe may have cost much more
money, and demanded a greater amount of skill in the work-
manship, without being any better done; as a matter of actual
fact, it is probably inferior in several respects. Again, in the
formation of the variovis flat surfaces of a gun the working of a
milling cutter, while imparting a high degree of finish and ac-
curacy, must be cheaper and, at the same time, more effective for
the end in view. Therefore, as time has gone on, and one manu-
facturer after another has possessed himself of an improved grade
of appliances, the quality of the work done has shown a propor-
tionate tendency to develop in the right direction.
In entering into the details of construction of a best gun one

is not disappointed when looking for improvements upon methods
that were in vogue a decade or so ago. The most marked change
is, of course, in the enhanced substantiality of design and con-
structing of the various workmg limbs of a gun. A working part
that was years ago adjusted by laborious hand process is now ad-
justed the same way, but the difference that exists is that, while
the adjustment in years gone by required to take into account
want of trueness in the positions of the engaging surfaces rela-
tively with one another, svich diff'erences are now greatly mini-
mized. As the capacity to repeat the e.xact form of a given limb
has been increased, so its design has been, bit by bit, more closely
harmonized with the work put upon the various bearing surfaces.
The effect of such a development as the alteration of a center or
pivot by the sixty-fourth of an inch cannot be expressed in a
very definite way, but in practice it must tend to reduce the num-
ber of casualties liable to occur in the wear and tear of constant
use. In this way the ejector of to-day is a much more satisfactory
article than the ejector of ten years ago, and as time goes on, the
weaknesses occasionally met with will gradually be eliminated.
Turning from the mechanical parts to the general construction

of the weapon, one cannot hell) being struck by the remarkable
combination of strength and lightness that is typical of the modern
best gun. When one hears of 12-bore barrels weighing 2 pounds
14 ounces, it is difficult offhand to realize the mechanical in-

genuity that must be exercised to obtain the necessary margin of
strength with such a small amount of metal available. The fact re-

mains that this is done, and many a pair of barrels weighing this
amount are of greater all-round strength than others 4 ounces', 6
ounces, or S ounces heavier. It is not certain that modern ma-
chinery has done very much of late years to perfect the manu-
facture of shotgun barrels. Certainly the development of steel in
place of Damascus has created certain radical changes in the
methods by which the rough bored tubes are produced, though
even now one cannot help being struck by the apparent longevity
of the appliances employed in the production of the very best
grade of work.
Among the marked changes in the practice of shooting is, of

course, the increase of driving as against shooting over dogs, and
it is this development which has influenced very largely the con-
struction of the most modern gun. Lightness and handiness of

balance have to be combined with a solidity that will not give
way before the constant concussion of heavy days of shooting
repeated throughout the season, while at the same time the stock
must be so shaped as to satisfy the shooter that he is not handi-
capped hy a badly fitting weapon. Under these conditions it is

possible to lay down with a fair amount of certainty that the latter

day development of the sporting shotgun has all worked in the
direction of affording a light, perfectly balanced weapon, capable
of standing an amount of wear and tear that few shooters were
able to give to their guns in years gone by. When, however, we
turn to the cheaper class of shotgun it will be found that the
transition is far more marked. The refinements of construction
that have previously been limited to those paying the highest
prices have gradually been brought within the reach of the man
with a modest purse. It is now possible to buy a hammerless
ejector single trigger gun for a matter of £25, and it must not
be forgotten that such a thing would have been thought well nigh
impossible some years ago, taking into account the solidity of

workmanship that can be guaranteed at the price.

LTnfortunately, the de\'elopment of the medium quality gun
is very unevenly distributed. Some firms have advanced very
much further than others, and the sportsman can hardly be ex-

pected to differentiate upon casual examination between what is

really sound and well worth the price offered, and that which is

likely to be a trouble and a disappointment. It is easy enough
to get the best for the best price, but the pitfalls that are en-

countered in trying to get value when buying a medium quality

of gun are very" considerable. At the present time we believe that

the mechanisrn of the less expensive grades of gun is in many
cases far ahead of the boring of the barrels. The recent efforts to

secure standardization of the cartridge chamber have shown how
many gunmakers there are who have not paid adequate attention

to this detail of their work. It is probably one of the unfortunate
traditions of gunmaking that the action filer chambers the barrel

and forms the cone therein, while the barrel borer does the rest

of the inside and the whole of the outside of the tubes. An
actioner cannot possibly acquire the perfection of training that

enables one accustomed to looking down barrels to appreciate ab-

solute trueness in the chamber and cone. Furthermore, his ap-

pliances are hardly of the kind that seem best adapted for the
work. When it is realized that the ordinary brace is the favorite

instrument for doing much of the work on the chamber, it will

not be surprising that so many gtms show evidences of bad forma-

tion of the chambers. One cannot help believing that the most
urgent requirement in the modern shotgun, whether of the best

or a medium qualit}% is a more satisfactory formation of the
chamber and the boring of the barrels truer to the nominal stand-

ards than is at present the practice, and it is in this direction

that we would now look for an immediate advance toward im-

provpd all-round efficiency.—Field (^adon.)
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IN NEW JERSEY.

Jackson Park Gon Clab.

Paterson, N. J., Dea 13.—Jackson Park Gun Club's open shoot:
brought out several visiting shooters, who braved the storm to
get here, but could not get brave enough to go out before the
traps. The Lenone-Bunn match was started about 1:30 in a
snow and hail storm, almost blinding and a very strong wind from
the northeast came with it, bringing the birds to the left of the
club house.
Count Lenone fared quite badly. His gun went off twice while

brmging it up, on his first and nineteenth birds. He did not try
for his twenty-fifth bird. Bunn shot in quick time, and used good
judgment, getting them all.

Two 5-bird sweeps were shot after the match.
The birds were of an ordinary lot. Sim Glover and J. W.

Hoffman and several other gentlemen were here, but did not
shoot. Capt. Lenone declared shoot off for the day.

Lenone, 28 *22*021122111211I20ini20—20
Bunn, 28 2222212121212221212111212—25

Edwards *2022—3 11111—5 Bruy *201*—2 21222—5
Klotz 22221—5 22212-5 Hopper 20202—3 11122—5
Lenone 11111—6 1-nil—4 Holt 10201—3
Bunn 10122-^ 11021—4

DUTCHER.

Hudson Gon Ciuh,

Jersey City, N. J., Dec. 14.—^Following are the scores made at
the last regular semi-monthly shoot of the Hudson Gun Club. The
day was bitterly cold, with snow on the ground and a strong wind
blowing. Straight scores were hard to make. The real features of
the day were the number of shooters present from the Fulton Gun
Club, of Brooklyn, and the close race for programme honors be-
tween Glover and Schorty. Scores:

Events

;

Targets

:

Schneider

Craft

Ronier
Davis

1 2 3
20 20 20
19 16 16
14 13 15
17 15 16
12 17 15
13 13 12
12 14 15
13 10 16
15 12 12
10 12 12
14 11 13
18 12 12
15 13 10
15 12 7
12 12 10
11 9 9
16 13 16
6 3

5 7
7 5

10

Nos. 7, 8 and 9 were re-entry. J. L. Hughes, Sec'y-

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich.—The last shoot .of 1902 xvas shot in a blizzard,
but an extra sweater or two, a warm house, and the exhilaration of
shooting kept everybody in good spirits. Following are the scores,
the last event being the club event:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 15 25 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 15 25

Tolsma 6 . . 6 7 6 11 14 Ford 41111
Brodie 4 7 5 4 9 19 McAdam 3 8 10
Guthard .... 8 7 5 8 7 8 16 Barthel ..... 2 2 „ 4 .. ., 9
Hitchcock... 3 8 5,. 7 17 Hance , 2^ 8 9 , . -14 20

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Why Many Ladies Go to Pineblulf, N. C.
Ladies like to be considered pretty with a soft delicate skin and

a healthy complexion, and it has proved beyond a doubt that the
bathing in pure water will improve the skin to a greater extent
than the use of any balm or mixture yet gotten up. Rain water
is good, and many ladies bottle the rain water and keep it for
that purpose. The water at Pinebluft' is^nothing but rain water
filtered through the huge mounds of sand that were left piled up
hundreds of feet high when the ocean receded from that section
thousands of years since. The water is so soft and pure than
by washing in it it imparts to the skm health and life, and by con-
stantly bathing in it and keeping the face and hands wet the
skin takes on a softness and tint that nothing else can impart.
Elderly people who from age have lost that freshness can, by a
few months' use of the water, regain much of the youthful appear-
ance. There has become a demand for the water by those who
cannot afford to go South, and it is shipped North from Pine-
bluff. Many Northern people have settled at Pinebluff per-
manently, until it is really a New England city with city gov-
ernment. Many persons are growing fruits, vegetables antf raising
poultry. Pinebluff is the home of Mr. John T. Patrick, of the
Seaboard Air Line Railway, the great railroad that makes such
quick time between Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington and liichmond to Pinebluff', Southern Pines, Pine-
hvrst, Savannah, Tampa and Jacksonville, Fla.

The Peters Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati, O., has issued a superb
calendar for 1903, which presents a particularly striking scene,
representing dawn in the wild fastnesses of gameland. In the
background are mountains, with the sun breaking forth over their
tops. In the foreground is a large bull moose drinking at the
lakeside, while on the right a deer stands, startled by a flock of
mallards taking flight. Also in the foreground there are a fine
cock grouse, and a bevy of Bob White. The scene is entitled
"Dawn of a New Era," suggestive of the introduction of Peters
cartridges. Write for it. to the company at Cincinnati, O., or the
Eastern Agency, 80 Chambers street, New York, accompanying
the application with ten cents for postage.

^A Perfect Shoe for Hunting,]

Wliat a sea of trouble I have sailed across to find it. Hand-
made, machine-made, and some like Topsey, "just growed." One
that is light and water-tight, not so it will stand water like a
rubber boot, for that shoe will sweat your foot; but one you can
cross a little water or mud dry shod. That will not slip; and
above and beyond all that won't year you out by its weight. That
will stand briers and—well, an all-round good shoe. Got it at
Alfred J. Cammever's, Sijrth avenue, New York city. Marked
inside 691(3—1069. ' Pink Edge.

Spratts Patent (America), Limited, Newark, N. J., will be
pleased to send their book of 96 pages to those who apply for it.

It is entitled "Dog Culture," and is replete with information
concerning canine diseases, and gives a full list of their products.
To those who have friends whom they -wish pleasingly to re-

member during the holiday season, their list of dog collars and
furnishings and foods offers a large variety to select- from.

The Marlin Fire Arms Co., of New Haven, Conn., have for 1903
prepared a desk calendar of special excellence. It is neat, artistic

and useful. It is printed in twelve - colors. It will 'be sent to
applicants who will inclose two cents to the Marlin Fire Arms Co.
for postage. -

In our business columns this week Messrs. D. M. Lefever,
Sons & Co., Syracuse, N. Y., advertise their new Lefever field,

trap and pigeon guns, with their new single trigger specialty. All
particulars are minutely set forth in their 1903 catalogue, which
they will furnish to all who apply for it.

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Co., Hartford, Conn,, have recently

issued a catalogue, voluminous in text and artistipally illustrated

with half-tones of their products. The automatic Colt pistol,

sporting and military models, afe given special attention, both ii>

the text and the illustrations. - <

i
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^ © Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc*
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SUPREMACY

5^ SMITH GUNS

GRAND
AMERICAN
HANDICAP

won all three prizes

at Grand American
H a n'd i c a Kansas
Gty, 1902; proving'

their superiority.
Send for Catalogue

THE HUNTER ARMS CO
Fulton. V
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ON YOUR FALL HUNTING TRIP

Use Shells Loaded with the

Always Safe and Reliable

DUPONT SMOKELESS
And Bring Home the Game.

E.I. DUPONT DENEMOURS&CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

LEFEVER
DURSTON
SPECIAL.

ARMS COMPANY'S NEW
Medium Priced Gun.

With or Without Shell Ejector.

List Price,

$39.00.
With Ejector,

^ S52.00.
pur "Durston Special" is offered to meet the popular demand for a Lefever gun at a medium

price. This gun is in every respect high grade and in mechanism uniform with the higher
priced guns of our manufacture. The barrels are Dura-Nitro Steel (black), built only for us for
use in this gun, embodying all the essentials of strength and durability; heavy at the breech,
which we guarantee against nitro powder. Like all other Lefever guns this gun will not shoot
loose. 28, 30 and 32-inch barrels, i2-gauge only, bored for trap, field and brush shooting.

50 Cents Buys Our
Ideal Gun Cleaner.
The most durable and effective Brass Wire

Gun Cleaner ever made.

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, - - SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MY TRAP SCORES II

WILL ENABLE YOU TO

Preserve Your Scores.

A POCKET trap score book containing 50 pages of score sheets and the Interstate AssociatioL

rules for target and live bird shooting, and for shooting nnder the Sergeant system. The cover
bears the titie " My Trap Scores," and the pages, in number and form, are arranged to make
a complete record of the shooter's doings at the traps. The pages are ruled to make a record
of the place, date, weather conditions, number of traps, number of shooters, gun and load used,

events, etc. The score sheets are ruled for 35 targets. Bound in leather. Price soc. postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

»Wbea WMtiag say you saw the ad. in the f**^Forest and Stream**'

Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, etc.

- - f

PERFECTION
AT LAST!

to the

OLD "RELIABLE"
has fallen he honor of making the FIRST and ONLY
PERFECT score which has ever been made in an al

day tournament.

At Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 6th, 1902.

Events 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-200

Score 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20—200

The above score was made by

Mr. Fred. Gilbert with a Parker Gun.

SEND FOR
CATALOeUE. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 32 Warren St.

QUICK- RELIABLE:.

NEW^ROI5DORP SJiOKElfffmm9 m % SHOTGUN POWD£A
CLEAN AND UNiPORM. NOTAFPECTEDBYAHYCUHATt
WHEN ORDERING HAND f/Jte-jr o »

06 FACTORY LOADED ^vsox^ft:ochrocuer,
SPEaiYNEW-TBOJSDORF.'^ sownuAMST.JiX

N. T. is loaded by all Prominent
Ammunition Companies. For Hand
Loading it is the

IDEAL POWDER.
Ordinary wadding only is required.

DAVIS GUNS

Give us your name and address, and we will give you full
description of them. Address

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, Assonet, Mass

Cfte

IN PHILADELPHIA.
GIMBLE BROS.,
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER,
E. K. TYRON, JR., & CO.,

JOHN WANAMAKER,
J. B. SHANNON,
MALCOM A. SHIPLEY.

IN KANSAS CITY, MO.
J. F. SCHMELZER & SON ARMS CO.

IN NEWARK, N. J.

E. G. KOENIG.

IN BOSTON, MASS.
LITTLE, BROWN & CO.
WM. READ & SONS.
IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.
OLD CORNER BOOK STORE.

IN SYRACUSE, N. Y.

W. A. ABEL & CO.

IN BUFFALO, N. Y.
PETER PAUL CO.
SALEM G. LE VALLEY.

Torest and Stream

Bookcase

filled with the '^Forest and

Stream Books on Outdoor

Sports, will be found in the fol-

lowing places, where the books

may be seen and purchased:

IN NEW YORK.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
H. C. SQUIRES & SON,

T. J. CONROY,
R. H. MACY & CO.,

SIEGEL COOPER CO.,

JOHN WANAMAKER.

IN NEW HAVEN, CONN.
E. P. JUDD CO.,

BASSETT & REEVES.

IN SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
HARRY L. HAWES,
HENRY R. JOHNSON,

IN CHICAGO, ILL.
VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE.
A. C. McCLURG & CO.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.

IN WORCESTER, MASS.
IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.



FOREST AND STREAM.

A GOOD TIME TO TRADE
QUN5.

Perhaps you have a gun that does not just suit you. Can't we make

a trade? Tell us what you have and what you want and we will make

you an offer on a new_ Greener, Scott, Daley, Smith, Parker, Ithaca

or Remington. Write to-day.

IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS CO.,
Successors to JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

163-165 Washington Street, BOSTON, Mi

THE FRANCOTTE and KNOCKABOUT GUNS.

ihe Francotte and Knockabout guns are unexcelled as regards to model, strength,

coupled with light weight, shooting and wearing qualities, fit and finish.

Francotte Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. Prices from

$80 to $450.00.

Francotte Liadies' Guns, 16, 20 and 28 gauges, from $80.00 to $350.00.

Knockalbout Guns, all gauges, weights, length of barrels and shapes of stock. One
quality only. Price, $60.00.

Knockabout Liadies' Guns, 16 and 20 gauges. Price, $60.00.

Mauser Celebrated Sporting- Rifles, 7mm. and 8mm. Prices, $45.00 to $50.00.

Mauser Automatic Pistols and Carbines. Prices, $22.65 to I25.00.

We are the United States Sole Agents for above. For particulars address your dealer or

apply to us direct.

VON LENQERKE & DETMOLD,
318 Broadway, New York.

Will show the most modern and up to date "Racine" Gasoline Launches, Auxiliaries, Motors

and Sailing Crafts at the Sportsman's Show, Madison Square Garden, February 21-28, 1903.

A Charming Nature Book.
Neighbors of Field, Wood and Stream.

By MORTON GRINNELL.

This is a book of country life, but it deals not with people, but with the wild

creatures which, though for the most part unseen, live their lives all about us in

Field Swamp and Forest. Its natural history is accurate and its facts are

given' most entertainingly. It is copiously illustrated from the author's own

specimens and from life. i2mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.30 net, $1.45

postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway N. V

FOR FALL SHOOTING.
Bfown tan color. Genttine Imported

SWEDISH LEATHER JACKETS
Ot*!" Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

Soft and pliable as kii. A complete protection ti sportsmen or any exposed to cold Work
under the overcoat, they area handsome garment and much used. A capital jacket for bicycle use, skating
and driving-. Also automobile use.

'^W VVe ake the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be
obtained elsewhere in the United States.

A Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $ J 8,00

B Quality, 2d grade, - - . - - - $t5.00

,

Black Jackets at - - $7.00, $8.00 and $10.00.

Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order we will forward free by mail

,

and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any
other make.

As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as iinest, etc.,

mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring such to send for one of ours, and if not found
superior on examination to any other, it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

WM. READ & SONS, Washington St., Boston, Mass.
ESTABLISHED 1826. THE OLD GUN HOUSE.

Sportsmen's

Gun Cabinets
The only hand-made and hand polished gun cabinets made

in the United States. They are strictly fine goods and not

cheap furniture factory trash.

Each year we have made them we have over-sold our out-

put, particularly at the holiday season. A sportsmen's cabinet

makes the most desirable gift that any lover of outdoor sports

could wish for.

They are made in two sizes, a medium size 6ft. high, 31 in,

wide and 12 in. deep, with spaces for five guns and rifles, and

numerous drawers and compartments, and a larger size 46 in.

wide and 19 in. deep, with much larger drawers and compart,

ments, and spaces for twelve guns and rifles.

Each cabinet is fitted with a folding table, a very desirable

feature, as it folds out of sight when not in use, but is raised

and locked automatically when used as a loading table or writ-

ing desk.

Every part is hand-made and hand-finished and no expense

has been spared to make them first-class in every respect. The

woodwork is of the highest order and either the best quarter

sawed dark Flemish oak or a specially rich mahogany finish can

be furnished.

Prices $35.00 net for small size and $50.00 net for large size.

HENRY C. SQUIRES & SON,
20 Cortlandt St., New York.

CANOE aiiu^^- BUILDING.

A NEW RECORdT

61 STRAIGHT

A complete manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the construction of

Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stiphbns. Cloth. Eighth and enlarged

edition. 264 pages, numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. This office.

from the

33 YARDS MARK
Made by W. R. CROSBY,

winning the Hazard Championship Trophy at Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19, 1902

Mr. Crosby used s}^ drams

" E. C." N o. 1.

THE AMERICAN "E. C." & "SCHULTZE" GUN-
POWDER COMPANY, Ltd.,

orks: Oakland, Bergen Co., N. J. Offices: 318 Broadway, New York.

Log Cabins

and Cottages;
How TO Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks.

Price, 1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest

shelters to the most elaborate cottages, cabins and houses. The details

and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illus-

trations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in

them something to is taste.

SENT POSTPAID BY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.



ISTM AS NUMBER
SATURDAY, DECmBER 11, m%

Copyright 1902, by Forest -nd Stream Publishing- Co.

IfTerms, postpaid,

Great Britai3a, S5.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 346 BROADWAY, NEW ll^f) o£

CHICAGO, ILL.: 126 Hartford Building. LONDON: Davies & Co. PARIS: Brentano's.

^^^'^Ifo/'
^ ^'-"^'^ Post Office as Second Cass Matter

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

AMMUNITION
New Cartridges for Big Game

I.— 32-40 Maf. High Power, .38-55 Mar. High Power, .40-65 High Power. These cartridges are
made rifles of recent model. Extremely accurate at Ion ^ ranges, with great mushrooming qualities when
Soft Point bullets are used. Metal case bullets also furnished.

II —.32 Special (Winch, and M.ar.), .33 Winch., .35 Winch. Like above class but are of new calibres.

Ill —45-70 High Velocity, ,45-90 High Velocity, ,50-UO High Velocity. Loaded with low pressure smoke-
less powder and Soft Point bullets. Have great striking powers at ordinary shooting ranges.

513

KEEP THIS FOR REFERENCE.

-ehe UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
Broadway; New York. BRIDGEPORT,

WINCHESTER

CARTRIDGES
SHOOT WHERE

YOU HOLD
W I N C n T E R
GREASELESS BULLET SMOKELESS POWDER CARTRIDGES.

HE severest kind of a test of the accuracy, cleanliness and general desirability of Winchester .22 Caliber Smokeless
Powder cartridges loaded with Winchester Greaseless Bullets was made recently in San Antonio, Texas, by Adolph
Toepperwein. Mr. Toepperwein, who held the World's Record for shooting flying targets with a rifle, having made a
score of 979 hits out of 1,000 shots, undertook to better this record. He succeeded, making the remarkable score of 986
hits out of 1,000 shots, the targets being 2 1-2 inch clay discs thrown into the air by an assistant, Mr. Topperwein attri-

butes his success m improving his previous record to the fact that the new Winchester Greaseless Bullet cartridges are so much
cleaner than the lubricated bullet cartridges, which he used before. He says : "I am constantly using .22 caliber cartridges ofWinchester make loaded with smokeless powder and the new Winchester Greaseless Bullet, and it is my belief that it is the best
small caliber ammunition on the market. Its accuracy cannot be beat and I find the penetration equal to black powder loadsand, if anything, greater, due probably to C - ' ^ .u^K„ii.t The ammunition works magnificently in any repeating

for the record last week, I shot in all 1,100 shots. During
lecessary to cool them, although I shot quite rapidly. The
Dnly 10 or 15 times. I am glad that you are pleased with
assure you.

"

rifle, and there is nothing to stick and gum
all this shooting, I did not clean the two ril

barrels at the end of the 1,100 shbts were as
my shooting, but it was only the result of u .

.22 SHORT, .22 LO WINCHESTER RIM FIRE.
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i
Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builcki JtC

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH and YACHT BOILER.
Nearly 1500 in use. 250 pounds of steam

'

Work;.: ilBD HAN
_ , „ Cable Address: Bruniva, New York. Tel- - lu..:.. .. 'THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO.. 39 and 41 Cortlandt Streat. New Yorli

YACHTS AND LAUNCHES.
Built to order from your own Designs, or we can

furnish them.

WM. P. KIRK,
Toms River, - - New Jersey.

Write for particulars.

If you are a

yatchsman, write

us and say if you

have a sail orGRAPHITE
power boat, and

we will tell you how you can be helped by Graphite.

JOSEPH DiXON CRUCIBLE CO..
JcirMy City, N.J.

Send
forour
Handsome
CatalQgJ'gg

Muiiins' Galvaliizld Steel

INDIAN CANOE
SECTIONAL.

Saves Freight. Con-
venient for Storing
and Handling^. Low
in Price. Durable.

W.H.MULLINS,
216 Depot St.Salem.OhiOk

5NEAK BOXES
made to order from our own designs, both for duclt
hunting and for pleasure, shipped to any part of the
world. None but the best workmanship.

Send for circular.

A. F. KILPATRICK & SON,
Barnegat, N. J.

YACHTS and LAUNCHES
Built only to order.

We furnish designs or build from others, only for

BEST trade.

THOS. F. MUNCY, Bay Shore, L. I

RIPPLEY'S GALVANIZED STEEL
Skiffs, Hunting, Pleasure and Livery Boats, Yacht
Hulls aad Life Boats are constructed different from

any line of boats on the market; are stronger; easy
handled. Circular and prices mailed free.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO., Grafton, 111. Box B.
Manufacturers of Metal Boats.

HENRY V. WATKINS,
Bellport, L. I

Builder of the South ;Bay "Scooters."
articulars.

Write for

Yacht and Boat Sailing*

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval

Architects. Price $I2.

This edition has been largely re-written, and contains

a great number of new subjects, and the lines of many
boats never before published, the total number of plates^

exceeding loo, besides more than 350 woodcuts in thfl'

text. Contents: "Selecting a Yacht.'' "Examination of

the Yacht," "Building a Yacht," "Equipment of the

Yacht," "Seamanship," "The Management of Open
Boats,^'"The General Management of a Yacht," "The
Rules of the Yacht Racing Association," "Yacht Racing;
Handling a Yacht in a Match," "Centerboard Boats/
"Centerboard Boats for Rowing and Sailing," "Sails for

Centerboard Boats," "Small Centerboard Yachts,"
"Mereey Sailing Boats," "Clyde Sailing Boats," "Bel-
fast Lough Boats," "Dublin Bay, Kingstown Boats,"
"Cork Harbor Boats," "Itchen Boats," "Falmouth
Quay Punts," "Thames Bawley Boats," "Lake Winder-
mere Yachts," "Yachts of the ISTorfolk Broads," "Small
Yachts and Boats of Y. R. A. Rating," "Singlehanded
Cruisers,'*'"Types of Sailing Vessels,'' etc.

FOREST AND STiiKAM PUBLISHING CO.

CANBB CRUISING AND CAMPING.

By Perry D. Frazer. Illustrated. 95 pages, cloth.

Price $1.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide
for the cruising canoeist, the man who wishes to

start away from the city and for a short time to

make his canoe his home. With this in view,
Mr. Frazer, who regards canoeing as a healthful

and economical method of passing away leisure

hours, has written briefly but attractively of

canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition; fishing tackle, photography, and in

general of cruising, camping and all that pertains

to this phase of outdoor life. While the volume
has been written chiefly for the younger men, it

is yet full of practical information and suggestion
that appeals to those who have had a wider ex-

perience.
Such a book as this should be in the library

of every man who is interested in outdoor life or
the things which pertain to it. It is one of the
manuals which should stand on the shelf along-
nde of "Woodcraft," of which, in fact, it ia »

fOKlST AND STA£AM PUB. CO.m 5nw4w«y, Her Yttk.

When writing say that you mw
tii« Mo ia tk* "P«rMt mmd Strcua."

THE WHITESTONE HOLLOW SPAR AN > BOAT OO
Successors to

THE SPALDING ST. LAWRENCE B^-^A\ CC.
Will Remove to WHITESTONE LANDING, Long Island, N "

ABOUT JANUARY 21st, 1903.
THE WHITESTONE HOLLOW SPAR AND BOAT GO. will be under th*

Management of J. G. FRASER, and will continue to rrtaK*

THE FRASER HOLLOW SPRUCE SPARS.
Till January 17, 1903, Address, Ogdensburg, N. Y. After that date, Whiteston<: l..andiag, Lrrng L'iianA, is' V.

LAUNCHES
Steam and Sail Yachts, Row Boats

Canoes. Our catalog gives the truth
in detail about the best boats built.
Write for it to-day. Address

BACINB BOAT MAtTDFACTDElNG CO.,

Box 25, Racine, Wis.

^ _ I

tor ibe accumnlaticii uk uirt.

ALFRED S SANDS SOr

t34 BMkmsn &

Boat Builders Materials s fools

and time in Building by using the " McKenzie Chain Clamp Screw," just

out

—

" The Racer Steerer " works like a tiller, takes little room and is low

in cost.

Circulars of the above and our full catalogue sent upon request.

A. S. MORSS & CO.,
210 &. 212 Commercial St., BOSTON, MASS.

Telephons
3404 Broad Marine Construction & Dry Doclc Go.

OF NEW YORK.

Yachts, Launches, Sail Boats,

Repairing, Overhauling, Storing.

N.Y. Office: 1023 Maritime BWg:.
Works: Mariner's Harbor, Staten Island, N. Y. Telephone 188 West Brighton.

DURAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
EASTERN WIDEWATERS (Culver Road) ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Foot Power Launch. The Finest, Pleasure Boat in the World. 45 Miles in Nine Hours, Actual Test.

BOATS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Steam Yachts, Gasoline Launches, Foot Power Launches, Ball Beating Stuffing Boxes.

Sailing Yachts, Cat Boats, St. Lawrence Skiffs, Canadian Model Canoes.

Careful Attention to Special Orders. Call and see our new factory.

Cl)( October Brief

Contains all the fish and game laws

of the United States and Canada;

together with a real fund of good

reading* Pricey 25 cents* ^ ^
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

LOOK ' tSb^" YACh
REGISTEj
and we think tht

will agree with

saying the

ALMY
BOIL
is the

FAVORITE B(

with Yachtsr

ALMY WATER TUBE BOILER <

Providence, R. 1.

DAN KIDNEY k SON, WEST DE PERE,

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting I

Canoes, Gasoline Launches, Small Sail J

Send for Catalogue.

NAVALITE

Has No Equ^
as a finish for

5|

P^^^^^^^ canoes, and eJi

^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^ * quickly, and '

wonderfully _ wl

^turning: white, i

on Vigilant, De
and Columbl

(WMSBiOi America cap R

Write for testimonials and price lists.,

GHIGASQ VARNISH OOlMPAf
Chicago.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth, illustrated, 224 pp. Price $1.50.

Tliis compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps kinks, wrinkles

points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the

yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman

in all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it con-

tains embraces a wild field, and " Hints and Points" has proved one of the

most practically useful works etreference in the sportsman's library.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK.

ALERT.

This spirited engraving of the noblest
animal of Eastern North America was dra-(

the Forest and Stream by Carl Rungiu,
has been reproduced as an artotype by E.

stadt in the full size of the original dr;

The plate is 121,4 x 19 inches, on paper 2\

inches. It is the most faithful and effectiv

ture of the moose we have ever seen and
a magnificent adornment when framed for

ing on the wall. Price (mailed in a tube,

paid), $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CC



Forest and Stream
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

Copyright, 1902, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Terms, I i A Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.
(_

Six Months, |2. I
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1902 VOL. LIX.—No. 36.

No. 846 Broadway, New York.

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its

cages are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. While it is intended to give wide latitude in discussion

of current topics, the editors are not responsible for the views of

"orrespondents.

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single

copies, $4 per year, $2 for six months. For club rates and full

particulars respecting subscriptions, see prospectus on page iii.

Fortunately, nature has a few big: places be-

yond man's power to spoil—the ocean, the two
tcy ends of the globe, and the Grand Canyon.

John Muir.

For CKristmaLS Week.
In accordance with time-honored custom, the Forest

AND Stream contributes its quota of Christmas Week

good cheer by the provision of a series of stories and

sketches which cannot fail to give entertainment^ and

pleasure. Here is the list of Christmas contributions and

the writers:

Photographing the Wild Turkey.
Charles L. Jordan.

Von W.

Francis Moonan.

When the Long Shadows Fall.

The Wolf at the Door.

Rainy Chase of the Robber Crab.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

The Passing of the Sledge Dog. H. M. Robinson.

Notes, also Observations. Coahoma.

Stubble Rhymes. Alma.

Ways of the Night. Geo. McAleer.

Ashbel's Goat. Yo,

Dawson Yesterday and To-day. /. B.- Burnham.

THE MOVNT VERNON DEER PARK.

When by reason of the pressure of public and private

business, Washington was in 1785 compelled to give

up hunting, he broke up his kennel and gave away his

hounds, including those which had been sent to him

by Lafayette. But that he might nDt be without some

reminder of the wild life of the forests, he established

on the slope of the Mount Vernon estate, below the

mansion-house, and extending along the river, a deer

park of a hundred acres, which he stocked first with

the native Virginia deer, afterward adding some Eng-

lish fallow deer from the park of Governor Ogle, of

Maryland. In course of time, with the decay of the

park palings, the deer escaped and had the run of the

estate. George Washington Parke Custis, Washing-

ton's adopted son, tells us, in a chapter of his "Recol-

lections," which is reprinted in one of the recent num-
bers of the Woodcraft Magazine, that Washington was

extremely tenacious of his deer, and would permit

none of them to be killed; but when it became evident

that the hotel in a neighboring town was being supplied

with haunches of venison taken by poachers on the

Mount Vernon preserves, he consented to the killing

of "an old buck." Custis was the master of the hunt,

and chose for his weapon "an old British musket of

the fashion and time of George II., a heavy, black,

ill-favored looking piece, but capable of carrying two

balls, each of an ounce weight, and famed for hitting

hard behind as well as before." The buck having

been wounded, and brought to bay in the Potomac,

the carcass was carried in triumph to the mansion-

house and - there inspected with approval by Wash-
ington. The next day the venison was served at a ban-

quet in the family dining-room of Mount Vernon.

This was in 1799, and it is the last record we have

of the deer, but sixty years later, in 1859, Benson J.

Lossing recorded that the antlers of "the Washing-

ton stag" were still preserved, and graced the great

hall of Arlington House, the home of Custis, and of

Robert Ip. Lee. Soon after this last date cqn^e the

occupation of Arlington by the Federal troops, and

fpnaoyal of the Ctistis an4 Wa«bmgton relics.

Perhaps some one at the National Capital, whose eye

shall read this, may tell us what became of the his-

toric antlers and whether they are still in existence.

When the Mount Vernon Ladies' Association of the

Unioi assumed possession and control of the estate,

the e::%pressed purpose was to preserve the home of

Washington as it had been in his day, and among
other features of the. grounds which it was thought

desirable to restore was the long abandoned deer park.

The funds for the purpose were provided in 1887 by the

sons of the late Mrs. Robert Campbell, Vice-Regent for

Missouri. The park is inclosed on the mansion side

with a substantial iron fence; and contains at the pres-

ent time eighteen deer. These constitute an ani-

mated feature of Mount Vernon, which is very pleas-

ing; and sitting beneath the majestic trees of the lawn,

one may see to-day just such happy groupings and

graceful poses and pretty pictures of idper, life as those

which interested and delighted the proprietor of Mount
Vernon more than a century ago.

BOB IVHITE IN CHINA.

Certain of the American residents of Shanghai are

convinced that the American quail would prove an

adaptable addition to the feathered game resources

of China, provided a parent stock of birds could suc-

cessfully be transported across the Pacific. One en-

terprise in this direction has already been under-

taken, but has resulted in disaster, because of mis-

management at the American end of the line. Some
25,000 quail were shipped from San Francisco, con-

signed to residents of Shanghai, but because of im-

proper and insufficient cooping all but a beggarly

sixty-five birds perished on the voyage, and the sur-

vivors were so miserably weak and emaciated that they

speedily fell victims to winged and ground vermin.

The failure in this case was due entirely to causes

which might easily have been avoided by the exercise

of gumption on the part of the shippers; it argues

nothing against the feasibility of the introduction of

American quail into China; and as we have received

in the pheasant so valuable a bird from the Orient,

it is much to be desired, for sentimental reasons if

for no others, that the United States might recipro-

cate and do its share in the world's game stocking by

sending to China a consignment of vigorous birds

which might be the first seed of a permanently es-

tablished quail supply.

SHOOTING LICENSES.
'

The shooting license has been so widely adopted in

this country that the system may now reasonably be

regarded as one which will be generally and perma-

nently in operation throughout the United States.

Among the several reasons for which the license sys-

tem is advocated, one is that it provides a revenue

which may be devoted to a fund for protection; an-

other, that it may be so operated as to put a re-

straint upon lawless shooters and to bring them to

account; and a third, that if the license fee be high

enough it will reduce the number of shooters. Of
these three reasons the first is the most cogent; but

the last, if it be based on fact, is not a good reason;

for any system intended to regulate shooting is merit-

orious only in so far as its makes shooting possible

for a greater number, not for a less. It is true that

with the passing of the j'ears, shooting in the United

States is growing to be more and more a luxury, that

is to say, something which exacts more and more the

expenditure of money for its gratification. But this

very fact should demand from those who are con-

cerned with the control of conditions governing the

sport an earnest striving not to hasten the time

when shooting can be only the luxury of the rich,

but to defer the evil day as long as possible by discover-

ing ways and means for assuring a continued game
supply and a continued enjoyment of it by the shooter

of moderate means. As we have said before, the man
of wealth may be trusted to look out for himself; his

are game preserves owned or leased, and stocked

with home-bred game. Those who most-require oppor-

tunities of hunting, those whose intere* it is the duty

of the Stat? to conserve, are they who must in %Qm^

degreS" at least count the cost. These constitute the

largest class of shooters. That system of game pro-

tection, then, is most desirable wnich has for its ob-

ject to promote the interests of this large class. The

rule of the greatest good to the greatest number holds

here. A license system which most closely respects

this rule comes most closely to the accepted princi-

ple of good government. A moderate license fee, which

applies equally to all and is a burden to none, is more

equitable than one which puts all the burden on any

one class, as"^ non-residents.

A MARINE LABORATORY FOR FLORIDA.

There are before Congress two measures relating

to the esta^ishment of a marine biological station for

the Gulf of Mexico. One is House Bill 11476, intro-

duced by Mr. Sparkman, of Florida, and the other is

House Bill 14353, introduced by Mr. Jones, of Wash-
i'ngton. Mr. Sparkman's bill is printed in another col-

umn with the favorable report made upon it by the

Committee on Marine and Fisheries. The Jones bill

is an omnibus bill providing for the establishment

of a number of fish hatcheries and for three biologi-

cal stations. The proposed hatcheries are for South

Carolina, Kansas, Florida (on the St. Johns River),

Pennsylvania, Washington (in Yakima County), Michi-

gan (on Lake Erie), Nebraska, Maryland, Utah, Wis-

consin (Washington County), Arkansas (Fulton Coun-

ty), Minnesota (Goodhue County), Rhode Island, Ken-

tucky, and Indiana. The projected marine biological

stations are for the Florida Gulf Coast, for the investi-

gation of problems connected with the marine fishery

interests of that region; for Oregon or Washington,

for the investigation of questions affecting the aquatic

life and fishery interests of the Pacific; and the third,

for the Great Lakes at a point in some one of the

bordering States.

The location of each of the stations, and their es-

tablishment and equipment are left to the United States

Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. The provisions

here outlined are those contained in the bill as it came
from the Committee on Marine and Fisheries, with a

recommendation that it be adopted. In advocacy of

the biological stations, the committee says:

The importance of biological stations on the Gulf Coast, in the

Great Lakes region, and on the Pacific Coast cannot be over-

estimated. The marine life, its protection, and the climatic con-

ditions are so varied and different in the different sections of our

country that a thorough and complete knowledge thereof is of the

utmost importance in the development of this industry. The
problems needing investigation are the breeding times, places, con-

ditions, habits, food, and feeding grounds of the most important

food fishes in these different regions, together with their enemies

during the earlier and later stages of their growth. The ob-

servations necessary in determining these matters cannot be car-

ried on systematically by any one State, and should be conducted

by the Government itself. This can be done only through the

biological station, and its location should be determined only after

careful investigation.

The Gulf of Mexico, with a coast line of 7,000 milas,

contains fishery resources which are of immense im-

portance, and are capable of being made of vastly

greater value by successful development. Study of

the marine life by specialists is a prerequisite to in-

telligent administration of the Gulf food fish supply;

and to afford opportunity for such needed investiga-

tions the proposed marine laboratory is essential. It

is of first importance to know the life histories of the

marine species, and the conditions affecting their de-

velopment. The work which the Woods Hole Station

has done for the North Atlantic coast fisheries should

be paralleled for the Gulf by such an institution as

the enactment of either one of these bills would provide.

Massachusetts sentiment is all in support of the law

which forbids the sale of woodcock and grouse, and is

in favor of a renewal of the law for another term, or for

making it permanent, as it should be. The trend of opin-

ion is shown not only in the attitude of the protective

associations, but in the notes of personal observation and
experience. It is gratifying to be assured that the Boston

game dealers are not averse to an extension of the law,

and the outlook is for a favorable consideration of it

the coming legislature, „ . .
" '

'
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For Christmas Week.

Photographing the "Wild Turkey."
BY CHARLES L. JORDAN.

The average reader, contemplating illustrations 'iii

the magazine he is glancing over, little considers the
cost to the author or producer in time, study, craft,

discomfort and worry to obtain and produce; bat let

him try it!

When the naturalist-amateur photographer enters
ihe wilderness, far from man's busy habitat, to secure,
by aid of camera, that which under other conditions
were impossible—faithful portraits of living

,
wild

fauna, of whatever name or character, be it mammal,
fowl, reptile or fish—he undertakes one of the mosr

,
arduous and often exasperating tasks.
Many of the half-tone photographic reproductions,

purporting to be representations of sundry varieties
of animal life, or death, and thus exploited, are snap-

• shotted in parks, zoos, private preserves, or other
prison affairs, and foisted upon the credulous reader as
taken from the wild, free life in the native \vood. Oth-
ers from stuffed examples posing in museums—or
possibly from live, tamed specimens tied in the brush

' or confined in cages, greatly to the detriment of . the
hard-worked naturalist who labors for facts, the honest
way.
Such work as described involves about as much skill

as exposing a plate on an tmsuspecting calf . in a barn-
yard, or a negro eating a \v:Uermelon. requiring no
more thought or tact; but, is obtaining valuable and
instructive portraits oi Avild animals in -their- miham-
pered freedom so easy? Try it!

Try wild turkeys in their native haunts; try whoop-
ing cranes, herons, bald eagles,, goshawks^ wild deer,

TWO HENS ON A HOT MAY DAY.

panther, wolf or the bay-lynx (wildcat) with his keen
eyes and infallible nose, while marauding for hares.

Try the razor-back wild hog of southern swamps and
cane-brakes, whose keen scent will detect you a half

mile; likewise try the dreamy alligator as he dozes

on a slimy log or stalks a little nigger for his noon-
day meal. Try the fish fauna sporting in their native

pickle, the water, with eyes and actions quick as the

lightning's flash.

All these tax the geniu'is- bi tlie most skilled and
learned of men and methods. ^ No bungler need at-

tempt; but it's of turkeys, wild, untrammeled exam-
ples of that race I have now to speak. Three years

since I was severely criticised on some free-hand illus-

trations in a certain magazine as to alleged defects,

the subjects being wild turkeys, and the text raided

with attempt to wreck.
Keeping temper, however, giving little attention to

the unwarranted attack, I determined one day to

.even up with the self-posed cynic by producing some-
thing that should be above the pale of suspicion and
hevond the reach of .smart .Alecs and meddling para-

sites, and what lie could not accomplish in a thousand
years.

T bought a camera.
Then my soliloquy ran

—
"I'll get in my graft by

taking wild turkeys on glass plates, if it takes the rest

of time; and, hence, ordered a plain box, universal

focus—i2-to-the-minute cyclone affair—^with the solace

of being equipped to tackle all kinds of photographic

matter ; but, ere long, discovered I knew more of

other things than cameras ; as a consequence, the usual

trouble and blunders of the novice—I know better,

now.
It was in 1878 when my first attempt was made, be-

ing permitted to enter the Homochitto Hills, in the

-State of Missouri, one of the grandest wild turkey regions

in the South, in quest of the coveted portraits of that

tribe, and to hunt and fish on the noble and bounding
Homochitto River.

It was at the home of an elderly Swedish gentleman
and ])lanter that I had been advised to stop and linger,

nor have I since regretted it. His name is Jensen,

than whom a nobler spirit does not exist—one of

God's best efforts. He greeted me a cordial welcome,
and carte-blanc to all in sight. One of the best ap-

pointed and most comfortable rooms in the old man-
sion was pointed out to me as my den. It was one of

tfjf! old J^ffersofi Pg,vis plantations, m id^a-l, ante-

bellum. Southern home, with its pecuHar and quaint
surroundings so vividly characteristic of the familiar
erstwhile. Great oaks, hickory, pecan, beech, holly,
magnolia, breathing and palpitating with swarms of
bird life.

The Baltimore oriole with their hanging nest and
the bluejay that pillaged them of their young—then
the broAvn thrush, mocking-bird, jack-daw, shrike and
the rest, doing nothing but making nests and promot-
ing din; while the fiowering-mimasa, sweet olive, crab-
apple and cape-jasniinc filled the air for miles around
with delicious, intoxicating odors. All this supple-

OLD GOBBLERS AND ONE-YEAR-OLD.

nienicd by droves of ubiquitous little "niygers," who
lead up slowly to strangers in stupid wonder and
nnive curiosity; likewise doing nothing, by the aid ui
each other, but laugh, grin, yell corn songs, suck their
fingers, roll in the dust or swing on the gates.
Here was Audubon's favorite haunt to study orni-

thology and hunt game, of which the country
abounded. Here he obtained the live gobbler he
reared and petted and loved so Avell and mentions so
patlieticalli' in his great work oa American birds; and
w'.'pt when the hunter (on the Oiiio River), through
mistake, killed the great bird and brought to Audu-
Ijon the dead body.

Here, amid these ^vouderful hills and narrow val-

leys, 1 spent months stalking, crawling, calling—en-
deavoring to induce the festive, timid, tricky lynx-
eyed gobbler to approach and pose. Did I succeed?
'1 ;u<e M view of ''Cripple Dick," the "Evening Meul,'' etc.,

and ihere''^ your ans>*er.

The sobriquet of Cripple Dick was furnished me by
the negroes on the place, due to a limp in his walk,
as I had several times noticed while calling him, as

.
he strutted, gobbled and coquetted with me beyond the
reach of the camera, for a satisfactory exposure.
See that left leg? Seems shorter than its mate? So

it is—an inch, and that's v/hy he was so infernally wild.
Let a stick crack, a bird flit across his visiottj a squir-
rel drop a nut, he's gone! And why fate so decreed
that I must cross lances with this crippled-up, oft-

shotted, nervous, wary old reprobate in place of an
easier and more plastic subject was a mystery to me.
Of all the unreasonably, uncompromisingly wild things
this individual excelled. He was wary and cautious

ONE OF THE WILDEST OF THEM ALU

beyond measure, but he had a right(?) Once I had
him baited with grain, to tempt him to appear near

and pose, and was almost successful when some neg-
roes passed in sight on their way to work, frighten-

ing him away. Then it was two weeks, I had him
coming to call, gobbling and strutting, the camera
resting on a fallen log, masked with bush and green
leaves, and I was doubiy sure, but fate steps in again
just as he was turning a corner of timber in the open
field—^in full strut—when, bang! came the report of a

big gbptgun or a nigger's zuIu—an4 s?ttk4 it

forever with him, as I thought—and I am balkeii

again; but in two weeks more I discovered him onc(
more; this time on a range of hills of birch, magnolij
and pin-oak timber and switch-cane, gobbling as vigj

orously as ever, and there hunted him still, two week;
more, daily, from day break until 10 A. M, Surehi
Ins was a charmed life.

Sometirnes I had him within thirty paces strutting
and gobbling, when he would suddenly, without provo
eation, drop his dress and nonchalantly and sereneb
walk awaj-; then, with grim disgust and abiding forti
tude, I did the same—homeward.
But my time came one Friday morning when then

was nothing to molest, and the photo of Cripph
Dick was the result. Wait a moment and get tin

story!

Ere it was daylight I got in an old hollow stump'
ivit an antiqtte shell, with low switch-cane around
He began to gobble at the first rosy tint of day, am
when he had flown down from roost, I proceeded tc-

invite his presence by appropriate calls to my im
promptu studio, receiving in turn vigorous and favor
able response, but putting in no appearance as yet
Now a long and provoking silence ensued. Hear
ing nothing of him in two hours, I apprehended
fright, but being in the turkey business and studying
all of life, was no novice to their tricks,, hence waite(
his pleasure.

Should 1 cough or sneeze, the opera would be ove,
and the music done. Patience. He has had a lej

broken by shot ; his beard clipped by a rifle ball

hence not eligible as yet. I waited until the sun ha(
crept in on me and was baking me to a crust, Th(
birds had_ quit their din of song, the cow-bells lia^

ceased to jingle, and all nature seemed in silent repose
1 had taken my hands from the camera, while it reste(

in a niche in the old stump, entirely masked, save th*

lens, with moss and leaves, except a small opening 01
one side, to peer through. My position there wa;
taken at half-past 4 A. M. It was now 10, and I won

UNSUSPICIOUS.

out and hungry. When at the very acme oi despan
as the novelist would say, gil-oggle! obble! obblei
rang out within twenty feet of me. Gee! It took my
breath, so sudden and unexpected, nor had I the least

idea the direction he was, but slowly and noiselessly

slipped m}' hands to the camera—one to hold it firmly)

the other to engage the button.
Peering with extreme caution through the little

opening at the left side of the box, I could see noth-
ing of him, but could hear the soft rustle of the can;

leaves on his feathers as he moved stealthily by. Then
.] knew he was within 4 or 5 feet of me. Now I saw
the end of his beak and the tip of his long beard, as

it vibrated nervously from his breathing. That was all
I ever saw of him, but knowing he was in range or
scope of the lens, pressed the button.
That Avas all he saw or heard, but in the half second

was passing over the tops of the pine trees 100 yard."

away, in glorious flight, yet, surely his memory and
image were left indelibly on the plate. Being satis-

fied the impression was all right, as he was in the
bright snn at the time, and believing the negative a

good one, I gave tip the hunt for him altogether.
From his position in the picture he must have been

very near me while passing, as he was not beyond 8

feet when the exposure was made. He was a grand
old bird with a gorgeous plumage and long, fine beard.
Three days afterward Dr. Casey killed him, and I savf

him dead—^with regret—and photographed him prone.
This was. briefly, the history, posing, taking and death
of "Cripple Dick," and, although spending all that sea-

son on the Homochitto trying to photograph these
wary fowl, that was the only male I secured; however,'

several females (hens) were taken, but at too great
range to get sufficient detail of plumage.
Not satisfied as yet, I determined to go elsewhere^

spending the next season in like quest, in the State

of Alabama in vicinity of the swamps and pine hills

contiguous to the Tom Bigbee River, in the effort to

succeed. There my hopes were fully realized; the re-

sult of which placed me in possession of a liberal col-

lection of the finest in the world, which are now in

enlarged bromides 14x17 inches.

A few of these, as examples, I am allowing to be
published for illustrating this text.

That the reader might know how faithfully I worked,
and what I endured to get these photographs, will

say: I began in November, 1899, as soon as the'

young broods were nearly grown, and quit in May,

,

Not a day, s^v? One, wHen ^. thvnd^'^ ^^^^ 5toftT\
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kept me in doors, that I was not in the woods walking

5 to 15 miles every day in dogged search, worrying
with these indescribably wild and sensitive creatures.

Nodiino- save that innate love iii the born naturalist

and sportsmaii prompted and heid up irt.y arajis ta stand
the test.

Near one hundred plates spoiled, snapping under all

ronditions of light or position—for the least shade
or a haze over the sun—you get no picture. Yon hope,
trust to luck. You develop and get—disappointment.
That's what you get endeavoring to get a wild turkey
ill stand up and look frleasaiit, Mter ^U, ra^ success

Now, they must come very near, lest the images be
too small to obtain the sufficient definition—say 10 to
15 feet. Meantime, the camera rested upon an old
log masked with leaves and debris. At length, how-
ever, they came right along unsuspecting the fiend
lurkmg behind that charred and blackened log, or the
mask of brush heaped upon it, so intent were they
gathering their evening repast. Such a sight would
ihrill the most callous.

The mob consisted of nine old bearded and spurred
patriarchs, with wrinkled necks, black satin breasts
and go'rgeous, brqnze plumage, reflecting an. htmdred

Maine Guides,
While snniGwhat slow in the matter, yet "better la^te

llian never." Allow me lo congratulate you on your edi-
torial entitled, "Maine Guides," in Forest and Stream,
issue of Dec. 6. It describes present existing conditions
among the Maine guides (as I found them) [o a dot.

Tliere is a growing tendency among guides to strictly

observe the law, and to encourage sportsmen to do so.

On no one point does your argument state facts more
truly than in respect to crowds of Western visitors
flocking to the woods of Maine, who. deplete the "game

WHEN THE SHUTTER -^NASPED. COME TO ATTENTrON.

IS'- quite satisfactory. I have examples of the grandest
old gobblers on this continent, varying in number from
a single individual to bands of three to ten—all that
Gould be crowded on to a 4x5 plate.

How^ I did this is almost a marvel, eA-en to myself:
having nothing to level, range or siglit by except the
eye, and corners of the camera as guides, as tinders
are out of the question, yet surely they are secured on
the plates in every instance as faithfully as if operat-
ing in a studio, as evidenced by the accompanying
illustrations; but you will bear in mind, brother, it

toolc me three months the first season and six months
each of the next two seasons to accomplish it, and
that, to-o, in unremitted daily work, in rain, storm,
sleet, snow or hot, baking sun.

My second year's efforts lay in the hammocks ad-
jacent to the swamps of the Bigbee River mentioned,
once historic hunting and battle grounds of the Creek,
Seminbje and Choctaw Indians j the finest and richest

evanescent colors in the bright sunlight. It w^is
worth a thousand miles of carfare to have seen the
sublime spectacle, and what a pity that only the black
and white half-tones can be reproduced, leaving those
matchless metallic reflections to waste in the desert
air! When in twenty paces of my hiding they began
to veer to one side, but a low note from my caller

caused them to turn and drift within 19 or 20 feet,

when the exposure was made. On the photo, "Even-
ing Meal," only four of the old birds are secured on
the 4x5 plate—and snapshot wOrk at that, for the
least attempt at time, being unavailable on these sen-
sitiA'-e and nervous creatures. The first click of the
shutter all are gone.
The metallic click of the camera or cocking of a

gun has a significance alarming to all wild animals,
but with the turkey, unless the cause is seen, fear is

soon over and they will return and renew the feast

ais if nothing happened, soimd alone seldom disturb-

nnd fish resources" without giving in exchange an
"equivalent" other than the Avages of a single guide to a
crowd, which, of course, is not an "equivalent." I heard,
the past fall, a great deal of complaint on this score. And
the guides claim that these Western crowds kill more
game than other sportsmen, for they are expert hunters.
There was coatsiderable discussion among the guides

whom T happened to meet, in favor of increasing their

charge for hire from $3 to, $5 per day; and of requiring
not less than one guide to three sportsmen—in fact, of
forming a guides' union. Good wages should be paid to

guides the same as to other people,- but only in proportion
to th? value of services rendered. Should their union
materialize it would far better stand on the rock of game
protection, than on the flimsy foundation of a minimum
or maximum wage scale. Guides are very much the same
a.s other people, some are worth in hire $5 per day, some
$3 per day, and others come high at 30 cents. No, guides,
leave out a fixed rite for your hire and stand on your

THE EVENING MEAL.

Iiundng lands the sun shines up'oh. E.veli laow many
a noble f^(i lipa-:'0 forages in freiedom amid its prime-
val luxuriance and splendid woodlands, fattening upon
its plethora of beech, wts, acorns,, gum seed and other
food.

In those, tny own native haunts, I felt assured, the
best specimens of the turkey tribe Avould be found, be-
ing familiar with every habitat, hence the quest, which
Ijegan in November, lasting into the following May.
After much research a band of magnificent old

males was located, their daily trend and haunts fig-

ured out, the work of getting near enough to secure
good plumage detail contemplated a place that ap-
peared one of frequent resort was discovered, when
they assembled to scratch up the dry Iea\'es in search
of food. Here I resolved to Avatcii. stalk and call,

but as yet had seen none of them, but their number 1

and age was clearly indicated by tracks crossing old
forest roads, in which manner a half dozen or more
were estimated. One day, while lying in Avait. I saw
them approaching, feeding slowly along as if time
was of no consequence to them.

ing them, but a sight of the human enemy Is all suffi-

cient to clear the premises of their company for that
day at least—no argument will stop them.
In At Sunrise" we have a splendid portrait, not

only of the picturesque attitude of the subjects, but
also of the yelloAV pine forest landscape as well. This
Avas snapped as the sun had lifted aboA-e a nearby hill

and shone in splendor over the surrounding wood-
lands and the feeding birds, consisting of one old
gobbler and two j-earlings that sport no beards as yet.

The shade being on the Avrong side of the latter to
get plumage definitions, the button was pressed just
as the old bird raised his fine head to scan for danger,
and Avhen the shutter clicked a loud put! put!! put!!!
brought the others to attention—when all three

—

"caput et auribus erectus in swampo," made a sub-
lime spectacle, and had another plate been available
what a grand picture could have been secured, but
their suspicions aroused, there was no time for specu-
lation, and "exeunt onmes" Avas the finale.

[The photograph of the crippled gobbler unfortunately
proved to be unadapted to reproduction.]

AT SUNRISE.

own individuality! Do not allow the unworthy to "hold
up the worthy!" A rule of' not less than one guide to

three sportsmen, lioweA'er, should receiA'^e support and
encouragement frotn all sportsmen worthy of the name.
A minimum 'Wage of $5 per day for Maine guide hire,

would drive thousands of annual visitors out of the
Maine woods into the woods of New Brunswick. The
difference betAveen the Maine and New Brunswick price
for guide hire, would more than pay the shooting license
of New Brunswick, and take one to fields which he skips
now as a matter of economy.

Skipping from one subject to another, I wish to in-

dorse Mr. Jos. Shurter's argument when he says that
"bullets fired from high-poAver rifles are sure to be
stopped by natural obstructions before they have exceeded
the range of black powder rifles." This, of course, applies
to shooting deer in thick woods. To the doubting ones
1 Avould s^y, just try it and be converted. I have ex-
r'erimented, out of curiosity, where I knew it was per-
fectly safe to do so, and am surprised to find hoAV quickly
a bullet will "fetch up" against some "natural obstruc-
tion," when fired in thick woods. William H. Avig,
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"When the Long Shadows Fa^ll."

At dusky eve, when the long shadows fall.

And the last simlight lingers on the wall,

My book laid down, I light my pipe, and dream
Of long past hours in forest and by stream,

.Orrce , more T saunter up the woodland way,
To seek the sweetest, brightest flowers of May,
And gather clusters of Its fragrant sheaves.
Hiding their buds beneath the withered leaves.

Again I loiter by the mountain brook,
Tempting the wary trout from shady nook.
Or cast the fly on lake or river fair.

To rouse some giant from his stony lair.

In s-ummer's heat I seek the forest's ^hade,
And on some mossy stone supinely laid,

With limbs at rest, and mind at perfect ease,

Watch the stray sunbeams flickering through the trees.

I see -the grouse burst forth with thundering wings,

I hear the woodcock's whistle as he springs

From alder covert near some marshy rill,

Qr-steattered birches on the sunny hill.

«

I hear the nutshells pattering as they fall

—

Some squirrel feeding in his leafy hall

—

And joining in his feast with right good will.

The beech and chestnuts soon my pockets fill.

From dewy spring to autumn's golden haze.

Float back the visions of departed days.

Forming bright pictures to the mental eye.

Of stream and forest in the hours gone by.

So may it be, when life's last shadows fall,

And quietly I wait the final call,

May pleasant memories cheer the parting day,

And light the path along the untrodden way.
Von W.

Dec. 1-2.

The Wolf] fat the Door.

BY FRANCIS MOONAN.

The three friends had eaten their Christmas dinner

after the time-honored custom and returned to the bar-

room.
Take Kunimelwasser, the inn-keeper, looked decidedly

more pursy than he had a year ago, but evidently was
still well content with himself and the world.

Wirt Zaender, the silent philosopher and hugger of

hot stoves, had more the appearance of a clothes peg, or

lay figure, whilst his complexion had deepened its resem-

blance to a dried tobocca leaf.

Only Tim Mulcahy, the sportsman—the braver of wind
and rain and frost and snoAV—appeared wholly un-

changed. Like a well set frame was his square muscular

body, and his cheek had the tone of a rosy russet apple

Despite his fifty years he might easily have passed for

forty.

Everything about the bar-room wore its accustomed air

of order and neatness and homely comfort. The canary

had ceased to sing, but the kettle on the stove had taken

up his lay after its own soothing fashion. Outside the

winte^r wind blew searchingly about the eaves, or occa-

sionally indulged in a fit of bluster which caused the win-

dows 'to rattle.

"Veil, gentlemens," said Jake, "vat you tink?"

This remark was intended less as a question than as a

comment on the situation of things in general.

"I think," said Tim, "that Ave're three lucky min. How
many poor craytures has to dine on sinkers and coffee,

or iji^ybe go hungry this blessed evenin'."

"Y&i ya," sighed Jake, "der volf at many a door alretty

is!"
•'

"The wolf at the dure—the wolf at the dure!" took

up Tim. "Ay, ay, I remimber—I remimber."
For a while he leaned against the bar reflectively and

then rousing himself, exclaimed

:

"Come, boys, sit dowm and I'll tell yez a story."

When the three friends had taken their seats around
the stove Tim spoke as follows

:

"There isn't many things I haven't turned me hand to

since I came to this counthry. I've carried the hod, I've

driven.a hearse, I've struck for a blacksmith, I've held a

candle- for a plumber, I've laid ties on a railroad, I've

cooked on a canal boat, I've hoed corn, I've washed dishes

in a restaurant, I've blasted rocks in a quarry, I've cut

ice, I've shoveled coal, I've run a razzle dazzle and I've

bossed wild bastes in a menagerie.
"There's one other thing I did that ought to have made

me a millionaire, but it didn't, and that is I dug for goold.

Yez mind Casey—him that caught the wild cat. Well,
}-ears ago Casey and me was out in Colorado workin' in

the mines. Afther me experiences there if I iver find

raeself in Roosia I'll keep out of Sibayria—that's all.

"Well, one evenin' Casey and me was down at the
'Rattlers' Din,' which was the name of a saloon run by
a man by the name of Brimstone, or Ould Bill Blazes,

as we called him. He had the place all fixed up with
rattlesnakes that he claimed to have killed. We used to

say he kept thim on tap for his impty bottles. Well, sir,

on the evenin' I spake of everything was unus'ally quiet.

Instead of a rattlin' of dice and a cussin' and a-swearin'

there was Ould Bill Blazes dozin' in an arum chair and
me sittin' at a table readin' a paper and Casey amusin'
himself with the dice at the bar. I don't know why it

was, or at laste forget. At all ivints it was only the calm
before the storm.

"I was beginnin' to get a little drowsy meself listenin'

to the snorin' of Ould Bill whin the dure opened and in

walks a man by the name of Sour Mash Sam—a big, raw-
boned man, with long hair and a skin on him like an alli-

gator. He was supposed to have been a horse thief or
something of that kind and was gin'rally looked on as
a dangerous man. I bid him the time of the evenin' and
he just nodded and walks up to Casey.

' 'Good evenin', stranger,' says he, 'have a throw for
drinks,'

"Casey hesitated a minute and then said, *I don't mind.'
" 'You throw first,' says Sour Mash Sam.
"So Casey began to throw and threw 37.
" 'Reckon I'll bate that,' says Sour Mash, takin' the

dice.

" 'Ha I' he cried afther makin' the first throw, 'four and
five is eleven and three is seventeen.'
"'Hould.on!' cried Casey, 'that's not the way to count'
"Whin I heard Casey say this I cocked me ears, for I

srnelt trouble at once. Now. Casey in thim days was a
quiet unasshumin' j^oung man—^just the sort of one you'd
think you'd be safe in bluffin', but there's where you'd
make the mistake.

"'That's not the way to count—eh?' says Sour Mash,
glarin' at Casej-. 'Wal, that's the way / count.'

" 'Well, thin, me man,' says Casey, 'you'd betther go
bacl^ to school.'

"At this Sour Mash let fly a volley of oaths and wanted
to know if 'a green galoot' like Casey preshumed to tell

hint to go back to school.

"'You're a green galoot, ain't you?' says he.
" 'Well,' says Casey, 'I may be green but I ain't black.'

"There was a silence of a minute or two, while you
could see Sour Mash's mouth workin'. Thin with a roar
like a bull he made a dive for his gun, but Casey was too
quick for him and had him round the body, pinnin' his

arums to his sides. I seen it was me turn to lind a hand
now, so I got up and wrinched the weapon away from
Sour Mash. Casey thin squared off and let fly with his
right and sint the bully sprawlin' on the flure.

" 'If you won't go back to school I'll tache you a lesson
anyway,' says he.

"'That'll do, Casey,' says I, 'and now come home.'
"At the dure I turned about and says to Sour Mash,

who was gettin' up from the flure rubbin' the back of
his hea.d and lookin' cowed as a sick calf: 'You can have
your gun back, me man, whin you learn to be good !'

"Casey and me trudged home to our shanty in silence.

Once there, howiver, I took Casey by the hand and shook
it.

" 'Casey,' says I, 'you're a man. But you've upset our
hopes of becomin' millionaires. We've got to clear away
from this at once. I hate turnin' me back on an inimy,'

says I, 'but whin an inimy is a common murderer there's

no help for it. If we stay here our lives isn't worth
twinty-four hours' purchase.'

"Casey agreed with me sadly, so we set about gettin'

ready to start. We got our few spare duds and a couple
of blankets together and tied thim up in bundles; thin

stufifed some bacon and hard tack, with a few cookin'
utinsils, into the bundles and flung thim over our shoul-

ders. We took a last look around the shanty, wished it

ajew and thin struck for the thrail.

"It was late in the fall and the moon was shinin' like

an electhric lamp. So along we pegged at a good rate,

not sorry to be cuttin' loose from our way of life, though
wishin' we were loaded with goold instead of ould duds.

Afther we'd covered five or six miles, we began to feel a

bit tired, for the thrail was rough, and we decided to go
into camp for the night. There was a belt of pines to our
right, and we inthered this and selected a spot. In a

Httle while we had a fire lit, cooked some bacon and made
our supper; thin wrappin' ourselves in our blankets were
soon fast asleep.

"I awoke towards mornin' with the soughin' of the

pines. The moon was gone down and it was dark as

pitch and much coulder. A change in the weather, thinks

I; the Lord grant it don't come on to snow!
"I roused Casey and we had a bite of breakfast and as

soon as it was light enough to see we shouldered our
packs and started on our way once more.
"Now the station, as I'd often heard, was about thirty

miles distant from the mines, so with fair weather and
no mishaps we didn't doubt that we'd be able to make
it before nightfall. But the looks of the weather filled

me with unaisiness. It was leaden and glowerin' with a
low wind moanin' across the mountains. I said nothing,

howiver, only kept urgin' Casey to quicken his pace.

Along towards noon I could hould me thoughts no longer,

so I says:
" 'Casey, I'd give the biggest nugget I iver seen mined

to feel just one drop of rain.'
" 'How much would you give,' says the poor innocent,

'to see a flake of snow, for there's one ?'

"I started like a man at the sight of a ghost.
" 'Casey,' says I, 'God help us if the thrail should get

covered up !'

"With that;', in a sort of panic, I started on a run and
called on Casey to follow me. But runnin' over a rough
thrail is no aisy matther and we were soon winded. But
the minute we got our breath off we started again and
kept this up for a couple of hours. Manewhile the snow
was fallin' fast, coverin' up the thrail, so that we could
hardly see it. I prayed to God that we might fall in

with some one who knew the counthry, but niver a soul

did we lay eyes on. Pantin' and perspirin' we struggled
along, keepin' the thrail to the best of our judgment,
whin suddenly we had to pull up for fear of fallin' into

a chasm.
" 'Casey,' says I, 'we're off the thrail. Back on your

thracks for your life, man!'
"For a while we were able to see our thracks, but the

snow continuin' to come down like a blanket they grew
fainter and fainter and fin'lly disappeared altogether.

Me heart sank within me like lead and I felt like

throwin' meself down on me face in the snow. Oh, but
it's a terrible feelin' to be lost in the wilderness. Whin
I was a boy at school I remimber readin' a poem about
a sailor that was cast away all by himself.

" 'Alone, alone, all, all alone

—

Alone on a wide, wide say!'

"That's how you feel, and for the moment I forgot I

had Casey with me.
" 'What's the matther, Tim ?' says he, seein' me stand-

in' there as if I'd been turned into a stone.
" 'Casey,' says I, thryin' to conthrol meself, 'we're lost

—

that's what's the matther, me poor frind!'
" 'We're lost !' he cried in a wild, frightened voice

;

*oh, my God, Tim I and I'm the cause of it. Forgive me,
won't you?' And he grabbed hould of me hand.

" 'Casey,' says I, 'I have nothing to forgive and you
don't act like the conqueror of Sour Mash Sam. We're
lost, 'tis thrue, but we may find ourselves again.

Sthranger things have happened. Now, the first thing to
be done is to get our bearin's, if we can, so if you plaze
I'll make a few observations.'

"I knew something of woodcraft and began to examine
the trunks of the trees and the growth about thim, but
couldn't make m.uch of it. Thin I climbed to the top of a
tall pine and viewed the counthry all 'round, but couldn't
see the laste sign of a habitation, or anything to guide
me. So I climbed down and tould Casey that so far luck
seemed against us, but it might turn.
"On a bould vinture, thin, we struck out a line through

the openest part of the mountains. We kept on this till

it was near nightfall, whin once more we had our path
cut oft' by' a chasm.

"It was still snowin', but lighter. We got into the woods
and prepared to spind the_ night with heavy hearts. We
lit a fire in the lea of a big rock and cooked our bacori,

but though we hadn't ate anything since mornin', nayther
of us was hungry, bein' too anxious, faith. But we were
like to be hungry enough before long, with nothing but
wind, maybe, to fill up on.
"Whin we'd done atin', we cut some spruce boughs,

shook the snow off thim and spread thim about the fire

to sleep on. Thin we sat down and lit our pipes.

"By this time the snow had stopped fallin' but it blew up
piercin' could, so that we had to wrap our blankets about
us. There we sat like a pair of red min by the flickerin'

camp fire, and just about as churful and talkative. The
dead laves rustled around us in the chilly blasts and the
pines whispered and sighed like so many sperrits above
our heads.

" 'I'm thinkin', Casey,' says I, 'that this sort of a life

would make an Injun of me before long.'

"Casey didn't answer, but heaved a sigh, poor man.
By and bye, seein' that it was no use attimpdn' conver-
sation, I says:

" 'I guess I'll go to bed and lave you to look afther the
fire till midnight; thin I'll keep the second watch till

mornin'.'

"I was afraid if I let Casey go to sleep first that I

couldn't trust him to stay awake in the early hours,
which was the time the fire would be most needed.
"'Where's that chambermaid with the warmin' pan?'

says I. 'Well, here goes. Good night, Casey—and mind
you don't nod and let the fire go out.'

" 'No fear,' says Casey, as he put on more wood.
"With a log under me head and me feet to the blaze I

wrapped me blanket close about me and closed me eyes.
But though I was tired I was so anxious I couldn't sleep.

What was to become of us with only another day's
rations—^half rations at that—and no firearms, or laste-

wise only a little six-shooter? I lay ponderin' this ques-
tion with eyes half closed till long into the night. I

could see Casey sittin' by the fire a picture of melancholy,
with head thrun' forrard on his breast and hands hangin'
by his sides, but rousin' himself now and thin to keep the
fire alive. The wind wint down and everything became
still as death. All of a sudden out of the blackness of
the forest there rose a horrid panjemonium as if all the
divils had been let loose and thin something flopped down
near the fire and was away in a minute, silent as a spook.
"Casey jumped up with a shout and thin fell a thrim-

blin' like a lafe. I tell yez I was scared meself, but only
for the minute or till I opened me eyes; then 1 knew it

was only a big horned owl objectin' to our fire,

"I began laughin' at Casey, and hearin' me he took
courage and cries

:

'"My God, Tim, what was that?'

"I explained the situation to him and thin lay down
again, and do yez know that afther this my thoughts bein'

disthracted I fell sound asleep.

"I woke with the could and seen the fire gone out and
Casey doubled up, snorin' like a bagpipes. I was goin'

to rouse him up and coort-martial him, but no, says I,

the poor crayture needs all the sleep he can get; I'll take
him to task in the mornin'.

"I built up the fire again and set it agoin', and thin as

I sat ponderin' an idea came to me. Now in me young
days I sarved a 3'ear before the mast and knew something
of the stars, and my idea was that if I could locate the
north star I'd be able to lay a coorse for the mornin'. I

looked up at the sky and seen that the clouds were all

cleared away and the stars shinin' bright. So I crept out
of the forest and made me observations and found that

we'd been thravelin' due north instead of south, which
shows how one gets twisted up in the wilderness. Well,
I laid out our coorse for the mornin,' feelin' that it was
God directed me and returned to camp. I found Casey
.still snorin' away and I let him snore till it was just day-
light ; thin I shook him and he woke with a start.

" 'Casey,' says I, T must complimint you on bein' such
a wide-awake watch.'

" 'Sure, Tim,' says he, 1 didn't intind it, but the sleep

stole on me.'

"I believed him and forgave him. 'But,' says I, 'we're

on a perilous voyage, me man, and we've got to steady
our helm and keep a sharp look out.'

"We ate a little hard-tack, savin' the bacon for dinner,

weighed anchor and lay to our coorse. We met with
nothing but head winds and cross says and had to tack
twinty times before noon and thin we didn't seem much
advanced. In the afthernoon we made a little betther

way and thought that maybe we might fetch up in some
port, but the night found us still tossin' on the high says.

"Well, to drop me nautical lingo we wint into camp in

the head of a rocky defile. The weather continued clear

but could as death. We made a fire, fixed things as com-
fortable as we could and thin the question was whether
we should fry all our bacon.

" 'Fry it all !" says I ; 'no use makin' two bites of a
cherry.'

"That night I kept the first watch. All was quiet till

about midnight, whin what should I hear but the barkin'

of wolves in the distance ! It made me blood run could.

I didn't wake Casey till on towards mornin' and I said

nothing about the wolves.
" 'Ain't you goin' to lie down?' says he.
" 'No,' says I, 'I'm not sleepy.'
" 'Nor hungry, maybe,' says he, by way of a joke.
" 'Nor hungry,' says I.

" 'Thin,' says he, 'there's something wrong. Tim, you
ain't goin' to give up ?'

"The words stung me and I jumped to me feet.
" 'Whin Tim Mulcahy gives up,' says I, shakin' me first,

'St- Pether or the divil will have him by the hand
!'
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" 'That's good,' says Casey. 'Faith, you rouse me cour-

age, Tim. But see, there's the dawn.'
"'Sure enough,' says I. 'Lord! how strange it looks!'

"Whin we haven't slept we look at the world with dif-

ferent eyes. Ay, ay, so we do.

"I will pass over two days that followed this, whin we
wandered about God knows where, starvin' and miserable.

How we survived I don't know, but I suppose the youth
that was in us kept us alive. I don't want to dwell on
thira days and nights, so I will pass thim over and come
to the third day.

"It was evenin' and we were tliryin' as a last chance to

make our waj"- to a spur of the mountains that com-
manded an extinsive view. I'd often heard that there

were hunters' camps scatthered about and I knew that

our onh^ hope now was to discover one of thim. But
I feared we'd niver get there in time to see smoke,_if

by chance there was any to be seen. It was beginnin'

to grow dusk, and we were crossin' a sort of clearin'

more like two specthres than live min. Casey was
ahead of me, for he was the waker of the two, and I

wanted to encourage him by makin' him think he was
walkin' me down. For a minute I stopped to take breath

and look back. Something caught me eye that sint a

could shiver down me spine. It was a mere shadow as I

may say flittin' across the clearin' into the black belt of

the pines. A'most before I could realize it, it was gone.

I hoped it was nothing but the vapors in me head risin'

from me impty stomach, and yet I feared—oh, how I

feared ! But, however, I said nothing and wint on afther

Casey. I didn't want' to look back again, but prisently

something seemed to magnetize me from behind and I

turned round. As I looked me heart gave a bound and
thin seemed to stop. A hundred feet away right on our
thracks was a big gray wolf! Seein' ine stop he stopped

too and cocked his ears, thin disappeared like a shadow as

before.

"The perspiration broke out all over me and I had a

feelin' of sickness as if I was goin' to vomit, savin' your
prisence.

" 'What's the matther, Tim?' says Casey, tumin' rouiid,

for he missed me footsteps behind him. 'Ain't you feelin'

well?'
" 'Oh, a little passin' wakeness,' says I. 'I'll be all right

in a minute.'

"Casey limped back to me.
" 'Come lane on me,' says the poor soul. T'll help you

along.'

"By the powers, gintlemin, if this speech of Casey's

didn't make me as brave as a lion and I felt as if I'd en-

counther a whole pack of wolves to save that poor unsel-

fish frind.
" 'On Casey !' says I. 'If there's any lanin' to be done

it won't be done by Timothy Mulcahy! All the same,'

says I, takin' his hand, 'thank you kindly, Dan, for your

offer.'

"We hadn't gone more than a hundred yards whin we
got to the ind of the clearin' and thin what should we
spy but a little log cabin. It was like the sight of a

plank to a drownin' man.
" 'Casey,' says I, 'the luck begins to turn.'

"We inthered the cabin and found it spread with pine

needles and mountain grass, comfortable as a parlor. In

one corner was a place for a fire. The dure was sthrong

and swung on two hinges. I looked about to see if by
chance there was any remains of ould hide or ould bones

or anything to make a supper on, but nary a thing could

I see. Well, says I to meself, if we've got to give out

to night at laste the wolves won't ate us.

"No sooner had I said this than I started with an idea

that flashed through me mind. I was going to tell it to

Casey, iDut the poor man was so done up that he'd gone

right to sleep standin' as he was, with his head up against

the side of the cabin. I took him in me arums and laid

him on the flure, thin wrapped his blanket about him and

covered up his feet with the withered grass and left him

to sleep—maybe for the last time.

"As I said the dure was sthrong with an iron bolt and a

wooden bar and if once closed a dozen wolves couldn't

break it down.' But I didn't close it, but left it ajar, or

about a foot open and thin took a sate behind it with me
eves to a chink.
' "Night was fallin' fast, but there was a full moon, and
afther it was dark it was brighter than it was before.*

I he hours slipped by and there I sat with me eyes to the

chink in a state of horrible suspinse. For the time bein',

howiver, the htmger had stopped gnawin' me vitals.

Casey slept without a move or a sound, so that you'd

think he was dead. Once I took alarum at his bein' so

quiet and crept over and put me hand on his chest. It

was heavin', though with me ear a'most down to his

mouth I could scarcely hear him brathe. But he was
alive and that satisfied me, so I crept back to me place

by the dure.

"Everything remained quiet till about the middle of the

night, as I judge—the moonlight stramin' down on the

while snow and the pines all standin' up black against

the sky. Once or twice I heard an owl whinnyin' like a

horse (Ugh! 'tis the sthrange church-yard birrd!) but

that was all. But about the hour mintioned I gave a sud-

den start and me flesh all crept on me bones, for there

was that shadow on the snow again! I grabbed me jack-

knife that I had open by my side and waited, with me
eves glued to the chink.
' "For a whole hour the shadow—for it scarce seemed

more—came and wint, but always nearer and nearer. At
Inst it came within a few yards of the dure and sniffed,

but on a suddin darted back and wint prowlin' round in

the rear. I heard it snififin' throttgh the logs—oh! how
me heart bate !•—and thin retratin' once more. For half

an hour maybe—sure it seemed half a cintury—I seen

nor heard no more of it, whin without warnin' there

was the shadow before the door again. This time it

came right up under me nose and listened. I held me
breath. The next minute the wolf had his head in

tln-ough the openin' and sniffed. Quick as a flash I

jammed the dure to and had him by the neck. He made
a hijous outcry, but I quickly silenced him with me knife.

"i was thrimblin' like an aspen lafe whin I turned
round to see if Casey was awake. But he was sleepin' as

pacefully as if nothing had happened.

* It is to be feared that this exquisite Irish bull was lost on
Tim's audience.

"'So much the betther,' says I; I'll give him a sur-

prise.'

"I set to work at once and skinned the wolf. This done,

I lit a fire and thin, gintlemin—well, yez may be squamish
and I don't want to spoil your digestion on this evenin'

above all, so I won't inther into details.

"The next day, afther a fine sleep, we made the spur

of the mountains, and luck bein' on the turn, as yez

know, we didn't cast our eyes about in vain. Less than a

m.ile away we seen a thin column of smoke risin' through
the trees in the mornin' air. We made for that and
found a cotiple of hunters who took us in and thrated us

like hunters—I need say no more. In twinty-four hours

we were ourselves again and thin we were sint to our
destination with a guide. And, in troth, whin it was
all over I thought it was only a dhrame, but bad cess to

me if it ain't the truth, the whole truth and nothing but

the truth."

"Let us for the notary publics send!" said Jake, the

scoffer.

Wirt Zaender was so much awed that he didn't even
smile.

Rainy Chasel of the Robber Crab.
Christmas only a week off, at the end of a wet fort-

night still raining cats and dogs, and Talolo felt himself

up against a proposition.

It wasn't so much the weather, though even Samoans
do not find unalloyed enjoyment in their rainy season
from November to March when it rains all the time, and
frequently more so. The rain beats on their bare backs

like so much small shot thrown in unremitting hand fuls,

and they say it stings. It messes up their hair as well

and drapes their scanty garments about them as so much
wet rag. The rainy season is the hot season as well, a

combination of tropical misery to which no mere words
can begin to do justice.

But it wasn't climate that was wearying Talolo's soul,

or the nearest Samoan equivalent to, or substitute for,

that organ. When one is born to a dispensation of Provi-

dence that supplies an annual rainfall of fifteen feet com-
ing all in a bunch and runs the thermometer close to a

hundred at the same time, there comes a certain sense of

resignation which, after all, is the best any one can do
about any weather. It was Christmas that was worrying
the lad, Christmas and his "mea alofa," his loving things

as the islanders say, the love proving uniformly a mer-
cenary sort of emotion in which a little gift is to elicit a
much larger one. Talolo was by no means fretting about
what he was going to give me. That was easy in his

simple savage state and I already knew what it was to be.

He had taken the pains to tell Tonga so that the knowl-
edge might come to me indirectly and govern me in set-

tling upon my "mea alofa" to him. He had already ran-

sacked the simple treasures of Salatemu, his mother at

that particular time of the current series, had laid pur-

loining hands on two baskets woven of gaudily dyed fibre,

together with a large sleeping mat. He had asked Tonga
if she did not think that in return for his doing so much
for me I must make a really princely return, perhaps even
the "shoot gun." Poor boy, he was always hoping against

hope for that regular companion of our excursions into

the deeper jungle. He knew that the Consulate was a

place at which laws were made for Samoa and it was
beyond his power to comprehend why that did not give

the same right to break laws, in particular that which
forbade the sale or gift of arms and ammunition to

Samoans. So far as I was concerned Christmas involved
for him neither cost nor worry.
But there were others. Those others were of his own

race and quite up to all his little games and devious wiles.

A small gift to me might win a rich return because I was
a Papalangi, one of those innocent foreigners who were
ever such easy marks for Samoan craft. But with his

own he knew that the presents that should come to him
would depend entirely on the scope and magnitude of his

love to the giver as measured by the gifts he himself

gave. The proposition that confronted him was money
to enable him to go to the traders around the Matautu
corner and down in Apia; and money was hard to get.

Early in our acquaintance we had settled on the gift that

I was unfailingly to render as the offering on the sacred
altar of friendship, a tin of salmon or corned beef and
four hardtack to be eaten on or off the premises. But
money—well, when Talolo got money from me it was in

return for real service rendered. A sixpence was not
difficult to get, that meant only the fetching in of another
bunch of bananas to hang mellowing on the verand-i.

Bttt in the holiday emergency what was a sixpence? No
less than a dollar would carry through his Christmas
present making on the scale that befitted the son of the

chief of Vaiala and particularly one so close to the ad-
ministration as Talolo boasted himself to be. But the lad

had early learned the lesson that it is not always so easy
to get a dollar; so far as I was concerned he knew it

was not to be had for the mere asking.
All these facts came out when Talolo paid me a call

in a pouring rain when Christma? was right upon him
and that dollar still far out of reach.

Now, in Samoa when it rains it rains. It surely was
out there that they concocted the proverb about its never
raining, but it pours. From so many directions did the

rain come at once that there was not a dry spot on the
veranda, and we were driven into the stuffy interior of
the house with every door and window shut and caulked
tight. The walls and windows were tearful with the
drops of condensing humidity. One could actually s*ee

the blue mould grow on the leather of shoes and belts

and the mildew spotting the linen of our duck garments.
Out of the storm into the merely soggy dampness of

the interior enter Talolo, shining with the rain, clothed
in clammy rags, bonneted with a close-fitting cap made of
banana leaf twisted up to keep his hair dr}^ vainly strug-
gling in the fierce blast of the hot north wind to make
banana leaf serve the purpose of an mmbrella. Over all

was an air of the most ponderable gloom, a misery that

oozed from every pore. He was quite too wet to be al-

lowed to bring his melancholy inside the house and he
was promptly sent down to the cook house to put on a
dry lavalava belonging to Tanoa and to get his rations.

These details satisfactorily settled, Talolo was admitted
to the house, clothed and dry but still gloomy. That

looked bad, for a melancholy that could last though a
mere trille of between two or three pounds of solid

nourishment had been consumed, argued a serious state

of affairs for Talolo. The reason soon came to light

as above set forth, Talolo must have a dollar, he was
so completely in need of it that he would actually work
for it.

"Tama'ita'i e !" said the sorrowful Talolo when his tale

of woe seemed to suggest to me no ray of hope gleaming
with "le tala e tasi" or one dollar; "Tama'ita'i e! Ta te

tiitulimanu
!"

"Tutulimanu !" ejaculated Tonga with fine scorn. "Pur-
sue animals, indeed! I think so, you fool boy. What
animals, think you, the Tama'ita'i will pursue in the Vai-
palclo, the season of the rains on the coasts and the rains

on the mountain backbone, the rains on Samoa 'uma all-

over always? Come now you great pursuer of animals,
where are the lupe pigeons in the Vaipalolo? Are tliey

here along the coast feeding on the berries or are they on
the Tuasivi lean and hungry in the rain? Or when the
blows from the north until great ships go to smash at

their anchors in Apia think you that the Tama'ita'i has
the powerful arm t;o fish for great fish with the rod that

is in three pieces and has bird feathers on the hook and
the noisy spool for its line?"

This burst of eloquence checked Tanoa, who, at the
first mention of hunting had started to get out the shot
gun even though it had been carefully swathed in greasy
rags to protect it from the dampness until some other
day after the rains had gone away. Tanoa was as faith-

ful as could be, but his intelligence was not such as to

startle.

But Talolo bore the scolding with an aggrieved air.

His rank was not quite higii enough for him to venture
on answering Tonga back, yet it was not sufficiently re-

moved below her position to preclude him from at least

looking the things he might not speak.

"True it is, 'I'ama'ita'i, that the lupe are far away in
the great swamp on top of the mountains and they are
no longer good to eat. And when the rain is heavy on
the waters you cannot fish after the way you fish, but
only as the Samoan women fish, by wading in the water
with their nets. I'lUl on the back of the island there is a
cave that they say is filled with birds that live in the
darkness and only fly out for food. Yon might take fire

sticks and shoot them and thereby I might get the dollar

for my Christmas gifts."

".Still you are a fool boy," exclaimed Tonga. "How
shall the Tama'ita'i cross over the mountains to Falealili

in the rains when scarcely will a Samoan venture on the
Ala Sopo road? And besides, those birds that you know
nothing of are little swallows not fit to eat, and you need
not shoot them, you can kill them by the hundred with
a switch."

'it is all true," said Tanoa, "in the Vaipalolo there is

no animal to pursue nor fish to take, the only thing is the
robber cral)."

Talolo was quick to see his opportimity. "Tama'ita'i,
will you give me the dollar if I take you to hunt the
Uu, the crab that steals our cocoaniits?"
No less protnpt was Tonga in deprecating the sugges-

tion with an angry glance at Tanoa for making it. "You
must not go to hunt the Uu," she said. "If it should
fall on yotir head it would kill you dead extremely. If

it should hit you with its claw it would break your leg.

Such hunting is only for strong Samoan men, it is not for
a lady. Besides, you will get very wet in the rain."

And Tanoa tried to square himself with Tonga for the
unfortunate suggestion. "It is not well to pursue the
Uu," he said, "for it can only be done at night and then
the aitu are in the bush and it is not well to have the
aitu hurt you, for then you die and perhaps wander a
weary road."
Waving aside this domestic opposition, to which I was

well accustomed, I asked Talolo if for the dollar he so
much wanted he w^ould undertake to bring me face to
face with the robber crab, ghost or no ghost. He ac-
cepted gleefully, only asking for delay sufficient to enable
him to learn from old Lauta when the moon would be
right for the capjture of the giant crab. It might prove
an interesting branch of astronomy for somebody to
study out the connection of the moon with the affairs of
Samoa. l\iy experience has been that everything I wished
to do in the foi"est or along the streams had to be regu-
lated by some sort of lunar calendar, of which only the
very old men, such as Lauta in particular, were fully in-
formed and had to be consulted for some such fee as a
box of matches or enough kerosene to fill their lamp.
While Talolo is off in the rnin consulting the elders as

to what the moon says about the hunting ot robber crabs,
one may try to for.n some estimate of whether Talolo
was really a sports-boy or only a meat hunter. It mu.st
be confessed that ^^hen he went after game he deemed
it absolutely essential that at the appropriate time he
should be found with the goods on him. I can count up
dozens of times when Talolo has led me to the killing of
things for which I could make no sort of use, but which
proved acccptaable to the housekeeping of Chief Patu
and Salatemu and Talolo himself as a junior of that
household. But that is, after all, a very narrow view to
take of Talolo's hunting. It soon broke upon me that
Talolo's sportsmanship was brought best into play before
ever we started out oti our many expeditions. Talolo was
after better game than fur, fin or feather, and I was it.

His skill in stalking me, the way he baited the ground to
which I was to be led, his absolute ingenuity in devising
the always changing lures—all these stamp Talolo as a
clever sportsman. His unfailing cheerfulness when I

broke away from his best laid schemes, his readiness in
devising new attractions—all these things showed that he
played the game for the pure sport of it. If I was his
game at least I was appreciative of his skill. This is a
season when one can say this sort of thing with all

peace and good-will. Those who have become ac-
quainted with other of my adventures with my happy
little Samoan companion may have seen through his
little game: this is said only by way of serving notice
that T, too, was not unaware of the tricksome devices
with which he made his own tiny profit while giving
me such rich pleasure afield or afloat.

After no long absence Talolo returned with a supply
of information. Being as he thought on an official errand
he had to be equipped with a raincoat and an umbrella.
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and was accordingly proof against the weather, and on
such a day there was no diflFicuhy in finding all the old
men sitting together and plotting rebellion or playing
"svipu" or cassino, the one occupation being little more
dangerous to the peace of the realm than the other. All

the ancients had told him that a Papalangi woman had
iilways very absurd ideas, but that if she insisted on hunt-
.itig the robber crab the proper time was "fanaeilele,"

being the fourth night after the full of the moon. Sa-
moa under the rain clouds had not caught a glimpse of

the moon for nearly a month, but the almanac estab-
lished the astronomical date of iht full moon, and to

Talolo's great glee it was found that that very night
was "fanaeilele," and, therefore, it was now or never
for crab hunting.

It was by no means the first that t had heard of the

Robber Crab or the Purse Crab, as the beast is sometimes
called. At the foot of many a cocoanut tree along the

beach I had seen a hole about as large as a woodchuck
burrow and presenting much the same appearance. These
I had been told were the burrows of the robber crab, and
that on general principles it would be just as well to leave

tliem alone, for while the inmate was supposed to sleep

by day and to confine his efforts to the night hours, still

he might wake up if one should slip into such a burrow
at any time. Just to test the facts in the case 1 jabbed
a stout stick into one of these burrows and Avoke up the

occupant. He was evidently annoyed at being aroused
from his nap, for the stick was seized so roughly as to

wrench the other end from my grasp and when, after a

few minutes of mauling it, the stick was thrust out of the

burrow the end of it was chewed to splinters. It w-as

fjuite clear that this crab was no child's play.

Invisible by day the crab roams about at night and
iinds its food on the cocoanut,?. If the supply of wind-
fall nuts is deficient (and in the neighborhood of Samoan
houses every fallen nut is promptly picked up to be cut

for copra or used in cooking), then the crab climbs the

trees and wrenches the nuts from their stalks and collects

them from the ground afterward. One of the tourists,

those who in a stay of six hours on the beach while the

steamer rolls at anchor equip themselves to speak as one
having authority on Samoan affairs, has gravely recorded
an interesting addition to this observed fact. The gifted

author goes on to say that if the fall .from the top of the

tree does not crack the nuf open the sagacious animal
seizes the nut in its claws, reascends "to a higher branch
of the cocoanut tree" and drops the nut again, and rarely

without success. The value of this statement in natural

histor}' will become promptly apparent to any person who
will stop to recall that the cocoanut tree has no branches
whatever, and that fruit and leaves all grow at the same
level.

When the appointed time came that evening Talolo, as

the master of the hunt, announced that he was ready to

lead the forces on to do battle with the fierce robber
crabs. The place where we were to hunt was in the un-
occupied land of Taumeasina, just across the little river

Fuesa on the eastern edge of Vaiala and between that

stream and the Vailoa which separates it from Matafan-
gatele. When Tonga heard this she promptly decided to

forego the hunt for several very important reasons

grounded upon the weather and the state of her health.

These were merely pretexts, for I happened to know that

Taumeasina was the chosen romping ground by nights

fqr a swarm of aitu ghosts or demons of Tonga's own
family, and that she would rather die than cross that half

mile strip in the dark. Tanoa ncA^er Avas any sort of use

after nightfall in his terror of the demons, and was going
through the motions of a deadly attack of sickness in

order to make it plain that he must be left behind.

But there were other boys who Avere ready to face the

elements and the aitti for a prospective supply of beef

and salmon.
As to the weather conditions it need only be said that

it rained. That rain had begun only two Aveeks before

and was good for yet another week, therefore, it is not

be supposed that it would let up for so trifling a thing

as a hunt by night. In Samoa one loses the habit of post-

poning things until it has stopped raining-. The only thing

to do is to put on a slicker and go out in the Avet.

Thus we set out in the driving rain, myself in water-
proofs and the Samoans in an extra coating of oil on
their skins to serve the same end and wearing their oldest

clothes. As we Avent through Vaiala along the road and
saw the gleam of light upon the falling rain where here

and there a fay escaped through a chink of the closely

drawn mat screens, the boys raised the hunting shout,

but those who Avere dry and under cover Avere loo wise
1o part the screens and give us response.

But as soon as we had crossed the shaking foot bridge

Over the Fuesa and entered the debatable land where Ave

were to look for our game, Talolo forsook his forward
position as leader of the expedition and found it less

terrifying to stick close to my side. Not that he said so;

nothing of the sort; only it took no great poAvers of rea-

soning to see through his flimsy pretense of wishing to

point out the rifle pit Avhere Laulu with Tonga by his

side fought the Germans to a finish in the fiftli war before

the last. Just as though one could see a pit in a pouruig

rain and inky blackness. The other boys were ciuiet too,

but it was less on account of the aitu—luckilj^ Taumea-
sina is peopled with Matafangatele aitu who have very

little to say to Vaiala folk. The silence was rather that

their quick ears might catch through the steady beat of

the fain on the cocoanut leaves overhead some other

sound familiar to their trained ears which should reveal

the aerial presence of the game we sought. So far as I

was concerned there was nothing to hear but the unre-

mitting drumming of the rain on the sonorous leaves

overhead and the roar of the overburdened barrier reef

a mile oft" shore. But in no long time I felt, for in that

tumult of gale and darkness it was impossible to hear or

see, I felt that the boys had gathered alDout a certain tree.

Talolo led me to its trunk, and in some way I found my-
self with my ear against its trunk listening. I could hear

another sound than the voice of the storm, it sounded
like some heavy body scratching its Avay over obstacles.

All at once I recalled what Tonga had said about the

crab falling on me and "killing me dead extremely," and
I lost no time in moving out of what I regarded a dan-

ger zone. A few feet aAvay the boys found another tree

that promised game. Between these two trees the boys

divided themselves and Talolo and 1 took our station

midway between them ready to join whichever group
should offer the better promise for sport. For all that
he was a little savage and brought up to that sort of
thing, the graceful little liand that crept into mine was
cold with more than rain, and brought to mind the fact

that Talolo was only a boy after all, and was Crirning hii

Christmas dollar rather hard.
After a certain period of inaction during which the

blackness, of the night prevented me from seeing what
was done, the surroundings were suddenly illuminated
by the glare of torches, which we had brought with us
in plentiful snnply. I'Vjr such a rainy spot Samoa iias

the corresponding advantage that the dry leaflets of the
cocoanut lurnish a torch that Avill burn in all weathers.
Then in the bright light I saw that the boys had climbed
e;ich tree about half way to the top, and there had tied a
bunch of grass about the trunk. This, I learned after-

ward, is a risky thing to do, for the crab is likely to be-
come aware of the matt climbing the tree and to start to

climb down to meet him. In that case there is nothing
tor the man to do but to scramble down to the ground
and light his torch, for the enraged crab Avill attack
anything that is in the way of its refuge underground.
As soon as we had hght on the scene the boys began

to shout and throw sticks and stones into the crcAvn of
leaves on each tree. The light, the noise and the direct

assault were too much for first one crab and then the
ether, while in the otiter ring of darkness Ave could hear
the rustle of other crabs that were scurrying out of cur
dangerous neighborhood. In Ihc tree on which the
brighter light was cast I saw the leaves mox'c apart and
then, while the Samoans set up the cry Uu to name the

beast, I saw a huge misshapen creature start to climb
down the tree. Just how we were going to catch it 1 did

itot know, for Avhcn Talolo gave me a stout club as the
others carried he assumed that the knowledge of what to

do Avith a club came by instinct. With every foot that

the crab climbed down the tree he looked less and less

attractive for a close encounter and 1 became quite sin-

cerely regretful that my particular club was no more
than a 3'ard long, that seemed momently to be an absurd
sort of weapon against the giant crustacean. But the
crab while making steady progress down the tree was
equally cautious. He ncA'er let go his hold with one
claAv until he had made sure that the other three which
were capable of such use had secure holding. At times
he managed to secure a grip with otie or the other of the

huge front nipping claws with greater powers of pinching
than anj' lobster ever dreamed of. Thus foot by foot

the crab climbed down, not slowly, but deliberately. At
length he reached the twisted clump of grass about the

trunk. Then he let go all holds and came down by the

run while Talolo led the shout of the kill. With a shud-
der I appreciated just what Tonga had meant, for the
beast struck ground Avith a smash that would surely have
laid out any merely human person that chanced in the

waA^ One of the boys rushed forward to the crab aitd

then we saAV that it had been killed by the fall, the soft

parts of the body being crushed to a jelly. .Scant atten-

tion was paid to this Anctim and ah the party drcAv closer

to the other tree, down which an even larger crab was
crawling. As soon as it reached the grass band this

crab, also, dropped off and came to the ground. Whether
this one fell on a harder part of its shell or whether the

fall was broken by some low bush I did not notice, but

this beast was thoroughly alive when it reached the

ground. In an instant we were a ring of shouting hu-
manity about the great crustacean and I could see that

the trap having failed there Avas nothing for it but a sheer

fight in which clubs were matched against claAvs that

certainly cotfld break a leg if once their blow Avere de-

livered. As well might one attack a battle ship with ?

crowbar, except for the one weak point of the animal.

While it is heavily armored in front, the abdominal rings

of the robber crab are soft and provided with only a

leathery hide. It was through falling on this that killed

our first Uu. This other and very liA^ely one kncAV

its weak spot as Avell as any, and in a flash lie

backed up against the roots of the cocoanut and secured

the protection he did not own. With a torch in one hand
and a club in the other the boys rained blows upon the

fierce fighter. After scA'eral minutes of this kind of rough
fighting a lucky blow on the soft parts dispatched the

crab, and we trudged homeward with the catch and with

our torches alight, as is the right of successful hunters.

Talolo took one of the Uu, and there Avas nothiitg to

choose between them, saying that that one was the due
of the chief and people of Vaiala. The other he carried

to the Consulate and turned over to Tanoa, now miracu-

lously restored from his illness and welcoming me with

all the proper speeches. Tonga was ready with dry rai-

ment, a thing which I had not thought of, for as soon as

the robbers began to climb doAvn their trees I lost all

consciousness of the fact that it was raining.

Tonga and Tanoa explained that this was the usual

way of catching these crabs. As soon as they reach the

grass upon the tree trunk they think they have reached

the ground and let go.

Tonga took the crab home Avith her, for she said that

it Avas not of high enough rank for my use, an old pre-

text with her when she wanted something. Still before

1 yielded to her request I had Tanoa take the axe and
chop off one of the two-foot long front claws Avhich

Icioked meaty. I had it cooked in the morning. The claw

turned out to be mostly shell and what meat there Avas

was oily and rank in flavor. The Samoans eat the meat
and from the soft parts extract an oil Avhich is used

for sprains and other bodily aches.

Incidentally it should be said in conclusion that Talolo

got his Christmas dollar and was able, no doubt, to ntake

his presents as profitably as he had hoped to do.

Lleavella Pierce Churchill.

The Doctor Ottgfht to Know»
The physiology class Avas up, and the teacher asked,

"Where are the boAvels located?" A ntimber of hands

Avent up. "George, you may answer." George promptly

put his fingers on his pulse and answered, "Here it is."

"Oh, no," said the teacher. I aslced, where are the

bowels?" George insisted, "Here it is," and he added,

"When you are sick don't the doctor put his fingers on
your wrist and say, 'How's your bowels?' He ought to

know."

The Passing of the Sledge-Dog.
The gradual disappearance of the sledge-dog, and

so c)f dog-sledging, in the northern quarter of thr.j

continent, is worthy of more than transient notice.
T'lir. fifty years ago, the dog-sledge supphcd in winter
uionths the chief means of transport and travel
throughout this vast region. North of a Hue parallel
with, and but little above, the upper reaches of the
M issouri, and extending northeasterly from its easi
ern border of the Dakotas to the Atlantic, the sledge-
dog was from mid-November to mid-April the com-
mon beast of burden. »

Compared with existing conditions, the demand for
transport in this area Avas, of course, meager. The
region was thinly peopled, the occupants being Indians
and_ half-breeds, the servants of the great fur com-
panies and the "free," or independent, fur traders.
I'his population was, however, largelj^ nomadic. The
natives frequently changed their places of abode, were
constantly engaged in the chase, and so required a
considerable amount of transportation. The fur trad-
ers, though conducting their heavy traffic during the
summer months by boat and horse carts, had to main-
tain communication between posts and outposts dur-
ing the winter. Add to this journeying the hauling
of packs and the volume of travel and transport
throughout this region bulked A-ery large.

The burden of it fell upon the dog. Horses then
Averc in fair supply. But the heavier animal sank in

the snowdrifts and slipped on or broke through the
thin ice of the streams and lakes, and was speedily
worn out. Beside, in its lack of supplies oE grain, it

was difficult to provide hina with food. Hay could not
be 'Carried in bulk, and the time allowed for stops did
not permit of extended searchings under the .snow for
dry grasses* So the dog passed under the yoke. If

he was not as strong, he could still haul more than
his OAvn weight, could on the hard snow-crust travel
faster and further than the horse, and could easily be
supplied Avith food. He required no picketing, did not
stampede at night, nor haA'e to be searched for in the
morning. Further, he was at once a companion atid

protector of his master.
But it Avas hard on the dog. With the instinct of

his wolfish forebears still strong within him, he clung
to his freedom with a fierce tenacitA^ In hauling El

sledge he did something from which his Avhole nature
revolted. It is true that among natives the toil and
burden of the "travaille" had been his since the abo-
rigines began their long march northward from the
central continent. But the two long poles tied to his
sides, like the shafts of a cart, and dragging upon the
ground, across which was laid the impedimenta of the
Indian camp, made only occasional breaches in his-

liberty. The journeys were not likely to be long, and
were, moreover, eminently social. Though every day
bore a load, he marched with the Avomen and chil-

dren, a barking, chattering throng.
On the other hand, the sledge was, in Avinter, in al-

most daily use. The journeys Avere, many of them,
long, the pull heavy and continuous, the march apt to
be solitary. There was little of the rivalry in progress
to be fotmd in a pack of "traA'ailles.' The sledge-dog
faced the illimitable horizon across a wide waste of

snow, day in and day out, alone, and with, to him,
no end in view. Save AAdien the snoAV Avas deep, and
the driver tramped ahead to beat down a path with
his snowshoes, the dog led the Avay. He must keep
straight on in the teeth of a storm, against Avhich every
other animal turned tail, or feel the sting of his mas-
ter's lash. And at night, after bolting at a fcAV mouth-
ful s his meager supper, he must curl up about his

driver's blankets and act as buffer against the blasts.

Against all this the dog made vocal protest. But
savage life knows little pity for animals, and submis-
sion was induced by the lash and the club. What a

pathetic array of bruised and battered head.s—heads
with ears torn, with eyes out, and skin disfigured

—

the memory of long journeys conjures up! But from
a little north of the Missouri to the Arctic line every
dog big eiaough bent to the collar.

In the great region coA^ered by dog tran.sport, the
Eskimo, or "Huskie" dog, Avas for many years the
prime faA^orite; though the Indians used, as they still

use, every dog. either in sledge or as pack animals.

As knoAvn in the interior, the huskie was a medium-
sized dog, Aveighing perhaps ninety pounds, but pos-

,.. sessed of far more endurance than the ordinary rttck

;.'*iof mongrels. A bushy-tailed, fox-headed, _ long-haired
aniinal. with erect, sharp-pointed ears springing from,

thick tufts of fur, there could be no mistake as to his

kind. His chief defect was his short legs. In the

coast region, where the snoAV crusts hard, this \vas

not a serious one, but in the softer snoAvs of the in-

terior it greatly impeded progress.
What was needed AA'as a long-legged dog of good

weight; and in time this animal began to appear. He
Avas the result of cross-breeding between the huskie

and the deerhoitnd, stood considerably higher than the

former, and in Aveight ranged from ninety pounds to

one hundred and twenty pounds. As, apparently, he

owed his existence to the experiments of the fur trad-

ers along the middle reaches of the Mackenzie River,

the breed was known north of the boundary line as the

"Yukon." It was by long odds the best produced by
the necessities of sledge transport. With all the en-

durance of the huskie, it combined speed and pertina-

city of the deerhound. With a single train of four of

these dogs an officer of the Hudson's Bay Company
traveled continuously from Fort Simpson, on the Mac-
kenzie, to Winnipeg, a distance, by the route taken, of

twenty-four hundred miles. Another officer made th^

same journey with a single train by a route twenty-

one hundred miles long in forty-six traveling days.

Naturally these dogs Avere highly valued, the po.sses-

sion of a superior dog-train being a matter of no little

rivalry among the fur traders. Prices ranged from $25

to $30 per dog, and rose as high as $50, and a good
train of four dogs readily brought $100.

_

The supply Avas, howeA^er, necessaiily limited, Away
from the coast regions neither the huskie nor the

Yukon breed came into general use, being owned for

the most part by the "free-traders" and the traders of
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the fur coinpanies. The hulk of sledge transport was
always supplied by the mongrel, and mixed breeds,

With ilo distinctive type prfedommaiit. Mostly they
Were of the ordinary Indian kind, very wolfish irt ap-

pearance, with sharp muzzles, pricked ears, and straight

Wiry hair. They rati the galnut of color, though a kind
of blufe-gray ivith black spots was very comttiort, artd

Accompanied a rather bad teilaper. In all dogs weight
was. of course, essential, an animal under severity

pounds being too light for freight traffic.

Owing to the exigencies of its service, passenger
transport b}' dogs reached its highest development
through the Hudson's Bay Company, that great char-

tered corporation which for so long a period governed
as well as commercially exploited the northern quarter
'if this continent. Successful supervision of its scat-

tered forts and trading posts necessitated communica-
tion during the winter months. With frozen rivers

and lakes, and the general lack of roads and trails, the

dog-train was the only method of travel. Then, too,

its hunters often required rapid transport, and once
every winter the "packet" started from Fort Garry
on its long journey northward, carrying the mail to

the isolated posts, to stop finally at a lonely station

within the Arctic circle.

At its best the passenger train was composed of four

dogs, the word "train'' applying in the north only to

the dogs. They were attached to the usual tobog-

fan-shaped sledge, covered with skins or heavy can-

vas, and so stiffened by bows and a bade as to rgsemble

."a heeiiess shoe; the bottom projecting behind the seat

Bufhciently to give space for baggage, or afford the
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at last, a mere speck against the blue. It was a picture

of human life—the advent, the brief passing, the speedy
disappearance; and like the going down of a ship upon
the sea, it magnified for the onlooker the feeling of

infinite solitude.
It was in the night camp that the sledge dog agaui

came to his oWn. The day Was for him only a long-

drawh misery, relieved by the few fugitive joys of his

resting spfells. Loosed from the cariole, his old in-

sthtcts, teillpered by cirdufflstances, reasserted them-
selves. Like the retired green grocer who builds a

rockery hi hi.s backyard in the effoi t to I'eturu to na-

ture, he essayed to assert his fVeedom by vocal chal-

lenges to his fellows, wanderings about the camp, and
suspicious sniffings of the sttow, as if game were some-
where concealed. This until the fire burned. Then
came a sudden metamorphosis. For with the blaze

the sledge-dog became statuesque and intently expec-

tant, sitting rigidly upon his haunches, his eyes fast-

ened upon the row of frozen fish thawing before the

coals, and consumed by a fierce hunger. For supper

was for him the only meal of the day. Each dog re-

ceived two fish—about seven pounds—as his ration.

There were no pleasures of deglutition. Like its din-

ners, wliich Thackeray described, when men met only
to eat, the meal was served in a single course. A few
gulps and swallowings, a wistful sniff or two, atid the

sledge-dog curled down upon the snow as, in beating

down his nest, his wild ancestor had curled in the

long grasses of the prairie. As the hours wore on,

and the stillness and cold of the northern night set-

tled ovef him, he sought his master's blankets, edging
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driver standing room when weary from running. Many
"I these sledges, or carioles, were highly decorated
wilh paint and pigments, and the interior was always
made comfortable with robes and blankets.
The method of harnessing dogs differed somewhat

with locality^ the Eskimo running their dogs abreast,
^md other natives attaching them by separate lines into
a band or pack. Rut throughout the great interior
dogs were driven tandem, and harnessed between two
long traces with a space of a foot or more between
them. A round collar of soft leather fitted closely to
the shoulders, and buckled on either side to the traces,
which were supported by a band passing over the back.
Both this band and the collar were made the subject
of a good deal of decoration, being often hung with
tiny bells, or ornamented with ribbons or fox tails,

A train of good dogs thus gaudily appareled, with a
blue cariole, from the back of which a fringe of red
blanket appeared, and a driver with tasseled fur cap,
dark blue capole, a red sash, beaded leggings and moc-
casins, contributed greatly to the warmth and color
of the landscape.
In passenger travel the driver usually ran alongside

the sledge, for it seldom happened that the passenger
was also driver. Onlj'^ the most thoroughly trained
dogs could be driven from the cariole; attempt to do
so with the ordinary train generally ending in an in-

extricable tangle, in which the leader took the place
of the ''wheel" dog. With a driver to keep the line

straight, and ready to meet any deviation with whin
and imprecation, progress was easy enough.
The rate of travel on a fair track, or on tlie snow

crust, was from five to six miles an hour, though mucli
better time was frequently made. A "company's" offi-

cer told the writer that he once made fifty-five miles
without stopping in seven and a half hours, his passen-
ger being a lady with her trunk, robes and day's pro-
visions. And he said that he had known dogs to trot

twelve miles an hour without breaking. But such speed
is exceptional.
In traveling start was usually made at three or four

o'clock in the morning, with a stop between seven and
eight for breakfast and another at noon, the day's

Journey ending between four and five o'clock in the

evening. The best progress was made, however, with a

half hours rest every four hours, during which the
dogs were taken from the harness and allowed to roll

in the snow, a comparatively easy matter; every dog-

being trained to come to his own collar when called

up. Few spectacles appealed more strongly to the

imagination than that of a dog train passing low down
ypQTi the horizon across the snowy plaiti^ to 4isappear

closer and closer until driver and dogs became an in-

distinguishable heap. At times some grizzled leader,

answering the howl of a vagrant wolf, roused the

camp by his hoarse baritone. But in the main only

the imprecation of the driver, as he resented the too
close encroachment of the dogs, broke the long silence.

In freight hauling much the same routine of travel

was followed. The vehicle was, of course, a much
simpler affair, the freight sledge being the usual tobog-
gan, save in the coast region, where tt low, very flat

runner was not infrequent. In each cords passed along
the edges by which the loads could be tied, or, rather,

laced down; the closer the weight lay to the snow the

easier being the labor of both dogs and driver. Usual-
ly the latter maintained the equilibrium of the load,

and prevented overturn by a cord attached to the

rear of the sledge.

A good dog on a beaten track could haul about one
hundred and fifty pounds, and for a short distance

might do even more. On a journey of, say four or
five days, four hundred pounds for a train of four
dogs, with fish at the rate of seven pounds per day
for each dog, kettles, ax, blankets, etc., was consid-
ered a fair load. With this a train could travel on the

snow crust or hard road, at a rate of four miles an
hour. In soft and deep snow, however, the rate was
scarcely more than half that, the drivers having first

to walk ahead and beat down a path with snowshoes in

which the dogs could follow. As the loaded sledge
sank deeper than the track thus made, it was indis-

pensable to progress that the dogs got a foothold upon
the ground.
Moreover, continued travel in deep snow was apt

to make the dog's legs sore above the ankle, and to
diminish his speed and endurance. In the spring time
the brittle snow crust cut both the dog's feet and the
driver's moccasins; a disablement guarded against in

the case of the former by putting him in slioes. These
were merely pieces of soft leather or cloth sectired

about the ankle with a thong, but which for the time
constituted an eft'ective protection.

Generally speaking, however heavy the pull and
difficult in trail, the dogs performed their task with a

degree of equanimity, not to say resignation, which,
considering its arduous and repugnant nature, was
much to their credit. There was very little fighting,

and that little generally among newly made-up trains,

when the places of tlie dogs were changed, or when
the leader engaged in a quarrel. Dog nature resem-
bles human nature, in that it is suspicious of strangers,

and resents a change of position which involves harder
labor or reduction in rank. Many dogs, too^ will not

work well except in the lead, a trait not wholly canine.

Once acknowledged, all sledge-dogs respect the leader,

follow him and fight for him, even out of harness.

Some dogs are, however, naturally very stubborn, and
seem never to be reconciled to their task. Very few
can be trained to the sledge without severe beatings.

As was inevitable with a people given to nicknames,
dog nomenclature throughout the north, and especially

among the half-breeds, formed an extensive vocabu-
lary. In the early days the dog was named after his

owner, after personal traits, natural objects, or some
battle or adventure in which he bad been conspicuous.

But following the advent of the fur traders and the

introduction of liquors, names for a time were those

of various brands of drinkables. Of these whiskey,

brandy and coffee attained the greatest popularity, and
for many years it seemed safe to say that of every

, train two dogs at least bore one or the other of these

labels. With the driver shrieking for whiskey and
brandy, and the passenger calling for coffee, the cup
of creature comfort at that time throughout the North
would seem to have been full. As no custom hardens

without a reason, it may be assumed that these names
were chosen by men constantly exposed to cold and
storm, as most suggestive of warmth and good cheer.

With the advance of civilization, however, taste in this

direction changed, and the sledge-dog took the names
of great statesmen and cities—Bismar9k, Gladstone,

London, etc., and with the Scotch fur traders that of

national heroes, Bruce, Wallace and the "Scots wha hae."

But whether named or not, the half-breed driver

never lacked appelations with which to urge on his

train. He was never at a loss for invective or phrases

descriptive of his opinion of the defects of particular

dogs. And no dog ever entertained a doubt as to who
was meant when^ they were applied. The profanity

of the half-breed driver was delivered with a shot-like

precision which never missed its mark, or failed to

awaken renewed effort; and his general appeal to the.

train to "iust see if they couldn't do a little better,"

with marginal references to their ancestry, had all the

effect of the lash.

It was not until the year 1880 that the decline of dog-

sledging became pronounced. It is true that in the

middle region south of the fiftieth parallel, it had,

previous to that date, suffered some eclipse. The
opening of roads and trails, and tlie gradual settle-

ment uf the country, had brought the horse increas-

ingly into use in winter travel. By the latter year the

process was being repeated in the Canadian North-

west, and especially in the great plains south of the

Saskatchewan. The settlement of tlie Indian tribes

on reservations tended further to diininish the work
of the dog, by circumscribing the wanderings of the

Indian hunters.

In the north, however, the dog-sledge still held its

own. But gradually, even there the whistle of the

steamboat was heard upon rivers which, since time

began, had borne only the birch bark canoe and the

macinac boat. Little settlements sprang up here^ and

there, roads and trails were opened to connect them,

and in winter the horse sled took the place of that

drawn by the dog. Greatest blow of all was the discov-

ery of the Alaskan gold fields, and the consequent

opening of great arteries of travel to the north. In

the eastern coast region the dog-sledge remains, and

probably will remain, the ordinary means of winter

transport. But in the great central area and the

western coast the horse vehicle has largely taken its

place. Only in the Mackenzie and English River dis-

tricts, and 'in Alberta, is the dog still in general use.

It was a picturesque phase of aboriginal and pioneer

life that is thus passing away. There was no more
novel and animated spectacle than that of the dog
trains, with their gaily-colored carioles, tinkling bells

and smartly dressed drivers gathered tn the fort yards

for departure. It was a moment of much cheer, of

laughing and gesticulation, of handshaking and wishing

of hon voyage. And when Pierre and Baptiste and

Louison set sail with their little craft out upon the

limitless expanse of snow, what a shouting of adieus!

On they went, little lines of light and motion, crossed

by other lines going east, west, north, south, bearing

the travel and commerce of a fourth of a continent,

and bringing cheer to the hearts of men. But the

utilitarian has ever waged war with the picturesque;

and the dog-sledge with which the coureurs des hois

penetrated the great region west and north of Lake

Superior and opened it to settlement, _ is disappear-

ing in the struggle. The dog has had his day.

H. M. Robinson.

Long Island Dwcks.

Bavport. L. I., Dec. 20.—The past week since the thaw

set in has been better for gunning than at any time before

this season. Redheads are in the bay in large numbers.

Brant and geese have also been seen, though as yet I

have not heard of anyone getting either. The quail

shooting has been very good for so late in the season,

which closes here the first day of January. Mr G. Still,

out one day last week, got 21 quail, 2 partridges, 2 rabbits.

Guide Will Brown on Thursday got 51 broadbills, 3 red-

heads, 3 coots. On Saturday he had out Mr. Such, of

Perth Amboy; the weather was not very favorable, and

they only got 17 broadbills and 4 redheads.

Guide Lc Roy Still was away on his sloop two days

and returned Saturday with 85 ducks, including 16 red-

heads, most of which he got point shooting, the ducks

coming right inshore and stooling good. Rabbit shoot-

ing has been quite good; Will Bason, of Sayville, on

Monday last got 17 and Mr. Sharp 12. Will Clock and
party, of Islip, on Monday last got six fine wild geese.

Henry Stokes.

W. T. WoodwLird, a La Crosse attorney, has drafted a

bill, which lie will present to the Wisconsin Legislature

next winter, the purpose of which is to prevent the tell -

ing of "fish stories." The bill provides that every fisher-

in,Hn nni=:t, nnder penalty of fine, register the weight of

every fish taken exceeding one pound in weight. It pro-

vides for the appointment of a State officer, with county
deputies, with whom register shall be made, and whose
duty it shall be io see tliat th« law i-s fati-forQedv

1
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Notes, >Iso Observations.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I propose to give you some notes on the rattlesnake

and squirrel, and perhaps some observations about
other matters.
There has not yet been an opportunity to determine

at what temperature the rattlers become completely
torpid. We had a minimum therrhometer of 30^
degrees night before last; but when the snakes were
observed the temperature was 33 degrees. They were
then quite inert, but with consciousness and some
power of movement A few days ago, the weather
being damp and chilly, though the temperature was
not lower than about 40 degrees, I brushed off some
straw from the larger snake with my naked hand, and
stroked his neck a little with my fingers. His only
recognition was a feeble movement of the tongue and
a slight squirming of the body in his coil.

This looks like undue temerity; but I was quite
certain that his nerves were not ke^'ed up to the strik-

ing point, aside from his disinclination to strike at

familiar objects without severe provocation. Some
days ago a lady approached the box to view the
reptiles. The day was warm and bright, and the
shakes rather lively. The lady wore a large hat and
a striking costume. Joseph became very much ex-
cited, put himself in an attitude of defense and
sounded his rattle vigorously, which he had not done
before for some weeks, or perhaps two months.
When the rattlers liave become completely torpid,

I propose to subject them to a quiet decapitation, as
I shall have no further use for them, except to dis-

sect their heads.
The pet squirrel has growni to be a "big boy," but

is as saucy and badly spoiled -as ever. He assumes
the privilege of interruptmg me at my work whenever
he pleases, compelling me to quit, and romp with him.
He makes vigorous onslaughts upon my fingers, with
ears laid back, apparently intending to bite through;
but always restrains himself, and does not bite hard
enough to hurt. A little girl, three years old, came to
see the squirrel, and I expected mutual pleasure be-
tween them at their meeting. But he showed a de-
cided resentment at her approach, ran of? and con-
cealed himself in his den, and could not be coaxed out
while she was present. 1 then reflected that he had
never seen anybody but men before. He also shows
his disapproval of the occasional presence of ladies by
remaining in retirement during their visits. He was
coaxed into approaching a lady's hand for a nut held
between her fingers. He approached in a nervous,
jerky fashion, scolding all the while, with his tail well
advanced before his nose, which I have observed to

be his custom when curiosity impels him to approach
an unfamiliar object. He seized the nut and galloped
off with it, still scolding at the lady as he retreated.

Nqw for some natural history notes.

This squirrel has never heard another squirrel bark,
unless in his early infancy. He has developed an ut-

terance of his own, differing in form from that of his

kind in a state of nature. He uses his forepaws ex-
actly as hands are used, grasping and holding on to

small objects, lacking only thumbs to having perfect
hands.
He has a habit of "washing" his face with his paws,

after the manner of a cat, and uses his tail as a towel,
to wipe his countenance with. He invariably seizes

his tail near the root and runs his nose rapidly along
it to the end, rubbing the while vigorously with his

paws.
His heart-bents are of extraordinary rapidity.

While reposing on my shoulder, my ear resting

against him, I took my watch to count the pulsations
and time them. I could count only as high as ten,

and then begin again at one, as 1 could not repeat
fast enough, even mentally, the dissyllabic numbers
above ten. I made out eight times ten beats in ten

seconds, or eight beats per second—480 beats per
minute, while in a normal state of repose. 1 did not
suppose that the heart action of any creature was as

rapid as this.

And now for my "obserA'ations."
• I suppose that ray good friend Mr. Jos.- W. Shurter,

will expect me to say something about his last re-

mark about not dumping the barrel of pork into the

bayou. 1 will do so briefly. "Objected to as irrele-

vant.", it cannot be supposed that the man who
sliould own the barrel of pork would decline to sell

it for 533'^ 25 cents a pound, merely because he him-
self had butchered the hogs. Not to pursue the argu-
ment further, I will merely "mention a circumstance."
There is a lake in the adjoining county of Tunica,
called Swan Lake, about forty miles from here, mainly
by rail. I was informed that this lake is a great
resort for ducks in season, and the shooting there very
fine. But the lake is almost completely occupied by
a tall, coarse grass; so that it is impossible to recover
the ducks after killing them. For that reason the

lake has no attraction for sportsmen, and is never
visited by them, although only four miles from a rail-

road town. Corollary: There is no "sport" in shooting
ducks unless they can be had in possession after kill-

ing them.
Observation No. 2: I have occasionally been im-

prudent enough to "put in my oar" in other people's
controversies toward the wind up, for the purpose of

"pointing a moral," or deducing an abstract principle;

and liave sometimes got myself into hot water by so
doing, as witness Mr. Shurter. The late dispute be-

tween Mr. Converse, Mr. Brown and others, about
the "V^errriont Mode," affords another opportunity
for a similar experiment.

1 believe it may be truthfully said that the proper
mode of hunting game of any kind in any country is

purely a "local issue." Different methods of hunting
in different countries grow up naturally, as it were, as

the result of environment. Under the compelling in-

fluence of local conditions, sportsmen in the South,
and in Old England, hunt their foxes in a certain

way because the physical fe^ture.^ of th<;ir country

are favorable to that way. Likewise the New Eng-
lander, without indulging in any sentimental theories
on the subject, simply and naturally adjusts his
method of fox hunting to suit the physical conditions
by which he is surrounded.

It is difficult to understand upon what ground the
right is claimed by a sportsman of Pennsylvania or
of Mississippi, or any other State, to dictate to New
Englanders, either how they shall or shall not hunt
their own foxes, or to bar them the right to call their
mode "fox hunting." If it is not fox hunting, what is

it? As the illiterate man said, "If n-a-t does not spell

nat, what does it spell?"
It would seem that the Vermonters, who have de-

veloped a "mode" of fox hunting to suit the con-

"Then veteran Cap winded a bevy."

ditions of their countr}-, have the same right to apply
the obvious and non-copyrighted term, "fox hunting"
to their sport, as have the sportsmen of other coun-
tries, who have done the same thing after their lights.

As regards the proper or improper way, of accom-
plishing the destruction of the fox, the view we may
take, like all other purely sentimental questions, de-
pends altogether upon what we have been accustomed
to. Our method is the right one; all others are
wrong. And here, we are apt to indulge the de-

lusion that the estimate we form upon this question
has relation to the feelings and sensibilities of the
fox. That is a mistake. It is our own feelings and
sensibilities that are consulted, not the fox's. The
mode of killing the fox that we have not been accus-
tomed to", may be revolting to us, because our own
sensitiveness is shocked in its contemplation.

It would be difficult to say, if the fox were con-
sulted, whether he would prefer to be killed from
ambush, without warning, or smoked out of a hole,

or chased to the point of exhaustion and then give

up in despair, to be torn to pieces by the pursuing
pack. Judged by human standards, the first method
would seem preferable. But so far as the fox has

'He careful drew and stanchly stood."

given evidence of his views on the subject, the last

method seems to be preferred. Certainly none of
these modes of destroying our four-footed fellows in

this vale of tears is nearly so cruel as keeping a bear
or other animal four days at a time with his foot fas-

tened in and lacerated by a steel trap. And yet I

have never seen the propriety of doing so questioned
—because we are accustomed to the idea; therefore it

seems right. Coahoma,
Dec. 7.

Stubble Rhymes.—IV.

Warning.

When Scotia's bard sings Robert Bruce,

His verse flows on a limpid stream;

When Alma chants of Robert White,

His rhymes roll on a limping dream.

Prologue.

What madness drives us in the spring.

To whipping up and down the stream?
Or lures in autumn chill to seek
The quail with which the stubbles teem?

No fragrance like the meadows' breath,

No melodies like woodland tunes.

The rills and winds sing soothing songs,

Their music weds weird forest runes. '

When hunger gaunt smites every^ son '

Qf Nimrod with a welcome pain,

How sweet the fare; and sweeter still

The fellowship in hardship's train.
What peace in "God's first temples" reigns!
What vigor in the mountain air!

What like communion with the hills

To knit "the ravell'd sleeve of care!"
The mountain brook with nectar flows,
Each hill and vale endianted land;

Diana beckons to her shrine
With health and happiness in hand.

The Major rousing from the spell

Cast o'er him by the hundred four.
Said to the Colonel at the club,

"I find this social whir] a bore
And long to don my shooting coat
And shake myself from business free;

The Norman also has a mind
To take his gun and go with me."

"Now autumn's here," the Colonel said,

"I'll scatter lead o'er hill and dale,

And touch the woodcock on the head.
But sprinkle more on Bob White's tail."

"Why linger in the city's din?
I go to summon all the clan,

Blackstone and .(Esculapius,

For pilgrimage to Michigan;
Where other days have seen such sport
As rarely falls to lot of man:

The quails are piping in the corn,
What think you, Major, of the plan?"

"The plan is good, the time is ripe,

To-morrow ere the sun goes down
Shall find us in a Pullman car
And speeding west to Almatown."

Sport.

The morning sun had barely rolled
The misty blanket from the breast

Of field and stream, when sportsmen four
Were sallied forth on merry quest;

Don coursing boldly up the slope,
With swinging stride Vic racing down,

The white dog and his darker mate
Are silhouettes on stubble brown.

They catch the faintly tainted breeze
And up-wind quarter well the groimd,

Then careful side by side draw on
And stanchly stand; the quarry's found.

What strange contagion in the air

Has instant hushed the merry tone?
Men, dogs and birds are motionless
As images of graven stone.

The heart beats fast, life currents bound
Through every vein a torrid stream;

Nerves a-tingle, each muscle tense.

With bated breath and eyes a-gleam:
A moment thus, then from the heath
The covey bursts on whirring wing

To greet the thunder of the guns
And to their fire defiance fling.

"My gun at safe," "Sun in my eyes!"

Excuses buzz as thick as bees
When swarming wild in forest deep
And honey hunters fell their trees.

"All trigger fingers left at home?"
The Major asks—his fire retards

Till as they to the open flash

He cuts two down at fifty yards.

"However could you do it, G?,

For shadows never swifter sped."

With merry twinkle in his eye

—

"Crack shots are born, not made," he said.

"Could greedy guns attain that state

They would the game exterminate;
So that lime-lighted eminence
Diana holds in self-defense:

And sees afield no sadder sight

Than bristles on her chosen knight."

Then stooping by a pile of brush
Where steady Don did stanchly stand.

Discerned a Bob White 'neath a branch
And deftly caught it in his hand.

At words of praise his .swarthy cheek
Blazed ruddy as a blackbird's wing

When o'er the marshes Kink-cher-ee,

Rings out a harbinger of spring.

Such skill and modesty and grace
Are themes the minstrels love to sing,

See Siegfried with the mystic hoard,

And then the Nibelungen Ring.

Once more the pointer ranging wide
O'er furrowed field to shady wood.

When by a clump of berry brush
Threw up his head and stanchly stood,

—

Foot up, rigid, save twitching lip

And tremor slight at tip of tail;

What life and energy restrained,

Made statuesque by perfumed gale!

Behold the stalwart financier

With ready gun and purpose grim!

The wary quails that lay concealed

Made merry of the likes of him;
For as they flushed by twos and threes,

He promptly shot, but strange to tell.

Instead of bringing down the game
Did nothing at all and did it well.

Such shooting makes the maples blush,

Bluejays above with laughter scream,

While comrades look the other way,

And smiling ripples sweep the stream.

"Aha!" he cried, "those fleeting wings
Must be well loaded down with lead;

Let's follow them and surejy find

A brace or two among the dead."

(No trigger-knight would e'en in thought

Accuse him of mendacity,

But simply free, unfettered by
Exactiotis of veracity).

"I'll habeas corpus two/' h^; said,
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The rest demurred and there remained
While dog and man the stubble

_
scanned;

Writ returned, demurrer sustained.

Then two strong birds were quick a-wing,

As quick the Greener had its say

In two short words, and two fine birds

Upon the frosted stubble lay.

Oh, what were loans and 'margins then!

Notes, bonds and stocks were all forgot;

"More birds lie hidden in these weeds."

And still his eye with rapture beams
At mention of that clever shot.

"More birds lie hidden in these weeds,
^There must be three unless they've run;

Come, ./Esculapius, and do
The little trick as should be done,

And show the clan the excellence

Of treble-wedge, non-jar-off gun."

"After you, Alphonse," but forward stepped

Unable to repress elation:

"A little dose of leaden pills

Will give the quarry nerve prostration."

"Quite possible," the joker said,

"Judging from your clear description

And rumors rife, such dire results

Sometimes follow 3^our prescription."

How close they lie! but such finesse

Deceives not pointer, setter fleet.

"Whoa, steady, Don!" and "Mark, there, mark!"

As whirring wings spring from our feet.

The jar-ofif to perfection worked.
Birds flew as tho' a trifle late.

But that they suffered nervous shock.

They and the papers failed to state.

Then veteran Cap, head high in air.

Winded a bevy deep in brush;

The Colonel hurried to his side

Clearing all things in his stride,

Hoping to reach him ere the flush.

He reached a frail and age-worn fence.

Likewise age of indiscretion,

Well endowed with avoir-du-pois

To make on earth a deep impression.

Vaulting ambition! This shooting, star,

Ignoring many friendly hints.

When rails collapsed saw other stars

Besides the usual rainbow tints.

Though fallen low and prostrate he,

Behold the stalwart financier."

No sulphurous exclamation:

We all admired and counted him
Wise in his degeneration.

Up spring the quails, the Colonel then

Side-stepped so nimbly left and right

In looking for an open shot.

Kept flies guessing where to light; i

Till through a break in tangled vines

A flash of wings uncertain, dim;

Then flashed the gun, down came the wrng:

Back benches were not made for him!

A smile played o'er his weathered face.

He tapped the Daly featherweight;

"When quails are called to shuffle off,

This will the pace accelerate."

Imagination eighteen fine,
, ,

'.

Have all sportsmen sans contention, ^
_

And are, when singing of their guns
_

:

Pipe dreamers in the fourth dimension.
^

My dog, my gun, my fishing rod,

In autumn sere and springtime green;

]f only half that'* told wer* true.
; _ _^ .

What wondrous things this world has seen!

And it is well. The field-won health

Which makes of life perennial spring,

Touches as with an artist's brush
And roseate hue the common thing;

x'Vnd implements inanimate
Take on rare personality.

And charms unseen by other eyes—
The sportsman's dear fatahty.

And pranks! By gnawing hunger pressed,

A farmhouse near with open door;

We entered in, friends not at home.
The table spread with pies galore.

We feasted; then a card of thanks—
This legend on a field of white

Was placed upon the ravaged board
Weighted with coin of silver bright

—

"Fair lad}^, this is not a case

Of theft and inebriety,

A hunter's grace ere eating pie,

Labels it piebald piety:

Or, since the crust was super-thick,

Say upper-crust satiety." \

And to this day with zest she tells

Of honest hobos wandering by,

Who sat unbidden at her board_

But paid two prices for the pie. . .

No sooner were we well afield.

Refreshed within and glad of heart,

Than strode a stranger vassal forth

Inviting, urging us "Depart
And trample not these acres broad
With sportsmen's feet, now hurry, start!"

(The corn-field wide, tossed in the sun

To golden billows by the breeze

V/as corn; the reach of mead and wood,
Cloud capped, to him was grass and trees;

A woodcock by the brooklet's brim

A timber-doodle was to him.

Bob White.

And nothing more. With souls so dim
A sportsman's chance is rather slim.)

"So bos! If you're the manor's lord.

Reproach us not so stridently;

Bad form! To roar Hke taurus mad,
Degrades bucolic dignity.

Malevolence and raucous tones

Mar pastoral tranquillity:_

Is it not true that old blue jeans

Sometimes conceal gentility?

The apple with the fairest cheek
May often have a flavor tart;

The melon with the greenest rind

May sometimes have the reddest heart.

Hie, home, show title deeds and speak

Words dulcet, all-persuasive,

Your face adorn with smiles that tell

Of good-will all-pervasive,

And you shall see how cheerfully

Eastern chivalry and setters stanch,

(Not hastily with sauve qui pent)

Will gracefully vamoose the ranch."

The answer soft turns Avrath away,
The ox-goad gently sinks to earth;

No Shamgar he to put to flight

The Pihilistines but joins the mirth;

And game that wingless lendeth wings.

To shekels bright is in his mind
As quails take flight; "A flush," one cries;

"Not so," he says, "three of a kind,"

And dissipates dark anger's trace
_

With grins enough to sprain his face.

Our farmer friends will never find

True sportsmen willing trespassers,

Regardless of their vested rights.

But always by-your-leave chasseurs.

When shadows long are eastward thrown
And weary footsteps homeward tend,

A score of birds are counted out:

Not much for four? A plenty, friend,

To nimrods careless of the bag
But mindful of the vista grand—

The rugged hill, the valley sweet.

The startled wing, the setter fleet.

The lights that play on sky and land;

The music of the trees and streams,

Good fellowship and camp-fire dreams

—

Bird in the bush 's worth two in hand.

Cogitation.

Ah. poor Boh White 1 How full of gracel

How quickly fled the vital spark!
Could he a better purpose serve
Than for a sportsman's shining mark?

With healthful recreation give
A morsel of the choicest food

For banquet, friend or invalid

—

"Could he a better purpose serve ?"'

Is there for him a higher good?
Pursuit of him makes all akin.

The prince and peasant meet as men;
The season past and guns laid by.

All hope to meet Bob White again.

Since wild life ends in tragedy.

Let us invoke the tragic muse:
Come, then, pied piper of the field

The manner of j'our passing choose.
Shall taloned pirate of the air

Swoop swiftly on unerring wing
And strike you down, make your fair form
Torn limb from limb, a mangled thing?

Shall velvet-footed prowler sly

Slow let your blood with greedy fang?

Then crush your warm and quivering frame?
Or. strangled by the snarer hang?

Shall winter's blast pile snow and sleet

Where you repose on withered bloom
Asleep 'neath spotless shroud, then wake
To perish in a crystal tomb?

Or wander far, alas! to find

Your food encased in gleaming shields— "

Starvation's lingering agony
Upon the bleak and ice-clad fields?

Or from the stubble strong of wing
To upward spring and skyward sail.

Swift passage to oblivion

By sudden burst of fiery hail?

The rub—^To shoot or not to shoot?

The question burns but deep involved.

We pick his bones with repartee

And leave the problem still unsolved.

Ao Revolt.

From woodland green and covert gloom
All redolent with vernal bloom,

_

From waxing morn to waning light,

"When hunger gaunt smites every son

Of Nimrod with a welcome pain."

We hear his lo^ e-note, "Ah, Bob White."
When yeomen reap the fragrant meads
With chattering knives and patient steeds,

His merry voice makes labor light;

How cheerily he pipes "Bob White."
When groaning wains wend slowly by
To bursting barns, unseen and shy

For vesper hymn the little sprite

Chants through the gloaming still, "Good night."

When autumn's golden days are come
And sportsmen love the fields to roam,
His plaintive call-note rising clear,

The scattered bevy summons "Here."
His destiny not feeble age
But fadeless youth on printed page;

From merry days to festal nights

Served hot for prandial delights.

At reason's feast and flow of sense

He wings responsive eloquence;
The honored guest and genial host

Find none like him to grace the toast.

Let other bipeds emulate.

In life and death to man's estate

He adds health, strength and happiness;

His shadow, may it ne'er grow less.
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Ways of the Night.
W' "A little nonsense now and then

T Is relished by the best of men."

There are places where game abounds that are
shoAvn on no sportsman's chart; there are ways and
means for its capture not laid down in sportsmen's
publications.

One such case came under my observation and one such
method was brought to my attention sonie years since
when jacking deer was considered good form and had
legal sanction. The place still exists, and as the method
is somewhat novel and not likely, to materially aid in

the extermination of deer, with or without legal sanc-
tion, I may be pardoned for making it public now with
attendant incidents and experiences.
Deer Bog—that is the place—but you will look in vain

for it on any map, or in the advertisement of any camp
owner whose seductive words arc the net to catch the
dollars of the tenderfoot and imwary sportsman.
Deer Bog, deer bog—rather a fetching name, eh ?—and

one likely to recall many stirring adventures of camp
and trail.

Well, here it was one night ih the rapidly lengthening
years agone that two noble bucks paid the penalty of
over-curiosit}^ or over-confidence, or both.
The place? Oh, 3'es !—but I crave to be excused if I

am not more specific—it is up in Canada in the Megantic
Country, off toward the Boundary Mountains. Jack
Boyle lives up that way—^Jack has made many tours
of exploration and discovery, and the location of Deer
Bog is one of his secrets that I do not feel at liberty

to reveal.

Jack is one of the many verifications of the old adage
which says that ''valuable goods are done up in small
parcels." He is well versed in woodcraft, willing, cheer-
ful, companionable ; he can carry a good pack, is past-

master of paddle and frying pan, and resourceful in emer-
gencies. He is just the man with whom to share your
camp blanket in the woods—and to him I refer the
reader as the proper sign post to point the way more
definitely to Deer Bog.
With a party of friends and guides We had closed the

trout season in a blaze of glory on the head waters of
the Dead River in northwestern Maine, and early the
next morning we set forth upon the long trail over the
mountains to take advantage of the opening of the deer
season in Canada, Sept. i. A soaking rain storm forced
us to accept the shelter of a friendly lean-to beside the
trail for several hours, and this with heavy packs and
increased difficulties of travel delayed our arrival at the

clubhouse on Spider Lake several hours beyond the time
planned. Here we learned that another party had gone
up Spider River where we had planned to go ; but Jack,

to use an- expressive modern colloquialism, always has
"something up his sleeve" for emergencies attd to please

and bring success to his emploj'cr.

To this seeming untoward yet fortunate circumstance
is due m}' introduction to Deer Bog and the possession
of two noble bucks weighing respectively 205 and 240
pounds.
Journeying from the clubhouse several miles by water

and team we at length drew rein at the log cabin of au
'

habitant near the edge of the woods. As he could speak
no English, I was about to polish up my very limited

knowledge of paiies-vous Frangais and start it going at

him, when the verj' unusual sight of a winsome Canadian
lass with auburn hair and hazel eyes appeared upon the

scene and accosted us in English. I noticed that her
cordiality was not that of a stranger, and that for Jack
at least the place might be both dear and deer bog.

But Jack is married now, and this, as the novelist

woidd say, is aitother story.

It was late in the afteritoon and we had yet a couple

of miles to travel on foot through the woods—some of

the distance over an old portage road and some through
swamp and dense undergrowth. The horse having been
cared for, and telling her our errand, we took our de-

parture for the adventures of the night at the bog, ac-

companied by her oft-repeated expression of good wishes
for our success and safe return.

A-rriving after a hurried walk, which induced profuse

perspiration, at our destination in the rapidly deepening
twilight, Jack sought his old dug-out canoe where it had
been safely cached since the previous season, and drag-
ging it over the yielding, mossy surface of the bog we
launched it upon the water. A few yards back was what
appeared to be a flag pole standing upright in the bog.

Jack was somewhat puzzled and troubled about this, and
in answer to my questioning said he thought that some-
one must have discovered this out-of-the-way and favor-

ite place of his and had been camping here, and that the

pole was probably erected for a flag staff.

We soon had two noble bucks, the limit allowed by

law, "biled the kettle," improvised a shelter for the night,

and slept the sleep of the tired and successful sportsman.

With earliest dawn, we started out for the team atid

assistance to bring out the game. Arriving at the cabin

the daughter was surprised and delighted when told of

our success, which, to appear gallant, we attributed very
largely to her good wishes for our success the previous

evening.
The parents were incredulous, at first, but again being

positively assured that we "got two bull deeres," and

that the head of the household must lend a helping

hand to get them out, he discharged a Maxim rapid-fire

gun loaded with interrogatories at me, which the

daughter as rapidly interpreted.

"My fader he wants to know if you gat dose deeres by

fire?"

"By fire? Oh ! yes, we jacked them," I replied when the

meanitig of her question dawned upon me.
This, being told to him, seemed to increase his sur-

prise and led to animated and prolonged conversation

between all the members of the household.

The interpreter resttmed her task with

:

"My fader he says you are big hunter for sure. He
go on same place some tarn, den some more tam, den niore

tam agin, and he hang hint light on pole and stay all nighl

and no deeres come. No, no^—for sure."

"Did he have only one lantern, and did he whistle

any?" I inquired.

"We haf only oiie lantern, but I don't kt^ow 'bout

whistle him. I will ask my fader 'bout dat"

Then for a time the English abdicated and French had
the floor.

"My fader say him no whistle. He say you know 'bout
all dose things for get deeres, and will you tell him all

'bout fire way lak one big fire?"

"Well, you tell your father he must get another lantern
and put up another pole opposite the one now there, and
fasten a lantern high up on each pole. He must then get
in his canoe and take his place midway between them, and
whistle a jig or other lively dancing tune occasionally.
You know deer are lively and jovial and have a good ear
for music. Then when the deer come running down the
mountain side and plunge into the water looking for the
nnisic, he can get a good shot. By having a latitern on
cither side he can see both ways, which will double his

chances for getting his game."
This information elevated me in the estimation of all

to a higher level as a mighty hunter, and elicited generous
words of admiration, praise, and thanks.
Just then Jack announced that he had the teant m readi-

ness, and as our fire-hunting friend was to accompany
him, I took my leave and pointed the toes of my mocca-
siits toward Spider Lake, where Jack overtook me with
the two bucks soon after I reached its shore. We
loaded the deer in our canoe and a paddle of a few
miles laitded us at the clubhouse, where we were show-
ered with heartiest congratulations and praise.

I have never heard whether or not our fire-hunting
frieitd was successful in getting "deeres" by my improved
method of jacking, and I have not deemed it judicious
to tnake personal application to ascertain.

Geo, McAlrer.
WOKCBSTBR, Mass.

The Wolf Concert Cure.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is, or was, away back in 1882, a silver mine

just back of Cooks Peak, in Grant county, New
Mexico; it is ten miles from the nearest railroad sta-

tion, and what little ore there was shipped from this

mine (it \yas only low grade ore, and a limited
amount i.f it was sent up to Sante Fe to be used a;;

llux in the smelter there) was hauled by wagon from
the mine to Porter station oit the Santa Fe road.
A friend of mine named Wilsoit had the contract to

haul it, and he drove one of his teams himself, tie
had two fine horses in this team, but one of them
was, I think, the most stubborn animal I have ever
seen. A mule is credited with being stubborn, i

could generally coax or vsdiip an armj' mule into doint,

anything I wanted done. I could do nothing with this

horse. I had tried coaxing him time and again, and
had seen Wilson half kill him whipping him; I had
to interfere to stop him; still the horse would noi
move an inch.

An Arizona camel that I once tried to educate, but
made a failure of it, came about the nearest to this

horse for stubbornness of a.ny animal I have ever
seen, one being about as stubborn as the other.

I carried a mail on this road, going over it twice
a daj^ riding a mule, and generally each evening I

would find Wilson and his team at a dead stop a

mile or two from the railroad. This horse had quit
here for the day. Then Wilson would unhitch them;
then mounting this one or his other horse, would
leave the wagon here and ride home. The horse
would go now, but he would not drag that wagon
another inch to-day. To-morrow he would help haul
it down, then back to the mine; then down here again,

to stop here as before. This was the regular pro-
gramme; and Wilson was nearlj' tired of it, he told
mc.

I came down the road that evening and found the
team here at a dead stop as usual. It had been here
an hour now, and was still a mile and a half from
the railroad; it would stay here if this horse had to

haul it. I was a full hour ahead of train time, and
concluded to try an experiment on the horse, if Wil-
son would let me.

"If you let me have this horse to-night, Wilson, I

think I can cure him."
"Go ahead; cure or kill him, I don't care much

Avhich. I am sick of him."
We took his mate out of the wagon; then I got

two rope lariats out of the wagon, and tying one on
each side of his head, carried the ends of them clear

across the road, one on each side of it; then drove the

iron picket pins in hard, leaving the horse only a few
inches to itiove his head in either waj^; and next we
chained- both hind wheels; that was hardly necessary,

though, for the wagon had about two tons of ore on
it, and the horse would hardly drag it far if his head
were not tied if he did make up his mind to move.
Next I unhooked his outside trace chain, tying it up
out of his way. Then we both mounted and left him.

"I am afraid that the wolves will finish him," Wil^
son told nie; "but I will risk it."

"They won't go. near him as long as he is not crip-

pled. I depend on those wolves to cure him. They
will keep him in a cold sweat all night. That is why I

left him there. I don't think you will ever have to

leave him there, or anj'^where else, after this."

These were the little prairie wolves; there were
plenty of them here.

It was long after dark when I rode back here again

on my way home. The horse heard me coming, and
began to whinny;- he was getting lonesome. These
little wolves had already found him, and were giving

him a free concert when I came up. I stopped a

motnent, and the horse began to dance; he would pull

that wagon down home now, I had no doubt, if I

wanted him to do it.

"You stay here," I told him; "we don't need you to-

night; when we do we know where to find you."

I came back with niy morning mail just after sun-

rise next morning; the horse stood just as I had left

him, and looked at me as if to sa.y, "What kind of A
deal do you call this, anyhow? Have you never heard

of the Humane Society?"
Wilson came up now^ and taking the ropes off,

hitched, his other horse in; then mounted the seat, and

the team started off. The horse needed no whipping
to-day; he seemed to think that he could not get to
that railroad soon enough. He wanted water and his.

supper and breakfast. He got them, then dragged
the wagon up to the mine and back again, not offering
to stop anywhere he was not told to stop, and getting
in soon after 3 o'clock. He hauled six loads a week
for the ne.x-t month, then only quit because Wilson
did, his contract being filled.

The next time I saw him, months after this, he was
still going. I began to pet him, and asked, "How
often does he go on a strike now?"
"Never. He has never offered to stop since the night

you tied him out. I believe he remembers it as well
as we do."

"Yes, and what is nujre, that horse understands
every word we are saying now; I can tell by his eye
that he does. Well," I said, standing in front of the
horse and speaking slowly while I passed my hand
down his face, "if he begins to stop again just

'
send

for me, I'll fix him. You don't want any more wolf
concerts, do you?" Cabia Blanco.

Ashbei^s Goat.
We had been traveling up the St. Mary's River above

the lakes and had jtist come out from the thick timber
of the mountain side into the little marshy flat, where
we sometimes camp. It was the middle of the afternoort.

AVe had been traveling long and fast and the animals
were all hungry. A halt was made here, and while each
horse began to -feed as rapidly as- it could, most of the

men slipped from their saddles, and ran back to tighten

lip the packs. A little further along on the trail were
several boggy places, through which the horses must
llounder with difficultjr, and we did not wish to have t!ie

packs come off in a place where a saddle blanket would
mire down.

Ashbel, however, who was an odd man—^two men are

needed to pack a horse—and who beside knew nothing
about packing, sat on his horse, and with his glasses

studied the stupendous cliffs of Citadel Mountain just

across the river, which rise a couple of thousand feet

almost sheer. Presently he exclaimed in an excited
tone, "I see a bear."

"Grizzly or black?" said an older man who was near
him, supposing that Ashbel had taken a stump for a bear,

and disposed to make fun of the boy. But Ashbel was
too busy to reply.

"By Jove, there's another," he said. "And there's an-

other. There are three of them."
His good faith was so evident that the older men

looked as he was looking, and after a moment each of

them saw one or more of the bears, which were working
about on the ledges and along the sides of a watercourse-
running down the cliff, which was half precipice and half'

ravine.

The discovery of three bears was of course morc or
less exciting. Ashbel was the only one of the party who
had formally started out to hunt. The other members of

the party professed to be mere mountain climbers, yet

one of them in his day had been a hunter, and had often

been as much excited at the presence of game as anyone
is likely to he. Still, the bears Avere a long way off; half

a mile horizontally and nearly as much vertically. The
v.hole outfit was in plain sight and they might take the

alarm at any moment. It seemed tiseless to attempt to

approach them, though it was obvious that Ashbel wanted
to. Now was the time when Jack Monroe came for-

ward with his usual cheerful optimism and declared

that of course the bears could be killed.

He said, "We can crawl through the brush up to within

three or four hundred yards of them, and they have a

half a mile to run before they can get out of sight. It'll

be queer if we can't get one of them before they dis-

appear."
Ashbel needed no persuasion and the older man but

little. Directions were given to let the horses feed for

half an hour, by which time, according to Jack, at least

-one bear would have furnished a hide for Ashbel to

take home. The three hunters crossed the river on horse-

back, and riding as close as possible to the foot of the

talus of great rocks which lay beneath the cliff, began a

long crawl through the tangled alders. For most of the

distance the bears were in sight, or, at least, could have
been seen by anyone who wished to look for them, but

the hunters were all occupied in keeping out of sight

themselves, and did not look at the bear.s again until they

had reached an open spot below the cliff, which it -was

impossible to cross unseen. They stopped here perforce,

and viewed the animals.

'Fhe mother was nearest to them; twi- cubs—^yearlings

apparently^were higher up, and all werr HSy searching

for food. A few moments later, however, the old bear

saw or smelt something that made her uneasj^, and after

looking across the valley at the horses, she started to

scramble tip the cliffs. The hunters must shoot now or

not at all. The distance was estimated about 700 yards

and bullets soon began to kick up the dust about the

fleeing bears. One from Ashbel's rifle seemed to pass

through one of the cubs, but the three kept on, and in

a brief moment of time disappeared, evidently having

reached a wide ledge along which they could gallop, un-

seen by the hunters at the foot of the cliff'.

Returning toward the river they endeavored to learn

from their companions on the other side what had become
of the bears, but the distance was too great, and even

the cheerful Jack became disgusted. Hearing his own
shouts so distinctly, he imagined that those on the other

side of the river must also hear them, and since he could

not distinguish the words of the answering cry he de-

clared indigTiantly that "those fellows seem to have their

mouths full of mush."
When the horses had been mounted, the river crossed

and camp reached agaiti, it was getting late. Jack's

twenty minutes had stretched out to nearly two hours, and

it was" decided to camp here. \Vhile the beasts Avere being

unloaded, there was much speculation as to whether the

.bears had or had not been hit. Jack and one or two
others thou.L,dit they must have been, and finally Jack
expressed a wish to chmb up to where the game had been

and to follow the trail. He asked Ashbel if he wished to go,

and found that he did. The two at once started, btJt it
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was two or three hours after dark before they reached
camp again, hungry, tired and in rags. They had
scrambled ahnost to the top of Citadel, had found where
the bears had been, and had followed the trail where they

had raced madly along a ledge, and then up a ravine into

a basin back of the mountain, but the men had found no
blood. Then startiiig back for camp they had been over-

taken by night, and had clambered, fallen and rolled

down tlie mountain side. Th'ey were tattered, wet,

scratched and bruised, but still cheerful.

The next day I said to Jack, "That was- ?L -pfetty tough
climb you gave Ashbel last night."

"So it was," he said, "about as tough as I ever made,''

"How did he stand it?" I asked.
"Oh, he's all right," said Jack. "He never squeaked

or weakened. He'd fall down a place and roll along until-

the bushes stopped him and then get up and find his gun
and come on again."
The next day we traveled on up the stream, reached

the extreme head of the river and spent a few days there,

huntmg, traveling backward and forward over the mighty
glaciers that furrow the mountain sides and climbing two
or three peaks. Then turning our faces down the stream

again, we reached the camp wdiere the bears had been
seen.

This is unmedialely below a stupendous shoulder of the

main range which runs out from Mount Reynolds, one of

its most impressive peaks. Rejaaolds had been in sight

during ranch of our journeying up the river and it had
.ippealed strongly to the imagination of one of the moun-
lt<in climbers. He proposed that we should spend a day
here and make a prospecting trip to see how close we
could get to Reynolds. The suggestion was agreed to,

for wc all washed to reach the top of Hairy Cap from
which it was believed that a large number of the king-

doms of the earth could be seen, Moreover there was a

prospect that game might be found there.

Early next morning, five or six men might have been
PC-en on hands and knees digging their fingers and toes

into the almost vertical sides of Hairy Cap, and trjnng

to reach its crest. A portion of the way chosen w^as bare
i t timber, and being covered with soap grass and dry
\ t gelation was so slippery that it was with very great

difficult}'- that it was climbed. At last, however, a clump
uf pine trees was reached on the shoulder of the moun-
tain, and from here upward there was what seemed to be
an old game trail, rough, rocky and sometimes steep, to

be sure, Init offeritig good footing. It held to the crest

<if the ridge, and occasionally extended views were had
on either hand; on the right, the valley of the North St.

Marjf's, and on the left, that of the river we were camped
rm. At one point a bevy of great blue grouse was started

from the ground, and all the birds flew into the pines and
stood there looking down at us. It was not deemed wise
10 kill them on account of the possibility of big game
being in the neighborhood, and when their curiosity was
satisfied, one by one they whirled ofi^ into the valley,

h-aving the trees just as we sometimes see a wild ruffed

grouse pitch from a tree in which he has taken refuge.

At last the summit of the ridge was reached and the

walking was more or less level, though constantly ascend-
ing. It was a prettj'- country, with open pine timber and
little lakes, and grassy meadows now partly covered with
snow, furnishing an attractive feeding ground for deer
or elk, or for sheep in winter. These animals must have
been abundant here until killed oft' or frighteiaed away
by the prospectors, w^ho in recent years have overrun the
ccitntry on the lower river. Mounting steadily, but by a
^-c^y gradual ascent, at last tlie pines grew smaller and
fewer and a wide outlook was had over the country to the

north. It was a great basin beginning at the foot of

Mount Reynolds, nearly a mile wide, and sloping grad-
ually down between ]\It. Martin and Hairy Cap, toward
the valley of the north fork of the St. Mary's, which,
however, it did not seem to reach, but descending abruptly
appeared to break off in a precipice a thousand feet

high.

As we sat down near the edge of one of the cliffs to

Gat our lunch, the west wind blowing down from the

-heights above us felt cold. The basin into -which we
looked seemed from this great height to be level. It was
intersected by many little streams, each of which had its

source in some snowbank or ice field, and was dotted
by many groups of pine trees, and looked like an ideal

summer pasture for game. As we sat there, looking over
it, the keen-eyed Ashbel exclaimed: "I see a goat. I see

two goats." Sure enough; there they were on the other
side of the basin, coming through a low saddle between
a shoulder of Reynolds and Mt. Martin, working along
slowty, feeding as thej' went, but a mile or more away
and as safe as if gun powder had never been invented.

After watchit-ig them for a time, we went on, now quite

aliove timber line and walking over finely broken rock,

wlaich in many places was covered with snow. And here

was seen something more encouraging to the hunter; the

track of a large goat, sometimes in the rocks, again in

the snow; going in the direction which we were follow-

ing, and made some time during the day.

AVhile one man followed the track, the others spread

out more or less on- either side of him, so as to cover as

much ground as possible. After perhaps half an hour
of this search, all the time climbing higher, a cheerful

Mdiistle was heard, and looking up I saw, twenty-five or
or thirty yards above me. Jack, who inade signs that he
had seen the goat. I hurried up to his altitude—signing

meanwhile to the others of the party, all of whom scram-
bled toward the heights—and Jack showed me where the

goatj but a moment before, had walked under a ledge otit

of sight. Presently we were all in position, and Ashbel,

for Avhose success we were all anxious, stood with his rifle

ready, waiting for the animal to appear. I wondered
whether the sight of his first goat might give him buck
fever and grasped a rifle in order to be ready to do any-
tliing that might be necessary. Jack shouted at tlie goat,

and when it did not respond, threw down a stone or two
ruid presently the majestic male walked slowly out from
under the ledge and .stood there, knee deep in the luxu-
riant grass, lie made a pretty picture, his white body
outlined against the green grass and the darker firs; and
his sharp black horns, curving back toward liis shoulders,

shone in the afternoon sun as he slowly ttirned his face

toward us. Ashbel was ready. The gun went to his

shoulder. There was an instant's pause ; the crack oi

the smokeless load, and the goat stumbled forward and
slipped out of sight beneath the evergreens. It had been
a good shot—instantly fatal.

While Ashbel and one of the men went down to skin

the goat the others kept on along the crest of Hairy Cap
toward Reynolds. It was far too late in the day to

attempt to climb the peak, which still towered fifteen

hundred or two thousand feet above us, and after a hasty
inspection of its base, w-e set our faces toward camp.

Before we had reached the worse part of the descent

darkness was upon us. How we fell down the mountain
and tumbled over down timber and snagged ourselves

on dead branches and generally had an unhappy time,

I will not ti-y to tell. It was near the middle of the night

when we reached camp, and Ave were very weary and
very hungry. But Ashbel had his goat. Yo.

Dawson Yesterday and To-day.
A tliousand dollars in gold dust Avas stolen last niglit from the

home of John McDonald, a tailor and dry goods dealer, while the
family was at the theater. No arrests have been made.—^Dawson
news item.

One of the few suggestions of the untamed days of
97 and '98 is the gold dust still in circulation as
money. This, too, will soon be a thing of the ^ast, as
the trading companies have put forth their fiat against
the uncoined metal, and will only accept it at a con-
siderable discount below its true value.

In other respects, the story of the tailor's thou-
sand stolen while he saw the play might as well applj^

to the oldest as to the j^oungest civilized city in the
Avorld.

Things move at a rapid pace just now. How soon
Dawson's past has been relegated to the legendary
days!

It seems only yesterday that we heard that Fog-
horn George, the squaw man, with his Siw'ash brother-
in-law, had washed the first Klondike gold. Civiliza-

tion in four thousand years hardly made greater
progress than Daw^son accomplished in four. The
man who travels to Dawson by steamer and palace
car, laughs when you ask him if he saw any dead
men on the trail. There isn't even a horse skeleton
to be seen in White Pas.s, where three thousand
horses perished in three months in 1897. Starvation
has been switched off to the back counti^—to the
headwaters of the Koj'ukuk and Kuskokwnm, and a
thousand unmapped streams that lace the Arctic waste.
It is no longer a familiar spectre on the Klondike.
Here the wilderness blossoms with potted geraniums
and schoolmarms from New England, women of

education, nurses, bookkeepers, and the like, have
hard work finding employment, not becatise there is

no employment for business women, but because the
field has alread}'- been occupied. Dawson City now has
fine municipal buildings, including a court house, a
residence for the Governor, and a handsome new
school house for the accommodation of upward of

two hundred pupils. The Presbyterians have erected
a moderia church, after the style of the English coun-
try church, with a seating capacity for several hun-
dred. Three of the churches of the city have pipe
organs.
Dawson now has telegraph communication with the

outside world, as well as telephones and a district

messenger service, with electric call boxes. Its elec-

tric lighting system is thoroughly modern and up to

date. The coal strike has not affected Dawson as it

has three separate sources of supply above and be-
low- on the Yukon, independent of outside conditions.
There is not much indication of hardship about this

paragraph clipped from a Dawson newspaper last fall:

"Potatoes, which for a while were scarce, are again
becoming plentiful. Fresh grapes, peaches, apples,

Vv-atermelons and other such fruits are common in

the market. The first shipment of potted flowers ever
brought from the otttside arrived from Seattle a few days
ago, including blossoming geraniums and the like.

They came in good condition, and sold well."
The boulders from the Thirty-Mile River have

been removed, and the channel of the Upper Yukon
greatly improved by draining and dredging. At Hell
Gate, nine miles above Fort Selkirk, a dam 680 feet

long has just been completed to concentrate the river

in one channel and deepen it by the scouring that is

bound to come Avith an increased head; and at Lake
Le Barge jetties with sections measuring 400 feet,

2,800 feet, and 3,400 feet, respectively, have been con-
structed for like purpose. At Five Finger Rapids
hundreds of tons of obstructing rock have been
blasted away, and White Pass has no terrors now that
the railroad has conquered its grades.
The questions bothering Dawson nowadays are

much the same as elsew'here in civilization—elections,

franchises and the like. As regards dissipation in its

exuberant manifestation, Dawson long ago settled

that. Gambling CA-en has been tabooed, and DaAA'Son
is an ideal Sunday-school picnic ground to-day. The
question is, Shall the Klondike Mines Raihvay be per-
mitted to traA'erse the Avest side of First avenue to
gain access to the wharves and quartz mills; and it

can be stated for the. benefit of New York city that
the city gOA^ernment is not holding up the ra^easure
like their aldermanic prototj^pes in the Avicked East.
Twelve millions in gold Avas DaAA'SOii's contribution

from her creeks in 1902; but the city is also important
iia trade. For the three months ending Oct. i, Daw-
son's customs receipts amounted to $227,144, and
during September, she receiAred and distributed goods
to the value of a million and a third.

During the year 1902 Dawson has spent $60,000 im-
proA'ing the city streets. Many blocks of eight-foot
sideAvalks haA-^e been built, and extensiA^e Avork has
been done macadamizing streets and laying permanent
sidewalks. ' ScA^enty thousand dollars Avas spent for
the maintenaiice of the fire department.
The total assessed A^aluation of DaAVSon property,

as shown by the report just compiled by the city

assessor, is $12,038,740

—

not bad for the precocious
six-y.ear-old! J.-.B.- Burnham,

—»

Squids in Fresh Water,
A SHORT time since a newspaper story went about,

telling of a citizen of Syracuse, who had captured, while
draAving a net in Onondaga Lake, a strange looking
fish. This, when submitted to a local teacher of science,

was identified as a squid. Another specimen was after-

Avard taken by another individual, and this last has
come into the possession of Prof. John M. Clarke, who
Avill submit it to an authority for examination in order
to learn what it actually is.

The squids are marine animals, while Onondaga
Lake is a body of fresh water, and it would be very
astonishing to find squids actually living in that water;
but on the other hand, a considerable number of cases

are knoAvn Avhere marine animals are found living in

fresh water lakes, having in some way adapted them-
selves to new conditions, and appear to flourish under
them.
Onondaga Lake, as is Avell known, is a shallow body

of fresh water resting on strata which contain salt in

abundance. From these strata it receives a certain

amount of salt, for there are salt springs on the bor-

der of the lake Avhich pour their briny waters into it.

It is near such a spring that these squids are alleged

to have been taken. Beside that, this body of water
had not very long ago—in post glacial time—a con-
nection with the sea by way of the St. Lawrence
River, and at this time its waters may have been salt.

It is possible, of course, that these two specimens
may have been introduced into the waters of the lake

by some practical joker, though this seems hardly

possible, since both are alleged to have been alive

Avhen taken.
Squids, or if not squids, at least members of the

great Class Cephalopoda, to which the squids belong,

have inhabited the earth since very early geological

time, and to-day various forms of this class are known
as the food of different fishes, as the famed nautilus,

fossil as ammonites, and most impressive of all, as

those giant squids whose arms may be 30 or 40
feet long, which have been described chiefly by Prof.

A. E. Verrill, of Ncav Haven, and which have given
rise to so many stories of sea monsters and sea ser-

pents.

One of the earliest descriptions of these vast crea-

tures is that of Pontopidian. The animal Avas long
regarded as a myth, although figured by the learned
bishop, and described in the folloAving language:
"This monster Avas taken at Dingle-I-cosh in the

county of Kerry, being driven up by a great storm in

the month of October last, 1673; having two heads, one
great head (out of Avhich spring a little head tAvo foot,

or a yard from the great head), with two great eyes,

each as big as a pewter dish, the length of it being
about nineteen foot, bigger in the body than any
horse, of the shape represented by this figure, having
upon the great head ten horns, some of six, some of

eight or ten, one of eleven foot long, the biggest
horns as big as a man's leg, the least as big as his

Avrist, which horns it threw from it on both sides;

And to it again to defend itself having two of the ten

horns plain, and smooth that were the middle and
biggest horns, the other eight had one hundred
CroAvns a peece, placed by two and two on each of

them, in all 800 croAvns, each croAvn having teeth, that

tore anything that touched them, by shutting together
the sharp teeth, being like the wheels of a watch, the

CroAvns were as big as a man's thumb or something
bigger, that a man might put his finger in the hollow
part of them, and had in thern something like a pearl

or eye in the middle; over tliis Monster's back was^a
mantle of a bright Red Color, with a fringe round it,

it hung doAvn on both sides like a Carpet on a table,

falling back on each side, and faced with Avhite; the
croAvns and mantle Avere glorious to behold

;_
This

monster had but one bone about him, nor skin nor
scales, or feet, but had a smooth skin like a man's
belly. It swoom by the lappits of the mantle; The
little head it could dart forth a yard from the great,

and draAV it in again at pleasure, being like a haAvk's

beak and having in the little head two tongues by
Avhich it is thought it received all its nourishment;
Avhen it was dead and opened the liver wayed 30
pounds. The man that took it came to Clonmel the

4th of this instant December, Avith two of the horns
in a long box Avith the little head, and the figure of

the fish drawn on a painted-cloth, Avhich Avas the full

proportion of it, and he went up to Dublin, with an
intent to show it to the Lord Lieutenant."

The identification and further history of the squids

from Onondaga Lake will be looked for with much
interest.

Connecticut Wintet Bitds.

Beaver Bp.ook Farm, Milford, Coon., Dec. 18.

—

Editor
Forest and Stream. After an exceptionally cold ten days,

during which the thermometer rarely reached the point

of TO deg. F., the weather became quite mild.

Yesterday, Dec. 17, I obseiwed a large number of robins

and blue birds and a few song sparroAvs and white
throated sparrows, also a pair of common crossbills and
some smaller finches Avhich I could not identify. Again
to-day I saw^ some of the aboA'e and in addition a spar-

roAA^ haAvk. Does this portend a mild and open winter?
•

^
M. G.

[All the birds mentioned commonly winter in southern
Connecticut, except the crossbills; and these are such
thorough A'agrants that their presence does not necessarily

mean anything more than bitter cold Aveather to the
northward. We do not believe that the appearence of
these birds portends anything meteorological.]

Teacher
—

"Bessie, name one bird that is now ex-
tinct." .Little. Bessie—"Dick!" Teacher—"Dick?
What sm-t of a bird is that?" Little Bessie—"Our
canary—the cat extincted him!"—Puck,
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and ijiKiAit.

An Iowa Game Law Case»
The Waterloo, Iowa, Courier of Dec. 19 reports : The

Supreme Court yesterclay handed down a number of de-

cisions. One of the most interesting was the case of the

State against Harry E. Fields, of Cedar Falls. In this

famous case, which was for the killing of six quails last

winter in the closed season. Justice J. H. Hildebrand, of

Waterloo township, before whom the first trial w^as held,

found Fields guilty in spite of his claim, substantiated by
the testimony of Prof. M. F. Arey of the Iowa State

Normal School, that he killed the birds to mount as speci-

mens for the museum at the State school. Fields ap-

pealed the case to the district court. The case was heard
before Justice Hildebrand, Feb. S, 1902, and before

Judge Blair at the March term of the district court. In
the district court, Justice Hildebrand's decision was re-

versed and F'ields was cleared of any intention to violate

the law. The State, while not able to further prosecute

the defendant, carried the case to the Supreme Court.

Now Judge McClain of that court rules against Judge
Blair and in favor of Justice Hildebrand. One of the

regretable features of the case is that Fields gets off

without any punishment. Had he not been declared in-

nocent by the district court he Would have been obliged to

have paid $20 fine for each bird killed, besides the costs.

But there is this consolation, that a precedent has been
established depriving any illegal hunter from setting up
the claim that he is a taxidermist when birds are found
in his possession which the law protects durmg certain

seasons of the year.

The Register and Leader of this morning gives the fol-

lowing concerning Judge McClain's decision

:

In the case of the Stale against Harry E. Fields, the

Supreme Court decided yesterdaj' that game birds can
not be killed in the closed season for purposes of tax-

idermy or other scientific purposes. Fields was con-

victed" before a Black Hawk County justice of killing

quail in the closed season. He appealed to the district

court, his defense being that he was a taxidermist en-

gaged in collecting and mounting specimens for the State

Normal School Museum. The district court found him
not guilty. Section 2551 of the Code for the protection

of game birds prescribes periods during which the kill-

ing of game birds is prohibited. No exception is made
permitting them to be killed for any purpose, but section

2561, referring to certain harmless birds, other than game
birds, prohibits the destruction of them or their eggs,

except for the use of taxidermists. The Supreme Court
rules, however, in an opinion by Judge McClain that the

exception in section 2561 does not apply to section 2551.

License as a Remedy*
Editor Forest and Stream:
There appears I0 be tw^o ends which-may be attained by

a law requiring license of sportsmen from outside the

State of Maine. One is to restrict and retard the visits

of many of these same sportsmen by adding a good sized

license fee to their already heavy expenses and thereby

help to free the woods of hunters. This will allow those

persons who are mentioned in article under "Hunters'

License" in Forest and Stream, of Dec. 6, to have the

woods of Maine for their own use providing they pay the

price.

This is rank selfishness and is intolerable to true men.

The real object to be gained by a proposed license law

is the better protection of the game now existing and

the further propagation of any and all species of game
which may be made to thrive in the forests of Maine,

To this end, the forests must be carefully watched and
protected from fires. Rifles and guns should be pro-

hibited by fishing and camping parties in the summer
time, and finally the slaughter of game in close season,

and most odious of all the butchery of deer by the score

and hundreds by paid hunters hired by_ lumbermen to

supply logging camps during the whole winter, should be

stopped.

It is of no use to attempt to make little of this latter

evil and point out that it is only in exceptional cases that

it occurs. I have personally seen the evidence of it my-
self even in the small bit of the State which has come
under my immediate notice, viz., heaps of rotting deer

hides in close proximity to old lumber camps. In ex-

planation of our question of what this means, we are told

by our guides and by residents who live near these lum-

ber camps, of as many as 60 or So deer being killed in

a winter and consumed by the loggers who rarely have

any other fresh meat furnished them. These are facts.

Now, why do not these guides or residents prosecute

the law breakers? Because living as they do in the im-

mediate neighborhood, a bullet or the burning of barn

or house would be the result.

As I said before these are facts gathered in visits to

Maine during the last ten years. Why should it not be

so? Who is there to prevent it? The game commission-

ers of Maine and their assistants are doing a good work,

all that a few men can do or be expected to do, and I

believe the most efi'ective work is being done in creating

a public sentiment in the right direction, but there is need

of a much greater number of executives in the prosecution

of the game protection interests. What can one game
warden do toward protecting the great territory which

he is now expected to cover in the little time and with the

little pay allotted to him. And just here is where the

license fee or the fund derived therefrom, may be di-

rectly and profitably spent.

This is the outline of the proposition: The establish-

ment by the game commissioners of Maine of a thor-

oughly organized, well equipped, intelligent and honest

body of traveling game and forest wardens, Avho shall

traverse during the entire year the wild region of the

State, by twos for mutual protection and defense, and
also for more efficient work. The State of Maine has an
abundance of strong, courageous and capable men» so

there need be no ladr of materisl.

They would be really an organized forest police, not
with settled beats so that lawbreakers might watch and
know when to expect them, but rather with routes
mapped out by their chief which might be known only
by the head of the department. They would be expected
to drop without warning upon loggers, trappers, hunters
and fishermen's camps at all times of the year and make
careful watch for evidence of law breaking which they

could obtain for themselves.
Moreover, the same men should not travel the same

country all the time, but by being shifted from one dis-

trict to another, as with city police, would have no fear

or favor in any particular locality. These wardens
should have a 3'early salary sufficient to attract and hold
the best men. They should make reports of all their do-
ings and experiences in the game country which would
furnish a most valuable fund of information to the gaiiie

commissioners of the State.

I have merely outlined above a few of the various
duties which would fall upon such a band of men. They
must also be numerous enough to efficiently cover the
State. The number would depend somewhat upon the
amount of fun available. It is reasonable to believe that
seventy-five to one hundred thousand dollars would not
be too little to expect from moderate licenses, say $5 for

non-residents and half that amount for residents of the
State. I do not believe that the latter should be over-
looked in helping to pay for what conduces directly to
their own interests. This amount would be directly in

addition to the regular State appropriation along this

Ime.
Above all, sportsmen should be shown that the license

fee is not enough to prohibit or prevent any, but is to be
used for one and only one object as outlined above, that
is the direct protection of game and forests by men who
are fully in the spirit of the work and 'give their entire

time to the cause. I may say also in conclusion that I

believe this is a plan which ought to be put into practice

in. every State where game is to be saved. Good laws are
all right, but amount to nothing unless there are a suffi-

cient number of men to directly enforce those laws, and
sportsmen must pay the bills. Therefore I say, license

the hunters. L. A. J.

Rhode Island.

Massachusetts Association.
f

Two Important Meetings,

Boston, Dec. 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: On
Thursday, Dec. 18, the Executive Committee of the
Massachusetts Central Committee for Protection of
Fish and Game, met at the Copley Square Hotel. The
chairman, Mr. H. A. Estabrook, of Fitchburg, pre-
sided.

That the anti-sale law' on partridges and woodcock
should be continued was agreed by every one, and it

was voted to endeavor to secure its enactment as a

permanent statute the coming winter.
Mr. Wm. B, Phinney, of Lynn, who has been re-

elected to the Legislature, and expects to serve again
on the Fish and Game Committee, expressed the
opinion that the law had been highly beneficial in

preserving the birds, and should be re-enacted either

permanently or for a term of years, and there is no
doubt regarding the stand he will take; and he said

he believed several of the members of that committee
who have been returned would take the same view of

the subject. But the attitude of the Executive Com-
mittee is one of determined effort in behalf of the
measure, and Heman S. Fay, Esq., of Marlborough,
was 'unanimously chosen as legal counsel.

Your readers will remember that he Avas counsel
for the committee in 1899-1900, Avhen the sportsmen
fought and won the hardest battle in the history of

game protection ever waged in this State.

While the Committee hope it will prove easier to

get a renewal of the law, it is deemed the part of

prudence to be prepared for a contest. Chairman Col-

lins, of the Commission, was present, and is in heany
sympathy with us.

Fie expressed his disappointment that the Legisla-

ture last winter did not enact a law giving deputies

the right of search, and it was voted that counsel draw
up a bill of such a character as would be likely to re-

ceive the approval of the incoming Legislature ai d

report the same to the Committee at its next meeting.

It was voted that an effort be made to secure a

re-enactment of the deer law, so as to prohibit their

killing for a period of five years more.

Mr. A. C. Sylvester, president of the North Attle-

boro Association, said hordes of hunters were in the

woods of Bristol county from Dec. i to 15, and he

condemned the present law for that county in severe

terms. The impression prevails that sportsinen there

have had enough of it. Let us hope so. Mr. Sylvester

stated that the associations of the Blackstone Valley

in Rhode Island will attempt to get a law against sale

of woodcock and partridge in that State, which would
be an advantage to sections of Massachusetts border-

ing on Rhode Island.

Capt. Collins also mentioned the difficulty met by
wardens frequently in securing warrants for the ar-

rest of offenders. It seems many of the judges are

not deeply impressed with the importance of a rigid

enforcement of the game laws. In one instance, where
by the statute a fine of $10 is fixed, the judge made it

$5. This raises the question whether or not judges

are amenable to the law.

The Committee adjourned to meet at the State

liouse on Monday, Dec. 29 at 2 P. M.

Association Meeting.

Immediately after the adjournment of the Execu-

tive Committee at 6:30, the members of the Associa-

tion sat down to dinner. In the absence of President

Reed, Vice-President Wm. S. Hinman occupied the

chair.

Dr. E. W. Branigan, chairman of th^ Nominatmg
Committee, presented the list of officers for 1.903, to

be balloted for at the annual meeting, Jan. 14. For

Prew4§Rt, J. It< lRee4, Esq., is nomwJtted, a,^ s^re most

of the present board. The following names were
added to the membership list by unanimous vote: M.
A. Spear, A. S. Brainier, Hon. Wm. S. McNary, Leroy
S. Brown, II. Noyes Whitcomb, president of the En-
glewood Club, all of Boston; Fred E. Gillis, of Box-
ford; Dr, Samuel H. Talbot, Cambridge; John C,
Phillips, N. Beverly, O, K. Gerrish, Lakeville; B. M.
Rockwood, Franklin. Mr. Charles C. Russell, presi-
dent of Greenfield Sportsmen's Club, was elected a

corresponding memb e r

.

Dr. J. T. Herrick opened the after-dinner speaking.
He assured the members that the Springfield club, of
which he is president, is active in securing the en-
forcement of the laws in that section, and that it is

in hearty sympathy with the State Association. He
reported that everywhere he went he heard the work
of the Association commcn_ded in the highest terms.

President Sylvester said it gave him great pleasure
to bring the greeting of the 300 members ot the iNortu
Attleboro Association, He spoke in detail of the

good work of that club in liberating quail and stock-
ing the streams, as well as in educating the whole
community to take an active interest in protecting and
propagating fish and game and the enforcement of the

laws. So much good has the anti-sale law done, not
a man can be found in his section who is not in favor
of its continuance.
Mr. A. B, F, Kinney expressed the opinion that not

a man could be found in Worcester who would care

to oppose the re-enactment of the law.
The testimony of all the speakers was that the law

had been the means of adding materially to the num-
ber of birds in the covers.

Henry H. Kimball, Sec'y.

People and Incidents of Interest.

[By a Forest and Stream Staff Correspondent.]

On my arrival in Buffalo last Tuesday morning I found

the mercury making love to zero, which made the big

round stove in Le'Valley's store a new friend of the

Avarmest kind and one I regretted having to leave so soon,

more especially so from the fact that that stove has been for

many years the center piece of more game and fish his-

tory than falls to the lot of many of its kind._ It is' here

that Major Phipps and his coterie of friends have

weighed and measured game and fish from the Atlantic

and the Pacific, from the waters and woods of Canada
and Florida. Mr. Le Valley should write a history of

men he has hunted and fished with around that dear old

stove. Fish stories are not killing, on the contrary,_ they

lighten the weight of years, the seared period of lite

loses its seriousness around such stoves. Mr. Le Valley

himself is a fine exemplification of this, so let them flow,

the fish gets heavier_and makes a prettier fight with each

telling.

It was here that I first heard of the laxity with which

the game laws of New York State are enforced, a de-

plorable fact which reaches across most , of the State.

Buffalo, with its fine contingent of sportsmen, should

wake up to the times' crying necessities, and enforce the

game laws,
. ^ „.

While in Rochester it was my good fortune to be enter-

tained by Dr, Durand, of foot power boat fame. I found

the Doctor full of his practicable, well-tested and clearly

proven theories and delightfully entertaining on the sub-

ject; he only needs to meet j'ou "face to face" and you
are his. A visit to the Genesee Valley Club revealed

much to the interest of visiting and local sportsmen. A
beautifully mounted specimen of the tarpon surmounts

an open fire-place, and other trophies are not lacking.

A particularly interesting feature is a collection of Chi-

nese firearms and field guns, captured during the recent

yellow plague. It would take a page of Forest anj)

Stre.\j[ to do justice to this mixture of ancient and

modern, aggressive and defensive thought; suifice it

to say wdien one Chinaman exhausted his supply of am-
munition he had to take to the woods,

A grilled chop and tea furnished reminiscent moods,

and boyhood days came to us again and again, until I

regret I can only continue in thought; however, there

arc deeds in men's lives of so rare and tender a sort that

the world would be much better should they know of

them and in a degree emulate them.

Imagine the blood-letting sportsman on his way home
at I A. M., when the thermometer was below zero, he-ir-

ing a wee small voice by a big tree in a lonesome neigh-

borhood plaintively wailing "meaw, meauw." His big burly

rigure stops ; he removes his warm gloves and feels around

until he finds a half-grown kitten in the last stages of

emaciation, gathers it up in the warm folds of his gen-

erous coat and carries it to his study, only to find it past

his skill to help, except by kindness, warmth and then

chloroform. With dimmed eyes he warmed it and it slept.

I only remarked, "Doctor, didn't you prolong its agony ?

A dash on the frozen walk would have been quick and

effective." '"True," said the Doctor, "but I couldn't bear

the thud,"

In Syracuse I had the pleasure of meetmg Mr. W. A.

Able—most everybody knows Mr. Able, but those who
don't ought to. In him I found the sportsman of a gen-

eration agone and of to-day, surely a happy condition

only attained by the ordinary observances of God's laws

to man. Mr. Able has a fine collection of forest and

stream prerequisites of ours and other times, one of the

most interesting is a gun with a romance.

This gun is a double-barreled flint-lock, with solid

silver mountings, a rarely pretty, graceful affair, not

weighing over seven pounds. It was made in the year

18 10, in a basement at the corner now occupied by Von
Lengerke & Detmold, on Broadway, New York, for a

Frenchman who emigrated to this country for reasons

best known to himself. He afterward settled on the

shore of Cayuga Lake, and three years after\vard died.

During the many years (forty-seven) which his faithful

widow survived him she had the servants remove this

gun from its case and polish and oil it twice a year. Its

beautiful state of preservation to-day would indicate that

sentiment and affection so tenderly bestowed by her hg._d

lost none of its sacr^ijoess iti the hatic^s of qti^ef^- TbJ»
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identity of interest in cold steel between man and wife is

food indeed for modern reflection.

Mr. Robert Hunter, of Fulton, N. Y., was most
generous in giving me three hours of his crowded time
showing me through their vast gun factory in this place,

and knowing every detail of the work as he does, even
to making of any of a gun's many parts, furnished me
with much data that I never even dreamed of, yet I have
handled guns so long that it tires memory to go back so

far. Here I found 450 men employed and the factory run-
ning night and day, superintended by five brothers, all

working in different directions that merge into one ambi-
tion, and that the highest perfection of their product.

At Utica Mr. Savage best showed his devotion to rifle

building by forfeiting his lunch hour to entertain me.

He informs me they will be in their new plant by Jan.

I, and Feb. i to 15 will be able to market their new prod-

ucts in the way of calibers, etc,

I visited Mr. H. H, Valentine in Albany and found
him. at this end of the State in much the same frame of

mind as Mr. Le Valley at the other, regarding the game
laws. The well known conditions of Rensselaer County,
where, under closed season for three years, the groitse

have nearly become extinct, tells the story—snared to

death. T. E. Batten.
New York, Dec. 15.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Death of Col Boto.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 19.—Last week there was printed
in these columns some mention of that veteran bear
hunter and prominent citizen of Mississippi. Col. R.
E. Bobo. It is sad reading to ofTer in this time of

cheer, yet I am obliged to chronicle the death of this

friend, who was also the friend of thousands of other
sportsmen in America. Col. Bobo died in this city at

eight o'clock on Wednesday morninp: last, and his re-

mains, in charge of his son and a friend, left this city

yesterday morning for their final resting place in the
•soil of Mississippi. The immediate cause of death
was at! acute comnlication which resulted in something
like severe jaundice, the liver being badly involved.
Bobo was accustomed all his life to hunt in the ma-
larial swamps of the cane brake country. Perhaps the
swamps finally had their revenge on the man who had
done so much toward conquering their seci'ets, and
so much toward changing that country from a wilder-
ness int-o a land of civili;^ation. Col. Bobo lived to
see fertile plantations stretching over- much of^ his old
bear hunting grounds, and he was one of the most
prominent aids of the railroads, which have been do-
ing so much toward settling the Mississippi Delta in

the last few years. He died possessed of a fortune of

$200,000 or $300,000, all of which he' had amassed by
his own energy and foresight. He was at one time
offered $too an acre for land for which he paid less

than $2 an acre.

Col. Bobo was, without question, the most expert
hunter of the black bear which this country ever
knew. To repeat earlier mention of his exploits, I

may state that he was known to kill 206 bear in One
year, 6 one day, 5 the day following, and so On. It

was his delight to take his friends out upon these
hunts. There was no master of besr hounds in ail

the country like this same energetic Mississippian, as

I am sure earlier mention in these columns must have
shown fully.

It was my sad office to help Col. Bobo's friends to
assemble his efifects. I found in his pockets telegrams
and letters bearing upon the recent presid'^ntial bear
hunt in Mississippi, mention of which was recently
made at his request in the Forest and Stre.am. Sick
as he was and nearing his end, as he personally knew
before any of us did, it was none the less a sotircc

of great annoyance to him to have it reported in

some of ths Southern newspapers that he had shown
discourtesy to President Roosevelt in refusing to join

the latter with his pack of bear dogs. No one who
knew Bobo doubts that he was the soul of courtesy
and hospitality. As bearing upon this, a few months
ago there was a little railroad wreck near Bobo's plan-
tation, in which some 155 persons were left brepkfa,st-

Ie.ss on the train. They tramped over to Bobo's house
and there they were fed. each and all of them. All of

these people offered Bobo pay, but he stated that he
had never charged a man for a meal in all his life, and
was too old to begin it then. He practically kept
open house in the old time Southern fashion, and he
was one of the best living survivors of the old-time
Southern type, generous, hospitable, readv to resent
any wrong upon the instant, yet animated by a large
sense of fairness and justice. There was not a negro
on the Bobo plantation who did not love the "boss."
I may say also, that, during his stay here, he made a

wide circle of friends who not only respected but
loved him, even on this sjiort acquaintance.
He died at the age of 55 years. Mr. Fincher Bobo,

his eldest son, is the sole remaining member of the
family now at the old plantation.

There will be no one to take the place of Bobo, the
bear hunter. The Delta is changing very rapidly.

Railroads are going through there at distances of

every few miles. New problems and new customs are
arising in that country, the last of the old South to
experience change. The Bobo bear pack will perhaps
be scattered. The memory of its owner will not read-
ily die. certainly not in the minds of those of us who
have ridden with him, slept with him in camp, and
known that friendship which arises only between men
who know each other for what they are in the out-
door air, wide of all the artificialities and conven-
tions- of city life. I knew Bobo and loved him. and
am only one of very many of whom the same might
be said. I feel sure it is my privilege to speak for them
in expressing this sense of loss. R. E. Bobo was no
ordinary man. He was a big man and w^s rapiijly
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forging ahead into still bigger stages of life. We can-
not have too many American citizens of his type, men
of courage, fearlessness and a fine and delicate sense
of personal honor.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

D^er in Massachusetts and Maine*

Boston, Dec. 2t.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
case of Mr. Collins, of Maiden, has done more to adver-
tise the deer law than anything that has occurred in

Massachusetts for many a day. Hardly a daily paper for

a week but has had something about it. Deputy Burne}'
had him in court and he was fined one hundred dollars.

Not having the money he was sent to jail where he re-

mained some days. It was believed, however, that he
was ignorant of the law. He had a numerous family de-

pendent upon him, so the kind-hearted judge. Judge Pet-

teng'ill, started a subscription to pay his fine. The gener-
ous citizens of Maiden and others responded and the poor
fellow is ixow at liberty. Now probably this man was not
unable to read, and it seems very strange that he should
not have known that the killing of deer is illegal. Query,
hcv.' can a knowledge of the game laws be made univer-
sal? •

The total of deer shipped through Ba.ngor this j'ear is •

5,289 ; of moose, 191.

It is believed that fully five times this number of deer
have been killed in the State the past season. Even this

estimate may be too low. No doubt there are a great

many stilt left in the woods, but what would be the re-

sult of a very severe winter on the supply for coming
years ?

It is reported that excellent sport in the shooting of

bears and foxes has been had in Washington County and
southern Aroostook. Some of the Boston sportsmen re-

cently returned with deer are: Messrs. J. H. Harding,
S. J. Turner, W. H. and Mrs. W. H. Ellsmere, John
Magee, F. F. Field, A. B. Pratt, O. E. Bowers, H. A.
Lewis, John J. Moore and Harry B. Hobbs.

Dr. A. F. Townsend, a dentist of Worcester, brought
out two fine deer. He also obtained with his camera
many of the best views of scenery about Katahdin.

Central.
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Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fokebt and Stexam.

The Sea Trout Per Se.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In No. 3 of Mr. Venning's series of interesting

sketches which are being printed in Forest and
Stream under the caption of "Reminiscences of an
Octogenarian," the author discusses the much vexed
question whether the sea trout (so recognized by
naturalists thirt3'--five years ago) and the brook trout,

yclept Salvclimis fontinalis, are identically the same, or a

different variety; and he courteously challenges me
by name to meet his objections to my contrary opin-
ion, which I am known to have pertinaciously de-
fended for a lifetime.

Well, under a position so well fortified and strenu-
ously defended as his, I should say that my inevitable
alternative would be to recant or burn, except that I

happen to have, as I believe, the key to the problem,
which, if admitted, should reconcile all variances. We
will see!
While both of us agree that there is no specific or

structural difference between the two fishes, I main-
tain that their environments, habits and food are so
widely diverse that they predicate variety, distinct and
obvious, just as parents differentiate and distinguish

twins which cannot otherwise be told apart. I hold
that the sea trout is a littoral marine irsh, which feeds
(for the most part) along the estuaries on shore food,
and spawns in the rivers at the head of the tide, or
not far above it, while the brook trout dwells in the
forest, feeding on insects and ephemera (for the most
part), and spawns all along the length of a stream
from its mouth to headwaters. One is migratory and
gregarious, entering the rivers periodically in immense
numbers, in June and October, after the salmon; not
to deposit their spawn, but to eat the extruded ova
which the salmon have deposited in the gravel, while
the other is a purely local, stationary and fluviatile

fish, which is never found in very large schools and
never leaves his native water except in individual
cases for a momentary picnic in the bri&e, supposing
that he has access to it. The largest schools of brook
trout that I have ever seen were in artificial retaining
ponds.
As to geographical distribution, brook trout occupy

the greater part of the inland continental area of
British North America and the United States, being-
found in twenty-eight States, while sea trout are not
met with below latitude 49 degrees on either the At-
lantic or Pacific side, and -then only in coastwise es-

tuaries and in rivers having access to the sea.

Taxonomically, fishes may be classified as follows:
1. Pelagic fishes, which are ocean rovers, though

many species, such as bluefish, tilefish, menhaden,
mackerel and herring, come inshore to feed at certain
seasons, and some of them perhaps to spawn.

2. Littoral or shore fish, which dwell and feed along
the coast, but run up at times into the rivers and
estuaries to feed and spawn, usually at or near tide

water, M^here the flux and efflux nourishes the ova
with alternate baths of salt and fresh water every day.
Of this class are white perch, skates, sheepshead,
some kinds of sharks, sea sturgeon, hyacks or gas-
pereau, dogfish and sea trout.

3. Anadromous fishes, which spawn and mature in

the rivers, but take their salt and fresh water baths
long intervaJs, returning periodically to their native
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gravel beds. Of these the shad and the so-called sea
salmon, in contradistinction from landlocked salmon,
are conspicuous.

4. Fluviatile fishes, which spawn and live continu-
ously in fresh-running water, though individuals at

times run down to salt water if they have access to it.

Black bass, pike (jack fish), and brook trout are
notable examples of this class.

5. In the great inland lakes the lacustrine fishes

imitate the ocean fishes to a degree; the ciscowits,
namaycush, herrings, whitefish and sturgeon ranging
wide, for the most part, but approaching the inflowing
rivers at stated seasons in quest of minnows, shad-
flies, shrimps, and microscopic bottom food, or to
spawn on the sandbars at and near the outlets. In
lesser eastern lakes, the like habit is noticed, where
landlocked salmon and togue follow the smelts into
the rivers in early spring, though they do not them-
selves spawn until October. (No more do the sea
trout, although they run up the rivers in Julj^.) So
also in the British northwest the trout and sturgeon
of the great lakes spawn near the discharge, while
grayling, trout and squawfish spawn all the way up
to headwaters of the affluents, thereby providently
stocking the water courses throughout their fluvial

extent.

This general information I have acquired chiefly by
travel and observation, though Mr. Venning, who has
not been thoroughly posted on my continuous field

work, is pleased to intimate that I foregather mainly
by hearsay. Such, I plead, has not been my life-long

reputation. But give hearsay a chance! I will not
affect to stand on my own ipse dixit. In canonical
jurisprudence "the tesimony of two witnesses is

true," and I have two accredited witnesses! One of
these is Com. J. U. Gregory, of the Canadian Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries, who has been at the
head of the lighthouse supply for thirty-eight years,
and has cruised along shore some. The other is John
Manuel, of Ottawa, who owns the river Godbout, on
the lower St. Lawrence, and has hardly missed a
salmon fishing season for twenty-five years, to my
personal knowledge. I have been bon camarade with
both these gentlemen more or less since the 60s. Mr.
Gregory writes:

"1 am of opinion that sea trout are gregarious and
migratory shore fish, which come and go periodically,

feeding on littoral food, such as minnows, caplin,

sand worms, shrimps, etc., as you say, and are looked
for onlj'- at stated periods of the year; but I am aware
that many rivers, at certain periods yearly, become
well stocked with sea trout, which come in by the
mouth of the river which empties into salt water; that

these fish go a long distance up-stream, and are a
nuisance in salmon pools. After a time, they disap-
pear ; while in these same rivers, the ordinary Salmo fon-
tinalis remain on, and are about as numerous as they
were before the sea trout struck in and went out
again; therefore, they do not follow them to sea, I

consider this as an argument in favor of your theory."
But Mr. Manuel's deposition is a clincher. He

says, cautiously:
"As to where sea trout spawn, I cannot declare at

present. My observations on the Godbout are that
they go up that river in large numbers; but I think
it is for the purpose of reaching the spawning beds
of the salmon and living on the ovum. My reason
for thinking so is that they follow the salmon. When
we see the trout going up the river, it is a sure sign
that the bulk ,of the salmon are already up. Another
reason is that I have never seen any trout fry in the
river. If they spawn in the river we would surely see
the young trout, just as we see the salmon, peel and
parr, unless they all got out to sea before we reach
the river, which is early in June. In that case they
would be differently constituted from the salmon, for

the young salmon cannot live in salt water until they
are tv/o years old, and have got the silvery scales like

the parent ilsh. But. even if they did go out, as stated,

there would always be some late stragglers to be seen
to show that trout had spawned in the river. I have
seen them netted in large numibers at the mouth of the
Godbout River. We net them every year, to prevent
them getting- up to the spawning beds of the salmon.
We don't market them, but give them to the habitants
for food, our only object being to get rid of them and
protect the salmon as much as possible. The large
schools of trout that appear in the estuaries in July
and August are going up. Some of them may come
down again later in the season, but most of them
remain in the river all winter and co.ne down when
the river breaks up, in May. I incline to think that

'

sea trout are littoral or shore fish, as you suggest."
From the foregoing evidence it seems to me that

Mr. Venning's observations can easily be reconciled
to fit, if he would but allow that sea trout ascend
rivers to eat spawn, and not to deposit it. We all

know that the sea trout of Alaska are voracious spawn
eaters, and that the Indians of the Pacific coast use
little else than fish spawn for bait. The Dominion
Coast Survey has reported sea trout all along the
eastern and northern Labrador coast as far as Hud-
son Bay; but these fish do not occur in the Mackenzie
River, nor do any kind of salmonoids, and Lieut. Fred.
Schwatka does not mention sea trout as occurring
in Back's or Great Fish River, although he speaks of
salmon fishing in July and August, and of catching
them through the ice in winter. Had sea trout been
present, some of them would have been hooked.

I would suggest to the guild that comparison of
the gills of fresh run sea trout when in the rivers
with the gills of occupants which are known to re-
main the whole year round, would show quite a differ-
ence in the texture and color of their papillae. Nature
has adapted every creature to its environment, and
no one can thrive equally well in two elements, even,
amphibians. Introduced species have to be acclimated.
The difference of density of salt and fresh water is

well known, and besides, the two are chemically qu.tei

unlike- Chaig^s HALijOC^^,
'FAYBTTiVILtE. N. G.' '
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A Marine Station for Florida.
Hon. S. M. Sparkman, of Florida, has a bill before

Congress authorizing, empowerings and directing the
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries to establish in
the State of Florida, on the Gulf of Mexico, a station
for the investigation of problems connected with the
marine fishery interests of the region. It reads:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of ''Representatives of
tlie United States of American in Congress assembled. That the
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries be, and he is hereby,
authorized, empoM-ered, and directed to establish at some suitable
point in the State of Florida, on the Gulf of Mexico, a station for
the investigation of problems connected with the marine fisherv
interests of the region.

Sec. 2. That for necessary surs'eys, purchase of land, erection
of huildings and other structures, and for the proper equipment
of said station the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars, or as
much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same is hereby,
appropriated, out . of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated.

The House Committee on Marine and Fisheries has
made a favorable report on the measure, on which they
say:
'The Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fish-

eries, to whom was referred the bill (H. R. 11476) au-
thorizing, empowering and directing the Commissioner
of Fish and Fisheries to establish iti the State of Flor-
ida, on the Gulf of Mexico, a station for the investiga-
tion of problems connected with the marine fishery in-

terests of the region, have examined the same and
recommend that the bill pass without amendment.
"There have heretofore been established two of these

similar stations for experimental work connected with
fish problems on the Atlantic coast, one at Woods
Hole, Mass., and the other at Beaufort, on the coast
of North Carolina.

"It is considered by the Fish Commission that the
above two stations are sufficient to cover necessary
investigations on the Atlantic coast.

"The species of fish found in the Gulf of Mexico,
their habits and manner of propagation, are essential-

ly dififerent from those found upon the Atlantic coast,

and an independent station for such investigation is

absolutely essential if the same objects are to be sub-
served for that region.
•"The necessity for such biological investigations for

the propagation of fish has now been settled beyond
controversy, and this work must necessarily proceed
Of be contemporaneous with the establishment of fish-

cultural stations.

The catch of shad on the Atlantic coast prior to the
introduction of artificial propagation had been yearly
decreasing. Under the influence of artificial propaga-
tion by the Fish Commission the catch has been in-

creased from 3,000,000 fish in 1880 to 11,760,000 in 1898,

this increase being equal to 30,000,000 pounds of fish

caught in 1898 over the catch of 1880—valued at nearly

$1,000,000. At a cost of not exceeding $4,000 shad were
introduced on the Pacific coast, and 5,000,000 pounds
of this fish have been recently caught where there

were none before. By artificial propagation we are

increasing the supply of food, and thereby cheapening
it, to the great benefit of the people.

"A similar work is being done for the salmon indus-

try on the Pacific coast, where the catch has been
greatly and continuously increased since artificial

propagation was introduced, and the salmon is also

being successfully introduced into the Great Lakes.
"An equally important work has been in progress in

connection with the cod fisheries of the Atlantic coast

from Maine to New Jersey. In this region, under the

influence of artificial propagation, the catch of cod in

1898 showed an increase of 43,000,000 pounds in ten

years; and as another result of the Fish Cominission's

work, extensive inshore cod fisheries have been de-

veloped there during the past few years, where few

or no fish were found before.

"The artificial propagation of the shad, cod and sal-

mon was necessarily preceded by a large amount of

biologic work, which made known the principal facts

connected with the reproduction and breeding habits

of these fishes ; and so in connection with the artificial

propagation and increase of the other species of fish

and of the oyster, clam, lobster, shrimp, etc., here

again the practical work of propagation must be pre-

ceded by a still larger amount of experimental work, m
order that we may know more accurately the processes

of reproduction; and there is need also of a much
larger amount of information concerning the nature

and extent of the food and feeding and breeding

grounds of these different species of fish and other

forms.
"The Fish Commission is one of the most useful

departments of the Government. The result of its

-work is to increase the supply and thereby cheapen

one of the most important food products of the coun-

try. Improved transportation facilities are year by

year distributing this food product to consumers every-

where. The only cost of this food consists in propa-

gating and starting the young fish, catching them when
grown, and distributing them. Nature does the rest.

This work of propagation cannot be done by indi-

viduals or States. It is essentially national in char-

acter and must be done by the Government. If this

beneficent work should cease this great. food supply

will ultimately disappear. Enlarge it and the supply

will be perpetuated, increased, and cheapened.

"As heretofore stated, careful and painstaking in-

vestigation is necessary and precedent to the more
pract^ical work of propagation by the hatchery sta-

tions.

"The Fish Commission have made a careful investi-

gation of the territory covered by the Gulf of Mexico

with a view to selecting that location which would offer

greater facilities for the investigation of the sea life

pecuhar to the Gulf of Mexico and have concluded

that the same should be established at some point upon

the west coast of Florida to be subsequently deter-

mined by the Cotnmissioner of Fish and Fisheries.

"The operations of this station will require no large

annual expenditure, as the investigations will be con-

ducted by volunteer observers and scientists from the

country at large and by men already, in the employ of

the Fish Commission..
'•

"The committee appended hereto a commuisscation

from the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries recom-
mending the passage of this bill.

" 'Commission of Fish and Fisheries, Washington,
D. C, April 29, I902.'—Sir: With regard to the bill

(H. R. 2000) to authorize the establishment of a fish-

cultural and biological station on the Gulf of Mexico
within the limits of the State of Florida, it is recom-
mended that it be not passed, as it contains several
objectionable features, to which attention has been
drawn in previous communications. In place of this

bill. I reconmmend the passage of House bill 111476,

which provides for the same station. Vefy rfespectfully,

Geo. M. Bowers,
"Hon. Charles H. Grosvenor, Clrainnaii Committee

on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries, House of Rep-
resentatives.'

"

Work of the New Yofk Hatcheries*

Fishermen will bfe ;^articularly interested in that

portion of the forthcoming report of the Forest, Fish
and Game Commission to the Legislature which deals

with the State Hatcheries, llvis important part of the

work is in charge of Hon. Chas. H. Babcock, of

Rochester, who is himself an enthusiastic fisherman,

and who ever since his appointment as a member of

the Commission has taken entire charge of the super-

vision of the hatcheries and the distribution of their

output. The State has eight regular and four tempor-
ary hatcheries from which to stock the lakes and
streams with every desirable variety of fish. Their
product this year amounted to 128,672,516 fish of the

various /'varieties, and their facilities have been so in-

creased as to provide for a much larger output of

yearlings and fingerlings than usual. This form of

distribution will in the main hereafter take the place

of fry, as the fish are much sooner available to
_
the

people, and numerous reports received from various

parts of the State indicate that the departure made is

giving the greatest satisfaction. The distribution for

the year included an unsually large number of lake

trout ycariincs. as well as of the other varieties of fav-

orite game fish. Particular attention was also given

to increasing the output of cheap food fish, and the

figures of the report show that large amounts of pike,

perch and whitcfish have been placed in the waters

of the State. It is the intention of the Commission, if

suitable provision is made by the Legislature, to return

to the cultivation of black bass, for which there is a

large demand, and for which also one of the State

liatchcri"s is .-'d'^Tirably suited. During the past year
]0,oco of these fish were netted out of the canal and
distributed in nearby ponds and streams in accord-

ance with the custom of the Commission, which is to

save as far as possible the bass when the water is

drawn ofif from the canal No help has been required

from the United States Fish Commission during the

year, as the excellent condition of the State Hatcher-

ies enabled them to meet all requirements. The num-
ber of applications received by the Commission from
all parts of the State for fish of various sorts was
about r,7oo.

Pxke-Pctch Planting: in Northern Vermont*"

It is gratifying to learn that thig hatching and distribut-

ing of pike-perch fglass-eyed pike, wall-eyed pike) in

northern Vermont has been attended with very encour-

.'iging results. The fish were hatched at the Swanton
Halchery on the Missiscjuoi River, and were distributed

ill various ponds and streams in that section of the Stale

as well as elsewhere. The work was begun by the U. S.

T'ish Commission in 1809 as an experiment, and has since

lieen carried On jointly by the U. S. Fish Commission
nnd the State of Vermont. The partly grown and adult

fish were caught ui great numbers this last summer in

Franklin Pond (Silver Lake) and other lakes where they

were never known to exist before. In Silver Lake, the

pike-perch fishing is reported to be as good as in Lake
Champlain, and in Lake Champlain itself, pike-perch are

said to have appeared in unprecedented numbers.

It is quite possible that the LT. S. Fish Commission will

establish an extensive hatching plant near the mouth of

the IVIissisciuoi River for Ihe hatching of these fish. Mr.
Myron Green, formerly suuerintcndent of the U. S. Rain-

bow Trout Station in California, has been appointed Su-
perintendent of the Vermont State Hatchery at Swanton
wliere the pike-perch hatching was conducted, last year.

Salmo.

Remarkable Growth of Tro«t.

K.\LAMAZoo, Mich.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In re-

sponse to Dr. Bean's request in your issue of Dec. 13,

] send you these notes of trout growth.

About June 15, 1902, I placed 94 trout in a fountain of

our City Park. Of these 78 were rainbow trout hatched

Feb. 15, 1901, and t6 were brook trout hatched about the

s:sme time.' The rainbow trout averaged about 10 inches

a-.-id the brook trout about 7. Tfihe fountain basin is cir-

c -lar. 60 feet across, having a depth of water of 4 feet.

The water supply was tq,ken from the city mains and was
not very large, consisting of a center spray and four or

.•ive smaller jets.

Here these fish found an acceptable home. Everybody

fed them worms, minnows, liver. Hamburger steak, cake

and crackers, in fact, almost everything. The remark-

;ible part of it was that the rainbow trout ate everything

that was offered them. They were very lime and every-

thing was grist that came to their niill._ The brook trout

were not much in evidence, there being a pyramid of

cobble stone in the fotmtain in which they could hide.

Six fish were lost during the sumn^er. On Oct. 23 I

i.jok the. fish out and they were simply enormous. The
rninbow trout weighed V/2 pounds; four of them weighed

J. pounds. The brook trout averaged about ^ pound.

They were very highly colored, in fact, could not be dis-

tinguished from wild fish. I attribute their large growth
to the amount of rains they had and the diversified food.

Also to the .temperature Qf the water which was quite

high, ... Albert Rosenbesci/

Reminiscences of an^^Octogenarian.

Part IV.

BV IHE OLD Al^GLlsk.

'(ConiiiiiuM from pige 494 )

BEPokE leaving the- subject it may interest the Old
Guard to know that the first time the writer met dear old
Thad Norn's was at Rough Waters on ,th6 Nepissiguit,
where, on a former visit, he had kilied his first salmon.
The manner in which he handled a lively fish, fresh from
the sea, on a rod Of Iiis own make and on a fly of his

own dressing, settled his standing as an expert angler.
His main object in this second visit to the North Shore
Was to inquire thoroughly into this vexed question of a
sea trout in North America, distinct from fontinalis, for
the prevalence of which belief he was himself largely
responsible. In his "American Anglers' Book," pub-
lished some years previously, depending almost entirely on
erroneous information and a few hours' fishing on the
Tabusintac, an affluent of the Miramichi, he described
the fish caught there as the Salmo Canadensis of Hamil-
ton Smith. He stated that it was entirely distinct from
S. fontinalis, and a purely anadromous species. He had
afterward found reason to doubt the correctness of his
published opinion, and hence this visit for a more thor-
ough examination of the grounds on which it was based.
He had just come from the Restigouche, where his in-
quiries left him in grave doubt of the existence of such a
fish in that river. The late Samuel Wilmot, Superinten-
dent of Fish Culture, was one of the party, and we dis-

cussed the question fully and freely. He was iutroduced
to the intelligent fishery Overseer of the district, and
by him brought in Contact with the oldest fishermen oh
the river and down the Coast.

During ouf stay at Rough Waters an incident occurred
which furnished mueh amusement and some instruction
for the whole isarty. Among the canoe-men was Billy

Batemail, one of the best on the river, tlis home was not
far from our camp, and his father, a man of middle age,
came often to visit us. He was a most amusing charac-
ter, full of cynical remarks and quaint expressions, whose
horse-sense and mother-wit made him always a welcome
visitor. He was a special favorite with Mr. Norfis, who
was highly amused at his droll sayings and caustic re-
marks about the waste of time spettt in angling. Hi;
a^'erred that he could take more fish in a single night on
his hickory hackle (Anglicc-—spear) than the whole party
could in a week with all their "co.stive rods and silk-

worm's guts." He said if a salmon knew his own strength
he could break the strongest leader that could be made.
Billy, who was a good rod fisherman as well as a most
expert spearer, had all his father's quaintness and a
stronger sense of humor, spoke up at once

:

'"Well, father, you're a good deal stronger than a sal-

mon; do you think you could break loose if you were in

the water and the fly was in the collar of your shirt?"
"Of course I could, and smash your rod, too!"
"Well, father, I get a dollar a day for poling this canoe

a good many hours. Would you like to make it in ten
minutes ?"

"Just give me the chance, my bouchal (Anglice—good
boy)."
"Very well ; hold here."

Taking my Castle • Connel—the strongest rod in the
party—a fly was securely fixed in the collar of his strong
woollen shirt. Near by was a deep pool clf)se inshore,

where salmon never lay. It was about 25 yards across,

but to get out of it, a steep rugged ledge of rocks had
to be climbed before footing could be obtained.

"Now, father, you go in, swim across, get on the rocks
and you can run out the whole line and break the leader
or the rod."
"Put the dollar in Jack Buchet's hand and I'll show you

a trick the salmon don't know."
Wilmot supplied the dollar for Billy, and old man

Bateman, dressed only in homespun shirt and trouser.s,

slipped into the pool and struck out for the other side.

Billy retreated and let the line run off the reel. . When
he had about 20 yards out and the old man had some to

yards' start, and was swimming strongly, Billy put the

whole force of a wide arch on the line, which checked
the swimmer's progress. Still he make headway slowly,

and various were the opinions expressed and great the ex-
citement produced. Norris cheered and encouraged the
old man-; Wilmot and Hickson prompted Billy. I had
little doubt of the result, but still was nervous about
my rod and line—the leader was a small affair. For
some moments it was doubtful whether the old man would
get across ; but slowly he forged ahead, and Billy had
more line out than he cared to see. Of course, he could
not reel in, and had to let the line run or risk the leader.-

The arch was wide and the strain so even that there was
little fear for the rod. I doubt if one of that party was
ever so much interested in seeing a salmon played, as he
was in this novel trial of strength between a man in the

water and a single gut leader in the hands of one who
knew how to use a rod. At length the old man reached
the ledge and lifted an arm to secure a hold. At that; in-

stant Billy "gave him the butt" for all the rod could do,

and as he expected, the old man lost ground. Again he
reached for a hold, and putting out all his strength,

raised his shoulders from the water. Another applica-

tion of the butt, pointed straight at him, pulled the old

man backward, and he went completely under water.

Again he attempted to gain a hold and again he was
drawn backward, heels oxer head, into the water.

"Will }'Ou give in, father?" called out the graceless

scamp, while shouts of laughter shook all the spectators of

this queer scene. The old man was really too nearly ex-

hausted to make further efforts, and Buchet, who had been
sent round by Billy after the first submersion, reached

down and assisted him up the ledge. I attached the fty

to the hook of a spring balance, and holding it firmly by
the ring, directed Billy to put the same strain on the line

in order to ascertain how many pounds of tension the old

man had contended against in the last ten yards of his

struggle. The index marked . Perhaps no question

in the wide and varied range of those offered b^' angling

has given rise to more discussion than that of how much
force, in pounds, a salmon exerts in its rushes. The
wildest answers have been given, showing how' various

are the - conclusions reached from the szmt data. Some
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good anglers have estimated it at not less than 46 pounds.

Others have fancifiilly thought a pound of strain for

every pound of its own weight would be a near approxi-

mation, while others have contended that no sahnon ever

hooked could move a ten-pound weight lying on the

ground. TIic note-book in wliich is recorded the number
of pounds indicated by the balance, is now before the

writer, and he would like to have his angling readers

guess the number.* The old man soon recovered after

clearing his stomach of the water taken in his tumbles.

He was quite crestfallen, and revised his opinions about

reds, lines and salmon. Mr. Norris suggested that the

fun and information derived at his expense was well

worth a dollar to each, with which we all agreed, and the

old man said "devil so giaod a day's work did 1 ever do in

my life."

Mr. Norris did his" work thoroughly this time. After

leaving the river he proceeded down the coast to interview

fishermen whose fathers were among the first settlers,

and who had fished all their lives. As the writer's offi-

cial duties required his presence at Chatham, whither he

intended proceeding by rail, he changed his mind and

decided to accompany Mr. Norris down the coast, and

with him visit the Tabusintac which debouches into the

esluary of the Miramichi. This is a very considerable

stream, which in its upper waters divides into two

.
branches, each of which has several smaller tributaries.

It has, since the settlement of the countr^^ been celebrated

for the number and size of its trout, and as the post

road to Chatham crosses it not far from its best pools, a

fine opportunity was offered, with little trouble or expense,

for Mr. N. to sec on this visit the true habitat of the

sea trout, and to correct his former opinion that their

habitat wa.s the sea. As this river offered every facility

for testing the statements made by fishermen and arriving

at a sound conclusion, we made but one stop in the jour-

ney, at Caraquet, in order that he might taste the oysters

which more nearly resemble the English "natives" than

any others in the Maritime Provinces.

Here Ave met Overseer Hickson, one of the most intelli-

gent and energetic fishing officers that ever gave good
service to his country. He had gone down the coast on

one of his periodical visits to inspect nets and settle some
of the numerous and interminable disputes that constantly

arise among fishermen, especially when the disputants are

French. VVe put up at a comfortable farm-house where
Hickson was to hold his court. He sent the local warden
to rake a basket of oysters, which added much to the

enjoyment of a substantial dinner for which our ride in

the ozone-laden breeze from the salt water had given us

a sharp appetite. After dinner Hickson, who knew the

disputants and their several dispositions, prepared the

wide hall for his court-room, and covered a large table

with al! the books in the house. The neighbors, mostly

b'rench, from far and near, had made a fete-day, aiy.l

were waiting outside in quite a crowd, and of course did

not fail to sing En roulant ma boule. Arrangirig his

papers, and taking his seat in a large arm chair, Hickson
summoned the disputants, announced the court open,

and made a speech in substance as follows : "Gentlemen,

before I hear this case, I wish to say that these disputes

are growing more frequent and more annoying to the

neighborhood, to yourselves and to me, every season. I

have made up my mind that these quarrels about nothing-

must end. Hitherto I have refrained from applying the

law, which fully provides for all these cases, soleb^ for the

purpose of saving you expense and large legal costs. In-

stead of appreciating my leniency, you have redoubled

my labor, and caused me great annoj-ance, to which I will

•jno longer submit. I am here to-day to uphold the majesty
tof the law. Do you see these books? They are all full

lof law, and I will enforce the whole of it if you make it

nccess-:'ry. There are many knotty points of law in these

books and every knot will cost you each five dollars

ibefore it is satisfactorily decided. I advise you to settle

;yottr disputes without any law proceedings, and to give

^
.you every chance to do this, I now adjourn the court

for one week, when it will re-open at my house in

IBalhurst at ten o'clock in the forenoon. Vive la Reine!"
The result showed that Hickson fully understood his men.
"Me heard no more of the case and his little ruse saved
the fishermen and himself from much trouble. Hickson
has now reached the allotted span of life, and has retired

from the arduous duties his office imposed. In his early

nuinhcod and middle age few could compete with him
in feats of strength and agility. He was, until j^ears im-

paired his strength, a good hunter, an able canoe-man, a

fine shot with rifle and pistol, a neat fly-dresser, a good
iT.d-makcr and a thorough angler. Like the water, he
ran now only live oVer again in memory, the pleasant

(U'.ys spent in pursuit of fin, fur and feather, and these

tTieniories recall to each of us manj^ happy hours in forest

:u;d on stream. All old-time anglers on the Nepissiguit
will reciill Over.seer Hickson's uniform kindness and as-

sistance in their search for sport. He is the last of the

( )]d Guard left on the North Shore.

VVe arrived at Tabusintac that night and next morning
f.f^cteded up stream to the famous Escadillac pools,

MvJiiich. on his former visit, Mr. N. had reached by going
drnvrn siream from Harris's Inn on the Bathurst road.

IJer«, as Mr. N. had done before, we caught trout at

;.;li:i0':>t every cast weighing from one to two and a half

ipound'S, and desisted only when surfeited with fishing.

As the smelts had long left the river, these trout, if deni-

'/xns of the sea, should have followed them ; but here

llhey were, veritable fontinalis, identical with those which
are found in every river in the Maritime Provinces, and
Jiicre they would remain until they went down to salt

water to meet the smelt again the following spring. The
rejsult of this inquiry on the mind of Mr. Norris was
that the North Shore of New Brunswick has no sea

trout distinct from fontinalis. The lamented death of

Mr.. Norris soon after prevented the publication of

the conclusion arrived at and the grounds for correcting
his former belief. We parted at Chatharn. Mr. N. took
rail for St. John and his home in Philadelphia. Alas !

the next tidings of my friend announced his unexpected
death, and as I grieved, so, I am sure, did every angler
and every man who had enjoyed the intimacy of this

genial gentleman and true sportsman—one of the best

* Note.—So far as ive are informed, no authentic decision ha.s

ever been given on this vexata qwestio. Any answers we may
receive to the Old Angler's question will be given in our Angling
•iJulunm.—Editor Forikst and Stream,

FOHEST ANE) STREAM,

known of the Old Guard. Mr. Norris was the pioneer

\vriter on Fisli Culture, and though printed_ 35 years ago,

his book contains all that so-called scientists, with half

ihe alphabet attached lo Ihcir names, have since written.

His "Anglers' Book," I hope, is ill tjie. hands of every

American fi.sherman.

In taking final leave of this subject^ the OiitOg^nariaii

would like to expostulate with Messieurs les Savants, who
have lately developed a genius for new classifications.

There seem to be fashions in zoology as well as in dress.

Some years ago the fashion was to generalize .structure

and to reduce species; to-day the fashion is to differenti-

ate very nn'nutely on structure aitd to multiply species;

Init in neither fashion is there unanitnity among the

savants. Since the days of Dame Beruers, Father fzaak
and Brother Cotton, the anglers of England, Ireland and
Scotland have been under no doubt or difficulty about the

brook Lrout, On the continent of Europe all classes of

the people are familiar with Salmo fontinalis of Hum-
boldt and Cuvier. In America there was not, until re-

cently, any confusion in the minds of the common people
as to what was a brook trout. But Agassiz and Baird,

who were content with the classification of their great
predecessors in natural history, are dead, and Messieurs
les Savants, dragging half the alphabet after their names,
(as if the more letters they could flaunt the more the oi

I'oUoi were bound to submit to their superior knowledge)
arc, on the principle of lucus a non lucendo writing
glibly about "vomers plane" and "vomers boat-shaped,"
"shafts elevated and shafts depressed," "teeth in rows
or no teeth at all," "scales conspicuous or scales em-
bedded," "black .spots, red spots or gray spots," until a

poor devil is so confused with the learned trifling that
he begins to doubt his own eyesight and his ability to

tell a sea salmon from a brook trout, which, by the way
Messieurs les Saianis now tell us is no trout at all, but
only a miserable "char!" VVhat has science gained?
How has knowledge been increased by the learned jargon
of these fin de siecle professors and adepts who, with
scalpels and microscopes are counting the number of
bony rays in dorsal and caudal fins, especiallj^ since no
three of them ever agree in their count? Will the ji

poUoi know the brook trout any better because these
savants have taken him out of the Salnio class and given
him a brand new name? Will we kiaow him any better as
a Sa-Velinus than we have hitherto known him as a ^'a/wof
Will he give more sport or taste better as a char than he
did as a trout ? Come, Messieurs les Savants, let up on
us poor ignorami, for whom the old, universally known
term, Salmo fontinnlis, is good enough. Some of us are
too old to learn your loiag-sounding new names; it will
require two or three generations to make sportsmen for-
get the old familiar terms and to replace the familiar
Salmo by the ^trang^e. Salvelinus. Let up. Messieurs! You
are only confusing a very simple matter, by applying to it

your "science" and long words ! What was good enough
for Humboldt and Cuvier, Agassiz and Baird, Buckland
and Huxley among naturalists, and "Kit North," Sir
Humphrey Davy and Frank Francis among anglers, is

good enough for us who have no time to split hairs and
make distinctions without a difference. Were the Old
Angler to try his hand at classification, his description of
these New Savants would read something like this, and
not an Angler in the world would have any doubt about
the animile: Order, primates; genus, horno

;
family, col-

lege dons; species, Smithsonian; variety, fishmongers;
individuals, fellows that "know it all." How Father
Izaak would laugh at you and quietly pursue his angling
for Salnio sa'.ar in the Tweed or for Salmo fonlina'is in

the Wye! V.
(to be continued.)

The Rockefeller-Lairora Case*

A newspaper despatch from Glens Falls, N. Y., an-
nounces the decision by Judge Beman, of Malone, Essex
Countj', N. Y,, of a nonsuit in the case of Rockefeller
against Lamora in the action brought for the recovery of
penalties for unlawfully fishing in Mr. Rockefeller's pri-

vate park in the Adirondacks. The defense showed that
the waters of the park had been stocked by fish fron the
State hatcheries and at public expense, and Judge Beman
declared ih"l this was a complete defense mader that
c'ause in the i iw rela-ting to private parks, which pro-
\idcs that waters stocked by the State shall not convj

itl'.in the provisions of the act. This means, as v/e in'er-

pret it, that when a private preserve has been stocked by
the State, the owner cannot recover the special trespass
IJcnaltics which the law prescribes. The v/ell-establisaed

cnmtiion law principles governing: property and trespass
are nevertheless in such cases still in force, and under
these the land owner is siill secured exclusive ria;ht of
occupation or entry for any purpose whatever, Iruiting
or fishing included.

Break the Chain*

Tell your friend you mean to spend your life fighting
for money and power, and he will, if he be an average
man, applaud your decision ; tell hina you mean to dwell
in the country, gaining a simple livelihood from your
labor, and he will either not believe you mean it, or will

ccnclnde you are a beaten competitor in the city's race.

Most people do not know they are the slaves of their
modern improvements, so-called. They build houses
larger thaia they can occupy—for show; they pinch and
scrape year after year to pay for them, and after that
continue pinching to pay taxes, repairs and other main-
tenance charges. A large house demands expensive furni-
ture. Then fine dress. And the demands increase. The
man keeps his nose on the grindstone, the woman wears
herself out taking care of the fine feathers. No time to

just live and enjoy it; got to make a show first—going to

take a real rest, and cut off all the little vanities, next
winter—next suiaimer—some other time, when matters are
not qtiite so pressing. 1 am not exactli' a loafer, but I

like Walt Whitman best of all our American writers, be-
cause he had sense enough to "loafe and invite his soul"
once in a while. I am tired of hearing the everlasting
preachers of the "strenuous" life. Go slower, and you'll

go farther and enjoy it better. Don't live to work; work
to live. Bread and butter work, 1 mean. Leave a little

lime for the sort of work you find your chief pleasure
in.—Frank Putnam in the National Magazine.

Canine Elegies and Epitaphs,

XXXI —From the Greek.

Ir/v rplpov Of TvapdysLQ oKvizuQ rdch C7//.ia voTjoa

M>/, Atojiai, yt'J.aariQ, Ei kvv6q iiart Td^of.

''E.KAavaOrjv. Xeipsi; k6viv avvWriKav avanTo^S

'Oc (lov Kal crr^A^ t6v6' kxapa^e %&yov,

"Only a dogl" Yes, liere a dog is laid;

Yet laugh not, stranger; there was one to love me;
He wept, dear Master! when I died, and made
This verse to mark the stone that stands above me.

Designing of Small Racing Yachts,

Lecture Delivered by "W, Starlicg Burgets before ite Soci-

ety of,!:Arts of the Maisachusen;, Infiitule ci

Technology, on Mov. 28, 1902.

The designing of small racing yachts is probably the

most fascinating Ijranch of naval architecture, and one
that appeals mo.sf to the majority of younger men. Un-
like what is apt to be the case in the production of larger

craft, all the details of the small racing boat are usually

thought out and provided for by one man, there is but
little specializing of the different parts of the work in-

volved. Sinall help can be gained from the data obtained
in larger vessels, tlae entire problem of design is a unique
one, aiad governed by laws of its own. A very wide range
is afforded for experiment, in the design of each new
boat its forerunner is but little adhered to. As a result,

failures have been maiay, and sonae laiost grotesque. Un-
like a steamer, it is almost iiaipossible to accurately pre-

dict a racing yacht's perforiaiance.

There are many subtle qualities which go to make up
the elements of the successful .craft which are at the
present time wholly unknown. For instance, the propoi-
tions and various curves of the sails are an important
factor, but we are in almost total ignorance of what these
proportions and curves should be. To be sure, almost
every sail maker and desigiaer will have his pet theories;

and it is significant that these are often at total variance
with one another.

At the outset we must bear in mind that the sole object

for which a racing yacht is constructed is to defeat every
competitor that measures no larger under the rating rule

to wdnch both conform.
The most efficient steamer is that which for a given dis-

placement gives the greatest speed for the least horse-
power. Thus frona the standpoint of the etagiiaeer, the

most efficient sailing boat would be that which on a
fixed displacement showed the highest speed for the
smallest sail spread. However, ratiiag rules in the past
have almost never considered displacement and but sel-

dom sail area.

The one standard of racing measurement has been
length. In the days of the yacht America length of hull

seemed a fair measure of speed. The clipper bow with
graceful figurehead, and the narrow raking stern, while
lending beauty to many of the early yachts, were in no
sense speed elements and were rightly left untaxed.
From time to time attempts vicrc made to tax the sail

area in addition to the leiagth of the iiaamersed hull, and
other elements were incorporated in the racing formula;
but in this country in most of the so-called open classes

the length of the immersed hulled alone has beeia the
standard of measuremeiat. Following the classical ex-
periments of Froude—for many years the displacement
was systematically iiacreased, it being found that the
greater stability or sail-carryiiag power which it afforded,
more than balanced the wave making resistance it gave
rise to. Thus the later boats designed by my father had
enormous sail .spreads, created great bow waves, and
left heavy wakes behind them. If the displacement were
left a constaiat it was found that three means remained,
0:1; '^ide 01 lightness of con,struction, of increasing the
slalnlity. These were, first, increasing the w.ater-linc

length, which being directly taxed was Ihnited in each
class ; second, increasing the beam, which soon led to an
altogether impracticable excess of w?ve making and wild-
ness of steering; and third, increasing the draft, which
found its limit under the conditions of the many shallow
harbors of our coast.

Unlike the steamer, the sailing boat does not sail up-
right, b'tt at a more or less great angle of heel. The
length of the inaiaaersed hull was always-taken when the
boat WPS at rest, with sails furled, aiad in a vertical posi-

tion. About eleven years ago it came to be realized that

the abo\-e-water portion of the hull could be so shaped
fere and aft that the immersed hull when heeled would
have a leiaglh far exceeding that of the vertical hull, and
• hat such excess of lengtla would pa?s untaxed. This
increased length was found to have three .great uses;
First, from the increase of length alone it allowed fiitef

lines of eiatraiace and run, and consequently less pro-
r- unced wav-e-making tendencies; second, it also gave in-

creased moment of inertia to the inclined water-line plane,
that is, it aft'orded a greater base or platform, so to speak
fcr the lofty sail spread to stand upon; and, finally, it

caused the center of buoyancy to shift to a greater dis-
tance to leeward of the centre of gravity when the boat
heeled, and then a boat of the same weight or displace-
ment had greater stability.

It was at first urged that the prolonged above-the-water
hull Avould prove faulty in a seaway; that the long over-
hangs would pound in a dangerous manner, and that the
extra weight of hull due to the long ends would offset
the above-mentioned advaiatages. In well-designed craft
of the smaller class this prediction was not fulfilled, and
the overhanging hull found favor more and more. Ar
first both the deck and water-lines closely resembled each
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other, the deck-h'ne only being somewhat longer and more
sharply drawn out. Next, to give an increased moment
of inertia to the load water-line plane and to form
sharper sections of entrance and run when heeled, the
water-line plane was filled out at the ends and brought
to closely resemble a circumscribed rectangle. Thus the
horizontal sections of the water-line became absolutely

square and blunted at the stem and stern, resembling
those of the ordinary mudscow ; and hence arose the terra

"scow" as applied to racing craft. It might be thought
that these square water-lines would be a great factor of

resistance, but it must be remembered that the profile or

vertical section lines showed but a slight angle to the
surface of the water, and thus it was a case of a flat

plate moving not normally to its line of advance, but
skimming over and pressing down the water at a very
acute angle.

As time went on the desirability was found of filling in

or squaring the deck-line to an almost equal extent to the

load water-line itself, for the boat with long overhanging
square how and stern thus held in reserve above the water
an immense chamber of buoyancy, which on the smallest

iicel she could at nv.cc place in the water and at a great
f'lsfp.-r^ from, and consequently acting with a great lev^r-

'A<,:v I'pon the centre of gravity. The enormous length

oi' < untaxed oiit-of-the-water hull was exemplified

yM~<;^ (.'- tremely in the Quincy cup defender Outlook of

l-.^t ^!r' (;!!. 'I'his boat, whose immersed Iniil when verti-

cal ine-'sured but 2i feet, was 53 feet on deck. Many of

I'll' scLnv type of boats, while sailing very fast in smooth
waier, were found to lose headway and almost stop

v.iii'ri eiicountering a clicppy set. This was explained to

'1 g'-e-'i extent liy their forward overhangs striking the

writer at an obHqiic angle which tended with each pitch

I') 'I'-'p the hull backwards. This was overcome by the

so c'lleil rc\crscd-cur\-e Ixjw. tliat is, a bow whose verti-

cil (Mnionr and hnttcck lines, while rising somewhat
ph '-'!>• to ihe water surface, quickly reverse and run
!! «,r'i Jtt lines over and almost parallel to the water
s- '-''r;\ Such a boat when pounding struck the water
w i

'1
! "krming crash, but received no back-throwing

i i;p -1 When under way in a moderate sea the forward
p'M-i r. f i'le Outlook's bottom bent like paper with each
|. !..,,,_,-(:., It sounded like wicker baskets under the blow of

|
ile (!'-iver. To derive the greatest possible advantage

\-()<:\ reversed-curve bow it is essential to have the

jKiriro'-"'! contour line of the deck as nearly as possible

3 fliv-iol-t lino all along the region of entrance, for other-
• i-" i! \v\\\ have the effect of a bow with sharply rising

lines when heeled. This type of craft when
Ti'f^'i'; 'red by the le'.n:th of immersed hull alone allov^'s

a!mr--l riulimited sail area, and will exhibit relatively

nnr^-'Mlous speed as long as she holds together, but she

s'-.bject to the most unusual stresses, and from the very

uafn-e of her type must be built with most disproportion-

lite lightness. Although most exciting to sail on, she must

be considered rather as an abnormal development of a

faulty rule than as a useful type of craft.

Sir William White says that the ablest designer is the

one who under given restrictions turns out the ship which
best meets the special requirements demanded, such as

great cargo capacity, extreme speed, a heavy armament,
or unusual steadiness in a seaway. As I have already

said, the one requirement in a small racing yacht is speed.

Therefore the designer must aim to conform to the re-

striction under which he builds, in the manner which
shall least retard the racing efficiency of the yacht.

The successful yacht in a heavily restricted class is

often referred to as a "disguised racing machine," and
it is slightingly pointed out that while she doubtless com-
plies to all prescribed measurements and weights, she

really has the greatest proportion of sail area to weight,

or of overhang to water-line length, or in some real or

imaginary speed-giving element.

There is a satisfaction in going to the hmit which may
be indulged in in a small yacht. Unheard of dimensions,

hulls whose length on deck more than doubled the load

water-line and ratios of sail area to displacen:(ent appar-

ently out of the question.

I shall try to describe briefly the phenomena that occur

when a hull is moved a reasonable speed through still

water.
If a flat plate is moved sideways through water, the

fluid ahead will be seen to rise, then sweep arotind die

edges of the advancing plate, curl in eddies in its irti-

mediate wake, and pass astern in fanlike, spreading rip-

ples. To create these waves requires the expenditure of

work in moviiig the plate, b-t were the moving body of

such form that the stream lines of a perfect fluid, de-

flected by the stem were Li'i with their original velocity

and motion at the stern, ro waves would be set up and

no force expended. This ideal condition manifests itself

to some extent under real conditions, for it is an actual

fact that the stream lines, whose deflection olifer great

resistance to the advancing forebody, sweep in around,

and, so to speak, squeeze forward the afterbody. This is

but little realized, and may perhaps be better stated as

follows

:

The part of the work done in stream deflection by the

forebodv is given back in forward propelling impulses to

the afterbody, just as the energy lost by the slowing

piston of the steam engir.e is stored in the flywheel and
given back in the return stroke.

'I'hus in a boat, if the afterbody is disproportionately

slioflened, tlie stream lines are unable to deliver their

forward propelling impulses to the best advantage, and

instead swerve around the counter in disturbed eddies,

and waste their energy in useless waves. Or, in the other

extreme, if the afterbody be too long or a straight mid-

dlebody of great length intervene, the skin pressure of the

stream lines can have but a lifting or balanced side press-

ing effect, which yields a small forward resultant. It is

also probable that in the case of a long, straight middle-
body the action of the stream lines is delayed, and so to
speak, damped out so that its effect when closing around
the afterbody is partially destroyed. This tendency of a
long straight middlebody has been demonstrated by tow-
ing models of steamers, where the wider ship with long
fore aiad afterbody gave less resistance than the narrow
hull with straight sides and comparatively blunted en-
trance and run.

It was determined at an early date that the resistance

per square foot of a thin plate moving under water nor-
mally to its line of direction was a little over 100 pounds
at a speed of 10 feet per second or 600 feet per minute.
As the speed increased or deci'eased within reasonable
limits, the pressure was found to vary as a little less than
the square of the velocity (with the one and eighty-five

hundredth power, according to the experiments of Cal-
vert). It was also thought that for an angle of obliquity
X of a plate to the line of its advance the normal pressure
of the afterbody was the square of the sine of the angle
of obliquity. Many sought to determine the resistance

of hulls by considering their surface divided into many
separates plates of unit volume and of varying angles of

obliquity. However, no satisfactbrj^ results were obtained
by this reasoning, and it finally gave place to the modern
stream-line theory, so beautifully worked out by the late

Mr. Froude. The stream-line theory does not attempt
any arbitrary division of the immersed hull into separate

plates or units, but, on the other hand, regards it as a
whole.
Long before the advancing hull reaches a given

spot, the particles of water begin to feel its influence,

and are set in motion in different directions. As the

stem approaches the particles on either side are not
only caused to diverge, but are given a forward mo-
tion, and a zone or wave of water higher than the

surrounding surface is formed at the bow, and as a

given region of particles reaches the middle body, its

speed sternward is greater than the outlying surface,

then a depression of water is caused. This again gives

place to a summit at the stern where the stream's line

motion is also changed, and they, to a certain extent,

follow and are urged forward at the hull. Not until

the hull is well passed do the particles of water as-

sume their original state. These retardations and ac-

celerations of particles of water as the ship passes

give rise to the bow and stern waves. To sum up the

foregoing a little more concisely, it may be said that

at the bow and stern the speed of the particles of

water with reference to the advancing vessel is at its

minimum and wave crests are formed, while on the

other hand, amidships, where the relative speed is at

its maximtim, a wave hollow results; that is, the par-

ticles of water at the bow and stern are moving in the

same direction as the ship relatively to the surround'
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ing water. Just where the forward motion of the

water stops -and the sternward motion begins, must de-

pend on the form of bow and length of entrance. Every
vessel may be considered to have a Hue of nodes pecul-

iar to itself, exteniling from the port and starboard

bows along which all the particles of water are abso-

lutely at rest relatively to the far outlying surfaces.

With the sharp needle-like bow and long entrance as

exemplified in the modern torpedo boat, the two lines

of nodes will run forward at a sharp angle to the axis

of advance and diverge but little from one another.

On the other hand, when the bow is very blunted and
the entrance short, the node lines will be greatly di-

vergent.
Generally speaking, the greater the displacement the

greater will be the force absorbed in wave making, and
also the nearer this displacement comes to the water
surface, the greater will he the disturbance. A torpedo
towed but partly immersed has a greater resistance

than when towed far below the surface. It is a com-
mon fallacy of belief that a bulb of lead retards a deep
draft boat more than when placed near the surface of

a shallower vessel. It is, in fact, most decidedly the

reverse, other conditions being equal.

Unlike a perfect fluid, molecules of water flow past

one another with certain difficulty, and a surface ad-

vancing in water will cause all the particles in imme-
diate contact with it to move forward revolve in so-

called frictional eddies and finally pass astern in a

frictional wake. These eddies form a skin about the

moving hull, whose thickness varies according to the

velocity and length of the hull, and to the comparative
roughness or smoothness of its surface. If a well var-

nished plank is moved through water, the surface near-

est its bow or leading edge will be found to have a fric-

tional resistance of nearly 4-10 of a pound per square

foot, but this resistance per square toot will be found
to rapidly diminish as the distance from the leading

edge increases, finally assuming a value for lengths of

fifty feet and upward of but little over 2-10 of a pound.
This diminishing resistance is easily accounted for

when it is considered that as the plank passes through
the water it sets all the particles in immediate contact

with it in motion in a direction similar to its own, so

that the relative difference in tiaotion is lessened as the

distance from the leading edge increases, moreover, it

has been determined experimentally that this decrease

of friction no longr holds for lengths of surface over
fifty feet.

The forward propelling tendency of the stream lines

under the afterbody was well illustrated in the experi-

ence of the two triple screw cruisers, Columbia and
Minneapolis. On these ships tlie two propellers were
arranged, as is the ordinary custom, with twin screws
and a third propeller in a well similar to that on the

single screw vessel. Each propeller was driven by |a

separate engine, all designed to be of about equal
horsepower. It turned out, however, that the central

engine developed slightly more power than the port
and starboard engines; instead of giving an increased
number of revolutions, as would at first sight be ejf-

pected, there was, on the contrary, a decided decrease
in the number of turns. The pitch and diameter of all

three propellers being identical, the only explanation
was that the forward moving stream lines and skin
friction eddies about the center line of the afterbody
was to account for the increased resistance,

|

With the victory of the Defender in 1895, and the
successes at the same time of many of the fin-keeled

racing boats of the season, a reaction took place
against the centerboard type of boat, ^nd many made
so bold as to state that the heavy ballasted type had
once and for all vanquished the centerboard boats, in

all classes above the diminutive half raters and other
small skimming dishes. It was urged that the centeir-

board was more of a mechanical than a nautical con-
trivance, and even likened to shifting ballast device^,
hinged hulls and even catamarans, and the great ad-
vantages of its extremely light draft and easy lined
hull being entirely lost sight of. To my mind the
cumbrous lead bulb hung far below the hull proper
is a far less ship-shape device than a moderate form of
centerboard.

.

j

The heavily weighted centerboard ofifers an entirely

different problem. With the exception of the Harpooli,
in her second racing season, few of the larger racing
boats have derived much benefit from the heavily
weighted board, and it is a curious fact that the iiji-

creased statical stability, which on paper it woul^ seem
to afford, is not lived up to in practice. The hglH
centerboard gives a decided capsizing moment 'to lee-

ward, in fact it presses so hard on the lower windward
edge and the upper portion of the leeward side of tlie

centerboard box that it is usually impossible to raisje

it except in staj^s. In the heavily weighted board this

effect is so neutralized by the weight of the board it-;

self that it will lie almost neutral in the box and often
vibrate from side to side.

[

We finally come to the questions of the most easily
driven form and the form which offers the least wetted
surface, always remembering that both ease of forfn
and minimum of wetted surface have often to tje

sacrificed to increased power of carrying sail, and with
the best results. It is a favorite joke with the rule of
thumb men that a boat cut away to a nicety as to h^r
wetted surface, will often perform wretchedly, but the
same boat, when hauled out and given an enormous
scag or other unusual additions to her keel, will sail

steadier and much faster. This does not mean that
wetted surface is an overestimated factor, but rather
that the art of balancing a boat to get the best results
is beyond_ the present method of calculation. In the
case of sailing merchantmen, the eai ly naval architects
had to do with enormous slow-moving ships with pro-
portionately insignificant sails and long, steadying keels.
The rules which were deduced under these conditions
for the so-called lead (that is the distance of the ceti- .

ter of gravity of the planes of the sails forv/ard of the
center of gravity, of the profile of the under water
hull), worked very well. However, when we come to
apply these rules to the quick turning racing boat with
its pivot-like keel and' rudder almost amidships, we
are. led to grievous error, .,,With later yachts it has
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UMBRINA.
Designed and built by the Marblehead Yacht Yard for J. P. Elton. Photo by Willard B. Jackson, Marblehead.

often been the custom fbr a. designer to give up the at-

tempt at nice balancing and provide his boat with the
so-called sliding m'ast, that is, a mast whose position
forward and, aft could be rcadiljr changed by an adjust-
JTietit of ivedgfes.

Thferfe arc two extreme opinioils as to the use ol

>;cicntific designing, the onfc holds that it is possible
to calculate or in some manner to ultimately arrive at

ft highly developed aiid perfect form of hull, which
iov a given sail power will show such a balance of re-

.eistance as will result in the greatest obtainable i>peed.

On the other hand, some say that it is all mere guess
\\ork, and one indiscriminate shape will do as well as

I he other. The latter being often supported in their

views by the sight of the very wide shallow and blunted
craft sailing on equal terms with the narrow, canoe-
like type of boat. I think it may be safely said that

mathematical theory alone will never evolve a perfect

craft, even for given conditions, but on the other
hand, I firmly believe that careful and appropriate ex-

periment with much thought and precise methods of

calculation will always place the art of designing
higher and higher, and eventually entireh'- supersede al!

hit and miss methods.
Theory is much, but experiment must give the final

touch, as Goethe said, "Gray is every theory and green

the golden tree of life."

Umbdna.
The plans of Umbrina, published herewith, show one

of the type of light draft .35ft. waterline keel cutters

designed and btiilt by the Marblehead Yacht Yard. In
performance these boats turned out surprisingly well,

being more than reasonably fast to windward and ex-

ceptionally fast oflE the wind. Umbrina is, perhaps, the

most successful example of the type, not onl}^ in point

of Speed, but in seaworthiness and general comfort
of arrangement. The two staterooms seem somewhat
cut up, but as a matter of fact, there is plentj^ of elbow
room even in the small one, and the convenience of

the separate sleeping compartment appeals to many,
especially when plenty of ventilation is provided for, as

in this case. The main cabin is 7ft. 6in. long and the

starboard stateroom is 7ft. long. The toilet room is

3ft. 3in. wide. The cabin house is i8ft. in length, and
there is a waterway 2ft. gin. wide all around. The
galley is roomy and well arranged, and there is full

headroom over a floor space 2ft. 6in. by 5ft. The
forecastle has ample accommodation for the two men
that are carried. The cockpit is watertight, and is 8ft.

long and 6ft. wide.

I

!

MANHASSET BAY CHALLENGE CUP FOR 3O-FOOT SLOOPS.

The boat is- very handsomely finished below decks
in figured mahogany. The cabin trunk is lined with
mahogany. The beams are mahogany, and the deck
IS laid in two thicknesses, the inner of mahogany, so
that with carefully arranged panel work the ef¥ect is

exceptionally handsome.
The dimensions follow:

Length

—

Over all 52ft. 3 in.

^ L. W. L 3sft.

Overhang

—

Forward 7ft. 9 in.

Aft git. 6 in.

Breadth-
Extreme r2ft. irj/^in.

L. W. L 12ft. 594in.

Draft-
Extreme 6ft. 6 in.

Freeboard

—

Forward 4ft. 5 in.

Least 2ft. 9 in.

TafYrail 3ft. 2 in.

Displacement 33,000 lbs.

Ballast T4,oco lbs.

Sail Area

—

Mainsail r.c86 sq. ft.

Forestaysail 210 sq. ft.

Jib 226 sq. ft.

Area lower sails i,5?2 sq. ft.

Top.sail 16S sq. ft.

Jib topsail 178 aq. ft.

Total area 1,868 sq. ft.

Center of mast from stem at 1. w. 1 5ft.

Bowsprit outboard 5ft. 9 in.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Greene Bros., of Bridgeport, Conn., are building .1

66ft. auxiliary for Mr. John A. Serrell, of Bayonne, N.

J. The yacht will be fitted with a Globe engine.

1^ 1^ 1^

Messrs. Herreshoff & Wells have gotten up plans

for a one-design class for members of the Ncav York
Y. C. The boats are 25ft. waterline, 40ft. over all, loft.

breadth and 4ft. 6in. draft with the centerboard up

and 8ft. with the board down. There is i,ico sq. ft.

of canvas in the lower sails. It is expected that eight

of ten boats will be built, and all of them will be ready

for delivery by May 15.

>t »l

The auxiliary steam yacht Elsa has been sold by

Mr. Evans R. Dick, of the New York Y. C, to Mr.
Max C. Fleischmann, of Cincinnati, through the agency

of Messrs. Gardner & Cox. The Elsa was formerly

the Black Pearl, and was designed by Wm. Fife, Jr.,

and built by Culyean Shipbuilding & Engine Co., of

Scotland, in 1885. She is of steel construction, 162ft.

over all, 144ft. waterline, 23ft. 3in. beam.

i| »l *6

The steam yacht Maria, owned by Vice-Commodore
Frederick G. Bourne, N. Y, Y. C, arrived at Newport
on Tuesday morning, Dec. 16. She was eleven days,

sixteen hours from Fayal, and twenty-six days from
Queenstown. Very rough weather was experienced, but

the yacht behaved well, and Captain Archibald Lear-

mouth, who brought the vessel out, speaks hig-hly of
her seagoing qualities. Mr. Bourne and Mr. Geo.
A. Cormack, Secretary N. Y. Y'. C, met the yacht at
Newport and came down the Sound in her. Maria is

now at the works of the W. & A. Fletcher Co., Hobo-
ken, N. J., where she will be generally overhauled.

»?

riie annual reoort of the Regatta Committee of the
New York Y. C. has been printed and has been dis-

tributed among the members. The report is very
complete and well gotten up.

^ ^ ^
The Regatta Committee of the Atlantic Y. C. an-

nounce the resignation of Captain George Hill as

Chairman of the Regatta Committee, and the election
of Captain Henry J. Gielow as Chairman, to fill the
unexpired term. The report of the committee has been
printed and sent to the members.

English Letter.

Tni'. names of the (.)\vners of the new one-design
class for the Solent have been published, and it is a
\'ery influential list, viz.: The Earl of Albemarle, Earl
of Arran, Lord Brassey, Baron Eckhardstein> Mr.
John Gretton, M. P., the Hon. Alwyne Greville, Capt.
Richard Charteris and Capt. J. Orr-Ewing—eight, to

start with, and with power to add the whole aristoc-

racy to their numbers. Now, nobody could grumble
at this movement, were it not for the fact that it will

infallibly kill open racing in the 36ft. and probaly in

the 30ft. class on the Soletit. The owners have chosen
.•1 design of almost the same dimensions as a 36-footer.
the loadline length being 34ft. 6in. The boats have
only one cabin. It may be very satisfactory so far as

raciiig is concerned, but the movement on th''- part of

wealthy men is characteristic of that selfig' less that

has (being quite unchecked by legislation") 'di.ectly led

to the collapse of our yacht racing. Capt. J. Orr-
Ewiiig is a member of the Council of the Yacht Racing
Association, which, as the representative org.--ii7.ation

of British 3'achting, has never received a morc^ deadly
blow than this. . T have been responsible, perhap.^, for

tlie establishment of more O. D. C. classes than any-
( ne. and I have always favored the idea as being pro-
d"ctive of good sport among men of moderate means
who cannot otherwise afford to race; but hitherto

these classes have not interfered with open racing

in any marked degree. This South Coast class, as it

is called, is a very different matter.

No authentic news about the new challenger is

forthcoming. I believe she will have a more easy

bilge than Shamrock I., but that belief rests on very
slender foundations. Sir Thomas Lipton declares that

the design is the very best that has .ever been seen.

As to that I would prefer to rely upon ray own belief

in Mr. Fife's talents, for I do not forget that 'on two
former occasions Sir Thomas used almost the same
words. The yacht will be ready for launching in April

next. At the yard, where she is building, there was
a serious fire last week, and the challenger was in

some danger.- Happily, however, she was uninjured.

On Monday last Col. McCalmont died very sudden-

ly as he was leaving his house. His death is deeply

regretted, for he was a splendid all-round sportsman.

He built the great steam yacht, Giralda, which was
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bought by the Spanish Government at the outbreak of

the war with you. Giralda carried some machine guns,

and could steam at a Httle over 22 knots. She was a

very smart-looking vessel, of a much more rakish ap-

pearance than is usual now among very large steam
yachts. His last yacht was the little torpedo-boat-Hke

craft, Tarantula, which was launched last summer,
and is the first turbine steam yacht ever built. It is

said that Col. McCalmont had some share in the Val-

kyrie III. syndicate.

It is stated that a project is on foot to make a

canal from the Thames to Southampton. If this is ac-

complished it will have a wonderful effect on Soleiat

yachting, for no doubt all sorts of imseaworthy craft

in the shape of houseboats, launches, etc., will be con-

stantly passing to and fro. There is also some talk

of lajdng down a motor-car road alongside the canal.

The project is a big one, but it would have very pleas-

ant results.

The newly formed Marine Motor Association is still

in the midst of its troubles over a rule for rating en-

gines. There does not seem to be much prospect of

reaching finality, but the committee considering the

matter is very earnest, and has several experts in its

number. By experts I mean trained engineers who
are making motors, not the man who occupies his

time in shouting out that he knows more than anyone
else. One member of the association has decided to

build an imrestricted 40ft. launch at once. From his

engine scheme I expect he will take some beating.

The Clyde, after very long thought, has at last pro-

duced an order for one 30-footer. Our sport is how
in such a parlous way that this is quite an important

item in itself, but it is also interesting because it is

the beginning of a new Y. R. A. class. Whether it will

succeed is more than doubtful, for the 36-footers are

none too favorably regarded up North. Still, time was,

and not so long ago, when the Y. R. A. classes were
quite unrepresented on the Clyde for many years. This
little boat is being built by Messrs. Fife. By the way.
the new South Coast O. D. C, is from Mr. Alfred

Mylne's design. He is also designing a S2-footer for

a London owner whose name I know, but fear to re-

veal, lest some evil should befall somebody. No owner
of any new boat as yet ordered has allowed his. name
to be disclosed.

Quite a large fleet of cup defenders are building,

according to reports cabled over here from New York.
I rather fancy that one with 40ft. beam and the cen-

terplate. I wonder your pressmen do not design more
of them. Our editors love to have them, and they like

them tall and broad. You can cable over at least five

more without the slightest fear.

E. H. Hajiilton.

Boston Letter.

Boston, Dec. 21.—Prospects appear to be at present
somewhat brighter for racing among the smaller
classes in Massachusetts Bay during the coming sea-

son, although it is not expected that there will be
nearly the enthusiasm that was manifested during the
three previous seasons, and especialh^ last year. The
class which Avill hold the greatest number of boats
will be the l8ft. knockabout class. Yachts for this

class are being constructed all over the bay. There are
so many that it is very hard work keeping track of

them. Many of the owners are desirous of keeping un-

der cover, too. and it is likely that the full comple-
ment will not be brought to light until the opening of

the racing season of 1903. It is safe to say, however,
that there are more than a dozen i8-footers' under con-
struction. Burgess and Packard have orders for eight,

and the other designers, while not getting so many,
have received a good share. In the midsummer series

of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. last season, there were
from 15 to 17 of these little fellows in each day's race.

That was not the full number, however. There were
probably over 30 in different parts of the bay. It

would not be surprising to find as many as 20 new
ones when the season opens. While some of the older

boats are being disposed of, there are few that are
leaving Massachusetts waters, and, thus, the number
to be seen at each race throughout the season may
be expected to be very large.

There is not much being said about the new 22-

footers, although Sumner H. Foster, sponsor for the
class, was in the best of spirits last week. He said he
had been informed that there were s new boats for

this class already under construction, but he could not
.say for whom they are being built. As a matter of

fact, Burgess has actually orders for tw^o of these
boats, while an order for a third is pending. Fred
Lawley has been reported to have orders for four, but
according to his owm statement, he has not yet been
told to go ahead on the plans of any. It is said that

a boat for the class is being constructed for Mr. John
Greenough by Archie Fenton, of Gloucester. It is not
known that Shiverick, of Kingston, has any orders for

22-footers from any of the Duxbury contingent. One
of the yachtsmen who was most anxious to have the
class adopted by the Yacht Racing Association, and
who is loud in his praises of the boat that can be pro-
duced in the new class, made the statement last week
that his new i8-footer was well along toward comple-
tion. It does seem funny that he did not go up 4ft.

on waterline length and get one of the boats he ad-

mires so much.
There are no new restricted 21-footers being built,

and it does not look as if there will be. Nothing more
has been heard from the movement among some of

the owners of yachts in this class to race among them-
selves, to the exclusion of the freaks. It is likely_,

however, that some such arrangement will be made
before the racing season opens. In the 25ft. class there
now seems to be some prospect of racing, this all hav-
ing come about through orders to Burgess and Pack-
ard to design four of them. With this number there

is no doubt the clubs will give them races, such as

they are. To say that these boats, built to the limits

p{ extremes under the rules, are undesirable ^r\i

variance with the eft'ort to get a safe, seaworthy boat,

would be putting it mildly. E. A. Boardman has
turned out a full model of a boat that can be built

under the ruleS. She is not so " long on top as some
of those "which have been designed, but, if she were
supplied with a square bow, instead of the apology for

a sharp one, her model might easily pass for that of

Hostess, Lookout or Outlook. A glance at her will

convince any rational yachtsman that he does not want
to monkey with a class whose rules permit such
freaks. And still the delegates, or rather a majority
of the delegates, to the Yacht Racing Association, de-

clared by vote that the present rules are all right, and
that no changes should be made.
Two notable schooners changed hands last week.

Puritan, the defender of the Cup in 1885, the first of

the j^achts which has done so much to revolutionize
ideas in designing and the yacht which established
the standing of the late Edward Burgess as a naval
architect, was sold by Commodore John O. Shaw, Jr..

of the Corinthian Y. C, to Mr. C, H. W. Foster. The
sale was made through the agency of J-IoIIis Burgess.
Mr. Foster intends to further alter Puritan by adding
a 20 horse-power gasolene engine. The schooner is

as beautiful and as much admired as ever. Ontside
of a little leaking around the centerboard box, she is

as sou.nd as in the days of old. This may be reme-
died, but if it cannot be fixed easily, the center-board
box will be plugged up and she will be made a keel
boat. To take the place of the Puritan, Commodore
Shaw has purchased the schooner Alert, until recent-
ly owned by Mr. Clement A. Griscom. The sale was
made by Arthur Binney.
At Lawley's the cabin work is being put in the 50ft.

ketch for Mr. J. H. Cromwell. The deck is being laid

on the 6oft. schooner for Mr. C. H. Clark. Mr. F. H.
Adriance's 34ft. yawl has been planked and the deck
is being, laid. A 36-footer for Mr. W. C. Rogers and
a 2i-footer for Mr. J. H. Spalding have been set up.

The Cox i8-footcr is partly planked. The deck is be-
ing laid on Mr. C. A. Fletcher's steam yacht. The
Emery steam yacht, designed by Cheseborough, has
been laid down. If is reported that the Lawley Com-
panj"^ has secured an option on the tract of land, ad-
joining its yard, upon which stood the house of cor-

rection and the insane hospital. It is a very large
parcel and has a fine water frontage, although it will

have to be dredged for any large work. It will be in-

teresting to learn how the company will dispose of it.

Frank N. Tandy has an order for a 40-rater under
the new measurement rules, for a Western man, who
summers at Marblehead. She will be S2ft. ij^in. over
all, 33ft. waterline, lift. 6in. beam and 7ft. 6in. draft.

She will carry 2,004 sq. ft. of sail.

The yacht yard and shop of Pryor and Clark, at
North Weymouth on the Fore River, has been leased
by W. W. Meek & Co., who will carry on the busi-
ness of yacht designing and building. Mr. Meek was
senior draftsman for Lewis Nixon and has also been
Avith Neafie and Levy.
Smith, of Quincy Point, is at work on a 21-footer,

designed by Crowninshield for Mr. Joshua Crane, Jr.

She will be raced in Buzzards Bay.
Burgess and Packard have received an order for a

40-rater. under the new measurement rules, for Mr.
R. H. Morgan, of Boston. They have also an order
for a 22-footer for Mr. Herbert White, and report
that Mr. Sumner H. Foster's 22-footer, building by
Hodgdon, of Booth Bay, is well along.
E, A. Boardman, recently with Crowninshield, has

started out on his own hook with an office at 20 Cen-
tral street. He has already received orders for two
i8-footers for Boston parties, and is considering plans
for two 15-footers and a 4Sft. speed launch.

Small Bros, have turned out the lines for a one-de-
sign class of i8-footers on the order of Mr. W. R.
Carson. Four have been ordered, which will be built

and raced at Calais, Me.
John B. Killeen.

—^—
Ossmmg Gon Club.

OssiNiKC, N. Y., Dec. 22.—In the re-entrjr rifle contest, open
to non-members, the following 5-shot scores were made at 50ft.

on the ^/iin.. 25-ring target, two best scores to win; prize, a
Winchester model 1S90 rifle, with gallery sights: Fred Bellington
US; Jas. Schmidt IIB, 113; Frank Tompkins 115, 113, 118, 119;
Fred Tompkins 111. 112.

Practice scores, 5 shots at 50ft.: G. Tompkins 119, 116, 118;
T. Schmidt 111. 107; W'm. Fisher 118; C. G. Blandford 121, 114;
Wm. Coleman IIG, 109. 110, 115; C. H. Sidrnan 118, 117.

Matches at 50ft.; C. G. Blandford 117, Wm. Coleman 115. Wm.
Coleman 117, C G. Blandford 115. C. G. Blandford 117, Wm.
Coleman 110. C. G. Blandford 242, Wm. Coleman 236. Wm,
Coleman 236, C. G. Blandford 231.

Ten-shot scores, 75ft.: C. G. Blandford 235, Mrs. E. F. Ball 217,
Dr. E. B. Sherwood 208.

Matches at 75ft.: C. G. Blandford 230, E. F. Ball 228. E. F.
Ball 237, C. G. Blandford 235. E. F. B.

A special featiu-e of the ninth annual Sportsmen's Show, to be
held in Madison Square Garden the week commencing Feb. 21,
will be rifle and revolver tests, beside other kinds of competition.
Capt. J. A. H. Dressel, 313 Broadway, is the General Manager.

—•—
If you want yottr ihoot to he aaoouoced here lead a

notice like the foUowlagi

Fixtures.

Dec. 25.—Dover, N. J.—Holiday Uve-bird shoot of the Dover
Gun Club. Bull shoot the special event.
Dec 25.—Interstate Park, iL. I.—John S. Wright's target tourna-

ment, sweepstakes; etc. .

Dec. 28.—Brooklyn,- 1;,-Iv—Fulton Qm Qlyb's shoot. Albert A.
.Schoverling, -Sec'yi J . ,

.

Hell Gate Gun Club's shoot, fourth Tuesday of each month (July
and December excepted), at Cutwater's Riverside grounds, Paterson
Plank Road, Carlstadt, N. J.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's target shoot, every Saturday

afternoon. Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Hell Gate Anne.x shoot, second Friday of each month (January
and July excepted), at Dexter Park, Brooklyn.

Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, at Enfield street, near
Liberty avenue, Brooklyn. Visitors welcome.

South Side Gun Club's shoot, Saturdays, South Broad street,

Newark, N. J., near Lehigh Valley coal depot.
Cutwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., Saturdays, live-bird handi-

caps.
1903.

Jan. 1.—Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Inter-county shoot and tourna-
ment of the Poughkeepsie Gun Club. Max Condit, Capt.
Jan. 1.—Paterson, N. J.—Open live-bird shoot of the Jackson

Park Gun Club.
Jan. 1.—TJutherford, N. J.—New Year's Day target shoot of the

Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club. C. B. Axford, Sec'y.

Jan. 1.—Interstate Park, L. 1.—New Year's Day target tourna-
ment.

Jan. 1.—East Rutherford, N. J.—Match at 50 live birds, $100 a
side between C. Fleishman and John Hefiich, at Hackensack
Kivt-r Bridge.
Jan. 1.

—
'towanda. Pa.—Annual tournament of the Towanda Gun

Club; live birds and targets. VV. F. Dittrich, Sec'y.

Jan. 1.—Wis.sinomLng, Pa.—^New Year's Day target tournament
of the Florists' Gun Club; open to all.

Jan. ].—Newark, N. J.—New Year's Day sh<£Ot of the South
Side Gun Club.
Jan. 8.—Newark, N. J.—Match between, J, "W. Hoffman, Ncav

Germantown, Pa., and C. Steffens, New Ydrkj lOD live birds each,
$100 a side, on Smith Brothers' grounds.
Jan. l.j-15.—El Paso, Texas.—Grand midwinter carnival shooting

tournament, under auspices of the El Paso Gun Club. W. H..
Shclton, Sec'y.

J.m. 13.-Hi.—Hamilton, Can.—Hamilton Gun Club's thirteenth
annual grand Canadian live-bird handicap tournament.
Jan. 2()-30.—Brenham, Texas.—Second annual Sunny South

Handicap; live birds and targets.

Jan. 15.—Gtittenburg, N. J.—Eastern three-man team live-bird

championship, ,1)7,50 per team, birds extra. For information ad--

dress Gus Greiff, 318 Broadway, New York.
Feb. 9-14.—Detroit, Mich.—Open tournament under the auspices

of the Tri-State Automobile and Sporting Goods Association,
Targets and live birds. John Parker, manager; S. G. Lewis,
Secretary-Treasurer.
Feb. 20-21.—New Orleans, La.—First tournament of the Missis-

sippi Valley Trapshooters' and Game Protective Association; Car-
nival Week, under auspices of the City Park Gun Club. Percy S.
Benedict, Sec'y.
May —.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion's twenty-seventh annual tournament, under the auspices of
the Lincoln Gun Club. T. E. Mockett, Sec'y-
June — .—Schenectady, N. Y.—New York State shoot, under

auspices of the Schenectady Gun Club.
June 9-11.—Cincinnati, O.—Seventeenth annual tournament of the

Oiiio Trapshooters' League. Chas. F. Dreihs, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for

publication in these columns, also any nezvs notes they
may care to have published. Mail all such matter to

Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broadway,
New York. Forest and Stream goes to press on Tues-
day OF EACH WEEK.

The programme of the Sunny South Handicap at live birds
• and

_
targets, to be held at Brenham, Texas, Jan. 26 to 31, in-

clu.sive, provides competition of four days at live birds and two
days at targets. The Sunny South Handicap is a 25 live-bird
event, .$20_ entrance, birds included, handicaps 26 to 31yds. The
following is quoted from the published conditions: . "All entries
to this event must be made by Jan. 15, and accompanied by a
%5 forfeit, made payable to Alf Gardiner, manager, Brenham,
Texas. Money in this event will be divided 40, 30," 20 and 10 per
cent., class shooting. In addition to first money in this event, the
winner will receive a handsome silver cup, value $100. To this
event we now have the forfeits of ten Brenham amateur shooters,
who have signified their intention of shooting, and deposited these
forfeits with us in good faith. We have the promise of others in
our city. Make your entries to this event and attend a good
shoot. Sunny South Handicap at targets, 100 targets, $10 en-
trance; handicaps, 14 to 20yds. Five moneys, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10
per cent. ; class shooting. In addition to first money the winner
of this event , will also receive a handsome silver trophy. Shooters
who like high gun shooting can arrange a side purse with secre-
tary in these events, to, be divided- on the high gun system."

The secretary, Mr. W. H. Shelton, informs that "the Grand
midwinter carnival shooting tournament under the auspices of
the El Paso Gun Club will be given in El Paso, Texas, on Jan.
13 to 15, 1903. Professionals and manufacturers' agents allowed to
shoot for targets only. There will be fifteen events, five each
day, from 9 A. M. to 1 P. M., the balance of the day to tie taken
up with other carnival attractions. Added money will approximate
$1,000, to be divided under the Rose system, ratios 7, 5, 3, 2, Ten-
gauge guns and black powder barred. Interstate Association rules
of 1902 to govern. Shooting over magazine trap,' known trap and
unknown angles. There will be specially low rates on the eight
railroads reaching El Paso. Programmes will be mailed on appli-
cation."

The Florists' Gun Club announce a target tournament for New
Year's Day, at Wissinoming, Pa. It is open to all. Three sets
of traps will be available. Sweepstake shooting will commence on
the arrival of the 9:58 train. Upon the arrival of the 1:50 P. M.
train from Broad street a merchandise event and a five-man team
match will be shot. There are ten events on the programme, six
at 10 targets, 50 cents entrance ; two at 15 targets, 75 cents en-
trance, and one 25 cents entrance to which .$5 is guaranteed; mer-
chandise event, $2 entrance; five-man team match, $3 entrance;
30 targets, handicaps added.

*?

The Richmond Gun Club have announced a holiday shoot for
Christmas Day, at Concord, Staten Island, commencing at 10
A. M. The secretary, Mr. Albert A. Schoverling, writes us:
"New grounds; new club house; everybody welcome. To reach
the grounds from New York, the ferry boat, to St. George, thence
Silver Lake trolley to the junction of Clove road and Richmond
turnpike; thence shuttle car to the grounds, or ten minutes' walk
in place of shuttle car. The grounds are at the corner of Ser-
pentine and Clove roads."

>?

.The Breeder and Sportsman of Dec. 13 contains the following
pleasant personals: "Harvey McMurchy has been here for several
weeks. 'Prince Mac' says he has greatly enjoyed the duck
shooting he has been having, twice a week, at the Spooney Gun
Club preserve, near Mt. Eden. Phil B. Bekeart is dated' for a
return appearance here about the 20th inst. Jack Fanning, a
sportsman universally liked and widely known, will also make
his appearance on Sportsman's Row on or about the 20th."

On Wednesday evening of last week, Capt. J. A. H. Dressel
gave a banquet and theater party to his stafT of shooters and
missionaries, a list of whom follows: Messrs. John E. Avery
Frank E. Butler, J. L. Head, John S. Cole, Jr., T. W. Morfey'
Malcolm Moore, L. J. Standish, F. C. Riehl, Geo. T. Little, s',

M. Van Allen, S. D. Woodhouse, George Bingham and A. h'
Myerhoff.

Messrs. C. Fleishman and John Heflich have agreed to shoot
a- match at 50 birds per man, $100 a side, Interstate rules, loser to
pay for birds. Date and place are Jan. 1, on Heflich's shooting
grounds, Hackensack -River Bridge, near East Rutherford, N JFleishman will stand; at 30yds., Heflich at 26yds. Mr. Carl von
Lengerke holds a forfeit, and has been agreed upon to act ^9
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On Jan. 15, at Guttenburg, N. J., there will be a three-man
live-bird Eastern teani championship. The teams to be com-
posed of members of clubs, and any club may enter as many-
teams as it pleases. Entrance $7.50 per team, birds extra; 28yds.
rise. The winning team will receive three cups, one for each
member, beside 50 per cent, of entrance; second team will re-
ceive 30 per cent; third team, 20 per cent. For further in-
formation, address Mr. Gus Greiff, 318 Broadway, New York.

The Bound Brook (N. J.) Gun Club announces an all-day
shoot for Dec. 27, commencing at 10 o'clock. There will be a
dead mark shoot—that is, shooting- at a block of wood—for a
quarter of beef. The shot sticking m the block and nearest to its
center wins. Ttirkeys and chickens are alsb on the prize list. If
the 27th is stormy, then the shoot will take place on the follow-
ing "Wednesday.

Mr. C. B. Axford, secretary of the Boiling Springs Gun Club,
Rutherford, N. J., writes us as follows: "On account of the
date conflicting with that of the Jackson Park Gun Club, the
Boiling Springs Gun Club have postponed their live-bird shoot
of Jan. 1 to some future time. There will be a target shoot in-
stead, beginning at 1 o'clock P. M."

The match at 100 targets between Messrs. Harry M. Brigham
and J. S. Schenck Remsen, both of Brooklyn, was won bv the
former at the shoot of the Crescent Atliletic Club, held at Bay
Ridge, L. I., to-day. The scores were as follows: Brigham 92,
Remsen, 85.

On Monday of this week Messrs. J. W. Hoffman, of New Ger-
mantown, Pa., and C. Steffens, of New York, made a match at
100 live birds, ?100 a side, to be shot on Smith Brothers' grounds,
Newark, N. J., Jan. S. Mr. S. M. Van Allen holds a forfeit.

Mr. A. Felix defeated Mr. Geo. Bauer in a match at 100 live
birds, at Point Breeze race track, Philadelphia, on Dec. 20, by a
score of 79 to 71. The match stopped in the ninety-third round,
Bauer then being shut out.

Mr. Albert A. Schoverling, corresponding secretary, informs us
that the Fulton Gun Club will hold a shoot on Dec. 28. The
grounds are about ten minutes' walk from the Crescent street
gtation, Kings County Elevated.

•I

The Towarida (Pa.) Gun Club announces it will hold its an-
nual tournament on Jan. 1. There will be events at live birds and
targets. The secretary is Mr. W. F. Dittrich.

•I

Messrs. C. E. Willard, of Chicago, and Ed Rike, of Dayton, O.,
were visitors in Sportsmen's Row, New York, in the latter part
of last week.

Beiwnaed Waters.

Arkansas Champiooship.

Pine Bluff, Aik., Dec. 17.—In an open contest for the Peters
CaiiTidge Co. trophy, emblematic of the live-bird championship,
J. A. Coles, holder, of this city, successfully defended his title

against eight other aspirants. In this race he simply outclassed the
other contestants, as he beat his nearest competitor four birds

;

that, too, after making a bad start, losing his first bird. After this,
however, he settled down to business and shot in rare form, killing
out straight to the end, and thereby aggregating the very fine
score of 24 out of 25, on the very best lot of birds the writer has
ever seen trapped in Pine Bluff, the majority of which were fast
drivers. Up to the fifteenth round there were several others fac-

tors in the race, but from thence on there was nothing to it but
Coles, as all the other contestants experienced a few bad minutes,
which put them out of the race.
Coles came into possession of the trophy on Thanksgiving Day,

when he won it in a similar contest with the same score in a held
of twelve. Prior to this I. J. Vick, also of Pine Bluff, was the
holder, he having won it in open contest at Stuttgart last Sep-
tember, on which occasion he killed 25 straight. At the Stuttgart
shoot R. W. Larkan, of De Vails Bluff, was the runner up with
23 to liis credit. Aside from the victory above referred to, Vick
also successfully defended the trophy against Coles in an indi-
vidual f-ontest. This match took place in October, and Vick
scored 2u to C'-""- 21.

The contest o lO-day is the third open one of the season, but
others are sure Lo follow, as the rules governing such contest
permit any club to redeem the trophy from the holder and put it

up in open competition. This provision was added at the last

meeting of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association, and has
greatly stimulated the interest in the trophy.
The conditions of the contest call for 25 live birds, 30yds. rise.

Interstate rules.
The weather to-day was all that could be desired, bright and

clear, but with little wind, though a keen, sharp atmosphere had
an invigorating effect upon the birds as well as the shooters.
At the request of the principals, Paul R. Litzke, of the Peters

Cartridge Co., acted in the capacity of referee and scorer, though
one of the contestants himself. Scores follow:

Coles 0221122211221211111121111—24
Powell 02022211212*2202112022212—20
Cromwell 12012022222112122*221100—20

Cook 1112212102201021202201101—19

Vick 00221201*0022021211112121—18

Litzke 22222220220222*22*20*0202—17

Lloyd 1221**10002212202*0002010—13

Balle 0210000021102010211020222—13

Dr WilUams 110100022*w

Df, Joseph Charles.

The preamble and resolutions concerning the death of Dr.
Joseph Charles, passed by the Chesapeake Gun Club, are as
follows:
We, the committee appointed by the Chesapeake Gun Club to

draft resolutions over the death of Dr. Joseph Charles, most re-

spectfully submit the following:
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God to take from our midst

our beloved friend and fellow sportsman. Dr. Joseph Charles;
Therefore, Be if resolved by the Chesapeake Gun Club that,

While bowing in humble submission to His will, we feel keenly the
loss and sincerely regret the death of our departed friend.

In his death we lose not only our truest sportsman, but one
whose pure, manly character, unbounded liberality, and ever
readiness to serve, had endeared him to the hearts of every mem-
ber of the club.
To his widow and immediate family we extend our heartfelt

sympathy.
Be it further resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be duly

forwarded to his widow, the several gun clubs in our State, and
to the Virginia Trapshooters' Association.

E. S. Robinson, 1 " ' '^'lU
Thos. F. Stearnes, v Committee.
G. B. James, ) .

NeiVport News, Va.

Ossioing Gun CI(ib»

OssiNiNG, N. Y., Dec. 20.—The main event at our shoot to-day

was a 25-c1ay-bird, misses as breaks, handicap for a cup, being
one of a set of four presented to the club by the pre9ident, Mr.
If. Brandreth. The attendance was nothing to brag of. but the
.scores made were Al. ' The birds were thrown full 50yds., m
spite of vvhich the first four broke 90 out of 100 without their

handicap allowances. Mr. E. F. Ball was the star performer with
a score of 24 out of 25; he had an allowance of 2, one of which
was superfluo^is. Wm. Fisher was second

.
with 20, which, with

his handicap allowance of 5, gave him a clean score. On the
shoot-off under original conditiops. Fisher got 22, while Ball went
straight without his handicap. As Mr. Ball has only been shooting
about three months, this was a remarkable performance.
No. 8 was the prize shoot. The fourth column denotes misses

added; the fifth polumn is the total; the sixth column the shoot-off.

Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3

Targets. 10 10 2S Targets: 10 10 25
*Hai-.s 4 4 22 4 35., J Foley......... B 717' Y 24

.

^ E Ball S 8 34 2 25 2-5 W Fisher 7 7 20 g 25 22
f A Bedell S .. 23 0 23 N Tuttls 6 .. 15 6 21

C Blandford.... 8 .. ^ f) ?I8
'

'

Wof birds ojslw, C, <3. IJ*

IN NEW JERSEY,

CIgarview Gon Clob,

The most important event was at 25 targets, handicap rise, the
scores also to count for the club's main event of the year. There
were five qualified to contest for the yearly prize, and Fisher
won by scoring 20. The scores: Jones (16) 23, Smith (17) 23,
Downs (16) 22, Barr (16) 22, Bell (16) 20, Fisher (17) 20, Franklin
(17) IS, Davison (16) 10, Leicht (15) 16, Hill (14) 16,Bivens (14) 11,
\urrec (12) 8, Yardley (16) 5.

^ >
^<

The open sweepstake events that rounded off the shoot were all
at 10 targets, 16yds. rise, unknown angles.

First event: Franklin 9, Leicht 8, Fisher S, Downs 8, Jones 7.
Barr 7, Curry 6, Ludwig 6, Bell 6.

>
J ,

Second event: Fisher 9, Downs S, Davison7.

Jackson Park Gun Clab.

Paterson, N. J., Dec. 20.—The members of the Jackson Park
Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J., are busily at work perfecting all
arrangements for their New Year's live-bird shoot, which, from
present encouragements, is going to be a great affair. The club
IS sparing no expense in getting first class, good, strong country
birds throughout Jersey, so that no one will have any com-
plaint to make about birds.
Capt. Lenone expects to arrange a programme for that day that

will please every one that takes part in the shoot. The poor
shooter will be looked after, and the good shooters will be able
to get some money if he can stand the pace. Any shooter who
so desires can shoot for birds only at all times at this club.
The committee on entertainment is composed of men hard

to beat—ex-Capt. Johnny Powers, Ed. Morgan, Billy Stalter,
George Hopper and T. C. Wright.
Garry Hopper is looking after the birds, and says everything is

going along nicely. But wait till New Year's Day. Everything for
the comfort of visitors will be looked after. The club house is
well heated and has a glass front the entire length of the building,
40ft., so that everybody can see the sport. Everybody is wel-
come to be with us on New Year's Day, 1903.
The club shoot to-day brought out quite a crowd, good shoot-

ing and fair birds.
Big match Tuesday at Bunn's, 1 o'clock; »^Geo. Hopper vs. Ed.

Klotz, 50 birds, $50 a side; the best of birds.
Events 1, 2, 3, and 4 were ?3 entrance:

Johnson, 30 01022—3 20221—4 22212—5 21*21—4
Hopper, 28 22222—5 21221—5 21*02—3 22020—
Klotz, 28 01120—3 21212—5 20112-^ 10220—3
Hopper, 29 02222-4 22202—4 *2222—4 0*0*2—1
Bunn, 29........;... 11121—5 *1222—4 01122-^ 21012-4
Lenone, 28 01010—2 11111—5 11001—3 11112—5
Connors, 2S 12*12—4 11211—5

Wm. H. Dutcher.

North River Gun Clab.

Edgewater, N. J., Dec. 20.—The main feature of the North River
Gun Club's shoot was Mr. S. Glover's performance, breaking 70
straight. The scores:

Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3
Targets: 20 20 30 Targets: 20 20 30

Eickhoff 18 17 26 Gillerlain 14 23
Glover 20 20 30 Allison 16 25
Greiff 14 . . 23 Morrison 17 25
Vosselman 13 14 18

ON LONG ISLAND.

Brooklyn Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., Dec. 18.—A practice shoot was held on the
grounds of the Brooklyn Gun Club, John .Wright, manager, to-
day. The wind was strong, and the targpts were hard. The
scores follow:

Events: 12345678
Targets: . 15 15 15 15 5p 15 25 25

Welles 12 11 13 14 7 .. 23 21
Capt Money 7 14 9 13 6 13 17 16
Glover 10 .. 13 13 7 15 .. ..

Keller, Jr. 11 10 7 6 3 .. 16 16
Wright .• 11 6 .. 10 2
Batten 6 9 .. 5 2 .. 10
Caunitz 7 9 .. 11 6 10 .. ..

Dennis 11 7 .. 10 3
Williams 9 7 .. 9 3 .. 12 ..

Prize shoot, 25 targets, handicap allowances added: Welles (3)
22, Money (3) 19, Glover (0) 22, Cfaunitz (8) 23, Keller, Jr. (8) 20,
Batten (10) 21, Williams (10) 21, Dennis (8) 18, Wright (8) 18.

Dec. 20.—There was a busy afternoon at the Brooklyn Gun
Club's grounds to-day. Eight events were shot. The scores
follow:

Events: 12345678
Targets: 15 10 15 10 15 25 25 5p

Hopkins : 13 10 13 9 14 23 .. 10
Newton 9 6 13 5 9 15 .. ..

Hansleiter ; 5 4 3 2 8 9 .. 3
Sharp 12 7 15 9 13 19 .. 7
Wright 11 10 10 6 12 20 15 7
Bergen 13 9 13 4 .. 16 22 5
Griffiths 18 21 ..

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Dec. 20.—The shoot of the Crescent Athletic
Club to-day was well attended, a match between the club cham-
pion and an ex-champion being a special attraction. Messrs. W.
W. Marshall and A. W. Palmer tied for the December cup on
and J. S. Schenck Remsen resulted in a victory for the present
and J. S. Schenck Remsen resulted in a victory for the present
club champion, Mr. Brigham, by a score of 92 to 85.

Brigham also won the 100-target event for the shooting commit-
tee's medal, scoring 95; Remsen was second with 93. The third
contest for the December cup resulted in a tie between W. W.
Marshall and A. W. Palmer, each of whom broke 50, with their
handicaps.
December cup, 50 targets, handicap allowances added: W. W.

Marshall (12) 50, A. W. Palmer (20) 50, L. C. Hopkins (12) 4S, G.
G. Stephenson, Jr. (4) 46, D. C. Bennett (8) 44, W. J. McConville
(8) 43, F. B. Stephenson (2) 42, H. B. V'anderveer (6) 37.

Match, 100 targets : H. M. Brigham 92, J. S. Schenck Remsen 85.

Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap: L. M. Palmer, Jr. (1) 15, H.
B. Vanderveer (2) 15, A. W. Palmer (5) 15, L. C. Hopkins (3) 13,

W. W. Marshall (3) 11, R. D. Whigham (3) 11.

Shoot-off, same conditions: Palmer 15, L. M. Palmer, Jr., 14,

Vanderveer 11.

Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap: A. W. Palmer (5) 15, W. J.
McConville (3) 15, W. W. Marshall (3) 13, H. M. Brigham (0) 12,

F. B. Stephenson (1) 12, L. M. Palmer, Jr. (1) 8.

Shoot-off, same conditions: McConville 15, Palmer 14.

Trophy shoot, 10 pairs: Dr. J. J. Keyes 8, L. M. Palmer, Jr., 8,

H. M. Chapman 7, Brigham 6.

Trophy shoot, 25 targets, handicap: R. I. Whigham (6) 25, A.
W. Palmer (10) 25, W. W. Marshall (6) 23, H. M. Brigham (0) 22,

L. M. Palmer, Jr. (2) 22, H. C. Chapman (8) 22, F. D. Mead (7)

31, Dr. George E. Poole (3) 21, Dr. J. J. Keyes (1) 21. L. C.
Hopkins (6) 19.

Shoot-off, same conditions: A. W. Palmer 25, R. I. Whighham
23.

Sweepstake race, 15 targets: Dr. J. J. Keyes 12, L. C. Hopkins
12, Dr. Poole 11, W. W. Marshall 10, D. C. Bennett 10, A. VV^

Palmer 10, H. B. Vanderveer 8, R. I. Whigham 8, H. M. Chap-
man 7, A. E. Vorlies 5.

Monthly contest, 100 targets for gold medal: H. M. Brigham
95, J. S. Schenck Remsen 93, F. B. Stephenson 85, W. J. Mc-
Conville 82, G. G. Stephenson, Jr., 79, Dr. J. J. Keyes 54.

Felix—Bauet.

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.—A live-bird match, 100 a side, was shot
to-day between Messrs. A. Felix and Geo. Bauer. The race ended
at the ninety-third bird, Bauer then being .hot out. The scores:

A Felix 022222222022212222222202llO_-222220222221ii2220223*0

2202222200120232222222222112222232213022202 —79
G Bauer 022320022222^22*222222202222022222222221*0220002

Harrison 121101112112112—14
Darby 222220232202202—12

Harrison, 28..
Darby, 29..,..

2141112111—10
.....22022222*2— 8

Keystone Shooting League.

HoLMESBURG Junction, Pa., Dec. 20.—There was some good
shooting at the weekly shoot of the Keystone Shooting League
to-day. The scores:
Darby trophy, 15 birds, 30yds.:

Roll 111121211211122—15
Rothacker ....222222202222202—13
Geikler ...... .222222222202202—13

Club handicap, 10 birds:
Roll, 29 2*21210101— 7
Rothacker, 29 2222222222—10
Geikler, 27 222222222*— 9

The following programme has been arranged for New -Year's
Day by the Keystone Shooting League, to be shot on the club's
grounds, at Holmesburg Junction:

First and second events, 5 live birds, entrance $2.50, birds extra;
high guns, three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
Third event, 7 live birds, entrance $5, birds, extra; Weh guns,

three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
Fourth event, 10 live birds, entrance $7.50, birds extra, feose sys-

tem; three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. If over ten entries,
four moneys, 50, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
Fifth event, 15 live birds, entrance $10, birds extra; Rose system,

three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. If over ten entries, four
moneys.
Club house open and ready for service from 10 A. M. Scheduled

events to commence on the arrival of train leaving Broad Street
Station, at 1:10. Lunch served at club house all day.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Driving Nails a Nerve Tonic.
It is an odd remedy for nervous prostration, yet it is almost a

sure cure, so says a well-known Southerner. Some time since aprominent business man in Boston, Mass., wrote Mr. John T
Patrick, of Pinebluff, North Carolina, asking him if the climate
of the Pme Woods, where he resides, and where so many
Northern people go to recover health, was good for those suffer-
ing from sleeplessness and nervousness. Mr. Patrick wrote:We have many persons coming down here who can hardly
get an hour's sleep out of twenty-four, and they are not here a
month before they can sleep eight hours during twenty-four. Dr.W. C. Wile, editor of the New England Medical Monthly, of
Danbury. Conn., has said that it is one of the finest places to
sleep at he ever visited, and the doctor is up on nervous troubles.
And Dr. J. Warren Achorn, the prominent specialist of Boston,
Mass., who has had great success in treating over-worked and
tired-out business men, sends us a great many of his patients, and
one of his prescriptions is addressed to, u_s, in which he directs us
to put his patient to sawing boards- and '-di"iving nails, and the
results are wonderful. The workinar of theA.bfherlumber is health-
ful, the exercise is beneficial, and the man ffinnotTliink of himself
as he drives nails. We have in this wav aided Dr. Achom in
curing many of his patients. He has sent us men out of the
stores, prominent editors, managers of factories, and even presi-
dents of railroads. We have filled his prescription by putting
these men to work, and by their sleeping in the open air as much
as possible, some in tents, others in little shanties and cottages
they would hardly think of going into in the Noi h to keep out
of a shower of rain, they have gained appetite, health, strengtli
and weight, and it only takes a few days until a piece of South-
ern pork and corn bread tastes better to them than the best meal
they can get in the Parker House in Boston, and if driving nail*
and sleeping in little shanties will bring tone, vigor and sleep to
the over-worked man, is it not better than any medical compound?
At first the business man, with his soft, delicate hands, hesitates
to take hold, but after he has mashed his finger a few times, and
gets his hands as hard as a farmer's, he begins to eat and sleep,
and when he gets the chance to see himself in a mirror, he won-,
ders what has brought the contented, happy look to his face, and
the answer flashes to his mind, 'driving nails and living in a
shanty.' "

A Charming Pleasure Place.

Few winter resorts have the equal of Lakewood's advantages,
which are, primarily, location, climate, and surroundings. At the
end of a ninety-minute railroad journey you reach Lakewood.
The winter home of fashion, culture and society. Fine roads in
several directions lead to the hotels and cottages of the latter,
of which there are many, and the life of their occupants is as
merry as can be. The climate at Lakewood is at least ten degrees
milder than at New York or Philadelphia, and by its situation in
New Jersey's famous pine belt, there is an exhilarating healthful-
ness found nowhere else on the Atlantic Coast. The hotels are
metropolitan in every sense, and every convenience imaginable is

found there, including Sun Parlors, Palm Gardens, Artistic Tea
and Music Rooms, and a wonderful appointed cuisine. There are
innumerable opportunities for out-door Ufe, and sports like
Pony Polo, Golf, Cross-Country Riding, Coaching and Auto-
mobiling, are indulged in. The only road to Lakewood from
New York is the New Jersey Central, and its express service is

such that many New York business men travel daily between
Lakewood and New York. To know about Lakewood write C.
M. Burt, G. P. A., New Jersey Centray, New York City, for
Book on New Jersey's Pines, etc.; it's free for the asking.

The Laflin & Rand Powder Co., New York, Chicago, Denver,
San Francisco, has issued a calendar for 1903, which depicts a
situation having a theme sure to arouse pleasant memories in the
minds of all sportsmen. The bright glow of a fire, cheerily burn-
ing in the old-fashioned fireplace illuminates the cabin, in which
are three hunters, one of whom, the eldest of the party, is des-
canting on the merits of Infallible, a package of which he holds
forth in his hand as an object lesson. Of his two companions,
one is listening in a pose of eager attention, while the other,
preparing the coffee, is in a state of suspended action while
listening to the wise man. The picture is entitled "It's Infallible."
A man-of-wars man and a soldier, portrayed with much spirit
on the margin, are suggestive of the powder's further uses. It
will be sent to applicants by the Laflia & Rand Powder Co.

The illustrated catalogue of Marine Hardware issued by Anthony
S. Morss, of Boston, Mass., is a fat little volume of more than
250 pages. It seems to cp^jjpin everything that the yacht builder
could possibly use, from A palm to a propeller wheel, and from
a squilgee to a searchlight. Some idea of its size and variety
may be had from the fact that the index alone occupies twenty
pages in double column. Yacht builders, and those contemplat-
ing building should certainly send for this catalogrue.

W^e have just received from the Almy Water-Tube Boiler Co.,
of Providence, R. I., their catalogue for 1903. The catalogue de-
serves more than passing notice, for it is particularly well gotten
up, and contains a great deal of interesting matter. The pamphlet
is well printed on heavy-coated paper, and the half-tones of the
company's plant and of some two hundred yachts and steamers
that are equipped with their boilers, show up to the best possible
advantage.

Mr. Paul North, of the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Co.,
Cleveland, O., in a letter of recent date, informs us that he has
sent to Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302-304 Broadway,
New York, a Parker gun, equipped with the Fulford single
trigger, thus affording to the sportsmen of New York and
vicinity ample opportunity to observe its practical advantages
and workings.

The Marine Construction and Dry Dock Co., o£ New York,
whose works are at Mariners' IJarbor, S. I., not only build yachts,
launches and sail boats, but also attend to the work of repairing

and overhauling vessels and looking after and storing them and
their rigging for the winter. TJieir proximity to New York makes
them especially accessible to those desiring to have work done.

At the new plant of the Durand Manufacttjring Co:Ripany are

constmcted sail boats, power boats, row boiats and canoes. The
sew ^o'ot-jiower launch which they are buildirii^ is stated to have
covered forty-five miles in nine hours—a remarkable record. This

is a device often tried before, and Dr. Durand seems to li8Yf"

Bolvcd the problem that baa puziilcd so many aechanki^, ;
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